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A Chronicle of Holocaust Revisionism
by Thomas Kues

In a series of articles I will attempt to chronicle the history of
Holocaust revisionism, from the end of World War II up till today.[1]
For each year, I will provide some relevant details of historical
backgrounds, such as Holocaust related trials, major developments in
research etc. I will also append a brief outline of general historical
events. The main part of each entry will be devoted to the major
events of that year as directly related to Holocaust revisionism.
Historical revisionist works will be mentioned only insofar they touch
upon the fate of European Jewry during World War II. Skeptical
responses to mass killing allegations made prior to 1945 have been
omitted in part one, since they are too numerous to mention. [2] The
author wishes to thank Jean Plantin[3] and Richard Widmann for the
invaluable assistance they have provided in locating some of the
sources quoted below. It should be kept in mind that this article
series constitutes a history of Holocaust revisionism, and that the
texts quoted may contain arguments that have later been found to be
erroneous. Thus, I will generally not evaluate the validity of quoted or
summarized arguments.

1945
Background
On November 20, the International Military Tribunal in Nuremberg
begins. Two months before this, in September, the Bergen-Belsen
trial against Josef Kramer and others is conducted.

Events
April. German born Swedish-Jewish business man Norbert Masur is
sent to Berlin as a representative for Hillel Storch, delegate of the
Jewish World Congress. Early in the morning of April 21, Masur met
with Himmler at Hartzwalde, the countryside manor owned by
Himmler's personal doctor and masseur Dr. Felix Kersten. Their two
hour conversation was recounted in the book En Jude talar med
Himmler (A Jew speaks with Himmler), which was published later
that year – after the end of the war – by Stockholm publishing
company Albert Bonniers. According to Masur, Himmler stated the
following in regards to the concentration camps:
The war brought us into contact with the proletarized masses of
Eastern Jewry, something which caused us entirely new problems. We

could not tolerate having such an enemy behind our backs. The
Jewish masses were infected with severe diseases, in particular
Flecktyphus. I myself have lost thousands of my best SS men to these
epidemics. Also, the Jews helped the partisans. (...) The Jews passed
on information to the partisans. Besides that they shot at our troops
in the ghetto. (...) In order to contain the plagues we had to construct
crematories, where the corpses of the innumerable people who had
fallen victims to these illnesses could be incinerated. And on account
of this they want to tie a noose for us! (...) These camps got their bad
reputation from their unfortunately chosen name. (...) They should
have been called reeducation camps. Not only Jews and political
prisoners were interned there, but also criminal elements, who were
not released after serving their sentences. As a result of this
Germany in 1941, that is, during a war year, had the lowest crime
rate seen in decades. The prisoners had to work hard, but so did the
entire German people. The treatment in the camps was harsh, but
just.
To Masur's question whether he denied that “grave misdeeds” had
been carried out in the camps, Himmler replied: “I must admit that
some such things took place, but on the other hand I have seen to
that the guilty were punished.”[4]
In his journal The Protestant Vanguard Scottish activist Alexander
Ratcliﬀe speaks of the “stupid stories about millions of massacred
Jews”.[5]

Irma Grese and Josef Kramer standing in the courtyard of the
Prisoner of War cage at Celle. Kramer said that the gas chamber
story was “untrue from beginning to end.” Both were convicted of
war crimes and sentenced to death. Aug. 8, 1945. Source Imperial
War Museum collection: unrestricted access.
April-May. Former commandant of the Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen
concentration camps, Josef Kramer, is captured by British forces on
April 17 and interned on the following day. Sometime between April

18 and May 21 Kramer made a ﬁrst statement on his role as camp
commandant. In it, we read:
I have heard of the allegations of former prisoners in Auschwitz
referring to a gas chamber there, the mass executions and whippings,
the cruelty of the guards employed and that all this took place either
in my presence or with my knowledge. All I can say to all this is that
it is untrue from beginning to end.
In a later, second statement Kramer retracted this, stating that he
had seen one gas chamber in Auschwitz, which was under the
command of Rudolf Höss. In court Kramer explained the gas chamber
denial of his ﬁrst statement by claiming that he had felt bound by his
word of honour as long as Hitler and Himmler were still alive
(Himmler died, allegedly by his own hand, on May 21, 1945).
May. British writer George Orwell (Eric Blair) writes in his essay
“Notes on Nationalism” (published in Polemic, No. 1, October 1945):
Indiﬀerence to objective truth is encouraged by the sealing-oﬀ of one
part of the world from another, which makes it harder and harder to
discover what is actually happening. There can often be a genuine
doubt about the most enormous events. For example, it is impossible
to calculate within millions, perhaps even tens of millions, the
number of deaths caused by the present war. The calamities that are
constantly being reported – battles, massacres, famines, revolutions –
tend to inspire in the average person a feeling of unreality. One has
no way of verifying the facts, one is not even fully certain that they
have happened, and one is always presented with totally diﬀerent
interpretations from diﬀerent sources. What were the rights and
wrongs of the Warsaw rising of August 1944? Is it true about the
German gas ovens in Poland? Who was really to blame for the Bengal
famine? Probably the truth is discoverable, but the facts will be so
dishonestly set forth in almost any newspaper that the ordinary
reader can be forgiven either for swallowing lies or failing to form an
opinion.
May 30. In his article “Trials for War Criminals”, James Morgan Read
speaks of the necessity of an impartial investigation of atrocity
allegations.[6]
June 29. Former Auschwitz staﬀ member SS Hauptsturmführer Hans
Aumeier states in his ﬁrst declaration to his British captors: “I have
no knowledge of gas chambers and during my time no detainee was
gassed.” Following this statement, Aumeier is given a questionnaire
asking him to provide testimony on “Gassings (with all details),
numbers of daily and total victims” as well as a “Confession about
own responsibility in case of gassings.”[7]

Historical context
Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin meet at the Yalta Conference in early
February. Hitler commits suicide in Berlin on April 30. Alfred Jodl
signs unconditional surrender terms on May 7. Atomic bombs

dropped on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in early
August. Japanese capitulation and the end of World War II on August
15. In September, US forces occupy the southern half of the Korean
peninsula, while Soviet forces occupy the northern half, marking the
beginning of the Korean conﬂict. In December, American General
George S. Patton dies in car accident. Zionist terrorist strikes against
British military bases in Palestine.

1946
Background
The 24 accused at IMT Nuremberg are handed down their sentences.
Twelve of them are condemned to death by hanging. Reichsmarschall
Hermann Göring commits suicide prior to execution. On May 11, 58
members of the Mauthausen concentration camp staﬀ are sentenced
to death by the U.S. Military Court at Dachau.

Events
February 17. Hermann Göring remarks in a conversation with prison
psychologist G.M. Gilbert that the newsreels depicting heaps of
emaciated corpses at the concentration camps could have been
fabricated by anyone, and also expresses doubt in the six million
ﬁgure. [8]
April 29. During his interrogation at IMT Nuremberg, Julius
Streicher states:
I ﬁrst heard of the mass murders and mass killings at Mondorf when I
was in prison. But I am stating here that if I had been told that 2 or 3
million people had been killed, then I would not have believed it. I
would not have believed that it was technically possible to kill so
many people; and on the basis of the entire attitude and psychology
of the Fuehrer, as I knew it, I would not have believed that mass
killings, to the extent to which they have taken place, could have
taken place.[9]
Later during the same interrogation he added:
To this day I do not believe that 5 million were killed. I consider it
technically impossible that that could have happened. I do not believe
it. I have not received proof of that up until now.[10]
May 11. British advocate of monetary reform C.H. Douglas requests
proof for the alleged ﬁgure of six million killed Jews, while noting the
“enormous numbers” of Jewish survivors in Germany.[11]
May 22. American scholar Austin Joseph App in a letter to Time
magazine questions their assertion that 6.5 million Jew lived in
Europe excluding Russia at the time of the outbreak of World War II.
App found this claim exaggerated and reminded of the high number
of Jews still present in Germany by the end of the war as well as the

ﬂow of 3 million refugees, most of them presumably Jews, into the
United States prior to and during the war years, concluding that
“What we have heard regarding the Jewish population of Europe and
its treatment is not substantiated fact”.[12]
May 27. Hermann Göring states the following during an interview
with Nuremberg psychiatrist Leon Goldensohn:
I think that the atrocities, if they existed – and mind you, I don’t
believe they were technically possible, or if they were, I don’t believe
Hitler ordered them – it must have been Goebbels or Himmler.[13]
June 13. Swiss newspaper Basler Nachrichten carries as its headline
“How high is the number of Jewish victims?” (Wie hoch ist die Zahl
der jüdischen Opfer?). Quoting oﬀicial statistics on the Jewish
populations of Europe, the article argues that the number of Jewish
victims could not exceed 3 million, and most likely amounts to less
than 1.5 million. The unnamed writer of the article puts the term
“extermination of the Jews” within quotation brackets, implying
skepticism towards the allegations of a systematic extermination of
European Jewry, but does not discuss the gas chamber issue.[14]
Undated. British writer George Bernard Shaw in his pamphlet
Geneva criticizes the Allied bombing campaign against Germany and
the nuclear destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. While claiming
that Hitler wrongly believed the Jews to be “an accursed race who
should be exterminated as such” Shaw also writes:
They [the Germans running the camps] were not ﬁends in human
form; but they did not know what to do with the thousands thrown on
their care. (...) They could do nothing with their prisoners but
overcrowd them within any four walls that were left standing, lock
them in, and leave them almost starving to die of typhus. When
further overcrowding became physically possible they could do
nothing with their unwalled prisoners but kill them and burn the
corpses they could not bury. And even this they could not organize
frankly and competently: they had to make their victims die of
illusage instead of by military law. (...) Had there been eﬀicient
handling of the situation by the authorities (...) none of these
atrocities would have occurred. They occur in every war when the
troops get out of hand.[15]
Nowhere does Shaw mention the infamous gas chambers.

Historical context
Austria is divided into 4 occupation zones on January 7. IMT Tokyo
commences on April 29. Irgun bomb attack against King David Hotel
in Jerusalem on July 22. On December 12, a socialist government is
formed in France by Jewish socialist and former Buchenwald inmate
Léon Blum.

1947

Background
Between April and August the Buchenwald Trial is conducted by the
U.S. Military Court at Dachau. On August 20, the verdict of the socalled Doctors’ Trial is announced in Nuremberg. The Auschwitz trial
in Kraków, Poland, where former camp commandant Rudolf Höss is
sentenced to death, is held between November 24 and December 22.
The ﬁrst edition of Anne Frank’s diary, Het Achterhuis, is published in
The Netherlands.

Events
April. American far right activist Elizabeth Dilling claims the six
million ﬁgure to be false.[16]
Undated. In the 1947 edition of Encyclopaedia Brittanica, AmericanJewish historian Jacob Marcus describes the fate of the European
Jews under National Socialist rule and occupation in the following
way (in the article ”Jews”):
In order to eﬀect a solution of the Jewish problem in line with their
theories, the Nazis carried out a series of expulsions and deportations
of Jews, mostly of original east European stock, from nearly all
European states. Men frequently separated from their wives, and
others from children, were sent by the thousands to Poland and
western Russia. There they were put into concentration camps, or
huge reservations, or sent into the swamps, or out on the roads, into
labour gangs. Large numbers perished under the inhuman conditions
under which they labored. While every other large Jewish center was
being embroiled in war, American Jewry was gradually assuming a
position of leadership in world Jewry.
No mention of gas chambers or an extermination policy targeting
Jews is made in this edition, leaving the reader with the impression
that Marcus, one of the foremost contemporary experts on Jewish
history, either did not put credence in the mass gassing allegations or
was reluctant to mention said claims in print. The text quoted above
was retained in the 1952 and 1956 editions of the encyclopedia.

Historical context
On January 31, communists take power in Poland. March 12, Truman
Doctrine proclaimed. On August 31, communists take over Hungary.
CIA created on September 18. On November 29 the United Nations
General Assembly votes to partition Palestine between Arabs and
Jews.

1948
Background
Verdict of the Einsatzgruppen Trial pronounced on April 10.

Sentences in the I.G. Farben Trial handed down on July 30.

Events
February. American neo-Fascist ideologue and political activist
Francis Parker Yockey, who in 1946 had been assigned to work in
Wiesbaden, Germany, as a prosecutor in war crime trials, publishes
the book Imperium using the pseudonym Ulrick Varange. On page
533 of its original edition we read:
These fact-creations [concerning the Pearl Harbor incident] were as
nothing, however, to the massive, post-war, “concentration-camp”
propaganda of the Culture-distorting regime based in Washington.
This propaganda announced that 6,000,000 members of the Jewish
Culture-Nation-State-Church-People-Race had been killed in
European camps, as well as an indeterminate number of other
people. The propaganda was on a world-wide scale, and was of a
mendacity that was perhaps adapted to a uniformized mass, but was
simply disgusting to discriminating Europeans. The propaganda was
technically quite complete. “Photographs” were supplied in millions
of copies. Thousands of the people who had been killed published
accounts of their experiences in these camps. Hundreds of thousands
more made fortunes in post-war black-markets. “Gas-chambers” that
did not exist were photographed, and a “gasmobile” was invented to
titillate the mechanically-minded.
Unfortunately, Yockey did not clarify further in writing how he had
come to his revisionist conclusions.
October. French fascist writer Maurice Bardèche publishes the book
Nuremberg ou la Terre promise (“Nuremberg or The Promised Land”,
Le Sept Couleurs, Paris) in which he criticizes the International
Military Tribunal and its verdict, especially focusing on claims made
by the French trial delegation that the German occupation forces had
sought to ”exterminate” the French population. The book, however,
does not dispute the Holocaust per se, i.e. the allegations of a
German extermination plan for the Jews and mass killings in gas
chambers (“concerning this there are numerous pieces of evidence”,
Bardèche writes). On the other hand, he notes that contemporary
German documents shows “the solution of the Jewish problem” to
have “consisted only of an assembling of the Jews in a territorial zone
which one called the Jewish Reserve”. According to Bardèche, the
defendants at Nuremberg
could maintain that they had been unaware during the whole war of
the massive executions which took place at Auschwitz, at Treblinka
and elsewhere, that they had learned about them for the ﬁrst time by
listening to their accusers, and no document of the trial enables us to
aﬀirm that Göring, Ribbentrop, or Keitel lied by saying that; it is very
possible, indeed, that the policy of Himmler was a totally personal
policy, discreetly carried out, and for which he alone bears the
responsibility.[17]

A similar view would be expounded nearly three decades later by the
British war historian David Irving in his book Hitler's War.
October 9. Austin J App writes a letter to the Philadelphia Inquirer
criticizing the treatment of Ilse Koch. The letter mentions the abuse
of captured Dachau guards, as well as the torture and deceptions
used to extract confessions from them. It also contends that the
discovery at Buchenwald of lampshades made of human skin is an
“unproven allegation”. In regards to the alleged criminal use of
human remains, App draws a parallel to events in the Paciﬁc War
where US soldiers fashioned souvenirs out of the bones of fallen
Japanese.[18]

Historical context
On February 25, Communists seize control over Czechoslovakia. April
9, Deir Yassin massacre in Palestine. Israeli declaration of
independence on May 14. In June the Berlin Blockade begins,
marking the start of the Cold War. September 17, Stern Gang
assassinates UN mediator Count Folke Bernadotte. On New Year's
Eve, the Arab-Israeli War breaks out.

1949
Background
No Holocaust related events of signiﬁcance.

Events
July 16. Austin J App, at the time doing research in Europe, once
again writes to Time magazine, which had oﬀered to him as proof for
the alleged extermination of 6 million Jews the November 26, 1945
testimony of Wilhelm Hoettl, pointing out the absurdity in oﬀering
witness statements as proof of genocide: “Surely the fact that even
you could quote no better authority than that of a frightened,
hysterical Obersturmbannfuehrer, testifying four years ago, must
make you suspect that if his ﬁgures could have been substantiated
those who repeat the charge in order to persecute Germans would
have long ago have done so.” App further notes the role the
extermination allegation played in the creation of the Israeli state the
previous year. According to App’s own estimate, less than 1.5 million
European Jews had lost their lives due to Nazi persecution.[19]
Undated. Swiss far right philosopher and writer Gaston-Armand
Amaudruz in his book Ubu Justicier au premier procès de Nuremberg
critizises the judicial foundations of the Nuremberg trial as well as
questions the extermination allegation without going into details.

Historical context
In March, more than 90,000 Baltic nationals are deported to remote

areas of the Soviet Union. In May, the Federal Republic of Germany is
established. George Orwell's novel Nineteen Eighty-four published in
June. In August, the Soviet Union tests its ﬁrst atomic bomb. In
October the communist controlled Democratic Republic of Germany
(East Germany or DDR) is oﬀicially established.

Commentary
During the ﬁrst half decade following the end of the war a number of
war crime trials, spectacles orchestrated by the victorious powers in
cooperation as well as separately, set up the foundations of the Jewish
extermination narrative that was much later to be called “The
Holocaust”. While a number of critical voices, many of them
American, were raised against the proceedings at Nuremberg, only a
few people living through this chaotic period made the eﬀort to
scrutinize the plausibility of the claims of genocide. We can ﬁnd at
least three possible explanations for this. First of all, most of the
accused at the trials were either Third Reich bureaucrats and “small
ﬁsh”, or had simply not had any signiﬁcant insight into the handling
of the “Jewish problem”. The majority of the key movers behind the
“Final Solution” were either missing or had already met their death,
sometimes in suspicious fashion.[20]Confronted with the powerful
newsreel footage of skeletal concentration camp inmates and corpses
piled in heaps, many of the accused apparently came to believe that
Himmler and the SS had carried out a secret policy of extermination
behind their backs. Their reactions, and especially the declaration of
guilt made by “The Hangman of Poland”, Hans Frank, might have
dissuaded suspicions regarding the truth of the allegations in the
minds of many. Secondly, the claim of an attempted extermination of
European Jewry was given relatively little time at IMT Nuremberg as
well as at the subsequent NMT trials. Especially little court time was
devoted to the alleged mass gassings, with virtually no relevant
details discussed by the court and no technical evidence displayed.
Further, the number of gas chamber witness accounts publicly
available in the West at the time was rather few in number. This
relative lack of interest in the details of the alleged genocide would
be reﬂected in the scarcity of texts criticizing the same allegations.
On the other hand, we see that the more general question of German
war guilt was addressed by a number of writers, many of them
American revisionist historians. The political circumstances in turn
make up the third reason. The vanquished Germany was under
occupation, its press and publishers placed under severe censorship.
In central and eastern Europe, country after country was taken over
by communists with the support of Stalin's Soviet and it’s Red Army.
In western European nations that had been occupied by Germany,
such as France and Denmark, suspected collaborators were killed
without much ado. It is no wonder that few critical voices were
raised, and that those few emanated from countries that either had a
strong tradition of free speech, such as the United States, or that had
been neutral during the war, such as Switzerland.
In the texts quoted or referred to above, we notice that only two postwar writers, neo-fascist Francis Parker Yockey and socialist George

Orwell, explicitly brings into question the existence of the gas
chambers. The rest of the texts mainly focus on the alleged death toll
of 6 million Jews, suggesting that it must be exaggerated since there
were not enough potential victims within the grasp of Hitler’s regime.
The reason for this is rather easy to explain. While the issue of the
number of victims could be scrutinized, at least to a certain level,
using publicly available sources, the former German concentration
camps housing the remains of the alleged gas chambers were out of
reach for critical observers, occupied as they were by detachments of
the Red Army or the Western Allies. In addition, very little
“information” was yet available on the details of the alleged killing
agents. Not knowing how exactly the gassings were carried out, or
what the gas chambers were supposed to have looked like, most
individuals otherwise inclined to skepticism would have assumed that
the alleged mass gassings likely were feasible. As will be seen in the
next part of this chronicle, it would take a skeptic who had himself
been a concentration camp inmate to start unraveling the gas
chamber narrative.
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After the Reich: The Brutal History of
the Allied Occupation
by Joseph Bishop

After the Reich: The Brutal History of the Allied Occupation, by Giles
MacDonogh. Basic Books, New York, 2007. 618pp., illustrated, with
notes, bibliography, indexed.
A recent work with some refreshing angles on the post-WW2
occupation of defeated Germany is always welcome, minimally at
least as a small antidote to the continued appearance of Holocaustrelated works which seem to endlessly exhaust and over-exhaust
every minute aspect – real or imagined – of that 'footnote' to the
Second World War. This work by Giles MacDonogh is not perfect, and
no one should expect it to be so when so much that is historically
'inconvenient' surrounding that period is still hidden today or is
ignored or pressured into a 'memory hole' oblivion. In fact, overall,
this book is quite useful and informative and is recommended to all
revisionists and others interested in this period of our history.
As a brief aside, I sometimes wonder if book reviewers actually read
the works they comment on. The rear panel citation from Thomas
Burleigh insists that MacDonogh 'never loses sight of the fact that
this was an occupation that the western powers got right'. Actually a
careful reading of the book reveals that a central thrust of the author
is to point out how very badly ALL of the allies administered defeated
Germany, even to the point at which a great many Germans were
regaining sympathy for National Socialism because of years and
years of post-1945 occupation in which starvation, pillaging,
demontage, rape, murder, requisitioning of a high percentage of
surviving homes, etc. reﬂected the misery of so many average
Germans. The purported goal of persuading the occupied to embrace
the social and political systems of the USA, Britain, France, or the
USSR was being torpedoed by the very occupiers themselves in their
consistent policies of continuing to regard the defeated population as
'the enemy' who must needs be 'punished'.
This 'punishment' is ably catalogued by the author in all important
regards, detailing the crimes committed against the vanquished by
the victors and even adding a few new categories which other
historians typically have under-emphasized.
Geographically Germany was radically reduced in size as Austria was
made independent again, the Sudetenland was returned to a
reconstituted Czechoslovakia, and whole provinces were torn away
and handed to a newly emergent Poland – from the German entity of

Prussia which was made to cease to exist entirely. France took the
provinces of Lothringen-Elsass, Luxembourg was broken oﬀ, and the
German South Tyrol went to Italy (again).
The German people themselves were physically punished. All of the
victor powers kept food away from the population, reducing it to well
below daily nutritional requirements and unintentionally but
unavoidably forcing into existence a black market economy to enable
sheer survival. The Russians routinely raped German women, and not
just in the immediate takeover. It actually went on as a daily
experience for several years in many areas, and even men were
raped. Beatings, torture, deprivation of medical treatment and of
shelter, were fairly routine too. The French deliberately brought in
black colonial troops from Morocco and elsewhere and unleashed
them upon the helpless German civilian communities. The Americans
did something similar with a high proportion of black American
troops. The British were slightly more restrained but inﬂicted
'punishment' in other ways – especially with absurdly reduced daily
rations for the occupied and which resulted in mass starvation –
especially for infants and small children.
Industrially, the Soviets, French, and British practiced the
dismantlement-theft of whole industries and dragged same oﬀ to
their own homelands. The western Allies eventually woke up to the
reality of how counter-productive this was and put a stop to it, but
the Soviets took a bit longer to end the practice. The Americans had
little in the way of industrial needs or desires and tended instead to
make oﬀ with whatever seemed eminently lootable – although all the
victors did this of course. Masses of Germans were literally enslaved
to run mines in Poland and stolen industrial concerns taken to
France. German scientists (and many others) were spirited oﬀ to the
USSR and to the USA. While these enslavements and forced
deportations were occurring, individual Germans were on trial in
victor 'war crimes' courts for doing the same thing – an irony not lost
upon the author.
If not for the tragedy of it all, the practices of the Russians were
almost comical. As the Soviet forces entered modern Germany, they
found themselves unable to comprehend all that they had at their
feet. Even the ﬂush toilet was something new and amazing to most of
them, and much of what was looted was not understood or served
them no practical purpose.
Culturally, socialists and communists – including a very high number
of Jewish internees recently released from concentration camps or
importing themselves into Germany from the USA, Britain, or
elsewhere – were given virtual control of a revamped German
cultural life, including theatre, music, publishing, newspapers, etc.
The population was deprived of anything remotely National Socialist
or nationalist in nature, and were instead fed on an imposed
internationalist-socialist intellectual life. Almost literally in fact, as
the starving population thirsted for music, books, etc. to take their
minds oﬀ their hunger and other deprivations. MacDonogh explores

the development of postwar Germany's literature in particular, as
well as the various disputes between exiles and anti-Nazis who stayed
in Germany throughout the war.
Politically the punished received an imposition similar to that of the
cultural realm, as fairly quickly the Russians and Americans granted
the 'freedom' to the Germans to choose their own representatives and
government – up to a point, that is – and so long as it (a) excluded
National Socialism, (b) closely resembled the systems practiced by
the victors, and (c) remained under the overall control of the Allied
military governors and their troops. This strange form of selfgovernment was formalized with the formation of the Adenauer
government in 1949, and the author provides a number of interesting
insights into Adenauer's own goals and how the Allies viewed and
used him. The author details the formation of the various new
political parties, their goals, and the extent to which they were
controlled or directed by the victors. He cites the failure of Soviet
policy in which their own sponsored candidates failed dismally in
early elections, largely because of German women voters who saw a
vote for Soviet sponsored candidates as a vote for rape.
The treatment of captured German POWs is covered, in which
MacDonogh cites their re-categorization from POWs into 'DEPs'
(disarmed enemy persons) and thus airily (and illegally) erasing their
Geneva Conventions protections; he minimizes the numbers of their
fatalities under the new acronyms, resultant to starvation and
deprivation of shelter and medical care. Millions of POWs – now
'DEPs' – living in holes dug out of the mud in sub-zero temperatures
and without suﬀicient food and no medical care did not aﬀord much
of a life-expectancy, all the more so as their captivity dragged from
months into years. But the author's own politics intrudes, as indeed
he indulges a common practice of that period in which the Cold War
began, by attributing or shifting responsibility for the huge numbers
of 'missing' German prisoners to the Russians.
Revisionist authors who have done outstanding work in this area are
mostly ignored. James Bacque, for example, is mentioned brieﬂy, but
only to be dismissed without argument, his detractors' assumptions
and criticisms being apparently blindly accepted. An exception is that
of the several citations of Victor Gollancz's books and his central
argument that starving and mistreating the civilian population of
Germany did nothing to advance the moral or political agendas of the
Allies and instead merely created new enemies and the possibilities
of new conﬂicts.
The consequences of the Holocaust are presented by MacDonogh
with a few rather revealing snippets. He repeatedly cites the amazing
reappearance of improbably large numbers of Jews as Nazi power
collapsed, they emerging both from the opened camps as well as from
all over Germany itself – this being rather strange in view of the
received history of a Nazi system eﬀiciently exterminating them all.
Many of these Jews were almost immediately re-established into
positions of power and inﬂuence along with their co-religionists who

had been resident in Britain and America during the war.
Unfortunately the author jumbles some ﬁction with fact, for example
when citing human lampshades as a reality at Buchenwald, or stating
that the German military men mass-murdered at Dachau after the
Allied takeover in 1945 were SS guards (actually they were ordinary
military who had nothing to do with the camp administration), or as
he mentions the former Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss's
testimonies as reliable (when in fact they were often false and
resultant to beatings and torture).
The great deal of material he presents about the crimes against
German civilians by Poles and Czechs seems to lack any knowledge of
John Sack's work An Eye for an Eye. Sack pointed out that many
'Jewish avengers' who ran the concentration camps ﬁlled with
German civilians after the war, in which beatings, torture, murder,
etc. were routine, used Polish, Czech, etc. names to hide their own
ethnicity and/or misattribute it to that of others. MacDonogh seems
to be wholly unaware of this aspect.
Disagreements amongst the victors are explored in this book in
several very interesting regards. The French desired to seize huge
areas of western Germany but the British and Americans blocked
this. The British and Americans combined their zones into 'Bizonia'
but the French long resisted the formation of 'Trizonia' as they fought
hard to prevent any form of German uniﬁcation. Most interesting of
all is the fact that the Soviets wanted ALL of Germany reuniﬁed – but
of course under their own sponsored communist system and control;
it was the United States that pushed forward 'Trizonia' and the
independence of West Germany, dividing it from the eastern zone
which the Soviets were belatedly forced to re-work into the 'German
Democratic Republic'.
The Berlin Airlift is given a great deal of space, especially with regard
to its origins within a failed Soviet political stratagem embarked upon
in angry response to the American alteration of the German currency
in the USA zone of occupation.
The somewhat intricate politics of Austria and the South Tyrol is
discussed, including a few surprises such as how and why the latter
was returned to Italy. The ﬁction, or self-serving ploy, of the Austrians
posing (or being presented as) 'victims' of 'Nazi aggression' and how
the victors reacted to this theory is treated: the Russians rejecting it
consistently, the western Allies usually pretending to its reality for
their own political purposes.
MacDonogh practices some of the expected moral equivalencing of
Nazi crimes with postwar victor crimes, i.e. since the Russians, Poles,
Czechs, et al suﬀered this or that at the hands of the Nazis, then it
was only to be expected that revenge would be practiced.
Interestingly, he cites an observation that of all the avengers, the
Americans were not directly victimized by the Nazis and that the
American hatred of Germans and a thirst to punish them was
somewhat irrational. He does not mention, but hints, that this is was

in consequence of the virulent Germanophobic propaganda of the war
years. In connection with this, he provides an interesting history of
the Morgenthau Plan and how it was ultimately rejected by Truman
and the American military governors. Not out of sympathy for the
defeated, but as something impractical as well as inimical to new
'Cold War' goals and requirements in which the German people would
be required as a re-strengthened (but carefully controlled) bulwark
against the new enemy in the form of the Soviet Union.
Denaziﬁcation and the 'war crimes' trials are covered in some depth.
He points out that the denaziﬁcation process was uneven,
impractical, and often pursued without much enthusiasm, the process
itself eventually being quietly abandoned. The trials he correctly sees
as without much legal basis and being little more than 'show trials' in
pursuit of vengeance. He cites Paget's work on the von Manstein
experience; interesting from a revisionist perspective, he discusses
Paget's conclusions about the exaggerations and falsehoods re 'war
crimes' in wartime Russia – which is itself of supreme importance
given the strange new pseudo-reality of the huge majority of the
alleged six million said to have perished in those vast domains at the
hands of the Einsatzgruppen and others, instead of via the once
ubiquitous gas chambers. This is a little understood and rarely
mentioned part of the Holocaust story, but one of supreme
importance given the numbers-juggling that has occurred after
revisionist researchers have torn so many giant holes in the
Auschwitz and 'gas chamber' legends.
This important book has an impressive notes section in which a great
many little-known works are cited; Giles MacDonogh is ﬂuent in
German and relied heavily on original source materials in that
language, most of which have not seen English publication.
This reviewer can be contacted at:
revisionist21@aol.com
Copyrighted 2008 by Joseph Bishop
All rights reserved.

Christianity and the Holocaust
Ideology
by Paul Grubach

In January of this year, Pope Benedict XVI lifted the ban of
excommunication on four Bishops from the traditionalist Society of
St. Pius X, who had been excommunicated in 1988 after being
ordained against Vatican orders by the late Archbishop Marcel
Lefebvre. This would have generated very little news had it not been
for the fact that one of them, Bishop Richard Williamson, gave an
interview on Swedish television in which he rejected the orthodox
Holocaust story. Williamson said historical evidence “is hugely
against 6 million Jews having been deliberately gassed in gas
chambers as a deliberate policy of Adolf Hitler.” He agreed with
Holocaust revisionists who he said concluded that “between
200,000-300,000 perished in Nazi concentration camps, but not one
of them by gassing.”[1]
Under pressure from Jewish groups and their Gentile supporters, the
supreme Catholic hierarchy condemned Bishop Williamson’s beliefs,
and he eventually oﬀered an ambiguous apology. On January 26, the
Vatican proclaimed any rejection of the traditional Holocaust story
violates the teachings of the Catholic Church.[2] In March, the
Vatican’s envoy to Israel asserted that “Holocaust deniers” could not
be considered Catholic.[3] Another Vatican spokesman even claimed
it is a “sin” to reject the orthodox version of the Jewish experience
during WWII.[4]
A signiﬁcant portion of the world’s Christians already accept the
orthodox Holocaust story due to decades of indoctrination from both
governmental and media sources. The Catholic Church’s recent
warning that to reject the Holocaust dogma “violates Catholic
teachings” and is to “engage in sin” may well keep many wellmeaning Catholics from even considering that there is another side to
the Holocaust story.
The important question at this time is this. Does Christian morality
really demand an acceptance of the traditional version of the
Holocaust?

The Orthodox Holocaust Story and
Christianity
One of the standard claims of the orthodox Holocaust story is that

Western Christendom created the climate of opinion that made the
alleged mass murder of six million Jews possible.[5] Accordingly,
European Christianity is to a large extent responsible for this
horrendous massacre. Bishop Brian Farrell, vice president of the
Pontiﬁcal Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews,
expressed this sentiment when he stated the Holocaust is a religious
concern because it “took place in the heart of what was the
supposedly Christian continent of Europe.”[6]
These are serious charges leveled against Western Christianity. In
order to evaluate the accusation—“Western Christendom is to a large
extent responsible for the Holocaust.”—it must ﬁrst be determined if
the mass murder of six million Jews actually occurred.
This is not the only manner in which the Holocaust doctrine aﬀects
Christianity. There is a way in which it aﬀects world Christianity, and
not just European Christendom. A quite popular school of philosophy
claims that “God died with Auschwitz.” According to this line of
thought, a morally perfect, omnipotent God that deeply loves all
mankind would never allow something as horrendous and monstrous
as the Holocaust to take place. But the Holocaust did occur. Hence,
the God of Judaism and Christianity does not exist.
Jewish theologian Amos Finkelstein expressed this philosophy with
the following statement: “The admission that God—or ethical
theism—died in Auschwitz because Auschwitz deﬁes all meaning
calls, we are told, for a radical change in the most fundamental
premises.”[7]
The Christian theologian, Robert McAfee Brown, reluctantly agreed
(somewhat) with Finkelstein: “This is the crisis of belief that the
Holocaust forces on us. For who, whether Jew or Christian, can
believe in a God in whose world such things take place? The
perennial mystery of evil, the source of our greatest vulnerability as
believers, reaches unique expression in the Holocaust. No theodicy
can encompass this event so that its wounds are closed or its scars
healed. It forever precludes easy faith in God or humanity. Both are
placed under judgment, and a verdict or acquittal may not be lightly
rendered, if at all, to either party.”[8]
The pro-Zionist Catholic theologian, Harry James Cargas, drew a
similar conclusion: “The Holocaust is, in my judgment, the greatest
tragedy for Christians since the cruciﬁxion. In the ﬁrst instance,
Jesus died; in the latter, Christianity may be said to have died.”[9]
In the wake of the Bishop Williamson aﬀair, Jesuit Father Federico
Lombardi, a papal spokesman, echoed these sentiments when he said
that to deny the Holocaust is to deny “the most obvious
manifestation” of the presence of evil in the world. He added: “A
religious person, a Christian must face the challenge of faith
represented by this fact, by the evil in the world.”[10 ]
The religious doubts of McAfee Brown, Cargas and Lombardi can be
summarized as follows. It is almost inconceivable that a religion

which is directly inspired by God could be responsible for something
as monstrous as the Holocaust, the meticulously planned mass
murder of millions of Jews. But the Holocaust did occur, and
Christendom is largely responsible for it. Hence, Christianity may not
be inspired by a morally perfect, omnipotent Being, or this Supreme
Being may not even exist.
Clearly then, the whole Holocaust ideology represents a direct
challenge to the credibility and existence of Christianity and a belief
in God, as a signiﬁcant number of theologians and churchmen have
given serious consideration to this “God-died-with-Auschwitz”
theology. In order that Christians may successfully deal with the
crisis of faith that the Holocaust ideology has created, it is necessary
to ﬁrst answer the most obvious question: Did the Holocaust actually
occur? In order to answer this in a truthful way, one must evaluate
both the traditional and revisionist views of the Holocaust in a fair
and objective manner.
However, in mainstream Western society this is not possible. The
Holocaust can be used to discredit and disprove God’s existence, and
attack and undermine the Christian religion. (Elie Wiesel has done
just that when he claimed that “the sincere Christian knows what
died in Auschwitz was not the Jewish people but Christianity.”[11])
Yet, it is not acceptable to debunk the traditional Holocaust story.
According to the prevailing mores, it is “evil and immoral” to reject it.
This prevailing “moral judgment” was expressed when Vatican
spokesman Lombardi said that “denying” the traditional version of
the Holocaust can be “a serious sin of lying mixed, in addition, with
components of racism and anti-Semitism.”[12]
But is it really morally wrong for a Christian to reject the traditional
Holocaust story?
To put the Holocaust beyond the realm of rational critique, to make it
sinful and immoral to debunk it, is tantamount to elevating it to the
status of a sacred dogma. Yet, the traditional Holocaust story is a
human interpretation of history created by human historians, and is
propagated by human institutions. There is nothing “sacred” about
the Holocaust ideology, as it was not in any way sanctioned by the
Supreme Being. God did not hand down the doctrine of the Holocaust
to Moses on Mt. Sinai along with the Ten Commandments. The
orthodox version of the Holocaust is only as good as the evidence that
supports it. One could cogently argue that to endow this humanly
created doctrine with an aura of holy, religious sacredness is,
according to Christian morality, to engage in idolatry. How so?
In Exodus 20: 1-7, idol worship is explicitly condemned. We read: “I
am the Lord your God…You shall have no other gods before me…you
shall not bow down to them [the ‘other gods’] or serve them.” In
contemporary Western society and mainstream Christian circles, the
Holocaust is before the concept of God. You can use the Holocaust
ideology to “disprove” and discredit the concept of God and
Christianity (as the popular “God-died-with-Auschwitz” theology

shows), but it is “evil and immoral” to attempt to disprove the
Holocaust ideology. You can use it to critically examine and question
the very existence of God, as the “God-died-with-Auschwitz”
theologians do. Yet, one cannot critically evaluate this “other god,”
the Holocaust. You must only bow down and serve it. That is to say,
just uncritically accept it.
Even the bitter opponent of “Holocaust denial,” Israeli historian
Yehuda Bauer, admits the Holocaust is now viewed as "a mysterious
event, an upside-down miracle so to speak, an event of religious
signiﬁcance in the sense that it is not man-made as that term is
normally understood."[13] The Holocaust is the secular religion of the
Western world, complete with punishment and prison sentences for
heretics who reject it. It is an “other god” that has been raised above
all other religions, including the Christian religion and the concept of
God itself, and in this sense it truly is a form of anti-Christian idol
worship.

The Vatican’s Promotion of Holocaust
Falsehood and the Search for Truth
In regard to the traditional Holocaust story, the Papacy has a
documented track record of piously promoting a Holocaust falsehood.
Herewith.
At the postwar Nuremberg Tribunal, the Allies charged that the
Germans exterminated four million people at Auschwitz. Until 1990, a
memorial plaque at Auschwitz read: “Four Million People Suﬀered
and Died Here at the Hands of the Nazi Murderers Between the Years
1940 and 1945.”[14] During a 1979 visit to the camp, Pope John Paul
II stood before this memorial and blessed the alleged four million
victims.[15]
In July 1990, the Polish government's Auschwitz State Museum, along
with Israel's Yad Vashem Holocaust center, conceded that the four
million ﬁgure was a gross exaggeration, and references to it were
accordingly removed from the Auschwitz monument. Israeli and
Polish oﬀicials announced a tentative revised toll of about 1.1 million
Auschwitz dead. [16]
Around September of 1989, mainstream Holocaust historians began
admitting that the four million ﬁgure was a deliberate myth.
According to Israeli historian Yehuda Bauer, the Poles wanted to
create a “national myth,” so this “required” that a large number of
both Poles and Jews lost their lives at Auschwitz. Polish
propagandists intentionally exaggerated the ﬁgures, and told the
world that 1.5 million Poles and 2.5 million Jews were murdered at
Auschwitz concentration camp.[17] Dutch-Jewish historian Robert Jan
van Pelt noted the four million falsehood was originally established by
the Soviets, and then later used by the communist rulers of Poland
for their own political goal of laying claim to formerly German
territories.[18]

In regard to the politically inspired falsehood that four million people
were murdered at Auschwitz, the late Pope John Paul II proposed it
should be used as a “religious inspiration.” We let the New York
Times pick up the story here about his June of 1979 religious service
at the Auschwitz concentration camp: "His voice going hoarse on the
sixth day of the visit to his native Poland, the Pope asked that all his
listeners commit themselves to the care of human beings and the
oppressed, in testimony for the four million—including two and a half
million Jews—who died in the camps he could see from the raised
altar platform."[19 ]
Here we have a clear example of John Paul II lending his immense
moral authority to a propaganda lie. How many millions of Christians
believed the four million falsehood because the Pope himself lent his
moral power to it?
In his defense, there are those who will say that John Paul II was not
aware that the four million ﬁgure was a deliberate myth. He did not
willfully mislead people; thus, he is not guilty of any wrongdoing.
Even if we assume this is correct, it still remains that he instructed
his followers to accept this falsehood and use it as an inspiration to
action.
If Pope John Paul II had real moral integrity on this issue, he would
have publicly apologized for lending his moral authority to a
falsehood and misleading his ﬂock. At the very least, he should have
shown moral integrity by publicly admitting that the Auschwitz death
toll of four million is a gross exaggeration.
But he never did this. Nor has any oﬀicial of the Catholic Church ever
publicly apologized for the Papal wrong of lending moral credence to
the propaganda lie that four million people were murdered at
Auschwitz.
Let us look at this from another angle. In Exodus 20:16 it is written:
"You shall not bear false witness against your neighbor." Now, this
false claim that the Germans murdered four million people at
Auschwitz is in fact an example of various political elites (the Soviets,
Polish communists, the Allies) bearing false witness against their
German neighbors.
Pope John Paul II never publicly apologized for helping these political
elites to "bear false witness against their neighbor." This shows that
even the so-called "moral conscience" of the West had questionable
moral integrity on this Holocaust issue.
Let us further consider some other implications of the Vatican’s
proclamations. On February 12, Benedict XVI claimed that “it is clear
that every negation or minimization of this terrible crime [the
Holocaust] is intolerable and at the same time unacceptable.”[20]
According to the Pope’s pronouncement, the Auschwitz State
Museum and the Israel’s Yad Vashem Memorial to the Holocaust have
already committed an “intolerable act.” They down-sized the number

of people allegedly killed at Auschwitz from 4 million to 1.1 million.
How come Pope Benedict did not speciﬁcally condemn them for their
“intolerable act” of “minimizing the Holocaust?”

The Christian and the Search for Truth
There is no commandment in the Bible that says: "You shall believe in
the Holocaust ideology." However, there are statements in the New
Testament that command the Christian to search for truth. So it is
written in Mark 10: 19: “You know the commandments: …You shall
not bear false witness.” In John 3: 21, we read: “But he who does
what is true comes to the light, that it may be clearly seen that his
deeds have been wrought in God.” In John 8: 31-32, it is stated: "If
you continue in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will
know the truth, and the truth will make you free." In 1 John 2: 21,
this theme of ﬁnding truth is again stated: "I write to you, not
because you do not know the truth, but because you know it, and
know that no lie is of the truth." Finally, to illustrate the point, let us
quote Exodus 20: 16: "You shall not bear false witness against your
neighbor." These statements clearly imply that followers of the Bible’s
teachings will search for truth and reject lies.
Herein lies the ultimate lesson of Pope John Paul II’s promotion of the
“four-million-murdered-at-Auschwitz” falsehood. A Christian does not
ﬁnd the truth about the alleged Holocaust by blindly accepting what
the mass media and various political elites tell him to believe. For if
he did, he could end up like Pope John Paul II who accepted and
promoted the propaganda falsehood that four million people were
murdered at Auschwitz.
The real Christian strives for the truth. He gives the revisionist and
traditional view of the Holocaust a fair hearing, and then attempts to
determine where the truth really is. The “Holocaust” is an ideological
interpretation of history that is propagated world wide by various
power elites. It is to be evaluated with the same set of rationalscientiﬁc methods that historians and political scientists apply to
other doctrines of this nature.
Bishop Williamson correctly expressed this viewpoint when he stated
in an interview: “I must now review the historical evidence [for the
Holocaust doctrine] once again. I said the same thing in my interview
with Swedish television: Historical evidence is at issue, not emotions.
And if I ﬁnd this evidence, I will correct myself. But that will take
time.”[21]

Did a Vatican Bishop “Bears False
Witness” about Holocaust Evidence?
In the wake of the Williamson aﬀair, Bishop Brian Farrell, vice
president of the Pontiﬁcal Commission for Religious Relations with
the Jews, deﬁned the Vatican position on the Holocaust. He said the
testimony of the survivors of the Nazi death camps, the remains of

the camps themselves and the meticulous documentation kept by the
Nazis prove that the Holocaust and the death of 6 million Jews is a
historical fact that can be denied “only through ignorance or
prejudice.”[22] As we shall soon see, it is Bishop Farrell who speaks
through ignorance or prejudice, and thus, may be guilty of violating
the Christian command: “Thou shall not bear false witness.”
Does the testimony of the survivors of the “death camps” prove the
Holocaust? If Bishop Farrell really believes this to be so, he should
read, Assassins of Memory, which was written by mainstream
Holocaust historian Pierre Vidal-Naquet.
In various passages and footnotes, Vidal-Naquet brieﬂy discusses
eyewitnesses who claimed they “saw gas chambers” where there
were none.[23] He admits “there were imaginary gas chambers.”[24]
That is, many Holocaust survivors gave false testimony, claiming
there were “homicidal mass gassings” where it is now known that
they never happened. He cites the false testimony “of a Protestant
theologian, Charles Hauter, who was deported to Buchenwald, never
saw any gas chamber, and who went on to rave about them.”[25]
(Even Christian theologians can tell lies about the Holocaust, Bishop
Farrell.)
In a paraphrase of Dr. Robert Faurisson’s Holocaust revisionist
argument, Vidal-Naquet’s translator states the dilemma in the form of
a question: “Moreover, since numerous eyewitness reports [about the
“homicidal gas chambers”] had already been discredited, on what
basis could anyone accept any such testimony?”[26]
Bishop Farrell should ask himself this question. How can the
testimony of survivors of the “death camps” prove that the Holocaust
and the death of six million Jews is a historical fact when so many of
these testimonies have been shown to be unreliable?
Bishop Farrell says the “meticulous documentation kept by the Nazis
proves that the Holocaust and the death of six million Jews is a
historical fact.” Once again, this is a statement that is grounded in
either ignorance or prejudice.
Mainstream Holocaust historian Leon Poliakov pointed out decades
ago that there are no documents to prove that the Nazis ever had any
plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe: "[T]he campaign to
exterminate the Jews, as regards its conception as well as many other
essential aspects, remains shrouded in darkness. Inferences,
psychological considerations, and third- or fourth-hand reports
enable us to reconstruct its development with considerable accuracy.
Certain details, however, must remain forever unknown. The three or
four people chieﬂy involved in the actual drawing up of the plan for
total extermination are dead and no documents have survived;
perhaps none ever existed.”[27]
In short, the "evidence" that "establishes" the existence of an alleged
Nazi plan to exterminate the Jews is simply the guesswork of
Holocaust historians. Contrary to what Bishop Farrell said, there is

no meticulous documentation kept by the Nazis that proves the
orthodox Holocaust story is a historical fact.
Bishop Farrell says that the remains of the camps themselves prove
the Holocaust and the death of six million Jews is a historical fact.
But is this so?
In winter/spring of 2000, British historian David Irving sued Jewish
historian Deborah Lipstadt and her publisher, Penguin Books, in the
High Court in London, claiming that he was libeled in her antirevisionist tome, Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on
Truth and Memory. Lipstadt and company’s defense attorneys
assembled a team of world-renowned Holocaust experts as part of
their campaign to discredit Irving and validate Lipstadt’s claims. The
presiding Judge, Charles Gray, was presented with the most powerful
evidence and arguments in favor of the traditional view of the
Holocaust. Certain conclusions of Judge Gray falsify Farrell’s claim
that physical evidence at the Nazi concentration camps proves the
orthodox Holocaust story correct.
As the British magistrate noted, there is next to nothing remaining at
the German camps to substantiate the traditional Holocaust story. He
wrote: “What is the evidence for mass extermination of Jews at those
camps? The consequence of the absence of any overt documentary
evidence of gas chambers at these camps, coupled with the lack of
archeological evidence, means that reliance has to be placed on
eyewitness and circumstantial evidence…”[28]
Judge Gray further pointed out that even the mainstream historians
of the Holocaust admit the remains of Auschwitz oﬀer little evidence
for the mass extermination claims: “[The team of Holocaust experts]
accept that the physical evidence remaining at the site of Auschwitz
provides little evidence to support the claim that gas chambers were
operated there for genocidal purposes.”[29]
The questionable testimony of the survivors of the “death camps,” the
miniscule remains of the camps themselves, and the very little
documentation left by the Germans falsify Bishop Farrell’s claim that
these forms of evidence prove the traditional view of the Holocaust
and the death of six million Jews.
Once again, we quote Mark 10: 19: “You know the commandments:
…You shall not bear false witness.” Why is Bishop Farrell possibly
guilty of “Bearing False Witness?” He falsely claimed (either because
of ignorance or prejudice) that the traditional version of the
Holocaust is an etched-in-stone fact, when in reality it is very
questionable.

The Vatican: An Impediment to Truth?
The Vatican has a past history of condemning non-conformist theories
that in the end turned out to be the truth. In 1616 and again in 1633
the Holy Oﬀice of the Roman Inquisition condemned as formal heresy

the then novel scientiﬁc ﬁnding that the earth revolves about the sun.
The Popes Paul V and Urban VIII sanctioned this condemnation. At
the dawn of a new age of reason, the Catholic hierarchy was
perceived as an obstacle in the way of ﬁnding scientiﬁc truth.
The Pope is again repeating a similar error in regard to the Holocaust
ideology. By bowing to pressure from international Jewish-Zionist
organizations and elevating the Holocaust ideology to the status of an
unquestionable dogma, the Vatican has inserted religious belief into a
debate that should be based on historical documentation and
research. By taking the path of least resistance, the Vatican has
neither served the Christian world that looks to it for guidance nor
the cause of truth in history.
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Freedom, Democracy and ‘The
Conquering of Evil’
by Mark Turley

‘Why, of course, the people don’t want war… Why would some poor
slob on a farm want to risk his life in a war when the best he can get
out of it is to come back to his farm in one piece… But after all, it is
the leaders of the country who determine the policy and it is always a
simple matter to drag the people along… All you have to do is tell
them they are being attacked and denounce the paciﬁsts for lack of
patriotism… It works the same in any country.’—Hermann Göring,
April 18th, 1946[1]
The Trial of the Major War Criminals before the International Military
Tribunal at Nuremberg, (1945-6) indicted twenty-four Germans, of
whom twenty-one ultimately sat in the dock.[2] Plucked from a
shattered nation, interrogated constantly and largely held in solitary
conﬁnement, they represented those whom the victorious Allies
deemed to be the most culpable remaining members of the National
Socialist state. The prosecution of such a diverse range of men – from
political ﬁgures to military personnel, to economic and industrial
leaders – was an awkward task. International law was created and
bent to suit purpose and the woolly charge of ‘Conspiracy’ was
introduced to bind the cases together. Ultimately, after nearly a year
of proceedings and a barrage of evidence from all four of the Allied
nations, eleven men were sentenced to death [3], three received life
sentences, two received twenty years, one ﬁfteen and one ten. The
other three defendants, Hjalmar Schacht, Hans Fritzsche and Franz
von Papen were acquitted, although all were immediately rearrested
and convicted by German denaziﬁcation courts, receiving sentences
of various lengths. At Nuremberg, there were no innocent men.

Defendants at the Nuremberg Trials, 1946. This image is a work of
the U.S. federal government, the image is in the public domain.
By the time the messy business of execution and disposal of remains
had been concluded, the Trial of the Century presented the world
with eleven dead Germans and three major conclusions. First of these
was that it had punished aggression. The Nazis were aggressive. The
Nazis were expansionist. The Nazis were to blame for World War
Two. Secondly, it had punished tyranny. Nazi Germany had been a
dictatorship, in which no recourse was made to the views of the
people. It had assumed and consolidated power and imprisoned
opponents. It had been totalitarian, ruthless and oppressive. Finally,
the tribunal had punished ‘racism’. The Nazis had subscribed to
racial ideology. They wanted to secure a future and land for the
Nordic people. And rather than just moaning about it, like many
before them, they had actively sought an answer to the ‘Jewish
question’, through increasingly extreme means.
Or at least, those are the conclusions the world was supposed to
believe.
The ﬁrst of these stated aims of the Nuremberg lawmakers – to show
that the waging of aggressive war had no place in the modern world,
would need someone or something to arbitrate in such matters from
that point on.
The United Nations, established in 1942, by Churchill and Roosevelt,
oﬀicially became this arbiter. It is worth remembering that the
organisation’s origins were in a collective term for the Allied nations
– the ‘United Nations’ were initially the US, the UK, the USSR and
France. Of the ﬁfteen members of the UN Security Council these four,
along with China, have remained the only permanent members.
A quick glance at the UN Charter shows some very Jacksonesque
rhetoric, as its very ﬁrst sentence, ‘We, the United Nations,’ it
declares, ‘determined to save succeeding generations from the
scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow

to mankind…’[4]
Just like so much of the posturing at the trial, it gives the impression
that everything is being done from a high sense of altruism. Yet when
one looks at the history of the last sixty-two years, since Göring et
al’s ashes were thrown into a river, the UN’s inﬂuence on this matter
is seen to be a dismal failure. It may be true that we have avoided
lapsing into conﬂicts as catastrophic as World Wars One and Two and
that Europe (or Central to Western Europe at least) has managed to
live in relative peace but this would seem to be something of a
smokescreen. We came perilously close to nuclear oblivion several
times during the sixties and seventies, yet even setting this to one
side, one nation in particular, with certain hangers-on has managed
to repeatedly invade, bomb and commit a variety of civilian atrocities,
sometimes involving chemical weapons, since the time the United
Nations was formed. This leads us to open our eyes – and the
perception of rather a grim reality.
With the defeat of Nazi Germany, the British Empire achieved its
primary long-term aim, in maintaining the European balance of
power. However it did so at enormous cost to itself. Britain has had to
stand by, helpless, as its Empire has been dismantled. The UK has
been thoroughly usurped as the world’s leading power by the United
States, to whom it has become nothing more than an irrelevant ally.
Preperata’s Russo-German ‘Eurasian Embrace’[5] had been
prevented from coming to fruition, but it was clear, that for the new
western imperial power, more work would be needed to ensure
stability at the top of the global hierarchy. Having thoroughly
defeated Germany and criminalised its former regime, placing
compliant satraps in charge of the nation, who were eager to please
and only too happy to enforce the denaziﬁcation purges expected of
them, (Japan, shattered and demoralised by nuclear attack, was
placed in a similar position of on-its-knees contrition) their attention
turned to the Soviet Union and its inﬂuence. Suddenly, the great evil
of Nazism began to fade into memory, only to be revived at such time
when it would again become useful. Communism took over as the
spectre at the window. ‘The Red Menace’ was everywhere.[6] In
reality, this was nothing more than history repeating itself.
The western Allies, now ﬁrmly led by the United States, with the UK
in a state of disrepair almost equalling that of the defeated powers,
saw their only challenger on the world stage as Soviet Russia, who
had been allowed to annexe most of Eastern Europe post war (not
quite the Eurasian Embrace, but not far oﬀ) and had the potential to
spread its inﬂuence into Asia and beyond. American foreign policy
during the immediate post war years was formed with the sole
purpose of limiting the spread of Communism as far as possible. This,
of course, had nothing to do with ideology. They cared not a jot for
the validity or otherwise of Marx’ theories, just as they cared nothing
for the pros and cons of National Socialism. It was a simple matter of
seeing oﬀ dangerous competition – the potential for an empire to
challenge theirs.

As a result we saw the occupation of South Korea between 1945 and
1949, following a Communist uprising. During the same period US
Marines were garrisoned in China as a protective force, as
Communism threatened to take hold there too. From 1950 – 1953
American entanglement in Korea’s business evolved into the Korean
War, in which, having seen China readily succumb to Mao’s cultural
revolution, despite their presence, they responded to the attack of
Communist North Korea against the South, eventually ensuring that
half of Korea at least did not become a possible Soviet ally.
The infamous Vietnam War, which stretched from 1959-75 began, like
Korea, as a reaction to attacks on US forces of occupation that had
been there since 1955, who were trying to limit the spread of
Communism ﬁltering down from the North. Linked to the Vietnam
conﬂict, we also saw the US engage in Laos between ‘62 and ‘75,
supporting anti-communist forces there. Less well known, but
undertaken for the same reason, was the invasion of the Dominican
Republic in 1965, in which US troops were sent in to act as a counterrevolutionary force against communist insurgents on the island.
Activity continued in Laos and Cambodia in 1968, with an American
bombing campaign along the Ho Chi Minh trail. This tactic, heavily
employed by the Allies in World War Two in the Paciﬁc Theatre and
against Germany, was to be used time and time again as the century
progressed.
The propaganda picture became more complicated in 1967, with the
Arab/Israeli Conﬂict, when the ghost of Fascism, Nazism and the
Holocaust was revived having receded into the recesses of the
international consciousness. In 1973 this ghost was used to assist in
the facilitation of Operation Nickel Grass, in which the United States
came to Israel’s aid in the ‘Yom Kippur’ war. According to Norman
Finkelstein, this was a key period in the birth of what is described in
certain quarters as, ‘the new anti-Semitism’. This new anti-Semitism
essentially refers to any form of criticism of the Zionist state of Israel,
an important ally for the United States, within the volatile, mainly
hostile, but oil-rich, Middle-East.[7]
Having stabilized the position with regard to their global superiority
and with Soviet strength on the wane, direct economic concerns,
never too far down the list of priorities of any great empire, began to
take precedence. Oil, which in a very real way had replaced Gold as
the trading currency of the world, was soaring in value. America’s
attention thus turned to the ‘Libyan Socialism’ (not really
Communism, but with some similarities) of Colonel Gadaﬀi, whose
military coup had inconveniently disposed of oil-friendly King Idris. In
1981 there were several small incidents with Libya, as the United
States took it upon themselves to enforce Libya’s contentious naval
boundaries. This attempt at provocation failed, so in 1986, with one
of the most transparent excuses in the history of international
politics, President Ronald Reagan claimed that Gadaﬀi was
responsible for a terrorist bomb attack at a German disco that killed
two U.S. soldiers. Anyone who has followed world events in the last

ten years will see familiarities in this story. Here, for the ﬁrst time
was a Muslim nation and accusations of them nurturing and
encouraging terrorism, which they may have been doing, but their
potential threat to world peace was propagandised out of all
proportion. This led to Operation El Dorado Canyon on April 16th,
1986, when U.S. air and naval forces conducted bombing strikes on
alleged ‘terrorist facilities’ and military installations in the Libyan
capital of Tripoli. The action was roundly condemned by most of the
world, with its only support coming from the UK, Australia and Israel.
Unsurprisingly relations between these nations and Libya were frosty
for many years but have recently healed to the point of Gadaﬀi
agreeing to reopen Libyan oil to the west.
After Libya, international incidents of aggression continued
unabated. In 1988 the USS Vincennes shot down an Iranian airliner
and in 1989 the United States invaded the state of Panama in
‘Operation Just Cause’ to depose General Noriega who had,
previously been on the payroll of the CIA, working to advance US
interests in Central America. These were to prove to be only the
preliminaries for the ﬁnal aggressive acts of the twentieth century
which would spill over into the twenty-ﬁrst.
1991 saw the ﬁrst Iraq or Gulf war. This oil-rich region was crucial to
a western world thirsting after dwindling reserves. After its climax,
US troops were stationed in Iraq with the oﬀicial reason of
counteracting ‘oppression of Kurdish people’. Yet Saddam Hussein’s
regime remained in place and oppression continued, while American
bombing of the region went on intermittently.
In 1998 President Clinton ordered military strikes against alleged
terrorist sites in Afghanistan and in 2003, after the jolt provided by
9/11 in which a small band of mostly Saudi Arabian[8] extremists
managed to live up to every line of US/Israeli ‘Islamo-fascist’
propaganda, the invasion of Afghanistan and then the second Iraq
war were waged on the premise of harbouring terrorists and the
possession of weapons of mass destruction. This happened despite
mass protests in both the UK and the USA, disagreement within the
international community and dissenting views within both national
governments. Speaking in 2004, President Bush likened the ‘War on
Terror’ to the ﬁght against Nazism, saying, ‘Like the US involvement
in World War II, the war on terror began with a surprise attack on the
US. Like the murderous ideologies of the last century, the ideology of
murderers reaches across borders.’
Yet, as is now well-known, weapons of mass destruction were never
found and are now believed not to have existed. US and UK leaders
blamed this mistake on poor intelligence, but the second conﬂict in
Iraq was still ongoing as this article was being written, ﬁve years
after its beginning. Estimates as to casualties vary. A report
published in the British Medical Journal, ‘The Lancet’ in October
2006, said that up to that point, 654,965 Iraqis had met violent death
as a result of coalition occupation. Over half of these, the study
claimed, were women and children. A more recent survey, conducted

by the British research group ORB stated that by September 2007,
the ﬁgure was 1,220,580.[9] Other studies suggest lower ﬁgures. As a
result of the war, some two million Iraqis have become refugees.
Some analysts question the numbers, but even if they are wrong by a
factor of two, which few believe, they are still highly signiﬁcant.
Remember too that this is only since 2003. The region has undergone
sustained attack, largely through air strikes, since 1991. Total deaths
are very diﬀicult to calculate. A report by an organization called
Medact, led by Beth Daponte, a research professor at Carnegie
Mellon University, estimated over 150,000 civilian Iraqi deaths[10]
either during or caused by the ﬁrst Gulf War. A total ﬁgure for the
intermediate period could not be found, although the investigative
journalist, John Pilger, asserted that a 1999 report by Unicef
calculated half a million Iraqi children who had, by that point, met
their deaths through starvation or disease as a direct result of
sanctions.[11]
Even if the ﬁgures can be quibbled with, it is clear that the human
cost of the last sixteen years of action in Iraq has been enormous. The
only purposes of this tragedy that are apparent are the establishment
of American bases near the last world sources of easy-to-pump, high
quality, surface oil, an attempt to create another oil-friendly regime in
the region and the related matter of increased security for the state
of Israel as it continues on its path to being the dominant nation of
the Middle East.
One wonders, if at any point in the future this may be referred to as
an Iraqi Holocaust? What, we might ask, have the ordinary people of
Iraq done to deserve this slaughter? To which side of the conﬂict can
we truthfully apply Mr Bush’s terminology of the ‘ideology of
murderers’? [12]
In the face of sixty years of sustained aggression from the USA (the
above events are only a small selection of their military endeavours
since 1945) the United Nations has become a secondary factor in
world aﬀairs. Perhaps not even that. There is little they can do when
a powerful nation chooses to pursue its own path.
It is impossible, after seeing what the main player behind Nuremberg
has been doing since, to believe in the sincerity of their expressed
aims at the trial. A nation which claimed it wanted to save the world
from the scourge of war and which gave death sentences to eleven
men it deemed to be guilty of starting one has had a foreign policy
based on little other than aggression and the rule of force ever since.
Another stark contradiction of Nuremberg and the United Nations’
professed yearnings for peace can be found in a state it was
instrumental in helping to create. Since its inception in 1948, the
State of Israel has provided the ‘homeland for the Jewish people’ that
Wise, Weizmann, Untermeyer and others had been campaigning for
many years. Conversely, the time between then and now is referred to
by the Palestinian people as the Naqba (tragedy). The development of
this tragedy has implications when analysed in the wake of
Nuremberg. Repeated British statements in both the White Papers on

Palestine (1922 and 1939) established initial plans for
accommodating Zionist demands.
‘Unauthorized statements have been made to the eﬀect that the
purpose in view is to create a wholly Jewish Palestine. Phrases have
been used such as that Palestine is to become ‘as Jewish as England
is English.’ His Majesty’s Government regard any such expectation as
impracticable and have no such aim in view. Nor have they at any
time contemplated, as appears to be feared by the Arab delegation,
the disappearance or the subordination of the Arabic population,
language, or culture in Palestine. They would draw attention to the
fact that the terms of the Declaration referred to do not contemplate
that Palestine as a whole should be converted into a Jewish National
Home, but that such a Home should be founded `in Palestine.’ In this
connection it has been observed with satisfaction that at a meeting of
the Zionist Congress, the supreme governing body of the Zionist
Organization, held at Carlsbad in September, 1921, a resolution was
passed expressing as the oﬀicial statement of Zionist aims ‘the
determination of the Jewish people to live with the Arab people on
terms of unity and mutual respect, and together with them to make
the common home into a ﬂourishing community, the upbuilding of
which may assure to each of its peoples an undisturbed national
development.’[13]
Initially then, the idea of the British Mandate was for the Jewish
population already in the region, together with Jewish immigrants
from Europe, to become part of a Palestinian state in which both
Arabs and Jews would coexist. This vision met with agreement from
both sides. By 1948 however, following the events of the war and
repeated agitation from Zionist leaders like Weizmann, who
apparently found the idea of living alongside Arabs distasteful, and
the withdrawal of the British who were suﬀering from attacks on
their troops from both sides, this had become a two state solution.
The representatives of the Palestinian people did not agree to this
partition of their territory and this resulted in the Israeli war of
independence, in which the new state of Israel occupied even more of
the region than had been originally proposed. During the occupation
of this territory, the Palestinian communities of the area simply
disappeared, either killed or forcibly ejected from their homes and
turned into refugees. Norman Finkelstein described this process as
one of ethnic cleansing and stated that it was not a matter that could
be under dispute ‘the scholarly debate now focused on the much
narrower, if still highly pertinent question of whether this cleansing
was the intentional consequence of Zionist policy or the unintentional
by-product of war.’[14] Bearing in mind that what is being described
is an occupying power murdering and mistreating civilians, it would
seem that Finkelstein is outlining something similar to the
‘intentionalism v functionalism’ debate which for many years
dominated academic discourse about the Holocaust. Add to this the
numerous allegations of torture and mistreatment of Palestinian
prisoners in Israeli hands and Israel’s brutal put-downs of Palestinian
uprisings, where youths throwing stones are met with machine guns
and tanks, and it can be seen that the victims of Nazi evil, just like its

conquerors, are more than prepared to create their own atrocities, to
act aggressively and to commit violations of human rights when it
suits them.
Nuremberg’s other conclusions fare little better. Issues related to the
practice of modern, representative democracy are too numerous to
be dealt with in this article. For now it will suﬀice to say that there is
much about it that is very undemocratic. The media, wealthy elites
and special interest groups all wield subversive inﬂuence. The ideal
of rule by the people, for the people is as distant as ever. It is not
necessarily a system that the west should be exporting to the rest of
the world, especially when such export seems to be largely conducted
via guns and bombs. If there is a genuine moral obligation to force
other nations to adopt representative democracy through violence,
then it is not one that is readily apparent.
Racism too, is a sticky topic for the victorious powers. Although the
American Jewish community have thrived, post war, to the point
where despite only comprising two percent of the population, nearly
ﬁfty percent of the nation’s billionaires are Jewish[15], other
minorities do not fare so well. Twenty Four percent of blacks live
below the poverty line in the States, for example, as opposed to eight
percent of whites.[16] Three percent of the black male population of
the United States is in prison, as compared to less than half a percent
for whites.[17] Tokenistic, yet powerful evidence of America’s racial
divide was also provided by the pictures of the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans in 2005. The scenes, broadcast
worldwide, showed a form of economic apartheid, whereby the black
underclass found themselves bereft and stranded, while the rest of
the population escaped. As, apparently, race is only skin deep and
theories of racial diﬀerence are evil and automatically lead to
exterminating millions in death camps, we cannot ascribe any of this
to racial diﬀerence. These kinds of discrepancies can only be the
result of an utterly racist American society. It should be remembered
too that immediately after Nuremberg and until the 1960s, racial
segregation was still oﬀicial policy in the southern states.
This means that when looking at the aftermath of Nuremberg, we are
faced with a situation in which the three great evils of Nazi Germany,
for which it was put on trial before the world, were all conducted, for
years afterwards, to varying degrees by the main prosecuting power
and its closest allies. There is a word for this sort of thing. And it is
‘hypocrisy’.
It is clear that the real result of Nuremberg was a world order built
on moral hypocrisy. The victors glossed over their war crimes and
socio-political shortcomings and continue to do so, while overplaying
those of the enemy. They did this, a la Göring, to sway public opinion
in favour of their imperial agenda. And it has worked. A few examples
from recent history will suﬀice to show how readily people have
accepted this ethos as their own.
In his State of the Union Address before Congress on January 29th

2002, President George W Bush famously described North Korea,
Iran and Iraq as an ‘Axis of Evil.’[18] ‘States like these, and their
terrorist allies,’ he said ‘constitute an axis of evil, arming to threaten
the peace of the world. By seeking weapons of mass destruction,
these regimes pose a grave and growing danger.’ Just over a year
later, in March 2003, the war in Iraq began.
On the 24th of September, 2007, one of Bush’s Axes of Evil, President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, of Iran, arrived at Columbia University in
New York to speak to the students and faculty. His visit provoked a
full day of intense protest from massed crowds who believed that
giving a platform to the man who denied the Holocaust and said
‘Israel should be wiped oﬀ the map’ was to provide him with
credibility. It should be pointed out here that these views, falsely
attributed to Ahmadinejad by the media, result more from alarmist
editing and misquotation than a genuine attempt to engage with his
statements. Ahmadinejad’s repeated line on the Holocaust is that it
should not be regarded as immune to examination and reinterpretation, which is an eminently reasonable standpoint. He has
never actually denied it. The Arab news network, Al Jazeera, quoted
the Iranian President as saying:
‘they (the governments of the west) have fabricated a legend under
the name of the Massacre of the Jews, and they hold it higher than
God himself, religion itself and the prophets themselves…If somebody
in their country questions God, nobody says anything, but if
somebody denies the myth of the massacre of Jews, the Zionist
loudspeakers and the governments in the pay of Zionism will start to
scream.’[19 ]
The idea of the Holocaust being a ‘myth’ or a ‘legend’ is one that he
has often expressed, but this does not necessarily mean he believes
the whole narrative is pure invention. After all, most ‘myths’ or
‘legends’ contain a core of fact.
In a 2006 interview with the German newspaper Der Spiegel, he
further deﬁned his position:
‘If the Holocaust took place in Europe, one also has to ﬁnd the
answer to it in Europe. On the other hand, if the Holocaust didn’t
take place, why then did this regime of occupation (Israel)... come
about? Why do the European countries commit themselves to
defending this regime? Permit me to make one more point. We are of
the opinion that if a historical occurrence conforms to the truth, this
truth will be revealed all the more clearly if there is more research
into it and more discussion about it….We don’t want to conﬁrm or
deny the Holocaust. We oppose every type of crime against any
people. But we want to know whether this crime actually took place
or not. If it did, then those who bear the responsibility for it have to
be punished, and not the Palestinians. Why isn’t research into a deed
that occurred 60 years ago permitted? After all, other historical
occurrences, some of which lie several thousand years in the past,
are open to research…’[20]

It is clear that Ahmadinejad is not making statements of Holocaust
denial, but rather is expressing doubts and asking questions of the
obelisk which has been constructed around it, in particular its eﬀect
on the people of Palestine. This leads on to his line on Israel, which
has been similarly misrepresented. According to Juan Cole, the
Professor of Modern Middle East and South Asian History at the
University of Michigan, Ahmadinejad really said, in Farsi, that ‘the
regime occupying Jerusalem must vanish from the page of time,’[21]
still an anti-Israel statement, which should surprise no-one, but
hardly as exciting as ‘wiping Israel oﬀ the map’ with its obvious whiﬀ
of (nuclear?) obliteration. It clearly has occurred to few
commentators that if Iran launched a nuclear attack on Israel, they
would also be killing the Palestinian people there, whom they are
seeking to defend. There is therefore no logical basis for this belief,
at all. Yet this faulty translation has been repeated ad nauseam
around the world and used by American neo-Conservatives to justify
the escalation of hostile rhetoric towards Iran. When it is borne in
mind that Iran has huge oil reserves, conﬁrmed at 135 billion barrels
and one of the world’s largest supplies of natural gas,[22] this
antagonistic process takes on an eerily familiar air.
Based on this misrepresentation of his public statements, the crowd
at Columbia shouted slogans and waved placards. One student
handed out ﬂyers of the Saudi Arabian terrorist leader, Osama Bin
Laden, with the caption ‘Too bad Bin Laden is not available.’[23] In
response to these protests, the Columbia University President, Lee C.
Bollinger decided to play to the gallery by taking to the lectern just
before Ahmadinejad and saying, ‘Mr President, you exhibit all the
signs of a petty and cruel dictator,’ adding, to cheers from the
audience, ‘You are either brazenly provocative or astonishingly
uneducated.’
Ahmadinejad responded with considerable dignity, saying, ‘In Iran,
tradition requires when you invite a person to be a speaker, we
actually respect our students enough to allow them to make their
own judgment, and don’t think it’s necessary before the speech is
even given, to come in with a series of complaints to provide
vaccination to the students and faculty…Nonetheless, I shall not
begin by being aﬀected by this unfriendly treatment.’
This episode has not been reported here as an attempt to oﬀer
support to Ahmadinejad or the Iranian regime but to demonstrate
how the Nuremberg-created culture of political correctness and our
childish reactions to what we regard as political evil are stiﬂing the
breadth of discourse in western society. Another recent example of
this took place at Oxford University on November 27th 2007, when
the historian, David Irving and the leader of the British National
Party, Nick Griﬀin, were scheduled to appear in debate at the Union
Building. The level of protest at their appearance was such that the
debate could not proceed as planned and the two speakers had to be
diverted into separate rooms to conduct isolated ‘mini debates’.
In an article in which Irving was nonsensically described as ‘a

historian who denied the Holocaust ever happened’[24], the BBC
conﬁrmed that hundreds of protestors blocked the entrance to the
Union building and at one point ﬁfty gained entry and prevented
whatever debate was taking place from continuing.[25] Comments
from some of the protestors indicated the reasons for their anger.
They chanted ‘Go home Nazi scum!’ and ‘BNP – oﬀ our streets!’ ‘This
has nothing to do with free speech,’ said one, bizarrely, ‘it’s about
giving credibility to fascists, making them appear to be part of the
mainstream.’ For such illogic to work, we would need to infer that
those responsible for organizing the chamber debates at the Oxford
Union have some kind of pro-fascist agenda.
When reading about these occurrences, one has to force oneself to
remember that this is not starving mobs, rallying against oppressors
in some desperate third world dictatorship we are talking about, but
crowds, mostly comprised of young academics, at two of the foremost
seats of learning in the world. Yet these individuals, rather than
investigating the people they are attacking, rather than engaging
them in discussion and countering their arguments with their own
views, would prefer to simply see them silenced. The irony, lost on
most of them, is that they feel able to do this in one breath and decry
‘fascism’ in the next. What is silencing of political opponents and
stiﬂing of controversial views if not fascistic?
What is even more worrying is that these people, comprising what
could be described as our future intellectual elite, are happy to shout
and scream and denounce from a position of ignorance. They have
simply bought into the image of the evil enemy painted for them by
the media.
Such knee-jerk condemnation is also evidenced by the attitude of
colleagues and students to Arthur Butz, one of the world’s most
notorious ‘Holocaust deniers,’ and author of The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century: The Case Against the Presumed Extermination of
European Jewry (1974). Butz also happens to be a tenured Professor
of Electrical Engineering at Northwestern University in Illinois. As a
result of his published work, which obviously has nothing to do with
his teaching position, he has been subjected to a sustained campaign
to have him sacked. According to a letter printed in the Chicago
Tribune, on February 17th 2006, Sixty-one of Butz’s colleagues in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
published a petition in which they called for Butz to ‘leave our
Department and our University and stop trading on our reputation for
academic excellence.’ None of them however, were prepared to oﬀer
any details regarding Butz’ book and where, precisely they felt he
was in error or guilty of falsiﬁcation. Students at the University
followed suit by starting the ‘Never Again’ campaign, which, on the
30th November 2007, had 10,032 signatures. The campaign
described Butz as ‘oﬀensive and historically inaccurate’ and stated,
‘The goal of students, faculty, alumni, and others oﬀended by Arthur
Butz’s denial of the Holocaust should not be to prove him wrong.
Debating Mr Butz in any type of forum would dignify his claims.
Lending credibility and dignity to Arthur Butz by engaging him in

debate would be equally oﬀensive as his views are to begin with.’[26]
Obviously, in the minds of his attackers, something about Butz’ work
makes him worthy of this sort of viliﬁcation. But by the kind of
specious reasoning outlined above, whereby Butz is claimed to be
‘historically inaccurate’, yet no speciﬁcs are ever mentioned, the
campaigners avoid ever having to address any particular claim in the
book, in any way. One wonders how many of them have even read it.
The bottom line, as it applies to all three situations described above,
regardless of where anybody may stand on the memory/denial
continuum, is that University is simply not meant to work on that
level. It is supposed to be about investigation, honest analysis,
intellectual freedom and open debate. That’s how we learn.
But political correctness has put an end to that.
Probably the most striking evidence of the hypocritical culture that
Nuremberg created is contained within the treatment of those still
pursued for their guilt on its charges. The chain of trials triggered by
the IMT has continued into the very recent past, with possibilities of
more in the near future. Operation Last Chance, a joint project of the
Simon Wiesenthal Center and Targum Shlishi Foundation, was
launched in July 2002 as ‘a campaign to bring remaining Nazi war
criminals to justice by oﬀering ﬁnancial rewards for information
leading to their arrest and conviction.’[27] They give an example of
the kind of individual they are targeting, by writing, on their home
page, in November 2007, ‘If he is still alive, former SS medical oﬀicer
Aribert Heim is 93 years old, but his age will not protect the alleged
Nazi war criminal from justice...’
It goes on to relate that a bounty of nearly half a million dollars has
been placed on Heim, a Mauthausen doctor who was ﬁrst indicted in
1962 and ﬂed Germany for South America. There are, obviously,
question marks over the legitimacy of trying a 93 year old for alleged
crimes committed more than sixty years ago. However, under
international law, there is no statute of limitations allowed by any
state on Crimes against Humanity.[28] Strictly speaking then,
although perhaps many might doubt the value of rounding up
nonagenarians, it would seem it does have a legal basis and therefore
cannot be questioned. The state of Israel has been something of a
prime mover on the matter, as one might expect, as shown by the
farcical goings on surrounding John Demjanjuk, a
Ukrainian/American auto-worker from Cleveland, who was accused of
being the sadistic Treblinka guard ‘Ivan the Terrible’.
When evidence came their way regarding Demjanjuk’s wartime
activities, the Israeli government argued forcibly for deportation and
Demjanjuk was extradited and tried in Israel, in 1993, where he was
positively identiﬁed by ﬁve former Treblinka inmates, who swore they
had seen him in the vicinity of the camp’s gas chamber. He was found
guilty and sentenced to death by hanging. After spending ﬁve years
on Israel’s death row, he was eventually exonerated when it emerged
that the American Justice department had ‘fraudulently withheld

evidence…to curry favour with Jewish organizations.’[29] The judges
concluded that the Oﬀice for Special Investigation (a section of the
Justice department especially set up to investigate Nazi war
criminals) and the prosecutors had ‘acted with reckless disregard for
the truth.’[30] A Treblinka Nazi identity card, supposedly his, was,
quite simply, a forgery. Demjanjuk had never even been to Treblinka.
What this says about the quality of eyewitness testimony speaks for
itself.
His ordeal looks set to repeat itself however, as continued pressure
has seen him indicted again, in 2007, this time not for being ‘Ivan the
Terrible’ but for being a regular guard at several other Nazi camps.
(He was actually captured while ﬁghting for the Red Army and
conscripted by the Nazis as a camp guard. Perhaps he is doubly evil
therefore, having managed to be both a Commie and a Nazi.) At the
time this book was being written, Demjanjuk, now 87 and having
already served ﬁve years in Israel on false charges, was appealing
extradition for another trial in the Ukraine.
To gain a full picture of the legal climate created by Nuremberg,
however, we probably ought to compare Demjanjuk’s case to one that
is similar, to see if any conclusions can be drawn.
Salomon Morel was a Polish Jew who emigrated to Israel. During the
expulsions that occurred post-war, when twelve million Germans
were forced from their homes, via camps, to the newly diminished
German state, Morel was the commandant of the Zgoda
concentration camp in Świętochłowice, Poland. While in charge there
it is alleged that Morel maintained an utterly brutal regime, in which
food and medical supplies were provided to him, but purposely
withheld from the inmates and conditions were contrived to be as
unsanitary as possible. It is also alleged that he personally tortured
and murdered prisoners. Estimates vary, but usually range from
between one and a half to two thousand people killed by Morel
during his time in charge. Several thousand more suﬀered horribly
under his regime. The inmates were predominately civilians,
including women and children. Like Heim, Morel ﬂed when it became
clear that Polish authorities intended to prosecute him, (to Israel in
1992) but at this point, his and the other stories mentioned above
diverge.
Astonishingly, Israel refused to extradite Morel, despite repeated
requests from Poland, the last of which was made in 2005.[31] In a
bizarre piece of justiﬁcation, their ﬁrst refusals were based on a
claim that the statute of limitations on War Crimes had run out.
Poland then tried again, having redeﬁned Morel’s charge as Crimes
against Humanity. With complete disregard for international law and
the precedent set on many occasions by themselves, Israel refused
again, suggesting even that Morel’s prosecution was part of an antiSemitic conspiracy. The Polish Institute for National Remembrance
then issued a terse statement in which they reminded the Israeli
government of the pressure they and the Simon Wiesenthal Centre
had applied to foreign governments to extradite aged Nazis and

promised to revisit the matter. The whole aﬀair recently drew to a
close with Morel dying quietly in his bed in Israel, safely cocooned
from legal harassment. This can be contrasted with recent
developments in the Demjanjuk case,[32] in which the decrepit
Ukrainian lost his appeal against extradition to Germany in April
2009, amidst a barrage of negative publicity, meaning that he will
shortly be ﬂown to Europe to stand trial once again.
The double standard here is clear to any but the most blinkered of
observers and is illustrative of Nuremberg’s inﬂuence on the post war
world. The gilded, pseudo-moralistic rhetoric employed by the
prosecution, referring time and time again to the defendants’
wickedness and depravity in order to justify the actions of their own
states, has spawned a culture in which America and its close allies
call the shots and are the ethical arbiters.
Good guys and bad guys. White hats and black. And those who have
cast themselves as the heroes (or victims) believe they can do no
wrong, provided they do so under the guise of ‘ﬁghting evil’
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Human Smoke: The Beginnings of World War II, the End of
Civilization, by Nicholson Baker. Simon & Schuster Inc., New York,
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Nested near the end of Nicholson Baker’s ﬁrst book, The Mezzanine,
is an oddly memorable scene. Set apart from the novel’s famously
annotated escalator ascent, the scene ﬁnds Howie – the ﬁrst-person
narrator – seated on a preciously described neo-Victorian bench in
the plaza adjoining his oﬀice building. Whiling away the remaining
minutes of his lunch hour, Howie turns to a marked page from a
Penguin Classic edition of Marcus Aurelius's Meditations. And is
stung by an aphorism:
Observe, in short, how transient and trivial is all mortal life;
yesterday a drop of semen, tomorrow a handful of spice and ashes.
The appearance of this “brutal stoicism,” treated however
incidentally, is suggestive. Cast in stark relief against the novel’s
delicately imbricated tapestry of miniaturist cerebration, it rattles a
diﬀerent chord. Howie’s demurral is curiously emphatic:
Wrong, wrong, wrong! I thought. Destructive and unhelpful and
misguided and completely untrue!
Like The Mezzanine, Nicholson Baker’s Human Smoke is trained to a
precise timeline. But where the minutely recounted lunch hour in
Baker’s youthfully spirited novel evoked a sense of ascendant vitality,
the kaleidoscopic study of “The Beginnings of World War II and the
End of Civilization” charts a long and arduous descent. It is a story
that collapses rather than unfolds, in darkening newsreel edits that
recede to a ﬂicker. In such a world, the moral ember of Howie’s
leisure-enabled clash with a dead Roman emperor is inﬂamed with
strange urgency.
As critics are quick to point out, Human Smoke is not a work of
methodical history. It entertains no explicit counterfactual
speculation, and it is not, except in the broadest conception, a
revisionist text. Nor, strictly speaking, is it polemical – though it does
advance a qualiﬁed argument – and a coronach, perhaps – for
paciﬁsm. It may be best understood as a kind of literary-historical
pastiche, or gestalt. The author has described Human Smoke as “a
swarm of images and memories,” and so it is.
Drawn in reﬁned strokes from newspaper and magazine stories, from

speeches and diaries and memos, from contemporaneous sources
once widely available, a fragmented chronology of events is drip-fed.
Baker’s trademark ﬂourishes of style are largely absent. The prose is
spare and focused, and there is a palpable emphasis on the human
experience of war. Removed military decisions are set in counterpoint
to the words of those who experienced events from a more abject
vantage. In January of 1941 Harry Hopkins and Winston Churchill
discuss the tactical merits of the food blockade and Churchill
expresses his “hope that we would not go too far in feeding any of the
dominated countries.” A few pages and days later, we ﬁnd an ailing
German Jewish diarist, Victor Klemperer, cowering in Dresden where
he records his “impossible wish” – to “drive around the United States
in his own car, speaking English, reading newspapers and magazines,
and going to movies.” The contrast is manipulative. It is also fair.

Human Smoke opens in August, 1892, when Alfred Nobel proﬀered to
a paciﬁst correspondent his hope that, “perhaps my factories will put
an end to war even sooner than your congresses” – a succinct and
germinal expression of the modern theory of deterrence that slyly
parallels the emergence of modern attritional warfare, with its
unprecedented toll on civilian life. The curtain closes on December
31, 1941, when a terrible momentum had enveloped the world’s great
nations and the worst of it yet loomed. The argument that emerges,
in contravention of deliberative narrative form, resides in the space
of foregone possibilities, and in the words of moral actors, some of
them warriors on the world stage; some of them marginalized
paciﬁsts, who tried in vain to avert catastrophe.
To say that reviewers have been uncharitable toward Baker’s opus is
a bit like saying that Churchill liked his martinis with a splash of gin.
Emmett Tyrell of the American Spectator called Human Smoke the
product of a “brute mind” and christened it “worst book of the year.”
“If Baker really believes that we should have never fought the Second
World War,” wrote a USA Today columnist, “then Human Smoke is
terribly, even monstrously wrong.” A reviewer for London’s Daily Mail
described it as “misleading propaganda that Dr Goebbels himself
might have been proud of.” “[A] self-important, hand-wringing, moral
mess of a book,” sniﬀed the New York Times. You get the idea.
Aside from such ﬁts of spleen, Baker's detractors do highlight a few
areas of legitimate criticism and debate. First, there are those who
take issue with the book’s open-ended literary strategy, which has
been characterized as a kind of artful dodge, allowing Baker to imply
without being implicated. There have been the inevitable charges of
contextual and narrative omission (the Hitler-Stalin pact is mentioned
only tangentially, and Versailles is left to the background). There has
been some possibly constructive tooth-gnashing over Baker’s less
than conventional interpretive spin on key events, concerning, for
example, British foreknowledge of the raids on Coventry; or more
broadly concerning Roosevelt’s imputed provocation of Japanese
aggression through military aid to China, naval ﬂeet expansion into
the Paciﬁc, and the fuel embargo.

Historian John Lukacs may have been the ﬁrst to spot a real doozy,
however – and right in the title. The reference to “Human Smoke,”
attributed to Franz Halder (“one of Hitler’s restive but compliant
generals”), is claimed in Baker’s epilogue to refer to the “ﬂakes of
smoke” that blew into Halder’s cell when he was imprisoned at
Auschwitz. But as Lukacs notes, Halder was imprisoned at
Flossenbürg and Dachau, but never Auschwitz. This revelation will of
course come as no surprise to more intrepid revisionists, who are
well familiar with such conﬂations. It’s best to move on, really.
Because in any event, these are peccadilloes, contretemps. A more
angrily focused strain of criticism attaches to Baker’s myth-shattering
portrait of Winston Churchill. A great man comes oﬀ badly, and there
must be reasons.
“Bombing was, to Churchill, a form of pedagogy,” Baker writes in a
rare editorial clip, “—a way of enlightening city dwellers as to the
hellishness of remote battleﬁelds by killing them.” That Churchill
held to such a doctrine is not controversial. The substance of it is
articulated freely and frequently in statements public and private,
sometimes in cadences of dark humor (confronted with the matter of
killing German children, there is his repeated quip that, “Duty must
come before pleasure”); sometimes in the spirit of a high romance
(“Death stands at attention,” he wrote in a coda to his history of the
Great War). And sometimes, as witnessed by the Prime Minister’s call
for “an inﬁnity of sacriﬁce,” with brutal stoicism. Writing about the
naval blockade instituted under his admiralty during the First World
War, Churchill would brag to have “treated the whole of Germany as
if it were a beleaguered fortress,” to have “avowedly sought to starve
the whole population – men, women, and children – into submission.”
Faced with the shards of what may fairly be construed as an
indictment, Baker’s critics have been of two minds, often expressed
in the same paragraph. On the one hand, Baker’s imputed “humorless
monomania against Churchill” is attributed to an obtuse failure to
apprehend the true meaning of a grandiloquent leader’s penchant for
mordacious turns of phrase. Under this line, Baker simply fails to get
the joke. So many jokes. Baker’s dark spell is manipulative, say the
apologists, to the point of mendacity. And when words turn to deeds,
guardians of myth are left to rejoin with the convinced insistence that
the grim litany of particulars amounts to so much old business,
anyway – all justiﬁed through the vicissitudes of a diﬀicult tactical
skein, all necessitated by dire circumstance, all well explained by
trusted historians to whom readers are referred by way of corrective.
Such assurances ring false. Emphatically, it is not commonly known
that the RAF’s aerial bombardment of German cities predated the
Battle of Britain. Nor is it commonly known that Churchill locked up
thousands of German-Jewish refugees for the duration of the war. Nor
is it commonly known that Canadian Mounties, under Royal
command, sent citizens of Italian descent to detention centers after
Mussolini’s declaration of War, as the British did as well. Nor is it
commonly known that Allied food blockades, faithfully endorsed and

shepherded by the British Bulldog, starved civilians, or that relief
eﬀorts were thwarted by Allied executive powers at virtually every
turn. Such matters are known to historians, to whom they are a
source of abiding discomﬁture. The traditional telling is thus draped
in emollient inﬂections, in grasping contextual qualiﬁcations, and in
lies. The heroic narrative must be preserved.
From the famous if misremembered “Blood, Sweat and Tears”
speech, Baker cites Churchill’s solemn promise to wage war on a
“monstrous tyranny, never surpassed in the dark, lamentable
catalogue of human crime,” and there is irony. Decisions trace to
actors. And Winston Churchill was an actor on the world stage whose
decisions brought death and misery to many. In the “dark, lamentable
catalogue of human crime” he was a perpetrator. His sweeping
oratory extolled valorous ideals to justify the burning of children, in
places like India, like Palestine, like Germany. He is exalted as a
bulwark against illiberal forces, a bully for democracy whose
recalcitrance was a grand virtue. But Baker’s account permits us to
see what is more likely – that a man of formidable presence and
impetuous temperament often acted out of a tragic fealty to festering
nostalgia. Churchill wrote of “a white glow, overpowering, sublime,
which ran from our island from end to end.” These are the words of a
delusional man locked in a tragic romance with the remnants of
Empire. These are the words of a man who followed the logic where
it would – to where death stands at attention.
Churchill cared not a wit for the plight of European Jews, or for
innocent Germans (“the Huns”) in whose suﬀering he languished, as
words reveal. When context permitted, he spoke fondly of fascist
mettle, and he spoke harshly, in the conspiracist’s argot, of Jewish
machinations. He was a glutton, who celebrated starvation under the
banner of strategy. To such a man, mortal life cannot have been but
“transient and trivial.”
Early on in Human Smoke, Baker frames his portraiture with a
revealing anecdote credited to a writer well known to revisionists:
Baron Ponsonby, author of Falsehood in Wartime, remembered
something that Winston Churchill had said to him years before. “I like
things to happen,” he had said, “and if they don’t happen I like to
make them happen.” It was March 11, 1929.
And so he did.
Defenders of myth will labor in faith to restore the stained likeness of
this grand and shallow creature, and they will succeed for a time. But
Human Smoke chips at the ediﬁce; it lays out plain and damning
evidence in contrapuntal volumes not easily ignored or patched with
historians’ gleam and gloss. Dissident voices have, of course, made
essentially the same argument for decades. We have the words of
Neilson and Charmley, and of David Irving, before his fall. Yet the
case has always been fashioned in a manner that beﬁts the historians,
and to stir the usual suspicions. Baker’s audience is diﬀerent, and so
is his form. Critics are wise to diﬀerence. Thus they are shrill.

Immoral Equivalencies
Of course, the rattling of hagiographers is to be expected. A more
telling feature of the animadversions against Human Smoke may be
noted in the incessantly hurled charge that Baker is guilty of
something fashionably understood to be “moral equivalence.” This
tack, taken most explicitly by David Pryce-Jones in his Commentary
review, “Immoral Equivalence,” is implicit in the haughtily dismissive
tone of nearly every negative appraisal yet ﬁled.
Whatever its intellectual pedigree, the business of “moral
equivalence” has assumed a cloying ring of late; like “American
exceptionalism,” it has come to be a muddled watchword, a
shibboleth thrown up to stiﬂe rather than advance debate. Observe
how the embedded presumption of moral superiority – or moral
asymmetry – is never tested, is never justiﬁed through the rigors of
disinterested ethical analysis. Out of cathexis to a cherished
narrative, critics are loath engage in such heavy lifting. Executive
military conduct by great men of favor is simply withheld from moral
criticism. The taboo is strong. The triumphal snort is easier. Harry
Truman may have been guilty of monstrosities that far outweigh the
crimes for which Charles Manson was imprisoned, but decorum
reigns. If this is your view, hold your tongue. Lest you be cast into
outer darkness. There is no analogy between conscription and
slavery, said a judge.
And yet, the shoe doesn’t even ﬁt. When Baker provides inconvenient
accounts of the genteel anti-Semitism indulged by beloved textbook
heroes, he is clearly not suggesting some crude equivalence to Alfred
Rosenberg’s stunted philosophy. This is true even when Churchill’s
rhetoric lapses close enough to the virulence fairly understood and
condemned in Nazi vernacular, as indeed it does. The reality, too
easily lost in lore, is shaded by facts, shaded by degree. When
Franklin Roosevelt eﬀectively blocked legislation that would have
permitted thousands of mostly German-Jewish children entrance to
the United States, Baker tempts us to recall the sentiments of the
selfsame young lawyer who years before bemoaned the ostensible
overrepresentation of Jews at Harvard University, and who sought to
so something about it. The same Winston Churchill who in 1920
condemned a “sinister confederacy” of Jewish-Bolshevism would later
order the forced conﬁnement of “enemy aliens and suspect persons,”
resulting in the incarcer
ation of as many as 11,000 Jews for the duration of the war. And we
are likewise invited to wonder.
This is at least as fair as Baker’s treatment of the Nazis. Adolf Hitler
is seen as an emotionally volatile militarist, which he was. He is
depicted as a man consumed with mad passions and bristling
hatreds; a man prone to stentorian tantrums, who was probably
mentally ill, and who was yet amenable to reason. In Baker’s
chronology, it is clear that Hitler sought to avoid conﬂict with Britain.
It is clear that his rise was purchased in the ashes of Versailles, and
that his power was at times tenuous. He was dangerous and

distrusted, and human. Hitler too was an actor on the world stage
whose decisions brought death and misery to many. But of course,
this is never disputed.
Goebbels appears as a seething romantic, an odd mix of melancholic
disposition and cold reserve. Early in Human Smoke, Baker quotes
diary entries that reveal how he relished his friendship with Hitler in
a manner that recalls the pining of fatherless child. Later, in 1941,
Goebbels would write: “the world war is here, and the annihilation of
the Jews must be a necessary consequence.” Is this disputed?
Certainly not by Nicholson Baker.
Moral ambiguity is not moral equivalence. A continuum is not a slope.
Evil is a word. That Baker’s mature and searching study should be
met with such hostility is not merely unfortunate; it betrays an acute
apprehension that in turn masks a deeper need for assurance. Scored
in the human condition is a marrow-deep craving for the solace of a
Manichean duality that never existed, and never will. To slake this
need, a story is repeated, rhetorical snares are set. A refuge is
erected. Those who are troubled are given cover.

The End of Civilization
Which brings us to the screamingly obvious subtext behind the
“moral equivalence” that is so conﬁdently projected onto to Baker’s
patchwork. To wit, that it is a byword, meant to evoke the inﬁnite
moral weight of a singular event – an event conceived with
theological precision to counter every imagined asymmetry. “It takes
a fair amount of audacity to challenge the conventional wisdom about
World War II,” wrote Richard Cohen in a Washington Post column
critical of Baker’s thesis. “This is especially the case since the war
has become conﬂated with the Holocaust, the evil of which cannot
possibly be argued.”
Here it should be emphasized that at no point in Human Smoke nor
in supplementary interviews and commentaries does Nicholson Baker
evince the slightest trace of doubt or qualiﬁed skepticism concerning
any part of the standard Holocaust narrative. Yes, a few critics have
attempted to cast suspicion, sometimes with coy reference to Baker’s
allegedly credulous treatment of Himmler’s doomed Madagascar
Plan, or with the hanging intimation that there is something “curious”
behind his unexpected project. But such is the noise that comes. With
a few taut references to Wannsee, intoned with requisite foreboding,
Baker’s good faith is aﬀirmed.
There are two references to Zyklon B in Human Smoke. The ﬁrst
recounts the agent’s intended insecticidal use at Auschwitz in early
1941. That vignette is signed in a plaintive, ominous drumbeat: “The
lice died.” The second comes later in the same year and is derived
from Rudolf Hoess’s problematic confessions. That serious and
decent people could be moved to doubt the latter event would
scarcely occur to Baker. That the Wannsee minutes might be subject
to a less nefarious interpretation than what is allowed is a possibility

withheld from consideration. Baker sincerely believes what most
good people believe.
The argument that remains is simply that there were real chances to
avert the enormity of what came. Baker has cited the historian
Shlomo Aronson for his view that the British bombing raids against
German population centers – to “cut Germany at it’s tap root,” as
Churchill put it – served only to unify the populace behind Hitler’s
regime. In a response appending an online discussion forum devoted
Human Smoke, Baker provides some tentative clariﬁcation:
I can’t help wondering whether some sort of negotiated ceaseﬁre late
in 1939 or in mid-1940 might have reopened western escape routes
for Jews (shut down by England and France as soon as war began)
and even possibly allowed for the recrudescence of more moderate
factions within Germany. (I keep remembering what paciﬁst
Frederick Libby said in his congressional testimony: that the Jews
stood “a better chance of winning their rights at the conference table
with Great Britain and the United States as their champions than
they do on the battleﬁeld.”) Also, I can’t help suspecting that the
stepped-up British bombing campaign of 1940 and 1941 – “Keep the
Germans out of bed, and keep the sirens blowing,” as Lord Trenchard
put it – was a gift outright to Hitler’s government, in that it helped a
rage-prone, mentally ill, murderous fanatic hold on to power through
ﬁve years of hell.
Let us stipulate that the presumed Nazi genocide of European Jewry
is, to whatever extent, rationally contestable; that the “moral
equivalence” trump card may one day be taken out of play, or at least
removed from the top of the deck. Even if revisionists are vindicated
on every foundational particular, the reality of Jewish persecution
under Hitler’s iron hand will remain resonant, both as a cultural
signpost and as an historical fact. We can never know if Baker is
correct about opportunities foregone. But we do know something of
what came to pass, in the immediate years following Baker’s
chronology, and in the long aftermath of Allied victory. We know
about Dresden. We know about Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We know
about the camps where so many met their fate. We know about the
totalitarian states that would emerge in the wake what was – is –
justiﬁed. There would be a Gulag and a Five Year Plan. And there
would be millions of innocent lives ground to spice and ashes. Mao
and Uncle Joe were surely enabled b
y democratic powers, as Saddam Hussein’s regime would be in time.
Interlacing narratives present questions without answers. Questions
that Baker is right to ask.
Some readers of Human Smoke have expressed confusion over
Baker’s sub-titular reference to “the End of Civilization.” Such
confusion is telling; it lays bare a runted incuriosity. To the man
experiencing the painful throes of advanced starvation, who is driven
to cannibalism, there can be no such confusion. To the mother
crouched in a Dresden basement who lives to tend her child’s mortal
wounds, the end of civilization has already come.

Paciﬁst Traces
And so it circles back to Alfred Nobel’s earnest missive, and to the
ironically provocative matter of paciﬁsm. Listen as Baker recounts a
telling exchange between two men of letters:
Christopher Isherwood had tea in Palos Verdes, California, with his
friend Wystan Auden, the poet. Auden had by now abandoned his
antiwar position. He told Isherwood that he disliked Sanskrit words –
the sort that Gandhi used. “The truth is,” Auden said, “I want to kill
people.” It was August 3, 1940.
It has been observed that much of Baker’s literary career is animated
by a desire to rescue from oblivion the evanescent traces of moments,
and so it is no surprise that his treatment of sweeping events should
be chorused with the forgotten voices of those strange idealists
(glibly dismissed by David Pryce-Jones as “loners and egoists”), who
sought to shunt the tides of war, or simply to alleviate suﬀering.
Threaded throughout Human Smoke are the often eloquent words of
avowed paciﬁsts, cornered humanitarians, and stolid champions of
non-intervention.
There are the stories of conscientious objectors, imprisoned by the
Allies, shot in Germany. There are the words Catherine FitzGibbon of
the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom, who
testiﬁed in opposition of U.S. military conscription, drawing analogy
to “a totalitarian pattern” that mimicked Hitlerism. There are the
words of Dorothy Day, editor of The Catholic Worker, who called war
“The Folly of the Cross.” There is the story of Jeneatte Rankin, a
Montana Congresswoman who said “you cannot have war and
liberty.” When Congress declared war on Japan in the feverish
atmosphere that prevailed in the wake of what FDR would call “an
unprovoked and dastardly attack,” Rankin stood alone in voting “no.”
When she attempted to speak on the House ﬂoor, she was shouted
down.
Then there are the stories of diﬀerently motivated opponents of the
war, like Sir Oswald Mosley and other British fascists, who were
incarcerated without hearing. And of men like Charles Lindbergh,
who professed sympathy and admiration for the Nazi state. Baker
discusses the eﬀorts of the America First contingent as well.
Contrasted with “genuine paciﬁsts,” these were, as he contends, the
“isolationists” – many of paranoid and selectively militaristic
temperament – who “wanted the United States to lay oﬀ Gemany
because Germany was the bulwark that held back Stalin.”
Prominence, however, is given to the eﬀorts of men like Clarence
Pickett, the executive secretary of the American Friends Service
Committee, who along with another Quaker, Rufus Jones, and the
celebrated anti-war preacher Harry Fosdick, fought to lift food
blockades and lobbied unsuccessfully for legislation that would have
allowed child refugees passage to U.S. shores. “We can do no less
than give every aid possible to help those who come to us to make a

new and fruitful start,” wrote Pickett in 1938.
That the stories of these men and women are little known is no
surprise. They were cast as pariahs, more so as the war bore on and
the full weight of what Harry Elmer Barnes described as a “blackout”
descended. Human Smoke rescues them, at least for a moment, from
the footnotes.
As the Churchill cultists fulminate and the Holocaust cultists register
their special pique, the echo remains comfortably partisan. It is
Baker’s rehearing of the paciﬁst’s appeal that rouses a more visceral
– and more ecumenical – shade of contempt. Confronted with
Gandhi’s unavailing entreaties “to ﬁght Nazism without arms,” to
bow to slaughter rather than profess false allegiance, Christopher
Hitchens declared “that everything in me declines to be addressed in
that tone of voice.” He later decries the paciﬁst position,
sympathetically investigated though never unconditionally embraced
by Baker, as “fatuous.” Other critics have dismissed Baker’s
perceived capitulation to white-ﬂag waving sentimentality in telling
terms – as “incredulous” as “naïve” as “simplistic,” or just inarguably,
meretriciously wrong.
In an interview with James Mustich for the Barnes and Noble Review,
Baker is given to reﬂect on the situation. “I think that some of the
paciﬁst looked goofy,” he says:
It was sort of humiliating to be a paciﬁst in England in 1939 or 1940.
The newspaper Peace News – the printer refused to print it. Paciﬁsm
was almost taboo. And the people who continued to say that airplanes
shouldn’t be taking oﬀ from England and ﬂying deep into German
cities and dropping ﬁrebombs were really looked at as pariahs.
It’s one of those things; it makes sense until you give it a moment’s
thought. Yet it is possible, is it not, to at once harbor doubt about
Gandhian absolutism and yet kick against the fundament of what is
tacitly assumed? The Rorschach aversion to paciﬁsm must arise from
somewhere, after all. Indeed, Auden’s frank admission seems to be
rooted at the quick. Like the human predilection for religion or
patriarchy, it fairly reeks of biology, an instinct toward conﬂict. Leo
Rosten famously observed that “men like war.” That an there is an
inverse corollary might be inevitable. Human Smoke stirs many
demons. This one is restive.
In rejoinder to Baker’s easily caricatured hope, the warfaring mind
may seek comfort in one of Churchill’s magisterial proclamations. “It
would be better far,” said Winny, “that the civilization of Western
Europe with all its achievements should come to a tragic end than
that the two great democracies should linger on, stripped of all that
made life worth living.”
Concerning that which makes “life worth living,” an avowed killer’s
grandly phrased presumption reveals rank arrogance. To borrow
Hitch’s line, everything in me declines to be addressed in that tone of
voice.

It’s a safe bet that the oppressed existentialists at Vichy found time
for a drink, or even a laugh. There was a theater at Auschwitz, and a
swimming pool. Surely there was music as well, until there wasn’t.
Life is made of fragments. Time is everything. In the space of time,
shoelaces can break, and treaties can be signed. In time, possibilities
can be tested against an invitation to apocalypse. To understand this
is to see what Churchill – and what Marcus Aurelius – could never
see.

Wrong, wrong, wrong, Nicholson Baker thought. This time aloud, in
the dim hope that someone might listen.
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In Defense of Internment: The Case for ‘Racial Proﬁling’ in World War
Two and the War on Terror, by Michelle Malkin. Regnery,
Washington, DC, 2004. 376pp.
Michelle Malkin is a conservative columnist and blogger who, since
9-11, has become a strident advocate of enhanced scrutiny of
foreigners in the United States, particularly those of Muslim
background. She has also advocated stringent measures against
illegal aliens of all kinds, a repudiation of American citizenship by
birth (the phenomenon of so-called “Anchor babies”), and, most
notoriously, the racial proﬁling of Muslims in the United States,
regardless of their citizenship status. There is a certain irony to her
red meat xenophobia: she herself is the “Anchor baby” of Filipinos
who were in the US on student visas when she was born, and her
husband is an American Jew.
According to her introduction, while pursuing her jihad to racially
proﬁle Muslims, she found her opponents constantly pushing back by
referencing the Japanese Internment of World War Two. Hence, she
makes it clear that she wrote this book primarily to knock that
argument out of her opponents’ hands: in the process, she has
produced a legitimate, not to say high quality, revisionist history, and
has also provided some useful points of comparison with other, more
controversial, aspects of World War Two revisionism.
The story of the Japanese Internment is fairly well known. Following
President Franklin Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9066 of February 19,
1942, some 120,000 Japanese nationals and Japanese Americans
were forced to leave their homes on the West Coast and were resettled in various concentration camps in Wyoming, Utah, Arizona
and the deep interior of California. Although Japanese and Japanese
Americans were theoretically allowed to settle freely beyond the
Sierra Nevada and Cascade mountain ranges, the fact is that the
urgency of the implementation of EO 9066 meant that many of the
deportees were forced to sell their homes, farms, and businesses in
short order, and at tremendous economic loss, and were then loaded
onto trains and sent to such camps as Manzanar, Heart Mountain,
Tule Lake, and several others. Young Japanese who could attend
college in the interior of the country were allowed to do so, young
Japanese men were conscripted into the armed forces and
distinguished themselves by their heroism, but, in the main, over a
hundred thousand Japanese and Japanese Americans spent on the
average of two to three years in the drab barracks of the internment

camps, behind barbed wire.

Japanese civilians were uprooted and delivered by train cars to
American internment camps. April 5, 1942. This is a work of the
United States Department of the Interior and is in the public domain.
Malkin’s basic thesis is that the Internment of the Japanese was
“justiﬁable”. True, this is a moral, rather than a historical, judgment,
and as such is weak. A better way to frame her thesis would be to say
that the internment of the Japanese was, at least primarily, the result
of legitimate national security issues, i.e., that Japanese and Japanese
Americans constituted a real threat to the United States during the
Second World War. As such her thesis is revisionist in the basic sense,
since the typical interpretation is that the conﬁnement of Japanese
Americans in concentration camps was primarily due to anti-Japanese
racism and general war hysteria rather than national security
concerns.
To support her thesis Malkin makes extensive use of materials that
have been developed in recent years from “Magic”, which was the
program that deciphered Japanese codes throughout the war, and
even before; indeed her book provides many pages of “Magic”
decodes. The substance of these materials is meant to show that,
among other things, the Imperial Japanese Navy planned, and sought,
to play on the loyalties of Japanese and Japanese Americans to recruit
spies. Unfortunately, the materials presented in the book, while
interesting and valuable as primary source material, really do nothing
to describe any signiﬁcant Japanese espionage in the United States,
and, moreover, there were no successful prosecutions during or after
the war.
Malkin, however, uses the Magic decodes as such to argue for the
necessity of the deportations, claiming that Roosevelt’s awareness of
the decodes persuaded him to promote the internment. She also uses
ignorance of the Magic decodes to explain away the impressive

number of highly placed oﬀicials who objected to the internment
overall: including J. Edgar Hoover, director of the FBI, and Attorney
General Francis Biddle, who would go on to be the lead American
judge at the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg.
When describing the actual process of rounding up and incarcerating
120,000 human beings in camps, or when describing their lives in the
camps, Malkin predictably glosses over the downsides. If the
Japanese were kept in stables, she reminds the reader that those
same stables would later house GI’s. She breathlessly describes the
amenities of camp life: apparently, the women were allowed to get
their hair done, there were lots of books to read, and, indeed, some
internees in one camp wanted the barbed wire fence to be higher!
(The reason for this was that the internees were afraid of mobs
attempting access to the camps, which points to racism and war
hysteria, but Malkin just walks on by.) At one point, she even
launches into a detailed description of the delightful menus that were
oﬀered the internees: Lamb roast with gravy, potatoes, green beans,
fresh pears, bread and coﬀee.
There are other defects. Malkin goes out of her way to downplay the
existence both of anti-Asian and anti-Japanese prejudice as well as
the existence of war hysteria, omitting the long history of anti-Asian,
and speciﬁcally anti-Japanese sentiment. For example, she makes
much of the fact that about one-third of the deportees were not
American citizens. Yet she omits the fact that this was largely
because of the 1924 Exclusion Act, which speciﬁcally targeted
Japanese nationals and sought to prevent them gaining citizenship.
(The Japanese Americans, who comprised two thirds of the total,
were the second generation, or “Nisei”, and were American by birth.)
In the end, Malkin is not really successful in proving her thesis,
however it is framed: there is no convincing evidence that the
national security threat posed by Japanese Americans was a suﬀicient
reason for the draconian nature of the deportations. What her book
does present, however much she may wish to downplay it, is a
situation in which war hysteria, fueled by Pearl Harbor and a hatred
of non-Whites and speciﬁcally Japanese, led to a situation in which
local and federal governments approved the deportations as a way of
maintaining public order. In plain English, the Japanese were
interned to placate a potentially angry mob.
More interesting than her argument is the reaction her book
received, as a form of historical revisionism, as well as how it ties
into the much more notorious internment policies of Nazi Germany.
Upon its release, the Japanese American Citizens League condemned
the book as “a desperate attempt to impugn the loyalty of Japanese
Americans during World War II to justify harsher governmental
policies today in the treatment of Arab and Muslim Americans":
Harsh words, but also a fair summary of the book’s contents. An ad
hoc group of academics, the “Historians' Committee for Fairness”
also criticized the book, claiming that “In Defense of Internment”
represented “ a blatant violation of professional standards of

objectivity and fairness,” which is a fairly pointless criticism, in that
Malkin is not a professional historian and makes no claims in that
direction. However, it is more interesting that Malkin, in writing a
book that hurt the feelings of a distinct minority, and sought to justify
the maltreatment of that minority, was not subjected to any further
sanctions.
Naturally, part of the crosstalk when the book was released led into
the validity of comparisons with the concentration camp systems in
Europe, principally in Nazi Germany. And we should say straight oﬀ
that such comparisons are totally inappropriate in terms of the
results: the death rate among the Japanese internees was on the
order of 1.5%, the vast majority of these being “natural” deaths,
while births over deaths continued at a rate of about 3.5:1. This has
to be contrasted to a situation in which hundreds of thousands of
people lost their lives in the Nazi German camp system, to say
nothing of the depredations of Nazism further on in Eastern Europe.
Yet a comparison and contrast of the two concentration camp systems
does shed light on some factors that might help explain how these
imprisonments came about. For example, economic competition
between white and Japanese farmers appears to have played a large
part in anti-Japanese prejudice, particularly in Central California. In
the same way, Jewish dominance in many areas of post-Imperial
Weimar Germany had a lot to do with making Anti-Semitism a
popular ideology in Germany.
There is little indication that German Jews, or other Jews, were
incarcerated to protect them from mob violence: such mob violence
as occurred in Germany, as in Kristallnacht, appears to have been
choreographed by government oﬀicials. This has to be contrasted to
the several references to potential lynchings and vigilantism that
helped spawn the Japanese internment. On the other hand, there is
evidence, and especially pertinent to the deportation of the
Hungarian Jews, that the evacuation of Jewish populations was done
not only to further a racialist agenda but also due to national security
and military concerns, since it was assumed throughout the Nazi
hierarchy that Jews would betray the war eﬀort “just because they
were Jews.”
It is precisely on this point, the idea of intrinsic evil based on
ethnicity, that one ﬁnds a strong point of contact not only with the
Nazi agenda towards Jews but also the American agenda against its
Japanese residents. For example, the Niihau incident in early
December 1941, in which a Japanese pilot landed his plane on a small
Hawaiian island and received succor from three resident Japanese
Americans, was widely ballyhooed at the time and taken as evidence
of the susceptibility of Japanese Americans to treason, at least by the
advocates of internment.
For example, General John DeWitt, widely considered one of the main
architects of the Internment, was quoted in congressional testimony
as follows:

“I don't want any of them [persons of Japanese ancestry] here. They
are a dangerous element. There is no way to determine their loyalty...
It makes no diﬀerence whether he is an American citizen, he is still a
Japanese. American citizenship does not necessarily determine
loyalty... But we must worry about the Japanese all the time until he is
wiped oﬀ the map.”
There were even racial criteria involved, 1/16 of Japanese blood was
suﬀicient to make the bearer subject to deportation, a criterion – this
would mean one great great grandparent of Japanese ancestry –
many times more stringent than even the Nuremberg Laws, and
hearkening back instead to the hysterical racism of “one drop of
blood” laws of the ante bellum South.
Meanwhile, for further context, the Los Angeles Times channeled Der
Stuermer:
"A viper is nonetheless a viper whenever the egg is hatched - so a
Japanese American, born of Japanese parents - grows up to be a
Japanese, not an American.”
Malkin scarcely addresses any of these issues – none of the above
quotes come from her book – and instead seeks to argue around
them. For example, she points out that German and Italian nationals
were also incarcerated in some cases, so racism could not have been
a factor. She further argues that it would not have been possible to
incarcerate all Americans of German or Italian descent, which, she
claims, was originally envisioned, since that would have required the
imprisonment of approximately 38% of the American population. She
also uses the argument of magnitude to explain away the fact that the
Japanese American population of Hawaii was not relocated or locked
up: there were just too many of them. The lesson appears to be that,
in war, one can in fact persecute and deport a given minority,
providing they are small and suﬀiciently outnumbered. However,
selective application of racial criteria for national security purposes
weakens the national security argument as such, and all that remains
is war hysteria, racism, and the economic self-interest of those who
proﬁted from the deportations.

In Defense of Internment has some strengths. Malkin is a ﬁne writer,
when she describes such things as the Niihau Incident she writes
with vigor and color. On the other hand, she also has a tendency for
arch overstatement, typical of her blogs and newspaper columns,
when describing the overall nature of the internment, the war on
terror, and in her endless references to the “political correctness”
that prevents her views from being more widely accepted.
She also deserves credit for using the Magic decrypts and other
materials associated with Japanese espionage in the United States.
This material is interesting and its dissemination makes a solid
contribution. On the other hand, as we have already discussed, none
of this material really helps her argument that the internment was
driven by legitimate strategic considerations.
In Defense of Internment meets the general requirements of

historical revisionism in that it seeks to revise our understanding and
reassess our judgments about past events, and, in addition, because
it employs source material that has only recently come to light and
has been little used in other works. On the other hand, her book is
also a reminder that revisionism is no guarantee of either greater
fairness or value than the lazy prevailing wisdom.
The best way to understand Malkin’s book is to follow the subtitle,
not the title, for the underlying argument throughout the book is that
the United States government, in time of war, can, and should,
abridge civil liberties for the sake of the safety of its citizens, with the
rather large caveat that citizens who belong to the target group du
jour will be excluded from such protections. Certainly, in the wake of
9-11, and the beginning of an undeclared and therefore potentially
endless war, we have seen signiﬁcant enlargement of federal powers,
including extensive wiretapping and email snooping, an eﬀective
suspension of habeas corpus, and the implementation of a torture
regime against suspected terrorists. We would expect Malkin,
channeling Orwell, to applaud the way these big rough men protect
her while she sleeps in her bed. On the other hand, this enlargement
of federal powers must be alarming to anyone who, looking across
the expanse of 20th Century history, concludes that such growth is
inimical to the sanctity of individual freedom.

James J. Martin | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Just over 30 years ago, James J. Martin, one of the most important and prolific
revisionist historians of the twentieth century coined the term “Inconvenient History”
with his collection of essays, The Saga of Hog Island. Long before Al Gore would
speculate on the “Inconvenient Truth” of global warming, James Martin was already a
veteran. Martin wrote:
“What the late Harry Elmer Barnes described in detail over the years as the ‘historical
blackout’ with respect to World War Two revisionism has been the fate of other
historical diversions from accepted convention in other areas. A venerable ploy of the
attackers of inconvenient history has been to ridicule the limited or often make-shift
nature of its production, to decry its lack of pretentious supporters, or to launch sly,
malicious innuendo against its producers, but avoiding if at all possible coming to terms
with substance.”[1]
James J. Martin was born on September 18, 1916. A trained historian, Martin graduated
from the University of New Hampshire in 1942. He also studied at the University of
Michigan, where he earned a Master’s degree in 1945, and a doctorate in history in
1949.[2]

James J. Martin
While completing work on his dissertation, he received a mailing from the most
prominent revisionist of the day, Harry Elmer Barnes. Barnes wrote to Martin just as he
had written to graduate students and faculty in history departments all across the United
States to advertise his latest booklet: Revisionism and the Historical Blackout. Intrigued
by Barnes mailing, Martin ordered a copy. This momentous decision led to frequent
written communication between the two men and the establishment of a friendship that
would last for the rest of their lives.[3]
Martin was also well known in Libertarian circles. He wrote Men Against the State: The
Expositors of Individualist Anarchism in America, in 1953. This volume gained
widespread international respect. It focused on the philosophy and activities of antistatist libertarian voluntarism in the United States from 1825 to 1910. Despite its success
and acclaim, this dissertation turned out to be the last book he would ever write on

intellectual history. Barnes writing and thought had a very powerful effect on him. As
Martin became his close friend and protégé, he, like Barnes turned his attention to the
two major wars of the 20th Century.[4]
Often identified as his most important work, American Liberalism and World Politics,
1931-1941, is a two-volume classic published in 1964 by Devin Adair. Murray Rothbard
commented that these volumes reveal “the transformation of Liberal opinion from a
policy of peace and neutrality to one of intervention and war – and from support of
peaceful revision of the Versailles treaty to armed defense of the status quo it had
imposed.”[5] Harry Elmer Barnes called this work "the most formidable achievement of
World War II Revisionism."[6]
Martin was also the author of three volumes of collected essays: Revisionist Viewpoints:
Essays in a Dissident Historical Tradition, first published in 1971; The Saga of Hog
Island and Other Essays in Inconvenient History, in 1977; and Beyond Pearl Harbor:
Essays on Some Consequences of the Crisis in the Pacific in 1941, in 1983.
Martin became associated with the Institute of Historical Review throughout the 1980’s
and became a member of the Editorial Advisory Board for their publication, The Journal
of Historical Review. He spoke at several of the IHR’s annual revisionist conferences.
His The Man Who Invented Genocide: The Public Career and Consequences of Raphael
Lemkin, was published in 1984. This was Martin’s most significant work on the
Holocaust. In this volume he analyzed the story of the evolution of the legal and political
concept known as the “Genocide Convention” and its relation to the career and inventor
of the word, Raphael Lemkin.
His final book, An American Adventure in Bookburning in the Style of 1918, released in
1989 addressed the American government’s attempts during World War I to prevent
citizens from reading certain books about the war’s origins and conduct. Martin’s
treatment certainly carries a warning for today as well as many books and articles are
impacted by both outright censorship and the quiet censorship of what Barnes would call
the “historical blackout.”
In all, Martin authored more than 200 articles, reviews, and essays, which appeared in
dozens of periodicals. He contributed to the Encyclopaedia Britannica and was a threetime contributor to the Dictionary of American Biography. His teaching career spanned
25 years, included teaching posts at Northern Illinois University (DeKalb), San
Francisco State College, Deep Springs College, and Rampart College.[7]
In an interview with Reason magazine in 1976, Martin described the relevance of
revisionism,
“Revisionism could be of relevance to almost anybody who's interested in the record,
who's interested in some kind of faithful reproduction of events. In other words, my
interest in this is not necessarily activated by ideological considerations. It's more of a
technical interest in getting the record straight.”[8]
It is that interest that typified this rare scholar’s career and achievements. It is a standard
that all historians should strive for. James J. Martin died on April 4, 2004, at age 87, at
his home in Colorado Springs, Colorado.
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The Challenge to Revisionism | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

With the launch of a new historical journal, one devoted specifically to inconvenient
history, history that challenges and at times may make us uncomfortable, we must look
back at that first generation of self-named revisionist historians and their intellectual
victories and challenges. Although the case has been made that revisionist history is as
old as history itself, for at its heart it means nothing more or less than to reveal the truth
about historical matters – ripping off the veil of "official" history and government spun
propaganda, the term really took root in the years following the First World War.
The revisionists were aptly named, as they sought to revise the harshest elements of the
Treaty of Versailles and specifically the German sole war-guilt clause. This movement
became immensely popular among liberals and progressives of the time. Although it was
understood that the principal objective of the earliest generation of revisionists was to
establish historical facts about the origins and methods of World War One, it was also
believed that with such understanding future wars could be prevented. The revisionists
believed that the popular acceptance of the true causes of the horrible conflict that came
to be known as ‘The Great War’ would generate a public reluctance to be lied into a
subsequent conflict. The revisionist movement was a peace movement.
With the publication in 1935 of Walter Millis’, Road to War: America 1914-1917, the
revisionists believed that they had won the intellectual war for historical accuracy. Such
a judgment, proved to be premature however. Although many revisionists were drawn to
and otherwise supported anti-interventionist groups in the years leading up to Pearl
Harbor, the events of that day virtually eliminated any popular acceptance of
revisionism.
Before the 1940s would come to an end revisionists began to challenge various aspects
of the origins and conduct of the Allies in the second great conflict of a generation. John
T. Flynn, F.J.P. Veale, Freda Utley, Leonard von Muralt, and George Morgenstern wrote
scholarly volumes that shattered many popular myths of wartime developed propaganda.
By the 1950’s Harry Elmer Barnes, a revisionist of the First World War came to be the
epicenter of a new generation of revisionists who sought to get a proper understanding of
the British role in the events of September 1939 and to establish whether Franklin
Roosevelt lied us into the Second World War through the "back door" at Pearl Harbor.
The revisionists were fearful of the treatment of enemy combatants in war crimes trials
for the moral of the day appeared to be no greater than "might makes right" and that the
great crime of any modern conflict was now to be on the losing side. The revisionists
were also fearful of the new terrible weapons that were part of the world’s arsenals
including the nuclear bomb. It was thought that a third world conflict would result in
mutual annihilation of both sides.
Despite the depth of historical research and the number of volumes which were written
in the 1950s, the revisionists of the Second World War found that popular acceptance of
their theories was going to be far more difficult than in the years following World War
One. In what Barnes would call the ‘historical blackout’ publishers would simply reject
revisionist writings. The liberal and left-wing magazines which led the charge in the
1920’s wanted nothing to do with an accurate portrayal of the Fascist, Communist or
National Socialist regimes.

For the most part, the revisionist volumes of the 1950s were published by two small
publishers, Henry Regnery of Chicago and Devin-Adair of New York. When noticed by
reviewers, the comments were almost always negative.
In 1966, Barnes summed up the situation for World War Two revisionism up to that time
in an article, "Revisionism: A Key to Peace" that he wrote for the Rampart Journal. He
declared that "the historical and factual battle of revisionism has been won." But Barnes
also recognized, "the extensive revisionist literature on which this has been based and
that which will be presented later on must be regarded for the time being as existing
mainly for the record, prior to the time when historical facts can reach the public,
unimpeded by censorship, mendacity, favoritism, and fraud."
Barnes developed the term "historical smotherout" to explain the technique and strategy
to prevent revisionist writing from gaining mass acceptance. Identifying its origins at the
Eichmann trial of 1961, Barnes described the smotherout strategy "the fundamental aim
has now become to emphasize the allegation that Hitler and the national socialist leaders
were such vile, debased, brutal, and bloodthirsty gangsters that Great Britain had an
overwhelming moral obligation to plan a war to exterminate them, and the United States
was compelled to enter this conflict to aid and abet this British crusade because of a
moral imperative that could not be evaded to engage in a campaign of political, social,
and cultural sanitation."
Barnes argued that revisionist theories were smothered by a campaign of unceasing
inflammatory exaggerations of Nazi savagery. In light of the incessant tales of the
murder of six million Jews and the use of terrible weapons of mass destruction including
gas chambers that killed by the thousands in a matter of minutes, some might even say
seconds, the details of backroom politics and diplomatic failures were hardly the things
that would fire the public’s imagination. Barnes wrote, "To expect the public to listen to
sober revisionist scholarship in the face of the current avalanche of violent vituperation
against prewar and wartime Germany is like imagining a housewife whose home is on
fire and the flames threatening her small children, being eager or even willing to open
her door to a Fuller Brush salesman and listen intently to his sales talk."
Barnes recognized that revisionism faced its greatest challenge from the overwhelming
smotherout of atrocity tales and what would eventually come to be known as the
Holocaust story. The Holocaust story over the past 50 years has developed into mythical
proportions and is defended by an entire industry that has developed around it as well as
a legal system which persecutes those who question any aspect of what has come to be
the "official" account.
Barnes properly identified the Holocaust story as the true barrier to the acceptance of
revisionist arguments and thereby the true barrier to peace, security and prosperity
among nations. The specter of the Holocaust is marched out to justify every modern
military intervention. The media and the government depict our ‘enemies’ as modern
day Hitlers intent on committing genocide and planning to use their secretive arsenals of
weapons of mass destruction.
Cutting through the exaggerations, lies and propaganda of the Holocaust story has to be
the starting ground for any contemporary revisionist. The territory is plagued with the
minefield of charges of "Holocaust denial," "racism," "anti-Semitism," and "neoNazism." Despite the persecution and insults, revisionists understand that the myths of
the Holocaust have smothered out a proper and accurate understanding of the Second
World War.
Far from attempting to rehabilitate any totalitarian regime, we seek to emerge in a
society that is freer than the one we live in today. We seek to reveal the facts in an effort

to avoid foreign wars and interventionist crusades that leave tens of thousands dead.
Over forty years ago, Barnes was frustrated by the smothering out of revisionism; we
intend to pick up his banner from where it fell and continue the struggle. Inconvenient
History is not for the squeamish and may not leave you feeling very comfortable, but if
you believe as Barnes did and as we do, that revisionism is the key to peace, you’ve
come to the right place.

David Irving and the “Aktion Reinhardt
Camps”
by Jürgen Graf

A brilliant author and historian
English historian David Irving has several admirable qualities:
1. He is a tireless researcher who has spent thousands of hours in
the archives.
2. He is an excellent historian of the Second World War. Some of
his books, such as Hitler’s War and Churchill’s War, will be read
as long as there will be people who are interested in this dark
and dramatic period of history.
3. He is a master of the English language, both as a writer and as
an orator.
In the sixties and the early seventies, Irving’s brilliance was widely
recognized. While many establishment historians disliked the young
maverick, few of them denied his talent. He was so good that the
media begrudgingly forgave him for what was perceived as covert
sympathies for Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich. Even in Germany, he
was repeatedly invited to television discussions where he impressed
the public with his historical knowledge and his ﬂuency in the
German language.
With regard to the “Final Solution of the Jewish Question,” Irving
accepted the oﬀicial version as a matter of course; he never wrote a
book or even an article about the subject.

“Hitler’s War”
During his work on Hitler’s War, David Irving studied a signiﬁcant
number of German war-time documents. With growing amazement he
realized that none of these countless documents proved that Hitler
had ordered the extermination of the Jews. More amazing was the
fact that the documents contained no evidence that Hitler was even
aware of a plan to exterminate Europe’s Jews.
At that time, Irving must have been aware that there were
researchers who disputed the oﬀicial version of the Jews' fate during
World War Two. Arthur Butz’s The Hoax of the Twentieth Century had
come out in 1976, a year before Hitler’s War. It seems unlikely that
Irving was not aware of this book and its thesis. At any rate, Irving

failed to draw the only logical conclusion from the total lack of
documentary evidence for the “Holocaust,” and concluded instead
that the extermination of the Jews had been ordered and organized
by the Reichsführer SS Heinrich Himmler without Hitler’s knowing.
In Hitler’s War, Irving wrote:
“By 1942, the massacre machinery was gathering
momentum – of such reﬁnement and devilish ingenuity that
from Himmler down to the ex-lawyers who ran the
extermination camps perhaps only seventy men were aware
of the truth.“[1]
To this wildly implausible thesis, Robert Faurisson raised the
following objection:
“Borrowing a comparison from David Irving, I can certainly
believe that Menachem Begin could have been unaware of
the massacre of the Sabra and Shatila camps in Lebanon at
the time it was taking place. Over a period of several hours,
several hundred civilians were massacred. I do not know
when Begin learned of the massacre, but I do know that,
like everybody else in the world, he learned about it very
quickly. If, however, instead of several hundred men,
women and children being massacred in a few hours, we
are considering the massacre of millions of men, women
and children over a period of three or four years in the very
heart of Europe, by which miracle could that heinous crime
have been hidden from Hitler, Stalin, Churchill and
Roosevelt, as well as Germany and all of Europe, except for
perhaps only seventy men!”[2]
Today, in 2009, this argument is as sound as it was in 1983!

The Leuchter Report
In April 1988, during the second Zündel trial in Toronto, David Irving
learned that an American execution technologist, Fred Leuchter, who
had been contacted by Ernst Zündel’s advisor Robert Faurisson, had
ﬂown to Poland with a small group of helpers in order to examine the
alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz I, Auschwitz-Birkenau
and Majdanek. Upon his return, Leuchter had written a report in
which he concluded that these rooms could not have been used as
gas chambers for technical reasons. More importantly, Leuchter and
his team had taken samples from the walls inside the alleged gas
chambers of Auschwitz I and Birkenau where, according to oﬀicial
historiography, huge numbers of Jews had been killed with Hydrogen
Cyanide gas (Zyklon B). The samples were subsequently analyzed in
an American laboratory. The tests revealed either no detection of
traces of cyanide or extremely low levels, while a control sample
taken from Delousing Facility No. 1 at Birkenau contained an
exceedingly high percentage of cyanide.[3]
The Leuchter report conﬁrmed what David Irving must have

suspected: The Auschwitz gas chamber story was a hoax. Irving now
believed that the Holocaust story would collapse in the near future,
and he decided to jump on the revisionist bandwagon. He, David
Irving, whose genius the narrow-minded court historians stubbornly
refused to acknowledge, would put them all to shame; he would be
the ﬁrst prominent historian to pillory the Auschwitz fraud. Towards
the end of the Zündel trial, Irving appeared as a witness for the
defense. He endorsed the Leuchter report, which he called a
“shattering document.” In 1988 and 1989, he made several speeches
disputing the existence of homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz: one
of these speeches, which he delivered on Austrian soil in 1989, would
lead to his arrest and incarceration in Austria sixteen years later.
Irving’s hope that the Leuchter report would lead to the immediate
collapse of the Auschwitz gas chamber story did not materialize.
Irving was viciously smeared by the media; his books disappeared
from the bookshops; he sustained huge ﬁnancial losses and ultimately
was branded a “Holocaust denier.”

David Irving v. Deborah Lipstadt
After a particularly obnoxious representative of the Holocaust lobby,
Deborah Lipstadt, had reviled Irving in her book Denying the
Holocaust [4], he sued her for libel. The trial took place in London in
early 2000. Although it was unlikely that Irving would win this case,
he could have scored a tremendous moral victory by making
mincemeat of Lipstadt and her experts. It goes without saying that
this would have required serious preparation, but Irving, who was
insuﬀiciently acquainted with the “Holocaust” subject, did not deem
it necessary to study the revisionist literature before the trial. I
vividly remember my dismay when I read in the Swiss Jewish
newspaper Jüdische Rundschau Maccabi that Irving had “admitted
the existence of the gas vans”. It was quite true: confronted with the
so-called “Just document”[5] which Lipstadt’s team had presented as
documentary proof for the mass murder of Jews in gas vans, Irving
had declared it to be authentic, although it is a crude forgery teeming
with linguistic and technical absurdities. This fake had been analyzed
in detail by two revisionist researchers, the German Ingrid
Weckert[6] and the Frenchman Pierre Marais.[7] Since Irving can
read both German and French with the greatest ease, he had no
excuse for not being familiar with these exceedingly important
studies.

David Irving, December 13, 2008. Photo by Acacio Luis Friera
published with permission.
His limited knowledge of the subject forced Irving to make several
spectacular, but totally unnecessary concessions to his adversaries.
In his verdict, the judge Charles Gray correctly stated:
“In the course of the trial Irving modiﬁed his position: He
was prepared to concede that gassings of human beings
had taken place at Auschwitz, but on a limited scale.”[8]
To Irving’s credit, it should be pointed out that he made very eﬀicient
use of Faurisson’s “No holes, no Holocaust” argument. According to
the “eyewitness evidence” on which the oﬀicial version of the events
is based, Leichenkeller (morgue) 1 of Krematorium II at AuschwitzBirkenau was used as a homicidal gas chamber where, according to
Lipstadt’s expert Robert Jan van Pelt, about 500,000 Jews were
murdered in 1943/1944. During the trial, Irving demonstrated that
the openings in the roof of Leichenkeller 1, through which the SS
allegedly dropped pellets of Zyklon B, did not exist, which means that
the alleged crime could not possibly have been perpetrated. In this
point, Irving scored a major triumph. Even the judge Charles Grey,
who was quite hostile to Irving, honestly admitted in his verdict:
“I have to confess that, in common I suspect with most
other people, I had supposed that the evidence of mass
extermination of Jews in the gas chambers at Auschwitz
was compelling. I have, however, set aside this
preconception when assessing the evidence adduced by the
parties in this proceeding.”[9]

In jail in Austria
In November 2005, David Irving imprudently visited the once free
Austria where he was promptly arrested for a “Holocaust-denying”

speech he had made in 1989. At his trial, Irving said certain things
for which we have no right to blame him: He wanted to be a free man
again as soon as possible and to be reunited with his family. In his
situation, many people would have done the same thing. For his
cooperative attitude, the Austrian kangaroo court sentenced Irving to
three years imprisonment. In December 2006, after serving one third
of his prison term, he was released and allowed to return to England.

David Irving’s trip to Poland
In March 2007, I [received] an e-mail from Irving who informed me
that he was in Poland, where he was visiting the “Aktion Reinhardt
camps.” According to German wartime documents the purpose of
“Aktion Reinhardt” was the conﬁscation of Jewish property. Without a
shred of documentary or material evidence, the orthodox historians
claim that the real purpose of this action was the physical liquidation
of the Jews of Eastern Poland and that between 1.5 and 2 million Jews
were killed with carbon monoxide from diesel engines in three
camps: Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka. Traditional history has it that
these camps were pure extermination centers where all Jews,
regardless of age and health, were gassed upon arrival without
registration: only a handful of strong young Jews were temporarily
spared because they were needed to keep the camps running.
In his e-mail (which I unfortunately deleted) Irving must have asked
me a question about Belzec because I distinctly remember that in my
reply I asked him if he had read Carlo Mattogno’s book Belzec in
Propaganda, Testimonies, Archeological Research, and History.[10]
He answered that he would read it later.
In addition to Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, Irving also visited
Auschwitz and Majdanek. Apparently he did not visit the sixth alleged
“extermination camp,” Chelmno (Kulmhof). On his website[11], he
published an account of his trip to Poland which struck me by its
superﬁciality and its vagueness. It was impossible to deduce from this
account whether Irving believed that homicidal gassings had taken
place at Auschwitz and Majdanek. As far as the three “Aktion
Reinhardt” camps were concerned, he seemed to endorse the
“extermination camp” version; on the other hand, he spoke of the
“alleged gas chambers” of these camps. In other words: He avoided
making clear and unequivocal statements.

My questions to David Irving and his
reply
In March 2009, I learned that David Irving had given advice to a
fellow “Holocaust denier,” Bishop Richard Williamson, and I received
a message from an irate French lady who castigated Irving’s
statements about Treblinka. On 2 April, I sent Irving a message,
asking him the following four questions:
• Did he believe that a mass murder of Jews had taken place at

Treblinka, Sobibor and Belzec?
• If he believed that such a mass murder had indeed been
committed, what was his evidence?
• In this case, how was the massacre carried out?
• Had he, David Irving, read Carlo Mattogno’s book about Belzec
and the book Treblinka: Extermination camp or transit
camp?[12], written by Carlo Mattogno and me?
On the very same day, I received the following reply from David
Irving:
“1. Ich bin der Auﬀassung, dass in besagten drei Lagern
Massenvernichtungen stattgefunden haben (“durch Gas”
lässt sich nicht beweisen, ist ja sehr umstritten).
2. Beweismaterial:
• Bekannter Briefwechsel Wolﬀ/Ganzenmüller betr.
Malkinia/Treblinka.
• Himmlers Anordnung, in Treblinka nichts auﬀindbar
zurückzulassen, anschliessend einen Bauernhof
darüber entstehen zu lassen [...].
• Persönliche Befragung zweier Zeugen... betr. Belzec,
falls Echtheit nachweisbar.
• Höﬂe-Decode vom Januar 1943 und in Zusammenhang
damit der Korherr-Bericht.
3. Für das Jahr 1942: Das Höﬂe-Dokument spricht von
1'274’166.
Für 1942 und 1943 haben wir aus Himmler-Akten die
Beuteziﬀer Reinhardt – Schmuck, Uhren, Münzen. Daraus
lässt sich ungefähr eine Ziﬀer für das Ergebnis für 1943
zusammenreimen bzw. hochrechnen, und zwar mehr als 1
Million – Himmler spricht dem Mufti gegenüber von „3
Millionen“.
[1. In my opinion, a mass extermination took place in the
aforementioned three camps (it cannot be proved that it
was carried out by means of gas; as you know, this is highly
controversial).
2. Evidence:
• The well-known correspondence between Wolﬀ and
Ganzenmüller concerning Malkinia/Treblinka.
• Himmler’s order not to leave any traces at Treblinka
and later to build a farmhouse there.
• Personal interrogation of two witnesses… about
Belzec, if the authenticity [of their statements] can be
proved.
• The decoded Höﬂe radio message from January 1943
and in this connection the Korherr report.

3. For 1942: The Höﬂe document mentions a ﬁgure of
1,274,166. For 1942 and 1943, Himmler’s documents reveal
the extent of the Reinhardt loot – jewels, watches, coins.
Based on this information, it is possible to guess or to
calculate an approximate ﬁgure for 1943, to wit more than
one million. To the Mufti Himmler speaks of “three
million”.]

The case of the missing answer to the
fourth question
While David Irving gave clear answers to my ﬁrst three questions, he
did not care to answer the forth one: Had he read Treblinka –
Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, written by Carlo Mattogno
and me, and Mattogno’s book about Belzec? At the time of Irving’s
journey to Poland, both books had been online for more than three
years, and the British historian, who is highly computer-literate,
could easily have convinced himself of their value. The bibliography
of Treblinka contains over 200 titles, about two dozen of them in
Polish. As many of these Polish sources are of vital importance, one
merit of our book is to make them accessible to researchers who, like
Irving, do not understand the Polish tongue. Furthermore, Treblinka
contains numerous references to documents from Russian archives
which were never before published in any Western language.
While Belzec is much shorter than Treblinka, its bibliography still
comprises 80 titles, 18 of them in the Polish language. The most
important chapter is the third one, where Mattogno analyses the
results of the forensic drillings and excavations which were
performed on the territory of the former camp in the late 1990s.
If David Irving did not consider it necessary to read these two books,
this shows he is not in the least interested in what really happened at
Treblinka and Belzec. Of course, it is quite possible that he has
indeed read them, but is reluctant to admit this, because otherwise
he would be forced to respond to the revisionist arguments,
especially the technical ones.

David Irving’s evidence for the mass
murder of Jews at the three Reinhardt
camps
In his answer to my questions, David Irving mentioned seven reasons
for his belief that the three Reinhardt camps had been extermination
centers. Five of these reasons are based on documents, the
remaining two on hearsay. We will examine the documents ﬁrst.
- “The well known correspondence between Wolﬀ and Ganzenmüller
concerning Malkinia/Treblinka.”
On July 28, 1942, Albert Ganzenmüller, Secretary of State in the

Reichsverkehrsministerium (Imperial Ministry of Transport), stated in
a letter to SS-Gruppenführer Karl Wolﬀ: “Since July 22, a train with
5000 Jews makes a daily trip from Warsaw to Treblinka via Malkinia,
in addition to a train with 5000 Jews traveling twice a week from
Pryemysl to Belzec.”[13] On August 13, Wolﬀ replied: “I have noted
with especial pleasure that a train with 5000 members of the chosen
people has already been running for 14 days to Treblinka every day,
and we are thus in a position to carry out this movement of
population in an accelerated tempo.”[14] Neither Ganzenmüller nor
Wolﬀ stated that the Jews were being killed at Treblinka; Wolﬀ spoke
of a “movement of population” which clearly shows that he regarded
Treblinka as a transit camp.
- “Himmler’s order not to leave any traces at Treblinka and later to
build a farmhouse there.”
As I do not know this order, I asked David Irving to send me a copy.
On April 9, he answered that he would do so later. Since I have yet to
receive the document, I am unable to comment on it. However I am
absolutely sure that it does not contain any reference to mass
murder, for if this were the case, it would be quoted in every
traditional study of the Holocaust.
- “The decoded Höﬂe radio message from January 1943 and in this
connection the Korherr report.”
In his well-known 1943 report,[15] Richard Korherr wrote that by the
end of 1942 1,274,166 Jews had been moved through the camps in
the General Gouvernement. The Höﬂe radio message[16] conﬁrms
Korherr’s ﬁgure of 1,274,166 and speciﬁes that 24,733 of the
deportees had been sent to L. (Lublin/Majdanek), 434,508 to B.
(Belzec), 101,370 to S. (Sobibor) and 713,355 to T. (Treblinka).
Neither of the two documents states that the deportees were killed.
- “For 1942 and 1943, Himmler’s documents which reveal the extent
of the Reinhardt loot: Jewels, watches, coins.”
The fact that the Germans robbed Jews of their jewels, watches and
coins does not prove that they murdered them.
Thus none of the documents mentioned by Irving provide proof that
the Reinhardt camps were extermination centers.
The last two “proofs” belong to the category of hearsay. What the
Mufti of Jerusalem claimed to have heard from Himmler, or what
somebody claimed the Mufti had claimed to have heard from
Himmler, has little historical value. Even more preposterous is the
reference to the “personal interrogation of two witnesses about
Belzec”. Imagine the following dialogue:
Hiroshima denier: “I do not believe for a moment that the Americans
really dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima in August 1945. That’s
just silly Japanese atrocity propaganda.”

David Irving: “I think you are wrong. Two years ago, I went to
Hiroshima where I personally interrogated two old Japanese who had
witnessed the bombing as children. If their statements are true, they
prove that the Americans indeed dropped an atomic bomb on
Hiroshima.”
If hundreds of thousands of Jews had been murdered at Belzec, we
could do without “eyewitness evidence.” Irving’s argument reminds
me of “Belzec expert” Michael Tregenza who wrote about the pyres
of Belzec:
“There is much disagreement on the subject of the number
of pyres at Belzec. Witnesses from the village state that up
to ﬁve pyres were in use, whereas SS personnel spoke of
two pyres during the judicial proceedings in Munich in
1963/1964. Assuming that a minimum of 500,000 corpses
were burned on two pyres, one has to assume, for ﬁve
pyres, a much higher ﬁgure – possibly twice as high – than
the 600,000 persons oﬀicially assumed so far.”[17]
So Tregenza “proves” the murder of up to 1,200,000 Jews at Belzec
by means of gossip he has heard from some old people several
decades after the war!

David Irving’s death toll for the Reinhardt
camps
In his standard work about the “Holocaust,” Raul Hilberg claims that
750,000 Jews were murdered at Treblinka, 550,000 at Belzec, and
200.000 at Sobibor[18], which means that according to Hilberg, the
total death toll for the three Reinhardt camps was 1.5 million. This
ﬁgure is lower by 900,000 than the one peddled by David Irving
(1.274 million for 1942 plus more than a million for 1943 = about 2.4
million).
Consider the following:
• Hilberg’s ﬁgure of 550,000 Belzec victims is impossible because
according to the Höﬂe document (which was not yet known in
1985 when Hilberg published the second and “deﬁnitive” edition
of his book) 434,508 Jews were deported to Belzec until
December 31, 1942. Since everybody agrees Belzec was closed
at the end of 1942, no deportations to this camp can have
occurred in 1943.
• In view of this fact, the total death toll for this camp cannot
possibly have exceeded 434,508, even if every single Jew
deported to Belzec was killed there (as both Hilberg and Irving
assume).
• If Irving is right, and if 2.4 million Jews were indeed
exterminated at the three Reinhardt camps, but “only” 434,508
of them at Belzec, the remaining 1,965,492 victims must have
been murdered at Treblinka and Sobibor. This would mean that

Hilberg’s combined ﬁgure for these two camps (750,000 +
200,000 = 950,000) is too low by more than one million!

The case of the missing murder weapon
In his reply to my questions, David Irving stated that it is not proven
that the (alleged) extermination at the Reinhardt camps was carried
out by means of gas. Since Irving did not mention any alternative
killing method (e.g. shooting), this implies that the murder weapon is
unknown.
We know exactly how the victims died in Hiroshima and Nagasaki:
They were killed by the explosion of the atomic bombs, or later
succumbed to radioactivity. We know exactly how the victims died in
Dresden: They were burned alive, or suﬀocated under the debris of
their houses. We know exactly how the victims died at Katyn: They
were shot by Stalin’s henchmen. We know exactly how the victims
died at Eisenhower’s Rhine meadow camps: They were deliberately
starved to death.
According to David Irving, 2.4 million people were murdered at the
three Reinhardt camps – far more than in Hiroshima, Nagasaki,
Dresden, Katyn and the Rhine meadow camps combined. But we do
not know how they were killed!
Let us sum up: David Irving is unable to produce any documentary
evidence for the alleged mass murder at Belzec, Sobibor and
Treblinka. He implicitly admits that there is not a single trustworthy
witness. But if there are no documents and no trustworthy witnesses,
what evidence are his claims based upon?
Does he claim that there is forensic evidence, i.e. huge amounts of
human remains found at the site of the three Reinhardt camps? No,
he does not. He does not even mention the Kola report which,
according to the orthodox historians, proves that Belzec was an
extermination camp. (We will discuss this report later.)

The diesel gas chamber story
According the oﬀicial Holocaust literature, the (alleged) mass
murders at Treblinka, Sobibor and Belzec were carried out with
diesel exhaust. But as engineer Friedrich Berg has shown in his
carefully researched article “Diesel Gas Chambers: Ideal for Torture,
Absurd for Murder”[19], diesel engines are an extremely poor
murder weapon because they put out very low quantities of CO, but
contain a high percentage of oxygen. Any gasoline engine would be
inﬁnitely more suitable for mass murder than a diesel. Berg’s
arguments were so iron-clad that the Holocaust lobby made no
attempt to refute them. In Debating the Holocaust Thomas Dalton
states:
“The [diesel engine] topic is almost completely avoided by

every anti-revisionist writer. […] This is a strong implicit
admission that traditionalism has no reply to Berg and the
revisionists. [...] Most recently the bloggers have attempted
to address this issue. After admitting that ‘it is simply not
feasible to use diesel engines for gassings… when one has
access to petrol engines’, Romanov[20] claims that the
diesel issue is ‘irrelevant’ because, in his view, anyone who
claimed that the gassing engine was a diesel was simply
mistaken. He argues that the ‘most knowledgeable’
witnesses mentioned gasoline, but he can cite only two:
Fuchs (for Sobibor only), and Reder, who said the exhaust
gas was sent into the open air!”[21]
Let me add that the argument of anti-revisionist blogger S. Romanov
(“The diesel issue is irrelevant”) reveals the queer mindset of this
individual: There is neither documentary nor material evidence for
the “Aktion Reinhardt” holocaust, and there are no trustworthy
witnesses either (for what credit can be given to witnesses who
“were simply mistaken” as to the murder weapon?), but nonetheless
the Aktion Reinhardt holocaust is a proven and indisputable fact! In
other words: The pillars on which the ediﬁce once rested are gone,
but the ediﬁce is still standing, or rather hovering in the air! A major
miracle!
David Irving is certainly aware of the absurdity of the diesel gas
chamber story. At the 1983 revisionist conference, which Irving
attended, Friedrich Berg presented a paper which already contained
nearly all the arguments adduced in his 2003 article[22]. Irving, who
delivered his speech on the same day as Berg, stated:
“I must say that I have been deeply impressed by Mr.
Friedrich Berg’s lecture earlier this afternoon. I have found
a great deal in his lecture which was greatly
impressive.”[23]
So as early as in 1983, Irving knew that the diesel exhaust story is
untenable. That is why he is now compelled to state that it is
unproven that the (alleged) mass murder was carried out by gas, and
that this issue is “highly controversial.”

The evolution of the extermination legend
Almost immediately after the three Reinhardt camps had been put
into operation, Jewish and Polish groups started spreading fantastic
rumors about mass killings in these camps. The knowledge of these
stories is of vital importance for an understanding of how the
currently dominant historical version of these camps came about and
what level of credibility can be ascribed to it.
Let us begin with Belzec. According to the self-styled “eyewitness”
Jan Karski, Jews were exterminated at Belzec by means of quicklime
in trains[24]. However, most “witnesses” mentioned killing by
electricity. On July 10, 1942, the Polish government in exile in London

received the following report:
“According to information from a German who is employed
there, the place of execution is at Belzec, near the station.
[…] Once discharged, the men go into a barrack on the
right, the women into one on the left, to undress,
supposedly for taking a bath. Then the groups go together
into a third barrack with an electric plate, where the
execution occurs.”[25]
In a book published in Stockholm in 1944 and translated into English
a year later, the Hungarian Jew Stefan Szende described how million
of Jews had been killed at Belzec by electricity in “the underground
premises of the execution building”:
“When trainloads of naked Jews arrived they were herded
into a great hall capable of holding several thousand
people. This hall had no windows and its ﬂooring was of
metal. Once the Jews were all inside, the ﬂoor of this hall
sank like a lift into a great tank of water which lay below it
until the Jews were up to their waists in water. Then a
powerful electric current was sent into the metal ﬂooring
and within a few seconds all the Jews, thousands at a time,
were dead.”[26]
In its oﬀicial report on the German crimes in Poland, presented by
the Soviets at the Nuremberg trial, the Polish government wrote the
following about Belzec:
“In the early months of 1942, reports came in that in this
camp, special installations for the mass execution of Jews
were being built. Under the pretext that they were being
taken to a bath, they were undressed completely and
pushed into the building. A strong electric current passed
through the ﬂoor of this building.”[27]
The horror stories about Sobibor were quite diﬀerent. While the
Jewish witness Zelda Metz claimed that at this camp the Jews were
“asphyxiated with chlorine”[28], the Soviet witness Alexander
Pechersky depicted the alleged mass murder in the following way:
“As soon as they all have entered, the doors are closed with
a heavy thump. A heavy black substance comes down in
swirls from openings in the ceiling. One hears frantic
screams, but not for very long because they change to
gasping suﬀocating breaths and convulsions.”[29]
The case of Treblinka is even more instructive. While some of the
earlier witnesses indeed mentioned gas chambers, none of them
claimed that the murder weapon was a diesel engine. On August 17,
1942, the Polish underground newspaper Informacja biezaca told of a
mobile gas chamber which moved along the mass graves.[30] Three
weeks later, on September 8, the same paper described the alleged
gassings as follows: The victims were exposed to a gas with retarded

eﬀect, whereupon they left the gas chambers, walked to the mass
graves, fainted and fell into the graves.[31] However, the main killing
method depicted by the witnesses was hot steam. On November 15,
1942, the Resistance Movement of the Warsaw Ghetto published a
long report in which it stated that between late July and early
November, two million Jews had been exterminated at Treblinka in
steam chambers.[32]
In August 1944, the Red Army conquered the area around Treblinka,
and a Soviet commission questioned former inmates of the camp.
What murder weapon would it opt for – gas or steam? As a matter of
fact, it chose neither, but claimed in its report that three million
people had been killed at Treblinka by pumping the air out of the
execution chambers![33] In September 1944, a professional atrocity
propaganda monger, Wassili Grossman, honored Treblinka with his
visit. In his pamphlet The Hell of Treblinka Grossman conﬁrmed the
ﬁgure of three million victims; as he could not know which of the
three killing methods (steam, gas and pumping the air out of the
chambers) would ﬁnally prevail, he prudently mentioned all of them
in his booklet.[34]
At the Nuremberg trial, Germany’s accusers chose the steam version.
On December 14, 1945, the Polish government issued a document
which was presented by the Soviets in Nuremberg and according to
which “several hundreds of thousands” of people had been
exterminated at Treblinka by means of steam.[35] By 1946, the
oﬀicial version had already changed. As it was simply not credible
that the Germans would have used such varied killing methods in the
three Reinhardt camps, the steam chambers, electric killing
installations etc. were relegated to the dustbin of history and
replaced by diesel engines. The reason for this choice was
undoubtedly the Gerstein report. In early 1946, this report – which
decades later was brilliantly analyzed by French revisionist Henri
Roques[36] – had monopolized the attention of the historians, and
Gerstein, who claimed to have witnessed a gassing of Jews at Belzec,
had identiﬁed the murder weapon as a diesel engine.
It would be quite interesting how blogger S. Romanov would react if
presented with the statements of all these eyewitnesses. Most
probably he would argue that the witnesses had actually seen a
gasoline engine, but unfortunately failed to identify it crrectly. The
ﬁrst witness had identiﬁed it as a train wagon the ﬂoor of which was
covered with quicklime, the second as an electriﬁed plate in a
barrack, the third as an electriﬁed plate in a huge subterranean
basin, the fourth as a ceiling with openings through which a black
liquid was poured, the ﬁfth as a mobile gas chamber moving along
mass graves, the sixth as a steam-generating boiler, the seventh as a
pump by means of which the air was pumped out of the chambers,
and the eighth as a diesel engine! But these minor diﬀerences were
entirely irrelevant, as the Aktion Reinhardt Holocaust was a proven
historical fact!
Is David Irving familiar with these eyewitness reports? If he has not

read the revisionist literature, it is unlikely that he knows them as
they are never mentioned in the oﬀicial literature. In his “standard
work” about the Reinhardt camps, Yitzhak Arad quotes an excerpt
from the report of the resistance movement of the Warsaw Ghetto,
but shamelessly distorts the text by replacing the embarrassing
“steam chambers” by “gas chambers”![37]

The results of the excavations at
Treblinka (1945)
It is universally admitted that none of the three Reinhardt camps had
crematoria. According to Holocaust historians, the bodies of gassed
Jews were ﬁrst buried in mass graves, then in 1943 they were
exhumed and burned in the open air. This fact alone is suﬀicient to
make the oﬀicial version highly improbable. All “normal”
concentration camps, such as Dachau and Buchenwald, for which no
mass killings are claimed, had crematoria, so why wouldn’t the
German’s have built crematoria at the “extermination camps” where
they would have been a hundred times more necessary?
Based on several cremation experiments, Carlo Mattogno assumes
that 160 kg of wood are necessary to cremate a human body with a
weight of 45 kg.[38] He calculates that the burning of 870,000
corpses would have left 1,950 tons of human ashes, plus 11,100 tons
of wood ashes. The total volume of ashes would have amounted to
approximately 48,000 cubic meters. Since human teeth and bones
cannot be completely destroyed through open air cremations,
myriads of teeth and bone fragments would have been scattered at
the site of the former camp.
Had the Soviets and the Poles found but 10% of these ashes, teeth
and bone fragments, they would have had a very serious case against
the Germans. They would have summoned an international
commission – just as the Germans had done after discovering the
mass graves at Katyn – and presented the results of the forensic
investigations at the Nuremberg trial.
In November 1945, a Polish team headed by the judge Zdzislaw
Lukaszkiewicz carried out an excavation on the area of the former
camp Treblinka and subsequently wrote a report which was
published thirty years later (!).[39] On the ﬁrst day of the
excavations, the diggers found “a large amount of Polish, Soviet,
German, Austrian and Czech coins, plus fragments of pots and pans”,
but no human remains. On the second day they discovered “all kind
of tableware, diﬀerent household objects, shreds of garments, a large
amount of more or less seriously damaged Polish documents, the
badly damaged identity card of a German Jew and more coins”. On
the third day, they found “a considerable amount of human ashes and
human remains”. On the fourth days, they discovered “fragments of
all kind of cutlery, a large number of rags, Greek, Slovak and French
coins, plus the remainders of a Soviet passport”. On November 13,
Lukaszkiewicz ordered the excavation to be stopped, because he

considered the discovery of further graves “improbable”.
That the Poles found any human remains at all will come as a surprise
to nobody. According to the Höﬂe document, 713,355 Jews were sent
to Treblinka in 1942, and the deportations continued until August
1943, albeit at a much slower rate. Under these circumstances, one
cannot but assume that several thousand deportees must have died at
the camp.

The results of the archeological drillings
at Belzec (1997-1999)
In 1997, the United States Holocaust Museum and a similar Polish
organization decided to undertake archeological drillings and
diggings within the area of the former camp at Belzec. The work was
conducted by a team of archeologists led by Professor Andrzej Kola
who published the results in 2000.[40] In his aforementioned book
about Belzec, Carlo Mattogno performs a very detailed analysis of the
Kola report, which I will presently summarize.
It goes without saying that the only rational method would have
consisted in digging up the whole territory of the former camp, but
this is precisely what Kola and his team did not do. They proceeded in
the following way: Drilling was conducted in the designated area at 5
m intervals with a manual drill 8 m long and with a diameter of 65
mm. Altogether 2,277 drillings were sunk, and mass graves were
identiﬁed by 236 of them. The earth samples taken in this way were
then analyzed to determine their contents. The research resulted in
the discovery of 33 graves in two separate areas of the camp. The 32
graves had a total surface of 5,919 square meters and a total volume
of 21,310 cubic meters.
Although Kola and his team discovered not only human ashes and
bone fragments, but also a certain number of unburned corpses, they
inexplicably failed to excavate them. Their book contains
photographic documentation of objects found in the area of the camp.
The photographs show the most insigniﬁcant junk: horseshoes, keys
and padlocks, pots and scissors, combs, coins and bottles, but not a
single photograph shows a corpse or part of a corpse!
On the basis of experimental data, the maximum capacity of a mass
grave can be set at 8 corpses per cubic meter (m3), assuming that
one third of them are children. Theoretically, the surface area of the
Belzec graves would thus have been suﬀicient to inter 170,000
corpses. If this had been the case, the revisionists would be forced to
admit that Belzec had indeed been an extermination camp, for
170,000 people could not possibly have died from “natural causes” in
a camp which existed only for nine and a half months. On the other
hand, Belzec could not have been a total extermination camp:
According to the Höﬂe document, 434,000 people were deported
there, and if 170,000 of them had been killed there, the other
264,000 would have left the camp alive.

As a matter of fact, the capacity ﬁgure of 170,000 corpses is based on
two entirely unrealistic assumptions: A maximized surface/volume of
the graves and a maximum density of corpses in them. As to the ﬁrst
point, Kola remarked:
“In the ﬁrst zone, as we can suppose, the connecting of
smaller neighbouring graves into bigger ones by the
destruction of the earthen walls separating them was
observed. […] Additional disturbances in archeological
structures were made by intensive dig-ups directly after the
war while local people were searching for jewelry. This fact
makes it diﬀicult for the archeologists to deﬁne precisely
the ranges of burial pits.”[41]
Already in 1946, the prosecutor of the town of Zamosc had stated
that the camp site had been “completely dug up by the local
population in their search for valuables”.[42]
As to the second point, of the 236 samples taken in connection with
the graves, 99 contained no human remains at all, while more than
half of the remaining 137 show a very thin layer of human ashes.
Carlo Mattogno concludes:
“Although it is impossible to establish the number of the
deaths, it is nonetheless possible to infer, from what has
been discussed above, an order of magnitude of several
thousands, perhaps even some tens of thousands.”[43]
Personally, I consider the latter ﬁgure (“some tens of thousands”)
extremely unlikely, although I cannot exclude it with absolute
certainty. Probably several thousand Jews died at Belzec.

Sobibor or the scientiﬁc report that never
was
About the third Reinhardt camp, Sobibor, a young and talented
revisionist, Thomas Kues, furnishes the following information:
“In an article published in The Scotsman on November 26,
2001, we read that Polish archaeologist A. Kola and his
team had discovered seven mass graves at the Sobibor site.
[…] Despite seven years having passed since the drills and
diggings were reportedly made, not a single article, paper
or scientiﬁc report has appeared on them, neither in
English, Polish, nor in any other language.”[44]
Why was “not a single article, paper or scientiﬁc report” published
about the result of the drillings and diggings, “neither in English,
Polish, or any other language”? The answer to this question is all too
obvious!

Two important documents Irving

deliberately ignores
In light of the above-mentioned facts, the Reinhardt camps cannot
possibly have been extermination centers. They cannot have been
labor camps either because they were much too small to
accommodate the enormous number of people deported to them. This
leaves but one possibility: Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor were transit
camps. This conclusion squares with the numerous German wartime
documents which speak of the “evacuation” or “expulsion” of the
Jews to the east. It also squares with two important documents about
Belzec and Sobibor which David Irving deliberately ignores because
they contradict his thesis.
On March 17, 1942, Fritz Reuter, an employee in the Department of
Population and Welfare in the Oﬀice of the Governor General for the
District of Lublin, made a note in which he referred to a talk on the
previous day with the SS Hauptsturmführer H. Höﬂe, the delegate for
Jewish resettlement in the Lublin district. Reuter wrote:
“It would be expedient to divide the transports of Jews
arriving in the Lublin district at the station of origin into
employable and unemployable Jews. […] All unemployable
Jews are to come to Bezec [sic], the outermost border
station in the Zamosz district. Hauptsturmführer Höﬂe is
thinking of building a large camp in which the employable
Jews can be registered in a ﬁle system according to their
occupations and requisitioned from there. […] In conclusion
he [Höﬂe] stated that he could accept 4-5 transports of
1.000 Jews to the terminal station Bezec daily. These Jews
would cross the border and never return to the General
Gouvernement.”[45]
There can be no doubt whatsoever about the meaning of this
document: Jews unable to work would be expelled from the General
Gouvernement and deported to the occupied eastern territories. The
sentence that Belzec was “the outermost border station in the
Zamosz district” makes sense only in connection with an expulsion
beyond the border. Like Sobibor, Belzec was situated in the extreme
east of the General Gouvernement, close to the Ukrainian frontier.
David Irving could claim that Reuter had used a code language and
that “cross the border and never return to the General
Gouvernement” was a code expression for “will be killed at Belzec”,
but there is no objective evidence to support such a position.
On 15 July, 1943, Heinrich Himmler ordered:
“The transit camp Sobibor is to be converted into a
concentration camp.”[46]
So Sobibor was oﬀicially called a transit camp (Durchgangslager).

The three Reinhardt camps were transit

camps
On July 31, 1942, the Reichskommissar of Bielorussia, Wilhelm Kube,
sent a telegram to the Reichskommissar for the occupied Eastern
territories, Henrich Lohse, in which he protested against the
deportation of 1000 Warsaw Jews to Minsk.[47] On August 17, 1942,
the illegal Polish newspaper Informacja Biezaca reported that 2000
skilled Jewish workers had been deported from Warsaw to Smolensk
on August 1.[48] On September 7, 1942, the same paper informed
that two transports with 4000 Warsaw Jews had been sent for labor
at installations important for the war eﬀort in Brzesc and
Malachowicze.[49]
I am aware that these ﬁgures represent but a small part of the Jews
transported to Treblinka and that the anti-revisionists will claim that
these cases were “exceptions”. But every single Jew who left
Treblinka, or one of the two other Reinhardt camps, alive deals a
blow to the oﬀicial version according to which they were “pure
extermination centers” where all Jews, regardless of age and health,
were gassed on arrival. If the anti-revisionists call the
aforementioned cases “exceptions”, we are entitled to ask them how
many other such “exceptions” there may have been.
A certain number of Jews were sent from the Reinhardt camps to
Majdanek and to Auschwitz. A Polish historian who can hardly be
suspected of revisionist sympathies, Zoﬁa Leszczynska, reports that
in October of 1942, 1,700 Jews left Belzec for Majdanek.[50] This fact
is amply suﬀicient to shatter the oﬀicial version according to which
less than ten Jews survived Belzec.
In an article about “Jews at Majdanek” the Jewish historians Adam
Rutkowski and Tatiana Berenstein state:
“Some of the transports from Warsaw reached Lublin by
way of Treblinka, where the selection of the deportees took
place.”[51]
For the oﬀicial historiography, this fact is simply lethal! On 30 April
1942, a transport with 305 Jews arrived at Majdanek from Treblinka.
One of these Jews, Samuel Zylbersztain, later wrote a report about
his plight.[52] After the “extermination camp” Treblinka and the
“extermination camp” Majdanek, Zylbersztain had survived eight
“normal concentration camps”. He is thus a living proof that the
Germans did not exterminate their Jewish prisoners.
The author of the most detailed book about Sobibor,[53] the Dutch
Jew Julius Schelvis, was himself an inmate of this camp. He naturally
presents Sobibor as a death factory, but his description is solely
based on what he has heard from others or read in books, for he only
spent a few hours at the camp. From Sobibor, he was deported to
Lublin and later to Auschwitz whence he ﬁnally returned to the
Netherlands. Schelvis was not an isolated case: At least 700 other
Dutch Jews were moved from Sobibor to labor camps, and some of

them returned home via Auschwitz – another “extermination camp”
where the Germans apparently forgot to “gas” them.[54]
The case of Minna Grossova is particularly signiﬁcant: born in
September 1874, she was deported to Treblinka on October 19, 1942.
Although Treblinka was allegedly a “pure extermination camp” where
even able-bodied Jews were gassed on arrival, Mrs. Grossova was not
gassed, but transferred to Auschwitz – where, according to Holocaust
lore, all Jews who were unable to work were immediately sent to the
“gas chambers” without previous registration. Again, Mrs. Grossova
was not gassed, but duly registered. She died on December 30,
1943.[55] From the point of view of the orthodox Holocaust story, the
fate of this woman is absolutely inexplicable.
The fact that relatively few transports of Jews from the Reinhardt
camps to other destinations are documented can be explained quite
easily. As early as in 1945, the victors of the Second World War
decided to perpetuate the Jewish extermination legend, and we may
safely assume that countless documents contradicting the oﬀicial
truth were either hidden or destroyed. Some people might accuse me
of resorting to the same trick as the orthodox historians who claim
that there is no documentary evidence for homicidal gas chambers
because “the Germans destroyed the documents”, but such an
accusation would be groundless, since my position is much more
solid. If there were but one document proving the gassing of Jews, I
would readily admit that there might have been others, but although
64 years have elapsed since the end of the war, no such document
has emerged. On the other hand, we have seen that there are
documents proving that Jews were sent from the Reinhardt camps to
other destinations – and for each such document there may have
been a hundred others.

Once a “Holocaust denier”, always a
“Holocaust denier”!
David Irving is an extremely intelligent man, but unfortunately he is
totally amoral. For him, truth is negotiable. He is prepared to say
anything if he thinks it might enhance his career.
Irving is longing for the good old times when he was invited to
television discussions, when his books were favorably reviewed and
sold well. He wants these good old times to return. On the other
hand, he knows that he will be treated as an outcast as long as he is
labeled a “Holocaust denier”, so he wants to get rid of this label at
any cost.
At the heart of his problem is Auschwitz. He has never contested any
of the other aspects of the Holocaust story. He has always maintained
that the Germans shot a huge number of Jews on the Eastern front (in
the eighth chapter of Treblinka – Extermination Camp or Transit
camp? he could ﬁnd compelling evidence that the reports of the
Einsatzgruppen, which allegedly prove such a gargantuan slaughter

are highly suspect because they are contradicted by other German
documents and not corroborated by forensic evidence). He has never
disputed the alleged mass murders at the Reinhardt camps, or
Majdanek. He has explicitly admitted the existence of the “gas vans”
allegedly used at Chelmno and in the occupied Soviet territories. But
he has so often and so vociferously defended the revisionist position
on Auschwitz that his pride forbids him to back down in this one
question; he is at best willing to concede the possibility that some
gassings took place at Auschwitz on a limited scale.
According to Raul Hilberg, one million Jews perished at
Auschwitz.[56] As it is unlikely that the number of Jews who died at
Auschwitz from so-called “natural causes” (disease, exhaustion etc.)
could have exceeded 100,000, this implies that about 900,000 Jews
must have died in the “gas chambers” of that camp). So what does
David Irving do? He claims that 2.4 million Jews, rather than
Hilberg’s 1.5 million, were murdered at the three Reinhardt camps
Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka, thus replacing the roughly 900,000
“Auschwitz gas chamber victims.”
By questioning the Auschwitz story, Irving has, from the Jewish point
of view, committed the worst of all sacrileges, because Auschwitz is
the heart of the Holocaust story, although, according to Hilberg, it
accounts for less than one ﬁfth of the Holocaust victims. The
Holocaust lobby will never forgive David Irving this sacrilege. Even if
he suddenly claimed that the Germans gassed one million Jews at
Majdanek, plus two million at Chelmno, plus three million at Sobibor,
plus ﬁve million at Belzec, plus ten million at Treblinka, and that they
shot twenty million Jews on the Russian front, this would be of no
avail: he would continue to be branded a “Holocaust denier”.

A warning to David Irving
I do not know when David Irving’s long-announced book about
Heinrich Himmler will be published, but I fear that I already know
the gist of it: Yes, the Holocaust did indeed happen; millions of Jews
were exterminated, but only an insigniﬁcant number were gassed at
Auschwitz. Upwards of two million Jews were killed by some
unknown means at Treblinka, Sobibor and Belzec; between one and
two million were shot, or murdered in gas vans, on the killing ﬁelds of
Russia. For this crime Adolf Hitler bears no responsibility whatsoever.
It was ordered and organized by the Reichsführer SS Heinrich
Himmler, who somehow managed to hide this gigantic massacre from
his Führer.
As Heinrich Himmler has few admirers even among avowed National
Socialists, Irving obviously regards him as the ideal scapegoat. I warn
David Irving that the only eﬀect of such statements will be to ruin
what little credibility he still has. Heinrich Himmler may be guilty of
many things, but nobody, not even David Irving, has the right to
accuse him of ordering and organizing a monstrous slaughter he
cannot possibly have ordered and organized for the simple reason
that it did not take place.

Advice to David Irving
Like other brilliant men before him, David Irving has fallen hard and
fallen far, but who has fallen can rise again. I advise David Irving to
remember the old adage: “Facts are tyrants, they tolerate no
dissent.” Let us hope that David Irving will muster the necessary
courage to face the facts and to draw the inevitable conclusions.
There is simply no other way he can save his honor and restore his
credibility.
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The Chief Culprit | CODOH
by Joseph Bishop

The Chief Culprit: Stalin’s Grand Design to Start World War II, By
Viktor Suvorov Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, 2008, 328pp.,
illustrated, with notes, bibliography, indexed.
The post-1945 war crimes trials in Nuremberg are underway and the
international press excitedly covers the proceedings. The tribunal
itself consists of justices not from victor powers but from wartime
neutrals - Switzerland, Thailand… in order to ensure fairness and
justice.
The accused are called forth The Soviet Union is ﬁrst. Their political and military leaders face
serious prosecutions for plotting and waging aggressive war against
Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Rumania, and Poland. They face
accusations of enslaving and working to death many hundreds of
thousands, even millions, of captured German and Japanese prisoners
of war. The new postwar word ‘genocide’ is used, coupled with more
and greater accusations of having worked to death scores of millions
of their own citizens in their GULAG system of labor camps, a
veritable holocaust within their own borders. They are additionally
charged with responsibility for the genocide in which somewhere
between 6 and 12 million German civilians perish from forced
population transfers from their own ancestral homelands into a now
truncated postwar Germany - transfers in which rape, torture,
murder, and complete dispossession are more the rule rather than
the exception.
The British come next, facing a well-prepared case of the mass
murder of German civilians through a vengeful bombing campaign.
Their defense case of ‘…to break German morale’ quickly collapses as
the prosecution demonstrates that it was sheer mass murder
motivated by hatred, and not a ‘morale’ campaign that in fact merely
strengthened German willpower and morale. The British also face
charges of plotting and waging aggressive war against Norway in
1940, thus extending the war into neutral Scandinavia. They next
face angry denunciation for having attacked the neutral Vichy French
ﬂeet in 1940 in which hundreds of French sailors died - this being
another crime of plotting and waging aggressive war. Finally the
charge of deliberately starving the entire civilian population of their
zone of occupation is levied against them, in which many thousands
perish and others suﬀer permanent ill health eﬀects.

The French are trotted in after the British. They face charges of the
mass murder of German prisoners of war following war’s end, by
enslaving and working them to death, through casual executions, and
deliberately depriving their prisoners of food, shelter, and medical
care. They also face the accusation of deliberately bringing African
colonial troops into occupied Germany and giving them a free hand to
rape, loot, and murder the helpless civilian population.
Finally the Americans enter the dock. They are charged with much
the same genocidal bombing campaign as the British waged, along
with a far greater case regarding the mass murder of German POWs
through the same means as waged by the French against their own
prisoners: starvation, exposure, denial of medical care, murder, etc.,
and here the number of victims jump to well over a million and closer
to two million. And that is not all. The Americans are also accused of
mass rape, large scale looting, the enslavement or semi-enslavement
of POWs…
There is also the formulation of ‘crimes against peace’ charges
brought against Britain, France, and especially the United States, in
their pre-war behind the scenes political campaigns of pressuring the
Poles towards intransigence in their negotiations with the Germans
over Danzig and a corridor to East Prussia - which intransigence
leading directly to the 1939 war.
The scores of millions of those murdered by the eastern and western
Allies reach into the scores of millions and ludicrously dwarf the
alleged ‘six million’ ﬁgure laid on the Germans…
Of course such trials did not happen. Yet this is the justice that
should have prevailed after the war if war trials and prosecutions
were conducted fairly. The point is that the very nations who stood as
the victor powers and whose representatives prosecuted and judged
the defeated nation Germany for crimes against peace and plotting
aggressive war, were themselves at least as guilty and very likely far
more so.
And none so guilty as Joseph Stalin.

Stalin’s Mug Shot. The information card on Joseph Stalin, from the
ﬁles of the Tsarist secret police in St. Petersburg. This document
shows that Stalin was being searched by the secret police in Russia
since early 1900’s. This work is in the public domain in Russia
according to article 1256 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation.
Viktor Suvorov in his latest book The Chief Culprit especially brings
forth the question of why Joseph Stalin and his political and military
underlings were not prosecuted for plotting aggressive war against
all of Europe.
This book represents a synthesis of the author’s published works
following his landmark Icebreaker, works which have not seen
English editions but have appeared in French and Russian. The focus
of Icebreaker was mainly that of the military preparations which
Stalin had undertaken prior to his invasion of Europe planned for July
1942. Suvorov there had shown that weapons, training, and
positioning of the Red Army were entirely predicated upon
aggressive war.

Culprit has more of a political and strategic focus. Suvorov
demonstrates the fundamental Leninist-Stalinist long-term strategy of
bringing the entire world into the Soviet Union, one ‘republic’ at a
time; some peacefully perhaps, but most others through war. In
Marxist jargon, ‘just wars’ are wars in which the goal is to bring a
nation into the ‘Socialist’ camp, while ‘unjust wars’ are wars of any
other type.
The Soviet economy was already a shambles by the late 1930s, its
resources having been consumed in massive military spending and
buildup. Suvorov points out that the only way in which the USSR and
its Marxist-Leninist system could survive would be through the
conquest and absorption of successful capitalist nations. The
proposed construction of the magniﬁcent ‘Palace of Soviets’ in
Moscow was meant to be a sort of reception structure for each new

‘Soviet republic’ - i.e. Germany, France, Spain, Sweden, England, and
all the rest - are admitted one by one after their conquest. However,
following the German invasion of June 1941 and the rapid advance of
Hitler’s armies, the construction was abandoned.
Suvorov takes us into the mind of Stalin and presents a very
intelligent, cunning, but also eminently criminal master of grand
strategy. A hero to the faithful in that he made a relatively backward
country into a semi-modern industrial and military giant, he would
have been an even greater hero to them if he’d succeeded in
incorporating all of Europe into the Soviet colossus. But it was not to
be, as Hitler’s invasion pre-empted that of Stalin’s.
The German defendants at Nuremberg presented the invasion of the
USSR as a pre-emptive war. They were aware of the Soviet buildup
on their borders and their intelligence services knew perfectly well of
the pending invasion by the Red Army. In 1945 no one believed them.
Even today Suvorov’s thesis is generally rejected as absurd, even
strange and the received mythology of an innocent Soviet Union
being taken unawares by the Nazi aggressor persists.
Suvorov shows how Soviet propaganda rapidly shifted into this
mythology soon after the German invasion. The Red Army’s defeats in
the initial period of conﬂict were highlighted and condemned, the
leadership being frankly presented as asleep at the wheel,
irresponsible, and having failed. The later defeats and huge
encirclements were, however, not mentioned, as their relationship to
a surprise invasion could not be sustained.
Stalin himself, in Suvorov’s view, simply could not believe that the
Germans would invade at all. Of course he knew of the German
buildup, but he must have seen this as defensive. The Soviets were so
superior in masses of weapons and vehicles and aircraft and troops all oﬀensively trained and deployed of course - simply made a
German invasion impossible, insane, even suicidal.
Suvorov ﬁrmly believes Hitler to be a creation or creature of Stalin.
That Hitler could only have taken power in 1933 thanks to the
powerful communist party there having failed to prevent it - and that
failure he sees as something designed or ordered by Stalin. Why?
Because Stalin planned to use Hitler as the man who would remake
Germany’s military and ultimately use it to rework Europe’s frontiers
and plunge the continent into war again – a war in which the
capitalist powers would ﬁght it out and exhaust themselves, and in
their ﬁnal state of exhaustion be overwhelmed by the massive Red
Army. He convincingly demonstrates the heavy German reliance on
Rumanian oil, and how easily Stalin could have seized the oilﬁelds
just beyond their border and eﬀectively strangled the German war
machine ending the war at virtually any time he chose. But he did
nothing in accordance with the aforementioned strategy of
exhausting the capitalist West through prolonged conﬂict. This plan
also went awry of course, as Germany’s enemies were snuﬀed out in
one lightning campaign after another. The oilﬁelds themselves would

be captured and protected by German troops.
Suvorov credits Stalin with these masterful long-range strategic
plans, all in accordance with the Leninist plan to absorb the world
into Socialism, but does not adequately explain how the Germans
foiled them through rapid advances and superior tactical leadership.
He does hint, however, at Stalin being out-maneuvered by Hitler, in
that as the Nazi victories in Russia piled up through the summer and
fall of 1941, Stalin himself went into a deep depression and virtually
disappeared into the Kremlin, alone, and fearing imminent arrest by
his colleagues. But thanks to the ‘cult of personality’ into which Stalin
had built himself in the mind of the citizenry, he was needed as a
symbol of leadership, hope, and resistance. He thus escaped arrest
and eventually returned to his role as generalissimo, hero, and savior
of the motherland.
An interesting analysis made by the author is that of the Tukachevsky
aﬀair. A popular interpretation is that the German SS intelligence
service had planted documents with the Soviets suggesting that this
Soviet Marshal and many others in senior military positions were
plotting against Stalin, this then leading Stalin’s natural paranoia into
a huge purge of the Soviet military leadership, eﬀectively eliminating
most of the leading professionals and greatly weakening the USSR’s
ability to wage war. The author presents a strong case that Marshal
Tukachevsky was nowhere near the eﬀective leader most historians
make him out to be, and that the Red Army was far from lacking in
senior, experienced oﬀicers in mid-1941.
The purges themselves, the author asserts, were rational, albeit
ruthless, measures taken by Stalin to ‘tame’ the Red Army into a
force absolutely obedient to Stalin’s will for the upcoming great war
against Europe.

Chief Culprit shows a Soviet Union far better prepared for major
conﬂict than Nazi Germany. Suvorov points out that the German
forces were not really prepared for a war such as that against the
USSR. They did not have enough tanks, most of their transport was
that of antiquated horse-drawn wagons, the troops and vehicles were
exhausted and worn down from earlier campaigns. And yet these
forces destroyed one Soviet army after another until almost nothing
was left and they were at the gates of Moscow and victory was almost
within their grasp.
The standard German explanation for failure in 1941 talks of the
severest Russian winter in decades, of oceans of mud, of vast spaces
and lack of roads to cross them. There is also the issue of the sixweek German delay of Operation Barbarossa due to the unanticipated
campaigns in Yugoslavia and Greece thanks to Italian military issues
in those countries.
Suvorov rejects these explanations as useful to German propaganda
at the time but ultimately without merit as explanations; he shows
the German forces as simply not suﬀicient to defeat the Soviet Union.
And yet Germany had no choice but to invade, not only to pre-empt

Stalin’s own invasion plans and thus to prevent Germany and Europe
from falling into his hands, but also that conﬂict was unavoidable
given the increasing aggressiveness and escalating demands of the
USSR. It ultimately came down to a question of who would strike
ﬁrst. While Stalin had a choice, Hitler did not. Thus while Suvorov
convincingly presents both Hitler and Stalin as aggressors, Stalin
clearly emerges as the ‘chief culprit’.
Will historians come to accept this thesis, or will they continue to
hide behind the myth that Adolf Hitler was the only aggressor of
World War Two in Europe? There does not seem to be much value
placed upon historical truth these days. Nonetheless, Suvorov’s work
shines a ray of light into this otherwise politicized ﬁeld.
This reviewer can be contacted at: revisionist21@aol.com
Copyrighted 2008 by Joseph Bishop. All rights reserved.

The Myth of Natural Rights
by Martin Gunnels

The Myth of Natural Rights and Other Essays, by L.A. Rollins, Nine
Banded Books, Charleston, WV, 2008. 304pp.

When I ﬁrst read L.A. Rollins’ The Myth of Natural Rights and Other
Essays, I wasn’t really sure how to react. As revisionists, we’re not
really used to people taking us seriously. Sure: we’re used to getting
harangued by little vigilantes, and we’re used to a kind of fast,
incestuous praise from our revisionist peers. But it is seldom that we
get the sort of balanced treatment that Rollins serves up in his newly
re-issued libertarian manifesto.
First published in 1983, The Myth of Natural Rights succeeded in
confusing terribly its libertarian audience. As the introduction says,
“Rollins soundly reduces hallowed libertarian axioms to phlogistons.”
According to Rollins, the “natural right” to liberty so fondly
referenced in libertarian thought is an illusory sham. At its core, his
argument is an attack on the convenient semantic elasticity of
“natural.” Like Roland Barthes, Rollins reminds us that what is
momentarily considered “natural” is simply a product of cultural
mythologization—or, as Rollins puts it, “Natural laws and natural
rights are inventions intended to advance the interests of the
inventors.” In other words, culture tends to dictate what is “natural,”

and culture, of course, is subject to the whims of opinion, fad, and
fancy. For Scots, it’s “natural” to cut out a sheep’s heart, boil it inside
its own innards, and then serve it up with whiskey. For libertarians,
it’s “natural” for men to be endowed with certain rights.
As one might expect, Rollins proves to be no less a contrarian when
turning his sights on what he calls “the sacred cow” of the Holocaust:
“To many people, the six million ﬁgure is not a fact, although they call
it that; rather it is an article of faith, believed in not because of
compelling evidence in its support, but because of compelling
psychological reasons.” Though the revisionist community has been
saying this for years, it is refreshing to hear this perspective from an
outsider like Rollins. To him, the Holocaust is a complex of social
mythologies whose roots run as deep as any other cultural
preoccupation. It is easy, then, to see why he regards the traditional
tale with such suspicion. He recognizes that any mythology which
requires such reﬂexive orthodoxy has to be propped up by a powerful
vested interest, what he calls an “inventor”: “Morality…is a myth
invented to promote the interests/desires/purposes of the inventors.
Morality is a device for controlling the gullible with words.”
In other words, the Holocausters prop up the myth in order to control
our beliefs on a vast assortment of topics—for example, when they
compel us, lest we should want another Holocaust, to drop a few
more bombs on Lebanon, c/o Israel. Thus Rollins understands that
the Holocaust is not simply the murder of six million Jews. If it were
only a simple historical event, school kids would remember it about
as well as they remember the capital of North Dakota. Their middle
school history teachers would have simply chalked it on the board
before moving on to the Kennedy assassination. Yet the Holocaust has
become a political, propagandized public memory campaign that
aﬀects people’s lives all across the world, not just wherever the
Simon Wiesenthal Center maintains oﬀices (LA, New York, Toronto,
Paris, Buenos Aires, Jerusalem, and—you guessed it—Boca Raton).
The American-Israeli alliance, which derives its impetus from the
Holocaust campaign, inﬂames international relations on a global
scale. After all, who could disagree with Alan Dershowitz when he
argues that it is the long-suﬀering Jews’ “natural right” to have a tiny
homeland carved out of the modern Middle East?
Like things that profess to be “natural,” the Holocaust wraps itself in
an indignant unquestionability. This is what makes it so interesting to
Rollins. He writes that “American academics have reacted to
Holocaust revisionism with the same degree of open-mindedness as
was displayed by the astronomers who refused to look through
Galileo’s telescope but nevertheless ‘knew’ that he could not possible
have discovered any new heavenly bodies with it.” Theirs is a
tyrannical rationality, because they refuse to accept any conclusions
other than those they concoct themselves. If a researcher’s ﬁndings
fall outside their paradigm, they can simply write him oﬀ as a lunatic
or a criminal or whatever. Because, as Rollins points out, the premise
that “all reputable historians accept the six million ﬁgure smacks of a
tautology. If [a professional Holocauster] deﬁnes ‘reputable

historians’ to mean ‘historians who have accepted the six million
ﬁgure,’ then what he says is, by deﬁnition, true, but also trivial
because there is no reason why anyone else should accept such an
obviously loaded deﬁnition.”
This is a pretty insightful remark, and it’s worth parsing out: if no
reputable historian can make an unorthodox claim about the
Holocaust and keep his reputation intact, the assertion that “no
reputable historian rejects the Holocaust” is worthless. Of course,
professional historians debate just about everything: they debate the
Russian Revolution, the American Civil War, the Norman Conquest,
and so on; yet, at the end of the day, these debating professors are
allowed to keep their diﬀering opinions and their badges of
reputability. But the moment a historian ends up on the wrong side of
the Holocaust, he ﬁnds his reputation tossed in the grinder. No
matter how highly regarded he was before that moment, he is
permanently banished from the club of reputability. Then, like magic,
the Holocausters are right again: “All reputable historians accept the
six million ﬁgure.” That their little club isn’t shrinking says less about
the strength of revisionist arguments than it does about the courage
of “reputable” historians.
Not one for dogma of any sort, Rollins addresses the need to “revise”
Holocaust revisionism, calling himself “a skeptic regarding both the
Holocaust and Holocaust revisionism.” As we might expect, he ﬁnds
tons of egregious faults in James J. Martin’s revisionist appeal to
libertarians, “On the Latest Crisis Provoked by Revisionism,”
published in New Libertarian. Then, after ﬂashing his revisionist
credentials (Rollins published several articles and reviews in the
Journal of Historical Review in the early eighties) he declares that
Holocaust revisionists in general, and the IHR in particular, have
been “spreading falsehood.” Rollins ﬁnds this a little ironic, charging
that revisionists should be “setting the story straight,” not simply
setting up another crooked tale.
Limb by limb, Rollins proceeds to hack apart respected works of
nascent Holocaust revisionism: Udo Walendy’s The Methods of ReEducation, Austin J. App’s The Six Million Swindle, the works of Paul
Rassinier, Richard Harwood’s Did Six Million Really Die?, and
selections from the Journal of Historical Review. Misquotes, mistaken
identities, outright fabrications—these texts are alleged to be full
with them. And, as subsequent analysis has borne out, Rollins was
mostly right. Yet one wonders why, in this 1983 piece, Rollins does
not attempt to revise Butz’s The Hoax of the Twentieth Century. By
this time, Rollins had obviously learned which school kids could be
easily kicked around. But his revisionist readers keep waiting for the
concessionary nod, the overt recognition that, despite some ﬂaws in
some revisionist texts, revisionist research had by the 1980s reached
a maturity and depth not fairly represented by those few choice cuts.
Unfortunately, he leaves us wanting.
But because of the scornful, precise attack Rollins then gives to the
“dynamic duo” of Michael Shermer and Alex Grobman, I can easily

forgive any of his text’s other shortcomings. Rollins, who had been
slighted by the Duo (“a self-proclaimed ‘professional skeptic’ and a
professional Jew”) in their ridiculous 2000 book Denying History,
proceeds to dismantle that text’s claim to be an exhaustive critique of
revisionists. After pointing out that credible, professional responses
to revisionism have been published (his examples are Pressac, VidalNaquet, and van Pelt), he proves that Shermer and Grobman, on the
other hand, are “a whole diﬀerent kettle of geﬁlte ﬁsh.” After
accusing the Duo of “hypocritical sniping,” he assures us that “almost
all of the fallacies they attribute to revisionists—quoting out of
context, selective quotation, selective use of evidence, the ‘snapshot
fallacy,’ making unsupported assertions, engaging in speculation—are
committed by Shermer and Grobman themselves in Denying History.”
This, the most satisfying section of Rollins’ work, is ﬁlled with the
sharp humor for which I will most remember Rollins. Any revisionist
who wishes to see jerks like Shermer and Grobman have their day in
court will be very pleased by Rollins’ hilarious retaliation.
Ending his section on Holocaust revisionism with a fair critique,
Rollins concludes that, “The falsehoods I have pointed out suggest
the possibility that some revisionists aim not to set the record
straight, but to bring the record into alignment with their own
preconceptions. If ‘revisionism’ means bringing history into accord
with the facts, as Harry Elmer Barnes put it, then some of what
passes for revisionism is not revisionism at all.” Fair enough. As a
revisionist, I might say the same thing. But I wouldn’t
condescendingly aver that revisionists have intentionally duped
“lovers of historical truth,” like Rollins does. I am nonetheless
grateful to Rollins, however, for conducting the kind of balanced,
critical scholarship that revisionists must do in order to reestablish
themselves as a credible alternative to the Holocausters. Indeed, he
helps us clarify a goal: in order to reﬁne our arguments and cultivate
important new discoveries, we need an intelligent, critical venue in
which revisionist scholars can further develop the ﬁeld; like any other
academic discipline, we need a medium through which we can revise
old theories and explore new ones. With Inconvenient History, that’s
just what we’re trying to do. And I’m sure Mr. Rollins would approve.

The “Nazi Extermination Camp” of Sobibor in the
Context of the Demjanjuk Case
by Paul Grubach

Introduction
Claiming he spent most of WWII as a prisoner of the Germans, John Demjanjuk gained
entry to the United States in 1952. In 1977, he was first sought out by US Federal
Prosecutors, who insisted he was a war criminal who murdered Jews during WWII.
Years later, in 1986, the former autoworker was extradited to Israel where he stood trial,
accused of herding Jews into “gas chambers.” In 1988, he was sentenced to death for
crimes against humanity after former concentration camp inmates identified him as the
notorious "Ivan the Terrible", a guard at the purported death camp of Treblinka.
In 1993, the Israeli Supreme Court acquitted Demjanjuk with regard to the allegations
that he was “Ivan the Terrible,” and his United States citizenship was restored shortly
thereafter. Unfortunately, the travails of the hapless Seven Hills, Ohio resident did not
end here.
The Justice Department’s Office of Special Investigations (OSI) revived his case in 1999
by bringing a new legal complaint against the Ukrainian born retiree. They maintained
Demjanjuk was a guard in other Nazi concentration camps and he lied about his wartime
activities. After losing a long legal battle to stay in the US, John Demjanjuk was
deported to Germany on May 12, 2009 to stand trial for alleged war crimes. German
prosecutors formally charged him in July with helping to murder 27,900 Jews at the
Sobibor camp.
Eli M. Rosenbaum, director of the US Justice Department’s Office of Special
Investigations (OSI), summed up the US and German governments’ stance on
Demjanjuk: “Thousands of Jews were murdered in the gas chambers of Sobibor, and
John Demjanjuk helped seal their fate.”[1]
The original charge against John Demjanjuk—that he was a brutal guard who operated
the “gas chambers” of Treblinka—was shown to be unfounded. Could it be that this new
charge against Mr. Demjanjuk—that he herded Jews into the “gas chambers” of
Sobibor—is even more baseless than the original one?
The reader should take note of this oddity. In 1962, SS man Erich Bauer mentioned a
Ukrainian who had been on duty at the alleged gas chambers of Sobibor, who went by
the name of Iwan and was nicknamed “The Terrible.” Holocaust historian Jules Schelvis
suggested that perhaps Bauer was referring to John Demjanjuk.[2] The Israeli Supreme
Court already acquitted Demjanjuk with regard to the allegations that he was the
notorious “Ivan the Terrible” of Treblinka. Will the international Holocaust lobby
attempt to make Demjanjuk into a new mythological character, “Ivan the Terrible” of
Sobibor?

The Traditional Sobibor Extermination Story and John
Demjanjuk

Camp Sobibor was located in a sparsely populated, woody and swampy area of eastern
Poland. According to the orthodox Holocaust story, the first stage of the extermination
operation went on for three months, from the beginning of May to the end of July 1942,
during which 90,000 to 100,000 Jews were allegedly murdered. The second stage of the
purported murder operation ran from October 1942 to September 1943, which brought
the total number of Jews killed to approximately 250,000, the official etched-in-stone
Sobibor statistic. At first, the bodies were buried in trenches. At the end of the summer
of 1942, the burial trenches were opened and the burning of the victims’ corpses was
begun. A prisoner revolt broke out on October 14, 1943, and some three hundred
prisoners managed to escape, but most were later killed. In the aftermath of the uprising,
the Germans destroyed the camp. By the end of 1943, the official story says that no trace
of Sobibor was left.[3]

Illustration 1. The famous ID card showing Demjanjuk being transferred to Sobibor.
Much has been written about this card including the charge that it is a forgery. It has no
date of issue, the SS symbol was entered by hand, and it has been asserted that the photo
of Demjanjuk was added after the fact. Photo: US Department of Justice.
In 2002, US District Court Judge Paul R. Matia claimed in his ruling that John
Demjanjuk served as a guard at Camp Sobibor, circa March 27, 1943 to October 1, 1943.
In regard to this alleged extermination camp, Matia asserted that the guards “assigned to
Sobibor met the arriving transports of Jews, forcibly unloaded the Jews from the trains,
compelled them to disrobe, and drove them into gas chambers where they were
murdered by asphyxiation with carbon monoxide.” Matia charged Demjanjuk with a
specific crime: “In serving at Sobibor, Defendant [John Demjanjuk] contributed to the
process by which thousands of Jews were murdered by asphyxiation with carbon
monoxide.”[4]
The Holocaust affirming Judge further claimed that the “guards assigned to Sobibor also
guarded a small number of Jewish forced laborers kept alive to maintain the camp,
dispose of the corpses, and process the possessions of those killed.”[5]
Further on in his ruling, Matia made this most important statement: “This [case against
John Demjanjuk] is a case of documentary evidence, not eyewitness testimony.”[6]

Here, what Matia wrote is misleading. The current case about Demjanjuk allegedly
serving at Sobibor is based upon purportedly authentic documents. But what Matia
asserts about Sobibor being an “extermination camp” is based exclusively upon
eyewitness testimony.

No Physical or Forensic Evidence to Prove Traditional
View of Sobibor
Professor Christopher Browning is considered one of the world’s foremost authorities on
the WWII concentration camps of Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor, collectively known as
the Operation Reinhardt Camps. In his formal statement for the David Irving vs.
Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin Books libel trial in London in 2000, Browning admitted
that documents relating to mass gassings at these camps are scant. The same holds true
for the material evidence (the mass graves and remains of the camps themselves): it is
scarce.[7]
Holocaust historian Robert Jan van Pelt also conceded the evidence for the mass killings
of Jews at Treblinka, Sobibor and Belzec—where allegedly millions were murdered—is
very meager. In reference to these three camps, he wrote: "There are few eyewitnesses,
no confession that can compare to that given by [Auschwitz commandant Rudolf] Höss,
no significant remains, and few archival sources."[8] The statements by Sobibor
researcher and former inmate of the camp, Thomas Toivi Blatt, harmonize with
Professor van Pelt, for he admitted: “Sobibor was the most secretive of the extermination
camps, and very little official documentation survives. Most of what was written in the
camp or by [German officials in the Lublin district of Poland] was destroyed.”[9 ]
Israeli and Polish archeologists who investigated the Sobibor site found no
physical/archeological evidence to prove the Sobibor “gas chambers” existed, or that
250, 000 people were murdered there. To date, archeological science cannot determine
the site of the “gas chambers” or even if they existed. The reader is strongly encouraged
to read the forensic study to see that this is indeed the case.[10] For sure, these forensic
scientists (who are firm believers in the traditional Holocaust extermination story) find it
difficult to imagine how 250, 000 could have been murdered there.[11] This allegation
was first made by the Central Commission for Investigation of German Crimes in
Poland in 1946-1947.[12]
Clearly, the only support for the traditional Sobibor extermination story is the testimony
of former inmates and the post war statements of German officials who were on trial for
alleged war crimes.

How Were the Jews Allegedly Murdered at Sobibor?
Judge Matia and the mainstream historians claim that Jews were murdered in gas
chambers at Sobibor, and carbon monoxide was the death-gas. Yet, there are former
prisoners who have claimed that chlorine was the death-gas.
Sobibor witness Hella Fellenbaum-Weiss told the story of how Jews on their way to
Sobibor were gassed with chlorine: “The arrival of another convoy distressed me in the
same way. It was thought to come from Lvov, but nobody knows for sure. Prisoners
were sobbing and told us a dreadful tale: they had been gassed on the way with chlorine,
but some survived. The bodies of the dead were green and their skin peeled off.”[13]
The allegation that Jews were gassed on their way to Sobibor with chlorine has been
quietly discarded by the Holocaust promoters—an implicit admittance that it must be

false.
In his thorough study of Belzec concentration camp, Belzec in Propaganda, Testimonies,
Archeological Research, and History, Revisionist historian Carlo Mattogno cited
Sobibor inmates who specifically stated that chlorine was a gas used to asphyxiate Jews
at Sobibor. Inmate Zelda Metz recounted: “They [the alleged ‘gas chamber’ victims]
entered the wooden building where the woman’s hair was cut, and then the ‘Bath’, i.e.,
the gas chamber. They were asphyxiated with chlorine. After 15 minutes, they had all
suffocated. Through a window it was checked whether they were all dead. Then the floor
opened automatically. The corpses fell into the cars of a train passing through the gas
chamber and taking the corpses to the oven.”[14]
The mainstream historians of Sobibor have abandoned the “chlorine death gas” and
“trap-door-in-the-gas-chamber” stories—once again, an implicit admittance that they are
both false.
Leon Feldhendler also declared chlorine was a “death-gas,” although he also claimed the
Germans experimented with other gases. Alexander Pechersky alleged that some type of
“heavy, black substance” was the death-gas.[15] However, chlorine is a greenish-yellow
gas.
Stanislaw Szmajzner believed the Germans used exhaust fumes, but also Zyklon B
gas.[16] Dr. Joseph Tenenbaum, a well known author and renowned Jewish civic leader,
went on a fact-finding tour of Poland in April to June 1946. He too “discovered” the
“fact” that Jews were murdered with Zyklon B gas at Sobibor. In his own words: “The
Germans used Cyclon [sic] as the lethal medium.”[17]
Alterations in the story abound. In 1943, one Sobibor witness even claimed the Jews
were killed with electricity and gas.[18]
The chlorine gas, Zyklon B gas, “other un-named” gas, and electrocution stories have
clearly been discreetly dumped by the “official history” of the Holocaust—an implicit
admittance that they are all false. At this point Judge Matia should ask himself this
question: since the stories of Jews being murdered with electricity, chlorine, Zyklon B
and other un-named gases at Sobibor are false, isn’t it also possible that the “official
truth” that Jews were murdered with carbon monoxide is also false?
I again call the reader’s attention to Matia’s precise wording about the alleged method of
murder at Sobibor. He claims the guards “drove them [the Jews] into gas chambers
where they were murdered by asphyxiation with carbon monoxide.” Notice that Matia
did not mention the specifics of the murder weapon, because he does not know what the
alleged murder weapon really was. Did the Germans use a diesel engine or a benzene
engine to generate the carbon monoxide?
The pre-eminent historian of the Holocaust, the late Raul Hilberg, claimed that a diesel
engine supplied the deadly gas to “gas chambers.”[19]
This is supported by Israeli historian Arad, as he published a large portion of the postwar testimony of Kurt Gerstein, a German officer who was allegedly deeply involved
with the extermination of Jews in the Operation Reinhardt camps. In the Gerstein
testimonial, it is stated that a diesel engine was used at Sobibor, and also at Majdanek,
Treblinka, and Belzec. More specifically, Gerstein quotes SS and Police Leader Odilo
Globocnik, who gives Gerstein his alleged instructions: “Your other duty will be to
improve the service of our gas chambers, which function on diesel engine exhaust.”[20]
According to the traditional Holocaust story, Globocnik was a major supervisor of the
alleged mass exterminations at Sobibor, and he should have most certainly known the

exact nature of the “gas chamber” weapon.
Arad then undermines this “evidence” by quoting the testimony of SS soldier Erich
Fuchs, a German official who supposedly operated the engine that supplied the death gas
to the “gas chamber,” and was subsequently put on trial for alleged war crimes
committed at Sobibor. He “identified” the engine that supplied the deadly gas as a
“heavy Russian benzene engine (presumably a tank or tractor motor) at least 200
horsepower (V-motor, 8 cylinder, water cooled).”[21] A diesel engine is not a benzene
engine.
The exact identity of the engine is further complicated by the testimony of SS man Erich
Bauer, an alleged “operator of the gas chambers” who was nicknamed “the Gasmeister.”
He identified the engine in question as follows: “In my opinion it was a petrol engine, a
big engine. I think a Renault.” Renault is a French built engine, and not Russian as
claimed by Fuchs.[22]
Another German who allegedly operated the “gassing engine” at Sobibor, Franz Hödl,
offers us another problematic “identification” of the murder weapon. Here is his
description of the “gassing engines” that serviced the “gas chambers”: “In the engine
room there were indeed two engines. There was a petrol engine, probably from a
Russian tank, and a diesel engine. The latter was never used, however.”[23]
The instructions from an alleged supervisor of the gassing operations at Sobibor and the
other Operation Reinhardt camps, SS leader Odilo Globocnik, described the engine that
supplied the deadly gas as a diesel engine. Yet, Franz Hödl, who allegedly operated the
engine, says that the diesel engine was never used.
Even mainstream Sobibor expert Christopher Browning admits that the type of engine
used to generate the death gas cannot be determined, for he wrote: “Gerstein, citing
Globocnik, claimed the camps used diesel motors, but witnesses who actually serviced
the engines in Belzec and Sobibor (Reder and Fuchs) spoke of gasoline engines.”[24]
We repeat the statement of Judge Matia. He claims that the Sobibor guards “drove [the
Jews] into gas chambers where they were murdered by asphyxiation with carbon
monoxide.” Notice that Matia’s wording is vague and imprecise; he failed to mention the
exact identity of the murder weapon. Matia did not mention the exact nature of the
“murder engine” that generated the carbon monoxide, because if he did, he would have
involved himself in another dilemma that casts serious doubt on the traditional Sobibor
extermination story. The reader is reminded that this is no “trivial inconsistency” in the
testimony. In any murder investigation, the exact nature of the murder weapon is very
important.
By the mere fact that the men who allegedly directed this “gas chamber” process and
operated the engines that generated the carbon monoxide contradict each other on the
important issue of what type of engine was used, is consistent with the Revisionist
hypothesis that these testimonies are unreliable. By the mere fact that these
“eyewitnesses” produced such divergent testimony on a murder weapon that they should
have known about, witnessed, observed and examined very closely for an extended
period of time, lends further credence to the Revisionist view that their testimonies on
this matter are false, and these “gas chambers” never existed.
At the very least, this divergent testimony should give a true believer in the Holocaust,
such as Judge Matia, a reason to be skeptical of the traditional Sobibor extermination
story.

The Number, Dimensions and Capacities of the Sobibor
“Gas Chambers”
Holocaust historian Leon Poliakov claimed there were five gas chambers, fifty square
meters each, and built to hold approximately 2,000 people. Each chamber was packed
with 400 victims.[25] He may have taken this from the Central Commission for
Investigation of German Crimes in Poland inquiry, where they allege that there were
probably five chambers that could hold 500 victims each.[26]
Holocaust historian Miriam Novitch gives a different story on the number, dimensions
and capacities of the “gas chambers.” She claims that each “original” gas chamber (three
of them) were ten square meters and could hold 50 people.[27] Later, she says that new
gas chambers were built: there were now five gas chambers, each 4 x 12 meters (48
square meters), with a capacity of 70 to 80 people. Thus, 400 victims could be put to
death at the same time, if children were included.[28]
This is all contradicted by another “expert” on the Sobibor camp, Yitzhak Arad. He
insisted there were originally three gas chambers, each 4 x 4 meters and able to hold
about 200 people.[29] In the autumn of 1942, Arad claims the Germans added three new
gas chambers, to make a total of six gas chambers. They were of the same dimensions as
the old gas chambers, 4 x 4 meters (sixteen square meters). This information was
published in 1987.[30] In a 1990 article in The Encyclopedia of the Holocaust, Arad
changed the capacity of the gas chambers. He said that each chamber could hold 160 to
180 victims, not 200.[31]
Franz Hödl, an alleged operator of the Sobibor “gas chambers,” put forth another
problematic testimony. He stated: “In Lager 3 [the area of the camp that had the ‘gas
chambers’] a concrete building, 18 to 20 meters long with about 6 to 8 gas chambers,
had been erected. The gas chamber had either 4 or 6 chambers on either side of the
central corridor, three on the left, three on the right.”[32] So, were there 3 chambers on
each side of the central corridor as Arad claimed, or were there 4 on each side? Were
there a total of 6 chambers as Arad claimed, or were there 8 chambers?
These discrepancies on the number, dimensions and capacities of the “gas chambers” are
not trivial. As stated earlier, in any murder investigation the nature of the murder
weapon is of prime importance. Indeed, even the official mainstream historian of
Sobibor, Jules Shelvis, finally admitted that the capacities of the chambers cannot be
determined: “It is virtually impossible to deduce from the various witness examinations
and documents how many people were actually killed at any one time in the gas
chambers; the numbers given by the SS men and one Ukrainian are too divergent.”[33]
The mere fact that the dimensions, capacities and the number of the Sobibor “gas
chambers” cannot be resolved is consistent with the Holocaust revisionist hypothesis
that these “murder devices” never existed, and what these “eyewitnesses” are claiming is
false. Once again, at the very least this is one more reason for the hardcore Holocaust
believer to doubt the traditional Sobibor extermination story.

What Were the “Gas Chambers” Made Of?
Serious contradictions in the traditional Sobibor extermination story are seemingly
endless. Operation Reinhardt expert Arad says this: “The first gas chambers erected in
Sobibor were in a solid brick building with a concrete foundation.”[34] This is
challenged by Sobibor historian Schelvis, who writes that “[T]he first gas chambers of
Sobibor had been constructed of wood.”[35] Let us delve into this very important issue

in more detail.
In the aftermath of the war, the inquiry of the Central Commission for Investigation of
German Crimes in Poland found that the alleged gas chambers “were situated in a
building with stone-inside walls and wooden outside-walls.” They did admit, however,
that their data is imprecise because none of their witnesses were actually employed in
the “gas chamber” area.[36]
Franz Stangl, who oversaw the last phase of the camp’s construction and served as
commandant from March to September 1942, described the first installation as a “brick
building” in his interview with British journalist Gitta Sereny.[37] On the other hand, he
told a German court a different story. Arriving at Sobibor early April 1942, he said “I
noticed a stone construction on a partially wooded site which had not yet been fenced
off. This building had not been included in the plans. After some days I began to suspect
that gas chambers were being built.”[38] Were the first “gas chambers” made of brick or
stone? Stangl apparently changed his story.
Erich Fuchs, who supposedly installed the gassing engine and also participated in the
first trial gassings, implied in 1963 that the chambers were housed in “a concrete
structure.”[39] Historian Schelvis “corrected” Fuchs, for he wrote: “Because he [Fuchs]
had put into place so many installations over the course of time, he did not remember
that the first gas chambers at Sobibor had been constructed of wood.”[40]
Erich Bauer was supposedly nicknamed “The Gasmeister of Sobibor”. In 1950 he was
sentenced to death (later commuted to life imprisonment) by a West German court for
operating the “Sobibor gas chambers.” According to a “confession” penned by Bauer
while in prison, the first gas chambers were in a “wooden building on a concrete
base.”[41]
Revisionist historian Thomas Kues sums up the dilemma: “While, on the one hand,
Sobibor’s first commandant, Franz Stangl, testified that the first gas chambers were
housed in a brick building, ‘Gasmeister’ Erich Bauer on the other hand penned a
‘confession’ which described the same building as made of wood. To confuse things
further, former SS-Unterscharführer Erich Fuchs stated in his 1963 testimony that the
first Sobibor gas chambers were in a ‘concrete structure.’”[42]
Kues rightly asks a most important question: “How is it that Stangl and Bauer, two men
who both should have been familiar with this building, produced such divergent
testimony?”[43]
Kues then makes a very important point. Stangl and Bauer are two men that would have
been intimately familiar with the “gas chambers,” as they were in charge of supervising
and carrying out the alleged gassings. By the mere fact that these two important
“eyewitnesses” produce such divergent testimony on a structure that they should have
witnessed, observed and examined very closely for an extended period of time, lends
further credence to the Revisionist view that their testimonies on this matter are
unreliable. Their testimonies on this matter undermine each other and tend to cancel
each other out.[44]

How long did it take to asphyxiate the Victims in the
“Gas Chambers?”
The Israeli and Polish archeologists who excavated Sobibor made this claim about the
Sobibor “gas chambers.”: “When the gas chambers were filled with victims, the gas was

vented into the rooms asphyxiated the victims in about 20-30 minutes.”[45] They
provide no source for this claim.
Nevertheless, this is contradicted by The Central Commission for Investigation of
German Crimes in Poland, where they “found” something different in 1946-7, about the
operation of the Sobibor “gas chambers.” They wrote: “According to the statements of
witnesses it did not take more than some 15 minutes to kill a group of about 500
persons.” They admit that their data is imprecise because none of their witnesses were
actually employed in the “gas chamber” area.[46 ]
Once again, here we have a major discrepancy about the alleged murder weapon. The
archeologists say it took 20-30 minutes to asphyxiate the victims. Yet, the Central
Commission for Investigation of German Crimes in Poland claimed it did not take more
than about 15 minutes to do the same. And might I add, Erich Fuchs, an alleged gas
chamber operator, declared he witnessed a “trial gassing” in which 30 to 40 women were
killed in about ten minutes.[47]
Once again, this is no trivial inconsistency. How the murder weapon operated is a very
important issue in any murder investigation.

How Were the Corpses Removed from the “Gas
Chambers”?
The next logical question: how were the bodies removed from the “gas chambers?”
Historian Arad says that the victims entered through one door and their dead bodies were
extracted through the other.[48]
This is contradicted by Sobibor inmate Moshe Bahir. He claimed that after the
conclusion of a mass gassing, when all of the victims were dead, the “gas chamber
operator” Bauer would open the “trap doors” in the floor of the gas chamber (the
“bathhouse”) and the bodies would fall into wagons positioned below. In his own words:
“At his [Bauer’s] order the machinery which opened the floor of the ‘bathhouse’ was
activated, and the corpses fell into small carts which took them at first to mass graves
and, later when time was short, to cremation ovens instead.”[49] This is sustained by
Sobibor survivor Chaim Engel, who also claimed that the bodies fell through trap
doors.[50 ]
According to Arad, however, when three new gas chambers were added in autumn of
1942, they were the same size as the “old” gas chambers, 4 x 4 meters. He made no
mention of any “trap doors” through which the bodies fell into carts positioned
below.[51]
The “gas chamber-trap door” story of Bahir and Engel has been quietly abandoned by
the mainstream Sobibor historians. Historian Schelvis even implies that it is false.[52]
Keep in mind that Bahir’s testimony was considered by the German legal system to be
very credible, so much so that he testified at the Sobibor trial in Hagen, West Germany
in 1965.[53]
Let us move onto the next logical question: how were the dead bodies transferred from
the gas chambers to the mass graves, where they were allegedly burned?
According to Sobibor expert Arad, the bodies were originally put in carts, which were
horse-drawn or pushed by prisoners. Eventually, this inefficient system was replaced by
a narrow railway trolley that ran to the burial pits.[54 ]

Yet, even here, the testimony of Bahir is substantially different from the story presented
by Holocaust expert Arad. Toward the end of July 1942, the Germans supposedly
installed giant cranes to transport the bodies from the “gas chambers” to a crematorium.
In Bahir’s own words: “After a few days, two giant cranes were brought to camp and set
up near the gas chambers. These cranes worked unceasingly, three shifts a day, taking
the bodies out of the chambers and transferring them to the new crematoria which had
been built nearby.”[55]
This “giant crane” story of Bahir has also been abandoned by the mainstream Sobibor
historians—again, an admittance that it is false. The reader should again note that
Sobibor inmate Bahir was considered by the German legal system to be an accurate
witness, as he testified at the Sobibor trial in Hagen, West Germany in 1965.

Was the Site of the Sobibor “Gas Chambers” Found?
In a 1972 visit to Sobibor, British journalist Gitta Sereny claimed she identified the site
of the “gas chambers.” British Holocaust historian Martin Gilbert identified a different
location for the “gas chambers” in a 1997 book. The Israeli and Polish archaeologists
who are investigating the camp now say that both are wrong, and the exact site of these
Sobibor “gas chambers” has not been scientifically determined.[56 ]
Was Judge Matia aware of all of these false claims in the Sobibor extermination story
when he declared in his ruling that the orthodox Sobibor extermination story is true?

How Did the Germans Dispose of the Hundreds of
Thousands of Corpses?
I call attention to Judge Matia’s statement about what allegedly happened to the bodies
of the murder victims. He wrote that the guards “assigned to Sobibor also guarded a
small number of Jewish forced laborers kept alive to maintain the camp, [and] dispose of
the corpses…”
Notice how vague Matia’s wording is. He only refers to the “disposal of corpses.” By
failing to note that the “official history” claims that 170,000 to 250,000 bodies were all
eventually burned in open air mass cremations, he avoids entering into all of the
problems associated with this allegation.
So, how did the Nazis dispose of the bodies of the Jewish murder victims? Holocaust
expert Hilberg claimed that no crematoria ovens were ever installed; the bodies were
burned in mass graves.[57] Nevertheless, Dr. Joseph Tenenbaum, the Jewish leader who
carried out a fact-finding mission in Poland from April to June 1946, “established” a
different and contradictory version of events. He wrote: “The crematorium [at Sobibor]
was fenced in. After the gassing, the victims’ bodies were tossed into pits and sprinkled
with chlorine powder. The pits were open and the stench escaped into the air. This fact
compelled the Germans to build a modern stench-free crematorium.”[58] (This
information was gleaned from Sobibor inmate Leon Feldhendler, who was said to have
been chosen by the Germans for “special work.” This could mean that he was chosen to
work around the “gas chambers.”)
Hilberg says no crematoria were ever installed. Tenenbaum “established” that the
Germans built a “modern stench-free crematorium.” The “official truth” about Sobibor
has stuck with Hilberg’s versions of events. No crematoria were ever installed at
Sobibor, as the bodies were burned in mass graves—rendering Tenenbaum’s
“established fact” that the Germans built “stench-free crematoria” at Sobibor as untrue.

Sobibor survivor Stanislaw Szmajzner’s map of Sobibor supports Tenenbaum’s
falsehood. On his map, a building is drawn in where the crematorium was allegedly
housed.[59] Israeli historian Arad’s map points out that there were no crematoria housed
in a building. Szmajner’s claim of a crematorium housed in building is just another
falsehood to add to the long list of other Sobibor falsehoods.[60]
The official history now says the bodies were burned in open air mass burnings. It is said
that rails were used for the cremation pyres on which the bodies were burned.
Nevertheless, the Israeli and Polish archeologists who are investigating the camp admit:
“To the best of our knowledge, no rails used for cremation have yet been found at
Sobibor.”[61]
What substance was used to burn the bodies? One Sobibor survivor, Kurt Thomas,
claims the bodies were burned with coal.[62] Yet, this is conflicts with Sobibor historian
Jules Schelvis, who says that wood was used.[63] Another, Thomas Toivi Blatt, also
says that wood was used, but the funeral pyres were sometimes doused with
kerosene.[64] Still another, Alexander Pechersky, says the bodies were burned with
gasoline.[65] Unsubstantiated alterations in the traditional Sobibor story are seemingly
endless—another good reason for believing that the orthodox extermination story is a
historical falsehood.
An important source of information about Sobibor was the SS man Franz Suchomel,
who worked with Sobibor Commandant Franz Stangl. “In Sobibor,” Suchomel stated,
“one couldn’t do any killing after the snow thawed because it was all under water. It was
very damp at the best of times, but then it became a lake.”[66]
Yet, the official history of Sobibor states that the killing of Jews started at the beginning
of May 1942 (after the snow thawed) and went to end of July 1942: all total, 90,000 to
100,000 Jews were allegedly buried in mass graves, and the burial trenches were not
opened and the bodies were not burned until the end of the summer of 1942.[67]
Judge Matia and the mainstream historians never figured out how the Germans buried
tens of thousands of bodies in an area that was like a lake.
The burning of bodies leaves behind a large amount of unburned bones and teeth, as the
official historians of Sobibor are clearly aware.[68] Holocaust historian Arad declares
that the bones of the hundreds of thousands of alleged murder victims at Chelmno were
“destroyed with a special bone-crushing machine.”[69] Yet, on the next page, he quotes
Sobibor survivor Leon Feldhendler, who declared: “The bones were crushed into ashes
with hammers [at Sobibor]…”[70] This allegation is highly improbable, if not downright
ridiculous.
Why did the Germans use a special “bone-crushing machine” at Chelmno, and then
resort to inefficient manual hammering at Sobibor? And if they did use a special bonecrushing machine at Chelmno, where is the physical proof that such a device even
existed? Did Israeli historian Arad ever think that the story of the “special bone-crushing
machine” is another concocted Holocaust tale, like the “steam chambers” of Treblinka
and the “soap factories” that utilized the bodies of dead Jews?[71]
Furthermore, Arad never considers the enormous problems associated with crushing the
charred teeth and bones of hundreds of thousands of victims into ash with hammers.
There were the charred bones and teeth of 200,000 to 250,000 victims. Imagine how
long it would take the small number of Sobibor inmates who allegedly worked in the
“gas chamber area” to manually crush into ash with hammers the millions of bones and
teeth from these hundreds of thousands of victims!

Holocaust researcher Thomas Dalton discussed the enormous problems in regard to the
unburned bones and teeth of the corpses. The ash from the burnt corpses would have to
be sifted every day for bones and teeth. Imagine how long it would take to find and
smash millions of bones and teeth with hammers! If not found and ground to ash, they
are still in the earth, waiting to be discovered.[72]

The “Top Secret” Extermination Camp Sobibor:
Another Contradiction
According to the official US government position on Sobibor, as contained in Judge
Matia’s ruling on the Demjanjuk case, Sobibor was a top secret camp. In his own words:
“The extermination camp [Sobibor] was a secret operation, not well known during
World War II.”[73] This is congruent with the orthodox Sobibor saga, as historian
Schelvis points out that the camp “was surrounded by very sparsely populated
marshland, as far as possible from prying eyes to prevent the outside world from ever
discovering the camp’s secret purpose.”[74]
Schelvis then provides evidence that undermines this orthodox Sobibor saga. Even
though he too claimed that Sobibor was a “top secret” extermination camp, he still
wrote: “[B]y September or October of 1942, when the Germans had started to burn
rather than bury the bodies after gassing them, virtually everyone in the surrounding area
soon realized precisely what was going on at the camp. The glow from the fire was
clearly visible for miles around, especially by night, while the foul stench of burning
human flesh also polluted the air over a wide area.”[75]
Again, Schelvis claims that: “The mass cremations resulted in huge fires, which flared
so high they could be seen far and wide, especially at night…They were visible even…
in the village of Zlobek, three kilometers to the north-west...”[76]
According to Erich Lachmann, a German “eyewitness” who was put on trial for war
crimes, what was allegedly going on in Sobibor was well known: “Any child in Poland
could tell you that these were extermination camps. It was obvious that Jewish transports
kept arriving at the camp and that no Jews ever came back out.”[77] (The Jews were
being deported elsewhere; this is why they were never seen again.)
Consider the testimony of Sobibor survivor, Zelda Metz. She claims the village in which
she lived was only fifty kilometers from Sobibor, and Polish peasants were well aware
that it was an extermination center for Jews; they “saw evidence” of this with their own
two eyes. She recalls: “Polish peasants told me that Jews came to Sobibor in all
directions, and that they were murdered. ‘We see the flames of the crematoria from a
distance of fifteen kilometers,’ they used to say. We lived in terror.”[78]
If Sobibor was the most secretive of the extermination camps, why was the surrounding
population well aware of the mass murders that were allegedly taking place there? If
Sobibor was this ultra-secretive extermination center as Judge Matia and historian
Schelvis state, why did the Germans call mass attention to the killings by allowing the
flames, glow and smoke of the mass burnings to be seen from a distance of fifteen
kilometers? Directly contradicting what they claim, there was nothing secret about the
alleged exterminations at Sobibor. Rumors of mass exterminations of Jews at Sobibor
were widely circulated.
Perhaps the earliest reference to Sobibor as an “extermination camp” is in the New York
Times of Nov 25, 1942 (p.10). They quote from a report by the Polish Government in
exile in London: "Wherever the trains arrive half the people are dead. Those surviving

are sent to special camps at Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor. Once there the so-called
settlers are mass-murdered." So Sobibor obviously wasn't top secret after that!
What is the significance of all this? That is, the official history alleges that Sobibor was
a top secret extermination camp. Yet, we have cited “evidence” from those same
“official histories” that shows that the alleged exterminations and mass burnings at
Sobibor were well known and not top secret.
Bizarre contradictions like this are exactly what one should expect from a historical
falsehood. The official history says that Sobibor was a top secret extermination camp.
Yet, the eyewitnesses—upon whom the official history is based—claim that the mass
exterminations were well known and not top secret. If the official history is correct, then
the eyewitnesses are wrong. But if the eyewitnesses are correct, the official history is
wrong. The official history and the eyewitnesses undermine each other, and tend to
cancel each other out.
Here is my most important point. If a true believer in the orthodox Sobibor
extermination story simply consults academically acceptable sources, even he will find
enough evidence to be very skeptical of the Sobibor “gas chamber” claim. The
contradictions and falsehoods that I’ve enumerated here are exactly what one should
expect from a historical myth.

How Many Were Allegedly Murdered at Sobibor?
In the aftermath of WWII, the Commission for the Investigation of German Crimes in
Poland asserted that 250,000 people were murdered at Sobibor.[79] This is the official,
etched in stone truth still promoted by the Polish authorities.
In the climate of anti-German hatred that followed WWII, wild and irresponsible
exaggerations and distortions about the number allegedly killed at Sobibor abounded. In
his 1948 book, Jewish civic leader and author, Dr. Joseph Tenenbaum, wrote that from
May 1942 to October 1943, a half a million human beings were murdered at the site.[80]
This is twice the estimate made by the Commission for Investigation of German Crimes
in Poland in 1946-1947. This example shows how easy it was in the aftermath of WWII
to openly promote outright falsehoods about Sobibor.
In March 1972, British journalist Gitta Sereny noted what was stated on a Sobibor
memorial, very near the camp site: “In this place from May 1942 until October 1943
there existed a Hitler extermination camp. At this camp 250,000 Russian, Polish, Jewish
and Gypsy prisoners were murdered […].”[81] The “official truth” about Sobibor now
claims that this is false.
On the road to the camp in present day Poland, there are five plaques along the road by
the camp, which read: “At this site, between the years 1942 and 1943, there existed a
Nazi death camp where 250,000 Jews and approximately 1000 Poles were
murdered.”[82 ]
The reader should take note of the variation in the propaganda. In 1972, when Poland
was under Communist rule, it was 250,000 Polish, Russian, Jewish and Gypsy prisoners
who were murdered—so claimed the memorial plaque. The Communists refused to
“recognize” that mostly Jews were supposedly targeted for death by the Germans. Yet, in
present-day Poland, with the disappearance of Communism, now it is 250,000 Jews and
1000 Poles who were allegedly murdered at Sobibor. The Sobibor extermination story
has evolved in a way that reflects the propaganda needs of the moment and the interests
of political elites.

Even so, the Israeli and Polish archaeologists who investigated the site and are firm
believers in the “reality” of the Holocaust admit that it is hard to imagine how 250,000
could have been murdered there. In their own words: “The camp was destroyed by the
Germans after the prisoner revolt, so it is very difficult to imagine that the killing of
250,000 people took place here.”[83]
The pre-eminent Holocaust authority, the late Raul Hilberg, engaged in “Holocaust
denial.” He denied that 250,000 people were murdered at Sobibor. In the 1985 edition of
his magnum opus, he reduced this figure by twenty percent, as he claimed that up to
200,000 people were slaughtered. In the final 2003 edition, his “Holocaust denial”
reached new heights of outrage. He says the number supposedly murdered was “over
150,000.” [84]
Sobibor historian Jules Schelvis, who wrote the definitive mainstream history of the
camp, also engaged in a serious form of “Holocaust denial.” He too denied that 250,000
people were slaughtered there! He minimized the number of alleged Sobibor deaths
down to 167,000.[85 ]

How come Hilberg and Schelvis were never put on trial
for “Holocaust denial?”
Sobibor expert Christopher Browning recommended Miriam Novitch’s, Sobibor:
Martyrdom and Revolt, as an “authoritative source” for the history of the alleged
extermination process at Sobibor.[86] What do we learn from one important witness
account in this “authoritative source”? Sobibor witness Moshe Bahir claimed that
Heinrich Himmler visited the camp for the second time in order to celebrate the
completion of the first million Jews murdered at the camp.[87]
German soldier Erich Fuchs’s estimate of the number of victims was 650,000 less than
Bahir’s, as he estimated the total number of Sobibór victims to have been 350,000.[88]
This is still 100,000 more than the official estimate of 250,000 made by the Commission
for Investigation of German Crimes in Poland, and more than twice the estimate given
by Sobibor expert Schelvis.
I repeat: Polish forensic scientists cannot imagine how 250,000 people could be
murdered at Sobibor. Nevertheless, Moshe Bahir, whom the German legal system
believed to be a credible witness, claimed that four times 250,000 were murdered at the
site! Fuchs claims that 100,000 more than the wild exaggeration of 250,000 were killed
at Sobibor. Erich Fuchs is a looked upon as an important source for the “facts” about
Sobibor.
Such is the quality of the “eyewitnesses” upon which the traditional Sobibor
extermination story is based.

A Question for Judge Matia
Since Judge Matia effectively sealed John Demjanjuk’s fate, I would like to ask him this
pointed question. Since we cannot determine how many “gas chambers” there were, nor
their dimensions and capacities; what the exact death gas really was; what type of engine
was used to generate the death gas; what the chambers were made of; where these
structures were located; how long it took for the victims to be asphyxiated; how the
corpses were removed from the chambers; how the bodies were buried in a lake-like
area; what substance was used to burn the bodies; how the millions of unburned bones
and teeth were disposed of; and how many were killed: how then can Judge Matia rule

with any confidence that John Demjanjuk “contributed to the process by which
thousands of Jews were murdered?”

The testimony of Thomas Blatt: A Witness against
Demjanjuk?
After John Demjanjuk was deported to Germany, German television reported that a
survivor of the Sobibor camp could help confirm Demjanjuk's identity. The witness, 82year-old Thomas Blatt, is a somewhat well-known Sobibor survivor and researcher who
authored a book about his experiences at the camp during WWII. He described the state
of affairs at Sobibor akin to a death factory.
Here is what Blatt told the German magazine, Spiegel: “"They abused us. They shot new
arrivals who were old and sick and could not go on. And there were some who pushed
naked people into the gas chambers with bayonets…Sobibor was a factory. Only a few
hours passed between arrival and the burning of a body."[89]
The official history of the camp calls Blatt’s claims into serious question. The late
Holocaust historian Gerald Reitlinger explains: “Only sixteen women and three men
returned after the war to Holland from Sobibor, where the chance of avoiding immediate
death in the gas chamber was not one in four, but less than one in forty. From most trains
about 40-80 young men were picked for the services of the death camp, but they lasted
only a few weeks.”[90]
Blatt provides one with a very obvious reason to be skeptical of his story. It says on the
back cover of his book that Blatt survived a total of six months at Sobibor.[91] If what
Blatt says is true—that Sobibor was a death factory where people were murdered and
their bodies burned within a few hours of arrival—then it is logical to infer that Blatt
himself should not be around to tell his story. How did Blatt survive a whole six months
in the camp? Blatt makes it perfectly clear in his memoir that he never worked in the
area that housed the alleged “gas chambers.” Since he was never needed for this job,
why would the Germans allow him to survive a half of a year in the camp if “only a few
hours passed between arrival [of Jewish prisoners] and the burning a body?”
If the official history is correct—in that a Jew could survive only a few weeks at most—
then isn’t Blatt’s claim that he survived six months untrue? But if Blatt’s story is true—
that he survived six months in the camp—then this calls into question the traditional
Sobibor extermination story.
By the mere fact that Blatt was allegedly at Sobibor for six months and was not
murdered, is consistent with the Revisionist hypothesis that Sobibor was not an
extermination center for Jews, but rather a transit camp where Jews were deported
further east.
Just as importantly, one is led to conclude that his most important claims about the “gas
chambers” are just “hearsay” or word of mouth gossip. Blatt claims that inmates were
not allowed to see inside the “top secret” area of Sobibor that contained the “gas
chambers.” In his own words: “Prisoners from the other lagers [areas that did not have
“gas chambers”] were never allowed to see the inside of Lager III [the area of Sobibor
that harbored the “top secret gas chambers”].”[92] His friend who did peek inside the
“gas chamber” area was presumably killed.[93] According to the Polish and Israeli
archeologists who investigated the camp, prisoners who survived Sobibor never saw the
“gas chambers,” because “seeing it implied instant execution.”[94 ]

Thus, if Blatt would have actually seen “naked people being driven into the gas
chambers,” he should have been killed by the Germans—according to the official story.
Elsewhere Blatt says the Nazis made it difficult to collect “any direct evidence” of the
alleged mass exterminations in gas chambers. After the war, the information about the
“gas chambers” allegedly came from inmates who spoke with other inmates who worked
around the gas chambers or from “limited observations” of the extermination area from a
different area of the camp. The testimony of Ukrainian and German guards filled in the
rest of the story.[95]
Nevertheless, Blatt offers some “detailed knowledge” of the Sobibor “gas chambers.”
He says they were “decorated with flowers, a Star of David, and the inscription
‘Bathhouse.’”[96] How did he get this “information?” Did he actually see the “gas
chambers?” If he did, then how come he was not killed by the Germans, as “seeing”
implied instant execution? Or did he get these “facts” by word of mouth from other
prisoners or from former guards?
Nowhere in his 1997 book does Blatt claim he actually saw, with own two eyes, “naked
people being pushed into the gas chambers with bayonets.”
Finally, another of Blatt’s claims is inconsistent with the official lay out of Sobibor. We
let Blatt pick up his story here: “Our job in this section done, SS Oberscharführer Karl
Frenzel randomly chose four prisoners, myself included, and led us to the hair-cutting
barrack, less than twenty feet from the gas chambers.”[97] Notice what Blatt is saying:
the barracks where the hair of the female victims was cut (before they went to the gas
chambers) was less than twenty feet (6.1 meters) from the gas chambers. Elsewhere he
again states that the special barrack where the women’s hair was cut before entering the
gas chambers was “just steps away from the gas chambers.”[98]
Yet, Sobibor historian Yitzhak Arad claims the path (the “tube”) that led from the
reception area for Jews (Lager II) to the extermination area (Lager III) was 150 meters
long. Arad adds: “Halfway through the ‘tube’ was the ‘barber shop,’ a barrack where the
hair of the Jewish women was cut before they entered the gas chambers.”[99]
If the path from Lager II to the gas chambers was 150 meters long, and the “barber
shop” was halfway through the “tube,” then the “barber shop” was 37.5 meters from the
gas chambers, not 6.1 meters from the gas chambers. The “barber shop” was not, as
Blatt says, just steps away from the gas chambers.
If Blatt is correct, in that the “barber shop” was just steps away (6.1 meters) from the gas
chambers, then Arad’s official story that the “barber shop” was 37.5 meters from the
“gas chambers” is false. But if Arad is correct, then this calls into question the veracity
of Blatt’s testimony.
Once again, inconsistencies like this should make even the most hardcore believer in the
Sobibor extermination story somewhat skeptical.

Did the Germans Destroy Evidence of Mass Murder?
In Sobibor historian Schelvis’s own words: “Very few documents relating to Sobibor and
the other death camps had actually survived. After the uprising, Globocnik wrote to
Himmler that ‘the evidence should be destroyed as quickly as possible, now that all else
has been destroyed,’ and virtually all of the incriminating documents were burnt soon
thereafter.”[100]

First, I will assume the document in question—a Globocnik to Himmler letter of 5
January 1944—is authentic and accurately translated, and not an altered document or
outright forgery. (It is in the Bundesarchiv Koblenz, Germany.)
Even if it is authentic and accurately translated, it does not necessarily support the view
that exterminations of Jews were taking place at Sobibor. There is a non-criminal
interpretation one could give to the document. As Holocaust historian Gerald Reitlinger
pointed out in his The Final Solution: The Attempt to Exterminate the Jews of Europe,
SS leader Himmler told a representative of the World Jewish Congress toward the end of
the war: “In order to put a stop to the epidemics we were forced to burn the bodies of
incalculable numbers of people who had been destroyed by disease. We were therefore
forced to build crematoria, and on this account they are knotting a noose for us.”[101 ]
The German leadership was well aware of the false atrocity tales of the First World War,
and they were just as aware of the false atrocity tales of the war then in progress.
Mainstream Holocaust historian Richard Breitman points out that in September 1942,
Rabbi Stephen Wise, president of the American Jewish Congress, related to American
Undersecretary of state Summer Welles the story that the Nazis were making soap from
the flesh of gassed Jews and artificial fertilizer from their bones. This news ultimately
leaked back to Himmler. Breitman then admits that this particular rumor was a false
atrocity tale: “Himmler knew that no one was supposed to be manufacturing fats or
artificial fertilizers from corpses (in fact, it turned out that this part of the report was
erroneous).”[102]
Schelvis wants the reader to believe that Globocnik and Himmler wanted to destroy
“evidence of exterminations.” Quite the contrary. The Germans were aware of the false
atrocity tales of the Allies and Zionists, and they may have wanted to destroy Camp
Sobibor so that its remains could not be used to create propaganda lies that could
ultimately be used against them.

Sobibor Archeology: Religion Masquerading as
Science?
Israeli and Polish archeologists, whose forensic investigations of Sobibor are ongoing,
made this statement: “We regard the extermination process as a past reality, a series of
historically established events, which do not need to be proven by archeological
excavations. Archaeology, in our case, has the role of supplementing and filling gaps,
especially in terms of site layout, structures and artifacts.”[103]
Evolutionary Biologist, atheist, and prominent critic of religion Richard Dawkins
explains what he believes to be characteristic of religious fundamentalism:
“Fundamentalists know they are right because they have read the truth in a holy book
and they know, in advance, that nothing will budge them from their belief. The truth of
the holy book is an axiom, not the end product of a process of reasoning. The book is
true, and if the evidence seems to contradict it, it is the evidence that must be thrown out,
not the book.”[104] On this issue of religious faith, again, here is what Dawkins writes:
“Faith is evil precisely because it requires no justification and brooks no
argument.”[105]
According to the Sobibor archeologists, the physical evidence is not to be used to test the
entire Sobibor extermination story, to see if it is true or false. Rather, the physical
evidence is to be used to “corroborate” and “support” the “official truth” about Sobibor.
The official extermination story of Sobibor is thus a non-scientific axiom, because it
cannot be falsified. It is just assumed to be true—just like a religious dogma. The

Sobibor “gas chamber” story has only eyewitness testimony to support it—just like a
religious dogma.
What the Sobibor archeologists say fits the pattern of Dawkins’s description of religious
fundamentalism. These Holocaust fundamentalists regard the extermination process as
“historically established,” and it does not need to proven by forensic investigations. The
extermination process is an axiom—it is not the end product of scientific evidence. Their
belief in the extermination process needs no scientific evidence to prove it, and they
simply refuse to honestly evaluate the Revisionist critique of the traditional Holocaust
story.

Why Did German Soldiers “Confess” to “Nazi Gas
Chamber” Crimes at Sobibor?
Long before the enactment of the present laws in Germany that criminalize any “denial”
of the Holocaust, there were still social and political pressures that induced German
officials on trial for alleged war crimes to “confess” to the “truth” of the extermination
of the Jews.
The “Nazi extermination camp” mythology was declared “historical truth” at the
Nuremberg trials, and it was then used as an ideological cornerstone for the Allied
installed governments in postwar Germany. Since the German government is based upon
the “Nazi gas chamber” ideology, to dispute it in a German court is virtually impossible.
Indeed, in April 1999, the German Federal Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer stated: “All
democracies have a basis, a cornerstone. For France it is 1789, for Germany it is
Auschwitz.”[106] In the highly respected German daily Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
Patrick Bahners put forth a founding belief of the present German government. If one
“denies the murder of the Jews, he repudiates the legitimacy of the Federal
Republic.”[107]
It is any wonder that former German soldiers who served at Sobibor “confessed” that
there were “gas chambers” at the camp? From a legal standpoint they had no choice but
to give credence to this legend. The tribunals that these German military men and
National Socialist officials faced were committed to the dictum that there was a Nazi
plan to exterminate the Jews, and it was done with the use of “gas chambers.” It was out
of the question for them to contest this in court, so they simply built their defense
strategies accordingly. In a word, it was simply in their best legal interests to simply
“admit” the “truth” of the orthodox Jewish extermination story and then build their
defense strategy around it—thus falsifying the historical record along the way.
The late Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich, a former judge who was punished by the German
government for his “Holocaust denial,” expressed this dilemma when he stated: “From
the outset, the defendants in the ‘Nazi Crimes of Violence’ trials knew that it was utterly
pointless to dispute all or part of the picture of the ‘mass murder of the Jews’ in which
they were accused of having taken part, since that picture had been inculcated into the
public mind long before the trials began. To the defendants it must have seemed the most
expedient course not to dispute that the alleged murders occurred, only that they were
involved in them. Particularly if they lacked an airtight alibi, the defendants had to
secure the goodwill of the court. In short, they had but one aim in mind: their own
acquittal.”[108]
Evidence in favor of this view is provided by Holocaust expert Christopher Browning.
One of Browning’s key pieces of evidence for alleged mass exterminations at Belzec is

the post- war testimony of former SS Sergeant Josef Oberhauser. Buried in a footnote
Browning provides us with a reason to be skeptical of Oberhauser’s testimony. He
accuses Oberhauser of falsifying the dates of events in order to create an adequate
defense at the “Belzec trial” in Germany in the 1960s. Specifically, he writes that
Oberhauser is guilty of “clearly falsifying chronology to give the impression that until
August 1942—i.e., for the period for which he was on trial—only a small number of test
gassings were being carried out in a single gas chamber capable of holding 100
people.”[109]
Why didn’t Oberhauser claim that until August 1942 (the period for which he was on
trial) he never witnessed or operated any homicidal gas chambers? This would have
been the best defense, would it not? No, because of the nature of the German legal
system that he was entrapped in, it would have been hopeless to attempt to repudiate the
Belzec gas chamber story. So, it was simply in Oberhauser’s best legal interests to
“confess” to the existence of “gas chambers,” and then claim that there were only a
small number of “gassings” while he was in the camp.
Professor Browning also admitted that even the memoirs of Adolf Eichmann contain
“calculated lies for legal defense.”[110] This would not be the first time that a German
officer in a post-war statement falsely claimed that there was a Nazi policy to
exterminate Jews in order to create a defense at his upcoming trial. Browning’s
colleague, Final Solution Historian Ian Kershaw, pointed this out in his latest book.
Kershaw concedes that some post-war court testimony of German military officers about
the existence of an order from Hitler to exterminate the Jews is bogus: "The early postwar testimony of Einsatzkommando leaders about the prior existence of a Führer order
[to mass exterminate the Jews] has been shown to be demonstrably false, concocted to
provide a unified defense of the leader of Einsatzgruppe D, Otto Ohlendorf, at his trial in
1947."[111]
We see a similar legal defense strategy in regard to the Germans who stood trial for
alleged crimes committed at Sobibor. Karl Werner Dubois, who was sentenced to three
years imprisonment at the 1966 Sobibor trial for his alleged involvement in mass
murder, explained an overall defense strategy: “What should be taken into account is
that we did not act on our own initiative, but in the context of the Reich’s Final Solution
to the Jewish problem.”[112]
British journalist Gitta Sereny interviewed Franz Stangl, a former commandant of
Sobibor, while he was in prison and his sentence was on appeal. Sereny was aware that
Stangl would attempt to make his case in way that would be in his best legal interests. It
simply was not in Stangl’s interests to contest the Sobibor “gas chamber” claim. Indeed,
it was in his best legal interests to simply “go along” with the Sobibor extermination
ideology, and then attempt to mitigate his alleged guilt.[113]
At the present time, it is impossible for anyone (including John Demjanjuk) to contest
the traditional extermination story in a German court. Revisionist historian Robert
Faurisson profiled the situation perfectly when he pointed out that “Holocaust denial” is
“an offense which is punishable with up to five years imprisonment. In Germany, no
exonerating evidence may be introduced in such trials, since the same evidence would
constitute ‘denial’ as well and would merely lead to another criminal indictment of the
defendant and his lawyer.”[114]
In such a judicial climate, is it any wonder that German officials on trial for alleged war
crimes “confessed” to the existence of the Sobibor “gas chambers?”

Does Browning’s Convergence of Evidence Prove the
Sobibor Extermination Story?
In a court document prepared for the Irving-Penguin Books/Lipstadt trial in London,
Professor Browning put forth his argument as to why human testimony “proves” that the
mass extermination of Jews took place at the Operation Reinhardt camps. He admitted
that “eyewitness” reports of mass exterminations at Sobibor and other camps are
contradictory and somewhat unreliable, but nevertheless, we should believe them
anyway. He wrote: “Once again, human testimony is imperfect. The testimonies of both
survivors and other witnesses to the events in Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka are no
more immune to forgetfulness, error, exaggeration, distortion, and repression than
eyewitness accounts of other events in the past. They differ, for instance, on how long
each gassing operation took, on the dimensions and capacity of the gas chambers, on the
number of undressing barracks, and on the roles of particular individuals. Gerstein,
citing Globocnik, claimed the camps used diesel motors, but witnesses who actually
serviced the engines in Belzec and Sobibor (Reder and Fuchs) spoke of gasoline engines.
Once again, however, without exception all concur on the vital issues at dispute, namely
that Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka were death camps whose primary purpose it was to
kill in gas chambers through carbon monoxide from engine exhaust, and that the
hundreds of thousands of corpses of Jews killed there were first buried and then later
cremated.”[115]
Browning is mistaken. His claim that—without exception all witnesses concur on the
vital issue that Jews were murdered in gas chambers using carbon monoxide from
engine exhaust—is demonstrably false. There are Sobibor survivors who claimed that
Jews were murdered en masse with chlorine gas, Zyklon B gas, “unnamed gases” and
electricity at Sobibor, and not with the use of “carbon monoxide/engine exhaust
chambers.” Browning failed to inform his readers of the serious problems such false
eyewitness testimony raises.
Just because some of the “eyewitnesses” do concur on some points, it does not follow
that their claims are therefore true. A series of false testimonies can converge on a
falsehood. Let it suffice to say that even false testimony can be “corroborated” by other
false testimony; a series of false and lying testimonies can “corroborate” and “vindicate”
each other, for even historical lies can develop a certain consistency.[116] Browning
fails to take this into consideration. For example, consider the false story of the phony
“homicidal steam chambers” at Treblinka, or the bogus claim that the Germans
manufactured soap from the bodies of dead Jewish corpses.[117] Both lies have a chain
of “evidence” with a certain logical coherency to “corroborate” them.

Why Should We Reject the Traditional Extermination
Story?
The traditional extermination story at Sobibor has no authentic war-time documentation
to support it, nor does it have any forensic or physical evidence to prove it. It is based
exclusively upon the testimony of former Sobibor inmates and the post-war testimony of
former German and Ukrainian soldiers who served at Sobibor.
There are good reasons for even the most hardcore believer in the Holocaust to be very
skeptical of the Sobibor extermination story. As the Scottish philosopher David Hume
pointed out centuries ago, the veracity of human testimony is undermined when “the
witnesses contradict each other; when they are but few, or of a doubtful character; when
they have an interest in what they affirm; when they deliver their testimony with

hesitation, or on the contrary, with too violent asseverations, etc.”[118]
As we have shown here, the “eyewitnesses” to Sobibor do contradict each other; they are
of a doubtful character, and they do have an interest in what they affirm.
The German officials who “confessed” to the existence of the Sobibor “gas chambers”
had a vested legal interest in promoting this falsehood. They could not do otherwise in
the judicial system they were entrapped in. Former Sobibor inmates had a burning desire
for revenge. For sure, former Sobibor inmate Zelda Metz admitted that: “We [Sobibor
inmates] all wanted to escape and tell the world the crimes of Sobibor. We believed that
if the people knew about it, Nazi Germany would be wiped out. We thought that if
mankind knew of our martyrdom, we would be admired for our endurance, and revered
for our sufferings.”[119]
Many of these Jewish survivors from Sobibor put forth testimony that is truly doubtful,
and they did have an interest in promoting horrendous atrocity stories about Sobibor.
This would help to defeat and forever degrade their hated enemy, National Socialist
Germany, and they would come away as heroes in the eyes of the world. These former
Sobibor inmates were embroiled in the German-Jewish hatreds of the war, and their
testimonies must be evaluated with this in mind.

A Rebuttal to Judge Matia’s Ruling
Judge Matia charged Demjanjuk with a specific crime: “In serving at Sobibor, Defendant
[John Demjanjuk] contributed to the process by which thousands of Jews were murdered
by asphyxiation with carbon monoxide.”
Even if it is proven that Demjanjuk served as a guard at Sobibor, there is no evidence he
ever contributed to the process by which Jews were murdered in “gas chambers”
—because there is no credible evidence the “gas chambers” of Sobibor ever existed. And
for those hardcore believers in the traditional Sobibor extermination story, who still
insist that the “gas chambers” existed, it is up to them to provide the physical proof of
their assertions, something they cannot do.
As Judge Matia wrote, the current case against Demjanjuk is based upon purportedly
genuine documents that allegedly show that he served as a guard at Sobibor. At his trial
in Israel, however, the late forensic expert Dr. Julius Grant claimed there is good reason
to believe that certain documents used against Demjanjuk were forgeries. Matia
dismissed at least some of Grant’s testimony in Israel as “not reliable or credible.”[120]
Yet, Demjanjuk’s former Israeli attorney, Yoram Sheftl, discussed the evidence that
suggests Grant’s claims very well may have been correct.[121]
We don’t have possession of the documents in question, so we cannot subject them to a
thorough examination to determine if they are genuine. But even if it is proven that
Demjanjuk served as a guard at Sobibor, there is no credible evidence that he ever
harmed a single person. Recently, a Canadian court ruled in a case similar to
Demjanjuk’s that Ukrainian-born Wasyl Odynsky’s citizenship should not be revoked,
even though he served at the German forced labor camp of Tranwiki. Odynsky served as
a perimeter guard, and the Federal Court of Canada ruled there is no evidence he harmed
a single person.[122] The same could be true for John Demjanjuk.
We now give the reader one of Judge Matia’s most important conclusions in regard to
his ruling against John Demjanjuk: “This is a case of documentary evidence, not
eyewitness testimony. It is not at all unusual sixty years after an event that eyewitnesses
are not available. Indeed, if they were, their testimony would be subjected to close

scrutiny because of the effect of time and the ravages of age upon memories and
eyewitness identifications. The defendant’s successful defense against the ‘Ivan the
Terrible’ charges shows the unreliability of eye witness testimony so long after the
event.”[123]
Once again, what Matia wrote is misleading. The current case about Demjanjuk
allegedly serving at Sobibor is based upon purportedly authentic documents. But what
Matia and the official history assert about Sobibor being an extermination camp is based
upon the grossly unreliable testimony of former Sobibor inmates and the equally
unreliable testimonies of German soldiers that were given years after the events in
question and in grossly unfair courts. Indeed, it was not possible for the Germans who
were put on trial for alleged crimes at Sobibor to contest the official extermination story
Judge Matia rightly pointed out that Demjanjuk’s successful defense against the ‘Ivan
the Terrible’ charges shows the unreliability of eyewitness testimony so long after the
event. Now it is time for Judge Matia to admit the “eyewitness testimony” that the
Sobibor “gas chamber” story is built upon is as equally unreliable as the “eyewitness
testimony” that the original “Ivan the Terrible” charges were built upon.

Hunting Demjanjuk: Injustice, Double Standards,
Ulterior Agendas
The late historian and journalist John Sack documented how Jewish officials in Poland
persecuted and murdered large numbers of German prisoners in the aftermath of World
War Two in his book, An Eye for an Eye. After committing such dastardly deeds, many
of these Jews came to America.[124] If it is right and just that alleged non-Jewish war
criminals like Demjanjuk be legally hounded and deported, then Jewish war criminals
should be met with the same fate. If the U.S. government devotes resources to the
rooting out of non-Jewish war criminals, then they should devote resources to the
rooting out of Jewish war criminals. To concentrate only upon non-Jewish war criminals
is selective justice. And selective justice is in fact injustice. Why the hypocritical double
standard? What really lies behind this campaign?
Holocaust revisionism, the theory that the traditional view of the Jewish Holocaust
contains lies, exaggerations and other falsehoods, is a serious threat to Zionist power and
the German government that is subservient to Israeli/Zionist interests. Various
governments have resorted to “war crimes trials” to combat its phenomenal growth.
Indeed, Israel’s former Attorney General, Yitzhak Zamir, publicly admitted that this was
one of the major purposes of the Israeli Demjanjuk trial: “At a time when there are those
who even deny that the Holocaust ever took place, it is important to remind the world of
what a fascist regime is capable of…and in this respect the Demjanjuk trial will fulfill an
important function.”[125]
In 1993, as the case against Demjanjuk was falling apart, an Israeli prosecutor close to
the case acknowledged a political motive for continuing the campaign. “So the important
thing now is at least to prove that Demjanjuk was part of the Nazi extermination
machine…otherwise…we will be making a great contribution to the new world-wide
movement of those who deny the Holocaust took place.”[126]
It is not just the international Jewish-Zionist lobby that wants to benefit from another
Demjanjuk “Holocaust” trial. The government of Germany, installed upon a prostrate
German people by the victorious Allies, believes it gets the imprint of legitimacy from
these Holocaust trials. As mainstream historian of Jewish-German relations, Jeffrey
Herf, noted: “The Auschwitz trial conducted in Frankfurt-am-Main in 1964, as well as

trials of those who had participated in murders in the Einsatzgruppen and at the
extermination camps in Belzec, Treblinka, Sobibor, Chelmo, and Maidanek, offered
further details to the West German public about the Holocaust and the death camps in
Poland.”[127]
As French Revisionist Robert Faurisson so rightly pointed out, one of the reasons that
Ernst Zundel was deported from Canada to a prison cell in Germany is because the
Canadian authorities believed his Holocaust revisionist views destabilize the government
of Germany.[128]
The reader should keep this in mind during the upcoming German trial of John
Demjanjuk for the crime of “helping to lead Jews to the gas chambers.” Indeed, this is
among the ulterior reasons for the further prosecution of the unfortunate Demjanjuk. The
promoters and the beneficiaries of the Holocaust ideology—International Zionism, Israel
and the current German government—want to use a Demjanjuk show trial to fight the
phenomenal growth of Holocaust revisionism, a movement that poses a dire threat to the
Zionist government in Israel and the government subservient to Zionism in Germany.
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The Prohibition of Holocaust Denial
by Joseph P. Bellinger

"Once any idea is expressed…no matter how repugnant it may be to some
persons or, simply to everybody, it must never be erased by the
Government.” – Kurt Vonnegut
On 8 July, 1981, the sovereign nation of Israel became the very first country in the world
to specifically outlaw “Holocaust denial.” The Israeli Knesset passed the bill, entitled
“Denial of Holocaust [Prohibition Law], 5746-1986 by majority vote thereby setting a
precedent which subsequently influenced European legislators to follow in suit.
The Israeli law stipulates that “A person who, in writing or by word of mouth, publishes
any statement denying or diminishing the proportions of acts committed in the period of
the Nazi regime which are crimes against the Jewish people or crimes against humanity,
with intent to defend the perpetrators of those acts or to express sympathy or
identification with them, shall be liable to imprisonment for five years.”[1]
This law was recently strengthened by a controversial bill introduced into the Knesset by
MK Aryeh Eldad of the National Union Party on 20 July, 2004, which in theory enables
the state of Israel to demand the extradition of any ‘Holocaust denier’ anywhere in the
world to face prosecution in Israel. Critics of the law opined that the bill might never
have gathered enough support to pass muster in the Knesset were it not for the
unswerving support of former Israeli Justice Minister and Holocaust survivor Yosef
‘Tommy’ Lapid. Expressing his satisfaction with the bill to a journalist representing the
widely read Israeli newspaper Am Haaretz, Lapid averred that denial of the Holocaust
“is a clearly neo-Nazi crime. Anyone involved in this belongs to the group of criminals
whom our arm must reach anywhere in the world. This is essential even if the law
remains declarative. We will not hunt them, but they should know that they are on our
list of criminals…What I want is that if a Holocaust denier publishes a book in England,
he will be considered a criminal in Israel.” Lapid concluded the interview by expressing
his joy and ‘satisfaction’ that Holocaust deniers will now be added to Israel’s list of
criminals.[2]
As of November, 2006, twelve European countries have followed Israel’s precedent Spain, Romania, Germany, Austria, Lithuania, Poland, France, Switzerland, Slovakia,
the Netherlands, Belgium and the Czech Republic have all enacted similar legislation
which legally proscribes any person from questioning the mainstream version of the
Holocaust under pain of prosecution. Aside from widely publicized high profile cases, it
is impossible to definitively state the number of innominate victims who have fallen
under the punitive arm of Holocaust denial legislation since these laws were first
enacted. It has been estimated that over 58,000 individuals in Germany alone have been
prosecuted for various thought crimes during the period 1994 – 1999. During the course
of one year, [1999], Germany’s aggressive policy of enforcing these repressive laws
accounted for 11,248 convictions. Of this number, 8,968 cases were ‘right-wing’
violations, 1,015 were categorized as “leftist,” and the remaining 1,525 cases primarily
involved foreigners or other non-German related issues.[3]
Further complicating matters is the fact that human rights organizations ostensibly
committed to monitoring governmental violations of basic human rights, such as
Amnesty International, routinely ignore and distance themselves from the plight of

convicted ‘Holocaust deniers’ who continue to languish in Cimmerian gaols throughout
the continent of Europe. Publicly branded as ‘Holocaust deniers,’ dissident historians are
thus relegated to the status of outcasts, “neo-Nazis,” outlaws and pariahs, exposed to
public contempt by an unsympathetic media and “politically correct” politicians.
The social stigmatization normally associated with ‘Holocaust denial’ has become so
pervasive and all-encompassing that only the most committed advocates of free speech
will publicly risk an unfettered defense of the right to unrestricted expression of opinion
for revisionist historians and independent researchers. The courageous defense of such
advocates and assorted literati is especially commendatory in view of the fact that their
statements of conscience are sometimes published at considerable risk to themselves and
their own reputations. One of the few organizations that actively campaigns in defense
of free speech issues for revisionists is the Institute for Historical Review, in Costa
Mesa, California, which closely monitors the carefully orchestrated, well-organized and
highly-financed attempts by special interest groups to stifle free inquiry, research and
open debate.
As will presently be seen, individuals and special interest groups concerned with stifling
freedom of expression constantly test, suggest, update and introduce novel and legally
questionable methods designed to curtail free speech and inquiry. Additionally, a number
of libraries and organizations such as Steven Spielberg’s Survivors of the Holocaust
Visual History Foundation and the Wiener Institute of Contemporary History in London
openly restrict access to their materials in respect to independent researchers unable to
provide acceptable ‘credentials’ or referrals.
Nevertheless, to date jurists have been unable to unanimously agree upon a precise,
legally acceptable definition of just what constitutes ‘Holocaust denial” or provide any
satisfactory reason as to why an act of denial or questioning of an historical event
warrants special legislative and judicial attention.
In response to the question, what is Holocaust denial, it is difficult to provide an exact
definition due to the legal complexities surrounding the issue, as legislative definitions
vary from country to country just as they vary from one individual to another.
Overall, current laws pertaining to Holocaust denial appear to be loosely interpreted,
vaguely worded and erratically applied, each case being adapted as circumstances
warrant.
In those countries which have enacted laws restricting freedom of expression, citizens
live under a pervasive sword of Damocles. In the present dystopian age, a casual remark
uttered in jest may lead to denunciation, arrest and prosecution in scenes reminiscent of
George Orwell’s prescient novel, 1984.
Thus the term “Holocaust denier” is misleading, nebulously defined and a misnomer in
view of the fact that there exists no consensus of opinion even among mainstream
historians or revisionists in respect to a uniform definition of the Holocaust.
Nevertheless, this elusive, nebulous definition of the Holocaust and Holocaust denial is
precisely what animates and facilitates the job of prosecutors whose primary task
appears to be limited to an arbitrary application of the law directed against those deemed
politically undesirable.
In his Essay on Tolerance, Voltaire had written,
“For a government to have the right to punish the errors of men it is
necessary that their errors must take the form of crime; they do not take the
form of crime unless they disturbed society; they disturb society when they

engender fanaticism; hence men must avoid fanaticism in order to deserve
toleration.”[4]
It is precisely this logic which appears to motivate those individuals who argue for legal
remedies to address the issue of ‘Holocaust denial.’ The “error” of “denying the
Holocaust” is invariably defined as a ‘crime’ which ‘disturbs the public peace,’ because
“deniers” are perceived as engendering ideological or racial fanaticism. That the
“Holocaust” is not denied, but redefined according to the evidence or how it may be
variously interpreted and applied, offers no legal loophole for those deemed to have
transgressed the substance of the law. Furthermore, it is not ‘society’ in general which is
disturbed, but those who seek to impose their beliefs on others by suppressing opinions
with which they are at variance. It is by these means that “deniers” are deemed
“unworthy of toleration.”
Among the ranks of those who advocate harsh legal measures against ‘deniers,’ any
pretext will often suffice to advance their agenda. Thus, as laws are reformulated,
revised and amended, stiffer penalties and charges are appended to existing law in order
to snare greater numbers of ‘deniers’ within the legal net. Rather paradoxically, the legal
definitions are in revision just as surely as the facts of the Holocaust are being revised by
individuals falling within the orbit of legal retribution. Harsh sentences are expected to
serve as a deterrent to other prospective ‘deniers.’ Out of sheer necessity, Holocaust
denial laws invariably become more elastic in order to assure the maximum number of
convictions with the least amount of publicity or trouble. Clearly, minatory decisions are
being made in intramural ‘star chambers’ disembodied from public purview, where harsh
judgments are subsequently applied and meted out to suspect individuals. Thus, in an
attempt to circumvent orthodox legal procedures and avoid any possible legal
ramifications, accused “deniers” are charged by prosecutors with ‘defaming the dead,’
although the laws fail to specify precisely how the dead are any more defamed than the
living if the statements considered to be defamatory happen to be true and factual. In
actuality, what the system seeks to punish is the perceived ‘intent’ of the accused.
However, since the ‘dead’ cannot face the accused, state prosecutors and interested
agencies such as the World Jewish Congress, the Anti-Defamation League [ADL]and the
British based Institute for Jewish Policy Research [IJPR] promote themselves as selfappointed proxies supposedly acting on behalf of the dead.
In respect to the latter-mentioned agency, the IJPR offers a rather formulaic assessment
of Holocaust denial, opining:
“Holocaust denial is…not the expression of good faith of a legitimate
interpretation of history; it is designed to engender hostility against Jews,
and is insulting and offensive to Jews, other victims of the Holocaust and all
who value truth and the lessons we can learn from history.”[5]
The definition offered by the IJPR is in fact misleading at best and begs the question,
“Shouldn’t those who “value truth” also value the right of individuals to tell the truth as
they perceive it, whether their views and interpretations turn out to be right or wrong
over time? If it is indeed possible to ‘learn from history,’ the best preventative to
repeating the mistakes of the past might consist of education, dialogue, open debate and
reconciliation, but according to Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of the vaunted Simon
Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles, California,
“…it is not in the power of people living now to forgive…the only people
who have a right to forgive are the victims, and they are not here…”[6]
If, in Rabbi Hier’s opinion, it is impossible for the present or any other generation to
forgive, how can it ever be possible for the healing process to begin? At what point and

with what living generation can the spiritually rejuvenating process of reconciliation
begin, if not here and now?
Another school of thought opines that the Holocaust is so unique that it supersedes and
surpasses all other historical episodes of racial or religious persecution, and as such the
Holocaust is deserving of special status and recognition. The advocates of censorship
vigorously defend these and similar views, perceiving revisionist historians as a threat to
public order, whose research and published statements constitute “incitement to hatred.”
Rather paradoxically, it would seem that the “Holocaust deniers” have only succeeded in
inciting hatred against themselves!
While penal codes may vary from nation to nation, most are based upon commonly
accepted legal norms which have been universally applied from generation to
generation. Holocaust denial laws, by way of contrast, are designed to punish unpopular
thoughts and ideas deemed pernicious by self-appointed watchdogs for special interest
groups who evidently feel that any criticism of the Holocaust by individuals whose
motives are politically suspect demeans people through insensitivity.
Yet historical events are hardly a matter for the criminal courts to decide, for the revision
of history is a legitimate function and exercise associated with responsible scholarly
research. Moreover, even criminal law allows for the overturn of previous convictions
whenever new evidence surfaces which exonerates the accused. Why, then, is only the
Holocaust considered to be exempt from all normative applications of law?
In attempting to deny revisionists and “Holocaust deniers” legitimate status, denigrators
conveniently attempt to equate them with racists and neo-Nazis. Marginalized and
consigned to the “lunatic fringe,” revisionists struggle to achieve parity with non-suspect
historians and researchers. Reminiscent of the McCarthy era, revisionists are suspected
of harboring politically incorrect opinions. The fact that Holocaust denial laws
purposefully target individuals prejudged as holding unorthodox political views or
individuals suspected of anti-Semitic tendencies underscores the discriminatory basis for
such laws. Thus, as the laws now stand, it is impossible for revisionist historians to
profess their belief in the Holocaust per se, simply due to the fact that they, unlike
“accepted” authors such as Arno Mayer, Raul Hilberg, Jean-Claude Pressac, Robert Jan
van Pelt, etc., are considered to be politically suspect or in some way ideologically
motivated. Nevertheless, it may be considered an established fact that Holocaust
revisionists are not necessarily ‘Holocaust deniers.’
Although criticism of “deniers” appears to be momentarily socially acceptable, it may
prove to be a daunting task for proponents of censorship to explain or justify how or why
the published views of men such as Daniel Goldhagen and David Ketzer, both of whom
authored polemical books in which Christianity is equated with virulent anti-Semitism,
deserve to be accorded special status over and above the published writings of men like
David Irving or Germar Rudolf.[7] For the law to be truly equitable, it must apply
equally to everyone, without favor or exemption, with none deserving of special status.
An innovative idea that seems to be gaining momentum throughout the world media is
that a sovereign nation is ‘outside the family of respectable nations’ if it fails to adopt
Holocaust Denial laws or expresses solidarity with nations where such laws are already a
fait accompli. For example, Holocaust Denial is routinely used as a pretext for inciting
public hostility and contempt toward the nation of Iran and its recently re-elected
President, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
Thus, at the present moment, any revision or repeal of Holocaust Denial laws seems out
of the question as more countries fall meekly into line with the majority nations,

enacting laws designed to punish, ostracize and relegate skeptics to the ‘lunatic fringe’
of society. The recent violent attack upon the Holocaust Museum in Washington by a
crazed sociopathic personality merely adds fuel to the existing fire. Moreover, legislators
appear to be of the opinion that enactment of such laws provides ‘legitimate status’ to
nations desiring recognition, and/or ‘parity’ with the great powers of the occident.
Cynics, on the other hand, perceive their performance in more prosaic terms as jumping
on the bandwagon.
Concomitantly, organizations supposedly dedicated to safeguarding human rights
consistently refuse to serve as advocates for persecuted revisionists or free thinkers. The
right to be able to think freely and express one’s thoughts without fear of retribution has
been irretrievably compromised. If the current and dangerous trend continues, there will
not exist one square inch of free soil among the western nations where an individual
accused of violating the nebulous ‘Holocaust Denial’ laws will find refuge or elude the
heavy arm of retribution. Free-thinkers will have ‘nowhere to run, and nowhere to hide.’
In ages past, the Catholic Church served as a place of sanctuary for those unjustly
branded by an intolerant society, but even this boon has been effectively neutralized. The
widely publicized ostracism of Bishop Williamson underscores the enormous pressure
that is being placed on the Pope and the Vatican as it struggles to defend itself against a
formidable array of relentless critics who unscrupulously accuse it of being the
ideological precursor of ‘Naziism,’ the author of ‘theological anti-Semitism,’ and
‘refusing to save the Jews of Europe from extermination.’ Thus, compassion and mercy
have been neutralized to feed the Holocaustian Moloch.
The subject of Holocaust Denial continues to permeate and suffuse nearly every organ
comprising the body politic of the Western world, and nary a day passes by without this
topic being raised somewhere in the international media as it increasingly assumes
inordinate world-wide significance with world-wide consequences and repercussions, It
has, in fact, become an international obsession - an unhealthy fixation in a visibly
hurting and ailing society tremulously awaiting the coup de grace to our civil liberties.
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Timothy Snyder’s Limited Vision of
Unity
by David Wilson

In a recent issue of the New York Review of Books, a lecture by
Timothy Snyder of Yale University was reprinted under the title
“Holocaust: The Ignored Reality”. Clearly, the title, as well as the
prominence accorded to this article, based on a lecture given in Riga
earlier this year, suggests a new model for interpreting the Holocaust
as well as all that went on in Eastern Europe during World War Two.
Consulting Professor Snyder’s website, we see that the lecture
contains what will apparently be the main thesis of his forthcoming
book, Bloodlands: Europe Between Hitler and Stalin to be published
late next year, and which will be followed by another large historical
synthesis, Brotherlands its title suggesting that it show the bands of
similarity and shared heritage among Germans, Poles, and East
European Jews.
While we are always happy to entertain new theses concerning the
Second World War, the Holocaust, and East European history
generally, we would prefer to see such treatments be both accurate
and methodologically and conceptually sound. If the forthcoming
books, however, are as deﬁcient as this article, then the books will be
both incomplete and inaccurate. We oﬀer these remarks, therefore, in
the hopes that the ﬁnished product will have greater nuance than we
have seen here.
Snyder’s basic thesis is that millions, if not tens of millions, of people
perished or were put to death in the region between the Bug and
Volga rivers, with Belarus at the center of destruction, and that these
people perished largely because of competition between Germany
and Russia over the area’s economic resources (chieﬂy agricultural),
and that this is the larger context, or the “ignored” context, of the
Jewish Holocaust.
In other writings, Snyder makes it clear that his understanding of the
Holocaust is much more sensitive to detail and subtlety than most
Holocaust historians provide. He recognizes that the persecution,
death, and mass murder of Jews was due to a large variety of factors,
including inter-group competition, Jewish involvement with
communism, and even competition among Jews, as in terms of the
Jewish police forces in the ghettoes that enforced the conﬁnement,
deportations, and deaths of their co-religionists.
In the present article, however, while making a proper distinction
about the inaccurate designation of Auschwitz as the demographic

center of the Holocaust, and while correctly noting that the main
Jewish victims were the Ostjuden, that is, Ashkenazi Jews who had
not been assimilated into either West European, German or
Hungarian cultures, he then goes on to repeat without examination
the now fashionable thesis concerning the Reinhardt camps in which
he argues that 1.3 million people were killed at these Bug river
camps by the end of 1942.
The source of this particular interpretation with regard to Aktion
Reinhardt is due to the short article by Peter Tyas and Stephen Witte
published in 2001, and based on the discovery of the now well-known
“Hoeﬂe telegram” among the Enigma decrypts that were de-classiﬁed
in Britain in the 1990’s. The telegram clearly indicates the number of
Jews sent to the Bug river camps, by the end of December, 1942, as
1.274 million. This number also neatly ties into the total in the
Korherr report, long known, which states that 1.274 million Jews had
been sifted through the camps of the Government General of Poland
by that date. Therefore we know the Hoeﬂe telegram is accurate, that
it independently ties in with another oﬀicial document, and we also
know, according to Korherr, that these people are included in the
number of 1.5 million transported “from the eastern camps to the
Russian east.”
The problem is that everyone consulting this document – from
mainstream Holocaust historians to David Irving – assumes that all of
these people were killed by December, 1942. Yet this is simply
impossible. First, because the ghettoes in the Russian East continued
to grow and function even after this time, and so did the various
forced labor industries that the Germans used to employ these Jewish
deportees, including Organization Todt, which among other projects
was involved in precisely the road-building in the Soviet Union that
was speciﬁed in the minutes of the Wannsee Conference.
The second reason why this calculation is impossible is because, even
if we were to assume that these people perished by the end of the
war – not an unreasonable proposition – there is no way in which they
could have been killed and buried in the three Bug river camps as
usually described, even with the deus ex machina of the fabled
engine exhaust gas chambers. There simply was not enough space,
nor time.
In this respect we note that Snyder’s article contains a map which
pinpoints the Bug river camps – Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka – and
includes as well some Soviet killing sites, for example, Katyn,
Bykivnia, and Kuropaty. We might ask what forensics has determined
about these death sites, and we notice a distinct contrast. Katyn, for
example, contains the remains of about 4,400 Poles, according to a
meticulous body count carried out by the Germans in 1943. The mass
graves at Bykivnia and Kuropaty, on the other hand, which have only
recently received the attention they deserve, contain, according to
actual forensics, about 30,000 to 50,000 bodies apiece, although the
initial estimates were ten times higher. These two sites, however, are
enormous, especially compared to the Bug river sites where the

number of victims are alleged as being ten, or even twenty times
higher, ﬁgures that are supported nowhere outside of the Hoeﬂe
telegram, and ﬁgures which are not even supported by the forensic
analyses at these sites.
Sadly, once again, we see the Jewish Holocaust reduced to large
numbers in small places, and usually for ideological rather than
historical purposes, such that millions of Jewish lives are written oﬀ
the ledger and ascribed to a simplistic calculation of Nazi, and then
German, evil. A deeper analysis of the vicissitudes of the suﬀering of
the Jewish people in Eastern Europe appears to be not only beyond
Professor Snyder’s ken, it remains so for all Holocaust historians.
However the most glaring problem with Snyder’s analysis concerns
the methods used to arrive at his death totals, a problem that is
particularly disadvantageous to the Germans. There are basically two
ways one can count the victims of 20th Century European history:
one is by a simple body count, and the other is by various population
balance methods. Population balance methods, in turn, depend on the
accuracy of census data, both in its reporting and its tabulation, a
rarity in Eastern European history. In addition, more sophisticated
methods, such as the technique of calculated “excess deaths”
produce results that are heavily dependent on the integrity and
consistency of the underlying statistical assumptions.
It goes without saying that most of the death totals in Eastern Europe
in the 20th Century are achieved by population balance methods; the
records are often unavailable, corrupt or incomplete, and hard to
interpret. As a result population balance methods are normally used
in the following manner: if some area had, say, 500,000 persons of X
group, but, 20 years later, only 10,000, then the population balance
method arrives at a ﬁgure of 490,000 deaths. (I am omitting here the
issue of excess deaths due to assumed birth over death rates, or
other part-to-whole extrapolation techniques.)
Snyder relies on these estimates extensively. For example, his overall
Holocaust death toll among Jews is entirely based on this
methodology. (On the other hand, his reliance on the Tyas-Witte
decode, and Einsatzgruppen reports, is an example of body count
methods, which goes to show that even these methods raise
questions.) On the subject of the Holodomor, Snyder uses a total of
three million, which is derived, as are all ﬁgures on the Ukrainian
famine, from population balance methods, and then goes on to
rebuke the Ukrainian president for claiming ten million victims of the
Soviet induced famines, a total, however, which is also based on
population balance methods. In this way, Professor Snyder arrogates
to himself an authority on statistical methology that certainly
deserves greater analysis than that given here. Yet the wide variance
of numbers among estimates for the Ukrainian famine simply
underscores how inexact and imprecise population balance methods
can be.
However, when it comes to the German civilian deaths in Eastern

Europe, Snyder eschews population balances and suddenly reverts to
the body count method, deriving, in this way, a low total of fatalities
for the German expulsions of only 600,000. True, Snyder makes a
gratuitous and politically correct nod in the direction of the German
women raped by the Red Army, but his treatment of German loss of
life is for the most part bracketed oﬀ into a sidebar, and diminished in
every way possible: blamed on Hitler (because he failed to evacuate
these people; by which logic the Siege of Leningrad was Stalin’s
fault, but, never mind), blamed on aggressive war that began in
Germany, and altogether described as a mere accident of history. On
the other hand, had Snyder used the same population balance
methods he uses for everyone else, he could have easily achieved
total German deaths from the expulsions at over two million.
Snyder’s treatment of the German Question might easily be seen as
typical 20th Century Germanophobia, but it is not. Rather, he is
leaving the Germans out of the picture because they don’t ﬁt in with
his thesis, because the main thrust of his article is to promote Hitler’s
Germany and Stalin’s Russia as equal millstones in the grinding down
of all of the peoples who lay between. To a certain extent there is
merit to this thesis, and it is not unknown in revisionist circles.
However, there are four elements that weaken Snyder’s presentation.
First is the time element: he wants to show two totalitarian regimes
ﬁghting over Eastern Europe for the purpose of controlling food
production and thereby achieving economic autarky, so he limits
himself to the 1930’s and 1940’s. But the struggle over Eastern
Europe goes back much farther than that, and in the 19th Century
involved not merely the securing of excess food supplies on which
industrialization and modern prosperity could be built but also under
whose auspices and control the necessary bureaucratic and civil
infrastructure would be constructed. This is essentially the source of
modern nationalism in this region.
By expanding the time frame just to the beginning of the 20th
Century, Snyder could have gained a greater insight into the turmoil
of the region, as well as the degree to which it was due, not so much
to German and Russian economic competition, but to intergroup
competition among many groups. He also could include, in this way,
the large number of deaths due to the First World War, since the
large battles of movement that took place here (Tannenberg, GorliceTarnow, Lemberg, Brusilov Oﬀensive) cost hundreds of thousands of
lives, not to mention the Russian Civil War, the Polish invasion of the
ﬂedgling Soviet Union, and the post-First World War famines and
typhus epidemics. These together probably cost many millions,
perhaps tens of millions, of lives. Of course, we already know why
Snyder does not include these things: as with the plight of the
Germans, these killings underscore the degree to which competition
and mass death in the region was not a function of totalitarian
ideologies as much as group competition pure and simple, of which
the German and Russian variants were merely the most powerful. In
other words, these complexities are ignored because they would
weaken the overall thesis.

A second point is related to the ﬁrst, because Snyder in his wish to
portray the German and Russian peoples as perpetrators conjures
much anachronistic nationalism in the region. In the 21st Century, all
people of good will are amenable to the idea of self-determination of
nationalities. Thus we may speak of Lithuanian, Latvian, Belarusian,
and Ukrainian nationalities, or even Palestinian, Rusyn, Moldovan, or
Lipka nationalities. But none of these things existed in any
meaningful way 150 years ago, and many did not exist in any
meaningful way until World War Two or thereafter. Therefore to
promote Belarusians as somehow a distinct ethnic group from the
Great Russians from who they, and their language, are practically
indistinguishable, and during the examined period, is seriously
anachronistic and makes for bad history. Indeed, “Byelorussia” as a
distinct entity only came into existence in 1918, as a result of
Germany’s conquest of the region and the Bolshevik Revolution the
previous fall.
Snyder’s emphasis on Belarus as a distinct nation is also strongly at
odds with the actual “pre-nationalist” mentality of Eastern Europe’s
social structure through most of its history. The triumph of
nationalism, and nationalist historiography, tends to blind us to the
fact that indeed most of European history is impossible to understand
or explain by recourse to mere nationalist categories. Particularly in
the East, the social structure was highly mixed, involving layer upon
layer of communities that had evolved historically and which were
neither uniﬁed nor permeable. The top tiers were normally
dominated by the old nobilities: Poles, Germans, Russians, Balts,
Hungarians. The middle tiers were occupied mostly by German or
Jewish merchants, the latter whose native dialect, Yiddish, is similar.
Only under these various layers did one ﬁnd the local peasantry, who
spoke the various languages and dialects from which the nationalist
movements arose, and whose population growth and urban migration
provided the push and the urgency of nationalism (it also provided
the background to the creation of Esperanto and other artiﬁcial
universal languages.)
This historical cross section of populations in Eastern Europe,
however, underlines another defect of Snyder, which is his confusion
of absence by mass murder to the more basic mere absence of ethnic
diversity. In other words, at the beginning of the 20th Century there
were large Polish, German, and Jewish populations scattered
throughout the region. These people were, simply by their typically
noble or bourgeois status, the engine of change and the bearers of
urban culture in the region. But by 1950, all of these people, whether
by ﬂight, assimilation, or mass murder, had disappeared, except to
those states to which they had been assigned or had found refuge.
These population dynamics, in an ethnic or cultural sense, have much
more to do with the history, including the subsequent history, of the
region, than mere body counts.
A fourth problem is that in his recitation of body counts Snyder is
opening the door to endless mutual grievance. Setting aside German

losses could have been one such source of criticism, however,
Germany severely criminalizes any revanchism, so we can expect no
repercussions there. However, already Snyder’s article has fostered a
“me too” response from representatives of the Belarusian and
Romany communities, and we can look forward to more clamoring for
victim status in the future. Moving Eastern Europeans away from the
destructiveness of their recent past may be partly served by
recognizing their common grave of suﬀering, but to the extent that
such recognition panders to nationalist sentiment, as Snyder’s article
does, it only encourages the parochialism of the past.
Towards the end of his lecture, Professor Snyder invokes “the need
for an ethical commitment to the individual” as a protection against
faceless state policies that lead to mass death. On this point, I
completely concur. Yet shortly before this, he notes that his
minimizing of Great Russian deaths could, according to pending
legislation in Russia, be, at some point, a criminal oﬀense.
In this respect, Snyder seems to have a blind eye to the fact that
criminalizing historical interpretations of any kind violates precisely
the ethical commitment to the individual that can only be the font and
origin of human rights. And he also ignores the fact that in several
European countries – Poland, Germany, France, and others –
alternative interpretations of precisely some of the subjects of his
talk are criminalized, enforced in a draconian fashion, and often lead
to debilitating ﬁnes and lengthy prison terms. Unless Professor
Snyder can bring himself to recognize that such dignity that he prizes
should be extended even to Holocaust revisionists, his concluding
encomium to human rights must be seen as ﬂaccid and incomplete.

Totalitarian Liberalism | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Margaret Chase Smith became a member of the House of
Representatives in 1940 when her husband Clyde died. She served
four terms in the House and then was elected to the United States
Senate in 1948. She is remembered for having been the ﬁrst woman
elected to both houses of Congress. Smith today is most remembered
however for her deﬁant stand against Joseph McCarthy.
In Smith’s now famous “Declaration of Conscience” speech of June 1,
1950, she deﬁned the basic principles of Americanism as: the right to
criticize, the right to hold unpopular beliefs, the right to protest, and
the right of independent thought. She added, “The exercise of these
rights should not cost one single American citizen his reputation or
his right to a livelihood nor should he be in danger of losing his
reputation or livelihood merely because he happens to know someone
who holds unpopular beliefs.” She went on:
“The American people are sick and tired of being afraid to
speak their minds lest they be politically smeared as
"Communists" or "Fascists" by their opponents. Freedom of
speech is not what it used to be in America. It has been so
abused by some that it is not exercised by others.”

Margaret Chase Smith, 1943. United States Library of Congress. This

work is in the public domain.
Pioneering revisionist historian Harry Elmer Barnes commented that,
“Senator Margaret Chase Smith has accused Senator McCarthy of
having unloosed ‘the Four Horsemen of Calumny –Fear, Ignorance,
Bigotry and Smear.’” He explained however in his “The Chickens of
the Interventionist Liberals have come home to Roost” that such
techniques had long been practiced by what he dubbed the
“totalitarian liberals.” The principle attacks noted by Barnes were
those against any who opposed American entry into the Second World
War. Barnes complained that even the iconic Franklin Roosevelt
smeared anti-interventionists by comparing them to revolutionary
war traitor Benedict Arnold.
The passing of nearly 60 years since Smith’s speech and Barnes
retort have been witness to a terrible erosion of the basic principles
that both sought to uphold. Americans have sacriﬁced their right to
hold unpopular beliefs on the altar of political correctness. Freedom
of speech has been so abused that many fear to exercise it today.
“Totalitarian liberals” and “Totalitarian conservatives” in Congress
are quick to use fear, ignorance, bigotry and the smear against those
who hold unpopular beliefs. The smear is not only used against those
who write inconvenient histories of the Second World War but against
any who don’t talk the new “oﬀicial” party lines of political
correctness.
Certain topics have become taboo to historical investigation. Chief
among these is the Holocaust. This topic has become so politically
charged that open investigation is prohibited in many countries
around the world with free thinkers and investigators facing criminal
charges, incarceration and censorship which reminds one more of
Torquemada than McCarthy.
While any critical analysis of the events that comprise the Holocaust
may be prohibited or simply avoided, the Holocaust itself is at the
center of the tornado that is “liberal totalitarianism” today. There is
such a strong desire to ﬁnd and teach the lessons of the Holocaust
that a central point appears to be lost. The lesson of the Holocaust
has evolved into one that suggests that all people of good conscience
must stand opposed to all forms of intolerance and hatred at all costs.
Failure to do so will allow future or present-day Hitlers to rise to
power once again.
This message however has been used to launch “pre-emptive”
military strikes; strikes which can be launched at any nation deemed
an enemy. Salaam Hussein was portrayed as a middle-eastern Hitler
who was bent on domination of the region, building weapons of mass
destruction (WMD’s), terrorizing his own people and even using
poison gas. In the spring of 1991, in the Wiesenthal Center World
Report Response a front page story claimed that Germans were
producing Zyklon B in Iraq and even featured a photograph of “Iraq’s
German-made gas chamber.” While no one accepts these outrageous
claims today, the Simon Wiesenthal Center is above reproach by

traditional media sources due to its namesake’s connection with the
Holocaust story.
Today similar propaganda stories circulate about the Islamic Republic
of Iran. Much of it is centered on President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
who is a target of hatred due to his statements which have been cast
as “Holocaust denial.” Ahmadinejad is not alone however. Recently
the case of Bishop Richard Williamson resulted in a ﬁrestorm of
media coverage because the Pope had lifted the excommunication of
a Bishop who did not believe the orthodox Holocaust story.
Those smeared by organizations, media and individuals who claim to
be defending some form of tolerance have extended to national
political and media ﬁgures on the American scene including Patrick
Buchanan, Ron Paul and even CNN’s Lou Dobbs who frequently runs
stories opposed to illegal immigration.
The so-called Anti-Defamation League has smeared professors John
Mearsheimer and Stephen Walt for publishing a book critical of the
activities of the Israel lobby in the United States. Former President
Jimmy Carter has been assailed as an anti-Semite for having written a
book which identiﬁed Israel as an Apartheid state. Even Jewish
authors Tony Judt and Norman Finkelstein have found themselves
assailed for their incorrectness.
Today criticism of Israeli foreign policy, pro-Palestinian writings and
even criticism of Israeli military excesses can be smeared as antiSemitism.
At the foundation of these smears is a profound misunderstanding
and misuse of the true lesson of the Holocaust. If any lesson can be
learned it should be one of tolerance. But that tolerance must extend
to all people and all ideas. To limit the topics or the ideas that can be
discussed is to enforce a totalitarian method that is little diﬀerent
from a methodology standpoint than that of any other totalitarian
regime – whether the Nazis, the Fascists, or the Communists.
Foreign regimes, even enemy regimes need to have their policies and
our relations established through diplomacy and not war.
Uncomfortable topics in today’s political arena ranging from
immigration to the plight of the Palestinians and America’s
relationship with Israel must be able to be discussed without fear of
reprisal.
Finally the issue of inconvenient history, the topic which is most
relevant to our journal must be able to be discussed, researched and
written about without fear of persecution. In Germany today,
questioning aspects of the Holocaust or publishing even scientiﬁc
studies which vary from the orthodox position can be classiﬁed as
“race hatred” and result in ﬁve-year prison sentences. The German
government even went so far as to order the burning of the
revisionist anthology, Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschicthe.
Burning books. Imprisoning those with whom you disagree.

Blacklisting individuals for their ideas. The new totalitarianism comes
from both sides of the political aisle. It demonstrates the worst in
human instincts. It is an idea which is opposed to the true values of
Americanism: the right to criticize, the right to hold unpopular
beliefs, the right to protest, and the right of independent thought. It
is a demonstration of the complete and utter failure to understand
the most critical lesson of the Holocaust. It is an idea which would be
opposed by Harry Elmer Barnes and Margaret Chase Smith alike.
The lead article of this issue of Inconvenient History, Joseph
Bellinger’s “The Prohibition of Holocaust Denial” addresses the
legislative assault against intellectual freedom around the globe
while Paul Grubach considers the legal case against John Demjanjuk
in his “The ‘Nazi Extermination Camp’ of Sobibor in the Context of
the Demjanjuk Case.” These and the accompanying articles and
reviews reaﬀirm our commitment to providing a forum for authors to
present dissident opinions on historical matters regardless of how
inconvenient those opinions may be for those in power or those who
choose to cling to mythologized views of recent history.

Tree-felling at Treblinka | CODOH
by Thomas Kues

1. Introduction
It is commonly alleged that a small (approximately 14 hectares large) camp in eastern Poland, usually
denoted Treblinka II, served as a “pure extermination camp” for Jews between the end of July 1942 and
August 1943. It is further alleged that at this camp somewhere between 700,000 and 900,000 Jews were
killed with engine exhaust fumes in gas chambers, and that until March 1943 the victims were buried in
huge mass graves. After this date, the hundreds of thousands of buried bodies – at least 713,555 corpses –
were allegedly disinterred and incinerated, together with thousands of “fresh” victims, on cremation grates
made of concrete blocks and railway gauge with wood used as fuel.[1]
It has been pointed out by several revisionist historians, among them Mark Weber, Andrew Allen, Arnulf
Neumaier, Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno, that the alleged cremations would have required an immense
amount of firewood which could not have been procured easily. There exists no documentation of
transports of wood to Treblinka, by truck or train, and neither have eyewitnesses spoken of such
transports. This implies that the firewood required for any cremation carried out at Treblinka would have
to have been procured from forests in the vicinity of the camp. In the following article I will analyze the
Jewish witness Richard Glazar’s account of tree-felling at Treblinka and compare it to relevant maps and
aerial photographs as well as to what is known about the nature of the woods surrounding the former
camps and the efficiency of wood-fuelled open air incineration.

2. The Testimony of Richard Glazar
2.1. Glazar’s Description of Tree-felling at Treblinka in 1943
Richard Glazar’s published account of his alleged experiences in Treblinka II, Trap with a Green Fence,
was originally published in German in 1992.[2] In this book, Glazar has described the felling of trees for
the purpose of fuel procurement for cremations as follows:
“To clear the woods around the perimeter of the camp – that’s our main task now. Felled trees
are hauled into camp and chopped into firewood. As spring becomes summer without
transports, the greatest concentration of activity in the first camp moves down to the grounds
behind the Ukrainian barracks, to the lumberyard. Those of us from Barrack A work there,
along with other commando units who had previously worked at the sorting site. Idyllic
mounds of freshly sawn and split firewood grow up and shine out from among the towering
pines that have not been felled. A path runs along one side of the lumberyard and leads up to
the main gate of the second camp. Though it is some seventy meters away, the gate is clearly
visible from our work site. Here we deliver what wood is needed in that part of the camp. No
one from over there is allowed out to work by the SS. The main work in the second camp still
consists of digging up and incinerating the bodies from the old transports.”[3]

2.2. The Subdivision of the Camp and its Significance
Before we continue it is important to note some alleged features of the Treblinka camp structure. As per
eyewitness testimony, Treblinka was divided into two main sections: the “lower camp” where the
deportees were received and where their deposited clothing was sorted, and the smaller “upper camp”
which supposedly contained the gas chamber buildings as well as the mass graves and the “grills” for the

cremation of the corpses. The two sections were separated by a camouflaged wire fence and a huge sand
rampart. In general the Jewish prisoner workers of these two camp sections were kept separated from each
other.[4] Richard Glazar was part of the Jewish work commando in the lower camp and thus not a witness
to the alleged extermination and incineration process per se. He therefore provides no information
regarding the construction or fuel consumption of the cremation pyres.

2.3. Summary of Glazar’s Statements
Let us reiterate the essentials of Glazar’s testimony. First of all, he tells us that the task of the Jewish
inmate workers was to “clear the woods around the perimeter of the camp.” Because the trees are felled
around the camp’s perimeter they are “hauled into” the camp, not taken there by trucks or other vehicles.
Next we are told that the trees, which are identified as pines, are sawn and split at a lumberyard in the
lower camp before delivered at a nearby gate to the “second camp” (= upper camp). It is apparent that not
all wood is taken to the upper camp, since Glazar writes that he and the other workers delivered “what
wood [was] needed in that part of the camp.”

3. Wooded Areas at Treblinka 1936-1944
3.1. The Sources
What happens if we compare Glazar’s statement to known facts? As sources for comparison I will use a) a
detailed map of the area drawn in 1936, six years previous to the construction of the camp;[5 ] b) two air
photos taken of the former camp site in 1944 (May 15 and an unknown date in November respectively); c)
various ground photos from the “Kurt Franz album” showing trees surrounding the camp during its period
of functioning; and d) various ground photos of the camp site as it looks today.

3.2. The Perimeter of the Camp
As a starting point for our comparison, we need to mark out the perimeter of the Treblinka II camp on the
1936 Polish map. This is most easily done by consulting the Luftwaffe air photo of the MalkiniaTreblinka area that was taken on May 15, 1944.[6] In this photograph the former Treblinka II camp area is
clearly visible as a whitish field, except for the northern part of the camp which has not been razed and
still contains five or possibly more buildings. A quick comparison of the map and the photo reveal that the
small unpaved road or path which crosses the railway side spur just to the west of the northernmost part of
the camp is visible in both, even if it is more apparent in the November 1944 air photo.[7] As further
points of reference we have the small road or path leading straight south-south-east from an open
rectangular field just to the north-east of the camp. As visible on the map, this road later bends in a more
eastern direction and ends in the nearby village of Wólka Okraglik. We can also use the main railroad
(visible to the upper right on the air photo) and the railway side spur (running in direction of the Treblinka
I labor camp, located approximately 2 kilometers to the south of Treblinka II) to determine where on the
map we should draw in the future perimeter. The result is presented below in Illustration 1.

Illustration 1. The air photo of May 15, 1944 compared with the 1936 map (scale bar for the map added).
The approximate future camp perimeter has been drawn in white.

3.3. Wooded Areas inside the Future Camp Perimeter
A quick glance at Illustration 1 reveals that a large portion of the future camp site was wooded in 1936.
On the 1944 air photos we see that only the northernmost and the north-eastern part of the wooded area
still remains. It is obvious that most, if not all, the other trees – corresponding to approximately 6 hectares
– were felled during the construction of the camp.
Could the wood from these trees have been used for the cremations? This seems unlikely given that the
order to cremate the corpses in the Aktion Reinhardt camps (Bełżec, Sobibór and Treblinka) allegedly was
not given until autumn 1942,[8] whereas the construction of the Treblinka “death camp” was begun in
May the same year.[9] The felled trees would thus not have been saved for this purpose. It is more likely
that the resulting wood was used in the construction of the camp or sent away.

3.4. Evidence of Tree-felling in the Areas Surrounding the Perimeter
From looking at Illustration 1 we can draw the conclusion that, besides the trees felled at the construction
of the camp, the wooded areas in the immediate vicinity, i.e. just to the north and north-east of the camp
perimeter, were left intact in 1944, as their outlines on the air photos are virtually identical with those
marked out on the 1936 map. But how about the forests further away from the camp?
By looking at a larger section of the 1936 map (Illustration 2) we see that there are large wooded areas to
the north of the future camp site. If one continues further north, the terrain turns into a mix of meadows
and marshland, due to the proximity of the Bug River. South of the camp there are mainly tilled fields.
The wooded areas located within a 2 km radius of Treblinka II amount in total to less than 4 square
kilometers.

Illustration 2. The Treblinka-Wólka Okraglik area in 1936.
In Illustration 3 we see the portion of the November 1944 air photo showing the woods north of the
liquidated Treblinka II, again compared with the 1936 map. The zones showing traces of deforestation are
very limited. One may estimate their total area to 10 hectares at the very most. There is no guarantee,
however, that parts of this tree-felling was not done after the liquidation of Treblinka II, i.e. in late 1943 or
early 1944.

Illustration 3. Left: the wooded areas north of the former camp site in November 1944 (the northernmost
part of the former camp site is visible at the bottom). Possible denuded areas are indicated with white
arrows. Right: the wooded area shown on the 1936 map.

The argument that the SS might have replanted the felled forest, thus covering up the traces of
deforestation, is not valid for two reasons. First, it is only alleged that the camp site itself was
camouflaged with lupins and pines.[10] Second, if new trees were planted in mid-to-late 1943, they would
still be no more than saplings in 1944, and thus the deforested areas would still be clearly visible as white
or light grey zones on the air photos, with the recently planted trees appearing as small black dots at
best.[11]

4. The Amount of Firewood Needed for Outdoor Cremations
4.1. Characteristics of the Woods near Treblinka
Ground photos taken at the former Treblinka camp site during the present era show the woods
surrounding the meadow where the camp once stood to consist dominantly of fir trees and pines, with
only smaller amounts hardwoods (leaf-bearing trees).[12] This is confirmed by contemporary ground
photos taken by SS-Untersturmführer Kurt Franz and showing trees standing within the camp
perimeter.[13]
Jewish witness Samuel Willenberg, who worked in the Tarnungskommando (camouflage commando),
repeatedly describe the trees felled in the nearby woods as pine trees. In one passage he describes hauling
“newly felled pines, each about 6 meters long” into the camp to be used as parts of the fence.[14]

4.2. The Difficulty of Outdoor Cremations
To cremate a human body using firewood as primary fuel is nothing easily accomplished. Criminal
Inspector and Technician Lennart Kjellander of the Swedish Rikskriminalpolisen has made the following
comment on incineration of human corpses outside of crematory ovens:
“Large amounts of fuel, several cubic meters of wood, are necessary in order to cremate the
body. (...) High temperatures and access to large amounts of dry wood is a must. And it takes
time. It is nothing that can be done in a few hours.”[15]
Kjellander’s statement is confirmed by data we have on the firewood consumption of traditional Hindu
funeral pyres: according to these, between 300 and 600 kg of firewood is required to cremate a single
body.[16] Those funeral pyres are very primitive constructions where the dead is simply placed on top of a
stack of wood. However, the slightly more advanced method of placing a grate on top of the pyre, like in
the “grills” reportedly used at Treblinka, is not much more fuel efficient, as will be seen in the next
paragraph.

4.3. The Amount of Firewood Required at Treblinka
According to the calculations of revisionist historian Carlo Mattogno, a dessicated corpse with an average
weight[17] of 45 kg requires approximately 160 kg of seasoned wood to incinerate, since 3.5 kg of
wooden fuel (plus 0.1 liter of ethyl alcohol) is needed to burn 1 kg of flesh.[18] Those figures, based on
Mattogno’s own experiments with animal tissues, are confirmed by data derived from cremations of
human corpses on pyres with metallic grills carried out in India.[19]
The number of Treblinka victims is usually stated as 870,000. This is the figure given by the Encyclopedia
of the Holocaust[20] and which appears most commonly in reference works. To incinerate this number of
bodies a total of (870,000 x 160 =) 139,200,000 kg or 139,200 tons of firewood would be required. As
Mattogno further notes, a 50-year-old fir forest yields approximately 500 tons of wood per hectare,[21]
which means that (139,200 ÷ 500 =) 278.4 hectares of forest or nearly 2.8 square kilometers would have
to be cut down, corresponding to approximately 75% of the wooded areas north of Treblinka.

4.4. The Importance of Wood Seasoning

It is important to note that Mattogno is calculating with seasoned wood, as this is crucial for estimating
the heating (calorific) value of the fuel. We should also recall Inspector Kjellander’s statement that “large
amounts of dry wood” are required to incinerate a corpse.
Wood seasoning is essentially a drying process, where a large percent of the watery content of “green”
(i.e. fresh) wood is reduced, usually to between 10 and 20%,[22] either by letting it air dry in a place
where it is stacked with spaces in between the individual pieces of lumber and sheltered from moisture, or
by drying it in a kiln. As air-drying is very slow in cold or humid weather, it usually requires that the
wood is left out over a summer (hence “seasoning”). Since it is difficult to remove the moisture from
whole logs, the timber is usually sawed up before it is left to dry.[23]
I must point out here that no witness and no historian has ever claimed that Treblinka II had dry kilns, and
repeat the fact that there exists no evidence whatsoever, whether documentary or testimonial, for
transports of firewood to the camp. If the trees felled around Treblinka were indeed seasoned, then the
method used would have been air-drying. According to Glazar trees were “sawn and split” and stacked in
“mounds”. But would it really have mattered much if the wood was left to dry, or if it was used more or
less directly? An old agricultural article has the following to say on the use of green wood as fuel:
“Wood seasoned or dried at a temperature of 100° [Fahrenheit] weighs about one-third less
than green wood; for while some kinds will lose only about 25 per cent, there are others that
will lose 50 per cent. As a cord of green wood will weigh on an average more than 4,000
pounds, every cord will contain some thirteen hundred pounds of water, or about one hundred
and seventy gallons. This water must be raised to the boiling heat, and expelled by
evaporation before the wood containing it can possibly burn. All the heat required for this
purpose passes off in the latent state, and is lost to all useful purposes. The man, therefore,
who burns green wood, loses precisely as much caloric, or in other words, of his wood, in
every cord, as would be required to boil away 170 gallons of water. What part that would be,
he can estimate for himself.
But, says the advocate of green wood, all the fluids of the living tree are not water. The sap
holds in solution sugar, gum, starch, resin, &c., all of which are inflammable substances, or
will burn. This is true, but none of these substances are lost when green wood is dried; all
remain for the benefit of the fuel; on the contrary, none of these will burn until free from the
water holding them in solution, and much of them is driven off by the heat required for that
evaporation. View the matter then as we may, there is a loss in burning green wood.”[24]
Green wood from softwoods (conifers) – such as pine trees and fir, the predominant trees in Treblinka
area – typically contain approximately 55% water by weight, which is, generally speaking, higher than the
moisture content of hardwoods.[25 ]The time required for complete seasoning varies from 1 to 4 years
depending upon the type and cross-sectional area of wood.[26] Air drying hardwoods generally takes 6-12
months, provided that the felled trees are sawed into boards with a thickness of 2.5 cm.[27] Given the
higher moisture content of softwoods, and the fact that firewood usually is sawed into pieces much thicker
than 2.5 cm, it is reasonable to assume that the wood felled at Treblinka would have taken at minimum 1
year to season.
Glazar on the other hand writes that the clearing of “the woods around the perimeter of the camp” began
during the period when the final transports from the liquidated Warsaw ghetto arrived,[28] i.e. in April
1943.[29] According to Holocaust historian Yitzhak Arad, all interred corpses had been exhumed and
cremated by the end of July 1943.[30] Arad concur that the cremations at Treblinka began at earnest in
April,[31] so that the wood could have been air-dried for at maximum 4 months, which corresponds to a
not even half-seasoned state. Since it is alleged that on average 7,000 corpses were cremated daily,[32] the
felled wood would have had to be used almost immediately, so that the cremation at Treblinka of
allegedly more than 800,000 corpses was “in fact” carried out using green wood as fuel. It follows that
significantly more than 2.8 square kilometers of forest – perhaps 4 or even 5 – would have had to be cut
down to fill the fuel requirement. The wooded areas north of the camp would therefore have been
completely gone at the time the 1944 air photos were taken.

4.5. The Real Number of Cremated Bodies
Since the felling of 1 hectare of forest would produce the fuel needed to cremate (870,000 ÷ 278.4 =)
3,125 bodies, but significantly fewer if the wood was not seasoned, it follows that the air photos, rather
than confirming the claims of 870,000 incinerated gas chamber victims, indicate a number of cremated
bodies in the range of some ten thousands. It is likely that out of the at least 713,555 deportees sent to the
camp in trains, a small percentage perished en route due to exhaustion, dehydration, illnesses, and
pressure injuries or suffocation caused by panicking fellow deportees. It is claimed that an especially large
number of en route deaths, caused by loaded deportation trains being delayed at way stations, took place
during Dr. Irmfried Eberl’s time as camp commandant.[33] In late August 1942, Eberl was fired for
incompetence and replaced by Franz Stangl.

5. Other Witnesses to Tree-felling and Cremations at Treblinka
In his book Surviving Treblinka, witness Samuel Willenberg never mentions firewood in connection with
the cremations in the “upper camp.” He speaks of a “woodcutter commando” working inside the camp,
splitting tree trunks with axes, and also describes himself and another prisoner having a conversation
behind “a large pile of cut logs,” but no deliveries of wood to the “upper camp” are mentioned.[34]
Likewise, Willenberg does not report on any transports of wood fuel to Treblinka II from the outside,
despite describing in detail transports of other material to the camp.[35] The only kind of fuel mentioned
by Willenberg in connection with the cremations – which he did not witness firsthand – is crude oil.[36]
It is worth noting that Glazar and Willenberg contradict each other when describing how the rails used for
the “grills” (cremation grates) were procured. When interviewed by Gitta Sereny, Glazar stated that
prisoners, possibly including him, were sent “into the countryside to forage for disused rails.”[37]
Willenberg on the other hand writes that the rails were delivered to the camp with a train.[38]
Yankiel Wiernik, in his 1944 pamphlet A Year in Treblinka describes constructing stock houses and fences
from trees apparently felled in the vicinity of the camp, but never mentions any tree-felling activity in
connection with the cremations, which he claims to have witnessed first-hand. Wood is not even
mentioned as a fuel by Wiernik.[39]
No tree felling in order to procure wood fuel for cremations is mentioned in Sereny’s book Into that
Darkness, which contains alleged transcripts of interviews with Treblinka commandant Franz Stangl as
well as statements by the Jewish witnesses Richard Glazar, Berek Rojzman, and Samuel Rajzman.
I have managed to find no testimonial evidence contradicting Glazar’s statement that the firewood used
for cremations at Treblinka II was taken from wooded areas in the vicinity of the camp.

6. Summary and Conclusion
We know from documents that more than 700,000 – probably around 800,000 – Jewish deportees were
sent to Treblinka II during its period of operation 1942-43. According to established historiography –
which in the case is based almost exclusively on eyewitness testimony – this was a “pure extermination
camp” where all Jews who arrived to the camp were killed in homicidal gas chambers within only a few
hours, except for a handful of Jews selected to carry out work related to the killing process. The victims
were initially buried, but starting March 1943 – or possibly on smaller scale in November 1942 – they
were instead burned on cremation pyres. The buried victims were then exhumed and incinerated on the
same pyres. This work was supposedly completed by the end of July 1943. The Treblinka II camp was
completely dismantled in September 1943.
The witness Richard Glazar claims that the wood used to fuel the pyres was taken from “the woods
around the perimeter of the camp.” Using real-life data from experiences with open-air incineration we
can estimate with a high degree of certainty the amount of firewood that would be needed to incinerate the

alleged number of corpses. This corresponds to approximately 3 square kilometers of forest. Realistically,
however, this area would be much larger, as it follows from the chronology of Glazar’s testimony as well
as established historiography that there would have been no time to season the wood. The cremation pyres
would therefore have had to use “green” wood as fuel, which is less efficient than seasoned wood due to
its higher moisture content.
By comparing a detailed 1936 map of the Treblinka area with air photos taken by the Luftwaffe in May
and November 1944 we are able to estimate the scope of contemporary deforestation in the area. If
870,000 bodies had really been burned at Treblinka, then the procurement of the required fuel would have
denuded the entire wooded area north of the camp site. The air photos show that this is clearly not the
case. Rather, the visible possibly deforested areas – amounting to less than 10 hectares – indicate the
cremation of at most some ten thousands of bodies.
The argument that perhaps the witnesses are wrong, and only a fraction of the corpses were burned, does
not hold up, since the Soviet and Polish forensic examinations carried out in the period 1944-1945 would
then have discovered hundreds of thousands of unincinerated corpses at the former camp site and
subsequently announced their findings to the world as the ultimate proof of “German-Fascist” barbarism.
Needless to say, they didn’t.[40] There only remains the conclusion that a small percentage of the Jewish
deportees died en route to the camp and that the remainder where sent somewhere else, most of them
likely to occupied USSR territory. The witness Richard Glazar has thus inadvertently helped confirm the
revisionist hypothesis that Treblinka II was a transit camp.
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A Chronicle of Holocaust Revisionism
by Thomas Kues

This is the second part of an article series forming a chronicle of
Holocaust revisionism from the ﬁrst years of the Post-War era up to
the present. In the ﬁrst part, we saw that during the ﬁrst ﬁve years
following the Second World War, there appeared a number of articles
disputing the Six Million ﬁgure, while writings skeptical of the gas
chamber allegations were rare. In my commentary I oﬀered an
explanation for this circumstance, namely that the technical details of
the alleged mass murders had been given very little court time at
IMT Nuremberg and subsequent trials, and that witness accounts of
gas chambers publicly available in the West were few in number. As a
result, early revisionist writers would have felt little need to address
the issue of the reality of the gas chambers, and naturally also the
question whether the alleged gassings were technically feasible or
not. It would take a former concentration camp inmate and his
courageous confrontation with gas chamber claims he knew to be
untrue to put focus on the supposed weapon of mass murder. His
name was Paul Rassinier, and the publication of his book Le
Mensonge d’Ulysse in 1950 signaled the real beginning of the gas
chamber controversy. In this second part of the chronicle, his
pioneering revisionist activity and its repercussions will be detailed.
The author once again wishes to thank Richard Widmann and Jean
Plantin for their assistance with locating many of the sources.

1950
Background
On May 8 former Sobibór SS Erich Bauer, accused of having been in
charge of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at that camp, is given a
death sentence by a West Berlin court. The sentence is later
commuted to life in prison. On August 25, a Frankfurt court
sentences former Sobibór SS Hubert Gomerski to life imprisonment,
while another former guard, Johann Klier, is released. Those early
trials of former Aktion Reinhardt personnel goes virtually
unmentioned in the press.

Events
October. Paul Rassinier’s book Le Mensonge d’Ulysse: regard sur la
littérature concentrationnaire (The Lies of Ulysses: a look at the
concentration camp literature), is published by Éditions Bressanes
(Bourg-en-Bresse), with a preface by Albert Paraz (1899-1957).

Rassinier (1906-1967) was a socialist and paciﬁst who during the war
had been imprisoned in the concentration camps Buchenwald and
Dora-Mittelbau. Following the war, Rassinier reacted strongly against
the lies and exaggerations in the writings of former fellow inmates
Abbé Renard and Eugen Kogon. In Le Mensonge d’Ulysse, Rassinier
denies the existence of homicidal gas chambers at Buchenwald,
which had been alleged by Renard and others, and likewise disputes
the existence of such installations at Bergen-Belsen, Dachau and
Mauthausen. At the time of writing, however, Rassinier believed that
the gas chambers rumors had some basis in reality, and that some
gassings may have been carried out in Auschwitz and other camps in
the east, while suggesting that such murderous actions were the
work
“of one or two insane people among the SS, and of one or
two concentration camp bureaucracies they were trying to
please; or vice versa, by one or two concentration camp
bureaucracies, with the complicity, purchased or not, of one
or two particularly sadistic SS men”
On the other hand, Rassinier points out that there is no reason to
regard the gas chamber witnesses of Auschwitz as a priori more
reliable than the false gas chamber witnesses of Buchenwald and
Bergen-Belsen.
Paul Rassinier's Le Mensonge
d'Ulysse

The ﬁrst edition of Paul Rassinier's Le Mensonge D'Ulysse
December. Maurice Bardèche’s book Nuremberg II ou les FauxMonnayeurs (Nuremberg, or the counterfeiters) is published by Les

Sept Couleurs (Paris). Bardèche criticizes the legal framework of IMT
Nuremberg, the reliance on evidence presented by the USSR, the
hypocrisy regarding war crimes perpetrated by the Allies, and the
treatment of witnesses and accused at Nuremberg as well as in
connection with the Einsatzgruppen, I.G. Farben, Dachau and
Malmédy trials. Bardèche had read Rassinier’s books Passage de la
Ligne and Le Mensonge d’Ulysse and quotes extensively from them,
while criticizing as unrealistic Rassinier’s suggestion that the
authorities in Berlin did not know exactly what went on in the camps.
In addition to aﬀirming Rassinier’s rejection of the Buchenwald gas
chamber allegations, he expresses doubt regarding the alleged
gassings at Dachau, and also characterizes Höss’ statement
regarding mass gassings of Jews at Auschwitz as “surrounded by
plenty of astonishing circumstances”.[1]
Edmond Michelet initiates a lawsuit against Rassinier based on
allegedly defamatory contents of Le Mensonge d’Ulysse but soon
withdraws it.
Undated. Dr. Franz J. Scheidl reportedly ﬁnishes writing the ﬁrst
manuscript to his multi-volume work Geschichte Der Verfemung
Deutschlands (”The History of the Defamation of Germany”) but fails
to ﬁnd a publisher willing to take the risk of publishing a work of
revisionist nature. The manuscript will remain unpublished until
1967.

Historical context
In January, [President] Truman orders development of hydrogen
bomb. Kuomintang troops surrender in mainland China. In February,
Senator McCarthy accuses US Department of State of harboring 205
Communists. In April, Jordan annexes the West Bank, Britain formally
recognizes Israel. On June 25 North Korean troops cross the 38th
parallel, marking the beginning of the Korean War. In October,
Communist China invades Tibet.

1951
Background
On January 15, Ilse Koch ”The Witch of Buchenwald” is sentenced to
life imprisonment by a West German court. On March 3, former
Treblinka SS Josef Hirtreiter is sentenced to life imprisonment by a
Frankfurt court. The March and April issues of Jean-Paul Sartre’s
magazine Le Temps Modernes presents 58 pages of translated
extracts from Miklos Nyiszli’s book in his alleged experiences in
Auschwitz. Historian Léon Poliakov’s book Le Bréviaire de la haine.
Le IIIe Reich et les Juifs is published by Calmann-Lévy, Paris.

Events
May 9. Three organizations of former resistance members have libel
charges pressed against Rassinier but are turned down by the Bourgen-Bresse court.

November 2. In an appeal trial brought on by the same former
resistance members who were turned down in the May trial,
Rassinier is handed down a suspended 15-day prison sentence and
ordered to pay a total of 100,000 francs. The Lyon appeal court also
orders the seizure and destruction of all copies of Le Mensonge
d’Ulysse.
December. In his book The Iron Curtain Over America, John Beaty
(1890-1961) disputes the Six Million ﬁgure, mainly based on ﬁgures
presented by the World Almanac.[2]
Undated. Douglas Reed publishes his book Far and Wide, in which
he devotes six pages to the Six Million ﬁgure. Reed demonstrates that
there are signiﬁcant incongruities to be found in the various
estimates of the pre-war and post-war Jewish world population
presented by almanacs and statistical sources. He remarks:
“In a matter where nothing is veriﬁable, one thing seems
sure: that six million Jews were never even contained in
German-occupied territories. Many Jews left Europe before
the war began and the only large communities which
remained were in Poland and Russia, countries from which
trustworthy statistics are not to be expected. Many of those
in Poland apparently welcomed the Communist invasion of
1939 and went into the Communist zone. A Jewish observer,
Mr. Levine, returning to America from Russia in 1946, said.
‘At the outset of the war, as we all know, Jews were among
the ﬁrst evacuated from the western regions threatened by
the Hitlerite invaders and shipped to safety east of the
Urals.’ He said these privileged ones amounted to two
millions\.
Yet this massive assertion about the six millions was used
by politicians in the highest places, by prosecutors at
Nuremberg, and habitually by mass-newspapers which in
lesser matters would print no statement unveriﬁed! In truth
nobody outside Political Zionism knows how many Jews the
world contains, partly because Jewry has always included a
section which avoids prominence in statistics, partly
because the numbers in the Soviet areas cannot be
ascertained, partly because Political Zionism has been able
to obscure population-movements. Rabbi Elmer Berger
wrote in 1946, of the Jews in Poland and Russia, that he did
not know how many had survived ‘and no one knows’. Since
President Roosevelt’s time track has been lost of the
increase of Jewish population in America; good observers
believe it now to approach eight millions.”[3]

Historical context
In January, North Korean and Chinese forces capture Seoul. In March
the trial of nuclear spies Ethel and Julius Rosenberg begins. In May
the ﬁrst thermonuclear weapon is tested by the United States.

1952
Background
On April 4, Israel demands reparations worth 3 billion dollars from
West Germany in the Hague Tribunal. On June 15 The Diary of Anne
Frank is ﬁrst published in English.

Events
November. In an article for the Buenos Aires-based magazine Der
Weg, Erwin F. Neubert disputes the Six Million ﬁgure.[4]
Undated. Peter Kleist, a German nationalist of Russophile bent who
during the war had served in the Ministry of Foreign Aﬀairs,
publishes the book Auch du warst dabei! (You too were there!) in
which he devotes a subchapter to “The Final Solution”.[5] Kleist
disputes neither Einsatzgruppen mass shootings of Jews (while
remarking that the Soviet partisans’ way of ﬁghting “deliberately
erased any distinction between ﬁghting troops and civilians”) nor the
existence of homicidal gas chambers (although he notes that
Wehrmacht troops stationed in Lublin remained unaware of the mass
gassings in Majdanek, and that “almost no information on these
events reached Germany”). He states, on the other hand, that the
victim ﬁgures claimed for the camps are grossly exaggerated, and
that the Six Million ﬁgure cannot possibly be correct. According to
Kleist’s calculations, the total number of perished Jews could at most
have amounted to 1,277,212.

Historical context
In March general Batista re-takes power in Cuba, US ratiﬁes peace
treaty with Japan. In July East Germany forms the National People’s
Army. In October martial law is declared in Kenya due to the Mau
Mau uprising. In November the United States National Security
Agency (NSA) is founded, Eisenhower is elected president.

1953
Background
Gerald Reitlinger’s The Final Solution, one of the ﬁrst
historiographical works on the Holocaust, is published by Beechhurst
Press, New York.

Events
Undated. Hans Ulrich Rudel, at the time a leading member of the
German Reich Party, publishes the war diary Trotzdem
(“Nevertheless”, translated into English as Stuka Pilot) in which he
expresses skepticism towards the concentration camp atrocity stories
and denounces what he perceives as Allied hypocrisy:
“They refuse to believe me when I tell them that I have

never even seen a concentration camp. I add that if
excesses have been committed they are regrettable and
reprehensible, and the real culprits should be punished. I
point out that such cruelties have been perpetrated not only
by our people, but by all peoples in every age. I remind
them of the Boer War. Therefore these excesses must be
judged by the same criterion. I cannot imagine that the
mounds of corpses depicted in the photographs were taken
in concentration camps. I tell them that we have seen such
sights, not on ﬁlm, but in fact, after the air attacks on
Dresden and Hamburg and other cities when Allied fourengined bombers deluged them indiscriminately with
phosphorus and high explosive bombs and countless women
and children were massacred”.[6]
Undated. The book Advance to Barbarism by F.J.P. Veale is published
in the United States[7], containing skepticism towards certain
allegations advanced during IMT Nuremberg:
“Yet another discordant note was struck through the
inability of the Soviet authorities to resist any opportunity
to poke sly fun at their capitalist allies-for example, they
solemnly adduced in evidence ‘a jar of human soap,’ alleged
to have been made from the bodies of executed prisoners- a
manifest gibe, in the worst possible taste, at the famous
‘Corpse Factory Myth’ put into circulation with the aid of
forged documents by the British emotional engineers
during the war 1914-1918”.[8]
Veale also criticizes Allied hypocrisy concerning war crimes, pointing
out that the expulsion of Germans from East Prussia, Pomerania,
Silesia, and the Sudetenland aﬀected 15 million people, whereof 2
million are estimated to have been killed or died from cold and
hunger.

Historical context
Beginning of January, President Truman announces the US
development of a hydrogen bomb. In February USSR breaks
diplomatic relations with Israel. On March 5 Stalin dies and is
succeeded by Malenkow, later same month Kruschev is selected First
Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party. In July Lavrenti Beria is
deposed as head of the NKVD. In August the USSR announces that it
has the hydrogen bomb. CIA helps install Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi on Iranian throne. In September the ﬁrst German prisoners of
war return from the USSR to West Germany.

1954
Background
No Holocaust-related events of signiﬁcance.

Events

May-June. Ludwig Paulin publishes the article “Die Lüge von den
238,000. Was geschah im Lager Dachau?” (The Lie of the 238,000.
What happened in Camp Dachau?) in Der Weg, Vol. 8, No. 5-6, pp.
349-358. Paulin disputes the existence of a gas chamber at the camp
and also argues that the Dachau cremation ovens did not have the
capacity to incinerate the (at this time) alleged 238,000 victims.
July. Guido Heimann publishes the article “Die Lüge von den sechs
Millionen” (The Lie of the Six Million) in Der Weg, Vol. 8, No. 7, pp.
479-487.
Maurice Bardèche spend three weeks in prison for his writings before
being pardoned.
August. The pseudonym Warwick Hester publishes the article “Auf
den Straßen der Wahrheit” (On the streets of truth) in Der Weg, Vol.
8, No. 8, pp. 572-578. According to Udo Walendy, who re-published
the article in 1990[9], the real name of its author was Stephen F.
Pinter (possibly 1888-1985), an American lawyer who had been
involved in the Dachau trial. The author begins by noting that none of
the accused at Nuremberg had known about the alleged
extermination of Jews, and that the eyewitness testimonies presented
were full of mendacious statements. He also points out that no
physical evidence for the so-called “gas vans” had been presented
before the court, in spite of the claim that hundreds of thousands had
been killed inside those vehicles. Pinter writes that he visited all the
former camps in the western zone of occupation, but did not ﬁnd any
credible traces of gas chambers. He spoke with fourteen (unnamed)
Jewish Majdanek witnesses, who reportedly between four eyes
admitted to him that they had not observed any mass gassings. Pinter
further spoke with some former (likewise unnamed) SS oﬀicers in
Barcelona, Kairo and Rio de Janeiro and asked them about the
alleged extermination. Five of them told him that it had happened,
but that two rather than six million had been killed. At further
inquiry, it turned out that four of them based their opinions on
hearsay. One claimed to have heard from Eichmann shortly before the
end of the war that two million Jews had been killed by “special
commandos”. The ﬁfth SS man, who lived in Kairo, claimed to have
partaken in a mass execution of 30,000 Jews at Crimea, but other
sources maintained that the man had never been stationed there.
September. Eva Peron Basil’s article “La mentira de los seis
millones” (The lie of the six millions) is published in Der Weg, Vol. 8,
No. 9, pp. 604-605.
December 16. The Supreme Court of France has the Lyon court’s
sentence against Rassinier annulled and the case is remitted to the
court of Grenoble.
Undated. The book The Swindle of the Six Million is published
privately in New York. Its author, Heinrich Malz, was a former Berlin
police oﬀicial who had worked under Ernst Kaltenbrunner and
Werner Naumann.

Historical context
In late January the foreign ministers of US, UK, Soviet and France
meet at the Berlin Conference. In late February, Gamal Abdel Nasser
becomes premier of Egypt. In April Eisenhower gives his “domino
theory” speech. Senator McCarthy begins hearings investigating US
Army for being soft on Communism. May, French defeat at Dien Bien
Phu, Vietnam. In June CIA and United Fruits Company engineers
military coup in Guatemala. In September USSR conducts its ﬁrst
nuclear test.

1955
Background
French director Alain Resnais’ Holcoaust ﬁlm Nuit et Brouillard
(Night and Fog) is released.

Events
February. The second edition of Rassinier’s Le Mensonge d’Ulysse is
published by Macon. This volume incorporates most of Rassinier’s
1949 book on his experience as a concentration camp inmate, Le
Passage de la ligne.
Undated. John Baker White, a former Director of British Military
Intelligence who later worked for the Foreign Oﬀice Political
Intelligence Department and then the Political Warfare Executive,
publishes his book The Big Lie. During the war White had formed a
unit broadcasting propaganda to the German armed forces. As an
example of what sort of propaganda was spread to the Germans,
White mentions a rumor concocted about the fat used for cooking by
the German army:
”Owing to the acute shortage of animal fats the Germans,
like ourselves, had to use synthetic substitutes. One of our
political warfare tasks was to spread distrust of their
origins. As luck would have it, there came to our notice an
order issued to all German factories to ﬁt traps to drains to
catch all grease and soap for recovery. This was elaborated
quickly into a rumour that the grease recovered was used
for making cooking fats. It was a particularly successful
rumour and came back within six weeks via a Luftwaﬀe
prisoner, plus a most unsavoury elaboration which had not
entered our heads.”[10]
The implication is that British propaganda triggered rumor
mongering that eventually developed into the infamous “Jewish soap”
story.

Historical context
In January Pentagon announces plan to develop intercontinental
ballistic missiles armed with nuclear weapons. In February

Eisenhower sends ﬁrst U.S. advisors to South Vietnam. In April
Churchill resigns as Prime Minister and is succeeded by Anthony
Eden. In May West Germany becomes (formally) a sovereign state. In
July the Geneva summit is held between the US, USSR, UK and
France. In late August the last Soviet forces leave Austria.

Commentary
Still ﬁve years after the end of the war, few books had appeared
detailing the mass gassing allegations. The main theme of the Nazi
atrocity literature was the general ill treatment of concentration
camp inmates, regardless of nationality or ethnicity, rather than the
supposed extermination of European Jewry. Dachau, Buchenwald and
Bergen-Belsen were the names most commonly appearing in Western
media, and Auschwitz had yet to step into the limelight of the gas
chamber horror-show, as shown by Kleist’s book (“Near Lublin is
located the largest of these camps of terror, called Maidanek”).
Seen in retrospect, the past often seems full of missed opportunities.
One might like to think that more could have done, that certain
things should have been followed up or that certain should have been
scrutinized more closely. On the other hand, it’s impossible to deny
the immense importance of the pioneering work carried out by Paul
Rassinier. No good house can be built without a foundation, and with
Le Mensonge d’Ulysse, Rassinier set the ball rolling in grand fashion.
Still, very little was written by revisionists on the technical feasibility
of the alleged crimes – a most central issue, since historiography
must always conform to hard evidence if it is to be called truthful and
scientiﬁc. Ludwig Paulin’s 1954 article on Dachau is a noteworthy
exception. Here the atrocity allegations are confronted with the
parameters of physical reality. Tall tales are weighed against
technical and forensic evidence, or lack of such. It takes about 1 hour
and 10 minutes to incinerate a corpse in a crematory oven, and
therefore, if the number of oven muﬄes is known, one can calculate
whether the ovens were suﬀicient or not for the alleged number of
victims. The cremation of hundreds of thousands of corpses would
inevitably result in a tremendous amount of ashes – where are those
ashes? The fact is, however, that the pioneering revisionists had little
to go on as far technical details about the alleged gas chambers and
the disposal of the bodies of the alleged victims were concerned. It
should therefore not surprise that the bulk of revisionist research
from this era is related to documents, statistics and testimonies that
were relatively easily accessible. As will be seen in the forthcoming
installments of this chronicle, the emergence of Holocaust
historiography, following the early works of Reitlinger and Poliakov,
would be counterbalanced by a gradually more reﬁned, systematic
and thorough Holocaust revisionism.
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Adolf Hitler’s Armed Forces: A Triumph
for Diversity?
by Veronica Clark

Triumph of diversity: This is precisely what characterized the German
Armed Forces of World War II by the year 1945. While this may be
diﬀicult for many historians to accept, it is nevertheless an accurate
summation of what happened in Europe in the 1930s and 1940s.
Even though the Germans initiated their war with a racist doctrine in
mind, one that sought to create a “New Order” for Europe, with
Germany at the center and German elites at the top of the European
political and racial hierarchy (a German version of the so-called
“White man’s burden,” so to speak), the Germans nevertheless had to
scrap this racial doctrine for one that promoted internationalism and
tolerated multicultural and interethnic cooperation and intimate
relations. Many Nazis were deeply aﬀected by the non-Germans with
whom they fought and worked. For example, Fritz Freitag ended up
throwing Nazi doctrine to the wind, and instead focused on building a
Ukrainian liberation army.
In a telephone interview with German World War II survivor “G” (his
identity is being protected), I was informed for the ﬁrst time that
foreigners who were working under “forced labor” contracts in
Germany were essentially as free as Germans themselves. The forced
labor characterization, according to G, was misleading. Foreigners
were paid for their work and allowed to bring their families to live in
Germany with them. They enjoyed leisure activities while ethnic
Germans were slaughtered by the tens-of-thousands on the Eastern
Front. Theory and reality in the Third Reich diﬀered in fundamental
ways, and unless we speak directly with those who lived in Europe at
the time, we will never come to know what really happened between
Germans and non-Germans in their day-to-day lives. This study tries
to answer this unknown as best as possible, because it has been
ignored or overlooked for too long.

Sworn-in at Stahnsdorf in 1943 this man served as a volunteer under
Franz Wimmer-Lamquet with Sonderstab F (Major Felmy's Freies
Arabien Division). Photo is in the public domain.
Let me quickly begin with a few words about terminology. When I use
the Nazi terms Mischlinge, Volljude, and Halbjude, my intent is not
racist. I use these terms only because they were used by the Nazis, so
please do not mistake the Nazi terminology for my own. Secondly, I
use the term mulatto in the historical sense. This term is not intended
to be racist in this context, but is merely more convenient and
historically accurate to use given the subject matter. I have tried very
hard to be completely objective toward the Third Reich and its
leadership, and have also given much thought to context as I have
proceeded in my analysis of the history and historiography. I ask that
those historians who have a subjective approach to Hitler and the
Third Reich please refrain from judging my intent or bias until they
have read my entire book, Black Nazis! A Study of Racial
Ambivalence in Nazi Germany’s Military Establishment from which
this article is excerpted. There is a reason why I have presented my
case as such, so hopefully fellow historians will come away from this
“war and society” study with a deeper understanding of:
• racial dynamics in all Western societies before and since World
War II;
• Axis history in general;
• Allied war criminality;
• non-German Wehrmacht and SS service (especially
volunteerism);
• Adolf Hitler’s racial views.
• racial changes that occurred within the oﬀicial Nazi ethos

(Weltanschauung)as a result of the war;
• the unpredictable treatment of Jews, blacks, and mixed-race
people in Nazi Germany.
When I use the term “racial ambivalence,” I use it in the literal sense:
that many Nazis were literally “of two minds” about race and
ethnicity. History relating to the National Socialist era is generally
rife with emotion and bias and this subjectivity prevents all historians
from seeing what really happened in the Third Reich and why. Few
historians have asked why so many ethnic minorities and foreigners
supported the NS (National Socialist) military apparatus. Likewise,
few have asked how so many mulattoes, Africans, and Jews survived
the war in spite of the atrocities that were committed against these
ethnic groups. This study focuses on those who survived the Nazi
regime and why, not on those who died for any number of reasons.
The Waﬀen SS was largely composed of non-Germanic volunteers.
Most historians continue to neglect the motivations of these men and
women who fought for Hitler as opposed to the Allies. I felt that this
was historically unacceptable given that every side feels that it alone
is justiﬁed. Historians have generally described this interracial
phenomenon as “inexplicable” when there is more than suﬀicient
evidence to the contrary. Not only was Hitler ambivalent about his
racial and ethnic views, but so too were many prominent Nazis, such
as Franz Wimmer-Lamquet and Alfred Rosenberg. I have always
maintained that unless the penchant for tolerance and acceptance of
the “other” is present, no tolerance or acceptance of the “other” will
occur in a genuine way. Many Nazis became great friends with nonGermans. Hitler and Himmler both went out of their way to
accommodate their Arab-Semitic volunteers. Hitler met with the
Grand Mufti, but failed to meet with the “Aryan” leader of the United
States, Franklin Roosevelt. From this example, we may conclude that
Hitler was willing to contradict his own Weltanschauung in order to
achieve what he needed to achieve politically and militarily.
Interestingly, this general attitude of ambivalence was not limited to
the military sphere. It extended into the realm of Third Reich society
both before and during the war.
One excellent study on the SS, entitled Hitler’s Foreign Divisions
(edited by Chris Bishop), oﬀered the following explanation for the
international character of the SS. Few people realize just how
international were the German forces of World War II. It is estimated
that nearly two million foreign nationals served under the Swastika.
Although towards the end of the war many were transferred to the
SS, large numbers served with the Army, particularly on the Eastern
Front. The most committed of the foreign volunteers found a home in
the SS, until parts of it were more like a German equivalent of the
French Foreign Legion than the elite of the German race.
Although the SS did not welcome non-German volunteers until
midway through the conﬂict in Russia, the idea of recruiting such
men dated back to before the war. In his quest for a pan-Germanic
Europe, Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler had decreed in 1938 that

non-Germans of suitable ‘Nordic’ origin could enlist in the Allgemeine
SS [emphasis added].[1]
One ﬁnds it nearly impossible to disagree with this general
assessment of the character of the Waﬀen SS. One of the more
striking features of Bishop’s analysis is his conclusion as to the
character of the future German elite as Himmler envisioned it.
Bishop’s conclusion is nearly identical to my own in that we both
agree that the future German elite was not to be strictly race-based,
but rather, based on a combination of “physiognomy, mental and
physical tests, character, and spirit.” Bishop rightly concluded that
Himmler envisioned an “aristocratic” class that would combine
“charismatic authority with bureaucratic discipline.” This, then,
would typify “a new human type— warrior, administrator, scholar and
leader, all in one—whose messianic mission was to repopulate
Europe.”[2] The absurd “Superman” notion was a result of Allied
propaganda taking hold of and exploiting some of the more radical
ideas put forth not by Hitler, but by Friedrich Nietzsche, of whom
Hitler had expressed little admiration. In private, Hitler promoted a
nearly identical vision to that of Himmler—with regard to a future
German core leadership—to Otto Wagener, an early SA leader and
one of Hitler’s ﬁrst economic advisors. However, in contrast to
Himmler, Hitler tended to emphasize character, honor, and merit over
biology, at that time and later on in 1944.
Hitler was consistently a merit man, and this tended to crop up in
many racial conversations he had with his various subordinates and
oﬀicials. Hitler displayed a marked ambivalence, in the literal sense
of being ‘of two minds,’ when it came to race and ethnic heritage—he
was always willing to make racial exceptions to his own ideology. He
had told Wagener at one point that “retainers” (non-Germans) were
as common as “heroes” (racial Germans) in early German society. The
context and tone of this particular conversation and others, as far as
can be deduced from the English translation, suggests that Hitler
remained open to the idea of some degree of tolerance for foreign
blood within the German folk-body (Volkskörper). Even when he
seemed adamantly against Jewish blood infusion, he continued to
make exceptions. The military and organizational performance and
dedication of various ethnic minorities, such as Erhard Milch and
Bernhard Rogge (both Jewish), and foreigners, such as the Grand
Mufti (Arab) and Ante Pavelic (Croatian), certainly aﬀected Hitler’s
thinking on the issue of race. He had even expressed admiration for
many of his foreign allies, including the Grand Mufti and the
Cossacks. By Lawrence Dennis’ own account, Hitler sat down and
spoke with him one-on-one. Dennis was half-black.[3] Hitler also
spoke with African American Dr. S.J. Wright in 1932, which I discuss
in more detail in my book.
As many of us know, Winifred Wagner and others, like Heinrich
Hoﬀmann, convinced Hitler on more than one occasion to treat
certain Jews with kindness. Thousands were granted his personal
“German” clemency (Deutschblütigkeitserklärung). The fact that Jews
could become “German blooded” was an unprecedented display of

ethnic tolerance for the time period in question. The US did not even
do this for blacks or Jews at that time. Blacks and Jews were not
accepted as “WASPs” until the civil rights movement of the 1960s
and 1970s, and even then their position remained precarious.
No historian has done a more thorough job examining this NaziJewish phenomenon than Bryan Mark Rigg. However, Rigg, like so
many others, has failed to adequately answer why Hitler granted
Jewish people clemency in the ﬁrst place. While he aﬀirms, and
correctly so, that Hitler made exceptions to his own ideology for the
sake of military expediency, he does not suﬀiciently explain why
Hitler granted Milch or other Jews clemency before the war. Nor does
he adequately explain why clemency was granted in 1944 and
1945—a time by which Hitler knew he was losing the war.
Furthermore, his argument does not go far enough in explaining why
Hitler exempted Jews and Gypsies (Zigeuner) from service in 1944
and 1945, by which time Germany needed every able-bodied man it
could summon. Hitler did not allow Russian collaborator Andrei
Vlasov independence until 1945. If he was so desperate for
manpower, then why did he hold Vlasov’s Russian volunteers back
until it was too late?
These are questions that Antonio J. Muñoz, Vladimir Baumgarten, and
Peter Huxley-Blythe have answered more adequately and in more
depth. However, not even these historians have questioned whether
the Russians were reliable enough o use in a demanding way on the
Eastern Front. They all seem to agree that had Hitler and the Nazis
been more racially accepting earlier on, they would have won the
war. But this is purely speculative. For all we know these foreigners
could have caused the Germans to lose the war sooner than they did
for any number of reasons—i.e., poor morale, indiscipline, etc. The
Dirlewanger and Kaminski brigades were predominantly foreign, and
included many Gypsies and Slavs, but their performance was so poor
and their war crimes so atrocious that the Germans had to disband
them. Many of the “Asiatic” men in the Niedermayer Division did not
perform well under pressure. All of this was reported to Hitler, so
more than likely the poor performance of most Russians factored into
his decision to use the Russians under Vlasov politically as opposed
to militarily. The fact that Hitler did not aim to liberate Russians also
played a part in his decision not to use Vlasov’s men earlier, but his
attitude changed rather markedly by the end of the war. The
stenographic record portrays a Hitler who understood that the most
he could hope for was to stall the Russian advance, and nothing more
than that. He hoped that the Americans, French, and British would
“come to their senses,” helping him and his men halt and repel the
Bolsheviks, which is ultimately what happened during the subsequent
Cold War.
The important thing to realize is that had the Nazis been as racist as
most historians have argued, then they could not possibly have
garnered the immeasurable level of support that they did. Even after
Stalingrad; Spaniards, Slavs, Franks, and tens of- thousands of other
non-Germans continued to ﬁght for the Nazis on a volunteer basis.

Frenchmen and Arab volunteers gave their lives in the ﬁnal ﬁght for
the capital of Berlin in 1945. Hitler continued to allow thousands of
Jewish men to serve, and many did so with incredible tenacity and
valor. One has to call into question whether all of these Jewish men
and other non-Germans were really as opposed to the Nazi regime as
they have claimed after the fact. Their tenacity and determination
suggests otherwise in many cases. The Jewish soldiers Bernhard
Rogge, Helmuth Wilberg, Erhard Milch, and Ernst Prager come to
mind. Hans Hauck, a half-black man, wanted to join the Wehrmacht in
order to prove that he was as “German” as a white German. He
elected to remain in Soviet captivity even though he was given a
chance to leave with his comrades. He did so to prove that he was
German. Such behavior seems unimaginable given what we have
been told about Nazi treatment of blacks and mixed-race individuals
in Third Reich society. The truth is that relations were far more ﬂuid,
dynamic, and complicated than many historians have led us to
believe. Hauck had even been promoted to private ﬁrst class.
This was the main reason I wrote my master’s thesis on this
particular subject. When I ﬁrst saw the books about all of these
foreigners and ethnic minorities in Nazi service I was dumbstruck.
Historians should not be comfortable with the fact that even many
formally educated people (I was an undergraduate at the time) had or
have no idea that some two million foreigners and ethnic minorities
fought for the Axis. I examined their motives and thoughts as well as
the thoughts and motives of Hitler and other Nazis in order to explain
this phenomenon. This was why I examined POWs, forced laborers,
conscripts, and volunteers: in order to get a clearer picture as to
what these men and women went through and what they thought
about all of it. This is a largely ignored aspect of the Axis and World
War II in general. I ﬁgured it was time to break new ground.
Upon seeing part of Hitler’s Platterhof speech of May 26, 1944 in
John Lukacs’ excellent biography The Hitler of History, I decided to
purchase the speech from the Institut für Zeitgeschichte and
translate it into English myself (with assistance). Up to this point, no
historian has translated this entire speech, which is rather
remarkable in and of itself. It is a revealing speech, included in full in
this second edition of Racial Ambivalence, and one in which Hitler
admits rather openly as to having been wrong about race and Volk.
While Hitler’s outlook remained “Völkisch-Nationalist,” he patently
admitted that the strength of the German people as a whole was the
result of its many diﬀerent racial nuclei. He accepted that the
German Volk was a “mixed-race” Volk, but resolved to nurture the
Nordic race nucleus more than the others, since he believed this
particular nucleus was the most qualiﬁed when it came to leadership
and organizational capability. Thus, while Hitler’s thinking was still
quite racially inclined, he seemed to have understood that individual
Germans were more important in certain respects, due to their
Nordic proclivities, than the German Volk as a whole (which he felt
had to be led by the more capable Nordic types). In this speech Hitler
emphasized merit and achievement above all else. This leads me to
conclude that he associated Nordic race attributes with merit and

achievement, and we can see here that this belief was a partial
retraction from the oﬀicial racial line of NS itself; because any
individual with a Nordic bloodline could harbor the biological
proclivity for leadership and organizational talent, regardless of
whether he was “pure German.”
In this respect, Hitler was more accepting of non-German people than
was, say, General Heinz Guderian. (On at least one occasion,
Guderian requested “racially pure” divisions as per the stenographic
record of Hitler’s military conferences). If a half-Jewish soldier
exhibited leadership and organizational talent, then that Jewish
individual received Hitler’s personal clemency. If we wished to
speculate, as too many historians do, then we could say that, given
this speech and Hitler’s change in outlook, had Hitler won the war he
would have been more racially accepting, since some of his best
leaders and most resolved soldiers were mixed-race or foreignblooded (i.e., Admiral Bernhard Rogge, Field Marshal Erhard Milch,
and Léon Degrelle of the SS Wallonie Division). The two Sabac el
Cher sons, Herbert and Horst, both mulattoes, were also presumably
exempted by Hitler and allowed to serve in the Wehrmacht (one even
served in the Stahlhelm in 1935).
Hitler ridiculed Himmler’s and others’ “primitive biologism” rather
early on. This indicates, as I have argued, that Hitler was more
racially open-minded, and earlier on, than previously thought. The
Otto Wagener memoirs are ﬁlled with Hitler’s ambivalent statements
on race and ethnicity. Likewise, Hitler’s “table talks” are
contradictory in many ways. Since Hitler seemed to have consistently
said contradictory things, we may conclude that he was consistently
‘of two minds’ about certain touchy issues, including race. In my
view, this is a more cogent explanation of his personal acceptance of
so many Jewish and foreign soldiers within German ranks.
I might add at this juncture that Rigg also provided an irrational
explanation as to Hitler’s “Aryanization” of Christ. If one examines
what Hitler actually said about Christ early on, one sees that he
really did believe that Christ was non-Jewish. This is obvious in the
Wagener memoirs and Bormann records (Hitler’s Table-Talk,
1941-1944). Hitler was not alone in this belief either. Many German
theologians who were not Nazis or Hitler supporters also believed
that Jesus Christ was non-Jewish. No historian to my knowledge has
done a better job of exploring and analyzing this German
phenomenon than Richard Steigmann-Gall. His study has oﬀered a
rational explanation for the “Aryanization” of Christ by so many
Germans and Nazis, and one would do well to read what he has
written. Unfortunately, Rigg fell short in this respect, though his
research on Jewish soldier motivations and thoughts remains
unparalleled.
Getting back to the main point here, I oﬀer the following assessment.
While there was certainly racial discrimination in Nazi Germany,
there was also racial discrimination in America, Britain, France,
Poland, Russia, Japan, China, New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and

Italy. In fact, Gerald Horne (author of Race War!) said that the
British, in spite of their propaganda to the contrary, regularly and
secretly discriminated against black soldiers. Blacks were not
promoted simply because they were black. According to Horne, the
British literally used conscripted Indian soldiers as cannon fodder on
numerous occasions during the ﬁghting in China. White British blood
was apparently too precious to be spilled ﬁghting against Chinese,
who the British despised, abused, wantonly murdered, and degraded
regularly. As I already mentioned, Sabac el Cher’s two sons, both of
whom were ‘mulatto’, served in Hitler’s Wehrmacht, as did Mandenga
Ngando (in 1940),[4] a Cameroonian-German. Article VII of the First
Supplementary Decree made this possible. Numerous blacks served
during the Battle for Moscow, and at least one fell there. According to
Rigg’s latest book (2009), Lives of Hitler’s Jewish Soldiers, some
2,000 full Jews, 60,000 half-Jews and 90,000 quarter-Jews served in
Hitler’s Wehrmacht and SS. This may even be an underestimate of
the true ﬁgures. We just do not know.
At least two million non-German foreigners and ethnic minorities
served in Hitler’s armed forces at one point or another. Without
foreign and non-German help, the Germans never would have had
their Western defenses prepared in time for the Allied invasion. Let
us think about two things here. Hitler’s Wehrmacht-Waﬀen SS
combination was the most culturally, ethnically, and religiously
diverse military force in Western history. In spite of this fact, we are
all supposed to believe he was a hyper-racist (my own term) like
some other Nazis.
What do I mean by hyper-racist? Well, just as some individuals in
capitalist societies gravitate to the top and become hyper-capitalists
(i.e., billionaire CEOs), even though they may not believe in the
capitalist system of government per se, the same may be said of many
powerful and prosperous individuals in ethnostates and their
societies. Numerous Nazis were not adamant “racists,” and those
particular Nazis (including Hitler) tended to fall by the wayside as far
as political power was concerned. The hyper-racists, like hypercapitalists, tended to be extremely ambitious and power-hungry
individuals. Some may not have even been all that racist, but played
the role in order to advance politically and personally. Himmler may
well have been one of these hyper-racists, since he was so excited
about (and accommodating of) Arab-Semites, Slavic Eastern
volunteers, and Gypsies so early on. His demonstrated racial
tolerance causes one to ask whether he was really as racist as he
made himself out to be. Antonio Muñoz’ ﬁndings as well as
photographic evidence featured in Borsarello and Palinckx’s
Wehrmacht and SS indicate that he was open to recruiting
Senegalese and Afro-British POWs to serve Germany in some capacity
as well (not necessarily in combat). Thus, just as Richard SteigmannGall exposed Bormann’s hyper-anti-Christianity in his book The Holy
Reich: Nazi Conceptions of Christianity, 1919-1945, many historians
have similarly exposed Himmler’s hyper-racism—perhaps
inadvertently.

Hitler himself seems to have faded as far as power politics was
concerned. Bormann and Himmler, along with the Gestapo and
Sicherheitsdienst, usurped most of his actual power and he served as
an ideological and moral inspiration for the German people and SS
oﬀicers more than an actual power player within the Party or SS in
those ﬁnal two years of the war—though he maintained the ﬁnal say
in most military and political justice matters. Hitler retained the
loyalty of the lower echelons of the Wehrmacht, SS, SA, and oﬀicer
corps until the very end of his life, but he had lost a great deal of
inﬂuence when it came to the higher ranks of the Wehrmacht and
other elite cliques. As many already know, Himmler and Göring both
betrayed Hitler in the end.
I ask those historians who still believe that Hitler and the Nazis were
“white supremacists”: how do you account for the incredible degree
of non-German and ethnic minority (i.e., 150,000 Jews and Jewish
Mischlinge) collaboration during World War II? Again, some two
million non-Germans helped the Nazis. If Munoz’ ﬁgures are to be
believed, then nearly 1.5 million of these volunteers and conscripts
were Russians. Let me compare this to a similar modern example by
asking whether Zionist Jews, as members of a present-day ethnostate,
can honestly boast of such high levels of foreign and ethnic minority
collaboration and volunteerism? How about the less recent white
South Africans of former Rhodesia? Hundreds-of-thousands of Nazi
collaborators were volunteers. How many Palestinians, Persians,
Jordanians, or Syrians have volunteered to ﬁght for the IDF and the
modern Israeli ethnostate? Some have, of course, but not nearly two
million. Foreigners and non-Germans even volunteered for Schuma
(security police), SS, and Gestapo service during the Third Reich. Can
Israel’s Mossad boast the same? These are comparative questions we
must ask ourselves and analyze, without emotion, in order to
understand what really happened in Nazi Germany and why. We also
have to admit that the Nazis were not nearly as racist as historians
have claimed. This is an especially important admission when we
consider the historical context.
Roosevelt opposed anti-lynching laws against African Americans for
the sake of political expediency. In an incredible admission to Walter
White, head of the NAACP, he said, “If I come out for the antilynching bill now, they will block every bill I ask Congress to pass to
keep America from collapsing. I just can’t take that risk.”
Furthermore, according to the New World Encyclopedia, “After 1942,
when Roosevelt was made aware of the Nazi extermination of the
Jews by Rabbi Stephen Wise, the Polish envoy Jan Karski and others,
he refused to allow any systematic attempt to rescue European
Jewish refugees and bring them to the US.”[5] To this day the US
public is mostly unaware of these incredible examples of Roosevelt’s
racism and arrogance.
Some blacks were literally incinerated to death by hostile white mobs
eager to unleash their aggression against an easy target.[6] While
many Africans and Afro-Germans were discriminated against in Nazi
Germany, the Nazi government never advocated or endorsed lynching

of blacks in the Nazi state, nor was racism against Africans
institutionalized. In fact, World War II survivor Friedrich Berg
unequivocally stated that German children greatly admired Jesse
Owens and looked up to him in spite of his race.[7] This was relayed
to Mr. Berg by a man who lived in Nazi Germany at the time. Indeed,
there is no reason to doubt the veracity of this man’s claim; Germans
cheered Owens and repeatedly chanted his name – “Jess-ah O-vens,
Jess-ah O-vens” – at the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. Owens
himself told the press that he was not forced to sit at the back of
German buses, nor was he disallowed to stay at the nicest hotels. Mr.
Berg’s acquaintance also mentioned that Owens could have walked
into any bar in Germany and been treated as well as a German
patron. Contrast this with the fact that in Britain and the US, even
prominent blacks were often forced to stand in buses and were never
allowed to stay in classy areas designated for “whites only”. African
American journalist and author Roi Ottley recounted many of the
everyday horrors of British and US treatment of blacks in his book No
Green Pastures. It should come as little surprise that Ottley reported
that British boys lit Samuel Coleridge-Taylor’s “frizzly hair” on ﬁre
“to see if it would burn.”[8] Such crass racism amongst the youth of
Britain at the time is largely neglected by today’s historians, mainly
because it does not ﬁt today’s whitewashed image of the Allies.
Perhaps this is one reason why few historians have mentioned that
Cameroonian Louis Brody wrestled for the German Circus Crown
throughout the Nazi years, and was the most famous Afro-German
actor from the 1920s through 1940s.[9]
Even fewer historians realize that Martin Bormann issued a circular
to all Gauleiters (regional leaders) in March 1936 calling for
employment protection of Africans and Afro-Germans living and
working in Germany. This order ﬂew in the face of the 1935
Nuremberg Laws.[10] We may presume that Hitler had something to
do with this protective measure, as it remains doubtful that Bormann
himself was that concerned with the welfare of blacks. Joachim von
Lang has argued that Bormann did everything in his personal power
to keep Jewish letters of appeal and clemency applications as well as
disturbing war information from Hitler. One need not guess how this
man’s actions may have adversely aﬀected Afro-Germans and other
blacks living and working in Germany, especially in light of Hitler’s
severely declining health and political activeness in the latter half of
the war.
To conclude, true racists do not suddenly discard their “master race”
doctrine simply because of military setbacks. White South Africans
and Israelis refused to discard their racial supremacist doctrines in
spite of antagonistic world opinion and military setbacks. Israel has
yet to allow Palestinians into its highest levels of government.
Likewise, the US has yet to allocate top-level military and
governmental command to non-whites. Whether or not any of these
modern states qualify as truly racist is up to historians and politicians
to decide. But they must do it without the hysteria normally
associated with such controversial historical and comparative
inquiries. If historians cannot get past the hysteria so typical of Third

Reich historiography, then how are they going to explain phenomena
like the Jüdische Ordnungsdienst (Jewish Order Police), which
assisted the Germans with policing the main ghettos of Poland? An
estimated 2,500 Jewish men served in Warsaw and half that number
in the Lodz ghetto during the Nazi occupation.[11]
Having said all this, one fact remains: the Nazis were not true racists
unless all other ethnostates at that time (and since) were also truly
racist. Harry Truman, not Adolf Hitler, said the following: “I think one
man is as good as another so long as he’s honest and decent and not
a nigger or a Chinaman. Uncle Will...says that the Lord made a white
man out of dust, a nigger from mud, then threw up what was left and
it came down a Chinaman.” Had Hitler said this, historians certainly
would have used it as evidence of his uncompromising racism. And
yet, even though no such statements ever came out of Hitler’s mouth,
not even with regard to Jews in private, historians have still
consistently argued that he was an uncompromising racist, while
conveniently ignoring the blatant and sometimes grossly inhuman
racism of both Allied and non-German Axis leaders. The British
conducted “bizarre tests of racial purity,” but only Berlin’s ‘racial
purity’ tests were subjected to international scrutiny and attack.[12]
Gerald Horne relayed that “[e]ven as the Empire seemed on the
verge of being overrun by predatory Japanese troops, London was
unwilling to accept oﬀers of aid by people not of ‘pure European
descent’— particularly for posts beyond simple soldiering. He went
on to say, “This applied to ‘Dartmouth Cadetships and direct entry
cadetships’ where the ‘practice of the interview committee’ was to
‘reject boys who evidently have a colour stain’.”[13] The British
deliberately left racial references like this out of oﬀicial memoranda
just in case these memoranda ended up in anti-British hands. To cite
another example: Croatians were hardly tolerant of Serbs during
World War II, and yet we never read about this in most history books.
Is it because Croats and Serbs do not deserve our historical inquiry?
Are they somehow ‘less human’ or ‘less important’ than other ethnic
groups of the era?
Hitler’s true racism, as I prefer to say, is an ahistorical construct.
Historians decided who was racist and who was not on the basis of
who won World War II. However, historians cannot have it both ways:
Either all Western leaders are portrayed for the racists they were or
none of them are portrayed as such—that is, in the historical sense.
We do not get to pick and choose our racists. If we do so, then we
need to research ever further back in history and condemn Emperor
Hadrian as a genocidal anti-Semite, Napoleon as an anti-black racist
and genocidal maniac (in light of his actions against Roma and
blacks), and the Romans as racist against Greeks.
I will add at this point that the Germans never had a “master race”
doctrine to begin with. Herrenvolk does not mean “master race.”
That deﬁnition was the result of a combination of Allied
misunderstanding of the German Führerprinzip and anti-German war
propaganda. It meant ‘elite leadership corps’, and that was strictly in
reference to continental Europe, not the world. Hitler did not have

world aims, but European ones. Further, the German terms folk (Volk)
and race (Rasse) were not synonymous. Herrenvolk (“Volk of
leaders”) was not akin to Herrenrasse, and as a matter of fact, the
Nazis never used the term Herrenrasse (“race of leaders”). Indeed,
Hitler himself diﬀerentiated the two German terms at Platterhof. He
said, “Volk und Rasse ist nicht dasselbe.” (“Folk and race are not the
same.”) It appears that historians inﬂuenced by wartime Allied
propaganda, and not the Nazis themselves, invented this term and its
subsequent racist connotation. This explains why so many Western
Allied leaders were shocked to see Russians ﬁghting for Nazis on the
Western Front, Indo-Chinese in the Ostlegionen (Eastern legions),
and why historians have been loath to describe such Nazi racial
dynamics even unto the present day.
Gerald Horne described Japanese racial ideology as “suﬀiciently
ﬂexible to allow for...special appeal [...].”[14] This description applies
to Nazi racial ideology as well. Antonio J. Muñoz went so far as to call
into question the rationality of the Spanish volunteers after Franco’s
oﬀicial withdrawal. In so doing, he has failed to explain that the Axis
did not see itself as particularly racist, nor did it see itself as
unjustiﬁed in its war, aims, or conduct. Countless Spaniards loathed
Communism and proved quite willing to help Germany in her ﬁght
against that political philosophy. As such, they were “true believers”
in continued European independence from Russia. The majority of
Axis soldiers, including those who were conscripted by the Nazis,
were anti-Communist or anti-Bolshevik. Still others, like the French,
were anti-British. They were “racists” in their own right, many of
them. The Croats were exterminating ethnic minorities long before
the Germans occupied Croatia helping it to achieve independence.
Vichy French loyalists continued to defy British and American eﬀorts
to “liberate” France into 1943:
The ﬁnal phase of this war within a war was the invasion of North
Africa, where Vichy forces numbered 100,000. Despite a twin assault
by US, British and Free French forces on Morocco and Algeria, Vichy
garrisons, but especially ships and submarines, proved more
determined in their resistance than expected. A French squadron was
sunk by the US oﬀ the coast of Morocco, with 500 French sailors
killed and 1,000 wounded.[15]
Numerous Frenchmen resisted the Allies until the very end of the
war, whereupon they fought and died in the streets of the German
capital.
The point of addressing these little known facts is to encourage
historians to stop looking at the Third Reich and Axis in such rigid
formulae, and instead, to examine it with dynamism and
transformation in mind. The war aﬀected Nazis deeply. Many of them
had caste oﬀ their racism as a result of the camaraderie they
developed with their fellow non-German equals and subordinates. As
White Russian exile Grigori von Lambsdorﬀ conﬁrmed, most nonGermans saw themselves as equals, not as racial inferiors. This calls
into question just how the Nazis treated their non-German comrades

in- arms in spite of oﬀicial propaganda. If Lambsdorﬀ and others saw
themselves as equals, then Nazi racial degradation was either nonexistent or far less pervasive than historians have claimed it was.
I will end by referencing a news article that examined the increasing
number of neo-Nazis and white supremacists in the US Armed Forces
(to ﬁght in Iraq and Afghanistan).[16] In spite of America’s oﬀicial
commitment to non-racism and ethnic and social equality, it is
knowingly and willingly recruiting racists, and thus tolerating racism,
within the military sphere. The exigencies of war have caused this US
phenomenon just as exigencies of war caused the Nazis to renege on
their oﬀicial racial doctrine. What tends to happen as a result of
developments like these is general and growing acceptance of those
who are the newly tolerated (those who used to be shunned), and not
vice versa. The normally shunned individuals who are newly tolerated
tend to swing the balance of power into their favor, because the
exigencies of war naturally favor those who are now “needed” in light
of the declining general situation. In light of this assessment, we can
honestly argue that the Nazis became less racist at a faster rate than
did the Allies, because they were forced to speed up the process of
interracial integration and cooperation due to the exigencies of war.
War became, to use Tina Campt’s phrase, a positive “vehicle of
change” in the Third Reich. The Nazis never racially segregated their
troops. Blacks, Slavs, Asians, and Arabs fought shoulder-to-shoulder
with Germans.
Now, if we examine the US today, we see that the racists in the armed
forces will be the ones to gain the upper hand, since they are needed.
The balance of power has swung in their favor due to the exigencies
of war. This may well result in the racialization of the US Armed
Forces, which remains under supreme white command in spite of
America’s oﬀicial doctrine of non-racism and equality for all, and we
may well see that America becomes more racist and doctrinally
supremacist than was Nazi Germany. America’s war is proving to be a
negative “vehicle of change” in this respect. My point with this
comparison is to demonstrate that we must not examine history or
modern developments in a static way any longer, because just as the
Nazis changed, so too shall we.
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The sad story of Holocaust ‘witnesses’ is well-known to revisionists. It is a tale of
obscure individuals making outrageous claims of gassings and mass murder, often based
on hearsay and rumor, often self-contradictory, and often in conflict with other
witnesses, with material evidence, and even with the laws of physics. This is a serious
problem for anyone seeking the truth about the Holocaust.
Auschwitz is of particular importance to the narrative, given its centrality in the
Holocaust and the large number of survivors. There are a number of recorded witness
statements and memoirs, but unfortunately virtually all of them contain serious flaws.
Problems with accounts by those such as Wiesel, Vrba, Nyiszli, Frankl, Tauber, Mueller,
and others have been well documented—I would refer the reader to Rudolf’s Lectures on
the Holocaust, Mattogno’s Bunkers of Auschwitz, or my own book Debating the
Holocaust.
To take one lesser known example of such problematic witnesses, consider the case of
Yanina Cywinska. As reported in the LA Times (May 2, 1992), she was a “16-year-old
Polish Roman Catholic girl” taken to Auschwitz along with her parents and brother.
(They were sent for helping the Jews.) “She recalled being placed in a gas chamber
naked along with her father.” Miraculously, young Yanina survived: “she was saved by a
Jewish woman who gave her mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.” Apparently this story
wasn’t exactly correct, because the same newspaper reported a different version 11 years
later. Now she was a 10-year-old at Auschwitz, where her parents and brother died in the
chambers. She was sent there as well, “but because she was huskier than most children,
Cywinska only passed out from the gas. A German revived her and put her to work”
(August 17, 2003). Then in 2005 the story changed again. The Quad-City Times reported
that “she survived the gas chamber when adult bodies fell on top of her, protecting her
from inhaling a lethal amount of poison gas. Found moaning by Jewish slave laborers…
she was resuscitated, given a uniform, and told to blend in with the others” (April 11). I
haven’t the space to address the many problems with these reports; suffice to say that
there was some heavy poetic license at work here, if not blatant falsification.
So we are fortunate now to have an unimpeachable witness in Dr. Thomas Buergenthal.
Here we have an authoritative and trustworthy individual who has “devoted his life to
international and human rights law,” according to his book cover. He has a Harvard law
degree, and is currently serving as the American judge on the UN’s International Court
of Justice. Clearly this is a man dedicated to truth, honesty, and openness—and so we are
justified in holding his account of Auschwitz to a very high standard. True, he was a 10year-old Jewish boy at the time (1944). But even so, this is the work of a mature and
intelligent adult, and thus we can expect an honest and straightforward account of the
happenings at that most infamous camp.
The first question is this: Why did he wait so long? In the preface Buergenthal explains
that he wants to “recount [his] story to a wider audience [because] the Holocaust cannot
be fully understood unless we look at it through the eyes of those who lived through it.”
Fine, but why wait 65 years? He has published books since the late 1960s; why wait so
long for such an important story? The intervening years can only have obscured his

memory—and to his credit he admits as much:
These recollections, I am sure, are colored by the tricks that the passage of
time and old age play on memory: forgotten or inaccurate names of people;
muddled facts and dates…; and references to events that did not happen
quite as I describe them or that I believe I witnessed but may have only
heard about. … Also, I have found it difficult, if not impossible…to
distinguish clearly between some events I actually remember witnessing and
those I was told about by my parents or overheard them discuss. All I can
say is that as I wrote about them, I seemed to remember them clearly as
firsthand experiences. (p. xv; italics added)
Quite a disclaimer! But the author is now well covered for any discrepancies that may
appear in the book.
Much of Buergenthal’s work is autobiographical, and only a few chapters relate directly
to the Holocaust. Prior to his time at Auschwitz-Birkenau, a brief point of interest
appears in his discussion of the Kielce ghetto. On two different occasions (pages 49 and
56) he speaks of the “liquidation” of the ghetto. Readers will likely be aware that
traditionalists read this word as meaning ‘mass murder’ or ‘extermination.’ Perhaps the
most notorious occurrence was in Goebbels’ diary entry of March 27, 1942, in which he
wrote that “60 percent [of the Jews in the General Government] will have to be
liquidated.” Rudolf and other revisionists have responded that ‘liquidation’ meant
simply ‘elimination or removal’, not mass murder. Buergenthal evidently agrees. He
writes, “The ghetto was being liquidated, or, in the words bellowing out of the
loudspeakers, “Ausseidlung! Ausseidlung!” (“Evacuation! Evacuation!).” And somewhat
later: “After the liquidation of the labor camp, we were divided into two groups…”
Obviously, not murder.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to Auschwitz. Here he recounts his time at Birkenau, the place
where “millions of human beings died” (p. 64). Presuming this means at least two
millions, Buergenthal vastly overestimates even the current traditionalist thinking on this
matter—which places total deaths at 1.1 to 1.25 million people (90% being Jews). Or
perhaps this was an unconscious throwback to the pre-1990 days, when “four million
people” allegedly died at Auschwitz.
Buergenthal arrived in early August 1944, which would have been (according to the
standard view) just after the mass gassing of the Hungarian Jews: some 400,000+
individuals gassed within a period of just two months—an astounding 50,000 per week,
or over 7,000 per day. But he gives no indication whatsoever that any such monstrous
event had just occurred.
After arrival he recounts the common storyline that, upon “selection,” “the children, the
elderly, and the invalids were…taken directly to the gas chambers.” As luck would have
it, “our group was spared the selection process. The SS officers…probably assumed,
since our transport came from a labor camp [Henrykow], that children and others not
able to work had already been eliminated” (p. 65)—but why assume anything? Were the
SS unable to recognize a child when they saw one? Wouldn’t every errant child, once
spotted, be carted off for immediate gassing? Apparently not. Young Thomas and his
father were then separated from his mother, but he would be reunited with her in late
1946. After a few months his father was taken away (“shipped out on a transport”),
never to be seen again. So evidently all three Buergenthals survived their stay at this
most notorious ‘death camp.’
Next he describes a standard delousing procedure: “we were marched toward a big
building. Here we were ordered to take off our clothes and made to run through some

showers and a disinfecting foot pool. Along the way, our hair was shorn off…” (p. 66).
The boy then received his arm tattoo (“B-2930”). One cannot help but wonder why the
Nazis would have bothered to delouse and tattoo a 10-year-old boy, unless they were
trying to forestall a typhus outbreak, protect prisoners’ lives, and track their movements
to the East. But this is precisely the revisionist thesis.
Young Thomas was first housed in the ‘Gypsy camp,’ which had recently been emptied:
“all of them—men, women, and children—were murdered shortly before our arrival.”
(So he knew about the Gypsies, but nothing on those 400,000 Hungarians?) What
evidence he had for this belief, he does not say. He then describes a nighttime incident at
the local infirmary, in which the SS are rounding up sick patients: “Of course, the
patients knew they were being taken to the gas chambers, and we knew that the SS was
thinning out the population of the infirmary to make room for new patients. They would
do that every few weeks.” —a strange situation indeed.
Another interesting incident occurred one day when, as errand-boy for the Kapo of the
sauna, he was ordered to pick up some “gas”:
[I was sent] to one of the crematoriums… We had to pick up the gas my
sauna boss needed for the disinfection of clothes. … When we got there, we
were greeted by inmates who worked at the crematoriums. Their job was to
remove the bodies from the gas chambers and burn them in the
crematoriums. They were all strong young men who joked around with us,
probably because they sensed that we were terrified to be so close to the gas
chambers. … [T]hey gave us some containers of gas to take back to the
sauna. The person who had accompanied me thought that we had been
given the same Zyklon gas that was used to kill people in the gas chambers.
I have no way of knowing whether that was true, although it made some
sense, considering that we got it from the crematorium. (pp. 75-76)
Some sense, but not much. Again, one is left to wonder what the conditions could have
been in the camp, such that a Jewish child could just walk over to the crematoria and
pick up some cans of deadly Zyklon from joking young men (Jews? Germans?), who
were allegedly engaged in the process of killing thousands of people per hour.
A following observation by Buergenthal supports the revisionist position, namely, the
fact that the crematoria smoked when operating. “The air in Auschwitz always smelled
foul because of the smoke that came out of the crematorium chimneys.” This is
important, as we know, because operating, smoking chimneys would have been captured
by air photos—but only one air photo (August 20, 1944) shows a single smoking
chimney. The absence of smoking chimneys in nearly a dozen air photos suggests very
little use of those incineration ovens. The air may have indeed “always” smelled foul,
but the evidence suggests that this was not due to crematorium smoke. Certainly the
photos show far too little of it to account for the alleged mass incinerations.
He incidentally also remarks on those infamous ‘flaming chimneys’ of Elie Wiesel:
“Whenever the crematoriums were being operated at night, the sky above them would
take on a reddish brown color” (p. 76). Perhaps some glowing ash reflected off the
smoke, causing a bit of illumination—a situation that Wiesel records thusly: “we saw
that flames were gushing out of a tall chimney into the black sky.” So perhaps there was
a bit of truth behind Wiesel’s exaggerations.
After escaping temporarily from three more ‘selection’ events, he was finally corralled
with 30 or 40 other men destined for the chambers. “I admitted to myself that there was
no way out and that I would die in a few hours.” Soon an SS truck arrived. “At first the
truck moved in the general direction of the crematoriums, but then it veered off slightly

and entered the nearby Krankenlager, or hospital camp…” (p. 79). Why were they not
gassed? “The SS had apparently concluded that it would be a waste of resources to take
our small group to the gas chambers,” but instead held them “until they had put together
a larger group.” Time passed; no “larger group” materialized. “I began to like my life in
the hospital camp. Maybe the SS forgot us, I thought.” The only downside of hospital life
was the late-night awakenings from “screams and pleas…as people were being herded
into the [nearby] gas chambers.”
In time he was relocated to the “children’s barrack in Camp D” (so, it obviously was not
quite true that “children…were taken directly to the gas chambers”). Buergenthal
explains that the children were useful for garbage collection. On one of his trash runs he
found his mother in the women’s camp. Not long afterward, he “heard that a large
number of women, including [his] mother, had been sent to another camp in Germany”
(p. 84). Odd that, in an alleged extermination camp, large numbers of Jews would be
shipped elsewhere. And back to Germany, of all places!
His Auschwitz story concludes in “late December 1944 or early January 1945,” with a
death march evacuation. (Final evacuation occurred on January 17.)
So, what can we conclude from Dr. Buergenthal’s account? I think that he was, in fact,
quite a reliable witness—in terms of the events that he actually observed. Of what he
actually claims to have seen, revisionists have very little to quarrel with: the many
children in the camp, the movement between barracks, the peaceful time at the camp
hospital, the periodic shipments of Jews out of the camp, the delousing procedure, the
common use of Zyklon for disinfection, the smoking chimneys. It is only his inferences
that are highly dubious—specifically, the assumption that people were being regularly
gassed. No doubt this was the word around camp, and he is only relating this rumor. It is
true that he heard those rumors; the truth of those rumors is another matter altogether.
Buergenthal’s high reputation and his straightforward, unexaggerated reporting of events
make this book worth reading. It provides an unusual insight into daily life at Birkenau,
and gives a picture that is at odds which much of the traditionalist account. Thus, in the
end, Buergenthal seems a better ‘witness’ for revisionism than traditionalism. Let us
hope that this does not get him in trouble with his fellow seekers of justice.

Genocide at Nuremberg[1] | CODOH
by Mark Turley

This is the site of the infamous Belsen Concentration Camp liberated by the British on
15th April 1945. 10,000 unburied dead were found here. Another 13,000 have since
died. All of them victims of the German New Order in Europe and an example of Nazi
Kultur.[2]

Sign erected by the British liberators outside Bergen-Belsen. They burned the camp
down in May 1945 while still combating a raging typhus epidemic. Photo circa 1945:
Unrestricted access.
The genocidal underbelly of Nazism, most of which is now called the Holocaust, was
outlined before the IMT in three main ways. Firstly, the Euthanasia programme
(otherwise known as T4)[3], secondly, the camp system, accompanied by its murder
weapons; gas chambers and vans and thirdly through the Einsatzgruppen, the teams of
SS who followed behind the regular army on Barbarossa, wiping out civilians as they
went.
One of the most startling facts, to the modern eye, regarding the treatment of these
Genocide claims by the Nuremberg prosecutors, is that in their drawing up of the
indictment and indeed in the playing out of the trial in general, they seemed to give them
comparatively little coverage. The prosecution case instead seemed to revolve around
the charge of Crimes against Peace. This is problematic to explain.
It has been suggested that the Allied commanders felt guilt at their own lack of
intervention. Laurence Rees, the British historian, promoted this view, ‘If they were
exterminating British prisoners of war, do we seriously think that we wouldn’t have done
all we could to stop it?’ He wrote. Rees believes that as the Allies of the time avoided it,
we must now address the question of ‘why the Allies failed to do more to save the Jews
from Nazi persecution.’[4 ]It would not require an enormous leap of cognition to suggest
that such an attitude, if it existed, would have filtered down to the legal team at

Nuremberg.
Such an explanation would be entirely unsatisfactory, however. If the Allies had felt in
some way complicit in this crime and wished to brush it under the carpet, then surely it
would not have been mentioned at all. The fact that the Holocaust did come up, in some
form, in the indictment, but was a secondary issue, suggests other possibilities.
One of those is, of course, controversial, namely that the importance placed upon this
great crime and perhaps even our view of the scope of it, has grown, for various reasons,
since Nuremberg. This seems impossible to those of us below forty, who could be
forgiven after switching on ‘The History Channel’, or reading the plethora of literature
still devoted to it, (as this article was being written, three of the top-ten bestselling nonfiction books in Britain were about Auschwitz or other aspects of Nazi Jewish Policy)
for thinking that the Holocaust was the defining event of the 20th century.
The view that Holocaust history has snowballed, gathering momentum and prominence,
rather like a successful PR campaign (and largely for decidedly suspect reasons) was
famously described by Norman G. Finkelstein in his provocative work, The Holocaust
Industry. ‘Until fairly recently,’ he wrote, ‘the Nazi holocaust barely figured in
American life. Between the end of World War Two and the late 1960s, only a handful of
books and films touched on the subject.’[5 ]He went on to state that, ‘everything
changed with the Arab-Israeli war. By virtually all accounts, it was only after this
conflict that the Holocaust became a fixture in American Jewish life.’[6] A
corresponding view was provided by Donald Bloxham, who wrote ‘…for decades the
murder of the Jews impinged hardly at all on the post-war world.’[7]
Michael Marrus, a celebrated academic who has written about Nuremberg, (but only
within the greater context of his main career focus of Jewish history)[8], accepts that it
did not receive top-billing at the trial. ‘The Holocaust was by no means the centre of
attention’ he wrote, ‘Information about it easily could be drowned in the greater flood of
crimes and accusations.’[9 ]He struggled to explain this and settled eventually on an
argument based on ‘the American leadership’s desire to justify the war to the United
States public’ as a result of which ‘officials in Washington accented the first count
against the accused, the common plan or conspiracy.’[10] Marrus provided a quote from
Jackson to support the USA’s backing for the Conspiracy charge above all others, but the
quote mentioned nothing about popular support among the American public. As there
are no other sources referenced in that section of the article, it would seem to be the case
that Marrus is postulating. Unfortunately, as is so often the case with guesswork, this
does little other than demonstrate his own subjectivity. He omits the fact that it was the
conspiracy charge that had made the trial possible in the first place. Without the astute
creativity of Bernays, it is unlikely that the trial would have happened at all, in the form
it eventually took. It is only natural therefore for Jackson to emphasize the point of law
on which all the others hang. As the leading force behind the trials, he had to
demonstrate that his creation was legitimate. Accentuating the conspiracy element was
the only way to do this – if the conspiracy charge had no credibility, then neither did the
IMT, or himself. If, on the contrary, justifying entry into the war to the American public
had, as Marrus supposes, been Jackson et al’s prime motivation, surely the publication of
the Nazis’ genocidal actions would have served the purpose admirably. The betweenthe-lines sub-plot to Marrus’ article is, of course, that this would not have convinced Joe
America of the justness of the war because of the prevalence of anti-Semitic views
across the Atlantic. The Germans’ territorial demands of other Northern Europeans were
a far more compelling argument to the average Yankee than six million murdered Jews.
Such argumentation forms the basis of a sizeable chunk of what is called ‘Holocaust
Studies,’ a field populated with subjective individuals and that is ‘replete with nonsense,
if not sheer fraud,’[11] according to Finkelstein.

Conveniently, within the very same article, Marrus readily exposes his personal bias. On
page nine he launches into an overtly judgmental description of the leader of the World
Jewish Congress, calling the figurehead of early 20th Century Zionism and eventual first
President of the State of Israel ‘the venerable Chaim Weiszmann’. Either Marrus is very
much an individual who knows on which side his bread is buttered or he may just as
well have subtitled his article ‘I am a Zionist sympathizer’. The fact that such a
respected historian as Marrus feels able to display this kind of brazen subjectivity when
writing on this topic is testament to everything that is currently wrong about the
academic approach to it.
The substantial evidence for genocide before the IMT came from the Soviet
government’s ‘Statements on Nazi Atrocities’ and the testimonies and affidavits of five
former members of the regime, Erich von dem bach Zelewski, Otto Ohlendorf, Dieter
Wisliceny, Wilhelm Hoettl and Rudolf Höss. There were also eyewitness statements
from camp survivors and Graebe’s affidavit regarding the Einsatzgruppen.
From these, two linked claims were established. The first was that the Nazis were
generally brutal towards all civilians within their area of occupation. Such claims are
common when one country occupies another. In fact, historically, there are few
occupations where such claims have not been made (Germany’s ‘occupation’ of Austria
being one). The second was that Jews in that area were singled out for treatment even
more brutal than everybody else. In this way, the skeleton of the Jewish Holocaust was
put together.
The problem that we have at the IMT is that both claims were forcibly promoted by the
Allied powers and others prior to trial as part of their propaganda efforts. They could not
be said therefore to have emerged through the evidence. They were already prevalent
and evidence was produced to substantiate them. Significant parts of those claims – the
existence of homicidal gas chambers,[12] for example – were never questioned by the
court. They were regarded, as per the Charter, as ‘facts of common knowledge.’ We
know this because nobody tried to disprove them. When it is remembered that every
single defendant denied knowledge of homicidal gas chambers, yet not one lawyer tried
a defense gambit based on questioning their existence, despite the fact that no physical
evidence was provided for them at all, the reality becomes clear.
The number of victims, usually fudged to six million, which has remained broadly
consistent within the dominant narrative ever since, had an interesting genesis. Richard
Overy stated that ‘the World Jewish Congress supplied the tentative figure of 5.7 million
dead and this was used by the prosecuting teams in drawing up the indictment.’[13
]Overy referred here to a meeting between the WJC and Jackson in New York on June
12th 1945. By reading the minutes of the meeting we see that not only did the WJC
suggest that figure, based on estimates drawn from ‘official and semi-official sources’,
but stated that, ‘the indictment should include leaders, agencies, heads of government
and high command… Any member of these bodies will be considered guilty and subject
to punishment, unless he can prove he was not a member or became a member under
duress.’ In addition they also emphasized that, ‘The Jewish people is the greatest
sufferer of this war’ and they ‘stressed the magnitude of the Jewish tragedy which
transcends the sufferings of other peoples.’[14]
What is remarkable is that established, respected historians like Overy can make this
connection and then simply pass by without further comment. They do so through fear
of being labeled ‘anti-Semitic’. It ought to be remembered that during the time with
which we are concerned, the World Jewish Congress was the planet’s foremost Zionist
organization and was heavily engaged in the process of recruiting Jews from Europe to
populate Palestine, which had, by that point, been more-or-less obtained from the

British, following prolonged negotiations since the Balfour agreement of 1917. You do
not need to be involved in the polemics of ‘memory’ versus ‘denial’ to see that the WJC
would have had a clear motive to propagandize and over-emphasize the treatment of
European Jews at the hands of the Nazis.
Indeed, it is perfectly apparent, to anyone prepared to look at the subject with both eyes
open, that the large Jewish organizations had been making exaggerated or even contrived
statements of this kind for many years, going back to the time before the Nazis had even
existed.
Following the ‘World Conference of Jews’ in 1933, the American delegate, leading
Zionist, Samuel Untermeyer, addressed the American nation on WABC radio with
regard to Germany and called for ‘the nations of the earth’ to ‘make common cause
against the… slaughter, starvation and annihilation, by a country that has reverted to
barbarism, of its own innocent and defenseless citizens without rhyme, reason or
excuse…’ He went on to describe the Nazis’ ‘cold-bloodedly planned and already
partially executed campaign for the extermination of a proud, gentle, law-abiding
people’ and called for a ‘holy war’ against a German nation which was, in his words, ‘a
veritable hell of cruel and savage beasts.’[15] Untermeyer’s purposely alarmist speech
was a continuation of similar propaganda and a follow-up on statements and mass
demonstrations made by the World Jewish Congress in the same year, as evidenced by a
Daily Express article written by a ‘special political correspondent’, which began with the
following sentence. ‘All Israel is uniting in wrath against the Nazi onslaught on the Jews
in Germany.’ Its headline was ‘Judea declares war on Germany!’ [16]
Yet 1933, the year when Hitler assumed control, is not as far back as such analysis can
be taken. In an article entitled, ‘The Crucifixion of Jews must Stop!’ which appeared in a
magazine called ‘American Hebrew,’ a former governor of the state of New York,
Martin H. Glynn described the plight of Eastern European Jews as a ‘catastrophe in
which 6 million human beings are whirled toward the grave…’ He even went as far as to
describe this as a ‘threatened holocaust of human life.’[17] His article was written not as
a comment on events in Nazi Germany, but about anti-Semitism in Russia, in 1919, just
after the end of World War One, thirteen years before Hitler would form any sort of
government.
Even before then, references to the suffering of the six million had been made by Zionist
figureheads. As early as 1900, while the Zionist movement was still in its youth,
statements which sound startlingly similar to those later made about Nazi Germany were
already being declared. Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, later to become leader of the American
Jewish Congress and at the time chairman of the Provisional Zionist Committee spoke at
a Zionist gathering. He talked of the suffering of Jews in and around Russia, describing
them as ‘six million living, bleeding, suffering arguments in favour of Zionism.’[18]
It is both striking and challenging to the historian to read these kinds of articles and
statements. It is not good enough to simply write off such pointed historical evidence as
being of interest only to right wing extremists or conspiracy theorists. That is, in
layman’s language, a cop-out. History has to look openly at all the evidence and then
attempt to provide a narrative that best fits that evidence.
Two things become clear to anyone prepared to think through the implications. Firstly,
Nazi/Jewish propaganda was not a one way street. It is well known and much
documented that many National Socialist figureheads made anti-Semitic statements and
speeches and the party involved itself in various other forms of anti-Semitic propaganda.
However, what is far less well known is that this was returned in kind by some Jewish
organizations and Zionist groups who distributed disinformative propaganda about the

Nazis and Germany. It must also be acknowledged that some of these organizations
wielded considerable influence in Allied circles, particularly in the USA and it was these
organizations who were responsible for providing the first reports of Nazi anti-Jewish
actions. Bearing in mind the anti-Semitism inherent in the Nazi program, overtly
expressed by the party since its emergence on the political scene, the opposition of
Jewish organizations to the regime was understandable, but this does not make their
propagandistic claims true. History has to apply to them the principles of rational
criticism.
Reflecting upon the authors and speakers of these statements, it is plain that they were
made to further the cause of Zionism. That is not to suggest that there was no truth in
them at all. The Nazis clearly discriminated against Jews from the earliest days of the
regime and engaged in anti-Semitic rhetoric and intimidation even before achieving
power, but it is also clear that this anti-Semitic activity did not approach the extremes
that were suggested. Untermeyer’s comments and the Daily Express article mentioned
above were made nine years before the Wannsee Conference, two years even before the
Nuremberg Laws were passed and only months after Hitler had taken control, yet
already described a process of extermination and annihilation which history now tells us
did not begin until 1942. Would one modern day, establishment historian agree with their
claims? Similarly, Glynn’s article demonstrates that the figure of six million victims and
even the word ‘holocaust’ were in use in the circles of Zionist and Jewish speech and
writing while Nazism was still little more than a notion in the minds of a few ex-soldiers
in Munich bars. Not only that, but as the Wise quotation shows, the six million figure
had been touted before, going back to the turn of the century.
Simply and plainly stated, this means that the belief in the six million figure and the
concept of the ‘holocaust’ were not formulated, as most people believe, from analysis of
events in the Nazi sphere of influence during World War Two, but evolved from Zionist
propaganda dating back for half a century. What makes this awkward for historians, is
that the logical follow-through from this analysis would then be to doubt the information
provided by the Zionists about Nazi Germany. After all, they had been making similarly
alarmist claims, without foundation, for many years. This is dangerous territory for
history, or at least, establishment history, as it would cast a shadow over several of the
major pillars of the Holocaust narrative, whose origin was from the Jewish
organizations. Yet rather than confront these inconvenient facts, draw conclusions from
them and attempt to place them within the wider context of the issue being discussed,
Historians prefer simply not to mention them. If they did, they might upset some
influential people. Unfortunately this suggests that Historians, on the most part, are
cowards.
Clearly, at the very least, caution should have been exercised in adopting the WJCs
version of events. Was it not probable that their interpretation would have been
influenced by their preconceptions? And what does it suggest about the partialities of the
IMT that they would accept figures and adopt trial strategies suggested by such an
openly subjective party? Not only that, but the entire community of establishment
historians since, have been perfectly happy to accept this six million estimate and use it
as the base marker for their own work, as if the WJC were the most judicious and
unbiased source possible.
At the trial itself the six million number was evidenced by the testimony of Wilhelm
Höttl. (Hearsay evidence in Wisliceny’s testimony suggested five million). Höttl worked
under Kaltenbrunner in the RSHA and provided an affidavit on the 25th November
1945. The affidavit (doc no. 2738-PS) was read to the court on Thursday 13th
December. It was a recollection of a conversation Höttl had with Adolf Eichmann, in
which he had apparently suggested the number of Jewish dead to be around six million.

This piece of hearsay was the main substantiation used for the six million figure at
Nuremberg. Many courts, in various parts of the world, would not have accepted such
evidence as valid. The IMT, however, in keeping with article twenty-three of their
charter deemed the evidence to have ‘probative value’ and so admitted it. If, during the
course of the trial it had been corroborated by some other evidence, in particular a
German document from the RSHA or the SS, detailing what they were doing, or a memo
from one department to another in which the progress of the Holocaust was discussed,
then the decision to admit the item would have been justified. But it was not. The six
million claim, first suggested by the World Jewish Congress, was upheld by the IMT and
included in their final judgment and is still upheld by popular history today, on the basis
of an affidavit, obtained by an American interrogator, (Frederick L. Felten), during a
time when many such affidavits were obtained by dubious means. The relevant section
of the document is transcribed below.
‘In the various extermination camps about four million Jews were killed, while a further
two million met their deaths in other ways, the greater part through the
Einsatzkommandos, the SD or through being shot in the fields of Russia.[19]
Two defense lawyers asked for Höttl’s affidavit to be stricken from the record, primarily
because like so many other affidavit witnesses, Höttl was held in Nuremberg and
therefore available for cross examination but not presented.[20] With the benefit of
hindsight, we also see that despite the IMT’s willingness to accept Höttl’s figures and
include them in their judgment, Historians have not been so content to repeat them. Raul
Hilberg stated that 2.9 million died in the camps and 2.2 million from other means,
thereby lowering the total to 5.1 million. Gerald Reitlinger suggested the total Jewish
losses to be around 4 million. Others have provided a variety of differing estimates,
some of them higher than the IMTs figures. Clearly therefore it is legitimate to challenge
Höttl’s, or the WJC’s numbers otherwise mainstream history would not have done so.
Finally, on the matter of the victim count, there is an obvious question to be raised
regarding the interrogations at Nuremberg and other detention centers. If, as it seems
clear that we should, we accept that the six million figure had little to do with an attempt
to count the actual numbers of Jewish dead, but stemmed instead from the
propagandistic statements of Zionist groups dating back fifty years, why did it show up
in this key witness statement? Although, in itself, not definitely further evidence of
coercion or at least leading questioning, it is otherwise a remarkable coincidence. How
does one explain the fact that Wilhelm Höttl just happened to include in his affidavit the
exact same number mentioned first by Rabbi Wise in 1900, then by other Zionist
figureheads throughout the first part of the twentieth century, even though that number is
not thought to be particularly accurate by many leading Holocaust historians today? As
we know that the WJC had already suggested the figure to Jackson, it only requires a
modest leap of faith to propose that it may, in turn, have been passed on to the
interrogators who would have used it to shape their interrogations.[21]
Another huge issue to be aired for the first time before the IMT was that regarding Nazi
genocidal language. We are told, by semantically inclined historians like the extreme
intentionalist Jeffrey Herf, that the words vernichtung, liquidierung and ausrottung
which often appeared in speeches made by Hitler and other leading Nazis, also in
articles in Der Stürmer in relation to the Jews, had only one meaning. Herf states that the
‘public language of the Nazi regime combined complete suppression of any facts about
the Final Solution with a brutal, sometimes crude declaration of murderous intent. Two
key verbs and nouns in the German language were at the core of the language of mass
murder: vernichten and ausrotten. These translate as ‘annihilate, ‘exterminate’, ‘totally
destroy’ and ‘kill,’ and the nouns Vernichtung and Ausrottung as ‘annihilation’,
‘extermination’, ‘total destruction’ and ‘killing.’ Whether taken on their own from the

dictionary meaning or placed in the context of the speeches, paragraphs and sentences in
which they were uttered, their meaning was clear.’[22]
This issue, of whether or not these words have unequivocal meanings of murder, or not,
has gone on and on and formed one of the central points of argument in the Lipstadt v
Irving Trial of 2000. It is, however, a matter easily resolved. All one needs is a German
dictionary.
The translation website ‘Babelfish’ provides a useful starting point. On the 18th
December 2007, ausrotten was translated only as ‘exterminate’. 'Ausrottung' was
extermination. ‘Vernichtung’ translated as ‘destruction’ and ‘vernichten’ as ‘destroy’.
Anybody therefore seeking to verify the claims of the Nuremberg prosecutors and
current academics like Herf on the internet would doubtless infer that the claims
regarding Ausrottung were accurate. In the German language it unequivocally equates to
killing. Vernichtung, as ‘destroy’, is not as clear – a statement of intent to ‘destroy the
Jews’ does not necessarily mean mass murder. Modern paper dictionaries are similar.
The Collins Pocket German Dictionary (2nd edition), printed in 1996, provides a decent
indicator. The translations it lists for ausrotten are ‘to stamp out’ and ‘to exterminate’.
For vernichten we get ‘to annihilate’, ‘to destroy’.
However, older dictionaries, going back to the time when the events were more
contemporary, further muddy the waters. A German/English dictionary printed in
Germany in 1955, the Schöffler-Weis Taschenwörterbuch, published by the Ernst Klett
Company of Stuttgart, provides a slightly different picture. It gives the following
translations of ausrotten: ‘to root out’, ‘to destroy’, ‘to extirpate’, ‘to eradicate’ and ‘to
exterminate’. For ausrottung we get two translations, ‘uprooting’ and ‘extermination’.
According therefore to a dictionary published in Germany in 1955, Nazis discussing the
ausrotten of the Jews or how the Jews were undergoing a process of ausrottung, could
have been talking about rooting Jews out or uprooting them. Neither of these terms
necessarily have genocidal implications. It is interesting that the literal translation of
ausrottung, which is ‘uprooting’ as one can tell simply from looking at the word in both
languages, seems to have disappeared from the modern dictionaries.
With vernichten we get a similar picture. The 1955 German dictionary translates it as ‘to
annihilate’, ‘to eradicate’, ‘to do away with’, to wipe out. ‘Vernichtung’ is ‘destruction’,
‘annihilation’, ‘extirpation’. Therefore Nazis using these words could feasibly have been
discussing ‘doing away with’ the Jews (or ‘destroying them). Again it is interesting that
this most anodyne translation of the term is not to be found in the modern dictionaries.
Even if we accept that these words could only refer to murder, it seems rather contrary to
all common sense to be attempting a secret genocidal program against a specific ethnic
group while making speeches and writing articles for public consumption, in which you
tell anyone who is listening or reading that you are doing exactly that. This is what Herf
and others like him seem to be proposing. We therefore find ourselves confronting a
problem. The meaning of these words is not as clear as Herf suggests. They could be
referring to mass murder, but to determine that, their context would have to be carefully
examined by somebody with expertise in German language usage of the period.
Furthermore, there would appear to be a choice to make. Either the Nazis were engaged
in a genocidal program against the Jews and were happy to have it known, or they
wanted it to be a secret. If the former, then the whole argument regarding
sonderbehandlung (special treatment) collapses, as the narrative presently holds that it
was used as a code word on Nazi documents to keep the Holocaust a secret. If, on the
other hand, the Holocaust was meant to be hidden, then the Nazis public use of
vernichten and ausrotten in speeches cannot have referred to physical extermination.

They must either have been intended with Streicher and Rosenberg’s interpretation of
the annihilation of Jewish power, or one of the alternative meanings from the 1955
dictionary, which Herf does not acknowledge even exist.
Very simply, it’s one or the other. The guardians of the Holocaust narrative, like Herf,
cannot have it both ways. They need to decide whether to drop sonderbehandlung or
ausrotten and vernichten. In the opinion of this author, the evidence from the trial would
point to the latter. Although sonderbehandlung may have had other uses, as
Kaltenbrunner explained, several witnesses, including at least two defendants (Keitel
and Kaltenbrunner) confirmed that it generally meant killing.
In discussing the Holocaust further, something else must be made clear, which those
who have read popular history on the subject will not necessarily have considered. Like
the Industrial Revolution or the Renaissance, or the Civil Rights Movement, the
Holocaust is a construct. None of these events happened in the sense that the majority of
people understand them to have. Their grandiose titles glibly encompass a multitude of
incidents, enacted for complex and conflicting reasons over long periods of time, which
in many cases bore little or no relation to each other. Lithuanian partisan fighters killed
during a skirmish with the SS near Kaunas in 1942 have very little in common with a
Czech forced laborer at the Buna rubber plant in Monowitz or an elderly, bourgeois
Austrian sent to Theresienstadt, for example. It is history and history alone that has
grouped them all together and titled them.
As a result of this historical treatment, the title itself has become symbolic and invested
with meaning through simplification and popular misunderstanding. The Holocaust has
come to exist as much as a fable as a scholarly researched and documented occurrence.
Authors like Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel do little to help this situation, by writing books
which hover between classification as fiction or memoir. Some people read ‘Night’ and
believe in it as an accurate record of life in a concentration camp. Others, who question
some of its more bizarre details are told it has been partially fictionalized. In other
words, anything goes, all bases are covered. As a fiction, the work is beyond criticism
and if some choose to treat it as fact, they are not dissuaded from doing so. From the
birth of the narrative, the Holocaust has existed like this – in rational, scientific,
historical discourse but also in a feverish, victim obsessed, fantasy world where even the
most absurd claims are accepted. The recent example of Misha DeFonseca, who told a
sorry tale of surviving the Holocaust as a child by walking five thousand miles across
Nazi occupied Europe under the care and protection of a pack of wolves demonstrates
this. She was initially supported by several luminaries, including Elie Wiesel, who
described her book as ‘very moving’ and was invited to speak at a number of
universities, before finally being outed as a fraud. She was merely the latest in a
procession of similar cases. Within the unhealthy, noncritical culture that surrounds the
Holocaust, distortions, exaggerations and manipulations are commonplace as historians
and writers seek to make that which they are explaining easier for their readers to
understand. In choosing to highlight certain aspects of the event and minimalizing or
even ignoring others, which all writers must do, to avoid their works being exhaustively
long, historians usually demonstrate nothing more than their own subjectivity; their own
assumptions in approaching the issue formed through their own set of personal biases.
Never has this been truer than in relation to the Holocaust at Nuremberg.
It was first presented, in piecemeal form, by the victorious powers as a (minor) part of
the prosecution case. Following other trials, throughout the forties, fifties and sixties, it
has since been seized upon by academics, often with clearly identifiable agendas, to the
point where it has become a field of study in its own right and a welter of media output
has developed around it.

The base of evidence on which the obelisk of Holocaust Studies has been constructed is
entirely Allied generated. What is more, the primary sources of opinion and analysis
regarding that evidence (and how it was gathered) are also entirely Allied generated. As
a result the layers of secondary work that have been written since (with very few
exceptions) have displayed only the Allied viewpoint, gaining strength with each wave
of new ‘research’ due to its lack of challenge or counter-narrative, until it eventually
became a grotesque caricature of itself as academics like Daniel Goldhagen projected
their own points of view and refracted them through this giant, constructed prism of the
Holocaust. If you could go back through time and approach Telford Taylor or Jackson,
or Thomas Dodd at Nuremberg and ask for their thoughts on the Holocaust, they would
have little idea what you were talking about. What we must face and accept is that the
Holocaust has been fashioned since then.
The 1945-6 reality is that not only was the Holocaust a minor feature at Nuremberg, but
with a few notable exceptions, the evidence that was presented for it was largely of
insubstantial nature – either contained in affidavits or eyewitness testimony, much of
which was in the form of hearsay. That is not to suggest that ‘it’ (whatever ‘it’ may be
defined as) did not happen, it is clear that terrible civilian atrocities occurred, but simply
that anyone who attempts to claim that the modern Holocaust obelisk was erected in any
way during this first great trial at Nuremberg is demonstrating little other than their
wearing of a large pair of historical blinkers.[23] At the Trial of the Major War
Criminals before the International Military Tribunal (where one would have thought it
would have had a prominent role to play) it could not be said, in any reasonable way, to
have been factually demonstrated through evidence. Despite this it was stated in the IMT
judgment in much the same form in which Historians describe it today. Its component
parts had been deemed by the tribunal to be ‘facts of common knowledge’.
The claim that no Nazis denied the crime, which is a common popular belief, needs also
to be emphatically addressed. The stark reality is that in one way or another, all of them
did. Richard Overy wrote ‘nothing was denied more vehemently in the interrogation
rooms at Nuremberg than the persecution of the Jews.’[24] By careful analysis of the
trial, a more complete picture emerges. The defendants admitted to anti-Jewish laws,
anti-partisan activity (which would have included actions against Jews) and a
deportation and resettlement program, but not one of them admitted to first-hand
knowledge of an extermination plan or devices of mass execution. A few Nazi witnesses
did, mainly via affidavits. Bearing in mind what has to come to light about Allied
interrogation methods, we must adjust our views of such witness statements and
affidavits appropriately.
The closest we came to any small admission of knowledge from defendants was Göring
with his ‘isolated perpetrations’ and Kaltenbrunner with his Himmler ‘admitted it’
statement. Even with these, the latter is still nothing more than a piece of hearsay. As
neither of these comments were followed up by probing enough questions (as one might
have expected) we shall never know what these two men actually knew to have taken
place and this leads us to a very important point – their narrative, which potentially may
have challenged the Allied one, has been lost forever. All we are left with is the version
provided by the Allies, their carefully selected documents, their eyewitnesses and their
confessions stained with the blood of those who signed them. If we are being kind, this
can only be described as ‘sloppiness’.
The picture that therefore emerges from straightforward analysis of evidence presented
at the trial is one whereby suffering, particularly from hunger and disease, was common
in Nazi occupied territory, as shown by the report written by Hans Frank, for the
attention of Hitler, referenced by Lieutenant Baldwin in his presentation. The debate
over how much of this was due to Nazi policy or was simply a symptom of war (or a

combination of both) is worthy of discussion, but that will not be joined here. We also
know that orders were passed to eliminate those in occupied areas deemed to be
dangerous to the Reich, such as intellectuals, political leaders and obviously, partisan
fighters. Such policies, when set within the context of the war make sense, despite their
callousness. In addition we also know that Jews had been singled out by the regime as
the arch enemy. It seems this was for three reasons. Firstly, a long-standing antiSemitism, whereby the Nazis resented the Jewish domination of German life in certain
spheres and wished to depose them from their alleged elite positions. Secondly, because
of the repeated agitation of Jewish organizations and the public declarations of leading
Zionists and international Jewish figureheads like Untermeyer and Weizman, who called
for boycotts and war against Germany from the earliest days of the regime and thirdly,
because once hostilities had begun, Nazis believed Jews to be forming a substantial part
of the partisan and resistance movements. As a result of these three reasons, a series of
policies were enacted, starting in peacetime with discrimination and exclusion from
German life. In wartime, with different pressures upon the Reich, the policies became
more draconian, resulting in forced deportation and ghettoization. Most draconian of all
and admitted to by several witnesses, was that the Einsatzgruppen, during their antipartisan activities, often targeted Jews, because of their alleged partisan links. The most
striking evidence for this was presented in Rosenberg’s case with the letter from Kube to
Lohse in which it was claimed that 55,000 Jews of White Russia had been shot, or by the
testimony of Ohlendorf, in which he claimed his squad had accounted for 90,000
victims. (Ohlendorf did not stipulate that the victims were solely Jewish, mentioning
communist ‘commissars’ also.) Again, despite the brutality of such actions, when placed
within the context of the Russian front, the biggest theatre of war in human history, a
vast area full of woodland and villages crawling with hostile civilians who constantly
attacked German soldiers and supply lines, as stated by Jodl and Frank, one can see the
logic. A wartime ethic of kill or be killed saves little room for sentimental ideals of
honor.
Further even than this, however, we have the allegations that the Nazis instigated a plan
to kill all the Jews of Europe ‘The Final Solution’ and used homicidal gas chambers to
do so. Yet we see that these two claims were only really evidenced by the affidavits and
testimonies of Wisliceny and Höss, (and Ohlendorf to some extent) which have large
question marks hanging over them as shall be explained below.
It is worth pausing here for a moment to highlight one of the more puzzling
discrepancies at the trial. With regard to the most serious claims, we see a very clear
pattern in terms of the responses of Nazis asked to provide evidence. The senior officials
and officers - the defendants, all denied knowledge of the Holocaust. However, several
more junior Nazis provided very detailed testimony regarding the Holocaust either on
the stand or in the form of affidavits. Thus we see that the narrative which Historians
developed and used to construct the Holocaust obelisk did not begin with the words and
confessions of Göring, Streicher, von Ribbentrop or Kaltenbrunner, but unknowns and
underlings like Wisliceny, von dem Bach-Zelewski, Ohlendorf and Höss. So why should
second and third tier Nazi operatives sing their hearts out for their Allied captors, while
their superiors maintained a veil of silence? Richard Overy, in a nonsensical piece of
reasoning, conjectured that ‘it might well be thought that they were keen to make a full
confession so that their bosses would not get away with persistent denial.’[25] Why on
earth any German in Allied hands would deem it sensible to admit to these things,
knowing the effect it would have on their own immediate future, Overy does not care to
explain. Is he suggesting we believe that the junior Nazis in interrogation succumbed to
an attack of conscience and told the truth, while their superiors did not? Or is it that
these young officers vindictively wanted their former leaders hanged, for some reason?
Either way, such reasoning can only ever be conjecture. We could just as easily suppose
that the defendants knew that to admit to such things would mean imminent death

whereas those not actually yet on trial might hope that saying what their interrogators
wanted to hear would secure them some form of future leniency.
In addition to this discrepancy there are also issues contained within the statements of
these Nazi confessors, which history has never managed to iron out. Ohlendorf, in his
testimony, stated that the first order to begin killing the Jews was given by Himmler in
May 1941 and that his Einsatzgruppen unit began acting upon this in the fields of
Eastern Europe. However, Wisliceny claimed to have held the written order in his hand
and said that it was dated April 1942. One of them, therefore, has to be wrong. Höss, on
the other hand, claimed the order to kill Jews at Auschwitz came sometime in the
summer of 1941, although many historians now claim he meant 1942, to tie it in with the
Wannsee Conference in January of that year. In other words there is a complete lack of
consensus among the three with regard to the most fundamental specifics.
It is possible therefore, as argued by some, that there was no one order for the
extermination of the Jews and that there were several orders, given at various times, to
various organizations. Yet if this were true it would rather cast a shadow over our
understanding of the ‘Final Solution’. This was meant to be a state implemented policy
of racist genocide, not piecemeal, regional actions instigated in the heat of war. Beyond
any different interpretations, what is clear is that the evidence provided by these
witnesses, although corroborative as to the general existence of an order, are otherwise
completely contradictory, to the extent that it has to be questioned whether they are
referring to the same thing. The idea that these witnesses’ stories support each other
simply does not stand up. What we find therefore, is that on this most important point, a
central plank of the Holocaust narrative for all these years, all the Trial of the Century
managed to provide were a few contradictory statements, which historians have since
rationalized to match their own assumptions.
Despite this, it is undeniable that terrible civilian atrocities occurred. Shootings,
starvation, disease, forced labor, loss of property, ejection from homes, separation from
loved ones, all of these combine to create a horrific picture. Many non-Jews also
suffered these kinds of horrors, but it would certainly be fair to state that the Jewish
population got the worst of it. In some of the cases in which death was caused, people
were directly killed by Nazi actions (by shooting, for example), in others indirectly. With
regard to the latter, deaths were caused by gradual wearing-down, by people having been
pushed to the fringes of society and shorn of the ability to support or fend for
themselves. A resident of a walled ghetto, for example, cannot go out foraging for
mushrooms in the woods if food runs out. When faced with extreme deprivation and
crisis, such people simply died. However it is highly debatable whether this can truly be
regarded as ‘extermination’. If it is, then a case could be made that many, many millions
of Europeans were exterminated because of actions of the Allies, as shall be discussed
shortly. Indeed, the idea that the Nazis hatched a plan to murder all the Jews of Europe
and these various methods, in addition to gas chambers were used to facilitate such a
plan is not borne out by the trial. Not one defendant admitted to it. Not one original
document, even of the defendants’ private correspondence or diaries was produced to
evidence it. In some cases, like Frank’s, many volumes of such diaries or
correspondence were combed for references to these things, unsuccessfully. To maintain
faith in the regular Holocaust narrative therefore requires a belief in a kind of
conspiracy. One must assume that these twenty-one defendants, who were captured
individually, kept in solitary confinement and interrogated constantly, all somehow
colluded to admit to knowledge of the same things and deny knowledge of the same
things. This showed itself in both interrogation and questioning in the courtroom and
private writings and correspondence written contemporarily. Further to that point is that
the only evidence which supported these most serious claims was that purposely
produced or gathered by the Allies for the trial, generally through interrogation of more

junior Nazis or eyewitness affidavits, not that which was produced contemporarily by
those involved in the events. This division is similar to the ‘witting’ and ‘unwitting’
evidence[26] described by Arthur Marwick in his influential work ‘The Nature of
History’. Why the ‘witting’ evidence gathered by the Allies should provide a different
story to the ‘unwitting’ evidence provided by contemporary documents would perhaps
suggest that the witting evidence was tainted. Knowledge of the methods of Allied
evidence gathering makes such a suggestion highly plausible.
In addition to that, it is important to note that the gas chamber claims were just one of
several similar claims made during the final years of the war and just as we have Höss’
affidavit or the Soviet Statements as evidence of gassing, we also have other very similar
affidavits or documents as evidence of some of these other claims. For example, IMT
volume thirty-two, which contains interrogation and other documents entered in
evidence for the trial contains a document entitled ‘Charge Number Six of the Polish
Government Against Hans Frank’ authored by a Dr Cyprian. The document alleges that:
‘The German authorities acting under the authority of Governor General Hans Frank
established in March 1942 the extermination camp at Treblinka, intended for mass
killing of Jews by suffocating them in steam-filled chambers…The best known of these
death camps are those of Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor in the Lublin district. In these
camps the Jews were put to death in their thousands by hitherto unknown, new methods,
gas and steam chambers as well as electrical current employed on a large scale…[27]
It is arguable, of course, that the Polish report simply confused ‘gas’ with ‘steam’,
however such reasoning would fail to account for the fact that later on in the same
document, it explains the building and operation of these steam chambers in
considerable detail. ‘The second building consists of three chambers and a boiler room’
it says, ‘The steam generated in the boilers is led by means of pipes to the
chambers…’[28]
The other bizarre claim contained in that report, that of using electricity to murder
inmates at the Belzec camp, also made by the Soviets in their ‘Statements on Nazi
Atrocities’, was given enough credence to be referenced by Lieutenant Colonel
Griffiths-Jones during his cross-examination of Streicher. ‘Many details are also given
about the use of poison gas, as at Chelm, of electricity in Belzec...’[29] He said.
By the time the trial had been concluded and the judgments were drawn up, it seems the
idea of steam chambers at Treblinka or death by electricity at Belzec had been quietly
dropped, in favor of the universal gas story. Yet both were held in evidence by the IMT
on Polish and Soviet documents, accepted in toto via the principle of ‘judicial notice’ in
accordance with article 21 of the Nuremberg Charter, on which many of the most
infamous claims were so luridly made. As a final comment on the above analysis, it
should be pointed out that it is not possible to prove or disprove the reality of the
homicidal gas chambers based solely on the evidence presented before the IMT. As a
starting point, each of the camps denoted as extermination centers were later to have
trials of their own. Thus there was an Auschwitz trial, a Treblinka trial, a Majdanek trial
and so on. What is clear, however is that based on the treatment of this issue by the IMT,
there is scope for reasonable intellectual curiosity. Big questions are raised.
None of this is intended to belittle the anguish of any civilian communities that suffered
during the war. But sympathy with their suffering is not mutually exclusive with a belief
that their suffering has been propagandized for political purposes. An interesting
exercise, for comparison, is to set the Holocaust to one side and consider the other 60
million or so deaths of World War Two, for a moment. According to various sources,[30]
47 million civilians died in the war. Of these, 20 million died due to war-related famine

and disease. This is worth taking a few moments to consider. One is faced with the idea
that inmates in concentration camps and other civilians in German-occupied areas,
especially Jewish ghettoes, starved, according to the Nuremberg prosecutors, because of
a racist plan to exterminate. Yet millions of other Europeans starved at the same time
and in similar areas simply because huge wars are a horrible mess and the prevailing
conditions were such that destitution, hunger and homelessness were rife. Of course it
could be argued that the ‘mess’ in Nazi occupied areas was the fault of the Nazis
themselves, but one cannot help but see a double standard.
When considering the war’s other civilian deaths, it must also be considered how many
were caused through acts which could reasonably be described as ‘atrocities’. More than
200,000 Japanese died in the blasts at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, for example, countless
others during the post war period from radiation sickness and other harmful effects. In
their own report on the Japanese bombing campaign, the US Air Force stated that ‘total
civilian casualties in Japan, as a result of 9 months of air attack, including those from the
atomic bombs, were approximately 806,000.’[31] They estimated that at least 330,000 of
those died and that this was greater than Japan’s military death toll. The Allied bombing
campaign of Germany, including the White Phosphorous horrors of Dresden and
Hamburg yielded similar results. According to AC Grayling, roughly 600,000 German
civilians were killed by the deliberate civilian bombing of the RAF and USAF and the
value of this tactic to the Allied war effort was questionable.[32]
Bearing in mind what also happened to German civilians and POWs under Allied
occupation, post war, and indeed the many other examples of genocide from ancient to
recent history, the question to ask is what makes the Nazi treatment of Jews ‘unique’?
And I am aware that this is not an original question. The ‘uniqueness’ of the Holocaust
is an issue addressed by Marrus, Finkelstein, Davidowicz and virtually every writer who
has written about it. Often we are told that its ‘uniqueness’ lies in the fact that a single
group of people were chosen for extermination, based on nothing other than their
ethnicity. But such statements are questionable in some aspects and demonstrably false
in others. Firstly we are faced with the problem that History is yet to deliver definitive
evidence regarding the decision to exterminate. The Führerbefehl (Hitler order) simply
does not exist.[33] Even extreme intentionalists like Lucy Davidowicz admit so, saying,
‘Though the abundant documents of the German dictatorship have yielded no written
order by Hitler to murder the Jews, it appears from the events as we know them now,
that the decision for the practical implementation of the plan to kill the Jews was
probably reached after December 18, 1940 – when Hitler issued the first directive for
Operation Barbarossa – and before March 1, 1941.’[34] It is worth noting here that
Davidowicz’ estimates would perhaps tie in with the date given by Ohlendorf and the
one originally provided by Höss (which many historians have since claimed to be a
mistake) but not the one provided by Wisliceny.
As a result and as described by Davidowicz above, historians searching for causes and
triggers have played connect-the-dots with a whole bunch of documents and trace
evidence – ‘the events as we know them now’ – and provided various theories from
Hilberg’s famous ‘mind reading’ conclusion, to Daniel Jonah Goldhagen’s objectionable
thesis of innate German anti-Semitism. Yet also, it must be thrown into the mix that Nazi
racial policy was not just about Jews. In actuality, it wasn’t really about Jews at all. Nazi
racial policy was focused on the German people and German living space. This was at
the exclusion of all others. Jews, through their alleged positions of power were seen as a
major opponent to be dealt with and also, as a sizeable minority within the ‘living space’
were an obstacle to Nazi ambitions, yet so were Slavs, so were Poles and so were other
Eastern Europeans. Indeed, in chapter thirteen it was shown that the Russian prosecution
presented evidence at the trial suggesting a proposed genocide of thirty million Slavs.
Perhaps, if a study was made of numbers of Slavs who starved in the Nazi sphere of

influence, Slavs in camps, Slavs recruited as slave laborers and numbers of Slavs killed
in anti-partisan actions, we could construct a Slav Holocaust from the available
evidence. Obviously, we would not have a Führer order for that either, although it seems
that for some, that doesn’t matter. Perhaps we could use the ‘events as we know them
now’ to construct a Polish one, or even a French.[35] But being able to construct
something does not demonstrate a reality. It demonstrates the human ability to construct
things.
In the final analysis then, it must be conceded that what, apparently makes the Jewish
Holocaust ‘unique’ are the aspects of it that, at Nuremberg at least, were the least
satisfactorily proven. The plan to rid the world of Jews and the homicidal gas chambers
were not evidenced convincingly. When one bears in mind the nature of wartime
propaganda and the imbalance and subjectivity of the trial, it is easy to see how such
claims were accepted. By categorizing them as ‘facts of common knowledge’ the court
decreed that relatively flimsy evidence would suffice. It is history’s job, so far willfully
ignored, to pick the bones out of this.
Further to that point, is that even if one starts with the idea that Nazi racism was
predominately anti-Semitic in its character, it does not necessarily follow that antiSemitism alone is a substantial enough motive for a system of industrialized genocide,
the likes of which had never before been seen. Overy states ‘if the interrogation
transcripts reveal anything, it is the unwritten assumption on the part of the interrogators
that anti-Semitic sentiment is a sufficient explanation for mass murder.’ He goes on to
say that, ‘the current debate on the causes of the Holocaust revolves about the validity of
this assumption.’[36] However he doesn’t go as far as to point out that it is clearly a
ridiculous assumption. Anti-Semitic feeling had bubbled up in numerous countries over
the centuries and many had indulged in pogroms for one reason or another, but none of
them as yet had seen fit to try to kill off the entire Jewish race or to build bizarre, hellish,
extermination centers, elements of which defy possibility. Why should the Germans be
any different? The obvious answer, which Overy seems unwilling to state, is that like
most other aspects of the trial, the interrogators were starting with a conclusion and then
working backwards. The possibility that the camps were not extermination centers using
homicidal gas chambers, but normal prison and labor camps in which either prevailing
or imposed conditions led to mass starvation and epidemics was not, for the purposes of
prosecution, a valid one. This would explain their confusion over camps like Belsen and
Dachau, which originally were thought to have been ‘death camps’ and later
downgraded. As far as the Allies were concerned the Nazis were genocidal from the
beginning and that was that.
It is difficult today, with the construction of the Holocaust obelisk[37] reaching record
heights (we have Holocaust museums in every major city in the western world and
educational programs and documentaries constantly made in the name of ‘memory’), to
see past its sheer enormity. But the fact that those who seek to ask questions of this
obelisk, or at least subject it to proper scrutiny, are often shouted down, reviled and even
imprisoned, is as clear a demonstration as could be asked for of what Nuremberg really
achieved.
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Outbreak! The Encyclopedia of Extraordinary
Social Behavior
by Chip Smith

By Hilary Evans, M.A. and Robert Bartholomew, Ph.D. Anomalist Books, 2009. 784 pp.
Hilary Evans is a British historian and a prolific author who has written dozens books on
subjects ranging from Victorian private life to flying saucers. Robert Bartholomew is an
accredited sociologist and a recognized authority on collective behavior whose studies in
interpretive anthropology have appeared in numerous journals over the years. Together,
the two scholars have produced Outbreak! The Encyclopedia of Extraordinary Social
Behavior, a wildly entertaining, absurdly ambitious, astutely critical, deceivingly
academic and nearly definitive study of the myriad crazes, manias, panics, scares, fads,
fashions and other sundry sociogenic phenomena that have made history while eluding
historians. Out of the box, Outbreak! earns its place alongside such classic studies of
mass psychology as Charles Mackay’s Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the
Madness of Crowds and Gustav Le Bon’s The Crowd.
Yet Outbreak! isn't likely to capture the attention of history geeks, revisionist or
otherwise. To begin with, the pop-packaging is all wrong. The thing is the size of a
major city phone book, and it’s almost too much fun to be taken seriously. You lug it into
the local dive bar and you don't look up until three hours and eight Rolling Rocks later,
when the after-work habitués are filing out and the lights are dimmed for nightlife. It’s
easy to get lost in stories of cat massacres, convent hysterias, phantom aircraft waves,
suicide clusters and Millinarist migrations. But captivating though it is as a popular
compendium of Ripley-descended pop-esoterica, the intellectual substance of Evans and
Bartholomew’s enchiridion of sociological Forteana is revealed in the authors’ sustained
and richly elucidated examination of the nexus where history and culture intersect.
Perhaps by default, historians have traditionally sought to illuminate the past by focusing
on documents and sources that readily yield to rational – and often political –
interpretation. This is only natural. People prefer tidy stories, linear narratives in which
conspicuous sequences, motives and catalysts converge to acuminate events that would
otherwise remain shrouded in mystery. The problem, as Evans and Bartholomew
emphasize, is that this standard itch-scratching method of historical explication is often
ill-suited to the task of explaining episodes of extraordinary social behavior. To
understand how and why large groups of people can, seemingly of a sudden, come to be
possessed by strange convictions, contrarieties and impulses, it is often necessary to look
beneath and beyond the surface. One must take account of extra-rational -- and arguably
extra-historical -- cultural forces that shape the perceptions of those who experience
events in a particular time and context. Absent such diligence, it is possible to construct
a superficially accurate chronology that nevertheless misses everything.
To build on John Brockman's famous concept, Outbreak! may thus be read as a kind of
"Third Culture" scholarship. But where Brockman’s term is applied to literature that
seeks to bridge the chasm between science and the humanities, Evans and Bartholomew
strive to achieve a similar rapprochement between positivist history and what might be
understood as a species of meta-history that draws upon a wide range of disciplines –
from literary criticism and hermeneutics to cultural anthropology, sociology, psychology
and the sciences -- to mine beneath the superfice of a dominant linear narrative.

“It is not enough,” Evans and Bartholomew write, “to view the behavior per se,”
its context and its perceived meaning are essential to a proper
understanding. By adopting this approach, we find that some behaviors
which are usually described in terms of individual or group pathology may
more properly be attributed to the ways in which members of that particular
culture are accustomed to express themselves. Thus, unfamiliar conduct
codes and perceptual orientations, covert political resistance, local idioms of
adaptation or negotiation, culture- and history-specific forms of deviant
social roles – any or all of these may form a cultural setting that differs
substantially from that of the investigator who approaches it from his own
perspective\.
In other words: bias is a bitch, and context is king.
To illustrate the pitfalls that face the “outside investigator,” Evans and Bartholomew
memorably cite standard histories of the Boxer Rebellion, which typically portray the
populist Yi-ho-quan movement “from the point of view of Western observers, with the
emphasis on the siege of European legations and the murder of missionaries.” From such
vantage, a chronicle may be constructed in rational form. Yet “to adopt this perspective,
or even that of the Chinese government of the day,” as the authors contend, “is to fail
utterly to understand the significance of the rising, which was essentially a native event,
comprehensible only from a native perspective.” Below the surface of a prevailing
narrative myopically centered on enmity, subversion and upheaval, the contextual reality
of the Boxer movement, fascinating though it is as an account of “extraordinary social
behavior,” remains obscure.
Social delusions assume countless forms of expression, from the terrifying to the banal.
The most iconic examples may be found in episodic manias centering on sorcery and
witchcraft, or in the recurrence of various conspiracy theories and apocalyptic belief
systems. In modern times, delusional thinking has been notoriously manifest in
narratives of alien abductions and satanic ritual abuse accusations, and germs of hysteria
almost certainly inform public susceptibility to a widening raft of health scares that are
typically attributed to elusive environmental and industrial hazards, as extensively
documented in the pages of Outbreak!. But whether one seeks to explain the emergence
of cargo cults or the psychogenesis of Gulf War Syndrome or the ephemeral popularity
of the latest diet craze, evidence is likely to be nested in the inchoate hopes and fears of
a specific time and culture. To understand how and why irrational beliefs and behaviors
take root, the historian is thus wise to adopt an interdisciplinary approach, and to proffer
some measure of empathy toward those who may seem foolish or gullible by “outside”
standards. “Above all,” Evans and Bartholomew stress, “we must be mindful that we are
dealing with human beings living in unique, often highly complex circumstances that do
not easily lend themselves to superficial analysis.”
And so, yes; it is possible, while proceeding in good faith and adhering to scrupulous
methodology, to miss everything. It's quite easy, in fact. All that’s needed is a fixed point
of view, enculturated in the regnant assumptions, biases and taboos of the zeitgeist. As
the events chronicled in Outbreak! make abundantly clear, historians have blind spots,
and experts are not immune to self-deception. When the universe of possibilities is
scaled to conform to a set of social or moral precepts – or conceits – one simply focuses
on the path in view, follows the logic step by step, and veers confidently astray.
The Children's Crusades may never have happened at all, but the resonance of the story
still provides insight into the aspirations and fears that defined a period of cultural
transformation. And although Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, an undisputed master of literary

deduction, was deceived by the Cottingly Fairies, it would surely be obtuse to excuse his
lapse as an instance of mere embarrassment. After all, Doyle was a man of his time – a
time during which the public fascination with spiritualism and the uncanny held reign.
His notorious dalliance with what might be called “the fairy question” is better
understood as an expression of the hope-imbued spirit of an era now forgotten. There are
reasons for everything.
Of course, if we accept that it is possible to miss everything, it is interesting to speculate
about what Evans and Bartholomew may have missed. Though the authors of Outbreak!
justifiably boast of the “diversity and … obscurity” of their source material, one highly
relevant source is conspicuous by its absence.
“Rumors,” according to Evans and Bartholomew, “are essential components of mass
scares and hysterias.”
While rumors do not always precede panics, they almost always follow
them. Rumors take root in the fertile soil of plausible, ambiguous situations
of perceived importance as people unconsciously construct stories in an
attempt to gain certainty and reduce fear and anxiety\.
And:
Rumors are common under the stress, uncertainty and anxiety of wartime\.
In The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes, Samuel Crowell writes:
…the world that rumor describes is itself the expression an inner world of
unspoken assumptions, associations, and projections that characterize a
human culture at a specific historical moment\.
Poison gas panics are extensively documented in the pages of Outbreak! “During the
20th century” Evans and Bartholomew note, “strange odors were the most common
trigger of epidemic hysteria in both job and school settings.” They identify gassing
elements in the context of numerous terrorism scares spanning decades, and they devote
considerable discussion to several episodes of gassing hysteria that took root in the
United States preceding and during the Second World War, largely in the context of what
popular periodicals of the time referred to as “the poison gas peril.”
In The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes, Samuel Crowell writes:
[P]oison gases are well suited to paranoid and hysterical reactions, because
by definition the substances tend towards the impalpable\.
The most notorious episode may be Orson Welles' 1938 Halloween radio adaptation of
The War of the Worlds, which caused some since-exaggerated waves of panic across the
United States, with many listeners, convinced that a real Martian -- or German -invasion was under way, making frantic reports of gas attacks to emergency dispatchers.
“The Martian invasion scare,” Evans and Bartholomew note, “reflected the
preoccupation with poison gas … in a survey of listeners who were frightened, 20%
assumed that the Martian ‘gas raids’ were in fact German gas raids on the United
States.”
During the intra-war period, a spate of "mad gasser" panics were documented in the
American heartland. The most studied episode occurred in Mattoon, Illinois, during the
fall of 1944, when reports of a "phantom anesthetist" prowling through suburban
neighborhoods received national press coverage, fomenting hysteria. Again, Evans and

Bartholomew interpret such episodes as projected expressions of collective anxiety
generated through rumors of immanent German gas attacks. The specter of a mad gasser
served to personify the potent fear that German commanders, facing defeat, "might
resort to gas warfare."
In noting the testimony of one delusional Mattoon "witness" who claimed that the
elusive gasser wore a "skullcap," Bartholomew and Evans interject a curious footnote:
The skullcap implies that he was Jewish, possibly reflecting rural midwestern anti-Semitism of the time where Judaism was often associated with
the "evils" of secularism of big city life. Ironically, during this same period,
millions of Jews were gassed to death in Europe\.
Ironically, indeed.
One frankly wonders what Evans and Bartholomew might have to say about Samuel
Crowell’s singular thesis, exposited the Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes. Alas, if the
existence of Crowell’s monograph came to their attention, they keep it to themselves.
Crowell notes that gassing panics played a role on the battlefield as well -- at Omaha
Beach for example, where entrenched American soldiers mistook a brush fire for "a
cloud of poison." While the soldiers' fear was surely justified, it was likewise
symptomatic of the general atmosphere of gas-fixated paranoia that in truth dated to the
turn of the century, leaving a culture "primed for accusations of poison gas usage."
Mining the deep cultural and literary moorings of the poison gas motif in the Western
imagination, Crowell analyses the earliest rumors of Nazi gassings, and makes a very
strong case that
since the gassing claims were able to evolve and develop independent of
any reliable material or documentary evidence, and indeed were able to
evolve to a high degree even before the war began, the gassing claim should
be recognized as a delusion, indeed, as one of the greatest delusions of all
time\.
If Crowell is correct, the apocalyptic specter of millions being led to slaughter in Nazi
gas chambers will come to be understood as a popular delusion on par with the great
witch manias to which Evans and Bartholomew assign prominence of place. But the
gassing-extermination narrative at the center of Holocaust historiography is currently
withheld from consideration as an instance of collective delusion. Whether their
omission is deliberate or innocent, the authors’ blindness remains instructive. Like the
Western historians of the Boxer Rising or like the creator of Sherlock Holmes, Evans
and Bartholomew reveal themselves as men of their time, men who are capable, like all
of us, of missing everything.

The Einsatzgruppen and the Holocaust
by Joseph Bishop

The history of the Holocaust, within the larger context of the Second World War has the
unusual and unique facility of periodically transforming itself, albeit in a manner which
serves perceived Jewish collective interests. This is important because the Holocaust is
unlike any other conflict, war, event, or cause in history in that it remains deeply rooted
in the public consciousness. In an American context and very broadly summarized, it has
taken the following forms:
Soon after 1945, the received version was that the Nazis had murdered around eleven
million people - six million Jews, and about five million Poles. Others too were
identified as victims, but those were the two most significant victim categories. It was
said that these eleven million people were dispatched mainly by mass gassings. Such
gassings occurred, as the story went in all the Nazi concentration camps. Auschwitz actually a constellation of camps but collectively perceived as one large one - stood out
as the main site of these gassings.
Within a couple of decades, the story shifted a bit. The salient feature of the gas chamber
as the prime murder weapon remained, but it was now confined to 'eastern' camps as
opposed to those of the 'west'. This is partly related to the Cold War period in which the
Soviets and their minions controlled areas in which those eastern camps - being under
Soviet control and continued occupation - were not open to inspection and research.
Auschwitz - being in Poland - remained the main site and had by now become the
centerpiece of the Holocaust legend in books, films, plays, and popular consciousness.
As time passed and with the loosening of travel restrictions and communistic rigidity, the
former concentration camps evolved some tourist trappings. People could travel to them
- both west and east, tour their museums, and be guided through their facilities, both
original and in postwar mockup. They could ask questions and ponder the significance
of their surroundings. A small but determined sub-category of visitor known as
'revisionist' also inspected some of these camps, particularly Auschwitz, and even took
forensic samples of the original structures which supposedly served as gassing facilities.
The resultantly published work of Fred Leuchter, Germar Rudolf, and others,
demonstrated that the chemical residues analyzed from these facilities were not
consistent with the official account. Or put another way, the alleged mass gassings
almost certainly did not take place. In consequence, the process of historical revisionism
dictated that the numbers be dramatically reduced. A wide variety of other objections,
not just the chemical residues of Zyklon B, necessitated the change in number, but at
least the change did occur.
The authorities maintaining the Auschwitz camp indeed ultimately responded by
revising the numbers downward. Suddenly the four million murdered dropped to an
official figure of a little over a million. This is where the overall Holocaust story
underwent another major evolution. In this latest twist, the Six Million figure somehow
was retained - relating to a sort of mystic symbolism that seemingly has to be retained at
all costs - and a shifting of how the figure was arrived at occurred. Suddenly the 3
million Jews killed within that 6 million figure, perished 'in the east' with little
explanation and no statistical backing. While the Einsatzgruppen or ‘action groups’ (or
‘squads’) has grown in its significance the typical estimate of victims of these groups are

between 1.3 and 2.2 million. As the story continues to shift and evolve it appears that the
missing “victims” may yet be attributed to the Einsatzgruppen or even the German army.

German Field Marshal Erich von Manstein, belied the accuracy of the Einsatzgruppen
reports. Photo: 1938. Source: Deutsches Bundesarchiv (German Federal Archive), Bild
183-H01758. Wikimedia Commons: Bundesarchiv Commons.
Not a lot of detail was given at first, but the vague form of this newly revised Holocaust
story was that these SS men herded Jews together at various locales and there shot them.
Some were allegedly killed in 'gas vans' or via other means, but the majority were shot
or machine-gunned. This is of great interest to revisionists. Hitherto revisionist
researchers had focused their attention primarily on gas chambers, Zyklon B, cremation
rates, open pit burnings, high water tables, coke deliveries, death records, and similar,
chipping and gouging away at court sanctioned history. But the Einsatzgruppen idea was
something relatively new. Only limited revisionist research has been done on this
subject.
I would like to pose a number of questions which could serve as excellent starting points
relevant to the revisionist process and then try to briefly respond to them. Firstly, what
were the actual responsibilities of the Einsatzgruppen? Their main task was maintaining
order and security within the rear areas of the German armies on the eastern front. This
included the gathering of intelligence and especially the combating and repression of
partisans. With this new twist in the Holocaust story, they were also somehow
additionally tasked with the total extermination of Jews. Not just the Jews of all the areas
they were responsible for - Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Belarus, Ukraine, the
Crimea, areas of the Caucasus, and occupied Russia - but also Jews from Germany and
western Europe which were allegedly shipped off to them for liquidation.
Now let it be clearly known here that geographically we are talking about an enormous
physical area not dissimilar to the size of the continental United States. How many
personnel were engaged in this multiplicity of tasks? The Einsatzgruppen consisted of

four main groups - A, B, C, and D - each comprising between 300 and 500 men. These
2,000 (generously estimated) men were allegedly entrusted with the enormity of these
tasks. But how many were actually on duty at any given time, not engaged in
intelligence gathering, anti-partisan activity, etc., and specifically engaged in killings?
Bearing in mind support personnel - radiomen, supply and transport, administrative, men
on leave, men sick, men back home on training courses, etc. - the 2,000 number shrinks.
However, even if all 2,000 were active and available for action at all times, the main
responsibility of the Einsatzgruppen was anti-partisan activity so how on earth did they
get the time to find, marshal together, and kill millions of Jews?
At this point I must add into the equation the fact that other echelons of personnel
assisted or worked with the Einsatzgruppen. These included Police battalions, 'Schuma'
(Schutzmannshaft, i.e. self-defense) companies of Ukrainians, Latvians et al, even
sometimes Wehrmacht security divisions or elements thereof. However, these forces
were mostly used to cordon off areas and provide security for the alleged killing units,
i.e. when they were not themselves engaged in anti-partisan actions which was their
prime activity too. Still, the task is enormous, indeed very problematic, if not
impossible.
What about transportation? The actual fighting armies at the front always had priority in
receiving vehicles, fuel, and supply. Vehicles in particular were always hard to come by.
What little was left for the Einsatzgruppen had to suffice for the transportation of these
tiny bands of men to traverse huge distances to carry out their tasks. To get a handle on
these problems, consider a comparative provided some years ago by revisionists: The
LAPD has perhaps 10,000 officers, all plentifully supplied with modern, fast vehicles,
and they have a single task to control crime and in one very small area, yet even they
have great difficulty and much of the time crime is out of control. How on earth can
2,000 men accomplish this task and many and more important tasks in an area about the
size of the USA and in which much of their transport is horse-drawn or nonexistent?
How many Jews were actually available to be killed, i.e. how many fell into the hands of
the Einsatzgruppen? Revisionist researcher Dr. Walter Sanning in his path-breaking The
Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry demonstrated that the six million figure was
impossible, that literally millions of European Jews had escaped the Nazis through legal
emigration and through evacuation eastwards with the Red Army as it retreated before
the invading German forces. We may never know how many 'Eastern' Jews escaped this
way but the numbers are generally agreed upon to figure in the millions. The Germans
simply did not have anywhere near the numbers of Jews in their control that the official
Holocaust story presumes.
What was the time frame of the killings? From June 1941 through summer 1944, about
three years, in much of which whole regions were not in Nazi hands or had been lost.
How many Jews could have been killed and how quickly? Rhodes in his Masters of
Death, a study of the Einsatzgruppen, claims that these squads usually employed small
groups of 4-8 men working in shifts with rifles or pistols and killing thousands or tens of
thousands of Jews at a time. Interestingly, he estimates a grand total of about 1.5 million
Jews killed by the Einsatzgruppen. Rhodes also suggests that the Einsatzgruppen were
so overwhelmed psychologically from allegedly killing 1.5 million Jews that SSReichsführer Himmler ultimately decided to shift responsibility for the extermination of
the Jews, from squad killings to a more 'industrial' and efficient approach using gas
chambers at Auschwitz and elsewhere. Rhodes is one of those court historians who,
when it comes to the official version of the Holocaust, accepts all 'eyewitness' accounts,
evinces no skepticism whatever, allows all possibilities, asks no inconvenient questions,
and breaks no taboos.

Another author not up to speed with the numbers was French MacLean, whose The
Cruel Hunters - the 'definitive' study of the famous SS Dirlewanger Brigade - an
'Einsatz' unit allegedly much involved in mass killings of Jews and often working
closely with the Einsatzgruppen, estimates a killing total of about 1.3 million which he
cites as a sort of consensus of historians on how many Jews were killed in the east.
These numbers of course do not explain the missing millions from Auschwitz. MacLean
incidentally makes clear that all these units were so overwhelmed with their
responsibility for combating partisans that they had little time for anything else.
Oskar Dirlewanger's unit is worthy of close attention because it was well known to be
enormously successful in its operations on the eastern front. At most times it had
between 300 and 500 men, i.e. it was about the size of an Einsatzgruppe. Dirlewanger
and his men won countless medals, decorations, citations, and all manner of bravery
awards. They were victorious in nearly every operation and action, moved quickly, and
were very highly motivated and disciplined. High ranking SS leaders and Himmler
himself respected and feted them. Even Hitler watched their doings and wanted them
given every possible assistance. Yet in spite of it all, they were credited with killing
'only' some 15,000 people during their years in action as an Einsatz unit. If the other
Einsatz units were as successful, the numbers become relatively paltry when squared
against claimed figures of 1.3 or 1.5 million, let alone 3 million.
Rhodes suggests that the SS were often drunk and disorderly and typically engaged in
rape, looting, and indiscriminate murder. The author relied heavily on 'survivor'
eyewitness accounts. MacLean demonstrates that such units actually were much more
disciplined and severely punished men for even minor infractions. He even cites one
instance where an SS solder was denied leave for six months for his contracting a
venereal disease after not using a condom whilst on R & R. MacLean mostly relies on
SS efficiency reports and internal memoranda and documentation, none of which was
intended for publication or general information. His work is important in that the
Dirlewanger Brigade was thought to be fairly typical of the SS's eastern killing groups.
He shows how it was structured and its limitations and varied, heavy responsibilities.
Of related interest is the issue of actual Einsatzgruppen after-action reports transmitted
from the field to headquarters in Berlin. Many of these reports claimed whole regions to
be 'cleansed' of Jews, i.e. which had become 'Judenfrei' (Jew-free) thanks to
Einsatzgruppen actions. But a little known postwar trial, that of German Field Marshal
Erich von Manstein, belied the accuracy of said reports. The Soviets were angry at von
Manstein because of his many victories over the Red Army during the war and wanted
him executed. They tried to claim that huge numbers of Jews were murdered in the rear
areas by Einsatzgruppen under his overall command and that he was thus responsible.
However, his British lawyer R. T. Paget demonstrated that whole areas supposedly
cleared of Jews contained many flourishing Jewish communities that were actually fully
functional and untouched throughout the entire war. Clearly the reports in this one area
at least, were false or at least greatly exaggerated. The court looked closely at this and
accepted the unreliability factor of Einsatzgruppen reports and von Manstein was
acquitted. This issue of false reports being filed could be explainable via certain
speculations, but more research is needed. Manstein himself did not reference the
Einsatzgruppen or even Jews at all in his published memoirs.
The actual Einsatzgruppen reports were also radioed to the SSHA (SS main headquarters
office) in Berlin. British intelligence, monitoring such transmissions and having broken
the German codes, received the reports but did not make much use of them during the
war. Why not? Surely such information, if as damning to Germany as one might assume,
would be priceless in the propaganda war. This is another area worth further study.

Colin Heaton's masterly study of German anti-partisan operations in Europe makes clear
that all rear-echelon units including SS, were overwhelmingly employed in anti-partisan
duties. It is clear that even though the SS made a clear distinction between Jews as
supporters of the Soviet regime, and ordinary Russians, Ukrainians, and others who were
more often victims of that regime, anti-partisan warfare always had to take priority as
rearward security was a prerequisite for any other type of operation.
Recent pseudo-historical documentaries make much of the Einsatzgruppen and pose
astonishing claims about the Einsatzgruppen. An Einsatzgruppen officer named Paul
Blobel, for example, was allegedly tasked to uncover and obliterate all remains and
evidence of killed Jews. This allegedly entailed unearthing mass graves and immolating
their contents, grinding bones into powder and carefully dispersing same throughout
forests, re-covering the killing sites and planting trees over them, etc. And again, this
over a huge geographical area and within a limited time span and with a small number of
vehicles and men.
Frankly, claims such as these are not just unbelievable, but impossible. I have no doubt
that the Einsatzgruppen did kill large numbers of Jews, at least partly in consequence of
their anti-partisan actions, as many Jews were known to be partisans or supportive to
them, and many others engaged in sabotage and espionage. Also a large number of Red
Army commissars were Jews and Jews collectively were broadly known to be supporters
or functionaries of the Soviet communist system. But Jews could not have been killed in
the millions and probably not in many hundreds of thousands. One can only kill so many
people with very limited resources over a certain time span in a huge area, and especially
when one has vastly more important things to do. I do not doubt that many crimes
occurred on both sides under the circumstances of a very brutal war that dragged into
years and within the context of warfare being waged without the amelioration of Geneva
Convention rules on land warfare, treatment of prisoners, etc. But clearly the numbers,
even the possibilities, are outrageously improbable.
A sort of Orwellian process is at play in which 'historians,' unworthy of the title, write
their books or give their talks in a way in which they try to stay in sync with the
Holocaust story as it continues to evolve or in the way World War Two is portrayed. In a
Judeocentric culture, this ensures publication and friendly review of their books,
payment of speaking fees, and upward career progression. But sometimes they get
behind the curve or are unaware of the latest gymnastic-like twists, turns, and double
backward flip-flops that are effected to keep the symbolic figure of Six Million intact.
These 'historians' keep their inquiries limited to the pursuit of the standard story and do
not take it into broader moral dimensions. For example, I would like to ask: how is it any
different, ethically, morally, etc. for a small group of men to murder hundreds or
thousands of people with machine-guns or rifles in a day or two of operations, from a
day or two of operations in which a small group of men in bombers destroy
neighborhoods, schools, homes, and businesses, of civilians who are about as
defenseless? Is one group vicious, sadistic, ideology-driven mass murderers, while the
other, a 'band of brothers' fighting for freedom, justice, and other similarly ideologicallydriven intangibles? Or are they about the same? Distinctions blur and blacks and whites
become shades of gray.
Revisionism has a long way to go, especially in addressing the recent arrival of the socalled “Holocaust by bullets.” Surely much of interest will be uncovered in this grand
intellectual adventure still awaiting us.
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The First Casualty | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Ten years following the cessation of the First World War, Arthur Ponsonby, a member of
British Parliament published his ground-breaking study, Falsehood in War-Time:
Containing an Assortment of Lies Circulated Throughout the Nations’ During the Great
War. Ponsonby’s book begins with several quotes, the most well-remembered being
“When war is declared, truth is the first casualty.” Although Ponsonby did not credit the
author, most attribute the quote to US Senator Hiram Johnson who said in 1917, “The
first casualty when war comes is truth.” It is more likely however that Ponsonby was
recalling Greek playwright Aeschylus who in the fifth century B.C. wrote, “In war, truth
is the first casualty.”
Ponsonby, with an eye to the next terrible conflict between nations, set out to prevent
such bloodletting with his slim but powerful volume. He declared,
“None of the heroes prepared for suffering and sacrifice, none of the
common herd ready for service and obedience, will be inclined to listen to
the call of their country once they discover the polluted sources from
whence that call proceeds and recognize the monstrous finger of falsehood
which beckons them to the battlefield.” [1]
While Ponsonby recognized that most of the falsehoods of World War One had their
origins in official propaganda, he also recognized the effect such propaganda had on the
well-meaning masses. He wrote, “A sort of collective hysteria spreads and rises until
finally it gets the better of sober people and reputable newspapers.”[2] He points out that
upon deciding for war, governments present one-sided justifications to support their
actions. Ponsonby explains that while a moment’s reflection by any thinking person
would reveal “such obvious bias cannot possibly represent the truth,” most people
willingly delude themselves in order to justify their own actions.
Ponsonby identifies the principal methods of propaganda used during World War One.
There is the deliberate lie, the lie heard but not denied, the mistranslation, the omission
of passages from official documents, deliberate exaggeration, the concealment of truth,
the faked photograph. Perhaps the most important element that Ponsonby considers is
“the general obsession, started by rumour and magnified by repetition and elaborated by
hysteria, which at last gains general acceptance.” [3]
Few would be so naïve to think that such falsehoods ceased with the armistice of 1918.
In fact recent discoveries have revealed that information provided to the public regarding
Vietnam’s “Gulf of Tonkin” incident of August 1964 was falsified to make it appear that
North Vietnamese gunboats had attacked an American destroyer patrolling international
waters. This incident was the catalyst President Lyndon Johnson needed to escalate the
Vietnam War. [4]
More recently during President George H. Bush’s Persian Gulf War of 1990-91, it has
been revealed that a major public relations firm, Hill and Knowlton, headed by Craig
Fuller, former chief of staff to Bush, helped package testimony about Iraq’s August 1990
invasion of Kuwait.[5] A moving testimony during a Congressional caucus hearing by
an “anonymous Kuwaiti refugee girl called “Nayirah” turned out in fact to be the
daughter of Kuwait’s ambassador to the United States. Hill and Knowlton packaged the

young girl and even rehearsed her on behalf of their client, Citizens for a Free Kuwait,
an organization funded by the Emir of Kuwait.[6]
Another harrowing tale of Iraqi atrocities was related during a televised session of the
UN Security Council on Nov. 27, 1990. While Fatima Fahed’s account of Iraqi crimes
moved audiences, it was not revealed that this “refugee” was in fact the wife of
Sulaiman Al Mutawa, Kuwait’s minister of planning. In addition she was a well-known
Kuwaiti television personality. During an interview with one of the leaders of Citizens
for a Free Kuwait, the question as to why Fahed was chosen to speak to the UN was
asked. Fawzi Al-Sultan replied, “Because of her professional experience, she is more
believable.” [7]
In the more recent Iraq war the public has been considerably more skeptical of the
official party line. The propaganda campaign issued from the White House was initially
unfocused and sloppy. It appeared that President George W. Bush was attempting to find
the note that would resonate best with the American people. We were told of Saddam
Hussein’s brutality against his own people. We were told of alleged connections to Al
Qaeda and international terrorism. Ultimately however, it was the vaguely defined
Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) program which won the day. References to the
1988 gassing of Kurds stirred the collective memory of the American public recalling
the gassing stories of the Second World War. Saddam Hussein was portrayed as a
modern day “Hitler.”
While it may appear that truth is ultimately revealed in matters of national conflict, one
war, the costliest of the last century is rarely subjected to the historian’s microscope. The
Second World War remains “the good war.” Those who fought during it or even lived
through it are referred to as “the greatest generation.” Here the one-sided accounts and
obvious bias are embraced today as if that war were still in progress.
To be sure there has been investigation and debate over the events surrounding the attack
on Pearl Harbor. While the official position has always been one of a sneak attack, a
number of revisionist historians have amassed evidence that Roosevelt knew in advance
of the attack and even maneuvered the Japanese into striking the first blow, so that he
could use the event as a backdoor to the war in Europe. Likewise, revisionists from
Harry Barnes to Gore Vidal have questioned the necessity of the two atomic bombings
of Japan. To save hundreds of thousands of American lives by preventing a ground
assault of Japan, Truman ordered the atom bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, or so
the court historians tell us. Revisionists counter that scenario by pointing out that the
Japanese had already made peace overtures and that the strikes were a means of
intimidating the Soviets.
The war against Nazi Germany, however, is rarely questioned outside orthodox
parameters. Those who attempt to debunk any element of the official propaganda are
subjected to all forms of ad hominem attacks. Today it is virtually impossible to say
anything positive about the German military during the Second World War, or to call
into question any of the tactics used by the Allies to defeat them. Even the Soviet army,
known for its vast brutalities against civilian populations is rarely called into question in
the United States.
The Second World War was of course no different from wars that came before or after
with its one-sided propaganda designed to portray the Allied cause as just and the Axis
cause as pure evil. People became what Ponsonby called “willing dupes,” accepting
every crime, every outrageous charge without question. What remains unique is the
general acceptance of this story even 60 years after the event. Ponsonby wrote, “In wartime, failure to lie is negligence; the doubting of a lie is a misdemeanor, the declaration

of the truth a crime.” [8] Today, in an age of perpetual war, truth may be declared a
crime at any time. Those who dare shine a light on inconvenient aspects of the Second
World War are denounced viciously by those who remain emotionally blind, are willing
dupes, or sometimes even lying benefactors.
Still there are those of us who believe that a proper understanding of the events of the
Second World War is critical, certainly for our present, if not for our future. There are
those of us who, paraphrasing Ponsonby, resent having our passions roused, our
indignation inflamed, our patriotism exploited and our highest ideals desecrated by
concealment, subterfuge, fraud, falsehood, trickery, and deliberate lying by those in
whom we have been taught to repose confidence and to whom we are enjoined to pay
respect.
This issue of Inconvenient History will consider several lesser known aspects of the
Second World War including Veronica Clark’s examination of diversity within Hitler’s
military and Joseph Bishop’s look at the Einsatzgruppen in the ever-evolving Holocaust
story. Mark Turley takes a close look at the concept of “genocide” and its use during the
Nuremberg Trials. Thomas Kues presents the second installment of his “Chronicle of
Holocaust Revisionism” examining the years 1950 to 1955.
We also welcome L.A. Rollins and Thomas Dalton to our team of columnists with
reviews of Jeff Riggenbach’s recent introduction to revisionism and Thomas
Buergenthal’s A Lucky Child, respectively. Rounding out this issue are Chip Smith’s
thoughts on Hilary Evans and Robert Bartholomew’s Encyclopedia of Extraordinary
Social Behavior, a topic of particular importance for those interested in the history of the
twentieth century.
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Jeff Riggenbach's interesting and informative new book is an introduction to
revisionism, but it is an unusual one. For one thing, the book does not confine itself to
foreign policy and war as subject matter, but also presents a kind of revisionist history of
American politics from Riggenbach's libertarian point of view. Riggenbach is a longtime
libertarian.
For another thing, the book reflects Riggenbach's long-standing interest in literature.
Thus, Riggenbach leads the reader to the subject of scholarly revisionist historical
writing via a discussion of historical novels, including novels by Kenneth Roberts, John
Dos Passos, and especially Gore Vidal. (He devotes an entire chapter to the latter.) After
citing various revisionist views expressed in Vidal's "American Chronicle" series of six
novels, Riggenbach asks if there is any scholarly foundation for such views. He says
there is, in the revisionist writings of Harry Elmer Barnes, Charles Beard, William
Appleman Williams, Gar Alperovitz, and Jeffrey Rogers Hummel, among others. And
he shows that this is true in several cases, including the Civil War, the World Wars, and
the Cold War. (However, I don't know if any of the revisionist writers cited by
Riggenbach have corroborated all the "revisionist" claims about Thomas Jefferson
expressed in Vidal's novel Burr. Thus, for example, Riggenbach does not quote any
revisionist scholar supporting the Sally Hemings accusation.)
As I've said, Riggenbach's book is an introduction to revisionism. It is not an exhaustive
or greatly detailed study of revisionism, except for his rather detailed revisionist history
of American politics.
In Chapter Three, "The Story of American Revisionism," Riggenbach focuses on three

movements--the New History/Progressive History movement (Harry Elmer Barnes and
Charles Beard), the so-called New Left historians (William Appleman Williams, Gabriel
Kolko, Gar Alperovitz, et al.), and the Libertarian Revisionists (James J. Martin, Murray
N. Rothbard, Roy Childs, Jeffrey Rogers Hummel, et al.).
You may have noticed that in referring to the New History/Progressive History
movement, I mentioned only Barnes and Beard. That's because these are the only World
War I revisionists that Riggenbach explicitly identifies as coming out of that movement.
Riggenbach mentions some (but not all) other World War I revisionists--Sidney Fay,
Charles Tansill, C. Hartley Grattan, and Walter Millis. But he never explicitly identifies
them as members of the New History/Progressive History movement. And, focusing
exclusively on American revisionism, he never mentions any of the various nonAmerican World War I revisionists. It appears to me that the World War I revisionist
movement and the New History/Progressive History movement might have been two
distinct and separate movements which happened to overlap to a small extent in the
persons of Barnes and Beard. (On pages 176-177, Riggenbach discusses David Muzzey,
author of the textbook, An American History. A member of the New History movement,
according to Riggenbach, Muzzey does not seem to have been a World War I
revisionist.)
There are a number of American revisionists who Riggenbach does not mention,
including David Hoggan, who, among other things, wrote The Myth of the New History,
which included a critique of the New History movement from which Barnes and Beard
emerged. But if Riggenbach had been more "inclusive" in his study of American
revisionists, he might not have been able to say, as he does, "...all the historical
revisionists discussed in this book were on the Left, not the Right." (To be fair,
Riggenbach does not actually claim that the three movements he chooses to highlight
comprise all of American revisionism.)
The American Revolution and the Founding Fathers, the War of 1812, the Civil War, the
Spanish-American War, World Wars I and II, and the Cold War are some of the topics
dealt with by Riggenbach. For example, there are discussions of George Washington's
ability as a general, the violation of the individual rights of Loyalists by revolutionaries,
Abraham Lincoln's racism and tyranny, the imperialist takeover of the Philippines, and
the massive violation of civil liberties during World War I. Franklin Roosevelt's
maneuvering the Japanese into firing the first shot, to pave the way for U.S. entry into
World War II, and Truman's atom bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki to intimidate
Stalin rather than to save American lives are some of the revisionist points made by the
writers Riggenbach cites.
But, as I've said, Riggenbach's treatment of revisionism is not exhaustive. Thus, for
example, his treatment of World War II is quite Japanocentric. There are sections on
Pearl Harbor, Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the incarceration of the Japanese in the U.S.
during the war. But there is next to nothing about the origins of the war in Europe,
except, perhaps, for a quotation from Barnes about the unfairness of the Versailles Treaty
making a renewal of hostilities almost inevitable. And there is no debunking of the
Hitler Menace, a scarecrow that still seems to frighten conventional historians. (By "the
Hitler Menace," I mean the imminent and major threat to the U.S. alleged by FDR and
other warmongers.) Larry Schweikart and Michael Allen, co-authors of Patriot's History
of the United States, are discussed by Riggenbach on pages 199-202. Although he quotes
some of their references to "the threat posed by Hitler," neither there, nor elsewhere in
the book, does Riggenbach criticize the assumption contained in those quotations.
Prospective readers of this book should also realize that the war revisionism presented
by Riggenbach does not extend beyond the Cold War, except for a few brief remarks.

There is almost nothing here about the post-Cold-War wars of George H. W. Bush,
William Jefferson Clinton, or George W. Bush (although there is an epigraph quoting the
last of these three). There's almost nothing here about 9/11, except a brief critical
comment on restrictions on civil liberties following 9/11, quoted from libertarian Doug
Bandow. There's almost nothing about "the War on Terrorism," except a brief critical
reference to George W. Bush's "nation-building," quoted from journalist Stephen
Greenhut. There's nothing at all about neoconservative efforts to lie the U.S. into wars
with all of Israel's enemies. All of these would seem to be fertile fields for revisionism,
though it might seem difficult, at this point, to separate sound revisionist history from
crackpot conspiracy theories.
Those who are in the habit of reading atrocity stories (like Hogo de Bergerac, a character
in the novel Snow White, by Donald Barthelme, which was brought to my attention
many years ago by Jeff Riggenbach) might be disappointed by Riggenbach's omission of
any discussion of wartime atrocities, real or imagined, except for the atomizing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Those who are addicted to Holocaust revisionism will get no
satisfaction for that craving here.
One interesting aspect of Riggenbach's discussion of these three revisionist movements
is that he points out interconnections between some of the members of these different
movements. I was already aware of some of this information, having been interested in
both libertarianism and revisionism since 1969. However, I was not aware that Charles
Beard was an important influence on William Appleman Williams.
Speaking of Williams, reading his books, The Tragedy of American Diplomacy and
especially The Contours of American History, was an eye-opening experience for me
many years ago. Contrary to the myth accepted by some revisionists, American
imperialism did not begin in 1898 or 1917. Right from the start, some of the Founders
were already envisioning an American Empire. Attempts were made to conquer Canada
during both the Revolution and the War of 1812. (The first of these attempts is
mentioned by Riggenbach in his discussion of Kenneth Roberts' novel Arundel.)
Amazingly enough, at one time Jefferson imagined the fledgling U. S. as eventually
populating and taking over all of both North and South America. And shortly before the
public announcement of the Monroe Doctrine, Jefferson told Monroe that he had long
looked on Cuba as a very desirable acquisition for the United States. (Gore Vidal's Burr
alludes to this in a slightly inaccurate way.) The idea of "Manifest Destiny" was
publicized in the 1840s, followed shortly thereafter by the Mexican War, by which the
U. S. took mucho territory from Mexico.
As I've indicated, Riggenbach's treatment of some standard revisionist topics is
somewhat sketchy. On the other hand, he does devote several pages to the late James J.
Martin, largely based on interviews he did with Martin. Martin was the author of Men
Against the State, a study of 19th-century American individualist anarchists, and of
various works of revisionist history, including American Liberalism and World Politics,
1931-1941, Revisionist Viewpoints, and The Saga of Hog Island and other Essays in
Inconvenient History. (Inconvenient history? Hmm. Sounds familiar.)
I learned a lot about Martin's personal history and the development of his interest and
involvement in revisionism from reading Riggenbach's sections about him. For example,
Riggenbach tells the story of how Martin first came into contact with Harry Elmer
Barnes, a story I hadn't read before. And Riggenbach discusses Martin's early days as a
historian when he discovered various stories ignored by other historians. To cite one
example out of several, Riggenbach quotes Martin regarding the first Korean War:
"It wasn't in 1950. It was in June 1871. The Far East American fleet of five

ships landed four hundred Marines, who tackled a whole bunch of Koreans
in a fortress at the mouth of the Han River and killed six hundred of them in
one day. There was a lot of big battles that didn't have six hundred in them.
Yet I had never heard a word about it."
What I wonder, but which Martin, as quoted by Riggenbach doesn't explain, is why did
that battle occur?
(As I've already indicated, there's nothing in this book about Holocaust revisionism, and
that is true even in Riggenbach's sections on Martin, despite Martin's support for
Holocaust revisionism. However, according to what I've heard through the libertarian
grapevine, because of Martin's support for Holocaust revisionism and his association
with the Institute for Historical Review (IHR), Riggenbach has been criticized for
favorably discussing him by a former associate of Ayn Rand, Barbara Branden, who is a
Holocaust true believer and a fanatical Zionist.)
Riggenbach has a long chapter (Chapter Five) titled, "The Politics of the American
Revisionists," which includes his revisionist history of American politics from a
libertarian or "classical liberal" perspective.
Following Murray Rothbard's lead, Riggenbach sees the original liberals as devotees of
individual liberty, laissez-faire, separation of church and state, and international peace.
And it was the Democrats, says Rothbard, who were the liberal party during the
nineteenth century. Meanwhile, conservative supporters of centralized federal power,
protective tariffs, and other subsidies for business, first formed the Federalist party, later
the Whig party, and finally the Republican party. However, the Democratic party has
become increasingly conservative, in the original meaning of "conservative." Thus, for
example, Riggenbach quotes the avowed liberal John T. Flynn's opinion that the New
Deal was "a form of conservatism dressed up as liberalism."
I wonder what Sean Hannity will make of Riggenbach's view that both the Republican
and Democratic parties are now conservative parties. In any case, I suppose that Hannity
will not call Riggenbach "a great American."
Before moving on to other aspects of Riggenbach's Chapter Five, I'd like to point out
that insofar as 19th-century Democrats were devotees of individual liberty, they were in
many cases devotees of individual liberty only for individuals who were White. Thus,
Andrew Jackson, whose "genocidal" treatment of American Indians is mentioned by
Riggenbach, was a Democrat. And it was Democrats much more so than members of
other parties who were defenders of the institution of Black slavery. Furthermore, 19thcentury Democrats were by no means consistent supporters of international peace. It was
mainly Democrats, not Federalists, who were the warhawks of the War of 1812. And the
Mexican War was generally supported by Democrats and generally opposed by Whigs.
One interesting irony of Chapter Five is that Riggenbach, sticking with Rothbard's
definition of the original meaning of "liberal," criticizes Rothbard and others for having
used the term "the Old Right" to refer to various opponents of FDR's statism and
warmongering, people such as John T. Flynn, H. L. Mencken, Albert Jay Nock, Garet
Garrett, Isabel Paterson, and Rose Wilder Lane. These people weren't on the Right, says
Riggenbach, they were on the Left. There might be something to this. As I've mentioned,
John T. Flynn did call himself a "liberal." On the other hand, I recall that Mencken told
somebody--Sinclair Lewis perhaps--that the politics of his American Mercury would be
Tory, but civilized Tory. (And he said he had no love for the Republican bounders then
in power, or something to that effect.) If Mencken was on the Left, apparently he didn't
realize it.

Section VIII of Chapter Five is titled "The Reagan Fraud--And Beyond." Here
Riggenbach debunks Ronald Reagan's image as a champion of limited government,
individual rights, and free enterprise, relying to a large extent on Murray Rothbard's
"The Two Faces of Ronald Reagan," "The Reagan Phenomenon," and "The Myths of
Reaganomics." For example, he quotes Rothbard on Reagan's record on taxes as
governor of California: "He started with a bang by increasing state taxes nearly $1
billion in his first year in office--the biggest tax increase in California history."
Offhand, I don't know if Rothbard is 100% accurate about this. But as a former
California resident who, in 1966, supported Reagan's quest for the governorship, I do
remember that, shortly after taking office in 1967, Reagan announced that he had been
informed by a member of the outgoing Democratic administration of Pat Brown that the
state government was facing a large budget deficit. Taxes were increased, the budget was
eventually balanced, and the state government began to accumulate surpluses. As late as
1975, when interviewed by Reason magazine, Reagan was reasonably accurate in
describing what had happened--taxes had been increased to deal with a deficit. But by
1980, Reagan had apparently bought into supply-side economic theory (which, as far as
I can tell, is just a theory), and he began to revise history in a blatantly counterfactual
way. Running for President that year, he promised to cut taxes, increase military
spending, and balance the budget. And he said he knew he could do all that because he'd
already done it as governor of California. Was Reagan already afflicted with Alzheimer's
in 1980?
Further regarding Reagan, Riggenbach quotes Timothy Noah: "The deficit, which stood
at $74 billion in Carter's final year, ballooned to $155 billion in Reagan's final year. In
the words of Vice President Dick Cheney, 'Reagan taught us deficits don't matter.'"
Democrat Alan Colmes recently (September 2009) asked an apparently Republican
caller to his radio talk show about the cost of the Iraq War started by Republican
president George W. Bush. The caller's response was: "My taxes didn't go up because of
the war in Iraq." Of course, if his taxes didn't go up, it was because the government's
deficit spending did go up. Like Reagan in the 1980s, Bush II set new records for deficit
spending. But deficits don't matter--except when they can be blamed on the Democrats.
Riggenbach's critique of Reagan, be it noted, concentrates almost exclusively on
domestic issues, not foreign policy. So various potentially very interesting topics are not
mentioned-- U.S. government support in the 1980s for the Mujaheddin, the Muslim holy
warriors miscalled "freedom fighters," in Afghanistan; U.S. government support in the
1980s for the Bloodstained Butcher of Baghdad; the Iran-Contra hoedown; U. S. military
involvement in Lebanon following Israel's invasion of 1982; and the liberation of
Grenada, Ronald Reagan's finest hour (and I mean that literally).
Having said that, I'll add that there is much more to Riggenbach's Chapter Five than the
things I've touched on in these remarks.
One aspect of Riggenbach's book I haven't yet mentioned is his examination of the
"history wars," or conflicts over the contents of American history textbooks. He
introduces this topic in his Preface, then discusses it in more detail in his final chapter.
He mentions various groups that have tried to control the contents of such textbooks,
including the GAR (the Grand Army of the Republic, an organization of Union veterans
of the Civil War), the VFW, the NAACP, and the ADL.
Regarding these "history wars," Riggenbach writes:
"Until very recently, however, the range of conflict over American history
textbooks was narrow indeed. All sides tacitly agreed that the story of the

United States was the triumphant tale of a people fervently devoted to
peace, prosperity, and individual liberty, a people left utterly untempted by
the opportunities of the kind that had led so many other nations down the
ignoble road of empire; a people who went to war only as a last resort and
only when both individual liberty and Western Civilization itself were
imperiled and at stake."
This is a version of the view that has been labeled "American Exceptionalism."
But, says Riggenbach, within the last 30 years the situation has radically changed. There
are a number of writers who now present an "...alternative vision of America's past as a
series of betrayals by political leaders of all major parties...." In this regard, Riggenbach
pays much attention to Howard Zinn's A People's History of the United States, first
published in 1980, and which has become an influential college-level textbook. Zinn's
book, says Riggenbach, "...conveys much the same vision of American diplomatic
history that one finds in Gore Vidal's American Chronicle novels and the works of the
revisionist historians." And Zinn now has competitors whose American history books
are likewise NOT examples of "the traditional, America-as-pure-and-virtuous-beaconof-liberty-prosperity-and-peace version of our past."
But here I'd like to point out that the "history wars," as important as they are, might not
be quite as important as Riggenbach seems to think. Riggenbach writes, "If, as seems to
be the case, these textbooks encompass one hundred percent of the information that most
high school and college graduates in this country will ever encounter on the subject of
American history, the American history wars would appear to be well worth fighting."
But it seems obvious to to me that, in fact, most high school and college graduates in this
country will get some, maybe much, information about American history from TV and
the movies.
Riggenbach himself mentions that some of Kenneth Roberts' historical novels were
made into movies (Northwest Passage, Captain Caution, and Lydia Bailey). And he says
that Gore Vidal's revisionist novel, Lincoln, was adapted as a made-for-TV movie in
1988. Over the decades, there've been a huge number of other movies dealing with
American history.
How influential are movies and TV shows in forming Americans' views of American
history? And how does that influence compare with that of history textbooks? I don't
know. It should be noted, though, that there have been "history wars" of a sort over some
movies, including The Birth of a Nation, Tailgunner Joe (about Joseph McCarthy),
Roots, Oliver Stone's JFK, Michael Moore's Fahrenheit 9/11, and The Reagans.
Near the end of the book, Riggenbach writes:
"...thanks to the true liberals of our past and present, and thanks to the
decadence of our culture--which is to say, thanks to the steady decline of
authority in our culture--since the late 1960s, that marketplace of ideas is
now fairly roiling with dozens of competing American histories reflecting
dozens of political views and senses of life. As readers, we get to pick and
choose among them, and judge for ourselves. This is the very best situation
we could possibly expect, and we should be happy about it."
Or, as Doctor Pangloss, in Voltaire's Candide, put it, "All is for the best in this, the best
of all possible worlds." But as Coth, in Cabell's The Silver Stallion, said, "The optimist
says this is the best of all possible worlds, and the pessimist fears that the optimist is
correct."
There are other issues raised by Riggenbach in this book, such as the difficulties

involved in establishing historical facts, and whether or not objectivity is possible in
writing history. And there is more that I could say about the book. But life is short and
time is fleeting, so I'll wrap this up.
I've already said Riggenbach's book is interesting and informative. I'll just add that it's
also thought-provoking, although, as may be obvious, some of the thoughts it has
provoked in me are skeptical thoughts.

Atomic War Crimes | CODOH
by Joseph Bishop

The further one seriously studies history, and particularly the World
War Two period, the more striking is the disconnect between what is
popularly believed and what actually happened. Perhaps the reading
public continues to shrink, not only in the United States but around
the world, while information and opinion are generally retrieved from
television and popular ﬁlms, this in spite of the serious scholarship
going on these areas and the many excellent published works in this
ﬁeld. What cutting-edge research demonstrates is often completely at
odds with what one views on the big screen and television.
Popular television pseudo-documentary programming continues to
purvey certain myths and untruths about World War Two as if they
were established facts, the 'ﬁnal word' on the subject of
interpretations of events. Former White House personality Lt. Col.
Oliver North, for example, has frequently been seen on cable
television's The History Channel and elsewhere, stating as 'fact' that
the United States used the atom bomb in order to (a) force the
Japanese to surrender, and (b) thus prevent an otherwise necessary
US military invasion of Japan. Thus, the use of the atom bomb 'saved
lives'—the ﬁgure of one million being commonly cited—and was an
act of statesmanship if not heroism.[1] This myth was ﬁrst conveyed
to the American people and the world in the closing days of World
War Two by the Truman administration and a largely uncritical,
compliant mass print and radio media. The American public
commonly trusted their government and what it told them, and this
bit of fanciful propaganda was not questioned at the time. Later,
however, criticisms did arise but were not widely accepted. The
'saving of lives' myth has endured as a common belief for well over
half a century right down to the present day. The endurance of this
set of myths was further exempliﬁed by the uproar over the 1994-5
'Enola Gay' exhibit at the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., from
those angry at the perceived deviation from the patriotic myth of the
bomb used to end the war and save lives.

Atomic bombing of Nagasaki on August 9, 1945. An immortalized,
abstractive image. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
The truth is that the atomic bombings were unnecessary in a military
sense with regard to Japan, and the decision to use them had almost
nothing to do with Japan at all, and far more to do with the projection
of American power and inﬂuence elsewhere in the world.
Tracing the evolution of this appalling story is useful in numerous
regards. It begins in the early war period, as American president
Franklin Roosevelt gave audience to a leading scientist named Albert
Einstein. Einstein expressed the concern that Nazi Germany had a
program to develop a superweapon that could destroy whole cities in
one strike and that if the United States did not develop a similar
weapon before the Germans did, that the latter could win the war
with it. FDR was convinced and authorized what came to be known as
the 'Manhattan Project,' which worked to develop the atomic
bomb.[2]
Einstein was representative of a group of physicists, many of whom
were (a) Jewish, and (b) politically communist. Many of these men
were present or former members of various communist parties in
Europe or the USA.[3] These men were 'refugees' from internments
and other security actions under the Nazi aegis taking place in
Europe, and had taken up residence in a welcoming USA. Their
collective animus towards Nazi Germany and the intention to subject
it and/or Nazi-controlled Europe to atomic bombings were not in
question. This private, political agenda came to inﬂuence leading
American politicians and their policy formulation.
The United States devoted billions of research dollars to the
Manhattan Project, which neared completion by the early summer of

1945. The received history is somewhat diﬀerent up to this point. The
physicists group's dominant ethnicity and political leanings are left
unmentioned, and their work is usually couched within terms of
merely wishing to assist America in repelling the great danger
emanating from Nazi Europe, and developing a super-weapon to
enable America to attain an ability to combat this supposed evil or
danger.
However, events played out somewhat diﬀerently from their
expectations. The war in Europe ended before the bomb was
completed, and thus its contemplated use there was abandoned.
Victory in Europe ('VE-Day') came in May 1945 and the ﬁrst atomic
test did not occur until about mid-July. A post-war Europe was already
being carved up by the victorious allies, who had agreed to meet at
Potsdam, Germany to work out their diﬀerences and make the ﬁnal
decisions on the fate of the world. This left the war in the Paciﬁc as
the only unresolved area of conﬂict and the only possible target area
for the bomb.
The mythic story line is that the Japanese were stubbornly refusing to
surrender, that their nation was dominated by a radicalized military
clique who wished the nation to ﬁght to the last island and even to
the last man, and that in consequence an invasion of the Japanese
home islands by American forces would be necessary to end the war.
Such an invasion would cost, it was estimated, at least a million lives
and would take many months—if not years—of hard and bloody
ﬁghting. It is well known today, and largely undisputed among
scholars that Japan actually was ready to surrender and had already
been putting out peace feelers to the United States through its
diplomats in the Vatican, Portugal, Sweden, and in Moscow.
A dramatic move in this direction was taken by the Japanese emperor
himself, in transmitting to the Soviet Union a request to accept the
emperor's personal representative Prince Konoye as an envoy to
formalize a surrender. The United States had been routinely
deciphering and reading Japanese diplomatic and military codes and
was well aware of these peace moves and of Japan's disastrous
situation by 1945. Clearly it had been thoroughly 'beaten' by strategic
bombing and naval blockade and was looking for a way out. Secret
strategic intelligence studies carried out by the US military
demonstrated that Japan would likely surrender within a few months,
and that an invasion was not necessary. Even a paucity of targets
demonstrated that Japan was at its end and that a naval blockade
alone would bring about surrender. Japan was cut oﬀ from its armies
on the Asian mainland and could thus not count on reinforcement.
The home islands were reduced to starvation levels. Its navy had
been destroyed. Its industrial capacity was by now nearly
nonexistent, having been bombed into oblivion by the ever-present
American air forces.
The intelligence reports and summaries, however, were secret in
nature, as was the fact that America had broken the Japanese codes
and was aware of its internal situation and communications. The

American public believed that Japan still retained the strength and
purpose to continue ﬁghting for perhaps years to come and had both
the means and the suicidal determination to defend itself against an
invasion.
Terms of acceptable surrender consisted of a sort of oral
'unconditional surrender' mantra. The expression itself was never an
oﬀicial or deﬁned American policy and had originated in a speech
given by President Franklin Roosevelt soon after Pearl Harbor in
1941. The American perception was that the Axis powers would have
to completely and absolutely give in to the Allies without any
preconditions or terms whatsoever. Although a politically popular
'feel good' slogan with the public, among military leaders it quickly
came to be seen as something which hardened resistance and
prolonged the war—thus unnecessarily lengthening American
casualty lists and consuming enormous national treasure.[4]
By late 1944, most American political and military leaders were
advising the President to deﬁne surrender terms to Japan, including a
proviso allowing for the retention of the Emperor. It was clearly
understood from Japanese peace feelers, decoded secret intercepts,
and intelligence reports that the Japanese would accept virtually any
and all terms from the victor with the sole exception of the Emperor's
status which to the Japanese was non-negotiable, as the Emperor
represented Japan's essence and was viewed as a semi-divine being
vital for the continuation of Japan physically, culturally, and
spiritually. It was also clearly understood that (a) Japan would not
surrender without such a proviso, and that (b) America needed the
Emperor and his cooperation to ensure a laying down of arms, a spirit
of postwar cooperation, and an orderly occupation. Truman was
convinced and the 1945 Potsdam Declaration in its draft stage did
contain such a proviso; however, at Byrne's urging it was deleted
before its transmission to Japan and the world. Byrnes did not want
the war to end just yet; his policy was to continue the war long
enough to employ both types of bombs and in as bloody and
impressive a way as possible to have a psychological eﬀect upon the
Russians. Ultimately, the surrender was 'conditional' as it did allow
for the Mikado's retention. Hirohito's unprecedented 1945 radio
address did in fact order surrender to the Japanese people and
allowed America to achieve its goals in Japan - certainly something
very diﬀicult if not impossible were the Emperor to have been
dethroned or tried as a war criminal.
Advice and opinion relayed to Truman from US Army Generals
Marshall, Eisenhower, and MacArthur, US Army Air Force Generals
Le May, Spaatz, and Arnold, from US Navy Admirals Nimitz, Leahy,
and King, Secretary of the Navy Forrestal, Secretary of War Stimson,
Secretary of State Stettinius and Acting Secretary of State Grew—
and many others—were a solid collective voice to Truman to not use
the bomb, not invade Japan, to formulate America's war aims and
soften 'unconditional surrender' in something more acceptable to
Japan. Such voices had largely convinced the president until Jimmy F.
Byrnes's decisive inﬂuence on Truman reversed his view and re-

oriented policy along harder lines.
General Eisenhower expressed misgivings aforehand to the use of the
bomb, as 'unnecessary' and 'horrible'. His somewhat moralistic
approach to the atomic bomb is interesting, given his own personal
history and doings. He oversaw the carpet - and incendiary-bombing
of German cities in which hundreds of thousands of civilians died, as
well as the very high death tolls of prisoners retained in camps in
Western Europe in the early postwar period; recategorized from
POWs to DEPS, their Geneva convention protections were removed
and they were typically denied food, medical care, or shelter,
resulting in a very high death rate.
Harry Truman with James Byrnes and Joseph Stalin

Potsdam 1945. Left to right: Military Aide General Harry H. Vaughan
(extreme left), Josef Stalin, Harry S. Truman, Andrei Gromyko, Press
Secretary Charles G. Ross, Secretary of State James F. Byrnes and
Vacheslav Molotov. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
To explain this policy reversal, a diplomatic digression is in order.
Truman had appointed Byrnes as his secretary of state in mid-1945.
Byrnes had been a close friend and mentor of Truman's from the
latter's entry into politics many years earlier, and had been a strong
associate of Roosevelt also. He had taken Truman under his personal
and political wing and inﬂuenced his success, even though Byrnes
reportedly viewed Truman as a not-so-intelligent nonentity. The 1944
selection of FDR's running mate fell upon Truman almost
accidentally, and was widely thought that it should have gone to
Byrnes instead.[5] His accession to the presidency on FDR's passing
in early 1945 left Truman with feelings of doubt and guilt, as well as
confusion and a need to turn to his long-time mentor Byrnes to help
him formulate policy. The two men 'went way back' and regularly
drank and played poker together in a 'good ole boys' atmosphere that
transcended party politics. Truman correctly felt that he owed Byrnes
a great deal and needed his wise counsel. Thus the tremendous, even
decisive, inﬂuence of Byrnes over Truman in this period is not so

surprising.
As for Byrnes's motivations and agenda, it was both personal and
political. At the time of the Yalta accords with the Russians, Byrnes
had served as FDR's point man and spokesman for those agreements,
and had returned to America to advocate them as good and
enforceable policy. Indeed it could be said that his personal and
political reputation was closely intertwined with those accords. It
gradually emerged, however, that the accords were not so good for
the world, that they served Soviet purposes more than American, that
their terms and understandings were vague and open to various
interpretations, and also that the Russians intended to interpret them
their own way and to act strictly in accordance with their own goals.
This could hugely backﬁre on Byrnes, and politically this was
becoming a disaster for American policy and for Byrnes personally.
By 1945 it was becoming clear to American leaders that the Russians
were going to be very diﬀicult to deal with. They were already
shaping Europe to ﬁt their own designs, and had plans for Asia too,
especially after their early-anticipated declaration of war upon Japan
and the imminent Red Army invasion of Manchuria.
The ﬁnal development of America's new superweapon oﬀered a
possible solution to these problems. It was thought that the Russians
could or would be 'impressed' by it, but to achieve this, (a) the bomb
would have to be actually used, (b) it would have to be used in
combat, (c) it would have to be used in a truly dramatic way, and (d)
maximum 'shock' eﬀect could only be attained through its
unannounced use and preferably over a major city. Usage of the
bomb thus became more political than military in that it would make
the Russians more 'manageable' in Europe and Asia. American
leaders with this 'big stick' in hand, would 'control' the Russians and
achieve American goals around the world. This was the essential
reasoning of Byrnes in his formulation of American foreign policy, and
Truman became convinced.
The Potsdam meeting with the 'Big Three' (USA, USSR, and Britain)
was postponed until America could gets its test results of the atomic
bomb. If the results were a success, America would have the
superweapon. If not, it would have to remain conciliatory and
continue to compromise with the Soviets. The reports duly came in
that the results were even greater than anticipated. Truman
immediately took a harder line with the Russians and made the ﬁnal
decision to use the bomb on Japan—and regardless of surrender
possibilities, loss of life, or any moral or ethical considerations—even
regardless of the continued near-unanimous advice of his military and
political leaders to not use the bomb and to accept Japan's surrender.
Using the bomb in as dramatic a method as possible, would serve as
both carrot and stick to the only emerging superpower that could
challenge the United States in world aﬀairs: a 'carrot' in the 'we
might share this with you if...' sense, and a 'stick' as in 'cooperate
or...'
The tragic events unfolded. Two Japanese cities were bombed and

nearly 150,000 lives were taken as a result of each event—a ﬁgure
including the later deaths from radiation poisoning, injuries, etc.[6]
Japan was not forced to surrender by the bomb, it was already
prepared to surrender many months earlier, and America knew it but
did not act on that fact. The war itself was not shortened by the
bomb, in fact it was prolonged by at least several weeks if not months
longer than necessary. Lives were not saved, they were wasted:
hundreds of thousands of lives were squandered in order for the
United States to attempt to achieve a political eﬀect with the Soviet
Union. Ironically, the eﬀect was ultimately not achieved at all, as the
psychological impact upon the Russians was limited and they
continued to go their own way in Europe, achieved their goals in
Asia, and much of the world fell into their control. Far from
'controlling' the Soviets, they became less trusting and more
truculent, and a 'cold war' soon commenced while the world became
divided into two major camps engaged in a hugely expensive and
dangerous arms race.
There are numerous interesting asides to this story, all worthy of
further research and comment.
The Jewish physicists resisted the use of the bomb on Japan and
made representations to Truman accordingly. Their somewhat
genocidal view towards Germany amazingly metamorphosed into a
more ethical and moral humanitarian approach once the likely target
had shifted from Europe to Asia. These same physicists had also
urged Truman to share the new weapon and its technology with the
world—which primarily meant sharing it with the Soviet Union—in
the interests of 'lessening tensions' and reaching some sort of utopian
world peace and amity. This advice was not taken seriously and not
followed. A number of these men were later uncovered as atomic
spies, passing technology secrets to the Soviets and enabling them to
develop their own bomb, thus plunging the world into a state of
nuclear terror lasting many decades and bringing the world very
close to the brink of destruction at least once.[7] Scores of thousands
of nuclear weapons piled up around the world. That terror persists to
this day, and arguably the nuclear dangers are more profound in the
modern world than they were during the 'cold war' period of
international tension, as the technology to produce these weapons
proliferates amongst smaller and 'rogue' nations and regimes as
scientists and technologists are more willing and able to sell the
necessary secrets and components.
Ramiﬁcations of international and military law are explicitly damning.
The intentional targeting of civilians and the use of poisons against
anyone—radiation poisoning easily falling into this category—is
prohibited. Only days after Hiroshima, the August 8 1945 treaty was
signed in London which established the legal basis for the
Nuremberg and Tokyo War Crimes trials. A day later, Nagasaki too
was bombed. No American military or political leader has ever been
prosecuted for these crimes, while many Germans and Japanese were
tried, convicted, and executed for far less serious actions. To what
degree this troubles the world, or troubles the American conscience,

remains unknown.
In later years, popular distaste for the use of atomic bombs began to
threaten reputations. Criticisms and informed reassessments began
surfacing, in response to which 'damage control' and 'spin-doctoring'
went into play by those whose place in history were at stake. Byrnes,
for example, in postwar interviews attempted to shift responsibility to
the 'Interim Committee'—purportedly an advisory group set up by the
president—for having made the recommendation to Truman to use
the bomb. In actuality the committee was a sort of rubber stamp
group which Byrnes dominated as the president's personal
representative, and simply relayed his own agenda up the line,
blessing decisions already made elsewhere. The president's daughter
Margaret Truman in her memoir of her father's life, claimed that a
meeting occurred in Potsdam at which the president polled the
opinions of his leading military men, all or most of whom—according
to her account—advised use of the bomb. Later historians in their
analysis of Potsdam found such a meeting impossible in the timelines,
and no evidence of such a meeting has ever surfaced in any memoirs,
diaries, or interviews of the alleged participants—nor has Margaret
Truman responded to any of the many enquiries put to her about this
issue. Stimson was persuaded to allow others to ghost-write a
postwar essay under his name for Harper's Magazine which reversed
all his earlier views and recommendations regarding the bomb, to
bring his 'new' thinking in line with 'Cold War' policy and doctrine.
The later memoirs of Stimson, Byrnes, and of Truman, as well as
those of others, similarly re-wrote history into a more establishmentfriendly tone and outlook—often distorting past realities and
sometimes inventing new lies to protect old ones.
Historians and biographers attempting to get at the truth were—and
often still are—denied access to private diaries and journals of the
major participants, period memoranda and documentation, and
oﬀicial, albeit secret reports, even though many documents and ﬁles
have been routinely declassiﬁed. 'Friendly' writers, however, were
often granted access. This misuse of information by a supposedly
'transparent' democratic government and its representatives who
insisted they were hiding nothing, resulted in distortions of history
and the misleading of Americans and the world whilst greatly
hampering the work of researchers. All of this, of course, is
completely inimical to the public's inherent right to inspect the
records of the public's business.
Post-war policy and America's 'Cold War' place in the world were at
stake. Policy-makers wanted Americans to 'hang tough' on nuclear
weapons, both in order to be ready to use them again and to convince
perceived enemies that it had the will to do just that. The perception
of an America that did not lie to its people and did not commit war
crimes was necessary to sustain.
The responsibility of mass media is likewise subject to question. They
had access to all the major political and military ﬁgures of the time,
yet did not question American policy and actions, instead taking the

government line and helped to purvey the mythology surrounding the
bomb and its use. Ordinary Americans trusted their government and
without any information to the contrary, accepted the myths as truth.
One must wonder about the process of history. Important works on
these issues are published, but the readership is surely very small.
Some sixty-plus years after these events, the myths stand ﬁrmly in
the minds of most Americans, while only a relatively small group of
scholars and their small readership understand the reality behind
them. Meanwhile, everyone is subjected to the mass-message on
television and in ﬁlms wherein a very diﬀerent—and very false—
'establishment' myth-line is purveyed. Another half century from now,
or hundreds of years hence, will the myths have been dispelled or will
they be just as ﬁrmly, or more ﬁrmly, established? World War Two is
rife with lies and misunderstandings, and entrenched interests wish
to keep it that way. A failure to understand the past can surely only
be disastrous for the future.
To sum up, the atomic bombings were entirely unnecessary and were
in fact acts of genocide that mostly targeted non-combatant civilians
resulting in huge numbers of fatalities. To paraphrase F. J. P. Veale's
famous critique of the modern world, the usage of these
indiscriminate weapons were far from being a military 'advance'.
They were rather a 'return to barbarism'.

Notes
This reviewer can be contacted at: Revisionist21@aol.com.
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[1] Gar Alperovitz, The Decision to Use the Atomic Bomb: and the
Architecture of an American Myth, Alfred A. Knopf, New York,
1995, p.520. The one-million ﬁgure originates from a May 15,
1945 estimate contained in a memorandum sent by former
President Hoover to Secretary of War Stimson, thereafter
attaining its own life and becoming a popular quote - along
with other lower, and also higher, contradictory estimates
[2] Ronald Takaki, Hiroshima: Why America Dropped the Atomic
Bomb, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1995, p.16
onwards.
[3] No longer seriously disputed by historians and widely
documented in countless postwar biographies and histories
studying the communist espionage networks within, or closely
connected to, the Manhattan Project and their passing of
atomic secrets to the Soviet Union, along with treason trials
and executions, e.g. that of the Rosenbergs, Klaus Fuchs, et
al. Conﬁrmation of these activities was abundantly found in
the opening of the former Soviet archives from 1990 onwards.

[4] A useful discussion of the origins of the 'unconditional
surrender' demand is contained in Takaki, pp.34-37 and
elsewhere; a sort of 'ad lib' comment by Roosevelt at the 1943
Casablanca conference, it was originally not used more than
as a political slogan but came to crystalize within the media
and popular consciousness.
[5] Ably discussed in Aperovitz, pp.198-9.
[6] Takaki, op. cit., pp.46-7. Cited are 60,000 fatalities from the
blast and approximately 70,000 from radiation etc. by 1950;
Nagasaki estimates were 70,000 killed in the initial explosion
and another 70,000 from radiation poisoning etc. afterwards.
[7] The most famous being the 1962 Cuban missile crisis.
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David Irving's Banged Up: Survival as a Political Prisoner in 21st Century Europe.
Cover photo published with permission from Focal Point.
Banged Up is David Irving’s autobiographical account of his arrest and 400 days of
solitary confinement in an Austrian prison for having presented what amounted to
inconvenient history at a lecture some 16 years prior. This handsome edition jammed
with many photographs describes Irving’s failed attempt to speak in Austria in
November 2005 and the harrowing details of his capture by State Police with weapons
drawn at the head of a man whose only crime was speaking and writing history which is
deemed illegal in Austria and several other once-free European countries.
The tale of Irving’s arrest is quite captivating and reads like the Mickey Spillane novels
that Irving read while in the Viennese prison (his captors thought it too risky to allow
him access to non-fiction). The subsequent chapters of Banged Up which recount his
time in prison don’t measure up to the story of his arrest or even ultimately the story of
his release. These chapters are apparently taken directly from Irving’s prison memoirs
and from various letters that he penned while incarcerated for thoughtcrimes.
The tales of strange inmates and lousy conditions experienced in prison are at times
redundant. Irving also does a fair amount of self-promotion throughout these chapters
telling of earlier days and best-selling books, large crowds and positive reviews from
around the world. While this may be justified based on today’s proverbial blackout of
Irving’s writing, those most likely to read this volume are already aware of his glorydays as a bestselling author. We do gain some insights into the man, Irving, but those
most familiar with his writings will learn little that is earth-shaking.

What is significantly missing from this volume is Irving on the Holocaust, the very
subject that resulted in his imprisonment in the first place. There can be no doubt, that
except for the hardcore anti-revisionist and anti-Irving crowd that David Irving is not a
Holocaust denier. Despite the ruling in the David Irving v. Penguin Books and Deborah
Lipstadt trial such a charge is both foolish and inaccurate. Irving has spent his life
largely as a biographer of leading personalities of the Second World War and has written
incredibly little about the Holocaust. Irving’s Holocaust-related troubles really began
when he agreed to be a defense witness for the much maligned and currently imprisoned
Ernst Zündel. His statements at this trial in 1988, his subsequent publishing of The
Leuchter Report and his provocative comments that followed made in speeches around
the world raised up an army of detractors and enemies who sought to bring him down.
Throughout Banged Up, Irving mentions that he has three books in the works. The first,
Churchill’s War Volume 3 is said to be nearly complete. The second and third books, one
a biography of Heinrich Himmler and the other, Irving’s memoirs captivated a
significant portion of his time while held in Austria.
While mention of the Himmler book may raise excitement in some circles and eyebrows
in others, the brief comments reveal little as to what Irving will ultimately write about
the Holocaust – a topic that surely cannot be avoided in such a biography. Irving flipflops even in this slender book leaving the readers little idea what to expect in the
forthcoming book. He describes Himmler as a man who “achieved so much that was
both grotesque and spectacular.” He also calls him “the evil executor of what is now
called the Holocaust.” Such comments, left with no explanation leave the reader
expecting that Irving will lay the blame for much of the traditional Holocaust story
directly at Himmler’s feet. Irving notes that Himmler’s daughter Gudrun fears that he
will “demolish her late father” purely in an attempt to rehabilitate himself. Irving
however, asserts that such a prediction is incorrect.
Revisionists are likely to find some of Irving’s statements disconcerting. He mentions
for example that the diaries of Frau Himmler only refer to the Jews “two or three times.”
He comments “Himmler had seemingly not mentioned the Holocaust to her.” He sums
up the situation by saying “Himmler had obviously been keeping his (often horrific)
secrets to himself.” But here of course no evidence of the “horrific secrets” is offered.
Irving also refers to the deportation of Hungarian Jews to camps in Germany (the
Hungarian Jews were actually sent to camps in Poland and primarily Auschwitz). He
also describes Belzec as an “extermination centre” without any explanation as to such a
conclusion. Oddly he also makes a brief comment about the author of The Destruction of
the European Jews, “I think highly of [Raul] Hilberg; in fact he shared many of my
views.” Irving does not explain which views the two shared.
Also missing from this account is any explanation of the widely reported “recantation”
of Irving’s Holocaust views that circulated through the world’s press immediately
following his arrest. At the time, the press announced that Irving said, “I made a mistake
when I said there were no gas chambers at Auschwitz." Some theorized that Irving was
posturing to reduce his sentence to speed his return trip to England; others believed that
he had made an honest recantation of earlier spoken views. Either way, this volume
sheds no light on the situation.
Here and there we get glimpses of Irving’s abrasive personality which many excuse for
what he has gone through and what he has accomplished. He also makes a number of
unnecessarily provocative statements about Jews. Irving seems proud for example of his
announcement that “Mel Gibson was right” his most quoted statement following his
release from incarceration. Irving never explains what he meant, but rather simply says it
was time for “counter attack.” Such statements win Irving few friends.

Banged Up belongs on the shelves of Irving collectors and those interested in the
evolution of Orwellian tactics now practiced in once-free Europe. It reveals a terrific
writer but a hardened man, perhaps made so by his enemies. It will no doubt leave
revisionists angry that so little is revealed about his real thoughts on the Holocaust. It
will leave the anti-Irving crowd even more certain of his “anti-Semitism.”
Clearly we will have to wait for his Himmler biography to determine what Irving really
thinks about the Holocaust. Based on the current volume, it is likely to irritate his
detractors as well as the revisionists. Regardless, few interested in World War Two or
Holocaust history will neglect to buy it to see what Irving has to say.
David Irving's Banged Up may be purchased through irvingbooks.com
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Harry Elmer Barnes is a controversial figure whose memory is blurred both by his detractors and his
supporters. His long and distinguished career crossing many subjects and interests is often left in the
shadows of his historical revisionism. Even much of his revisionist work, which began in the years
following World War One and continued through the Cold War, are forgotten in light of his work to
debunk the myths of World War Two.
The emotions stirred by World War Two remain high. To question any aspect of this conflict still meets
solid resistance and ad hominem attacks. Barnes once wrote that in the minds of anti-revisionists the term
“revisionism” savors of malice and vindictiveness. Barnes’s few brief statements regarding the Holocaust,
his positive book review of Paul Rassinier’s trail-blazing work, The Drama of the European Jews, and his
involvement in the publication of a few early Holocaust revisionist titles have resulted in wild attacks on
his character from the anti-revisionist crowd.

Harry Elmer Barnes. His memory has become a battleground.
Published with permission from Revisionists.com.
In Deborah Lipstadt’s highly acclaimed screed, Denying the Holocaust, she charges that Barnes was antiSemitic.[1] She also charges Barnes with twisting “information and misrepresent[ing] established
historical fact.”[2] She claims that Barnes sought to exculpate Nazi Germany and even questions his
standing as a historian.[3] The widely read (and highly inaccurate) on-line encyclopedia Wikipedia goes
even further. The anti-revisionists who edit Wikipedia call Barnes a “Holocaust Denier” and a “Nazi
Sympathizer.”[4]
Barnes’s memory has also suffered from some of his supporters. The magazine that is emblazoned with
his name changed its byline several years back to “A Journal of Nationalist Thought & History.”[5] The
association suggests that Barnes would not only embrace nationalist thought but somehow was a major
proponent of such a movement. The truth is quite the opposite.
Barnes addressed the subject of the relationship between nationalism and historical writing in his History
and Social Intelligence (1926). After running through a brief history of the importance of nationalism on
world history, Barnes addressed the impact of nationalism on the writing of history. Barnes considered the
nationalist movements in several nations including Germany, France, England, and the United States.
Barnes was very negative about the impact of such writing including the work of Houston Stewart
Chamberlain and those he called “the blatant Teutonists.”

Barnes described the impact of nationalism on historical writing as:
“The net result of the growth of nationality and of nationalism upon historiography has been
greatly varied and a mixed blessing. Its fortunate results have been, above all, the provision of
great collections of source material which otherwise would never have been made available
and the training of many excellent historians in the process of the compilation and editing of
the sources. The deplorable effects have centered about the creation of a dangerous bias of
patriotism, which not only prevented a calm, objective and accurate handling of historical
facts, even by highly trained historians, but also contributed in no small degree to the great
increase in chauvinism which led to the calamity of 1914.”[6]
There is little doubt that Barnes sought to write history that was free from bias. While such objectivity
may be ultimately unattainable, it was his goal nonetheless. He viewed patriotism and nationalism as but
two of the barriers to truth and accuracy in history. Today one is well-advised that not only is adherence to
these movements a barrier to truth in history, but adherence to firm anti-patriotic and anti-nationalism is
likewise. Lipstadt, in but one example of her complete denial of self-awareness, charges that Barnes’s
“incorrect” views about the Holocaust and Israel result from his Germanophilia, his revisionist approach
to history and his anti-Semitism. Few consider, least of all Lipstadt, that inaccurate views about the
Holocaust and Israel also result from Germanophobia, an anti-Revisionist approach to history, proSemitism and, particularly in her case, sources of funding.
The memory of Harry Elmer Barnes is a battleground. To the anti-Revisionists, Barnes was full of malice
and the unholy desire to smear the saviors of mankind. For revisionists he was one of the first to discredit
misleading historical myths that form a barrier to peace and goodwill among nations. Perhaps both groups
should turn from what others have to say about Barnes and reconsider the vast collection of writings that
he himself penned.
In this issue of Inconvenient History we attempt to efface several historical myths. Several articles
consider elements of the Holocaust story. Thomas Dalton offers the first part of his detailed analysis of
Joseph Goebbels’s statements about the Jews. Editorial Advisor Carlo Mattogno considers
Sonderkommando Shlomo Venezia’s testimonies about the Gas Chambers of Birkenau. Thomas Kues
offers a detailed look at the memoirs of Chil Rajchman. Paul Grubach writes about the stake that various
non-Jewish entities have in supporting the Holocaust mythology. The topic of whether the atomic
bombings of Japan were necessary or an example of an Allied war crime is considered by Joseph Bishop.
In addition we have two interesting book reviews. I have reviewed David Irving’s Banged Up!, which
accounts his imprisonment for thoughtcrimes in Austria. L.A. Rollins offers an insightful look at
Christopher Hitchens and His Critics.

Notes
[1] Deborah Lipstadt, Denying the Holocaust, Plume, New York, 1994, p. 80
[2] Ibid, p. 79.
[3] Ibid, p. 82.
[4] Online: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harry_Elmer_Barnes
The first issue of The Barnes Review (October 1994) had the byline "To Bring History into Accord
[5] with the Facts." This byline was in place for several years and was certainly representative of
Barnes's thinking.
[6] Harry Elmer Barnes, History and Social Intelligence, The Revisionist Press, New York, 1972, p. 215.
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1. Chil Rajchman and his Memoirs
Chil Rajchman, alias Yehiel Reichmann, alias Henryk Ruminowsky (his nom de guerre
in the Warsaw underground resistance), was born in the Polish city of Łódź in June
1914. At the outbreak of World War II, he moved with his sister to a small town called
Pruszków not far from Warsaw, from which they were later brought to the Warsaw
ghetto. Rajchman managed to obtain a work permit and left for the town of Ostrów
Lubelski. When the Jewish communities in the area were liquidated in October 1942 he
was marched off to Lubartów and from there sent to the “pure extermination camp”
Treblinka II by train on October 10. On August 2, 1943, Rajchman and a number of
other prisoners managed to escape from the camp following an uprising. After hiding in
the Polish countryside for a period of time and obtaining “Aryan” identification papers,
he eventually returned to Warsaw, where he joined the underground resistance in the
ghetto and also the Polish Socialist Party.[1] Allegedly, Rajchman spent his free time in
Warsaw during 1944 writing down in Yiddish his recollections from Treblinka, as a
testimony for posterity.
On January 31, 1945, Rajchman returned to Łódź. He stayed in Poland until the end of
1946 when, despite having been given a “high position in the new Polish
administration”[2] he moved to France. After living there for about a year and a half, he
migrated with his wife to Uruguay, where he enjoyed significant prosperity as the owner
of a textile company.[3]
In early 1980, the American embassy in Uruguay contacted Rajchman, and later the
same year, on March 12, he was interviewed by the Office of Special Investigations
(OSI).[4] He then traveled to the United States, where he appeared as a witness for the
prosecution in the extradition trial against John Demjanjuk. He also took the witness
stand in Jerusalem when Demjanjuk was put on trial there in 1987-1988. Rajchman died
in Montevideo, Uruguay in 2004.

John Demjanjuk on trial in Israel in April 1988.
Source: Wikimedia Commons.
Following Rajchman’s death, an arrangement was made to have his 1944 Warsaw
memoirs published, for the very first time. The memoirs first appeared in French in 2009
– sixty-four years after the end of the war – as Je suis le dernier Juif (I am the last Jew)
by the Paris publisher Les Arènes. Since no English translation is yet available of
Rajchman’s memoirs, I have chosen to refer in this analysis to the German edition, Ich
bin der letzte Jude. Treblinka 1942/43.[5] All page numbers within brackets below refer
to the first edition of this German translation, which was made using the French
translation as source text, but checked against the Yiddish original.[6]
Judging by Rajchman’s testimony at the Demjanjuk trial, the memoirs were revised and
edited in 1946 by a Yiddish poet named Nachum Bomze (alternative spelling Bumse).
This is the only surviving manuscript, and is the one handed over to Yad Vashem and
later presented as evidence at the Demjanjuk trial.[7] That we are dealing not with the
supposed original text dating from 1944 is clear from the last passage of the memoirs
(pp. 155-156):
“Yes, I have lived for a year under the worst conditions in Treblinka. After
the revolt in the camp I wandered aimlessly for two months, after which I
reached Piastów and lived for two years as a Pole. After the Warsaw
Uprising I spent three and a half month in a bunker in the capital [i.e.
Warsaw], where I was liberated on January 17, 1945.”
Accordingly, the published text dates from February 1945 at the very earliest.
In this article, I will scrutinize the most critical aspects of the portrayal of Treblinka in
Rajchman’s memoirs, namely the description of the alleged extermination procedure: the
gas chamber killings and the subsequent cremation of the victims. In the process I will
also refer to and make comparisons with, a declaration left by Rajchman to a Polish
investigative commission in October 1945, his testimony from the 1987-1988 trial
against John Demjanjuk in Jerusalem[8], and an interview with him conducted by the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) in December 1988. I will also
make frequent comparisons with the 1944 Treblinka account written by Jankel Wiernik,
who arrived at the camp some months before Rajchman and is generally regarded as a
key witness[9]. Both Wiernik’s Rok w Treblince (published the same year in the United
States as A Year in Treblinka and later re-translated and published by Alexander Donat)
and Rajchman’s memoirs date from approximately the same time, and both men
supposedly worked in the “death camp proper”, the section of Treblinka containing the

alleged gas chamber buildings and the mass graves (Rajchman even mentions Wiernik
by name on page 89 of the memoirs). One might therefore assume that both men wrote
down their recollections relatively fresh from memory.

2. Arrival at Treblinka
At his arrival to the camp early in the morning on October 11, 1942, Rajchman is
separated from his sister Anna and forced to put the belongings of the other deportees in
a huge heap on the ground in the reception camp (pp. 34-35). While Rajchman is
working on sorting pieces of clothing, an SS man asks the prisoners if there are any
barbers among them. Four men step out and Rajchman joins them as the fifth barber.
The men are given clothes and scissors and told that they will work on sorting clothes
until a new transport arrives (pp. 41-42). At the arrival of the next transport on the
following day, Rajchman and the other barbers, ten in all, are taken to the gas chambers
(p. 55), where supposedly the hair of the female victims was cut during a period of reorganization of the camp in September and October 1942, before a special haircutting
barrack was placed near the entrance to the Schlauch (“tube”), the camouflaged, fencedin pathway leading from the reception camp to Camp 2, where the alleged gas chambers
were located. The barbers work in one of the chambers, with both its entrance and its
exterior door standing open. On the floor of the chamber are an unstated number of
benches and “several dozens of trunks”. Female victims are led in through the corridor
and the entrance door of the chamber. The women have their hair cut and are then
showed out the exterior door (p. 56). The barbers remain in the chamber, guarded by
Ukrainians, while the women are herded into the other chambers (p. 59). A few days
after his arrival Rajchman is relieved of his work as a barber and brought to Camp 2 or
Totenlager (p. 67), where he works on transporting corpses from the gas chambers to the
grave pits, as a “dentist” pulling out gold teeth from the corpses, and as part of the work
detail preparing the cremation pyres.

3. The Gas Chambers
3.1. The Two Gas Chamber Buildings and Their Capacities
Regarding the alleged gas chambers in the camp, Rajchman writes:
”It is important to note, that two gas chamber buildings were in operation at
the time I started working in the Totenlager. The larger one contained ten
gas chambers, each capable of holding four hundred persons. A gas
chamber measured seven times seven meters. The people were packed like
sardines. When a gas chamber was full, the next one was opened, and so on.
For the smaller transports the older building with three gas chambers were
used; four hundred fifty to five hundred people fit into each of its
chambers.” (p. 87)
The new, larger gas chamber building is described as follows:
”At the end of the Schlauch you reached a white building, on which a large
Star of David had been attached. A German stood by the stairs, showed the
way to the entrance and said with a smile: ‘Please, this way!’ The small
number of steps led inside a corridor decorated with flowers. Long towels
were hanging on the walls\.
The gas chambers measured seven times seven meters. In the middle of the
room there were shower heads, from which the gas flowed inside it. Along

the wall a thick pipe ran, through which the air was sucked out. The doors
were sealed all around.” (p. 39)
As for the gas which streamed in through the shower heads, we are informed later on (p.
132) that it was generated by “engines” (number or type not specified).
It is further mentioned that the entrances to the chambers in the new building had “iron
doors” (p. 64) with observation windows in them (p. 60). The older, smaller gas chamber
building also contained a room where the “dentists” worked on sorting the extracted
tooth metal (p. 85).
One may compare the above description with the information on the size and capacities
of the alleged gas chambers left by Jankel Wiernik:
“When I arrived at the camp, three gas chambers were already in operation; another ten
were added while I was there. A gas chamber measured 5 × 5 meters and was about 1.90
meters high.”[10]
As for the capacity, Wiernik states that
“Between 450 and 500 persons were crowded into a chamber measuring 25 square
meters.”[11]
The above statements refer to the alleged old gas chambers. Regarding the new gas
chambers, which Wiernik supposedly helped to construct, we read:
“It turned out that we were building ten additional gas chambers, more
spacious than the old ones, 7 by 7 meters or about 50 square meters. As
many as 1,000 to 1,200 persons could be crowded into one gas
chamber.”[12]
In his testimony from the Eichmann trial, Wiernik gave the ceiling height of the new gas
chambers as 1.90 m.[13]
Historian Yitzhak Arad on the other hand states that the chambers in the old building
each measured 4 × 4 × 2.6 m[14], while the new chambers measured 4 × 8 × 2 m.[15]
The reason for the ceiling being placed lower in the new chambers was, according to
Arad, that it
“reduced the chambers’ total cubic volume, reduced the total gas
requirement for killing the victims, and shortened [the] asphyxiation
time.”[16]
Although Arad does not state any sources, it is clear that he is basing his description on
the verdict from the 1964-1965 Treblinka trial in Düsseldorf, which state the very same
dimensions; according to the same verdict, each chamber in the old building could hold
200 to 350 people, while the corresponding figure for the new building was 400 to 700
victims.[17]
In the table below I have summarized the above data referring to the dimensions and the
capacity of the individual chambers:
Old Dimensions Old Capacity New Dimensions New Capacity
Rajchman

?

450-500

7×7×?

400

Wiernik

5×5×1.9

450-500

7×7×1.9

1000-1200

1965 Verdict 4×4×2.6

200-350

4×8×2

400-700

The incongruence between the descriptions is apparent. While Rajchman does not make
the size of the old chambers clear, it follows from the capacity ascribed to them that they
must have been larger than the new chambers. Wiernik on the other hand claims that the
new chambers were twice as large as the old ones, with a corresponding increase in
capacity. This contradiction is made even the more glaring by the fact that Rajchman and
Wiernik agree perfectly on the capacity of the old chambers and the area of the new
ones. Finally, the trial verdict disagrees with both Rajchmann and Wiernik on the
dimensions of the new chambers and with Wiernik on the ceiling height of the old
chambers.
Wiernik’s claim that 20-25 people could fit into one square meter is clearly absurd.
Rajchman’s claim of 8 victims per square meter is certainly less so, but it is still not
easily conceivable. Moreover, would not the “shower heads, from which the gas flowed
inside” the chamber, have been frequently damaged by panicking victims in their death
throes? It also seems extremely unlikely, that the observation windows in the doors
would have been of much use, as the view would surely have been permanently blocked
by someone’s head or torso.

3.2. The Time Required for the Gassings and the Appearance of the
Victims
How long did it take to kill the victims in the gas chambers? Rajchman informs us:
“In this building [the smaller older building] the gassing took twenty minutes, while in
the newer building it took around forty-five minutes.” (p. 87)
Some pages later we read:
”The corpses were in different states of appearance depending on if they
came from the larger gas chambers or from the smaller ones. In the small
ones death came more quickly and was easier. Judging by the look of their
faces, one could have thought that they were merely sleeping: their eyes
were closed, and only on some of the gassed was the mouth distorted with
bloody foam at the lips. The corpses were covered by sweat. Before death
the people let their urine and excrements. The corpses from the larger gas
chambers, in which death occurred more slowly, had gone through a terrible
transformation. They had completely black faces, as if they had been burnt,
and their bellies were bloated and colored blue.” (pp. 90-91)
It is odd that Rajchman here calls the old gas chambers “the smaller ones” and the new
ones “the larger gas chambers”, whereas the capacities ascribed to them clearly point to
the old chambers being of larger size than the new ones. It is possible that either
Rajchman himself or the translator is confusing the size of the respective buildings with
the size of the chambers (a result of the word “gas chamber” often being used as
synonymous with “gas chamber building). Since the new building supposedly contained
ten chambers instead of three, it was of course the larger of the two buildings.
Anyway, it is made clear that the gassings in the new chambers took at least twice as
long time as in the old ones. But then, as shown above, the 1965 Treblinka trial verdict
found that the new chambers had been built with a much lower ceiling in order to
shorten the time required for the gassings! It hardly needs to be pointed out, moreover,

that it hardly makes sense that the Germans would have constructed the new chambers to
be not only of smaller size than the old ones, but also less time-effective. What happened
to the famous “German efficiency”?
As for the description of the appearance of the victims, it is yet another testament to
Rajchman’s unreliability. All current established “Holocaust” historians agree that the
victims at Treblinka were killed with carbon monoxide from engine exhaust gas that was
pumped into the gas chambers. As I have shown in another article[18], a distinctive
cherry-red skin discoloration – resulting from the incorporation of carbon monoxide into
the blood cells (carboxyhemoglobin) – appears in at least 95% of all cases of fatal
carbon monoxide poisoning. Why did Rajchman not notice this peculiar cherry-pink
color, and instead describe the corpses as either black and blue or lacking discoloration?

3.3. The Murder Method
As seen above, Rajchman clearly implies in his memoirs that the air was pumped out of
the gas chambers and then, usually, replaced with engine exhaust gas.[19] On October
12, 1945, Rajchman (as Henryk Reichman) testified as follows:
“The killings were carried out either by pumping out of the air or by
introduction of CO [carbon monoxide]. Once, when fewer transports were
arriving, the Germans conducted an experiment: They pumped out the air
without introducing poison. When the doors opened after 48 hours, we
found some living people inside.”[20]
It is not clear which of the two “gas chamber buildings” our witness is referring to
here[21], but regardless, the event described is impossible, not to say absurd, given that
between 450 and fifty and 500 victims were supposedly jammed inside each chamber,
and that the doors to the chambers were “sealed all around”. Even without the air being
pumped out, and with “only” a hundred, surely panicking, victims locked inside the
hermetically sealed chamber, the oxygen would run out after a few hours[22], and one
can only hold one’s breath for so long.
The claim that vacuum was used as the killing agent is found in many early Treblinka
eyewitness reports.[23] Another variant, found occasionally also in later witness
statements (long after vacuum as well as steam had been discarded as murder weapons
by the Holocaust chroniclers), is that the air was first sucked out, and then replaced with
engine exhaust gas.[24] It appears that Rajchman supports this second version. The very
notion of this murder method is so patently spurious, that it is amazing that it has ever
occurred to any person capable of rational thinking. Why bother introducing lethal
exhaust gas into the chamber, when the victims would have died anyway, and within
minutes, from the deprivation of oxygen?
It should be mentioned in passing, that during the Demjanjuk trial in Jerusalem,
Rajchman was unable to point out the location of the gassing engine, and did not know
the number of engines used.[25]

4. The Mass Graves and the Number of Victims
Rajchman claims to have worked for a considerable time at the mass graves. In the
following passage, he presents his estimate of the dimensions of those grave pits:
”About ten of them [the Jewish working prisoners] are standing in the pit,
placing the dead head by feet, so as to fit as many corpses into the pit as
possible. Another group covered each layer with sand, before the next layer

of corpses was placed on top of it. The mass graves were dug by an
excavator (later there were three of them). They were huge, approximately
fifty meters long, thirty meters wide and several stories deep – according to
my estimate: four.” (p. 91)
Four stories correspond to between 8 and 12 meters. Let us, in order to make an a
fortiori argument, assume a depth of 12 meters. The mass graves described by our
witness would then measure 50 × 30 × 12 = 18,000 cubic meters. Assuming a theoretical
maximum of 8 corpses per cubic meter[26], such a grave would have a capacity of
(18,000 × 8 =) 144,000 corpses. Given that each layer of corpses was covered with a
layer of sand, it is reasonable to reduce this capacity with one third, so that each grave
could hold (144,000 × 0.66 =) 95,000. In reality, however, one would not be able to dig
such a deep pit with vertical walls, since there would be a risk of collapse – the walls
would have to be oblique, reducing the capacity further.[27] Moreover, such an extreme
depth seems very unrealistic due to the risk of striking ground water – and Treblinka is
located only some kilometers south of the large Bug River, on sandy soil!
Regarding the dimensions of the graves we will further note that Rajchman is
contradicted on this point by another witness, Eliahu Rosenberg[28], who like Rajchman
claims to have worked in Camp 2. Rosenberg claimed in a deposition from 1947 that the
graves measured 120 × 15 × 6 m, i.e. 10,800 cubic meters.
How many of these immense mass graves were there? Rajchman mentions in a passage
concerning the emptying and the cleaning-up of the mass graves in June 1943:
”Also the cleaning of the pits is progressing at a quicker pace. Ten of them
are already emptied. The eleventh and last is one of the four large ones,
containing approximately a quarter of a million corpses.” (p. 128)
Thus there were in total eleven mass graves, of which four were larger than the others.
Do the dimensions given on page 91 refer to the smaller or the larger ones? This is not
clearly stated in the text, but considering the capacity ascribed to the larger pits, it seems
reasonable that said dimensions refer to the smaller ones. For the sake of argument,
however, we will assume the same dimensions for all the grave pits.
If four of the graves each contained “a quarter of a million corpses” or even “more than
250,000 corpses” (p. 119), it follows that those pits contained together approximately 1
million corpses. Even if we assume, that the remaining seven pits contained “merely”
80,000 corpses – the estimate given in the verdict of the 1964 Treblinka trial[29] – this
means a total victim figure of at least 1,560,000. Since we know from the Höfle
document that 713,555 Jews were deported to Treblinka during 1942, and since all
historians agree that only a relatively small number of Jewish deportees were sent to
Treblinka during 1943, resulting in a hypothetical maximum victim figure of
approximately 800,000, it follows that Rajchman has exaggerated the hypothetical
number of victims by 100%.
In his 1988 interview for the USHMM, Rajchman claimed that the Germans “killed
every day about 15,000 people”[30], i.e. 450,000 per month, and in the memoirs (p. 95),
he writes that “Up until December 15 the transports arrived regularly, with about ten
thousand people daily”, meaning that approximately 600,000 Jews would have been
killed in the camp merely in the period stretching from Rajchman’s arrival to the date
mentioned. In reality, less than half that number of Jews was deported to the camp
during this time.[31]
On the map drawn up by the surveyor Trautsolt in late 1945, Camp 2 is shown as an
irregular quadrilateral with an area of approximately 14,000 square meters (1.4

hectares).[32] The mass graves of Rajchman covers a total area of at least (50 × 30 × 11
=) 16,500 square meters! Given that the pits must have been separated from each other
by thick earth walls, their total area would completely have filled up Camp 2, even if its
size instead was that indicated by the “Treblinka Death Camp Memorial Map”[33]
drawn up by Peter Laponder, i.e. approximately 2 hectares. In other words, there would
be no space left over in the Totenlager for the gas chambers or the “roasts” used to
incinerate the victims.
The dimensions given by our witness appears even more spurious when we consider
them in relation to the mass graves identified by Polish archeologist Andrzej Kola at
Bełżec in the late 90s. The present volumes of those thirty-three pits totaled 21,310 cubic
meters. None of the pits (which were detected by drillings but left unexcavated) were
deeper than 5.20 m. Twelve of the pits covered areas lesser than 100 m², while eleven
were larger than 200 m².[34] The hypothetical maximum number of Bełżec victims,
given by the Höfle document, amounts to 434,508. According to established
historiography, those victims were all interred before being exhumed and burned. Thus
the total space used for their burial roughly equaled the volume of one of Rajchman’s
eleven mass graves. How does this add up if, as our witness claims, the burial detail at
Treblinka utilized the available space as efficiently as possible? (In reality, the mass
graves at Bełżec would have been able to contain only a fraction of the alleged
victims).[35]
In December 1945, Rajchman visited the former site of the “death camp” together with
Rachel (Ruchl) Auerbach and other members of an”historical commission”.[36] Why,
we may ask, is it that those investigators failed to uncover evidence for the enormous
mass graves described by the witnesses?[37] After all, did they not have Mr. Rajchman
himself for their guide?

5. The Incineration of the Corpses
5.1. When did the Cremations Commence?
On page 113 of his memoirs, Rajchman writes:
“In December 1942 pyres were erected for the cremation of the corpses. But
the corpses would not burn. A pyre was therefore built following special
instructions. While an engine supplied fresh air, a large amount of gasoline
was poured over the corpses. Yet still they would not burn satisfactorily. At
least a thousand corpses were cremated using this method, but this wasn’t
enough for the murderers.”
As a result of this failure, the SS called in a cremation “specialist”, identified by the
French editor of the memoirs as SS-Scharführer Herbert Floß.[38] Rajchman states that
Floß arrived to the camp in January 1943 and began constructing “roasts” for the
cremations already “after a few days” (p. 114). According to historian Arad on the other
hand, the cremations in the camp began in March 1943.[39]

5.2. The Construction of the “Roasts”
It is commonly held that all corpses at Treblinka were incinerated on primitive pyres
equipped with grates made up of railway tracks – the so-called “roasts”. In his memoirs,
Rajchman describes the construction of these open air cremation facilities as follows:
“He [the “cremation expert”] had laid out more than thirty meters of railway

gauge. Right on top of the ground a pair of concrete foundations were cast,
both with a height of approximately 50 centimeters. A pyre was one and a
half meter wide. On top of the foundations six railway rails were placed,
that was all. ”The Artist” [=the “expert”] ordered us to put women,
particularly fat women, on the first layer on the roast, face down. The
second layer could consist of whatever was brought – men, women or
children – and so on, layer upon layer like a pyramid, up to a height of two
meter\.
The dead were thrown upon the pyre by a special commando, the
Feuerkolonne. Two pyre workers received the corpses brought by the
carriers. The first one grabbed hold of the hand and foot on the left side of
the body, while the second grabbed hold of the hand and foot on the other
side, whereupon they threw the dead person on top of the pyre. Around
2,500 corpses were placed on such a pyre. Then the “expert” ordered us to
lay dry branches under the roast and to light them. Within a few minutes the
fire would take so it was difficult to approach the crematorium from as far
as fifty meters away.” (pp. 114-115)
In the Polish testimony from October 1945, Rajchman maintained that
“There were no crematoria with furnaces at Treblinka. There was only a
primitive arrangement of grates made from rails placed on supports of
reinforced concrete which could hold 2500 corpses.”[40]
In his Demjanjuk trial testimony, Rajchman specified that each roast was 30 m long with
railway tracks placed every 15 cm on the 50 cm high brick – not reinforced concrete –
foundations.[41]
In the 1988 USHMM interview, Rajchman stated that Floß
“took 5 or 6 railroad tracks each 30 meters long. Around it [sic], he built a
brick wall. He laid the tracks 15 centimeters apart [...] and one and a half
meters above the ground. [...] we covered them with 2,500 corpses,
counting.”[42]
Here the number of rails and their length is the same, but the foundation – here
apparently a brick wall running around the entire contraption – is three times as high.
The notion that all the corpses were counted before being burned also appears in the
memoirs (p. 126). Here Rajchman claims that a special group of workers had the task to
count all the victims (or rather the heads of the victims, in case they were separated from
the bodies – our witness does not want to save his reader from the horrific details…) and
report the number to the SS officer in charge of the Totenlager.
Rajchman’s description in the memoirs and the Demjanjuk testimony is similar to the
findings of the 1964 Düsseldorf Treblinka trial:
“[Each roast] consisted of a concrete base approximately 70 cm thick, upon
which 5 to 6 railroad rails of perhaps 25 to 30 m length lay at small
intervals. Under the rails burned a fire, while 2,000 to 3,000 of the bodies of
the Jews killed in the gas chambers were loaded on the grate and then
burned.”[43]
Jankel Wiernik on the other hand gave the following description of the roasts:

“This is the way in which he got the inferno started. He put a machine for
exhuming the corpses into operation, an excavator which could dig up 3,000
corpses at one time. A fire grate made of railroad tracks was placed on
concrete foundations 100 to 150 meters in length. The workers piled the
corpses on the grate and set them on fire.”[44]
Thus Wiernik remembered the roasts as being 3 to 5 times longer than Rajchman’s
recollections would have them to be!

5.3. The Number of the “Roasts”
The total incineration capacity would naturally depend on the number of “roasts”. In the
memoirs, Rajchman writes that by March 1943, “there were six of them already” (p.
117). However, this number proved insufficient:
“In the second half of April we are visited by camp staff members led by the
head of our camp, Matias [Heinrich Matthes]. [...]. Another oven with a
much larger capacity is to be built in the immediate vicinity of the gas
chambers, so that the corpses can be burned at once. This work takes ten
days. [...]. By the end of April the oven is still not yet ready. The head of the
camp orders that another oven should be put up next to the gas chambers
within the next few hours.” (pp. 123-124)
This would mean that all in all there were eight “roasts”, one or two of them larger than
the others. In the October 1945 testimony, however, the total number of cremation grates
is given as five to six.[45]
The reason for the new larger roast or roasts appears to have been – believe it or not –
the planned mass murder of a group of Jews outside the reach of the Germans:
“Reichman also said the Nazis had prepared a special incinerator in
Treblinka for British Jews, who were to be deported under Adolf Hitler's
masterplan for a Jewish-free Europe.
‘This was the incinerator for the British Jews,’ he said, pointing to a
diagram of Treblinka. ‘The Germans planned to bring them there when they
captured Britain. It was built in a very solid manner and could not be
moved. It remained there until the end.’”[46]
The mere notion that the Germans three months after Stalingrad would entertain hopes
of defeating Great Britain and have all Jews of the island nation shipped over to Europe
to be gassed is nothing else than laughable.
It is interesting to compare Rajchman’s claim of 6-8 roasts with the account of key
witness Jankel Wiernik:
“Because they were in a hurry, the Germans built additional fire grates and
augmented the crews serving them, so that from 10,000 to 12,000 corpses
were cremated at one time.”[47]
Since Wiernik claimed that 3,000 corpses could be loaded per grate, it follows that the
“roasts” numbered at most four. On the other hand, Wiernik’s own map of the camp, as
well as the map used during the Düsseldorf Treblinka trial, shows only two grates.[48]

5.4. Do Decomposed Corpses Burn More Easily?

In the memoirs’ description of the cremation process we find the following statement:
”It has turned out, that the exhumed corpses burn considerably better than those fresh
from the gas chambers.” (p. 117)
But is it really true that decomposed corpses will burn more easily than “fresh” ones?
The answer is a simple no, since the decomposition process causes a loss of fat (an
important asset in the heating balance of the cremation), and since most if not all of the
methane produced during the same process (a possible asset) would have been lost
during the exhumation process. A decomposed corpse is therefore harder to burn than a
fresh one.[49]

5.5. The Time Required for the Individual Cremations
Regarding how long it took to turn a pyre full of corpses into ash, Rajchman writes:
”The roasts were loaded during the day and then lit at around half past six.”
(p. 117)
At the Jerusalem Demjanjuk trial, Rajchman testified:
“They used to light the fire with some dry sticks like toothpicks. They
would be lit with a regular match and placed beneath the furnace and fire
would start slowly, but then it would burn with such an intensity, that 50
meters away from the furnace, it was impossible to stand. Until the morning
everything was almost burned in the furnace.”[50]
Also in the memoirs it is stated (p. 139) that the incineration was completed by the
morning, after having started in the evening on the day before. If we generously take
“until the morning” to mean until 10 PM, Rajchman’s statements would mean that the
whole cremation process took around 15 hours and 30 minutes. That the duration alleged
by our witness is not very realistic can be seen from the documentation of a cremation of
animal carcasses which took place in Whithorn, Scotland in April 2001. On this
occasion, 511 bovine, 90 sheep and 3 pig cadavers were burned on two pyres with a total
surface area of 150 square meters (compared to Rajchman’s 45). The cremation lasted
for three full days.[51]
On the other hand, two Jews named Motke Zaïdl and Itzhak Dugin, who supposedly
worked on burning corpses of Jews shot by the Einsatzgruppen in Lithuania on pyres
similar to those reportedly used at Treblinka, have stated that the outdoor cremation
process usually took no less than “seven or eight days.”[52]

5.6. The Capacity of the “Roasts” and the Firewood Required
As seen above, most of Rajchman’s roasts had a surface area of 30 × 1.5 m = 45 m².
Given the reported construction (five to six 30 m long railway tracks placed on concrete
or brick foundations) it seems most logical that the corpses were placed parallel with the
shorter side of the pyre.
How many corpses could then be placed in each layer on the roast? Like Carlo
Mattogno, we will assume for an average body a theoretical surface area of 1.75 × 0.50,
including the necessary intervening space for the passage of the products of
combustion.[53] It follows that each layer on Rajchman’s roast could contain 60 corpses.
We will assume for each layer of corpses a height of 20 centimeter. Since Rajchman
states that the corpses were piled “up to a height of two meter” on top of the grate, there

would be room for ten such layers, equaling 600 corpses. However, Rajchman also states
that the corpses were arranged “like a pyramid”, i.e. that each new layer was shorter than
the preceding one. If viewed from the side the pyre looked like a typical Egyptian
pyramid, i.e. a regular triangle, the capacity would be half of 600, i.e. 300 corpses. We
will be generous, however, and assume that 400 corpses were loaded. Still, this is only
16% of Rajchman’s figure of 2500 corpses loaded per roast. A roast loaded with this
number of bodies would have been 9 meters tall, if each layer was of the same length,
and approximately twice that height, if the pyramid shape was employed.
But how many corpses could the pyre described by our witness handle at a time, in
reality? Revisionist researcher Carlo Mattogno has determined, based on documentation
of outdoor incineration of human corpses on pyres with metal grates in India and
incineration of cattle cadavers, as well as his own experiments, that approximately 3.5
kg of firewood is required in order to incinerate 1 kg of organic substance, even in the
case of mass incineration of partially decomposed corpses.[54] We should stress here
that with firewood, we mean seasoned, i.e. dry wood. As I have shown in another
article[55], the firewood used for cremations at Treblinka must have been green, i.e.
fresh wood, which has a considerably lower thermal value due to its higher moisture
content. This means that the amount of fuel wood necessary per kilogram organic
substance would be up to 100% higher. Nevertheless, to make our argument stronger, we
will assume a fuel requirement per kilogram corpse of 3.5 kg firewood. Thus we may
disregard in our calculations the possible additional heating content provided by the
hypothetical use of liquid fuel (such as gasoline or kerosene).
Like Mattogno, we will assume a medium weight of 45 kg for the corpses, taking into
account the presence of children among the hypothetical victims and the loss of weight
in the corpse due to desiccation.[56] To cremate one corpse one would therefore need
(45 × 3.5 =) approximately 160 kg of firewood.
The roast would be able to accommodate (30 × 1.5 × 0.5 =) 22.5 cubic meters of
firewood, if we are to trust Rajchman’s memoirs, or (30 × 1.5 × 1.5 =) 67.5 cubic meters
of firewood, if we are to believe Rajchman’s statement in the USHMM interview. It
should be pointed out here, that while our witness mentions “dry branches” being used
to lit the pyres, he never mentions the huge stacks of firewood that would have to be
used to fuel the “roasts”
The weight of a cubic meter of normally stacked firewood usually lies between 340 and
450 kg.[57] Some sources give slightly higher estimates, such as A. Marcantonio, who
has given the weight of 1 cubic meter of firewood as 600 kg.[58] While this estimate
may refer to very densely stacked firewood – and the wood used in a pyre could not be
too densely stacked as one would want to keep the inflow of oxygen as unhindered as
possible – we will use it for the sake of the argument.
Rajchman’s roast could accordingly use a maximum amount of either (22.5 × 600 =)
13,500 or (67.5 × 600 =) 40,500 kg firewood. This in turn correspond to (13,500 ÷ 160
=) 84 or (40,500 ÷ 160 =) 253 corpses. The roast could thus, at the very most, handle
10% of the 2,500 corpses alleged by Rajchman. The possible counter-argument that one
somehow could have added more fuel to the fire during the cremation is refuted by
Rajchman’s statement that the heat from the fire made it “difficult to approach the
crematorium from as far as fifty meters away”.
If we assume that the “larger roasts” mentioned by Rajchman could handle twice as
large a load as the small ones, then the 6 ordinary-sized roasts and the two larger ones
could burn at the most 2,530 corpses at a time. As mentioned above, it is reasonable to
assume that it would take 3 days to incinerate a pyre, rather than the approximate 15

hours suggested by Rajchman. We will be generous again, to make our argument a
fortiori, and assume that the cremation commando somehow managed to load, incinerate
and cool down a pyre every 48 hours. This would mean a maximum incineration
capacity of 1,265 corpses per day. Accordingly, it would take 632 days – or 1 year, 8
months and 23 days – to incinerate the alleged 800,000 Treblinka victims (this is the
figure stated in the last edition of Raul Hilberg’s standard work The Destruction of the
European Jews).[59] As we have seen, Rajchman claims that only about 1,000 corpses
were burned during December 1942[60], and that the “roasts” were taken into operation
in January 1943, with the last two pyres being constructed in late April. It would thus
have taken at the very least until late September 1944 to complete the cremation of the
alleged 800,000 victims. In reality, the Treblinka “death camp” was liquidated in
September 1943, and the Red army reached the area in August 1944.
Then again, there are additional factors disadvantageous to Rajchman’s claims. First, the
calculation above assumes that all roasts were taken into operation at the same time,
which was not the case according to our victim. Second, it is unreasonable to assume
that the roasts were in operation for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, even in snow and
rain. Third, it is inevitable that the rails used in the roasts would warp due to pressure
and heat and have to be replaced from time to time, so that additional time would be lost.
Finally, it must be stressed again that (at least as far as this author is aware) Rajchman is
the only witness who claims that there were as many as 6 or 8 roasts in use at Treblinka.
All points to the fact, that corpses were cremated on grate-equipped pyres in Treblinka
and the other Aktion Reinhardt camps (Bełżec and Sobibór), but that said contraptions
were of dimensions woefully inadequate to handle the many hundreds of thousands of
alleged victims, the reason for this being that there really were only ever some ten
thousands of corpses to burn at each site, as the camps were in fact not “extermination
camps”, but transit camps.

5.7. Himmler’s Visit to Treblinka
According to Rajchman’s memoirs, Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler visited
Treblinka to inspect the cleaning-up process:
”It is obvious that the murderers will have to finish their work by a certain
date. In Camp 1 this is by July 1. We learn that a special guest is expected:
Himmler. Preparations for his reception are under way. Two days before the
deadline the work is completed\.
It is July 1. We were supposed to have worked also in the afternoon, but at
the last moment there was a counter-order\.
We are locked inside our barrack. Through a small window we see that a
large number of guards have been posted all around the place. A few
minutes later Himmler arrives with his convoy. He inspects the gas
chambers and then walks to the place where the graves once were and
where now everything is spotlessly clean. Himmler looks very satisfied. He
laughs, and his underlings, who are standing some meters away, are
beaming with pleasure.” (p. 129)
Contemporary German documents, however, shows that Himmler visited “installations
of Aktion Reinhard” during March 1943. From the same material it is clear that
Himmler inspected Sobibór,[61] and although the name Treblinka does not appear,
Treblinka’s commandant at that time, Franz Stangl, is listed as being recommended for
promotion[62], which points to the likely fact that the camp was included among the

“installations” visited by Himmler.
Why does Rajchman place the visit in mid-summer, while in reality it took place at the
end of winter or during the first days of spring? This contradiction becomes even more
evident when one considers what orthodox historiography has to say about the Himmler
visit. Yitzhak Arad writes:
“The last camp where cremation of the corpses was instituted was
Treblinka. During Himmler’s visit to the camp at the end of
February/beginning of March 1943, he was surprised to find that in
Treblinka the corpses of over 700,000 Jews who had been killed there had
not yet been cremated. The very fact that the cremation began immediately
after his visit makes it more than possible that Himmler, who was very
sensitive about the erasure of the crimes committed by Nazi Germany,
personally ordered the cremating of the corpses there.”[63]
Thus the circumstances of Himmler’s visit as described by our witness is rather the
opposite of those asserted by the historians (who in turn are relying on statements from
other eyewitnesses, particularly Wiernik): in the account of the former, Himmler visits
Treblinka on July 1 and find the mass graves empty and “spotlessly clean”, while
according to the latter, the Reichsführer-SS inspects the camp “at the end of
February/beginning of March” and finds the mass graves full of unburned corpses!
As seen above, Rajchman states (on p. 128) that of eleven graves, ten had been emptied
and cleaned by June 1943, and that the whole work was completed by July 1. Jankel
Wiernik claims, however, that one fourth of the work remained by the end of July:
“July was drawing to a close and the weather was blistering hot. The hardest
work was at the mass graves, and the men who exhumed the corpses for
cremation were barely able to stand on their feet because of the sickening
odors. By now about 75 per cent of the corpses had been cremated.”[64]
One might think that this contradiction is negligible. However, Wiernik’s account
implies that much of the exhumation work was still left unfinished by the time of the
prisoner revolt and mass escape on August 2, 1943, while Rajchman claims that the
work was complete and everything “spotlessly clean” more than one month prior to the
uprising. Given that the two accounts allegedly were penned at around the same time,
more or less fresh out of respective author’s memory, this discrepancy is more important
than it would appear at first glance.
One might possibly raise the counter-argument that Rajchman refers to another visit by
Himmler, perhaps a follow-up inspection. This argument would, however, run into two
serious obstacles. First, why did Rajchman forget to mention the first visit? Second, why
is it that this hypothetical July 1 visit appears in no other eyewitness account?

6. Miscellaneous Anomalies and Absurdities
6.1. The “Dentists”
According to the memoirs (p. 84), the “dentist commando” in Camp 2 consisted of 20
prisoners. Some pages later, however, he notes that the pulling-out of teeth was carried
out by “one or more six-man-strong groups” according to the size of the arriving
transport, while the other members worked with cleaning and sorting the extracted gold
teeth and dentures (p. 86). As seen above in Section 4, our witness states in his memoirs
that “up until December 15 [1942] the transports arrived regularly, with about ten

thousand people daily”. This would mean a daily work load of 500 corpses per
“dentist”.[65] One must consider in this context that the onset of rigor mortis (the
stiffening of the dead body) would make extracting teeth from the dead problematic:
“Rigor mortis begins to appear in the muscles of the eyelids and the jaw (at
earliest approx 20 minutes postmortem), the latter becoming tightened
resulting from the stiffening of the masticatory muscles. After that,
postmortem rigidity begins to affect larger muscle groups with stiffening of
elbow or knee joints approx 2 to 6 hours after death.[66] […] When fully
developed, rigor mortis may lead to such a rigidity of the body that it may
be capable of supporting the whole body weight. In such cases, even the
most forceful efforts to break down rigor mortis may be fruitless.[67] […]
In cool and temperate climate zones loosening of rigor mortis, reflected by a
secondary relaxation of the muscles (meaning a decrease in tension after full
development of postmortem muscle stiffening) begins approx 24 to 36 hours
postmortem.”[68]
The “dentists” would therefore in many cases have to pry open the mouth of the victim
before extracting gold teeth or dentures present.
It should be noted that another Camp 2 witness, Eliahu Rosenberg, in a video-taped
interview for Yad Vashem has stated that the “dentist commando” consisted of only 3-5
men.[69] According to the Eichmann trial testimony of former “dentist” Avraham
Lindwasser, the team originally consisted of 4-6 men, but was increased to 12 men at the
time the exhumation of the mass graves began (i.e. in early 1943).[70]

6.2. The Transport from Ostrowiec
On page 95-96 of the memoirs, Rajchman tells of a rare case of resistance from the
alleged victims:
”On December 10 a Jewish transport from Ostrowiec arrived at the railway
station. The camp administration was informed, that another transport
would arrive at Treblinka the next morning. It was arranged that the Jews
from Ostrowiec would be gassed the same evening. The order was carried
out. We were locked inside the barracks and could not see anything. We
only heard the usual screams. When we went to our work places the next
morning, however, we discovered traces of what had happened during the
night. [...]. A group consisting of several dozens of men had refused to enter
the gas chambers. Naked as they were they, they used their fists for defense
and would not let themselves be forced inside. Upon this the SS-men
opened fire with their machine guns and killed the rebels at the spot.”
The German translator adds in a footnote to page 95 that “The transport with Jews from
Ostrowiec arrived in fact on October 12”. This is confirmed by Yitzhak Arad, who in his
standard work on the Reinhardt camps lists no transports from Ostrowiec after October
12, 1942.[71] The curious thing is that on page 63, Rajchman mentions a transport from
Ostrowiec arriving in October 1942, just days after his own arrival! Why the need to
invent a second transport from the same town?

6.3. ”Iwan”
As has already been mentioned, Rajchman appeared as a witness at the 1987-1988
Jerusalem trial against John Demjanjuk, as well as at the American extradition trial
which preceded it. At the time, Demjanjuk stood accused of being “Ivan the Terrible”, a

particularly vicious Ukrainian guard who not only had handled the engine providing the
lethal carbon monoxide used to kill the victims in the alleged gas chambers in Treblinka,
but also on his own initiative carried out a large number of monstrous atrocities against
the Jews deported to the camp. In his interview for USHMM, which took place seven
months after Demjanjuk had been found guilty and sentenced to death on April 25, 1988,
Rajchman related:
“I was a witness at a court proceeding of Ivan Demjanjuk. Once in the
United States, and now in Israel. I knew him as the ‘devil Ivan’. I didn't
know then that his name was Ivan Demjanjuk. [...] He was working as a
mechanic blacksmith who leaked in the gas into the gas chamber. [...] He
was a sadist, taking pleasure in his work.”[72]
One especially noteworthy incident of cruelty supposedly took place in the death camp
proper, when Rajchman and another inmate named Leon Finkelstein were working as
“dentists” pulling out gold teeth from the corpses and cleaning them. In the memoirs the
event in question is described as follows:
“One day, while I and another dentist named Finkelschtejn were washing
the teeth [extracted from victims] by the well, Iwan came up to us with a
poker in his hand. He ordered Finkelschtejn to lie down on the ground, and
then he stabbed his behind with the poker. He called this a joke. The poor
man did not cry out even once, but only moaned slightly. Iwan laughed and
shouted at him: ‘Stay down, or I will shoot you!’” (p. 132)
At the Demjanjuk trial Rajchman presented a virtually identical version of the story:
“He injured that Finkelstein, he was bleeding and suffering great pain,
intense pain, but he was not permitted to scream, because Ivan had given
him an order – ‘If you scream, I’ll shoot you’”[73]
In the USHMM interview from 1988, however, Rajchman recounted the same tale thus:
“[He] took a drill that was used to drill hole in wood and stuck the drill into
Finkelstein's backside. In the backside... laughing, continually laughing. He
screamed, ‘Gevalt!’ Finkelstein then was crying... [Iwan] even told him that
if he will not stop screaming, he will... he said... he had so much joy doing
that.”[74]
We should note here that it is likely Finkelstein, not “Iwan” who is supposed to have
screamed “Gevalt”, since this is a Yiddish exclamation of incredulity. Thus in the first
version, Finkelstein does “not cry out even once”, while in the other Iwan threatens him
since he will “not stop screaming”!
Most astoundingly, it would appear that neither Rajchman nor Finkelstein himself – who
likewise survived the war to testify before the Polish investigative committee – thought
it worthwhile to recall this grotesque torture in 1945. In an opinion piece written in
1990, while Demjanjuk was still on death row, Patrick Buchanan wrote that
“among the atrocities for which Demjanjuk must hang is using a drill to
bore into the rectum of prisoner Finkelstein. Only, in his 1945 sworn
testimony, Finkelstein did not mention this. Nor did Henryk Reichman, who
testified at the Jerusalem trial that he saw Demjanjuk use the drill, mention
the horror in his sworn statement.”[75]
What makes Rajchman’s story even more spurious is the way he describes the general

treatment of the Jewish detainees in Treblinka:
“Reichman told the court that the camp’s inmates tried to perform all their
duties ‘stooped over, because if anyone stood straight he would be beaten...
And you knew if you were beaten in the face, you would die that
night’.”[76]
Rajchman repeated the same claim in the 1988 USHMM interview:
“We continually had to be on guard that our faces are free of injuries and
show no marks or scars of the facing [sic]. Whoever had a bloody face or
scars was taken out in the evening, lined up and shot. They looked if we can
still pick up our legs. If not, they took it [sic] out and killed us.”[77]
But if prisoners with visible injuries, and those who could not “pick up their legs” were
shot, how did Leon Finkelstein, who supposedly had been brutally stabbed by “Iwan”
and bled profusely from his behind, survive his stay in the camp? Rajchman asserts in
his memoirs (p. 133) that an inmate physician, Dr. Zimerman, took care of Finkelstein’s
wound, but is it really plausible that he would have been able to work without the guards
noticing that he was wounded?
When Rajchman was interviewed by the Office of Special Investigations in March 1980,
he was shown a photograph of Demjanjuk taken in 1951, which he identified as the
sadistic guard “Iwan”. At the time he was also shown a photograph of Demjanjuk taken
during the war, which he did not identify as “Iwan”. However, a year later, at an
extradition trial in Cleveland, Ohio, he did identify the same picture as portraying the
guard in question.[78]
In the end, Demjanjuk’s sentence was repealed. It turned out that the Jewish witnesses –
including Rajchman – were “mistaken”: John Demjanjuk had not been “Iwan the
Terrible”, and the most crucial piece of evidence against him, an identification card from
the SS training camp at Trawniki, had turned out to be a forgery. In 1993 Demjanjuk
returned to the United States as a free man (although as is well known, the witch-hunt
for him did not end).[79]

6.4. Treblinka I
In his memoirs, Rajchman writes that the insurgents had planned to assault the nearby
labor camp known as Treblinka I after their escape from the “death camp”:
”As soon as we were free, we would go to the Treblinka labor camp to
liberate the Christians and Jews detained there.” (pp. 140-141)
When testifying at the Jerusalem Demjanjuk trial, Rajchman stated that the Germans
“built 2 km away from Treblinka a second camp which was for smugglers”[80], and in
the USHMM interview, he says that the Germans
“covered up their deeds so much that two kilometers from the original camp
they established a [...] penal camp, for smugglers and criminals. That camp
they also called Treblinka. They wanted this camp as a cover- up for the
future. If someone will discover the real Treblinka with their [sic] gas
chambers, they will have a place to show that this was a place for
criminals.”[81]
One should note here the use of the word “original”. In reality, Treblinka I was
established in autumn 1941, more than half a year before the opening of Treblinka II on

July 22, 1942.[82] Rajchman’s claim therefore makes no sense (although it could
possibly be explained as a repetition of hearsay).

6.5. The Tall Tale of the Flammable Blood
I have saved Rajchman’s most astounding tale of horror until last:
“At one time we put up a roast beside a large grave, into which more than
250.000 corpses had been thrown. The roast was loaded as usual and lit in
the evening. There was a strong wind, and the fire burned so intensely, that
it spread to the large opened grave. The blood from a quarter of a million
human beings went up in flame and burned until the evening of the
following day\.
All of the leading camp staff came to take a look at this wonder. They
marveled at this fantastic fire. The blood rose to the surface of the ground
and ignited like fuel.” (p. 119)
That blood, whose plasma consists of 90% water, most certainly is not flammable,
hardly needs to be pointed out. Rajchman’s tale is therefore nothing but nonsense.
As mentioned above, Rajchman accompanied Yiddish writer Rachel Auerbach on her
visit to the former “extermination camp”. It is thus possible that our witness is the source
for her sensational statement, found in the 1946 article “In the fields of Treblinka”, that
blood is “a first-class combustion material”.[83] Thus speak the voices of “truth and
memory”!

7. Conclusion
Chil Rajchman’s account of the alleged extermination camp Treblinka II is fraught with
more or less apparent contradictions and absurdities. To trust this man on his word that
the Treblinka camp was equipped with homicidal gas chambers, where hundreds of
thousands, if not millions of Jews were murdered in cold blood – in spite of the complete
lack of material (or documentary) evidence to back up this allegation – is to be a pious
fool.
As shown in the first section of this article, the published text of the memoirs dates from
February 1945 at the very earliest. Since Jankel Wiernik’s book Rok w Treblince was
published clandestinely in Warsaw already in 1944, it is fully possible that Rajchman
read it and used it at least partially as a model for his “recollections”. On the other hand,
some of Rajchman’s statements in the memoirs glaringly contradict Wiernik’s account,
such as the descriptions of the capacity of the gas chambers and the size of the cremation
pyres. Yet the two accounts reportedly derive from about the same time – less than a
year after the escape from the alleged horrors at Treblinka. Why then the blatant
discrepancies, if indeed we are dealing here with recollections of a genuine gas chamber
mass murder?
The most revealing part of Rajchman’s account concerns the cremations in the camp.
Like Richard Glazar, who left an important statement regarding the procurement of
firewood at Treblinka[84], Rajchman has involuntarily and unwittingly revealed the fact
that only a fraction of the Jews deported to the camp could have been cremated there.
Since no-one has been able to find the remains of hundreds of thousands of uncremated
corpses at the former camp site[85], it follows that Rajchman thus has indirectly
confirmed the revisionist hypothesis of Treblinka II being a transit camp, from which the
vast majority of the Jewish deportees were sent on to the occupied territories in the east.

Like in most other Treblinka accounts, the real function of the camp appears in
Rajchman’s memoirs as an elaborate ruse, a clever fiction disseminated by the Germans
to deceive the Jews in the ghettos:
”At my side [on the train to Treblinka] sits another friend, an engineer
named Katz. He assures me, that we are going to the Ukraine, that we will
be resettled there, and that we will be able to cultivate the land there. He
knows this, since a German lieutenant had told him. The German was the
administrator of a government-owned farm in Jedlinka, six kilometers from
our Schtetl. He had told him this confidentially, in gratitude for his repair
work on an electric motor.” (p. 30)
The Ukrainian train guards, who are described (p. 29) as terrorizing the deportees and
robbing them of their valuables, also did their part to keep up the supposed ruse:
”I asked him [a Ukrainian guard], for how long we would travel. He
answered: Three days[86], since we are going to the Ukraine.” (p. 31)
But of course, the orthodox historians assure us, such words were only part of a huge,
cynical lie. The unquestionable, undeniable historical truth on the other hand, they tell
us, is told by people such as Chil Rajchman!
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Christopher Hitchens and His Critics
by Lou A. Rollins

Christopher Hitchens and His Critics: Terror, Iraq and the Left,
edited by Simon Cottee and Thomas Cushman, New York University
Press, 365 pages, 2008.
With an Introduction by the editors, this book collects many prowar
propaganda pieces written after 9/11 by former socialist and critic of
American imperialism Christopher Hitchens, along with various
critiques of Hitchens's warmongering, Hitchens's previouslypublished responses to some of those critiques, and an Afterword by
Hitchens with some further responses to some of his critics. (Among
the critics of Hitchens included in this book are Noam Chomsky,
Norman Finkelstein, Dennis Perrin, Michael Kazin, Juan Cole, and
Richard Seymour.)
Hitchens has been for years a proliﬁc writer on a variety of topics,
often dealing with literature, religion, or politics. His books have
included For the Sake of Argument, The Missionary Position (about
Mother Teresa), The Trial of Henry Kissinger, Thomas Paine’s Rights
of Man, No One Left to Lie To (about Bill Clinton), God is Not Great,
and Orwell’s Victory.
Hitchens was for many years a columnist for the liberal-to-radical
magazine The Nation. However, sometime after 9/11, he quit his
column, apparently to express his disapproval of those who, unlike
him, hadn't become gung-ho for war in Afghanistan and Iraq, and
more generally, against "Islamic fascism."

Christopher Hitchens in 2007.
Source: Wikimedia Commons.
The editors have chosen a quotation from Hitchens's For the Sake of
Argument as an epigraph for this book: "The real test of a radical or
revolutionary is not the willingness to confront the orthodoxy and
arrogance of the rulers but the readiness to contest the illusions and
falsehoods among close friends and allies." In other words, the "real
test" is not speaking truth to power, but speaking truth to the less
powerful.
As a libertarian who has criticized libertarian illusions and falsehoods
and a revisionist who has criticized revisionist illusions and
falsehoods, I think I might pass Hitchens's "real test of a radical or
revolutionary." However, I don't agree that contesting the illusions
and falsehoods of one's friends and allies is the "real test of a radical
or revolutionary," as important as that might be. Speaking truth to
power is more important than speaking truth to the less powerful.
In any case, Hitchens presumably believes that he has passed the
above-stated "real test" by vehemently and venomously attacking
"Left-wing" opponents of the "War on Terror" and the invasion of Iraq.
Meanwhile, Hitchens's critics, some of them his former friends, might
claim that honor for themselves by virtue of their contesting of his
alleged illusions and falsehoods.
So who is really contesting illusions and falsehoods, Hitchens or his
critics? My impression is that it is Hitchens's critics more so than
Hitchens.
Consider the invasion of Iraq. Hitchens supported the invasion, and
to judge from his Afterword, still supports it. But Hitchens is an
avowed secularist who advocates war against Islamic fundamentalism
in support of secularism. So how does Hitchens deal with the fact
that the toppling of Saddam Hussein's relatively secularist Baathist

regime was, at least in some ways, a setback for secularism in Iraq?
For one thing, in "Bush's Secularist Triumph," from Slate, November
9, 2004, he asserts:
George Bush may subjectively be a Christian, but he--and
the US armed forces--have objectively done more for
secularism than the whole of the American agnostic
community combined and doubled. The demolition of the
Taliban, the huge damage inﬂicted on the al Qaeda
network, and the confrontation with theocratic saboteurs in
Iraq represent huge advances for the non-fundamentalist
forces in many countries\.
While Hitchens might have a point, however exaggerated, vis a vis
the Taliban and al Qaeda, his reference to Iraq is absurd and
ridiculous. The "confrontation with theocratic saboteurs in Iraq" has
occurred only because of the power vacuum created by the toppling
of the relatively secularist Baathist dictatorship. It does not represent
a huge advance for secularism in Iraq.
Nowhere in this book will you ﬁnd any mention by Hitchens of Iraqi
women in post-Saddam Iraq threatened with death, and in some
cases apparently killed, for not "covering up" ala Muslim mode. Nor
is there any mention by Hitchens of the violent attacks on booze
makers and booze sellers in post-Saddam Iraq. (Booze, of course, is
taboo for devout Muslims.) This omission is particularly telling given
Hitchens's notorious taste for alcohol, a matter mentioned many
times in this book. (Full disclosure: I wrote this entire review while
blind, stinking, staggering, asshole drunk.) If Hitchens is such a great
Orwellian truth teller as he likes to pose, why does he lie by omission
about such matters?
In any case, Hitchens also tries to rationalize the war in Iraq as a war
for secularism by depicting Saddam Hussein as having become a
religious nut in his ﬁnal years. For example, Hitchens tells us (p.116):
"...gigantic mosques began to be built in Saddam's own name."
Through a Google search I found reports of the building of a "Motherof-All-Battles" mosque. However, the writers of those reports
regarded Saddam's mosque-building as a cynical use of religion for
political purposes, and not as evidence of a sincere religious
conversion on Saddam's part. Furthermore, Hitchens may be lying by
omission once again. A Google search conﬁrmed that as late as 2003
Saddam was still promoting the rebuilding of Babylon, a project that
would be of no interest to a Muslim fanatic. (Babylon was center of
civilization back in the days of "ignorance," as ignorant Muslims refer
to pre-Islamic times.) Hitchens makes no mention of Saddam's
rebuilding of Babylon. Ignorance? Or lying by omission?
Speaking of lying by omission, why is it that, although Hitchens
discusses the civil war in Algeria in the 1990s between Islamic
fundamentalists and the secularist government, nowhere does he
explicitly state that the 1992 elections in Algeria were cancelled by
the government to prevent Islamists from coming to power

democratically, legally, and peacefully? Could it be that Hitchens
wants to avoid acknowledging that sometimes in the Muslim world
democracy, which Hitchens purports to support, could lead to the
triumph of Islamic fundamentalism and the defeat of secularism?
Could it be that Hitchens wants to avoid honestly admitting the
existence of such a dilemma for someone such as himself who
supposedly advocates war against Islamic fundamentalism in the
name of both secularism and democracy?
In any case, I'd like to point out that by advocating war, i.e., the
killing of people, inevitably including innocent bystanders, to advance
secularism, Hitchens reveals himself to be a secularist fanatic, almost
the mirror image of the religious fanatics he wants to destroy.
Hitchens might reply by bleating about "moral equivalence." Well, for
the record, I'm not asserting that George W. Bush (or Christopher
Hitchens) is "morally equivalent" to Osama bin Laden (or Saddam
Hussein). However, I deny there is a night-and-day diﬀerence
between them. Contrary to the casuistry of warmongers such as
Hitchens and Sam Harris (The End of Faith), those who intentionally
start a war knowing full well that innocent civilians will inevitably be
killed (even if they are never speciﬁcally targeted), intentionally kill
innocent civilians by so doing. Like the "terrorists" who directly
target civilians, the warmongers have got innocent blood on their
hands. They might not be "morally equivalent" to the "terrorists," but
they're not the absolute opposite of them either.
Speaking of Hitchens's desire to destroy people, as I did a little bit
ago, it is an irony, or maybe a hypocrisy, that Hitchens is purportedly
an opponent of the death penalty. In an interview with Reason Online,
November 2001, included in this book, Hitchens says that the ﬁrst
political issue he ever took a stand on was the question of capital
punishment, which outraged him because it seemed to arrogate too
much power to the government. And one of Hitchens's critics in this
book, Michael Kazin, says that Hitchens continues to oppose the
death penalty.
However, here is a passage from Hitchens's "Saving Islam from bin
Laden," from The Age, September 5, 2002:
It is impossible to compromise with the proponents of
sacriﬁcial killings of civilians, the disseminators of antiSemitic ﬁlth, the violators of women and the cheerful
murderers of children.
It is also impossible to compromise with the stone-faced
propagandists for Bronze Age morality: morons and
philistines who hate Darwin and Einstein and managed,
during their brief rule in Afghanistan, to ban and erase
music and art while cultivating the skills of germ warfare. If
they could do that to Afghans, what might they not have in
mind for us? In confronting such people, the crucial thing is
to be willing and able, if not in fact eager, to kill them
without pity before they get started.

Kill them without pity before they get started. Sure as hell sounds
like a death penalty to me; indeed it sounds like a preemptive death
penalty.
If, as seems to be the case, Hitchens advocates capital punishment
for "the disseminators of anti-Semitic ﬁlth," then there is another
irony, or hypocrisy, here, given that Hitchens, according to the editors
of this book, is a believer in freedom of expression as a universal
value that always must be defended everywhere without compromise.
Back to Hitchens's lying by omission. Consider his romanticizing of
the Kurds. The picture he paints of them is utterly without warts.
They were brave ﬁghters against Saddam's tyranny and defenders of
democracy and "civil society." That's all. In this regard, it is useful to
take Hitchens up on his recommendation of Kenneth M. Pollack's
book, The Threatening Storm: The Case for Invading Iraq. There you
can ﬁnd information about the inﬁghting between the two major
Kurdish political groups, a subject never mentioned by Hitchens.
Furthermore, according to Pollack, the group he calls Ansar-i-Islam
and Hitchens calls Ansar-al-Islam was a Kurdish group. There's no
mention of that by Hitchens in his denunciation of this group of "bin
Laden clones." And Hitchens never mentions Kurdish terrorism in
Turkey.
More on lying by omission. In "Why Ask Why?" from Slate, October 3,
2005, Hitchens asks why “so many genial Australians" had to die in a
terrorist bombing in Bali. (As we all know, all Australians are genial.
G'day, mate. Put another Pommie bastard on the barbie.) He answers:
"Well, is it not the case that Australia sent troops to help safeguard
the independence of East Timor and the elections that followed it? A
neighboring country that assists the self-determination of an
Indonesian Christian minority must expect to have the lives of its
holidaymakers taken." Well, maybe so. But conspicuous by its
absence from Hitchens's explanation is any mention of Australia's
participation in "Operation Iraqi Freedom." But Hitchens doesn't
want to admit that the invasion and occupation of Iraq could possibly
be a reason for any subsequent terrorist attacks.
No, to admit that would be to admit that opponents of the Iraq
invasion might have been right in predicting that it would provoke
more terrorism. And Hitchens simply will not admit that.
Thus, after bombings in London, Hitchens, in "We Cannot Surrender,"
from Mirror, July 8, 2005, laid down the law regarding what was
thinkable and what was not:
I know perfectly well there are people thinking, and even saying, that
Tony Blair brought this upon us by his alliance with George Bush. A
word of advice to them: try and keep it down, will you? Or wait at
least until the funerals are over. And beware of the non-sequitur: You
can be as opposed to the Iraq operation as much as you like, but you
can't get from this "grievance" to the detonating of explosives at rush
hour on London buses and tubes. Don't even try to connect the two.
By George Galloway's logic, British squaddies in Iraq are the root

cause of dead bodies at home. How can anyone bear to be so wicked
and stupid? How can anyone bear to act as a megaphone for
psychotic killers?
For Hitchens, there is only one permissible explanation for such
actions: the innate and incorrigible aggressiveness of fundamentalist
Muslims who are at war with all culture and all civilization. Hitchens
seems to be somewhat simpleminded. He seems to think that if some
violent actions by Muslims are motivated by religious fanaticism, then
all violent actions by Muslims must be so motivated and there cannot
possibly be any other reasons for any violent actions by Muslims.
Hitchens repeatedly depicts jihadists as religious fanatics who,
because they are religious fanatics, cannot be appeased or negotiated
with. The only thing to do is kill them. However, in "Inside the Islamic
Maﬁa," from Slate, September 25, 2003, he includes a quotation,
taken from Bernard-Henri Levy's Who Killed Daniel Pearl?, of a Saudi
lawyer who specializes in ﬁnancial transactions:
"Islam is a business," he explains to me with a big smile. "I
don't say that because it's my job, or because I see proof of
it in my oﬀice ten times a day, but because it's a fact. People
hide behind Islamism. They use it like a screen saying 'Allah
Akbar! Allah Akbar!' But we know that here. We see the
deals and the movements behind the curtain. In one way or
another it all passes through our hands. We do the
paperwork. We write the contracts. And I can tell you that
most of them couldn't care less about Allah. They enter
Islamism because it's nothing other than a source of power
and wealth, especially in Pakistan...\.
Is this Saudi lawyer right? Maybe so. I don't know. But my point is
that Hitchens seems to accept this testimony, even though it
contradicts the view of Islamists he expresses throughout the rest of
his writings in this book, thereby casting doubt on the veracity of his
usual war propaganda. Is Hitchens too much of a retard to realize
this? Or just too brazenly deceitful to care?
Hitchens, as a supporter of the Iraq war, wanted to discredit former
ambassador Joseph Wilson, the Joe Wilson who, in eﬀect, shouted
"You lie!" at George W. Bush from the Op-Ed page of The New York
Times. Wilson had investigated some documents purporting to show
that Saddam had tried to acquire uranium yellowcake from Niger,
and he concluded, as did international inspectors, that they were
forgeries.
Hitchens, in a piece published in The Weekly Standard but not
included in this book and which I found by a Google search, admits to
the existence of only one forged document. Meanwhile, in this book,
he claims that an Iraqi ambassador visited Niger in 1999, and the
only plausible explanation for this visit was to acquire uranium
yellowcake. Well, maybe so. I don't know. The ﬁrst time I've heard
about this was in Hitchens’s Afterword to this book.

In any case, Hitchens is brazenly lying when (p. 334) he says Wilson
"...wasted an enormous amount of time on his now-disproven
assertion that members of the Bush administration approached
Robert Novak (a strong opponent of the war and admirer of Wilson's)
in order to 'expose' his wife Valerie Plame." Novak reputedly opposed
the Iraq war. Whether or not he admired Wilson, I don't know. In any
case, Novak, by his own account, ﬁrst received the information that
Wilson's wife worked for the CIA from a "senior administration
oﬀicial," speciﬁcally Richard Armitage, then Undersecretary of State.
(It was then conﬁrmed for Novak by "Bush's Brain," Karl Rove.
Meanwhile, other Bush administration members, such as Lewis
"Scooter" Libby, Chief of Staﬀ for Vice-President Dick Cheney, had
been leaking the information about Plame's CIA position to other
journalists. For example, Judith Miller late of The New York Times,
testiﬁed about such a conversation with Libby, and produced her
notes on it, at Libby's trial for perjury and obstruction of justice. So
Hitchens was lying like a Republican rug when he claimed that
Wilson's claim is now disproven.
There are indications in this book that Hitchens is a fan of--gasp!
horrors!--Winston Churchill, the belligerent drunk, like Hitchens.
(Regarding Churchill, see, for example, Human Smoke by Nicholson
Baker.) I wonder if Hitchens agrees with the statement attributed to
Churchill: "In wartime truth is so precious that it must be attended by
a bodyguard of lies." (See Anthony Cave-Brown's Bodyguard of Lies.)
While Hitchens seems to be a fan of warmonger Churchill, he's
apparently not a fan of Charles Lindbergh. Jeﬀ Riggenbach's book,
Why American History is Not What They Say: An Introduction to
Revisionism, which I reviewed in the previous issue of Inconvenient
History, includes a quotation from revisionist historian James J.
Martin commenting favorably on Gore Vidal's recent political writings
such as Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace (a title which was used by
revisionist Harry Elmer Barnes in the early 1950s as the title of an
anthology of revisionist writings on World War II). Here's what
Hitchens says about Vidal (p. 207): "Gore Vidal's admirers of whom I
used to be one and to some extent remain one, hardly notice that his
essential critique of America is based on Lindbergh and "America
First"--the most conservative position available. And for Hitchens,
despite his renunciation of socialism, his fond reminiscences of
Margaret Thatcher, his buddying up with "neoconservatives" such as
Paul Wolfowitz, etc., "conservative" is still a purely pejorative epithet.
But "radical" is a good word. And of what does radicalism consist?
The overthrowing of governments. Not the US government, but
governments of countries in dire need of more secularism, such as
Afghanistan under the Taliban or Iraq under Saddam Hussein (ha ha
ha).
(Incidentally, America Firsters included liberals such as John T. Flynn
and Oswald Garrison Villard, Progressives such as William Borah and
Burton K. Wheeler, and Socialists such as Norman Thomas.)
Among Hitchens's fetishes is "antifascism." He absurdly labels al

Qaeda et al. "Islamic Fascists," but what's fascism got to do with it?
Hitchens uses the terms "fascist" and "fascism" frequently, but he
never bothers to deﬁne them. Apparently, almost anyone that
Hitchens strongly disapproves of and wants to drop bombs on is a
"fascist." It's interesting to see an alleged disciple of George Orwell,
author of the essay, "Politics and the English Language," abusing the
English language so outrageously in his deceitful war propaganda.
Hitchens even has the chutzpah to label Islamic fanatics as "nihilists."
Hitchens repeatedly stretches the truth via exaggeration. Thus, he
refers to translators of Salman Rushdie's novel The Satanic Verses
who were "eviscerated." A Google search conﬁrmed that translators
of The Satanic Verses were stabbed, in one case to death. But as far
as I can tell, Hitchens is the only one who uses the emotive and
exaggerated word "eviscerated." Hitchens also refers to museums
destroyed by the Bad Guys. A Google search produced reports that
the Taliban might have destroyed thousands of non-Islamic statues in
museums in Afghanistan, but not that they destroyed museums. On
page 125, referring to the civil war in Algeria in the 1990s, Hitchens
announces that "...if Algeria had fallen to the fundamentalists the
bloodbath would have been inﬁnitely worse...." Inﬁnitely worse?
Every living thing in the universe would have been killed? Hitchens
also absurdly claims that "they" are opposed to all culture. And,
recycling a bit of standard war propaganda, he claims that "they" are
enemies of all civilization.
On page 340, Hitchens writes: "Professor Juan Cole writes that he
believes the late Abu-Musab al-Zarqawi to be a ﬁctitious character.
And people think it is I who owe the explanation." Perhaps Hitchens
should explain how he managed to confuse Richard Seymour with
Juan Cole. It was Seymour, not Cole, who expressed doubt about alZarqawi's actual existence. And perhaps Hitchens should explain how
he managed to twist Seymour's expression of doubt into a ﬂat-out
assertion that al-Zarqawi is ﬁctional. Here's a direct quotation from
Seymour's "The Genocidal Imagination of Christopher Hitchens":
"There is considerable doubt about whether Zarqawi is alive, has two
functioning legs, and is really in Iraq. Whether Zarqawi is a myth or a
monster, the only story that obtains here is that there is no story.
Saddam and Zarqawi never did have their Baghdad nuptials, however
convenient the tale may be for pro-war storytelling."
There's plenty of evidence in this book that Hitchens needs to get
himself a new crystal ball. Thus, for example, in "Ha Ha Ha to the
Paciﬁsts," published in Guardian, November 29, 2001, Hitchens
predicted, "The Taliban will soon be history." Hitchens, like other
warmongers, is consistently pessimistic about peace and optimistic
about war. But more than eight years later the Taliban are still not
history.
In "The Literal Left," from Slate, December 4, 2003, Hitchens told us,
vis a vis the Iraq invasion, "There has been no refugee exodus, for
example, of the kind [the "peaceniks"] promised." Would Bitchin’
Hitchens care, or dare, to repeat that statement now? (Nowhere in

this book do I see any subsequent admission by Hitchens that there
was indeed a refugee exodus.)
According to Dennis Perrin, in "Obituary for a Former Contrarian,"
from Minneapolis City Pages, July 9, 2003:
In several pieces, including an incredibly condescending
blast at Nelson Mandela, Hitch went on and on about WMD,
chided readers with "Just you wait!" and other taunts, fully
conﬁdent that once the US took control of Iraq, tons of
bio/chem weapons and labs would be all over the cable
news nets—with him dancing a victory jig in the
foreground. Now he says WMD were never a real concern
and that he'd always said so. It's amazing that he'd dare to
state this while his earlier pieces can be read at his
website. But then, when you side with massive state power
and the cynical fucks who serve it you can pretty much say
anything and the People Who Matter won't care\.
The "earlier pieces" referred to Perrin are not included in this book.
The only prewar claim by Hitchens related to Iraqi WMD in the
pieces by Hitchens included in this book is a claim that it was
absolutely certain that Saddam had acquired some of the "weapons of
genocide" and wanted to acquire more.
It's true, as Perrin says, that after the invasion Hitchens claimed he'd
never believed Saddam had much WMD at the time of the invasion.
Thus, in "Weapons and Terror," from Slate, May 28, 2003, Hitchens
wrote:
...I did write before the war, and do state again (in my
upcoming book, The Long Short War) that obviously there
couldn't have been very many weapons in Saddam's hands,
nor can the coalition have believed there to be. You can't
station tens of thousands of men and women in uniform on
the immediate borders of Iraq for several months if you
think that a mad dictator might be able to annihilate them
with a pre-emptive strike\.
But wasn't there a massive buildup of American and other troops
around Iraq's borders in 1990 when Saddam was known to have, and
still did have, chemical and biological weapons? Thus, this argument
by Hitchens is questionable, yet the implication is interesting. Here
Hitchens is clearly implying that Bush and Blair lied about Iraqi
WMD. And yet the man who wrote a book about Bill Clinton's lies
never explicitly says Bush lied. Perhaps he just didn't want to give
opponents the satisfaction of reading that. ("Bush lied. People died.")
Despite his poor track record as a prophet, Hitchens tenaciously
clings to a rationalization for supporting the Iraq invasion on the
basis that a "confrontation" with Saddam was "inevitable." Of course,
thanks to the invasion that Hitchens advocated, there's no way this
dogma can ever be put to an empirical test.

Speaking of dogma, it should be noted that Hitchens makes many
claims in this book for which he provides no evidence. And, unlike
many of his critics in this book, his writings contain few references to
sources that a skeptic can double-check.
Hitchens brags about his ability to recognize a lethal threat when he
sees one. But Hitchens sees only one lethal threat--Islamic fanaticism.
It's true, for instance, that a Muslim fanatic killed Dutch ﬁlmmaker
Theo van Gogh. (But, contrary to Hitchens, van Gogh was not a
descendant of the great artist, i.e., Vincent van Gogh. He was a
descendant of Vincent's brother, Theo, the great art dealer.) It's also
true that it was probably Jewish fanatics who killed Francois Duprat
and Alex Odeh. And it was a Christian fanatic who tried to kill Larry
Flynt. But Hitchens doesn't seem to know or care about such
examples of non-Islamic fanaticism in action. Furthermore, Hitchens
seems not to recognize the lethal threats of neoconservatism and
"Armageddon Theology." (Regarding the latter, see, for example,
Pastor John Hagee's book, Jerusalem Countdown.) But perhaps
Hitchens is too simpleminded to comprehend a world with a variety
of threats, or perhaps his war propaganda is aimed at such
simpleminded people, people inclined toward what Lawrence Dennis
called "monodiabolism," the belief that there is one, and only one,
"devil" at any particular time. (One last comment about this: In my
opinion, Hitchens is a lethal threat, but presumably he doesn't see a
lethal threat when he looks in the mirror.)
My time and space for this review are running out, so I'll have to
ﬁnish up without discussing many aspects of Hitchens' war
propaganda. But Hitchens' critics in this book make many points that
I haven't made in this review.
Among the things Hitchens claims to love is skepticism. However, my
satirical deﬁnition of "skeptic" seems to ﬁt Hitchens: "One who
doubts what he does not want to believe and believes what he does
not want to doubt." (This deﬁnition can be found in the "Lucifer's
Lexicon" section of my book, The Myth of Natural Rights and Other
Essays.) Readers of Christopher Hitchens and His Critics should have
lots of salt on hand when reading it, especially when reading
Hitchens’ incoherent and deceitful war propaganda.
As I mentioned before, one of the books by Hitchens was titled
Orwell’s Victory. If I could put a title on this review, it would be
Hitchens’ Waterloo.
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Joseph Goebbels was nothing if not disciplined. Since his 26th
birthday in late 1923, he maintained a near-daily diary until his death
more than 21 years later.[1] These entries are at once unique and
invaluable in their ability to provide insight into the Nazi hierarchy,
ideology, and operation. Nothing else like them exists. No other
leading Nazi ﬁgure recorded such personal and intimate thoughts on
an on-going basis throughout the war. Hitler’s Mein Kampf was
written in 1923 and 1924, but he published nothing later. The
comments recorded in Hitler’s Table Talk (1953) are the closest to
Goebbels’ writings, but these cover in detail only the period July 1941
to September 1942, and they furthermore have not much to add to
the topic at hand. We of course have the speeches by Hitler,
Goebbels, Himmler and other leading ﬁgures, but such words were
designed for an intended eﬀect and did not necessarily give an
honest and unvarnished representation of ideas or events. Goebbels’s
diaries were held private for his entire life. He never intended to
publish them, although he clearly expected them to survive the war
as a permanent record of his thoughts, for posterity. They oﬀer us an
irreplaceable look at Nazi history and evolution, the lead-up and
conduct of the war, and, especially, Nazi policy on the Jews.

Joseph Goebbels 1942.In his diary entry for July 26, 1940, he writes:
"The big plan for the evacuation (Evakuierung) of the Jews from
Berlin was approved. Additionally, all the Jews of Europe are
supposed to be deported (deportiert) to Madagascar after the war."
Photo is in the public domain. Source: Wikimedia Commons.
Having earned his PhD in history and philology at Heidelberg in
1921, Goebbels ﬁrst encountered Hitler in Munich the next year. He
joined the NSDAP in 1924, and began editing an early Nazi
newspaper in 1925. Goebbels quickly earned the attention of Hitler,
and was named Gauleiter (district leader) of Berlin in October 1926.
He founded a major Nazi periodical, Der Angriﬀ, in 1927, and by
1929 was named Reich Propaganda Minister. Goebbels was thus wellplaced by the time Hitler and the NSDAP acceded to power in 1933.
He was the most intelligent and well-educated of the Nazi leaders.[2]
In a very short time Goebbels, along with Hitler and Göring, came to
comprise the leadership ‘trinity’ of the early Nazi party. As the war
progressed Göring fell from grace, leaving Goebbels as the de facto
second-in-command of the Third Reich. He eclipsed even Himmler,
who was in the end more an enforcer than leader. Into the 1940s,
Goebbels “was the most important and inﬂuential man after
Hitler…[B]y 1943, he was virtually running the country while Hitler
was running the war.”[3] Thus Goebbels was uniquely situated to
comment on, and help resolve, the Jewish Question (Judenfrage). To
this end, his diaries are absolutely essential for understanding the
Jewish holocaust.
The diaries themselves ﬁrst surfaced a few years after the war. An
unknown scavenger came upon the bundles of originals—some 7,000
pages in total—in the ruins of the oﬀicial German archives. Pages

were burned, soaked, and many were missing. They “passed through
several hands,” eventually becoming acquired by an American
diplomat.[4] In 1948 a (very) partial English translation by Louis
Lochner appeared, on selected entries from 1942 and 1943. Unknown
at the time, the Soviets had acquired a full set of glass plate prints of
the entire diary series, amounting to roughly 75,000 individual
sheets. By various obscure means, portions leaked out over the years.
Then in 1992, David Irving (re)discovered the full set in the Soviet
archives, and was able to ﬁll in all the missing gaps. These were put
to good use in his 1996 work Goebbels: Mastermind of the Third
Reich—the only complete biography published to date.
Today, there are four English translations of diﬀerent parts of the
diary: (1) the original Lochner translation; (2) Oliver Watson’s “early
entries,” from the years 1925-1926; (3) Fred Taylor’s translation of
the period 1939-1941; and (4) Richard Barry’s “ﬁnal entries” of 1945.
These four books combined constitute not more than 10% of the total;
a full 90% of the diaries have never appeared in English.
Fortunately, though, with Irving’s discovery in 1992, the German
publisher Saur was able to produce a complete and authoritative set,
in the German original: Die Tagebücher von Joseph Goebbels. The full
set runs to 29 volumes of roughly 500 pages each, and is divided into
2 parts (or Teils): Part 1 from 1923-1941, and Part 2 from 1941-1945.
The ﬁnal volume was released only in 2006, and so the complete set
is still relatively new to researchers. Very few have made good use of
it.
Of particular interest here are Goebbels’s disclosures about Nazi
policy toward a ﬁnal solution (Endlösung) of the Jewish Question,
which of course directly relate to our conception of the Holocaust. On
the standard view, the entire Nazi leadership, Hitler above all, were
rabid anti-Semites who would settle for nothing less than the mass
murder of every Jew they could get their hands on. They allegedly
pursued this objective even to the detriment of the war eﬀort, and
rounded up and gassed Jews until the ﬁnal few months. Their alleged
6 million victims were burned, buried, or otherwise made to vanish,
such that traces of a mere fraction of these bodies have ever been
found.
There are, as we know, many problems with this account. First is the
fact that no ‘extermination order’ from Hitler has ever been
discovered—nor even any tangible reference to such.[5] Hilberg was
reduced to nonsense in his “mind reading” statement of 1983,[6] and
even as late as 2003 he was compelled to write:
The process of destruction…did not, however, proceed from
a basic plan. … The destruction process was a step-by-step
operation, and the administrator could seldom see more
than one step ahead. … In the ﬁnal analysis, the destruction
of the Jews was not so much a product of laws and
commands as it was a matter of spirit, of shared
comprehension, of consonance and synchronization. (2003:

50-52)
Even preeminent British Hitler expert Ian Kershaw could not do
much better. The Soviet archives were opened up in the early 1990s;
“predictably, a written order by Hitler for the ‘Final Solution’ was not
found. The presumption that a single explicit written order had ever
been given had long been dismissed by most historians” (2008: 96).
Rather, this most momentous destruction of human life occurred via
“improvised bureaucratic initiatives whose dynamic prompted a
process of ‘cumulative radicalization’ in the fragmented structures of
decision-making in the Third Reich” (p. 94)—a statement hardly more
coherent than Hilberg’s.
Nothing in Goebbels’s diaries changes this situation. As Irving (1996:
388)[7] observes, “Nowhere do the diary’s 75,000 pages refer to an
explicit order by Hitler for the murder of the Jews.” On the contrary:
we ﬁnd repeated and consistent reference only to expulsion and
deportation.
Second, and more importantly, once the alleged extermination
process was underway, we have no direct evidence that either Hitler
or Goebbels knew anything about it—which is inconceivable. Below I
consider the account given by Kershaw (2000). He undertakes an
amazing series of gyrations to argue that Hitler both planned the
genocide of the Jews and knew about its progress, despite the lack of
any evidence. His points overlap with the diary entries, which I will
cover below. Suﬀice to say here that, on Kershaw’s reading, Hitler
was incredibly aloof on the Jewish Question. “Even in his inner circle
Hitler could never bring himself to speak with outright frankness
about the killing of the Jews” (p. 487)—in other words, he never, ever
spoke openly about this most-vital aspect of the entire Nazi program.
Hitler’s comments were always “conﬁned to generalities,” sprinkled
in with the “occasional menacing allusion.” Thus, with a mere wink
and a nod, the mass murder of 6 million Jews was eﬀected.
Given the striking lack of evidence, and the inconceivability that mass
murder of millions was underway without awareness at the top, only
two alternatives are possible: (1) the Nazi hierarchy knew all about
the mass murder but mutually agreed to never discuss it, or to refer
to it only in euphemisms and code language—even in the most private
of settings; or (2) no systematic mass murder occurred at all, and the
reality was in fact just as they said: expulsion and deportation, along
with a certain degree of incidental death. I would suggest that a
detailed look at Goebbels’s diary entries, in conjunction with the
alleged ‘extermination’ actions that were occurring at the same time,
may shine some light on this dispute.
***
To the best of my knowledge only two English books cite the diary in
any detail: Irving’s Goebbels (1996) and Kershaw’s Hitler 1936-1945:
Nemesis (2000).[8] Irving, especially in the longer Internet version,
captures many important passages on the Jewish Question, but this is
clearly not his main concern. Kershaw has a large number of

quotations, but most are only partial, out of context, and designed to
cast a certain light on Hitler. To his credit, and unlike many other
works, Kershaw does a good job of including the original German
words for the key terms, especially those relating to expulsion,
evacuation, ‘elimination,’ and the like.
There are at least three concerns for any foreign-language
translation, and these loom particularly large here. First, inclusion of
the original language on key words and phrases is essential; it allows
the reader to be fully informed about the actual original text. Second,
passages should be cited as fully as possible, in order to retain
context. Third is the translation itself, which is always problematic.
Again, particularly so in this case, as many traditionalist writers are
anxious to portray Goebbels’s language—which ranges from benign
to ambiguous—in as ominous a light as possible. On these three
counts, Irving does a reasonably good job, lacking only the extended
quotations that are preferable. Kershaw does well on the ﬁrst point,
but fails on the other two—as I will show. Of the published (partial)
translations, Lochner comes in for notable censure.
In what follows I cite Goebbels’s reﬂections on the Jews and Jewish
policy in full. This is quite easy because, in virtually every case, the
entry consists only of a few sentences or a short paragraph or two. I
also include the German original for every contentious word or
phrase. To maintain context, all entries are in chronological order.
Following the date for each entry is original citation information from
the Tagebücher: Part # (Teil), Volume # (Band), and page number.
Hence, (II.3.478) refers to Part 2, volume 3, page 478.
In total, I include below the entries for 123 diﬀerent days, ranging
from May 1937 to April 1945. Of these, 43 appear in one of the
published translation books; the remaining 80 entries are previously
unpublished, and appear here for the ﬁrst time in English. (Of course
many scattered portions of these entries do appear elsewhere,
primarily in the Irving and Kershaw books. But none in full.) Where
the entries are those found in existing translations, I have identiﬁed
them with asterisks (*=Taylor, **=Lochner, ***=Barry). Furthermore,
I have maintained their wording, except when essential corrections
were necessary—cited in the subsequent commentary.
To be as thorough as possible, it was my original aim to include every
signiﬁcant entry on the Jews or the Jewish Question. But in a 29volume set these proved too numerous for the present essay. Hence I
will focus on the key time period, bounded by two signiﬁcant events:
Kristallnacht, and the deportation of the Hungarian Jews. Thus for
the period from 1 September 1938 through 30 June 1944, I have
included literally every noteworthy entry by Goebbels.[9] This
exhaustive survey, covering nearly six years, gives the most complete
picture possible of his perspective on the Jewish holocaust.
Before addressing the central period I want to mention a few early
passages. The ﬁrst passing reference to the “Jewish Question”
(Judenfrage) appears very early in the diary: 15 March 1924 (Part 1,

vol. 1)—coincident with the ﬁrst reference to Hitler. It was clearly a
concern from his earliest days in the Party. But serious action against
the Jews did not begin until more than a decade later, in the late
1930s. For example:
May 5, 1937 (I.4.124)
The elimination of Jewish inﬂuence (Entjudung—lit. ‘deJewing’) in the Reich Chamber of Culture moves forward. I
will not be at peace until it is completely free of Jews\.
Nov 30, 1937 (I.4.429)
Long discussion on the Jewish Question. My new law is
almost ﬁnished. But that is not the goal. The Jews must
leave Germany, and get completely out (aus…heraus) of
Europe. It will still take some time, but it needs to happen.
The Führer is determined to do so\.
Here we have, I believe, the ﬁrst reference to the complete removal
of the Jews—a full year prior to Kristallnacht. Then into 1938 we ﬁnd
the ﬁrst mention of the ‘Madagascar plan’:
Apr 11, 1938 (I.5.256)
Long discussion at breakfast, on the Jewish Question. The
Führer wants the Jews completely squeezed out
(herausdrängen) of Germany. To Madagascar, or some such
place. Right!
Apr 23, 1938 (I.5.269-270)
Speaking with Helldorf on the Jewish Question. … We will
take from Berlin the character of a Jewish paradise. Jewish
shops will be identiﬁed. In any case we will now proceed
more radically. Negotiations with Poland and Romania.
Madagascar would be the most suitable for [the Jews]\.
At least into early 1942 (see entry for March 7), it was seriously
proposed to round up all the European Jews and ship them to
Madagascar, which was to be forcibly acquired from France. This
fact, of course, is of central importance to the holocaust: if the Nazis
wanted to ship them out, then obviously there was no plan for mass
murder. To further complicate the traditional account, we need only
observe that Chelmno, Auschwitz, and Belzec were all allegedly
underway in March 1942. And in fact it is worse than this, because
talk of deportation continues right up until the end of the war.
I would further note Goebbels’s use of the word ‘radical,’ which
evidently means the mass expulsion of several million Jews, with little
regard for their long-term well being. Also, the focus on Berlin: as
local Gauleiter, Goebbels placed top priority on cleansing the city of
its Jews. We see this over and over in the entries to follow. In fact this
often seems to take priority over a total cleansing of the Reich—
which again does not ﬁt well with the exterminationist thesis.
I now begin with the entries from 1 September 1938. The ﬁrst
notable item is an early observation on America:

Sep 17, 1938 (I.6.95)
Afternoon meeting with our diplomat in Washington,
Dieckhoﬀ. He expresses a similar situation as Gienandt. At
the moment it is hopeless. Everything depends on our
position with England. Roosevelt is our enemy. He is
surrounded by Jews. In a European conﬂict, if England
stands against us, then so too will America\.
In the run-up to Kristallnacht, we ﬁnd evidence of Goebbels’s
involvement with anti-Jewish actions the month before:
Oct 12, 1938 (I.6.142)
Helldorf gives me a report on the status of the Jewish action
in Berlin. It proceeds systematically. And the Jews now
gradually withdraw\.
Then we have the event itself, triggered in part by the murder of
Ernst vom Rath, German diplomat in Paris. He was shot by a Jewish
teenager, Herschel Grynszpan.
Nov 10, 1938 (I.6.180-181)
In Kassel and Dessau there were large demonstrations
against the Jews, synagogues burned and shops
demolished. In the afternoon the death of our [Paris]
diplomat vom Rath was announced. I go to the Party
reception in the old town hall. A huge operation. I present
the Führer. He states: let the demonstrations continue.
Police are to withdraw. The Jews should feel the public
wrath. That is only right. I give appropriate instructions to
the police and Party. Then I have a short discussion with
Party leadership. Everyone rushes to the phones. Now the
people will act\.
We must not let this cowardly murder [of vom Rath] go
unanswered. Let things follow their course. The Hitler
Patrol cleans house in Munich. A synagogue is smashed to
pieces. I try to save it from the ﬁre; but I fail\.
The Patrol has done some vicious work. A message runs out
across the Reich: 50-75 synagogues burned. The Führer has
ordered the immediate arrest of 25,000-30,000 Jews. That
will have an eﬀect. They will now see that our patience has
run out\.
When I go into the hotel, all the windowpanes rattle. Bravo!
Bravo! In all large cities the synagogues burn. German
property is not threatened\.
The ﬁrst reports come early in the morning. It has been a
raging fury. Just as expected. The whole nation is in turmoil.
This murder will be very expensive for the Jews. The dear
Jews will think carefully in the future before shooting
German diplomats\.

To this day it is unclear to what extent the riots were spontaneous
outbreaks of anti-Semitism, or well-planned instigations by plainclothed security men.
Nov 13, 1938 (I.6.185)
Heydrich reports on the actions: 190 synagogues burned
and destroyed. Conference with Göring on the Jewish
Question. Hot battles over the solution. I argue for a radical
solution. Funk is somewhat soft and yielding. The result: a
ﬁne of one billion Marks is imposed on the Jews. In the
shortest period of time, they will be completely excluded
(ausgeschieden) from economic life. They can no longer run
businesses. … A whole series of other measures is planned.
In any case, a clean sheet has now been made. I work well
with Göring. He also attacks this sharply. The radical view
has prevailed. I draft a very sharp public communiqué\.
Again, more talk of the ‘radical’ solution as total exclusion from
public life. Then two follow-up entries:
Nov 22, 1938 (I.6.195)
We are planning a series of new measures against the Jews.
I have a long phone call with Göring, who is coordinating all
the actions. He approaches it harshly. In Berlin we do more
than anywhere else in the Reich. That’s also necessary,
because we have so many Jews. But the actions have also
destroyed much. Good that it’s over\.
Nov 26, 1938 (I.6.202)
Situation report: almost exclusively on the Jewish Question.
Partly positive, partly negative. We must enlighten the
public, and especially the intellectuals, on the Jewish
Question\.
In late November, two more interesting observations on America:
Nov 27, 1938 (I.6.203)
Roosevelt speaks out ever harsher against us. He is totally
in the hands of the Jews. A Jew-slave, perhaps even of
Jewish ancestry\.
Dec 17, 1938 (I.6.223)
America is strongly against us. On the Jewish Question it
makes impertinent remarks. It is surely also a Jew-state!
The year 1939 opened with this entry, as a follow-up to the 5 May
1937 comment:
Jan 26, 1939 (I.6.239) *
The elimination of Jewish inﬂuence (Entjudung) in the Reich
Chamber of Culture continues. But now considerable
ﬁnancial diﬀiculties are apparent. We shall overcome them\.
Four days later, on January 30, Hitler gave his famous Reichstag

speech of 1939. This was remarkable on several counts. It was
sprinkled with many references to international Jewry (internationale
Judentum), the Jewish world-enemy (jüdischen Weltfeind), and the
Jewish Question generally. It was a grand event, the equivalent of a
presidential joint session of Congress. The cameras and microphones
were running. Among some initial remarks on the Jewish Question,
he states that the “foreign peoples” must be “pushed out”
(abzuschieben) in order to allow the Germans to arise. The key
section occurs in the middle of the speech: “Europe cannot ﬁnd peace
until the Jewish Question is resolved.” Jewry too often lives oﬀ the
work of others; unless they begin to perform true, productive work,
they will sooner or later “succumb to a crisis of unimaginable
proportions.” He continues:
Many times in my life I have been a prophet, and was often
laughed at. At the time of my struggle for power, it was
primarily the Jewish people who accepted my prophecies
with laughter. … I believe that this time the laughter of the
Jews in Germany is stuck in their throats. Today I will again
be a prophet: If the international Jewish ﬁnanciers in and
outside Germany should succeed in plunging the nations
once again into a world war, then the result will be not the
Bolshevization of the Earth and with it the victory of Jewry,
but rather the destruction (Vernichtung) of the Jewish race
in Europe\.
Here, for all the world to see, Hitler is predicting the ‘destruction,’ or
perhaps ‘annihilation,’ of the Jews. At issue is the meaning of this
word Vernichtung. Its root, nicht, means ‘none’ or ‘nothing’. Bilingual
dictionaries translate it as either ‘destruction’ or ‘extermination.’
So what can the “Vernichtung of the Jewish race” mean? On the
standard view, of course, this means mass murder: literal genocide,
the killing of every Jew. But there are two problems here. First,
Vernichtung, along with the English equivalents ‘destruction’ and
‘extermination’, are inherently ambiguous. To ‘destroy’ is literally to
‘de-structure’ or ‘deconstruct’ (Latin: de-struere). To destroy an
individual person or animal is to kill it, but to destroy a collective—a
city, a nation, a race—is to ruin its structural coherence, and cause it
to cease to exist as a collective entity.[10] This of course would
happen if every individual member were killed, but it in no way
demands this. Likewise with ‘extermination’, which means, literally,
to ‘push beyond the boundaries’ (Latin: ex-terminus). To exterminate
is simply to ‘get rid of completely’, by whatever means. And in fact
the leading traditionalists evidently agree with these benign
interpretations. Kershaw, for example, goes to great pains to argue
that there was neither plan nor intention of mass murder prior to
September 1941. Browning (2004: 371) comes to a similar
conclusion.
The second problem is this: How likely is it that Hitler would declare
to the world his intention to murder an entire race? Kershaw (2000:
522) pointedly emphasizes Hitler’s “intense preoccupation with

secrecy”; the mass murder scheme was “a secret to be carried to the
grave.” But wait—he already announced it to the world in January
1939! Does it even make sense to then keep such a thing secret? Or
perhaps there was no secret to keep.
For some unknown reason, Goebbels does not comment on the
Reichstag speech—at least, in the days and months that followed.
(Down the road he would see it as something of a milestone.) In fact
for the next 10 months one ﬁnds no substantial reference to the
Jewish Question at all. Perhaps pressing matters of war intervened.
Czechoslovakia disintegrated in March and Germany was thereby
compelled to occupy the territory. With much inducement from
England, Poland undertook a series of belligerent actions, resulting in
the German-Polish war that began on September 1. Two days later
this regional war became a European one, when France and the UK
declared war on Germany. Comments by Goebbels resumed in
October:
Oct 7, 1939 (I.7.141)
The Jewish problem will probably be the hardest to solve.
These Jews are no longer human beings. [They are]
predators equipped with a cold intellect, which must be
counteracted\.
Oct 17, 1939 (I.7.157)
This Jewry must be destroyed (vernichtet)\.
…taking a cue, perhaps, from Hitler. The remainder of the year
includes comments again consistent with removal, and no evidence of
contemplated murder. The mention of typhus (December 6) is
signiﬁcant; as we know, this was undoubtedly the cause of death for
many in the ghettos and camps, both Jews and non-Jews.
Nov 3, 1939 (I.7.179-180)
With the Führer. I give him a report on my trip to Poland,
which interests him greatly. Above all, my exposition on the
Jewish problem earns his full support. Judaism is a waste
product. More clinical than social issue\.
Dec 5, 1939 (I.7.220-221)
[The Führer] shares my view on the Jewish and Polish
questions. The Jewish danger must be banished (gebannt)
by us. But it will still return in a few generations. There is
no real panacea\.
Dec 6, 1939 (I.7.222)
Du Prel reports on the situation in the General Government.
Horrible! There is still much to do. Nothing has changed in
Warsaw. A typhus epidemic and famine have broken out. In
Lublin, they're waiting for the expelled (abgeschobenen)
Jews\.
Dec 19, 1939 (I.7.236-237) *
The Jews are attempting to inﬁltrate cultural life again.

Particularly half-Jews. When they are serving with the
armed forces, they have some reason on their side.
Nevertheless, I reject all requests in this area\.
My thoughts on the Jewish Question in wartime meet with
the Führer’s approval. He intends to clear (heraushaben) all
half-Jews from the Wehrmacht. Otherwise there will be
continual ‘incidents.’
Through the entire ﬁrst half of 1940 we ﬁnd, again, no entries on the
Jews. Germany was racking up military successes, culminating in the
invasion of the Low Countries on May 10 and the push to the
Channel. France was quickly overwhelmed, and German troops
marched into Paris on June 14. Things were going very well; the war
appeared to be heading toward a rapid conclusion; and then the
Jewish Question could be addressed in earnest.
Jun 6, 1940 (I.8.159)
We will quickly be ﬁnished with the Jews after the war\.
Jul 6, 1940 (I.8.207)
The American Jewish press is entirely on Churchill’s side.
Now, suddenly, France is no longer the ideal democratic
nation. Riﬀ-raﬀ that must be eradicated (ausgerottet)\.
Jul 20, 1940 (I.8.229)
One must neutralize the habitual criminal before the crime,
not after. Our lawyers will never understand that. The Jews
also belong in this category, and one must make short shrift
(kurzen Prozess) of them\.
By July the question of Berlin had again arisen, as had the
Madagascar plan:
Jul 26, 1940 (I.8.238)
The big plan for the evacuation (Evakuierung) of the Jews
from Berlin was approved. Additionally, all the Jews of
Europe are supposed to be deported (deportiert) to
Madagascar after the war\.
Aug 17, 1940 (I.8.276) *
Later on, we want to ship (verfrachten) the Jews to
Madagascar. There they can build their own state\.
Sep 2, 1940 (I.8.301)
I ﬂy to Kattowitz [Katowice, Poland, near Auschwitz]. …
Bracht reports to me on the various concerns of the
Province. The Poles are resigned to their fate, and the Jews
have been pushed out (abgeschoben)\.
Nov 2, 1940 (I.8.406)
With the Führer. Epp has colonial questions. Koch and
Forster, questions about the East. All want to unload their
trash onto the General Government: Jews, the sick, the lazy,

etc. And [Hans] Frank resists. Not entirely without reason.
He would like to make Poland a model nation. But that goes
too far. He cannot, and should not. According to the Führer,
Poland is a large labor pool for us—a place to hold failed
people and use them for lowly work. We have to get them
from somewhere. Frank does not like this, but he has to.
And the Jews will later be moved out (abschieben) of this
area\.
We see here a growing vocabulary of terms relating to the status of
the Jews. The large majority refer to removing, deporting, or
expelling: aus-heraus, herausdrängen, ausscheiden, abschieben,
evakuieren, verfrachten, deportieren. Later we ﬁnd other related
terms: beseitigen, herausbringen, aufräumen, herausschaﬀen, and
others—some 18 in total, by my count (not including conjugates). This
group is the most numerous, and the most benign. Two of these,
evakuieren (evacuate) and abschieben (expel or push out), are
especially popular with Goebbels.
A second group of terms include those that I will call ‘ambiguous’, in
the sense that they have somewhat more ominous implications:
vernichten (verb form of Vernichtung), ausrotten, liquidieren,
eliminieren, and auslöschen. I’ve discussed the ﬁrst of these already,
and in the July 6 entry Goebbels ﬁrst uses a form of ausrotten. This
word, literally meaning ‘to root out’, translates to the ambiguous
‘exterminate’ or to ‘eradicate’ (ex-radix, lit. ‘up-root’). Once again,
none of these meanings entail death, killing, or murder. A plant that
is ausrottet can be replanted and live; a family can be ‘up-rooted’ and
reestablished elsewhere. The exterminationist suggestion that either
vernichten or ausrotten necessarily imply murder is, quite literally,
nonsense.[11]
I should note, by the way, that the German language does indeed
have words for ‘killing’: morden, ermorden, töten, totschlagen,
totschiessen. Goebbels had no shortage of alternatives if he wished to
discuss literally killing the Jews. This is, after all, a personal and
private diary. Consider his situation: Should the Germans win, he has
nothing to fear. Should they lose, he must have known that his own
death awaited, along with the ‘destruction’ of greater Germany
—again, nothing to fear. Why hold back? So the reader might be
wondering: Does Goebbels ever use such explicit terms? In fact he
does: once. If I may temporarily leap ahead to one of his ﬁnal entries,
14 March 1945, we read that certain soon-to-be-victorious Jews are
calling for no mercy on the Germans—to which Goebbels replies,
“Anyone in a position to do so should kill (totschlagen) these Jews like
rats.” There we have it—an unambiguous call for murder. Except that
it’s three years too late. One wonders, though, why, on the
exterminationist thesis, Goebbels didn’t resort to such language
much sooner. Perhaps it was only at the end, when the Jewish-backed
Allies were slaughtering innocent Germans by the tens of thousands,
that the Nazis began calling for their deaths. And perhaps by then it
was justiﬁed.[12]

Into 1941 we start to move strongly toward—on the traditionalist
view—systematic murder. But not until the second half of the year:
Mar 18, 1941 (I.9.193) *
Vienna will soon be entirely Jew-free. And now it is Berlin’s
turn. I am already discussing the question with the Führer
and Dr. Frank. He puts the Jews to work, and they are
indeed obedient. Later they will have to get out of Europe
altogether (aus…heraus)\.
Mar 19, 1941 (I.9.195)
Early ﬂight to Posen. … Here, all sorts have been liquidated
(liquidiert), above all the Jewish trash. This has to be. I
explain the situation to Greiser\.
Mar 22, 1941 (I.9.199)
I am deeply troubled about the cultural impact of foreign
laborers working in the Reich. There are several hundred
thousand. The harsh line towards prisoners of war is also
somewhat mitigated. The Jews themselves cannot be
evacuated (evakuiert) from Berlin because 30,000 are
working in the armaments industry. Who, earlier, would
have thought this possible?
In the March 19 entry we ﬁnd the ﬁrst occurrence of another
troublesome word, ‘liquidation’. It proves to be rather popular,
appearing in eight diﬀerent entries. The troublesome part is that, in
many cases, it means something other than killing. Goebbels speaks
of liquidating the “Jewish danger” (30 May 1942) and of liquidating
Jewish marriages (6 December 1942). The word ‘liquidation’ means,
primarily, ‘to make ﬂuid.’ And this in fact is a fairly apt description of
the deportation process: a large, entrenched Jewish community who
had to be uprooted, made liquid, and then to ﬂow out across the
borders. Nothing in this entails killing. Nor at the time, in the 1940s,
did the word necessarily mean murder. An article in the London
Times had this to say: “The rest of the Jews in the General
Government…would be liquidated, which means either transported
eastward in cattle trucks to an unknown destination, or killed where
they stood” (4 December 1942; p. 3). Holocaust survivor Thomas
Buergenthal (2009: 49) writes of his experience in the Kielce ghetto:
“The ghetto was being liquidated or, in the words bellowing out of the
loudspeakers, Ausseidlung! Ausseidlung! (‘Evacuation!
Evacuation!’).” And later he comments, “After the liquidation of the
labor camp…” (p. 56). Clearly the word means, and meant, something
other than killing.
Obviously, ‘liquidate’ can mean killing, as can a huge variety of words
under contrived circumstances. In Maﬁa circles, a ‘kiss’ can mean
death. Motion pictures use a variety of silly terms: whack, pop, bump,
waste, take for a ride, oﬀ, do in, and so on. In the case of Goebbels,
we must ask once again, why would he go to lengths to use
euphemisms or silly code words in a personal diary? And one in
which, when motivated, he was happy to call a spade a spade?

June 1941 was an important month: the Germans invaded Russia, and
the Einsatzgruppen were activated to protect the troops from
partisan attacks. Here I refer back to Kershaw’s account of events.
Through mid-1941, Kershaw admits, there was no true genocidal
plan—despite Hitler’s infamous prophecy of January 1939. As of June
1941, “shooting or gassing to death all the Jews of Europe…was at
this stage not in mind” (p. 463). Even through the end of the year, the
alleged physical extermination plan “was still emerging” (p. 492).
Hence the plan in mid-1941 was just as Goebbels had recorded: one
of conﬁnement, deportation, and ethnic cleansing.
Anti-partisan actions of the Einsatzgruppen began in June and July
1941; Jews were prominent among the partisans, and hence they
were prominent among the victims. Then “there was a sharp
escalation from around August onward,” both in the death toll and in
the ranks of the shooters. Allegedly, the 3,000 Einsatzgruppen men
recruited large numbers of “native collaborators” to help with the
slaughter; Kershaw cites Browning (1995: 106) as stating that the
combined troop levels rose to more than 300,000 by January
1943![13]
Jun 20, 1941 (I.9.390)
Dr. Frank talks about the General Government. There one is
already happily looking forward to expelling (abschieben)
the Jews. Judaism in Poland gradually decays. A just
punishment for inciting the people and instigating the war.
The Führer has also prophesied that to the Jews\.
Jul 13, 1941 (II.1.58)
We are again getting reports from the eastern front on the
terrible atrocities being committed by the Bolsheviks. The
Moscow Jews continue to apply their infamous procedure,
in order to push the outrages committed by them into our
shoes. But the whole world agrees that there is not a word
of truth in it\.
Kershaw then cites a mysterious meeting between Hitler and
Himmler in mid-July, during which the former “eﬀectively…placed the
‘Jewish Question’…directly in Himmler’s hands” (p. 469). After this,
we are to believe that Hitler was content to speak only of
deportations, removals, and evacuations, all of which allegedly
reconﬁrmed the implicit genocide command. When Hitler is quoted
as saying, “Where the Jews are sent to, whether to Siberia or
Madagascar, is immaterial,” Kershaw oﬀers an amazing response:
“The frame of mind [here] was overtly genocidal. The reference to
Madagascar was meaningless.” Evacuation to Siberia was “genocide
of a kind” (p. 471). But never mind this; as of July 1941, “no decision
for the ‘Final Solution’—meaning the physical extermination of the
Jews throughout Europe—had yet been taken. But genocide was in
the air.”
Aug 7, 1941 (II.1.189)
In the Warsaw ghetto there was some increase in typhus;

although provisions have been made to ensure that it will
not leave the ghetto. The Jews have always been carriers of
infectious diseases. They must either be cooped up in a
ghetto and left to themselves, or liquidated (liquidieren);
otherwise they will always infect the healthy population of
the civilized nations\.
Aug 11, 1941 (II.1.213)
In the [occupied] Baltic countries the tendency is to form
their own governments, and to shake oﬀ the Germans as
quickly as possible, in order to become stronger. In the
large cities a punishment is inﬂicted upon the Jews. They
are beaten to death en masse in the streets by the selfdefense organizations of the Baltic peoples. That which the
Führer prophesied comes true: that if the Jews succeeded
in provoking a war again, they would thereby cease to exist
(seine Existenz verlieren würde)\.
A very important observation: the deaths of Jews in the Baltics were
caused in large part by revenge-seeking natives, not roving German
death squads. And in fact there was a good basis for this revenge,
namely the murder and torture inﬂicted by the Jews of Stalin’s GPU
intelligence unit.[14 ]
In his “Table Talk” discussions of this time, Hitler argued that
Germany was justiﬁed in deporting the Jews, and that furthermore
they were doing it relatively humanely:
If any people has the right to proceed to evacuations, it is
we, for we’ve often had to evacuate our own population.
Eight hundred thousand men had to emigrate from East
Prussia alone. How humanely sensitive we are is shown by
the fact that we consider it a maximum of brutality to have
liberated our country from 600,000 Jews. And yet we
accepted, without recrimination, and as something
inevitable, the evacuation of our own compatriots!
(1953/2000: 24)
There seems to be no independent veriﬁcation of the 600,000 ﬁgure,
so we cannot identify from where they would have been deported,
unfortunately. Meanwhile Goebbels continued his actions in Berlin:
Aug 12, 1941 (II.1.218)
The Jewish Question has again become especially acute in
the capital. We count 70,000 Jews in Berlin at the moment,
of which 30,000 are not even working; the others live as
parasites oﬀ the work of the host nation. This is an
intolerable situation. The various departments of the upperlevel Reich authorities still oppose a radical solution to this
problem. But I won’t let it go, for I don’t want to experience
the Jewish question solved again as it was in 1938—by the
mob. But this is prevented in the long run only if we take
timely and sweeping measures\. … I also think it necessary
that the Jews be given a badge. They are active in public

life as defeatists and mood-spoilers. It is therefore
imperative that they be recognized as Jews. They must not
be allowed to speak on behalf of the German people. They
have nothing to do with the German people, but rather
must be excluded from (ausgeschieden) the German
people\.
Goebbels clearly does not want a repeat of Kristallnacht. Also, this is
the ﬁrst mention of the “badge”, or yellow Star of David, that the
Jews were ultimately forced to wear.
Aug 18, 1941 (II.1.254)
It’s diﬀerent with the Jewish Question. All Germans are
presently against the Jews. The Jews must be put back in
the box. When one realizes that there are still 75,000 Jews
in Berlin, of which only 23,000 are working, it seems a
grotesque fact. One cannot even inform the German people,
or else there would surely be pogroms. We Germans thus
have the honor to conduct the war, and meanwhile the
parasitical Jews, who are waiting for our defeat in order to
exploit it for themselves, are sustained by our national
strength. This condition is absolutely outrageous. I will
ensure that it will soon be stopped\.
Aug 19, 1941 (II.1.265-266)
Regarding the Jewish Question, I completely prevail with
the Führer. He agrees that we will introduce a large, visible
Jew-badge for all the Jews in the Reich, and which must be
worn in public; then we can remove (beseitigt) the danger
that the Jews will act as defeatists and complainers without
being recognized. Also, if in the future they do not work,
they will be given smaller rations than the German people.
That is only right and proper. He who does not work, should
not eat. It’s all we need in Berlin, for example, that of
76,000 Jews only 26,000 work, and the rest not only don’t
work, but they live on the rations of the Berlin population!
Additionally, the Führer tells me that, as soon as the ﬁrst
transport opportunity becomes available, the Berlin Jews
should be pushed oﬀ (abzuschieben) to the East. There they
will have to make do under a harsh climate\.
We discuss the Jewish problem. The Führer is convinced
that his prophecy in the Reichstag—that if Jewry succeeded
in provoking yet another world war, it would end with their
destruction (Vernichtung)—is conﬁrmed. It is coming true
in the following weeks and months with an almost uncanny
certainty. In the East, the Jews must pay the price; in
Germany they have paid in part already, and they will pay
more in the future. Their last resort is North America, and
there they will also have to pay before long\.
Jewry is a foreign element among civilized nations, and its
activities in the past three decades has been so devastating

that the people’s reaction is understandable—indeed, one
might say, a compulsion of nature. In any case, in the world
to come the Jews will not have anything to laugh about. In
Europe today there is a united front against Jewry. This is
already apparent in the entire European press—and not
only on this question, but also on many other matters there
exists a thoroughly uniﬁed opinion\.
So here we have a clear and unambiguous statement: that the
Vernichtung of the Jewish race meant the complete exclusion from
society and, ultimately, its physical removal.
Aug 20, 1941 (II.1.278)
On the Jewish Question, I am now beginning to take action.
Because the Führer has allowed me to introduce a badge
for the Jews, I believe I will be able to accomplish this
marking very quickly, without carrying out the legal
reforms that would normally be required in such a
situation. … Public life in Berlin must quickly be cleaned
(gereinigt) [of Jews]. If at the moment it is not possible to
make Berlin a Jew-free city, at least they should not appear
in public any longer. Additionally, the Führer told me that I
may expel (abschieben) the Jews from Berlin immediately
after the end of our campaign in the East. Berlin must
become a Jew-free city. It is outrageous and scandalous that
76,000 Jews, most of whom are parasites, can roam the
capital of the German Reich. They destroy not only the
streetscape, but also the mood\.
Although it will be very diﬀerent when they wear a badge,
we can leave it at that until they are removed. We have to
approach this problem without any sentimentality. One
need only imagine what the Jews would do to us, if they had
the power to do so—as we have the power to do. In any
case, I remain alert regarding further action on the Jewish
Question. If one must also overcome bureaucratic and
partly sentimental resistance in the higher Reich oﬀices, I
will be neither surprised nor deterred. I took up the ﬁght
against Jewry in Berlin in 1926, and it is my ambition not to
rest until the last Jew has left Berlin\.
Throughout the summer Hitler resisted mass evacuations. Then,
according to Kershaw: “Suddenly, in mid-September, Hitler changed
his mind. There was no overt indication of the reason” (p. 477).
Here’s one overt indication: on September 12 Roosevelt ordered the
U.S. navy to begin sinking German ships. This was only the latest in a
string of aggressive and provocative actions by the Americans, which
began with their shadowing of German freighter and supply ships in
late 1939, and included the Lend-Lease Act of March 1941 that
authorized military assistance for the Allied nations, explicitly ending
U.S. neutrality.
A Himmler letter from this time cites Hitler’s authorization to begin

with an initial shipment of 60,000 Jews to the Lodz ghetto. This action
was key to the “gathering whirlwind of extermination,” says Kershaw.
But even this was no Final Solution order. “It is doubtful whether a
single, comprehensive decision of such a kind was ever made.”
Instead, “numerous local and regional Nazi leaders…seized on the
opportunity…to start killing Jews in their own areas” (p. 481). The
killing was as yet haphazard; a “coordinated, comprehensive
programme of total genocide…would still take some months to
emerge.”
Sep 24, 1941 (II.1.480-481, 485)
Also with respect to the Jewish Question, I have some
important things to say to Heydrich. For the Berlin Jews, we
will drive away the desire to hide their badges; and anyway,
I am of the opinion that the Jews must be evacuated
(evakuieren) from Berlin as quickly as possible. This will be
the case as soon as we have settled the military issues in
the East. In the end, they will all be transported
(transportieren) to the camps designed by the Bolsheviks.
These camps were built by the Jews; it is only right that
they are now populated by the Jews\.
The Führer is of the opinion that the Jews must, after all, be
removed from (herausgebracht) all of Germany. The ﬁrst
cities to be made Jew-free are Berlin, Vienna, and Prague.
Berlin is the ﬁrst in line, and I am hopeful that in the course
of this year we are able to transport out
(abzutransportieren) a substantial part of Berlin’s Jews to
the East\.
The ﬁrst trains left Berlin on 18 October 1941.
Oct 21, 1941 (II.2.169)
We are also now gradually beginning with the expulsion
(Ausweisung) of Jews from Berlin to the East. Several
thousand have already been put in motion. At ﬁrst they go
to Lodz [Poland]. Thereupon commences a big excitement.
The Jews send anonymous letters to the foreign press
seeking help, and in fact some messages seep through to
foreign countries. I forbid further information about that for
the foreign correspondents. Nevertheless, it will not
prevent this from expanding further in the coming days.
Nothing will change. While it is, at the moment, unpleasant
to see this issue discussed in front of the world stage, one
must accept this disadvantage. The main thing is that the
capital will become Jew-free. And I will not rest until this
goal is fully achieved\.
Four days later Hitler made this well-known comment:
From the rostrum of the Reichstag, I prophesied to Jewry
that, in the event of war’s proving inevitable, the Jew would
disappear from Europe. That race of criminals has on its
conscience 2 million dead of the First World War, and now

already hundreds of thousands more. Let nobody tell me
that, all the same, we can’t park them in the marshy parts
of Russia! Who’s worrying about our troops? It’s not a bad
idea, by the way, that public rumor attributes to us a plan to
exterminate the Jews. Terror is a salutary thing.
(1953/2000: 87)
So we see here (1) continued endorsement for literal deportation, (2)
no talk of killing, murder, gas chambers, etc, (3) an equation between
‘extermination’ and deportation, and (4) a minimal concern for
secrecy. The fact that Hitler ﬁnds some use in the rumor mill is
interesting, a kind of unanticipated fringe beneﬁt. But he perhaps did
not anticipate how talk of extermination would play in the Anglo
world. Two months before he made the above comment, the New
York Times (August 25; p. 3) reported that, “unless the Nazis were
defeated, wholesale extermination would be the lot of all Jews”
(…“including those in the United States and Britain”!)—and here,
‘extermination’ means murder, no doubt.
Then an important Goebbels entry that continues the account from
August 11:
Nov 2, 1941 (II.2.221-222)
We ﬂy early in the morning to Vilnius [Lithuania]. … We
were met by Lt Colonel Zehnpfennig, who drove us through
the city. Vilnius has a quarter million inhabitants, and
nearly one quarter are Jewish. However, the ranks of the
Jews have been greatly thinned by the Lithuanians after the
invasion of German troops. The Jews were active primarily
as [Soviet] GPU spies and informers, and countless
Lithuanian intellectuals and citizens owe their deaths to
them. The revenge tribunal established by the Lithuanians
and Poles, being the majority of the city, has been
horrifying. Thousands [of Jews] have been shot, and even
now hundreds more as well. They have now all been
rounded up into their ghettos. That they have not all been
killed is due only to the fact that the Jews control the entire
Vilnian handcraft industry, and the Lithuanians are
completely dependent on them\.
The city shows hardly any traces of war. But on a short
drive through the ghetto, the view is horrifying. Here the
Jews squat in rows, hideous forms, not to be looked at let
alone touched. The Jews have created their own
administration, which also has a police function. They stand
at the entrance to the ghetto, which is separated from the
rest of the city, on guard and at attention. Even 10 years
ago I would not have dreamed that something like this
would again be the case. Terrible ﬁgures lurk in the streets,
which I would not like to meet at night. The Jews are the
lice of civilized man. They must somehow be eradicated
(ausrotten), otherwise they will again play their tormenting
and troublesome role. Only if one advances with the

necessary brutality can one be ﬁnished with them. When
they are spared, one will later be their victim\.
Nov 17, 1941 (II.2.304)
In a published telegram, Churchill openly stands on the side
of the Jews. He is a consummate servant of the Jews\.
Nov 18, 1941 (II.2.309)
Heydrich told me about his intentions regarding the
expulsion (Abschiebung) of Jews from the Reich. The
question is more diﬀicult than we had ﬁrst suspected. In
any case, 15,000 Jews will have to stay in Berlin because
they are employed in the war eﬀort and other dangerous
work. Also, a number of elderly Jews cannot be pushed oﬀ
(abgeschoben) to the East. For them, a Jewish ghetto in a
small town in the protectorate will be arranged. The third
phase, which will begin early next year, will follow the
procedure I have proposed to clear the area city by city,
such that when the evacuation (Evakuierung) in a city
begins, it will also be ﬁnished as soon as possible, and the
eﬀect on public opinion will be neither too long nor too
harmful. Heydrich’s approach on this question is very
consistent. He is something I had not previously realized: a
shrewd political thinker\.
So no evacuation either for workers or the elderly. One wonders if
genocide was still ‘in the air’.
Nov 22, 1941 (II.2.340-341)
Also, regarding the Jewish Question, the Führer fully agrees
with my views. He wants an energetic policy against the
Jews, but we do not want to cause any unnecessary
diﬀiculties. Evacuation (Evakuierung) of the Jews will be
undertaken city by city. It is still uncertain when it will be
Berlin’s turn; but when its turn comes, the evacuation will
be carried out as quickly as possible to the very end\.
On the ﬁrst of December, Hitler oﬀered some philosophical thoughts
on the social eﬀect of Jewry:
[The] destructive role of the Jew has in a way a providential
explanation. If nature wanted the Jew to be the ferment
that causes people to decay, thus providing these peoples
with an opportunity for a healthy reaction, in that case,
people like St. Paul and Trotsky are, from our point of view,
the most valuable. By the fact of their presence, they
provoke the defensive reaction of the attacked organism.
Dietrich Eckart once told me that in all his life he had
known just one good Jew: Otto Weininger, who killed
himself on the day when he realized that the Jew lives on
the decay of peoples. (1953/2000: 141)
It is in this month, as we know, that the European war becomes a
truly world war, as Germany—after some two years of provocation

—declares war on the U.S. in the wake of Pearl Harbor. Also this
month, on the orthodox view, a milestone occurs: Chelmno begins its
extermination process, with gas vans powered by diesel engines.
Evidently, then, genocide was more than in the air; it was on the
ground running. And Goebbels, in truth, does seem to ramp up his
rhetoric; he makes his ﬁrst overt references to the deaths of Jews:
Dec 13, 1941 (II.2.498-499)
As concerns the Jewish Question, the Führer is determined
to make a clean sweep (reinen Tisch—lit. ‘clean table’). He
had prophesied to the Jews that if they once again brought
about a World War they would experience their own
destruction (Vernichtung). This was not just an empty
phrase. The World War is here, and the destruction of Jewry
must be the necessary consequence. This question must be
seen without sentimentality. We are not here in order to
have sympathy with the Jews, rather we sympathize with
our own German people. If the German people have now
once again sacriﬁced as many as 160,000 dead in the
Eastern campaign, then the authors of this bloody conﬂict
must pay with their lives (mit ihrem Leben bezahlen
müssen)\.
Dec 14, 1941 (II.2.503)
The early curfew in Paris has been abolished, but a plethora
of Jews remain to be pushed out (abgeschoben) of occupied
France to the eastern region. In many cases this is
equivalent to a death sentence. The remaining Jews will
think hard before stirring up trouble or sabotage against
the German troops. Meanwhile General von Stülpnagel can
conduct the execution of 100 Jews and communists. That
will provide a very plausible and psychologically-adept
explanation for the Parisian population, and will not fail to
have an eﬀect\.
If deportation is sometimes the “equivalent of a death sentence,” and
many will “pay with their lives,” we are left wondering how, exactly,
and in what numbers, they will die. I trust that there is a clear
diﬀerence between (a) many dying from disease, exposure, lack of
medical care, periodic shootings, etc, and (b) all dying in a complex
and systematic gassing operation. There is no doubt that
concentrating and deporting thousands or millions of people in
wartime would lead to many deaths. But this is not genocide. The
next entry is telling:
Dec 18, 1941 (II.2.533-534)
I speak with the Führer regarding the Jewish Question. He
is determined to take consistent action and not be deterred
by bourgeois sentimentality. Above all, the Jews must leave
the Reich (aus…heraus). We discuss the possibilities for
especially clearing out (räumen) Berlin as quickly as
possible. Objections are sure to be raised here—from the
Four Year Plan, from the Economics Ministry—because

about 13,000 Jews are employed in the armaments industry
in Berlin; but, with some good will, they can be replaced by
Bolshevik prisoners of war. In any case we will tackle this
problem as soon as possible, especially when we have the
transport capacity to move this body of people. Berlin
cannot count as absolutely consolidated as long as Jews are
living and working in the capital. Besides, the bourgeois
Schlappmeier has ever-new excuses to save the Jews.
Earlier it was Jewish money and inﬂuence; now it is the
Jewish workers. German intellectuals and elite have no antiJewish instinct at all. Their vigilance is not sharp. It is
therefore necessary that we solve this problem, since it is
likely that, if it remains unsolved, it will lead to the most
devastating consequences after we are gone. The Jews
should all be pushed oﬀ (abgeschoben) to the East. We are
not very interested in what becomes of them after that.
They have wished this fate upon themselves, they have
started the war, and they must now pay the price\.
“We are not very interested in what becomes of them after that.”
Harsh and brutal, perhaps, but clearly far less than genocide. The
same thought was echoed by Hans Frank, in a memo of December 16:
What is to happen to the Jews [after evacuation]? … We
have in the General Government an estimated 2.5 million
Jews—perhaps with those closely related to Jews and what
goes with it, now 3.5 million Jews. We can’t shoot these 3.5
million Jews, we can’t poison them…[15]
Obviously he and Goebbels, at least, were unaware of any program of
genocide.

Notes
[1]

The ﬁrst 6 or 7 years of entries were every 2nd or 3rd day.
But by 1930 he was rigorously recording his thoughts daily.
Until mid-1941 he wrote them himself; afterward he dictated
the entries, and they became considerably longer.

[2]

Alfred Rosenberg was also well-educated, having earned a
PhD in engineering in 1917. But in spite of his role as chief
ideologist for the NSDAP, he was not nearly as inﬂuential in
the Nazi hierarchy as Goebbels was. For most of the war
years Rosenberg served as Reichsminister for the occupied
Eastern territories.

[3]

L. Lochner, in Goebbels (1948: 25).

[4]

Ibid., p. viii.

[5]

I discount the Eichmann recollection of Heydrich: “The
Führer has ordered the physical extermination of the Jews.”
Virtually no one on either side of the Holocaust debate

accepts Eichmann’s trial testimony as truth.
[6]

“What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not
planned in advance, not organized centrally by any agency.
There was no blueprint and there was no budget for
destructive measures. [These measures] were taken step by
step, one step at a time. Thus came about not so much a plan
being carried out, but an incredible meeting of minds, a
consensus—mind reading by a far-ﬂung bureaucracy.” New
York Newsday, Feb 23, 1983; Part II, p. 3.

[7]

Corresponds to page 694 of the (much-longer) Internet
version of the book.

[8]

One book notably lacking in much citation of the diary is
Browning’s The Origins of the Final Solution (2004). This
massive work, published four years after Kershaw’s
comparable book, should have made equally good use of the
diaries. But one struggles in vain to ﬁnd more than a halfdozen quotations. This is revealing: Browning, publishing in
the U.S., clearly did not want to draw attention to those many
troublesome entries referring to deportations, evacuations,
and the like. Kershaw was at least honest enough to cite
them, even as he was papering them over.

[9]

Obviously this is a judgment call. There are many minor or
inconsequential references to Jews, Jewish media or
propaganda, Bolshevik Jews, Jewish ﬁlms, etc. By a rough
count, one ﬁnds 25-30 entries per volume that mention Jews
(about one reference every third day, on average). Thus of
the 16 volumes that I cover exhaustively, there are some 450
potentially-relevant entries.

[10] Other deﬁnitions include “to ruin structure or condition”, “to
neutralize”, “to defeat.”
[11] The diary entry of 6 February 1945 shows this very clearly.
Goebbels is discussing the common goal of Germany’s
enemies, namely, “to destroy (vernichten) Germany and to
eradicate (auszurotten) the German people.” In neither case
is he even faintly contemplating the literal mass murder of
the entire German population.
[12] There are other threatening passages, including those
referring to ‘liquidation’ and to the Jews ‘paying with their
lives.’ I address these in due course.
[13] “Units of native collaborators had already played a
signiﬁcant role in the killing process. At the end of 1941, the
strength of these units had reached 33,000. By June 1942, it
was 165,000; by January 1943, 300,000. As Nebe rightly
indicated, the task of killing Russian Jewry with the 3,000
men of the Einsatzgruppen was ‘impossible’.”

[14] A related event occurred in the Ukraine in the 1930s; this
was known as the Holodomor, and was a state-created
famine that killed some 5 million people.
[15] As cited in Kershaw (2000: 491).
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1) A last-minute witness
Shlomo Venezia, self-proclaimed ex-conscript of the so-called
"Sonderkommando" of Birkenau, only decided to "speak out" in 1992.
I discussed his testimony in 2002, in an article entitled "Another LastMinute Witness: Shlomo Venezia"[1]. Few sources were available at

the time. Venezia acquired a certain notoriety in 1995 thanks to an
interview conducted by Fabio Iacomini, entitled "The Eyewitness
Testimony of Salomone Venezia, Survivor of the
Sonderkommando"[2]; his "Testimony at Santa Melania, 18 January
2001, the First Day of Memory" appeared six years later[3]. In
January 2002, Venezia agreed to an interview with Stefano
Lorenzetto[4], republished, with a few minor changes, in the weekly
magazine Gente in October 2002, under the title "I, a Jew, Cremated
the Jews"[5].
In my article mentioned above, I noted:
"Shlomo Venezia, self-proclaimed conscript of the so-called
'Sonderkommando' of the Birkenau crematoria, remained,
like Elisa Springer, silent for almost ﬁfty years, but, in
contrast to Springer, has not (yet) written his 'memoirs'
"[6]\.
As I anticipated, in 2007,Venezia ﬁnally ﬁlled the void, entrusting his
memoirs to a book: Sonderkommando Auschwitz. The Truth about the
Gas Chambers. A Unique Testimony[7], which I shall examine from a
historical point of view, including from the point of view of his prior
statements.

2) The reasons for the silence
Before analyzing Venezia's statements, it might be informative to
examine the reasons that induced Venezia to keep silent "until 1992,
47 years after the Liberation"![8] Venezia himself has explained the
matter this way:
"For all these years, we have not spoken out, not even with
my friend, although he knew that his father worked where I
was, and was killed. We lacked the courage to discuss these
matters. But at a certain point, faced with certain facts, we
decided that it was necessary. It was some years ago, when
the Star of David was painted on a few shops in Rome,
words like 'Juden raus', 'Ebrei ai forni' [Jews to the ovens]
appeared on a few walls, and Nazi skinheads began to be
seen here and there. Some people might think they are just
boys’ pranks, something not very important, but for us who
have experienced these things, seeing the reappearance of
such things is unacceptable. This was what compelled me
to begin..."[9]\.
In the book, Venezia wrote:
"I started to tell the story of what I had seen and
experienced at Birkenau a very long time afterwards, not
because I didn't want to speak of these things, but because
of the fact that people did not wish to listen; they didn't
want to believe us. When I got out of the hospital, I found
myself with a Jew and I began to speak. All at once, I

realized that, instead of looking at me, someone behind me
was looking and making signs. I turned around and saw one
of his friends who told him by means of gestures that I was
completely crazy. From that moment I no longer wished to
speak. Talking about it made me suﬀer and when I found
myself faced with somebody who didn't believe me, I
thought it was useless. Only in 1992, forty-seven years after
my liberation, did I begin to speak about it. The problem of
anti-Semitism began to appear in Italy and swastikas were
always to be seen on walls... In December 1992 I returned
to Auschwitz for the ﬁrst time. [...]. Today, when I feel well,
I feel the need to testify, but it is diﬀicult. I am a very exact
person, who loves things done well. When I go to speak in a
school and the teacher has not suﬀiciently prepared his
students, it wounds me deeply. Overall, however, testifying
in schools gives me great satisfaction"[10]\.
In another interview, after talking about anti-Semitic graﬀiti on walls
in Rome, I stated:
"Then I felt that I my duty was to tell the story of the
Holocaust as I saw it with my own eyes"[11]\.
These motivations are not very convincing. In particular, they do not
explain why Venezia's close relatives, his brother Maurice and his
cousin Dario, his companions in misfortune from the
"Sonderkommando", also kept silent, just the way he did. But above
all, they appear inadequate in view of the "duty to testify", which
should be legal and historical, in addition to ethical. Venezia, in fact,
inexplicably, has never made any oﬀicial declaration, never made a
sworn statement, never participated in any trial against his
persecutors: not at the Eichmann Trial in Jerusalem (April 1961-May
1962), nor the Auschwitz Trial in Frankfurt (December 1963-August
1965), nor at the Auschwitz Trial in Vienna, against F. Ertl and W.
Dejaco (January-March 1972); he has never contributed to the
condemnation of his jailers, nor has he enlightened historians on the
presumed process of extermination at Auschwitz. Why not? Just
because a few know-it-alls might have thought he was crazy?
Venezia's other cousin, Yakob Gabbai, by contrast, spoke out. At the
beginning of the 1990s, he granted an interview to the Israeli
historian Gideon Greif, who published it in 1995[12]. Greif also
interviewed three other of Venezia's self-proclaimed companions in
misfortune, who mentioned him explicitly: Josef Sackar, registered at
Auschwitz under number 182739[13], Shaul Chasan, 182527[14] and
Léon Cohen, 182492[15], both of them, explicitly mentioned, in turn,
by Venezia[16]. The comparison between these testimonies and
Venezia's, as we shall see, is very instructive.

3) The deportation to Auschwitz
Venezia, born in Salonica (Greece) in 1923, was apprehended in
Athens on 25 March 1944 and later deported to Birkenau, which he

reached in April. It is curious that, in his book Libro della memoria
[Book of Memory], Liliana Picciotto Fargion lists, among the deported
Italian Jews, three persons born at Salonica with the last name
Venezia, but not Shlomo[17], perhaps because he was an Italian
citizen[18].
The witness was registered at Birkenau under number 182727. On 11
April 1944 there arrived at Auschwitz from Greece a transport of
2,500 Jews, of whom 320 men (182440-182759) and 328 women
(76856-77183) were registered[19].
In the book, he mentions the exact number of inmates registered[20],
which he could not have known at the time. It is therefore clear that
this information is taken from the Auschwitz Kalendarium.
Venezia's cousin, Y. Gabbai, of whom he speaks repeatedly, reached
Auschwitz in the same transport and was registered under number
182569[21], but, according to him, 700 men were selected upon
arrival[22]. He was obviously not familiar with D. Czech's
Kalendarium.
Venezia tells as follows what happened upon his arrival at the camp:
"Instead, the group containing myself, my brother and my
cousins was then sent on foot to Auschwitz I"[23]\.
But the cousin, Y. Gabbai, described the same event quite diﬀerently:
"700 men were selected from the transport, among them
my brother and myself. We then had to walk three
kilometers on foot[24] to Birkenau"[25]\.
Venezia was furthermore tattooed with the 182727 on the same day
as his arrival[26], while his cousin, Y. Gabbai, by contrast, was,
inexplicably, tattooed with the preceding number 182569 "a few days
afterwards"[27].
With respect to Auschwitz camp, Venezia states:
"Inside the camp, immediately to the left, was Block 24: it
was the brothel for soldiers and a few privileged nonJews"[28]\.
This brothel was, on the contrary, intended exclusively for inmates. A
report of the Lagerarzt (camp physician) of Auschwitz Concentration
Camp dated 16 December 1943 states in this regard:
"In October, a brothel with 19 women was created in Block
24. Prior to their employment, the women were tested for
Wa. R.[29] and Go.[30]. These tests were repeated at
regular intervals. The inmates are permitted access to the
brothel every evening, after roll-call. An inmate physician
always had to be present during visiting hours [to the
brothel], as well as an inmate nurse, to carry out the
sanitary measures ordered. The supervision was conducted

by an SS physician and an SS nurse" ["Im Oktober wurde
im Block 24 ein Bordell mit 19 Frauen errichtet. Vor ihrem
Einsetzen wurden die Frauen auf Wa. R. und auf Go.
untersucht. Diese Untersuchungen werden in
regelmässigen Abständen wiederholt. Der Zutritt ins
Bordell ist den Häftlingen allabendlich, nach dem Appell
gestatten. Während der Besuchzeit ist immer ein
Häftlingsarzt und Häftlingspﬂeger anwesend, die die
angeordneten sanitären Massnahmen durchführen. Die
Überwachung besorgt ein SS-Artz und ein S.D.G."][31]\.

4) The BIIa quarantine camp
The next day Venezia was sent to Birkenau BIIa camp, where they
had to remain in quarantine for forty days. He states that, a few days
afterwards,
"They made us take a cart, like those utilized for
transporting hay. Then we had to drag it in place of the
horses. We reached a barracks located at the end of the
quarantine [area], the so-called Leichenkeller, or morgue\.
When we opened the door, an atrocious odor took us by the throat:
the stench of decomposing bodies. I had never passed by in front of
that barracks before, and only then did I learn that it was used as a
storage area for the bodies of inmates who had died during
quarantine, before they were taken to the crematorium to be burnt. A
little group of prisoners spent the entire morning in the barracks
recovering the bodies of those who had died during the night. The
bodies could then remain 15 or 20 days in the Leichenkeller to rot,
and those on the bottom were often in an advanced state of
decomposition, due to the heat"[32].
In reality, there was no morgue in the BIIa quarantine camp. In the
19 barracks making up the camp, 14 were used to lodge the inmates,
3 contained lavatories and latrines, one contained an inﬁrmary and
one the kitchen. In April-May 1944, 12 barracks were assigned to the
inmate hospital; no barracks was used as a morgue[33].
The languishing of bodies in the morgues of Birkenau for "15 or 20
days" has no basis in reality, which renders Venezia's tale
unsustainable from that point onwards.
On 4 August 1943, SS-Sturmbannführer Karl Bischoﬀ, head of the
Zentralbauleitung, replied to SS-Hauptsturmführer Eduard Wirths,
Auschwitz garrison physician, who had requested the construction of
masonry morgues:
"SS-Standartenführer Dr. Mrugowski, over the course of the
conversation on 31 July, declared that the bodies had to be
carried into the morgues of the crematoria twice a day, in
the morning and evening, to be exact. The separate
construction of morgues in the individual subsections is

therefore rendered superﬂuous." ["SS-Standartenführer
Mrugowski hat bei der Besprechung am 31.7 erklärt, daß
die Leichen zweimal am Tage, und zwar morgens und
abends in die Leichenkammern der Krematorien überführt
werden sollen, wodurch sich die separate Erstellung von
Leichenkammern in den einzelnen Unterabschnitten
erübrigt"][34]\.
On 25 May 1944, Dr. Wirths sent a letter to Auschwitz camp
commandant, in which he stated:
"In the inmate inﬁrmaries of Auschwitz II concentration
camp, there are naturally a certain number of bodies every
day, the transport of which to the crematoria is routine, and
occurs twice a day, morning and evening." ["In den
Häftlingsrevieren der Lager des KL Auschwitz II fallen
naturgemäß täglich eine bestimmte Anzahl von Leichen an,
deren Abtransport zu den Krematorien zwar eingeteilt ist
und täglich 2 mal, morgens und abends, erfolgt"][35]\.
The transport of the bodies to the crematoria "morning and evening"
explains why the "Sonderkommando" was subdivided into two
working shifts, day and night, as also declared by Venezia:
"We worked shifts from 8 in the morning until 8 at night, or
from 8 at night until 8 in the morning"[36]; "we worked in
two shifts, a day shift and a night shift"[37]\.
As regards the term for the alleged barracks-morgue, Venezia
confuses the term for the barracks with the term for the semiunderground morgue in Crematorium II/III: " Leichenkeller", literally
translated, means "corpse cellar"; all the other morgues at Birkenau
were in fact on ground level. As we will see, Venezia states that he
was assigned to the so-called "Sonderkommando" of Crematorium III,
but, rather curiously, he never mentions the term " Leichenkeller"
precisely where he should mention it: " Leichenkeller1" was in fact
the alleged homicidal gas chamber.
Where erroneous terminology is concerned, Venezia, repeating what
he had already stated in 1995[38], states that the inmates, at
Auschwitz, were called "pieces" or “parts” (e.g., of a machine or
assembly) (Stücke)[39].
No known document attests to this linguistic usage. On the other
contrary, in thousands of documents, the inmates are called,
precisely, "prisoners" (Häftlinge); they are sometimes indicated by
their registration number only, and sometimes with their name as
well[40]. No other witness from "Sonderkommando" and none of
Venezia's companions in misfortune conﬁrms the alleged term of
"Stücke". Venezia's cousin Y. Gabai stated: "There were no names in
the camp, only numbers"[41].
Venezia continues his narrative as follows:

"At the end of the third week of quarantine, German
oﬀicials arrived. They did not normally come near, since the
maintenance of order was entrusted to the Kapos. The
oﬀicials stopped in front of our barracks and ordered the
Kapos to form a line, as if for roll call. Every one of us had
to declare our occupation and we knew to lie. When my
turn came, I claimed I was a barber, while Léon Cohen, a
Greek friend who was always with us, said he was a dentist,
although in real life he worked in a bank. He thought that
they would put him in a dental clinic to do the cleaning, at
least it would have been warm. For myself, I was convinced
that this would permit me to join the prisoners who worked
in the Zentralsauna. I had seen that the work was not too
diﬀicult and they were in the warmth. In reality, it didn't
happen the way I imagined. The German chose eighty
persons, including me, my brother and my cousins"[42]\.
But in his interview with Stefano Lorenzetto the number of men
selected is given as 70[43].
The following is Y. Gabbai's account of the same episode:
"After twenty days - therefore on 12 May 1944 - there was
another selection, stricter than the ﬁrst: two physicians
came with two non-commissioned oﬀicers. We had to
parade naked. A German physician examined us, without
saying a word, and chose 300 of the strongest and
healthiest".[44]
In this regard, J. Sackar writes as follows:
"From there, they took us to quarantine: Abschnitt BIIa.
There we remained three weeks. [...]. One evening, when
the ﬁrst transports arrived from Hungary, they conducted
another selection and 200-220 Greeks were taken from our
transport to special blocks, if I am not mistaken, nos. 11
and 13"[45]\.
The ﬁrst transports of Hungarian Jews arrived at Auschwitz on 17
May 1944[46].
S. Chasan recounts:
"We remained two weeks in 'quarantine'. [...]. The Germans
simply came to the 'quarantine' and took 200 strong men
for the work""[47]\.
Finally, L. Cohen declares:
"We remained one month in quarantine. One day, a Jewish
physician and a German came to the block for the ‘visit’.
Since I knew German, my companions asked me to
translate for them. I went over to the physicians and told
them that they shouldn’t have assigned us to the

Sonderkommando. Some days later, a young German
arrived, about thirty years old, who spoke French. [...]. He
then told me that he needed 200 strong men at the railway.
[...]. The man returned the following morning and said: "All
the Greeks with me!" There were about 150 persons"[48]\.
From the "Quarantäne Liste" (Quarantine List), it appears that on 13
April 1944, 320 Jews from Athens were received in camp BIIa with
the registration number 182440-182759 and were lodged in Block 12;
the quarantine expired on 11 May, but 30 prisoners were transferred
on 5 May[49], therefore Venezia – who remained only three weeks in
quarantine – had to form part of this group; even though he mentions
the ﬁgure of 70 or 80 prisoners, only 30 prisoners were transferred.
With reference to the barracks of the "Sonderkommando", he adds:
"At any rate, not many of us remained; over the course of a
week we were transferred to the dormitory of the
Crematorium"[50]\.
This would therefore have happened around the middle of May 1944.
But according Filip Müller, another self-proclaimed member of the
"Sonderkommando", this occurred "at the end of June" (Ende
Juni)[51].

5) The ﬁrst day in the "Sonderkommando"
Venezia, with the 30 or 70 or 80 or 150 or 200-220 or 300 preselected men, was taken into camp BIId "towards two barracks which
although they were inside the camp, were isolated from all the others
by barbed wire" in which the so-called "Sonderkommando" was
located[52].
"The afternoon afterwards", the witness recounts, "towards
seven in the morning, they took us to Crematorium III,
which was surrounded by a grid of barbed wire with the
current at six thousand volts. Behind the grid there ran a
picket fence three meters high. From outside, we could not
see anything of what was happening inside, we saw only the
top of the chimney. Hardly had we entered when the Kapo,
so as to avoid confronting us with reality suddenly, told us
to remain outside in the courtyard to pull up weeds and
other work of this kind. At a certain point I noticed that the
building had a window as high as a man, and impelled by
curiosity, I decided to see what was going on in that
crematorium. I approached the window and saw a room full
of dead people, so tangled up that at ﬁrst I could not
understand, not like those we had seen in the barracks[53],
but recently dead, not yet decomposed. We couldn’t believe
it[54]\.
The next day was 6 May 1944. At the time, Crematorium III (like
Crematorium II) was not surrounded by any "picket fence three

meters high" which would have cut oﬀ the view of the respective
courtyards, as shown in particular by photograph no. 153 in the
Auschwitz Album, taken on 26 May 1944, which shows that the
eastern half and a good part of the courtyard of Crematorium III were
clearly visible because it was surrounded only by a barbed-wire
fence[55]. This photograph also appears in Venezia’s book, with a
misleading caption: "Group of women and children – Hungarian Jews
– about to enter Crematorium II"[56]. The photographs in the
Auschwitz Album taken later show in fact that this group of persons
travelled up the Hauptstrasse (Main Street) bypassing Crematoria II
and III, and through the Ringstrasse (ring road),[57] ending up in the
little forest near the small lake located east of Crematorium IV[58].
The story of the picket fence is taken from F. Müller’s book, which
says:
"Beforehand, Moll had caused a barrier to be constructed
here [near the Bunker] and in the courtyard of Crematoria
IV and V, about 3 meters high, consisting of long stakes
ﬁxed in the ground, sticks and dry branches, to prevent
those outside from casting indiscreet glances into the
extermination areas"[59]\.
Venezia obviously did not fully adhere to this passage, since he
attributes to Crematorium II or III that which F. Müller reports about
the "Bunker" and Crematoria IV and V.
Standing in the courtyard of the crematorium, Venezia noted "that
the building had one window at the height of a man". Recounted this
may, the story is rather ingenuous, since along the entire outside
perimeter of the crematorium there were no fewer than 47 windows
the height of a man[60]. There were 47 windows to choose from! In
the book, Venezia returns to the episode, writing:
"The ﬁrst day at the Crematorium, we remained in the
courtyard without entering the building. In those days, they
called it Crematorium I; they did not yet know of the
existence of the ﬁrst Crematorium at Auschwitz I. Three
steps led to the interior, but instead of making us enter, the
Kapo made us walk around it. One man from the
Sonderkommando came to tell us what we were supposed
to do: cut the weeds and clean the grounds a little. This was
not useful work; the Germans probably wanted to keep us
under observation before making us work inside the
Crematorium. When we returned the next day, they made
us do the same things. Although they had strictly prohibited
it, impelled by curiosity I approached the building to see
what was going on from the window. When I got close
enough to have a look, I was paralyzed: on the other side of
the window I saw piles of corpses, all on top of each other,
bodies of persons who were still young. I returned to my
companions and told them what I had seen. They then went
to look for themselves, carefully, without being noticed by

the Kapo. They returned with their faces contorted,
incredulous. They did not dare to think what could have
happened. I only understood later that those bodies were
the 'back-up' from a preceding convoy. They had not been
burned before the arrival of the new convoy, and they had
placed them there to make room in the gas chamber"[61]\.
I note ﬁrst of all that, in this version, the scene takes place at
Crematorium II instead of Crematorium III. Venezia has furthermore
abandoned the unsustainable story of the "picket fence three meters
high". I add that the windows of the crematorium were double
windows, and were all protected by an iron grid, non-negligible
details which could not escape an outside observer.
According to another self-proclaimed member of the
"Sonderkommando", Henryk Tauber, on the ground ﬂoor of
Crematorium II and the area designated "Waschraum und
Aufbahrungsraum" (washroom and layout-out room), towards which
the freight elevator travelled, came to be used in March-April 1943 as
a "morgue"[62].
But even if one wished to extend this function to Crematorium III and
in May 1944, it nevertheless extraordinarily remains the case that
Venezia, among the 22 windows which opened into that facade of the
crematorium, claims to have gone to have a look precisely through
the pair of windows of the room in question.
For F. Müller, this area was used for the execution[63]. Of this
presumed use, however, Venezia knows nothing: for him the
executions with a bullet in the neck were performed in the oven
rooms, near the "corner of the last oven"[64], nor did he mention the
use of an area on the ground ﬂoor for the storage of a "back-up" of
bodies.
The story of the "back-up from a preceding convoy" is furthermore
disproved by the Kalendariumof Auschwitz, according to which the
last gassing before 6 May 1944 was performed on 2 May, but the
presumed 2,698 victims[65], based on the cremation capacity
described by Venezia[66], would have been cremated in less than two
days; on the other hand, the ﬁrst gassing subsequent to that date is
said to have occurred on 13 May[67]. In the book, "the morning after"
became "a few days after our arrival"[68], but this did not change the
conclusion which ﬂows from his account: Venezia in Crematorium II
or III could not have seen the group of bodies of presumed gassing
victims.
Venezia's cousin described the event as follows:
"At the beginning of the week, on Monday 15 May, the
group was divided. Some went to the Crematorium II [=
III], we were taken to Crematorium I [= II]. In our group
there were primarily Greek Jews, among them Michel
Ardetti, Josef Baruch from Corfu, the Cohen brothers,
Shlomo and Maurice Venezia, myself and my brother Dario

Gabai, Leon Cohen, Marcel Nagari and Daniel ben
Nachmias. They told us that the ﬁrst night we were not
supposed to work, only observe. I recall that towards 5:30
in the afternoon, a transport arrived from Hungary[69]. The
old workers said that we new arrivals had to watch
carefully, since within a few minutes they [the deportees]
would no longer be alive. We did not believe it. After a little
while they order us to follow the workers downstairs, to see
what was happening down there. This was now our work,
we were told. Outside, there was [written] "Shower", in
Polish, German, Russian and English\.
[Question] What did you see when, for the ﬁrst time, the
door of the gas chamber opened before you?
[Gabbai] I saw bodies, one on top of the other. There were
about 2,500 bodies"[70]\.
For J. Sackar, S. Chasan and L. Cohen, by contrast, on the ﬁrst work
day, the new detainees of the "Sonderkommando"were taken directly
to the "Bunker", as we will see in paragraph 8.

6) "Bunker 2"
In the interview published by "Il Giornale", Venezia described his ﬁrst
workday in the so-called "Sonderkommando" without mentioning at
all the anecdote relating to the crematorium:
"The next day [6 May 1944] they made us walk through a
little forest. We arrived in front of a little peasant cottage.
Woe to anybody who moved or said a word. We all stopped
in a corner to wait. Suddenly we heard voices in the
distance: there were entire families, with little children and
grandparents. They forced them to take their clothes oﬀ in
a hurry. Then they made them enter the little cottage. A
truck arrived with the insignia of the Red Cross: an SS man
got out, [and] using a device, opened a little window and
allowed a can of stuﬀ, about two kilos, to fall inside. He
closed it and went away. Ten minutes afterwards, a door
opened from the part facing the entranceway. The chief
called to us to drag out the bodies. We had to throw them
into the ﬁre in a sort of swimming pool 15 meters
away"[71]\.
This narration refers to the so-called "Bunker 2", a farmhouse outside
Birkenau camp, supposedly transformed into a homicidal gas
chamber in 1942. In reality, this presumed extermination installation,
as I have shown in a speciﬁc study[72], never existed. It never
appears in any German document, either under the name "Bunker" or
under any other name, not even a "code name".
The Soviet commission of inquiry, which conducted its activity at
Auschwitz in February-March 1945, was completely ignorant of the

term "Bunker": it always used the expression "gas chamber" (газовая
камера, gazovaja kamera) Numbers 1and 2. The witness par
excellence, Szlama Dragon, in the ﬁrst deposition rendered before a
Soviet examining magistrate on 26 February 1945, also spoke of
"gazokamera [газокамерa] Numbers 1 and 2" and explicitly stated
that this was the oﬀicial designation. H. Tauber, in his deposition
dated 27 and 28 February 1945, referred only to "gas chambers"
("газовые камеры", gazovie kameri). The term "Bunker" appeared
for the ﬁrst time in the deposition of Stanisław Jankowski (also a selfproclaimed member of the "Sonderkommando") dated 16 April
1945[73].
Venezia was not aware that, according to the oﬀicial version, this
"Bunker" was put back in operation on the arrival at Auschwitz of the
Hungarian Jews (since the "gas chambers" of the crematoria were
unable to dispose of the victims), therefore not before 17 May 1944.
The same thing is true of the presumed cremation "swimming pool".
D. Czech states in fact that Rudolf Höss, the commandant at
Auschwitz, in the course of preparations for the extermination of the
Hungarian Jews, ordered the reactivation of "Bunker 2" on 9 May
1944[74]. F. Müller writes in this regard that "camp commandant
Höss ﬁrst appeared in the vicinity of the crematoria at the beginning
of May; a few days later, Hauptscharführer Moll arrived"[75], who
ordered the excavation of "ﬁve ditches behind Crematorium V". F.
Müller adds:
"Every day, in the vicinity of Bunker V, a very large number
of prisoners also arrived to dig ditches"[76]\.
The period is precisely that of the presumed sending of Venezia to
"Bunker 2": at the time, therefore, he, possibly would have been
present only at the digging of the ditches, but not at the spectacle of
burning pits. Moreover, as I have already noted, at that time not even
one transport of Jews arrived who could have been gassed.
Venezia was also unaware that the supposed "Bunker 2", according to
Sz. Dragon, was sub-divided into four areas, and had 4 exits and
entrances, as well as 5 Zyklon B introduction ports. For D. Paisikovic,
on the other hand, it had 3 areas[77], while based on the
topographical survey of Auschwitz Museum dated 29 July 1985, it had
7 areas[78].
On the other hand, the expression "take our clothes oﬀ in the
cold"[79] not only does not suit the period (6 May), but is also in
conﬂict with the oﬀicial version, according to which at "Bunker 2"
three barracks were built in which the victims undressed.
I would like to open a parenthesis here. The historian Marcello
Pezzetti, in his essay "La Shoah, Auschwitz e il Sonderkommando"
included in Venezia's book, instead of indicating this error, attempts
to cover it up, by stating:
"In this period of maximum camp extermination capacity,
the Nazi authorities reactivated Bunker 2 (without

undressing barracks next door, the inside of which was
divided into two parts... "[80]\.
But the witness F. Müller, who is certainly a bit more important than
Venezia, has written in this regard that "the undressing rooms in
which the victims were supposed to take oﬀ their clothes before
being gassed were located in three wooden barracks"[81]. Sz. Dragon
has also conﬁrmed that, upon the reactivation of "Bunker 2", "three
other barracks were built"[82].
Pezzetti is proven wrong even by the diagram of Birkenau reproduced
in the book, in which "Bunker 2" (designated "M 2") appears
equipped with two undressing barracks![83]
Returning to the statements of Venezia, the gas-tight windows in the
disinfestation chambers (and supposed homicidal gas chambers) did
not open "with a device", but with a simple butterﬂy wrench. The
witness confuses the opening system of the windows with that of the
cans of Zyklon B, which, speciﬁcally, were opened with a special
device, which was called a "Schlageisen", "chisel".
Furthermore, it is not clear how Venezia could have established that
"approximately two kilos" of Zyklon B had been introduced in the
"cottage", because this was packaged in cans of various sizes, from
100 to 1,500 grams of hydrocyanic acid, which he nevertheless never
describes.
In the book, Venezia recounts the same anecdote in a more prolix
manner. I will cite the essential passages:
"We arrived before a cottage which was called, as I learned
later, Bunker 2 or "the white house" and precisely at that
time the murmur became more intense\.
Bunker 2 was a small farmhouse with the roof covered with
leafy branches. They ordered us to stand over to one side of
the house, near the road which passed by in front of it, from
where we couldn't see anything, neither to the right or
left"[84]\.

Drawing by David Olère from 1945. Source: David Olère. A Painter in
the Sonderkommando at Auschwitz. The Beate Klarsfeld Foundation,
New York, 1989, p. 57.
Two pages later the book reproduces a drawing by the selfproclaimed member of the "Sonderkommando" David Olère, dating
back to 1945, showing "Bunker 2"[85]. The drawing shows a house
(the presumed "Bunker 2") with a door in the centre of the facade, a
little window in the centre of the visible side of the building and a
roof apparently covered with leafy branches. In realty, according to
the deposition of Sz. Dragon dated 10-11 May 1945[86], the roof was
of straw[87], as conﬁrmed on 10 August 1964 by D. Paisikovic[88].
I would like to add that the drawing by Sz. Dragon of "Bunker 2"[89]
is in ﬂagrant contradiction to that by D. Olère, which moreover
presents several elements of fantasy[90], while that of D. Paisikovic is
in conﬂict with both[91]. Therefore the detail of "roof covered with
leafy branches" is the product of a misunderstanding of the drawing
by D. Olère.
Venezia then says that 200-300 victims arrived: "The persons were
compelled to undress in front of the door". No mention of the
purpose-built undressing barracks, not even here.
Later in the narrative, there appears both the mention of the SS
which "with a device opened a little window", and the reference to
"approximately 2 kilos" of Zyklon B.
Venezia adds:
"As for us, they ordered us to go behind the house, where I
had noticed a strange glow upon my arrival. While we were
approaching, I noticed that this glow was the glare of the
ﬁre which was burning in the pits, about twenty meters
away"[92]\.

He had previously mentioned only one pit, "a sort of swimming pool",
or "a pit like a swimming pool"[93]: here, by contrast, he speaks of
"pits", in the plural, without even bothering to tell us how many there
were. This matter is in fact a rather diﬀicult one, since, in this regard,
the eyewitnesses contradict each other, claiming that there were 1, 2
or 4 pits, that they were 50 or 30 meters long, 10 or 6 meters wide
and 3 or 4 meters deep[94].
Venezia was also unaware that, in 1944, "Bunker 2" (according to
other witnesses) was renamed "Bunker V" (F. Müller) or "Bunker 5"
(D. Paisikovic), so that Jean-Claude Pressac made the Solomonic
decision to call it "Bunker 2/V"[95].

7) The ﬁrst workday at the "Bunker"
according to Venezia's companions in
misfortune
In this regard, J. Sackar stated as follows on his ﬁrst day in the
"Sonderkommando":
"I remember the ﬁrst day well. We were in Camp D [BIId]
and one evening they took us behind the last crematory
building [hinter das letzte Krematoriumsgebäude], where I
saw the most horrible atrocities of my life. That evening a
small transport had arrived. We did not have to work; they
had taken us there so that we would get used to looking.
There was an open pit, called "Bunker", to cremate the
bodies. The bodies were brought from the gas chambers to
these "Bunkers", where they were thrown in and burned in
the ﬁre"[96]\.
The "last crematorium" was Crematorium V, therefore the witness
located "Bunker 2" in the courtyard outside this crematorium!
At the question: "Can you describe the 'Bunker'?", the witness
answered:
"Yes, it was a big pit, where the bodies were carried and
thrown in. The pits were deep excavations; wood was piled
up down on the bottom. The bodies were carried here from
the gas chamber and thrown in the pits. The pits were all
outside, in the open air. There were a few pits in which the
bodies were burned"[97]\.
For J. Sackar, therefore, "Bunker 2" was not a peasant cottage
transformed into a gassing installation, but rather a "big pit" in which
the bodies murdered in the chambers of Crematorium V were
cremated!
This harebrained artifact of “Holocaustology” appeared in the
testimonies of his companions in misfortune.

S. Chasan, in fact, still with reference to the ﬁrst working day, stated:
"We walked and walked. While we were walking, we
wondered: 'Where are we going to work?'. The answer was:
'In the factory'. Finally, we reached a small forest. We
looked around in the small forest and what did we see? A
small peasant cottage, an isolated cabin. We approached,
we reached it and when the door was opened, I saw
something horrible. Inside it was full of bodies from a
transport, more than 1,000 bodies. The entire building was
full of bodies"[98]\.
This "peasant cottage", therefore, had one single gas chamber with
one single door. As I have already noted, this is in contradiction to the
statements of Sz. Dragon and D. Paisikovic, both of whom in turn
contradict each other.
For S. Chasan as well, the "Bunker" was not the "peasant cottage",
but rather a pit:
"We had to pull the bodies out. There was a basin there, a
deep pit which was called 'Bunker'"[99]\.
In response to the interviewer's question: "Where was this basin
located?", the witness added:
"It was called 'Bunker'. Now, when I returned to Auschwitz,
I found neither the pit nor the house. It must have been
located behind Crematorium IV [= V]"[100]\.
Thus, S. Chasan also located "Bunker 2" in the courtyard of
crematorium V.
And ﬁnally this is the tale of L. Cohen:
"The Germans didn't take us to the buildings of the
crematorium plant, but to the cremation pits. There I saw
several carts beside the pits and very close by, a building
with a small door. It was then clear to me that they were
asphyxiating people with gas. We waited outside for about
15 minutes, then, at the order of the Germans, we had to
open the doors. The bodies fell in piles and we began to
load them onto the carts. They were little carts like mining
carts. Much smaller than railway cars. The bodies were
carried to the pits. In the pits, the bodies were arranged
this way: one layer of bodies of women and children[101],
above a layer of wood; then a layer of bodies of men, and so
on, until the pit, a good three meters deep, was completely
ﬁlled. Then the Germans poured gasoline into the pit. The
mixture of dead bodies and wood burned furiously"[102]\.
Summarizing brieﬂy, for Venezia, the new prisoners of the
"Sonderkommando" were ﬁrst taken to Crematorium II or
Crematorium III, where they saw bodies from a window, but were not

permitted to enter the gas chamber; Y. Gabai, by contrast, states that
on 15 May 1944 they were taken to Crematorium II, where they saw
the bodies of 2,500 Hungarian Jews in the gas chamber from a
transport having arrived in Birkenau only two days after. The witness
says nothing about working at "Bunker 2". J. Sackar asserts that the
prisoners were directed into the courtyard outside crematorium V,
where there was a pit which was called "Bunker". S. Chasan makes
similar statements. L. Cohen, by contrast, who was not even aware of
the designation "Bunker", deﬁnes the supposed extermination
installation simply as a "a building". He introduces into his narrative
"carts" to carry the bodies to the pits, undoubtedly more comfortable
than the system described by Venezia:
"Carrying one body between only two people on that muddy
terrain, where the feet sank in the mud was not easy, but
for one person, it was almost impossible... "[103]\.
S. Chasan, upon his arrival at "Bunker 2", found it already full of
1,000 bodies. L. Cohen, by contrast, had to wait 15 minutes before
seeing the bodies. Venezia, it is hard to see how, succeeded in seeing
the living victims as well, who were however not 1,000 but 200-300:
"Curious as always, I approached to see what was going on
and I saw whole families who were waiting in front of the
cabin: young people, women children. Two, three hundred
in all"[104]\.
Finally, according to J. Sackar, the new members of the
"Sonderkommando" did not work at the "Bunker", but limited
themselves to watching, while for Venezia they were compelled to
remove the bodies from the gas chamber and throw them into a
burning pit; for L. Cohen, by contrast, they had to arrange them in
layers in an empty pit.
I conclude this brief panoramic overview with another eyewitness
testimony, that of Miklos Nyiszli, self-proclaimed physician in the
"Sonderkommando" in the same period in which Venezia was working
there. He wrote that "Bunker 2", never referred to in this manner by
Nyiszli, but described as "a long decrepit building with a stubble
roof", "a peasant cottage", was not a gassing installation, but rather a
simple "undressing room" for the Jewish victims, who did not die in a
gas chamber, but rather, from a gunshot to the back of the neck on
the edge of two enormous "cremation pits"[105].

8) The "cremation pits" in the area of
"Bunker 2"
The existence of "cremation pits" in the spring-summer of 1944 in the
area of "Bunker 2" is one of the recurrent themes of Auschwitz
"memory literature". L. Cohen—to remain with our eyewitnesses,
informs us that "the pit" (die Grube) was "a good three meters
deep"[106], while according to S. Chasan "the pit was very deep, I

believe about four meters"[107].
But none of the aerial photographs taken by American and British
aviation in 1944 show "cremation pits" or smoke in this area[108].
What is more, at the time, the ground-water table in the area of
Birkenau was 1.2 meters below ground level[109], therefore the
cremations would have taken place underwater!
A quick reference also to the "cremation pits" of the courtyard of
Crematorium V. In conﬁrmation, Venezia's book reproduces two
photographs.
The ﬁrst shows "men from the Sonderkommando near one of the
mass graves of Crematorium V"[110]. The caption is doubly
erroneous. In keeping with the standard terminology of the
Holocaust, since smoke appears in the photograph, one should refer
to a "cremation pit", as is commonly done. The related footnote in the
book asserts that "at the end of spring 1944, there were ﬁve open-air
cremation pits around Crematorium V"[111], but this is arbitrary and
false.
Arbitrary, because the testimonies of the self-proclaimed ex-members
of the "Sonderkommando" are contradictory: the supposed pits were
2 for S. Jankowski, 3 for C.S. Bendel, 3 for H. Tauber according to the
deposition rendered to the Soviets, 5 according to the deposition
rendered by him to J. Sehn and also for Sz. Dragon and F.
Müller[112]. Every witness, furthermore, attributed conﬂicting
dimensions and capacities to these dimensions[113].
False, because only one single cremation site existed in this area,
with a surface area of approximately 50 square meters. This single
site appears both in the photograph mentioned above, and in the
aerial photograph of Birkenau taken by the British on 23 August
1944, which is precisely the second photograph in the book on the
theme of the "cremation pits"[114]. The column of smoke which can
be seen beside crematorium V originates precisely from this site, as I
have demonstrated with enlargements of the available
photographs[115].
According to F. Müller, the alleged ﬁve "cremation pits" in this area
should have measured 40-50 meters in size and 8 x 2 meters
deep[116], therefore their total surface area should have been an
average of 1,800 square meters. The aerial photographs of Birkenau
show, by contrast, one single cremation site of approximately 50
square meters. Naturally, the "pits" of F. Müller would also have been
full of water for at least 60% of their depth.

9) The recovery of human fat from the
"cremation pits"
In the interview published in "Il Giornale", Venezia, incredibly,
repeats the absurd story of the recovery of human fat from the

"swimming pool":
"Yes, but the ﬁrst night they assigned me to this open air
crematorium. There was a sloping drain all around where
they recovered the fat dripping from the pyre. I had to pick
it up and throw it back onto the bodies to make them burn
faster. You have no idea of how combustible human fat
really is"[117]\.
And in the book he repeats:
"The pits were sloping; the human fat produced by the
burning bodies dripped along the bottom into a corner, it a
sort of hollow had been dug to collect it. When the ﬁre
threatened to go out, the men took a bit of the fat from the
hollow and poured it onto the bodies to enliven the ﬂame. I
saw something of the kind only here, in the pits of Bunker
2"[118]\.
This story, invented immediately after the war, has received the
oﬀicial sanction of F. Müller, who embroidered it in a very detailed
manner. According to him, however, the supposed "cremation pits"
were equipped with two little channels 25-30 cm. in width, which, in
the centre of the pit, ran sloping along the central axis and ﬂowed out
into two deeper little holes in which the liquid human fat was
collected, which was picked up in a bucket and thrown onto the
bonﬁre[119].
As I have demonstrated in a speciﬁc study[120], this little story is
nonsensical simply because of the fact that, while the ignition
temperature of the light hydrocarbons which formed as a result of
the gasiﬁcation of the bodies is approximately 600°C, the ignition
temperature of animal fats is 184°C, therefore in such an installation
the human fat would burn immediately. Also, because the ignition
temperature of seasoned wood is between 325-350°C. Moreover, if—
just another of the many miracles interspersed throughout the lives
of "Sonderkommando" survivors—the liquid human fat could have
been able to drip through the ﬂames on the bottom of the pit, ﬂow
over burning branches and ﬂow out into the lateral collection ditches,
Venezia, together with F. Müller, would have had to approach and
collect it at the edge of a "cremation pit" in which there was an
immense bonﬁre raging away at a minimum temperature of 600°C!

Ill. 2: Members of the United States Congress before the crematory
ovens of Buchenwald in 1945. Note the central muﬄe of the ﬁrst
oven with the door open in the left foreground. Source:
http://www.vho.org/GB/Books/thottc/Image29.jpg.

10) The gas chamber in Crematorium III
Initially, to Fabio Iacomini, Venezia had claimed to have been
assigned to Crematorium III[121]. To Stefano Lorenzetto, by contrast,
he said: "I was assigned to Krematorium 2, the largest of the
four[122] functioning at Birkenau"[123]. In the book, he returns to
his ﬁrst version:
"The truce didn't last long: the next day we had to
recommence working and I was assigned to a little group of
about forty persons at Crematorium III"[124]\.
In the plans of Birkenau and in the oﬀicial documentation—beginning
with the explanatory reports (Erläuterungsberichte)[125] and the
cost estimates (Kostenanschläge or Kostenvoranschläge)[126] of the
camp and of the "turnover" (Übergabeverhandlung) of these
installations[127], the Birkenau crematoria were normally referred to
as II, III, IV and V; in a few documents, the designation I, II, III and IV
appears. But Venezia never mentions this double numbering system,
which was obviously unknown to him. If he had really been employed
in the Sonderkommando, he would have known the correct number of
the crematorium in which he worked. The fact that he alternates
between one number and the other indiscriminately shows that his
account is based on what he has read, instead of on personal
experience.
Of what was the gas chamber constructed? Surprisingly, in the book
Venezia does not describe it at all: he indicates neither the
dimensions, nor its location within the building, how it was accessed,
how it was rigged out on the inside, whether it was divided into two
areas (as stated by H. Tauber) or whether it consisted of one single
room (as declared by M. Nyiszli).

Here he has also wasted an excellent opportunity to provide a
deﬁnitive clariﬁcation, with the authority of his eyewitness testimony,
of one of the most important and controversial points of the supposed
extermination process in Crematoria II and III: the structure of the
supposed devices for the introduction of Zyklon B into the gas
chamber. Were they simple hollow “square sheet-metal columns” with
holes in each of the four surfaces, as claimed by M. Nyiszli?[128] Did
they have "a spiral" inside to distribute the Zyklon B uniformly, as
stated by F. Müller?[129] Or perhaps they were not of sheet metal,
but of metallic mesh, with a square section of 70 cm on each side, as
testiﬁed by M. Kula (the self-proclaimed builder of the devices)[130],
or 35 cm, as aﬀirmed by J. Sackar[131], or 25 cm, as declared by K.
Schultze?[132] And if they were of metallic mesh inside, did they
have a short "Zyklon B diﬀusion and recovery cone" which was
inserted into the higher part of the device, as asserted by Kula, or a
"little basket" which was pulled upwards "with the help of an iron
wire", as we are informed by H. Tauber?[133] Or, as S. Chasan
informs us, did they consist of perforated round metallic tubing,
which did not, however, reach the ﬂoor, but had a free empty space at
the bottom to recover the Zyklon B granules?[134] Or, as maintained
by J. Weiss, "There were three columns for the Ventilators, through
which the gas was poured in"?[135] Or, according to J. Erber's
description, the devices all had the following characteristic in
common: they were iron pipes (Eisenröhre) but, at the same time,
"they were surrounded by a steel network" and had a "sheet metal
container" (Blechbehälter) inside, which they could pull up and down
by means of a cord?[136]
With regards to all this, Venezia tells us absolutely nothing: from his
eyewitness testimony; we learn neither how the supposed Zyklon B
introduction devices were designed, how many of them there were,
how they were employed, or even if they really existed! And judging
from the fact that, according to him, the Zyklon B was simply "thrown
on the ﬂoor" inside the gas chamber—as we shall see below—he
knows nothing whatever about such devices.
To obtain a meager description of the supposed gas chamber, we
must return to his testimony of 1995: "This was a large room, on the
ceiling there was a fake shower head every meter"[137], or to his
testimony in January 2001, which is no less terse:
"The people were convinced that they were going to take a
shower and therefore there was a large room with so many
fake shower heads"[138]\.
These statements require clariﬁcation.
The turnover document (Übergabeverhandlung) for Crematorium III
to the camp administration, dated 24 June 1943, assigns "14
Brausen" (shower heads) to Leichenkeller1, the supposed homicidal
gas chamber[139]. These shower heads, starting with Pressac, are
usually considered "fake". The reality is quite diﬀerent. They were
the implementation of a well-documented previously existing plan.

On 16 May 1943, Bischoﬀ sent Hans Kammler, Amtsgruppenschef C
of the SS-WVHA, a "Report on measures taken to implement the
special program ordered within the KGL [prisoner of war camp]
Auschwitz by SS-Brigadeführer and Generalmajor der Waﬀen-SS
Kammler, Doctor of Engineering" (Bericht über die getroﬀenen
Massnahmen für die Durchführung des durch SS-Brigadeführer und
Generalmajor der Waﬀen-SS Dr. Ing. Kammler angeordneten
Sonderprogrammes im KGL. Auschwitz) in which, at Item 6, we read:
"Disinfestation plant. An Organization Todt disinfestation
plant for the disinfestation of prisoners' clothing is
anticipated in each of the individual parts of the BAII
camp[140]. To ensure the thorough physical disinfestation
of the prisoners, storage heaters and boilers should be
mounted in the two existing prisoners' bathrooms in the
BAI so that hot water will be available for the existing
shower room. Heating coils are moreover to be mounted
inside the waste incinerator of Crematorium III to obtain
the [hot] water needed for a shower installation to be built
in the cellar of Crematorium III. With regards to execution
of construction for this plant, we have negotiated this with
the ﬁrm Topf and Sons of Erfurt"\.
["Entwesungsanlage. Zur Entwesung der Häftlingskleider
ist jeweils in den einzelnen Teillagern des BAII eine OTEntwesungsanlage vorgesehen. Um eine einwandfreie
Körperentlausung für die Häftlinge durchführen zu können,
werden in den beiden bestehenden Häftlingsbädern im BAI
Heizkessel und Boiler eingebaut, damit für die bestehende
Brauseanlage warmes Wasser zur Verfügung steht. Weiters
ist geplant, im Krematorium III in dem
Müllverbrennungsofen Heizschlangen einzubauen, um
durch diese das Wasser für eine im Keller des
Krematoriums III zu errichtende Brauseanlage zu
gewinnen. Bezüglich Durchführung der Konstruktion für
diese Anlage wurde mit der Firma Topf & Söhne, Erfurt,
verhandelt"][141]\.
The showers, therefore, were real[142].
In the book, Venezia limits himself to saying:
"After having undressed, the women entered into the gas
chamber, waited, thinking that they were in a shower room,
with the faucets up high [?]"[143]\.
In addition to the supposed fake shower heads, Venezia had
previously mentioned only the door of the supposed gas chamber:
"Then they closed the door, which was made like that of a
refrigerator, with a little porthole to be able to see inside"
[144]\.
"Finally, they closed the door, similar to that in the refrigerator in

butcher shops, a double door with a peephole in the middle to see
inside"[145].
In the book, Venezia only added that the door "to the inside was
protected by a few iron bars to keep the victims from breaking the
glass"[146]—a detail which is however taken from a drawing by D.
Olère, to which I will return shortly—which shows precisely the open
door to the gas chamber with the spy-hole protected on the inside by
a square grill[147]. The drawing, in turn, is freely inspired by the gastight door with spy-hole equipped on the inside with a hemispheric
protection grid, which was found in the Bauhof (construction
materials warehouse) of Auschwitz in 1945, as appears in the
photographs reproduced by Pressac[148]. Without going into further
detail, I will restrict myself to noting that the door of Leichenkeller1
(supposed gas chamber) of Crematorium III was built without a
protection grid.
Bischoﬀ's letter to the DAW (Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke) oﬀices
dated 31 March 1943 makes reference to an order dated 6 March
concerning "a gas-tight door" (Gastür)[149] 100/192 for
Leichenkeller1 of Crematorium III, BW 30a",which had to be "built
exactly according to the type and dimensions of the cellar door
(Kellertür) of Crematorium II in front, with a spy-hole sealed with
double 8 mm glass with rubber seal and mounting (mit Guckloch aus
doppelten 8 - mm - Glas mit Gummidichtung und Beschlag)"[150].
With regards to the door of Crematorium II, in his deposition dated
24 May 1945, before examining magistrate J. Sehn, H. Tauber, who
had seen this door in the Bauhof[151], declared that the door of the
supposed gas chamber had a little window "protected on the inside
by a metallic grill in the form of a half-moon", but because the latter
was regularly damaged by the victims, "the spyhole was hidden by a
board or a metal sheet"[152].
Venezia dwells, instead, on the description of the gassing process and
the appearance of the victims. In this regard he states:
"At last the German arrived with the gas. He took two
prisoners from the Sonderkommando to raise the trapdoor
from the outside, above the gas chamber, and introduced
the Zyklon B. The cover, of cement, was very heavy. The
German would never have taken the trouble to lift it all by
himself; we did it together. Sometimes me, sometimes
others"[153]\.
This statement is in radical contradiction with all the more widely
believed statements. For example, the witness F. Müller states that
the Zyklon B was poured by two SS "disinfectors"[154]. Still more
clearly, the witness M. Nyiszli, whom Venezia mentions in the books
as "Hungarian Jewish physician and assistant to Mengele"[155],
states:
"In this precise moment, we heard the noise of an
automobile. It is a luxury car, bearing the insignia of the
Red Cross International. Two SS oﬀicers get out of the car

and an S.D.G. Sanitätsdienstgefreiter (non-commissioned
oﬀicer from the Health Service)[156]. The noncommissioned oﬀicer is carrying four green tin cans. He
walks across the lawn where, every thirty meters[157],
small concrete pots protrude from the ground. After putting
on a gas mask, he raises the lid of the chimney pot, which is
also of concrete. He opens a can and pours the contents, a
purplish, granular material, into the mouth of the chimney"
[158]\.
And here is the related testimony of H. Tauber:
"[SS-Rottenführer] Scheimetz opened the tin with the help
of a special punch and a hammer, then poured the contents
into the gas chamber and closed the opening [of the small
chimneys] with a concrete lid. As I have already said, there
were four of these small chimneys. In each of them,
Scheimetz poured the contents of a smaller tin of Zyklon.
They were containers with a yellow label. Before opening
them, Scheimetz put on a gas mask. He had the mask on
when he opened the tins with the Zyklon and poured the
content into the small chimneys of the gas chamber.
Besides Scheimetz, other SS carried out this task, but I
have forgotten their names"[159]\.
This is in later contradiction to the following statement by Venezia:
"Some people say that the SS wore gas masks, but I never
saw Germans wearing them, neither to pour the gas nor to
open the door"[160]\.
Incredibly, Venezia is unaware of the story of the small exterior
chimneys for the introduction of Zyklon B into the gas chamber, since
he speaks of a simple "trapdoor", obviously installed on the roof of
the area, which had a concrete cover. This detail originates from the
deposition of H. Tauber[161]. And, mentioning "the trapdoor", he
reveals that he does not even know that the supposed openings for
the Zyklon B in Leichenkeller1 of Crematoria II and III should have
been four in number.
The ﬁlling of the gas chamber by the SS, described by Venezia,
contains an obvious contradiction in terms:
"The men were instead sent into the gas chamber at the
end, when the room was already full. The Germans made
about thirty strong men enter last, in such a way that,
pressed by blows, driven like animals, they had no choice
but to push the others ahead to enter and escape the
blows"[162]\.
But "strong men" were not sent to the gas chamber but rather, to
work.
And here is the description of the bodies in the gas chamber:

"There we found them grasping each other, each one in
desperate search of a bit of air. The gas, thrown on the
ﬂoor, developed acids [sic] from the bottom; everyone
attempted to reach the air, even if they had to climb on top
of each other, until the others died too"[163]\.
This scene is taken, very unwisely, from the testimony of M. Nyiszli.
Nyiszli in fact wrote:
"The bodies were not lying here and there throughout the
room, but piled in a mass to the ceiling. The reason for this
was that the gas ﬁrst infused the lower layers of air and
rose but slowly towards the ceiling. This forced the victims
to trample one another in a frantic eﬀort to escape the gas.
Yet a few feet higher up the gas reached them."[164]\.
The witness had built this ﬁctitious scene on the supposition that the
gas employed for homicidal purposes was not hydrocyanic acid (the
active ingredient of Zyklon B), but "chlorine in a granulated
form"[165], and it is known that chlorine has a greater density than
air[166], so that if this gas had been introduced into the chamber, it
would have ﬁrst ﬁlled the lower layers of air and would have climbed
slowly upwards. But as the historian Georges Wellers has noted[167],
"Hydrocyanic acid vapor is lighter than air, and therefore
rises in air"[168],
Precisely the contrary of that asserted by M. Nyiszli. The scene
described by him and borrowed by Venezia is therefore completely
invented.
In this non-description of the gas chamber, the most incredible
aspect, as I have noted above, is the absence of any reference to the
presumed devices of metallic mesh for the introduction of Zyklon B.
For years now, revisionist researchers have shown that these
presumed devices are a simple literary expedient without any
documentary or material basis[169]. Venezia, instead of contradicting
them, at least on the level of eyewitness testimony, on this
fundamental point of the story of the homicidal gassings in
Crematoria II and III of Birkenau, does not even touch on the
question!
Venezia says practically nothing about the ventilation system of
Leichenkeller1. All we are able to glean from his testimony is that,
after the ventilation was started, "for about twenty minutes we heard
an intense buzzing, like a machine which was sucking the air"[170]
and that "the ventilator continued to purify the air"[171](emphasis
added).
But the ventilation installation of Leichenkeller1 consisted of two
ventilators: an intake, which blew the air in (Belüftung), and an
outlet, which sucked the air out (Entlüftung).
The most surprising thing is nevertheless the fact that, while the

supposed gas chamber of Crematorium III, for access, required
approximately twenty minutes of mechanical ventilation, while that of
"Bunker 2", which was not equipped with any ventilation installation
at all, could be entered immediately after the doors were opened:
"Ten minutes afterwards a door was opened opposite the
entrance. The chief called me to drag the bodies out"[172]\.
Still more incredibly, Venezia never mentions gas masks, without
which the prisoners in the "Sonderkommando" would have been
gassed in turn: certainly, in "Bunker 2", very probably in
Crematorium III. F. Müller has written in this regard:
"While the dead were carried out of the gas chamber, the
carriers of bodies had to wear gas masks, because the
ventilators could not completely exhaust the gas. Above all,
among the dead there were always residues of the toxic gas
which were released during the clearing of the gas
chamber"[173]\.
One last observation. Venezia states:
"The undressing lasted an hour, an hour and a half, often
two hours, it depended on the persons: the older they were,
the more time it took and the ﬁrst ones to enter the gas
chamber could remain there waiting for more than an
hour"[174]\.
And here is L. Cohen's related declaration:
"[Question] How long did they remain in the undressing
room?
[Cohen] About 20 minutes, sometimes half an hour"[175]\.

11) The transport of the bodies to the
ovens of Crematorium III
Venezia describes the transfer of the bodies to the ovens as follows:
"In the end, the easiest thing was to take a cane and drag
the body with the crook of the cane hooked around the
neck. You see it in a drawing by David Olère. With all the
old persons doomed to die, there was certainly no shortage
of canes"[176]\.
The drawing in question is reproduced on the following page of the
book. It shows the entrance to the supposed gas chamber, with the
door open (equipped with a peephole protected by a square grill, of
which I have spoken); one inmate is at work at the entrance, another
is dragging the body of a woman by its left hand, and the body of
child by its left hand, towards the ovens. In the left-hand part of the
drawing we see the edge of the last 3-muﬄe oven. In this drawing it

is obvious that the instrument with which the above-mentioned
prisoner is dragging the woman cannot be a walking cane, because
the instrument in the prisoner's hand possess a crook-like curve,
which, by contrast, according to Venezia, should have been hooked
around the woman’s neck. The instrument is more probably a belt
pulled around the woman’s neck. The belt is in fact mentioned, in
various variants by other witnesses. M. Nyiszli, for example, has
written:
"Again straps were ﬁxed to the wrists of the dead, and they
were dragged onto specially constructed chutes which
unloaded them in front of the furnaces"[177]\.
The scene described is clearly false, because it shows the supposed
gas chamber on the ground ﬂoor, in direct communication with the
oven rooms. The area is well-known to have been located in the cellar
(Kellergeschoss) of the crematorium, and Venezia himself speaks of
the freight elevator used to transport the bodies from the supposed
gas chamber to the oven rooms[178].
Nevertheless, incredibly, neither Venezia, nor M. Pezzetti ever noted
this grotesque architectural error.
Again, with reference to the transfer of bodies, Venezia adds:
"In the drawing by David Olère, we see a corridor of water
before the ovens which were used to transport the bodies
more easily between the freight elevator and the ovens. We
threw water into that rivulet and the bodies slid without too
much eﬀort"[179]\.
This "corridor of water" recalls the "wet slide" mentioned by M.
Nyiszli. The drawing in question appears on the following page of the
book[180]. For the moment, I will examine only the right-hand part of
the drawing. I will discuss the left-hand part of the drawing, which
shows the muﬄe-loading technique, later. To the right, therefore, we
see the aperture of the freight elevator with an open double door.
A brief digression is necessary here. Venezia writes that "the freight
elevators did not have any doors; a wall blocked one side and above
the bodies were loaded from the other side"[181]. This description is
not only in conﬂict with Olère’s drawing, but, even more seriously,
with the design of the freight elevator installed in Crematorium III.
This is design 5037 drawn by the Gustav Linse Spezialfabrik f.[ür]
Aufzüge (manufacturer of special freight elevators) of Erfurt on 25
January 1943, bearing the heading "Lasten-Aufzug bis 750 kg
Tragkraft für Zentralbauleitung der Waﬀen SS, Auschwitz/O.S."
(freight elevator up to 750 kg capacity for the Zentralbauleitung der
Waﬀen SS, Auschwitz Upper Silesia)[182]. This drawing shows that
the freight elevator had a double door on both sides. One opened
towards the oven room, the other towards the area designated
"Waschraum und Aufbahrungsraum" of which I have already spoken.
Let us return to Olère’s drawing. Starting with the freight elevator,

along the walls of the oven room with the windows, on the pavement,
there ran a wet slide approximately a meter and half wide[183]. On
top of this there are no bodies; a pile of bodies does appear instead
between the slide and the ovens. In reality, this slide existed in
Crematorium II. In the oven room, in front of each muﬄe, in the
pavement, three pairs of rails were originally installed, linked to two
oven-loading rails (Gleis zur Beschickung der Öfen), arranged
perpendicularly to the ﬁrst, right up to the freight elevator ( Aufzug).
Along the rails, there ran the corpse-insertion cart, which was called
"Sarg-Einführungs-Vorrichtung", a device for the introduction of the
coﬀin. In March 1943, it was decided to replace this device with more
practical "body stretchers" (Leichentragen)[184]. The ruins of the
oven room at Crematorium II still exhibit the rails located in front of
the muﬄes; the loading rails which travelled to the freight elevator
were, by contrast, torn up and the various grooves in which they
were lodged mark out precisely a strip of concrete which appears to
be a slide. In Crematorium III, it was decided, starting at the end of
September 1942, to replace the body-loading cart with
stretchers[185]; therefore no rails were installed in the oven room
and there was no "slide" in front of the freight elevator.
Venezia’s narrative is also inspired by other drawings by Olère.
The tale of the victims who, unable to walk, were carried to the
crematoria by truck and were thrown down by overturning the large
dump truck "like sand, to be unloaded and they fell one on top of
each other"[186], is a simple comment on the related drawing by
Olère, presented as "women selected in the camp, unloaded in front
of Crematorium III"[187].
The absurd story which, according to him, had been reported by
several men from the "Sonderkommando", according to which "in
Crematorium V, the trucks unloaded the victims directly, while they
were still alive, in the pits, which were burning under the open
sky"[188], similarly originates from two of Olère’s drawings, not
published in Venezia’s book. These bear the following caption: "SS
throwing live children in a burning pit (Bunker 2/V)". The two
drawings (the ﬁrst and the draft of the second) show the rear part of
a truck on the edge of a burning ‘cremation pit’; the large hopper, full
of children, is tilting towards the pit and from the hopper an SS man,
also on the edge of the pit, is grabbing the children and throwing
them in; another soldier, also on the edge of the pit, salutes with a
stiﬀ arm. In reality, the two soldiers, because of the heat radiated by
the bonﬁre, would have been burnt alive, while the gas tank of the
truck would have exploded in a few minutes.
Venezia is referring to two Germans who were at the door of the gas
chamber[189]: why precisely two? Because the related drawing by D.
Olère shows—you guessed it—two Germans[190].
The portrait of SS-Unterscharführer Johann Gorges[191] executed by
D. Olère[192], suggests the following description to Venezia:
"Tall, with a broad face, but I can't remember his name. He

resembled one of the SS drawn by David Olère"[193]\.
The idea is taken from F. Müller, who describes "Gorges" physically,
claiming that among other things he was tall (one meter eighty
centimeters)[194].
The anecdote of the child found alive in the gas chamber, set forth by
Venezia with a wealth of details, parties an example of the
hyperdramatic fabrications characteristic of this type of literature,
like that of the relatives whom one meets in the gas chamber[195].
For example, M. Nyiszli dedicates an entire chapter to this anecdote:
in this tale, the victim in question is a girl[196]. Venezia refers,
instead, to ﬁnding a girl two months old, alive, in the gas
chamber[197].

12) Crematory furnaces and cremation
Venezia provides no description of the oven room or the crematory
ovens: he does not even say how many there were, much less how
they were designed or how they worked.
The only thing he tells us in this regard is the loading of a muﬄe of
an oven:
"In front of each muﬄe, three men were busy putting the
bodies into the oven. The bodies were arranged on a sort of
stretcher, one for the head and one for the feet. Two men,
on both sides of the stretcher, raised it with the help of a
long piece of wood inserted from beneath. The third man, in
front of the oven, pushed the handles and pushed the
stretcher into the oven. He had to make the bodies slide
inside, and then pull the stretcher away before the iron got
too hot. The men from the Sonderkommando had gotten
into the habit of pouring water on the stretcher before
arranging the bodies on it, to keep them from sticking to
the red-hot iron; otherwise the work would have become
even more diﬀicult: they had to detach the bodies with a
fork and pieces of ﬂesh remained stuck to the stretcher"
[198]\.
This narrative is the result of an incautious fusion of the drawing by
D. Olère which appears on the following page of his book, with an
echo of the related tale by H. Tauber. The design is that which I have
already examined in detail in relation with the supposed “wet slide”,
which was located in the right-hand part of the drawing[199]. To the
left, there appears precisely the scene of the three prisoners
introducing the bodies into the central muﬄe of an oven with the
Leichentrage. This scene can not correspond to reality.
First of all, the dimensions of the aperture of the muﬄe, and
consequently of the ovens, are absolutely nonsensical. The apex of
the vault of the door of the muﬄe by far exceeds the heads of the
three prisoners, while in reality it was located only 132 centimeters

from the ﬂoor[200]. If D. Olère had depicted the muﬄe with its real
dimensions, he would not have been able to depict the scene of the
simultaneous loading of three bodies. On the other hand, such a
method of loading would also have impeded the combustion process:
the bodies would have obstructed the apertures between the muﬄes
through which the gases originating from the gas producers ﬂowed
from the side muﬄes into the central muﬄe, as well as the apertures
in the grid of this same muﬄe, through which the burnt gases
entered the underlying smoke conduit.
Secondly, the drawing shows ﬂames and smoke issuing from the open
muﬄe, which is impossible, because smoke and ﬂames were
immediately sucked away by the draft of the chimney, into the central
muﬄe, all the more intensely since the apertures in the discharge
conduit of the 3-muﬄe oven linked to the chimney were located
precisely inside the central muﬄe, in the cinerary below. The door of
the central muﬄe opened to the right: as a result, the prisoner shown
to the right, raising the stretcher, would have been standing in front
of the inner side of the door, which had a working temperature of
800°C. This prisoner, who, like his two companions, appears with a
naked torso, would have suﬀered fatal burns from the heat of the
cast-iron door.
Moreover, the loading technique described in the drawing is also
erroneous. The 3-muﬄe oven was equipped with two rollers
(Laufrollen), attached to a tip-up frame pivoting on a round
attachment iron (Befestigungs-Eisen) welded to the anchor bars of
the oven underneath the doors of the muﬄe. These rollers served
initially for the sliding into the muﬄe of the loading beam of the
body-introduction cart, later for the sliding of the Leichentrage,
whose lateral tubes, as long as the rollers, were supported precisely
on top of the rollers, to permit the stretcher to slide inside the muﬄe.
This is precisely what Tauber reports, who however adds that the
operation was performed by six prisoners, not by three. The
technique described in the drawing by Olère would have required at
any rate at least four prisoners, since the prisoner assigned to the
stretcher would not have been able, all by himself, to "cause the
bodies to slide in" onto the refractory grid of the muﬄe. This as
Tauber says, was the task of another prisoner, who had to hold the
bodies in place with a scraper while the stretcher was being
extracted from the muﬄe[201].
The rollers permitted the two prisoners raising the stretcher with an
iron bar (not with "a piece of wood", as Venezia carelessly assumes
from the drawing by D. Olère) to remain at a safe distance from the
open door of the muﬄe, preventing them from burning themselves.
The most surprising thing is that D. Olère, in the ﬁfth 3-muﬄe
crematory oven, has correctly drawn both the attachment bar, and
the rollers!
Venezia, ﬁnally, freely inspired by Tauber's account, has forgotten to
state that the water poured onto the stretcher had to be soapred:

"They melted soap in the water, so that the bodies slid better on the
stretcher"[202].
Let's go on to the essential question of the cremation capacity of the
ovens.
In his ﬁrst statement, Venezia aﬀirmed in this regard:
"After these operations the bodies were thrown on freight
elevators, which carried them to the ground ﬂoor where the
crematory ovens were. There other prisoners inserted them
into the ovens, two or three at a time. After 20 minutes,
only ashes and pieces of the largest bones remained"[203]\.
This information - 3 bodies in 15 muﬄes in 20 minutes for 24 hours—
is taken from the testimony of M. Nyiszli:
"There they were laid out in threes on a kind of pushcart
made of sheet metal. [..] The bodies were cremated in
twenty minutes"[204]\.
This corresponds to a theoretical maximum crematory capacity of (3
x 15 x 24 x 60 ÷ 20 =) 3,240 bodies in 24 hours.
In open contradiction to the above, in the interview published by " Il
Giornale" and by "Gente", Shlomo Venezia declared:
"[Question] How many hours a day did the ovens function?
[Venezia] 24 hours a day. We worked shifts from 8 in the
morning to 10 at night, or from 10 at night to 8 in the
morning. We cremated 550-600 Jews a day"[205]\.
Therefore, the maximum crematory capacity of the ovens of
Crematorium III was 600 bodies per 24 hours; the diﬀerence between
600 and 3,240 is not trivial. Venezia also claims that
"The gas chamber had a capacity of approximately 1,400
persons, but the Nazis succeeded in cramming in 1,700"
[206]\.
So that to cremate one load of gassing victims took (1,700 ÷ 600 =)
almost 3 days (in reality almost 6 days), and he has also clearly
stated:
"On average, the entire process of elimination of a convoy
lasted 72 hours. Killing them was quick, but burning the
bodies took longer: there was not a minute to rest"[207]\.
He has thus conﬁrmed the maximum cremation capacity of 600
bodies in 24 hours. But in his book, Venezia writes:
"Crematoria IV and V were smaller than Crematoria II and
III; the ovens didn't work as well and had less capacity. The
pits permitted us to accelerate the pace of the work:

burning seven hundred bodies in such small ovens was a
long operation, all the more so because the ovens did not
function correctly. Where we were, by contrast, we could
cremate up to one thousand eight hundred persons"[208]\.
The crematory capacity of a typical II/III crematorium adopted by the
witness, therefore, before rises from 3,240 to 550-600 and then falls
to 1,800 bodies in 24 hours, without any explanation.
At this point, it is interesting to read the testimony of Venezia's fellow
unfortunates. His cousin Y. Gabai claimed that they loaded four
bodies in every muﬄe (vier Leichen), which burned completely in half
an hour, so that the capacity of Crematorium III was (4 x 15 x 24 x 60
÷ 30 =) 2,880 bodies in 24 hours[209].
J. Sackar stated:
"In the oven, the ﬁre [sic] was so hot that the bodies burned
immediately [sofort] and we could introduce other bodies
continually"\.
This fantastic immediate cremation meant that, in all the crematoria
at Birkenau, it was possible to cremate "almost 20,000 men [sic] a
day"![210]
The capacity pertaining to Crematorium III, considering that the total
number of muﬄes was 46, 15 of which were located in this
crematorium, amounted to ([20.000 ÷ 46] x 15) approximately 6,500
bodies in 24 hours.
S. Chasan aﬀirms on the other hand that in every muﬄe they loaded
"between two and ﬁve bodies", and that the cremation lasted half an
hour, so that "every half hour we could cremate from 50 to 75
bodies", or, rather, at a maximum, precisely (75 ÷ 15 =) 5 bodies per
muﬄe. This means 150 bodies in one hour and 3,600 in 24 hours.
Let's summarize the statements of the witnesses on this crucial
aspect of the supposed extermination process in the following table:
Witness

Crematory capacity

Venezia 1 3,240
Venezia 2 550-600
Venezia 3 1,800
Gabai

2,880

Sackar

6,500

Chasan

3,600

There is no need to recall that the witnesses were referring to the
same installations over the same period.

Nevertheless, over the course of the interrogations to which they
were subjected by the Soviet counterespionage service, the Topf
engineers Kurt Prüfer and Karl Schultze, who had designed the
3-muﬄe oven and the blower, respectively, both declared that the
cremation of one single body in one muﬄe required one hour[211]
and that this was precisely the eﬀective capacity shown by other
equivalent technical sources[212]. Therefore, the maximum
theoretical crematory capacity of the model II/III crematorium was
(15 x 24 =) 360 bodies in 24 hours. I say "theoretical", because the
crematory ovens could not function continually 24 hours a day, as I
will soon explain.
In his interview published in Gente, the question "How many hours a
day did the ovens operate?" is formulated as follows: "Were the ovens
always alight?" The answer is the same: "Twenty four hours a
day"[213]. This is another thermo-technical absurdity, because the
ovens at Birkenau, being fuelled with coke, had to be shut down daily
to clean the grids of the gas producers. This was explicitly prescribed
by the service manuals of 2- and 3-muﬄe ovens from Topf, the
manufacturer:
"Every evening, it will be necessary to clean the slag oﬀ the
grids of the gas producers and extract the ashes". ["Jeden
Abend müssen die Generatorroste von den Koksschlacken
befreit und die Asche herausgenommen werden"][214]\.
But this was also declared by Prof. Roman Dawidowski, prosecution
expert at the Höss trial, and accepted by the examining magistrate J.
Sehn, who wrote that the crematory ovens of Auschwitz-Birkenau
required every day "an interval of three hours to clean the gas
producers of slag"[215].
I should add that the estimate of the coke consumption of the
Birkenau crematoria drawn up by a civilian employee of the
Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung on 17 March 1943 presupposed that the
ovens would function 12 hours a day[216].
Venezia further aﬀirms that the ashes of the bodies
"...were taken to an area of ﬂat cement behind the
crematorium, where the bones were crushed by the
prisoners with devices similar to those used to beat
sampietrini [Roman-style cobble stones]"[217]\.
This story is taken from the testimony of F. Müller, who has written:
"To be able to eliminate rapidly and without being too
obvious, the ashes originating from the crematoria and pits,
Moll had paved, near the crematorium, beside the pits, a
surface area of approximately 60 x 16 meters, on which the
ashes of the pits were then ﬁnely pulverized by means of
mallets"[218]\.
Nevertheless, for F. Müller, the supposed "area of ﬂat concrete" was

located exclusively "in the courtyard inside Crematorium V"[219],
while Venezia places it in the courtyard of Crematorium III. In reality,
such an "area of ﬂat concrete" never existed, either in the courtyard
of Crematorium V or in that of Crematorium III: of the latter there
does not exist any trace in the American aerial photographs of
Birkenau of 1944, in particular, in those, very clear, taken on 31 May
1944[220], nor are there any architectural remains in situ.
In the book, Venezia abandoned the story of the "area of ﬂat
concrete", writing vaguely:
"The bones were crushed before being mixed with the
ashes. The operation occurred in the courtyard of the
Crematorium, behind the building. In Crematorium III, the
place for grinding the ashes was located in the angle, near
the hospital and the gypsy camp. The ashes were crushed
and passed through a sieve like those used by bricklayers,
several times, were then transported on a small
wheelbarrow"[221]\.
But the reference to the wheelbarrow is also taken from Müller's
testimony[222] .

13) The ﬂaming chimneys
In his ﬁrst interview, Venezia recounted the hackneyed story of the
ﬂaming chimneys:
"From the window one could see ﬂames, it was a horrible
thing, the ﬂames issued from a chimney… […]\.
We still didn't know anything, we had seen the ﬂames and
they had told us that there were crematoria…"[223]\.
As I have repeatedly noted, the story of the ﬂaming chimneys is a
technical absurdity[224]. The witness probably had an inkling of this,
because he did not thereafter repeat it. In the interview publish in "Il
Giornale", he declared: "Upon arrival however, I immediately noticed
the smoke issuing from the chimneys"[225].
Venezia did not mention this fanciful story even in his book, but here
appears a drawing by Olère which represents "the Crematorium II in
operation" with the ﬂaming chimney![226].
In compensation, Venezia recounts another story which regards the
chimney of Crematorium III:
"The work was never supposed to stop; we worked in two
shifts, one day and one night shift. An endless chain,
without interruption. Only once we were compelled to
suspend the work for two days due to a problem at the
smoke stack. A few bricks had melted due to the excessive
heat and had obstructed the ﬂue. For the Germans, to lose
two working days was a tragedy. A young Polish Jew,

covered by sacks to protect himself from the soot and heat,
opened the base of the chimney laterally and extracted the
glistening bricks, incrusted with human fat which had
caused the problem"[227]\.
The anecdote is loosely inspired by an event (partly fantastic)
described by Müller, which however dates back to 1942:
"The ﬂames were already vigorously fanned and the heat
had already reached such an intensity that the refractory
bricks of the chimney dissolved and the oven caught ﬁre,
while bricks fell into the duct which united the oven to the
chimney"[228]\.
Venezia's account is unreal as well as rather disingenuous. First of
all, the chimney did not have "a ﬂue", but "ﬂues": three of them. In
the second place, each ﬂue was 80 x 120 cm in vertical section, and
each one entered a smoke conduit of identical dimensions. For this
reason, "a few bricks" would not have obstructed anything. In the
third place, when damage occurred, the camp administration turned
to the Topf company if the damage involved the ovens, and the
Koehler company if the damage involved the smoke conduits and
chimney, which were built by Koehler. For example, on 9 May 1944,
the Bauleiter of KL II (Birkenau) requested the camp command for
"permission" to access Crematoria I-IV" (Genehmigung zum Betreten
der Krematorien I-IV) for the Koehler company, because it was
assigned with "urgent repair work in the crematoria" (mit dringenden
Instandesetzungsarbeiten bei Krematorien beauftragt ist)[229].
But if a prisoner had to enter the chimney, he would not have opened
"the base of the chimney laterally [?]", but rather the cleaning door
(Reinigungstür) located at the base of the chimney, about which
Venezia evidently knew nothing.
Finally, in the crematory ovens, which functioned at a working
temperature of 800°C, the fat from the bodies burned completely
inside the muﬄes, so that no bricks "encrusted with human fat" could
have been found inside the chimney".
Venezia also speaks of a "chimney room", which he describes as
follows:
"Thus from time to time, when I could take a break and let
the others continue for a little while without me, I went up
into that little square room and played the harmonica to
relax or simply to lean on the window sill to get some air.
That little room, with a window and the large chimney
conduit in the center, of bricks, square, was my refuge"
[230]\.
But the "chimney room" was the "Müllverbrennungsraum", the room
housing the trash incinerator (Müllverbrennungsofen) and the big
chimney, which was not square, by the way, but rectangular (it
measured approximately 4 x 2.5 m); it was obviously not a "little

room", because it measured 10 x 8 m, in addition to which it had 4
windows and 2 small windows. On the other side of the chimney,
towards the oven room, separated by a wall, were three small square
rooms. The central room, in Crematorium II, was originally intended
to house one of the three counterﬂow induced-draft installations
(Saugzuganlagen), which were not installed in Crematorium III; the
two side rooms, each one with a window, was referred to as the
"Motorraum" (motor room). Only the room in the middle had "in the
centre, the large conduit from the brick chimney", but this was
invisible, on the other side of the room, in the
"Müllverbrennungsraum", in addition to which it did not have any
window. Moreover these three rooms were located on the level of the
oven room, so that one could not "go up" into any of these. In short,
the room described by Venezia did not exist.

14) The revolt of the "Sonderkommando"
Venezia dedicates an entire chapter to this matter, which begins as
follows:
"The idea of the revolt was born before my arrival at
Birkenau and had survived the several selections thanks to
a few Kapos who, like Lemke or Kaminski, had been in the
camp for a long time and had taken charge of organizing
it"[231]\.
In the interview published by "Il Giornale", Venezia had explicitly
stated that "on average every three months the Sonderkommando
[sic] were killed in turn"[232]. This story originates from M. Nyiszli,
who had declared more expansively:
"The Sonderkommando’s future was tightly circumscribed
by time. Four years’ painful experience had shown that its
life span was four months. At the end of that period a
company of SS appeared. The entire kommando was herded
into the crematorium’s rear courtyard. A machinegun blast.
Half an hour later a new Sonderkommando squad arrived"
[233]\.
I would like to comment with the words of Holocaust historian C.
Saletti:
"The memorial texts and works of criticism on Auschwitz
claimed that the average duration of the life of the
prisoners in the Sonderkommando was no more than four
months, and that once they exceed this period, they were
regularly eliminated. Neither of these claims corresponds
to the truth"[234]\.
The story of the regular elimination of the prisoners of the
"Sonderkommando" is also in conﬂict with what Venezia states as
regards their surveillance:

"In general, there were two SS for every crematorium; one
during the day and the other at night"[235]\.
The real number is hardly any higher: 22 guards in four crematoria,
10 in the day and 12 at night. These guards had to keep an eye on
870 prisoners from the so-called "Sonderkommando". In
Crematorium III, 5 guards (2 in the day and 3 at night) had to watch
220 prisoners[236]: not very many if the prisoners knew they were
absolutely certain to die!
As to the rest, Venezia is extremely evasive. He does not mention the
oﬀicial date of the supposed[237] revolt (7 October 1944), but speaks
generically of the beginning of October[238]; he does not mention the
supposed preliminary selection and gassing at the end of September
1944 of 200 prisoners of the "Sonderkommando" of Crematoria IV
and V, which is supposed to have triggered the revolt a few days
afterwards[239]; he does mention the number of supposed casualties:
451; he does not mention the number of survivors: 212, most of them
prisoners from Crematoria III and V; he does not mention the
supposed selection on 26 November 1944, over the course of which
another 100 prisoners are supposed to have been killed. He asserts
that "the day afterwards", i.e., 18 October, "the Germans ordered that
thirty persons be selected to continue work on Crematorium II and I
decided to form part of the group"[240], while, by contrast, according
to the oﬀicial version, the 30 prisoners were selected on 26
November to work on Crematorium V. He adds:
"When the dismantling operations reached the roof of the
Crematorium, the members of the Sonderkommando went
back to sleep in the men's camp, in the isolated barracks
where we had passed the ﬁrst nights with the
Sonderkommando. There were less than seventy of
us"[241]\.
Here, Venezia has obviously misunderstood the oﬀicial version,
according to which, on 26 November 1944, 70 prisoners were
assigned to the Abbruchkommando (demolition commando),
therefore, in the end, there remained "approximately 100 prisoners
from the Sonderkommando"[242], not "less than seventy".

15) Salvation
Venezia, like his self-proclaimed former colleagues, claims to have
escaped certain death by accident or as the result of a miracle,
because all the prisoners in the "Sonderkommando" were to be killed.
He had, as he writes, been aware of this from the beginning:
"I always knew from him that those who formed part of the
Sonderkommando were 'selected' and 'transferred'
someplace else, but I didn't understand that the words
'selection' and 'transfer' were euphemisms which, in reality,
meant 'elimination'. Nevertheless, it didn't take me much
time to understand that we had been integrated into the

Sonderkommando in the place of other prisoners who had
been 'selected' and killed"[243]\.
He later states:
"For the Germans, the escape of a member of the
Sonderkommando was very serious; they absolutely could
not permit the escape of a man who had seen the interior of
the gas chambers"[244]\.
Then how did he succeed in escaping? I'll summarize his long
narrative.
On 17 January 1945, the SS guard who accompanied the survivors of
the "Sonderkommando" to their barracks told them "it was absolutely
prohibited to leave" and walked away. But Venezia came to know that
the camp was in the course of being evacuated and understood that
they would be killed. So they all left the barracks, mixing with the
other prisoners. Thus, he succeeded in ﬂeeing "the programmed
liquidation of the Sonderkommando". He then states:
"From time to time, during the night, a German walked
among the prisoners shouting: 'Wer hat im
Sonderkommando gearbeitet?'', 'Who has worked in the
Sonderkommando?'",
which was not a very sensible question, since, as I have explained
above, at Auschwitz-Birkenau there were at least eleven
"Sonderkommandos".
"No one answered", Venezia continues, "they continued to
ask at regular intervals, all along the road; they had no
other way of ﬁnding us again"[245]\.
In reality, the prisoners were evacuated in transports bearing the last
name, ﬁrst name, and registration number. One of them even lists
Filip Müller[246]. Five Polish prisoners from the
'Sonderkommando'[247] had already been transferred to Mauthausen
on 5 January 1945[248]. The transfer was even recorded in the
personnel cards of these prisoners, as shown by that of the Kapo M.
Morawa[249]. If, therefore, the SS had really wished to exterminate
the prisoners from the 'Sonderkommando', there would have been no
escape for these men.
Venezia and the other survivors of the "Sonderkommando" were later
transferred to Mauthausen. Their evacuation transport reached the
camp on 25 January: it consisted of 5,725 prisoners, who were
registered under numbers 116501-122225[250].
Venezia narrates the registration as follows:
"I slept two nights in the open to be among the last ones to
enter the Sauna. There was me and my brother, my cousins
and other friends from Auschwitz. Soldiers passed by from
the time to time asking: 'Wer hat im Sonderkommando

gearbeitet?'. To keep them from discovering us, I suggested
to my brother that we change our names. Instead of
'Venezia', if they had asked me I would have replied that my
name was 'Benezia'. [...]. Like the ﬁrst day at Birkenau we
were forced to undress completely, prisoners shaved our
heads and body and assigned us a number. Unlike
Auschwitz the number was not tattooed; Auschwitz is the
only camp where the prisoners were tattooed. Instead they
gave us a sort of iron bracelet with an identity disk; on mine
was written the number 118554, my registration number at
Mauthausen. When they asked me my name, I said
'Benezia' and they, misunderstanding me, wrote
'Benedetti'[251]"[252]\.
And with this subterfuge Venezia saved his life for the second time.
This story cannot be true for the simple fact that, as recalled by
Venezia himself, he and his companions bore, tattooed on their arms,
the indelible mark of their membership in the "Sonderkommando":
their Auschwitz registration number. If, therefore, the SS had really
wished to trace the prisoners having worked in the crematoria, they
would not have sent a soldier around to shout among the prisoners
"Wer hat im Sonderkommando gearbeitet?", but they would have
inspected the registration number of every prisoner in the sauna over
the course of registration. Venezia's subterfuge is in fact
transparently naive: he changed his last name to keep himself from
being found out, therefore the SS had a list of names of prisoners
from the "Sonderkommando", but then they would inevitably have
had a list of the registration numbers[253].
It is therefore certain that the SS were not searching for prisoners
from the "Sonderkommando", either at Birkenau, nor at Mauthausen,
and this is explained by the simple fact that these prisoners were not
the bearers of any "terrible secret".

16) Epilogue
In the interview with Stefano Lorenzetto, Venezia, in reply to the
question "How many years was it before you returned to Auschwitz?",
he said:
"Forty-seven. I didn't ﬁnd the crematorium. I was
disappointed, because I didn't know that the Germans had
demolished it. It must have been hard work to demolish. It
was built like the Coliseum: it was supposed to last
eternity"[254]\.
In the book, he conﬁrms:
"I didn't know that the Nazis, in ﬂeeing, had blown up the
crematoria; seeing the ruins surprised me"[255]\.
In ﬂagrant contradiction to the above, in the book, Venezia writes:

"Towards the end of October [1944] the order arrived to
begin dismantling the crematoria. We continued to work
occasionally in Crematorium II on the rare occasions that a
convoy arrived, but we worked above all on the dismantling
of the other crematoria. It took a lot of time, because the
Germans wanted to eliminate them one piece at a time. The
structures were very solid; they were built to last a long
time. They could have used dynamite, but they wished
systematically to demolish the entire interior of the
structure: the ovens, the doors of the gas chamber and all
the rest. And the men from the Sonderkommando had to do
it; we were the only ones to be able to see the interior of
the gas chambers. To disassemble the exterior structure on
the other hand, other prisoners were used, among them
women originating from Birkenau and prisoners from
Auschwitz I"[256]\.
Therefore, he had personally participated in the demolition of "his"
crematorium!
The story narrated by Venezia also contains a chronological error.
That which is known in this regard, is that the activity of Crematoria
II and III ceased at the beginning of December 1944: on 1 December,
a female commando was created for the demolition of Crematorium
III[257]; on the 8th, the head of the Zentralbauleitung, SSObersturmführer Werner Jothann, requested Abteilung IIIa (prisoner
labor employment) for the immediate assignment of 100 prisoners for
the demolition work "at the crematorium [in] Camp II" (beim
Krematorium Lager II)[258], undoubtedly Crematorium II. D. Czech
reports that Kommando 104b, the crematory demolition squad,
consisted of 70 prisoners from the "Sonderkommando"; these men
drilled holes in the walls of the crematoria and the supposed gas
chambers, in which explosive charges were inserted[259]—exactly
the contrary of that which is asserted by Venezia.

17) Conclusion
The book Sonderkommando Auschwitz is presented as "The Truth
about the Gas Chambers" and "A Unique Testimony". These reports
are completely unfounded, even from the point of view of the
historiography of the Holocaust.
The book supplies in fact no "truth" which was previously unknown
and only repeats in a confused and vague manner some "truths"
which were already known. It provides no major contribution, or even
anything new, to our knowledge of Auschwitz, on the contrary, it
systematically evades all historically relevant questions.
The chronology is practically non-existent. After the date of arrival at
Auschwitz, on 11 April 1944[260], the next date to appear in the book
is the beginning of October 1944[261], so that the story of almost ﬁve
months of activity of the "Sonderkommando" of Crematorium III
takes place in a sort of "time outside time". Venezia provides no

historically useful information on this "Sonderkommando": how many
prisoners it consisted of, how they were allocated to the various
crematoria, what their speciﬁc tasks were, etc. Even with regard to
the ﬁnal revolt of the "Sonderkommando"he oﬀers no important
details, not even the date. He speaks of Crematorium III in an
extremely vague manner: he never describes the exterior, almost
nothing about the layout of the interior, no description of the garret
(known as the Dachgeschoss), where he lived.
The process of extermination, in Venezia's book, also remains lost in a
fog.
There is no description of "Bunker 2"; or of the supposed "cremation
pits", of which Venezia does not even indicate the number.
As regards Crematorium III, the description of the undressing room
is almost non-existent, that of the gas chamber, non-existent.
Historical problems essential to confuting "negationism", such as
those of the Zyklon B introduction devices, vanish in an embarrassing
silence; from the book, one learns neither the dimensions of the gas
chamber, nor how it was designed[262], or equipped or how the
apertures of the induction and exhaust system were arranged, nor
how one accessed the gas chamber from the undressing room. No
description of the reinforced concrete lid on the Leichenkeller1 in the
north courtyard of the crematorium, whether it was on ground level
or above ground, no description of the "chimney", and possibly how
many there were or how they were arranged.
The same fog wafts over the narration of the cremation: here as well,
everything escapes us and remains indistinct. Venezia tells us nothing
about the crematory ovens: their construction system, their
functioning, their coke consumption, not even how many there were.
On their cremation capacity, by contrast, he provides very precise,
but technically absurd details which contradict each other.
In the context of the Holocaust, therefore, this testimony may be
referred to as "unique" only for its inconsistency, its impalpability, its
evanescence, its total and extraordinary lack of concreteness and
precision.
The historians who cooperated with Venezia in this publishing
project[263] show all the shortcomings of an atavistic ineptitude.
Their most obvious contribution, in the text, is limited to a mere
terminological revision[264] and to the introduction of the technical
terminology[265] which was formerly absent, but not without a few
blunders, such as in the case of the " Leichenkeller" or the term
"Stücke". The presentation of the explanatory notes[266] is wretched
and sloppy. But it is not only a question of ineptitude. In the essay
"The Shoah, Auschwitz and the Sonderkommando"[267], the
Auschwitz "specialist" Marcello Pezzetti[268], in the bibliography,
mentions the book by Gideon Greif "Wir weinten tränenlos...
Augenzeugenberichte der jüdischen "Sonderkommandos" in
Auschwitz" which I have cited several times. The idea of the
iconography Sonderkommando Auschwitz is clearly taken from this

work: it contains in fact all the images which appear there[269].
Notwithstanding that, M. Pezzetti has not informed the reader of the
very important fact that the work by G. Greif compiles the testimony
of four supposed companions from the "Sonderkommando" of
Venezia, among them the cousin Yakob Gabbai. This serious oversight
becomes crucial in view of the incredible contradictions which such
testimony presents in comparison to that of Venezia. We must
therefore suspect rather an intentional and covert silence.
No less serious is the fact that M. Pezzetti and his colleagues have
covered up all the contradictions—which I have noted above—
between Venezia's narrative compared to the canons of Holocaust
historiography, all the chronological and architectural
inconsistencies.
From a revisionist point of view, the judgment of Venezia's book is
even more adverse.
In 1998, Valentina Pisanty, in a work on so-called "negationists",
allowed a few devastating analyses to escape her concerning these
Holocaust testimonies:
"The writers often interweave their own direct observations
with fragments of hearsay which was to be heard
everywhere in the camp. The majority of the inexactitudes
to be found in these texts are attributable to the confusion
of the witnesses between what they have seen with their
own eyes and what they have heard, during the period of
their internment. With the passing of the years, then, to the
memory of events they have experienced is added the
reading of other works on the topic, with the result that the
autobiographies in more recent times lose the immediacy of
memory in favor of a more consistent and complete vision
of the extermination process"[270]\.
This is a perfect description of the witness Venezia. In his book there
is a very obvious imprint of having "read other works on the topic",
particularly—of fundamental importance—the album by David
Olère[271], but also of the testimonies of Miklos Nyiszli and Filip
Müller, to which it is necessary to add the meetings with other selfproclaimed ex-members of the "Sonderkommando" and
historians[272]. The photograph which appeared in 2002 in "Il
Giornale", and later in "Gente"[273] as well, is revealing: in fact, it
shows Venezia holding D. Olère's album in his hands, open to the
page showing the drawing reproduced on p. 92 of Sonderkommando
Auschwitz. At this point, Venezia refers to Olère several times by
name, and even claims to have met him:
"I didn't see any Frenchmen; otherwise I would have
attempted to talk to them. David Olère, for example, I did
not know that he had been deported from France; to me, he
was a Pole who spoke Yiddish"\.
Venezia's narrative relating to the supposed extermination process is,

in fact, essentially a disquisition on D. Olère's drawings, often
mistakenly misinterpreted. The decision to publish many of these
drawings in the volume, undoubtedly at the suggestion of his editors,
is only apparently prudent, since it is intended to provide
conﬁrmation of Venezia's truthfulness; in reality, it was a blunder,
because it makes it only too obvious that the narrative is simply
based on the drawings. This is conﬁrmed by the fact that the
drawings show things which are obviously mistaken and which
Venezia is incapable of correcting.
In his drawings, D. Olère, far from representing reality, has simply
illustrated the propagandistic themes created by the Auschwitz
resistance movement which circulated in the camp[274], including
the most absurd legends, such as the ﬂaming chimneys, which I
discussed above, or that of the blue coloration of hydrocyanic acid!
In one of his color drawings, undated, depicting a gassing scene, a
can of Zyklon B is in fact shown issuing blue vapors![275].
This legend has been repeated, among others, by Venezia's cousin,
Yakob Gabbai, who declared:
"When he [an SS man] introduced the gas from above, the
gas diﬀused [with vapors] that were blue in color. The
material itself was in the form of blue cubes which melted
in contact with the air and issued gas, which caused
immediate suﬀocation"[276]\.
Like all other ignorant people, they believed that "Blausäure"
(hydrocyanic acid, literally, in German, blue acid) was blue or
released blue vapors, while it is very well known that it is a colorless
liquid[277]; the porous wick impregnated with hydrocyanic acid to
produce Zyklon-B, on the other hand, was well known to have
consisted of white granules of diatomaceous earth.
Venezia openly brags of his quality as the "eye" witness:
"Birkenau was a true hell, no one can understand or enter
into the logic of the camp. That's why I want to tell what I
can, entrusting myself only to my memories of what I am
certain to have seen and nothing more"[278]\.
But he cannot have seen unreal scenes, like ﬁctitious picket fences,
illusory Jewish transports, ﬂaming chimneys, the imaginary recovery
of human fat, non-existent rooms, fantastic cremations, etc.; nor can
he have experienced implausible events, such as that of his
"salvation".
In conclusion, getting back to the analysis of V. Pisanty, it may be said
that Venezia’s testimony is the fruit of a confabulation in Venezia’s
mind between that which he actually saw, that which he heard about
during his internment, and that which later came to be added, in his
memory, to events he actually experienced, after reading other works
on the subject, with the result that “the immediacy of memory has

disappeared, in favor of a more consistent and complete vision of the
supposed extermination process”, which is transformed into a
historical romance.
But precisely for this reason, the historians who present him as "The
Truth about the Gas Chambers" and "A Unique Testimony" can have
no excuse and no justiﬁcation - not even their atavistic
ineptitude.[279]
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Death at Katyn | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

This April, a tragic plane crash took the lives of Poland’s president,
Lech Kaczyński and 95 others. The plane was taking them to Katyn
Forest where the dignitaries were planning to commemorate the 70th
anniversary of a war-time atrocity in which approximately 22,000
Polish Prisoners of War were shot and buried in secret mass graves.
The recent tragedy is an important reminder not only of the horrors
of ‘total war’ but also of the falsiﬁcations and propaganda utilized
during the Second World War. While World War Two holds a
fascination for a signiﬁcant portion of the population, with dozens of
books and movies produced on the subject each year, the question of
World War Two revisionism is still a touchy one. Why would anyone
question what appears to be the clearest example of good and evil in
modern history? How could the actions of the “greatest generation”
be called into question? What ulterior motives must one have to dare
to doubt the oﬀicial history as pronounced by the victors?
While the Katyn Forest Massacre was only one episode in a war
which ultimately claimed tens of millions of lives, much can be
learned by reconsidering it and the cover-up that followed.
The Soviet invasion of Poland began on September 17, 1939 just 16
days after the German invasion from the West. The Red Army
encountered minimal resistance as the Polish Army was already
overwhelmed attempting to hold oﬀ the Nazi advance from the
opposite direction. In fact, many Polish units surrendered to the Red
Army with no resistance. The units that did resist were quickly
overcome. With much of the Polish Army in ﬂight from the West some
227,000 men ended up in Soviet captivity.
On June 22, 1941 the Nazis invaded the USSR, including the Polish
territory it took in 1939. The Soviets quickly released the Polish
soldiers they held in captivity to form a new Polish army that would
ﬁght the Nazis under Soviet command. As the former POWs
gathered, it quickly became apparent that their former oﬀicers were
missing. Polish authorities began to oﬀicially inquire into the
whereabouts of their missing oﬀicers.
The Polish Ambassador was given assurances by Molotov and Stalin
himself that a search was underway for the missing oﬀicers
(estimated at 15,000 at the time). On December 1, 1941, Polish
authorities sent General Sikorski to Moscow with a list of the names
of many of the missing. Stalin, who met with Sikorski, suggested that

the missing men may in fact have escaped to Manchuria. He further
declared that a search for the missing thousands would be extended
to the Arctic Circle.
The Wehrmacht War Crimes Bureau, a Nazi bureau which was
established for the purpose of investigating War Crimes had begun to
hear reports of a mass execution of Polish oﬀicers by the Soviets by
the Summer of 1941. In February 1943 the German occupation
authorities began to search the area around Katyn Forest. On April
12th, the Germans announced that a horrible atrocity had occurred.
By June of 1943 the searchers had unearthed 4,143 bodies. Each
body showed that they had been executed with a bullet in the neck at
the base of the skull.

Photo from 1943 exhumation of mass grave of Polish oﬀicers killed by
NKVD in Katyń Forest in 1940. Photo is in the public domain. Source:
Andrzej Leszek Szcześniak (1989). Katyń: Tło historyczne, fakty,
dokumenty, s. 106, Warszawa: Wydawnictwa ALFA. ISBN
83-7001-295-5.
The Germans organized a team of medical and legal experts from
twelve neutral countries to visit Katyn and report on their ﬁndings.
The evidence became clear that the Soviet NKVD had exterminated
the missing Polish oﬀicers.
But the story did not end here. The Soviets now announced that the
prison camp in which they had held the oﬀicers (no need for an Arctic
exploration!) had in fact been overrun by Nazi forces in July of 1941.
The tale continued that it was in fact the Nazis who executed the

oﬀicers with the purpose of falsely accusing the Soviets.
The Soviets continued their cover-up by refusing to allow the
International Red Cross to investigate the matter. With the war in
progress, the story largely passed to the back pages with many
believing the charge against our Allies, the Soviets, was simply a bit
of the propaganda of Joseph Goebbels.
The matter was not over however. At the conclusion of the war the
victorious Allies put the Nazi Leadership on trial in Nuremberg.
While ostensibly a trial by an “International Military Tribunal,” the
victors did not have to answer for atrocities that would certainly have
resulted in death sentences had they been committed by the
vanquished Nazi leadership. After the initial indictment was signed
by the Nuremberg prosecutors, including a charge that the Nazis
murdered 945 Polish oﬀicers in Katyn, near Smolensk, the Soviets
demanded that the indictment be rewritten. The passage should in
fact charge the Nazis with the murder of 11,000 Polish oﬀicers at
Katyn. The Soviets charged that the Nazis had perpetrated the crime
and had increased the number originally suggested by 1000 per cent.
The Nuremberg Tribunal assigned to the Soviets the task of
introducing all the evidence of German atrocities in Eastern Europe.
With regard to Katyn the Soviets introduced “testimony” which
consisted of "written statements" said to have been signed by
"eyewitnesses.” These testimonies were in fact only "quoted" in a
"report" and read aloud by the Soviet prosecutor. The original
documents were never attached to the report. A so-called "forensic
report" was also introduced into evidence. It was the only forensic
report introduced into evidence at Nuremberg.
To the credit of the International Military Tribunal, the Katyn
indictment did not appear in the ﬁnal verdicts at Nuremberg. The
United States Congress decided to investigate the matter in 1951 and
1952 and found that the Soviets were indeed the perpetrators. Still,
the matter of the Katyn Massacre was unclear for many. Revisionist
scholar F.J.P. Veale published his analysis of the crime in 1958.
It was not until 1989 that Soviet scholars admitted that Stalin himself
had ordered the massacre. In 1990, Mikhail Gorbachev admitted the
execution had been carried out by the NKVD and conﬁrmed the
existence of two additional burial sites at Mednoye and Piatykhatky.
Despite these high-level admissions it is not unusual to still see
charges leveled against the Nazis for this atrocity. Several Russian
politicians and commentators continue to support the Soviet tale that
the Poles were executed by the Germans.
Others even in the English-speaking world suggest that the Nazis
somehow coordinated the eﬀort with the Soviets or otherwise allowed
the Soviets to carry out the murders. In 2007 and 2008 Russian
newspapers published stories implicating the Nazis for the crime.
By late April 2010 in the aftermath of the latest tragedy in Katyn, the

Russians released for the ﬁrst time documents which prove that the
NKVD executed 22,000 Polish oﬀicers and other prominent citizens
on Stalin’s orders. Moscow continues however to refuse to publish
other important documents regarding this event.
The Katyn Forest tragedy of 1940 reveals among other things that
history is not black and white. An Allied power committed a
thoroughly documented crime against unarmed POWs. They also
produced falsiﬁed witness testimony and a phony “forensic report” to
cover up their crime and utilized the power and authority of the
tribunal at Nuremberg to hammer home their falsiﬁed version of the
truth. One is forced to consider what else may have falsiﬁed by the
Soviets at Nuremberg and elsewhere. There can be little doubt that
revelations regarding such matters remain quite inconvenient to
those in positions of power.
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• Porter, Carlos, "Katyn: How the Soviets Manufactured War
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1. The Importance of the Search for the “Gassed” Jews
According to mainstream historiography, during a period from December 1941 to the
fall of 1944, millions of European Jews were murdered in homicidal gas chambers in six
camps in Poland – the “combined concentration and extermination camps” of
Auschwitz-Birkenau and Majdanek (Lublin) and the “pure extermination camps” of
Chełmno (Kulmhof), Bełżec, Sobibór and Treblinka. Revisionist historians, however,
dispute this claim, considering it a theory completely lacking of documentary as well as
material proof. In a number of studies, they have shown, based on documentary as well
as archeological-forensic and technical evidence, that the alleged homicidal gas
chambers in these camps never existed, that the alleged numbers of victims did not
perish at these sites, and that there never existed a National-Socialist plan for a
systematic physical extermination of the European Jews to begin with. The revisionists
further propose that the Jews sent to the “extermination camps” and allegedly gassed
there were in fact deloused and then sent away, the vast majority of them to the occupied
eastern territories[1], so that said camps actually functioned as transit camps. This transit
camp hypothesis is in perfect harmony with documented National Socialist Jewish
policy as expressed in official and internal reports, documents on the Jewish transports,
and even in classified communications between leading SS members.[2] The
exterminationists on the other hand are forced to explain away terms such as
Durchgangslager (transit camp), Ostwanderung (“wandering to the east”), Umsiedlung
(resettlement) and Aussiedlung (emigration) as verbal camouflage.
While the refutation presented by the revisionists alone is enough to make the orthodox
“Holocaust“ story collapse like a house of cards, the proponents and defenders of the
officially sanctioned exterminationist hypothesis, while doing their best to counter the
revisionist onslaught with censorship and various damage control tactics, keep repeating
over and over the same question: If the Jews were not gassed, where did they go?
One might argue that the revisionists have no obligation to answer this question. From a
moral standpoint this argument is fully valid. As in a court of law, the exterminationists
must prove that the crime they allege really took place – the burden of proof is on the
accuser. Moreover, since the revisionists have proven that the crime – i.e. the mass
gassings – did not take place, they have no moral obligation to search for the missing,

alleged victim of the fictional crime. On the other hand, from a scientific viewpoint the
question posed by the exterminationists is also fully valid, even if it usually uttered as a
merely rhetorical question and part of anti-revisionist propaganda.
Needless to say, the forced deportation of millions of people would leave a significant
paper trail. Even if one assumes – and there is good reason for it – that the archives in
the former Soviet Union and elsewhere which are not under lock and key have been
purged of such “inconvenient” documents, common sense dictates that there should exist
at least a number of minor direct or indirect documentary traces surviving in more or
less obscure and unlikely places where the unnamed custodians of official history have
neglected to look. In addition, there should exist scores of witness testimonies
mentioning the presence of allegedly gassed Jews in the occupied eastern territories, and
possibly even physical traces of them. Searching for the “gassed” Jews constitutes part
of a new, constructive aspect to the revisionist critique, as the orthodox historiography is
not only shown to be flawed, but an alternative reconstruction of events in accordance
with known facts is offered (however spotty at this early point in time) – a development
of revisionism which Carlo Mattogno has termed “affirmationism”.
The present article consists of a comprehensive survey of the hitherto discovered
evidence for the presence of “gassed” Jews in the east, and should be regarded as a
stepping stone to further future research. Some of the evidence has already been
presented in Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno’s study on the Treblinka camp[3], as well
as in a recent study on the Sobibór camp[4] which I co-authored together with Graf and
Mattogno. It should be mentioned here that many pieces of evidence were located by the
Spanish revisionist Enrique Aynat and the late Belgian revisionist Jean-Marie Boisdefeu.
The majority of the finds presented below, however, are published here for the first time.

2. The Deportation of Jews from Western-, Central-, Northern and
Southern Europe According to Mainstream Historiography
In order to fully understand the significance of the evidence surveyed in the present
article, it is necessary to acquaint oneself with the documented historical background,
namely the deportations of Jews from the German-controlled European territories. How
many Jews were deported from the different countries, and when? The sections below
will clarify this context.
2.1. The Deportation of Jews from Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate
It is a fact fully recognized by mainstream historians that, between early November 1941
and late November 1942, more than 80 transports brought a relatively large number from
Altreich (“The Old Empire”, a term referring to Germany within its 1938 borders),
Ostmark (Austria) and the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia directly into the occupied
eastern territories. The destinations were, in order of frequency, Riga, Minsk, Maly
Trostinec (Belarus), Kaunas (in German Kovno), Baranoviči (Belarus) and Raasiku
(Estonia).[5] None of the documented transports were sent to the Ukraine or to the
occupied parts of Russia proper. Preserved railway documents in combination with a
German report from July 1942, enables us to draw the conclusion that, all in all, 66,210
Jewish deportees were sent directly into the occupied eastern territories.[6]
A somewhat greater number were sent to the ghettos in the General Government and
from there later on to the “extermination camps”. A total of 65,892 Jews were deported
to Auschwitz from Germany, Austria and Theresienstadt during 1942-1943; 35,561 of
these were “gassed without registration”, i.e. transited east. A total of 10,933 Jews who
had been sent from the Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate to the Łodz Ghetto were

deported to Chełmno in the first half of 1942 (cf. Section 3.3.1.) and “gassed” there, i.e.
transferred east. According to Jules Schelvis, 23,500 German and Austrian Jews were
sent to the “pure extermination camp” Sobibór.[7] In Treblinka, 18,004 Jews from
Theresienstadt were “gassed”.[8] Yitzhak Arad further speaks of “tens of thousands” of
German and Austrian Jews being sent to Treblinka as well as Bełżec.[9] This means that
some 100,000 Jews from the abovementioned territories were deported to the east via
transit camps.
2.2. The Jews of Central Europe
2.2.1. The Jews of Poland

The vast majority of the Jews allegedly gassed in the “extermination camps” were Polish
Jews. Thus one would expect a search for the “gassed” Jews to focus mainly on this
group. There are, however, good reasons for not doing so. First there is the great
similarity between Polish, Baltic, Byelorussian, Russian and Ukrainian Jewry. All of
these groups had until the early 20th century been subjects of the Russian Czar, and
besides speaking closely related Slavic tongues (except for most of the Baltic Jews),
nearly all of them spoke Yiddish. A Polish Jew would therefore have been able to go
more or less unnoticed among for example Russian Jews. More importantly, it is a
commonly recognized fact that a large number of Polish Jews either managed to escape
or were evacuated east, first at the outbreak of the war in 1939, and later also in
connection with the launch of Operation Barbarossa in the summer of 1941. Not all of
those Jews found their way to the interior of Russia or Central Asia in; a relatively large
number also remained in Belarus while smaller numbers lingered also in the Ukraine and
the Baltic States. Hersh Smolar, the Jewish partisan leader operating near Minsk whose
memoirs are discussed below (Section 3.3.3.), was one of the Polish Jews who had fled
to Belarus in 1939 and remained there at the time of the German invasion. It is thus very
difficult to use references to the presence of Polish Jews in the occupied eastern
territories as a mean to verify the revisionist hypothesis. For their presence to be of
significance, the mentioned Jews would have to be reported as deported from Poland to
the east from December 1941 onward, following the opening of the first “extermination
camp” Chełmno (Kulmhof) in the Warthegau District.
2.2.2. The Jews of Slovakia

The total number of Jews in Slovakia as per the census of 15 December 1940 amounted
to 88,951.[10] A deportation agreement reached between Germany and Slovakia in 1941
stipulated that the Slovakian government would pay Germany 500 Reichsmark per
deportee for “shelter, food, clothing, and retraining” (Unterbringung, Verpflegung,
Bekleidung und Umschulung), a cost which Raul Hilberg naturally dismisses as
“fictional expenses”.[11] Deportations from Slovakia began on 26 March 1942. Up until
October the same year a total of 57,752 Jews were deported; 18,746 were sent to
Auschwitz while 39,006 were taken to a ghetto in Nałęczów near Lublin. From this
ghetto some 9,000 of them proceeded to Majdanek, while 24,378 were sent to be gassed
at Sobibór.[12] Jules Schelvis on the other hand concludes that, all in all, “around
26,000” Slovakian Jews were “gassed” at Sobibór.[13] During 1942 some 7,000 Slovak
Jews managed to escape to Hungary.[14] Of the Jews that remained in Slovakia some
13,000 – 14,000 were eventually arrested. In October 1944, 7,936 of them were deported
to Auschwitz, while 4,370 were sent to Sachsenhausen and Theresienstadt.
2.2.3. The Jews of Hungary

The deportation of Jews from Hungary did not begin until May 1944. Since the German-

controlled areas in the east were shrinking at a rapid rate during that year, it is extremely
unlikely that any of the Hungarian Jews deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau ever reached
the occupied eastern territories[15], with two exceptions: 1) a transport of some
thousand Hungarian women which was sent to Latvia, and of which approximately 700
were later transferred by ship from Kaunas to Stutthof on 4 August 1944;[16] 2) a
transport of 500 Hungarian women, possibly from the Transylvanian town of Bistritz
(Bistriţa) that arrived in the Estonian camp Vaivara in June 1944.[17] It is not impossible
that the latter group consisted of a subset of the first group, as one source states the
Jewesses from Bistritz arrived via Riga.[18] Two further special cases of Hungarian or
nominally Hungarian Jews reaching the east already in 1941 will be discussed below in
Section 3.3.3.
2.3. The Jews of the Netherlands, Belgium and France
2.3.1. The Jews of the Netherlands

According to a registration carried out by the German occupational authorities on 10
January 1941, there lived 140,000 full Jews liable to deportation on the territory of the
Netherlands, whereof 80,000 in the city of Amsterdam.[19] From July 1941 the Dutch
Jews had to have their identification papers stamped with the letter “J” for “Jood” (Jew),
and from 29 April 1942 they were forced to wear a yellow Star of David with the
inscription “Jood” on their outer clothing.[20] On July 17, 1942 transports of Dutch
Jews bound for Auschwitz began departing from the collection camp of Westerbork.
Raul Hilberg states that 105,000 Jews were deported from the Netherlands and presents
the following breakdown according to the points of arrival[21]:
Mauthausen (1941 and 1942)

1,750

Various Concentration Camps 350
Auschwitz Complex

60,000

Sobibór

34,300

Theresienstadt

4,900

Bergen-Belsen

3,750

More precisely this gives a total of 105,050 deportees. The figure of 350 deportees to
“Various Concentration Camps” appears to be in error, since Hilberg elsewhere states
that a total of 680 Dutch Jews were deported to Buchenwald in the period of FebruaryJune 1941.[22] The number of Dutch deportees to Auschwitz and Sobibór are given
more exactly by Jules Schelvis as 60,185 and 34,313 respectively.[23] The number of
Jews deported from the Netherlands therefore would appear to be closer to 106,000, but
Schelvis, whose figures are generally more exact than those of Hilberg’s, writes that a
total of 102,993 Jews were deported from the Netherlands in 102 transports, “excluding
the 2,000 or so who were arrested in Belgium and France”.[24] Hilberg gives the
number of surviving deportees as 1 for Mauthausen, 19 for Sobibór, “over 1,000” for
Auschwitz, and “over 4,000” for Theresienstadt and Bergen-Belsen combined;[25]
whereas the always more exact Schelvis gives the number of Auschwitz survivors as
1,052, the number of Sobibór survivors as 18 and the number of Theresienstadt and
Bergen-Belsen survivors as 4,030.[26] Thus of the 105,000 deportees, counting the
Dutch Jews arrested outside of their country) all but 5,100 are alleged to have perished
during the war. Hilberg adds that “about 2,000” Dutch Jews “were killed, committed
suicide or died of privation inside the country, particularly in the transit camps Vught

and Westerbork.”[27] Moreover, “up to 5,000 may have fled or emigrated, and the
excess of deaths over births during the occupation was also a few thousand”, whereas
the number of Jews remaining in the Netherlands at the end of the deportations is given
as in total 20,000 – 22,000.[28] A Dutch Government Report issued on 16 October 1945
states the number of remaining Dutch Jews to be 23,000.[29] Adding the above figures
together we get the following summary:
Allegedly perished deportees approx. 99,900
Returning deportees

5,100

Deaths in the Netherlands

approx. 2,000

Mortality surplus

approx. 2,000

Migration and escapes

up to 5,000

Remaining Jews in Sept. '44

20,000-22,000

Total:

134,000 - 136,000

Acknowledging the possibility that some of the categories might have been slightly
underestimated, we thus have statistical accounts covering the fates of the 140,000
Dutch Jews. We are moreover aided by the fact that the Germans kept precise records of
the transports. The mainstream historians of course assert that much of said record
keeping served as a “camouflage”, and that the vast majority of the Dutch deportees to
Auschwitz and Sobibór were gassed there on arrival without being entered into camp
registries: about 33,313 of the 34,313 Sobibór deportees[30] and 38,231 of the 60,085
Auschwitz deportees[31] are claimed to have met with this fate, which according to the
revisionist hypothesis means that approximately 71,554 Dutch Jews were deported to the
occupied eastern territories.
2.3.2. The Jews of Belgium

Hilberg writes that the Jewish population of Belgium on the eve of the German invasion
“most probably” amounted to more than 65,000 people, the majority of whom did not
possess Belgian citizenship but were immigrants from Eastern Europe as well as
refugees from the Third Reich. At the time of the German invasion “thousands” of the
Jews fled south, whereas another 8,000 were shoved by the German occupants into
France. A subsequent registration of the Jews encompassed 55,670 Jews on Belgian
territory and another 516 Jews in two French départements attached to the Brussels
military administration.[32] Starting in August 1942, a total of 25,000 Jews were
deported from Belgium to Auschwitz, and of those fewer than 1,500 returned after the
war. According to Hilberg, “several hundred” Belgian Jews died in their country during
arrest or committed suicide.[33] Approximately 25,000 Belgian Jews were sent to
Auschwitz, and of these some 15,700 are alleged to have been gassed; a smaller number
was also sent to Majdanek.
2.3.3. The Jews of France

At the end of 1939, some 280,000 Jews lived in France; in Paris alone there were more
than 200,000.[34] The first French transport bound for Auschwitz left on 27 March
1942.[35] By March 1943, the number of Jews deported from France had reached
49,906.[36] A total of 75,000 Jews were deported from France; whereof at least twothirds were foreign-born people who did not possess French citizenship.[37] Hilberg lists
the destinations of the deportees as follows[38]:

Auschwitz 69,000
Maidanek

2,000

Sobibór

2,000

Kaunas

1,000

Jules Schelvis on the other hand states that four French transports carrying a total of
3,500 Jews were sent to Sobibór.[39] The deportation of French Jews to Lithuanian
Kaunas (Kovno) – bearing the transport code “73m” – left Drancy May 15, 1944; some
of the Jews in this transport continued on to the Estonian capital of Tallinn (Reval).[40]
Except for this single transport, no French Jews are reported by mainstream historians as
having reached the occupied eastern territories.
2.3.4. The Importance of the Transports from the Abovementioned Countries

The Jews deported from the Netherlands, Belgium and France are of key importance to
the issue at hand. Not only are good statistics on the Jewish populations available; the
transports from these three countries were carefully recorded, and there further exist
detailed transport lists with personal data on the deportees. The documented facts leave
very little or no room for “unknown” direct transports of Jews from those countries to
the east similar to the 1941-42 Altreich transports to the Baltic States and Belarus. The
only such recorded deportation, the 15 May 1944 convoy from Drancy to Kaunas and
Tallinn, is easily distinguishable due to the late date (the German withdrawal from the
Baltic States began only some months later). In other words: any reliable report of
Dutch, Belgian or French being present in the occupied eastern territories from the
spring and summer of 1942 onward (and up until May 1944 in the case of the French
Jews) is to be regarded as strong evidence for the revisionist transit camp hypothesis.
2.4. Jews of Other Nationalities
2.4.1. Italy

In Italy, the deportation of Jews did not begin until after the overthrow of Mussolini by
Badoglio and the German take-over of the northern half of the country. The first
transport of 1,007 Italian Jews departed for Auschwitz on 18 October 1943. In
November and early December of the same year two transports carrying a total of some
1,000 Jews departed from northern Italy. The deportations continued in small numbers
until early August 1944. In total, more than 7,500 Jews were deported from Italy.[41]
For the reason discussed in Section 2.2.3., it is highly unlikely that any of the Italian
Jews except for the approximately 2,000 deported between October and December 1943
ever reached the occupied eastern territories.
2.4.2. Greece

In 1941 Greece was divided into three parts: one (the north, including most of Thrace)
which was incorporated into Bulgaria, one (the largest, including Athens) under Italian
jurisdiction and finally one (including Salonika and the East-Aegian area) under German
jurisdiction. While the latter two parts were jointly administered by a puppet government
in Athens, the Italians and the Germans were split in their treatment of the Jews. In the
German jurisdiction the Jews were collected in the Salonika Ghetto during 1942. In
February 1943, the first transports left the ghetto for Auschwitz. A total of 45,989 Jews
are reported to have been deported from Salonika up until the cease of transports in

August 1943.[42] According to Hilberg, 45,000 of them were sent to Auschwitz,
whereas the rest – “privileged and foreign Jews” – were shipped to Bergen-Belsen.
Yitzhak Arad, resting his argument on a railroad document as well as two eye-witnesses,
suggests that at least one of the transports from Salonika in March 1943, carrying 2,800
Jews, was sent to Treblinka.[43]
In early 1943 there lived 13,000 Jews in the Italian jurisdiction. Following the downfall
of Mussolini on 8 September 1943, this part of Greece was taken by German forces
together with the former Italian-occupied territories of Albania, Montenegro and the
Dodecanese islands. All in all approximately 16,000 Jews lived in these areas. Up until
July 1944 more than 14,000 of these Jews had been deported, primarily to Auschwitz. In
all of the mentioned areas some 12,000 remained at the end of the occupation.[44]
2.4.3. Bulgaria

Approximately 50,000 Jews lived in Bulgaria proper before the war (a census in 1934
gave their number as 48,565). Since Bulgaria was a weak ally of Germany rather than a
mere puppet state, it was able to procrastinate on a promised deportation of its Jews, and
in the end, the Jews in Bulgaria proper were never deported.[45] However, in the
northern parts of Greece (Thrace) annexed by Bulgaria in 1941 together with
Macedonia, there lived some 14,000 Jews, according to an agreement signed by the SS
and representatives of the Bulgarian government on 2 February 1943. Of these some
5,500 Jews lived in the former Greek areas, and in March that same year 4,215 of them
were sent by ship from Vienna and from there by train to Treblinka.[46] A further
transport with 2,382 Jews was sent from Skopje (Macedonia) to Sobibór in March
1943.[47] All in all 11,343 of the Jews in the annexed territories (7,122 from Macedonia
and 4,221 from Thrace) had been deported by 5 April 1943 according to a German
document.[48]
2.4.4. Croatia

Similar to Greece, the administrative territory of Croatia was split into a German and an
Italian zone, with ensuing negotiation troubles concerning the deportation of the Jews.
During the war Slovenia was slit up between Italy, Germany, Hungary and Croatia,
while Bosnia and Herzegovina in its entirety was ceded to Croatia. In the whole of the
new Croatia there lived some 35,000 Jews.[49] 19,800 are reported to have died in
Croatian camps, primarily Jasenovac, during the following years.[50] During the
summer of 1942, 4,972 Jews were sent to Auschwitz via Maribor. A further 2,000
Croatian Jews were deported to Auschwitz in May 1943.[51] Yet other Croatian Jews
escaped to neighboring countries and were eventually deported from there, which makes
the orthodox victim estimate somewhat floating. It is generally estimated that some
8,000 Croatian Jews[52] were “gassed” at Auschwitz.
2.4.5. Serbia

According to Raul Hilberg, barely 16,000 Jews lived in Serbia at the outbreak of the
war.[53] Due to the significant involvement of Jews in the very active Serbian partisan
movement, a large number of Serbian Jews were killed as hostages. On 8 September
1941 the German plenipotentiary in Belgrade, Felix Benzler, sent a telegram to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in which he requested the deportation of the male Serbian
Jews (in all some 8,000) to an island in the Danube Delta (in Romania).[54] On 11
September Martin Luther replied that the Jews in question should instead be interned in
labor camps.[55] Already on the following day Benzler sent a new request for the
deportation of the male Serbian Jews, arguing that for security reasons such internment

was unfeasible, and that if the Jews could not be sent to Romania as per his request, they
would be expelled to the General Government or to Russia.[56] The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs now turned to Adolf Eichmann, who declared a deportation of the male Jews to
the General Government or Russia “impossible” and advised that the Jews in question be
shot.[57] Nevertheless Ribbentrop on 2 October contacted Himmler to ascertain if the
male Jews could be deported somewhere.[58] In the end, however, the decision was
made to shoot the male Jews of Serbia. Thus it is a fact that a large number of Serbian
Jews were shot, not primarily because of their ethnicity, but because of reasons of
military security, and this as a last resort. As for the remaining Serbian Jews – the
women, children, and elderly – it is alleged by mainstream historians, chiefly on basis of
the so-called Turner document, that these were murdered in “gas vans” near Belgrade (in
fact near the Sava River) in March-May 1942.[59] However, in his summary of the
negotiations on the Serbian Jews from 25 October 1941, Franz Rademacher, chief of the
“Judenreferat” at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, noted that these Jews “would be
evacuated by ship to the collection camps in the east” (auf dem Wasserwege in die
Auffanglager im Osten abgeschoben).[60] This would suggest that the remaining
Serbian Jews were in fact deported east, possibly via the Sava River and the Danube to
Romania.[61]
2.4.6. Norway

1,800 Jews lived in Norway as of 1939.[62] 767 of them were deported starting on 19
November 1942. Of these deportees, 532 were sent to Auschwitz, were 346 were
“gassed without registration”.
2.4.7. Denmark

When the German occupation of Denmark began in April 1940, there lived
approximately 6,500 in the country. In early autumn 1943, 447 Danish Jews were
deported to Theresienstadt, but none of them were ever sent on to Auschwitz. In a
massive underground operation in October 1943, 5,919 Danish Jews were taken in boats
to neutral Sweden. Thus not a single Danish Jew reached the “extermination
camps”.[63]
2.4.8. Romania

During the war years Romania under the Antonescu regime pursued a more or less
independent Jewish policy of its own, which mainly consisted in deporting Romanian
Jews to Transnistria, an annexed region east of the Dniestr River.[64] Since the
Romanian deportations are only indirectly related to National Socialist Jewish Policy,
and since much is unclear about the deportations to – and from – Transnistria, Romanian
Jewry will fall outside the scope of the present article. For an excursus related to
Transnistria, see below Section 3.1.2.
2.4.9. Luxembourg

In 1935 there lived 3,144 Jews in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. During the first
years of the war most of them fled the country, and by July 1941 there were only some
800 left. On 16 October 1941 a train with 334 Luxembourg Jews departed for the Łódź
Ghetto. A few dozen of these Jews were later sent on to Auschwitz or the Lublin
District. During 1942 the remaining Jews in Luxembourg were deported to the
Theresienstadt Ghetto.[65]
2.5. The Number of Jews Deported to the Occupied Eastern Territories

According to the revisionist hypothesis, the Jews sent to the occupied eastern territories
can be divided into two main groups: 1) the Jews from the transports sent directly to the
Baltic States and Belarus from Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate in 1941-42
(recognized by mainstream historiography); 2) the Jews who were allegedly “gassed
without prior registration” in the six “extermination camps” between December 1941
and late 1943. For the first group we have rather reliable numbers (see above, Section
2.1.). For the second group we have reliable figures of arrivals to the Reinhardt camps
(Bełżec, Sobibór, Treblinka, here also including Majdanek/Lublin) for 1942, and the
Korherr Report further provides a figure for Chełmno (where no “gassings” took place
in 1943). For the year of 1943 we must to a certain extent rely on estimates presented by
mainstream historians. In the case of Auschwitz-Birkenau, we have to rely on a number
of sources, which are more or less exact. In order to not make this article longer than
necessary, I will here refer the reader to a revisionist study wherein these calculations are
presented in detail.[66] In the table below the number of Jews deported to the east is
broken down according to routes and nationality (Polish and non-Polish Jews). One
should recall here that not all of the non-Polish Jews are Western Jews (even if they form
the majority).
Deported via the Aktion Reinhardt camps:

~1,429,000

Deported via Chelmno:

~145,300

Deported via Auschwitz:

~354,000

Deported directly w/o any stop-over in a camp ~ 66,200
Total:

~1,994,500

- of which Polish Jews:

~1,571,500

- of which non-Polish Jews:

~423,000

The total of 1,994,500 deportees must in turn be reduced for several reasons. To begin
with, a certain smaller percentage of the deportees must have perished en route during
the long travel, which often took place under less than humane conditions. Further a total
of some thousands of deportees were picked out from the transports to work inside the
transit camps, and a number of those inevitably perished there due to various causes.
Secondly, it is likely that the Germans in the transit camps subjected Jewish deportees
who were dying, carriers of epidemic diseases or mentally ill to “euthanasia” (possibly
by lethal injections, possibly by shooting) rather than sent them along to camps and
ghettos in the east, where such individuals would pose a liability to the German
administration, not to say a health risk. The third reason is that the certainty of the
figures presented by the mainstream historians for the year 1943 is questionable, the
figures being likely to be slight overestimates. The fourth reason is that some thousands
of deportees to Sobibór were transferred to various labor camps in the Lublin
district[67]; it is also likely that a smaller number of Jews sent to Treblinka were
transferred to the nearby labor camp of the same name (Treblinka I) or to other labor
camps in the area.[68] The fifth and final reason is that some transports sent to the transit
camps in late 1943 did not continue on from there to the eastern territories. The last six
or eight transports to Sobibór in September 1943 arrived there from Minsk in Belarus,
reportedly carrying a total of 13,700 people (documentation is lacking).[69] These Jews
were likely sent west to be employed as workers either in Sobibór itself, where a plant
for the dismantling of captured Soviet ammunition had recently been installed (in the socalled “Lager Nord” part of the camp), or in Trawniki and other labor camps. Taken
together, this means that the number of Jews who reached the occupied eastern
territories almost certainly amounted to somewhere between 1,800,000 and 1,900,000.

Addendum: A List of the Operational Periods of the Transit Camps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chełmno (Kulmhof): 8 December 1941 – latter half of 1942; summer of 1944;[70]
Auschwitz-Birkenau: January or February 1942[71] – 1 November 1944;[72]
Bełżec: 17 March 1942[73] – early December 1942;[74]
Sobibór: 3 May 1942[75] – 14 October 1943;[76]
Treblinka: 23 July 1942[77] – 19 August 1943;[78]
Majdanek (Lublin): September-October 1942[79] – 1943(?).[80]

3. A Survey of the Testimonial Evidence
The testimonial evidence can here be divided into two sub-categories, indirect sources in
the form of news reports, statements from exile governments, underground publications
etc. where the origin of the information is usually not made explicit, and direct
information in the form of eyewitness statements. We will begin our survey with the
former category.
3.1. Reports in Newspapers and Periodicals
3.1.1. American Jewish Yearbook

The American Jewish Yearbook is one of the most comprehensive contemporary sources
on the development of the Jewish communities the world over. In its 1943 edition the
Yearbook had the following to tell its readers about the developments in Poland:
“Among the more important of these transfers of population was the
expulsion of all but 11,000 of the Jews of Cracow, who were deemed
‘economically useful’ and put into a ghetto; those expelled, over 50,000 in
number, were sent to Warsaw, Lublin and other cities. The stay of those sent
to Lublin was short, for most of them were sent farther east, those remaining
being penned in a ghetto in one of the suburbs of the city. Also sent east
were most of the Jews who still remained in the western Polish provinces
incorporated into the Reich.”[81]
Three of the “extermination camps” were located within the Lublin district: Majdanek
(in Lublin itself), Sobibór and Bełżec. With “western Polish provinces incorporated into
the Reich” is meant the Warthegau district, from which Jews were transferred east via
Chełmno. In the edition from the following year (1944, with the year in review being
1943) we read:
“There are reports of Jewish deportees from Holland and other Western
countries having been sent to the occupied Soviet territories for military
work, but their numbers and their fate are still shrouded in darkness.”[82]
3.1.2. Israelitisches Wochenblatt für die Schweiz

The Israelitisches Wochenblatt für die Schweiz (Israelite Weekly for Switzerland)
published many reports on the progress of the “Final solution” during the war years. In
its issue from 16 October 1942 the weekly reported (p. 10f.):
”For some time there has been a trend toward dissolution of the ghettos in
Poland. That was the case with Lublin, then it was Warsaw’s turn. It is not
known how far the plan has been carried out already. The former residents
of the ghetto are going farther to the east into the occupied Russian territory;

Jews from Germany were brought into the ghetto to partly take their place.
[…] Of late, transports of Jews from Belgium and other western European
countries were observed in Riga, but they moved on immediately to other
destinations.”
In the issue of 27 November 1942 we read:
“On a daily basis trains depart from Berlin for the east, part of them
[destined] for the ghettos, part of them for drainage work in the territories of
eastern Poland and Russia. Authorities in New York are reported to have
learned that a Jewish settlement rayon for all the Jews of Western Europe is
to be established in the former Polish-Russian border zone and if necessary
used as a political means of pressure. The deportations from Germany,
Austria, Holland, Belgium and France are to cease by the end of this year.
The identification papers of the deported Jews are destroyed and their
names stricken out; they are henceforth only designated by numbers. It is
therefore hardly possible to keep up a correspondence. [...] In Paris 4,000
Romanian Jews and Jewesses have been arrested and taken out of the city.
They were allowed to bring food for two days. [...] The London-based
newspaper ‘France’ carries a notice that 20,000 Jews deported from France
have arrived in Bessarabia in a pitiful state. The trains went straight to
Kischinev [Chisinau] and Calarisi to deliver the prisoners to the local
ghettos there.”
With “the former Polish-Russian border zone” is almost certainly meant the area around
the border between Poland and Russia as of 1920-1939 (note that the journal apparently
uses “Russia” as synonymous with the USSR). Since, as already mentioned, the eastern
part of Poland, including Pinsk and most of the Pripet marshes, fell to the Byelorussian
Soviet Republic in 1939, this implies that the “Jewish settlement rayon [district] for all
the Jews of Western Europe” consisted of a part of Belarus (Minsk was located only
some thirty kilometers from this border).
At the time, Kishinev was located very near the border of the Transnistrian Reservation
(between the rivers of Dniestr and Southern Bug), to where Jews from Bessarabia and
Bukovina were deported en masse by the Romanian authorities. As mentioned in Section
2.4.8 above, the Transnistria issue will not be discussed here in depth. However, it ought
to be mentioned that, while most of not all mainstream historians today know nothing of
deportations of French Jews to Transnistria, an article from 1953 by the JewishAmerican scholar Joseph B. Shechtman confirms that there are indications of transports
of Jews from France as well as other countries in Western Europe to that area:
“There are indications that in 1943 Transnistria began to serve as a kind of a
‘reservation’ for deportation not only of Rumanian Jews, but of Jews from
other Nazi-dominated countries. On February 28, 1943, the London press
reported that thousands of Jews who had been transported from their homes
in Germany, Austria, Slovakia and the Czech Protectorate to the ‘model
concentration camp’ at the fortress of Theresin [i.e. Theresienstadt] in the
Protectorate, were being sent to Transnistria.[83] Eight months later, reports
from Bucharest stated that freight trains crowded with Jews deported from
France, Holland and Belgium ‘continue to reach the city of Jassy en route to
Transnistria,’ where they ‘are isolated in camps together with Jews from
Bessarabia and Bukovina.’[84] Jews from Germany and Bulgaria, as well as
700 Polish Jews, were reported among the deportees in Mogilev.[85]
A confidential report of the International Red Cross, dated January 20,

1944, states that, according to official Rumanian statistics, there were on
September 1, 1943, 82,098 Jews in Transnistria. Of this number, 50,741
were deported Rumanian Jews, while the remainder were Russian Jews,
native inhabitants of this area. […] There are reliable indications that
considerable numbers of Jews from Transnistria were sent to work on
fortifications along the German-held eastern front. The Krakauer Zeitung of
August 13, 1942 hinted at this when it stated that the Jews deported to
Transnistria ‘were housed in large ghettos until an opportunity arose for
their removal further east.’”[86]
The claim of transports from Theresienstadt to Transnistria requires some elucidation.
During 1943 a total of 17,068 Jews were deported from Theresienstadt in 10 transports.
Four of them took place in January and consisted of in all some 6,000 passengers. In
February a single transport departed carrying 1,001 passengers. During the period
March-August no transports took place; only in September were transports resumed
again.[87] The first three of the January transports were sent to Auschwitz, as was the
single February transport. From the information provided by Danuta Czech in her
Kalendarium[88] we can reconstruct the fate of these four transports as per the table
below:
Transports from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz JanuaryFebruary 1943
Date

Code: Deportees Registered "Gassed"

Jan. 20 Cq

2000

418

1582

Jan. 23 Cr

2029

227

1802

Jan. 26 Cs

993

284

709

Feb. 1

1001

218

783

6023

1147

4876

Cu

Total:

It should be added that in the previous autumn, on 26 October 1942, a convoy (with the
code “By”) had brought 1,866 Jews from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz; 247 of those
were registered in the camp, while the remaining 1,619 were “gassed”, i.e. transferred
elsewhere. The preceding five transports from Theresienstadt (departing during the brief
period of 5-22 October) had all been sent to Treblinka. The transport “Ct” departing
from Theresienstadt on 29 January with 1,001 deportees is listed as bound for Auschwitz
by, among other sources, the Terezin Studies website,[89] but does not appear in Czech’s
Kalendarium.[90] Disregarding the minor uncertainty about this single transport, the
contradiction between the orthodox historical picture and the 28 February 1943 news
reports is clear. If the latter were correct, then the Jews in question could only have been
sent to Transnistria via Auschwitz. The issue of these possible transports to Transnistria
requires further research.
3.1.3. Judisk Krönika

In a study on the Swedish response to the ”Holocaust”, American-Jewish historian
Steven Koblik has the following to say on the Swedish-Jewish periodical Judisk Krönika
(Jewish Chronicle) issued in Stockholm:
“One center of activity [in Sweden] was with the pro-Zionist groups. They
had a journal, Judisk Krönika, founded in 1932, that publicly tried to change
the official congregation policy and influence the larger Swedish

community. The journal developed close contacts in Eastern Europe,
especially Poland, and provided some of the best information on the extent
of the Final Solution found in any Western publication. The journal also
became a source of information for other non-Jewish publications.”[91]
During the war years, this well-informed journal carried a number of news stories that
clash violently with the now established historical picture of the “Holocaust”. In the
issue from September 1942 we read:
“Jewish school children of more than 14 years of age are being deported
from the Third Reich as well, mainly to Ukraine, where they are deployed in
harvest work. The children are informed about their deportation only a few
hours earlier and are allowed to take along only the mere necessities.”[92]
No transports of German Jews to the Ukraine are known by mainstream historiography,
which inevitably leads to the conclusion, that if the above information is correct, then the
children in question reached their destination via one of the “death camps”.
In its issue from the following month Judisk Krönika reported:
“A large number of Jews who had been interned in German concentration
camps have been transported to Poland, where they are deployed to drain
the swamps of Pinsk. The Dachau camp is now devoid of any Jews. Most
Jews from the Rhineland, including those of Cologne, have been transferred
to the ghetto of Riga.”[93]
While the city of Pinsk did indeed belong to Poland between 1920 and 1939, it fell to the
Byelorussian Soviet Republic after the division of Poland. As we will see, the Pripet
marshes and the towns and cities near it, such as Pinsk and Bobruisk, will crop up again
and again in our material.
In the same issue (October 1942) we read:
“The transport of this tremendous large amount of people [from Western
Europe] to Poland was accompanied by the mass expulsion of Jews from
the Warsaw ghetto and from other locations. These people were deported
farther east, and since they were more or less unfit for labor due to
starvation and diseases, one can imagine what fate awaited them there.”[94]
According to the Holocaust historians, the Jews deported from the Warsaw Ghetto were
killed en masse in Treblinka, not “deported farther east”. Since the Polish-Jewish
underground press had reported since August 1942 that Treblinka was a “death camp”
where all arriving Jews were steamed or poisoned with a delayed-action gas, this news
notice can only mean that the “news” of the “truth” about Treblinka had not yet reached
the well-informed Swedish-Jewish journal (which seems unlikely) or that its writers did
not believe the wild atrocity stories and had more trustworthy information available to
them.
Finally, in the issue of May/June 1944 we read:
“Certain sparse information begins to seep through about the fate of those
Jews who have been deported from Western Europe to Eastern Europe.
According to a communication from Lithuania, thousands of Jews from
Holland, Belgium, and northern France have been deported to Kaunas,
where many have been shot to death in the city’s fortress. In Vilnius as well
a large number of Jews from Western Europe has been executed. Some

20,000 Jews from Western Europe are still in the city’s ghetto. The Germans
are executing several hundred of them every day, and the Gestapo compiles
lists of the next victims. Many Jews managed to escape from the various
ghettos and to join partisan groups, and today there is a large number [of
Jews] from Western Europe who are fighting together with the Lithuanian
partisans.”[95]
While the Judisk Krönika had reported of mass killings in Majdanek and Auschwitz in
November 1943[96] and about the “death chambers” of Treblinka (where “many
thousands of Jews have been killed”) in September 1943[97] as well as in its May-June
1944 issue[98], the above quoted passage demonstrates that one still believed a large
number of Western Jews, including Dutch, Belgian and French Jews, to be present in the
occupied eastern territories. As for the claim that the Germans executed thousands of
Western Jews in Vilna in 1944, as well as similar claims elsewhere, the question of the
eventual fate of the deportees to the eastern territories will be addressed in the
concluding part of this article; here it will suffice to point out that if the Soviets at the
end of the war had discovered remains of hundreds of thousands or even millions of
deported Western and Polish Jews in mass graves on formerly German-occupied Soviet
territory, they could easily have dispensed with the vapid claims about gas chambers and
extermination camps and presented concrete forensic evidence at the Nuremberg trial.
Regarding the notion of mass shootings of Jews at Vilna in 1944, it is worth noting what
historian Andrew Ezergailis has to say about similar claims concerning Latvia:
“Some memoir writers tell us that just before the move to send Jews back to
Germany, there were large massacres in Latvia. This contention, however,
must be deemed ‘folklore,’ because to date no archival information has
surfaced that would confirm the murders. For example the Soviet
Extraordinary Commission records no fresh 1944 grave sites.”[99]
3.1.4. New York Times

On 15 June 1943 the New York Times reported on a communiqué issued by the Belgian
government in exile, according to which most of the Belgian Jews had been sent to
concentration camps in Germany, Poland, and in the occupied Russian territories.
3.1.5. Notre Voix

In April 1944 the communist French underground newspaper Notre Voix told its readers:
“Thank you! A news item that will delight all Jews of France was broadcast
by Radio Moscow. Which of us does not have a brother, a sister, or relatives
among those deported from Paris? And who will not feel profound joy when
he thinks about the fact that 8,000 Parisian Jews have been rescued from
death by the glorious Red Army! One of them told Radio Moscow how he
had been saved from death, and likewise 8,000 other Parisian Jews. They
were all in the Ukraine when the last Soviet offensive began, and the SS
bandits wanted to shoot them before they left the country. But since they
knew what fate was in store for them and since they had learned that the
Soviet troops were no longer far away, the deported Jews decided to escape.
They were immediately welcomed by the Red Army and are presently all in
the Soviet Union. The heroic Red Army has thus once again earned a claim
on the gratitude of the Jewish community of France.”[100]
While it may be argued that both the French communists and Radio Moscow could be

suspected of spreading propaganda, it is difficult to see how the presence of French Jews
in the Ukraine could have lent itself to propaganda, especially since the Soviet Union
were at the same time disseminating propaganda about German “extermination camps”.
3.2. Other Indirect Sources
3.2.1. E.M. Kulischer

In 1943, the demographics professor and member of the International Labour Office at
Montreal, Canada, Eugene M. Kulischer published a survey entitled The displacement of
population in Europe. Kulischer was assisted in his survey by no less than 24
institutions, including Jewish ones, which in turn had a dense network of information
channels in the various European countries. His chapter on “The Expulsion and
Deportation of Jews” contains much information of interest to revisionist researchers;
here I will contend myself with merely quoting the passages of interest to our subject:
“This forced transfer [of the Jews] has taken the following forms:
[...] Expulsion from an area which is to be ‘purged of Jews’ and deportation
to a special region (e.g. the Lublin reservation), city or town, or part of such
region, city or town. Since 1940 this has been the usual practice adopted in
removing Jews from various German-controlled territories and deporting
them to the General Government, or, latterly, to the occupied area of the
Soviet Union.”[101]
The mention of transports to the “occupied area of the Soviet Union” could possibly be a
reference to the deportation of German, Austrian and Czech Jews directly to the Baltic
States and Belarus in 1941-42, but the following passages are more specific:
“Some of the Jews from Belgium were sent to a neighbouring part of
Western Europe for forced labour, but generally speaking the tendency has
been to remove the Jews to the east. Many Western European Jews were
reported to have been sent to the mines of Silesia. The great majority were
sent to the General Government and, in ever growing numbers, to the
eastern area, that is, to the territories which had been under Soviet rule since
September 1939 and to the other occupied areas of the Soviet Union.”[102]
Here one should recall that the number of German, Austrian and Czech Jews deported
directly to the east did not increase during 1942, according to preserved documentation,
but was rather a small but steady stream, and that the last known such transport departed
from Vienna on 28 November 1942.[103] It therefore does not make much sense for
Kulischer to speak of “growing numbers” in 1943, unless he had knowledge of other, de
facto increasing, transports of Jews to the occupied eastern territories. Further on
Kulischer writes that
“…generally speaking, deportation to the east is for the Jews the equivalent
of the recruitment for work in the Reich to which the rest of the population
of German-controlled Europe is subject, and their removal further and
further eastwards is doubtless connected with the need for supplying the
army’s requirements near the front.”[104]
We note here the expression “further and further eastwards”. The destination of the
transports “further eastwards” is made more clear in the following paragraph which
concerns the deportation of Jews from the Warsaw Ghetto – which the mainstream
historians claim led said Jews to their deaths in the gas chambers of Treblinka:

“Since the summer of 1942 the ghettos and labour camps in the Germanoccupied Eastern Territories have become the destination of deportees both
from Poland and from western and central Europe; in particular, a new
large-scale transfer from the Warsaw ghetto has been reported. Many of the
deportees have been sent to the labour camps on the Russian front; others to
work in the marshes of Pinsk, or to the ghettos of the Baltic countries,
Byelorussia and Ukraine. It is hardly possible to distinguish how far the
changes in the Jewish population of the General Government are due to
deportation and how far they are attributable to ‘ordinary’ mortality and
extermination. Moreover, the number of Jews remaining in the General
Government is in any case uncertain.”[105]
Kulischer further speaks of “hundreds of thousands of Polish Jews deported eastward
from the General Government”.[106]
3.2.2. A. Rei and H. Laretei

August Rei and Heinrich Laretei, who had served as Estonia’s ambassadors to Moscow
and Stockholm, respectively, before the Soviet occupation of that country in 1940,
reported to the Swedish detective superintendent Otto Danielsson on 8 November 1944
that
“Jews had been deported from Czechoslovakia and Poland [to Estonia]
under the pretence that they would work in Estonian factories, but were then
shot. Estonian patriots had carried out investigations and discovered
evidence.”[107]
While it is documented and acknowledged by the Holocaust historians that a transport
from Theresienstadt carrying 1,000 Jews bound for Estonian Raasiku departed on 1
September 1942, mainstream historiography is unaware of any transports of Polish Jews
to Estonia.
3.2.3. A. Jablonski

On 26 August 1943, the Swedish Communist organ Ny Dag published an article written
by a Latvian Communist, A. Jablonski, entitled “The Germans in Latvia”, in which we
read:
“During the winter 1941-1942 the Germans deported to Riga Jews from
Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, and other occupied countries and executed
them together with Jews from Riga in the pine forest at Čuibe, between the
stations of Rumbula and Salaspils.”[108]
3.3. The Witnesses
3.3.1. Herman Kruk

Herman Kruk was born in the Polish town of Plock in 1897. In 1920 he joined the
Jewish Labor Bund. Following the German attack on Warsaw in 1939 he fled to Vilna,
where he remained in 1941 when the Germans overtook Lithuania. In the Vilna Ghetto,
Kruk became the head librarian and a prominent member of the ghetto community. From
1941 to 1944, he kept a voluminous diary which he regarded as a chronicle of the
destruction of the Vilna Jews. In September 1943, Kruk was transferred from Vilna to
the labor camp Lagedi in Estonia, where he was reportedly shot on 18 September 1944.

His diary was preserved by a friend who after the war found his way to Israel. In 1961
the diary was published in the original Yiddish by the Jewish organization YIVO under
the title Hurbn Vilne (The Destruction of Vilna, other editions of the same book go under
the title Togbuch fun Vilner Geto, Diary from the Vilna Ghetto). The diary finally
appeared in English translation in 2002. It contains numerous entries which are of
utmost interest, as they blatantly contradict the orthodox historiography on the
“extermination camps” and offer strong support to the revisionist hypothesis.
In Kruk’s diary entry from 30 January 1942 we read:
“A train with Jews passed by here today. The Jews said that they are being
taken to work from Sosnowiec and the surrounding area. The train left in the
direction of the Eastern Front.”[109]
Sosnowiec is a city in Upper Silesia, not far from Katowice, which is in turn located not
far from Oświęcim, that is, Auschwitz. According to orthodox historiography, the very
first transport of Jews sent to Auschwitz to be gassed reportedly originated from Upper
Silesia. The Holocaust historians are not unanimous when it comes to the date of this
transport. Danuta Czech in her Kalendarium states that the convoy arrived from the
Upper Silesian town of Beuthen on 15 February.[110] The sources she gives are not
contemporary documents but statements from the SS men Rudolf Höss and Pery Broad
that not in any way support the alleged date or origin of the transport.[111] Jean-Claude
Pressac on the other hand dates the beginning of large-scale gassings at Auschwitz (in
Krematorium I) to January 1942[112], as does Ber Mark, who identifies the first alleged
victims as coming from an unspecified location in Upper Silesia.[113] Given the date
and reported origin of the transport witnessed by Kruk it nevertheless seems plausible
that we are here dealing with an observation of the first Polish Jews sent to be “gassed”
at Auschwitz. Holocaust historiography knows of no transports from Sosnowiec to
Auschwitz (or any other “extermination camp”) taking place earlier than May
1942,[114] but we should recall here that when it comes to many if not most
deportations of Jews from Poland, contemporary documents are lacking and dates and
numbers often derive from testimonies.
In a brief chronicle of the Kovno Ghetto written as a diary entry on 16 February 1942
and detailing events transpired in that ghetto from late June 1941 to February 1942,
Kruk writes:
“The only disturbing thing was that masses of Jews were driven into Kovno
from the Czech area, from Łódź, Upper Silesia, Belgium, and Germany. The
Slobodka [Vilijampole] Judenrat [in Kovno] calculated that they would
settle those Jews in the ghetto, but it turned out that the Jews were brought
to Kovno for destruction.”[115]
Only two transports from the west to Kovno (Kaunas) are known by mainstream
historiography for the period in question: one carrying an unknown number of German
Jews from Berlin on 17 November 1941, and one with 995 Jews from Vienna departing
on 23 November 1941. The mention of Jews from Łódź and Upper Silesia are of
particular interest. As already mentioned, the first Jews sent to be “gassed” at Auschwitz
are reported to have been Jews from Upper Silesia, and as seen above, Kruk on 30
January 1942 witnessed a convoy of Jews from that part of Poland passing through Vilna
on their way to the eastern front. From January 1941 onward, Jews from Łódź are
alleged to have been gassed at the Chełmno camp.
Kruk’s mention of Belgian Jews is difficult to explain, since the first deportations from
that country reportedly took place in August 1942. Some 8,000 Belgian Jews were
expelled to France, but deportations from there did not start until March 1942 (cf.

Sections 2.3.2. and 2.3.3.). Kulischer on the other hand states that “some Jews, mainly of
Polish origin, were transferred from Antwerp to Lodz for work in textile factories”
during the winter of 1941-42.[116] Provided that this information is correct, then some
of these Jews may hypothetically have reached Kovno via Chełmno. Perhaps more likely
Kruk’s unnamed informant(s) was in error here. Another spurious piece of second-hand
information (considering the date) was noted down by Kruk on 12 March 1942: the
Judenälteste of the Kovno Ghetto had sent him “a yellow patch from a Western
European Jew” together with a letter claiming that it derived from one of “a large group
of Jews from Belgium and Holland” which had recently been brought to Kovno to be
shot, but of which “many managed to hide.”[117]
On 12 March 1942, Kruk penned the following entry in his diary:
“A rumor has suddenly spread through the ghetto that 2,000 German Jews
were brought to Subocz Street [in Vilna].”[118]
Two days later, on 14 March 1942, he returned to this subject:
“We have already noted that 2,000 German Jews are in the Municipal
Houses on Subocz. Now I know that the group of Jews is from Austria,
most from Vienna. So far, we have not been able to make contact with
them.”[119]
Mainstream historians know of no such transport of Austrian Jews to Vilna. These
deportees may have been sent there directly from Vienna, but it is also possible that they
reached Vilna via the Łódź ghetto. From 16 October 1941 to 4 November of the same
year, a total of 5,002 Jews were deported from Ostmark (Austria) to the Łódź Ghetto.
According to a Gestapo report dating from 9 June 1942, 10,993 of the 19,848 Jews
deported to Łódź from Altreich, Ostmark and the Protectorate had been evacuated (i.e.
sent east via Chełmno) up until that date.[120]
When dealing with the possibility of transports to the east via the “pure extermination
camp” of Chełmno, Kruk’s diary entry from 4 July 1942 under the heading “A Message
from Łódź” is of utmost interest:
“Just received a message from Łódź. For us, Łódź is one of those cities from
which you can obtain almost no information. Of course, the rumors from
there are crazy and wild, and according to them, it is already certain that
there are no Jews in Łódź\.
Now I learn from two young people who were taken out of the Łódź Ghetto
in March that Łódź has a ghetto. There is no shooting, and mass executions
are unknown. The only thing is, people are taken off to work. They figure
that about 10,000 Jews have recently been sent out of Łódź. Now the young
people know what it is to be sent out to work. They are dragged around
from place to place; they don’t know where they are or what they are doing.
From time to time, groups are pulled out and disappear, and they assume
that they are shot…
Both of the young men escaped from such a group, and after a week of
wandering, they were arrested in Vilna [and taken to] Łukiszki [a prison in
Vilna] and were released from there only two days ago. Here in the ghetto
they were clothed, and soon they will be sent to forest work.”[121]
Orthodox historiography has it that, from January 1942 onward, numerous Jews from
the Łódź (Litzmannstadt) Ghetto were sent, not to work, but to be killed in the Chełmno

“extermination camp”. According to the “Chronicle of the Łódź Ghetto”, 10,003 Łódź
Jews were sent to their deaths in January and 7,025 in February.[122] In contemporary
German documents the Jews evacuated from the ghetto are referred to as “resettled”
(ausgesiedelt), and the diary entry of Kruk clearly shows that this resettlement was real
and not a camouflage for mass killings. This diary entry thus constitutes a strong
confirmation of the transit camp hypothesis. It is possible that the two Łódź Jews which
Kruk received the information from only had knowledge of the number of Jews deported
in January, considering the striking match between the figures (“about 10,000” and
10,003). The fact that the two young men had wandered for only a week from their work
place to reach Vilna indicates that at least part of the Łódź Jews were sent to Lithuania
or possibly to neighboring Belarus.[123]
The notion expressed by Kruk in his entry from 16 February 1942 that Jews from Łódź
among other places were brought to Kovno merely to be shot there seems somewhat
spurious in light of what the prominent Kovno Jew Avraham Tory entered into in his
diary on 14 July 1942. Here we read that “four Jews from Łódź” had been brought to the
Kovno Ghetto Hospital for surgery after having “spent a long time in a labor
camp”.[124] We will also note here briefly that a number of witnesses report the
presence of Polish Jews in the Baltic States. Most of them, unfortunately, do not specify
where in Poland these Jews came from or when they had arrived to the occupied eastern
territories. Jeanette Wolf, a German Jewess deported to Riga, writes in her memoirs of
Polish Jews being interned in the Strasdenhof camp near Riga.[125] The German Jew
Josef Katz repeatedly mentions the presence of Polish Jews in the Riga Ghetto and the
Kaiserwald Concentration Camp (in the same city), including “Shmuel, a Jew from
Łódź”.[126] In one of the undated notations made by Kruk after his deportation to
Estonia, and which seems to refer to December 1943, we read that the camp elder in a
camp in Narva (possibly the Vaivara subcamp Narva-Ost) was “the Galician Jew
Zieler.”[127] Preserved file cards from the Estonian camp Klooga shows that at least 14
of the inmates there were Jews from Warsaw.[128] It is further reported that a smaller
group of Polish Jews worked with cremating the bodies of executed political prisoners
near the Estonian Tartu camp in November 1943.[129]
Kruk’s entry from 16 April 1943 is of extreme interest:
“I learn that for the past two weeks, two trains have been halted in Vilna,
each with 25 cars of objects, apparently from the Dutch Jews. [...] Today a
rumor is circulating that there are about 19,000 Dutch Jews in Vievis.”[130]
Vievis (Polish spelling Jewie) is a small town located between Kovno and Vilna with
direct access to the railroad running between those two cities (cf. Ill. 1). In a Lithuanian
doctoral dissertation which is partially available in English translation online, historian
Neringa Latvyte-Gustaitiene gives a description of the camps located in Vievis that is
based almost exclusively on post-war testimonies:
“As early as 1942, there were two labour camps at Vievis, one for Soviet
prisoners of war and the other for Jews. Both were supervised by a German
military unit, under the command of an officer named Deling.223 The
majority of the Jews were mostly engaged in building the highway. [...] In
May 1942, there were 700 Jews in the camp. The flow of people was
intense: large groups were often removed to be murdered, and others arrived
to replace them. Prisoners from the Vilnius and Kaunas ghettos worked
there. [...] The regime at the Vievis work camp was very severe. Leaving
the camp was strictly forbidden. The campsite was fenced off with barbed
wire and guarded by armed personnel. The working day started at 5:30; the
roll-call was at 6:00 a.m. The food was bad. [...] In mid-1943 the Vievis

labour camp came under the supervision of the Vilnius City Commissar,
who was noted for his cruelty. [...] The inmates continued to build the
highway. Nutrition did not improve, ‘Quite often you could see Jews
returning from work, holding one another so as not to fall.’ The living
quarters were unhealthy and even a threat to life. People slept on four-story
berths made of boards joined together. They put some straw on the boards,
if they could get any. Selections at the camp continued, and groups of Jews
were brought to replace others. Those who were ill were most often
transferred to the Vilnius or Kaunas ghettos. From these ghettos, the camp
received some aid - clothing, boots and other things. Although the internal
regime had not changed substantially, confrontations between the Jews and
the camp guard became more frequent. [...] In September, a big group of
Jews arrived at the Vievis camp. Selections of those fit to work began
immediately. Dzena selected able-bodied Jews, and those who had gold, to
remain in the camp. The greater majority, including the elderly people and
children, were transported to Paneriai [i.e. the alleged mass shooting site
Ponary]. [...] A 45 kilometre narrow-gauge railway line from Vievis to
Paneriai had been built, which transported Jews to the site of their death.
[...] The Vievis labour camp was liquidated in December 1943. All its
workers were murdered in Paneriai.”[131]
What seems certain of the above information is that there existed a Jewish camp in
Vievis from early 1942 to December 1943. That ill inmates from the Vievis camp were
brought to the Vilna or Kovno ghettos – a detail which does not square well with the
assertion that Jews from the same camp were shot in large numbers at Ponary – is
confirmed by the Kovno Ghetto diary of Avraham Tory. In his entry from 2 July 1943
Tory writes:
“Yellin, the representative of Vievis camp, arrived here today. He comes to
the Ghetto [in Kovno] once every two or three weeks to collect wooden
shoes, underwear, and other supplies from our welfare department. The
conditions in the Vievis labor camp are harsher than in the Ghetto. The
housing conditions there endanger the health and lives of the inmates, the
regime is strict, and the labor is back-breaking. The Vievis labor camp is
under the supervision of the city governor of Vilna, who is a very cruel man.
About four weeks ago, the camp workers feared that all the inmates would
be exterminated after two Jewish youths had refused to obey the orders of
the camp guards. Once in a while, patients from Vievis camp are admitted to
out Ghetto hospital. The camp inmates also come here quite often to ask for
help over some problem or other. We, for our part, extend them whatever
assistance we can.”[132]
In a collection of “Holocaust survivor” testimonies from 2007 we read the following
account concerning “Marie”, a Jewess from the Vilna Ghetto:
“When they saw that the last days of the [Vilna] ghetto were approaching
[the ghetto was liquidated on 23 September 1943] Adam [Marie’s brother]
succeeded to be transferred to the camp Zezmarai, working for the German
engineering organization TODT. He was working there as a camp physician,
while Marie remained in the [Vilna] ghetto. Just before the great action her
brother arrived with friendly members of the TODT organization and saved
her. She was right now in camp Vievis. After about a month, she was
transferred to Milejgany and from there to the Zezmarai camp.”[133]
This account suggests that Vievis functioned not only as a labor camp but also as a

transit camp from where Jewish prisoners were relayed to other camps.

Illustration 1. A map of the Vilna-Kovno area in 1941 with Vievis underlined by the
author. Trains coming from the south arrived at the Landwarówo (Lentvaris) junction,
where they either continued to the east and Vilna/Wilno/Vilnius, or to the northwest and
Kovno (Kaunas). (Source: Section of Internationale Weltkarte 1:1 000 000
Sonderausgabe IV.1941 Ber. V.41 N-35 Wilna).
The notion that someone would have simply made up such a curious claim as that
19,000 Dutch had arrived in a small Lithuanian appears out of the question. For what
reason would someone make it up, or, for that matter, how could such a misconception
arise? But where then did these Jews come from?
Transport lists shows that between 2 March and 6 April 1943, six transports with
altogether 7,699 Dutch Jews left Westerbork for the “extermination camp” of
Sobibór.[134] Was the person behind the Vievis rumor perhaps misinformed about the
number of Dutch deportees? This may be, but it is also possible that Vievis at this time
held Dutch Jews deported to the East not only via Sobibór but also via Auschwitz.
Between 17 July 1942 and 25 February 1943 a total of 42,533 Dutch Jews were sent to
Auschwitz; 30,413 were “gassed upon arrival”, i.e. transited elsewhere.[135] If part of
these were sent to Vievis, it is possible that there indeed were 19,000 Dutch Jews present
in this town on 16 April 1943.
Later on the same day that he reported on the rumor of Dutch Jews in Vievis (16 April
1943) Kruk wrote under the heading “Once more about the Dutch Jews”:
“Just now I succeeded in getting a Jewish sign from a Dutch Jew and a copy
of the order of the Reichskommissar for the Occupied Netherlands about
Jewish property (attached).”[136]
The editor of the diary informs us that “The order is missing.” This entry shows us that
Kruk had good reason to believe the Vievis rumor, since he himself had in his possession
items belonging to one or more Dutch Jews transported to the East. With “Jewish sign”
is undoubtedly meant the yellow cloth Star of David forcibly worn by the Western Jews.
In the Netherlands these emblems bore the inscription Jood (Dutch for Jew).
On 19 April 1943 Kruk wrote:
“Europe will be purged of Jews. The Jews of Warsaw are being taken to be
killed in Malkinia, near Lwów or near Zamość. The Jews from Western
Europe are being taken east, their wandering go on.”[137]

In his previous entries Kruk repeatedly recounts claims that the Warsaw Jews were killed
near the Polish town of Malkinia. On 5 September 1942 Kruk wrote that “The Jews are
taken toward Malkinia, and there, there… they are poisoned with gas”.[138] On 30
September 1942 he noted that the mass killings “are supposed to have taken place
somewhere near Malkinia. People are forced to leave their clothes in the trains. From
there, they are driven to underground trenches, and they don’t come back. How it is done
is still a secret.”[139] By 27 October the rumors had become more specific: “The Jews
from there [Warsaw] were taken, as has been mentioned, to Bełz (near Lwów) and to a
forest around Malkinia. There the Jews are put into special underground entrances,
poisoned, and burned.”[140] On 30 October Kruk again wrote of the rumors, this time
giving a source, issue no. 6 of the Polish underground newspaper Niepodległość. Kruk
summarizes: “Some were taken on trains to Treblinka near Malkinia, many were
conveyed as far as Bełz (in the Lwów district), where they were poisoned en masse with
gas or killed with electrical current in the former soap factory there.”[141] By 6 May
1943, finally, the rumors had grown wild indeed:
“Treblinka. This is the name of that place near Malkinia where Jews from
Warsaw, Białystok, and Grodno are killed. Here, as I said, the trains come
and everyone has to undress to go into the woods, where there is supposedly
a disinfection facility. Anyone who realizes what is going on, and doesn’t
want to undress, is handed over to a group of Jewish police, who throw the
resisters into a fire; then you have to undress and be driven in, no matter
where. […] The victims are driven into the disinfection facility. From the
inside, the air is sucked out by a machine until the people die. The bodies
then burst from the pressure of the air and are automatically thrown into a
so-called crematorium, which burns the bodies to coal. The narrators
[unnamed] say that ashes are scattered on the fields of the whole area.
Clearly, the ashes from the burned people.”[142]
It is of interest to note that, while Kruk readily reported rumors spread by Polish
underground publications that the Jews from Warsaw, Białystok and Grodno were killed
en masse at Treblinka and Bełżec (which is here confused with another place, the town
of Bełz) – the latter camp being located not far from Lwów and Zamość – he never
mentions the alleged mass killing of the Łódź Jews at Chełmno (Sobibór and Auschwitz
are also unknown to him). The reason for this is obvious: ever since his encounter with
the two young Łódź Jews on 4 July 1942, he understood that the rumors according to
which “there are no Jews in Łódź” were “crazy and wild” because he knew from firsthand sources that “mass executions are unknown” and that the tens of thousands of Jews
evacuated from the Łódź were merely “taken off to work”. This shows that Kruk, while
susceptible to black propaganda about the fate of the Warsaw Jews – something
understandable in the light of the fact that most of his relatives lived there – did not lend
credence to mere rumor in cases when he had access to reliable first-hand sources
contradicting those rumors.
Kruk’s note from 19 April 1943 that “The Jews from Western Europe are being taken
east, their wandering go on” shows that he did not believe said Jews were being gassed
en masse in the “extermination camps” in Poland. The reason for this is also simple: why
would he believe so when he knew that the Dutch Jews were being taken to the occupied
eastern territories?
On 26 April 1943 Kruk wrote more about the Western Jews under the heading “Where
are the millions of Jews of Europe?”, insinuating that at least part of them had been shot
in Lithuania and Belarus:
“We know, for example, that Poland alone contained more than 3 million

Jews, and now – can you find even half a million in former Poland?
However much we try, we cannot reach such a number. And the hundreds of
thousands of Jews from Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and the thousands
of Jews from France, Belgium, Holland, and Czechoslovakia, who have
gone through Lithuania in the thousands, who were shot near Minsk, at the
Seventh Fort of Kovno, etc.?”[143]
On 30 April 1943 Kruk returned to the subject of the deported Dutch Jews:
“We have already written about the packing up of 130,000 Jews from
Holland and their transport to the East.[144] We have also mentioned that
carloads filled with goods from the Dutch Jews are in the Vilna railroad
station. Now an issue that clears it all up - beautiful old furniture has been
brought here, to our joiners' workshop, to be repaired. In the drawers people
find Dutch documents, including documents from December 1942, which
means that ostensibly, the Dutch were not taken to the East before January
or February. Thus the Jews [there] did not know they were going to be
exterminated. The rich Dutch Jews even brought bridge tables with them, in
case, God forbid, such things wouldn't be found among the backward
Ostjuden [Eastern European Jews]. Now it is clear that they were
slaughtered, just like the Oszmiana[145] and Swieciany Jews. In our area,
dozens of railroad cars are scattered, filled with Jewish junk, remnants of
the former Dutch Jewry.”[146]
This passage removes the last doubt about the origin of the transports, because the
mainly Yiddish-speaking Jews in the Vilna Ghetto would certainly have been able to tell
Dutch from German. The dates written on the documents discovered in the drawers also
confirm that the Dutch Jews had been brought to Lithuania either in January or February
1943 via Auschwitz or in March or April via Sobibór.
One might argue here that the trains may have brought only the belongings of Dutch
Jews murdered at Sobibór, and not the Jews themselves in still living condition. Such a
counterargument, however, clashes with the mainstream historiography on Sobibór.
Miriam Novitch writes that “Gold and jewelry were sent directly to the Führer’s
Chancellery in Berlin. Prisoners’ clothing, from which the yellow star badges, and all
signs indicating their origin, were removed, went to several German institutions.”[147]
Yitzhak Arad quotes the testimony of Jan Piwonski, a railway worker at Sobibór station:
“I saw how the goods which were of no value to the Germans were burned.
The other goods were loaded on freight cars and sent to Germany. Such
transports with objects and clothing departed twice a month. Valuables,
gold, and money were packed in an iron box and sent to Berlin twice a
week.”[148]
One would think that Piwonski would have recalled if part of the spoils for some odd
reason had been sent not to Germany, but to the Baltic States! Moreover, if the railway
cars really were filled with the stolen belongings of Dutch Jews murdered in Sobibór,
how come there were not only possibly incriminating documents among the objects, but
also Star of David patches? It should further be pointed out that this passage indicates
that the transited Jews did not have all their belongings confiscated at Sobibór. Finally
we note that nowhere in this or the following entries does Kruk give an explanation to
how he knew that the Dutch Jews sent to Lithuania had been “slaughtered”.
A further passage of interest was penned by Kruk on 23 June 1943:
“In the Minsk Ghetto, 3,000 - 4,000 Jews now live. Next to the ghetto is

another ghetto. In the first ghetto are Russian Jews from Minsk, Slutsk,
Baranovitsh, etc. In the second, there are altogether 1,500 German and
Czech Jews.”[149]
Kruk knew this information from two individuals who had recently been to Minsk. The
assertion that 1,500 German and Czech Jews at the time lived in the second ghetto
appears to contradict the statement of Minsk witness Hersh Smolar (see Section 3.3.3.)
that the last remaining German Jews in the “Hamburg Ghetto” were murdered in “gasvans” in early 1943.[150] On the other hand, Smolar reports that no less than 12,000
Jews (whereof about 3,200 in hiding) were still living in the Minsk ghetto as of late
February 1943.[151]
3.3.2. Hilde Sherman-Zander

Hilde Sherman-Zander, a German Jewess born in 1923, was deported from Cologne to
Riga on 10 December 1941. In her memoirs she recalls an incident taking place at a not
further specified date in the summer of 1942:
“One morning on the way to work, as we crossed the railroad tracks, we
found there standing a long train made up of cattle wagons. On the tracks
lay small pieces of paper and cardboard, on which were written, ‘Help, we
are thirsting to death’ and cries of ‘Water! Water!’
From the air apertures, which were barred with barbed wire, we saw hands
and lower arms reaching out. Suddenly the unfortunates threw out rings,
watches and money in the hope of receiving a mouthful of water in return.
We were hastily marched on our way.
In the evening in the ghetto we learned that the clothing from this transport
had already arrived in the Ghetto. Only the clothing. Also a couple of prams
with baby bottles filled with milk. There was no trace of the people. They
were Dutch Jews, deported from Westerboork [correct: Westerbork].
So it continued during the whole of the summer: Every second day large
amounts of clothing arrived in the ghetto: bed sheets, shoes, toilet articles.
Everything was unloaded in the enormous hall and then sorted. [...] Not
once did a single human soul from all the thousands and yet thousands from
these transports reach our ghetto. By now we knew where they went: to the
Hochwald [i.e. the Bikernieki Forest]. All of them. Without exception. All
were shot and buried in mass graves.”[152]
Similar to Herman Kruk, Sherman-Zander claims that the Dutch deportees were all shot
to death in forests in the vicinity of Riga, but this assertion is not based on observations
of her own. As mentioned above, the deportation of Dutch Jews to Auschwitz began on
17 July 1942, a fact which fits well with Sherman-Zander’s testimony.
3.3.3. Hersh Smolar[153]
Hersh Smolar was a Polish Jew born in 1905. In 1939 he fled from his native city of
Bialystok to Minsk in Belarus, where after the German invasion in 1941 and the erection
of the Minsk Ghetto he became a prominent figure in the local Jewish underground.
From 1942 onwards, Smolar led a group of Jewish partisan fighters based in the forests
and swamps near Minsk. In his memoirs, originally published in 1948, Smolar recalls
the arrival of Western Jews to Minsk:
“Ever since transports of Jews from various European countries had begun

arriving at the Minsk railroad station - from Germany and France, from
Poland and Czechoslovakia, from Hungary and Greece - we were receiving
from our people employed at the station fragmentary reports about the Jews
in those countries. We heard about the various methods the Nazis were
using not only to terrorize the Jews but to undermine their vigilance by
deception. We knew, for example, that this was done by spreading rumors
that the transports were going to work-places in the east.”[154]
Unfortunately, while the passage quoted here is found in a chapter describing events
taking place during the summer of 1942, Smolar does not make it clear when these
transports began arriving or until what date they continued. We recall here that the first
deportation of Jews from Greece took place in February 1943, whereas in France the
deportations began already in March 1942.
The mention of Hungarian Jews might be taken to indicate that the information relayed
by Smolar is unreliable, due to the reasons presented above in Section 2.2.3. There is,
however, an entirely possible explanation for the presence of nominally Hungarian Jews
in Belarus in 1942: In August 1941, 17,000 – 22,000 of the Jews living in the former
Czechoslovak province of Carpatho-Russia, which had been incorporated into Hungary,
were declared as stateless and deported by the Hungarian authorities across the Dnjestr
River to the Ukrainian region of Kamenetz-Podolsk.[155] Historian Christian Gerlach
further mentions that the 2nd Hungarian Army brought some thousand of Hungarian
“Work Jews” with them to Belarus in the summer of 1942, who were then also employed
by Organisation Todt.[156] In his short memoirs from 1961, the Berlin Jew Karl
Loewenstein, who was deported to Minsk on 14 November 1941 and transferred to
Theresienstadt on 13 May 1942 (due to distinguished service in World War I), mentions
having been in contact with a Hungarian Jew in Minsk.[157]
3.3.4. Heinz Rosenberg

The German Jew Heinz Rosenberg, born in 1921, was deported from Hamburg to Minsk
on 8 November 1941 (the first direct transport to that city).[158] His memoirs were
published in 1985. A few days after Rosenberg’s arrival to Minsk, another transport with
“about 1000 Jews from Düsseldorf” arrived.[159] This is perfect accordance with facts,
since a transport bound for Minsk departed from Düsseldorf on 10 November. At the
time, Rosenberg was told by SS members that “another 30 to 40 transports would
follow”.[160] This reported statement fits well with the fact that another 32 direct
transports reached Minsk: 4 more in November 1941 and another 28 in the period May –
November 1942 (most of them from Vienna). Rosenberg writes that in the next few
weeks following the Düsseldorf transport, more trains arrived, each carrying about 1000
people, so that in all 7,500 Jews arrived in the ghetto (which seems to imply a total of 7
transports). The documents show that the transports to Minsk in November numbered 6,
and that they carried a total of 5,453 people. Thus Rosenberg somewhat overestimates
the number of deportees, but within a reasonable margin of error. The origins of the
transports following the first two from Hamburg and Düsseldorf are given by Rosenberg
as “Berlin, Vienna, Prague and Bremen/Hamburg”.[161] The documents show (in
chronological order): Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Brünn and Hamburg. Here Rosenberg
is in error, but it is not as grave an error as it might appear. Brünn (present Brno) was a
city in the Protectorate and it is not out of the question that Rosenberg in his
recollections mistook it to have arrived from Prague. The mention of Vienna and the
lacking mention of Frankfurt are perhaps more serious, and points to a somewhat faulty
memory. Rosenberg is correct, however, that the last of the November transports arrived
from Hamburg. It is worth noting here that Karl Loewenstein, who arrived with the
fourth transport (from Berlin), recalled in 1961 that the three following transports
arrived, in chronological order, from “Brünn, Bremen and Vienna”.[162] Later in his

recollection Loewenstein explicitly mentions the presence of Vienna Jews in Minsk in
the winter of 1941-42 (and that part of the German ghetto had been named after these
Jews)[163], while the documents show that the first direct transport from Vienna to
Minsk departed on 6 May 1942. A hypothetical explanation for this would be that the
transport from Vienna to Kaunas departing on 23 November 1941 was for some reason
rerouted to Minsk, or that some Jews from the Kaunas transport were sent on to
Minsk.[164] However, as far as the author of this article is aware, there exists no
documentary evidence supporting this hypothesis.
The part of Rosenberg’s memoirs that interests us here describes how the witness
worked in February-March 1942 with sorting the belongings from arriving transports in
the former Minsk Opera:
“A large contingent of ghetto inmates worked every day in this building
with sorting the stolen goods of the ‘enemies of the Reich’. We were dealing
with hundreds and thousands of trunks, rucksacks and handbags from the
belongings of some 23,000 Jews, who had arrived to Minsk in 23 transports,
but never were admitted into the ghetto. Instead they were shot or gassed
immediately at arrival. Only from the labels on the trunks could our people
know where the transports had come from.”[165]
Apparently Rosenberg “knew” about the fate of these Jewish transports only from
hearsay, as he himself during this period of time neither was present at the railway
station nor outside of the city near the alleged killing sites. It may be worth noting in this
context K. Loewenstein’s comment that the Minsk railway station and the ghetto of the
German Jews were located in opposite ends of the city.[166]
According to the documents, not a single direct transport from the west arrived in Minsk
during the whole period from December 1941 to May 1942. The possible
counterargument that the luggage Rosenberg sorted might have come from Jews sent
from Theresienstadt to nearby Maly Trostinec does not hold water, since the first of
these transports (five in all) departed on 14 July 1942. Neither does there exist, as far as
the author of this article is aware, any reports of Jewish transports arriving by train to
Minsk from other parts of Ostland or the Ukraine during the period in question. This
implies that if Rosenberg is correct, then the 23 unknown transports arrived to Minsk
indirectly from the west via Chełmno or Auschwitz. Alas, Rosenberg does not tell his
readers what he and his fellow workers read on the trunk labels!
When we compare Rosenberg’s statement with what contemporary documents has to
tell us about Minsk during the period in question (early 1942) something rather curious
crops up. On 5 January 1942, the Stadtkommissar of Minsk, Gauamtsleiter Wilhelm
Janetzke sent a letter to the Minister for the Occupied Eastern Territories, Alfred
Rosenberg, in which he related that he had just been informed by the SS and Police that
central authorities had the intention
“of bringing approximately 50,000 more Jews from Germany to Minsk in
the next weeks and months.”
Janetzke strongly protested the planned deportations, arguing that the city, which had
been severely devastated by the war but still had 100,000 civilian inhabitants, could not
receive more transports, and that there were in the city’s ghettos already “about 7,000
Jews from Germany” and “roughly from 15,000 to 18,000 Russian Jews”. [167]
On 16 January, the expert on Jewish questions in Rosenberg’s ministry, Amtsgerichtsrat
Wetzel, replied in a letter addressed to Reichskommissar Lohse (i.e. Janetzke’s superior):

“According to a communication of the Reich Security Headquarters
imparted to me, it was planned to send 25,000 Jews from the Reich to
Minsk, who were supposed to be accommodated in the ghetto there. Of
these, 7-8,000 Jews have reached Minsk. The rest who remained behind
cannot be transferred to Minsk at this time due to transportation difficulties.
As soon as these difficulties are removed, however, the arrival of these Jews
in Minsk must be reckoned with.”[168]
On 6 February 1942 Generalkommissar Kube wrote a letter to Lohse in which he
supported Janetzke’s protest and pointed out the impossibility of accommodating yet an
additional 25,000 Jews.[169]
As has already been mentioned, no Jewish transports are recorded as having departed for
Mink during the long period from 19 November 1941 to 6 May 1942, when the first
known transport from Vienna departed. Did it really take this long to remove the
referred-to transport difficulties? Or was the problem in fact solved not long after
Wetzel’s reply and the deportation of Jews to Minsk renewed, as Rosenberg’s account
hints at?
If we add together the recorded number of Jews deported directly from the Reich to
Minsk in the period 6 May – 28 November 1942 (the date of the last recorded such
transport) we reach the figure of 25,657 people. For one of the recorded transports
during this period, however, the number of deported Jews is not known. The transport in
question departed from Cologne on 22 July 1942 and had the code Da-219. Since
virtually all of the other direct transports from the Reich to Ostland carried
approximately 1,000 persons each, we are justified in assuming this average number also
for Da-219. Thus some 26,657 Reich Jews were sent to Minsk during the
abovementioned period in 28 transports. If we then add to these the 23,000 arrivals in
February-March claimed by Rosenberg, we get the figure 49,657, that is, almost exactly
the number of Jewish deportees (50,000) that the SS and Police authorities in early
January 1942 had told Janetzke would arrive to Minsk “in the next weeks and months”.
Was the deportation schedule resumed again in February but then stretched out over the
whole of 1942 in order to make it easier for the local administration to find
accommodation for the arrivals?
3.3.5. Friedrich Jeckeln

In an interrogation held in Soviet custody on 14 December 1945, the former Higher
Leader of the SS and Police of Ostland, Friedrich Jeckeln, made the following statement
concerning the Latvian “death camp” of Salaspils:
“Q: What countries were the Jews in Salaspils brought from?
A: Jews were brought from Germany, France, Belgium, Holland,
Czechoslovakia, and from other occupied countries to the Salaspils camp.
To give a precise count of Jews in the Salaspils camp would be difficult.
[...] The first Jewish convoys arrived in Salaspils in November 1941. Then,
in the first half of 1942, convoys arrived at regular intervals. I believe that in
November 1941, no more than three convoys arrived in all, but during the
next seven months, from December 1941 to June 1942, eight to twelve
convoys arrived each month. Overall, in eight months, no less than fifty-five
and no more than eighty-seven Jewish convoys arrived at the camp. Given
that each convoy carried a thousand men, that makes a total of 55,000 to
87,000 Jews exterminated in the Salaspils camp.”[170]

It should be noted here that while Russia as late as 2004 claimed that 101,000 “Soviet
citizens” had been killed at Salaspils, and whereas a Soviet encyclopedia in 1970 gave
the victim number as at least 53,700,[171] current historiography estimate a death toll of
only some thousands.[172] We will return to the issue of Salaspils further on in this
article.
3.3.6. William W. Mishell

Mishell, born as Mishelski in 1918, was a Lithuanian Jew who during the war lived in
the Kovno Ghetto. In his memoirs from 1988 he writes of one or more transports of
French Jews to Kovno in the summer of 1942:
“Barely had the bodies of the Jews from Vienna a chance to cool when, one
morning, a new transport of Jews was brought to Kovno for extermination.
[...] Nobody was quite sure, but it seemed that this group was from France.
[...] Several more transports came in short succession and then they
stopped, for how long we did not know.”[173]
Mainstream historiography knows of only one transports of Viennese (or other Austrian)
Jews to Kaunas, which took place on November 23, 1941. The ambiguity concerning the
nationality of the “French” deportees as well as the late date of Mishell’s memoirs
prompts us to regard this piece of witness evidence as of minor value.
3.3.7. Lebke Distel

In his book on Abba Kovner’s Lithuanian-Jewish resistance group, The Avengers, Rich
Cohen recounts the story of a companion of Kovner’s named Lebke Distel who on 1
September 1943 was deported from Vilna to Estonia[174] and various camps near the
Narva-Leningrad theatre of the eastern front, only to be reunited with Kovner and his
group in 1945:
“From Wilna, Lebke had been sent from prison camp to prison camp, a
death march, always one step ahead of the Red Army. In Kortla Java, he
worked on the roads in the swampy country. At night he could hear shelling
and rifle shots. He was then sent down the river Narva River to Suski, where
he built the German railroad. The temperature dropped to twenty five
degrees below zero; prisoners carried the dead to be counted and burned.
The snow was to his waist in Koromej, where he was locked up with Jews
from Holland and Kovno. He then marched west to a half-remembered
foundry of red flames and smoke chimneys. He worked in the metal shop.
One day a door opened and in walked his brother, which Lebke had last
seen in Vilna. Their mother had been sent to Auschwitz or Ponar, her good
hiding place given away by a Jewish policeman. Lebke’s feet were bloody
in Tallinn, the snow-covered capital of Estonia, houses serene beyond the
boxcar door. A boat took him to Stutthof, outside Gdansk, the blue-black
port. It was summer. Lebke was shaved, put in uniform and marched to
Stuttgart.”[175]
An indirect retelling of someone’s experiences like the one above naturally has less
evidential value than would an account coming directly from Distel himself. We know
from the “acknowledgments” page of the book that Cohen met and interviewed Distel in
Yaqim in Israel,[176] and we may thus assume that the passage above is based on
statements from Distel. As will be seen below, the sequence of events described fits with
documented facts about the places mentioned.

The name “Koromej” is not to be found on any map of Eastern Europe. Distel was
however referring to a real place. The location of “Koromej” can be identified with
certainty thanks partially to Distel’s mention of other places, partially thanks to the
testimony of a certain Miriam Reich, a Jewess from Kovno who on 26 October 1943 was
deported to “Camp Kurame” in Estonia. She describes her brief stay in the camp as
follows:
“Our bunks were very primitive. No running water. No toilet facilities. An
outhouse and a well were all we had. We did what we could to keep
ourselves clean, but most of the time it was too cold to even want to undress
and bathe. Looking for lice in the seams of our clothes was the most
common evening recreational activity. Needless to say, the smell in the
bunks, particularly at night, was odious. We slept on tiers of boards, one
above the other, bundled up in our day clothes for warmth. Blankets were
scarce. There was a wood stove in the center of the bunk that would burn
dimly at night. [...] We built roads in the middle of nowhere. Ostensibly,
these roads were going to provide the Germans with greater access to the
Russian front. Trees had to be cleared, road beds dug, and gravel spread, all
manually. The supervisors were mainly local Estonians recruited by the
Germans. Some were quite decent; others were worse than the Germans.
Lunch consisted of some nondescript cabbage soup with a few potatoes
thrown in, and upon our return to our bunks, more of the same with a slice
or two of bread.”[177]
A close look at a map of Estonia (cf. Ill. 2) will reveal the presence of a village named
Kuremäe located some 20 km south-west of the city of Narva. Some 15 km to the northnorth-east of Kuremäe we find Vaivara, a concentration camp from which a large
number of Jews as well as Soviet POW:s were distributed to a network of labor camps in
the north-eastern part of Estonia, including Klooga, Narva-Ost, Aseri, Kiviõli,
Viivikonna, Lagedi, and, indeed, Kuremäe.[178] The presence of Reich and other Kovno
Jews in “Camp Kurame” fits well with the mention in Lebke Distel’s story of Kovno
Jews being present at “Koromej”. Unfortunately, Reich does not mention the origin of
the other inmates of the camp.

Illustration 2. The area south-west of Narva in 1944, with Kuremäe and Vaivara
underlined by the author. (Source: Section of Deutsche Heereskarte Osteuropa 1:300
000, Ausgabe Nr. 2, Blatt-Nr. U60, Narwa).
The camp encyclopedia Der Ort des Terrors[179] has the following to tell us about

Kuremäe:
“The subcamp [Außenlager] in Kuremäe, a village in the north-east of
Estonia […] was established in October 1943. The first 150 prisoners were
initially housed in a former communal building. They lacked everything:
food, water, latrines, shoes and clothing. [...] Some inmates were deported
directly from Kaunas [Kovno] to Kuremäe, others were brought in from
different camps.
The forced labor consisted in the construction of a narrow gauge railway. In
November 1943 the number of inmates rose to 462. Bodmann [an SS camp
physician] mentioned the high percentage of inmates ‘completely unable to
work’ who were, however, to be reduced.[180] The 33 registered deaths in
November were likely not due to natural causes. In December 1943 and
January 1944 the number of inmates was slightly reduced, and Bodmann
registered 10 and 14 deaths respectively. 437 prisoners from Soski were
brought to Kuremäe in February 1944[181], something which raised the
total number to 850.[182] On 8 and 6 February prisoners on the work sites
were killed by Soviet artillery fire.
The head of the camp was Alfred Engst[183], and a certain Knott was
medical orderly [Sanitätsdienstgrad]. Erich Scharfetter was present in the
camp from February to March 1943 as medical orderly and disinfector. He
was infamous because of numerous atrocities. [...] Scharfetter was
sentenced to life imprisonment in Stade for several cases of murder.[184...].
In March 1944 Kuremäe was closed. After an evacuation march under
terrible conditions the inmates were distributed to various camps. Several
witnesses mention Goldfields as the next station.”
Since “Suski” is undoubtedly the same camp as Soski (in Viru County), Lebke Distel
most likely arrived to Kuremäe in February 1944. Miriam Reich on the other hand
stayed in Kuremäe only “halfway through the winter”, when she and other inmates,
including her mother, were marched to the camp in Goldfields.[185] As for Soski, we
are informed by the same encyclopedia that it was yet another subcamp of Vaivara,
located in the vicinity of Lake Peipus and the Narva River. The inmates there worked on
constructing a narrow gauge railroad – another detail which confirms the veracity of
Distel’s story – as well as with shale-oil production.[186]
Lebke Distel’s route is moreover confirmed by an eyewitness account from a certain
Wein Moyshe about “The Entrapment of the FPO Group [Abba Kovner’s resistance
group] at Szpitalna Street 6” which was included among the undated notes taken by
Herman Kruk in Estonia.[187] The only main difference is that the deportation from
Vilna here takes place on 2 August 1943, not 1 September.[188] Moyshe mentions
among the deported FPO members a Jew named “Letsid” whom the editor of the Kruk
diary identifies as “Letsid Distel”. According to Moyshe’s account the train reached
Vaivara via Daugavpils, Riga and Tartu. From Vaivara part of the transport continued to
Kohtla (no doubt identical with the “Kortla Java” mentioned in the Distel account)[189]
and from there on to the Vaivara subcamp Ereda. “About September 1” the FPO
members were sent to Narva and then to Soski, where they met 250 Jews “from the
ghetto” (likely it is the Vilna Ghetto that is implied). At the “beginning of February
1944” the Jews from the Soski camp “marched 20 kilometers to Kuremae, where it was
integrated into another Jewish camp.” In March the Jews in this camp “marched 60
kilometers toward Goldfilz [Goldfields]”. Some of them were later sent on to the Klooga
camp.

The Distel account is important since it indicates that the Dutch Jews deported the Baltic
States were not sent there to be killed en masse, as at least some of them were still alive
in early 1944.
3.3.8. Paula Frankel-Zaltzman

In a witness testimony from the Latvian Jewess and Daugavpils Ghetto inmate Paula
Frankel-Zaltzman, originally published in Yiddish in 1949 and now available online in
English translation, we find the following sentence buried in a description of the
liquidation of the Daugavpils Ghetto on 25 October 1943:
“Just then they started to take us to Pogulanka where the earth is soaked
with the blood of tens of thousands of Jewish victims from Latvia, Holland
and other countries.”[190]
The transport carrying the witness did not stop at Pogulanka but went on to Riga.
Needless to say, this brief statement has little evidential value, since Frankel-Zaltzman
does not state that she herself observed any Dutch Jews. Nevertheless this throw-away
reference indicates that she regarded transports from the Netherlands to Latvia as
something of a common fact.
Pogulanka (or Pagulanska) is the name of a forest just north-west of Daugavpils
(Dvinsk, in German Dünaburg) in south-eastern Latvia, which allegedly served as the
site for mass shootings of Jews.[191]
3.3.9. Jack Ratz

Jack Ratz was born in Riga in 1927. In May 1943 he was sent to Lenta, a labor camp
some 40 km north-east of Riga, where some 500 Jews worked[192]:
“After two months, four hundred Jews were left in Lenta, all Latvians. After
a few months, a new transport arrived, but the newcomers were not Latvian.
They were German, Czechoslovakian, Austrian, and Polish Jews. Some of
the foreign Jews were from the Riga ghetto; the Polish Jews had come
straight from Poland. Lenta now had a mixed Jewish population.”[193]
One should note here that the Polish Jews are explicitly stated to have “come straight
from Poland”, in other words they were not Polish Jews from Belarus.
To be continued...
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In Part 1 of this article, I gave a brief explanation of the history of the
diaries of Joseph Goebbels, the number two man in the Nazi
hierarchy after Hitler himself. For more than 20 years Goebbels
maintained a detailed, personal diary that included reﬂections on all
aspects of the war. Of special interest are his comments on Jews and
the ‘Jewish Question’. These are striking because, as we are seeing,
they indicate a long-term plan of evacuation and deportation, and
virtually no sign of large-scale murder.
This, of course, would radically alter our conception of the Holocaust.
In a private diary one would normally expect to ﬁnd an honest and
explicit account of such a momentous event, but we see no reference
to it. Given this fact, we are faced with two possible explanations:(1)
Goebbels knew all about the murder of the Jews, but never mentioned
it at all, or only referred to it obliquely in a kind of personal ‘code
language.’ Or, (2) there was in fact no mass murder going on. An
analysis of the diary entries, in conjunction with relevant comments
by Hitler, and in light of other alleged and actual contemporaneous
events, can perhaps resolve this question for us.
The diaries are extensive, encompassing 29 volumes of roughly 500
pages each, in the German original. In order to extract the most
relevant comments by Goebbels, I conducted an exhaustive study of
the key portion of the diary, running from Kristallnacht (November
1938) through the Hungarian deportation of Jews in mid-1944. In all,
this constitutes 123 separate entries, the majority of which have
never appeared in English.

I continue now with the chronological discussion, beginning at the
start of 1942.

Joseph Goebbels, Reichsminister für Volksaufklärung und
Propaganda. Photo is in the public domain. Source: Wikimedia
Commons.
On the orthodox account of the Holocaust, the extermination of the
Jews accelerated in January 1942.Chelmno camp, which had just
commenced in December of the previous year, increased its toll, and
Auschwitz allegedly began gassing its ﬁrst few thousand Jews. The
infamous Wannsee conference occurred on January 20, but in spite of
the alleged on-going actions at the two camps it was merely “a key
stepping-stone on the path to that terrible genocidal ﬁnality,”
according to Kershaw (2000: 493).
Three days after Wannsee, Hitler again remarked on the Nazi plan to
evacuate the Jews and how, historically speaking, things have been
much worse for them:
If I withdraw 50,000 Germans from Volhynia [a region in
western Ukraine], that’s a hard decision to take, because of
the suﬀering it entails. …If I think of shifting the Jew, our
bourgeoisie becomes quite unhappy:“What will happen to
them?” Tell me whether this same bourgeoisie bothered
about what happened to our own compatriots who were
obliged to emigrate?
One must act radically. When one pulls out a tooth, one

does it with a single tug, and the pain quickly goes away.
The Jew must clear out of Europe. Otherwise no
understanding will be possible between Europeans. It’s the
Jew who prevents everything. When I think about it, I
realize that I’m extraordinarily humane. At the time of the
Popes, the Jews were mistreated in Rome. Until 1830, eight
Jews mounted on donkeys were led once a year through the
streets of Rome. For my part, I restrict myself to telling
them they must go away. If they break their pipes on the
journey, I can’t do anything about it. But if they refuse to go
voluntarily, I see no other solution but extermination. …In
the POW camps, many are dying. It’s not my fault. I didn’t
want either the war or the POW camps. Why did the Jew
provoke this war?(1953/2000: 235-236)
He continued with this theme on January 27:
The Jews must pack up, disappear from Europe. Let them
go to Russia. Where the Jews are concerned, I’m devoid of
all sense of pity. They’ll always be the ferment that moves
peoples one against the other. They sow discord
everywhere, as much between individuals as between
peoples.
They’ll also have to clear out of Switzerland and Sweden.
It’s where they’re to be found in small numbers that they’re
most dangerous. Put 5,000 Jews in Sweden—soon they’ll be
holding all the posts there. Obviously, that makes them all
the easier to spot.(ibid: 260)
Three days later, on January 30, Hitler gave another of his annual
anniversary speeches. He repeated his prophecy of the Vernichtung
of the Jews, and spoke of their “disappearance” (verschwindet).Once
again we must ask: are these the words of a man with an “obsession
with secrecy”?Would Hitler really make such claims before a huge
audience, if he knew that mass murder was underway?
Goebbels then continues with the following diary entries:
Feb 5, 1942 (II.3.254-255) **
The Jewish Question is again giving us a headache; this
time, however, not because we have gone too far, but
because we are not going far enough. Among large sections
of the German people the idea is gaining headway that the
Jewish Question cannot be regarded as solved until all Jews
have left the Reich (verlassen haben).
Feb 15, 1942 [1] (II.3.320-321) **
Bolshevism is a doctrine of the devil, and anybody who has
once suﬀered from this scourge doesn’t want anything to do
with it again. The suﬀerings of the Russian people under
Bolshevism are indescribable. This Jewish terrorism must

be rooted out, stump and stem, (ausgerottet, mit Stumpf
und Stiel) from all of Europe. That is our historic task.
World Jewry will suﬀer a great catastrophe at the same
time as Bolshevism. The Führer once more expressed his
determination to pitilessly clear out (aufzuräumen) the Jews
from Europe. There must be no squeamish sentimentalism
about it. The Jews have deserved the catastrophe that has
now overtaken them. Their destruction (Vernichtung) will
go hand in hand with the destruction (Vernichtung) of our
enemies. We must hasten this process with cold
ruthlessness. We shall thereby render an inestimable
service to a humanity tormented for thousands of years by
the Jews. This uncompromising anti-Semitic attitude must
prevail among our own people despite all objectors. The
Führer expressed this idea vigorously and repeated it
afterward to a group of oﬀicers; let them put that in their
pipes and smoke it\.
The ‘rooting out’ phrase was translated by Lochner as “radically
eliminated”—an unnecessary exaggeration. Goebbels also refers to
the Vernichtung of the enemy nations—which obviously cannot mean
total elimination or murder, but rather domination and defeat. It
could hardly be clearer.
Feb 18, 1942 (II.3.335) **
In the evening I had a look at the Polish-Yiddish motion
picture, The Dybuk. This ﬁlm is intended to be a Jewish
propaganda picture. Its eﬀect, however, is so anti-Semitic
that one can only be surprised to note how little the Jews
know about themselves and how little they realize what is
repulsive to a non-Jewish person and what is not. Looking
at this ﬁlm I realized once again that the Jewish race is the
most dangerous one that inhabits the globe, and that we
must show them no mercy and no indulgence. This riﬀ-raﬀ
must be rooted out, stump and stem (ausgerottet, mit
Stumpf und Stiel).Otherwise it won’t be possible to bring
peace to the world.
Here again Lochner exaggerates:“eliminated and destroyed.”(One
would at least expect a consistent translation of identical phrases.)
In late February, Hitler discussed the Jewish problem using his
infamous biological terminology:
The discovery of the Jewish virus is one of the greatest
revolutions that have taken place in the world. The battle in
which we are engaged today is of the same sort as the
battle waged, during the last century, by Pasteur and Koch.
How many diseases have their origin in the Jewish virus!
…We shall regain our health only by eliminating the
Jew.(1953/2000: 332)

Belzec began operation in March 1942, and by the end of the month
had processed at least 35,000 people[2]—who were either killed in
gas chambers running on diesel exhaust, or deloused and shipped on
further east, depending on your perspective. Another 30,000 were
allegedly killed at Auschwitz and Chelmno.
Mar 6, 1942 (II.3.423, 425-426) **
A frontal attack on black markets was made in the [British]
House of Commons. No bones are made about the fact that
Jews were chieﬂy implicated in proﬁteering in the food
market. Heading the procession were the Jewish
immigrants who went from Germany to England. Jews
always remain the same. You must either stigmatize them
with a yellow star, or put them in concentration camps, or
shoot them, or else let them saturate all public life with
corruption, especially during a war. There is no halfway
measure\.
An SD [Sicherheitsdienst] report informed me about the
situation in occupied Russia. It is, after all, more unstable
than was generally assumed. The partisan danger is
increasing week by week. The partisans are in command of
large area in occupied Russian and are conducting a regime
of terror there. The national movements, too, have become
more insolent than was at ﬁrst imagined. That applies as
much to the Baltic States as to the Ukraine. Everywhere the
Jews are busy inciting and stirring up trouble. It is
therefore desirable that many of them must pay with their
lives for this (mit ihrem Leben bezahlen müssen). Anyway, I
am of the opinion that the greater the number of Jews
liquidated (liquidiert), the more consolidated will be the
situation in Europe after this war. One must have no
mistaken sentimentality about it. The Jews are Europe's
misfortune; they must somehow be removed (beseitigt),
otherwise we are in danger of being removed (beseitigt) by
them.
First paragraph:“shooting,” or murder, is only one of at least three
options. Genocide is apparently not an alternative. Second: Lochner
oﬀers up “eliminated” for the term beseitigt, which simply means
‘removal.’ Again we see the phrase “pay with their lives” (this is the
only other occurrence, apart from 13 December 1941), but here
Goebbels explicitly refers to “many” of the Jews—not most, not all.
And it is merely “desirable,” not essential or mandatory.
Furthermore, if a “greater number” are to be liquidated—made ﬂuid,
removed—then clearly some percentage will remain. Hence no total
elimination. In the well-known entry of March 27, Goebbels suggests
that only 60% will be liquidated. For these, Madagascar is still an
alternative, as we see below:
Mar 7, 1942 (II.3.431-432) **
I read a detailed report from the SD and police regarding a

ﬁnal solution of the Jewish Question. Any ﬁnal solution
involves a tremendous number of new viewpoints. The
Jewish Question must be solved within a pan-European
frame. There are 11 million Jews still in Europe. They will
have to be concentrated later, to begin with, in the East;
possibly an island, such as Madagascar, can be assigned to
them after the war. In any case there can be no peace in
Europe until the last Jews are shut oﬀ from (ausgeschaltet)
the continent.
That, of course, raises a large number of exceedingly
delicate questions. What with those related to Jews? In-laws
of Jews? Persons married to Jews? Evidently we still have
quite a lot to do and undoubtedly a multitude of personal
tragedies will ensue within the framework of the solution of
this problem. But that is unavoidable. The situation is now
ripe for a ﬁnal settlement of the Jewish Question. Later
generations will no longer have the will power or the
instinctive alertness. That’s why we are doing a good work
in proceeding radically and consistently. The task we are
assuming today will be an advantage and a boon to our
descendants\.
For Lochner, ausgeschaltet means, once again, “eliminated.”He
evidently is quite fond of this word. Strange, since the German
language has the verb eliminieren, and presumably Goebbels would
have used it if that in fact was his intended meaning.[3]
Mar 16, 1942 (II.3.478) **
I read a report of the SD about the situation in the occupied
East. The activity of partisans has increased noticeably
during recent weeks. They are conducting a well-organized
guerrilla war. It is very diﬀicult to get at them because they
are using such terrorist methods in the area occupied by us
that the population is afraid of collaborating with us loyally
any longer. The spearheads of this whole partisan activity
are the political commissars and especially the Jews. It has
therefore proven necessary once again to shoot more Jews.
There won’t be any peace in these areas as long as any
Jews are active there. Sentimentality is out of place here.
Either we must renounce the lives of our own soldiers, or
we must uncompromisingly prevent further propaganda by
criminal and chaotic elements in the hinterland\.
Mar 20, 1942 (II.3.513) **
Finally we talked about the Jewish Question. Here the
Führer is as uncompromising as ever. The Jews must be got
out of Europe (aus…heraus), if necessary by applying the
most brutal methods\.
The following entry is probably the most widely quoted of all:

Mar 27, 1942 (II.3.561) **
Beginning with Lublin, the Jews in the General Government
are now being evacuated (abgeschoben) eastward. The
procedure is a pretty barbaric one and not to be described
here more deﬁnitely. Not much will remain of the Jews. On
the whole it can be said that about 60 percent of them will
have to be liquidated (liquidiert) whereas only about 40
percent can be used for forced labor\.
The former Gauleiter of Vienna, who is to carry this
measure through, is doing it with considerable
circumspection and according to a method that does not
attract too much attention. A judgment is being visited
upon the Jews that, while barbaric, is fully deserved by
them. The prophesy which the Führer made about them for
having brought on a new World War is beginning to come
true in a most terrible manner. One must not be sentimental
in these matters. If we did not ﬁght the Jews, they would
destroy us (vernichten). It’s a life-and-death struggle
between the Aryan race and the Jewish bacillus. No other
government and no other regime would have the strength
for such a global solution of this question. Here, too, the
Führer is the undismayed champion of a radical solution
necessitated by conditions, and therefore inexorable.
Fortunately a whole series of possibilities presents itself for
us in wartime that would be denied us in peacetime. We
shall have to proﬁt by this\.
The ghettos that will be emptied in the cities of the General
Government will now be reﬁlled with Jews thrown out
(ausgeschobenen) of the Reich. This process is to be
repeated from time to time. There is nothing funny in it for
the Jews, and the fact that Jewry’s representatives in
England and America are today organizing and sponsoring
the war against Germany must be paid for dearly by its
representatives in Europe—and that’s only right\.
Dramatic wording, to be sure. But we now understand the likely
meanings of ‘liquidation’ and ‘radical solution’ (see Part 1).And we
have yet more evidence that vernichten is not mass murder—would
the Jews really kill every German simply by remaining unopposed,
and living amongst them? Of course not. But they could destroy the
character and integrity of traditional German society. The third
paragraph is rarely cited by traditionalists; it too clearly indicates a
systematic deportation process, including potentially long-term
conﬁnement. This is inconsistent with a high-speed, industrialized
scheme of gassing and mass murder.
The following two entries are not in the Lochner book. The second
was apparently among the missing entries, and thus could not have
been considered. But the ﬁrst was within his available pages—
evidently it did not ﬁt well into the desired picture.

Mar 29, 1942 (II.3.576)
In large part the Jews are once again being evacuated
(evakuiert) from Berlin. About one thousand per week are
shipped (verfrachtet) to the East. The suicide rate under
this Jewish evacuation is extraordinarily high. This does not
bother me, however. The Jews have earned no other fate
than that which they suﬀer today. We warned them for so
long, and so urgently, not to continue on in their previous
way. They ignored our warning, and must pay for that now.
Apr 10, 1942 (II.4.76-77)
Domestically speaking, not much to report. Against all
expectations, the [German] suicide rate is declining
extraordinarily. Today no one has the desire to freely end
his life. Only among the Jews are suicides rapidly
increasing. That is welcome too. In Berlin we now have a
little over 40,000 Jews. This is of course a sharp decline
from the pre-Nazi state, but it’s still too many. At the
moment I cannot conduct rigorous evacuations
(Evakuierungen), because the strong remaining Jews are
needed for the armaments process. But here too a remedy
will surely be found in the coming weeks.
So it seems likely that suicide, typhus, and reprisal killings by
Lithuanians and others in the East account for a signiﬁcant number
of the total Jewish fatalities. If we add in periodic shootings by the
Germans, these four factors may well account for nearly all the
deaths claimed by revisionists—let us say, in the range of 300,000 to
600,000.
In April, Sobibor comes online; it processes 20,000 in its ﬁrst month.
Four of the six ‘extermination camps’ are now underway.
Apr 14, 1942 (II.4.95) **
The Grynzpan trial is now to start in the middle of May. I
still have a few preparations to make. Preparations by the
Department of Justice are in some respects not very clever
psychologically. Thus, for instance, the problem of
homosexuality, which really isn’t under discussion, has been
drawn into the trial procedure, and the question of Jewish
evacuations (evakuierungen) is also to be dealt with
publicly. I think this is about as bungling as possible.... I
shall see to it that these two sets of questions are not raised
in court at all. All the other preparations were made in
accordance with my directives and, if carried out, will
undoubtedly make the trial a perfect success\.
Apr 19, 1942 (II.4.130)
Very strong discussions are held in the relevant circles
regarding what must happen with the mixed-race Jews.

Undoubtedly they constitute a serious obstacle for the
radical solution of the Jewish Question. On the one hand it
is argued that they should be sterilized, and on the other
that they should be deported (ausgewiesen).The positions
are not yet clariﬁed enough for one to decide what to do.
Apr 20, 1942 (II.4.134) **
The most recent act of sabotage [in France] against a
German military train which resulted in several deaths will
be punished with severe reprisals. The number of people to
be shot will be doubled, and over a thousand Communists
and Jews will be put into freight cars and shipped
(verfrachtet) to the East. There they will soon cease to see
any fun in disturbing Germany’s policies for order in
Europe\.
Apr 24, 1942 (II.4.159-160)
Some statistics are given to me on the proportion of Jews in
American radio, ﬁlm, and press. The percentage is truly
frightening. Jewry controls 100% of the ﬁlm business, and
between 90 and 95% of press and radio. These facts explain
the dizzying and spirited warfare of the other side. The
Jews are not as clever as they would like to believe. If they
are in danger, they become the stupidest of devils.
Nothing new is reported in the East. The Bolsheviks have
already responded to our propaganda and portray our
troops as cannibals. It’s a shame how the other side
slanders and lies. But wherever you look, in the background
stands the manipulating international Jewry. We will be
doing humanity a great service if we permanently remove
them (entfernen) from public life and stick them in
quarantine.
Striking statistics on American media. The ﬁgures have not changed
much to this day. One need only recall the Joel Stein article from
2008, in which Jewish dominance of Hollywood is virtually
complete.[4] Of the ﬁve major US media conglomerates, every one
has either a Jewish CEO or president, or both.[5] Of the top seven
American newspapers, six are Jewish owned or oriented.[6]
“Removal and quarantine” doesn’t sound very much like mass
murder. Perhaps this is why Lochner bypassed the above entry.
Apr 27, 1942 (II.4.184) **
I talked to the Führer once more in detail about the Jewish
Question. His attitude is unrelenting. He wants, under all
circumstances, to push the Jews out (herausdrängen) of
Europe. That is right. The Jews have brought so much
misery to our continent that the severest punishment meted
out to them is still too mild. Himmler is presently

implementing a large resettlement (Umseidlung) of Jews
from German cities to the eastern ghettos.
The last sentence above was inexplicably left out by Lochner. But the
following entry is worse:
Apr 29, 1942 (II.4.201) **
The SD gave me a police report on conditions in the East.
The danger of the Partisans continues to exist in
unmitigated intensity in the occupied areas. The Partisans
have, after all, caused us very great diﬀiculties during the
winter, and these diﬀiculties have by no means ceased with
the beginning of spring. Short shrift (kurzen Prozess) is
made of the Jews in all eastern occupied areas. Tens of
thousands must bite the dust, and the Fuhrer's prophecy is
fulﬁlled for them, that Jewry has to pay for inciting a new
World War with the complete removal (Ausrottung) of their
race..
Here is the last sentence in the original: Zehntausend müssen daran
glauben, und an ihnen erfüllt sich die Prophezeiung des Führers, dass
das Judentum einen von ihm entfachten neuen Weltkrieg mit der
Ausrottung seiner Rasse wird bezahlen müssen. Even those readers
with no knowledge of German should be able to discern that the
following Lochner translation is dishonest: “Tens of thousands of
them are liquidated.”
A short comment by Hitler in mid-May:“It does not occur to any of
those who howl when we transport a few Jews to the east that the
Jew is a parasite, and as such is the only human being capable to
adapting himself to any climate, and of earning a living just as well in
Lapland as in the tropics.”(1953/2000: 485)
May 11, 1942 (II.4.273) **
[Gerhard] Schach reported to me on questions regarding
the gau of Berlin. We must deal again with the Jewish
problem. There are still 40,000 Jews in Berlin and despite
the heavy blows dealt them they are still insolent and
aggressive. It is exceedingly diﬀicult to shove them oﬀ
(abzuschieben) to the East because a large part of them are
at work in the munitions industry, and because the Jews are
to be evacuated (abgeschoben) only by families\.
May 15, 1942 (II.4.293) **
A report from Paris informs me that a number of those who
staged the last acts of terror have been found. About 90
percent [sic: 99%] of them are eastern Jews [Ostjuden]. A
more rigorous regime is now to be applied to these Jews. As
far as I am concerned, it would be best if we either
evacuated (abschöben) or liquidated (liquidierten) all
eastern Jews still remaining in Paris. By nature and race

they will always be our natural enemies anyway\.
May 17, 1942 (II.4.305)
We are trying now to evacuate (evakuieren) the remaining
Jews in Berlin to the East, on a larger scale. One third of all
Jews living in Germany are located in the capital. This is of
course intolerable in the long run. Mainly it’s due to the
fact that, in Berlin, relatively many Jews are working in the
military-industrial establishment, and, per regulation,
neither they nor their families can be evacuated
(evakuiert).I am seeking a repeal of this regulation, and will
try to remove (aus…herauszubringen) all Jews from Berlin
who are not directly engaged in war industries.
May 24, 1942 (II.4.350, 355)
We see in this compilation [of facts] how correct our Jewish
policy is, and how necessary it is to continue, in the most
radical way, our old course of action, and to ensure that the
40,000 Jews still in Berlin, who in reality are freed felons
with nothing left to lose, are quickly either concentrated
(konzentriert) or evacuated (evakuiert).The best thing, of
course, would be liquidation (Liquidierung).
[The Führer] recognizes in Stalin a man of stature who
towers above the democratic ﬁgures of the Anglo-Saxon
powers. He naturally also knows that the Jews are
determined, under all circumstances, to bring victory in this
war, because they know that defeat also means for them
personal liquidation (Liquidation).It is a world-struggle of
enormous dimensions that we must confront if the Reich is
not to be destroyed (zerstört).Only now are we clear what
Stalin, as a front-man for the Jews, had in fact prepared in
this war against the Reich.
Heavy use of ‘liquidation’ in the past few passages. Goebbels further
seems to here distinguish this from the process of evacuation. Either
it is a diﬀerent form or degree of movement (perhaps en masse), or it
may in fact refer to killings, at least in the current context.
May 28, 1942 (II.4.386)
Ten Jews in concentration camps or under the earth are
dearer to me than one in freedom. One must proceed quite
unsentimentally. Today we lead a life-and-death struggle,
and he who wins will be the one that most vigorously
defends his personal and political existence.
The vast majority of concentration camps were not ‘extermination
camps’—even on the orthodox view—and imprisonment (in 1942) was
not a death sentence. Given this fact, Goebbels seems to accept
either imprisonment or death equally, since both remove the Jews
from society. There is no preference for one over the other. If mass

extermination really was underway, he would not have written this.
May 29, 1942 (II.4.393)
In the Reich one can observe here and there the ﬁrst signs
of anti-government propaganda. It certainly comes from the
Jews. The Jews who remain in the Reich naturally represent
an extremely dangerous contingent. They really belong in
prison. The fact that they can roam freely means an
increasing danger for the public, and an increasing risk. I
am constantly trying to transport (verfrachten) as many
Jews as possible to the East; once they are out of reach (aus
der Reichweite heraus), they can then do us no harm, at
least for the time being.
Again, clear indication of actual deportation as, if nothing else, a
short-term solution to the Jewish problem. This thought continues in
the next striking entry:
May 30, 1942 (II.4.406)
Germans are involved in subversive movements only if the
Jews tempt them. Therefore one must liquidate (liquidieren)
the Jewish danger, cost it what it will. Given how few Jews
can in reality adjust themselves to Western European life,
one sees that, where they are led back into the ghetto, they
quickly revert to form. West European civilization
represents only an external coat of paint to them. There is
also the Jewish essence, which works with a dangerous
brutality and vindictiveness. Therefore the Führer does not
at all wish that the Jews should be evacuated (evakuiert) to
Siberia. There, under the harshest living conditions, they
would undoubtedly develop again a strong life-element. He
would much prefer to resettle (aussiedeln) them in central
Africa. There they would live in a climate that would
certainly not make them strong and resistant. In any case,
it is the Führer’s goal to make Western Europe completely
Jew-free. Here they may no longer have their homeland.
This seems to be the only instance of a contemplated deportation to
continental Africa; Hitler had referred to Siberia already back in
mid-1941.[7] But evidently the latter was now out of the question—
too mild a climate.(Is it really that bad in central Africa?)In any case
we again see here the elements here of a true ‘ﬁnal solution’:
deportation into temporary eastern ghettos, and then ultimately out
of the Eurasian land mass altogether.
But perhaps most striking is the fact that the alleged physical
extermination process was well underway at this point. At least 2
million Jews had been killed by May 1942, on the orthodox view. In
his diary Goebbels is not just substituting ‘deported’ for ‘killed’; he
would have to be inventing entire conversations, phony alternate
plans, false Hitler quotes—all for himself! This of course is absurd.
Goebbels clearly knew nothing of mass murder.

Jun 17, 1942 (II.4.544)
Jewish inﬂuence in American public life, particularly in
politics, is enormous. Roosevelt is, so to say, the front man
for international Jewry, and thus they see the USA as a
praiseworthy country, to some extent.
In July 1942, Treblinka begins operation. It processes an astounding
160,000 Jews in its ﬁrst month.
Aug 21, 1942 (II.5.378)
The responsible Higher-SS leader reported to me on the
conditions in the [Warsaw] ghetto. The Jews are now in
large part evacuated (evakuiert) and established in the
East. This is quite generous to them. Here the Jewish
Question is tackled in the right place, without
sentimentality and without much consideration. Only in this
way can the Jewish problem be solved.
In September the last of the six ‘extermination camps,’ Majdanek,
allegedly begins gassing Jews, at a rate of about 3,000 per month.
Chelmno is in the process of shutting down, and thus this one
month—September 1942—is the only month that all six camps are in
operation at the same time.
Sep 15, 1942 (II.5.505)
Schirach gave a speech to the European Youth Congress,
that meets now in Vienna. …Among other things, Schirach
explained that he had evacuated (evakuiert) thousands and
thousands of Jews out of Vienna and into the eastern
ghettos.
Oct 1, 1942 (II.6.37)
Extraordinarily sharp and aggressive venting against the
Jews [by the Führer], whom he threatens with destruction
(Vernichtung), so far as they run into our area.
I drive back to the Chancellery with the Führer. Once again
we talk through the Jewish Question. Here the Führer takes
the same radical standpoint I do. He is also of the opinion
that we must completely deport the Jews out of the Reich
(restlos herausschaﬀen), and above all from Berlin.
By the end of October, Treblinka has allegedly gassed some 600,000
Jews—far more than any other camp to date. Belzec has gassed
400,000; Auschwitz a mere 150,000.And yet we only see continuous
talk of deportations and evacuations. Either Goebbels is continuing to
make up periodic lies for his own beneﬁt, or no gassings occurred.
The end of 1942 brings an unusually heavy discussion of the Jews and
the Judenfrage. Interesting reference to rumors of “terrible
atrocities” committed in Poland, and the generally increasing rate of

attention given by western journalists. Such rumors had been
reported in major newspapers for some months by this time. The New
York Times reported as early as July 2 on the Bund Report, citing the
“slaughter of Jews in Poland.”On July 10 the London Times ran the
story “German record in Poland,” referring to the “wholesale
extermination of the Jews” and speciﬁcally naming the Belzec camp.
On November 25 the New York Times ran “Himmler program kills
Polish Jews.”And in the London Times, December 4, we read of a
“deliberate plan for extermination” of the Polish Jews. As I explained
in Part 1, it appears that the strategic value of internal rumors may
have backﬁred in the international arena.
Nov 27, 1942 (II.6.344)
Also, the Jews have again become completely impudent,
even in the Reich area. I will therefore take care that, at
least from Berlin if possible, they will be quickly pushed out
(abgeschoben).Next week a transport of 5,000 Berlin Jews
will leave for the Eastern zone.
Dec 6, 1942 (II.6.401)
A new suggestion was made on the liquidation
(Liquidierung) of Jewish marriages. After that one wants to
go to compulsive separations, and otherwise, as means to
obtain evacuation (Evakuierung).I do not want to begin this
method at the moment. It has caused so much unrest and
confusion in public opinion, so as to not be worthwhile, at
least in the present. Finally, the Führer has also given me
an order to ﬁrst take care that the unprivileged full Jews
are deported (herausgeschaﬀt) from Germany. Once they
are all gone, we can then approach the problem of the
remaining Jews.
Dec 9, 1942 (II.6.415)
The Jews throughout the world mobilize against us. They
tell of terrible atrocities against the Jewish race which we
allegedly allowed to happen in Poland, and now they
threaten us in London and Washington to inﬂict a terrible
punishment on all guilty parties after the war. That still
cannot prevent us from bringing about a radical solution to
the Jewish Question. In any case, we will just let this threat
be. The Jews will probably not have anything else special to
report from Europe.
Dec 12, 1942 (II.6.434)
The atrocity propaganda concerning Poland and the Jewish
Question is taking on abnormal forms on the other side. We
will not, I fear, be ﬁnished with this thing in the long run by
remaining silent. We already have to answer to some
things, if we do not want to run the risk of becoming
gradually discovered. It is best now to go on the attack, and

bring up the British atrocities in India or the Middle East.
In any case we will have changed the subject.
Dec 13, 1942 (II.6.438-439) **
The question of Jewish persecution in Europe is being given
top news priority by the English and the Americans.... At
bottom, however, I believe both the English and the
Americans are happy that we are cleaning up (aufräumen)
the Jewish riﬀ-raﬀ. But the Jews will go on and on and turn
the heat on the British-American press. We won’t even
discuss this theme publicly, but instead I give orders to
start an atrocity campaign against the English on their
treatment of Colonials\.
The Italians are extremely lax in the treatment of Jews.
They protect the Italian Jews both in Tunis and in occupied
France and won’t permit their being drafted for work or
compelled to wear the Star of David. This shows once again
that Fascism does not really dare to get down to
fundamentals, but is very superﬁcial regarding most
important problems. The Jewish Question is causing us a lot
of trouble. Everywhere, even among our allies, the Jews
have friends to help them, which is a proof that they are
still playing an important role even in the Axis camp. All the
more are they to be shorn of power within Germany itself\.
In place of “cleaning up,” Lochner prefers “exterminating.”
Dec 14, 1942 (II.6.445-446) **
Jewish rabbis in London have held a great protest meeting.
The theme was “England, Awake.” It is just too funny for
words that the Jews are now compelled, after ﬁfteen years,
to steal our slogans and to call upon the pro-Semitic world
to ﬁght us, using the same battle-cry with which we once
called upon the anti-Semitic world to ﬁght Jewry. But all
this won’t avail the Jews of anything. The Jewish race has
prepared this war; it is the spiritual originator of the whole
misfortune that has overtaken humanity. Jewry must pay for
its crime just as our Führer prophesied in his speech in the
Reichstag; namely, by the wiping out (Auslöschung) of the
Jewish race in Europe and possibly in the entire world\.
An unusually threatening phrase: It’s one thing to clean out Europe
via deportations; but how do you clean out “the entire world” without
killing them? Perhaps a metaphorical phrase?
Dec 15, 1942 (II.6.449) **
The Jews in London held a day of mourning for the alleged
atrocities that we were guilty of in Poland. I do not react at
all to this Jewish propaganda, but prefer to sharply lay out
the events in India and the Middle East through German

propaganda. We will make of these questions a similar
propaganda campaign as the English make of the Jewish
Question. I assume that the British will soon lose interest in
continuing to speak to us in that tone about the Jewish
Question.
Lochner includes only the ﬁrst sentence of the above entry. And he
overlooks entirely the following one, in which Goebbels is happy to
hand oﬀ (not kill) several thousand Polish Jews.
Dec 17, 1942 (II.6.461)
The Jews continue to raise a fuss about the alleged
atrocities in Poland. They are now making a new proposal
to the eﬀect that Sweden will take in Polish Jews. The
Americans would ﬁnance this undertaking. For us, nothing
could be better; wherever the Jews appear, there too comes
anti-Semitism—especially with the Polish Jews. Besides, I
hear from the Foreign Oﬀice that the Swedes may actually
be willing to take the Polish Jews, to some extent. That
would really be the highlight of political instinct.
Eden speaks in the House of Commons on the issue of the
Polish Jews. One sees in this a whole propaganda eﬀort, a
result of the strong Jewish inﬂuence on British public
opinion. There is hardly an authoritative man, or
authoritative paper, that is willing to oppose the
propaganda-wishes of Jewry. But we have crossed so many
diﬀicult stages in the Jewish problem that we need not
concern ourselves about this. Anyway, we still have so many
Jews on hand that world Jewry will be careful not to act
against us, such that it knows would make us angry.
Dec 18, 1942 (II.6.467) **
The Jewish Question is receiving a big play both in the
enemy and in the neutral news services. The Swedes
protest hypocritically against our treatment of the Polish
Jews, but are by no means willing to receive them in their
country. The leading newspapers of Stockholm warn
emphatically against having the ghetto Jews from Warsaw
forced upon them. It would probably be a good thing if the
Swedes were to admit several thousand such Jews into their
country. That would give them a practical lesson on the
Jewish question. In all likelihood they would understand our
measures much better than appears to be the case today\.
The Jews of Jerusalem have held noisy demonstrations of
protest against us. They had a day of fasting. At the Wailing
Wall they invoked the Old Testament Jewish curse against
the Führer, Göring, Himmler, and me. Until now I haven’t
noticed any eﬀect on me. One must know these Jews to be
able to handle them right. They are now trying to stir up
the entire world merely to incite public opinion against the

National Socialist Reich and its anti-Semitic convictions.
There’s only one answer to this, viz., to continue as at
present, rigorously and without compromise. You’re sunk if
you give the slightest indication of weakness\.
Dec 19, 1942 (II.6.472) **
Eden delivered a speech in the House of Commons on the
Jewish problem and answered planted questions.
Rothschild, the “venerable MP,” as the English press calls
him, took the ﬂoor and delivered a tear-jerker bemoaning
the fate of the Polish Jews. At the end of the session the
Commons observed a minute of silence. All members of
Parliament rose from their seats as a silent tribute to Jewry.
That was quite appropriate for the British House of
Commons, which is really a sort of Jewish exchange. The
English, anyway, are the Jews among the Aryans. The
perfumed British Foreign Minister, Eden, cuts a good ﬁgure
among these characters from the synagogue. His whole
education and his entire bearing can be characterized as
thoroughly Jewish\.
Dec 20, 1942 (II.6.479) **
Enemy propaganda is exceedingly aggressive. The Jews,
too, are talking again. Emil Ludwig Cohn, in an interview in
the American press, demands the complete destruction of
the German economy and the German war potential. The
Jewish campaign against us is growing in volume. What
won’t the Jews do to discredit the Reich! They are working
arrogantly and on a large scale. But they won’t reach their
goal after all, just as they haven’t attained it in the Reich\.
By the end of 1942, on the exterminationist thesis, over 1.6 million
Jews died in the six death camps alone. The overall death toll, from
all causes, was allegedly more than 4 million. Two-thirds of the
holocaust was complete.
******
Goebbels begins the new year by recalling Hitler’s 1939 prophecy
—interesting how many variations on the Vernichtung word that he
uses…
Jan 3, 1943 (II.7.37)
It’s amazing how shortsightedly the Jews all over the world
operate. They seem to have learned nothing from the
example in Germany. Apparently the hemorrhaging of them
by us yielded very little fruit. They should expect this
frivolous playing with ﬁre to continue until they are
completely wiped out (gänzlich vernichtet).This also
corresponds to the Führer’s prophecy, when he explained at
the beginning of the war that it would not end with the

destruction (Vernichtung) of the Aryan race, but with the
expulsion (Austreibung) of Jewry from Europe.
Jan 23, 1943 (II.7.177)
The Führer is of the opinion that the Jewish Question in
Berlin must be solved as soon as possible. As long as one
still ﬁnds Jews in Berlin, we cannot speak of internal
security. Also the Jews must be removed from Vienna (aus…
heraus) as fast as possible.
Feb 8, 1943 (II.7.295)
The enemy side has the advantage that it is held together
by international Jewry. Jewry functions in the enemy nations
as a driving element, and we have nothing equivalent to
oppose it. From that it follows for us, that we must
eliminate (eliminieren) Jewry not only in the Reich but
throughout Europe. Also here the Führer adopts my
standpoint, that ﬁrst Berlin must come in line, and that no
more Jews would be allowed in Berlin in the foreseeable
future.
Here we have the one and only literal use of the term ‘eliminate.’ But
lest any traditionalist get too excited about this, I would hasten to
point out that, like so many of the other terms, this one does not
entail killing. To eliminate is literally to ‘kick someone out of doors’—
from the Latin ex-limen (‘out of threshold’). Again, this is exactly
what they were doing with the Jews.
From a military standpoint, the war in the East was now turning
against Germany. From mid-December 1942, when they repelled the
attack on Stalingrad, to mid-February 1943, the Russians began to
recapture an extensive amount of territory. Evacuations of Jews to the
East must have appeared less and less feasible, and perhaps this is
why Belzec and Treblinka were virtually shut down by the end of
February; in fact, the March 2 entry (below) is the last time Goebbels
explicitly refers to “the East.” Sobibor held out until late summer
1943, when the second wave of Russian advancement began. Rather
than dumping them in ghettos, it gradually became more urgent for
the Germans to put the Jews to work in labor camps—hence the
shifting emphasis to Auschwitz.
The next three months oﬀered several occasions for Goebbels to
comment:
Mar 2, 1943 (II.7.449, 454) **
We are now deﬁnitely pushing the Jews out (aus…hinaus) of
Berlin. They were suddenly rounded up last Saturday, and
are to be carted oﬀ (abgeschoben) to the East as quickly as
possible. Unfortunately our better circles, especially the
intellectuals, once again have failed to understand our
policy about the Jews and in some cases have even taken

their part. As a result our plans were tipped oﬀ
prematurely, so that a lot of Jews slipped through our
hands. But we will catch them yet. I certainly won’t rest
until the capital of the Reich, at least, has become free of
Jews\.
Göring realizes perfectly what is in store for all of us if we
show any weakness in this war. He has no illusions about
that. On the Jewish Question, especially, we have taken a
position from which there is no escape. That is a good
thing. Experience teaches that a movement and a people
who have burned their bridges ﬁght with much greater
determination than those who are still able to retreat\.
Mar 6, 1943 (II.7.487) **
Schach gave me a long report on the situation in Berlin as
aﬀected by the last air raid. It is extremely serious, after all.
The damage done to the Reich capital is very heavy, and it
will take us an estimated six or eight months to repair it
even halfway. Yet that’s the very moment the SD thinks
favorable for continuing with the evacuation of Jews
(Judenevakuierung). Unfortunately there have been a
number of regrettable scenes at a Jewish home for the
aged, where a large number of people gathered and in part
even took sides with the Jews. I ordered the SD not to
continue Jewish evacuation at so critical a moment. We
want to save that up for a couple of weeks. We can then go
after it all the more thoroughly\.
Mar 9, 1943 (II.7.515) **
With regard to the Jewish Question, [Hitler] approved of my
measures and speciﬁcally ordered me to make Berlin
entirely free of Jews. I shall see to it that there is no
concubinage between Berlin Jews and foreign workers.
March 11, 1943 (II.7.528) **
The evacuation (Evakuierung) of Jews from Berlin has led to
a number of untoward happenings. Unfortunately a number
of Jews and Jewesses from privileged marriages were also
arrested, thereby causing fear and confusion. The
scheduled arrest of all Jews on one day has proven a ﬂash
in the pan because of the shortsighted behavior of
industrialists who warned the Jews in time. We therefore
failed to lay our hands on about 4,000. They are now
wandering about Berlin without homes, are not registered
with the police and are naturally quite a public danger. I
ordered the police, Wehrmacht, and the Party to do
everything possible to round up these Jews as quickly as
practicable\.
The arrest of Jews and Jewesses living in privileged wedlock

caused a terriﬁc commotion, especially in artistic circles,
since these privileged marriages are still prevalent among
actors. But I can’t be squeamish about them. If a German
still ﬁnds it possible to live with a Jewess as his legal wife,
that’s a point against him, and it’s out of place to be too
sentimental about this question in wartime\.
Mar 15, 1943 (II.7.556) **
You just can’t trust the Jews across the street. I therefore
told the Führer emphatically once more that I deemed it
essential to force the Jews out (herauszubringen) of the
entire Reich as fast as possible. He approved, and ordered
me not to cease or pause until no Jew is left anywhere in
Germany\.
Mar 20, 1943 (II.7.595) **
The Führer is happy over my report that the Jews have for
the most part been evacuated (evakuieren) from Berlin. He
is right in saying that the war has made possible for us the
solution of a whole series of problems that could never have
been solved in normal times. The Jews will certainly be the
losers in this war, come what may\.
Apr 11, 1943 (II.8.90)
The English newspapers complain loudly about growing
anti-Semitism in England. That is very exploitable, and will
be put to good propaganda use. The Führer’s prophecy, that
Jewry will lose this war in the end, is realizing itself more
and more. The Jews perhaps believe that they will be able
to slowly wear down the authoritarian peoples through the
long process of the war; they have forgotten, however, that
a longer-running war will also induce a critical situation for
them.
Apr 17, 1943 (II.8.115) **
The USA has published statistics according to which there
are 5,000,000 orthodox Jews in the United States. The
United States can certainly be described as a Class-1 Jew
state (Judenstaat erster Klasse). We are going to step up
our anti-Semitic propaganda so much that the word ‘Jew’
will again be pronounced in the derisive manner that it
deserves, just as it was in the time of our struggle for
power. It must come to pass that even an enemy statesman
won’t dare to be seen in the company of a Jew without
immediately being suspected by his own people of being a
stooge of the Jews\.
Apr 18, 1943 (II.8.123-126) **
It was an exceptionally good idea that we raised the Jewish

problem again on orders of the Führer. Anti-Semitism is
growing rapidly even in the enemy states. Reports to that
eﬀect reach us, especially from England. If we continue to
high-pressure the anti-Semitic question, the Jews, in the
long run, will be much discredited. All one needs to do is be
tough and determined, for the Jewish problem has now
been frozen so tight that it will be diﬀicult to thaw it out
again\.
I gave orders to investigate all Jews still left in Berlin. I
don’t want to see Jews with the Star of David running about
in the capital. Either the Star must be taken from them and
they be classed as privileged, or they must be evacuated
(evakuieren) altogether from the capital of the Reich. I
believe I shall have completed one of the greatest political
achievements of my career once Berlin is free of Jews.
When I consider how Berlin looked in 1926 when I came
here, and how it looks now in 1943 when the Jews are being
evacuated (evakuiert) completely, I get a feeling of what
has been achieved in this sector\.
Apr 19, 1943 (II.8.129) **
The Jews in England are now also demanding legal
protection against anti-Semitism. We know how this goes
from past battles. But that also did not bring them much
advantage. We understood that it was always possible to
ﬁnd gaps in the protection laws; and in this remainder, antiSemitism, if it comes up from the depths of the people,
cannot be broken by legal means. A law against Jew-hatred
is usually the beginning of the end for the Jews.
Today, of course, we have anti-Holocaust denial laws, hate crime
laws, etc. The parallels are troubling.
Apr 25, 1943 (II.8.163) **
From a report from the occupied areas I gather that a truly
grotesque situation obtains in Warsaw. The Jews tried to
leave the ghetto by subterranean passages. Thereupon
these underground passages were ﬂooded. The ghetto is
now under artillery ﬁre. When such conditions prevail in an
occupied city, it certainly can’t be said to be paciﬁed. It is
high time that we remove (aus…entfernen) the Jews just as
quickly as possible from the General Government\.
The Führer would like to talk to me before I go on leave,
especially to discuss the next measures in the Jewish
Question, of which he has very great expectations\.
A minor correction on Lochner, who uses the word ‘evacuate.’ Also,
the fact that Goebbels describes as “grotesque” the incident of
drowned Jews suggests some minimal level of concern. He clearly
prefers evacuation to dead bodies. And one wonders what Hitler’s

“great expectations” were about; on the conventional view, nothing
dramatic happens to the Jews for a full year from this time—just the
on-going transfers to Auschwitz, at about 15,000-20,000 per month.
May 8, 1943 (II.8.230, 236-237) **
Much to my surprise my article “The War and the Jews” has
attracted much attention, even in neutral countries. I
should have thought the Jews would try to give it the silent
treatment. But that is not the case. It is being quoted to an
extent that is simply amazing. That showed the Jews are
either so foolish as to let my arguments get out into the
world, or else in every editorial oﬀice sit secret opponents
of the Jews who gladly identify themselves with my antiSemitic arguments by publishing my article\.
The Führer argued that the anti-Semitism which formerly
animated the Party and was advocated by it must again
become the focal point of our spiritual struggle. He thinks a
great deal of the anti-Semitic movement in England,
although he is naturally aware that it lacks organization
and therefore cannot constitute a political factor.
Nevertheless this anti-Semitism is most embarrassing to
the Churchill Government. It is comparable to the antiSemitic endeavors of certain bourgeois organizations in
Germany in the old days. These, too, would never have
achieved their end had not the revolutionary National
Socialist movement taken up the campaign...\.
The Jewish question is being solved least satisfactorily by
the Hungarians. The Hungarian state is permeated with
Jews, and the Führer did not succeed during his talk with
Horthy in convincing the latter of the necessity of more
stringent measures. Horthy himself, of course, is badly
tangled up with the Jews through his family, and will
continue to resist every eﬀort to tackle the Jewish problem
aggressively. He gave a number of humanitarian
counterarguments which of course don’t apply at all to this
situation. You just cannot talk humanitarianism when
dealing with Jews. Jews must be defeated (zu Boden
geworfen—lit. ‘thrown to the ﬂoor’). The Führer made every
eﬀort to win Horthy over to his standpoint but succeeded
only partially\.
The East will forever regard Europe as an attractive jewel.
The East will again and again try to break into this
continent in order to dominate it. Our constant, untiring
eﬀort must therefore center upon taking the necessary
measures for our security. If it be true today that the
Bolshevism of the East is mainly under Jewish leadership
and that the Jews are also the dominant inﬂuence in the
Western plutocracies, then our anti-Semitic propaganda
must begin at this point. The Jews must therefore be

thrown out (aus…heraus) of Europe.
Goebbels’s article, Der Krieg und die Juden, was written for the
German public but received wide notice in the Allied countries.[8] He
writes of the Jews’ urging the Allies to “exterminate and destroy the
Axis powers,” and to “destroy and exterminate our people.”He recalls
Hitler’s prophecy of “wiping out the Jewish race” and how they will
have to “answer for their countless crimes.”“We are dealing with the
most dangerous enemy that ever threatened the life, freedom, and
dignity of humanity. There can be no mercy.”The Jewish world war
has become “a war for his racial existence,” and, in attacking
Germany, “they signed their own death warrant.”
The reference to Hungary is a foreboding of the mass evacuations
that would happen 12 months later.
May 10, 1943 (II.8.255) **
The ﬁghts in the Warsaw ghetto have largely petered out. I
received a secret report on the mysterious question as to
how the Jews got hold of the large supplies of arms with
which they defended themselves. For the most part they
bought them from our brave allies as they were ﬂeeing
homeward and in Warsaw got rid of their weapons for good
money. There are soldiers for you!
May 11, 1943 (II.8.270) **
It is interesting to note that many of the London papers
printed my article against the Jews. I can’t ﬁgure it out. Are
the Jews so foolish as to believe this article would militate
against us and not, on the contrary, strengthen the antiSemitic feeling in England considerably?
The following is the longest single entry on the Jewish Question. Here
I include the abbreviated version that Lochner published, which
captures the main points—though he uses “extermination” for
auszurotten, and omits the two sentences that follow.
May 13, 1943 (II.8.287-289) **
I have devoted exhaustive study to the Protocols of Zion. In
the past the objection was always made that they were not
suited to present-day propaganda. In reading them now I
ﬁnd that we can use them very well. The Protocols of Zion
are as modern today as they were when published for the
ﬁrst time...\.
At noon I mentioned this to the Führer. He believed the
Protocols were absolutely genuine.... The Jewish Question,
in the Führer’s opinion, will play a decisive role in
England.... In all the world, he said, the Jews are alike.
Whether they live in a ghetto of the East or in the bankers’
palaces of the City or Wall Street, they will always pursue

the same aims and without previous agreement even use
the same means. One might well ask why are there any
Jews in the world order? That would be exactly like asking
why are there potato bugs? Nature is dominated by the law
of struggle. There will always be parasites who will spur
this struggle on and intensify the process of selection
between the strong and the weak. The principle of struggle
dominates also in human life. One must merely know the
laws of this struggle to be able to face it. The intellectual
does not have the natural means of resisting the Jewish
peril because his instincts have been badly blunted.
Because of this fact the nations with a high standard of
civilization are exposed to this peril ﬁrst and foremost. In
nature life always takes measures against parasites; in the
life of nations that is not always the case. From this fact the
Jewish peril actually stems. There is therefore no other
recourse left for modern nations except to root out
(auszurotten) the Jew. They will use all means to defend
themselves against this gradual process of destruction
(Vernichtungsprozess).One of these means is war\.
There is no hope of leading the Jews back into the fold of
civilized humanity by exceptional punishments. They will
forever remain Jews, just as we are forever members of the
Aryan race\.
The Jew was also the ﬁrst to introduce the lie into politics
as a weapon. Aboriginal man, the Führer believes, did not
know the lie.... The higher the human being developed
intellectually, the more he acquired the ability of hiding his
innermost thoughts and giving expression to something
diﬀerent from what he really felt. The Jew as an absolutely
intellectual creature was the ﬁrst to learn this art. He can
therefore be regarded not only as the carrier but even the
inventor of the lie among human beings. Because of their
thoroughly materialistic attitude, the English act very much
like the Jews. In fact, they are the Aryans who have
acquired most of the Jewish characteristics.... The nations
that have been the ﬁrst to see through the Jew and have
been the ﬁrst to ﬁght him are going to take his place in the
domination of the world\.
May 19, 1943 (II.8.322) **
The English and Americans discuss practically nothing but
air warfare. Their successful raid on the German dams
created a great sensation both in London and in
Washington. Of course they know exactly what they have
achieved by this attack. The former Berlin Reuter
correspondent, Bettany, claimed that the plan for the attack
stemmed from a Jew who emigrated from Berlin. I had this
claim written up as a short news item for papers in the
Reich, especially in the areas that suﬀered the disaster.

This shows once again how dangerous the Jews are and
how right we are in putting them behind bars (sie in
sicheren Gewahrsam zu bringen—lit. ‘bringing into secure
custody’)…
May 26, 1943 (II.8.370) **
An interesting report tells about the conference at
Casablanca. According to this report it was decided that the
Anglo-Saxon powers would create a national home for the
Jews in Palestine after their eventual victory. This national
home is to take care of 20,000,000 Jews. These Jews are to
engage chieﬂy in intellectual and managerial tasks; the
work is to be done, as decided in Casablanca, by middle
European and especially German workers. For this a largescale resettlement would be necessary that would, to a
certain extent, depopulate (entvölkere) Central Europe. It
isn’t hard to imagine what’s going on in the brains of these
plutocratic statesmen who are dependent upon the Jews;
but we also know what we must do to protect the German
people against such a fate\.
The 20 million ﬁgure is astonishing. No one before or since has
claimed so high a ﬁgure for Jewish world population. The Israeli
Bureau of Statistics currently lists only 16.7 million in 1939.In 1936
the New York Times (April 9) reported a ﬁgure of 16 million. Jewish
agencies themselves were reporting that 2 million had been killed by
early 1943, so there could not have been more than 14 million left—
unless they didn’t believe their own ﬁgures. Interesting proposal to
capture and relocate Germans for forced labor in Israel. In any case
we see a clear connection between the events of World War II and the
establishment of Israel.
With the war now clearly turning against Germany, there were many
issues more urgent than the deportation of Jews. As a consequence
we ﬁnd only three relevant entries in the ﬁnal six months of
1943.This fact argues strongly against those who claim that the
“extermination of the Jews” was an overriding priority until the very
end. Were it not for the Hungarian situation in mid-1944 we might
have heard nothing more on it at all.
Jun 25, 1943 (II.8.533)
Even in Italy, the Jews have not been removed (beseitigt),
but rather they just wait for their hour to come again. We
can be very glad that we have followed a radical policy with
respect to the Jewish Question. There are no Jews behind us
who could overtake our inheritance.
Jul 17, 1943 (II.9.116)
I receive an unpleasant report from the SD. They want to
transfer all the Jewish mixed marriages from Cologne,
where they can no longer remain, to Berlin. I oppose this by

all means. It is completely out of the question. I have now
luckily made Berlin half-way Jew-free, and do not want to
take in Jewish families again. They are supposed to be
distributed throughout the entire Reich, and I am willing to
accept only a certain quota for Berlin.
Ten days after the above entry, the British conducted their ﬁrst major
ﬁre-bombing campaign of the war, against Hamburg. Roughly 45,000
people died, mainly women, children, and the elderly. It was a war
crime of the highest magnitude.
Oct 7, 1943 (II.10.72)
As to the Jewish Question, [Himmler] gives a very frank and
candid picture. He is of the opinion that we can solve the
Jewish Question for all of Europe by the end of this year. He
advocates the most radical and harshest solution, namely,
that the whole of Jewry will be rooted out
(auszurotten).This is surely a consistent, if brutal, solution.
We must accept the responsibility to completely solve this
question in our time. Later generations will surely no
longer have the courage or dedication to address this
problem, as we do today.
By October 1943, the alleged Jewish death toll was 4.5-5 million.
There were still a million or more deaths to come, on the orthodox
view.
On October 23, the Brits ﬁrebombed Kassel—10,000 more civilian
deaths.
Into 1944, Auschwitz is the only one of the six ‘death camps’ to
remain in operation. It is now fully geared up to support the war
eﬀort, making use of all available slave labor. Some 20,000-30,000
Jews are allegedly gassed there each month. But it’s clear that this
would have been a tremendous waste of manpower at a particularly
critical point in the war. For the most part, though, there is no doubt
that by this time German society had been largely cleared of Jews.
Goebbels comments accordingly:
Feb 25, 1944 (II.11.348)
As the Jews have been struck down (niederschlagen) in
Germany, so they will be struck down in the entire world.
That which we have put behind us in our struggle for
power, the enemy nations still have before them; but the
Führer emphasized that what the Jews in Germany have
behind them, they still have to face in England and
America.
It’s a strange phrase to use, “what the Jews have behind them,” if in
fact they are dead. Most likely the majority are still alive—in prisons,
camps, or loose somewhere in the East.

Mar 4, 1944 (II.11.403)
Only with the Jewish Question have we pursued such a
radical policy. It was correct, and today we are its
beneﬁciaries. The Jews can no longer trouble us.
Nevertheless, even before addressing the Jewish Question,
one must emphasize over and over again that it is not
possible to be solved (nicht zu lösen sei).One sees how it is
possible, if one only wants it. But a bourgeois man naturally
cannot understand that.
If the Jewish problem was not truly solved, it can only be because the
ﬁnal deportation phase was not eﬀected. But it was evidently solved
well enough to no longer be a concern.
Hungary now comes into view. With things looking bad, Hungarian
leaders Horthy and Kallay sought to bail out of the Axis and negotiate
an independent armistice. Hitler would have none of this, and
occupied the country on March 19.The Germans then installed Dome
Sztojay as prime minister. Where Horthy had resisted Jewish
deportations, Sztojay readily cooperated. At this time the country had
some 760,000 Jews, of which about 230,000 were in Budapest.
Ghettoization of the Jews began immediately upon occupation;
deportations would commence two months later, in mid-May. Almost
all the deportees went to Auschwitz: for forced labor, according to
Goebbels, or to be gassed, according to traditionalism.
Mar 13, 1944 (II.11.462)
Above all the Führer emphasized that he has no intention of
letting Hungary come to the sorry state that befell us in
Italy. The campaign is designed to occupy Hungarian
territory with very sharp blows.… Hungary has 700,000
Jews; we will ensure that they do not slip through our net.
Mar 16, 1944 (II.11.490)
Six thousand Jews are still living in Berlin, partly privileged,
and partly tolerated. I’m keeping an eye on them, and will
still try to deport them (abzuschieben) at the earliest
opportunity.
Mar 23, 1944 (II.11.530-531)
At the moment, the [Hungarian] Jews are not under arrest,
but rather conﬁned to the ghetto. We can therefore use it
well in Budapest, because they will serve to some extent as
hostages against enemy air raids. The people of Budapest
were always of the opinion that, so long as there are Jews in
the Hungarian capitol, they would not be attacked by
enemy aircraft. They should want to.
Apr 18, 1944 (II.12.44)
The Führer then explained to the Gauleiters the

background of his campaign in Hungary, and how it was
designed. He gave an amusing description of his talk with
Horthy. He had to use strong-arm tactics because the old
man was not comfortable with the necessary measures. The
Führer left him in no doubt, that either it would be a ﬁght
to the death or that he had to submit. The Führer had so
many forces to apply to this campaign that Horthy oﬀered
no serious resistance. In particular, the Führer expected
contributions from Hungary of food, oil, manganese, and
people. In particular, he wants the 700,000 Jews in Hungary
involved in beneﬁcial activities for our war eﬀort.
Apr 27, 1944 (II.12.199)
Horthy made clear to the Führer that while Germany has
many large cities, Hungary has only Budapest. He clearly
argued that Budapest would be attacked by the British and
the Americans. In any case, he no longer opposes us; on the
contrary, he unleashes a terrible fury on the Jews, and has
no objection to our using them as hostages; he even
proposed that himself. Meanwhile 300,000 Hungarian Jews
have been detained and imprisoned in the concentration
camps. They should come, in large part, to Germany as a
workforce. Himmler will take care of this; above all, they
are to be used for our diﬀicult war production programs. In
any case, Hungary will no longer be out of line on the
Jewish Question. He who says A, must say B, and once
Hungary has begun to implement their Jewish policy they
can no longer slow it down. At a certain point, Jewish policy
drives itself. This is now the case in Hungary.
May 4, 1944 (II.12.232)
Our plenipotentiary in Hungary, Veesenmayer, gives an
excellent speech on the decisive Hungarian factors. …In
particular, it’s to his credit that the Hungarian potential is
now in large part requisitioned for our war eﬀorts. Also, the
Jewish Question is now being handled more energetically. I
insist that the measures taken against the Jews in Hungary
have a factual basis. It’s not enough that one only
announces in the press what happens, but one must also
explain it. In Budapest the Jews are starting to be gathered
into ghettos. The ghettos are built in the vicinity of the
armament factories, because air attacks are likely there. It
is hoped thereby to avoid British-American attacks on
Budapest, if at all possible.
This, unfortunately, is the last signiﬁcant entry through the end of
June, by which time the evacuations were nearly complete. Some
440,000 Jews were removed from the country through July 7, from all
parts except Budapest city; its 230,000 Jews survived the
deportations, as did about 90,000 non-Budapest Jews.
*****

Though my detailed study of the diary ends here, a few later entries
and events are worth mentioning. D-day (June 6) occurred in the
midst of the Hungarian action. The eastern front was rapidly
collapsing. On September 11 the Allies ﬁre-bombed Darmstadt,
killing 12,000.In October, Goebbels comments that some of the
displaced Jews were contemplating a return (!) to Germany after the
war:
Oct 24, 1944 (II.14.93)
Jews that fell into our hands have said that our ‘emigrant
Semites’ [Jews who have been expelled from the Reich]
again stated the intention of returning to the Reich as soon
as an opportunity was oﬀered to them. I think it would suit
them to prepare a reception that they would in no way
expect.
In Hungary, Horthy was able to depose Sztojay in July, and was the de
facto leader until October when the Germans again intervened. This
time they imprisoned Horthy and installed Ferenc Szalasi. In
November he ordered the Budapest Jews into a city ghetto.
Dec 3, 1944 (II.14.343)
International Jewry announces its post-war plans
particularly through the mouths of the Zionists. These plans
are bursting with impudence and insults, not only against
us but also the Anglo-American enemy. The Jews are feeling
on top of things today. But they will surely regret their
current excesses in the not-too-distant future.
In Budapest the last Jews are now locked into the ghetto. I
think that Szalasi would be better advised to deliver the
Jews to us. Then should Budapest be directly threatened by
the enemy, the Jews would serve as a ferment of
decomposition.
Dec 13, 1944 (II.14.406)
The Stockholm Jews are vigorously at work to create
incidents between Sweden and the Reich. They will not rest
until Sweden is dragged into this war. The Jew is really the
ferment of decomposition, and the real culprit of this war.
He and his race will therefore likely have to pay the highest
price for this war.
Intriguing phrase:“ferment of decomposition.”This recalls Hitler’s
comments of 1 December 1941 and 27 January 1942, of seeing the
Jews as a corrosive force in society. And again, if the Jew has yet “to
pay the highest price,” then clearly he hasn’t paid it so far—meaning,
he is still alive somewhere.
Even into 1945, Goebbels is showing no signs of surrender:
Jan 4, 1945 (II.15.62-63)

I report to the Führer on the enormous eﬀect that his New
Year’s talk has had, both in and out of the country. He
himself has already read with great satisfaction the
available foreign telegrams. In any case we must stay cool
in the present war situation. The Jews will make every
eﬀort to confuse us, and to sow discord with their lies; but
that should not shake us. Also in the last months of 1932,
the Jews left no stone unturned in order to prevent an
organic solution to this internal German conﬂict. They will
also attempt to do this now, in the present eﬀorts to solve
the world-conﬂict in an organic way. But there are ways and
means enough to counter this.
Jan 19, 1945 (II.15.153)
In the parts of Poland newly-occupied by the Soviets, the
Jewish Question now becomes extraordinarily relevant. The
Lublin Commission appears not to have created much that
the Jews want. It gives an explanation from the standpoint
that, after we have eradicated (ausgerottet) the larger part
of Polish Jewry, now Polish anti-Semitism must be taken into
account. How that should happen, the Lublin Commission
has no plan for itself.
On February 13, Britain ﬁre-bombs Dresden; as many as 45,000
civilians perish. Ten days later it does the same to Pforzheim, with
another 17,000 fatalities. Allied barbarity knows no bounds. Perhaps
it was these mass slaughters of innocents that led to the following
comment:
Mar 14, 1945 (II.15.498) ***
The Jews are reemerging. Their spokesman is the wellknown and notorious Leopold Schwarzschild; he is now
arguing in the American press that under no circumstances
should Germany be given lenient treatment. Anyone in a
position to do so should kill these Jews like rats ( wie die
Ratten totschlagen). In Germany, thank God, we have
already thoroughly attended to this. I hope that the world
will take this as an example.
As mentioned earlier, this is the one and only instance of Goebbels
explicitly calling for the death of Jews—in the 123 entries that I was
able to ﬁnd and report here. In the next sentence I have given a more
literal translation of Goebbels’s wording:…haben wir schon redlich
besorgt. Barry chose to write “…we have already done a fairly
complete job.”Either way, it’s clear that many Jews have indeed ‘died
like rats,’ but once again this is a far cry from complete annihilation.
Finally, two late entries from near the very end:
Mar 15, 1945 (II.15.509) ***
The Jews of Palestine…have called a one-day strike in

sympathy with the Jews of Europe. The Jews are playing a
wicked and thoughtless game. No one can say with
certainty which nation will be on the losing side and which
on the winning at the end of the war; but there can be no
doubt that the Jews will be the losers.
Apr 4, 1945 (II.15.674) ***
The Jews have applied for a seat at the San Francisco
Conference [on post-war plans]. It is characteristic that
their main demand is that anti-Semitism be forbidden
throughout the world. Typically, having committed the most
terrible crimes against mankind, the Jews would now like
mankind to be forbidden even to think about them.
Indeed, we are still forbidden to think of such things, even 65 years
later.
As explained in Part 1 of this article, Goebbels’s diaries, like Hitler’s
‘table talk’ reﬂections, are not well known or citied, even among the
so-called experts. I think we can now see why: these entries oﬀer
very little support for the orthodox view, and raise lots of troublesome
issues that must be explained away—not the least of which is the fact
that, if we are to believe the exterminationists, Goebbels
systematically lied to himself or otherwise falsiﬁed his own private
diary, for years, for the sake of some unknown future events. This is
simply not credible. Nor is the possibility that he was unaware of the
mass killing that was allegedly happening. By all reasonable
indications, the revisionist account—the literal reading of the diary—
is most likely true.
All of this might come to light if the Goebbels diaries were published
in English, in full, with an honest translation. But don’t hold your
breath. I contacted the people at Saur in Germany, asking about this.
I received a terse one-sentence reply:[9] “The title Goebbels
Tagebücher will not be published in an English version.”

Notes:
[1] Lochner misdates this entry as February 14. Also, as explained
in Part 1, the citation numbers after each date refer to Part,
Volume, and page number in the Tagebücher collection; so
(II.3.320) means Part II, volume 3, page 320.The double
asterisk (**) after a citation indicates that this was published
in the Lochner translation (Goebbels 1948); a triple asterisk
(***) refers to the Barry translation (Goebbels 1978). Entries
with no asterisks are published here for the ﬁrst time in
English.
[2] These are my calculations based on Hilberg and other
traditional sources. See my book Debating the Holocaust: A
New Look at Both Sides (2009).

[3] He does use it, but only once: on 8 February 1943.
[4] “How Jewish is Hollywood?” Los Angeles Times, 19 December
2008.
[5] Here are the top ﬁve and their leading executives: TimeWarner (Jeﬀ Bewkes, Edgar Bronfman), Disney (Robert Iger),
News Corp (Rupert Murdoch, Peter Chernin), Viacom (Sumner
Redstone, Leslie Moonves, Philippe Dauman), NBC-Universal
(Jeﬀ Zucker).With the possible exception of Murdoch (who in
any case is profoundly philo-Semitic), all these executives are
Jewish.
[6] The top seven: USA Today, Wall Street Journal, New York
Times, LA Times, Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, New
York Daily News. Except for USA Today, all are Jewish-owned,
-managed, or –oriented.
[7] Siberia, of course, being much further away than the occupied
Russian territory.
[8] The full English text is available online at:
http://www.calvin.edu/academic/cas/gpa. The German original
can only be found in the 1944 book Der Steile Aufstieg (‘The
Steep Climb’).
[9] Email correspondence from Mr. Martin Wolter, dated 19
November 2009.
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Goebbels on the Jews | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

Joseph Goebbels was nothing if not disciplined. Since his 26th birthday in late 1923, he
maintained a near-daily diary until his death more than 21 years later. These entries are
at once unique and invaluable in their ability to provide insight into the Nazi hierarchy,
ideology, and operation. Nothing else like them exists. No other leading Nazi figure
recorded such personal and intimate thoughts on an on-going basis throughout the war.
Hitler’s Mein Kampf was written in 1923 and 1924, but he published nothing later. The
comments recorded in Hitler’s Table Talk (1953) are the closest to Goebbels’ writings,
but these cover in detail only the period July 1941 to September 1942, and they
furthermore have not much to add to the topic at hand. We of course have the speeches
by Hitler, Goebbels, Himmler and other leading figures, but such words were designed
for an intended effect and did not necessarily give an honest and unvarnished
representation of ideas or events. Goebbels’s diaries were held private for his entire life.
He never intended to publish them, although he clearly expected them to survive the war
as a permanent record of his thoughts, for posterity. They offer us an irreplaceable look
at Nazi history and evolution, the lead-up and conduct of the war, and, especially, Nazi
policy on the Jews. And this is exactly what this series of two papers focuses on: All of
Goebbels's references to Jews in his diaries will be listed and discussed.

John T. Flynn | CODOH
by Lou A. Rollins

Born in 1882, in Bladensburg, Maryland, John Thomas Flynn was raised in a Catholic
family.
Though he never attended college, Flynn graduated from Georgetown Law School in the
early years of the 20th century. While attending law school, Flynn enjoyed listening to
Congressional debates on nearby Capitol Hill. One such debate was the January 9, 1900,
Beveridge-Hoar Senate debate on the issue of keeping the Philippines under U.S.
control. This debate contributed to Flynn's lifelong opposition to imperialism. Indeed,
Flynn quoted from this debate in the section on "American Imperialism" in his 1944
book, As We Go Marching.
Though he had a law degree, Flynn never practiced law, for he wanted to be a writer. In
1916, he began a writing career with the New Haven Register. He soon rose to become
city editor of the paper. He moved to the New York Globe and was editor and managing
editor from 1920 to 1923. After the Globe folded in 1923, he became a freelance writer,
and eventually had 13 books on business, economics, and politics published.

John T. Flynn, American journalist, author of "The Roosevelt Myth." Source: Wikimedia
commons. Author Dick Clark Mises. Official license.
Flynn became well known as a liberal journalist by doing a column titled "Other
People's Money," the same title as a book by Louis Brandeis. He wrote this column for
the New Republic from 1933 until November 1940, when it was dropped, apparently
because of the noninterventionist sentiments he was expressing in the column. During
the 1930s, he was also a Scripps-Howard syndicated columnist, wrote a series, "Plain
Economics," which appeared in various newspapers, was associate editor of Collier's
magazine, and contributed articles to various journals.
Meanwhile, Flynn also worked as a member of the staff of the Pecora Commission,
which investigated the stock market in 1933, and he was economic advisor to the Nye
Committee, which, in 1934-1935, investigated the World War I profits of munitions
manufacturers, the ever-popular "merchants of death." He was also a Fiorello LaGuardia
appointee to the New York City Board of Higher Education from 1935 to 1944.
Flynn considered himself a liberal all his life. He defined his liberalism as "not so much
a collection of beliefs as a character of mind. It is not far removed from tolerance-not...for men but for ideas." A liberal is a rebel against any kind of dogma, and, he said,
his most important quality is "a willingness to examine the ideas of other men and to

reexamine his own"
Regarding economics and politics, Flynn's liberalism was influenced by the
aforementioned Louis Brandeis and was not pure Jeffersonianism or hard-core
libertarianism. Because of the development of cartels and trusts, he believed some
government regulation was necessary to prevent monopolies, which he saw as a barrier
to new private investment. According to Flynn's daughter, Michele Flynn Stenehjem, in
An American First, page 28, "If capitalism were to be preserved, he said in 1931, liberal
leaders would have to move beyond the Jeffersonian position, take cognizance of the
development of cartels and trusts, and actively work with government to make the
economic system behave 'as a social economy rather than a racket.'" But he did not want
the government to become an economic power itself, and he was not a socialist.
Flynn believed that Herbert Hoover had allowed the Great Depression to occur by his
failure to regulate the stock market. (I realize that some revisionists, especially
libertarians, will disagree with this explanation of the Depression, but I'm profiling
Flynn, not libertarianism.) And so, in 1932, Flynn voted for Franklin Roosevelt for
president and against Hoover, who he sarcastically dubbed "the great Miracle Man."
However, Flynn soon became disenchanted with Roosevelt's New Deal, because of Wall
Street-connected individuals appointed to positions by FDR, and because of several New
Deal programs, including the NRA, which he saw as favoring big business. Flynn was
also critical of New Deal deficit spending. He was not absolutely opposed to government
spending, but he believed such spending should be paid for out of current government
revenues, which could be increased by taxing industries and persons who had taken too
large a share of the country's income during the previous forty years. As for deficit
spending to raise government revenues, Flynn's daughter says (op. cit., page 30), "He
felt that eventually a steadily rising national debt would choke private investment by
starving the small investor and cause income to be redistributed from the poor to the
rich."
Flynn also came to agree with Socialist Party leader Norman Thomas that Roosevelt was
"a born militarist." By 1936, asserted that Roosevelt would "do his best to entangle us"
in a coming European war. That year, Flynn voted for Norman Thomas for president as a
protest against Roosevelt. Flynn came to believe that Roosevelt was working with
conservative, big-business, Wall Street interests to bring about economic recovery based
on war scares.
Flynn was influenced by Brandeis in regard to economics and politics. After World War
I, Flynn's view of that war was influenced by Philip Gibbs' Now It Can Be Told and
Harry Elmer Barnes' The Genesis of the World War, both of which criticized U. S.
intervention in that war. Like many others in the 1930s, Flynn did not want to repeat that
mistake in the next war. (One entertaining antiwar group of the 1930s was the collegebased Veterans of Future Wars. Their salute was a hand held out to receive a veteran's
pension. They argued that they should receive their pensions before the next war because
they might be dead by the time it was over.)
To keep America out of the coming war, Flynn and several other intellectual
noninterventionists founded the Keep America Out of War Congress in 1938. His
collaborators included Oswald Garrison Villard, former editor of the Nation, Norman
Thomas, who conceived the organization, and Harry Elmer Barnes.
In early 1941, Flynn became chairman of the New York City America First Committee
(NYC-AFC). In this noninterventionist endeavor, he was aided by Barnes, Thomas,
Villard, Charles Beard, Sinclair Lewis, and many others. Perhaps the most famous
supporter of America First was Charles Lindbergh. Another famous America Firster was

the actress Lillian Gish, known from Birth of a Nation and other movies, who resigned
from the organization after being blacklisted by the motion-picture studios. (That's right,
kiddies. Those accused of being Communists are not the only ones who've ever been
blacklisted in Hollywood.)
The AFC devoted much effort to noninterventionist propaganda. Flynn gave frequent
speeches or radio addresses during 1941. He also wrote or edited all of the NYC-AFC's
literature. This included a series of pamphlets about the war situation and the American
economy. There was a weekly chapter newsletter, the AFC Bulletin, financed with
Flynn's own money. And another antiwar weekly, Uncensored, was published by the
NYC-AFC. The group also published a book, We Testify, with noninterventionist
opinions expressed by public figures such as Flynn, Amos Pinchot, Lindbergh, Norman
Thomas, and Herbert Hoover, among others.
America First members and associates, including Flynn, Lindbergh, Pinchot, Thomas,
and Charles Beard, testified at congressional committee hearings to oppose Roosevelt's
legislative steps toward war, such as Lend-Lease, the Draft Extension bill of 1941, and
the repeal of some sections of the Neutrality Act of 1939. America First also organized
mass rallies in opposition to such measures. Unfortunately, Roosevelt won each of those
legislative battles. (For a detailed account of Flynn's work with the AFC, see the
aforementioned AN AMERICAN FIRST by Michele Flynn Stenehjem.)
After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, America First closed up shop, and Flynn
expressed support for the war effort. Indeed, when some former associates from the AFC
and the Keep America Out of War Congress created a Peace Now organization to
advocate negotiated peace, Flynn refused to participate. Supposedly, he personally
supported negotiated peace, but, for some reason, believed such a movement was not
proper during wartime. (So when would such a movement for a negotiated peace be
proper? During peacetime? I must say that, on this point, I find Flynn's point of view
perplexing.)
Although Flynn expressed support for the war effort, he was still concerned about
America's ballooning national debt resulting from deficit spending for war, which he saw
as a prelude to fascism. And so he wrote As We Go Marching, published in 1944, an
analysis of the development of fascism in Italy and Germany, and of the trends in the U.
S. which he saw as leading toward fascism.(unlike some writers who have used
"fascism" as a nebulous, undefined, all-purpose smear word, Flynn did define the term in
detail.)
Flynn was also critical of Roosevelt's plans for a postwar global organization, which he
derisively referred to as "globaloney."
Flynn became an early Pearl Harbor revisionist, perhaps even the first, with the
publication of two controversial pamphlets, The Truth About Pearl Harbor (1944) and
The Final Secret of Pearl Harbor (1945). (This latter title was later used by Admiral
Robert Theobald for the title of his revisionist book on the Pearl Harbor attack.) In these
two pamphlets, Flynn argued that Roosevelt knew in advance that the attack was
coming, but allowed it to happen to inspire popular support for war. Flynn took credit for
instigating a second congressional investigation of the attack in 1945 and 1946.
Flynn wrote The Roosevelt Myth, published in 1948. (A revised edition, even more
critical of Roosevelt, appeared in 1956.) Although Flynn criticized Roosevelt for
policies leading toward fascism, he also criticized FDR for allowing Communist
infiltration of his administration, though he did not believe Roosevelt to be a Communist
himself. In other postwar writings, such as While You Slept: Our Tragedy in Asia and
Who Made It (1951), Flynn criticized Roosevelt's "collusion" with Communists, which

allegedly resulted in the "loss" of China. Meanwhile, at least as late as 1956, he still
criticized deficit military spending, and predicted it would lead to the collapse of the
economy and bring about fascism.
Although Flynn came to depend more and more on conservative backing for his postwar
writings, he didn't always see eye to eye with conservatives. According to Ronald
Radosh, in Prophets on the Right: Profiles of Conservative Critics of American
Globalism, Flynn sent an article attacking the militarism racket to William Buckley, Jr.,
editor of National Review. Buckley rejected it.
In 1958, Flynn's health began to fail and two years later he retired. He died in 1964.

Literary Hoaxes: An Eye-Opening History of
Famous Frauds
by Chip Smith

by Melissa Katsoulis, Skyhorse Publishing, 328 pages, 2009.
When I was a kid, I looked forward to visiting my father on weekends. He would pick
me up after school on Fridays, and we would usually head over to Shoney’s or the local
bowling alley where Dad would drink cup after cup of black coffee and entertain me
with stories and reminiscences, mostly drawn from his early life in a rural Appalachian
town. There were hunting stories and sports stories, but the ones I liked best were about
trouble. My father’s boyhood, I gathered or imagined, was a chronicle of dangerous and
violent adventure. In rapt attention, I would listen as he told me about schoolyard fights
and brushes with the dark forces of nature. “Where you scared?” I would ask at a pause.
And he would assure me that yes, he was scared. But the fear gives way to a different
energy. I wondered if I would ever understand.
Just as vividly, I remember the times when my father seemed distracted. Something in
the news would have him rankled and the flow of nostalgic storytelling would be traded
for a different stream of commentary – fulmination, really – over what he perceived to
be the sorry state of world affairs. At such times, Dad would drum his fingers in restive
spurts and on more occasions than I can recall, his tone would become ominous as he
ventured to tell me about “the book.”
“I never got my hands on a copy,” he recalled. “I read about it years ago in a magazine –
I think it was Readers Digest – in the waiting room at the doctor’s office.”The book, he
went on to explain, was written in the 1920s by a “British Communist” and it provided
an inside account of what could fairly be described as a far-flung cultural conspiracy. It
outlined an intricate commie-directed plan whereby high-ranking media moguls and
government moles were being covertly enlisted in an insidious plot to undermine the
traditional foundations of Western civilization by injecting subversive ideas – notably
about civil rights and women’s liberation – into the susceptible minds of the hapless and
ever-malleable masses. The idea, though my father never quite stated it in such terms,
was to lull the proles into a state hypnotic complacency, ensuring that they would lie
back and take it when the sickle came down.
Dad could never remember the name of the book, but when he mentioned it again
recently, I decided to do some Googling. It didn’t take long to discover that the “book”
he had in mind was in fact nothing more than a half-formed hoax most likely concocted
by the red-baiting anti-Semite, Eustace Mullins, who died earlier this year. Far from
being a full-scale literary hoax, the story of the fabled tract – ostensibly entitled A Racial
Program for the Twentieth Century – traced to a single quotation that was widely
reported in the popular media after it was read by a Mississippi Congressman during a
floor debate over the 1957 Civil Rights bill. Attributed to one “Israel Cohen” (please),
who was indeed described as being a British Communist, the book was said to have been
written in 1912 (not in the 1920s as my father recalled), fully eight years before the
British Communist Party came into existence. When newspaper editors attempted to
track down the source of the quotation, they were initially referred to a letter to the
editor that had run in the Washington Star. A subsequent investigation soon hung the
quote on Mr. Mullins, who claimed to have transcribed it from a Zionist text during his

researches at the Library of Congress.
Needless to add, the primary source remained elusive for the simple reason that it never
existed. Given enough time and initiative, perhaps Mullins would have drafted up a fullscale forgery (it wouldn’t have been his first), but the bud was nipped just as the seed
was sewn. While retractions and corrections were printed in course, people like my
father would remember – and believe – only the story of a darkly prophetic book that
detailed the occult machinations of forces most sinister.
While A Racial Program for the Twentieth Century goes unmentioned in Melissa
Katsoulis’ Literary Hoaxes: An Eye-Opening History of Famous Frauds (originally
published in the UK under the more mischievously clever title, Telling Tales), she does
provide an engaging account of the mystery and mystique surrounding the more
infamous literary fabrication from which Eustace Mullins’ aborted hoax was surely
inspired, if not derived. In agreement with most scholars, Katsoulis suspects The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion to have been the work of Pytor Ivanovich Rachovsky, a
prominent counter-revolutionary member of the Russian secret police driven by
nostalgia for the aristocratic order and “for whom the prospect of a Jewish rebellion was
regarded as a real possibility.” Rachovsky’s imputed authorship of The Protocols was
first conjectured (and arguably proven) in 1921 when The Times published a detailed
expose by Philip Graves where it was argued that the old-guard loyalist had essentially
clipped and pasted and plagiarized from obscure scraps to construct what has since
become one of the most notoriously influential literary frauds in modern history.
Katsoulis ends her brief study of the affair on a pensive and somewhat treacly note,
wondering whether Rachovsky would “regret the end result of his hoax if he could have
lived to see it acted on so terribly by Hitler and others? Or would he look upon the
afterlife of his hoax with pride?” The sentiment behind Katsoulis’ rhetorical question is
understood, but it misses a more salient point about the attraction of literary hoaxes,
especially those drawn out of political animus. Individual hoaxers are far less significant
than the cultural milieu in which their inventions find traction.
Indeed, if Katsoulis’ broader study of an important subject has an overarching weakness,
it is that she consistently over-emphasizes the psychological portraiture of hoaxers,
while downplaying the cultural context in which their fakes find such special resonance
before, and often after, the debunking is done. Had I confronted my father with a
detailed account of the story behind “the book” that never was, I’m sure he would have
been incredulous, or perhaps indifferent. “No,” he would have assured me, “this was a
different book. I remember reading about it in a magazine – I think it was Reader’s
Digest…” Such is the nature of belief. When a story fills a void, there will always be an
audience and truth be damned. If a bristly Russian reactionary hadn’t penned The
Protocols of Zion, another fabrication would have come forth to sate the demons in time.
Yet I don’t want to be too hard on Katsoulis over the “rogues gallery” approach she
adopts in chronicling select literary shenanigans. She pretends to no semiotic ambition,
after all, and the strategy she employs has the merit of being entertaining. Katsoulis is
nothing if not a raconteur, and the case studies on display are leavened with pith and
good humor throughout. Despite a few cloying turns of phrase, her prose is generally
crisp and lively. At her best, Katsoulis writes with a distinctive – though never
distracting – British sensibility that at times assumes a wicked edge, as when she
exposes the myriad frauds concocted by Go Ask Alice fraudster Beatrice Sparks.
Moreover, her approach is particularly well-suited to the form of popular debunking, and
by placing personalities front and center, an interesting point arises more often than not.
With inevitable exceptions (Konrad Kajau’s fabrication of the The Hitler Diaries being
perhaps most conspicuous), most of the hoaxers that Katsoulis profiles appear not to
have acted out of purely venal motives – at least not initially. More common are

dilettantes and misfits who seem driven by a kind of misguided wish fulfillment. Others
are motivated by personal enmity or a longing for acceptance. Some are mere tricksters,
often with an axe to grind. And others, such as the “emotionally fragile” fake Holocaust
memoirist Benjamin Wilkomirski (to whom we shall turn shortly) seem to have been
genuinely deluded.
Katsoulis’ survey is sprawling and, as she admits in her introduction, in no way
comprehensive (hoax buffs will keep a running list of omissions). Her focus shifts
breezily from Native American pretenders (perhaps epitomized by the career of Archie
Belaney, a.k.a. “Grey Owl” whose false persona played so well with the nascent
environmentalist movement) to invariably race-preoccupied Australian hoaxes, to phony
war stories and mafia memoirs, to classic Shakespeare forgeries, celebrity memoirs,
“misery memoirs” (where the James Frey fiasco looms large, even if Katsoulis is remiss
not to mention John Dolan’s prescient debunking), and, of necessity, to hoaxes in the key
of religion (a subject frankly too vast for the hit-and-run treatment accorded by
Katsoulis).
Banking off the work of the American hoaxologist Brian McHale, Katsoulis’ loose
patchwork is held together under a somewhat fuzzy and arguably superfluous typology
that slots literary hoaxes into three (always three!) broad and occasionally overlapping
categories. These are: 1. the “genuine hoax” (“dishonest literary creations which are
intended never to be exposed,”), 2. the “entrapment hoax” (intended “to lure a particular
academic, publisher, or literary community with a prank text”), and 3. the “mock hoax”
(“in which a genuinely experimental writer plays conscious tricks with the very notion
of authorship to create a voice which is neither quite theirs nor someone else’s”).
While “genuine hoaxes” receive primacy of attention, it is interesting to observe where
even here the lines may blur, as Katsoulis implicitly acknowledges in her treatment of
the works once attributed the precocious literary dynamo who was introduced to the
literati as “J.T. LeRoy.” LeRoy was a preposterously conceived character, ostensibly
bred and abused in the West Virginia coal fields only to become a cross-dressing truck
stop whore with a heart of gold. When I picked up “his” first memoir-novel, Sarah, I
immediately smelled a rat, but I knew just the same that it was a playful rat. So when it
was revealed that LeRoy was in fact the literary alter-ego of a marginally known indie
musician named Laura Albert, I wasn’t in the least surprised. The joke, if it can be
considered a joke, was on the established literary class who bought into the tripped-out
Dorothy Allison mystique with such wishful credulity. Even if the affair – which
ultimately entailed litigation – is generally ascribed the status of a “genuine hoax,” I
think there’s something more than face-saving to Albert’s steadfast defense that the
LeRoy persona was better understood as “a veil,” which is too say, a “mock hoax,”
perhaps with shades of entrapment. Discuss.
When, to her credit, Katsoulis turns her attention to the discomfiting subject of fake
Holocaust memoirs (“genuine” hoaxes all, at least for now), the limitations of her
personality-centered approach become more apparent. While her discussion of three
indisputable fakers – Benjamin Wilkomirski, Misha Levy Defonseca, and Herman
Rosenblat (curiously, the case if Jerzey Kosinski goes unmentioned) – comes laced with
obligatory expressions of naval-gazing indignation that any sane person could concoct
tales appropriating the “massively emotive signifier of Nazism,” it should be obvious to
anyone paying attention that the horrorshow backdrop of established Holocaust
historiography provides fertile ground for the confabulations, fantasies, and lurid tales
that, from the beginning, have attached. The motifs are well-established, the thematic
terrain arable, and the Manichean forces at the center of the bleak narrative set the
perfect template for direful meditation and moral edification, however sentimental or
rarefied the phrasing. And of course, there must be an audience, clamoring for more. It

really is no coincidence that Katsoulis’ star satanic abuse prevaricator – one Laurel Rose
Wilson, a.k.a. “Laura Grabowski” – doubled-teamed as an Auschwitz survivor (and
Mengele torture subject, no less) and even corresponded with dour old Wilkomirski, her
fantasy chum from darker days.
Rare is the literary hoax that doesn’t collapse under rudimentary scrutiny, and phony
Holocaust memoirs are no different. It just takes a little longer for word to get out, and it
probably helps when the hoaxers turn out not to be Jewish (as was the case with two out
of three of the H-fakers profiled in Literary Hoaxes). In Wilkomirski’s case, the edifice
of his childhood memoir Fragments began to crumble soon after a sleuthing skeptic
wrote up a carefully researched exposé in the Swiss magazine, Weltwoche, revealing the
aging fantasist’s true identity as an orphaned Christian named Bruno Grosjean, who, it
seemed reasonable to speculate, had simply projected his own unhappy childhood
memories onto the Grand Guignol of the Twentieth Century. And if the maudlin tropes
involving savior wolves and apple tossing love gestures weren’t enough to sew doubt in
the cases of Defonseca and Rosenblat, lupine behaviorists and camp geographers were
on hand to lay their trite vagaries to dust.
Of course, Katsoulis disdains to entertain the possibility that phony the Holocaust
memoir genre may have deeper roots than such notoriously dethroned examples permit
us to consider. With reference to the only slightly more sophisticated yarns spun by the
“acknowledged stars of Holocaust memoir” such as Primo Levi and Elie Wiesel, she
proffers nary an ort of qualified skepticism. Nor does she acknowledge that Holocaust
revisionists have long deployed the same veridical tools and critical methods favored by
less odious debunkers to expose serious flaws and discrepancies in the works of the most
celebrated and memorialized Holocaust memoirists, including that truly tragic figure,
Anne Frank. In my view, revisionists – beginning with Robert Faurisson – have
compiled a compelling dossier suggesting that the world-famous “Diary of a Young
Girl” was posthumously embellished with such ingenuity and to such extent as to
constitute a wholesale fraud. Yet Katsoulis doesn’t go there. She doesn’t even
acknowledge that a dispute exists, relevant as the point should be. To do so would be to
enter the mind of a Christian apologist who sets out to examine the Apocrypha only to
end up questioning the entire Canon.
The distinction between Holocaust historiography and Holocaust literature has long been
guarded by scholars and cultural gatekeepers, much as the distinction is increasingly
demarcated between the fake Holocaust memoirs that draw scandalous headlines and
embarrass Oprah and the presumably legitimate ones whose essential veracity good
people are obliged not to question. In truth, such distinctions have never held up well
under examination. The uniquely atrocious elements of the standard history trace to
germinal rumors which, in turn, served to fertilize a culture of anxiously wrought
storytelling. The historians came later to supply a formal foundation to an alreadyemergent narrative. They ran with the stories in currency, and strived to make the pieces
fit into place. Efforts to disentangle the resulting knots are thus complicated, in part by
overconfidence, in part by a very human temptation to gloss and retrofit disparate scraps
to better suit a prevailing narrative. Caught in the mire, false witnesses simply emote on
cue.
Near the conclusion of his magnum opus, The Destruction of the European Jews,
esteemed Holocaust historiographer Raul Hilberg interprets the administrative system of
Nazi genocide in terms that tempt metaphysical despair, arguing that the “conveyer belt”
by which human exterminations were carried out arose out of a kind of brute teleology,
the culmination of which took “millennia in the development of Western Culture.”
Hilberg assures readers that “the Jewish crowds which surged into the gas chambers
were incapable of fighting back.” Conditioned as they were by two thousand years of

fabled history, “they had deliberately unlearned the art of revolt.” Thus they trembled in
fateful obedience before the whip-wielding executioners that live on – and to some
degree originated – in the minds of fanciful Holocaust memoirists. While Hilberg’s
editorial reflections may be read to depict a uniquely horrific crisis of modernism, it is
difficult to escape the quasi-mythic fundament upon which his dire pronouncement is
situated. The Holocaust story simply cannot be dislodged from its theodicical moorings.
It resonates as a Job-like tale of divinely ordained suffering, just as an audience
demanded. Memoirists are wise to the form, while otherwise careful scholars are too
often rendered stupid by the mythic penumbra. This is how lines are blurred.
Considered against the taboo-enshrouded mythos that accredited historians have done
their part to establish as verity, the transparently fraudulent works of the troubled
Holocaust memoirists profiled by Katsoulis are neither exceptional nor aberrant; their
tales simply follow the line already cast into darkness unbound. And they work, perhaps
too clumsily, within a narrative framework that guarantees a receptive readership. There
is no cause for soul-searching here. Nor are there grounds for apology, such as that
which Katsoulis tacitly extends on behalf of Wilkomirski when she observes that his
discredited memoir is imbued with “an overwhelming feeling of young Benjamin’s
powerlessness at the hands of the adult forces … who have total control over his fate.”
Wilkomirski’s sense of childlike vertigo before implacable forces is entirely consonant
with the meta-mythic idée fixe evinced in the explanatory reflections proffered by
Hilberg, the real historian. The literary modus operandi is par for the course. A genre
device.
Shielded by volumes of hagiographic portraiture, Elie Wiesel’s neo-midrashic fables
have largely escaped the scrutiny of would-be debunkers (revisionists notwithstanding).
It will be interesting to see whether the old sage retains his halo if the conjectures of
some tenacious revisionists pan out and he turns out to have trespassed beyond the
bounds of conventionally excusable embellishment. To the extent that his oeuvre has
been interpreted critically to date, criticism has typically taken the form of careful
apologetics couched to remove Holocaust literature from the purview of creeping
revisionism. Yet it is perhaps telling that the famed misery memoirist has occasionally
invoked laconically parsed qualifications in defense of the essential truth of storytelling
that lives at necessary tension with objective reality. “No witness is capable of
recounting everything from start to finish anyway,” Wiesel wrote in his memoir All
Rivers Run to the Sea, “God alone knows the whole story.” In other contexts, Katsoulis
refers to this stance as “pleading an alternative truth,” and as plea bargains go, it’s a
decent gambit. Trouble is, it just as easily provides a convenient cover for bullshit.
Anyway, Wilkomirski says something similar these days. We shouldn’t read too much
into these things.
In an underappreciated essay entitled “Wilkomirski and What it Means,” the maligned
American revisionist Arthur Butz poses a question that presses neatly against the matter.
“Does our dispute with the defenders of the entrenched legend arise not over what
happened” Butz asks, “but over what it means for something to ‘happen’? Is the dispute
metaphysical rather than historical? Or is it neither?”
As cherished distinctions between fact, fiction and fraud converge and collapse as they
must, and as lines are drawn and revised perforce, I believe that Butz’s epistemological
query will assume greater relevance. If the marginal sideshow of Holo-hoaxery
presented by Katsoulis spills into more hallowed ground, a postmodern impasse seems
inevitable.
It may even be necessary to invent a fourth category.
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Must We Loathe David Irving?
by Michael K. Smith

"The chief problem in historical honesty is not outright
lying. It is omission or de-emphasis of important data. The
deﬁnition of 'important,' of course, depends on one's
values." —Howard Zinn, Failure To Quit
This year marks the tenth anniversary of the David Irving - Deborah
Lipstadt libel trial. Irving sued Lipstadt and Penguin Books for having
called him a "Holocaust Denier" as part of what he claimed was a
campaign to ruin his reputation. In his opening statement to the
court, he complained that the label Holocaust Denier was a "verbal
yellow star," designed to destroy him for being an enemy of what
Norman Finkelstein has termed "The Holocaust Industry."
Judge Charles Gray did not agree with Irving, but one hardly needs
the sanction of judicial opinion to recognize that the Holocaust
Denier label is intended to discredit, not illuminate, in the same way
that "nigger" is. What would it mean to prove to the satisfaction of a
court that someone "really was" a nigger? Only that racism was alive
and well in the judicial system. In a similar way, the court's decision
against Irving represents complicity in the demonization of Holocaust
heretics, not a victory for history and truth, as was claimed by the
capitalist media in the wake of the trial.
No one survives having the denier label aﬀixed to his work, even
when one accepts, as Irving does, that the Nazis inﬂicted appalling
carnage on European Jews during World War II. The point of this
defamatory label is not the preservation of historical truth (as though
historians didn't regularly falsify history to advance the interests of
favored states), but the destruction of oﬀicial enemies. As the Italian
Marxist Antonio Gramsci put it, intellectuals are "experts in
legitimation," not scholarship, and historical fact is quite beside the
point. Irving had to be "delegitimized" not for his historiography but
because he publicly challenged the Holy Trinity of what has become a
Holocaust religion: (1) homicidal gas chambers (2) the six million (3)
intention to exterminate. The Holocaust Industry does not allow
anyone to get away with that.

March 2003: David Irving outside the Public Records oﬀice (National
Archives) London. Photo is in the public domain. Source: Wikimedia
Commons.
Predictably, the highlight of the case was Auschwitz and the
homicidal gas chambers that are said to have existed there. Irving
expressed skepticism that there had been any, while defense attorney
Richard Rampton ﬂatly rejected the idea that he had any obligation to
build an aﬀirmative case for them:
“I am not here to prove that Auschwitz had gas chambers,
homicidal gas chambers. I do not need to do that. If you . . .
have an open mind and you look at the convergence of
evidence - eyewitness testimony from victims, perpetrators,
and the contemporaneous documentary evidence and the
archeological remains - you are going to conclude, as a
matter of probability at the very least, that indeed what the
eyewitnesses tell us is true."
Of course, as my co-blogger Frank Scott points out, this is magical
thinking, and a prescription for reducing history to mythology, to wit:
"I am not here to prove that Jesus Christ rose from the
dead. I do not need to do that. If you . . . have an open mind
and you look at the convergence of evidence - eyewitness
testimony from those who saw the empty tomb, Roman
perpetrators of the murder, and the contemporaneous
documentary evidence and the archeological remains - you
are going to conclude that what the Bible tells us is true."
In the text of his decision Judge Gray admitted he was predisposed to
believe in homicidal gas chambers (both sides in the Holocaust
controversy agree that there were gas chambers to control disease).
“I have to confess that, in common I suspect with most other people,"
wrote Gray, "I had supposed that the evidence of mass extermination

of Jews in the gas chambers at Auschwitz was compelling.” The judge
would have rendered a great public service had he inquired into
exactly why a majority of people had come to believe in something
whose material basis Gray himself admitted was largely absent. In
any case, his predisposition to believe combined with the vast
manpower advantage enjoyed by Lipstadt and Penguin Books, made
the trial's outcome easy to predict.
To arrive at the conclusion that homicidal gas chambers existed, the
judge accepted the legitimacy of a David Ray Griﬀin-style "cumulative
proof," which dispensed with the need to ﬁnd or cite direct evidence a great convenience. Thus, the defense did not have to suﬀer the
embarrassment of being unable to produce photographs of the
homicidal gas chambers or their physical remains, nor contemporary
German documents discussing the myriad complexities involved in
(allegedly) systematically exterminating millions of people with an
industrial assembly line of death.
In eﬀect, the judge asserted that since solid evidence for the
homicidal gas chambers was lacking, ﬂimsy evidence would have to
do. “The consequence of the absence of any overt documentary
evidence of gas chambers at these camps, coupled with the lack of
archeological evidence, means that reliance has to be placed on
eyewitness and circumstantial evidence . . .”
But of course no one has to grant eyewitness testimony and
circumstantial evidence the power to decide the case. After all, a
cumulative proof based on inferential speculation is not nearly as
convincing as an argument employing direct evidence, and it is
curious that an alleged program of industrial extermination should be
so lacking in such evidence. Judge Gray, who appeared eager to avoid
having to judge historical questions, missed an opportunity to
sidestep the thorny gas chamber question by pointing out the dubious
nature of a cumulative proof.
Instead, he endorsed a speculative case based squarely on
circumstantial evidence and eyewitness testimony, much of it patently
ridiculous, which concluded that there "must have been" homicidal
gas chambers. Accepting the validity of "must have been," of course,
requires a certain leap of faith, which the trial's much invoked
"objective, fair-minded historian" should not have required.
Judge Gray asserted that there was a "convergence" of evidence
"which is to the ordinary, dispassionate mind overwhelming that
hundreds of thousands of Jews were systematically gassed to death at
Auschwitz." But in the very next breath he issued a qualiﬁcation that
ought to be posted at the entrance of every Holocaust museum in the
world: ". . . the contemporaneous documents, such as drawings,
plans, correspondence with contractors and the like, yield little clear
evidence of the existence of gas chambers designed to kill humans.
Such isolated references to the use of gas as are to be found amongst
these documents can be explained by the need to fumigate clothes so
as to reduce the incidence of diseases such as typhus." It's a wonder

Lipstadt didn't accuse the judge of being a Holocaust Denier.
As for the eyewitness evidence, even the Lipstadt-Penguin team had
to concede that it was not exactly sound. “The Defendants recognise
that not all of the evidence which I have sought to summarise above
is altogether reliable," wrote Judge Gray. "This applies with particular
force to the evidence of the eye-witnesses.” He found that "witnesses
may have repeated and even embellished the (invented) accounts of
other witnesses with the consequence that a corpus of false
testimony is built up." Nevertheless, he concluded that the
"cumulative eﬀect of the documentary evidence for the genocidal
operation of the gas chambers at Auschwitz is considerable." How a
stream of evidence heavily contaminated by "false testimony" leads
an unprejudiced mind to belief rather than skepticism was left rather
unclear by the judge.
Irving tried to get the case back on a material footing, but judge Gray
rejected his contention that the absence of (venting) holes in the roof
of the morgue at Auschwitz's crematorium 2 meant that no mass
gassing operation could have taken place there. ". . . the apparent
absence of evidence of holes in the roof at crematorium 2 falls short
of being a good reason for rejecting the cumulative eﬀect of the
evidence on which the Defendants rely." (emphasis added.) Defense
witness Robert Jan van Pelt suggested that the holes were cemented
in in the fall of 1944. Irving responded scathingly: "So what you are
saying is with the Red Army just over the River Vistula ever since
November 1944 and about to invade and the personnel of Auschwitz
concentration camp in a blue funk and destroying their records and
doing what they can, some SS Rottenfuhrer has been given the rotten
job of getting up there with a bucket and spade and cementing in
those four holes - in case after we have blown up the building they
show?"
On the issue of intentionality, the judge disagreed with Irving about
Hitler allegedly not knowing about the "extermination" of the Jews.
He claimed that Irving's ideological convictions distorted his
historical ﬁndings, allegedly on purpose.
If indeed Irving was guilty of this, that makes him very much like
historians in general, who regularly falsify the historical record to
protect the reputation of their favored states, often quite deliberately.
Consider the fact that American historians - for 200 years! - didn't
even mention that Washington deliberately destroyed North
American Indian nations.
That's deliberate falsiﬁcation.
There are plenty of other examples.
What about the six million? Holocaust death tolls were calculated in
the aggregate, based on estimated population sizes. Wrote Judge
Gray: “(Christopher) Browning advanced what is in eﬀect a
demographic argument in support of the Defendants’ contention that
Jews were exterminated in the gas chambers at the death camps in

vast numbers. He calculated the approximate number who were
deported from western European countries and removed from the
ghettos of Poland; he asserted that contemporaneous evidence proves
that many of them were transported to Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka
. . ." Those unaccounted for were presumed dead in the Holocaust. ".
. . since they were never heard of again, Browning considers it
reasonable to infer that they were put to death in the camps”
(emphasis added).
But how accurate were the "estimated" population sizes and the
"approximate" number of deportees? Yad Vashem Holocaust
Memorial in Jerusalem claims it has the names of three million
European Jews who died during WWII - including those who died
from natural causes - which constitutes only half of the deaths
routinely attributed to the Holocaust. What about the other half?
Irving claimed that the Jewish death toll at the hands of the Nazis
was between one and four million. Since the upper end of his range
exceeds the numbers from Yad Vashem, why is his view considered
scandalous? Furthermore, presumed dead is not the same as proven
murdered, much less "exterminated" in gas chambers. There are
many ways to die, especially in a war zone.
The defense attempted to prove that Irving not only distorted and
falsiﬁed history, but that he did so from a motive to rehabilitate and
resuscitate Nazism. (The hysteria that "it" is about to happen again is
routinely used to deﬂect serious questions about what exactly "it"
refers to in the ﬁrst place.) But Judge Gray stated that, though racist,
Irving was not guilty of inciting racist violence. “I accept that Irving
is not obsessed with race. He has certainly not condoned or excused
racist violence or thuggery. But he has on many occasions spoken in
terms which are plainly racist.”
If true, this makes him much like Lipstadt, who opposes
intermarriage and condones the founding of a Jewish apartheid state
on Palestinian land. Unlike democratic states, Israel is not the state
of its citizens, but the state of the Jewish people wherever they
happen to be. The Palestinian Arabs are just in the way. Hence the
genocidal attempt to eradicate their culture, which is a means of
getting them to "voluntarily" leave, so they can be replaced by Jewish
immigrants from around the world. In short, Lipstadt's racism
supports the inﬂiction of a massive injustice, while Irving's does not.
Furthermore, nothing could have been more ironic than the defense's
attempt to smear Irving as an unreconstructed Nazi, dedicated to
resurrecting the Hitler regime. For while Irving did nothing more
serious than give talks, Germany led a successful campaign in the
Balkans throughout the 1990s to promote ethnic homogeneity by
force, a bedrock Nazi principle, ultimately dismembering Yugoslavia
into ethnic statelets under foreign control, a policy which was (1)
illegal (2) based on a demonized caricature of the Serbs that showed
a striking resemblance to Nazi propaganda in the 1940s (3) carried
out in alliance with the descendants of Hitler's Muslim and Croatian
allies, justly famous for drug traﬀicking, kidnapping, rape, and

murder.
In 1999, just months before the Lipstadt-Irving trial began the
Luftwaﬀe bombed Yugoslavia on the pretext that Germany was
overcoming its evil past and becoming a "normal nation" (i.e., an
aggressive one) by attacking a Serbian Hitler (Slobodan Milosevic)
who was allegedly committing genocide, though the fact of the
matter was that there were no refugees during the last ﬁve months of
peace and the internally displaced persons ﬂeeing the three-way
ethnic conﬂict numbered only a few thousand. But in the cartoon-like
morality play shown on Western T.V., the Serbs were cast as Oriental
barbarians, while the Croats and Muslims starred as their perpetually
innocent victims.
German leaders announced that precisely because of the German role
in the Holocaust, they had to abandon Berlin's pledge to forever
renounce the use of military intervention abroad. This so-called
humanitarian imperialism, noted author Diana Johnstone, expressed
"perfect continuity with the most aggressive traditions of German
policy toward the Balkans as practiced by Berlin in two world wars."
In particular, the round condemnation of an entire ethnic group
(Serbs) was "reminiscent of the pre-war propaganda against the
Jews," she wrote.
But at the Irving-Lipstadt trial the judge and the general public were
led to believe that David Irving was the real Nazi, because he gave a
speech that inspired a group of skinheads to shout "Sieg Heil." Ask
Yugoslavians if they think this is worse than the bombing campaign
that destroyed their houses, old-age homes, hospitals, outdoor
markets, buses, trains, columns of ﬂeeing refugees, and the Chinese
Embassy.
The fact of the matter is, there is no reason to accept the demonized
image of Irving handed on to us by his political enemies. Moreover,
even they concede that his eﬀorts have contributed to the
development of fresh historical research. Defense witness
Christopher Browning, for example, admitted to Irving that his book,
Hitler's War, "was the impetus for research . . . on decision-making
process and Hitler's role." Meanwhile, Judge Gray had considerable
praise to oﬀer Irving the military historian:
“My assessment is that as a military historian, Irving has
much to commend him. For his works of military history
Irving has undertaken thorough and painstaking research
into the archives. He has discovered and disclosed to
historians and others many documents which, but for his
eﬀorts, might have remained unnoticed for years. It was
plain from the way in which he conducted his case and
dealt with a sustained and penetrating cross-examination
that his knowledge of World War 2 is unparalleled. His
mastery of the detail of the historical documents is
remarkable. He is beyond question able and intelligent. He
was invariably quick to spot the signiﬁcance of documents

which he had not previously seen. Moreover he writes his
military history in a clear and vivid style. I accept the
favourable assessment by Professor Watt and Sir John
Keegan of the calibre of Irving’s military history and reject
as too sweeping the negative assessment of [defense
witness Richard] Evans.”
Furthermore, the idea that an ideologically committed historian is
intrinsically more susceptible to historical falsiﬁcation is unfounded.
As Michael Parenti, a ﬁrmly committed anti-capitalist and an
outstanding scholar puts it:
"Many mainstream academics manifest a remarkable
detachment from the urgent realities of the world. What is
unsettling is how this is treated as a scholarly virtue.
Supposedly such detachment helps them to retain their
objectivity. In fact, much of the best scholarship comes from
ideologically committed scholars. Thus, it is female and
African American researchers who respectively have
produced the best work on the oppressions of sexism and
racism, areas that their white male colleagues never
imagined were ﬁt subjects for study. It is they, in their
partisan urgency, who have revealed the unexamined sexist
and racist presumptions of conventional scholarship in the
sciences and social sciences."
And it is David Irving and the Holocaust revisionists who have in their
partisan urgency revealed a Holocaust dogma masquerading as
history. We needn't loathe them. In fact, we ought to help them, for
who fails to beneﬁt when the layers of legend and myth encrusting
our history are peeled away?
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Robert Jan van Pelt was one of the first writers to mention the importance of Auschwitz
in SS plans for the colonization of the Eastern occupied territories. In van Pelt’s book
written in collaboration with Deborah Dwork, he stated that
The creation of Birkenau camp, which, by the end of 1942, had become a
major center for the annihilation of Europe’s Jews, was directly connected
to Himmler’s program to transform Auschwitz into a paradigm of German
settlement in the East [1].
Van Pelt later attempted to develop this thesis with particular reference to Upper
Silesia[2], but further research then documented the fact that this paradigm formed part
of a much broader project, the “Generalplan Ost”, the “General Plan for the East”,
which involved the camps of Birkenau, Lublin and Stutthof as mere manpowercollection camps, first of Soviet POWs, then of Jews. This new interpretation has been
supported, in particular, by Jan Erik Schulte, author of an important article entitled “Vom
Arbeits- zum Vernichtungslager. Die Entstehungsgeschichte von Auschwitz-Birkenau
1941/42” (From Labor Camps to Extermination Camps. History of the Origins of
Auschwitz-Birkenau 1941-1942)[3], outlining, in particular, the early history of
Birkenau camp, and the manner in which it fit into the “Generalplan Ost”.

Generalplan Ost: Introduction of Deportees from the West
Let us summarize the essential points of the plan, fitting them into a broader perspective.
In the so-called Krakow Notes, the “autobiography”/jailhouse confession attributed to
Rudolf Höss, the first commandant of Auschwitz, appears the passage:
“Before the war, the concentration camps were used to protect Germany
from its internal enemies, but because of the war Himmler ordered that their
main purpose now was to serve the war effort. Every possible prisoner was
to become a defense plant worker; every Kommandant was to have his camp
absolutely ready for this purpose. According to Himmler’s orders
Auschwitz was to become a tremendous prisoner defense center. His
announcement during his visit in March 1941 was clear enough in this
respect. The following plans for the camp spoke clearly enough: preparation
of the camp for 100,000 POWs, the remodeling of the old camp for 30,000
prisoners, and the allocation for the ‘Buna’ [synthetic rubber] factory of
10,000 prisoners.”[4].

Schulte noted that such a statement “no longer appeared credible”[5], and he was
completely right. On this visit, Himmler [in his] report drawn up on 17 March 1941 by
SS-Untersturmführer Heinrich Schwarz, prisoner labor deployment head
(Häftlingseinsatzführer) at Auschwitz, and addressed to the head of the Central Section
I/5 of the SS-Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten (Central Logistics and Construction Office
of the SS), directed by SS-Gruppenführer Oswald Pohl, limits himself to stating as
follows:
“On 1 March 1941, at 15.30 hours, Reichsführer-SS and Head of the
German Police arrived at Auschwitz. The Reichsführer-SS was very
satisfied by the progress and the work done in Auschwitz concentration
camp, which was recognised by Reichsführer-SS during the inspection in
the company of the Inspector of Concentration Camps, SS-Oberführer
Glücks, and has expressed his fullest appreciation to the camp commandant,
SS-Sturmbannführer Höss” [“Am 1.3.41, 15.30 Uhr traf der Reichsführer SS
und Chef der Deutschen Polizei im K.L. Auschwitz ein. Über den Fortschritt
und die geleisteten Arbeiten im K.L. Au. die bei der Besichtigung vom
Reichsführer SS im Begleitung des Inspekteurs der K.L. SS-Oberführer
Glücks festgestellt worden sind, war der Reichsführer SS sehr befriedigt und
sprach dem Kommandanten des K.L. Au. SS-Sturmbannführer Höß seine
vollste Anerkennung aus”][6].
No mention of the construction of the Birkenau camp for 100,000 Kriegsgefangene,
which is also a bit of a misnomer, because the POWs could only have been Soviets, but
the Russian campaign did not even begin until 3 months later.
The historiography of the Auschwitz Museum, in its discussion of the origins of
Birkenau camp, has remained anchored in the contradictory declarations attributed to
Höss from the very outset, and as a result remains rather ambiguous. This historiography
fits the origins of the camp into the presumed order to exterminate the Jews allegedly
issued by Himmler to Höss in the summer of 1941, which was to have been carried out
at Auschwitz, but only draws the logical consequence in an indirect manner. Franciszek
Piper has in fact explicitly stated as follows:
“In the summer of 1941, Himmler personally decided to fit the Auschwitz
concentration camp into the framework of the extermination of the
Jews”[7].
This would imply that the planning of Birkenau camp arose from this order; on the other
hand, this interpretation is in conflict with the documents, which attest that this camp
was planned and built as a Kriegsgefangenenlager, as a POW camp. To overcome this
difficulty, the same historiography, ignoring the great mass of proof to the contrary
adduced by Jean-Claude Pressac, persists in affirming that the crematorium planned for
the requirements of the Kriegsgefangenenlager was designed as a homicidal gas
chamber from the very outset. This is how Piper expresses his contention:
“After Himmler ordered the expansion of the camp during his inspection of
Auschwitz in March 1941, Amt II-Bauten (Construction Office II) of the SSHauptamt Haushalt und Bauten drew up a preliminary plan for construction
of a camp at Birkenau, intended for 125,000 POWs. With a view to
accomplishment of this task, he created a Sonderbauleitung (Special
Construction Administration), on 1 October 1941, for the construction of a
Waffen-SS POW camp, in Auschwitz concentration camp, headed by Karl
Bischoff”[8]\.
In l946, the Polish judge Jan Sehn, while recognizing that Birkenau camp was intended

for prisoners of war, insinuated:
“For the construction of this camp, a special section called the
‘Sonderbauleitung’[9] was created, within the construction management. In
official correspondence, it is explicitly stated that the camp which had just
been constructed was intended for the ‘implementation of inmate special
treatment’ (Durchführung der Sonderbehandlung)”[10].
Since Sehn interpreted the words “special treatment” as a “code word” for the alleged
mass extermination, the real reason for building Birkenau camp was thus assumed to be
extermination. Piper, by contrast, states that the new crematorium (the future
Crematorium II) “was designed for POWs”[11], which is beyond doubt. On 12
November 1941, after a telephone conversation with a representative of the Topf
company, Bischoff, at that time Bauleiter (construction superintendent) of Auschwitz,
sent the following letter to the Rüstungskommando (armaments command) of Weimar:
“The Topf & Söhne company, specialists in technical combustion plants,
Erfurt, has been entrusted by this office with the task of constructing a
cremation installation, to be finished as quickly as possible, because of the
annexation to Auschwitz concentration camp of a POW camp. The POW
camp will be occupied by nearly 120,000 Russians in the very near future.
Construction of the cremation installation is therefore absolutely necessary
to prevent epidemics and other hazards”.
[„Die Firma Topf & Söhne, Feuerungstechn. Anlagen, Erfurt hat von der
hiesigen Dienststelle den Auftrag erhalten, schnellstens eine
Verbrennungsanlage aufzubauen, da dem Konzentrationslager Auschwitz
ein Kriegsgefangenenlager angegliedert wurde, das in kürzester Zeit mit ca.
120000 Russen belegt wird. Der Bau der Einäscherungsanlage ist deshalb
dringend notwendig geworden um Seuchen und andere Gefahren zu
verhüten“][12].
Piper, however, then adds that
“Since the crematorium, equipped with five crematory ovens, was planned
for the mass extermination of Jews, it was decided to construct at the same
time a separate crematorium for the prisoners of war directly on the spot at
Birkenau, which was to receive two crematory ovens with three muffles
each”[13]\.
Since the cost estimate of these two ovens dates back to 12 February 1942, while the
first designs for the new crematorium for the Birkenau camp [14] were drawn up on 15
January[15], it is clear that, to Piper, this was planned for homicidal purposes,
notwithstanding the proof to the contrary adduced by Pressac. And from the moment that
the crematorium is mentioned already in the “Explanatory Report on the Preliminary
Draft for the New Construction of the Prisoner-of-War Camp for the Waffen-SS.
Auschwitz, Upper Silesia” (Erläuterungsbericht zum Vorentwurf für den Neubau des
Kriegsgefangenenlagers der Waffen-SS, Auschwitz O/S) dated 30 October 1941[16], in
practice, even Piper comes to insinuate that the Birkenau camp was constructed in
compliance with the alleged extermination order issued to Höss by Himmler in June
1941.
In reality, Himmler was thinking of something else entirely at the time.
On 24 June 1941, he ordered his best expert in the sector, SS-Oberführer Prof. Dr.
Konrad Meyer-Hetling, to draw up the German colonization plans for the Eastern

territories incorporated by Germany (particularly for the Reichsgaue Danzig-West
Prussia and Wartheland). On 15 July, Meyer-Hetling completed a study entitled
“Generalplan Ost”[17]. The project, in its essential outlines, had already been delineated
for Poland by E. Wetzel and G. Hecht in a secret memorandum entitled “Die Frage der
Behandlung der Bevölkerung der ehemaligen polnischen Gebietes nach
rassenpolitischen Gesichtspunkte” (The Question of the Treatment of the Population of
the ex-Polish Territory from the Politico-Racial Point of View). Here “the purpose of
Eastern policy” was defined as follows:
“The purpose of German policy in the new territories of the Reich should be
the creation of a racially homogenous and therefore spiritually and
psychologically homogenous population”[18]\.
This elimination consisted in a transfer of populations, which also included exceptions
which constituted “Sonderbehandlung”, or “Special Treatment”:
“Sonderbehandlung of children of value from a racial point of view.
“A great proportion of the population strata of the non-Germanizable Polish
people for national/racial motives [aus völkischen Gründen] will by contrast
be expelled into the remaining Polish territory. But children of value from
the racial point of view[19] are however, to be excluded from the transport
and brought up in the Old Reich, in appropriate educational institutions,
possibly according to the model of the ex-military orphanage in Potsdam or
in a German family environment”[20].
“Sonderbehandlung of non-Polish minorities.
“As already stated, the sphere of the new territories of the Reich includes
Kashubians in West Prussia, the Masurs in West and East Prussia,
Wasserpolen[21] and Slonzaks in Upper Silesia. These minorities, like parts
of the Kashubians and Wasserpolen, include considerable numbers of
Slavicized German ethnics, on the whole have not behaved as Polish
chauvinists; thus, for this reason, they are sometimes very pro-German
politically. Members of the above mentioned minorities who identify
themselves with the Poles must be dealt with like Polish nationalists and
expelled. But the great mass of the population of these minorities should be
left in their homeland and should not be subjected to any particular
restrictions on their lives“[22].
The Jews were to be transferred into the non-incorporated Polish territories (General
Gouvernement):
“The remaining Polish territory, which already contains a population of
12,700,000 persons, would thus have a population of approximately
19,300,000 persons[23]. Another approximately 800,000 Jews from the
Reich (Old Reich, Ostmark [Austria], Sudetengau [Sudetenland] and the
Protectorate [Bohemia and Moravia]) would be added to that total. Another
530,000 Jews would be expelled, in addition to the ex-Polish territories
incorporated into the Reich”[24].
As regards the treatment of these populations, the principle was to separate and counterbalance Jews and Poles. The Jews were, to some extent, to enjoy a somewhat less severe
form of treatment:
“To render the Jews apt for emigration, it will be advisable to provide them

with better educational instruction at any rate. The Jewish political
associations must be prohibited, just like the Polish ones. By contrast, the
Jewish cultural associations must be tolerated a little more easily than the
Polish ones. We certainly need to leave the Jews a freer hand in this regard
than the Poles, since the Jews do not have a real political strength, like the
Poles have their ideology of Greater Poland. But that the well-known
essence of Judaism is its tendency towards business and political and
economic enterprise must naturally be kept in mind at all times. The Yiddish
language may be permitted in everyday life. On the other hand, it is
impossible [to permit] the written Jewish language in official relations”.
This is followed by other restrictions, relating to newspapers, names, agricultural
properties, and measures to avoid population increase, such as abortion[25].

Tapping the Deportees for Construction Labor
On 17 July 1941, Himmler, in his capacity as “Reichskommissar for the Consolidation of
Germanism” (Reichskommissar für die Festigung deutschen Volkstums)[26] appointed
SS-Brigadeführer Odilo Globocnik, who was SS- und Polizeiführer of Lublin, “Basic SS
and Police Construction Head in the New Eastern Territory” (Beauftragte für die
Errichtung der SS- und Polizeistützpunkte im neuen Ostraum). In a note drawn up on 21
July 1941, point 13, Himmler ordered that the Head of the Reichsführer-SS was to
implement the chain of command by autumn “for the construction of bases for the SS
and police in the new Eastern territories”[27]. As Schulte writes,
“The other orders issued by Himmler at Lublin also make it obvious that he
wished to employ the inmates for measures linked to the colonization of the
East”[28].
Himmler’s ambitious projects culminated in his secret order of 5 December 1941 on the
”Employment of Concentration Camp Inmates” transmitted to the head of the
Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Central Reich Security Office), SS-Gruppenführer Reinhard
Heydrich, to Inspector of Concentration Camps SS-Brigadeführer Richard Glücks, to all
camp commandants and to SS-Gruppenführer Oswald Pohl, head of the SS-Hauptamt
Verwaltung und Wirtschaft (SS Central Administrative and Economic Office):
“The SS construction projects, particularly since the [outbreak of the] war,
require that we undertake large-scale preparatory measures, starting
immediately. In particular, this means procuring the manpower required for
construction. The SS is in the unusually favorable position of being able to
derive and train its manpower from among concentration camp inmates. I
have therefore assigned the head of the SS-Hauptamt Verwaltung und
Wirtschaft, SS-Gruppenführer Pohl, with responsibility for training the
following manpower for the large-scale construction projects to be
undertaken following the conclusion of peace:
“1) at least 5,000 stone cutters
“2) at least 10,000 bricklayers.
“When one considers that there were only 4,000 qualified stone cutters in all
of Germany before the war, one can easily gauge the scope of this training
work. But we need these 5,000 stone cutters, because we have already
received an order from the Führer according to which the Deutsche Erdund Steinwerke GmBH, as an SS undertaking, upon the conclusion of the

peace, is to supply at least 10,000 m3 of granite per year for the Führer’s
large-scale construction projects. This is more than the stone quarries of the
Old Reich supplied before the war”[29].
Schulte also remarks:
“For the construction measures of the ‘Generalplan Ost’, Meyer calculated
a requirement of 850,000 workers for the first five years, including 400,000
for the colonization of territories in the occupied Soviet Union. For the
second five-year plan, he anticipated another 580,000 men, including
130,000 employed in the new “Ostraum” (Eastern territories)”[30].

Inclusion and Exploitation of POWs with Deportees
To obtain the necessary manpower, Himmler, in July 1941, ordered the construction of a
concentration camp at Lublin, planned for 25,000-50,000 inmates not further specified.
But when the initial military successes against the Soviet Union caused a great number
of prisoners to fall into German hands, Himmler decided that the labor projects were to
be carried out by Soviet prisoners of war and as a result ordered the creation of a
Kriegsgefangenenlager at Lublin, the first plan for which dates back to 7 October
1941[31].
Cognizance for the construction work was assigned to SS-Oberführer Hans Kammler,
head of the Amt II-Bauten (Office II-Construction) of the SS-Hauptamt Haushalt und
Bauten. On 1 February 1942, was created the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt
(Central SS Administrative and Economic Office), founding the Hauptamt Verwaltung
und Wirtschaft and the Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten, in which Amt II (Office II)
became Amtsgruppe C (Office Group C), at all times directed by Kammler.
On 1 November 1941, he sent to the Zentralbauleitung der Waffen-SS und Polizei at
Lublin the post-dated order for construction of the camp:
“I hereby issue the order to construct a Kriegsgefangenenlager at Lublin to
house 125,000 POWs” [“Der Baubefehl für die Errichtung eines
Kriegsgefangenenlagers in Lublin zur Unterbringung von 125,000
Kriegsgefangene wird hiermit erteilt“][32].
But the camp capacity was soon expanded to 150,000 prisoners. On 8 December,
Kammler transmitted the following order to the local Zentralbauleitung:
“With reference to the construction order dated 1 November 1941, I hereby
issue the expanded construction order for the creation of a POW camp at
Lublin for the total manpower force of 150,000 prisoners or inmates”.
[„Im Nachgang zum Baubefehl vom 1.11.41 erteile ich hiermit den
erweiterten Baubefehl zur Errichtung eines Kriegsgefangenenlagers in
Lublin für eine Gesamtkopfzahl von 150000 Kriegsgefangenen bzw.
Häftlingen“][33].
A few weeks later, on 26 November, Globocnik, in his capacity as Beauftragte für die
Errichtung der SS- und Polizeistützpunkte im neuen Ostraum, ordered the
Zentralbauleitung of Lublin “to construct a resupply transit camp
[Durchgangsnachschublager] for the Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer of South Russia and
Caucasia, which consisted of 13 housing barracks, including 11 warehouses”[34]. The
camp was completed and commissioned on 11 September 1942[35]. This was intended
to resupply the various offices assigned to the construction projects in the Eastern

territories. A circular letter from the head of the Amt CV/Zentrale Bauinspektion (Office
CV/Central Construction Project Inspection Office), SS-Sturmbannführer Lenzer, dated
1 September 1942 with subject “SS Offices Assigned to the Construction Projects and
Measures in the Occupied Territories” (SS-Baudienststellen und Baumassnahmen in den
besetzten Gebieten insbesondere im Ostraum), ordered that every construction program
be divided into exterior work (A-Arbeiten) and interior work (B-Arbeiten), and required
all construction groups (Baugruppen) to advise, by 1 November, which projects had
been completed in 1942 and which could be completed by 1 April 1943[36].
The origins of Birkenau camp, which precisely matched the initial purposes of the
Lublin camp, form part of this context as well. This was planned on 30 October 1941,
also for 125,000 prisoners, for whom 174 housing barracks were planned
(Gefangenenunterkunftbaracken), each of them capable of housing a maximum number
of 744 persons[37], but the pertinent construction order from Kammler was also
scheduled for reporting on 1 November:
“I hereby issue the related construction order for a Kriegsgefangenenlager
at Auschwitz intended to house 125,000 POWs“ [„Der Baubefehl für die
Errichtung eines Kriegsgefangenenlagers in Auschwitz zur Unterbringung
von 125,000 Kriegsgefangene wird hiermit erteilt“][38].
The first plans of the camp, the Lageplan des Kriegsgefangenenlagers-Auschwitz O.S
(Diagram of Auschwitz POW Camp, Upper Silesia) of 7 and 14 October 1941[39]
contemplated 174 housing barracks, but already that of 5 January 1942[40] contained
282, that of 6 June[41] 360 and that of 16 August 513[42]. The capacity is indicated only
in the last one. This plan appears divided into four sectors, of them three with 153
housing barracks each per 60,000 prisoners and one with 54 housing barracks for 20,000
prisoners, so that the total capacity was 200,000 prisoners. The plan of 6 June 1942
consists of two sectors with 153 housing barracks each and one with 54 barracks;
therefore the anticipated manpower force should have been 140,000 prisoners, but, as we
shall soon see, it was 150,000. On the other hand, the 282 housing barracks of the plan
of 5 January 1942 were clearly intended for 125,000 persons. In practice, from 7 and 14
October 1941 to 16 August 1942, the number of persons anticipated for each housing
barrack decreased by half (125,000 ÷ 174 =) 718 to (200,000 ÷ 513 =) 390.
The first known mention of an increase in the capacity of the Kriegsgefangenenlager
from 125,000 to 150,000 POWs is found in a letter from Kammler to SSHauptsturmführer Karl Bischof, head of the Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung[43], dated 22
June 1942:
“Please let me know immediately how many barracks you need for
completion of the POW camp to house 150,000 POWs” [“Erbitte umgehend
Mitteilung wieviele Baracken Sie zur Fertigstellung des
Kriegsgefangenenlagers zur Unterbringung von 150000 Kriegsgefangenen
benötigen”][44].
In a letter to Amt C V of the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt dated 29 June,
Bischoff wrote that until that time, for the third financial year of the war, 264 housing
barracks had been authorized, stating:
“Since according to the order from the Reichsführer-SS and head of the
German police, the camp had to be expanded from 125,000 POWs to
150,000 POWs, the following Bauwerke[45] were still absolutely necessary
for completion of the camp, which in part were indicated in the list of the
cubic capacity of the plenipotentiary for wooden construction projects dated
25 May 1942”.

[„Da laut Befehl des Reichsführer SS und Chef der Deutschen Polizei das
Lager von 125,0000 Kriegsgefangenen auf 150000 Kriegsgefangene
erweitert werden soll, sind zur Fertigstellung des Lagers jedoch noch
unbedingt folgende Bauwerke erforderlich, die bereits zum Teil bei der
Aufstellung des B.F.H[46].-Volumens für das Kriegsgefangenenlager vom
25.5.1942 angegeben waren“].
The additional housing barracks were 63 Unterkunftbaracken type 260/9 [41 by 10
meters] and 36 type IV/3 [20 by 8 meters][47]. In total, for a capacity of 150,000
prisoners, 363 barracks were therefore anticipated, therefore the plan of 6 June 1942 no
doubt referred to the new manpower force ordered by Himmler.
At Lublin, the expansion of the camp to 150,000 prisoners had already been decided
upon: the pertinent plan bears the date of 23 March 1942[48].
The expansion of the Kriegsgefangenenlager of Birkenau to 200,000 persons was
ordered by Himmler during his visit to Auschwitz on 17 and 18 July 1942. In a letter
dated 3 August 1942, addressed to the Amt C V of the SS-WirtschaftsVerwaltungshauptamt, Bischoff wrote:
“The expansion of the project has been presented to the head of the group of
officers C SS-Brigadeführer and Generalmajor der Waffen-SS Dr of
Engineering Kammler during the Reichsführer’s visit on 17 and 18 July
1942. Please indicate your approval on a copy of the annexed plan and
return it to us promptly”.
[„Die Erweiterung der Planung hat anläßlich des Reichsführer-Besuches
am 17. und 18. Juli 1942 dem Amtgruppenschef C SS-Brigadeführer und
Generalmajor der Waffen-SS Dr. Ing. Kammler vorgelegen und wird um
entsprechenden Genehmigungsvermerk auf 1 Exemplar des beiliegenden
Lageplanes und baldige Rücksendung desselben gebeten“][49].
And on 27 August, Bischoff communicated to the same office:
“The annexed plan has already taken account of the expansion of the
capacity of the camp for POWS recently requested to 200,000 persons”.
[“In beiliegendem Lageplan ist der neuerdings geforderte Ausbau des
Kriegsgefangenenlagers auf eine Belegstärke von 200,000 Mann bereits
berücksichtigt“][50].
The annexed plan was the plan mentioned below, dated 16 August 1942.
The “Generalplan Ost” initially also reiterated the Stutthof camp. Himmler visited it on
23 November 1941 and on 19 December he wrote as follows to SS-Gruppenführer Pohl:
“I have reached the conclusion that Stutthof is of very great importance for
the future colonization of the Gau of Danzig-West Prussia [...]. “Stutthof
must moreover be expanded in the sense that in one camp they can house
20,000 Russians, with whom we can then carry out the colonization plan for
the Gau of Danzig-Prussia.”
[„Ich bin zu der Überzeugung gekommen, daß Stutthof von größter
Bedeutung für die spätere Besiedlung des Gaues Danzig-Westpreußen ist.
[...].

Stutthof muß außerdem in der Richtung ausgebaut werden, da es in einem
Lager später 20000 Russen aufnehmen kann, mit denen wir dann den
Siedlungsaufbau des Gaues Danzig-Westpreußen vollziehen können“][51].
According to Schulte,
“...including Stutthof, Himmler, Pohl and Kammler, as a result, were relying
on a total of 300,000 Soviet POWs or inmates by mid-December 1941; in
the context of the subsequent construction phase, this figure was to be
increased to at least 375,000 Soviet POWs or inmates, to be employed for
tasks relating to the colonization of the East”[52].
Nevertheless, on the one hand, the POWs actually delivered to the camps were very
few—at Auschwitz, about 10,000 by the beginning of October 1941—and on the other
hand, they were dying en masse from the disastrous living and working conditions—at
Auschwitz, according to the Death Books (Totenbuch), 8,320 of them died in only 144
days[53].
“For Himmler and Pohl”, Schulte remarked, “the problem again arose of
who should build the SS and Police bases and the large settlements in the
‘new space in the East’ and who should expand the local infrastructures.
After the brutal treatment in the SS POW camps and Armed Forces base
camps, the Red Army POWs were no longer available as manpower, at least
for the foreseeable future. Since there was no question of amending the
gigantic plans, the direction the SS was to take a new group of victims into
consideration as forced workers“[54].
This group was the Jews, who
”...had to carry forward the colonization of the East planned by the SS and
construct a gigantic road network which was to serve not only for military
purposes but also, and above all, as a colonizing strategy. The “Generalplan
Ost” of June 1942 demonstrated, not without reason, the importance of the
road network, which should have provided the link between the individual
settlements. As Adolf Hitler stressed in mid-October 1941, this road
network was to be built chiefly by Soviet POWs. As a result, Organization
Todt had also planned the employment of Red Army POWs for construction
of the IV transit road[55]. When they were no longer available, Jewish
workers were substituted for their deceased predecessors. Deported Jews
were also to be employed for this purpose. In January 1942, there were also
plans to use Jews for road building work in the Ukraine”[56].
It was to precisely these road building projects that Heydrich was referring in the well
known minutes of the Wannsee Conference[57]:
“Under adequate management, within the context of the Final Solution, the
Jews should travel in an appropriate manner to the labor employment to the
East. In great working columns, separated by sex, the able-bodied Jews
should be taken to these territories to build roads[58]; doing this, without
doubt a great proportion of them will perish through natural diminution”.
[„Unter entsprechender Leitung sollen nun im Zuge der Endlösung die
Juden in geeigneter Weise im Osten zum Arbeitseinsatz kommen. In großen
Arbeitskolonnen, unter Trennung der Geschlechter, werden die
arbeitsfähigen Juden straßenbauend in diese Gebiete geführt, wobei
zweifellos ein Großteil durch natürliche Verminderung ausfallen wird“][59].

The SS were also thinking of the reclamation of the swampy territories of the Pripet,
which extended between Poland and White Ruthenia, as is attested, among other things,
by two studies which appeared in December 1941 and June 1942 in the Zeitschrift für
Geopolitik (Geopolitical Review): „Die Pripjetsümpfe als Entwässerungsproblem“ (The
Pripet Marshes as Draining Problem), by Richard Bergius, and “Pripjet-Polesien, Land
und Leute” (Pripet-Polesia, Territory and Inhabitants), by Hansjulius Schepers[60].
Moreover, the idea of a network of canals linking the Black Sea to the Baltic
(Wasserstraßenverbindung) had already been advanced by Alfred Rosenberg on 8 May
1941, in a directive for a Reichskommissariat in the Eastern territories[61].
In this context, on 26 January 1942, Himmler ordered Glücks as follows:
“As no more Russian prisoners of war are expected in the near future, I shall
send to the camps a large number of Jews and Jewesses who will be sent out
of Germany. Make the necessary arrangements for the reception of 100,000
male Jews and up to 50,000 Jewesses into the concentration camps during
the next 4 weeks. The concentration camps will have to deal with major
economic problems and tasks in the next weeks. SS Gruppenfuehrer Pohl
will inform you of particulars.
[Translation Trial of War Criminals, vol. V, p. 365]
[„Nachdem russische Kriegsgefangene in der nächsten Zeit nicht zu
erwarten sind, werde ich von den Juden und Jüdinnen, die aus Deutschland
ausgewandert werden, eine große Anzahl in die Lager schicken. Richten Sie
darauf ein, in den nächsten 4 Wochen 100000 männliche Juden und bis zu
50000 Jüdinnen in die KL aufzunehmen. Große wirtschaftliche Aufgaben
und Aufträge werden in den nächsten Wochen an die Konzentrationslager
herantreten. SS-Gruppenführer Pohl wird Sie im einzelnen
unterrichten“][62].
Himmler considered these 150,000 Jewish inmates to constitute “primarily, manpower
for the ‘Generalplan Ost”’[63].
In conformity with the above mentioned directives, the first transports sent to Auschwitz
contained only able-bodied Jews who were immediately registered.
On 16 February 1942 Martin Luther, official of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, sent a
teletype informing the German ambassador at Bratislava (Pressburg) that “in the
framework of the provisions for the Final Solution of the Jewish question in Europe” (im
Zuge der Massnahmen zur Endlösung der europäischen Judenfrage), the government of
the Reich was prepared to transfer immediately “20,000 young, strong Slovakian Jews”
(20 000 junge kräftige slowakische Juden) to the East (nach den Osten), where there was
a need for manpower (wo Arbeitseinsatzbedarf besteht)[64]. Approximately 10,000 Jews
were sent to Auschwitz.
On 22 June 1942, SS-Sturmbannführer Adolf Eichmann wrote a letter addressed to the
Embassy adviser Franz Rademacher, of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, with the subject
“Labor deployment of Jews from France, Belgium and Holland”, in which he wrote:
“We plan to transport to Auschwitz camp for labor use starting in mid-July
or the beginning of August of this year, in special trains, traveling every
day, carrying 1,000 persons each, initially with approximately 40,000 Jews
from the occupied French territory, 40,000 Jews from Holland and 10,000
Jews from Belgium”.

(“Es ist vorgesehen, ab Mitte Juli bzw. Anfang August ds. Jrs. in täglich
verkehrenden Sonderzügen zu je 1,000 Personen zunächst etwa 40,000
Juden aus dem besetzten französischen Gebiet, 40,000 Juden aus den
Niederlanden und 10,000 Juden aus Belgien zum Arbeitseinsatz in das
Lager Auschwitz abzubefördern“).
But as early as 10 March 1942, SS-Hauptsturmführer Theodor Dannecker, official in
charge of Jewish affairs in France, with reference to the meeting held on 4 March at
Office IV B 4 of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt, wrote that they could undertake
preliminary negotiations with the French authorities “with a view to the deportation of
approximately 5,000 Jews to the East” (wegen des Abschubs von rd. 5000 Juden nach
dem Osten).
“In this regard”, Dannecker remarked, “we must first of all process able-bodied male
Jews, no older than 55 years of age” („Dabei habe es sich zunächst um männliche,
arbeitsfähige Juden, nicht über 55 Jahre, zu handeln“)[65].
The following table summarizes the data relating to the first 18 Jewish transports
arriving at Auschwitz from Slovakia and France[66].
Date Count

Origins

Men
Count

IDs
Assigned

Women
Count

IDs Assigned

26/3

999

Slovakia

-

-

999

1000-1998

28/3

798

Slovakia

-

-

798

1999-2796

30/3

1112

Compiègne

1112

27533-28644 -

-

2/4

965

Slovakia

-

-

965

2797-3761

3/4

997

Slovakia

-

-

997

3763-3812,
3814-4760

13/4

1077

Slovakia

634

28903-29536 443

4761-5203

17/4

1000

Slovakia

973

29832-30804 27

5204-5230

19/4

1000

Slovakia

464

31418-31881 536

5233-5768

23/4

1000

Slovakia

543

31942-32484 457

5769-6225

24/4

1000

Slovakia

442

32649-33090 558

6226-6783

29/4

723

Slovakia

423

33286-33708 300

7108-7407

22/5

1000

KL Lublin

1000

36132-37131 -

-

7/6

1000

Compiègne

1000

38177-39176 -

-

20/6

659

Slovakia

404

39923-40326 255

7678-7932

24/6

999

Drancy

933

40681-41613 66

7961-8026

27/6

1000

Pithiviers

1000

41773-42772 -

-

30/6

1038

Beaune-La
Rolande

1004

42777-43780 34

8051-8084

30/6

400

KL Lublin

400

43833-44232 -

-

Total 16,767

10,332

6,435

Schulte himself acknowledges that
“…by order of the Reichsführer-SS, “able-bodied” Jews, in particular, were
to continue to be deported to Auschwitz[67],
and that
“Himmler and Pohl, at the beginning of June 1942, still thought of
Auschwitz as a forced-labor camp— primarily filled with Jewish inmates—
for the “colonization of the East”[68]\.
As a result, Schulte concludes, “the mass extermination was not considered a priority
matter[69].
But can all this be reconciled with the alleged extermination of the Jews?
Schulte states that
“For the SS, at Auschwitz it was not unusual for their camp to serve at the
same time as a killing center and a forced-labor center. In the late summer
and autumn of 1941 two categories of Soviet POWs had been catalogued,
one for execution, the other for work”[70].
In this context, he testified to—in a note—the first alleged homicidal gassing with
Zyklon B in the cellar (“Bunker”) of Block 11 of the Stammlager:
“In September or December 1941, after the Soviet POWs had already been
killed in provisional gas chambers in the main camp, a gas chamber was
built in Crematorium I” (emphasis added)[71].

Commutations of Death Sentences of Soviet POWs
The first transports of Soviet prisoners arrived at Auschwitz on 7 October 1941. The
sending of these transports was ordered in conformity with the “Provisions for the
Handling of Soviet POWs in all POW camps” (Anordnungen für die Behandlung
sowjetischer Kriegsgefangenen in allen Kriegsgefangenenlagern) issued on 8 September
1941 by the High Command of the Armed Forces (Oberkommando der Wehrmacht).
These provisions prescribed among other things, the location in the POW camps of
Russian soldiers and civilians and to sort them into the following three groups:
a) politically undesirable (politisch Unerwünschte)
b) politically non-dangerous (politisch Ungefährliche)
c) politically particularly trustworthy (politisch besonders Vertrauenswürdige).
The decision as to who were the “politically undesirable elements” was left up to the
Einsatzkommando of the Security Police and the Security Service[72].
These provisions were reissued in the directives of 17 July 1941
(Einsatzbefehl/operational order/ no. 8) relating to the installation in the POW camps of
Kommandos of the Security Police and Security Service (Heydrich), to whom the control
of all camp inmates was assigned, as well as:

“...the identification and subsequent disposition of:
a) of intolerable elements from the political, criminal or other points of
view, among them, and
b) of those persons who may be employed for the reconstruction of the
occupied territories”.
Every week, the heads of the Einsatzkommandos had to send a report to the
Reichssicherheitshauptamt, which, based on the reports, would have communicated the
measures to take, including execution[73].
According to the measures specified, the Soviet POWs had to be subjected to a selection
to separate—and execute—the politically dangerous elements from those who were
harmless or who could become collaborators.
In these matters there also intervened the Inspectorate of Concentration Camps, in search
of manpower for the “Generalplan Ost”.
On 15 November 1941, SS-Brigadeführer Glücks sent a secret order to the concentration
camps that read as follows:
“Reichsführer-SS and head of the German police has declared himself
generally in agreement that the execution of Soviet POWs (particularly
commissars) transferred into the concentration camps for execution, who,
by virtue of their physical condition, may be employed for work in a stone
quarry, may be waived. For this measure, it will be necessary to request the
consent of the head of the Security Police and Security Service in advance\.
In this regard, it hereby ordered:
Upon arrival at the camp of transports for execution, physically strong
Russians capable of working in a stone quarry are to be selected by the head
of the Protective Custody Camp (E)[74] and the camp physician. A list of
names of the selected Russians must be filed with this office, in duplicate.
In this list, the camp physician must note that there are no medical
objections to the employment in the work of the persons concerned. After
the declaration of consent from the head of the Security Police and Security
Service, by this office is ordered the transfer of the Russians concerned to a
stone quarry”.
[Der Reichsführer-SS und Chef der Deutschen Polizei hat sich grundsätzlich
damit einverstanden erklärt, daß von den in die Konz. Lager zur Exekution
überstellten russischen Kriegsgefangenen (insbesondere Kommissare), die
auf Grund ihrer körperlichen Beschaffenheit zur Arbeit in einem Steinbruch
eingesetzt werden können, die Exekution aufgeschoben wird. Zu dieser
Maßnahme muß vorher das Einverständnis des Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei
und des SD eingeholt werden.
Hierzu wird befohlen:
Beim Eintreffen von Exekutionstransporten in die Lager sind die körperlich
kräftigen Russen, die sich für eine Arbeit in einem Steinbruch eignen, durch
den Schutzhaftlagerführer (E) und dem Lagerarzt heraus zu suchen. Eine
namentliche Liste der herausgesuchten Russen ist in Doppel ausgefertigt
hier vorzulegen.

Auf dieser Liste muß der Lagerarzt vermerken, daß gegen den
Arbeitseinsatz der Betreffenden ärztlicherseits keine Bedenken bestehen.
Nach Einverständniserklärung des Chefs der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD
wird die Überstellung der Betreffenden Russen in ein Steinbruchlager von
hier befohlen][75].
Two days later, on 17 November, Maximilian Grabner, head of the Auschwitz Political
Section sent the following letter to the Schutzhaftlagerführer (E) of the camp (Karl
Fritzsch):
“Based on the following order, a list of names of all Russians exempt from
execution must be transmitted to this office. At the same time, please inform
this office, by name, of all [Russians] to be considered for the following
order, since the list of names must be transmitted to the Inspectorate of
Concentration Camps and the head of the Security Service. In this regard,
the consent of the camp physician is absolutely necessary.
The Russians indicated in the attached list[76] and the Russian POWs
selected last week by the Sonderkommando should be considered should be
reviewed under the terms of the foregoing”.
[„Auf Grund des umstehenden Erlasses sind die von der Exekution
ausgenommen Russen namentlich hierher zu melden. Gleichzeitig wird
ersucht nach hier zu berichten welche zum unstehenden Befehl in Frage
kommen, da diese listenmässig beim IKL und beim Chef der
Sicherheitspolizei eingereicht werden müssen. In dieser Hinsicht das
Einvernehmen mit dem hiesigen Lagerarzt unbedingt erforderlich. [sic]
In Frage kommen die auf der beiliegenden Liste aufgeführten Russen und
die vom Sonderkommando in der vergangenen Woche zur Exekution
ausgesuchten russ. Kriegsgefangene”][77].
The Sonderkommando mentioned by Grabner was the commission presided over by Dr.
Rudolf Mildner, head of the Gestapo at Kattowitz, who arrived at Auschwitz in
November 1941 and who therefore had drawn up an initial list of Soviet POWs to be
executed as early as the beginning of the second ten-day period of the month. On the
basis of his activity, reported in detail ex-Auschwitz inmate and ex-director of the local
Museum Kazimierz Smoleńe[78]:
It is therefore obvious that the first executions could not have taken place prior to 17
November. Precisely on the basis of these considerations, already discussed by myself at
the beginning of the 1990s[79], Pressac shifted the date of the “first gassing” at
Auschwitz from September (the dating of the Kalendarium of Auschwitz) to December
1941[80]. For his part, Schulte, not knowing which date to choose, cites both.
Nevertheless, the “first gassing” has no historical basis[81], nor do the “gas chambers”
in Crematorium I[82].
But regardless of the above, Schulte‘s explanation of the contradiction, as indicated
above, seems unfounded, not only because the Soviet POWs were simply not slated for
execution en masse at all, but also because even those sentenced to death—
approximately 300 men, according to Smoleń[83]—were commuted if they were
physically able to work, a fact strongly indicative of the priority given to the utilization
of prisoner labor, including individual prisoners legally sentenced to death.

Background and Assessment of the Extermination Theory

The mass extermination of the Jews is thought to have developed at Auschwitz later,
through a subsequent phase which is no less unsustainable: the gassing of the Jews
unable to work who had worked in the labor camps of the Schmelt organization in Upper
Silesia[84]. The first transport of these inmates, according to the Kalendarium of Danuta
Czech, should have arrived at the camp on 15 February 1942, but as Schulte correctly
observes,
“The referenced situation of this transport is extremely unsatisfactory. The
dating is based solely on a communication from the International Research
Service”, which appears in a note in Höss’s autobiography [85]. There is in
fact no operational document attesting to the reality of this transport.
Schulte declares that
“At the beginning of May 1942, Auschwitz was included in the regional
extermination actions which had addressed first the Jews of the Warthegau,
then those of the district of Lublin at Lemberg”,
and now affected those of western Upper Silesia[86].
The reference is to the alleged extermination camps at Chełmno and Bełżec, which are
said to have begun operation in December 1941 and March 1942[87]. He obviously does
not realize that the creation of total extermination camps, in which able-bodied Jews
were also exterminated, is in flagrant contradiction with the policies of Himmler and
Pohl to acquire Jewish manpower for the “Generalplan Ost”. This contradiction is
particularly evident for the Bełżec camp. On 17 March 1942, Fritz Reuters, a staffer in
the Abteilung Bevölkerungswesen und Fürsorge (Department of Implementation and
Support of Inhabitance) of the office of the Governor of the district of Lublin drew up a
note in which he referred to a talk he had had the day before with SS-Hauptsturmführer
Hermann Höfle. The latter had decided that unfit Jews would all have been sent to
Bełżec; the camp would have been able to “receive 4-5 transports per day of 1,000
Jews”, said to have been deported “beyond the confines” and believed not to have
returned to the General Gouvernement. The camp was in fact located on the old GermanSoviet border, and was therefore defined as “an extreme station of confines of the
circumscription of Zamość”. As regards able-bodied Jews, the note says:
“SS-Hauptsturmführer Höfle is building a large camp in which able-bodied
Jews may be registered with the card file system according to their
professions, whence they may be requisitioned. Piaski will be liberated of
Polish Jews and will become a collection point (Sammelpunkt) for Jews
arriving from the Reich. [...]. Höfle asks where, on the stretch DęblinTrawniki[88], may be unloaded 60,000 Jews”[89].
Höfle was the acting SS- und Polizeiführer of the district of Lublin, therefore
representing Globocnik, who was also the “head of construction of bases for the SS and
Police in the Eastern territory”, thus he also operated within the framework of
“Generalplan Ost”. The purpose of the camp for able-bodied Jews was probably that of
supplying manpower for the Durchgangstraße IV in nearby Galicia.
As regards the alleged killing of the Jews of Upper Silesia, it should be noted that, in
reality, there is no documentary trace of the 15 transports alleged to have arrived at
Auschwitz from this region between 5 May and 18 August 1942, whose passengers are
alleged to have been all gassed (35,130 persons),
to say nothing of the alleged installation of the two gassing “Bunkers”, which as such
never existed[90].

Schulte mentions the beginning of May as the starting point for the alleged
“extermination actions”, because the Kalendarium of Auschwitz states that the first
selection of sick inmates occurred on 4 May 1942; these inmates are said to have been
gassed in “Bunker 1”[91]. Once again, there is no documentary evidence for this.
For Schulte, however, these selections were only episodic actions. The systematic
actions were alleged in his opinion at the beginning of July 1942. This is how he sets
forth his thesis:
“To be able to carry out the killing and the recruiting of forced workers at
the same time, for future employment, the SS of the camp began to select
the arriving transports into “able-bodied” and “non-able bodied”. As far as
is known, the selection of an entire transport occurred on 4 July 1942: 372
Slovakian Jews were judged “able-bodied”, and the remaining 628 were
sent to the gas chambers”[92].
This assertion is taken from the Kalendarium of Auschwitz and is inferred from the
simple observation that, starting on 4 July 1942[93], the number of inmates registered
from a transport is greatly less than the total number of deportees. There is no doubt that
the registered inmates were generally able-bodied, but there is nothing to show that the
non-able-bodied were gassed. As early as 13 August, SS-Sturmbannführer Rolf Günther
sent the SS authorities at Paris a telegram bearing the object “Deportation of Jews to
Auschwitz. Separation There of Jewish children“ (Ab(t)ransport von Juden nach
Auschwitz. Dort Abschiebung der Judenkinder)[94]. The children were to be evacuated
to the Eastern ghettoes. I have also noted that Gisi Fleischmann, well-known Slovakian
Zionist leader, in a letter dated 24 March 1943, remarked that some deportation reports
mentioned the presence of Belgian Jews at Dęblin-Irena[95] and Końskowola, a village
6 km from Puławy, in the Lublin region, and that these Jews had arrived over the past
few weeks; but all the transports of Jews arriving from Belgium by the end of March
1943 had been directed to Auschwitz[96], therefore some of them had continued their
trip on to the Lublin region. I will return to this question later.
What Schulte says right afterwards appears even more disputable:
“Since there was no concrete plan for the use of Jewish forced laborers in
the ‘colonization of the East’ and not even the SS Economic and
Administrative Office had given instructions for the creation of a manpower
reserve, the decision on the death of the Jews deported to Auschwitz lay
almost exclusively with the SS, which supervised the unloading platform at
Birkenau, which as always, could feel themselves covered by ReichsführerSS. As early as 17 and 18 July 1942, Himmler was present at the selection
of deportees from a transport and the killing in the gas chambers of persons
classified as ‘able-bodied’. In this way he sanctioned de facto the procedure
introduced by the SS in the camp”[97].
This is historically unfounded and contradictory.
As I have shown in another study, on 17 and 18 July 1942, two Jewish transports arrived
at Auschwitz from the Dutch camp of Westerbork and one from Slovakia. Based on the
camp Stärkebuch, the first transport arrived not earlier than 8:00PM on the 16th and not
later than 6:00AM on the 17th; the other two arrived not before 8:00PM on the 17th and
not later than 6:00AM on the 18th. According to Himmler’s diary he landed at Kattowitz
airport at 3:15PM on the 17th; therefore, he could not have seen the first transport of
Dutch Jews, who were allegedly gassed before 6:00AM. His visit to Auschwitz was
concluded at 8:00PM with a dinner at the officers’ mess. After dinner, Himmler was
accompanied to Kattowitz, where he was lodged for the night by Gauleiter Bracht. On

the morning of the 18th, at 9:00AM he was still in Bracht’s house, and only got to
Auschwitz after breakfast. For this reason, he could not even have seen the other two
transports of Jews, which were allegedly/presumably gassed between 8:00PM on the
17th and 6:00AM on the 18th[98]. For this reason, Himmler could in no event have been
present at a gassing of Jews.
On the other hand, Himmler’s “sanction” implies a recognition and acceptance on his
part of a state of fact, therefore he did not issue any general Jewish extermination order
to Höss; vice-versa, if we accept Höss’s account, according to which Himmler issued the
extermination order in June 1941, Birkenau camp would necessarily have been planned
and built in execution of this order and we would fall back into the interpretation of the
Auschwitz Museum discussed at the beginning. Schulte has been criticized for precisely
this, by Michael Thad Allen, who radicalizes the thesis of the Auschwitz Museum[99].
To the contrary, Schulte explicitly declares that
“Himmler, Pohl and the SS planning experts had designed AuschwitzBirkenau, not as an extermination camp, but as a labor camp for the
colonization of the East”[100],
explaining:
“At the beginning of June 1942, Himmler decided that ‘non-able bodied’
Western Jews should also be deported to Auschwitz in the future”,
obviously for purposes of extermination, because:
“...Birkenau was utilised as an extermination camp for the European Jews
only after July 1942”[101].
For this reason, Himmler’s alleged extermination order would have to date back to June
1942, contrary to Höss’s statements, which are therefore revealed as unreliable in terms
of historical-chronological development, together with the entire edifice of Holocaust
historiography subsequently constructed on the basis of Höss’s statements.
Schulte adds that
“On 19 July, the Reichsführer-SS ordered the killing of the entire Jewish
population of the General Gouvernement with the exception of a few Jews
to be gathered in labor camps”[102],
But the document he mentions says only:
“I hereby order that the transfer of the entire Jewish population of the
General Gouvernement be implemented and concluded by 31 December
1942” [“Ich ordne an, daß die Umsiedlung der gesamten jüdischen
Bevölkerung des Generalgouvernements bis 31. Dezember 1942
durchgeführt und beendet ist”].
One further passage clarifies the meaning of this order:
“These measures are indispensable for the ethnic separation of races and
populations required within the framework of the New European Order as
well as in the interests of the security and cleanliness of the German Reich
and of its spheres of interest”.
[„Diese Maßnahmen sind zu der im Sinne der Neuordnung Europas
notwendigen ethnischen Scheidung von Rassen und Völker sowie im

Interesse der Sicherheit und der Sauberkeit des deutschen Reiches und
seiner Interessengebiete erforderlich“][103].
This is an unequivocal reference to the “Generalplan Ost”.
Schulte concludes that
“In July 1942, the labor employment of Jewish inmates in colonization
plans for the East by the SS Central Economic and Administrative Office
was then relegated to second place”[104],
but immediately afterwards, he falls into another contradiction:
“In truth, Himmler and Pohl were still planning, as always, to build a large
forced labor camp at Auschwitz-Birkenau for the ‘colonization of the East’,
but the homicidal actions took top priority, either because of the decisions of
the Reichsführer-SS of mid-May 1942 or because of the SS de facto policies
in the camp”,
so that
“To the labor employment no more than secondary importance was given.
From July 1942, Auschwitz-Birkenau was used above all as a killing centre
for the Jews of Western and South-Eastern Europe”[105].
At this point, however, the problem arises of increasing the camp capacity to 200,000
inmates, which, as we have seen above, was ordered by Himmler as a result of his visit
to Auschwitz on 17 and 18 July 1942 and confirmed in the 16 August plan for Birkenau.
Schulte, however, instead of resolving this contradiction, restricts himself to take official
note of it, writing:
“The extermination and reception facilities were both expanded, probably
due to direct intervention by Himmler during his stay at Auschwitz”[106].
Apart from the contradictory nature of this statement, the indisputable fact remains that
the only documented decision made by Himmler is that relating to the expansion of the
camp; therefore, the labor deployment was still a matter of priority concern. In the
background there was no extermination.
On the other hand, Hitler issued the order to cease all “preparations and plans for future
tasks of the peace“ only on 13 January 1943[107].
The function of Birkenau camp, which continued regardless to be called a
Kriegsgefangenenlager[108], changed only in September 1942. During the month of
October, the building plan (Bauvorhaben) “Kriegsgefangenenlager Auschwitz” was
given the official designation of “Durchführung der Sonderbehandlung”
(implementation of special treatment)[109]. This change consisted of a vast program of
construction projects to transform the camp into a source of manpower for the industries
which had already arisen or were to arise in the territory around Auschwitz. A flow chart
of the Zentralbauleitung drawn up by Bischoff in January 1943 mentioned in one
sentence the “Bauleitung des Kriegsgefangenenlager (Durchführung der
Sonderbehandlung)”[110], in another the “Bauleitung Kriegsgefangenenlager
Auschwitz (Durchführung der Sonderbaumassnahmen)”[111], establishing a full
equivalence between “implementation of special treatment” and “implementation of
special construction measures”.

As a result, a new plan was drawn up on 6 October 1942 in which the camp was divided
into three sections: Section (Lagerabschnitt) 1, for 20,000 inmates, and Sections 2 and 3
for 60,000 inmates each, for a total capacity of 140,000 inmates[112].
A letter from Kammler to the Generalbevollmächtigte für die Regelung der
Bauwirtschaft (Chief of Coordination of the Construction Industry) dated 15 September
1942 bearing the subject “Special Construction Tasks for KL Auschwitz»
(Sonderbauaufgaben für das K.L. Auschwitz) informs us that the program was approved
by Albert Speer, responsible for the Four-Year Plan and Chief of Coordination of the
Construction Industry, and Pohl, head of the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt:
“With reference to the talk between Herr Reichsminister Prof. Speer and
SS-Obergruppenführer und General der Waffen-SS Pohl I will advise you in
due course the additional volumes for the special program
(Sonderprogramm) of KL Auschwitz as follows:
1.) List of the necessary additional Bauwerke with pertinent volumes for
construction.
2.) List of necessary materials and barracks.
The work will be executed essentially by the inmates. A construction
completion period of 50 weeks has been established for the entire
Bauvorhaben. In addition to the inmates, an average of 350 skilled and
common laborers will be required. This corresponds to 105,000[113]
working days“.
[„Unter Bezugnahme auf die Besprechung zwischen Herrn Reichsminister
Prof. Speer und SS-Obergruppenführer und General der Waffen-SS Pohl
teile ich nachstehend das zusätzliche Bau-Volumen für das
Sonderprogramm des K.L. Auschwitz wie folgt mit:
1.) Zusammenstellung der erforderlichen zusätzlichen Bauwerke mit
zugehörigem Bauvolumen.
2.) Zusammenstellung der erforderlichen Baustoffe und Baracken.
Die Arbeiten werden im wesentlichen durch Häftlinge ausgeführt. Als
Bauzeit für das gesamte Bauvorhaben werden 50 Arbeitswochen angesetzt.
Ausser den Häftlingen werden im Durchschnitt 350 Fach- und Hilfsarbeiter
benötigt. Dies ergibt 105,000 Tagewerke”][114].

Redeployment to Armaments Industry
This program formed part of a larger project which had been discussed by Speer and
Pohl concurrently on 15 September 1942. The day afterwards, Pohl drew up a detailed
report on it for Himmler. The discussion was organized in four points, the first of which
was the “Expansion of the Auschwitz Barracks Camp in Consequence of the Migration
to the East” (Vergrösserung Barackenlager Auschwitz infolge Ostwanderung). On this
point, Pohl declared:
“Reichsminister Prof. Speer has authorised the expansion on a vast scale of
Auschwitz camp and has allocated additional budget to the Auschwitz
construction projects of 13,700,000 Reichsmark. This budget includes the
installation of approximately 300 barracks, with the related service and
auxiliary plants. The materials required will be assigned in the fourth

quarter of 1942 and in the first, second and third quarters of 1943.
When this supplementary program of construction projects is completed, at
Auschwitz we will be able to house a total of 132,000 persons”.
[„Reichsminister Prof. Speer hat die Vergrösserung des Barackenlagers
Auschwitz im vollen Umfang genehmigt und ein zusätzliches Bauvolumen
für Auschwitz in Höhe von 13,7 Millionen Reichsmark bereitgestellt\.
Dieses Bauvolumen umfasst die Aufstellung von rd. 300 Baracken mit den
erforderlichen Versorgungs- und Ergänzungsanlagen\.
Die notwendigen Rohstoffe werden im 4. Quartal 1942 sowie im 1., 2. und
3. Quartal 1943 zugeteilt.
Wenn dieses zusätzliche Bauprogramm durchgeführt ist, können in
Auschwitz insgesamt 132.000 Mann untergebracht werden“].
Pohl then noted that
„All participants agreed that all existing concentration camp manpower was
to be employed in large-scale armaments tasks“ [„Alle Beteiligten waren
sich einig, dass die in den Konzentrationslagern vorhandene Arbeitskraft
nunmehr für Rüstungsaufgaben von Grossformat eingesetzt werden
müssen“].
After stressing the need to release German and foreign civilian workmen from the
armaments plants whose staff was not complete (to fill the gaps existing in other similar
plants) and to replace them with concentration camp inmates, Pohl continues:
“Reichsminister Prof. Speer wishes to arrange in this way the rapid
deployment to start with of 50,000 able-bodied Jews currently barred from
their trades, for whom housing is available.
The manpower required for this purpose will be diverted above all at
Auschwitz from the migration to the East (Ostwanderung), so that our
existing business installations are not disturbed in their production and
construction by continual staff turnover.
The able-bodied Jews intended for migration to the East will therefore
interrupt their trip and must provide labor in the field of armaments”.
[„Reichsminister Prof. Speer will auf diese Weise kurzfristig den Einsatz
von zunächst 50.000 arbeitsfähigen Juden in geschlossenen vorhandenen
Betrieben mit vorhandenen Unterbringungsmöglichkeiten gewährleisten.
Die für diesen Zweck notwendigen Arbeitskräfte werden wir in erster Linie
in Auschwitz aus der Ostwanderung abschöpfen, damit unsere bestehenden
betrieblichen Einrichtungen durch einen dauernden Wechsel der
Arbeitskräfte in ihrer Leistung und ihrem Aufbau nicht gestört werden.
Die für die Ostwanderung bestimmten arbeitsfähigen Juden werden also
ihre Reise unterbrechen und Rüstungsarbeiten leisten müssen“][115].
In practice, Auschwitz was to function as a transit camp for the Jews deported within the
framework of the Ostwanderung (deportation to the East): the able-bodied ones stayed at
the camp, the non-able bodied, including children, continued their trip to the East.

The rationale for this change of function of the camp was explained very clearly by Höss
in a speech given at Auschwitz on 22 May 1943 in the presence of Kammler and other
officials, in which he outlined the origins and development of the institutional tasks of
the camp:
“Between the Vistula and the Sola, in the triangle formed by their
confluence, Auschwitz Camp emerged in 1940, after the evacuation of
seven Polish villages, thanks to the expansion of the area of an artillery unit
and several adjacent construction projects, both restored and new, using
rather large quantities of materials originating from the demolitions.
Originally planned as a quarantine camp, this then became a camp of the
Reich and received in consequence a new purpose (Zweckbestimmung). Its
location between the Reich and the General Gouvernement, due to the
continual worsening of the situation, is particularly favorable, because it
was guaranteed to fill the camp with manpower. To this was added quite
recently the solution of the Jewish problem (die Lösung der Judenfrage), for
which it has been necessary to create the facilities to house initially 60,000
inmates, which will very quickly increase to 100,000. The inhabitants of the
camp are primarily intended for the large industry which is developing in
the vicinity. The camp includes within its zone of interest various
armaments factories, for which it is necessary to make manpower
[available]”[116]\.
Therefore the “Solution of the Jewish Problem” at Auschwitz referred simply to
measures for the construction of housing for 100,000 inmates.

Development of Medical Complex
At the beginning of May 1943 the green light was given for a vast program of “Special
Measures for the Improvement of Hygienic Installations” (Sondermassnahmen für die
Verbesserung der hygienischen Einrichtungen) of Birkenau camp, which, in the
documents, is called interchangeably “Sofortprogramm” (Immediate Program),
“Sondermassnahme”, (Special Measure), “Sonderprogramm” (Special Program),
“Sonderbaumassnahmen” (Special Construction Measures) and “Sonderaktion” (Special
Action)[117]. The related written order was transmitted by Kammler to the commandant
of Auschwitz on 14 May[118]. From its inception, this program for the improvement of
the hygienic installations of Birkenau camp also included the crematoria[119]. The
related documents set forth the idea of installing “showers in the undressing room of
Crematorium III” (Brausen im Auskleideraum des Krematoriums III)[120], which
constituted a “plan for [the] production of hot water for approximately 100 showers”
(Projekt für Warmwasserbereitung für ca. 100 Brausen)[121]. A report dated 16 May
states explicitly:
“There are also plans to install heating coils in the waste incinerator of
Crematorium III to generate the [hot] water required for a shower
installation, to be built in the semi-underground area of Crematorium III”.
[„Weiters ist geplant, im Krematorium III in dem Müllverbrennungsofen
Heizschlangen einzubauen, um durch diese das Wasser für eine im Keller
des Krematoriums III zu errichtende Brauseanlage zu gewinnen“][122].
The extension of the plan to Crematorium II is confirmed by a questionnaire
(Fragebogen) on the Birkenau crematoria, undated, drawn up by Bischoff in June 1943,
in which it is stated that it was planned to use the discharge gases from the chimneys
„for bathing installations in Crematoria II and III” (für Badeanlagen im Krema. II u.
III)[123].

The plan to install 100 showers in Crematorium III (and in another similar installation of
Crematorium II) was intended for all the inmates of the camp, as deduced from the fact
that at that time, the Zentralsauna, the disinfection and disinfestation facility for the
entire camp, was equipped with only 54 showers. For various reasons the plan was
revised and only 14 showers were installed in Crematorium III[124].
Overall, the morgues of the Birkenau crematoria were always required for use as such,
from morning to night, something which would have been impossible if they had been
transformed into “undressing rooms” and “gas chambers” for the extermination of the
Jews[125].
As early as 20 March 1943, SS-Standortarzt (garrison physician), SS-Hauptsturmführer
Eduard Wirths, made the following request with the camp commandant:
“For the transport of the bodies from the inmate hospital to the crematorium
two covered hand trolleys must be procured permitting the transport of 50
bodies each“.[„Für den Abtransport der Leichen aus dem HKB zum
Krematorium müssen 2 gedeckte Handwagen beschaffen werden, die den
Transport von je 50 Leichen gestatten“][126].
And again on 25 May 1944 (at the height of the deportation and alleged mass killing of
the Hungarian Jews), Dr. Wirths wrote:
“In the inmate infirmary of the camps at KL Auschwitz II every day there
are naturally a certain number of cadavers, whose transport to the
crematorium is regularly scheduled and occurs twice a day, morning and
evening”. [„In den Häftlingsrevieren der Lager des KL Auschwitz II fallen
naturgemäß täglich eine bestimmte Anzahl von Leichen an, deren
Abtransport zu den Krematorien zwar eingeteilt ist und täglich 2 mal,
morgens und abends, erfolgt“][127].
At the time, however, according to Holocaust historiography, the morgues of the
crematoria were crammed full of Hungarian Jews intended for extermination, which is in
obvious conflict with the above mentioned letter.
Within the framework of the “Special Measures for the Improvement of the Hygienic
Facilities” mentioned above, on 17 May 1943, Kammler ordered the transformation of
Bauabschnitt III (construction section III) of Birkenau camp into an inmate hospital.
The planning was entrusted to Amt C of the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt, and
specifically to SS-Sturmbannführer Wirtz, head of the Amt C/III-Technische Fachgebiete
(Office C/III-Technological-Specialist Sectors) and to SS-Unterstumführer Birkigt, head
of Hauptabteilung C/II/3-Lazarette und Reviere (Main Section C/II/3 – Infirmaries and
hospitals).
On 4 June, Wirtz and Birkigt designed plan no. 2521 “K.L. Auschwitz—Bauabschnitt III.
Häftlings-Lazarett u. Quarantäne-Abt.” (Auschwitz Concentration Camp—Construction
Sector III. Inmate Hospital and Quarantine Section) in which this sector is subdivided
into two quarantine camps, one for men and one for women, for 4,088 persons each, and
two hospital camps (Krankenfeld), one for men and one for women, for 3,188 persons
each. The two hospital camps provided 2 barracks for “surgery” (Chirurgie), 2 barracks
for “X rays and treatment” (Röntgen und Behandlung), 2 barracks for “pharmacy”
(Apotheke), 4 “barracks for post-operative patients” (Baracke für frisch Operierte) and 4
“barracks for the seriously ill” (Baracke für Schwerkranke)[128].
The plan of Zentralbauleitung 2637—undated, but no doubt drawn up in June 1943—

depicts the planimetry of the male patient section of “Häftlingsrevier im Bauabschnitt
‘3’ des K.G.L.” (Hospital for inmates in the construction section ‘3’ of the POW camp).
This shows in detail the barracks for post-operative inmates (frisch Operierte),
denominated 6a and for those with severe internal (schwere Innere) conditions, indicated
as 6b[129].
An “Aufstellung über die zur Durchführung der Sondermassnahme im K.G.L.
notwendigen Baracken” (List of Barracks Necessary for the Implementation of the
Special Measure) dated 11 June 1943 mentions overall 183 barracks for the
“Bauabschnitt III (Häftlingslazarett)”, plus 2 for the “Truppenlazarett” (infirmary for the
troop), including:
• 4 special barracks (Spezialbaracke[n]) for ‘post-operative patients’ (frisch
Operierte)
• 4 special barracks for ‘seriously ill’ (schwere Innere)
• 2 special barracks for ‘X rays and treatment’ (Röntgen und Behandlung)
• 2 special surgical (chirurgische) barracks
• 111 barracks for ordinary ill patients (Baracken für Normalkranken)[130].
The construction work began at the end of June. On 13 July, 26 barracks were already
built, in addition to the excavation of the circular drainage ditches (Ringgräben) and a
provisional water treatment plant (provisorisches Vorklärbecken)[131].
Another 6 barracks were built on 31 July, in addition to the excavation of two circular
drainage ditches and the fence installation work had begun[132].
The “Explanatory Report on the Expansion of the Waffen-SS POW Camp at Auschwitz,
Upper Silesia” drawn up by Bischoff on 30 September 1943, for construction sector III
of the camp mentions among other things:
“BW 3e 114 convalescent barracks (Krankenbaracken) Type 501/34 [43 by
13 meters]
BW 6c 4 disinfestation barracks (Entwesungsbaracken) Type VII/5 [33 by 8
meters]
BW 7c 11 infirmary barracks (Pflegerbaracken) (Schweizerbaracken)
BW 12b 12 barracks for the seriously ill (Baracken f. Schwerkranke) type
501/34”[133]\.
On 25 September, masonry work was underway in barracks 68, 70, 71, 74, 89, 91, 92 e
93 and carpentry work in barracks 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 94, 128 and
146[134].
On 1 October 1943, SS-Obersturmführer Werner Jothann, just having taken over for
Bischoff as head of the Zentralbauleitung[135], drew up a “Cost Estimate on the
Expansion of the Waffen-SS POW Camp at Auschwitz”, in which, for every Bauwerk
already constructed or planned the cost estimate was calculated. For the sector of
construction projects III (Bauabschnitt III), denominated “Häftlingslazarett” (inmate
hospital), the following structures, among other things, were added: 114 barracks for
sick patients (at a cost of 4,542,216 Reichsmark), the 4 disinfestation barracks (80,940
RM), 11 infirmary barracks (103,488 RM) and the 12 barracks for the seriously ill
(515,625), mentioned above[136]:
In the report of 30 October, Jothann stated that by that time 47 barracks had been built,

in which finishing work was underway[137].
The subsequent reports, until the end of November, mention the progress of the barracks
assembly work and related work for construction of the “inmate hospital” in
Bauabschnitt III.
On 24 February 1944, Jothann transmitted the request for metal of the Knauth firm
(supplier of barracks) to the Bauinspektion der Waffen-SS und Polizei “Schlesien”
(Waffen-SS and “Silesia” Construction Inspection Projects), explaining that the plan of
the camp hospital provided for the overall construction of 180 barracks[138]. 700
inmates were already working in Bauabschnitt III as of 31 March 1944[139].
In 1944, the Zentralbauleitung defined all the bureaucratic practices relating to the camp
hospital.
On 25 May, Jothann drew up an “Explanatory Report on the Expansion of the WaffenSS POW Camp at Auschwitz, Upper Silesia. Construction of 111 barracks for ill
patients“ (Erläuterungbericht zum Ausbau des Kriegsgefangenenlagers der Waffen-SS in
Auschwitz O/S. Errichtung von 111 Krankenbaracken), in which we read:
„The work started on March 15, 1943[140]. 37[141] barracks have been erected and are
partly internally fitted out“ [“Mit den Arbeiten wurde am 15.3.1943 begonnen. 37
Baracken sind fertiggestellt und zum Teil innen ausgebaut”][142].
On 10 August 1944, the head of Amt C/V (Zentralbauinspektion) of the SS-WirtschaftsVerwaltungshauptamt, who had received the above mentioned documentation on 26
June, issued the construction order relating, respectively, according to bureaucratic
procedure, to the following:
“Based on the documents filed I hereby issue construction order for 111
barracks for ill patients in the POW camp, camp II, Auschwitz, construction
sector III, Bauwerke 3e and 3fQ”[“Aufgrund der eingereichten Unterlagen
erteile ich hiermit den Befehl zur Errichtung von 111 Krankenbaracken im
Kgf.L., Lager II, Auschwitz, BA III, BW 3e und 3f”].
The construction request (Bauantrag) for the “12 barracks for seriously ill patients”
(Baracken für Schwerkranke) was sent by Jothann to the Bauispektion der Waffen-SS
und Polizei “Schlesien” on 12 August 1944[143]. On 31 October, Amt C/V of the SSWirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt issued the related retrospective construction
order[144].
The construction request for the 11 barracks for infirmaries making up Bauwerk 7e
(Bauantrag zur Errichtung von 11 Stück Pflegerbaracken im BAIII – BW 7e), was issued
by Bischoff on 9 October 1944[145].
On 31 May 1944, in the Bauabschnitt III there were 63 barracks[146]. The deportation
of the Hungarian Jews caught the Zentralbauleitung unprepared and upset the projects
relating to the hospital camp.
At the beginning of June, Bauabschnitt III, although it was still uninhabitable, was
transformed (together with part of camp BIIc and part of BIIa and camp BIIe) into
“Durchgangslager” (transit camps) for able-bodied unregistered Jews intended for
transfer to other camps. On 2 June, Kammler ordered Jothann to make 14 barracks of the
Bauabschnitt III available to house these Jews[147]. The first Jewish transport was sent
there on 9 June. On 16 June, there were already 7,000 Jews there[148]. No fewer than
98,600 Jews passed through the Birkenau transit camp[149].

As I have explained elsewhere[150], the Zentralbauleitung was caught completely by
surprise by the enormous influx of Hungarian Jews and did not succeed in preparing any
decent housing for a large proportion of these future forced laborers of the Reich.
The plan of the hospital camp in Bauabschitt III of Birkenau was definitively abandoned
on 23 September 1944, as a result of Jothann’s letter to the Bauinspektion der Waffen-SS
und Polizei “Schlesien” with the subject “Construction of 12 barracks for the seriously
ill in construction sector III-BW 12b” (Errichtung von 12 Baracken für Schwerkranke im
BA.III-BW 12b) dated 6 December 1944:
“At the instance of the discussion of the head of the Central Office [Pohl] on
23 September 1944 in Auschwitz, orders were issued to cease construction
work in construction sector III of the POW camp and commence the
demolition of the 12 barracks for the seriously ill” [“Anlässlich der
Besprechung des Hauptamtschefs am 23.9.44 in Auschwitz, wurde die
Einstellung der Bauarbeiten im BA.III des K.G.L. befohlen, und mit
Abbruch der 12 Baracken für Schwerkranke begonnen”][151].
Since this hospital camp was planned and partially finished, the argument set forth by
Pressac remains fully valid:
“There is an incongruity in the creation of a sanitary camp a few hundred meters from
the four crematoria, where, according to the official historiography, persons were
exterminated on a vast scale... The plan to construct a large hospital section in the BAIII
thus shows that the crematoria were constructed solely for cremation, without homicidal
gas chambers[152], since the SS wished to “conserve” the labor force from their
concentration camp”[153].

Conclusion
To sum up, Birkenau camp was created as a Kriegsgefangenenlager in October 1941 as
a feature of the “Generalplan Ost”.
From September 1942, Birkenau became the selection center for Jewish manpower for
German industries, either already in existence or in the planning stage, within the
territory of Auschwitz, while simultaneously serving as a transit camp for non-ablebodied Jews deported within the framework of the Ostwanderung.
Starting in May 1943, this function was accentuated as the result of a vast program of
“special measures for the improvement of the hygienic installations” and plans for an
enormous hospital camp to conserve and treat Jews engaged in forced labor.
In May 1944, Birkenau also became a “transit camp” for the distribution of Jewish
manpower into other concentration camps.
The alleged extermination of the Jews is refuted by this new historical perspective.
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The True Story of Andersonville Prison
by Jett Rucker

by James Madison Page and M. J. Haley. Digital Scanning, Inc., Scituate, Mass. 1999
[1908] 248 pp.
Rather like history in general, revisionism seems to be grouped into “waves” or
“generations” that follow major wars. Thus, Harry Elmer Barnes led the first major wave
of revisionism that seemed, at least for a time, to succeed in the aftermath of the First
World War. Barnes was still a commanding figure in the wave that followed the Second
World War, though this wave, ominously, seems at the present remove never to have
attained as high a crest as the wave following the preceding world war did (and not for
lack of “water”).
Revision of the histories of earlier wars, in America most notably the American
Revolution and the War Between the States, continues apace, along with the I-was-there
revisions following the numerous conflicts that have followed the Second World War
right up to the present. What seems sometimes not appreciated in the present time is that
contemporaneous waves of revisionism actually are to be noted following those earlier
(pre-Barnes) conflicts, notably the War Between the States.
Perhaps the bulk of the revisionism following the War Between the States concerned the
depredations of Abraham Lincoln’s administration on the civil rights of political
opponents (especially newspaper publishers and political figures) in the states
constituting “the Union” during that war. Thomas DiLorenzo’s Lincoln Unmasked and
William Marvel’s Mr. Lincoln Goes to War are especially good accounts of this
revisionism, but they are themselves too recent to be part of the postbellum wave itself.
Another subject of that wave of revisionism, however, concerned the prisoner-of-war
camps operated by the Confederacy—and the Union—and the one and only war-crimes
trial conducted after the War, by the victor, of course, in Washington, D.C.
This book came out near the “tail” of the post-bellum wave, having been originally
published in 1908. It was republished a number of times since then, most-recently as a
digital reproduction in 1999 by Digital Scanning, Inc. of Scituate, Mass. A “digital
reproduction” in this case is apparently an electronic resetting of the type, from scans of
the original text. Beautifully clean, sharp type that nonetheless looks very much like the
original typeface looks, and none of the fuzz and dropouts that plague reprints of legacy
documents such as this one.
If the War between the States had ended when the Second World War ended in 1945, this
book’s 1908 debut would have occurred in 1988, so it was rather “fresher” vis-à-vis its
subject than today’s books revising the Second World War. Of course, unlike today’s
books about the Second World War, this book was written by an eyewitness about his
own experiences, at the notorious prisoner-of-war camp nicknamed “Andersonville”
after the name of the train station, Anderson Station, Georgia, where prisoners got off
the train and marched to the nearby camp. It was upon reading of this march from the
train station to the camp that the first “reverse echo” of descriptions of German
concentration camps came to me. Many of these echoes, eerie in their totality, were to
strike me in the rest of the reading partly, I suppose, because I have made a lifelong
study of Second World War concentration camps—and not just those established and
operated by the Germans.

In the period between the 1865 end of the War between the States and the 1908
publication of this memoir, dozens of accounts by putative survivors of Andersonville
and other Confederate POW camps were published and introduced into the public’s
“understanding” of what happened in and around these camps, and who (invariably the
dastardly Confederates) might be assigned blame for the very real horrors that actually
did occur in those times and places. The great bulk of this body of literature pandered to
that taste which is to be found among members of every public for the sensational and
the simple-to-believe, and at least some of them performed quite well the function that
they were designed to perform—they made money, sympathy, and fame for their
authors, many of whom had of course never set foot anywhere near a POW camp, nor
for that matter worn a uniform.
It is this grossly fabricated, sensationalized, commercialized spate of tabloid histories
primarily that Page revises, and he confronts a number of these accounts by name and
author, quoting them at length, and pointing out where they are false and what the truth
instead might be. This is what might be called “confrontative,” or point-by-point
revision, and particularly for a reader from outside contemporary times, as now we all
are and will ever be, it is a far more-informative kind of revision than the kind that sets
the record straight without reference to the crooked particulars of the record that it is
straightening. Items of this description punctuate the account throughout, considerably
illuminating and enlivening it.
James Madison Page is presented in the book as 2nd. Lieut., Company A, Sixth
Michigan Cavalry, but if he had been that when captured on September 21, 1863, he
would never have gotten near the camp, officially known as Camp Sumter to the
Confederates, which was only for enlisted men. Page’s commissioning occurred long
after the war, perhaps just before his retirement—perhaps a promotion intended
primarily to raise the amount of his pension. Page does not give his rank at the time of
his capture, but it appears that it might have been corporal or sergeant, nor does he
mention the exclusion of officers from Andersonville.
The narrative of Page’s capture, transportation, and existence in Andersonville and
before it a Virginia camp known as Belle Isle conform in general outline to other
accounts of persons sharing his experience (of whom most survived and many told): the
general deprivation of diversions, pleasures, and often enough, various necessities; the
recurrent wildfires of rumors having mostly to do with prisoner exchanges, which
actually occurred sporadically particularly early in the war; the monstrous uncertainties
that plague any and every captive of hostiles in all history. But one element stands out
conspicuously in Page’s story that is absent from most of its competitors: the
compassion, even occasional caring, if not respect, evidenced by Confederate soldiers
and guards for the Union soldiers for each of whom, they all knew, there was at least one
Confederate prisoner in the hands of Union captors.
Page’s enumeration of countless minor considerations, mercies, even interventions in
support of peace, order, even occasionally comfort for the prisoners are compelling in
the specificity of the details with which they are recounted. The author occasionally
digresses into generalized expiations about the typical and usual disposition and temper
of the Southern soldier, and his terms occasionally verge on the rhapsodic. This view of
his captivity and captors, of course, clashes with the typical review presented by any
former inmate who at all times when crafting his memoir must be conscious that some
renditions of events will engender greater interest and sympathy for the author than other
renditions. Every eyewitness must combat or, in other cases, exploit this factor in
rendering the sort of account that serves whatever his purposes might be in rendering it.
Exactly what purposes Page might be serving other than the “truth and justice”
mentioned on the back cover of the paperback seem difficult to conjure.

Aside from the march from the train station to the camp, a number of other aspects of
Part I, “Andersonville: The Prisoners and Their Keeper” reminded me of accounts of
German concentration camps. Of these, the one that most stands out is the “poisoned
vaccine” for smallpox that was administered for a time during Page’s term. The
smallpox intended to be controlled actually had broken out, according to Page’s
observation. It was effectively controlled, Page continues, by the prompt removal and
quarantining of every affected inmate, and by the administration of a very likely crude
vaccine to inmates who could not show evidence of having already been inoculated.
Among those vaccinated, there was a notable number of fatal reactions, not altogether
unexpected even with the best pharmaceutical technology and medical care available at
the time, to say nothing of the pertinent standards prevailing at Andersonville.
Inevitably, the rumor got about that this vaccine was deliberately poisoned so as to kill
inmates. This account reminded me of the tale ruling the mainstream history of today
that the Germans adapted the fumigant Zyklon-B, brought into their camps and used in
great quantities for disinfestation purposes, to the killing of inmates. Some or all of the
vaccine used at Andersonville may have been lethal, and this might have been
inadvertent, negligent, or even deliberate; deaths positively did ensue from its use. Some
of the Zyklon-B used in the concentration camps may have resulted in the death of
inmates; indeed, fatal accidents in the use of Zyklon-B for its designed purpose were at
all times a real possibility. There may even have been enclosures or structures intended
to accommodate homicidal use of the fumigant. But at Auschwitz as at Andersonville,
the evidence for the allegations becomes progressively scanter as the allegations become
progressively more brutal and intentionally homicidal.
It seems that somehow, Sergeant (or whatever his rank was) Page had a good deal of
direct contact and actual dealings with Captain Wirz. While an actual friendship could
hardly have grown up between commandant and inmate, Page claims a notably cordial
working relationship between the two soldiers and describes it in detail on a number of
significant and specific occasions. In this period, Page acquired an in-depth
understanding of Wirz’s character, interests, and even foibles that undoubtedly informed
his view of the subsequent tribunal proceedings against him.

Rudolf Höss, Commandant of Auschwitz. Photo is in the public domain. Source:
Wikimedia Commons.
Part II of this book, “Henry Wirz: The Man and His Trial” contains the bulk of the
undeniable atrocities of the story, and most of these involve the maladministration of a
simulacrum of “justice” at the military tribunal assembled for Wirz’s conviction and his
subsequent hanging in October 1865. This final quarter or so of the book, with the
adduction of the “evidence” in the case, its verdict, its sentence, and the carrying out of
the sentence, reminded me of the case of Rudolf Höss, commandant of the Auschwitz
camp, in 1946-47 before a Polish tribunal, which produced the same sentence and end
result. While I have not yet discovered a (translated) transcript of the Höss proceedings,
I have studied at length reports of the “trials” (they were all military tribunals, which
should in no way be mistaken for legitimate, much less fair, trials beyond their similarity
of producing verdicts and sentences) held in Nuremberg, Dachau, and other places in the
western zones of occupied Germany. It was of the details of these chiefly Americanconducted proceedings that the details of Wirz’s proceeding most strikingly reminded
me; indeed, Wirz’s proceeding also was entirely American.
Many of the defendants (referred to as “accused”) at Dachau and like venues were
hampered by language barriers from understanding the proceedings of which they were
the subject, and were similarly hampered in their ability to testify and respond to
questioning in court (most of their testimony was elicited in pre-trial sessions with
interrogators and translators). Wirz attended his proceedings and obviously understood
what was being said at all times, but he seems not to have testified at all. In fact, Wirz
was suffering from war wounds[*] at the time, and often lay on a couch as he observed
the proceedings.
The author never states explicitly that he was present for any, much less all, of the 73
consecutive days of the proceeding, but it seems very clear that he was. He wanted, in
fact, to be called as a witness to testify to the many things he knew and had seen

concerning the acts of the accused, but out of all the dozens like him, less than twelve
witnesses were called, each of these quite evidently carefully vetted, scripted, and
rehearsed, a circumstance very much in evidence and much noted by Joseph Halow in
his moving book, Innocent at Dachau.
The mendacity of all the witnesses against Wirz were borne out not only by many telltale
inconsistencies and unlikelihoods in their testimonies but as well by revelations
uncovered long after the tribunal (and the execution of its innocent subject), disclosing
typically that the very identities of the witnesses had been falsified, and the evidence as
to their whereabouts during the times they claimed to have observed Major Wirz’s acts
most dubious.
The charges against Wirz bore a general resemblance to the charges against accuseds at
Dachau: that said accused on such-and-such a date did, with malice aforethought, and so
on, kill, strike, injure so-and-so, a prisoner in his charge, with one consistent exception
that seems unbelievable in a present-day reading: no name of any victim was ever
specified! Major Wirz was accused of a total of 13 single killings to which “witnesses”
testified, on various dates including dates on which Wirz was documentably far away
from Andersonville on furlough, but in every case, it was stated that the name of the
victim was stated to be unknown. Wirz was hanged for killing—typically shooting
—nobodies, an allegation the author stated his inclination to reject even had real, dead
Andersonville inmates been named as victims.
One aspect of Wirz’s handling during and especially after the trial had potentially
momentous implications, but these in fact never arose, evidently from Wirz’s heroic
refusal to lie. Page carefully documents an initiative that came apparently from the office
of Secretary of War Edwin Stanton to commute Wirz’s death sentence on the condition
that he give evidence implicating former Confederate President Jefferson Davis in a plan
to starve or otherwise kill prisoners of war in his custody. It’s impossible to know, of
course, whether Stanton would have made good on his offer of clemency, but Wirz never
gave any such evidence, and he swung from the end of a rope. Stanton’s character as
presented in the final chapter of the book inclines one to presume that Wirz might have
met the same end even if he had given the desired “evidence.”
A consistent theme, evidently goal, of the prosecutions at Nuremberg, Dachau and
elsewhere seems to have been to implicate Himmler, Hitler, and other very-senior Nazis
in various programs of atrocity, in particular genocides against Jews and other targeted
racial groups. Höss implicates Himmler rather unconvincingly in his memoirs as having
ordered him to exterminate concentration-camp inmates systematically and in large
numbers, and through hearsay (quoting Himmler’s spoken words), he attempts to
implicate Hitler as the source of the orders. And Höss also swung from a rope, though
perhaps somewhat later than he might have had he not been quite so prolific while being
held in a Polish prison.
In this, the cases of Höss and Wirz would seem to diverge, but this divergence might
hinge to some extent on other divergences. Höss’s family had been threatened initially
by British soldiers in order to find Höss himself, and his family appeared to continue to
be subject to mistreatment. No such possibility appears in Page’s account of Wirz’s case.
In fact, the movements of Mrs. Wirz and their children from place to place before and
during his proceeding give every appearance of their being entirely free even of
surveillance. Likewise, Höss in Polish captivity wrote of being tortured by the British
while he was in their custody, and had he not been in Polish custody, he might have
written of similar treatment at their hands. As it was, he reported a significant amount of
mistreatment and intense neglect. Page gives no indication whatsoever that Wirz was
tortured at any point. In fact, in comparison with the later period, the dealings of the

Nineteenth Century impart an impression of a significantly more-civilized time in
general.
Many hapless inquirers into the particulars of genocides committed during the Second
World War have expressed the opinion that German depredations formed but one of a
long and horrible series of genocides going far back into antiquity and extending later
into times long after the end of the war. For this, they have been branded “Holocaust
deniers” by opponents asserting that at least some of Germany’s supposed genocidal
aims somehow constituted unique novelties in the annals of human behavior.
Readers of The True Story of Andersonville Prison will be tempted, if they react to it the
way I did, to see the postwar prosecutions in Germany, Poland and later in Israel as but
more of a continuum reaching back into human history as far back as tribunals and
drumhead courts have been contrived to extend the propaganda value of retributive
killings by the victors of wars. Persons so influenced, however, would do well to heed
the fate of those reaching a similar conclusion regarding wartime deaths of
noncombatants at the hands of the losers: pronouncing continuities in history can still,
65 years after the end of the war, get you in big trouble, even jail in a number of
“advanced” western countries.
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[*] It was as a consequence of his combat wounds that Captain Wirz was transferred
from front-line duties to his post as commandant of the interior of Camp Sumter.

A Chronicle of Holocaust Revisionism,
Part 3 (1956-1960)
by Thomas Kues

This is the third article in a series forming a chronicle of Holocaust
revisionism and responses to it from the ﬁrst years of the Post-War
era up to the present. In the ﬁrst two parts, we surveyed the ﬁrst
decade of Shoah skepticism, from the very ﬁrst doubts, mainly
concerning the 6-million-victim ﬁgure, to the ﬁrst publications of
revisionist pioneer and former concentration camp inmate Paul
Rassinier, in which the alleged homicidal gas chambers came into
focus as the central issue of dispute. Below I will continue this survey
with the latter half of the 1950s. Here I am again indebted to Mr.
Jean Plantin and his exhaustive documentation Anthologie
chronologique de textes révisionniste des années quarante et
cinquante (A Chronological Anthology of Revisionist Texts from the
Forties and Fifties).[1]

1956
Background
Alain Resnais's Holocaust documentary Nuit et brouillard (Night and
Fog) is released. Lucie Adelsberger's testimony Auschwitz published
in Germany. Gerald Reitlinger's book The SS: Alibi of a Nation is
published in London. A German edition of Reitlinger's study The Final
Solution (Die Endlösung) is published in Berlin. Ota Kraus and Erich
Kulka's book Noc a mlha, later translated into German as Nacht und
Nebel (Night and Fog), published in Prague. Helmut Krausnick's
Dokumentation zur Massen-Vergasung (Documentation of Mass
Gassings) is published in Bonn.

Events
Undated. Leon Poliakov, in a 1956 article later appended to some
reprinted editions of Harvest of Hate (Breviaire de la haine), accuses
fellow Holocaust historian Gerald Reitlinger of minimizing the
number of Jewish victims:
"Finally, it should be noted that a British researcher, Gerald
Reitlinger, in his work The Final Solution (London, 1953),
questions the total of 6 million. He asserts that many of the
ﬁgures were deliberately inﬂated for psychological
reasons—both by the Nazis, who were motivated by an urge
to boast of their crimes, and by the Jews, who were
inﬂuenced by the pessimism typical of victims. He therefore

strongly questions some of the ﬁgures given by the Nazis.
By systematically re-examining the ﬁgures given for each
country, adopting the lowest ﬁgure in each case by way of
hypothesis, he arrives at a total between a minimum of
4,200,000 and a maximum of 4,600,000. His heaviest
corrections are in the ﬁgures for Eastern Poland and the
Soviet Union proper. In the case of these two regions,
estimates are complicated by population movements during
and after the war, and by the total absence of reliable
statistical data on the present Jewish population there.
"In our opinion, one who devotes time and eﬀort to making
such corrections solely on the basis of psychological
considerations must be motivated by similar considerations
himself. In Reitlinger's case this could be explained by the
typical British penchant for understatement. No doubt
there always will be some uncertainty about the exact total
of victims claimed by the racist madness. However, the
estimated data available are suﬀiciently abundant and
reliable for us to be able accept, as the most probable
number, the 'classic' total of 6 million."

Historical context
In June, Gamal Abdel Nasser becomes president of Egypt. In October,
the Hungarian revolution breaks out, Red Army troops invade
Hungary; Israel invades the Sinai Peninsula and back Egyptian forces
toward the Suez Canal, the United Kingdom and France begin
bombing Egypt to force the reopening of the canal. The revolt in
Hungary is quashed in mid-November. In December, Fidel Castro
returns to Cuba.

Revisionist pioneer Paul Rassinier

1957
Background
The former commandant of the concentration camp (and alleged
"auxiliary extermination camp") Stutthof, Paul Werner Hoppe, is
sentenced to nine years of imprisonment at a trial held in Bochum,
West Germany. The former Dutch SS man Willem Sassen conducts a

number of tape-recorded question-and-answer sessions with Adolf
Eichmann in Buenos Aires, Argentina, supposedly for the purpose of
a book on the "Final Solution". Bruno Baum's book Widerstand in
Auschwitz (Resistance in Auschwitz) is published in East Berlin. Jan
Sehn's documentation Konzentrationslager Auschwitz-Birkenau
published in Warsaw.

Events
2 September. Albert Paraz, who wrote the preface to Rassinier's Le
Mensonge d'Ulysse, passes away, aged 57.

Historical context
In late January Israel withdraws from the Sinai Peninsula.
Eisenhower is inaugurated for a second presidential term. The Suez
Canal is reopened in March. Martial law declared in Indonesia. In
April, the ﬁrst conscripts join the West German Bundeswehr. Jack
Kerouac's On the Road published in September. In December all
Dutch nationals are expelled from Indonesia.

1958
Background
On 1 March, career criminal and former Auschwitz inmate Adolf
Rögner ﬁles charges against the former SS-Oberscharführer Wilhelm
Boger, an event which would lead to the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial.
Elie Wiesel's Auschwitz memoirs, La Nuit (Night), are published by
Editions de Minuit in Paris. Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss's
memoirs, Kommandant in Auschwitz, are published in West Germany,
edited by Martin Broszat. On 9 October, Pius XII, alleged to have
been "Hitler's Pope", dies. The Zentralstelle zur Verfolgung
nationalsozialistischer Gewaltverbrechen (Central Oﬀice for the
resolution of National-Socialist crimes) is established in
Ludwigsburg, West Germany.

Events
20 November. A letter written by Stephen F. Pinter (1888-1985) is
published in the weekly Deutsche Wochenschrift. In his letter, Pinter
questions the veracity of a recent Associated Press report stating that
the ashes of 3000 Russian, French, Yugoslav and Polish victims of the
concentration camp Flossenbürg had been given a reburial. Pinter
states that, according on his own investigations as a judicial
magistrate following the end of the war, the total number of
Flossenbürg victims amounted to no more than 300 people.
Undated. Louis (Lajos) Marschalko's book The World Conquerors.
The Real War Criminals (translated into English from a manuscript in
Hungarian) is published in London by Joseph Sueli. Chapter 11 of this
book is entitled "What Has Become of Six Million Jews?" Here the
author discusses the origin of the six-million ﬁgure in the statements
of Wilhelm Hoettl, as well as the Madagascar plan and the pre-war

National Socialist policy of Jewish emigration. Marschalko considers
it "unlikely" that the outbreak of the war caused a switch to a policy
of extermination, while concluding that the "Final solution of the
Jewish question" was territorial in nature. He further suggests that
especially the eastern Jews suﬀered heavy losses due to the partisan
warfare and reprisal actions linked to it, while generally dismissing
the gas-chamber and extermination-camp allegations as propaganda.
Marschalko also points out the Allied nations' curious silence on the
Jewish "exterminations" during the war. Moreover the author writes
(without, however, providing a source) that German POWs had to
"reconstruct" a gas chamber at Dachau and also notes that the
crematorium ovens at Dachau were completely inadequate for the
incineration of the number of victims claimed at that time (238,000).
Finally, the author disputes the six-million ﬁgure from a demographicstatistical viewpoint, based primarily on the arguments found in the
1946 Baseler Nachrichten article.[2] Special attention is given to the
Hungarian Jews: Jewish claims of 600,000 dead Hungarian Jews are
contrasted with a New York Times article stating the same number as
200,000 and oﬀicial Hungarian statistics reporting losses of merely
120,000 Hungarian Jews (again the author provides no exact
references). Based on reported numbers of displaced Hungarian
Jews, Marschalko concludes that the real number of perished
Hungarian Jews amounted to approximately 60,000 people.
Undated. The article "Entmythologisierung der 6-Millionen-Zahl" (no
author given) is published in Deutsche Hochschullehrer-Zeitung
(German High School Teacher Newspaper) (predecessor of
Deutschland in Geschichte und Gegenwart) (Germany in History and
Context), Vol. 6, No. 2, p. 25.

Historical context
In February Egypt and Syria unite to form the United Arab Republic,
Nasser becomes its president. Khrushchev becomes Premier of the
Soviet Union in late March. In April, Castro's revolutionary army
begins attacks on Havana. On June 16, Imre Nagy is hanged for
treason in Hungary. In July, the Iraqi monarchy is overthrown by Arab
nationalists. British and U.S. troops sent to Jordan and Lebanon. On
December 31, Cuban president Fulgencio Batista resigns.

1959
Background
The construction of the concrete-block "memorial" on the former site
of Treblinka II begins. Olga Lengyel's Auschwitz memoirs Five
Chimneys are published in London. Rudolf Höss's memoirs are
published in English and French.

Events
14 June 1959. A letter written by Stephen F. Pinter is published in
Our Sunday Visitor, p. 15 under the heading "German Atrocities". In
it, Pinter writes that "there were no gas chambers in any of the

concentration camps in Germany", and that while he and other
judicial oﬀicials had been told about "a gas chamber at Auschwitz",
the Soviets had not allowed them to investigate that claim. Pinter
also disputes the six-million ﬁgure, suggesting that the actual number
of Jewish victims was less than one million.
1 July 1959. Austin J. App writes a letter entitled "The Inﬂated
Figure of 6,000,000"[3] addressed to the Philadelphia newspaper The
Inquirer, in which he states the six-million ﬁgure to be a product of
Soviet propaganda and completely unproven. It is unknown whether
this letter was published.
Undated. The article "Dokumente zur Endlösung der Judenfrage" is
published in Deutsche Hochschullehrer-Zeitung, Vol. 7, No. 3-4, pp.
5-13.[4] The article does not dispute the alleged extermination per
se,[5] but suggests that it was planned and carried out by a very
small group of conspirators (who are claimed by the anonymous
author to have been Catholic ﬁfth-columnists, among them the head
of Gestapo Heinrich Müller and Adolf Eichmann, out to destroy
Germany's honor!), and that Hitler had nothing to do with them until
he somehow learned of them and ordered them stopped. The primary
value of this article lies in the quotes from court material that it
presents.
Undated. A German edition of Rassinier's Le Mensonge d'Ulysse (Die
Lüge des Odysseus or The Lies of Ulysses) is published in Wiesbaden
by Verlag Karl Heinz Priester as part of the series "Zeitgeschichtliche
Dokumentation" ("Historical Documentation").
Undated. Swedish far right writer Einar Åberg publishes a brief
pamphlet entitled "Proof that the Jewish allegation of Hitler having
gassed 6 million Jews is a big lie" in which he disputes the six-million
ﬁgure by referring to various statistical sources, primarily the World
Almanac.[6]

Historical context
In January Fidel Castro takes control over Cuba. In March, an
uprising against the Chinese occupiers of Tibet erupts; the 14th Dalai
Lama escapes to India. Hawaii becomes the 50th US state in August.
Antarctic Treaty signed in December. Britain starts selling heavy
water (an material for making nuclear weapons) to Israel. The ﬁrst
post-war census conducted in the USSR.

1960
Background
On May 11, Adolf Eichmann, living in Buenos Aires under the alias
Ricardo Klement, is abducted by Mossad agents. A week later he is
smuggled out of the country. On May 21 he reaches Israel.

Events

March. Paul Rassinier's article "'Le Commandant d'Auschwitz parle'.
Un document historique ou le roman chez la portière?" is published
in Défense de l'Occident, No. 3, pp. 36-44. In this article, Rassinier
analyzes the recently published memoirs of the former Auschwitz
commandant Rudolf Höss and compares it with his testimony from
the Nuremberg Trial, highlighting a number of internal and external
contradictions, while also taking note of the fact that Höss had been
tortured by his British captors. Most signiﬁcantly, Rassinier observed
that Höss on one hand speciﬁes the handling of the supposed killing
agent Zyklon B as being very dangerous, while on the other hand he
describes the members of the "Sonderkommando" as removing the
bodies from the gas chambers immediately after the gassings,
sometimes while eating and smoking (i.e. not wearing gas masks),
without any accidents ever occuring—an observation that years later
would be further developed by Robert Faurisson.
24 March – 8 April. Rassinier holds a tour of lectures on the theme
"Historical truth or political truth?" in Hamburg and fourteen other
West German cities, as well as Vienna.
18 June. The weekly Deutschen Wochenzeitung reports that Munich
bishop and former Dachau inmate Dr. Johannes Neuhäusler during a
press conference held in connection with the beginning of the
construction of a chapel at the former camp site stated that no gas
chamber had ever been put into use at Dachau, and that therefore
the claim that 75,000 inmates had been gassed there was false. The
bishop mentioned the oﬀicial victim estimate presented by the Town
of Dachau, according to which 20,000 inmates had perished in the
camp, as well as the International Tracing Service's estimate of
29,000 victims, and further stated his intention to write a pamphlet
entitled "Die Wahrheit über Dachau" (The truth about Dachau) to be
disseminated at an upcoming ecclesiastical world congress in
Munich.
July. A German translation of three recent articles and lectures by
Rassinier (including the above mentioned one on Höss), an exchange
of letters with Eugen Kogon (in which Kogon threatens Rassinier, as
well as his German publisher, with legal prosecution) and a foreword
by the author is published in Wiesbaden by Verlag Karl Heinz Priester
under the title Was nun, Odysseus? Zur Bewältigung der
Vergangenheit (What Now, Odysseus? On the Manipulation of the
Past).
19 August. A letter from Dr. Martin Broszat of the Institute for
Contemporary History (Institut für Zeitgeschichte) appears in the
Hamburg weekly Die Zeit, stating that "Neither in Dachau nor in
Bergen-Belsen nor in Buchenwald were Jews or other prisoners
gassed" and that "The mass extermination of the Jews by gassing
began in 1941-1942 and occurred exclusively in a few facilities
selected and equipped with appropriate technical installations, above
all in the occupied Polish territory (but at no place in the Old
Reich)".[7]

December. An extract from Rassinier's forthcoming book Ulysse
trahi par les siens (Ulysses Betrayed by His Own) is published in
Lectures Françaises, No. 44-45, pp. 14-23.

Historical context
In February the CERN particle accelerator is inaugurated near
Geneva. In March, the Sharpesville massacre takes place in South
Africa. In June, Belgian Congo gains independence; civil war follows.
In November, John F. Kennedy is elected president of the United
States. In December the OECD is formed in Paris.

Commentary
By the late 1950s, Holocaust revisionism was still very much aﬀected
by the childhood diseases typical of pioneer criticism. Most seriously,
many texts were unfortunately marked by a lack of exact references
in accordance with standard scientiﬁc criteria. Also lacking is a focus
on oﬀicial reports and material deriving from court proceedings, as
well as the emerging Holocaust historiography (Reitlinger, Hilberg,
Poliakov); rather, most revisionist texts from this period discuss the
extermination allegations as presented by the media and a relatively
small number of published witness testimonies.
There are three points of special interest to be found in our survey of
the years 1956-1960. The ﬁrst is Poliakov's criticism of Reitlinger in
1956. Despite admitting that, with regards to the Jews in Eastern
Poland and the Soviet Union "estimates are complicated by
population movements during and after the war" as well as a "total
absence of reliable statistical data", Poliakov—whose victim ﬁgure
includes 2 million Jews exterminated at Auschwitz,[8] whereas
Reitlinger puts the same ﬁgure at between 800,000 and 900,000
—staunchly defended "the 'classic' total of 6 million", which had
emerged as a dogmatic ﬁgure already during the Nuremberg trial.
The second point is Rassinier's pioneer analysis of Höss's memoirs.
Here is reached a milestone in the development of Holocaust
revisionism, namely the emergence of a discussion on the technical
feasibility of the alleged mass gassings. This new focus would
naturally give the revisionists an upper hand, as the early Holocaust
historians had not at all considered the physical reality behind their
claims.
The third and last point is the 1960 Broszat letter. The ﬁnal
paragraph of this text makes it clear that it was written as a response
to early revisionism (Broszat does not name Rassinier or any other
revisionist writer, but instead speaks of "some ineducable people"
who "make use of a few arguments that, while correct, are
polemically taken out of context"). This shows that Holocaust
historians were aware of the revisionists already from the start, and
that by 1960 they had already adopted the strategy of discreetly
cutting out the most untenable parts of the gas chamber mythos
(without even for a moment considering the evidential foundation of
the remainder) while avoiding naming the revisionists whose writings

made these tactical retreats necessary.

Notes:
[1] Études révisionnistes, vol. 2, Cercle antitotalitaire, SaintGenis-Laval 2002, pp. 118-235.
[2] See the ﬁrst part of this article series.
[3] Available online at: http://www.codoh.com/viewpoints
/vpaainﬂate.html
[4] The full text of this article is available online at:
http://www.vho.org/D/DGG/IDN7_34.html
[5] It does however bring the six-million ﬁgure into question,
citing an article by an unnamed Jewish statistician reportedly
appearing in the San Diego, California publication The Broom
in May 1952, according to which there were merely 350,000 –
500,000 Jewish deaths. How such a low ﬁgure ﬁts with the
presented conspiracy theory is not made clear.
[6] A Spanish translation of the pamphlet is found in an online
Spanish edition of Thies Christophersen's Die Auschwitz-Lüge,
as an appendix on pp. 39-40: http://www.vho.org/aaargh
/fran/livres5/Thieses.pdf
[7] The full text of the letter is reproduced online at:
http://codoh.com/incon/inconbroszat.html
[8] Léon Poliakov, Bréviare de la Haine, Calmann-Lévy, Paris
1951, pp. 231-232.

Christianity, Judaism and German National
Socialism
by Paul Grubach

In the interests of fairness, Susannah Heschel was sent the following essay
prior to its publication here, and asked to correct any possibly false or
misleading statements. Ms. Heschel never responded.

Does Theology Matter?
Even atheists and skeptics admit that Christianity and the other equally influential
religions exert a decisive impact upon world affairs. A leading historian of the ancient
world, Michael Grant, in his history of the Jewish people during the Roman era,
pinpointed religion's effect upon mankind with this astute observation: "For religion is
an immensely significant part of secular history: whether god-given or delusive, its
beliefs and cults have guided people more powerfully than any other force."[1] The
premier skeptic, eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher David Hume, would agree.
Although he contended that Christianity was "superstition," he also seriously doubted
that it could ever be eliminated, as it would continue to exercise its influence far into
future centuries.[2]
Regardless of your religious or anti-religious beliefs, one must accept that the Christian
religion—along with Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and others—will continue to
exert a decisive impact upon human affairs long after all of us are dead and gone.
Whether you like it or not, theology really matters.
Susannah Heschel, a Jewish theologian and researcher into Christian-Jewish relations, is
widely considered to be a leading authority on Christian theology in National Socialist
Germany, having published a long list of studies on this topic. Her most recent book
(and probably her most important), The Aryan Jesus: Christian Theologians and the
Bible in Nazi Germany, received very favorable reviews in mainstream publications. As
the present century marches on, the issues of Christianity's relationship to the Judaic
religion, the Jewish people, and racial nationalism are becoming ever more important.
This is one reason why Heschel's writings are of great interest, as her research addresses
these topics.
The following essay is not an attempt to prove that Christianity is either true or false, or
to convert anyone to any religious or anti-religious belief. Our purpose is to address (at
least in part) these issues. Are there social, political or religious factors that are
distorting Susannah Heschel's theological viewpoints? Does Susannah Heschel—like
many other intellectuals and politicians in the West—apply a hypocritical double
standard to the Jewish religion, National Socialism, Israel and the Zionist movement? Is
Heschel's view of Christianity's relationship to Judaism accurate? Was there any truth to
some of the religious viewpoints of Germany's National Socialist theologians? Was
Jesus Christ really Jewish or was he of another ethnicity? Did the Evangelist Paul
attempt to turn Christianity into a "Jewish religion?" Was at least some of what the
National Socialist theologians believed consistent with a Christian message? What do
Christianity and Judaism teach about ethnic nationalism? On what theological issues
were the National Socialist theologians in error? Are there any similarities between

Judaism and National Socialism? Are Judaism and National Socialism similar in their
opposition to miscegenation? Are Jewish studies of Christianity motivated by an ulterior
agenda? Are many Jews the enemy of Jesus Christ and Christianity? Was Jesus Christ
really a militant opponent of the Jewish religion as some National Socialists claimed?
These are not idle questions. Indeed, the future political and religious landscape of the
world will be impacted by theological issues of this nature.

Susannah Heschel: Her Ethnic/Religious/Political Background and
Ideological Biases
Susannah Heschel is the daughter of the prominent Jewish scholar and religious activist
Abraham Joshua Heschel (1907-1972), who was born in Poland, fled Europe in 1939
and subsequently became a US citizen.[3] He is generally considered to be one of the
most important theologians of Judaism of his era. In the 1960s, he became an ardent
supporter of the Black American movement for racial integration, as he marched with
Martin Luther King Jr. in Selma, Alabama.[4] Like many other Jewish intellectuals and
activists in his camp, he operated with a hypocritical double standard. Rabbi Heschel
worked to create a racially integrated society in the United States. Yet, he was a zealous
supporter of what Israeli scholar Uri Davis has shown to be the racially/ethnically
segregated state of Israel. Indeed, the title of Davis's book says it all—Israel: An
Apartheid State.[5]
The elder Heschel even wrote a religious tract, Israel: An Echo of Eternity, devoted to
the racist Jewish country in the Middle East: daughter Susannah gave her endorsement
to the book, as she wrote an approving Introduction in a later edition.[6] Although Ms.
Heschel claims that her father spoke out against the oppression of Palestinians by Israel
in the years prior to his death, he still viewed the Zionist state with mystical reverence.
This statement typifies his beliefs: "For all who read the Hebrew Bible with biblical eyes
the state of Israel is a solemn intimation of God's trace in history."[7] Throughout his
life, Abraham Heschel attempted to articulate a religious position for left-wing Zionists
and Israelis.[8]
Currently, Susannah Heschel is the Eli Black Professor of Jewish Studies at Dartmouth
College. She has a very strong Jewish identity, having written: "I have a passion for
Jewishness, for every manifestation of it, from Workmen's Circle to Chasidic shtibls. My
passion came to me as mother's milk, from wanting to emulate the Jews around me."[9]
In 2005, the Jewish weekly Forward identified her as a candidate for the World Zionist
Congress. She was then a member of The Green Zionist Alliance, which was described
as advocating "an environmentalist-peace slate."[10] Her political position is similar to
her father's, and can be depicted as leftist-religious-Zionist.
In her 1998 study of the nineteenth century Jewish theologian and historian Abraham
Geiger, Heschel revealed the decisive influence that her religious/cultural surroundings
had upon her outlook: "Above all, I have come to understand the history of JewishChristian relations in Germany through the German Jews I have been privileged to meet
since my childhood."[11] In her most recent book, The Aryan Jesus, she again reveals
where many of her views came from: "My childhood home was filled with GermanJewish refugee scholars who vividly illuminated for me the intellectual world that was
destroyed. I want to thank my father for conveying to me a taste of the Germany he
experienced in the 1920s and '30s, and for constantly reminding me, Never
Despair!"[12] There is little doubt that Heschel's views have been profoundly shaped by
a Judeocentric interpretation of the Jewish-German conflict of the Second World War.
In Germany during the era of the Third Reich she rightly points out that "theological

scholarship was also shaped by contemporary politics."[13] As we shall soon see,
"contemporary politics" also impacts her theological scholarship. Although Heschel's
books and essays are well written, interesting and intellectually stimulating, she lets her
Jewish identity and Zionist politics act as distorting influences upon her work.
Professor Heschel emphasizes how the Holocaust ideology traumatized her. She says
that family members were murdered by the Germans: "Within my family certain horrors
stood out. The murder of family members was so terrible that it was discussed only
rarely, perhaps once in five years, and then only in whispers. Mentioning even briefly
what had happened to my grandmother, for example, caused a depression that hung over
our household for days."[14]
She experienced a sense of horror while examining documents in the Central Archives
of the Protestant Church, located in the former West Berlin, which dealt with the
activities and beliefs of bishops, pastors, and professors who were passionately opposed
to the Jewish people during the Third Reich. After hearing the archivist defend the
activities and claims of these pro-National Socialist Germans and the German cause, she
"trembled uncontrollably," and the next morning "woke up covered with hives."[15]
Heschel's theological viewpoints are profoundly shaped by the assumption that the
traditional Holocaust story is an unquestionable fact. She emphasizes that "the Nazi
regime carried out its genocide of the Jews" during "the six years of its existence," and
was "deeply moved" by her German friends' "understanding of the enormity of German
crimes."[16] And of course, she firmly believes the Germans murdered Jews in "gas
chambers" with Zyklon B gas.[17] Taking a quote from her father, Heschel writes that
"Auschwitz is in our [the Jewish people's] veins."[18]
Heschel ignores the fact that her traditional Holocaust story is not only a feeble ideology
that cannot be substantiated with physical/forensic evidence, but also, much of it can be
shown to be false. Consider this. In December 2009, one of the widely recognized
authorities on the Auschwitz concentration camp, Robert Jan van Pelt, admitted that:
"Ninety-nine per cent of what we know [about the Auschwitz extermination story] we do
not actually have the physical evidence to prove…" Professor van Pelt added this most
telling statement: "We in the future—remembering the Holocaust—will operate in the
same way that we remember most things from the past. We will know about it from
literature and eyewitness testimony…"[19]
Here we have a Dutch-Jewish academic who was recognized by the British legal system
as an expert on the alleged Auschwitz "gas chamber" technology, admitting that there
really is no physical/scientific evidence to prove that those "homicidal gas chambers"
ever existed! The "truth" of the orthodox Auschwitz extermination story is ultimately
based upon eyewitness testimony—really no different from a religious dogma that has
only eyewitness testimony to substantiate it. Other genocidal mass killings of the past,
such as the Katyn Forest massacre committed by the Soviet Secret Police in the 1940s,
have abundant, undeniable physical/forensic evidence to prove that they actually
occurred.[20]
Furthermore, just like other influential intellectuals in her camp, Heschel overlooks all
the scientific evidence that discredits the traditional Holocaust story. As an example,
consider the revisionist studies of the alleged Auschwitz "gas chambers." Fred Leuchter
was at one time the main authority on gas-chamber technology in the United States.
Though flawed, his forensic study of the "Auschwitz extermination technology" dealt a
damaging blow to this legend.[21] A more thorough and scientifically accurate study of
the Auschwitz "gas chambers" was carried out by the German scientist Germar Rudolf.
Rudolf's meticulous inquiry showed beyond a reasonable doubt that the traditional

Auschwitz extermination story is false.[22] The present German government was unable
to refute Rudolf's expert report and his other Revisionist studies of the "Holocaust" with
reason and evidence. The only thing they could do is imprison him for telling the truth.
In a series of well documented and skillfully argued studies, Revisionist historians Carlo
Mattogno and Jürgen Graf discredited the claim that "homicidal mass gassings" of Jews
took place at the Treblinka, Majdanek and Belzec concentration camps.[23] Heschel and
her group of pro-Zionist intellectuals have conveniently ignored all of the foregoing
Revisionist evidence.
Heschel criticized the Christian Church's past ideological dominance, as she referred to
"the institutional power of the [Christian] church that transformed falsehoods into
accepted truth, a system of power that more recent theorists have termed an 'ideological
regime.'"[24] In the Western world of the past, Heschel continues, "the dominant
ideology was a Christian one, attempting to present itself as secular moral and cultural
values and equating Christianity with the highest expression of religion, rather than as
one particular religion whose claims required justification before the bar of reason and
historical investigation."[25]
Likewise, a very similar statement could be used to describe Heschel's traditional view
of the Holocaust. The institutional power of the Jewish-Zionist power elite has
transformed "Holocaust" falsehoods into accepted truth, a system of power that could be
rightly termed an "ideological regime of the Holocaust." The only unquestionable
ideology in the Western World today is that of the "Holocaust," as it has been elevated to
the status of a secular religion. In the Western world, the Holocaust religion does not
require justification before the bar of reason and historical investigation. Quite the
contrary! It cannot even be disputed in "respectable" forums. Belief in it is strictly
enforced with taboos, underhanded tactics and prison sentences in many European
nations for people who dispute it. Indeed, in America and Europe the Holocaust is to be
slavishly accepted as "historical fact," and any "Holocaust deniers" are to be persecuted
and/or denied a public forum in mainstream discourse. The intolerant Holocaust religion
is the ideological backdrop of Heschel's theological and historical views.
Rarely does Heschel point out where the National Socialist intellectuals put forth an
accurate viewpoint. Much of the time she simply condemns and demonizes them,
implicitly or explicitly. Yet, whether she is aware of it or not, some of her declarations
actually support National Socialist viewpoints. Consider this example. Heschel admits
that the Jewish community is an alien element among Christian European societies, for
she wrote: "Although the Jews did not constitute a territorial colony of Europe, they
formed an internal colony in Europe, under the domination of Christian powers."[26]
Later on in the same essay she adds: "As much as Jews are inside the Christian world,
they are also outsiders; they occupy a position of ambivalence and ambiguity that
functions as a kind of counter-history to the multicultural account of the West: not all
White Europeans are Christians."[27] Interestingly enough, this is similar to the belief of
an intellectual forefather of National Socialist ideology, Paul de Lagarde (whom Heschel
refers to twice in The Aryan Jesus). In the words of George L. Mosse, a Jewish historian
whose research Heschel relies upon: "Lagarde felt that their religion kept Jews separate,
and that they were in fact a coherent and dangerous minority within the Christian
state."[28]
Finally, as we shall see in the following sections, Heschel's writings are plagued with a
hypocritical double standard. She condemns (implicitly or explicitly) aspects of German
National Socialism that are also characteristic of her own beliefs and the sources of her
identity—Jewish culture and Israel.

Zionism and National Socialism: Heschel's Hypocritical Double
Standard on the Race Issue
In her books and essays Heschel sends the message that ethnic/racial nationalism is evil
and bad for non-Jews, while at the same time she supports ethnic nationalism—that is,
Zionism —for Jews. Heschel is also a critic of White Christian civilization, for she has
written: "When the story of male, white, Christian Western civilization is related, should
not its cultural glories be tempered with the evidence of its racism and misogyny?"[29]
Likewise with Heschel's Judaism: when the story of Jewish history is related, should not
its cultural glories be tempered with the evidence of its racism and misogyny?
In her magnum opus, The Aryan Jesus, she consistently condemns as "racist" nonJewish movements of racial nationalism, like German National Socialism and the former
South African Apartheid society.[30] Yet, I cannot find anywhere where she specifically
condemns Jewish-Zionist ethnic nationalism and ethnic/racial segregation in Israel.
Quite the contrary! She ardently supports the apartheid Zionist state.
To be fair, Heschel has criticized certain actions of the Zionist movement and Israeli
government, but makes it clear that she is a "strong Zionist." We give you Susannah
Heschel in her own words from a October 2002 essay: "Many of us on campus are
deeply critical of what we consider to be gross violations of human rights committed by
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, and yet we are strong Zionists. Unlike the Likud
Party, we believe two states need to be established, Israel and Palestine, for reasons of
politics, security and morality."[31]
Heschel piously insists she wants to follow in her father's footsteps, as she chooses to
raise her daughters with "the spirit of Selma [Alabama]."[32] (This is the Southern city
in the United States where Martin Luther King Jr. marched to achieve racial integration.)
That is, she wants to instill in her descendants a desire to build egalitarian and racially
integrated societies—everywhere outside of her beloved Israel. In regard to the Jewish
state in the Middle East her "morality" demands that she supports segregation, where
Jews and Palestinian Arabs would live in separate states.
A recent US State Department report shows that the object of Heschel's ethnic/religious
identity, Israel, is an intolerant society that discriminates against non-Jews and where
Jewish supremacy is the order of the day—a fact that is in total conflict with her leftwing politics. The Zionist state falls short in tolerance toward minorities, equal treatment
of ethnic groups, openness toward various streams within society, and respect for holy
and other sites. The US State Department's Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and
Labor documented how Israel discriminates against Muslims, Jehovah's Witnesses,
Reform Jews, Christians, women and Bedouin people. According to this comprehensive
report, ""the government implements regulations only for Jewish sites. Non-Jewish holy
sites do not enjoy legal protection under it because the government does not recognize
them as official holy sites." Among other examples, the report notes that more than
300,000 immigrants who are not considered Jewish under rabbinical law are not allowed
to marry and divorce or be buried in Jewish cemeteries.[33]
Furthermore, Israeli law distinguishes between "citizenship" and "nationality." This legal
artifice gives Jews special privileges that non-Jews are deprived of. The special status of
"Jewish nationality" has been a way to undermine the citizenship rights of non-Jews,
especially the fifth of the population who are Arab. Some thirty laws specifically favor
Jews to the detriment of others, including in the areas of immigration rights,
naturalization, access to land and employment.[34] Despite the fact that the racialintegrationist "spirit of Selma, Alabama" is totally absent in Israel, the Jewish state still
captivates Heschel's allegiance.

The "anti-racist" Heschel supports her father's condemnation of "racism." She
emphatically repeats what the elder Heschel preached : "Racism is Satanism,
unmitigated evil…"[35] If this is so, then daughter Heschel should abandon her Zionism,
as it is a philosophy and violent movement that is firmly grounded in the antiintegrationist racial thought of the past and present.[36] Echoing the feelings of a large
number of Jews, the prominent Zionist leader Stephen S. Wise, a former president of the
American Jewish Congress and the World Jewish Congress, told a New York rally in
June 1938: "I am not an American citizen of the Jewish faith, I am a Jew…Hitler was
right in one thing. He calls the Jewish people a race and we are a race."[37]
Heschel refers to "Germany's military and racial goals of domination over Europe."[38]
Likewise with her Zionist movement—their racial goal was the domination of land
occupied by Palestinian Arabs. With the use of archival evidence, Israeli historians
Simha Flapan and ILan Pappe have demonstrated that from its very inception a central
plank of Israel's founding ideology was the forcible removal of Palestinian Arabs and the
creation of an ethnically homogenous, Jewish supremacist state.[39]
In the words of a prophet of Zionism, Moses Hess, "Jews are not a religious group, but a
separate nation, a special race, and the modern Jew who denies this is not only an
apostate, a religious renegade, but a traitor to his people, his tribe, his race."[40] In a
similar vein, the founder of modern Zionism, Theodore Herzl, wrote: "I referred
previously to our [Jewish] assimilation [with gentiles]. I do not for a moment wish to
imply that I desire such an end. Our national character is too glorious in history and, in
spite of every degradation, too noble to make its annihilation desirable."[41] This is very
significant. Both Heschels, the father and daughter, worked to promote racial integration
and assimilation between whites and non-whites in the United States. Yet, both are on
record as propounding an ideology that opposes integration and assimilation between
Jews and non-Jews. Indeed, as the Jewish weekly Forward recently pointed out,
separation between Jews and Palestinians is an integral platform of left-wing Zionism—
the political movement that Susannah Heschel is a part of.[42]
Heschel is fond of pointing out how National Socialism discriminated against Jews, but
she fails to note that very similar discriminatory practices against non-Jews are in place
in the Israeli state that has captivated her devotion. She says that Christian churches
failed to condemn the Nazi laws that put Jews into a separate racial category and also
banned non-Aryans from the German civil service.[43] Yet, almost-identical laws are in
place in her beloved Israel. In the Zionist state, racial categorization begins at birth. As
the Israeli scholar Uri Davis has pointed out, the law is set up in such a manner that a
Jewish infant is registered as having Israeli citizenship at birth, whereas an Arab
newborn is stateless at birth, his citizenship status being indefinite.[44]
American-Jewish scholar Ian Lustick pointed out that the Israeli military is, by and
large, a segregated institution. Most Muslim Arabs, who constitute the overwhelming
majority of Israeli Arab citizens, do not serve in the armed forces—they are not
conscripted, nor are they permitted to volunteer for service. This has important social
consequences. In Israel, participation in the armed services is a prerequisite to social
advancement and mobility. Cut off from the military, they are cut off from access to one
of the main avenues of social advancement.[45] Just as National Socialist laws banned
Jews from the German civil service, so too do Israeli practices and laws ban Arabs from
social advancement and upward mobility.
As the evolutionary psychologist Kevin MacDonald has cogently argued, German
National Socialism and Jewish Zionism are mirror images of each other—something that
the Abraham and Susannah Heschels of the world do not admit.[46] It is clearly
hypocritical for Heschel to act as a critic of National Socialist ethnic nationalism and

discriminatory practices against Jews while she herself passionately identifies with a
state and ideology that espouses a similar ethnic nationalism for Jews and practices a
similar discrimination against non-Jews. In all of her work, Heschel never explains why
(in her view) it was "morally wrong" for Germans to have been racial nationalists (i.e.,
National Socialists), yet, it was and is "morally correct" for Jews to be racial nationalists
(i.e., Zionists). Professor Heschel, a theologian well immersed in religious ethics, never
explains the moral dichotomy she has brought to light. Why it was "morally wrong" for
Germans to have supported a National Socialist state that discriminated against Jews:
yet, it is "morally correct" for Jews to ardently support a Zionist state that discriminates
against non-Jews. This hypocritical racial double standard plagues all of her work.

Heschel's Depiction of Christianity in National-Socialist Germany
During the era of the Third Reich, there were two major competing factions within
German Protestantism. The Confessing Church held that the Old Testament, with its
Jewish origins, formed a permanent part of the Christian religion. Although they were
critical of Jewish influence, Confessing Church clerics accepted Jews who had
undergone the rite of baptism into the Christian religion.[47] Nonetheless, most
members of this faction maintained support for the National Socialist government and
they believed that Jews and Judaism were a degenerate moral and spiritual influence
upon Christians.[48]
The German Christians promoted a more radical, racial-ethnic oriented Christianity.
They linked religion with ethnicity, which Heschel admits is also characteristic of
Judaism.[49] They were adamantly opposed to the Jews, and many of them contended
that Jesus was not Jewish, and the Old Testament should be expunged from the Christian
canon of sacred literature.[50] Even so, at least some of them believed that there was
religious value to the Old Testament, but its "Jewish spirit" needed to be eliminated. In a
1940 German Christian catechism it was stated: "What do we think of the Old
Testament? Just as in a field grain and weeds grow together, so the Old Testament
contains good and evil. We have reverence for its eternal truths about God, but we
exterminate its Jewish spirit root and branch."[51]
The German Christians also insisted that large portions of the New Testament needed to
be revised in order to reconcile it with their racialist National Socialism.[52] The
German Christian movement rejected the idea of the Confessing Church that once a Jew
had undergone the rite of Baptism he became a Christian.[53] The movement's leaders
believed that Baptism could not wipe away the imprint of race or ethnicity. On key
issues the German Christians stood in opposition to the Confessing Church, and there
was tension between the two factions throughout the Third Reich.[54]
Heschel maintains that German Catholicism was in a position similar to that of the
Confessing Church. Being theologically conservative, they refused to alter basic
Christian doctrines, but nevertheless, they still maintained that Jews were a negative
influence upon Christians.[55]
In May 1939, a group of German Christian clerics, churchgoers and theologians founded
the Institute for the Study and Eradication of Jewish Influence on German Church Life
(hereafter referred to as "the Institute"). The Institute's goal's were to rid Christianity of
Jewish influence, and to redefine Christianity as a Germanic religion whose founder,
Jesus, was no Jew, but an enemy of the Jews, who had fought to destroy Judaism, but in
the end fell as a victim in that struggle.[56] Some members of this National Socialist
think tank went so far as to claim that Jesus Christ was an Aryan, and Paul, as a Jew, had
falsified Jesus's message.[57]

The Institute's academic director, Walter Grundmann, was a prolific scholar and
professor of New Testament and Völkish Theology at the University of Jena.[58] He
declared that just as Luther had overcome Catholicism during the Reformation, so too
did Protestants have to overcome Judaism. This meant that the Bible would have to
purged of the Old Testament—a platform that Confessing Church theologians
rejected.[59] In the post World War II era, Grundmann was an informant for the
communist secret police in East Germany.[60] To Susannah Heschel, Grundmann is a
Satanic figure who is guilty of spreading propaganda lies. We shall see if this is so later
on in this essay.
The preceding depiction of Christianity during the Third Reich is based solely upon
Professor's Heschel's writings. It is assumed to be reasonably accurate.

Christianity's Relationship to Judaism: Is Heschel's View Correct?
In response to the Institute's attempt to wipe out Jewish influence upon Christianity—
that is, to "dejudaize" it—Heschel proposed an opposing view on the association
between the two religions. In her theological outlook, Christianity is inextricably bound
to Judaism, for she stated: "Christianity depends on Judaism for its central theological
concepts."[61] She developed this theme more completely in The Aryan Jesus: "The
question of the dejudaization effort of the Institute has to be examined not only in terms
of Third Reich politics, but as a Christian theological phenomenon that engaged a vast
number of pastors, bishops, and academic theologians. Christianity came into being by
resting on the theological foundations of Judaism; it is often said that Judaism and
Christianity stand in mother-daughter relationship. Nearly every central theological
concept of Christianity rests on a Jewish foundation, from messiah to divine election.
Affirming what is central to Christian teaching usually entails an affirmation of a Jewish
idea or a text from the Old Testament, so that attempting to eradicate the Jewish was a
kind of 'theological bulimia.'"[62]
Heschel's view is contradicted by that of one of her mentors, Abraham Geiger. In a
discussion of the work and arguments of this nineteenth-century Jewish historian who
wrote extensively on the historical background of Jesus and early Judaism, she stated:
"The later dogma of Christian theology concerning Jesus—the virgin birth, the
Incarnation, the Resurrection—were later theological inventions that resulted from
pagan philosophical influences."[63] So, in The Aryan Jesus she says that "nearly every
central theological concept of Christianity rests on Jewish foundation, from messiah to
divine election." Yet, in another book, she repeats the claim of a researcher who said that
the most important dogmas of Christian theology—the Virgin Birth, the Incarnation, and
the Resurrection—did not rest on a Jewish foundation, but were acquired from nonJewish sources: Heschel never said that this was false.
Directly refuting Heschel, some of the most important concepts of Christianity are
totally foreign to Judaism. The central doctrine of the Trinity—three persons in one God
(the Father, Son and Holy Spirit)—does not rest on a Jewish foundation. Heschel noted
that before the fourteenth century, Judaism legally classified Christianity as "idolatry"
for its trinitarianism.[64] The Incarnation is another prime example—God became a
human being in the person of Jesus Christ. Skeptics of the past, such as Voltaire, have
pointed out that the Jewish religion regarded the idea of a God-man as "monstrous."
These non-Christians contend that this Christian concept was borrowed from pagan
sources such as the Romans, who deified mortals.[65]
The late Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg also noted that the idea of a God-man is
anathema to Judaism. This Jewish intellectual's view of Christian origins is much more
accurate than Heschel's: "In the very early stages of the Christian faith, many Jews

regarded Christians as members of a Jewish sect. The first Christians, after all, still
observed the Jewish law. They had merely added a few nonessential practices, such as
baptism, to their religious faith. But their view was changed abruptly when Christ was
elevated to Godhood. The Jews have only one God. This God is indivisible. He is a
jealous God and admits of no other gods. He is not Christ, and Christ is not He.
Christianity and Judaism have since been irreconcilable. An acceptance of Christianity
has since signified an abandonment of Judaism."[66]
Hilberg's view is supported by the statement in John 5: 18. It is said that the Jews wanted
to kill Jesus Christ because he put himself on the level of God: "This was why the Jews
sought all the more to kill him, because he not only broke the Sabbath, but also called
God his Father, making himself equal with God." Even if, as some skeptics say, this
passage is not historically accurate because the event depicted never happened, it still
accurately expresses one reason why religious Jews have rejected the Christian religion
throughout the ages: the thought of a God-man is abhorrent to them. The Incarnation,
arguably the most important concept in all of Christianity, does not rest on a Jewish
foundation. Directly contradicting Heschel, Christianity does not depend upon Judaism
for this central theological concept.
The central Christian doctrine of the Second Coming of Jesus Christ (Mark 13: 1-37)
does not rest on a Jewish foundation. Judaism contends that he was a mere mortal who
will never return to earth. Contrary to what Heschel claims, affirming this doctrine does
not also entail affirming a Jewish idea.
We have identified three central Christian concepts—the Trinity, Incarnation and Second
Coming—that do not rest on a Jewish foundation, which discredits Heschel's claim that
"nearly every central theological concept of Christianity rests on a Jewish foundation,
from messiah to divine election." To be fair, it could be said that the doctrine of the
Resurrection rests on a Jewish foundation. Catholic scholars point out that it was
expressed in Daniel 12: 1-3 and other passages in the Old Testament.
It is important to point out that even where a Christian teaching entails affirming or
quoting a text from the Old Testament, the Christian teaching many times contradicts
Jewish teachings. Let me give three examples.
Although the Virgin Birth from Matthew 1: 22-23 is based upon a passage from the Old
Testament, it is a uniquely Christian interpretation of a passage from Isaiah 7: 14. Jews
throughout the ages have rejected this interpretation. The central Christian theological
concept of Christ being the prophesied messiah of the Old Testament has been
adamantly rejected by Jews down through the ages. Jews say that Christians
misinterpreted the meaning of the messiah foretold by the Prophets. Christians say
otherwise, as it is the Jews who fail to accept that Jesus is the Divine Savior foretold by
the Hebrew Scriptures. Even here, as one of Heschel's mentors, the Jewish historian
Abraham Geiger, pointed out, Christians and Jews give the messiah doctrine two
different and irreconcilable interpretations.[67]
A scholar of ancient history, Michael Grant, provided another example. He notes that the
Evangelist Paul, by appealing to various Old Testament texts, believed that the
crucifixion of Jesus made possible the forgiveness of men's sins. Yet even though Paul
used beliefs from Jewish Scriptures to bolster his argument, the end result was still
incompatible with Jewish thinking. We let Professor Grant complete the story: "For all
Paul's Pharisaic background, it was an argument singularly unacceptable to the Jews,
because belief in the expiatory death of Jesus clashed with the great prophetic doctrine
according to which God vouchsafed the penitent sinner his free forgiveness—a doctrine
which, according to Jewish thought, was the only real remedy for sin."[68]

Christianity did indeed come from Judaism, as it was founded within a Jewish milieu.
Paul made this perfectly clear in his Letter to the Romans 3:2: "To begin with, the Jews
are entrusted with the oracles of God." Even the Gospel of John (4:22), which is very
critical of the Jews, says that "salvation comes from the Jews." The list of Old Testament
ideas and allusions in the New Testament are numerous. But this does not mean that
Christianity is therefore forever bound to and fully compatible with Judaism.
Lutheranism and Catholicism came from the same source, but centuries ago there was a
split because of the irreconcilable differences between them: so too is the split between
Judaism and Christianity even more pronounced because of the even greater
irreconcilable differences. The Jewish Talmud provides us with even more good reasons
why we should reject Heschel's claim that Judaism and Christianity stand in a "motherdaughter relationship."
The reader must understand how important the Talmud is to Judaism and the Jewish
people. Adin Steinsaltz, Talmudic authority and former Head of the Israel Institute for
Talmudic Publications, explained: "If the Bible is the cornerstone of Judaism, then the
Talmud is the central pillar, soaring up from the foundations and supporting the entire
spiritual and intellectual edifice. In many ways the Talmud is the most important book in
Jewish culture, the backbone of creativity and national life. No other work has had a
comparable influence on the theory and practice of Jewish life, shaping spiritual content
and serving as a guide to conduct. The Jewish people have always been keenly aware
that their continued survival and development depend on the study of the Talmud, and
those hostile to Judaism have also been cognizant of this fact."[69]
As far back as 1892, the Russian Roman Catholic Priest I. B. Pranaitis uncovered the
hate for Jesus Christ and the anti-Christian beliefs that characterize the Talmud.[70]
Pranaitis's research has been subsequently confirmed by more recent scholarship.
Professor Peter Schäfer, who is the head of Princeton University's Judaic Studies
Program, devoted an entire book to this issue.
The Talmud says that Jesus is punished in Hell for eternity by being made to sit in a
cauldron of boiling excrement. That image appears in early manuscripts of the
Babylonian Talmud, as does a brief account of Jesus's trial and execution—not by the
Romans but by the Jewish high court, the Sanhedrin. The Jewish community, to the
extent Jews were even aware of these excised texts, has been content to let them remain
obscure and unknown. The Talmud's scattered portrait of Jesus unapologetically mocks
Christian doctrines including the virgin birth and the resurrection. The rabbinic invective
is meant to insult Christianity. In his book, Schäfer calls the Talmud's assault on
Christian claims "devastating."[71] In her declaration on the relation of Christianity to
Judaism, Heschel omits consideration that the Talmud contains some of the most
degrading statements on Jesus Christ and Christian religion that one will ever read.
Shäfer's study makes it clear that the Talmud is every bit as offensive to Christians as the
Gospels are to Jews. Indeed, the historian of ancient Judaism and Christianity, Michael
Grant, contends that "despite [the Christian Gospels'] insistence on the Judaism of Jesus,
all four Gospels are at the same time markedly, indeed violently, anti-Jewish."[72] Jews
throughout the ages maintained that the Christian Scriptures are very offensive. Likewise
with Christians: they find the Jewish Scriptures to be very offensive. This fact alone
undermines Heschel's belief that Christianity is inextricably bound to Judaism.

The German Christian View of the Relation between Judaism and
Christianity
In April 1939, the German Christians published the Godesburg Declaration. In it we find
this key passage: "What is the relation between Judaism and Christianity? Is Christianity

derived from Judaism and its continuation and completion, or does Christianity stand in
opposition to Judaism? We answer this question: Christianity is the unbridgeable
religious opposition to Judaism."[73]
The German Christians were somewhat mistaken on this issue. Christianity was derived
from Judaism—this is bridge between the two. Yet, Christianity evolved into a religion
that is, in many ways, irreconcilable with Judaism. On the other hand, Heschel is also
wrongheaded. If Heschel wants to claim that Christianity and Judaism "stand in a
mother-daughter relationship," then it is a case in which the "mother" (Judaism) came to
hate and despise her own "daughter" (Christianity), and vice versa: the antagonistic
"daughter" ultimately cut herself off from her hostile "mother."
We have already noted that in her attempt to rebut the German Christians, Heschel
wrote: "Christianity came into being by resting on the theological foundations of
Judaism." This is only partly correct. As the German Protestant theologian Rudolph
Bultmann (who opposed Hitler's National Socialist regime), and historian of Christianity
Robert M. Grant have so convincingly shown, Christianity had its roots in the Old
Testament and the Jewish tradition. However, contact with other religions and
philosophies—Hellenistic paganism, Near Eastern religions, Stoicism, and Gnosticism
—added much to the foundation of the early Christian movement.[74] Christianity came
into being by resting on some of the theological foundations of Judaism, and also upon
theological sources that were separate from the traditional Jewish religion. Believing
Christians say that that the latter sources are also of supernatural origin, but the Jews
have rejected them.
It is interesting to note that both Heschel and her opponent, the anti-Christian National
Socialist ideologist Alfred Rosenberg, made almost identical claims. Rosenberg
preached that Christianity's central teachings were Jewish.[75] Heschel advocates a
similar creed.[76] As the preceding discussion shows, both are mistaken.
"[B]y rejecting selected doctrines about Jesus, theologians easily could manipulate the
gospel texts and revise them to construct a Jesus in their own image."[77] Interestingly
enough, a similar charge may be reflected right back at Heschel: by rejecting selected
Christian doctrines, she could easily manipulate Christian history and theology and
revise them to construct a Christian religion into an image that serves her own agenda. A
major intent of Heschel's research is to find out "how German Protestantism benefited
from Nazi racism."[78] A quite similar question is raised by this study: how does
Heschel's racist Jewish-Zionism benefit from her distorted theological beliefs? To this
issue we must now turn our attention.

What is the Goal of Jewish Studies of Christianity?
German Christians associated with the Institute alleged that Jews throughout the
centuries distorted and falsified the Christian religion. Expounding upon this theme,
Heschel writes: "Paranoia about Jewish power over Christianity was regnant in their [the
Institute's] theology; the Jews had falsified the message of Jesus, judaizing the gospels
with their interpolations of Jewish teachings that went contrary to the anti-Jewish
campaign launched by Jesus. Christianity required purification from Jewish influences in
order to recover the original, true meaning..."[79]
To be sure, the Institute did, at times, engage in exaggeration and distortion.
Nonetheless, their concerns about Jewish attempts to twist the meaning of the Gospels
were not unfounded. Heschel herself has indirectly confirmed this. Let us quote exactly
what Heschel has claimed was an original intent of Jewish religious studies: "[T]he first
practitioners of Jewish studies saw the study of Judaism as not simply an addition to the

general curriculum but as a revision of that curriculum, an effort to resist and even
overthrow the standard portrayal of Western history. In this version, at the heart of the
West would stand the Hebrew Bible and rabbinic literature, not the classical Greek
civilization of the New Testament, and the history of Christian thought would be
presented as a derivatory offshoot of Jewish ideas."[80] In other words, the aim of
Jewish studies was to make Judaism and rabbinic ideas dominant in Christian theology
and history—a claim consistent with belief of the Institute that certain Jews were trying
to "judaize the gospels."
Heschel continues on the agenda of Jewish studies: "Thus, Jewish studies emerged not as
a politically neutral field concerned with describing the history of the Jews but as a
politically charged effort to reconceive Christian history as well."[81] Heschel makes
more statements that may shed even more light upon her ulterior agenda and that of her
Jewish studies colleagues: "Telling the story of Christian origins from a Jewish
perspective was an act of Jewish empowerment."[82] Once again, here we have another
Heschel admission that certain Jews were driven by an ulterior political agenda: they
wanted to gain power over Christianity and thereby fashion Christian history to make it
more subservient to a Jewish agenda.
Finally, Heschel may have revealed her ulterior motives when she wrote: "Seen in this
light, the modern Jewish retelling of Christian origins is not really a matter of Jews
attempting to 'set the record straight.' Rather, it demonstrates a Jewish desire to enter the
Christian myth, become its hero, and claim the power inherent to it."[83] Continuing in
this vein, consider what she has written about the motives and agenda of the Jewish
theological historian Abraham Geiger: "Telling the story of the life of Jesus became
Geiger's appropriation of the Jesus myth. Through his retelling, Geiger the Jew became
the hero, claiming the power that inheres in the story for himself and his
community."[84]
So there you have it. By telling the story of Jesus and Christian origins from a Jewish
perspective, Jews gain power over Christianity by "judaizing the gospels," and this in
turn, serves to empower the Jewish community. Now perhaps we can better understand
any underlying motives Heschel may have. A distorted and inaccurate view of Christian
origins like the one Dr. Heschel promotes enables her to enter into the Christian story,
and harness the power of the story for the best interests of her Jewish community and the
Zionist movement. Her skewed views would suggest to Christians that they are bound to
and forever beholden to the Judaic religion and Jewish interests.

The "Aryan Jesus"
As Heschel points out, the theory that Jesus Christ was not Jewish, but rather an Aryan,
had its beginnings in nineteenth-century historical, theological and racialist writings.[85]
Here is the "Aryan Jesus" argument in brief. The New Testament region of Galilee
remained outside the Jewish sphere until Aristobulus I, a Jewish king, conquered it c.
103 BCE, forcibly converting its inhabitants to the Judaism. Before the birth of Jesus
then, the Galilee was populated by Gentiles. Those inhabitants who were forcibly
converted to Judaism were Jewish by religion only, not by ethnicity. The end result was
a Galilee of mixed ethnicity. Some then speculated that because Jesus was a Galilean, he
was not truly of Jewish ethnicity. One of the central arguments of the Institute was that
Jesus was a descendent of the purportedly Aryan population of Galilee.[86]
In a well documented and skillfully argued study of ancient Galilee, New Testament
scholar Mark A. Chancey concluded that it is a myth that Galilee in the time of Jesus
Christ was populated by mostly Gentiles. There may have been a small minority of
Gentiles, but the vast majority of its inhabitants were of Jewish descent.[87] Thus, even

if Jesus was born and raised in Galilee, it is unlikely that he was an Aryan as the
members of the Institute claimed. (A thorough, critical evaluation of this viewpoint is
beyond the scope of this essay.)
Heschel insists that the German Christians who promoted the Aryan Jesus concept were
fashioning a view of Jesus Christ that served their agenda: they wanted a God who had
their own ethnic identity and "fit in" with their racialist ideology.[88] Yet, this twisting
and fashioning of the historical evidence in order to make it conform to a National
Socialist agenda is really a mirror image of Heschel's twisting and fashioning the
evidence to make the Christian religion conform to her own Zionist agenda. She admits
that Jews of centuries past "constructed" Jesus Christ in "their own image."[89] Heschel
is heir to this tradition.
Nevertheless, as Biblical scholar Chancey points out, the Gospel writer of Matthew (1:
3-16) lists Gentile women in Jesus's genealogy, and suggests that this may have been
mentioned to show that Gentiles will eventually be included in God's salvation plan.[90]
In fact, one Catholic Biblical authority identifies four of the women in the genealogy as
Gentiles: including women in a genealogy was contrary to Semitic custom.[91]
Although there is a huge controversy that surrounds all aspects of the New Testament's
genealogies of Jesus, with some claiming they are fabrications, there are other Biblical
scholars who believe that Matthew's genealogy is of Christ's mother, Mary.[92] If Jesus
really did have Gentile women in his ancestry, then Heschel's view is weakened: Jesus
was not "totally Jewish." Either Professor Heschel is unaware of this fact or she is aware
of it and chose not to mention it. I now ask her this question: If Jesus Christ was not
"purely Jewish," but of mixed Jewish-Gentile ancestry, what are the theological
implications?

The Issue of Paul's Jewish Ethnicity and National Socialism
Some German nationalists and National Socialists charged that Paul, a former Pharisee
of Jewish descent and the second most important figure in Christianity, falsified the
Christian message with Jewish beliefs. The 19th century philologist Paul de Lagarde
alleged that while Jesus was not Jewish, Paul had falsified the Christian message by
"judaizing it."[93] The members of the Institute held similar beliefs: Paul, as a Jew, had
falsified Jesus's message.[94] Supposedly, Hitler himself believed that Jesus's message
was falsified and exploited by Paul.[95] When in November 1933, a German Christian
leader denounced Paul as a "Jewish theologian" in a speech in which he preached other
anti-Jewish claims, he received a thunderous applause from 20,000 attendees at a Berlin
rally.[96] In 1936, a National Socialist pastor charged that Paul transformed Christianity
into a Jewish religion.[97] Nevertheless, Heschel notes that Institute director Walter
Grundmann at one point in his career put forth the directly opposite view of Paul: he was
"the sharpest fighter against judaizing tendencies within Christianity."[98] Wherein lays
the truth?
In the Christian view, Paul was simply a messenger from God, and the only thing that
really counts in the end is the message that Paul sent his listeners. What should be
pointed out to both Heschel and the anti-Pauline critics is that Paul put forth an
ambivalent and paradoxical view of the Jewish people. His stance can be summed up by
his statement in Romans 11: 28: "In respect to the Gospel, the Jews are enemies of God
for your sake; in respect to the election, they are beloved by him because of the
patriarchs."
For those National Socialists who charged that Paul was a "judaizer of Christianity," I
would quote this passage from 1Thessalonians 2: 14-16: "Brothers, you have been made
like the churches of God in Judea which are in Christ Jesus. You suffered the same fate

from your own countrymen as they did from the Jews, who killed the Lord Jesus and the
prophets and persecuted us. Displeasing to God and hostile to mankind, they try to keep
us from preaching salvation to the Gentiles. All this time they have been 'filling up their
quota of sins,' but the wrath has descended upon them at last." Only by a twisted and
contorted interpretation could one conclude that this is the declaration of a "judaizer" of
the Gospels. The Catholic editors of The New American Bible point out that here Paul is
condemning "the active Jewish opposition to the Gospel, branding it as sin and worthy
of divine punishment."
Paul wrote in Titus 1: 13-14: "Admonish them sharply, in an attempt to keep them
closely to sound faith, and unaffected by Jewish myths or rules invented by men who
have swerved from the truth." According to the Catholic editors of the New American
Bible, in this passage Paul was expressing opposition to the forcing of Mosaic Law upon
Gentile converts to Christianity. This is consistent with the view that Paul was an
opponent of attempts to enforce Jewish customs upon the growing Christian movement.
Finally, historian of the ancient world Michael Grant put forth other reasons why Paul's
doctrines conflicted with the traditional Jewish religion. The proper basis for
membership in "Israel," Paul insisted, had never been observance of Jewish Law or
descent from the Jewish patriarchs, but faith. Another source of friction was Paul's
deliberate campaign of Gentile conversion, which seemed to violate the doctrine of the
Chosen People, the Jewish elect.[99] Clearly, many in the German Christian movement
were mistaken on the issue of Paul and his alleged attempt to "judaize" the Christian
religion. In this writer's opinion, Heschel never adequately noted this.

The Fear of Miscegenation in Judaism, Zionism and National Socialism
The German Christian movement held that miscegenation is a sin against God's
will.[100] Heschel condemned German Nationalists as "racists" and "anti-Semites"
because of their "fear of miscegenation," for she wrote: "Legal cases in German courts,
brought in the wake of the Nuremberg Laws' criminalization of sexual relations and
marriage between Jews and Aryans, and widely reported in the German press, implicated
Jews as sexual predators of Aryans, further encouraging Christian theologians to insist
on protecting Christian purity by eradicating Jewishness with even more measures. The
penetration of Christian bodies by Jewish sex reiterated a typical motif of racist rhetoric,
the dangers of miscegenation, and reinforced fears that Aryanism was not immutable,
but subject to destruction by Jews. Anti-Semites had long insisted that German Aryan
women were vulnerable to Jewish predation […]"[101]
Here, Heschel has applied her hypocritical racial double standard, for she is on record as
opposing intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews. In a 2004 essay on how to "pass
down Jewishness," she wrote: "Simply to teach that human beings are made in the image
of God is not a solution to the rising rates of intermarriage and assimilation [between
Jews and non-Jews]. I don't think there are any easy answers."[102] So, according to
Heschel's "morality," it is "right" that Jews oppose miscegenation and assimilation
between Jews and non-Jews. Yet, Germans who opposed miscegenation between
Germans and Jews are "anti-Semites" who engaged in "racist rhetoric."
Heschel fails to note that the Jewish religion, Zionist movement and Israeli state that she
so passionately identifies with are also deeply imbued with deep fears of the danger of
miscegenation between Jews and non-Jews. In this sense, Judaism, Zionism and German
National Socialism are mirror images of each other.
In Jewish Scripture, Ezra 9: 1-10, 14-15; 10: 10-11 and Nehemiah 9: 1-5; 10: 31: 13: 3,
23-31 mixed marriages were denounced and the Hebrews were commanded to give up

their non-Hebrew wives. According to the Catholic editors of the New American Bible,
this was done to preserve the unique racial/cultural identity of the Hebrews. Consider
these passages: "shall we again violate your [God's] commandments by intermarrying
with these abominable peoples [Canaanites, Hittites, Moabites, Egyptians, etc.]" In Ezra
10: 2-4 we read: "Then Shecaniah…made this appeal to Ezra: 'We indeed have betrayed
our God by taking as wives foreign women of the peoples of the land. Yet, even now
there remains a hope for Israel. Let us therefore enter into a covenant before our God to
dismiss all our foreign wives and the children born of them, in keeping with what you,
my lord, and those who fear the commandments of our God."
If the criterion of distinction was religious, God would have commanded the Jews to
give up only spouses and children who did not convert to the Hebrew religion. That He
commanded them to give up loved ones who were non-Hebrew by ethnic origin
—irrespective of whether or not they converted—shows that the dividing line was in fact
racial or ethnic.
If Heschel was fair and honest, she would have noted that the fear of miscegenation is an
integral part of both German National Socialism and the entities that she so passionately
identifies with—Zionism and the society of Israel. For reasons unknown, Heschel failed
to report that during the 1930s, The Zionist Federation of Germany displayed the same
resistance to miscegenation that was displayed by National Socialism. These German
Jews of the Zionist persuasion declared: "[B]ecause we, too, are against mixed marriage
and for maintaining the purity of the Jewish group and reject any trespasses of the
cultural domain, we—having been brought up in the German language and German
culture—can show an interest in the works and values of German culture with
admiration and sympathy."[103]
Vladimir Jabotinsky (1880-1940), the founder of the Zionist-Revisionist movement that
became the ideological foundation of Israeli Likud Party, also condemned
miscegenation. Consider this most revealing statement: "An increase in the number of
mixed marriages is the only sure and infallible means for the destruction of nationality as
such. All the nations that have disappeared in the world (apart from those, of course,
who were completely massacred or who disappeared as a result of abnormal conditions
of existence) were swallowed up in the chasm of mixed marriages."[104]
This fear of miscegenation between Jews and non-Jews carries on to this day with the
present Israeli government. In mid 2009, the Prime Minister's Office and the Jewish
Agency launched an aggressive advertising campaign, the goal of which is to prevent
Jews from marrying non-Jews.[105] In September 2009, the Guardian (Great Britain)
reported that Israel has state sanctioned "anti-miscegenation programs," in order to
prevent Jews from marrying or dating non-Jews, especially Arabs.[106]
The reader should ask himself this: how can Heschel criticize National Socialist
opposition to miscegenation, while she herself opposes it, and identifies with a religion
(Judaism), ideology (Zionism), and state (Israel) that openly condemn miscegenation?
We pose this question to Susannah Heschel: why was it "wrong and evil" for National
Socialists to be opposed to miscegenation, and yet, "right and good" that Jews be
opposed to miscegenation?

Christianity and Ethnic/Racial Nationalism
Heschel leaves the reader with the impression that she condemns Christian ethnic/racial
nationalism, for she wrote: "Racism's argument that distinct and immutable orders exist
in society lent support to a 'theology of creation.' One Institute member, William Stapel,
attempted to demonstrate that racism supported Christian claims to divine creation: just

as God had created societal orders—marriage, family, Volk, profession, hierarchy,
property, and so forth—God had given each Volk a task and place on earth. Believers in
racial hierarchy could see it as an extension of the biblical account of God's creation of
hierarchical orders within nature, and social orders such as marriage, and Christians
were told that racial orders were an extension of the divine order."[107]
Contrary to what Heschel insinuates, Stapel's claim is somewhat accurate. A passage in
Paul's speech to the Athenians is consistent with the view that the Supreme Being did
give each different ethnic/racial/cultural grouping a different task and place on earth. In
Acts 17: 26, it is written: "From one stock he [God] made every nation of mankind to
dwell on the face of the earth. It is he who set limits to their epochs and fixed the
boundaries of their regions."
According to this Biblical passage, God did not integrate the peoples of the earth, but
rather established boundaries between them and set limits to their historical eras. The
passage also states that God created "nations." In other words, despite the fact that all
men came from one stock, the Supreme Being separated humanity into groups which are
different from one another in a social, political and racial sense.
In addition, Heschel may have not noticed that the message of the Hebrew legend of the
Tower of Babel is similar to the National Socialist view that each Volk was given a
different a task and place on earth. In Genesis 11: 1-9, the Supreme Being separates
mankind into different groups and endows them with different languages—each is
thereby given a different task and place on earth.

Mysticism and Racial Nationalism: Another Similarity between
Zionism and National Socialism
Heschel points out that the German Christians mixed religious mysticism with their
ethnic nationalism, as she notes: "'Aryan,' for them, meant not simply a physical or
biological type, but much more an inner spirit that was simultaneously of great power
[…]."[108] Further on in the same book she again expounds on this theme: "Yet, race,
according to the völkisch Christians [German Christians], was manifest not only in body,
but, just as importantly, in the soul. Character, personality, culture, and spirituality were
all products of a racially impregnated soul […]."[109]
Heschel fails to note that this National Socialist view is similar to the Zionist view
expressed by her father. The elder Heschel believed that each different ethnic or racial
group's development was the product of their unique group soul or spirit, for he wrote:
"Every people has a right to its own territory, in which it can develop its own culture and
strive for making a contribution to the world out of its own spirit."[110] Later on in the
same book he again mixes his religious mysticism with his Jewish nationalism: "What
brought the State of Israel into being? A stream of dreaming, the sacred river flowing in
the Jewish souls of all ages. No heresy could stem it, no apostasy could defile it. The
State of Israel having been born out of our soul is itself a state of our soul, a reality
within us."[111] (Keep in mind that Susannah Heschel wrote an approving Introduction
to the book in which her father made these statements.)
Again, note the similarity between Rabbi Heschel's religious/mystical vision of his
Jewish people, Israel and the Jewish "ethnic/racial soul," and the German National
Socialist religious/mystical vision of their German people and the German "racial/ethnic
soul." I ask Susannah Heschel this question: why was it wrong for National Socialists to
have mixed mysticism with their German nationalism; yet, it was "morally correct" for
her father to have mixed mysticism with his Jewish nationalism?

Walter Grundmann's Important Insights
One of the great "villains" in Heschel's writings is the National Socialist theologian and
Institute Director, Walter Grundmann. One reason that Heschel condemns Grundmann is
because: "Anti-Semitism remained constant within Grundmann's writings, fed in part by
denunciations of Bolsheviks as Jews, at least prior to the 1939 Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact
[…]."[112] National Socialist claims that deeply offend Heschel's Jewish sensibilities
are simply labeled "anti-Semitic," and this is supposed to function as a "logical disproof"
of the claim! Heschel totally ignores the fact that on this issue Grundmann was correct:
Jews did play a decisive role in the establishment and functioning of Bolshevism.
Winston Churchill discussed this in his famous 1920 article: "There is no need to
exaggerate the part played in the creation of Bolshevism and in the actual bringing about
of the Russian Revolution by these international and for the most part atheistical Jews. It
is certainly a very great one; it probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception
of Lenin, the majority of the leading figures are Jews [Lenin was part Jewish.—Ed.].
Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving power comes from the Jewish leaders.
Thus, Tchitcherin, a pure Russian, is eclipsed by his nominal subordinate Litvinoff, and
the influence of Russians like Bukharin or Lunacharski cannot be compared with the
power of Trotsky, or of Zinovieff, the Dictator of the Red Citadel (Petrograd), or of
Krasin or Radek—all Jews. In the Soviet institutions the predominance of Jews is even
more astonishing. And the prominent, if not indeed the principal, part in the system of
terrorism applied by the Extraordinary Commissions for Combating Counter-Revolution
has been taken by Jews, and in some notable cases by Jewesses. The same evil
prominence was obtained by Jews in the brief period of terror during which Bela Kun
ruled in Hungary. The same phenomenon has been presented in Germany (especially in
Bavaria), so far as this madness has been allowed to prey upon the temporary prostration
of the German people. Although in all these countries there are many non-Jews every
whit as bad as the worst of the Jewish revolutionaries, the part played by the latter in
proportion to their numbers is astonishing."[113]
Recent scholarship has supported Grundmann's viewpoint. In his 1993 academic study,
historian Benjamin Harshav observed: "Jews were prominent in the ranks of the early
Soviet governments, and the antisemitic expression 'Judeo-Bolshevism' is not without
foundation."[114] The Jewish historian Yuri Slezkine has fully documented the decisive
role that Jews played in the establishment and functioning of Soviet Communism in his
2004 work, The Jewish Century: Jews formed the "backbone of the new Soviet
bureaucracy."[115] Russian Jewish investigative journalist Arkady Vaksberg pointed out
that Jews were in charge of eleven of the twelve major camp complexes of the GULAG
archipelago, the Soviet Communist slave labor system that brought horror, death and
suffering to millions of people.[116]
I now pose this perplexing question to Susannah Heschel. Did Walter Grundmann
engage in "Anti-Semitism" because he accurately pointed out the decisive Jewish
influence in Soviet Communism?
Concerning Grundmann's view of the Jewish people's historic relationship with Jesus
Christ, Heschel writes: "Grundmann argued that Jews were the mortal enemies of Jesus
and all who followed him."[117] There is objective truth to this belief, and one does not
even have to quote the Christian Scriptures to show that this so. We have already pointed
out how the Talmud brags that it was a rabbinical court which put Jesus to death, in
addition to his degrading depiction in these sacred Jewish texts. Some of the most
debasing things ever written about Christ are in the Talmud.
Circa 180 AD, Jewish sources compiled a historically influential, direct attack upon

Jesus Christ, further supporting the view of Grundmann that many Jews throughout the
centuries were his mortal enemy. We let a historian of the ancient Mediterranean world,
Michael Grant, pick up the story here: "The gulf between the two faiths [Judaism and
Christianity] had been steadily and rapidly widening over the years, but now in the later
second century AD, when the Gospels were becoming more and more widely known,
their strongly anti-Jewish tone helped to cause even the most tenuous final bridges to
disappear […] And it may well have been at this date, or just a little later, that the Jews
first compiled the book which emerged subsequently as the Toledoth Yeshu. That work,
at considerable length and in abundant detail, described Jesus as a sorcerer, the son of
uncleanness. (He was also said to be a bastard, the son of a soldier called Panthera or
Ben Pandera, or Ben Stada.) The Toledoth Yeshu enjoyed an enormous circulation
throughout the ages, and its perusal, combined with a reading of the Gospels, explains
clearly enough why the split between Judaism and Christianity was now
irrevocable."[118]
The late Israeli scholar, Israel Shahak, in his classic study, Jewish History, Jewish
Religion: The Weight of Three Thousand Years, revealed the hate for Jesus and
Christianity that is so deeply imbued in Judaism. He points out that although Christian
persecution of Jews aggravated anti-Christian feelings, these hateful attitudes exist
independently of any Christian wrongdoing against Jews. They are shared by Jews who
were never persecuted by Christians or who were even helped by them, and were present
even when the Christian religion was itself weak and persecuted by Jews. "The very
name 'Jesus' was for Jews a symbol of all that is abominable," this maverick Jewish
scholar pointed out, "and this popular tradition still persists. The Gospels are equally
detested, and they are not allowed to be quoted (let alone taught) even in modern Israeli
Jewish schools."[119]
There is more than a kernel of truth to Walter Grundmann's view: many Jews were, and
still are, the mortal enemies of Jesus Christ and Christianity. To my knowledge, Heschel
never said that this is false. Expressing a widespread sentiment that has been held by
many Jews down through the ages, a prophet and intellectual forefather of Zionism,
Moses Hess, held that Christianity is "poison" for Jews.[120] I wonder if a dedicated
Zionist like Susannah Heschel shares this opinion.

Was there any truth to the German Christian View of Jesus and
Christianity?
Heschel says that "the Institute for the Study and Eradication of Jewish Influence on
German Church Life redefined Christianity as a Germanic religion whose founder, Jesus,
was no Jew but rather had fought valiantly to destroy Judaism, falling victim to that
struggle."[121] She clearly believes that this is all "Nazi lies."
The Institute's belief that Jesus "fought to destroy Judaism" is an overstatement.
Nonetheless, there is historical evidence that Jesus Christ was a militant opponent of the
ancient Jewish religious authorities. The four Gospels unanimously insist that he was a
severe critic of the Pharisees and Sadducees. Historian Michael Grant argues that,
though their details vary, the four Gospels are also unanimous that Christ forcibly drove
out the money changers and traders who thronged the Jerusalem Temple precincts: the
surprising character of these reports suggest that they reflect an authentic historical
event. If this is so, not only was Jesus violating Rome's public order, he was also
attacking the Jewish priestly aristocracy, which controlled Temple affairs and derived
profits from the money-changers tables he drove out. [122]
Previously we noted that the genealogy of Jesus in Matthew claims that he was of mixed
Jewish-Gentile ancestry. If this is accepted, and because we have good reason to believe

Jesus really did militantly oppose the Jewish priestly aristocracy, then the belief of the
Institute is to a limited extent accurate. Jesus was not "purely Jewish," and he did fight
against the Jewish religious authorities, whose ideas and customs formed the basis of the
Jewish religion.

Conclusion
In regard to the course of history, theology really matters. And I would be quick to add,
if the theology is in the wrong, the consequences can be ruinous. Although Susannah
Heschel's research is of value because of the theological and historical material from
National Socialist Germany that she has made public, it must be viewed with a healthy
skepticism. Her Jewish-Zionist value system and outlook act as distorting influences
upon all of her writings. As Revisionists, it is our duty to confront her distortions and
correct them. Indeed, if Heschel's distortions and hypocritical double standards are
allowed to go unanswered, they will continue to mislead many Christian people, with
possibly disastrous historical consequences.
One only has to look at the problems in the Middle East to see the disaster that a partisan
theology can help bring about. One of the main reasons that Israel gets unqualified
support for their dispossession and oppression of the Palestinians (many of whom are
Christian) is because there are a large number of Christians in the United States and
Europe who accept the ideology of Christian Zionism. According to this fallacious line
of thought, the Bible demands that Christians fan the smoldering fuze of World War III
by supporting Israel's depredations on its neighbors and minorities.[123]
Apparently, there are also another large number of Christians and non-Christians who
accept the skewed theological beliefs of Susannah Heschel, as evidenced by the
favorable—and utterly uncritical—reviews that her most recent book, The Aryan Jesus,
received. One comes away from some of these naïve reviews wondering how such
apparently intelligent and learned scholars could be so unthinking and spineless.[124]
Heschel's deceptive claims and hypocritical racial double standards go unchallenged, at
least in part, because in the contemporary world the Jewish-Zionist power elite wields
enormous power, and they can brand any intellectual who deviates from their line with
the dreaded "neo-Nazi" and "anti-Semite" labels. In regard to the "Holocaust" and other
issues that involve National Socialism, the Jewish-Zionist power elite has enforced
ideological conformity throughout much of the Western world. For the best interests of
Christian nations and world peace, it is our duty, as Revisionists, to break down this Iron
Curtain over the Western World.
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As we all know, Holocaust books tend to be pretty boring. Graphs,
charts, numbers, rambling footnotes—when thrown together, page
after page, the literature can be exhausting. Whereas most histories
are driven by their narratives, by their tales of life, Holocaust
scholarship follows a diﬀerent path. Because reputable Holocaust
histories can't really frame a coherent narrative out of such a
mysterious and strangely undocumented event, Holocaust
historiography constitutes a unique genre within contemporary
history. Of course, Holocaust fans can also get their kicks by reading
tales like The Diary of Anne Frank or Elie Wiesel's latest blockbuster.

But as we all know, these texts aren't exactly "history": they tell us
very little about what really happened to the Jews in the Reich.
Because orthodox Holocaustiography masquerades as both history
and hard science, it has to take itself very seriously. Believing its own
myths about unique evil and unprecedented criminality, Holocaust
historiography operates in an unironic, funereal atmosphere where
alternative possibilities simply don't exist. Yet Holocaust revisionism,
on the other hand, does something completely diﬀerent. It is
disputatious, dialogical, and aggressive. Without the traditional
Holocaust narrative, it couldn't exist. Dissent is revisionism's raison
d'etre. It is an exercise in intellectual commensalism; it latches onto
the gills of mainstream Holocaust scholarship, where it passes
basically unnoticed as its gnarly host devours everything in sight.
The key word here, of course, is unnoticed. If the Holocausters paid
attention to their little revisionist fellow traveler, the Holocaust, like
all other historical events, would then be open to legitimate historical
debate. And that's the last thing establishment Holocaust historians
want. So we're not fooled when Thomas Dalton swears that he is not
a revisionist, that he's merely a neutral observer trying to objectively
present a scholarly debate. As far as the true blue Holocausters are
concerned, there is no debate. By simply positing that a dialog
exists—and by refusing to subtitle his book with some overblown,
sensational reference to "assassinated" or "assaulted" memory
—Dalton is throwing in his lot with the dark side. He is, alas, one of
us.
Nonetheless, Debating the Holocaust: A New Look at Both Sides is a
new kind of revisionism. Because he is careful to appear nonpartisan,
Dalton doesn't make any new discoveries or devise any new theories.
What he does, however, is synthesize a wide range of mainstream and
revisionist scholarship in an attempt to patch together the most
important challenges that revisionism has posed to conventional
Holocaust opinion. But because his work is a synthesis, he has to do
more than recite the strongest work of Graf, Mattogno, Rudolf, and
Faurisson (his favorite revisionists); he must also present the cases of
Pressac, van Pelt, and Hilberg (his favorite Holocausters).
Fortunately, Dalton knows both sides well, and so his text is
especially valuable to non-experts who are interested in a
straightforward presentation of how mainstream Holocaustiography
measures up to its revisionist response.
Dalton begins by reminding us why the Holocaust is so important to
re-vise. "Why not let the Jews have their ol' Holocaust?," he poses to
himself rhetorically. After giving the obligatory reply that we have to
dedicate ourselves to historical truth, he quickly proceeds to the good
stuﬀ. He describes why we can't just move on and forget about the
Holocaust debate:
"We are not allowed to forget about it, even if we wanted to.
Coverage of the Holocaust is standard fare in every school
curriculum. Children the world over read The Diary of Anne
Frank, Number the Stars, Waiting for Anya, Butterﬂy.

Students learn about the gas chambers and the six million,
about the Nazi atrocities. We watch Holocaust miniseries
on television, Schindler's List, and Night and Fog. We
celebrate 'Holocaust Education Week,' and we acknowledge
January 27 each year as the 'International Day of
Commemoration' of Holocaust victims, as declared by the
UN in 2005. School children collect six million pencils, or
six million paperclips. We visit Holocaust museums. We take
college courses (for full credit) from endowed chairs in
Holocaust studies. This is not by accident. It is a deliberate
plan, to make sure we 'never forget.' And if we can never
forget, then we should at least get the story straight."
Dalton gets it. Instead of repeating the orthodox garbage about
"never forget" and "never again," he reminds us that, if we're going
to canonize a historical event in state and popular culture, and if
we're going to let this historical event dominate our foreign policy
rhetoric and guide the actions of our empire, we better keep an open
mind about what really happened. By reminding us of the ubiquity of
the Holocaust in our lives—and in the lives of the other 6 billion
people residing under the jurisdiction of the United Nations—Dalton
points out that, despite his earlier claims about needing to set the
record straight for mere historical truth, the Holocaust really needs
to be revised because of the tyranny it imposes upon the world's
publics. Because of the Holocaust campaign, the old protest refrain
we hear so often is as true for us as it is for anyone: "We are all
Palestinians now." We have all been thoroughly colonized by the
Holocaust, and to decolonize, we must ﬁrst revise. As Dalton himself
points out, by indicting one of the central myths of the postwar
liberal order, "Revisionists challenge not only orthodoxy; they
challenge the power of the State."
After describing what's at stake in the debate, Dalton moves onto the
basic complaints of the revisionists: the unreliability of the eyewitnesses, the dubiousness of the six million ﬁgure, the strange
dematerialization of most of the death camps (along with their
millions of victims), the impracticality of the murder weapons, the
wartime photos' failure to corroborate the mainstream narrative, the
lack of any explicit order from Hitler or the Nazi bureaucracy, and the
preponderance of "survivors" who somehow managed to live through
the omnipotent, satanic Nazi death machine. After reciting a
thorough list of standard revisionist "concessions"—among them the
regrettable and atrocious persecution of Europe's Jews, at least
hundreds of thousands of whom died—Dalton debunks several
"myths" about revisionism. He trashes the clichés that circulate about
revisionists: that they are all neo-Nazis, for example, or that they all
believe that the Holocaust was some sort of "hoax," the unfortunate
vocabulary of which evokes images of tinfoil hats and Luftwaﬀe
exoduses to the moon.
Dalton breaks down the six "death" camps one-by-one, presenting the
traditionalist narrative before detailing revisionists' critiques. What
we get are not dry, feeble regurgitations of revisionist research;

instead we ﬁnd well-analyzed summaries of the work conducted by
contemporary revisionism's strongest researchers. Further, Dalton's
information is up-to-date, as he relies much more upon Rudolf,
Mattogno, and Graf than he does the groundbreaking work of Arthur
Butz. The work's strongest feature, indeed, is its scope: never before
has an author written such an accessible yet comprehensive and
critical synthesis of revisionist and traditionalist sources.
That's not to say that the book doesn't make some pretty weird
choices. The cover, to my utter confusion, is adorned with a giant
Star of David and an even more giant Swastika, as if those are the
two "sides" of the Holocaust debate. Since Dalton spends so much
time emphasizing that revisionists are not just Nazis, and that
traditionalists aren't just Zionist Jews, this is a most bizarre,
dissonant ﬂaw; and because these images are emblazoned on the
book's front cover, they're diﬀicult to sweep under the rug. But
despite this minor yet conspicuous mistake, I think Debating the
Holocaust is an important contribution to the current state of
revisionist scholarship, and I can only hope that, in future editions
(this successful book is already in its third printing), the book's
menacing, misleading cover will be replaced by something more
beﬁtting its reasonable and inoﬀensive content.
In closing, I want to address why this book is so important and timely.
To put it bluntly, we needed a valuable addition to the revisionist
literature. With Germar Rudolf out of commission, book-length
revisionism has lost its most energetic contributor. It is heartening to
see Theses and Dissertations Press alive and well, and we should
commend them for continuing to bring us the kind of vital scholarship
that keeps historical revisionism dynamic and alive. Along with the
recent appearance of Inconvenient History, I'm hopeful that Dalton's
new volume signals a reawakening of serious revisionist work. After
all, the book is a very potent eﬀort at setting the record straight
about revisionist claims, and it's done in such a reasonable,
straightforward way that you could give the book to your mom
without apology. It is the kind of book that resists drowning its reader
in statistics, opting instead for a concise, memorable, camp-by-camp
analysis of what Dalton calls "the great debate." In Debating the
Holocaust, the revisionist community now has the closest thing yet to
an encyclopedic handbook of revisionist arguments. This is the work's
most remarkable achievement, and I hope it will only mark the very
beginning of Thomas Dalton's promising new career in the ﬁght for
historical truth.

Holocaust: The Nazi Persecution and Murder of the
Jews
by Thomas Dalton

by Peter Longerich, Oxford University Press, Oxford, UK; 2010, 645 pp.
If indeed, as USHMM Director Sara Bloomfield recently commented, the Holocaust is
still a "relatively new field of academic study"—now 65 years after the fact—then it is
presumably appropriate to find new 'milestone' works still being produced. Earlier
writings were dominated by the likes of Reitlinger, Hilberg, Dawidowicz, Gutman, and
Arad. More recently we've seen people like Browning and Kershaw rise to the top. But
now we have a new standard-bearer, and his name is Peter Longerich. His new book,
Holocaust, is "now generally recognized by historians as the standard account of this
horrific chapter in human history"—or so says his prestigious publisher, Oxford
University Press. As such, it is worthy of careful analysis and review, by traditionalists
and revisionists alike.
Longerich is no newcomer to the field, having published important works since the late
1980s. He is a German researcher and historian, currently serving as a professor in the
German Department at the University of London. He made his mark in 1998 with the
release of the book Die Politik der Vernichtung (The Policy of Destruction). This work
received widespread acclaim but its impact was muted by the fact that it was published
only in German. Early plans for an English version were delayed, and by the time
agreement was reach with Oxford Press, new developments demanded numerous
changes. Hence, the present book: a "significantly reworked" version of Politik, to the
point where we may treat it as a new work.
At 645 pages, Holocaust is a substantial effort, but nothing like Hilberg's massive 1300page, three-volume epic (cf. his 2003). Still, plenty of space to address all relevant and
unsettled aspects of the topic, and (presumably) shed new light on them—or else, why
even write such a book? Given that this decade alone has seen the publication of nearly
28,000 books on or about the Holocaust,[1] surely the historians of the world can be
expected to publish only truly new material, addressing the many unanswered questions
and troubling aspects of this dark era of our past. At least, this was my initial hope upon
acquiring the book. Alas, I was disappointed.
But first the basics: The book is unique, the author tells us, in a number of ways. First is
its heavy reliance on primary sources—from German archives, of course, but also those
of the former Warsaw Pact states, particularly Russia.[2] Second is Longerich's focus on
the perpetrators, i.e. Nazi actions and motivations, with a notable de-emphasis on the
victims, witnesses, and survivors—more on this below. Third is his detailed look at the
build-up and "decision process" that led to the extermination of the Jews. Longerich has
made something of a specialty in the study of the "Hitler order" (or lack thereof) for the
Holocaust, and he has some interesting thoughts on this troublesome issue.
This latter point is reflected in the book's contents, which are weighted heavily to the
'pre-extermination' years. The first four (of five) parts of the book cover 1933-1941 in
substantial detail; his analysis of the Einsatzgruppen shootings is of particular interest.
But the 'meat' of the Holocaust, which begins only in 1942, is covered in just the final
Part V—only slightly more than 100 pages. And so we are misled by his title; it's not so

much the "Holocaust", but rather like the "Prelude to the Holocaust". Apparently
Longerich felt that the 'Holocaust proper' had already achieved sufficient coverage—in
those other 27,999 books of recent years.
Be that as it may, we must analyze the content as given. I was immediately impressed,
not so much by what was in the book, as what was not. The absences here are striking,
and telling. First, as mentioned above, is the priority on German documents and other
wartime sources, at the expense of the foundation of the traditional view—the witnesses.
Survivor statements, as fragile and problematic as they are, serve as the core of the entire
edifice. Without their precise and self-assured testimony, historians are left with a
hodge-podge of difficult and ambiguous German documentation. Longerich warns the
reader of this up front, and true enough—the witnesses are nowhere to be seen. A scan
through the book finds no mention—nothing—of: Wiesel, Frankl, Levi, Rajzman,
Wiernik, Vrba, Reder, Tauber, Nyiszli, etc. This is quite shocking, but in retrospect,
probably good strategy. The holes and contradictions here are legion.[3] Perhaps this
will be the traditionalist strategy of the future: distance oneself from the troublesome
survivors, continue to ignore truly difficult issues, and focus on ambiguous
documentation and abstract speculation.
The second omission is as unsurprising as it is contemptible. In the present day, in 2010,
to publish a major work on the Holocaust with not a single mention of revisionists, or
revisionist challenges, is the height of deception and academic dishonesty. To utterly
ignore the work of Mattogno, Rudolf, Graf and others—even David Irving has not a
single mention—is absolutely inexcusable. We can have no doubt that Longerich is
aware of them, as he testified as an 'expert witness' in the 2000 Irving trial. And as a
German scholar, he was certainly aware of the uproar over the Zündel and Rudolf
imprisonments. What kind of expert is it that, in his own lengthy publications, chooses
to willfully ignore the evidence and analysis that most deeply challenges his own
personal interpretations?
But perhaps I am too hard on Professor Longerich. After all, his own orthodox
contemporaries fare not much better. Browning and Gerlach earn the most discussion in
the text, with five or six minor citations each. But apart from scattered footnote
references and uncited listings in the bibliography, he virtually ignores the likes of
Kershaw, Pressac, Piper, Evans, Tregenza, Gutman, and Arad. Van Pelt merits only a
single mention in the text (p. 281). Andrzej Kola's revealing excavation work at Belzec
and Sobibor is completely overlooked.[4] Even the former dean of Holocaust research,
Raul Hilberg (God rest his soul), is virtually dismissed. Only seven years after the
definitive 2003 edition of his magnum opus, and just three years after his demise,
Hilberg earns but three passing mentions in the text. In a final insult (p. 202), Longerich
even misspells the poor man's name ("Raoul"). This dismissal of Hilberg can be read as
a kind of implicit admission that Jürgen Graf (2001) was right all along—that this giant
does indeed have feet of clay.
A fourth area of neglect is the use of relevant photographs. There is, sadly, not a single
photograph in the entire book: no air photos, no ground photos, no corpse photos, no
mass grave photos. The uninformed reader may not realize what he is missing, but
knowledgeable ones will immediately suspect that important information is being
overlooked, and perhaps even deliberately avoided. As we know, air photos of the death
camps show neither mass burials nor any signs of mass murder. The many wartime
ground photos of, for example, Auschwitz show nothing extraordinary—certainly
nothing consistent with what is alleged to have happened there. Traditional historians
seem to have figured out that photos cause nothing but trouble, and thus best to avoid
them altogether, rather than trying to construct ad hoc explanations for their benign
appearance. In this same category of neglect I would include charts, tables, diagrams, or

other figures that could help clarify the situation. There is not one such item to be found
in the book—just wall-to-wall text. To name one example, I myself have argued for a
simple time-based charting technique, showing fatalities over time, that turns out to be
very useful in depicting the flow of events.[5] It's a shame that Longerich didn't adopt
something like this. But it's understandable, if clarity is not an objective.
Two final omissions: The six death camps, which together account for around 50% of
alleged Jewish deaths, play an absolutely minimal role here. Auschwitz gets its
obligatory scattering of references, but the other camps are near invisible. Belzec and
Sobibor are mentioned on a dozen pages or so; Treblinka, Majdanek and Chelmno get
about half that. At a minimum, one would hope for updated death figures for each of
these camps—but such figures are not to be found.[6] Any details offered on the camps
are merely perfunctory, a repetition of standard accounts that one has been reading for
years. Even granted that the 'extermination phase' was not the focus of the book, it's hard
to understand how any work purporting to be "the standard account" of the Holocaust
can spend such little time on those notorious camps.
Finally, what was, to me, the most surprising omission: the 'six million' is nowhere to be
found. Not once does Longerich mention this number, so vital to the orthodox account
that the powers-that-be are willing to mete out prison sentences and book-burnings for
those who dispute it. And it's not that he has an alternative figure; he simply offers none
at all. On a couple of occasions I found mention of "millions" of Jewish deaths—but
how are we to take this? If it's 'two millions,' then Longerich is in for trouble. Whatever
he has in mind, I think revisionists should take heart here: the absence of the sacred
touchstone may portend a future backing-down, and thus yet another concession to
revisionism.
*****
But let me move on to the substantive remarks in the book. Right from the start we learn
that anti-Semitism was the focal point of Nazism:
What seems to me to be crucial to any analysis [of the Holocaust] is the fact
that Judenpolitik was central to the whole National Socialist movement,
indeed that the very aims, the distinctiveness, and the uniqueness of
National Socialism as a historical phenomenon were determined by its
Judenpolitik. … Hitler himself had…developed a worldview in which antiSemitism held a central position: it was the linchpin for all the various
ideological clichés… (pp. 5, 15)
This not only demonstrates the Nazi 'obsession' with the Jews, but it also points to a
favored theme of Longerich's: that, due to this deeply-ingrained Jewish antipathy, a
'single decision' or a 'single order' by Hitler to murder the Jews was not necessary.
[W]e should abandon the notion that it is historically meaningful to try to
filter the wealth of available historical material and pick out a single
decision that led to the 'Final Solution'. This approach is pointless not only
because the debate on the 'Final Solution' has evidently reached the limits of
what is provable, but above all because any attempt to identify a decision
taken at a single moment in time runs counter to the extreme complexity of
the processes that were in fact taking place. (p. 6)
So we ought not bother to look for a nice, clean 'Hitler order.' And the lack of one—or
even any indirect reference to one—should not trouble us. The Holocaust was "a highly
complicated decision-making process," and thus we should naturally expect to find gaps
in the chain of command. Naturally.

Hence, in spite of "an almost unmanageably large quantity of documents available" to
researchers, a definitive account of the decision process is lacking; "the state of source
material can only be described as 'patchy'" (p. 8). The most important orders, he says,
were verbal. Vital documents were destroyed. And all remaining documents "relating to
the murder of the Jews are written in a language designed to veil their true purpose"—
thus the infamous 'code language' theory is evidently alive and well, despite a total
absence of evidence.
The bulk of Part I—comprising six chapters—is dedicated to recounting the growing
persecution of the Jews from 1933 to the outbreak of war in 1939. Longerich marks out
three phases of increasing anti-Semitism: March-June 1933, spring to late summer 1935,
and the year 1938 (culminating in Kristallnacht on November 9/10). He charts the
steady progress of the Entjudung, or de-Judaization, of German society that began in late
1935; these are well-documented in Goebbels' diary entries of the time.[7]
Much emphasis is placed on a post-Kristallnacht meeting, of 12 November 1938, in
which the Nazi leadership works out the process of "getting the Jews to leave
Germany"—in the words of Heydrich (p. 115). As is well-known, the Germans at this
time had no thoughts of mass murder (if they ever did), but only intended to achieve a
Reich that was Judenfrei, or Jew-free. Having some 600,000 Jews under their direct
control,[8] they clearly faced a massive problem of population transfer. Longerich
quotes Goering regarding the Madagascar project, which was conceived as a possible
destination for Jews who were not accepted into other countries. This is the earliest
mention of Madagascar in the book, and the reader is left with the impression that it
started here. But in fact it had been a topic of discussion months before.[9]
Another deceptive move occurs at the beginning of Chapter 6, wherein Longerich
examines the threats of "extermination" of the Jews, which supposedly began in late
1938. For one, he never informs the reader of the ambiguities involved with the German
terms Ausrottung and Vernichtung. The terms themselves, which are translated as
'extermination' or 'annihilation,' never explicitly appear. In fact the words have a range of
meanings that are dependent on the context; often they mean something far less than
mass murder. In their most literal sense, they mean simply a 'rooting-out' or forced
deportation.[10] To suggest otherwise is dishonest.
Second, Longerich implies that the whole concept of Jewish extermination was invented
at that time, by the Nazis—citing a 1938 article from the SS journal Schwarze Korps.
But in fact Jewish fears of "extermination" had existed for decades already. As early as
1905, we read in the London Times that "Anti-Semitic disturbances are now in full swing
in the Odessa (Russia) district… [A]uthorities have received an Imperial [order]
commanding the extermination of all Jews" (7 Nov.). Ten years later the New York Times
reported that "the Russian Government [has] only one aim in view, to exterminate the
Jewish race" (14 April). In 1930 the NYT wrote about anti-Semitism in Romania, and the
need for "world intervention to thwart extermination of the Jews" (24 Dec.).
By 1933, the 'exterminators' were now the Germans. In a revealing progression, the
NYT first reports on the "economic extermination" of the Jews there (13 March; 6
April). Then on June 29 we read in a headline that "Hitler's program is one of
extermination"—but the text below clarifies that "the aim of the Hitler regime is the
extermination of the Jew in German life" (emphasis added). (In case we thought he
meant killing.) By August, the economic context is dropped; we read only of "the
avowed object of exterminating them [the Jews]" (7 Aug.), and that "600,000 Jews of
Germany are facing certain extermination" (16 Aug.). From then on, it's murder all the
way—to 6 million.

To his credit, Longerich acknowledges that such talk was nonsense. Even through
Hitler's Reichstag speech of 30 January 1939, he tells us, reference to extermination does
not mean murder. Rather, such talk indicates only a "tactical intention": to increase the
"pressure of expulsion," and to coerce the foreign nations, "through a form of
blackmail," to take in the Jews (p. 124). Of course, all this changes by 1941, as we are
soon to read.
Part II of the book is brief: three short chapters addressing the T4 'euthanasia' program
and the initiation of Jewish deportations in 1939 and 1940. About 1.7 million Polish
Jews came under German control in late 1939, which was a huge increase over the (by
then) roughly 250,000 Jews in the expanded Reich. This demanded a major reassessment
of the Jewish Question. Longerich identifies four progressive phases in this process: (1)
initial plans, in September and October 1939, for a Judenreservat (Jewish reservation) in
Poland; (2) deportations into the General Government, combined with ghettoization and
accelerated emigration, in the period November 1939 to March 1940; (3) development
of the Madagascar plan (June to October 1940); and (4) deportations to unidentified
areas in "the East," from November 1940 on.
Phase 1 is of some interest, as it centers on the "Nisko project." This small town, located
in south-east Poland about 100 kilometers west of Belzec, was the initial target station
for the first wave of deportations. It was to be a Durchgangslager, "a kind of filter
through which the deportees would be moved to the 'Jewish reservation'" (p. 152). Upon
passing through Nisko, the Jews would either be left stranded in their reservation, or,
"[driven] over the demarcation line into the occupied Soviet zone, which was common
practice in the district of Lublin at the end of 1939" (p. 153). Noting that such a process
would result in many deaths, Longerich comments that
even those who initially survived would not have found adequate living
conditions, or conditions for reproduction, and would therefore have been
condemned to extinction. The Nisko campaign therefore permits the
conclusion that [it] was a first version of a 'final solution' policy since its
aim was the physical termination of those Jews… (p. 154)
Though this project was short-lived, it did serve as a successful experiment in Jewish
deportation—one that would be repeated later, in much great numbers.
Shortly thereafter, construction commenced on the first large Jewish ghettos. These
temporary holding pens would suffice until a longer-term deportation plan was
developed. Interestingly, Longerich cites a Himmler memo of May 1940, in which the
Reichsführer SS entertains an extreme solution: "the Bolshevist method of the physical
extermination of a people"—an option which is immediately rejected as "un-Germanic
and impossible" (p. 162).
It was in this context that the Madagascar plan emerged. It became all the more urgent as
the estimate of the number of Jews under Nazi and Axis control surged: from 3¼ million
(Heydrich; June 24) to 4 million (RSHA; August 15) to 6½ million (!), as cited by
Rademacher in late August 1940. Indeed: if there ever was a factual basis for the
'extermination of 6 million Jews', it was in the context of the (non-homicidal)
Madagascar plan. That round figure was evidently in circulation for several months in
late 1940; Longerich additionally cites two notes by Eichmann, of December 3 and 4,
referring to 'six million' (p. 492, note 154), and "a total of some 5.8 million Jews" (p.
173), respectively. As before, Longerich sees in this the nefarious beginnings of the
Final Solution:
[T]he idea that millions of European Jews would be deported to Madagascar
for years and years, and the fact that…a large proportion of the transported

Jews would presumably die there relatively quickly as victims of the hostile
living conditions they would meet,[11] all this makes it perfectly clear that
behind this project lay the intention of bringing about the physical
annihilation of the Jews under German rule. (p. 164)
It's surprising, to say the least, that Longerich can deem "perfectly clear" the Nazi
intention for total annihilation already in late 1940. Particularly so, given his overall
thesis of a long, drawn-out, "complicated" decision process for mass murder.
Rapid advances on the eastern front would change things, but the Madagascar plan
remained viable well into 1942. Goebbels mentions it in his diary as late as March 7 of
that year, as a true final destination ('final solution'?) of the Jews who were evacuated,
provisionally, to the Soviet East. That he would write this, in March 1942, is striking: at
that point the mass killing was allegedly well underway.[12]
*****
Longerich dedicates Part III to the Einsatzgruppen, those roving militias that allegedly
killed between one and 1.5 million Jews in the occupied Soviet territory. As those who
have researched this topic know, the entire basis for the claimed shootings is murky.
Everything relies upon a series of German reports that are fraught with difficulties,
ranging from exaggeration and miscounting to contradiction and outright fraud. Despite
the many books on the subject, no one has yet constructed a clear, basic explanation of
the 'who' and 'when' of these killings.
He spends several pages puzzling over the absence of an extermination order for the
Soviet Jews. The Ohlendorf testimony at Nuremberg, long considered to be 'proof' of
such an order, is rightly dismissed as a contrivance for self-defense. After mulling over
"local initiatives" and "framework orders," Longerich offers up this Hilberg-esque
statement:
What emerges from all this is the impression of a degree of vagueness in the
way orders were issued to the Einsatzgruppen. A manner of issuing orders
in which the subordinate was supposed to recognize the 'meaning' behind
the words intuitively is familiar from National Socialist anti-Jewish
policy… [T]his practice presupposed a certain collusiveness, a strongly
developed feeling of consensus amongst those involved… (p. 189)
As with the larger Holocaust, "no order from the Führer to murder the Jews was ever
issued to the Einsatzgruppen" (p. 499, note 69); this alleged event "cannot be understood
as the implementation of a single order issued by the National Socialist hierarchy" (p.
235). Consequently, Einsatzgruppen B and C "displayed some considerable perplexity"
about how to handle the 'final solution' (p. 210): on the one hand, they were supposed to
shoot partisans attacking the German army from the rear, but on the other, there was
strong need for forced labor. Alfred Rosenberg described "the establishment of ghettos
and labour gangs" as the "key solution" to the Jewish question, and the Einsatzgruppen
leadership evidently concurred. Ghettoization was to be the first phase of the final
solution, to be maintained during the war. Complete removal ("annihilation," according
to Longerich) would come after the war.
On top of this strategic confusion was the number of groups allegedly shooting Jews. In
addition to the four primary Einsatzgruppen (A, B, C, D), Longerich describes a fifth
"special purpose" group, and then two more undefined ones, making seven in total. To
these he adds police battalions (p. 203), SS brigades (p. 214), "local voluntary troops"
(p. 239)—of whom there were an astounding 300,000 or more!—and the Wehrmacht (p.
242). Bullets were flying everywhere, and Jews, it seems, were the main recipients. (One

could almost be excused for thinking that a war was going on…)
And not just bullets: Longerich continues the story that "gas vans…were commissioned
for use in the occupied Eastern areas" (p. 240). But he offers neither details, evidence,
nor numbers killed.
In the end Longerich offers only a disconnected and incoherent account of the
Einsatzgruppen. All the documentation on ghettos, forced labor, and Jewish reserves
suggest minimal killing, as do reports that the vast majority of Jews fled the incoming
Germans and thus were not there to be killed. Not to mention the fact (the author
certainly didn't!) that there is far too little evidence of human remains or former mass
graves to account for more than a fraction of the alleged 1-1.5 million fatalities.
The sole bases for the orthodox claims are the German reports, but these "do not
represent precise statistics." Longerich acknowledges that "some commandos reported
exaggerated totals or reported the same figures twice" (p. 254). He is being charitable.
Another knowledgeable source, Headland (1992: 94) states, "the irregularity of the
reporting frustrates us at every turn"; he goes on to lament "the often contradictory
nature of the reports, the obvious self-promotion and self-serving criticisms…and their
incomplete, inconsistent, and at times, inaccurate quality" (p. 203). Butz (2003:
243-246) argues that many reports were Russian forgeries, to further implicate the hated
Germans. There is the additional problem that the report totals often did not include a
racial breakdown, so we cannot be sure how many Jews were included. Longerich's final
flaw is his emphasis on the year 1941. That year covered only six months of
Einsatzgruppen operation, and thus only about a third of the alleged murders—a number
that "must be" around 500,000.
One would have expected him to give much greater weight to the shootings in 1942—
but the 10 pages covering that period, in Chapter 17, are a mish-mash of statistics devoid
of coherent conclusions. To mention the most glaring example, Longerich cites, almost
in passing (p. 353), the single most stunning Einsatzgruppen statistic: the assertion that
HSSPF Leader Hans-Adolf Prützmann and his team reportedly killed a mind-boggling
363,211 Jews in just three months (Sept-Nov 1942)—over 4,000 per day.[13] This, in
addition to the on-going Einsatzgruppen actions. But we get no analysis or discussion;
just the comment that "Hitler took note of it." All this suggests that Longerich has in fact
a very superficial grasp of the reality of the Einsatzgruppen.
*****
Even into late 1941, the ad hoc 'regional' killing continued. It functioned "in a largely
uncoordinated fashion," because there was as yet "no overall plan for the murder of the
European Jews" (p. 283). The growth of these regional exterminations "required a very
complicated interaction" between units, "a mélange of orders and intentions on the part
of the central authorities, and independent initiatives and intuition on the part of the
regional powerholders" (p. 304)—bringing us back to Hilberg's 'mind-reading' again.
Part V, finally, arrives at the full-blown extermination phase. But even here, into 1942,
we get qualifications and hesitations. Longerich places a repeated emphasis, not on the
systematic mass murder of orthodoxy, but on an alternative hypothesis, that of
"extermination through work." This is a kind of have-your-cake-and-eat-it-too strategy:
all the actual evidence points toward confinement, deportations, ghettos, and forced
labor…but that's just work, not murder. So, clearly, they must have been worked to
death. And those incapable of work were, naturally, killed straightaway.
By our author's counting, a fourth wave of deportations commenced in May 1942.
Previous removals were destined for the ghettos; but now, "the great majority of

deportees were shot directly at the end of the journey, or suffocated in gas vans. … The
murder machinery was completely freed from the context of 'resettlement,' 'expulsion,'
and 'work programme'…" (p. 323). This is an odd statement, given that the six death
camps were allegedly gassing (in chambers) between 60,000 and 100,000 Jews per
month at this time, and would soon be well over 250,000 per month.
Chapter 17 continues with a very cursory overview of the camps themselves; even
Auschwitz gets less than one page of dedicated text (p. 344). It closes with the on-going
lament about how incomprehensible was the 'mass murder' order: "The decision-making
process underlying the systematic genocide remains largely obscure and must be
reconstructed from the course of events" (p. 359). It would be more accurate to say
constructed, since Longerich himself fills in all necessary gaps with assumptions,
inferences, and outright inventions. Critical pieces of evidence in the extermination story
are missing and unaddressed: the impossibility of gassing with carbon monoxide, the
incoherent account of Zyklon-B chambers, the impossibility of mass open-air
incineration with wood, the air photos, the missing bodies, the missing mass graves, and
any analysis of Jewish population movement. Even his own account is peppered with
incriminating facts, like the continued eastward deportations through late 1943, the
expulsion (not murder) of foreign Jews at that same time, and Himmler's suspension of
Jewish deportations from Hungary in August 1944.
"As confusing as the overall picture may seem at first…" (p. 428). Confusing indeed.
More like an ad hoc construction, using selective pieces of evidence with a
predetermined conclusion in mind. And a failure to examine contrary evidence in a
critical manner, and to examine alternative accounts that better explain the evidence. In
other words—an entirely unscientific account.
In the end, I can't recommend this book to anyone interested in a better understanding of
the Holocaust. This book adds as much confusion as insight. But it is useful in the study
of 'Holocaustism'—that growing ideology of persecution and guilt, so useful for
propaganda purposes and monetary extortion. The failings of orthodoxy are now in full
view, open to all who are willing to see.

Notes:
[1]

Number based on a survey of books with keyword "Holocaust", according to
WorldCat, the most extensive library database available. Not all these are
completely new works, of course; this figure includes reissues, new
translations, and revised editions. But it is an impressive number nonetheless:
something like 230 books per month, or nearly 8 per day, since the year 2000.
And this is just for physical, hard-copy books. If we include all media
(Internet, visual, audio, etc), the number rises to just over 39,000.

[2]

Two collections were of particular importance for him: the Centralverein, and
the SD papers.

[3]

Not to mention the looming catastrophe (for traditionalism) of the Elie Wiesel
case. If he—the king of survivors—turns out to be a fraud, then a huge blow
will have been struck. At that point, no witness testimony anywhere will be
able to stand unchallenged. For the Wiesel story, see
www.eliewieseltattoo.com.

[4]

Again, fortuitously. Kola's excavations notably failed to find the expected
evidence, and thus cause yet additional problems for the orthodox account.

[5]

In my terminology, a 'death matrix.' See my book Debating the Holocaust
(2009).

[6]

The one exception is for Belzec, for which Longerich accepts the Höfle figure
of 434,598 (p. 340).

[7]

For example: "The Entjudung in the Reich Chamber of Culture moves
forward. I will not be at peace until it is completely free of Jews." (5 May,
1937). For more on the diaries, see my 2010 essay.

[8]

The figure includes about 200,000 Austrian Jews who were incorporated into
the Reich upon the Anschluss of March 1938.

[9]

See, for example, the Goebbels diary for 11 March 1937; my article "Goebbels
and the Jews" (Dalton 2010) has an elaboration of this and other diary entries.

[10] For a further discussion on the terminological question, see my 2009 book (p.
87).
[11] For the record, Madagascar is something of a tropical paradise, with fertile
soil, abundant fresh water, and diverse mineral resources.
[12] Three of the six death camps were in operation at that time, and a fourth
—Sobibor—was to commence within a few weeks.
[13] Apart from a few weeks at the very heights of Treblinka and Auschwitz, this is
among the highest kill rates of the entire Holocaust.
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Katyn: Unanswered Questions | CODOH
by Joseph Bishop

The air crash earlier this year in Russia in which the Polish premier and many senior
members of his government perished, briefly brought Katyn back into public
consciousness. They had been journeying there to commemorate the tragic events in
1940 in which 15,000 Polish officers were murdered by the Soviet NKVD. The events in
the Katyn forest area in 1940 are today generally known by those amongst the reading
public with an interest in history and/or World War Two. There is no longer much
controversy over what occurred and thus there is no need to detail the events beyond a
relatively brief summary as follows.
Following the 1939 Russian invasion of Poland, the Soviet Union captured some
200,000 Polish prisoners of war. From that number, the Polish officers, numbering
approximately 15,000, were separated from the enlisted men and moved to several
separate camps in the Soviet Ukraine. In the spring of 1940 they were transported to the
Katyn forest area of Russia where they were bound and executed by NKVD units.
Surviving family members and Polish officials strongly suspected Soviet foul play and
for several years attempted in vain to receive from the Soviet Union an official rendering
of the fate of their officers. With the onset of the Russo-German war in 1941, the Polish
government in exile became an ally of the USSR and the surviving Polish prisoners were
released to form a Polish military under Soviet command. Polish attempts to locate the
missing officers intensified but without result.
In 1943 the German army announced to the world their discovery of mass graves in
Katyn forest where many Polish officers were found. Representatives from the 'General
Government' of Poland were allowed to visit the gravesites and to examine exhumed
corpses, and subsequently requested the International Red Cross to undertake an
investigation. However, without Russian permission the ICRC refused to do so. In
consequence, Germany invited forensic medical specialists from twelve European
countries - including neutral Switzerland - to form an International Medical Commission
tasked to undertake exhumations and to study the date and manner of death. This
medical commission concluded that the deaths were by execution and that they occurred
in early 1940, i.e. while the officers were in Soviet hands. Many other international
visitors were allowed to visit Katyn and were given a free hand in their own
observations and investigations, including some American POWs. As with the
commission members, all these visitors were allowed to move about freely and without
hindrance or escort.

Exhumation of mass grave of Polish officers killed by NKVD in Katyń Forest in 1940.
Germans showing their findings to an international commission made up specialists
from several European countries. Published 1943 as picture 23 (23. Einer Kommission
kriegsgefangener britischer Offiziere werden die Ergebnisse der Obduktion zugänglich
gemacht) on page 296 of: "Amtliches Material zum Massenmord von KATYN", Im
Auftrage des Auswärtigen Amtes auf Grund urkundlichen Beweismaterials
zusammengestellt, bearbeitet und herausgegeben von der Deutschen Informationsstelle,
Zentralverlag der NSDAP. Franz Eher Nachf. GmbH., Berlin 1943. Source:
Wikicommons. Photo is in the Public Domain.
The Soviet Union responded to the news by blaming the Germans for the crime, and
broke off relations with the Polish government in exile, accusing it of propaganda
complicity with the Germans. The USSR steadfastly maintained this 'the Germans did it'
line—also parroted by communists and others obedient to the Russian party line—for
some fifty years until Soviet premier Mikhail Gorbachev confirmed in 1990 that the
USSR had, indeed, committed the crime.
Such is what is generally known of Katyn. However, other interesting aspects and details
surrounding Katyn which are lesser known are useful to consider.
Firstly, those today with little understanding of the nature of Marxism-Leninism remain
puzzled as to the purpose of the executions. The communist belief is that the
'intelligentsia' of all nations represent a threat—real or theoretical, present or future—to
the 'dictatorship of the proletariat', i.e. the nomenclature referencing the Soviet ruling
elite, and must be 'liquidated' en masse. In other words, an entire class of people who
represent the most intelligent, able, creative, and active members of society are to be
physically exterminated. Such genocide has occurred everywhere the Soviets have taken
over, and Poland was not to be an exception.
One might think that times and mores have changed since 1940. A documentary film on
Katyn was shown in Poland in the 1980s and some Poles had expressed anger over what
had happened. Russian journalist Vladimir Abarinov did some groundbreaking research
on Katyn in the 1980s and received a letter from an apologist of the NKVD who justified
the massacres with: 'Is it really possible that our Polish friends cannot assess what
happened from a clear-cut class standpoint? After all, these people were top echelons of
the old Polish army that was in the service of the bourgeoisie. Why then, are the Polish
comrades beginning to lose their class intuition and slip into nationalist arrogance?'[1] In
other words, it was ok, even necessary, to wipe out the cream of Poland's leadership;
such was the communist view then, and such it remains today.
Aside from the continued Soviet lies about Katyn, the convoluted politics of the western
allies have involved a great deal of misinformation to their own peoples and to the

world. These governments understood who the perpetrators were, but this was politically
inconvenient to publicly acknowledge. During wartime, the USA and Britain wished to
maintain Russian involvement in the war against Germany and were sensitive to the
embarrassment and divisiveness which Katyn represented. They also hoped that by
appeasing Stalin over Katyn—i.e. if they would continue to lie to the world—it might
pre-empt his forming a Polish communist government on Soviet soil. So they maintained
the fiction that Katyn was probably the act of the Germans or at the very least that they
'did not know' the real perpetrators. Poland was pressured by the western allies to go
along, to exercise 'proper discipline', and a concerted voice casting suspicion on
Germany was presented to the world. Thus the world's peoples were lied to and were led
to believe that Katyn was probably a German crime or that we would never know the
facts of it. As for a Polish communist satellite government, Stalin went ahead with that
anyway.
In point of fact, with the 1943 revelations, the only nation telling the truth about Katyn
was Germany. For Germany it served the purpose of helping to reveal to the world the
nature of Soviet communism, as well as—it was hoped—to drive a wedge between the
USSR and Poland and the western allies.
The location of the prisoners prior to their execution is also of interest. The three main
camps housing the 15,000 Polish officers were former Christian church compounds.
Kozielsk was a former Orthodox monastery, Starobielsk was also a former monastery
and Orthodox church, and Ostashkov too was located on former Christian Orthodox
monastery grounds. Perhaps the Soviet NKVD made such selections for the prisoners
because of the allegedly high component of Jews serving in its uppermost ranks, venting
a hatred towards Christianity and the former Tsarist system. Or perhaps it was all
coincidental. According to Abarinov, the NKVD had a 'partiality' for using church
buildings this way, in his view as a political act of desecration of Russia's sacred
places[2]. However, there is no known information of the NKVD using former
synagogues or mosques as places of imprisonment, torture, and execution.
A 'large number of applications' by Jews[3] within the ranks of the Polish officers made
formal request to the NKVD authorities for special treatment, praising the Soviet Union
and asking to be separated from the Poles and admitted as citizens of the USSR. How
many were thus saved and admitted is not known. This is noteworthy in view of the
well-known solidarity of the officers whilst in captivity.
In the early postwar period the International Military Tribunal was persuaded by the
USSR to bring up Katyn as a war crime and it attempted to assign blame for it on the
Germans. The Soviet perspective on trials was eminently political. In their view,
defendants are already guilty because the police apparatus had decided it is so, therefore
trials are mere formalities. Western jurists at Nuremberg were not much different in this
respect of course, but still attempted from time to time to at least put on a show of
objectivity and to listen to defendants' testimony and evidence. But in the case of Katyn
the evidence was too flimsy and the defense testimony too telling.
German defense counsels were allowed to mount a defense but were prohibited from
themselves making accusations against the USSR; i.e. they could work to disprove the
version of the prosecution but could not present their own version. They did manage to
present sufficient evidence and testimony to clear their clients and the IMT dropped the
matter. It was obvious to the tribunal that the Germans had not committed the deed, so
who could the perpetrator have been? Rather than pursue that line, the charges were
discreetly dropped.
Really, that was quite an accomplishment for defense counsel, since Article 21 of the

IMT charter read: 'The Tribunal shall not demand evidence about the commonly known
facts and will consider them proved. The Tribunal shall likewise accept without evidence
the official government documents and reports of the United Nations, including
protocols and documents of the committees created in various allied countries for an
investigation of the war crimes, proceedings and sentences of military or other tribunals
of each of the United Nations.' That is worth re-reading and pondering closely. It is how
many innocent Germans were convicted and executed at Nuremberg.
With the onset of the Cold War, the international political climate had radically changed
and it was now in the interest of the western allies to resurrect Katyn and this time to
point the finger of blame at the USSR. Angry Soviet denials continued, chimed in with
by the new communist government of 'liberated' Poland, now a controlled satellite of the
USSR. In 1952 a group of American Congressmen chaired by Ray Madden released a
statement introducing House Resolutions 390 and 539 resolving Congress to form a
committee to investigate Katyn and bring the perpetrators to justice. Resolution 390 was
adopted, the committee was formed, and hearings were held.[4] Of course nothing came
of it as it was a mere propaganda exercise. But such an exercise would have been
politically impossible a decade earlier. High-profile speeches made by various American
and British politicians during the early postwar period were similar exercises, intended
to harden attitudes against the Soviet Union albeit without any practical effects.
A 1950 statement[5] issued by Polish General Anders asked for enquiries and demanded
that war criminals be brought to justice. It is noteworthy because of the moral stance
taken by Anders in appealing for 'all war criminals of this past war' to meet with
'adequate punishment'. He also expressed his 'sincere thanks and appreciation to all those
who preferred to put justice and truth before illusory political interests'. When reading
something like this perhaps one could be forgiven for being appalled at the hypocrisy of
someone like Anders. During the war he instilled in himself 'proper discipline' to not
accuse the Soviets, expediently putting 'justice and truth' well behind the 'illusory
political interests' of the time.
General Anders was also surely aware of the massacres of ethnic Germans in Poland just
prior to the 1939 war as well as the massacres of ethnic Germans there in the months and
years after the war's close. It was illusory political interests that made Poles and the
other allies say and do nothing about such crimes, putting justice and truth far behind
those interests. In 1940 the German Library of Information in New York published a
book[6] documenting the thousands of dead or missing ethnic Germans who perished in
Poland at the hands of Poles in 1939. They estimated some 58,000 dead or missing while
later researchers lowered the estimate to at least 5,000. If 5,000 Americans had been
murdered anywhere in the world, it would certainly have resulted in a declaration of war.
The world has paid very little attention to these crimes. They were not introduced at the
Nuremberg IMT trials, no American congressional committee has called for justice, and
no speech by Anders or any other prominent Pole has addressed this matter. Regardless
of the number of fatalities, no attention at all has been focused here.
This is not meant as a digression, but as a contextual issue related to Katyn. Massacres
of ethnic Germans did in large measure did lead to the final breakdown of relations
between Germany and Poland and to the German-Soviet invasions. This in turn led to
the internment of hundreds of thousands of Polish troops by the Soviets and to the
massacre of 15,000 of its leadership cadres, i.e. the 'intelligentsia' of Poland. It would
have been tragically ironic if any of these officers had taken part in the pre-war
massacres of ethnic Germans. If Germany and Poland had reasonably and peacefully
addressed their mutual problems in 1939, the Katyn of 1940 would not have occurred.
One must wonder how to look at all this. These numbers pale in comparison with

victims of Allied bombing or with the millions who perished in postwar Europe's forced
population movements or 'transfers'. And even those figures pale in comparison with the
scores of millions of victims of Stalin's GULAG or with Mao's even greater crimes in
China. But this is not really a numbers game. It is about the uniqueness of a crime in
which the officer elite of an army is deliberately selected out and destroyed. However,
even here one must reconsider. Stalin at Yalta had told his western counterparts that he
would like to see, or intended that, '50,000 German officers' were to be shot at war's
conclusion. His western allies thought or pretended to think that he was joking. In
actuality a figure probably far higher of German officers were murdered by Stalin's
henchmen, as literally millions of German POWs of all ranks in Soviet captivity were
never seen again. So what is unique about Katyn? It was a disaster for Poland to be sure,
but one receiving attention because the 15,000 served as a political football by all sides
both during and after the war.
A final issue is quite intriguing. To what extent did the Soviet secret police and their
German counterparts cooperate between 1939 and 1941? Exchanging information,
prisoners passed to and fro, etc., in accord with the secret protocols of the 1939 GermanSoviet Non-Aggression Pact? Abarinov cites prisoner transfers and even relates an
interesting high-profile case[7] in which a German prisoner deported to Germany from
the USSR had a suitcase containing his underwear go missing whilst still in Russian
hands. Enquiries about this went as high as the Soviet People's Commissar Merkulov—
thus indicating a strong spirit of serious cooperation between the two nations. This in
turn raises the possibility that information about the Katyn massacres may have been
secretly passed to German security officials long before the German invasion of the
Soviet Union. There is no evidence for this, it is a speculation only. But supposing it had,
the question then raised is why did the Germans only reveal Katyn in the summer of
1943, rather than earlier?
This and many other questions may never be answered about Katyn. The perpetrators
themselves are mostly passed away, the documentary evidence is still only gradually
surfacing from the former Soviet archives, and much of same has been destroyed and is
thus lost forever. The world has mostly forgotten Katyn—although Poland remembers.
But it too must remember other, related events from its own history, if justice is to ever
prevail.
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Murray Rothbard | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Murray Rothbard's works taken as a whole "present the equivalent of
a uniﬁed ﬁeld theory of the social sciences," according to his
biographer.[1] Born in 1926 in the Bronx to Russian-Jewish parents,
he was a polymath of such broad erudition and accomplishment that
his nominal classiﬁcation as an "economist" captures a good deal less
than half of his inﬂuence and published work. In the sixty-eight years
of genial persuasion, trail-blazing analysis, penetrating research, and
eloquent writing that ended with his death in 1995, Rothbard
launched and powered the libertarian movement as no other single
person has done before or since. He played central founding roles in
the Cato Institute, the Libertarian Party, and the Ludwig von Mises
Institute while writing a total of twenty-eight books and thousands of
articles, memoranda, and letters. All this, he did with unfailing good
cheer and respect for his opponents, such that he became known as
the "happy warrior" of libertarianism.
Of this man's many parts, perhaps the largest could be formed from
the intersection of two sub-parts: economics and history. On many
occasions, he was a "pure" economist, while on others, he was a
"pure" historian (he authored a four-volume history of the
Revolutionary War period of the United States). But often and
perhaps most-fruitfully, he melded the two roles both as an economic
historian[2] and as a historian of economic thought. The capstone of
his career was An Austrian Perspective on the History of Economic
Thought, a multi-volume work on the third volume of which he was
about to begin work when he died suddenly. The ﬁrst two volumes,
Economic Thought before Adam Smith and Classical Economics, by
themselves delineate the tragedy that his death constituted for
freedom and understanding.

A young Murray Rothbard. Originally published by the Mises
Institute. Released under the GNU Free Documentation License
(GFDL). Source: Wikicommons.
As the son of Jewish immigrants in New York City in the 1930s,
Rothbard grew up in an overwhelmingly collectivist, communistic
subculture as literally the only conservative in his school. Being such
an "ugly duckling" was, however, by no means a matter entirely of his
own invention. Rothbard credits the teachings of his father, an
industrial chemist who himself was a conspicuous nonconformist
ideologically, for providing him the unique perspectives and values
that underpinned his lifelong iconoclasty. But what the younger
Rothbard brought to the table was a penchant for laser-like analysis
coupled with an uncompromising honesty both with others and with
himself. When such a mind addresses any subject, be it economics,
history, psychology, or politics, regnant fallacies tumble like wheat
before the scythe. The result is inevitably and profoundly revisionist
at every turn.
The single item of historical revision that seems at present to have
the greatest importance to the largest number of people concerns the
early Depression in the United States, on which immortal controversy
Rothbard published the best, most comprehensive and ﬁnal word in
1963 in his book America's Great Depression,[3] coincidentally the
same year (and city) in which the book was published that continues
to hold far greater sway among far more people, Milton Friedman's
and Anna Schwartz's A Monetary History of the United States.[4] One
of the many diﬀerences between Rothbard's book and that of the
Nobel laureate is that Rothbard's book, like virtually everything he
published, was thoroughly accessible to the interested lay reader,
while Friedman's opus, at three times the length, was strictly for
professional consumption.
The critical myth that Rothbard exploded once and for always was
that President Herbert Hoover had resolutely maintained a laissezfaire hands-oﬀ economic policy that would have reversed the
economic downturn that Franklin D. Roosevelt's unprecedented
usurpations of the rights of private industry deepened and sustained
into the Depression. Puncturing a beloved icon of the conservative
Right, Rothbard detailed the numerous and invasive interventions
conceived and launched by Hoover, of which Roosevelt's New Deal,
as he showed, was only a continuation with little change in scope or
direction. For this, he earned the undying enmity of many public and
political ﬁgures who previously had regarded him as a supporter.
Such a penalty was no surprise to Rothbard, nor did he regret having
brought it on; he was accustomed to paying all manner of such
"prices" for his forthrightness and incisiveness—the comparative
obscurity in which his name languishes to the present day may be
taken as a perverse monument to his fearlessness in the face of
adverse opinion. In fact, Rothbard was moved on at least one
occasion to comment on his often-demonstrated tendency to wreck
his own career. Modestly quoting a comment made by an economist,

Knut Wicksell, whose work he admired, Rothbard confessed an
inability to resist speaking on an important matter that "nobody else
was speaking about." This, in turn, he claimed, was not born of any
desire to be diﬀerent, to seem audacious, or to be able to assert
claims of precedence or discovery, but rather, of an unwillingness to
let the neglect of something urgent continue.[5] Such an impulse
must strike a chord in the heart of any revisionist anywhere.
Continuing on the line of unpopular revisionism, Rothbard displayed
little patience for the territorial aggressions of the state of Israel, nor
for the mythology of the Holocaust providing moral cover for Israeli
expansionism as long ago as 1967, when he published "War Guilt in
the Middle East" in the Spring-Summer issue of the proto-libertarian
journal Left and Right. In that article (http://tinyurl.com/2aystg6), he
wrote:
What a "clean wholesome feeling" indeed when "Arab
deaths don't count!" Is there any diﬀerence at all between
this kind of attitude and that of the Nazi persecutors of the
Jews whom our press has been attacking, day in and day
out, for well over twenty years?
With seeming prescience, he had barely a year earlier published his
essay, "Revisionism for Our Time" in the Rampart Journal of
Individual Thought for Spring 1966 (http://tinyurl.com/2a34mts). The
unnamed war Rothbard here argued against would seem to have
been the Vietnam War, but the Six-Day War of 1967 bears the brunt of
the same essay quite as well. He ended his essay with this thought:
. . . revisionism, in the ﬁnal analysis, is based on truth and
rationality. Truth and rationality are always the ﬁrst victims
in any war frenzy; and they are, therefore, once again an
extremely rare commodity on today's "market." Revisionism
brings to the artiﬁcial frenzy of daily events and day-to-day
propaganda, the cool but in the last analysis glorious light
of historical truth.
As time after World War II wore on, enemies of Rothbard's
revisionism (counter-revisionists?) began to coalesce and acquire
visible identiﬁcation with the expansionist projects of Israel. Along
with Holocaust mythology, their chief propagandistic weapon was the
charge of anti-Semitism, always ironic when leveled against
Rothbard. In December 1990, such behavior as manifested against
Pat Buchanan became so egregious that Rothbard was compelled to
pen "Pat Buchanan and the Menace of Anti-anti-Semitism"
(http://tinyurl.com/2bdyw9u)[6]. Among many gems, it contains this
one on a winner of the Nobel Peace Prize who remains today if
anything a more-interesting subject of inquiry, Elie Wiesel:
…this is the selfsame Wiesel who, in the early 1980s,
pronounced his feelings to be favorable to none other than
the monster [Rumanian dictator Nicolae] Ceausescu. Why?
Because of Ceausescu's pro-Israel foreign policy, naturally.
Any man who confers his blessings upon one of the most

savage butchers in the past half century, is scarcely
qualiﬁed to hurl anathemas at anyone, much less at Pat
Buchanan.
As for the nature of his persuasions in the economic sphere, Rothbard
became the dean of the Austrian school of economics upon the 1971
death of his teacher and mentor, Ludwig von Mises. The Institute
named after Mises was formed by Rothbard and Rothbard's friend
and supporter Lewellyn Rockwell, in California in 1982, and it was as
vice president for academic aﬀairs that Rothbard lived out the very
productive ﬁnal years of his career. Rothbard experienced little to no
period of decline prior to his 1995 heart attack. He was working at
his accustomed high rate of productivity up to the very day of his
death.
Perhaps the most-profound of Rothbard's many and subtle ﬁndings
from his numerous and penetrating inquiries concerns the inﬂuence
of Adam Smith on both economics and the very course of history. In a
nutshell, he concluded and demonstrated that, together with English
economist David Ricardo, Smith developed and promoted a "labor
theory of value" that not only imposed a setback on the development
of economic theory, but also provided the essential logical
springboard from which Karl Marx initiated and launched the
worldwide communist revolution that engulfed so much of the
Twentieth Century in ﬁre and blood!
Rothbard arrived at these conclusions from a synthesis he made of
the theories of Thomas Kuhn, author of The Structure of Scientiﬁc
Revolutions,[7] and the economist Emil Kauder. Kauder argued that
the Smithian/Ricardian labor theory of value set back economic
theory for several generations by supplanting the ﬁndings of ﬁrst
Aristotle and then the so-called Spanish Scholastics of the Middle
Ages regarding the true ("subjective") manner in which prices and
values arise in markets[8]. Kuhn demonstrated in his book how the
long-term advances of science (and, by Rothbard's extension, history
and economics) are neither smooth in pace nor at all times upward.
With a number of trenchant examples and thoroughgoing analysis,
Kuhn established the understanding, still rarely encountered in
popular discourse today, that advances in knowledge are plagued by
frequent and occasionally serious reverses in which correct
understandings are lost, even expurgated, in favor of newer, morestylish fallacies that can arise from any of a number of sources.
While not every student of historical revision may be explicitly aware
of such a principle, the phenomenon of historical revision itself is in
fact founded upon it, and the proposition should encounter sympathy
in virtually any and every practitioner or consumer of revision.
Working with this synthesis in his History of Economic Thought,
Rothbard established not only that Adam Smith's virtually universal
canonization as the patron saint of free-market economics is
undeserved because of the long-preceding work of Aristotle and the
Spanish Scholastics, but also that Smith's labor theory of value

actually undid the sound foundation his predecessors had laid to
explain values and the formation of prices in markets. And as
corollary to this destruction, he demonstrated, Smith's vaunted work
actually served as the linchpin for the ideological nemesis that
Rothbard had resolutely stood against from his early boyhood:
communism.

Notes:
[1] Justin Raimondo. An Enemy of the State. Prometheus Books,
Amherst, N. Y., 2000, p. 381.
[2] An excellent item of economic history grew out of his doctoral
dissertation at Columbia, A History of Money and Banking in
the United States. Ludwig von Mises Institute, Auburn, Ala.,
2002.
[3] Princeton, N. J.: D. Van Nostrand Co.
[4] Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press.
[5] Letter April 14, 1983 to Robert Kephart.
[6] Murray Rothbard. The Irrepressible Rothbard. Center for
Libertarian Studies, Burlingame, Cal., 2000, p. 42.
[7] University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Ill., 1962. This is the
book in which the phrase "paradigm shift" was introduced into
popular discourse.
[8] Emil Kauder. "Retarded Acceptance of the Marginal Utility
Theory." Quarterly Journal of Economics. November 1953, and
"Comment" August 1955.

Perpetuating the Wartime Mythology | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

In July, Oscar-winning director Oliver Stone commented that Hitler's actions during
World War Two should be put "into context." This comment along with the assertion that
"Jewish domination of the media" has prevented an honest discussion about the
Holocaust landed the "JFK" director in hot water. The comments occurred during an
interview in which Stone was promoting his new Showtime television series, "A Secret
History of America."
The incident itself demonstrates that a reconsideration of Hitler, the Holocaust or any
aspect of the Nazi regime is verboten in the US and much of the world today. While
Stone quickly issued an apology, the episode points up the difficulties faced by those
who would seek to revise our understanding of World War Two.

Should Adolf Hitler be studied out of context?
Revisionist pioneer Harry Elmer Barnes commented in his "Revisionism: A Key to
Peace":
"Any revisionist protests or corrections in relation the recent blatant and
irresponsible Germanophobia are met by charges of anti-Semitism or an
intention to 'rehabilitate' Hitler."
While this tactic has become an automatic but still-ugly reflex since Barnes made the
assertion back in the 1960s (even Barnes has been charged with being anti-Semitic), the
tactic was recently applied to Oliver Stone as well. His comments were denounced as
"nauseating, anti-Semitic and racist." Barnes, using a slightly more veiled language than
Stone, also commented,
"It has often been asserted that this historical blackout is today a sinister and
deliberate plot to obstruct the truth and degrade history. This is undoubtedly
the truth with respect to the program and activities of some minority groups
and ideological organizations which have a special vested interest in
perpetuating the wartime mythology."
While such a deliberate plot is a tremendous force aligned against revisionism, Barnes

goes on to point out perhaps an even bigger obstacle:
"But, for the most part, it has become more the unconscious product of three
decades of indoctrination and brainwashing that grew out of interventionist
and wartime propaganda. Even most professional historians who began their
teaching career after 1937 have automatically come to accept as truth the
distortions of prewar and wartime interventionism. The current blackout is
as much an inevitable and automatic reaction to brainwashing as a perverse
conspiracy."
Indeed the effort to revise the history of World War Two is met with suspicion, adhominem attacks, threats, and even imprisonment. For all the trouble that one can find
by questioning the wartime mythology, this pales by comparison with the opposition
which is met when reconsidering the Holocaust.
With this subject, the generally pejorative label "revisionist" is replaced by the heretical
"denier." The psychological impact of the term "Holocaust denier," long and relentlessly
inculcated in the public mind since its constituent minds were young, immediately
signals the audience that the one charged is devious, vindictive, hateful and possibly
even criminal, obviating all questions including the crucial one of guilt.
If World War Two shattered more lives than any other event down to the present day,
should it not be subject to the historian's magnifying glass? While it has become fairly
commonplace to revise the heroic stature of figures in American history such as
Columbus, Washington, Jefferson, and even Lincoln, the figures of the Second World
War remain immutable in the mythology that has been constructed around them. While
the Allied figures like Churchill and Roosevelt have been the target of some healthy
skepticism, the villains of the piece, Hitler and Mussolini, are rarely allowed an
exculpatory word.
Few today would look upon other events of the Twentieth Century in terms of purely
good and evil. The generation that grew up during the Vietnam era commonly
questioned the activities of its government for reasons both abundant and clear. Today,
even the tragic events of 9-11 and the Iraq and Afghanistan wars are fair game to the
media and the general public. Only World War Two remains painted in strictly moral
terms.
As we study history we try to place it in context. It is an indispensable process for
grasping ancient history, the Bible, the Founding Fathers, and just about any other
historical event you can recall. In fact studying such events "out of context" is laughable
even on the surface. But clearly a call to put Hitler "into context" is unacceptable. The
mythology of the Second World War apparently does support and is indeed propped up
by a special interest. If it were not, would there be laws subjecting those who express
disbelief to prison?
In this issue of Inconvenient History we turn a dissident eye to several aspects of the
mythology of the Second World War. In our feature story, Editorial advisor Joseph
Bellinger reveals the little known story of the liberation of the infamous concentration
camp at Bergen-Belsen. We are also happy to publish the third installment of Thomas
Kues's Chronicle of Holocaust Revisionism series bringing this classic piece of
historiography up to 1960. Researcher Paul Grubach provides a lengthy analysis of
Susannah Heschel's theology and focuses on the little discussed topic of Christianity in
National Socialist Germany. Joseph Bishop returns to this issue by asking several
unanswered questions about the Katyn Forest massacre. The issue is rounded out by
reviews of Dalton's Debating the Holocaust and Longerich's Holocaust: The Nazi
Persecution and Murder of the Jews as well as a new biographical profile of libertarian

and revisionist Murray Rothbard.
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"…men fell sick by thousands, and lacking care and aid,
almost all died. In the morning their bodies were found at
the doors of the houses where they had expired during the
night. It reached the point where no further account was
taken of a dying man than is today taken of the merest
cattle." - Boccaccio on the Black Plague
"I've just seen a terrible sight—there's a camp down the
road, with thousands of people dying!"[1]
The commandant of Belsen, Josef Kramer, was a bull of a man, with
thick wrists, a stout neck, and massive hands. Kramer cut such an
imposing ﬁgure that the British executioner, hangman Henry
Pierpoint, was a bit wary of him when he was ﬁrst brought out from
his cell in order to measure him for the death trap.[2] And yet his
looks belied his basically conﬂicted and morose nature. After his
capture and incarceration, Kramer, understandably depressed and
despondent, spoke with a British correspondent. In an eﬀusion of selfpity and genuine sentimentality, he kept remarking on how much he
missed his wife and children, "with whom he used to romp in the
garden of his Belsen home." (He loved ﬂowers, especially roses).
"Mused Kramer, "I love my wife and children. I love all children. I
believe in God."[3]
However, in April 1945, God was nowhere to be found in Belsen,
which gave every appearance of being the anteroom to hell, with
Kramer playing the unwanted and unenviable role of Cerberus.
In fact, it appears to have been merely a bad stroke of luck which
placed Kramer at Belsen in the closing months of 1944.[4]
A report on the conditions found at Belsen upon liberation was
recorded by a correspondent writing for the London Illustrated News:

"Nothing that Dante could conceive of the Inferno we term
Hell can exceed in agony the ghastly scenes at Belsen
concentration camp, near Bremen, which was taken over on
April 17 by General Dempsey's Second Army. This huge
camp, which had contained some 60,000 civilians, was little
more than a mass of dead and dying, mainly from
starvation, typhus, and typhoid. The camp was declared a
neutral area before we arrived and the Allied military
authorities stood by to reach it at the earliest possible
moment, for it was known that the living had been without
food or water for over six days. It was found to be littered
with dead and dying, and huts capable of housing only
thirty persons were in many cases crowded with as many as
500. It was impossible to estimate the number of dead
among them; while frequently being too weak to move, they
had been suﬀocated, while those still living were also too
feeble to remove them."[5]
An article published in the London Illustrated News noted:
"There was a pile between 60 and 80 yards long, 30 yards
wide and 4 ft. high, of the naked bodies of women in full
view of the living, including some 500 children, whose
crime, like most of the others, was that they were Jewishborn. There were bunk accommodations for only 474
women out of 1704 acute typhus, dysentery and
tuberculosis cases, and 18,600 women who should have
been in hospital were lying on hard, bare, bug-ridden
boards. The men's situation was little better. Women in the
so-called hospital, lying on bare boards, were so feeble that
they could hardly raise themselves on their arms to cheer
their rescuers. Mostly they died directly or indirectly of
starvation. Food was distributed by block leaders who were
supposed to organize matters and get food from the cookhouse to the compounds. Those too weak to move died of
starvation. So terrible was the situation that the prison
doctors told General Dempsey's senior medical oﬀicer that
cannibalism was going on. The commandant, said the
doctor, "was a typical German brute—a sadistical, heavyfeatured Nazi. He was quite unashamed." He was
subsequently arrested. Food sent by the Red Cross to
Jewish inmates had not been distributed. The revelations of
Belsen and other camps have horriﬁed the entire civilized
world."[6]
This report, however, was not entirely accurate. Belsen actually
consisted of ﬁve diﬀerent camps, all established at diﬀerent times.
Camp 1 was known as the "Star Camp," where the original contingent
of prisoners was housed. Entire families were housed in this section
of the camp. Most of these inmates were in relatively good health
when they were liberated. The Star Camp consisted of some 18 large
wooden huts, and housed some 4,400 so-called "exchange Jews," of

which the Dutch were the most prominent, numbering some 3,600
souls. The inmates housed in this area were not required to wear the
usual striped concentration camp uniform with which the world is by
now so familiar. The occupants were obliged to wear a large Jewish
Star on their clothing, thus the appellation, "Star Camp." This camp
was ostensibly administered by a council of Jewish elders. The men
and women were housed separately, but families were allowed to visit
together during daylight hours. The inmates had also received
permission from the camp authorities to write letters to friends and
relatives, although all correspondence was strictly censored. All
inmates were obliged to work in the so-called "Schuh-kommando,"
where they were expected to either repair or take apart old shoes,
which were subsequently recycled for later use by the Germans. Out
of the 18 huts, two were reserved as a sick bay.
Camp 2 was known as the "Häftlinge," or general prisoner, compound
and upon the day of liberation was the largest of all the camp
compounds. All atrocity reports concerning conditions in Belsen are
descriptions of this section of the camp, which is where tens of
thousands of seriously ill inmates were dumped during the closing
months of the war. Prior to February 1944, prisoners in this camp
were required to wear the striped concentration camp uniform, and
were treated rather harshly, in accordance with provisions
established by the concentration camp administrative oﬀices.
Camp 3 was the so-called "neutrals camp," where several hundred
Jews from neutral states, such as Spain, Turkey, and Argentina, and
Portugal were housed. Due to their special status, these inmates were
relatively well taken care of by the SS administration. Prior to March
1944, the occupants had been provided with plentiful amounts of
food and also received the added bonus of an exemption from work
detail. This area also was in more or less deplorable condition on the
day of liberation.
Camp 4 was designated the "tent camp," which was located directly
behind the "Star Camp." Accommodations for these unfortunate
people consisted of twelve large tents which had been erected in
August 1944, when the Reich began moving thousands of female
prisoners westward from camps in the East. The ﬁrst large transport
of female prisoners that arrived at Belsen had been transferred from
Auschwitz and Warsaw sometime between August and November
1944, and were interned in this section of the camp. Eventually these
tents were completely destroyed during a furious wind storm which
occurred on November 7 and 8, after which the women were either
transferred to the Star Camp or sent on to work camps in northern
Germany.
Camp 5, the "Hungarian Camp," was established in July 1944 and
consisted of two large huts. Conditions in this section of the camp
were good, relatively speaking. As in the "Star Camp" the inmates
housed here were allowed to wear their own clothing, to which a Star
of David was attached. These people were also exempt from work
requirements and were spared the dreaded roll call, which was

obligatory in other sections of the camp. It was from this camp that
Himmler arranged for an exchange of Hungarian Jews in 1944.[7]

Josef Kramer, Belsen camp commandant, photographed in leg-irons
17 April 1945. Source: Imperial War Museum (BU 3749). Photo is in
the public domain.
In all of these camp sections, SS staﬀ members were rarely, if ever, to
be seen. This was not unusual, for camp directives required that the
SS keep a "safe distance" between themselves and the inmates, for
security and health reasons. The actual day-to-day administration of
the camps was left to the tender mercies of the so-called " Kapos,"
who were charged by the SS with keeping "order" amongst the
inmates.
Prior to the catastrophic conditions resulting from the carnage of war
in March 1945, conditions within the camp had been at least
minimally tolerable. Sometime in 1944 the name of the camp had
been changed from "Detention Camp" to "Recuperation Camp," but,
rather amazingly, daily life in the "Detention Camp" was preferential
compared to the horriﬁc conditions prevalent throughout the camp in
March-April 1945. According to an extremely detailed article
published in After the Battle magazine:
"Daily life in the "Detention Camp" was harsh, but
tolerable. The average daily ration consisted of coﬀee in the
morning, 1.5 litres of soup at noon and, if available,
200-300 grammes of bread in the afternoon. Sometimes
there would be a little jam or butter, or a small slice of
sausage or cheese. A roll call was held every day at 3 p.m.
which could last from one to ﬁve hours. In spite of a lapse
of social and moral values—marked by petty quarrels,
egoism, theft—many tried to uphold some sort of standard
by engaging in cultural, educational and religious activities.
Meanwhile, everyone lived in the hope that they might be
released abroad and regain freedom."[8]
Nevertheless, other testimonials were soon to emerge regarding the
all-too-real bestial conditions uncovered in the camp shortly after
liberation. One observer wrote:
"When I was there the Germans were still in command,
because we only had a handful of fellows—I mean, we

couldn't have run the thing. They had been feeding them by
boiling up potatoes still in their hessian sacks, not washed,
or anything. Then they would trundle barrows around, and
heave a sack through the window of each hut, and the
inmates would scramble for them. Some of them were so
weak that when we went in there we had a job to tell the
living from the dead. Skeletons, they were….The inmates
nearly all had typhus, so the main job was to get enough
medics in there, and DDT, and things like that. On the ﬁrst
occasion I went in like a lamb to the slaughter, the next
time I went in I was stopped at the gate, and a fellow with a
great big puﬀer of DDT put it down my neck and up my
trouser legs, because the whole place was swarming with
lice. The smell was the worst; you couldn't get it out of your
nostrils for days."[9]
Another eyewitness, John Pine, described only as a "visitor" to Belsen,
spoke of his experiences at the infamous camp:
"..if I shut my eyes and think about it I can still recall in my
nostrils the stench of the human ﬂesh that was still about.
There were masses of what were obviously human bones,
there were the crematoria, there was a vast amount of ash.
And then one saw the sleeping- and indeed, living-quarters
of the inmates of the camp. They were sort of bunks, with
very little head room indeed, and to my recollection there
were three, four, and even ﬁve bunks one on top of the
other. And there were all the signs of the human excreta
which had dropped down from bunk to bunk. Looking at it,
it really made one feel…it revolted one, and yet it made one
feel so humble….how ghastly the whole thing was, and at
the same time one had the smell in one's nostrils, and one
could see where all these heaps of naked dead bodies had
been piled up on top of the other like a whole lot of dead
animals' carcasses. It was a very humbling experience…I
don't think we spent more than two or three hours there; a
most interesting experience[10]…..".
Appendix "O" to Chapter VII of British Second Army History deals
extensively with the Belsen Camp and the following extracts are
taken from it:
"Disease of all kinds was rife and in a vast number of cases
it was diﬀicult to tell which condition predominated
—whether it was typhus, starvation, tubercle, or a
combination of all three…Conditions in the huts were
indescribable…the appalling sanitary conditions in which
excreta from those too weak to move or help themselves
fouled the rooms or trickled through from upper bunks to
those below…Latrines were practically non-existent and
what there were consisted simply of a bare pole over a deep
trench without any screening…There had been no water for
about a week owing to damage by shell ﬁre to the electrical

pumping equipment on which the system depended. Food
was of poor quality and the number of meals varied from
one to three per day."[11]
In fact, since Belsen was classiﬁed as "an "unproductive" camp,
where inmates were not forced to work, they (the Nazis) thought it a
good idea to send others there who had outlived their "economic
usefulness." So, Belsen became "a dumping ground for ill, sick,
starved and emaciated slave laborers."[12]
Three Jewish men were among the ﬁrst British soldiers who entered
the liberated camp on April 15, 1944.[13]
Among these liberators was Captain Derek Sington, a young man
working for British Intelligence at the time these events
occurred.[14] Sington appears to have been one of the designated
senior oﬀicials to ﬁrst enter Belsen. His written account of the camp's
liberation indicates that he acted with authority and decisiveness
when initially confronting the camp commander, Josef Kramer, who
was waiting just outside of the main camp to greet and escort the
British troops upon arrival.
According to Sington's account, the Germans had made overtures to
his commanding oﬀicer seeking to surrender the camp intact. An
agreement was reached whereby a small contingent of guards,
mainly comprised of Hungarians employed in the service of the
Wehrmacht, would remain at the camp site to maintain order, along
with a smaller contingent of about ﬁfty SS staﬀ-members and
employees, retained for purely administrative purposes. It was
implicitly understood that, once the surrender and transfer of the
camp were completed, these units were to be allowed to pass on to
the German lines without further molestation. Unfortunately for
Kramer and his staﬀ, events and emotions were soon to render that
agreement null and void.
Sington had been sent on ahead by his commanding oﬀicer, Colonel
Taylor, with instructions to drive forward, escorted by a column of
tanks, and enter the camp proper. Upon arrival, he set up a public
address system, from which he announced the liberation of the camp.
Aware of the typhus outbreak in the camp, Sington also informed the
inmates that, although they were technically liberated, they were to
remain within the camp compound due to the outbreak of typhus.
Furthermore, they were informed that the Hungarian guards would
remain behind to maintain order and prevent any attempts by the
inmates to leave the camp. "But," writes Sington, "they were to be
assured that food and medical aid were being rushed up with all
possible speed."[15]
As Sington's column approached the outer perimeter of the camp,
they were met by two former inmates, who were part of a group of six
hundred which had been hustled out of the camp by the SS. They had
managed to detach themselves from the column and dart into a
nearby wooded area, where they remained concealed until the
whirring sound of British tanks lured them out of their hiding places.

Sington conferred brieﬂy with the two escapees, who informed him
that he would soon be approaching the Belsen "neutral zone," which
was visibly marked with white notices reading:
Danger! Typhus!
Within ﬁve minutes, Sington reached the cordoned oﬀ area, where he
was approached by two minor emissaries from the camp. One of
them, a green-clad German lance-corporal, simply handed him a note
which read: "Allied Commander, do pay attention!" Sington pocketed
the note and proceeded in the direction of the camp, which soon
loomed up before him as he rounded a small bend in the road. The
camp was now in sight, the entrance to which was marked by a
rather crude single pole stretching across the roadway, with huts
formed up in rows across either side. Sington was met by
Commandant Kramer, who jumped onto the running board of his
vehicle and saluted. Dispensing with formalities, Sington asked him
how many prisoners were currently being held in the camp. Kramer
gave a ﬁgure of 40,000, plus an additional 15,000 in Camp number 2,
which was further up the road. When asked what types of prisoners
were being held in conﬁnement there, Kramer replied, "Habitual
criminals, felons, and homosexuals."[16]
As Sington's column proceeded deeper into the foul recesses of the
main prisoner compound, he was immediately struck by the
overpowering smell of ordure, which he described as being similar to
the smell in a "monkey house."[17] A bluish mist had formed and was
hovering above the ground and between the buildings, which lent an
eerie aspect to the incredible scene unfolding before his stunned
eyes. In the midst of this surreal atmosphere, "simian" (sic) throngs
of inmates soon began forming throughout the camp, hobbling about
lethargically in the customary striped uniform of a concentration
camp inmate. A weak cry of jubilation arose from hundreds of lips as
the loudspeakers announced that the day of liberation had at last
arrived. As Sington surveyed the incredible scene unfolding before
his eyes, one man stood out amidst the multitude—he was standing in
front of the gateway to one of the compounds dressed in a regular
blue suit! The man was of imposing stature and his ﬂaming red hair
stood out dramatically amidst the shaven heads which were
ubiquitous throughout the camp. Sington, struck by this singularly
odd apparition, approached the man and shook hands with him. The
man introduced himself as a Dutchman who had once fought with the
"International Brigade" in Spain, and was now a self-described icon
within the concentration camp system.
As Sington fought to hold back tears, he strode back to his vehicle
and, still accompanied by Kramer, plunged deeper into the foul
underbelly of the camp. By this time, the masses of inmates were
fully aroused and began surging past the barbed wire enclosures into
the main thoroughfare of the camp. At this point, Kramer suddenly
leaned toward Sington and remarked, "Now the tumult is beginning."
As the mobs swelled in size and pressed forward, one of the guards

began ﬁring his riﬂe above the crowd. Sington, alarmed that he might
ﬁre into the mass of surging inmates, rushed up to the soldier and
ordered him at gunpoint to cease ﬁring. Too late, however, for the
ﬁring provoked an instinctual response from the "Kapos," or
"orderlies," who, armed with cudgels, plunged determinedly into the
mass of writhing inmates, striking, beating, and ﬂaying the
amorphous mass where they stood, knocking them to the ground like
so many dominoes or rag dolls. To Sington's horror, the Kapos
continued to inﬂict blow after blow upon those who were already
lying on the ground; in fact, the Kapos struck so hard at the
defenseless inmates that their bodies bent and cracked with the force
of the blows.
Sington initially believed that the mob which had formed was heading
toward his column to greet them as liberators, but soon discovered
that their actual objective was directed toward the food stores.
Women in the crowd began echoing the cry, "Deliver us!, Deliver us!"
The hysterical women mobbed Sington's vehicle, crying and wailing
the torments of the damned, their cries overpowering the powerful
sound system. A shower of leaves and twigs rained upon the vehicle
as an expression of gratitude. One of these twigs happened to land on
the shoulder of Kramer, who impatiently ﬂicked it oﬀ with his ﬁngers.
As Sington's vehicle retreated back toward the main camp, he turned
to Kramer and said, "You've made a ﬁne hell here." To which Kramer
simply replied, "It has become one in the last few days."
Sington left Kramer at the entrance of the camp and rushed on to
advise Colonel Taylor of the conditions existing there. Within minutes
Sington arrived at the administrative oﬀices of a Panzer Training
School located a half mile up from the Belsen camp, where Taylor
was at that very moment negotiating the peaceful surrender of the
camp with two impeccably dressed German Wehrmacht colonels.
Before Sington could interject a word into the conversation, a British
medical oﬀicer rushed in and announced, "There have been some
casualties down at the concentration camp." The telephone suddenly
rang, and one of the German oﬀicers picked up the receiver and took
the message. Placing the receiver back on the hook, he turned to the
assembled men and announced, "It appears that a loud-speaker went
into the camp and that it has started a disturbance."[18]
Colonel Taylor immediately asked the German colonel, "Who is
causing casualties in the camp? Under the agreement only SS
administrative personnel may be in the camp and they should be
unarmed."
The German colonel shrugged his shoulders and replied, "They may
have pistols."[19]
Irritated by this response, Colonel Taylor impatiently ordered the two
Wehrmacht colonels to accompany him to the camp immediately.
Sington, the doctor, and the two Wehrmacht colonels climbed into the
vehicle along with Colonel Taylor. Kramer was still dutifully standing
at the entrance to the camp, awaiting their arrival. As the small

group alighted from the vehicle, Kramer walked up briskly toward
them and saluted. Taylor ignored the salute and turned to Sington,
barking, "Tell him that all SS must hand in their arms within half-anhour." Kramer, taken aback, replied, "Without arms I can't be
responsible for the camp."[20]
"No," responded Taylor, "but you can show the British oﬀicers how
it's administered."
Kramer, however, sensing a possible danger to his person, adamantly
refused to enter the camp unarmed, to which Taylor responded, "In
that case tell him he can keep his arms for the present but that for
every inmate of the camp who is shot one SS man will be
executed."[21]
Sington asked Kramer why he needed to carry arms in the camp, to
which Kramer responded, "To protect the food stores." Upon
inquiring as to the available food stocks remaining in the camp,
Sington was told by Kramer that there was enough food left for two
days, consisting of turnip soup for morning and dinner meals, and
bread "as often as possible." Water availability was virtually
nonexistent, for, as Kramer explained, the camp was dependent upon
the main at Hannover, which had been completely cut oﬀ by the
bombing. The only water currently available in the camp, he
continued, was contained in four large basins of stagnant water.
Colonel Taylor interrupted and ordered Kramer to escort the entire
group to his oﬀice, whereupon Kramer led them to one of the huts
inside the main camp. Once inside, Kramer aﬀably oﬀered all the men
a seat, while he sat down at his own desk, casually slinging one leg
over the edge of his chair and tipping his peaked cap up along the top
of his forehead. Colonel Taylor was most anxious to lay hands upon
all the oﬀicial records relating to the history of the camp and ordered
the commandant to produce them forthwith.
"They have all been destroyed," Kramer replied.
"On whose authority?," countered Taylor.
"That of the Hauptwirtschaftsamt in Berlin."
Astounded and disappointed, Taylor asked, "Are there none left?"
"Perhaps 2,000 (ﬁles)," responded Kramer.
"Then get the 2,000 at once."
Kramer complied by calling in his adjutant and ordering him to
produce the ﬁles demanded by Taylor. Unfortunately, the adjutant
returned a few minutes later and reported that no records at all could
be found. The destruction of ﬁles and documents had been complete.
Little time was left for any further discussion, as an orderly burst into
the oﬀice in a panic, shouting, "The kitchens are being stormed!"
Taylor, Kramer, and the rest of the oddly assorted group scampered

away in the direction of the kitchens, accompanied now by Brigadier
General Glyn Hughes, who was Chief Medical Oﬀicer of the British
2nd Army. Kramer and the German Army Colonel led the way, while
Taylor and his retinue, comprised of some ten men, followed directly
behind. Shots were heard in the distance as the inmates began
cheering "God save the King!"
At the far end of the main thoroughfare stood the object which
elicited such panic in the orderly: the so-called "kitchen," which in
reality was simply a long wooden shed furnished with thirty large
cauldrons. Expecting to run headlong into a full-scale riot, Sington
was surprised to ﬁnd only the SS supervisor standing in the "kitchen"
glaring ominously into one of the cauldrons. Sington remarked quite
audibly,
"I see no storming going on here."
Whereupon the SS supervisor completely removed the lid of the
steaming kettle full of rotting turnips and pointed into it, drawing
attention to the fact that the level of the "soup" was a foot below what
it should be. "All that has been taken," he exclaimed.
"And you call that "storming the kitchen?" replied Sington, who then
dutifully scribbled the man's name down as a "trouble-maker" for
future reference.
"Is this the extent of your "riot"? demanded Sington of Kramer.
Completely nonplussed, Kramer replied, "No, there's also been an
attack on the potato ﬁeld." Sington demanded that Kramer take the
group there immediately. Dusk was beginning to fall when Kramer,
Sington, and the rest of the group arrived at the potato patch.
Kramer immediately pointed to an emaciated female inmate
scrounging about in the dirt for a potato or two. "You see what I
mean?" Kramer pointedly asked.[22]
Unbeknownst to Kramer, he was within minutes of becoming an
"inmate" himself. General Hughes drew the group's attention to an
inmate lying on the ground, blood streaming down his face. "That
fellow's in a bad way. He ought to be got onto a stretcher."
Sington agreed, and ordered an SS man to procure a stretcher
immediately. The order turned out to be completely unnecessary, for
the inmate began screaming and writhing along the ground, and soon
ceased movement altogether. He was dead. Emotion and patience
began to wear thin among the small British contingent as they
encountered one dead body after another as they moved through the
camp.[23] One of the British sergeants accompanying the group
suggested to Sington, "Why shouldn't Kramer carry one of these
people away?" Sington stared hard at the commandant and then
ordered, "Pick up that man and take him to the hospital!"
Kramer balked at the order and stepped back, undoubtedly thinking
that this was an illegal order contrary to the agreed terms of

surrender. Sington menacingly removed his revolver from his holster
and pointed it directly at Kramer, ordering him again to "Pick up that
man!" As Kramer stepped forward and stooped down to scoop up the
prostrate inmate, Sington jabbed his revolver hard into the small of
Kramer's back. Kramer stumbled oﬀ in the direction of the camp
hospital carrying the wounded prisoner, followed closely by Sington.
If there had been any doubt in Kramer's mind concerning his ultimate
fate, such doubts were surely laid to rest at this moment.[24]
By the time Kramer returned to the potato patch, the entire ﬁeld was
swarming with female inmates. British soldiers had to urge them to
return to their huts with rather emphatic gestures. Soon little ﬁres
began glowing throughout the prisoner compound, casting an eerie
glow in the gathering darkness. Sington turned to Kramer and asked
what they could possibly be using for fuel. Kramer replied, "Their
huts." This answer puzzled Sington, and he asked, "Why?"
"Freedom," answered Kramer. "Soon," he predicted, "the whole camp
will be ablaze."
Having lost patience with Kramer and his self-vindicating comments,
an irate Lt. Colonel Taylor ordered him shackled and placed under
arrest. Shortly thereafter Kramer was roughly pushed into an
underground cellar into a small cell located below the oﬀicers
quarters. The walls and ﬂoor of the tiny cell were covered with a
malodorous slime due to the fact that the room had previously been
used to store ﬁsh. The stench was appalling and there was no light.
For Kramer's "meal" a guard laughingly tossed a small raw potato no
larger than a crab apple through a small aperture in the door every
48 hours. Under such abominable conditions of conﬁnement, Kramer
soon became a nervous and physical wreck. According to the
recollection of one witness who saw him at the time, "His nerve was
going by the end of the third day. When I went in, he jumped to his
feet and put his hands over his face. He expected to be hanged every
time the door opened."[25]
On the morning following Kramer's arrest, Sington drove into the SS
compound and was surprised to see scores of healthy appearing
female inmates thronging together, "gaily and smartly dressed,
…talking in groups or carrying packages and blankets into or out of
the huts."[26] Many of these women were young and robust Jewesses
who had recently entered the camp from Auschwitz-Birkenau. The
women were exuberant, as they had just looted the camp warehouses
and SS storerooms during the night and early morning hours. A
number of them were wearing SS uniforms.
Encouraged by this vision of exhilaration and rejoicing, Sington drove
on through the SS compound and halted his vehicle in front of the
prisoner compound in Camp 1. Loudspeakers aﬀixed to his vehicle
bellowed out the following message repeatedly in various languages:
"The Germans have nothing more to do with this camp. The
camp is now under control of the British army. Food and
medical aid are being rushed up immediately. Obey our

orders and instructions. By so doing you will help us and it
is the best way by which you can help yourselves."[27]
Sington was astounded to be approached by a man who exclaimed, "I
am English."[28] The man was placed in the front seat of the vehicle
and driven to the main entrance of the camp, where he was quickly
spirited out by British Intelligence Oﬀicers.[29]
For Sington, however, the day was just beginning. It was time to deal
with the small contingent of SS who had volunteered or were ordered
to remain behind as assistants to Kramer and the Allied forces, per
the arrangement agreed upon by the negotiators. They were soon to
rue the day they had ever consented to remain behind.
Sington and a heavily armed band of British regulars stormed into
the SS administrative oﬀices, barking orders to the surprised SS men.
One of them, a rather seedy looking man with puppy-dog eyes and a
nervous disposition, began to cry when informed that he and his
assistants were under arrest. His name was Hauptsturmfuehrer
Franz Hoessler, who had formerly served under Kramer at Birkenau.
Hoessler was ordered to accompany Sington, who demanded that he
be shown the kitchen facilities. As they proceeded together along the
corridor, Hoessler continued to weep profusely, reiterating over and
over again, "I have a wife and two little children." Sington was
unmoved, and merely asked him, "Why did you join the SS?" Hoessler
replied that in 1933 he was unemployed. "What was your trade?"
queried Sington. "I was a photographer," Hoessler replied.
As they entered the kitchen, Hoessler, clearly unnerved and
possessing a presentiment as to what would soon happen to him and
his colleagues, continued to weep unabashedly.[30] Clearly, this was a
man who could be easily broken. "I have always done my best for the
prisoners," mumbled Hoessler. "My camp at Dora was a ﬁne camp. I
had everything there, playing ﬁelds." Hoessler looked about
helplessly and centered his gaze on the cook in the kitchen. "Wasn't
my camp at Dora a model camp?" he asked in a pathetically pleading
voice. "Oh yes, Dora was a ﬁne camp," the cook replied. Sington was
unimpressed with this testimonial. "Don't you understand that you
have been working for years in a criminal organization,?" he asked.
Hoessler only bawled the louder. Disgusted, Sington walked out into
the compound, where he observed a Hungarian sentry striking one of
the inmates for plundering food stocks. Sington rushed upon the
Hungarian, disarmed him of his stick, and broke it over his knee.
Trying to reason with the inmates, Sington ordered them to get back
from his car, and called for reinforcements. Only after shouting
repeated threats and brandishing their ﬁrearms were they able to
drive oﬀ the starving, marauding inmates.
Having deﬂected this particular incident, Sington turned his attention
once again to the SS. Twenty SS men were escorted under arrest to
Block 72. As there was space for at least one hundred other people in
the block, Sington attempted to place gypsies in the same holding
tank as the SS. The gypsies, however, demurred, claiming that it was

unfair to place them in the same detention room with the SS. "After
all," one of them remarked, "we also are human beings."
By this time, events in the camp were beginning to take a very
deﬁnite turn for the worse. As Sington walked back into the camp, a
young lad rushed up to him and shouted excitedly, "There have been
seven murders!" Sington, led by the boy, rushed oﬀ to the site to view
the carnage for himself. Sure enough, seven corpses were lying about
the compound. Their trousers and underclothing had been stripped
from their bodies and they lay in the dirt, covered only by a
nightshirt. Their faces were unrecognizable, as they had been
mutilated and beaten into a bloody pulp. A number of skulls and jaws
had been smashed in due to the savagery of the attackers, who
apparently had pummeled these unfortunates into a faceless glob.
"Who are these men?," asked Sington.
The response came quickly: Kapos.
And so it went throughout the day, rushing from one atrocity to
another. Encouraged by the presence of the British, the inmates soon
discarded all restraint, and indulged every suppressed whim which
had been forbidden them by the SS and their cruel taskmasters.
Indiscriminate sexual intercourse was carried on openly and
unashamedly throughout the camp. Even the British were reduced to
ﬁring oﬀ rounds every thirty seconds to drive the masses away from
the remaining food stores. "We've been doing this all night, sir,"
remarked one of the men. "It's not the slightest use, they're taking
everything they fancy."
In the meanwhile, an enraged Lt. Colonel Taylor ordered Kramer
dragged out of his cell and driven about the compound. During this
time, Kramer was subjected to further physical and verbal abuse as
he was dragged to the site of a large mass grave. The scene was later
described by a war correspondent who was present at the time:
"He stood there, this colossus of a man, his eyes unwinking,
his face expressionless. The BGS, VII Corps, turned a white
face to the interpreter. "Tell him," he said venomously, "that
when he hangs I hope he hangs slowly." The interpreter
translated. Kramer was unmoved. The BGS turned to the
military policemen and told them he would hold them
personally responsible if Kramer committed suicide.
Captain Kirk pointed out that the cord tying the camouﬂage
jacket round the waist would make a good rope. The BGS
ordered his men to strip Kramer to the waist and remove
his braces and his boots. Hobbling over the sharp gravel,
his great fat stomach and back naked to the wind, Kramer
made his way to the Jeep, the crowds of women whom he
had treated so vilely clapping and dancing and making little
hoarse whispering sounds as they tried to cheer."[31]
The night raids reached a climax on the night of April 15th, when
mobs of inmates stormed into the remaining food stores, and

plundered whatever food stocks remained. Not even the presence of
a Sherman tank deterred them from their goal. By morning, only a
few sacks of ﬂour and hard loaves of black bread remained scattered
along the ﬂoor. Perhaps the most bizarre sight was that of a group of
Russians and Poles who had broken into Kramer's private livestock
pens. The inmates had gone berserk, garroting and stabbing the
twenty-ﬁve pigs remaining in the sty. Their squeals and grunts of
agony resounded throughout the compound. It took less than one day
for the plundering inmates to completely strip a massive SS clothing
compound down to its bare boards.
The lack of water in the camp was an immediate threat to be
reckoned with. The camp, due to the British bombing of the water
main in Hannover, had been without fresh ﬂowing water for about a
week. As a result, the inmates had been compelled to resort to the
massive concrete basins of water reserved for emergency use by the
commandant. Unfortunately, the water inside these basins was
completely befouled, as many inmates had thrown ﬁlth, rags, and
even corpses into the tanks, or simply collapsed in them while trying
to assuage their gnawing thirst. A temporary solution was to be
provided by an SS man named Steinmetz, who suggested that a lorry
be dispatched to the Wehrmacht headquarters in order to obtain a
pump for emergency use. Steinmetz apparently seized upon an
opportunity to exonerate himself with his captors, for he immediately
protested, "I am purely a technician in this camp…" [32]
Steinmetz's plan was to pump in water from the nearby river Meisse,
which ran alongside the camp at a distance of only a few hundred
yards. The British commandeered a small work platoon of SS men
and civilians and ordered them down to the river to implement the
plan.[33] On the way toward the river, Steinmetz grasped his
opportunity and protested that he had nothing to do with what went
on within the camp. He also took the occasion to denounce his
comrades to the British, telling them that a number of them were
planning to escape, and oﬀered to continue feeding them information
in the future. The British accepted his proposal of betrayal with
gratitude.
Within hours, water was being pumped into the camp from the river,
but the British were soon to learn that their troubles were far from
over. Thousands of inmates continued to drop like ﬂies, and the
British medical authorities were at a loss for a solution. The camp
was still covered throughout with vast mounds of excreta, and the
stench of urine and vomit pervaded the entire length and breadth of
the massive compound. Undeniably, superseding Kramer's authority
was an unenviable inheritance indeed. For in spite of every attempt
to ameliorate the lot of the inmates, they continued to drop dead by
the thousands. It was estimated that some 28,000 inmates died after
the liberation of the camp by the British.[34]
Clearly, however, with such enormous death rates and world opinion
clamoring for justice and action, responsible parties as well as
scapegoats would have to be found to answer for the detestable state

of aﬀairs in the Belsen compound.[35]
On the morning of April 18th, after having spent ﬁve days and nights
in a vile underground cellar enveloped in total darkness, Josef
Kramer was taken out of his cell and prepared for transfer out of the
camp. The former commandant was manhandled and shackled, both
hands and legs. The shackles were much too small for his enormous
wrists and cut gaping gashes into his ﬂesh[36]. Kramer was then
prodded into a jeep, his shirt ripped from his back, and paraded
throughout the camp half-naked, to the accompaniment of jeers,
hooting, catcalls, and a resonant howling which sounded to one
witness as a "terrifying blend of joy and hate.[37]" Insults and
accusations were not the only items thrown at Kramer. Whatever
object the inmates could lay their hands on was thrown at Kramer as
he crouched as low as he could in the vehicle, trying to avoid any
potentially damaging missiles. Two British soldiers were poised
directly behind Kramer, constantly prodding him in the spine with
their sten guns, which was a cause for great jubilation among the
gleeful inmates, and provoked them to howling with "joy and hate."
After he had been duly exposed to the contempt and wrath of the
inmates, Kramer was driven out of the compound, amidst a hail of
garbage and debris, never to return.[38]
Kramer's staﬀ was to suﬀer a much worse fate than their former
commander. Two days after Kramer's departure, the remainder of the
SS staﬀ were rounded up and arrested. Their anguish was
undoubtedly magniﬁed by the fact that of the 300 odd SS guards
once stationed at the Belsen camp, only these 50 captured men and
women were now to bear the brunt of the Allies' thirst for vengeance
and the public's outcry for justice. [39]
The British immediately formed them into burial squads which were
driven around the camp on a truck for eight hours a day, picking up
hundreds of decomposing, infectious corpses and slinging them onto
the ﬂatbed and then dumping them into mass graves. If the trucks
were too loaded down with corpses, the SS men and women were
made to sit on top of them. The truck was escorted by a tank, in case
any of the SS had thoughts about jumping oﬀ. Crowds of cheering
inmates would form at the edges of the graves in order to howl,
ridicule, and heap execrations upon the despised SS staﬀ and their
female assistants.
Not content with hurling insults, the inmates soon took to hurling
bricks at their former overseers. On one occasion, their aim failed,
and the brick hit the British sentry guarding them straight on the jaw,
which apparently knocked him out. Often the inmates, encouraged by
the sentries, would kick and strike the SS.
One eyewitness to these scenes of brutality noted:
"Enraged by the enormous piles of corpses of Germans and
other political prisoners who had died of typhoid, the result
of panic and neglect, they ﬁrst beat the guards and then
ordered them to collect the bodies."[40]

Another witness commented upon how viciously the former female
SS-Aufseherinnen were treated:
"all day long, always running, men and women alike, from
the death pile to the death pit, with the stringy remains of
their victims over their shoulders. When one of them
dropped to the ground with exhaustion, he was beaten with
a riﬂe butt. When another stopped for a break, she was
kicked until she ran again, or prodded with a bayonet, to
the accompaniment of lewd shouts and laughs. When one
tried to escape or disobeyed an order, he was shot."[41 ]
The female inmates were much worse in their vindictiveness than the
males, according to witnesses. They howled and screeched and
screamed obscenities while encouraging the guards to ﬁre upon the
hapless SS. If one happened to be shot, they broke out in gales of
applause and laughter. This psychological curiosity was duly noted by
Caiger-Smith, who wrote:
Women prisoners kept inciting British guards to shoot down the
exhausted SS men in order to avenge those among the prisoners who
had lost relatives to the Nazi persecution."[42]
Two such horrifying incidents were duly recorded by Derrick Sington,
who was an eyewitness to these events. He writes:
"The burial lorry was clearing corpses from the larger
women's camp that morning….I was walking down the main
highway which ran parallel with the little path when
suddenly I heard the rattle of shots. The approaching burial
lorry was visible through the barbed wire, and so was a
running ﬁgure in a brown shirt and the grey-green trousers
of the SS. From all around me on the thoroughfare people
began to run towards the spot.
"An SS man! An escape attempt!" shouted someone.
The running man turned in his tracks. Suddenly he
mounted the little slope leading to the concrete water
basin. He was clearly visible as he stood there for a moment
on the brink. Shots rang out louder, but did not deter the
dozens of men and women from rushing towards him. There
was also a splash, and two British soldiers with sten guns
also appeared on the brink of the tank. Their bullets played
ducks and drakes, pitting the surface of the water. Then the
head of the SS man appeared above the surface, ﬂoating
listlessly there. There was a hum of excitement, a cheer and
a clapping of hands."[43]
Referring to yet another instance of legalized murder, Sington
records:
"This was the ﬁrst of two attempts by SS men to escape
from the burial cortege.[44] The second one happened two

days later at exactly the same spot. I heard the same cry
and stir in the camp, the same volley of shots. I ran to the
water tank, and through the barbed wire fence I could see a
running ﬁgure against the dark ﬁr trees. He was a bull-like,
bald-headed man, making straight along the pathway
towards the western edge of the camp. The bullets caught
up with him after ﬁfty yards, and he stumbled and fell on
his face. His laboured breathing still heaved his shoulders
up and down as he lay there, and I could hear the breath
coming from him in snorts. Then two soldiers walked up to
him and pierced his body with lead."[45]
Nor did the torments of the damned end with the end of a grisly day's
work. Those who escaped death by shooting frequently died as a
result of the contagion passed along by handling diseased and
decomposing corpses without any protection whatsoever.
Notes author Dagmar Barnouw:
"Few of them survived it, almost all of them dying from
typhoid contracted when carrying the corpses without any
protection."[46]
Needless to say, denial of medical treatment certainly contributed to
their deaths.[47]
The 25 SS female assistants, or Aufseherinnen, fared little better
than the males at the hands of their tormentors. Not only were these
women used to bury the festering mountains of corpses, but they
were also used to clean ﬁlthy huts, the ﬂoors of which were caked
inches thick with vomit, urine, and excrement. There was neither
rhyme nor reason for these actions, since the British had already
vacated the huts and had arrived at the decision to raze the camp to
the ground. Yet, according to Rabbi Hardman, these sadistically
motivated tasks were assigned for the pleasure of the liberators.[48]
Writes Hardman:
"…two SS women were detailed to clean a ﬁlthy hut, and it
gave me an unaccountable feeling to see them scrubbing
the walls, ﬂoor and ceiling under the keen eyes of a British
guard."[49]
The plight of these women evoked no pity in either the hearts of their
guards or independent witnesses, according to an account written by
war correspondent Alan Moorehead:
"Some 20 women wearing dirty grey skirts and tunics were
sitting and lying on the ﬂoor. "Get up", the sergeant roared
in English. They got up and stood at attention and we
looked at them. Thin ones, fat ones, scraggy ones and
muscular ones; all of them ugly and one or two of them
distinctly cretinous."[50]
In bizarre scenes similar to those of the French Revolution, when

women alternately did their knitting in the spectators' gallery while
shouting imprecations and accusations at the accused, many of the
female inmates took to doggedly following the corpse-laden lorries,
all the while screaming taunts and accusations at the harried SS.
Sington records an instance where one women projected all her
venom and wrath toward the camp doctor:
"You ﬁlthy swine, Dr. Klein," she was yelling; "where are my
dear mother and my lovely sister and my sweet sister-inlaw? All of them had to die. All of them had to go into the
gas. Oh, you swine, you ﬁlthy swine."
Again, according to Sington:
"Not six months nor six years of such screamed
denunciations and curses would have released all the pentup hatred in her heart."[51]
These imprecations and accusations did not go unnoticed by the
British authorities, for Klein and all the other accused were soon to
feel the unrestrained wrath of their interrogators. Alan Moorehead, a
correspondent for the Daily Express, was a witness to one of these
"interrogation sessions" at Belsen:
"As we approached the cells of the SS guards the sergeant's
language became ferocious. "We have had an interrogation
this morning", the captain said. "I'm afraid they are not a
pretty sight."
"Who does the interrogation?"
"A Frenchman.[52] I believe he was sent up here
speciﬁcally from the French underground to do the job."
The sergeant unbolted the ﬁrst door and ﬂung it back with a crack
like thunder. He strode into the cell jabbing a metal spike in front of
him. "Get up", he shouted. "Get up; get up, you dirty bastards."
There were half a dozen men lying or half-lying on the ﬂoor. One or
two were able to pull themselves erect at once. The man nearest me,
his shirt and face spattered with blood, made two attempts before he
got on to his knees and then gradually on to his feet. He stood with
his arms half stretched out in front of him trembling violently.
"Get up", shouted the sergeant. They were all on their feet
now, but supporting themselves against the wall. "Get away
from that wall."
They pushed themselves out into space and stood there swaying.
Unlike the women, they looked not at us but vacantly in front, staring
at nothing.
Same thing in the next cell, and the next, where the men, who were
bleeding and very dirty, were moaning something in German.

"You had better see the doctor," the captain said.[53] "He's
a nice specimen. He invented some of the tortures
here…."[54]
The doctor had a cell to himself.
"Come on, get up", the sergeant shouted. The man was lying in his
blood on the ﬂoor, a massive ﬁgure with a heavy head and a
bedraggled beard. He placed his two arms on the seat of a wooden
chair, gave himself a heave and got half-upright. One more heave and
he was on his feet. He ﬂung wide his arms towards us.
"Why don't you kill me?" he whispered. "Why don't you kill me? I
can't stand any more."
The same phrases dribbled out of his lips over and over again."[55]
A British army oﬀicer commented upon the treatment meted out to
these unfortunate SS staﬀ members:
"It was surprising what licence, for instance, the discovery
of the horrors of Belsen Camp gave to some of the men with
the army. Why, nothing was too bad to commit against a
nation which allowed things like Belsen!"[56]
Yet with the passage of time and distance, historians and researchers
would become more objective in their accounts of what happened at
Belsen and why. For example, according to Konnilyn G. Feig:
"If it had not been for a typhus epidemic and overcrowding,
the word Belsen might never have entered our vocabulary
of the Holocaust. Unfortunately, near the end of the war
prisoners from every part of Europe were trucked,
marched, or taken by cattle car to Belsen to escape the
advancing Allies. Thus, the camp doubled in size in the last
months. Food became scarce or nonexistent. Because of the
inﬂux of diseased evacuees, one of the worst typhus
plagues in the history of the camps broke out, sweeping
through Belsen in almost demonic fury. Most of the camp
population died either from starvation or typhus, or a
combination of both—so quickly that thousands of bodies
piled up all over the area."[57]
And according to Robert H. Abzug,
"The ﬁnal great wave came in early 1945, when the Nazis
shipped a good part of the population of Auschwitz to
Belsen's already overcrowded barracks. And with these
prisoners came the typhus bug. With little or no food or
potable water, and typhus running rampant, Belsen became
an uncontrollable nightmare of death and depravity. Yet the
transports still arrived, and the population of the camp
swelled to 60,000 by the ﬁrst week of April."[58]
In view of these more enlightened, revised, and reasonable

viewpoints, it should no longer appear shocking as it did in 1945
when one reads that Kramer once remarked that he did not have a
bad conscience, and became a Nazi only because he had to choose
between communism and National Socialism.[59]
With the passage of time and mature reﬂection, those who, like
Derrick Sington, once participated in the mass frenzy of liberation
and revenge, sometimes look back with dismay and regret over their
impulsive actions ﬁve decades ago.
Among these individuals is one Emmanuel Fisher, who recently
recounted his experiences whilst stationed at Belsen. According to
Fisher, wholesale looting was also a part of the liberation process.
Fisher, who at the time of liberation was a 24-year-old radiographer
attached to the British Medical Corps, kept a written diary of his
experiences while stationed at the camp and in one of his entries he
writes:
"When we got to the camp the Sergeant said, "Here, boys,
help yourselves, there are a lot of watches here."
Commenting upon this passage decades later, Fisher exclaimed, "I'm
ashamed—I don't know whether I took a watch but it didn't occur to
me, we didn't know. We just thought it was booty that had been left
lying around. Everybody grabbed watches. Dear God."[60]
There is little doubt but that the horrifying conditions at the Belsen
camp were also sedulously exploited by the Allies for propaganda and
"educational" purposes. Alfred Hitchcock, the cinematic master of
mayhem, murder, and mystery, was commissioned to ﬁlm a
documentary recounting the liberation of the camp. The gifted British
actor Trevor Howard was enlisted as narrator. More often than not
propaganda mixed with horriﬁc truth was spoon-fed to journalists
and observers from inmates. For example, in Belsen, as in many other
liberated camps, Sington writes that one of his subordinates "had
been in contact with an "international committee" of the camp
inmates, whose leading members claimed to express the public
opinion of the prisoners in the camp…"[61]
Furthermore, Russian members of this committee "had secured
revolvers and were planning to take revenge on at least ﬁve Block
Seniors."[62]
The members of this committee were actively encouraged to
denounce other inmates and staﬀ members to the Allies.[63]
Also, according to Sington, "when the school was organized,
volunteer teachers from among the camp inmates staﬀed it, and the
majority of witnesses called by the War Crimes Investigation Team
were found and cross-examined by two Czech Jewish girls."[64]
A convincing example of tall-tale bearing was recounted by Rabbi
Leslie H. Hardman, who was among the ﬁrst to enter the Belsen
Camp as a liberator. Hardman had been told by, and apparently

believed, one of the inmates that a gas chamber had been under
construction in the Belsen camp just prior to the arrival of the
British.[65] After hearing this Hardman wrote:
"During March 1945 a devilish plan was conceived by the
SS. They intended to build, partly underground, a large
barracks, which they admitted was to be a "gas chamber".
The plan was ready, the builders were ordered, the time
estimated for completion was four or ﬁve weeks. We knew
that the British had reached the Rhine, and those of us who
knew also of the latest SS plan for our extermination
feverishly counted the days as the front line approached.
Which would reach us ﬁrst? We heard the distant thunder
of the guns. Would they arrive before the gas?"[66 ]
Of course these were not the only accusations to be made against the
SS by the former suﬀering inmates. Other charges made against
them by inmate and liberator alike were:
That the SS stole food from the prisoners' Red Cross packages. While
not denying the possibility that this may have happened, it must be
stated that if such thefts did occur and were discovered and reported
to higher authorities, the perpetrators, if found guilty as charged,
were subject to rigorous punishment. According to SS regulations,
"…any SS man caught stealing food from a package sent to one of the
prisoners—will be executed."[67]
The SS were also accused of being "healthy and well-fed" while
deliberately starving the prisoners to death and depriving them of
water.[68]
This peculiar viewpoint has apparently been adopted as factual by a
number of post-war researchers and historians. Most likely this line
of argument is a direct result and carry-over of the frustration, rage,
and apparent inability of the Allies to accept the harsh realities of the
situation which faced Kramer and his staﬀ. For example, author Tom
Bower repeats an Allied accusation which dates back to 1945 and its
particular mind-set. He writes:
Two miles away, in the stores of a Panzer training school, were eight
hundred tons of food, neatly stacked in warehouses, and a bakery
capable of producing sixty thousand loaves (of bread) a day."[69]
However, from the account above, it appears that the British did not
requisition those supplies either.[70] Indeed, also according to Bower,
a number of British oﬀicers sympathized with the camp commandant,
Josef Kramer. Bower writes:
"Josef Kramer, Belsen's commandant, had come out to meet the
British troops and asked for their help. Many British oﬀicers
thereafter believed that Kramer, who had been trained at Auschwitz,
had done his best to help the inmates." [71]
In fact, even the despised commandant of Auschwitz, Rudolf Höss,

supported Kramer's claims in his autobiography, where he wrote:
"..when Auschwitz was evacuated, and a large proportion of
the prisoners came to Bergen-Belsen, the camp was at once
ﬁlled to overﬂowing and a situation arose which even I
accustomed as I was to Auschwitz, could only describe as
dreadful. Kramer was powerless to cope with it. Even
Pohl[72] was shocked when he saw the conditions, during
our lightning tour of all the concentration camps which the
Reichsführer SS had ordered us to undertake. He at once
commandeered a neighboring camp from the army so that
there would at least be room to breathe, but conditions
there were no better. There was hardly any water, and the
drains simply emptied into the adjoining ﬁelds. Typhus and
spotted typhus were rampant. A start was immediately
made on the building of mud huts, to provide additional
accommodation. But it was all too little and too late…..so it
was little wonder that the British found only dead or dying
or persons stricken with disease, and scarcely a handful of
healthy prisoners in a camp that was in an unimaginably
disgusting condition."[73]
In all fairness to Kramer it must be said, in view of the predicament
in which he had found himself inextricably entangled, that there
appears to be very little which he could have done to ameliorate the
lot of the inmates at Belsen other than acknowledge his complete
helplessness in view of the situation and surrender the camp to the
British, which he did. It would appear that, under the circumstances,
everything which could have been done, was in fact, done. His
options were, when all is said and done, quite limited. As has been
noted, after the arrival of the British, inmates continued to die at a
most alarming rate in spite of the most intensive medical care and
treatment. It has been estimated that 28,000 people died at Belsen
from the time the camp passed on to British administration. Many of
those who had volunteered to assist in a noble humanitarian eﬀort to
preserve lives were struck down by typhus themselves during the
course of their duties. Unable to contain the epidemic through
emergency measures instituted within the camp itself, the British,
like the Germans, were compelled to deal drastically with the
situation by a process of "selection" in which the seriously ill were
transported out of the camp and isolated from the rest of the
population. The rest of the camp was soon dissolved and razed to the
ground as a source of contamination and infection.
On the day the camp was razed, the British assembled the local
citizens and broadcast the following message as the huts went up in a
sea of ﬂames. A huge banner bearing Adolf Hitler's image had been
tacked along the length of one of the buildings before it was ignited.
The British announced,
"What you will see here is the ﬁnal and utter condemnation
of the Nazi Party. It justiﬁes every measure which the
United Nations will take to exterminate that Party. What

you will see here is such a disgrace to the German people
that their name must be erased from the list of civilized
nations…..You must expect to atone with toil and sweat for
what your children have committed and for what you have
failed to prevent. Whatever you may suﬀer it will not be one
hundredth part of what these poor people endured in this
and other camps…."[74]
Kramer's prophecy had ﬁnally come to pass.[75]
Either coincidentally or as a result of deliberate political calculation,
the Belsen Trial symbolically took place at Lüneburg in September
1945, less than 6 months after the liberation of the camp. Kramer
and 44 others were charged with war crimes. Conspicuously absent
from the trial were Kramer's superiors—the only people who could
have testiﬁed on his behalf and perhaps saved him from the gallows.
Rudolf Höss and Oswald Pohl, Kramer's nominal superiors, would not
be captured until 1946. SS General Richard Glücks, head of the
concentration camp directorate, was alternately claimed to have
committed suicide or was murdered at Flensburg Naval Hospital on
May 10, 1945, and all traces of Dr. Lolling, chief medical overseer for
the concentration camps, appear to have vanished into thin air.[76]
Needless to add, each of these potential witnesses was wanted as war
criminals themselves by the Allies, which explains their reluctance to
step forward and testify on behalf of their subordinate.
Kramer was ably represented at his trial by Major T. C. M.
Winwood, R. A., but as he was unable to present any
evidence on behalf of his client from his erstwhile
superiors, Kramer's fate was a foregone conclusion.
Thwarted as he was in this regard, Winwood was reduced
to calling Kramer's wife as a witness on his behalf. In the
summation portion of his opening statement to the court,
Winwood coined a clever phrase which would singularly
stand out in the course of the trial proceedings:
"In the last days, Kramer stood completely alone, deserted
by his superiors, while these waves of circumstances beat
around him. Since the date of the liberation by the British,
Josef Kramer, former Kommandant, has been brandished
throughout the world as "The Beast of Belsen." When the
curtain ﬁnally rings down on this stage Josef Kramer will, in
my submission, stand forth not as "the Beast of Belsen," but
as "The Scapegoat of Belsen," the scapegoat for the man
Heinrich Himmler, whose bones are rotting not far from
here, and as the scapegoat for the whole National Socialist
regime."[77]
Indeed, it was dryly ironic that the corpse of Heinrich Himmler, who,
more than any other individual, could have absolved Kramer of any
personal blame, was rotting in an unmarked grave only a few miles
from where the trial was taking place, and neither Josef Kramer nor
his defense attorney had the vaguest idea as to the convoluted chain

of events which had placed him there.
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[42] Face of the Enemy, Caiger-Smith, Chap. 1., n. 18., 3, 52, and
53.
[43] Sington.Op. cit., p. 87.
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At War's End | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Recent headlines announcing that World War One had ﬁnally ended were sure to
raise an eyebrow of those of us who noticed. While even on-going wars like those in
Iraq and Afghanistan are minor media stories dwarfed by the latest extravagances
and debauchery of Hollywood's rich and famous and the momentary stars of "reality"
TV, it's no wonder that most missed the end of "the War to End All Wars." While few
of us are old enough to recall the actual ﬁghting which drew to a close on 11
November 1918, the matter was apparently not oﬀicially closed until Germany had
made its ﬁnal payment. It was indeed that ﬁnal payment to the war's victors that
allowed the oﬀicials to declare "game over."

Surprising headlines announce that World War One has ﬁnally ended in 2010. For
those posing by this captured English tank, they surely anticipated an earlier end. By
Aloahwild (Family photo from early part of 1900s, scan) [CC-BY-SA-3.0
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (www.gnu.org/copyleft
/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons.
While this announcement may seem an unimportant matter in our age of iPods and
iPhones, it highlights several key points for those of us who label ourselves
"revisionists." While "setting history into accord with the facts" as Harry Barnes
would have put it, is the stuﬀ of which all good historical writing has always been
composed, it was in the years that followed Europe's ﬁrst great immolation that
Revisionism was born. Attempting to revise the terms of the Armistice as laid out in
the treaty of Versailles, revisionists sought to move beyond the old hatreds that
fueled the murder of millions to a common understanding among nations that would
usher in a time of peace. Revisionists accurately prophesied that the economic
punishment inﬂicted upon Germany as well as the humiliating coerced admission of
guilt for the war's initiation would serve no purpose but to renew hostilities at the
ﬁrst possible moment. Indeed the economic sanctions and the Treaty of Versailles
were key elements in the rise of National Socialism and the tremendous waste of life

that became popularly known as World War Two.
Crippling economic sanctions appeared to be the peaceful weapon of choice in the
years following World War One. Sound economic theory would not only prevent
"aggressor" nations from rebuilding a military, it would funnel the pillaged booty of
those so foolish as to lay down their arms to those who refused to stop the
bloodletting. We must note the sums which seemed crippling some 90 years ago seem
insigniﬁcant when compared to the ridiculous spending of today's wars. If Germany
has only now paid oﬀ World War One, when might we expect the current wars to be
paid oﬀ?
From the standpoint of "perpetual war for perpetual peace" and the ulterior motives
and baggage associated with such campaigns, revisionists should note that the "war
against terror" is a vast improvement over the "cold war" and that, in turn, a vast
improvement over the hot wars against Germany and her allies.
Hot wars have an objective. There is a goal that can be easily understood by all; to
destroy one's enemy. The enemy may be and often is cast as a monstrous villain who
must be destroyed at all costs. Failure to annihilate "them" will mean sure
annihilation of "us". But such hot wars come to an end – at least the ﬁghting and
economic hyperactivity with which they are so closely tied. The Cold War is a
signiﬁcant improvement as a concept. In the Cold War you get all the spending with
little of the death and protests that come when a tired nation no longer recalls the
reason to halt the spread of foreign economic and social ideologies. With the War on
Terror the eternal threat of an extremist faith always ready to strike at the civilian
population not only ensures unlimited budgets for military growth (wasn't it the
Pentagon who recently asked to have its budget slashed because it didn't know what
to do with the funds?) but also the need to deploy our forces to the far-ﬂung corners
of the empire. It seems that out-of-control spending and self-inﬂicted debt can be our
friend. With an economics-in-wonderland attitude no debt can ever be too high, and
no debt will need be repaid. A lesson those silly ﬁscally responsible Huns could never
understand!
As the declaration of World War One's end falls on deaf ears, we must wonder when
the wars that followed will come to an end. From the appearance of things, several
may never end. By the time of World War Two, economic deprivation had been
replaced with psychological persecution. This was not going to be the "guilt clause"
of Versailles but the new hyper-guilt of Nuremberg – a guilt that was so great that no
one would ever question the methods of the crusaders who slew the Nazi beast.
Civilians would be marched through the camps. Those who did not see them
personally would be subjected to the ﬁlms made by horror-ﬁlm director Alfred
Hitchcock and other Hollywood talent ﬂown in for the occasion. New words would be
created, books would be written, memorials and museums would spring up in what
might be described as the greatest faith-based movement of the second half of the
20th century.
While the payments for losing World War One eventually came to an end, shedding
the guilt of World War Two amounts to denouncing the Virgin Mary as a harlot during
the Inquisition – even analyzing the Nazi Holocaust is the heresy of the 20th and now
21st century. The guilt of World War Two and its associated atrocities are
fundamental to our world vision, our expansion of empire and our perpetual wars. For
every would-be tyrant, every former-friend-turned–despot, enables a military action if
only to prevent another "Chamberlain at Munich." Every opportunity for diplomacy
and peace is painted as foolishness that is better resolved by blitzkrieg. Any ideology
other than social democracy is a threat that requires the speedy deployment of our
well-armed forces. The empire spreads and the economy inﬂates. Even during our
recent economic failures, the fear of mass depression (the worst since FDR's New
Deal) prevents the conclusion of hostilities abroad. For without war we would surely
feel the Depression's icy blast once again.
If the announcement of the end of World War One means anything for American
revisionists, it simply means that our dream of the USA minding its own business,
taking care of its own and dismantling its empire is out of reach. Our solutions to the
world's woes are a heresy not unlike that of questioning the unique guilt and

monstrosity of Germans. So focused are American court historians on our longdefeated enemy that they fail to recognize his likeness when they look in the mirror.
But then again, why should we consider our national sins, (didn't the Japs in
Nagasaki have it coming?) why should we wonder about the origin of so much of the
world's hatred towards us? Why should we care while we have Facebook, reality TV,
football and Hollywood? We are a nation that would forfeit its rights for a ﬂat-screen
TV and a home theater system. We are a naïve and self-absorbed people who are
doomed to pay the reparations of war both in dollars and blood forever into an
eternal future.

DEATHRIDE: Hitler vs. Stalin: the Eastern Front,
1941-1945
by Joseph Bishop

by John Mosier, Simon & Schuster, New York, 470 pages, 2010.
Numerous histories of the titanic 1940s armed struggle between Germany and the Soviet
Union have been presented to the mainstream reading public over the last half century or
so, and for the most part they follow the same pattern: Germany, led by its mad, greedy
for conquest Führer, made a surprise attack on the USSR. The Germans made many
quick gains and easy victories over an unsuspecting Russian foe. But as the Russians
recovered from their initial surprise, they marshaled their unlimited resources in
manpower and factory production and fought back, gradually forcing the invaders back
across the frontiers and ultimately defeating the Nazi menace pretty much single-handed.
The Germans became weaker in all areas while the Russians grew ever stronger, making
the former's defeat inevitable. The western Allies helped, but it was the Russians who
overwhelmingly defeated the Nazi menace. So goes the received script.
A quantity of Soviet documents and reams of statistics seem to back up Stalin's claims of
how the war went. Most western historians have accepted their veracity and routinely
cite them, even today in the most recent works, e.g. with David Glantz's numerous
studies of the various battles in the east. Earlier historians such as John Erickson did the
same, offering their works to be somewhat incestuously drawn upon by later writers,
establishing this Stalin-inspired version as writ. Those few historians contradicting this
received script have found themselves and their work branded as 'controversial' and their
theses and ideas generally rejected or treated with contempt.

A German Grenadier on the Eastern Front stares into the camera. Was the war between
Germany and the Soviet Union begun as a surprise attack by a greedy-for-conquest
Führer or a pre-emptive strike on a Soviet predator poised to invade Germany and
Europe? Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-B29906 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
John Mosier is one such, whose recent works The Myth of the Great War, The Blitzkrieg
Myth, and Cross of Iron have consistently established the point that deeper and more
objective research reveals a quite different reality to common presumptions about
Germany's two major wars. But his latest work Deathride is bound to land him in
serious hot water. The surprises are many. Instead of a mad dictator greedy to conquer
the world and making endless blunders, Hitler is presented as a sane and rational man
making sensible and very smart decisions, understanding strategy and global politics far
better than his generals. Instead of a surprise attack on the innocent Russians, Mosier has
concluded that the war was a pre-emptive strike on a predator poised to invade Germany
and Europe. Victor Suvarov—the author of the path-breaking work Icebreaker and the
later Chief Culprit—and Joachim Hoffmann—author of Stalin's War of Extermination—
are cited respectfully as important sources. That alone is a major surprise, as most
historians either reject their findings with contempt, or simply ignore their work
completely. The very idea of assigning real blame for the war to the Soviets instead of to
Hitler flies in the face of too many verities, and is usually treated as a taboo.
"The most recent evidence confirms what German interrogations of
captured Soviet officers revealed in 1941, that Stalin was in fact planning to
attack Hitler at the first opportune moment. For approximately fifty years
this idea has bas been either dismissed as beneath contempt or savagely
attacked, despite the fact that it conforms to the pattern of Soviet behavior
both before 1939 and after 1945.
So the recent evidence contradicts a long established Stalinist legend,
and certainly explains Hitler's motivation: his attack on the Soviet Union
was a preemptive strike." (p.82)
and
"A summary of the key interrogations and the deductions of the
interrogators, taken from the Wehrmacht records, is contained in Joachim
Hoffmanm, Stalin's War of Extermination, 1941-1945: Planning,
Realization, Documentation, translated by William Diest (Capshaw,
Alabama, Theses and Dissertations Press, 2005), 80-88... In 1990, Victor
Rezhun, a defector who had been an officer in Soviet military intelligence,
writing under the pseudonym Suvarov, published Icebreaker: Who Started
the Second World War, translated by Thomas Beattie (London, Hamish
Hamilton, 1990). He summarized Stalin's plans and offered as proof the
dispositions of the Red Army in forward positions (those dispositions are
corroborated by the Wehrmacht interrogations also summarized by
Hoffmann, Stalin's War of Extermination, 65-70). After the collapse of the
USSR the intentions enumerated in Hoffmann and Suvarov were confirmed,
most notably by Pleshakov (Stalin's Folly), but by other Russian scholars as
well (see the extensive citation in Stalin's Folly, 285)." (note 49/p.397)
A common tendency of German generals after the war was to go along with many of
these assumptions. They sought to distance themselves from Hitler and National
Socialism, presenting him as a sort of pied piper who misled and then forced them into
the war. According to this self-serving version, all the things that went wrong were due
to Hitler's crazy decisions and meddlings, while all that went right were as a result of the

genius of the generals themselves. The objective was firstly to protect their own
reputations, secondly to protect the image of the German General Staff, and thirdly to
simply survive in post-war Germany and shore up their relationship with the conquerors,
particularly the USA, which occupied—and arguably continues to occupy—defeated
Germany.
Mosier points out that in nearly all cases, Hitler was right in his decisions while his
generals were wrong. The German officer caste was trained to seize major cities and
especially capitals, but Hitler understood that modern wars were more economic in
nature—conflicts to seize resources both to deny the enemy the ability to wage war
while at the same time increasing one's own ability to do so. The author states that
Hitler's generals simply could not comprehend this view.
"One of Hitler's accurate complaints about his generals was they understood
nothing about 'the economic aspects of warfare'; the generalization could be
extended into areas outside of economics." ( p.31)
and
"The army commanders from the very first had envisioned the objective of a
war with Russia in a traditional way: destruction of the armies and
occupations of the old and new capitals, especially Moscow.", Mosier citing
from Heinz Guderian's Panzer Leader: "[Hitler] said that the raw materials
and agriculture of Ukraine were vitally necessary for the future prosecution
of the war. He spoke once again of the need of neutralizing the Crimea, 'the
Soviet aircraft carrier for attacking the Rumanian oilfields.' For the first
time I heard him use the phrase: 'My generals know nothing about the
economic aspects of war.' [cited from Panzer Leader, Da Capo edition 1996,
p.200]" (pp.131-2)
His analysis of the Stalin-inspired Soviet myths is replete with a careful study of both
German and Russian records. In his view, the German records are quite accurate and
were kept in painstaking detail. Far from a German military growing weaker in both
manpower and armor etc. year by year, he demonstrates that it progressively grew
stronger in troops, armor, in all forms of effective firepower, and in quality of leadership
both tactical and strategic. The Russian resources, presented as limitless and leaping in
strength, were steadily diminishing. Their troops were perishing in the tens of millions
thanks to Stalin's orders for continual frontal attacks everywhere, while their armor was
being steadily 'shredded' by German firepower and tactics. Even the official Soviet
statistics of losses and production figures reveal many inconsistencies and anomalies
which when coupled with his examination of the far more accurate German figures,
enabled Mosier to provide a truer picture of what was happening.
What is revealed is that the casualties on both sides reflected a ratio of about 5:1
favoring the German forces. With a USSR population of about 170 million at that time
and a German population of close to 100 million, the Russians could not long sustain a
ratio of greater than 2:1. In other words, the attrition rate was bleeding Russia dry in
manpower. Hitler understood this and wisely strove to continue the process. Hence his
'stand fast' orders in 1941 and later, causing further attritive combats resulting
in tremendous disparities in losses, again favoring Germany.
Armor and firepower production and usage are carefully examined. Mosier shows that
while the Soviets claimed wildly huge tank production figures, not only were the real
figures much lower, but the tanks themselves had endless problems. Their operational
life was often measured in days or even hours before breakdowns and failures would
occur. The Russians produced tanks but not much in the way of spare parts. They

produced no recovery vehicles at all, and workshop and repair facilities were almost
unknown. The German armor was usually higher in quality and was maintained well,
damaged vehicles being quickly recovered and put back into service. The disparities in
performance on the battlefield were not much different from the manpower-loss ratios.
Mosier provides a study of other forms of mobile German firepower which strictly
speaking were not normally classified as 'armor' as their guns could only be elevated and
lowered, lacking moveable turrets. Assault guns, self-propelled artillery, mobile antiaircraft guns, tank destroyers, and other new weapons were produced in ever greater
quantities and deployed in independent units assigned to support infantry or to
supplement the panzer divisions. Sometimes rejected by panzer generals, e.g., Guderian
and others, as an unwelcome innovation, they were nonetheless tremendously successful
in destroying many thousands of Soviet tanks and breaking up troop concentrations,
stalling major Soviet offensives time and again while further amplifying the aforesaid
losses ratios.
The author shows that the German troops and officers were well-trained and got better at
tactics and strategy as the war progressed, while Soviet troops and officers generally
remained poorly trained and prepared and even more poorly led. Mosier frankly presents
the Soviet military as generally incompetent, continuing to take huge losses and suffer
countless major and minor defeats right up to the end of the war. He also takes aim at the
reputations of Soviet Marshals Zhukov, Koniev, and others, seeing them as certainly
overrated as well as rather dishonest in their own memoirs of the war.
So how could the Soviets have won the war then? Mosier shows how, firstly, the USSR
received tremendous amounts of lend-lease and other forms of aid from the USA and
Britain. Trucks, aircraft, American tanks, fuel oils, food, all was amply, even hugely
provided to the Soviets and indeed saved them from destruction at the hands of the
Germans—all contrary to the Stalinist myth that said aid was insignificant and played
little or no role in the Red Army's defeat of the Wehrmacht. Secondly, in spite of Stalin's
repeated demands for an Allied 'second front' to take the pressure off Russia, in point of
fact several such fronts were already draining Germany's resources—a second front in
the air over Germany itself, a third front in the Battle of the Atlantic, a fourth front in the
war in North Africa and then Sicily and Italy—all before the fifth front D-Day invasion
of France in June 1944.
The author conclusively shows that what really gave the Soviets the edge was the steady
switching of Germany's best units from the eastern front to other theatres in the west, to
the Balkans, to France, to Italy, and elsewhere, in response to real or expected threats
from the Allies, units including the famed 'Grossdeutschland' division, the
'Leibstandarte' and other leading SS divisions, and other units possessing the best
equipment. The Wehrmacht was ultimately stripped of the firepower it needed in the east
and its role then became largely defensive. The Soviet myth of a rock-solid Red Army
steadily and victoriously pushing the Germans back everywhere, falls flat on its face in
Mosier's analysis.
"Compounding the difficulties of the German commanders was Hitler's
determination to respond to perceived threats elsewhere. In August, the
German high command, reacting to the Dieppe raid, went into a panic and
shifted Germany's premier super-unit, the Leibstandarte armored SS
division, to France. In fact, Berlin intended to ship the army's premier
combat force, the Grossdeutschland, there as well, and the overstretched
Luftwaffe was diverting valuable resources to the Mediterranean in response
to the Allied invasion there. Given the German dependence on tactical
airpower, the decision was bad news indeed. The omens for Stalin were

favorable." ( pp.209-10)
Operation Zitadelle in summer 1943—also known as the Battle of Kursk—was the last
major German offensive in the east. Hitler ordered disengagement at a point where some
German generals believed they were poised at a major breakthrough and victory—again
in order to switch units to meet threats elsewhere away from Russia. Mosier regards this
as an unusual error on Hitler's part, but a decision or set of decisions entirely rational and
understandable. Thus Kursk is often seen as the turning point in the east. a point beyond
which Germany's tide there would ebb.
Mosier also draws numerous other interesting conclusions.
Germany's failure to develop and mass-produce a strategic bomber in his view spelled
doom for the war against Stalin. However, he makes clear that Germany very nearly
completely defeated the Soviets without it in 1941, and that it was mainly only the very
generous aid from the USA that enabled the USSR to survive at all, thus that without
such a bomber the war would likely have been won by Germany anyway.
He believes that the partisan war in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus was little more than a
nuisance to the Germans and never constituted a major threat. In this regard he points
out that most of the Soviet civilian losses during the war were a direct result of Stalin's
orders and not German actions per se, as he commanded uprisings and reprisals
everywhere behind the lines, most of which were snuffed out by German forces with few
losses to themselves but major losses to the Russians.
An interesting and unique conclusion drawn by the author is that the Soviet Union's
gigantic manpower losses and physical destruction suffered during the war, ultimately
led to the collapse of communism in that country several decades later. If this is so, then
Adolf Hitler is the man or agent to be credited with that seminal event. But at the very
least, he did in fact prevent most of Europe from being overrun by Stalin's henchmen in
1941—something which almost no one today is willing to admit. [see Mosier's detailed,
convincing discussion of the long-term social and economic effects of the manpower
losses, pp.364-367]
Mosier's close look at the nature of Soviet 'truth' and 'reality', coupled with Stalin's
unique style of leadership, is quite revealing. Stalin would typically make a political
pronouncement about the war, or the economy, or on production, etc., and his underlings
would be expected to then produce reports and statistics, i.e. 'facts', affirming Stalin's
'reality'. These then would find their way into the archives, to be later used by historians,
journalists, and others seeking to determine wartime numbers and trends—even doubters
of the veracity of said material would often use it anyway on the basis of 'there is
nothing else to work with', thus reinforcing and perpetuating Stalin's myths. His
successors, e.g. Nikita Khrushchev, selectively perpetuated the myths too if they found
them useful; thus Khrushchev's famous speeches and statements denouncing Stalin's
crimes in the GULAG and 'Great Terror' purges did not extend to a denunciation of the
various myths surrounding the 'Great Patriotic War' which remained of use—and still
remain of use—to the Russian leadership right down to the present day. Similar myths
about World War II serving America's ruling elite, were—and still are—also
perpetuated.
Stalin himself would not accept contradiction and was infamous for punishing those who
gave him unpleasant news. One case involved a major leader in Soviet aviation who
pointed out to Stalin that the Red Air Force's aircraft were poorly designed and produced
and prone to breakdowns and failure; he was arrested, tortured, and executed—Stalin
thus setting a salient example to others. The Marxist-Leninist view of the nature of truth
itself reveals it as a political construct whose political objective is always more

important than mere actual facts or reality. In an interpretation completely at odds with,
and alien to the Western model, the Marxist dictum 'all things are political' dictates that
truth, history, literature, everything in fact, must be made to serve the revolutionary
goals of Marxism-Leninism. The nature of truth itself thus defined, technically speaking,
i.e. at least from their point of view, propounds the idea that Marxists are not technically
'lying' when fabricating myths and scripts about World War II or how the USSR won the
war.
Overall, Mosier's work is sure to be found refreshing and pleasantly surprising to
revisionists. He even cites some material from the IHR's Journal of Historical Review, as
well as some of Walter Sanning's work, both sources heretofore relegated to
historiography's outer margin. This book's imprint, Simon & Schuster, is top-drawer, at
least for purposes of prestige among readers generally, and Mosier's previous titles seem
to have done well in the marketplace. Does this mean that some historians at least, do in
fact read and consider the work of revisionists? It must surely be so, inevitably providing
a sort of 'trickle down' effect in which revisionist themes, interpretations, and even
occasionally facts, reach the mainstream.
Or perhaps all this is ephemeral, to be at some point squelched off or silenced. I wonder
if John Mosier has tenure at his university, and what sort of flak he is catching from his
institution and from his colleagues.
The book unfortunately lacks a bibliography and illustrations, but does have a number of
excellent maps and a fine and detailed notes section.
This reviewer can be contacted at:
Revisionist21@aol.com
© 2010 by Joseph Bishop
All rights reserved.
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The following article is a continuation of Thomas Kues's Evidence for the Presence of
“Gassed” Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories, Part 1. Thomas Kues's analysis
takes up the revisionist proposal that Jews sent to the “extermination camps” and
allegedly gassed there were in fact deloused and then sent away, the vast majority of
them to the occupied eastern territories. The camps therefore actually functioned as
transit camps. The transit camp hypothesis is in perfect harmony with documented
National Socialist Jewish policy as expressed in oﬀicial and internal reports,
documents on the Jewish transports, and even in classiﬁed communications between
leading SS members.

3. A Survey of the Testimonial Evidence
3.3.10. Lev Saevich Lansky and Isak Grünberg

Lev Saevich Lansky, who had been an inmate of the Maly Trostinec camp from 17
January 1942 onward, was interrogated by a Soviet investigative commission on 9
August 1944. Concerning the Jews deported from Altreich, Austria and the
Protectorate to Maly Trostinec[1] (which is located 12 km southeast of Minsk),[2]
Lansky made the following statement:
"We all got soap and clothing from German Jews who had been slaughtered.
There were ninety-nine transports of a thousand people each that came
from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia."[3]
When asked about the fate of these deportees, Lansky answered that they were "all
shot".[4]
It is generally agreed that ﬁve transports from Theresienstadt (Da220, Da222, Da224,
Da226, Da228) reached Maly Trostinec between July and September 1942, and that
each of them carried 1,000 deportees.[5]
Holocaust Historian Gertrude Schneider asserts that, except for a ﬁrst transport
departing on 28 November 1941, all transports from Vienna to the General District of
Weißruthenien (White Ruthenia) "ended up at the killing grounds of Maly
Trostinec",[6] despite the fact that said transports are listed in documents as bound
for nearby Minsk. On the other hand Schneider also states that the transport
departing Vienna on 6 May 1942 "arrived May 11 at the Minsk railroad station",
whereupon 81 Austrian Jewish deportees were "selected for work on the farm at Maly
Trostinec".[7] Schneider also mentions a survivor from the transport departing
Vienna on 27 May 1942 (Da-204), Marie Mack, who was later deported from the

Minsk Ghetto to Lublin in September 1943;[8] as well as the arrival of the 7 October
1942 transport (Da-230) at the Minsk railway station.[9] Thus of the 25 transports
departing Vienna for Minsk in 1942, only 22 or 23 could have been diverted to Maly
Trostinec. If Lansky's statement about the number of transports from the west to
Maly Trostinec is correct (or more or less correct as to order of magnitude), where
did the other 71 or 72 transports come from? Did further, indirect transports reach
Maly Trostinec via the "extermination camps"?
German exterminationist historian Christian Gerlach writes that 18 Jewish transports
from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia to Minsk and
the rest of Generalbezirk Weißruthenien were originally planned for the period 10
November – 16 December 1941, and a further 7 transports between 10 and 20
January 1942. In the end, however, due to the protests of Generalkommissar Kube,
only a total of 7 transports were sent to Minsk in November and December, while all
the January transports were cancelled. To compensate for the decreased number of
transports, more convoys to Riga were added.[10] The deportations were then
commenced anew following the visits of Eichmann, Himmler and Heydrich to Belarus
in March and April 1942.
Gerlach provides a list of 18 transports to Weißruthenien that are "certain to have
arrived" and 5 "uncertain" ones.[11] In the more comprehensive list provided by Graf
and Mattogno there are a total 34 transports for the period in question (MayNovember 1942). Three of the "uncertain" transports in Gerlach's list are not
included in the latter: one from Theresienstadt departing on 13 June 1942 with some
1,000 deportees, one transport from Dachau which arrived sometime in June 1942
(attested to by a surviving deportee, Ernst S.), and one from an unknown origin
arriving in the ﬁrst half of August 1942 (attested to by an activity report of the
"Gruppe Arlt" from 25 September 1942). The "uncertain" transport listed by Gerlach
as departing from Theresienstadt on 20 August 1942 with some 1,000 deportees is
concluded by Graf and Mattogno to have been sent to Riga; Gerlach himself notes
that "this transport, billed for Minsk, was possibly redirected."[12] A further
"uncertain" Theresienstadt transport ("Be") departing on 1 September 1942 with
some 1,000 deportees was in fact sent to Raasiku in Estonia, as conﬁrmed by
numerous eyewitnesses.[13]
As for the Theresienstadt transport departing on 13 June 1942, the Terezin Studies
website[14] lists a transport designated "AAi" as departing for an "unknown"
destination on this date. The Dachau transport in June 1942 is yet more mysterious.
We may recall here that the Swedish-Jewish periodical Judisk Krönika in its issue
from October 1942 reported that Jews from Dachau and other German concentration
camps had been deported to Pinsk for drainage work (cf. §3.1.3. above). Mainstream
historiography knows of no transports of Jews from Dachau to the occupied eastern
territories. It is documented that there were transports from Dachau to two of the
"extermination camps", namely Auschwitz and Majdanek. The number of these
deportees amounted to 4,767 and 2,933 respectively. However, Danuta Czech lists no
transports as arriving to Auschwitz from Dachau during June 1942, and the only
known transports from Dachau to Majdanek took place in January and February
1944.[15] The purported Dachau transport to Belarus remains an enigma.
It is when we take a look at transports departing from the Theresienstadt (Terezin)
ghetto in October 1942 that things get really interesting. In 1993 the German
historian Hans Safrian wrote:
"In the summer of 1942 Minsk and Maly Trostinec became the end station
for deportation transports from Central Europe, mainly from Terezin and
Vienna. […] The destination of ﬁve further deportation transports from
Terezin in October 1942 has not yet been clariﬁed. […] In the circulation
plan for October the station of Izbica [in the General Government] was
designated as destination for the transports from Terezin, which suggests
that these people were murdered in one of the 'Aktion Reinhard' death
camps. Nonetheless there is evidence indicating that in October 1942 ﬁve
trains from Theresienstadt were conducted to Minsk / Maly Trostinec."[16]
The "evidence" indicating that the ﬁve Theresienstadt transports Bt, Bu, Bv, Bw and

Bx arrived in Maly Trostinec consists of a reference to H.G. Adler's study Der
verwaltete Mensch from 1974. In a previous study on the Theresienstadt Ghetto from
1955 Adler had concluded that the same transports were sent to Treblinka,[17] but
by 1974 he had changed his mind on the issue:
"On 8 August 1942 a certain Dr. Engineer Jacobi of the General
Management Oﬀice East [Generalbetriebsleitung Ost] of the German Reich
Railway [Deutsche Reichsbahn] wrote to inform the Main Railway Oﬀices in
Minsk and Riga, the Reich Railway Head Oﬀice, the General Oﬀice of the
Eastern Railways [Ostbahn] in Cracow and also the General Management
Oﬀices in Essen and Munich about the 'Special trains [Sonderzüge] for
resettlers, harvest workers and Jews in the period from 8 August to 30
October 1942'. To the cover letter was attached, among other things, a
'circulation plan' [Umlaufplan], which was later partially revised. The
following trains, which were supposed to carry each 1,000 people, were
assigned for the deportation of Jews (the declared destination Wolkowysk
indicates Minsk): [...]
21.9.[42] from Theresienstadt to Wolkowysk
23.9. from Nuremberg to Theresienstadt
24.9. from Vienna to Theresienstadt
26.9. from Berlin to Riga
27.9. from Darmstadt to Theresienstadt
28.9. from Vienna to Wolkowysk
1.10. from Vienna to Izbica
3.10. from Berlin to Riga
from Berlin to Theresienstadt
5.10. from Vienna to Wolkowysk
from Theresienstadt to Izbica
6.10. from Darmstadt to Theresienstadt
8.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
9.10. from Vienna to Theresienstadt
12.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
15.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
19.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
22.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
26.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
29.10. from Theresienstadt to Izbica
In this contemporary schedule [...] there are some aspects worthy of note.
First of all Auschwitz was at this time still not intended as a destination for
transports from the Reich proper. [...] Following the series of transports to
Wolkowysk the destination of the transports departing Theresienstadt is
given as Izbica from the beginning of October onward. In reality none of the
deportees reached the ghettos in Izbica or in its vicinity, if not only as
transit camps from where they were sent to the nearby extermination sites
Belzec, Sobibor and Majdanek. The destination Izbica thus refer to these

sites. However, all of the transports from Theresienstadt during October
1942, with the exception of the last one on the 26th (from the 29th no more
departed) with which began the series of convoys to Auschwitz, were in fact
directed to the vicinity of Minsk and the extermination camp Trostinetz
which is here implied with the station Wolkowysk."[18]
Czech Holocaust historian Miroslav Karny has made the following comment on
Adler's later hypothesis:
"In his newer work he [Adler] asserts that the October transports departing
from Theresienstadt did instead arrive via Izbica at the extermination camp
in Trostinez, 'which is here implied with the station Wolkowysk.' In no
document relating to any of the October transports from Theresienstadt is
Wolkowysk mentioned as a station where the 'travellers' would have to
reembark on a freight train and continue their journey to Minsk or
Koloditschi."[19 ]
It is indeed true that Adler does not provide reference to a document stating that the
October transports were routed to Wolkowysk (which is an important railway junction
in western Belarus). What then prompted Adler to change his mind? As we will see
below it was likely the testimony of a certain former Trostinec detainee.
Karny, like other mainstream historians, asserts that the Jews on the ﬁve transports
Bt-Bx departing from Theresienstadt in October 1942 were killed in Treblinka. It is in
fact clear that at least one of the ﬁve trains—the second transport departing on 8
October (Bu)—reached Treblinka, as one of the Jews on board, Richard Glazar, was
picked out to work in the camp and later survived the Treblinka prisoner revolt to
became a Holocaust witness.[20] Reportedly only a few dozen of the in total 8,000
Theresienstadt deportees were selected for work in Treblinka as Glazar was, while
the rest were "gassed".[21]
Ironically, while criticizing Adler for not backing up his assertion, Holocaust
historians like Karny are completely unable to provide any documentary proof of the
alleged homicidal gas chambers in which these deportees were supposedly killed.
The only one of their conclusions which is acceptable is thus that these ﬁve trains
were sent to Treblinka—but from this does not follow that the Jews in the convoys
were killed there.
What kind of transports arrived at the station of Maly Trostinec? In an account based
mainly on West German court material, Paul Kohl has the following to say about this
alleged extermination site:
"In the summer of 1942 a railway station was built by a one-way track near
the collection point in the part of the camp closest to the [Minsk-Mogilev]
road (the railway line had previously ended at Michanowice). The trains
with Jews from the Reich, which had previously stopped at the Minsk
freight yard, were now immediately redirected from there to Trostenez.
Twice a week trains arrived from the Reich, from Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Austria, France. They arrived on Tuesdays and Fridays and - in order to
avoid commotion - always in the early morning between four and ﬁve
o'clock. Also from the Dachau Concentration Camp a train arrived in June
1942."[22]
In 1974 H.G. Adler described the Trostinec camp thus:
"In a small village, which before the occupation had constituted a kolkhoz,
the camp [Trostinec] was located; to this belonged an estate of 250
hectares. Here the prisoners were also housed, ﬁrst in pig sties, later in
barracks which each housed 150 to 160 people. During 1942 a total of
39,000 Jews from Germany, Austria, Bohemia-Moravia, Luxembourg,
Holland and also from the Soviet Union were brought to Trostinetz, but in
the camp itself there were never more than 640 Jews at one time, most of
them Jews from Vienna; among the inmates there were also some hundreds
of Russian prisoners of war."[23]

Needless to say the dogma of mainstream historiography does not allow for
transports of Jews from Poland, Holland, France or Luxembourg to Belarus.
If one or more trains arrived at the station "twice a week", as Kohl writes, this would
mean that at least 50 convoys arrived at Trostinec during the second half of 1942.
According to Gerlach, from 10 August 1942 on, all the Jewish deportation trains were
redirected from Minsk to Trostinec via the Kolodischtschi station (15 km east of
Minsk).[24] Yet if we look at the listed transports from 11 August to 28 November we
ﬁnd that it contrasts with Kohl's description of the arrivals at Minsk/Maly Trostinec:
Date of Departure Origin

Deportees Interval (days)

11 Aug (Tue)

Vienna

1,000

17 Aug (Mon)

Vienna

1,003

6

18 Aug (Tue)

Vienna

1,000

1

25 Aug (Tue)

Vienna

1,000

7

25 Aug (Tue)

Theresienstadt 1,000

0

31 Aug (Mon)

Vienna

967

6

1 Sept (Tue)

Vienna

1,000

1

8 Sept (Tue)

Theresienstadt 1,000

7

14 Sept (Mon)

Vienna

6

22 Sept (Tue)

Theresienstadt 1,000

8

30 Sept (Wed)

Vienna

1,000

8

7 Oct (Wed)

Vienna

1,000

7

18 Nov (Sun)

Hamburg

908

11

28 Nov (Wed)

Vienna

999

10

992

We see here that the direct transports to Belarus during the period in question
departed in general 6-8 days apart, and until 30 September always on Mondays or
Tuesdays. From the memoirs of Karl Loewenstein we know that it took 4 days for a
transport from Berlin to reach Minsk.[25] The trip from Vienna, Hamburg or
Theresienstadt would probably not have taken much less or longer. Accordingly most
of the transports would likely have reached Maly Trostinec on either a Thursday or a
Friday (on a Saturday for three of the last four transports). How then could there also
arrive transports weekly on Tuesdays, unless one allows for indirect transports
arriving from the "extermination camps"? This, however, is exactly what is claimed by
the Maly Trostinec eyewitness brought forward by Adler in his 1974 study: the
Austrian Jew Isak Grünberg (b. 1891).
Grünberg was deported from Vienna on 5 October 1942 (according to him; preserved
railway documents give the departure date as 7 October) and on 9 or 10 October
1942 reached Maly Trostinec, where Grünberg himself, his wife and their three
children were selected for work in the camp. At their arrival, there were "already a
lot of Jews" in the camp, "mainly from Poland".[26] By this point in time there were,
according to mainstream historiography, to follow only two more transports from the
west to Belarus—one convoy departing from Hamburg on 18 November 1942 and
another one departing Vienna on 28 November 1942—but according to Grünberg
several transports from the west reached Trostinec in the months following his
arrival:
"According to my estimate there were 1200 to 1300 Jews in the camp. This
ﬁgure remained unchanged, the fresh supply [of manpower] was taken from
camps, from Theresienstadt and Auschwitz and probably also from other
ones. […] Transport after transport arrived. Often we never even heard
where they came from, since it frequently happened that all [of the

deportees] were immediately liquidated."[27]
Further on in his testimony Grünberg estimates the number of Jews allegedly
liquidated near Trostinec to "certainly 45,000 people at the least".[28] It is not made
clear in the testimony whether this estimate refers to merely Grünberg's own period
of stay at Trostinec or the whole operational period of the camp.
The mention of Auschwitz is crucial: here we have a witness who explicitly states,
based on his own experience, that transports arrived in the occupied eastern
territories from one of the "extermination camps". The mention of Theresienstadt is
likewise of utmost importance: The last documented transport from Theresienstadt to
Belarus departed on 22 September 1942, i.e. more than two weeks before Grünberg
arrived in Trostinec. In October 1942, as has already been mentioned, ﬁve transports
were sent from Theresienstadt to Treblinka:
Deportation date Designation Number of Deportees
5 October

Bt

1,000

8 October

Bu

1,000

15 October

Bv

1,998

19 October

Bw

1,984

22 October

Bx

2,018

From 26 October 1942 onward the Theresienstadt transports were sent to
Auschwitz.[29]
The transports from Theresienstadt which Grünberg states arrived at Trostenic
following his own arrival at the camp on 9 or 10 October must therefore have arrived
either via Auschwitz or Treblinka. Since Grünberg explicitly mentions Auschwitz
together with Theresienstadt as origins of the transports it seems most likely that
they reached Belarus via Treblinka. Possibly these deportees simply did not recall the
name of this transit camp in the middle of nowhere, where they might have stayed
only a few hours.
Unfortunately Grünberg does not state the nationality of the arrivals, although it is
presumable that the Theresienstadt Jews were (for the most part) Czech. His
statement that most of the Jews in the camp at the time of his arrival were Polish
implies one or more undocumented Jewish transports from Poland. That transports of
Polish Jews reached Trostinec is also maintained by Belarussian Holocaust historian
Marat Botvinnik.[30] From where Kohl and Adler derive their assertions that also
Jews from Luxembourg, Holland, France were sent to Trostinec is unclear. In Kohl's
case it is possibly unpublished court material, in Adler's it is more likely other
testimonial sources. Grünberg in his testimony mentions two Trostinec survivors who
had returned to Austria: Julie Sebek and Siegmund Prinz.[31]
3.3.11. Yudi Farber, K. Sakowicz and Aba Gefen

Yudi Farber, a Russian-Jewish engineer, left an account in the early post-war years of
how he was sent on 29 January 1944 to Ponary (also spelt Ponar, in Lithuanian
Paneriai), an alleged extermination site north of Vilna, from where he managed to
escape on 15 April 1944. In this we ﬁnd the following passage describing his arrival
at Ponary:
"We went under a canopy; there was a wooden structure that they referred
to as a bunker, with a small kitchen. The women said that Jews from Vilnius
and surrounding areas were living here. They were hiding in the ghetto but
were found, sent to prison, and brought here. Kantorovich, whom I have
already mentioned (he was from Vilnius), exchanged a few words with the
women. They opened up and said that this was Ponary, where not only the
Jews of Vilnius had been shot but also Jews from Czechoslovakia and
France. Our job would be to burn the bodies."[32]

Mainstream historiography knows of neither French nor Czechoslovakian Jews killed
at Ponary. As mentioned in §2.3.3., the only French Jews claimed by the orthodox
historians to have reached the occupied eastern territories departed Drancy for
Kovno and Tallinn on 15 May 1944. Any French Jews present in Lithuania prior to
that date must accordingly have reached that destination via one of the
"extermination camps" of Auschwitz-Birkenau or Sobibór.
Interestingly we ﬁnd in the "Ponary diary" of Kazimierz Sakowicz the following entry
dated 4 May 1943 in which this Polish journalist reports on a conversation with
Lithuanian militia members stationed at Ponary:
"The Lithuanians say that they will have still more work to do, as Jews are
to be brought here from abroad. Reportedly Jews from France, Belgium and
so on are already being shot in the Fourth Fort in Kaunas [Kovno], where
they were brought under the pretense that they would be transported to
Sweden."[33]
That Belgian Jews were transported to Lithuania is conﬁrmed by a news notice
appearing in Aufbau on 28 August 1942:
"Several hundreds of Belgian Jews, who had been deported to Wilna, were
massacred by the Gestapo."[34]
According to Jewish historian Reuben Ainsztein
"entire train-loads of Czech, Dutch and French Jews were brought to what
they believed to be the town of Ponary and exterminated there by German
and Lithuanian killers."[35]
Ainsztein does not provide a source, but since neither Sakowicz nor Farber mentions
transports of Dutch Jews to Ponary it seems likely that there exists further testimony
concerning transports of foreign Jews to this place. In this context it should also be
noted that Ponary is located only some 5 km north-east of the town of Vievis, where,
according to rumors reported in the diary of Herman Kruk (cf. §3.3.1.), 19,000 Dutch
Jews had arrived by 16 April 1943. As for the alleged mass shootings of foreign Jews
at the forts around Kovno, we read in the Black Book that
"Not only Kaunas Jews met their death in the mass graves near the forts;
here the Nazis carried out the wholesale execution of thousands of Jews
who had been driven there from the Lithuanian provinces, from Berlin,
Vienna, France and Holland."[36]
The French Jews can be explained by the fact of Convoy 73 reaching Kovno in May
1944, but the mention of Dutch Jews is anomalous to exterminationist historiography.
A further witness stating that foreign Jews were brought to the Vilna area is the
Lithuanian Jew and partisan Aba Gefen. On 16 May 1943 Gefen wrote in his diary:
"In the evening I visited Yonas Kazlovsky at Zhuk's [a farmer]. He said that
recently in Vilna 40,000 Jews—not from Lithuania, but from other
countries—have been killed."[37]
Again the date ﬁts well with the Herman Kruk's diary entry from 16 April 1943 and
his subsequent entry from 30 April stating that 19,000 Dutch Jews deported to
Lithuania had been "slaughtered" there (§3.3.1.).
3.3.12. Moses L. Rage

On 10 September 1944 a Latvian-Jewish engineer from Riga named Moses L. Rage
(b. 1903) left a written testimony to a Soviet commission in Dvinsk (Daugavpilsk), in
which we ﬁnd the following passage:
"Subsequently [in the spring of 1942 or later] there began to arrive in Riga
a series of trains with Jews from Poland, Germany, Belgium, Denmark,
Holland and other countries, which were taken oﬀ the trains and sent away

on trucks to be shot. Their belongings were sent to the Gestapo. I estimate
that the total number of foreign Jews killed in Riga and other parts of Latvia
exceeds 200,000."[38]
As mentioned in the ﬁrst part of this article (§2.4.7.) no Danish Jews were ever
"gassed", and accordingly Rage could not have witnessed the arrival of Jews from
that country in Riga, something which diminishes the value of this testimony. It seems
possible though that the witness could have mistaken Norwegian Jews for Danish
Jews. 346 Jews from Norway were allegedly "gassed" in Auschwitz in October 1942.
3.3.13. M. Morein

In his book on the Holocaust in Latvia, Bernhard Press provides the following brief
summary of a testimony left by a certain M. Morein which is stored in the archive of
the Jewish Information Center in Riga:
"[…] while looking for the corpses of his parents in 1946 near the village of
Kukas near Krustpils, he discovered in a mass grave corpses whose clothes
bore French labels."[39]
It is not made clear whether with "French labels" is meant French Star of David
patches or similar. The author of this article has not yet been able to access the
testimony in question.
3.3.14. Szema G.

A Latvian Jewess identiﬁed in the court material only as "Szema G" testiﬁed in 1948
that groups of Belgian, Dutch, French and Hungarian Jews[40] were sent to the Lenta
camp near Riga.[41] The value of this testimony is diminished by the fact that the
witness incorrectly claimed that a crematory oven was installed in Lenta.
That foreign Jews were brought to the Lenta camp is supported, however, by other
eyewitnesses. I have already discussed Jack Ratz's mention of Polish Jews being sent
to Lenta "straight from Poland" in the summer of 1943 (§3.3.9.). Another Lenta
inmate, Abrahm Bloch, has stated:
"To us came a small group of Jews from Vilna. For Lenta this was not a
surprise. They brought to us Jews from the most diﬀerent places."[42]
This indicates that foreign (i.e. non-Latvian) Jews were commonplace in Lenta. In this
context one should note the following passage from a monthly report drawn up by the
labor administration department of the Gebietskommissariat Riga for April 1943:
"Lately there have been no new arrivals of Jews. […] Following the
deployment of all Jewish auxiliary workers [Hilfsarbeiter] outside of Riga,
and since the removal of Jewish skilled labor from the armaments
industry—the production and supply of arms being of extraordinarily great
importance—can no longer be justiﬁed, the inﬂux of Jews from territories
outside of Latvia is to be thoroughly welcomed."[43]
This acute need for Jewish labor would explain why Jews from Poland and possibly
also from various Western European nations were sent to the Lenta camp in the
summer of 1943. The last documented transport from Germany, Austria and the
Protectorate to Latvia departed from Theresienstadt on 20 August 1942, although
there are indications that a transport departing from Berlin on 26 October 1942
reached Salaspils near Riga (cf. §3.4.). Considering this, it seems decidedly odd that a
lull in transports lasting a whole 5-7 months should be described using the word
"lately" ("in der letzten Zeit"). Were there more transports of Jews to Latvia during
the last months of 1942, or even at the beginning of 1943?
One might argue that any foreign Jews sent to Latvia in 1943 might have been
Lithuanian. Herman Kruk, however, does not mention any Jewish transports from
Lithuania to Latvia during that year, and as of 6 April 1943, the Kovno Judenrat
secretary Avraham Tory had recorded only two transports of Lithuanian Jews to

Latvia (both from Kovno to Riga): the ﬁrst, consisting of 500 workers, on 6 February
1942; the second, consisting of more than 300 people, on 23 October 1942.[44] In his
diary entry from 12 February 1943 Tory mentions a German demand that 1,000
Kovno Jews be sent to Riga,[45] but this demand was apparently rescinded, because
Tory, who due to his position necessarily would be aware of any major transports
from the Kovno ghetto, does not record any transports from the Kovno Ghetto (or any
other place in Lithuania) to Latvia during 1943. Bloch's statement hints at a transport
of Vilna Jews to Riga, but this must have been small to escape Kruk's attention.
Possibly some Vilna Jews reached Riga after the liquidation of the Vilna Ghetto on 23
September 1943, i.e. ﬁve months after the above quoted labor administration report.
There further exist no indications that Jews were sent from other parts of
Reichskommissariat Ostland, or for that matter the Ukraine, to Latvia for work.
It should be mentioned here that Dutch Jews deported to the Baltic states in
1942-1943 apparently were alive not only in Kuremäe, Estonia (cf. 3.3.7.), but also in
western Latvia in 1944, for in the Aufbau issue from 25 August 1944 we read:
"Six hundred Jews, used by the Germans for forced labor on fortiﬁcations in
occupied Latvia, were to be transferred to Liepaja. On the way there they
were liberated by partisans. Most of them were deportees from Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Holland. Immediately after being liberated all
of them joined the Latvian partisan units. This report comes from the
Stockholm newspaper Baltiska Nyheter."[46]
3.3.15. Kalmen Linkimer

Another minor testimony concerning transports to Latvia is the diary of Kalmen
Linkimer, a Jewish schoolteacher from Liepaja (Libau) who spent most of the second
half of the war hiding in a cellar together with ten other Jews. In his diary entry from
10 June 1944, we read:
"[The Latvians] so distinguished themselves through their blood thirst and
brutality that Jews were sent from countries all over Europe to Latvia, Riga
[…]"[47]
The use of the expression "all over Europe" certainly implies transports to Latvia of
Jews from countries other than just Germany, Austria and the Protectorate.
Unfortunately, Linkimer does not bring up the subject elsewhere in his diary.
3.3.16. Yehuda Lerner

Yehuda (Leon) Lerner is primarily known as a Sobibór eyewitness. He was deported
to this "pure extermination camp" from Minsk in the second half of September
1943[48] under the "pretense" that the Jews in this convoy would be sent to work in
Łódź.[49]
What is remarkable about Lerner is the fact that he had previously been sent from
Warsaw to the occupied eastern territories. Lerner was born in Warsaw in 1926, and
it was from there that he was sent to Belarus in the summer of 1942. In a brief,
undated testimony (written sometime between 1951 and 1978)[50] presented by M.
Novitch we read:
"I was born in Warsaw in a family of six; my father was a baker. When war
was declared, our life in the ghetto was similar to that of most Jews:
unemployment, hunger and anguish. On July 22, 1943, tragedy began in the
ghetto. The president of the Jewish council committed suicide and, on the
same day, my father, my mother, one of my brothers and I were taken away
to the Umschlagsplatz, the ghetto station, and were left in a building. My
whole family was deported and never came back.
I was sent to a camp near Smolensk, in occupied Russia, where I remained
for ten months. Our job consisted of building an airﬁeld. For our work, we
got a piece of bread and a bowl of soup. Hunger weakened us and prisoners

who had no strength to work were taken to a wood and executed. Haim, a
friend from the Warsaw ghetto, was with me. There also were German Jews,
in transit through Warsaw. I told my friend, 'Let us escape, we are doomed
here.'
Four months later, on a dark night, we crossed the barbed wire, but we
were caught and sent to another camp where we again found hard work,
hunger and beating. We tried to escape a second time, managed to be free
for several days, but once more were arrested and taken to the Minsk
ghetto."[51]
The president of the Jewish Council of the Warsaw Ghetto, Adam Czerniaków,
committed suicide on 23 July 1942. On the day before, the ﬁrst train with Jewish
deportees left Warsaw for the Treblinka "extermination camp".
In 1979 Lerner was interviewed by Claude Lanzmann (in French, using an
interpreter). A ﬁlm of this interview was later released together with a published
transcript,[52] but this does not contain the entire interview; especially the beginning
has been cut short. Fortunately, a complete transcript is available online. In this
Lerner dates his deportation to July 22:
"(…) all starts on July 22, 1942, at the moment when they make us leave the
Warsaw ghetto; they gather us at the Umschlagsplatz and they tell us that
they are going to send some of us oﬀ, they do not know where yet; at this
moment, I am still with my parents, with my family, but very quickly we are
separated, they send me to one side, my parents and my family to the other,
and from that moment I am alone. They tell us that in some days they would
send us into a work camp, and eﬀectively, after these few days still spent in
Warsaw, we leave for Russia."[53]
This indicates that the transport in question departed from Warsaw sometime during
the last week of July. Later in the interview the period between the arrest and the
departure is stated to have been "several days". Lerner further tells Lanzmann that
the convoy consisted of "some thousands of young people", all able to work.[54] The
journey is described as follows:
"Lerner: And so, it is there that everything started; for nearly a week, we
traveled in these freight cars; each day we were given a little water through
the door. After we were placed in the freight cars, they distributed to us a
loaf of bread each, and soon we arrived in Belorussia and we were unloaded
for work, the place where we arrived was located near an old airport.
Lanzmann: What was it called?
Lerner: The name of the place, I do not remember exactly, in any case it
was an airﬁeld and we were working in construction, we were constructing
buildings; the conditions were very hard, very little to eat, the Germans on
the spot ﬁred on the Jews, without reason, and in particular the pilots when
they returned in the evening, got drunk and amused themselves by
shooting, ﬁring on the Jews, in the head in general.
Lanzmann: This was a military airport?
Lerner: Yes, military.
Lanzmann: And this, this is the ﬁrst place where he [i.e. Lerner] had been,
after having left Warsaw?
Lerner: Yes, yes, the ﬁrst place."[55]
Historian Christian Gerlach states that the transport carrying Lerner arrived in
Bobruisk on 28 July and that a part of this convoy continued on to Smolensk.[56] The
only source that Gerlach gives here, however, is the Lerner account found in the
Novitch anthology, which does not mention any stop-over in Bobruisk. Moreover
Gerlach writes that the 28 July Bobruisk transport together with a previous transport

of 961 Jews from Warsaw to Bobruisk on 30 May 1942 consisted of in all some 1,500
people,[57] so that the latter convoy would have contained approximately 540 Jews—
in contrast with Lerner's statement to Lanzmann that the deportees of his transport
numbered "some thousands". Apparently the only thing certain about this transport is
that it took place, since there is no doubt that Lerner later was sent to Sobibór from
Belarus. Thus we have only Lerner's personal assurance that the train did not stop
anywhere on the way from Warsaw to Smolensk—for example in Treblinka.
On 17 August 1942 the clandestine Polish newspaper Informacja Bieżąca mentioned
that 2,000 "skilled workers" had been sent from the Warsaw Ghetto to Smolensk on 1
August 1942. Some weeks later, on 7 September, the same newspaper reported that
two transports carrying a total of some 4,000 Jews had been sent from Warsaw to
work on military installations in Brzesc and Malachowicze.[58]
This raises the question: were there perhaps not one, but two transports from
Warsaw to Smolensk during the ﬁrst week of the great evacuation—one with some
540 Jews that reached Bobruisk on 28 July and another with 2,000 Jews, that
departed from Warsaw on 1 August, travelling directly to Smolensk?
Lerner's statement that there "were German Jews" in the camp in Smolensk who had
arrived there from Warsaw is intriguing. From the diary of the aforementioned
Warsaw Judenälteste Adam Czerniaków we know that during the spring of 1942,
some 4,000 Jews from the territory of the Reich and the Protectorate were deported
to the Warsaw Ghetto. On 1 April there arrived "1,000 expellees from Hannover,
Gelsenkirchen etc." who were "put in the quarantine at 109 Leszno Street". This
convoy consisted of "older people [but no-one older than 68], many women, small
children".[59] On 5 April there arrived "1,025 expellees from Berlin", "mainly older
people, partly intelligentsia". These were also put in the quarantine at Leszno Street,
which now contained in all "2,019 persons" (implying that the ﬁrst convoy consisted
of 994 deportees).[60] On 8 April Czerniaków visited the Jews "from Berlin,
Frankfurt, Hannover, Gelsenkirchen etc." in the quarantine, distributed candy to the
children and "addressed the youth" among them.[61] Two days later "150 young
German Jews" were sent to "Treblinka",[62] by which is no doubt meant the labor
camp Treblinka I, as the "extermination camp" Treblinka II would not open until
three and a half months later. Considering the descriptions of the two ﬁrst German
convoys, these 150 deportees must have made up most if not all of the youths among
the quarantined German Jews. On 16 April a third transport of "about 1,000" German
Jews arrived in the ghetto.[63] On 18 April Czerniakow was called to see the ghetto
commandant Auerswald about the German Jews:
"He gave me a list containing 78 names from the last transport; these
people are to be sent to Treblinka. Besides he gave me two letters from the
workers who are already there. One is asking for phonograph records, the
other for tools."[64]
On 23 April a "transport of 1,000 people arrived from Bohemia".[65] Almost a month
later, on 23 May, Czerniaków noted that "thirty Jews" had been sent to Treblinka, but
he neglected to mention whether these were Polish or German Jews.[66] Then ﬁnally
on 16 July 1942, six days prior to the start of the great evacuation, the Judenälteste
mentioned in his diary that 1,700 German Jews had been released from the
quarantine.[67]
Very little documentation on the great Warsaw evacuation has survived. We do not
know when the German Jews in the ghetto were sent to Treblinka. It may be that the
German Jews from Warsaw whom Lerner met in Smolensk were identical with those
150 or so young Jews who had been sent to Treblinka I in April, and that those for
some reason had been transferred east, but it is also possible that they had reached
Russia via the Treblinka "extermination camp" during the ﬁrst days of the
deportations.[68] A member of the Warsaw ghetto police noted in his diary that
"The tenants of two hostels [that housed Jewish refugees from Germany and
Czechoslovakia] received a day's notice that they must leave on the morrow.
They had already undergone so many moves from city to city and country to
country that they showed no signs of despair or fear. Warsaw or Vilna,

Smolensk or Kiev—it was all the same to them."[69]
Is it just coincidence that Smolensk is mentioned here as a possible destination?
It should be mentioned here in passing that there is testimonial evidence for the
presence of German Jews also in Bobruisk. In 1971 a German witness testiﬁed that he
had met and spoken with a German Jew from Mönchengladbach in the SSArbeitslager Bobruisk.[70] The Jews from Mönchengladbach were sent to Auschwitz,
Łódź, Riga, and Theresienstadt.[71] Those sent to Riga went there via Düsseldorf,
and included the witness Hilde Sherman-Zander (§3.3.2.).[72]
3.3.17. Inge Stolten

Inge Stolten (born 1924) was a German stage actress and playwright. During the war
she performed for German troops in Germany as well as at theatres in the occupied
territories. In late July 1943 she was sent to Minsk,[73] where at the Minsk Theatre
she got into contact with some German Jews from the Minsk ghetto who worked
backstage. In the description of the Minsk ghetto found in her memoirs, Stolten
mentions also Dutch Jews:
"I heard of Dutch Jews who still believed that their furniture would be
forwarded to them as promised, who discussed how they would be able to
ﬁt their great armchairs into the all-too-small rooms. Thus almost all of
them hung on to some kind of illusion, nourished hopes and felt secure once
they had escaped something."[74]
For more on the presence of Dutch Jews in Minsk, see §3.5 below.
3.3.18. Tsetsilia Mikhaylovna Shapiro

The testimony of Dr. Tsetsilia Mikhaylovna Shapiro, a former inmate of the Minsk
Ghetto, was recorded on 20 September 1944 by A.V. Veysbrod. This witness, who
escaped from Minsk in early November 1942, stated that French Jews had been
present in this city.[75]
3.3.19. Avraham Tory (Golub)

Avraham Tory (aka Avraham Golub, b. 1909) served as secretary of the Jewish
Council in the Kovno Ghetto. During the period 1941-1944 Tory kept a diary in which
he also reproduced several orders and reports from the Council as well as the
German ghetto administration.
In Tory's diary entry from 14 July 1942 we read:
"Four Jews from Lodz have been brought to the [Kovno] Ghetto hospital for
surgery. They had spent a long time in a labor camp."[76]
On 30 July 1942 Tory again wrote of Łódź Jews in Lithuania:
"The Lodz Jews who had been employed at the construction of the KovnoVilna highway and were transferred to Riga will be replaced by 500
workers from the Ghetto."[77]
In the same entry Tory writes that
"Five Jews who risked their lives by escaping from a labor camp, where
they had been employed at highway construction, arrived in the Ghetto,
having traveled by various routes. The inmates of this labor camp had been
transferred by road to Riga, and ﬁfty Jews escaped during the transfer. As
they jumped oﬀ the trucks, they were shot at. Two of the escapees waded
into the [unnamed] river and remained hiding there, submerged in the
water up to their necks. After the ﬁrst danger passed, they entered the
forest and hid there. Then they traveled by roundabout paths until they
reached Kovno."[78]

We further learn about the unnamed labor camp that
"The camp commandant pretended to be the friend of workers. In reality, he
disposed of everyone who, for diﬀerent reasons, fell behind in his work.
One day twenty people were killed by injections of poison, having been told
beforehand that they were exhausted and sick and needed some rest. Those
who asked to be taken to a physician were taken to the forest and shot.
Only four inmates were brought to the Ghetto hospital for surgery; there
they remain as of now.
The Council extended assistance to the inmates of this labor camp. This
assistance was of some help. But the inmates were desperate and availed
themselves of every opportunity to ﬂee, despite the risk to their lives.
Fifteen of those people are now in the Ghetto. First, they were cleaned of
lice at the lice disinfection center. They have also received clothes, which
enable them to conceal their condition and status in the Ghetto. They must
also be protected from the evil eye. At the same time, however, they present
the [Jewish] Council with a problem: should the Gestapo ﬁnd out about
their presence in the Ghetto, their fate will be one and the same—
death."[79]
The above diary passages indicate that several hundreds of Jews from Łódź were
conﬁned in a labor camp somewhere between Kovno and Vilna, not far from a river,
and that this group was transferred to Riga sometime in late July 1942. Likely Tory
refrained from naming the camp here due to concerns of security, as mentioned in
the diary entry itself.
In this context one may recall Herman Kruk's diary entry (cf. §3.3.1.) from 4 July 1942
reporting on the presence in Vilna of two young Jews who had been deported from
Łódź in March the same year, and who had escaped from an unnamed labor camp
around the 25th of June. Needless to say the escapees mentioned by Tory and the
escapees with which Kruk came into contact might have come from two diﬀerent
labor camps.
Which camp then is Tory referring to? Later in the diary he mentions that the camps
Miligan (Milejgany), Vievis and Zezmer (Ziezmariai) employed "thousands of Jews"
working on the construction of the Kovno-Vilna highway; in charge of these labor
camps was "the Kovno branch of the Todt organization".[80] Much points to Vievis
being the camp in question, because at the end of the 30 July 1942 entry we ﬁnd the
following isolated sentence:
"Five Jews from the labor camp near Vievis arrived in the Ghetto. They
were given clothes and underwear."[81]
It seems highly unlikely that two groups of each ﬁve Jews with ragged clothes had
arrived from two diﬀerent labor camps to the Kovno Ghetto on the same day. Tory –
who was a lawyer by profession—may have thought it safe to mention the name of the
camp in an isolated sentence where the circumstances of the arrival of the ﬁve Jews
were not made explicit. That the Jewish Council of Kovno did in fact "extend
assistance to the inmates" of Vievis is clear from the diary entry of 2 July 1943, in
which we read that "Yellin, the representative of Vievis camp" visited the Kovno
Ghetto "once every two or three weeks to collect wooden shoes, underwear, and
other supplies from our welfare department" and that "Once in a while, patients from
Vievis camp are admitted to our Ghetto hospital".[82]
A look at a map of the Vievis area (Illustration 1) shows a wooded area to the east of
the town, which may be the "forest" where sick inmates reportedly were taken to be
shot. The "river" in which escapees hid themselves might have been the Streva, a
tributary of the Nemunas River. The Streva runs along the road from Vilna to Kovno
at a shorter distance for a stretch between Vievis and Rumsiskas (cf. Illustration 2).

Illustration 1. Map of Vievis and its vicinity. (Source: Section of Deutsche Heereskarte
1:100 000 Truppenausgabe Nr. 1 vom VII.1944, Großblatt Nr. 324 Koschedoren)[83]

Illustration 2. Map of the area north-west of Vilna with Ziezmariai, Vievis, Palemonas
and Kaisiadorys marked out by the author. (Source: Section of Internationale
Weltkarte 1:1 000 000 Sonderausgabe IV.1941 Ber. V.41 N-35 Wilna).
Finally, in the diary entry from 10 December 1942, we read:
"A young girl by the name of Zisling has come to the Ghetto from the labor
camp in Vievis."[84]
Without at least a given name and an approximate date of birth it is nigh unto
impossible to identify this individual. Nonetheless we may note that a search of the

online Yad Vashem Central Database of Shoah Victims' Names,[85] which reportedly
contains records of close to 3 million individuals—with the caveat that "some people
appear in more than one record")[86]— produces a mere 29 results for the surname
"Zisling" with variants (Cizling, Zysling, Tzizling), whereof almost half are duplicates.
We are thus dealing with a very rare Jewish surname. Of these search results, the
following pertain to young girls:
• Lea Cizling, born to Beniamin and Khana Cizling, nee Pinta. She reportedly died
in Skuodas, Lithuania, in 1941, aged 11.
• Zelda Zysling, born in April 1926 in Klodawa,[87] Poland, to Baruch and Sara
Zysling nee Skowronski. Reportedly killed in Chełmno aged 14.[88]
• Zalma Zysling, the sister of Zelda Zysling, born 19 December 1930, also
supposedly gassed at Chełmno.[89]
• Deborah Zisling, sister of Zelda and Zalma Zysling, supposedly gassed at
Chełmno in 1942 at the age of 19.
• Pese Zysling, born in Klodawa in 1924, supposedly gassed at Chełmno in 1942.
This inconclusive yet notable information compels the question: Were Jews who had
been transited via Chełmno still present in Vievis in late 1942? Did the transfer to
Riga in July 1942 perhaps encompass only the able-bodied or skilled workers?
Research into local archives might possibly provide more information on transports
to and from the Vievis camp.
The diaries of Avraham Tory and Herman Kruk indicate that the Vievis camp served
as a major destination and/or transit point for Jews deported to the East: First in
1942 Jews from the Warthegau district were sent there via Chełmno, and then in
early 1943 Dutch Jews reached the camp via Auschwitz and Sobibór. Many of these
Jews were apparently employed in the construction of a highway between Vilna and
Kovno. This brings to mind the following passage from Himmler's speech in Bad Tölz
on 23 November 1942:
"The Jew has been removed from Germany; he now lives in the East and
works on our roads, railways etc."[90]
A Partial List of Camps with Jewish detainees in Lithuania
• Abbreviated Main Sources
• T: A. Tory, Surviving the Holocaust (Harvard University Press 1990).
• K: H. Kruk, The Last Days of the Jerusalem of Lithuania (Yale University Press
2002)
• NL: Martin Weinmann (ed.), Das nationalsozialistische Lagersystem.[91]
• Aleksotas – labor camp in western Kovno suburb at the site of an airﬁeld (NL p.
665, T p. 455).
• Babtai – camp where some 1,500 Jews were employed at an
"Heeresbaudienststelle" (Army construction bureau).[92]
• Batcum – camp belonging to the Siauliai (Schaulen) Ghetto with 500-1,000
inmates, established 1942, closed 1944 (NL, p. 665).
• Bezdany – peat-digging camp 25 km from Vilna (K, p. 120, 486).
• Biała Waka – peat-digging camp 14 km from Vilna (K, p. 120, 407).[93]
• Darbenai – camp in the Kretinga district.[94]
• Demitrau (Dimitravas) – camp in the Kretinga district.[95]
• Ezereliai (Ezerilis) – subcamp to KL Kauen (Kovno) with accommodations for
1,200 Jews.[96]
• Jonava – labor camp with some hundred inmates.[97]
• Kacergin – Jewish tree-felling unit located in suburb of Kovno (T, p. 114).
• Kailis – "Jewish labor camp" inside Vilna (K, pp. 134-135).
• KL Kauen (Kovno) – concentration camp replacing the liquidated Kovno Ghetto
in June 1943, closed on 25 July 1944 (NL, p. 299).
• Kazlu-Ruda (Raudondvaris) – subcamp to KL Kauen with 300 Jewish inmates
some 20 km south of Kovno, established in early 1944.[98]
• Keidan – labor camp connected with the construction of an airﬁeld (T, pp.
448-453). May be the same as Kedanen/Kidarniai (NL).
• Kiena – peat-digging camp, likely near Vilna, apparently run by Organization
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Todt (K, p. 120, 366, 630). Likely identical with the Keni labor camp mentioned
by Tory, who asserts that all of the camp inmates, "300 in all", were burned alive
in July 1943 (T, p. 430).
Koschedaren (Kaisiadorys) – Tory gives the name as Koshedar (T, p. 482), but
also as Kaisiadorys: "the peat-digging camp at Kaisiadorys, where 350 Ghetto
residents do forced labor" (T, p. 454).
Kybartai – small town on German border with Jewish camp or labor unit (T, p.
113).
Linkaiciai (Linkeitz) – labor camp halfway between Kovno and Siauliai where
Jews worked in army factories and warehouses, a sugar reﬁnery and with peat
digging (T p. 126, 460).
Marijampolé – Army camp in the vicinity of this city to which 400 Kovno Jews
were transferred in late September 1943 (T, p. 482).
Miligan (Milejgany) – labor camp for road construction (T, pp. 389-390, 492).
Nowa Wiljeka – Jewish labor camp in the town of the same name (K, p. 485).
Oszmianka – labor camp run by Organization Todt, located near the town of
Oszmiana (K, p. 621).
Palemonas – peat-digging camp 10 km from Kovno; a brick factory was also
located here (T, p. 58, 60, 92, 482).
Panemune – labor (possibly peat digging) camp.[99]
Panevezys (Ponevezh) – City in northern Lithuania where a ghetto and later a
Jewish camp was located; according to the witness Reska Weiss there lived as
many as 30,000 Jews in the camp in the summer of 1944, mainly Baltic
Jews.[100]
Petrasunai (Petrasun) – Kovno suburb where Jews worked in a paper factory and
at an electric power plant, accommodations for 5,000 Jews were reportedly
under construction here in August 1943 (T, p. 116, 188, 455).
Podbrodzie – labor camp or site to where 400 Vilna Jews were sent in early May
1942 (K, pp. 286-287).
Porubanek – groups of Jews worked here in early 1942 with unpacking and
sorting weapons and ammunition (K, p. 173).
Provienishok (Pravieniskis) – labor camp 20 km south-east of Kovno (T, p. 115).
This is likely the same camp as Prawienischken or Proveniskaiai, which
according to NL (p. 666) housed 5,000 – 6,000 inmates "working in the woods";
it was established in 1941 and closed sometime in 1944 .
Radvilishok (Radviliskis) – ghetto and peat-digging labor camp in central
Lithuania, railway junction (T, p. 113).
Rudziszki – labor camp (K, p. 629).
Rzesza – peat-digging camp 15 km from Vilna with a few hundred Jewish
detainees (K, p. 118, 366).
Sanciai (Schantz) – labor camp in a suburb of Kovno (T, p. 318, 455, 482, 501).
Siauliai (Schaulen) – the ghetto in this city in north-western Lithuania was the
third largest in the country; after its liquidation it was replaced on 17 September
1943 with Concentration Camp Schaulen. Inmates evaucated to Stutthof on 21
July 1944. According to the aforementioned Reska Weiss it held as many as
30,000 Jews in the summer of 1944.[101]
Sorok Tatary – forestry labor camp 15 km from Vilna (K, p. 400).
Swieciany – Jewish labor camp about 80 km from Vilna (K, p. 485, 513).
Veivirzenai – camp located between Taurage and Kretinga employing Jewish
women in agricultural labor (K, p. 483).
Vievis – Jewish labor camp near the town of Vievis (cf. §3.3.1.).
Volary – camp for Jews (NL, p. 299).
Vyzuonos – an agricultural camp or labor unit called the "Red Plantation" was
located near the town of Vyzuonos in 1943.[102]
Zasliai – Jewish labor camp run by Organization Todt (K, p. 485, 533).
Zatrocze – agricultural/peat digging camp not far from Trakai (Troki), which is
located some 20 km west of Vilna (K, p. 346, 447).
Zezmer (Ziezmariai) – labor camp for road construction with at least 400 Jewish
detainees in early May 1943. Located 50 km north-west of Kovno. The camp was
technically aﬀiliated with the Vilna Ghetto but received aid from the Kovno
Ghetto Council (T, p. 162-163, 329). In early May 1943 the camp housed 1,200
Jews, "including 180 children and a number of old people", brought there from
Oszmiana and other towns in the Vilna district; some of these were later

transferred to Dno near Pskov, 680 others to the Kovno Ghetto (T, p. 328, 376).
According to H. Kruk the camp housed 1,200 – 1,500 Jews (K, p. 554). It appears
to have been at least formally run by Organization Todt (K, p. 533).
Aside from the three major Lithuanian ghettos of Vilna (Vilnius), Kovno (Kaunas)
and Schaulen (Siauliai) there existed a number of minor ghettos, many of them
in the small part of northwestern Belarus which had been incorporated into
Generalbezirk Litauen: Soly (T pp. 273-274, 486), Oszmiana (K p. 387),
Michaliszki (K, p. 486), Smorgonie (reportedly there existed two ghettos in this
town; K, p. 629, NL p. 666), Krewo (NL ibid), Ziezmariai (ibid.) and Nieswiez
(ibid).
Reading orthodox literature on the Holocaust in Lithuania one generally gains
the impression that there existed only a handful camps in this country during the
German occupation. However, as seen above, a minor survey of some easily
available sources clearly indicates that there existed at least some 43 camps
with Jewish detainees on Lithuanian soil. Of the camps listed some 90% were
located in south-eastern Lithuania, near Vilna or Kovno. How many camps
existed in other parts of the country that the authors of these sources were
either not aware of or had no reason to mention?
A possible explanation for the seeming ignorance of the mainstream historians
on this issue could be that the large number of camps does not square very well
with the ﬁrmly established belief that some 75% of the Lithuanian Jews had been
killed already by early 1942, and that the vast majority of the survivors were
housed in the three major ghettos.[103] This is not to say that all the Lithuanian
Jews allegedly murdered by the Einsatzgruppen were in fact transferred to these
labor camps. While some of them probably were indeed shot—as communists,
resistance members, hostages, carriers of epidemic diseases, or for other
reaons—many may also have been deported out of Lithuania. Herman Kruk, in a
diary entry dated 11 July 1942, mentions a Vilna Jew living undercover with
"Aryan" papers in Belarus, according to whom "a lot of Jews from Vilna and
Kovno are working in Minsk".[104] In the April 1942 issue of Contemporary
Jewish Record we read concerning the "over 30,000" Jews removed from the
Vilna ghetto (up until February 1942) that "it is believed that half are now in
labor camps on the Soviet front, and the remainder have either been interned or
executed".[105] According to mainstream historiography these Jews were
slaughtered en masse at Ponary.
As for the populations of the respective camps, there is a near-total lack of
reliable ﬁgures. The few available ﬁgures are frequently based not on
documentary sources but witness testimony. One should note that even if such
estimates are taken to be more or less correct, they typically reﬂect the inmate
population at only one given time; needless to say, the populations as well as
holding capacities of the camps could have ﬂuctuated. Future archival research
may perhaps bring more clarity on this issue. It is also possible that aerial
photographs, which we know were taken over Lithuania in 1944,[106] could help
out with locating camps and estimating their holding capacities.
To conclude: It is certainly not out of the question that a large number of Polish
and Western Jews said to have been "gassed"— perhaps even some hundreds of
thousands—were interned in Lithuanian camps and ghettos during the years
1942-1944.
3.4. Historians and Witnesses on the Presence of Foreign Jews in
Salaspils and Other Latvian Camps
Historian Franziska Jahn has summarized the currently held historiographical
picture of the Salaspils camp, located near the Latvian capital Riga, as follows:
"Salaspils was the second camp [the ﬁrst being Jungfernhof] outside of
the [Riga] ghetto, to which foremost male 'Reich Jews' between the
age of 16 and 50 were deported. According to the estimates of

survivors there were 1,500 inmates in Salaspils. They constructed the
camp and worked at the nearby railway station with sorting the
luggage from arriving Jewish transports. From the summer of 1942
Salaspils served as a Polizeihaeftlager [police custody camp] for
Latvians and Russians."[107]
In their study The 'Final Solution' in Riga, originally published in German in
2006, historians Andrej Angrick and Peter Klein devote two chapters to the
Salaspils camp. Here we learn that the camp, assigned to the Regional
Commander of the Security Police (KdS) Latvia, was constructed starting
September 1941 and meant to house Latvian political prisoners as well as
Latvian Jews and Jews brought from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate of
Bohemia and Moravia. Originally the camp was planned to hold about 25,000
inmates. A POW camp, Stalag 350, which held some 40,000 prisoners, was
already located nearby.[108] By mid-January 1942 at least 1,000 Jews were
working in the camp.[109] On 2 February 1942 a status report from the oﬀice of
the Territorial Commander of the Security Police and Security Service (BdS)
Ostland advised that construction was underway at Salaspils on
"a large camp for about 15,000 inmates, which will be completed
around the end of April and is designated at the moment to take in the
Jews coming from the Reich. Whereas a part of the camp is to serve
immediately as an enlarged police prison, the camp would be
completely available as an expanded police prison and correctional
camp after the deportation of the Jews, which is expected toward the
end of summer."[110]
The work on this camp, however, did not progress as planned. On 2 May 1942,
300 Jews were transferred from the Riga ghetto to Salaspils for cutting peat. By
the end of June there were only 675 inmates in the camp, whereof some 400
were German and Austrian Jews. The KdS Latvia now had to admit to Berlin that
after nine months barracks for only 1,000 inmates had been built, and that
barracks for only 500-1,000 more inmates could be added in the near
future.[111]
In the autumn of 1942 the German and Austrian Jews were gradually withdrawn
from Salaspils. By December there were 1,800 inmates in the camp, most of
them Latvians brought in from the Riga Central Prison and elsewhere.[112]
As we have already seen above in §3.3.5., the former Higher Leader of the SS
and Police of Reichskommissariat Ostland, Friedrich Jeckeln, stated during his
interrogation on 14 December 1945 that between 55,000 and 87,000 Jews "from
Germany, France, Belgium, Holland, Czechoslovakia, and from other occupied
countries" had been brought to Salaspils and "exterminated" there in the period
from November 1941 to June 1942.
Contemporary Latvian experts, however, estimate the number of Salaspils
victims at only some 2,000.[113] This of course does not exclude the deportation
of tens of thousands of Western Jews to the camp, providing that a) the Jews
were not murdered there, and b) that most of the arriving Jews were transferred
on to other camps or ghettos. Salaspils would in that case serve as a transit
station for Jewish transports, similar to for example the Vaivara camp in Estonia.
Latvian-American historian Andrew Ezergailis unsurprisingly dismisses the
notion that other groups of foreign Jews may have been deported to Latvia:
"It is a Soviet invention that 240,000 Jews were sent to Latvia and
murdered there. To begin with, there was not enough housing in
wartime Latvia to accommodate, even on a temporary basis, numbers
of that scale. The two larger concentration camps, Salaspils and
Mezaparks (Kaiserwald), even after being completed, could
accommodate only about 6,000 each. And the Riga Ghetto, after the
killing of Latvia's Jews, was never again ﬁlled up to its original
population of 29,000. A makeshift camp was created in Jumpravmuiza

[Jungfernhof], but that housed at its peak no more than 4,000."[114]
What Ezergailis fails to consider is the fact that there existed a number of other,
smaller camps in Latvia (for example Strasdenhof, Dundaga I and II, Lenta,
Spilve, Eleja-Meitene), as well as minor ghettos such as those in Liepaja and
Krustpils. According to a brief report which appeared in the February 1945 issue
of the Swedish-Jewish Judisk Krönika there existed in the summer of 1944 no
less than 21 camps in the Riga district alone, housing at least 15,000 Jews "from
Western Europe" as well as 3,000 Hungarian Jewesses.[115]
Ezergailis likewise completely ignores the possibility that such deportees may
have been accommodated only for a while in Latvia and later sent elsewhere, for
example to workplaces near the Leningrad front. Something like this is in fact
hinted at by a brief report which appeared in the February 1943 issue of
Contemporary Jewish Record:
"Systematic deportation of all Jews who remained in Latvia, including
those brought from Germany, Holland and Belgium was reported Nov.
19 [1942]. The ﬁrst step in the policy of extermination was taken Nov.
28, 1941, according to the Manchester Guardian (Oct. 30), when the
Nazis established an 'inner ghetto' in Riga, and began to use the main
ghetto as a transit camp for Jews from Central Europe."[116]
We note here the (from an exterminationist viewpoint) anomalous presence of
Dutch and Belgian Jews in Latvia, as well as the claim that Riga served as a
transit station for foreign Jews. If the mentioned transfer did indeed take place it
cannot have been complete, at least not in the case of the German (and
Austrian) Jews, since it is well documented that there were still thousands of
them left in Latvia in summer 1944 (see also §3.3.14. for a report on the
presence of Dutch Jews in Latvia in 1944).[117] This report, together with that
appearing in the 16 October 1942 issue of Israelitisches Wochenblatt für die
Schweiz (according to which "Jews from Belgium and other western European
countries" who arrived in Riga "moved on immediately to other destinations";
§3.1.2.) indicates that the Dutch Jews sent to Riga were not shot in the nearby
Bikernieki Forest upon their arrival, as claimed by Hilde Sherman-Zander
(3.3.2.), but transferred to other ghettos or to labor camps.
Considering the abovementioned possibilities, it is deﬁnitely not out of the
question that a total of some hundreds of thousands of foreign Jews were indeed
transported to Latvia in the period of 1941-1944. Ezergailis's report that there
exist no known mass graves containing hundreds of thousands of foreign Jews,
or court testimonies or documentation on this hypothetical mass murder,[118]
needless to say, merely points to the fact that such deportees were not killed en
masse.
The fact is, that the historiographical knowledge of the Salaspils camp is
exremely scant. Even Angrick and Klein have to admit that "the history of the
Salaspils camp and its diﬀerent groups of inmates is almost unknown."[119]
Their three Latvian colleagues Karlis Kangeris, Uldis Neiburgs and Rudite
Viksne state in an article from 2009 that the administrative records of the
Salaspils camp have not been preserved (presumably the documents were
destroyed by the Germans at the time of the retreat in autumn 1944), and that
the scattered preserved documents (deriving from various German occupation
authorities) are not suﬀicient to reconstruct the history of the camp.[120]
There are indeed some Jewish historians who maintain or at least accept as
possible the notion that Western Jews from countries other than the German
Reich and the Protectorate were deported to Latvia. Bernhard Press, who
himself grew up as a Jew in Riga during the war, writes in his study on the
Holocaust in Latvia:
"As for the number and origin of other foreign Jews [i.e. other than
Jews from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate] who were murdered
in Latvia, no oﬀicial data of any sort exist, and rumors about them are

still awaiting conﬁrmation. As has already been indicated, in recent
years numerous large and small mass graves have been discovered at
various locations in Latvia, but these have yielded no new information
because as a rule it was impossible to identify the victims. It must be
pointed out here that a leitmotif in the relevant literature is the
statement that Jews from France, Belgium, Holland, and even Norway
died in Latvia besides those from Germany and the countries of
Eastern Europe. Such statements can be found not only in the books of
M. Kaufmann and M. Birze and the aforementioned KGB brochures,
but even in the personal minutes of the interrogation of F. Jeckeln on
December 14 and 16, 1945. […] It is known that there were also
Lithuanian and Polish Jews in the Riga ghetto and the billets [= work
camps/commandos in the Riga area]. [...]. Jews from Romania and
Yugoslavia were also reportedly exterminated in Latvia. […] As has
been mentioned, F. Jeckeln […] claimed not to know how many foreign
Jews had been brought to Riga. Thus the question of the number and
origins of the Jews who were deported to Latvia and murdered there
remains largely unanswered. Nor do we have a precise answer to the
question of how many of the Latvian Jews in the territory occupied by
the Germans survived the war."[121]
That Yugoslavian Jews were brought to Latvia is reportedly conﬁrmed by
eyewitness testimony. On 1 January 1943 the weekly exile-German newspaper
Die Zeitung reported:
"Now a man who escaped from the Riga Ghetto to neutral foreign soil
[likely Sweden] reports that transports of Yugoslavian Jews have
arrived in Riga."[122]
In the same news article we read that
"a report appearing in Gardista, the newspaper of Sano Mach, the
Slovakian Minister of the Interior, informs that also Croatian Jews are
detained in two towns in eastern Poland."
This would imply that the Jews sent to Riga were Serbian Jews. Since the
surviving Serbian Jews were most likely deported to Transnistria or the Ukraine
(cf. 2.4.5.), it seems more plausible that they were in fact Jews from "Greater
Croatia" (considering that a Yugoslavian state of which Croatia was part had
existed for more than twenty years prior to the war, confusion on this issue
would be understandable). If so, they were part of the 4,972 Croatian Jews
deported to Auschwitz in the summer of 1942 (cf. 2.4.4.).
It should be noted that "eastern Poland" could well refer to the western part of
Generalbezirk Weissruthenien, which used to belong to Poland. We may also
note in passing that, according to Reuben Ainsztein, Yugoslavian Jews were
detained in the Janów camp near Lwów (Lviv) in the south-east part of the
General Government (now in the Ukraine).[123]
The presence of Polish Jews in the Riga Kaiserwald camp and its subcamps is
conﬁrmed by one of the leading Latvian Holocaust historians, Margers
Vestermanis, who writes:
"The number of prisoners was reduced considerably through
Selections, especially in the summer of 1944, as the front drew closer
to Riga. Concerning the many Selections only a single, peculiar
document has been preserved: an inscription in Russian on the inside
of a locker in the subcamp Strasdenhof (Strazdumuiza): 'I, Abraham
Grafman from Warsaw, am now on August 3 among a group of 900
Jews, who are being taken away to be shot.'"[124]
Here we may recall that the witness Jeanette Wolf states in her memoirs that
Polish Jews were kept in the Strasdenhof camp, that another witness, Josef Katz,
repeatedly mentions the presence of Polish Jews in the Riga Ghetto and the

Kaiserwald camp (cf. §3.3.1.) and that Jack Ratz speaks of the arrival of Polish
Jews (who had come "straight from Poland") at the Lenta camp outside Riga in
the summer of 1943. We may also note that the Yad Vashem Central Database of
Shoah Victims' Names[125] lists an Abraham Grafman from Warsaw (b. 1904),
who supposedly perished in 1943—the entry states that he died in Warsaw, but
the relative who ﬁlled in the form apparently did not know Grafman very well,
since the form has the year of birth altered from 1900 to 1904. Could Abraham
Grafman have been deported to Latvia via Treblinka?
Vestermanis further writes:
"Regarding Eleja-Meitene [a subcamp of KL Kaiserwald in the
Mitau/Jelgava district] the following additional information may be
found in the Historical Archives in Riga: The camp, consisting of 16
dilapidated barracks, was located near a 'Machine and Tractor Station'
in Eleja. The approximately 3,000 Jewish prisoners from Lithuania and
Poland were chieﬂy employed in laying rail tracks and with repairment
of tracks. The camp was in use between October 1943 and June 1944.
Nothing is known about the subsequent fate of the prisoners."[126]
How these Polish Jews had reached Latvia, Vestermanis leaves unexplained.
According to information furnished by the International Tracing Service in
Arolsen the inmates in the Eleja-Meitene camp (said to be located 40-50 km from
Mitau) were employed by the ﬁrms Rippel, and Berger & Ottlieb.[127]
German historians Helmut Krausnick and Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm mention
—without providing a source or any further explanation—that Jews were brought
from Holland to the Baltic states.[128]
Historian and former German-Jewish Riga-ghetto inmate Gertrude Schneider
has the following to say about Salaspils camp and the child inmates who
reportedly became victims of medical experiments conducted there:
"By late summer of 1942, Salaspils had become primarily a camp for
Latvian political prisoners and Russian prisoners of war. It also served
as a transit center for subsequent Jewish transports on their journey to
death in the forest. [...] Postwar examinations of exhumed bodies
revealed that various poisons had been tested on the small victims.
Tags worn by the children were found in the forest nearby and at
Salaspils. They were made out of aluminum and were marked, in many
cases, ohne Eltern (without parents), thus identifying the children as
orphans. While many of the names on these tags were Jewish, there
were quite a number that had to be of Slavic origin, due to the fact
that some of the transports had come from Belorussia and from the
Theresienstadt Ghetto in Czechoslovakia. Most of the transports came
from the Reich, but some had come from as far away as France."[129]
I will note here in passing that only one transport from Theresienstadt to Riga in
the summer of 1942 is documented: it was given the transport code Bb and
departed on 20 August 1942.
Elsewhere Schneider writes:
"While transports of Jews from all over Europe were going to be
coming to Riga until late fall of 1942, they would be liquidated
immediately, except for small children, who were then housed in one
big barrack in Salaspils and used for medical experiments."[130]
Lotte Strauss recounts a conversation with Schneider in 1999 during which the
Holocaust survivor-cum-historian told her that
"during the fall of 1942, 40,000 Jews, mostly from Germany and
France, were sent to the woods around Riga. Among them was the
'22nd Osttransport,' with 791 Jews from Berlin. They had been packed

into regular passenger trains—not into cattle cars as was usual for
Jewish transports. It must have given the prisoners a false sense of
security and hidden from them that the Nazi authorities intended an
especially gruesome end for them: mass execution. Before arriving in
the Riga ghetto, the train was diverted to a village named Salaspils.
There, at the ramp, the transport was divided: ﬁfty young men were
sent to work in a sugar factory in Mitau, and a few more were detailed
to help build the concentration camp Kaiserwald. (One, at most two,
members of the work details survived.) All the others—more than 700
people—were taken into the woods to the killing grounds, where mass
graves had been dug by Russian POWs."[131]
The last known direct transport from the west to Riga was the abovementioned
transport from Theresienstadt on 20 August 1942. The 22nd Osttransport is
stated to have departed from Berlin on 26 October 1942 (the number of
deportees is alternatively given as 801 or 808).[132] In preserved German
documents no destination is listed for this transport.[133] The next Osttransport
from Berlin, with 1,021 deportees, departed for Auschwitz on 24 November
1942. If we take a look at the succeeding Berlin transports things get even more
curious. Raul Hilberg notes that
"the transport of November 29, 1942, with 1,001 Jews, is listed as
destined either for Auschwitz or Riga, and the transport of December
14, 1942, with 811 deportees is allocated to Riga. The prosecutor
could not ﬁnd survivors of either transport, and proof of their arrival in
Riga is lacking. It is likely that both were directed to Auschwitz
(...)"[134]
The court document which Hilberg refers to[135]—which the author has not had
the opportunity to access—apparently refers to other transport lists than those
kept at NARA, because the latter lists three Osttransporte from Berlin departing
in November and December 1942: One transport on 20 November with 1,021
deportees, a second on 14 December with 813 deportees and a third on 15
December with 1,061 deportees. For none of these transports is a destination
listed. Danuta Czech in her Kalendarium lists no transports from Berlin as
having arrived in Auschwitz during December or the last days of November; the
next listed arrival from Berlin, with 1,000 deportees (no documentary source is
stated for this entry), is on 13 January 1943[136]—this is most likely identical
with the Osttransport listed in the NARA transport lists as departing Berlin on
January 12 (here the number of deportees is given as 1,190).
Here we may ask in passing whether being sent to Salaspils more or less meant
certain death for Jewish prisoners, as implied by many exterminationist
historians. Jack Ratz, who was brieﬂy sent to Salaspils after the liquidation of
the labor camp Lenta in 1944, states that the camp commandant of Lenta, the
SS man Fritz Scherwitz—who in secrecy was a Jew who had been adopted by a
German soldier during World War I and for that reason took care to treat the
Jewish inmates well—"had been ordered to send all the Jews to Germany" at the
time of the liquidation but instead sent the Jews in the Lenta camp to Salaspils:
"He felt that we had a chance to survive at Salaspils, although it was a notorious
death camp".[137] The contradiction is dumbfounding. Obviously Scherwitz
knew that Salaspils was not a very dangerous place, and deﬁnitely not a "death
camp"
As for Friedrich Jeckeln's claim that French and Dutch Jews had arrived in
Salaspils we ﬁnd a glimpse of a possible conﬁrmation of it in an article which the
Soviet journalist B. Brodovsky wrote after having visited a childrens' home in the
Riga suburb of Bolduri (or Bulduri) some time in late 1944:
"Living at the home at the present time are boys and girls who were
rescued from Salaspils, a German death factory near Riga. Although
there are more than 400 children in the home, a death-like silence
reigns in the rooms, for the children are still under the terrifying
impression of their recent ordeals. […]

In Salaspils there were special barracks for children with cots in four
tiers. However, there were so many children that some of them had to
sleep on the ﬂoor. The toilets were in the courtyard, but the children
were expected to observe the same regulations regarding their use as
the adults. Living in the same barracks were Alexei, Lenya, Valya and
Kilya Kondratenko. Kilya, the youngest, was only a year and eight
months. […]
The Germans had a reason for organizing children's barracks in
Salaspils. They needed a factory for the extraction of blood and the
children were good raw material. The camp administration had an
agreement with the German Red Cross to supply them with blood, and
they did, by the bucketful, which was sent in ampules to the hospitals
every day. This was an establishment of which the fascist vampires
might well be proud; two hundred liters of children's blood a day.
We talked to young victims from Leningrad, Vitebsk, Poltava and
Amsterdam. We even saw two little girls from Paris. From these
children we learned of the inhuman practices of this factory."[138]
The journalist then goes on to describe how he was shown "the ﬁndings of
medical investigations of children in the Bolduri childrens' home and also quotes
brieﬂy from the ﬁles on ﬁve of the children, all of them apparently evacuees
from Belarus: Natasha Panﬁlova (12 yrs), Pavel Levchenko (12 yrs), Grigori
Senkevich (7 yrs), Dmitri Sakson (8 yrs) and Anya Karamish (1 yrs 7
months).[139] It is unfortunate that Brodovsky does not mention the name of any
of the Dutch or French children, but his account indicates that their names and
other personal data were recorded by Soviet investigators, and that they thus
may still be retrievable from archived documents.
No documentary evidence conﬁrming the allegation that child prisoners served
as involuntary blood donors has ever been found, and the claims presented in
the Soviet press that 7,000 children perished at Salaspils are viewed as absurd
by contemporary Latvian historians.[140] This of course does not preclude that
child inmates liberated from the camp were placed in Bolduri and examined by
Soviet physicians.
In 1963 a book on Salaspils entitled Salaspils naves nometne (Death Camp
Salaspils) was published in Riga; the following year a Russian translation
appeared.[141] This book contain a number of eyewitness accounts, most of
which relate either to a nearby POW camp ("Stalag 350") rather than the
Salaspils work reeducation camp (AEL, Arbeitserziehungslager), or to the ﬁnal
stage of the camp's existence, when it was used to detain Latvian political
prisoners, "work-shies" and evacuees from Belarus. There are, however, two
witness statements found in it that conﬁrm the presence of Western and Polish
Jews in Salaspils. Stanislav Rozanov, a Russian POW who worked in a sawmill
near the camp, states that Jewish convoys "from Germany, Poland, Austria,
France, Belgium, Romania, Holland and other countries" were sent there.[142]
Karlis Sausnitis, a Latvian journalist and political prisoner who arrived in
Salaspils on 7 May 1942, repeatedly states that among the camp inmates there
were Jews from "Czechoslovakia, Poland, Austria and other occupied
countries".[143] As already mentioned, mainstream historians maintain that the
Jewish inmates of Salaspils consisted of only Latvian, German, Austrian and
some Czech Jews. As seen we have information conﬁrming that an unknown
number of Polish Jews were present in ﬁve Latvian camps: Kaiserwald
(Mezaparks), Lenta, Strasdenhof (Strazdumuiza), Eleja-Meitene and Salaspils.
3.5. Further Witnesses Provided by Christian Gerlach
In his 1999 book Kalkulierte Morde (Calculated Murder) German Holocaust
historian Christian Gerlach references several witnesses attesting to
deportations of French and Dutch Jews to Belarus:

"That Jews were brought to Belarus not only from the Great German
Reich and the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, but also from other
countries has until now [1999] been almost overlooked. Only some of
the transports in question can be traced in detail, and often we know
of them only from isolated witness statements, which means that they
cannot be conﬁrmed with certainty. Thus after the war, witnesses of a
certain authority, for example the former Gebietskommissar of
Borissow, [Karl] Bauer; Karl Buchner, a member of KdS Minsk
Abteilung IVb specially responsible for gas vans; a surviving German
Jew [identiﬁed only as "W.M."], and a member of the Arbeitsamt Minsk
["H.H."], stated that French Jews had arrived in Minsk. […] The
situation is similar when it comes to possible deportations of Dutch
Jews, who are said to have worked in, among other places, the
weapons workshop in Minsk."[144]
As for the Dutch Jews, we learn in a footnote that their presence in Minsk was
witnessed not only by the already discussed witness Inge Stolten (§3.3.17.), but
also by "H.M.", who worked as a supervisor in the workshop in question; "A.M.",
a member of the KdS (Kommandeur der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD) Minsk
and the aforementioned "H.H." of the Arbeitsamt Minsk.[145] In another
footnote we read that Anna Krasnoperko, a former inmate of the Minsk Ghetto,
told Gerlach in October 1993 that there had arrived French as well as Dutch
Jews at Minsk.[146]
The reason why the transports of French and Dutch Jews to Belarus have
hitherto been "overlooked" by the Holocaust historians is of course that they do
not ﬁt with the oﬀicial historiography on the deportations of these groups of
Jews. Christian Gerlach, however, is unaware—or pretends to be unaware—of
the implications of the testimonies he refers to, and he completely refrains from
discussing them in a broader context.
Gerlach further writes that it is a commonly held notion in Belarus that Jews
from France and other Western European countries were sent to Minsk.[147]
Indeed, his Belarussian colleague Marat Botvinnik writes, unfortunately without
providing a source, that:
"Since the ﬁrst transport [to Minsk from abroad] arrived from
Hamburg, all the prisoners of the Sonderghetto [also called the
"Hamburg Ghetto"] were usually called 'Hamburg Jews', even though
they came from diﬀerent cities of Germany, Austria and
Czechoslovakia, as well as Belgium and Holland. Each transport
consisted of up to 1,000 people. The Sonderghetto held up to 24,000
Jews."[148]
We note here that the number of Jews held in the Minsk Sonderghetto according
to Botvinnik does not ﬁt the notion, embraced by Western Holocaust historians,
that the only Western Jews to actually reach the ghetto were the 7-8,000 Reich
Jews from the initial transports in November 1941 (cf. §3.3.10).
3.6. Testimonies Concerning Postcards and Letters from Deported Jews
Next–to-last in this survey of testimonial evidence I will discuss the letters and
postcards sent to the Warsaw Ghetto in the latter half of 1942 from Jews who
had been deported to the east. Since, to the knowledge of the author, none of
those have been preserved (perhaps due to the recipients being themselves
deported east later on), I will address this issue here and not below in the survey
of documentary evidence.
In an article titled "The Jews of Warsaw Are Murdered in Treblinka", published
in the 20 September 1942 issue of the clandestine Bund organ Oyf der rakh (On
Guard), we ﬁnd the following passage:
"During the ﬁrst weeks of the 'Evacuation Aktion,' [ i.e. in late July and
early August 1942] Warsaw was swamped by postcards written by

Jews deported from the city. Greetings supposedly arrived from
Bialystok, Brześć [Brest-Litowsk], Kosów, Malkinia, Pińsk, Smolensk. It
was all a lie! All the trains with Jews from Warsaw went to Treblinka,
where the Jews were exterminated in a horrifying way. The letters and
the postcards come from people who managed to escape from the
[train] cars or the camp itself. It is also possible that a few Jews
included in the ﬁrst deportations [...] were intentionally sent to Brześć
or to Pińsk so that their postcards would deceive, mislead, and create
false illusions in the Warsaw Jewish community."[149]
It is worth noting here that Warsaw Jewess Mary Berg in her diary entry from 22
July 1942, the very ﬁrst day of the great evacuation, wrote that "The transports
are being sent in the direction of Brzesc"[150]—a possible indication that some
Jews in the ghetto, perhaps members of the Jewish Council, had more detailed
information on the ﬁnal destination of the transports. According to the witness
Rachel Gurmanova, who rehashes the "decoy transport" story, ﬁve or six
postcards arrived from Brest-Litovsk carrying the message "we are
working."[151]
A report written by the underground later in the autumn of 1942 came up with
an alternative explanation for the letters:
"Mysterious letters written by the deportees and dispatched from the
vicinity of Bialystok, Pińsk, Brześć on the Bug River cropped up [in the
ghetto]. They were supposedly brought to the ghetto by policemen and
railroad workers. As later became clear, these were either poor
forgeries or letters that were indeed written by the 'evacuees' as
dictated by the Germans at the site of [their] death in Treblinka."[152]
How exactly it "became clear" that the letters were "poor forgeries" or dictated
at Treblinka was never revealed by any of the underground spokesmen.
Further, in an appeal from January 1943 issued by the Jewish resistance
organization in Warsaw we read:
"In the course of the last weeks, people of certain circles were
spreading news about letters, which supposedly came from Jews who
were evacuated from Warsaw and who are now supposed to be in labor
camps at Pinsk or Bobruisk."[153]
According to the Jewish resistance member Yitzhak Zuckerman, letters which
were part of "a German ruse", arrived in Warsaw "from the towns of Bessarabia,
Smolensk and Minsk saying that the migrants had arrived safely and were
satisﬁed."[154]
Needless to say these letters, if genuine, would pose an embarassing problem to
the Holocaust historians, who therefore have to dismiss them by making various
unsubstantiated claims. Israeli historian Yisrael Gutman writes:
"We have no evidence to the eﬀect that the transports were
deliberately sent to a place that would abet the deception of Warsaw's
Jews. It is likewise doubtful that the Germans had to bother with any
such special circuitous action, since it was much simpler to compel the
deportees to copy down dictated letters immediately upon their arrival
at Treblinka. This system was used at a number of camps. In fact, it
was a customary tactic of deception employed throughout the course
of the 'Final Solution.' But it is also true that many escaped from the
trains on the way to Treblinka. Youth movement members, for
example, repeatedly escaped from the freight cars and returned to the
ghetto. Thus it is highly probable that there were escapees who did not
return to the ghetto and that they too wrote letters but deliberately
failed to state that they had escaped from the train on the way to
Treblinka and were living someplace illegally. It is logical that such
letters would be deliberately vague, just as there were good reasons

why they might be misunderstood or the true location of the sender
might easily be misinterpreted. Yet in many cases the tales of
greetings and letters were no more than hearsay, and the more one
tried to track down the person who had actually seen the letter with
his own eyes, or had received the letter himself, the clearer it became
that the so-called source had only heard about such a letter from
someone else, who had in turn heard about it. The true source of the
rumors was evidently the Germans and their Jewish agents, though we
can also presume that in a community starved for hope and trying to
block out the horrible truth, rumors of this kind come into being even
without an instigator at work."[155]
In order to support the claim that the existing letters were forgeries, Gutman
then goes on to quote a dismissing note written by Warsaw Jew and
"underground archivist" Emanuel Ringelblum (1900-1944):
"A legend began to grow up about letters from the deportees,
particularly from certain places—Brześć, Kowel [in north-western
Ukraine], Pińsk, etc. Hard as you might try, you could never get
anyone who had actually read a letter with his own eyes. It was always
a third person who had heard from someone else that so-and-so had
read the letter. These letters were always phrased in exactly the same
way and appeared in the same form: a few words scrawled on a chit
torn from a paper bag saying that we arrived safely to wherever. A
letter like this never contained details about the living conditions of
the deportees or how they occupied their time. But they always
requested money and belongings and always mentioned that other
deportees had asked to pass on their regards—and these others always
happened to be wealthy people.
Such letters were always delivered by Polish Christians who 'managed
to reach [the proper address] after overcoming various diﬀiculties.'
The amicable Poles were willing to take money and clothing back for
the deportees. They were also prepared to aid in the search for others
who had been deported—naturally, in return for the payment of
hundreds or thousands of zlotys."[156]
Gutman's assertions are rather contrived, and some of Ringelblum's statements
are demonstrably false. To begin with, the hypothesis that some of the cards
came from evacuees who had escaped from the train on their way to Treblinka
could perhaps explain the letters reportedly arriving from Małkinia (which is
located approximately 10 km north of Treblinka) and Kosow, but hardly those
sent from Belarus and the Ukraine.
Ringelblum's claim that the letters actually received were always delivered by
Polish swindlers is incorrect, as shown by a diary entry from 4 August 1942
written by a certain Abraham Lewin:
"A letter from Baranowicze [in western Belarus]. The writer is working
as a farm-laborer. She asks for underwear. Living is cheap, 7 zloty for
white bread, 1.80 for potatoes. It would be good if she could be sent
underwear. The letter came by post."[157]
Since the letter was delivered by mail, it must necessarily have been stamped by
the local post oﬀice which ﬁrst handled it, thus conﬁrming its point of origin. We
may also compare with the autumn 1942 underground report's statement that
the letters were "dispatched" from locations in the east. This is obviously the
reason why the Oyf der rakh writer had to come up with far-fetched idea that
the Germans were sending some of the transports to the east just as part of a
deception.
The reported contents of this letter further contradict Ringelblum's assertion
that the messages "never contained details about the living conditions of the
deportees or how they occupied their time". Also, if the letter had been a part of

a swindle, how come the writer only asked for underwear, and moreover
stressed that prices at the new place of residence were cheap—something which
hardly would encourage the sending of large sums of money?
That Polish Jews were deported to Baranovichi is conﬁrmed by a news notice
which appeared in the Aufbau issue of 26 June 1942:
"There have been mass roundups of Jews in all of Poland in order to
'recruit' forced labor. In the district of Baranowicze Jews are working
on draining the Pinsk swamps. New labor camps are constantly
established."[158]
The hypothesis that the letters were written under duress by deportees who had
just arrived in the "death camp" lacks, as far as this author has been able to
determine, any basis in the testimonies left by former inmates and camp
personnel from Treblinka.
Ringelblum's claim that the existence of the letters was, if not wholly, then for
the most part, a "legend" is contradicted by the Oyf der rakh writer's statement
that Warsaw was "swamped" by such postcards. That the letters delivered were
indeed rather numerous is hinted by the already mentioned statement of Rachel
Gurmanova, as well as the testimony of a certain Tokar-Warszawski according to
which "three postcards that arrived from people who had been deported were
passed around in the Többens' [workshop in Warsaw]".[159]
A further diary note of Lewin's from diary dated 30 July 1942 implies that some
of the Jews deported from Warsaw were sent on from Treblinka to the Białystok
district (similar to how some of the Jews sent to Sobibór were transferred on
arrival to labor camps in the Lublin district; cf. §2.5.):
"A letter from Bialystok that a Polish policeman brought, from a
woman to her husband. She and her son are together with several
other families and have to work in the ﬁelds, but they are receiving
food."[160]
3.7. Entries of Interest from the Yad Vashem Central Database of Shoah
Victims
The already mentioned Yad Vashem Central Database of Shoah Victims, the
majority of whose records are based on forms submitted by relatives of the
reportedly deceased, contains a relatively large number of entries that are
clearly anomalous from an exterminationist point of view, but which ﬁt well with
the revisionist transit-camp hypothesis. Needless to say these entries do not
have the evidential value of documents and, generally speaking, not even that of
ordinary testimonial evidence. Nonetheless I will present them here as they may
provide valuable hints as to the destinations of the transports departing from the
"extermination camps".
3.7.1. Polish Jews

The 62 entries summarized in the table below concern Jews who were
apparently deported from Poland to the German-occupied Baltic states. For
obvious reasons I have obmitted entries concerning Jews originating from the
provinces of pre-WWII Poland that were incorporated into Lithuania and Belarus
during the war.

The Jews listed in the table above resided in towns and cities all over Poland. If
the information in the entries is correct, this would imply that transports went to
the Baltic states from more than one of the "extermination camps". The many
entries relating to Warthegau Jews (Łódź, Slupca, Lututow, Ozorków, Leczyca
(Lentschütz) point to transports from Chełmno. As seen above (3.3.1. and
3.3.19.) the witnesses Kruk and Tory conﬁrm that Jews were deported from Łódź
to Lithuania (and transferred from there to Latvia). Sosnoviec, Tarnowskie Gory,
Zambrow[161] and Będzin point to Auschwitz, whereas Warsaw, Rembertow,
Siedliszcze indicate transports from Treblinka. Lwów, Kolomea, Myslenice and
Przemysl[162] clearly point to Bełżec.
The entry for Berl Zoler, which is based on information submitted by his own
daughter, is especially noteworthy. The vast majority of the Jews of Kolomea
(Kolomyia) were deported to Bełżec on 3-4 April, 7 September and 11 October
1942.[163] From an exterminationist viewpoint it is simply unthinkable that this
72-year-old Jew for some reason would have been spared from certain death and
transported to Latvia. Another remarkable entry is that of the Łódź Jew Hugo
Friedman, born 1875, who is reported to have perished in Riga.
Another group of Jews deported to Bełżec appears to have ended up near the
frontline in eastern Ukraine and Russia. In the June 1942 issue of the
Contemporary Jewish Record we read:
"Meanwhile, all skilled and unskilled Jews in Ciechanow were reported
April 15 [1942] to have been sent to labor camps, while thousands of
former Lublin and Krakow Jews were said to have spent Passover
digging trenches on the Taganrog-Kharkov sector of the Soviet
front."[164]
According to Yitzhak Arad, a total of 30,000 Lublin Jews were deported to Bełżec
between 17 March and 14 April 1942, while a ﬁrst group of 5,000 Krakow Jews
were sent there in early June the same year.[165] Passover (Pesach) fell on 2
April in 1942.[166] How then could Krakow Jews have reached the Ukraine (no
"gassings" of Kraków Jews had yet taken place in any other "extermination
camp")? One possibility is that Arad is mistaken and that smaller transports of
Krakow Jews to Bełżec actually took place during the period in question. A more
likely explanation, though, is that Krakow Jews were among the Lublin Jews
deported to the camp. More than 5,000 Krakow Jews were resettled to the
Lublin district during the autumn of 1940.[167]
All of the Baltic camps and towns mentioned in the entries are identiﬁable. To
begin with the Latvian locations, Livani, where the elderly Berl Zoler reportedly
died, is on the bank of the Daugava River some 30 km south-east of Jekabpils
and 80 km north-north-west of Daugavpils (Dvinsk). Sabila, which is stated as
the place of death in three entries concerning unrelated individuals from
diﬀerent towns, is most likely identical with Sabile, a town or village located
about 35 km north-west of Tukums. Serene or Jaunjelgava is a town on the
Daugava River in the Zemgale district, located about halfway between Riga and
Jekabpils. Subate is a town or village located some 40 km north-west of

Daugavpils, directly on the Latvian-Lithuanian border. Malta is the name of a
village (and a nearby river) located approximately 25 km north-west of Rezekne,
a town in eastern Latvia. Valka (Walk) is a town located directly on the LatvianEstonian border, some 110 km inland. Korsovka is the Russian name for Karsava,
a town located northeast of Rezekne, near the Russian border. Balwa (Balvi),
ﬁnally, is a town in the north-eastern corner of Latvia, some 30 km from the
Russian border. As for the Lithuanian locations, Merts is another name for
Merkine in Alytus county in southern Lithuania. Svedasai is located halfway
along the road between Utena and Kupiškis. Kelmai or Kelme is located on the
road between Siauliai and Taurage (Tauroggen). Warna is another name for
Varena in Alytaus county. Krakes, ﬁnally, is a small town in the Kedainiai district
in central Lithuania.
The fact that the individuals who submitted the forms in question knew the
names of these rather obscure locations in Latvia suggest that they themselves
or their relatives had received communications of some kind or other mentioning
the whereabouts of the deported person.
About the Łódź Jew Mojsze Goldberg, his cousin informs us that he was "Sent to
Riga for slave labor. When standing in line for breakfast rations the Nazis made
a 'selection' of 100 men. Mojsze, number 67, was forced to dig his own grave."
3.7.2. French Jews

Next I present a table of 8 similar entries relating to Jews deported from France:
Surname

Given
Name

Year of
birth

Wartime
residence

Place of
death

Year of
death

Bloch

Edmund

5/9/1900

Saverne

Jassy (lasi)

5/7/1944

Cealac

Yakob

5/12/1911

France

Riga

?

Cohen

Israel

1890

France

Belarus

?

Falesski

Haim

1890

Paris

Transnistria

1942

Mai

Ludwig

21/1/1881

Paris

Riga

23/11/1944

Perelman

Mina

1893

Paris

Riga

?

Rozenberg Maksimillian 1912

Brumath

Bershad
(Transn.)

?

Schauman Khaim

Nice

Transnistria

Aged 18 or
19

?

"Haim Falesski" is identiﬁable as Haim Faletsky, born in Calarasi, Romania, on
11 September 1890. He was on Convoy 20, which departed from Drancy with
destination Auschwitz on 17 August 1942. It consisted of 1,000 deportees,
whereof 878 were "gassed on arrival", i.e. transited.[168]
There is only one "Israel Cohen" in the transport lists (in Convoy 33), but he is
stated to be born in Philipopoli, Bulgaria, in 1902, not in Berguent, Morocco in
1890 as the Israel Cohen found in the Yad Vashem database. There are two
Cohens in the transit lists with the name "Isidore", which is given as Israel
Cohen's second name: one born 18 October 1887 in Constantinople, the other
born 5 July 1894 in Paris. The former was on Convoy 66, which departed from
Drancy bound for Auschwitz on 20 January 1944, the latter was on Convoy 23,
which departed from Drancy with the same destination on 24 August 1942. If
one of these two individuals is identical with "Israel Cohen", it is more likely the
"Isidore Cohen" born in Paris in 1894, since it seems improbable that Jews would
have been transported to Belarus as late as January or February 1944.
The persons in the six other records are not to be found in the extant transport

lists. This, however, does not necessarily mean that these individuals were not
deported from France. It is possible that they went under other names at the
time of their deportations, that their surnames were misspelled in the transport
lists, or that they were last-minute additions to convoys and therefore do not
appear in the extant copies of the transport lists. Such additions can be inferred
from the fact that the numbers of deportees in the convoy lists in some cases
diﬀer slightly from the corresponding ﬁgures given in the telegrams sent to
Auschwitz by the Jewish section of the French Gestapo. As Serge Klarsfeld
explains,
"it was always possible for them [the Gestapo] to add on a few more
people at the last minute putting the correct number in the telex
without transferring these names to the two lists entrusted to the head
of the convoy."[169]
The four entries stating Transnistria as the place of death are especially
noteworthy in context of the news report from November 1942 according to
which thousands of Jews deported from France had arrived in Bessarabia and
the ghettos of Calarasi (Kalarash) and Kishinev (Cf. §3.1.2.). Moreover the bimonthly news review Contemporary Jewish Record wrote in its issue of
December 1942 that
"In occupied France, deportations proceeded swiftly and ruthlessly.
Within three months after the initial arrests, about 35,000 Jewish
families were broken up. In Paris, 4,000 Rumanian Jews were arrested
on Sept. 24 and taken to the Drancy internment camp, the Rumanian
Government having enacted a special law under which they could be
apprehended. One of the Paris deportees, who managed to survive a
nightmarish journey to Bessarabia, told a horrible story (Oct. 15) of his
arrest and of his trip in a sealed car marked 'War materials, explosives
- transit to Russia.' Those who met the transport at its destination saw
a ghastly sight. More than half of the occupants in some cars were
dead, and their bodies, already in a state of decomposition, fell out as
the doors were opened."[170]
This remarkable report implies that the Jews of Romanian nationality deported
from France were sent to the Romanian-annexed Bessarabia, from which in turn
all or some of them may have been transferred across the Bug to the
"Transnistrian Reservation". Indeed, some pages on in the same issue we read:
"Sealed cattle cars, containing Jews deported from France, arrived in
Rumania, it was reported in Lisbon, Oct. 15, and those not dead from
starvation or exhaustion were immediately shipped to
Transnistria."[171]
Needless to say the Western Jews deported to Transnistria may not
there permanently; it would not take much eﬀort to transport them
Bug River and into Reichskommissariat Ukraine. In this context we
that the Jewish Telegraph Agency reported the following on 23 July

have stayed
across the
may note
1943:

"At present, the Jewish population of Mohilev [in Transnistria] is about
15,000, of whom 3,000 are natives of the city and the others deportees
from Rumania, Germany and Bulgaria. These ﬁgures vary from day to
day, one report points out, since new groups of deportees are
constantly arriving and others are sent farther eastward to construct
fortiﬁcations on the Russian front under the supervision of Nazi
oﬀicers."[172]
Also, on 2 January 1944 the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter reported that
an estimated 55,000 Jews in Romanian camps had been sent to work on the
Russian front; of these about 50% had perished due to lack of food, clothing and
medical care.[173]
As mentioned in §2.4.3., Jews from the Bulgaria-annexed regions of Macedonia

and Thrace were deported to Treblinka and Sobibór in March and April 1943.
According to mainstream historiography the only Jews ever deported to
Transnistria were from Bessarabia, Bukovina and "Old Romania". Was
Transnistria from that time on used as a sort of transit area for Western and
Balkan Jews within the framework of the Generalplan Ost, similar to the Lublin
"reservation"?
Bershad, where "Maksimilian Rozenberg" is reported to have perished, was the
location of a Jewish ghetto which was part of the "Transnistrian
Reservation".[174] About this "reservation" we read in the 6 November 1942
issue of the weekly Aufbau:
"The province of Transnistria will soon become a single large
collection reservoir [Sammelbecken] for Jews. Freight trains from
France, Holland and Belgium constantly arrive, bringing half-starved
and sick deportees who are then left there to their fate."[175]
On 24 September 1942, a total of 1,594 Romanian Jews were arrested in the
Paris region and detained at the Drancy collection camp. On the following day
729 of them were deported to Auschwitz on Convoy 37, which consisted of in all
1,004 deportees. At Kosel, some 100 km west of Auschwitz, 175 men from the
convoy were selected for work. The transport is reported to have arrived at
Auschwitz on 27 September. Upon arrival, another 40 men were selected for
work, whereas the rest of the deportees were immediately "gassed". On 28
September 1942 Convoy 38 departed with 856 Jews on board; 594 of them were
of Romanian nationality. Of the Jews from this transport some 685 were "gassed"
on arrival at Auschwitz on 29 September.[176]
The abovementioned Haim Faletsky was the only Romanian Jew on Convoy 20,
which as already mentioned departed on 17 August, and was, as far as the
author of this article has been able to determine from the transport lists, the
very ﬁrst Romanian Jew to be deported from France. The reason for this is
mentioned in the above quoted news article and explained more fully by Serge
Klarsfeld:
"Romania was allied with Germany, but under the pressure of Gustav
Richter, Eichmann's representative in Bucharest, the Romanian Jews
living in France lost the protection of their government. On September
17, the German embassy had told the Gestapo that Romania and
Bulgaria were no longer interested in their Jews. They thus became
deportable [...]. The next day, the Gestapo informed the RSHA in Berlin
that the deportation of Romanian Jews would not exceed 3,000
persons."[177]
In the end a total of 2,958 Romanian Jews were deported from France.[178] That
Faletsky was deported already in August could be explained either as a mistake
or (perhaps more likely) that for some reason he was not recognized as a citizen
by the Romanian embassy. Of the three other Jews listed as having died in
Transnistria all were reportedly born in France. I will return to the deportation
of French Jews to Transnistria later in this study.
3.7.3. Dutch Jews

Surname

Given
name

Year of
birth

Wartime
residence

Place of
death

Year of
death

Bromet

Helena

1912

Amsterdam

Riga

?

Cohen

Ester

1871

Veendam

Riga

1942

1870

The
Netherlands

Lithuania

?

Goldschmidt Max

Linderman

Nico

1910

Amsterdam

Utyany
(Lith.)

1944

Magnus

Regina

1892

Amsterdam

Lithuania

1943

There are ﬁve entries of interest relating to Dutch Jews:
An online database[179] based on the Dutch transport lists a Helena BrometRoot, born 3 October 1912 in Amsterdam, as murdered in Auschwitz on 23 July
1942. There is also an Esther Cohen-Zion, born 26 June 1871 in Eibergen, listed
as murdered in Auschwitz on 17 September 1942. We may recall here Hilde
Sherman-Zander's testimony (3.3.2.) according to which one or more convoys of
Dutch Jews arrived in Riga in the summer of 1942.
A Max Goldschmidt, born 6 December 1873 in Singhofen, is listed as murdered
in Sobibór on 23 July 1943. A Regina Magnus-Kirsch, born 24 August 1892 in
Berlin is listed as murdered in Sobibór on 26 March 1943, yet two entries in the
Yad Vashem Database, submitted by her brother (James Isaac Kirsch) state
(while adding a question mark) that she was deported to Lithuania.
There is no Nico or Nicolaus Henny Lindeman, stated to be born in Hengelo, the
Netherlands, to be found in the database, but if one searches for victims from
this town one ﬁnds a David Herman Lindeman (b. 27 March 1903) and a Dina
Lindeman (b. 8 December 1867), both from Hengelo and allegedly gassed in
Sobibór, David on 11 June 1943 and Dina on 13 March 1943. Was "Nico" a
relative of theirs? The Yad Vashem entry is based on information submitted by
his brother, Mordekhai. Utyany, the place where "Nico Lindeman" reportedly
perished, is undoubtedly the same as Utena[180], a city in north-eastern
Lithuania. Avraham Tory wrote that German bombardment during the ﬁrst
weeks of Operation Barbarossa had "destroyed the road between Vilkomir and
Utena".[181] Were Dutch Jews sent to carry out road work at this location? One
may recall here Herman Kruk's April 1943 diary entries (3.3.1.) according to
which a large number of Dutch Jews were deported to Lithuania, most of them
apparently via Sobibór.
It may well be that the ﬁrst transports of Dutch Jews to Lithuania took place
already in the summer of 1942, around the same time that one or more convoys
arrived in Riga. In the October 1942 issue of Contemporary Jewish Record we
read:
"Mass deportation to Eastern Europe of the 60,000 Jews now in
Amsterdam ghettos began at the rate of 600 per day, it was learned
July 23. [...] On Aug. 19 [1942], the BBC stated that several hundred
[Dutch-Jewish] deportees had been slain in Wilno by Nazis."[182]
Something curious appears if we map out the above Latvian and Lithuanian
locations (Illustration 3). We immediately note that Balwa, Karsava, Malta,
Livani, Subate, Svedasai, Utena, Varena and Merkine as well as Vievis are all
located more or less along an imagined line running in NNE-SSW direction from
Pskov to the south of Lithuania, not far from the Russian border. All of these
locations also had direct or indirect access to the main railroad line WarsawVilna-Daugavpils-Pskov-Leningrad. This suggests the construction of
fortiﬁcations along the Baltic-Russian border, similar to the "Otto Line" in
eastern Poland, or a network of armament factories placed along a supply route.
Interestingly the German Jewess Jeanette Wolf, who was deported to Riga in
early 1942, writes in her memoirs that Jews from the camps in and near the
Latvian capital were sometimes transferred to "so-called Stützpunktkommandos"
(reinforcement point commandos) near "the front" (likely meant is the Leningrad
front) from which they usually did not return.[183] Tory mentions in his diary
entry from 20 August 1942 a (later rescinded) German demand that 700 Kovno
Jews be sent to, among other locations, "Lake Ilmen near Leningrad" (south of
Novgorod).[184]

Illustration 3. Latvian and Lithuanian locations (underlined) appearing in the
anomalous Yad Vashem database entries (also included are Vievis and Salaspils).
Based on the railway map of Eastern Europe in A. Knipping, R. Schulz,
Reichsbahn hinter der Ostfront 1941-1944.
3.7.4. Reich Jews

Next I have summarized below 17 entries relating to German and Austrian Jews
apparently deported to the Ukraine. As mentioned above (§2.1.) it is an
established fact that a large number of German, Austrian and Czech Jews were
deported to Reichskommissariat Ostland in the period 1941-1942. Mainstream
historians however do not acknowledge any transports of such Jews to
Reichskommissariat Ukrain.
Surname

Given
name

Year of
birth

Wartime
residence

Place of
death

Year of
death

Allina

Rosa

1880

Vienna

Kiev

1942

Bergsmann

Mor

1897

Loretto
(Austr.)

Voroshilovgrad 1944

Dreschler

? (female)

1895

Vienna

Kiev

?

Gutman

Lia

1884

Vienna

Kiev

1942

Haas

Walter

?

Frankfurt a
M

Kiev

?

Hacker

Lea

?

Vienna

Kiev

Aged 49

Horowitz

Yehoshua

1877

Vienna

Ukraine

1942

Lantner

Czarna

1892

Rohatyn

Ukraine

?

Levy

Beti

1881

Altona

Kupel

?

Lewkowicz

Julius

1876

Berlin

Krasnoameysk

1943

Lichtensztejn Elza

1910

Graz

Ukraine

1942

Tobias

Irene

?

Hamburg

Ukraine

1943

Tobias

Kathe

?

Hamburg

Ukraine

1943

Federlein

Augusta

1883

Frankfurt

Ukraine

1942

Perle

Chaim

1907

Breslau

Krasnoameysk

?

Stern

Hedwig

1897

Frankfurt

Kiev

1943

Stern

Sally

1889

Frankfurt a
M

Kiev

1943

Toprower

Bernhard

?

Vienna

Ukraine

1943

It is noteworthy that several of the individuals listed above were between 60 and
70 years old at the time of their reported death.
Voroshilovgrad is a city in south-eastern Ukraine now called Luhansk.
Krasnoarmeysk (more commonly spelt Krasnoarmiysk) is located in eastern
Ukraine, about halfway between Kharkov and Dnepropetrovsk, while Kupel is
located directly on the Ukrainian-Belarussian border, north-north-west of
Zhitomir.
3.7.5. Jews from Belgium and Luxembourg

Finally I give 3 entries relating to Jews deported from Belgium and Luxembourg:
Surname

Given
name

Year of
birth

Wartime
residence

Place of
death

Year of
death

Goldberg

Hellen

Sept. 1927

Antwerpen

Russia

1942

Kohn

Pesach

1902

Brussels

Ukraine

1942

Levi

Esther

29/12/1889

Luxembourg

Minsk

?

The appearance here of Ukraine is noteworthy. In the December 1942 issue of
Contemporary Jewish Record we read the following concerning the deportations
of Jews from Belgium (which commenced in August that year):
"Jews from Malines were sent to Calais and other French coastal
points to work on fortiﬁcations (Oct. 14), while those from the province
of Limburg and other cities were shipped (Oct. 5) to the Nazi-occupied
Ukraine. Several hundred others, including women from sixteen to
ﬁfty years of age, were exiled (Oct. 29) to the coal mines of Silesia. A
report on Oct. 21 stated that 5,500 Antwerp Jews had been deported
to the east."[185]
In the June 1943 issue of the same periodical we read:

"Over 14,000 Jews from Belgium and Holland arrived in Nazi-occupied
Ochakov, in Kherson, to do slave labor, Geneva sources reported on
April 29."[186]
These Jews had most likely been transited via Auschwitz (in the case of the
Belgian Jews) and Sobibór. Ochakov in the Mykolaiv Oblast is a Ukrainian town
by the Black Sea, located about halfway between Kherson and Odessa. During
the war the district of Ochakov (Oceacov) was part of the Transnistrian
reservation.
German railway historians Andreas Knipping and Reinhard Schulz contend that
Belgian as well as Austrian Jews were deported to the Ukraine; unfortunately
they do not provide a source for this assertion.[187] The Belgian exile
newspaper Onafhankelijk België reported on 15 October 1942:
"Many cases of the deportation of Jews have been reported in occupied
Belgium. In Liège, in particular, one family has suﬀered much. The
father was sent to a workcamp in France. The daughter and two of her
brothers were ordered to go to a meeting-place from where Jews are
sent to the Ukraine."[188]
To be continued.
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Going Underground | CODOH
by Frederic Freeman

INTRODUCTION
For many, the phrase "going underground" conjures up images of
anti-establishment sub-cultures. Oftentimes, we think of groups or
individuals "going underground" when their thoughts or ideas have
resulted in persecution in mainstream society. Fyodor Dostoevsky
utilized the term in his story "Notes from Underground," his all-out
assault on Enlightenment rationalism. Others may think of the
"Underground Railroad," the clandestine routes that slaves used
throughout the nineteenth century to escape to "free states" in the
northern United States.
The earliest images that come to mind for most people however, date
back nearly two thousand years to early Christian culture in ancient
Rome. Christian belief in bodily resurrection resulted in their desire
to bury their dead. These early underground burial sites became
known as the 'Catacombs.' Since Roman law prohibited burials inside
the city limits, Christians devised their underground burial places
right outside the city limits. The catacombs were used both as burial
places and for memorial services.[1]
Popular culture often depicts the catacombs as secret hiding places
for Christians throughout the long period of their persecution by
Roman authorities. Today historians largely disagree with this
portrayal of the catacombs.[2] It is this popular image however, that
resulted in Walter Lüftl's coining of the phrase "Catacomb
Revisionists."[3] In a letter to the editor of The Revisionist, Lüftl
wrote:
"There you can see how we can create proselyte
revisionists, or how they come into being, and be it by pure
coincidence! I call them 'catacomb revisionists,' because
like the early Christians in Rome, they, too, can survive only
in catacombs [...] You will not believe how many people I
already have converted into catacomb revisionists over a
nice glass of wine. But when they want to spread the
knowledge they gained after they started to learn more
following their conversion, they all subsequently encounter
problems in their families and social circles, because most
people cannot distinguish between 'belief and facts.' "[4]
Today revisionist historians who refute or even dare to question the
established orthodoxy of the oﬀicial Holocaust story ﬁnd themselves

persecuted and imprisoned throughout the world. The persecution
has not prevented revisionists from writing, publishing, and speaking
on these matters, but has largely driven them "underground" or
turned them into "catacomb revisionists." Many newcomers to
revisionism, for fear of backlash and persecution, have taken to the
use of pseudonyms in their writing. In some cases, even established
revisionists have utilized this age-old tactic to avoid both
governmental and non-governmental repression for having expressed
their viewpoint with regard to this one historical period.

EARLY HISTORY
Holocaust revisionism has had a long and distinguished history of the
use of pseudonyms or noms des plumes by its authors. Three early
titles were written by Josef Ginsburg using the pseudonym J.G. Burg.
These included Schuld und Schicksal (Guilt and Destiny), 1962,
Suendenboecke (Scapegoats), 1967, and NS-Verbrechen (National
Socialist Crimes), 1968. Ginsburg, a Jewish author, had been
deported during the war by the Nazis. Presumably Ginsburg used this
pseudonym to protect both himself and his family.[5]
One of the earliest English language revisionist books that addressed
the Holocaust story was The Myth of the Six Million. This title
originally appeared in 1969. Its author was identiﬁed simply as
"anonymous."[6] Today it is known that this book was written by
David L. Hoggan, an academic who taught at the University of
California at Berkeley, San Francisco State College and several other
schools of higher learning.[7] The Noontide Press published Hoggan's
study anonymously purportedly to avoid academic retribution against
Hoggan.[8]
In 1974, the highly inﬂuential booklet, Did Six Million Really Die? was
published under the pen name Richard Harwood. The booklet has
since had its author identiﬁed as Richard Verrall. The pseudonym
"Harwood" was later used by several diﬀerent authors including
David McCalden and Ditlieb Felderer.[9] McCalden, who became the
ﬁrst director of the Institute for Historical Review, frequently used
the pen name Lewis Brandon.[10] During Ernst Zündel's 1988 trial
for having published Did Six Million Really Die?, Bradley Smith,
founder and director of the Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust (CODOH), pointed out that it was sometimes necessary to
use pen names because of the violence directed at one simply for
expressing doubt about the bona ﬁdes of a historical event.[11]
Ditlieb Felderer would also publish an early revisionist book,
Auschwitz Exit, using the pen name Abraham Cohen. Felderer
claimed that he used the pen name in order to gain entry to various
communist countries in order to conduct research and that use of his
real name would result in denial of entry. Felderer's concerns appear
to have been justiﬁed. In 1981, he was imprisoned by the government
of Poland.[12]
It is clear that revisionists have used pseudonyms from their earliest

days. Pseudonyms were the logical result of real threats that ranged
from governmental repression to mob violence. In an eﬀort to protect
themselves, their careers and even their loved ones, revisionists
frequently resorted to various pen names. This was not a matter of
"intellectual dishonesty" as some anti-revisionists have charged but
rather a means to avoid persecution.

CRITIQUES
The use of pseudonyms by revisionists has been frequently
condemned by its detractors. Deborah Lipstadt used her typical
derogatory tone with regard to pseudonyms throughout her Denying
the Holocaust. She took aim at Richard Harwood and the original
claim that he was with the University of London. For Lipstadt, the
attempts to "camouﬂage" Harwood's identity was a matter of hiding
his association with the British National Front.[13]
Perhaps the most-read critique of revisionist use of pseudonyms is
that of Harry Mazal of the Holocaust History Project, an antirevisionist group that functions primarily on the Internet. Mazal
mainly targeted Germar Rudolf, for what Mazal calls his "continuing
attempt to obfuscate and confuse." Mazal writes,
"Mr. Rudolf, like many other Holocaust deniers, has created
a variety of pseudonyms, referred to as nyms in common
Internet parlance. Most deniers use such pseudonyms to
conceal their identities in the various Usenet discussion
groups."[14]
Mazal may not go as far as Lipstadt in attributing sinister intentions
to revisionists, but clearly he believes that the use of nyms as he calls
them are all about creating confusion and covering up true identities.
He also takes a shot at Samuel Crowell complaining, "Some, like
"Samuel Crowell" use a nym to avoid embarrassment in their
legitimate work place."[15] Still, Mazal refuses to address why
revisionists should be "embarrassed" in their work place and even
further who might cause them "embarrassment." Beyond
"embarrassment," many revisionists have lost careers due to their
revisionist activities.[16]
Some revisionists also have criticized the use of pseudonyms and pen
names. Despite the long tradition of their use, various revisionists
who are open about their work and viewpoints have sometimes
expressed distaste at those who prefer pseudonyms. To the open
revisionist, the use of a pseudonym can diminish the trust and
conﬁdence they are willing to place in the "underground" revisionist."
Mark Weber, while editor of the Journal of Historical Review, was
often reluctant to publish works submitted under pen names. David
Irving also has made various comments through the years targeted at
those who prefer to remain in the shadows. This position is certainly
more understandable from those who like Irving have lost everything
and even suﬀered imprisonment for their battle for revisionism than
from the anti-revisionists who hypocritically denounce the use of

pseudonyms and applaud the repression of those who express doubt
about the Holocaust.

ANTI-REVISIONIST LEGISLATION
Although revisionists feared reprisal even dating back to the early
1960s, persecution and governmental repression have become a
growing threat largely since the 1980s. In a short article, an
anonymous revisionist author summed up the situation,
"By the 1980s there had arisen a powerful movement
among mainstream Holocaust scholars, Jewish
organizations, and politicians in Europe and Canada to
actually criminalize dissent regarding the popular version
of the Holocaust. Whereas only the United States was
insulated from such censorship attempts because of a
constitutional guarantee of freedom of speech, it had been
assumed by many that the rest of the countries of the
Western world, while lacking such a free-speech guarantee,
nonetheless supported the notion of intellectual freedom,
i.e. the principle that no one should be persecuted by their
government for the "crime" of writing or reading unpopular
material."[17]
The writer goes on to report,
"[...] by the year 1996 the only European nation to lack
some kind of an "anti-revisionist" law would be Denmark, a
small victory for revisionism rendered moot by a European
Common Market regulation that enables a citizen of one
European country to sue the citizen of any other for an
oﬀense that may only be an oﬀense in the ﬁrst country. By
1996, Canada, Australia, South Africa, and Mexico would
have all persecuted Holocaust revisionists by law."[18]
With each passing year, the number of countries that outlawed
Holocaust revisionism grew. France's repressive Loi Gayssot was
enacted on July 13, 1990. The Swiss voted their anti-revisionist law
into eﬀect in September, 1994. Germany would join suit in the
autumn of 1994 making it a criminal oﬀense to "deny or trivialize any
act committed under National Socialist rule."[19] Belgium would pass
their Negationism Law in March, 1995. Other countries were soon to
follow. As the governments of Europe enacted what would amount to
"thoughtcrimes" legislation against revisionists at the request of
various Jewish activist organizations, revisionists were further driven
underground.[20] This drive to outlaw revisionism had the side eﬀect
of even greater use of pseudonyms in the 1990s and the years that
followed.

THE INTERNET AGE
Although the result of a long history, the Internet largely went public
in the 1990s. Revisionists were there from the start. In August 1991,

Dan Gannon began his BBS (bulletin-board service) "Banished
CPU."[21] Throughout 1992, a heated debate on the Holocaust
controversy raged on discussion forums on the GEnie and Prodigy
systems.[22] The most important discussions, however, began taking
place on the Usenet newsgroup alt.revisionism.
The Internet became a principal driving force in the use of various
identities by revisionists. Email addresses were typically created with
something other than the individual's full name. Likewise, "handles"
on newsgroups including alt.revisionism were often creative and
typically masked one's true identity. Revisionists as well as antirevisionists, and just about anyone else who wandered into any
newsgroup now had an ID other than their given name.
At times, revisionists were forthright in identifying themselves, only
to ﬁnd their private information catalogued and distributed. As
harassment increased, the drive to greater anonymity increased as
well.

GERMAR RUDOLF
Germar Rudolf entered the revisionist scene in 1992 right as Europe
was enacting tougher anti-revisionist legislation and the Internet was
becoming a household word. Rudolf, it can be said, raised the use of
pseudonyms to an art-form. Rudolf, however has been attacked more
for his use of pseudonyms than any other revisionist.

Revisionist Germar Ruollf utilized several pseudonyms to avoid
persecution and prosecution for writing and publishing scholarly
books. Photo: www.codoh.com
Due to Rudolf's expertise as a chemist, he found himself being called
by several defense lawyers to be an expert witness in trials against
revisionists in Germany. These included trials against Udo Walendy
(February 1992), Gerd Honsik (March 1992), David Irving (May
1992), Max Wahl (July 1992). Rudolf found that in these and other
trials that the judges rejected any and all evidence presented by the
defense, including that of expert witnesses. He writes:
"In one case, I had to learn that a chemist (me) was
rejected because he was neither a toxicologist nor a

historian, an engineer (Leuchter) was rejected because he
was neither a chemist nor a historian, and a historian (Prof.
Haverbeck) was rejected because he was neither a chemist
nor an engineer." [23]
Rudolf concluded that the German legal system was corrupt and that
an expert witness would need to simultaneously be an engineer, a
chemist, a toxicologist, a historian and even a barrister. With this in
mind, he set out to mock the current injustice in Germany by creating
a person with all of these qualiﬁcations. Rudolf set to work on his
ﬁrst revisionist publication, a brochure entitled "Die Zeit lügt!" After
discussions with the publisher, Karl Philipp, they decided to divide
their "expert" author into four. The work was published in October
1992 under four pen names: Dipl.-Ing. Hans Karl Westphal, engineer;
Dr. Werner Kretschmer, barrister, Dr. Christian Konrad, historian, Dr.
Rainer Scholtz, chemist and pharmacologist. To this day, Rudolf is
charged with dishonesty because of the use of these names and the
"academic credentials" he attributed to them.[24]
By the Spring of 1992, Rudolf had prepared his expert report on the
Auschwitz 'gas chambers' at the request of the legal defense of Otto
Remer. While Rudolf was postponing any general publication of his
work until he was awarded his PhD from the Max Planck Institute,
Remer went ahead and published and distributed the work in early
1993.[25] As Rudolf found himself on a collision course with the
German legal system, he opted to go further "underground" and
continued his writings under various pen names. In early 1994, Prof.
Dr. Ernst Nolte: Auch Holocaust-Lügen haben kurze Beine would be
released under the pseudonym Manfred Köhler. Rudolf's own legal
situation would be taken up in Der Fall Rudolf (The Rudolf Case)
under the pseudonym Wilhelm Schlesiger.
With the newly fortiﬁed anti-revisionist laws passed in the autumn of
1994, Rudolf found himself dragged before the German legal system
in a trial that lasted from late 1994 to mid-1995. As his trial was
beginning, Rudolf had prepared yet another book for publication. Due
to his current situation with the German courts, Rudolf decided to
publish this new work, Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte (published in
English as 'Dissecting the Holocaust') under a new pseudonym, Ernst
Gauss. During the trial, German police raided Rudolf's home and
found yet another work, the nearly complete, Auschwitz: Nackte
Fakten (Auschwitz: Plain Facts) on his computer.[26] In Auschwitz:
Nackte Fakten, Rudolf once again used two now-familiar pen names,
Ernst Gauss and Manfred Köhler.
Rudolf's energy and the sheer volume of his eﬀorts resulted in his
later publications often citing his earlier works. Rudolf now found
himself in the uncomfortable position of having one of his pen names
citing another of his own secret identities. Although he clearly was
forced into this situation by repressive laws targeting revisionist
publications, Rudolf's detractors had a ﬁeld day. Rudolf has been
charged with every type of duplicity and intellectual dishonesty by
those who seem content to turn a blind eye to the draconian legal

system in which Rudolf found himself. Rudolf recently completed
serving a prison sentence for publishing his expert report in
Germany.

THE CURRENT CLIMATE
Today, revisionists ﬁnd themselves in a world that is increasingly
oppressive to their work. Anti-revisionist laws, far from achieving
their stated purpose, now stiﬂe free speech and expression and
prevent a proper understanding of the Holocaust. In addition they
attempt to control the thoughts of citizens through intimidation.
Several revisionists sat in European prison cells including Germar
Rudolf and Ernst Zündel. British historian, David Irving recently
served out 400 days in solitary conﬁnement in Austria for comments
he made in 1989.
Although some supporters of free speech have written articles and
made statements denouncing the treatment of revisionists, most
remain notably silent. So-called human rights organizations like
Amnesty International refuse to defend or come to the aid of
Holocaust revisionists.
Other organizations go beyond inactivity or silence to openly
attacking freedom of speech when it comes to revisionists. Upon the
release of David Irving from prison, Efraim Zuroﬀ, the director of the
Simon Wiesenthal Center's oﬀice in Israel said that the court's ruling
was the "worst possible response to last week's Holocaust denial
conference in Tehran and will only encourage those who support
these mad ideas."[27]
In a recent fund-raising letter, the Anti-Defamation League, who
claim to ﬁght "to secure justice and fair treatment for all" addressed
the recent Holocaust conference in Tehran. They wrote to their
potential ﬁnancial backers not only about the threat of Holocaust
"denial," but of the need to monitor and track revisionists around the
world:
"The conference clearly illustrates that hate is a global
threat. To successfully ﬁght it, we must challenge it
wherever and whenever it appears. We need your support
more than ever, to track and report on these racists. We
need your support to expose their hateful agenda. We need
your support to do everything possible to ensure that world
leaders do not waver in their resolve against an
increasingly dangerous Iran."[28]
Revisionists ﬁnd themselves in an increasingly hostile environment.
The news media has misrepresented their viewpoints and taken
entirely to the use of the derogatory and misleading term "Holocaust
deniers" to identify those who try to bring the Holocaust story into
accord with the facts. Holocaust revisionists have been denounced by
world leaders including: Tony Blair, Prime Minister of Britain; Angela
Merkel, Chancellor of Germany; Ehud Olmert, Prime Minister of

Israel; George Bush, President of the United States and even Koﬁ
Annan, the United Nations Secretary General.[29]

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE (AND THE
PRESENT)
Revisionism has always been about correcting the historical record in
the light of a more complete collection of historical facts.[30]
Revisionists can be typiﬁed as being relentless in their pursuit of the
truth even in light of overwhelming opposition. In a letter to dissident
Israeli journalist Israel Shamir, Germar Rudolf described himself (a
revisionist archetype) as follows:
"That's my personality: a contrarian with enormous will
power, stubbornness, if need be [...] Pressure causes
counter pressure. In this way I am a simple physical
principle. Here is my human right to doubt, research,
scrutinize, disagree, dispute, refute, challenge, question.
[...] And that is the strongest motivation: Anybody who
punishes me for merely exercising my human right of being
a human = a creature able to doubt and explore, will meet
my utmost unbreakable resistance. I won't allow anybody to
reduce me to a submissive slave. Nobody."[31]
Rudolf writes, "Pressure causes counter pressure." With the extreme
pressure currently being exerted against revisionists, their resolve is
only strengthened. Revisionists have the right to doubt, to research,
to challenge and to question just as anyone else does. The Holocaust
is just like any other historical event. It must be researched to arrive
at the truth of what exactly did and what did not happen. It should
not be protected by law.
The research, the publications, the debates, especially those on the
Internet, must go on. The writers and thinkers who are currently in
prison deserve the support of those who are currently free. While
some are willing to stake their personal reputations and fortunes on
this battle for truth, others are not. Neither position is wrong. For
those who fear that they have too much to lose in this struggle, going
"underground" is an acceptable and even valued strategy.
In his brief letter, Walter Lüftl wrote about bringing new converts to
Holocaust revisionism. These new converts may only be able to
survive in the 'catacombs.' If so, then why not? Revisionists may be
forced underground into the 'catacombs' for the time being as a way
to carry on our work and to ﬁght for the freedom of those in
European prison cells. As we consider the early persecution of
Christians and the martyrs who perished in prison cells and for the
amusement of Roman rulers in the bloody coliseum, we should also
recall that Rome was unable to eliminate Christianity. The apostle
John, no stranger to persecution, wrote in his gospel, "the truth will
set you free."[32] Revisionists will only be set free by the truth.
Acceptance and understanding of the truth of the Holocaust will
result in the repeal of Europe's anti-revisionist laws. The elimination

of these hateful laws which strike at the means for one to be fully
human will usher in a new time of freedom and a greater
understanding among nations. These goals are well-worth the
struggle. They warrant going underground for the time being, for
they forecast our ultimate emergence from the dark of the
'catacombs' into the light and the mainstream of society and
contemporary historical inquiry.
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Halfway Between Reality and Myth: "Hitler's TenYear War on the Jews" Reconsidered
by Thomas Kues

In August 1943 the Institute of Jewish Affairs of the American/World Jewish Congress
in New York published a volume entitled Hitler's Ten-Year War on the Jews under the
editorship of a certain Boris Schub. This surveyed the treatment of the Jews in each land
occupied or controlled by Germany up to the time of publication, as well as the
development of the National Socialist policy towards the Jews in Germany 1933-1943.
The survey is based on five categories of sources (discussed in the preface, which is
dated 20 August 1943): 1) official law gazettes and decrees issued in the Axis countries;
2) official newspapers of the Axis-supervised Jewish communities; 3) first-hand reports
of diplomats and foreign correspondents stationed inside Axis territory and the
"informed neutral press"; 4) published and unpublished materials of the governments in
exile; and 5) the underground press, "documents and letters smuggled out of occupied
Europe", and "eye-witness reports when corroborated by other evidence."
The most interesting part of the book consists of the subchapters concerning the
deportation of Jews from various countries, the passages on the Soviet mass evacuation
of Russian Jews at the time of Operation Barbarossa, and the concluding summary.
Herein we find many instances where the description of the treatment of the Jews
deviates considerably from the post-war Holocaust historiography. Below I will quote
extensively these passages of interest, country by country, and comment briefly on them.

Germany
On page 30 we read the following:
"Deported German Jews have been sent to various localities in the East. As
the Lublin experiment was abandoned after a wave of epidemics originating
from this area threatened German troops and civilians, the Polish city of
Lodz became a clearing center for masses of Jewish deportees. From Lodz
the Jews were distributed to different areas, such as the swamps of Pinsk,
the Rokitno marshes or to ghettos of various Polish cities. In many cases,
children over 14 years have been separated from their parents and sent to
the occupied Ukraine to toil in the fields. Since February 1942 German Jews
have also been sent to Terezin [Theresienstadt] in the so-called Protectorate
of Bohemia-Moravia and thence to Eastern Europe."
Holocaust historiography has it that the some 11,000 Reich Jews deported to Łódz were
gassed in the "pure extermination camp" of Chełmno (Kulmhof). The swamps of Pinsk
and the Rokitno marshes (near Brest-Litowsk) are both in Belarus— usually they are
considered parts of a larger swampy region, the Pripet marshes. Here may be mentioned
that the former German policeman Franz Osterode testified in 1965 that the commandant
of the Grodno Ghetto, Heinz Errelis, had informed him, at the time of the liquidation of
this ghetto (mid-February 1943), that the evacuated Grodno Jews were being sent to
"special reservations" where they were to work on draining the Rokitno marshes.[1]
According to mainstream historiography these Jews were gassed in Treblinka.[2]
Another German witness from the Grodno Trial, the former head of the Grodno customs

office, Otto Tomm, testified:
"I still recall that the Jews spoke about that they were sent from Grodno to a
camp supposedly located on the border between the Bialystok district and
the Generalgouvernement. From there they were then sent on elsewhere. I
can no longer remember the name of this camp."[3]
Treblinka was indeed located close to the border between the Generalgouvernement and
the Generalbezirk Bialystok (which constituted an independent administrative district
scheduled to be incorporated into East Prussia and the German Reich). This indicates
that at least some Jews were aware of Treblinka as a transit camp.
That Jewish schoolchildren over 14 years were sent to the Ukraine for agrarian labor was
also reported in the September 1942 issue of the Swedish-Jewish journal Judisk
Krönika.[4] Mainstream historiography reports no transports of German Jews to the
occupied Ukraine.

Poland
The survey asserts that most of the Jews left in Poland after the beginning of the RussoGerman war either had died of epidemics and starvation or been murdered in
extermination camps. The murder methods described (p. 149) are those found in the
early underground reports:
"Hitler's orders for complete extermination required even more effective
methods. German science was brought into the picture. In Chelm the gas
chamber was introduced; in Belzec electrocution; in Treblinka B, death by
hot steam. By July 1942, the Germans boasted an impressive record. In
addition to the 400,000 dead of 'natural causes,' they had now murdered
outright some 300,000 Jews."
The writers are here apparently confusing the "death camp" Chełmno with the city of
Chelm. We note here that gas chambers, not "gas vans" are ascribed to this killing site.
On page 151 we read the following about the evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto in the
summer of 1942:
"The deportees were packed tight into freight trains under the usual
conditions. The trains were headed mainly in the direction of the
extermination camps at Treblinka, and some to Belzec and Sobibor. Only
some 4,000 of the deportees were sent to work behind the front line. What
happened to over 400,000 [Warsaw Jews] is now well known from detailed
reports that have come out of Poland."
Then follows a recounting of the 15 November 1942 underground report on Treblinka
and its "steam chambers".[5] Interestingly the survey's description of the Warsaw Ghetto
evacuation appears to be derived from an earlier version not mentioning any gas (or
steam) chambers. In an article by a certain Zachariah Shuster published in the February
1943 issue of the bimonthly Contemporary Jewish Record we read:
"Wherever these trains stopped, dead bodies were taken from the cars. The
survivors were taken to special camps at Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor in
Eastern Poland, where the weak and ill were promptly shot. Only strong,
young people were left alive to work for the German war enterprises.
However, the percentage of these was extremely small, for out of more than
250,000 'resettled' between the end of July and the end of October, only

about 4,000 were sent to do auxiliary work on the battlefronts."[6]
The number of evacuees given here is much closer to the actual figure (254,374) [7]
compared to the survey's "over 400,000", indicating a more well-informed source. On
the other hand, both versions incorrectly have it that Warsaw Jews were also sent to
Bełżec and Sobibór.
The two most remarkable aspects of the Shuster version is a) that the only murder
method ascribed to Treblinka is shooting; and b) that Treblinka and the other Reinhardt
camps are described as "special camps" where "the weak and ill" were shot while the
strong and young were sent on to work for German war enterprises. The article
nevertheless portrays Treblinka as an extermination center for the Warsaw Jews by
asserting that only some 4,000 of the 250,000 evacuees were fit for labor. Even
considering that at the time of the evacuation a further group of 11,315 Warsaw Jews
were sent not to Treblinka but to labor camps near the city, it is completely implausible
that 98.5% of the 254,374 Jews who reached the "special camp" were "weak and ill".[8]
Possibly the Shuster version is a late recounting of a now-lost tranche of early
eyewitness reports that only slightly embellished upon the reality of the Aktion
Reinhardt transit camps by exaggerating the number of deportees "unfit for transport"
(Transportunfähige)—carriers of epidemic diseases, mentally ill, severely handicapped
and dying—who almost certainly were subjected to "mercy killings" at these
locations.[9]

Latvia
As for Latvia we are initially informed (p. 165) that "by 1935, there were 93,479 Jews in
Latvia". Considering the demographic effects of migration to Palestine, the US etc., the
population would hardly have increased by 1941. Later on we learn (p. 169) that :
"During the period of Soviet occupation (June 1940 – July 1941) 34,250
Latvian citizens were deported to or fled into the interior of the Soviet
Union. Altogether some 15,000 Latvian Jews now live in remote areas of
Siberia and Uzbekistan under primitive conditions."
This would bring the Jewish population down to at least 78,479. According to the writers
of the Institute for Jewish Affairs a considerable percentage of the remaining Jews were
then slain before German troops even reached the country (pp. 169-170):
"During the four days of chaos between the withdrawal of the Red Army
and the arrival of German troops, the Latvian Radical Nationalists ruled the
streets. Systematic pogroms were staged throughout the country. According
to private advices reaching the United States, from 20,000 to 25,000 Jews
were slain. The greatest murder of victims were in Riga, Mitau, Bauske,
Dvinsk, and Kraslava."
Accordingly some 53,479 - 58,479 Jews would have been living in Latvia in August
1941. On page 171 we learn that "according to a report transmitted through the State
Department" 8,000 Jews from the Riga Ghetto were shot on 1 December 1941 and
another 16,000 six days later, on 7 December. This would leave 29,479 - 34,479 people.
In the book's summary (p. 307) it is stated that an additional 3,000 Latvian Jews perished
through epidemics or starvation. The number of still living Jews in 1943 is estimated at
15,000.

Lithuania

As for the evacuation of Lithuanian Jews at the outbreak of the Russo-German war we
read (p. 177):
"Ten days before the outbreak of hostilities, mass arrests and deportations
took place in Lithuania. Some 4,000 to 5,000 Jews along with at least
18,246 Lithuanians were deported to the Soviet Union. In the first days of
Russo-German hostilities, several hundred others were evacuated together
with Soviet officials. A few thousand fled. About 5,000 Polish-Jewish
refugees had succeeded earlier in leaving for the United States, Palestine
and Shanghai. The German advance in the Baltic area was so swift that
there was no time for any substantial exodus of refugees to the Russian
interior."
Here it should be mentioned that much higher numbers were reported by the Jewish as
well as German press. In November 1941 the Swedish-Jewish journal Judisk Krönika
stated that 50,000 Lithuanian Jews had been evacuated first to the Russian interior and
then to Russian Mongolia.[10] According to the same journal, the Deutsche Zeitung im
Ostland reported sometime in late 1941 or early 1942 that 30,000 Lithuanian Jews had
been evacuated by the Soviets.[11]
The writers are unaware of any large-scale massacres of Lithuanian Jews during 1941,
despite the fact that the so-called Jäger Report would have it that some 130,000
Lithuanian Jews were murdered before the end of that year. Instead we find reiterated
the completely fictitious story of a massacre of 60,000 Vilnius Jews in May 1942, which
I have discussed elsewhere.[12] It is also alleged at the end of the chapter on Lithuania
that many foreign Jews were brought to Kovno (Kaunas) to be murdered there (p. 181):
"In the spring of 1943, a German paper admitted the 'evacuation' of the
Jewish ghetto in Vilnius. The same frightful reports come from Kaunas,
where there is said to be a Vernichtungsstelle (extermination center), in
which Jews deported from Central and Western Europe are methodically
murdered."
According to Holocaust historians only two transports of foreign Jews reached
Lithuania: one convoy departing from Berlin on 17 November 1941 and another
departing from Vienna on 23 November 1941. Based on the so-called Jäger Report,
mainstream historiography asserts that these Jews upon arrival were brought to Kovno's
Ninth Fort and murdered there. It is possible, though they were in fact transferred later to
Vilnius. On 12 March 1942 Herman Kruk noted in his diary that 2,000 Jews, most of
them from Vienna, had been brought to the public housing on Subocz Street in
Vilnius.[13]a Mainstream historians do not acknowledge any transports of Jews from
Western Europe to Lithuania except for a small transport of French Jews in May 1944,
i.e. a year after the publication of the reviewed volume.

Occupied parts of the Soviet Union
The most interesting part of the chapter on the Jews in the German-occupied parts of the
Soviet Union (including Belarus and the Ukraine but not the Baltic States) concerns the
mass evacuations of civilians carried out by the retreating Soviets. On page 185 we find
a table with data on the number of evacuees for various Ukrainian cities:

Then follows a discussion of the evacuations which is well worth quoting more or less in
full (pp. 186-187):
"After the first Blitz period, particularly in the larger cities, there was time
enough to evacuate the civilian population. The gates of Kiev, for instance,
were reached by the German armies on August 8, 1941, but the city was not
taken until September 20th; Odessa was assaulted on August 13th and
occupied on October 16th; the Smolensk outskirts were reached on July
17th, but the city was not entirely in German hands until August 13th. In
each case there was a delay during which time it was possible to carry out
the evacuation of civilians.
In numerous cities and towns, particularly in the Ukraine and White Russia,
Jews were among the first to be evacuated. A correspondent of the Budapest
Pester Lloyd, who in the fall of 1941 visited Baranowicze and NovogradVolynsk, two towns which before the German invasion were largely
inhabited by Jews, stated that 90 percent of the local inhabitants had
escaped with the retreating Soviet forces. The German-controlled Ukrainian
Krakivski Visti asserted that in October 1941 in Zhitomir, of a former
Jewish population of 50,000, some 44,000 (88 percent) had gone with the
Russian troops, and that a similar exodus of Jews had taken place in many
other German-occupied towns of the Ukraine. In Kiev, practically the entire
Jewish youth left the city together with the Soviet army. Only elderly people
remained behind. According to Kube, German General Commissar for
White Russia, all but a few thousand of the 80,000 Jews in the Minsk area
fled to the interior of Soviet Russia at the time of the German invasion. The
Soviet authorities were also able to evacuate 76,000 from the Vitebsk area.
[...]. Nevertheless, the assertion of the Soviet Jewish writer, David
Bergelson, that 80 percent of the Jews in German-held Soviet cities were
evacuated in good time is considerably exaggerated. [...]. In most cases, it
was only the younger people who were able to escape. Older people who
were more difficult to transplant, and those who would not be of use in
defense work, or answer Soviet military needs, were usually left behind. "
As destinations of the evacuated Jews, the Saratov district, Uzbekistan and Bashkir are
mentioned (pp. 187-188). In the latter, "many thousands of Jewish families evacuated
from the Ukraine and the Minsk district were absorbed". In the summary we find that the
surveyors have estimated the number of evacuated Soviet Jews at 1,200,000.[14]
The description of the German treatment of the Russian Jews is rather vague and
incongruent. First we learn (p. 189) that
"Despite much confused and misleading information concerning the Jews in
the Axis-held Soviet area, it is clear that the German forces came armed
with detailed instructions as to how the local civilian population was to be
handled."

One wonders what exactly this "confused and misleading information" had to say. In any
case it is not described further. We then go on to read (p. 190):
"The German policy towards the Jews seemed to differ from one locality to
another. [...]. The German anti-Jewish policy for the occupied Soviet
territories lacked uniformity of design, but not of purpose, and thus despite
the apparent lack of system, its characteristic forms emerged."
The alleged "purpose" was, needless to say, extermination. A large number of (alleged)
massacres (including Babi Yar) are mentioned, the sources mainly being Soviet
propaganda publications. We learn, however, that the Germans also used huge numbers
of Russian as well as Lithuanian Jews for forced labor (p. 191):
"According to a report published in the Stockholm press in October 1941,
about 200,000 Soviet Jewish citizens were drafted into forced labor
battalions, and set to work repairing the war damage in occupied Soviet
territory. [...]. Some 150,000 Jews captured in White Russia and the Vilnius
region were forced to work from sunrise to sunset on the rebuilding of the
Vilnius-Minsk railway, adjusting the tracks to the narrower German gauge."
Did these work commandos perhaps include some of the Lithuanian Jews evacuated
from Vilnius who according to mainstream historiography were murdered by the
Einsatzgruppen?
Finally we read (pp. 192-193) that
"By the summer of 1942, the devastated and scorched earth areas along the
shifting Russo-German front had become the destination for tens of
thousands of Jews deported from the ghettos of Poland and other Germanoccupied countries, as well as from the satellite states. At the end of 1942,
some 10,000 Hungarian Jews were working in labor battalions on the Soviet
front."
While the use of Hungarian Jews by the Hungarian army at the front is perfunctorily
known and acknowledged by orthodox historians, they know nothing of transports of
Polish and other Jews to the frontlines. As I have mentioned elsewhere[15], the Vilnius
Jew Herman Kruk encountered a transport of Jews from Upper Silesia bound for the
front as early as 30 January 1942.
Regarding the living conditions of the Jews deported to the front we read (p. 193f):
"According to an eyewitness who succeeded in escaping to Switzerland, the
Jews brought to the Soviet-German front area were asked by the German
authorities whether they felt able to work. Those who declared that they
could not were separated from the rest, and, according to information
received from a German officer, they were all put to death. The men fit for
work were brought to a region not very far from the Stalingrad battle lines.
There they were quartered in barracks and given overalls in the style and
color of the Todt organization, but without the Swastika ringlet. Bunks in
the crowded barracks were arranged in tiers of three."
Ten hours a day the men carried heavy bags of cement weighing more than
a hundred pounds. Only one Sunday in five was a day of rest. Workers
received one-half pound of bread per day, and in the morning a dark liquid
sweetened with saccharine called coffee. At noon and in the evening they
were given some hot soup. After a few days under these conditions many

were unable to continue. Nevertheless, they were driven hard by the
overseers and forced to complete their quota of work. Those who could not
continue were put to death, according to the testimony of a Bavarian
officer."
Unfortunately no references are given for these accounts.

Holland
The Jews deported in the "tens of thousands" to the eastern frontlines apparently
included Dutch Jews, for on page 241 we read:
"The horrible conditions of transport similar to those applied elsewhere are
proof enough that extermination rather than labor is the real goal. Packed
into cattle trains, stripped of all belongings with the exception of a tiny
bundle of indispensable articles, Jews are shipped somewhere to the East.
Thousands die on the way, victims of inhuman conditions, no air, no space,
no food. On reaching the German frontier, many older men and women are
shot because they are considered useless."
According to mainstream historiography, not a single transport of Dutch Jews ever
reached the Occupied Eastern Territories. The book mentions (p. 242) reports of "mass
executions of Dutch Jews in Poland", but here is not the talk of mass gassings at
Auschwitz or Sobibór, but of smaller massacres at various locations (p. 242):
"At Tursk, 150 Dutch Jews were mowed down by machine-gun fire and the
village itself burned to the ground. Similar massacres were said to be staged
in Sochy, Potok and a number of other Polish localities."

Belgium
On page 254 we find the following passage concerning the deportations from Belgium:
"The last chapter in Belgium, as elsewhere, is deportation to [an] 'unknown
destination.' In March 1942 several reports referred to a transport including
10,000 Belgian Jews which had arrived in Lodz, where they were to work in
textile factories turning out uniforms for the German army. Later there were
reports that among the victims of massacres in the Baltic States, were
hundreds of deported Belgian Jews. Towards the end of July, information
filtered through concerning 100 Jews who, after having been confined in the
prison of St. Gilles-lez-Brussels, were deported to Eastern Europe. In
August, the arrival in Cracow of freight trains with somewhere between 600
and 1850 Jews from Brussels or Antwerp was reported."
That 10,000 Jews had been sent from Antwerp to Łódz appears to have been originally
reported by the Belgian government-in-exile.[16] This supposed deportation was also
mentioned by demographer E.M. Kulischer.[17] Mainstream historiography is unaware
of it, and there exists no documentary evidence confirming it.

The Summary
The summary of the volume opens with the following conclusion (p. 300):
"Some 3,000,000 Jews of Europe have perished since the war began four
years ago. In the areas occupied or dominated by the Axis, there now

remain a little over 3,300,000 Jews, compared to the former Jewish
population of 8,300,000. Some 1,800,000 have been evacuated into the
interior of the Soviet Union, and about 180,000 have emigrated. But
3,000,000 are dead. They have been destroyed by deliberate means: by
planned starvation, forced labor, deportation, pogrom and methodical
murder in the German-run extermination centers of Eastern Europe."
Reading this one could assume that the statistical picture of the Jewish catastrophe
painted by the surveyors is roughly congruent with later Holocaust historiography as far
as the victim numbers and their distribution are concerned. After all, more than a year of
Holocaust still remained at the time of publication. However, if we proceed to the table
entitled "How they died" at the end of this chapter (p. 307), we encounter some real
surprises:
Country

Total
dead

Germany

110,000

Poland

Organized
murder
15,000

Deportation

Starvation,
epidemics

Killed in
warfare

75,000

20,000

-

1,600,000 1,000,000

-

500,000

100,000

USSR

650,000

375,000

-

150,000

125,000

Lithuania

105,000

100,000

-

5000

-

Latvia

65,000

62,000

-

3,000

-

Austria

19,500

1,500

10,500

7,500

-

Rumania

227,500

125,000

92,500

10,000

-

Yugoslavia

35,000

15,000

12,000

5,000

3,000

Greece

18,500

2,000

8,500

6,000

2,000

Belgium

30,000

-

25,000

5,000

-

Holland

45,000

-

40,000

5,000

-

France

56,000

2,000

34,000

15,000

5,000

Czechoslovakia 64,500

2,000

47,500

15,000

-

a) Protectorate

27,000

2,000

15,000

10,000

-

b) Slovakia

37,500

-

32,500

5,000

-

Danzig

250

-

250

-

-

Estonia

3000

3,000

-

-

-

Norway

800

-

600

200

-

Total:

3,030,050 1,702,500

354,850

746,700

235,000

We first note here that the number of Einsatzgruppen victims (= "organized murder" for
USSR + the Baltic States) is no higher than 540,000, as compared to the 2,200,000 later
alleged by German Holocaust historians Krausnick and Wilhelm.[18] By August 1943 at
least 90% of the alleged Einsatzgruppen massacres had already taken place.

Secondly, we are more than a little surprised to see that, according to the Institute of
Jewish Affairs, not a single Belgian or Dutch Jew and only 2000 French Jews had fallen
victim to "organized murder" up until August 1943—this despite that Holocaust
historiography has it that 15,700 Belgian Jews were gassed in Auschwitz, some 70,000
Dutch Jews in Auschwitz and Sobibór, and 32,245 French Jews in the same two camps,
making for a total of approximately 118,000 alleged victims.
Could "deportation" in this table be synonymous with killings in "extermination camps"?
The answer is clearly no, for in the explanatory notes to the table we read (p. 308):
"One-half of the deportees are reckoned as victims. This column lists the
victims only. The official German figures admit that up to 30 percent of the
deportees die en route (Report of Obersturmführer Hiegs to Himmler). The
conditions at the place of destination are deliberately aimed to make
survival difficult. Some twenty percent of the deportees who arrive at their
destination should be reckoned as victims."
Thus a leading Jewish institution still maintained in August 1943 that these French,
Belgian and Dutch Jews were not murdered en masse, but simply deported to either
Poland or the Occupied Eastern Territories, including the Soviet-German frontlines. The
Jews of Germany, Austria and the Protectorate were also not thought to have been
murdered en masse in "death camps". The figures for "organized murder" pertaining to
these countries, we read on page 308, "refers to victims in concentration camps, mercy
killings, and suicides after 1939."
This writer has found no German report on the percentage of en route deaths, or for that
matter any mention of an "Obersturmführer Hiegs". However, even if we assume that
this report exists and that its contents are correctly recounted, a death rate of up to 30%
does not mean that 30% of all deportees perished on the way to their destination in the
East, only that the en route mortality in some transports may have reached that terrible
rate.[19]
Interesting in this context is what we read in an editor's footnote to the Warsaw Jew
Abraham Levin's ghetto diary:
"[Jewish historian and Warsaw ghetto chronicler Emmanuel] Ringelblum
also writes on 1 Jan. 1943: 'Lies in an article in [the SS organ] Das
Schwarze Korps about how the transfer of Polish Jewry failed—it seems
that Jews are not suitable human material for resettlement, so 120,000
children, women and old people died. So that was the end of the
deportation. The forced removal was imposed only on the non-productive
elements of the Jewish population.' (Kvosim, II, p. 75)."[20]
The Korherr Report together with the Höfle document shows that a total of 1,419,467
Jews were transited via the Aktion Reinhardt camps and Chełmno up until the end of
1942. At least some 1,200,000 of these were of Polish nationality.[21] Assuming that
120,000 Polish Jews indeed died en route to or from these camps it would mean a
mortality of 10%, not 30%. It is generally accepted, though, that most of the Jewish
transports from Western Europe were carried out under conditions that were relatively
humane compared to those of the transports from Poland[22], something which would
naturally lead to fewer en route deaths.
The reviewer has looked through the December 1942 issues of Das Schwarze Korps
without finding an article corresponding to Ringelblum's description.
The idea that, whereas the Polish Jews were murdered in "extermination centers", the

Jews of Western and Central Europe were simply deported east is echoed in the Vilnius
Jew Herman Kruk's diary entry from 19 April 1943:
"The Jews of Warsaw are being taken to be killed in Malkinia, near Lviv or
near Zamość. The Jews from Western Europe are being taken east, their
wandering go on."[23]
Kruk, however, did not believe that the Łódz Jews had been gassed at Chełmno, as he
himself had met two of the Jews deported from that city in Vilnius, to where they had
escaped from a labor camp.[24] Polish Jews would of course easily have blended into
most of the occupied Soviet territories, as they belonged to the same cultural sphere and
spoke Yiddish. Moreover a relatively large number of Polish Jews, most of them from
eastern Poland, had fled to Belarus (and to a smaller extent to Lithuania) after 1939. In
the summer of 1941 some of them were not evacuated by the Soviets but remained
behind and became ghetto and camp inmates. The presence of Polish Jews on occupied
Soviet territory would thus arouse little attention. On the other hand, as I have shown in
my ongoing Inconvenient History article series "Evidence for the Presence of 'Gassed'
Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories", there appeared frequently during 1942-1944
reports about Jews from Western and Central Europe being transported to the besetzte
Ostgebiete, especially to Latvia, Lithuania, Belarus and Transnistria. Clearly the experts
of the World Jewish Congress found these reports reliable. It appears that the idea of
Western Jews being gassed en masse in the "death camps" was adopted on a broad front
only in the summer or early autumn of 1944, around the time that the Red Army
liberated the Majdanek camp. As late as in May 1944 the aforementioned Judisk
Krönika reported that 25,000 Western Jews were present in Vilnius, Lithuania.[25]
A final note on the summary: Of the 100,000 Polish Jews listed as "killed in warfare",
"63,000 Jews perished in air raids and artillery bombardment during the war", 37,000
were killed in action, 32,000 of them during the first three weeks of the war, the other
5,000 perished later as guerillas (p. 308).

Conclusion
The same year that Hitler's Ten-Year War on the Jews was published by the American
chapter of the World Jewish Congress, the International Labour Office in Montreal,
Canada, published a study by the Jewish demographics professor Eugene M. Kulischer
entitled The displacement of population in Europe.[26] As in the WJC survey, the
deported Western Jews are described by Kulischer as being sent, not to certain death in
"extermination centres", but to "the ghettos and labour camps in the German-occupied
Eastern Territories".[27] Kulischer, however, had not succumbed to the black
propaganda concerning "gas chambers", "steam chambers" and "electrocution", but
instead maintained that "hundreds of thousands" of Polish Jews from the
Generalgouvernement, including those evacuated from Warsaw, were also deported
further east.[28] The writers of the Institute of Jewish Affairs[29], unlike Kulischer,
probably felt an onus to produce a book which fit more or less with the war propaganda
against Hitler's Germany that was being disseminated at the time by their superiors in
the WJC, or which at least did not run counter to it. The result was a volume which
delivers many interesting insights into the evolution of the Holocaust propaganda at a
stage halfway between exaggerated reality and myth.
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Joe Sobran (1946-2010): Relegated
Champion
by Jett Rucker

"Revisionism" is somewhat of a misnomer—or is incomplete in its
implications, at any rate. The term denotes a process of correction
through change—in this case, of the historical record. But in most of
the cases published in this journal, it implies much more. It implies a
correction of popular error, a sailing against the wind of Napoleon's
acid and all-too-true deﬁnition of history as "Lies agreed upon." By
deﬁnition, the content of revisionism is opposed not only by popular
belief, but by power elites whose dominance and ease depend upon
the continuance of the popular belief. At no risk of usurping the
existing terminology, I'll submit "Retrospective dissent" as a better
description.
This means, in turn, that every revisionist who publishes his revision
under his own name becomes, in doing so, a martyr. Rarely,
nowadays, does it seem to cost the revisionist's physical life, but it
often costs not only career and reputation, but even to some extent
his health, perhaps even his marriage or familial relations.
Some revisionists, perhaps the more fortunate, plunge into the
tempest of revisionism with seemingly little to lose. Generally of the
younger sort, these stalwarts oﬀer up on the altar of revisionism only
brilliant careers still unborn, domestic bliss still only within their
dreams. Others experience the opening of their eyes only as wisdom
unfolds with age. These, talented and rigorously honest souls to a
man (and woman), always—by my deﬁnition—have respected
professional reputations, devoted families and/or circles of friends, in
some cases wide public followings, even high incomes and perhaps
the beginnings of wealth. And these, they consign, if not willingly,
then still knowingly, to smoke in the ﬂames that burn eternally, like
those of Hell, to consume those who would defy the status quo in the
defense of truth.
Such a one was Michael Joseph Sobran, in 1991 arguably the best
writer in the stable of brilliant writers assembled by William F.
Buckley to ﬁll the pages of his National Review magazine with the
most-glittering, high-impact, and inﬂuential prose ever to be
associated with the word "conservative." And it was around 1991,
with the launching of the First Gulf War, that Joe Sobran began his
long, tortuous descent from the pinnacle of Conservative
approbation, inﬂuence, income, and security he had attained under
the banner of the National Review and its charismatic founder and

leader, William F. Buckley. Sobran set out on this course by opposing
the First Gulf War and sealed his fate by pointing out that the
interests and inﬂuence of Israel were critical in propelling the US
along the path to this and subsequent wars.
Buckley was not the cause of Joe Sobran's undoing—he was the agent
of it. Sobran's undoing was designed and compelled by the agents of
Israel, chieﬂy New Republic Editor Norman Podhoretz and his wife
Midge Decter. These dropped on Sobran the atomic bomb of Zionist
opprobrium: they said he was anti-Semitic. Worse, they eventually
bullied Buckley into conﬁrming their scurrilous charge.
Joe Sobran would have none of it. Besides holding to his initial
position without the merest hint of cavil or mitigation, he ﬁred back
at his attackers with devastating revelations of their warmongering,
imperial, genocidal motivations. Buckley won the ﬁght the only way
he could: he ﬁred Sobran in 1993.
As Sobran inquired further into Israeli atrocities and the
historical/moral/biblical claims made by Israel's apologists to
somehow expiate these atrocities, his attention was drawn to the
tortured history of the "Holocaust" of 1933-1945. He eventually found
sympathy with, and from, the Institute for Historical Review and its
director, Historian Mark Weber. A writer (and eloquent speaker, as
Sobran was) must have an audience. Seldom is a writer's audience
composed entirely of people who are as glittering, glamorous,
wealthy, stylish, or admired as one might possibly wish. And when a
purveyor of thoughts and ideas such as Sobran ﬁnds audiences that
welcome him, the purveyor naturally and instinctively inﬂects his
milieux in the direction of their interests. Even Elie Wiesel began to
write in French when the Yiddish vein he had been mining petered
out.
Thus it was that, after his split with the National Review, Joe Sobran
bestowed progressively more of his genius on two worthy recipients:
Catholicism, and opposing the hijacking of American hearts and
minds by Zionists.
Where the two of these intersected most-trenchantly, was hatred.
Joe Sobran was the nemesis of hatred. In his columns, he wrestled
this devil mano a mano, and he beat it every time. Perhaps the
profane charges of anti-Semitism made him take Old Scratch on so
frontally and so devastatingly. Consider the wisdom displayed in a
quip he made in his section of William F. Buckley's In Search of AntiSemitism, the book in which Buckley's abandonment of the last
pretense of conservative idealism became ﬁnally and indisputably
visible to all: "The term anti-Semite used to refer to a person who
hates Jews. Today, an anti-Semite is a person who is hated by Jews."
Like Lord Acton and Murray Rothbard, Joe Sobran grew more radical
as he got older. He was, in fact, a devoted follower of Murray
Rothbard, eventually pronouncing himself a "reluctant anarchist."
Rothbard may even have inﬂuenced Sobran's seminal thinking about

anti-Semitism and hatred. The Proﬁle of Murray Rothbard in the Fall
2010 issue of Inconvenient History included a link to his 1990 essay,
"Pat Buchanan and the Menace of Anti-anti-Semitism." Buchanan, of
course, was a victim of Buckley concurrently with Sobran, and
Buckley ﬁgures into Rothbard's essay extensively.
Sobran's own magnum opus on the subject was "The Uses of Hate,"
(http://tinyurl.com/2458jxd) in which he delivered some startling
insights on the subject of hatred—particularly the hatred of groups
that so obsesses a certain kind of pundit on such notions. "Despite all
the rhetoric of bigotry that assails us these days, it just isn't that easy
to hate indiscriminately. In fact such hatred seems unnatural — or, if
you prefer, idiosyncratic." He continues to remind us of what we
know perfectly well—despite the illusory pronouncements of the
aforementioned pundits—that hatred is an emotion felt against
speciﬁc, known (or perhaps not-well-understood) persons, and not
against groups of persons with whom the would-be hater is not
personally acquainted. Of course, it is not only possible, but
frequently attempted, to express, even to encourage, hatred of just
such persons-unknown, but such attitudes are at best abstractions,
and more-often sheer incitements, to which the human soul
ultimately cannot faithfully attach itself. Even Hitler famously
arranged for the unmolested emigration of the Jewish doctor who had
attended him and his mother in Linz, Austria—the same doctor who
characterized the juvenile Adolf as in all ways respectful, polite, and
devoted to his mother in a way most-diﬀicult to reconcile with the
images subsequently disseminated of the soulless monster Adolf
Hitler.
Joe Sobran—like the rest of us continually inundated by incitements
to hatred perversely clothed in the trappings of opposition to just
such hatred—saw through the entire travesty, and delivered to those
of us who would receive it these critical insights. For this, the
intellectual powers that be excoriated him mercilessly.
And such are those powers, to the everlasting detriment not only of
Joe Sobran, but of you, and me, and of peace and brotherhood quite
as well. Joe Sobran resisted them—eloquently, resolutely, politely, and
with unassailable recourse, time and again, to fact and reason. And
he did so with indomitable courage and heedlessness to his own
welfare.
In doing this, his life and works pose a standard to each of us. To bear
witness, yes. To do so eloquently, loudly—even, as it may be,
oﬀensively to many, yes. To do so resolutely and fearlessly, yes. But
above all, to do so conﬁdent in the truth and virtue of what we do,
and ultimately, in the irresistible need for it to be done.

Never Again — What? | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Germany, October 1938. It's almost kick-oﬀ time for the Holocaust,
which most of its fans date from the night of November 9, the
infamous Kristallnacht "national pogrom" against Jewish synagogues,
shops, and some homes. But less well known among devotees of the
lore of Kristallnacht is the chain of events that was initiated by …
Poland.
Upon the annexation of Austria by (Nazi) Germany, Poland's
government took alarm at the prospect that many of the Polish Jews
then living in Vienna would ﬂee the Nazis and return to their country
of origin. The Sejm passed a law in March 1938 providing that the
citizenship of expatriate Poles would lapse when they had been
outside Poland for ﬁve years continuously. A return to Poland would
suﬀice to "start the clock" over again. On October 6, the Polish
government announced that this law would take eﬀect
(retrospectively) on October 29. There were at the time some 56,000
Polish Jews in the German Reich (see http://tinyurl.com/33xz53h).
By October 28, the German police had rounded up some 18,000 of
these Polish Jews then residing within its borders and transported
them to the Polish border, for them to return to Poland. But the Poles
refused to allow these holders of Polish passports freedom of
movement within Poland, instantly giving rise to refugee camps along
the German-Polish border at several locations, most-notably at a
small village known as Zbaszyn (http://tinyurl.com/2auztrt). These
ﬁrst concentration camps for Jews were Polish, not German. Poles
imprisoned Polish Jews in Poland.
Flash forward, now, to 2010, to France, a member, with Romania and
Bulgaria since 2007, of the European Union. The 300 or more
encampments are in France, and they contain Romas (gypsies), most
of whom hold Romanian and Bulgarian passports. They aren't
conﬁned in the camps, except to the extent that they would be
charged fees to establish their customary mobile dwellings (trailers,
or "caravans") elsewhere in facilities designed and licensed for such
use. One reason such fees are so onerous for them is that French law
still prohibits most employment to Romanians and Bulgarians,
despite their citizens' right to travel and live in France under
provisions of the EU, and French employers are in most cases
apparently averse to employing Roma in any case (as are Bulgarian
and Romanian employers, too)..
Pursuant to publicized policies of the Ministry of the Interior, French

authorities have launched a campaign to clear the camps of their
occupants and persuade them to return to the countries of their
origin. In scenes reminiscent of the famous Israeli use of bulldozers
on Bedouin settlements, the French authorities have razed and
removed whatever remains of illegal Roma encampments after their
evacuation.
While both the 1938 and 2010 actions involve use of the police for the
inevitable recalcitrants, France employs a device not known to have
been used by their German predecessors: they pay the Roma to
return to their places of legal domicile—the €300 per adult evidently
suﬀices to provide some incentive, along with a free ride in a
passenger jet rather than a train. Fear does the rest, according to
some Roma who have taken the money, returned to the east, and wish
now to resume residence in France. For their part, Romania and
Bulgaria do not appear to use force to retain returning Roma in any
particular place(s), although accusations by Amnesty International
suggest that oppression may be more palpable on those returning to
Kosovo, most of whom come from Germany (http://tinyurl.com
/33x6puu).
Another of the many diﬀerences between the situation this century
vis-à-vis the previous is that while the Nazi regime in Germany no
doubt sought at least occasionally to please German constituencies,
the regime of Nicolas Sarkozy in France remains subject to fairly
open and free elections (in which, as it happens, such Roma as are in
France at the time are completely entitled to vote). Regardless of
whether the Nazis' actions of 72 years ago were popular with most
Germans, the French enterprise is necessarily aimed at bolstering the
electoral fortunes of the party now in power.
Sarkozy himself is the child of a Hungarian father and a mother of
Jewish descent. In Hungary quite recently, following on the recent
passage of a law criminalizing "Holocaust denial," a further law
criminalizing the denial of Roma criminality (no, that is not a typo—
see http://tinyurl.com/2gyqsf9) has been proposed before the national
legislature. In any case, Jews and Roma were concurrently rounded
up, deported, and put in many of the very same concentration camps
by the Germans in the twentieth century. While this might be seen as
giving the two groups common cause, or cause for hatred of
Germans, it has turned out more to occasion competition between the
two groups for the spoils of retribution—mention in monuments to
atrocities, reparations payments, and the like. As yet, the Roma have
not chosen any territory anywhere to serve as their "ancestral
homeland," as Israel does the Jews. How about Bangladesh?
Bangladesh is quite as uninhabited today as Palestine was in the
years before 1948, and the Roma genotype indicates origins in that
desolate region.
European Union Justice Commissioner Viviane Reding availed herself
of the rich trove of the Nazi legacy in comparing the expulsions of
Roma with the wartime deportation of Jews by Nazi-puppet Vichy
France to concentration camps, neglecting to note that these

deportations were not of French Jews but of Jewish refugees from
Germany and countries further east that the Germans at that time
occupied. In this, the deportations bore a closer resemblance to the
Twenty-First-Century campaign, but their intended destinations were
explicitly German-run concentration camps, rather than the mere
repatriation intended by the Germans in 1938 and the French in
2010. Reding's analogy is apt, but the 1938 instance compares more
closely.
And the analogy with what in retrospect has been characterized as
the beginning of the Holocaust is close indeed. Is a reprise of the
Holocaust—whatever it actually was—at hand, in some of the same
countries, this time with victims whose resemblance to the Jews of
1938 goes little further than their tending not to interbreed with their
non-Roma neighbors? While critics of the Jews tended to cite their
sharp practices in business, in some cases actual crime—but always
white-collar crime—critics of the Roma tend to cite their thievery and
propensity to burglarize. Neither group has received much
accusation of violence, but while the Roma arouse distaste with their
apparent poverty, Jews tended to arouse envy in Germany and
elsewhere because of their apparent prosperity. Above all, the Jews
had wealthy and inﬂuential contingents in rich and powerful
countries like the United Kingdom, the United States and, yes,
France, to take up cries such as "JUDEA DECLARES WAR ON
GERMANY" with which to threaten the Nazis as soon as they took
power in 1933.
Is it time now for Judea to declare war on France? The main
organization so far to take up the cause of the Roma is Amnesty
International, an organization in very bad odor with Zionists in recent
years for its similar work on behalf of the Palestinian victims of
Israel.
Meantime, the world today enjoys an abundance of well-funded (and
well-connected) organizations such as the Simon Wiesenthal Center
that have dedicated themselves, in many cases in as many words, to
"never again" a genocide such as they allege befell the Jews (and only
the Jews) at the hands of the Nazis in the 1940s. Have we heard from
any of these outﬁts? I am unable to fetch up reports of any such
"speaking up" for the Romas, despite the fact that one of the
perpetrators of atrocities against them is their old bugbear, Germany.
Abe Foxman, where are you when members of some other tribe might
have need of your critical pronouncements? Are you too preoccupied
with zoning disputes in lower Manhattan these days to see a new
Holocaust looming on the horizon? What about Elie Wiesel? He says
he's from Romania, and France is where he ﬁnally hit the big time.
Has he now lapsed back into the silence he's written and said so
much about?
Perhaps we should consider the never-spoken words that may come
after the familiar incantation, "never again" as we hear it from the
many Jewish organizations that mouth it while seeking donations.
Never again, what? Never again a genocide directed against Jews?

Never again a law disadvantaging Jews? Never again a private act
unfavorable to any Jew, anywhere? Never again a public word, by
anyone, anywhere, that might in some way be interpreted
unﬂatteringly as to anyone who might be or have been a Jew?
We need to think about what follows "never again," and to consider
what that implies regarding the claim it makes upon our consciences,
the sweat of our brows, and the blood of our youth.
Especially given that, based on what can be observed to this moment,
it applies only to the Chosen of God, and to no one else, however
much their situation may otherwise be the same.

Paul Rassinier | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Paul Rassinier, widely considered to be the father of Holocaust
revisionism, is an unlikely man to have earned such a title. He was
born on March 18, 1906 in Beaumont, France. Rassinier would never
forget the memory of his father, Joseph, a farmer and a veteran of the
French colonial army in Tonkin (present-day Vietnam) being
mobilized for World War I. Rassinier refused to take an active role in
the War to end all Wars, and rather suﬀered incarceration in a
military prison for his paciﬁst ideals. Young Paul would also become a
dedicated paciﬁst, a principle that he held to throughout his life.[1]
The France of Rassinier's youth was a mélange of political
movements and ideologies. At the age of 16 Rassinier became a
member of the Communist Party, having been drawn to it by
anarchist Victor Serge. Rassinier's ﬂirtation with Communism would
not last long. Turning against its principles, he quickly found himself
expelled. His political activities in the years that followed included
several attempts at unifying the workers' movement. He joined the
Socialist Party in February of 1934.[2]
By the Summer of 1940, Rassinier would witness France's military
collapse and surrender to Nazi Germany. He became one of the
founding members of the "Libre-Nord" movement, the French
Resistance movement to liberate the northern occupied zone of their
country. Even during this diﬀicult time, Rassinier continued to preach
the principles of non-violence and paciﬁsm. His ideals were
unwelcome to many within the movement and he would ﬁnd himself
condemned to death by members of the Communist resistance.[3] His
"rescue" from a death sentence came in October of 1943 when he
was arrested by the Nazi Gestapo for various activities including the
smuggling of Jewish refugees over the Franco-Swiss border. Rassinier
was sent to the concentration camp at Buchenwald for his activities.
Later he would be moved to Dora where he would stay through the
war's end.

Revisionist pioneer, Paul Rassinier
After the war, Rassinier returned to his native France and was
elected to the Assemblee Nationale. He was awarded the highest
decoration by the French government for his involvement with the
Resistance during the war. Rassinier, who was trained in history, set
out after the war to document his experiences within the German
concentration camp system. Rassinier paints a horrible picture of the
dead being brought from Dora to Buchenwald for cremation, "Every
day trucks brought full loads of dead bodies from Dora to be
cremated at Buchenwald, and it was from the presence of these
corpses that the horrors of the camp were deduced."[4]
Rassinier also details the alarming death rate at Buchenwald due to
"… bad treatment, the poor and insuﬀicient food, the superhuman
workload, the lack of medicines, and ... pneumonia."[5] It was in the
period following the publication of his earliest works that he realized
that many of the war-time stories other inmates were telling were
popular but execrable exaggerations. Rassinier wrote,
"Then one day I realized that a false picture of the German
camps had been created and that the problem of the
concentration camps was a universal one, not just one that
could be disposed of by placing it on the doorstep of the
National Socialists. The deportees, many of whom were
Communists, had been largely responsible for leading
international political thinking to such an erroneous
conclusion. I suddenly felt that by remaining silent I was an
accomplice to a dangerous inﬂuence."[6]
Rassinier began to debunk and deconstruct the works of his fellow
inmates. He made a tremendous eﬀort to debunk Raul Hilberg's The
Destruction of the European Jews. Rassinier went as far as to predict
that in the future, Hilberg's volume "will not be spoken of at all, or if
it is still mentioned, it will only be mentioned in reference to
something unworthy of notice except as an example of the most
scandalous aberrations of our times."[7] It is a sad comment on the
power and persistence of the Holocaust-exaggeration campaign, if
not on the frailty of the historical process itself, that today most
persons concerned with the matter would describe (on the record)
Rassinier's work in the terms he used for Hilberg's, and vice-versa.
Hilberg is today limned as "the dean of Holocaust historiography,"

while Rassinier, years-long veteran of the camps though he is, is
dismissed as a "Holocaust denier." However, the future is not over
yet. Rassinier's prediction may yet come to pass, if only by one
scholar at a time.
By now, Rassinier had become skeptical of the lurid gas-chamber
stories which were being circulated. He wrote, "In 1950, it was still
too soon to pronounce a deﬁnite judgment on the existence of gas
chambers in the camps; documents were wanting and those that
existed were incomplete, inexact, and obviously apocryphal or
falsiﬁed."[8] In the 1964 book, The Drama of the European Jews,
Rassinier's view became more ﬁrm:
"With regard to gas chambers, the almost endless
procession of false witnesses and of falsiﬁed documents to
which I have invited the reader's attention during this long
study, proves, nevertheless, only one thing: never at any
moment did the responsible authorities of the Third Reich
intend to order, or in fact order, the extermination of the
Jews in this or any other manner. Did such exterminations
take place without orders? This question has haunted me
for ﬁfteen years."[9]
Rassinier had determined that no widespread gassings took place
and that there was no policy to exterminate the Jews of Europe. He
also provided historians with the ﬁrst real quantitative analysis of
Jewish wartime deaths. His ﬁnal total put the range of Jewish deaths
for the twelve years of Nazism between 987,592 and 1,589,492.[10]
Many years later, Professor Arthur Butz, author of The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century basically accepted Rassinier's analysis and
commented, "I will oﬀer here no deﬁnite estimate of Jewish losses.
However, I have no strong reason to quarrel with Rassinier's
estimate."[11]
Rassinier would later become even more certain about the falsity of
the gas-chamber claims. As a result of his studies, he made the
following conclusion in The Real Eichmann Trial, "There never were
any gas chambers, nor any exterminations by that method at
Auschwitz-Birkenau."[12]
By 1960 Rassinier's works were discovered by revisionist pioneer
Harry Elmer Barnes. Barnes, who was noted for his trail-blazing work
on World War I, had been publishing numerous works to show that a
similar situation existed with regard to World War II. Rassinier's
books made a tremendous impact on Barnes. Barnes made reference
to Rassinier in his article, "Revisionism and Brainwashing"
commenting on "the discouragement and smearing of outsiders like
the distinguished French historian Paul Rassinier, who sought to
expose the exaggerations of the atrocity stories."[13]
By the mid-1960s Barnes had completed having Rassinier's works
translated into English. Barnes then ran headlong into the American
publishing industry's self-imposed censorship. No publishing house
was willing to publish Rassinier's works. Barnes, never one to be

silenced, personally photocopied 40 copies of the typewritten English
translations and distributed them to his professional associates.[14]
At the age of 61, Rassinier passed away on July 29, 1967. It would be
more than ten years before The Noontide Press collected four of his
most important works, The Crossing of the Line, The Lie of Ulysses,
Ulysses Betrayed by his Own, and The Drama of the European Jews
and made them available to the English-speaking world.
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Churchill, International Jews and the
Holocaust: A Revisionist Analysis
by Paul Grubach

In the interests of fairness, Jeﬀrey Herf, whose work is here
critiqued, was sent the following essay prior to its publication here,
and asked to correct any possibly false or misleading statements. No
response from Mr. Herf had been received by press time.

Introduction
Winston Churchill played an important role in the history of the
twentieth century. For this reason alone, it is important that
revisionists re-examine the beliefs and historical forces that
motivated this lionized British icon. By improving our understanding
of Churchill’s views of and his relationship with the Holocaust and
the powerful Jewish groups that played a decisive role in his career,
we gain a more accurate view of the past and can use these lessons
to hopefully make a more peaceful future for all.
This essay is based upon the studies of three well-known Jewish
historians, and will focus only upon issues that most mainstream
intellectuals ignore or are afraid to deal with. In 1985, Professor
Michael J. Cohen published his obscure but well researched academic
study, Churchill and the Jews. Churchill’s oﬀicial biographer, Sir
Martin Gilbert, published his more widely known Churchill and the
Jews: A Lifelong Friendship in 2007, which inspired a recent
Canadian movie documentary. Finally, we will be commenting upon
some of the material included in Professor Jeﬀrey Herf’s “Holocaust
classic,” The Jewish Enemy, published in 2006.[1]
Winston Churchill’s 1920 article, in which he highlighted the
predominant Jewish role in the world-wide communist movement, is
pretty well known. What is not discussed is how he misled his readers
in essays and books published many years later. In many
contemporary academic environments, it is held that the concept of
“International Jewry”—groups of powerful Jews who operate on an
international basis and feel that the world-wide Jewish community is
united by racial bonds—is a “neo-Nazi” and “radically anti-Semitic”
canard that should be immediately dismissed. Sir Winston and the
British government showed us otherwise. Finally, it may raise the
eyebrows of many when they ﬁnd out what Churchill told the House
of Commons in August 1946 about his knowledge of the Holocaust
during the war.

Churchill poses for air raid warning circa 1940
By Library of Congress http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/churchill/images
/wc0107-04780r.jpg (Library of Congress) [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons

Jews and Communism: Churchill’s Duplicity
During the early part of the twentieth century, Winston Churchill was
very much aware of the decisive role that Jews played in the rise of
Bolshevik Communism in Russia. Gilbert writes:
“He was familiar with the names and origins of all its
leaders: Lenin was almost the only member of the Central
Committee who was not of Jewish origin. Neither Churchill
nor his colleagues, nor the Jews, knew that Lenin’s paternal
grandfather was a Jew.” The Jewish historian adds an
observation that, if stated by a non-Jew, could possibly earn
him the dreaded “anti-Semite” label: “Churchill had studied
the Bolshevik terror against political opponents, democrats
and constitutionalists, and he knew the signiﬁcant part
individual Jews had played in establishing and maintaining
the Bolshevik regime.”[2]

In a June 1919 telegram to a British general, Churchill pointed out
the prominent role Jews played in the Bolshevik regime and the
atrocities they were guilty of.[3] In a 10 October 1919 letter to Lloyd
George, Churchill again noted that Jews certainly “have played a
leading role in Bolshevik atrocities.”[4] Gilbert attempts to put this in
historical context: “Not only was there a deeply anti-Semitic tradition
in southern Russia and the Ukraine that had seen pogroms and
massacres in both the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries, but
after the Bolshevik revolution in November 1917 many Jews, hoping
for a better break, had thrown in their lot with the Bolsheviks. A few
Jews, whose deeds were much publicized and greatly feared, became
political commissars, charged with the imposition of Bolshevik rule in
southern Russia, and carrying out their tasks with cruelty and
zeal.”[5]
Gilbert devotes a long discussion to Sir Winston’s famous 1920
article, “Zionism versus Bolshevism: A Struggle for the Soul of the
Jewish People.”[6] Churchill pointed out that left-wing Jews were a
major force behind Communist Marxism in many parts of Europe and
Russia, which ultimately brought horror and suﬀering to millions. He
discussed:
“the schemes of the International Jews. The adherents of
this sinister confederacy are mostly men reared up among
the unhappy populations of countries where Jews are
persecuted on account of their race. Most, if not all of them,
have forsaken the faith of their forefathers, and divorced
from their minds all spiritual hopes of the next world. This
movement among the Jews is not new. From the days of
Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to
Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxemburg
(Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States), this worldwide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested
development, of envious malevolence, and impossible
equality, has been steadily growing. It played, as a modern
writer, Mrs. Webster, has so ably shown, a deﬁnitely
recognizable part in the tragedy of the French Revolution.
It has been the mainspring of every subversive movement
during the Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of
extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the
great cities of Europe and America have gripped the
Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become
practically the undisputed masters of that enormous
empire.”[7]
Churchill speciﬁcally stated that Jewish Marxists were causing major
problems in Germany. He wrote:
“The same phenomenon [i.e., Jewish involvement with leftwing and Communist movements] has been presented in
Germany (especially in Bavaria), so far as this madness has
been allowed to prey upon the temporary prostration of the

German people. Although in all these countries there are
many non-Jews every whit as bad as the worst of the Jewish
revolutionaries, the part played by the latter in proportion
to their numbers is astonishing.”[8]
More recent scholarship has vindicated some of Churchill’s views.
Jewish-American political scientists Stanley Rothman and S. Robert
Lichter, and anti-National-Socialist historian Robert Payne
documented the decisive role that Jews played in far left and
Communist movements in Germany prior to World War II, although
they may not believe that Jewish inﬂuence was as destructive as
Churchill believed it to be.[9]
Despite Churchill’s 1920 exposé of the decisive Jewish involvement
with Communism, in a November 1935 article he criticized Hitler and
the German National Socialists for believing that Jews “were the
main prop of communism.”[10] Of course, this is precisely what
Churchill had stated in “Zionism versus Bolshevism: A Struggle for
the Soul of the Jewish People,” when he wrote:
“There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the
creation of Bolshevism and in the actual bringing about of
the Russian Revolution, by these international and for the
most part atheistical Jews. It is certainly a very great one; it
probably outweighs all others. With the notable exception
of Lenin, the majority of the leading ﬁgures are Jews
[Gilbert pointed out that Lenin’s paternal grandfather was a
Jew. Ed.]. Moreover, the principal inspiration and driving
power comes from the Jewish leaders.”[11]
Furthermore, in his famous book, The Gathering Storm, written after
the Second World War and widely regarded as a “classic,” Churchill
again misled his readers. He insinuated that Hitler and his followers
engaged in “delusional thinking” when they claimed that Jews played
a major and destructive role in German Communist and Left wing
groups. Describing the alleged fantasies of Hitler in regard to Jewish
inﬂuence prior to and during the First World War, Churchill wrote:
“As in a dream everything suddenly became clear [to Hitler].
Germany had been stabbed in the back and clawed down by the Jews,
by the proﬁteers and intriguers behind the front, by the accursed
Bolsheviks in their international conspiracy of Jewish
intellectuals.”[12] In fact, there is nothing in this “masterpiece”
about the decisive role that Jews played in German communism, the
international Bolshevik movement, and the threat this posed to
Germany and the world, which Churchill had so vividly complained
about in decades past.
On this issue, Churchill was deceitful. In 1935, he criticized National
Socialists for holding beliefs that he himself had propounded years
earlier. In 1948, when criticism of Jewish inﬂuence became taboo, he
implied that the National Socialist idea of Bolshevism being a worldwide conspiracy of left-wing Jews that wreaked havoc in Germany
was all a “paranoid fantasy.” He dishonestly failed to point out that

this is very similar to what he emphatically stated in his 1920 article.

Churchill, the British Government, and the Reality of
International Jewry
In his widely known works on National Socialist Germany, Jeﬀrey
Herf asserts that the concept of “International Jewry” is a paranoid
fantasy of “radical anti-Semites.” This allegedly false notion “rested
on the belief that the Jews were a cohesive, politically active
subject—that is, a group united on a global scale by racial bonds that
transcended any allegiance to nation-states.”[13] Of course,
enlightened people of today should immediately reject this “canard.”
The University of Maryland professor insists that Hitler was
delusional, as he believed “International Jewry” to be an “actually
existing political subject with vast power that was hostile to
Germany.”[14] According to Herf’s politically correct mode of
thought, a world-wide Jewish entity that transcends the boundaries of
nation-states had no existence whatsoever before, during or after the
Second World War. Winston Churchill’s statements and behavior, and
that of the British government, show us otherwise.
We remind the reader that in his 1920 article, “Zionism versus
Bolshevism: A Struggle for the Soul of the Jewish People,” Churchill
referred directly to the “schemes of International Jews,” their
“sinister confederacy” and “world-wide conspiracy.” Historian
Gilbert, relying upon Churchill, deﬁnes “International Jews” as “those
Jews who supported Bolshevik rule inside Russia and Bolshevik
revolution beyond its borders.”[15] (As we shall soon see, this is an
incomplete and inadequate deﬁnition of the term, “International
Jews.” To cite just one problem, it does not include international
Jewish Zionists who were opposed to Bolshevism.)
What was the goal of these “International Jews?” Churchill believed
that they were seeking “a world-wide communistic State under
Jewish domination.”[16] It is important to note that in The Gathering
Storm, he correctly imputed this very belief to Adolf Hitler. In
Churchill’s description, Mein Kampf promoted the idea that the aim
of Soviet communism was the triumph of international Judaism.[17]
Of course, Churchill never informed his readers of the striking
similarity between his 1920 article and Hitler’s book on this issue.
Professor Herf apparently believes that only “radical anti-Semites”
promoted the concept of “International Jewry”—but Winston
Churchill was a philo-Semite and Gentile Zionist who worked for
Jewish interests his entire career, and was accused of being “too fond
of Jews” by his friend and fellow parliamentarian General Sir Edward
Louis Spears.[18]
In November 1917, the British Foreign Oﬀice issued the Balfour
Declaration. It read: “His Majesty’s Government view with favor the
establishment in Palestine of a national home for the Jewish people,
and will use their best endeavors to facilitate the achievement of this
object, it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which

may prejudice the civil and religious rights of existing non-Jewish
communities in Palestine, or the rights and political status enjoyed by
Jews in any other country”[19] Gilbert reveals the beliefs that moved
the British government to issue the Declaration: “The War Cabinet
hoped that, inspired by the promise of a national home in Palestine,
Russian Jews would encourage Russia—then in the throes of
revolution—to stay in the war, and that American Jews would be
stimulated to accelerate the military participation of the United
States—already at war, but not yet in the battleﬁeld. To secure these
results, [Jewish-Zionist diplomat] Weizmann agreed to go ﬁrst to the
United States and then to Russia, to lead a campaign to rouse the
pro-war sentiments among the Jewish masses in both countries.”[20]
In 1921, Churchill reiterated the British government’s position on the
Balfour Declaration. One of the main reasons that it was issued is
because the assistance of Jews from various parts of the world was
needed to induce the nation states in which they lived to enter the
war on Great Britain’s side.[21] A similar agenda motivated Churchill
during the late 1930s: he believed continuing British support for a
Jewish home in Palestine would motivate American Jewry to help
bring the United States to Britain’s side in the expected war with
Germany. Here is a quote from a December 1939 Churchill
memorandum:
“…it was not for light or sentimental reasons that Lord
Balfour and the Government of 1917 made the promises to
the Zionists which have been the cause of so much
subsequent discussion. The inﬂuence of American Jewry
was rated then as a factor of the highest importance, and
we did not feel ourselves in such a strong position as to be
able to treat it with indiﬀerence. Now, in the advent of [an
American] Presidential election, and when the future is full
of measureless uncertainties, I should have thought it was
more necessary, even than in November, 1917, to conciliate
American Jewry and enlist their aid in combating
isolationist and indeed anti-British tendencies in the United
States.”[22]
In order that there is no misunderstanding, we will quote Professor
Cohen:
“[Churchill] believed that the Zionist movement
commanded powerful political and economic inﬂuence,
particularly in the United States. As late as in December,
1939, he lectured his cabinet colleagues on the important
role Zionists could play in mobilizing American resources to
the British war eﬀort. He told them that it had not been for
light or sentimental reasons that the Government had
issued the Balfour Declaration in 1917, but in order to
mobilize American support. In 1939, Churchill believed that
history would repeat itself, that the Zionists, via their
proxies across the Atlantic, could be inﬂuential in
accelerating the vitally needed early entry of the Americans

into the war.”[23]
Churchill’s beliefs regarding “international Jews” had validity: certain
groups of Jews from one continent did engage in political actions that
served the interests of Jews on other continents. As historian of the
American ﬁlm industry Neal Gabler pointed out in his An Empire of
Their Own: How the Jews Invented Hollywood, Jewish screen writers
and movie executives in Hollywood USA were concerned about the
plight of their Jewish brethren across the ocean in Europe.[24] These
important Hollywood ﬁgures held a meeting in early 1936 during
which they discussed what was to be done to combat Hitler’s
Germany. Film producer David Selznick wanted to ﬁght against Hitler
“in the usual Jewish way of being on the fringes and not letting
yourself appear as involved in it.” He further suggested: “Don’t get
too public. Do it quietly. Behind the scenes.” Apparently, other screen
industry ﬁgures present wanted to conduct a more open and
straightforward campaign.[25]
In autumn 1936, the more conservative Jewish ﬁlm industry ﬁgures
began launching “tentative attacks upon the Hitler regime.”[26] Film
producer and studio executive Louis B. Mayer warned that war in
Europe was looming, and he urged the United States to join forces
with Britain. Before the US declared war following the Pearl Harbor
attack in December 1941, certain Hollywood Jews were willing to use
their inﬂuence to incite a pro-war sentiment in the United States. In a
20 May 1940 memo to President Roosevelt from studio executive
Harry Warner, the latter stated: “[P]ersonally we would like to do all
in our power within the motion picture industry and by use of the
talking screen to show the American people the worthiness of the
cause for which the free peoples of Europe are making such
tremendous sacriﬁces.” A few months later motion picture mogul
Nick Schenck oﬀered to place his entire studio in the service of
President Roosevelt’s campaign for war with Germany.[27]
Here we have another example showing the reality of International
Jewry, as Churchill would have conceived of it. Viewing the ﬁght
against Hitler’s Germany as in the interests of Jews everywhere,
Hollywood executives put their powerful instruments of mass
persuasion in the USA in the service of Churchill’s across-the-Atlantic
campaign for war with Germany.[28] As Professor Cohen so rightly
noted: “Until the American entry [into the Second World War], Jewish
inﬂuence was naturally at its highest premium, as a solid force
countering neutralist forces in the United States [groups that
opposed US involvement in a war with Germany].”[29]
In March 1922, on Churchill’s instructions, the Middle East
Department issued a defense of the Balfour Declaration. They wanted
the Jewish National Home in Palestine to “become a centre in which
Jewish people as a whole may take, on grounds of religion and race,
an interest and a pride [emphasis added].”[30] Churchill discussed
the Zionist desire to build a Jewish state in Palestine in his 3
September 1937 Jewish Chronicle article: this political entity would
serve as a “rallying point for Jews in every part of the world.”[31]

The reader should take special note of the beliefs that Churchill and
his British government acted upon. At the time of the Balfour
Declaration in 1917, the English promise to support a Jewish national
home in Palestine would be used to enlist the aid of Jews from Russia
and the United States to encourage their respective countries to keep
ﬁghting the First World War. In addition, an international Zionist
diplomat would travel to these two nations to arouse pro-war
feelings. Similar beliefs motivated Churchill in the 1930s prior to the
Second World War. Supposedly, Jewish proxies across the Atlantic
would help bring the US onto the British side in a war with Germany.
But just as importantly, the Jewish National Home would be of
interest to Jews on the basis of race and religion, an entity that would
galvanize Jewish support from all parts of the globe.[32] Signiﬁcantly
enough, this is very similar to the viewpoint of German National
Socialist Foreign Minister Constantin von Neurath, who said that a
Jewish state in Palestine would provide an internationally recognized
power base for Jews world-wide, like the Vatican for Catholics or
Moscow for international communists.[33]
Directly refuting Jeﬀrey Herf and those who think like him, by
enacting policies such as these, Winston Churchill and the British
government clearly realized that many powerful and inﬂuential
groups of Jews throughout the world in fact saw themselves as “a
cohesive, politically active subject—that is, a group united on a global
scale by racial bonds.” In other words, the entity “International
Jewry” does in fact exist, although not all Jews should be considered
a part of it.[34] There are Jews from all parts of the world who feel
little or no attachment whatsoever to any world-wide Jewish
community. Nevertheless, this belief that Jews are an internationally
organized, racial entity has survived the Second World War and is
still held by many Jewish groups world-wide, inﬂuencing Zionist and
Israeli thinking to this very day. One example should suﬀice to
demonstrate my point.
A convinced believer in the traditional view of the Holocaust, Dr. Herf
claims: “The radical anti-Semitism that accompanied and justiﬁed the
Holocaust described Jews ﬁrst and foremost as a racially constituted
political subject.”[35] Well lo and behold! Something strikingly like
this “radical anti-Semitic idea” has led to Israel’s interest in scientiﬁc
studies that delineate genetic/racial diﬀerences between Jews and
non-Jews.
In an article that appeared in Natural History of November 1993,
renowned Jewish scientist Jared Diamond discussed the genetic
studies on how Jews diﬀer from non-Jews. He made this astounding
statement: “There are also practical reasons for interest in Jewish
genes. The state of Israel has been going to much expense to support
immigration and job retraining of Jews who were persecuted
minorities in other countries. That immediately poses the problem of
deﬁning who is a Jew.”[36] According to Diamond, Israeli policy
asserts that Jews are a racially constituted political subject: they
diﬀer from non-Jews on a genetic/racial basis, and these biological

diﬀerences may be used to determine who will be granted citizenship
in the political entity of Israel.
The reader may scratch his head in wonder, asking: “So why do
intellectuals like Jeﬀrey Herf deny the reality of International Jewry?”
In the Twentieth Century, the Jewish community has emerged as one
of the most powerful elements in the United States and Europe.[37] If
they become widely viewed as an international, racially constituted
political entity that is separate and distinct from the surrounding
culture, this could create suspicion and distrust in the minds of the
non-Jewish peoples they reside among. Non-Jews might start saying:
“Since certain segments of the Jews are separate and distinct from us
and they form a hostile and alien elite, perhaps they should not wield
the power over our society that they have.” If such ideas ever
attained widespread legitimacy, it might spawn political and social
movements that could bring about a marked reduction in Jewish
power and inﬂuence. Jeﬀrey Herf’s denial of the existence of
International Jewry may be based in a desire to maintain the Jewish
community’s elite status in the Western world.

Churchill and Holocaust Revisionism
In June of 1941, British code-breakers at Bletchley Park were
intercepting and reading the most secret communications of the
German enemy. Gilbert claims that decoded top-secret messages
about the alleged mass murder of Jews and non-Jews in the Germanoccupied Soviet Union were shown to Churchill. In response, the
Prime Minister emphatically stated in his radio broadcast of 24
August 1941, that “whole districts are being exterminated,” and
concluded with this judgment: “We are in the presence of a crime
without a name.”[38]
On August 27, and September 1, 6, and 11, 1941, Churchill was
shown German police decrypts reporting on the execution of
thousands of Jews on Soviet territory.[39] This information is
consistent with the Holocaust revisionist position. As far back as the
mid-1970s, Revisionist scholar Arthur Butz made the point that this is
the one part of the Holocaust legend that contains a kernel of truth.
During the war between Germany and the Soviet Union, thousands of
Jews and non-Jews were shot by German police units and auxiliaries
of local police in their attempt to stop the guerilla warfare being
waged against them.[40] Brutality was practiced by both the Soviets
and the Germans.
On 27 August 1941, the Bletchley Park code-breakers informed
Churchill: “The fact that the [German] Police [in the Soviet Union]
are killing all Jews that fall into their hands should by now be
suﬀiciently well appreciated. It is not therefore proposed to continue
reporting these butcheries speciﬁcally, unless so requested.”[41]
Gilbert admits there is nothing in Bletchley Park decrypts about the
alleged mass shooting of 33,000 Jews at Babi Yar near Kiev in
September 1941. Therefore, should one conclude that this atrocity

never took place? Not according to Gilbert: he says that German
police units in Russia were cautioned by Berlin “not to compromise
their ciphers.”[42] Gilbert encourages his readers to conclude that
this alleged mass killing took place, although supposedly a top-secret
message about it was never sent out.
Gilbert believes that Churchill received suﬀicient details from other
sources about the mass killing of Jews in the Soviet Union, and in
response, sent the Jewish Chronicle a personal message, which was
published in full on 14 November 1941. It read in part: “None has
suﬀered more cruelly than the Jew,” and he referred to “the
unspeakable evils wrought on the bodies and spirits of men by Hitler
and his vile regime.”[43]
In London on 29 October 1942, Christian and Jewish leaders led a
public protest against the alleged mass murders of Jews that were
supposedly taking place in the German concentration camps.
Churchill, who was in the United States at the time, addressed the
gathering by way of a letter that was read by the Archbishop of
Canterbury. It stated in part:
“I cannot refrain …to protest against the Nazi atrocities
inﬂicted on the Jews…The systematic cruelties to which the
Jewish people—men, women, and children—have been
exposed under the Nazi regime are amongst the most
terrible events of history, and place an indelible stain upon
all who perpetuate and instigate them. Free men and
women denounce these vile crimes...”[44]
In December 1942, Churchill was shown a report from a Polish
Catholic member of the Resistance, Jan Karski. He claimed to have
seen Jews being forced with great brutality into cattle cars, and then
taken to an unknown “extermination location.”[45] In response,
Anthony Eden of the War Cabinet wanted to issue a public
declaration. “It was known,” he asserted, “that Jews were being
transferred to Poland from enemy-occupied countries, for example,
Norway: and it might be that these transfers were being made with a
view to wholesale extermination of Jews.”[46] (Notice that Eden said
the exterminations “might be” happening, and not that they were in
fact happening. This suggests that he was skeptical of the “evidence”
regarding the alleged mass exterminations of Jews. More on Eden in
a moment.)
The Allied Declaration, supported by Great Britain, the United States,
the Soviet Union, and other members of the Allied cause, was
published on 17 December 1942, and it had considerable political
impact, just as Churchill wished. Its central paragraph condemned
“in the strongest possible terms” what was described as “this bestial
policy of cold-blooded extermination.”[47]
On 19 December 1942, Polish-Jewish oﬀicial Samuel Zygielbojm
appealed to Churchill to save the one and a quarter million Polish
Jews who were still alive and were in danger of “being exterminated”
by the Germans. As Cohen points out, there is no record of any reply

from Churchill, and no Allied operation was initiated to halt the
alleged slaughter.[48]
In June 1944, Churchill viewed a Jewish Agency report on the
workings of the alleged “Nazi gas chambers” in the concentration
camps. He sent a memorandum to Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden,
asking: “Foreign Secretary, what can be done? What can be said?”
The evidence indicates that Churchill wanted to issue another Allied
threat of retribution, but the Foreign Oﬀice said that too many such
pronouncements had already been made.[49]
On 6 July 1944, Foreign Secretary Eden informed Churchill of an
appeal he received from Zionist diplomat Chaim Weizmann, that the
British government should take steps to mitigate the “appalling
slaughter of Jews in Hungary.”[50] We let Professor Cohen pick up
the story here:
“Now Weizmann reported mistakenly that 60,000 Jews were
being gassed and burned to death each day at Birkenau
(the death camp at Auschwitz II). Eden told Churchill that
this ﬁgure might well be an exaggeration. But on the next
day, Eden forwarded an additional report to Churchill,
describing the four crematoria at the camp, with a gassing
and burning capacity of 60,000 each day. Some 40,000
Hungarian Jews had already been deported and killed
there. Over the past one year and a half, some one-anda-half million Jews had been done to death in the
camp.”[51]
Cohen, a ﬁrm believer in the traditional version of the Holocaust, still
highlighted the exaggerations in the story. Buried in a footnote he
writes; “It seems that the Zionist ﬁgure of 60,000 per day, should in
fact have been 6,000.”[52] As of the date of this writing, even antiRevisionist Holocaust historians would point out that the ﬁgure of
1,500,000 Jews being murdered at Auschwitz-Birkenau is another
exaggeration of around 540,000 deaths! Robert Jan van Pelt, widely
considered to be a contemporary expert on the alleged mass murder
of Jews at this concentration camp, wrote in 2002 that total number
of Jewish deaths at the site was 960,000.[53] The important lesson
here is this: we have evidence from a respected academic source
that, during the war, Churchill was being handed exaggerated
atrocity information, to say the very least.
On 7 July 1944, Churchill approved the bombing of Auschwitz by the
British Air Force, but the operation was never carried out.[54] Four
days later, on 11 July, Churchill issued his oft-quoted declaration on
the Holocaust: “There is no doubt that this is probably the greatest
and most horrible crime ever committed in the whole history of the
world, and it has been done by scientiﬁc machinery by nominally
civilized men in the name of a great State and one of the leading
races of Europe.”[55]
At the end of August 1944, Churchill’s son showed his father a copy
of the full report of four escapees from the Auschwitz “extermination

camp,” an oﬀicial document that had been published a month and a
half earlier by the War Refugee Board in Washington. Before this,
Churchill had only seen a summary version. Gilbert comments: “Not
for the ﬁrst time, Randolph had alerted his father to an aspect of the
Jewish fate that had not reached the Prime Minister through oﬀicial
channels.”[56]
Gilbert points out that in the latter part of 1944, Berlin issued a
statement denouncing at least some of the reports about the
deportations to Auschwitz, claiming they were “false from beginning
to end.”[57] Gilbert is unclear on exactly what the Germans were
claiming to be false.
Despite all of the authoritative declarations Churchill made or
supported during the war with regard to the “reality” of the Nazi
extermination of the Jews, when the war ended he made an
astonishing statement that casts doubt on the sincerity of all of these
wartime pronouncements. In a speech before the House of Commons
on 1 August 1946, he emphatically declared that he knew nothing of
the alleged Nazi mass murder of Jews while the Second World War
was taking place. We quote him verbatim: “I must say that I had no
idea, when the war came to an end, of the horrible massacres which
had occurred; the millions and millions that have been slaughtered.
That dawned on us gradually after the struggle was over.”[58]
As far back as 1985, Professor Cohen stated the dilemma in these
terms. He says it is debatable how familiar the Prime Minister was
with the Intelligence information regarding the alleged Nazi
extermination camps, but by “July, 1944 at the very latest, Churchill
was supplied by the Zionists with very precise details of the
murderous capacity of Auschwitz.”[59] In light of this, Cohen asks,
how should we interpret Churchill’s August 1946 denial of knowledge
of the mass murder of Europe’s Jews during the war?[60]
The reader should take careful note of the implications of Churchill’s
words. If Sir Winston was not aware during the war of the alleged
mass killings of Jews, and if he and his associates realized only after
the war ended that these supposed mass murders took place, then all
of his “authoritative” declarations we listed above about the mass
murder of Jews taking place during the war were just unconﬁrmed
and baseless allegations in his estimation.
Bizarre inconsistencies like this are exactly what the Holocaust
Revisionist hypothesis would predict, and this is why even the most
anti-Revisionist reader should consider Churchill’s statements from a
Revisionist perspective. Revisionism states that many of the wartime
claims of the Allies and Zionists in regard to the alleged
extermination of the Jews were simply false propaganda, designed to
serve ulterior Allied and Zionist political agendas.
Churchill was well aware that representations of the Jewish fate at
the hands of the Germans were linked to plans for a Zionist state in
Palestine. Indeed, Gilbert points out: “In Churchill’s mind, the Jewish
fate in Europe and the Jewish future in Palestine were inextricably

linked.”[61] In his seminal Revisionist work The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century, Arthur Butz made a somewhat parallel point:
“”The Zionist character of the [Nazi extermination] propaganda is
quite clear; note that, as a rule, the persons who were pressing for
measures to remove Jews from Europe (under the circumstances a
routine and understandable proposal) coupled such proposals with
demands that such Jews be resettled in Palestine, which shows that
there was much more in the minds of Zionist propagandists than
mere assistance to refugees and victims of persecution.”[62]
Throughout his entire book, Gilbert discusses how the unrelenting
Churchill, being wedded to Zionist policy, was up against the
resistance of many factions within his own government and from
around the world who were opposed to establishing a Jewish state in
Palestine. They realized it would end in disaster for the indigenous
people of the Middle East and for British interests in general.[63] In a
situation such as this, one can readily see how “Nazi extermination”
propaganda would be useful to Churchill—it would silence opposition
to Zionist aims and create mass sympathy for the future Jewish
state.[64] There is evidence that is consistent with this interpretation.
In December 1942, Colonial Secretary Oliver Stanley put the request
to the Prime Minister that 4500 Bulgarian Jewish children, with 500
accompanying adults, be allowed to exit Bulgaria for Palestine,
adding that British pubic opinion had been “much roused by the
recent reports of the systematic extermination of the Jews in Axis and
Axis-controlled countries.” Churchill replied: “Bravo!”[65]
Professor Cohen notes the strange inconsistency between Winston
Churchill’s public statements about the Holocaust and his lack of
action to do anything to stop it: “But against the frequent expression
of his horror at Nazi crimes, one must record the almost total
absence of any meaningful gesture or action by him to save Hitler’s
Jewish victims—either when in Opposition, or in the position of
supreme power, which was his from 1940 to 1945.”[66]
I ask the most hard-core believer in the traditional Holocaust story to
ponder this dilemma. During the war, Churchill was making
authoritative pronouncements about the “etched-in-stone” fact of the
Nazi extermination of the Jews—and after the war, he tells British
parliament that he had no idea such “exterminations” took place
during the war, and only realized their “reality” after the war was
ended! To say the least, Churchill’s statements are consistent with
the point that Professor Butz made decades ago: the ﬁrst claims
about the “Nazi extermination of the Jews” made during the war were
not based on one scrap of credible intelligence data.[67]
Butz’s revisionist hypothesis is further supported by the fact that
even academic “Holocaust experts” will have to admit that, during
the war, Churchill was handed exaggerated data in regard to the
number of Jewish deaths, as we have shown in this essay. Finally,
Churchill’s public outcries regarding the alleged Nazi extermination
of the Jews were declarations that, “coincidentally,” served British
and Zionist military and political agendas.

We will end here with a short note regarding Churchill’s 1 August
1946 statement that the “reality” of the Holocaust “dawned on us
gradually after the struggle was over.”[68] Gilbert points out that
Churchill used what was found at some German concentration camps
at the war’s end as “proof” of the “Holocaust.”[69] A thorough
discussion of this is beyond the scope of this short essay, so I refer
the reader to the Revisionist studies of the topic.[70]
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Gassing, Burning, and Burying | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

Let’s say, hypothetically speaking, that someone wanted to design and implement a
systematic process for mass-murdering hundreds of thousands of people, in a short
period of time, using poisonous gas. How might one go about doing this? This is the
question that must have been brought to bear on certain high-ranking individuals in the
Nazi regime, sometime in late 1941—if we are to believe the conventional Holocaust
story.
Or perhaps it was much earlier. In fact the western media had been reporting for years
prior that the Germans wanted to “exterminate” the Jews. On 16 August 1933, the New
York Times wrote that “600,000 [Jews] are facing certain extermination” in Germany (p.
11). Three years later that same paper discussed a petition decrying the “intolerable
sufferings of the millions of Jews in the European holocaust,” and calling for “bold
measures to save these unfortunate millions from total annihilation” (31 May 1936; p.
14). In 1938 the London Times wrote of the “terrible persecution of the Jews in
Germany,” remarking that Germany was “a country which seemed disposed…to
exterminate a section of its population” (14 December; p. 11). In June of 1940, the New
York Times reported that “six million Jews are doomed to destruction,” and that they
were facing “the danger of physical annihilation” (June 25; p. 4). I hasten to add here
that, in spite of such claims, we have no clear evidence that either Hitler or any of the
leading Nazis sought to murder millions of Jews; rather, their plan seems to have been
deportation and expulsion, combined with a large measure of forced labor.

Odilo Globocnik, 1938
Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-2007-0188 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
But presuming that they did aim for physical extermination, let’s consider the
perspective of some unknown mid-ranking SS man who was given the task of designing
a quick and efficient mass murder scheme. He would likely have been working in
Lublin, reporting to Odilo Globocnik, when the “verbal order” came down from
Himmler in October 1941 to construct such a system. Our friend must have been in a
terrible fix: as Raul Hilberg reminds us, there was neither a plan nor a budget for such
activity.[1] Nor was there any written order, from Himmler, Goebbels, Hitler, or anyone
else. Evidently he was simply told to “make it happen,” or some such thing. (Anyone
who has ever worked in a large bureaucracy can surely relate to the poor man’s plight.)
By late 1941 the Reich had experienced a monumental rise in the number of Jews under
its control. At one time in the 1930s some 600,000 Jews lived in Germany proper,
though with the coming of Hitler they fled by the thousands each year. With the
Anschluss of Austria in March 1938, another 200,000 came into the Reich—but many of
these too fled. Not that this was of concern to the Nazi leadership; they wanted nothing
more than to drive the Jews out. In fact it was at this time that the first concrete plans for
removing them came to light. Goebbels recorded in his diary of April 11 that “The

Führer wants the Jews completely squeezed out of Germany. To Madagascar, or some
such place. Right!”.[2]
With the rapid German take-over of Poland in September 1939, 1.7 million more Jews
came under Nazi control. Combined with the approximately 250,000 still remaining in
Germany and Austria, the total came to nearly 2 million. A number of plans were
circulated on how to deal with the growing Jewish problem, including the Nisko project
(for a Jewish reservation in Poland), mass deportation or ghettoization, and the
Madagascar plan.
As the Axis alliance was formed and the war expanded, the Germans captured additional
territory (the Low Countries in early May 1940, France in mid-June), along with
thousands of other Jews. Longerich reports (2010: 163-164) that internal estimates grew
from 3.25 million in late June, to 4 million by mid-August, up to roughly 6 million (!) by
late 1940. Thus it was that, by 1941, the Nazi leadership found themselves with a
6-million-Jew problem.[3]
Of this total, about a third—in fact, precisely 2,284,000—resided in the five districts of
Poland known as the General Government.[4] On the orthodox view, Globocnik and
team were charged with “exterminating” them. This plan was dubbed Aktion Reinhardt
(AR) by those alleging it, and according to them involved primarily the construction of
three camps in southeastern Poland: Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka. If we can believe
the USHMM, they managed to ultimately kill 1.7 million in the span of about 18
months.[5]
But back to our hapless SS man. When the verbal order arrived in October 1941, he
would have immediately begun plans to construct the gassing facilities. So let us try to
reconstruct the thinking process. Our man is given vague direction to systematically kill,
and dispose of, over 2 million people in some short (but unspecified) period of time. Let
us say that his time frame matched the actual duration—the 18 months—that the camps
operated, and that he intended to kill them within a year and a half. So he must design a
system to kill, in aggregate, something like 130,000 Jews per month, or about 4,200 per
day, for 18 straight months (winter included, of course).
Of the many killing options open to him (shooting, drowning, suffocation, exposure,
etc.), our man inexplicably decides to gas them with carbon monoxide from the exhaust
of diesel engines. I set aside here all the absurdities of this method, and presume for the
sake of argument that it could work, and would be able to kill rooms full of people
within, say, 30 minutes.[6]
Designing a single large extermination camp would be somewhat risky, so let’s suppose
he goes with two camps—good to have a back-up facility, just in case. Likely both
would be of similar construction, and each would be designed to handle half load, that is,
about 2,100 people per day. So he drafts up a standard carbon monoxide gassing
structure: one building with 3 chambers, each, say, 4 x 5 meters. Assuming
(conservatively) 5 people per square meter, each room could gas 100 people; thus, 3
rooms can handle 300 at a time.
Then our man allows a 2-hour cycle time—30 minutes to (simultaneously) load the 3
rooms, 30 to gas, and one hour to remove the 300 bodies. The unloading would be
relatively easy: no poisonous Zyklon-B hanging around, no gas masks, just open the
doors and haul the bodies out. Figuring seven such cycles per day—about a 14-hour
work day—yields the desired daily toll of 2,100. It’s a perfect scheme: two simple camps
built in remote locations along rail lines, no other facilities needed, job done in a year
and a half.

Ah, but wait…one more thing: body disposal. Two thousand bodies per day is quite a
heap. It would take acres of mass graves to hold them all, and even these would only
hide, not destroy, the evidence. Better to build cheap, high-volume crematoria. Knowing
that it takes one hour to fully incinerate, down to ash, one body, our designer would need
100 muffles (oven openings), operating 20 hours per day, to handle the load. Compare to
Auschwitz. The largest crematoria there—Kremas 2 and 3—each had 15 muffles. So our
man needs the equivalent of seven Krema 2’s to do the job. At each camp. And coke to
fuel them all. So much for ‘no budget, no plan.’
*****
That’s all hypothetical, but something like that must have happened, according to
traditionalism. Let’s now compare this to the “facts” as presented by the experts.
Belzec is, allegedly, designed as we presumed: one building with three chambers. The
room size, however, is in dispute—either 12 or 32 square meters per room, depending on
the witness. Orthodoxy claims that the Germans could pack in 10 people per square
meter, thus able to gas either 360 or 960 per cycle. With a 2-hour cycle, and running
round the clock—as the experts claim they did—Belzec could thus kill up to 4,320 (or
11,520) per day.
Sobibor was designed in a very similar way, except, for some unknown reason, the three
chambers were each 16 square meters. By a similar calculation, the camp could kill as
many as 5,760 per day.
The two camps combined, then, yielded 10,000 (or 17,300) fatalities each day, at most.
Compare these numbers to the task: a combined 4,200 per day. Overkill, you may say.
Or maybe our man was just being cautious. After all, gas chambers are cheap. Still, we
are at least within the realm of possibility here.
But consider that other nagging problem, of body disposal. According to witnesses,
neither Belzec nor Sobibor had a single crematorium. Instead they opted for the massburial approach: for a full nine months in the former camp, five in the latter. Then they
changed their minds, deciding to exhume and burn, in the open air, all the buried
corpses—at a rate exceeding 3,000 per day. The incoherence of this speaks for itself.[7]
So ignoring the (insurmountable) disposal problem, the two camps, in their initial
(alleged) configurations, seem to be easily capable of handling the task. The capacity is
200-400% of that required to do the job in 18 months. This suggests that the Nazis
would have had the option of accelerating things, finishing the gruesome project in nine
months, or perhaps even six, if the situation so dictated.
But things take a bizarre turn just a few months later. Rather than addressing the
monumental disposal problem, Globocnik and team instead make two inexplicable
decisions: (1) they increase the gassing capacity at both camps, and (2) they decide to
build a third camp (Treblinka), of equal capacity (3 chambers), again with no disposal
capability.
The absurdity of this situation is hard to overestimate. The decision to build Treblinka
was likely made in March or April (construction began in May), and the decision to
double the number of Belzec chambers came soon thereafter;[8] six chambers were in
operation there by June 1942. And barely a month later, perhaps by July, the Nazi team
opted to double the chambers at Sobibor and, at the same time, to go to six (or perhaps
10, depending on witnesses) double-size chambers at Treblinka—which had just begun
operation.

So the gassing situation as of September was truly mind-boggling. Assuming round-theclock operation, Belzec could have gassed 14,400 per day. (Lest the reader think I am
exaggerating here, consider this statement in the 2001 Holocaust Encyclopedia, p. 178:
“Belzec was the first camp to be equipped with permanent gas chambers, which had the
capacity to kill 15,000 persons a day.”) Sobibor, 11,500. And Treblinka, assuming just
six large (32 sq meter) chambers, an astonishing 23,000 daily. The sum total: 49,000
gassings each day, maximum capacity. Monthly, this comes to almost 1.5 million. And
all without a single muffle.
Recall, once again, the task at hand: 4,200 per day, or 130,000 per month. At the above
rate, the entire General Government would have been emptied of Jews in 6 weeks, and
the entire zone of Reich influence—the 6 million—done within four months.[9]
Two further points here: First, even if the above numbers are relaxed, it does not
substantially change the absurdity of the situation. For example, if we allow a generous
3-hour cycle time, and only six cycles per day, the combined capacity in September 1942
would still have been almost 25,000 per day, or about 730,000 monthly—more than five
times the needed capacity.
Second, if we compare the capacities to the (alleged) actual gassings, the degree of
overkill becomes even more apparent.
• Belzec had one peak month for gassings (August 1942), in which they processed
about 4,300 per day; all other months never exceeded 2,700. And yet its capacity
was over 14,000 daily.
• Sobibor’s peak gassing period was at the very beginning, during its 3-chamber
phase, when it hit a peak of 670 per day—versus original capacity of 5,760. After
expansion to six chambers, actual daily gassings fell to below 400 a day, even as
the capacity rose to 11,500.
• In Treblinka, the daily capacity of 23,000 (or 38,400, assuming 10 chambers)
compares to an average “actual” figure of 4,900 per day over the first four months
of operation. But during 1943, the daily numbers never exceeded 1,000: a mere
3-4% of capacity.
All this entails incredibly poor planning by the Globocnik team—not to mention the
stupendous oversight of having no plan to dispose of the bodies. Assuming, that is, that
they were bent on mass murder.
More likely, of course, is that the three camps were delousing facilities and transit
camps. They would have been built to temporarily house and disinfest Jews and other
forced-labor conscripts who were on their way to resettlement camps or ghettos in the
captured Soviet territory further east. The “gas chambers” cited by witnesses would have
been either real showers, or delousing chambers for clothing and linens. Only a small
number of incidental deaths would be expected, and thus no need to plan for highvolume body disposal—though the actual number may well have exceeded expectations.
Just as at Auschwitz, the Aktion Reinhardt camps had an incredible over-capacity of “gas
chambers,” and an incredible under-capacity of crematoria (or other suitable disposal
plans). No one would have consciously planned such a scheme. Thus, all the more
reason to suspect that something is seriously wrong with the conventional story.

Notes:
[1] “What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not planned in advance, not

organized centrally by any agency. There was no blueprint and there was no
budget for destructive measures.” (New York Newsday, 23 February 1983; Part
II, p. 3) And again: “The process of destruction…did not, however, proceed
from a basic plan. … The destruction process was a step-by-step operation, and
the administrator could seldom see more than one step ahead.” (The Destruction
of the European Jews, 2003; pp. 50-51)
[2] For many further such examples from his diary, see my article “Goebbels on the
Jews” (Dalton 2010).
[3] The actual number under German influence is very hard to confirm. As
Longerich notes, the ‘six million’ figure must have included all allied territories,
colonial regions, and so on. Notably, it did not include any Russian Jews, since
that offensive would not begin until June 1941. Arguably, then, at the peak in
early 1942, the Germans may have had access to 7 million or even more.
[4] According to the German version of the Encyclopedia of the Holocaust; see
citation in Graf, et al. (2010: 244).
[5] Web site of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, online encyclopedia, entry
“Operation Reinhard.” Just as the three camps were quite real, Aktion Reinhardt
was real, also. It was named after Fritz Reinhardt, Staatssekretär in the Finance
Ministry, who engineered the administration and logistics of collecting the
possessions of deported persons and transmitting them to the Reich Finance
Ministry to be disposed of for the benefit of the Reich. In that the three camps
were “intake centers” for the forced-labor and resettlement programs, much of
Aktion Reinhardt was in fact conducted at these camps, and they may have been
to some extent designed and established for the purpose.
[6] There are many problems here including: (1) diesel engines produce very low
levels of carbon monoxide; (2) there were much simpler, cheaper sources of CO
than engines of any kind, and they yielded higher concentrations; (3) it is
difficult to pump exhaust gas into a sealed volume (room); (4) there is no
forensic evidence that confirms this method of killing. See Berg (2003) for
details.
[7] For a detailed explanation of the problems with open-air burning, see my book
Debating the Holocaust (Dalton 2009), pp. 140-144.
[8] The actual increase in capacity, based on floor area, was either a factor of 3.3
(assuming the smaller original three chambers) or 1.25 (with the larger). In a
further anomaly, we are told that the original three Belzec chambers were torn
down; why not leave them in place, along with the new chambers, if higher
capacity was truly needed?
[9] Though of course, by the time of the expansion in autumn 1942, a million
Russian Jews had already been shot, and another million killed in the camps and
ghettos, on the traditional account. Thus there would not have been 6 million
around to be gassed.
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Lanzmann's "Shoah" Witness Bronislaw Falborski
by Santiago Alvarez

During World War Two “the Germans” are not only claimed to have murdered millions
in stationary gas chambers, but they are also said to have used mobile gas chambers for
their evil ends: the infamous “gas vans.” Orthodox holocaust historian Gerald Fleming
has reproduced a photograph of a derelict van found in Poland, and he added a caption to
it reading: “Gas van used to liquidate Jews at the Kulmhof (Chelmno) extermination
camp and near Konitz.” He gave no specific source for this photo, though.[1]
The nature of the vehicle in Fleming’s photo was revealed only in 1995, when Jerzy
Halbersztadt, at that time director of the Polish Program of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, DC, posted the following text to the newsgroup
Holocaust:[2]
“The commission received the information that in the town KOLO (ca. 12
km from Chelmno) in the former factory of Ostrowski there was a van
which, according to the witnesses, was used in the death center at Chelmno.
The van was found, photographed and researched.
The photos taken then are available in the Main Commission’s Archives in
Warsaw (signatures 47398, 47396, 47397, 47399; the best one is 47398).
The captions of these photographs are till today: ‘a car for killing people by
the exhaust fumes at Chelmno’. One of these photos was reproduced in the
(sic) Fleming’s book Hitler and the Final Solution with the information that
it is a photograph of a ‘gaswagon’ used in Chelmno.
Despite of (sic) their captions, the photographs do not show the gas van
used in the Chelmno death camp. It is clear from the testimonies of Polish
witnesses kept in the same archives of the Main Commission (collection
‘Ob’, file 271 and others). […] The inspection of the van in Ostrowski
factory, done on 13 November 1945 by the judge J. Bronowski, did not
confirm the existence of any elements of system of gassing of the van’s
closed platform. The witnesses called this van ‘a pantechnicon van’ (a van
to transport furniture). […] Under this paint the inscription was seen on the
door of the cab: ‘Otto Koehn Spedition[3] Ruf 516 Zeulen.....da i.TH’. […]
In 1945 the [Polish] prosecutors came to the conclusion that this van was
not a gas van of Chelmno. […] Thus, there is no reliable graphic illustration
of the gas vans used in Chelmno.”
That could be the end of the story, but it isn’t. Before the van was actually investigated,
the Polish judiciary collected witness testimonies about the alleged gas vans of
Chelmno. In this context, Wladyslaw Bednarz, an Investigating Judge at the Lodz
District Court in Poland, interrogated the Polish mechanic Bronislaw Falborski on 11
June 1945, who stated the following:[4]
“During the German occupation I worked as a mechanic for the German
company ‘KRAFT’ in Kolo, Asnyk Street. […] Our company repaired
vehicles of the SS Sonderkommando from Culmhof. Once I was ordered to
repair a vehicle which served to poison with gases. […] I was entrusted with
the repair. It consisted of replacing a part between the elastic part of the

exhaust pipe and the part which led into the vehicle’s interior. I clarify that
the exhaust pipe did not consist of one piece as in normal vehicles, but of
three parts, where the middle part was elastic like a hose. Said middle part
could either be connected to a pipe located in the floor of the vehicle—with
the result that the exhaust gases flowed into the vehicle’s interior—or to the
rear part of the exhaust pipe; in that case the exhaust gases flowed into the
open like with a normal vehicle. […] In that period of time I frequently saw
vehicles driving into the Chelmno forest and back. These were vehicles like
those which I repaired later on in the ‘Kraft’ workshop. […] Three times I
saw a converted moving truck van which is currently in the courtyard of the
former ‘Ostrowski’ company. Once I had already seen this vehicle in the
forest, the second time on the road and the third time when it was just
coming out of the courtyard of the Chelmno castle. […] I saw this vehicle
repeatedly with a gap of several days. Recently I saw this truck in the
courtyard of the Ostrowski factory, and I am absolutely certain that it is the
same vehicle (size—shape—color).”
Bronislaw Falborski in Lanzmann’s movie Shoah (1985) This is a very important
account, because it firmly and securely links the gas-van claims of Chelmno with the
moving truck found in the courtyard of the former “Ostrowski” company. But since the
Polish investigation commission several months later came to the conclusion that this
truck had indeed been nothing else but an innocuous moving truck, it can therefore be
stated with certainty that the witness Bronislaw Falborski saw nothing but harmless
moving trucks, and that the repairs he performed were made on just as harmless a
vehicle.

This photo is of a vehicle alleged to be a gas van from the Chelmno Concentration
Camp. It is asserted to have been taken prior to 1945.
By original uploader in the Russian Wikipedia was Zac Allan, and then Jaro.p (Gas Van,
in www.einsatzgruppenarchives.com) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

How, then, can it be that he claims to have made repairs on an exhaust system of this
truck with homicidal features which did not exist? The answer to this question lies
hidden in the witness’s testimony. If we carefully analyze what he tells us about the
exhaust system he claims to have repaired, it turns out to be nonsensical:
a) Large trucks do not have tail pipes reaching all the way to the end of their cargo
compartment. Their exhaust pipes exit either overhead of the driver’s cabin or on the left
side behind the driver’s cabin. The reason for this is that the engines of such trucks are
always in front of or underneath the driver’s cabin, and adding five meters or more of
exhaust pipe to reach the truck’s end would be a waste of material and would be troubleprone.
b) There is no other witness testimony confirming the complicated nature of the system
as described by Falborski.
c) The witness contradicts himself. First he says that the exhaust system allegedly used
to perform homicides consisted of three parts: the fixed front part of the exhaust pipe, a
fixed part leading into the cargo box, and a flexible part connecting the two (“that the
exhaust pipe […] consist[ed…] of three parts”). This is logical. But then he claims that
there was another, fourth part between the flexible middle piece and the pipe penetrating
the cargo box’s floor: “the middle part of the pipe was connected with the interior of the
vehicle, but the part between these two parts was worn.” From a drawing he added it can
be derived that this part was a massive flange. Using a flange rather than a clamp to
attach the flexible hose to the pipe was an awkward solution, as any change from
“gassing” to normal operation and vice versa, would have necessitated the opening of
the flange, which was a rather laborious procedure. Hence such a piece is nonsensical
and most certainly never existed, even if the rest of his story were true. The witness just
made it up in order to have something to replace, that is to say, to be able to make up a
tall tale.
In summary, it is clear that this witness statement was meant to corroborate the intended
claim by the Polish Investigative Commission that the moving truck found by them in
the courtyard of the former “Ostrowski” company had been a homicidal “gas van.” It is
fortunate that at the end of the day this Commission and the Polish prosecutor were
honest enough to admit that this truck never served any homicidal purposes. However,
by so doing they proved that witness testimonies given in front of judges or prosecutors
in Stalinist postwar Poland did not always tell what they knew but rather what they were
told to “know.”
Falborski also featured in Claude Lanzmann’s movie Shoah (1985), where he related the
following story from hearsay:[5]
“Once a van skidded on a curve. Half an hour later, I arrived at the hut of a
forest warden named Sendjak. He told me: ‘Too bad you were late. You
could have seen a van that skidded. The rear of the van opened, and the
Jews fell out on the road. They were still alive. Seeing those Jews crawling,
a Gestapo man took out his revolver and shot them. He finished them all off.
Then they brought Jews who were working in the woods. They righted the
van, and put the bodies back inside.’”
Stories from hearsay related some forty years after the alleged event are notoriously
unreliable. In order to prove this, let’s imagine this scene. According to orthodox
historiography, between fifty and one hundred people were crammed into these trucks.
The truck was operated by one or two men, and it was only occasionally accompanied
by a car with one or two more German officials. So let’s assume in this case we had
“only” fifty victims plus a car as an escort. The truck skidded and turned over. The doors

burst open, and fifty Jews came tumbling out still alive. Four German guards now faced
fifty Jews somewhere in a forest. One of the Germans decided to shoot them all. So he
pulled out his Walther P38, the German standard army pistol (an automatic, not a
revolver)—which was carried only by officers, not by soldiers in the ranks. This weapon
holds up to eight rounds in its removable magazine.[6] Since the Germans most certainly
did not send four officers on this gassing tour, the one person having a pistol could not
fall back on the other Germans’ ammunition. Hence, if assuming that this German
officer needed only one bullet for each victim—a conservative assumption—then this
German fiend had to reload his pistol (50÷8) seven times. It is neither likely that he
carried seven full magazines in his pocket, nor is it likely that he had 42 loose rounds. So
how did he get the ammunition needed? And while shooting the first Jew, what was the
reaction of the other 49 Jews? Would they each have patiently waited for their turn? And
after he had emptied his first magazine and was trying to reload his pistol or radioed to
his head office for support and more ammunition, what were the remaining 42 Jews
doing? Sitting down and waiting?
Hence we have caught Falborski lying twice. It seems that each time he talks about the
“gas vans,” he is lying.

Notes:
[1] Gerald Fleming, Hitler and the Final Solution, University of California Press,
Berkeley 1984, after p. 92.
[2] http://dss.ucsd.edu/~lzamosc/chelm00.htm; response to an inquiry by Leon
Zamosc, UC San Diego, 11 Oct. 1995.
[3] Möbelspedition is the German term for a moving company.
[4] A copy of the Polish original and a German translation are in the German
Federal Archives, Ludwigsburg branch, ref. ZStL 203 AR-Z 69/59, special
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Lanzmann's "Shoah" Witness Simon Srebnik
by Santiago Alvarez

In late 2010 Claude Lanzmann's "documentary" Shoah was re-released with much
brouhaha on the occasion of its 25th anniversary. It is "considered one of the greatest
documentaries ever made." Although there have been a number of revisionist critiques
of various aspects of the movie,[1] no thorough and complete analysis of its entire
content of 9½ hours has ever been made. The present paper is the beginning of a series
of papers which will try to accomplish just that.
Lanzmann's movie starts with the following statement:[2]
"The story begins in the present at Chelmno, on the Narew River, in Poland.
Fifty miles northwest of Lodz, in the heart of a region that once had a large
Jewish population, Chelmno was the place in Poland where Jews were first
exterminated by gas. Extermination began on 7 December 1941.
At Chelmno 400,000 Jews were murdered in two separate periods:
December 1941 – spring 1943: June 1944 – January 1945."
Here we have Lanzmann's first fabrication. There is no source confirming his victim
count. The highest available – unsubstantiated – figure states 360,000.[3] A Stalinist
postwar commission claimed 340,000 victims,[4] but many mainstream scholars
consider this number to be an exaggeration,[5] placing their "real" death tolls in a range
between 100,000[6] and 150,000.[7]
Lanzmann continues:
"But the way in which death was administrated remained the same
throughout: the gas vans.
Of the 400,000 men, women and children who went there, only two came
out alive: Mordechai Podchlebnik and Simon Srebnik."
The latter's name was actually Szymon Srebrnik. There was a third survivor named
Mieczysław Żurawski. All three of them were interrogated by Polish investigative judge
Wladyslaw Bednarz right after the war, and they all testified during the 1961 Eichmann
trial in Jerusalem. We will subsequently juxtapose these two earlier statements by
Srebrnik with what he told Lanzmann.

Map of Chelmno. The location of Chelmno Death Camp (CIA Factbook) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Lanzmann continues his introduction as follows:
"Srebnik, a survivor of the last period, was a boy of thirteen when he was
sent to Chelmno. […] The SS placed him in one of the 'Jewish work details',
assigned to maintaining the extermination camps and that were in turn
slated for death..."
With the ankles in chain, like all his companions, the boy shuffled through
the village of Chelmno each day. That he was kept alive longer than the
others, he owed to his extreme agility, which made him the winner of
jumping contests and speed races that the SS organized for the chained
prisoners."
The legend has it, of course, that Jews unable to work, which automatically included all
children of 14 years and younger, were killed immediately. This witness not only claims
to have been an exception, but according to Lanzmann he also won all sorts of athletic
contests against grown men. Later on toward the middle of the movie Srebrnik tells what
he experienced while working in the "Waldkommando," which was a detail felling and
chopping up trees to produce fire wood. No doubt this is one of the toughest jobs
imaginable, all done by a 13-year-old boy without a batting an eye. If that is hard to
believe, wait for what is yet to come:
"And, also, to his melodious voice: several times a week, when the rabbits
kept in hutches by the SS needed fodder, young Srebnik rowed up the
Narew, Chelmno's river, under guard, in a flat-bottomed boat, to the alfalfa
fields at the edge of the village. He sang Polish folk tunes and in return the
guard taught him Prussian military songs."
What a romantic scene, inmate boy and German guard fraternizing in a boat on the river,
singing together…
"During the night of January, two days before Soviet troops arrived, the
Nazis killed all the remaining Jews in the 'work details' with a bullet in the

head. Simon Srebnik was among those executed. But the bullet missed his
vital brain centers. When he came to, he crawled into a pigsty.
A Polish farmer found him there. The boy was treated and healed by a
Soviet Army doctor. A few months later Simon left for Tel Aviv along with
other survivors of the death camps."
In front of the Polish judge, Srebrnik told the following story about having been shot but
surviving this wound in 1945:[8]
" [An SS man] shot everybody in the back of the head. I lost consciousness
and regained it when there was no one around.
All the SS men were shooting inside the granary. I crawled to the car
lighting the spot and broke both headlights. Under the cover of darkness I
managed to run away. The wound was not deadly. The bullet went through
the neck and mouth and pierced the nose and then went out."
So not only was our survivor a Superman kid capable of hard work and beating all adult
males in the camp, he could also survive being shot in the head, get up, destroy the
headlights of a car, and run away… Szymon Srebrnik, close-up from Claude Lanzmann's
Shoah Actually, when you look at Lanzmann's close-up of Srebrnik (5 min 49 sec. into
the movie), you can clearly see that there is no trace of any major scar on his mouth, his
lips, his nose. A bullet would have left an indelible mark, though.
In front of the Jerusalem court, Srebrnik told the story as follows:[9]
"There was a second shot and suddenly, with the third, I was hit by a bullet.
Q. Where did the bullet strike you?
A. Here (the witness points to his neck).
Q. Is there a scar?
A. Yes.
Q. Show it to the Court.
Q. Where did the bullet come out?
A. Through my mouth.
Q. Do you have a mark on your mouth?
A. Yes, I have. It shot out two of my teeth.
Q. What happened to you after that?
A. I remained lying down. Each time he passed by, walking with his ear to
the ground so that he could hear whether anybody was still moving. When
there was some kind of movement, he would pull out his revolver and shoot
once again. After several minutes, I regained consciousness, and when I saw
him approaching, I held my breath – I did not breathe. I lay there. The
second group of five came out. They were shot; there was a third group, and
they were shot. There was a soldier standing near us to guard the dead; if
there was still someone who was alive or who wanted to escape – then he

would shoot him. Then I escaped.
I escaped and entered a stable belonging to some gentile there. I remained
there until the liberation. When the Russians arrived, I was sitting there
looking outside through a hole in the stable wall. I did not know whether
this was a dream or reality; then someone came inside and opened the door
– I did not have time to look.
He opened the door, he had a large moustache, and he said to me: 'You can
go out – the Russians have already arrived.' I went out, and then the
commander of the Russians who had occupied Dabie brought a doctor. The
doctor said I had no chance of survival, I could live another twelve or
twenty-four hours – 'He has no chance of living, since he has received a
bullet in his spine.' At first sight, they thought that the wound had passed
near the spine. Then they said: 'He cannot live more than twelve hours.'
After thirty-six hours had passed and I was still alive, they realized that the
bullet had penetrated not far from the spine.
Q. You were also wounded in the nose – is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. To this day you have a scar?
A. Yes. My nose was cut open in two places. I asked the doctors how this
happened, and they told me that when the shot hit me, I must instinctively
have raised my head, and afterwards it dropped downwards, and apparently
there was some piece of glass there, and I received these cuts."
With such a wound, a shot into the head and coming out through his mouth, he was still
capable after several days to walk out to a Russian doctor! A miracle indeed!
During the first minutes of Lanzmann's movie Srebrnik actually doesn't say much of
relevance. In one scene he states:
"It was always this peaceful here. Always. When they burnt 2,000 people –
Jews – every day, it was just as peaceful."
In Jerusalem he had claimed that the Germans killed 1,200 Jews every day,[10] which
made even the Jerusalem judge doubt the veracity of his statement by asking him:
"One of the witnesses who preceded you [Mieczysław Żurawski] gave
much lower figures. Are you sure of your facts?"
But Srebrnik insisted on his figure. If considering that he was talking about activities
covering roughly nine months, this would have amounted to some (9×30×1,200)
324,000 victims (or 540,000 for 2,000/day) for only that second period of the camp,
resulting in even higher figures when considering the entire time the camp was in
existence. As we have seen, such figures are today not even believed by mainstream
historians.
During his Jerusalem testimony, Srebrnik also stated the following, among other things:
"When I arrived [at Chelmno], the building had been blown up, and we
were told […] to clean it. […] We began cleaning the stones and everything.
We found bones there, and all kinds of things – skulls, hands and legs. We
did not know what it was. […] it was explained to me that there had been a

magnificent villa there, a beautiful building, and there had been Jews inside.
They had contracted some sickness. They put them inside, and blew up the
building together with them."
It goes without saying that destroying a large building for the sake of killing a number of
persons isn't exactly a rational way of committing mass murder, all the more so since the
Germans lacked housing due to the Allies' bombing campaign and would therefore never
have considered such lunacy. This story has a parallel in a tale told by a defendant
during a German trial held some six years later, which is the story of the alleged genesis
of the so-called "gas vans." According to this, a German Chemist named Albert
Widmann employed at the German Institute for Criminological Technology in Berlin
(Kriminaltechniches Institut, KTI) had received orders in 1939 to find a poisonous
chemical which could be used to kill severely mentally disabled individuals in the course
of the euthanasia program. He settled for bottled carbon monoxide. Later he is said to
have gotten involved in the development of "gas vans" as well. In 1967 he was tried on
both charges by the Stuttgart District Court.[11] The German newsmagazine Der Spiegel
reported about this trial:[12]
"In the fall of 1941 the expert [Widmann], who meanwhile had become the
head of the chemical department of the KTI, was ordered to a mission in the
east in order to develop 'other killing methods' as a relief for the SS
execution commands. Widmann traveled with eight centners [400 kg] of
explosives, two metal hoses and two vehicles into the area of Minsk to
experiment in murder.
The first attempts were disappointing. 25 mentally ill people were locked
into a shelter, which had been prepared with explosives; Widmann gave the
sign for the explosion and also operated the ignition device himself. Each
time corpse fragments whirled through the air and got stuck in the trees.
This procedure was unsuited for mass murder."
We can take for granted that Widmann has developed an efficient method for killing
people at the beginning of the euthanasia action in late 1939 – bottled carbon monoxide.
It's been tested and found foolproof. In late 1941 he is then allegedly asked to help jumpstart a similar program in Minsk. Yet instead of putting this expertise to "good" use, he is
said to have taken along 400 kg(!) of explosives in order to blow up the mentally ill
people, which turns out to be a bloody mess – surprise, surprise! And since not all
people died with the first round of dynamite, they blow them up a second time, only to
find corpse parts scattered all over the surrounding trees…
Widmann is said to have even attended a conference during which the results of this
experiment were analyzed:[13]
"During the conference with Nebe we reached the conclusion that, although
killing with explosives 'occurs with a jerk,' it was not feasible due to the
comprehensive preparatory works; in addition also due to the large amount
of work in context with filling up the explosion craters." – not to mention
picking up the intestines from the tree branches over there…
Which begs the question: Who were the mentally sick people here? The alleged victims,
Widmann and his colleagues, the reporters from Spiegel or the prosecutors and judges
during this trial, who repeated this nonsense?[14] Or maybe all of them?[15]
Srebrnik's claim is of the same lunatic quality. It reminds us of the memoirs by former
Auschwitz commander Höß, who, after months of torture and imprisonment, had
claimed that attempts were made to make corpses disappear by blowing them up, which,

needless to say, didn't work out too well.[16]
An interesting feature of Srebrnik's testimony during the Eichmann trial is that for long
stretches it was not Srebrnik who told a story but rather the prosecutor who merely asks
the witnesses to confirm a certain claim or to specify an issue about an event assumed to
be self-evident. For instance, the very first time gas vans are mentioned during
Srebrnik's interrogation is by the prosecutor, who suddenly changes topics and asks him:
"Q. When did the gas trucks arrive?"
Under a proper court of law in a state under the rule of law, such a question would never
have been permitted. It's like asking a person out of the blue: "when did you rape your
wife?" It is clear from this that the Eichmann trial was not about discovering facts, but
just to get them attested to and filled in with a few more details.
What the prosecutor was using as a basis to tell "his" story and have Srebrnik merely
confirm it, was actually Srebrnik's affidavit made right after the war in front of
investigative judge Wladyslaw Bednarz on 29 June 1945. In this affidavit Srebrnik
stated the following about the legendary "gas vans":
"There were three vans: a larger one and two smaller ones. The larger van
could hold up to 170 people, while the smaller ones, 100-120."
With this size, the witness sets a record for the vans' capacity and goes well beyond what
would have been physically possible even with the large trucks claimed to have been
used.[17] It seems therefore that Srebrnik had the tendency to exaggerate just about
everything. He continues:
"The [gas vans] were specially adapted vans. On one of them, under a new
coat of paint, one could see a trade name. I cannot remember the name, but
it started with the word 'Otto.' […]
"(Here, the witness was shown a van found in the Ostrowski's factory in
Kolo). This is the van used in Chelmno for gassing. This is the vehicle I
mentioned in my testimony with the word 'Otto' on its door."
It is unfortunate for Srebrnik that in 1995 Jerzy Halbersztadt, at that time director of the
Polish Program of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, DC,
published an essay based on evidence found in Polish archives which conclusively
proves the vehicle "identified" by Srebrnik was not a gas van at all but an innocuous
moving truck. Even the Polish prosecutor accepted this assessment.[18] I quote in detail
from Halbersztadt's essay in my article on Lanzmann's witness Bronislaw Falborski,
who has much more to say about these gas vans than Srebrnik.
Falborski, by the way, also "confirmed" the identity of this "gas van" with the innocuous
moving truck during his testimony in front of judge Bednarz,[19] and so did another
Chelmno survivor, Michal Podchlebnik.[20] It shows that all of these statements were
orchestrated by Bednarz and his coworkers in preparation of a trial against the former
German guards of the Chelmno camp. In other words: the witnesses were coached by the
Polish judiciary to tell lies.
To bolster my accusation of Srebrnik's mendacity further, I submit some more statements
made by him. That he is quite capable of telling the most outrageous nonsense can be
seen from the following excerpt of his 1945 statement:
"There were a few instances of unintended self-incineration: a Jew trying to

set fire to a pile of bodies died in the flames himself."
As if humans can suddenly catch fire when exposed to flame and die in it.
And here is yet another dramatic atrocity story from the same 1945 affidavit, which I
refuse to believe, but the reader may disagree with me here:
"Finkelstein, whom I have already mentioned in my testimony, had to throw
his own sister into [the] flames. She regained consciousness and shouted,
'You murderer, why are you throwing me into the furnace? I'm still alive.'"
Of course that wasn't bad enough, as this single case transmogrified into a whole
vanload of Jews coming back to life and being burned alive during his interview with
Claude Lanzmann:[21]
"I remember that once they were still alive. There was no room in the ovens,
and the people lay on the ground. They were all moving, they were coming
back to life, like normal humans, and when they were thrown into the ovens,
they were all still alive. They could feel the fire burn them."
Did such horror affect this 13-year-old boy in any way?
"When I saw all that, it didn't affect me. Neither did the second or third
shipment. I was only 13 years old and all I'd ever seen until I came here
were dead bodies. Maybe I didn't understand."
Is that credible? I leave it to the reader to decide.
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The Attack on the Liberty: The Untold Story of
Israel's Deadly 1967 Assault on a U. S. Spy Ship
by Lou A. Rollins

by James Scott, Simon and Schuster, New York, N.Y., 2009, hardcover, 374 pages.
"With friends like these, who needs enemies?"—familiar saying
In June 1967, during the Six-Day War, Israeli air and naval forces attacked the American
spy ship the USS Liberty in the Mediterranean Sea killing 34 and wounding 171 of the
crew members. James Scott, a journalist and the son of an officer on the Liberty who
survived that attack, has written the most recent, and in some ways the most informative,
account of the attack.
Scott draws upon the research of James Ennes, an intelligence officer on the Liberty
whose 1979 book was titled The Assault on the Liberty, James Bamford, whose book on
the National Security Agency, Body of Secrets, discussed the attack on the Liberty, Jim
Miller, Richard Thompson, and others. Scott has also explored various archives and
libraries and interviewed numerous people. In regard to the interviews he conducted for
the book, Scott tells us, "I often interviewed people on multiple occasions and for hours
at a time in their homes, in restaurants, in hunting and Masonic lodges, and on long
drives." (Be sure to check out the author's endnotes, where he identifies some people,
such as Israelis who were involved in the attack, who declined to be interviewed.)

The damaged USS Liberty after the Israeli attack in June 1967
Photo: By JRT7 at en.wikipedia Later versions were uploaded by Megapixie, Dcoetzee
at en.wikipedia. [Public domain], from Wikimedia Commons
The book presents a detailed and sometimes gory, grisly, or gruesome account of the
attack and its aftermath. (It might take a strong stomach to read descriptions of the
injuries inflicted on some Liberty crew members, both dead and surviving. Incidentally,
as this book shows, if only unintentionally, the scimitar is not the only weapon that can
behead people.) Ironically, some of the ammunition used by the Israeli attackers was of
U. S. manufacture.
The book also goes into great detail in depicting the reaction to the attack within the U.
S. government and the U. S. military, and by the U. S. media.
Within about an hour after the attack, Israeli officials informed the U. S. Naval Attache
in Tel Aviv about it, claiming it was a mistake and offering their abject apologies.
Was it a mistake? Many (most?) of the Liberty's surviving crew members didn't think so.
And to judge from Scott's research, many people in the U. S. military and the U. S.
government didn't think so either. However, with a few exceptions, those in the U. S.
government who didn't believe Israel's explanation of the attack did not express their

opinions in public, at least not at that time. As far as public statements went, more
common were those of politicians who immediately encouraged belief in Israel's excuses
for the attack, such as, for example, Roman Pucinski, a Democratic congressman from
Chicago's Polish community, who said, among other things, "It would be my hope that
this tragic mistake will not obscure the traditional friendship we in the United States
have with the people of Israel." While a few congressmen did speak out to challenge
Israel's claim that the attack was due to a case of mistaken identity, Congress never
formally investigated the attack or held public hearings.
Although many people in the Johnson Administration did not believe Israel's claim that
the attack was a mistake, including Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Undersecretary of
State Nicholas Katzenbach, and Clark Clifford, head of the President's Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board, they decided, for political reasons, to avoid a break in
relations with Israel. As Scott puts it (page 166):
The beleaguered president, anxious to retain Jewish support and refocus on
Vietnam, couldn't afford the domestic political controversy. "it was no help
if you had a lot of people getting angry at the Israelis," recalled Katzenbach.
"If the Israelis screw up the relations, then the Jewish groups are going to
bail out the Israelis. It ends up with you having a more difficult situation
than you would have otherwise.
And so, spokesmen for the Administration, such as Secretary of Defense Robert
McNamara, lied to the press and thereby the public, supporting Israel's almost certainly
phony story about the attack being a mistake. The aristocracy of the Navy also assisted
in this "cover-up." The Navy ordered Liberty crewmembers to keep their lips tight
around reporters. And when Admiral John McCain, Jr. convened the Navy's official
Board of Inquiry into the attack, he put significant limits on the investigation. As Scott
puts it (p. 176):
Faced with political pressure to conclude the episode as soon as possible,
McCain had set strict parameters on his investigators, including barring
travel to Israel to interview the attackers. The admiral also allowed his team
only one week to investigate, the court's lawyer would later admit that a
proper investigation would have required six months.
Although the report of the Board of Inquiry cited the contradictory testimony of Liberty
crew members, it ended up accepting the Israeli claim that the U. S. flag on the ship had
been hanging limply so that the attackers couldn't see it and identify the Liberty as an
American ship. But, as Scott repeatedly points out, there were other ways the attackers
could have, and probably did, identify the Liberty as American, including the fact that
the ship's name was painted on it in very large letters.
Although the Johnson Administration did not publicly refute Israeli claims that the
attack was a mistake, it did demand that Israel pay compensation to the families of
Liberty crew members who were killed or injured. After a lot of haggling, the Israelis
gave a check to the U. S. Treasury about a year after the attack. But they were not so
quick to pay the costs of repairing the ship. And, despite the expressed desires of the
Johnson Administration, no one involved in the attack was ever punished. There
supposedly was a trial of several people in Israel, but the judge dismissed all the charges.
As far as I can tell, the Johnson Administration did nothing to punish Israel for its failure
to punish those responsible for the attack.
According to Scott:
Some of President Johnson's advisers later regretted the handling of the

attack. "We failed to let it all come out publicly at the time," said Lucius
Battle, the assistant secretary of state for near eastern and south Asian
affairs. "We really ignored it for all practical purposes, and we shouldn't
have." George Ball, the former undersecretary of state prior to Katzenbach,
wrote that the Liberty ultimately had a greater effect on policy in the United
States. "Israel's leaders concluded that nothing they might do would offend
Americans to the point of reprisal, " Ball wrote. "If America's leaders did
not have the courage to punish Israel for the blatant murder of American
citizens, it seemed clear that their American friends would let them get
away with almost anything.
I have a couple of criticisms of this book. First, despite Scott's extensive research and the
efforts of his "diligent research assistant, Gideon Kleiman," who "scoured Israel's
archives for Liberty records," he does not seem to have discovered any definitive
evidence about who ordered the attack on the Liberty and why. Perhaps this is due to
continued Israeli stonewalling. As I mentioned before, in his endnotes, Scott identified
some Israelis who refused to be interviewed. In any case, I was disappointed in this
regard.
Another problem is that Scott seems to accept a simple-minded either-or point of view.
Either Israel was responsible for the attack or the U. S. government was. (Israel did
make some attempts to shift the blame to the U. S. by emphasizing that the U. S. had not
told the Israelis that the Liberty was being sent to an area near the fighting.) But why
does it have to be "either-or"? Why can't it be that both Israel and the U. S. government
were responsible for what happened? After all, did the U. S. government really need (not
just want, but need) to put the Liberty "in harm's way" so close to a war zone in order to
spy on Israel and Israel's Arab enemies?
One lesson that could be derived from the attack on the Liberty, but which Scott does not
derive, is that a foreign policy of international interventionism is a dangerous policy. If
Uncle Sam insists on sticking his nose into conflicts here and there around the world,
then sometimes his nose is going to get bloodied. (This point might also be relevant to
the 9/11 attacks.) If the U. S. government, in 1967, had had a noninterventionistic policy
of minding its own business, the attack on the Liberty need not have occurred. (Although
Scott does not challenge a foreign policy of international interventionism, he does at
least touch on the issue of what he calls "the flawed logic of sending unarmed spy ships
alone into hostile waters with only the American flag for protection." In that respect, he
does allow for the possibility that the U. S. government had some responsibility for the
attack on the Liberty.)
There is much more to this book than I've indicated in this review, including background
information on the Liberty and some of its officers. For example, there's a fair amount of
information on William McGonagle, the commander of the Liberty, a strict
disciplinarian known for chewing out his subordinates before the attack. After the attack,
however, he seems to have become more relaxed and tolerant of not-by-the-book
behavior, suggesting that the attack might not have been all bad in its effects.
The book was published by Simon and Schuster at a price of $27. However, if you
contact Edward R. Hamilton, Bookseller Company, P. O. Box 15, Falls Village, CT
06031-0015, you might still be able to buy the book, as I did, for $6.95 plus $3.50 for
shipping and handling. (Edward R. Hamilton catalog number 1693085.)

The Inconvenient History of the German Expellees
by Richard A. Widmann

While still generally unheard of by the general public outside of Germany, it is a matter
of little contention among historians that some 12 million ethnic Germans were expelled
from Eastern Europe after World War Two. Some of these areas had been part of
Germany, while in others, Germans had lived as ethnic minorities for generations. While
the actual death toll that resulted from the expulsion remains uncertain and controversial,
conservative figures are in the hundreds of thousands with some suggesting figures over
1 million.
The controversy of the German expellees received press earlier this year when the
governing German coalition parties, the Christian Democratic Union, the Christian
Social Union and the Free Democratic Party proposed a memorial day for the expellees.
Almost immediately Jewish groups denounced the idea. Stephen Kramer, the general
secretary of the Central Council of Jews in Germany called the proposal "a kind of
retaliation" against the victims of German war crimes. A group of historians actually
condemned the proposal as "revisionist." Others called the proposal a mockery and
disgraceful.

The explusion of the Sudeten Germans.
Photo: commons.wikimedia.org Authority / Forrás: Sudetendeutsche Stiftung. Licensed
to publications / Közlésre való engedély: telefonos közlés alapján, a forrás és a
tulajdonos Wikipédián való kötelező megjelölésével Liszensz: Attribution ShareAlike
1.0 License
The German Expellees seem to have been banished to the same place as the victims of
the Dresden terror-bombing and the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The meanspirited logic seems to be that the victims of these various events should not be mourned
and for that matter no sympathy should be expressed because their governments
sponsored various war crimes. In the case of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the argument
typically includes the suggestion that many American lives would have been lost during
an invasion of the Japanese mainland and that the atomic bombings hastened or brought

about the complete surrender of the Japanese Armed Forces. Americans are rightly
disturbed by the fact that the Japanese had already offered peace terms prior to the
bombings and ultimately accepted much the same conditional terms after the bombings.
In the case of Nazi Germany emotions run even higher, though by no means among
Americans generally. Holocaust historians and activists often minimize the numbers
killed in Dresden in what can only be described as "denial." Historians who suggest
higher figures for those murdered by the firestorm are often denounced as neo-Nazi, or
as revisionists. James Bacque wrote two highly controversial books, Other Losses and
Crimes and Mercies in which he describes an Allied policy of starvation that resulted in
the deaths of millions. Both were widely denounced in major reviews. The topic
however will not go away. Alfred M. De Zayas has written several books which address
what he describes as "the ethnic cleansing of the east-European German." Another more
recent title that addressed this subject was After the Reich by Giles MacDonogh which
was reviewed in Inconvenient History Vol. 1, No. 1.
At a time when Holocaust museums and memorials continue to pop up all around the
globe – most recently stories speak of a new museum in Rome and one on the
Boardwalk in Atlantic City, New Jersey, it should be clear that the true lesson of the
Holocaust story is misunderstood and has been misappropriated into one in which
ethnicity and nationality override the universal problem. The Holocaust story as it exists
today is one in which Jews are the only victims and Germans are the only perpetrators.
While lip-service is given to the faceless "5 million others" the story is inherently one
expressed in terms of the Jewish and German peoples.
The real message of the Holocaust is one about man's inhumanity to man. It is about
individuals losing their most basic lives to the machinations of government ideologies,
politics and warfare. It is about lives and families being destroyed by the utopian visions
of some majority who holds power. We should all denounce the uprooting of families,
enforced labor, and murder by whatever means.
Holocaust museums as they are designed and focused today tell a tale of a unique victim,
a unique perpetrator, and a unique atrocity. But in that uniqueness the universal human
message and moral is lost. Without mention of the victims of other mass expulsions and
genocides, in the very same places and involving members of the same peoples at nearly
the same times, from the American Indian to the Armenians to the Cambodians,
Rwandans, and yes, even the Germans, the meaning is monopolized, hoarded, and likely
lost.
While Jews and non-Jews alike advocate vigilance to prevent another Holocaust and that
the events should never be forgotten, in what can only be described as naïveté, the focus
remains on jack-booted SS-men and modern day neo-Nazis as if they would be the likely
source of a future atrocity. In fact the very refusal to acknowledge the crimes perpetrated
against the German people after World War II exemplifies how little we have learned.
If it can be agreed that millions of Jewish and German civilians were uprooted during
forced expulsions and that many hundreds of thousands and perhaps even millions of
each group died from various causes including official policy, disease and starvation, do
we honestly believe that one of these groups should not be memorialized because they
somehow "deserved it?" Is it not that very thinking, whose foundation is revenge and
retaliation, that results in war crimes and dare I say it, holocausts?
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1. Introduction
While it is well known to all with an interest in Holocaust historiography
that the Germans operated six alleged “extermination camps” in Poland
– Auschwitz-Birkenau, Majdanek, Chełmno (Kulmhof), Treblinka, Bełżec
and Sobibór – and while some may be familiar with the claim that the
camp Stutthof near Danzig (Gdansk) functioned as an “auxiliary
extermination camp”[1], it is practically unknown to all but those with
special interest in the Holocaust in Belarus that another alleged
“extermination camp” was operated by the Commander of the Security
Police and Security Service Minsk (Kommandeurs der Sicherheitspolizei
und des SD (KdS) Minsk)[2] between 1941 and June 1944 at the former
Soviet kolkhoz (collective farm) “Karl Marx” in the village of Maly
Trostenets, some 12 km southeast of Minsk.
The principal victims of Maly Trostenets are supposed to have been
Jews from the Minsk Ghetto, as well as Jews deported directly to
Belarus from Austria, Germany and the Protectorate of BohemiaMoravia. The latter were initially sent from the Minsk freight railway
station in open trucks to the former kolkhoz, which had been renamed
“Gut Trostinez” (Trostinez Estate) by the Germans and housed some 400
to 1200 prisoners. The mass killings were allegedly carried out by
shooting, or in “gas vans”, at the two nearby forest sites of
Blagovshchina and Shashkovka. The latter was used from October 1943
onwards. In 1944 a further group of victims were shot or burned alive

inside barns at the camp itself. Many of the alleged victims of 1942 are
supposed to have been Jews from Austria, Germany and the
Protectorate deported to Minsk. At their arrival in the Belorusian capital
these Jews were loaded onto open lorries and brought to Trostenets,
where they were (allegedly) either murdered in gas vans or shot. In
August 1942 a new railway track and an improvised railway station
made it possible to send the Jewish train convoys directly to Trostenets.
According to mainstream historiography no transports of Jews from the
west took place during 1943 (or 1944).
The historiographical designation of the Maly Trostenets camp requires
some elucidation. While many holocaust historians simply call
Trostenets an “extermination site” or “execution site”, numerous books
also refer to it as an “extermination camp” or “death camp”. This
appears to be a growing trend. Already in a newspaper article from July
1944 Trostenets was referred to as “a death camp for Czech, German
and Austrian Jews”. In 1999 German holocaust historian Christian
Gerlach again labeled it a “death camp”.[3] The only monograph on
Trostenets to appear to date in any Western European language, written
by the journalist Paul Kohl and published in 2003, bears the title Das
Vernichtungslager Trostenez (The Trostenez Extermination Camp). The
online encyclopedia Wikipedia speaks of the “Maly Trostenets
extermination camp”.[4] The exterminationist website ARC writes that
“Insuﬀicient research has been conducted in the West into Maly
Trostinec, yet those killed there may have been comparable in number
to the victims of Majdanek or Sobibor, and may possibly have been
greater.”[5] In 2005 a Russian article appeared bearing the title
“Trostenets – The Byelorussian 'Auschwitz'”.[6]
From an exterminationist viewpoint, the label of “death camp” does
indeed seem logical, as the camp is supposed to have been rather
similar to Chełmno in its alleged structure and functioning, with the
exception that most of the (alleged) victims were shot rather than
murdered in “gas vans”. In both camps the victims immediately upon
arrival were “deceived” into believing that they would be transferred
somewhere else, and were then promptly murdered and buried in a
nearby forest. In Chełmno, the few hundred inmates of the camp proper
were selected from the arriving Jewish transports and worked with
sorting the conﬁscated belongings of the [allegedly] murdered Jews, as
well as with the burial and cremation of the victims. In Trostenets, some
two-thirds of the camp population were selected from the arriving
Jewish convoys; the rest were Soviet POWs. The work in the camp
consisted of sorting the belongings of the [allegedly] murdered Jews, as
well as agricultural work and a number of other labor tasks; the burial
and subsequent cremation of the alleged victims was performed not by
Jews, but by Soviet POWs. As may be seen, there are more similarities
than diﬀerences between the respective historiographical pictures.
That some holocaust historians hesitate to call Maly Trostenets a “death
camp” may be in part due to a downward revision of its victim ﬁgure in
later years, part due to the fact that, as the above-mentioned ARC
website article puts it, “there was no overall command structure, as
existed in the Aktion Reinhard camps, and thus a less organised pattern
of crime.” Yet regardless of the historiographical perspective,
Trostenets, with its provisional railway station, assembly square and

barracks, stands out as something more complex than alleged mass
killing sites such as Babi Yar, which supposedly consisted of little more
than mass graves and corpse pyres. Moreover, although the alleged
infrastructure of mass murder was provisional, it was reportedly in use
for more than two years, a longer period than any of the Reinhardt
camps (or Chełmno) was in operation.
As will be seen below, the estimates for the total number of Trostenets
victims vary greatly, from 40,000 to 546,000. Between the end of
October and mid-December 1943, all buried victims were allegedly
exhumed and cremated on open-air pyres by the enigmatic
“Sonderkommando 1005”. Chieﬂy responsible for the camp was the
head of KdS Minsk, SS-Obersturmbannführer Eduard Strauch
(1906-1955; also leader of the Einsatzkommando 2 of Einsatzgruppe
A).[7] The overall command structure of the camp remains unclear. One
witness, however, names an “SS-Obersturmführer Maywald” as camp
commandant.[8] According to Paul Kohl, the camp commandants were,
in chronological order: Gerhard Maywald, Heinrich Eiche, Wilhelm
Madeker, Wilhelm Kallmeyer and Josef Faber.[9] Confusingly, a certain
Rieder is named as camp commandant by other sources.[10] The
logistical handling of the arriving transports from the west was taken
care of by SS-Obersturmführer Georg Heuser, who was also a member
of Einsatzgruppe A.[11]
In the following article I will present a brief chronological survey of the
literature discussing the Trostenets camp[12], together with some
comments on anomalies, incongruities and contradictions to be found
within the orthodox version of events. It is not to be viewed as a detailed
critique of the various claims regarding this camp, but rather as a an
overview and a stepping-stone for further research.
Throughout the literature the name of the camp is rendered in various
ways due to the diﬀerent methods of transliterating the cyrillic script
(Trostinetz, Trostinec, Klein Trostinetz[13], Trostyanets, Trastyanets,
Trascianiec, Malyi-Trostiniets). I have here chosen to use the form
“Maly Trostenets” as this is in accord with the modern standard of
transliteration used in the English-speaking world (as well as the
spelling championed by the English edition of Wikipedia).

Illustration 1: Section of Übersichtskarte von Mitteleuropa 1:300 000 U
54 Minsk showing Trostenets and the surrounding area with markings
by the author (1: Site of the Maly Trostenets estate and labor camp; 2:
Blagovshchina site; 3: Shashkovka site).[14]

2. A Chronological Survey of the Literature on the Maly
Trostenets camp
2.1. Oﬀicial Soviet Statements and Court Material (1942-44)
In a “Report on crimes committed by the German-Fascist invaders in the
city of Minsk”, originally published in Soviet War News, no. 967 of 22
September 1944, we ﬁnd the following two paragraphs mainly devoted
to the Trostenets camp:
GERMAN SECRET POLICE CAMP IN MALY TROSTINETS

Near the village of Maly Trostinets, about six miles from
Minsk, the German-Fascist invaders set up a concentration
camp[15] conducted by the German Secret Police, in which
they kept civilians doomed to death. At the Blagovshchina site,
about a mile from the camp, they used to shoot camp inmates
and bury their bodies in trenches. In the autumn of 1943, with
a view to covering up the traces of their crimes, the Germans
started to unearth the pit graves and to exhume and burn the
bodies. A resident of the village of Trostinets, Golovach, saw
how 'the German hangmen killed men, women, old men and
children in Blagovshchina Forest; they put the bodies of
murdered people into previously prepared trenches... They
packed them down with bulldozers, then placed another layer
of bodies on top and packed them down again. In the autumn
of 1943 the Germans opened the trenches in Blagovshchina
and started burning the exhumed bodies. They mobilized all
the carts from neighboring villages to bring up ﬁrewood for
the purpose.'
In the autumn of 1943 the invaders built a special incinerator
on the Shashkovka site, about a quarter of a mile from Maly
Trostinets Concentration Camp. Kovalenko and Kareta, who
worked at the concentration camp, stated that the bodies of
the people shot or murdered in 'murder vans' were burned in
this incinerator. Three to ﬁve trucks packed with people
arrived there every day.
'I saw every day' (stated Bashko, a resident of the village of
Maly Trostinets) 'how the German bandits, headed by the
commandant of the ghetto camp, the hangman Ridder, killed
civilians in Shashkovka Forest and then burned their bodies in
the incinerator. I grazed cattle not far from this incinerator
and often heard the cries and wails of people pleading for
mercy. I heard tommy-gun bursts, after which the wailings of
the unfortunate people ceased.'
The Investigation Commission examined an incinerator. The
examination disclosed inside rails on which were placed metal
sheets with holes in them, as well as a huge quantity of small
charred human bones. A special drive for trucks had been laid
to the incinerator. A barrel and scoop with remnants of tar
were found at the mouth of the furnace. Various personal
belongings of the executed people were scattered on the spot,
such as footwear, clothing, women's blouses, headgear,
children's socks, buttons, combs and penknives. Judging by
the tremendous quantity of spent cartridge cases and
fragments of exploded hand grenades, the Germans had shot
their victims at the mouth of the furnace and inside the
furnace itself. Tar was poured on the bodies and ﬁrewood
placed between them. Incendiary bombs were placed inside
the furnace in order to raise the temperature.
In view of the Red Army's rapid advance to the west, at the
end of June 1944, the Hitlerite hangmen devised a new
method for the mass extermination of Soviet civilians. On June

29-30 they started taking inmates of the concentration camps
and the bodies of those who had been shot to the village of
Maly Trostinets. The corpses were stacked up in sheds, where
the Germans also shot Soviet people, and the sheds were then
set on ﬁre. Savinskaya, who escaped death, stated to the
Investigation Commission:
'I resided on German occupied territory, in Minsk. On
February 29, 1944, the German-Fascist invaders arrested me
and my husband Yakov Savinsky for connections with
partisans, and put us in the Minsk jail. In mid-May, after long
and terrible tortures in which we did not confess our
connections with the partisans, I and my husband were
transferred to the S.S. concentration camp in Shirokaya
Street, where we were kept until June 30, 1944. On that day,
with ﬁfty other women, I was put into a truck and taken to an
unknown destination. The truck drove about six miles from
Minsk to the village of Maly Trostinets and stopped at a shed.
'Then we realized we had been brought there to be shot... On
the command of the German hangmen the imprisoned women
came out in fours from the lorry. My turn soon came. With
Anna Golubovich, Yulia Semashko and another woman whose
name I do not know I climbed on top of the stacked bodies.
Shots rang out. I was slightly wounded in the head and fell. I
lay among the dead until late at night, Then I got out of the
shed and saw two wounded men: the three of us decided to
escape. The German guard noticed and opened ﬁre. Both men
were killed. I succeeded in hiding in the swamp. I stayed there
for ﬁfteen days without knowing that Minsk had already been
captured by the Red Army.'
On examining the remains of the shed at Maly Trostinets,
burned down by the Germans, the Investigation Commission
discovered a tremendous quantity of ashes and bones, also
some partly preserved bodies. Alongside on a pile of logs there
were 127 incompletely charred bodies of men, women and
children. Some personal articles lay near the site of the ﬁre.
The medico-legal experts have discovered bullet wounds on
the bodies in the region of the head and neck. On piles of logs
and in the shed the Germans shot and burned 6,500 people.
HITLERITES TRIED TO COVER TRACES OF THEIR CRIMES
Three miles from the city [of Minsk], by the MinskMolodechno railway near the village of Glinishche, the
Investigation Commission discovered 197 graves of Soviet
people who had been shot by the Germans. […] Here were
buried Soviet prisoners of war who had been kept in 'Stalag
No. 352' and were murdered by the camp guard headed by the
German commandant, Captain Lipp. […] About 80,000 Soviet
war prisoners were buried in the cemetery near the village of
Glinishche.

Thirty-four grave pits camouﬂaged by ﬁr-tree branches have
been discovered in Blagovshchina Forest; some of the graves
are no less than 50 yards long. Charred bodies covered with a
layer of ashes 18 inches to one yard thick were found at a
depth of three yards in ﬁve graves when they were partly
opened. Near the pits the Commission found a great quantity
of small human bones, hair, dentures and many personal
articles. Investigation has revealed that the fascists murdered
about 150,000 people here.
Eight grave pits 21 yards long, four yards wide and ﬁve yards
deep have been discovered at about 450 yards from the
former Petrashkevichi hamlet. […] Investigation has
established that the Germans burned some 25,000 bodies of
civilian Minsk residents whom they had shot.
Ten grave pits were discovered about six miles along the
Minsk-Moscow motor road at the Uruchye site. Eight of these
graves are 21 by 5 yards, one is 35 by 6 yards and one is 20 by
6 yards. All of them are three to ﬁve yards deep. The
Commission has discovered three rows of bodies lying
lengthwise, in seven layers each. All the corpses were lying
face down, and many were in Red Army tank troops uniform.
[…] Several bodies of women in civilian clothes were also
found in the graves. […] The total number of those shot and
buried on the territory of the Uruchye site, according to the
testimonies of prisoners of war and the data of experts,
exceeds 30,000.
Northeast of the concentration camp[?], on the territory of the
Drozdy Settlement, there was discovered a ditch 400 yards
long, two and a half yards wide and two and a half yards deep.
In the course of excavations conducted in several places in the
ditch to a depth of 18 inches there were found remnants of
bodies (skulls, bones) and decayed clothes. Investigation
revealed that about 10,000 Soviet citizens shot by the
Germans had been buried in this ditch.
Mass graves of Soviet people tortured to death by the
Germans have also been discovered at the Minsk Jewish
cemetery, in Tuchinka, in Kalvariskoye Cemetery in the Park of
Culture and Rest and in other places.
The Medico-Legal Commission of Experts consisting of
Academician Burdenko, of the Extraordinary State
Commission, Doctor of Medicine Professor Smolyaninov and
Doctor of Medicine Professor of Forensic Medicine Chervakov,
has established that the German scoundrels exterminated
peaceful residents and Soviet prisoners of war by hunger and
work beyond human strength, poisoned them with carbon
monoxide and shot them. Investigation has revealed that in
Minsk and its outskirts the Hitlerites exterminated about
300,000 Soviet citizens, excluding those burned in the
incinerator.”[16]

According to a Soviet report from 25 July 1944 on “Violent crimes
committed in the concentration camp near the village of Trostenets”,
which I do not have at my disposal but which is referenced by historian
Christian Gerlach, no fewer than 546,000 people were murdered in
Maly Trostenets.[17] This ﬁgure apparently came to be seen as
incredible and was thus discarded, even though it would surface once or
twice in the later literature.
What is particularly striking about the September 1944 report is that
virtually no information is provided regarding the alleged victims. Who
were they, and where did they come from? We merely learn that they
were part of the “300,000 Soviet citizens” exterminated by the Germans
“in Minsk and its outskirts”, a statement which seems to exclude
transports of Jewish victims from the west. Nonetheless, in an oﬀicial
statement issued on 19 December 1942 by the Information Bureau of
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Aﬀairs, we read that “Brutal
massacres of Jews brought from Central and Western Europe are also
reported from Minsk, Byelostok, Brest, Baranovici and other towns of
the Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic.”[18] Of course, according to
postwar historiography there were never any transports of Jews to
Belarus from the German-occupied countries in Western Europe (i.e.
France, Belgium and Holland).
From the German journalist Paul Kohl we learn that the alleged mass
murders at Trostenets were included in a trial which took place in
Minsk in January 1946, and that protocols from this trial were published
in Minsk in 1947.[19] Unfortunately I have not been able to procure this
volume, the title of which Kohl neglects to mention.
It is clear that an unknown number of former Trostenets inmates were
questioned in summer 1944 in connection with the investigations of the
Extraordinary State Commission. Two extracts from the protocols of
these interrogations were scheduled for publication in Ilya Ehrenburg
and Vasily Grossman's Black Book under the heading “From Materials
Compiled by the Special State Commission on the Veriﬁcation and
Investigation of Atrocities Committed by the German-Fascist Invaders”,
but were excised from the published volume. Much later the extracts
were included in a “complete” edition of the Black Book, from which I
have quoted the most relevant portions. The ﬁrst extract is headed
“Protocols for Inquest Witness Mira Markovna Zaretskaya, 9 August
1944”:
“Burdenko: What did you see in the [Maly Trostenets]
concentration camp? How were the prisoners of war and
civilians conﬁned there?
Zaretskaya: Prisoners of war and other prisoners lived in one
barracks. It was very crowded. It was not a barracks really,
but more like a shed. Prisoners and soldier stayed together.
The Jews lived over the workshops.
Burdenko: Were the women housed separately?
Zaretskaya: There were no women among the prisoners of war
or the other prisoners. The Jewish women lived separately;

only families stayed together.
Burdenko: What do you know about the mass shootings and
when did they begin?
Zaretskaya: The shootings began in the camps in October
1943.[20] Every day I saw covered trucks taking people from
Minsk to be shot and burned in pits. From 23 June [1944] on a
very large number of trucks came, more than you can count.
Burdenko: Did you see people burned in the crematoria?
Zaretskaya: I myself did not see people burned, but I saw the
smoke and the ﬂames, and I heard the shooting.
Burdenko: Did they tell you in the camp how many prisoners
had been burned?
Zaretskaya: Very many were burned. I would estimate half a
million. From the villages in the area they brought in the
families of people who had joined the partisans.”[21]
One immediately notes here that Zaretskaya's statements concerning
the alleged extermination are either based on hearsay or inconclusive
auditory and visual impressions. While it is mentioned by her that Jews
were detained in the camp, there is no mention of Jews being murdered
en masse; the only massacre victims identiﬁed are the families of
partisans (of unstated ethnicity).
The second extract is from the “Protocols for Inquest Witness Lev
Shaevich Lansky, 9 August 1944”:
“Lansky: […] I was in a concentration camp from 17 January
1942, in the Trostyanets camp.
Burdenko: Could you move freely about the camp?
Lansky: I got around.
Burdenko: When did the Germans start burning the bodies?
Lansky: I couldn't tell you the exact date. It was about eight
months ago. I was there temporarily, from 5 January 1943.
Burdenko: Did they actually burn bodies right before your
eyes?
Lansky: I saw it myself. I was working there as an electrician,
and whenever I climbed up a pole to work the wires, I could
see everything.
Burdenko: Did you see the Germans burning people alive?
Lansky: Yes, they burned people alive.
Burdenko: Where did they burn people alive?
Lansky: In the camp. They would set a storehouse on ﬁre and

force people into it. Meanwhile they were gassing people in
the mobile vans all the time.
Burdenko: When was the last time they burned people?
Lansky: The 28th of June [1944].
Burdenko: Did you see them burn the last of the women and
children alive?
Lansky: Yes. I saw it.
Burdenko: Did you hear the screams, wails, and crying of the
children who were led into the ﬂames?
Lansky: Yes. I heard and saw it all myself.
Burdenko: Did you know there was an oven there?
Lansky: There was a pit nine meters by nine meters. We dug it
ourselves. That was about eight months ago.
Burdenko: I was not involved in its construction myself, but I
could tell from a distance that they used iron rails. They would
start it with a small incendiary bomb and then pile on large
pieces of wood.

[…]
Lansky: […] We all got soap and clothing from German Jews
who had been slaughtered. There were ninety-nine transports
of a thousand people each that came from Germany, Austria,
and Czechoslovakia.
Burdenko: Where are they?
Lansky: All shot.
Burdenko: How many were burned in Trostyanets, besides the
Jews from Germany, Austria, and Czechoslovakia?
Lansky: Around 200,000 people. I don't know exactly how
many were shot before I got there; 299,000 people were shot
while we were there.”[22]
Lansky's statement on the cremations stand in contradiction to the
oﬀicial version, which has it that cremations at Blagovshchina began in
October 1943, while the “oven” at the Shashkovka site, which is located
some half a kilometer south of the kolkhoz, not far from Shashkovka
Lake, was constructed around the same time, “in the autumn of 1943”.
Lansky's dating would put the beginning of cremations sometime in
January or February 1944. One should recall here that the work of
cremating the bodies buried at the Blagovshchina site reportedly had
been ﬁnished already in mid-December 1943.
The witness connects the “oven” with killings that allegedly took place
in 1944, when the Blagovshchina site according to all sources was no

longer in use. Yet the oven described by him – “a pit nine by nine
meters” using “iron rails” with an “incendiary bomb” and “large pieces
of wood” piled on top – ﬁts the open air pyres allegedly used by the
“Sonderkommando 1005” at Blagovshchina to a tee[23], but not the
oven construction with perforated metal sheets reportedly discovered
by the Extraordinary State Commission at the Shashkovka site! Note
well that it is the ESC investigator Burdenko, not Lansky himself, who
brings the subject of the oven into the interrogation.
The number of murdered Jews from Central Europe alleged by Lansky
is, needless to say, much higher than asserted by mainstream historians,
who generally gives estimates of between 15,000 and 20,000.
It is noteworthy that despite Lansky's testimony, the September 1944
report did not mention any non-Soviet Trostenets victims. Nonetheless it
is clear that the claim of the murder of this group of Jews existed early
on (at the latest in mid-July 1944, see below, §2.2.), even if it was not
oﬀicially sanctioned right away.
Despite the enormous victim ﬁgure ascribed by Soviet propaganda to
Trostenets it would take until 1963 before a memorial was put up –
although not at the former camp site, but near the village of Bolshoi
Trostenets![24]
2.2. H.G. Adler (1955/1960)
In 1955 the Czech-Jewish novelist and amateur historian Hans Günther
Adler published a study in which he chronicled in great detail the
Theresienstadt ghetto where he himself had been detained 1942-1944.
Unfortunately I have not been able to procure the original edition of this
work, but only a second, slightly revised edition dating from 1960. In
this edition Trostenets is described thus:
“Trostinetz, eight miles from Minsk, was a death camp for
Czech, German and Austrian Jews. In 1942 39,000 victims
were brought here.”[25]
An article which appeared in the German-Jewish expatriate weekly
Aufbau on 21 July 1944 is given as source. This tells the story of Ignatz
Burstein, a Jew who is stated to have been deported by the Germans
from Łódz to the Belorusian city of Baranovichi in 1941 – something
which contradicts mainstream historiography on the Jewish
deportations from that Polish city – and who after surviving two
massacres was transferred “in the autumn of 1942” from the Baranovici
ghetto together with two-hundred other skilled Jewish workers, ﬁrst to
an unnamed penal camp, then to Maly Trostenets, “located eight miles
from Minsk”. The article continues:
“That was a death camp for Czech, German and Austrian Jews.
All in all 39,000 Jews were transported to Trostinetz during
1942. Of each group [read: convoy] of 1000 people only 5 to
30, and then only trained workers, were left alive. In total 500
people were saved from death in Trostinetz. They worked with
sorting the clothes of the murdered Jews, which were to be
dispatched to Germany. Others, among them Burstein, were

brought every morning to the automobile repair shops in the
city [of Minsk] and had to return to the camp in the
evenings.”[26]
Elsewhere in his book Adler concludes that “in the period from 14 July
to 29 September 1942” there were ﬁve “certain”, ﬁve “likely” and two
“possible” transports of Jews from Theresienstadt to Belarus and
“mainly to Trostinetz near Minsk”.[27] According to the present view of
the Institut Theresienstädter Initiative, there were only 6 such
transports during the period in question (5 to Trostenets, 1 to
Baranovichi); of the other 6 outgoing Theresienstadt transports from the
same period 5 were sent to Treblinka and 1 to Riga.[28]
2.3. The 1963 Koblenz Trial against Heuser et al.
In 1963 eleven former members of the KdS Minsk – Georg Heuser, Karl
Dalheimer, Johannes Feder, Arthur Harder, Wilhelm Kaul, Friedrich
Merbach, Jakob Oswald, Rudolf Schegel, Franz Stark, Ernst von Toll and
Artur Wilke – were tried by the Landesgericht Koblenz. A considerable
part of the charges related to the alleged mass murders at Maly
Trostenets.
Based on the preserved railway documents known at that time, the
court determined that sixteen transports had reached Trostenets (see
table below). The ﬁrst eight transports arrived in Minsk, where the
deportees were loaded on trucks and brought to Trostenets; the latter
eight transports arrived directly by train at Trostenets, via the
Kolodishchi station, which is the second stop on the Minsk-Smolewiece
line.[29] The “minimum number of killed” for each convoy was
estimated considering likely en route deaths and the selections for work
at Trostenets.
While the court took pains to determine the number of deportation
trains, their departure and arrival dates, as well as the number of
deportees, there is no hint in the verdict that any kind of veriﬁcation
was carried out of the claim that the vast majority of the deportees had
indeed been murdered following their arrival at Trostenets. Rather it
appears that this was taken judicial notice of based on a sworn
statement that the former Kds Minsk head Eduard Strauch had made in
January 1948.[30] The defendants naturally resorted to the well-known
strategy of denying personal involvement in certain alleged cases of
mass murder and claiming that they acted on orders under the threat of
death. Heuser was so bold as to assert that, because of technical
reasons, two of the convoys in the summer had not been murdered on
arrival but sent on to the Minsk Ghetto and only exterminated later,
something which was dismissed by the court on the ground that a
number of Jewish witnesses from the ghetto did not recall any such
arrivals of Jews.[31]
Table 1: Convoys exterminated at Trostenets according to
Landesgericht Koblenz.[32]
Train
no.

Departure

Deportees

Arrival
date

Arrival

Min. no.
of killed

Da
201

Vienna

1,000

11 May
42

Minsk

900

Da
203

Vienna

1,000

26 May
42

Minsk

900

Da
204

Vienna

998

1 Jun 42

Minsk

900

Da
205

Vienna

999

5-9 Jun
42

Minsk

900

Da
206

Vienna

1,000

15 Jun
42

Minsk

900

Da 40

Königsberg

465

26 Jun
42

Minsk

400

Da
220

Theresienstadt 1,000

18 Jul
42

Minsk

900

Da
219

Cologne

24 Jul
42

Minsk

900

Da
222

Theresienstadt 993

10 Aug
42

Trostenets 900

Da
223

Vienna

1,000

21 Aug
42

Trostenets 900

Da
224

Theresienstadt 1,000

28 Aug
42

Trostenets 900

Da
225

Vienna

4 Sep
42

Trostenets 900

Da
226

Theresienstadt 1,000

12 Sep
42

Trostenets 900

Da
227

Vienna

1,000

18 Sep
42

Trostenets 900

Da
228

Theresienstadt 1,000

25 Sep
42

Trostenets 900

Da
230

Vienna

9 Oct 42 Trostenets 500

Total:

1,000

1,000

547
15,002

13,500

The alleged extermination of the arriving convoys is described in the
verdict as follows:
“In order to be able carry out the extermination of so many
people smoothly and within a short period of time,
Kommandeur Strauch made extensive organizational
preparations. As the execution site he selected a copse of halfgrown pine trees located some 3-5 km from the Trostinez
estate [Gut Trostinez]. With the Trostinez estate is meant a

former kolkhoz which was taken over and put in use by the
KdS department in April 1942. It was located some 15 km
southeast of Minsk and could be reached by the MinskSmilovichi-Mogilev road, from which a branch road led some
hundred meters south to the estate. Seen from the estate the
pine copse was located across the road to Smilovichi. In order
to reach it from the estate one had to ﬁrst return to the road,
then follow it for some kilometers in the direction of
Smilovichi, and ﬁnally use a dirt track diverting to the north,
which passed immediately by the copse. It was thus located
remote from any human settlement and was from a distance
hard for the eye to penetrate.
Through close contacts with the responsible
Haupteisenbahndirektion Mitte in Minsk, where the KdS kept
a liaison man, it was seen to that the exact arrival time of each
transport, by hour and minute, was communicated in due
time, either in writing or by telephone. As a ﬁrst measure a pit
of suﬀicient size was excavated in the copse near the
Trostinez estate. The dimensions of these pits varied. They
were up to 3 meters deep and wide and up to 50 meters long.
For the excavation of the pits Russian prisoners of war were
brought in from a prison administered by the KdS. This work
took several days.
The executions themselves were carried out following a
'framework plan' drawn up by SS-Obersturmführer Lütkenhus.
The deployment of the men at each operation followed the
pattern of this plan. To each 'center' [Schwerpunkt] was
assigned special commandos under the leadership of a Führer.
All in all some 80 to 100 people, including men from the
Schutzpolizei and Waﬀen-SS members, were used for the
various tasks. […]
The course of an execution always followed an unchanging
schedule, so that soon everyone involved knew his task in
detail and performed it without needing any further
instruction. In general the executions lasted from early
morning to late afternoon. By having most of the transports
arrive between 4:00 and 7:00 in the morning it was ensured
that the deportees could be killed without any further delay some of them already a few hours after their arrival.
One group of KdS members saw to it that the unloading of the
arriving people and their luggage was carried out orderly.
After that the arrivals had to proceed to a nearby collection
point. There another commando had the task of stripping the
Jews of all money and valuables. For this purpose there were
also body searches.
At the collection point other members of the department
searched out such people who appeared ﬁt for work on the
Trostinez estate. Their number varied between 20 and 80 at
the most.

By the ﬁrst eight transports, up to and including that of 24
July 1942, the unloading, collection and selection were carried
out at Minsk freight station. From a loading site at the edge of
the collection point the Jews departed on lorries for the grave
site some 18 km away. In order to avoid that more than one
vehicle arrived simultaneously at the execution site something which may have given the people courage to openly
resist - the lorries departed with a certain interval between
them. This was seen to by a member of the department at the
loading site.
From the arrival of the ninth transport on 10 August onwards,
the trains were led to the immediate vicinity of the Trostinez
estate. For this purpose the Reichsbahn directed the trains via
the Minsk freight station to the locality of Kolodishchi, some
15 km to the northeast[33], from where a closed track ran in
southward direction. The track, which previously had ended in
Michanoviche, now ended some hundred meters to the north
of the Trostinez estate, on the hither side of the MinskSmilovichi road. Once disembarked, the Jews were collected in
a meadow some 100 m away, and after the selection of labor
for the estate were taken to a nearby loading site, from where
they were sent to the graves a few kilometers away.
Sometimes they had to cover this distance on foot.
In the beginning the prisoners on the deportation trains were
shot. […] According to the length of the pit up to 20 shooters
were placed out. During the course of an execution they were
replaced with people from the cordon unit, which formed a
loose cordon around the site. One always used pistols. Prior to
the start of the operation each shooter received, as a rule, 25
bullets. This handing-out took place without any formalities,
and there was no quittance. If a shooter needed more
ammunition he went to the ammunition box placed near the
pit and had it handed to him by the armory private or simply
took it himself. For the killing, shots to the neck were used. If
there was suspicion that a victim had not been fatally hit,
additional shots were ﬁred, but mostly one simply ﬁred a
submachine gun into the pit, until there were no more
motions. No further precautions were taken before the grave
was ﬁlled in to ascertain whether all people therein really
were dead.
From around the beginning of June 1942, one also employed
gas vans for the killings. The KdS department had at its
disposal three such vans, one larger Saurer van and two
somewhat smaller Daimond [sic] vans. […] The gas vans were
equipped with a box-shaped mounting, which made them look
like furniture moving vans. Inside they were covered with
sheet metal. The only opening was the double wing door at the
back. A small fold-out stair was used to make the loading
procedure easier. Once deployed, the vans ﬁrst drove to the
loading site, which as mentioned above initially was located
near the Minsk freight station and later near the end of the
railway spur at the Trostinez estate. There the victims were

summoned to step up into the vans. These were always loaded
so full that the humans stood packed together. Thus up to 60
people could be crammed inside. After the doors had been
closed the prisoners were completely surrounded by darkness
and sealed oﬀ hermetically [luftdicht abgeschlossen] from the
outside world. The gas vans now drove to the execution site,
where they stopped close to the pit. Only then the
extermination procedure commenced. The driver or his codriver attached a hose [Schlauch] and led it so that the
exhaust gases from the engine, which was running at light
throttle, were led into the interior of the halted van. Panic
soon broke out among the prisoners. In their death anguish
they trampled each other and screamed or beat their ﬁsts
against the walls. Due to this the vehicle swayed from one side
to the other for the duration of a few minutes. After some 15
minutes the van stood still and quiet, a sign that the death
struggle of the locked-in people had ended. First now the
doors were opened. The corpses standing immediately by the
opening generally fell out by themselves. The others were
pulled out by a special commando of Jews or Russian prisoners
and thrown into the pits. The interior of the van oﬀered a
terrible view. The corpses were soiled all over with blood,
vomit and excrements; on the ﬂoor lay spectacles, dentures
and tufts of hair. It was therefore always necessary to
thoroughly clean the van before it was used. This was usually
done in a meadow in the immediate vicinity of the Trostinez
estate. The delays caused thereby, as well as frequent
malfunctions may have been the reason why the vans were not
always employed, so that the shootings of Jews continued.
So as to dispel any possible mistrust among the newly arrived
Jews, Kommandeur Strauch assigned a member of the KdS
department to hold a reassuring speech. An SS-Führer or
Unterführer greeted them at the collection point and declared
that they were being 'resettled' on the order of the Führer and
that they would be sent to work on agricultural farms until the
end of the war. It seems that most of them trusted those
words. In any case the victims always stepped up into the gas
vans or lorries quietly and calmly. A corresponding camouﬂage
language was commonly employed, for example in oﬀicial
writings, where executions were called 'settlement'
[Ansiedlung] or 'resettlement' [Umsiedlung] and the execution
sites 'settlement areas' [Siedlungsgelände].”[34]
As for the partial extermination of the Minsk ghetto inmates at the end
of July 1942 the only documentary evidence introduced was the
Nuremburg document 3428-PS, a letter from Generalkommissar
Wilhelm Kube to Reichskommissar Hinrich Lohse dated 31 July 1942 in
which it is stated that 6,500 Jews from the “Russian Ghetto” and 3,500
Jews from the so-called “Hamburg Ghetto” had been liquidated on 28-29
July.[35] The court ruled, however, that the ﬁgure mentioned by Kube
“possibly may not be completely reliable” and instead pronounced a
minimum of 9,000 victims. Again deviating from the documentary
evidence introduced, the verdict stated that the extermination had
lasted from 28 to 30 July, and further ruled that on each of these three

days, “a minimum of 2,000 and a maximum of 3,500 people were
delivered to their death”.[36]
According to the verdict there were “at least” 6,500 Russian and Reich
German Jews left in Minsk on 1 September 1943. These were now taken
out from the ghetto and interned in an SS labor camp in Minsk (the
“Shirokaya Street camp”). The ﬁgure of 6,500 remaining Jews was
reached by the court in the following manner:
“At the beginning of 1942 the Minsk Ghetto was occupied by
some 25,000 people, of which 18,000 were Russian and some
7,000 German Jews as well as Jews from the western
territories [Westgebieten, with this is likely meant the small
number of Jews from Brno (Brünn) in the Protectorate which
departed for Minsk on 16 November 1941]. The number of the
Russian Jews derives from an undated report written by SSObersturmführer Burkhardt with the title 'Judentum' [Jewry],
which likely dates from January 1942 and formed the basis of
a major Einsatzbericht of the Einsatzgruppe A, the so-called
'Undated Stahlecker report'.[37] As Burkhardt at that time
was the referee for Jewish aﬀairs at the [local] KdS
department and thus involved with issues relating to the
ghetto, his statements are particularly authoritative and
probative. The number of Jews deported from the west to
Minsk is conﬁrmed by numerous documents, in particular
transport lists. […]
Of these some 25,000 people at least 3,000 were killed in the
March Aktion in 1942 and at least 9,000 during the July
Aktion, that is in total 12,000 Jews. Accordingly there should
still have lived 13,000 people in the Ghetto following the July
Aktion. In fact, however, there were left only 8,600. This is
conﬁrmed by a writing from Generalkommissar Kube to the
Reich Ministry of the Occupied Eastern Territories dated 31
July 1942 [the above-mentioned 3428-PS]. We further read in
this that of the 8,600 remaining Jews 6,000 were Russian and
the remaining [i.e. 2,600] Jews who had been transported to
Minsk from the western territories. […]
We have no documentary evidence for the number of people
killed in connection with the liquidation of the ghetto. The last
communication which allows for a conclusion in this respect
derives from April 1943. In a review presented by the
Government head inspector [Regierungsoberinspektor] Moos
of the Labor department [Arbeitsamt] of the city of Minsk[38]
it was reported that 'according to [the number of] issued
identiﬁcation cards' 8,500 Jewish laborers had been
registered. Since at the July Aktion in 1942 all Jews unﬁt for
work had been killed, the 8,500 laborers mentioned by Moos
corresponded to the total number of Jews living in Minsk.”[39]
Based on a number of witness testimonies the court further concluded
that between April and October 1943 a maximum of 2,000 Jews had
been killed during smaller killing operations.[40] Hence some 6,500
Jews remained at the time of the liquidation of the ghetto.

The verdict states:
“After some 14 days a convoy of some 1,000 men was
prepared in the labor camp, which was then brought by train
to Lublin to work there. There are certain indications that a
second transport, consisting of Jewish women, likewise was
dispatched to the western territories.”[41]
Accordingly some 4,500 Jews remained in Minsk at the beginning of
October 1943. Of these all but a maximum of 500 were then brought
during the following months to Trostenets in groups of 500 people each
and killed there.[42]
The problem is that the verdict's description of the ghetto liquidation
does not hold up to scrutiny. In a list of 878 Minsk Ghetto inmates
dating from 1943 no less than 227 are children between 2 and 15 years
of age (85 of them 10 years old or less), that is, more than one-fourth;
also listed are about a dozen of elderly persons, including an 86-yearold.[43] The claim that all ghetto inmates unﬁt for work were killed in
July 1942 is thus demonstrably false, and the 8,500 Jewish laborers to
whom cards had been issued in early spring 1943 accordingly could not
have corresponded to the total number of inmates present in the ghetto
at that time.
There is also much testimonial evidence indicating that more than just
two Jewish transports departed from Minsk in September 1943:
• The witness Schlomo Lajtman aﬀirms that he was deported from
Minsk to the Sobibór “death camp” on or near 15 September 1943.
The train took four or ﬁve days to reach Sobibór.[44]
• Another transport from Minsk to Sobibór departed on 18
September 1943 and arrived on 22 September. Among the 2,000
deportees were Arkadij Wajspapir, Semjon Rosenfeld and also
Alexander Pechersky, who led the Sobibór prisoner revolt on 14
October 1943.[45]
• According to the witness Wajspapir a third transport from Minsk
arrived in Sobibór a few days after his own.[46] The witness
Yehuda Lerner, who was also deported from Minsk, states that
Pechersky was already in Sobibór when he arrived there.[47]
According to Lerner his transport arrived in Sobibór via Lublin and
Chelm.[48]
• According to a diary kept by Helene Chilf, an inmate of the
Trawniki labor camp in the Lublin District, two transports arrived
at Trawniki from Minsk via Lublin between 16 and 19 September
1943. On the second transport was a Jewess by the name of Zina
Czapnik, who after the war testiﬁed that she and 400-500 other
Jews, including her husband, had been sent ﬁrst to Sobibór, where
200-250 people, including herself, were selected for Trawniki.[49]
Judging by the dates, the two transports mentioned by Chilf could
not have been the same as the two abovementioned convoys
departing Minsk on 15 and 18 September (provided that it indeed
took four or ﬁve days for the transports to reach Sobibór, as
attested by the witnesses A. Pechersky and Boris Taborinsky).
• The German Jew Heinz Rosenberg, who was deported from
Hamburg to Minsk in November 1941, states in his memoirs that

he and 999 other Jews were deported from Minsk to Treblinka on
14 September 1943. On arrival in the “death camp” Rosenberg and
249 other skilled workers were separated from the rest and sent by
train to a labor camp in Budzyn.[50] The station master Franciszek
Zabecki conﬁrms in his memoirs that a Jewish transport from
Minsk with the code “PJ 1025” and consisting of 50 wagons arrived
in Treblinka on 17 September 1943 and was sent on from there “to
Chelm (in fact to Sobibor)”.[51] None of the Sobibór witnesses
deported from Minsk to that camp speaks, however, of a transport
from Belarus arriving via Treblinka. It seems logical to assume that
Rosenberg and Zabecki are speaking of the same transport, yet the
number of wagons mentioned by the latter clearly implies a
number of deportees greater than 1,000.
• Marie Mack, who was deported from Vienna to Belarus on 27 May
1942 and was detained for over a year in Trostenets, has stated
that at an unstated date in September 1943 she and 999 other
Russian and German Jews were deported from Minsk to Lublin.
After spending several weeks in the Lublin concentration camp
(Majdanek) she was sent on to other labor camps.[52]
It thus seems most likely that the number of Jews evacuated from Minsk
to Poland in September 1943 far exceeded the 2,000 mentioned in the
court verdict and may have amounted to 6-7,000 or even more.
Accordingly one would have to doubt either the claim that 4,000 Jews
were murdered in Trostenets following the ghetto liquidation, or the
Kube letter from 31 July 1942 (3428-PS) which has it that only 8,600
Jews remained in Minsk at that time.
In 1999 German historian Christian Gerlach revised the number of Jews
still present in Minsk at the beginning of the liquidation of the ghetto to
some 10,000, while mentioning a witness (H. Smolar) stating that as
many as 12,000 Jews lived there (including persons in hiding).[53]
Based on numerous testimonies Gerlach lists the following six
transports departing from Minsk: 1) a convoy of 1000 people, including
300 young men from the German ghetto and 480 Trostenets inmates,
departing on 14 or 15 September for Lublin and the Majdanek camp likely the same as Marie Mack's transport; 2) the convoy of 2,000 Jews
departing for Sobibor on 18 September that included A. Pechersky; 3) a
transport with an unstated number of male Jews which reached Sobibor
16-19 September; 4) a transport of 450-500 Jewesses bound for Sobibor,
of which part was selected for Trawniki (the convoy of Zina Czapnik); 5)
the transport witnessed by F. Zabecki that arrived in Treblinka on 17
September; 6) a transport of German and Russian Jews to Auschwitz,
likely at the beginning of October 1943. According to Gerlach's estimate
the total number of evacuees numbered at least 5,500, possibly as many
as 7,000.[54] Still Gerlach does not acknowledge two convoys for which
there is reliable testimonial evidence: the ﬁrst of the transports to
Trawniki noted in H. Chilf's diary, and the third transport to Sobibór
attested to by Lerner and Wajspapir. According to historian Wolfgang
Curilla there further departed a transport with Byelorussian and
German Jews from Minsk to Auschwitz at the beginning of October
1943.[55] [His minimum ﬁgure is thus almost certainly too low. In one of
Gerlach's footnotes we learn that, according to a testimony left by a
German oﬀicial named Erich Isselhorst in 1945, the number of Jews
deported from Minsk and Baranovichi to Lublin between August and

October 1943 had amounted to 12-13,000.[56]
As a consequence of his upward revision of the number of evacuees,
Gerlach maintains that “the number of Jews killed in Minsk or Trostinez
in September and October 1943 may not have been as high as
previously estimated”. Here he points to contradictions in the
statements left by the alleged perpetrators. Adolf Rübe, for example,
declared in 1948 that only some 500 Russian Jews had been shot, and
these due to logistical problems. When interrogated again in 1959 Rübe
had upped the number of shot Jews to 4,000.[57] Ironically Gerlach
manages to contradict himself, as elsewhere in his book he estimates
that some 5,000 Jews were shot in Trostenets in connection with the
ghetto liquidation.[58]
Characteristically Gerlach has tucked away his most important ﬁnd in a
footnote, wherein we learn that a preserved rationing coupon shows
that “In October there were still at least 3,111 recipients of food
rationing coupons in the so-called Russian Ghetto”.[59] This means that
after at least 5,500-7,000 (but more likely some 7,500-9,000) Jews had
been evacuated from Minsk and an unclear number of others shot, there
were still at a minimum 3,111 Jews left in the main ghetto. How many
more Jews could there have been in the “Sonderghetto” of the foreign
Jews and in the city's labor camps and prisons? Gerlach's ﬁgures imply
that there were at the very least some 10-12,000 Jews still present in
Minsk at the beginning of September 1943. How does this ﬁt with
Kube's statement that only 8,600 Jews remained in Minsk at the end of
July 1942?[60] The inconvenience that the evidence presented above
causes mainstream historiography may be surmised by the fact that
when Israeli historian Yitzhak Arad presented his comprehensive
historiography on the holocaust in the occupied Soviet Union in 2009,
he simply omitted most of it, asserting instead that on the eve of the
liquidation there had lived only some 2-3,000 Jews in the Minsk Ghetto,
of which some hundred managed to survive.[61]
Whereas the Soviet Extraordinary State Commission claimed that 6,500
people had been shot or burned alive at the Trostenets estate during the
last days of June 1944 (cf. §2.1.), the Koblenz court estimated only some
500 deaths at Trostenets for this period, most of them Jewish skilled
workers still remaining in Minsk and at the estate.[62] Gerlach on the
other hand has it that part of the skilled Jewish workers still remaining
in Minsk in June 1944 were deported to Auschwitz.[63]
Since the Koblenz court did not treat the alleged mass killings at
Trostenets as a separate-case complex, it did not pronounce a victim
ﬁgure for the camp. Among the nine cases of mass killings treated
within the scope of the trial, four pertained to Trostenets:
Transport operations 11 May - 9 October 1942

13,500

Partial clearing of the Minsk Ghetto, 28-30 July 1942

9,000

Liquidation of the Minsk Ghetto, autumn 1943

4,000

Final executions during the evacuation of Minsk, end of June 500
1944

Total number of victims according to the verdict:

27,000

The trial ended with the main accused Heuser being sentenced to 15
years in prison, while the ten other defendants were handed down
prison sentences varying from 3 years and 6 months to 10 years.
2.4. H.G. Adler (1974)
In 1974 H.G. Adler published a study on the Jewish deportations from
Germany, Austria and the Protectorate with the title Der verwaltete
Mensch (The Administered Person), in which we ﬁnd the following brief
description of Trostenets:
“In a small village, which before the occupation had
constituted a kolkhoz, the camp [Trostenets] was located; to
this belonged an estate of 250 hectares. Here the prisoners
were also housed, ﬁrst in pig sties, later in barracks which
each housed 150 to 160 people. During 1942 a total of 39,000
Jews from Germany, Austria, Bohemia-Moravia, Luxembourg,
Holland and also from the Soviet Union were brought to
Trostinetz, but in the camp itself there were never more than
640 Jews at one time, most of them Jews from Vienna; among
the inmates there were also some hundreds of Russian
prisoners of war.”[64]
The contention that Jews from Luxembourg and Holland were detained
in the Trostenets camp goes completely against orthodox
historiography, which has it that no Jews from these countries ever
reached farther east than Poland. Adler moreover maintains that the
ﬁve transports departing from Theresienstadt in October 1942 were
sent to Trostenets instead of Treblinka.[65] The source for this
contention appears to be the testimony of a certain Isak Grünberg, who
was deported from Vienna to Trostenets on 5 (or 7) October 1942, who
speaks of transports from Auschwitz, and hints at transports from
Theresienstadt via Treblinka.[66] Grünberg estimated the number of
Trostenets victims at more than 45,000.
2.5. Miroslav Kárný (1988)
In 1988 the Czechoslovakian historian Miroslav Kárný published an
article discussing the fate of the Jewish convoys that departed from the
Theresienstadt (Terezin) ghetto in the summer and autumn of 1942. His
description of Trostenets[67], including the transports sent there from
Theresienstadt, conforms with the verdict of the Koblenz trial against
Heuser et al, which is indeed his main source on this subject. In a
footnote Kárný dismisses as unfounded Adler's 1974 hypothesis that the
ﬁve transports sent from Theresienstadt in October 1942 were
murdered at Trostenets instead of Treblinka.[68]
2.6. Paul Kohl (1990)
In 1990 the German journalist Paul Kohl published a book on the
Belarus holocaust titled Ich wundere mich, daß ich noch lebe (I'm
Amazed That I'm Still Alive) which was republished in 1995 under the

new title Der Krieg der deutschen Wehrmacht und der Polizei
1941-1944 (The War of the German Army and Police 1941-1944). This
book is partly a collection of testimonies, partly a travel journal which
describes Kohl's own visits to various museums and (alleged) mass
killing sites, among them Maly Trostenets:
“We drive back to the Minsk-Mogilev road and turn left after a
couple of kilometers, onto a country road. We are going to the
Blagovshchina pinewoods. From autumn 1941 to autumn 1943
this was the actual execution site. I want to see what can still
be discerned of the 34 graves that were discovered here in
1944. But we don't get far. Today the area is a military oﬀlimits zone. In front of us is a sign with the inscription: 'Do not
proceed! Live rounds will be ﬁred!'
So we go back in the direction of the village of Maly Trostenez, along
the former camp site, towards the Shashkovka copse. 500 meters from
the camp, at the edge of this copse, there has been raised a second
memorial stone, likewise surrounded by an iron grating. To the left of it,
in the woods, there once stood the Shashkovka oven, in which from
autumn 1943 to the end of June 1944 the bodies of those shot here or
killed in gas vans were incinerated. The outlines of the gigantic pit of
the oven can only be guessed at underneath the brushwood.”[69]
This description begs two important questions: Why was the area with
the alleged 34 mass graves at Blagovshchina made an oﬀ-limits area by
Soviet authorities? And what happened to the – apparently more or less
intact – “incinerator” that the investigators of the Extraordinary State
Commission reportedly discovered at the Shashkovka? When were the
remains of it removed, and why?
Then follows Kohl's brief history of the Trostenets camp:
“From May 1942 onward all executions took place in
Blagovshchina. 20 shooters were placed along the length of
each grave pit. One always used pistols and killed with shots
in the neck. If there was reason to believe that any of the
victims were still alive one simply ﬁred with machine guns
into the graves, until everything was still and quiet.
In the summer of 1942 a railway station was built by a oneway track near the collection point in the part of the camp
closest to the [Minsk-Mogilev] road (the railway line had
previously ended at Michanowice). The trains with Jews from
the Reich, which had previously stopped at the Minsk freight
yard, were now immediately redirected from there to
Trostenez. Twice a week trains arrived from the Reich, from
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Austria, France. They arrived on
Tuesdays and Fridays and – in order to avoid commotion –
always in the early morning between four and ﬁve o'clock.
Also from the Dachau Concentration Camp a train arrived in
June 1942.
The arrivals were taken to a collection point two hundred
meters away and there given a friendly reception. After all one

had told them in connection with their arrest and departure
something about 'resettlement', and one sought by all costs to
avoid panic. The work had to be carried out orderly and
frictionless in order to ensure the eﬀiciency of the process.
From the deportees were conﬁscated their identity cards,
documents, gold and jewelry, as well as the 50 kilos of luggage
that each deportee was allowed to bring with him or her for
the purpose of 'resettlement': trunks, bags, blankets, kitchen
utensils, coats, playthings for the children. One took all of this
away from them under the pretense that they would receive
new papers and that, for the sake of comfort, the luggage
would be forwarded to them. When it was handed over the
Germans even handed out receipts, so that many of them
actually believed in the resettlement story until their last
moment. Then a selection of the deportees took place into
those ﬁt and unﬁt for work. The ﬁrst group was then divided
among various speciﬁc professions: electricians,
metalworkers, carpenters, tailors, and so on. For the unﬁt for
work the gas vans were standing ready nearby, camouﬂaged
as trailer homes with windows mounted on and mock-up
chimneys attached to the roofs. Those ﬁt for work had to carry
on working their various professions until they were no longer
ﬁt.”[70]
As for the total number of victims, Kohl sticks with the Extraordinary
State Commission ﬁgure of 206,500.[71]
The bizarre notion that the gas vans employed in the killing of the
victims were camouﬂaged as trailer homes is lifted from the highly
spurious so-called Becker document, which has been discussed in detail
elsewhere.[72] That Jews were deported by train to Trostenets not
merely from Germany, Austria and the Protectorate but also from Poland
and France goes completely against the orthodox version of events, and
the assertion that the transports arrived twice a week, on Tuesdays and
Fridays, also clashes with mainstream historiography.[73] Later in this
article I will return to the claim that the arriving deportees were
deceived by the Germans into thinking that they would merely be
resettled.
German holocaust historian Christian Gerlach has commented thus on
Kohl's book:
“Paul Kohl is deﬁnitely one of the best experts when it comes
to the camp complexes in and around Minsk […]. His
statements are, however, […] often insuﬀiciently documented
and veriﬁable.”[74]
This may be to put things too kindly. In fact Kohl rarely provides any
proper references, and they are particularly lacking when it comes to
Kohl's more extraordinary statements. I have managed, however, to
track down Kohl's source on the nationality of the deportees, a
testimony from a certain Ernst Schlesinger[75], who claims to have
been deported from Dachau to Trostenets in June 1942, a transport
unknown to mainstream historiography:[76]

“Beginning in the spring of 1942 there arrived at Trostenets
twice a week, usually on Tuesdays and Fridays, convoys with
citizens of foreign countries – Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
France and Germany - that were brought in for destruction.
Sometimes the trains would arrive at the station in Minsk, but
more often a special railway branch brought the condemned
to the very vicinity of Trostenets. The convoys usually arrived
between 4 and 5 in the morning. The deportees were
unloaded, had all their things taken away and were then given
a receipt, so that they would not worry about their fate. The
receipts made the condemned believe that they would be
relocated to a new location.”[77]
2.7. Hans Safrian (1993)
In his book Die Eichmann-Männer from 1993, holocaust historian Hans
Safrian mentions H.G. Adler's 1974 hypothesis of the ﬁve October
transports from Theresienstadt as plausible, while also referencing
Grünberg's statements.[78] Safrian estimates that at least 30,000
Western Jews and a vague “tens of thousands” of Belorusian Jews were
murdered at Trostenets. He arrives at the ﬁrst ﬁgure by assuming that
all transports sent to the Minsk area from Central Europe in 1942 – “21
transports” with “over 25,000 men, women and children from Terezin,
Vienna and Cologne” – together with some additional, undocumented
transports in the same year (likely meant are the ﬁve October transports
from Theresienstadt) were murdered at Trostenets.[79]
2.8. Christian Gerlach (1999)
In 1999 the German holocaust historian Christian Gerlach had his
voluminous doctoral dissertation on policies of forced labor and
(alleged) extermination in German-occupied western Belarus published
under the title Kalkulierte Morde (Calculated Murders). In this the camp
at Maly Trostenets is discussed in a brief subchapter on “death camps”
in Belarus:
“The most well known and important of the camps was
certainly Maly Trostinez, located some 12 kilometers
southeast of Minsk. Its origin has not been fully clariﬁed.
According to Paul Kohl the extermination site Blagovshchina
was sought out in November by the ﬁrst head of KdS Minsk,
Erich Ehrlinger, and used from that time on. The fact is that
the ﬁrst clearly provable execution at this site did not take
place until 11 May 1942. As late as the Ghetto Aktion in Minsk
at the end of July 1942 only a part of the victims were killed in
Maly Trostinez, while others were murdered in Petrashkevichi
at the other side of the city. Despite the so-called Heroes'
Cemetery, a memorial stone for Heydrich and settlement plans
of [Eduard] Strauch, Trostinez always remained a provisory
installation. […]
Nevertheless there exists a credible witness statement
according to which a camp operated by the KdS existed near
the village Maly Trostinez already in January 1942. The place,

however, was not made into a major extermination site until
Strauch took command. In March or April 1942 KdS was given
the ownership of a kolkhoz of 200 hectares to be used as a
country estate. Here a cattle farm was constructed in May
1942. […] The inmates of the camp were Jews and non-Jews,
most of the latter were alleged partisans. Initially most of the
Jewish inmates were Czech or German - between 20 and 50
Jews were picked out from each of the deportation convoys in
1942 and brought to the camp. Later there were also
Belorusian Jews among the inmates. The number of detainees
may have varied between 500 and 100; after the [Minsk]
ghetto liquidation in October 1943 they numbered 200.
Figures according to which there were 5,000 inmates in the
camp at this time are not reliable.
The inmates of Trostinez were forced to work inside the camp
itself, either with farming or as artisans (...) apparently mainly
to meet the needs of members of the KdS; some inmates were
sent over during the day from Trostinez to buildings in Minsk.
In the camp itself there apparently existed installations run by
Organisation Todt and the Reichsarbeitsdienst that possibly
employed camp inmates. All in all, however, the economic
importance of the camp was marginal.
The oﬀicial number of victims murdered in Trostinez and its
vicinity amounts to 206,500. Such ﬁgures – immediately after
the war even as many as 546,000 victims were claimed –
appear far too high in the light of presently available research.
An attempt at reconstruction gives approximately 40,000
victims as well as an additional unknown number of prison
and camp inmates from the vicinity of Minsk, who had been
arrested during roundups and anti-partisan operations. Exact
ﬁgures are impossible to provide, as the mass graves were
exhumed and the corpses burnt by the German
Sonderkommando 1005 starting October 1943. Statements
from people involved in this procedure nonetheless indicate
that somewhere between 40,000 and 50,000 dead had been
interred in the mass graves. The reports of the investigative
authorities from 1944 gave approximately 150,000 or up to
150,000 victims, but even this ﬁgure is well too high. In total –
as a rough estimate – 60,000 people could have been
exterminated at Trostinez.”[80]
In a footnote Gerlach elucidates on his own victim estimate:
“The ﬁgure 40,000 is constituted as follows: some 5,000
victims from each of the ghetto Aktions in July 1942 and
autumn 1943; some 20,000 Jews deported in 1942 from
Central Europe for extermination at Trostenets; 3,000 socalled suspected bandits [Banditenverdächtigen], who were
gassed during ten days in February 1943, and 6,500 victims of
the massacres on camp and prison inmates at the time of the
German retreat at the end of June 1944.”[81]
This revised victim ﬁgure is of crucial importance for the

exterminationist understanding of the function of the camp. If it is
correct then 80% of the victims during the ﬁrst year of operation (1942)
were Jews deported from Austria, Germany and the Protectorate. This
clearly implies that Maly Trostenets was set up especially to handle
such transports. Up until the publication of Kalkulierte Morde
Trostenets had primarily been viewed as an extermination center for
Belorusian Jews and secondarily as a site for the killing of Jews from
Central Europe (Hans Safrian's book from 1993 being a possible
exception). Gerlach reversed this view by way of allocating most of the
(alleged) mass murders of Minsk Jews to other, even less known killing
sites around Minsk.[82]
Another noteworthy aspect of Gerlach's victim ﬁgure is that he has
conﬂated the alleged gas van murders and mass shootings at the
Shashkovka site carried out from October 1943 onward, the victims of
which were supposedly cremated in some type of ﬁeld oven, with the
6,500 victims from June 1944 which the ESC in their September 1944
report claimed had been burnt alive inside barns and on “piles of logs”
in the camp itself.
Finally it should be noted that while Gerlach is familiar with Isak
Grünberg's testimony[83], he refrains from mentioning that this
eyewitness spoke about convoys from Auschwitz and hinted at
transports from Theresienstadt via Treblinka in October 1942.
Signiﬁcantly Gerlach devotes another subchapter of his book[84] to
presenting a large number of testimonies about the presence of Dutch,
French and Polish Jews in Minsk and other locations in Belarus, without
going into any detail as to how these Jews arrived there – clearly
because this would lead to the uncomfortable conclusion that they were
sent there via the “extermination camps” in Poland. As for the presence
of Polish Jews in Trostenets we learn:
“It is a fact that many Polish Jews were detained at Trostinez,
apparently under the command of Organisation Todt. 250 of
them were later transferred to the SS Construction Oﬀice in
Smolensk.”[85]
As source for this Gerlach refers to four witnesses (the Germans “H.W.”
– who worked at the SS Central Construction Oﬀice Russia Center ( SSZentralbauleitung Rußland-Mitte) – and Karl Buchner, the Jews “E.S.” –
likely identical with the abovementioned Ernst Schlesinger – Anna
Krasnoperko, and an unnamed witness referenced by H. Safrian). Isak
Grünberg likewise testiﬁed that many Polish Jews had been detained at
Trostenets at the time of his arrival.[86]
2.9. Marat Botvinnik (2000)
In 2000 the Belarus historian Marat Botvinnik published a slim book on
the holocaust in Belarus in which Trostenets is devoted a short chapter.
Here we read:
“Near the village of Trostenets, located 11 km from Minsk
along the Minsk-Mogilev highway, the Nazis created the socalled labor camp Blagovshchina. Under this false guise was
operated a death camp which had access to the railroad […].

In a concentration camp near the village of Trostenets the
Nazis systematically slaughtered between 1941 and 1944
hundreds of thousands of people, many of whom were Jews
from Minsk and other locations in Belarus. Others were
political prisoners kept by the Germans, or Jews from the
cities of Austria, Germany, Poland and Czechoslovakia. Most of
the victims were women, children and old people. Some of
them were brought in vans that were colloquially known as
'black ravens' or 'gas vans'. The victims were suﬀocated by
exhaust gases, and their corpses unloaded at a pre-dug pit in
the Blagovshchina Forest. Many trains arrived from cities in
Belarus and the countries of Western Europe. […] With twofaced courtesy the doomed were asked to surrender their
valuables and belongings, for which in turn they were handed
receipts. The hangmen created the appearance that they
would be taken to work at another location. They were loaded
onto large trucks with trailers that stood ready nearby and
taken to the execution site, where they were ordered without
any courtesy to undress and then shot.”[87]
Mainstream historiography knows of no transports of Polish Jews to
Trostenets, even though the presence of Polish Jews in the camp is
supported by several witnesses (see the preceding paragraph). The
claim that Jews from other Belorusian cities than Minsk were sent by
train to Trostenets appears to be unique to this author.
The most interesting that Botvinnik has to say about Trostenets
concerns the methodology of the Soviet investigators. After mentioning
that both 546,000 and 206,500 had been oﬀicially stated as victim
ﬁgure, Botvinnik (who champions a vague “hundreds of thousands”
victims) explains:
“The diﬀerence between the victim numbers stated in the
documents can be explained by the fact that the investigators
used diﬀerent methods when counting the corpses in the
grave pits: some estimated that each cubic meter of grave
contained 20 corpses, some insisted on a density of 7 corpses,
yet others on 5, thus giving rise to diﬀering victim ﬁgures.
Even former inmates who miraculously survived the camp can
not give precise information about the number of people
murdered by the Nazis.”[88]
In other words the investigators determined their victim ﬁgures based
on apparently completely arbitrary estimates of the density of corpses in
the 34 Blagovshchina mass graves, of which they had merely “partly
opened” ﬁve (see §2.1.). The full repercussions of this methodology will
be exposed in §3.2 of part 2 of this series.
2.10. Paul Kohl (2003)
It was only in 2003 that a book devoted exclusively to Trostenets
appeared in a Western language. This slim[89] volume, titled Das
Vernichtungslager Trostenez. Augenzeugenberichte und Dokumente
(The Trostenez Extermination Camp: Eyewitness Reports and
Documents) consists of three main sections: a 15-page history of the

camp written by Kohl himself, a collection of (relatively brief) witness
statements and documents relating[90] to various aspects of the camp
(“The transport”, “The arrival”, “The camp”, “Blagovshchina”, “The gas
vans”, “The disinterment”, “Shaskovka”), and a brief chapter of the
post-war fates of the alleged perpetrators.
Unfortunately Kohl's new history on Trostenets is extremely derivative,
so that the primary value of this volume lies in the testimonies and
documents that it reproduces (many of which have been quoted and
referenced elsewhere in this article). It is of interest, however, to note
what Kohl does rehash from previous historiographical statements on
the camp. Most importantly, Kohl has thrown overboard his own
previous statement that Jews from Poland and France were deported to
Trostenets (cf. §2.6.). He does not refer to the witness Ernst Schlesinger,
nor does he mention Isak Grünberg.
There is, however, one signiﬁcant new element introduced by Kohl in
this book:
“The number of forced laborers grew, the camp was enlarged,
new barbed-wire fences and new guard towers had to be
erected. In addition, the lorry convoys and the deportation
trains daily brought in more people to be shot than the
shooters could liquidate in one 'work day'. For that reason the
people had to wait two or three days for their death in
bunkers and barracks, that were likewise surrounded by
barbed-wire fences and guard towers. Thus were established
two separate camps: One for the forced laborers working on
the estate, the other for those waiting to be shot.”[91]
Since Kohl's essay on Trostenets lacks footnotes, and only has a
bibliography, it is impossible to determine the source for this statement,
but it seems likely to be derived from court material (it is not supported
by any testimony or document presented in the second part of the
book).
According to Kohl the shootings at Blagovshchina were carried out by
“up to 20 shooters”, who worked on a rotating schedule (some 80 to 100
police and SS are said to have been present at the execution site). The
Jewish convoys are stated to have arrived between 4 and 7 o'clock in the
morning. The killing is said to have taken from early morning to late
afternoon.[92] In addition “gas vans” were supposedly used with a
maximum capacity of 60 or 80 victims, depending on type.[93] Now,
Kohl accepts that the convoys from Austria, Germany and the
Protectorate, which arrived with a frequency of one per week, each
consisted of at most some 1,000 deportees, of which 20 to 80 were
selected for work in the camp and a smaller number had perished on
the way.[94] This would leave at most some 950 deportees to be shot.
Each shooter – and for the sake of argument we will say that there were
only 15 of them – thus had to kill at most (950 / 15 =) 63 Jews.
Considering the alleged highly organized form of the whole operation –
according to the verdict of the Koblenz trial the shootings were carried
out according to a detailed “framework plan” developed by a certain SSObersturmführer Lütkenhus of the KdS Minsk (cf. §2.3) – the alleged
optional use of several “gas vans” (Kohl estimates that 1 van could kill

300 people in 1 day and asserts that in total 3 “gas vans” were
employed at Trostenets[95]), the start in the early morning, and the
revolving schedule of the shooters (which would eliminate the need for
breaks) it would seem that the extermination of the convoys from the
west could well have been carried out within a few hours, and most
certainly within a day.
Kohl mentions only three instances of larger groups being killed at
Trostenets: 1) part[96] of a group of 7,000-10,000 Jews from the Minsk
Ghetto allegedly murdered at Blagovshchina in November 1941, i.e.
before the establishment of the camp[97]; 2) some 10,000 Belorusian
and German Jews from the Minsk Ghetto murdered at Blagovshchina
during the three-day period of 28-30 July 1942[98]; 6,500 people shot or
burned alive in the camp itself during its last days of existence (28-30
June 1944).[99] As seen above, Gerlach maintains that some 5,000 Jews
were killed at Trostenets in connection with the liquidation of the Minsk
Ghetto in the autumn of 1943. The ﬁrst and third instances mentioned
by Kohl clearly have no relevance for the construction of a separate
“waiting camp” (due to their dating). Assuming that the massacres of
Jews from the Minsk Ghetto in July 1942 and autumn 1943 really took
place as alleged, there would have been two instances when the Jews
brought to Trostenets possibly couldn't be all murdered in one day – but
would such isolated instances warrant the construction of barracks,
bunkers and guard towers? Also, if we are to believe the Gruppe Arlt
report of 3 August 1942, 6000 Jews from the “Russian Ghetto” in Minsk
were all killed in a single day – 28 July 1942 – without the occurrence of
any such “backlogging” (cf. §3.3.). And if such indeed had occurred,
wouldn't it have suﬀiced with a temporary holding pen consisting of a
simple barbed-wire fence? In other words: the construction of a
separate camp where deportees had to wait “two or three days for their
death” makes precious little sense from an exterminationist viewpoint.
As for the total number of victims, Kohl chose to revive the 206,500
ﬁgure of the ESC, but in a rather half-hearted manner:
“According to the investigations of the commission 150,000
people were murdered in the forest of Blagovshchina, 50,000
in the pit of Shashkovka and 6,500 people in the barns at the
estate. The total number of people murdered in the Trostenez
extermination camp amounted according to the commission's
statements from July-August 1944: 206,500.
Despite these statements there exists no certain evidence
concerning the number of people actually murdered. The
abovementioned total ﬁgure may be put into doubt. Perhaps it
is speculation. Just like all other ﬁgures. However, as long as
there is no other evidence available [pointing to a diﬀerent
ﬁgure] one must accept the ﬁgure reported by the
commission.”[100]
That Christian Gerlach four years earlier dismissed the ESC ﬁgure as
“far too high” does not bother Kohl in the least – although it would
appear that Kohl is unaware of Gerlach's Kalkulierte Morde; at least he
does not list it among his sources. In any case it hardly needs to be
pointed out that Kohl's reasoning here is deeply ﬂawed: Confronted with

the claim that X number of people have been murdered, the logical
response from any sane, rational person would be to ask for hard
evidence supporting that this number of people has indeed been killed.
One would not uncritically accept an unsubstantiated claim just because
no evidence contradicting it was available.
It should perhaps not surprise that Kohl's book is very lacking when it
comes to source criticism. There is no discussion whatsoever with
regard to the authenticity of the documents presented, nor any
evaluation of the reliability of the eyewitnesses. Even though we
encounter no patently outrageous tales of Nazi sadism, as we do in
much other “death camp” literature, Kohl presents straight-faced a
number of witness claims that strike the critically-minded reader as
implausible or at least remarkably odd. Here it will suﬀice to give three
examples:
• Adolf Rübe, supposedly the head of a “Sonderkommando
1005-Mitte” squad, claims that in mid-November 1943 a
group of some 30 Jews were brought from Minsk to the
Blagovshchina site, where disinterment of the buried
corpses was going on. 20 of the Jews were shot at the
edge of an opened grave. The remaining “eight to ten”
Jews had to undress, whereafter they were tied hands
and feet and burned alive on top of a cremation pyre. As
if this wasn't enough, SS Obersturmführer Heuser also
had one Jewess tied to a stake raised in the middle of a
pile of logs. Somehow the Jewess managed to untie
herself and tried to run away, but she was immediately
caught. The “Sonderkommando 1005” member Karl
Harder then climbed onto the top of pile and again tied
the Jewess to the stake – even though the logs around
them were on ﬁre![101]
• Konrad Mütze, a member of the Schutzpolizei who
worked as a guard at the Blagovshchina site in autumn
1943: “We also heard that, shortly before our arrival,
some people were brought here in a gas van but then
refused to leave the van. They were driven out of the van
with a ﬂaming torch and then shot.” But if these people
were to be killed, why not just close the door to the van
and gas them?[102]
• Kohl, apparently summarizing the statement of some
unnamed witness, informs us that the camp staﬀ
arranged soccer matches between inmates and Jews from
the “waiting camp”. The losing team would immediately
be sent to Blagovshchina and shot. The winning team was
rewarded with a one or two-day reprieve, after which it
also was sent away and shot.[103]
2.11. Petra Rentrop (2009)
In 2009 German holocaust historian Petra Rentrop published a 14-page
article in an anthology volume edited by Wolfgang Benz and Barbara
Distel.[104] This article is primarily a rehash of information from
Gerlach, the Arlt reports, two telegrams concerning “S-Wagons” (cf. §3.4

below) and material from the 1963 Koblenz trial. Rentrop accepts
Gerlach's higher ﬁgure of 60,000 victims as plausible.
2.12. Yitzhak Arad (2009)
In 2009 the Israeli holocaust historian Yitzhak Arad published a
comprehensive history on the alleged extermination of the Jews in the
German-occupied eastern territories, The Holocaust in the Soviet Union.
In this 700-page volume Trostenets is devoted in total some two pages,
most of which consist of quotes from testimonies already available in
Kohl (2003). Arad states that 17 transports of in total some 16,000
Austrian, German and Czech Jews were murdered at Trostenets[105],
while adopting Gerlach's lower total ﬁgure of 40,000 victims.[106] On
the other hand Arad gives the number of victims from the liquidation of
the Minsk Ghetto on 21 October 1943 as 2-3,000 at the most, as
compared to the 5,000 estimated by Gerlach.[107] Nothing more needs
to be said about Arad's brief treatment of the camp, except that it is
riddled with misspellings of names (“Lagovchina” instead of
Blagovshchina, “Adolf Riba” instead of Adolf Rübe, and “Hauser” instead
of Heuser)[108], and that in quoting the ESC report of September 1944
he conﬂates its statements concerning the Blagovshchina mass graves
with those regarding Shashkovka without notifying his readers.[109]
This concludes Part 1 of “The Maly Trostenets ‘Extermination Camp’—A
Preliminary Historiographical Survey.” The ﬁnal Part 2 will be presented
in the next issue.
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Tortured History: The Foundations of Today's
"Holocaust"
by Jett Rucker

Torture is much in the news in these still-early years of the Twenty-First Century. U.S.
President George W. Bush recently cancelled a visit to Switzerland because of the threat
that human-rights groups active there would have him arrested on war-crimes charges
based on the CIA’s well-known practices of water-boarding, solitary confinement, and
rendition—all, of course, without benefit of the due-process guarantees of the U.S.
Constitution.
We whose interest is attracted to the monstrous global edifice known as The Holocaust
discover, on inquiry, that torture, truly understood, underpins the entire edifice, as indeed
torture underpins many of the lesser edifices with which humankind has been fooled,
misled, impoverished, deceived, incited, gulled, led into war, and sent to their
destruction ever since a shaman claimed he could exorcise an evil spirit from a sick
child.
A review of the role of torture in the establishment of the non-facts upon which the
Holocaust Myth is founded might be instructive at this juncture in world events. It will
be found, in one way and another, behind every word, every plea, every accusation, and
every verdict of the counterfeit judgments that provide legitimacy to assertions of the
myth.
First, a review of what constitutes torture, or what is sometimes more-gently presented
as suasion. At its heart, the ability to inflict torture depends upon power and its
handmaiden, control. In Europe immediately after World War II, when many former
members of the Nazi apparatus remained not only alive, but in many cases at large, all
power (military, economic, legal, what-have-you) rested in the hands of those national
Allies who had among them just conquered most of the continent: in order, the United
States, the Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics, the United Kingdom, and the Republic
of France. These national interests controlled the territory, the equipment, the housing,
the fields, the roads, the people and everything else that moved or breathed in the
defeated countries of Europe, in particular in those areas controlled by the USSR.
In this hothouse of military occupation and postbellum penury, then, scapegoats were
vigorously sought in every borough, down every lane, in every house and garden shed
still standing, through whom the victorious powers could not only celebrate the glorious
victory they had won over the enemy they had taught their (surviving) populaces to hate,
but further could justify the unspeakable atrocities they had for years prosecuted against
the hapless populations of the defeated countries. Their agenda was urgent, and in the
minds of many of their agents, just—or as nearly just as revenge can be.
A succession of show trials such as the world had never before seen was launched. The
trials, in fact, continue to the present day, as John Demjanjuk is "tried" in Germany for
"crimes" committed by someone he never can be shown to be.
Demjanjuk"s "trial," like the "trials" of the thousands who have gone before him,
conspicuously fail even nominally to satisfy the notoriously failure-prone standards that
prevail in the United States, Germany, Israel, or the most-nearly-just of the many other

national heirs to the postwar new world order.
The demands of this unprecedented tsunami of retributive "justice" were gargantuan: not
only was "evidence" required with which to convict each of the accused, evidence
ultimately was required with which to convict an entire people of abetting, funding,
approving, even ordering a continental program of enslavement, dispossession, and
genocide such as had not been seen since the Biblical time of Joshua, when the Jews
depopulated their Promised Land antecedent to occupying it.
Torture serves at least four purposes: (a) to punish persons who have done, or may have
cooperated with others who did, things the torturers seek to avenge and/or discourage
their victims from doing again; (b) to discourage others from doing, or appearing to do,
things resembling the things that the victim(s) is said to have done; (c) to elicit
confessions of guilt, to justify the torture being committed; and (d) to elicit information
such as military secrets and, often, testimony to justify the depredations, both past and
future, that the torturers have imposed upon, or wish to impose upon, other victims.
Together, these constitute a powerful temptation. The call to torture is indeed a siren call,
and few can resist it completely. Many fail to resist it at all.
Torture arises, obviously, not only from the infliction of pain or loss, but from credible
threats to inflict pain or loss. Threats of this kind actually constitute torture, even though
their application may leave no mark on the body of the victim, nor impose the slightest
loss to his property.
Meantime, the value of torture for eliciting true information, particularly true
information that could not be elicited by other means less demanding of torturer and
tortured alike, is very doubtful. The value of torture for eliciting false information (or,
again, information that may or may not be true), on the other hand, is incomparable, as
has been demonstrated time and time again. Much of what today passes for history is
greatly influenced by the negative incentives of actual or feared torture. The reigning
account of Nazi dealings with the Jews of Europe (and, indeed, their dealings with most
other things) stands today as perhaps the largest monument to the creative powers of
torture ever erected. Its scale dwarfs that of any otherwise comparable enterprise known
to history including, of late, Communism, which through the agency of the Soviet Union
had perhaps the leading role in this project, in which it was ably, if less vigorously,
joined by the United States, Britain, France, and cadres of ambitious, energetic, creative,
and vengeful Jews drawn from the populations of all four of the victorious powers.
Power presents a slippery slope to torture to those who possess it, even when, as in the
case of the victorious Allies, there are none of the imperatives that arise from threats to
that power, which make torture virtually inevitable. No, the torture that the Allies
engaged in vis-à-vis their newly acquired German thralls was comparatively gratuitous,
or vengeful. And it served a powerful agenda of propaganda.
The thrust of that propaganda agenda was to paint the Germans as the Bad Guys of the
recent unpleasantness of World War II, to "prove" forever and to all that everything bad
or wrong that happened was the doing or the fault of the Germans, and in particular, the
bad and wrong things that the Allies had done. Perhaps the most audacious of these
projects was the Katyn Forest Massacre, in which an act that had been perpetrated by the
Soviets was not merely blamed on the Germans, but the "smoking gun" of the actual
performance of the act was placed in their hands by the Soviets, the true perpetrators.
This agenda was ambitious, but the Allies possessed the manpower and control required
for its service, and more than enough of the mendacity and ruthlessness that was needed
to render that service.
The first stage of the project involved the recruitment and identification of victims, or

stooges. Torture, broadly understood, served even this initial phase of the operation.
Here, I propose the inclusion under the rubric of torture the power to convict and punish
(often with death) persons against whom effectively no respectable evidence of guilt
whatsoever can be adduced. This is a situation of absolute injustice which prevailed as
well in the tribunals of the Western Allies as it did in those of the Soviets. Its capacity to
motivate victims in the early phases of the roundup is not to be underestimated.
In any situation of violent, diametric "regime change," a certain element present in every
population comes to the fore: those who seek opportunities to eliminate from their lives
various inconvenient or distasteful fellow citizens. The victims might be creditors,
landlords, former or rejecting lovers, suspected cuckolders, rivals, competitors—the list
in any society is potentially endless. Malefactors willing and able to concoct serviceable
tales about their victims are often offered direct bounties by their new overlords for
turning in their targets, and many are urged to promptitude by the very real fear that their
victims may beat them to the punch.
The process began with informing the first-round accuseds (they were never called
defendants) of at least generalities of the charges against them. Then they were invited
(and occasionally tricked, in sham "trials" that lacked even the empty legitimacy of the
"real" proceedings that followed) to respond to the charges. Denial that the crimes with
which they were charged had even been committed rapidly became known to all as the
sure route to a speedy conviction, and was quickly abandoned by even those who felt
they could, in any truly evidence-based proceeding, accomplish the formidable feat of
"proving that something did not happen." Such, in fact, remains the fate typically meted
out even today to anyone who, no matter how credibly or reasonably, dares to question
any aspect of the approved scenario known as "The Holocaust." The factuality that the
"crimes" had been committed was, in fact, explicitly declared as unchallengeable by the
tribunal; thus, to deny them meant accusing the court of imposing a lie as the truth—
hardly a tactic to be employed in hopes of gaining leniency.
Mere denial of guilt in the trumped-up offenses also rapidly became known as availing
no benefit to the accused, and in fact the contrary. For those who sought immunity, or
just a prison sentence more-lenient than the death sentences that all could see were being
handed out like Communion wafers, there were only two alternatives: amplify and
reinforce details of the as-yet-sketchily-described offenses, and/or identify alternative
guilty parties who might, in the best of situations, be charged with crimes even greater
than those of which the initial victim was trying to exonerate himself. This second
alternative produced a flood of as many potential accuseds as the tribunal cared to pick
out for its use.
Later developments of justice produced labels for these approaches to legal defense,
"turning state’s evidence," coupled with "plea bargaining."
Finding and encouraging testimony from "victims" turned out to be just as easy and
treacherous as identifying "perpetrators," even where the victims did not know and could
not identify those against whom they testified. In this process, in fact, individual
identities became virtually moot, as group associations overwhelmed the particulars of
any dealings that may have transpired between or among individuals. Many who felt
themselves victims in one way or another, particularly those whose tormentors were
dead (perhaps even already executed) sought revenge against other members of the
"same group" to further sate their retributive lust. In yet another mass prejudgment, the
tribunal declared the SS (Schutzstaffel) a "criminal organization," membership in which
was a punishable crime in and of itself. This came as quite a shock to its many members
who had joined under circumstances of being assured that doing so was a service to
National Socialism and the state.

Still another massive presumption of guilt arose from the tribunal’s declaration in its
organizational phase that any person shown to have worked in, or for, Germany’s forcedlabor- or deportation-transit-camp system was on that score alone guilty of and
punishable for, war crimes. This means that even a nurse in a camp hospital or a cook in
a camp galley was punishable for the crime of contributing to the welfare of inmates.
Many altruistic souls whose every labor was exerted for the care and comfort—such as it
was—of the inmates of a camp were sent to their deaths for their troubles, along, no
doubt, with a few sadists who might in fact have deserved something like the
punishments so abundantly meted out by the vengeful victors.
But entirely aside from the rewards of individual or group vengeance afforded by the
tribunals, a motivation ultimately even more-potent beckoned the credible and creative
to take up careers of testifying to atrocities and against people who seemed likely to
have committed some. The times and places in which the tribunals conducted their show
"trials" were penurious in the extreme: housing in defeated Germany, and Poland as
well, had been extensively destroyed by the Allies’ bombers and artillery divisions, and
the railroads by means of which to ship the meager crops to consumers who hadn’t
grown their own were equally victims of the same process. Consumer goods, including
clothing and heating fuel, were in desperately short supply, and the cities and
countryside alike seethed with starving, murderous hordes of refugees of every sort
imaginable. It was a bad time to be anything but a farmer living with his livestock and
fields enclosed within an impregnable fortress.
Or, of course, to be in the care of the victorious occupiers, which witnesses for the
tribunals in fact were. Admission to the exclusive society of witness/victims of Nazi war
crimes was not only a bounteous meal ticket, it was a ticket also to warm clothing and
shelter that sported something rarely found in the private homes that still stood in
Germany: heat. Quite aside from their other agendas, articulate, imaginative people who
could pass themselves off as former concentration-camp victims flocked to the doors of
the tribunals and clamored for admission as witnesses. They literally competed with
each other with tales of unspeakable atrocities and details that horrified not only those
sitting on the tribunals, but even those accused of the atrocities, who had never seen nor
even imagined such deeds as they were now being judged for having committed.
The starvation and exposure that awaited those who failed to engage prosecutors with
their tales of bestiality and cruelty were not contrived for the purpose of motivating the
witnesses, and so, they do not meet any literal test for constituting torture. Yet, for those
who faced such threats to their lives and safety, they motivated testimony just as
effectively as any rack or water-boarding inflicted by Torquemada or the CIA on a
recalcitrant source.
The torture to which both accuseds and those witnesses who were or might become
accuseds were subjected, as it turns out, greatly transcended the bounds of the accuseds’
bodies and possessions. They extended in most cases also to the accuseds’ families.
Accuseds knew full well that the Allies were in absolute control of everything in, on,
and around Germany, and that no sort of law or protection stood between the Allied
authorities and the children, spouses, and other family members, and their captors knew
that they knew this. Interrogators did not refrain from occasionally reminding the
subjects of their inquisitions that their victims’ families were well and thoroughly within
their grasp, and the threat was credible in the extreme. How many tales were told, and
what lies invented, to gain safety or sustenance for the victims’ families cannot be
estimated, but those tales may, without a doubt, be read at interminable length in the
sacred (and public) records of the International Military Tribunal.
It is upon those gruesome records that the foundation of The Holocaust today rests. One

dimension of gruesomeness is to be seen on the pages, in the form of the lurid tales of
gassings and shootings, deportations and selections, burials and exhumations,
cremations and forced marches, in sum far exceeding all dimensions of credibility and
even physical possibility.
The other, underlying vast web of cruelty and fear, deception and prevarication, injustice
and murder, is present only between the lines—in fact, between every pair of lines.
These invisible lines constitute the blood-soaked cloth from which is cut the shapes from
which the shroud of the Holocaust is sewn, to hang, like the reeking skein of lies and
calumny it is, over the consciences of all men, the German people first among us.
All men, that is, except those scavengers who daily feast on the carrion sympathies it
produces in the gullible, the better to commit against new and innocent victims,
atrocities strikingly similar to the ones alleged against the hapless victims of the reign of
torture that followed in the train of the "Good War" in Europe.

Instant (Self-) Revisionism: The Goldstone Affair
by Jett Rucker

According to what we hear about how apostasy is dealt with in Islam, a Muslim who
renounces his religion is made the object of a fatwa—that is, he is marked for death, fair
game for any Muslim who might have the means and opportunity to kill for Allah.
Vigilantes of Zionism have a less-direct, hence less-just, but more-effective approach:
they target . . . your grandson, and/or other innocent members of your family who had no
involvement in the original offense. And they don’t kill him—they just bar his
grandfather from attending his bar mitzvah, and threaten pickets and demonstrations in
the event his grandfather tries to be present upon the occasion of his entering into that
elite-of-the-chosen, Jewish manhood.
This is but the most-visible of the many and devious retributions visited upon South
African jurist Richard Goldstone for the crime he committed against Israel, the redoubt
of pugnacious Judaism, in producing for the United Nations a report on war crimes
committed in the attack on Gaza of 2008—a report for the making of which Israel
denied its cooperation. Like violating the code of omerta among Mafiosi, the crime has a
name in Hebrew: mesirah—“ratting” to “the authorities” (world opinion in this case) as
to something fellow Jews may have done that might arouse negative feelings toward the
perpetrators.
Richard Goldstone was chosen by the United Nations to head its fact-finding
commission into the Gaza attack by Israel of 2008 because he was renowned as: (a) a
fair-minded jurist who fearlessly pronounced verdicts in strict accordance with the
evidence available; and (b) a devout Jew who had palpably demonstrated an affection for
Israel. He and his three committee members produced the famous Goldstone Report, in
which human-rights abuses of the most terrible kind were adduced against both Israel
and the Hamas Party that is identified by most observers as Israel’s opponent (or target)
in the staggeringly unequal “contest.”

Is Richard Goldstone a modern day Spinoza?.
Baruch Spinoza who by 1655 had so long and so grievously offended the Jewish
community of Amsterdam into which he had been born that its leaders issued a cherem,
by which they permanently banished him from their number, their company, and their
faith. Portrait, ca. 1665 (Gemäldesammlung der Herzog-August-Bibliothek,
Wolfenbüttel, Germany) Source: http://bdsweb.tripod.com/pic/spinoza-1.jpg. This image
is in the Public Domain.
In the conclusions reached by the committee that he chaired, Goldstone naively
overlooked two critical factors from the standpoint of his personal welfare: (a) he was,
and wished to remain, a member of the Jewish community; and (b) the faction that
controlled that Jewish community emerged from the altercation not just intact, but even
victorious, at least in the military sense. This was his undoing, or the undoing to date at
least, of the position he undertook with courage that ultimately failed, to assume.
On April 1, the Washington Post published an op ed by him in which, it is widely
perceived, he recanted or retracted some of the key accusations against Israel that were
implied in the report that bears his name (as yet, no retractions of charges against Hamas
have been made). This recantation follows two occurrences that may have affected its
timing, if not its content: (a) his being called before the Jewish Council of the city he
lives in, Johannesburg, South Africa; and (b) the publication of a follow-up report by a
committee empanelled by the United Nations for the purpose, which essentially
confirmed the findings and accusations made in the initial “Goldstone Report,” which
has, it cannot be denied, found potent utilization in the hands of those wishing to expose
to world opinion information about the crimes against humanity committed by Israel
from even before the moment of its inception.
A key passage in Goldstone’s “recantation” is this: “If I had known then what I know
now, the report would be a very different document,” which is truly Delphic in the
interpretations to which it lends itself, especially in the light of Goldstone’s refusal since
the article to comment on anything relating to the matter. His silence, it might be said, is
deafening, leaving little more than words like “omerta” and “mesirah” to resound in the
minds of the inquisitive. Having spoken in the report that bears his name, he will speak
no more beyond what he wrote, or unwrote, in his notorious op ed in the Post. For

whatever it means, he was allowed to attend his grandson’s bar mitzvah in their
hometown without molestation by persons animated by geopolitical considerations, a
blessing that most of the rest of us (who may not have offended the sensitivities of the
bastion of Zionism) may take for granted. Among the most-potent objections to
Goldstone’s treatment were those from prominent members of the South African and
global Jewish communities.
The other three members of the “Goldstone Commission” have emphatically repudiated
Goldstone’s repudiation, relegating him, evidently, to a condition not unlike that
experienced by many other victims of Zionist retribution such as Rudolf Höss, former
commandant of Auschwitz who, in a Polish prison, is said to have penned a “confession”
in which he detailed the measures by which Jews were “exterminated” in large numbers
in the vast facility over which he had cognizance. Höss was well aware, and had
presumably been reminded of, the ability and willingness of his interrogators to affect
the welfare of Höss’s wife and son. Goldstone, having been “gotten to” by members of
what at least previously he had regarded as “his own” community, must now be written
off as a source of information on which the judicious (among whom we might hope to
count the Security Council of the United Nations) might base their own judgments of
horrific events in Gaza that occurred back in ’08.
In all the brouhaha about who says what under the influence of whom else, a towering
irony looms in the eyes of those aware of the history that bears on the nascence of the
Jewish State and the ethnic cleansing it conducts in the territory putatively deeded to it
by passages in the Old Testament. The main crime of which the Goldstone Report
accuses Israel and its IDF (Israeli Defense Force) is deliberate targeting of civilians for
death.
What is the difference between “deliberate targeting of civilians,” and genocide, the
killing of people because of “who” they are? The Germans in World War II are accused
by many, including the people running Israel and its IDF today, of “targeting
civilians”—Jews primarily—for death. Today, a global network of “Holocaust
Memorials” commemorates this very accusation, along with its verdict and sentence of
irredeemable guilt upon the German people.
Then, here comes Goldstone and his Commission, issuing their Report presenting
tangible evidence that the IDF was at least to cull the herd of restive inmates in Gaza to
manageable numbers, and what does the accused—but triumphant—Israel do in the face
of such charges?
Goldstone’s fate at the hands of his coreligionists brings to mind that of Baruch Spinoza
who by 1655 had so long and so grievously offended the Jewish community of
Amsterdam into which he had been born that its leaders issued a cherem, by which they
permanently banished him from their number, their company, and their faith.
Like Goldstone, Spinoza had published impermissible things about Jews or Judaism.
Like Goldstone, Spinoza had been informed in no uncertain terms of the displeasure of
his elders, and warned of consequences if he should persist in his evil ways.
Unlike Goldstone, Spinoza, to the everlasting benefit of philosophy and mankind, stayed
his course, and bore the punishment threatened against him, living thereafter the greater
part of his life as an “excommunicated” Jew.
Why didn’t he cave, like Goldstone? Part of the answer may lie in the fact that Spinoza
never had a grandson. Or a child. Or even a wife. No “civilians” to target, one might say.
Goldstone’s valiant efforts in behalf of the families trying to survive in Gaza indeed may

have been stifled by threats against his own family. We need another Spinoza today
worse than ever.

Jewish Conspiracy Theory, the Eichmann
Testimony and the Holocaust
by Paul Grubach

In the interests of fairness and truth, this review was sent to Deborah Lipstadt and
Christopher Browning prior to its publication here. They were asked to correct any
statements that they believe to be false or misleading. No response from either has been
received by press time.
(Note: Page numbers in parentheses cited in the following essay refer to The Eichmann
Trial, by Deborah E. Lipstadt, Schocken Books, New York, 2011.)

Introduction
Deborah E. Lipstadt, Dorot Professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust Studies
at Emory University (Atlanta, Georgia) and widely known for her assaults on
“Holocaust denial,” has once again made headlines with the release of The Eichmann
Trial. This interesting but flawed book is Lipstadt’s analysis of the issues surrounding
the famous capture and trial in Israel of SS Lieutenant-Colonel Adolf Eichmann, and the
dramatic effect that “Holocaust Survivor” courtroom testimony had upon world-wide
opinion. April 11, 2011 marked a half century since the beginning of “this trial of the
century,” and the book’s release was presumably timed to commemorate it. It has been
said that The Eichmann Trial consolidates Deborah Lipstadt’s standing as one of the
major figures in the present-day Jewish world.
Lipstadt is considered by many to be an important Holocaust scholar; she served as a
consultant to the team planning the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (p. ix),
and authored three books dealing with the Jewish experience during the Second World
War. Since the early 1990s, this pro-Zionist academic who delights in her Jewish identity
(p. 186) has been recognized as the most prominent opponent of “Holocaust denial,” a
pejorative term meant to demonize Holocaust revisionism, the historical movement
contending there was no Nazi plan to exterminate the Jews during the Second World
War, the “Nazi gas chambers” never existed, and the claim of six million murdered Jews
is a gross exaggeration. For a Holocaust revisionist critique of Deborah Lipstadt and her
views, I refer the reader to my essay.[1]
In early 2000, Lipstadt’s notoriety was firmed up by the high-profile libel case brought
by British historian David Irving. Irving, who lost the case, charged that he was libeled
when Lipstadt labeled him a “Holocaust denier” in her attack upon the revisionist
movement, Denying History: The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory.[2] Her
rendition of this headline grabbing case, History on Trial: My Day in Court with David
Irving, was a National Jewish Book Award winner.
Her latest endeavor, The Eichmann Trial, begins with an Introduction that discusses the
court battle with Irving and the “Holocaust denial” movement, and then moves into
issues other than the Eichmann case. Before we discuss the trial and testimony of Adolf
Eichmann, some other important subjects that Lipstadt addresses must be examined.

Was Simon Wiesenthal a Jewish-Zionist Conspirator?

Lipstadt points out that world famous “Nazi Hunter” Simon Wiesenthal (1908-2005)
exaggerated his role in the Eichmann capture (pp. 5-8). However, she is even more
disturbed about Wiesenthal’s lies about Holocaust history, which others have also
brought to the public’s attention. To prevent any misunderstanding, we will let Lipstadt
tell the story:
“Wiesenthal’s aggrandizement of his role in the Eichmann capture is far less
disturbing and historiographically significant than another of his inventions.
In an attempt to elicit non-Jewish interest in the Holocaust, Wiesenthal
decided to broaden the population of victims—even though it meant
falsifying history. He began to speak of eleven million victims: six million
Jews and five million non-Jews. Holocaust historian Yehuda Bauer
immediately recognized that this number made no historical sense. Who,
Bauer wondered, constituted Wiesenthal’s five million (p. 8)?”
Lipstadt attempted to clarify the situation with this comment: “In fact, this figure [five
million “murdered” Gentiles] is too high if one is counting victims who were targeted
exclusively for racial reasons, but too low if one counts the total number of victims the
Nazi regime killed outside military operations (p. 8).” She goes on to claim that the
number of non-Jewish victims of an alleged “Nazi plan” to mass murder people on
“racial or ideological” grounds was much less than five million.
Lipstadt then continues with this most revealing storyline: “Wiesenthal admitted to
Bauer that he had invented a historical fantasy in order to give the Holocaust a more
universal cast and to find a number which was almost as large as the Jewish death toll
but not quite equal to it. When Elie Wiesel challenged Wiesenthal to provide some
historical proof that five million non-Jews were murdered in the camps, Wiesenthal,
rather than admit that he invented the five million number, accused Wiesel of
‘Judeocentrism,’ being concerned only about Jews (p. 9).”
Why is this admission of such importance? One of the standard charges leveled against
Holocaust revisionism by Deborah Lipstadt is that it is a groundless “conspiracy theory.”
She describes “Holocaust deniers” as “a group motivated by a strange conglomeration of
conspiracy theories, delusions, and neo-Nazi tendencies.”[3] Consider her attack upon
Professor Arthur Butz’s Holocaust revisionist classic, The Hoax of the Twentieth
Century: “Despite its veneer of impartial scholarship, Butz’s book is replete with the
same expressions of traditional anti-Semitism, philo-Germanism and conspiracy theory
as the Holocaust denial pamphlets printed by the most scurrilous neo-Nazi groups.”[4]
In her Denying the Holocaust, Lipstadt defined “conspiracy” as “premeditated
distortions introduced for political ends.”[5] So, by Lipstadt’s own criteria, Wiesenthal
could be considered a Jewish-Zionist conspirator, because he told the world a
premeditated distortion (that five million non-Jews were murdered by the National
Socialists) in order to serve a political goal (gain non-Jewish interest in the Holocaust,
an ideology that serves the needs of political Zionism).

The Power of a Jewish Zionist to Spread Holocaust Falsehood:
Wiesenthal’s Fabrication and President Jimmy Carter
The story of Wiesenthal’s invented historical fantasy has an even more important twist.
It became “accepted wisdom” among many powerful and influential groups (p. 10). We
let Lipstadt pick up the story here:
“At the first Holocaust memorial commemoration in the Capitol Rotunda,
both President Jimmy Carter and Vice President Mondale referred to the

‘eleven million victims.’ Carter also used Wiesenthal’s figures of ‘six
million Jews and five million others’ in his Executive Order establishing the
United States Holocaust Memorial Council. I have attended Holocaust
memorial commemorations in places as diverse as synagogues and army
forts where eleven candles were lit. More significant is that strangers have
repeatedly taken me and other colleagues to task for ignoring the five
million non-Jews. When I explain that this is an invented concept, they
become convinced of my ethnocentrism (p. 10).”
The influential Simon Wiesenthal invented a historical fantasy, and the most powerful
man on the planet, the president of the United States, ends up repeating it—a tribute to
the ability of a Jewish-Zionist to propagate a myth! The reader should ask himself: how
many millions of Americans believe the myth that the Germans murdered five million
non-Jews because the President of the United States said that it was “true”? Ironically, in
her 1993 anti-Revisionist tome she castigated Arthur Butz for claiming that Jews have
the power to manipulate governments.[6] According to Lipstadt’s 2011 book, however,
Wiesenthal’s Holocaust falsehood carried enough “moral” authority to manipulate the
most powerful figure in the US government into being a mouthpiece for it!
The Eichmann Trial actually confirms as true what Lipstadt stridently condemns about
Holocaust revisionism. She writes:
“Deniers [Holocaust revisionists] build their pseudo-arguments on
traditional anti-Semitic stereotypes and imagery. They contend that Jews
created the myth of the Holocaust in order to bilk the Germans out of
billions of dollars and ensure the establishment of Israel. Once again the
devious Jews have harmed innocent multitudes—Germans and Palestinians
in particular—for the sake of their own financial and political ends. To
someone nurtured by the soil of anti-Semitism, this makes perfect sense (p.
xx).”
Nevertheless, Lipstadt partially validated and made some sense of a traditional “antiSemitic stereotype.” According to her findings, Simon Wiesenthal did create a myth of a
non-Jewish Holocaust for the sake of Jewish ends: he wanted to gain non-Jewish interest
in the Holocaust ideology. This devious fabricator did harm the Germans—he slandered
them by falsely claiming they murdered five million Gentiles. I can vividly recall that in
decades past a non-Jew would be tagged with the dreaded “anti-Semite” label if he dared
suggest in a mainstream publication that Simon Wiesenthal was a “Jewish Conspirator.”

Lipstadt’s Double Standard and Possible Motives
The “Five Million Murdered Gentiles” Myth also demonstrates two other points: how
intellectuals like Lipstadt have infused the Holocaust issue with a hypocritical double
standard, and how the Holocaust ideology changes according to the propaganda needs of
the moment. According to her criteria, it is “morally acceptable” to question, debate and
repudiate the story that the Nazis murdered five million non-Jews. Yet, according to the
same standards, that the Nazis murdered around six million Jews is “not a matter of
debate.”[7] It is “an established fact that needs no validation (p. 222n23).” What lies
behind this double standard?
A passage from Lipstadt’s 1993 Denying the Holocaust may shed light upon her presentday motives. She opined: “There is a psychological dimension to the deniers’ and
minimizers’ [Holocaust revisionists’] objectives: The general public tends to accord
victims of genocide a certain moral authority. If you devictimize a people you strip them
of their moral authority, and if you can in turn claim to be a victim, as the Poles and

Austrians often try to do, that moral authority is conferred on or restored to you.”[8]
While one can only theorize about Lipstadt's real motive, her lack of objectivity with
regard to other aspects of the Holocaust suggests that correcting the historical record
may not be her true intention. Perhaps fearing that non-Jewish groups (e.g., the Poles)
who often are in conflict with the Jews may be accorded moral authority by their
inclusion in the Holocaust, the ethnocentric Lipstadt may be attempting to strip them of
this by devictimizing them, and thereby enabling the Jewish community to gain all of the
“moral authority” that the Holocaust ideology has to offer. In other words, she may want
to capture all the sympathy and aggrandizement the Holocaust ideology has to offer for
her fellow Jews, and not share a bit of it with any potential non-Jewish enemy.[9]

Are Holocaust Lies an Existential Threat to Non-Jews?: The
Motivation of Holocaust Revisionists
Lipstadt speaks of the two different reactions to Holocaust revisionism coming from her
community: “Some find the overt anti-Semitism of Holocaust deniers the ranting of
idiots who are best ignored. Others take these comments quite seriously and see a dire
and existential threat to Jewish well-being. They see a Holocaust-denying president of a
large country, one that is poised to have nuclear weapons, occupying the podium of a
world forum that was founded in the wake of the Final Solution with a mandate to stop
genocide. They hear him deny the Final Solution and threaten the existence of the
Jewish state (p. xxvii).”
Some of what she writes actually sheds light upon the legitimate motives of many
Holocaust revisionists. Just as many Jews perceive Holocaust revisionism as a threat to
Jewish well-being, so too does a growing number of Europeans (especially Germans),
Euro-Americans, Christians, Palestinians, Muslims and Iranians see Holocaust
falsehoods (such as Simon Wiesenthal’s “Five Million Murdered Gentiles” Myth) as a
threat to the well-being of their people.[10]
In the above passage Lipstadt makes an obvious reference to Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad. The Holocaust ideology has been invoked by pro-Zionist American
politicians like former Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin, Senator John McCain
and former President George W. Bush as a “justification” for a future Israeli and/or
American attack upon Iran. In their view, in order to prevent another Holocaust of the
Jews, Iranian nuclear facilities must be destroyed. Although Ahmadinejad espoused
revisionist ideas before these political figures linked an attack upon his country with the
Holocaust, he may have correctly perceived that Holocaust falsehood would ultimately
end up as a dire and existential threat to the well-being of his people. Ahmadinejad’s
revisionism is actually in the best interests of Iran—it exposes the Holocaust falsehoods
that are used to “validate” an attack upon the Iranian nation.[11]
Lipstadt speculates on the motivation of Holocaust revisionists: “The indispensable
element of the ideology of both [Holocaust] perpetrators and [Holocaust] deniers is a
deep-seated Jew hatred (p. 129).” She confuses “hatred” with “moral outrage.” The
responsible Revisionists that I associate with do not “hate Jews.” Just as Lipstadt would
probably tell you that her indignation over Wiesenthal's Holocaust lie motivated her to
expose it, Revisionists too are outraged by the Holocaust lies they are inundated with
and which, in turn, they feel motivated to expose. Unfortunately, possibly due to the
Jewish ethnocentrism that others see within her, (p. 10) Lipstadt is unwilling to
acknowledge this.
Let us now turn to the central issues of Lipstadt’s book—the Eichmann testimonials and
his world famous trial in Israel.

Adolf Eichmann on Trial
Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Adolf_Eichmann.jpg. This work has
been released into the public domain by its author, Universal City Studios. This applies
worldwide.

The Importance of Adolf Eichmann
Adolf Otto Eichmann was an SS Lieutenant-Colonel and Head of the Jewish Office of
the Gestapo during the Second World War. According to the traditional Holocaust story,
he is said to have a played a seminal role in the “Final Solution,” the alleged National
Socialist plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe. At the end of the war he escaped to
Argentina, where he was captured by Israeli agents in May 1960. He was transported to
Israel, subjected to a show "trial," and then executed on May 31, 1962. The testimonies
of the former commandant of Auschwitz, Rudolf Höss, along with the memoirs of
Eichmann are an important portion of the evidence for the traditional view of the
Holocaust. For those who have transformed the Holocaust into a sacred religion, Adolf
Eichmann has remained one of the most enduring symbols of Holocaust evil.[12]

Does Lipstadt Employ a Hypocritical Double Standard on the Race
Issue?
Lipstadt argues that Eichmann was a dedicated National Socialist who ardently believed
in its ideology. “This was a well-read man who accepted and espoused the idea of racial
purity,” she writes (p. 164). What Lipstadt fails to tell the reader is that, in this respect,
she is similar to Eichmann: she too accepts and espouses some type of racial purity for
her “Jewish race.”
As Jewish author Ellen Jaffe McClain pointed out in Embracing the Stranger:
Intermarriage and the Future of the American Jewish Community, Lipstadt is flatly
opposed to intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews. In McClain’s own words:
“Although people like Deborah Lipstadt, the Emory University professor
who has written and lectured widely on Holocaust denial, have exhorted
Jewish parents to just say no to intermarriage, much the way they expect
their children not to take drugs, a large majority of parents (and more than a
few rabbis) are unable to lay down opposition to intermarriage [between
Jews and non-Jews] as a strict operating principle.”[13]
At the Irving/Lipstadt trial in winter-spring of 2000, historian Irving was labeled a
“racist” because he was accused of opposing the intermarriage between Whites and nonWhites. Even D.D. Guttenplan, an anti-Irving journalist who covered the trial, hinted at

the racial double standard at work here. He wrote: “[I]t was hard not to feel queasy
listening to Rampton [the defense attorney for Lipstadt] quiz Irving about his attitude to
‘intermarriage between the races’—on behalf of a defendant who has written, ‘We
[Lipstadt and her fellow Jews] know what we fight against: anti-Semitism and
assimilation [of Jews and non-Jews], intermarriage [between Jews and non-Jews] and
Israel-bashing.”[14]
Lipstadt’s opposition to intermarriage and assimilation between Jews and non-Jews is
consistent with the view that, just like Eichmann, she espouses racial purity for her
ethnic group.

Christopher Browning and the Eichmann Testimony
Christopher R. Browning is the Frank Porter Graham Professor of History at the
University of North Carolina–Chapel Hill. The author of numerous books and papers on
Nazism and the Jewish experience during World War II, he is widely considered to be a
leading expert on the “Final Solution.”
Browning testified at the David Irving–Penguin Books/Deborah Lipstadt libel trial in
London in 2000, perhaps the most famous Holocaust court case since the Eichmann
Trial in 1961. Considering Professor Browning’s current stature among academic
historians and his importance to the defense of Lipstadt’s Holocaust beliefs, one should
consider very carefully whatever he writes about Adolf Eichmann.
In his highly praised 2004 book, The Origins of the Final Solution, Browning gently
offered this cautionary caveat about Eichmann’s testimony: “As with any detailed
eyewitness testimonies after so many years, Eichmann’s various accounts differ from
one another and are not free of puzzling contradictions with other evidence.”[15]
What Browning wrote in an obscure 2003 essay, “Perpetrator Testimony: Another Look
at Adolf Eichmann”, about the untrustworthiness of the SS Lieutenant-Colonel’s
memoirs is even more revealing: “Even more than most memoirs,” our Holocaust
historian pointed out, “the Eichmann testimonies, both before and after capture, are
consciously calculated attempts at self-representation, self-justification, and legal
defense. It must be said as emphatically as possible that, at the core of these testimonies,
there are three monstrous falsehoods that are central to his whole enterprise.”[16] We
will discuss the “three monstrous falsehoods” in a moment.

A Reason to be Skeptical of the Postcapture Eichmann Testimonials
For the sake of brevity, we will divide the Eichmann memoirs into two phases—those
composed before his capture (precapture testimonies), and those composed while he was
in Israeli custody (postcapture testimonies). Even if Browning and Lipstadt never made
their devastating allegations in regard to the Eichmann memoirs, historians would have
legitimate reason to be skeptical of anything that conforms to the Holocaust ideology in
his postcapture testimonials. To-wit:
Lipstadt confirms that Eichmann was under tremendous psychological stress while in
Israeli captivity: he trembled incessantly during the initial interrogation (p. 44). After all,
he was facing death by hanging, which in itself is a form of very stressful coercion. He
“feared receiving the treatment that he had meted out (p. 44).” On one occasion, when he
was about to be taken from the interrogation room, he thought he was going to be shot.
His knees buckled and he cried out in a pleading voice: “I have not told you everything
yet (p. 44).”

Lipstadt points out the severe disadvantages that Eichmann was subjected to during his
pretrial interrogations: he was deprived of adequate legal counsel while his Israeli
interrogators had an entire police bureau and prosecutorial team backing them up (p. 44).
Nevertheless, this does not stop Lipstadt from claiming that tapes of Eichmann’s
testimony during his pretrial interrogations provided the world with “the most vivid and
specific perpetrator-testimony about the murders that had thus far been heard in public
(p. 68).”
After his capture it is possible that Eichmann was coerced or bribed to give false
testimony that supports traditional Holocaust claims. After all, Israel has a vested
interest in promoting the Holocaust ideology, as the state is founded upon it.[17]
Another distinct possibility is that he gave false testimony in order to escape a death
sentence, a strategy that we will explore more fully in a moment.
Of course, Eichmann may have been tortured, or mind-altering drugs may have been
used to gain the testimony the Israelis wanted to hear. Lipstadt confirms that his Israeli
captors drugged him before he was returned to Israel in order to make him more
compliant: while he was on the flight from Argentina to Israel, he was in a
semicomatose state (p. 19).
Lipstadt relates a bizarre story that, if true, would demonstrate how submissive and
compliant Eichmann had become to Israeli demands during captivity. So no one accuses
me of making this up, I will let Lipstadt tell the story. While he was in Argentina,
Eichmann’s captors “took Eichmann to the toilet. They waited outside. After a few
minutes, Eichmann called out to [one of his captors], ‘Darf ich anfangen?’ (‘May I
begin?’) Only when told yes did he begin to move his bowels (p. 17).” During his
interrogations and trial, however, Lipstadt claims that Eichmann was alert,
argumentative, stubborn and anything but submissive (pp. 44, 107, 127, 136).
So, the pertinent question is: how reliable are the Eichmann testimonies? It is important
to list what Browning claims are the three “monstrous falsehoods” in the Eichmann
testimonies: (1) he was not an anti-Semite; (2) in his early career, from the mid-1930s
until 1941, he wanted to help the Jews find a home for themselves; and finally, (3) with
the outbreak of war “he was an utterly passive receiver of orders, who took no initiatives
and made no decisions. He simply obeyed. He had nothing to do with killing Jews,
though admittedly he played a minor role in their evacuation.”[18] The mainstream
“Final Solution” researcher adds that the Eichmann memoirs are plagued with other
falsehoods: “In addition to these three colossal lies, Eichmann told innumerable little lies
when confronted with a succession of incriminating documents and testimony…
Eichmann was not a particularly subtle or skillful liar.”[19]
In The Eichmann Trial, Lipstadt cited this Browning essay, although she never informed
the reader that this “Final Solution” expert exposed the Eichmann testimony as a faulty
and unreliable historical source (p. 177, p. 219n47). Nevertheless, she wrote that
Eichmann spewed forth a long series of lies (pp. 128). Israeli interrogators insisted
Eichmann was a liar (p. 44), and he told “fables” and spewed forth “fantasies”(p. 50).
By insisting that Eichmann was a liar and fabricator, Lipstadt has unwittingly given
credence to one of David Irving’s theories about the Eichmann memoirs.

David Irving and the Eichmann Testimonials: Did Eichmann Concoct a
Phony Hitler Order to Murder the Jews?
In the early 1990s, Lipstadt’s archenemy David Irving put forth a very plausible theory
about the alleged Hitler order for the destruction of the Jews in the Eichmann memoirs.

In July 1941, Eichmann maintained, he was summoned to Berlin to visit Reinhard
Heydrich, the chief of the Reich Security Main Office (RSHA). Heydrich allegedly
uttered to him the fateful words: "I've come from the Reichsführer SS [Heinrich
Himmler]. The Führer [Adolf Hitler] has given the order for the physical destruction of
the Jews."[20] Lipstadt gives the same story, only a much shorter version of it (p. 68).
Irving then remarked: “I've always said, ‘Hitler wasn't involved, whatever happened—
Hitler gave no orders [for the physical extermination of the Jews], there's no proof of it.’
Here we have Eichmann writing something very specific indeed. What is the
explanation?”[21]
By 1958 Eichmann realized that he was being hunted; his days were numbered, Irving
theorizes. He could be captured, arrested and put on trial at any time. The former head of
the Jewish Office of the Gestapo had sleepless nights wondering how he was going to
defend himself in court, how he was going to get off of the hook and escape the
hangman’s noose. One possible way of escaping a death sentence was to claim that he
was merely following orders. Irving hypothesized that Eichmann changed the wording
of the statement that Heydrich actually uttered to him. He inserted into his memoirs this
doctored and false statement: "The Führer has given the order for the physical
destruction of the Jews." By so doing, Eichmann placed the responsibility on Hitler in
order to support his future courtroom defense that he had only been obeying the Führer’s
commands.[22]
Browning’s colleague, Oxford history professor Richard Evans, attacked Irving by
charging him with document manipulation. Evans alleged that Irving was simply
rationalizing away evidence that does not fit his theories; he twisted and distorted the
evidence in order to make it conform to his viewpoint.[23] In light of what Browning
has revealed about the Eichmann memoirs, this is a groundless smear.
As Browning pointed out, Eichmann’s memoirs are consciously calculated attempts at
legal defense in court.[24] In addition, at the core of Eichmann’s memoirs is the
contention that Eichmann was a passive receiver of orders, a bureaucrat who took no
initiatives and made no decisions. He simply obeyed the orders of his Führer.[25]Finally,
the former lieutenant-colonel was also, according to Browning, a liar and falsifier of
history.[26]
What Lipstadt writes in The Eichmann Trial supports Browning. In his pre-trial
interrogations Eichmann claimed that he was “exclusively a carrier out of orders (p.
43).” In Lipstadt’s own words: “He was not guilty, he insisted, because his superiors
ordered him to do terrible things (p. 43).” When Eichmann took the stand, he declared
that he obeyed the orders of his superiors (p. 110). Eichmann told the judges that he bore
no guilt because he had to follow “orders by a supreme head of state (pp. 61, 131).”
If all of this is so, then it is perfectly logical for Irving to infer that Eichmann may have
inserted in his memoirs the false statement that “the Führer has given the order for the
physical destruction of the Jews." It would simply be an example of a “falsifier of
history” creating a plausible defense for his upcoming trial. Eichmann’s falsehood would
have placed the responsibility on Hitler in order to support his future courtroom defense
that he had only been obeying the Führer’s commands.[27] Indeed, Lipstadt opined, “it
must have been clear to the judges that this man [Eichmann] would say anything if he
thought it would clear him (p. 124).”
Even many mainstream historians of the “Final Solution” disbelieve Eichmann’s “Hitler
murder order” claim, for Browning admitted:
"When I [Browning] have suggested to my colleagues that we must take

seriously Eichmann's repeated testimony to the effect that he learned from
Heydrich in the fall of 1941 of Hitler's order for the physical destruction of
the Jews, I have met with either embarrassed silence or open skepticism.
How can I be so gullible? Don't I know that Eichmann's testimony is a
useless conglomeration of faulty memories on the one hand and calculated
lies for legal defense and self-justification on the other? From it we can
learn nothing of value about what actually happened during the war, only
about Eichmann's state of mind after the war. These are documents that
reveal how Eichmann wished to be remembered, not what he did."[28]
Viewed in the light of what Christopher Browning and Deborah Lipstadt have written on
the credibility of the Eichmann testimonials, Irving’s theory is not an attempt to “explain
or rationalize away” evidence that refutes his theories. Contrary to what Evans charged,
Irving’s theory is a logical inference and a plausible hypothesis: Eichmann may have
concocted a phony Hitler order for the mass murder of Europe’s Jews as a desperate
effort to avoid hanging.

More Evidence for the Holocaust Revisionist View of the Final Solution
Lipstadt and other “Holocaust experts” define the “Nazi Final Solution to the Jewish
Question” in these terms: “The aim of The Final Solution was the destruction of the
‘entire Jewish people’ (p. 141).” Elsewhere she is even more emphatic: “Killing all
Jews—irrespective of age, location, education, profession, religious orientation, political
outlook, or ethnic self-identification—was the priority in the race war that Nazi
Germany conducted (p. 9).”
Lipstadt contradicts herself. During the Second World War the Hungarian government,
which was allied with Germany, agreed to release forty thousand Jews who ultimately
would be allowed to immigrate to Palestine (p. 99). Eichmann opposed the plan, but
Lipstadt points out that Hitler supported it (p. 99)! These Jews were not going to be
murdered in the “Hitler gas chambers.” This undermines Lipstadt’s claim that killing all
Jews was the ultimate goal of Hitler’s Final Solution. Contradictions like this offer the
reader another reason to reject the traditional view of the Holocaust and accept a
Revisionist interpretation.

Eichmann and the “Nazi Gas Chambers”
During his pretrial interrogations by Israeli Police Inspector Avner Less, Eichmann
spoke of his alleged observations of the “Nazi gas chambers.” Tape recordings of these
statements were played in court (pp. 67-68). We remind the reader that when Eichmann
made these assertions he was deprived of legal counsel and was all alone with the
interrogators (p. 44). Was he under the influence of drugs? Was he coerced or bribed into
making these statements? Did he make these statements to “please his captors” in the
hope of escaping death by hanging?
Furthermore, The Eichmann Trial never informs its readers that Professor Browning
virtually discredited Eichmann as a reliable “eyewitness” of the “Nazi gas chambers.”
Rather than repeat this subject matter here, I refer the reader to my essay.[29]
As far back as 2003 Browning concluded: “Clearly, anyone who wants to dismiss
Eichmann’s testimonies on the grounds of their demonstrated unreliability and
shameless self-serving lies can easily do so, and many of my colleagues have done
precisely this.”[30] If historians in Browning and Lipstadt’s Holocaust camp have
dismissed Eichmann’s testimonies because of their gross untrustworthiness, then
Holocaust revisionists should do likewise—refuse to accept them as evidence for the

“Nazi gas chambers” and an alleged Hitler plan to exterminate Europe’s Jews.

Was the Eichmann Trial a Zionist Show Trial?
Let us compare what Lipstadt has written about the Eichmann trial with what the online
encyclopedia Wikipedia lists as characteristics of a “Show Trial.”[31]
1. A “show trial” is a highly public affair. The Eichmann Trial opened on April 11,
1961 and it was broadcast by radio and television around the world, in addition to
all of the press coverage it received (p. 231). Lipstadt sums up a major
consequence of the Eichmann affair: “Even though the Holocaust had been
remembered and commemorated, never before had it received such consistent
attention. Never had it been on the front pages of newspapers throughout the
world, as it was during the trial. (p. 192).”
2. The guilt of the defendant in a “show trial” is determined beforehand.
Eichmann’s lawyer Robert Servatius challenged the very legality of the
proceedings and argued that Israel had no right to try Eichmann (pp. 58-59).
Lipstadt writes that the Israeli prosecutor Gideon Hausner “had no doubt that the
judges would reject Servatius’s arguments no matter what he said (p. 59).”
3. A “show trial’s” main goal is to present the accusation and verdict to the
public as an impressive example and warning. Israeli Prime Minister David
Ben Gurion eventually came around to the idea that the trial would be used as a
means to educate the Israeli public about the Holocaust (p. 28). Prosecutor
Hausner “wanted the trial to capture the imagination of Israelis, among others, and
give them a personal sense of what had happened (p. 55).”
4. Wikipedia writes: “Such trials can exhibit scant regard for the principles of
jurisprudence and even for the letter of the law.” Lipstadt describes trial
characteristics that fit this description: “The prosecution would call a series of
witnesses who had no connection with Eichmann. Some legal experts considered
their testimony highly prejudicial and legally irrelevant. Much of it was based on
hearsay, if not outright gossip (p. 55).”
5. In such flawed and largely phony judicial proceedings, defendants have little
opportunity to justify themselves. During his pretrial interrogations Eichmann
was deprived of adequate legal counsel, while his interrogators had an entire
police bureau and prosecutorial team backing them up (p. 44). Lipstadt admits that
Eichmann’s defense team was subjected to severe legal disadvantages during the
duration of the entire trial (pp. 44-45).
6. The defendants in such trials often sign statements under duress and/or
suffer torture prior to appearing in the courtroom. Lipstadt confirms that
Eichmann was under severe stress prior to the trial and during his interrogations
(p. 44). We also know that Eichmann was drugged by his Israeli captors (p. 19).
Could he have been drugged or coerced during his pre-trial interrogations while he
faced his Israeli interrogators totally alone without the benefit of legal counsel?
Nevertheless, Lipstadt rejects the notion that this was a “show trial.” The Eichmann Trial
presents the arguments of those who believe the trial was legally sound, and argues that
the three judges were scrupulously fair (pp. 58-59, passim). “In fact,” Lipstadt avers,
“giving the lie to any notion that this was a ‘show trial,’ throughout the proceedings the
judges clashed with Hausner (p. 121).” The judges and Eichmann’s defense attorney did
expose at least one “Holocaust Survivor” as a false eyewitness, something defenders of
the trial will say demonstrates the fairness of the Israeli legal system (p. 99).
The three judges refused to let the trial degenerate into a total legal farce, like the show
trials in the Stalinist Soviet Union and Communist Eastern Europe. After all, for the
world to take it seriously, Israel could not afford to let the Eichmann trial to be viewed

like the Stalinist show trials of the 1930s. Lipstadt reveals how successfully the
divergent goals of both the judges and prosecutor ultimately serviced Zionist objectives:
“The judges’ primary objective was to conduct a scrupulously fair legal proceeding that
would win the respect of the world. Hausner’s goal was to tell the story of the Holocaust
in all its detail, and in so doing, to capture the imagination not just of Israel’s youth and
world Jewry, but of the entire world (p. 121).”

False Eyewitness Testimony and the Eichmann Trial
To her credit, Lipstadt points out that many of the “Holocaust survivors” who stepped
forward to testify at the Eichmann trial offered unreliable or false eyewitness testimony.
A representative from Yad Vashem, Israel’s official Holocaust memorial, Rachel
Auerbach, who screened this testimony, “recognized that just because they [“Holocaust
survivors”] said that they had seen something did not ensure its reliability.” She
observed that many of those who volunteered to testify were people who claimed to have
‘seen Eichmann’ at places where he had never been or where ‘no one could have
identified him in those days.’ There were also those she described as ‘morbid publicity
seekers (p. 54).’” Nevertheless, Auerbach believed that most of those who offered to
testify were “highly responsible people (p. 54).” Lipstadt offers us reasons to doubt this.
Prosecutor Hausner was intent on proving that Eichmann, in addition to being a seminal
figure behind the alleged Nazi plan to murder European Jewry, was also guilty of
committing murder with his own hands. He was accused of shooting a child who tried to
steal fruit from an orchard outside his villa in Hungary during the war (p. 99). An
alleged eyewitness to the “murder” testified against Eichmann. Lipstadt then makes this
eye-opening revelation: “Ultimately, Hausner’s efforts regarding the murder were
thwarted when questions posed by both Servatius [Eichmann’s defense attorney] and the
judges proved that Avraham Gordon, whom Hausner called as the witness to the murder,
could not have observed it (p. 99).” We can now add Mr. Gordon to the long list of other
“Holocaust survivors” who gave false testimony.
Holocaust Revisionists such as myself are thankful that Deborah Lipstadt—Holocaust
Revisionism’s arch enemy no less!—has publicly made clear that much of this
“Holocaust Survivor” testimony is false and unreliable.

Eichmann’s Testimony and the Wannsee Conference
According to the traditional Holocaust story, in January 1942 German leaders held a
conference at Wannsee, a locality in southwestern Berlin, at which they planned the
mass murder of Europe’s Jews. Eichmann wrote the minutes for this seminal meeting (p.
227).
Israeli Judge Yitzhak Raveh questioned Eichmann about what was discussed at the
Conference: “What […] was talked about there?” Eichmann answered: “The various
possibilities for killing (p. 132).” So, it would be logical to presume that mass murder in
“gas chambers” would be a “possibility for killing” that was discussed. Nevertheless,
Eichmann gave a different and seemingly conflicting response to another judge.
Judge Moshe Landau wanted to know why there was nothing in the minutes about the
“methods of killing,” and the “specific killing methods, such as gas (p. 136).” That is to
say, Eichmann put nothing in the minutes about the “Nazi gas chambers.” German
officials allegedly did not want “references to them to be widely circulated (pp.
136-137).” Lipstadt writes: “No, Eichmann assured him [Judge Landau], there was no
specific talk of killing methods (p. 137).”

Let us get these inconsistencies perfectly straight. Eichmann tells Raveh that the various
possibilities for killing were discussed, but he tells Landau that there was no specific talk
of killing methods! The confusing and apparently contradictory nature of Eichmann’s
two responses gives even the most hardcore believer in the traditional Holocaust story a
reason to doubt that the “mass murder of Jews in gas chambers” was ever discussed at
Wannsee. This further confirms what mainstream “Final Solution” historian Browning
wrote back in 2003 about the unreliability of the Eichmann testimonials: “[T]he
testimonies of especially [Rudolf] Höss [former commandant of Auschwitz
concentration camp] and to some extent Eichmann are confused, contradictory, selfserving, and not credible.”[32]

A New Holocaust Myth?—“Specially Adapted Cement-Mixer
Apparatuses”
According to the standard Holocaust story, after the Jews were gassed their corpses were
burned in crematoriums, or thrown into mass graves and some time later were dug up
and burned en masse in open-air cremations. To the best of my knowledge, no physical
evidence of mass graves, with the corpses of murdered Jews, was ever shown to the
court at Eichmann’s trial, nor was there any physical/forensic evidence of mass murder
presented. Israeli authorities must have foreseen that the lack of physical evidence for
Holocaust claims would be a cause for world-wide doubt, and something would have to
be said to quell suspicion. Significantly, the prosecution provided “eyewitnesses” who
claimed the Germans “destroyed” all of the physical evidence (pp. 53, 141). Lipstadt
writes: “Leon Wells told of Operation 1005, the group of Jewish prisoners assigned to
eradicate the evidence by opening mass graves and exhuming, burning, and pulverizing
the bodies (p. 87).”
The burning of bodies leaves behind a large amount of unburned bones and teeth, as the
official historians of these concentration camps are clearly aware.[33] Holocaust
historian Yitzhak Arad declares that the bones of the hundreds of thousands of alleged
murder victims at Chelmno concentration camp were “destroyed by a special bonecrushing machine.”[34] Yet, on the next page, he quotes “Holocaust survivor” Leon
Feldhendler who stated that at Sobibor concentration camp the bones were crushed into
ashes with hammers.[35]
The Eichmann Trial tells another story regarding alleged corpse disposal on the part of
the “German murderers.” Lipstadt refers to the work of Rachel Auerbach, the Holocaust
researcher associated with Yad Vashem, who aided Prosecutor Hausner. During the
Second World War, Auerbach’s interviews with escapees from Treblinka concentration
camp alerted the world to the “Nazi mass murders” that were allegedly taking place (p.
52). Lipstadt writes about Auerbach’s “discoveries”: “Long before Eichmann’s capture,
Auerbach had conducted research on Operation 1005, the large-scale secret campaign to
destroy evidence of the Final Solution by digging up the mass graves, pulverizing the
bodies in specially adapted cement-mixer apparatuses, and erasing all traces of the
atrocities. She also found two people who had participated as slave laborers in this effort
(p. 53).”
In the “authoritative” Holocaust history books consulted, I cannot find any mention of
“specially adapted cement-mixer apparatuses” for the disposal of murdered Holocaust
victims.[36] There is not one iota of physical evidence to show that these devices ever
existed. No one has ever found one to show the world, and no authentic engineering
diagrams of these devices have ever been uncovered. If I am wrong, then it is up to
Deborah Lipstadt to provide us with the physical evidence.
Did Lipstadt ever consider the possibility that the story of the “specially adapted cement-

mixer apparatuses” is another concocted Holocaust tale, like the “steam chambers” of
Treblinka, the “electrocution chambers” of Belzec, and the “soap factories” that utilized
the bodies of dead Jews?[37] Was the “cement mixer” story cooked up to account for the
lack of physical evidence for the Holocaust? Keep in mind that, with the exposé of
Simon Wiesenthal’s “Five Million Murdered Gentiles” Myth, Lipstadt confirmed that
the Holocaust ideology contains deliberate falsehoods, which are intelligently designed
to achieve definite political goals (pp. 8-9).

Closing Statement
The influence of the Holocaust doctrine on post World War II thought and politics is one
of the most spectacular examples in history of how a fallacious ideology for which there
is no credible evidence can come to fashion the thinking of a whole society and
dominate the outlook of an age. Lipstadt’s book gives the reader a glimpse how this all
was accomplished.
She reveals the motivations of an influential Jew who created a Holocaust falsehood and
turned it into “accepted fact.” The iconic “Nazi hunter” Simon Wiesenthal invented a
Holocaust myth out of nothing, and the President of the United States and influential
elites ended up repeating it “as the truth.” When closely analyzed, her book actually
vindicates what mainstream “Final Solution” historian Christopher Browning revealed
years ago: the Eichmann testimonies, pillars of the traditional Holocaust story, are
grossly unreliable pieces of evidence that do not prove a thing. Finally, she showed how
Israel conducted a highly successful propaganda trial that skillfully employed the mass
media to firmly implant the Holocaust ideology in the public consciousness of the West
(p. 193).
Though Ms. Lipstadt would most likely vehemently deny it, The Eichmann Trial in an
inadvertent way is a contribution to Holocaust revisionism.
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The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes: And Other Writings on the Holocaust,
Revisionism, and Historical Understanding by Samuel Crowell, Nine Banded Books,
Charleston, W. Va., 2011. 401pp. Indexed.

The account of the Holocaust that reigns today is itself a historical phenomenon. Many
who have given its content close attention and undertaken to verify it against inanimate
evidence surviving to later times have concluded that it is antifactual to a degree rivaled
only by certain religious myths such as immaculate conception and the divine right of
kings.
Author Samuel Crowell, however, refrains absolutely from addressing the factuality of
the regnant Holocaust legend, and addresses himself instead to those conditions and
antecedents that themselves reigned in the day (years, actually) in which the account was
received, bruited about, accepted, and, yes, here and there rejected as it came into being.
Taking this entirely novel, scrupulous approach enables Crowell to claim for himself the
characterization of "moderate revisionist." He does not debunk; he merely examines and
conveys to later generations, those circumstances that must have given rise to the
production and acceptance of accounts of the Holocaust.
One historical matter that he does not address extensively is a very interesting one that
he presumably could address with great authority: how has the Holocaust myth been
modified, transformed, or appropriated over the sixty-plus years of its strife-torn life to
date? Who has from time to time assumed stewardship over its perpetuation and
enhancement? Who has undertaken to oppose or even deny it, and to what extent? What
legal measures have been enacted and employed by defenders of the mythology, and

how have these measures changed in severity and thoroughness of enforcement over the
decades leading up to the present moment, in which the contest continues to rage with an
intensity quite unanticipated forty years ago? The account of the Holocaust itself
undoubtedly has today its own informative history, unknown even to many who have
mastered the elusive facts of the original events.
What Crowell does address, thoroughly and with breathtaking credibility, is a related
subject quite as fascinating as the history of the Holocaust legend, and that is the history
of its origins. This is decidedly not, as is usual, whatever history might lie behind the
presentation, modification, or promotion of the events in its content, but rather, the
history of those who first received, or obtained, or conveyed, or exploited the material
seeping out from various self-appointed "witnesses," "advocates," or "interpreters,"
ranging all the way from former "inmates" to cryptanalysts working at the legendary
decoding laboratories at Bletchley Park in England.
This analysis includes essential exploration of cultural antecedents—notable accounts
and mass enfabulations that undeniably conditioned receptions and interpretations to
which reports of what now is encompassed under the rubric of "The Holocaust" were
subjected. These, in turn, reach back well past the World War that preceded the Second,
and are replete with recognizable Numbers (well beyond the Six Million of universal
familiarity) that expose the machinations of myth-makers genning headlines and report
titles calculated to engage the fears and prejudices of publics long conditioned by the
rigors of prolonged war to the most damning interpretations imaginable.
The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes is clarifying, in ways that dry, excrutiatingly
thorough analyses of evidence-on-the-ground concerning the originary events cannot
possibly be. It illuminates why people would have thought what they seem to have
thought upon receiving "information," and how those in possession of such
"information" may have found and exploited opportunities created by it. It is, to greatly
simplify, "the Holocaust in context"—the contemporaneous context in which the seminal
allegations arose and were received, and the reception that has since been extended,
extrapolated, perpetuated, sanctified, and elevated to the status of secular Scripture for at
least the entire West, and by intention for the entire world.
The volume is not integrated. The foregoing applies primarily to Part 1 of the book,
whose title is that of the book. There are, as a bonus for the fact-seeker, three further
parts of value potentially quite as great as that of the first.
Parts 2 and 3 report the author's recent discoveries concerning the presence in the
wreckage of concentration camps of gas-tight doors and related appurtenances that have
been interpreted as evidence of "gas chambers" intended for the purpose of killing
people. He presents evidence (as always, without arguing it) from which readers may
conclude that these "incriminating traces" were intended, like the Zyklon-B insecticide
so extensively and humanely used in the camps, to protect the lives and well-being of
inmates and guards from aerial gas attacks of the kind universally provided against not
only by the beleaguered Germans, but by the Allies as well.
These parts, of course, address originary evidence, and so are of an altogether different
type from the contextual/antecedal approach of Part 1.
Part 4 undertakes a retrospective on evidence-based historical revision of the account of
the Holocaust. This analysis does not trace the sequence of transmogrifications exhibited
by the mainstream account, but rather presents a review of the discoveries continually
adding content, and support, to the ongoing revision of the alternative account of the
Holocaust understood and generally accepted among the minority of scholars interested
in what might constitute the facts of the matter. The reader is left to his own observations

as to how these corrections have (and to a large extent have not) filtered down to the
canonical account. That some of them have, provides hope, at least to the optimistic, that
in future centuries, the (ever-more-sparsely) understood account of the subject might
converge with what is supported by objective fact.
Read this book. It is available from Amazon and very few booksellers, at least on open
shelves visible to the general public.

The Delusion of the Twentieth Century
by Richard A. Widmann

The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes: And Other Writings on the Holocaust,
Revisionism, and Historical Understandingby Samuel Crowell, Nine Banded Books,
Charleston, W. Va., 2011. 401pp. Indexed.
In the mid-1990s Holocaust revisionism began to reach new audiences through the
Internet. Until that time most revisionism was largely confined to various small-run
newsletters and journals and books published and distributed by a handful of
organizations and individuals. The Internet opened new doors and the ability to reach a
much larger audience. Starting in various newsgroups and alt.revisionism in particular,
revisionists got to voice their opinions on the Holocaust story. Far from achieving the
hoped for open debate, revisionists found themselves victims of character assassination
and ad hominem attacks.
Soon revisionists turned to the World Wide Web and established Websites to
permanently present their views about what Robert Faurisson termed “the Problem of
the Gas Chambers.” With revisionists now reaching a much broader audience, those who
feared intellectual freedom stepped up their offensive against freedom of speech and the
press. On July 4, 1996, the CODOH Website was shut down without warning by their
ISP. Even worse, arsonists attacked the offices of the Historical Review Press in the
United Kingdom. Governments too were influenced by powerful lobbies to establish
legislation and prosecute (some would say persecute) revisionists. Carlos Porter was
fined by a German court for writing and publishing a revisionist analysis of the
Nuremberg Tribunals, Not Guilty at Nuremberg. A movement had also begun to
criminalize revisionism in the English-speaking world. Tony Blair, running for the
Prime Minister position in the United Kingdom in 1997, repeatedly promised to ban
revisionist writings about the Holocaust.
These events led a hitherto unknown scholar to challenge the official taboo and mount a
defense for Holocaust revisionism. In early 1997, Samuel Crowell began his effort to
demonstrate the legitimacy of revisionist doubt about the gas chambers. His efforts
produced The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes a book-length treatment of the origin
and development of the gas chamber stories. Until this publication by Nine Banded
Books, Sherlock was only available in on-line versions and small Xeroxed copies printed
from the on-line files.
To Crowell’s credit, he set out to accomplish something that had not been done before in
revisionist writing on the Holocaust. Ruling out grand conspiracy explanations for the
gas chamber story, Crowell sought to identify cultural forces that converged to produce
the story. To do this he took a literary approach, treating the various testimonies and
information as pieces of literature and arranged them all chronologically. Crowell’s
approach took dead aim at the gas chamber stories as he recognized that these were at
the heart of the revisionist challenge. Other than Crowell, few revisionists have taken on
the entirety of the gas chamber mythology. One exception is Arthur Butz who was
clearly influential on Crowell’s thinking. Most revisionists have rather dissected or
debunked specific camps, specific witnesses, or specific events.
While Crowell worked on Sherlock he discovered with the help of Fritz Berg a
significant amount of material regarding German Civil Air Defense. Crowell's

understanding that several of the so-called criminal traces of the gas chambers could be
explained through this rarely seen civil defense literature soon took center stage in his
research efforts.

German air raid shelter door
It was this work on Air Raid Shelters and anti-Gas shelters that caught the most attention
in revisionist circles. While this work excited some, it infuriated others. What is clear
however in a close reading of Sherlock is that this work comprised a small part of
Crowell’s thinking and amounts to two chapters of the entire work. It was these chapters
however that were published as stand-alone articles. Crowell’s research and
demonstration for example that the replica of a “gas chamber door” on display at the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum is nothing more than a standard gasprotection door for an air-raid shelter goes without mention by the designated keepers of
the Holocaust faith.
The Nine Banded Books edition is a beautiful softcover edition. The cover cleverly
depicts a Meerschaum pipe recalling images of the Baker Street detective. But for the
initiated, it also brings to mind Rene Magritte’s painting, “Ceci n'est pas une pipe"
("This is not a pipe") Just as Magritte’s point was that his “pipe” was merely an image of
a pipe, so we are confronted with traces and stories that are not gas chambers, but rather
images of gas chambers.
Sherlock is broken into four sections. The first contains the entirety of the text of the
original Sherlock. For those unfamiliar with it, Sherlock considers all of the primary
texts regarding the gas chambers and demonstrates how, as Princeton Professor Arno
Mayer put it, “sources for the study of the gas chambers are at once rare and
unreliable.” Crowell also takes an important look at the gassing literature that preceded
the Second World War. It is here among his considerations of H.G. Wells, Sax Rohmer,
E.R. Burroughs and others that he recounts a tale of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s most
famous literary creation, Sherlock Holmes. While Crowell draws an analogy from
Doyle’s short story “The Adventure of the Retired Colourman” to a Holocaust account
by Alexander Wirth, this is not the primary point of the Sherlock association.

Crowell’s title is quite apt. For Crowell, like the legendary detective, searches for
credible evidence of the gas chamber story. What the detective finds, however, is a
string of clues that point to a huge mass delusion, as evidence suggests that the “scant
evidence” is of something other than a mass extermination campaign. The title also
suggests the origin of the gas chamber story lying not in the schemes of the Nazi
leadership but rather in the popular culture and fears of a generation.
Crowell concludes that the evidence put forward overwhelmingly refers to either
disinfection or civil air defense. The gassing story is a mass delusion that was reinforced
by various pressures of social and cultural change as well as by censorship.
This volume also contains the entire article “Bomb Shelters in Birkenau,” a very
detailed, not for the novice consideration of the evidence for Bomb Shelters at the
infamous Birkenau camp and how this evidence has been misconstrued to be evidence of
a criminal extermination program for the Jews of Europe.
Crowell has added two new articles, “Revisiting the Bomb Shelter Thesis” and “The
Holocaust in Retrospect” which bring his scholarship and research up to date. The latter
article alone is probably worth the price of admission.
While Sherlock is not perfect, it is invaluable. It is clearly the work of a passionate
scholar— a scholar who writes without an axe to grind. He has called himself a
“moderate” revisionist, but I would like to consider him a “neo-revisionist.” A
revisionist who has gone back to a sound historical method like that used by the scholars
who established the movement in the years following World War One. I can only hope
that his work also inspires a new generation that will one day write a new history of the
destruction of the Jews during World War Two. New scholars may someday be able to
write such an objective history of what did and did not happen during this dark period of
history, but only if the censors and legislators understand that it is reasonable to doubt
the orthodox Holocaust story. It is for the freedom to write and research especially in an
environment of draconian political “correctness” and hypersensitivity that Sherlock was
written.
Whether Crowell achieved his purpose will only be known in the future. If laws are
repealed, if revisionists are free to speak and to write as they choose, if prisoners are set
free, then whatever small part Crowell has played is beyond measure. But even if these
things never come to be, I am quite sure that anyone who gives Sherlock a fair unbiased
read will know that that they at one time fell victim to a grand delusion, the delusion of
the twentieth century.

The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes: And Other
Writings on the Holocaust, Revisionism, and
Historical Understanding
by Michael K. Smith

www.legalienate.blogspot.com
by Samuel Crowell, Nine Banded Books, Charleston, W. Va., 2011. 401pp. Indexed.
Reading Samuel Crowell's, The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes is a little like
stumbling across the first perfectly sane inmate in an insane asylum years after being
(wrongly) committed. Coming after prolonged inundation in clashing dogmas, the
dispassionate use of evidence and logic to approach a sensible conclusion comes as a
jolting but thoroughly pleasant novelty. And Crowell's modesty in stating that
conclusion tentatively, knowing that genuinely rational inquiry will and should be
superseded by later efforts, is an equally refreshing departure from polemical norms.
Drawing on establishment and revisionist authors, along with a careful scrutiny of
German source documents, Crowell deftly evaluates contending claims arguing that
Nazi "gas chambers" were (1) facilities for extermination (2) disinfection chambers (3)
bomb shelters designed to protect against aerial gas attacks. Aligning eyewitness
testimony with the material and documentary record, he sketches out the basis for a
rational opinion, putting readers in a position to make their own judgments, without first
requiring that they join in partisan warfare. Thanks to this effort we no longer need
choose between delusional orthodoxy and strident dissidence, but can simply weigh
evidence. This should come as a relief to everyone, while hopefully expanding the
number of readers who can move beyond ritual denunciation and actually take the gas
chamber debate seriously.

Auschwitz Air Raid Shelter Door

Air raid shelter door at Auschwitz
Crowell's work contains not a trace of anti-Semitism. He makes no attempt to whitewash
Nazi racial policy, which he characterizes as a "shameful and disgraceful chapter in
Germany's history," even if "we assumed revisionist theses to their maximum extent."
The important consideration, he notes, is that "we would still be dealing with about a
million dead European Jews, who died as a direct result of Nazi persecution, plunder,
forced labor, deportation, and yes, mass killing." As for his personal beliefs, he says,
"they remain what they have been for thirty years or more," that "there certainly was a
Holocaust in the sense that Nazi Germany persecuted and massacred many Jews," with
the likelihood "that this massacre ran into the millions." Philosemitic crusaders, please
take note.
A self-declared "moderate revisionist" who clearly values the standards of rational
investigation, Crowell avoids exaggeration, misrepresentation, and self-righteousness.
He shows no reluctance to admit when a conclusion is debatable or when the evidence is
open to varying interpretations; and he is able to perceive shortcomings in the views and
tactics of those who share a revisionist stance - and even some merit in those who do
not. This adds credibility to his analysis, and marks him as a rare breed of intellectual
who actually does what he is supposed to do: face up to facts and plausibly explain
them. It is truly sad that on such an important topic his open-mindedness is all but
unique.

Alarmed by the banning of revisionist thought in Europe, Crowell originally took up
Holocaust research in order to rescue intellectual freedom from the Holocaust witch
hunts of the 1990s, ironically doing so under an assumed name (he fears for the safety of
his family). He correctly points out that the censorship crusade against revisionism
represents nothing other than "the censorship of historical investigation itself," and notes
with considerable relief that it appears to be losing steam. After years of beatings, firebombings, heresy trials, and book shreddings, designed to suppress what is openly
branded a species of historical blasphemy, one can only hope and pray that this judgment
is correct.
Due to a lack of corroborating physical and documentary evidence, Crowell is skeptical
of the mass homicidal gassing thesis, classifying it as a "conspiracy theory," which he
defines as "a small group of people operating, as it were, invisibly, causing things to
happen and covering the traces of their activity." He finds this an implausible line of
thought, because "there is no material evidence to support the theory," i.e., no forensic
evidence of homicidal gas chambers. Such an argument "demands the belief in unseen or
invisible agency, which is able to accomplish its work without leaving behind clear
material traces of its misdeeds." Crowell finds people who take such ideas seriously
reminiscent of "those millennia of humans who attributed terrible events to demons,
devils, or other invisible supernatural beings."
Crowell's analysis is particularly apt in critiquing the "convergence of evidence" model
borrowed from evolutionary biology, in which multiple strands of facts allegedly
"converge" on a conclusion. But as Crowell notes, "no competent historian works that
way." For if historians have corroborating documentary evidence for a conclusion from a
high-level document, they look for further substantiation from mid and low-level
documents in order to avoid an argument with anomalous gaps in its support.. On the
other hand, if they have merely eyewitness confirmation or a vague corroboratory
reference, they search for higher level evidence before drawing hard and fast
conclusions. The difference between this approach and conventional Holocaust
historiography is striking. As Crowell notes: "The absence of evidence in a continuous
hierarchy for gassing is a serious problem, just as an evolutionary biologist would be
dumbfounded if he or she found entire geological strata in which there was no evidence
of life at all. That is the proper analogy for the magnitude of the problem faced here."
Equally helpful is Crowell's explanation of the devastating impact of the Nuremberg
Trials on subsequent Holocaust research. What scholars have been able to access about
the Holocaust are a selection of documents from the German archives that were gathered
and used for the express purpose of convicting the Nazi leadership in the first five years
after World War II ended. Later the judgment of the International Military Court was
declared unchallengeable, and criminal penalties were applied to those who publicly
questioned the court's findings. This means that the same documents, along with a
culpatory interpretation of those documents, have remained fixed for over sixty years.
As Crowell notes: "This never happens in normal historiography."
The strength of Crowell's book is also its weakness. He stays riveted on "gas chambers,"
refusing to be drawn into broader issues or concerns. He explicitly rejects the notion that
revisionist theses on the Holocaust carry with them implications for Israel, whose
problems, he says "have nothing to do with an aggressive recounting of the suffering of
the Jewish people in World War Two."
But this observation entirely misses the point. For the so-called "mother question" in the
Middle East has never been how to solve Israel's problems, but rather, how to deal with
the impossible problems created by Israel. And central to those problems is the political
capital the Jewish state has made out of what Crowell calls the Canonical Holocaust.

Indeed, it is unlikely that a Jewish state could ever have been founded on Palestinian
Arab lands, much less won license to commit permanent ethnic cleansing against them,
had it not been for widespread belief in the extermination of European Jewry in gas
chambers and cremation ovens, a uniquely horrible destiny, if true. But if that story is
fatally flawed, as Crowell's careful research suggests it is, then world leaders' ritual
deference to a presumed unique Jewish victimhood (especially on the part of U.S.
leaders) may very well prove impossible to sustain, as may the justification for
maintaining Israel as an exclusively Jewish state. And if U.S. support on these scores
ever wavers, it is difficult to see how Israel will be able to stave off the radical
transformation it will have to undergo in order to remain part of the Middle East.
Whether it continues to exist in name or not, it would no longer be the theocracy the
world is familiar with.

The Great Holocaust Trial: The Landmark Battle
for the Right to Doubt the West's Most Sacred
Relic, Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Edition
by Martin Gunnels

by Michael A. Hoffman II, Independent History and Research, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
2010. 182pp.

Sometimes it is easy for us to forget that, in the quite recent past, Holocaust revisionism
was a thriving movement that exacted some pretty impressive concessions from
mainstream historians. The 1970s and 80s witnessed the rise of revisionism as a
vigorous network of activists from all walks of life, complete with filmmakers, military
personnel, dramatists, clergymen, journalists, and university professors. During this
period, revisionists succeeded in forcing mainstream Holocausters to distance
themselves from many of their more ludicrous claims. Yet during the past fifteen or so
years, revisionism has gone from being an exciting and formidable movement to a
scattered, quiet, and frequently depressing jumble of independent publishing ventures
that commands scant public attention.
If you ask veteran revisionists what led to this radical change of affairs, some would
surely cite the retirement of Ernst Zündel. Since the later 1990s, when Ernst Zündel
declared victory in the Holocaust battle and decided to devote his talents to matters less
heretical, things have never been quite the same. Though we’ve had several successes
since Zündel’s departure, the worldwide revisionist movement has undeniably lost a
certain spark since his departure. By chronicling the charisma and creativity that Zündel
showed during his long fight for historical truth, Michael Hoffman’s book—which has
been updated to commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of Zündel’s 1985 False
News trial—provides a valuable glimpse into why it was so important for the
Holocausters to muzzle this eccentric German-Canadian artist who had galvanized and
electrified a movement.

The title of Hoffman’s book, then, is somewhat misleading. Although The Great
Holocaust Trial does give an account of Zündel’s false news trials of ’85 and ’88, this is
a book about Ernst Zündel and his decades-long struggle to defang the Holocaust golem.
Hoffman begins by recounting Zündel’s birth and early life in the Black Forest—a
region, as Hoffman is quick to point out, that has a long tradition of producing
“indomitable warriors” that have repeatedly resisted the clutches of imperialism. Yet the
Germans, who more than 2,000 years ago were able to beat back the world’s most
formidable empire, seem to have little luck with the psychological brand of warfare that
is waged so beautifully by the empires of today. Contemporary Germans, Hoffman
suggests, worship their defeat and their bottomless guilt because they are a colonized
people living in an occupied land. Thus as Hoffman points out, it is especially stupid for
people to dismiss revisionism on the grounds that “the Germans” themselves vigorously
protect the orthodox Holocaust narrative. Those who recite this cliché must pretend “as
if the current crew of opportunists, whores, and nincompoops ruling Germany from the
barrel of U.S. Occupation troops’ guns are somehow the legitimate spokesmen of the
German people. They forget that the Communists and Zionists won the war and have
imposed their political, military, academic, and journalistic worldview on the colonized
Germans ever since” (29).
In 1957 Zündel left his conquered fatherland for Canada, where he and other German
immigrants were subjected to a steady stream of anti-German propaganda about gas
chambers, darkening heavens, willing executioners, and their bewildering complicity in
the naughtiest crime the world has ever known. Right after Zündel stepped off the boat,
he seems to have stepped into his ancestors’ jackboots in order to fend off the
Holocausters’ virulent regime of “truth.” After handing out leaflets and giving lectures
for several years, Zündel threw together a shoestring campaign for the leadership of
Canada’s powerful Liberal Party. And though he was outspent by establishment gofers
who easily won the election, Zündel came away with a different sort of victory: not only
did he inject his name into virtually all Canadian households, but he also won the respect
of the country’s German immigrants and anti-Communists.
But as Hoffman tells us: if you find yourself in good favor with German immigrants and
anti-Communists, you’re certain to make some pretty powerful (and predictable)
enemies. The Holocaust “survivor,” Sabina Citron, was among the boldest of these
enemies. In a twist of irony that never seems to grow old, Ms. Citron incited much
hatred upon herself and other Holocaust survivors by demanding that Zündel be
prosecuted for incitement to racial hatred. Thus to save Citron from another Holocaust—
this time wrought not by Europe’s largest and most technologically advanced state, but
by hard-hatted Zündel and his tiny network of artists and auto-workers—Canada
imprisoned and tried Zündel for publishing “false news,” whatever that is.
Hoffman’s humorous courtside account is filled with many bizarre persecution fantasies,
which when taken together seem like a B-movie co-produced by Walt Disney, David
Lynch, and Charles Manson. Hoffman cites one particularly creative “eyewitness,”
Arnold Friedman, who claimed that “while in Auschwitz he saw ‘fourteen foot flames’
shooting out of the crematorium chimneys. He also gave sworn testimony that he was
able to tell whether the Nazis were burning fat Jewish Hungarians or skinny Jewish
poles by looking at the different colors of the smoke and flames coming out of the
crematorium.” Another “eyewitness” Morris Hubert, a former inmate at Buchenwald,
claimed that, “In the (Buchenwald) camp there was a cage with a bear and an eagle.
Every day they would throw a Jew in there. The bear would tear him apart and the eagle
would pick his bones.”
This embarrassing kind of eyewitness testimony was not at all what Sabina Citron had in
mind. As Hoffman writes, “Now the Jewish lobby was getting panicky. Their entire cult

was being revealed for the cheap media hoax that it was: A fraud built on ‘testimonies’
and ‘confessions’ and movies, books and articles based on the confessions and the
testimonies.” Although the Holocausters thought they would have a quick, effortless
victory against the dissident publisher and his demonic legion of hate, the trial became
uglier and uglier for Citron and Co. as the weeks dragged on. In fact, Hoffman shows
that, during Zündel’s 1988 appeal trial, not a single Holocaust survivor agreed to take the
stand for the prosecution. They, along with the prosecution’s premier expert, Holocaust
historian Raul Hilberg, refused to be re-interrogated about what we all know is “the bestdocumented event in history.”
As we all know, Zündel was convicted in both trials, but in 1992 the false news laws
under which he was prosecuted were overturned by the Supreme Court of Canada. A
few years later, Zündel moved to Tennessee with his wife, US citizen Ingrid Rimland,
only to be kidnapped on erroneous immigration charges in 2003 and hustled into
Canada. After sitting in solitary confinement for two years, Zündel was packed off to
Germany where he was again tried and imprisoned for publishing texts that threatened
the insecure regimes of America and Canada as well as Germany. At the end of his book,
Hoffman traces all of these circumstances in detail in a handy timeline of revisionism
during the 1990s and 2000s. Readers can finish the book, then, by tracing the
reverberations of Zündel’s sacrifice for historical truth.
I highly recommend Hoffman’s book, because it offers an honest and balanced account
of the tragedy of Ernst Zündel. Hoffman faults Zündel for several things, including his
stubbornly outspoken Hitlerism, while nevertheless portraying Zündel as a generous,
courageous, and highly talented leader. Also useful about the Great Holocaust Trial are
the new appendices, which include essays by Hoffman, Fred Leuchter, and Zündel
himself. All in all, Hoffman’s book is a valuable contribution to a distinct and important
kind of revisionism—a highly personal literature by revisionists about revisionists—that
puts a human face on a community that has for too long suffered under the shameless
squawking of Commissarettes like Sabina Citron.
The Great Holocaust Trial is available for $19.95 plus $3.50 shipping in the U.S.
Shipping to Canada is $8. Shipping overseas is $10.
Books can be ordered from Independent History & Research P.O. Box 849 Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho 83816 USA\.
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3. A Brief Assessment of Anomalies, Contradictions and Incongruities
3.1. The Victim Figure
In the table below I have summarized the various victim estimates presented above in order of
magnitude:
Table 2: The Maly Trostenets victim figure according to
witnesses and Holocaust historians
Source

Number of Victims

ESC Report of 25 July 1944

6,000

Mira Zaretskaya

500,000

Lev Lansky

299,000

ESC Report of 22 September 1944 206,500
Isak Grünberg

45,000

C. Gerlach

40,000 – 60,000

This table very much speaks for itself. It is fitting to quote here again Kohl's comment on the victim
figure from the September 1944 ESC report (cf. §2.10.): "[the] total figure may be put into doubt.
Perhaps it is speculation". Speculation, indeed.
3.2. The Mass Graves at Blagovshchina and the Incineration of Their Contents
3.2.1. The Allegedly Discovered Mass Graves

Paul Kohl informs us:
"Immediately after the liberation of Minsk by the Red Army on 3 July 1944 an
Extraordinary State Commission (ESC) investigated the Trostenez extermination camp.
They took down the measurements of the 34 graves in the Blagovshchina Forest,
determining the following dimensions: […] According to the statements of the
commission 150,000 people were murdered in the Blagovshchina Forest, 50,000 in the

graves of Shashkovka and 6,500 in the barns at the estate [Gut Trostinetz]. The total
number of victims of the Trostenez extermination camp amounted to 206,500 people
according to the statements of the commission from July-August 1944."[1]
Below I have reproduced the table found in Kohl's book listing the mass-grave dimensions as per the
ESC, adding columns for area and volume as well as totals:
Table 3: Graves reportedly found by the ESC at
the Blagovshchina site[2]
Grave # Dimensions (m)

Area

Volume

1

50 x 5 x 5

250.0

1,250.0

2

27 x 4.5 x 5

121.5

607.5

3

42 x 5 x 4.5

210.0

945.0

4

50 x 5 x 5

250.0

1,250.0

5

38 x 5 x 5

190.0

950.0

6

24 x 5 x 5

120.0

600.0

7

58 x 5 x 5

290.0

1,450.0

8

57 x 5 x 5

285.0

1,425.0

9

53 x 5 x 5

265.0

1,325.0

10

45 x 5 x 5

225.0

1,125.0

11

51 x 5 x 5

255.0

1,275.0

12

5 x 5 x 4.5

25.0

112.5

13

50 x 5 x 4.5

250.0

1,125.0

14

45 x 5 x 5

225.0

1,125.0

15

9x2x5

18.0

90.0

16

35 x 5 x 5

175.0

875.0

17

30 x 6 x 5

180.0

900.0

18

27 x 5 x 5

135.0

675.0

19

69 x 5 x 5

345.0

1,725.0

20

5x3x5

15.0

75.0

21

27 x 5 x 5

135.0

675.0

22

27 x 5 x 5

135.0

675.0

23

30 x 5 x 5

150.0

750.0

24

15 x 5 x 5

75.0

375.0

25

6x4x5

24.0

120.0

26

10 x 5 x 5

50.0

250.0

27

6x4x5

24.0

120.0

28

6x4x5

24.0

120.0

29

6x4x5

24.0

120.0

30

6x5x5

30.0

150.0

31

6x5x5

30.0

150.0

32

50 x 5 x 5

250.0

1,250.0

33

36 x 5 x 5

180.0

900.0

34

36 x 5 x 5

180.0

900.0

Total:

5,140.5 25,460.0

3.2.2. The Credibility of the Extraordinary State Commission

There are many concrete reasons to view the figures presented by the Extraordinary State
Commission a priori with extreme skepticism. Here it will suffice to mention two of them:
• In an ESC "Medico-legal report on atrocities committed by the Nazi German occupiers in the
vicinity of Riga" dated 12 December 1944, it was established that no less than 101,000 people
had been killed in the Salaspils camp east of Riga. The number of victims in the Riga region
was stated as exceeding 300,000. Only a total of 549 corpses were, however, exhumed by the
commission, which further reported that it had discovered a total of 58 burial excavations at
the following 10 sites: Bikernieki Forest, the Salaspils camp, the old garrison cemetery in
Salaspils, the New Jewish Cemetery, the Old Jewish Cemetery, Bishu-Muiza, the Pantzyr
Barracks, Ziepnieku-Kalns, Rumbula Forest and Dreilin Forest.[3] As there were allegedly 6
mass graves each at Rumbula and Bikernieki[4], the number of graves discovered by the
commission at Salaspils could not have exceeded (58-19=) 39. In an another medico-legal
report, specifically concerning the Salaspils camp and dated 28 April 1945, it was determined
that "7000 corpses from Soviet children" had been buried in mass graves occupying a "total
area of 2500 square meters". 632 corpses of children had reportedly been exhumed from a total
of 54 graves (thus one had supposedly discovered at least 15 additional grave pits at Salaspils
in the four months since the first report). The commission further established that the Germans
had run a "blood factory" wherein an unstated number of children, including infants, had had
their blood drained to be used in transfusions for wounded German soldiers.[5] Contemporary
Latvian experts such as H. Strods estimate, however, the number of Salaspils victims at only
some 2,000, and the bizarre "blood factory" claim as well as the 7,000 buried child victims are
viewed by them as fictitious.[6]
• In spring 1940 the Soviet secret police (NKVD) carried out a massacre of some 22,000 Polish
officers and intellectuals in the Katyn Forest near the Russian city of Smolensk. In April 1943
German Wehrmacht soldiers discovered a grave with the corpses of 4,243 Polish reserve
officers. Subsequently a forensic commission headed by experts from Axis as well as neutral
nations exhumed and documented the mass graves, reaching the conclusion that the killings
had been carried out in early 1940 when the area was still under Soviet control.[7] As a
countermeasure, the Soviets in 1944 established a "Special Commission for Determination and
Investigation of the Shooting of Polish Prisoners of War by German-Fascist Invaders in Katyn
Forest" which was to lay the blame for the massacre on the Germans. This was done by
falsifying forensic evidence and by conjuring up a large number of false testimonies according
to which German troops had committed the deed.[8] While Stalin failed in his attempt to have
Katyn introduced as a charge against the Germans at IMT Nuremberg, a trial was conducted in
Leningrad in December 1945-January 1946 at which seven Wehrmacht servicemen were
charged with participating in the Katyn massacre; at least one of them, Generalmajor Heinrich
Remlinger, was sentenced to death and executed.[9] The mendacious commission which had
"proven" the guilt of the Germans at Katyn was headed by Professor Nikolai N. Burdenko, the
President of the Academy of Medical Sciences of the USSR[10] – who was also head of the
"Medico-Legal Commission of Experts" that investigated the alleged mass extermination at
Maly Trostenets! The integrity of the ESC surveyors must therefore be regarded as nil from the
outset.
The above examples go to show that the ESC in general and Burdenko in particular had a habit of
engaging in fraud on a massive scale and were prone to wild exaggerations. It may further be
mentioned that Burdenko also was one of the authors of the Soviet Auschwitz report, in which the
number of victims of this "death camp" was stated as 4 million.[11]

It is very noteworthy in this context that only five of the alleged thirty-four Blagovshchina mass
graves "were partly opened" (emphasis added, cf. §2.1.). Christian Gerlach remarks:
"The number or dimensions of the mass graves is not entirely clear; only a few were
opened. Usually the number of graves in Blagovshchina is stated as 34 ([the alleged
perpetrators] Rübe and Heuser spoke of 15 to 18 [...]), of which only […] some were up
to 50 meters long, and not all were 60 meters long [sic]. Their volume was thus clearly
smaller than 25,000 cubic meters (which at a maximum of six corpses per cubic meter
would correspond to up to 150,000 murdered people) but can not stated precisely. Even
in 1944 the original dimensions of the mass graves were hardly determinable, due to
excavation that Sonderkommando 1005 had carried out at the site using bulldozers."[12]
It would appear that Gerlach, armchair historian that he is, is unaware of the possibilities of modern
geophysical survey methods.
Here we should also recall Botvinnik's revelation that the ESC had reached their victim figure for the
Blagovshchina site simply by multiplying the estimated total grave volume by an apparently arbitrary
density of corpses per cubic meter (cf. §2.9.). The ESC claimed in their September 1944 report that
150,000 corpses had been buried at the Blagovshchina site, which means a density of (150,000 ÷
25,460 =) 5.89 corpses per cubic meter. Using instead the number of victims claimed by Gerlach for
the active period of the Blagovshchina site (some 33,000) one gets a density of 1.3 corpses per cubic
meter. Experts on forensic archeology point out that this method of estimating the number of dead in
a mass grave is extremely unreliable, as the distribution of the body sizes may vary greatly from one
group to another.[13]
In the context of the connection to the Soviet Katyn fraud, it is most interesting to note that,
according the English Wikipedia entry on Trostenets (cf. §1), an article[14] was published by one
Igor Kuznyetsov in which it was asserted, supported in part by references to published sources,[15]
that the Blagovshchina Forest had been the execution site of choice for the local branches of the
NKVD prior to the war. It must be pointed out that, while there is often talk of the Blagovshchina
Forest, this was actually a copse rather than a forest. In fact, the verdict of the 1963 Koblenz trial
describes the execution site using the word "copse" (Wäldchen). A look at a roughly contemporary
map (Ill. 1) shows that the Blagovshchina copse, which was too insignificant to be named, measured
only some 2.5 square kilometers. If both the Germans and the NKVD had used Blagovshchina as a
site for mass executions, then it is almost inevitable that the former would sooner or later have
uncovered traces of the crimes committed by the latter, yet in the testimonies I have had the
opportunity to access so far there is not the slightest hint of such a discovery. Unfortunately, I have
not yet been able to procure a copy of the above-mentioned article. If Kuznyetsov's claim is indeed
correct, it would open the possibility that the ESC under Burdenko simply repeated the Katyn fraud
at Blagovshchina, attributing Soviet mass graves to the Germans.
German military historian Joachim Hoffmann, while referring to the Gruppe Arlt activity reports (cf.
§2.3) as evidence that at least 17,000 Jews were murdered at Trostenets, suggests that the victim
figures claimed by the ESC (206,500 for Trostenets and 300,000 for the Minsk region) were used by
Soviet propagandists to camouflage mass murders committed by the NKVD. Hoffmann cites an
estimate that the number of NKVD victims in the Minsk region amounted to some 270,000; the
graves of 102,000 of these victims were reportedly discovered near the village of Kuropaty in
1988.[16] Another source gives significantly lower estimates of the number of victims buried in
Kuropaty (also spelled Kurapaty) of 30,000 or 7,000.[17]
Finally it is worth contrasting the "finds" of the ESC with what Soviet-Jewish propagandist Ilya
Ehrenburg wrote about Trostenets in a Pravda article from 7 August 1944:
"Shortly after the German withdrawal I went to Bolshoi Trostinets. Half-incinerated
bodies, burned bodies, like firewood, heaps of bodies were still smoking. The children
had been meticulously put at the end of each row. That was the last load, the one they did
not manage to burn. Around me I saw excavated earth and a field of skulls. Since spring,
the Germans had been burning the corpses of the victims previously buried, yet they
were unable to finish the job. Bolshoi Trostinets near Minsk was one of the 'death
factories'. Soviet POWs, Bielorussians, Jews from Minsk, from Vienna, from Prague
were killed there by means of gas vans. One German engineer has improved these vans:
Now the load bed is tilted back and discharges the corpses of the asphyxiated. Over

100,000 innocent people perished at Bolshoi Trostinets."[18]
This description is interesting for four reasons. To begin with, Ehrenburg locates the "death factory"
not in Maly Trostenets but in the nearby Bolshoi Trostenets – although this error is not a glaring one,
considering that the Blagovshchina site is about as far removed from Maly Trostenets as it is from
Bolshoi Trostenets, and that the two villages are located very close to each other.
Second, the claim that the buried corpses were disinterred and burned beginning in spring 1944
clashes with later official version, according to which Sonderkommando 1005 commenced its activity
at Trostenets on 27 October 1943 (see §3.2.4.). Neither does it fit with the witness Lansky's (§2.1.)
implication that the operation was begun in January or February 1944 (as this can hardly be called
"spring"). One must recall here that burials supposedly took place only at the Blagovshchina site.
Third, the figure of "over 100,000" victims is considerably more conservative than both the 546,000
claimed by the ESC thirteen days previous to Ehrenburg's article, or the later revised ESC figure of
206,500 from 22 September 1944.
Fourth, the improved "gas van" with a tiltable cargo box did not make it into the orthodox
historiography on this particular alleged murder weapon (although an isolated mention of it appears
in a holocaust anthology originally published in 1983).[19] It is not found in any Minsk/Trostenets
testimony that I am aware of.
3.2.3. Eyewitness Statements on the Mass Graves

As mentioned by Gerlach in the quote above, two of the alleged German perpetrators (G. Heuser and
A. Rübe) testified that the number of graves had been much smaller: 15 to 18 instead of 34. There are
also other witness statements contradicting the findings of the ESC:
• The KdS Minsk member Johann Paul Rumschewitsch, speaking of an alleged mass shooting of
Minsk Jews at Blagovshchina in July 1942, testified that the mass graves used on this occasion
were approximately 40 meters long, 5 meters wide and 3 meters deep.[20]
• The above-mentioned head of KdS Minsk Abteilung I, Georg Heuser, testified about graves
"some twenty meters long and at least two meters deep", while acknowledging: "Later we used
deeper graves."[21]
• The alleged "gas van" driver Johann Haßler, testifying about the killing of some 200 Jews from
the Minsk Ghetto, described "a grave measuring about 25 meters in length, 4 meters in width
and 2 meters in depth" (implying a density of 1 corpse per cubic meter).[22]
Thus, while the ESC supposedly had discovered 34 mass graves, of which 2 were 4.5 meters deep
and the rest no less than 5 meters deep, members of the German commando carrying out the alleged
mass murders testified to 15 to 18 graves that were some 2 or 3 meters deep.
It is clear that the mass-grave findings of the ESC cannot be accepted as reliable data. The only way
to ascertain the number of burial pits at Blagovshchina, their dimensions and the amount of human
remains contained in them would be to carry out a full geophysical survey combined with
exhumations of the identified grave pits. One may surmise that this will not happen in the near future.
In the meantime, it would be of great help if any wartime air photos of the area were discovered.[23]
3.2.4. The Exhumation and Incineration of Corpses at Blagovshchina

Paul Kohl provides us with the following description of the exhumation and cremation of the victims
buried at Blagovshchina, based on testimonies from a West German trial against three former
members of the mysterious "Sonderkommando 1005" (Max Krahner, Otto Goldapp and Otto Drews):
"At the end of October 1943 Blobel, his adjutant Harder and his 'Sonderkommando
1005' arrived in Minsk, where they were subordinated to the 'Befehlshaber der
Sicherheitspolizei und des SD Central Russia and White Russia (BdS)', Erich Ehrlinger.
Next they began to 'exhumate' all 34 mass graves at Blagovshchina.
Blobel immediately continued on to the west [of Belarus] to prepare for operations

there, and thus the responsibility for SK 1005 in the Minsk area was initially taken over
by Blobel's adjutant Arthur Harder. During the 6 week long exhumation operation at
Blagovshchina, which lasted until mid-December 1943, SK 1005 was commanded by in
order Arthur Harder (Oct. 27 to Nov. 10, 1943), Dr. Friedrich Seekel (Nov. 11 to Dec. 8,
1943) and Max Krahner (Dec. 8 to Dec. 15, 1943). Otto Goldapp, an officer from the
Schutzpolizei, served as the deputy of Harder, Seekel and Krahner.
Adolf Rübe, former inspector of the Minsk ghetto, commanded and supervised the labor
force. This consisted of 80 to 100 Soviet prisoners of war. They had their feet chained so
that they could just perform their work, but not escape.
Whereas Harder, Seekel, Krahner, Goldapp and Rübe lived in houses and the guards in
barracks on the estate, the workers were initially transported every morning from Minsk
to Blagovshchina and back to Minsk in the evening. Later other prisoners of war had to
dig a small, windowless bunker for them, 7 × 18 meter in size, in the ground near the
cremation pyres. In this lodging the workers had to spend their nights and 'leisure time'.
[...]
The work of these Soviet prisoners of war consisted in opening the 34 graves and pulling
out the corpses with hooks. As these were already much decayed they fell apart when
pulled. The workers had to step into the graves and amidst the terrible stench put the
body parts on improvised stretchers. The body parts were then carried out of the graves
and put on tall pyres.
On an area of 5 by 5 meters the ground was covered with concrete. On this concrete
square were placed thick, some one meter high concrete blocks, on top of which railway
rails were mounted. By doing so the cremation fire would be sufficiently supplied with
air from below. On this grate one placed a layer of logs, followed by a layer of corpses,
then again logs, and so on, until the pyre had reached a height of 5 meters. This pile
containing some 200 corpses was doused with petrol and then set on fire using burning
rags stuck to the end of long rods. It often took two days before such a mountain of
corpses had burnt down. The black, sweet-smelling smoke which hung over the site was
often so thick that there was hardly any visibility. If the wind was strong the nauseating
stench could spread for kilometers. [...]
In order to deliver enough firewood all vehicles in the vicinity of Trostenez were
commandeered. Each day the local farmers had to fell trees and deliver the logs at the 11
kilometer sign of the Mogilew country road. From this spot a narrow road led to the
Blagovshchina Forest. Under supervision the work commandos collected the logs and
drove or pulled them to the cremation sites.
Although the victims had to hand over all jewelry before they were shot, and although
their rings were pulled from their fingers and their gold teeth broken out without
anesthesia [from the still-living victims!], one took the precautionary measure of sifting
the ashes from the incinerated corpses through large, fine-meshed sieves. Indeed it
sometimes happened that one found rings or gold teeth in the corpse ashes. These had to
be delivered to Goldapp or Rübe. Bones that had not been incinerated were pulverized
using mills and mortars and then spread together with the ashes as fertilizer on the fields
of the estate. Even the flowerbeds before the houses of the guards were fertilized in this
way. [...]
By 15 December 1943 all corpses from the 34 pits had been pulled out and burnt."[24]
The claim that the ashes were spread as fertilizer on nearby fields is contradicted by the testimony of
the alleged perpetrator Adolf Rübe, who stated that the ashes were thrown back into the opened
graves.[25]
Since we are not provided with any information regarding the number of pyres (the witnesses quoted
by Kohl speak of pyres in plural form without mentioning numbers) it is impossible to pronounce
any verdict on the feasibility of the alleged procedure. We note, however, that it would require a
staggering amount of work to complete the cremations within the 50 work days alleged (27 October
to 15 December). Given the ESC's victim figure for the Blagovshchina site one would have to

exhume and incinerate (150,000 ÷ 50 =) 3000 corpses per day. Assuming instead Gerlach's lower
estimate for the same site[26], the daily work load would have to be (33,000 ÷ 50 =) 660 corpses per
day.
Kohl states that it "often took two days" for the pyres to burn down. Considering the time it would
have taken for the ashes to cool down, and the time it would have taken to remove the ashes and
construct a new pyre, it seems reasonable to assume a minimum of 3 days required for the whole
cremation procedure. As each pyre is reported to have contained 200 corpses, the daily capacity for
one pyre would be (200 ÷ 3 =) 67 corpses. Accordingly one would need either (3000 ÷ 67 =) 48 or
(660 ÷ 67 =) 10 pyres in simultaneous use! Then we still haven't considered the climate of Belarus in
late winter with rain and snow, or the inevitable warping (due to combined heat and weight) of the
railway rails, necessitating reconstruction of the cremation grates.
The amounts of firewood required daily would have staggering, especially considering the claim that
the wood was taken from nearby woods and delivered by local farmers for immediate use, which is
to say, the wood was fresh (or "green") not seasoned (dried) and thus had a low heating value. To
incinerate 1 kilo of human cadaver one needs 3.5 kilo of seasoned wood. If one uses green wood
instead, the required amount is almost doubled: the heating value of 1 kilo of dry red pine
corresponds to 1.9 kilo of green red pine. In the Koblenz trial verdict Blagovshchina is described as a
pine copse, and in the absence of other evidence it seems fair to assume that the surrounding wooded
areas were dominated by the same type of tree. Estimating the average weight of the victims to have
been 60 kilo, the firewood required to incinerate 1 corpse would have amounted to some 400 kilo.
The total daily requirement would have been either approximately (400 × 3000 =) 1,200 tons or (400
× 660 =) 264 metric tons.[27]
3.3. The Documentary Evidence
While there exist a large number of (real or purported) documents on shootings of Jews in Belarus,
there is only one document (or rather set of documents) that connects Trostenets with mass killings,
namely four activity reports (Tätigkeitsberichte) supposedly written by a certain SS-Unterscharführer
Arlt, commander of "2. Zuges Waffen-SS" of the "1. Komp./Batl. d. Waffen-SS z.b.V." ("z.b.V." is
supposed to be read "zur besonderen Verwendung", for special use). While none of the reports
mentions Trostenets by name, there is frequent reference to the "Commander's Estate" which is
indicated to be near Minsk. Since there is little doubt that at least the majority of the (direct) Jewish
transports to Minsk from Central Europe during 1942 were indeed rerouted to Trostenets (cf. §2.3) it
is fair to assume that the "Estate" refers to "Gut Trostinez".
Since the Arlt reports are usually reproduced only in part, and since the documentation Unsere Ehre
heisst Treue,[28] wherein the reports are published in facsimile[29], is not easy to get hold of outside
Germany, I will present translations of them in toto in the following section, based on said facsimiles
(German spellings of Russian place names, including variants, have been retained).
3.3.1. Translation of the Gruppe Arlt Activity Reports

II. Zug Minsk, 17 May 1942
Activity Report
The activity of the Zug, i.e. 1 Unterführer and 10 men, consisted, after its departure, at
first in leading and supervising the excavation of pits 22 km outside of Minsk. This work
lasted eight days and ended with an operation [Aktion] on 30.5.42 [sic], in which the
Zug participated in its entirety. (Clearing of the prison.)
On 4.5 we continued already with excavating by ourselves new pits in the vicinity of the
Commander's Estate. This work also took 4 days.
On 11.5 a transport with Jews (1000 units) from Vienna arrived in Minsk and was
immediately taken from the railway station to the above-mentioned pit. For this purpose
the Zug was deployed directly at the pit.
On 13.5, 8 men supervised the digging of another pit, as in the near future [in nächster
Zeit] there will once again arrive here a transport with Jews from the Reich.

On 16 May myself and nine men accompanied a fur transport of the trading company
'Ost' from Minsk to Unzden and back.
At the request of SS-Ostuf. Heuser SS-Rttf. Puck and SS-Strm. Hering were detached to
take care of the new house prison [Hausgefängnis].
From a unit of the Waffen-SS the SD were transferred a 16-year-old Russian by the
name of Lubinski, whom they left to our care. Lubinski is fully equipped and assists us
in our task.
The SS-Sturm. Hampe took over responsibility for the sanitary station of the commando
for three weeks, since Sturmmann Lukas is on furlough.
On the order of Ostuf. Störtz SS-Strm. Hanemann was detached to Reval on 18.5.
With this I end my current report.
Arlt
SS-Unterscharführer
II. Zug Waffen-SS Minsk, 16 June 1942
Activity Report
My last report concluded with the detachment of Hanemann to Reval on 18.5.1942.
On 19.5.42 three of our men accompanied a transport of horses and agricultural
machines for the Estate of the Commander [of the Security Police, i.e. KdS] from Kobyl,
approximately 150 km from here, to Minsk.
On 20.5 Oscha. Ponsel and Rttf. Puck marched off in the direction of Loklja. On 20.5 the
still remaining men 1:8 supervised the excavation of a pit in the vicinity of the estate.
On 21.5 weapons were cleaned and equipment repaired.
On 26.5 a transport of 1000 Jews from the Reich arrived in Minsk and was immediately
brought to the above-mentioned pit. For this purpose the Waffen-SS were again deployed
at the pit.
On 27.5 SS-Strm. Otto was admitted to the SS-hospital because of suspected spotted
fever. At the present he is still admitted. There is no longer any risk for his life.
On 25 and 29.5 another pit was excavated.
On 30.5 Reichsminister Rosenberg visited the city of Minsk. The department were
responsible for the personal security of the Reichsminister.
On 1.6. another transport of Jews arrived here.
On 4.6 a large operation against partisans was prepared in Kobil. For that purpose the
Gruppe of Uscha. Lipps arrived here from Wilejka.
On 5.6 the operation commenced in cooperation with security units
[Sicherungseinheiten] with a strength of 300 men. The Waffen-SS were divided into
machine gun units [M.G.- Gruppen]. The Gruppen under my command had to secure a 2
km section. Luftwaffe and Wehrmacht combed the partisan area supported by tanks, yet
never made any enemy contact. The operation lasted until 8.6.
On 9.6 weapons were cleaned and equipment repaired.
On 10.6 Gruppe Lipps returned to Wilejka.

[end of first page]
On 11.6.42 the Aussenstelle Baranowitsche reported an assault on a 28 men strong
commando. 10 Germans and 11 Lithuanians fell victim to this assault. Among them
were also SS-Ostuf. Grünzfelder.
On the same day a rescue commando consisting of Waffen-SS 1:7 and 45 Unterführern
and men from the Sicherheitsdienst headed by the Commander departed for
Baranowitsche. In the rescue operation, which commenced on 12.6, there also
participated units from the police and gendarmerie with a strength of approx. 200 men.
Without incidents we reached the place of the assault, a large village surrounded by
woods some 150 km west of Baranowitsche. After investigating and interrogating the
inhabitants we pursued for two days, i.e. one afternoon and the following morning, the
partisans, who had carried out the assault and thereby captured one lorry and one
passenger car, and who reportedly had left two hours prior to our arrival. This [pursuit]
was without result, however, as the bandits could not be located. On 13.6 we returned to
B.
On 14.6 the funeral of the fallen comrades took place in the heroes' cemetery in
Baranowitsche, whereby we and Gruppe Lipps participated as honor guard.
[Unreadable] we returned to Minsk.
On 15.6 there once again arrived here a transport of 1000 Jews from Vienna.
On 17.6 the funeral of Ostuf. Burkhardt will take place in the new cemetery at the
Commander's Estate.
***
My Gruppe here in Minsk is now only 1:7 strong. It is at the moment not possible to
send even one man on furlough. May I, when the circumstances once more allow it, give
annual furloughs [Jahresurlaub], i.e. 21 days? I further request from You to authorize a
furlough also for myself. My last furlough was in August 1941. Uscha. Lipps has
declared himself ready to substitute for me during this time.
Arlt [handwritten signature]
Unterscharführer.
Gruppe Arlt Minsk, 3 August 1942
Activity Report
The work of the men remaining here in Minsk continues very much in the same way as
before. The Jewish transports arrive regularly in Minsk and are taken care of by us [von
uns betreut].
Thus already on 18 and 19.6.42 we were once more occupied with the excavation of pits
in the settlement area [Siedlungsgelände]. On 19.6 SS-Scharf. Schröder, who died of
spotted fever at the local SS hospital, was buried in the new cemetery at the
Commander's Estate. My Gruppe was reinforced by men from the SD and participated
as honor guard at the memorial service.
On 26.6 the expected Jewish transport from the Reich arrived.
On 27.6 we and most of the commando departed for Baranowitsche to participate in an
operation. The result was as always negative. In the course of this operation we
evacuated [räumten wir] the Jewish ghetto in Slonim. Some 4000 Jews were given over
to the earth on this day [an diesem Tage der Erde übergeben].
On 30.6 we returned to Minsk. During the next following days we were occupied with
repairs to equipment and the cleaning and inspection of weapons.

On 2.7 we again carried out the arrangements for the reception of a Jewish transport,
[that is, the] excavation of pits.
On 10.7 we and the Latvian commando were deployed against the partisans in the
Koydanow Forest. In connection with this we unearthed an ammunition depot. On this
occasion we were suddenly ambushed with a machine gun. A Latvian comrade was
killed. During the pursuit of the band we managed to shoot four men.
On 12.7 the Latvian comrade was buried in the new cemetery.
On 17.7 a transport of Jews arrived and was brought to the estate.
On 21, 22 and 23.7 new pits were excavated.
Already on 24.7 another transport with 1000 Jews from the Reich arrived here.
From 25.7 to 27.7 new pits were excavated.
On 28.7 large operation in the Russian. Ghetto of Minsk. 6,000 Jews were brought to the
pits.
On 29.7 3000 German Jews were brought to the pits.
During the next following days we were again occupied with the cleaning of weapons
and the repair of equipment.
[end of first page]
Furthermore my Gruppe supplies the NCO of the Watch [U.v.D., Unteroffizier vom
Dienst] and supervises the house prison.
Inmate strength approximately 50 men.
On the orders of SS-Ostuf. Störtz SS-Rttf. Albert Lorenz was relocated to Riga. He was
detached on 4.7.42.
SS-Rttf. Skowranek and SS-Strm. Auer were on furlough from 8.7 to 1.8. Both returned
punctually.
SS-Strm. Otto recovered on 28.7 and was released from the hospital, which
recommended a recovery furlough. Otto was sent by the Commander on recovery
furlough from 3.8 to 25.9. He is planning to get married during this furlough.
SS-Strm. Hering is on home furlough from 3.8 to 27.8.
The conduct of the men on and off duty is good and leaves no room for any complaints.
Arlt [handwritten signature]
SS-Unterscharführer
Gruppe Arlt Minsk, 25 September 1942
Activity Report
With the exception of two Jewish transports the first half of August passed by rather
monotonously.
Following 15.8.42 preparations for the large operation against bandits and partisans in
the territory of White Russia began. For this purpose various commandos from Riga,
Danzig and Posen arrived in Minsk.
My Gruppe, i.e. the men Skowranek, Teichmann, Hampe, Auer and myself, was

assigned to the clearing commando of Dr. Heuser. Strm. Hering, who returned from
furlough on 18.8.42 remained in Minsk substituting armory sergeant [Waffenwart]
Gennert.
The Heuser Commando, 75 men strong, most of them Latvians, equipped with one
heavy as well as one light grenade launcher, one [heavy] machine gun, four light
machine guns and submachine guns and carbines set out for Schazk, 75 km from Minsk
in the direction of Sluzk. Once arrived we had to clean up the quarters. We were
accommodated in a former hospital. From there reconnaissance units were dispatched
daily to the surrounding villages. These operations often produced good results. Once we
even managed to catch a partisan as he, equipped with carbines and hand grenades, was
about to disappear into a forest.
On 27.8.42 the whole commando was deployed to a certain place in a marsh where a
p.[artisan] camp reportedly was located. The outcome of the operation was negative.
After struggling for an hour to get through the forest we reached a slough where it was
impossible for us to go any further. After firing the grenade launcher indiscriminately
into the slough for 15 minutes we withdrew. A night operation carried out one day later
was also without result, as the partisans present in the village had hidden themselves so
well that we could not find them. The village teacher, who sought to escape after being
interrogated, was shot on the run by Strm. Hampe.
[end of first page]
On 31.8.42, towards 5:00 p.m. a report arrived from a village 10 km from Schazk
concerning a 3 men strong p.[artisan] group which came there to pick up provisions.
Two passenger cars were immediately made ready and drove off. After reaching the edge
of the village half an hour later, we advanced while securing the area to the left and right,
when the right patrol, Strm. Auer and I, noticed a man who we first believed to be a
farmer. When Strm. Auer called out to the same man, who had come within a distance of
some 15 meters, he was shot at from close range by a submachine gun shooter lying in
cover [Deckung, here misspelled as Dekung], while I was shot at by a rifle shooter. We
threw ourselves down, took cover and immediately opened fire, whereupon the partisans
immediately retreated through a wheatfield, pausing occasionally to shoot back at us. In
the meantime Ostuf. Heuser, Hampe, Teichmann and Skowranek with the machine gun
as well as Gennert and Exner arrived and immediately joined in the combat. During the
engagement, which lasted for 17 minutes, one p.[artisan] was shot, while the other two
managed to escape into the nearby bush forest, apparently wounded. There were no
casualties on our side, neither wounded nor dead. As was determined by the 1st SSBrigade on the following day, there existed in the same forest at a distance of 1 km a
camp consisting of approx. 30 men. During the engagement a woman working on a field
nearby was wounded.
After some more patrols crisscrossing the region around Schazk we left the follow-up to
the units of the 1st SS-Brigade deployed there, and on 4.9.42 we set off in the direction
of Byten, approx. 140 km from Brest-Litovsk. We arrived there the same day via
Baranowitsche and installed ourselves in a school. On the same day at 9.00 in the
evening a part of the locality situated near a forest was attacked by partisans and eight
houses were set on fire. The Lithuanian machine gun post which had been set up to
protect the locality returned the fire.
The following days passed by quietly. Weapons were cleaned, interrogations and smaller
reconnaissance patrols carried out.
On 8.9.2 we continued on to Nihatschewo, located 130 km from Brest along the road.
There we found quarters prepared. On the next day we advanced
[end of second page]
together with units from the 1st SS-Brigade towards the reportedly partisan-controlled
small town of Kossow, 12 km north of Nihatschewo. The partisans had retreated and
doing so burned down more than 40 houses. The population was interrogated and twelve

suspicious persons were handed over to the brigade's I.o. [intelligence officer]. In the
evening we returned to our quarters in Nihatschewo. The next days passed by quietly
and without any operations.
On 12.9.42 we returned to our old quarters in Byten.
On 13.9.42, around 1:00 p.m., a convoy of five vehicles which was to meet with us in
Byten was attacked by partisans 6 km from the locality. Scharf. Tietz, who rode in the
first car, was immediately hit by a fatal shot and died. The driver of the car, Hptscharf.
Jenner, was wounded in both hands. The mechanic sitting in the same car, a Jew,
transferred Jenner into a lorry, which he then drove to our office in Byten. Strm. Hampe
administered first aid to the wounded. A 40 man strong rescue commando immediately
made its way to the site of the assault. Around the same time there arrived two Gruppe
from the mot.[orized] gendarmerie in Mironím, which had been called to the site by the
driver in the last car. Some of them remained standing around the last car, looking for
bullet holes. Blinded by the sun and believing that we had in front of us partisans
plundering the car we opened fire. The gend.[arms] took cover and returned the fire.
After five minutes the mistake was discovered and fire was ceased. There were no
losses. The dead were brought back to Byten and laid in state. The vehicles were towed
away. Once arrived in Byten we discovered that one of the men from our commando,
Uscha. Kirchner, was missing. Search operations immediately commenced but rendered
no results. A search operation carried out on the following day was likewise without any
result. According to statements from a farmer who lived nearby, Kirchner had left on his
own to capture partisans. According to statements from captured partisans Kirchner was
burned alive.
The next days passed by quietly except for a few courier trips to Baranowitsche.
On 22.9.42 we departed for Minsk via Baranowitsche and arrived around 9:00 in the
evening.
[end of third page]
On 23.9.42 the dead comrades from Hauptstuf. Liebram's commando were buried in the
heroes' cemetery on the estate. Gauleiter Kube, as well as the Gend.[armerie]Führer of
White Russia were present.
On 25.9.42 there again arrived a transport with Jews.
The SS-Sturmmänner Auer, Otto and Hering were promoted to SS-Rottenführern with
effect from 15.9.42.
I have been granted furlough from 25.9 to 20.10.42 and have appointed SS-Rttf. Auer to
be my substitute. During the same period the Sturmmänner Hampe and Wyngra will also
be on furlough. SS-Strm. Teichmann has been on furlough since 5.9.42 and will return
on 28.9.42. SS-Rttf. Otto reported back from furlough on 25.9.42.
The Borgward lorry, which is at present in the Army motor pool [H.K.P,
Heereskraftpark] has been made ready and will be picked up by Uscha. Bartz.
sg.
Arlt [typewritten]
SS-Unterscharführer
att. [f.d.R., für die Richtigkeit]
Auer [handwritten signature]
SS-Rottenführer
3.3.2. The Provenance of the Documents and Their Characteristics

In the 1965 documentation Unsere Ehre heisst Treue, which is the source for the Arlt reports given
by both Gerlach and Kohl, we are informed that the war diaries and activity reports of the 1st
Company of the Waffen SS special-forces battalion were among "new material recently discovered"
at the Czechoslovakian State Archives in Castle Zásmuky, Kolin.[30] The editor(s) provides no
explanation as to how these documents were discovered, by whom, or the reason for their presence in
the Czechoslovakian archives. Later the reports were evidently copied and incorporated into the
archival collections of the Zentrale Stelle der Landesjustizverwaltungen in Ludwigsburg (ZStL).[31]
The "recent" discovery of the reports most likely took place after 1963, because they were clearly not
introduced as evidence at the Koblenz trial. There is no mention in Unsere Ehre heisst Treue of the
documents ever being authenticated, and I have found no indication that Arlt himself survived the
war, or that in such case he was confronted with the documents.
The report from 17 May 1942 is typed on one page. The word Gruben (pits) on its third line appears
to have originally been misspelled Gruppen (groups) and then corrected using a relatively thick pen.
The report from 16 June 1942 is typed on two pages. It is either written on a typewriter with wornout letters or is a carbon copy (although if so it is not indicated). The second page is paginated using
Arabic numerals.
The report from 3 August 1942 is typed on two pages, with the second page considerably less clearly
readable than the first (possibly the ribbon began to wear out). There are seven corrections made with
a not-so-fine pen: on 5 occasions on the lower half of the first page the author has written a "6"
indicating June and then corrected it to "7" (for July).
The report from 25 September 1942 is typed on four pages (paginated using Roman numerals). It
contains 9 handwritten corrections of spelling errors made using the same or a similar pen as in the 3
August report and the 17 May report.
The most striking feature common to all of the four reports is that they are lacking an addressee. Who
was the recipient of the report? The reader has no way of knowing. The only heading provided is the
name of Arlt's unit, the place and date, and the word "activity report" (Tätigkeitsbericht). In contrast
to this we have reproduced in the same documentation[32] an activity report written by SSUnterscharführer Lipps (who also appears in the Arlt report of 16 June). It is dated 27 May 1942 at
the Aussenstelle Wilejka, typewritten, neatly paginated (in Arabic numerals) and states as its
addressee a certain SS-Untersturmführer Burgdorf stationed in Minsk (cf. Ill. 3). The Lipps activity
report mentions four operations against Jews ("Judenaktion") – in Krzywice on 28 April, in Dolhinov
on 29-30 April, in Wolozyn on 10 May and again in Dolhinov on 21 May. As for the last operation
we learn that thereby "the Jewish problem in this town was solved with finality", but aside from this
possible veiled reference there are no mentions of mass killings in the report, explicit or implicit.
There are another two messages from Lipps that are handwritten in Sutterlin script, both signed by
Lipps himself and addressed to the aforementioned Burgdorf.[33] As the first message, which has the
form of an activity report but lacks a title, covers one and a half page, with the short second message
following on the bottom of the second page, it seems likely that these are drafts that were to be
typewritten before being dispatched (if the two messages were part of the same letter it would make
little sense to address and sign both of them as though they were separate letters).
Arlt's form of signature also varies from report to report. On the 17 May report we have a tiny, almost
unreadable handwritten signature (presumably "Arlt") under which is typewritten "SSUnterscharführer" (using the SS-rune). On the 16 June report we have a handwritten signature
("Arlt") of about the same size, clearer now, under which is typewritten "Unterscharführer" followed
by a typed period (full stop). No "SS", either typed with the special rune or with ordinary letters, can
be seen preceding the word "Unterscharführer", but there is a small dot just to the left of the "U"
which might possibly be the right end of a hyphen connecting a missing "SS" with
"Unterscharführer". On the 3 August report we have a somewhat larger handwritten signature
("Arlt") under which is typewritten "SS-Unterscharführer" using the SS-rune, followed by a typed
period. On the 25 September report, finally, the signature is for the first time preceded by the
abbreviation "[g]ez." (gezeichnet, signed; the "g" is not visible, likely due to a problem with the
typewriter). The signature itself is typewritten ("Arlt"). Under this is typewritten "SSUnterscharführer" sans concluding period. We also have here to the lower left a note of attestation
signed SS-Rottenführer Auer, who was to substitute for Arlt during the latter's furlough. For a
facsimile see Ill. 5.

A comparison of the three handwritten signatures (cf. Ill. 4) further shows that the "A" and the "t" in
the 3 August report look radically different from the corresponding letters in the two other
handwritten signatures.

Illustration 2. Arlt's Report from 17 May 1942 (Source: Unsere Ehre heisst Treue, p. 236).

Illustration 3. The First Page of the Gruppe Lipps Report from 27 May 1942 (Source: Ibid., p. 237).

Illustration 4. The Handwritten Signatures from the First Three Arlt Reports.

Illustration 5. The Last Page of the 25 September 1942 Arlt Report.
3.3.3. Problematic Content

The Arlt activity reports mention, besides one mass killing of 4,000 Jews in Slonim, a total of 14
massacres of Jews near the "Commander's Estate". I have summarized the details regarding these 14
mass killings in the table below:
Table 4: Killings at Trostenets mentioned by the Gruppe Arlt
activity reports.
Date

Number of Victims

Source

30 April

?

Prisoners

11 May

1000

Vienna

26 May

1000

Reich

1 June

?

?

15 June

1000

Vienna

26 June

?

Reich

17 July

?

?

24 July

1000

Reich

28 July

6000

Minsk Russian Ghetto

29 July

3000

Minsk Russian Ghetto

1-15 August

?

?

1-15 August

?

?

25 September ?

?

(a) The Liquidation of the Slonim Ghetto
In the report from 3 August 1942 we read that Gruppe Arlt departed for Baranovichi on 27 June to
participate in an operation, and that during the course of this operation it evacuated the Slonim
Ghetto. We further read that "on this day" some 4,000 Slonim Jews were killed. Any reader would
take it that the mass killing in question was carried out on 27 June, as no other date is mentioned, but
all other available sources state that the liquidation of the Slonim Ghetto began on 29 June. Since we
learn in the same report that Gruppe Arlt returned to Minsk on 30 June, it is possible to argue that the
unit was indeed active in Slonim on 29 June, the day before its return to base, and that Arlt simply
forgot to mention the actual date of the massacre. The official historiography on the Slonim Ghetto
liquidation, however, offers a further contradiction.
Yitzhak Arad describes the events as follows:
"The annihilation of Jews in the Slonim ghetto, which housed 10,000 to 12,000 Jews,
including several thousand from neighboring townships, took place between June 29 and
July 15 [1942]. Prior to the murder action, in May, 500 Jewish men had been sent to
work in the east Belarusian town of Mogilev, where no Jews existed. On June 29 at
dawn, the ghetto was surrounded by local police reinforced by a unit of Lithuanian
police. The ghetto inhabitants hurried into their hiding places; on the first day of the
action, some 2,000 Jews were caught and taken 7 kilometers east of the city, to
Petrolevich, where they were shot. Many Jews were killed when hand grenades were
thrown into their hiding places, and many more were shot trying to escape. The massacre
and the manhunts continued until July 15. Between 8,000 and 10,000 Jews were
murdered in Slonim. When the action was over, fewer than 1,000 Jews remained; most
of these were artisans. About 400 of them were murdered on August 20, and a few
hundred more escaped to the forest. The last Jews in Slonim were shot in December
1942."[34]
Thus if we are to believe Arad, Arlt and his unit could only have participated in the murder of some
2,000 Jews, i.e. half the number recorded in the 3 August report.
According to the above-mentioned letter from Kube to Lohse on 31 July 1942 (3428-PS) 8,000 Jews
were liquidated in Slonim.
Interestingly, the verdict of the 1963 Koblenz trial found that Heuser's KdS commando had carried
out the killing of 200 Jews from the Slonim ghetto "possibly in April, though probably in May or the
beginning of June 1942" near a quarry 1-2 km outside of the town; the verdict did not state whether
this number was included in the 8,000 figure mentioned in the Kube letter.[35] As far as I have been
able to determine no other source mentions this alleged massacre.
(b) The Arrival Date of Transport Da 203
According to both the Fahrplananordnung Nr 12 of the Deutsche Reichsbahn Reichsbahndirektion
Königsberg from 7 May 1942 and the Fahrplananordnung Nr 40 from Haupteisenbahndirektion
Mitte (Minsk) from 13 May 1942, the transport Da 203 from Vienna was scheduled to arrive in
Minsk on 22 May 1942 (a Saturday).[36] On 22 May 1942 Georg Heuser and SS-Obersturmführer
Lütkenhus met with Reichsbahn officials to negotiate new arrival dates for the transports. On the

following day, 23 May, Heuser dispatched a telegram to Reichsbahnoberrat Reichardt summarizing
the results of their meeting.[37] In this we read that "the transport expected here on the Saturday
before Whitsuntide [Pfingsten] is to be halted in Koydanoff, so that it arrives in Minsk only on the
night of Tuesday after Whitsuntide". The Reichsbahn also promised to insert corresponding delays to
all further transports, so that they would arrive in Minsk "on the night of a Monday or another
weekday, with the exception of Friday".
In 1942 Whitsuntide fell between 22 and 25 May.[38] The first Tuesday following Whitsuntide was
26 May. Accordingly the Koblenz court ruled that Da 203 had arrived in Minsk on that day (cf.
§2.3.). This also fits with the Arlt report from 16 June. There appears, however, to exist some doubt
regarding the arrival date of Da 203. Gerlach lists it as arriving on 23 May, and then lists separately a
transport arriving on 26 May, with the Arlt report as the only source, concluding that "because of the
great difference in time there can be no confusion with the preceding or following transports".[39] In
the Arlt report in question there is no mention of a transport arriving on 23 May, despite the fact that
it strongly implies that Arlt and his men were in the Minsk area on that day without any other
business to attend to. As sources on the arrival of Da 203 Gerlach lists a "Note of the KdS White
Russia concerning alterations" (Vermerk KdS Weissruthenien über Änderungen) dated 23 May 1942,
likely the same as the Heuser telegram quoted above, but also "Information on arrived deportation
trains" ("Angaben über eingelaufene Deportations-Züge") from the Minsk State Archives.[40]
Although I have not been able to access the latter document, I find it reasonable to assume that it
does indeed confirm a 23 May arrival – else Gerlach must have committed a rather remarkable
blunder. Could it be that the train was not delayed as planned until the 26th, but that its arrival was
only postponed for one day, until May 23?
(c) The Arrival Date of Transport Da 206
According to the Koblenz trial verdict Transport Da 206 arrived in Minsk on 15 June 1942, which
fits with the 16 June Arlt report's statement that a transport arrived in Minsk on the 15th. Gerlach,
however, gives the arrival date as 13 June, even though he references the Arlt report. His other source
is a preserved transport list.[41] The transport departed Vienna on 9 June 1942.
(d) The Arrival Date of Transport Da 220
According to a list of arrived transports from the Minsk State Archives referenced by Gerlach,
Transport Da 220, departing from Theresienstadt on 14 July, arrived in Minsk on 18 July.[42] The
Arlt report of 3 August, however, does not list any arrival on this date, but instead it speaks of "a
transport of Jews" arriving on the 17th. Gerlach notes this contradiction and gives as arrival date "17
or 18 July". Kohl also notes the contradiction and inserts a note within brackets: "18.7.?"[43]
(e) The Two Transports in the First Half of August
In the Arlt report from 25 September we read that two Jewish transports arrived on unstated dates
during the first half of August 1942. There is however only one known transport to Minsk/Trostenets
during this period: Transport Da 222, which departed Theresienstadt on 4 August. Where then did the
other transport come from? Gerlach makes a faint attempt at explaining it as the transport of 1000
Polish Jews from Warsaw mentioned in correspondence between Kube and Lohse, but since this train
arrived in Minsk not in August but on 31 July, Gerlach leaves the possibility open for the arrival of
an undocumented transport of unknown origin.[44]
(f) Zug versus Gruppe
In the Waffen-SS a Zug (pl. Züge) was the tactical equivalent of a platoon and had 30 to 40 men in its
ranks. Gruppe (group, squad) was the term for the smallest sub-unit of the German military and as a
norm consisted of 8-10 men. Usually a Gruppe was a component of a Zug.[45] Yet at the very
beginning of the 17 May report Arlt writes: "The activity of the Zug, i.e. 1 Unterführer and 10 men"
("Die Tätigkeit des Zuges d.h. 1 Unterführer und 10 Mann"). Then at the end of the 16 June report
we read: "My Gruppe here in Minsk is now only 1:7 strong" ("Meine Gruppe hier in Minsk ist nur
mehr 1:7 stark"), i.e. there were only 1 Unterführer (Arlt himself) and 7 men (Sturmmänner and
Rottenführern) left in the Gruppe. This is congruent with the statements that Strm. Lukas was on
furlough, Rttf. Puck detached to Loklja, and Strm. Otto in the hospital with spotted fever. This clearly
shows that Arlt (or a possible forger) confuses Zug with Gruppe at the beginning of the 17 May
report.

There is also the curious renaming in the report headers of Arlt's unit from "II. Zug Waffen-SS" (in
the 17 May report only "II. Zug") to " Gruppe Arlt". How come that Arlt was reporting for the 2nd
Zug when from the beginning he had only 10 men with him? Note that this renaming isn't explained,
even though reports from 16 June and 3 August (between which it occurred) are consecutive. Also
note that Arlt continues to use the term Zug for his Gruppe throughout the 17 May report. It seems
odd, to say the least, that a unit commander would misuse such basic terms.
(g) The Location of the Mass Graves
In the 17 May report Arlt writes that he and his unit spent 8 days "leading and supervising the
excavation of pits 22 km outside of Minsk" ("die Aushebung von Gruben, 22 km vor Minsk zu leiten
bezw. zu beaufsichtigen"). The wartime Übersichtskarte von Mitteleuropa makes it clear, however,
that Trostenets and Blagovshchina were located approximately 12 and 14 km respectively outside of
the city of Minsk (cf. Ill. 1). Kohl has chosen to excise "22 km vor Minsk" from his transcript of the
report without notifying his readers.[46] The date of the clearing of the prison is chronologically
inconsistent with the dating of the report, although this may be explained by a simple mistake (Arlt
typing a "5" instead of a "4"). The operation would in that case have taken place on 30 April (I have
indicated thus in Table 4 above).
3.3.4. The Evidentiary Value of the Reports

Although the above listed anomalies and problems pertaining to provenance, document
characteristics and contents may not be sufficient to brand the Arlt reports as forgeries, they
constitute a number of good reasons to be skeptical of its authenticity. Moreover, even if it was 100%
genuine, the killings mentioned or implied in them would cover only some half of Gerlach's
minimum figure of 40,000 Trostenets victims. Except for the killings of Jews from the Minsk Ghetto
on 28-29 July 1942 and the Slonim Ghetto liquidation, which are corroborated (more or less) by
3428-PS, there exists, as far as I have been able to determine, no documentary evidence
corroborating the other mass killings mentioned by the reports, unless we count the 15 June 1942
"gas van" telegram (see the following paragraph) which does not mention Trostenets and only speaks
of "special treatment" (Sonderbehandlung). Most importantly, there exists no reliable forensic
evidence for any of the mass murders.
It is worth noting that while the Arlt reports describe anti-partisan operations in great detail, their
descriptions of the handling of Jewish transports are terse in the extreme. Thus while we are provided
with information such as that Heuser's commando was equipped with "one light grenade launcher,
one [heavy] machine gun, four light machine guns and submachine guns and carbines" during the
anti-partisan operation in mid-August,
• There is no description of the modus operandi of the mass killings, nor is there any mention of
which officers were in charge of them
• There is no mention of the "gas vans" allegedly employed at Trostenets
• There is no mention of the fact that some of the arrivals were selected for work at the estate
• There is no mention of the change in the arrival procedure which took place in early August
(from indirect transports via the Minsk freight station to direct arrivals via the new railway
line).
In his 2003 transcript of the reports Paul Kohl has left out most of the descriptions of anti-partisan
operations (including a full two pages from the 25 September report) without even marking these
omissions with ellipses.
One might argue that a hypothetical forger would not include long detailed descriptions, such as the
passages concerning anti-partisan operations. This possible argument, however, does not take into
consideration that the forger may have used authentic activity reports as a basis for his work and
simply altered or added text. The forger would of course be wise to exercise caution when making his
own additions and refrain from giving too many verifiable details – something which could explain
the above-mentioned terseness of the description of the mass killings. The odd lack of an addressee
could also be explained from the viewpoint of a forger, as a measure to prevent any search for copies
or corresponding report summaries.

Hopefully future research will throw more light on the background and the contents of the Arlt
reports. Until then the most reasonable assessment is to consider their evidentiary quality
questionable.
3.4. The "Gas Vans" Allegedly Deployed at Trostenets
I will not discuss here in detail the so-called "gas vans", as this aspect of the holocaust has been
critically examined at length elsewhere.[47] I will here confine myself to pointing out a few oddities
and contradictions pertaining to the alleged use of "gas vans" at Maly Trostenets.
In one of the handful of documents used by exterminationists to prove the existence of "gas vans", a
telegram from the Reichskommissariat Ostland head of the SIPO and SD in Riga to RSHA
headquarters in Berlin dated 15 June 1942 we read the following:
"At the commander of the SIPO and SD White Russia a transport of Jews arrives weekly
which is to be subjected to special treatment [Sonderbehandlung].–
The 3 S–wagons existing there do not suffice for this purpose. I request for allocation of
another S–wagon (5[t] tonner). Furthermore I request at once to send 20 exhaust hoses
for the existing 3 S–wagons (2 Diamond, 1 Saurer), as those available are already
leaky."[48]
From an exterminationist point of view this can only refer to the handling of the Jewish convoys
arriving in Minsk in the summer of 1942 that were allegedly exterminated in "gas vans" and then
interred at the Blagovshchina site. Of course, even if accepted as genuine – and there are several
question marks surrounding this and the associated telegrams collected in the Nuremberg file 501PS[49] – its homidical interpretation hinges on the interpretation that the term "Sonderbehandlung"
("special treatment") equals physical extermination.
Considering, however, that the weekly direct Jewish transports to Minsk and Trostenets almost
invariably consisted of 1,000 people, of whom some died en route and 20-80 were selected for work
at Minsk or Trostenets, leaving some 950 to be killed, and considering that the majority of the
victims buried at Blagovshchina are claimed to have been shot, not gassed, then the demand for a
fourth "gas van" appears rather odd, especially if one draws a comparison to the "extermination
camp" Chełmno, where in March 1942 alone a total of 24,687 Jews, i.e. 797 per day, are alleged to
have been murdered exclusively through the use of merely 2 or 3 "gas vans". In comparison the three
vans allegedly employed at Trostenets prior to 15 June 1942 each had to handle some 317 victims per
week, at the very most.[50]
According to a draft for an outgoing telegram allegedly sent to Riga on 22 June 1942 in response to
the above discussed request, a 5-ton Saurer "S-wagon" was scheduled to be dispatched to the SIPO
and SD White Russia in the following month, i.e. July 1942.[51] In a statement left in the early 1960s
the above-mentioned "gas van" driver Johann Haßler claims that 4 gas vans were employed by the
KdS and the Einsatzkommandos operating in and around Minsk. This would seem to fit with the
contents of the two telegrams. Haßler, however, testified that he himself had driven a 3-ton Diamond,
and that this had a capacity of 25 victims per loading, yet he goes on to describe all four vans
employed as having the same capacity,[52] despite the general contention that the larger Saurer vans
had about twice the capacity of the Diamond vans. How come Haßler did not recall this (supposedly)
basic fact?[53] After all, pointing this out would not have been incriminating to himself, as he
claimed to have driven the smaller type of vehicle.

4. What Was the Function of the Camp at Maly Trostenets?
As seen above, it is nowadays commonly asserted that the Austrian, German and Czech Jews
deported to Belarus in the period May-November 1942 constituted some 35-50% of the total number
of Trostenets victims, and that the camp did not serve primarily as an extermination center for the
Belarusian Jews. It is also asserted by Gerlach and others that the opening of the camp more or less
coincided with the first of the 1942 transports from the above-mentioned countries. All this suggests
that Trostenets had two functions: 1) as a minor agricultural labor camp; 2) as a center for the
handling of Jewish convoys from the west.

4.1. The Alleged Mass Killings as Chronological Anomaly
What then was the fate of these transports? If we are to accept mainstream historiography the vast
majority of the deportees were immediately murdered by gas or bullets at the Blagovshchina site.
The foremost evidence for this contention are the questionable Arlt activity reports, which, even if
authentic, mention only ten, or less than half, of the transports. Aside from this we only have
Strauch's sworn statement that Heydrich had ordered the killing of the transports in April 1942.
What certainly puts the mass extermination claim in spurious light is the dates of the transports. The
first convoy allegedly exterminated at Trostenets departed from Vienna on 6 May 1942. By this point
in time three "extermination camps" – Auschwitz-Birkenau, Chełmno and Bełżec – were already in
operation in Poland, and a fourth, Sobibór, was just about to open. In late July 1942 all six of the
"extermination camps" were active. But if these camps really were sites of industrialized mass
murder, why send 16-30 convoys with Jews from the west all the way to Belarus, when they could be
sent half the distance or less to be killed in Poland? The only logical conclusions from this seems to
be: a) the RSHA were completely incompetent as far as logistics are concerned; b) the KdS Minsk
had the Jews deported to Maly Trostenets killed on the initiative of Heydrich and/or Himmler, who
for some reason sought to keep the killings of these transports secret from the one who had ordered
them, i.e. Hitler; or c) the deported Jews, or at least part of them, were indeed resettled to other
locations in the Minsk region. If we are to believe holocaust historians like Gerlach, all authorities in
Minsk were aware of the mass murders carried out at Trostenets[54] , so that it seems completely
implausible that the operation could have been kept hidden by Himmler and Heydrich. This would
leave only alternatives A and C. Exterminationists, of course, have no problem engaging in "doublethink" and may simultaneously believe that the alleged perpetrators of the mass killings were
bumbling fools and cold-blooded, efficient bureaucrats. What then about alternative C?
4.2. Maly Trostenets as Possible Transit Camp
Is it possible that the "resettlement" of the Jews arriving at Trostenets indeed meant resettlement?
According to the witness Hans Munz, who was deported from Theresienstadt in June 1942, the
arrivals at Trostenets were told that they would be brought to new workplaces.[55] In the testimony
of "an unknown deportee from Vienna" we read that the deportees remaining at Trostenets were told
that their relatives who had arrived with them "were brought to other estates, of which there were
many in the vicinity".[56] The anonymous testimony continues:
"In the meantime we had learnt that there were no 'other estates [anderen Güter]' in the vicinity of
Minsk, and that all the people, who they [the Germans] told us were sent to 'other estates' were
brought to 'Estate 16'. This 'Estate 16' was located some 4-5 kilometers from Klein-Trostenez, on the
left side of the road to Mogilev. On that site thousands were shot and murdered in gas vans. Labor
commandos from our camp were often dispatched to the woods near this 'Gut 16'. On their way they
met grey vans [Kastenwagen] and open trucks driving in that direction. The lorries were loaded full
with people. At one time I even saw a corpse lying on the road, dressed only in underpants.
Apparently he had jumped off the truck in order to save himself and had then been shot by the guards
accompanying the transport."[57]
The assertion that there did not exist any other estates in the Minsk region is clearly false. In
Generalkommissariat Weissruthenien there existed, according to Gerlach, no fewer than 967 stateowned farms (Sovkhozes) with a total area of 350,000 hectares, corresponding to some 12 percent of
the arable land.[58] Several hundred new farms were established by the economic administration of
the Generalkommissariat Weissruthenien in 1942.[59] In addition there existed in White Russia some
1400 collective-owned farms, Kolkhozes (which were later split up by the Germans into 5300
Landbaugenossenschaften.[60] The SS and Police in White Russia operated at least 16 Staatsgüter
(state-owned farms).[61] Among these were Trostenets, Koldichevo (also spelled Koldyczewo, also
spelled Koldyczewo, near Baranovici), Drosdy and Vishnevka.[62] Considering that GK
Weissruthenien covered an area of approximately 70,000 km2, whereof the Minsk-Land area made
up some 12 percent, it stands to reason that a fair number of collective farms must have existed
within, say, a 50 km radius of Trostenets. Gerlach further informs us that the production of the
Sovkhozes during the German occupation was hampered by an extreme lack of manpower.[63] The
utilization of the arriving Jews as slave labor on farms in the Minsk area would thus hardly be
unthinkable.

The most glaringly unrealistic element to appear in the testimonies and literature concerning
Trostenets is the repeated mention of the arrival of Jewish convoys that shouldn't exist according to
mainstream historiography – convoys of French, Dutch and Polish Jews which if they in fact reached
Trostenets almost certainly must have done so via the "extermination camps". We are thus speaking
here of Jews counted as "gassed" by the exterminationists.
As already mentioned, the Trostenets eyewitness Isak Grünberg speaks of transports arriving from
Auschwitz, and also hints at transports from Theresienstadt via Treblinka. The same witness as well
as a member of the SS-Bauleitung in Smolensk confirm that Polish Jews were detained at Trostenets.
Another witness, Ernst Schlesinger, speaks of transports arriving with Jews from Poland and France
(cf. §2.6.). The Jewish partisan leader Hersh Smolar (Smoliar), who operated in the Minsk area and
had at his disposal a wide network of informants, including Jews working at the Minsk railway
station, writes with regard to the first half of 1943 that "large parties of Jews from Warsaw, Paris and
Prague were brought to the vicinity of Minsk and Trostenitz where they were annihilated."[64] H.G.
Adler mentions transports from Holland and Luxembourg in his description of Trostenets, without,
however, providing a source for this assertion (§2.4.). Belarusian-Jewish writer Emanuil Joffe
contends that "tens of thousands of Jews from Germany, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Poland, France,
Holland, Hungary, and, possibly other European countries" met their death at Trostenets.[65]
In this context it is interesting to note that similar assertions are made regarding three other camps in
Reichskommissariat Ostland, namely:
• The Jewish labor camp at Vievis, northwest of the Lithuanian capital of Vilna, located along
the Vilna-Kovno railroad. Established in early 1942, its commandant was a German officer of
unknown rank named Deling; the German organization or department responsible for the camp
appears to be also unknown. In mid-1943 the camp came under the supervision of the Vilna
City Commissar.[66] Many of the inmates worked on constructing a highway between Vilna
and Kovno. The camp also seems to have functioned as a transit camp from where Jews were
transferred to other labor camps in Lithuania. In the first half of 1942 an unknown number of
Polish Jews from Łódź were sent to Vievis, no doubt via the "extermination camp" Chełmno.
Hundreds of them were transferred to Riga in July 1942.[67] In early 1943, according to diary
entries penned by the Jewish ghetto librarian Herman Kruk, 19,000 Dutch Jews arrived in
Vievis, which they must have reached via the "extermination camps" Auschwitz and
Sobibór.[68]
• The Salaspils camp[69] east of the Latvian capital of Riga, located along the Riga-Daugavpils
railroad. Established in the autumn of 1941 and assigned to KdS Latvia. The first Jewish
inmates were German, Austrian and Czech Jews that had been deported to Riga. According to
testimony left by the former Higher Leader of the SS and Police of Reichskommissariat
Ostland Friedrich Jeckeln on 14 December 1945, between 55,000 and 87,000 Jews "from
Germany, France, Belgium, Holland, Czechoslovakia, and from other occupied countries" were
brought to Salaspils and "exterminated" there. The deportation of Dutch, French, Belgian and
Polish Jews to the Riga region and Salaspils is confirmed by numerous eyewitness statements
and news reports, although mainstream historiography knows nothing of it – which should not
surprise, as such transports would by necessity have reached Latvia via one or several of the
"extermination camps" in Poland.[70]
• Concentration Camp Vaivara, located in northern Estonia, 30 km west of the country's third
largest city, Narva. The Vaivara camp itself consisted of a main camp and a nearby subcamp,
confusingly also known as Vaivara, which functioned as a transit camp and was established in
the summer of 1943.[71] Every Jew deported to Estonia in 1943 and 1944 was first sent to the
Vaivara transit camp before being transported further to one of the numerous labor camps –
most of them connected with the shale-oil industry – which had been established in
northeastern Estonia.[72] According to mainstream historiography some 20,000 Jews were
deported to Estonia[73], most of them Lithuanian and Latvian, but also some German and
Czech Jews and 500 Hungarian Jewesses in June 1944. The Vaivara camp must also have seen
the arrival of Polish Jews, as such were detained at the Estonian Klooga camp.[74] According
to the deported Lithuanian Jew Lebke Distel Dutch Jews were among the inmates of Kuremäe,
another of the Estonian labor camps.[75]
A common denominator for the above-mentioned four camps is that they were located in the vicinity
of the Generalbezirk capital or a major city: Salaspils – Riga; Vievis – Vilna; Vaivara – Narva; Maly

Trostenets – Minsk. Another is that they had direct railway access (in the case of Trostenets from
August 1942 onward).[76] Vaivara stands out from the others as it was established only in the late
summer of 1943. It appears likely, though, that Vaivara functioned as a replacement for the Jägala
camp, which was located near the Estonian capital of Tallinn (Reval) and was closed down in August
1943,[77] the month before Vaivara was officially established. Jägala was also located near a railway
station (Raasiku). This possible replacement may have been caused by the growing importance of the
Estonian shale-oil industry, which was concentrated in the northeastern part of the country, i.e. near
Narva.[78]
It could have been that these four camps, each located in one of the four Generalbezirk of
Reichskommissariat Ostland (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and White Russia), functioned as transit
points for at least part of the large numbers of Jews deported east via the "extermination camps" in
Poland. Many of the Jews reaching these camps would then have been transferred, in trucks, in carts
or on foot, to labor camps, collective farms and ghettos that lacked direct access to the railway
network.
If we accept the working hypothesis that Trostenets functioned as transit point in a resettlement
program, then some of the anomalies encountered in mainstream historiography no longer seem that
odd. In an affidavit from 5 November 1945 (2620-PS) the former head of the SS-RSHA Security
Service and commander of Einsatzgruppe D, SS- Gruppenführer Otto Ohlendorf stated:
"We also had these vehicles [the alleged "gas vans"] stationed in the neighborhood of
the transit camps [Durchgangslager] into which the victims were brought. The victims
were told that they would be resettled and had to climb into the vehicle for that purpose.
After that the doors were closed and the gas streamed in through the starting of the
vehicle; the victims died within 10 to 15 minutes. The cars were then driven to the burial
place, where the corpses were taken out and buried."[79]
This description would fit the orthodox version of the events at Maly Trostenets perfectly if it weren't
for the word "transit camps". Significantly, in the official English translation of this affidavit the
word "Durchgangslager", transit camps, has been deceptively mistranslated as "transient camps".[80]
This "Freudian slip" indicates that the Einsatz-Gruppe commanders were likely aware of Trostenets
and other "extermination sites" as transit camps.
The existence of the separate "holding camp" at Trostenets (cf. §2.10.), which appears more than a
little strange seen from the viewpoint of orthodox historiography, also makes sense in the light of the
resettlement hypothesis.
Christian Gerlach notes that:
"Apparently a few others [from the Jewish convoys] were also sent from there
[Trostenets] to other places, for example to the forced labor camp in Wilejka"[81]
We should recall here Gerlach's report (§2.8.) that 250 Polish Jews were transferred from Trostenets
to Smolensk. This of course begs the question: how many such "exceptions" were there?
Speaking of "exceptions" we may also note in passing, that while orthodox historians maintain that
Transport Da 221 from Theresienstadt, which arrived in Baranovichi[82] on 31 July 1942, was
exterminated by the local KdS Aussenstelle, Gerlach notes that, according to the witness "B.K.",
some 100 Czech Jews were delivered at this time to the nearby Koldichevo camp.[83] Gerlach calls
this camp, which was established in December 1941 by the KdS some 20 km north of Baranovichi, a
"labor and extermination camp", although Georg Heuser during his trial called it a Schutzhaftlager
(protective custody camp). Gerlach further states that a total of 22,000 people were murdered in this
camp. The origin of this figure, however, is yet another Soviet "investigative" committee.[84] In a
West German trial verdict from 1966 the camp is linked to the aforementioned Koldichevo estate as
well as to Organisation Todt.[85]
4.3. Maly Trostenets and Anti-Partisan Activities
It is clear that Trostenets served a role in operations against partisans near Minsk. This is confirmed
by the fact that the village of Maly Trostenets, which was located along the road that led up to the
estate, was turned into a Wehrdorf (protected village) in May 1943 on order of Generalkommissar

Kube. This meant that the former villagers were resettled and replaced with farmers loyal to the
Germans. All new male villagers fit for military service were trained and armed to fight locally active
partisans.[86] Gerlach and Rentrop[87] both state that "suspected bandits" were executed at
Trostenets; Gerlach mentions a figure of some 3,000 killed (cf. §2.8). A Belarusian Catholic priest
and resistance fighter by the name of Wincent Godlewski (Vincent Hadleŭski) was reportedly shot at
Trostenets on 24 December 1942 (the date may however suggest a propagandistic distortion of
events).[88]

5. Conclusion
Close to 70 years after the end of World War II the history of Maly Trostenets and the mass killings
allegedly perpetrated there still remains very much shrouded in obscurity. Even though the available
evidence does not permit us to exclude the possibility of German-conducted mass executions in and
around the camp, there are many reasons to be skeptical of the orthodox portrayal of Trostenets as a
"death camp". The bulk of the orthodox historiography on the camp is derived from post-war
testimony, whereas the only documentary evidence for the mass killings consists of the questionable
Gruppe Arlt activity reports, furnished by Communist Czechoslovakia in the early 1960s, and the
only material "evidence" of that adduced in the 1944 survey of an Extraordinary State Commission
headed by Nicholai Burdenko, the man behind the fraudulent Soviet Katyn commission.
Many questions remain which may be answered by future archival research. Among those are:
• Has any documentation from the camp been preserved? I have found no references to such
material, which needless to say does not mean that it has not been preserved. Especially inmate
lists or notes on the arrival of new detainees would be valuable for determining the
backgrounds of the Jewish inmates and the actual numbers of the arrivals selected for work at
the Trostenets estate.
• Do there exist any wartime aerial photographs of Trostenets? Considering the proximity of the
camp to Minsk this seems likely. If so, what do they tell us about the mass graves at the
Blagovshchina site? Air photos taken in 1941 would also be of much value as a means to
verify Kuznyetsov's claim of NKVD mass graves at the site.
• Why was the Blagovschina copse an off-limits area until at least the late 1980s?
• From where does Adler (1974) derive his assertions that Jews from Holland and Luxembourg
were brought to Trostenets?
• How many other German-run former kolkhozes and sovkhozes existed in the vicinity of
Trostenets? Did they employ Jews as forced labor? If so, have there been preserved any lists of
these workers?
Such archival research would preferably also include a survey of all witness testimonies relating to
the camp. What more do they have to tell us about the transports to Trostenets and the backgrounds
of the arrivals? Also, do we have any indications as to the number of cremation pyres used at
Blagovshchina?
Most important, however, there is need for a complete opening of all archives relating to the German
occupiers' treatment of Jews in eastern territories, as well as all records on NKVD activity in the area
prior to the war, combined with an exhaustive forensic-archaeological investigation of the
Blagovshchina and Shashkovka sites conducted by an international and impartial scientific
committee. Only then could it be determined how many people actually perished at Trostenets during
the German occupation, and if it really warrants the epithet of "extermination camp".
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The Strange Case of John Demjanjuk
by Richard A. Widmann

On May 13th news headlines around the world announced the conviction of John
Demjanjuk for having been a guard at the infamous Sobibor concentration camp.
Demjanjuk it would seem was found guilty as an accessory to the murder of some
28,060 people. Oddly however if one reads beyond the headlines it is revealed that there
was no evidence that Demjanjuk committed any specific crime. The conviction was
based on the legally declared “fact” that if he was at the camp, he had to have been a
participant in the killing. But if convicting a man without evidence isn’t strange enough,
Judge Ralph Alt ordered Demjanjuk sentenced to 5 years in prison but released him from
custody, noting that he had already served two years during the trial and had served 8
years in Israel on related charges which were later overturned. Was this verdict truly
about carrying out justice for crimes committed 65 years prior or was it simply the
wisdom of a judge who could placate all sides by setting a 91-year-old man free but still
pronouncing him guilty?
To better understand the recent events we need to turn back the pages of this story nearly
70 years. During World War Two, Demjanjuk fought in the Red Army against the Nazis
but by the summer of 1942 had become a prisoner of war. During his captivity,
Demjanjuk was recruited into a Wehrmacht auxiliary unit along with some 50,000 other
Russians and Ukrainians. Following the war, he immigrated to the United States. He
became an American citizen in 1958 and landed a job at the Ford automobile
manufacturing plant in Cleveland, Ohio.
In the years that followed Demjanjuk made the fateful decision to send his wife Vera
back to the Ukraine to tell his mother that he had survived the war and was living in the
United States. Word of the visit spread and soon the KGB investigated. Payments that
the Soviets were making to his mother for her presumed dead war hero son were
abruptly stopped.
In 1976, troubles for Demjanjuk magnified when the Ukrainian Daily News, a New York
based Communist newspaper, published an ID card from the Trawniki camp in Poland.
This camp was said to be a training center for ex-POWs who had volunteered to serve in
the Nazi SS. The article identified the man in the photo as one Ivan Demjanjuk and
announced that he was living in the United States.

The Trawniki ID Card.
Much has been written about this card including the charge that it is a forgery. It has no
date of issue, the SS symbol was entered by hand, and it has been asserted that the photo
of Demjanjuk was added after the fact. Photo: US Department of Justice.
In 1981 John Demjanjuk went through a trial to rescind his American citizenship. This
resulted in his extradition to Israel in 1986 where he was to stand trial for being “Ivan
the Terrible” who it was said operated the diesel gas chambers of Treblinka. Some
sources charged Demjanjuk with being responsible for a half-million murders. Soon the
numbers would grow even greater with some citing his personal responsibility for
upwards of 900,000 murders. The big question was not the plausibility of the alleged
crime itself, but rather, was John in fact the Ivan that the prosecution claimed he was?
Evidence in the case was largely limited to the Trawniki ID card and the fading
memories of a few purported eyewitnesses. The case seemed to be unraveling when it
was revealed that star prosecution eyewitness Eliahu Rosenberg had made a statement in
1947 that he had killed Ivan of Treblinka in August of 1943.
The ID card also came into question and even popular columnist Pat Buchanan labeled it
a forgery. The German newspaper Der Spiegel noted that a Bavarian handwriting expert
discovered that official stamps on the card had been faked, the German used was full of
mistakes, and punctuation was missing or had been added by hand. Moreover, the
number on the ID card, 1393, was issued before Demjanjuk was even captured. During
the recent trial in Germany it was revealed that a previously classified report by the FBI
argued that the ID card was “quite likely fabricated” by the Soviets. Demjanjuk
defenders had argued for years that the Justice department was withholding evidence.
Apparently they were correct.
Despite the threadbare evidence, in 1988 Demjanjuk was found guilty in his first trial, in
Israel, and sentenced to death by hanging for his crimes. His attorneys appealed and after
several years of solitary confinement, his case went to the Israeli Supreme Court. While
most media outlets had already served as Demanjuk’s judge, jury, and hangman, the
Israeli Supreme Court carefully weighed the evidence. Shevah Weiss, a member of the

Israeli Knesset and Holocaust survivor declared “The judges will decide. I’m sure they
will not send someone to hang if he is innocent.” Indeed, in a surprise conclusion, the
Israelis found the evidence for his conviction insufficient and released him in July of
1993.
While many considered the matter closed, various Jewish organizations continued to
hound Demjanjuk. The thought was apparently that even if Demjanjuk was not the fiend
of Treblinka, he must have been guilty of some other Holocaust related crime. In 1999
the US Justice Department filed a new civil complaint against Demjanjuk.
On April 30, 2004, a three-judge panel ruled that Demjanjuk could be again stripped of
his citizenship because the Justice Department had presented "clear, unequivocal and
convincing evidence" of his service in Nazi concentration camps. In December 2005,
Demjanjuk was ordered to be deported. In an attempt to avoid deportation, Demjanjuk
sought protection under the United Nations Convention against Torture, claiming that he
would be prosecuted and tortured if he were deported to Ukraine. Chief U.S.
Immigration Judge Michael Creppy ruled that there was no evidence to substantiate
Demjanjuk's claim and so the hounding would continue.
After several denials of his appeals right up to the US Supreme Court, Demjanjuk was
deported. On June 19, 2008, Germany announced it would seek the extradition of
Demjanjuk to Germany. That is where he was finally sent and stood trial.
While the trial of Demjanjuk in Germany indicated to some, including Efraim Zuroff,
chief “Nazi hunter” of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, that there is hope “that this verdict
will pave the way for additional prosecutions in Germany,” it should indicate to
objective observers that the time for such prosecutions is over. Alleged perpetrators are
in their 90s and in expectedly poor health. Eyewitnesses have faulty memories of all
such events, even when they occurred less than the 65-plus years that have elapsed.
Evidence is lacking. In fact the alleged crimes themselves have to generally be taken as a
matter of faith by all sides. Attorneys and judges who refuse to do this face the threat of
being tried and imprisoned for the crime of ‘Holocaust denial.’
While a statute of limitations should have been enacted years ago, time itself has set a
limitation on the continuation of such trials. Trials that would follow Demjanjuk’s would
be equally lacking in evidence. Today such trials and those who encourage them appear
to be acting solely out of sheer vengefulness. Old wounds will never be healed as long as
such hatred and vengeance is allowed to go on. The time is now to cease the prosecution
of the events of a time that is so long past. The absurdity of such trials is highlighted by
considering what would have followed if a newly elected Franklin Roosevelt were to
seek to put Confederate soldiers on trial. Can anyone imagine 25 years from now some
new Asiatic regime arresting, deporting and trying Americans for the murder of civilians
during the Vietnam War?
Rather than hoping for additional prosecutions, we should hope that this case marks their
end. It is clear that after decades of court cases no evidence fit to support a conviction
has been adduced that John Demjanjuk perpetrated any crimes during the period now
known as the Holocaust. It is clear however that many misguided prosecutors and
activists destroyed the life of this peaceable autoworker, making him the latest and if we
are lucky the last victim of the Holocaust.
In this issue of Inconvenient History we feature an unprecented three reviews of a single
new volume. After more than a decade Samuel Crowell's magnum opus, The Gas
Chamber of Sherlock Holmes has finally come into print. The significance of this work
is so great that we have decided to run reviews by historian Michael K. Smith, myself,
and newcomer Ezra MacVie. We are also running two lengthy revisionist studies. First,

Thomas Kues has provided the conclusion to the article begun last issue on the story of
the little known Maly Trostenets "extermination camp." Paul Grubach has also examined
the recent work of Deborah Lipstadt regarding the trial of Adolf Eichmann. Grubach
reveals some shocking double standards and even what he considers a contribution to
historical revisionism by this well-known anti-revisionist. We also welcome back Martin
Gunnells who reviews the recently published 25th anniversary edition of Michael
Hoffman's story of Ernst Zündel's false news trials, The Great Holocaust Trial.
Rounding out this issue is assistant editor Jett Rucker who considers the events of the
recent Richard Goldstone affair, something he calls instant self-revisionism.
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In 1990 German revisionist Udo Walendy published
an issue of his journal Historische Tatsachen
(Historical Facts) entitled Der Fall Treblinka (The
Treblinka Case) that focused on the numerous
absurd allegations surrounding this supposed
“pure extermination camp”. On one of the �rst
pages of this publication Walendy has reproduced
in facsimile a newspaper clipping from the Polishlanguage London newspaper Dziennik Polski (The
Polish Daily) dated 11 July 1942, together
with a
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German translation of a part of an article
appearing in said clipping, together with a brief
commentary on it. The part of the facsimile
offered in translation appears to have been either
rendered clearer and/or slightly enlarged or
retyped and inserted on top of the facsimile (cf.
Illustration 1).

 By Posting Date
►

2022

Illustration 1: The Dziennik Polski article as reproduced by Walendy

Walendy’s
introduction,
translation
and
commentary read as follows in English
translation:[1]
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“On 11 July 1942 the Polish Daily, a
newspaper of the Polish government in
exile in London, reported on a press
conference held by the British Minister
of Information on 9 July 1942, quoting
the exile-Polish Minister of the Interior
S. Mikolajczyk word for word under the
heading 'The Slaughter of the Jews':
‘...All in all 2,500 people were murdered
this night, while the remaining 25,000
people were brought to camps in
Belzec and Tremblinka. In Izbica
Kujawska 8,000 individuals were driven
away in an unknown direction. In
Belzec and Tremblinka the people are
reportedly killed with poison gas.’
One thing is certain, however, namely
that it was only on 23 July 1942 – that
is 14 days later! – with the arrival of
the �rst transport of Jews from
Warsaw that the Treblinka camp was
opened!!
As demonstrated by the above
described press conference, the lie
about mass gassings with poison gas
at this place [Treblinka] had been
disseminated to the world before the
camp even existed!”
Due both to the way in which Walendy reproduced
the newspaper article and the fact that revisionists
Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno in their seminal
study on Treblinka from 2002 (2004 in German) do
not mention the Dziennik Polski article, while
summarizing Walendy’s writings on the subject in
their review of literature on the camp,[2] certain
online anti-revisionists have asserted that Walendy
committed a forgery, and that Graf and Mattogno
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tacitly ignored the article out of opportunistic
motivations. “Holocaust scholar” Nick Terry writes
in an online forum post from 19 June 2009: [3]

“this (...) is actually a rather crude
denier forgery, more speci�cally an
alteration of the original text. Look at
the facsimile and blow-up of the
original Polish article in the relevant
issue of Historische Tatsachen. The
crucial passage is highlighted in such
a way that it does not match the rest
of the paragraph. [...].
One thing that is a bit of a give-away is
the fact that none of the other reports
on the July '42 press conference in
English-language papers mention
Treblinka, nor [does] any of the works
which used information from the
government-in-exile.”
In another forum posting from the same date Terry
writes further:[4]

“(...) I would only be compelled to
accept the reference if someone were
to produce the original in a clear
modern scan or in a stable digicamera
picture. The retyping means that the
burden of proof is squarely back on
denial's shoulders, and until such time
as someone looks at the original, we
can dismiss the reference. Of course,
when someone looks at the original
and can show that Walendy de�nitely
altered the text, then that's his
credibility shot to pieces. Yet again.
A quick and dirty gauge of whether this
is a forgery or not is the fact that
Mattogno and Graf did not pounce in it
and include it in their Treblinka book. If
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Treblinka as a death camp before it
opened, they would have been all over
it.”
Terry repeated this stance on 13 May 2011:[5]

“...the facsimile in Walendy's screed is
very clearly manipulated and the
underlying original text is obscured
deliberately by [Walendy]. The Dziennik
Polski article reports on a very wellknown press conference of the Polish
government in exile which was widely
reported elsewhere, with literally no
other paper mentioning extermination
at Treblinka. Nor do any of the
historians who have examined the
impact of the Bund report, which was
the source that provided the
information used in the press
conference.
The coup de grace is surely the nonappearance of Walendy's gambit in
Mattogno and Graf's book. They cite
Walendy's work but don't cite this
particular attempt to insinuate fraud
and hoaxing.
[...]. Treblinka II began to be
constructed from April 1942 and was
built evidently using Jewish labour.
(Not one single Jewish labourer who
helped build Treblinka II, or indeed
Belzec or Sobibor, survived the war.)
The fact that underground reports
began to distinguish the older
Treblinka labour camp from a new and
more lethal Treblinka camp in MayJune 1942 indicates only that the new
camp was more lethal, which was
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evidently true, as the Jewish labour
force was evidently being decimated
long before the camp opened for
'business' proper. The pre-opening
reports are clearly exaggerated, but
that is nothing unusual. They don't yet
indicate a knowledge of Treblinka as a
site of mass extermination, which
emerged only later in the summer,
after 22 July. None of these sources
speak of �ve �gure killings like
Walendy's forgery. […].
In the end (...) Walendy's facsimile is
unusable as a source because it is so
clearly a forgery that the burden of
proof shifts squarely back onto
whoever wants to use such a dubious
source. This is surely why neither of
the leading denier gurus thought it
worth their while including it in their
supposedly de�nitive screed.”
But is Walendy’s facsimile really a brazen forgery,
reproducing something that was never written in
that newspaper and on that date? In order to
determine that once and for all, I will in the
following section present a full translation of the
Dziennik Polski article together with facsimiles.

The text of the Dziennik Polski article of ��
July ����
The article quoted by Walendy is found on the third
page of the 11 July 1942 issue of Dziennik Polski
(cf. Ill. 2). This page bears the following triple
headline:[6]

“The tragic situation of the Polish
nation
A country seeks the awakening Report
of the
a problem

world conscience
Report of Minister Mikolajczyk at the
British Ministry of Information”
Below this headline we �nd the following editorial
note in italics:

“We provide here data [dane] on the
state of affairs in Poland, presented
the day before yesterday [i.e. 9 July
1942] by Minister Mikołajczyk to
British and foreign reporters at a press
conference held by the British Ministry
of Information. These data constitute
a summary of a comprehensive report
that Minister Mikołajczyk gave to the
National Council of the Republic of
Poland.”
Below on the same page are a number of articles
containing such “data”, most of them dealing
strictly with the sufferings of ethnic Poles, as well
as some notices on the world’s reactions to the
(alleged) events. Only two items deal with mass
murders of Jews: a brief notice on massacres of
Jews at Ponar near Vilna[7] (formerly a Polish city)
and the text quoted by Walendy, which is entitled
“The slaughter of the Jews” (“Rzeź Żydów”, cf. Ill.
3). I will give here this article in full translation

“The Slaughter of the Jews
The situation of the Jews presents
itself even worse. The matter of the
Warsaw ghetto is well known. Hunger,
death and diseases continually and
systematically threaten the Jewish
population. In the area of Lublin on the
night of 23-24 March [1942] the Jewish
population was deported. The sick and
disabled were killed on the spot. All
children aged 2-3 years from
 Reportthe
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orphanage, who numbered 108, were
sent away from the city along with
their nurses and murdered. Altogether
2,500 people were murdered that night,
while the remaining 26,000 were sent
to camps in Bełżec and Tremblinka
[wywieziono do obozów w Bełżcu i
Tremblince]. From Izbica Kujawska
8,000 people were deported in an
unknown direction. Reportedly in
Bełźec and Tremblinka the killing is
going on with the help of poisonous
gas [za pomoca gazów trujacych].
Mass murders in Rawa Ruska and
Bilgoraj
where
the
Jewish
communities ceased to exist. On
March 22nd the SS shot dead 120
people in the marketplace of
Wąwolnica near Kazimierz. An
unknown number was moved out of
the city and murdered. On March 30th
350 people were deported and killed
on their way to Nałęczów. The rest was
put inside wagons that were sealed
and sent away. In Mielec a total of
1,300 people were killed on March 9.
2,000 Jews were killed in Mir; 2,500 in
Nowogródek; 1,800 in Wołożyn; 4,000
in Kojdanów. From Hamburg 30,000
Jews were brought to Minsk; all of
them were shot. In Lwów the count is
of 30,000, in Vilna of 60,000, in
Stanisławów around 15,000, in
Tarnopol of 5,000, in Złoczów 2,000, in
Brzeżany of 4,000 murdered Jews.
Murders of Jews are also from Tarnów,
Radom, Zborów, Kołomyja, Sambor,
Stryj, Drohobycz, Zbaraż, Brody,
Przemyśl, Kolo and Dąbie.
Under the constraint to dig their own
graves – shootings with machine guns
[kolumłotami] and killings with
grenades – even poisoning with gas
a problem
daily
[zatruwanie gazem] are the Report

methods of destroying the Jewish
people, while it is understood that even
as in Lwów the Jewish communities
themselves had to draw up the list of
criminals.”
A closer look at the facsimile of the article (Ill. 3)
will show that it is di�cult from the extant copy to
make out all digits of the �gure of Jews deported
from the Lublin area to the “camps in Bełźec and
Tremblinka”. I therefore provide an enlargement of
this section of the article in Illustration 4. From this
we may determine that it is a �ve-digit �gure, since
there is a full stop (as customary in Polish as well
as German) following the second digit, three digits
following this stop, and no space left for further
digits before the word “wywieziono”). The �rst digit
is clearly a “2”; the third and fourth are both a “0”.
While the last digit is badly mangled in the copy, it
stands to reason that it is also a “0” (or we would
have to believe that someone estimated, say,
26,004 Jews to have been deported). The second
digit was read as a “5” by Walendy, but comparison
with the clear “5” on the middle of the preceding
line gives a hint that this is not the case. The only
digit �tting the features of the ink outlines is a “6”.
The number of Jews reported as deported on
23-24 March 1942 is therefore 26,000.
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Illustration 2: Third page of the 11 July 1942 issue of D

Illustration 3: The article “Rzeź Żydów” (“Slaughter of the Jews”)

Illustration 4: Enlargement of a portion of the ar

The signi�cance of the article
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It is unanimously claimed by Holocaust historians
that the Treblinka II extermination camp began its
operation with the arrival of the �rst of the
transports from the Warsaw Ghetto, which
departed on 22 July 1942 and reached the camp
the same or the following day. This means that
Mikołajczyk reported on the alleged extermination
actions at Treblinka a whole two weeks before
they are supposed to have commenced. Even
more remarkable, it is alleged that a machinery of
mass murder was in operation at Treblinka three
and a half months earlier, on 23-24 March 1942.
According to the o�cial version of events the
Jews evacuated from the Lublin area at this time
(the second half of March) were sent to be
murdered in the Bełżec camp, which had opened
on 17 March 1942.[8] There can be no confusion
with the third Aktion Reinhardt camp, Sobibór,
since that camp opened only in early May 1942.
Could it be that the nearby labor camp Treblinka I,
notorious among Warsaw citizens as a penal
camp, was mistaken for an extermination camp
because of transports of Jews there? Jewish
Holocaust historian David Silberklang provides the
following history of this camp:[9]

“The penal labor camp of Treblinka I
was established in the fall of 1941. It
was located two kilometers away from
the extermination camp, Treblinka II,
which was opened on July 22, 1942.
Initially, most of the prisoners in the
labor camp were Poles from the
Warsaw area. Later, Jews from the
same area joined them. The average
number of the prisoners ranged from
as few as 100 to as many as 2,000.
Approximately 20,000 people passed
through the Treblinka I penal labor
camp; it is believed that nearly half of
them were murdered during the camp’s
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three-year existence. The camp was
dismantled in July 1944, as the Red
Army approached the area.”
The Polish Jew Israel Cymlich was sent from the
small town of Falenica to the Treblinka labor camp
in August 1942. According to Cymlich's testimony
there were 400 Jews and about 200 Poles in the
camp at the time of his arrival; by November 1942
there were 1,200 Jewish and some 100 Polish
detainees. Most of the Polish inmates stayed in
the camp for only two to three months.[10]
According to Yitzhak Arad the Treblinka I camp
was established in the summer of 1941.[11]
Another source claims that the camp did not open
until December 1941.[12] This is supported by a
preserved proclamation in German and Polish[13]
which indicates that the Treblinka labor camp was
established (at least formally) either in November
or December 1941. If we are to accept the –
unsourced – Treblinka I death toll given by
Silberklang, i.e. less than 10,000, it would mean an
average of approximately (10,000 / 32 ≈) 312
deaths per month, assuming for the sake of
argument that the camp did not open until
December 1941. For the period of October 1941–
May 1942 this would mean a total of some 2,500
deaths. Here we must recall Silberklang’s
statement that the majority of the inmates during
the �rst period were Poles. Yet even if half of the
deaths were Jewish, this �gure – 1,250 spread out
over a longer period of time – seems extremely
unlikely to have triggered rumors of a death camp
for Jews.
Could it then be, as suggested by Nick Terry, that
the “evident” “decimation” of Jews working with
the construction of the Treblinka II camp caused
the “exaggerated” “pre-opening reports”?
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construction of the “extermination camp”:[14]

“In late April or early May 1942, an SS
team arrived in the Treblinka area,
toured the region, and determined the
site where a death camp would be
erected. [...]. The construction of the
death camp began in late May/early
June 1942. [...]. In charge of the
construction of Treblinka was SS
Obersturmführer Richard Thomalla,
who had completed his building
mission in Sobibor and had been
replaced there by Stangl in April 1942.
Technical assistance in the erection of
the gas chambers was also made
available.”
“The SS and Police Leader of the
Warsaw district was responsible for
the erection of the camp. Polish and
Jewish prisoners from Treblinka penal
camp, as well as Jews from
neighboring towns, were provided for
labor. [...]. None of the Jewish workers
who were employed at the building of
the camp survived.”[15]
Arad goes on to quote a Polish Treblinka I
detainee, Jan Sulkowski:[16]

“The Germans killed the Jews either by
beating them or by shooting them. I
witnessed cases where the SS-men ...
during the felling of the forests, forced
Jews to stand beneath the trees which
were about to fall down. In both cases
4 Jews were thus killed. Besides, it
often happened that the SS-men raided
the huts of the Jewish workers and
killed them in cold blood... I was
told
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by the SS-men that we were building a
bath-house and it was after a
considerable time that I realized that
we were constructing gas chambers.”
About when did the construction
period of the Treblinka camp
commence? To begin with, the source
offered by Arad for the late April/early
May 1942 inspection tour of the future
camp area is the memoirs of the
Treblinka station master Franziszek
Zabecki. Arad also quotes another
piece of testimony of importance in
this regard, namely that of Erwin
Herman Lambert the alleged architect
of the Aktion Reinhardt gas chamber
buildings:[17]
“The Treblinka camp was still in the
process of construction. I was
attached to a building team there.
Thomalla was there for a limited time
only and conducted the construction
work of the extermination camp.
During that time no extermination
actions were carried out. Thomalla
was in Treblinka for about four to eight
weeks. Then Dr. Eberl arrived as camp
commander. Under his direction the
extermination Aktionen of the Jews
began.”
We know from Irmfried Eberl’s personal
correspondence that he was still in Sobibór on 26
April 1942 and that on 29 June 1942 he had
already spent several days in Treblinka.[18] A letter
from Eberl to Commissar of the Warsaw Ghetto
dated 19 June 1942 and requesting a number of
items for the “Lager Treblinka” strongly indicates
that he was present in the camp by this date at the
it
latest.[19] From this and Lambert’s testimony
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follows that Thomalla was present in Treblinka
supervising the construction beginning late May to
mid-June. Considering that all sources seem to
agree on the fact that the construction of Sobibór
was concluded by the end of April, and that
Thomalla was in charge of the construction of
both Sobibór and Treblinka, it seems most likely
that the construction of the latter camp did not
commence until around the time of the opening of
the Sobibór camp, i.e. early May 1942. According
to the verdict of the Düsseldorf Treblinka trial
(1965) the camp was constructed “in the summer”
of 1942.[20]
The diary of the Warsaw Ghetto elder Adam
Czerniaków reports that 150 young German Jews
were sent from Warsaw to “Treblinka” on 10 April
1942. Another 78 German Jews were sent there in
late April 1942, a further group of thirty on 23 May
1942.[21] Cymlich states among the Jewish
detainees in Treblinka I there was a group of
German and Czech Jews who had participated in
the construction of Treblinka II: “They had worked
for a long time at constructing the other camp,
without a clue as to what they were building”.[22]
Indeed, if we are to trust Cymlich, the “knowledge”
of the prisoners as regards the alleged massmurder installation was far removed from today’s
established version:
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“All we knew was that corpses were
completely burned; nothing speci�c,
however, was known about the
methods of mass killing. People said
that the newly arrived victims were told
to undress under the pretext of [that
they were] going to take a bath, which
actually was a barracks with an
electri�ed �oor. Some claimed that
this barracks was in fact a gas
chamber. After the killing, the �oor slid
out and the corpses were thrown into
pits, which doubled as furnaces.”[23]
No wonder then that it took “considerable time”
also for Sulkowski to �gure out that he was
constructing gas chambers…
Czerniaków's diary entry from 23 April 1942 states
that 1,000 Czech Jews arrived in Warsaw that
day.[24] Thus it is possible that both German and
Czech Jews were among the 30 people sent to
Treblinka on 23 May (Czerniaków does not
mention the nationality of these Jews). Were these
Jews sent to Treblinka in order to work on the
construction of the Treblinka II camp? Regardless
of which, it is clear that the Germans in charge of
building Treblinka II did not consider these Jews to
be carriers of a terrible state secret, for otherwise
they would surely not have let them live and sent
them to the Treblinka labor camp, where they
could easily pass on this “knowledge” at the camp
latrine – which �ttingly was the gossip exchange
of choice[25] – to Polish inmates who, as
mentioned, were often released after two to three
months. How many inmates died in the Treblinka II
camp during its construction phase will likely
remain unknown, but there does not exist the
slightest evidence that mass murders were taking
place at that time, and certainly not mass death on
a scale that would be su�cient to trigger rumors
about a death camp. Again, if that had
been
the
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case, why let Jews from the construction work
force be transferred to the labor camp?
Considering the above evidence one must
conclude that construction of Treblinka II likely did
not begin until May 1942 – possibly not until the
latter half of that month – and that consequently it
is very unlikely that work on the �rst “gas chamber
building” – which the Poles employed for its
construction “mistook” for a bath house – was
�nished until June. Nonetheless propaganda
about a new “death camp” for Jews at Treblinka
was in circulation at least as early as the end of
May! In a survey of death-camp rumors Jewish
Holocaust historian Ruth Sakowska writes as
follows:[26]

“At that time, i.e. in late May and early
June 1942, the clandestine press
published reports on two camps in
Treblinka: the labor camp and the
death camp. The �rst reference to the
killing center there is to be found in a
text by Gutkowski entitled ‘The Scroll
of Agony and Destruction,’ which
probably constitutes the draft of an
Oneg Shabbat press bulletin. In the
entry dated May 29, 1942, we read:
‘There are two camps in Treblinka: a
labor camp and a death camp. In the
death camp people are not murdered
by shooting (the criminals are saving
ammunition), but by means of a lethal
rod
[in
the
Yiddish
original:
troytshtekn].’ This item, without
mention of the ‘lethal rod,’ was printed
on June 2, 1942 by the newspaper
Yedies. The next issue of that paper,
dated June 9, 1942, carried an article
entitled ‘The Death Camp in Trenblinka
[sic]’ In it we read:
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‘A Pole who managed to bribe his way
out of the camp relates: 'I worked with
the German personnel of the labor
camp. The Poles present there were
assigned the task of digging huge pits.
The Germans brought a group of about
300 Jews every day. They were
ordered to undress and get into the pit.
The Poles then had to cover the pits
with soil, burying the people there
alive. After they �nished their work,
they were shot.’”
Here we clearly have the notion of a killing center
for Jews, even if the idea of gassings (or killing by
steam for that matter) had not yet entered the
story and the scale of the alleged killings is
smaller. It is perhaps signi�cant though that both
the 29 May and (less explicitly) the 9 June version
rely on the propagandistic theme that the Germans
were employing outlandish and cruel methods of
murder in order to “save bullets”. Some 40-50 days
after these “revelations” the mass murders at
Treblinka began according to established
historiography. The idea of industrialized mass
murder in “death chambers” must have been
attached to the new Treblinka camp at some time
between mid-June and – at the latest – 8 July (the
day before the press conference).
On 1 August 1942 the Communist underground
newspaper Trybuna Wolnosci reported that the
Jews deported from Warsaw were ostensibly
“resettled in the East” but in reality subjected to
“mass executions and total extermination”.[27]
Considering that this article was written on 31 July
1942 at the latest it had apparently taken the
Communist sleuths of this paper less than one
week to “expose” Treblinka II as an extermination
camp. Still that amazing piece of investigative
journalism pales in comparison with the
clairvoyance of the abovementioned anonymous
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propagandists.

The “Discovery” of the Aktion Reinhardt
“Death Camps”
From an exterminationist viewpoint there can
really only be two possible – and equally
unsatisfactory – explanations regarding the
existence of the Dziennik Polski article and the
May 1942 reports on a new “death camp” at
Treblinka: either the German secrecy was so
catastrophically lacking that the “terrible secret” of
the use of the future Treblinka II camp leaked out
virtually as soon construction of the camp began
– despite claims to the contrary from the inmates
who participated in the construction – or else the
Polish and Polish-Jewish journalists and
propagandists were super-sleuths privy to top
secret Nazi plans for extermination.
While we do not know of any “premature” black
propaganda reports about the two other Aktion
Reinhardt camps, i.e. Bełżec and Sobibór, there
exist some remarkably early reports regarding the
former camp. The �rst known report about Bełżec
dates from 8 April 1942 – some three weeks after
the opening of the camp – and speaks of mass
murders carried out using electric current or
gas.[28]
The �rst known report about Sobibór, which
speaks of arriving convoys of Lublin Jews being
“murdered with gas, machine-guns and even by
being bayoneted” was published on 1 July 1942,
i.e. some 50 days after the opening of that
camp.[29] The most likely reason for Sobibór being
overlooked until then is no doubt the relatively
small number of Jews that was sent there.[30]
From a revisionist viewpoint the early (even
premature) birth of the Aktion Reinhardt “death
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That
the

Germans were pursuing a policy of mass
deportation against European Jewry would have
been abundantly clear to Allied intelligence and
their contacts in the Polish-Jewish underground
already by early 1942, both from o�cial or semio�cial statements from German leaders and the
fact that large numbers of Jews were already
being transferred in stages to the east: beginning
in autumn 1941 nearly 20,000 Jews from Central
and Western Europe were deported to the Łódz
(Litzmannstadt) ghetto, some further 4,000 to the
Warsaw ghetto in early 1942, and nearly 70,000
Reich, Protectorate and Slovak Jews were sent to
ghettos in the Lublin District during the �rst half of
1942.[31] Even more signi�cantly, more than
20,000 Jews from the Reich and the Protectorate
had been deported directly to Latvia, Belarus and
Lithuania by the time Bełżec opened in March
1942.[32]
The German conquest of Soviet and formerly
Soviet-annexed territory following Operation
Barbarossa in June 1941 meant that the German
railway administration had to face certain
transport problems caused by the fact that
Germany and the USSR employed different widths
for their railway gauges. While the MolotovRibbentrop pact lasted, efforts were in fact made
to alleviate this logistical problem, as described in
a 1940 New York Times article recently adduced
by Eric Hunt:[33]

“Nine pairs of railway stations on the
New German-Russian frontier will hum
soon with activity through the
reloading of Russian raw materials and
German industrial goods from wide to
standard gauge freight cars and vice
versa, if Nazi expectations are ful�lled.
These stations, all in what until last
September was Poland, are listed
with
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those on the German side �rst:
Szczepki, Augustow, Prostken-Grajewo,
Malkinia-Zaremba,
PlaterowSiemiatycze,
Terespol-Brest-Litovsk,
Chelm-Jagodzin, Belzec-Rawa Ruska,
Zurawicz-Przemysl and NowogrodSalus.[...]
Of the nine projected transfer points
along the German-Russian frontier all
but one have already been opened to
bring minerals, oil and grain to
Germany. The ninth - at ChelmJagodzin - must wait until a new
bridge is built over the Bug River.”
Preserved documents show that the direct
transports to Belarus often travelled via
Platerow.[34]
It is an already well-known fact that the Aktion
Reinhardt camps were located near the SovietGerman demarcation line and therefore near to
were the gauge changed. The Treblinka camp was
located only some 5 kilometers south of Małkinia
and the Bug River (which formed most of the
demarcation line). Sobibór is located only some
2.5 km west of the Bug River.[35]
Sobibór was connected to the Chełm-Włodawa
railway line.[36] From testimony we also know that
trains travelling from Minsk to Sobibór in the
autumn of 1943 (at the time of the evacuation of
the Minsk ghetto) passed through Chełm; the
same no doubt held true for transports in the
opposite direction.[37] Sobibór is located some 40
km north from Chełm.[38] From Chełm the railway
line continued east into the Ukraine with the city of
Kowel as �nal station.[39]
As seen from the abovementioned New York
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Times article Bełżec was located right at one of
the nine transfer points. That the camp was not on
the border of the Generalgouvernement is due to
its expansion to incorporate East Galicia (the
Lemberg district) on 1 August 1941 (before 22
June 1941 Rawa Ruska had thus belonged to the
Ukrainian SSR).
Upon noticing the establishment of a series of
small camps – the construction of Bełżec began
already in late fall 1941 – with railway
connections, all located in the immediate vicinity
of the former demarcation line and the SovietGerman railway transfer points, it would not have
taken long for the propagandists to �gure out that
the Germans were constructing transit camps for
Jews. The very nature of these camps – temporary
stop-overs from where deportees after passing
through a delousing process would continue to
distant, little-known places in the east under
another administration, with no prospects of a
return west in the foreseeable future – could easily
have suggested the “pure extermination center”
story.
Unfortunately for the propagandists, some
knowledge about the actual destinations for some
of the Jewish transports seeped through to the
civilian population. The initial reaction of the
propagandists seems to have been to dismiss
these transports as exceptions or “decoy
transports” used to fool the Jews remaining
behind into believing that actual resettlement was
taking place. Later, when postcards from deported
Jews continued to reach the Warsaw ghetto, one
launched the allegation that the Germans were
forging the letters or forcing deportees to write
postcards with misleading contents after their
arrival at the “extermination camps.”[40]

Conclusion
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When Udo Walendy reproduced the Dziennik Polski
article in 1990 he would have done better to either
provide his readers with a proper facsimile or with
an annotation clarifying the editing done to the
reproduction – simply in order to not provide his
opponents with ammunition. However, Walendy
did provide the most basic and important element
of a scienti�c argument, namely a source (i.e. the
name of the newspaper and the publication date).
Therefore Walendy’s critics could easily have
veri�ed the quote. Instead the opposite happened,
as anti-revisionist and “Holocaust historian” Nick
Terry a priori declared Walendy a forger without
bothering to look up the original newspaper article.
In fact, in the above cited posting from 19 June
2009 Terry writes:

“I am looking forward to consulting a
copy of Dziennik Polski for the relevant
date at some point in the future and
showing that this is an unequivocal
example of denier forgery.”
As is to be expected, this veri�cation has now
been done—by revisionists instead of by Terry and
his cohorts. To the sure disappointment of Mr.
Terry it turns out that he was wrong on all points.
Let us summarize:
• Walendy’s quote from the article (as well
as the transcription apparently edited into
the facsimile) is correct, with the
exception of a single obscured digit
(26,000 misread as 25,000) and some
minor wording.
• The pre-opening reports do indeed
indicate a “knowledge” of Treblinka as a
site used for mass killings.

Polski
• The very much authentic Dziennik
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article does speak of a �ve-�gure killing
in connection with the camp. To make it
even
worse
for
the
hapless
exterminationists, it claims that Jews
were sent to be gassed in Treblinka
already in March 1942, i.e. some two
months before the camp was even being
constructed.
• There exists no reason to believe that the
conditions among the inmates in
Treblinka II during the construction phase
of that camp could have given rise to the
contents of the abovementioned reports.
As for Terry’s claim that Mattogno and Graf skirted
the Dziennik Polski article “because it is so clearly
a forgery” this is not correct either. The actual
reason for its non-inclusion is simply that it was
overlooked among the wealth of other material on
the camp eventually reproduced and discussed in
the study in question. [41] Nick Terry’s eagerness
to ascribe forgeries and bad faith to his opponents
without evidence to back up his accusations
speaks for itself.
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David Irving | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

This may be Inconvenient History’s first Profile of a living subject. David Irving (born
1938, England) is not only living, but—very happily for the rest of us—working at a
pace that would tire anyone half his age, at this moment on a biography of Heinrich
Himmler. His only career after a stint as a millworker in Germany’s renascent steel
industry after World War Two has been researching, writing, and publishing history, all
of it placed within Europe in the Twentieth Century. His distinguished and strife-torn
career, then, is already about twice as long as any “average” career, and his productivity
exceeds all norms by a large multiple. While his aggressive interpretations of the
evidence he examines produce books that read like novels (with footnotes), not one of
his titles, neither in English nor in his equally fluent German, is fiction.
Two virtues distinguish David Irving from other historians. First, he is quite innocent of
formal education, or training, in history. In fact, he claims no college degree whatsoever,
though he obviously commands erudition vastly in excess of the secondary education he
received. Concerns for a secure and respected career as an academic historian have,
therefore, never affected his pronouncements. Second, he bases his historical findings
entirely on original sources—writings in most cases, and direct personal interviews in
others. His application of this policy is rigorous—he in fact eschews not only
translations, at least of German sources, but he also avoids even purported
transcriptions. A striking example of this practice appears in the extensive personal
diary of Joseph Goebbels, who wrote the journal in his own neat, but archaic
handwriting, quite illegible to native readers of German today. Irving has painstakingly
trained himself in deciphering this script to a level of accuracy probably attained by no
other person since Goebbels’s death. His biography of Goebbels appeared in 1996.

David Irving, December 13, 2008. Photo by Acacio Luis Friera published with
permission.

The research, writing, and publication of Goebbels—Mastermind of the Third Reich, in
fact, provides a good example, from among many, of the Sturm und Drang that have
characterized Irving’s tumultuous career. By the time (1992) he completed what turned
out to be the first version of his biography under contract with Scribner, a complete set
of microfilms of Goebbels’s diaries had suddenly come to light in newly opened
archives in Moscow. Irving secured a commission from the London Sunday Times to
“edit” and report on this material, but news of his £75,000 engagement encountered such
an uproar that not only that job, but the Scribner contract as well were withdrawn, along
with their fees. Irving had long since attracted the malevolent attentions of powerful
interests who opposed renditions of history that displeased them with tactics far outside
the ambit of argumentation, fair or otherwise.
By 1995, however, he had secured a new contract for the pittance of a $25,000 advance
with St. Martin’s Press, and his much-revised book was scheduled to be released later
that year. But no, not then, not now, or ever, so far as Irving’s pursuers were concerned.
After two weeks or so of a courageous-appearing resistance to the onslaught, St.
Martin’s finally caved in to the weight of threats and calumny and cancelled the project.
Irving brought out the book through his own publishing company, Focal Point Press in
the UK. Today, Irving gives away electronic copies of Goebbels and such of the rest of
his oeuvre as he holds the requisite rights to through Focal Point’s Web site[1],
encompassing the bulk of his vast and invaluable works.
By 1998, then, Irving had had enough of this persecution, and in a move that hindsight
has proven ill-advised, lashed out against one of his critics who had virtually built her
career in “Jewish Studies” on attacking him: Deborah Lipstadt. Lipstadt’s 2000 trial for
libel is by far the most famous among those involving “Holocaust deniers” in which the
“denier” is not the defendant. And Claimant Irving accused Lipstadt and her deeppocketed publisher, Penguin/Putnam, of the libel of literally labeling him a “Holocaust
denier”—Holocaust Denial Denial, if you will—in Lipstadt’s 1993 Denying the
Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory. The exhaustive trial naturally
attracted the attention of interested parties around the globe. The numerous and powerful
interests on Lipstadt’s side were gratified by the verdict, which not only rejected most of
Irving’s charges, but further assessed the considerable costs of the trial against him. The
outcome bankrupted Irving, destroying not only the impressive career Irving had built up
to that point, but depriving him of his personal fortune to boot.[2]
The Irving-Lipstadt libel trial was by no means Irving’s only day in court. On the other
occasions, Irving is found in the defendant’s dock, to which those who espouse
inconvenient views of history are much more-accustomed as a group. Irving has been
charged with, and found guilty of, illegal speech—always on historical matters—in at
least four countries, has been deported from Canada, barred from entering Australia,
fined in Germany, and imprisoned in Austria. The year he spent in prison in Austria for
“Holocaust denial” formed the basis for his only autobiographical work to date, Banged
Up. In that Irving was well aware of the charges pending against him in Austria at the
time of his 2005 return to that country, it would very much seem that Irving meant to
face the charges there, whatever his expectations regarding the verdict might have been.
It was during this trial that Irving displayed a willingness to revise not only the work of
other historians, but his own as well. Citing his review of the papers of Adolf Eichmann,
he testified, “I said that then based on my knowledge at the time, but by 1991 when I
came across the Eichmann papers, I wasn't saying that anymore and I wouldn't say that
now.” And this was by no means the first time. Under rather less duress, he removed
from the second edition of his bestseller Hitler’s War all references in the prior edition to
gas chambers, so impressed was he by the report and testimony of Fred Leuchter, at one
time acknowledged as America’s foremost supplier of execution hardware, who

announced his conclusion that the Germans did not have or use homicidal gas chambers
during World War Two.
Regardless of what his position(s) might be at the present moment, Irving’s statements
and/or published works have expressed the following conclusions on his part:
1. Hitler did not order the extermination of the Jews, and was unaware of any
measures others may have undertaken toward that end;
2. The Germans did not build or use gas chambers for mass executions; and
3. Considerably fewer than the claimed Six Million Jews were murdered or
otherwise killed during the Holocaust.
Any of these beliefs qualifies its adherents for labeling as “Holocaust deniers” in the
demonography of those whose office it is to defend the Holocaust mythology. But in the
minds of those who address the events comprising the so-named Holocaust as a
historical matter, even all of these beliefs fall far short of justifying the epithet,
consigning the label itself to the same bestiary occupied by the vampire and the
werewolf, where it belongs.
Despite the arrests, trials, deportations, and imprisonments, the weapon that seems most
often to be employed against Irving by his malefactors is financial, perhaps a betrayal of
just who those malefactors are, or at the very least, the ambit of their machinations. One
such device was deployed very publicly in 2009 by a Brooklyn politician whose
constituency is animated by its large Orthodox Jewish constituency. Dov Hikind, New
York Assemblyman for a district centered in Borough Park, led an initiative signed by
twelve other area politicians to get American Express to deprive Irving’s customers
around the world of the use of their cards to pay him for copies of his books, video
productions, and admission to the talks he gives in the countries he’s still allowed to
enter (talks from which he is of course careful to excise whatever he might otherwise
know that it is illegal to tell in various countries). To be thorough, Hikind then followed
up with MasterCard, Visa, and PayPal, in doing which he anticipated the later move of
another Jewish politician, Joe Lieberman, in punishing Julian Assange for the sins
Assange committed through his leadership of Wikileaks. Hard is the way of the
transgressor.
Speaking of Wikileaks, that famous and ever-growing site features material (e-mails,
merchandise orders, names and dates) said to have been hacked from the Web site of
none other than the nefarious David Irving himself. Yes, in October 2009, while Irving
was on a tour in the United States that was much beset by intrusions into his private
gatherings, someone literally stole the contents of his Web site. Although the verb
“stole” is applied, say, to what Bradley Manning is accused of having done with lowgrade US diplomatic secrets, in fact nothing was taken, in the sense that the original
possessors of the material continued to possess it. Not so with the hacking of Irving’s
site, which the hackers in fact erased after purloining its contents. After its contents were
scrambled to prevent Irving from recovering his own data, the semi-intelligible remains
(possibly augmented to suit the actors’ agenda) appeared on Wikileaks, and can be found
there to this day alongside videos of crimes some might consider “more” serious, such as
rocketing innocent civilians in downtown Baghdad.
Over a period of decades during which he has been hounded, attacked, charged, fined,
convicted, imprisoned, denounced, and had numerous contractual relationships broken
up by assailants both known and unknown, Irving has developed and publicly expressed
his impression that many of these coordinated efforts against him seem to be conducted
by Jews, many of them announcing that their actions are motivated by concerns for Jews
and Judaism. On the strength of these remarks, further attacks have been made on him

for anti-Semitism. The matter has by now become somewhat reciprocal. The diligent
student of first causes might divert himself long and deeply with the questions of “who
started” this loss of love.
Irving has at various times, particularly after the destruction of the enviable reputation he
once enjoyed among respectable publishers, historians and the reading public, been quite
forthcoming about his racial preferences, starting with the admission that he has them,
and continuing on to the revelation that the race(s) he prefers is the one he considers
himself, his daughters, and evidently their mother, to be members of. He has pronounced
himself something of a separatist as to racial groups, and more-emphatically expressed
the hope that his four living daughters should not marry outside their race.
During the decades he has had to struggle for the support of a readership (he does not
seem to have any particular patron, at least not publicly), fans with apparent neo-Nazi
affiliations have approached him, and if only to meet his living costs, he has accepted
financial and other support from them. It would be fair to say that he was practically
thrust into their arms by the success of his detractors in denying him the more
“reputable” associations he had attained earlier in his career.
Even after his travails, David Irving continues to enjoy the grudging respect of highly
respected professional historians, even to the detriment of other professional historians
who attacked him. John Keegan, author of many books intersecting with the subject
matter of Irving’s work and a witness for Irving at the celebrated libel trial, wrote thus in
its aftermath:
“[Irving has] many of the qualities of the most creative historians. He is
certainly never dull.” He continues regarding Lipstadt, “dull as only the
self-righteously politically correct can be. Few other historians had ever
heard of her before this case. Most will not want to hear from her again. Mr.
Irving, if he will only learn from this case, still has much that is interesting
to tell us.”[3]
Just what it is that Keegan challenges Irving to learn from this case is left for us to
ponder.

Notes:
[1] Focal Point Publications: http://www.fpp.co.uk
[2] Books and even television shows have been produced about this trial, including
books by the defendant and one of her chief witnesses. But the best account of
the trial to date is given by a reporter who covered the trial, D. D. Guttenplan, in
The Holocaust on Trial, W. W. Norton & Co., New York, 2002.
[3] John Keegan, “The Trial of David Irving—and My Part in His Downfall,” Daily
Telegraph, April 12, 2000.

Defending the Faith: Tomasz Kranz's "Mass
Killings by Means of Toxic Gases in the Majdanek
Concentration Camp"
by Jürgen Graf

In 2008, supporters of the exterminationist view of National Socialist racial policy held a
meeting at Oranienburg near Berlin, the aim of which was to furnish “new evidence” for
genocide in gas chambers on a massive scale, a theory that actually has no documentary
or material support. A collection of articles edited by Günter Morsch and Bertrand Perz,
two undistinguished “Holocaust Scholars”, appeared three years later under the title
Neue Studien zu Nationalsozialistischen Massentötungen durch Giftgas[1](New Studies
on National Socialist Mass Killing by Poison Gas); it contained the texts of the papers
presented at the meeting, presumably edited and extended as is normally the case for
such works.
As I write these lines (April 2011), Carlo Mattogno is working on a comprehensive reply
to the theses of this collection; in time, his book will be published in Italian and in
German. Since we are in the process of preparing a new edition of Concentration Camp
Majdanek. A Historical and Technical Study, I will use this opportunity to analyze,
independently from Mattogno’s future book, the eight-page section of the collection
mentioned, written by Tomasz Kranz and titled, “Massentötungen durch Giftgase im
Konzentrationslager Majdanek”[2] (Mass Killings by Means of Toxic Gases at the
Majdanek Concentration Camp).
Kranz, who is the head of the research department of the Majdanek Memorial
Institution, had caused a minor sensation in late 2005 when he set the number of victims
of the camp at 78,000[3]—something that amounted to a major reduction of previous
figures: shortly after the Soviet capture of the Majdanek camp, a Polish-Soviet
commission spoke of 1.5 million people who allegedly died there; later on, official
Polish history brought this figure down to 360,000 in 1948 and to 235,000 in 1992. As I
have shown in an article published in 2008, Kranz’s figure is still too high by at least
28,000 deaths[4].
Basically, Kranz’s revised numbers are little but an attempt at limiting the damage to
credibility resulting from earlier estimates. He tried to free Majdanek historiography
from all its politically useless and immensely exaggerated padding of non-Jewish
victims while saving, at the same time, the fundamental fallacy that it was an
”extermination camp” (the alleged homicidal gassings and a purported mass shooting of
Jews on 3 November 1943).
When compared to Kranz’s study of 2005 which, by and large, testifies to a critical spirit
in spite of its many obvious trickeries, his contribution to the collection Neue Studien zu
Nationalsozialistischen Tötungen durch Giftgas constitutes an intellectual and ethical
step backwards. Whereas in the 2005 study he did present a somewhat reticent but
correct resumé of the revisionist book about Majdanek[5] by Carlo Mattogno and
myself, he here no longer mentions it in any way. Ignoring counter-arguments (known to
be) known to him is unmistakable proof of the poverty of scientific support for Kranz’s
again-revised position and its ideological agenda.

Majdanek crematorium. Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this
document under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or any
later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no Invariant Sections, no
Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A copy of the license is included in the
section entitled GNU Free Documentation License.. This file is licensed under the
Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license.Source:
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Majdanek_-_crematorium.jpg
Kranz does not shy away from shabby tricks. For example when he states that Heinrich
Himmler “on 19 July 1942 ordered an acceleration of the extermination of the Jews in
the Government General” (p. 220), he does not provide his readers with any kind of
proof for such an order, only reference to a footnote which concerns the creation of a
concentration camp for women in Lublin and the transfer of female detainees to the
Lublin airfield (footnote 6). But this footnote has no connection whatsoever with the
assertion that it is said to corroborate!
Let us take a look at Kranz’s evidence for the existence of homicidal gas chambers at
Majdanek. Early into his article, he writes:
“As far as the use of toxic gases for homicidal purposes is concerned,
concentration camp Majdanek constitutes a special case in that, here, not
only were two toxic gases used as killing agents in gas chambers – the
disinfestation agent Zyklon B (HCN) and carbon monoxide (CO) – but there
was also a gas-van in operation. ” (p. 219)
Anyone familiar with the official presentation of Majdanek will be surprised to read this.
While it is true that the Polish-Soviet commission, in its report of August 1944,
mentioned gas-vans operating at Majdanek[6], this allegation was subsequently dropped
by the orthodox historians: the official literature on the camp speaks only of the
stationary homicidal use of Zyklon-B and carbon monoxide. The extent of the evidence
concerning the use of gas-vans at the Lublin camp is given by Kranz six pages further
on:
“There is circumstantial evidence to the effect that a portion of the victims of

the Majdanek concentration camp were killed by suffocation in a specially
converted van. It is assumed that these murders were committed in a
disinfection van which belonged to the camp or in a gas-van belonging to
the commander of the security police and security service at Lublin. Some
detainees claimed that it operated between the city and the camp. ” (p. 225,
my emphasis).
Thus Kranz, who had asserted at the beginning of his article that “there was also a gasvan in operation”, now concedes that there is only “circumstantial evidence” in the form
of rumors to substantiate his claim!
Let us now move on to the “stationary gas chambers” in which Jewish detainees were
allegedly killed by means of Zyklon-B and/or carbon monoxide. According to the report
of the Polish-Soviet commission of August 1944, there were six such chambers:
“Three gas chambers (Nos. I, II and III), located at the northeastern end
wall of the bath; one gas chamber (No. IV) immediately adjoining the bath
and forming an entire building unit, as seen from the exterior. […] Two gas
chambers (Nos. V and VI), located on the area between compounds 1 and
2.” [7]
The official Majdanek version had yet another gas chamber, not mentioned by the
Polish-Soviet commission, besides the six referred to above. It is said to have been a
room in the new crematorium.
As opposed to this enumeration, Kranz is satisfied with two gas chambers (chambers I
and III of those mentioned by the Polish-Soviet commission); he writes:
“The gas chambers for the murder of the detainees were set up in a stone
building, the so-called bunker, located behind the bath for men near the
camp of the detainees[…] Originally, according to the plan, there were to be
two chambers. The chamber in the eastern part (towards the camp of the
detainees), however, was split up into two smaller ones one of which was
adapted for the use of both Zyklon-B and carbon monoxide, while the other
chamber was apparently not used. […] The large gas chamber, next to the
two smaller ones, on the other hand, was adapted solely for the use of
carbon monoxide. ” (pp. 221f).
Kranz does not offer a reason why it would have been a good thing to split the eastward
chamber into two smaller ones and then not use one of them, thus reducing the available
space. The reasons why he throws out chambers IV through VII, though unstated, are
easy to understand:
- Chamber IV has a window which the victims would have smashed immediately (the
blue stains prove that this window existed at the time in question);
- The barrack in which the chambers V and VI are said to have been installed has
vanished without a trace – if it ever existed; the Polish Majdanek historians are not even
able to show its precise location[8];
- Chamber VII in the new crematorium, claimed to have been used for killings by means
of Zyklon-B, does not show any blue stains on its walls, which rules out the use of
hydrocyanic acid at this site[9].
Kranz eliminated these “gas chambers”, even though their existence continues to be
asserted in the orthodox literature on Majdanek.

On the genesis of the allegation of homicidal gas chambers, Kranz writes:
“Little is known about the installation of the gas chambers at the Majdanek
concentration camp, as there are practically no documents dealing with
their construction and their operation. All we can say is that the gas
chambers were based on the necessary modifications of the technology of
disinfestation plants using hydrocyanic acid (hydrocyanic acid is the active
ingredient of Zyklon B)” (p. 220)
Kranz’s assertion that there are “practically no documents” concerning the construction
and operation of the Majdanek gas chambers is not borne out by the facts; there is, on
the contrary, a considerable quantity of such documents. Using this evidence, Carlo
Mattogno has outlined the construction of such rooms in chapter VI,2 of the book on
Majdanek which he wrote with me. However, the documents clearly show that these
rooms were hygienic installations for the destruction of vermin, i.e. the very
“disinfestation plants using hydrocyanic acid” he speaks about. The fact that
hydrocyanic acid was used here can be seen immediately when looking at the quantity of
blue stains on all its walls.
It is obvious that for the “conversion” of the disinfestation plant into a homicidal one
asserted by Kranz there is not even the shadow of any documentary evidence. While it
may be conceivable that a disinfestation chamber could have been used for homicidal
purposes, Mattogno has provided a very detailed demonstration of the fact that this was
not the case at Majdanek because, for structural reasons, these rooms could not be used
for homicidal purposes. If Kranz does not attempt to refute Mattogno’s arguments even
though he summarized our book correctly in his article of 2005, it can only mean there is
nothing with which to refute in this case.
In view of the complete lack of any documentary evidence of homicidal gassings at
Majdanek, the representatives of the official historiography must needs make use of
witness statements – but this leads directly to yet another problem: there is not a single
witness who provided any kind of precise account of the alleged gassings at Majdanek.
This created obvious problems for Józef Marszałek, the former head of the Majdanek
Memorial Institution, when he wrote his book on the camp in 1981 and caused him to
include an excerpt of Pery Broad’s report on Auschwitz, adding merely that the gassings
at Majdanek were carried out in an “analogous” manner[10]! In the absence of any eyewitness of such gassings, Kranz makes use of someone who at least saw the result, i.e.
the corpses, and promptly falls foul of anti-factual testimony. The witness in question, a
former detainee by the name of Franz A., who was questioned in 1965 during the
preparations of the Düsseldorf Majdanek trial in fact made the following statement:
“In two cases I saw how other detainees had to remove the gassed and dead
detainees from the gas chamber. The dead were really blue and some of
them had to be torn from one another by the detainee command, as many
detainees were intertwined with one another”. (p. 225)
It is, however, a fact that victims of cyanide do not show a blue but instead a red
discoloration of their skin[11]. Hence, witness Franz A. stated something that he could
not possibly have seen and thus did not see.
Such statements by former detainees are made to blacken their former oppressors. This
also goes for the statement made by Georg G., a former Funktionshäftling (Kapo) who,
also in 1965, claimed to have seen how “the detainees were herded into the gas chamber
made of stone and were gassed there”.
The confessions made by former members of the SS during later trials in Germany are

just as tainted, for different reasons. Kranz quotes one of them on p. 225:
“I once looked into the gas chamber when there were people inside. […]
The people were lying there on the floor. They lay irregularly on top of one
another. I think they were naked […] I was to take a look to see how the gas
works. Perschon had asked me to attend the gassing.”
Kranz’s source, in this case, is a book by Dieter Ambach and Thomas Köhler which
appeared in 2003 under the title “Lublin-Majdanek. Das Konzentrations- und
Vernichtungslager im Spiegel von Zeugenaussagen” (Lublin-Majdanek. The
Concentration and Extermination Camp in the Light of Witness Statements). The book
does not give the name of the SS man in question which probably means that he was not
one of the 15 persons initially indicted at Düsseldorf. It is highly likely that his
confession was the result of a deal with the prosecution whereby the man would be
spared any further legal problems if he acknowledged the existence of gas chambers and
thus contributed to the assembly of the official presentation.
If the confessions during the later trials in Germany lack any credibility, this is all the
more true for confessions made during trials before Polish, Soviet or Western courts in
the immediate post-war years. It is clear that, at that time, the Poles, the Soviets or the
Anglo-Americans were able to extract any kind of confession from any kind of German
– be it by direct torture or by other, less-physical, means.
This also applies to the head of the Majdanek technical department, a man by the name
of Friedrich W. Ruppert, who asserted that the “selections of the Warsaw Jews for
extermination” were based on orders issued by Globocnik who “inspected the camp on a
number of occasions and who was particularly interested in the gas chambers”. The fact
that Kranz has to take recourse to such dubious confessions, probably extracted under
duress, shows the paucity of evidence he was facing.
On the subject of Zyklon-B supplies to the Majdanek camp, he states:
“Numerous documents dealing with the supply of Zyklon B have come down
to us. The camp administration ordered the gas from Tesch & Stabenow
International Company for the Destruction of Vermin in Hamburg. It was
produced by Dessauer Werke für Zucker und Chemische Industrie. The first
order for Zyklon B dates from 25 July 1943. […] The last surviving letter
concerning orders for Zyklon B was posted on 3 July 1944, three weeks
before the final dissolution of the camp” (p. 223).
On the preceding page, Kranz admits that “the Zyklon supplied to Majdanek was used,
as in other concentration camps, for the disinfection of barracks and clothing” (p. 222).
In fact, the copious documentation on the supply of Zyklon-B allows us to state beyond
any doubt that the product was used for disinfestations and nothing else[12]. So what is
Kranz trying to prove in the paragraph quoted above?
At the end of his article, Kranz deals with the question of how many persons were
gassed at Majdanek and says:
“The sources do not allow us to determine how many of the nearly 80,000
victims of the camp were murdered in gas chambers. An indication is
contained only in the statement by Ruppert who estimated the number of
gassed to have been 500 to 600 detainees per week in the last quarter of
1942 and the number of Warsaw Jews murdered in the gas chamber in the
spring of 1943 to have amounted to some 4,000 or 5,000 persons” (p. 227).

This would mean that between early October of 1942 (said to have been the start of the
gassings) until the end of spring of 1943, some 10 – 12,000 Jews were gassed at
Majdanek. The official history maintains that there were three “pure extermination
camps” in operation during that period: Treblinka, Sobibor, and (up to November of
1942) Belzec. If we go along with the orthodox historians, the “gas chambers” of
Treblinka alone would have allowed the murder of 7,000 people per day[13], which
means that the SS could have gassed in the Treblinka “gas chambers” within a day and a
half all the Jews allegedly killed at Majdanek over a period of eight months.
Hence, there would have been absolutely no need to build any homicidal gas chambers
at Majdanek at all. The bath which allegedly housed the “gas chambers” could be seen
by the detainees and thus no gassings could have taken place in secret; otherwise the
whole camp would have panicked and the Germans would have had to face a revolt or a
mass escape.
As detainees were continually released from Majdanek – the total number of releases
amounted to 20,000[14] - any such information would have spread like wildfire through
all of Poland and beyond its borders, something that the Germans clearly would have
wanted to avoid.
From whichever point of view one looks at the story of homicidal gassings at Majdanek
– whether from a historical, a technical or a logical one – it always turns out to be
absurd. Only two types of readers will thus be impressed by Thomas Kranz’s kind of
deceptive “evidence”: the naïve who believe themselves to be reading the study of a
serious historian, and committed believers in the Holocaust, who say “my mind is made
up, don’t confuse me with the facts”.
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Deir Yassin: Inconvenient History | CODOH
by Daniel Mcgowan

The Massacre
There are many different accounts and interpretations of what happened on 9 April 1948 at Deir
Yassin, a small village on the west side of Jerusalem. For ardent Zionists it was a battle at the
beginning of Israel's War for Independence. For most historians (privately, in opinions they can no
longer express without unacceptable professional consequences) it was a massacre of Arabs
committed by dissident Jewish factions of the Irgun and the Stern Gang. For Palestinians it was the
beginning of the Nakba or The Catastrophe, when they were stripped of 78 percent of historical
Palestine.[1]
Despite these different interpretations, almost all will agree on the following:
• Deir Yassin was a village populated by about 750 Arabs located 3 km west of Jerusalem near
the top of a hill accessible only by one road coming from the east.
• With about 120 men, the Jewish terrorist gangs known as The Irgun and the Stern Gang
attacked Deir Yassin at 4 a.m. on 9 April 1948 in their first joint ‘military operation’.
• Alerted by guards, the villagers from within their stone homes and with few weapons
(including two machine guns) were able to kill four of the terrorists and wound thirty-six,
bringing the attack to a standstill by late morning.
• The gangs then sought the help of soldiers from the Palmach, the elite fighters of the
Haganah, or the main Jewish military force. These seventeen professional soldiers, using a
52-mm mortar, conquered the village within an hour.
• After the Palmach soldiers had left, the gangs went from house to house killing women,
children, and old men.
• They paraded some of the Palestinian men through the streets of Jerusalem and then brought
them back to the stone quarry on the south side of Deir Yassin. There they shot them all to
death.
• The Irgun and the Stern Gang then herded the villagers who were unable to flee (down the
mountain to the southwest toward Ein Karem) into the school and threatened to blow up the
building with all the people inside.
• The bloodbath was finally ended when Jews from the neighboring settlement of Givat Shaul
intervened, forcing the gangs to let the Palestinians out to flee to East Jerusalem.
• In the following two days the bodies of over a hundred Palestinian villagers were either
thrown into cisterns or burned in the quarry.
• During the evening of 9 April at a tea and cookies party for the press, the leader of the Irgun
bragged of having killed 254 Arabs. This number was reported in the New York Times on 10
and 13 April.
• Within a year, the homes of Palestinians at Deir Yassin were resettled by Jews, most of them
from Romania. In 1951 the Israeli government moved them and created a mental hospital
among the buildings in the center of Deir Yassin. It was called Gival Shaul Bet and later the
Kfar Shaul Hospital.
‘Remember Deir Yassin!’ became the fear-provoking threat of Jews in their subsequent ethnic
cleansing of over 800,000 inhabitants from 530 Arab villages. It also became the battle cry of
Arabs in reprisal attacks, such as the massacre of the medical convoy at Mt. Scopus on 13 April
1948.

Deir Yassin as seen from Yad Vashem; the village lies in the green trees to the right of the water
tower. Photo courtesy of Deir Yassin Remembered (http://www.deiryassin.org/pictures.html)

Today's Battle over the Memory of Deir Yassin
Zionists often resist and belittle (deny) the idea of memorializing the victims of Deir Yassin
because the truth about the massacre drives a stake into the heart of so many of their myths. For
example,
• If you know that Deir Yassin was a vibrant Arab village, hundreds of years old, with the ruins
of a monastery, located not far from the birthplace of John the Baptist, then you would also
know that Palestine was not ‘a land without people’, a myth born with Zionism and still
taught in schools today.
• If you know that all the inhabitants of Deir Yassin were either killed or driven out, that their
possessions were plundered, that their homes were given to immigrating Jews, then you
would recognize these actions to be ethnic cleansing, no more, no less. The Arabs did not
leave voluntarily, nor were they called out by the Mufti, or any other such nonsense.
• If you know that Deir Yassin was a small village with no soldiers, standing fast against 120
armed terrorists and ultimately defeated by 17 professional soldiers, then you might
understand that the 1948 war was won by Israel to a large extent because it had more soldiers
in Palestine and more arms than the combined Arab forces. The story of little David
surrounded by six mighty Arab armies is another myth that dissolves when the facts are
revealed.
• If you know that most of the dead at Deir Yassin were shot point blank, then the myths of
‘purity of arms’ (Israeli soldiers only draw blood when necessary), ‘Tikkun Olam’ (Jews
strive to heal the world), ‘a light unto Nations’, and ‘the Chosen People’ lose luster and
credibility.
• If you know the horror of Deir Yassin and the impact it had on the Palestinian people, you
begin to recognize great hypocrisy. You begin to understand, for example, why Noam
Chomsky refers to the Nobel Peace Prize laureate Elie Wiesel as a ‘terrible fraud’. Wiesel,
who is the icon of the Holocaust industry (a term coined by Norman Finkelstein), claims to
be proud to have worked for the Irgun and refuses to apologize for what they did at Deir
Yassin. Even as Wiesel pontificates that ‘the opposite of love is not hate; it is indifference’ he
shows complete indifference to the death, destruction, and dehumanization of the

Palestinians. Even as he demands that Poles, Rumanians, Austrians, and Germans apologize
for what they or their parents did to Jews in the Nazi genocide, he steadfastly refuses to even
acknowledge the murders and ethnic cleansing committed by those for whom he was
working.
When Wiesel and virtually every American politician visit the most famous Holocaust institution at
Yad Vashem, they look over the valley to the north and ignore the fact that they are looking directly
at Deir Yassin. Mouthing the words ‘Never forget!’ and ‘Hope lives when people remember’, they
hypocritically ignore the single most memorable tragedy in 20th century Palestinian history. That
Jews shot innocent Palestinian men, women, and children, mutilated their bodies, threw them into
cisterns, heaped others in piles and burned them over several days following the massacre is
horrible enough. To build a Holocaust memorial within sight of this crime while totally denying it
is not just inconvenient; it is unconscionable. To continue to show indifference towards Deir
Yassin, while standing in front of it, is hateful.
• If you knew that Zionists founded the neighboring Jewish settlement of Givat Shaul in 1906,
you would realize that the idea of building a purely Jewish state was born long before the
Holocaust. Creating a Jewish state upon land where more than half of the population is not
Jewish is wrong. It was wrong before the Holocaust and it is wrong today.
• If you know that most of the Jewish terrorists who attacked Deir Yassin were not Holocaust
survivors, then you would understand that the Holocaust was not the raison d'être for the
creation of a Jewish state, but rather the propellant for a movement that started in the 1880s.
While the practice of ‘pumping in’ Jews to a new homeland may be questionable, ‘pumping
out’ the indigenous population as was done at Deir Yassin is both immoral and heinous, even
to many of the Zionists in whose name it was carried out. What Menachem Begin, leader of
the Irgun and later Prime Minister of Israel and another Nobel Peace Prize laureate, called ‘a
splendid act of conquest’ is in fact what Martin Buber rightly called ‘a black stain on the
honor of the Jewish nation.’

Out of Darkness Comes a Ray of Hope
Perhaps the most important lesson gained from the remembrance of Deir Yassin is one rarely
mentioned by historians—Zionist, Palestinian, revisionist, or other. And that lesson lies in the fact
that the imminent massacre of the remaining women, children, and old men of Deir Yassin, who
had been herded into the village school, was prevented by their neighbors, the Jewish settlers of
Givat Shaul. It was these unarmed Jews who faced down the murderers of the Irgun and the Stern
Gang and demanded that the remaining Palestinian lives be spared. The true humanity of these
brave Jews finally outweighed the extreme Zionism that propelled the crimes earlier that day.
Long before the Holocaust, the Jews of Givat Shaul immigrated to Palestine to build a state for
Jews only. They worked the land and built houses next to Deir Yassin. They fought with their
neighbors, but also respected them and had even signed a non-aggression pact to which both
villages adhered. Certainly they must have preferred to live only among Jews, but there was a limit
(Yesh G'vul). Murdering, plundering, terrorizing, dehumanizing, and expelling the indigenous
population were not and are not in keeping with the true spirit of Judaism, the Judaism of the
prophets.
Such strategies may well have worked in America in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, but
they will not be allowed to work today, not in the Holy Land or historical Palestine between the
Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River. And who will oppose them? Many, and in the vanguard
there will most certainly be Jews.
For every Zionist (Christian, Jewish, or otherwise) who promotes injustice against Palestinians,
there will be a Jew who courageously fights against it. For every Alan Dershowitz, there will be a
Lea Tsemel and a Felicia Langer. For every Elie Wiesel, there will be a Norman Finkelstein and a
Marc Ellis. For every Meir Kahane, there will be a Rabbi Dovid Weiss and a Rabbi Dovid
Feldman. For every Moshe Levinger, there will be a Rabbi John Rayner and a Rabbi Jeffrey
Newman. For every Sidney Zion, there will be an Amy Goodman. For every Michael Bard there
will be a Cheryl Rubenberg or an Ilan Pappé. For every Barbra Streisand, there will be a Yehudi
Menuhin. For every Chuck Schumer and Joe Lieberman there will be Jewish politicians willing to
represent the United States as honest and unbiased peacemakers. One day soon, such politicians

will no longer make the visit to Yad Vashem without also visiting Deir Yassin and reflecting on the
tragedy it represents to all of the people in historical Palestine. To date, not a single American
politician has done that.
Jews have always been among the leaders in struggles for human rights. When Edmond Fleg
(French poet, playwright, and essayist) says, ‘I am a Jew because for Israel, humanity is not yet
fully formed; humanity must perfect itself,’ he does not mean perfection through murder, plunder,
ethnic cleansing, apartheid walls, and targeted assassinations. Indeed, as many Jews already
acknowledge, perfection is not achieved through the formation of a Jewish state on land where half
the people are not Jews and where by the year 2020 two-thirds will not be Jews.
Jewish people have been implicated in crimes against Palestinian humanity at least since the
massacre at Deir Yassin. To ignore this, while exhorting the whole world to “never forget” man's
inhumanity to man, counters the message so dramatically portrayed in every Holocaust memorial
from Los Angeles to Berlin to Sydney and particularly in Jerusalem, where the message is repeated
in view of the remains of those Palestinians massacred at Deir Yassin.
Not only are Jews more likely to lead in the struggle for human rights for Palestinians, they are
more capable of doing so. The anti-Semitic tar brush, which is so often used to stifle legitimate
criticism of Israel, does not stick so well when applied to Jews. And the epithet ‘self-hater’ is far
less offensive or punishable by academic tribunals. When Lenni Brenner, Avi Shlaim, and even
Rabbi Michael Lerner criticize Israel, it is hard to dismiss them as being anti-Semitic.

Because It Promotes Peace
In size and scope, the Nakba and the Holocaust cannot be compared; even though both ethnic
cleansing and genocide are crimes against humanity, the latter is far greater than the former.
Nevertheless, both are crimes and the ethnic cleansing, subjugation, depopulation, and
dehumanization of the Palestinian people for over 60 years cannot be ignored simply because the
Nazi genocide killed millions of Jews and maimed millions more.
Deir Yassin was not the only massacre, nor was it the largest. But it is the prime symbol of
Palestinian suffering and displacement. Because there is no memorial at the scene, because Deir
Yassin is not taught in Israeli schools, because Deir Yassin is deliberately flushed down the
memory hole of Jews in Israel and in the Diaspora, Deir Yassin has become a symbol of Jewish
Denial or Nakba Denial, as Ilan Pappé would say. Nakba Denial is no less painful to Palestinians
than is Holocaust Denial to Jews.
For Jews to recognize Deir Yassin and for Palestinians to recognize the victimization of Jews in the
Holocaust would be steps toward recognizing the humanity and suffering of both peoples. What
better place for such mutual recognition than in Jerusalem and specifically at Yad Vashem and at
Deir Yassin? What better place to share each other's pain and victimization? What better place to
come ‘out of the ashes’ as Marc Ellis says in his book, Israel and Palestine: Out of the Ashes.
In the words of Deborah Macoby,
In remembering Deir Yassin, we remember that we have displaced and in many cases
driven out an entire people in order to establish ourselves upon their stolen land - that
we made our gain as a people out of another people's loss. In remembering Deir Yassin
we remember that we have been guilty of atrocity. In remembering Deir Yassin, we
recognize that we are still committing atrocities and are at the moment in the process
of denying all justice to the Palestinian people, of crushing them as a people and thus
destroying our own meaning as a people. In remembering Deir Yassin we remember
ourselves and what we ought to represent\. (Deir Yassin Commemoration, Chichester
Cathedral, April 9, 2003)

The Role of Deir Yassin Remembered
Deir Yassin Remembered grew out of four proposals to shake off the negative image of Palestinians
fomented in the western media; they were presented to Yasser Arafat in 1994 at a conference in
Gaza. The Deir Yassin idea was simple and inexpensive: to work to build a memorial at Deir

Yassin, and thereby resurrect what is arguably the single most important event in 20th century
Palestinian history. It was seen as a ‘single-bullet approach’ to humanizing a people and
validating their history. The other three proposals were accepted and distributed to Arafat's
advisers, but the Deir Yassin proposal was given back to me with the request, directly by President
Arafat, ‘Would you work on this for us?’ followed by the disingenuous comment by one of his
aides, ‘We really have no one able to do this project.’ In fact, that was the polite way of saying,
‘Given all the strains of the Intifada and the general reluctance of Palestinians to support national
causes, at least financially, you will soon become discouraged and give up. And that is fine with us,
because we in the Palestinian Authority, in being allowed to return from Tunis, have made a deal
with the Israelis to ask for nothing behind the Green Line, and a memorial at Deir Yassin would
clearly be behind the Green Line.’
Eighteen months later my daughter, Sahar Ghosheh (widow of the former Minister of Labor), and I
traveled to Gaza and met with Suha Arafat and Ahmed Qurei, also known as Abu Ala. We
described our progress and told them that Deir Yassin Remembered had been formed and was
developing quite nicely. Sahar and I had put together a twenty-person Board, half of them Jews,
half non-Jews; half of them men and half women. We were planning an international Deir Yassin
conference to be held in El Bireh. We had developed an appropriate logo, the prickly saber (that
stubborn little cactus that is all that remains of many destroyed Palestinian villages), and we had
secured tax-exempt status to encourage contributions from supporters in America. We asked if the
Palestinian Authority was willing to give us a grant or support in some other form.
To our great surprise, Abu Ala was neither impressed nor pleased. He said this was “inconvenient”
and the wrong time for such a project and asked that we stop all work immediately. We told him
that that was not the impression given to us by Yasser Arafat, both face-to-face and in writing. He
assured us that he spoke for President Arafat and again asked us to desist. I told him that was no
longer possible.
Since then we have held two international conferences. Marc Ellis, Saleh Abdel Jawad, Faisal
Husseini, and I were the featured speakers at the first one, April 9, 1997, during a snowstorm in El
Bireh. Both conferences were organized by our Jerusalem Director, Khairieh Abu Shusheh, a
tireless Palestinian grade-school teacher who also has led a march to Deir Yassin every April for
many years. (Although Sahar lives in Ramallah only 12 miles away, she has been unable to attend
these because she does not have a permit to enter Jerusalem.) The marches themselves require
lengthy permits, which have been secured for us by the well-known defense lawyer, Lea Tsemel, an
early supporter and Board member. We have also received active support from another
Jerusalemite, Roni Ben Efrat, editor of Challenge Magazine.
We have held hundreds of lectures and scores of commemorations in Boston, Rochester,
Burlington, Washington, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Atlanta, London, Glasgow, Edinburgh,
Melbourne, and Kuala Lumpur. Our most-polished have been five commemorations in London
under the auspices of our UK Director and Holocaust revisionist Paul Eisen, and a team of
Palestinians, Jews, and others working with him\. In April 2005 our largest of four London events
took place in St. Johns Wood Church.
Dr. Alijah Gordon, whose institute contributed the beautiful painting used for the cover of our first
book, hosted two commemorations in Kuala Lumpur, one featuring Israel Shamir and the other
Adam Shapiro of the International Solidarity Movement. In 2005 we hosted Uri Davis lectures in
Malaysia and in Australia\. Bob Green, a distant relative of Ben-Gurion and a current Board
member, has hosted several DYR events in Burlington. Reverend Nicholas Frayling choreographed
a beautiful Deir Yassin remembrance at the famous Chichester Cathedral. Brian Filling has led Deir
Yassin commemorations every year in Glasgow. And the list goes on and on. But the most valuable
and most generous member of Deir Yassin Remembered was a Palestinian friend of mine, Issam
Nashashibi.

Issam Nashashibi
Born in Jerusalem, caught outside of the country in 1967 and not allowed to return, Issam was a
staunch advocate of Palestinian human rights in many different ways. We met at an American-Arab
Anti-Discrimination Committee conference in Washington. We immediately bonded and worked
together on Deir Yassin Remembered virtually every day until his premature death on 28 August

2003.
When Issam took his father on a last visit to see Jerusalem, I was privileged to go with them. That
trip opened many new contacts for Deir Yassin Remembered and paved the way for subsequent trips
to the IDF archives for information on Deir Yassin that had not yet been disclosed. Although by
then rather old and frail, Issam's father, Mufid, was an activist at heart; he and his extensive
collection of books meant that we now had a veritable reference librarian on board. A year before
his death in 1999 Mufid Nashashibi insisted on being a part of the DYR vigil in front of the
Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles. Mufid held the placard to remember Deir Yassin, while
Issam held him up. A Palestinian father and son, together in front of the Holocaust museum with a
sign calling for people to remember Deir Yassin, would be the very definition of the Arabic word
sumud, which in English might be called ‘steadfastness and resilience.’
For this first Deir Yassin memorial in the United States, it was Issam Nashashibi who set the bar for
major donors at $5,000 and it was Issam and his wife, Margaret, who made the first contribution. In
his best street talk, Issam would say, ‘This is America, man. Justice does not come from above. You
want justice? You got to be willing to pay for it.’
Justice—Issam paid for it and he lobbied for it. He worked on congressional campaigns in several
different states and frequently attended fundraisers for members of Congress. He never stopped
urging people, especially Arab Americans, to register and to exercise their right to vote.
Issam worked with Deir Yassin Remembered and for other Palestinian human rights projects all
over the world. He had lived in London, Chapel Hill, Washington, New York, Malaysia, Puerto
Rico, San Diego, San Jose, and (finally) Dawsonville, Georgia. But in his heart he always was a
Palestinian from Jerusalem. In many ways he is like the olive tree, torn from its roots by violence in
the Holy Land, yet clinging to the earth and to the people from whence he came.

The First Deir Yassin Memorial in the United States
When Paul Eisen, Issam and I met in London in April (2003), it was like three brothers at a family
reunion. It was Paul's third theatrical Deir Yassin commemoration at the Peacock Theatre; each one
had been a monumental effort prepared over several months by Paul, Janet St. John-Austin, and a
couple of others. Issam and I were there to help in any way possible. But while we were busy with
the current event, we were also planning for the future.
Paul wanted to produce a CD of songs involving Deir Yassin, some of which we had collected, and
some of which had been created for us. Janet had used the poetry of Randa Hamwi Duwaji in the
commemoration and now wanted to encourage Randa to expand this into a book of poetry solely on
Deir Yassin. Issam wanted to approach foundations and apply for grants to fund our new projects
and to prepare for a design competition for a large memorial and information center at Deir Yassin.
I introduced the idea of a new website, RighteousJews.org, to tap into the political benefits
generated by its counterpart, Righteous Gentiles (aka Righteous Among Nations) at Yad Vashem.
At first Paul and Issam did not like this idea, but later they agreed to it after the hearty endorsement
by Marc Ellis who had attended the London commemoration as a featured speaker. Salma Khadra
Jayyusi was our other featured speaker and she too was very enthusiastic about the new website,
but counseled us not to make it a part of Deir Yassin Remembered, not because it didn't ‘fit’, but
because it would dilute our single-purpose objective of building a memorial at Deir Yassin. We
agreed, and Bob Green and I became the moderators of the RighteousJews.org website and list.[2]
Back at the Methodist International Center, an adult hostel in London where Issam and I were
staying, we lamented that none of us was likely to live long enough to see a suitable memorial built
at Deir Yassin. After all, we had been working on this project for over eight years and had yet to see
even a simple signpost at Deir Yassin indicating that it once was an Arab village. This was not just
a question of Israeli intransigence; we had sent two missions to the Knesset to request a site at Deir
Yassin. We had written countless letters, most of which went unanswered. It was also a question of
Palestinian parsimony or a general reluctance (for a variety of reasons) to support national causes
and nation-building projects such as this.
It was then that Issam asked rather hypothetically, ‘There are only two memorials to the victims of

Deir Yassin—a small plaque in Jerusalem at Dar al Tifl al Arabi and a small stone at Kelvingrove
Museum in Glasgow; why don't we build one in the United States?’ My first response was that we
simply did not have the money, but Paul told us both to relax, ‘If the project is right, and this one is,
the money will come from somewhere.’
We talked about location and decided that Washington should be the preferred site. After all, there
is a huge Holocaust memorial on the National Mall and the United States certainly has had more to
do with causing the Palestinian diaspora than it did with causing the Jewish Diaspora. But this idea
was soon abandoned given the current political climate, the influence of the neo-conservatives, and
the overwhelming prejudice against Palestinians among the so-called Christian Right. In spite of
the fact that there are 6 to 7 million Muslims in the United States (vs. 5.2 million Jews), it is as
difficult to find a Muslim in Congress as it is to find one on National PUBLIC Radio. A proposal to
build a monument to slain Palestinians on the National Mall would certainly open Deir Yassin
Remembered up to attack. On the other hand it might have gotten the three of us one-way tickets to
Kfar Shaul, the mental hospital now occupying the buildings of Deir Yassin. Most of the patients
there suffer from the Jerusalem Syndrome, which probably comes from too much religion; many
patients believe they are John the Baptist, Jesus Christ, or some other biblical character.
We thought about Patterson, New Jersey or Dearborn, Michigan where there are large ArabAmerican populations. These are very reasonable locations for Deir Yassin memorials and we
intend to foster their being built there in the future. But for now and for expediency we chose
Geneva, New York. But why Geneva? First, we already had a beautiful site, next to a four-star hotel
(Geneva on the Lake) and adjacent to a fine liberal arts college (Hobart and William Smith). There
would be no calls for ‘balance’ and no communal control over the form and message of the
memorial. Second, the fact that there is only one Palestinian family in Geneva is no worse than in
Glasgow, Scotland where only a handful of Palestinians reside. And it is no worse than the location
of the plaque in Jerusalem, which is behind a wall and unknown to most Palestinians and virtually
all tourists. Third, the site is quasi-public, so some control could be exercised over those who might
wish to demonstrate or counter-demonstrate at the site. Fourth, I live close by and could provide the
necessary supervision and tools for the footers and the physical construction of a memorial.
Ideally, we would have liked to organize a well-publicized competition for the design for the
Geneva memorial; we would have liked to offer a substantial prize and thereby created
considerable press coverage. After hosting 30 commemorations in April however, our coffers were
empty. So in the name of expediency, we decided to approach Khalil Bendib, who we knew had
done the sculpture of Alex Odeh, the ADC director in Los Angeles slain in a 1985 terrorist attack
perpetrated by the Jewish Defense League (JDL). In addition to being a sculptor, Khalil is a widely
published political cartoonist, some of whose work has recently appeared in a book called It
Became Necessary to Destroy the Planet in Order to Save It. Khalil Bendib's bronze work can be
seen at www.studiobendib.com and his cartoons are on view at www.bendib.com.
To our great surprise (and relief) this incredibly busy and prolific artist not only welcomed a Deir
Yassin Memorial Project, but he was willing to put off other projects to begin this one right away.
Our only disagreement was that he did not like Issam's idea to create a bronze statue of our logo,
the saber. Khalil said it would give the wrong message; the image was too combative and too
intransigent. With input from Randa Hamwi Duwaji and Janet St. John-Austin we decided instead
to create a sculpture of an olive tree, uprooted, but still alive and still clinging to the earth.
The olive tree has always been a symbol of peace and enlightenment. This one shows that the peace
has been violated by a protracted struggle by one religion to control land owned and long-inhabited
by people of three major religions and many other variants as well. The tree's tortured, angular lines
illustrate the many decades of Palestinian dispossession and dehumanization that began before
1948 and continue today. The extended branches add movement and drama; they appear dead and
yet are still alive. The torn roots of the displaced olive tree are wrenched from the earth, rootremnants still entrenched, clinging to the motherland.
But where would we get the money for even such a modest project? As was often the case, Issam
stepped up to the plate; he and his wife would contribute $5,000. Let others follow his example.
And follow they did. The second donor was Nabil Qaddumi, who lives in Kuwait and whose father
was one of the founders of the PLO. The third donor, Israel Taub, whom we had never met and who
was not even a member of Deir Yassin Remembered, sent us $6,000. This was exactly the type of

‘righteous’ gesture that highlights the coming together of Jews and Palestinians to tell the truth and
acknowledge the tragic history of their shared tragedy.
The fourth donation came from Nabil's daughter, Yasmeen. This was especially heartening since it
is the next generation to which the Deir Yassin memory and the duty of remembrance must be
passed. The fifth donation was of particular historical significance; Yousef Asad, one of the few
remaining Deir Yassin survivors, contributed $5,000 and also helped us to cover some of the
expenses for several of our Jerusalem commemorations.

The Meaning of Deir Yassin to the Future of Israel/Palestine
Regardless of those who wish to believe that Israel is a Jewish state, it is not. It is a state controlled
by Jews in which half of the population that is non-Jewish has lesser rights or no rights at all. In
spite of all the nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons possessed by Israel, in spite of all the
helicopter gunships, tanks, fighter planes, and bulldozers, there will never be peace as long as the
dehumanization of the Palestinian population continues. No amount of American aid and
intervention on behalf of the apartheid status that now prevails in Israel can break the will of the
Palestinians to be treated with equal rights and equal respect.
The saber is a symbol of that resistance. Remembering Deir Yassin is a symbol of that resistance.
Songs, poems, and commemorations of Deir Yassin are symbols of that resistance. So are
memorials like this uprooted-olive-tree sculpture and plaque in upstate New York. Such symbols
explicitly and implicitly say,
We Palestinians shall not be forgotten. Jews were victims throughout history; they suffered most
under the Nazi genocide. But we are also victims of the Nazi genocide and we are victims of
calculated and methodically planned ethnic cleansing and murder in the name of Zionism. For over
60 years Deir Yassin has been the most-poignant symbol of that ethnic cleansing. If Auschwitz is
hallowed ground, Deir Yassin is hallowed ground as well. Jews demand that the world recognize
what was done to them. We demand that the world recognize what was done to us. That is the
beginning of peace and reconciliation.
Remembering Deir Yassin is for Palestinians what remembering the massacre at Kelcie is for Jews.
In the words of the director of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington,
memorials ‘help us honor the dead, enlighten the living, and pave the way for a better future for
everyone.’ Remembering Deir Yassin helps us to preserve the memory of those who died there and
of those who have been uprooted all over Palestine by a criminal movement to cleanse the land of
the Arabs who have lived on it for centuries. Remembering Deir Yassin protects history, preserves
it, and teaches the lessons of what happens when the values of civilization and humanity are
flouted.
Perhaps the opposite of love is indeed indifference. If so, indifference, like hate, cannot abide
peace. Remembering Deir Yassin shows that we are not indifferent to the tragic history of anyone,
and that recognizing history, humanity, the right of all to be treated fairly, and their right to live in
peace between the Mediterranean and the Jordan River are requisites for peace in the Middle East.

Notes:
[1] Matthew Hogan provides the best and most concise account of the Deir Yassin incident in
The Historian, Winter 2001.
[2] The three criteria necessary for a person to be considered a ‘Righteous Jew’ are: (1) The
candidate must consider himself or herself to be Jewish. He or she does not have to be
religious. Non-practicing Jews and even atheists can be considered. (2) The candidate must
have demonstrated solidarity with Palestinians as human beings, deserving of being treated
equally with all other people in the lands between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan
River, one country with equal citizenship for all. (3) The candidate must have faced
disparagement, discrimination, or even death as a consequence of his or her standing up for
the rights of Palestinians.

It is not important why a ‘Righteous Jew’ has defended Palestinian rights or whether his or
her actions were based on friendship, altruism, religious belief, humanitarianism, or simple
human decency. (Candidates may even be considered posthumously.) By these three simple
criteria, Elie Wiesel and Alan Dershowitz would not be considered ‘righteous’ for they
miserably fail (2) and (3). Nor would Israel Shamir, who would get an A+ for (2) and (3),
but who fails the first criterion, because he no longer considers himself to be Jewish.
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What exactly did the NSDAP (National Socialist German Worker's Party) represent and who
were its founding members? Why and how did Adolf Hitler transform the party from an
unimpressive proletariat workers’ party to a full-fledged political machine that obtained absolute
power in Germany? Perhaps more important, how was it funded? We answer these questions in
this introduction. But first, we begin with an examination of the early stages of the NSDAP and
its recruiting process. One must understand how this process unfolded if one is to understand the
NSDAP’s position on Judaism and Freemasonry as well as the prevailing social and political
order of the day. Naturally, we also reveal some of the other important aspects of its early
development, which necessitates a fair amount of myth busting about Hitler, including who
actually gave him money.

Triumvirate: Leadership, development and unity
Adolf Hitler, contrary to his own self-myths and the myths of others, was not poor—at least not
until he had drained his savings and entitlements gallivanting in Vienna. Many historians have
written that Hitler simply lived day-to-day wasting both his money and time, but in so doing
they overlook Hitler’s experiences and ‘life education’ that later played such an important role
in the development and direction of National Socialism as well as the Second World War. The
development and direction of both can be traced to Hitler’s experiences during those “lost”
years.
Hitler, like so many other young German men and women of his day, fell from middle-class
status into that of the “wretched proletariat.” This was something that young Hitler refused to
accept. He was deeply embittered by his Vienna experiences, which offered false promises of
prosperity and hope for young people with enough willpower and talent. The prevailing
dissonance of the time and place in which he grew up inculcated in him a burning desire to
change these circumstances, which is precisely what he did after 1933. Hitler was so resentful of
the class-ridden society that was Vienna, and Austria and Europe generally, that one of his key
aims throughout both the peace and war years was cultivating a system of merit. One’s birth
station was not what mattered. What mattered were one’s talent, loyalty, dependability and
fortitude, notably in the face of adversity and uncertainty. Hitler was able to overcome most
imbedded class barriers in two distinct ways:
1. He recruited both men and women from all social classes and accordingly tailored his
speech and disposition to each, depending on his/her social standing.
2. He supplanted economic valuation with racial valuation.
Let’s look at the first point. Hitler needed the broadest spectrum of German society he could get,
so this meant that he needed to appeal to men, women, young, old, wealthy, poor, unemployed
and employed alike. Women were amongst Hitler’s most devoted and fervent supporters in the
early years. So were low-wage earners, small businessmen and foreign nobles, such as White

Russian émigrés who wished to see the return of the Russian monarchy. They provided Hitler
with a physical audience, elite and business connections and monetary support, most of which
ended up being granted in the form of loans. Hitler needed industrialists as much as he needed
the workers, elites and disenfranchised foreigners. Since his goal was to raise the station of all
lower-class ethnic Germans, he had to win them all together, which required a strategy of multiclass appeal. When he met and spoke with counts, duchesses and other members of the former
royalty, he addressed them in a royal manner. His etiquette, speech and personal manners proved
impeccable in such company. When he met or spoke with industrialists, such as Fritz Thyssen,
he tailored his behavior and manner to match that of the hopes and fears of industrialist
Germany. At the same time he was careful to scale back his socialistic language in such
company, so that the industrialists would not misidentify him as a Marxist-Communist. He had
to convince them that he would crush Marxist-Communism and uphold their industrial power
base in the face of the growing mass of disenchanted, underpaid workers who felt they were
being cheated and exploited by German industry. Whenever things got economically tough, the
workers suffered wage and benefit cuts. They blamed the industrialists, but Hitler saw that the
industrialists were also suffering: many went bankrupt during the inflation as well as during the
Great Depression. The crippling Versailles reparations forced most German industrialists and
exporters into an untenable economic position, which in turn harmed German workers. This
meant that Hitler had to at least hint at future German rearmament, which was covertly
occurring anyway. On the other hand, Hitler had to promise the workers, his single largest and
most important support base in almost every respect in the formative years, that he would not
allow the state or industry to exploit them or continue treating them as automatons. We can see
that balancing the wants and needs of these three core sectors of class-ridden Germany was far
from simple. But Hitler did it, and nearly bloodlessly (relative to the Communist revolutions in
Russia and throughout Eastern Europe).
Now to the second point: Hitler had to come up with a unifying ideology for Germanic peoples.
This task seems simple in retrospect, because Germany was a homogenous society by today’s
standards. However, back then this was not how the German situation was seen. Germany may
have been racially homogenous, but class antagonisms were so deep-seated that few if any
German elites and nobles were interested in sharing political or social power with lower-class
and middle-class Germans. The Junkers (estates Lords) treated their farmhands (serfs) as
second- or third-class citizens and ordered them to pack up and get out if they dared to vote
against their landlord employers. According to James and Suzanne Pool's research, many of the
Junkers, notably the friends of von Hindenburg, refused to discontinue living the feudal order,
which helped fuel the growing mass discontent for monarchy. This only served the interests of
republicans and Freemasons, both of whom wished to see the end of monarchy for good. We
will discuss their motivations later. For now it is enough to say that their motives were far from
benevolent. German class divisions trumped any sort of racial or ethnic solidarity. Not
surprisingly, one finds that the desire to unite all Germans as racial comrades was a desire
shared almost entirely amongst the lower and middle classes, and even many middle-class
Germans did everything they could to cling to their bourgeois life station, even if it meant
keeping the lower-classes downtrodden. As one can see, Hitler’s goal was anything but simple.
How, then, did Hitler unite Germans? And how successful was he? Hitler united Germans by
invoking an ideological concept similar to Italy’s Romanita, as espoused by Benito Mussolini.
Hitler’s concept was Nordicism: the basic, simplified premise of which was that all Germanic
peoples were united by their Nordic racial component, and because they were united by this
common “race soul” or blood component, how could they fight or be divided? While such a
unifying idea sounded feasible and reasonable to many, some resisted nonetheless. The Junkers,
former nobility, and many other business elites in Germany saw Hitler as nothing other than a
lowly former corporal who had no clout given his petit bourgeois (lower middle-class)
upbringing. Hitler was only partially successful in uniting all Germans as Volksgenossen. His
lack of complete success in this regard, an unattainable goal to be sure, later proved to be his
undoing. Elites amongst the officer corps did immeasurable damage to Hitler and his war effort,
but the story of their treachery and sabotage is beyond the scope of this discussion.
Might Hitler have been more successful had he been more racially inclusive early on? Not
necessarily. Mussolini, unlike Hitler, was not racially exclusive at any point and expended a

great deal of effort and time attempting to recruit non-Italians to the Italian fascist cause. He was
largely unsuccessful, especially in Ethiopia—this in spite of the fact that he had Ethiopians
trained as pilots (before the Tuskegee Airmen even came into being) and promised them higher
status within a Fascist Italian Empire. We may deduce from this example that Hitler having
merely extended his hand openly in the beginning to non-Germans would not have guaranteed
National Socialism’s political or military success. Mussolini did so and his tolerant hand was
rejected. Indeed the U.S. and Britain did not win the Second World War due to non-white
conscription, but because they supported and funded the Soviet war machine and were willing to
bomb Germany indiscriminately. Anyway, this brings us back to our main point, which is that
unifying a body of people, regardless of whether it is homogenous or diverse, is no easy task.
Hitler was only able to convince the lower and middle classes that racial value must supersede
economic (class) value. Most of the German elites were never won over to his Nordicism.
So, what does all of this mean? First, it means that a party that wishes to succeed in a Western
Liberal-Democratic context must appeal to women and men both, citizens of all ages, and all
social classes. A sensible and serious leader and party cannot afford to leave any group out.
Naturally this all depends on the individual nation and citizenry in question, as Hitler’s brand of
politics and leadership were formed with a specific time, culture, people and place in mind. It
was not intended for export, but for adaptation in multiple contexts. Hitler’s brand of politics
was in fact largely modeled after Mussolini’s as well as the leadership of the Austrian mayor
Karl Lueger.
Second, it means that the masses are more important to a party’s success than the elites, because
of their numbers. Only the masses have the power to invoke fear in the upper-class by
threatening to support violent revolutionary parties and organizations, which are often led and
funded by hostile fifth-columnists. The Communist Party (KPD) was the only party besides
Hitler’s that evoked genuine fear in the elite classes of Germany. Hitler and the NSDAP could
not be ignored for the very reason that they, besides the Marxist-Communists, had the largest
mass following in Germany at the time. Industrialists could not afford to anger or rebuff Hitler
and the NSDAP; if they did, then Hitler’s followers would quickly have swelled the ranks of the
Communists or perhaps have even overthrown him, as Ernst Röhm and many SA members
wished to do. Hitler’s party was the only non-Communist, nationalist party that offered the
lower and middle classes a better standing in German society. Given Hitler’s ability to keep the
overwhelming majority of his followers in line and loyal meant that he alone could prevent a
transitional bloodbath, which is what most of the upper-class Germans feared the most. And this
is exactly what he did. What’s important to bear in mind, however, is that Hitler needed a
credible threat to maintain his personal and political leverage over the upper classes and big
business. Without the Communists to threaten them via mass upheaval and bloodshed, the
industrialists and former nobility had little reason other than patriotism to support Hitler and the
NSDAP.
Third, a citizenry that wishes to remain united needs a party that can accomplish this. Bavarians
wanted to secede from Germany and become an independent state. Big business demanded an
end to the Junker estates that squandered numerous government bailouts and demanded trade
tariffs that harmed German industry. The Junkers did not care whether the industrialists suffered,
so long as their estates were still in their name and they could live a lavish lifestyle of luxury at
the German taxpayers’ expense. To mediate such divisiveness, Hitler invoked Nordicism, which
called on Germans to recognize and value their blood ties instead of their social standing (based
on wealth). This unifying ideology provided Hitler with the necessary means to develop a
system of merit: one could rise to the top of National Socialist society regardless of one’s
parents’ or personal finances, because one was equal to all other Germans from the racial pointof-view. Hitler’s German racialism and anti-Semitism were the practical means for achieving
classless unity among formerly divided Germans. Hitler used a similar approach later on with
the Waffen-SS. He turned an exclusively German organizational concept (the Allgemeine SS)
into an international, multiethnic idea by uniting everyone who participated against JewishBolshevism, the enemy of “all peoples.”

Hitler salutes marching National Socialists in Weimar, October 1930.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 102-10541 / Unknown / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Initial member recruitment
Like any grassroots party, the NSDAP developed organically from amongst a handful of
hardcore ideologues, the primary catalyst having been Adolf Hitler. But the NSDAP did not
spring up on its own; it instead arose from out of a party that already had a platform, leadership
core, and small committed following. This was the German Workers’ Party led by Anton
Drexler. Hitler was actually appointed by the Army to spy on the German Workers’ Party. The
Army was interested in two things: locating nationalists for its own designs and rooting out
Communists who threatened to turn Germany into a subservient satellite of Moscow. Hitler’s
speaking skills and interest in politics led the Army to select him for this covert task. He took a
liking to Drexler and many of his ideas, so he finally signed up and was issued a membership
card with his name and membership number on it, a tradition that Hitler maintained in his
NSDAP. While Hitler began his political career as the propagandist for the Workers’ party, he
was quick to identify the party’s main problems: it appealed to too few and had no outreach
venue other than speaking engagements, which were often drab. He therefore focused on
developing his own talents, which surpassed Drexler’s, and forming his own designs for the
Workers’ party; hence the birth of the NSDAP. Hitler was quick to capitalize on Drexler’s
connections to wealthy Thule Society members. He did not join Thule, but requested their
patronage. They alone significantly enhanced the potential for what was now his party to appeal
to upper-class Germans, who, in turn, also helped fund the party. After he quit the Army, Hitler
threw himself into the development of the NSDAP with unbounded determination.
While Drexler and his core focused entirely on winning over German workers, Hitler had eyes
for larger audiences and outreach. His relationships with White Russian émigrés, wealthy Thule
members, and especially Gottfried Feder (economist) and Dietrich Eckart (philosopher and
writer) proved invaluable in his acquisition of the bankrupt Völkischer Beobachter (VB). Feder
together with two other early NSDAP members owned 30,000 shares of the VB. Dietrich Eckart
was able to obtain a loan for RM 60,000 from the sympathetic General Ritter von Epp to acquire
the VB. The rest of the RM 120,000 price tag came from an industrialist named Dr. Gottfried

Grandel, who was won over by Hitler’s personal appeal to him. Eckart likely helped out too,
along with Dr. Gutberlet (who pledged RM 5,000).
According to the Pools, Hitler’s early supporters came from a wide range of classes,
nationalities and ethnic backgrounds. Numerous wealthy White Russian émigrés, who had Thule
contacts, formed an alliance with the NSDAP and allegedly raised “vast sums of money” for
Hitler—i.e. according to an official 1923 file note. There was Henry Ford, who was anti-Jewish
and wished to spread his message to receptive nations. Benito Mussolini’s personal agents were
known to have established contact with NSDAP members in Germany, likely in order to arrange
the transfer of financial support from the Duce. The Russian Grand Duchess Victoria, who was
pro-monarchy and anti-Bolshevik, gave Hitler money. Sir Henry Deterding of Royal Dutch
Shell Corporation offered Hitler vast amounts of money in 1931, ‘32 and ‘33 in exchange for a
guarantee that he would regain his expropriated oil interests from the Bolsheviks at some future
point in time. The amount was likely between 30 and 55 million pounds sterling. Deterding was
so pro-German that he ended up marrying a National Socialist woman and even moved to
Germany. He, like so many other German elites, realized that only an assertive foreign policy
could secure Germany’s economic survival in a world in which France and England had a
monopoly over one-quarter of the globe and were determined to crush Germany’s global
competitiveness.
The Germans had tried everything else, including complying with the Versailles reparations,
which was de facto theft. This “treaty” was in fact designed with one goal in mind: the
permanent crippling of German industrial competition. Ernst Röhm was a fervent German
nationalist who channeled Army funds to the NSDAP via various front organizations. The Thule
Society, which was pan-Germanic and nationalist, not only contributed members to the NSDAP
but helped it raise a lot of money. The two German jewelers Josef Füss and Herr Gahr supported
Hitler. A certain Mr. Pöschl, a small businessman, gave to Hitler early on. Quirin Diestl was
another early supporter who gave small funds. Oscar Koerner, a toy shop owner, likewise gave
money to the NSDAP. Dr. Friedrich Krohn, a dentist, gave as much as he could. Adolf Müller
helped the NSDAP keep the VB going by endlessly extending credit to Hitler. Ms. Hoffmann,
the widow of a headmaster, contributed regularly. Numerous friends of General Ludendorff, a
Thule member, provided the NSDAP with funding. A significant number of prominent
foreigners and German nationals living or working in Austria, Britain, Czechoslovakia, Finland,
France, Italy, Holland, Hungary, Switzerland, Sweden and America gave Hitler money, much of
it via Winifred Wagner, Kurt Lüdecke and Hungarian nationalists like Gömbös. The German
Free Corps members gave Hitler money, and so did many Stahlhelm members. Several rightwing German business interests, such as Emil Kirdorf of the covert Ruhrlade group, gave Hitler
money, along with many business interests that usually supported Alfred Hugenberg (a man who
tried to use Hitler for his own ends). There was also General Ritter von Epp, who helped
Dietrich Eckart and the NSDAP purchase the VB; Dr. Emil Gansser, who had connections to
wealthy Protestants; Admiral Schröder, a former naval commander; Baron Sebottendorf, who
had connections to J. F. Lehmann (a Thule member, financier and publisher for the German
Navy) and sympathetic naval officers; Herr Schaffer, who acquired weapons for Hitler’s SA;
Kurt Lüdecke, and through him two Jewish arms dealers who were either 1) not privy to who
Lüdecke was or 2) had no reason to fear Hitler (this was the early 1920s after all); possibly the
Duke of Anhalt and Count Fugger; Ernst Hanfstaengl, a wealthy Harvard graduate with
numerous American connections and some wealth of his own; the wealthy Magda Quandt, who
married Joseph Goebbels and who had elite connections; Fritz Thyssen, who later denied that he
gave substantial sums to Hitler and Göring, in 1929 and off and on throughout the 1930s, both
of whom he liked very much; and so forth.
No Warburgs. No Rothschilds. No Rockefellers. While the Rockefellers indirectly came into
Hitler’s financial sphere by way of Standard Oil technical investments and the Warburgs via I.
G. Farben and J. H. Stein later on, neither gave Hitler any financial support before 1933. And
neither directly supported or paid Hitler at any point in time. The Sidney Warburg story is pure
fabrication. Fritz Thyssen and some of Hugenberg’s heavy industrial connections, not James
Warburg, gave Hitler substantial monetary gifts in 1929 (at least RM 1,250,000) and Deterding
and several German coal companies took care of Hitler in the early 1930s. While Hitler spent a
vast amount on campaigning, he was by no means rolling in untraceable money. All of his

funding was carefully accounted for and most of it came from VB advertising; party dues,
insurance, and speaking fees; Gregor Strasser’s left-wing faction, which received RM 10,000
per month in 1931; the good will of VB publisher Adolf Müller; and the financial frugality of
party treasurer Franz Schwarz, whose meticulous party financial records were destroyed. The
Americans interrogated him so brutally that he died in 1946 in British captivity. His records
denoting even Hitler’s anonymous donors never turned up anywhere. The Pools suspect that the
American occupiers destroyed them.
As for Goebbels’s remark on 17 January 1932 that the finances of the party “suddenly
improved,” this was not exactly true. The truth is that the party’s credit line suddenly improved,
and this was thanks to the maneuverings of Franz von Papen and Baron Kurt von Schröder with
his syndicate of investors, including a number of prominent heavy industrialists, the HamburgAmerica Steamship Line, the Stein Bank of Cologne, Commerz und Privat Bank, the
Gelsenkirchen Mine Company, Deutsche Bank, Reichskredit-Gesellschaft Bank, Allianz
Insurance, members of the potash industry, the Brabag Coal Company, Deutsches Erdöl, and a
number of other brown-coal industrialists. While Hitler tolerated fifth-column banks like M. M.
Warburg and the Temple Bank (a special account created for the Temple Society by the
Reichsbank to fund Ha’avara emigration), he eventually restricted and regulated their business
opportunities and forced them to assist with financing Jewish emigration. Hitler’s goal was to
increasingly inhibit and thereby financially squeeze the foreign banks until they were unable to
exist any longer and had to relocate outside Germany—the same policy he employed to
encourage Jewish emigration and business closures. One such example was the Germanization
(i.e. German takeover) of two Jewish ironworks plants in the Rhön region in 1937.
Moving on to the actual recruitment process, potential recruits were approached on the streets
and at meetings and speaking engagements. They were given flyers or pamphlets. Sometimes
Hitler or other core members of the party were invited to speak or converse privately with
industrialists or nobles who were interested in a non-Communist, nationalist party. Contrary to
myths like that concerning Sidney Warburg, Hitler and the right-wing faction of the NSDAP did
not receive as much industrial or banker funding, before 1933, as the Strasser brothers, the
Social Democrats (SPD) or even Hugenberg’s Nationalist Party. The reason why Hitler and the
NSDAP never received the same level of financial or moral support early on was three-fold: (a)
the industrialists and many Junkers did not trust Hitler given his socialist stance on many issues;
(b) most industrialists and Junkers were not financially threatened enough to back a
revolutionary party like Hitler’s (they were still satisfied with the status quo); and (c) they were
leery of his anti-Jewish stance.
Back to recruitment: most potential recruits and financial supporters heard about Hitler and the
NSDAP via word of mouth. Nothing else was as effective as this. When men like ScheubnerRichter, Schacht, Borsig, Kirdorf and Thyssen recommended the NSDAP and personally
endorsed Hitler, wealthy and other upper- and middle-class Germans were willing to seriously
consider Hitler and his party. Hitler was invited to speak to heavy industrialists in 1927 by word
of mouth in fact. He even wrote a secret pamphlet intended only for this industrial-capitalist
audience, which they then passed around to others. Besides active word-of-mouth campaigning,
the NSDAP also placed posters everywhere they could, promoted speaking engagements and
other party activities and viewpoints in their newspaper, sold various odds and ends to raise
small funds (e.g. various items like soap with NSDAP packaging), and sent wealthier members
abroad to raise funds from German expats and foreign sympathizers. Kurt Lüdecke excelled at
this form of campaigning.
In the very beginning, Hitler and the NSDAP targeted veterans, farmers, workers, young men,
noblemen and -women, small businessmen and -women and pensioners. These were the social
classes who were initially the most receptive, due to the economy and prevailing antimonarchism, but later on Hitler’s support base included wealthy elites, heavy industrialists,
fascist and monarchist foreigners, landed Junkers, veterans’ organizations, the German Army
and Navy and even Montagu Norman, a prominent English banker and personal friend of
Hjalmar Schacht who, according to both his private secretary Ernest Skinner and Émile Moreau,
despised Jews, the French and Roman Catholics. He unabashedly refused to assist France’s
treasury with anything and proved willing and able to arrange financing for the NSDAP by way

of his connections to Bruno von Schröder (Schroder Bank), Kurt von Schröder (Stein Bank) and
the Bank of England (F. C. Tiarks and M. Norman himself). Norman had strong sympathy for
the Germans which dated back to his days as a student in Dresden, and naturally offered to
financially assist and thereby stabilize the new government that his friend Schacht had openly
supported since 1931. Since Hitler was hostile to France (he saw the French as Foreign Enemy
Number One), friendly to Britain (which he did not feel was a threat), and discriminatory
towards Jews, the three things that Norman found favorable, he recommended that Kurt von
Schröder extend credit to Hitler’s party, which now controlled the government. Schacht was
Hitler’s de facto lifeline in this respect, a nationalist German banker who had his own designs
for German recovery, but who was also personally impressed with Hitler’s speeches and mass
appeal, which no other politician possessed.
As for Hitler’s initial support, many farmers were burdened by debt, and most, including landed
Junkers, felt threatened by Communist expropriation and insufficient protective agricultural
tariffs. The veterans were receptive because they felt betrayed by the ruling class, especially the
liberal-democrats of the SPD, and because they had a difficult time finding work. Workers, who
were mostly young men, were receptive because they felt they were being exploited by the
business class, but primarily because they were the most negatively affected by the inflation and
unemployment. Pensioners on fixed incomes were receptive to Hitler’s socialist stance.
Noblemen and -women were interested in Hitler because he opposed Freemasonry and
expropriation of their landed estates, and because he hinted at restoration of the monarchy.
Additionally, all of these groups generally opposed Marxist-Communism. Most of the German
masses were not interested in a revolutionary bloodbath or agricultural collectivism, but
economic and social security as well as justice and prosperity for themselves; the German elites
did not support expropriation and collectivization. Hitler’s main opposition in the formative
years came from the Communists, who denounced him as a tool of capitalism and from the
former nobility; the heavy industrialists, who distrusted his socialism and the SA (they feared
the SA was nothing but a Communistic horde); and the left-wing faction within his own party,
who questioned Hitler’s financial sources and pro-business stance.
When someone requested to join the NSDAP, one paid one’s initial annual dues and was then
given a membership card and asked to perform some service or task for the party. This could be
anything from putting up posters before speaking engagements to spreading the word by simply
talking about the NSDAP or handing out flyers on street corners and at beer halls. After the
Hitler-Strasser break, he or she was asked to swear allegiance to Adolf Hitler. Vetting was likely
performed by those members doing the actual talking and recruiting in the streets, as there was
no known formal vetting procedure. As long as a person paid his annual dues and served the
party loyally, he or she was trusted. Those who wished to break with the party were actually told
to leave by Hitler himself at a rally that took place after the Strasser and Stennes affairs. We’ll
revisit this topic later on.
Along these lines, Kurt Lüdecke, Otto Wagener and Ernst Röhm played leading roles in arming,
training and drilling SA men. Their personal fundraising; their secret dealings with the German
Army (Reichswehr), which had many prominent sympathizers of the NSDAP and SA; and
Lüdecke’s connections to black-market Jewish arms dealers proved essential to building a
credible paramilitary threat to the status quo. The government in Berlin tended to ignore SA
violence against Communists because it opposed a Communist takeover. Also, Hitler’s party
supported German national unity at all costs, so Hitler and his SA were worth tolerating to
prevent Bavarian secession. Hitler’s real bargaining base was his SA and the masses. Without
both, he could afford to be ignored by the elites, government and industry; however with both he
was a true threat, like the Communists. Lüdecke, Wagener and Röhm all led, at one point or
another, regular drilling and paramilitary basic training at a large hall funded by party members
and various supporters. Marching in formation and drills also took place in the forests and
countryside when possible, but mostly it occurred in the party’s own rented hall or on a wealthy
sympathizer’s private estate. Fortunately for unemployed and poor members, the party paid for
everyone’s uniforms.
When SA and SS ranks were introduced, the requirements were loyalty and leadership aptitude.
The SS consisted of men handpicked by Hitler himself. Thus, he vetted them personally. As a

matter of fact, Hitler usually personally appointed leaders to their positions even in the SA. He
recalled Röhm from Bolivia, for instance, to reorganize and lead the SA. Hitler tended to choose
people who he felt would resist falling prey to groupthink. Historians have tended to
characterize this as Hitler’s “divide and rule” policy, but in-depth study of the party’s early
development suggests instead that Hitler chose people who would (a) not challenge or question
his leadership, and (b) not fall prey to the “yes man” temptation. This appointment procedure
did two things: it prevented serious intraparty division by subordinating all to Hitler himself,
while at the same time it encouraged intraparty rivalries, which prevented groupthink. Leaders
could disagree and even challenge one another’s authority without destroying the party. Hitler
based promotion solely on performance, not status. This tendency increased later on during the
war especially after Hitler established the NSFO (National Socialist Commanding Officer
Corps). This NS-high command was likely enacted to replace or take over the OKW (Armed
Forces High Command). Hitler wanted select NSFO officers to undergo a 4- to 18-hour course
in political-ideological instruction. He himself appointed the head of the NSFO, Hermann
Reinecke, in December 1944.
The NSDAP expanded into cities and states outside of Munich (Bavaria), where it had its Brown
House headquarters, by appointing certain members to run party operations and perform party
services in their own states, cities, towns and villages. The most well-known example of an
NSDAP member-cum-leader who acquired almost enough personal power, financial backing
and mass following to challenge Hitler himself was Gregor Strasser. Hitler was able to prevent a
crisis from developing with his gifts for clever maneuvering and personal appeal, but such risks
are inherent in any organization that becomes as powerful as the NSDAP. And they are risks that
must be taken if a party’s leadership wishes it to develop and grow. Talented, committed and
qualified speakers and leaders were appointed to run operations in every location possible. But
Berlin NSDAP members also traveled around giving speeches and lectures and soliciting
financial support. All speaking engagements required admittance fees. Hitler himself was
constantly traveling and meeting with workers and elites alike to recruit new members and
bolster his finances.
At the end of 1920, the NSDAP had about 3,000 members. Membership then grew from 27,000
in 1925 to 108,000 in 1928. In August 1931 the NSDAP created its own intelligence and
security sector. Heinrich Himmler established the SD (Sicherheitsdienst) and Reinhard Heydrich
was appointed head of the organization, which was kept separate from the SS (Schutzstaffel). By
the time of the Strasser crisis, the SA was some 400,000 members strong and the party itself had
grown to 2 million by 1933. In 1932, it was large enough to achieve control of 37% of the
Reichstag.
Here are the election results from 1920 to 1933:
Adapted from James E. and Suzanne Pool. Who Financed Hitler: The Secret Funding of
Hitler’s Rise to Power 1919 – 1933, p. 494.
Political Parties in the Reichstag

June May Dec. May Sep. July Nov. Mar.
1920 1924 1924 1928 1930 1932 1932 1933

Communist Party (KPD)

4

62

45

54

77

89

100

81

Social Democratic Party (SPD)

102

100

131

153

143

133

121

120

Catholic Center Party (BVP)

65

81

88

78

87

97

90

93

Nationalist Party (DNVP)

71

95

103

73

41

37

52

52

National Socialist Party (NSDAP) -

-

-

12

107

230

196

288

Other Parties

92

73

121

122

22

35

23

98

One can see that the NSDAP lost most of its former 230 seats as of July 1932 to the even more
radical-revolutionary Communist Party (KPD) in November 1932, not to conservative Catholics
or social-democrats. The conservative nationalists (DNVP) only gained 15 seats. These results,

contrary to most historiography, do not imply the demise of the NSDAP, but the masses’
disaffection with any party that was not willing to promise sweeping social and economic
change for the majority, even if change meant bloodshed. Hitler and the NSDAP were not
viewed as extreme enough, so they lost seats to the KPD! This alarmed men like Hjalmar
Schacht and Franz von Papen so much that they were finally willing to give Hitler the
opportunity to become chancellor.
He actually should have received the chancellorship in July 1932 when his party had the most
seats in the Reichstag, but the industrialists and noblemen surrounding General Schleicher,
Franz von Papen and President Hindenburg opposed his appointment to the chancellorship. So
much for James Warburg’s and the Rothschilds’ “magical funding.”
Hitler faced so much resistance at this stage that he, like others, resorted to blackmail. Hitler
arranged a private meeting with President Hindenburg’s son Oskar, during which he is suspected
to have threatened to expose his father’s role in the repeated taxpayer bailouts of the Junkers’
mismanaged, bankrupted estates. Since blackmail and intrigue had been used to cheat Hitler of
his due appointment, he decided that he could also play such a game. Hindenburg appointed him
chancellor shortly thereafter, which most historians claim was at the behest of von Papen. We
see that von Papen’s desire to prevent a Communist majority by giving Hitler the chancellorship
was only partly why Hindenburg appointed him. Hitler won, but not because he received covert
funding. Franz von Papen continued to intrigue against Hitler and urged industrialists to
withdraw their financial support of the NSDAP! The goal of this so-called “cabinet of barons”
was to give Hitler just enough power to satisfy him personally without actually allowing him to
attain a majority strong enough to overthrow the status quo, but just strong enough to prevent a
Communist majority.
Given this context of stalemate, the speed of the NSDAP’s growth in just 6 years and its
subsequent attainment of absolute power were only possible with an authoritarian leader in a
crooked political situation in which blackmail, corruption and political sleight-of-hand were the
order of the day. What had started as a democratic-style workers’ party with a simple executive
committee to which Hitler was appointed in the early 1900s became an authoritarian-style
organization with its own uniforms, offices, training facilities, insurance company, merchandise,
newspaper, propaganda machine, army (the SA) and security apparatus (SS and SD). This was
nothing short of impressive and most of the credit for its success goes to those leaders and
members like Hitler, Hess, Gansser, Eckart, Funk, Schwarz, Feder, Keppler, Himmler,
Rosenberg, Goebbels, the Strassers (before 1932), Scheubner-Richter, Hanfstaengl, Lüdecke,
Göring and Röhm, all of whom literally devoted their lives to the party.
NSDAP events were staged as often as they could be afforded. The newspaper was of course
always available—it was a daily—so the public and members always knew what was going on
from day to day. Hitler gave speeches and met with important wealthy persons almost non-stop
after his release from prison. He was keen enough to purchase motor vehicles, which were rare
in those days. Speedy travel was vital to defeating rival parties like the Communists, who still
had to walk to their various speaking engagements and meetings. The NSDAP’s doors, so to
speak, were always open to receive new recruits. Interested persons either signed up at simple
on-site recruitment centers or they mailed their applications to the party’s headquarters in
Munich.

Inconvenient facts about Hitler and the NSDAP
The following is a list of important facts gleaned from the Pools’ Who Financed Hitler. This list
clarifies and summarizes our introduction to the NSDAP’s development, support and financing.
More importantly, this list exposes numerous myths associated with Hitler and the NSDAP, such
as Hitler’s “militatarism,” NSDAP funding via Paul or Sidney (James) Warburg and the
Rothschilds, and Hitler’s unpopularity amongst most Germans.
• Gustav Stresemann was as militarily inclined as Adolf Hitler. Thus the idea that Hitler’s
appointment to the chancellorship meant war in future is moot.
• Upper-class hostages, including members of Thule, were literally lined up and murdered

in 1918 by the Communists. A total of 12 hostages were shot in a schoolyard in Munich.
• The Pools noted that since the German economy was not harmful to most industrialists’
profits overall, they as a group wished to uphold the status quo. And that was the problem
with them from the perspective of revolutionary parties like Hitler’s, as well as the
impoverished, unemployed millions.
• Hitler and Hess, not Göring and Goebbels as claimed by “Sidney Warburg,” solicited
money in 1929. German industrialist Emil Kirdorf likely gave the NSDAP money at this
time.
• Radek, Levine and Axelrod, all Communists, were Jewish. These three men and the terror
they inflicted upon Fritz Thyssen and his father personally, including imprisonment and
death threats, changed Thyssen’s life. From that point on he supported Hitler, and
fervently so.
• French martial law and Ruhr resource demands were too much for Fritz Thyssen. He was
arrested and fined 300,000 gold marks for encouraging German workers to passively
resist French military occupation. The French opened fire on these German workers
killing and wounding hundreds.
• Thyssen downplayed his support of the National Socialists. He gave 1,250,000
Reichsmarks between 1928 and 1929. This was the exact timing of Sidney Warburg’s
alleged covert cash transfers to Hitler.
• Kirdorf had Jewish friends and bank connections, including Dr. Arthur Salomonsohn. In
spite of these big money connections, Kirdorf gave very little to Hitler and the NSDAP.
• Thyssen and Kirdorf saw little hope for Germany. France and England had a monopoly
over one quarter of the world and were determined to crush Germany’s global
competitiveness.
• The Versailles Dictate was Germany’s economic end—really, truly and totally.
• The “Treaty” was actually an economic weapon designed to permanently cripple
Germany as an industrial competitor. Germany’s total reparations payments amounted to
$32 billion, which equates to $425 billion today, or $6.6 billion per year.
• The NSDAP was not put into power by international Jewish interests as some researchers
suggest. The NSDAP fought for its power. For example, in just a single street battle
between the National Socialists and Communists, 300 men were killed. Hitler struggled
for 14 years to achieve power and was nearly shot dead during his attempted putsch, facts
which challenge this thesis.
• The I. G. Farben conglomerate and high finance never factored into the Hitler-NSDAP
equation before 1933.
• According to the Pools, since nothing Germany did had worked to relieve the
unemployment and trade imbalance, an imperialist policy was necessary for Germany’s
economic survival. She had earnestly tried everything else.
• Big business’s main motive for supporting Hitler and the NSDAP was to prevent
Communism at all costs.
• General von Seeckt operated under a façade of pro-democracy (like Hitler) until the day
when all democratic chains could be broken. Indeed the intellectual demilitarization of
Germany was, to von Seeckt, the greatest threat of all.
• Russo-German military collaboration was championed by von Seeckt, not Hitler, and
started in 1921. (Before the Treaty of Rapallo). Von Seeckt was instrumental in this
collaboration. Lest we overlook it: Hitler, and no one else, had a reserve army—the SA.
Thus the years 1921 to 1922 saw some degree of Russian funding of the NSDAP via the
Reichswehr’s secret Russian collaboration efforts.
• The Allies destroyed Krupp’s industry, which provided Krupp with a key motive for later
supporting the NSDAP. Krupp, with the help of foreign subsidies, established anonymous
companies to carry out arms construction and testing in neutral countries long before
Hitler came to power.
• Stresemann, like Hitler, wanted to see Germany reemerge as a world power. Neither von
Seeckt nor Stresemann was a liberal-democrat (i.e. neither supported democracy, which
was imposed upon Germany against her will.)
• Holding companies were used to rebuild the German Navy in the early 1920s, long before
Hitler’s ascension.
• “Liberal-Democratic” Weimar Germany was providing covert assistance to German
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rearmament efforts in every way possible. Krupp was subsidized by the Weimar regime,
not by Hitler.
Given the industrial context of that time period, Thyssen’s industry would die without
total rearmament. This was a consequence of Germany’s overdependence on
industrialization,. As suggested by Lawrence Dennis in The Dynamics of War and
Revolution, a developed nation like Germany had the choice to contract severely in every
way, including population-wise, or expand. Most German leaders opted for the latter.
German rearmament began earnestly “production-wise” in 1928—five full years before
Adolf Hitler was appointed chancellor.
The Social Democrats, SPD, supported rearmament.
Rearmament does not prove that Germany was planning aggressive warfare or that
Germany was “militaristic.”
Both France’s and Poland’s militaries were threatening to encircle and occupy Germany in
1919.
All of the German power elite had the same goal, only different methods of achieving that
goal—to reestablish Germany as a world power. However, only Adolf Hitler understood
international power politics or “economy by the sword.” Hitler asked the industrialists in
1927: Does it benefit our nationality now or in the future, or will it be injurious to it?
Expediency is the basis of all alliances.
France, not England, was Enemy Number One in Hitler’s view.
Political bribes were not illegal in the Weimar Republic.
The rule of special interest groups and the power of money (with which to buy Reichstag
deputies) destroyed the Weimar Republic’s chances of survival. Both are, in fact, inherent
features of all democracies, which intentionally give the masses the illusion of power and
voice in government to prevent their discontent.
The SPD was the political instrument of the trade unions and the bureaucracy of
organized labor. All of the rest, save the KPD, were big business’s interest groups
incognito.
Walther Rathenau set the Weimar “big business” precedent, not Hitler or the NSDAP.
The Ruhrlade was a secret society of heavy industrialists, with 12 members, who met
secretly to set joint economic and political policy.
Hugenberg and the Nationalist Party had far more big business and discreet financial
backing and prestige than the NSDAP. But not even Hugenberg was an industrialist's tool.
He opposed the Anglo-Freemasonic Dawes Plan while several of his industrialist backers
supported the plan.
The Anglo-Freemasonic Young Plan was enacted 11 years after the war, which demanded
that Germans pay “reparations” for the next 59 years!
Hugenberg and Strasser both underestimated Hitler. He was no one’s “pawn.” This was
already evident around the time of the passing of the Freedom Law in 1929, right around
the time of Sidney Warburg’s alleged cash promise to Hitler. The Warburg myth was used
to discredit Hitler by the Strasser-Stennes faction of the NSDAP. Stennes, with 80,000 SA
men under his command, seized the NSDAP headquarters in Berlin and occupied it to
destroy Hitler, but Hitler was able to largely circumvent recapturing the headquarters via
violent means by establishing his right of ownership of the Berlin headquarters. He did
this simply by presenting his ownership proof to the courts after the holidays ended. The
police were therefore obliged to retake the headquarters for him and Captain Walther
Stennes’ attempted anti-Hitler coup fell apart. Interestingly, Stennes was never even an
NSDAP member.
Hitler used Karl Lüger’s methods: utilize the existing implements of power.
Thyssen admitted to funding the NSDAP. His continuous support and Hitler’s strategic
alliance with Hugenberg and the Nationalist Party meant money for Hitler in 1929—none
of which was from Sidney Warburg.
After 1930, the Völkischer Beobachter generated day-to-day revenue and paid off all of its
outstanding debts.
There was no “secret” funding early on. Max Amann mortgaged all of the NSDAP’s
property and forestalled all financial obligations until after the elections in 1930, which
surprised everyone, including Hitler. Rallies and occasional donations by the wealthy
supplemented funds after September 1930.

• NSDAP memberships swelled due to the “bandwagon effect” after the party’s huge
electoral success. The VB also started generating substantial advertising revenue. At one
point Hitler actually let his prohibitionist idealism go too far with the brewers and they
canceled all their VB ads. Fellow party members had to coax them back.
• Adolf Müller helped the Nazis with the VB, the only paper that did not drop in circulation
after the Depression began.
• The United States likely destroyed Party Treasurer Franz Schwarz’s records, which were
meticulous: Hitler had even told him to denote names of anonymous donors! All of the
records are gone. Americans brutally interrogated Schwarz and likely murdered him in
1946. The Anglo-Americans were determined to incriminate only German big business
for funding the NSDAP at the IMT. Given that the United States did this, one suspects
that there was more American-based funding than just Henry Ford and Teutonia behind
the NSDAP, but what that was we will never know. The Anglos were likely trying to
cover up American industrial involvement with NS-Germany after 1933, such as that of
Standard Oil which we’ve already discussed.
• Generals, namely Alfred Jodl, were won over by Hitler at his Leipzig trial.
• Big business was reassured by Hitler’s total party control and non-Communist stance after
he ordered his 107 deputies to vote against the Nazis’ own “left-wing” bill, introduced by
Strasser et al.
• The German economy was controlled by the government and a private bank cartel 2,500
banks strong before Hitler assumed power.
• In the summer of 1931, the Ruhrlade made its first contribution to the NSDAP, and
Göring was being paid by Thyssen at this time as well.
• Frau Quandt joined the NSDAP in 1930 and brought lots of wealthy influence with her.
• Hitler recalled Ernst Röhm in 1930 to lead the SA. He had been living in Bolivia.
• Kaiser Wilhelm and his sons supported the NSDAP in an effort to try and convince Hitler
to reestablish the monarchy.
• Brüning was a de facto dictator but was failing, because the Depression was worsening.
• The Credit-Anstalt, a Rothschild bank branch in Austria, experienced a devastating run in
May 1931, which crashed all German banks and eventually even London’s banks. So
much for the Rothschilds’ endless, untouchable wealth!
• Freemasonic France and America exacerbated the German collapse by recalling shortterm loans to Germany and Austria and with the passing of the Hawley-Smoot tariff.
• The German People’s Party, which enjoyed more conservative support than Hitler,
demanded constitutional revision terminating the parliamentary system and giving
Hindenburg the power to appoint a government.
• Other nationalist parties got a lot more money and support than Hitler, but they
maintained the status quo and displeased the masses immensely. Thus only Hitler had the
masses’ support and could therefore not be brushed aside or ignored, not even by the
moneyed elite.
• Big business, namely industrialists, was paying the NSDAP by 1931.
• The Harzburg Front organized and rallied in 1931. Hjalmar Schacht gave a speech at this
event and shockingly declared that the Weimar government was truly and utterly
bankrupt. He, more than anyone else that day including Hitler, brought incalculable
benefit to the NSDAP. He was after all the man who had saved the German economy
before by introducing the Rentenmark.
• Hitler had his man Keppler meet informally with businessmen to create the NSDAP’s
economic policy. This was known as the “Circle of Friends for the Economy.” This is
actually where Reinhardt comes into play, the man behind the Reinhardt Plan which Hitler
enacted shortly after coming to power. Reinhardt, not Hitler or an NSDAP member,
openly called for rearmament in 1932.
• Walther Funk met with Kurt von Schröder, a partner in J. H. Stein of Cologne. A man
with great skill for negotiation, Funk was able to “satisfy Schröder” of Hitler’s “good
will” towards “international banking.”
• Mussolini gave unofficial support to the NSDAP. France backed the Bavarian separatists
while Italy supported the Bavarian nationalists. Hitler was the only nationalist who
opposed France and was willing to let Italy keep control of the South Tyrol (with a
population of 250,000 Germans).

• Hitler received Italian fascist funding, which only came to light in 1932. Mussolini also
sent the NSDAP weapons in the 1920s.
• The U.S.-based Teutonia gave Hitler regular donations.
• Montagu Norman was the governor of the Bank of England for 24 years. He was antiFrance, disliked Jews immensely, was opposed to Versailles, and favored Germany due to
his earlier studies there. Norman lent money to the Nazis after 1933 via his personal
friend Schacht. He may have channeled funds via Baron Kurt von Schröder and J. H.
Stein and Company in 1932, but this is not proven. Schröder was a German partner in J.
H. Stein.
• Viscount Rothermere of the Daily Mail gave Ernst Hanfstaengl money. He was a
staunchly pro-German Anglo who despised Jews.
• It is crucial to understand that Anglo-Saxon foreign policy was designed to prevent any
single power—whether France, Germany or Russia—from attaining formidable power
enough to rival that of Britain. This was the real reason why King Edward VIII was forced
to abdicate; he was simply too pro-German. His sympathy as well as that of Montagu
Norman, the Mosleys, the Mitfords and Viscount Rothermere made Hitler miscalculate on
Britain. He thought he had more Anglo-Saxon support than he really did.
• Deterding met Alfred Rosenberg in Britain and likely promised him funding. Deterding
controlled oil interests in Romania, Russia, California, Trinidad, the Dutch Indies and
Mexico. He also had pumps in Mesopotamia and Persia. The Soviets seized his oil fields
in Baku, Grozny and Miakop and nationalized them, thereby becoming a serious
competitor to Deterding with his own former oil lands.
• Georg Bell was Deterding’s contact agent with the NSDAP. Deterding did not just back
the NSDAP, but also White Russians and Ukrainian nationalists, as well as anti-Soviet
Georgian rebels.
• Deterding married a pro-National Socialist woman and moved to Germany. He was the
one who gave the real ‘big money’ to the NSDAP in 1931, 1932, and 1933—£30 to £55
million. Dr. Kahr claimed that French money flowed to Hitler after going through nine
exchanges, but this has not been proven. In fact, Bavarian parties like the BVP were
backed by France only because they wished to break away from Berlin!
• The Treaty of Trianon was even worse and more unjust than Versailles. Hungary lost
population and territory and was completely impoverished. This treaty soured most
Hungarians on democracy. In 1919, Bela Kuhn ruled ruthlessly for three months in
Hungary: he confiscated and expropriated private land, slaughtered peasants
indiscriminately and further destroyed the economy, which resulted in famine. Hungarians
were overwhelmingly anti-Communist, anti-Freemason and anti-Jewish after that. Most of
these Communists, including Bela Kuhn, were Jewish Freemasons. This experience is
what led the Hungarian nationalist Gyula (Julius) Gömbös to finance the NSDAP.
• Hitler aimed for “careers open to talent” according to Otto Dietrich, a policy opposed to
hereditary power.
• Here is the explanation for one of Goebbels’s economic improvement references in his
diary: Hitler’s Düsseldorf Industry Club speech of January 27. This fundraising event
explains Goebbels’s entry of February 8.
• To give people some perspective on the German economy before Hitler: there were
17,500,000 unemployed Germans over the winter of 1931 to 1932. This was nearly one
third of the entire population of Germany!
• Stennes’s rebellion is very important, but all too often overlooked. Stennes was a paid
agent of Strasser and Captain Ehrhardt, both of whom had big business (industrialists) and
one (Otto Wolff) Jewish backers.
• As a result of this rebellion and other street violence, the SA, SS and HJ were all banned
by a Brüning decree signed by President Hindenburg. This was in 1932. So much for
Rothschild and Warburg supporting Hitler! Why would they let their “pawn” get banned?
This ban was an attempt to destroy the NSDAP and Hitler for good. Besides, if Hitler was
really just a “tool” of a vast international entity as researchers like Jim Condit and Guido
Preparata suggest, then why didn’t he win the presidency in 1932? What was this entity’s
motive for forestalling his “power grab” if it was in fact behind him?
• Paul Silverberg, Jewish, financed Gregor Strasser, not Hitler. Silverberg was head of the
R.A.G., one of the largest coal companies in the entire world. He supported the chancellor

ruling by presidential decree (Brüning in particular).
• Brüning, not Hitler, asked the question: is democracy able to work in Germany?

Concluding thoughts
Paul Silverberg was extremely liberal, except for his own business enterprise. He naturally
favored “equal rights” for Jews and big business, but not for anyone else; he likewise favored
“individual rights over national rights” and was therefore completely opposed to the NSDAP.
Silverberg was angry at Brüning’s ouster. He opposed von Papen, supported General Schleicher
as chancellor, and gave both Schleicher and Hitler’s rival Gregor Strasser large sums of money.
Gregor Strasser received 10,000 marks per month, beginning in the spring of 1931, for the
NSDAP from heavy industry. So much for Sidney Warburg! Walther Funk got 3,000 marks per
month in 1931 and Hitler got 100,000 marks from various coal companies that same year,
shortly before the Reichstag elections. As one can see his alleged 1931 “miracle financing” was
no miracle at all. It came from German coal companies, not Sidney Warburg. In fact, most of the
NSDAP’s money came from the party itself: insurance premiums, dues, speaking fees, etc.
Brüning, not Hitler, was backed by I. G. Farben. Chancellor Schleicher, with Silverberg’s and
other industrial bigwigs’ money, conspired with Ernst Röhm on a plan to incorporate the SA
into the German Army and thereby betray Hitler.
Clearly, Franz von Papen was no puppet either, contrary to the thesis of Guido Preparata
(Conjuring Hitler). He refused to lift the SA ban until June 15. He also banned political parades
until after 30 June 1932 and made himself Reich Commissioner of Prussia. He enjoyed
widespread support among industrialists, big business, Hindenburg and the Army officer corps.
His intent was to block Hitler from ever attaining more than nominal power in government.
Hitler was so financially strapped thanks to this intrigue against him that he ended up signing
contracts amounting to giving away everything the party owned to finance his 1932 election: he
won over 13 million votes and 230 seats in the Reichstag. This was nothing short of impressive.
He should’ve been appointed chancellor right then and there.
The real question was whether Hitler could be bought. That was the question that Franz von
Papen and Chancellor Schleicher were asking. Since it did not seem likely, both opposed his
chancellorship as long as possible. Von Papen conceded in the end: he wanted power for himself
and he did not want a Communist majority in the Reichstag. By agreeing to appoint Hitler
chancellor in 1933, von Papen thought that he could satisfy Hitler’s personal power needs and
keep the NSDAP in check, while at the same time use Hitler’s party as a means to prevent the
Communists from ever achieving a majority. Only Hitler had the mass following to pull off such
a plan. And only von Papen could secure for Hitler the appointment, funding and support of
industrialists he needed to become chancellor with a stable government. Indeed Hitler deserved
the chancellorship, and was fully entitled to it, since he had the masses’ support and the largest
number of seats in the Reichstag. The rest, as they say, is history.
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No Peace for Rudolf Hess
by Richard A. Widmann

In July news circled the globe that the body of Rudolf Hess, the one-time deputy to
Adolf Hitler, was exhumed from a family funeral plot\. His bones were cremated and
scattered at an undisclosed location at sea\. Karl-Willi Beck, the mayor of the Bavarian
town of Wunsiedel where Hess was buried, justified the action by asserting that the
grave had become a site of pilgrimage for neo-Nazis.[1]
Apparently Hess had requested in his will that he be buried in Wunsiedel with his
parents in their family plot. At the time of his burial, the local Lutheran church, which
supervises the graveyard, did not object and said the wishes of the deceased could not be
ignored.[2] The removal of Hess’s body and the subsequent disposal of his corpse in a
method reminiscent of the recent burial of Osama bin Laden invites a reconsideration of
both his life and the death.
Rudolf Hess was born in Alexandria, Egypt on 26 April 1894. The young Hess
volunteered to fight for Germany during the First World War and as early as November
1914 had taken part in trench warfare on the Somme. Hess was awarded the Iron Cross
Second Class for his bravery and suffered two severe wounds during the conflict.[3]

Rudolf Hess'sMesserschmitt lies in ruins along with his last ditch peace offer to the
British. This work is in the public domain.
Hess was appalled by the terms of the Versailles treaty, which brought an end to the
fighting. He was deeply outraged by the overrunning of Bavaria by communists in the
years following the war. Hess was in the thick of the fighting when the Jewish-

communist regime in Bavaria was overthrown on May 1, 1919. Shortly thereafter, Hess
became member No. 16 in the National Socialist German Worker’s Party (NSDAP) in
July of 1920.[4]
During the Beer Hall Putsch on 9 November 1923, Hess along with Hitler was arrested
for their attempted coup. Hess was incarcerated at Landsberg prison where he edited the
manuscript of Hitler’s work, Mein Kampf\. Following their release from prison, Hess
became Hitler’s private secretary. As the National Socialists rose to power, so did Rudolf
Hess. On 21 April 1933, Hitler appointed Hess Deputy Führer of the NSDAP. In this
capacity Hess would lead the state party as Hitler’s representative. Later that year, Hess
was appointed Reich Minister without Portfolio. During these years, Hess became
Hitler’s closest confidant.[5]
The Second World War began in September of 1939 with the German attack on Poland\.
In the months that followed the French and British declarations of war on Germany,
Hitler sought on several occasions to reestablish peace.
In May 1941, Hess created an international sensation by flying his personal
Messerschmitt to Britain and parachuting into Scotland in a last-ditch effort to negotiate
a peace between Britain and Germany.
Whether Hitler knew of or approved Hess’s mission has been debated since the flight. A
recent news story however discloses that Hitler did indeed know of and approve the
mission. In a 28-page statement discovered by historian Matthias Uhl, Karlheinz
Pintsch, Hess's adjutant writes that Hess's mission was to "use all means at his disposal
to achieve, if not a German military alliance with England against Russia, at least the
neutralization of England". It also states Hitler was fully aware of the mission.[6]
Upon his arrival in Scotland, Hess would declare that he was on ''a mission of humanity''
to offer peace terms to Britain. The British authorities in turn imprisoned him in the
infamous Tower of London. Wartime British leader Winston Churchill called Hess's
presentation ''a cock-and-bull story.''[7] The official position of the British Government
was that Hess was speaking only for himself. Upon his incarceration by the British,
Hitler and the NS government officially denounced Hess and claimed that he was a
“victim of hallucinations.” It is worth noting that the British have sealed all their
archival material on Hess's interrogations until 2017, and the Foreign Office has refused
to reveal why.[8]
While spending most of the war in a British cell, Hess did not escape the charge of war
crimes. He was brought before the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg. Hess
hardly spoke throughout the trial. He is recorded however with having said, “I don’t
believe it” when shown a documentary film on the concentration camps as they were
found by American troops.[9] Ultimately Hess was found guilty of “Crimes against
peace” and sentenced to life imprisonment.
For the next 41 years Hess would live in Spandau prison. From 1966 until his death in
1987 he lived in a 10 x 15 foot cell under a perverse ballet of American, British, French
and Soviet troops ritualistically taking turns for guarding this prisoner of peace. As Hess
was the only prisoner left at Spandau, the cost of keeping Hess in prison was estimated
at more than $840,000 per year.[10]
On August 17, 1987 when Hess was 93, it was claimed that he committed suicide\.
Several authors including his son, Wolf–Rüdiger Hess, have asserted that Hess was in
fact murdered in Spandau prison. Certainly it was odd that after all these years Hess
would kill himself. Earlier, in 1987, Hess was still seeking his release from Spandau\.
Hess was apparently unable to raise his arms above his shoulders, making it particularly

difficult to hang himself. One guard is alleged to have admitted that the entire tale of
suicide was “perfectly set up.” In his prison diary, Hess requested various supplies on the
morning of his alleged suicide – a strange request for someone planning to kill
himself.[11]
Hess was recorded as saying that if he had his life to live over again, “I believe I would
travel the same route and end up here in Spandau Prison. I would not have wanted to
miss the opportunity of serving under Adolf Hitler as his deputy.”[12]
There is little doubt that Hess’s service to Hitler and to National Socialism endeared him
to the far right. It is also true that this unwavering support of the National Socialist cause
resulted in his lifetime in prison, his possible murder at Spandau prison and ultimately
the violation of his grave.
Today Vladimir Lenin rests as he has since 1924 in Red Square in the center of
Moscow\. Joseph Stalin had his grave moved during the Khrushchev years but still rests
in a marked grave near the Kremlin wall. Mao Tse-Tung rests in a mausoleum in
Tiananmen Square in Beijing. Napoleon’s remains rest under the dome of Les Invalides
in Paris. Clearly the number of victims is of no concern when it is determined who shall
rest in peace and who shall not. The final irony in the story of Rudolf Hess is that he was
unable to find peace even in death.
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Race and History, Part 1
by Paul Grubach

In the interests of fairness and truth, this review was sent to Professor Jared Diamond
prior to its publication here. He was asked to identify any statements that he believes to
be false or misleading. No response had been received by press time.

Do Human Races Exist? Do Racial Differences Influence History?
In every society there are social groups whose office is to provide an understanding of
the world. These social groups, the culture-bearing strata, in some cases enjoy nearly
monopolistic control over a society's world-view.[1] America is no exception: it too has
its culture-bearing strata, intellectual and cultural establishments, and media elite that
effectively mold the worldview of the masses. One of the most influential of these mindshaping groups is the Jewish political and cultural establishment.[2]
Social scientists Stanley Rothman and S. Robert Lichter admit quite frankly that
"Americans of Jewish background have become an elite group in American society, with
a cultural influence far beyond their numbers.”[3] In a study of the Jewish movie moguls
that came to dominate Hollywood, noted film industry historian Neal Gabler was more
direct: "The Hollywood Jews created a cluster of images and ideas--so powerful that, in
a sense, they colonized the American imagination. [...] Ultimately, American values
came to be defined largely by the movies the Jews made.”[4]
A similar statement could be made for the Jewish intellectuals that had, and continue to
have, a considerable influence upon historiography and the social and biological
sciences. They created an ensemble of images, ideas, 'moral' evaluations and ideologies
that profoundly impact Western thinking. Predominant forms of belief derive from the
fact that the Jewish power elite commands much power and influence in the United
States and Europe, and has the authority to impose its viewpoints upon American and
European people. This becomes apparent when we consider what left-wing Jewish
scientists have written on the race question and the widespread acceptance of their “antiracist” ideas in Western society.[5]
Do human races actually exist? Or is race an arbitrary, artificial and negative construct
that should be discarded? Do biological differences between different ethnic/cultural
groups influence the course of history? In this two-part series we will examine Jewish
scientist Jared Diamond’s widely influential views on these issues. Indeed, he contends
that “the big world impact of his ideas may be in demolishing the basis for racist
theories of history and racist views.”[6]
Biologist and historian Diamond began his career in physiology and expanded into other
fields such as ornithology, evolutionary biology and biogeography. Currently a professor
of geography at the University of California at Los Angeles, he has a long list of honors
to his credit, such as the National Medal of Science, a MacArthur Foundation
fellowship, and the Tyler Prize for Environmental Science. He has authored numerous
best-selling books and has published over two hundred articles in prestigious journals
such as Discover, Natural History, Nature, and Geo magazine. His most famous book,
Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies, won a Pulitzer Prize, the Aventis
Prize for Best Science Book, and was made into a major PBS special documentary.[7]

Former US President Bill Clinton included the 518 page tome on his reading list—a
tribute to its considerable influence upon powerful people.[8]

Jared Diamond: His Ethnic/Cultural Background and Ideological
Biases
As this study will ultimately show, Diamond’s racial thought is defective, inconsistent
and plagued with a hypocritical double standard. An understanding of Diamond’s
background and biases could shed light upon the real reasons as to why his ideology is
so ardently promoted.
Like many other Jewish intellectuals, Diamond admits how lurid and brutal stories, real
or mythical, about 20th century European history influenced his thinking: “Living in
Europe from 1958 to 1962, among European friends whose lives had been brutally
traumatized by 20th-century European history, made me start to think more seriously
about how chains of causation operate in history’s unfolding.”[9] Since the Jewish
people’s archenemy, German National Socialism, placed much emphasis upon racial
differences, this may have motivated him to become a prominent spokesman for the leftwing movement that insists the traditional racial classifications of mankind should be
discarded, and any biologically based mental differences between different ethnic groups
are irrelevant to the understanding of history.
Many Jews contend that racialist-nationalist ideologies, advocated by right-wing
movements, have had a disastrous effect upon their people. From a 1943 statement of the
American Council for Judaism (which was anti-Zionist), we read: “Racist theories and
nationalistic philosophies, that have become prevalent in recent years, have caused
untold suffering to the world and particularly to Jews.”[10] Significantly enough,
Diamond admits the most important goal in writing his most famous book, Guns,
Germs, and Steel, was to refute the “racist biological explanation” of history—that
“history’s pattern reflects innate differences among people themselves.”[11]
Nevertheless, Diamond’s writings are plagued by a hypocritical double standard on the
race issue, especially in regard to his Jewish ethnic group. This becomes readily
apparent in his magnum opus.
It has been proposed that genetic differences in intelligence between Europeans and
Australian Aborigines explain why the White immigrants to Australia built a
technologically, politically advanced society and the native Aborigines remained as
tribal hunter-gatherers. Diamond strongly rejects such arguments. In his own words:
“The objection to such racist explanations is not just that they are loathsome, but also
that they are wrong.”[12] Quite predictably, he rejects the belief that Black Americans
are innately less intelligent than White Americans, and he attaches the “notorious” label
to The Bell Curve, a famous 1994 study that supported the hypothesis of group
differences in intelligence.[13]
In the same book, however, Diamond does a 180-degree turn-around and goes on to
argue that non-White New Guineans are biologically superior in intelligence to
Europeans. He says that, generally speaking, New Guineans impressed him as being
more intelligent and alert than the average European and American.[14] He further
wrote that in regard to intelligence Europeans have a likely genetic disadvantage when
compared to New Guinean people.[15] After enunciating arguments that support his
belief, Diamond drew this conclusion: “[I]n mental ability New Guineans are probably
genetically superior to Westerners [read: White Europeans], and they surely are superior
in escaping the devastating developmental disadvantages under which most children in
industrialized societies now grow up. ”[16]

According to Diamond’s “morality,” it is “racist” and “loathsome” to argue that White
Australians are inherently superior in certain characteristics when compared to
Aborigines, but it is “non-racist” and “morally acceptable” for him to claim that nonWhite New Guineans are genetically superior in intelligence when compared to White
Europeans.[17]
The reader should prepare himself for another surprise. In the prestigious scientific
journal Nature, our “anti-racist” activist pondered what evolutionary forces operated
upon Eastern European Jews to make them biologically different from their non-Jewish
neighbors\. Without condemning it as “racist,” he floated the hypothesis that in ages past
mutated genes that create high intelligence, but are also linked to genetic diseases, may
have spread through the Jewish population. That is to say, the mutated genes may have
been positively selected “in Jews for the intelligence putatively required to survive
persecution, and also to make a living by commerce, because Jews were barred from the
agricultural jobs available to the non-Jewish people.” He further suggested that Jewish
men with the ability to be rabbis would be “prized as husbands and would have tended to
marry wealthy [Jewish] women capable of nourishing many children.”[18] In other
words, Eastern European rabbis of ages past were more able than their competitors to
pass their high-intelligence genes down to future generations.
Although he added that this is speculative and other explanations are possible, the reader
should note his double standard. He ardently condemns any suggestion that Europeans
are genetically superior in intelligence to non-Whites, but he calmly proposes that Jews
may have inherited genes which could make them smarter and better than non-Jews. One
can see how this could easily merge with a Jewish-Zionist racial supremacist
perspective. Indeed, it even suggests that Diamond may not really believe the thesis of
his magnum opus—that racial differences play no role in determining the course of
history.
In his November 1994 article in the popular Discover magazine, Diamond emphatically
declared that dividing humanity up into different races is a totally arbitrary and futile
exercise that should be discarded. Traditionally, races were classified on the basis of
geographical location and visible physical characteristics. Diamond wrote that we could
make an equally reasonable separation on the presence or absence of a gene or a group
of genes. By selecting various objective criteria (such as presence or absence of antimalarial genes, lactose tolerance, fingerprint whorls, skin color, etc.) one could, for
example, classify Norwegians and Nigerians as one “race,” and Chinese and Cherokee
Indians as another “race.”[19]
Our “anti-racist” crusader hailed Genes, Peoples, and Languages, authored by famous
population geneticist Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza, for purportedly dismantling the idea of
race. In the New York Review of Books, Diamond saluted Cavalli-Sforza for
“demolishing scientists’ attempts to classify human populations into races in the same
way that they classify birds and other species into races.”[20] According to this thinking,
because the popular assumption of clearly defined races has allegedly been discredited,
this will lead to the elimination of so-called “racism.”
However, Diamond’s own words suggest that he subscribes to a double standard. In an
article that appeared in the popular Natural History in 1993, Diamond discussed the
genetic studies on how Jews differ from non-Jews. He made this eye-opening statement:
“There are also practical reasons for interest in Jewish genes. The state of Israel has been
going to much expense to support immigration and job retraining of Jews who were
persecuted minorities in other countries. That immediately poses the problem of defining
who is a Jew. For example, a debate is going on right now [November 1993] in Israel
concerning policy toward Ethiopia’s remaining would-be immigrants who identify

themselves as Jews. Are they descendants of ancient Jews, as they maintain, or are they
descendants of converted Africans, as their physical appearance might suggest?”[21]
Diamond opposes classifying human populations into races—except of course as to Jews
and non-Jews. He gave his tacit assent to the proposed Israeli-Zionist policy of defining
and classifying Jews and non-Jews on the basis of whether or not they possess “Jewish
genes.” Indeed, notice what Diamond is saying: there are legitimate grounds for
investigating how Jews differ genetically from non-Jews. The Israelis need to know who
carries “Jewish genes” so as to determine who will be allowed to settle in the Zionist
state.
In his 1994 Discover article he says that the classification of humans into races based
upon their biological makeup is “destined to follow the Flat Earth into oblivion.”[22]
Yet, in his 1993 Natural History article he told us that the classification of Jews and nonJews on the basis of genetic makeup has a bright future in Israel, as it may be used to
differentiate between Jews and Gentiles. In the 2005 edition of Guns, Germs, and Steel,
he tells us that dividing up peoples of the earth on the basis of race, such as “blacks” and
“whites,” is arbitrary and misleading. Strangely enough, a few sentences later he writes
that “recognizing these major [racial] groups is still so useful for understanding
history.”[23]
Diamond wrote in his widely acclaimed The Third Chimpanzee that “Nazi propaganda
invoked a pure Aryan race.” Of course, he condemns “racist nonsense [his own words]”
such as this.[24] Nevertheless, our militant “anti-racist” maintained in his 1993 Natural
History article that his Jewish people are a somewhat “pure race.” He argued against the
view that “being Jewish is more a matter of belief than of genes.” Eastern European
Jews can be genetically distinguished from European Gentiles, and “the non-Jewish
contribution to the Ashkenazic [Jews of central and Eastern Europe] and Sephardic
[Jews from Spain and Portugal] Jewish gene pool has been low.”[25] That is to say, the
Jewish gene pool is somewhat pure, as it has not been “polluted” by too many nonJewish genes.
Significantly enough, Diamond’s racial thought dovetails with the view propounded by
Israeli scientist Batsheva Bonne-Tamir from the Department of Human Genetics at Tel
Aviv University’s Sackler School of Medicine. In a 1985 issue of Nature, we read this
description of her findings: “Preliminary studies using DNA sequences as a new and
sophisticated tool for genetic analysis tend to support the conclusions drawn from earlier
investigations that the Jews, even after being scattered around the world for two
millennia, remain—to a significant degree—genetically distinctive.” The article goes on
to note that this finding has met with opposition from some scientists because “any
attempt to suggest the existence of a specific Jewish group is to be rejected as a racist
doctrine.”[26]
Like so many other Jewish intellectuals, Diamond has spent a good portion of his career
fighting “racist” doctrines that support the racial nationalism of non-Jewish peoples. Yet,
he concurrently created a line of argument that merges with an Israeli-inspired racial
doctrine that suggests the existence of a specific “Jewish race.” In this context it is worth
quoting the prominent Zionist leader, former president of the American Jewish Congress
and World Jewish Congress Stephen S. Wise (1874-1949), who told a New York rally in
June 1938: "I am not an American citizen of the Jewish faith, I am a Jew…Hitler was
right in one thing. He calls the Jewish people a race and we are a race." In a sense,
Diamond is a replica of Wise: both were involved in “anti-racist” left-wing causes and
both supported Jewish-Zionism racialism.[27]
In his Discover article of 1994, Diamond condemned the classification of humans into

different races because it "shapes our views of other peoples, fosters our subconscious
differentiation between ‘us’ and ‘them,’ and is invoked to justify political and
socioeconomic discrimination.”[28] These are precisely the dynamics of the IsraeliZionist policy that Diamond gave his tacit assent to in his Natural History article of
1993. Knowing if someone possesses “Jewish genes” helps to differentiate between “us”
(Jews) and “them” (non-Jews), and can be invoked to “justify” the discriminatory
practice of refusing to allow those who lack “Jewish genes” to join the Zionist state.[29]
Diamond points out that “[f]ew scientists dare to study racial origins, lest they be
branded racists just for being interested in the subject.”[30] The exception of course is if
you are Jared Diamond and come to a conclusion that serves Zionists interests—then
you are assured of being left in peace.
In the Natural History article, Diamond was quick to downplay the non-Jewish
European gene admixture among Ashkenazi Jews and discredit the theory that the
Ashkenazim are descended largely from non-Hebrew Central Asian Khazars who
converted to Judaism in the 8th century, all in an effort to portray modern Jews as
genetic descendents of the ancient Jews of the Old Testament. He focused on research
that has shown contemporary Jewish populations (except for the non-ethnically Jewish
Ethiopian Jews) to be very closely related and to have ties with the ancient Hebrews of
the Middle East.[31]
There are two important points to note. First, Diamond was attempting to refute what
Jewish leaders have condemned as an “anti-Jewish libel”: Ashkenazi Jews are not
related to the ancient Hebrews of the Middle East, but are the descendants of the Khazar
tribe, the pre-tenth century Turko-Asian people who supposedly underwent a mass
conversion to Judaism.[32] This defense of “Jewish honor” points to Jewish-Zionist
sympathies on his part.
Second, Diamond’s line of argument dovetails with Zionist ideology. One of its standard
tenets is that for 2,000 years Jews were dispersed among the nations of the world, and
then decided to return to the land of their ancestors in the Middle East. Jews have a
natural attachment to the land of Israel, an assertion rooted in Biblical tradition.[33] Lo
and behold! Along comes Jared Diamond’s line of argument, which may be used to
“justify” and “legitimize” this standard tenet of Zionist ideology. Zionists may now say:
“Jews are not alien invaders on Palestinian territory. Genetic studies show that modern
day Jews can trace their ancestry back to the land of Israel. Jews have a right to return to
the land of their genetic ancestors.”
Diamond has cautioned against “racist pseudo-science by which white settlers seek to
justify dispossessing indigenous peoples.”[34] Nevertheless, a similar version of
Diamond’s foregoing argument has been used by Zionist Jews to “justify” the
dispossessing of the indigenous people of Palestine.[35]
There is more evidence of Diamond’s allegiance to Jewish-Zionist nationalism. In his
highly influential Guns, Germs and Steel, he writes: “[M]uch of Africa is still struggling
with its legacies from recent colonialism. In other regions—including much of Central
America, Mexico, New Caledonia, the former Soviet Union, and parts of Indonesia
—civil unrest or guerilla warfare pits still-numerous indigenous populations against
governments dominated by descendants of invading conquerors. Many other indigenous
populations—such as native Hawaiians, Aboriginal Australians, native Siberians, and
Indians in the United States, Canada, Brazil, Argentina, and Chile—became so reduced
in numbers by genocide and disease that they are now greatly outnumbered by the
descendants of invaders. Although thus incapable of mounting a civil war, they are
nevertheless increasingly asserting their rights.”[36]

On another page Diamond makes a similar statement: “Still other peoples, such as the
aboriginal inhabitants of Australia, the Americas, and southernmost Africa, are no longer
even masters in their own lands, but have been decimated, subjugated, and in some cases
even exterminated by European colonists.”[37]
Notice how Diamond “conveniently” fails to mention one of the most glaring examples
of violent colonialism of the modern era, where native people battled against invading
conquerors and their descendents, where indigenous people have been decimated and
subjugated by colonists from Europe: the Jewish invasion of Palestine and conquest of
the native Palestinians. Israeli scholars Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi, Simha Flapan, and Ilan
Pappe have demonstrated that from its very inception a central plank of Israel’s founding
ideology was the forcible removal of Palestinian Arabs and the creation of an ethnically
homogenous, Jewish-supremacist state.[38]
This refusal to mention Israel and Zionism in a critical light is a consistent pattern with
Diamond. In his well received Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed, he
discusses the “world’s worst trouble spots,” areas of the globe that are causing severe
problems for First-World, industrialized countries like the United States, Europe and
Japan. He says the “list of trouble spots should surely include Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Burundi, Haiti, Indonesia, Iraq, Madagascar, Mongolia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Rwanda, the Solomon Islands, and Somalia, plus others.”[39] Notice how he
“conveniently” fails to mention the area of the world that could be the flashpoint for the
next world war—Israel’s brutal oppression of the Palestinian people in the Middle East.
Moreover, Diamond has made statements that suggest an emotional attachment to
Jewish-Zionist tradition. In a trip to Israel in 1992 he visited the fortress of Masada,
where in A.D. 73 during the Jewish revolt against Roman rule a small group of Jews,
after a year-long siege by a vastly larger Roman army, finally committed mass suicide
rather than surrender. Professor Diamond revealed how he identifies with this icon of
Jewish history: “As I stood there on a burning hot day in 1992, I could almost feel the
ferocious determination that had driven the besieged [the 960 Jews who refused to
surrender to the Romans] to hold out for so long in their hopeless situation […]”[40]
It is important to note that just because Diamond’s racial and historical theories may be
politically motivated and dovetail with a Jewish-Zionist agenda, this in no way disproves
them: they may even be 100% correct. His line of argument is to be examined for its
truth and falsity independent of his motives and underlying sympathies. Nevertheless,
Diamond’s biases shed light upon why his theories are skewed in a certain direction.
With that said, we now turn our analysis to Jared Diamond’s claim about the crucial
biological difference between people of European descent and the hunter-gatherers from
technologically primitive societies.

Diamond’s Argument: Why Europeans are allegedly genetically
inferior in intelligence to New Guineans
Diamond’s theory of history is summarized with this statement: “History followed
different courses for different peoples because of differences among peoples’
environments, not because of biological differences among peoples themselves.”[41] It
is crucial for him to demonstrate that Europeans are genetically inferior in intelligence to
non-White “Stone Age” peoples [ “Stone Age peoples” is Diamond’s terminology
—Ed.]. In this way, he can rule out genetic differences in intelligence as the reason for
the dissimilarity between European and non-White “Stone Age” societies.
This is precisely why Diamond begins his Guns, Germs and Steel by arguing that White

Europeans are genetically inferior in intelligence to non-White New Guineans. Indeed,
in his outlook “Stone Age” peoples are on average probably more intelligent than people
from industrialized nations.[42] Diamond says that it is easy to discern two reasons why
his “impression” that native New Guineans are smarter than Westerners may be
correct.[43]
So I can never be accused of distorting Diamond’s argument, I will quote him verbatim:
“Europeans have for thousands of years been living in densely populated societies with
central governments, police, and judiciaries. In those societies, infectious epidemic
diseases of dense populations (such as smallpox) were historically the major cause of
death, while murders were relatively uncommon and a state of war was the exception
rather than the rule. Most Europeans who escaped fatal infections also escaped other
potential causes of death and proceeded to pass on their genes. Today, most live-born
Western infants survive fatal infections as well and reproduce themselves, regardless of
their intelligence and the genes they bear. In contrast, New Guineans have been living in
societies where human numbers were too low for epidemic diseases of dense populations
to evolve. Instead, traditional New Guineans suffered high mortality from murder,
chronic tribal warfare, accidents, and problems procuring food.”[44]
Diamond continues with this line of thought: “Intelligent people are likelier than less
intelligent ones to escape those causes of high mortality in traditional New Guinea
societies. However, the differential mortality from epidemic diseases in traditional
European societies had little to do with intelligence, and instead involved genetic
resistance dependent on body chemistry. For example, people with blood group B or O
have a greater resistance to smallpox than do people with blood group A. That is, natural
selection promoting genes for intelligence has probably been far more ruthless in New
Guinea than in more densely populated, politically complex societies [of Europe of past
ages], where natural selection for body chemistry was instead more potent.”[45]
Finally, he draws the logical conclusion: “[I]n mental ability New Guineans are probably
genetically superior to Westerners.”[46]

Charles Darwin argued that chronic warfare could favor the evolution of higher
intelligence in humans. By John G. Murdoch (publisher) (died 1902); possibly created
by Elliott & Fry (Robert Ashby Collection) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Similar to Charles Darwin’s argument of 1871, Diamond is suggesting that chronic
warfare could actually favor the proliferation of genes for higher intelligence in
humans.[47] Supposedly, intelligent and cunning men who overcome their enemies in
personal conflict and inter-tribal warfare are more likely to survive and pass down their
genes as compared to less intelligent men. If a tribesman of higher intelligence invented
a new weapon or method of attack and this enabled his tribe to defeat, supplant and
eliminate other tribes, then his genes for high intelligence would be favored to survive
and proliferate.[48] In addition, more-intelligent people are better able to obtain food
and survive in a hostile environment like New Guinea as compared to less-intelligent
people. Once again, this supposedly gives intelligent New Guineans an advantage in
passing down their genes for higher intelligence.
Diamond’s belief, however, that warfare played almost no role in the evolution of genes
for greater intelligence in the European past is very dubious, to say the very least.
Warfare has been recorded in Europe during prehistoric and ancient times.[49]
Summarizing the findings of a major study of warfare, Harvard sociobiologist Edward
O. Wilson pointed out that when “the histories of 11 European countries over periods of
275 to 1,025 years [were analyzed], [it was] found that on the average they were

engaged in some kind of military action 47 percent of the time, or about one year out of
every two. The range was from 28 percent of the years in the case of Germany to 67
percent in the case of Spain. The early chiefdoms and states of Europe and the Middle
East turned over with great rapidity, and much of the conquest was genocidal in nature.
The spread of genes has always been of paramount importance.”[50] Directly
contradicting Diamond, these somewhat frequent episodes of warfare in Europe could
have selected, in accordance with Diamond’s own representation of the process, for
genes for high intelligence among European peoples.
Furthermore, Diamond’s contention—that epidemic diseases in traditional European
societies of the past would have played no role in the selection for genes for higher
intelligence—is very questionable. He ignored the relationship between intelligence and
social mobility, and its differential effect upon mortality due to epidemic disease. As the
evolutionary psychologist Richard Lynn pointed out, in European societies of ages past
those born with qualities needed to move up the social ladder tended to rise in the social
hierarchy, while those lacking in such qualities tended to fall.[51]
We let Professor Lynn complete the argument: “[T]hose who had previously died from
infectious diseases were disproportionately the poorer classes, who had lower nutritional
status, and many of whom lived in unsanitary conditions in overcrowded and
insalubrious towns and cities, where diseases were most virulent; these were less able to
escape to the countryside when epidemics appeared. The lower classes tended to be less
intelligent and have weaker character than the middle and upper classes as a result of
centuries of social mobility, so their differentially high mortality from infectious diseases
exerted selection pressure against low intelligence and weak character. As mortality
from infectious diseases declined in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this selection
pressure weakened, and those with poor general health, low intelligence and weak
character were the principal beneficiaries.”[52]
Prior to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, those Europeans who were intelligent
enough to fill the roles of military officer, judge, political official, etc.—and thus were
able to obtain the best food, clothing, housing, sanitation, medical care, care for children,
etc, —would be less susceptible to dying from disease. The end result: they were better
able to pass down their genes as compared to those who were not intelligent enough to
fill these roles. With the advent of modern medical and health techniques in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this selection pressure against low intelligence may
have weakened—in New Guinea as well as in Europe.
Diamond offers another non-genetic, environmental reason why New Guineans are
allegedly superior in intelligence to Europeans. He writes: “Besides this genetic reason,
there is also a second reason why New Guineans may have come to be smarter than
Westerners. Modern European and American children spend much of their time being
passively entertained by television, radio, and movies. In the average American
household, the TV set is on for seven hours per day. In contrast, traditional New Guinea
children have virtually no such opportunities for passive entertainment and instead spend
almost all of their waking hours actively doing something, such as talking or playing
with other children or adults. Almost all studies of child development emphasize the role
of childhood stimulation and activity in promoting mental development, and stress the
irreversible mental stunting associated with reduced childhood stimulation. This effect
surely contributes a non-genetic component to the superior average mental function
displayed by New Guineans.”[53]
One wonders if Diamond is really being serious here! He totally ignores the fact that
children in the industrialized West are exposed to the mentally stimulating environment
of many hours per day of school, where they learn math, science, language, geography,

etc. Many of the New Guineans that Diamond refers to do not go to schools, as he
admits that the ones from remote villages are “unschooled.”[54] Moreover, even the
New Guineans who undergo some type of formal education attend inferior and faulty
schools, as two such papers point out.[55]
Diamond is comparing literate and schooled children from Europe and the United States
to illiterate, unschooled or poorly schooled children in New Guinea. And even if we
compare the native New Guinean children who do attend school to the children in
Europe and the United States, does he really believe that the former attend better and
more mentally stimulating schools than the latter?
After completing his two-part argument, Diamond makes a generalization that forms a
cornerstone of his historical theory: “The same two genetic and childhood
developmental factors are likely to distinguish not only New Guineans from Westerners,
but also hunter-gatherers and other members of technologically primitive societies from
members of technologically advanced societies in general. Thus, the usual racist
assumption [that people from technologically advanced societies are inherently smarter
than people from technologically primitive societies] has to be turned on its head. Why
is it that Europeans, despite their likely genetic disadvantage [in intelligence] and (in
modern times) their undoubted developmental disadvantage, ended up with much more
of the cargo [technologically advanced products]? Why did New Guineans wind up
technologically primitive, despite what I believe to be their superior intelligence?”[56]
Contrary to what Diamond claims, selection promoting genes for intelligence was
probably very intense in European societies of ages past, and there is no reason to
believe that it was any less intense as compared to the situation in any hunter-gatherer or
technologically primitive society. Furthermore, children from Europe and America are
exposed to many hours per day of formal education, while many—if not most—children
from hunter-gatherer or technologically primitive societies remain illiterate or attend
inferior schools. Again, directly contradicting what Diamond alleges, this advantage
should surely contribute a non-genetic component to a better mental functioning of
European and American school children.
It is important to note that Diamond has no scientific evidence whatsoever to back up his
belief that New Guineans are genetically superior in intelligence to Europeans and other
peoples of Eurasian origin: he simply puts forth the aforementioned line of argument—
and a very dubious one at that. In the 2005 edition of his magnum opus, he admitted that
this belief is a “subjective impression.”[57] That is to say, a “subjective impression”
forms the foundation of his Pulitzer Prize winning theory!

Diamond Ignored Scientific Evidence
As psychologist Lynn pointed out, Diamond ignored or dismissed the scientific evidence
of intelligence testing, which suggests that—for genetic and/or non-genetic reasons—
New Guineans as a whole are less intelligent than Europeans.[58]
If Diamond’s theory—that New Guineans are genetically better endowed in intelligence
as compared to Europeans, and as children they are exposed to more mentally
stimulating environments than Europeans—is correct, then we should expect that
educated New Guineans should score quite high on tests of intelligence. Just the
opposite is the case.
Professor Lynn discussed the results of a study of New Guinean “high school and
university students aged 16 to 19 years who had been selected by competitive
examination for secondary school and college and had at least nine years of schooling.”

The results indicated that the group as a whole had about the mental age of European 10year-olds.[59] Nor can Diamond fall back upon the slogan that “the New Guineans
really are more intelligent than Europeans, but the intelligence tests are biased against
them.” Professor Lynn cites the evidence that shows this to be incorrect.[60]
In Part II, we will evaluate Diamond’s geographical theory of history and show how his
distorted racial thought actually reflects and serves the interests of Jewish-Zionist
nationalism.
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The Wages of Destruction: The Making and
Breaking of the Nazi Economy
by Ezra Macvie

by Adam Tooze, Viking Press, New York, 2006. 799pp.
It is a well-worn truism that hunger is a weapon in war, and starvation may claim more
victims in war than disease, cold, and the stupendous efforts of each side to kill members
of the other side. But in mortal struggles between nations and their respective peoples,
hunger and allied deprivations are also an “enemy within”—a consequence of the logic
that he who fights cannot farm, nor bring fuel, nor administer medicine. The unforgiving
logistics of life on earth become cruel and wrenching when masses seek to avoid—or
impose—subjugation by or upon other masses.
But in the late 1930s, Hitler, for whose perspicacity Author Tooze allows considerable
respect to shine through his text, saw that his Germany might face annihilation between
the jaws of a vise formed on the west by the victorious Allies of World War I and by the
nascent Soviet Union on the east. He details vividly how Hitler saw Germany’s salvation
in that very land mass lying to the east of Germany that was occupied chiefly by the
same golom of communism that formed the belligerent jaw, so to speak, of the vise.
What he saw as the covert motivator of both jaws of this vise was International Jewry, as
Tooze makes abundantly clear in his narrative.
Tooze never comments on the effective truth of Hitler’s concerns regarding International
Jewry as the enemy of Germany’s “Aryan” civilization, nor does he explore any history
bearing on its validity. He is a historian chronicling what amounts, at least in one view,
to a titanic industrial contest between Germany and its occupied and allied countries on
the one hand and Britain, the US, and the USSR and their allied countries on the other.
And this scope is tantalizingly narrow, in even more ways than already suggested. His
subject is Grossdeutschland, to the essential exclusion of those powers arrayed against
it. At various points, he refers, evidently with care as to sources, to comparative aspects
in those realms opposed to Germany, but I was frustrated that his scope did not
encompass those realms more extensively. If it had, the resultant work would have been
massive, not only posing a multi-thousand-page challenge to readers, but also
consuming no doubt the entire career of any economic historian who undertook it to a
level of care and precision such as that embodied in the present work. Of course, depth
of coverage might have been attenuated somewhat from that of the present work to allow
both readers and the historian brief respites in which, say, to visit their families or attend
to other personal affairs.
Most readers of this book, and of this review, have never experienced life in a place
facing invasion and conquest by a neighboring power viewed as hostile not only by the
regime currently in command of the locality, but very deeply and realistically by the
great majority of the populace itself. Even without blockades, rationing, conscription,
and third-dimension intrusions such as aerial bombing, the experience must be beyond
harrowing. In at least some areas “overrun” by Germany such as the Ukraine and
Alsace-Lorraine, a substantial portion of the populace welcomed the German hegemony.
But the Red Army was properly viewed with horror by Germans facing the prospect of
occupation by it, and Germans further west viewed vengeful French occupiers with

similar fears. Those Germans living in areas since given over to Poland and the Czech
Republic could only dimly envision the horrors in store for them.
The upshot of this, coupled with the Allies’ fearsome insistence on “unconditional
surrender” goaded the energetic, ingenious population of Germany to prodigious
exertions to escape the fate that defeat would—and did—bring them. And for any among
them not quite sufficiently motivated by these factors, there was always the SS, whose
coercive enterprise did not even pause at the point where their pervasive spying crossed
over into what might be called “active persuasion.”
Tooze portrays all this misery with impact that is most remarkable in a work that seems
in almost every way to conform scrupulously with the very highest standards of
scholastic accuracy. The one exception—and its role is actually quite minor in the
context of the central issues addressed in his work—concerns National Socialist racial
policy.
Tooze conforms very particularly with the regnant diktat bearing on historians to support
the notion that the German state enacted a policy to exterminate the Jews of Europe.
Such recitation, which the author undertakes largely without benefit of citation, may be a
sine qua non of eminence in his chosen field. Regardless, he neither unduly belabors his
occasional explicit references to gas-chamber-extermination programs, nor does he
waste words or readers’ attentions upon the enormity of such allegations. He recites
them, at a number of points quite sufficient to support the notion that he believes them
sincerely, and otherwise seems to consign them to the irrelevance that they deserve with
reference to his declared subject—the efforts the Third Reich undertook, first to launch,
then to defend against defeat in, what may be viewed in retrospect as its war of survival.
But he does not in the least ignore the fascinating subject of the role of slave labor, and
its ugly cousin, forced labor, on the Third Reich’s struggle for survival. To the contrary,
though the chapter that most focuses on it has a title that includes the word “genocide,”
he explores this subject with admirable detachment that permits the illumination of a
horrific subject such as would not be possible for a more-interested chronicler. He details
how the growing need to exploit labor ultimately clashed with idealism to yield a
slightly more “humanitarian” outcome not only for the racially disfavored, but even for
prisoners of war, who had only a short time previously been in unsupportable surplus.
Humanitarianism, unfortunately, was in short supply in this realm beset by that most
unhumanitarian of enterprises, total war. From the outset, as Tooze details, planners of
the military initiatives set forth expectations of mass starvation, chiefly in the regions to
Germany’s east, which ironically encompassed Europe’s “breadbasket,” the Ukraine and
Belarus. Those sowing and harvesting this grain were to be allowed sufficient nutrition
to sustain life, if possible to the following season, but those constituting the region’s
urban populations were not to be fed. Germany’s political apparatus quickly imposed on
the situation an explicit and well advertised hierarchy that began with the declaration
that no German should under any circumstances go hungry, and proceeded downward
from there to the bottom, occupied by the Jews, who were to receive nothing at any time,
slated as they were at that time for elimination.
These monstrous but, as the author makes clear, actually inadvertent conditions were
prevented from becoming full realities by two factors, one early and quick, the other late
and gradual. The first break for the hapless humanity so caught in the jaws of war was a
bumper crop in 1939-40, and a better-than-average one the following year. The second
counterpressure encountered by the scenario came later in the war, when Jewish men
and women were conscripted in large numbers for war-production labor, and had to be
fed and cared for at least sufficiently for them to continue to produce. Lesser

happenstances also interceded on a sporadic basis to spare various sectors the full brunt
of these conditions, but countless millions died lingering, miserable deaths from hunger
and disease.
In all the fighting, slaving, and starving, inexorably the finger of fate came around to
point squarely at the Germans. The SS, increasingly deployed to recruit, deliver, and then
coerce foreign workers of all kinds—prisoners of war, concentration-camp inmates, and
simple conscripts—began in the war’s last wracking year to be directed against the
population of Germany itself. By the end, Germany had long since become one huge
labor camp, but one blockaded from receiving adequate foodstuffs and suffering a
deluge of bombs from ever-growing fleets of heavy bombers opposed by ever fewer
obsolete fighters flying on their last precious drops of fuel. Tooze maintains the courage
to detail fully the ultimate miseries endured by the German people themselves,
refraining from the stylish indulgence of assigning blame to them for the war and its
ineluctably mounting ferocity.
This work is magisterial. The author, a British national born in 1967, was raised both in
England and in Heidelberg. While his degrees in economics and history come from
British institutions, he also studied for two years at the Free University of Berlin, and is
obviously fully bilingual. His book is sold both in its original English and in German
translation in Germany. While the German version was written by a professional
translator, it contains in its front matter the legend (in German), “This translation has
been thoroughly reviewed by the author,” a valuable reassurance to have for a work of
such technical nuance where the author speaks the target language. The sources cited in
the footnotes appear to be about evenly divided between English-language ones and
German-language.
The book is uncannily well edited. In the 676 pages of its text, I noted one, single
typographical error (on Page 496), that one being something a spell-checker would not
have caught. Statistical tables and footnotes contain further spelling, diction, and even
editorial glitches, but none that distort meaning or frustrate understanding. The footnotes
and chapter headings are arranged in a traditional fashion that seriously impairs facility
of following footnotes, a misfortune affecting access to a grand total of 2,088 footnotes,
many of considerable explanatory value. Another artifact of this anachronism is that the
book contains no alphabetized list of sources, making it difficult, for example, to
confirm that the author avoided all references to David Irving, who has written
authoritatively on many subjects treated by Tooze, and whose personal history even
happens in a few basic ways to resemble those of the younger man.
On the strength of this work, Tooze faces no danger whatsoever of its publication in
Germany falling foul of the Holocaust-denial laws that ultimately landed Irving in an
Austrian jail—his affirmation of the horror, if not the crime, of the Holocaust is fulsome.
On the other hand, he also makes it abundantly clear that the exigencies of the wars
Germany had to fight made mass death from hunger and hunger-related diseases utterly
unavoidable, and renders the awareness that a Holocaust had to happen to some large
group quite explicit; the impression that Germany practically “couldn’t help” something
much like the Holocaust seems to lie only one short step beyond the point to which this
narrative takes the attentive reader.
While Tooze’s other works do not examine the causes, effects, and contexts of the
Holocaust in anything like the depth that this work must, and does, it is fascinating to
note that Cambridge University, at which Tooze taught until he moved to Yale in 2009,
has hosted on its Web site a lecture given by the professor in 2008 titled “New
Perspectives on the Holocaust.” The entire one-hour lecture was videotaped and
evidently at some point was available for download in four parts, still to be seen at

http://www.historycambridge.com/default.asp?contentID=926. But all my efforts to
actually view this lecture have been met with a blank screen. Just what this lecture might
have contained, and why it is now so mysteriously unavailable, one can best imagine
only after reading The Wages of Destruction.
And that, in turn, will count among the lesser of the many rewards to be had from the
reading.
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The following article is a continuation of Thomas Kues's Evidence for the Presence of "Gassed"
Jews in the Occupied Eastern Territories, Part 2. Thomas Kues's analysis takes up the revisionist
proposal that Jews sent to the "extermination camps" and allegedly gassed there were in fact
deloused and then sent away, the vast majority of them to the occupied eastern territories. The
camps therefore actually functioned as transit camps. The transit camp hypothesis is in perfect
harmony with documented National Socialist Jewish policy as expressed in official and internal
reports, documents on the Jewish transports, and even in classified communications between
leading SS members.

4. Information Furnished by Mainstream Historians
4.1. Possible Western Jews among Soviet Partisans
In his book The Second Babylonian Captivity, Steffen Werner presents in support of his theory
that the “gassed” Jews were resettled in a part of Belarus the following extract from a book on
the Soviet partisan movement published in East Germany in 1976:
“Within the brotherhood of the Belorussian partisans, Czechs and Slovaks,
Frenchmen and Yugoslavs, Greeks and Dutchmen, Spaniards and Austrians,
Germans and members of other nations fought courageously against fascism. The
Communist Party and the Soviet government attached great importance to the
heroic fight of these true internationalists. For their antifascist fight alongside the
partisan units of Belorussia and for the heroic deeds they accomplished, orders and
medals of the USSR were conferred i.a. to 703 Poles, 188 Slovaks, 32 Czechs, 36
Greeks, 25 Germans, 24 Spaniards and 14 Frenchmen.”[1]
The presence of Polish nationals in Belarus, Jewish or non-Jewish, could be explained by the
territorial history of Belarus as well as the large number of Polish Jews who had escaped there in
1939. While it is not out of the question that partisan fighters from Czechoslovakia could have
covered the distance to Belarus, it seems rather unlikely. The presence of fighters from neutral
Spain is puzzling. The most likely explanation seems to be that they were antifascists who had
fled to the Soviet Union after the victory of Franco. According to a news notice in the German
Riga newspaper Deutsche Zeitung im Ostland from 1941 there were 3,000 Spanish nationals
fighting in the Red Army.[2] The German nationals could have been German Jews deported to
Minsk in 1941-1942 who had escaped from the ghetto, but also in some cases deserted German
Wehrmacht soldiers. As for the Dutchmen, Frenchmen, Yugoslavs, it is extremely unlikely that
any Waffen-SS soldiers from those nations, who may have served in Belarus, ever deserted to the

partisans, and even less likely that any of them would have been accepted by the partisans
(generally speaking those groups did not take prisoners).
Were some of these partisans originally Western European settlers recruited by the Germans? In
a final report from the Wirtschaftsstab Ost we learn that a total of 608 Dutch farmers,
agronomists, gardeners, fishermen and “female laborers” were settled in Reichskommissariat
Ostland and the military zone “Wi” from 1942 onward. A further 365 Dutch “pioneer” farmers
were employed in the Ukraine between October 1942 and August 1943, chiefly in the districts
of Kiev and Shitomir. Similar employment was planned for French, Belgian and even
Norwegian farmers but was never carried through; at most some agricultural work was entrusted
to Belgian and French companies.[3] The settlers could thus hypothetically account only for the
Dutch partisans. On the other hand we know from the same German economic report that the
settlers were often attacked by partisans and that 33 (i.e. some 5%) of the Ostland Dutchmen as
well as 9 of the settlers in the Ukraine were killed by them; a further 297 of the former group
returned to the Netherlands long before the German retreat from Belarus and the Baltic states.[4]
Considering these figures it seems highly unlikely that more than a rare renegade from this
group would have joined the Soviet partisan movement.
A much more likely explanation is that we are dealing with Jews who had been deported east
from these countries via the “extermination camps” and later escaped from German camps or
ghettos. Also in the case of the Greek nationals, it seems likely that we are dealing with deported
Jews.
In another East German publication, a voluminous documentation on the partisan movement
during World War II, written by the same Heinz Kühnrich as edited the previously quoted
volume, we find the following information:
“On the territory of Belarus 413 Czechs and Slovaks and 211 Yugoslavs fought in
the partisan divisions, in the Ukraine there were 1,848 Poles, 418 Czechs and
Slovaks, 61 Yugoslavs. At the beginning of 1944, 2,000 Polish citizens fought in
the Byelorussian partisan movement. In April 1944 there were more than 5,000
Poles operating on Soviet territory.” [5]
The information we find in the note that Kühnrich provides for this passage is still more
interesting:
“In more recent research, M.I. Semiryaga presents partially diverging, partially
more concrete numbers. According to his investigations, 1,216 foreigners fought in
the Byelorussian partisan movement, whereof 413 Czechs and Slovaks (39 fallen),
275 Poles (22), 195 Yugoslavs (2), 69 Hungarians, 61 Frenchmen (4), 31 Belgians
(6), 16 Dutchmen, 10 Romanians (9), 6 Italians (1), 3 Spaniards, 2 Bulgarians (1).
In the Ukrainian partisan movement there were more than 2,500 foreigners: 1,848
Poles, 418 Czechs and Slovaks, 47 Hungarians, 61 Yugoslavs, 27 Greeks, 18
Frenchmen, 11 Romanians, 6 Bulgarians, 4 Spaniards and others.”[6]
Thus there were in total 79 French, 31 Belgian and 16 Dutch nationals among the partisans of
Belarus and the Ukraine – or at least in the partisan units surveyed (and one could easily suspect
that the Soviet source regarded only pro-Soviet or at least Communist-oriented groups as
“partisans”). For a likely origin of the Hungarian nationals, see §3.3.3. Needless to say, it would
require access to Semiryaga’s source material – provided that he actually had personal data on
the people counted in the above survey – to ascertain whether these individuals were deported
Western Jews or not.
4.2. Information on deportations of Polish Jews to Belarus furnished by C. Gerlach
4.2.1. Gerlach in 1999 on Plans for Deportations to Belarus

In previous articles of this series I discussed the information provided by German Holocaust
historian Christian Gerlach on testimonial evidence confirming the presence of French and

Dutch Jews in Minsk. Here I will scrutinize what Gerlach has to say about the deportation of
Polish Jews to Belarus. I give here first this passage from Gerlach's book in extenso with
enumerated and bracketed notes inserted following each statement I have chosen to comment
on.
“Most extensive were probably the deportations of Polish Jews to Belarus. Also in
this case it was the question of labor forces. The offices and enterprises of the SS
and Police in the so-called “Rußland-Mitte”, roughly corresponding to the eastern
[military administered] part of Belarus, were to be concentrated in two cities:
Mogilev and Bobruisk. In Mogilev there existed the already described forced labor
camp of the HSSPF, in Bobruisk there was in early 1942 a need for manpower in
connection with the construction of a large base planned for the Waffen-SS. The
head of the supply commander's office of the Waffen-SS and Police of RußlandMitte, SS-Standartenführer Georg Martin, got the idea to establish a “KL”
(concentration camp) and have Jews sent to it from Warsaw.[i] On the intervention
of the RSHA 960 Jewish men and youths, part of them summoned by an appeal,
part of them arrested during razzias in the Warsaw Ghetto, were then transported to
Bobruisk on 30 May 1942.[ii] On 28 July a further train with Warsaw Jews reached
Bobruisk; part of the Jews were sent on to Smolensk.[iii] In Bobruisk the Jews also
had to perform work for units of the Wehrmacht.[iv] Of the approximately 1,500
deportees only 91 male Jews were involved in the retreat to Lublin in September
1943, since all the others had fallen victims to the constant Selections, the toil, the
starvation and the terrible maltreatment. Moreover there were possibly one or more
transports whose passengers were shot immediately at arrival.[v] Among these
transports were possibly at least one transport with German Jews.[vi] Of interest in
this context are some witness statements, according to which in 1942-43 larger
mass shootings of Jews took place in or near Bobruisk with a victim figure in the
range of 12,000 to 15,000, which, however, the author has not been able to
verify.[vii] This goes to show to how large an extent these events remain unknown
to us still today.
Polish Jews were brought by train also to Minsk. On 31 July 1942 a train arrived
with 1,000 Warsaw Jews destined to work for the Luftwaffe in the Minsk area. Kube
threatened to immediately exterminate all further transports arriving without preauthorization. It is unclear, however, if this happened.[viii] Many Polish Jews were
de facto kept prisoners at Trostinez in October 1942, apparently supervised by
Organisation Todt; some 250 of these were transferred to the SS-Bauleitung in
Smolensk.[ix] It is reported that Polish Jews were present also in the Minsk
Ghetto.[x] It is not clear how many trains with Polish Jews reached Minsk.”[7]
Below my notes and comments:
i) The source provided by Gerlach is a letter from the supply headquarters
(Nachschubskommandantur) of the Waffen SS and Police of Rußland-Mitte to the SSFührungshauptamt dated 27 March 1942, as well as follow-up letters from 7 and 11 April that
same year.[8] Here we have to ask ourselves: Why did Martin specifically request the
deportation of Warsaw Jews to Bobruisk? Why not use Belarus Jews as labor, thus eliminating
the need for long railway transportations? From an exterminationist viewpoint this seems
decidedly odd, but not from a revisionist: As the Warsaw Jews were going to be deported to the
Occupied East later that year, it would make sense for Martin to act in advance and ensure that
he got the skilled Jews he needed before someone else did. In that case his initiative may have
been triggered by the commencement of deportations from the Generalgouvernement (via
Bełżec) ten days prior to the writing of the original letter.[9]
ii) The source given for this statement is the diary of Adam Czerniaków, the head of the Warsaw
Jewish Council (already mentioned in this article series). The exact route of this transport
appears to be unknown.
iii) The only source Gerlach gives here is the testimony of Yehuda Lerner. This witness and the

transport in question has already been discussed by me in §3.3.16.
iv) The sources here consist of a testimony from a certain Walther Hansen, a former member of
the Kommandeur der Osttruppen who was attached to the Kosaken-Abteilung 600 in Mogilev
(IfZ, Zs 405/III, p. 31) and the recollections of a “covert Jew” named Schlomo Spira.
v) It would indeed appear that the transports in May and July 1942 were not the only convoys of
Polish Jews to reach Bobruisk. In 1993 the American-Jewish writer Joseph J. Preil interviewed
Jack Spiegel, born in Łódź in 1918. According to Preil's summary of the interview, Spiegel was
deported in October 1942 from Warsaw to Minsk, and from there sent on to Bobruisk, where he
was detained in a camp until March 1944:
“He remembers a ‘horrible welcome.’ The officer said, ‘If you work, all will be
fine. If not...’ He took a pistol and killed a person. After two months in Bobruisk,
only one hundred of the three hundred men who had been in his bunk remained
alive. The others were regularly murdered, especially on Sundays. [...]. In that
camp, only ninety-one people were left alive from the original three thousand.
After Bobruisk, JS moved quickly from camp to camp: ‘Minsk - a very short stay;
Majdanek - one week; Bedzin - April until November or December 1944; Mielec two weeks; Wieliczka - two weeks.’ [...]. JS was then moved from Poland to
Germany: ‘Flossenbürg - two weeks; Hersbruck - summer 1944 until March 1945;
Dachau - until liberated by Americans on April 29, 1945.’”[10]
By October 1942 the great evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto had ceased. However, the last
Jewish transport from Warsaw in 1942 departed on 21 September (carrying 2,196 Jews).
According to mainstream historians these Jews were gassed at Treblinka. Could it be that Jack
Spiegel was part of the 21 September 1942 convoy but erroneously remembered the departure as
having taken place in October? It seems very unlikely, on the other hand, that Spiegel would
have erroneously recalled a May or July transport as having taken place in October.
One should recall here that Jewish resistance leaders admonished the Jews of the Warsaw ghetto
to not believe in letters from the deportees, letters according to which the writers were detained
“in labor camps near Minsk or Bobruisk”.[11]
Yitzhak Arad gives a considerably higher estimate for the number of Warsaw Jews deported to
Bobruisk:
“In the course of the liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto, 3,000-4,000 of its residents
were moved in the summer of 1942 to the Forest Camp (Waldlager) in the woods
near the city of Bobruysk. This camp served as an SS supply base. The Jews
traveled by train from Warsaw to the Bobruysk railway station, and from there were
driven in trucks to the Waldlager. In the camp itself these Jews were separated and
kept in an area surrounded by barbed wire, and put to work under inhuman
conditions. Executions in the camp began in the early fall of 1943, and by the end
of summer-early fall of 1943, most of the Jewish inmates of the Waldlager had
already been shot. Ditches dug along the Bobruysk-Minsk railway line served as the
execution site.”[12]
Curiously, in the German edition of the Encyclopedia of the Holocaust the camp in Bobruisk is
described as “a transit camp for Jews from the West”.[13]
vi) For this information Gerlach lists two witnesses: a testimony[14] from an “H.S.” who
claimed to have participated in the killing of a transport of 1,500 Jews from Germany, and the
statement[15] of “H.K.”, who testified to having had a conversation in the Bobruisk labor camp
with a Jew from Mönchengladbach. As already noted (3.3.16) the Jews from Mönchengladbach
were deported to Auschwitz, Riga, Łódź and Theresienstadt. From the latter two locations
German Jews were sent to Chełmno, Auschwitz, and Treblinka.
vii) The sources for this consist of references to three German court witnesses,[16] as well as a

letter and a court testimony left by a certain Reinhold Grabow, an official of the economic
administration, the latter being partially reproduced in a well-known collection of testimonies
and documents.[17] In the reproduced passage the location is indeed Bobruisk or its vicinity, but
the timeframe specified by Grabow is not “1942-43” but specifically a period of some days in
April or May 1942, and the nationality of the Jewish victims is not mentioned. According to the
official version of events all Jews in Bobruisk and its vicinity had been exterminated by
November 1941;[18] there thus should have been no Jewish massacres for Grabow to witness.
Now we may ask ourselves: If the massacre described really did take place, and if the Jews that
were murdered had been brought to Bobruisk from Poland, why had not the Germans killed
these Jews on-site in Poland? Moreover: Why kill all these Jews if there was “a need for
manpower” in the Bobruisk area during the same period (as mentioned by Gerlach)? While
interesting as an anomaly, Grabow’s testimony clearly has little to say about deportations from
Poland to Belarus. What is important here is not Grabow’s statement itself, but Gerlach’s
comment on it, which implies that this major expert on the fate of the Jews of Belarus believes it
fully possible that tens of thousands of Polish Jews were deported to the area of Bobruisk in
1942-1943 – a notion that is clearly irreconcilable with orthodox holocaust historiography.
Gerlach’s speculation is no doubt informed by the fact that Bobruisk frequently appears in
reports and supposedly forged letters as a destination of Jews evacuated from Warsaw in 1942
(cf. §3.3.16, 3.6.).
viii) The transport of 1,000 Polish Jews arriving in Minsk on 31 July 1942 – one week after the
opening of the Treblinka “death camp” and the beginning of the great evacuation of the Warsaw
Ghetto – has already been discussed by Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno.[19]
In a telegram sent 31 July 1942 the Generalkommissar for Weissruthenien, Wilhelm Kube wrote
to his superior, the Reichskommissar for the Ostland, Heinrich Lohse, about the arrival of 1,000
Warsaw Jews. These Jews had been sent to the Minsk military airport without himself or the
“relevant leader of the SS and Police” being informed in advance, Kube protested, maintaining
that the Jews could cause outbreaks of epidemics and might also contribute to partisan
activity.[20] On 5 August Lohse replied, stating that “the practical realization of the solution of
the Jewish problem is exclusively a matter for the police”, that protests were thus futile, and that
it was Kube’s responsibility to see to that the herding together (Zusammenballung) of Jews did
not create a threat of epidemics.[21]
While it cannot be proven at this point that the convoy in question passed through Treblinka the
documented fact that it took place proves beyond any doubt that Warsaw Jews who were
deported during the period of operation of the Treblinka “death camp” ended up to the east of it,
across the Bug River.
That Kube in his 31 July 1942 telegram protested against “further independent import of Jews”
(weiterer selbständiger Judeneinfuhr) implies the implementation of other transports in
cooperation with his authority, and that the arrival of further transports might be acceptable
provided that he be notified beforehand. Considering the date of this transport it most likely
departed from Warsaw during the first week of the ghetto evacuation. Could it be that this was
the first of a series of transports of Warsaw Jews to Minsk, but that information concerning it
had not yet reached Kube by the end of July? One should recall here that the first commandant
of the Treblinka “extermination camp”, Dr. Irmfried Eberl, was reportedly sacked due to
incompetence.
That the deportation of Jews to the occupied eastern territories was to continue regardless of the
protests of local satraps is clear also from another incident. In his footnote to the discussed
passage Gerlach writes that “A further complaint of Kube’s regarding a transport of 400 Polish
Jews to Baranovichi depended on false information.” The document referred to, however, does
not concern Polish Jews, but Reich Jews. On 11 August 1942 the Generalkommissar of
Weissruthenien again wrote to the Reichskommissar of the Ostland, stating that
“The Gebietskommissar of Baranowitsche has reported to me that the OT-Gruppe
Nürnberg, Construction Office Baranowitsche, has been allotted 400 Jews from the
Reich for labor by their superior administrative office on the instruction of assistant

secretary of state [Ministerialdirektor] Schönlebe.
The Gebietskommissar of Baranowitsche correctly points out that he has declined
the reception of Jews to Baranowitsche because of the manifest reason that the
possibility of accommodation is lacking but also due to the need for a general
decrease of the Jewish labor force in Baranowitsche.
I fully share the viewpoint of the Gebietskommissar and further refer to the fact that
there exists no work-related need for the reception of Reich German Jews into
Weissruthenien; to the contrary, an increase of Jewry in Weissruthenien would give
rise to serious political concerns. Only a minute number of the Reich German Jews
are skilled workers, and experience moreover shows that their capacity for labor is
very small. It is intolerable that individual higher administrative offices [einzelne
höhere Dienststellen] are able to bring Jews from the Reich into specific parts
[einzelnen Gebieten] of Weissruthenien without making advance inquires to me.
I therefore ask that appropriate measures are taken to inhibit on principle further
Jewish transports from the Reich and further for an instruction that such transports
are not to be let into my Generalbezirk.”[22]

Illustration 1: The 11 August 1942 letter from the Generalkommissar of Weissruthenien to the
Reichskommissar for the Ostland.
After erring about the nationality of the Jews in question Gerlach continues his footnote by
giving a reference to a letter of apology from Kube to Lohse dated 25 August,[23] which
supposedly makes it clear that the news of the transport of the 400 Jews was all a

misunderstanding. The author has not been able to review this document and can therefore not
make any statement regarding its content. However, on 24 August 1942 the Reichskommissar
wrote a letter,[24] in which he stated that he would allow the Jewish transports carried out on
instruction of the Reichsführer SS and the Sicherheitshauptamt without further protests unless
contrary orders were received, despite Kube’s protests that the arrival of “further Jewish
transports from the Reich to Weissruthenien” would “significantly increase the partisan danger”,
the local security police already being busy fighting partisans. On the other hand Lohse
concurred with the suggestion that Jewish transports to the Ostland for the purpose of labor
(“aus Gründen des Arbeitseinsatzes”) should be “handled and decided on only by a central
office” (“nur eine Zentralstelle die Hereinnahme weiterer Juden in das Ostland bearbeiten und
entscheiden darf”).

Illustration 2: Lohse’s letter from 24 August.
Finally, in a classified letter dated 30 September 1942 we read that the Reichskommissar, i.e.
Lohse had personally decided not to voice any objections “against further Jewish transports to
the Ostland.” Here again it is confirmed that “This question is exclusively the responsibility of
the security police” and that accordingly it was up to the Commander of the Security Police

(KdS) in Weissruthenien to file objections against the arrival of transports.[25]

Illustration 3: Letter from 30 September 1942 on the allowance of further transports to
Reichskommissariat Ostland.

Two things are especially noteworthy about the contents of the three documents quoted above.
First, the orthodox and judicially sanctioned version of events has it that following March or
April 1942, all Jewish transports to Generalbezirk Weissruthenien from the Reich and the
Protectorate were exterminated immediately on arrival on the orders of Heydrich and/or
Himmler.[26] This mass murder was allegedly carried out at the Maly Trostenets “death camp”
south-east of Minsk,[27] or in one instance on the outskirts of Baranovichi. But if this was
indeed the case, why did Kube complain about the arriving Jews comprising a danger in regards
to epidemics and possible partisan activities. Wouldn’t such a complaint have been moot?
Second, it follows from the third letter that continued transports to Reichskommissariat Ostland
were expected as late as 30 September 1942. This does not fit very well with the established
version of events, according to which at the most three further transports arrived following that
date (in October and November 1942).[28] However, as we have already seen in §3.3.14, the
labor administration department of the Gebietskommissariat Riga emphatically recommended in
April 1943 the influx of foreign Jews into the Generalbezirk of Latvia, which was a constituent
part of the Reichskommissariat Ostland.
The suggestion regarding a “central office” for the handling and decision-making vis-à-vis the
Jewish transports to the Ostland brings up an important question, namely how the resettlement
of the Jews was practically administered. From documents such as the correspondence of
Ganzenmüller and Wolff[29] and the Reuter memo[30] it appears that the transports to the
transit camps were carried out according to schedules, with a set number of Jews sent to the
Reinhardt camps daily or weekly. Testimonial as well as archeological evidence indicates that
the arrivals in these three camps underwent some form of registration.[31] According to a 15
November 1942 report on Treblinka the deportees after their arrival at the camp were subdivided
according to their professions:
“To make the Jews believe that actual classification according to trades would take
place at the arrival-square in order to send occupational groups for labor, they
placed small signs with the inscriptions: Tailors, Shoemakers, Carpenters, etc. It
goes without saying that such segregation never took place.”[32]
Then there is the documentary and testimonial evidence showing that transports of Jewish
skilled workers were specifically requested by various authorities and organizations, in
particular Organisation Todt and affiliated enterprises (e.g. Baltöl). Most likely the personnel in
the transit camps and Globocnik’s Reinhardt organization were focused on the practical
handling of the operation. As for the decisionmaking and overall logistics, the correspondence
of Kube and Lohse suggests that it was far from ideally organized and moreover carried out with
little cognizance on the part of the local civilian administrations. Hopefully future research will
shed more light on this issue.
ix) This statement is based on the March 1960 interrogation of “H.W.”, a member of the SSZentralbauleitung Rußland-Mitte, the interrogation of Karl Buchner from October 1945, as well
as a statement from the Minsk ghetto inmate Anna Krasnoperko and the 1962 testimony of “E.S.
(Trostenets survivor)”, no doubt identical with Ernst Schlesinger,[33] who claims to have been
deported from Dachau to Maly Trostenets in June 1942.[34] The presence of Polish Jews in
Trostenets is further corroborated by the testimony of the inmate Isak Grünberg (§3.3.10.).
x) As source for this is given a reference to an early post-war testimony[35] from none other
than the already mentioned City Commissar of Minsk, Wilhelm Janetzke, a man who certainly
was informed about the Jewish population of the city. That Jews from Poland had been deported
to Minsk in great numbers was apparently acknowledged as a common fact by the local
population, because in an ”Address of the citizens of Minsk to Stalin” published in Pravda in
August 1944, we read the following:
“The German fascist invaders had driven 50,000 people from Minsk and the
surrounding districts into the so-called ghetto; in addition, over 40,000 Jews had
been brought to the Minsk ghetto from Hamburg, Warsaw and Lodz.”[36]
The mention of Łódź besides Warsaw indicates that Minsk served as the destination for

transports from not only Treblinka, but also from Chełmno. As seen below (§4.5.) Zionist
authorities had been informed in spring 1942 of deportations of Jews from Łódź to Minsk.
Gerlach’s comment that “this goes to show to how large an extent these events remain unknown
to us still today” perfectly sums up the situation. Here we have a prominent holocaust historian
who admits that tens of thousands of Polish Jews may have been sent to Minsk, Bobruisk,
Mogilev and other locations in Generalbezirk Weissruthenien, and that we know little about the
number and nature of the Jewish transports to these locations. In light of this, how are we to take
seriously the official claim that no mass resettlement of Polish Jews to the east took place, and
that documented instances of transports of Polish Jews to Minsk and elsewhere constitute
singular exceptions?
4.2.2. Gerlach in 1997 on Plans for Deportations to Mogilev

In a 1997 article Christian Gerlach puts forth the hypothesis that the German authorities in late
1941 were planning to open a camp in Mogilev in eastern Belarus, to where Jews from western
and central Europe were to be deported. Gerlach begins his discussion of this “labor and
extermination camp” by quoting a statement made by Heydrich at a 10 October 1941 conference
in Prague on “Jewish questions” in the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. Heydrich here
states that the heads of Einsatzgruppen B and C, “SS-Brigadeführer Nebe and Rasch could take
Jews into the camps for communist prisoners in the operational area. According to [a] statement
from SS-Sturmbannführer Eichmann this is already in process [eingeleitet].”[37] Gerlach
comments:
“For a long time no one believed that that camp existed, so Heydrich’s remark
seemed to make little sense. Historians have ignored his comment or interpreted it
as camouflage for the ‘destruction in the East.’ But such a camp in fact existed, not
under the control of Einsatzgruppe B (headquartered in Smolensk) but the Higher
SS and Police Leader (HSSPF) ‘Russia Center,’ Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski,
who had his headquarters in Mogilev. This camp had been set up shortly before
Heydrich’s meeting. The commander of the rear area of Army Group Center,
General von Schenckendorff, informed his troops that, ‘Since 29 September a labor
camp for suspicious vagabond civilians (men, women, teenagers) has been set up by
the Higher SS and Police Leader in Mogilev. If arrested civilians are not brought to
the next POW camp, they must be taken to the labor camp. Similar camps are
planned in Vitebsk and later in Smolensk.’”[38]
Smolensk as well as Vitebsk and Mogilev were located in the operational area, i.e. the
conquered territories under military jurisdiction.
Gerlach suggests – based exclusively on testimonial evidence – that plans for the installation of
a homicidal gas chamber in the Mogilev camp were hatched following Himmler’s (documented)
visit to Mogilev on 23-25 October 1941. He goes on to write:
“The general context suggests that Himmler's journey to Mogilev and Smolensk
had something to do with plans for deportations of Jews. On October 23 he wanted
to meet the Generalkommissar for so-called ‘White Ruthenia,’ Wilhelm Kube, and
possibly intended to officially inform him on the planned transports to Minsk. At
about the same time civil administration officials in Riga and Berlin were officially
informed. It is not known if a meeting between Himmler and Kube took place, but
in any case the Reichsführer met the SS and Police Leader of White Ruthenia, Carl
Zenner, in Mogilev. Zenner may have given him a report on the massacre of
Borissov carried out two days before by a unit of Security Police and SD from
Minsk under the command of Zenner, who was not in charge of the city. [...]. In
Borissov there were rumors among the civil population ‘that the houses of the Jews
which have become empty now shall be prepared for Jews from Germany, who
shall also be liquidated like the Jews from Borissov earlier!’”[39]
Gerlach next outlines a vague yet intriguing hypothesis posed by two other holocaust historians:

“Götz Aly has argued that the German authorities pursued at times a project to
deport a portion of European Jewry by ship to ‘reception camps in the East’[40]
because the occupied Soviet territories’ railways were overburdened. Aly also
suggested that the Jews were to be brought to Mogilev on the rivers Pripet and
Dnieper; he could not prove it, but reached the conclusion deductively. Richard
Breitman has also considered the possibility that Himmler sent for Eichmann during
a visit to Kiev on October 2 and 3, to talk to him about shipping Jews to the
German-occupied part of the Soviet Union. Kiev is situated on the river Dnieper as
is Mogilev. In fact, there is another hint of this plan.
On August 16, 1941, SS-Standartenführer Fritz Allihn was hired by the Reich
Ministry of Transportation as the manager of an extensive ship construction
program. As head of the ‘Staff for the construction of wooden ships,’ later under the
command of the Generalkommissar of Volhynia and Podolia, he was commissioned
to build a large number of ‘makeshift’ (‘behelfsmäßige’) inland wooden ships with
a short life span for ‘the Dnieper-Bug system,’ the only waterway between the
Reich and Ukraine. This construction program was supposed to complete an
extension of the river Bug, a project that had been already started under the control
of the General Inspector of Water and Energy, Albert Speer. Allihn’s main plant for
the project was the ‘state shipyard’ in Pinsk, a factory with nearly 1,000
employees.”[41]
Gerlach goes on to mention that “on September 11, 1941, the Volksdeutsche Mittelstelle (VoMi)
began looking for ethnic Germans in their camps who had come from the Soviet Union and
were ‘inland boatsmen with exact knowledge of the Russian streams and canals’”[42] and that
“Various sources emphasized how important and urgent Allihn's mission was.”[43] According to
Gerlach, the only “important Soviet canal” conquered by the Germans was the Dnieper-Bug
canal, between Kobryn and Pinsk.[44]
Aly’s source that Jews were to be sent by ships to “reception camps in the East” is a note of the
chief of the “Judenreferat” at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Franz Rademacher, dated 25
October 1941, which refers to the fate of the remaining Serbian Jews.[45] As already mentioned
in the first installment of this article series (§2.4.5.) these Jewish women, children and elderly
were allegedly murdered in “gas vans” near the Sava River in March–May 1942. This could be a
hint that they were in fact sent along this river, which joins the Danube. A possible alternative
destination for these Jews could thus be Romania, and likely Transnistria. Needless to say they
could have been brought by ship to Belarus, something which indicates that the German plans
for deportations of Jews using waterways were not limited to the Dnieper-Bug canal.
The apparent plans for waterway mass deportations using barges or similar eventually came to
naught, at least if we are to believe our cautiously semi-heretical German Holocaust historian:
“The ‘great’ projects did not succeed, the economic aims failed, as did plans for
deportations of Jews by ship, if they had ever existed. There was no slack in the
German war economy – so there was not only a shortage of railway engines and
cars but also ships. In the summer of 1942, Fritz Allihn was relieved of his position
by the Reichskommissar of Ukraine, after his methods alienated other authorities.
(…). By that time the partisans were able to paralyze the Bug-Dnieper almost
completely anyway. By the end of March 1942 its extension was officially
considered unimportant to the war effort, and the project was shelved. The DnieperBug Canal remained silted up. Only a few ships ever passed this waterway on a trial
basis under German rule, and even that was possible only during floods. Shipping
on the Dnieper from the South was decisively hindered because the Soviets had
blown up the huge dam near Dniepropetrovsk.
[…].
Any plans to transport Jews to the East by water never even came close to
realization. In the autumn of 1941 time was too short, then the rivers froze over, and
before they thawed out in 1942, transportation and economic authorities had already
abandoned the projects to extend the Dnieper-Bug Canal. The SS apparently did not

give up the idea of an extensive extermination camp in Mogilev until 1942, when
the crematoria intended for Mogilev were delivered to Auschwitz. Transportation of
Jews across the Black Sea and upstream to Kiev or Mogilev was practically
impossible before April 1943, but by then the German retreat from the Ukraine as
already under way.
[…].
Despite two testimonies on the contrary, no train with German or Polish Jews ever
seems to have arrived in Mogilev. Whether the SS could have carried out major
construction in this half-destroyed city remains unknown. But considering the
construction of the Waffen-SS and police Supply Command in nearby Bobruisk, it
should not have been impossible. In 1942 at least two transports with about 1,500
Jewish workers from Warsaw arrived in Bobruisk (only 91 were alive one year
later).
Mogilev’s labor camp, intended for service as an extermination center, was
dissolved in September 1943 upon the partial withdrawal of Army Group Center.
According to eyewitnesses, the number of prisoners may have remained as high as
4,000 or fallen to 1,000.”[46]
The testimonies concerning the presence of “German or Polish Jews” in Mogilev which Gerlach
refers to are 1) a “letter of R.S., 25 March 1959, and his interrog[ation], 5 August 1958” which
reportedly speak of “a supposed execution of 300 German Jews in October 1941”, and 2) a
“Report of M. Nicaise, Belgian Consul in Stockholm, based on an eyewitness account of August
1944, US National Archives, Record Group 226, Plain Number File, Document 102832(NND
750140”. As for the first source, the date of the alleged execution (at least one week before the
first direct transport of Reich Jews to the East) clearly speaks against its veracity. As for the
second source the author has not yet been able to access it. It is worth noting, however, that
according to Yitzhak Arad, 400 Jews “from Baranovichi or from the General Government
region” were brought to the Mogilev civilian prisoner camp (Zivilgefangenenlager) sometime in
1942.[47] Unfortunately Arad provides no source for this statement. Gerlach writes in an
endnote that besides the two testimonies already mentioned, “There are other hints at the arrival
of German Jews in Borissov and Bobruisk, but no proof”.[48]
In the context of waterway transports of Jews it should be pointed out that both Treblinka and
Sobibór are located less than 10 km away from the Bug River, which formed part of the 1939
Soviet-German demarcation line. Although most likely the Jews transited east via these two
camps were sent on trains, the possibility that some Jews may have been sent away on ships
should not be entirely excluded. It should be recalled here that more than 100,000 Romanian
Jews were shipped across the Dniestr in the period September 1941 – June 1942.
4.3. Wendy Lower on the 12 January 1942 Koch-Prützmann Memoranda
In a book from 2005, Holocaust historian Wendy Lower mentions that Reichskommissar Erich
Koch and the SS and Police leader Hans-Adolf Prützmann in early 1942 were involved in
drawing up plans for the deportation of German Jews to the Ukraine:
“Beyond Ukraine’s borders, the genocidal approach to ghettoization was also
applied to Western European Jewry. At the Lodz, Riga, and Minsk ghettos, for
example, German Jewish deportees stayed briefly before being shot or gassed. Koch
and Higher SS and Police Leader Hans-Adolf Prützmann (Jeckeln’s successor)
considered Ukraine as a possible dumping ground for Europe’s Jews. In a joint
memorandum of 12 January 1942, Koch and Prützmann stated that the policy for
establishing ghettos was still not defined, but they asked the regional commissars as
well as the SS-policemen to identify possible future ghettos near railway links
where Reich Jews could be brought. As it turned out, Reich Jews were not deported
to Ukraine, but the Koch-Prützmann memo reveals that by late 1941 or early 1942
ghettos in Ukraine and elsewhere in Eastern Europe had been transformed into
something unprecedented in Europe’s long history of anti-Judaism. Under the Nazis
ghettos became transit centers and holding 'pens' for facilitating the mass
murder.”[49]

Lower provides the following source and elucidation:
“Joint memo from Koch and Prützmann to the Generalkommissare, BdO,
BdS, and SSPF. They asked that the information about remaining Jews, their locale,
and accessible train routes for Reich Jews be provided by 1 Mar. 1942. Memo dated
12 Jan. 1942, ZSA, P1151-1-137, p. 8.”[50]
It is interesting to compare the above information with a letter from Eichmann dated 14 April
1942. Some two months earlier, at the beginning of February 1942, Romanian authorities
deported 10,000 Jews from the Romanian-occupied western part of the Ukraine known as
Transnistria over the Bug River at Vosnessensk into the Generalkommissariat Nikolajew, which
was part of Reichskommissariat Ukraine. The Romanians had planned for the expulsion of a
further 60,000 Jews, but this was promptly stopped by the Germans, since the Romanians
apparently had never asked the Germans (or at least not the right German authorities) for
permission in the first place. In his letter Eichmann made the following comment on the event
(emphasis added):
“(...) through this planless and premature [vorzeitige] expulsion of Romanian Jews
into the Occupied eastern territories the already ongoing evacuation of the German
Jews is strongly inhibited [stärkstens gefährdet].”[51]
Here Eichmann not only implies that the Jews collected by the Romanians in Transnistria would
eventually be moved further east – something which I will return to later on in this survey – but
also states that the uncontrolled expulsion of Romanian Jews into RK Ukraine would “inhibit”
the “already ongoing” evacuation of Jews from the German Reich. From the viewpoint of
mainstream historiography this does not make much sense, as it denies transports of German
Jews to the Ukraine. If considered together with the memoranda referenced by Lower, however,
it makes perfect sense and moreover indicates that the plans for such transports were still on the
table by mid-April 1942, if not later. Needless to say, it would be a major obstacle for the
Germans, and the RSHA in particular, if ghettos in the Ukraine that they were preparing for
Reich Jews were suddenly swamped by 70,000 Romanian Jews arriving unannounced.
As no German Jews were being “gassed”, i.e. transited east, during the first four months of
1942, it seems likely that by “ongoing evacuation” Eichmann was referring to the initial stage of
the deportation, i.e. the transfer of Reich and Protectorate Jews to Warsaw, Łódź and the Lublin
District, from where they were to continue east by way of the “extermination camps”.
It may be of importance that the Jews expelled from Transnistria in February 1942 crossed the
Bug into Generalkommissariat Nikolajew, near the Black Sea. This indicates that they crossed
over not far from the town of Ochakov (Oceacov), where it is reported that 14,000 Dutch and
Belgian Jews had arrived by April 1943 (cf. §3.7.5). Was Ochakov a transit point for Jews
deported from Transnistria to Reichskommissariat Ukraine?
4.4. Dieter Pohl
Christian Gerlach, Wendy Lower and Götz Aly are not the only exterminationists who have
made mention of concrete plans for the deportation of Reich Jews to Belarus and the Ukraine.
Holocaust historian Dieter Pohl describes the pre-Barbarossa plans thus:
“In conjunction with preparations for the campaign against the Soviet Union, early
in 1941 new plans arose in Berlin for the ‘Solution of the Jewish Question.’ For the
first time, however, they concerned more than the Jews in Germany or Poland.
Under consideration were plans to expel all Jews from territories under German rule
to the occupied Soviet Union, either to the Pripyat marshes in Belorussia or to the
Arctic Sea. Accordingly, on 17 March 1941 Hitler remarked to Hans Frank that all
Jews were to be expelled from the General Government eastward. Thereafter the
General Government administration halted until further notice all plans for Jews. In
particular, plans to construct more ghettos were put on hold.”[52]

In another text Pohl writes:
“On 10 October [1941] Heydrich himself was still speaking about camps in the
operational area of Einsatzgruppe Commander Rasch to which Jews could be
deported. Up to the present these hints have not been followed up, nor are any
corresponding deportations known. It is a fact that in January 1942 the deportation
of Jews into the Reichskommissariat was foreseen, in particular to Shepetovka,
where they were to be put to work building roads. Apparently this intention was
stopped by the Gebietskommissar responsible for the area.”[53]
The town of Shepetovka is located in western Ukraine, between Rovno and Zhitomir. The
source given by Pohl for this “apparently” abandoned deportation plan consists of two
documents, one from a Ukrainian archive, another from a German archive, together with an
interrogation statement dating from 1959.[54] The author has not yet had the opportunity to
view these documents. This issue clearly warrants further research.
4.5. Jean-Claude Favez's Study on the Red Cross and the Holocaust
In 1988 French historian Jean-Claude Favez published Une mission impossible?, an interesting
study on the International Committee of the Red Cross and its involvement in wartime aid
operations targeting Jews in Europe, and in particular the contemporaneous knowledge of the
ICRC concerning the German treatment of Jews. In 1999 an English translation of Favez's book
appeared under the title The Red Cross and the Holocaust.[55]
In Favez's survey of wartime ICRC memoranda and documents concerning the Jews we find the
following three passages relevant to the theme of our study:
• On 14 November 1942 Roland Marti, the chief ICRC delegate in Germany, “reported
from Berlin that French-speaking Jews had been seen in the Riga area 'herded together',
and the weakest eliminated.”[56]
• In mid-October 1942 the Geneva representative of the World Jewish Congress, Gerhart
Riegner, passed on to the ICRC a report written by the Jew Isak Lieber on 6 October that
year. Favez summarizes: “Lieber had been arrested on 12 August [1942] in Brussels and
deported first to Upper Silesia, then to the Eastern Front, where he learned from a German
officer that Jews unfit for work were being exterminated. Lieber managed to escape, and
reached Geneva via France at the end of an incredible two-month odyssey.”[57] During
this period all Jewish convoys departing from Belgium had as their destination Auschwitz
– which is located in Upper Silesia.
• “On 15 April 1943 [Roland] Marti reported that only 1,400 Jews were left in Berlin and
would soon be evacuated to Auschwitz, Pless, Lublin, Riga and Reval [Tallinn]”
(emphasis added).[58] By this point in time more than seven months had passed since the
last known (direct) Jewish transport from the Reich to the occupied Baltic States.
As for the testimony of Isak Lieber this cannot be admitted as evidence for our hypothesis, as
good as it may sound. In an article[59] on Riegner the late revisionist researcher Jean-Marie
Boisdefeu has pointed out that Lieber in his testimony to Belgian authorities stated that he had
been sent not to Stalingrad, but to the coast of France to work on construction of the “Atlantic
wall”. Moreover, the name of Isak Lieber is not to be found in the transport lists of Jews
deported east from the Malines collection camp. The author has confirmed that no Isak Lieber
(or any variant of that name) appears in the transport lists for the relevant period (July-August
1942). While it cannot be 100% ruled out that Lieber was on a transport under another name, or
(as Klarsfeld and others confirm sometimes happened) he was a last-minute addition to one of
the transports, and that for some reason he later lied about his deportation to the Belgian
authorities, we cannot accept his testimony as evidence for the present hypothesis on grounds of
unreliability.[60]
As for the “French-speaking Jews” seen in Riga this fits well with the 16 October 1942 report in

Israelitisches Wochenblatt für die Schweiz according to which “of late, transports of Jews from
Belgium and other western European countries were observed in Riga, but they moved on
immediately to other destinations” (§3.1.2) as well as the statements from A. Jablonski (§3.2.3),
Szema G. (§3.3.14.) and Friedrich Jeckeln (§3.3.5.) concerning transports of Jews from Belgium
and/or France to the Riga area. It is worth noting that the French-speaking Jews were seen
“herded together”, implying detainment in camps or ghettos.
4.6. Walter Laqueur's The Terrible Secret
In his 1980 book The Terrible Secret holocaust historian Walter Laqueur chronicles how the
“facts” concerning the alleged mass extermination of Jews were disseminated during the war
years, and the reasons why these “facts” were more often than not disbelieved or at least met
with cautious skepticism. In his survey of contemporary news reports Laqueur manages to
exclude those most blatantly contradicting the extermination camp hypothesis, but there is still
one passage of interest to us, namely his description of the 1942 reports of Zionist delegate
Meleh “Noi” Neustadt:[61]
“May 1942 he [Neustadt] returned to Palestine and in two long addresses [on 25
and 27 May], in closed session, he gave the most detailed and authoritative account
available at the time to the Jewish leadership.[62] There was no one better informed
at the time. Noi had established contact from Turkey with fifty Jewish communities
in Poland and with virtually every other European country. He had discovered,
much to his surprise, that with certain exceptions (the Baltic countries and eastern
Poland) communication could easily be established. Air letters from occupied
countries took ten to twelve days, cables were sent and received, and one could
even book long-distance telephone calls.[63] Noi noted that Jews in Eastern Europe
did not like to use the telegraph so as to not attract attention. On the other hand, he
said that inside Nazi-occupied Europe Jewish emissaries were frequently traveling
from one place to another, that illegal newspapers were published and that there
were regional and even nationwide meetings.
The bad news was the fate of Croatian and part of Romanian Jewry of which he was
fully informed. There had been victims in Eastern Galicia. Lodz was more or less
cut off from the outside world. There was no direct contact but it had been learned
that 'unproductive elements' had been deported from Lodz to Minsk, Kovno and
Riga. Noi said that it was pointless to comment on the rumours concerning the fate
of the Jews of eastern Poland (and the Baltic countries); one simply did not know.
But he also said that 'nothing was more harmful than 'exaggerated information'
which weakened or even put into doubt correct news about real atrocities.”
Laqueur goes on to remark[64] that “Chelmno was not taken seriously and the beginning of
'evacuation' from most Polish ghettos was not reported” - elsewhere he points out[65] that
“Chelmno (...) was opened on 8 December 1941; the news was received in Warsaw within less
than four weeks and published soon afterwards in the underground press.”
But Neustadt did indeed report ghetto deportations: the evacuation of “unproductive elements”
from the Łódz ghetto to “Minsk, Kovno and Riga” – a population transfer which is unknown to
exterminationist historians but which is confirmed, as for Latvia and Lithuania, by the diaries of
Kruk (§3.3.1.) and Tory (§3.3.19.) and in regards to Minsk by the testimony of Nikolayev
Prilezhaev.[66] One should also recall the above quoted (§4.2.) “Address of the citizens of
Minsk to Stalin” mentioning the deportation of Łódz Jews to the Minsk Ghetto.
The deportation of these Jews from the Warthegau District to the Occupied eastern territories no
doubt went via Chełmno, even though the name of this transit camp may not have been known
to Neustadt’s informants. Laqueur’s remark is further flawed by the fact that by the beginning of
May 1942 only two other major Polish ghettos had been affected by deportations to
“extermination camps”, namely Lublin and Lvóv (to Bełżec).
As for the “bad news” reported by Neustadt it must be noted that Croatian Jews by that time had

not yet been deported to Auschwitz. In Romania the Jews of the annexed Bessarabia and
Bukovina had been deported to crowded and disease-ridden ghettos in Romanian-occupied
Transnistria.
Neustadt's description of how easy it was to establish contacts with Jews in German-occupied
Europe speaks for itself. Would the Germans really have allowed this situation if they were
trying to conceal a mass extermination program directed against Europe's Jews?
In the conclusion to his book Laqueur maintains that:
“After July 1942 (the deportations from Warsaw) it is more and more difficult to
understand that there still was widespread confusion about the Nazi designs among
Jews in Poland, and that the rumours were not recognized for what they were –
certainties.”[67]
In fact, as shown in this article series, the Jews in occupied Poland had ample reason to believe
that they were indeed being transferred to the occupied eastern territories. It would thus appear
that the Zionist delegate Meleh Neustadt in 1942 was more accurate and objective in regards to
these events than the later-lionized historian Laqueur thirty-eight years later.

Survey: JTA Daily News Bulletin reports on deportations to the Occupied
Eastern Territories
The 1942 reports of Meleh Neustadt raise the question: What did contemporary Zionist leaders
know about the fates of the deported Jews? This question could no doubt only be answered by
research into archives that skeptical inquirers are barred from consulting. However, some hints
may be gleaned from what was reported by one of the major Jewish-Zionist news sources of that
era, the Daily News Bulletin of the New York-based Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA).[68]
Below I will present a number of news items relating to the deportation of Jews to the Occupied
Eastern Territories[69] in chronological order interspersed with brief commentary.
25 September 1941 (p. 1):
“Nazis plan to transfer Polish Jews to occupied Soviet territory
ZURICH, Sep. 24 (JTA) – Jews in Nazi-held Poland will be transferred to various
sections of Soviet territory now occupied by the German military forces, it is
reported in the Krakauer Zeitung, official Nazi organ in Poland, reaching here
today.
The Nazi newspaper reveals that an expedition of German professors and students
has reached Warsaw for the purpose of making an extensive study of Jewish life in
the ghetto there. The Warsaw ghetto will, according to the Krakauer Zeitung, be
studied as ‘an experimental station’ to establish to what extent the Jews can support
themselves when completely isolated from the rest of the population. Upon the
completion of the survey in Warsaw, the Nazi administration in Poland will receive
instructions from Berlin, with specific plans for the distribution of Polish Jews in
various sections of Nazi-occupied Russia, the paper states.”
20 October 1941 (p. 1):
“Thousands of Jews Expelled from Germany to Pinsk Swamps in Poland
STOCKHOLM, Oct. 19 (JTA) – Five thousands Jews, the majority of them between
50 and 80 years of age, have been expelled from Berlin to Nazi-held Poland since
Friday in a renewed wave of mass-expulsions of Jews from the Reich, it is reported
here today by the Berlin correspondent of the Swedish newspaper Social
Demokraten.
The expulsion is being conducted under the supervision of the Palestine-born
Gestapo leader, Eichmann, who supervised similar expulsions of Jews last year
from Vienna and the Czech Protectorate. The Berlin correspondent states that the

aged Jews from Berlin were shipped in cattle trains to Lodz, Poland, from where
they will be transported to Pinsk to work in the Pinsk swamps in the district of
Rokitno.
The correspondent also reports from Berlin that raids on Jewish homes have been
conducted in the German capital during the last two days with Jews being evicted
from their houses with only several hours notice. They are not permitted to take
with them any of their furniture or other belongings. According to the report similar
raids are going on all over the country with a view toward expelling as many Jews
as possible to the Pinsk swamps.”
As already mentioned Pinsk was part of Poland until 1939 but was at this time part of
Reichskommissariat Ukraine. According to orthodox historiography the Reich Jews deported to
the Łódz ghetto in late 1941 were sent to be gassed in Chełmno beginning May 1942. In an
article published by the JTA two days later (22 October 1941, p. 1) the same information about
deportations to Pinsk was repeated. In the issue from the following day (23 October, p. 2) the
following is reported:
“Expelled Jews Will Be Used to Drain Marshes, Nazi Officials Announce
STOCKHOLM, Oct. 22 (JTA) – Nazi officials today announced in Berlin that the
Jews expelled from Germany, Luxemburg and Prague will be used for draining the
Rokitno marshes near Pinsk, on the former Polish-Soviet frontier, the Berlin
correspondent of the Swedish newspaper Social Demokraten reports.
‘It is only logical that Jews should do hard labor in occupied Russian territory, since
Russia attacked Germany under Jewish leadership,’ Nazi officials are quoted by the
correspondent as stating. Other officials explained the mass-deportation of Jews
with the fact that ‘it is intolerable for Germans to continually encounter Jews
wearing a yellow star.’ Despite the approach of winter a large area of the Rokitno
marshes can still be drained now, the Nazi spokesmen declared.”
10 February 1942 (p. 3):
“Nazis proceeding with plan for ‘Jewish reservation,’ Berlin reports
STOCKHOLM, Feb. 9 (JTA) – Berlin correspondents of Swedish daily newspapers
report that the Nazi authorities in the German capital are still determined to create a
vast ‘Jewish reservation’ in Eastern Europe and are going ahead with detailed plans
for such a set-up. They report that these plans are being drawn up by the
Department of Jewish Questions in the Ministry for the German-occupied territories
of the East, which is headed by Dr. Alfred Rosenberg.
Based on the Nazis avowed aim ‘of ridding Europe of the Jews,’ the Rosenberg
project contemplates a huge Jewish-inhabited region enclosed by barbed wire and
guarded by Nazi sentries, in which Jews will be completely isolated from the rest of
the world and will be exploited to meet the Nazis' economic needs.”
See §3.1.2 of this series for an October 1942 report on plans for a “Jewish settlement rayon for
all the Jews of Western Europe” in “the former Polish-Russian border zone”.
26 March 1942 (p. 1):
“Lublin and Cracow Jews will spend passover digging trenches on the Nazi-Soviet
front
STOCKHOLM, Mar. 25 (JTA) – Thousands of Polish Jews will spend their
Passover under Soviet artillery fire digging trenches for the Nazi army on the
Taganrog-Kharkov front as a result of the mass-transportation of Jews from the
Lublin and Cracow districts to the front lines of the German-Soviet battlefront, a
report reaching here today from Nazi-held Poland reveals.
The shifting of Lublin and Cracow Jews to the front in the Nazi-held Ukraine
started several days ago as part of the final preparations which the German military
command is making for the contemplated Spring offensive, the report states. While

on one hand the local Nazi authorities are mobilizing more and more Jewish skilled
workers for the German war industries the military authorities insist that all Jews
who are not fit for factory work should be rushed to the farthest points of the
German-Soviet front to build fortifications there under fire of the Red Army, the
information discloses.
As a result of the pressure from the military authorities, the Jewish Councils in
Lublin and Cracow districts have received orders to deliver able-bodied Jews for
transportation to ‘unknown destinations.’ The first transports, which left this week,
led to the tragic separation of many families, the report states, since it is almost
certain that none of the deported Jews will ever return to their homes. In the
meantime, the Jewish Councils, already overburdened with relief problems with
which they are not able to cope because of the acute shortage of funds, are faced
with the new problem of caring for the women and children whom the deported
Jews left behind without any means of support.”
A shorter version of this piece of news appeared in the June 1942 issue of Contemporary Jewish
Record, cf. §3.7.1 of this series for commentary.
29 May 1942 (p. 3):
“Germans Will Rule over Deported Slovakian Jews in Concentration Camps in
Eastern Europe
ZURICH, May. 31 (JTA) – Slovakian Jews, the bulk of whom are to be deported
under the provisions of a law adopted last week by the Slovakian parliament, will
be handed over to German authorities who will be in charge of concentration
centers in the East (probably the Nazi-held section of the Ukraine) because ‘the
Germans have more experience with this sort of work,’ it is reported today by the
Grenzbote, Nazi-controlled daily published in Bratislava, the Slovakian capital.
According to the Guardista, organ of the Hlinka Guard, initial contingents of young
Jews will be deported to these concentration centers to build accommodations for
those who will follow. Once the camps are established, the Guardista reports, the
Jews will be employed as tailors, shoemakers, etc, to supply the Nazi army in
Russia. A Council of Elders will be set up with whom the Germans will deal
exclusively, in matters concerning conditions at the camps, delivery of
manufactured articles and payment for such products.
The Jews will be assigned food and household goods only in return for
manufactured goods, the report states. They will be allowed to bring only 100
pounds of luggage with them to these camps. The State will receive first choice of
all possessions which the Jews are forced to leave behind; the Hlinka Guard will
have next chance at the confiscated goods; then the municipalities will be allowed
to choose and, finally, tradesmen and public employees.
About 9,000 Jews, approximately 10% of the entire Slovak Jewish population, will
be allowed to remain in the country, the Grenzbote discloses. These fall into the
‘economically indispensable’ categories – such as doctors, professionals and their
families – and baptized Jews, of whom there are about 2,500. All of these, however,
will be governed by the ‘Jewish Code’ and will have to reside on segregated
streets.”
As will be seen further on in this article series, the above report fits perfectly with a plan for the
deportation of the Jews of Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Hungary reportedly presented to the
Romanian government in the autumn of 1941 by the German Legation in Bucharest, and
according to which these Jewish populations were to be sent to the eastern part of Ukraine.
21 June 1942 (p. 1):
“200,000 More Jews herded into labor camps in Poland following new raids
ZURICH, Jun. 19 (JTA) – Mass raids on Jewish residences are reported today to be
taking place throughout Nazi-held Poland for the purpose of rounding-up Jews and

sending them to forced labor camps where they are compelled to work at difficult
jobs under inhuman conditions.
The report says that more than 200,000 Polish Jews have recently been herded into
thirty-seven ‘Jewish’ labor camps. Of them, twelve were opened only last week,
including two in the Baranovici district, where the Jews are compelled to work at
draining the Pinsk swamps.”
While this article does not make it clear whether Polish Jews were sent from the
Generalgouvernment or the Warthegau into the former Polish territory that had become part of
the Reichskommissariat Ostland, one thing is noteworthy about it, namely the statement that
Jews were sent to work at draining the Pinsk swamps in southern Belarus/northern Ukraine. On
28 April 1942 the JTA reported that “Jews in occupied Wolhynia will be sent to work in Pinsk
swamps”, the source for this being the pro-German Ukrainian newspaper Krakiwski Visti.
Drainage work in the Pinsk swamps is a recurrent theme in early reports on the Jewish
deportations.
15 July 1942 (p. 1):
“330,000 German Jews deported to Russia; deportations from Vienna resumed
STOCKHOLM, Jul. 14 (JTA) – More than 330,000 German Jews have already been
deported from Germany to Nazi-occupied parts of Russia, it was reported today
from Berlin.
At the same time Swedish newspapers today carry reports from their Vienna
correspondents disclosing that mass-deportations of Jews from Vienna to occupied
Poland were resumed this week under the most brutal circumstances, resulting in
many sick and blind Jews committing suicide.
No distinction is made as to age and sex in the renewed deportations, the Vienna
correspondents report. Even the ‘green letters’ giving the deportees three days'
notice to prepare for expulsion are no longer sent. The victims are taken from their
homes directly to transportation centers from where they are sent in cattle trains to
Eastern European territories.
A number of Jewish patients in a Vienna hospital committed suicide when the Nazi
police came to drag them from their beds to the transportation center. Inmates of the
Jewish Home for Blind similarly took their lives when informed that they were
being deported. Not a single Jew of those still remaining in Vienna is certain that
within a few hours he may not be among the victims held for deportation, the
neutral correspondents relate.
The suspension of the deportation of Jews from Vienna during the winter months
was due chiefly to the lack of freight cars, the Swedish journalists emphasize. They
describe Jewish life in Vienna today as a constant torture, with Jews being
completely isolated from any contact with the rest of the world.”
Up to 7 July 1942 a total of 43,341 Jews from the Reich, including the Protectorate, had been
deported directly to the Occupied Eastern Territories.[70] A further 10,933 Reich Jews were sent
east via Chełmno in late spring/summer 1942 (cf. §3.3.1). Some 33,500 Jews from the Reich
and the Protectorate were transferred via Sobibór in the period April-June 1942.[71] Some
additional thousands of Reich Jews may have been deported via Bełżec and Treblinka (during its
first weeks of operation). It is clear however that at most only some 100,000 Reich Jews could
have reached the Occupied Eastern Territories by this point in time. The figure of 330,000
deportees mentioned in this news item is therefore much exaggerated.
20 July 1942 (p. 1):
“Jews of Europe will be deported to ‘colonial reservations,’ Nazi chief says
STOCKHOLM, Jul. 19 (JTA) – All Jews in Nazi-occupied Europe will definitely be
deported to ‘colonial reservations’ outside of Europe, Alfred Rosenberg, ruler of
Nazi-occupied Russia, announced at a public meeting in Riga, according to a Riga
newspaper reaching here today.

The paper adds that the question of whether the Jews of Europe should be deported
to colonial camps in Africa, or isolated in the wilderness of Siberia is now being
studied by Nazi officials in Berlin. Since neither Siberia nor any important section
of Africa is in Nazi hands, it is obvious that the Nazi report is propaganda aimed at
instilling in the population of the Baltic countries the feeling that Germany is
certain of victory, to a point where she can even make plans with regard to
continents other than Europe.”
The above statement of Rosenberg‘s, if correctly reported, could be taken as an indication that
the Madagascar plan, or a similar but unknown plan regarding a Siberian “colony”, had not been
shelved completely but rather deferred until the projected German victory. It is worth noting in
this context the following item which appeared in the JTA Daily News Bulletin on 22 March
1942:
“Hitler Backs Japan’s Demand for Madagascar; Urges 20,000 Shanghai Jews Be
Sent There
LONDON, Mar. 20 (JTA) – Hopeful that he can eventually have all Jews of
occupied Europe deported to Madagascar, Hitler is now backing Japan in its attempt
to force the Vichy Government to permit the landing of Japanese forces on the
French-administered African island which the Nazis would like to convert into a
‘reservation’ for the Jews of the European continent.
Trustworthy reports reaching here today reveal that the Nazi authorities in Berlin
are making every effort to impress the Vichy regime with the necessity of
‘cooperating’ with Japan regarding Madagascar. At the same time, they have
suggested to Japan that it ‘become the instrument for saving the civilization of
Europe from the Jewish danger.’
One of Hitler's suggestions to Japan, the report states, recommends that the 20,000
German-Jewish refugees in Shanghai who fell into Japanese hands, as well as all
other Jews in Japanese-occupied territories, be sent to Madagascar ‘to form the
nucleus’ for the contemplated Jewish reservation.”
26 July 1942 (p. 1):
“Nazis begin large-scale deportations of Dutch Jews to Poland and occupied Russia
ZURICH, Jul. 26 (JTA) – Large-scale mass-deportations of Jews from Holland to
Poland and occupied sections of Russia began this week, according to reports
reaching here today. Special trains each carrying six hundred Jews are reported to
be leaving Amsterdam daily for Eastern Europe.
At the same time it was learned here that the property of all deported Jews will be
confiscated by the Germans. The deportees are allowed to take along only thirtyfive pounds of luggage, each. Scores of Jews in Amsterdam, fearing that their
deportation to Poland and Russia is imminent, are committing suicide daily, the
reports state. It is estimated that there are about 160,000 Jews in Holland at present
– about 80,000 Dutch Jews and approximately an equal number of Austrian,
German and Czech Jews who fled to the Netherlands as refugees.”
28 July 1942 (p. 1):
“Women, children, aged massacred in Warsaw ghetto as Nazis send Jews to Russian
front
LONDON, Jul. 27 (JTA) – Hundreds of Jewish women, children and aged men in
the Warsaw ghetto were massacred last week by Gestapo agents in a pogrom that
lasted for several days and may still be going on - according to information
reaching the Polish Government here today through underground channels. The
exact duration of the pogrom and the number of Jews that fell victim to the Gestapo
executioners is not yet known.
At the same time thousands of able-bodied Jewish men were seized and sent to
occupied Russian territory for forced labor at constructing fortifications behind the

Nazi lines, the Polish sources report.
Early last week, these sources state, the Gestapo agents posted signs throughout the
ghetto streets announcing that the ghetto inhabitants would be deported eastward
and that ‘the first contingent of 6,000 would leave in a few days.’ Several days after
this announcement two trains did leave Warsaw carrying thousands of Jews jammed
together in freight cars.
Meanwhile, the Gestapo ordered all Jews in the ghetto to remain in their homes on a
specific night, the Polish Government spokesman here stated. That evening the Nazi
authorities sent raiding parties into the ghetto which entered the houses of the Jews
and selected those men whom they felt were able to be used for hard labor by the
Nazi army on the Eastern front. Jews who were too aged or infirm to be useful as
forced labor, as well as women and children, were mercilessly slaughtered.”
A mere two days later, on 29 July 1942, the JTA reported, based on the statement of a Polish
government-in-exile spokesman, that the deported Warsaw Jews were “executed in the woods”,
with no details given regarding the method of killing (p. 1).
18 August 1942 (p. 1):
”Special police for Jews in unoccupied France demanded by Germany
LISBON, Aug. 17. (JTA) – (...) From all indication it becomes more and more
obvious that Nazi Germany, short of labor, is determined to deport all Jews from the
occupied countries of Western Europe to be used for fortification and building work
in occupied Russia. To make Western Europe completely ‘judenrein,’ the Nazis are
determined to include the Jews of unoccupied France also.”
In the issue from the following day it was mentioned in passing (19 August, p. 3) that DutchJewish girls “are being sent to German army camps on the Russian front”.
4 September 1942 (p. 2):
“Nazis in Holland plan to deport young Jews to Russia, others to Germany
LONDON, Sep. 3 (JTA) – Nazi authorities in Holland have issued an
announcement stating that all Jews between 18 and 40 years of age will be deported
to the devastated areas of occupied Russia, while all physically fit Jews between 40
and 60 years of age will be sent to Germany for forced labor after undergoing a
physical examination.
The announcement, which reached Dutch government circles here today, warns
non-Jewish doctors in Holland not to furnish medical certificates of disability to
Jews between 40 and 60 who are sufficiently healthy to be sent for work in the
Reich. The warning implies that doctors found guilty of issuing such disability
certificates may themselves be sent to labor camps in Germany.”
15 September 1942 (p. 1):
“All Jews between 18 and 65 will be deported from Poland
BERN, Sep. 14 (JTA) – All Jews in Nazi-held Poland aged between 18 and 65 will
be deported to devastated sections of Nazi-occupied Russian territory, it is
announced in the Krakauer Zeitung reaching here today from Poland.
The announcement adds that certain categories of able-bodied Jews may be sent to
work in industrial enterprises in Germany instead of to Russia. At the same time the
Krakauer Zeitung reports that Jewish doctors in the Warsaw ghetto were ordered to
discontinue issuing documents certifying a person's inability to perform hard labor.
The order is explained by the charge that ‘the Jewish doctors have issued false
certificates in order to save Jews from being sent to work in Germany.’”
20 September 1942 (p. 1):

“Unprecedented pogroms raging in Poland; large scale deportations of Jews
reported
SOMEWHERE IN EUROPE, Sep. 18 (JTA) – (...) Unable to give any details
because of the manner in which it was smuggled out of Poland, the sketchy report
reads: ‘In addition to mass-deportations of Jews from the Warsaw ghetto, the Nazis
have started hunting down Jews in all large and small towns throughout the
Government-General, including Lwow, Przcmysl, Radom and other places where
Jews are concentrated, Jewish families are being torn apart. The men are assembled
in camps prior to deportation. Some are sent to the devastated areas of occupied
Russia and others to coal mines in German territory. The women and children are
being sent to unknown destinations. Large-scale pogroms of unprecedented ferocity
are proceeding, at the same time, throughout Poland. The Nazis have started
carrying out their program of total extermination of Polish Jewry. Save us from
death.’
Previous reports reaching here from Poland this month stated that more than
300,000 Jews already have been deported by the Nazis from the Warsaw ghetto to
unknown destinations. Though they constitute about one-half of the entire Jewish
population in the ghetto, the merciless deportations continue at the rate of several
thousand a day, one report said.
ONE THIRD OF DEPORTED JEWS DIE, NAZI OFFICIAL REPORTS
Mass deportations to the German-conquered regions of Eastern Europe have
resulted in terrible ‘wastage of human life’ amounting in many instances to 30 per
cent of the deportees, according to information received from underground sources
in Germany.
The underground informants give the gist of a report by S.S. special detachment
leader Ferdinand Riege to Heinrich Himmler, head of the Nazi Gestapo and
Europe's police dictator. Riege was in charge of the first mass deportations of
Western European Nazi victims to Eastern Europe. The report states that
‘unexpected difficulties arose as a result of which wastage of human life due to
illness, suicide, etc., amounted to 30 per cent.’”
These Jews were “gassed” at Treblinka and Bełżec if we are to believe the official version of
events. In the book-length WJC report Hitler’s Ten-Year War on the Jews, published in August
1943, the report mentioned is attributed to an “Obersturmführer Hiegs”, of whom there exists no
trace.[72] “Ferdinand Riege” likewise appears to be an invented or misrendered name.
25 September 1942 (p. 3):
“Nazis drive Jews and Poles hundreds of miles on foot to devastated Russian areas
ZURICH, Sep. 24 (JTA) – Jews and Poles who are now being sent by the Nazis
from occupied Poland to the devastated sections of occupied Russia for slave labor
are no longer transported in trains but must make the several-hundred-mile journey
on foot under the supervision of Nazi guards, it was revealed in a report reaching
here today from Cracow.
Railroad facilities being overburdened, the Nazi authorities in Poland have
instituted a system whereby the Jewish and Polish deportees must cover at least
forty miles a day on foot. Underfed and exhausted, hundreds of them are unable to
stand the strain and collapse on the roads. They are left there by the German guards
as ‘human junk.’ Polish peasants from the neighboring villages do their best to
provide them with food and shelter.”
It is a known fact that the mass expulsions of the Jews of Bessarabia and Bukovina into the
Transnistrian “reservation” by Romanian authorities were often undertaken on foot. This
involved the crossing of the Dniestr river via either bridges or barges.[73] It does not seem
impossible that the Germans in charge of the deportations in some exceptional cases had to
resort to a similar manner of transportation, driving columns of Jews across the Bug river.

4 October 1942 (p. 1):
“Gestapo raids Warsaw synagogues; seizes 2,000 Jews for forced labor
LONDON, Oct. 2. (JTA) – (...) A spokesman of the Polish government today
declared that information received in London reveals that Hitler has decided to
‘dissolve’ all Jewish ghettos in Poland by transferring the Jews from there to Naziheld Russian territory where they are to do forced labor.”
6 October 1942 (p. 1):
“Trains with Jewish deportees leave Belgium for Nazi-held Ukraine
LONDON, Oct. 5 (JTA) – A special train crowded with Jews deported from the
province of Limbourg in Belgium left during the week-end for the Nazi-occupied
Ukraine, according to information reaching the Belgian Government here today.”
7 October 1942 (p. 3):
“Only 100,000 Jews left by the Nazis in Warsaw ghetto; mass-deportations continue
GENEVA, Oct. 6 (JTA) – Only about 100,000 Jews have been left by the Nazis in
the Warsaw ghetto where only a few months ago 500,000 Jews were concentrated,
it was reliably reported here today on the basis of information reaching Switzerland
from occupied Poland.
Large-scale mass-deportations of Jews from the Warsaw ghetto have been going on
during the last few months. The Jews are being deported to unknown destinations.
Families are being torn apart, probably never to be reunited. The deportations have
increased since the dissolution by the Gestapo of the Jewish Council in the Warsaw
ghetto which followed the suicide of Adam Chorniakev [sic], president of the
Council, who preferred to take his life rather than sanction the first massdeportation of 100,000 Jews from the ghetto to the devastated sections of Nazioccupied Russia.
Deportations of Jews from the Warsaw ghetto are now taking place every day, the
information reaching here states. It emphasizes that the Nazis have definitely
embarked on a program of ‘dissolving’ all ghettos in Poland by deporting the Jews
from there to unknown destinations in devastated regions.”
15 October 1942 (p. 1):
“Nazis resume mass-deportations of Jews from Holland and Belgium; suicides
reported
STOCKHOLM, Oct. 14 (JTA) – Mass-deportations of Jews from The Hague and
from Amsterdam were resumed this week by the Nazi authorities in occupied
Holland according to reliable reports reaching here today.
In Amsterdam, the reports disclose, Jews faced with deportation to the East are
committing suicide. Information received by Jews in Holland whose relatives were
deported several weeks ago, reveals that many of the expelled Dutch Jews have
been executed by the Nazis in occupied Russian territory to where they were
originally sent for forced labor.”
16 October 1942 (p. 1):
“Train carrying 20,000 Jews deported from France arrives in Bessarabia; many dead
LISBON, Oct. 15 (JTA) – Twenty thousand Jews who were deported from France
in filthy, sealed cattle cars without adequate supplies of food and water, have
arrived in Rumania, according to a reliable report received here today from
Bucharest. They were immediately sent to the ‘Jewish reservation’ in Transnistria,
the Nazi-occupied part of Ukraine which is at present under Rumanian
administration.

German and Rumanian officials were awaiting the arrival of the Jewish deportees at
the railway station in Kishinev, capital of Bessarabia, to supervise their further
transportation to Transnistria. They were amazed at the state of the Jewish victims
when they opened the sealed carriages in which the deportees were held for more
than two weeks on route from France. They found a large number of the Jews dead,
their corpses already in a state of decomposition. The corpses tumbled from the
cattle cars as soon as the sealed doors were opened.
Those of the deportees who reached the Kishinev station still alive were starved and
sick and horrified traveling with corpses for many days. Many of them were dying
of exhaustion. The train arrived with a sign posted on each car reading: ‘Explosive
war materials - transit to Russia.’ At no time during the entire trip were any of the
cars unsealed to permit the unfortunate deportees to get fresh air or see the light.”
A condensed version of this report appeared in the December 1942 issue of Contemporary
Jewish Record, cf. §3.7.2 for commentary. By the beginning of October 1942 a total of 18,650
French Jews had been “gassed” at Auschwitz, i.e. transited east.[74] The deportations from
France were then halted for a month until the beginning of 4 November 1942. Could this
temporary stop in transports possibly have been due to the catastrophe described in the above
news report? Needless to say it stands to reason that all these Jews cannot have been sent to
Bessarabia in one single convoy, as implied by the article.
22 October 1942 (p. 2):
“1,850 Jews from Poland and Western Europe executed by Nazis in Smolensk area
MOSCOW, Oct. 21 (JTA) – The Moscow radio today reported that 1,850 Jews were
recently executed in new Nazi massacres in the Smolensk district.
The executed Jews, it was believed, were deportees brought from Poland, Belgium
and Holland for forced labor building roads in Nazi-occupied Russian territory.”
Smolensk is located in western Russia, not far from the border with Belarus. As we have already
seen (§4.2, 3.3.16) Polish as well as likely also German Jews were deported to this city to do
forced labor.
30 October 1942 (p. 1):
“Nazis deport Jewish women from Belgium; many sent to coal mines in Silesia
LONDON, Oct. 29 (JTA) – (...) Underground information reaching the Belgian
Government states that the Jews are being deported from Belgium to two
destinations. Certain groups are being sent to work in the coal mines in Silesia,
while others are transported to the Nazi-occupied Ukraine for hard labor there.”
1 November 1942 (p. 1):
“Trains with Jewish deportees from France, Belgium, Holland continue to reach
Rumania
SOMEWHERE IN EUROPE, Oct. 30 (JTA) – Freight trains crowded with Jews
deported from France, Holland and Belgium continue to reach the city of Jassy,
Rumania, on route to Transnistria, the Axis-occupied part of the Ukraine
administered by Rumanian authorities, it was reliably reported here today from
Bucharest.
The trains arrive with many Jews dead from starvation as the result of travelling for
several weeks without any food. The dead are removed from the cars when the
trains reach Jassy, while the other victims are sent on to Transnistria. Upon reaching
their destination, they are isolated in camps where, together with Jews from
Bessarabia and Bukovina, they are virtually condemned to a slow death because
they are not in a position to secure any food.”
As already mentioned, these Jews would necessarily have reached Romania and Transnistria via

Auschwitz.
6 November 1942 (p. 1):
“Norwegian Jews will be deported to Lithuania; German refugees sent back to
Reich
STOCKHOLM, Nov. 5 (JTA) – Nazi authorities in Norway today announced that
all arrested Norwegian Jews will be transported to occupied Lithuania. Jewish
refugees from the Reich are being transported either to the extreme northern part of
Norway or to Germany, they stated.”
20 November 1942 (p. 2):
“Nazis decide to make Latvia ‘judenrein’; deport all Jews from Riga ghetto
LONDON, Nov. 19 (JTA) – Jewish relief organizations here today received
information that all Jews living in the ghetto in Riga, Latvia, are being deported to
Nazi-held Russian territory and that the Nazi administration has decided to make
Latvia ‘judenrein’ within the next few weeks.
Jews from Holland, Belgium and Germany who were deported to the Riga ghetto
are among those being sent further east, Neutral non-Jews who visited the Baltic
States recently attempted to ascertain to where the Jews from the Riga ghetto were
being exiled, but no information could be secured from the local non-Jewish
population which is afraid to furnish any information about the fate of their former
Jewish neighbors. Letters sent to Jews in the Riga ghetto from neutral countries
have been returned recently stamped with a notice from the postal authorities that
the recipient has ‘left for the East.’”
While orthodox historiography knows of the deportation of a large number of Reich Jews to
Riga, it reports no transports there of Dutch or Belgian Jews.
22 December 1942 (p. 1):
“Nazi press reports Sosnowiec is ‘judenrein’; Jews slaughtered in Rowno
STOCKHOLM, Dec. 21 (JTA) – (...) Quoting the Berliner Boersen Zeitung which
carries a report on the executions of Jews in Rowno, the Swedish newspaper
Svenska Dagbladet says that many Jews from Nazi-occupied countries of Central
and Western Europe are now being transported to the Rowno district which
constituted the Polish-Russian border before the war and are undergoing there ‘a
biological extermination.’”
Rovno (Rivne) is located in northwestern Ukraine. It was part of Reichskommissariat Ukraine as
the capital of Generalbezirk Volhynia-Podolia.
7 January 1943 (p. 1):
“Deported Warsaw Jews held by Nazis in Pinsk district isolated from world
Geneva, Jan. 6 (JTA) – Meager reports reaching here today from occupied Poland
on the fate of the tens of thousands of Jews who were deported from the Warsaw
ghetto during the last few months discloses that the majority of these Jews have
been sent to the Pinsk district, in the area of the Pinsk swamps.
The Jews in the Pinsk area are completely isolated from the rest of the world, but
the fate of many of them who perished en route has aroused the Polish population
throughout the Government General. The general feeling among the Poles is that
similar severe measures will now be taken against them.”
Once again the Pinsk region appears as the destination of Jews allegedly gassed at Treblinka.
11 April 1943 (p. 1):

“5,000 Greek Jews reach Poland en route to unknown destination
LONDON, Apr. 9 (JTA) – A transport of 5,000 Greek Jews from Athens and
Salonica has reached Poland in cattle trains under Nazi guard, it was reported today
by Polish official circles on the basis of underground information reaching here.
This is the first transport of Jews deported by the Nazis from Greece to EastEuropean occupied territory. The victims were brought to Lwow, where they were
kept in a concentration camp for a few days and later transported to an unknown
destination. The majority of them are men over forty years of age, including rabbis.
There are also a number of women and children among them.”
The first convoys of Greek Jews departing for Auschwitz in spring 1943 followed the route
Salonika–Belgrade–Zagreb–Vienna–Auschwitz. Another Salonika transport departing in late
March 1943 travelled the route Salonika–Vrbca–Cracow–Małkinia–Treblinka. The transports
from Bulgarian-occupied Thrace to Treblinka went the route Salonika–Bulgaria–Vienna–
Cracow.[75] According to the official version of events none of these Jews ever reached Lvov
(Lemberg) in Eastern Galicia (then part of the Generalgouvernement, now in Ukraine).
It is worth noting in this context that according to Reuben Ainsztein German as well as Belgian,
Dutch and Yugoslavian Jews were detained in the Janow/Janovska labor camp near Lvov.[76]
Did this camp serve as a second transit station for Jews being routed from Auschwitz and other
“extermination camps” to the Occupied Eastern Territories? Belgian revisionist Jean-Marie
Boisdefeu has also collected a number of indicia pointing to the anomalous presence of Belgian
and French Jews in Eastern Galicia.[77]
In the issue of 15 April we read regarding the deported Greek Jews that “it is not known to
where these deportees were sent, after they were taken from the reception camps at Lwow”
(“45,000 Greek Jews deported to Poland; homes, property confiscated”, p. 2).
21 November 1943 (p. 2):
“Jews deported from Aegean islands; more Jews wanted for Minsk fortifications
Bern, Nov. 19 (JTA) – (...) Swiss newspapers also report that anticipating a retreat
from the Minsk area in Russia, the German military command has requested that
more Jews be sent from Poland and other occupied territories to the Minsk district
to work on fortifications, German settlers in that district were simultaneously
ordered to move into the interior of the Reich.”
23 November 1943 (p. 2):
“Germans reported planning to deport 15,000 Italian Jews to Russia for forced labor
Bern, Nov. 22 (JTA) – Ten thousand to 15,000 Italian Jews will probably be sent
shortly to the Minsk area to construct fortification under the supervision of the
German Todt Organization, according to a report received here today. The German
military authorities, the report says, have cleared the Minsk district of most of its
inhabitants in preparation for a German stand there and, consequently, there is an
acute shortage of labor.”
While it might seem unlikely that the German authorities would have planned as late as in
November 1943 to deport tens of thousands of Italian Jews to Belarus, this possibility should not
be wholly rejected, especially considering the well-documented fact that several thousands of
Hungarian Jews were sent to Latvia and Estonia in the summer of 1944 (cf. §2.2.3). The city of
Minsk was held by German forces until the end of June 1944. In February 1944 it was reported
by Polish underground sources that “3,000 Italian Jews arrived at the Trawniki labor camp last
Nov. 15”.[78] If the Italian Jews indeed reached Trawniki in the Lublin district, they could
easily have continued by train from there to Minsk.[79]
9 July 1944 (p. 2):

“Deportation of All Jews from Hungary by July 15 is Feared by King of Sweden
STOCKHOLM, Jul. 7 (JTA) – (...) The Swedish newspapers today report that the
11,000 Jews whom the Nazis hurriedly removed from the Dvinsk ghetto ‘to an
unknown destination,’ had all been deported from central European countries to
Latvia for forced labor.”
Dvinsk is the Russian name of Daugavpils, a city in eastern Latvia (Dünaburg in German). For a
witness statement relating the deportation of Dutch Jews to the Daugavpils area, see §3.3.8 of
this series. According to the official version of events the Daugavpils ghetto was liquidated in
May 1942, while the last few remaining Jews in the city were transferred to Riga in October
1943.[80] The liquidation of the Dvinsk ghetto and the deportation of “the 11,000 Jews
remaining there” to an “unknown destination” was originally reported by the JTA on 6 July (p.
2).
16 August 1944 (p. 2):
“About 1000 Jews Survive in Kaunas; Many Burned Alive by Germans Before
Their Retreat
MOSCOW, Aug. 15 (JTA) – Less than 1000 Jews have survived in the liberated
city of Kaunas, capital of Lithuania, it was reported here today. Of the thirty
thousand Jews who lived there before the war and of the many thousands that were
brought there by the Germans from Holland, Belgium, and Austria, only three
thousand were yet living during the last days of the German occupation. This
number was further reduced to one thousand when the Gestapo demolition units
broke into the ghetto and blew up house after house prior to the retreat of the
German army.”
The “many thousands” of Jews who were brought to the Kaunas ghetto “from western Europe”
had been mentioned previously by JTA in passing on 3 August 1944 (p. 3). This news item
stated that the retreating Germans had murdered 10,000 Jews in Kaunas (Kovno).
20 August 1944 (p. 2):
“Moscow Jewish Committee issues report on Nazi extermination of Jews in Kaunas
MOSCOW, Aug. 18 (JTA) – Kaunas, the liberated capital of Lithuania, where only
about 1,000 Jews have survived under the German occupation, had been used by the
Nazis as an extermination center for Jews from western Europe, it was reported
here today by the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee in a comprehensive survey of
more than three years of Jewish life under the Nazi regime in Lithuania.
There were forty thousand Jews in Kaunas when the Germans invaded Lithuania,
the report said. Not more than nine thousand managed to leave with the Russian
Army.
‘In Gestapo documents which have fallen into Russian hands,’ the report continues,
‘the city of Kaunas was referred to as ‘extermination point of the Eastland.’ In the
common graves near the forts of Kaunas are buried not only local Jews, but also
thousands of other Jews driven into Kaunas from other Lithuanian towns and
villages, and executed there by the Gestapo. It was in Kaunas that the Germans
executed Jews from Berlin, Vienna and Prague, from France and from Holland.’
(...)”
22 August 1944 (p. 2):
“Latvian Partisans Rescue 600 Jews; 4,000 Jews Held in Baltic Coastal Town
STOCKHOLM, Aug. 21 (JTA) – Six hundred Jews who had been forced by the
Germans in occupied Latvia to work on fortifications were recently liberated by
Latvian partisans when transferred to Liepaja [in Latvia], it was reported here today
by the newspaper Baltiska Nyheter.

No details of the liberation were given, but the report says the Jews who were
rescued from German hands are deportees from Germany, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary and Holland. All joined the Latvian partisan units immediately upon their
liberation. (...).
About 4,000 Dutch and Belgian Jews are now still alive in a concentration camp
which the Germans established in the coastal town of Krestinga some six weeks
ago, the paper reveals. They are engaged in the heaviest manual labor. The worst is
feared for them when the Germans are forced soon by the Russian Army to
withdraw from that area, the paper declares.”
“Krestinga” is almost certainly a misspelling of Kretinga (in German Krottingen) a Lithuanian
coastal city some 25 km north of Klaipeda (Memel).[81] There existed a subcamp to the RigaKaiserwald concentration camp in Kretinga until the summer of 1944, when the camp was
liquidated and its inmates deported to Stutthof in Poland. The inmates of the Krottingen camp
worked in a military-clothing factory (the Armeebekleidungsamt Krottingen).[82] There also
existed a camp known as Dimitrava near Kretinga.[83] The Hungarian-Jewish sisters Sarah,
Tamara and Irina Genzor were deported to the Krottingen camp after spending a month in
Auschwitz in June 1944.[84]
28 December 1944 (p. 3):
“Germans Liquidated Twenty-one ‘Jewish Camps’ in Riga District Prior to Retreat
MOSCOW, Dec. 27 (JTA) – Eighteen-thousand Jews – 15,000 of them deportees
from western Europe – were murdered or sent to unknown fates from 21 camps in
the Riga district between July and October of this year, according to a report
published here today by the Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee.
As the German military situation in Latvia deteriorated, the Nazis first began to
move Jewish forced laborers from factories to concentration camps and
strengthened the guards at all camps. As the Red Army drove closer, they began
evacuating the camps. At the end of July, 3,000 Hungarian Jewish women were
evacuated, but there is no indication that they ever arrived in Hungary.
In August, the Germans began liquidating some camps and on August 4, two
thousand Jews were gassed to death, of whom 400 had been residents of Riga.
Eventually all 21 camps in Riga and its environs were closed down. Thousands of
Jews were moved by boat and train to various destinations and have not been heard
of since. It is known that many were transferred to eastern Kurland, in Latvia, and
murdered in the woods there.”
In conclusion to this survey it will suffice to observe that the notion of the deportations to the
“East” being a cover for systematic mass murder did not really establish itself until 1943. The
allegation that a majority of the deported Jews was murdered in “death camps” would gain
credence only following that, in late 1943 and 1944 – although mass murders in Treblinka were
reported by the JTA on 25 November 1942, a longer piece on Chełmno appeared in the issue of
2 August 1942 and the claim of 700,000 massacred Polish Jews was dutifully reported on 26
June 1942. Even by 1944, however, there still appeared reports indicating that French, Dutch
and Belgian Jews had been deported to camps and ghettos in the Occupied Eastern Territories.
To be continued.
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Holocaust Denial and Anti-Semitism | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

The terms “Holocaust denial” and “anti-Semitism” are hopelessly bound together in the
public consciousness. In an article published this November on a blog page of the
Chicago Sun-Times, it was reported that the US State Department’s Special Envoy to
Monitor and Combat Anti-Semitism, Hannah Rosenthal, would pay particular attention
to a growing level of Holocaust denial.[1] The article goes on to report that Rosenthal,
the daughter of a survivor of the Buchenwald camp, conducted a group of seven
American imams and Muslim community leaders to the sites of the former concentration
camps of “Dachau and Auschwitz where millions were systematically murdered by Nazi
Germany.” The article concludes with the statement that Rosenthal managed to get from
the imams bearing witness to the tragedy of the Holocaust.
It all sounds neat and tidy, except of course that anyone who has bothered to look into
the Holocaust story at all understands that millions were not systematically murdered at
Dachau and Auschwitz. No historians of the revisionist or orthodox schools have made
this claim for decades. Ultimately it is exactly such distortions and anti-German
statements that motivate many who seek to revise the history of the Holocaust in light of
the facts. And make no mistake about it, assertions that the Germans committed crimes
in exaggerated numbers or with false macabre details amounts to anti-Germanism.
Would there not be wailing and gnashing of teeth if someone asserted that even
thousands of Palestinians were killed in Israeli-run refugee camps? In today’s hypersensitive, some might say Orwellian, society, which has exponentially multiplied the
political correctness of the 1990s it is impossible to correct such outrageous claims about
Dachau and Auschwitz without first being charged with Holocaust denial and then along
with it anti-Semitism. It is demanded that everyone accept all claims about the Holocaust
no matter how fantastic or improbable.
Plato established in his Gorgias, that when engaging in an argument it is most important
to initially define your terms in a precise manner.[2] While the general public
unconsciously assumes they understand the terms "Holocaust denial" and "antiSemitism" and their relationship, the truth is likely far from those carefully planted
assumptions.

Plato established in his Gorgias, that when engaging in an argument it is most important
to initially define your terms in a precise manner. Woodcut from the Nuremberg
Chronicle 1493. This is a file from the Wikimedia Commons. This work is in the public
domain.
The term “anti-Semitism” emerged from the racial theories and publications of the 19th
century. Ernest Renan, a French philosopher and writer, had discussed the alleged
limitations of the “Semitic mentality,” referring to Jews in particular. In a criticism of
Renan, Jewish bibliographer Moritz Steinschneider is said to have used the phrase “antiSemitic prejudices” as early as 1860. Generally the phrase however is credited to
Wilhelm Marr a German writer. In Marr’s pamphlet Der Weg zum Siege des
Germanenthums über das Judenthum (The Way to Victory of Germanicism over
Judaism) (1879) he introduced the idea that the Germans and Jews were locked in a
longstanding conflict, the origins of which he attributed to race. Marr would also found
the League of Antisemites (Antisemiten-Liga), the first German organization that was
specifically committed to combating the threat to Germany posed by Jews.
The term anti-Semitism refers specifically to prejudice against Jews alone and rarely is
allowed to include other Semitic peoples. It is therefore not unusual to hear Palestinians,
a Semitic people, being charged with anti-Semitism. It has even become common to hear
the evangelist John (a Jewish fisherman) being charged anachronistically with antiSemitism for his gospel account. Catholic writer Joe Sobran once quipped, “An antiSemite used to mean a man who hated Jews. Now it means a man who is hated by
Jews.”
“Holocaust denial” is defined on Wikipedia as “the act of denying the genocide of Jews
in World War II, usually referred to as the Holocaust.”[3] Three key claims are typically
associated with the term: 1) The German National Socialist government had no official

policy for exterminating Jews 2) Gas Chambers were not used for mass murder of Jews
3) the actual number of Jews killed was significantly less than six million. Many have
credited Deborah Lipstadt if not for creating the term, then for popularizing it in her
Denying the Holocaust (1994). Lipstadt calls Holocaust denial “anti-Semitic ideology”
in her book. She also describes it as an “irrational phenomenon.”
For Lipstadt, it becomes apparent that "deniers" are not those who express sincere
doubts about some element of the Holocaust story but number among those who actually
believe the orthodox story in all its gruesome details. The "deniers" purposefully distort
materials and even "lie" in order to support their ideology. At various times Lipstadt
defines that ideology in varying terms but the net result is always the same, "they are
fascists and antisemites [sic] with a specific ideological and political agenda."[4]
It becomes clear then that "Holocaust denial" is a pejorative term intended to discredit
and to impugn the character of someone suspected of having an unpopular ideological or
political agenda associated with their critique of the traditional Holocaust story.
Expressing doubt about the Holocaust may indeed be the first “thoughtcrime” of the
post-World War Two age. In George Orwell’s classic 1984 a thoughtcrime is an illegal
thought. The government attempts to control not only the actions but the thoughts of its
citizens. Orwell also coined the term “Newspeak” in his novel to describe the newly
simplified language and its inbuilt support of the ruling totalitarian regime. The basic
idea behind Newspeak was to remove all shades of meaning from the language which
would leave simple dichotomies (joy and pain). All nonconforming (nuanced) speech
would be classified as “thoughtcrime.”[5]
Holocaust revisionism, as most of its supporters prefer to label their efforts includes
various shades of meaning. It is a more complex term than Holocaust denial—Oldspeak,
if you will. Gone is the two-legs-bad, four-legs-good equation of Holocaust denial
equals Fascism and anti-Semitism. The term itself suggests that the Holocaust is a series
of events that truly occurred albeit one whose regnant history—unrepaired damage from
the past world war—requires correction or revision. It suggests that something is wrong
with what is known – but not that all is wrong. It leaves open the possibility that what
you believe may not all be correct. It suggests that the stories that we have grown up
with may have developed from the emotionally charged subject itself. It opens a
pathway to exploration and discovery.
I wonder if the US really needs a Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat Anti-Semitism.
The title seems too narrow. It might even be criticized for pandering to one chosen
group. Perhaps Hannah Rosenthal would be more accurately called the Special Envoy to
Monitor and Combat Thoughtcrime. It would alleviate that impression, even while
providing Rosenthal an expanded brief to rival that of Orwell’s Big Brother.
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Manna from Hell | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Israel, for reasons its rulers claim to be unable to divine, is beset by enemies—enemies,
conveniently, much of whose territories abut the territory assigned Israel by the 1948 UN
General Assembly resolution that led to its creation. This makes the territories adjoining
Israel available for conquest and occupation to “prevent attacks on Israel” from them,
but whose function as a buffer zone is then immediately negated by the establishment of
Jewish “settlements”—more Israel, as it were—throughout the seized territories.
Whether in reaction to these, or other entirely imagined affronts, people in these
threatening—and threatened—zones near Israel have displayed in recent decades a
propensity occasionally to launch missiles at such parts of Israel as lie within their
(short) range. The Hezbollah in southern Lebanon has launched over this period some
dozens of Katyusha rockets across their border with the Jewish state, most harmlessly
missing any and all targets, and a few doing some physical harm to persons and property.
From blockaded Gaza, the assault has been concomitantly feebler, being limited to a few
dozen puny homemade sugar-powered “rockets” that also have disturbed the peace in
adjacent parts of Israel even to the point of killing a few spectacularly unlucky souls
who turned out to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.
The circumstance has been a boon to that apparatus in Israel (there’s one in every
government) that feeds upon the fears and vengeful inclinations of the Israeli population.
The unsteady pitter-patter of genuinely hate-fueled missiles impacting Israel’s turf has
not only enabled the Israeli government to impose and tighten a pseudo-wartime harness
on the energies and purposes of its subjects, but has further excused a campaign of
aggression against neighboring peoples and their works under the guise of “selfdefense,” spiced here and there with a bit of understandable, if usually misdirected,
retribution.
Ambitious governments everywhere could, and no doubt do, envy this situation that
repeatedly bolsters the potency of the Israeli state. Here, at no (ex ante) cost to the
government, continual, if actually sparse, incitements descend like Manna from Hell on
the Israeli population to seek from their government succor, revenge, and possibly
eventually relief. Until 9/11, statists in the United States could only look on with envy,
with Canadians having no such bone to pick with the US (they repelled its territorial
incursions), and Mexicans too busy slaughtering each other in contention for the
lucrative business of supplying Americans with drugs declared illegal by the American
government.

Manna raining from heaven on the Israelites (Exodus 16)
By Anonymous (Maciejowski Bible) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons. This
image is in the Public Domain.
That all changed on September 11, 2001. On the morning of that day, a wondrous rain of
missiles descended on American territory—upon American icons, even—to water the
evil flower of state power in the world’s only superpower. This rain, of course, has been
portrayed as airliners full of innocent (American) victims, causing the deaths and
dismemberments of still more (mostly American) victims in those American icons, the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
The effect was instantaneous and gratifying—the more-so in view of the fact that the
Twin Towers actually collapsed, which may or may not have been in the expectations of
the perpetrators, whoever they were. America (like Israel) was At War.
At War with whom, or what? Here, creativity was called for, as creativity is so
frequently and urgently called for in the wars of propaganda and the propagandas of war.
The objects of war came forth with uncanny readiness: the enemies of Israel, however
they may have been described in other terms that substituted for Israel the identity of its
faithful and fearsome sponsor, the United States.

When the victim of an attack lashes out against an amorphous attacker, it strikes
whomever and whatever it can reach in its vengeful thrashings. When the victim is the
United States, it can reach any target it chooses, though the choice must be mediated by
suspicions, affections, assumptions, (anticipated) consequences, (allegable) evidence,
and … pivotal suasions insinuated by interested third parties, who might for any of
various reasons favor particular targets.
The point, is War. Israel has characterized its unopposable attack on Gaza of 2008-2009
as a “war,” and in the sense that it was a response to a feeble, barely annoying attack, it
was that. But presented as a War, it permitted both the enlistment of the Israeli people in
its prosecution, and the wooing of international sympathy in its support. The first may or
may not have worked. The second did not work, except in America, where, by contrast
with the rest of the world, it did work.
And War is what the regime in America needed, in 2001, as any regime anywhere needs
it at most-any time. And War came, by what agency will probably never be known, but it
came, as in Israel, from the sky, but unlike in Israel: (a) it hit central, densely populated
targets, accurately; and (b) its origin, unless dubious official pronouncements are to be
credited, is ultimately unknown.
No matter. War was to hand, and it has in all the time since well served the regime that
reserves to itself exclusively the prerogative of fighting the superpower’s Wars. The
plural of war is apposite: first came the invasion and occupation of the (unpopular,
Muslim) country in which the putative (unpopular, Muslim) mastermind of the attacks of
9/11 had supposedly hidden, Afghanistan. Then came another war, against an
(unpopular, Muslim) country that stood (falsely) accused of developing and maintaining
weapons of mass destruction with which to attack nearby allies of America, of which
there was one that was: (a) not Muslim; and (b) not a source of any commodity or good,
such as oil, that America required enormous quantities of every day for the maintenance
of its citizens’ lifestyle. That ally was Israel, to protect which America duly invaded and
occupied Iraq.
Meantime, with the PATRIOT Act, the new Department of Homeland Security, the
Transportation Security Administration, and massive increases in military spending, the
power exercised by the American government over its threatened people roared ahead,
smartly closing the gap between it and the government of the Promised Land. In the
Home of the Brave, fear-stricken Americans stampeded into government shelters only to
discover, too late, that they were much more nearly stockades than refuges.
The asymmetry of the victims’ responses to their respective missile showers tellingly
illuminates the deadly technological partnership rotating on the Washington-Tel Aviv
axis. Although the US in particular has displayed a fiery appetite for launching Hawkeye
and other such missiles from airborne “platforms,” neither it nor Israel has deployed
land- or sea-launched missiles in their responses. Both make extensive use of manned
aircraft in their assaults, and both make liberal use of “boots on the ground,” though
Israel has displayed restraint since its misadventures in Lebanon last time around.
Israel long led the United States in the development and use of unmanned aircraft, but
for the moment appears to have passed the baton of using drones as weapons platforms
to its tame behemoth, which uses them lavishly, to the point of extrajudicially murdering
even its own citizens, as yet in places distant from the Secure Homeland.
Skipping over little pot boilers like Libya, Somalia, and now Uganda, the agendas of the
rampaging American elephant and its tiny Middle Eastern mahout have finally, if not
inevitably, converged. Nuclear and other weapons-of-mass-destruction plots have been
discovered once again, and in the country literally next door to the still-occupied one

that America’s diminutive controller last designated for subjugation.
The honor of launching the attack on Iran, long since prefigured on the fronts of
economic sanctions and invidious propaganda initiatives, seems at present to grace the
sleek fighter-bombers of the Israeli Air Force. By law, America stands at the ready with
reserve oceans of blood and money to support the Middle East’s “only democracy” as it
launches yet another in its endless succession of wars of defense. The (unpopular,
Muslim) non-democracies continue to tremble, if not with hearts full of peace and love,
at least non-aggressively.
Iran, of course, is Muslim. Although its unpopularity goes back to the 1979 overthrow of
the Western-installed and -controlled puppet Shah and the Occupation of the American
Embassy in Tehran, that unpopularity has been much enhanced in recent years by the
ever-intensifying propaganda campaign against it that so ominously reprises the lies
about its unfortunate predecessor, Iraq.
If the very inconvenient history of sanctions and demonizing propaganda culminating in
armed attack repeats itself in the belligerent democracies’ next occasion for destructive
intervention, the consequences for the attackers and the world at large threaten to be far
more serious than they were when America crushed little Iraq.
But not to worry—both attackers have the means, if they choose, to knock Iran flat with
the press of a button. Along with a vast arsenal of every kind of weapon of mass
destruction imaginable, America and Israel both have nukes.
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On August 1, 1914, as dreadful war was breaking out in Europe, the German
ambassador Prince Lichnowsky paid a visit to Britain’s Foreign Secretary Sir Edward
Grey. Dr Rudolf Steiner commented as follows upon this meeting – in a 1916 lecture
which he gave in Switzerland:
‘A single sentence and the war in the West would not have taken place.’
At that meeting, he averred that, with just one sentence, ‘this war could have been
averted.’[1]
To examine that outrageous-sounding claim, we delve into what is a bit of a mystery,
that of the first conflict between Germany and Britain for a thousand years: two nations
bound by the same royal family, with every statesman in Europe loudly proclaiming that
peace is desired, that war must at all costs be avoided; and then the bloodbath takes
place, terminating the great hopes for European civilization and extinguishing its bright
optimism, as what were set up as defensive alliances mysteriously flipped over and
became offensive war-plans.
The ghastly ‘Schlieffen plan’ became activated, as the master-plan of Germany’s selfdefense, which as it were contained the need for the dreadful speed with which
catastrophe was precipitated. France and Russia had formed a mutual defense agreement
(everyone claimed their military alliances were defensive). While Bismarck the wise
statesman who founded Germany had lived, this was avoided, such an alliance being his
darkest nightmare. But Kaiser Wilhelm did not manage to avoid this, and so Germany’s
neighbors to East and West formed a mutual military alliance. The Schlieffen plan was
based on the premise that Germany could not fight a war on two fronts but might be able
to beat France quickly; so in the event of war looming against Russia in the East, its
troops had to move westwards, crashing though Belgium as a route into France. It all
had to happen quickly because Germany’s army was smaller than that of Russia.
The timing over those crucial days shows its awful speed: Russia mobilized its army on
July 29th, in response to hostilities breaking out between Austro-Hungary and Serbia;
two desperate cables were sent by the Kaiser to the Tsar on the 29th and 31st, imploring
him not to proceed with full mobilisation of his army because that meant war; the French
government ‘irreversibly decided’ to support Russia in the war on the evening of 31st,
cabling this decision to the Russian foreign minister at 1 am on August 1st [2]; then, on
the afternoon of that same day Germany proceeded to mobilise and declared war on
Russia, and two days later went into Belgium. Britain’s House of Commons voted

unanimously for war on 5th August, viewing Germany as the belligerent warmonger.

Kaiser Wilhelm’s Nemesis
The Kaiser had enjoyed the reputation of a peacemaker:
Now ... he is acclaimed everywhere as the greatest factor for peace that our
time can show. It was he, we hear, who again and again threw the weight of
his dominating personality, backed by the greatest military organisation in
the world – an organisation built up by himself – into the balance for peace
wherever war clouds gathered over Europe. ‘(‘William II, King of Prussia
and German Emperor, Kaiser 25 years a ruler, hailed as chief peacemaker,’
New York Times, 8 June, 1913. [3])
A former US President, William Howard Taft, said of him: ‘The truth of history requires
the verdict that, considering the critically important part which has been his among the
nations, he has been, for the last quarter of a century, the single greatest force in the
practical maintenance of peace in the world.’ ([4],[5]). That is some tribute! In 1960 a
BBC centenary tribute to the Kaiser was permitted to say: ‘Emphasis was placed on his
love of England and his deep attachment to Queen Victoria,’ his grandmother.
A lover of peace .... skilled diplomat ... deep attachment to Queen Victoria .. so remind
me what the Great War was for, that took nine million lives?

Kaiser Wilhelm II enjoyed a reputation as a peace maker. Shown in a photo from 1890.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-R28302 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Might the war have been averted if the Kaiser had, perhaps, focussed a bit more on the
art of war – how to refrain from marching into Belgium? There was no ‘plan B’! In later
days the Kaiser used to say, he had been swept away by the military timetable. Who
wanted the war which locked Europe into such dreadful conflict? Did a mere sequence
of interlocking treaties bring it on?
On the night of 30-31st of July, feeling entrapped by a seemingly inevitable march of
events, Kaiser Wilhelm mused to himself doomily:
Frivolity and weakness are going to plunge the world into the most frightful
war of which the ultimate object is the overthrow of Germany. For I no
longer have any doubt that England, Russia and France have agreed among
themselves – knowing that our treaty obligations compel us to support
Austria – to use the Austro-Serb conflict as a pretext for waging a war of
annihilation against us... In this way the stupidity and clumsiness of our ally
[Austria] is turned into a noose. So the celebrated encirclement of Germany
has finally become an accepted fact... The net has suddenly been closed
over our heads, and the purely anti-German policy which England has been

scornfully pursuing all over the world has won the most spectacular victory
which we have proved ourselves powerless to prevent while they, having
got us despite our struggles all alone into the net through our loyalty to
Austria, proceed to throttle our political and economic existence. A
magnificent achievement, which even those for whom it means disaster are
bound to admire.’ [6]

‘Those dreadful fields of senseless carnage’
Did hundreds of thousands of young men, the flower of England, want to go out to
muddy fields, to fight and die? Shells, bayonets, gas, machine guns - what was the
point? In no way were they defending their country or its Empire – for no-one was
threatening it. No European nation benefitted: it spelt ruin for all of them. Do we need to
fear the imbecility of the poet’s words:
If I should die, think only this of me
There is some corner of a foreign field
That is forever England’? (Rupert Brooke)
A leading British pacifist, E.D. Morel, was widely vilified for the views expressed in his
book Truth and the War (1916), and had his health wrecked (as Bertrand Russell
described) by being put into Pentonville jail. In haunting words of insight, his book
described how: ‘Those dreadful fields of senseless carnage’ had been brought about by
‘futile and wicked Statecraft’ - by ‘an autocratic and secret foreign policy’ carried out by
those ‘who by secret plots and counter-plots ... hound the peoples to mutual destruction.’
Of the war’s outbreak, Morel wrote: ‘It came therefore to this. While negative
assurances had been given to the House of Commons, positive acts diametrically
opposed to these assurances had been concerted by the War Office and the Admiralty
with the authority of the Foreign Office. All the obligations of an alliance had been
incurred, but incurred by the most dangerous and subtle methods; incurred in such a way
as to leave the Cabinet free to deny the existence of any formal parchment recording
them, and free to represent its policy at home and abroad as one of contractual
detachment from the rival Continental groups.’ [7] A total analogy exists here with Blair
taking Britain into the Iraq war, making a deal with Bush while continually denying back
home that any such deal existed. Two Cabinet members resigned in August 1914, once
the central importance of this concealed contract became evident: Viscount Morley and
John Burns.
A more orthodox, deterministic view was given by Winston Churchill: ‘the invasion of
Belgium brought the British Empire united to the field. Nothing in human power could
break the fatal chain, once it had begun to unroll. A situation had been created where
hundreds of officials had only to do their prescribed duty to their respective countries to
wreck the world. They did their duty’. [8] That necessary chain leading to ruin began
only after the crucial discussion alluded to by Dr Steiner, we observe.
Considering that Germany went into Belgium on the 3rd of August, whereas Churchill
and Mountbatten, the First and Second Sea Lords, had ordered the mobilising of the
British fleet over July 26 -30th, so that by days before the 3rd much of the world’s
biggest navy was up north of Scotland all ready to pounce on Germany – his words may
appear as some kind of extreme limit of hypocrisy. The mobilising of the British fleet
was a massive event which greatly pre-empted political discussion, a week before
Britain declared war. [9], [10]

A Secret Alliance

Britain was obliged by no necessity to enter a European war, having no alliance with
France that the people of Britain or its parliament knew about, and having a long indeed
normal policy of avoiding embroilment in European conflicts. However, ministers
especially Grey the Foreign Minister had covertly made a deal with France. To quote
from Bertrand Russell’s autobiography: ‘I had noticed during previous years how
carefully Sir Edward Grey lied in order to prevent the public from knowing the methods
by which he was committing us to the support of France in the event of war.’ [11] Would
Britain be dragged into a European war on the coat-tails of France – for centuries, its
traditional enemy - given that France had signed a treaty obligation to enter war in
consequence of a German-Russian conflict? France was keen to avenge past grievances
over the French-German border, aware of the superiority of troops which it and Russia
combined had against Germany – and convinced that it could drag Britain into the fray.
On 24 March 1913, the Prime Minister had been asked about the circumstances under
which British troops might land on the Continent. He replied, ‘As has been repeatedly
stated, this country is not under any obligation not public and known to parliament
which compels it to take part in any war’ - a double negative which concealed a hidden
but then-existing accord!

Last Hope of Peace
We turn now to the question put, on August 1st by Germany’s ambassador to Britain’s
Foreign Secretary, normally omitted from history books on the subject. If war and peace
did indeed hinge upon it - as Dr Steiner averred - it may be worth quoting a few
judgements about it. Here is Grey’s own letter, written that day:
Grey’s letter to the British ambassador in Berlin: 1 August, concerning his meeting with
Prince Lichnowsky:
‘He asked me whether, if Germany gave a promise not to violate Belgian
neutrality we would engage to remain neutral. I replied that I could not say
that: our hands were still free, and we were considering what our attitude
should be....I did not think that we could give a promise on that condition
alone. The ambassador pressed me as to whether I could formulate
conditions on which we would remain neutral. He even suggested that the
integrity of France and her colonies might be guaranteed. I said that I felt
obliged to refuse definitely any promise to remain neutral on similar terms,
and I could only say that we must keep our hands free.’ [12],[13]
Swiss author George Brandes summarised this meeting:
'Now Prince Lichnowsky, the German Ambassador in London, asked
whether England would agree to remain neutral if Germany refrained from
violating Belgium’s neutrality. Sir Edward Grey refused. Britain wanted to
retain ‘a free hand’ (‘I did not think we could give a promise of neutrality
on that condition alone’). Would he agree if Germany were to guarantee the
integrity of both France and her colonies? No.’ [14]
The US historian Harry Elmer Barnes: ‘The only way whereby Grey could have
prevented war, if at all, in 1914 would have been by declaring that England would
remain neutral if Germany did not invade Belgium...,’ but Grey ‘refused to do’ this:
‘After Grey had refused to promise the German Ambassador that England would remain
neutral in the event of Germany’s agreeing not to invade Belgium, the German
ambassador asked Grey to formulate the conditions according to which England would
remain neutral, but Grey refused point-blank to do so, though he afterwards falsely

informed the Commons that he had stated these conditions’. [15] Barnes commended the
editorial of the Manchester Guardian July 30th - opposing the pro-war jingoism of The
Times – which declared: ‘not only are we neutral now, but we are and ought to remain
neutral throughout the whole course of the war.’
The British judge and lawyer Robert Reid was the Earl of Loreburn as well as the Lord
Chancellor of England from 1905 to 1912, so he should know what was going on. His
book ‘How the War Came’ described how it was the secret deal with France which
wrecked everything:
The final mistake was that when, on the actual crisis arising, a decision one
way or the other might and, so far as can be judged, would have averted the
Continental war altogether ... The mischief is that Sir Edward Grey slipped
into a new policy, but without either Army, or treaty, or warrant of
Parliamentary approval ... This country has a right to know its own
obligations and prepare to meet them and to decide its own destinies. When
the most momentous decision of our whole history had to be taken we were
not free to decide. We entered a war to which we had been committed
beforehand in the dark, and Parliament found itself at two hours’ notice
unable, had it desired, to extricate us from this fearful predicament... If the
government thought that either our honour or our safety did require us to
intervene on behalf of France, then they ought to have said so unequivocally
before the angry Powers on the Continent committed themselves to
irrevocable steps in the belief that we should remain neutral. Instead of
saying either, they kept on saying in the despatches that their hands were
perfectly free, and told the Commons the same thing. The documents show
conclusively that till after Germany declared war our Ministers had not
made up their minds on either of the two questions, whether or not they
would fight for France, and whether or not they would fight for Belgium. Of
course Belgium was merely a corridor into France, and unless France was
attacked Belgium was in no danger. [16]
After it was over, US President Woodrow Wilson in March of 1919 summed up its
avoidability: ‘We know for a certainty that if Germany had thought for a moment that
Great Britain would go in with France and Russia, she would never have undertaken the
enterprise.’ (p.18, Lorenburn). That was the sense in which Britain precipitated the
dreadful conflict. Clear words of truth could have avoided it – had that been desired.
We remind ourselves of Dr Steiner’s comparison: that the British Empire then covered
one-quarter of the Earth’s land-surface; Russia one-seventh; France and her colonies
one-thirteenth; and Germany, one thirty-third. (Karma, p.11)
Upon receiving a telegram from Prince Lichnowsky earlier in the day of August 1, the
Kaiser ordered a bottle of champagne to celebrate, as if there might be hope of reaching
a deal with Britain. Even though he was just that afternoon signing the order for
mobilisation of the German army, he could in some degree have recalled it ... but, it was
a false hope, and a telegram from King Edward later that day explained to him that there
had been a ‘misunderstanding’ between Britain’s Foreign Secretary and the German
ambassador. [17]

Gray’s Duplicity
On the 26th or 27th, Grey told the Cabinet that he would have to resign, if it did not
support his initiative to take Britain into war in support of ‘our ally,’ France. He would
not be able to go along with British neutrality. Over these days up until the 1st, or 2nd,

when the war was just starting, all the Cabinet of Britain’s Liberal Party government
except for Churchill and Grey favoured British neutrality. It was those two who dragged
Britain into war. Grey did not yet know whether the Belgian government would say ‘no’
to the German request to be allowed to pass through. To get his war, Grey had to swing it
on the ‘poor little Belgium’ angle. Once Belgium had said ‘No’ and yet Germany still
went in – as its only way to enter France - a cabinet majority would then became
assured.
On August 2nd, Grey gave to the French ambassador what amounted to British
assurance of war-support. On August 3rd, Grey gave the Commons an impassioned plea
in favour of British intervention on behalf of France - making no mention of the German
peace-offer. The MP Phillip Morrell spoke afterwards in the sole anti-war speech that
day, and pointed out that a guarantee by Germany not to invade France had been offered,
on condition of British neutrality, and spurned. As to why Grey did not mention the
German offer, the view was later contrived that the German ambassador had merely been
speaking in a private capacity! [18]
The supposed neutrality of Belgium was a sham, as ministers of that country had
secretly drawn up detailed anti-German war-plans with Britain and France. No wonder
the Kaiser had a sense of being ‘encircled’ by enemies, because ‘“neutral” Belgium had
in reality become an active member of the coalition concluded against Germany’ [19] –
i.e. it had plotted against a friendly nation. Quoting the commendably insightful George
Bernard Shaw, ‘The violation of Belgian neutrality by the Germans was the mainstay of
our righteousness; and we played it off on America for much more than it was worth. I
guessed that when the German account of our dealings with Belgium reached the United
states, backed with an array of facsimiles of secret diplomatic documents discovered by
them in Brussels, it would be found that our own treatment of Belgium was as little
compatible with neutrality as the German invasion.’ [20]

Steiner’s View
Rudolf Steiner’s judgement in his December 1916 lecture (during which Britain was
declining a peace offer from Germany) was:
‘Let me merely remark, that certain things happened from which the only
sensible conclusion to be drawn later turned out to be the correct one,
namely that behind those who were in a way the puppets there stood in
England a powerful and influential group of people who pushed matters
doggedly towards a war with Germany and through whom the way was
paved for the world war that had always been prophesied. For of course the
way can be paved for what it is intended should happen. ..it is impossible to
avoid realising how powerful was the group who like an outpost of mighty
impulses, stood behind the puppets in the foreground. These latter are of
course, perfectly honest people, yet they are puppets, and now they will
vanish into obscurity …. [21]
Grey and Churchill were the two consistently pro-war cabinet ministers. The
Conservative Party was solidly pro-war, and Churchill was ready to offer them a deal if
perchance too many of the Liberal-party cabinet were going to resign rather than go to
war. Steiner here remarked:
‘Anyone [in England] voicing the real reasons [for war] would have been
swept away by public opinion. Something quite different was needed – a
reason which the English people could accept, and that was the violation of
Belgian neutrality. But this first had to be brought about. It is really true that

Sir Edward Grey could have prevented it with a single sentence. History
will one day show that the neutrality of Belgium would never have been
violated if Sir Edward Grey had made the declaration which it would have
been quite easy for him to make, if he had been in a position to follow his
own inclination. But since he was unable to follow his own inclination but
had to obey an impulse which came from another side, he had to make the
declaration which made it necessary for the neutrality of Belgium to be
violated. Georg Brandes pointed to this. By this act England was presented
with a plausible reason. That had been the whole point of the exercise: to
present England with a plausible reason! To the people who mattered,
nothing would have been more uncomfortable than the non-violation of
Belgian territory!’ [22]
Could powers behind Grey have wanted war, and steered events towards that end?
Steiner argued against the widespread view of an inevitable slide into war: ‘You have no
idea how excessively irresponsible it is to seek a simple continuity in these events, thus
believing that without more ado the Great World War came about, or had to come about,
as a result of Austria’s ultimatum to Serbia. (p.82)
We are here reminded of Morel’s account, of how secret plotting had paralysed debate:
‘The nemesis of their own secret acts gripped our ministers by the throat. It
paralysed their sincere and desperate efforts to maintain peace. It cast
dissention amongst them...They could not afford to be honest neither to the
British people nor to the world. They could not hold in check the elements
making for war in Germany by a timely declaration of solidarity with
France and Russia, although morally committed to France.. In vain the
Russians and the French implored them to make a pronouncement of British
policy while there was still time.’ [23]
On August 4th, Britain declared war, and that same night cut through the transatlantic
undersea telephone cables coming out of Germany, [24] enabling British atrocity
propaganda to work largely unchallenged. Quoting a recent work on the subject, ‘The
hallmark of Britain’s successful propaganda efforts were alleged German atrocities of
gigantic proportions that strongly influenced naive Americans yearning for a chivalrous
war from afar’. [25] Such consistent, intentional mendacity was fairly innovative, which
was why it worked so well: ‘In that war, hatred propaganda was for the first time given
something like organised attention’. [26] Thus, a nemesis of what Morel described as
‘futile and wicked statecraft’ here appeared, in that British soldiers were motivated to
fight, by a nonstop torrent of lies - from their own government. [27]
In conclusion, can we agree with Dr Steiner? Quoting Barnes, ‘It is thus apparent that
the responsibility for the fatal Russian mobilisation which produced the war must be
shared jointly, and probably about equally, by France and Russia.’ This was because of
the French cabinet’s general encouragement, then its final decision to embark upon war
on the 29th July, of which Barnes remarked: ‘The secret conference of Poincaré, Viviani
and Messimy, in consultation with Izvolski, on the night of 29th of July, marks the
moment when the horrors of war were specifically unchained in Europe.’ (pp.328, 242)
This had to be the time, it was the only opportunity, because these war-plotters would
have known of the mobilisation of the world’s biggest navy, that of Great Britain, over
these fateful days, all ready for war. The Russian generals browbeat the Tzar into signing
the documents giving his assent - for a war he didn’t want [28]. On the 31st one more
desperate telegram arrived from the Kaiser about how ‘The peace of Europe may still be
maintained’ if only Russia would stop its mobilisation, but the Tzar no longer had that
ability. Germany placed itself at a military disadvantage by refraining from declaring

war or taking steps to mobilise until the afternoon of August 1st, much later than any of
the other great powers involved. Had a deal been reached in London on that afternoon, a
conflict in Eastern Europe would presumably still have taken place, but it would have
been limited and diplomats could have dealt with it: yes, a world war could have been
averted.
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Reexamining the “Gas Chamber” of Dachau
by Thomas Dalton

Of the Dachau crematorium called “Barrack X,” one can read the following on the Web
site of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: “There is no credible evidence that the gas
chamber in Barrack X was used to murder human beings.”[1] A strange situation indeed,
given that the facility, built in late 1942 and completed by May 1943,[2] allegedly
contained a dedicated homicidal gas chamber of substantial size—about 39 square
meters (425 square feet), sufficient to gas nearly 400 people at a time, on the traditional
view. Why would the Germans build such a dedicated facility, and then never use it?—
not a single mass gassing, in nearly two years?[3] Is there perhaps another story here?
And what can we learn from examining the facility today?
The following study is the result of my personal visit to Dachau over a period of three
days in mid-2011. All photos included below are my own. Photo 1 shows the exterior of
the crematorium building, with the external wall of the gas chamber on the left (behind
the water downspout). Photo 2 is the current floor plan.

Photo 1: Crematorium exterior (gas chamber area at left).

Photo 2: Crematorium floor plan (room 5 = gas chamber).
In the immediate aftermath of the war, no doubt was expressed or entertained that the
crematorium contained a homicidal chamber. An official US Army report, issued within
days of takeover of the camp, was unequivocal. In Dachau the Germans conducted a
“systematic policy of extermination” (Perry 2000: 14-15)—though today we know that
no such thing ever occurred or was even planned. There were “a total of five gas
chambers” (p. 44), the largest disguised as a shower. In it, 15 fake shower heads were
installed, “from which gas was then released” (p. 52).
The Nuremberg Tribunal proceedings contain two important references, the first in the
so-called Chavez Report, dated 7 May 1945:
"The new [crematorium] building had a gas chamber for executions… The
gas chamber was labeled ‘shower room’ over the entrance and was a large
room with airtight doors and double-glassed lights, sealed and gas proof.
The ceiling was studded with dummy shower heads. A small observation
peephole, double-glassed and hermetically sealed, was used to observe the
conditions of the victims. There were grates in the floor. Hydrogen cyanide
was mixed in the room below, and rose into the gas chamber and out the top
vents."
Now, the showerheads no longer supply the deadly gas, but it emanates from the floor.
There is indeed a cellar room below the gas chamber, but we have no evidence at all that
it was a ‘Zyklon mixing room,’ or that such gas entered the room from below. Today
there are six floor vents in the room, and by all accounts they are, and have always been,
actual water drains (photo 3). This is logical, because the room was likely built from the
start as an ordinary inmate shower facility.

Photo 3: Gas chamber floor.

Photo 4: “Fake shower heads.”

Photo 5: Sole remaining intact head.

Photo 6: Missing funnel.

Photo 7: Rework to ceiling around shower head.

Photo 8: Entrance to gas chamber.

Photo 9: Exit door obstruction.

Photo 10: Exit door obstruction.

Photo 11: Two Zyklon ports.

Photo 12: Zyklon port and grill.

Photo 13: Two Zyklon chutes.

Photo 14: Delousing chamber.

Photo 15: Hot-air fumigation device.

Photo 16: Left Zyklon chute.

Photo 17: Right Zyklon chute.

Photo 18: Mortar variation in right chute.

Photo 19: Crematorium in summer 1944.
American newspapers were quick to report the gruesome news. A visit by some
prominent journalists on May 2, arranged by General Eisenhower, was reported in the
New York Times:
"One of the worst death traps seen by the party was a gas chamber at

Dachau disguised as a bathhouse. Mr. [Gideon] Seymour described it as a
room about 30 by 20 feet square, with 25 rows of perforated pipes overhead.
There were no water connections to the showers, but instead the pipes were
supplied from the same gas pipes that led to the cremation chambers. … In
the chamber walls, Mr. Seymour said, were small glass ‘peepholes’ through
which the German guards could observe the dying agonies of the
condemned." (9 May 1945, p. 17)
Here we see an immediate contradiction with the first two reports: no gas from
showerheads, no gassing through floor vents, but rather rows of overhead perforated
pipes. Also, the alleged connection with the ductwork of the cremation chamber (room
#8 in Photo 2) is absurd; there is no conceivable reason to run Zyklon gas, which is
flammable, into a furnace room. And the reported floor area of roughly 600 square
feet—versus today’s figure of 425—is a significant overestimate.
Further confusion would come soon after the Chavez report, when, in an American
investigation report of May 15, it was stated that “The supply of gas into the chamber
was controlled by means of two valves on one of the outer walls… The gas was let into
the chamber through pipes terminating in perforated brass fixtures set into the
ceiling.”[4] No gas from the floor, no rows of perforated pipes, but now “perforated
brass fixtures.” Today, incidentally, there is no evidence whatsoever of brass fixtures.
Significantly, the May 15 report also stated that “the ceiling was some 10 feet in height.”
Today it is about 2.15 meters, or 6 feet 10 inches. This is a huge discrepancy, and not
attributable to misjudgment; clearly the ceiling was lowered, after takeover by the
Americans.
The second Nuremberg reference came in testimony by Dr. Franz Blaha, a Czech
prisoner and four-year inmate. He stated:
"Many executions by gas or shootings or injections took place right in the
camp. The gas chamber was completed in 1944, and I was called by Dr.
Rascher to examine the first victims. Of the eight or nine persons in the
chamber there were three still alive… Many prisoners were later killed in
this way."
A puzzle: Blaha claims the chamber was completed only in 1944, but experts today
insist that it was part of the original construction that began in 1942. The NYT reported
on Blaha’s testimony in November 1945, dramatically stating that he was “assigned to
work in the death chamber of the hospital”—meaning, of course, the mortuary. Blaha
told of decapitations and the creation of shrunken heads, and of skin made into “gloves,
lampshades, riding breeches, house-slippers, handbags” and other items (all such claims
have since been completely discredited, putting Blaha’s credibility into serious doubt).
He also recalled “the wholesale execution of Russian prisoners in a gas chamber… He
declared that a quick death in the gas chamber had been meted out to the sick prisoners
transferred to Dachau from other camps” (Nov. 17, p. 7).
Meanwhile the NYT continued to report on the alleged gassing atrocities. For example, it
reported statements by one Colonel Jaworski that “Jews had been ‘ruthlessly wiped out’
by hanging and firing squad and gas chambers at Dachau. Frequently they were paraded
into a gas chamber, told to strip for shower and then left to die when the gas was turned
on” (21 October, p. 11)—as if the gas chamber were like some household oven.
As one can imagine, questions eventually arose regarding the veracity of these gas
chamber reports.[5] The first challenges appeared in 1950, with Paul Rassinier’s book Le
mensonge d’Ulysse, and Maurice Bardèche’s Nuremberg, both in French. In 1954, the
German Ludwig Paulin published an article, “The lie of the 238,000: What happened in

camp Dachau?,” in which he disputed the existence of a gas chamber.[6] Two months
later, another article appeared in the same journal, pseudonymously written by American
military attorney Stephen Pinter. Pinter claimed to have visited all the western camps,
including Dachau, without finding any credible evidence for homicidal gas chambers.[7]
In 1958, Louis Marschalko published the book The World Conquerors. He argues that,
upon takeover by the Americans, captive Germans “were ordered subsequently to build
various additional buildings with the greatest possible speed” (p. 155). They constructed
“blood-pits” and a “hanging tree,” and destroyed gardens and flowerbeds that might
detract from the ‘death camp’ image. Marschalko adds, “The shower-baths, dressing
rooms, and reception halls had to be rebuilt so that they should appear like gaschambers” (p. 156).
In June of 1959, Pinter spoke out again, publishing the follow statement in a letter to a
Catholic periodical:
"I was in Dachau for 17 months after the war, as a U.S. War Department
Attorney, and can state that there was no gas chamber at Dachau. What was
shown to visitors and sightseers there and erroneously described as a gas
chamber was a crematory. Nor was there a gas chamber in any of the other
concentration camps in Germany." (Our Sunday Visitor, June 14, p. 15)
Former inmate and Catholic bishop Johannes Neuhäusler claimed, in 1960, that no gas
chamber had ever been put into use at the camp.[8] Two months later, orthodox German
historian Martin Broszat issued a letter confirming that “Neither in Dachau nor in
Bergen-Belsen nor in Buchenwald were Jews or other prisoners gassed.”[9]
Admission of no gassing at the camp was an important milestone, but the much more
serious charge of deliberate deception continued to appear. In 1961, the journal of the
British National Party, Combat, published an article titled “Jewish Deceit at Dachau”:
"When Dachau fell into Western hands in 1945, it had to look the part, so…
it was transformed into a showplace of horrors. … The camp had to have a
gas chamber, so, since one did not exist, it was decided to pretend that the
shower bath had been one. Previously it had flagstones to a height of about
four feet [on the walls]. Similar flagstones were taken [from the adjacent
room] and put above those in the shower bath, and a new lower ceiling was
created at the top of this second row of flagstones, with iron funnels in it
(the [fake] inlets for the gas)." (Combat, Jan/Feb 1961, issue #10, p. 4).
Indeed, the gas chamber ceiling today is 2.15 meters high, but the adjacent room height
is 2.9 meters—a full 75 cm (30 inch) differential.
Whoever lowered the ceiling and installed the ‘fake showerheads’ did a remarkably
crude job. Today it appears as a poured concrete ceiling, smooth and white, into which
someone roughly chiseled several funnel-shaped holes. Of the 15 such holes, 13 have an
open metal funnel, one is complete with perforated head, and the last is fully exposed—
see Photos 4, 5, 6.
In most cases one can see, faintly, evidence of rework to the ceiling after the ‘shower
heads’ were installed—see Photo 7.
By the 1960s, talk of mass killings in a “Dachau gas chamber” subsided significantly.
Raul Hilberg’s magnum opus, Destruction of the European Jews, contains virtually no
mention of such a gas chamber—either in his first (1961) edition or in his massive,
3-volume 2003 edition. Paul Berben’s Dachau 1933-1945: The Official History states

flatly that “the Dachau gas-chamber was never operated” (1975: 8).[10] Laqueur (2001:
240) briefly discusses the Blaha testimony and his claim that “several executions were
carried out in the Dachau gas chamber.” Laqueur concludes that, because of the “mantle
of secrecy” that surrounded Barrack X (the crematorium) and the fact that we have “only
one unequivocal testimony”—that of Blaha—that therefore “it is difficult to corroborate
Blaha’s statements and say with certainty whether the Dachau gas chamber was ever
used for its designed purpose.”
The most definitive recent study is Harold Marcuse’s Legacies of Dachau (2001). This
590-page book contains numerous details on the camp construction and history, and yet
has scarcely a mention of the infamous gas chamber. He claims, without evidence, that
“only trial gassings” were conducted at the camp.[11] He cites a 1960 exhibit in the
crematorium that included a sign with a striking admission: “This room would have been
used as an undressing and waiting room if the gas chamber had worked” (p. 254).
Marcuse dismisses this claim, stating, again without evidence, that it was in fact used
“on at least two groups of prisoners.” He quickly adds that “it was indeed never used for
systematic gassings…”
Other recent works seem to completely overlook Dachau, as if it played no role
whatsoever in the Holocaust. Longerich’s authoritative Holocaust: The Nazi Persecution
and Murder of the Jews (2010), for example, has only passing mention of the camp on
three or four scattered pages (out of 645 total), and no reference to a gas chamber there
at all.
Even as late as 2003, there was an official sign there stating: “GAS CHAMBER:
disguised as a ‘shower room’—never used as a gas chamber.” Today there is one wall
sign that says, “This was the center of potential (!) mass murder.” Another sign states
that the chamber “was not used for mass murder. Survivors have testified that the SS did,
however, murder individual prisoners and small groups here using poison gas.”[12]
Evidently the story of a ‘homicidal gas chamber’ must be maintained at all costs.
*****
There are other reasons to be suspicious, and other indications that something is not
quite right with the official history. Let’s return to the room itself. Photo 8 shows the
interior entrance door and the infamous “Brausebad” (‘shower’) sign, looking on
through to the exterior exit door.
Both entrance and exit have similar, heavy, vault-like metal doors. The entrance door is
wedged in place against the floor and cannot move, but the exit door swings freely. The
problem is that it does not close. The following two photos (9 and 10) show that this
door hits on the locking pin; it cannot close and cannot seal ‘gas tight’. In fact the door is
roughly half an inch too wide for the pin. This is no minor adjustment. The doorway was
significantly altered since its original construction. But we do not know when, or for
what purpose. It may have been as part of covert American alterations immediately after
the war, or it could have simply reflected the general conversion of the camp to a
'memorial' and tourist destination in the early 1960s—it clearly would not do to have
tourists locking each other in the room. (But of course, with one door wedged open, this
could not happen…another strange fact.)
During my visit I came prepared to do a unique bit of analysis: I brought along a handheld wall metal detector.[13] I cannot claim any astounding new discoveries, but I did a
fairly careful scan of all four interior walls and the ceiling. The walls had virtually no
metal at all, at least to the scanning depth of three inches. The ceiling, by contrast,
showed extensive metal content, almost throughout the entire extent. There was no
evident pattern, just a more or less continuous positive reading. This would suggest

some kind of heavy wire mesh, perhaps associated with the poured concrete.[14] It was
not possible to detect the presence or absence of individual pipes in the ceiling.
Another feature of interest is the pair of “Zyklon gassing ports.” In the (one) exterior
wall we find two large (70 x 40 cm) openings, with a heavy metal grating on the
interior—see Photos 11 and 12. Allegedly, the Zyklon pellets were dumped into a chute
on the exterior of the building (Photo 13) and then either were trapped by the grill, or
spilled through onto the floor. The grill was there to prevent the victims from interfering
with this process.
There are several problems with this set-up. First, the chutes are welded open, so that no
one can verify the closure, air-tight seal, etc. Second, the process is very crude—hardly
better than just tossing an open Zyklon can into the room as the door is being slammed
shut. Third, the first few dead bodies could have easily blocked the grates, putting a
quick end to the gassing process. Then there is the problem of cleanup: How were the
operators supposed to collect up those deadly Zyklon pellets, which would continue to
emit gas for two hours or more, long after the victims were dead? To this we have no
answer.
Furthermore, it is a very inefficient scheme at best; the poison gas would only slowly
and unevenly diffuse into the room. Better to employ some kind of heated, forced-air
system that would quickly circulate the deadly gas. And in fact, the Germans had
precisely such a system—and only three rooms away. Room #1 (see Photo 2) contains
four actual Zyklon disinfesting chambers, with sophisticated dispensing systems. Photo
14 shows the exterior of these chambers, and Photo 15 the machine for opening and
retaining the pellets, and forcing hot air through them. These rooms were very effective
at delousing linens, clothing, and personal items, and thus preventing the spread of the
deadly typhus disease.[15] Evidently the Germans wanted to spare lives in the camp, not
end them.
And one further oddity: The Zyklon chutes show clear signs of being installed after the
original building construction. In close-up views of the chutes, we can see that the
concrete mortar is clearly different than that used for the remainder of the wall—finer
quality, more viscous, and of different composition. See Photos 16 (left chute), 17 (right
chute), and the detail in Photo 18.
There would not be such a discrepancy in the construction material if the gas chamber
and chutes were installed at the time of construction, as the experts insist to this day.
Evidently someone broke into the completed brick wall at a later date to install the
chutes—perhaps at the direction of the occupying Americans.
While they were at it, someone, at some later date, significantly altered the crematorium
chimney. Compare the following Photo 19, from the summer of 1944, with Photo 1,
which I explicitly took from the same perspective.
The new chimney is significantly shorter, and thus, at the very least, someone removed
the top 10 or 20 feet. They also added some sort of white banding strips at two points.
There is no obvious explanation for this reconstruction. Well-built brick chimneys
survive for literally hundreds of years. More riddles.
Finally there is a huge question mark around the piping and ductwork that runs above
and behind the room. Various drawings and studies over the years indicate numerous
changes, alterations, additions, and reconstructions—to the point where the present
system is nonsensical. A properly-designed chamber would be clear and simple: a single
air duct connected at opposite ends of the room (to recirculate the poison gas), an in-line
air heater (to improve gasification), a remote (attic or backroom) Zyklon introduction

device, and a simple pair of inlet/outlet chimneys for cleansing the chamber of the
deadly gas. Instead we find, by all indications, an absurd, jury-rigged system of pipes,
valves, and condensers, one that bears all the marks of a series of postwar constructions.
In all likelihood the room was designed and built as an actual shower, which was then
reconstructed, with the lower ceiling, to meet American expectations of what a ‘gas
chamber’ should look like.
One can imagine what visitors learn of all this when they see the camp today. Entrance is
free and there are no official guides, so various groups pass through with various selfappointed ‘expert’ guides. However, when it comes to the crematorium (Barrack X),
there seems to be a set routine. The group gathers outside the building as the guide
briefly explains the ‘assembly-line process’ of undressing, gassing, cremating, etc. He
then sends them in at one end, and they pass through the several rooms of the building
(see again the floor plan in Photo 2), emerging from the furnace room, where the guide
is dutifully waiting. No guide accompanies the groups inside—all the better to avoid any
pointed and difficult questions that may arise. Perhaps it was a coincidence, but in the
several hours that I was in the chamber and building, not one guide entered the gas
chamber.
Traditional historians would undoubtedly like to see the infamous Dachau gas chamber
simply fade away. Playing no role in the Holocaust, it serves no real purpose. The many
problems and inconsistencies make it more of an embarrassment than asset to the
orthodox view. And in truth it is more than an embarrassment; such deception threatens
to undermine major aspects of the entire Holocaust story. A purpose-built gas chamber,
right on German soil, sitting for two years…but ‘never used’? So maybe all those other
gas chambers in Poland were likewise ‘never used’? All those indications of
reconstruction, alteration, fraud…perhaps recurring in places like Auschwitz and
Majdanek?[16] A complicit mass media, directed by the Sulzbergers, Pulitzers,
Goldwyns, Cohns, and Selznicks of the world, happy to play along, unwilling to ask
tough questions or conduct an impartial investigation…could that happen today? And a
situation rife with American lies to justify Allied war crimes and defend a tragic story of
Jewish suffering…what shall we make of that? Best not to ask too many questions.
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Notes:
[1]

http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005214 accessed 26
Oct 2011.

[2]

Laqueur (2001: 240) claims that “The Germans built a gas chamber in the
second crematorium building of Dachau…in March 1942.”

[3]

The camp was occupied by the Americans on 29 April 1945.

[4]

IMT document L-159, vol. 37, p. 621.

[5]

The following sources are detailed by Thomas Kues (2010).

[6]

Der Weg, vol 8, no 5-6.

[7]

Der Weg, vol 8, no 8. Under byline “Warwick Hester.”

[8]

Deutschen Wochenzeitung, 18 June 1960, as reported by Kues (2010).

[9]

Letter to Die Zeit, 19 August 1960.

[10] The point is reiterated later in the book: “As is well-known, the crematorium
was enlarged by a gas-chamber, however this was never put into operation.”
(p. 176)
[11] Page 46. He adds that “death by other causes supplied enough raw human
material for the ovens”—as if the Germans needed dead bodies for fuel!
[12] To gas individual persons, in a room of 425 square feet, is ludicrous.
[13] Zircon “Videoscanner” 5.5.
[14] The block wall construction would not require supporting wire mesh, and thus
the negative reading is not surprising.
[15] Traditionalist writer Harry Mazal counters that delousing requires high air
concentrations of Zyklon gas, whereas the gassing of people requires a much
lower concentration to be fatal. This, he claims, accounts for the dispensing
machines for delousing but not for murder. However, the Germans would
clearly have wanted to kill everyone in a crowded room, in short order, and
this would necessitate a high-concentration, forced-air system, just like in the
delousing chambers. Mazal’s claim that the chutes made it “simpler and less
expensive” to kill people, rather than using the “costly” dispensing machines,
is ridiculous. (“The Dachau gas chambers,” www.holocaust-history.org)
[16] For more on the story of those camps and their gas chambers, see my book
Debating the Holocaust (2009).

The Moral and Intellectual Bankruptcy of a Scholar
by Jürgen Graf

Dr. Christian Lindtner and Holocaust Revisionism
When I visited Copenhagen in 1997 and 1998, I had several lengthy discussions with
Danish revisionist Dr. Christian Lindtner, a Sanskrit scholar and expert in the history of
Buddhism. Lindtner impressed me with his extraordinary knowledge of classical
languages, and he seemed to be thoroughly familiar with the revisionist arguments.
Therefore I was very glad when I learned in December 2006, during the Holocaust
Conference in Tehran, that he had been chosen as a member of the committee for the
promotion of revisionist research. (Later this committee turned out to be completely
useless, as it did precisely nothing.)
In the meantime, Lindtner has come, or pretends to have come, to the conclusion that
Holocaust revisionism is "a moral and intellectual aberration" and "chutzpah". On 20
July 2011, he stated in an e-mail to Dr. Fredrick Töben.
"I hope that you will find the time to study the two huge books about the
German Ordnungspolizei by Wolfgang Curilla (2006 & 2011). His
admirable research is based on original German sources. It can no longer be
denied that more than four million Jews were murdered by various units of
German police etc. Hence the time has come to face the fact that Holocaust
revisionism, or denial, is simply irresponsible CHUTZPAH".
In a second e-mail to Toben, dated July 21, Lindtner raised the ante:
"I have now studied these [Curilla’s] and other books by the best German
scholars for several years, and of course I am certain that one can rely on
their research. As a classical philologist, I recognize traditional German
scholarship when it is at its best. The claim that Leichenkeller 1 in Krema II
was not a gas chamber is also a case of chutzpah. As you are aware,
Bischoff wrote to Kammler 29 January 1943 that it was a Vergasungskeller,
and the two engineers from Topf & Söhne (Karl Schultze and Fritz Sander,
17 February 1943) called it a Gaskeller. […] The lacking holes can also
easily be explained. When Leichenkeller 1 was blown up, the holes, i.e. the
edges of the holes, would have been the first to be blown away by the
enormous pressure seeking to’escape’. The evidence for gas vans is also
convincingly established. It is also chutzpah to say: 'No holes, no holocaust’
– as if the shooting of millions of Jews had nothing to do with the
Endlösung! So, for these and many other reasons, it is now my firm
conviction that Holocaust Revisionism is a moral and intellectual aberration.
[…] My claim is serious: Denial is chutzpah. […] Now we understand why
Himmler said to the generals in Sonthofen, 21 June 1944: Es ist gut, dass
wir die Härte hatten, die Juden in unserem Bereich auszurotten. [It is good
that we were tough enough to exterminate the Jews in our sphere of
influence.] He goes on to say that the Weiber and Kinder [women and
children] were also murdered. […] Himmler was honest, and we have to be
honest as well."
I will now analyze Lindtner’s arguments point by point.

1) Wolfgang Curilla and the German Ordnungspolizei
First of all, I readily acknowledge that I have not read the two books by Wolfgang
Curilla. Together with two other revisionists, I plan to write a study on the
Einsatzgruppen question.
Now let us have a look at what the website buecher.de says about the first of them, Die
deutsche Ordnungspolizei und der Holocaust im Baltikum und in Weissrussland
1941-1944 (Schöningh, 2006):
"Die Ordnungspolizisten waren für die Deportation oder Ermordung der
über zwei Millionen jüdischen Opfer in der Sowjetunion mitverantwortlich.
W. Curilla beschreibt den Einsatz der Ordnungspolizei erstmals
flächendeckend für das Baltikum und Weissrussland. Als Quellen dienten
ihm neben der zeitgenössischen Überlieferung eine Fülle von grossenteils
bisher unveröffentlichten Dokumenten und Zeugenaussagen aus weit über
100 Strafverfahren gegen NS-Täter in der Bundesrepublik, in Österreich
und der damaligen DDR."
(The members of the Ordnungspolizei were jointly responsible for the
deportation or murder of the more than two million Jewish victims in the
Soviet Union. W. Curilla gives a comprehensive description of the activities
of the Ordnungspolizei in the Baltic states and Belarus. In addition to
contemporary documents, his sources were hitherto largely unpublished
documents and eyewitness reports from far more than 100 trials of National
Socialist perpetrators in the German Federal Republic, Austria and the
former German Democratic Republic.)
So Curilla’s sources were contemporary documents such as the "Ereignismeldungen" of
the Einsatzgruppen, plus post-war trials against "National Socialist perpetrators". This is
indeed the kind of evidence the Holocaust historians routinely adduce. Raul Hilberg
does the same thing in his three-volume classic The Destruction of the European Jews.
We will soon see what these sources are worth.

2) The lack of forensic evidence for the alleged mass murders
Let us assume that the Holocaust historians are right and that the Germans indeed killed
more than two million Jews in the Soviet Union. If this were the case, there would be a
huge amount of material evidence. When the Germans discovered the bodies of 4,143
Polish officers shot by the Soviets at Katyn, they flew in an international commission,
consisting of physicians from no fewer than 12 countries, to inspect the site of the crime
and to carry out autopsies. They then published a detailed forensic report about the
massacre.[1] Some months later, the Germans did the same thing after finding the bodies
of 9,432 Ukrainians murdered by the NKVD at Vinnitsa before the war, inviting no
fewer than eight local and six foreign commissions to verify the facts.[2] The National
Socialist propagandists used the grisly discoveries for a very successful anti-Bolshevist
campaign.
Now according to the Holocaust historians and the august Sanskrit scholar Dr. Christian
Lindtner, the Germans murdered more than two million Jews in the Soviet Union alone.
This figure is about 140 times higher than the combined toll for Katyn and Winnitza.
Surely the Soviets followed the German example and flew in international commissions
to repay their adversaries for the shame of Katyn and Winnitza, with interest? Surely at
the Nuremberg trial they showed films about the exhumation of hundreds of thousands
of bodies? No, they did not.

This did not mean that the Soviets had not dug up any mass graves containing the bodies
of victims of the Germans, or that they had not carried out any autopsies. Such
investigations had indeed taken place, however their results were not widely publicized
because they belied the phantastic exaggerations of Soviet propaganda. The following
three examples will amply suffice to illustrate this point:
• In August 1944, three graves containing a total of 305 bodies were detected by the
Red Army near the former labour camp Treblinka I, about 2 kilometers from the
alleged "extermination camp” Treblinka II.[3]
• In January 1945, after the liberation of Auschwitz, the Soviets found a mass grave
containing 536 bodes.[4]
• On the site of the former concentration camp Salaspils in Latvia the Soviets
discovered 564 bodies.[5] This did not prevent their propagandists from brazenly
claiming that no fewer than 101,000 people had been murdered at Salaspils.[6]
Today’s Holocaust historians, such as the Latvian Hinrichs Strods and the
Germans A. Angrik and P. Klein, put the Salaspils death toll at 2,000-3,000.[7] If
the higher of these two figures is correct, the Soviets had exaggerated the number
of victims by more than 30 times – just as they did at Auschwitz (4 million[8]
versus the real figure of about 135,500[9]), Majdanek (1.5 million[10] versus the
real figure of between 42,200 and 50,000[11]) and Sachsenhausen (840,000[12]
versus the real figure of slightly over 20,000[13]).
In other words, the Soviet forensic investigations only proved that many people (Jews
and non-Jews) had indeed died in German captivity, and that the Germans had indeed
carried out executions – something no serious revisionist has ever disputed. They did not
produce a shred of evidence for the large-scale massacres claimed by Soviet
propagandists, Jewish and German Holocaust historians and Danish Sanskrit scholars.

3) The "Aktion 1005”
According to Holocaust lore, in June 1942 Heinrich Himmler ordered SSSturmbannführer Paul Blobel to erase the traces of the massacres in the East. Being his
master’s obedient servant, Blobel formed a special kommando with the code designation
1005. This Kommando had to dig up the mass graves and to remove the corpses. Blobel
and his men travelled to all occupied territories to fulfill their ghastly task.
The Encyclopedia of the Holocaust shows a map with the most important locations
where these activities are supposed to have transpired. This is a huge area which extends
from north to south across approximately 1,500 kilometers and from west to east across
some 1,300 kilometers.[14] On this gigantic territory, Blobel and his team are supposed
to have dug up many hundreds of graves and to removed the bodies of the victims
without leaving the slightest documentary or material traces! One really has to be a
Holocaust historian or a Sanskrit scholar to believe such rubbish.
One example will suffice to show the overwhelming absurdity of this fairy tale. In late
1941, the Germans are supposed to have shot and buried 27,800 Jews in the outskirts of
Riga. Blobel and his Kommando could not possibly have erased the traces of the mass
grave, because such graves, whether full or empty, are easily discernible in air
photographs owing to the altered configuration of the territory. (This method has been
sucessfully applied in Bosnia and other places.) Could Blobel’s men at least have
removed the corpses? Theoretically yes, but this would have been a very difficult task
indeed:
• They would have had to remove millions of bones and bone fragments;
• They would had to remove (27,800 x 30 =) 834,000 teeth (we assume that each of

the hypothetical victims had two teeth lacking);
• They would have had to remove (27,800 x 2.5 =) 69,500 kilograms of body ashes
(we assume that the victims had an average weight of 50 kg; the ashes left after
cremation correspond to 5% of the body weight) plus a much bigger amount of
wood ashes.
Of course, the 27,800 Jews allegedly murdered near Riga represented only 1.3% , or
less, of the alleged total of at least two million Jewish victims! Even if the Blobel boys
had been supermen, they could never ever have accomplished such a task.
It goes without saying that the splendid German scholars whose works Lindtner has
studied so diligently and who, in his distinguished opinion, embody "traditional German
scholarship at its best” never give a thought to such irksome facts. Like Lindtner
himself, they are "paper historians” (an apt term coined by Robert Faurisson) who are
living far from the physical reality of things in their world of documents and books.
It suffices to read Jens Hoffmann’s book about the "Aktion 1005”[15] to realize that the
whole tale is exclusively based on "eyewitness evidence”, "confessions” and post-war
trials where such "eyewitness evidence” and "confessions” formed the sole basis of the
accusation.

4) "Eyewitness evidence” and "confessions”
The Holocaust scholars will object that in American custody Blobel himself confessed
having erased the traces of the massacres. He indeed did so[16], but such confessions
were not worth the paper they were written upon. As an American commission reported
in 1949, confessions had frequently been extorted by barbarous torture.[17] A wellknown case is Rudolf Höss, who after three days of merciless beating by a British torture
team led by the Jew Bernard Clark confessed to having gassed 2.5 million Jews up to
November 1943.[18]
Not all defendants made their declarations under duress; there were more refined
methods as well. Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski, former SS-Obergruppenführer and
Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer Russland-Mitte, stated at the Nuremberg trial that in early
1941, Heinrich Himmler had said at the Wewelsburg that the purpose of the coming
campaign in Russia would be the reduction of the Slavic population by 30 million.[19]
Now let us take a look at von dem Bach-Zelewski’s fate.[20] According to the official
"holocaust” story, he was one of the worst criminals. He is said to have ordered the
aforementioned murder of 27,800 Jews near Riga and the massacre of tens of thousands
of Soviet civilians. Under these circumstances, one would assume that he was certainly
put on trial and sentenced to hang after the war, but precisely this did not happen. In
Nuremberg he was used as a witness for the prosecution and then released. Obviously
this lenient treatment was the reward for having made statements such as the one quoted
above, which allowed the Allies to accuse the Germans of having planned not only the
total extermination of the Jews, but also a horrific genocide of tens of millions of Slavs.
It is true that von dem Bach-Zelewski was later tried by the West German justice, but not
for his alleged role in the Holocaust or the slaughter of Soviet citizens. He was tried for
two murders he – really or allegedly - had committed in 1934.
Even more important than the Allied post-war trials were the court proceedings against
"Nazi war criminals” in the Federal Republic of Germany. As we have seen, W. Curilla
bases his accusations against the Ordnungspolizei primarily on the documentation of
these trials. As a matter of fact, it is hardly an exaggeration to say that most of the
"evidence” for the holocaust was fabricated by the West German justice. To prove this,
we only have to point to the fact that in his chapter about the "killing centers”, Raul

Hilberg’s most important source is Adalbert Rückerl’s Nationalsozialistische
Vernichtungslager im Spiegel deutscher Strafprozesse (National Socialist extermination
camps through the lens of German court proceedings); Hilberg quotes this book, which
exclusively relies on eyewitness evidence and confessions, no fewer than 41 times.[21]
It goes without saying that torture was not used in West Germany. The courts of the
puppet state basically pursued the same strategy as the Allies had done in the case of von
dem Bach-Zelewski. Those defendants who admitted the alleged mass murders were
often meted out a lenient treatment, while those who "stubbornly denied” the crime
could not hope for mercy. At the Sobibor trial in Hagen (1965/1966) four defendants
"convicted” of aiding and abetting with others the murder of between 15,000 and 79,000
persons got surprisingly mild sentences of three and four years imprisonment
respectively.[22] The defendants Schütt and Unverhau, who had been "convicted” of
aiding and abetting with others the murder of 86,000 and 72,000 persons respectively,
were even acquitted.[23] This proves that these trials were primarily seen as an
instrument to establish the juridical notoriety of the alleged mass murders.
It is true that some defendants were sentenced to life imprisonment (after all, the Jews
wanted their pound of flesh!), but if they feigned repentance, most of them could hope
for pardon. Karl Frenzel, who at the Hagen trial had got a life term for aiding and
abetting with others the murder of at least 150,000 persons and for the murder of nine
persons, was released on appeal in 1981.[24] Although his life sentence was later
confirmed, Frenzel did not have to return to prison, the reason almost certainly being
that in 1984 he had admitted the alleged mass murders at Sobibor in a conversation with
former Sobibor detainee Toivi Blatt.[25]
As we see, it was quite easy for the courts of "democratic” West Germany to obtain the
desired confessions. For the communist regime of East Germany, this was certainly not
difficult either. So much for the "scientific basis” of the "German scholarship” Dr.
Lindtner so fervently admires!

5) The Einsatzgruppen reports
As proof for the alleged huge slaughter in the occupied Eastern territories, first and
foremost are cited the so-called "Ereignismeldungen” (event reports) of the four
Einsatzgruppen. These documents cover the period from June 1941 to May 1942 and
mention numerous massacres, with victims occasionally numbering in five-digit figures.
The "Ereignismeldungen” were supposedly found by the Allies in the Berlin RSHA.
That the Germans let this sort of incriminating material fall into the hands of their
enemies is strikingly odd.
The alleged slaughter of 33,711 Ukrainian Jews at Babi Yar near Kiev is the most
notorious massacre ascribed to the Germans on the Eastern Front. This figure appears in
an Einsatzgruppen report from 7 October 1941.[26] According to the established version
of the facts, these 33,711 Jews were shot and their bodies thrown into the ravine of Babij
Yar on 29 September 1941. But the first witnesses told completely different stories: The
massacre was perpetrated in a graveyard, or near a graveyard, or in a forest, or in the
very city of Kiev, or on the shores of the Dnieper. As to the murder weapons, the early
witnesses spoke of rifles, or machine guns, or submachine guns, or hand grenades, or
bayonets, or knives; some witnesses claimed that the victims had been put to death via
lethal injections whereas others asserted that they had been drowned in the Dnieper, or
buried alive, or killed by means of electric current, or squashed by tanks, or driven into
minefields, or that their skulls had been crushed with rocks, or that they had been
murdered in gas vans.[27] Now that is what we call good, solid evidence, is it not, Dr.
Lindtner?

When the Red Army approached Kiev, the Germans allegedly dug up the mass graves
and burnt the bodies. This work was reportedly finished on 28 September. But two days
before, on 26 September, Babi Yar was photographed by a German reconnaissance
aircraft. The air photo shows no fires, no open graves and no traces of human
activity.[28] As a matter of fact, there are some photographs of human remains at Babi
Yar, although they do not appear in the file of the Soviet commission. Mattogno has
analyzed these photographs. But I do not want to go into details here, so I suggest
simply deleting this sentence.
So the report from 7 October 1941, which mentions an imaginary slaughter, is a fraud.
This means that all other Einsatzgruppen reports are equally suspect from the beginning.

6) Documentary evidence that there was no extermination policy in the
East either
Had the Germans planned the physical extermination of the Jewish population, they
would of course have killed children and old people first; able-bodied adults would
perhaps have been temporarily spared, because they could have been used as slavelaborers. As a matter of fact, solid documentary evidence shows that Jewish children and
old people were not exterminated. The following four examples will illustrate this:
• On 5 June 1942 there were about 9,000 Jews living in the ghetto of Brest
(Belarus). Among them there were 932 old people over 65 (the oldest one was 92)
and more than 500 children under 16.[29]
• In an unknown month of the year 1943, 225 children under the age of 16, plus
some old people of up to 86 years of age, were living in the ghetto of Minsk
(Belarus).[30]
• At the end of May 1942 there were many old people living in the ghetto of Vilnius
(Lithuania); the oldest one, a woman by the name of Chana Stamleriene, had been
born in 1852. There were also 3,693 children under 16.[31] The angel of death
was not hovering over these Jewish children: As we learn from an "Anthology of
holocaust literature,” more than 20 schools were founded in the first year of the
existence of the ghetto. In October 1942 between 1,500 and 1,800 children were
studying at these schools, and in April 1943 school attendance became
compulsory.[32]
• In the summer and autumn of 1944 many Jews of various nationalities (also
Hungarian Jews who had been previously deported to Lithuania and Latvia to
work for the German army) were transferred from Riga and Kaunas to the Stutthof
concentration camp, east of Danzig. On 26 July 1944, 1,983 Jews, most of them
Lithuanian ones, arrived at Stutthof. 850 of them were under 15 years old[33]
which means that the oldest ones had been 12 when the Germans conquered
Lithuania in the summer of 1941.
All this proves that the shootings committed by the Einsatzgruppen, the Ordnungspolizei
and the SS in no way possessed the scope ascribed to them by the court historians.

7) The "Vergasungskeller” letter
Basically it is quite possible to reject the "western half” of the Holocaust story ("Shoah
by gas”) and to accept the "eastern half” ("Shoah by bullets”). This is precisely what a
clever person wishing to save at least a part of the myth would do: While the revisionists
have pointed out numerous impossibilities in the gassing story, there is nothing
technically impossible about a mass shooting. But for the Jews this kind of semirevisionism is totally unacceptable because the gas chambers are an absolutely central

element of the legend. For this very reason Lindtner, who fully identifies with the Jewish
version of the events and even uses Jewish newspeak (he calls revisionism "denial”!),
defends not only the myth of the "millions of Jews shot in the East”, but the Auschwitz
gas chamber myth as well. This is an unspeakably foolish thing to do, because together
with Majdanek, Auschwitz is the most untenable part of the lie, its Achilles heel if there
ever was one. In order to demonstrate the historical reality of the alleged gassings,
Lindtner quotes a well-known document, the "Vergasungskeller” letter. On 29 January
1943 the chief of the Central Construction Office of Auschwitz, Karl Bischoff, stated in
a letter to SS-Brigadeführer Hans Kammler:
"Das Krematorium II wurde unter Einsatz aller verfügbaren Kräfte trotz
unsagbarer Schwierigkeiten und Frostwetter bei Tag- und Nachtbetrieb bis
auf bauliche Kleinigkeiten fertiggestellt. Die Öfen wurden im Beisein des
Herrn Oberingenieur Prüfer der ausführenden Firma, Firma Topf u. Söhne,
Erfurt, angefeuert und funktionieren tadellos. Die Eisenbetondecke des
Leichenkellers konnte infolge Frosteinwirkung noch nicht ausgeschalt
werden. Dies ist jedoch unbedeutend, da der Vergasungskeller hierfür
benützt werden kann.”[34] (Crematorium II has been completed, by using
all available manpower, in spite of extreme difficulties and severe frost and
by running day and night shifts. The ovens were fired up in the presence of
senior engineer Prüfer of the contracting firm, Topf & Söhne, and function
perfectly. The planking of the reinforced concrete ceiling of the corpse
cellar could not yet be stripped because of the effect of the frost. This is,
however, of no importance, because the gassing cellar can be used for this
purpose.)
For the Holocaust historians, this letter proves that Leichenkeller 1 of Krematorium II in
Birkenau was used as a homicidal gas chamber. This thesis was severely criticized by
Jean-Claude Pressac; in Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers he
wrote:
"The affirmation, solely based on the letter of 29 January 1943, that the term
‘Vergasungskeller’ referred to a homicidal gas chamber installed in the
Leichenkeller 1 (corpse cellar) of Krematorium II, was irresponsible, for
even if ‘gas chamber’ were correct, there was no evidence that it was a
‘homicidal’ one.”[35]
So even Pressac concedes that this letter does not prove the existence of a homicidal gas
chamber in Krematorium II. Carlo Mattogno explains the letter in the context of the
epidemic of typhus which was the main cause of the frighteningly high mortality in
Auschwitz. Quoting numerous documents, Mattogno argues that the SS planned to
install a provisional Zyklon B delousing chamber in the Leichenkeller 1 of Krematorium
II.[36] This project never materialized.

8) The missing holes
A key argument against the alleged homicidal gassings in the corpse cellar of
Krematorium II is the fact that the four round holes in the ceiling, through which the
Zyklon B was reportedly introduced into the "gas chamber”, do not exist. To this
argument, Lindtner objects:
"The lacking holes can also easily be explained. When Leichenkeller 1 was
blown up, the holes, i. e. the edges of the holes, would have been the first to
be blown away by the enormous pressure seeking to’escape’."

This is ridiculous. The roof of Leichenkeller 1 survived the demolition of the crematory
relatively well; the two irregularly shaped holes, one of which was not even cleared of
the steel reinforcement rods, which were simply bent backwards, were not "blown away"
at all. So how could four regular round holes in the very same ceiling simply disappear?

9) The gas vans
Lindtner has the audacity to claim:
"The evidence for gas vans is also convincingly established."
The problem is that no such van has ever been found. Nobody has ever seen a blueprint,
or a photograph, of these mythical vehicles.[37] The Holocaust historians regularly refer
to two documents allegedly proving the use of homicidal gas vans, the "Just
document"[38] and the Becker document"[39], but as French revisionist Pierre Marais
has irrefutably demonstrated in his vitally important study about the subject[40], these
documents are grotesque forgeries. But perhaps Dr. Lindtner has not found the time to
read this book because he was too busy studying the "German scholars"!

10) Himmler’s alleged speech to his generals in Sonthofen on 21 June
1944
On 21 June 1944, Heinrich Himmler reportedly told his generals in Sonthofen that the
SS had done well to exterminate the Jews, including the women and the children. For
Lindtner, this alleged speech corroborates the exterminationist position.
As a matter of fact, the European Jews had not been exterminated. In France, 75% of the
Jewish population, and 90% of the Jews who held French passports, were not deported at
all.[41] In most other countries under German control, the percentage of deportees was
considerably higher, but countless documents prove that, while large numbers of Jewish
concentration camp inmates died as a result of the conditions in the camps, there was no
extermination policy. On 27 July 1944 the administration of Auschwitz compiled a
statistical report about the prisoners "temporarily quartered in the camp of the Hungarian
Jews.” The document shows that until that date 3,138 Hungarian Jews had received
medical treatment at the camp hospital. 1,426 of them had undergone surgical
operations.[42] (According to the Holocaust story, a huge number of Hungarian Jews
were gassed at Auschwitz between 15 May and 9 July 1944. While not a single one of
these alleged gas chamber murders is confirmed by a German document, the medical
treatment of 3,138 Hungarian Jews at Auschwitz until 27 July is indeed documented.)
As Polish historian Henry Świebocki reports, no fewer than 11,246 prisoners underwent
surgery at Auschwitz between 10 September 1942 and 23 February 1944.[43] A very
strange "extermination camp” indeed, is it not, Dr. Lindtner?
In its English language edition, the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz reported on 18 April
2004 that there were still 687,000 "Holocaust survivors" around – which means that
there must have been several millions in 1945. How does this fact square with an
extermination policy, Dr. Lindtner?

11) The moral and intellectual bankruptcy of a scholar
The arguments adduced here are not new. All of them can be found in revisionist books
and journals Lindtner cannot possibly pretend not to know. These books and journals are
available in English and German, two languages Lindtner reads as fluently as his Danish
mother tongue. But in order to justify his about-face, Lindtner prefers to ignore this

literature and to rely on the works of dogmatic and bigoted court historians who, in their
burning hatred of the National Socialist system, violate every principle of scientific
historiography and gladly endorse any rubbish as long as it incriminates Adolf Hitler and
the evil Nazis.
In the past I felt respect for Christian Lindtner, in spite of the fact that I by no means
shared his views about the origins of Christianity. Now I feel nothing but contempt for
him.
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The Night the Dams Burst
by Richard A. Widmann

by David Irving, Focal Point Publications, England, 2011. 144pp.
The first new book by British iconoclast David Irving since 2008’s Banged Up is The
Night the Dams Burst. For those of us who have been waiting for the third installment of
Churchill’s War or the long promised biography of Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler,
this release came as a bit of a surprise and certainly fails to satisfy our appetite for real
historical meat. The Night the Dams Burst is a but a thin appetizer based on three articles
that Irving penned in London’s The Sunday Express back in May 1973.
Dams Burst tells the story of the RAF No. 617 Squadron’s moonlight attack on
Germany’s Möhne and Edersee dams on May 16-17, 1943. As those familiar with David
Irving would expect, his gripping account is based on primary sources including
interviews with Bomber Command officers and official British and German documents.
Irving also had exclusive access to the private papers and diaries of Barnes Wallis – the
British scientist and engineer who invented the unique “bouncing bomb” which smashed
the German dams. The book reads like a thriller and is tough to put down.

Photograph of the breached Möhne Dam taken by Flying Officer Jerry Fray of No. 542
Squadron from his Spitfire PR IX, six Barrage balloons are above the dam. Date: 17
May 1943. This is a file from the Wikimedia Commons. This work is in the public
domain.

One might argue that the book is inappropriately titled. The book is not focused merely
on the actual night of the raid but spends considerable time on the politics, planning and
testing which occurred prior to the raid itself. Irving recounts the tale of the creative
scientist Barnes Willis and how he thought he could help win the war by destroying
Germany’s most vital dams. It tells of the skepticism that Barnes Willis faced from the
likes of the British Admiralty and their initial thought that the interesting new bomb
could be used against the German fleet instead of against German dams. Barnes Willis’s
vision is only realized when Winston Churchill intervenes on his behalf and makes the
dams project a top priority. Irving describes the initial failures as the new “bouncing
bomb” is tested. Finally the book winds down with the exciting story of the RAF
carrying out their mission and breaching the Ruhr and Eder valley dams. The dangerous
raid resulted in a high casualty rate, nearly 40%, for the aircrews who participated.
For those interested in Irving’s revisionist viewpoints, it is important to realize that the
original text for this book was published before Irving’s groundbreaking Hitler’s War
(1977). With the majority of the text from 1973, it is not surprising that there is little that
is revisionist in this work. If there is any revisionist element of the book, it is the time
spent considering the German civilians who were killed during the catastrophic flooding
of the Ruhr and Eder valleys, caused by the bombing. This humanizing aspect of the
story allows the reader to consider not only the heroics of the British flyers but also the
terrible loss of civilian life based on their actions. German casualty estimates from the
floods were 1,294 killed including 749 French, Belgian, Dutch and Ukrainian prisoners
of war and laborers. Irving notes that under international law, since 1977 such raids on
dams are now considered war crimes. Indeed, Article 56 of the Protocol I amendment to
the Geneva Convention outlaws such attacks “if such attack may cause the release of
dangerous forces from the works or installations and consequent severe losses among the
civilian population.”
Irving also goes on to describe the German rebuilding of the dams and the minimal
impact that the bombing run ultimately had on the war. In fact in a little over a month the
Germans had restored their full water production and the generator stations were feeding
power at full capacity into the electrical grid. Albert Speer commented on the raid in his
book, Inside the Third Reich, “the disruption of temporarily having to shift 7,000
construction workers to the Moehne and Eder repairs was offset by the failure of the
Allies to follow up with additional (conventional) raids during the dams’ reconstruction,
and that represented a major lost opportunity.” In the end, the greatest value of the raid
appears to have been a boost to British morale.
The Night the Dams Burst is a glimpse back on the Irving that was and gives a hint at the
Irving that might have been. This is the Irving who was the darling of the press and the
Irving of best-selling books. There is little here that is controversial and there is no
suggestion that this author would become a political prisoner in Austria or that he would
become a pariah for his historical writings. This book is for anyone looking for an
exciting wartime story and for Irving completionists who can’t wait for the long
promised meatier titles.
The Night the Dams Burst is available directly through Focal Point Publications at
https://irvingbooks.com/xcart/product.php?productid=17650&cat=3&page=1

The Report of the Soviet Extraordinary State
Commission on the Sachsenhausen Concentration
Camp
by Klaus Schwensen

The “Extraordinary State Commission” (ESC, from Russian ЧГК, an acronym for
Чрезычайная Государственная Комисссия) was created in November 1942 in order to
detect and investigate “crimes perpetrated by the German Fascist Invaders” and the
damage caused by them. After the Red Army had reconquered Soviet territories
previously occupied by the Germans, this commission became very active on all local
levels, including the most remote villages. Tens of thousands of witnesses were
questioned, and in important cases reports based on the pertinent testimony were drawn
up in Moscow. Many of these reports were then published in Pravda, thus acquiring the
status of official Soviet documents. During the Nuremberg trial more than 500 ESC
reports were submitted to the court as incriminating evidence and registered as “USSR
documents”. Still today these documents profoundly condition the presentable view of
“German war crimes in Eastern Europe” and “atrocities committed in National Socialist
concentration camps”.
After the collapse of the communist system in the Soviet Union the ESC became itself
an object of historical investigation within and by the successor Russian state. In the
meantime it has become increasingly clear that this commission was essentially an
instrument of the domestic and foreign policy of the Stalin regime. It had been
established to support Soviet war and atrocity propaganda and to heap massive blame on
the “German Fascist invaders”, regardless of historical truth. For this reason, the ESC
reports are a highly unreliable source; historians should use them with the utmost
caution. But in the past, they have passed, under “law,” for fact, and they continue to be
cited as such by those whose agendas are served by their content.
The present paper was inspired by an accidental discovery the author made in the
Russian State Archives (GARF) where he stumbled over the drafts of an ESC report
about Sachsenhausen concentration camp. These drafts date from 1945, but no report
was ever published. Comparisons among the different versions enables us to understand
the genesis of this type of report.

1. The ESC – an Instrument of the Domestic and Foreign Policy of the
Stalin Regime
On 2 November 1942 the "Extraordinary State Commission" (ESC) was set up by a
decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. It had the responsibility to
"detect and investigate the crimes of the German Fascist Invaders and their accomplices
as to the damage they had inflicted on citizens, collective farms, public organizations,
state enterprises and institutions of the USSR." On 4 November 1942 Pravda announced
the creation of this commission on its front page.
The ESC was nominally headed by ten prominent Soviet personages (politicians,
scientists, academicians etc.) under the leadership of communist functionary N. M.
Chvernik. In fact, these ten famous persons were little more than figureheads whose

signatures were needed to give the reports of the commission the necessary prestige. The
real work was done by an office which had at its disposal a staff of about 150 workers
(approximately as many as a small Soviet ministry). More than 100 subcommissions
were active on all local levels – from the Soviet Republic to the Oblast (Province), Kraj
(Territory) and Rayon (District), from the big cities to the most remote villages. Local
commissions were usually headed by a Troika consisting of the First Party Secretary, the
Representative of the Government and the chief of the NKVD (the Soviet Union’s CIA).
On all levels the work of the commissions were directed and coordinated by the NKVD
and the counterintelligence agency SMERSH (acronym for СмертьШпионам, ”Death
to the Spies“).
As soon as a given area had been reconquered by the Red Army, the local commission
set to work. Apart from ascertaining the extent of the war damage and the war crimes
imputed to the Germans, the commissions had the additional task to identify the parties
to be blamed, i. e. members of the Wehrmacht, the SS and the Einsatzgruppen of the SD.
Another prime target were the ”accomplices of the henchmen“ – local residents (styled
“Soviet citizens”) who had in one way or another collaborated with the occupiers. At
least one of these reports - the one about Katyn (in which the perpetrators were the
Soviets themselves) - was translated into English and diffused in the USA and Britain.
During the Nuremberg trial, more than 500 ESC reports were submitted to the court as
incriminating evidence. After the collapse of the communist system in the USSR, the
microfilms of numerous secondary ESC documents (interrogation protocols, eyewitness
testimony, etc.) were acquired by various archives in the West. Since the end of the
Second World War, the material of the ESC has profoundly influenced the acceptable
view of the “Nazi crimes” in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Both in the East and
in the West, numerous historians have uncritically regarded these documents as a
credible historical source, while others have always viewed them with considerable
skepticism.
Whereas at least the most important ESC reports have been generally accessible since
the Nuremberg trial, very little has been known about the commission itself, its staff, its
hierarchical structure etc.. Only recently has it become possible to throw light on some
aspects of this shadowy organization. The ESC used conspiratorial methods; it could
easily have been set up as a special branch of the NKVD, but in view of the sinister
reputation the NKVD “enjoyed” beyond the Soviet borders, the Kremlin chose a
different line of action. Recently, several researchers have pointed out that the reports of
ESC are an utterly unreliable source of historical information. In this context, the
pioneering work of American historian Marian Sanders[1] and an article by Russian
historian Marina Sorokina, which gives an excellent survey of the question[2]are of
particularly high value.
ESC had a significant role as an instrument of the foreign and domestic policy of the
Stalin regime. Its statistics about the horrendous material damage the USSR had
sustained during the war enabled the Soviet State to claim massive reparations. The
monstrous atrocities imputed to the “German Fascist invaders” kindled the hatred of the
Soviet soldiers and the civilian population against the German enemy and strengthened
their fighting spirit. After the end of the war, the reports of the ESC formed the basis of
the accusation against German “war criminals” at Nuremberg.
New findings suggest that the ESC was entrusted with other delicate tasks as well. In
this connection the cases of the Katyn Forest Massacre and Vinnitsa are highly
suggestive. After the great Stalinist purge (1936-1939) the Soviet Union was littered
with secret mass graves where the victims of the NKVD were buried. In spring 1940,
when the USSR was not yet allied with the western powers, about 15,000 Polish officers
were murdered by the NKVD in compliance with an order from the Soviet government.

Approximately one third of these men were shot and buried in the Katyn Forest near
Smolensk.
Thanks to hints from the local populace, the mass graves of Katyn were discovered in
February 1943 when the area was occupied by the Germans. Some three months later, in
May 1943, mass graves dating from the Soviet period were found at three places near the
Ukrainian city of Vinnitsa. In April 1943 the Germans began opening the Katyn graves;
more than 4,000 corpses were exhumed before the action had to be interrupted because
of the summer heat. Several commissions consisting of forensic experts, criminologists,
journalists and politicians from neutral and German-controlled countries were invited to
inspect the site of the massacre. Katyn was also visited by members of the Polish Red
Cross, whereas the International Red Cross in Geneva had declined the German
invitation under Allied pressure. The Wehrmacht took captured American, Canadian and
British officers to Katyn so that they could witness the evidence of what had transpired
there. The government of the Reich published the results of the investigations in a
“White Book.”[3]
For the Soviet rulers the discovery of the Katyn mass graves was terribly embarrassing.
In order to save face, they accused the Germans of having committed the crime
themselves. As early as September 1943 the area around Katyn was reconquered by the
Red Army. This provided the Soviets with an opportunity to draw up their own “forensic
report”. As they imputed the massacre to the Germans, it was only logical that the ESC
was entrusted with the new investigation. The local commission re-opened the mass
graves, performed autopsies of the corpses, interrogated intimidated local citizens and
German prisoners of war and then published the results of its findings in a report.
Compared with the overwhelming evidence found by the Germans, the Soviet “proofs”
were rather meager, so that they had to be extensively reinforced by ”eyewitness
reports“ (a well-tried method). To nobody’s surprise, the commission concluded that the
mass murder had been perpetrated by the “German Fascist invaders”.
The report of the “Special Commission for the Examination and Investigation of the
Circumstances of the Shooting of Captive Polish Officers by the German Fascist
Intruders in the Katyn Forest”, dated “Katyn, 24 January 1944” was at once published in
Pravda. It is now universally acknowledged that this document, which was among the
first and most important of the 27 officially sanctioned ESC reports, blatantly distorted
the facts: On 13 April 1990, the forty-seventh anniversary of the discovery of the mass
graves, Moscow finally admitted Soviet secret-police responsibility.
Concurrently with the publication of the Katyn report in Pravda, an English translation
was published in the USA and later presented at the Nuremberg trial[4] as definitive
“evidence” for the German responsibility (“Document USSR-54”). However, the
defendant Göring and his defense counsel were able to counter this accusation with such
powerful arguments that the court tacitly dropped it. The spectacular case of Katyn
clearly demonstrated that the Soviets did not shrink from putting the blame for their own
crimes on the Germans. In this particular case the Soviet tactic could easily be explained
by the predicament Moscow was facing: As the Soviets could not possibly admit their
guilt, they by necessity had to blame their German adversary. But Katyn did not remain
an isolated case. Wherever it seemed opportune, mass graves containing the bodies of
victims of pre-war purges were ascribed to the Germans. For this tactic, Marina
Sorokina has coined the apt term “Katyn model”. The organization in charge of this
brazen falsification was the ESC.
In Vinnitsa, Ukraine, the occupying Germans found altogether 91 mass graves at three
different places situated on the outskirts of the city (the graveyard, the orchard and the
public park). In the period between July and 1 November 1943 all of them were

completely emptied, and 9,432 bodies were exhumed. As had been the case at Katyn,
medical experts, journalists, clergymen etc. were invited to Vinnitsa so that they could
personally see the evidence. Once again, the results of the investigations were
thoroughly documented in a German “White Book”[5]. In spite of the overwhelming
evidence, the Soviet propaganda again accused the Germans, but Vinnitsa soon
disappeared from the headlines. In March 1944 the city was re-conquered by the Red
Army.
In the West the Vinnitsa massacre became a non-issue after the war. At Nuremberg the
Soviet prosecution refrained from bringing up the case. As C. Mattogno and J. Graf have
pointed out[6], Vinnitsa was mentioned but once during the whole trial; the Bulgarian
witness prof. Markov named the city in connection with the exhumation of bodies. From
the Soviet point of view this was a minor embarrassment.
After the German retreat from Vinnitsa, the ESC immediately set to work and drew up
the usual report[7] in which the commission made the unsubstantiated claim that “no
fewer than 41,820 peaceful citizens and prisoners of war had been put to death during
the German occupation”. The report made no reference to the mass graves containing the
remains of 9,432 victims of the Soviet regime which had been exhumed in 1943.

2. Investigations Carried out by the ESC in the German Concentration
Camps
On 23 July 1944, the Red Army captured the first German concentration camp,
Majdanek. Other camps followed: Auschwitz (27 January 1945), Gross-Rosen (midFebruary 1945), Sachsenhausen (23 April 1945) and Stutthof (9 May 1945). In addition
to these large camps, several small ones – such as the forced-labor camp LembergJanowska Street – fell into the hands of the Soviet forces. In order to report what had
transpired in these camps, the ESC had each of them examined by a sub-commission
consisting of medical experts, physicians, engineers etc. who had been recruited from
among the “operatives” of the Ministry of Domestic Affairs (NKVD) present in all units
of the Red Army.
The local commissions then forwarded the results of their investigations to their
superior, the ESC in Moscow. Based on the material received, the ESC then drafted a
report about the respective camp. Many such reports were used as incriminating
evidence at the Nuremberg trial, e.g. IMT document USSR-8 about Auschwitz and IMT
document USSR-29 about Majdanek. Majdanek was the only camp any western
journalists were invited to; the only journalist admitted to Auschwitz was the renowned
Red Army reporter Boris Polevoi who subsequently wrote his well-known article about
the “Death Factory”[8]. No journalists, neither Russian nor foreign, were admitted to the
other concentration camps captured by Soviet forces.
By order of the ESC, a special commission led by a representative of Soviet military
justice, Lt. Colonel A. Sharitch, carried out extensive investigations in the former
concentration camp Sachsenhausen (May/June 1945). The commission was subdivided
into several working groups, the activities of the so-called ”Technical Commission“
which inspected the camp crematorium (now called ”Station Z”) being of particular
interest. The reports of these working groups, as well as Sharitch’s final report, are now
kept at the State Archives of the Russian Federation (GARF).
Yet another “special commission,” to investigate the Sachsenhausen camp, was created
in Moscow. It consisted of three members of the ESC office (General D. I. Kudryavzev,
P. V. Semjonov and P. T. Kusmin), two representatives of the public prosecutor’s office
(P. I. Tarasov-Rodyonov and P. V. Baranov) and a representative of the NKVD (A. I.

Simenkov). Kudryavzev had already acquired considerable experience at Auschwitz,
where he had headed the local ESC commission; the well-known document USSR-08
was probably finished at the time the Sachsenhausen commission was set up.
Kudryavzev’s colleagues Semyonov and Kusmin were ordered to write an equivalent
report about Sachsenhausen. We may safely assume that it was planned to present this
report at Nuremberg together with the ones about Majdanek and Auschwitz, but for
reasons which will become clear later this was not the case[9]; the document was never
published or used as incriminating evidence against the “German Fascists”. At the State
Archives of the Russian Federation (GARF) the author has found several drafts of the
planned report, plus some letters concerning the same subject. An analysis of these
documents provides us with a unique insight into the way such reports originated; it
shows how the Soviet picture of the history of the camp came about and how the
commission handled the results of its own “investigation”.

3. The “Brown Portfolio”
Upon receiving the reports of the various working groups, Lt. Colonel A. Sharitch
produced the final version[10], whereupon he probably forwarded the entire body of
material to his superiors. The ESC in Moscow then began drafting an official report
about Sachsenhausen. The respective drafts and the correspondence about this subject
are now bound in a brown Portfolio made of imitation leather[11] so they stand out amid
the mass of “ordinary” Sachsenhausen material at GARF where the author of this article
discovered them several years ago. The documents supply no information about the
origin of the drafts. The Soviet administration did not normally use official stationery
with a pre-printed letterhead, as was common practice in Germany, Britain, and other
countries. In the specific case discussed here this may have been due to the fact that the
sender and the addressee were residing in the same building, the house of the Sovnarkom
(Council of People’s Commissars). Most drafts lack any reference to the author and the
date and bear no signature. Only rarely do the documents bear a handwritten date, and
even in these cases it is not clear what the date refers to. Sometimes we find a register
number, which is rather difficult to interpret owing to our ignorance of the system used.
The handwritten, continuous pagination of the archives only adds to the confusion
because it does not square with the chronology of the events. In other words, for the
researcher this Portfolio is a real nightmare. The chaos is probably due to the fact that in
1951, after the dissolution of the archives of the ESC, the material was handed over to
the Central Archives of the October Revolution (now GARF) without previous
rationalization.
When producing a report, the ESC apparently proceeded as follows: It sent its draft to
the vice president of the Council of People’s Commissars (Deputy Prime Minister) of the
USSR, Andrey Vyshinsky[12], who actively participated in the styling of the text,
regularly demanding minor or radical modifications. Vyshinsky thus became the “grey
eminence” of the ESC, its "unofficial chief editor and censor” (Sorokina). Only when a
report met with his full approval was it forwarded to Foreign Minister Molotov (usually
by Chvernik, the nominal head of the commission). The final decision as to the
publication of an ESC report was up to Stalin.
This pattern clearly emerges in the case of the Sachsenhausen report. When Vyshinksy
desired changes in the text, he sometimes contented himself with marginal notes, but in
most cases he may have summoned ESC secretary Bogoyavlensky to notify him of his
wishes. The reasons which motivated the substantial modifications of the contents of the
reports remain undocumented. The ESC used conspiratorial methods; delicate topics
were in all likelihood discussed orally, and it is quite probable that even among
themselves the members of the commission rarely used plain language.

4. Chronology of the Drafts
The ESC in Moscow probably began drafting its own report as early as in July 1945,
immediately after receiving the reports from Sachsenhausen. Whatever his other talents
may have been, Semyonov was not exactly a literary genius; his various drafts virtually
cried for improvement. The fact that his report about a complex subject – a large
concentration camp – was not even subdivided into sections shows that he was unable to
present the topic in a logical and systematic way. While the fate of seven British sailors
was discussed in great detail on several pages, only a few lines were dedicated to the
14,000 Soviet POWs (allegedly) shot at Sachsenhausen. These glaring shortcomings can
perhaps be explained by the fact that Semyonov first wanted to feel out the wishes and
intentions of his superiors because delicate questions were not discussed openly.
To cut a long story short: There are no fewer than six drafts, which we will call “Shn-1”,
“Shn-2”, “Shn-3”, “Shn-4”, “Shn-5” and “Shn-6” (Shn = Sachsenhausen). Of the four
“complete” drafts, we have translated but two; as to the others, a comparison of the texts
was sufficient to recognize differences and deviations and to reconstruct the
chronological order of the documents. Two examples will suffice to illustrate this point.
In drafts Shn-1, Shn-2 and Shn-3 the Cyrillic transcription of Sachsenhausen is correct
(“Саксенхаусен” ), while in Shn-4A to Shn-4C the name of the camp is misspelled as
“Саксенгаусен”, the German “h” being erroneously rendered as “r” instead of “x”. The
person who styled Shn-4D then realized this error and corrected it manually. In Shn-4
and Shn-6 the wrong letter “г” does not occur any more; it has been replaced by the
correct “х”. Another detail which greatly helped us to establish the chronology of the
documents is the enumeration of the nations whose subjects had been interned at
Sachsenhausen. As the order in which these nations were enumerated reflected the
esteem the respective countries enjoyed in Moscow at the time the reports were written,
it was constantly changed – which enabled us to draw certain conclusions as to their
chronology.
4.1 The first draft (Shn-1)
Based on the reports from the Special Commission in Sachsenhausen (a quarter in the
town of Oranienburg north of Berlin), a first draft was composed (probably still in the
camp itself). A copy of this document has survived (it is not kept in the aforementioned
“Brown Portfolio”, but in another file).[13]
Winfried Meyer assumes that this draft originated in June 1945[14], but as it was written
after Sharitch’s final report, which was dated 29 June 1945, the correct month is
probably July 1945. Unlike most other drafts, Shn-1 bears two signatures (D.
Kudryavzev and P. Semyonov). In all likelihood P. Semyonov was the real author of the
text, which his superior, general Kudryavzev, simply approved by his signature). The
heading has been made illegible by hand. The document is undated. It consists to a great
extent of excerpts from the reports of the various subcommittees which had been active
in Sachsenhausen, plus Sharitch’s final report.
4.2 Shn-2
The content of the corrected draft Shn-2[15], which differs from the other drafts by its
narrower typeface, is largely identical with Shn-1. It was probably finished by midSeptember 1945 and then forwarded to Malenkov and Vyshinsky (Shn-2A and
Shn-2B).[16] It is undated, not subdivided into chapters and bears neither heading nor
signature.

4.3 Shn-3
Shn-3[17] is obviously a new finished copy of Shn-2. This third version appears under
the headline “REPORT of the Special Commission for the investigation of the crimes of
the German Fascist Occupiers in the Sachsenhausen concentration camp”. A subdivision
into chapters is still lacking; the number of pages (eleven) remains unchanged. This time
General Kudrjavzev is the only signer.
4.4 Shn-4
Probably because Vyshinsky had orally ordered certain changes to be made, the text was
again revised and a new finished copy was produced (Shn-4). For the first time the
eleven pages are subdivided into chapters. The draft Shn-4 exists in four different copies
which we call Shn-4A, Shn-4B, Shn-4C and Shn-4D. The typewritten manuscript is
identical in all four copies, but the texts were altered by handwritten additions and
corrections.
4.5 Shn-4A
Shn-4A is a finished copy[18] (without corrections) and the only of the four versions
which is signed. The first signer (illegible) added the date (26. IX. 1945); the second one
was apparently Semyonov, as a comparison with Shn-1 suggests. Finally the document
was signed by a superior, most probably Kudryavzev.
4.6 Shn-4B and Shn-4C
Shn-4B[19] is equally a finished copy, apparently an unused reserve copy (this is
suggested by the fact that there is neither signature nor date and that no corrections
whatsoever were made). Unlike Shn-4B, Shn-4C[20] presents some insignificant
corrections and cuts.
4.7 Shn-4D
The typewritten manuscript of this copy[21] is identical with the preceding ones, but the
handwritten pagination of pages 1-11 is highly chaotic (p. 94, 99, 100, 101, 109, 106,
107, 108, 110, 111, 95). As the numerous changes, additions, cuts, rearrangements and
insertions show, the text was drastically modified. It emerges from a later accompanying
letter that these modifications were made by Kudryavzev’s superior Bogoyavlenski, the
responsible secretary of the ESC, in compliance with Vyshinksy’s instructions. The
document Shn-4D is basically the rough draft of a new report the definitive version of
which was to be Shn-6. Shn-4D bears the handwritten date 29. IX. 45, which means that
it was drafted only three days after Shn-4A. The trial of the “main war criminals” in
Nuremberg was scheduled to commence on 20 November 1945. Apparently the authors
of the Sachsenhausen report were pressed for time.
4.8 Shn-5
This version consists of a mere four pages[22] which were obviously meant to complete
the chapter “The annihilation of the prisoners of war”. The text begins at page 7/2 with
the so-called Ziereis confession. It was integrated into the final version Shn-6 without
any changes.
4.9 Shn-6

This document[23] is the finished copy of the version Shn-4D enlarged by the fragment
Shn-5 (illustration 1). The size of Shn-4 plus the subdivision into chapters, remain
unchanged. Date and signature are lacking. We may safely assume that Shn-6 was the
final version presented to Vyshinsky by the office of the ESC. As the preceding draft
(Shn-4D) is dated 29. IX. 45, Shn-6 was most probably finished in early October 1945.
The heading reads: “Report of the Extraordinary State Commission for ascertaining and
investigating crimes perpetrated by the German Fascist Invaders. About the annihilation
of citizens of the USSR, England, France, Poland, Holland, Belgium, Hungary and other
states by the German authorities at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp.”

Illustration 1: Page 1 of the final version Shn-6 (facsimile) Source: GARF
7021-116-177, p. 43 (archive pagination)
Altogether the chaotic “Brown Portfolio” contains four “finished” fair copies of drafts:
Shn-1, Shn-3, Shn-4A and Shn-6. The last draft Shn-6 was apparently approved by
Vyshinsky and finally presented to foreign minister Molotov.

5. The Contents of the Drafts: A Comparison
5.1 The Number of Transportable Crematory Ovens
Since 1940 the Sachsenhausen concentration camp had been equipped with a small
crematorium consisting of two one-muffle ovens the combined capacity of which
probably did not exceed 14 cremations per day.
In preparation for a sustained program of execution of selected Soviet prisoners of war
(the so-called “Russenaktion”) in fall 1941 the camp acquired some “field crematoria”
(very compact ovens which were reinforced by an iron frame and therefore
transportable). These ovens used oil as combustible; the necessary temperatures could be
reached fairly quickly, and in case of necessity the ovens could be operated around the
clock. As can be deduced from their name, these ovens had been developed for use near
the front or in areas contaminated by epidemics. Soviet post-war propaganda made great

fuss about the mobility of these ovens; they were, so to speak, the equivalent of the
“mobile gas chambers” – the “gas vans”.
During the “Russenaktion” the field crematoria were deployed in the immediate
neighborhood of the shooting barracks and surrounded by a high paling to conceal them
from curious eyes. The crematoria and the paling are sometimes called “provisional
crematory”. The shooting barracks and the field crematoria were situated at the “North
Yard” of Sachsenhausen, a quiet, isolated sector of the camp where only a handful of
prisoners were assigned.
Significantly even the elementary (but important) question of how many such ovens
existed at Sachsenhausen has not been clarified up to the present day. The only
undisputed fact is that at the end of the war two field crematoria were found in the camp,
where they were standing under a shed roof surrounded by all kinds of trash (Illustration
2).

Illustration 2: Soviet Experts inspect the transportable field crematoria
Photograph: Soviet investigation team, May/June 1945.
These ovens were probably retired after the new crematorium had been put into
operation in May 1942 (illustration 3).

Illustration 3: One of the field crematoria. In the background right the second oven.
Photograph: Soviet ”Fact-finding commission“, May/June 1945.
How many field crematoria were used during the “Russenaktion” remains unclear.
According to the crematorium worker Paul Sakowski there were altogether four ovens.
Two of them were reportedly sent to other camps during the war. The film “Todeslager
Sachsenhausen” (“Death camp Sachsenhausen”) (1946) shows the two remaining field
crematoria which had in the meantime been moved to the open air. Apparently there

were no more such crematoria in Sachsenhausen in 1945, otherwise the Soviet
investigators or the film crew from DEFA[24] would undoubtedly have set up them in a
row (illustration 4).

Illustration 4: The two transportable field crematoria (when they were in operation the
height of the chimney was doubled by adding a second segment).
Source: The film “Todeslager Sachsenhausen“, DEFA 1946.
According to the first draft Shn-1[25] there were four mobile (transportable)
crematorium ovens:
“In order to erase the traces of their bloody crimes the camp administration
set up four mobile crematoria ovens which were mounted on trailers
[smontirowannyje na awtopritsepach]. The chief of the mobile crematorium
was Hauptscharführer Klein under whose supervision the corpses of
prisoners who had been shot, hanged or tortured to death were incinerated.”
With some minor modifications, these sentences occur in all later drafts[26]; however
the claim that the ovens were “mounted on trailers” was abandoned after Shn-4B. It
should be pointed out that the figure of four transportable crematoria does not square
with the so-called Technical Report of Soviet engineers Blokhin, Telyaner and
Grigoryev.[27] While the authors of the report fail to mention the number of ovens, their
calculation of the cremation capacity is based on three transportable ovens. [28] The
ESC in Moscow did not take exception to this contradiction; maybe nobody had even
noticed it.
In the meantime the propagandists in Moscow had become aware of the so-called
“Ziereis confession” – the protocol of an interrogation of the former commandant of
Mauthausen concentration camp, SS-Standartenführer [Lt. Colonel] Franz Ziereis who
was questioned by the Americans before his death. The interrogation took place in the
hospital of the satellite camp Gusen on 24 May 1945.[29] Ziereis, who according to the
minutes had been “wounded by two shots in the belly and the left arm” was lying on a
camp bed which was to become his deathbed as he was denied medical assistance
(illustration 5, illustration 6). The minutes state that Ziereis had fled to a hunting lodge
near Spital am Phyrn (Traunviertel/Upper Austria) where he was tracked down and
wounded by US soldiers. According to other reports he wanted to surrender the camp on
8 May 1945 whereupon he was shot without the slightest provocation. All reports about
the arrest and the shooting of Ziereis and about the circumstances of his interrogation on
his deathbed are contradictory and unreliable; fundamental questions remain
unanswered.

Illustration 5: Franz Ziereis during his interrogation. Present (from the left): The three
former prisoners Hans Marsalek, Dr. Toni Goszinski and Eugenius Pienta; Captain Lewi
(with his helmet in his lap), three other Americans (one of them covered by the US
paramedic sitting first row right).
Source: Memorial Gusen.
According to the minutes Ziereis began his testimony as follows:
“On 23 May 1945 at 18 o’clock, while fleeing, I was wounded by American
soldiers near the lodge at Pyhrn near Spittal. My name is Franz Ziereis; I
was born on 13 August 1905. I was the commandant of Mauthausen
concentration camp and its satellite concentration camps. While trying to
escape, I was wounded by gunshots in my left upper arm and in the back. A
bullet pierced my belly and my abdominal wall. I was taken to the 131st
evacuation hospital (US Army hospital) at Gusen and wish to make the
following statement…”

Illustration 6: The interrogation of Ziereis. Behind left: Pienta; behind the paramedic
(with kepi) the fourth American.
Source: Memorial Gusen.
These photographs clearly show that Ziereis was hardly able to make the lengthy
statements ascribed to him. Most likely the “minutes” were written after his demise by
the former Mauthausen inmates Marsalek and/or Pienta. Some of Ziereis’s alleged
statements are so outlandish (he claimed that no fewer than 1.5 million people had been
gassed at Hartheim Castle!) that he cannot possibly have made them. In all likelihood his
account of a meeting of all concentration camp commandants which allegedly took place
in Sachsenhausen was added after the event, perhaps thanks to a “hint” from the Soviet
operatives in Berlin.
In the Paris-based documentation center of the Allied powers the minutes of the ”Ziereis
confession” were registered as document 1515-PS.[30] However, this document does not
appear in the IMT volume where one would expect to find it according to its number.

The original is probably rotting in some unknown American archive. During the
Nuremberg trial, a German translation was made for the benefit of the defense counsel;
the text can be found in the German version of the trial documents. It is dated
“Mauthausen, 24 May 1945”. The interrogation began at 9:15 o’clock and was
interrupted “on 24 May 1945, 14.00 o’clock owing to the weakness of the subject”. The
minutes of this interrogation, which had lasted nearly five hours, consist of only four
pages. The second part of the interrogation – we are not told when it started and how
long it lasted – has no fewer than 17 pages (in the German translation). It contains an
enumeration of the 33 satellite camps of Mauthausen and the number of their inmates,
detailed information about various occurrences and a letter from Ziereis to his wife.
There can be little doubt that the bulk of these minutes was added after the event. A look
at the German translation shows that, except for the date, the minutes are lacking all the
data usually present in this type of document: The names of the interrogators, the keeper
of the minutes, the interpreter and the minor witnesses. So much for the credibility of the
“Ziereis confession”.
In its drafts Shn-5 and Shn-6, the ESC extensively quotes from this highly suspect
document.[31] Ziereis allegedly described a meeting of the German concentration camp
commandants at Sachsenhausen, where a new “neckshot facility for Politruks and
Russian commissars” was demonstrated. According to Shn-6, Ziereis made the
following comment on the shooting of Soviet POWs at Sachsenhausen
(“Russenaktion”)[32]:
“8 mobile crematoria were constantly in operation opposite the corpse
building [the alleged shooting barracks]. Every day 1,500 to 2,000 people
were being killed.”
So while the authors of the Technical Report spoke of three mobile ovens, and while the
first draft Shn-1 mentioned four of them, their number had grown to eight in the final
version Shn-6, which means that the capacity of the crematoria had again been doubled,
at least on paper. At that time the ESC in Moscow claimed that no fewer than 100,000
prisoners had perished at Sachsenhausen. [33] As no mass graves had been detected, this
implied that the bodies of the victims had been cremated, which was only possible if the
capacity of the ovens had been up to this task. It should be borne in mind that in the
German translation of the “Ziereis confession” the number of ovens is not mentioned;
the only information about the crematoria reads as following:
"Opposite the corpse room two crematoria were constantly in operation.
Their daily capacity probably fluctuated between 1,500 and 2,000 prisoners.
It is my guess that this procedure continued for at least five weeks. For
example, when the commandants came the crematoria had already been in
operation for 14 days.”
So the only witness the ESC relied upon and its reconstruction of the events which had
preceded the “Russenaktion” was the late Ziereis, although the commission could easily
have questioned some members of the former Kommandantur Staff of Sachsenhausen.
At that time most of them were already in (British, not Soviet) custody, so they could
have confirmed – or denied – Ziereis’s statement about the alleged meeting of the
concentration camps commandants in July 1941. Significantly, no statements made by
these SS officers in British custody have been published up to the present day.
5.2 The Capacity of the Crematoria Ovens
As to the capacity of the crematoria ovens, Semyonov, the author of the first draft
(Shn-1), relies upon the Technical Report, which implied that there had been three

transportable ovens, although only two had been found [34]:
“The cremation of six bodies in the ovens of the mobile crematorium
required 30 minutes, which meant that 864 bodies per day could be
incinerated if the three ovens were in operation around the clock.”
Based on this (insanely exaggerated) figure, Semyonov calculated the alleged maximum
capacity of the transportable ovens during their entire existence. Without any
explanation he postulated that these ovens had been in operation from September 1941
until March 1943, to-wit, approximately 570 days. He thus came to the following
conclusion [35]:
“A. In the transportable crematoria ovens [864 x 570 =] 492,480 bodies
could be cremated from September 1941 until March 1943.”
But the experts did not content themselves with this absurd exaggeration. With regard to
the capacity of the four stationary one-muffle ovens of Sachsenhausen, the Technical
Report stated:
“B. The crematoria ovens were designed for uninterrupted operation. Four
to six corpses could be simultaneously introduced into one oven. The
necessary time for the cremation of six corpses in one oven was 60 minutes.
Within twenty-four hours [6 x 4 x 24 =] 576 corpses could be disposed of.”
As in the case of the mobile ovens, the alleged capacity of the stationary ones was
heavily inflated. Semyonov arbitrarily assumed that the latter ones had been in operation
from March 1943 until April 1945 (about 750 days) and thus concluded:
“3. In the stationary crematorium [576 x 750 =] 432,000 corpses could be
incinerated from March 1943 until April 1945.”
Based on the (alleged) capacity of all ovens (1 oven = 1 muffle) Semyonov claimed:
“In consideration of the fact that the Hitlerites not only annihilated prisoners
of the [Sachsenhausen] camp, but that transports with prisoners from other
concentration camps arrived there – from Majdanek, Auschwitz,
Buchenwald, Dachau, Mauthausen, Ravensbrück etc. as well as from
various European countries occupied by the Germans – the Hitlerite
henchmen could cremate 924,480 people at the [Sachsenhausen] camp, as
results from the Technical Expertise.”
Let us resume: The Soviet investigators postulated that the field crematoria could
incinerate 288 bodies per muffle per day, while the stationary ovens could cremate half
this number – 144 bodies per muffle per day; both types of crematoria were allegedly in
operation around the clock. In both cases, the alleged capacity was about 20 times higher
than the real one (even of modern crematoria). The Soviet experts could not possibly
ignore the fact that the postulated figures were completely unrealistic. For reasons of
space, we cannot enumerate all the tricks, wrong insinuations and incorrect assumptions
the aforementioned data are based upon, so we will confine ourselves to the most glaring
incongruities:
i. The number of portable ovens
As we have mentioned before, the statements about the number of transportable field
crematoria fluctuate between two and eight. The experts Telyaner, Blokhin and
Grigoryev assumed that there were three such ovens.

ii. The period of operation of the new crematorium
In his first draft (Shn-1) Semyonov insinuated that the four stationary ovens of the new
crematorium had been in operation “from March 1943 until April 1945”. This claim was
incorrect, as this crematorium was put into operation as early as in the beginning of May
1942.
iii. The daily period of operation of the ovens
At that time, stationary ovens were heated with coke. When such an oven is in operation
for many hours, the grate is gradually covered with glowing cinders. For this reason, it is
common practice to extinguish the oven in the evening and to let it cool off overnight. In
the morning, the cinders are removed and the oven is rekindled. It was therefore not
possible to operate a coke oven around the clock, as the experts assumed. On the other
hand, it was theoretically possible to operate the oil-fired “field crematoria” around the
clock. But according to the documents the staff of the Sachsenhausen crematoria never
exeeded eight men, so it is highly dubious that it would have been feasible to operate
these ovens continuously.
iv. The insertion of several corpses into one muffle
All ovens at Sachsenhausen, both mobile and stationary ones, were one-muffle ovens.
The technical experts based their calculation of the daily capacity of these ovens on the
ludicrous assumption that six (!) bodies had been simultaneously introduced into a
muffle. Nevertheless, the cremation allegedly required only 60 minutes in the stationary
ovens and only 30 minutes in the field crematoria! Apart from the fact that the muffles
were much too small to allow for the simultaneous insertion of six bodies, this method
would not have accelerated the process of cremation at all. Even today the incineration
of an adult body in a muffle requires on an average at least 80 minutes.
Apparently the wildly unrealistic claims of the first draft (Shn-1) embarrassed even the
ESC at Moscow. At any rate, the capacity of the crematoria was not even mentioned in
the following drafts (Shn-2 and Shn-3). To make the cremation of the alleged number of
victims technically feasible, the final version (Shn-6) resorted to a new trick, increasing
the number of field crematoria at Sachsenhausen to eight.
As the reader will recall, the first draft wrongly claimed that the new crematorium had
been put into operation in March 1943. This misstatement appears in the following
versions as well:[36]
“In accordance with the plan of the aforementioned hangman Klein, a
stationary crematorium was built in 1942 and put into operation in March
1943. Based on a project of camp commandant Sauer, and under his
personal leadership, a gas chamber for the mass killing of people with the
poisonous substance ’Zyklon A’ – a liquid product containing prussic acid –
was installed in the building of the newly constructed crematorium.”
As a matter of fact, the epidemics of typhus (spotted fever) which had occurred in fall
1941 prompted the camp administration to order the construction of the new
crematorium as early as winter 1941/42. This work only required four months; the
crematorium was put into operation in the beginning of May 1942. As that winter had
been particularly harsh, the experts in Moscow presumably thought that it would not
have been possible to perform such a task within so short a time and therefore decided to
“correct” the date.
5.3 The Shooting of the POWs
It is an undeniable fact that the large masses of Soviet prisoners of war who filled the

German camps after the beginning of the Russian campaign were subject to scrutiny of
their political background by the SD (Sicherheitsdienst, Security Service). Soviet
functionaries, political commissars of the Red Army (Politruks) and other “carriers of
the Soviet ideology“ were sorted out and sent to the nearest concentration camp to be
shot.[37] Such executions occurred at Sachsenhausen as well.
What did the Special Commission at Sachsenhausen find out about the shooting of
Soviet POWs? The so-called ”Häftlingsbericht” (Prisoners’ Report) produced in May
and June 1945 under the authorship of Communist ex-prisoner Hellmut Bock put the
number of victims at 16,000. Probably this figure was already mentioned in the missing
first version of the ”Häftlingsbericht” (HB-1) which existed as early as 7 May 1945; an
English translation of this document has survived (HB-2). In version HB-7, which was
handed over to the Soviet Commission on 12 June 1945, the killing of the Russians is
described in the following way:[38]
“Before the ogres slew, strangled or crushed the people, or killed them in
other ways these murderous brutes had devised, they were fiendishly
mistreated. The SS literally indulged in these orgies of murder. Rivers of
brandy were consumed, and loudspeakers drowned out the cries of the
victims with music. Nobody cared to verify the death of the victims before
their cremation; many of them were shoved into the ovens while still alive.“
The Häftlingsbericht does not mention killings by shooting in the back of the neck
through a slit in the wall, nor does it explain how the prisoners were able to ascertain the
number of Russian POWs killed. On 29 June 1945, Lt. Colonel Sharitch, who had been
in possession of the Häftlingsbericht for 17 days, finished his own final report of 28
pages. Inexplicably, only a single paragraph is dedicated to the shooting of the Soviet
POWs, and no number of victims is given:
”In the camp there were Soviet prisoners of war as well. They arrived at
Sachsenhausen in large groups and for a special purpose – liquidation. This
category of prisoners was not statistically registered. The Russian POWs
were kept in special barracks behind barbed wire which isolated them from
the other inmates. They did not even get the pitiful rations other prisoners
were allotted.”[39]
That was all the chief of the first Soviet “fact-finding commission” had to say about this
subject. Now how did the ESC handle this report? In draft Shn-1[40], where the shooting
of seven British sailors is described in great detail on three and a half pages (we will
discuss this “British Sailor Case” later), the shooting of Soviet POWs is mentioned three
times, but in an extremely cursory way and without any details. The number of victims
is given as 14,000:
“Besides the systematic mass killings of political prisoners of various
nationalities, the Hitlerites also annihilated Soviet prisoners of war and
prisoners of war of the allied nations in the same camp“ (p. 7).
”As the commission ascertained during its investigation, beside the
annihilation of the English prisoners of war and the systematic killing of
camp inmates a large group of Soviet prisoners of war was liquidated. The
commission ascertained that in September/October 1941 14,000 Soviet
prisoners of war were shot by the camp administration” (p. 10).
The figure of 14,000 Russian POWs allegedly shot at Sachsenhausen is mentioned a
third time in connection with the arrest of the former commandant of the camp, Loritz,
by the British. According to the authors of the report, he was

”the direct organizer of the mass annihilation of camp inmates as well as the
shooting of 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war in 1941”(p. 11).
In Shn-2[41] and Shn-3[42] the reference to the shooting of the Soviet prisoners of war
is even more laconic:
”Concurrently with the annihilation of the Englishmen in the Sachsenhausen
camp, other prisoners of war were liquidated as well. The commission
ascertained that in September/October 1941 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war
were shot.”
The figure 14,000 is mentioned two more times in Shn-2 and Shn-3 (in both versions on
pages 10 and 11), but details are again lacking. In the succeeding version (Shn-4) the
14,000 Soviet POWs are mentioned at the beginning of the chapter about the prisoners
of war[43], but the reference to them is still cursory:
”In the course of the investigation it has been ascertained that in
September/October 1941 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war were shot at the
Sachsenhausen camp. In addition to the mass annihilation of Soviet
prisoners of war in the camp, the Hitlerites also put to death captured
soldiers and officers of the allied countries.”
Presumably it was Vyshinsky, who recognized the disproposition between the laconic
mention of the (allegedly) 14,000 Soviet victims and the detailed description of the fate
of 7 British POWs, and who demanded a modification of the text (as we learn from a
letter of Bogoyavlenski[44] to Vyshinsky). Thus, Vyshinsky prompted the new draft
Shn-4D, where the shooting of the British sailors is dealt with much more concisely
(half a page instead of three and a half), while two new pages have been added under the
heading ”The annihilation of the prisoners of war“[45]; half a page is now devoted to the
Soviet POWs. The new chapter reads as follows:
The annihilation of the prisoners of war
”In August 1941 a first transport of 2,000 Soviet prisoners of war arrived at
the Sachsenhausen camp. They were housed in various isolated barracks.
Within 4-5 days, all prisoners of war were shot in the shooting ditch [“tir“ in
Russian]. During their stay in the camp the Soviet prisoners of war were
given neither food nor water. As witnesses stated, they were led to the place
of execution in a state of utter exhaustion. As soon as the barracks had been
emptied from the first group, a second transport consisting of 2,000 Soviet
prisoners of war was brought to the camp and shot as well.
“Altogether, about 16,000 Soviet prisoners of war were deported to the
Sachsenhausen camp by the Hitlerites in September/October 1941; up to
14,000 of them were shot. The Germans treated the remaining 2,000 Soviet
prisoners of war with particular cruelty. They were used for the hardest
work; in their barracks there were neither beds nor blankets, not even straw.
The Soviet prisoners of war received only half of the meager rations other
prisoners were allotted.“
The fragment Shn-5 contains a passage [46] which obviously constitutes a continuation
of the preceding text and where the ”Ziereis confession” is mentioned for the first time:
”In 1941 the commandants of all German camps were summoned to
Sachsenhausen in order to receive instructions as to the extermination of

Soviet people, especially political officers [politrabotniki] of the Red Army.
They were shown a new killing method: In a special room, the doomed were
put against a wall to create the impression that it was intended to measure
their height, whereupon they were shot in the back of the neck through a slit
in the wall in which the measuring plate could be moved up and down.”
In Shn-5, the sentence “In a special room …” has been added in tiny handwriting, and –
apparently as a confirmation – the meeting of camp commandants in Sachsenhausen is
mentioned, according to the so-called “Ziereis confession”. In the final version, Shn-6,
the sentence “In a special room …” appears in typewritten form and is followed by
quotations from the Ziereis confession:
”During his interrogation, the former commandant of the Mauthausen
concentration camp, Standartenfüher Ziereis, made the following statement:
’In 1941 all commandants were sent to Sachsenhausen in order to decide
upon the speediest way to dispose of the Russian politruks and commissars.
The Russian politruks and commissars were taken into a special building,
and to the loud roaring of a loudspeaker each of them was led into the
execution chamber. On the opposite side of the chamber there was a slit
along which there was a movable [illegible handwritten word] device.
Through this slit, the victim was shot in the back of the neck. This way of
execution had been invented by Oberführer Loritz. Two SSOberscharführer were always standing next to the doomed; after the shot
they threw the dead body on a board, and while others opened the door, they
callously threw the body on a pile. Opposite the corpse building, eight
mobile crematoria were constantly in operation. Every day 1,500 to 2,000
people were killed´” [Shn-5, p. 7/2].
The final version Shn-6 contains both the aforementioned passages (“The annihilation of
the prisoners of war“ from Shn-4D and the excerpt from the ”Ziereis confession“ from
Shn-5). The annihilation of “the Soviet prisoners of war“ is now described on nearly two
pages[47], the wording being practically identical with the already quoted passages from
Shn-4D and Shn-5. There is but one difference: Whereas ”up to 14,000” Russian POWs
had been shot according to Shn-4,, Shn-6 contents itself with “more than 13,000”
victims[48].
At first sight, the shortness and vagueness of the passages about the (alleged) shooting of
13,000 – 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war seems inexplicable, especially if one considers
that as early as in May/June 1945 former inmates of the Sachsenhausen camp had
described the so-called ”Russenaktion” in the most horrific way. We have already
mentioned the Häftlingsbericht[49] which was submitted to the special commission on
12 June 1945. Had the ESC in Moscow perhaps not read these reports, or did they doubt
the veracity of such ”eyewitness testimony”? In our opinion, there is a simple
explanation for this seeming paradox. From Stalin’s point of view, the hundreds of
thousands of Soviet soldiers who, instead of doing their duty and fighting to the last
cartridge, had surrendered to the Germans in the summer and autumn of 1945 were
nothing but despicable traitors. After the war the ”liberated“ soldiers of the Red Army
were subject to the most severe scrutiny; many of them were deported to the camps of
the Gulag[50]. As a matter of fact, Soviet post-war propaganda shuns the subject and
does not express the slightest sympathy for their captured countrymen.
The account of the ”annihilation of the Soviet prisoners of war“ conveyed by the final
draft Shn-6 contains several highly questionable claims:
i. The meeting of the commandants

The alleged meeting of the camp commandants at Sachsenhausen mentioned by Ziereis
in his ”confession“ would have taken place in July (the Russian campaign started on 22
June 1941) or in August 1941 (according to the Soviets, the ”Russenaktion“ began in
late August). Some of the commandants did not survive the war, and those who did were
in most cases sentenced to death and executed. There is no evidence that any of them has
confirmed the reality of the meeting at Sachsenhausen.
ii. The beginning of the shootings
The first transport with 2,000 Soviet POWs reached Sachsenhausen towards the end of
August 1941. Starting with this transport, ”about 16,000 Soviet prisoners of war“ were
taken to the camp, more than 13,000 of whom were allegedly shot, so only about 2,000
were still alive after the end of the ”action“. Contrary to the Soviet version of the events,
circumstantial evidence points to the fact that the first Russian POWs reached
Sachsenhausen as late as in the middle of October 1941. Up to the present day it is not
certain when the shooting of Russian POWs really began.
iii. The alleged daily killing rate
According to the report, the 2,000 POWs who had arrived with the first transport were
all shot within 4-5 days (which means that the number of daily executions must have
amounted to 400-500). The end of the respective passage reads as follows: ”Every day
1,500 to 2,000 persons were killed.“[51] These figures are utterly ludicrous because the
two, three or four existing field crematoria and the aproximately eight crematorium
workers could not even remotely have coped with such a number of corpses.
iv. The disposal of the bodies
If we are to believe the commission, two SS-Oberscharführer (sergeants) had to remove
the corpses. How on earth could these two men have dragged or carried 1,500 – 2,000
bodies to the ovens every day? According to a later testimony of Paul Sakowski the
corpses of the victims were taken to the ovens by several prisoners; the figure of 1,500 –
2,000 victims per day is not mentioned by this witness.
One would have expected the ESC to present the results of its own special commission
in its final report. After all, this commission had carried out its investigation at the
Sachsenhausen camp during several weeks, and at that time there were still plenty of
former inmates who could be questioned. Significantly, the commission had nothing
concrete to say about the alleged mass shootings of Soviet POWs. The former detainee
and crematorium worker Paul Sakowski, who had been forced to participate in the
”Russenaktion“ and later became a key witness of these events, had been in NKVD
custody since the beginning of June 1945 where he was repeatedly interrogated, but he
only submitted his detailed written testimony in early 1946. At any rate, the ESC
preferred the ”confession“ of the deceased Franz Ziereis to the testimony of Paul
Sakowski who was still very much alive. After all, a dead witness cannot speak any
more and a dead ”perpetrator” cannot retract his confessions.
5.4 The Gas Chamber
According to the Technical Report, a homicidal gas chamber was installed in the
building of the new crematorium. The Soviet experts furnished a detailed description of
the ”apparatus for the evaporation of prussic acid“ said to have been installed on the
back wall of the neighboring room (the so-called garage) but hushed up the fact that this
wall was bare at the time of their arrival and that parts of the apparatus were (allegedly)
found in a well. The various drafts of the ESC contain a certain amount of information
about the technical aspects of the gas chamber.
5.4.1 Capacity of the Gas Chamber

If we follow the Technical Report, 60 persons could be simultaneously killed in the gas
chamber[52]. Sharitch´s final report[53] was finished on 29 June 1945 and Shn-1
(undated) presumably at the beginning of July. Both documents mention the alleged
killing capacity of this chamber during the whole time of its existence in the same
words:
”In the gas chamber of the crematorium, 285,000 persons could be
annihilated during the period of its existence from April 1943 until April
1945.”
If 285,000 persons could be gassed in two years (731 days), this would have meant
(285,000 ÷ 731 =) 390 gas chamber murders per day. If the capacity of the gas chamber
amounted to 60 victims, 6-7 daily gassing operations would have been needed, even on
Sundays and holidays. To give the devil his due, Semyonov, the author of Shn-1, does
not claim that this theoretical capacity was ever reached in practice, and in the
subsequent drafts the subject is quietly dropped.
5.4.2 When Was the Gas Chamber Completed?

As we have pointed out in subchapter 5.2, the ESC erroneously assumed that the new
crematorium had been completed as late as in March 1943 (as a matter of fact, it was
already finished in the beginning of May 1942). From the point of view of the
commission, the gas chamber could evidently not have been used before the construction
of the crematorium was completed. In the light of these facts, it is hardly surprising that
the former commandant of Sachsenhausen, Anton Kaindl, stated during his trial
(October 1947) that he had ordered a gas chamber to be installed in March 1943, thus
confirming the Soviet version of the events. It is a well-known fact that at Stalinist show
trials the defendants regularly confessed everything the court desired to hear.
5.4.3 The Operation of the Gas Chamber

The Technical Report contains a relatively detailed description of the operation of the
gas chamber.[54] The poisonous liquid which evaporated in the apparatus is sometimes
called ”prussic acid”, sometimes ”Zyklon A“. However, it is highly improbable that such
exceedingly dangerous toxic liquids were actually used in fragile glass bottles, and the
method described completely deviates from the state of the art of dealing with prussic
acid which was usual at the time in Germany. Indeed, prussic acid was used on a large
scale to eradicate vermin, but only in the form of the pesticide Zyklon B, where the acid
was absorbed in gypsum pellets that slowly outgassed after the opening of the can.
To cut a long story short, the report of the Soviet technical experts raises plenty of
questions which remain unanswered up to the present day. Of course this report was not
destined for the public, and the ESC did not have to fear irksome questions from
skeptical readers.
5.5 The Shooting Facilities
As to the shooting facilities of Sachsenhausen, we have to differentiate between three
(fictive or real) installations, which must not be confused with each other:
5.5.1 The Shooting Ditch (Dug in Early 1941)

This ditch, which still exists today, was called Schiessstand (shooting range) in the
jargon of the prisoners; the word тир used by the Soviet commission being simply a

translation of this word. In all likelihood it was dug in early 1941 as a regular place of
execution by shooting (picture 7). The executions were carried out by firing-squad, not
by shooting in the neck. There is only one proven case of a mass execution in this ditch:
On 2 May 1942, 71 Dutchmen (most of them former officers of the Dutch army who had
formed an underground movement) were executed by firing-squad.
Paul Sakowski[55], who had been infected with typhus and spent five months in his cell
in the Camp Prison, became an earwitness to the arrival of the Dutchmen and their last
night in the prison, when they sang their national songs. The next morning Sakowski
(who had recovered from typhus and had to report for work again for the first time),
witnessed, standing outside the new crematorium, the execution of the Dutch officers.
They were in small groups led down into the ditch where their sentence was read by a
German officer. They were allowed to smoke a last cigarette and to choose whether they
wished to be blindfolded or not. The execution lasted several hours.
Another mass shooting occurred on 9 November 1940 when 33 Poles were executed.
The execution is mentioned in one of the earliest inmate reports[56] and in almost all
early inmate testimonies (Fliege, Šlaža [Shlasha], Weiss-Ruethel, Wunderlich).
Additionally, the delinquents had been registered by the Register Office (Standesamt) of
Oranienburg, which was discovered by an inquiry of the Nationale Mahn- und
Gedenkstätte Sachsenhausen[57]. The shooting ditch did not yet exist at that time, but at
the same place was apparently a small sand-pit, which had to fulfill the same purpose
[58]. The reason for the execution of the 33 Poles was presumably atrocities committed
against the German minority in Poland on 3 September 1939 (“Bromberg Bloody
Sunday”).
Yet another mass execution by shooting is alleged to have taken place in the night from
1 to 2 February 1945, but no details are known; the number of victims reportedly
amounted to between 130 and 189. The only point the witnesses agree on is that the
doomed were shot “on the area of the crematorium“, which means that the execution
could have taken place either within the crematorium building or in the shooting ditch.
The events of that February night are reported in several early testimonies, e.g. in the socalled Häftlingsbericht (Prisoners´ Report)[59]. All these testimonies are contradictory
and vague, due to the fact that the inmates could only hear, but not see, what actually
happened.

Illustration 7: The shooting ditch. In the background the backstop with the protective
roof.
Source: Internet (ca. 2002).
5.5.2 The “Shooting Hut” with a Neck-Shooting Facility (“Russenaktion”, Fall 1941)

According to the testimonies of former prisoners (Sakowski, Zwaart, Weiss-Ruethel

etc.), the liquidation of Soviet POWs (”Russenaktion“) occurred in a hut in the North
Yard. The exact position of that hut is unknown, but it was situated – according to
Sakowski - very close to the place where the new crematorium would be built in Spring
1942.
Prior to the arrival of the first transports with Russian POWs, the SS had allegedly
installed a neck-shooting facility in the hut and set up four field crematoria in front of it.
The shooting hut is said to have been demolished in connection with the construction of
the new crematorium (about January – May 1942). There is no photo and no blueprint of
this hut. On the other hand, there was a big hut (or storage shed) only 30 meters from the
new crematorium, which had been used as a store for the property of deceased
concentration camp inmates from Eastern camps. The shed still existed intact at the end
of the war and is well documented by Soviet photos (May/June 1945). We cannot rule
out that perhaps this shed had been used as the “shooting hut” for Soviet POWs, since
the shooting facilities were needed – after all we read - only some weeks in fall 1941 and
for much fewer victims than the purported 14,000. The murder of the Soviet POWs
(“Russenaktion”) raises many questions, that still lack credible answers. The big shed
was demolished years after the war; only its outlines are still marked in the soil.

Illustration 8: Sketch of the shooting hut during the ”Russenaktion“.
Source: Paul Sakowski[60], published in G. Morsch , p. 54.
5.5.3 The Neck-Shooting Faciility (Shooting Rooms) in the New Crematorium

The new crematorium was built as a consequence of the epidemic of typhus which had
broken out in mid-November 1941 and had led to putting the camp under quarantine.
Reportedly a neck-shooting facility was installed in the new crematorium from the very
beginning. The Soviet experts from the Technical Commission who inspected the (still
intact) crematorium in May/June 1945 described the ”shooting rooms“ (комнаты для
расстрела) as if they had seen them in operation with their own eyes [61]. According to
the experts, the unsuspecting victims had to stand under a measuring rod. Like the
adjacent wall, this rod had a vertical slit through which an executioner standing in the
adjacent room killed the victim by a shot in the neck. This slit in the wall (“embrasure,”
Russ. ambrasura) is quoted in the Technical Report as key evidence for the murderous
purpose of these rooms.
But is there any convincing evidence that these ”shooting rooms“ actually existed? The
technical experts Blokhin, Telyaner and Grigoryev insinuate having seen them, but do
not explicitly say so. Since it is routinely claimed that the SS destroyed the evidence of

their atrocities before retreating, it would be very odd indeed if they had acted
differently in this case. Shortly after the end of the war, former inmates (e.g. WeissRüthel, Zwaart) of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp furnished a fantastic
description of the “neck-shooting facility“, but they did not explain where they had got
their knowledge from, access to the crematorium being strictly forbidden to
unauthorized persons. Probably these testimonies did not yet exist in May/June 1945,
otherwise the Soviet experts would have quoted them. It is true that a blueprint of the
crematorium shows a complex of three or four tiny rooms [62] allegedly identical with
the ”shooting rooms”. The catch is that this is not the original German blueprint (said to
be lost); it is a Soviet blueprint allegedly based on a new measuring of the whole
building, which proves precisely nothing.
In compliance with the Soviet version, the authorities of the GDR drew a blueprint
showing these ”shooting rooms“. Official historiography still holds to this version
(illustration 9).

Illustration 9: Schematic blueprint of the crematorium with neck shooting facility (below
left).
Source: Exhibit in front of the crematory (April 2000).
Now what has the Sachsenhausen report of the ESC to say about ”shooting rooms?“ The
first draft (Shn-1) does not mention any shooting rooms or any neck-shooting facility in
the crematorium but claims instead that executions took place in the shooting ditch[63]:
”The mass execution of camp inmates and new transports by the Germans
was carried out by hanging, shooting and gassing. As a rule, the shootings
occurred in a special ditch in the area of the crematorium behind the outer
wall of the camp. In 1941 the Hitlerites began their mass shootings of
prisoners on the area chosen for the construction of the crematorium.”
This passage reappears in drafts Shn-2 and Shn-3; in Shn-4 and Shn-6 it has been
slightly modified[64]:
”The mass annihilation was carried out by hanging, shooting and gassing.
As a rule, the shootings occurred in a special ditch in the area of the camp
crematorium.“
Not until Shn-5 and Shn-6 does the execution method ”shooting in the neck” appear in
connection with the killing of Soviet POWs. In accordance with the Ziereis confession
and inmate testimonies, these drafts claim that the killings were carried out in the
”shooting hut“ mentioned under b) which was allegedly demolished in 1942. (We

remember that the new crematorium, whether it had shooting rooms or not, did not yet
exist at the time of the “Russenaktion”). Hence the amazing fact that the shooting rooms
(neck-shooting facility) described by the Soviet experts in their technical report and
shown on the Soviet blueprint are not mentioned in any of the different drafts of the ESC
report about Sachsenhausen!
According to a certain number of witnesses, people were regularly taken to the “area of
the crematorium“ to be shot there (especially after February 1945). Even if the ”neckshooting facility“ was a creation of propaganda, it would have been possible to carry out
executions in the ”shooting ditch“. On the other hand, this ditch was very close to the
nearest barracks (less than 100 meters as the crow flies). Although the prisoners in the
camp would not have been able to see what was going on in the ditch (after all, the
dwelling barracks and the ditch were separated by the camp wall), they would certainly
have heard the shots, and the shooting would have stuck in their minds. In general,
inmate testimonies about groups of people being led to the ”area of the crematorium“ in
order to be killed there, are unsubstantiated claims – vague and unconvincing. They are
insufficient to prove that the alleged mass murder by shooting really occurred.
5.6 The “British Sailors Case”
The seven young members of the Royal Navy whose fate is discussed here had
participated in a commando raid (“Operation Checkmate”). Led by Temporary
Lieutenant John Godwin, they undertook acts of sabotage, e.g. to sink German vessels at
the Norwegian coast by means of limpet mines. They succeeded in sinking one
minesweeper. On 15 April 1943, two weeks after being put ashore by a British torpedo
boat, they were captured by the Germans[65]. For all of them this was the beginning of a
tragedy (illustration 10).

Illustration 10: Three members of commando ”Checkmate“ (in front of the truck
tarpaulin) shortly after their capture (May 1943).
Photograph: Kenneth Macksey, Godwin’s Saga, 1987.
From the German point of view commando raids were a violation of the rules of warfare.
Therefore, Hitler had issued his so-called Commando Order (Kommandobefehl) of 18
Oct. 1942 which stipulated that all captured commandos, no matter if they were in
uniform or not, were to be executed immediately after interrogation. From the British
point of view the members of the commando should have been treated as prisoners of
war, since they were captured in uniforms. The Wehrmacht apparently tried to
circumvent this order, but the seven sailors were denied regular POW status, they were
handed over to the Security Service (Sicherheitsdienst, SD) and were sent to
Sachsenhausen concentration camp rather than to a regular POW camp (Sept. 1943).
After a few weeks as ”normal“ concentration camp inmates, they were for some
unknown reason assigned to the punishment battalion and forced to march on the boottesting track six days a week. Presumably, the German side tried to exchange them for

German POWs, but the offer was rejected by the British government. This was probably
the reason that, only a few weeks before the end of the war, six of the sailors were
finally shot, while the seventh died of typhus.
The reports and testimonies differ significantly in the details. The Soviet investigator Lt.
Colonel Sharitch writes in his Final Report[66] that five men were shot in the night of
1/2 February, “together with a group of other prisoners containing altogether 189 men
who were brought to the area of the crematorium and shot there.” The details of what
transpired in that February night are unknown. Alfred Roe (who lay with typhus in the
camp hospital) and Keith Mayor survived at first. On 26 February Roe was transferred to
Bergen-Belsen, but retransferred to Sachsenhausen on 9 April 1945. Sharitch quotes
here the official German Veränderungsmeldung (daily roll call report) from 11 April
1945, which said that Roe had been shot the day before ”while trying to escape“. Keith
Mayor was transferred on 20 February to Buchenwald, and nothing was known about his
further fate. Generally, Sharitch relied in his narration on several inmate witnesses (Hans
Apel, Gulsmit, Otto Heiler, Paul Sakowski), and there is no doubt that – in this case –
the Soviet side tried to find out the truth. The question is whether the witnesses knew or
always told the truth. According to later British sources, [67] Mayor and Roe had been
transferred to Belsen concentration camp, where Mayor was executed on 7 April 1945
and Roe died of typhus.
In Sharitch’s final report and in the first ESC drafts (Shn-1 to Shn-4c) much space was
devoted to the sad fate of the 7 British sailors, undoubtedly because the British had
urged their Soviet allies to investigate, and we cannot see any signs of manipulation in
this case. Remarkable is another fact: In draft Shn-4d the whole story has been expunged
by hand except the last one sentence. And in Shn-6 (the final version) only that sentence
has remained:
”Based on eyewitness testimony and documents it was ascertained that
during various periods some groups of captured English soldiers and
officers were interned and annihilated at the Sachsenhausen concentration
camp.“
5.7 Sachsenhausen Statistics
A first analysis of the prisoner statistics of Sachsenhausen was conducted by a team of
former inmates (Walter Engemann, Gustav Schöning and Hellmut Bock), who
performed this task in May/June 1945 at the behest of the Soviet special commission.
The Engemann team examined the daily roll call reports (which were almost completely
available) and other authentic SS files, and documented their results in a report, which
we will call here the “Engemann Protocol”[68]. More recently the Sachsenhausen
statistics were again analyzed by C. Mattogno[69] and K. Schwensen [70].
5.7.1 The number of prisoners ever registered in the camp

The total number of prisoners who were registered in the camp during the whole period
of its existence (der Durchgang) is given in all reports as slightly over 100,000[71]:
”During the period of existence of the camp until the day of its evacuation,
citizens of 34 nations were imprisoned there. […]. During the same time
100,000 prisoners sentenced to limited and unlimited prison terms by the
Hitlerites passed through the camp. Both the number of inmates and their
national composition greatly varied. In 1945, 58,000 persons were confined
in the camp.“

The total figure of 100,000 prisoners is too low. Former detainees put the number at
137,000, and it surely did not exceed 150,000. Later, when the Soviets claimed that
100,000 people had perished at Sachsenhausen, they simply doubled the total number of
prisoners deported to the camp, now mentioning a figure of 200,000.
5.7.2 The headcount

The headcount (die Lagerstärke) is the total number of prisoners at the same time.
According to the ESC, the highest headcount amounted to 58,000. This figure was
correct, as the headcount reached its peak in January 1945, when 58,147 (male)
prisoners were confined.[72] In a letter to Molotov, Chvernik erroneously related the
58,000 figure to March 1945[73], but in March the evacuation of the camp was in full
swing, and the number of inmates had fallen to 34,873. These figures refer to the main
camp plus all satellite camps and outstations, but they do not include the female
prisoners.
5.7.3 The death toll

In his final report (which was already in possession of the ESC when they started with
their own report), Lt. Colonel Sharitch stated that 19,900 prisoners had died at
Sachsenhausen:
”An analysis of the statistical data, only a part of which was at the disposal
of the fact-finding commission, shows that in the period from 1940 to 1945
19,900 persons perished at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp.“
The figure of 19,900 dead was based on the authentic ”Veränderungsmeldungen“ (daily
roll call reports). It does not take into consideration the 273 prisoners deceased in
1936-1938, nor the 819 deaths which had occurred in 1939 (the total death toll from
1936-1945 thus being 20,992). The ESC accepted the figure of 19,900 victims but
arbitrarily shortened the period to which it referred. The following sentence appears
unchanged in all drafts:[74]
”Based on documents found at the camp it was ascertained that in the period
from 1942 to 1945 19,900 people died at the Sachsenhausen camp from
various kinds of diseases alone.“
This sentence contains two manipulations:
a) In the 64 months from January 1940 until April 1945 19,900 prisoners died at the
camp. However, the ESC claimed that this death toll was reached ”in the period from
1942 to 1945“ (to-wit, within 40 months), thus insinuating that the total number of
victims was considerably higher, as the reader would naturally assume that numerous
detainees had perished in the preceding years as well.
b) The formulation ”from various kinds of diseases alone“ insinuates that these 19,900
deaths were only a part of the total toll. As a matter of fact, the Soviet operatives later
conjured up all kinds of other categories of victims without adducing any evidence to
corroborate this claim.[75]
A thorough analysis of the existing documents has shown that from 1936 to 1945 about
22,000 male prisoners died at Sachsenhausen plus its satellite camps and outstations.
The number does not include the Soviet prisoners who were shot or perished in the
camp, the female detainees in the satellite camps and the casualties of the evacuation
march. Much additional research is necessary here.

It goes without saying that for the Soviet propaganda the real death toll of the camp was
not terrible enough. As early as in 1945, it was brazenly claimed that no fewer than
100,000 prisoners had perished at Sachsenhausen. This propagandistic assertion is
confirmed by a report of the former Lt. Colonel of the German parachute troops, Gerhart
Schirmer, who was interned in the Soviet special camp No. 7 (Sachsenhausen) from
September 1945 until January 1950. By order of the Soviet operatives, Schirmer and
another seven German prisoners were forced to build a ”gas chamber“ and a ”neckshooting facility“ which were later shown to Soviet groups of visitors as evidence for
German atrocities. The detainee Fritz Dörbeck, who spoke Russian, was compelled to
”explain“ everything to the visitors and to state that ”the Nazis gassed about 100,000
people in this room and shot hundreds in the neck-shooting facility.”[76]
In the propaganda film ”Todeslager Sachsenhausen“ (“Death Camp Sachsenhausen”),
which was produced around the beginning of summer 1946, the commentary claims that
”of approximately 200,000 inmates, about 100,000 were murdered or tortured to death“.
Significantly, the figure of 100,000 victims was postulated more than a year before the
Sachsenhausen trial that took place in Berlin in October 1947; during this trial this figure
was for the first time ”confirmed“ by the report of an ”expert commission“ with highly
dubious credentials. (We will discuss this topic in a later study.) The commission was
headed by the forensic expert Prof. Viktor Ilyitch Prosorovski who had already helped
the ESC by giving false testimony in the cases of Katyn (USSR-54) and Kharkov
(USSR-43). So as early as 1945 somebody in Moscow had decided that 100,000 people
had died at Sachsenhausen – a completely arbitrarily figure supported neither by the
investigation of the Soviet commission in May/June 1945 nor by the various drafts of
the ESC. In the above-mentioned ”Brown Portfolio“ we encounter this figure for the first
time; it appears in the very first sentence of a letter of ESC member I. P. Traynin to
foreign minister Molotov [77]:
"At the Sachsenhausen concentration camp near Berlin the German
authorities annihilated more than 100,000 citizens of the USSR, England,
France, Poland, Holland, Belgium, Hungary and other states.“
Traynin did not bother to elaborate how he had arrived at this figure. It is rather
improbable that he had invented it himself, as he would hardly have been authorized to
do so. Vyshinsky cannot have made up this figure either; after all, he had signed draft
Shn-6 which spoke of 19,900 victims and ordered it to be forwarded to Molotov. Since
Molotov had this figure from Traynin, he cannot have been its inventor either. It is our
best guess that the 100,000 number originates from Stalin himself. Year after year, on the
anniversary of the liberation of the camp, this number is faithfully repeated by the local
press of Berlin-Brandenburg.
5.8 The Precedence of Victim Nationalities
In order to emphasize the alleged particular savagery and aggressiveness of National
Socialism, Soviet propaganda regularly emphasized that citizens of numerous nations
had been confined in the concentration camps liberated by the Red Army. As the
German Reich had been at war with most of these nations, this was hardly surprising –
not to mention the fact that in all countries allied with or occupied by Germany there had
been militant resistance movements and that Germany had hosted millions of foreign
workers, both voluntary and involuntary. Under these circumstances, foreign nationals
could be consigned to concentration camps for a multitude of reasons.
All ESC drafts enumerate the various nations citizens of which had been imprisoned at
Sachsenhausen. This list was corrected several times (which greatly helped the author of
this study to establish their chronological order). The changes made clearly illustrate that

the order in which the citizens of foreign nations were enumerated was by no means
arbitrary. The first draft (Shn-1) reads:
“During the existence of the camp until the day of its evacuation by the
Germans, representatives of 34 nations were imprisoned there – Russians,
Poles, Hungarians, Frenchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen, Czechs, Slovaks,
Italians, Greeks, Englishmen, Americans, Latvians, Germans, and others.“
In drafts Shn-2 and Shn-3 this sentence reappears without any changes, but Shn-4 reads
as follows:
”Detainees from 34 nations were interned at the concentration camp –
Russians, Poles, Englishmen, Frenchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen, Hungarians,
Czechs, Slovaks, Italians, Greeks, Latvians and others.”
So the Englishmen were promoted to third, while the Americans and the Germans had
vanished from the list. In draft Shn-4C and Shn-4D somebody manually changed the
order of the nationalities, putting the Poles after the Frenchmen. In the final draft Shn-6
this new hierarchy has become official:
”Detainees from 34 nations were interned in the concentration camp –
Russians, Englishmen, Frenchmen, Poles, Belgians, Dutchmen, Hungarians,
Czechs, Slovaks, Italians, Greeks, Latvians and others.“
Such purely political considerations marked even the heading of the report (incidentally,
Shn-4A was the first version of the report which had a heading at all):
“About the annihilation of citizens of the USSR, Poland, England, France,
Holland, Belgium, Hungary, Greece and other states by the German
authorities at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp.“
In Shn-4C, Poland was put after France (by manual correction), and Greece was deleted.
These changes have been taken into account in the final version Shn-6. Remarkably, one
category of prisoners is not mentioned at all in any of the various drafts: Jews. While
Soviet Jews enjoyed the status of a separate nationality, foreign Jews were as a rule
simply treated as citizens of their respective countries of origin. There had always been
Jewish prisoners at Sachsenhausen, even if their percentage among the detainees was
never even remotely as high as in the eastern camps. As we have just seen, the ESC did
not allude to Jewish prisoners as such at all – which was hardly a coincidence.

6. Incongruities and Contradictions
Our comparison of the various drafts has brought to light glaring incongruities and
contradictions. Many of the claims made by the Soviet experts flagrantly contradict
well-documented facts; some of them are scientifically or technically impossible. Let us
recapitulate the most important points:
i. The number of field crematoria

In all drafts (except for Shn-5, which implements nothing but an insertion) it is claimed
that four transportable crematoria ovens (field crematoria) were in operation during the
shooting of the Soviet POWs. Although the Soviet investigators only found two such
ovens in May/June 1945, their calculation of the cremation capacity was based on the
tacit assumption that there had been three of them. Later the witness Sakowski
mentioned four ovens. While the final version (Shn-6) still speaks of ”four transportable

crematoria ovens“ (p. 5), it then quotes the ”Ziereis confession“ according to which
”eight transportable crematoria […] were constantly in operation” (p. 8).
ii. The capacity of the crematoria

As results from Semyonov’s first draft (Shn-1), the Soviet experts initially tried to
ascribe a huge capacity to the crematoria. From their point of view, this was necessary
because otherwise they would have been unable to claim such gigantic numbers of
victims (one ESC report baldly stated that no fewer that 840,000 Soviet prisoners of war
had been killed at Sachsenhausen). [78] Since these figures were patently ridiculous
from a purely technical point of view, they were tacitly dropped, and the capacity of the
ovens was not even mentioned in the following drafts.
In all probability the two muffles of the small stationary crematorium which existed as
early as in 1940 were only capable of incinerating the bodies of prisoners who had died
from so-called ”natural causes“. The construction of the new crematorium with its four
muffles was only completed in May 1942.
For the historian it would be quite interesting to ascertain the total capacity of the socalled field crematoria available during the ”Russenaktion“, because this would allow
certain conclusions as to the maximum number of those shot; the various sources
mention figures 6,500 and 840,000 (!). But as we have seen, the Soviet reports do not
even disclose the number of ovens.
iii. The shooting of the Soviet POWs

As to the ”Russenaktion“ at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp, several important
questions remain unanswered: The beginning of the action; the number of transports; the
housing of the new arrivals until their execution; the cremation of the bodies and
especially the number of victims. If we look at the various drafts of the ESC, we see that
this subject is only being adequately dealt with (at least as far as the space devoted to
this issue is concerned) from Shn-4D. But even in the later drafts, the description of this
action is extremely vague and contributes virtually nothing to the clarification of the
above-mentioned points.
Quite obviously the two field crematoria found by the Soviets in May 1945 were the
only tangible remainder of the ”Russenaktion“. Apparently the commission made no
effort to find the ashes of the victims (according to Sakowski, they were dumped into a
ditch near the future new crematorium). The testimonies of former Sachsenhausen
inmates, which are full of fantastic descriptions of the shooting barracks, did not yet
exist in May/June 1945. An exception is the so-called ”Häftlingsbericht“ the former
communist prisoner Hellmut Bock produced while he was still in the camp, probably
with active assistance from the NKVD. Several months later the former detainees Paul
Sakowski (who had been forced to carry the bodies of the shot during the
”Russenaktion“) and Emil Büge (who had been employed at the camp office) made their
testimonies. Both of them would become key witnesses as to what (really or allegedly)
had transpired at Sachsenhausen. In 1945/46 Büge was at Augsburg, working for the
Americans, while Sakowski remained in NKVD custody. There are compelling reasons
to doubt the veracity of their testimonies, but we cannot discuss this subject here.
iv. The gas chamber

In his first draft (Shn-1) Semyonov had broached the subject of the capacity of the gas
chamber, but apparently the experts preferred not to discuss technical questions, so all

ESC drafts content themselves with the stereotypical claim that large numbers of
prisoners had been murdered with deadly gasses (умерщвление газами) and that a gas
chamber (газовая камера) had been in operation at Sachsenhausen. The question of
whether the small room called “gas chamber“ on the Soviet blueprint of the crematorium
really was a homicidal gas chamber will be discussed by this author in a future study.
v. The neck shooting facility

The shooting ditch, which still exists today, was no ”neck-shooting facility“, as the
executions which occurred there were carried out in military style by firing-squad.
According to all reports the ”Russenaktion“ took place in a ”shooting hut” which was
especially built and equipped for that sinister purpose. The hut was (allegedly)
demolished in 1942. The preparation of the “shooting hut” is described in several inmate
reports (Fliege, Weiss-Ruethel, Wunderlich, Zwaart etc.), but the reports differ in many
details. An official description is given in the Trial of Sorge and Schubert[79]. It is
possible that this version is inexact and that the shootings actually happened in the large
storage shed which was still intact after the end of the war. The ESC drafts do not help
us to clarify this question.
Finally, the existence of shooting rooms in the crematorium is highly dubious; the fact
that such rooms figure on the Soviet blueprint proves nothing. German prisoners of the
Soviet ”Spezlag“ (special camp) No. 1 have testified that they were forced to build such
a facility under Russian supervision (Gerhart Schirmer[80]). For reasons of space we
cannot discuss this topic here. At any rate it is highly significant that none of the various
ESC drafts about Sachsenhausen mentions any shooting rooms in the crematorium.
vi. The seven and the 14,000 victims

The case of the seven British sailors was a very tragic one. These members of the Royal
Navy had been captured during a commando raid (a practice the Germans regarded as a
violation of the rules of warfare) and sent to Sachsenhausen. For unknown reasons, all
but one of them were executed by shooting shortly before the end of the war. In its first
drafts the ESC devoted much space to the sad fate of these young Britons, but from
version Shn-4D the pertinent passage was drastically shortened, and in the final version
the subject is dealt with in one single sentence.
The opposite happened in the case of the (allegedly) 14,000 Soviet POWs shot at the
camp. In the first drafts the reference to these Soviet prisoners was astonishingly short,
probably because the investigators knew nothing concrete. Only after Vyshinsky’s
intervention was the grotesque disproportion between the space devoted to the seven
British and the (supposedly) 14,000 Soviet victims respectively corrected. It goes
without saying that for the Soviet leadership, and consequently for the ESC, political
considerations and propaganda had absolute priority.

7. The Decision
The final draft (Shn-6) was forwarded to foreign minister Molotov on 8 October 1945
(apparently not by Chvernik, but by ESC member I. P. Traynin). In his accompanying
letter[81] Traynin pointed out that the text had been coordinated with ”comrade A. Ya.
Vyshinsky“. Under these circumstances, it is highly probable that the decision not to
publish the report after all was taken by Molotov himself. Circumstantial evidence
suggests that the Soviet foreign minister contacted the president of the ESC, Chvernik,
before his final decision. The ”Brown Portfolio“ contains a letter from Chvernik to

Molotov[82] which was basically just a summary of the Sachsenhausen report and
revealed nothing new. The end of the letter reads as follows:
”The Extraordinary State Commission requests you to decide that all
materials of the preliminary investigation concerning the crimes of the
German-Fascist Invaders at the Sachsenhausen concentration camp be
handed over to the Pan-Soviet Public Prosecutor’s Office to be used in the
forthcoming trial of the German Fascist criminals [who had been stationed]
at Sachsenhausen concentration camp.“
Thus the final decision was Molotov’s. The reason why the Sachenhausen report was not
published was probably the following: At that time (October 1945) most members of the
camp staff were still in British custody, and the British were still planning to hold their
own Sachsenhausen trial, possibly together with the Soviets[83]. The Soviet government
could thus not know what the arrested SS men, from Commandant Kaindl to the lower
ranks, had testified – or would still testify – in British custody and how the British would
use their testimony. For this reason the traditional NKVD method to have the results of
their own ”investigations“ confirmed by the confessions of the accused could not be
used – not yet.
In August 1946 the British finally handed over the SS staff of Sachsenhausen to the
Soviets. At that time, the Nuremberg Tribunal was approaching its end, and there was no
more need for a report about Sachsenhausen. The SS men formerly stationed at the camp
were now handled by NKVD experts. The confessions they made during the preliminary
investigation were based on the existing Soviet reports, but in order to avoid possible
contradictions between their own ”findings“ and the testimony of the defendants, the
Soviets evidently decided not to publish the reports at all. So the various drafts of the
ESC disappeared in Russian archives, unknown even to the historians.
The history of these drafts proves that such reports were little more than an instrument of
Soviet policy and Soviet propaganda, both inside and outside the Soviet borders. Figures
and data were treated in a highly arbitrary way. No photographic or documentary
evidence was adduced; the accusation was based almost exclusively on eyewitness
testimony and the confessions of ”perpetrators“ who had no alternative but to admit
anything their jailers demanded. At Nuremberg, the Soviet prosecutors regularly read
excerpts from these eyewitness reports and confessions, but the witnesses and
”perpetrators“ themselves were not summoned to testify. What objective value can such
”evidence“ have? As the drafts about the ”crimes of the German-Fascist invaders at the
Sachsenhausen concentration camp“ confirm, the authors of the ESC reports made no
serious efforts to ascertain the facts. For the historian, these reports provide much more
information about the Soviet propaganda agenda than they do about actual events.
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A Postcard from Treblinka | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

The following is a true account of my personal visit to the camp. Certain names and
dates have been changed to protect privacy. All photos are my own.
Mid-summer, Warsaw. Partly sunny, mild—a nice day to visit a death camp. I had just
finished with an academic conference in the suburbs of Warsaw, and had one free day (a
Tuesday) before moving on to my next European engagement. This was very fortunate,
as I knew that the Treblinka concentration camp was only some 100 km away, and I was
very much hoping for a chance to see it in person. My local Polish contacts were
supportive, if slightly puzzled why an American professor of humanities would bother
visiting a place “with nothing there to see.” But I insisted, and so they complied. A
Polish colleague, Lech, agreed to travel with me. He had no car, so we booked a taxi—
reasonably priced, considering the distance—and by 9:30 am we were on our way to
Treblinka.
We would not be arriving as mere tourists. Another colleague previously contacted the
camp and spoke with museum director Edward Kopowka. He agreed to meet with us,
show us the small museum, and then walk the camp grounds with us for two full hours.
Good luck for us, though perhaps not for him.
We made good time, arriving in Malkinia before 10:30 am, and only some 10 km from
the camp. But then a problem: the bridge over the Bug River was out of service. We
would have to go down to the next crossing at Leg Nurski, about 20 km away, and then
work our way back to the camp. This little detour threw our Warsaw-based cabbie for a
loop, and with signage virtually nonexistent, I knew we were in a bit of a fix. So we
crossed the river, worked our way down to Kosow Lacki, stopped two or three times for
directions, drove up past Wolka Okraglik, and on to the entrance of the camp—after 45
extra minutes. But we were there. We drove right in—no gate, no guard, no entrance
fee—and parked. Only two other cars in the lot, a relief; no Auschwitz-style Disneyland
here.
Lech and I walked over to the small museum (Photo 1). Edward was in his office, ready
to see us. He was a clean-cut fellow, probably in his late 40s, and seemed happy to have
us. Lech introduced us (in Polish), and I immediately learned that Edward “spoke no
English.” Lech would have to translate back and forth—a bit of an inconvenience, I
thought, and strange for someone whose job it is to interact with many visitors. But here
I was the foreigner, so I couldn’t much complain.

Photo 1: Treblinka museum.
Inside the museum we viewed a large wall map, showing both the labor portion of the
camp (Treblinka I), and the “extermination” zone, Treblinka II—see Photo 2. We were
presently located at the far right, near the parking “P”, with the museum marked “M”.

Photo 2: Camp layout.
Edward then introduced to us—with Lech patiently translating—a large scale model of
the extermination camp (Photo 3). Edward explained the standard extermination process:
the arriving train cars, the separation by sexes, the “tube” pathway to the gas chambers,
and then the gassing itself—with diesel engine exhaust. Not being your typical ignorant
tourist, I asked if diesel exhaust had enough carbon monoxide to efficiently kill masses
of people. Edward’s answer: the Germans used “dirty fuel”! This was a new one for me;
I am unaware of any witness or perpetrator describing the deliberate use of contaminated
diesel fuel in order to increase CO content, nor do I know if it would even work. But it
was an interesting response. Evidently he knew that ordinary diesel exhaust cannot kill
masses of people, so the story had to be modified. But who am I to challenge the director
of the Treblinka museum himself?

Photo 3: Scale model of extermination camp.
Edward then explained that a total of 912,000 people were killed over the brief, 11month lifetime of the camp. In fact this is precisely the figure offered by Manfred Burba
in his 1995 German book, Treblinka. Why Edward preferred this number over the other
“expert” estimates—including van Pelt’s 750,000, Hilberg’s 800,000, Arad’s 870,000, or
Benz’s 974,000—he did not say.
Of the 912,000, the first 700,000 were initially buried in mass graves, he said, and then
later exhumed for cremation on open-air pyres—the usual story, but rife with problems.
He pointedly did not discuss the timeframe, so I asked (knowing already) if all 700,000
were buried first, prior to exhumation. He hesitated, but finally answered ‘yes.’ So I

asked: where exactly were these 700,000 bodies buried? He pointed to a few areas
marked “mass grave” on the model. And how much space did they require? A lot, he
said. How deep were the graves?, I asked. Eight meters—some 26 feet, a very
impressive hole. Isn’t there a ground water problem here, I asked, being a flat landscape
so close to the Bug river? Not a concern, Edward replied; the water table is some 10
meters deep. No problems here!
We then proceeded to walk to the extermination camp. One quickly notices that many
things about the camp are “symbolic”: symbolic camp entrance (Photo 4), symbolic
fence (Photo 5), symbolic railroad tracks (Photo 6). Necessary, Edward says, because the
Nazis obliterated every trace of the original camp. How convenient, I thought to myself.

Photo 4: Symbolic camp entrance.

Photo 5: Symbolic camp fence.

Photo 6: Symbolic railroad tracks.

Along the way we passed a large map of the camp area (Photo 7). Unfortunately it bore
little resemblance to the present memorial layout, and it was nearly impossible to locate
the various “symbolic” markers that we had seen. But perhaps it was just as well—fewer
difficult questions to answer this way.

Photo 7: Camp layout.
Soon enough we arrived at the pathway (the symbolic “tube”) that led to the famous
central monument: a toadstool-like monolith located at the very spot of the alleged gas
chambers (Photo 8). Here we were, at the heart of Treblinka, the site of the most
horrendous kill rate of the entire Holocaust: of the 912,000 victims, 837,000 were killed
in just six months of 1942, according to the camp’s (and Burba’s) “official” tally. (The
remaining 75,000 died in 1943.) This works out to nearly 140,000 per month, 35,000 per
week, or 5,000 per day, every day, rain or shine, for six months. Not even Auschwitz
during the alleged Hungarian massacre could match this rate.

Photo 8: Central monument, marking the gas chambers.
Surprisingly, gassing that many people per day was no problem, on the traditional view.
Treblinka had, for most of its existence, 10 chambers with a combined capacity of nearly
40,000 gassings per day; 5,000 would have been a walk in the park. Corpse disposal, on
the other hand, would have been a nightmare. Burying the first 700,000 victims would
have required astoundingly huge graves. If we accept Arad’s claim of four such graves,
each would have had to be something like 15 x 120 meters in area, and 8 meters deep (as
Edward claimed), to hold all those bodies. Combined, this is an area equivalent to 1.4
times as large as a professional American football field, and 26 feet deep. (And where
did they put all that dirt, by the way?) Upon dumping the bodies for nine months, the
Germans then, allegedly, covered the whole mess up—just in time to change their minds
and decide to burn them all.
So they uncovered the graves, dredged up 700,000 rotting, decaying corpses, and
dragged them over to…a fire pit. To burn them all. Down to pure ash, down to nothing.
In the open air. Using wood logs. I asked Edward where this miracle happened. He

walked us over to the “symbolic” pit where the Germans had constructed grills of
elevated railway rails, on which they could stack the corpses—see Photos 9 and 10.
Wood was placed underneath, ignited, and the bodies all but vaporized. And not only did
they have the 700,000 exhumed corpses, but they also had to contend with the ongoing
supply of 212,000 “fresh” bodies that were still being gassed—at a rate of 5,000 per day.
All 912,000 bodies, reduced to ash, in the very spot we were standing. And they did this
in just 16 weeks, according to the experts—more than 8,000 per day, every day. Those
Germans were brilliant indeed, and efficient.

Photo 9: Symbolic cremation pit.

Photo 10: Edward Kopowka, at the ash pit.
Where is the ash?, I asked. It’s still in the ground, said Edward. He reached down,
scraped around in the dirt with his hand, and said, “Here is some.” He handed me 5 or 6
bits of something that certainly looked like ash: two were black (wood ash?), one was
grey, and two white—bone fragments, perhaps? I was quite impressed: here in my hand
were the likely remains of actual Treblinka victims. I stuffed the bits of ash in my
pocket. I have them still.
During our discussion the question of excavations arose. On the traditional view, the ash

was reburied in the graves that held the bodies; even today, there would be literally tons
of it remaining. But as we know, there have been no attempts to unearth evidence of
mass graves, or to measure or quantify ashes or human remains—not one single attempt,
in nearly 70 years. It is almost as if the powers that be did not want to confirm the truth.
Perhaps they suspected, in the back of their minds, that the conventional storyline would
not hold up. So, I was quite surprised to hear that a team from Birmingham University
(UK) was preparing to conduct a non-invasive study of the mass graves, using a groundpenetrating radar. I made a note to myself to follow the progress of this very interesting
development.
Our time about up, we walked on back to the museum. Along the way we stopped at a
little gift-shop kiosk and purchased two small books: a photo album titled Treblinka: The
Stones Are Silent (2007) and a historical overview, Treblinka II – The Death Camp
(2007). The latter reiterated that “around 900,000” Jews were killed there, but it included
a surprising statistic: “one third of the deportees were dead or on the verge of death
when they reached [the camp]” (p. 9). This was a shock: something like 200,000 or
250,000 of the Treblinka victims were dead on arrival? I am unaware of this estimate in
any conventional academic work; it would significantly alter the whole story.
The book also mentions the 10 gas chambers, each of 16 square meters in area, which
could collectively gas “up to 5000 victims at a time” (p. 13). So: 500 victims per room,
which works out to 31 persons per square meter of area. Evidently the authors count on
the reader being incapable of basic math—otherwise they wouldn’t put forth this
obvious nonsense.
Such was my day in Treblinka. Back in the parking lot, our cabbie was waiting—arising
from a little nap. His time might have been better spent. Heading back to Warsaw we
took “the direct route,” meaning, we got lost three more times. Finally, two hungry hours
later, we arrived back at our hotel. Quite a day. I wouldn’t have missed it for the world.
Postscript: For a long time after my visit, I heard nothing at all about any Birmingham
study of the camp using ground-penetrating radar. I was disappointed, but not surprised.
Then to my astonishment, just one week ago, came a blazing headline in the British
paper The Daily Mail: “British archaeologist destroys Holocaust deniers’ argument with
mass grave find at Treblinka” (18 January 2012). The short article reads, in part:
A British forensic archaeologist has unearthed fresh evidence to prove the existence of
mass graves at the Nazi death camp Treblinka—scuppering the claims of Holocaust
deniers who say it was merely a transit camp. … Forensic archaeologist Caroline Sturdy
Colls has now undertaken the first coordinated scientific attempt to locate the graves.
Ms. Colls is quoted as follows: “I’ve identified a number of buried pits using
geophysical techniques. These are considerable in size, and very deep, one in particular
is 26 by 17 meters.” This is the full extent of the details that we are offered—a very
strong sign that Ms. Colls did not, in fact, “destroy” the revisionists’ arguments. The
presumably largest grave is 26 by 17 meters, or 442 square meters in area. Recall above
where I noted that the orthodox story requires a total grave area of roughly 7200 square
meters. So Ms. Colls’s one large grave is about 6% of the necessary area. She claims to
have found “a number” of graves, but unless this was something like 30 or 40, she is far
short of the mark. More likely, of course, the “number” was quite small, or we would
surely have been given specifics.
I would further add that, on the revisionist thesis, many thousands of people did indeed
die in the camp, of various causes. A high-volume transit camp would have received
thousands of incoming dead (recall the “one third” statistic above), and many more
would have died of disease and, yes, execution (likely by bullet) at the camp. So it is

fully expected that mass graves exist in the camp. But the anticipated number of victims
is much smaller—perhaps 10% of those claimed. Thus we might expect to see a total
grave volume of around 10,000 to 12,000 cubic meters, rather than the 120,000 required
by the conventional account.
So what grave volume did Ms. Colls find? BBC Radio 4 ran a 30-minute exclusive story
on this event, on January 23. She spoke several times, but offered very few additional
details. She confirmed that a “number” of graves were found, with the largest as
mentioned above. But of course, we also need to know how deep they are. The
newspaper article quoted her as saying they were “very deep.” But it turns out that her
high-tech ground-scanning system cannot record the depth! All she knows is that the
graves are “at least 4 meters deep”—evidently the scanning limit of her system.
Unbelievable. This is a case of either blinding incompetence, or willful neglect. Any
serious attempt to understand the graves would have obviously recorded their depth, at
least to the full 8 meters claimed by Edward Kopowka. As it is, and for all she knows,
the graves may indeed be no more than 4 meters deep—in which case, her large “26 x
17” grave is a mere 3% of the needed size.
Colls added one further fact on the radio program: the “main area” for graves, right
behind the presumed gas chambers, showed evidence of “five graves in a row.” And all
five, presumably, are significantly smaller than her largest. This again suggests that she
has found only a small fraction of the necessary grave area. The conventional story, and
the 700,000 buried corpses, may well have been fatally undermined by this latest
discovery. But we won’t know until we see the details of her report—if they ever reach
the light of day.
Lacking the details, it’s hard to draw firm conclusions. But all signs point in one
direction. They imply that, as at Belzec, ground surveys provide far more support for the
revisionist thesis than the traditional one. Things are looking up; the truth is at hand.

Bookburning in the Style of 2011
by Richard A. Widmann

On Wednesday December 28th, Print-on-Demand publisher Lulu.com informed the staff
at Inconvenient History that they had struck our two annual editions from availability.
The so-called "Questionable Content team" briefly noted that our content was in
violation of their membership agreement because it was "unlawful, obscene, defamatory,
pornographic, indecent, lewd, harassing, threatening, harmful, invasive of privacy or
publicity rights, abusive, inflammatory, or otherwise objectionable." With a bit more
focus, they continued, "Lulu sells all over the world, including to France and Germany
where revisionist books are illegal and anti-constitutional."
Immediately we wrote to Lulu to get additional information. Who issued a complaint
about our materials? Was a formal complaint received from a representative of the
French or German governments? What article in particular was found to be
objectionable? Lulu did not see it fit to respond our inquiry. This leaves us only able to
guess at the invisible hand behind the complaint.
The psychic intimidation employed by the complainant had its desired effect. The books
are no longer available and a revenue stream was cut off, or at least temporarily
interrupted.
In Ray Bradbury's prophetic science fiction novel, Fahrenheit 451, firemen are
employed not to extinguish fires, but rather to burn offensive literature. The title is a
reference to the temperature at which paper burns. In his novel, fire chief Captain Beatty
explains the origins of the book burnings:
"It didn't come from the Government down. There was no dictum, no
declaration, no censorship, to start with, no! Technology, mass exploitation,
and minority pressure carried the trick, thank God."[1]
In today's global economy, once-ironclad freedoms guaranteed by the First Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States prohibiting laws which abridge freedom of
speech or of the press apparently carry little weight. Lulu.com, an American company
headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, quickly sacrificed such freedoms on the altar
of economic globalism. While Americans saw freedom of expression erode during the
period of 'political correctness' ushered in throughout the 1990s, today's impulse not to
"offend" has resulted in the censorship of thought and ideas that may be objectionable to
one minority or another. Again, in the words of Captain Beatty:
"Colored people don't like Little Black Sambo. Burn it. White people don't
feel good about Uncle Tom's Cabin. Burn it." [2]

Contemporary bookburners have a long legacy preceding them of individuals and
regimes who attempted to limit intellectual freedom. Here National Socialists are seen
burning books deemed to be in opposition to their ideology (11 May 1933)
Bundesarchiv, Bild 102-14597 / Unknown / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Bookburning unfortunately was not simply a fantastic idea of a science fiction author.
The history of bookburning dates back at least to the third century BC when China's Qin
Dynasty burned books to suppress heretical views.[3] Many people think of the
medieval period in Europe when many religious texts were burned from the Talmud to
Tyndale's English language New Testament to Martin Luther's German translation of the
Bible. In the years when such texts were meticulously scribed by hand, such burnings
were quite effective in their impact. In more recent times, the German National
Socialists burned many thousands of works deemed to be in opposition to Nazi ideology.
Today, some of the books most impacted by censorship and would-be "firemen" are
revisionist titles. While organizations like the American Library Association are quick to
complain about public burnings of best-sellers including J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter
series, they refuse to even mention the burning of revisionist titles.[4]
One example of the burning of a revisionist title occurred in early 1995. After receiving
several complaints from unspecified sources, a German publisher ordered the
"recycling" of John Sack's An Eye for an Eye. Sack's book recounted the story of Jewish
revenge against the Germans after World War II. Citing information from Germany's
Federal Archives, Sack maintained that 60,000 to 80,000 ethnic Germans were killed or
otherwise perished between 1945 and 1948 in camps run by the Polish communist
regime's Office of State Security.[5] The German cultural establishment launched a bitter
assault. Reviewers denounced as a sensationalist, "vile docudrama" and a "gift to neoNazis." Soon, the book's publisher found itself deluged with complaints. Publisher
Viktor Niemann ultimately ordered all 6,000 copies of the German edition to be
destroyed. On February 13, 1995 he announced, "They will be recycled." [6]
In 1996, St. Martin's Press decided to publish David Irving's biography of Hitler's

propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels. Soon St. Martin's Press would receive dozens of
complaints. St. Martin's Press publisher Thomas Dunne issued the following angry
statement:
"A number of the calls we have received have expressed fury that we would
publish a book by 'a man like David Irving' and have questioned our moral
right to do so. I can only say that Joseph Goebbels must be laughing in hell.
He, after all, was the man who loved nothing better than burning books,
threatening publishers, suppressing ideas and judging the merits of ideas
based not on their content but by their author's racial, ethnic or political
purity. That is indeed a sad irony."
Shadowy forces continued their campaign to ban the book. Initially, St. Martin's editors
stood by their decision and insisted they found nothing wrong with Irving's book. The
pressure increased – now including death threats. Finally, Thomas McCormack, Chief
Executive Officer of St. Martin's finally gave in and reversed the company's earlier
position. St. Martin's would not publish Goebbels: Mastermind of the Third Reich.[7]
One of the last books written by revisionist pioneer James J. Martin was An American
Adventure in Bookburning in the Style of 1918. Here Martin, who coined the term,
"inconvenient history" recounted how in late August 1918 President Woodrow Wilson's
Secretary of War Newton Diehl Baker issued a directive ordering the removal from U.S.
Army camp libraries of 31 publications that had been classified as "undesirable."[8]
Included in this slender volume is Martin's article, "A Beginner's Manual for Apprentice
Book Burners." Martin's satirical manual is a bibliographic record of works with
unorthodox or unpopular viewpoints. He introduces for example a list of World War Two
revisionist titles as follows:
"On the world events of 1933-47 your opinions were probably frozen into
their current shape by the accounts of the virgin purity of the intentions and
actions of the winners and the necessity and wisdom of everything done by
them."[9]
Today our bookburning is not in the style of 1918. It is not in the style of the twentieth
century or earlier times at all. The technological advances of the 21st century have
enriched our lives with almost unlimited possibilities. While the speed-of-light exchange
of information may be used to topple totalitarian regimes and be used effectively to
bring new light and freedoms to countries and nations that have only known the darkness
of censorship and dictatorship, it has also empowered those who seek to silence all
dissent and limit intellectual freedom and debate.
Today it is clear that Bradbury was correct that official government censorship is not
needed to burn books. Technology and minority pressure will do the trick. Bradbury was
wrong after all about the need for firemen. Bookburning will occur without smoke or
fire at all. It will be done by removing content from the Internet. It will be done before
the actual book is printed. It will be done without even a cry or a whimper from the socalled defenders of free speech.
For the books that are burned will only be those that are objectionable—or shall I say,
inconvenient.
As a result of the apprentice bookburners and their efforts to burn two annual editions of
Inconvenient History, we have decided to dedicate this Spring issue to the topic of
Freedom of Speech. Make no mistake, those who side with the censors and the
bookburners stand against intellectual freedom and liberty. Regardless of their motives,
they are no different than the most repressive regimes and individuals in history who

believe that they know better than you. As such, we have several important
contributions. First, we are proud to present Germar Rudolf's "Resistance Is Obligation"
a gripping account of his persecution for refusing to recant his scientific convictions.
Dan McGowan recounts the story of his personal run-in with defamation on an
American college campus. Jett Rucker describes one possible outcome of what he calls
"reputational terrorism." We are also pleased to present Rich Siegel's timely commentary
on the Palestinians as anything but an "invented" people. Thomas Dalton provides an
interesting first-person look at the Treblinka concentration camp as it stands today in his
"Postcard from Treblinka." Klaus Schwensen returns this issue with a detailed
consideration of early revisionist Stephen F. Pinter. Finally Ezra MacVie is back with a
fascinating look at Gilad Atzmon's The Wandering Who: A Study of Jewish Identity
Politics.
If you stand with us against the apprentice bookburners, please support our work.

Notes:
[1] Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451, Ballantine Books, New York, 1996, p. 58.
[2] Ibid. p. 59. See also my article, "Problems Warned About in 'Fahrenheit 451'
Threaten Today's Word" published in Katie de Koster, editor, Readings on
Fahrenheit 451, Greenhaven Press, Inc. San Diego, Cal., 2000. Available online as, "Fahrenheit 451 Trends Threaten Intellectual Freedom" at
http://www.codoh.com/f451.html.
[3] Online: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_burning
[4] On several occasions, this author has provided the ALA with details of the
censorship and burning of revisionist books. To this day, they have never
responded nor have they made mention of such events on their Website. See
"Banned Books and Unmentionable Books: The Hypocrisy of the American
Library Association" online: http://www.codoh.com/viewpoints/vprwala.html
[5] This author met the late John Sack, who was himself Jewish, at David Irving's
first Real History Conference.
[6] "Book Detailing Jewish Crimes against Germans Banned," Journal of
Historical Review Vol. 15 No. 1, Jan/Feb 1995, p. 28. See also: "German
Publisher Drops Book on Postwar Camps for Nazis," The New York Times,
February 16, 1995. The book, An Eye for an Eye: The Untold Story of Jewish
Revenge against Germans in 1945, was published in the United States in 1993
by Basic Books of New York, a division of the publishing firm of
HarperCollins.
[7] "St Martin's Cancels Book on Goebbels," The New York Times, April 5, 1996, p.
D4.
[8] James J. Martin, An American Adventure in Bookburning in the Style of 1918,
Ralph Myles Publisher, Colorado Springs, Colo., 1988, p.7.
[9] Ibid, p.129.

Relegation—A Formula for Blowback | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Pre-emptive censorship is a nefarious but effective form of suppression that is as close as
this issue’s editorial, in which Richard Widmann reports the peremptory expungement of
Inconvenient History’s two bound annual books of our Website’s articles from the
offerings of their erstwhile publisher, Lulu Publishing. Not only are our laboriously
compiled books no longer listed in Lulu’s catalog, they aren’t even supplied to our own
private order. It’s not only not our book, it has in fact become a nonbook, in the manner
of nonpersons as depicted in George Orwell’s 1984.
But for cases where the impermissible thoughts have already been expressed (published,
spoken, or uploaded), there is yet another evil device in the censor’s torture chamber,
known technically as censorship after the fact. One case of this form of censorship is
described in detail in Prof. Dan McGowan’s article, also in this issue, in which a gang of
his former colleagues at Hobart and William Smith Colleges punished him by circulating
an e-mail that called for withdrawal of Dr. McGowan’s emeritus professorship at their
institution. He further cites (or recites, actually, verbatim), Laird Wilcox’s eight
Elements of Ritual Defamation, which represents the archetype of a form of punishment
by which censorship after the fact is commonly practiced. Ritual defamation, as Wilcox
originally explained in his 1990 essay, “… is the destruction or attempted destruction of
the reputation, status, character or standing in the community of a person or group of
persons by unfair, wrongful, or malicious speech or publication.” My own term for the
crime is “reputational terrorism.”
The primary purposes of reputational terrorism are twofold: (a) to incent the original
offender to desist from any repetitions of his offense—to silence him; and (b) to
discourage others who might come out publicly in agreement with the original offender
or with other material in effect committing a similar offense—to make an example of the
victim. Item (b) can work, if the defamation reaches a wide enough audience, makes
clear what the offense was, and properly intimidates members of the audience without
inflaming them with disgust or hatred for the defamer. Accusations of “Holocaust
denial” remain effective for the present thanks to a long tradition in the West of training
students to reflexively revile people to whom such a label is affixed, but overuse of the
label together with overtraining in the requisite reaction may be eroding the
effectiveness of this particular ritual. Where the process is effective in deterring other
would-be publicizers of a proscribed viewpoint, the censorship-after-the-fact becomes
pre-emptive censorship, always the preferred form of suppression for undesirable
opinions.
But Item (a), causing the offender to desist from attacks on whomever or whatever the
defamer wishes to protect, can backfire badly through various mechanisms, including
arousing in the victim a desire to avenge the defamation by manifesting exactly the
reaction he knows unmistakably the defamer wishes to discourage. Where once the
offender—say, someone who expresses a disbelief in the full authenticity of most claims
for Holocaust reparations payments—might have doubted, disagreed with, or
disapproved of one or two sensitive, but minor points in the ideology or myth the
defamer wishes to defend, the defamation attracts from its victim a greatly increased
level of attention and zeal to the entire program that the defamer is seen to be protecting.
Seeking more points on which to get back at his (typically remote, usually anonymous)

detractor, the defamed party might, in the case just cited, expand his animus from mere
fraudulent reparations claims to the underlying historical claims for the event itself (the
Holocaust, in this case), discovering and promoting the growing forensics-based
debunking of major aspects (e.g., gas chambers) of the Holocaust legend that has been
so carefully and successfully nurtured and propagated these 65 years, now.
Continuing in his quest, the aggrieved victim of reputational terrorism might even
proceed from broad-spectrum Holocaust revisionism to a review of the uses various
Jewish organizations, the state of Israel foremost among these, make of the episode, and
discover an entire new world of atrocities being justified and obscured by the traditions
of the long-cultivated Holocaust legend, and take up public opposition to these programs
as well. In extreme cases, it is readily imaginable that the desire for revenge could even
lead, in a case like that hypothesized, to anti-Semitism, in which the victim is likely still
to be committing no moral offense any worse than the one that was originally committed
against him.
The foregoing outlines a series of developments culminating possibly in full-blown
fanaticism, understandably and perversely arising from the motive of revenge against
those who commit ritual defamation in a treacherous defense of some ideology or
program of propaganda. But compounding the dynamic and motivation of revenge just
described is a further dimension of reaction that, while possibly less calculated or
willful, is fully as potent in leading the defamed party to a course of action precisely
opposite to the desired reaction of “standing down,” or even recanting, as some
Holocaust revisionists have done under various forms of duress or enticement. This
amplifying consequence of ritual defamation, which is entirely consistent with the
defamer’s frequent desire to actually harm his victim, I call “relegation.” It consists of
the denial of the defamed party’s alternatives to (continuing with the illustrative case)
public behaviors which got him defamed in the first place, including, particularly,
whatever profession (likely one involving some level of public visibility) the target may
have been a member of, or preparing to be a member of.
One rather spectacular case displaying indications of this scenario is that of perhaps a
leading Holocaust revisionist, Germar Rudolf, formerly of Germany. While a candidate
for the Ph.D. in chemistry at the University of Stuttgart, Rudolf was hired to provide
expert testimony in the trial of a person accused of the crime (in Germany) of Holocaust
denial. Rudolf’s testimony was confined to the subjects of chemistry in which Rudolf
was already in his late twenties an eminent authority. After the trial, Rudolf’s testimony,
together with other non-contrite commentary by the defendant in the trial, was published
as a book in Germany. For his contributions to the contents of this book, Rudolf found
himself facing criminal charges of Holocaust denial. The process of Rudolf’s relegation
began with the university’s threatening to withhold the Ph.D. degree for which Rudolf
had in fact completed his dissertation.
Denied the premier credential in his chosen field for which he had trained for many
laborious years, and further feeling a powerful compulsion to resist the pressures being
brought to bear on him, Rudolf defiantly extended his scientific inquiries into the
forensic bases of the Holocaust legendry, and branched out into publishing activities
through which he disseminated his consistently earth-shaking discoveries. The one-man
avalanche called Germar Rudolf (no “Dr.” for Herr Rudolf) continued gathering
momentum and force until 2005, when he was finally arrested in the United States, taken
away from his American wife and child, deported to Germany, and there made to stand
trial for his “crimes,” at the conclusion of which he was sentenced to 30 months in jail.
Rudolf shares with his thousands of supporters all over the world an eminently justified
outrage at what he has suffered for voicing his soundly based opinions, and what
measures this treatment may move him to take now that he has regained his freedom

fuels the hopes of Holocaust revisionists everywhere. And these hopes run squarely and
powerfully against the results that obviously were hoped for by those who launched their
vicious campaign against him so long ago.
Perversions of this kind are by no means unknown in other areas, and in processes other
than ritual defamation. In fact, it is punishment for belief, or the expression of belief, that
leads to the “recidivism” of which the Rudolf case is but one of many going back
through history at least to Martin Luther. The perpetual stigmatization by employers,
often in compliance with governmental regulations, of ordinary criminals who have
served their terms in prison relegates those who, as the phrase goes, “have paid their
debt to society” to ways of making a living that are open to ex-convicts—that is, crime.
So also with “thought crimes” such as Holocaust revisionism, with the exception of the
fact that expounding analyses of the evidence for the Holocaust is for most of us less
profitable than, say, robbing a bank. But if you are denied your intended career in, say,
chemistry as in Rudolf’s case, or journalism as in the case of the late commentator
Joseph Sobran, you are as good as confined to the very sphere of activity from which
your malefactors obviously intended to dissuade you in the first place, especially if you
regard its continuation as an ennobling duty rather than a degrading necessity.
It is, perhaps, only just that the perpetrators of reputational terrorism receive such fierce
blowback as reward for their skullduggery. In the case of many such perpetrators, such
as the Anti-Defamation League, this blowback only serves their purposes by aggravating
the very problem they gain their donations for combating, rather like a glazier who
discourages vandals from breaking windows by throwing rocks at the vandals—often
missing and instead breaking the windows. Like arms dealers, they thrive on discord,
and this how they go about fomenting it, assuming the poses of saints even as they do it.
Every now and then, a well-meaning friend notes how much of my time I devote to
revisionism and asks, “Don’t you have anything else to do?”
Of course, I don’t have much else to do.
Not anymore, anyway.

Resistance Is Obligatory | CODOH
by Germar Rudolf

He who argues that peaceful dissidents on historical issues should be deprived of their
civil rights for their diverging views, that is: incarcerated, is – if given the power to
implement his intentions – nothing else but a tyrant (if enacting laws to support his
oppressive deeds) or a terrorist (if acting outside the law).

I. A Peaceful Dissident’s Ordeal
Imagine that you are a scientist who has summarized the results of fifteen years of
research in a book – and that shortly after publishing this book you are arrested and
thrown into prison exactly for this. Imagine further that you are aware with
incontrovertible certainty that in the scheduled trial you and your defense attorneys will
be forbidden, under threat of prosecution, to prove any factual claims made in that book;
that all other motions to introduce supporting evidence will be rejected as well; that all
the courts up to the highest appellate will support such conduct; that only a very few of
your research colleagues will dare to confirm the legitimacy and quality of your book
because they fear similar persecution; but that the efforts of these few colleagues will be
in vain as well; and finally that the news media, the so-called “guardians of freedom of
speech,” will join the prosecution in demanding your merciless punishment. In such a
situation as this, how would you “defend” yourself in court?
This is precisely the Kafkaesque situation in which I found myself at the end of 2005
after having been abruptly and violently separated from my wife and child by U.S.
Immigration authorities in Chicago,[1] deported to Germany and immediately thrown
into jail to await trial, on account of my book Lectures on the Holocaust, which I had
published in the summer of 2005, and for Web pages promoting this and other similar
books. This was no plot against me personally, though, because this is the same situation
everyone faces who clashes with Germany’s law penalizing the “denial of the
Holocaust.” The situation is similar in many other nations, most of them in Europe.
Various defense attorneys unanimously assured me that all defense was doomed in
principle and that I would have to reckon with a prison sentence close to the maximum
term (five years). Other attorneys advised me to recant my political views and feign
remorse and contrition, which might gain me the clemency of the Court.
Renouncing my scientific convictions was not an acceptable option for me, though. A
defense based on the facts of the case was impossible, and if attempted regardless, it
merely would have exacerbated my situation, because in trying to prove that my views
are correct I would have repeated once more the very crime of violating state dogma for
which I was on trial in the first place.
But even if such an approach had been possible, I still would have rejected it, because I
am firmly convinced that no court has the right to pass binding judgment on matters of
scientific controversy. It is therefore an impermissible concession to allow a court of law
to pass judgment on the correctness of scientific theses – here about history – in the first
place. Every such motion to introduce evidence is already a crime against science,
because it undermines its independence from the judiciary.

Thus I decided quite early to treat the upcoming trial as an opportunity to document the
Kafkaesque legal conditions now prevailing in the Federal Republic of Germany in order
to write a book about it after the trial was over. For this reason I wanted to make a
thorough statement about the governing legal situation at the beginning of the main
proceedings. After a biographical introduction, I explained the actual nature of science
as such and its significance for human society. This was followed by a depiction of the
Kafkaesque situation prevailing in German court trials today, whose mission is to
suppress opinions that are a thorn in the side of the power elite. After analyzing today’s
practice, which violates all our human and constitutional rights, I posed the explosive
question of the extent to which I as a citizen of this State have the right and even the
duty to resist such injustice.
Subsequently my seven-day presentation in court turned itself into a Lecture, this time
on the principles of science and on the destruction of freedom of opinion in Germany.
At the end I did receive a prison sentence of 30 months, which is only half of what had
been augured by the lawyers, and that in spite of publicly re-affirming my right to
express my revisionist views and in spite of calling for resistance against the German
authorities.
Here I would like to give a condensed excerpt of my courtroom lectures, a complete
version of which with ample documentation is forthcoming.[2] In section VIII, I will add
a few observations on my experiences in prison, which are not included in said
upcoming book.

II. Defense Strategy
I began my courtroom lectures with a few general remarks about my defense strategy,
which, in a way, were a declaration of war to the German authorities. I stated:
1. During my defense, statements about historical subjects will be made by me only in
order a. to explain and illustrate my personal development;
b. to illustrate by examples the criteria of the nature of science;
c. to place the District Attorney’s charges regarding my statements in a larger context.
2. These Statements are not made in order to buttress my historical opinions with facts.
3. I will not file motions asking the Court to consider my historical theses – for the
following reasons:
a. Political: German courts are forbidden by orders from higher up to accept such
motions to introduce evidence, as is stated in Article 97 of the German Basic Law:[3]
“Judges are independent and subject only to the Law.” Please pardon my sarcasm.
b. Opportunistic: Item a) above does not prohibit me from submitting motions to
introduce evidence. However, since they would all be rejected, it would all be an effort
in futility. We should all spare ourselves this waste of time and energy.
c. Reciprocal: Since present law denies me the right to defend myself historically and
factually, I in turn am denying my accusers the right to charge me historically and
factually on the basis of the maxim of equality and reciprocity. Thus I consider the
prosecution’s historical allegations to be non-existent.
d. Juridical: In 1543, Nicolaus Copernicus[4]
“If perchance there should be foolish speakers who, together with those
ignorant of all mathematics, will take it upon themselves to decide
concerning these things, and because of some place in the Scriptures
wickedly distorted to their purpose, should dare to assail this my work, they
are of no importance to me, to such an extent do I despise their judgment as
rash.”

Nicolaus Copernicus (19 February 1473 – 24 May 1543) was a Renaissance astronomer
and the first person to formulate a comprehensive heliocentric cosmology which
displaced the Earth from the center of the universe.
Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons
No court in the world has the right or the competence to authoritatively decide scientific
questions. No parliament in the world has the right to use penal law to dogmatically
prescribe answers to scientific questions. Thus it would be absurd for me as a science
publisher to ask a court of law to determine the validity of the works I have published.
Only the scientific community is competent and entitled to do this.

III. Dignity
One hideous feature of German legal standards is that, when it comes to “the
Holocaust,” it pits human dignity against the right to search for the truth. According to
this “logic,” the human dignity of all Jews – those who suffered back then and those who
live today – depends on everyone accepting the orthodox Holocaust narrative. And since
the protection of human dignity is the first and most important article in the German
constitution, this has priority over everything else.
What I pointed out first in court was the fact that denying us the search for the truth is an
even more serious violation of human dignity than denying the Jews a certain narrative
of a detail of their history. After all: what sets us humans apart from bacteria and
insects? Isn’t it the capacity to doubt our senses and to systematically search for the
reality behind the mere semblance? To bolster my case, I quoted several famous
personalities of western culture, such as Socrates, who observed:[5]
“The unexamined life is not worth living.”

Aristotle was expressing the same thought when he observed:[6]
“All men by nature desire to know.”
“[…] for men, therefore, the life according to reason is best and pleasantest,
since reason more than anything else is men.”[7]
Konrad Lorenz described human curiosity, that is, the will to learn the truth, with these
words:[8]
“There exist inborn behavioral systems that are equivalent to human rights
whose suppression can lead to serious mental disturbances.”
The philosopher Karl R. Popper described the difference between us humans and the
animals as follows:[9]
“the main difference between Einstein and an amoeba […] is that Einstein
consciously seeks for error elimination. He tries to kill his theories: he is
consciously critical of his theories which, for this reason, he tries to
formulate sharply rather than vaguely. But the amoeba cannot be critical
because it cannot face its hypotheses: they are part of it. (Only objective
knowledge is criticizable. Subjective knowledge becomes criticizable when
we say what we think; and even more so when we write it down, or print
it.)”
Skepticism and curiosity, doubting one’s senses and theories and looking deeper in
search for the truth, is therefore what brought us down from the trees and out of the
caves. They are what made us what we are and what sets us apart from animals. Hence
the rights to doubt and to search for the truth are not negotiable. It is therefore perfidious
when the State pits freedom of science against human dignity, when in fact they are
inseparable. We all are entitled by nature to seek the truth and announce what we think
we have found. We do not need any official permission for this.

IV. Enlightenment
When it comes to the Holocaust, the most important values of western civilization are
turned upside down. To prove this, I quoted philosopher Immanuel Kant’s classic
definition of enlightenment:[10]
“Enlightenment is man’s leaving his self-caused immaturity. Immaturity is
the incapacity to use one’s intelligence without the guidance of another.
Such immaturity is self-caused, if it is not caused by lack of intelligence, but
by lack of determination and courage to use one’s intelligence without being
guided by another. Sapere Aude! [dare to know] Have the courage to use
your own intelligence! is therefore the motto of the enlightenment.”
Yet when it comes to the “Holocaust,” most governments discourage us from using our
own intelligence. Some of them even threaten us with prosecution, and they insist that
we follow the guidance of others. Karl Popper characterized a society where the
authorities enforce a “state belief” and impose taboos as a closed, dogmatic, archaic
society. [11] The modern, open society, in contrast, encourages criticism of traditional
dogmas. In fact, this is its foremost hallmark.[12]
Hence, dogma and criticism stand opposed to each other as antipodes. In our case, this is
the State opposed to revisionism; or in other words the Enemies of Science on one hand
versus Science on the other:

• Dogma vs. Critique
• State vs. Revisionism
• Enemies of Science vs. Science
For the scientist, however, dogmas and taboos are strictly unacceptable.

V. Science
The two non-negotiable main pillars of any scientific endeavor are:
1. Freedom of Hypothesis: At the beginning of the quest for creating knowledge any
question may be asked. Doubt as the intellectual basis of all humans can be expressed as
a simple question: “Is this really true?” Thus curiosity is nothing other than reason
posing questions in search of answers.
2. Undetermined Outcome: The answers to research questions can be determined
exclusively by verifiable evidence. They cannot be determined by taboos or official
guidelines laid down by scientific, societal, religious, political, judicial or other
authorities.
If answers to scientific questions are prescribed, then posing questions is degraded to a
mere rhetorical farce, and science becomes impossible. This is therefore not just an
undermining of the essential nature of science, but its complete abolition.
I therefore told the German court:
“As a scientist and science publisher, it is my duty to actively combat the
gutting of the pillars of science by promoting such doubt, skepticism, and
critiques, and by providing them a venue.”
Next I presented a thorough discussion about the nature of science and how to determine
whether a paper or book is scholarly/scientific in nature, reyling mainly on the works by
my favorite philosopher and epistemologist Karl. R. Popper.[13] I will spare the reader
the details of this discussion and will merely reproduce the summary here:
What Is Science?
• There are no (final) judgments, but rather always only more or less reliable
(preliminary) pre-judgments.
• The reasons, that is to say the evidence, for our pre-judgments must be
testable/verifiable as well as possible.
• We must both actively and passively test and criticize:
◦ Test and criticize pre-judgments and reasons of others.
◦ Invite others to test and criticize our pre-judgments and welcome this
activity. This includes the duty to publish one’s findings in order to enable
others to critique them.
◦ We must address the tests and critiques of others and test and criticize them
in turn. This also means that one should not back down too fast in the face
of criticism.
• We have to avoid immunizing our pre-judgments:
◦ Avoid creating auxiliary theories designed to prop up an untenable or
awkward main hypothesis.
◦ Select data only according to objective criteria, using the technique of
source criticism.
◦ Use exact, consistent and constant definitions of terms.

◦ Avoid attacks on persons as substitute for factual arguments.
The motivation of my lengthy elaborations to define the nature of science is that the
mainstream disparages revisionist works as merely “pseudo-scientific,” i.e., false
science. After having defined the formal characteristics of scientific works, I then
juxtaposed several cases of orthodox scholarship clearly bearing the hallmarks of
“pseudo-science” with revisionist works which meet the definition of scientific works
much better.
I restrict myself here to summarizing only one case presented to the court, which deals
with the arbitrary selection and elimination of data. It concerns a Polish attempt[14] at
refuting revisionist claims based on the results of chemical analyses of wall samples
taken at Auschwitz by Fred Leuchter[15] and by myself.16 The problem the Poles had to
overcome was that the analytical results as such were undeniably true and reproducible.
What they subsequently did amounted to a scientific fraud: They chose a different
analytical method which simply eliminated all the unwanted data – with the “reason”
given that they didn’t understand the issues at hand. If that was really the case, however,
then they should not have gotten involved in the first place and should have left the field
to those who do understand what they are doing.17

VI. The Law
It was Frederick the Great, King of Prussia, who once stated – and I quoted him in court
as well for a good reason:[18]
“A legal council which exercises injustices is more dangerous and worse
than a gang of thieves; one can protect oneself against those, but nobody can
protect himself against rogues who use the robes of justice to carry out their
vicious passions; they are worse than the biggest scoundrels in the world
and deserve double punishment.”
I will not stretch the Anglo-Saxon reader’s patience by reiterating my elaborations on
the German justice system’s perversions to persecute peaceful dissidents. I will merely
restrict myself to a summary of a comparison with which I introduced my legal
observations in court. It is a juxtaposition of the conditions of the current German
judicial system in general and when dealing with revisionists in particular with that of
another country, whose identity I revealed only at the very end of this comparison: The
Soviet Union under Joseph Stalin. This comparison is based on the one hand on
Alexandr Solzhenitsyn’s trilogy The Gulag Archipelago, in which he describes his own
experiences and those of others as political prisoners in Stalin’s Soviet Union.[19] It is
based on the other hand on my experiences with, and insights into, the German judicial
system.
The first parallel concerns the existence of special government units serving the
prosecution of politically motivated “crimes,” which mostly refer to undesirable
expressions of opinion. Stalin had his NKVD. In today’s Germany this role is fulfilled
by the Police Department for State Protection (Dezernat Staatsschutz), whose main
focus is, statistically seen, on the prosecution of usually peaceful “thought crimes”
committed by persons harboring right-wing views.
Another astonishing parallel between Stalin’s judiciary and the current German system
was described by Solzhenitsyn as follows:
“Another very important thing about the courts today: there is no tape
recorder, no stenographer, just a thick-fingered secretary with the leisurely

penmanship of an eighteenth-century schoolgirl, laboriously recording some
part of the proceedings in the transcript. This record is not read out during
the session, and no one is allowed to see it until the judge has looked it over
and approved it. Only what the judge confirms will remain on record, will
have happened in court. While things that we have heard with our own ears
vanish like smoke – they never happened at all!” (vol. 3, p. 521)
In today’s Germany the situation is even worse, since in proceedings before District
Courts, which handle “serious” offenses, no protocol is kept at all about who says what
and when. Needless to say this opens the floodgates to error and arbitrariness. And here
is the perverted reason given by the German authorities why protocols are allegedly
obsolete: Since one cannot appeal the decisions handed down by a District Court on
matters of fact anyway, a protocol laying out the facts of the case is unnecessary. So here
you have the core of the German judiciary: no appeal possible, hence no protocol. It has
its internal logic and consistency, but doesn’t that sound more like a totalitarian banana
republic?
Another parallel is that defending yourself in front of such a court by trying to argue that
you are right will merely exacerbate your situation, as Solzhenitsyn wrote:
“Even if you were to speak in your own defense with the eloquence of
Demosthenes [[20]…] it would not help you in the slightest. All you could
do would be to increase your sentence […].” (vol. 1, p. 294)
That’s what happened to Ernst Zündel in Germany, whose lawyers ferociously defended
his right to speak his mind, as a result of which Zündel got the maximum sentence for
being recalcitrant. Plus his lawyers got indicted too, which is another parallel to Uncle
Joe’s Soviet paradise, as Solzhenitsyn reported:
“The tribunal roared out a threat to arrest […] the principal defense lawyer
[…]” (vol. 1, p. 350)
As if prosecuting defense lawyers for their perfectly legitimate defense activities weren’t
bad enough, here is how to top it off: threaten witnesses with prosecution, too, who dare
to speak out for defendants on trial for “thought crimes,” or as Solzhenitsyn put it (ibid.):
“And right then and there the tribunal actually ordered the imprisonment of
a witness, Professor Yegorov, […]”
That happened to me in 1994, when I was summoned by a defense lawyer in order to
testify as an expert witness. When the Presiding Judge heard to what effect the defense
wanted me to testified, he warned me succinctly that I would be liable to prosecution if
testifying along the lines of the lawyer’s motion. Of course it never came to this,
because, as Solzhenitsyn correctly observed:
“Defense witnesses were not permitted to testify.” (vol. 1, p. 351)
In Germany they are never allowed to testify, when it comes to revisionists on trial. And
worse still: not only witnesses supporting the views of a revisionist defendant are
rejected, but all kinds of evidence: witnesses, documents, experts. Germany’s judiciary
claims that everything about the Holocaust is “self-evident,” thus requiring no proof at
all. In fact, they go so far as to indict anyone who merely dares to file a motion to
introduce such evidence, be he a defendant or a defense lawyer. Yes, Germany has made
it illegal to move for the introduction of exonerating evidence! Not even Stalin had such
an ingenious tool in his repertoire of repression! This way the German judiciary
manages to eliminate all unwanted data from the record – not that there is much of a

record to begin with…
Although there are more parallels I quoted during my courtroom lectures, I will leave it
at that here, as the message I want to convey is probably clear.
It goes without saying that there are also important differences between the Soviet and
the current German systems of justice: torture does not exist in German prisons, and I
am very grateful for that – although it is quite ironic to read in Solzhenitsyn’s work that
a Soviet prosecutor once stated:
“For us [Soviets…] the concept of torture inheres in the very fact of holding
political prisoners in prison…” (vol. 1, p. 331)
With that he referred to the methods of the Tzarist regime, not to his own system’s
abuses, just as Germany criticizes the offenses against justice of others (like Iran or
China), yet ignores the trampling of justice in its own courts.
When I revealed at the end of this comparison with which system I had compared the
German system, the judges were visibly shaken. Maybe they realized that something
about the system they are a part of is indeed fishy?
I continued my presentation with a definition of a political prisoner and the subsequent
proof that we revisionists are a perfect match. Here are the ten criteria I listed, and I
explained and proffered evidence that all these points are seen in the cases of prominent
revisionists:
1. We are dealing with peaceful dissent, peacefully presented; with “peaceful” I
mean that no justification or advocation of violations of the civil rights of others
occurs.
2. The prosecuted offense is not punishable in the vast majority of nations.
3. The dissident is supported by civil rights organizations.
4. The dissident receives statements of solidarity from strangers (correspondence,
visits, interventions at authorities, demonstrations).
5. The government attempts to suppress such statements of solidarity.
6. Prominent individuals make statements of solidarity.
7. Statements of solidarity or criticism against prosecution are published by media &
politicians, especially abroad.
8. The dissident’s rights to a defense are restricted.
9. The persecuting nation refuses to recognize political prisoners as such despite the
above features.
10. Dissidents receive worse treatment than regular inmates.
The last point results from the fact that the prison authorities expect that we revisionists
recant and cease all contacts with like-minded persons. Since most of us refuse to do
this, the consequences are harsh: no early release on parole, no reliefs in our prison
regimen. Needless to say that the same authorities do not expect a drug dealer, for
example, to recant his views on drugs and to cease any contact with his pals and clients.
Views, opinions and social contacts are simply not of any interest when it comes to
“normal” criminals. Hence dissidents in Germany are subjected to a special treatment.
This is not only meant to mentally “heal” the thought criminal, but also to deter others
from dissenting. In legalese, deterring the general populace from committing a crime is
called “general prevention.” According to Solzhenitsyn, imprisoning dissidents in the
late Soviet Union was a measure of “social prophylaxis” (vol. 1, p. 42), which probably
amounts to the same thing.
Ironically I had committed the “thought crimes” for which I was imprisoned in Germany

in countries where these acts had been and still are perfectly legal: the U.S. and the UK.
Germany simply claims the right to prosecute dissent anywhere in the world, if their
dissenting voices violate German law and could he heard or read in Germany. In the
Internet era, this basically amounts to prosecuting anybody, anywhere, at any time, if
only the German authorities can get their hands on the dissident.
For anyone not residing in Germany or any other persecuting nation, the question is:
what law should one abide by to stay out of trouble? I don’t think there is a satisfactory
answer to this question. I’ve therefore decided to abide by a higher, uncodified law,
which was summarized succinctly by Immanuel Kant in his Categorical Imperative:[21]
“Act only according to that maxim whereby you can at the same time will
that it should become a universal law.”
If we apply this to the present case, we will see immediately that the legal concepts of
“stirring up the people” and “endangering the public peace,” as listed in the German law
used to prosecute revisionists, are untenable, as they do not describe acts of a perpetrator
but rather the effects it has on others.
If an act justifies or advocates the violation of the civil rights of others, then this itself is
the act that one might consider prosecutable. Whether this act has any other
consequences, like disturbance of the public peace, should be an aggravating
circumstance at worst. In fact, many scenarios can be imagined where a perfectly
peaceful opinion could wreak havoc in a society which considers such an opinion to be
heretical or blasphemous. The history of mankind is full of innocent, peaceful
individuals who were persecuted because they upset certain, usually powerful, parts of
the populace: Socrates, Jesus Christ, Martin Luther, Galileo Galilei, Mahatma Gandhi.
Or take the founding fathers of the U.S. constitution: Did they not disturb the public
peace, stir up the populace, and commit sedition?
In all these cases it was not the dissident causing havoc, but it was the mindset of the
people in their environment and the way they reacted to the dissent. Luther neither
advocated the Church to be split in two nor did he ask for the Peasants’ War or the
Thirty Years War, yet they all ensued as a repercussion. Was Luther responsible for all
this? No he was not. The social, political and economic injustices of the time were the
cause.
So where and how do we draw the line when it comes to punishing disturbers of the
“public peace”?
Let me give one more example to make even the most hardcore anti-fascist agree that
concepts like “disturbing the public peace” belong in the dustbin of history: During the
Third Reich the German Catholic priest Rubert Mayer was publicly indicted because
with his sermons he had “repeatedly made public, inciting statements” and because he
had discussed matters of the state “in a way capable of endangering public peace.”[22]
He was subsequently imprisoned at Sachsenhausen concentration camp for seven
months. Compare this with the multi-year prison terms revisionists get nowadays in
“democratic” Germany!
Although I argued during my defense lecture that the German law I was prosecuted
under was unconstitutional, this is of little relevance for people acting within other legal
frameworks. What is more important is a universal, holistic approach to the issue of how
to react to authorities persecuting peaceful dissidents, no matter what legal trappings
they wrap around it.

VII. Resistance

Karl R. Popper wrote in his classic work The Open Society and Its Enemies:[23]
“those who are not prepared to fight for their freedom will lose it.”
The tragedy is that the enemy threatening our freedom is the very entity – the State –
whose “fundamental purpose [is…] the protection of that freedom which does not harm
other citizens.”[24]
So what are we to do as generally law-abiding citizens, when the law itself has become
fundamentally unjust? The answer was given some 160 years ago by Henry David
Thoreau in his classic essay “Civil Disobedience”:[25]
“Unjust laws exist: shall we be content to obey them, or shall we endeavor
to amend them, and obey them until we have succeeded, or shall we
transgress them at once? Men generally, under such a [democratic]
government as this, think that they ought to wait until they have persuaded
the majority to alter them. They think that, if they should resist, the remedy
would be worse than the evil. But it is the fault of the government itself that
the remedy is worse than the evil. It makes it worse. Why is it not more apt
to anticipate and provide for reform? […] Why does it always crucify
Christ, and excommunicate Copernicus and Luther, and pronounce
Washington and Franklin rebels? […]
A minority is powerless while it conforms to the majority; […] but it is
irresistible when it clogs by its whole weight. If the alternative is to keep all
just men in prison, or give up war and slavery, the State will not hesitate
which to choose. […]
Under a government which imprisons any unjustly, the true place for a just
man is also in prison.”
So if you are a true fighter for freedom of speech and haven’t been in prison yet, you’ve
done something wrong! Or you were just plain lucky.
This essay by Thoreau inspired Mahatma Gandhi, from whose writings I quote some
pivotal sentences which, in turn, were an inspiration for me during my time in
prison:[26]
“So long as the superstition that men should obey unjust laws exists, so long
will their slavery exist.”
“Democracy is not a state in which people act like sheep. Under democracy
individual liberty of opinion and action is jealously guarded.”[27]
“In other words, the true democrat is he who with purely non-violent means
defends his liberty and therefore his country’s and ultimately that of the
whole of mankind.”[28]
“I wish I could persuade everybody that civil disobedience is the inherent
right of a citizen. He dare not give it up without ceasing to be a man. […]
But to put down civil disobedience is to attempt to imprison conscience.
[…] Civil disobedience, therefore, becomes a sacred duty when the State
has become lawless, or which is the same thing, corrupt. […] It is a
birthright that cannot be surrendered without surrender of one’s selfrespect.”[29]

But when exactly and how is a minority in a constitutional democracy under the
(claimed) rule of law allowed to resist its government? In my defense speech I
elaborated on this by quoting numerous experts, most German, on the topic. In summary,
most experts agree that civil disobedience against a government, that is to say peaceful
disregard of the law, is permissible only if the government’s violation against which the
protest is directed affects valid constitutional principles or general principles of human
rights. This also means that the protesters may ignore or violate only those laws against
which the protest is directed. In other words, the protesters may not set their private
views as absolute, and they are not allowed to violate other laws, which are generally
accepted even by them. Hence violent protests are unacceptable.
This is what we revisionists should insist upon: The right to doubt and to peacefully
dissent on any topic is an integral, inalienable part of our human condition, and thus of
our human rights, whether it is enshrined in our country’s constitution or not. Any
government enacting laws or regulations infringing on that right must be resisted with
peaceful means by consciously and deliberately violating the law which violates our
human dignity.
And that is exactly what I told the German court in 2007.
Curiously enough, the German constitution even grants all German citizens the right to
resist their government. In article 20, paragraph 4, of the German Basic Law it says:
“All Germans have the right to resist against everyone who endeavors to
remove this [constitutional democratic] order, if no other remedy is
possible.”
The question is, of course, at what point it is permitted to invoke this right? Do we have
to wait until the government has turned into an outright tyranny, or should we be allowed
to put our foot down at the outset of government excesses? Since it is always easier to
resist the onset of governmental abuse rather than to wait until resistance has become
mortally dangerous for the resister, the wise answer to that question ought to be obvious.
Let me quote Germany’s highest authority on this question: Prof. Dr. Roman Herzog,
former President of the German Federal Constitutional High Court and later President of
the Federal Republic of Germany. He stated repeatedly that “from time immemorial
there has been a right to resist by those violated and a right to emergency relief for all
citizens” in case of encroachments on human dignity and on the human rights.[30]
According to Herzog, each article in Germany’s constitution – the statutory civil rights
also among them – is,
“viewed by daylight,… nothing else but the specific elaboration on a
fundamental principle of the constitutional nature of the state, so that
assaults on almost any individual article at once touch upon the principles of
art. 20 of the Basic Law [the right to resist].” [31]
Since it is the primary obligation of the State to protect the dignity of its subjects, it is in
turn also the primary right of all human beings to resist encroachments of the State on
human dignity.[32]
This closes the circle of my argumentation, at the beginning of which I demonstrated
that the right to doubt, to search for the truth, and to communicate the results of this
activity is simply constitutional for being human, hence for human dignity as such.
Hence, resistance is obligation!

VIII. Prison
Between the years 1993 and 2011 I had, in a certain way, a Jewish experience: I was
persecuted by my own government, saw my career chances destroyed, fled from one
country to another in an attempt to avoid incarceration, but eventually I was caught and
deported. I subsequently spent many years in a number of detention facilities:
Rottenburg, Stuttgart, Heidelberg, Mannheim, and again Rottenburg. In those prisons I
had to do work in order to pay for the costs I was causing the German prison system
(forced labor, anyone?). After being released, I eventually, after an agonizingly long
legal struggle, managed to emigrate for good from the country of my birth.
However, I am also very fortunate that in many ways my experience was much more
benign than what many Jews had to experience during World War II: the detention
conditions were rather favorable, my family was left unharmed, my health
uncompromised, my spirit unbroken, and my property untouched (except maybe for a
quarter million dollars in lawyer bills that accumulated over these 18 years).
“So, what is it like in prison?” people ask me once in a while. On the one hand I
recommend that you better not find out. But then again, maybe you should. Although not
a nice one, it still is a part of the human condition.
Being arrested and thrown into jail is traumatic. The first weeks and months are the
worst. But humans are creatures of habit, and so you adjust to your life’s circumstances
even in such a dismal environment. You find a way to organize your day, to focus on
some activities which you enjoy and which make time pass: you write letters, draw
pictures, sing songs (Karaoke-style, for the most time…), and you join many of the
recreational activities offered: volleyball, working out, Bible studies, discussion groups,
church choir, prison band (yes, we had jailhouse rock, and it rocked!). And, needless to
say, you play games with fellow inmates and also work out in your cell: push-ups, situps, pull-ups at the toilet curtain rail, and other exercises with self-made “weights” (I
had ten one-liter milk cartons placed in an undershirt knotted shut at the bottom; worked
nicely).
You even make friends, sort of. Not the kind you keep once you are out, but every prison
is a tiny world with all the social dynamics you have outside as well. So, even though
you initially thought you could never adjust to it, eventually you settle in. You have your
time well organized and even feel kind of comfy in your little nook that you’ve carved
out for yourself.
It comes to the point where, after having been out of your cell for a number of hours
partaking in some activities, you mumble to yourself: “I’m tired, I want to go home” –
by which you mean your cell… Makes you worry, doesn’t it? Yet making yourself feel at
home even in such a gloomy place is the art of living, is the way to limit emotional
damage.
And then, for whatever reason, you are transferred to another jail. That’s bad news. You
can read it frequently in survivor testimonies: You get ripped out of your routine. You
lose all the informal priviliges you’ve won, all the friends you’ve made. You get to a
place where you know nobody. You need to start from scratch organizing yourself and
your daily routine: how to get the food you prefer, how to join the recreational groups
you like, and so on. Hence every transfer is a new traumatic experience.
I therefore understand today why prisoners who had been at Auschwitz for a while and
had managed to carve out a little niche for themselves feared being transferred to anther
camp – provided of course there was no extermination going on at Auschwitz.

But all the adjusting notwithstanding, make no mistake: I stood for many hours behind
those iron bars in my various prison cells longing to be able to finally go home, and
during our courtyard time my eyes followed many an airplane in the sky flying west
craving that Scotty might beam me up there…
Which brings up another astounding fact of life: In Germany every prisoner has the right
to spend one hour a day in the courtyard, and I assume that the law is similar in most
countries. Since that’s the only time the inmates can get out of their cells (apart from
going to work and recreational activities), most of them make the most of it. The result is
that during summer time most inmates get quite a tan, which led my mother to ask me
one day whether we have a tanning studio in prison. Well, no, but count the hours which
you, as a free person, spend outside each day, and you will realize that a free person on
average spends considerably less than an hour outside. So, statistically speaking, prison
inmates are more often “out and about” than free people. Amazing, isn’t it? Well, I
admit, maybe they are out, but not about…
Nothing is worse than the feeling of losing a sizeable part of your lifetime being locked
up. So you look for something which helps you feel that you’ve used your time for
something constructive and of use in your later life. Hence I obtained a Cambridge
Certificate in Advanced English, learned Spanish, and extended my English vocabulary
by learning the words in Roget’s Thesaurus (one hour of word learning every day,
religiously). I read as I’ve never read in my entire life. I subscribed to the weekly
Science magazine and read it for three years from cover to cover, thus broadening my
scientific knowledge in numerous fields considerably. I also read the works of classic
and philosophical literature which I had never managed to look into while free: the ones
I like (Aristotle, Kant, Popper, Tolstoy, Dickens, Schopenhauer, to name the most
impressive) and the ones I learned to dislike (Dostoyevsky, Hegel, Hemingway).
Now my wife calls me a walking thesaurus. Speaking of whom… she is a psychologist
specializing in helping people who have been traumatized by their life’s experiences. So
she announced toward the end of my incarceration that she would take good care of me
and help me to efface my emotional scars. But after my release she quickly realized that
these 45 months of incarceration had passed by me without leaving any apparent trace. I
was still the same man she had lost back then, and so she fell in love with me all over
again…
Even though the authorities treated me worse than other inmates because I did not recant
my views and showed no signs of remorse – they rebuked me repeatedly for spreading
my views among the inmates – my lot was far better than that of the other inmates from
a psychological point of view: being incarcerated did not tarnish my reputation, quite to
the contrary. I wear it like a badge of honor, or as the German historian Prof. Dr. Ernst
Nolte wrote to me in a letter after my release, I can now count myself among the men of
honor who have gone to prison for reasons of conscience. Whereas most inmates lose
most of their friends and often even the support of their families, my friends and family
have stood firmly by me. Whereas most prisoners struggle financially and get in deep
debt during their incarceration, as they lose their jobs and subsequently often also their
homes and property, I was very fortunate to find so many generous supporters that not
only my legal expenses were covered, but also the support for my children. There were
even some funds left over which I could use after my release to restart my life.
Most important and in contrast to most inmates, political prisoners don’t lose their
feeling of meaning; they feel neither guilty nor ashamed of what they have done. Or as
David Cole expressed it once: We are loud, we are proud, and the best of all: we are
right!

This attitude, more than anything else, makes you wing even the toughest of times, and it
keeps you going afterwards as well, as the New York Times correctly observed in an
article entitled “Why Freed Dissidents Pick Path of Most Resistance.” This article,
which was fittingly published five weeks prior to my release from prison, describes how
Arab dissidents who were incarcerated for their peaceful political views went right back
to their acts of civil disobedience once released from prison.[33] As one of them
expressed it:
“It is a matter not only of dignity, it is the sense of your life. It’s your choice
of life, and if you give up, you will lose your sense of your life.”
He said he had no choice but to go right back to where he had left off.
Just like us revisionists!
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Ritual Defamation: A Contemporary Academic
Example
by Daniel Mcgowan

The term ritual defamation was coined by Laird Wilcox to describe the destruction of
the reputation of a person by unfair, wrongful, or malicious speech or publication.
The defamation is in retaliation for opinions expressed by the victim, with the intention
of silencing that person’s influence, and making an example of him so as to discourage
similar "insensitivity" to subjects currently ruled as taboo. It is aggressive, organized and
skillfully applied, often by a representative of a special interest group, such as,
ironically, the Anti-Defamation League.
Ritual defamation is not called “ritual” because it follows any prescribed religious or
mystical doctrine, nor is it embraced in any particular document or scripture. Rather, it is
ritualistic because it follows a predictable, stereotyped pattern which embraces a number
of elements, as in a ritual.
Laird Wilcox enumerated eight basic elements of a ritual defamation:
First, the victim must have violated a particular taboo, usually by expressing
or identifying with a forbidden attitude, opinion or belief.
Second, the defamers condemn the character of the victim, never offering
more than a perfunctory challenge to the particular attitudes, opinions or
beliefs the victim expressed or implied. Character assassination is its
primary tool.
Third, the defamers avoid engaging in any kind of debate over the
truthfulness or reasonableness of what has been expressed. Their goal is not
discussion but rather condemnation, censorship and repression.
Fourth, the victim is usually someone who is vulnerable to public opinion,
although perhaps in a very modest way. It could be a schoolteacher, writer,
businessman, minor official, or merely an outspoken citizen; visibility
enhances vulnerability to ritual defamation.
Fifth, an attempt is made to involve others in the defamation. In the case of
a public official, other public officials will be urged to denounce the
offender. In the case of a student, other students will be called upon; in the
case of a professor, other professors will be asked to join the condemnation.
Sixth, in order for a ritual defamation to be most effective, the victim must
be dehumanized to the extent that he becomes identical with the offending
attitude, opinion or belief, and in a manner which distorts his views to the
point where they appear at their most extreme. For example, a victim who is
defamed as a "subversive" will be identified with the worst images of
subversion, such as espionage, terrorism or treason.
Seventh, the defamation tries to bring pressure and humiliation on the
victim from every quarter, including family and friends. If the victim has

school children, they may be taunted and ridiculed as a consequence of
adverse publicity. If the victim is employed, he may be fired from his job. If
the victim belongs to clubs or associations, other members may be urged to
expel him.
Eighth, any explanation the victim may offer is dismissed as irrelevant. To
claim truth as a defense for a tabooed opinion or belief is treated as defiance
and only compounds the offense. Ritual defamation is often not necessarily
an issue of being wrong or incorrect but rather of "insensitivity" and failing
to observe social taboos.[1]
Ritual defamation is not used to persuade, but rather to punish. It is used to hurt, to
intimidate, to destroy, and to persecute, and to avoid the dialogue, debate and discussion
that free speech implies. Its obvious maliciousness is often hidden behind the dictates of
political correctness and required sensitivity to established myths.

Ritual Defamation at Hobart and William Smith Colleges: A Textbook
Example
In the September 2009 I wrote an op-ed for the local newspaper, The Finger Lakes
Times, defining “Holocaust Denial.” I submitted it in response to the media frenzy and
demonization of Iranian President Ahmadinejad, who was scheduled to address the UN
General Assembly. After several delays, it was published on September 27th under a
quarter-page picture of Ahmadinejad and under the headline “What do deniers really
mean? (See Appendix 1)
Although the definition I presented has been widely accepted, both by those who affirm
and by those who contest or “revise” the current narrative of the Holocaust, and although
the facts I presented were not challenged, the op-ed sparked a classic case of ritual
defamation. Questioning the Holocaust narrative, or even defining what it means to
question it, is arguably the most serious taboo in the United States today. It is considered
“beyond the pale” and even touching the subject is like touching the third rail on the
subway – instant death to your career.

First Blood
On October 3rd a “colleague” from the Education Department, James MaKinster,
“facilitated” a smear letter, signed by six additional colleagues, and circulated it by email
to over 300 other professors and people in the Hobart and William Smith Colleges
community. Their letter was addressed to the colleges’ President Mark Gearan; it
denounced me with lies and insidious innuendos and demanded the revocation of my
status as a faculty emeritus.
I heard about the MaKinster letter quite by happenstance soon after it was circulated, but
neither the President nor any of the original seven who signed it was willing to provide
me with a copy. It was not until May 2011 some 20 months later that I finally got a copy
of the email version, not of the final letter with all the signatures. (See Appendix 2)

My Response
In a vain attempt to clear my name and set the record straight I sent a message to the
entire community rebutting the charges made in the MaKinster smear letter. I stated that:
1. Contrary to the feigned outrage of my ritual defamers as to the date of publishing the

op-ed, I had nothing to do with the timing of the article and make no apology for when it
appeared vis-à-vis a Jewish holiday.
2. My ritual defamers’ egregious claim to know my “personal beliefs” and their claim
that I used my title to win them credence was untrue. Nowhere were my personal beliefs
stated. Moreover my article included an exceptionally long disclaimer showing that The
Colleges neither condone nor condemn what I had written.
3. My ritual defamers’ claim that “Holocaust denial carries absolutely no weight among
academic scholars in any field whatsoever” was also untrue. There are a number of
scholars who dare to criticize the typical Holocaust narrative and are willing to fight the
slime hurled at them by ardent Zionists who feel it their duty to protect the current
version that serves as the sword and shield of apartheid Israel. (As a footnote, our former
provost and former dean of women (both Jewish) demanded that I not use the word
“apartheid” in connection with Israel. Although the term was used in the Israeli press
and later by ex-President Jimmy Carter, they did not consider it to be “suitable
discourse” on our campus where, ironically, we routinely claim to support free speech
and diversity of opinion.)
4. My ritual defamers said that “denying undisputed facts of the holocaust (sic) is not a
way to show support for the Palestinians.” First, the three tenets of Holocaust
revisionism are clearly not “undisputed.” To the contrary, these taboos are hotly and
passionately disputed; people’s lives are ruined when they dispute these “facts” or even
mention them. In fourteen countries you can get jail time for disputing “facts”
surrounding the Holocaust.
Second, disputing purported facts is what science and historical analysis are all about.
We academics have no problem discussing and disputing whether or not Jesus Christ is
truly the son of God, or if President Obama’s birth certificate is real, or if Jewish slaves
built the Egyptian pyramids, or if Roosevelt knew a Japanese attack on Hawaii was
imminent, but we are not allowed to discuss or dispute the six-million figure, which was
bantered about before World War I. (Yes, before World War I; see for example, “Dr. Paul
Nathan’s View of Russian Massacre”, The New York Times, March 25, 1906.) To
question the six million figure on most American campuses is simply taboo.
Finally, what gives these ritual defamers the credentials to pontificate on what supports
or hurts Palestinians? None of them are experts on Palestine and none are activists for
Palestinian human rights. To the contrary, some of them have been responsible for feting
at Hobart and William Smith Colleges anti-Palestinian demagogues including Elie
Wiesel and even Benyamin Netanyahu. They have also endorsed giving Madeleine
Albright our highest humanitarian award, which was not only ironic, but disgraceful in
light of her statement that the deaths of over 500,000 Iraqi children were “worth it”.
5. Labeling Holocaust revisionism “Holocaust denial” is unwarrantedly pejorative. It
might be fine for Fox News, but it is not conducive to, and often precludes, intelligent
discourse. To call Holocaust revisionism “thinly veiled anti-Semitism” is simply untrue
and it defames scholars and others, including Jews, who question the Holocaust doctrine
as we are fed it in hundreds of films, books, articles, and commentaries. Terms like
Holocaust Industry, Holocaust Fatigue, Holocaust professional, Holocaust wannabes,
and Holocaust High Priest were not coined by “deniers” or anti-Semites; they were
coined by Jews. (The High Priest quip is an obvious reference to Elie Wiesel; it was
made by Tova Reich in her book My Holocaust. Tova’s husband, Walter Reich, was the
former director of the US Holocaust Museum in Washington.)
In 1946 the US government told us that 20 million people were murdered by Hitler. Now
that figure is said to be 11 million; it has been “revised” downward and literally carved

in stone at the US Holocaust Memorial. For years we were told that over 4 million were
killed at Auschwitz alone, but by the early 1990s that figure was “revised” downward to
1.5 million. Wiesel tells us that people were thrown alive onto pyres; he claims to have
seen it with his own eyes; today even Israeli-trained guides at Auschwitz say that is not
true. They have already “revised” his narrative. These are but a few examples of
historical revisionism, examples that are not inherently anti-Semitic and no longer
considered taboo.
6. It is most interesting to see academic colleagues say, “(a)s we all know ... the term
‘ethnic cleansing’ was introduced to make genocide sound more palatable.” That means
they either deny that Palestinians have been (and continue to be) ethnically cleansed or
they agree that Israel is performing genocide on the Palestinian people.
7. While the ritual defamers found my piece to be “abhorrent,” they seemed unable to
find fault with a single fact I presented. So they resorted to name-calling and labeled the
piece “hate speech” and “unsupported vitriol” and smeared my name to hundreds of
people. I am surprised that the Anti-Defamation League or the Mossad did not come
knocking on my door.
8. The ritual defamers genuinely were concerned about the op-ed’s impact on our Jewish
students, staff, and faculty. But maybe it is time for all members of the community to see
the Holocaust for what it really was and not the unquestionable, unimpeachable, doctrine
that makes Jewish suffering superior to that of other people. Maybe it is time to
recognize that Zionism as a political movement to create a Jewish state in Palestine
began long before the Holocaust and that Zionist discrimination, dehumanization, and
dispossession of the Palestinian people should not be excused by it. Maybe it is time to
see that since over half the population (within the borders controlled by Israel) is not
Jewish, the dream of creating a Jewish state has failed. Walling in the non-Jews or
putting them in Bantustans or driving them into Jordan will not make Israel a Jewish
state. Nationalistic allegiance to “blood and soil” has been a failure in Germany and in
Israel. That should be the real lesson of the Holocaust.
9. To say that my op-ed “does not meet our expectation of minimally rational and
minimally humane discourse” is pure nonsense. The piece is well written, well
substantiated, and quite humane.
10. The ritual defamers are quite right about one thing; they were deeply disturbed and
saddened to see a Hobart and William Smith Colleges title attached to it, even with a
lengthy disclaimer. Diversity and perspectives outside the mainstream are to be
encouraged, but not if they question Jewish power, Israel, or Holocaust doctrine.
Apparently those topics are totally taboo.
11. The demand to President Gearan to remove my title of Professor Emeritus is both
classic and stupid. Would it save Hobart and William Smith Colleges from being
associated with my writings? Of course not; I would simply become “Former Professor
Emeritus at Hobart and William Smith Colleges” with no disclaimer.
But what it would really do is to cast me into the briar patch with Norman Finkelstein,
Marc Ellis, Paul Eisen, Henry Herskovitz, Gilad Atzmon, Rich Siegel, and Hedy Epstein
(a Holocaust survivor), all friends of mine and all anti-Zionists.
Lest I seem irreverent or unscathed by this widely-circulated smear letter from my ritual
defamers, allow me to admit that I have been hurt by it. Many faculty and other HWS
folks now shun me as a persona non grata largely because they only read the slime and
never my rebuttal. My former student and long-time friend, David Deming, who is now
the Chair of the HWS Board does not answer my letters. President Gearan does not

answer them either. Board member Roy Dexheimer, disparages me and wonders if I “fell
off my meds.” Another Board member, Stuart Pilch, took it a step further and made a
threatening phone call to my home and a promise “to hunt me down.”

Recourse? Most Doors Are Closed
For twenty months I did not know the contents of the MaKinster email. When I
discovered it as an email draft, my first inclination was to sue him and the other six
faculty members who circulated it. I wanted to sue for libel and defamation of character.
I knew it would be expensive, but I was determined to correct the lies they had spread
about me. The problem was that in New York State the statute of limitations for libel is
one year from the date it was committed, not one year from the date it was discovered.
I went to the Provost, who is the head of our faculty, and asked her to get me a copy of
the final letter as it was sent to President Gearan. (I had seen only the email draft of it
shown in Appendix 2) I wanted a copy of the final letter including the names of all those
ritual defamers who had signed it -- MaKinster and the six other “facilitators” and any
others of the 300 they sent it to who might have also signed). She refused on the grounds
of “confidentiality”.
I went to the President and asked for a copy; he refused. I asked MaKinster; he refused
to give me a copy of the letter and refused to meet with me to discuss it. I asked the
other six “facilitators”. Three agreed to meet with me, but were unable to give me a copy
of the final letter. They all told me that they thought additional people had signed, but
they could not or would not name a single one for sure. Like MaKinster, the remaining
three “colleagues” refused to meet with me or give me a copy of what they had
collectively written in their smear letter.
I went to The Grievance Committee, but I was told that I could not bring the issue before
it, since that committee does not hear such matters. I asked to address the faculty at
large, but I was told that only faculty can attend an HWS Faculty Meeting and not those
who are retired, with or without emeritus status.
I tried a market approach and publicly offered a $1,000 contribution to Hobart and
William Smith Colleges in return for a final copy of the MaKinster ritual defamation
letter with the names of all signatories. I made the offer by email to all current faculty
members. No response. I raised the offer to $1,500. Some faculty called on me to stop;
some even charged me with smearing MaKinster. Others counseled me to “turn the other
cheek” and “get over it.”
But others thought that withholding the letter and the names of those who signed it was
“cowardly,” “inappropriate,” and “unethical.” They asked rhetorically if my critics
should not “openly stand by their words and acts?” They supported my right to
peacefully and non-violently discover the smears and slime thrown at me by
“colleagues” who now piously claim their right to anonymity.
Via college email to all members of the faculty I raised the public offer to $2,000, then
$2,500, then $3,000, and so forth. At $5,000 the current acting Provost and long-time
friend, Pat McGuire, came to my home (11/22/11) to discuss the “situation” and to
advise that my email offers were annoying some people and that Hobart and William
Smith Colleges was considering restricting or terminating my email privileges. I raised
the offer to $10,000, not by campus-wide email, but in specific offers to several alumni.

Resolution?

Not yet. But I am optimistic. I have been a part of the Hobart and William Smith
Colleges community for almost 40 years. I am proud of my record of teaching and
activism on behalf of Palestinian human rights. And I am proud of having fought against
academic hypocrisy and cowardice, especially when it comes to Israel.
I am also proud that Hobart and William Smith Colleges did not completely roll over in
the face of the ritual defamation initiated (or facilitated) by otherwise well-meaning
“colleagues,” especially by those who are too cowardly to reveal or defend their
participation in this injustice. And I am eternally thankful that the institution has allowed
me to keep my emeritus status and my walking pass at the gym.

Appendix 1
Finger Lakes Times, September 27, 2009, Section D, p.1+ (not available on line)
What Does Holocaust Denial Really Mean?
In April 2007 the European Union agreed to set jail sentences up to three years for those
who deny or trivialize the Holocaust.[2] More recently, in response to the remarks of
Bishop Richard Williamson, the Pope has proclaimed that Holocaust denial is
“intolerable and altogether unacceptable.”
But what does Holocaust denial really mean? Begin with the word Holocaust. The
Holocaust[3] (spelled with a capital H) refers to the killing of six million Jews by the
Nazis during World War II. It is supposed to be the German's "Final Solution" to the
Jewish problem. Much of the systematic extermination was to have taken place in
concentration camps by shooting, gassing, and burning alive innocent Jewish victims of
the Third Reich.
People like Germar Rudolf, Ernst Zündel, and Bishop Williamson who do not believe
this account and who dare to say so in public are reviled as bigots, anti-Semites, racists,
and worse. Their alternate historical scenarios are not termed simply revisionist, but are
demeaned as Holocaust denial. Rudolf and Zündel were shipped to Germany where they
were tried, convicted, and sentenced to three and five years, respectively.
Politicians deride Holocaust revisionist papers and conferences as "beyond the pale of
international discourse and acceptable behavior."[4] Non-Zionist Jews who participate in
such revisionism, like Rabbi Dovid Weiss of the Neturei Karta, are denounced as "selfhaters" and are shunned and spat upon. Even Professor Norman Finkelstein, whose
parents were both Holocaust survivors and who wrote the book, The Holocaust Industry,
has been branded a Holocaust denier.
But putting aside the virile hate directed against those who question the veracity of the
typical Holocaust narrative, what is it that these people believe and say at the risk of
imprisonment and bodily harm? For most Holocaust revisionists or deniers if you prefer,
their arguments boil down to three simple contentions:
1. Hitler's "Final Solution" was intended to be ethnic cleansing, not extermination.
2. There were no homicidal gas chambers used by the Third Reich.
3. There were fewer than 6 million Jews killed of the 55 million who died in WWII.
Are these revisionist contentions so odious as to cause those who believe them to be
reviled, beaten, and imprisoned? More importantly, is it possible that revisionist
contentions are true, or even partially true, and that they are despised because they

contradict the story of the Holocaust, a story which has been elevated to the level of a
religion in hundreds of films, memorials, museums, and docu-dramas?
Is it sacrilegious to ask, "If Hitler was intent on extermination, how did Elie Wiesel, his
father, and two of his sisters survive the worst period of incarceration at Auschwitz?"
Wiesel claims that people were thrown alive into burning pits, yet even the Israelitrained guides at Auschwitz refute this claim.
Is it really "beyond international discourse" to question the efficacy and the forensic
evidence of homicidal gas chambers? If other myths, like making soap from human fat,
have been dismissed as Allied war propaganda, why is it "unacceptable behavior" to ask
if the gas chamber at Dachau was not reconstructed by the Americans because no other
homicidal gas chamber could be found and used as evidence at the Nuremburg trials?
For more than fifty years Jewish scholars have spent hundreds of millions of dollars to
document each Jewish victim of the Nazi Holocaust. The Nazis were German, obsessed
with paperwork and recordkeeping. Yet only 3 million names have been collected and
many of them died of natural causes. So why is it heresy to doubt that fewer than 6
million Jews were murdered in the Second World War?
"Holocaust Denial" might be no more eccentric or no more criminal than claiming the
earth is flat, except that the Holocaust itself has been used as the sword and shield in the
quest to build a Jewish state between the Mediterranean Sea and the Jordan River, where
even today over half the population is not Jewish.
The Holocaust narrative allows Yad Vashem, the finest Holocaust museum in the world,
to repeat the mantra of "Never Forget" while it sits on Arab lands stolen from Ein Karem
and overlooking the unmarked graves of Palestinians massacred by Jewish terrorists at
Deir Yassin. It allows Elie Wiesel to boast of having worked for these same terrorists (as
a journalist, not a fighter) while refusing to acknowledge, let alone apologize for, the war
crimes his employer committed. It makes Jews the ultimate victim no matter how they
dispossess or dehumanize or ethnically cleanse indigenous Palestinian people.
The Holocaust story eliminates any comparison of Ketziot or Gaza to the concentration
camps they indeed are. It memorializes the resistance of Jews in the ghettos of Europe
while steadfastly denying any comparison with the resistance of Palestinians in Hebron
and throughout the West Bank. It allows claims that this year’s Hanukah Massacre in
Gaza, with a kill ratio of 100 to one, was a “proportionate response” to Palestinian
resistance to unending occupation.
The Holocaust is used to silence critics of Israel in what the Jewish scholar, Marc Ellis,
has called the ecumenical deal: you Christians look the other way while we bludgeon the
Palestinians and build our Jewish state and we won't remind you that Hitler was a good
Catholic, a confirmed “soldier of Christ,” long before he was a bad Nazi.
The Holocaust narrative of systematic, industrialized extermination was an important
neo-conservative tool to drive the United States into Iraq. The same neo-con ideologues,
like Norman Podhoretz, routinely compare Ahmadinejad to Hitler and Nazism with
Islamofascism with the intent of driving us into Iran. The title of the Israeli conference at
Yad Vashem made this crystal clear: "Holocaust Denial: Paving the Way to Genocide."
"Remember the Holocaust" will be the battle cry of the next great clash of good
(Judeo/Christian values) and evil (radical Islamic aggression) and those who question it
must be demonized if not burned at the stake.
Daniel McGowan

Professor Emeritus
Hobart and William Smith Colleges
Geneva, NY 14456
September 24, 2009
Because of admonishment by the administration, it is hereby stated that the above
remarks are solely those of the author. Hobart and William Smith Colleges neither
condone nor condemn these opinions. Furthermore, the author has been instructed to use
his personal email address of mcgowandaniel@yahoo.com and not his college email at
mcgowan@hws.edu for those wishing to contact him with comments or criticisms.
Appendix 2
This is a draft of the letter “facilitated” by James MaKinster, signed by six other
“colleagues,” and circulated to over 300 others in the Hobart and William Smith
Colleges’ community.
October 3, 2009
President Gearan,
This letter is a response to Daniel McGowan’s defense of Holocaust deniers published in
the Finger Lakes Times on September 27. The content of the essay and its publication on
the eve of Yom Kippur was appalling. We are writing to you because of the disgrace to
Hobart and William Smith caused by McGowan’s continued use of the institutional
imprimatur and his honorary title of “Emeritus Professor” to lend credence in
disseminating his personal beliefs. He has every right as a private citizen to hold and
spew forth whatever beliefs he may happen to have, but we ask you to prevent the use of
his title and the name of Hobart and William Smith from contributing to its effects in the
future.
It should be clear that while McGowan is claiming to raise legitimate historical and free
speech issues, Holocaust denial has a history of being no more that thinly veiled antiSemitism. When historians talk about the Holocaust what they mean is that
approximately six million Jews and several millions of others were killed in an
intentional and systematic fashion by the Nazis using a number of different means,
including death by shooting and in gas chambers. This is the position held universally by
scholars. The Holocaust deniers reject the historicity of the Holocaust based on three
types of assertions. They reject the number of 6 million, the existence of killing camps,
and the element of intentionality.
Professor McGowan’s article is an example of denying the reality of the most studied
and documented event in history. Holocaust denial carries absolutely no weight among
academic scholars in any field whatsoever. Additionally, denying the undisputed facts of
the holocaust is not a way to show support for the Palestinians. For example, his
argument denying the intentionality of the Nazi’s execution of Jews is that there is not
sufficient proof that it was designed to exterminate the Jewish population. Rather, he
asserts, it may have been merely a program of “ethnic cleansing.” The suggestion that
this somehow makes it less morally reprehensible speaks for itself, as we all know that
the term “ethnic cleansing” was introduced to make genocide sound more palatable.
Professor McGowan’s position is a classic case of blaming the victims for their own
victimization. Promo Levi wrote in The Drowned and the Saved that what he most
feared was echoed in a remark by one of his SS guards: That if he somehow managed to

live through this hell no one would believe his descriptions of Auschwitz. Sadly, for
some, that day has arrived.
Freedom of speech is a right for citizens in a democracy that should be vigorously
protected, especially when we find the content of that speech to be abhorrent. Colleges
and universities have an educational obligation to encourage scholarship that reflects
perspectives outside the mainstream of public political discourse, and we encourage that.
Hate speech, on the other hand, is a trickier issue for campuses to wrestle with because
while free speech has a special value, we have a duty to protect members of our diverse
community from unsupported vitriol being espoused under the name of our colleges and
its professors. We faculty of all persuasions, Buddhists, Christians, Muslims, Hindus,
Jews, and atheists, are deeply offended and also share a special concern about the impact
of such hateful messages (and its association with us) upon our Jewish students, staff,
and faculty.
Professor McGowan’s actions do not meet our expectation of minimally rational and
minimally humane discourse. As human beings who see the transparent motivation and
effects of such writing, we are deeply disturbed and saddened to see a Hobart and
William Smith title attached to it. We therefore request the removal of Professor
McGowan’s honorary title of “Emeritus Professor.”
Sincerely,
Scott Brophy, Professor of Philosophy
Michael Dobkowski, Professor of Religious Studies
Khuram Hussain, Assistant Professor of Education
Steven Lee, Professor of Philosophy
James MaKinster, Associate Professor of Education
Lilian Sherman, Assistant Professor of Education
Charles Temple, Professor of Education

Notes:

Stephen F. Pinter: An Early Revisionist
by Klaus Schwensen

In June 1959 the Catholic American Sunday paper Our Sunday Visitor printed a letter to
the editor that has gained a certain celebrity within the revisionist community. The
reason was not only its content, but also the authority of the writer concerning his
subject. The letter dealt with a sensitive item, the existence of homicidal gas chambers in
the German concentration camps. The author of the letter was a certain Stephen F.
Pinter, Attorney at Law in St. Louis, Missouri. After the end of the war Pinter had served
as an Attorney for the U.S. War Department within the U.S. War Crimes Program.
Through his letter a competent witness of the Allied side had appeared—someone who
must have known details about the existence of gas chambers. Therefore, the most
important statement of Pinter´s letter, that there were no gas chambers in the camps he
had visited, is of considerable value.
The letter to the editor, presumably via German correspondence partners, soon found its
way to national circles in the Federal Republic. Nothing was known there about the
person of Stephen F. Pinter except for the few things he had mentioned about himself.
Thus, some people tried to fill the gap by speculation, which led to erroneous statements,
e.g. that Pinter was a German-Jewish emigrant, that he held the title of Doctor or that he
had been head of an Allied Investigation Commission in Mauthausen. The following
research on Stephen F. Pinter aims to encompass all of his writings and to complete his
biography.

1. The Pinter Texts
In addition to the above-mentioned letter from 1959, in the following years Pinter wrote
some more texts, and some older texts surfaced which might also originate from him.
Today we know of nine texts which (presumably or positively) come from Pinter, and
which are designated here in chronological order as follows: Text A[1], Text B[2], Text
C[3], Text D[4], Text E[5], Text F[6], Text G[7], Text H[8] and Text I[9]. In Anthologie
révisionniste[10], a collection of revisionist texts published in 2002 in France, five of the
texts (Texts C, D, E, F, and H) are printed in French translation.
The three “presumable” Pinter texts
The two earliest texts (A, B) are anonymous and the third one (C) appeared under a
pseudonym. As it emerges from the texts or from some remarks of the respective editors,
all three texts originate from an American, and from the fact that (in the cases of B and
C) he addressed them to a journal in Argentina which was published in German we may
conclude that he was a German-American. In one case (A), the editor mentions that the
writer was an American jurist. There is no doubt about the author’s competence in the
field of war-crimes prosecution. All indications are such that one might ask: If Stephen
F. Pinter is not the author of these texts – who else?
Although the texts A, B and C fit well into the image we have of Pinter, this is of course
no proof of his authorship. What actually was the reason that he preferred to remain
anonymous? In the case that Pinter really was the author, the explanation is obvious:
When the analysis of the Baldwin Report was written in October 1949 (Text A ), Pinter

had quit the U.S. War Department only one year before. As a freelance lawyer, he
depended on a licence to practice before U.S. Military Courts. Thus, he hardly was in a
position to contradict the report of a Senate Subcommittee headed by the mighty Senator
Raymond E. Baldwin. Finally the Report dealt with malfeasances by members of the
U.S. War Crime Commission, which was part of the War Department, i.e. Pinter had to
accuse his own former colleagues.
Text B (1954) dealt with the release of “war criminals”, who had been still incarcerated
in Landsberg prison. The release was “on parole”, which meant that the men were
strictly forbidden to speak about their cases. Thus, they were practically silenced as
witnesses of the events which had brought them before the War Crimes Court. Text B (a
letter to the editor of the little journal Der Weg in Buenos Aires) describes and
denounces the “on parole” practice. The anonymous writer attaches copies of the secret
U.S. forms (which he had gained access to through a friend’s indiscretion) in order to let
them be published in Argentina. This was reason enough to stay anonymous, not least to
protect his source.
The third text (Text C) is a letter to the editor (or rather an article) by a certain “Dr.
Warwick Hester” to the above-mentioned journal Der Weg in Buenos Aires. The
author´s name is a pseudonym. The article is especially interesting due to the revisionist
position at such an early date (1954). Warwick Hester´s observations and arguments are
more than 50 years later astonishingly precocious. And the forces that deter free
discussion are still the same. Thus, the reason why the author dared describe his
experiences only under a pseudonym needs no explanation.
The known-authentic texts
The six texts D through I (three letters to the editor, one short article, one affidavit and
one private letter) are authentic. They contain statements on the following items:
1. Gas chambers in the Altreich – yes or no?
This question is even today not answered satisfactorily. “Altreich” means here
Germany within the borders of 1937, and ”gas chambers“ means only those for
killing people (the fact that in German concentration camps gas chambers were
used for the delousing of textiles is denied by no one). According to Pinter's letter
to the editor (Text E) “there was no gas chamber at Dachau. … Nor was there a
gas chamber in any of the concentration camps in Germany.” Pinter had himself
not personally investigated every concentration camp in the Altreich. On this
important item we sought more precision. Years later, apparently on an inquiry of
Robert Miller, Pinter answered more precisely (Text I) : "I had nothing to do with
Mauthausen. However, since I took some months investigating Flossenbürg and
all the outcamps connected therewith, while stationed at Dachau, I can talk about
those."
2. Flossenbürg Concentration Camp
In the 1960s (and perhaps still today) visitors were told that in the former camp
existed a gas chamber and a site for mass shootings where thousands of inmates
had been murdered. To this Pinter replied: There was in the camp “neither a gas
chamber nor a mass shooting site" (Text H). During the existence of the camp
“fewer than 300 persons died, by executions or due to other reasons” (Text D).
3. Illegal methods of interrogation
In course of preparation for the war crimes and concentration-camp trials (e.g., the
Malmedy Case) the American interrogators used methods that were a mockery to
the American tradition of justice. The accused, mostly young soldiers of the
Waffen-SS, confessed to crimes they never had committed and thus, as Pinter put
it, “many were unfortunately sentenced and some of them executed” (Text F).

4. The 6-million number
“As far as I could find out in six post-war years in Germany and Austria, a number
of Jews were killed, but the number of one million was certainly never reached”
(Text E). And:
“In general, I wrote many years ago to our local daily newspaper, that the
allegation of the extermination of the Jewish race was grossly exaggerated, that I
had many Jewish clients who had lived in Germany, Poland and other countries at
Hitler’s time and for whom I collected hundreds of thousands of dollars, thus
getting their stories firsthand and could state that the SIX MILLION story was a
myth” (Text I). Probably, by such a statement Pinter in Germany of 2005 would
face criminal charges of “Holocaust denial.”
Some of the texts deserve a comment, but this would exceed the scope of this study. A
comment on the interesting text C will follow later. Pinter’s statements are of value,
since he as an Attorney of the U.S. War Department and due to his activity in the War
Crimes Program belonged to those who must have known the truth.

2. Who Was Stephen F. Pinter?
Since the publication of the letter (Text E) in Our Sunday Visitor (1959) historians in
Austria, Canada, France and Germany have been interested in the person of Stephen F.
Pinter. Significantly, private “independent scholars” did all this research\. For
established historians and commissioned researchers a witness like Pinter has been
always a “nonperson.” In the above-mentioned Anthologie révisionniste Pinter is rightly
categorized as an “early revisionist”. The editor Jean Plantin succeeded in finding out
some personal data, e.g. his Social Security Number (SSN). Thus, at least it was proven
that Stephen F. Pinter was no phantom but a man who had walked upon this earth.
Nevertheless, it was difficult to find out more about this man. The reason was obviously
that he had lived quite a normal life as an American citizen, and had not attracted
attention by political or public activities – with the exception of his few texts, most
published in remote venues. The life of a respectable lawyer in the American Mid-West
is not the stuff of which headlines are made.
In the course of this research, based on the sparse personal data in Pinter's texts, many
letters of inquiry were addressed to institutions and organizations in the United States –
mostly without result. Benton College, where he had studied, does not exist any more.
As a sole practitioner, he was not a member of a lawyers’ society or a firm. In the
Missouri Bar he had been only a nominal member. A family Pinter living in St. Louis is
unrelated to him.[11] Finally, Pinter and his wife had moved in their old age from St.
Louis to California – with unknown destination. There were no children. With remote
relatives they seemed to have no contact. It seemed hopeless.
Furthermore, it appeared also hopeless to gain information about Pinter's post-war
activities. As he mentions in one of his letters in German, he had held the rank of
“Oberst” (Colonel) (Text D). An inquiry for “Colonel Stephen F. Pinter” at the National
Personnel Records Center was in vain until it turned out that Pinter was registered there
not as a military officer but as a civilian employee of the U.S. War Department. Only
then a query with the proper authority[12] brought a number of documents from his
Personnel File.
All in all, only little, apparently unimportant indications helped to proceed. Thus, from
an application for a passport, his birthplace could be found, where a niece of Pinter's still
lived, who could contribute some memories of her uncle. Through an Internet search[13]
Pinter's date of death was found, but not his last residence. But in the Directory of St.
Louis City and County the Christian name of his second wife was registered – Lucia.

And in her case the Internet led to the couple´s last residence: Hemet, Riverside County,
California.
Some information was confirmed by Pinter himself, who wrote – at 85 years of age – a
letter (Text I) to the Canadian ”Pinter researcher” Robert J. Miller, who presumably had
asked him some questions concerning his biography. Summarizing all available data, we
can reconstruct now Pinter´s curriculum vitae as follows:
Stephen F. Pinter was born on November 23, 1888, in the village of DeutschSchützen[14] in Burgenland, Austria. Therefore, Pinter was no German from the Reich,
but he was born as a subject of Emperor Franz Joseph. His second (middle) name was
not recorded. In his application for a passport[15] the "F." has been completed to
"Frank", but in one of his Personnel Questionnaires[16] we read “FRANCIS”. Since in
old Austria no one was called Stephen or Francis, Pinter’s Christian names were most
probably Franz Stephan[17], which he had Anglicized in America.
In 1906 Franz Stephan Pinter, 17 years old, emigrated to the United States. His parents
could pay not much more than the ship passage for him. He went to St. Louis where
there was in that time a “German Quarter” and where he apparently knew someone who
was ready to sponsor him. In 1909, at 21 years, he married his first wife Anna Maria,
who also came from Austria-Hungary. Due to his ambition, his talents and no doubt the
help of his wife, Pinter was able to undertake the study of Law (1912-1918). He attended
Benton College of Law in St. Louis and graduated with a “Bachelor of Law.”[18] In
1917 he was admitted to the Missouri Bar.[19] In 1920, at 32 years of age, he settled as a
lawyer in St. Louis and in 1924 gained United States citizenship.
Until the end of World War II Pinter worked as an independent attorney at law. He
employed one stenographer and one investigator. His field of activities he describes as
follows: “Trial of all kinds of lawsuits. Preparation of cases and appeals. Some
corporation law work and was counsel for a bank.”

3. Application for Federal Employment
In September 1945, at almost 57 years, Pinter applied at the U.S. Civil Service
Commission for employment as “Lawyer for war criminal trials”. One reason for this
step was surely the wish to see his home country after forty years again where misery
and need now prevailed. Furthermore, the U.S. War Department was seeking jurists with
knowledge of the German language for their War Crimes Program. Among the Germanspeaking jurists who were sent to Germany, German-Jewish emigrants dominated, many
of them motivated by sentiments of revenge. In contrast, Pinter was a “genuine”
German-American. He got the job, as he was told in Washington, because he “had no
axe to grind” (Text I). On January 13th, 1946, Pinter was sworn in in St. Louis. His
employer was the Office of the Secretary of War, Civilian Personnel Division. His
position was that of an Attorney and the appointment as civilian employee is of
indefinite tenure, but at least for two years. As a civilian employee in a zone of
occupation, he was subject to military law and whenever required, had to wear a US
military uniform.
The latter requirement may explain a contradiction consisting in that Pinter, as he
mentions in one of his texts (Text D), held the “rank of a Colonel”, but was classified as
a civilian employee. Obviously in many cases a military rank was given to civilian
employees of the War Department, since they had to wear a uniform and a uniform is
always associated with a rank. According to Pinter´s job and his age the rank of a
Colonel is most probable. A comparable case is that of Hollywood director Billy Wilder,
who was called to Bad Homburg in 1945 as Head of the Film Department, Office of

Psychological Warfare. Wilder, too, mentions that he had then been a Colonel.[20] It
appears that the ranks for civilians were merely formalities, and that the U.S. Army
clearly differentiated between the “real” and the “formal” ranks.[21]
Immediately after his swearing-in (January 13th, 1946) Pinter travelled by train from St.
Louis to Washington, in order to introduce himself and receive final instructions. On
January 15th, 1946 he started in New York on his flight to Germany.

4. Activities in the War Crimes Program: Part 1 – Dachau
The Americans had made the former concentration camp Dachau into an internment
camp where they had imprisoned accused German war criminals. The camp was also the
site of a War Crimes Commission[22] and the site of the Dachau Trials. About January
16th, 1946, Pinter arrived in Dachau. The first of the concentration camp trials, the
Dachau main trial, had been finished just four weeks before (November 15 – December
13,1945)\. Following these were the Mauthausen Main Trial (March 29 – May 13,1946)
and the Malmedy Trial (May 16 – July 16, 1946). Pinter had nothing to do with either of
them.
In an English letter (Text E) he describes his position as an "U.S. War Department
Attorney". According to his Personnel File he had one assistant and one secretary at his
disposal. His job was the collection of evidence against the accused (mostly SS
personnel from the former concentration camps), the interrogation of former camp
inmates as witnesses and preparation of the trial. In Pinter's words, he had “to investigate
the former officers and employees of the camp and – as far as this was possible – to
release them” (Text D). This formulation is remarkable, since most of his colleagues had
quite another conception – namely to bring as many as possible of the accused to the
gallows. A typical representative of this mentality was the Chief Prosecutor in the three
Dachau Main Trials (Dachau, Mauthausen and Buchenwald Trials), Lt. Colonel William
D. Denson.
During the trial the attorney changed his role into that of a prosecutor. In four of his
German texts Pinter described his position once as "Heeresrichter im Rang eines
Obersten" (Text D), once he writes, that he was a “U.S. Armeeanwalt” in the function of
a prosecutor (Ankläger) (Text F), once he spoke of himself as a “Gerichtsoffizier” (Court
Officer) (Text G) and once as a "U.S. Armeeanwalt" (Army Lawyer) (Text H). These
contradictory roles – judge (Richter), lawyer (Anwalt), prosecutor (Ankläger,
Staatsanwalt) - can be explained easily, since an American attorney (as advocate for his
client) has no counterpart in the continental European system of justice. His activities
included the functions of an “inquisitor" (Untersuchungsrichter) and those of a
prosecutor (Ankläger) as well.
When he came to Dachau, he writes, ”I was in my department the highest ranking officer
and therefore had a free hand“. Thus, he was able to choose his first subject of
investigation and decided upon the former Flossenbürg camp, “which had not been
investigated at all before.” Pinter drove to Flossenbürg and ordered the captured SS files
of the camp to be brought to Dachau. Then he visited all the DP camps[23] where
former Flossenbürg inmates were living. He writes that he had interrogated “Hundreds,
if not thousands” and had “spoken with thousands of these people”(Texts D, H). This
sounds like an exaggeration, but presumably the former Flossenbürg inmates were called
together and asked whether somebody had something to testify. In this way the relevant
witnesses could be quickly filtered out and their statements be documented. After
visiting the DP camps for several months, Pinter returned to Dachau.
The Flossenbürg trial started on June 12th, 1946. Pinter was one of the prosecutors.

Although Flossenbürg camp had only been one of the smaller concentration camps, the
trial dragged on until January 22th, 1947 – more than seven months. Thus, it became the
longest-lasting trial of all concentration camp trials before American Military Courts.
The long duration is not necessarily due to the number of 52 accused, for e.g. the
Mauthausen trial with 61 accused had lasted only six weeks. Possibly the long duration
of the Flossenbürg trial was caused by other reasons.[24]

Father Lelere, a former prisoner, testifies at the trial of former camp personnel and
prisoners from Flossenbürg. On the right is Fred Stecker, a court interpreter. Could one
of these men be Stephen Pinter? Photo 21 June 1946. Source: USHMM – [Photograph
#43018]
Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons
According to all we know about Pinter, he represented a counter position to the thesis of
“conspiracy” and “common design“, a more ”old fashioned”, more pragmatic – and
more humane – interpretation of law. This was certainly in accord with his Christian
beliefs, but not with the spirit of the post-war time. As a genuine German-American (his
Austrian origin is irrelevant in this connection) Pinter was an exception among his
colleagues in Dachau, for most of the German-speaking Americans engaged in the War
Crimes Program were German-Jewish emigrants. Pinter, who apparently felt some
sympathy for the defeated Germans and tried to do his duty objectively and justly, must
have seen with abhorrence what methods were used by some of his colleagues to obtain
“confessions.” The treatment of the prisoners was a mockery of the American tradition
of justice, and led to investigations by the Secretary of War and the U.S. Senate. Pinter
in his sober manner writes:
“While I did my best to represent the real and decent justice and to prevent a
justice of hate, there were a number of persons who repeatedly brought in
false or unfounded accusations against the German prisoners, and who, by
means of obviously perjured witnesses gained successes before the military
courts, which did not accord with the real facts. As a result of such
miscarriages of justice, many were unfortunately sentenced although not
guilty, and some of them were executed. Of the great trials in Dachau it was
especially the Malmedy Trial and the Mauthausen and Buchenwald

Concentration Camp Trials which became – during my stay in Dachau but
without any involvement on my part in the trials – infamous due to their
malfeasances."
After the end of the Flossenbürg main trial there was a series of subsequent trials. Pinter
describes his activities at that time in a questionnaire[25] as follows:
“Was Assistant Trial Judge Advocate in principal case. Participated as trial
attorney and had charge of administration and filing system. Am now in
charge of subsequent proceedings of same case. Engaged in staging and
questioning suspected perpetrators so as to determine whether they should
be tried or released.”
It seems that in summer 1947 Pinter applied for a relocation to Salzburg, or that he had
been offered one, which certainly was welcome to him since Salzburg was nearer to his
old Burgenland home. At this time in Dachau the Mühldorf Trial (April 1 – May 13,
1947) and the Buchenwald Trial (April 11 – August 14, 1947) took place. Pinter was not
involved in these trials. Probably in July 1947 he moved to Salzburg (Text F).

5. Activities in the War Crimes Program: Part 2 – Salzburg
The relocation to Salzburg meant a change from the 7708 War Crimes Group to the
Judge Advocate Section. Pinter was promoted to Chief Defence Counsel in Austria (Text
I), for the defense in Military Courts was performed by American jurists. His residence
became the 5-Star Hotel “Bristol,” which had apparently been commandeered by the
American Occupation Power.[26],[27]
About his activities in Salzburg nothing is known. After one year in Salzburg (about
August 1948) Pinter made a surprising decision: he applied for resignation from the
service of the U.S. War Department in order to settle in Austria as an independent
lawyer. This step is unusual. His application is not contained in his Personnel File (or
has not been released), and so we know nothing about his motives. Financial motives
can be ruled out, since as a freelance lawyer in Salzburg he could hardly earn more than
with the War Department.[28] Therefore, we must seek the motives in the professional
field. We do not know which trials Pinter had to take part in during his service in
Salzburg. Maybe he did not agree with the war crimes prosecution policy as it was
practised by the U.S. War Department. Maybe he wanted to do something more
expedient in helping accused Germans and Austrians with his experience in AngloSaxon Law and knowledge of the English language. But all this is mere speculation.
The last document available from Pinter's Personnel File[29] is a Notification of
Personnel Action: “Resignation upon completion of minimum period of employment for
the purpose of engaging in the private practice of Law in Austria.“ Pinter is subject to
the restriction to practice only before Military and Military Government Courts, not
before Austrian courts. He retains some minor privileges, but has to waive others, e.g.
his shopping privileges at the PX (post exchange, a store for American occupation
personnel exclusively) and government transportation to the United States.
About November 1948 Pinter applies for a US passport in Vienna, which is issued on
December 17th, 1948. Meantime, he had to leave the “Bristol,” and move to the modest
Gasthof “Ziegelstadl” in Salzburg-Aigen. At this time Pinter is visited by his sister and
her daughter from Burgenland. His niece, then 25 and today over 80, still lives in
Deutsch-Schützen and recalls well that visit with “Uncle Stephan.”[30]
Pinter in Mauthausen?

Pinter’s name is in a strange way connected to the former concentration camp
Mauthausen. This camp had been taken on May 5th, 1945 by American troops, who
immediately started an investigation of atrocities by the SS. The results were set forth in
a report[31] dated June 17th, 1945, where the existence of a gas chamber is mentioned.
Pinter was not connected with the Mauthausen Trial at Dachau (March 29 – May 13,
1946).
Mauthausen is situated on northern side of the Danube River some kilometres
downstream of Linz, at a straight-line distance of only 120 km from Salzburg. But since
the Americans had pulled back, the camp lay in the Soviet Zone of Austria. It emerges
from the so-called Lachout document, which surfaced 1987 under mysterious
circumstances in Vienna, that in 1948 there was an Allied Investigation Commission
consisting of representatives of the four Allied powers which investigated the camp in
order to ascertain whether there had been a gas chamber or not. Robert Faurisson, who
had flown to Vienna to inform himself about this document, remained skeptical.
Apparently he was the first who recognized that, "if this document is genuine and if
Emil Lachout is telling the truth", it would constitute a verification of Pinter´s letter
(Text E), but he he had formulated this as a mere possibility and as a question yet to
clarify.[32] It was not long thereafter that Emil Lachout stated that "U.S. Colonel Dr.
Stephen Pinter" had been head of the Allied Commission in Mauthausen and author of a
(second) Mauthausen report.[33]
However, the (leftist) "Documentation Centre of Austrian Resistance" (DÖW) had from
the beginning declared the Lachout Document to be a forgery[34],[35], and a recent
study has confirmed this accusation.[36] There was never an Allied Commission in
Mauthausen, and therefore Pinter could not have been the head of it. This result has been
confirmed by a letter (Text I) of Pinter that surfaced recently. Apparently answering a
question of Robert J. Miller, the 85-year-old Pinter wrote in his curt manner: “I had
nothing to do with Mauthausen.”

6. The biographic Lacuna
The notification of Pinter's resignation is the last available document from his Personnel
File. From there all traces of him are lost until about 1954. Neither in the list of the
Lawyers Bar nor in the City Directory of Salzburg is he registered. Thus, we do not
know how long he stayed in Salzburg, what he did in his job as a lawyer, which cases he
was engaged in, whether he took part in any war-crimes trials, nor when he left Austria.
At the beginning of 1949 Pinter might have started his activities as a lawyer in Salzburg.
About this time presumably his wife died in St. Louis. And at some time he must have
become acquainted with his second wife Lucia (Lucy), who came from Bavaria. Pinter
was about 60 at the time and the woman about 40.
In 1949 emerged the first anonymous text (Text A) that may originate with Pinter. The
text appears not so much as an article for a broader public but rather as a working paper
for specialists. The background was the malfeasances of American war-crimes
investigators in Germany. The methods of some interrogators against the accused were
criminal violations of the American tradition of justice (Malmedy case). There were
protests by German bishops and lawyers, and in the U.S. a campaign started under the
motto: “Stop the hanging machine”. Two Commissions were established to investigate
the behaviour of the war-crimes investigators: first the van Rhoden/Simpson
Commission (established by U.S. Secretary of the Army Kenneth C. Royall) and later
the so-called Baldwin Committee (established by the U.S. Senate). There were
objections to the composition of the Baldwin Committee from the beginning, since
Baldwin and other members of his commission were professionally related with some of

the officers whom they were investigating. In October 1949 the “Conclusions” of the
Baldwin Report were read out before the Senate, and the critics found their worst
apprehensions confirmed. Text A is a critical analysis of the “Conclusions of the
Baldwin Report”. It was obviously a professional work that could only be performed by
a specialist – Pinter?
In his letter to Our Sunday Visitor (Text E) Pinter mentions “six post-war years in
Germany and Austria.” Since he came to Dachau in mid-January 1946, this would
correspond to the time up to January 1952. Accordingly Pinter must have returned with
his wife to the United States at the beginning of 1952.
The “Warwick Hester” Problem
The identity of the author of text C is one of the most fascinating problems connected
with Pinter. The mysterious “Dr. Warwick Hester” is a “Great Unknown”, since the
name is doubtless a pseudonym and we do not know his real identity. Was it Pinter?
Warwick Hester mentions some unusual journeys for that time: Barcelona, Cairo, Rio de
Janeiro. The purpose was to question some former SS members who lived there in exile,
and who all had witnessed and confirmed grave war crimes and atrocities committed by
Germans (Text C). Doesn’t that fit very well with a lawyer who is engaged in the
defence of such clients? Considering the years 1949-1951, where nothing is known
about Pinter, he had time enough to undertake those journeys.
Also Mauthausen camp is mentioned by Warwick Hester:
“The fifth of this strange category of men was a former SS soldier, who
pretended he had belonged for a time to the guard unit of Mauthausen. He
told me there had been gas chambers where not only Jews, but also other
inmates had been killed. He himself had not seen that, but it was no secret in
the camp. I [Warwick] visited this camp in the same year. Even the Jews did
not pretend that humans had been gassed there. There was no installation
which in any way could be used [for that purpose] …”
It would be interesting to know when Warwick had been in Mauthausen. When he spoke
with the above-mentioned SS man, he had not yet seen the camp. Many years later the
85-year-old Pinter wrote that he had nothing to do with Mauthausen (Text I). But this
formulation does not exclude that he sometime had visited the camp, and probably
Pinter's statement related only to a question of Robert Miller, whether he had been head
of the mysterious Allied Mauthausen Commission. In summary, owing to the lack of
hard data, an identity between “Warwick Hester” and Stephen Pinter cannot be proven
but can also not be excluded.
As his niece recalls, Pinter (accompanied by his wife) in 1954 or 1955 visited his old
home Deutsch-Schützen – almost 50 years after his emigration. Maybe it was in 1955,
when Austria regained her sovereignty (May 15th, 1955), and when American citizens
could visit the former Soviet Occupation Zone without risk.

7\. From Missouri to California
Although Pinter on his return to the United States (about 1952) was at an age when some
people think of retirement, he started again to work as a lawyer. Apparently he was
appreciated as a specialist for the compensation of the "politically and racially
persecuted" (which was the correct expression in those days), and where he could make
use of his law experiences in post-war Germany and Austria and his knowledge of the
German language. Years later he wrote:

"In general, I wrote many years ago to our local daily newspaper, that the
allegation of the extermination of the Jewish race was grossly exaggerated,
that I had many Jewish clients, who had lived in Germany, Poland and other
countries at Hitler’s time and for whom I collected hundreds of thousands of
dollars, thus getting their stories first-hand and can state that the SIX
MILLION story was a myth."
Considering these activities for Jewish people who had been persecuted under the
National Socialist regime, and the confidence which he obviously enjoyed, one could
hardly have blamed Pinter had he become a Nazi sympathizer or an anti-Semite.
In the St. Louis Directory [37] he appears for the first time in the edition of 1955, which
of course does not preclude an earlier return. In Text B the anonymous writer mentions
that he attended a meeting in Detroit, which took place at the beginning of 1954. And
“Warwick Hester” sent his article (Text C) in the middle of 1954 from the U.S.A. to
Buenos Aires. Both are compatible with Pinter´s (apparent) whereabouts.
As late as 1966 Pinter was still registered in the Martindale-Hubbell Law Directory.
Between 1958 and 1966 he wrote the texts that make him so interesting as a witness. Not
until 1968, at 80 years of age, did he retire. In 1976, at the age of 88 years, he is
mentioned in the St. Louis City and County Directory for the last time – as "retired”.
Apparently in the same year he moved with his wife to Southern California, to Hemet,
Riverside County (near San Diego), where he had purchased a house.
Pinter was obviously interested in politics and observed the events of the day – also in
Germany. We know, that he had a correspondence with the journalist Helmut
Sündermann, who had been the deputy of Reichspressechef Dr. Dietrich from 1942 to
1945.[38] Possibly he corresponded with other partners in Germany or Austria. This is
the only explanation for the fact that his letter to Sunday Visitor (Text E) in the faraway
State of Indiana became known so soon in Germany. Thus, Pinter would have heard of
Sündermann´s trial in Munich (1960), which caused him to help the accused with an
affidavit (Text F). Also the article for Nation & Europa (Text G) may have been caused
by Sündermann´s request. And finally it was supposedly Sündermann who sent an
article from the Coburger Tageblatt to Pinter concerning the former Flossenbürg camp,
with which Pinter was ”connected“ in a special way. This article moved Pinter, then 78,
once more to a response.
From occasional remarks in his texts it emerges that Pinter was a conservative man, and
this tendency is also recognizable in the earliest texts (A, B, C), where we can only
presume that they originate from Pinter. Thus, the author of Text A tends to the line of
Senator Joseph McCarthy who committed himself to a thoroughgoing review of the
malfeasances committed by members of the War Crimes Commissions in Germany.
Most revealing is Pinter’s remark (Text I) that he corresponded with Austin J. App, since
App was (at least among German-Americans) a well-known personality.
Dr. Austin Joseph App, born the son of German immigrants in 1902 in Milwaukee, Wis.,
was a professor for English language and literature at the (Jesuit) University of Scranton,
Pa. and at the (Catholic) La Salle College, Philadelphia, Pa.. Thus, App as well as Pinter
were Catholic, conservative German-Americans. Both of them were among the earliest
American revisionists of the Second World War, although App sought publicity whereas
Pinter went public only on a few occasions. It is probably a mere accident but
symptomatic, that in the Anthologie révisionniste Pinter´s famous letter to the editor
(Text E) is directly followed by a letter of Austin App.
Since 1942 App had criticized Roosevelt’s politics in articles and letters to editors and
politicians.[39] After the war App became founder and president of the "Federation of

American Citizens of German Descent". As a "lone wolf" he published numerous
articles and brochures, in which he pleaded for the defeated Germans.[40] In 1952 he
organized an "American-German Friendship Rally", where Senator McCarthy was
expected to speak (threats of counter-demonstrations led him to withdraw). App found
little support by the American mass media, and thus, his articles were printed mostly by
obscure German-American or Catholic publishers. In the 1960s Austin J. App visited the
Federal Republic of Germany several times and worked up to his old age for AmericanGerman understanding. He died in 1984.
We may assume that Pinter agreed in principle with App's point of view. Like App (and
McCarthy, too) he had his roots in the Roman Catholic faith. He read his Sunday Visitor
regularly. He was at odds with one of his sisters who also lived in the United States since
she had converted to a Protestant church.[41] In his last years he went almost daily to
Mass. Stephen F. (Franz Stephan) Pinter died on March 30th, 1985, 96 years old, in
Hemet, Riverside County, California.
Mrs. Lucia Pinter, born May 17th, 1907, survived her husband by 14 years. She died on
Nov. 18th, 1999, at age 92, in Hemet. The estate went to relatives of hers in Germany,
including the house in Hemet. A lady who had been a neighbor to the Pinters was kind
enough to forward a letter to the heirs who live in Germany (address not disclosed).
Finally – what a chance to discover some unknown “Pinter papers”! But the heirs
refused any contact. Alas – maybe they had at least a photo of Stephen F. Pinter.
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The Palestinians as an "Invented People"
by Rich Siegel

The name “Palestine” has been around for a long time. “Peleset”, transliterated from
Egyptian hieroglyphics as “P-l-s-t”, is found in numerous Egyptian documents referring
to a neighboring people or land starting from around 1150 BC. The “Philistine” States
existed concurrently with the ancient Kingdoms of Israel and Judah, making up the
coastal plain below Jaffa and south to Gaza. In the 5th Century BC Herodutus wrote of a
“district of Syria, called Palestine”. About a century later, Aristotle described the Dead
Sea in Meteorology and located it in Palestine:
"Again if, as is fabled, there is a lake in Palestine, such that if you bind a
man or beast and throw it in it floats and does not sink, this would bear out
what we have said. They say that this lake is so bitter and salty that no fish
live in it and that if you soak clothes in it and shake them it cleans them."
This writer has had the misfortunate of frequently engaging in debates with Zionists (a
bad habit I need to kick!) who often tend to seize on small ideas. “When did the
Palestinians ever have their own country?” In order to win such an argument one would
have to reduce oneself to their terms, and produce a map that shows a country and
borders: “Palestinian Kingdom, 1587- 1702”, and then let them present their map of
ancient Israel and Judea, and then get into a wrestling match the winner of which would
claim the territory for their own. Or perhaps the issue would be better settled the way the
New York colony won Staten Island from New Jersey: with a boat race. If the goal is
exclusivity, as it always has been with Zionism, then the only criterion in achieving it is
winning, whether a war or a race.
There was no 17th century Palestinian Kingdom, or 18th or 19th. There were, prior to
Allied victory in World War One and the League of Nations “mandates” which granted
European powers control of the region, various provinces in a larger Ottoman empire,
ruled from Istanbul (previously known as Constantinople, and before that, Byzantium),
much as there are today various American states governed from Washington. Objectors
will cry “Foul!”, as Americans are governed by Americans in Washington, whereas
Arabs were governed by Turks, a different ethnic group with a different language. Fine.
So I modify my comparison to the Spanish speaking Puerto Ricans governed from
Washington, or the French speaking Quebecois governed from Ottawa. Neither the
Puerto Ricans nor the French Canadians are being ethnically cleansed.

"A Coffee-house in Palestine." Scanned from a period stereoscope card. Printed by
Keystone View Company, Manufacturers and Publishers, Meadville Pennsylvania & St.
Louis Missouri. Copyright 1900 by B. L. Singley.
Photo is in the Public Domain, via Wikimedia Commons
Prior to Zionism, there was no need for the Arabs of Palestine to focus on Palestinian
identity. They were citizens of the Ottoman Empire. When, during the mandate years the
British made contradictory promises to the Zionists and the Arabs, and the Arabs
expected, and had the right to expect, eventual self-rule, it was certainly not a foregone
conclusion that there was going to be an independent Palestine. Palestinians might well
have been a part of a larger South Syria, or of a Greater Syria, and happily so. They
certainly would not have been ethnically cleansed under those circumstances. The Arabs
of Palestine have always had their own distinct Arabic dialect, and various other cultural
attributes that set them apart from other regional Arab cultures, but that was never
particularly relevant. Many various subcultures existed within the Ottoman Empire, and
continued to exist within British and French mandates.
Interestingly, during the years of the Yishuv, the pre-Israeli-statehood Zionist community
in Palestine, Jewish-Zionist settlers called themselves “Palestinians”. In this way, the
Zionists ironically affirmed the thing that many of them wish now to deny: Palestinian
identity. In 1948, amid the massacres and military forced mass expulsions of the “nakba”
(Arabic for catastrophe, the name commonly given to the events of 1948), when the state

of “Israel” was declared, all of the Jews who had been calling themselves Palestinians
became “Israelis”, and when the dust cleared, the Arabs who remained within the green
line became “Arab Israelis”, like it or not. (It was not known until the state of “Israel”
was declared, what it was to be named. “Zion” was considered as a possibility, but
rejected, as the result would have necessitated referring to “Arab Israelis”, the Arab
citizens of Israel, as “Arab Zionists”.)
The designation “Palestinian” was more actively embraced beginning in 1964, with the
forming of the PLO (Palestine Liberation Organization), this out of necessity, because a
people who had been ethnically cleansed, who were in a state of shock and humiliation,
and who were desperate to recover and regain what was rightfully theirs, found it useful
to rally around symbols representing themselves: A name and a flag are two of the
basics.
Golda Meir famously said in 1969, during her tenure as Israeli prime minister;
“There were no such thing as Palestinians. When was there an independent
Palestinian people with a Palestinian state? It was either southern Syria
before the First World War, and then it was a Palestine including Jordan. It
was not as though there was a Palestinian people in Palestine considering
itself as a Palestinian people and we came and threw them out and took their
country away from them. They did not exist.”
Golda is actually right on this point and that point. I would not have been able to show
her a map that says “Kingdom of Palestine” or “Grand Duchy of Palestine” or any of
dozens of designations that might have satisfied her. But this I can say for sure: There
were human beings on that land, and they had been there all their lives, and their
families for many generations before them down through the centuries. And many of
them were actually descended from ancient Jews who later converted to Christianity and
Islam, while our ancestors, Golda’s and mine- the Ashkenazi Jews, were converting to
Judaism in the Khazar Kingdom on the shores of the Caspian Sea.
Golda actually knew when making this statement, the information which has become
available to the general public in the decades since: We Jews did come and throw them
out and take their country away from them. It’s been thoroughly documented. It wasn’t
when she made this statement in 1969. She was able to get away with it then. But since
then an entire generation of Jewish-Israeli scholars, (and many others, but we Jews need
to hear it from Jews first!) has carefully documented the ethnic cleansing of Palestine
and presented the history that she personally knew, but actively hid and denied. She and
her colleagues concealed the truth from Jewish supporters of Israel all over the world
including my family, who taught me lies quite innocently, because they didn’t know any
better.
In 1984 a book written by Joan Peters, entitled From Time Immemorial: The Origins of
the Arab-Jewish Conflict over Palestine, was released to the world. The book claimed
that the Palestinians were not resident in Palestine long-term, but were recent arrivals,
having come to take advantage of economic opportunities in Palestine which were
largely the result of Zionist Jewish settlement. What a perfect way for us Zionist Jews to
massage ourselves (I was one at the time!) and drive a wedge between ourselves and the
growing awareness about Palestine in the world around us! So it really was a “land
without people for a people without a land”! Those Arabs were all immigrants! And how
ungrateful that they hate us after all the opportunity we gave them! A wave of related
claims surfaced among the Zionist community. An essay by Mark Twain describing his
touring of a sparsely populated 19th century Palestine, was offered up into the mix of
“Palestinian-denier” evidence. Twain, whose writing was full of humorous and ironic

opposition to human bullshit, was no doubt rolling in his grave over this. And claims
were often heard that prominent Palestinians, from Edward Said to Yassir Arafat, were
“not really Palestinian”.
Enter another book, in 2003, The Case for Israel by Alan Dershowitz. In case 19
intervening years had given anyone a memory lapse since the publication of Peters's
book, Dershowitz borrowed heavily from same, giving the same statistics and making
the same conclusions.
Enter yet another book, but this one very different: In Beyond Chutzpah: On the Misuse
of Anti-Semitism and the Abuse of History, published in 2005, Norman G. Finkelstein
exposed Peters's statistics as fraudulent, and with that revelation both her argument and
that of Dershowitz, collapsed. However, the damage is done among those who wish to
ignore Finkelstein, and there are many! “Isn’t he a holocaust denier?”, I’ve been asked. I
respond: “No. His parents were holocaust survivors.” Zionists have long used a familiar
tactic against those who challenge their propaganda: Defamation. And so the lies persist.
This writer still has people putting From Time Immemorial in his face to prove their
argument. They refuse to be embarrassed.
At the time of this writing (January 2012), the American public is being treated to an
entertainment we get every four years: the run up to our presidential election. As the
Democratic candidate will obviously be the incumbent, we are witnessing the
Republican candidates claw at each other in their striving to win support for the
Republican nomination. Enter a billionaire Jewish American Zionist named Sheldon
Adelson, casino magnate and the 8th wealthiest American alive, who along with his wife
has donated $10 million to candidate Newt Gingrich. Adelson, whose holdings include
the Israeli newspaper Israel HaYom (Israel Today) made some interesting statements
while in Israel at an Israel Media Watch event in 2010:
“I am not Israeli. The uniform that I wore in the military, unfortunately, was
not an Israeli uniform. It was an American uniform, although my wife was
in the IDF and one of my daughters was in the IDF … our two little boys,
one of whom will be bar mitzvahed tomorrow, hopefully he’ll come back–
his hobby is shooting – and he’ll come back and be a sniper for the IDF.”
And:
“All we (the Adelson family) care about is being good Zionists, being good
citizens of Israel, because even though I am not Israeli born, Israel is in my
heart.
Does it sound like this guy has “divided loyalties?” Maybe like the Jewish neocons in
the Bush administration who got us to fight a proxy war for Israel in Iraq? No- you can’t
say that! It would be “anti-Semitic”!
So is it any wonder that Newt Gingrich has made the utterly incorrect and profoundly
idiotic statement that he has made about the Palestinians being an “invented” people? It
has nothing to do with any education on the subject of the history, or any awareness of
the current situation. It’s simply a question of wanting to win, and of reiterating
nonsense he has heard in conversations with a very rich and generous supporter,
nonsense which jives with the general impressions that Americans get from our Zionistcontrolled media, and that no doubt circulate in Gingrich’s Republican circles. Does
anyone think Gingrich has read Finkelstein? I doubt it! And if he did, would he turn
down $10 million in favor of truth and justice?
The people native to the land of Palestine were not “invented”. It is indeed unfortunate

that someone who is supposedly educated, and who has achieved position in life where
he is poised to potentially become the next president of the United States, is putting forth
such foolishness.

The Wandering Who: A Study of Jewish Identity
Politics
by Ezra Macvie

By Gilad Atzmon. Zero Books, Washington, D.C, 2011, 202 pp. US $14.95/UK £8.99

Cover reproduced with permission of Gilad Atzmon
In a way, this latest book by Israeli-British saxophonist-commentator Gilad Atzmon is a
case study. It is a study of the situation of mastery by a Zionist cabal over the foreign
policies of the United States and the United Kingdom and of the critical centers of public
opinion that guide these policies. What makes this subject a case is the broader
conception of Jewish-led enterprises as a sort of evolved parasite first infesting, then
controlling institutions and structures of human organization generally, going back to
hosts as ancient as the Roman Empire. Whenever and wherever systems of human order
and power have developed to a scale that justifies the effort, strategic networks
organized and staffed largely by Jews have sprung up to move matters in the directions
that favor them (the major exceptions to date seemingly confined to East Asia). This
applies not only to empires and republics, but to dictatorships, kingdoms, professions,
labor unions, media, banks, and supra-national organizations—wherever power of any
sort intersects organization of any kind.
The case Atzmon delineates in 202 trenchant, eminently readable pages is a beast in
whose belly—Israel—he was born and raised, up to and including a stint in the vaunted
Israeli Defense Forces, in which the future saxophonist’s billet was in a military band
that he reports played as badly as possible in order to keep its future workload to a
minimum. But Atzmon’s experiences were not limited to blowing the horns such as
those with which his ancient forebears reduced the walls of Jericho. He also witnesses
numerous cases, described in this book, of cruelty and murder visited by his comradesin-arms on their hapless opponents, the natives of the Palestine that Israel is relentlessly
swallowing up in the finest traditions of the ancient Roman and all succeeding empires.
It was primarily these experiences that opened the young jazzman’s eyes to the

inhumanity of the Zionist project in the Middle East, one to which his own parents and
grandparents had been fervently—fanatically—devoted throughout his life. His account
is, however, not excessively personal beyond the undeniable fact that his publishing it
places him squarely in his subjects’ murderous crosshairs. While there is a grippingly
human “personal journey” to be discerned in the thread of its argument, this is not an
autobiography. At a time now well over a decade past, Atzmon left the fold of his native
country and its noxious ambitions and took up residence in a place at least relatively
distanced from it: Britain. But even in the heart of a distant empire whose own death
throes gave rise to Israel, he finds himself monitored and hectored by agents—sayanim,
as they are called in Hebrew—of the perfidy he fled. So, perhaps for that reason, he has
turned to make his stand, to fight a fight he would have no chance of being able to fight
on his native soil.
He conducts this fight informed by a distinctly “left” (perhaps collectivist) vision, no
doubt a vestige of his origins in the “tiny, far-away, socialist theocracy,” as Joseph
Sobran once memorably styled it. His second chapter is titled “Credit Crunch or Zio
Punch,” in which he details a correct view of recent economic developments as arising
from the policies of the Jewish Chairman of the Board of Governors of the US Federal
Reserve Alan Greenspan. He styles Greenspan as formulating his policies in league with
“capitalists” whose own satanic profit motive expels them irretrievably from the pale of
the righteous, or even the respectable, in doing which Atzmon conflates the inherent
adaptability of entrepreneurs to pernicious government policies with complicity in those
policies. This jaundiced view of private enterprise is effectively confined to the one
chapter in which it appears, and does not spoil even that chapter. It only leaves this
reader with the disturbing suspicion that Atzmon might actually envision some statist (or
law-based) solution to the problems he laments—a solution that, as history has amply
demonstrated, invites back in the very Problem (see first paragraph above) that he seeks
to abate.
In his penultimate chapter “Truth, History and Integrity,” Atzmon devastatingly exposes
the myriad ways in which the Israeli juggernaut defends, expands, exploits the myths of
the Holocaust to serve its own evil agenda. He even confesses an innocent reaction as a
teenager upon first confronting the noise generated by this program: “I wondered why
they bragged so much about being resented”—an unassailably logical reaction that
invites comparison with the wonderment of another innocent child as he beheld crowds
ogling the magnificent raiment of an utterly naked emperor. His analysis of the
exploitation of this mendacious narrative is conclusive: yesterday’s “victims” are today’s
perpetrators, shielded by the tragic legacy borne for the most part by the parents or
grandparents of some of them. And those perpetrators do all they can to make the most
of that legacy, even to flying their young to the Polish sites of concentration camps in
order to imbue in their minds the sights and sounds of a place where terrible things must
have been done to … people those young might suppose they might somehow be
descended from.
The final chapter, “Being in Time,” is by far the most philosophical of a book
thoroughly laced with deep understandings of both personal and group emotions and
dynamics, including perspectives in full depth over the course of time measured in
centuries and, in fact, millennia. In a few short pages, “Being in Time” delivers a
fundamental definition of historical understanding that will delight the soul of any
committed revisionist, whether of the specific histories concerned with Atzmon’s story
or the history of any other times and places whatsoever. And through the lens of this
concisely delineated metahistory, he is able to describe the distortions characteristic of
Jewish/Zionist thought that offers an appreciation of profound import.
From Britain, Atzmon has been at a disadvantage to witness and chronicle the takeover

of the mind, if not the heart, of the American Behemoth for purposes of world
domination. America, however, is large and important and open enough (still) to be
observed in considerable detail from a distance, particularly for a speaker of English.
Atzmon in fact has toured the United States in person with his jazz ensemble, along with
many other countries besides. But ultimately it is his heritage in the dragon’s very bosom
that enables him to deliver a penetrating perspective of its nature, its aims, and its
methods.
In the end, the work is an object demonstration of what George Orwell meant when he
wrote, in 1984, “He who controls the past, controls the future.”
The Wandering Who? is available from
Amazon.com and Amazon.co.uk
www.gilad.co.uk
www.myspace.com/giladatzmon
www.jazzaproductions.squarespace.com

A Postcard from Auschwitz | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

The following is a true account of my personal visit to the camp. All photos are my own.
Krakow is a beautiful city in early summer, the stand-out among southern Polish cities.
Miraculously, the old city center survived both world wars unscathed. The huge central
square is a sight to behold, and with no less than three major universities, Krakow
bristles with youthful energy. Coming down by train from Warsaw, I was able to arrange
a two-night stay before continuing on my way to Vienna. As with most major European
cities, one quickly learns of the “must-see” sites: St. Mary’s Basilica, Wawel Castle, the
salt mines, and of course, Auschwitz.

Photo 1: Auschwitz parking lot.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 2: Auschwitz museum entrance
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 3: "Arbeit Macht Frei"
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 4: "Arbeit Macht Frei"
By Thomas Dalton
In the background of Photo 4 is Block 24, the building that housed the brothel and
library for (non-Jewish) inmates; the main entrance is shown in Photo 5. Photo 6 shows
a typical view in the camp, of barrack buildings and a guard tower.

Photo 5: Block 24 (brothel and library).

By Thomas Dalton

Photo 6: Walking through the Stammlager.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 7: Alleged Gas Chamber (Krema 1)
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 8: "Inmate entrance"
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 9: Entering Krema 1.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 10: Alleged Gas Chamber Krema 1
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 11: Krema 1 oven.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 12: Birkenau main gate.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 13: Train tracks heading to gas chambers.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 14: Krema 2 ruins.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 15: Krema 3 ruins.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 16: Alleged Krema 2 gas chamber.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 17: Alleged Krema 3 gas chamber.
By Thomas Dalton

Photo 18: Birkenau main entrance.
By Thomas Dalton
This being my first visit to Auschwitz, I decided to see it as a tourist would. This was
not only easier (I was travelling alone), but allowed me to better understand the
“official” portrayal of the camp and of events there. Auschwitz is the number one tourist
destination in all of Poland; about 1.3 million visit the camp every year—coincidentally,
about the same number as is alleged to have been killed there. The official guided tours
dictate a particular image of the camp, and I was as interested in this image as the camp
itself. I wanted to see what the public sees.
So I went to one of the many tourist information offices around town and purchased a
standard “day trip” to Auschwitz. The package, which included free pickup and return
delivery to my hotel, cost 90 złoty, about $30—quite a deal. My pick-up time was set
(8:30 am), and the van would be at my hotel the next morning, for the “6-hour tour.”
Plenty of time to see the place, I thought, given that Oswieçim—the Polish name of
Auschwitz—was only some 70 kilometers (about 40 miles) from Krakow.
The van dutifully arrived the next morning. But I soon realized that, as at Auschwitz
itself, the tour was not quite as expected. The vehicle—a bit larger than I anticipated,
more like a small bus—had a capacity of about 25 people. I was one of the first in, and
the driver proceeded to cover much of the city in order to pick up our remaining guests.
But between rush hour traffic, construction delays, and people slow getting out to the
bus, a good hour went by before we were even ready to depart Krakow. So my “6-hour
tour” was now down to five. And of course it would require another hour or so to return
everyone; in other words, I was really getting a “4-hour tour.” Not sure that that counts
as a “day trip,” but such is the life of a tourist in Poland. (I’m no tour planner, but it
seemed to me that, if everyone simply walked to the central tourist office and met the
bus there, that we could have saved a couple hours…)
It turned out that this little time crunch would impact our tour itself, and, in my
suspicious mind, served an ulterior purpose. But I come to that matter in due course.
There are three distinct and roughly parallel paths from Krakow to Oswieçim: the
(longer) expressway route, and two cross-country routes via two-lane roads. In good
traffic, as I learned, all three take about one hour—a rather long time for a mere 40
miles. But Poland has only two kinds of roads: expressways and two-lane roads, and the

latter are painfully slow. Our driver opted for one of the scenic country rides.
As soon as we were clear of Krakow city, the driver pulled out a DVD and popped it into
a dashboard player. A small screen above us lit up: this was our complimentary 20minute documentary about the camp (in English). No surprises here. We were treated to
the usual recounting of the “extermination camp” history, the appalling conditions, the
emaciated inmates, the gas chambers, and the “over one million” Jewish deaths. Horror
awaits, it seemed to say.
The remainder of the trip was uneventful. The forecasts called for rain that day, but
supposedly not until later in the day; with luck it would hold out for our visit. Around
10:30 am—a good two hours after my pickup—we rolled into the town of Oswieçim. It
was a typical smallish European town, nicely maintained, with the usual amenities. We
drove only a few minutes through the town when, suddenly, we arrived at the main
camp, Auschwitz I. For those not familiar, “Auschwitz” is comprised of three primary
facilities, and dozens of smaller sub-camps. The original and main camp is Auschwitz I,
also called the Stammlager. It opened as a Nazi camp in 1940, but was originally built
by the Polish army as a military barracks complex, apparently during World War I. This
camp allegedly had a single gas chamber, which we were about to see. But the vast
majority of the gassings are said to have occurred at Auschwitz II, known as Birkenau.
This would come later in the day. The third facility, Auschwitz III (Monowitz), was
located some three kilometers from the town, and served as an industrial facility; no
mass murder is alleged to have happened there, and consequently it receives few
tourists.
Knowing all this, I was still surprised at how integrated the main camp was into the
town. This, I think, is not the usual image we have: the dreaded “Auschwitz death camp”
located in the heart of a civilian village. But we have a good explanation for this, of
course. Its original function, as a Polish military camp, had nothing to hide. And even as
a German camp, when constructed in 1939 and 1940, it was not originally intended,
even on the traditional view, as an extermination camp. The Germans were simply
making good use of a captured military barracks.
Pulling into the parking lot, we were immediately confronted with a mass of vehicles:
passenger cars, taxis, tour buses like our own, and full size long-haul buses packed with
people. The place was a frenzy of activity—see Photos 1 and 2. Our bus disembarked,
we merged with another small group, and then were assigned a tour guide: a cheerful
young woman with a good knowledge of English, and of the standard story she was
scripted to present.
We pushed through the mob into the entrance building, past the gift shop, and on into a
small alcove. There we were given our headsets and radio receivers. It is a rather hightech affair: with all the commotion and simultaneous tours in multiple languages, the
Poles gave the tour guide a radio voice transmitter; each of us could then hear her
speaking through our headsets. Thus each group heard only their personal guide. On the
one hand, this was a clever and useful solution. No confusing cross-talk, and even if you
drifted away from the group, you could still hear your guide speaking loud and clear. On
the other hand, it had a noticeable (and to me, suspicious) side effect: questions from
individuals to the guide could not be heard by the group. They were necessarily
individual questions between you and the guide. When I did this on a couple of
occasions, she answered me personally, but shut off the transmitter. No one else in the
group heard either my questions, or the answers. Very clever, I thought to myself.
Moving into the camp grounds, we immediately came upon the famous “Arbeit Macht
Frei” sign—“Work Makes You Free” (Photos 3 and 4).

Our group wandered through the camp, following the guide as she made stops in various
barracks to tell us stories of the appalling conditions faced by the inmates. The buildings
were mostly empty. Some contained walls of inmate photos; others, simulated sleeping
bunks. One final barrack was set up rather as a standard museum. It had exhibits
displaying inmate suitcases, personal items, and hair (cut from inmates as a precaution
against lice). One large glassed-in exhibit showed an apparent mound of “thousands” of
shoes—though, as Germar Rudolf has noted, the mound is displayed on an unseen
elevated board, which is empty beneath. This is the same trick that grocers use to display
fruit, to give the illusion of a vast quantity. The mound was not so vast after all.
At one point the guide mentioned the total Auschwitz death count as roughly 1 million
Jews and thousands of others. I caught up to her and asked if the toll wasn’t previously
claimed to be 4 million. (Microphone off.) Yes, she said, but better research in the 1980s
and 1990s had confirmed the new, lower figure. Any chance it would be lowered still in
the future?, I asked. Unlikely, she said.
By this time, people were beginning to talk among themselves about the as-yet-unseen
gas chambers. The guide then reminded us that, indeed, we were about to come to the
gas chamber itself. “And oh, by the way,” she added, “most of the gassings were at
Birkenau. But we’ll see that later.” It was already approaching 12:00 noon.
Finally we arrived at “the” gas chamber in the main camp, also called Krematorium #1
(or Krema 1, for short). It was a partially underground structure with a flat roof and
sloping, grassy side walls with large trees—see Photo 7. Few statistics were given on the
details of the gassings: no start or finish date (in fact, February to November 1942), no
details on the gassing procedure (Zyklon pellets thrown in through roof vents), and only
rough numbers of Jews allegedly gassed there (about 20,000—a mere two percent of the
claimed Auschwitz toll). We could not enter via the “inmate entrance,” as this was
blocked off (Photo 8), so we went around to the other side (Photo 9).
Upon entering the building, we were treated to what must have been the world’s shortest
tour of a gas chamber. We walked in, took a hard right turn into a small room, then a
hard left into the gas chamber itself. It was a windowless, rectangular room, about 25 x 5
meters. The guide said little more than “this is the gas chamber, no photos please,” and
then she was off into the adjoining room with the cremation ovens. Rebel that I am, and
not wanting to miss an opportunity, I lagged behind the group and then snapped a quick
photo (#10). But the guide was gone—no chance to ask about the many post-war
modifications to the room (chamber size, door location, chimney), nor about its history
as a morgue and an air raid shelter. No chance to ask how 800 to 1000 people were
jammed into that room, nor how the deadly Zyklon pellets were collected up without
killing the guards handling the dead bodies. No chance to ask why the four Zyklon vents
appeared to be added later than the original construction. No chance to ask about French
traditionalist Eric Conan’s claim that “everything there is false.”
In the oven room (Photo 11), we had about one minute to view the ovens
themselves—“no photos please”—and our guide was off. No chance to ask why the
reconstructed chimney was not attached to the ovens. No chance to ask why the six
cremation muffles, which could handle six bodies per hour, were such a capacity
mismatch with a gas chamber that could kill 800 to 1000 at a shot. Note: it would have
taken roughly 150 hours—or more than 6 days working round the clock—to dispose of
all the bodies from a single gassing.
Outside again, our guide was suddenly much more relaxed. Now we have time for a
break, for bathrooms, for a visit to the gift shop, she said. “Be out front at the bus at
12:30, for the ride over to Birkenau.” Finally, I thought—the highlight of the trip.

Again, the “ride to Birkenau” was surprising—all of about five minutes. Out of the small
village, across a field, and there we were, at the famous entrance building, complete with
train tunnel (Photo 12—a poor exposure, as my camera was beginning to fail me). There
we were, at the site of the greatest mass killing in human history: 1.1 million people, the
vast majority Jews, killed over two years (1943 and 1944), 90 percent of whom were
gassed in the four crematoria.
I was very anxious to get inside and look around. Then another surprise. “Because we
are running late,” said our guide (“late”?), “we will only have time to see the main guard
tower and one of the barracks. Unfortunately we won’t be able to see the gas chambers.”
What?! You must be kidding me, lady! No gas chambers?! Like hell!, I said to myself.
“How much time do we have until the bus leaves?,” I asked our guide. “About 25
minutes.” “I’m going to the gas chambers.” “Ok,” she said as she headed off with the
group. I didn’t care if I had to walk back to Krakow; I was going to see the Birkenau gas
chambers.
Inside the main gate, one sees the train tracks going out into the distance, to a dead end,
and flanked by guard towers and a loading area (Photo 13). Being familiar with the camp
layout, I knew that the main objectives were Kremas 2 and 3, and that they were straight
ahead of me, at the end of the tracks, about 800 meters—almost half a mile—away.
Quick calculation: I can walk there in 10 minutes, and 10 minutes back, leaving 5
minutes for the chambers—or I can run. I ran.
So, after an earnest five-minute run, I could at last see the ruins of the infamous Krema
2—site of the single greatest death toll at Auschwitz: some 300,000 people, on the
conventional view (Photo 14). Across the way, its twin facility, Krema 3—site of another
275,000 gassings (Photo 15). Both buildings were destroyed by the Germans upon
abandoning the camp, though Krema 2 retains some very relevant and important
structures.
Standing there in front of the remains of both buildings, one gets a real sense of the
improbability of the conventional story. Each building had an almost completely
underground chamber, roughly 30 x 7 meters, at right angles to the main building, which
contained the cremation ovens. On the revisionist view, this chamber was a morgue—a
large, unventilated, but cool, place to store dead bodies (many infectious) until they
could be cremated. On the standard view, this room was the gas chamber—a place in
which 2,000 people were collectively gassed in less than 20 minutes. Photo 16 shows the
collapsed roof of the Krema 2 chamber as it exists today.
Now, imagine this: You are somehow able to pack 2,000 frightened, sick, angry people,
wall to wall, into this underground room—a room with only a single narrow doorway
from the main building. You then kill them all by sprinkling pellets of Zyklon-B over
their heads, through openings in the roof. Now you have to quickly extract the dead
bodies, steeped in poisonous gas, without killing yourself or your fellow workers. No
problem—if you could peel the roof off and scoop them out with a backhoe. Lacking
that option, it would be nearly impossible in any reasonable amount of time. And yet the
experts, like Francizek Piper, claim that it took only three or four hours. Incredible—that
they can make such claims, and no one (except the few revisionists) challenges them.
There are other stories in these remains. One is the search for residue of the deadly
cyanide gas. If the chambers were used on as many people as claimed, the remaining
bricks should have detectable cyanide compounds still in them. And yet none are to be
found. Another story is the search for the roof openings into which the Zyklon pellets
were poured—supposedly four per chamber. Krema 2’s roof is sufficiently intact that we
should be able to find evidence of these holes. And yet they are not to be found—not one

single indisputable hole.
But my time was running short. A quick dash over to Krema 3 for a last shot or two
(Photo 17), and then back to the bus. The other two crematoria, Kremas 4 and 5, were
across the camp, a good 600 meters away, in the wrong direction; they would have to
wait for my next visit. So too would the two “bunkers,” or small converted farm houses,
that were allegedly used to pilot the Birkenau gassing project in 1942. Almost nothing
remains of them, yet it would be interesting to hunt down their locations—the sites of
some 250,000 Jewish gassings, it is said. But now it’s time to go. Heading back along
the tracks toward that most infamous of buildings, I couldn’t resist pausing for one more
shot (Photo 18).
I arrived back at the bus just as the crowd was loading up—perfect timing. After an hour
ride we returned to Krakow around 2:00 pm. But rather than sitting it out for another
hour circuit of the city as we returned my fellow riders, I opted to hop out at the first
stop and walk home. A good move. I was back at my hotel for less than an hour when
the skies unleashed a pounding rain. So luck was with me after all, that day—my day in
Auschwitz.

Christian Gerlach and the "Extermination Camp" at Mogilev
by Carlo Mattogno

Christian Gerlach's article, "Failure of Plans for an SS Extermination Camp in Mogilev, Byelorussia"[1] is a
typical example of the historically baseless conclusions reached by Holocaust historians due to their
technical ignorance, particularly in the field of crematory ovens and cremation.
The article attempts to deduce an intention, on the part of the SS, to create an extermination camp for
Western European Jews at Mogilev (Byelorussia), in late 1941, according to a nonsensical technical
conjecture, upon which – in order to justify his hypothesis – the author then constructs a series of
inconsistent historical conjectures spiced with misleading interpretations.
The article notes that Hitler ordered the deportation of German Jews to the East by mid-September 1941 and
comments:
"It is not clear if the German leadership actually intended to resettle the Jews as it had before or
whether the phrase 'sending the Jews to the East' had now become a code for murdering them. In
fact, some Jews deported in the Soviet Union (all who came to Kaunas, one entire transport to
Riga) were murdered in 1941, whereas the others – brought to Riga, Minsk, Lodz and to the
Lublin district – survived for several months, a few until 1943 and 1944." (pp. 60-61)
In fact, this explanation is utterly incompatible with any plan for the total extermination of the Jews launched
as early as September 1941.
Gerlach continues:
"At the Wannsee Conference on January 20, 1942, Heydrich indicated that forced labor was only
a temporary placement for some European Jews; all were to be murdered in the end." (p. 61)
To demonstrate the presumed homicidal intention, Gerlach, in the related footnote, cites the well-known
passage from the Wannsee Protocol:
"Unter entsprechender Leitung sollen nun im Zuge der Endlösung die Juden in geeigneter Weise
im Osten zum Arbeitseinsatz kommen..\. [OMITTED: in großen Arbeitskolonnen, unter
Trennung der Geschlechter, werden die arbeitsfähigen Juden straßenbauend in diese Gebiete
geführt] wobei zweifellos ein Großteil durch natürliche Verminderung ausfallen wird. Der
allfällig verbleibende Restbestand wird, da es sich zweifellos um den widerstandfähigsten Teil
handelt, entsprechend behandelt werden müssen..\. [OMITTED: da dieser, eine natürliche
Auslese darstellend, bei Freilassung als Keimzelle eines neuen jüdischen Aufbaues
anzusprechen ist. (Siehe die Erfahrung der Geschichte)]" (note 6 on p. 70).
The complete passage, translated into English, is as follows. Gerlach simply omits the underlined sentences
set off by square brackets.
"Under appropriate supervision, in the course of the final solution the Jews are to be allocated
for appropriate labor in the East\. [OMITTED: Able-bodied Jews, separated according to sex,
will be taken in large work columns to these areas for work on roads], in the course of which
action doubtless a large portion will be eliminated by natural causes. The possible final remnant
will, since it will undoubtedly consist of the most resistant portion, have to be treated
accordingly [OMITTED: because as a product of natural selection these would, if released, act
as the kernel of a new Jewish resurgence (see the experience of history.)] (note 6 on p. 70).
It is obvious that these passages were not omitted by accident; rather, the omissions are intended to lead
readers to believe that the expression 'treated accordingly' (entsprechend behandelt) means killing. In reality,
as I have documented elsewhere,[2] the actual meaning of the passage is quite different: it means that those
Jews remaining after the natural reduction (natürliche Verminderung) would, upon their release (bei
Freilassung) then constitute the kernel of a new Jewish resurgence (Keimzelle eines neuen jüdischen
Aufbaues) and should, therefore, not be released. In fact, however, the opposite of "release" is not
[necessarily] "murder" but (possibly, or even likely), "continued detention."
The omissions concealed by Gerlach therefore prove that he was well aware that this is the correct
interpretation.

Registration of the population of Mogilev, July 1941.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-138-1084-24 / Kessler, Rudolf / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
He then sets forth the central argument of his article:
"During recent years surprising new revelations have emerged about activities of the SS in the
Byelorussian city of Mogilev.[3] Jean-Claude Pressac has shown that, in mid-November 1941,
the Topf Company of Erfurt received a commission to construct a huge crematorium at Mogilev;
the order came from Amt II of the SS Main Office for Budget and Building (Hauptamt Haushalt
und Bauten). On December 30, 1941, an oven with four cremation chambers was delivered and
assembled. Three more ovens were available by August 1942 for delivery to Mogilev and were
then 'diverted' to Auschwitz. The SS Building Administration of 'Russia Center' already had paid
most of the money for all these ovens." (p. 61)
Gerlach, therefore, raises the following objection to Pressac's hypothesis that the crematorium at Mogilev
"was to dispose of the bodies of those German soldiers and Soviet POWs who had died of typhoid fever":
"Out of 300-400,000 soldiers in December 1941, 252 soldiers and officers fell sick with typhoid
fever, 150 more in January, 161 in February, and 27 in the first half of March 1942, most of them
guards of POW camps. During the same period there were 4,907, 4,270, 3,776 and 648 cases
among Soviet POWs, and roughly as many among Soviet civilians from that area. […] The
death rate among Soviets in POW Camp Dulag 185 in Mogilev in December 1941 was
noticeably lower than in other camps: 50 per day." (p. 61)
At this point, Gerlach introduces the nonsensical technical conjecture constituting the linchpin of his entire
article:
"But the estimated capacity of the crematorium the SS had ordered was more than 3,000 corpses
a day." (p. 61)
Hence the "logical" conclusion:
"An epidemic of typhoid fever was not the reason for constructing a crematorium in Mogilev.
Rather, the crematorium was connected with the relatively unknown SS labor and extermination
camp in that city." (p. 62)
The presumed crematory capacity of 3,000 bodies a day, therefore, is alleged to prove that the SS intended to

create an extermination camp at Minsk.
This conclusion is technically nonsensical and historically false.
Let us begin with Pressac's "surprising new revelations."
On 4 December 1941, the Hauptamt Haushalt und Bauten at Berlin ordered from Topf four double 4-muffle
crematory ovens (4 Stück Doppel-Topf-4-Muffeleinäscherungsöfen), that is, 4 double 4-muffle ovens" (4
eight-muffle crematory ovens, for a total of 32 muffles), for Mogilev.[4] Topf confirmed receipt of the order
on 9 December, but only sent half of one such oven (since the complete oven had 2 x 4 = 8 muffles), i.e., 4
muffles, on 30 December.
In receipt of the proposal filed on 19 August 1942 by Topf engineer Kurt Prüfer during his visit to
Auschwitz, the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshaupt, on 26 August, ordered the shipment to Auschwitz of two
ovens based on the Mogilev order.
Of the 4 ovens ordered, one half of one oven (i.e., 4 muffles) – as stated above – were delivered to Mogilev,
2 ovens with a total of 16 muffles, to Auschwitz and the remaining one and one half ovens were stored for
disposition by the Reichsführer-SS in the Topf warehouses.[5]
In consequence of the letter from Topf dated 7 July 1943, the remaining one and a half ovens (8 + 4 muffles)
were drawn down by the SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt. On 16 August, the SS-Wirtschafter (the SS
official responsible for commercial enterprises) at the Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer of the General
Gouvernement sent the Zentralbauleitungen der Waffen SS und Polizei of Heidelager, Cracow, Lemberg,
Lublin and Warsaw, and the Neubauleitung of Radom a note informing them that: "Office CIII has at this
time one and a half crematory ovens available = 12 muffles (= 8 + 4)" (Dem Amt CIII stehen z.Z. 1 ½
Einäscherungsofen = 12 Muffeln zur Verfügung), asking the above mentioned offices to let him know by 1
September whether they needed them.[6]
As for the payment for the ovens, Rudolf Jährling, the civilian employee forming part of the Auschwitz
Zentralbauleitung, unequivocally clarified something – apparently garbled in an earlier rendition – which
had misled even Pressac himself. Jährling made two hand-written annotations, one dated 31 January, the
other dated 21 February 1944, on the copy of the letter from the Bauinspektion Russland-Mitte dated 2 June
1943 received by the Zentralbauleitung, in which he explained that the SS had ordered 4 ovens with 8
muffles (each), costing a total of 55,200 RM; the Bauinspektion Russland-Mitte had already paid Topf
42,600 RM on account, followed by the addition – on 7 February 1944 – by the SS-Standortverwaltung of
Auschwitz, of another part payment of 10,000 RM,[7] as a result of which Topf was still entitled to 2,600
RM.[8] The oven-and-a-half stored in the Topf warehouses were therefore, for all intents and purposes, the
contractual property of the Reichsführer-SS.
Now let us consider the question of the crematory ovens at Mogilev.
As noted above, Gerlach attributes "an estimated capacity" of 3,000 bodes per day to the 4 ovens, [each] with
8 muffles (for a total of 32 muffles), intended for Mogilev. What is the source of this estimate? Gerlach, in
support of this claim, refers to pages 34 and 40 of Pressac's book, Die Krematorien von Auschwitz (The
Crematoria of Auschwitz, note 14 on p. 71). But Pressac says nothing here about the crematory capacity of
the Mogilev ovens. Rather, he adduces the presumed crematory capacity of the 2 ovens. [Each] with 8
muffles (for a total 16 muffles), installed in crematoria IV and V at Birkenau, making a distinction between
theoretical capacity, 768 bodies per day each, and the "effective" capacity of 500 bodies.[9] Gerlach
therefore uses the theoretical figure instead of the "effective" one: 768 x 4 = 3,072 or approximately 3,000.
But the crematory capacity estimated by Pressac is technically baseless.
The 8-muffle ovens were designed for Mogilev, where coke was difficult to procure, and were therefore
equipped with wood-burning fire boxes (Holzfeuerungen) without doors, which Topf, for the ovens sent to
Auschwitz, had adapted to coke-burning grates using sloping and horizontal short-beam bars. In view of the
very short useful life of the sloping short-beams, Topf advised the Zentralbauleitung to order grate bars
intended for reserve coke and refractory-clad furnace doors. Due to transport problems, moreover, the ovens
for Mogilev were not insulated; Topf was prepared to supply the insulation material at the specific request of
the Zentralbauleitung.[10]
In conformity with the proposal by Topf dated 2 September 1942, concerning the change in the fueling of the
ovens and resulting changes, on 15 September the Zentralbauleitung ordered 4 cast iron doors (gusseiserne
Türen) for the fire boxes, and, to insulate the 2 ovens, 2,500 insulating bricks (Isoliersteine), 600 kg of rock
wool (Schlackenwolle) for each oven, in addition to the spare short-beams for the gas-generator furnaces, at a
price of 3,258 RM.[11] Naturally, since the 2 ovens had 8 gas generators, there were also 8 fire box doors,

and not 4, as hastily rectified by Topf.[12]
Pressac was well aware of this problem, which he summarized as follows:
"This oven was a field design, which was greatly simplified. As desired by the Bauleitung of
Mogilev, it was wood-fired, since coke was rare in the region. The generators had no doors, and
the oven was not thermally insulated on the interior, since these parts would have been very
heavy to transport." [13]
In reality, the 8-muffle ovens at Birkenau were capable of cremating no more than 160 bodies per day (per
day total), i.e., a cremation rate of one body per muffle per hour, for a twenty-hour working day,[14] (8
muffles x 1 corpse per hour x 20 hours = 160.)
With regard to the Mogilev ovens, it was quite a different story, since the use of wood for fuel (coke has a
calorific value at least double that of seasoned wood) and the absence of thermal insulation and fire box
furnace doors (with the consequent enormous increase in heat loss by irradiation and conduction) would have
seriously affected cremation economy, including cremation times, drastically increasing the duration of
cremation.
What is more, only one half oven, i.e., 4 muffles, was ever sent to Mogilev, which means that, even under the
most favorable circumstances, the crematory capacity of the installation would have been 80 bodies per day
(20 hours), in reality, less than one third as many. This is fully compatible with Pressac's hypothesis that the
ovens were (only) used for the victims of typhoid fever.
In practice, Gerlach assumes asserts a crematory cremation capacity for the Mogilev ovens 50 times greater
than that which was actually available, destroying the basis for his conjectures on the presumed
extermination camp in that locality.
In this regard, he writes:
"One hint of this project emerged on October 10 [1941] at a conference in Prague on 'Jewish
questions' in the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. During the meeting Heydrich stated that
the heads of Einsatzgruppen B and C, SS-Brigadeführer Nebe und Rasch, could take Jews into
the camps for communist prisoners in the operational area. According to [a] statement from SSSturmbannführer Eichmann this is already being done [eingeleitet]." (p. 62)
In reality, this document only speaks of deportations to the East and of the arrival of the deportees to the
appropriate camps, without even the vaguest mention of any extermination:
"Difficulties arose due to the evacuation. It was therefore expected to begin on about 15
October, in order to get the transports rolling gradually by 15 November, reaching a maximum
of about 5,000 Jews (no precise information as to time period) – just from Prague. For the time
being, much consideration must be given to the officials at Litzmannstadt. Minsk und Riga are
to receive 50,000 […]."
(Wegen der Evakuierung entstanden Schwierigkeiten. Es war vorgesehen, damit am 15. Oktober
etwa zu beginnen, um die Transporte nach und nach bis zum 15. November abrollen zu lassen
bis zur Höhe von etwa 5000 Juden – nur aus Prag. Vorläufig muss noch viel Rücksicht auf die
Litzmannstädter Behörden genommen werden. Minsk und Riga sollen 50000 bekommen. […])
"5,000 Jews will now be evacuated from Prague in the next few weeks. SS Brigade Leaders
Nebe and Rasch could include Jews in the camps for Communist inmates in the operational area.
This is already being done, according to Sturmbannführer Eichmann."[15]
(In den nächsten Wochen sollen 5000 Juden aus Prag nun evakuiert werden. SS-Brif.
[Brigadeführer] Nebe und Rasch könnten in die Lager für kommunistische Häftlinge im
Operationsgebiet Juden mit hineinnehmen. Dies ist bereits nach Angabe von SS-Stubaf.
[Sturmbannführer] Eichmann eingeleitet.)[16]
It should be noted in passing that this program is fully compatible with the content of the Wannsee Protocol:
"The evacuated Jews will first be sent, group by group, to so-called transit ghettos, from which
they will be transported to the East."[17]
This is also confirmed by the telegram from Georg Leibrandt, leader of the Political Division in Rosenberg's
Ministry, as Reichskommissar für das Ostland, Heinrich Lohse, dated 9 November 1941, "on Jewish
transports to the East."

"Full details in the post. Jews are being shipped further and further East. Camps in Riga and
Minsk only temporary measures, therefore no objections here."
(Genaues Schreiben unterwegs. Juden kommen weiter nach Osten. Lager in Riga und Minsk nur
vorläufige Massnahme, daher hier keine Bedenken.)[18]
On the same day, Lohse sent Rosenberg the following secret telegram:
"Security Police report transport of 50,000 Jews to the East. Arrival of first transport in Minsk
10.11., in Riga 19.11. Urgent: please defer transports, since the Jewish camps are to be
transferred considerably further east."[19] [20]
"It is a good thing for fear that we are exterminating the Jews to travel on ahead of us." (p. 64)
Thus, mention of a mere "fear" amounts, "in fact", to a confession!
Gerlach then produces the following as additional proof:
"Mogilev is linked to another aspect of German extermination policy. In September 1941 a
notorious killing experiment with exhaust gasses took place there under the command of the
head of Einsatzgruppe B, Arthur Nebe."(p. 64)
He adds that, at the time, there were "two gassing experiments, one at Mogilev and one at Minsk." (p. 65)
These presumed experiments are said to have been performed in compliance with the order to find more
humane methods of execution than shooting, issued by Himmler to Nebe during his visit to Minsk in August
1941. But this anecdote is based solely on post-war testimonies, beginning with that of Erich von dem BachZelewski, who had been Höherer SS-und Polizeiführer in Russia. Similarly, even the presumed gassing
experiments – using pipes connected to motor vehicles – are attested to solely by more or less unreliable
witnesses, as demonstrated in my studies "Il campo of Chelmno tra storia and propaganda" (Effepi, Genoa,
2009), the American English translation edition of which is now in preparation under the title Chelmno:
Myth and Reality, and "Schiffbruch. Vom Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie" (Castle-Hill Publishers).
In the end, after two pages of conjecture, Gerlach is compelled to admit that "the SS apparently did not give
up the idea of an extensive extermination in camp in Mogilew until 1942, when the crematoria intended for
Mogilev were delivered to Auschwitz" and that "it seems that a gas chamber in Mogilev never existed," (p.
68) Mogilev was not, therefore, even a Jewish extermination camp! He then informs us that "instead, three
gas vans were at that time located in the city, as in February 1942. This is proven by a newly found report of
the Einsatzgruppe B." (p. 68) In the related note, Gerlach claims that, according to the "Tätigkeits- und
Lagebericht der Einsatzgruppe B für die Zeit vom 16. bis 28 Februar, of 1 March 1942," on 23 February
1942 this Einsatzgruppe received two large "Gaswagen." (note 83 on p. 77) It only remains to be established
whether these vehicles were the presumed homicidal gassing vehicles, or mere gas-generator vehicles
(Generatorgaswagen) or producer-gas vehicles (Holzgaswagen), referred to, for purposes of brevity, as
Gaswagen, vehicles operating on gas produced by gas generators.[21] Incidentally, the term "Gaswagen," as
a homicidal gassing vehicle, gas van, only entered the language after the war; the documents mentioned in
support of the reality of the presumed homicidal gassing vehicles were in fact referred to as Sonder-Wagen,
Sonderfahrzeugen, Spezialwagen or SWagen. As documented by myself in the book Schiffbruch. Vom
Untergang der Holocaust-Orthodoxie, one of the above -mentioned vehicles was sent to Auschwitz in
September 1944 and was, in reality, a gas -generator vehicle. The document cited by Gerlach has also been
discussed by Santiago Alvarez.[22]
Gerlach then mentions the victims at Mogilev: "at once up to 4,000 people were said to be killed;" (p. 68)
that is, for a total of 25,000-30,000 civilians between 1941 and 1942 (p. 69), but the sources are merely
witness testimonies made several years after the war before the Soviet War Crimes Commission
investigating German crimes at Mogilev (notes 89, 91 and 92, p. 78)! Here as well, there is not the slightest
trace of any real documents.
Gerlach concludes as follows:
"Although there can be doubts about some details, it is at least probable that the SS intended in
autumn 1941 to send part of European Jewry to Mogilev to kill them there. Mogilev was one
option; others were Lodz, Riga, and Minsk, precisely as mentioned during the conference in
Prague on 10 October." (p. 69)
To return to reality, Gerlach's inane conjectures are based on an audacious egregious distortion of the facts:
the SS plan to deport Western European Jews to the transitory ghettos (Durchgangsghettos) of Riga and
Minsk as a temporary measure (vorläufige Massnahme) prior to transporting them further east (weiter nach
dem Osten) and the delivery of 4 muffles to Mogilev with a crematory capacity well below 80 bodies a day!

This is how the Holocaust historians write "history."
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Historical Revisionism and 'Relativising the
Holocaust'
by Kerry R. Bolton

Whether the received wisdom on an historical event can be subjected to scholarly
scrutiny depends upon the method by which the subject is utilized by entrenched
interests. Hence, let the scholar or student who embarks on the questioning of certain
sacred cows beware lest he be damned for heresy. This essay examines a polemical
technique branded ‘relativising the Holocaust’, toward the end of extending the limits of
scholarly enquiry. The essay examines several examples of acceptable and unacceptable
forms of revisionism from the relativist perspective.

Winston Churchill & Gassing Primitives
The Churchill Centre was formed in 1994, emerging from the International Churchill
Society of the United States.[1] The Centre is dedicated to promoting the memory of
Winston S. Churchill. This includes debunking allegations against Churchill that put the
democratic idol in less than a Godlike light. Much of its work is, then, like that of the
Institute for Historical Review, Inconvenient History, or David Irving’s Real History,
revisionist. However, unlike these three mavericks, The Churchill Centre’s revisionism
is not only of an acceptable nature, but is regarded as laudable, and attracts notable
patronage.[2]
An entire section of the centre website is devoted to Churchillian historical revision,
under the title ‘Leading Churchill Myths’.[3] One item that might be of particular
interest to revisionists is the repudiating of the allegation that Churchill ordered the
gassing of Iraqi rebels during the 1920s. This is of particular interest because it is, on
several significant points, analogous to the ‘historical revisionist’ contentions in regard
to the gassing of Jews by the Hitler regime during World War II. My comparison, as will
be shown below, is a form of ‘relativism’. The Churchill Centre, in recognising that the
gassing of Iraqis is a matter that is generally accepted by historians, quotes from Science
Daily,[4] that:
It has passed as fact among historians, journalists and politicians, and has
been recounted everywhere from tourist guidebooks to the floor of the U.S.
Congress: British forces used chemical weapons on Iraqis just after World
War I.[5]
The Science Daily article reproduced by The Churchill Centre goes on to state that R M
Douglas, Associate Professor of History at Colgate University, has repudiated the
allegation. The article continues:
Allegations of chemical bombings by the British erupted into the public
sphere during the run up to the U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003. Iraq’s history
of chemical weapons did not start with Saddam Hussein’s gas attack on the
Kurds, scholars and critics asserted. It was Great Britain when it controlled
the region under League of Nations mandate in the 1920s that first used
chemical weapons in the region to quell Arab uprisings. Many scholars went
so far as to root Arab distrust of the West in Britain’s brutal chemical

attacks.[6]
Douglas, however, finds that these claims - oft repeated in books,
newspapers and political speeches - rest on very shaky foundations. The
first blunt assertion of British chemical weapons use in Iraq comes from a
1986 essay by historian Charles Townshend.[7]
According to Douglas, the allegation of gassing derives from a letter written in 1921 by J
A Webster, an official at the British Air Ministry. Townshend cited the Webster letter to
the British Colonial Office that tear gas shells had been used against Arab rebels with
‘excellent moral effect’. According to Douglas however, Townshend had been wrong:
The Army had asked permission to use the shells and the Webster comment on the
‘excellent moral effect’ was only an estimation of what might occur. Shortly after the
Webster letter the British Colonial Office had sought clarification from Army General
Headquarters in Baghdad and was informed that gas shells had not been used in any
manner. From this letter, however, the allegation took on a life of its own, with varying
accounts blaming either aerial bombardment or artillery shelling. ‘Though the specifics
differed, each allegation treated the incident as a matter of unassailable fact. Douglas’s
research suggests it is anything but’.[8 ]

Winston
Churchill voiced support of the use of poison gas against Arabs, "I am strongly in favour
of using poisoned gas against uncivilised tribes."
Canadian Prime Minister Robert Borden (1854-1937) is shown with Churchill (then

First Lord of the Admiralty) in 1912.
By Agence photographique Rol (Bibliothèque nationale de France) [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
The article relates that giving credence to the story was the desire by British Ministers of
the Crown to use gas shells or bombs against the Iraqi rebels, ‘But wanting to use them
does not mean they did’. Douglas states that during 1920-21 there had been two
instances where British policy had been to use gas against insurgents but, ‘In both cases
practical difficulties rather than moral qualms ...prevented their use’. Indeed, it remains
undisputed even apparently by The Churchill Centre that, to quote from the report, when
in 1920 an Arab rebellion occurred, Churchill as Secretary of War, was ‘a vocal advocate
of nonlethal gas use’ and gave field officers permission to use existing stocks of tear gas
shells. However, the nearest stock was in Egypt and by the time the shells arrived, the
rebellion was over. Anticipating renewed hostilities, in 1922 a Royal Air Force
Commander sought permission to convert the shells into aerial bombs, and Churchill
signed off on the request, which was rescinded two days later only because the
Washington Disarmament Conference passed a resolution banning the use of tear gas.
The article states:
There is little doubt had the timing of these events been slightly different had the 1920 rebellion lasted longer or if there had been time to convert the
shells to aerial bombs - that British forces would have used their chemical
ordnance. And that, says Douglas, may have vastly changed the course of
history. Churchill had given authorization to use chemical agents without
consulting his colleagues in the Cabinet, most of whom would have
vigorously objected.[9]
Douglas opines that had such weapons been used, an outcry, with memories of the use of
mustard gas during World War I, might have resulted in ‘an abrupt end’ to Churchill’s
career’.
Despite ‘faulty evidence’, appeals to this alleged use of gas against Iraqis in the 1920s
resurfaced in regard to allegations of Saddam Hussein’s gas attacks against Kurds during
their 1988 rebellion.
The symmetrical appeal of history faithfully repeating itself no doubt
accounts for much of the public and scholarly credence accorded to claims
that the British used chemical weapons in Mandatory Iraq, their
inconsistency and implausibility notwithstanding, Douglas writes.[10 ]

Gassing – Hitler & Churchill
While one might think that the new (2009) revelations as to Churchill’s ‘innocence’ in
regard to gassing Iraqis does not do much to enhance his moral character, my primary
interest is not the veracity of the allegations against Churchill. Rather, it is the analogous
character of the allegations against Churchill and those against Hitler, in regard to claims
of gassing Arabs and Jews respectively, and how re-examinations of these allegations
are treated differently. Here are some parallels between the two:
1. Both allegations involve ethnic groups: Arabs and Jews, and both involve attitudes
towards those ethnic groups based on race theories. Winston Churchill stated of
the issue: ‘I am strongly in favour of using poisoned gas against uncivilised
tribes’.[11]
2. Both allegations involve the use of gas: (a) tear gas on Arabs, (b) Cyanide gas on
Jews.

3. Both rely on documents the implications of which are open to interpretation.
4. Both have become oft-repeated allegations, the repetitions of which have been
sufficient of themselves to sustain the allegations. The gassing of Iraqis and the
gassing of Jews have therefore both taken on the characters of myth and legend.
This is what Douglas calls, in regard to a Churchill order for Iraqi rebels, ‘The
symmetrical appeal of history faithfully repeating itself [accounting] for much of
the public and scholarly credence accorded to claims… their inconsistency and
implausibility notwithstanding’.
5. Because an alleged event ‘has passed as fact among historians, journalists and
politicians’ should not render it an ‘unassailable fact’.
6. Wanting to do something or discussing the option does not make it an
accomplished fact. Hence, in regard to the support by Churchill and other
Government Ministers, ‘wanting to use [tear gas shells] does not mean they did’,
any more than discussions on the possibility of exterminating Jews at some levels
of the Third Reich administration does not prove that any such policy was put into
effect.
It is not my purpose here to argue the merits or otherwise of ‘Holocaust Revisionism’ as
some call it, or the (much) less-than-scholarly ‘Holocaust Denial’ as it is called by
others, but rather to question what has been termed ‘relativism’ which Lipstadt et al
apply to aspects of historical revisionism not to their liking, while applying ‘relativism’
as a technique of their own.
The primary questions raised by Prof. Douglas in repudiating the widely accepted belief
that the British military used gas against Arab rebels in the 1920s, have also been raised
in regard to the widely held view that 6,000,000 Jews were exterminated – mainly by
gassing - by the Hitlerite regime as part of an official policy. Suffice it to mention, when
this allegation was subjected to rare challenges in Canadian courts in 1985 and 1988 in
the prosecution of Ernst Zündel, many of the primary elements of the ‘Holocaust’,
regarded as a matter of unassailable fact by academia, took a hammering under the
cross-examination of Zündel’s defence lawyer, Douglas Christie. Dr Robert Faurisson, in
summarising the cross-examination of the Prosecution’s expert witness, Raul Hilberg,
who declined to return to Toronto for the 1988 trial, stated that Hilberg was ‘forced to
admit that for what he called the policy of extermination of the Jews there was neither a
plan, nor a central organisation, nor a budget, nor supervision’. The Allies had never
carried out a forensic examination of the primary ‘weapons’, the gas chambers, nor had
there ever been an autopsy of a corpse that had allegedly been gassed with Zyklon B. No
written orders from Hitler or Himmler for the extermination of Jews had ever been
found.[12]
The case for the British gassing of Iraqis in the 1920s seems neither more nor less
convincing than the case for the Germans having gassed Jews during the 1940s. Whether
one, neither, or both events actually took place is not the concern here. The question is:
why are those who raise the same questions in regard to the ‘Holocaust’ as those raised
by Prof. Douglas and promoted by the prestigious Churchill Centre, published by
Science Daily, and as a scholarly paper in The Journal of Modern History,[13] not
accorded the same hearing as those involved with any other form of historical
revisionism? Why has ‘holocaust revisionism’ been excluded, on pain of banishment,
imprisonment, pillorying, and even death[14], as just another aspect of historical
revisionism? The questions raised by the so-called ‘Holocaust deniers’ are in substance
no different from those raised in regard to numerous applications of revisionism, such as
those of Prof. Douglas.
Dr Robert Faurisson, whose scholarly qualifications and record have been impressive by
any criteria, was recognised as an ‘expert witness’ in both the 1985 and 1988 trials of

Ernst Zündel in Toronto. He was a tenured professor at the University of Lyon where he
taught Modern Literature and Text and Document Criticism. He applied his scholarly
discipline to an examination of the documents at the Centre de Documentation Juive
Contemporaine in Paris, the National Archives of the USA, the State Museum at
Auschwitz, and the Bundesarchiv in Koblenz, West Germany. He also conducted on-site
examinations of Auschwitz and other concentration camps.[15] Dr Faurisson has posed
the same types of questions in regard to the gassing of Jews as those posed by Prof.
Douglas in regard to the gassing of Iraqis. Among those questions are the different
interpretations that can be applied to key texts in regard to the ‘Holocaust’, in a manner
that seems analogous to Prof. Douglas’s contention that statements of opinion do not
necessarily prove the realisation of those opinions as policy; in this instance, Churchill’s
opinion of ‘primitives’ is analogous to the anti-Semitic opinions of some National
Socialist leaders, which are marshalled to ‘prove’ that these opinions were translated
into a policy of genocide.
When Dr Faurisson published his first major article on the ‘Holocaust’ in Le Monde in
1978 he was teaching at the University of Lyon. As a result he was subjected to many
demonstrations and ‘punched many times’. He had ‘many, many lawsuits’ against him,
and ‘many trials’.[16] His teaching career was ‘permanently ended’ in 1979.[17] It
would be superfluous to further relate Dr Faurisson’s predicament since applying his
expertise to the subject of the Holocaust. The record is easy enough to find.
My interest in this regard is not the veracity of Dr Faurisson’s contentions. They might
be totally erroneous. I frankly do not know, as the ‘Holocaust’ has only ever been of
marginal interest to me. My concern is that such questions are as legitimate as any other
form of historical revisionism, and that Dr Faurisson and countless other scholars,
should no more be subjected to outright persecution for their research than Prof. Douglas
or any other researcher pursuing a revisionist study on any subject.
What is of particular relevance in regard to the question of ‘relativism’ in scholarship is
that Prof. Douglas is pursuing an important aspect of World War II revisionism. His
latest book Orderly and Humane: The Expulsion of the Germans after the Second World
War,[18] is intended to show that the mass expulsions of ethnic German populations
from central and southern Europe after World War II was anything but ‘orderly and
humane’. This historical revisionism, so far from being suppressed or driven to the
fringes of underground publishing, is being published by Yale University Press. The
advertising blurb from Yale University Press states of the book:
Immediately after the Second World War, the victorious Allies authorized
and helped to carry out the forced relocation of German speakers from their
homes across central and southern Europe to Germany. The numbers were
almost unimaginable—between 12,000,000 and 14,000,000 civilians, most
of them women and children—and the losses horrifying—at least 500,000
people, and perhaps many more, died while detained in former
concentration camps, while locked in trains en route, or after arriving in
Germany exhausted, malnourished, and homeless. This book is the first in
any language to tell the full story of this immense man-made catastrophe.
Based mainly on archival records of the countries that carried out the forced
migrations and of the international humanitarian organizations that tried but
failed to prevent the disastrous results, Orderly and Humane: The Expulsion
of the Germans after the Second World War is an authoritative and objective
account. It examines an aspect of European history that few have wished to
confront, exploring how the expulsions were conceived, planned, and
executed and how their legacy reverberates throughout central Europe

today. The book is an important study of the largest recorded episode of
what we now call ‘ethnic cleansing,’ and it may also be the most significant
untold story of the Second World War.[19]
Douglas’s book Orderly and Humane is not due for release until May 2012, and it is
therefore too early to see what type of reception it will receive. What stands out from the
Yale University Press blurb for the book is that Douglas appears to be undertaking one
of the cardinal sins of ‘Holocaust revisions’ and their fellow-travellers: ‘relativising the
Holocaust’. The question might be one of Douglas being too secure in his position for
the Holocaust lobbyists and professional Jewish organizations to wish to confront. While
Douglas does not seem to be Jewish, certainly being Jewish has not saved others from
opprobrium when dealing with subjects that are regarded as related to ‘Holocaust
revisionism’, namely John Sack for An Eye for an Eye, dealing with Jewish-run
concentration camps in Poland after World War II and the treatment there of German
prisoners by Jewish personnel; and The Holocaust Industry: Reflections on the
Exploitation of Jewish Suffering, by Prof. Norman Finkelstein.[20]
Will Douglas escape condemnation, when even Jewish Leftists such as Sack and
Finkelstein have not, for his having, no doubt inadvertently, ‘relativised the
Holocaust’?[21] Orderly and Humane is unlikely to directly challenge Zionism and
Israel, unlike the late (d. 2004) Sack’s An Eye for an Eye[22] which directs attention to
the role played by Jews in the NKVD and concentration camps, thereby casting doubt on
the Jewish status as history’s most martyred; while Finkelstein’s Holocaust Industry
focuses directly on how Jews individually and collectively have profited from the
‘Holocaust’. Another problem for Sack, acknowledged as a ‘founder of literary
journalism’,[23] is that his book exposes the role of Israel in protecting these Jewish
murderers under the ‘Law of Return’ and refusing to extradite them to face trial, while,
as is well known, Organised Jewry and Israel have been relentless in pursuing alleged
‘war criminals’. Sack’s exposé of Jewish culpability in post-war atrocities brought
allegations against him from Deborah Lipstadt that he was a ‘worse than a Holocaust
denier’, Lipstadt’s claim to academic fame being that she seems to have coined the
widely used but – from a scholarly viewpoint – useless, terms ‘Holocaust denial’ and
‘Holocaust denier’,[24] the present-day equivalents to ‘Witch’ or ‘Heretic’.[25] Hence,
Sack had the following exchange with Lipstadt , where it is apparent that she was
referring to what she calls ‘relativising the Holocaust’:
On the Charlie Rose Show I was called an ‘anti-Semite’ and a ‘neo-Nazi’ by
Deborah Lipstadt. I called her up after that and reminded her that I’d read
her book, and I sent her a nice note about it and told her what I was trying to
do in my book, and I said ‘How could you have said that about me?’ She
said ‘You are worse than a “Holocaust denier,”’ and I said ‘Deborah, I’m
worse than a ‘Holocaust denier?’ and she said ‘You are worse than a
“Holocaust denier”’. I said ‘Could you explain why?,’ and she said ‘No. I
have a faculty meeting,’ and that’s the last I talked to her. It doesn’t scare
me. It doesn’t hurt me. It amuses me.[26]
It is heartening that John Sack was by then in a situation where he could afford to be
‘amused’. Others have sustained considerable injury in challenging some aspect of
history that has affronted the Holocaust Lobby and/or Zionism.

‘Relativising the Holocaust’
It remains to be seen whether the Holocaust Lobbyists will harass Prof. Douglas for
‘relativism’ in regard to Orderly and Humane. It is more likely that such a reaction
would be seen as counter-productive and the book best ignored. However, the fact

remains that Orderly and Humane, albeit of necessity at the moment judged only by the
Yale University Press description, is an example of ‘Holocaust relativism’. As
mentioned, Lipstadt gives much attention to this ‘relativism’ in Denying the Holocaust,
and opines that it is the logical strategic direction for ‘Holocaust deniers’, with Chapter
11 being devoted to the subject. Lipstadt castigates socialist historian Dr Harry Elmer
Barnes, for example, for ‘relativising the Holocaust’, and the issue of German atrocities
in general, by claiming that they were no worse than Allied atrocities; indeed, less
so.[27] Concerned that this ‘relativism’ undermines Germany’s guilt complex and its
‘moral obligation to welcome all those who seek refuge’, she condemns German
historian Ernst Nolte as coming ‘dangerously close to validating the deniers’ in his work
The European Civil War 1917-1945, because he states that ‘more “Aryans” than Jews
were killed at Auschwitz’.[28] Lipstadt explains:
These historians are not crypto-deniers, but the results of their work are the
same: the blurring of boundaries between fact and fiction and between
persecuted and persecutor. Ultimately the relativists contribute to the
fostering of what I call the ‘yes, but’ syndrome. … Yes, there was a
Holocaust, but it was essentially no different than an array of other
conflagrations in which innocents were massacred.
Relativism, however convoluted, sounds far more legitimate than outright
denial… In the future, deniers may adopt and adapt a form of relativism as
they attempt to move from well outside the parameters of rational discourse
to the fringes of historical legitimacy.[29]
Hence, Lipstadt finds it essential to deny even the existence of certain well-documented
Allied atrocities, and to repudiate any suggestion that America’s role in Vietnam or the
activities of Pol Pot are the moral equivalents to the killing of Jews. All other atrocities
are relatively insignificant because it was only Jews who were killed as Jews. One might
then ask whether the real bone of contention is that more value is put on the life of a Jew
than a Gentile, a question that often occurs in regard to Israel’s actions against
Palestinians, and one that was broached by another Jewish heretic, Dr Israel Shahak.[30]
Therefore Lipstadt considers it unacceptable that historians such as Nolte have
‘relativised’ the ‘Holocaust’ by comparing it to ‘a variety of twentieth–century outages,
including the Armenian massacres that began in 1915, Stalin’s gulags, US policies in
Vietnam, the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, and the Pol Pot atrocities in the former
Kampuchea. According to them the Holocaust was simply one among many evils’. [31]
Lipstadt objects that these relativists are ‘obscuring crucial contrasts between Stalinism
and Nazism’, because the terror allegedly perpetrated by Stalin, and others, was
‘arbitrary, whereas that of the Nazis ‘targeted a particular group’.[32]
Lipstadt’s denial in regard to group persecution other than that involving Jews is of
course nonsense: Stalin targeted the kulaks as a class, and many other groups for
centuries have been targeted for class, religious and ethnic reasons, such as the 40,000
Cossacks who were repatriated from Austria back to the USSR and to death with the
connivance of the Allies after the war. Since the deportees included women and children,
and therefore non-combatants, the Cossacks were presumably being deported as an
ethnic group. [33] Hence, in making the ‘Holocaust’ a unique experience in history,
Lipstadt’s methodology seems to include simply denying the existence of any nonJewish genocidal experience—itself a denial of surpassing scope and depth. For
example, the genocidal character of the Morgenthau Plan for the starvation of the
German population, she claims, ‘was never put into effect’.[34] ‘Furthermore’, she
states, ‘there was no starvation program in Germany, and the rations Germans received
far surpassed anything concentration camp inmates were ever given by the Nazis’.[35]
James Bacque, who would certainly be regarded as a ‘Holocaust relativist, documents a

different view.[36]
Which returns us to the problem of Prof. Douglas’s forthcoming book on the mass
deportation of ethnic Germans in the aftermath of World War II. There are, as described
by Yale University Press, salient features of Douglas’s book that make it a seminal work
on ‘Holocaust relativity’:
1. The numbers involved are higher than those of dislocated Jews in Europe during
World War II: 12,000,000 to 14,000,000.
2. Most were women and children, deported after the conclusion of hostilities, and
cannot therefore be regarded as ‘enemy aliens’, such as the Jews in Reich
Territory during World War II or German, Italian and Japanese civilians in Allied
states during that war.
3. At least 500,000 died en route.
4. The deportation of the ethnic Germans is described as: ‘the largest recorded
episode of what we now call “ethnic cleansing”’.
5. The book is said to describe perhaps ‘the most significant untold story of the
Second World War’.
These factors tick all the boxes in regard to the scholarly heresy termed ‘Holocaust
relativism’. Will Prof. Douglas be subjected to the same persecution that has been meted
out to others, for being, like John Sack, ‘worse than a holocaust denier’? Prof. Douglas
remains oblivious to the possibility. I put to him the following:
…I assume then, you would not regard your forthcoming book on the
expulsion of ethnic Germans from central Europe as ‘relativising the
Holocaust’, which is the contention of Dr Lipstadt on such subjects? I note
that the Yale University Press description of your book states that the
expulsions were the worst examples of ‘ethnic cleansing’, which would
certainly qualify for Dr Lipstadt’s term.[37]
Prof. Douglas, already probably put on guard from my prior questions as to whether his
repudiation of the allegations against Churchill also apply in principle to allegations
relative to the ‘Holocaust’,[38] commented simply: ‘Indeed I would not, for reasons that
are set forth in the book itself’.[39] Yet, whatever the rationalisations Prof. Douglas has
used to try and dodge the question of ‘relativising the Holocaust’, any suggestion that
there was a large-scale ‘ethnic cleansing’ of any people other than Jews, let alone being
described by Yale University Press as the ‘largest recorded’ in history, is going to mark
Prof. Douglas down as a ‘Holocaust relativist’ and like John Sack, ‘worse than a
Holocaust denier’. A frank opinion was not forthcoming from Prof. Lipstadt when I
asked her opinion of the forthcoming Douglas book:
Dear Dr Lipstadt
Could I direct your attention to an advertising blurb from Yale Uni. Press
for a forthcoming book by Dr R M Douglas: Orderly and Humane: The
Expulsion of the Germans after the Second World War ?
Yale Uni. Press describes the book as dealing with , ‘the largest recorded
episode of what we now call “ethnic cleansing”, and it may also be the most
significant untold story of the Second World War’.
In the meantime, the thorny question of the alleged Turkish genocide against Armenians
has again been raised. Raffi K. Hovannisian, first Armenian Minister of Foreign Affairs,
has raised the matter in an article published by Foreign Policy Journal. He writes that,
‘On February 28, the Constitutional Council of the French Republic struck down a bill,
previously enacted by its legislature, that would have made it a crime to deny the

Armenian Genocide’.[41] While supporters of freedom of historical enquiry will,
frankly, be supportive of the decision by the Constitutional Council for having refrained
from a further curtailing of freedom of opinion, the double-standards cannot go
unnoticed in regard to France’s draconian laws prohibiting any questioning of Holocaust
dogma. It seems clear that the Armenian attempt to get such a law passed would have
been inspired by France’s criminalization of ‘Holocaust revisionism’. Certainly, what
Hovannisian writes can only be described as the worst form of Lipstadtian ‘Holocaust
relativisation’:
What befell the Armenian nation in 1915 was more than genocide, more
than holocaust. It was not only the premeditated taking of human lives. It
was the collective murder of a nation, a culture, a civilization, and a timehonored way of life…. The Armenian Genocide was the Young Turk
regime’s comprehensive and violent dispossession, unprecedented in its evil
and effect, of the Armenian nation.[42] [Emphases added].
As referred to above, Lipstatdt vehemently condemns those who have the chutzpah or
the naiveté to suggest that any event in history is even comparable to ‘The Holocaust’.
She refers specifically to the alleged Armenian genocide as one such example. She states
that ‘it was not part of a process of total annihilation of an entire people’,[43] while
Hovannisian asserts, to the contrary, that it was ‘more than genocide, more than
holocaust’. If Mr Hovannisian is not in hot water for such heretical views then the AntiDefamation League, The Wiesenthal Center, and the rest of the multitudinous
Judaeocentric gaggle throughout the world, are off their game.
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Hitler's Austria 1938-1945: Popular Sentiment in
the Nazi Era
by Ezra Macvie

By Evan Burr Bukey, University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, N. C., 2000, 320
pp.
In 1938, if you were an Austrian over forty, you, or your brothers, husband, sons, had
fought on the losing side of the Great War, and seen the former Austro-Hungarian
empire cut up after the war into a dozen or more sovereign pieces, leaving a tiny rump
state behind made up of the former Imperial capital Vienna and neighboring Alpine
regions encompassing a few nearby towns a fraction of the capital’s size. The fate of
Hungary was quite similar, while the fate of co-lingual Germany to the north was far less
drastic, leaving a Germanic “big brother” that retained a good deal of its previous
potentialities among nations. If you were under forty, your parents and grandparents had
witnessed these events, and they, along with your teachers, bosses, and mentors, had
ineluctably conveyed to you a visceral awareness of these changes they had experienced.
You had undergone the straitening effects of the blockade by the victorious Allies that
extended beyond the War well into 1919 and particularly if you lived, as most Austrians
did, in Vienna, you noted the great influx of refugees—Jews dominant among them—
from areas to the east that had suddenly been stripped of the protections of minorities
enforced from the defunct Imperial court in the capital. You may even have seen them as
aggravating the privations you were already experiencing before their arrival, that
extended after the War even, as you might have supposed, to the present year of 1938. If
you paid attention to such matters, you were even aware that the terms imposed by the
Allies upon both Germany and Austria for relief from the wartime strictures that the
Allies had maintained long past the armistice included the prohibition of a union of
Austria with its big Germanic brother to the north.

Adolf Hitler in Vienna with Arthur Seyß-Inquart, 1938.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 119-5243 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
But then, in 1933, you likely had noticed the ascent to power in the government of
Germany of a native son of Austria, one Adolf Hitler, born just this side of the border in
Braunau am Inn, to parents quite as Austrian as the others who inhabited the tiny
remnant of the former Hapsburg hegemony. This Hitler was not only Austrian, having
spent major portions of his youth in Linz and Vienna, but his National Socialist
Workers’ Party even set about very openly repressing the Jewish minority in Germany,
which was far less obtrusive there than it was in Vienna and thus, in all the national
affairs of Austria. Hitler’s party, in fact, had its Austrian cousin, and along with union
with “the rest” of Germania, this party advocated—occasionally brutally—repression of
Those Jews who had attained such prominence in both the affairs, professions, and even
the neighborhoods of Vienna. And these Fascists, of course, constituted by far the most-

powerful resistance to a scourge that appeared to draw its own potency from among
those very Jews, communism.
This, in compressed form, is the setting from which Evan Burr Bukey explores the
Anschluss, the incorporation of Austria into the Third Reich, that Hitler effected in May
1938 by ordering the German Army to march across its border with Austria to face
cheering throngs throwing flowers and kisses in their path. He continues his analysis
from the antecedents of this event all the way to the end of the Second War, to the point
at which Austria, in common with Germany, was invaded and conquered from both east
and west by the onrushing Allies. His study is nuanced, imbued with what seems a
profound understanding of the contexts experienced by the many actors in the drama,
and on every point, scrupulously detached in a way that exemplifies the very highest
ideals of academic inquiry.
Testimony to his rigor might be inferred (or, might be doubted) from the fact that this
book proudly bears on its back cover the inscription, “Winner of the 2000 National
Jewish Book Award, Holocaust Category, Jewish Book Council.” Close reading of its
content, however, powerfully yields the conclusion that Bukey has portrayed the vast
and complex waves of emotion and reaction that swept across the populace of Austria
from 1938 to 1945 in as fair, yet informative, a manner as can be imagined in these times
that are still so charged with emotion and outright connivance regarding what was said,
thought, and done—and by whom, and to whom—in those times and places.
Bukey’s task was made harder—inestimably harder—not only by the detritus of wartime
propaganda that still today grossly distorts the public’s understanding and feelings
regarding the actors in the story, but by the stupendous destruction of both witnesses and
records that the events encompassed and by the various forms of repression subsequently
visited and maintained on those who had survived the events. Accordingly, the author’s
sources tend in the main not to be eyewitnesses, neither named nor anonymous, but
rather, reports filed and remaining intact to the present from officials both visible and
covert whose job it was to monitor public feeling in Austria and convey information
about it to government headquarters, chiefly in Berlin. While this approach could be
seen as limiting the scope of discovery in certain ineffable ways, it can at the same time
be seen as capturing an objectivity at least on the present scholar’s part that would seem
hard to match via any other possible approach.
The result, while virtually irreproachable from an evidential standpoint, is anything but
dry—rather, it is credible. The author’s insights, while measured and subtle, imbue the
result with a momentum and urgency that approach those of a rousing mystery novel, for
all that every reader already knows how the story ends. Exactly how, by what path, the
Austrian people got to the end is the compelling thrust of the account.
That path, of course, was different for every Austrian, and while Bukey does not, as
more-popular authors sometimes do, trace the entire arc of experience for any individual
real or imagined, he nonetheless provides a “branching” of viewpoints that always exists
among populations as variegated as that of 1930s Austria was. He identifies and
describes factions, interests, and perspectives as they must have existed among the
various communities constituted by the people who inhabited the territory of Austria in
the period in question, even to the extent of including prisoners of war, concentrationcamp inmates, and German refugees in Austria from the Allied bombing campaigns that
affected particularly western Germany so much more than Austria during the course of
the war.
He arrives at certain conclusions, which seem to arise not so much from the author’s
special understandings as from the content itself, and these number two.

First, the modal animosity of Austrians against Jews was greater, even, than that found
or aroused among the people of Germany of the time. Reasons for this arise from the
material itself; Bukey finds little need to explore the question explicitly.
Second, while the Austrians’ devotion to the National Socialist Party waxed and waned
during the period in question along with their sanguinity regarding Germany’s quest for
Lebensraum at the time, the faith most Austrians put in their native son in Berlin seems
to have held steady in a way conspicuously at variance with their other inclinations.
Reasons for this would seem ineluctable—sheer desperation comes to the fore, at least in
this reader’s mind. Hitler’s mystique seems to have had more power in Austria even than
it had in the country whose government he gained control of in 1933.
This book may be the definitive study of the Führer’s reception in the country where his
birthplace happened to be. For anyone interested in that subject, this book is not only
indispensable, but it may even be exhaustive.

John Demjanjuk: The Man More Sinned Against
by Nigel Jackson

I am a man more sinned against than sinning!" (King Lear in Shakespeare's King Lear)
John Demjanjuk is dead. The Age, Melbourne’s more intellectual daily newspaper,
reported this on 19th March under the prejudicial and ambiguous heading ‘Nazi camp
guard dead.’ Quoting the Washington Post, the newspaper referred to Demjanjuk as ‘the
target of a decades-long international effort to prove that he participated in genocide as a
guard at Nazi prison camps’. The report summarised the legal history of cases against
him and noted that he was finally charged in Germany ‘with 27, 900 counts of being an
accessory to murder as a prison guard at Sobibor’, one of the alleged Nazi ‘death
camps’. In May 2011 Demjanjuk was found guilty and sentenced to five years in prison.
There is no suggestion in this report by The Age that anything was amiss in the treatment
of this man by the USA, Israel or Germany, although it is noted that he maintained ‘that
war-crime accusations against him were a matter of mistaken identity.’
The purpose of this essay in memorial to Demjanjuk is to suggest that there was indeed
much amiss in the treatment meted out to him - as indeed there has been in the reporting
of his cases and life history by Melbourne newspapers - and to indicate the significance
of the whole story to world politics and to the Australian political order.

II
Immediately on 19th March I emailed the following letter to the letters editor of The
Age:
The death of John Demjanjuk (‘Nazi camp guard dead’, 19 Mar) brings to a
close one of the most repulsive and inhumane persecutions of a human
being in European history. Yoram Sheftel, Demjanjuk’s Jewish lawyer,
provided in his 1995 book Show Trial a thorough exposure of the massive
corruption involved in the staging of the first Israeli trial of Demjanjuk,
whose verdict had to be overturned in the appeal trial because of irrefutable
evidence found after the collapse of the Berlin Wall.
There is plenty of evidence, too, that corruption was involved in the further
campaign against Demjanjuk, which resulted in his cruel deportation to
Germany in his late eighties. As for the charges on which he was then
found guilty, they are thoroughly preposterous. Moreover, revisionist
historians have mounted a strong case that Sobibor was not, in fact, a death
camp at all, but a transit camp. The continuing persecution of these
historians in more than a dozen countries merely adds to the conviction that
there is something very rotten indeed in contemporary Western European
political orders.
This letter was not published and so I appealed to the letters editor next day, giving these
reasons:
There is a strong body of opinion that John Demjanjuk was treated most
unjustly in America, in Israel and in Germany. It includes eminent and

thoughtful persons such as Patrick Buchanan, a former candidate for the
American presidency. Even The Daily Telegraph in the UK in its obituary
has written: ‘In 2011, doubt was cast on the very identity card that had
seemed so damning, with FBI analysis appearing to show it might have
been tampered with.’
It is notable that, in contrast to their coverage during the Israeli trials,
coverage of the Demjanjuk story throughout the second campaign against
him including the German trial that this led to by major Australian media,
The Age included, has been deplorably one-sided. I do not think that The
Age published one pro-Demjanjuk letter throughout that whole period. Now
that the man is dead, please at least let his defenders have some say!
The letters editors remained unmoved by this appeal and next day there was nothing
published sympathetic to Demjanjuk.
Even more depressing than this has been the response of our national newspaper, The
Australian. Neither on the 19th nor the 20th of March did it publish any news about
Demjanjuk’s death. Thus, on the 20th I emailed to its letters editor a letter very similar to
that sent to The Age. It included the information about the statement by The Daily
Telegraph and identified the identity card as having been issued by the Trawniki training
camp.
This letter did not appear on the 21st and so I emailed an appeal to the letters editor,
giving my reasons as follows:
After the first Israeli trial of John Demjanjuk, The Australian expressed
triumphant joy in a spread that ran to several full pages. Even then it was
possible to see that justice had not been done and The Australian published
a letter of mine pointing this out. We now know, thanks to Sheftel and
others, that there was massive corruption in both the USA and Israel that
led to that verdict.
It seems extraordinary that, now that Demjanjuk has just died, The
Australian has made no reference at all to that death or the man’s life.
It is also odd that major print media in Australia, including The Australian,
have treated the second campaign against Demjanjuk, which resulted in his
deportation to Germany and the trial there, as a relatively minor news story
and have virtually silenced debate on the rightness or otherwise of the
treatment of him. Quite a number of influential and informed persons,
including former USA presidential candidate Pat Buchanan, have expressed
grave reservations about the integrity of proceedings against Demjanjuk. I
think I am correct in saying that, since the second campaign against him was
first publicised in Australia, The Australian has not published a single proDemjanjuk letter.
Isn’t it therefore time to allow this side of the controversy some coverage,
especially as it bears on the case of Australian citizen Charles Zentai, whose
case is still in progress?
(Certain Jewish bodies have been agitating for years to have Australia deport Zentai,
now in his late eighties, to face ‘justice’ (really a show trial) in Hungary over his alleged
killing of a Jewish youth during World War Two.) The letters editor of The Australian
remained unmoved by my appeal; and the newspaper continued to remain silent about
Demjanjuk’s death.

III
Yoram Sheftel’s book Show Trial, first published in Israel in Hebrew in 1993, establishes
clearly that there was serious corruption in the USA to get Demjanjuk deported to Israel
to stand trial, that Israeli authorities flouted true justice by deliberately turning the first
trial into the theatre of a show trial, and that there was unacceptable bias against
Demjanjuk in the way in which that trial, leading to a death sentence, was conducted.

John Demjanjuk hearing his death sentence. Demjanjuk Trial Jerusalem, 25 April 1988.
USHMM Photograph #65266, courtesy of Israel Government Press Office [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
That it was possible to know wrongdoing was occurring before Sheftel’s book was
published is proved by the full text of the first letter I sent The Australian on 2nd May
1988 and which was not accepted for publication (the one that finally appeared was
much, much shorter). Here is that text.
In your Weekend Australian for April 30-May 1 you employ nearly 5,000
words apparently in order to convince your readers that Ukrainian Christian
John Demjanjuk has received justice in Israel and that the current drive to
pursue up to 600 suspected “Nazi war criminals” in Australia is a splendid
jihad. [Several trials were eventually held, but resulted in no successful
prosecutions; hence the intense eagerness in some quarters to at last get
Australia ‘on the hook’ by having Zentai sent to Hungary.]
‘With luck, it seems, we may even find some bigger fish than the one Israel
has just hooked; and there may be a gladiatorial “trial” of even more superb
dimensions in the Land of the Yellow and Green [Australia] (or is it the
Red, the Yellow and the Black?)! [The colours of the “Aboriginal flag”]
May I employ somewhat fewer words to suggest to you and your readers
that John Demjanjuk may well have suffered immense injustice in Israel
(making comparisons with the Dreyfus affair thoroughly apt) and that
Australia’s “leadership” in pursuing the New Inquisition is something of
which we should all feel deeply ashamed?
Your page 18 news report (“Cocky Ivan’s world collapses”) uses a
pejorative word to encourage hostility in the reader towards Demjanjuk; and
this is particularly mean-spirited in view of the fact that, whether justly or
not, this man is facing a sentence of death and is thus entitled to the

traditional courtesies.
We soon find from the first five paragraphs that Demjanjuk is alleged to be
in much poorer psychological shape after being sentenced than when he
arrived in Israel in February 1986 – the implication being, presumably, that
the scoundrel’s bravado has received an excellent punch in the guts after his
just denunciation. But this report depends only on unnamed “prison guards”
and an unnamed “eyewitness” and may well be a propaganda fabrication.
A fatal anonymity continues. We are told that “according to legal experts”
Demjanjuk “has little to hope for” from his appeal; but the only such expert
actually named is a “specialist in criminal law at Harvard, Professor Alan
Dershowitz, who has followed the case closely.” Frankly, I suspect that this
academic is a Jew and not a disinterested and impartial observer. [He is.] It
is noteworthy that The Australian has not told its readers that the author of
its 3,800-word “summary” of the trial, Gitta Sereny, is Jewish.
The “legal experts” (we are informed by “Douglas Davis in Jerusalem”)
claim that Demjanjuk’s defence is based on “a series of implausible
contentions.” I shall list three of these and comment on them.
(1) “That a succession of Treblinka survivors and a former SS guard
inaccurately identified him as Ivan the Terrible.” But there were just such a
series of proven inaccurate “identifications” in the trial of Frank Walus!
(2) “That the Soviet authorities conspired to forge an identity document
which placed him in the Trawniki camp, where Red Army deserters were
trained to be guards at SS death camps.” But, as Chapman Pincher showed
in The Secret Offensive (UK, 1985), the Soviet Union are past masters at
such forgeries and have a whole political arm devoted to disinformation.
It must be noted that Count Nikolai Tolstoy, who testified on Demjanjuk’s
behalf for three days in Israel, told a Melbourne audience on March 4 that
not only he but all the other experts consulted were confident that the card is
a forgery, and he made it utterly clear that he had no confidence in the
Israeli court’s turning aside of such evidence and that he could not imagine
such a position being taken in a British or Australian court.
Count Tolstoy was emphatic and unqualified in his view that Demjanjuk
was not receiving justice in Israel.
Gitta Sereny does admit in her article that the defence have a good case that
the card is a forgery: “there is (very curious for an ID) no date either of
issue or validity. Strange too, that Demjanjuk’s two postings are written by
hand so that the bearer could have written in and transferred himself
anywhere he wished.
“The most important witness brought, Dr Julius Grant, one of Britain’s most
distinguished forensic scientists, considered Demjanjuk’s signature, in
Cyrillic writing, ‘unlikely’ to be genuine.”
And she admits that “The prosecution case hangs on a less-than-satisfactory
card plus photo-identifications that many people feel were carried out with
less than impeccable proceedings.”
Yet she does not question the judge’s statement: “The court accepted the

contention of two prosecution witnesses – a German police expert and an
Israeli academic – who testified that the document was authentic, rather than
the defence witnesses, whose expertise in the field had been undermined
during cross-examination.”
A first-class and disinterested journalist would surely have felt obliged in a
3,800-word article to either show the tenable grounds for the judge’s
decision or to oppose it.
(3) “That he was at the Chelm prisoner-of-war camp when he was alleged to
have been at Treblinka – a claim that was proved to be historically
impossible.” But was it proved to be historically impossible? There are
many relevant aspects of World War II history which remain extremely
controversial and which will continue to do so until the research of the
“revisionist historians” is clearly rebutted in an academic manner (if it can
be). The enormous efforts made to defame these historians and to suppress
their writings only makes one more suspicious that some of them must have
exposed at least something that is true and iconoclastic.
Furthermore, the references in Gitta Sereny’s article to the Chelm issue do
not in fact add up to a harmonious and fully articulate story. Her report of
Judge Dorner’s interrogation of Demjanjuk concerning his “forgetting” of
his time at Chelm “when the Americans had been interrogating him about
his early life” may well be correct; but it is impossible to fit this American
interrogation into her earlier account of how Demjanjuk changed his
testimony.
As one reads Ms Sereny’s article, all sorts of questions and problems arise.
Firstly, there is the positive evidence in Demjanjuk’s favour. “Three other
survivors of the upper camp (at Treblinka) – two in Israel and one in
Australia – did not see a resemblance.” Ms Sereny has already admitted that
“The documentary record is scanty; our knowledge of it depends, in the
final analysis, on human memory.” Is it justice to execute Demjanjuk 43
years after the war on the basis of “human memory”?
Bishop Scharba (from Demjanjuk’s church, St Vladimir’s) has stated: “I
cannot bring together the man I know and the man he is accused of being.”
Ms Sereny was very ready to proffer the opinion of an Israeli psychologist
(Dan Bar-On): “If he is really innocent, though, then however often he has
heard these accusations, he would have to show anger.”
Why? Psychologists, like historians, often have differing opinions. Reports
of Demjanjuk’s trial have at times indicated that he showed anger. And Ms
Sereny produces no psychologist to explain the discrepancy noted by
Bishop Scharba.
Instead, she rather deftly uses innuendo to suggest that Bishop Scharba is
uneasy at defending Demjanjuk (“Bishop Scharba very soon veers away
from Demjanjuk to talk about ‘the Ukrainians’ general sense of group
victimisation.’”)
Similar innuendo is used to seek to discredit Demjanjuk’s supporter Jerome
Brentar, who is made to sound like a dedicated helper of fleeing Nazi
monsters (Eichmann’s name is tenuously linked to him on a “guilt by
association” ploy). Yet we are told that Brentar succeeded in “getting

statements from three Polish villagers near Treblinka that Demjanjuk’s
photograph in no way resembled the Ivan they had known: a giant
approaching his 40’s with greying hair” and that “He then visited Kurt
Franz, Treblinka’s deputy commandant… and acquired an affidavit with an
identical description.”
Ms Sereny never uses innuendo to discredit any Jews or Israelis.
Moreover, she gives no reason why the evidence of Franz was not accepted
by the judges, while they did fulsomely accept the testimony hostile to
Demjanjuk, of Otto Horn. The way Ms Sereny writes about Horn should
also be noted: “a 77 year-old (in 1981) German SS sergeant who had been
in charge of burning the bodies at Treblinka. He had been acquitted at the
1965 Treblinka trial in Dusseldorf, had turned State’s evidence and was
described by the survivors as ‘inoffensive’. His identification of Demjanjuk
as Ivan was important: he had no axe to grind.”
But did he have no axe to grind? From one point of view, Horn may be seen
as a turncoat. What were his motives for turning State’s evidence? Is it
possible that he was subject to blackmail or bribery? Is it possible that he
has a position to maintain? We cannot lightly accept the Israeli judges’
assertion about Horn: “(He) had already served a prison sentence for his
wartime activities… and had no personal motive for implicating
Demjanjuk.”
Another most unsatisfactory element in Ms Sereny’s account concerns her
handling of the evidence of Pinhas Epstein (that on arrival at Israel
Demjanjuk clearly walked like “Ivan the Terrible”): “It was one of those
moments when one’s doubts dissolve: this was no horror story, no prepared
scenario by a professional witness. He could not have known this question
would be asked… the memory of how a man walked, a characteristic that
does not change with age.”
My doubts did not dissolve at all. The question asked by the defence was an
obvious one, which any eyewitness could have easily anticipated being
asked (“When you saw John Demjanjuk get off the plane, did that man fit
the memory you couldn’t forget?”). And is it true that a man’s walk does not
change after 40 or so years? My podiatrist has just been explaining to me
how damage to the feet can throw out knees, hips and spine, as one ages.
Ms Sereny also tells us: ‘Historians called by the prosecution said it was
impossible (that Demjanjuk was at Chelm as long as he claimed): no
prisoner stayed there for 18 months.” But the fatal anonymity intrudes
again. Who were these historians? Count Nikolai Tolstoy, in his Melbourne
address on March 4, specifically stated that the prosecution had been able to
present no world class historian to support their case and had had to “bring
in a few nonentities.” He said that he did not believe that the world class
historians would have lent themselves to the sort of proceedings being
carried out against Demjanjuk. Count Tolstoy is a successful professional
historian with a world reputation.
It is not surprising to read, then, that “The last week of the trial has
produced the angriest confrontation between judges and defence. Defence
lawyer Paul Chumak… warned the judges to be ‘careful’ – Israeli justice ‘is
on trial’.” Indeed, it is. The truth is, however, that Israel has never had the
slightest right to try this Ukrainian Christian on the basis of retrospective

and ex post facto legislation.
The judges asserted: “We are satisfied that we have remained objective.
This has not been a show trial or another Dreyfus case, as the defence has
suggested.” But they cannot claim to pass judgement on themselves.
Impartial and competent students of their proceedings will in due course do
that.
And this brings us to the extraordinary front page article which The
Australian has gleefully headed: “How we lead hunt for the next Ivan.”
The Simon Wiesenthal Centre, the group that vociferously maintained that
Frank Walus was someone he was not, is described, in good sporting
terminology, as “the world’s top Nazi-hunting group.”
We learn that the centre is “promoting Australia as a leader in the
‘revolution’ that in two years has swept the West from apathy to action in
the pursuit of untried war criminals from the Holocaust.” Rather, the whole
international charade has been organised behind the scenes, no doubt with
enormous financial and psychological pressure on governments, politicians
and the media, and has imposed one community’s war psychosis on nations.
Your report includes the choice advice: “The apparent success of direct
approaches by Australia to Eastern bloc countries, including the Soviet
Union, for access to information and witnesses has enhanced other
countries’ prospects of doing the same.” What a poisonously clever way of
using the word “enhanced” (which smacks of virtue and beauty)! Translated
(for I write in the tradition of Orwell) this sentence means that we have been
bootlicking tyrants so successfully that others will not sustain as much
damage to their tongues as might have been expected.
So much for the coverage by The Australian of these events which are so
threatening to our traditional freedoms and to the cause of Truth. But I have
more to add.
I accuse.
I accuse the State of Israel of engaging in monstrous injustice, as already
indicated, and call upon it to surrender my fellow-Christian to his family.
I accuse the Christian leaders and peoples of the West, including those in
Australia, of disgraceful apathy and craven turpitude in allowing this
wickedness to occur without the most energetic and articulate resistance.
I accuse the Jewish people, in Australia and overseas, of complicity in the
actions of their misguided leaders; for there has been almost no Jewish
criticism of their deeds.
I accuse the United States of America for yielding one of its citizens to a
kangaroo court on the basis of deportation proceedings without due process.
I accuse The Australian of encouraging a New Inquisition and Witch Hunt
when it is the responsibility of all decent intellectuals to plead in this
context for an attitude of mercy and forgiveness.
The Australian Senate will later this month have an opportunity to put an

end to Australian participation in this demonic crusade.
Unfortunately the Senate voted to support the passage of the War Crimes Amendment
Bill, which had already been passed in the House of Representatives with bipartisan
support. The Liberal-National Coalition voted against the proposed Bill in the Senate,
but did not have the numbers to win the day. As a result, a small number of ‘Nazi war
crimes trials’ were held in Australia, some aspects of the proceedings being quite
farcical, but leading to no convictions.

IV
A letter from Count Tolstoy was published in the London Daily Telegraph on 12th April
1988. Here is the complete text:
Political considerations have been blatantly permitted to override the rule of
law in the recently concluded case of John Demjanjuk (report, 19th April).
Last autumn I spent three days in the courtroom, testifying as an expert
witness for the defence. There was scarcely an aspect of the court’s
procedure which did not strike at the most vital principles of natural justice.
The lack of a jury and the specious pretext employed to deny the defence
any financial resource are apparently stable Israeli practice about which no
more need be said. The case was regarded as a show trial in every sense of
the word, as was evident by its being conducted in a theatre with continuous
live television coverage.
Judge Levin’s conduct of proceedings represented an appalling travesty of
every principle of equity. He regularly intervened with bitter sarcasm or
crude personal attacks, always at the expense of the accused, his counsel or
witnesses called for the defence. He repeatedly took especial care to forbid
without explanation the hearing of much of the evidence most damning to
the prosecution case.
The intervention of Shamir [the then Israeli leader] and other political
figures in the proceedings would have been unthinkable in any civilised
country, though it may be conceded that the Prime Minister possesses a
closer acquaintance than some with the theory and practice of terrorism.
Specially bussed-in audiences were repeatedly permitted to boo and hiss at
appropriate moments, Judge Levin smilingly calling for order after an
appropriate time-lapse.
Neither defence nor prosecution laboured under any delusions with regard
to the outcome. In conclusion, the overwhelming impression one received
was that no judge or prosecution (in this case virtually indistinguishable)
could possibly have found it necessary to act in the way they did, were they
genuinely convinced of the defendant’s guilt. It can only be hoped, for
Israel’s sake almost as much as Demjanjuk’s, that the Appeal Court does not
display the blind intransigence which (alas) most concerned observers
anticipate.
One distinguished Australian who was alive to the improprieties of the first Israeli trial
of Demjanjuk was B. A. Santamaria, the president of the National Civic Council, an
anti-communist pressure group with a distinctly Catholic atmosphere. In his Point of
View column in the NCC journal News Weekly for 11th May 1988 entitled ‘War crimes

trials… a matter of justice’, he pointed out that, as the Senate was due to debate the
proposed War Crimes Amendment Bill on 17th May, what mattered were ‘the danger
signs which the procedures in the Demjanjuk case signal as to the forthcoming trials of
alleged war criminals in Australia.’
Santamaria noted that Demjanjuk’s conviction ‘was secured in large part by the Court’s
acceptance of the genuineness of an identity card supplied by the Soviet KGB’ and that
it was well known that this organisation had often framed people.
He then quoted a letter by Lord Denning, Master of the Rolls, whom he described as ‘the
most prominent legal member of the House of Lords over the last quarter century’, in the
28th April issue of the Daily Telegraph. This deserves to be reproduced here in full, as it
shows the kind of treatment, well outside the realm of the lawful, to which Demjanjuk
had been subjected by force majeure.
John Demjanjuk,’ wrote Lord Denning, ‘has been tried by the judges of
Israel and sentenced to death.’
I would ask these questions.
First, against what law has he offended?
Not against the law of Israel. The offences were committed in the years
1942-1943 before the State of Israel existed or had any laws of its own. It
was not founded until 1948.
Nor were the offences committed against the laws of Germany or Poland.
They were committed in the concentration camp at Treblinka and were done
by the orders of those in authority in those states.
The only law against which he had offended was the international law in
respect of crimes against humanity. It was defined in the Charter of
Nuremberg: “Murder, extermination, and enslavement, deportation and
other inhuman acts, committed against any civilian population before or
during the war.”
Second, what state had jurisdiction to try such crimes against humanity?
According to international law, a single state after the war might have
jurisdiction to set up its special court to try such crimes committed by
persons in its custody.
The four powers who signed the Charter for Nuremberg acted on this
principle by agreeing to set up the Nuremberg Court to try war criminals
then in custody in Germany.
But I know of no principle by which the State of Israel could set up such a
court to try crimes said to be committed over 40 years earlier in a far off
country by a man not in its custody.
In my opinion it was contrary to international law for the State of Israel to
arrange with the United States for the deportation of Demjanjuk to Israel to
stand trial there; and for the Court of Israel to try him there for a crime
against humanity.
If he was to be tried at all, it should have been by an international court of
justice like the one set up in Nuremberg for he was a war criminal just like

Goering and the rest.
I am afraid too that the trial shows signs of racial and political vengeance.
Whereas at the trial at Nuremberg the prosecution’s case against those
convicted was clear on the documents and undisputed, here there was room
for doubt.
The prosecution’s case was rested on identification by witnesses over 40
years later. But we all know how mistakes are made by the witnesses at
identification parades here. The accused protested his innocence throughout.
The atmosphere at the trial can be seen by the report that there was
“clapping, cheering and dancing” by the packed “audience” when he was
sentenced to death.
When I have sentenced to death, there was a hushed calm and solemn
silence.
(Lord Denning should have referred to Demjanjuk as ‘a person accused of being a war
criminal’ and not as ‘a war criminal’ tout court. His complete confidence in the integrity
of the proceedings at Nuremberg also appears most questionable.)
Santamaria felt that Lord Denning’s arguments made it wrong for Australia to hold
‘Nazi war crimes trials’ of its own. If, despite this, the ALP government led by Robert
Hawke, set such trials up, ‘certain prerequisites were indispensable’.
One of these was that ‘under no circumstances should there be any deportations.’
Santamaria, had he lived long enough to see it, would have opposed the current
campaign to deport Zentai to Hungary. Unfortunately his successors at the NCC think
differently.
Another prerequisite listed by Santamaria was that ‘Soviet, Yugoslav or other similar
evidence should be totally disregarded unless corroborated by independent evidence
clearly beyond Soviet (or similar) control.’ That, too, would stymie the attempt to deport
Zentai, as the case against him rests essentially on proceedings carried out in Hungary
under a communist government in 1948.
Five years later, after Demjanjuk’s acquittal by the Israeli Court of Appeal, Melbourne
Jewish columnist Robert Manne published an important opinion piece in The Age on
29th September 1993 entitled ‘Justice and John Demjanjuk”. A number of his comments
are worth recalling. For instance, reflecting on the first trial, he noted how difficult it had
been for any Israeli court to provide a fair trial and explained: ‘For many Jews in Israel
and abroad, anyone who assisted with the defence of Demjanjuk was a Nazi collaborator
or a traitor. In the course of the trial a Holocaust survivor actually threw acid in the face
of Demjanjuk’s tenacious defence counsel, Yoram Sheftel.’
Manne also commented on a failure of the court visible ‘in the rougher than usual
handling visited upon certain expert witnesses called for the defence’. One of these ‘was
so distressed by her experience in the witness box that, on the evening following it, she
attempted suicide by slitting her wrists.’
Manne rebuked the judges for never admitting ‘what common sense should always have
made clear: that the memories of a face shown in an old photograph of those who had
passed through a hell 40 years earlier, was no basis for sending a man to the gallows.’
He even accused them of deliberate fabrication in that they ‘concocted a story which had
Ivan travelling to Sobibor in early 1943 and back to Treblinka in time for the uprising

there in August.’
Manne especially condemned the role of the Office of Special Investigations (an arm of
the US Department of Justice): ‘If the reputation of the Israeli court has been tarnished
by the Demjanjuk affair, the reputation of the OSI has been shattered. Since Sheftel
uncovered the crucial Soviet depositions that revealed Ivan the Terrible’s identity, it has
been discovered by Demjanjuk’s friends in the US that a considerable amount of this
very evidence had been in the possession of the OSI since the late 1970s! It now seems
clear that the OSI deliberately withheld this evidence from the Israelis… To have
concealed evidence which might have saved Demjanjuk from the gallows and the
Israelis from a major act of injustice is no small matter.’
Manne concluded, alas without prescience, that, while there was a strong possibility that
Demjanjuk had served as an SS guard at Sobibor, ‘since the death of Danilchenko [a
man who had allegedly testified to the KGB that Demjanjuk was at both Trawniki and
Sobibor] and in the absence of other evidence, it is highly unlikely that any civilised
court would find him guilty of such a charge.’
Manne ended his piece with two telling rhetorical questions to which his implied
answers were obviously no and yes: ‘Can these or other failings be avoided in future
Nazi war crimes trials? Is it not time to bring this process to a close?’
That Demjanjuk should never be sent for trial to Israel was well known in some quarters
months before the trial began. For example, Patrick Buchanan, then a speech-writer for
President Reagan, published an article substantiating that position which was
republished in News Weekly on 12th November 1986.
Buchanan attacked the claims of various alleged eyewitnesses, after pointing out that no
less than eleven survivors, as well as Simon Wiesenthal himself, had been wrong in
identifying Chicago’s Frank Walus as the ‘Butcher of Kielce’. ‘For six years,’ Buchanan
commented, ‘Walus’s life was living hell because of the testimony of such eyewitnesses.
Finally, overwhelming proof turned up that all were wrong, that Walus had spent the
entire war in Germany as a farm labourer, that he was too short, too young and of the
wrong nationality (Polish) even to belong to the Gestapo.’
Buchanan summed up his findings in a single devastating sentence: ‘In brief, as many
Treblinka survivors claim “Ivan” was killed in 1943 as say he survived the war, and the
number who do not identify Demjanjuk as “Ivan” far exceeds the number who do.’
As for the identification card placing Ivan Demjanjuk at Trawniki, which the Soviets
conveniently produced in 1980, Buchanan provided the following critique.
An expert who examined the card found that an “umlaut” was missing on a
word on the ID card and that the card used, instead of a separate letter, a
combination of letters not common in German until about 1960.
The former paymaster at Trawniki claims he never saw a card similar to this
one at the camp: “Missing is the date of issue, missing is the place of issue,
missing is the officer’s signature.”
The photograph of Demjanjuk on the card has been tampered with – parts
are blocked out. Demjanjuk – from a blow-up – is wearing a Russian tunic.
The photograph was obviously stapled to some other document before being
placed on the card.

The seals on the card are misaligned – as though separate documents were
placed together.
The card gives Demjanjuk’s height as roughly 5ft 9in – he is actually 6ft
1in.
We have no card; the Soviets have only provided a photostat copy.
We are entitled to ask how the Office of Special Investigations could consider itself in a
position to recommend the deportation of Demjanjuk to Israel. A strong presumption
exists that it was fatally biased in its handling of the whole matter.

V
It is to the great credit of News Weekly that between 1986 and 1994 it reported regularly
on the Demjanjuk case, often providing information that did not appear in the major
newspapers.
It had much to say about the alleged Trawniki training camp ID card with Demjanjuk’s
name on it. On 18th May 1988 it reported Edward Nishnic, son-in-law of Demjanjuk, as
documenting faked Soviet evidence against his father-in-law. ‘He has a copy of an
article from a Soviet magazine which showed an ID card, made out in John Demjanjuk’s
name, but with the photograph of another person on it.’
On 25th May 1988 News Weekly provided an edited transcript of a talk given by Nishnic
in Melbourne the previous week. Nishnic said: ‘Without this document [the ID card],
there is not another document in the world, any record, any form, anything with the
name John Demjanjuk, anywhere. I have here a report from Warsaw from the Ministry
of Justice Main Commission investigating Nazi Crimes in Poland. The top line reads,
“with reference to your letter, the [Commission] wishes to inform you that we do not
have any data concerning Demjanjuk.” They literally had never heard of him. The same
report came back from the Berlin Documents Centre.’
Nishnic pointed out another suspicious matter: ‘Appearing on this identity card which is
the back of this card, it has the wrong man’s picture on it. This picture just so happened
to be the picture next to the alleged picture of Mr Demjanjuk on the Soviet photo
spread.’ He implied that the card had been supplied to a Soviet journalist by the KGB.
Nishnic further pointed out: ‘On the card, which was actually on the original, it said that
this card was translated in the year 1948 after the Red Army had swept these camps…
One thing we couldn’t figure out and brought to the attention of the court – if in fact this
card was translated in 1948, why would they pay his mother a Hero’s Pension until
almost 1960? The card disappeared and later reappeared with a section which as you can
see clearly a blank was put over it before it was copied. We took this to the Soviet
embassy in Washington DC and said this was altered; explain why you took that date
off. Vice-Consul Valery Nkubinov in Washington said, “That’s in the interests of the
Soviet Union, and it’s none of your business.”
On 26th October 1991 News Weekly published a review by Michael Fitzgerald of a book
entitled Ivan the Terrible and sub-titled The Trial of John Demjanjuk by Tom Teicholz,
published by the prestigious firm of Penguin. The book was a Jewish writer’s attempt to
whitewash the findings of the first Israeli trial. Fitzgerald reported and commented on
Teicholz’s tale: ‘The most telling piece of documentary evidence was the so-called
Trawniki card. This was “uncovered” by the relevant KGB department following a
request for information on an “Ivan Demjanjuk at Trawniki”. It was made available to

the prosecution through the good offices of Armand Hammer, a confidant to the Soviet
leadership since the time of Stalin.’ [On 14th August 1993 News Weekly described
Hammer as ‘the disgraced industrialist’.] Fitzgerald noted that the defence had ‘disputed
the card’s details relating to Demjanjuk’s hair colour, complexion and facial shape’ and
that the judges in their judgement had stated that it was ‘not the technical details [of the
documentary evidence] which will seal the fate of the accused.’
On 11th April 1992 News Weekly published an article titled ‘Germany’s Stern uncovers
Demjanjuk fraud.’ Here are excerpts from this important item:
‘The so-called Trawniki Card was provided to the Israelis by Soviet authorities. It was
given to the Federal Criminal Police in Wiesbaden in January 1987 so that forensic
experts could determine if it were genuine. The Germans concluded that at first sight the
document contained a series of distinctive features that placed some doubt over its
authenticity. The head of the unit, Dr Louis-Ferdinand Werner, recorded in a memo that:
(1) The card did not have – as was customary – a date of issue; (2) The rank of the
issuing officer, SS Haupsturmfuhrer (Captain) Streibel was printed on the card and not
entered by hand or by typewriter, as was customary because ranks would change rapidly;
(3) The photograph of Demjanjuk’s head had been mounted to the neck with two
different types of glue; (4) A quite unusual typeface (for that period) was used; and (5)
The SS-runes shown on the card had been drawn by hand before being copied by the
printer.
The forensic experts informed the Israeli embassy in Bonn of these initial observations
and said that a fortnight would be needed to allow a meticulous examination. The
Israelis responded that ‘further examinations are no longer required.’ Dr Werner
concluded in his memo: ‘In this case the experts’ doubts are to be subordinated to
political considerations’ and that ‘finding out the true facts of the case does not really
matter here.’
Stern reported: ‘Undeterred by these events, Police Major Bezaleli [from the Document
Laboratory in Jerusalem] subsequently proceeded…to the Federal Archives in Koblenz
and other places to look for any material substantiating the authenticity of the document
– this was likewise unsuccessful. He searched for a comparable SS identification card –
in vain – for there is not one single specimen in Germany.’
Stern added: ‘Also, the signatures on this [card] have obviously been counterfeited: The
former SS Haupsturmfuhrer Karl Streibel, who allegedly signed the ID-card, as well as
Rudolf Reiss, the former pay-sergeant of the SS training camp at Trawniki, where,
according to the ID-card, Demjanjuk served in 1942, emphatically denied in sworn
statements in the presence of German detectives, ever having signed, handed out or even
having seen such a document.
Contemptuously and sarcastically, Stern noted that the Israeli court had ‘accepted the
judgement of Professor Scheffler, a historian, who, without training in forensic science,
believed the card to be authentic, adding that “anyone who would like to falsify such a
[card] would have to be an absolute expert.”’
On 28th August 1993 News Weekly published a report that the German weekly news
magazine Der Spiegel had reached a similar conclusion about the ID card. ‘Bavarian
writing analyst Dieter Lehner examined the Trawniki ID closely. He pointed out a false
service seal had been used on the card, the improper usage of German words, and a letter
‘k’ in the wrong style, which led to the manipulation of the signature. Other indications:
grammatical markings were missing or were hand-marked rather than printed; the
service number 1393 had been assigned even before Demjanjuk was captured by the
Germans and the photograph was probably removed from Demjanjuk’s 1947

Regensburg driver’s licence, added to the Trawniki card and then retouched.’
It should now be apparent to the reader how totally unreliable the card is and that it is the
product of deliberate Soviet efforts to frame Demjanjuk to secure his conviction for
American and Israeli interests.

VI
News Weekly’s coverage also had much to tell about the Office of Special Investigations.
On 4th May 1988 an article referred to ‘a three-year Freedom of Information battle’ to
obtain Soviet documents from the OSI for Demjanjuk’s defence. On 18th May 1988 it
commented, again relying on Nishnic, that this evidence ‘was withheld from
Demjanjuk’s lawyers, apparently because the Office deeply resented its failure to secure
convictions in the Walus and Fedorenko cases.’
On 25th May 1988 in the Melbourne statement by Nishnic News Weekly published
significant information of how the world campaign against ‘Nazi war criminals’ began:
‘The Demjanjuk case started in the Soviet Union – I can back it up to before Elizabeth
Holtzman – the originator of the Holtzman Amendment which initiated the Nazi hunt –
had gone to the Soviet Union to discuss two basic issues. First and foremost was for
freer immigration of Soviet Jews into the USA and secondly was to collaborate with the
KGB on bringing back to justice their accused war criminals. Several years later a man
by the name of Michael Hanusiak – the head of the Communist Party in the US – went
over to the Soviet Union and had evidently open access to their archival centres. He
came back to the United States with a list of suspects. One of the names on that list was
Ivan Demjanjuk.’
So the whole campaign against Demjanjuk and others was initiated by a collaboration
between totalitarian communists and elements within the world Jewish community. The
role of the latter deserves comprehensive investigation by impartial researchers in the
future.
Nishnic also referred to the testimony of Danilchenko (or H. Daniel Shenko) who
claimed to have been with Demjanjuk in Sobibor, Regensburg and Flossenbürg from
March 1943 to the end of the war; and Nishnic described him as ‘an official Soviet eyewitness.’
On 16th January 1993 News Weekly published some more damaging information about
the OSI: ‘One former prosecutor, George Parker, stated under oath that he had sent a
memo to his superiors warning that to proceed with the Treblinka allegations would
violate professional ethics. Parker produced a copy of the memo – the existence of
which has been repeatedly denied by government lawyers. It carefully details that the
evidence presented two factually irreconcilable scenarios regarding Demjanjuk’s alleged
whereabouts during World War II.’ The first placed him in Treblinka, the second at
Sobibor at the same period. ‘We have little admissible evidence that the defendant was at
Sobibor,’ the memo stated. News Weekly’s report continued: ‘Parker and former
colleague Martin Mendelsohn have testified about the degree of pressure brought on the
OSI by a former member of Congress, Joshua Eilberg of Pennsylvania. Eilberg wrote to
the then Attorney-General Griffin Bell to say that the Justice Department “could not
afford to lose” the Demjanjuk case. Parker told the court that he left the OSI because he
could not ethically continue to prosecute Demjanjuk on the Treblinka charges. He said
that his misgivings were dismissed by his superiors.’
It is not surprising that US authorities eventually turned the spotlight on to the OSI. In its
edition of 3rd July 1993 News Weekly noted that ‘The United States Supreme Court has

approved the current investigation into the US Government’s extradition and
denaturalisation case against John Demjanjuk. Two former OSI attorneys had sought a
Supreme Court order to halt the investigation by the Circuit Court of Appeals on the
grounds that the Circuit Court had no jurisdiction once Demjanjuk was extradited to
Israel in 1986.’
The same news report quoted London Daily Telegraph writer Herb Greer as likening the
past treatment of Demjanjuk to a ‘positive lynching’ in which ‘officials charged with
enforcement take it upon themselves to bend or ignore the due processes of law.’ Greer
remarked of the Demjanjuk case: ‘During the deportation proceedings the American
Government perverted its own due process by rigging a photo-identity routine, refusing
close examination by the defence of a disputed identity card, and by throwing away
evidence that would have helped Demjanjuk’s defence. Later the American authorities
suppressed a cable from the Russian Government that clearly established Demjanjuk’s
plea of mistaken identity.’
On 14th August 1993 News Weekly noted the infamous manner in which the US could
obtain denaturalisations and extraditions: ‘Unlike Australia, the United States did not
enact legislation to try Nazi war crimes cases. Instead, civil hearings – which require far
less rigorous evidence than criminal trials – are used against suspected Nazis to strip
them of the protection of US citizenship. Thus exposed, they are deported to their former
countries or – in Demjanjuk’s case – to whoever wants them.’
On 28th August 1988 News Weekly reported a second legal victory for Demjanjuk on 3rd
August ‘when a US federal court in Cincinnati ruled that [he] must be permitted to
return to the United States.’ After the Israeli appeal trial, the judges had taken over nine
months to give their verdict (only two months had been needed for a verdict in the first
trial). There had been calls to have Demjanjuk re-tried as a Nazi war criminal in the
Sobibor camp.
News Weekly noted that the US Court of Appeals had ‘criticised the US Justice
Department’s prosecution of Demjanjuk, calling it “careless at the least.” The court also
questioned how Attorney-General Janet Reno could have supported the legal position
that Demjanjuk should continue to be barred from the US while federal courts reconsider
their earlier decision to revoke his American citizenship.’
Nishnic, News Weekly added, had said that ‘in the Cincinnati courtroom the US
Government had argued that Judge Thomas Wiseman’s report to the Court of Appeal
had cleared the Justice Department of fraud. “At that point”, Nishnic said, “Chief Judge
Gilbert Merritt advised Douglas Wilson (the attorney for the US Government) that the
issue had not been resolved and would be the subject of arguments to be presented on
3rd September in Cincinnati.”’
The OSI was finally nailed, as News Weekly reported in its edition of 4th December
1993: ‘A United States court of appeals has ruled that the prosecution case against
alleged war criminal John Demjanjuk “constituted a fraud on the court.” In a unanimous
verdict, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down its own previous decision
approving Demjanjuk’s extradition and said that federal prosecutors [had] “acted with
reckless disregard for the truth.” It found that the OSI had withheld documents which
supported Demjanjuk’s contention that he was a victim of mistaken identity.’

VII
The picture of the mistreatment of Demjanjuk can be fleshed out still further by looking
at other information provided by News Weekly. On 18th May 1988 its report of

statements by Nishnic included the following: ‘Contrary to press reports in Australia,
Demjanjuk made no ‘confession’ either to the American marshals who escorted him to
Israel, or to an Israeli policeman who spoke Ukrainian, he said… the reports were false,
and no such evidence was introduced at the trial.’ A comprehensive study on the
reporting by the major Australian print media of the Demjanjuk affair between 1986 and
1993 would almost certainly show a continued bias in favor of his accusers. We are
entitled to ask why.
A number of items in News Weekly raise the strong suspicion that the Israeli trial of
Demjanjuk was being used for reasons other than the authentic conduct of justice. For
example, in his review of Tom Teicholz’s book on 26th October 1991, Michael
Fitzgerald commented: ‘It also serves to show the motivation of the “war crimes lobby”
which has succeeded in convincing countries such as Canada and Australia to spend
millions of dollars bringing alleged war criminals (but only those associated with Nazi
Germany) to justice. One gets the impression that this is basically an educational
exercise aimed at a number of targets: (1) the younger generation of Jews which is
apparently showing a lack of interest in the Holocaust; (2) non-Jews, to remind them of
their role in anti-Semitism; and (3) to overshadow and discredit the activities of
“revisionist” historians whose claims that the Holocaust has been exaggerated or
substantially invented have gained ground in France, Germany and North America. Alan
Dershowitz… fully endorses Teicholz’s book, saying that it is… “for a world which
must never be allowed to forget.”’
On 3rd July 1993 in the previously mentioned article by Herb Greer quoted by News
Weekly from the UK Daily Telegraph, we read: ‘One witness was seen to contradict his
own written statement made decades before when memories were fresh and more
dependable, yet the contradiction was ignored and the testimony taken as true, because
the witness was a Holocaust survivor. His transparently vengeful malice and the
consequent possibility of reasonable doubt was also ignored. Even after the lucky
discovery of post-glasnost documents from KGB files made it clear that Demjanjuk’s
plea of mistaken identity was valid, the self-contradicting Israeli witness still stuck to his
story… This raised the question of whether some survivors of the Holocaust have been
corrupted by their own suffering and their longing for justice perverted into a desire for
vengeance at any cost.’
Returning to the review of Teicholz’s book, we may note that Michael Fitzgerald wrote
very scornfully about the Israeli attempt to discredit Demjanjuk: ‘The historical experts
called by the prosecution to demolish Demjanjuk’s alibi must have spent their lives
hiding their lamps under a bushel. They were… unknown in their field, with one, a Dr
Meisel, even arguing that Poland was Germany’s ally in World War II.’
In its report of 14th August 1993 News Weekly reminded its readers that for sixteen years
Demjanjuk had been facing one trial or another. ‘He has been imprisoned in Israel since
1986 in a 7 foot x 12 foot cell in which a light burns constantly, with his every word and
movement recorded on audio-visual equipment.’

VIII
News Weekly on 10th November 1990 published shocking information about an earlier
‘Nazi war crimes case’ under the heading ‘False evidence claim in US extradition case’.
The report began: ‘There is a growing body of evidence that an alleged war criminal,
Andrija Artukovic, was extradited from the US to Yugoslavia in 1986 on charges of
massacres that never occurred. The uncorroborated evidence used by the American
Office of Special Investigations has been challenged by four experts, and the OSI is now
being investigated by the Justice Department’s Office of Professional Responsibility

over its handling of the case.’
This story is of especial personal interest to me. Artukovic was in his late eighties when
he was extradited on 11th November 1986; and a two paragraph story about this
appeared in Melbourne on the front page of either The Age or The Australian, probably
on 12th November. I read this story and was profoundly horrified. I thought: ‘You
simply do not treat men of that age in such a way, no matter what they have been
accused of! How can someone of such an age defend himself effectively? And why on
earth is a ‘free nation’ sending him to a totalitarian communist country behind the “Iron
Curtain”? This is positively evil behaviour!’
It was from that moment that I became a committed opponent of the campaigns to
‘obtain justice’ by placing on trial alleged ‘Nazi war criminals’. That was why I could
oppose from the start the procedures by which Australia was drawn into the ungodly
action by means of the unethical and, I believe, unlawful altering of our War Crimes Bill
to enable retrospective legislation under which the alleged criminals could be charged. If
ever a fully impartial study is written of how the War Crimes Amendment Bill became
Australian law, I believe it will establish that corrupt practices were involved.
That was also why I have been able to follow the Demjanjuk case from before his
extradition to Israel.
Artukovic died in prison awaiting a firing squad following his conviction in what was
almost certainly an unjust trial.
Here is an extended quotation from News Weekly’s analysis of the Artukovic case. It
casts further light on the machinations of the OSI.
His extradition derived from a Yugoslav petition based on two affidavits.
One claimed the murder of a single individual, and was unsubstantiated by
other information. The second was an affidavit by Bajro Avdic, a Croat who
had been imprisoned by the Yugoslav Government after the war. He claimed
that Artukovic was personally involved in a number of massacres, some
involving as many as 5,000 victims…..
Ironically, Dennis Reinhartz, a University of Texas at Arlington historian,
was one of the OSI’s consultants on the Artukovic case. He recently told the
Washington Times that while Artukovic was an important member of a Nazi
puppet government, he does not believe the evidence of Avdic. “He was
quite clearly cutting himself a deal with the government that had him
imprisoned. On those events there is no corroboration,” Reinhartz said.
OSI officials said that Reinhartz had never challenged the accuracy of the
charges contained in the Avdic affidavit during the Artukovic trial.
However, under America’s rules of extradition used against Artukovic, his
supporters could not testify to anything that contradicted the evidence put
forward by the Yugoslavian Government. According to an OSI brief in the
case, Artukovic and his supporters also could not attack the credibility of
any of the affidavits in the case, nor could they attack the communist
Yugoslavian system of justice…..
When the case came to trial, witnesses for Artukovic were not allowed to
describe what they considered proof that the Yugoslav evidence was
fraudulent.

Another historian, Charles McAdams of the University of San Francisco,
said of the specific evidence against Artukovic: “It was absurd, a joke. The
crimes never happened.” McAdams was also prevented from testifying at
Artukovic’s extradition proceedings.
McAdams told the Washington Post: “…There was no credible evidence
against Artukovic on these crimes. The OSI wanted him badly and they got
him. None of the standards of justice used in the US were applied.”
A fourth piece of evidence comes from Dr Milan Bulajic, a former Yugoslav
diplomat who….. has published a book in Yugoslavia claiming that the
massacres for which Artukovic was convicted were inventions. Bulajic told
a Belgrade newspaper, “There was no legal reason for the extradition.
Andrija Artukovic was sentenced for crimes that never took place.”
This was known in 1990. The corruption of the OSI in its campaign to have Demjanjuk
tried in Israel was established by 1994. Yet the USA allowed the OSI, after that, to
organise another campaign that resulted in Demjanjuk being deported to Germany at the
age of eighty-nine. How could this be? And how can anything that the OSI and its
associates then alleged against Demjanjuk possibly be believed? Perhaps the Demjanjuk
family has grounds for a massive damages claim against the US Government.

IX
There is no doubt whatsoever that, in his deportation to Israel (including the processes in
the USA that led to it) and in his experiences in the two trials there between 1986 and
1993, John Demjanjuk was subject to monstrous injustice, including the reception of a
sentence of death for crimes he had never committed. A thorough investigation is called
for by the historians of the future into all the circumstances that led to this colossal
miscarriage of justice.
One would have thought that any person known to have been so mistreated would not be
further pursued in campaigns for ‘justice’ in the relevant context of wartime activities
allegedly carried out fifty or more years earlier. One would have thought that ordinary
human-kindness and compassion would have moved the hearts of any accusers to leave
this man alone and to the judgement of God after this life. One would have thought that
a care for their own dignity and public image would have kept such accusers silent.
This was not the case. It is time to examine the second campaign against Demjanjuk,
which began as soon as he arrived back in America after release from Israeli custody.

X
Despite Demjanjuk’s complete exoneration from the charges brought against him in
Israel (whether or not he was formally acquitted or merely, as some of his opponents
claimed, released from custody), certain persons and groups were unable to, or unwilling
to, concede that he should now be allowed to live out his life in peace. There were some
indications during the Israeli trials that he might have served as a guard not at Treblinka,
indeed, but at another alleged extermination camp, Sobibor. Accordingly a new
campaign against him began at once, spearheaded by the OSI. No apologies or regrets
were extended to Demjanjuk by the OSI or the US Department of Justice over his
wrongful extradition to Israel and wrongful subjection to imprisonment there. Nor was
any compensation offered to him or his family.
He regained his citizenship in 1998, but a new campaign against him led to a second

denaturalisation in 2002. In 2005 US judicial authorities found that he could be
extradited to the Ukraine (his land of birth), Poland (the land in which his alleged crimes
at Sobibor took place) or Germany (the land whose nationals operated the Sobibor
camp). After a series of legal battles, Demjanjuk was finally extradited from the US to
Germany in 2009, when he was eighty-nine years old. He was found guilty by a German
court in Munich in 2011 of having been an accessory to the murder of 28,060 Dutch
Jews in 1943 and sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. His lawyers appealed the
decision and he then died in a German nursing home, technically a free man. During the
trial, which lasted over a year, he attended the court in a wheelchair or on a stretcher.
Apart from denying the charge at the trial’s beginning, he remained silent throughout the
proceedings.
His opponents and enemies, those who had initiated or supported this second campaign
to bring him to ‘justice’, were happy with the verdict; but was he really treated justly
during this second courtroom ordeal, after he had been removed from the care and
comfort of his family in the USA?

XI
One answer in the negative has been provided by Thomas Kues in an article entitled
‘Demjanjuk Sentenced to Five Years in Prison’, published online in the blog of the
revisionist journal Inconvenient History and republished by Bradley Smith in Smith’s
Report, No. 182 for 11th June 2011.
Kues noted that ‘the only existing testimonial evidence consists of a few vague
statements of dubious value from former Ukrainian auxiliaries made behind the Iron
Curtain. Not one of the surviving Sobibor inmates has placed Demjanjuk at Sobibor.’
Furthermore, the only piece of documentary evidence supporting the presence of
Demjanjuk at Sobibor was the suspect ID card from the SS training camp at Trawniki,
whose counterfeit nature had been exposed in the Israeli trials. A month before the
sentence was passed on Demjanjuk a formerly classified FBI report had surfaced which
stated that the card was ‘quite likely fabricated’ by the Soviet Union. There exists a very
strong presumption that the OSI held this information before the denaturalisation hearing
that enabled Demjanjuk to be deported to Israel!
Experts, or those thought to be so, have disagreed throughout the whole Demjanjuk
process, including the three trials, as to whether or not the card is genuine; but it seems
safe to sum up that the burden of doubt about it is such that it should not have been
relied on, as it was, by the German judge.
Kues pointed to a serious anomaly about the German prosecution: ‘The mere presence as
a guard at Sobibor, or any of the other “pure extermination camps”, has until now not
been considered punishable. In fact, at the Sobibor trial in Hagen in 1966, five out of the
eleven accused former German camp personnel were acquitted, despite their admitted
presence in the camp….. All these men were of higher rank than Demjanjuk.’
Then Kues brought out his heavy artillery.
‘There exists no documentary or material evidence whatever supporting the
official claim that Sobibor served as a “pure extermination camp” where
hundreds of thousands of Jews were gassed, buried and later dug up and
burned on open-air pyres. The only documentary evidence mustered by
prosecutors and Holocaust historians consists of reports and transports lists
confirming that large numbers of Jews were sent to the camp….. On the
other hand, a directive issued by Himmler on 5th July 1943, as well as a

reply from Oswald Pohl on 15th July 1943 (Nuremberg document No. 482)
speaks of “the Sobibor transit camp located in the Lublin district.”’
Kues continued with a second devastating assertion: ‘In 2001 and 2008 two teams of
archaeologists, the first headed by the Polish professor Andrzej Kola, the second by the
Israelis Isaac Gilead and Yoram Haimi and the Pole Wojciech Mazurek, went over the
whole of Lager III, the “death camp” proper of Sobibor – corresponding to an area of
less than four hectares – using probe drillings as well as numerous excavations without
finding any trace whatever of the camp’s alleged homicidal gas chambers. As it is
radically impossible, given the limited area and the time available, that these wellequipped teams of specialists would fail to locate any remain or trace, however slight, of
the large concrete or brick building described by the self-styled eyewitnesses, only one
conclusion is possible: the alleged homicidal gas chambers never existed.’
Kues also argued that, contrary to the official story of ‘orthodox historians’ that not a
single Dutch Jew was ever deported further east than Poland, there exists abundant
evidence otherwise (of which he provided several examples), so that ‘There is ample
reason to believe that the 28,060 alleged victims were in fact sent on to the Germanoccupied territories of the Soviet Union and the Baltic states.’
This set of arguments challenging the official or received version of the history of the
Sobibor camp could not be used to assist Demjanjuk. Commented Kues: ‘The defence,
undoubtedly aware that any mention of said facts would run afoul of Germany’s laws
against “Holocaust denial”, settled on the usual strategy: accepting the officially
sanctioned version of events while insisting on the personal innocence of the defendant.’
What this means is that, because of pre-existing unjust laws in Germany which are an
affront to intellectual freedom and judicial integrity and should never have been enacted
in the first place, Demjanjuk could never enjoy a fair trial on the charges against him.
The OSI and other American officials who combined to have Demjanjuk deported to
Germany knew of this situation. There is thus an overwhelming presumption that both
the second campaign to extradite Demjanjuk from the USA and the German trial that
followed were every bit as corrupt as the first Israeli trial.

XII
A little earlier, in 2009, Paul Grubach had published, also online at Inconvenient History,
a detailed essay contesting the received account of the Sobibor camp. Entitled ‘The
“Nazi Extermination Camp” of Sobibor in the Context of the Demjanjuk Case’, it drew
attention in detail to the host of contradictions in ‘survivor testimony’ about the
happenings at Sobibor, a phenomenon which leads to very serious doubt indeed that
Sobibor was a ‘death camp’.
For example, some alleged that carbon monoxide was the gas used for the murders, but
others asserted that it was chlorine, others a different gas, others that electricity and not
gas was used. Then again, some witnesses claimed that the engines supplying the gas
were diesel, but others asserted that they were benzene. ‘Even mainstream Sobibor
expert Christopher Browning admits that the type of engine used to generate the death
gas cannot be determined.’
There were also discrepancies on the number, dimensions and capacities of the ‘gas
chambers’, so that ‘even the official mainstream historian of Sobibor, Jules Shelvis,
finally admitted that the capacities of the chambers cannot be determined.’
Various witnesses also disagreed with each other about the structures of the gas

chambers, some saying that they were made of wood, others saying they were made of
brick, still others claiming that they were made of stone.
Conflicting accounts were also given of the length of time it took to asphyxiate victims,
varying from ten to thirty minutes. Disagreements are on record, too, about how the
corpses were removed from the ‘gas chambers’ and how they were disposed of.
Another suspicious detail is that while the official US government position, in the
hearing that denaturalised Demjanjuk in 2002, was that Sobibor was a top secret camp,
yet other witness stories assert that ‘virtually everyone in the surrounding area soon
realised what was going on’ there, because the flames, glow and smoke of ‘mass
burnings’ could be seen for miles around.
Further disagreement exists as to the number of persons murdered at Sobibor, from ‘half
a million’ to around 150,000 or 167,000.
Grubach took particular aim at the ruling of US District Court Judge Paul. R. Matia at
the end of the 2002 hearing. The judge stated that ‘In serving at Sobibor, Defendant
[John Demjanjuk] contributed to the process by which thousands of Jews were murdered
by asphyxiation with carbon monoxide.’ He also claimed that ‘This [case against John
Demjanjuk] is a case of documentary evidence, not eyewitness testimony.’ Grubach
pointed out that that second statement is misleading. ‘The current case about Demjanjuk
allegedly serving at Sobibor is based upon purportedly authentic documents. But what
Matia asserts about Sobibor being an “extermination camp” is based exclusively upon
eyewitness testimony.’
As a result of his detailed analyses of the inconsistencies and contradictions in the
testimonies of alleged eyewitnesses, Grubach posed a question for Judge Matia: ‘Since
[he] effectively sealed John Demjanjuk’s fate, I would like to ask him this pointed
question. Since we cannot determine how many ‘gas chambers’ there were, nor their
dimensions and capacities; what the exact death gas really was; what type of engine was
used to generate the death gas; what the chambers were made of; where these structures
were located; how long it took for the victims to be asphyxiated; how the corpses were
removed from the chambers; how the bodies were buried in a lake-like area; what
substance was used to burn the bodies; how the millions of unburned bones and teeth
were disposed of; and how many were killed: how then can Judge Matia rule with any
confidence that John Demjanjuk “contributed to the process by which thousands of Jews
were murdered?”’
Grubach pointed to serious credibility problems with the testimony, hostile to
Demjanjuk, of Thomas Blatt: ‘The mere fact that Blatt was allegedly at Sobibor for six
months and was not murdered is consistent with the Revisionist hypothesis that Sobibor
was not an extermination centre for Jews, but rather a transit camp where Jews were
deported further east.’ Blatt’s testimony is suspect for several reasons. For example, he
stated that the special barrack where the women’s hair was cut off before entering the
gas chambers was “just steps away” from them, whereas Sobibor historian Yitzhak Arad
claims that the path (the ‘tube’) that led from the reception area for Jews (Lager II) to the
extermination area (Lager III) was 150 metres long.’
Grubach also dealt with the claim that the Nazis destroyed Sobibor Camp to destroy
evidence of exterminations and suggested instead that they were aware of false atrocity
stories circulated by the Allies and wanted to prevent the camp being used to create new
propaganda that could ultimately be used against them after the war.
Grubach proceeded to argue that the official extermination story of Sobibor is utilised as
‘a non-scientific axiom, because it cannot be falsified. It is just assumed to be true – just

like a religious dogma. He explained, also, that the reason that German soldiers
‘confessed’ to ‘Nazi gas chamber’ crimes after the war was to save their skins or
mitigate punishment for themselves and their families. ‘The “Nazi extermination camp”
mythology was declared “historical truth” at the Nuremberg trials, and it was then used
as an ideological cornerstone for the Allied-installed governments in post-war
Germany…..From a legal standpoint they [the accused German soldiers] had no choice
but to give credence to this legend….. It was out of the question for them to contest this
in court, so they simply built their defence strategies accordingly.’ Grubach quotes the
revisionist German judge, Dr Wilhelm Stäglich, and mainstream historians Browning
and Ian Kershaw, who all testified to this need of the soldiers to lie.
In a document prepared for the Penguin Books/Deborah Lipstadt team in the famous UK
High Court action brought and lost by David Irving, Browning argued in effect that a
convergence of evidence proved the Sobibor extermination story despite the many
contradictions and inconsistencies in eyewitness testimonies. However, Grubach argued
in contrast that ‘A series of false testimonies can converge on a falsehood.’
Grubach summed up his rebuttal of Judge Matia’s 2002 ruling: ‘The traditional
extermination story at Sobibor has no authentic war-time documentation to support it,
nor does it have any forensic or physical evidence to prove it. It is based exclusively
upon the testimony of former Sobibor inmates and the post-war testimony of former
German and Ukrainian soldiers who served at Sobibor….. Even if it is proved that
Demjanjuk served as a guard at Sobibor, there is no evidence he ever contributed to the
process by which Jews were murdered in “gas chambers” – because there is no credible
evidence the “gas chambers” of Sobibor ever existed….. there is no credible evidence
that he ever harmed a single person. Recently a Canadian court ruled in a similar case…
that Ukrainian-born Wasyl Odynsky’s citizenship should not be revoked, even though he
served at the German forced labour camp of Trawniki. Odynsky served as a perimeter
guard, and the Federal Court of Canada ruled there is no evidence he harmed a single
person. The same could be true for John Demjanjuk….. What Matia and the official
history assert about Sobibor being an extermination camp is based upon the grossly
unreliable testimony of former Sobibor inmates and the equally unreliable testimonies of
German soldiers that were given years after the events in question and in grossly unfair
courts.’

XIII
In this section of this essay I will provide additional information suggesting that
Demjanjuk has been cruelly and wrongfully treated. Sometimes I will append a
comment, sometimes not. These items are in random order and will be separated by
centered asterisks.
*
Upon his return home from Israel, Demjanjuk and his family were subjected to
harassment and menace by Jewish vigilantes. News Weekly on 12th March 1994
published an account by Myron Kuropas, a columnist with the US newspaper the
Ukrainian Weekly, which reported that ‘one of the more visible and active leaders of the
Jewish nomenklatura in the United States’, Rabbi Avi Weiss, had ‘led Jewish
demonstrators in front of the home of John Demjanjuk in Seven Hills, Ohio, terrorising
his family and demanding that the US Government deport [him] for “Nazi war crimes.”
And the UK newspaper The Economist recalled on 24th March 2012 that, after the
appeal trial in Israel, ‘He was not declared innocent, and his old life could never be
resumed as before. He kept the house blinds drawn so as not to see the Jewish protesters
circling silently outside.’

*
In 2005 and afterwards the US Supreme Court chose not to consider Demjanjuk’s appeal
against Judge Matia’s deportation order. Why?
*
In Munich the court hearings during the 2009-2010 trial were restricted to two 90minute sessions per day, because of the state of Demjanjuk’s health. Does that really
convince us that the ‘Establishment’ doctors who claimed he was fit enough to undergo
the trial were right?
*
There is controversy over Demjanjuk’s health. His defence team claimed that he was
suffering from myelodysplastic syndrome, psychological torment, spinal pain and
deterioration, hip and leg pain including gout, kidney disease and stones, anaemia and
arthritis. Even if his condition was exaggerated for tactical reasons, is it likely that such
a man was fit to endure such a complicated trial? Is it not more likely that the German
doctors who claimed he was well enough to take part were exaggerating in the other
direction to accommodate political requirements placed upon them?
*
The defence pointed out that the alleged statements by Danilchenko are all suspect and
may have been obtained under torture or fabricated by the KGB. On 14th May 2011
Patrick Buchanan noted: ‘Danilchenko has been dead for a quarter of a century; no one
in the West ever interviewed him and Moscow stonewalled requests for access to the full
Danilchenko file. His very existence raises a question. How could a Red Army soldier
who turned collaborator and Nazi camp guard survive Operation Keelhaul, which sent
all Soviet POWs back to Joseph Stalin, where they were murdered or sent to the Gulag?’
And on 8th February 2011 Andrea Jarach of Associated Press wrote that a 1985
statement by Danilchenko refers to several other guards but never Demjanjuk.
Danilchenko said in that statement that none of the Ukrainian guards were able to go
into the areas where Jews were…gassed.’
*
Eight Sobibor survivors chosen by a Holocaust museum in the USA could not testify
they had seen Demjanjuk at Sobibor. Patrick Buchanan on 14th April 2009 noted: ‘One
witness in Israel who was at Sobibor and says he knew all the camp guards, says he
never saw Demjanjuk there.’
*
It can be argued that Demjanjuk was subjected to double jeopardy in being sent to
Germany. It is not certain that Germany’s claim to have had jurisdiction over him is
valid. The claim by the prosecution that, when he agreed to serve as a camp guard, he
became a German civilian, seems very tenuous.
*
Erik Kirschbaum, reporting for Reuters on 25th February 2009, reported that Germany’s
chief Nazi war crimes investigator in Ludwigsburg, Kurt Schrimm, had claimed that his
office had evidence that Demjanjuk had been a Sobibor guard and personally led Jews to
the gas chambers there in 1943.’ Schrimm is also reported as having claimed: “It’s now

possible to give the precise names and birth dates of the victims.’ Fran Yeoman in Berlin
for the London Times reported on 15th April 2009 that Demjanjuk’s oldest victim was 99
and the youngest were babies in what had been described as being ‘as close an
approximation of Hell as has ever been created on this planet.’
One suspects that all Schrimm really had was a list of persons transported to Sobibor and
that the rest is eyewitness allegations and/or propaganda fabrications – possibly designed
to assure ordinary newspaper readers around the world that everything was reasonable
and in order in the Munich courtroom.
*
Two extraordinary reports surfaced during the trial. Were they propaganda to blacken
Demjanjuk’s name and stop ordinary people from protesting against the injustice of the
trial?
One report (possibly from the London Daily Mirror of 15th May 2009) stated that
Demjanjuk might be proven guilty of rape by DNA tests on the grandchildren of a
woman he allegedly raped, a person who lived near the camp and bore a son.
The other reports were in the Jerusalem Post on 14th and 18th December 2009. Here it
was alleged that Demjanjuk might have deliberately run over and killed a Jew named
Moshe Lisogorski on 20th August 1947 in Ulm while driving a truck.’ The allegation
was being investigated by German authorities.
*
On 31st May 2009 the Plain Dealer reported that a 92 year-old man named Alexander
Nagorny could state that he worked with Demjanjuk at the Flossenbürg camp. He did
not, however, have anything to say about Sobibor. Flossenbürg was not a death camp.
*
John Rosenthal, writing in Pajamas Media online on 21st May 2009 stated that
‘captured Red Army soldiers were notoriously permitted to starve to death. It is
estimated that over half of the Soviet soldiers captured by the Germans died in
captivity.’ This suggests that, if Demjanjuk did serve anywhere as a guard for the Nazis,
he had chosen to do so out of self-preservation. There seems to be agreement on both
sides of this controversy that Demjanjuk lied about his past in order to emigrate to
America; but whether he did this purely to avoid being repatriated to death or the gulag,
or whether he really did have infamous behaviour to hide, is a question to which no
certain answer is now likely to be found. In that case, he should have been given the
benefit of the doubt.
*
A Dutch historian, Professor Johannes Houwink ten Cate, was allowed to give expert
testimony despite defence objections that he could be suspected of bias and should not
be allowed such status. (He had stated both before and during the trial that he was
certain Demjanjuk was guilty.)
Former US Secret Service forensics expert Larry Stewart may have committed perjury in
giving evidence about the ID card for the prosecution, according to Andrea Jarach of
Associated Press in 2010.
Was the actual conduct of the trial biased against the defense, as it was in Israel? Only

detailed analysis in the future will answer that.
*
There were only twenty German SS troops stationed at Sobibor. Is it likely that such a
small number would have been assigned there if it was a death camp?
*
On 5th December 2009 the prestigious UK newspaper, The Manchester Guardian,
apologised for publishing a letter by John Mortl on 3rd December, saying, inter alia,
‘The underlying meaning, we now realise, implied Holocaust denial.’
John Mortl had, in fact, made the key objection to the trial that we have seen Thomas
Kues and Paul Grubach explain. He wrote: ‘What kind of justice is it that proscribes the
normally accepted right of an accused to challenge the assumption that a crime had, in
fact, occurred?’
Normally the prosecution is obliged to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
the crime of murder had taken place.
This is not the case in the German trial of John Demjanjuk. The prosecution
will not have to present such evidence. The court will, without proof,
arbitrarily accept that the alleged crime took place. His legal counsel will be
prohibited on pain of prosecution from presenting evidence contradicting
this assumption. Being stripped of his most powerful defence, the accused is
reduced to pleading mistaken identity or that he had nothing to do with an
unproved murder.
It is disgraceful that the newspaper disowned this letter, grovelling to complainants,
rather than investigating afresh the truth or otherwise of its claims – or at least asserting
Mortl’s right to express that opinion and the paper’s right to publish it.
*
In the Winter 1994 issue of Human Rights, the journal of the Section of Individual
Rights and Responsibilities (Vol 21, Issue 1, pages 28-29) Alfred de Zayas commented
on aspects of the Demjanjuk case. The author was at the time a visiting professor of
international law at DePaul University School of Law in Chicago. A graduate of Harvard
Law School and a member of the New York bar, he also held a doctorate in history.
De Zayas argued that the Department of Justice and US judges ‘ought to take
international law into consideration, including the obligations undertaken by the United
States pursuant to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights’ of 1966, when considering
‘suits at law pursuant to the 1979 Holtzman Amendment in denaturalisation and
deportation cases.’
De Zayas referred to Demjanjuk’s ordeal up to 1994, including the ‘further proceedings
in the US following his return’ from Israel. Rights which he felt Demjanjuk had been
partly or wholly denied included: (1) the right to a fair hearing. ‘Subjecting Demjanjuk
to a criminal proceeding more than 40 years after the offences in question raises issues
under this provision, because it is extremely difficult for him – or anyone in his positions
– to properly represent himself, in view of old age and the near impossibility of
obtaining exculpatory documents and witnesses, or even of remembering the events
under investigation.’ (2) the right to liberty and security of the person. ‘It is questionable
whether the length of detention was appropriate in the circumstances of this case.’ (3)

the right to family life and privacy. ‘The [further] deportation of Demjanjuk would
violate this right, because he would be separated from his entire family. (4) the right to
equality of treatment. ‘Currently one particular category of immigrants is being singled
out for de-nationalisation and deportation: persons who served the Nazi regime, whether
voluntarily or through conscription.’ (5) the prohibition of inhuman or degrading
treatment. ‘The nature of the proceedings against Demjanjuk, the hostile atmosphere that
accompanied the [first] extradition, the surrender for trial in Israel, the initial trial in
Israel, the demonstrations of jubilation following his being sentenced to death in April
1988, the ensuing years of uncertainty, the continued detention for eight weeks following
acquittal by the Israeli Supreme Court – all these elements, taken cumulatively, may be
deemed to amount to cruel and degrading treatment. (6) the right to compensation. ‘The
question arises whether he is entitled to compensation for miscarriage of justice.’
*
A version of an article that appeared in The American Almanac and which was made
available by The New Federalist newspaper online on 6th July 1998 had this to say
about the context of the first Israeli trial: ‘No one could foresee in 1986 that, three and a
half years, four years onwards, the Soviet Union would collapse, and the entire
communist regimes in Eastern Europe would collapse, as happened, and make it
possible, to get this material [the new evidence from the Soviet Union archives]’.
How easily Demjanjuk could have been unjustly executed in Israel!
*
Also from that excerpt from an edition of The American Almanac comes this account of
a significant US official’s response to the collapse of the Israeli case:
Five minutes after Demjanjuk was acquitted, Janet Reno, the Attorney
General of the United States, was asked to comment. We are talking about a
man who spent seven years, six months, and 21 days in prison in Israel for
being what he’s not, because of the Justice Department that Janet Reno
heads. Now, she didn’t have one word of criticism about the organisation
she’s in charge of. The only thing she said is that the Justice Department
would do everything in its power to prevent the return of Demjanjuk to the
United States…..
When that same Sixth Circuit [judge] said that the Justice Department,
through the OSI, had committed a fraud upon the court, which almost led to
the execution of an innocent man, she again was asked to comment. The
only thing she had to say was that she would try to appeal the 6th Circuit
decision to the Supreme Court, which she did. The Supreme Court refused
to even certify the case. No investigation, nothing has been done since then
by anybody in this country; no government body, not the US Congress or
any other body within the government of the United States, has moved to
investigate, let alone to actually prosecute. Why not? The activity of those
responsible for this terrible travesty, didn’t end with the case of Demjanjuk.
*
An important article published in the Toronto Sun newspaper in Canada on 21st May
2011 was ‘No satisfaction in Demjanjuk case’ by Peter Worthington. He reminded
readers of the passions aroused by the Demjanjuk case in Israel, when a defence lawyer,
Dov Eitan, a very distinguished Israeli jurist, was found dead after a fall from a fifteenstorey building. Passed off as suicide, it may well have been a murder, like the similar

death of James Forrestal, opponent of the creation of the state of Israel, in the crucial
weeks before the UN established the new state. Worthington reminded readers of the
acid thrown by a Holocaust survivor in the eyes of Yoram Sheftel at Eitan’s funeral.
Worthington also recalled Sheftel’s comment in his book blaming two former OSI
directors, Allan Ryan and Neal Sher, for ‘the worst cover-up in concealing evidence in a
major case taken by an American public prosecutor in modern history….. Sher was
disbarred in 2002.’
The writer’s scepticism about the German verdict is evident: ‘There was no evidence he
[Demjanjuk] had committed a specific crime, but the state argued just being there was
evidence of guilt – the first time such a legal argument has been used in a German
court.’ In Australia we call that ‘moving the goalposts’.
*
Demjanjuk authorised a statement on his behalf which was read to the German court on
13th April 2010. Included in this were the following points: ‘I have already defended
myself against the accusation of the Munich prosecutor while in Israel. In Israel I was
accused of being connected to Nazi crimes in Sobibor. The Israeli Supreme Court
specifically recognised that this accusation of the Israeli Prosecutor could not be
proven….. I feel it is not compatible with fairness and humanity that for over 35 years I
have had to defend myself as a constantly chased legal victim of the Office of Special
Investigation of the USA and the circles behind it, especially the World Jewish Congress
and the Simon Wiesenthal Centre, which live off the Holocaust.’
*
An important statement was published on 29th June 2009 in The National Law Journal
in the USA by Michael E. Tigar, Professor of the Practice of Law at Duke Law School
and professor emeritus at American University Washington College of Law, John H.
Broadley, the lawyer who represented Demjanjuk in the deportation case brought against
him by the US Government, and Demjanjuk’s son John. They declared that after the
result of the Israeli appeal trial, ‘Israel’s attorney general said that the acquittal barred
prosecution for other offences, including the ones now being pressed in Germany.
Ironically, at that time, the OSI allowed Jacob Tannenbaum, a 77 year-old admitted
brutal Jewish kapo, to live out his life at home in the US due to age and health reasons.’
The signatories confirmed that ‘the OSI has never apologised to anyone, let alone
Demjanjuk and his family, nor offered compensation. Nor were the perpetrators of the
fraud punished or even reprimanded.’
Another important point they made was that ‘the allegations now being made against
Demjanjuk have been reviewed in Poland, the site of the death camps, and that
government has pronounced the evidence insufficient and closed the investigation.’
*
Paul Grubach, in a short essay entitled ‘Hunting Demjanjuk: Injustice, Double Standards
and Ulterior Agendas’, made another significant point:
‘Noted journalist John Sack has documented how Jewish officials in Poland persecuted
and murdered large numbers of German prisoners in the aftermath of World War Two in
his book An Eye for an Eye. After committing such dastardly deeds, many of these Jews
came to America. If it is right and just that alleged non-Jewish war criminals like
Demjanjuk be legally hounded and deported, then Jewish war criminals should be met

with the same fate. If the US Government devotes resources to the rooting out of nonJewish war criminals, then they should devote resources to the rooting out of Jewish war
criminals. To concentrate only upon non-Jewish war criminals is selective justice. And
selective justice is in fact injustice. Why the hypocritical double standard? What really
lies behind this campaign?’
What indeed? It is time now to consider that question and to reflect on the overall
political significance of the Demjanjuk case.

XIV
On 21st May 2010 Andriy J. Semotiuk published an important essay on the case in the
newspaper Kyiv Post. Semotiuk at the time was an attorney with a practice in
international law dealing with immigration. He was a member of the bars of California
and New York in the US and Ontario, Alberta and British Columbia in Canada.
Semotiuk asserted that the use of an immigration procedure [in order to secure
Demjanjuk’s deportation to Germany] ‘should have set off alarm bells about what this
may mean for the rule of law and a fair and balanced judicial system in the US.’ He
rehearsed several unsatisfactory aspects of the ways in which Demjanjuk had been
treated and then said: ‘What troubles me the most about this case is the silence of
individuals and organisations ostensibly dedicated to human rights and their failure to
speak up in support of Demjanjuk. For example, I was a member of the American Civil
Liberties Union, an organisation dedicated to the protection of the civil liberties of
Americans, including protecting the due process rights of individuals. I asked them
specifically to speak up in the Demjanjuk case and was met with silence.’
Semotiuk concluded that ‘the Demjanjuk case is little more than a Western show trial to
reinvigorate the memory of the Holocaust….. It is a show trial along the lines of what
we saw in the former Soviet Union and Nazi Germany previously.’
Semotiuk noted that Patrick Buchanan had been ‘the only prominent political
commentator who has spoken out about this witch hunt’ and asked: ‘Where are all the
others? It appears they are not concerned that the Demjanjuk case demonstrates that
American courts can be politicised and made to bow to the pressures of expediency. It
appears they are prepared to accept that America cannot always be relied on to be
balanced, fair and to protect the rights of its citizens and the rule of law.’
Paul Grubach, in his aforementioned essay ‘The “Nazi Extermination Camp” of Sobibor
in the Context of the Demjanjuk Case’, eventually asked ‘What really lies behind this
campaign [to “bring to justice” alleged “Nazi war criminals”]?’ Here is his answer:
‘Holocaust revisionism, the theory that the traditional view of the Jewish Holocaust
contains lies, exaggerations and other falsehoods, is a serious threat to Zionist power and
the German Government that is subservient to Israeli/Zionist interests. Various
governments have resorted to “war crimes trials” to combat its phenomenal growth.
Indeed, Israel’s former Attorney General, Yitzhak Zamir, publicly admitted that this was
one of the major purposes of the Israeli Demjanjuk trial: “At a time when there are those
who even deny that the Holocaust ever took place, it is important to remind the world of
what a fascist regime is capable of… and in this respect the Demjanjuk trial will fulfil an
important function.” In 1993, as the case against Demjanjuk was falling apart, an Israeli
prosecutor close to the case [quoted on page 402 of the US Regnery edition of Sheftel’s
book] acknowledged a political motive for continuing the campaign. “So the important
thing now is at least to prove that Demjanjuk was part of the Nazi extermination
machine… otherwise… we will be making a great contribution to the new world-wide
movement of those who deny the Holocaust took place.”… The promoters and the

beneficiaries of the Holocaust ideology – International Zionism, Israel and the current
German Government – want to use a Demjanjuk show trial to fight the phenomenal
growth of Holocaust revisionism, a movement that poses a dire threat to the Zionist
government in Israel and the government subservient to Zionism in Germany.’
Australian journalist Michael Barnard, who steadfastly spoke out against the ‘Nazi war
crimes’ campaign until he was removed from his position as a columnist for The Age
newspaper in Melbourne, wrote in the issue of that paper on 10th December 1991 an
article headed ‘Will Israel play fair over this disturbing “war crimes” case?’
Contemplating the second Israeli case, whose result had not yet been announced, he
wrote: ‘If guilt is upheld, the court will be seen by many as pursuing a cause –
publicising the Holocaust, for this in part is what such trials are about – to the exclusion
of significant doubt that would fail to sustain a conviction in such countries as
Australia.’
Barnard was not optimistic: ‘But whatever the nature of the evidence, the pressures to
maintain the conviction must be immense. Many reputations, of both individuals and
organisations such as the Simon Wiesenthal Centre, are at stake. Additionally, the key
educational purpose of the protracted trial – which took place, appropriately, in a theatre
adapted as a television studio – will have been squandered if innocence is accepted.’
As for those arguing that there is no such thing as a statute of limitation on murder,
Barnard responded by stating that ‘A far more telling regulatory statute is the unwritten
one so relentlessly applied by Nature, namely the Statute of Fallibility, which decrees
that with advancing age even the finest mind can become subject to tricks of memory. A
war crimes judge in Ontario Supreme Court acknowledged the problem of failing
memory this year. Canada’s war crimes process – which, as in Australia, was preceded
by a lot of peculiar lobbying and impassioned pleas for “justice” that took no account of
the practical difficulties involved or the threat to the stature of the law itself – seems to
be dying on its feet. The “flagship” trial of Imre Finta resulted in acquittal.’
Finally, Barnard observed that ‘a certain symbolism has been attached to Demjanjuk’.
Here he touched one of the most crucial aspects of the whole Demjanjuk story. By 1993
Demjanjuk had become widely known throughout the world as one whose vindication in
Israel had cast an extremely strong spotlight on the whole campaign against ‘Nazi war
criminals’ and, by extension, on the received view of World War Two history including
the Holocaust.
It seems clear that elements in the Jewish world community, who, as it is also clear, have
great power over Western governments, including those of the US and Germany, decided
that Demjanjuk must be given his comeuppance and the success gained for opponents of
the ‘Nazi war crimes’ process cancelled out by the finding of another guilty verdict
somewhere else. And the evidence suggests that, once again, truth and the cause of true
justice and rightly conducted law processes were not to be allowed to stand in the way.
Of course, the pursuers of Demjanjuk were now going out on a limb. To many people
Demjanjuk’s age and the fact that he had experienced unjustly such a terrible ordeal in
Israel would have seemed overwhelming arguments against further litigation. Perhaps
some of the pursuers felt a little like Shakespeare’s Macbeth. They may have been
beginning to wish that the whole ‘Nazi war crimes’ operation had never been started in
the first place. However, they may have thought, in Macbeth’s words,
For mine own good
All causes shall give way. I am in blood
Stepped in so far, that, should I wade no more,
Returning were as tedious as go o’er.

Their awkward position surely explains the very different presentation in the major
media of the German trial compared to the Israeli trials. Judging by the behaviour of the
Australian newspapers The Australian and The Age, there exists a strong presumption
that a plea went out behind the scenes for a very muted coverage of the German trial,
with a strong censorship to prevent widespread public discussion such as might raise
concerns in many heads that once again justice was being violated.
‘He who pays the piper calls the tune.’ There is ever-increasing evidence, of which the
Demjanjuk affair is part, that Western nations are already in the grip of a covert tyranny
which, in order to preserve and extend its power, wealth and cultural influence, is
steadily trampling on intellectual freedom and the honourable administration of laws
firmly based in principles of true justice. The books of UK writer Nicholas Hagger,
especially his 2004 study of ‘the coming world government’, The Syndicate, provide
strong support for this view.
An ominous aspect of the second phase of the Demjanjuk affair is the widespread silence
by intellectuals who, one feels, should have spoken out strongly in defence of him. Are
Western communities losing the nerve and the will to fight to maintain the integrity of
their cultures? And why has the Christian Church, at the highest levels, done so little to
expose and check the incipient tyranny?
In the meantime, after Demjanjuk’s death, it was pitiful in the extreme to read that his
opponents were bewailing the fact that he died technically a free man and that, if his
body was returned to his family for burial in his home town, his grave might become ‘a
shrine for neo-Nazis’. How low can meanness of spirit and pusillanimity descend?
Today I was listening to the exquisite music of Adolphe Adam’s ballet suite for Giselle.
This enabled me to contemplate again the ballet’s wonderful presentation of the power
of love. Prince Albrecht had betrayed the peasant girl; she had died of a broken heart;
but when the Wilis, the spirits of maidens who had been jilted like her and died, came
out at night to try to dance him to death, so great was the love of Giselle’s spirit that she
danced with him until six o’clock sounded and the power of the Wilis was no more. The
strength and magnanimity of love had triumphed over the hatred of those who felt
themselves wronged.
The spirit of Giselle had to return to the grave. The soul of John Demjanjuk has passed
from Earth into God’s care and moved beyond our sight. His long travail, and the
nobility of his endurance of it, remain in our memory. Like Giselle, we who still live
must go on in the spirit of love, that spirit which is ultimately stronger than any hatred.
Saint Paul wrote well about love in 1 Corinthians 13. He could have added that love is
not cowed by the threats and machinations of tyrants, and that it is not afraid to speak
out at risk to itself in the defence of those who are treated unjustly. In that spirit, let us
work around the world, wherever we are, to gradually defang the present malign
presence within our nations, of which the 35 years of mistreatment of John Demjanjuk is
a permanent witness.
Melbourne, 30th March 2012

Night | CODOH
by Daniel D. Desjardins

By Elie Wiesel. Bantam Books, New York, 1982, 109 pp.
In Night, written by Elie Wiesel, winner of the 1986 Nobel Peace Prize for literature,
has, for such a small book, a very large reputation. I hasten to mention, however, the
Bantam Books edition I am reviewing boasts the complete text of the original hardcover,
of which “NOT ONE WORD HAS BEEN OMITTED.” A. Alvarez, reviewing for
Commentary, wrote “As a human document, Night is almost unbearably painful, and
certainly beyond criticism.” And while I too am not here to criticize, in the course of
examining, I do wish to question. For there are many odd and contradictory things in this
book. And if you do not come to it with obedient reverence, you will find those things
readily.
Mr. Wiesel tells us about his family, his father and mother who ran the family business,
and his three sisters Hilda, Béa, and Tzipora. This book, in fact, is dedicated to the
latter.[1] Even before mention of his family, however, we are introduced to Moshe the
Beadle, a master at the Hasidic synagogue of Sighet, the town in Transylvania where
Elie grew up. Elie wants to undertake studies of the Zohar, the cabbalistic books, which
contain secrets of Jewish mysticism. In an ensuing conversation, Moshe tells Elie:
"There are a thousand and one gates leading into the orchard of mystical
truth. Every human being has his own gate. We must never make the
mistake of wanting to enter the orchard by any gate but our own. To do this
is dangerous for the one who enters and also for those who are already
there."
And this is revelatory in more ways than one. For it perhaps serves not only as an
overview regarding studies of the Kabbala, but the journey Elie will be describing
regarding his experiences of the Jewish Holocaust; descriptions where “mystical” truth
often becomes the touchstone of what he is striving for. The “gate” would be his
personal experience, the “orchard,” the actual events themselves. If what is now being
said about Elie is true, that he assumed the identity of another person, that he is not the
person he pretends to be, then woe to him, for he has broken with the advice given by his
own master, creating great danger for himself as well as for others.
A ready example of employing the wrong gate to enter the orchard is Elie’s use of
Moshe’s testimony to set the stage. It begins this way: one day in the life of Sighet,
“they” (the Hungarian authorities) expell all foreign Jews, Moshe the Beadle being one
of these. Moshe is crammed into a cattle train by Hungarian police and shipped to
Poland. Once across the Polish frontier the Gestapo take charge, immediately loading
Moshe and other foreign Jews onto trucks to be taken to a forest. Once there, the
condemned are required to dig their own graves, whereafter the Gestapo – “without
passion, without haste” – undertake a systematic execution. Each is shot in the neck with
a bullet, while the babies are thrown in the air as “target practice” for the machine guns.
Moshe, however, is merely shot in the leg… “and taken for dead.”[2] Hence, he
escapes… one presumes on foot, all the way back to Sighet. When he gets there, his
fellow Jews don’t believe his story, including Elie. After all, despite Moshe’s reputation
as a member of the Hasidic synagogue, the claim he was miraculously saved to return on
a wounded leg all the way through Slovakia and Hungary to Translvania in order to tell

the story of… “his death,” must have appeared nothing less than exotic.[3] And it must
have appeared at least ironic to Elie, who describes him earlier as “a past master in the
art of making himself insignificant.” Now Moshe wants to be other than insignificant,
that is, more significant, risking his life to warn others while there is still time. But the
question is not whether this man has changed his character, but the character of a story
about wanton murder against “foreign” Jews when so many “native” Jews were left in
peace. Now this “foreign” Jew who returns to what should be arrest and a second
expulsion is allowed to walk the streets in plain day without further ado.

Elie Wiesel at the Time 100 Gala, 3 May 2010.
By User:David Shankbone [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
In fact, according to Elie, there is no further disturbance for anyone, including Moshe, a
full one and a half years. Not until the Spring of 1944 when Admiral Horthy is forced to
ask one of the leaders of the Nyilas Party to form a new government allowing the
Fascists come to power. Now the Germans are granted permission to station troops in the
country and within a few days they suddenly appear at Sighet. At first all is well, some
even billeting in Jewish homes and acting friendly. But then they lower the boom with
harsh decrees and designated ghettos. Not to mention deportation. In a spirit of
cooperation it is the Hungarian and Jewish police who move the Jews into the Big
Ghetto, followed by the Jewish Council which takes the final step of transferring them to
the main synagogue and then the train station. Once there, it is now the Hungarian
Police, assisted by the Gestapo, who load them onto cattle cars bound for what is at first
an unknown destination.
The train stops at Kaschau, on the Czech border, and it is only now the Jews realize they
will not remain in their native Hungary. Only now, when it is “too late,” are their eyes
opened. Elie tells us this because as recently as their stay at the Big Ghetto they might
have escaped, the ghetto being unguarded, but the Jews stayed nevertheless thinking the
Germans would not have time to expel them, the front was too close, et cetera. Now they
are to cross into Czechoslovakia where they soon find themselves at Auschwitz. And
surprisingly, no one had ever heard this name before. As the train arrives, a certain
Madame Schächter, who had become hysterical on four separate occasions crying about
flames and fire and furnaces where none were to be seen, now cries out a fifth time that
flames are leaping from a tall chimney into the black sky.[4] And this time her visions
are apparently real. Adding to the scene is an abominable odor and odd-looking

characters dressed in striped shirts and black trousers who enter the wagon beating
people with truncheons, yelling for everyone to evacuate the cars quickly. Maybe to
insure they do not end up somewhere else. For soon we discover these prisoners are
somehow no longer at Auschwitz, but nearby Birkenau. Not that there is any difference.
They are still confronted by the sight of flames and the scent of burning flesh.
At Birkenau, along about midnight, with SS men every six feet, “tommy guns” at the
ready, Elie and his father are permanently to be separated from Elie’s mother and
sisters.[5] The men are formed in columns of fives and while they are so doing, an
unknown prisoner comes telling what is in store for them… at Auschwitz (sic?).
“Haven’t you heard about it?” And because they have not, he tells them. “See that
chimney over there? See it? Do you see those flames?... You’re going to be burned.
Frizzled away. Turned into ashes.” And here my readers you will be astounded to realize
is the modus Elie thought proper and fitting to propound for his Nobel Peace Prize
winning novel: flames, not gas, but flames![6]
There is thought of revolt then and there but the older ones beg the younger ones not to
do “anything foolish.” So they instead march toward a square where they encounter “the
notorious Dr. Mengele.” And here Elie may be expressing a post-war attitude or maybe
it is an indication the notoriety of the doctor was simply greater than the place where he
worked. In any event, Elie describes him as having a cruel face, but not devoid of
intelligence. To complete the picture he is wearing a monocle and holds a conductor’s
baton. And he actually addresses Elie, asking his age. To be sure, it is surprising a man
of his stature would intercede in such matters, even to the point of becoming chatty. For
he also asks if Elie is in good health and what he does for a living. And it is just as
surprising Elie has the nerve to answer these questions falsely. For his pains he is
directed to the left. As is his father. But lo, they soon learn this means the crematories!
Not the indoor crematories Madame Schächter raved about, but a ditch with gigantic
flames!
At this juncture we return to an aspect of Moshe’s incredible story, only this time it is
Elie who is telling us: a lorry delivering babies. A full load of them. He sees it with his
own eyes – babies thrown into the flames! But gruesome as this pit is with its large,
leaping flames, this is not their pit. There is an even larger one for adults. And it is so
terrible Elie wonders if he is awake. He pinches himself to make sure. For his part, the
father is sorry Elie couldn’t have gone with his mother. We learn that apparently, despite
specific orders women had to go one way and men another, several boys Elie’s age (he is
15) somehow and nevertheless went with their mothers. Naturally, we wonder how this
could happen? Could it be the Germans were lax in their strictures or were they simply
not paying attention? Both seem improbable. Elie speaks of wanting to run to the electric
wire and electrocute himself rather than “suffer a slow agony in the flames.” Apparently,
he thinks there is a chance for this. And we can’t be sure, for he says nothing about the
guards. His father meanwhile, weeping, recites the Kaddish, a prayer for the dead. This
makes Elie angry. Why should he bless the name of God, a Lord of the Universe who is
silent? Here one might counsel Elie not to make matters worse by blaspheming the AllPowerful and Terrible. Something bad might happen. And we see it almost does. Closer
and closer Elie and his father march toward the ditch and its leaping flames. And oddly,
nothing is said of being forced there, of guards beating them forward with truncheons or
whips. They are not even shouted at. It is instead like a dream. Maybe Elie is dreaming?
Closer, and closer they go: twenty paces, then fifteen. The inferno’s heat rises up and by
now must be stifling. Ten steps, eight steps, seven. It is like a funeral march, not forced,
suggestive of trance. Odd too, is the fact Elie’s teeth are chattering, not from the cold
obviously, so we suppose this is from nervousness. Four steps, three steps. And now the
pit is directly in front of them, right there in front, and they are not even singed nor
withered by what must be tremendous, overwhelming heat, but instead Elie retains the

presence of mind and the gathering strength to think he might still break from the ranks
and make it to the barbed wire. But suddenly it is not necessary. At the last moment he,
his father and their remaining comrades are miraculously ordered to make a quick turn to
the left and proceed to the barracks. They are saved! But what’s this? Like the odd
ratcheting of a broken mechanism, it appears Elie and his father were not at the edge of
the pit after all. For when the order comes, somehow they are again two steps away and
not quite there. Still, it was a close call.
The blows that were not in evidence forcing prisoners into the flaming pit now rain
down volubly to encourage those who survived to go to the barber to get their haircut!
And the people wielding the truncheons are fellow prisoners. Not only is Elie’s hair cut
with clippers, but his whole body is shaved. He and his companions are all the while
naked, carrying only their original belt and shoes. And apparently they are still naked
afterward as they wander into the courtyard meeting old friends and acquaintances.
Some are joyful and some are weeping. And Elie admits to something that would
become more and more pronounced as his story progresses, viz., that those who were
dead and departed “no longer touched even the surface of our memories.” They would
speak of them, but with little concern for their fate. Elie tells us why: because their
senses are blunted. Because “everything was blurred as in a fog.” Or a dream? In any
event, it was no longer possible to grasp anything. Self-preservation, self-defense, pride
– all had deserted them.
At five in the morning they are beaten once more, and made to run naked through icy
winds with their shoes and belts to yet another barracks, where disinfection is waiting
for them in the form of a barrel of petrol. Everyone is soaked in it. Picturing how they
did this requires some imagination. Then everyone takes a hot shower. And what comes
out isn’t gas, but real water for genuine cleaning. All at high speed mind you – no
wasting water! Now they are made to run to another barracks where they receive their
prison clothes, to discover nothing fits! But unlike the usual G.I. lament where a soldier
must adapt to the clothes he is issued, these prisoners are allowed to swap clothes and
make the necessary adjustments.
In case the reader has gotten the wrong idea, Elie describes an SS officer with fleshy lips
and “the odor of the Angel of Death” who tells everyone they are at Auschwitz… a
concentration camp. You can nearly imagine some editor who has advised this, e.g., stop
the descriptions making Auschwitz appear like a country club and get back to the evil of
those murderous Germans. So now we have Elie reading crime not only on the SS man’s
brow, but also in the pupils of his eyes. And we know Elie is not being technical because
any book on the human visual system will tell you that the pupil is the aperture in the iris
that controls the amount of light entering the eye, where the larger the diameter the more
light rays reach the edges of the lens, thereby reducing the quality of the image. Rather
than reading evil there, the best that can be inferred is that the SS man’s pupils were
dilated because the room was dark. But apart from the dilated pupils, the SS man is
certainly focused on his topic of discussion. For he tells them Auschwitz is not a
convalescent home. It is a place of work. And if one doesn’t work they will “go straight
to the furnace.” Not to the gas chambers, but directly to the crematory! “Work or the
crematory…” This is what Elie quotes the SS man as saying. And it is again apparent the
mention of gas chambers is avoided in preference to the word “furnace.” Why?
Speculation suggests this might be because up until the time of Edith Stein’s
beatification in 1987, Elie Wiesel had been attempting to introduce the word
“Holocaust” into our vocabulary (from the Hebrew ola, i.e., burnt offering). The twentyfifth anniversary edition I am reviewing was printed in 1986. Controversy at the time of
Edith Stein’s beatification apparently persuaded him to use the word “Shoah” (from
Isaiah 47:11, meaning “disaster”).[7] I leave it to the reader to determine if more modern
editions mention “gas chambers” in addition to crematories.

Returning to our story, we again find force being used for unusual purposes. For we have
a scene where ten gypsies join a lone gypsy wielding whips and truncheons to force
everyone outside into the spring sunshine. One wonders why prisoners must be forced to
do this? Naturally we assume spring sunshine is preferable to the inside of a barracks.
But maybe they have an intimation of the short march and coming confusion? For they
are formed into ranks of five and marched through the gates between electric wires. And
near or on the electric wires there are a series of white placards brandishing a death’s
head with this caption: “Warning. Danger of death.” And the irony is not lost on Elie,
who has been telling us all along they are in a death camp! The gypsies are soon
replaced by SS who march the prisoners outside the barbed wire of the camp, and now
there is some uncertainty whether this is a march of half an hour or only a few moments
before they reach the barbed wire of another camp: Auschwitz! Yes, that’s right. They
were in Auschwitz which they left to enter another camp which is also Auschwitz. Elie
is obviously confused and I wonder if his editors are so mesmerized by the sanctity of
his descriptions there has been no attempt to correct this anomaly. For the obvious
correction is that Elie has left Auschwitz for nearby Birkenau, else re-entered Auschwitz
through another gate. For he specifically mentions an iron door with the inscription:
“Work is liberty!,” claiming this is Auschwitz.[8] But then he confuses his reader again
by saying this camp is better than Birkenau! He was at Auschwitz, the SS man with the
fleshy lips and the odor of death tells him they are at Auschwitz, they leave Auschwitz
and enter… Auschwitz! How did this glaring confusion get past the editors?
We learn Auschwitz was better than Birkenau because of its concrete buildings and
gardens. Not to mention hygiene. At the entrance to one of the prison blocks, Elie is
made to wait his turn to go into the showers. From what we know about how the
Germans used showers, we think this is the end, but no, not at all. It is Elie himself who
tells us the showers were a compulsory formality at the entrance “to all these camps.”
Even when passing from one to the other several times a day, e.g., from Birkenau to
Auschwitz, from Auschwitz to Birkenau, you had to go through the baths each time. Yet,
pleasant as that seems, all is not wine and roses. It is in fact a pretext for complaint. And
this is because after the nice, hot shower, they were forced to shiver in the night air. But
the case Elie makes for this doesn’t stack up. Just a short while ago, Elie and his
comrades were marched over in the Spring sunshine, the march took only a few
moments or half hour at the most, whereafter they queued at the prison block to get a
shower and now it is night. One of two things must be true: they waited a long time for
their shower or they spent a long time in the shower, or possibly both. Either way, forget
the old adage, for here time passes quickly when you’re not having fun! Their clothes
they had to leave behind in “the other block,” and since this is the first block they are
supposedly entering once reaching Auschwitz, one must imagine they walked naked all
the way from Birkenau! But I think instead there was an undressing process at
Auschwitz Elie has failed to mention. What he does mention is that time has passed even
more quickly and it is now nearly midnight before he and his comrades are ordered to
run, not to get clothes, but to go to bed.
Next morning after a good night’s sleep, the prisoners are able to wash, get new clothes
and drink black coffee. As a point of reference you can read The Forgotten Soldier by
Guy Sajer and know this is a time on the Eastern Front when German soldiers were
eating grass for lack of supplies. What they wouldn’t have given for some coffee! You
need only make such comparisons to realize the prisoners’ life was somewhat gentle by
comparison. The German soldier was constantly exposed to death, lived in the same
uniform month after month, and rarely got a bath, hot or otherwise. Except for the
dishonor, some soldiers might have been glad to trade places. And think. Instead of some
muddy ditch or foxhole, Elie tells us his comrades didn’t have to leave the relative
comfort of their barrack until ten a.m. – so that it could be cleaned. Outside, they chatted
with fellow comrades in the warm sunshine. At noon, they are brought a plate of thick

soup. Again by way of contrast, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn tells us about the food in the
Soviet camps: gruel with salted carrots September till June, groats in June and shredded
nettles in July. At other times there might be cabbage. There was also fish, but it was
mostly bones because the flesh was boiled off leaving only a little meat on the tails and
heads.[9] Who had the better system? Both the German and the Russian camps had a
bread ration, but it must be remembered that while the Gulag was meant to hold
prisoners for political crimes, the German camps allegedly existed for purposes of
extermination. Something to ponder.
Elie tells us despite his hunger he doesn’t eat it because he was still “the spoiled child,”
so his father takes his ration instead. Then they take a siesta. Elie now begins to think the
SS officer of the other day was lying: Auschwitz is not a concentration camp, not a death
camp where if you do not work you die, but in fact a rest home!
We now come to a description which, in light of recent controversy, should be of
particular interest. For this is where Elie tells us how he got his prisoner’s tattoo. The
scene unfolds as follows: one fine afternoon a line is formed in front of a table with
some medical instruments. Three veteran prisoners with needles are assigned to engrave
numbers on the arms of the new prisoners. With left sleeve rolled up, Elie tells us he gets
his number: A-7713. And the number is important. When at dusk the work units return,
greeted by a band playing military marches, roll call is taken. And the SS verifies the
tens of thousands of prisoners not by their names but by their numbers. So Elie would
have been required to have a number at Auschwitz. No number, no Auschwitz. A-7713,
left arm. Of course any other legitimate number would have served the purpose, but this
is the one he says he received. If no number or a false one, we must toss out the whole
idea of his ever being at Auschwitz or the factual basis for what he says in Night. Why
not believe him?
Apart from the harrowing experience at the flaming pit when first arriving, the next three
weeks at Auschwitz are really quite good. In the mornings there is black coffee. At noon
there is soup. After roll call at 6 p.m., there is bread and margarine. Then the prisoners
are free to roam, looking for friends, neighbors and relatives before going to bed by 9
p.m. Elie and his father have nothing to do but sleep a great deal in the afternoon and at
night. Their only worry is to in fact stay at Auschwitz “as long as possible” and avoid
being moved. How? Simply by identifying themselves as other than skilled laborers, for
“laborers” (i.e., unskilled laborers) “were being kept till the end.”
But soon these good days end. A first indication is when the cell block leader is replaced
for being too humane, replaced by someone savage, ably assisted by monstrous
attendants. This turn of events again causes Elie and his fellow Jews think of their fate,
but also of things one doesn’t usually expect of a people too proud to believe they are at
fault for anything. A fellow Hasidic, Akiba Drumer, one of solemn voice, is given to say
God is testing them to find out whether they can dominate their base instincts and “kill
the Satan within us,” while others speak “of the sins of the Jewish people,” but also their
future deliverance. This reminds one of the occasional admissions of Jews such as
Bernard Lazarre, a French historian who, well before the holocaust, understood national
uprisings and the expulsion of Jews in consequence of negative characteristics the Jews
themselves possessed. And it also reminds of Edith Stein, the German philosopher and
Carmelite, who spoke of the “fulfillment of the curse which my people have called down
upon themselves!”[10] But now, during a period of common suffering, these Jewish
prisoners come to a similar understanding.
Eventually Elie, his father and some other prisoners are transferred to Buna. And here
Elie makes a striking statement. On the one hand he says Buna looks like it was
suffering from an epidemic, but on the other hand he says its sparse population of

prisoners were well-clad and walking about seemingly healthy. Once there, they go
through the ubiquitous showers, joined by the head of the camp – a man with gray-blue
eyes who looks kind and even smiles. He takes an interest in the several children who
arrive with the convoy and has food brought for them. The newly arrived, meanwhile,
are given new clothes. Even the veteran prisoners admit “Buna’s a very good camp,” yet
seem to have misgivings about the building unit. But now we learn what might be
behind the niceties of the camp commandant in regard to the children. It seems the head
of Elie’s tent, a German, also likes children. And despite having an “assassin’s face,”
hands like “wolf’s paws,” and so much fat he could hardly move, he too, brings the
children food: bread, soup, and margarine. Elie explains why by assuming the man is a
trafficker in children. He assumes he is an homosexual. Why these assumptions?
Because later he would learn “there was a considerable traffic in children among
homosexuals here…” It is not proven against the German mind you, nor the camp
commandant, but for Elie the rumors are sufficient. And I’m sure for many of his
readers, too.
Medical inspection seems pretty good – maybe as good or better than what modern-day
US military Reservists receive. There are three doctors present and instead of posing
questions via some on-line and impersonal form, they ask about the health of a person in
person. And then there is a dentist - something not even our modern-day Veterans’
hospitals provide. The only draw-back according to Elie is that the dentist is not looking
for decayed teeth but ones that contain gold. Those who have them, like Elie with his
gold crown, have their number added to a list. The secretary of the block soon orders
him to return to the camp dentist, despite he has no toothache. It seems those with gold
teeth are required to have them extracted (without waiting to remove them from their
dead skulls!) But on this occasion the dentist is a Czech Jew, and when Elie explains he
is not feeling well, the dentist tells him to return when he is feeling better. When Elie
returns a week later, he gives the same excuse and is again given a reprieve. But now
there is an end to it, for the Germans discover the dentist is running a private traffic of
his own and is “thrown in prison,” whence to be hanged. Not gassed, not incinerated, but
hanged! And no one replaces him. So Elie gets to keep his gold crown because the
Germans don’t afterwards assign a new dentist to extract gold teeth and one wonders if
the original Jewish dentist was not only working on his own but without authority?
From time to time Elie tells us something unusual about the psychology of concentration
camp life and here divulges an instance involving a work detail headed up by Idek, a
bully Kapo. Normally, Elie and his father worked in an electronics warehouse at Buna
but this incident occurs at a rail depot where they had to load Deisel engines. Idek breaks
out into a frenzy over Elie’s father’s laziness and begins beating him with an iron bar.
You can imagine the blows were not light. The father is in fact beaten so badly he is
described as “broke in two,” like a tree struck by lightning, whereupon he collapses. And
here is the strange part. Elie describes his anger as not directed towards Idek but wholly
against his father “for not knowing how to avoid Idek’s outbreak.” If true, this is indeed
bizarre. Elie blames the effects on camp life, but seen from a nature versus nurture
viewpoint, one wonders at the boy’s character and what he is made of. One often learns
the worst about oneself under conditions of turmoil and stress. And it is not the last of
our friend Idek.
Elie would learn something about his comrades, too. Take Franek, for example. Franek,
the former student from Warsaw. Franek, a Pole and fellow Jew, who was also their
foreman. It now seems that someone else besides the Jewish dentist wants Elie’s gold
crown and that person is Franek. Jews, we are told, love gold. And we are reminded of
this by Woody Allen of all people, himself Jewish, whose film “Annie Hall” shows
actual German newsreel footage of abandoned cars on the outskirts of Paris
accompanied by English sub-titles telling us these were Jews attempting to flee the

Germans with all their… gold! So who can blame Franek? No longer the sympathetic,
intelligent youth, Franek attempts to persuade Elie through his father, savagely thrashing
the father every time he marches out of step. Elie tries to teach his father how to march
correctly, but it is no good. The father remains unregimented, and for that, continues to
receive beatings until finally, Elie consents to give up his crown. By now, however,
Franek wants a ration of bread for having been kept waiting – this, to go to the famous
dentist from Warsaw who’s going to do the extraction. It’s not much of a fee really and
the old adage applies: you get what you pay for. The famous dentist pulls the tooth in a
lavatory with a rusty spoon! And this is a Jewish, not a German dentist.
Fresh on the heels of this tale of the lavatory and rusty spoons comes a story that is now
salacious, one that is meant to titillate. It again involves Idek. Picture a pleasant Sunday,
normally a day of rest, but Idek won’t hear of it. Everyone to the warehouse, which is
outside the camp. But maybe Idek has relented, for Elie finds there is not much to do
there but go for little walks. Elie’s little walk takes him to the back of the building where
he hears noises from a room next door. Next door is obviously their own barracks inside
the camp for next thing we know, Elie is able to spy on Idek and a half-naked Polish girl
on a mattress in the building from whence they were forced to leave. It is odd Elie is
able to return there, and evidently comical the sight he is witnessing, too. So much so, he
laughs out loud and draws Idek’s unwanted attention. Soon, he is made to lie on a box
during a special roll call to receive twenty-five lashes, during which he passes out.
Doused with water and brought before Idek, the latter tells Elie the punishment was for
his curiosity and that he will receive five times as many lashes “if you dare tell anyone
what you saw!” And he says this during the same roll call in front of some hundred
prisoners who presumably are within earshot. Or did Elie forget the scene he had
painted? By now we are thinking this happens too often.
And that is not all. For another thing that happens often and by now catches our eye is
the fact mass murder in flaming pits or crematories is not the only way the Germans
choose to dispatch the undesirable. Those who commit actual infractions are curiously
handled individually and in the old-fashioned way: by hanging! The Czech Jew who was
hanged for improper dental practices is apparently not an anomaly. And we know this
because Elie tells us about gallows erected in the center of the camp for other such
executions. And these events are quite formal. He describes one that occurs while all ten
thousand prisoners are at roll-call. The gate to the camp is opened and they find
themselves surrounded by a “section” of SS, one soldier every three paces.[11] The
hanging concerns a youth from Warsaw accused of stealing. He must now die as a
warning and example, but also because it’s the law. Apparently there is a semblance of
law even in a concentration camp. Despite Elie telling us the youth has spent three years
in various camps, he is nevertheless described as “strong,” and “well-built.” And it is
odd, if anything any longer can be, that Elie is overwhelmed by the sight of this one
impending death by hanging when he says he is otherwise no longer troubled by the
thousands who die daily at Auschwitz and Birkenau in the crematory ovens. And his
reason is a matter of speculation, but I infer it is because aside from the one incident of
the flaming pits, he does not see these thousands of deaths but only imagines them. By
contrast, the true sight of someone who is to hang is more poignant and real. And the
odd twist is that even after the youth is able to shout an appeal for liberty and a curse
upon Germany, following the execution, the assembly is nevertheless commanded to
bare and cover their heads as a gesture of respect. Then the prisoners are all made to pass
by the dead body and look at the hanged youth full in the face, to see his dimmed eyes
and lolling tongue, as if this was to make a special impression when thousands were
dying every day by more gruesome means for no particular infraction.
There is yet another hanging into which Elie delves at length concerning a boy who was
an assistant to a Dutch Oberkapo of the fifty-second cable unit. The boy was known as a

pipel, a child with a refined and beautiful face, and anyone who has read Oscar Wilde’s
“Portrait of Mr. W.H.,” is struck by certain similarities. After the sabotage of the electric
power station at Buna, the Gestapo accuse a certain Dutchman, whereupon they torture
and send him to Auschwitz. The pipel, however, also tortured, is instead sentenced to
death at Buna, along with two others. Consequently, three gallows are erected and it is
the same cumbersome process once again: the SS en masse, machine guns at the ready,
surrounding ten thousand prisoners at a mandatory assembly. But what’s this? Elie tells
us the SS seem more disturbed than usual. Why? Because it is no light matter to hang a
young boy in front of thousands of spectators! The three are hanged at the same time and
in the same primitive manner the Italians used for the Libyans in 1931: by forcing them
to mount chairs placing a noose around their necks, then tipping the chairs over. Again
the token of respect, again the forced march past the victims. But during this pass and
review the prisoners see the two adults have perished but the pipel, “being so light,” is
still alive, struggling in his noose and experiencing a slow agony on the brink of death. If
the SS were reluctant to begin with, what are they feeling now? But Elie doesn’t tell us.
What he does say is that night the soup tasted of corpses. Corpses? It is a poor analogy.
It also poses a strange contrast to the aftermath of the death of the youth from Warsaw
where Elie said the soup tasted “excellent.” Which is less an artistic twist than a
psychological exposé.
It is now the eve of Rosh Hashanah, the end of summer, the last day of the Jewish year.
Everyone is given thick soup but no one touches it. You would think Elie and his fellow
prisoners are starving, and at other times they are, or he says they are, but this time they
are willing to forgo their meal until after prayers. Thousands of Jews gather silently in
the place of assembly, the same place as the hangings, to pray. Unlike the Jews of
Exodus who felt obliged to ask Pharaoh to let them leave Egypt so they could worship
their god elsewhere, these Jews ask nothing but to gather and pray uninhibited and
unharmed. We are told there are the usual ten thousand, to include the heads of blocks,
Kapos, the “functionaries of death.” And they are there to “Bless the Eternal…” But Elie
questions this blessing. Why should he bless the Eternal who “had had thousands of
children burned in His pits” (my underscore), who “kept six crematories working day
and night, on Sundays and feast days,” and who “created Auschwitz, Birkenau, Buna,
and so many factories of death?” Elie tells God He has betrayed these people, allowing
them to be tortured, butchered, gassed and burned when previously He took action with
Adam and Eve, Noah’s generation, and the city of Sodom. And while Elie reviles the
fact the assembly is praying to God despite these things, he does not allow himself to
ponder why God would indeed act in those biblical instances, yet not here and now. Still,
the reader must wonder, as might any person who does not feel God is God for him
alone, a personal god for a chosen people. For Elie, however, if God is not doing the
Jews’ bidding then God is no longer God but something less to where, feeling stronger
than the Almighty, Elie is now the accuser and God the accused. And this is curiously
reminiscent of that passage in Exodus where Moses tells God to turn from His wrath
against the people of Israel and repent of evil.[12] More than “chutzpa,” it is blasphemy,
the unbridled arrogance of a Rashkolnikov who presumes everything and becomes
something less.
It is now winter, 1944. Elie and his comrades are given winter clothes, thicker striped
shirts which the veterans nevertheless deride. Of course there are some people who will
appreciate nothing. On Christmas and New Year’s there is no work and the prisoners are
afforded a slightly thicker soup. And possibly there are some who gripe about this, too.
But here Elie must be commended for at least telling us of these things, for we are able
to glimpse the Germans as human, respecting the birth of Jesus and sharing with those
less fortunate.
Toward the middle of January, Elie’s right foot begins to bother him and he goes to have

it examined. The examination is performed by an eminent Jewish doctor, also a prisoner.
The doctor insists on an operation. If Elie’s time-table is correct, we know the Russians
are within a week or so of seizing the camp, the Germans are on the verge of evacuation,
but the Jewish doctor nevertheless proposes surgery, with no concern for hardship in
terms of medical facilities, anesthetics, bandages, etc. Elie in fact tells us he is given a
bed with white sheets and “the hospital was not bad at all.” In addition, the patients in
the hospital are given good bread and thicker soup.[13] Elie is even able to send his
father some of this bread. There is a Hungarian Jew who is there for dysentery, mere
skin and bones, but rather than let him die, the Germans are treating him to make him
well. All the while, Elie has the chutzpa to again mention selections, telling us the
hospital has them “more often than outside.” On hearing this, however, one gets the
impression the true significance is that here in the hospital, with limited beds and large
demand, only the more serious cases are able to remain. If death is the purpose, why
bother to treat in the first place? And yet despite treatment, the Hungarian Jew exclaims
“Germany doesn’t need sick Jews”! He therefore tells Elie he should “get out of the
hospital before the next selection!” The thought must occur to Elie that if he is being
treated, he is needed, and being a thinking person, realizes there may be a personal
motive behind the Hungarian Jew’s advice. For in fact he decides to stay. And good
thing, too. The surgery is performed the very next day. And when it is over, the doctor is
able to tell Elie everything is o.k. He will now be allowed to remain in the hospital the
next two weeks, will rest comfortably, eat well and relax his body and nerves. Not only
that but he will be up and walking like everyone else in a fortnight. Marvelous news, no
doubt, to a concentration camp inmate expecting death at any moment from selections
lurking round every corner.
But lo, on the same day Elie gets the prognosis about his foot, comes word of
evacuation. Not that Elie need worry, for his doctor tells him hospital patients will not be
evacuated but can remain in the infirmary. Immediately, the Hungarian Jew predicts all
invalids will be summarily killed, sent to the crematory as part of a final liquidation.
What Elie doesn’t tell us and what the Hungarian obviously doesn’t know is that all of
Birkenau’s crematories have already been shut down, the last being Kremas II, III, and V
which, according to official records, ceased operating on 30 October 1944.[14] But truth
doesn’t stop rumors, nor Elie’s speaking of them as if they might be taken seriously.
Same for another rumor the camp will be blown up before the Russians arrive. All is
belied by the fact Elie tells us death does not worry him. What worries him is being
separated from his father. And this is because they had already suffered “so much,”
borne “so much,” that now was not the time. Given what he has written earlier, one
wonders. Why is he telling us this? But a few pages earlier, when he was describing the
Allied bombing at Buna where his father was working, he was telling us despite the risk
to his father he was glad about the bombing because it meant destruction and revenge.
Now he is telling us when the Russians are coming he is worried about being separated
from his father. What’s this leading up to? Elie runs in the snow on his bad foot with no
shoe to find his father. What shall we do, he asks him? Elie is confident he can get the
Jewish doctor to have his father entered as a patient or a nurse and thereby fall within the
rule of allowing those in the infirmary to remain behind. Soft beds, nourishing food,
clean sheets, and all they would have to do is wait for the Russians. And it is not a
matter of Elie worrying about liquidation or the camp being blown up because he has
already and to his credit refused believing what people saying these things have
previously said about hospital selections.[15] So rather than the soft beds, clean sheets
and nourishing food waiting for liberation, he instead suggests he and his father “be
evacuated with the others.” That is, he suggests, even with his bad foot, he and his father
leave with the retreating Germans to remain prisoners at another camp in Germany!
People have made much to do over this and I think they should. It is nothing less than an
admission despite all the hubbub about cruelty and mistreatment, despite the
descriptions of forced labor and executions, remaining with the Germans was preferable

to all other options – including being liberated by the Russians. This is telling. And what
it tells is that the Germans may not have been so bad after all.[16]
Elie and his comrades are given double rations of bread and margarine for their journey.
They were also allowed to take as many shirts and other clothes from the camp store.
Elie in fact tells how next morning everyone is in multiple garments, looking like they
are at a masquerade! Those who recognize the name Austin Burke, a Miami clothier of
the 1960’s, remember how he used to advertise men’s suits on television ads this way.
Burke or an assistant would come on screen with multiple suits one over the other,
stripping them off as Burke would go through purple prose on the virtues of each. In the
same way Elie describes these prisoners as “poor mountebanks, wider than they were
tall, more dead than alive.” That last comment is perhaps necessary. Elie throws this in
because it is perhaps beginning to look too good, because we know they are alive and on
double rations, willing to go with the Germans. And there is even a German spirit in the
block leader who orders only an hour before evacuation that the block be cleaned from
top to bottom, washed in every corner, so that the liberating Russians will realize “there
were men living here and not pigs.”
Departing Buna, the Jews arrive at Gleiwitz, where they are hurriedly installed in their
new barracks by the Kapos. In their haste to occupy this refuge, this “gateway to life” as
Elie calls it, he also describes how they “walked over pain-racked bodies” and “trod on
wounded faces” to get inside. Elie and his father are themselves victim to this, as they
are thrown to the ground by a rolling tide of humanity. Elie finds he is now in fact
crushing someone he knows, a voice from the past, and in his effort to disengage
himself, does some mean and horrible things, e.g., digging his nails into others’ faces,
and “biting all around.” Elie discovers it is Juliek he has been crushing, the boy from
Warsaw who played the violin in the orchestra at Buna. Despite the crush, swollen feet
and lack of air, it is not his own life Juliek is concerned for, but his violin. He’s got it
with him and is afraid it will be broken.
But before the conversation can continue, Elie must first extricate himself. We learn he
is not face down, but face up, and someone is lying on top of him, suffocating him to
where he is now unable to breathe either through his nose or mouth. So again he
commences to scratch, to tear with his nails into decayed flesh, yet to no avail. Elie
thinks the man on top of him in fact is dead, but isn’t sure. Finally, however, he manages
to dig a hole – a hole through the wall of dying people, a little hole through which to
breathe. Now he calls to his father, who he knows is not far away, and the father, who
presumably is also being crushed, answers he is “well!” Elie tries to sleep now, still
buried but breathing, when he suddenly hears the sound of a violin. It is Juliek playing a
fragment from a Beethoven concerto. And Elie wonders, as the reader must, how when
Elie was on top of Juliek and couldn’t budge, Juliek got out from under him to play his
violin? What miracle allowed this? What flight of fancy? The nice thing of course is that
it now allows Elie to trip the light fantastic about Juliek’s soul and how it is the bow and
how the whole of his life seems to be gliding on the strings, the whole being very
beautiful. But despite this beauty Elie again falls asleep and when he awakes this time by
the light of day he sees Juliek opposite him, slumped over dead, his violin smashed
beside him. And this makes for a sad if wondrous image, something Elie does from time
to time for literary effect, even if the image defies reason.
Moving from Gleiwitz, the prisoners continue their journey to Buchenwald, where they
are assembled to be counted. And wouldn’t you know that right next to where they are
standing is the high chimney of a crematory, although by now it hardly makes an
impression. They’ve seen and survived these things before. What really fascinates them,
however, is the fact there are hot showers, and beds. The guards in fact have to begin
striking the prisoners to maintain order, the prisoners crowding so to get a shower, but to

no avail. They obviously believe it is water and not gas that will issue from those
showers. Here in the heart of Germany. But now Elie’s father is too exhausted to stand in
line. He thinks it’s the end and drags himself to a snow covered hillock of dead bodies to
await the end. Suddenly, interrupting the scene of Elie pleading with his father, of
pleading with death itself, there is an air raid siren, the lights go out, and the guards drive
everyone into the blocks. The prisoners are only too glad not to have to wait outside in
the icy wind, instead letting themselves sink down onto beds arranged in tiers. Even the
cauldrons of soup at the entrance to the barracks attracts no one. This reminds us of
before. Where formerly they were starving, tearing, biting, even killing for a scrap of
bread, suddenly food does not matter to anyone, all they want is sleep.
And here Elie makes another of those less than laudatory revelations. For he tells us he
has followed the crowd from where his father was resting at the hillock, where he
pleaded with his father to arise and get himself washed before going to the blocks, but
left him during the alert to go inside to sleep, not troubling with him further. The father,
meanwhile, during the alert and after, was left outside in the snow! On the brink of
death. Abandoned. Only on the following day does Elie go back to look for him. This
man, this father whose hand he held just the day before when forming up at
Buchenwald’s assembly place, not wanting to lose him! But now he has already
abandoned him to his fate while he slept inside and confesses as he goes to seek him he
in fact doesn’t want to find him, instead wishing he could “get rid of this dead weight”
so he could use all his strength to struggle for his own survival. What happened over the
past 12 hours to bring about this change of attitude? Elie has now rested, has been
relatively comfortable and has presumably nourished himself from the cauldrons of soup
that were at the entrance to the block, but now instead of being refreshed and
invigorated, more generous of spirit, is afflicted by avarice and lack of familial fidelity.
He tells us he is ashamed for these thoughts, but still it is puzzling, if not disturbing.
Now, searching for his father, he finds him at a block where black coffee is being served.
Elie gets his father some coffee, asks a number of questions, then says he cannot stay
long because the place is to be cleaned and only the sick are allowed to remain. And in
the background we begin to comprehend it was the Germans who did what Elie did not,
and that is get his father inside, out of the weather, where he could be sheltered and
allowed to survive. And it is another blow, a small one to be sure, adding to an overall
picture that the Germans have something else in mind than a systematic plan to kill
Jews, even sick ones.
But it is near the end for the father and there is a curious description of him lying in his
bunk laid up with dysentery, suddenly raising himself to whisper in Elie’s ear where to
find the gold and money he buried before leaving their home in Sighet. Elie tries to
explain this is not the end, that they would both return together, but the father will not
listen. A trickle of saliva mixed with blood comes from his lips, his breath comes in
gasps, and when a doctor arrives, Elie pleads he examine his father but the doctor
instead insists on an office visit. When Elie brings his father, the doctor announces he
can do nothing because it is a case of dysentery and his field is surgery. Returned to the
barrack, another doctor comes, but Elie thinks this doctor is just there to “finish off”
those who are sick because he hears him shouting that the sick are just lazy and want to
stay in bed! And it is just an opinion the doctor wants to finish them off, although Elie
tells us he would like to strangle the doctor! And not only the doctor but “the others.” In
fact, he would like to burn the “whole world,” especially his father’s murderers. Lest we
think he means only the world of the Germans, we learn Elie’s father is being beaten by
a Frenchman and a Pole, fellow prisoners who cannot stand the fact the father won’t
drag himself outside to relieve himself. And they not only beat him, but also steal his
bread!
Elie knows his father must not drink water, that water for a person with dysentery is

poison, but he gives it to him anyway. A week passes this way, however, and the father
still lives. The head of the block advises Elie not to give the father his ration of bread
and soup but to instead keep it for himself. He says this because it is clear the father is
dying, and there is nothing anyone can do. So Elie holds the bread but gives his father
soup, only the father wants water, always water, and Elie obliges. But now comes an SS
officer on the scene, passing the beds. And apparently this SS officer is disturbed at the
noise Elie’s father is making begging for water. He tells him to be quiet, but the father
continues to call Elie’s name, and when the father ignores the officer, the latter deals him
a violent blow to the head with his truncheon. Elie does nothing, afraid to move, afraid
he too will be struck. After roll call, he climbs down from his bunk to learn the worst,
that his father’s skull is shattered. He is still alive, but barely. Elie stares at him for an
hour, then climbs back into his bunk. At dawn when Elie awakes, he finds his father has
been removed, replaced by somebody else, and naturally assumes “they must have taken
him… to the crematory.” And if he indeed died, this is likely true, for most cases of
dysentery are due to micro-organisms, as per typhus which is due to a bacillus, so the
burning of bodies rather than their burial, is the recommended practice. Elie laments
there were no prayers and no candles, but we are shocked when he admits that in the
depths of his being, in the recesses of his conscience, was the basic sentiment “free at
last!” Such an expression seems wrong and inhuman. Compare, for example, with Henry
Fonda who speaks these same words when carrying the limp body of Sylvia Sidney,
escaping from a police sharpshooter who is about to pull the trigger.[17]
Let us consider the time-line for a moment. Elie gives the date of his father’s death as 29
January 1945. As a satellite camp to Auschwitz, we suppose Buna was evacuated
approximately the same time as Auschwitz, that is, 18 January 1945, whereafter there
was a two nights’ march to Gleiwitz, where the prisoners stayed for three days. Then
there was a train ride to Buchenwald, which required “ten days, and ten nights.” Then
another week while Elie’s father was dying of dysentery. We should now be at 9
February, or later, but Elie tells us his father died during the night of 28 – 29 January.
Something is wrong here. But there is something else. The father has dysentery while at
Buchenwald and the doctors wouldn’t or couldn’t do anything for him. Fellow prisoners
beat him and took his bread. The head of the block, someone sympathetic, advises Elie
not to waste rations on the father. And finally, an SS officer finishes him off with a blow
from his truncheon. So despite the treatment of fellow prisoners, despite dysentery and
even the behavior of Elie himself, the blame comes to rest with the Germans. Elie wants
us to see it that way. And technically he is right, but later he would try to establish
something evil about the soul of the Germans. There is an interesting comparison in
Solzhenitsyn’s Ivan Denisovich when speaking about “Shukov” (i.e., Denisovich). For
he speaks of a Soviet warder who pricked himself on the sewing needle Shukov hid in
his prisoner’s cap when the former snatched the cap off his head during inspection. And
the warder became so angry by this “he’d almost smashed Shukov’s head in.”[18] And
this is not to forgive or excuse what the SS officer did to Elie’s father but to understand
that temper, violence and brutishness was as much a part of gulags as it was a part of
concentration camps, the type of people these establishments required or bred, and is
therefore less particular and more universal than one might otherwise wish to believe.
On 5 April the prisoners are still at Buchenwald where there is an announcement for all
Jews to form at the assembly place. All the children of Elie’s block are made to do this,
motivated by menaces from block leader Gustav and his truncheon. And there is fear this
is finally the end. But on the way to the assembly place some prisoners whisper to the
children to return to their barracks, so they won’t be shot by the Germans. “Shot” mind
you, 600 bullets if none of them miss, 600 bullets that might be used to defend against
the approaching Americans, but not gas or the flaming pit, theoretically more efficient
for mass killings. The whispers come either from members of the camp resistance
organization or those who knew about the plans of such an organization, plans that

provide the Jews will not be abandoned or allowed to be liquidated. With several
thousand prisoners leaving the camp each day beginning 6 April, there are still some
twenty thousand who remain on 10 April, including several hundred children. And on
this day all are to be evacuated immediately, whereafter the camp is to be destroyed (Elie
quotes the camp commandant as saying Buchenwald is to be “liquidated” but it is
obvious what the term really means is the camp would be evacuated and destroyed). As
everyone is massed in the huge assembly area, there is suddenly an alert and they all
must return to their blocks. Now the evacuation is postponed until 11 April. Elie states
those present haven’t eaten for six days, save for some bits of grass and potato peelings.
And so it is with super-herculean willpower, however undernourished or weakened,
while the SS are again moving the prisoners to the assembly point, the resistance rises
up and after two hours of what must have been a very unequal battle fit for a Hollywood
movie, is nevertheless master of the situation. The SS flee and the resistance is now in
charge. And by six that evening the first American tank arrives.
Once liberated, the prisoners' first thought is not of revenge, not even of their families,
but to seize and consume Buchenwald’s remaining provisions. The following day,
approximately 14 April, some of the younger men make their way to Weimar to acquire
more food and sleep with women. This is not what you’d expect from starved and
emaciated men ravaged by years of concentration camp life. The gratuitous photos
we’ve seen of those who were liberated doesn’t make this seem possible. But now we
learn just three days after liberation, Elie becomes ill with food poisoning. Very ill, and
we wonder if it is the American food or the food they stole from the Germans? Either
way, this is puzzling, just like the stories relating to the outbreak of typhus at BergenBelsen after its liberation by the British. Elie’s case is so serious he is transferred to a
hospital where he spends the next two weeks on the brink of death. During this time he
looks into a mirror, and what he sees is a corpse. Not simply a radically changed man
like Yuri Zhivago after fifteen months as a doctor with the Red partisans, but “a corpse.”
And it is just this liberty with modes of expression that defines how he has employed
mystical rather than plain truth in describing his ordeal; how if he is pretending to be
somebody else he has broken the rules regarding what Moshe the Beadle tried to say
about entering the orchard. Yet even now, while viewing “the corpse,” never could he
dream the fame and honors that awaited when telling his story, the Nobel Peace Prize
and the United States Congressional Gold Medal, to name but a few. Proving life can be
good if one isn’t a corpse, but lives to tell the tale.

Notes:
[1]

It is possible that Swedish journalist Sydsvenska Dagbladet, researching in
1986, misidentified Elie as one Lazar Wiesel, inmate number A-7713. True, in
Night, Elie claims his number at Auschwitz was A-7713, but that he was also
an only son; there is no mention of a brother named “Abraham.” Furthermore,
Elie Wiesel would have been age 15 in 1944, whereas witness Miklos Gruner
claims Lazar Wiesel was 31 in that same year. Was the genesis of Elie’s book
in fact something previously written in 1955 by Lazar Wiesel? That is a
different matter.

[2]

The distance between the neck and a leg being large, especially at close range,
one is not surprised the Germans needed target practice. But killing babies
with machine guns seems an absurd matter of over-kill!

[3]

By the Treaty of Trianon, signed 4 June 1920, Croatia-Slavonia, the Territory
of Fiume, and Transylvania were lost to Hungary, but Transylvania was
restored by Rumania on 30 August 1940.

[4]

In Exodus 19:18 we find: “And Mount Sinai was wrapped in smoke, because
the Lord descended upon it in fire; and the smoke of it went up like the smoke
of a kiln…” Thus one might infer Madame Schächter is hallucinating about the
presence of God.

[5]

Regarding the SS with “tommy guns,” (Thompson submachine guns) one
wonders if these are a contingent of the some 50 British volunteers who
allegedly served in the Waffen SS during the war?

[6]

MGM’s film The Search, released in 1948, starring Montgomery Clift, Ailene
MacMahon (and a little Czech boy named Ivan Jandl) has a scene with a
young girl who is speaking about her mother being “gassed” at Dachau. And
later, there is a scene where Ivan Jandl and other displaced children are being
transported in Red Cross trucks who break free and escape the trucks because
they smell exhaust gas and believe they are being exterminated. So the idea of
gas as a modus operandi was already in the public mind but curiously not in
Elie’s mind and we naturally wonder why?

[7]

See Ernst Ludwig Ehrlich, “The Jews Did Not Want to Bring Burnt Offerings,”
in Never Forget, Waltraud Herbstrith, Ed. (Washington : ICS Publications,
1998), p. 129.

[8]

I myself, when retracing the steps of Fred Leuchter in 1998, passed beneath
this “inscription,” although by then there was no iron door, nor ever seemed to
be, just a wrought-iron grill with its Gothic text slogan: Arbeit Macht Frei.

[9]

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (New York:
Bantam Books, 1963), p. 17. Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago was begun
in 1958, the same year Elie Wiesel’s Night was first published in France. Like
Wiesel’s book, Solzhenitsyn’s claimed eyewitness testimony. However,
Solzhenitsyn’s massive tome was also supported by the reports, memoirs, and
letters of 227 fellow witnesses. Despite its mammoth undertaking as an
experiment in literary investigation, covering a 38 year period (1918 – 1956)
of torture and murder by the Soviet system, Solzhenitsyn’s book did not
receive a Nobel Peace Prize, nor was Solzhenitsyn honored with the United
States Congressional Gold Medal, the Medal of Liberty, the Presidential Medal
of Freedom, the rank of Grand-Croix in the French Legion of Honor, nor an
honorary Knighthood from Her Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II of Britain.

[10] Cited in Never Forget: Christian and Jewish Perspectives on Edith Stein,
Waltraud Herbstrith, OCD, Editor, translated by Susanne Batzdorff
(Washington, D.C.: ICS Publications, 1998), p. 111. The statement is cited by
Friedrich Georg Friedmann (in his article “Not Like That! On the Beatification
of Edith Stein”), as taken from the third edition of Sr. Waltraud Herbstrith’s
book Das wahre Gesicht Edith Steins.
[11] A “section” in the French scheme of things – Elie’s book was translated from
the French by Stella Rodway – is equivalent to our American platoon, roughly
50 men. Fifty men would be hard-pressed to surround ten thousand men at
three pace intervals, unless, of course, the ten thousand were themselves hardpressed!

[12] The exact quote from Exodus 32:12 reads: “Turn from thy fierce wrath, and
repent of this evil against thy people.” Truly, is there anyone but Jews who
presume to tell God to repent of evil?
[13] In One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, Solzhenitsyn mentions how
“Shukhov” (Ivan Denisovich) dreams of getting sick enough to go to the
hospital for a few weeks “even if the soup they gave you was a little thin…”
(ibid., p. 23). And this was after the war with no special rationing.
[14] See Anatomy of the Auschwitz Death Camp, edited by Yisrael Gutman and
Michael Berenbaum, Indian University Press, 1994, p. 174.
[15] Elie tells us at the bottom of page 78 that he would learn after the war how
those who stayed behind were “quite simply” liberated by the Russians two
days after the evacuation.
[16] Knowing scripture, possibly Elie and his father were also remembering how
the Jews had believed themselves traduced during the sojourn in the wilderness
of Sin, where the people of Israel murmured against Moses and Aaron saying,
“Would that we had died by the hand of the Lord in the land of Egypt, when
we sat by the fleshpots and ate bread to the full; for you have brought us out
into this wilderness to kill this whole assembly with hunger” (Exodus, 16:3).
Now, to be fed, they will go into the wilderness with the Germans, not remain
according to their own devices and wait for the bread of the Russians.
[17] You Only Live Once, MGM 1937, directed by Fritz Lang.
[18] Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich (New York:
Bantam Books, 1963) p. 28.

On the Roads of Truth: Searching for Warwick
Hester
by Klaus Schwensen

1. Introduction
Between 1947 and 1957 a little monthly journal was published in Buenos Aires under
the title Der Weg - El Sendero (The Way). Language and readers were German, and the
journal is of some historical interest since it was able to publish things in Argentina that
certainly would have caused problems in post-war Germany. In July 1954 Der Weg had
published an article by a certain Guido Heimann which dealt critically with the 6-million
number and the Jewish death toll in what since became known as “the Holocaust.”[1] In
response to Heimann's article an American by the name of Dr. Warwick Hester wrote a
letter to the editor[2] in which he agreed with Heimann. The editor Eberhard Fritsch
printed the letter (whose length was more that of an article) under the title "On the Roads
of Truth" (Auf den Straßen der Wahrheit). The title refers to the letter writer Warwick
Hester, who had in past years made many journeys in order to interview former German
soldiers and SS men who lived now in exile and had testified on alleged German
atrocities. Both Heimann and Warwick Hester appear in today’s context as early
revisionists, and both articles were recently reproduced in the French language.[3]

2. Who Was Warwick Hester?
The author's name Warwick Hester is rather unusual. Warwick is a town in England, and
there is also a Warwick in Rhode Island (U.S.A) and in Queensland (Australia). But
Warwick is also a surname. Hester is a female Christian name (like Esther), but it can
also be a surname. In the introduction to Warwick Hester's article we read: "Aus einem
Brief des bekannten Nordamerikaners", which means that the author was a man and
Hester cannot be his Christian name. Thus, both Warwick and Hester could be surnames
here, Warwick Hester a hyphenated name and we would not know his Christian name.
On the other hand, the naming of children in the United States is rather permissive, and
thus, the Christian name of "Dr. Hester" may have been "Warwick." In the ”Contents“ of
the issue of Der Weg we read that his residence was Washington. All in all, "Dr.
Warwick Hester" is obviously a pseudonym, and the location ”Washington“ may be
given to protect his anonymity.
But the story goes on. An Internet search for "Warwick AND Hester" leads us into the
world of dog breeders, especially to the friends of Great Danes (Celtic Danes). Here we
find in the pedigree of some dogs two bitches that apparently originated from the
breeding of a Mr. Warwick, since their names were ”Warwick's Eunice“ and ”Warwick's Hester."[4] Since the pedigree does not contain the life data of the dogs, we
are not sure whether the noble creatures lived in 1954, but perhaps they had a
grandmother called ”Warwick's Hester”? It seems he was not without some humor - our
Dr. Warwick Hester!
According to his article, Warwick Hester made "from 1946 until now" (1954) "journeys
into the European countries", in order to form an opinion about the question of the
German guilt and the genocide. He travelled in the three Western Occupation Zones of
Germany, to Barcelona, even to Cairo and Rio de Janeiro. The latter cities he visited to

interview former German soldiers who lived there in exile and who had testified on
German war crimes. As Warwick Hester found out, their statements were mostly based
on hearsay. As he writes further, he had numerous talks with former concentration camp
inmates, that he had done research of his own and studied files and documents. Such an
interest and competence in the field of war crimes was unusual for an American private
person, not to mention the costs of the research and journeys. But it could well
correspond to a lawyer, who travels in order to sound out former witnesses of the
prosecution and thus help his clients. Finally, Warwick Hester mentions his own
"collection of documents" - where might it have ended up?
According to its content and tendency Warwick Hester's article could well fit one
Stephen F. Pinter, a lawyer from St. Louis, Missouri, who after the war worked in the
U.S. War Crimes Program, quit his post in 1948 and settled as a freelance lawyer in
Salzburg (Austria). Warwick Hester started his travels in 1946 - like Pinter, who after his
arrival in Dachau in mid-January 1946 began to visit many DP (Displaced Persons)
camps. Although Pinter does not mention any travels to Barcelona, Cairo and Rio, he
could have made such journeys during his "biographical lacuna" (1949-1953) where we
have no information at all about his whereabouts.
An identification of ”Warwick Hester“ with Stephen Pinter is found first in Udo
Walendy's introduction to his reprint of the letter, which he calls "The Dr. Pinter
Report."[5] Walendy had relied on a source of information whose name he did not want
to disclose. Obviously his informant was convinced that Warwick and Pinter were
identical. Maybe the source knew some of Pinter's texts and Warwick's text, and had by
combination or intuition concluded that both must be by the same author. If so,
Walendy's source should have reported his discovery - what he did not do. But there is
another possibility: that there were some former correspondence partners of Pinter’s,
who really knew who "Warwick Hester" was. Pinter had correspondence partners in
Germany and maybe also in Austria. Thus, it was quite plausible that he sent copies of
the "Warwick Hester letter" to his partners.

3. Origin of the Text and Aftermath
Shortly after its publication Warwick Hester’s article was quoted in a little paper Die
Anklage, (Accusation) which, beginning in January 1955, brought out a series about the
number of victims of National Socialism. [6] Die Anklage referred to the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and Warwick Hester. Obviously they knew only
Warwick Hester’s article, but nothing about the author. The information about the article
in Die Anklage was published by Wolfgang Benz[7] , who apparently also knew nothing
about Hester.
In 1990 the Warwick Hester article was reprinted almost completely by Udo Walendy.
Only the two introductory passages were omitted and two others changed places. In his
introduction Walendy brings out some personalia of Pinter, which probably originate
from the authentic Pinter texts[8] , [9], [10], [11], [12]. The other data are speculative or
wrong. For example, Pinter was a Bachelor of Law and no Doctor (Ph. D.), and he was
not a Jew. Warwick mentions that when talking with former Jewish prisoners of
Majdanek camp, these took him "for one of them" - maybe from there the
misunderstanding arose. Upon questioning, Mr. Walendy responded that he had received
the text in 1990 together with a letter, and he sent from that letter the following
passage[13]:
"In a private letter to the editor of La Voce de la Plata, Buenos Aires,
Wilfried [actually Wilfred] von Oven, Pinter described his experiences,
which von Oven printed 1954 in Der Weg No. 8, pp. 572 ff. Pinter was often

criticized for this and wrote newspaper articles like in Our Sunday Visitor.
Concerning his person and competence he let a local notary of St. Louis
testify and put it into the papers. Pinter’s reports for the U.S. War
Department (heeresamtliche Berichte) have never been published… .
Pinter had been in office since 1920, and during the war he was drafted as
an Attorney. 1945/46 he was prosecutor in Dachau and investigated
thereafter all concentration and labor camps west of the Russian Occupation
Zone."
The letter is quoted here only to demonstrate that it contains a lot of errors. Apparently
Walendy’s source knew not only the Warwick Hester article but also some of the
authentic Pinter texts. From this base he would have composed his story, a strange brew
of data that was picked out of the authentic texts but mostly misunderstood. Thus, the
writer of the letter seems to be the source of most of the misunderstandings, errors and
speculations about Pinter. For example:
It is not plausible that Pinter was "often criticized" because of the Warwick Hester
article, for the article was published in faraway Argentina - under a pseudonym. Then
Walendy's source mentions ”Pinter's Army Reports" (heeresamtliche Berichte), which
were never published - how does he know of their existence? And concerning Wilfred
von Oven, the editor of La Voce de la Plata, the source seems to believe that von Oven
had been the editor of Der Weg, but the founder and editor was Eberhard Fritsch. Herr
von Oven, by then 90 years old, said that he at that time had no connection to Duerer
House, although he had wished to work for Der Weg.[14]
In recent times the Warwick Hester article has been completely printed in French. The
editor Jean Plantin seems like Walendy to accept the equation Warwick Hester = Stephen
F. Pinter. But he did not rely on speculations but started his own research and published
his preliminary results. This again was the encouragement for further research and the
findings presented here.

4. Warwick’s Points
Warwick Hester’s text remains today, more than 50 years later, highly revelatory and his
points and arguments are typical "revisionist":
• The problem of witnesses
The author complains that evidence in the trials was almost exclusively based on
the statements of witnesses, and that numerous statements were false. In this
connection he mentions not only Jewish, but also German false statements, e.g.
that of Dr. Wilhelm Höttl who had reported the 6-million-victims number, which
he allegedly had heard from Eichmann.
• The gas vans (Gaswagen), which nobody has ever seen.
• The documentary film "The Death Mills" (Die Todesmühlen)
The author writes that this film was introduced as evidence in the Nuremberg
main trial and that it later turned out to be extensively faked.
Here the writer is partly wrong: The film which was shown in the first week of the
Nuremberg Main Trial was not "The Death Mills" but another, quite similar film
entitled "Nazi Concentration Camps." The footage of these films was mostly
authentic (although it was sometimes "enriched" by manipulations, e.g. half-burnt
bodies in the crematory ovens were shown which were posed for the film). The
propagandistic impact of these films was tremendous. It relied on the horrible
pictures combined with a propagandistic, false interpretation. For example,
hundreds of dead bodies were shown, all victims of typhus, i.e. victims of a

pestilence, while the film comment insinuated that killing was the actual aim of
German concentration camps.
• The issue of gas chambers in certain camps.
• The general treatment of prisoners in German concentration camps.
• The issue of Jewish deaths (number of victims).
Here Warwick Hester mentions the increase of the Jewish world population by 3 million
between 1933 and 1950, which of course is in contradiction to the 6 million murdered by
the Nazis. In this connection he tells the following story :
"Recently when talking to a North American of Jewish origin whom I
esteem very much I referred to that discrepancy [of Jewish population
numbers]. I asked him whether he himself believed in earnest that the Nazis
had killed 6 millions. He said:'Naturally not. For that they had neither the
time nor the means. What they obviously had, was the intention. Here
begins politics [i.e. the psychology of propaganda]. Given the imputed
intention, you can make any number. We thought that 6 millions are not too
much to appear plausible, but sufficient to make mankind shiver for one
century. This chance Hitler has given to us, and we make the most of it, to
good effect, as you see.' I said he ought to consider that a political lie like
this will, in light of subsequent investigation, disclose itself and turn against
those who invented it. But this Jew, a psychologist, denied that. It [the
propaganda] had penetrated too deep into the subconscious of the masses, so
that it could never be dislodged. Humans in general are completely
uncritical. What is anchored in the subconscious, even an individual with
common sense almost never is able to expunge. As a proof he cited the fact
that already now [1954!], after a relatively short propagandistic campaign,
that item required no further discussion. 'We have no problem, since we
have created a historical fact which from now on is in the history books of
schools, like the date of a battle.'"
Why speculate at all about the author of an article that was published more than 50 years
ago in an obscure journal on the Rio de la Plata? The reason is that this article is an early
precursor of revisionism. The author was a man who had good knowledge of the warcrimes issue, who thought independently and was not misled by the Allied war-crimes
propaganda. Furthermore, he had a sense of justice, some sympathy with the defeated
Germans and he must have enjoyed financial independence. The contemporary witness
”Dr. Warwick Hester“ has only one drawback: we do not know who he really was. This
is a pity since the value of his experiences and observations would increase if it did not
originate from a "Mystery Man" but, say, from the U.S. War Department Attorney
Colonel Stephen F. Pinter. There are many indications for it, but a real proof is still
lacking.
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The Clash of the Nobelists
by Jett Rucker

Nobel-Prize-winning German writer Günter Grass sent shock waves through the
international community when, on April 4, he published a poem in the Süddeutsche
Zeitung titled “What Must Be Said.” In that poem, for his first time, he voiced his deep
concerns about the fact that his country was supplying to Israel, a nuclear power,
submarines from which missiles with nuclear warheads could be launched. In fact,
Germany has supplied—given, actually—three of these so-called Dolphin-class
submarines to Israel, and is building three more for the same “customer.”
Grass’s spectacular statement soon drew fire from another Nobel laureate, one who
though of neither nationality, had publicly urged the hatred of Germans, and who holds a
converse devotion to Israel, Elie Wiesel. This winner of the Nobel Prize in Peace, not for
the first time, assumed the position of supporting Israel’s bellicose threats against Iran
on the charge of seeking to develop a nuclear capability to offset that possessed secretly
at least these 45 years now by Israel. In articles in Israeli and American newspapers, the
rampant self-styled “survivor” of World War II slave-labor camps saw fit to impugn not
only Grass’s reprehensible nationality, but his 1945 service in a military unit mounting a
doomed defense against the Soviet conquest of his hometown, Danzig (now Gdansk,
Poland).
The entire matter is redolent in the history of the Third Reich and that regime’s dealings
with Jews in the territories it controlled, among whom according to his stories Elie
Wiesel numbered. In fact, Wiesel’s 1958 novel La nuit (Night) not only launched its
writer on a spectacular career culminating in the Nobel Prize, but has, along presumably
with its translations into numerous other languages, recently been promoted from its
initial classification as fiction to a status much more like actual fact, a memoir.
Meantime, a growing but scrupulously ignored contingent of investigators advances the
report that La nuit itself was plagiarized from a preceding (and much longer) book in
Yiddish, Un di velt hot geshvigen (And the World Remained Silent), to which Wiesel
claims authorship under the most dubious of circumstances. They assert that Wiesel
relied upon that book, rather than actual presence in a labor camp, for the vivid
portrayals he published of life as a slave of the Third Reich.

Günter Grass, 20 March 2010.
By Blaues Sofa from Berlin, Deutschland (Günter Grass beim Blauen Sofa) [CC-BY-2.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Günter Grass, as a conscript into the Waffen-SS, actually shares with his critic the fate of
being enslaved in the service of the Third Reich, except that Grass, serving in combat,
had to undergo enemy fire, and was in fact wounded. And after the war, unlike Wiesel’s
hometown in Romania, Grass’s city of birth was taken over by a hostile power and if he
had returned to it somehow, he would undoubtedly have been thrown into a POW camp,
ending up like as not in Siberia, as millions of his comrades in arms did. As to history,
Grass is known as a founding member of a literary genre known by the German term
Vergangenheitsbewältigung, or coming to terms with the past, and Grass’s career was
launched in 1959 with his novel (still a mere novel) The Tin Drum, gaining him the
Nobel Prize forty years later. Grass’s past, which is considerably better documented than
that of the enigmatic Wiesel, is extensively reflected in the Danzig Trilogy, of which The
Tin Drum is the first book. It would appear that Grass’s claim to a mastery of history and
its implications for the present day is at least the equal of, if not considerably superior to,
that of his detractor.
The matter of which Grass wrote in his notorious poem is, of course, like all such
matters, very much the outgrowth of the history involving World War II Germany and
that of the country whose population acquired critical mass by 1948 from the large
numbers of Jews it succeeded in collecting from among the millions who, quite like
millions of non-Jews in the same continent, found post-war Europe a hostile place riven
by poverty, ruin, cold, hunger and hatred. Wiesel, though he remained in Europe and
later sojourned in South America and finally the United States, appears to have taken up
the service of Israel in which he remains to this day, at around that time. Germany began
in 1952, very early in its long recovery from the war’s devastation, paying direct
reparations to Israel, as it still does today, continuing to increase a sum running to many
billions of dollars.
Grass, who visited Israel in 1967 and 1971, has never complained about nor even
mentioned this transfusion of German economic lifeblood to its sanctified beneficiary,
but the day after “What Must Be Said” was published, Eli Yishai, interior minister of

Israel, took the trouble to declare that Grass would be refused if at any point in the future
he attempted a third visit. For his part, Grass merely noted that he had been similarly
banned from entering the former German Democratic Republic (East Germany).
The strategic implications of Grass’s fears actually range far beyond those mentioned in
his verses, in which he points with exaggeration reminiscent of Wiesel’s descriptions of
the Holocaust, to the extermination of the Iranian people by nuclear missiles launched
from Israel’s submarines. Yet, in some ways, even that horrific eventuality is an
understatement of the scope in which Israel is able to menace humanity with its seaborne
nuclear capabilities (capabilities that, in fairness, belong also at least to the United
States, Russia, Great Britain, France, China, and soon India).
Israel’s missiles as yet have nothing like the range of missiles deployed by the United
States and Russia, not to mention the other powers mentioned. And it is this fact that
makes submarine launching of their missiles so crucial (virtually all of Iran lies within
range of Israeli missiles launched from the Persian Gulf).
Israel’s submarines, unlike those of the other powers, are not nuclear powered. They
incorporate elaborate but potent technology that enables them to cruise underwater using
their Diesel engines for as long as a week without surfacing or using a snorkel device. It
would be possible, for example, for such a nuclear-armed submarine to travel from Haifa
to New York without refueling or even surfacing. With refueling, of course, such a
submarine, of which Israel will soon have six, well over 90 percent of the population of
the globe will live within range of Israel’s nuclear missiles.
Israel’s defense rationale for seaborne nuclear launch capabilities actually makes sense
at first blush in the framework of a doctrine of mutually assured destruction, in which an
attacked power retains the ability to launch a nuclear retaliation even after sustaining
widespread, devastating destruction from an attacker’s first strike. Having an area little
greater than New Jersey’s, Israel, unlike the United States or Russia, could conceivably
lose its entire land-based retaliatory capacity in an extensive first strike. In such an
event, the only retaliatory capability at Israel’s disposal would be its nuclear-armed
submarines.
At present, however, the only powers capable of such a first strike on Israel are its
devoted ally, the United States, and Russia, whose exposure to attack from the sea is
severely limited to begin with. So Israel’s development of a seaborne retaliatory
capability must be seen as preparation to deal with a threat that can only lie in the future.
Israel has, as recorded in Grass’s apocalyptical lines, made a great deal of noise over the
past few years about the possibility of Iran’s developing an atomic weapon, though even
if Iran developed such a weapon, it would lack a delivery system for it capable of
deploying it against Israel. And for Iran to develop sufficient capability to deliver a preemptive first strike capable of neutralizing all of Israel’s numerous land-based retaliatory
capabilities would take many years beyond such time as they first succeeded in
producing even the first weapon and delivery system.
Israel's air force, in any case, can maintain an air-based retaliatory capability by the
expedient of keeping nuclear-armed aircraft aloft at critical times, as the United States
and no doubt other countries have done. Israel's crucial gain from establishing seaborne
nuclear strike capabilities vis-à-vis the airborne alternative just described is, in fact, the
attainment of global reach.
With this global reach, provided at bargain-basement prices by its contrite benefactor of
the past half-century, Israel acquires the ability to threaten every country, and every city
and hamlet, within 200 miles of the sea.

How it is possible not to share Grass’s abiding concern at this development from his own
country’s policies can be explained only by an attachment to Israel’s devastative
capacities that transcends concern for the safety of the other 99.9 percent of the world’s
population.

A Revisionist in Prison | CODOH
by Germar Rudolf

1. Introduction
For more than a decade now, revisionists have been sent to prison in many European countries. And it is
to be expected that many more will follow before the legal situation will change. In this essay I want to
give an insight into my own time in various U.S. and German prisons. I will abstain from reporting about
the daily humdrum reigning in every prison, however, and will instead focus on the more uplifting
aspects, the acts of inner restance. I hope that this might inspire others who might find themselves in such
an unpleasant spot in the future. May they, too, resist as much as they can!
In various papers, most of which are also posted on my website at www.germarrudolf.com, I have
described how I became a revisionist and what impact that had on my life, with the nadir being my
eventual arrest and long-term incarceration. I will not here repeat my personal story which got me into the
gaol here, so the uninformed curious reader is advised to read those autobiographical essays as a
background to the present essay.

2. Arrest
As is known, in 2000 I had applied for political asylum in the U.S. In 2003 the U.S. administration had
decided that my asylum application had been unmerited and indeed fraudulent. I was a mere fugitive from
justice in their eyes. In 2004, while my asylum case was pending review by a U.S. Federal Court, I
married a U.S. citizen and thus asked to be granted permanent residence in the U.S. based on this
marriage. The U.S. Immigration Services, however, denied that I even had a right to submit such a
request. So that case went to the Federal Court as well.
On October 19, 2005, roughly a year after my wedding, we were invited by the U.S. Immigration Services
in Chicago for an interview where they would determine whether our marriage was genuine or of
convenience to immigration purposes. That is standard procedure. We went there not only with a plethora
of documentation about our shared life, but also with our six-months-old baby in a stroller. We won hands
down.
A short while after the interview, the lady who had conducted it approached us, congratulated us, handed
us our ornate certificate of our acknowledged-genuine marriage, and told us that we could now go one
level lower to apply for permanent legal residence for me.
But then two guys stepped out from behind her and told me that I was under arrest. After a long argument
between one of them and my lawyer, I ended up handcuffed and shackled to a chain together with a bunch
of convicts in a prison van on the way to Kenosha County Jail in Wisconsin. I got my personal wristband
identifying me and stating the reason why I was there. I was the only person in the entire jail that had as a
reason given: “non-criminal.” Even the prison guards did not believe their eyes. Why the heck do they put
a non-criminal person into prison? In Kenosha I loved to discuss with the inmates all kinds of
controversial topics, giving them a heads-up about how we all are getting screwed over by the Powers
That Be. We had a swell time… to some degree.
I stayed there four weeks, during which my lawyer went all the way up to the Supreme Court in a vain
attempt to stop my deportation. My constitutional right to a legal hearing was denied. When the Federal
Court ruled three months after my deportation that the U.S. government’s refusal to allow me to apply for
permanent legal residence was illegal, it was not much more than a bad joke. By that time I was stuck in a

German prison for years. They also confirmed that my asylum application had been without merit, stating
that it is all right if a respected democracy like Germany persecutes dissidents. Then it is simply called
lawful prosecution. So if a respected democracy decided to gas all Jews, that’s all right, too? The court
also argued that, after a history of jailing dissidents and burning books (during the Third Reich era),
Germany today has the right or even the obligation to jail dissidents and burn books. Makes sense to me.

3. Inner Resistance
In Germany I got put into almost solitary confinement, because I was either considered a threat to the
other inmates or they were allegedly a threat to me, or both. Since I was considered a “Nazi” and most
inmates are immigrants, the prison officials thought that I would either beat them up or vice-versa. Fact is
that many immigrants in German prisons are Muslims. When they found out why I was in prison, I had a
large community of fans and ardent listeners to my stories. One of them, an Iranian national who thanked
me for showing him the proper historico-political way, even offered to organize a personal protection
squad for me in 2008 at the Rottenburg prison. But I had no need for it. An athlete of 6'5" can take care of
himself pretty well.

Birthday, © Germar Rudolf 2006
A little over two months after Germar Rudolf's arrest in the U.S. and after his deportation to Germany, at
the beginning of the Christmas church service of 2005 in the Stuttgart-Stammheim penitentiary, every
inmate received a red rose. Rudolf tied his to a shelf board in his cell so that it would dry. Not quite two
months later he drew this rose with a ball point pen based on the now shriveled-up dry rose and sent it to
his wife on the occasion of the first birthday of their daughter. This was the start of roughly two years of
artistic activities behind bars.
One of the first things the German authorities asked me to do was sign away my constitutional right for
privacy of my correspondence. I refused. So a judge had to make a decision to revoke that right, as a
consequence of which the prosecution, which normally does the prison censorship, lost that privilege, and
the judge himself, with no staff at his disposal, had to censor my letters. He couldn’t handle it. I quickly
figured out that he wasn’t even reading any of my foreign language letters. They went in and out unread.
So I tested the waters more and more. For instance, in a letter of Dec. 30, 2005, just 6 weeks after I had
arrived in Germany, I wrote a letter to Fredrick Töben discussing revisionist issues and even talking about
publishing projects.1 A while after that I realized that all the instructions I had given while in Kenosha to

keep my revisionist publishing empire going were being ignored or handled amateurishly, so I sent out a
number of angry letters to several people being very clear as to what I expected them to do. They all
arrived unimpeded.
Fortunately I was able to purchase a typewriter in the Stuttgart prison. I decided therefore to use this
ultimate weapon of crime for its intended purpose. Some of my lawyers agreed to help me (I won’t say
which). They got me books that are outlawed in Germany. They agreed to smuggle out publishing
projects. So I started translating revisionist works in my prison cell: I translated “The Leuchter Report.
Critical Edition” and “Auschwitz: The First Gassing” from English to German, and I also started some
other books. The typescripts were then sent to England to my helpers there in order to get them published.
Little did I realize that those folks were either too disorganized or inept to pull off a project like this, or
else they were too timid, always afraid to harm me (or using this as an excuse, I don’t know). Anyway,
fact is that I had a zillion cell searches during that time by the prison guards, but they were never
suspicious of anything. After all, they were looking only for drugs, weapons, alcoholic beverages, cell
phones and objects like that. Paper was not of any interest to them. Hence my piles of papers in my locker,
on my desk and in my binders on the floor were always ignored…
It was at the time when I was preparing my defense speech that a correspondence partner contacted me,
forwarding a question by Israeli dissident Israel Shamir. The mood I was in during those months prior to
my second trial can be gleaned from my response, which is nothing short of a battle cry and which also
passed through the enemy lines of censorship unintercepted.[2]
After I had been sentenced to another 30 months due to my opus magnum “Lectures on the Holocaust,” I
tried to publish my defense speech in German from within. Since censorship had been handed over by the
judge to the prison staff after my verdict had become effective, I now had some keen readers of my
correspondence among the prison staff itself. Since that publishing project involved sending lots of paper
in and out and also was in German, it had to raise red flags. So one of those days I had the police visit me
in prison (quite a parade of officers entering my tiny cell; what a spectacle!) in search of a dangerous
stack of paper: my defense speech (what a threat to the state!), in which I had committed the crime of
using adjectives of doubt in connection with historical claims (how dare I!). Plus I had quoted the
indictment (yikes!), which consisted mostly of quotes from my book. Since my book was illegal, quoting
it, even though contained in the indictment, was deemed illegal too…[3] Fortunately my lawyer managed
to get the case quashed.
One of the highlights was a Bible discussion group at Mannheim Prison. We had some 15 inmates, among
them also Ernst Zündel and I. One day we discussed Paul’s letter from prison to some Christian
congregation. His exhortation to stay true to his beliefs in spite of severe persecution made me comment
that this is exactly what Ernst and I are experiencing. That made one of the inmates very angry (a PhD
lawyer who had stolen a Spitzweg painting from a museum). He thought I was going to voice my
historical views next, which he hated (although he probably didn’t know them). But that wasn’t what I had
in mind. When I kept talking about parallels of those cases, he finally had enough and threatened to beat
me up. I stayed very calm and merely argued that this is yet another parallel to Paul and the early
Christians, who were also threatened with violence by a mob made rabid by utterly irrational hate
propaganda. “Dr. Spitzweg” in turn jumped up, and only the intervention of the prison pastor and the
social worker prevented him from getting physical. Both officials granted me freedom of speech, and that
was the end of it. Ernst couldn’t believe what he had just experienced and that I had stayed so absolutely
calm, unimpressed, rational, and cruelly to the point. I loved it!
When a judge had to decide toward the end of my term in mid-2009 whether I should be whacked with
“conduct supervision” after my release, he relied on an assessment of my person by the prison authorities:
I could not be deemed resocialized since I kept spreading my views among the inmates and because I had
even tried to publish my defense speech from within. Bad boy! So I got a probation officer assigned to my
side to keep an eye on me for three more years.

4. For Better or Worse

Even though the authorities treated me worse than other inmates because I did not recant my views and
showed no signs of remorse, my lot was far better than that of the other inmates from a psychological
point of view: being incarcerated did not tarnish my reputation, quite to the contrary. I wear it like a badge
of honor, or as the German historian Prof. Dr. Ernst Nolte wrote to me in a letter after my release, I can
now count myself among the men of honor who have gone to prison for reasons of conscience. Whereas
most inmates lose most of their friends and often even the support of their families, my friends and family
have stood firmly by me. Whereas most prisoners struggle financially and get in deep debt during their
incarceration, as they lose their jobs and subsequently often also their home and property, I was very
fortunate to find many generous supporters.
Most important and in contrast to most inmates, political prisoners don’t lose their feeling of meaning;
they feel neither guilty nor ashamed of what they have done. Or as David Cole expressed it once: We are
loud, we are proud, and the best of all: we are right!
This attitude, more than anything else, makes you wing even the toughest of times, and it keeps you going
afterwards as well, as the New York Times correctly observed in an article entitled “Why Freed Dissidents
Pick Path of Most Resistance.” This article, which was fittingly published five weeks prior to my release
from prison, describes how Arab dissidents who were incarcerated for their peaceful political views went
right back to their acts of civil disobedience once released from prison.[4] As one of them expressed it:
“It is a matter not only of dignity, it is the sense of your life. It’s your choice of life, and if you give up,
you will lose your sense of your life.”
He said he had no choice but to go right back to where he had left off.
Right-o!

Notes:
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At the time when the USSR was fighting alongside the Allied powers against the Axis, any mention of the
atrocities and aggression of the Soviet Union was considered to be seditious and liable to place the exponent
of such ideas on the black list of suspected ‘collaborators’ and ‘fifth columnists’. Hence, what eventually
became the most infamous of the Soviet atrocities during World War II, the so-called ‘Katyn Massacre’ of
15,000 Polish Army officers at Katyn Forest by the Soviet invaders in 1940,[1] was prohibited from
discussion. Among the first in an Allied state to defy this censorship and risk the consequences was a highly
eccentric New Zealand-born poet and claimant to the throne of Poland, Geoffrey Potocki de Montalk, who
was residing in England during the war.[2]
Potocki was, in contrast to most of the others of the New Zealand literati, decidedly of the ‘Right’, and in
particular he was a Royalist.[3] His opposition to Communism brought him closer to sympathy for Germany
during World War II, and although his loyalty was to the Poland of his noble ancestors, from whence his
claim to the Throne, he demanded a negotiated peace with Germany with the expectation that a result might
be the return of Poland’s territorial integrity. Despite this pro-German orientation, Potocki enjoyed the
confidence of Poles in exile in England during the war.

Allied Cover-Up
When on April 13, 1943 German radio announced the finding of mass graves of Polish officers in Katyn
forest, near Smolensk, the Allies knew the Soviets were responsible. Prime Minister Churchill had believed
from the start that the Russians had been guilty at Katyn, and wrote of his feelings long afterward.[4] The
British ambassador to Poland, Owen O’Malley, reported when the discovery was first made, his view of
Soviet guilt, writing in a report that ‘we have, in fact, perforce used the good name of England to cover up
the massacre’.[5] ‘But such views could not be admitted to the people in wartime, and O’Malley’s messages
were kept secret until the official records were opened thirty years later. The governments of Britain and the
United States proclaimed at the time of the German discovery that it was all a monstrous lie’.[6] The British
ambassador in Moscow also considered Katyn to be Russia’s responsibility, and that the Soviet break with
the Polish government-in-exile over the matter had been done to cover up their guilt.[7] The only Allied
newspaper to carry the story about Katyn from the start and to doubt the Soviet protests of German guilt was
the Chicago Tribune. The other major press ignored the story as far as possible, before adopting the line that
it was German propaganda.[8] On April 20, 1943, the Allied press took up the Soviet line that the Polish
Government-in-exile was in collusion with Germany in blaming the USSR for Katyn. Time claimed that the
Poles had ‘promptly remembered’ that the Polish officers had been missing for three years, and that the
Germans had ‘planted’ the story.[9] The USSR made this a pretext for breaking off diplomatic relations with
the Polish exile government based in England.[10]

French Ambassador Fernand de Brinon visits the place of the mass murder in the forest of Katyn
accompanied by German officers. April 1943.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-J15385 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Potocki
Churchill had pressured General Wladislaw Sikorski, prime minister of the Polish government-in-exile, to
withdraw a request for a Red Cross inquiry into the massacre.[11] However the Germans established their
own commission of inquiry, which included representatives from the Polish underground, a Polish medical
team, and scientists and medical men from twelve occupied and neutral countries, including Switzerland.[12]
Despite the high-level Allied pressure, the Polish government-in-exile charged that 15,000 Polish soldiers
and civilians captured by the Russians were missing.[13] The Washington Post even ridiculed the Polish
government-in-exile as being composed of ‘reactionary and feudal’ individuals, although most, states Colby,
had working class or peasant backgrounds.[14]
On Easter Day 1983, Geoffrey Potocki de Montalk, writing from Switzerland, reissued his 1943 ‘Katyn
Manifesto’, with a preface, and entitled these combined documents the ‘Second Katyn Manifesto’,[15] in
reaction to a letter that had been published in The Press, Christchurch, New Zealand, stating that Katyn had
been committed by the Germans.
The Polish government-in-exile in regard to Katyn was only permitted to publish the facts about Katyn in
Polish, therefore leaving the English-speaking public unaware of the Soviet responsibility for the massacre.
It fell to Potocki to correct this.
Writing his preface in 1983 to the ‘Katyn Manifesto’ that Potocki had distributed forty years earlier, he
recounted that he was ‘the only person during the war to print and publish the facts in England in English, in
Our Katyn Manifesto on 13th May 1943…’[16] Potocki held the ‘English government of the time and their
Polish lackeys, the so-called Polish government in exile’, to have been complicit in the Katyn cover-up. ‘The
English authorities did everything in their power to prevent the Poles from hiring a hall to discuss the
situation’, but the Roman Catholic Church ‘broke this boycott’ and permitted the use of Westminster
Cathedral for a public meeting. The authorities were also unable to prevent the hire of Caxton Hall, where a
meeting on Katyn was attended by Potocki in ‘velvet cap and silver white Eagle’, ‘scowling’ because of the
failure of the meeting to have played the Polish anthem’.[17] Potocki continues:
No one in the Kingdom except Ourself[18] printed anything of the truth about Katyn in English:

but the Poles were allowed to print all details in Polish (that is, after Dr Goebbels’s broadcast, 13
April, not before) because the English government, being as cunning as they are unwise, could
realize that no one could read it except Poles (who knew the truth only too well) and a few spies:
and it would and did give the numerous Poles in exile the totally false impression that their socalled government in exile was genuine from a Polish point of view, when in reality they were
nothing but a group of highly paid lackeys of the English Secret Service.[19]
Potocki continued in his scathing attitude towards the compliance of the Polish government-in-exile, calling
them ‘slaves’, ‘who had sold their souls for money and for prestige’, for not having printed a word in English
about Katyn ‘to alert the more honest English’.[20] He was contemptuous of their cowardice, asking ‘what
of it’ if they might have been jailed for publishing an expose, as he – ‘the Claimant of the Polish Throne’ and his ‘inoffensive French wife’ had been. As for the possibility of a Katyn expose prejudicing the war,
‘what of it?’ he asked again.
Potocki had a lifelong involvement with printing limited edition booklets of his poetry and manifestos on
many issues, including a journal called Right Review, which he continued to print sporadically for decades
after the war. Just as he had circumvented censorship on some of his more risqué poetry, he printed the
‘Katyn Manifesto’ on his own press, thereby, ‘not asking the permission of any English nobody to publish
anything’.[21]
In May 1943 Potocki printed thousands of copies of the ‘Katyn Manifesto’, addressed as a ‘Proclamation to
the English, the Poles, the Germans and the jews’ (sic).[22]
Potocki had shortly before sought out the opinion of the Duke of Bedford, a proponent of a negotiated peace
with Germany, in regard to rumours circulating among Polish exiles about the execution of thousands of
Poles by the Soviet invaders, which had allegedly taken place in 1940. Bedford replied:
Your Majesty
At the moment I am not quite sure where, by reason of my unpopularity, I should really be able
to do much to help the Polish cause… What you say is confirmed by what more than one friend
has told me of conversations with Poles in the Country. Very many seem to hate and fear Russia,
even more than they hate and fear Germany, and consider that the Russian treatment of Polish
prisoners has been more ruthless. Considerably more than a year ago a Polish officer told a
friend of mine that the Russians had kept alive the private soldiers among the prisoners captured,
but all the officers had disappeared and he believed that they had been murdered. The statement
in the German propaganda seems now to confirm his supposition in a rather sinister fashion.
Yours very truly, Bedford.[23]
Stephanie de Montalk , writing the biography of her cousin sixty years later, recounts in a chapter entitled
‘Katyn’ that the Count had told her that, ‘On 4 May 1943, Poles in London had requested Potocki’s help in
exposing the atrocity’.[24] Stephanie de Montalk states that on May 13th thousands of copies were run off
Potocki’s platen press and he went up to London and handed out the manifesto, with the help of Poles.[25]
Potocki was soon placed under surveillance, questions were asked in Parliament, and he was attacked by the
press, including the Communist Party’s Daily Worker, which described the manifesto as ‘poisonous
filth’,[26] calling Potocki a ‘crazy Fascist Count’. It was at this time that Potocki was jailed for ‘insufficient
black-out’,[27] recalling that he arrived at the jail ‘dressed like Richard II’.[28] After release he was ordered
by the Ministry of Labour to serve six months in an agricultural camp in Northumberland, which he attended
as a preference to conscription, adorned with his royal attire. After a month he told the camp manager he was
leaving, and went.

Katyn Manifesto
Potocki’s ‘Katyn Manifesto’ shows the extent to which the facts were known by the Poles in exile. Potocki in
printing the manifesto for wide distribution also took the opportunity to announce his plan for a post-war
settlement. This served as a preamble to the Katyn material, beginning:
We have consulted a fair number of Poles in London including some of considerable importance
and our finding is that they are unanimous in holding that the Bolsheviks[29] and not the
Germans, murdered the Polish officers at Katyn (and many other Poles as well). We have been
asked by certain of the Poles we have talked with, to use our influence as a half English Pole to
insist that the English look at the facts in the face and recognize that it was the Bolsheviks who
committed this loathsome crime.[30]

Potocki was irritated by the insistence of Poles - presumably the government-in-exile – that he should not
publish anything that would ‘annoy the soviets’, (surely an impossible task if one is exposing the Katyn
Massacre) or to ‘harm the cause of Poland’, Potocki explaining: ‘by which they plainly mean (“the cause of
Poles in England”) and in particular we have been begged 1. not to claim any soviet territory and 2. not to
demand severance of diplomatic relations with the USSR’.[31] To Potocki the requests were short-sighted
and cowardly, and failed to take account of the ‘30,000,000 Poles in Poland, beside the generations of Poles
yet unborn!’, stating:
We cannot see how the soviets can be regarded otherwise than as the worst possible, and most
irreductible enemy of Poland; a soviet Poland would be the same as no Poland and a Poland with
a powerful soviet neighbour would live in misery and fear and would be in perpetual risk of
ultimate liquidations.
Not only the English, but the Poles in England, must look the facts in the face. We wish to know
why the bolsheviks may claim Polish lands, while the Poles may not claim lands formerly stolen
from Poland by Russians and why the bolsheviks may break off diplomatic relations with Polish
officials and these Poles may not retaliate’.[32]
Potocki next listed his plan for the post-war reorganisation of Europe as it related mainly to Poland and the
USSR, reflecting primarily his Royalist principles, beginning with the declaration that there is ‘no such thing
as soviet land. Russian land belongs to the Tsar’. The lands that are claimed as ‘soviet’ are ‘fundamentally
Polish’, including those further East, which are ‘fiefs of the Polish crown’. Potocki stated that diplomatic
relations with the USSR are unacceptable for any ‘civilized government’ and doubted the ‘sanity’ of the
Germans in regard to the former Russo-German Pact. His final point was that the defeat of England and
Poland in the war would be better ‘from every point of view, whether spiritual or material’, than a victory
over Germany won ‘in common with the USSR’. [33] After this four-point plan he listed the ‘facts about
Katyn’, which follow verbatim:
1. Though the USSR occupied half Poland on the pretence of “saving” the Poles from the Germans, they
took away vast quantities of the population, terrorised the remainder, and, according to the “Red Star”
(17th Sept. 1940) treated 181,000 soldiers as prisoners of war, including about 10,000 officers.
2. According to proofs in the hands of the Polish administration in London, in November 1939 the great
concentration camps were organised. At the beginning of 1940, the soviet authorities informed the
prisoners that the camps were to be liquidated, so that they would be able to return home. For this
purpose lists were made. At the time there were in the camps:1. At Kozielsk 5000, of whom 4500 were officers.
2. At Starobielsk 3920, all officers except about 100 civilians. Nearly 400 were doctors.
3. At Otaszków 6570, of whom 380 were officers, the rest largely police.
3. On the 5th April 1940 the liquidation of the camps began, and every few days from 60 to 300 persons
were taken away. From Kozielsk they were taken in the direction of Smolensk.
4. According to the Polish-soviet pacts of 30th July 1941 and 14th August 1941, a Polish army was to be
formed and it was taken for granted that the above-mentioned officers would form the cadres. By the
end of August no officers had turned up from Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or Otaszków, except 400 prisoners
who had been removed to Griazowiec, and some who had been removed to common prisons. In all
8300 officers were missing, besides 7000 petty officers, soldiers, and civilians from these three camps.
5. On the 6th October 1941 the Polish Ambassador Kot and General Anders applied to the soviet
authorities to know what had become of them, and were informed by Wyszinski, Deputy People’s
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, that all prisoners of war had been liberated and therefore were free.
6. In October and November Ambassador Kot repeatedly took up with “Stalin”, Molotoff, and
Wyszinski, the question of these prisoners and demanded copies of the lists, which had been carefully
prepared by the soviets.
7. On the 3rd December General Sikorski took up the matter at Moscow in conversation with “Stalin”,
and in view of the failure of the soviet officials to supply copies of their lists. Handed to “Stalin” a
partial list of 3845 names put together by some of their fellow-prisoners. “Stalin” assured Sikorski that
they had all been set free. An additional list of 800 names was handed to “Stalin” by General Anders
on the 18th March 1942, but not a single one of these men reached the Polish Army.
8. Count Raczynski also took the matter up with “Ambassador” Bogomolow, who, in a note dated 13th
March 1942, once more assured that all the prisoners, whether civil or military, had been freed.
9. Neither the Polish administration in London, nor the Polish ambassador in Russia, has ever received
any answer as to the whereabouts of the officers and other prisoners removed from these three camps
aforementioned.
These facts were mainly translated from the Dziennik Polski, and were confirmed to us
personally by a high Polish official. In these circumstances how can any person in his right mind
accept the Bolshevik version, to the effect that “the Germans did it”?

We are not aware that the Germans have ever, in their history, done such a thing, whereas the
soviets have printed boasts of equally wicked crimes.
How is it the USSR have only now discovered, after the German announcement, that these
prisoners were sent to work at Smolensk and were captured by the Germans?
Neither Poland, nor England, have any right to be allied to such a government.
It is high time for a negotiated Peace, in which we hope the Germans will be persuaded to
display a proper regard for the rights of Poland. Poland and Hungary to be united according to
our map[34] (with possible concessions to the Germans); the jews to be helped if they will even
at this late hour repent and behave themselves; the Tsar to be restored in Russia and the King in
France.[35]

Inconvenient Poles
The betrayal of Poland by the USA and Britain to the USSR was a standing embarrassment and the public
could not be permitted to compare this to the acclaimed war aims of the Allies, and specifically Britain’s
ostensible reason for declaring war on Germany over the Polish issue. Katyn had to be put down the
‘Memory Hole’.
One of the most ignoble actions of Britain towards Poland came after the war when the official Victory
Parade was held in London on June 8th 1946. Bernard Smith, (whose book carries a foreword by Irena R
Anders, widow of Lieutenant General W Anders, commander of the free Polish Army) states that ‘the Polish
forces, who had been the first in Europe to fight the Germans, were not asked to take part’ in the Victory
Parade. Twenty-five airmen, representing the Polish crews who had played a significant part in the Battle of
Britain, were invited to take part, but refused, because of the ban on the participation of the Polish Army.[36]
Even in 1976, the British Government would not send a representative to attend the unveiling of the Katyn
Memorial in London and, moreover, members of the armed forces were forbidden to attend in uniform.[37]
Such an enduring attitude towards the Poles and Poland by Britain begs the question, which vested interests
do not want asked: was the declaration of war on Germany in 1939, supposedly in defence of Poland, no
more than a pretext for going to war, and was intended to hide wider issues?
The facts bought out by Potocki to the English-speaking public in 1943 were not conceded by the USSR
until 1990. Stephanie de Montalk, in writing the biography of her cousin, states that when he told her about
the Katyn Massacre in 1983, i.e., the year that he republished the ‘Katyn Manifesto’, she had ‘regarded his
account with some scepticism’, stating that her own efforts at finding out about Katyn were ‘inconclusive’.
[38] She writes, citing what Potocki told her in 1983:
It was not until June 1995 that I discovered from reports in the press the wartime intelligence
reports, sealed for fifty years after the war, confirmed not only the full horror of the atrocity, but
also Potocki’s belief at the time that the British Government had been aware of the massacre.
The official line had been ‘to pretend that the whole affair had been a fake’ and that the
Government had believed: ‘this is obviously the most convenient attitude to adopt, and, if
adopted consistently enough, will doubtless receive universal acceptance’. The reason was that
‘any other view would have been most distasteful to the public since it could be inferred that we
were allied to a power guilty of the same sort of atrocities as the Germans’. The Soviet Union
had also emphatically denied Germany’s assertions that it was responsible for the massacre, and
continued to do so until 1990, when KGB archives revealed irrefutable evidence that it had been
carried out on the direct orders of Stalin.[39]
While British reluctance to disclose the facts seems to have been as persistent as that of the USSR, the US
Congress initiated an enquiry in September 1951. The US authorities had known of the Katyn Massacre in
1943, as two American prisoners of war had been among the team taken by the Germans to inspect the
execution site at Katyn Forest. The senior officer, Colonel John H Van Vliet, handed a report on the matter
to Major General Clayton Bissell, assistant chief of staff in charge of Army Intelligence, in May 1945. This
was suppressed and Van Vliet was ordered to stay quiet. Van Vliet prepared a second report in 1950. The
Congressional enquiry concluded that the report had been removed or destroyed. The Congressional
investigation took two years, heard 81 witnesses, and unanimously found that the Poles had been murdered
by the Soviets in the spring of 1940. The number of bodies found at Katyn Forest only amounted to 4,143,
who had been prisoners at the Kozielsk camp, yet the committee concluded that the total number of Poles
taken from the camps and executed amounted to approximately 15,400.[40] Potocki’s publication in 1943 of
the estimate of ‘8300 officers … besides 7000 petty officers, soldiers, and civilians from these three
camps’,[41] had been accurate.
Why had the USA reversed its position on the Katyn cover-up from 1950 while the British authorities

remained mute? Firstly, the primary reason advanced for Britain’s having declared war on Germany was over
the issue of Polish sovereignty, and the myth had to be maintained that the USSR had been invading
‘liberators’, otherwise British duplicity would become apparent. Secondly, the USA had entered the war for
reasons other than Poland, and in the post-1945 world Stalin had become the ‘new Hitler’, much like today
any number of US obstacles to global hegemony – such as Saddam Hussein or Milosevic – are transformed
into ‘new Hitlers’. Rather than a ‘new world order’, as it is now called, emerging in the aftermath of World
War II, in which the old empires would be eliminated in the spirit of ‘free trade’,[42] and the USSR would
serve as a junior partner in a US-dominated post-war world, Stalin rebuffed the USA’s overtures and he
ceased being ‘Uncle Joe.’ Specifically, the USSR had rejected the two foundations for a US-dominated world
order:
1. The USSR rejected the American plan for the United Nations General Assembly to serve as a world
parliament, in which the USSR would be out-voted, and instead insisted that authority be vested with
the UN Security Council, with member states having the right to veto any decision; thereby making the
United Nations Organization null and void as a potential basis for a world government, and
2. The USSR rejected the ‘Baruch Plan’ for the ‘internationalisation’ of nuclear energy under UN
auspices, which the USSR again regarded as giving de facto authority to the USA.[43]
As Benjamin Colby comments in relation to Katyn and the new post-war world situation: ‘It was not until
the United States found itself fighting a war in Korea against an army trained, equipped and supplied by
Russia, that an official effort was made to reveal the facts of Katyn. At long last the whitewash was to be
stripped away’.[44] Katyn could now be used as Cold War propaganda against the USA’s former wartime
ally. As for the Soviet Union’s eventual admission of guilt in 1990, this was a time when the new rulers of
Russia embarked on an altogether different path: that of de-sovietising the USSR,[45] dismantling the
Warsaw Bloc, and bringing Russia into the type of ‘brave new world’[46] that Stalin had rejected in 1945.
The release of the facts about Katyn was serving a new political agenda in Russia, just as their suppression
had served an agenda of a different type during World War II. Katyn shows that, like the recent and present
allegations of ‘war crimes’ in Kosovo and Syria respectively, such allegations are publicized or suppressed
selectively, in the cynical pursuit of political agendas, and seldom have any regard for truth.
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Imprisoned at Ellis Island | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

On December 23, 1991, President George H. W. Bush issued proclamation 6398 to
recognize National Ellis Island Day. His proclamation began:
“The ethnic diversity that we so proudly celebrate in the United States
mirrors our rich heritage as a Nation of immigrants. ‘Here is not merely a
Nation,’ wrote Walt Whitman, ‘but a teeming nation of nations. . . . Here is
the hospitality which forever indicates heroes.’ One of the greatest symbols
of American hospitality stands at Ellis Island in Upper New York Bay.”[1]
Bush went on to call America’s history, “a story of immigrants.”[2] Indeed, according to
the Ellis Island Website, “Ellis Island is the symbol of American immigration and the
immigrant experience.”[3] There can be no doubt that Ellis Island has become a part of
the contemporary American mythos. There is an incredible irony however about this
symbol of hospitality and liberty — Ellis Island was used as a detention center for
Germans and Italians during the Second World War.

Immigrants view the Statue of Liberty from Ellis Island\. National Archives photo\.
Public domain.
In a stark example of inconvenient history, an investigation into the use and function of
the facility at Ellis Island undoubtedly results in critical questions about our freedoms,
our conduct of war, and even the treatment of ethnic and religious minorities by

Americans.
Ellis Island, a small island in New York Harbor, was designated as the site of the first
Federal immigration station by President Benjamin Harrison in 1890.[4] It officially
opened its doors on January 1, 1892. Ellis Island became the nation's premier federal
immigration station. It remained in operation until 1954. During this time, the station
processed over 12 million immigrant steamship passengers. The island was made part of
the Statue of Liberty National Monument in 1965, and has hosted a museum of
immigration since 1990.[5] The main building was restored after 30 years of
abandonment and opened as a museum on September 10, 1990.[6]
During the 1940s however, Ellis Island served another purpose—it was the location of
an internment camp that held about 8,000 German, Italian, and Japanese U.S. citizens,
naturalized citizens, and resident foreigners.[7] Ellis Island also served as a way station
for those being transferred to and from other internment camps and for those awaiting
deportation, repatriation, or expatriation.[8] At the time, Ellis Island was the perfect
prison – easily guarded and reachable only by boat.
While the story of the internment of Japanese-Americans has become more widely
known, it remains a largely untold tale that Germans and Italians were interned in at
least forty-six locations in the United States during World War Two including Ellis
Island.[9]

Internment Camp at Crystal City, Texas. Japanese, Germans, and Italians were rounded
up and transferred to dozens of US camps including this one\. Public domain.
The majority of aliens arrested in New York and New Jersey were first taken to Ellis
Island. According to a 2003 New York Times article,
“Letters show that the Attorney General’s office expected to arrest 600
people from New York and 200 from New Jersey per month and hold them
on Ellis Island. On Dec. 8, 1941, the day after the [Pearl Harbor] attack, the
roundup began. Internees were housed in the baggage and dormitory
building behind the Great Hall.”[10]
The Ellis Island Reception center held people whose loyalty was in question. Of those
interned, there was evidence that some had pro-Axis sympathies. Many others were
interned based on weak evidence or unsubstantiated accusations of which they were
never told or had little power to refute. [11] During the first two years of the war, Ellis
Island was used primarily as a transit and holding camp. By January 1943, the
population of German internees had stabilized at about 350 enemy aliens and their
dependents. Upon arrival prisoners would have their clothes replaced with a pair of

American army shoes, khaki socks, shirt, and underwear.
How did this come to pass?
In 1940, the Alien Registration Act was passed requiring all aliens aged 14 and older to
register with the US government. On Dec. 7, 1941, pursuant to the Alien Enemy Act of
1798, Roosevelt issued three Presidential Proclamations 2525, 2526 and 2527 branding
German, Italian and Japanese nationals as enemy aliens, authorizing internment and
travel and property ownership restrictions. A blanket presidential warrant authorized
U.S. Attorney General Francis Biddle to have the FBI arrest a large number of
"dangerous enemy aliens" based on the Custodial Detention Index. Hundreds of German
aliens were arrested by the end of the day. The FBI raided many homes and hundreds
more were detained before war was declared on Germany on December 11.[12]
On January 14, 1942, the Attorney General issued regulations pursuant to Presidential
Proclamation 2525-2527 and 2537 requiring application for and issuance of certificates
of identification to all "enemy aliens" aged 14 and older and outlining restrictions on
their movement and property ownership rights. Approximately one million enemy aliens
reregistered, including 300,000 German-born aliens, the second largest immigrant group
at that time. Applications were forwarded to the Department of Justice's Alien
Registration Division and the FBI. Any change of address, employment or name had to
be reported to the FBI. Enemy aliens were prohibited from entering federally designated
restricted areas. If enemy aliens violated these or other applicable regulations, they were
subject to "arrest, detention and internment for the duration of the war."[13]
U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued the now infamous Executive Order 9066 on
February 19, 1942 authorizing the Secretary of War to prescribe certain areas as military
zones. Eventually, EO 9066 cleared the way for the incarceration of Japanese
Americans, as well as Italian Americans and German Americans in internment camps. In
total, 10,905 people of German ancestry were interned, along with 3,278 people of
Italian ancestry not counting spouses and children who voluntarily joined internees.[14]
[15]
While the United States has officially apologized for its treatment of JapaneseAmericans for their relocation and imprisonment during the war, we are apparently
reluctant to apologize to the German and Italian internees. President Gerald Ford
rescinded Executive Order 9066 on February 19, 1976. In 1980, President Jimmy Carter
signed legislation to create the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of
Civilians (CWRIC). The CWRIC was appointed to conduct an official governmental
study of Executive Order 9066, related wartime orders, and their impact on Japanese
Americans in the West.
In December 1982, the CWRIC issued its findings in Personal Justice Denied,
concluding that the wholesale incarceration of Japanese Americans had not been
justified by military necessity. The report determined that the decision to incarcerate was
based on "race prejudice, war hysteria, and a failure of political leadership." The
Commission recommended legislative remedies consisting of an official apology and
redress payments of $20,000 to each of the survivors; a public education fund was set up
to help ensure that this would not happen again (Public Law 100-383).
On November 21, 1989, President Bush signed an appropriation bill authorizing
payments to be paid out between 1990 and 1998. In 1990, surviving internees began to
receive individual redress payments and a letter of apology. This bill only applied to the
Japanese Americans. German Americans and other European Americans received
neither the apology nor the recompense.[16]

While there was no evidence of a military necessity for the incarceration of German,
Italian, or Japanese Americans during World War Two, we are faced with a similar
situation today, only this time with Arab and Muslim internees. President Obama came
into office in 2009 promising to shut down the Guantanamo Bay detention camp and end
the extra-judicial system that President George W. Bush had created to imprison terrorist
suspects without trial, often without even filing charges.
On New Year’s Eve 2011, President Obama signed his name to the National Defense
Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2012. Buried in this act are provisions that appear to
allow indefinite military detention of American terrorism suspects, and to require it of
suspected foreign enemies. The Obama administration insists the law merely codifies
existing standards, but its strong supporters and vehement opponents are sure it does
much more, legally enshrining for the first time in 60 years the authority to hold citizens
without trial.[17]
Americans like to think of the Second World War in strict terms of good and evil. It is
difficult to consider that our political leadership was making decisions based on "race
prejudice” and “war hysteria.” And yet that was the determination of the CWRIC. When
will the lessons of the past be applied to contemporary political events? When will we
realize that the Greatest Generation was not so different from our own—complete with
blemishes and warts. It is quite simple to criticize and attack the actions of the
vanquished - long dead enemies and regimes. It is far more difficult to realize that
history is always written by the victors.
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Revisionism's Final Victories | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Perhaps France fell first, in 1991, with its loi Gayssot. Then (or slightly before) fell
Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Belgium, not necessarily in that order. All these
countries, and of course Israel, have capitulated to historical revisionism in the most
abjectly desperate manner imaginable: they now officially, with laws, threaten people
who express certain views of recent history with fines and imprisonment for so doing.
Specifically, these countries, and other countries by various devices, punish “Holocaust
Denial” with the mechanisms originally emplaced for dealing with rapists, murderers,
thieves, and other such perpetrators of death and destruction.
They’ve all given up. They’ve given up on social disapprobation, they’ve given up on
the wisdom of crowds, and they’ve given up on all pretense, otherwise dear to their
regimes, of freedom of expression. They’ve fallen back on the scoundrel’s last recourse:
legal prohibition—the very same device with which once the United States sought to
contain Demon Alcohol, and with which it, and other countries, continue to assault what
might be styled “freedom to ingest.”
Of course, it fails. It fails frequently and widely, and ironically, it exacerbates its own
failure in inciting, and even rewarding, those who contrive by various means—
nowadays often the Internet—to circumvent and overcome its ostensibly intended
effects. And, with regularity, it claims victims—examples for The Rest to behold—in the
form of transgressors who are investigated, raided, accused, stripped of honors and
degrees and livelihoods and even citizenships, and fined, and jailed, and publicly
excoriated. In doing this, it creates not only opponents with massively reinforced wills to
resist, but public martyrs as well—prisoners of conscience whose antecedent is none less
than Jesus Christ himself, and the long trains of succeeding martyrs in both Christianity
and in other religions and causes, who form the panoply with which ultimately the
rectitude of their causes can be more brilliantly illuminated for the inspiration of new
recruits.
Drug dealers thrown into prison could avail themselves of an idealistic basis for refuting
the legitimacy of their incarceration by asserting their support for the right of people to
acquire the substances of their choice for introduction into their own bodies, but drug
dealers seem not to do this. One reason for this might be the enormous profits that
successful dealers enjoy from plying their trade, though in honest contemplation, this
factor does not in the slightest diminish the point. Those espousing a disapproved
understanding of history, on the other hand, serve a small and rather parsimonious
“market” of truth-seekers who, in the event, fail notably to enrich their purveyors.
While, like drug dealers, revisionists may be marginalized and dispossessed by any of
many means, they never attain anything resembling the wealth and opulent lifestyles
often seen among the purveyors of chemical freedoms.
And one other critical difference: although often themselves the victims of violence, the
purveyors of intellectual freedom as regards history never themselves employ
violence—not even, in many recorded cases, the sorts of defensive violence that could
protect their persons and their (meager) properties from assault by their violent
detractors. In this, all revisionists of record resemble not only the Christian Son of God,
but Gandhi, The Buddha, and many others whose influence ultimately has pervaded both

consciences and institutions to an extent that should give pause to those who undertake
to oppose them.

Professor Robert Faurisson in a hospital bed following a near fatal attack by Zionist
thugs on 16 September 1989.
Those who oppose them, particularly in the ambit of this Holocaust matter, may have
managed, indeed, to disguise themselves in the various cloaks under which the casual
observer might infer, however indistinctly, the forces of righteousness, or of opposition
to racism, or discrimination, or some other of the principles of civilization to which the
virtuously inclined might fancy themselves to be devoted.
This distinction—between those moved, on the one hand, by the implications of tangible
evidence and, on the other, by the interested confabulations of those who say they were
there at that time—should be made by those who wish to know what might have been
done to whom, by whom, when, where, how, and even, in the best of worlds, exactly
why.
But, in numerous regulated regions, this is not to be. Superior forces—forces superior to
the common man (or woman)—will stipulate what may be uttered to the public ear, and
what may not. The rationales for such control of thoughts are numerous. They
encompass suppressing the re-emergence of a doctrine advanced by a political party
under which Germany disastrously lost a genocidal war, spreading “false history,”
“offending” various groups apparent within the polity, inciting intergroup disaffection,
and on and on in such manner.
They are all—as such measures always are—driven by an ulterior agenda. The agenda in
this case encompasses not only the desire of a cohesive group to eternally wrap itself in
the mantle of victimhood, but far more urgently, to enshroud in the same mantle the
depredations that Israel has long visited on the natives of Palestine, the taxpayers of
Germany and the United States, and, with the attainment of the capability to launch
missiles with nuclear warheads from long-range submarines, the entirety of humanity
that lives within 500 miles of any ocean.
True history has its opponents, everywhere and always. It may, here and there, and now
and then, also have its would-be adherents. These two communities, such as they may
respectively be empowered, and motivated, and suppressed, and successful, eke out
between their contentions, what is “known” and understood by those many whose
interests place them between the poles represented by the opposing camps.

The interposition of law in favor of one side in this contest announces defeat on the part
of the group so favored.
Victory is documentably theirs.
And inevitable defeat as well.

The Black Swan (Revised Edition)
by Ezra Macvie

By Nassim Nicholas Taleb. Penguin Group, New York, 2010, 379 pp.
This book is about the profound subjects of thinking, knowing,
understanding, and then acting (or just as often, refraining from
acting) on understanding. While it concentrates on how to think,
know, and understand, it necessarily, and very valuably, strays
occasionally into what to think and know about. Its attainment of
bestseller status is, according to the narrative I have constructed,
based on its promises in the domain of prediction. But in its
contemplations of prediction or, more accurately, preparedness, it
(again, necessarily and most valuably) delves into prediction’s mirrorimage—understanding the past—in ways that will gladden the heart
and enrich the mind of every revisionist who engages in revision as a
search for the truth.
From its pages, an analogy of reverse-prediction, that is,
understanding of what happened, or how things were (and no longer
are) stands out among all the other recollections that ensue from
reading this book. And that is the Story (my capitalization) of the Ice
Cube.
It posits the presence of a puddle of water, somehow known to the
observer to be the runoﬀ from the melting of a piece of ice—perhaps
the consequence of a recent period. Gratuitously, I have added to the
situation the speciﬁcations that what is known encompasses the exact
period of time (in the past) that the ice cube melted, and even (from
the volume of water observed) the amount of water the (somehow
known-to-have-existed) ice cube contained, and even where the ice
cube was—an amount of knowledge seldom available in situations of
observed moisture. What Taleb irrefutably points out is that even
someone possessing all this unlikely knowledge would still remain
utterly unable to reconstruct, even approximately, the speciﬁc shape
of the piece of ice—where it protruded, and how much, and where it
had recesses, and how deep these were, and so on and on in an
inﬁnitude of impossible speciﬁcations.

Nassim Nicholas Taleb\. Photo available for public use\.
http://www.fooledbyrandomness.com/pictures.htm
And yet, pundits, seers, experts, and charlatans regularly attain high
incomes in our society from propounding just such “information”
concerning the factors and causes of recent past events, even while
in many cases venturing with varying degrees of assurance
predictions as to what the purported present set of circumstances
portends for those of us who managed to survive the just-past
debacle. Taleb explores such mass—and massive—gullibility
somewhat tentatively, likely because Taleb is not a psychologist (nor a
pundit, seer, expert, nor charlatan), but rather, a former securities
trader who ﬁrst hit it big in 1987 with contrarian positions that paid
oﬀ enormously on the 23% swoon of the stock market that occurred
in that year. It appears Taleb may again have scored in the 2008
ﬁnancial crisis, if on no other evidence than that, in this book’s ﬁrst
edition (2007), he very clearly anticipated those developments in
telling detail. This review concerns the book’s second edition (2010),
which includes a 96-page “Postscript Essay” that to my reckoning
embodies something close to half the value of the overall work, at
least for revisionists. In it, Taleb dwells but little on past events that
he can well claim to have predicted (he sniﬀs that he is more
interested in future events than in past events, but this still leaves
over a good deal of useful insight as to the less-favored direction of
the arrow of time—the one of primary interest to revisionists).
History, indeed, gains some very special treatment at the hands of
this master of time and events, though he directs considerable
opprobrium also to the ﬁelds of economics, monetary policy,
regulation, the social sciences in general, and indeed academia en
toto, to which he aﬀixed the indelible label “organized knowledge,”
echoing the term “organized religion.” History, and many of the other
“narrative disciplines” such as economics and the social sciences, are
subject to what he styles the “narrative fallacy,” this being the
complementary propensities of consumers (the public) and suppliers
(experts) to produce and accept explanations of past and present

conditions that: (a) accord well, or even perfectly, with the known
conditions of the present; and (b) are but one or another among
potentially millions of narratives that could, with equal plausibility,
explain those few known results observable in the present day. That
the favored narratives might have been selected by, or concocted for,
any of numerous predispositions to believe, or persuade, is so
irresistible as not even to require mention.
On Page 309 (of the paperback second edition), he reports ﬁrst under
the heading of “My Mistakes” (committed in the ﬁrst edition):
The ﬁrst fault was pointed out to me by Jon Elster. I had
written that the narrative fallacy pervades historical
analyses, since I believed that there was no such thing as a
test of a historical statement by forecasting and
falsiﬁcation. Elster explained to me that there are situations
in which historical theory can escape the narrative fallacy
and be subjected to empirical rejection—areas in which we
are discovering documents or archeological sites yielding
information capable of countering a certain narrative.
Indeed. Any revisionist might have told him the same thing, and Jon
Elster turns out to be a Norwegian social and political theorist who
has authored works in the philosophy of social science and rational
choice theory. He evidently is not primarily known as any sort of
revisionist, though for obvious reasons, I suspect he harbors a
speciﬁc revisionist notion or two—among which, no doubt, are
notions that he ﬁnds it best for his career not to announce or admit
too noticeably, things being as they are.
Taleb concludes the ﬁrst section of his “My Mistakes” with the
sentence, “Once again, beware of history.” This options-traderturned-philosopher is showing a good hand indeed in the central
issues that engage readers of Inconvenient History. He shows this
good hand in many other matters of vital importance, as readers of
his book will discover.
But returning to the matter of history, or of the “just what really
happened here?” line of inquiry, Taleb adduces one other item that
attracted the attention of this revisionist: the existence of one
Helenus of Troy. This Helenus’s face most deﬁnitely did not launch
any ships, as the famed Helen’s was said to have done, as Helenus
was the son (not daughter) of King Priam and Queen Hecuba. In his
own right, Helenus was a warrior of ability beﬁtting a prince, and of
importance, too, as at one point the besieging Greeks captured him,
and apparently tortured him for information. But Taleb ascribed to
Helenus an ability of positively riveting interest: he was a reverse
prophet. That is, according to Taleb, he possessed a gods-given ability
to discern and report what happened in the past—in answer, no
doubt, to the torrent of questions eternally arising in the minds of
people who wonder just how things got to be the way they are.
I have been unable via other (secondary) sources to conﬁrm Taleb’s
report of Helenus’s special gift, but apparently it is described in The

Iliad, which may in fact be the entire corpus of information about this
ﬁgure of the ancient past. Taleb enjoys a reputation as a formidable
scholar and as a polyglot to boot, being as he is ﬂuent in French,
English, Arabic (he is from Lebanon), Italian, and Spanish, and able
to read texts in Greek, Latin, Aramaic, Hebrew, and the Canaanite
script. No doubt, his information concerning Helenus is derived
directly from text rendered in the original ancient Greek, and its
absence from Wikipedia articles is a reﬂection on the “free
encyclopedia” rather than on the veracity of Taleb’s disclosures.
As the author noted, a Helenus in this present day would be a ﬁne
thing for us all to have—if some of us didn’t kill or otherwise silence
him for saying things that displeased them, anyway. Wikileaks, among
many other institutions, would instantly become very small potatoes,
indeed.

The Black Swan is about what we (think we) know, and how we get to
thinking so—a subject known by the fancy name of epistemology. For
the revisionist interested in the theory and mechanics of such vital
processes—in which perforce every revisionist is in fact deeply
involved—this book provides a profoundly rich reward of
understanding.

The Gas Vans: A Critical Investigation
by Richard A. Widmann

By Santiago Alvarez and Pierre Marais, The Barnes Review, Washington, D.C., 2011,
390 pp., illustrated, with notes, bibliography, indexed.

Cover reproduced with permission of Santiago Alvarez
The Gas Vans fills a significant hole in Holocaust literature. Often forgotten in the public
mind and limited to minor entries in the most important Holocaust tomes, (gas vans are
mentioned on 4 pages out of 790 in Hilberg’s The Destruction of the European Jews and
on 7 pages out of 622 in Reitlinger’s The Final Solution). While they may seem
unimportant to the broader Holocaust story, one must pause when one realizes that the
Holocaust fundamentalists charge that as many as 700,000 fell victim to these wheeled
killing machines. Recognizing that the gas vans were charged with something greater
than 10% of claimed Jewish Holocaust deaths, and with formerly key elements of the
traditional story like the extermination camp at Majdanek being whittled away (total
deaths have been reduced since 1944 from 1.7 million to some 60,000), it is a wonder

that greater emphasis has not been placed on the gas van story. Revisionists, most
notably Friedrich Berg and Ingrid Weckert have addressed the subject in various articles,
but this volume represents the first book-length treatment in English from either camp in
the Holocaust controversy.
According to the Preface of this edition, Alvarez had only intended to translate Pierre
Marais’s French study Les camions a gaz en question (The Gas Trucks Scrutinized)
(1994) into English. Apparently while translating Marais’s work, the author noticed
numerous errors as well as flawed and missing arguments. Also omitted, of course, was
documentary material that only surfaced post-1994. The resulting manuscript had grown
by 100% and large sections of Marais’s text were either rewritten or replaced and in
some cases even deleted.
The Gas Vans is Volume 26 in the Holocaust Handbook Series. It is arranged like many
other volumes in the series — in a very detailed format that appears exhaustive and can
be quite exhausting to the reader. Alvarez by the way notes that the current volume is far
from complete as additional materials are held by the Zentralstelle in Germany and are
inaccessible due to German censorship laws.

A German wartime producer-gas-truck from Saurer (Type 5 BHw, produced until 1935\.
It is argued that had the Germans intended to commit mass murder with carbon
monoxide, they would have employed this gas technology rather than the alleged diesel
exhaust\.
While more readable than some of the other volumes in this series, it suffers from
similar flaws. While technically there is an “Introduction,” the four pages labeled as
such really do not introduce the topic historically. As the book begins we are provided
with criteria for a legal and a scientific investigation. The book would have been well
served with the historical background for the subject, especially in this case, where so
little is generally known about gas vans. The book begins in a way that suggests that the
author assumes that his readership is already fairly familiar with the literature.
Before the reader knows it, they are on a rollercoaster ride of lengthy quotes and the
debunking of the same. Before long we are already being treated to the topic of the
toxicity of diesel exhaust gas. While important to the overall claims, the technical nature
of this topic hardly seems to be something that would kick off such a volume. A long
section follows which reviews relevant documents. Without much context, the
documents are reviewed, oftentimes with reference to key revisionist arguments.
The book continues with a consideration of court records from both the war and postwar period. Finally the author addresses witness testimonies before reaching his
conclusion. Essentially echoing an argument made by Friedrich Berg many years prior,
Alvarez argues that the Germans were too sophisticated to use such a crude makeshift

solution for murdering people en masse as the gas vans. He goes on to discuss so-called
producer-gas vehicles that were equipped with wood gas generators as a much “better”
alternative than what is asserted to have been used. It is interesting to consider whether
such vehicles may have been created by the decidedly less sophisticated Soviets for the
torture and murder of their political enemies. While there is some evidence that this may
be the case, it remains inconclusive whether the Soviets retroactively charged their own
crimes, like the murder of Polish officers at Katyn, to their German enemies.
Ultimately Alvarez and Marais conclude “there are …no material traces of these
vehicles and no photos.” There is little doubt that gas vans are simply one more evil
Holocaust fairy-tale like the soap made from human cadavers and lampshades made of
human skin. Revisionists have thought this as early as 1948 when Francis Parker Yockey
quipped, “a ‘gasmobile’ was invented to titillate the mechanically-minded.” Forty-five
years later, Ingrid Weckert came to a similar conclusion in her treatment of the subject,
”The Gas Vans: A Critical Assessment of the Evidence”
“On the whole, the evidence submitted for the ‘gas vans’ cannot be
accorded any evidential value, and the claim that Germans had murdered
thousands of human beings in ‘gas vans’ must be regarded strictly as
rumor.”
There is little chance that this book will find new converts to Holocaust revisionism.
Unfortunately even that hardcore group of revisionist completionists who seek out this
handsome and well-made volume will likely let this one sit on the shelf and gather dust
after perusing the photos and pictures. Alvarez has made an in-depth analysis of an
important topic; one almost completely ignored by both sides of the Holocaust debate,
but has done so in a style that will likely result in its neglect. That is unfortunate,
because the fall of this pillar of Holocaust mythology is long overdue.
The Gas Vans may be purchased through:
•
•
•
•

The Barnes Review.
Amazon USA
Amazon UK
Castle Hill Publishers; UK

The Number of Victims of Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp
(1936-1945)
by Klaus Schwensen

Every year on 22 April the liberation of Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp is duly commemorated. On this
occasion, the press sometimes still mentions the figure of 100,000 victims who allegedly perished or were
murdered at this camp. Although Sachsenhausen does not belong to the six “classic” extermination camps
(Chelmno, Majdanek, Auschwitz, Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka), the epithet of a “death camp” which was
given to it by Soviet propaganda is sometimes still used. While the Sachsenhausen Memorial Site today
contents itself with a death toll of “tens of thousands”, it has never publicly disavowed the propagandistic
figure of 100,000 victims. One might speak of a “silent revision”: Certain Allied propaganda figures which
arose during or shortly after the war are quietly jettisoned, but this fact is never publicly admitted, nor is
there any discussion about the way these wildly exaggerated numbers arose.
So, how many people really perished at Sachsenhausen?

The conclusions of the Soviet Investigating Commission
As early as 1942 the Soviet authorities had founded an ”Extraordinary State Commission“ (ESC) aiming at
ascertaining “crimes” committed by the ”German fascist occupiers” and the damage caused by them. The
activities of the ESC naturally extended to the German concentration camps that had been liberated by the
Red Army. Thus a Soviet commission carried out an investigation at Sachsenhausen in May/June 1945, one
of its tasks being the ascertainment of the number of victims of the camp.

Members of the Soviet Investigating Commission at Sachsenhausen (May/June 1945). Source: GARF
7021-104-10
While the death books had been largely lost during the evacuation of the camp, the daily figures of prisoners
present at roll call (Veränderungsmeldungen) has survived. With a few gaps, these documents covered the
period from 1 January 1940 to 17 April 1945. Based on these figures, the Prisoner Records Office
(Häftlingsschreibstube), which answered to the SS, had compiled monthly statistics of Prisoner Movement
(Häftlingsbewegung). These documents, which were also captured by the Soviets, are now exhibited at the
Sachsenhausen Memorial Site (Barracks 38), however they are falsely presented as statistics drawn up by
former prisoners after the end of the war. As a matter of fact, the tables are contemporaneous with the camp’s
operation and compiled at the Prisoner Records Office , which was subordinated to the Political Section
(Politische Abteilung) of the SS.[1]

The authentic Häftlingsbewegung reports. Source: Sachsenhausen Memorial Site (permanent exhibition in
Barracks 38)
The Soviet investigators ordered three former prisoners, the Communists Walter Engemann, Gustav
Schöning and Hellmut Bock, to audit the statistics. This was undoubtedly done in order to prove that the SS
had falsified the statistics to “cover up their crimes”. The group, headed by Engemann, performed its task
conscientiously, paying special attention to “exits without information” (Abgänge ohne Angaben). Altogether
3,733 such unaccounted “exits” were found, 2,448 of them concerning Soviet POWs, who had disappeared
from the statistics of the camp on 22 October 1941. Of course this does not prove in any way that these
POWs were shot.
For the years 1940-1945, Engemann, Schöning and Bock, based on the Veränderungsmeld-ungen,
ascertained a figure of 19,900 prisoners who had died in the camp. This result largely confirmed the death
toll reported by the SS. In a report he produced for the ESC in Moscow, the head of the Sachsenhausen
Commission, Lieutenant Colonel A. Sharitch, adopted this figure. In 2003, Carlo Mattogno arrived at a
slightly higher number (20,173).[2] This author (K.S.), who based his analysis on the Häftlingsbewegung
data rather than the Veränderungsmeldungen and considered the whole period of existence of the camp
(1936-1945), comes to the conclusion that Sachsenhausen claimed altogether 21,999 victims.

Which figures are these reports referring to?
In addition to the main camp, Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp comprised about 15 satellite camps and
dozens of small outstations. In the pre-war period, only male prisoners were interned here, but during the
war, thousands of female prisoners were deported to Sachsenhausen as well. Another category of detainees
was the Soviet POWs. Which categories of prisoners do the above-mentioned statistics refer to: All
prisoners, or only the male ones? The entire Sachsenhausen complex including the satellite camps or only the
main camp? And what about the Soviet POWs? Engemann and his comrades do not even broach these
important questions, and historians hardly ever discuss them either. However, a comparison with
contemporaneous SS statistics of all prisoners in all concentration camps (a document dating from January
1945) allows us to conclude that the Veränderungsmeldungen and the Häftlingsbewegung referred to the
entire camp including the satellite camps, but only to the male inmates.[3]

How did the figure of 100,000 victims arise?
The man in the Kremlin, who was responsible for millions of deaths in the GULAG and who had his
propagandist Ilya Ehrenburg claim 4 million victims of Auschwitz before the Red Army had even entered
that camp, was apparently not sufficiently impressed by the Sachsenhausen death toll. For this reason, the
figure of 19,900 (or slightly more) victims never appeared in Soviet propaganda. Instead the number of
100,000 first appeared in October 1945 in a letter Professor I. P. Traynin, a member of the ESC, wrote to
Foreign Minister V. Molotov. The letter begins abruptly as follows[4]:
“At the Sachsenhausen concentration camp near Berlin, the German authorities have annihilated
more than 100,000 citizens of the USSR, England, France, Poland, Holland, Belgium, Hungary
and other states.”
No explanation whatsoever is given for this laconic assertion. It is highly improbable that Traynin would
have undertaken to issue such a statement without a hint from the very top – in other words, from Stalin
himself. The figure of 100,000 victims was immediately spread by Soviet propaganda.
In late 1946 and early 1947, a ”forensic commission“ headed by one of Russia’s most illustrious
pathologists, Professor V. I. Prosorovski, visited Sachsenhausen, but apparently did not carry out any further
investigations. Prosorovski was no newcomer to this kind of activity: He had served as an expert for the ESC
at the “war crimes trials” at Krasnodar[5] and Kharkov[6],[7] (1943), co-authored the Soviet counterexpertise at Katyn[8] (January 1944) and acted in the Katyn case as a witness for the prosecution at
Nuremberg. It goes without saying that his forensic reports invariably confirmed the version of the ESC. As
a citizen of the Stalinist Soviet Union, he had of course no other choice.
While the commission headed by Prosorovski adopted the figure of 21,700 victims which was based on the
SS Häftlingsbewegung records and had been confirmed by Engemann and his team, they invented a plethora
of additional groups of victims, making no attempt whatsoever to justify the figures adduced. The final death
toll given by the commission was 100,000. This figure was adopted without any further ado by the Soviet
military court that conducted the so-called “Berlin Trial”, where several members of the former SS garrison
of Sachsenhausen were put on trial in Berlin-Pankow (October 1947). In 1961, when the “Sachsenhausen
National Commemoration Site” was inaugurated by the East German authorities, a Book of Commemoration
was published, where the 100,000 figure appeared three times: in the introduction, in a speech by Walter

Ulbricht and in the “Cry of Sachsenhausen”. In the German Democratic Republic, this figure thus became a
dogma nobody would dare to question.

The Soviet Prisoners of War at Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp
The number of Soviet POWs who perished at Sachsenhausen is still an unanswered question. Why were
these POWs sent to a concentration camp in the first place and not to a “normal” POW camp - in their case, a
“Russian camp”?
After their invasion of the Soviet Union, the Germans took hundreds of thousands of prisoners within the
first few months (the exact number is still disputed). Sheltering and feeding this huge mass of people
confronted the Wehrmacht with enormous problems. Those Soviеt POWs who were sent to the territory of
the Reich before the onset of winter were relatively lucky. Since the capacity of the existing POW camps was
insufficient to lodge them all, a considerable number of Soviet prisoners were sent to farms to perform
agricultural work or to German towns to perform communal work. Thousands more were interned in
concentration camps – not for annihilation, but in order to work in industrial plants situated in the
neighborhood of the camps. The “normal” camp inmates had to evacuate some of their barracks for the
newcomers, which led to serious overcrowding.

Soviet POW´s arriving in Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp (Fall 1941)
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-K0901-014 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Typhus
The six “Russian barracks“ designated for the Soviet POWs at Sachsenhausen were named
Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeitslager and strictly separated from the rest of the camp (Russen-isolierung). From an
administrative point of view this sector was not a part of the concentration camp but became part of
Kriegsgefangenen-Stalag Oranienburg instead.[9] Owing to the massive influx of POWs, the usual
registration procedure which included delousing and 14 days of quarantine was apparently not observed, and
within a short period of time typhus was rampant in the camp.
A separate register of deceased prisoners seems to have been maintained for the Stalag (Stammlager für
Kriegsgefangene) since 22 October 1941. This document has not survived. The mortality among the Soviet
POWs was staggeringly high. A surviving list[10] about the (presumably) first two Russian transports
reveals a horrific death toll: In the period from 18 October to 30 December 1941 altogether 2,508 Soviet

POWs had been admitted to Sachsenhausen; however on 30 December 1941 only 1,360 of them were still
alive. In other words: 1,148 prisoners (46% of the total) had died within these two and a half months, most of
them undoubtedly from typhus.

The “Russenaktion“
Communist functionaries, especially Political Commissars (Politruks), of which at least one was attached to
every unit of the Red Army, were meted out a far worse treatment than “normal” Russian prisoners
(Arbeitsrussen) because from the National Socialist point of view, these functionaries were “carriers of the
Soviet regime”. According to the Kommissarbefehl issued by the Oberkommando der Wehrmacht on 6 June
1941 at Hitler’s instigation, commissars were not recognized as combatants and were denied the protection
they would be entitled to as POWs in accordance with international law. They were ordered to be shot after
capture. To its credit, the Wehrmacht disapproved of the Kommissarbefehl from the very beginning and
largely failed to implement it so that only a minority of the captured commissars were actually shot. With
Hitler’s agreement, this order was effectively revoked on 6 May 1942.[11]
While the Kommissarbefehl concerned primarily the combat units, two special orders (Einsatzbefehle) issued
in July 1941 by Reinhard Heydrich, chief of the Sicherheitspolizei and the SD, provided for the screening of
the inmates of POW camps. The Germans had become aware of the fact that many commissars had mingled
with the great mass of prisoners, their uniforms being indistinguishable from the ones of military officers or
common soldiers but for a red star on the sleeve (which could easily be removed). Therefore the POWs in
the camps were subjected to systematic interrogation. Those identified as commissars were “singled out” and
sent to the nearest concentration camp to be shot. Both the Kommissarbefehl and Heydrich’s Einsatzbefehle
were highly questionable measures and most likely illegal from the point of view of international law. As
early as 15 November 1941, the two Einsatzbefehle were somewhat mitigated with Himmler’s approval:
From now on, those singled out as commissars could be used for hard physical labor in the quarries instead
of being shot.
It is not known when the shooting of Soviet POWs (Russenaktion) at Sachsenhausen began; the earliest date
mentioned is late August 1941. Our knowledge is exclusively based on the statements of former prisoners
(Büge, Sakowski etc.) which often contradict each other and were probably made under duress. In midNovember 1941 the Russenaktion was allegedly stopped, presumably for two reasons: The revocation of
Heydrich’s Einsatzbefehle (15 November 1941) and the recent outbreak of typhus. Incidentally several
German prisoners employed at the crematorium were among the first victims of the dread disease. During the
Russenaktion they had sat on a heap of clothes belonging to shot Soviet soldiers and been infected by lice.
Subsequently the camp was subject to a quarantine that lasted several weeks.

Soviet Propaganda
Efficiently exploiting the Russenaktion, the relatively bad living conditions in the camps and the
frighteningly high mortality among “normal” Soviet POWs, Soviet propaganda insinuated that the NS
regime deliberately exterminated its captured soldiers of the Red Army. Of course Moscow’s propagandists
remained silent about the fact that the treatment of the Russian prisoners, who fared indeed much worse than
Western POWs, was a direct consequence of Soviet policy. As early as 1919, the USSR had withdrawn from
the 1907 Hague Convention, and the Soviet government never signed the 1929 Geneva Convention about the
protection of prisoners of war. For this reason, the captured soldiers of the Red Army were not protected by
these conventions, even if the universally recognized laws of humanity did apply to them.
After the liberation of the Sachsenhausen Camp Soviet operatives “fed” the former inmates with
disinformation and atrocity propaganda about a huge slaughter of Soviet POWs. Rumors which had arisen
during the war were now “confirmed” by “knowledgeable” former prisoners. German prisoners of war and
prisoners of the NKVD were forced to make statements that they would never have made voluntarily. To
what extent Soviet propaganda distorted the facts is demonstrated by the immensely exaggerated figures of
victims bandied about by Moscow’s propagandists.

The number of allegedly shot Russian POWs according to the witnesses
The Russenaktion was carried out in the northern sector of the Industriehof (industrial court) which was
situated outside the camp triangle. A special part of the Industriehof was the so-called Holz- und Kohleplatz
(wood and coal yard), which was protected from prying eyes by walls and buildings. According to the
official history (which was later confirmed by former SS men before West-German Courts), the unsuspecting
prisoners were marched into the barracks where they were placed in front of a supposed height-measuring
device. Through an opening in the wall behind this device, the victim was killed with a shot in the back of
his neck by a man standing in the adjacent room, various SS-Blockführer acting as executioners.

The bodies of the victims were incinerated in four field crematoria that had been installed in front of the
barracks and were surrounded by a wooden fence. This grisly work was carried out by about eight German
prisoners. The overwhelming majority of the inmates were not allowed to enter the northern sector of the
Industriehof and had no possibility whatsoever to witness the killings: Whatever they knew was based upon
rumors. As is to be expected under these circumstances, the “eyewitness reports” are literally teeming with
improbabilities and contradictions. Nearly all “witnesses” claimed between 14,000 and 18,000 shooting
victims, and some of them ventured even higher figures. In all likelihood, these “witnesses” had been
instructed by Soviet operatives.
After the end of the war, at least two former prisoners seemed very well informed about the Russenaktion:
Emil Büge, who had worked at the Prisoner Records Office where he had to register the admittees, and Paul
Sakowski, who had been one of the crematorium workers. Both men left very detailed written reports about
what had transpired at the camp, and Sakowski entered the witness stand at the Berlin Sachsenhausen trial.
Both of them mentioned the usual figure of 14,000 or more shot Russian POWs. It stands to reason that they
had no choice, each of them subject to the mercies of one of the victorious powers. According to his own
statements, Büge had worked “for the Americans”, which most probably means the Augsburg-based U.S.
War Crimes Commission. Lonely, impoverished and no longer needed by the Americans, Emil Büge
committed suicide in 1950.
Paul Sakowski (born in 1920), whom East German propaganda christened “the hangman of Sachsenhausen”,
was arrested by the NKVD shortly after his liberation from the camp. In October 1947, he was among the
defendants at the Sachsenhausen trial at Berlin-Pankow. Sakowski was sentenced to 25 years, which he
served until the very last day, first at Workuta and later in East Germany. As he had been previously interned
at Sachsenhausen for six years, this man spent more than 31 years of his life behind prison bars.
The case of SS-Scharführer (Second Sergeant) Paul Waldmann starkly illustrates the means the Soviet agents
resorted to in order to “prove” imaginary figures of victims. Waldmann, who had been a driver for the
Oranienburg SS, was sent to the Eastern Front in December 1941 where he uninterruptedly served until the
retreat of the German forces to Berlin. On 2 May 1945 he was taken prisoner by the Red Army near the
“Zoo” Train Station[12] and transferred to Posen, where he was subjected to routine questioning. The fact
that he had served at Sachsenhausen obviously aroused the interest of his interrogators. On 10 June 1945,
Waldmann signed a “confession”, stating that the Russenaktion, in which he had allegedly participated, had
claimed the lives of no fewer than 840,000 (!) Soviet prisoners. Although this preposterous figure was never
put about by Soviet propaganda, it has survived because owing to an obvious error of the clerks in Moscow,
it was filed among the Auschwitz documents (IMT Doc USSR-52) where it was rediscovered by Carlo
Mattogno in 2003. Paul Waldmann disappeared without leaving any trace; presumably he met his fate in the
GULAG. In February 1946, the clerks in Moscow had apparently not yet become aware of their error,
because excerpts from Waldmann’s “confession” were read by Soviet prosecutors Pokrovski and Smirnov at
Nuremberg and thus became part of the protocols of the Nuremberg trial as well.[13]

The number of shooting victims – official statements
One of the earliest post-war documents about Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp is the so-called prisoners’
report (Häftlingsbericht) authored by Hellmut Bock. The report exists in seven or eight – more or less
different – versions. The first version which was presumably completed on 7 May 1945 is now lost, but an
English translation has remained.[14] There we read:
September – December 1941. 16,000 Russian prisoners, driven together like cattle, were
slaughtered. On the grounds of the industry-department four riding furnaces were standing so
that the corpses could be cleared away uninterruptedly. Their ashes became the site for the new
crematory. Before these people were murdered they were beastly ill-treated. Music out of big
loudspeakers deafened the shrieking of the victims.
Although this earliest version of the report was modified several times, the number of 16,000 murdered
Soviet POWs was still the same when Hellmut Bock submitted the final, seventh version of the report to the
Soviet Investigation Commission.[15]
The head of the commission, Sharitch, slightly reduced this figure; on 30 June 1945 he wrote in his
report[16]: “In September/October 1941, 13,000 to 14,000 Soviet prisoners of war were shot.”
In the various drafts of the ESC about Sachsenhausen the figure of 14,000 shot Soviet POWs regularly
recurs.[17] On the other hand, the commission headed by Professor Prosorovski[18] mentioned 20,000
shooting victims (January 1947), and in April 1961, when East Germany dedicated a National Memorial Site
at Sachsenhausen, yet another figure (18,000) was claimed.
Since the collapse of East Germany, these figures have been somewhat reduced. On the occasion of the 56th

anniversary of the camp’s liberation it was declared[19 ]:
"The so-called ´Station Z´, called so by the Nazis, was the annihilation site of the Concentration
Camp with a neck-shot facility, gas chamber and crematorium. In Fall 1941 at least 12,000
Soviet POWs were shot here.”
Only four years later (2005) the Sachsenhausen Memorial Site wrote[20]:
“In the months from September to November 1941, the Wehrmacht transported at least thirteen
thousand Soviet prisoners-of-war to Oranienburg, where the Concentration Camps´ Inspectorate
organized the entire operation for the murder of Soviet prisoners-of-war. More than ten thousand
of these were murdered within only ten weeks in an automated ´head shot´ facility.”
All these sources remained silent about the factual basis of their figures. Today, the official figures are
obviously still based on the Soviet view of history as it was imposed after the War.
To the best of our knowledge, the only attempt to determine the number of Soviet POWs shot at
Sachsenhausen with any degree of accuracy was made by the district court of Cologne (Köln) at the trial of
Kaiser, et al. (1965).[21] However, the verdict freely admitted: “It was not possible to ascertain the number
of the shot Russians. There were no documents about this question.” All the same, the court quoted two
sources it considered relatively trustworthy: A compilation by the former Arbeits- und Rapportführer Gustav
Sorge and a statement made by the former camp elder (Lagerälteste) Harry Naujoks who had been assigned
to collect the identification tags of the Russian soldiers. Despite its initial reluctance to name a concrete
figure, the court finally concluded:
“Considering the possibility of further imprecisions, we can assume now as certain, that during
the action from begin of September to mid of November 1941 at least 6,500 Russian POWs have
been shot in Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp.”

The Russian сommemorative stone
In November 2000 a relatively modest monument consisting of two black granite blocks was dedicated on
the grounds of the former Sachsenhausen concentration camp by the foreign ministers of Russia and
Germany, Igor Ivanov and Joschka Fischer. One of the stones bears a bronze plaque with the following
inscription in Russian and German:
“1941-1945. Remember every single one of the thousands of sons and daughters of the
fatherland who were tortured to death at Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp. The Government
of Russia.”
Thus no explicit figure was mentioned, apparently because neither side desired to identify with the
propagandistic figures still publicized by the media (10,000 to 18,000). Whether authentic German
documents about the real number of victims of the Russenaktion still exist today (in Moscow or elsewhere)
remains to be seen.

Summary
In the nine years of its existence, Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp (including all satellite camps and
outstations) claimed the lives of about 22,000 male prisoners. In view of the fact that approximately 140,000
male deportees were sent (and registered) to this camp, this means that 15.7% of the prisoners perished.
Compared to prison camps of other states, other wars and other times, such a percentage is unfortunately
nothing extraordinary.
This number does not comprise the female detainees who died in the satellite camps and the Soviet POWs
who perished from “natural causes” or were shot. The real number of these victims deserves further research.
It bears mentioning that 533 prisoners were killed during Allied air raids in 1944/1945. After the Auer
factories at Oranienburg had been bombed on 15 March 1945, the dead bodies of 282 female prisoners were
retrieved.[22] However, these tragic losses do not even remotely justify the propagandistic figure of 100,000
victims. As to the number of prisoners who perished during the evacuation of the camp (the inmates were
marched away in various columns), the existing information is very incomplete. Obviously these deaths
cannot be ascribed to the conditions in the camp. Just like the German refugees who died on their flight from
the Eastern provinces to the West, these victims succumbed to the horrible conditions prevailing as a
consequence of the invasion and conquest of Germany.

Abbreviations

AS

Archive Sachsenhausen

BArch

Bundesarchiv Berlin (Federal Archive, Berlin-Lichterfelde)

FSB RF

Federal Security Service of the Russian Federation

GARF

Gosudarstvenniy Archiv Rossiskoy Federatsij (State Archive of the Russian Federation)

GULAG Gosudarstvennaj Upravleniye Lagerej (State Administration of Camps)
IfZ

Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Munich (Institute for Contemporary History, Munich)

NKGB

Narodniy Kommisariat Gosudarstvennoy Besopasnosti (People´s Commission for State
Security)
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Three Books on Treblinka | CODOH
by Thomas Kues

During recent years there have appeared from time to time new books on the Treblinka
“death camp”. Compared with the vast number of Auschwitz-related publications, and
considering the fact that according to the exterminationist point of view Treblinka
claimed the second-highest number of victims among the six “death camps” (the victim
figure given usually varies between 750,000 and 900,000) this is only a small trickle.
One might expect then that the contents of these few books would at least be partially
fresh, offering us new insights and new material. Unfortunately this is not the case: from
the publication of Yitzhak Arad’s Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka in 1987 the exterminationist
literature on the Treblinka camp has very much been treading old ground. In the
following review I will briefly discuss three books relating to the camp which were
published between 2003 and 2012. It will be not so much a comprehensive review as a
presentation of what these books have to offer which is not a rehash of Arad, Sereny et
al – pitifully little, as we will see.

Torben Jørgensen's Book on the Aktion Reinhardt Staff
Let us begin with a book by Danish historian Torben Jørgensen, Stiftelsen. Bødlerne fra
Aktion Reinhardt (The Foundation. The Executioners of Aktion Reinhardt, Lindhardt og
Ringhof, Copenhagen 2003). This concerns the Aktion Reinhardt personnel as a whole,
but as can be expected a significant portion of it concerns Treblinka.
The book contains very little information of interest, despite the fact that the author had
reportedly surveyed 3,000–4,000 pages of court material. Remarkably, there are almost
no quotations in this book that have not already appeared in Arad, Jules Schelvis,
Adalbert Rückerl or Ernst Klee et al. There is also virtually nil information provided on
the interrogations themselves. We learn some more, however, on the astoundingly lax
security reportedly prevailing at Treblinka during the tour of its first commandant, Dr.
Irmfried Eberl (p. 75):
“Prostitutes and blackmarketeers from Warsaw erected regular shops in the
woods around Treblinka. The personnel, Ukrainians as well as Germans,
were in a permanent state of inebriation. In addition to this, a number of
unauthorized people visited the camp. Those were, among others, German
soldiers who were stationed in Warsaw, among them personnel from a
Panzerkorps, that is, the Wehrmacht. Members of these units made
excursions to Treblinka, which was not sealed off; here they went about
taking photographs and observing the fate of the transports.”
This description should probably be regarded with some caution, since it is based on a
court statement made by the second commandant, Franz Stangl, who arrived at
Treblinka only after Irmfried Eberl had been sacked for incompetence; the information
that Wehrmacht soldiers visited Treblinka is therefore from a second-hand source.
Nevertheless it is worth noting: If an indeterminate number of German soldiers went
around taking photos at the camp, how come none of these has ever been discovered?
Could it be that photographs were indeed taken, but that what they showed did not
conform to the “death camp” allegation, so that the person(s) in possession of the
photo(s) either hesitated to come forward with it, or simply did not connect it with
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Dr. Irmfried Eberl, the first commandant of Treblinka\. Eberl was a trained psychiatrist,
Public Domain\. Wikipedia.org
We also learn that the protocols from the interrogations with Irmfried Eberl, Franz Hödl,
Heinrich Barbl, Ernst Lerch, Hermann Hoefle and others are kept in the Österreichische
Widerstandsarchiv in Vienna. No further details are given, however (in the case of Eberl
the interrogation may not be relevant to the “death camp” issue, since he was arrested
because of his involvement in the euthanasia program and supposedly committed suicide
before his role at Treblinka had been discovered).
Unrelated to Treblinka we are informed (in a footnote on page 215) that two (unnamed)
Bełżec survivors were found living in Israel several decades after the war. This claim,
which is noted to derive from Michael Tregenza, is rather sensational considering that
only 7 inmates are alleged to have survived Bełżec, only two – Rudolf Reder alias
Roman Robak and Chaim Hirszman[1] – of whom left any testimony on their supposed
experiences. Why, we may ask, has Tregenza not furnished any information on these two
hitherto unknown Bełżec survivors?
Some new light is also shed on the mysterious death of the former Sobibór SS man
Gustav Wagner in Brazil in 1980 (p. 225):
“During a conversation with the author in Lublin in the summer of 2001,
Thomas Blatt [a prominent Sobibór eyewitness] told that another survivor
from Sobibór who lived in Brazil in 1980 killed Wagner together with some
other former prisoners.”
Only two former Sobibór inmates are known to have settled in Brazil after the war:
Chaim Korenfeld and Stanislaw Szmajzner. Since Jules Schelvis[2] and others have
noted that Szmajzner himself had hinted that he was involved in the murder, and since
Blatt was close to Szmajzner, this pretty much settles who was behind Wagner’s death,
which (according to most sources) was officially ruled as a suicide.

The Testimony of Hershl Sperling
Mark S. Smith’s Treblinka Survivor. The Life and Death of Hershl Sperling (The History
Press, Stroud 2010) is an attempt to trace the life and fate of Hershl Sperling, a former
inmate of Treblinka and Auschwitz-Birkenau (!) who committed suicide by drowning in
Glasgow in 1989. The book mostly consists of interviews with Sperling’s son,

psychological ruminations and descriptions of Smith’s travels in Sperling’s footsteps to
Treblinka and other places in Poland and Germany, interspersed with rehashings from
well-known exterminationist publications on the subject and excerpts from Sperling’s
only testimony on Treblinka (he left none regarding his time at Auschwitz, to where he
was sent in the autumn of 1943), a brief account simply entitled “Treblinka” which was
published in 1947 in issue 6 of the obscure Yiddish-language journal Fun letzter Churbn
( Since the Recent Catastrophe ). Fortunately Smith presents a complete English
translation of this testimony as an appendix to his book. This is pretty much the only part
of the book which is of any real interest, however meager it is. Below I will briefly
discuss the most interesting parts of it.
Sperling was deported to Treblinka from Czestochowa “almost at the end of the period
of deportations” from that city (pp. 243–244). According to the transport lists presented
in Yitzhak Arad’s book on the Reinhardt camps, the last deportation from Czestochowa
to Treblinka took place on 5 October 1942. Sperling informs us (p. 244) that the
“disinfectant calcium chloride” was “scattered liberally into each wagon” of the convoy.
This practice is likely the origin of the early holocaust claim (found in the writings of
Jan Karski and others) that the Germans were killing the Jews not in gas chambers but in
transport trains, using chloride or unslaked lime. Sperling also reveals that Polish
workers which the Jews of the convoy encountered during the drawn-out railway travel
spread atrocity stories causing great fear among the deportees (p. 245):
“One of the Polish workers mentions burnings, another, shootings, and a
third – gassings. Another tells of inhuman, unbelievable tortures. An
unbearable state of tension mounts among us, which in some cases even
leads to outbreaks of hysteria.”
At the camp Sperling was selected for work and made a member of the “sorting squad”
working in the “reception camp”. He never set foot in the “upper camp” or “death camp
proper”, where the alleged gas chambers and the mass graves were located, so his
description of that area is based only on second-hand sources. The details of the alleged
killing method were relayed to Sperling and his fellow inmates in Camp I by prisoners
assigned to carry food between the different parts of the camp (p. 247-248):
“It was strictly forbidden to cross from one camp to the other. In the early
period the food carriers used to come to us from Camp II and bring us all
the minute details of the cruel deeds that were being perpetrated there.(...)
The food-carriers describe to us how the path to the death camp goes
through a garden. Just before you come to the death-shower there is a hut,
where everyone is instructed once again to relinquish money and gold. (...).
At the shower room of death, which is adorned only by a Star of David, the
victims are received with bayonets. They are driven into these shower
rooms, prodded with these bayonets. (...). When all the wretched victims
have been forced into the showers, the doors are hermetically sealed. After a
few seconds, uncanny, horrifying screams are heard through the walls. (...).
The screaming becomes weaker and weaker, finally dying away. At last
everything is completely silent. Then the doors are opened, and the corpses
are thrown into huge mass graves, which hold about 60 to 70 thousand
people. When there was no room for any new victims in the mass graves,
there came a new command to burn the dead bodies. They would dig out a
deep trench, and throw in a few old trunks, boxes, wood and things like that.
All is set alight, and a layer of corpses is thrown onto it, then more
branches, and more corpses, and so on. Later the order was given to dig out
the dead in the mass graves, and burn them too.”

While this is merely a second-hand description of the “death camp proper”, three aspects
of it are worthy of note.
First, we have the fact that nowhere in the above description do we find any hint as to
what the actual killing agent was. According to the official version of events it was the
exhaust fumes from a large engine mounted in a separate room in the “gas chamber”
building. Considering the short distance between this building and the fence to Camp I
(some 50 meters in the case of the new building) one would expect that the inmates of
Camp I soon would connect the purported mass murder of the deportees with the sound
from this engine. As I have pointed out in the study on Sobibór which I co-wrote with
Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno[3] the earliest testimonies about the alleged death
chambers at that camp – which supposedly functioned in the same way as at Treblinka –
mention murder methods used in these chambers which strongly imply that these
witnesses did not connect the alleged gassings with the sound of an engine. Sperling’s
testimony very much fits into this picture.
Secondly we have the ridiculous notion that the cremations were carried out using as
fuel “a few old trunks, boxes, wood and things like that”. If the vast amount of firewood
required for the cremation of some 800,000 corpses – some 139,200 metric tons[4] – had
actually been brought into Treblinka, either by train or truck or from the nearby forested
areas Sperling would inescapably have observed and taken note of this – that he did not
is yet another hint that the amount of firewood used in the cremations at Treblinka was
much smaller, corresponding to a number of corpses much smaller than alleged by
mainstream historiography.[5]
Third and last we have the emphasis on the word “shower”. Compare this with the
statement of Polish prisoner Jan Sulkowski (quoted in Arad's book on the Reinhardt
camps): “I was told by the SS men that we were building a bath-house and it was after a
considerable time that I realized that we were constructing gas-chambers.” This implies
that the Germans either went to extreme lengths to disguise homicidal gas chambers as
shower rooms, or that they actually built shower rooms for a delousing facility. In this
context it is worth mentioning a letter sent from Treblinka commandant Irmfried Eberl to
the commissar for the ghetto in Warsaw, Dr. Heinz Auerswald, on 19 June 1942 (i.e.
some 1 month before the opening of the camp), in which he ordered the following “still
needed” items for the Treblinka camp:[6]
“10 m copper pipes 1/4 inch
5–10 kg filler wire stacks
2 kg brass wire for brazing
50 m iron pipes of each of the sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch
20 iron pipe T-fittings of each of the sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch
30 iron pipe elbow joints of each of the sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch, 1/2 inch
20 double nipples (connection pieces) of each of the sizes: 1 inch, 3/4 inch,
1/2 inch
6 waterproof lighting fixtures with sockets, enclosed with cages
10 water-taps 3/4 inch with hose connection
10 water-taps 1/2 inch with hose connection

Electric light bulbs 120 Volt: 30 items 25 Watt
20 items 60 Watt
20 items 75 Watt
20 items 100 Watt
300 m two-conductor G.A. flexible wire
1000 m for overhead lines 2.5 sq. mm diameter”
On 7 July Eberl wrote again to the commissar, notifying him that the camp would be
ready for operation on 11 July and ordering additional items for the camp.[7] Most of
these were related to lighting but among them were also “3 intake strainers [Saugkörbe]
for wells with check valves [Rückschlagventil] 1 1/2 inch”. From testimonial evidence
we know that a Polish construction worker named Grzegorz Wozniak worked on
coordinating the piping and trenching during the camp’s construction phase.[8]
For what purpose would the small Treblinka camp, supposedly a “pure extermination
camp”, need at least 160 meter of piping? From an exterminationist viewpoint the
apparent conclusion is that they were used for a fake shower installation that was part of
the murder weapon. Yitzhak Arad describes the alleged first gas chambers at Treblinka
as follows:
“During the camp‘s first months of operation, there were three gas
chambers, each 4 x 4 meters and 2.6 meters high […]. A room attached to
the building contained a diesel engine, which introduced the poisonous
carbon monoxide gas through pipes into the chambers, and a generator,
which supplied electricity to the entire camp. […] Inside the chambers the
walls were covered with white tiles up to a certain height, and shower heads
and piping crisscrossed the ceiling – all designed to maintain the illusion of
a shower room. The piping actually served to carry the poison gas into the
chambers. When the doors were closed, there was no lighting in the
chambers.”[9]
But is this setup really believable? Given a room height of 2.6 m, the shower heads
would have been placed some 2.3–2.4 m above the floor – clearly within reach of the
taller of the alleged victims, as well as shorter ones lifted up by or standing on others.
According to the verdict from the Treblinka trial, each of the three chambers in the old
gas chamber building could hold 200-350 victims, i.e. a capacity 600–1,050 victims per
gassing.[10] Considering that during the first month of the camp's operation some
6–8,000 Jews were sent daily to the camp from the Warsaw ghetto,[11] this would mean
that some 6–14 gassings would have to be carried out daily. Considering the design
usually employed for the shower installations in the German concentration camps,[12] it
seems inevitable that the “fake” piping and shower heads would have been damaged by
panicking, desperate victims on a daily basis – if lethal exhaust gas had been indeed
been streaming out from these showers, that is. The notion that it would have been
feasible to feed the gas into the chambers using a fake shower installation is therefore, at
closer glance, absurd. Another hint that the piping, if indeed used for the “bath house”
described by Sulkowski et al (something for which we have no conclusive proof but
which seems likely in the absence of other known installations at the camp that would
have utilized such piping) formed part of an actual shower installation is the fact that
Eberl together with the piping ordered “waterproof lighting fixtures with sockets”
(emphasis added).

Even more significant are the “3 intake strainers [Saugkörbe] for wells with check
valves” ordered on 7 July 1942. A “Saugkorb” is a large strainer, sometimes suspended
in a float to hold it near the surface of the water and containing a check valve or setback
valve, which is placed at the intake end of a suction hose, which in turn is connected to a
pump. Its function is to filter the water and to see to that the suction hose is kept filled
with water. [13] Intake strainers are usually employed by fire fighters as a means to
obtain the large amounts of water needed for their fire hoses from dirty waters (such as
ponds or lakes), but they can also be used in wells as part of a pump device.
According to the most ambitious exterminationist attempt to visually reconstruct
Treblinka, the Peter Laponder maps from the early 2000s,[14] there existed a total of
five wells in the camp: one well for the German staff in the northernmost part of the
camp, one near the kitchen of the Ukrainian guards, one west of the living quarters of the
Jewish prisoners and south of the “zoo”, one in the “reception camp” near the railway
siding, where the arrivals disembarked their trains, and finally one in the “death camp
proper”, in the immediate vicinity of the original “gas chamber building”. The third of
these wells is visible in one of Kurt Franz’s photographs of the “zoo”.[15] It is clear that
this well was manually operated, and no suction hose or similar device is in sight. So far
I have not been able to find any detailed descriptions of the other four wells, but it
appears that the first three were all used in connection with the kitchens for the guards
and prisoners, so that it is likely that they all resembled the one seen on the Kurt Franz
photo. The presence of three intake strainers at the camp however indicates that one
needed to draw a considerable amount of water from possibly as many as three wells
(although one of the intake strainers may have been for spare use). Such a need may
possibly have applied to the well in the reception camp, where water under pressure may
have been used for cleaning the emptied rail wagons, but I have found no testimonial
evidence stating that this well was equipped with a suction system. This would seem to
indicate that one or more of the intake strainers were used in the “death camp proper”.
From an exterminationist viewpoint such an installation would be rather pointless, but
from a revisionist viewpoint it is perfectly explainable, as a shower installation used by
hundreds of deportees at a time would have required the drawing of large amounts of
water. If the pump system was powered by an engine (as is often the case) this might
help explain the origin of the allegation that engine-exhaust gas was used for homicidal
gassings. In this context it is worth pointing out that the ARC website displays a photo,
apparently taken at some museum exhibition, of what is purported to be a “Gassing pipe
used in the Belzec gas chambers”.[16] This rusty item, however, with its perforated
basket-like lower part, resembles nothing so much as a strainer with a dual intake.
Sperling has the following to say on the number of deportees arriving at the camp (p.
249):
“New transports arrived at Treblinka all the time. Sometime there is a break
of a few days. But on the average ten thousand people per day are murdered
in Treblinka. There was one day in fact when the human transport reached
the figure of twenty-four thousand.”
Between 22 July 1942 and the end of the same year – a period of 163 days – a total of
713,555 Jews were brought to Treblinka, which means an average of 4,378 arrivals per
day. An average of 10,000 per day would mean 1,630,000 arrivals during the same
period, so Sperling is clearly exaggerating rather than just misestimating.
In connection with the discussion of the number of arrivals, Sperling shares with his
readers the following bizarre anecdote (p. 249):
“Only once did Jews leave the camp alive. The Front had demanded

women. So one hundred and ten of the most beautiful Jewish girls,
accompanied by a Jewish doctor, were sent off.”
Besides the preposterous claim that Jewish women would have been sent to the
frontlines to be used as prostitutes – something which would be in violation of the
National Socialist racial laws (on “Rassenschande”, defilement of the race) we may
compare Sperling’s assertion that Jews were able to leave the camp “only once” with
witness Israel Cymlich's statement that groups of Jews from the extermination camp
were regularly transferred to the Treblinka I labor camp to replenish its labor force,[17]
and the verdict of the Düsseldorf Treblinka trial, according to which “coming from
Treblinka, several thousand people are said to have arrived at other camps”.[18]

The Smoke and Mirrors of Ian Baxter
Finally I will take a brief look at Ian Baxter’s The SS of Treblinka (Spellmount, Stroud
2012). A search at Amazon or any other online book will reveal that Baxter is not a
Holocaust historian, but a military historian and author of a number of photographyfocused books dealing with the European theatre of WWII, in particular the Eastern
front. A common thread in the online reviews of his book is that the layout and photos
are high quality, but that the writing is “history light” or even provide examples of poor
scholarship. The latter unfortunately applies to his recent book focusing on the German
and Austrian staff employed at the Treblinka “extermination camp”.
This book is mainly a rehash of Arad, Sereny, Chrostowski, Steiner and Rückerl (as well
as material from the H.E.A.R.T., Holocaust Research Project and ARC websites, from
which most of the illustrations are taken), with most of the usual quotes from Wiernik et
al. It follows from this that the book is mostly for those seeking exhaustive coverage; if
you are buying only one book this summer, save the money for something better...
It should first of all be pointed out that, despite the title, the book contains next to no
new material on the lives of the men stationed at Treblinka. One might expect that
Baxter would have dug deeper in the interrogation and investigation files and perhaps
even tried to interview relatives or acquaintances of them in order to shed more light on
their activities before and during the war as well as their post-war fates, but
unfortunately no such research seems to have been carried out.
As for poor scholarship, Baxter recycles the claim that John (Ivan) Demjanjuk served as
a guard in the “extermination area” (p. 68), despite the fact there exists no solid evidence
whatsoever for Demjanjuk being posted to Treblinka. That Demjanjuk has now passed
away is, unfortunately, unlikely to stop the frequent repetition of this accusation, we
suspect. We further find claims that transports of Dutch Jews were sent to Treblinka in
1943 (p. 91), something which can be ruled out from readily available statistics and
transport data. Baxter’s sloppiness in the field of research is also revealed by the fact that
he gives the victim figure for Sobibór as “approximately 250,000” (p. 159) – an estimate
which was rendered impossible by the discovery of the Höfle document in 2000 –
despite listing in his bibliography the 2003 German edition of Jules Schelvis’s Sobibór
study, which gives the number of Jewish arrivals at that camp as some 170,000.
As for small but interesting fresh tidbits, Baxter asserts (p. 81) that during the latter
phase of operations, killing of sick deportees and inmates were carried out not only by
shooting but also by lethal injections; the source for this, however, goes unstated. We
also learn a little more about the supposed “deception” of the arriving Jewish deportees.
The testimony of SS-Unterscharführer Willi Mentz is quoted as follows (p. 71):
“When the Jews had got off, Stadie or Matzig would have a short word with

them. They were told something to the effect that they were a resettlement
transport and that they would be given a bath and that they would receive
new clothes. They were also instructed to maintain quiet and disciplined.
They would continue their journey the following day.”
The by far most interesting part of Baxter’s book consists of three brief diary excerpts.
The first one of them, reproduced without a date of writing or name of the author, except
for the information that he was a “staff officer attached to [Christian] Wirth’s office”,
reads as follows (p. 103):
“I frequently visited TII in the summer of 1943 and regularly reported back
to Wirth with a progress report on the dismantling of the camp. Whilst the
commandant [Stangl] was on leave I came to Treblinka and was given a
guided tour by Deputy Franz and another officer. Here I was shown the
cremation areas and the pits where the corpses were being exhumed by
prisoners. I had my briefcase with me and I got my assistant to write down
notes on the calculation Franz gave me on the total number of bodies
exhumed thus far. I was not chiefly interested in the quantity or condition of
the prisoners working inside these pits, but more anxious about how the job
was going to be completed in the specified time.”
The endnote to this quote gives the source as “Extract from Ernst Reuss to Author.
November 2008. Diary Catalogued 43216/A/2 ER”. Ernst Reuss is possibly identical
with the German expert witness and author of the study Kriegsgefangen im 2. Weltkrieg
(Augsburg 2011). It is not made clear to which archive the document number refers.
From the contents of the quote it is clear that it was written in retrospect in 1944 or later,
as the unnamed author would hardly have written “in the summer of 1943” in 1943. For
the second quote we are presented with at least a modicum of background: “A Staff
officer named Kratzer visiting Treblinka with one of Globocnik’s representatives found
Floss to be a ‘determined fellow’ who displayed versatility ‘and much relish for the
mission’.” Is this Kratzer the same person as the author of the first quoted text written in
1944 or later? The reader has no way of knowing. In any case the second quote reads as
follows (p. 104, ellipsis by Baxter):
“I admire the way in which our men are dealing with cremating the corpses.
I have been informed by the cremation expert Floss that the burnings will be
terminated by the end of August or September ... There is much activity in
the camp and the staff here are working exceptionally hard to bring about a
conclusion to this dirty work. TII is certainly being run effectively and my
report on its decommissioning will be presented in due course.”
Again no date is given, although we are told by Baxter that Kratzer’s visit took place
“some time at the end of July or early August 1943” (the Treblinka prisoner revolt, we
should keep in mind, took place on 2 August 1943) – a vagueness which implies that this
passage is either written in retrospect or not part of a regular diary, but rather some form
of memoir. The source for the second quote is given as “Extract from Ernst Reuss to
Author. November 2008. Diary Catalogued 43217/B/3 ER”. The third quote reads (p.
106):
“After my tour I made specific notes and a sketch of the camp so that my
boss had an overall idea of the general layout of the camp This was
undertaken in order to make preparations for the installation’s
decommissioning.”
The source is given as “Extract from Ernst Reuss to Author. November 2008. Diary
Catalogued 43218/C/4 ER”.

We will observe here first of all that none of these quotes supports the allegation that
Treblinka served as a “pure extermination camp”, only that an unspecified number of
corpses were burnt there. Baxter tells his readers (p. 104) that Kratzer “visited the
‘Upper Camp’ and saw for himself the gas chambers, the installations for the disposal of
the corpses and the huge iron grills, and the barracks for the Jewish work-groups.” This
description, however, is completely unsourced, and no further quotations are presented
which allow us to verify to what degree (if at all) it corresponds to what Kratzer actually
wrote, and to what degree it is just Baxter’s conjecture. This in itself is extremely
revealing, because Baxter must certainly be aware of the fact that, since virtually no wartime documents on Treblinka have been preserved (or rather: are known to exist) the
discovery of an authentic contemporary diary text describing the camp, and moreover
one written by a German staff officer (or possibly two different officers) with access to
all parts of the camp, is something no less than sensational. One would expect that
Baxter, instead of rehashing old material, would present these texts in full with
commentaries – or at least any passages confirming the existence of homicidal gas
chambers at the camp, thus refuting the “deniers” once and for all. In the introduction (p.
9) he in fact speaks of “recently discovered material, some of which has never been
published before”. The latter can, as far as I am able to tell, only relate to the above
discussed diary entries. One would thus expect Baxter to reproduce the entries in full
(perhaps even in facsimile) instead of devoting five pages (pp. 151–155) to an irrelevant
general list of concentration camps, eight pages to reproducing the transport lists from
the appendices to Arad’s Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka, or 16 pages to miniature
biographies of camp staff lifted almost verbatim from the ARC website (which, to
Baxter’s credit, he at least attributed). But no, Baxter is content with presenting only the
three quotes above. We may safely assume that Baxter (or his colleague Reuss) would
have jumped eagerly at the opportunity to publish a contemporary German document
(be it a memorandum or a diary) describing homicidal gas chambers and/or mass graves
filled to the brim with hundreds of thousands of Jewish corpses at Treblinka if he had in
fact access to such a document, which means with almost 100 % certainty that he (or
Reuss) does not have such a document in his hands. This in effect leaves only two
possible conclusions:
1. The descriptions of the camp found in these diary entries are so vague that they
neither confirm nor refute the official version of events.
2. The descriptions of the camp are incongruent with the official version of events.
Whatever the facts may be on this issue, it is imperative that this potentially extremely
important historical document is appropriately presented to the public, be it in another
book, an article or online. Since it is unlikely that Baxter will respond to an appeal
voiced by revisionists, I await exterminationist Holocaust historians and anti-revisionists
to do their best to get Baxter or Reuss to publish the document(s). Surely here they have
an excellent opportunity to finally prove with documentary evidence the existence of
homicidal gas chambers at Treblinka?
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The immediate origins of the 1914 war lie in the twisted politics of the Kingdom of
Serbia.[1] In June, 1903, Serbian army officers murdered their king and queen in the
palace and threw their bodies out a window, at the same time massacring various royal
relations, cabinet ministers, and members of the palace guards. It was an act that
horrified and disgusted many in the civilized world. The military clique replaced the proAustrian Obrenović dynasty with the anti-Austrian Karađorđevićs. The new government
pursued a pro-Russian, Pan-Slavist policy, and a network of secret societies sprang up,
closely linked to the government, whose goal was the "liberation" of the Serb subjects of
Austria (and Turkey), and perhaps the other South Slavs as well.
The man who became prime minister, Nicolas Pašić, aimed at the creation of a Greater
Serbia, necessarily at the expense of Austria-Hungary. The Austrians felt, correctly, that
the cession of their Serb-inhabited lands, and maybe even the lands inhabited by the
other South Slavs, would set off the unraveling of the great multinational Empire. For
Austria-Hungary, Serbian designs posed a mortal danger.
The Russian ambassador Hartwig worked closely with Pašić and cultivated connections
with some of the secret societies. The upshot of the two Balkan Wars which he promoted
was that Serbia more than doubled in size and threatened Austria-Hungary not only
politically but militarily as well. Sazonov, the Russian Foreign Minister, wrote to
Hartwig, "Serbia has only gone through the first stage of her historic road and for the
attainment of her goal must still endure a terrible struggle in which her whole existence
may be at stake." Sazonov went on, as indicated above, to direct Serbian expansion to
the lands of Austria-Hungary, for which Serbia would have to wage "the future
inevitable struggle."[2]The nationalist societies stepped up their activities, not only
within Serbia, but also in the Austrian provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The most
radical of these groups was Union or Death, popularly known as the Black Hand. It was
led by Colonel Dragutin Dimitriević, called Apis, who also happened to be the head of
Royal Serbian Military Intelligence. Apis was a veteran of the slaughter of his own king
and queen in 1903, as well as of a number of other political murder plots. "He was quite
possibly the foremost European expert in regicide of his time."[3] One of his close
contacts was Colonel Artamonov, the Russian military attaché in Belgrade.
The venerable emperor of Austria and king of Hungary, Franz Josef, who had come to
the throne in 1848, clearly had not much longer to live. His nephew and heir, Franz
Ferdinand, was profoundly concerned by the wrenching ethnic problems of the Empire
and sought their solution in some great structural reform, either in the direction of
federalism for the various national groups, or else "trialism," the creation of a third,

Slavic component of the Empire, alongside the Germans and the Magyars. Since such a
concession would mean the ruin of any program for a Greater Serbia, Franz Ferdinand
was a natural target for assassination by the Black Hand.[4]

Kaiser Wilhelm II(left) and Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria(right) in a car, 1912.
The military airship "Parseval" (probably either PL 2/P. I or PL 4/M I) is on the left, and
the Zeppelin on the right\. This is an early example of photo fakery. Photographer Oscar
Tellgmann added the airships to his photo.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 136-B0435 / Tellgmann, Oscar / CC-BY-SA [Public domain or CCBY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via
Wikimedia Commons.
In the spring of 1914, Serbian nationals who were agents of the Black Hand recruited a
team of young Bosnian fanatics for the job. The youths were trained in Belgrade and
provided with guns, bombs, guides (also Serbian nationals) to help them cross the
border, and cyanide for after their mission was accomplished. Prime Minister Pašić
learned of the plot, informed his cabinet, and made ineffectual attempts to halt it,
including conveying a veiled, virtually meaningless warning to an Austrian official in
Vienna. (It is also likely that the Russian attaché Artamonov knew of the plot.[5]) No
clear message of the sort that might have prevented the assassination was forwarded to
the Austrians. On June 28, 1914, the plot proved a brilliant success, as 19 year old
Gavrilo Princip shot and killed Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie in the streets of

Sarajevo.
In Serbia, Princip was instantly hailed as a hero, as he was also in post-World War I
Yugoslavia, where the anniversary of the murders was celebrated as a national and
religious holiday. A marble tablet was dedicated at the house in front of which the
killings took place. It was inscribed: "On this historic spot, on 28 June 1914, Gavrilo
Princip proclaimed freedom."[6] In his history of the First World War, Winston
Churchill wrote of Princip that "he died in prison, and a monument erected in recent
years by his fellow-countrymen records his infamy, and their own."[7]
In Vienna, in that summer of 1914, the prevalent mood was much less Belgrade's
celebration of the deed than Churchill's angry contempt. This atrocity was the sixth in
less than four years and strong evidence of the worsening Serbian danger, leading the
Austrians to conclude that the continued existence of an expansionist Serbia posed an
unacceptable threat to the Habsburg monarchy. An ultimatum would be drawn up
containing demands that Serbia would be compelled to reject, giving Austria an excuse
to attack. In the end, Serbia would be destroyed, probably divided up among its
neighbors (Austria, which did not care to have more disaffected South Slavs as subjects,
would most likely abstain from the partition). Obviously, Russia might choose to
intervene. However, this was a risk the Austrians were prepared to take, especially after
they received a "blank check" from Kaiser Wilhelm to proceed with whatever measures
they thought necessary. In the past, German support of Austria had forced the Russians
to back down.
Scholars have now available to them the diary of Kurt Riezler, private secretary to the
German Chancellor Bethmann Hollweg. From this and other documents it becomes clear
that Bethmann Hollweg's position in the July crisis was a complex one. If Austria were
to vanish as a power, Germany would be threatened by rampant Pan-Slavism supported
by growing Russian power in the east and by French revanchism in the west. By
prompting the Austrians to attack Serbia immediately, he hoped that the conflict would
be localized and the Serbian menace nullified. The Chancellor, too, understood that the
Central Powers were risking a continental war. But he believed that if Austria acted
swiftly presenting Europe with "a rapid fait accompli," the war could be confined to the
Balkans, and "the intervention of third parties [avoided] as much as possible." In this
way, the German-Austrian alliance could emerge with a stunning political victory that
might split the Entente and crack Germany's "encirclement."[8]
But the Austrians procrastinated, and the ultimatum was delivered to Serbia only on July
23. When Sazonov, in St. Petersburg, read it, he burst out: "C'est la guerre européenne!"
– "It is the European war!" The Russians felt they could not leave Serbia once again in
the lurch, after having failed to prevent the Austrian annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina
or to obtain a seaport for Serbia after the Second Balkan War. Sazonov told a cabinet
meeting on July 24 that abandoning Serbia would mean betraying Russia's "historic
mission" as the protector of the South Slavs, and also reduce Russia to the rank of a
second-rate power.[9]
On July 25, the Russian leaders decided to institute what was known in their plans as
"The period preparatory to war," the prelude to all-out mobilization. Directed against
both of the Central Powers, this "set in train a whole succession of military measures
along the Austrian and German frontiers."[10] Back in the 1920s, Sidney Fay had
already cited the testimony of a Serbian military officer, who, in traveling from Germany
to Russia on July 28, found no military measures underway on the German side of the
border, while in Russian Poland "mobilization steps [were] being taken on a grand
scale." "These secret 'preparatory measures,'" commented Fay, "enabled Russia, when
war came, to surprise the world by the rapidity with which she poured her troops into

East Prussia and Galicia."[11] In Paris, too, the military chiefs began taking preliminary
steps to general mobilization as early as July 25.[12]
On July 28, Austria declared war on Serbia. The French ambassador in St. Petersburg,
Maurice Paléologue, most likely with the support of Poincaré, urged the Russians on to
intransigence and general mobilization. In any case, Poincaré had given the Russians
their own "blank check" in 1912, when he assured them that "if Germany supported
Austria [in the Balkans], France would march."[13] Following the (rather ineffectual)
Austrian bombardment of Belgrade, the Tsar was finally persuaded on July 30 to
authorize general mobilization, to the delight of the Russian generals (the decree was
momentarily reversed, but then confirmed, finally). Nicholas II had no doubt as to what
that meant: "Think of what awful responsibility you are advising me to take! Think of
the thousands and thousands of men who will be sent to their deaths!"[14] In a very few
years the Tsar himself, his family, and his servants would be shot to death by the
Bolsheviks.
What had gone wrong? James Joll wrote, "The Austrians had believed that vigorous
action against Serbia and a promise of German support would deter Russia; the Russians
had believed that a show of strength against Austria would both check the Austrians and
deter Germany. In both cases, the bluff had been called."[15] Russia – and, through its
support of Russia, France – as well as Austria and Germany, was quite willing to risk
war in July, 1914.
As the conflict appeared more and more inevitable, in all the capitals the generals
clamored for their contingency plans to be put into play. The best-known was the
Schlieffen Plan, drawn up some years before, which governed German strategy in case
of a two-front war. It called for concentrating forces against France for a quick victory in
the west, and then transporting the bulk of the army to the eastern front via the excellent
German railway system, to meet and vanquish the slow-moving (it was assumed)
Russians. Faced with Russian mobilization and the evident intention of attacking
Austria, the Germans activated the Schlieffen Plan. It was, as Sazonov had cried out, the
European War.[16]
On July 31, the French cabinet, acceding to the demand of the head of the army, General
Joffre, authorized general mobilization. The next day, the German ambassador to St.
Petersburg, Portalès, called on the Russian Foreign Minister. After asking him four times
whether Russia would cancel mobilization and receiving each time a negative reply,
Portalès presented Sazonov with Germany's declaration of war. The German ultimatum
to France was a formality. On August 3, Germany declared war on France as well.[17]
The question of "war-guilt" has been endlessly agitated.[18] It can be stated with
assurance that Fischer and his followers have in no way proven their case. That, for
instance, Helmut Moltke, head of the German Army, like Conrad, his counterpart in
Vienna, pressed for a preventive war has long been known. But both military chieftains
were kept in check by their superiors. In any case, there is no evidence whatsoever that
Germany in 1914 deliberately unleashed a European war which it had been preparing for
years – no evidence in the diplomatic and internal political documents, in the military
planning, in the activities of the intelligence agencies, or in the relations between the
German and Austrian General Staffs.[19]
Karl Dietrich Erdmann, put the issue well:
"Peace could have been preserved in 1914, had Berchtold, Sazonov,
Bethmann-Hollweg, Poincaré, [British Foreign Secretary] Grey, or one of
the governments concerned, so sincerely wanted it that they were willing to
sacrifice certain political ideas, traditions, and conceptions, which were not

their own personal ones, but those of their peoples and their times."[20]
This sober judgment throws light on the faulty assumptions of sympathizers with the
Fischer approach. John W. Langdon, for instance, concedes that any Russian
mobilization "would have required an escalatory response from Germany." He adds,
however, that to expect Russia not to mobilize "when faced with an apparent Austrian
determination to undermine Serbian sovereignty and alter the Balkan power balance was
to expect the impossible." Thus, Langdon exculpates Russia because Austria "seemed
bent on a course of action clearly opposed to Russian interests in eastern Europe."[21]
True enough – but Russia "seemed bent" on using Serbia to oppose Austrian interests
(the Austrian interest in survival), and France "seemed bent" on giving full support to
Russia, and so on. This is what historians meant when they spoke of shared
responsibility for the onset of the First World War.
Britain still has to be accounted for. With the climax of the crisis, Prime Minister
Asquith and Foreign Secretary Edward Grey were in a quandary. While the Entente
cordiale was not a formal alliance, secret military conversations between the general
staffs of the two nations had created certain expectations and even definite obligations.
Yet, aside from high military circles and, of course, the First Lord of the Admiralty,
Winston Churchill, no one in Britain was rabid for war. Luckily for the British leaders,
the Germans came to their rescue. The success of the attack on France that was the
linchpin of the Schlieffen Plan depended above all on speed. This could only be
achieved, it was thought, by infringing the neutrality of Belgium. "The obligation to
defend Belgian neutrality was incumbent on all the signatories to the 1839 treaty acting
collectively, and this had been the view adopted by the [British] cabinet only a few days
previously. But now Britain presented itself as Belgium's sole guarantor" (emphasis
added).[22] Ignoring (or perhaps ignorant of) the crucial precondition of collective
action among the guarantors, and with the felicity of expression customary among
German statesmen of his time, Bethmann Hollweg labeled the Belgian neutrality treaty
"a scrap of paper."[23] Grey, addressing the House of Commons, referred to the invasion
of Belgium as "the direst crime that ever stained the pages of history."[24]
The violation of non-belligerent Belgium's territory, though deplorable, was scarcely
unprecedented in the annals of great powers. In 1807, units of the British navy entered
Copenhagen harbor, bombarded the city, and seized the Danish fleet. At the time, Britain
was at peace with Denmark, which was a neutral in the Napoleonic wars. The British
claimed that Napoleon was about to invade Denmark and seize the fleet himself. As they
explained in a manifesto to the people of Copenhagen, Britain was acting not only for its
own survival but for the freedom of all peoples.
As the German navy grew in strength, calls were heard in Britain "to Copenhagen" the
German fleet, from Sir John Fischer, First Sea Lord, and even from Arthur Lee, First
Lord of the Admiralty. They were rejected, and England took the path of outbuilding the
Germans in the naval arms race. But the willingness of high British authorities to act
without scruple on behalf of perceived vital national interests did not go unnoticed in
Germany.[25] When the time came, the Germans acted harshly towards neutral Belgium,
though sparing the Belgians lectures on the freedom of mankind. Ironically, by 1916, the
king of Greece was protesting the seizure of Greek territories by the Allies; like
Belgium, the neutrality of Corfu had been guaranteed by the powers. His protests went
unheeded.[26]
The invasion of Belgium was merely a pretext for London.[27] This was clear to John
Morley, as he witnessed the machinations of Grey and the war party in the cabinet. In the
last act of authentic English liberalism, Lord Morley, biographer of Cobden and
Gladstone and author of the tract, On Compromise, upholding moral principles in

politics, handed in his resignation.[28]
Britain's entry into the war was crucial. In more ways than one, it sealed the fate of the
Central Powers. Without Britain in the war, the United States would never have gone in.
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1. Auschwitz-Birkenau as Seen through the Eyes of a
Recuperating Trooper
I was a tank soldier, a member of a unit consisting of 70 Panther tanks which was
pulled out of the Normandy invasion-opposition front and transferred to the Eastern
front in mid-June 1944. By countless attacks by day and by night, we broke the enemy
ring around Vilna and halted the advance of the Red Army against East Prussia. We
also saw action in the Narew and Weichsel salients, and in October of 1944 we
repulsed the hordes of Russian tanks moving toward Warsaw. By the middle of
November, my company consisted of a mere three tanks. At that time an armored unit
moved into our sector of the front to which we were allowed to attach our three
remaining Panzers.
For almost six months we were constantly engaged in combat, both day and night,
ﬁghting under the worst supply situation imaginable. More than half of my comrades
were killed, and those still alive looked terrible. We were nothing but skin and bones,
with deeply lined faces and pale waxy complexions, indescribably ﬁlthy and infested
with lice. For months we had been wearing the same uniforms and underwear,
completely soaked with oil and sweat. The relentless overexertion had visibly frayed
the nerves of many of my comrades. We were thankful to have survived the countless
battles and overjoyed when we got the prospect of a little recuperation with a chance
to catch up on our sleep. We left our section of the front and were transported by
truck to the concentration camp at Birkenau. Approaching our destination, we saw
columns of concentration-camp laborers wearing brown uniforms and engaged in
constructing fallback defensive positions. Toward evening we arrived at Camp
Birkenau.

Ostfront-Süd, Panzer V "Panther" Ausf. A.; PK 695
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-244-2321-34 / Waidelich / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
The camp seemed to have been mostly evacuated, administered by the "Todt"
Organization (major construction ﬁrm) using a large number of convicts. In addition
to us, there were several other small groups from dissolved front-line units in camp.
We three tank crews were assigned a barracks but not yet allowed to enter it. Four
prisoners were assigned to us as orderlies; they led us to the shower installations.
Our uniforms, underwear and blankets had to be deloused. The orderlies were
horriﬁed at the sight of our ﬁlthy rags. After bathing we were dusted with delousing
powder and issued new underwear and overalls, along with two new blankets each.
Finally we were allowed to enter our barracks; then we went to the mess hall to eat.
After six months, ﬁnally getting a good hot meal, two warm blankets and being
allowed to sleep in a bed, seemed too good to be true. After two days we got our
cleaned and deloused uniforms back.
Several days later an SS sergeant approached us and requested that we take charge
of supplies for his armored unit and deliver them to the front. We were to go to
Auschwitz and pick up submachine guns, ammunition, smoke signal devices, blankets
and other items for the combat squadron of our SS Panzer comrades. We drove there
next day, but some of the items were not in stock and so we had to wait several days.
We were quartered in the transit barracks. Every day we went to the warehouse with
our requisition forms until ﬁnally we had everything on the list.
Included on the list were 50 blankets, which were stored in a building two stories
high. This building had a central passageway with four tiers of wooden shelves on the
right and left, part of which were ﬁlled with blankets. When I entered the building I
could not see anyone but I heard voices coming from behind the bales of blankets.
When I announced myself with a loud "hallo!" someone up above asked what I
wanted. I replied that I wanted 50 blankets whereupon the unseen voice told me to
count out ﬁfty and take them away. When I replied that this was their job, four dark
ﬁgures climbed down from the top bales of blankets, where they had been playing
cards. Then they very ceremoniously counted out 50 blankets and loaded them onto
our lorry while oﬀering to sell us foreign cigarettes, chewing gum, cookies and wrist

watches. The prisoners explained that they were allowed to receive Red Cross
packages every month, and the camp was regularly inspected by the Red Cross.
On another occasion I observed six loaﬁng prisoners pushing a small cart containing
two bales of hair from the railroad dock to the camp. (During the War, barbers were
required to collect human hair and turn it in, since hair was a raw material for the
manufacture of felt boots.) I became really angry as I watched the lazy tempo of
these prisoners, gooﬁng oﬀ and smoking cigarettes. After all, I had just spent six
months in constant combat, day and night, under the most severe exertion and
deprivation imaginable. Half of my comrades had been killed while these jailbirds
were having an easy time of it. This seemed unjust, incomprehensible! My comrades,
ﬁlled with indignation, expressed the same sentiments.
After three days we ﬁnally received all the requested material and drove to the front
with our supplies. I had the impression that Auschwitz was a huge supply depot for
the Eastern Front, with additional buildings used for production and repair. While
there we spoke with a large number of prisoners, but no one mentioned anything
about gassings or cremations. We departed Auschwitz with the disquieting
impression that the prisoners there had a much easier time of it than the front-line
soldiers in their daily duty.

2. A Train of Cattle Cars near Buchenwald
On June 6, 1945 I was released by the Americans and transported from the POW
camp near Hof to Weimar, which I had designated as my home. I spent several days
with the family of a comrade named Rauf, who had been a radio operator in my last
tank crew. Since I was a native of East Prussia and could not return home, I was
hoping to ﬁnd work and lodging with a master craftsman.
During the day Weimar was populated by concentration-camp inmates from
Buchenwald, who were identiﬁed by a red triangle on their clothing. I conversed with
a large number of them, and they were in good physical condition. During the day
they participated in political studies for several hours, returning to camp by 10
o’clock. They were waiting for their oﬀicial release papers so that they could ﬁle
claims for compensation. Among others, I met the orderly of Ernst Thälmann, whose
oﬀicial duties had been to wait on the Communist leader. He described how
Thälmann had been killed next to the railroad tracks during an air raid. The oﬀicial
version was that the Nazis had murdered him. The orderly complained that the
political prisoners had too many special privileges and were not required to work.
Since I was well supplied with American cigarettes I went into the Buchenwald camp
several times in order to exchange them for underwear, shirts and socks.
After a few days an inmate told me that the wife of the last commandant, a pretty
blonde woman, had been raped countless times, all day long, by the American guard
detachment. When she lodged a complaint, someone started the rumor that she had
lampshades made from human skin. Other inmates disputed the story, describing it as
disgusting atrocity propaganda invented to cover the crimes of her guards.
The streets of Weimar were patrolled by German auxiliary police appointed by the
Americans. They wore Wehrmacht uniforms that had been dyed blue and they carried
wooden clubs on their belts. I recognized one of these policemen as a resident of my
home town who had been convicted of raping little girls. But when I greeted him as a
hometown acquaintance, he denied being from there and pretended not to know me.
I looked for work everywhere in Weimar without success, so I decided to go to Erfurt
in search of employment. I also wanted to visit relatives there.
On a sunny day in mid-June 1945, I hopped on a freight train and went to Erfurt. The
train stopped about a kilometer and a half before the station, so I shouldered my
rucksack and began walking toward the station. I soon noticed a freight train of
about 20 cattle cars sitting on a side track. A bad odor was coming from that
direction. As I came closer I saw hands protruding from ventilation holes and heard
sounds of moaning, so I crossed several tracks and approached the cattle cars. The
people inside noticed me and began crying "Water, comrade, water!" Then I reached

the train and recognized the terrible stench of feces and rotting corpses. The sliding
doors and ventilation holes were crisscrossed with barbed wire securely nailed. Urine
and partially dried feces oozed from under the sliding doors and between the boards.

Alfred Hitchcock was persuaded by Sidney Bernstein to leave Hollywood to assist on
project "F3080." F3080 was the name given to a project to compile a documentary
ﬁlm on German atrocities. The project originated in February 1945 in the
Psychological Warfare Division of SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied
Expeditionary Force). Hitchcock was recorded expressing his primary concern that
"we should try to prevent people thinking that any of this was faked."
By Studio publicity still. Connormah at en.wikipedia [Public domain], from Wikimedia
Commons
I experienced a feeling of helplessness in a completely unexpected situation. In vain I
looked about for a water hydrant used to ﬁll the locomotive boilers. In the cattle cars
they continued crying for water and saying that there were many corpses inside,
people who had been dead for many days. I felt I had to do something but I was
completely helpless. I took a few green apples from my knapsack, stuck them in my
uniform jacket, and climbed up to a ventilation hole so that I could push them
through the barbed wire. Suddenly an American guard began yelling and yanked me
down from the cattle car. Another guard came and began jabbing me with his
bayonet. Both guards hustled me out through the station entrance, where they let me
go. I spent that night in a burned out lorry with another released Wehrmacht soldier,
whom I told about our comrades in the cattle cars. Hoping to free the prisoners with
an iron bar, we crept over to the rail yard, but our mission was impossible since the
train was guarded by doubled sentries with dogs.

3. Hitchcock: The Great Simpliﬁer
In 1977, during a visit to New York and Cape May, I recounted the story of the
trainload of dying German prisoners to two former US oﬀicers. They had both been
stationed in Heidelberg shortly after the war and they knew all about it. They agreed
that the cattle cars were ﬁlled with captured German soldiers who were infected with
typhus and dysentery. They were in fact unwitting extras in a movie being made by
Alfred Hitchcock, the Hollywood horror-ﬁlm specialist. He had been awarded a
contract to make a movie about concentration camps for the Nuremberg tribunal. At
night the dead prisoners would be unloaded at Buchenwald, Dachau and other

concentration camps by those who were still alive. Hitchcock would then ﬁlm them,
depicting the heaps of corpses as victims of German atrocities. A large number of
corpses were dumped at Buchenwald at night, and next day the citizens of Weimar
were forced to walk past the heaps of rotting corpses and smell the sickening stench.
Some of them actually believed the American propaganda, that the corpses had been
concentration-camp inmates. It was all ﬁlmed as part of Hitchcock's movie.
Afterwards the corpses were shoved into mass graves in the vicinity. That too was
part of the script. This is the explanation that the two former oﬀicers of the US Army
gave me concerning the trainload of dying German prisoners that I witnessed on June
16, 1945.
I certify that my testimony is a true account of what I myself have personally seen
and experienced.
First published in German with the title "Ein Deutscher Soldat in Auschwitz und
Buchenwald: Auszug aus meinen Lebenserinnerungen" in Vierteljahreshefte für freie
Geschichtsforschung vol. 1, no. 4, 1997, pp. 263f. (http://www.vho.org/VﬀG/1997
/4/Anonymus4.html)
[The name and address of the US oﬀicer has been removed for his privacy and safety.
The name and address of the author is on ﬁle with Vrij Historisch Onderzoek. Ed.]
Translated by James M. Damon.

In the Garden of Beasts
by Ezra Macvie

By Erik Larson. Crown Publishing Group, New York, 2011, 448 pp.
By June 1933, the “Nazis”—a new word in the world’s lexicon—had held power in
Germany for almost six months, and were not expected to last, unlikely characters as
virtually all of them were. The American ambassador to Germany had left his post
shortly after Franklin D. Roosevelt’s inauguration, and filling this post turned out to be a
minor problem for the new president, because no one in the diplomatic establishment
wanted it. Roosevelt had to “beat the bushes” with unwonted vigor to find an emissary.
So finally, he secured assent to man the post from a candidate from very far outside the
usual “farm” of blue-blooded New England WASPs from whom ambassadors to such
important countries normally were recruited. Roosevelt picked a historian—a North
Carolinian by birth, specialist in Southern history and biographer of Woodrow Wilson—
who at that time chaired the History Department at the University of Chicago, to dive
with his whole family into the seething cauldron that Germany turned out to be during
the ensuing four-and-a-half years.
And this mild-mannered Southern historian, with some well-justified trepidation, did
just that, to the enduring benefit of those who in later years seek understanding of just
who was doing what to whom in that place and those times, and why, and how. William
E. Dodd, “yeoman historian” though he was deservedly styled by his biographer, never
published a memoir of his 1933-1937 service in Berlin, but his daughter Martha, who
with his wife and son accompanied Ambassador Dodd to his European posting, wrote
memoirs, and novels, from which much can be gleaned concerning the view an
American might gain of events in the same times and places. And Dodd himself, of
course, left a trove of dispatches to the US State Department that serve very well as a
chronicle of his own perception of events, and after his retirement and return to America,
Dodd availed himself of a “pulpit” from which to declaim messages that he felt must be
conveyed after his service and the undoubtedly unique perspectives it afforded him.

William E. Dodd and family arrive in Hamburg, Germany in 1933.
Public Domain\. Library of Congress
But this book is not about Dodd, nor by any means entirely even him and his active and
interesting family members. And it is of course not by Dodd, having been written some
sixty years after his death. It is, rather, by a best-selling author of “novelized history,”
and this book itself enjoyed many weeks at the very top of the New York Times’s
Bestseller (Non-Fiction) list, making it perhaps the most-successful book yet reviewed
in Inconvenient History. For anyone interested in history, revisionist or otherwise, it
offers a wealth of impressions and experiences from times and places today much
freighted with meaning in terms of subsequent events—including, of course, “events”
celebrated primarily in propaganda and mythology since pressed into the service of
national and ideological agendas in the present day.
According to Author Erik Larson, and I do not doubt him on this score, Dodd came
away from his four-and-a-half years of representing the US government in Berlin with a
loathing and fear of the new masters of Germany that built slowly from his arrival as an
open-minded historian who had developed a love of German culture, the German
language, and perhaps even German people from his student days in Leipzig before the
First World War. Dodd was not only fluent in German, he had actually written a

biography of Thomas Jefferson in German during his long and distinguished academic
career that preceded his appointment. He was, in fact, a dissenting revisionist in his own
right: at a time when an unbiased posture toward the behavior of the Confederate rebels
spelled an early and ignominious end to the career of any academic, Dodd specialized in
just such an illuminating perspective, and ultimately reaped success from this audacity.
Harry Elmer Barnes would have found a kindred soul in this scholar of history. Dodd’s
views on blame in the First World War are not reviewed in this book, but I suspect they
may have been such as Dodd may have found it most-politic to keep to himself, busy as
he was with War between the States revisionism.
The book by no means limits itself to Dodd’s own experiences, but excurds freely into
experiences of his very-active daughter, Martha, with various (attractive, young) men,
and even on some occasions into observations that the author has drawn directly from
authoritative history, where it serves to provide context to what the main “characters” of
this account undergo in their own rights. The end product of this style is an account that
is notably more-engaging than conventional history, and affords the more intrepid sort of
history aficionado the opportunity to extract understanding at a level that is simply
unavailable to those holding to more-rigorous standards of historical exposition and
inference. Readers respecting only “established facts” might do well to pass this book
up; those seeking levels of experience transcending what can be objectively supported in
accounts rendered by one person about yet another person(s) they never even met, on the
other hand, may find Larson’s confection highly rewarding. It is, assuredly, neither
fiction nor non-fiction.
At the end of this slowly and magnificently building story, Ambassador Dodd returns to
the United States a changed man. Upon his initial posting, it appeared as though Dodd
planned to return to the appointment he held at the time in the History Department of the
University of Chicago. Oddly, the narrative quite neglects this expectation, possibly
because after four-and-a-half years, Dodd had attained an age at which retirement was
much to be expected, at least at the time: 68. Or perhaps the death of his wife less than a
year after his return affected his career decisions.
Be all this as it may, after his return to the US at the end of 1937, Dodd took up a
“career” as a clarion to alert Americans to the “threat” Nazism—by then firmly
established in indefinite control of the government of Germany—posed to America, and
indeed to “mankind” in general. Both before and after the death of his lifelong mate, also
named Martha, he maintained a schedule of appearances before groups across the United
States that must have been punishing indeed for a man of his years. A cynic such as
myself is tempted to infer some level of financial need in the enterprise, but that might
be mere projection on the part of a person whose own success at providing for his
material needs can at best be labeled no better than “marginal.”
Dodd delivered himself of a scathing peroration against his (official) German hosts as
early as his landing at New York on his final return to his homeland in early 1938. It was
filmed and recorded in videos that are still today to be found on YouTube. He was by
that time a “private citizen” of the United States by a matter of no more than a few days,
and his subsequent agitation against the holders of governmental power in Germany of
the times occasioned several heated complaints delivered to the US State Department by
Dodd’s former hosts. These complaints were all dismissed with a refrain to be heard
even to the present day that America is a land of “free speech,” in which anyone (no
longer a governmental official) may espouse any view he might choose without
interference from the government. Of course, this policy, to the extent it is still respected
in the United States, continues to arouse frustration, bafflement, and suspicion on the
part of persons not accustomed by experience to the compliance with such a principle.

Dodd’s imprecations against the by-then-surprisingly durable masters of Germany
seemed to rise in pitch and ferocity during the almost three years he pursued his new
calling before his death in 1940. It is easy to imagine that this might have been prompted
by his desire for a hearing—bearers of not-terribly-bad news can experience difficulty in
gaining attention, as others, such as William Randolph Hearst, experienced (and
overcame). Larson reports that Dodd frequently addressed Jewish groups on the subject,
inviting speculation on the part of suspicious persons such as this reviewer as to who his
paymasters might have been. By June 10, 1938, he was telling the Harvard Club, in a
speech, that Hitler’s intentions were “to kill them all,” meaning the Jews at least of
Germany, and perhaps of Europe. Dodd’s later mental acuity also comes in for some
telling criticism according to Larson’s account, especially in the recording of his General
Consul throughout his Berlin tour, George Messersmith. Messersmith noted, a couple of
years before Dodd’s death, an “organic decline” in the intellect of his former boss. What
is called senility would be neither notable nor culpable in a person in that era who had
attained the advanced age that Dodd had.
In the end, the cataclysmic war that Dodd foretold came to pass, as what in retrospect
appears in the case of the US very much a self-fulfilling prophecy, not unlike other wars
and human events of popular impetus in general.
Author Larson gently toes the lines that are clearly marked out for anyone venturing to
publish a book in the present day on the history covered in his narrative. But, especially
in view of those lines (to be toed) and the grave consequences awaiting anyone who
does not deftly and persuasively honor them, the remaining tale, as a product of its own
times, is compelling and quite possibly informative if decoded according to the cyphers
that prevail in the times of its publication.
Embedded in its pages is a veritable bonus romantic novel covering the exploits of
Dodd’s 27-year-old daughter Martha, a woman of conspicuous “sexual appetite,” that
might clutter the history involved if it did not involve partners who embodied so much
historical value in their own rights. Just one example is Rudolf Diehls, the first head of
the GeStaPo, who survived not only the Second World War, but the witch trials of
Nuremberg that came in its train.
A fascinating read, for devotees of revisionist and mainstream viewpoints alike.

Smoking Crematory Chimney at Auschwitz: A
Correction
by Robert Bartec

Eyewitnesses of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp have frequently testified that thick
smoke belched out of the chimneys of the four crematories of that camp. One classic
example is the testimony of former Auschwitz inmate Arnold Friedman. While being
cross-examined about his experiences at Auschwitz, Friedman stated during the first
Zündel trial in 1985:[1]
“There was smoke belching from the crematoria, and it gave us a constant
smell – the crematoria being close enough and low enough for the smoke to
be dispersed through the camp rather than go straight up.”
The paintings by former Auschwitz inmate David Olère, who claims to have lived in one
of the Birkenau crematories for almost two years, give an artistic rendering of the
general theme that pervades Auschwitz survivor statements. I give here only one
example of the many Olère has drawn and painted, see Ill. 1.[2]

Ill. 1: "Inmates Hauling a Wagon Loaded with Victims' Belongings", drawing by David
Olère, where thick smoke can be seen rising from two crematory chimneys in the
background.
Also according to witness statements, the Birkenau crematories are said to have been in
basically uninterrupted operation from May 1944 into the late summer of 1944, when the
Nazis are said to have exterminated up to half a million Jews from Hungary and up to
70,000 Jews from the Lodz Ghetto.
At the same time, Allied reconnaissance airplanes took several air photos of the camp.

Hence, if the witnesses’ claims were true, we would expect to see thick smoke
emanating from at least some of the crematory chimneys on at least some of these
photos. In his trail-blazing work on air photo evidence about the Holocaust – or rather
the lack thereof – John C. Ball has reproduced several of these reconnaissance photos
which had been released to the public by that time. He posited that none of them show
any smoke-emitting crematory chimneys.[3]

Ill. 2: Carlo Mattogno's Doc. 35 with his arrow allegedly pointing to smoke rising from
the chimney of Crematory III at Auschwitz-Birkenau. Note the multitude of scratches on
that photo running parallel to this line. The second frame shows the same location, but
taken from the image of Aug. 23. Click for a larger version of the first frame.
However, in his impressive 2005 work on open-air incinerations at Auschwitz, Carlo
Mattogno hypothesized that one air photo taken by a Canadian reconnaissance airplane
on August 20, 1944, over the Birkenau camp “shows a dense column of smoke rising in
a spiral from the chimney of crematorium III.” See Illustration 2.[4]

Ill. 3: A section enlargement of the air photo of Aug. 20, 1944, showing Crematory III
and its vicinity. The second frame has a few of the parallel scratches marked with thin
red lines.
Although I do not wish to argue here that coke-fired crematory chimneys of that era did
not emit smoke, I will show in the following that Mattogno’s air photo evidence is
flawed. In fact, what is visible on that particular air photo is not smoke from a chimney,
as Mattogno claimed (see my Ill. 1), but rather a defect in the photograph.
As can be seen on the Aug. 20 photo, there are several slanted lines crossing the photo,
which are probably mere scratches caused during some step of the film’s
processing/storing. One of these slanted lines happens to run across Crematory III,
causing a bright smudge which appears to be smoke. Lots of these smudges can be seen
in other parts of the photo as well, especially in contrast with the almost black ground in
the right-hand part of the photo. I have highlighted some of these scratches in an animate
GIF image, see Ill. 3. The second frame has a few of the parallel scratches marked with
thin red lines. As the reader can easily see, there are many more scratches. In fact, the
entire photo is covered with them. These lines are not visible on the Aug. 23 photo,
which is of a much better quality.5

Ill. 4: Further enlargement of the air photo of Aug. 20, 1944, showing only Crematory
III. The conical shape of the grey shade over this building is highlighted with red lines.
The red rectangle denotes the rough position of the chimney. (Click for jpg version of
first frame)
To support my assertion, I wish to make a few additional points:
1. The actual chimney is located roughly in the center of the side wing of the
crematory building, which extends towardsthe left on the photo. Yet the bright,
hence thickest part of the alleged “smoke” is located on the roof of the building’s
main wing, some 10 meters away from the actual chimney location. There is no
bright smudge above the chimney itself. I posit that it is quite impossible for a
coke-fired crematory to emit smoke in occasional spurts, leading in this instance
to its most conspicuous visibility some 10 m away from the source. The smoke
should actually be more visible closer to the source rather than not visible at all.
2. Smoke rising from a chimney always produces a conical shape (or a triangle on a
2D projection = photo), which widens with increasing distance from the source.
But if we take an even closer look at the image, Ill. 4, it turns out this “smoke”
appears to be tapering off with increasing distance from the chimney. Real smoke
behaves differently: It is thick and focused at the source, but thins out and widens
in the distance. To prove that point, see the actual smoke cone rising from the yard
of Crematory V, see Ill. 4. This brings up my final point.
3. The wind direction on this photo is from the south to north as shown by the real
smoke coming from the yard of Crematory V, but this alleged “smoke” coming
from Crematory III has a direction from southeast to northwest, parallel to all the
other scratches. See the arrows on Ill. 5.
My conclusion is therefore that this is only an error/artifact on the photo, since the entire
photo is covered by these slanted scratch lines in the same direction as the one marked
by a red arrow over Crematory III. One of these scratches anomalously produced the
illusion of smoke rising from that chimney.

Ill. 5: Mattogno's Doc. 34, from which his Doc. 35 was taken (my Ill. 1): The direction
of the alleged smoke rising from Crematory III (short red arrow to the left) is from
southeast to northwest, whereas the direction of the smoke rising from the yard of
Crematory V is roughly from south to north (long red arrow, center top).[6]
[Click for larger image without arrows]
Hence, as of this day there is not a single known air photo of Auschwitz-Birkenau
showing smoke coming out of any of the crematories. Yet there are several showing
smoke billowing from a limited area in the yard of Crematory V, as for instance also on
the one shot three days later, on Aug. 23, 1944, and on one taken on July 8 of that year.
Aerial photography is unable to prove that witness statements of profusely smoking
crematory chimneys at Auschwitz-Birkenau are accurate. In fact, the absense of smoke
in these photographs suggests just the opposite.

Notes:
[1] District Court of Ontario. Between: Her Majesty the Queen and Ernst Zündel.
Before: The Honourable Judge H.R. Locke and Jury (verbal record of the “first
Zündel” trial of 1985), p. 315; similar on pp. 326, 344, 347; cf. Michael
Hoffmann, The Great Holocaust Trial, 3rd ed., Wiswell Ruffin House, Dresden,
NY, 1995, pp. 45-47.
[2] To see more of Olères's artwork, see at http://fcit.usf.edu/holocaust/resource
/gallery/olere.htm or search the Ghetto Fighters House Archive for his name,
where the one reproduced here can also be found.
[3] John C. Ball, Air Photo Evidence, publ. by author, Delta, B.C., 1992, esp. pp.
64f.
[4] Carlo Mattogno, Auschwitz: Open Air Incinerations, Theses & Dissertations
Press, Chicago 2005, p. 64, referring to Doc. 34f. on pp. 115f. Note: the photo
enlargement on p. 116 wrongly refers back to Doc. 31; it should be Doc. 34.

[5] Ibid., Doc. 36, p. 117.
[6] Ibid., Docs. 33 & 38, p. 114, 119.
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1. The Rumbula Massacre in Mainstream Historiography
Of the individual mass shootings of Jews perpetrated by German special units
together with local auxiliary forces in the occupied parts of the Soviet Union and
the Baltic countries in 1941–1944, the one at Babi Yar near Kiev on 29–30
September 1941 is undoubtedly the best known. This massacre reportedly claimed
the lives of 33,771 Jews, although the evidentiary basis for this ﬁgure has been
disputed.[1] In the shadow of Babi Yar, Holocaust historians list a number of ﬁveﬁgure mass shootings or repeated shootings at special “extermination sites”, such
as Paneriai (Ponary) near Vilnius, Fort IX in Kaunas, Maly Trostenets near Minsk
(sometimes referred to as an “extermination camp”),[2] the Drobitski Yar ravine
near Kharkov, Bronnaya Gora near Baranovichi, and the Rumbula site on the
outskirts of Riga, where during two mass shootings, one on 30 November 1941 and
another on 8 December 1941, the vast majority of the Jews in the Riga ghetto, a
total of some 25,000 people, were reportedly massacred by police units under the
command of the Higher Leader of the SS and Police (HSSPF) in
Reichskommissariat Ostland, Friedrich Jeckeln. Jeckeln is accused of having
previously carried out the mass shooting at Babi Yar, and on 27–28 August 1941
before that the Kamenets-Podolsky massacre which, with 23,600 reported victims,
is claimed to be the ﬁrst of the several purported ﬁve-ﬁgure massacres of Jews
during the German occupation of Soviet territory.
In this study, I will focus on the Rumbula incidents, which have hitherto received
no attention from revisionist historians. I will examine the reported events at
Rumbula in light of the available documentary sources, the demographic evidence,
and, most important, the material evidence. In connection with the demographicstatistical aspect as well as the discussion of certain German documents I have also
found it necessary to include longer forays into the fates of the Jews in the rest of
Latvia.
What then have the Holocaust historians to say about the events at Rumbula? The
entry on the Riga ghetto in a voluminous encyclopedia of ghettos and camps which
appeared in the United States in 2012 sums up the events as follows:
“On the order of the Higher SS and Police Leader Ostland, Friedrich

Jeckeln, almost half of the ghetto inhabitants, more than 11,000 people,
were murdered on November 30, 1941, by units of the German Order
Police in Rumbula in a wooded area about 10 kilometers (6 miles) from
the ghetto. Jeckeln and his staﬀ planned this mass killing. The Jews
residing at those addresses selected for the Aktion received instructions
to gather at the ghetto's central square early in the morning; from there
they were escorted to the killing site.
During this Aktion a rather unexpected incident happened. By this time
the deportations of Jews from Germany to the Riga ghetto had already
commenced. The ﬁrst transport of 1,000 Berlin Jews arrived in Riga on
the morning of November 30, 1941. Jeckeln decided to kill these
individuals together with the Latvian Jews on his authority, without
orders from Berlin. Dr. Rudolf Lange, the head of the Security Police in
Latvia, refused to participate in the killing of German Jews without a
speciﬁc order from the Reich Security Main Oﬀice (RSHA), and he
withdrew his men from the Aktion. The ﬁrst part of the extermination of
the inmates of the Riga ghetto therefore took place solely under Jeckeln's
direction. The Order Police carried out the shooting without the support
of the Security Police.
The second Aktion, aimed at killing most of the remainder of the Riga
ghetto Jews, followed on December 8, 1941, again at the Rumbula Forest
site. This time no German Jews were among the victims, and the Security
Police actively participated in the massacre. The victims of this shooting
numbered more than 14,000 people, and the total number of Latvian
Jews killed in these two Aktions was at least 25,500. Those spared were
mostly men and some younger women who were healthy enough to work
and had been moved to a separate part of the ghetto on the evening of
December 7, just before the second Aktion.”[3]
Bernhard Press brieﬂy describes the events of 30 November 1941 as follows:
“The people were driven down Sadovnikova Street and Ludzas Street and
then out of the ghetto along Maskavas Street, kilometer after kilometer
upstream [the Daugava River], until they ﬁnally reached their
destination, which was named Rumbula [...]. Rumbula, which until that
day had been only a tiny railroad station, a point on the map, became
during those days a meaningful name in the history of the extermination
of the Jews, just as the forest of Bikernieki had been previously and the
Kaiserwald concentration camp was to be subsequently. Here mass
graves had been dug in the forest, which was surrounded by soldiers.
Anyone who had reached this place alive suddenly realized in a ﬂash
what awaited him or her. In the bitter frost, everyone had to undress, lay
their clothes in separate piles, and wait for the bullet that was destined
for them, while in the meantime new columns were arriving constantly
and the buses driving back and forth brought in new victims. According
to the eyewitness A. Baranovskis, the Rumbula station chief, the action
began at 8:15 A.M. on November 30 and ended at 7:45 P.M. the same day.
On that day more than 15,000 people were slaughtered by the Gestapo
and the Latvian police. [...]
The arrival of the transports [of Reich Jews] was not at all convenient for

the Gestapo, because the reception camps at Salaspils (Kurtenhof) and
Jumpravmuiza (Jungfernhof) were still not ﬁnished and there were still
Latvian Jews in the Riga ghetto. The ﬁrst of these transports arrived in
Riga on November 29, 1941, and the Gestapo decided to liquidate it
immediately in view of the aforementioned diﬀiculties it would have had
lodging it. The same night the German Jews, about 1,000 people, were
brought to Rumbula, where preparations for exterminating the Jews of
Riga had already begun, and shot on November 30 before the execution
of the Riga Jews had started. This unforeseen operation led to a delay in
the execution of the ﬁrst Jews who arrived [...].”[4]
Latvian-American historian Andrew Ezergailis stresses the particular “Jeckeln
method” allegedly used to implement the mass killing:
“In planning the massacre, Jeckeln adapted the system he had devised in
Ukraine for the speciﬁc conditions in Riga. The system involved detailed
planning, subdividing the assignment into manageable parts, and then
selecting a specialist in each area. As Jeckeln's aide Paul Degenhart
testiﬁed, there were nine aspects to the system: 1) SD men inside the
ghetto drove the people out of the houses; 2) the Jews were organized in
500-person columns and brought by train to the killing grounds (actually
they were driven on foot in 1,000-person columns); 3) the Order Police
led the column to Rumbula; 4) the killing was done simultaneously in
three pits; 5) the victims were undressed and their the valuables
collected on the way to the pits; 6) an inner and an outer gauntlet were
formed to drive the people to the pits; 7) the victims were be driven [sic]
directly into the pits, saving the labor of moving the bodies; 8) Russian
submachine guns were used, because the clip had ﬁfty bullets and could
be set on single shots; 9) the victims lay face down in layers, after which
the marksman would kill them with a bullet in the back of the head. This
method has been referred to as Sardinenpackung (‘sardine packing’), and
even some of the EG operatives were horriﬁed by its cruelty.”[5]
We will return later to the issue of Jeckeln’s “sardine packing” method. The
“Jeckeln method” presumably ensured a killing rate that was nothing less than
astonishing, as described by Ezergailis in another study:
“The killing was done by a twelve-man team that Jeckeln personally
selected from his retinue, drivers, and bodyguards. While six men rested,
the other six worked both sides of the pits. The killing was done with
Russian (according to some witnesses Finnish) submachine guns set to
ﬁre single shots. [...]
The killing started at 8:00 in the morning and lasted until 7:00 at night,
three hours after nightfall. Remarkably, the twelve-man killing unit
managed to murder 12,000 people per day. The Jeckeln method of killing
even surpassed the killing rates in the death-camp factories. To kill
25,000 people in two 10-hour days, it meant that 1,250 were killed per
hour; or 21 per minute, or one person every three seconds. Each
marksman killed more than 2,000 people during the two days. In
comparison, using the Stahlecker method [of Einsatzgruppe A] in Liepāja,
it took three days, from 13–17 December, to kill 2,749 people. At
Rumbula more people were killed every three hours.”[6]

Most remarkable indeed. Not only must each of the twelve marksmen have been a
virtual killer robot, able to murder men, women and children for hours on end, at
least 200 victims per hour or 3.3 victims per minute or 1 victim every 18 seconds
(assuming that each marksman rested for half of the “working day”), reloading his
gun after every ﬁfty shots, rarely or never missing a shot, and apparently
remaining unaﬀected by the noise from the weapons and screams of the victims as
well as the recoils from his weapon, but the victims must have acted like a uniform
mass of drugged sheep, not putting up any resistance in the face of death, or even
behaving in a panicky manner. Can the scenario painted by Ezergailis really be
believed?

Figure 1. Riga during World War II. Detail from Deutsche Heereskarte, Osteuropa
1:300 000, 2nd ed. (1944), Blatt-Nr. S 57, Riga, with numbers added by the author.
Legend: 1) Location of the Riga ghetto; 2) Maskavas iela (Moscow Street); 3)
Railway line to Daugavpils (and further to Polotsk, Vitebsk and Smolensk); 4) Mass
shooting site (Bf. = Bahnhof = railway station)

2. Early Reports on the Massacre
Before we begin our analysis of the demographic and statistical aspects of the
Rumbula massacre we will take a brief look at what was reported of it during the
war years. It is indeed quite remarkable how little, if anything, was reported. Take
for example the Contemporary Jewish Record, an ambitious American-Jewish
journal issued six times a year which in each issue presented a lengthy chronicle of
news concerning Jewry worldwide during the preceding two months, drawing its
sources from press and news bureaus the world over as well as reports from
various Jewish organizations. In its issue of February 1942, chronicling the period
November–December 1941, the journal merely noted that in early November the
Germans had canceled all labor permits held by Jews, that Jews attempting to leave
the Riga ghetto would be executed and that the Riga Jews were allowed only half
the quantity of food allotted to the rest of the city's inhabitants.[7] In the issue of
April 1942 it was reported that the Germans had placed a number of ghettos in the
occupied eastern territories under quarantine because of failure to check the
spread of epidemics, and that they “had ceased taking Jews from Kaunas, Wilno,
Riga, Tallin and Dwinsk to forced labor”. It was also noted that “over 30,000 Jews”
had disappeared from the Lithuanian capital of Vilnius (Wilno/Vilna) “since German
occupation last summer” and that it was “believed that half [of the disappeared
Jews] are now in labor camps on the Soviet front, and the remainder have either

been interned or executed” – a picture greatly at odds with the original version of
events – but nothing was mentioned of the similar “disappearance” of most of the
Riga Jews.[8] Only in the August 1942 issue was there a hint of massacres of
Latvian Jews, although Riga went unmentioned:
“In Latvia, a June 15 release revealed, over 25,000 Jews, a quarter of the
pre-war population, had been slain by Nazis in the four days following
evacuation of Soviet forces last year.”[9]
This “revelation” is, as shown below in my discussion of the Einsatzgruppen and
Stahlecker reports, completely at odds with the oﬀicial version of events, which
would have it that less than 1,000 Latvian Jews were killed during the ﬁrst week of
occupation. Moreover, since the events at Rumbula took place in late
November/early December 1941 they could hardly have been confused with any
events which took place in the preceding summer.
In the issue of December 1942 it was reported:
“The situation of the Latvian Jews was reported increasingly diﬀicult,
while a portion of the Jews from the Riga ghetto have been deported to
south-eastern Poland. A second ghetto was recently opened in
Widau.”[10]
Mainstream Holocaust historiography needless to say knows nothing of
deportations of Latvian Jews to “south-eastern Poland” – which, based on the map
of Poland before the war, could well be taken to mean Galicia or Volhynia (both in
present-day Ukraine). The mention of the opening of a “second ghetto”[11] in
“Widau” – no doubt a misprint for Windau, the German name of Ventspils, a town in
western Latvia, is also highly curious, given that the Jewish population of this town
and the surrounding region are claimed to have been exterminated in the autumn
of 1941.
The issue of February 1943 carried the following highly interesting notice:
“Systematic deportation of all Jews who remained in Latvia, including
those brought from Germany, Holland and Belgium was reported Nov. 19.
The ﬁrst step in the policy of extermination was taken Nov. 28, 1941,
according to the Manchester Guardian (Oct. 30), when the Nazis
established an ‘inner ghetto’ in Riga, and began to use the main ghetto as
a transit camp for Jews from Central Europe.”[12]
Holocaust historians of course know nothing of deportation of Dutch and Belgian
Jews to Latvia or any other location in the occupied eastern territories. What is
most important to us here, however, is the date on which the “ﬁrst step in the
policy of extermination”, consisting of the establishment of an “inner ghetto” in
Riga, took place according to the British newspaper: 28 November 1941. This is
indeed the date on which the liquidation of the western section of the Riga ghetto
began,[13] followed just a few days later by the reported ﬁrst mass shooting at
Rumbula. Following this event, the remaining Latvian Jews were housed in the
northern section of the ghetto, between the streets of Kalna and Ludzas, whereas
the southern section, between the streets Ludzas and Maskavas, came to be
inhabited by Jewish deportees from the Reich and the Protectorate of Bohemia and
Moravia.[14]

The Manchester Guardian article was also referenced by the following notice in the
JTA Daily News Bulletin on 20 November 1942 (datelined “London, Nov. 19”) :
“Jewish relief organizations here today received information that all Jews
living in the ghetto in Riga, Latvia, are being deported to Nazi-held
Russian territory and that the Nazi administration has decided to make
Latvia ‘judenrein’ within the next few weeks.
Jews from Holland, Belgium and Germany who were deported to the Riga
ghetto are among those being sent further east. Neutral non-Jews who
visited the Baltic States recently attempted to ascertain to where the
Jews from the Riga ghetto were being exiled, but no information could be
secured from the local non-Jewish population which is afraid to furnish
any information about the fate of their former Jewish neighbors. Letters
sent to Jews in the Riga ghetto from neutral countries have been
returned recently stamped with a notice from the postal authorities that
the recipient has ‘left for the East.’
The Manchester Guardian publishes a comprehensive survey of the
Jewish situation in Latvia revealing that large transports of Jews were
sent to the Riga ghetto from Berlin, Cologne, Dusseldorf and other
German cities. ‘The fate of these German Jews is not known since they
were also deported recently from the ghetto in Riga to some unknown
destination,’ the English paper writes. It estimates that only 4,000 Riga
Jews were still left in the ghetto after the terrible massacres carried out
by the Nazis in the Latvian capital. Before the Nazi occupation there
were about 50,000 Jews in Riga, constituting one-half of the entire Jewish
population in Latvia.”[15]
Due to its importance I will here reproduce the 30 October 1942 Manchester
Guardian article in full:

“FATE OF THE JEWS IN LATVIA
Another Chapter in the Record of Nazi Savagery

From our Special Correspondent
Since the occupation of Latvia by the Germans at the beginning of the
Russian campaign in June and July, 1941, the Jews of that country have
been known to be in acute danger. Owing largely to the extraordinary
precautions taken by the invaders to prevent the leakage of information,
reliable details about the fate of the Jewish population have only recently
become available. The facts now revealed conform in every particular to
the all-too-familiar pattern of German persecution.
On June 16, 1941, the retreating Russians collected together between
two and three thousand Jews and sent them to the Russian interior.
These, however, represented but a small proportion of the total Jewish
population of Latvia, which was estimated at approximately 100,000
persons. Of these about 32,000 lived in Riga. The Germans entered Riga
on July 1 and forthwith laid hands on Jews and compelled them to do
various menial tasks. This continued for several days, the Jews being

seized upon wherever they appeared. With one exception there was as
yet no organised anti-Semitic drive. The exception was provided by the
Latvian auxiliary police, a body evidently open to German inﬂuence even
before the invasion. Members of this band on the night of July 3–4 forced
their way into numerous Jewish houses and ﬂats in Riga, looting
wherever they went.
MIGRATION AFTER POGROM
By the end of July the ‘system’ had begun to work and most of the male
Jews of Riga had been herded into labour groups. During August large
numbers of women were also conscripted to work for the Germans.
Meanwhile an organised pogrom in the provinces had caused the deaths
of literally thousands of Jews. There were frequent instances of the only
Jewish family in a particular village being completely wiped out either by
the Germans or by their Latvian auxiliaries. Consequently there began a
great migration towards Riga, evidently inspired by the hope that
conditions might be better in a more densely populated area.
Large numbers of those who set out never reached their goal and those
who did were doomed to bitter disillusionment, for at the beginning of
September the Germans announced their intention of setting up a ghetto
in the Moscower suburb, into which all the Jews in Riga would have to go.
They were evicted from their homes during the ﬁrst three weeks of
October and on the 25th of that month the ghetto was sealed with a fence
of wood and barbed wire.
GHETTO OVERCROWDING
Terrible scenes accompanied this mass ‘evacuation’. The victims were
allowed to bring with them from their homes one chair per person, one
bed for every two persons, a table and a cupboard per family.
Accommodation in the ghetto was theoretically allotted on the basis of
three square yards of ground room to each person but it did not work out
in practice. As a rule about sixteen persons had to share a comparatively
small room, sleeping ﬁve in a bed. Foodstuﬀ and rations, such as they
were, were distributed from seventeen shops. The administration of the
ghetto was placed in the hands of a council, selected from prominent
members of the Jewish community in Latvia. (The names of those
comprising the council are in the possession of your correspondent.) In
addition to their own and the Latvian police the Germans installed a
corps of Jewish police in the ghetto.
Every morning 16,000 Jews left the ghetto in columns for their place of
labour. Some did restoration work, some worked for units of the German
Army or the S.S., while others were employed in the industry. They
received no recompense whatever, and as all the inmates of the ghetto
had to pay for their own food their physical condition deteriorated as
time went on.
On November 28 the Germans decreed that a section of the ghetto was to
be reserved for occupation by some 4,000 Jews engaged on work for the
Army and the S.S. These were duly separated from their families,
incarcerated in the ‘inner ghetto’ and surrounded by additional barbed

wire entanglements. A further order was issued on November 29 by
which only able-bodied men between the ages of 18 and 60 were to
remain in the camp, the others being transferred over a period to
separate ‘lagers.’
The four thousand of the ‘inner ghetto’ were still there in June of this
year. As for the main ghetto, it remained empty for a few days only, after
which came new arrivals – Jewish deportees from Germany, including
many from Berlin, Cologne, and Düsseldorf. By the end of June they too
had departed no one knows whither. The gates of the ghetto were open
again in readiness for more human victims.”[16]
Aside from the claim that only 2–3,000 Jews had left the country by the time Latvia
was occupied, the historiographically unknown – and rather improbable – assertion
about a “great migration” of provincial Latvian Jews to Riga in August 1941, and
the factually incorrect claim that the Jews deported to Latvia from the Reich had all
been evacuated from the Riga ghetto by June 1942, the “special correspondent” of
the Manchester Guardian displays a remarkably detailed and accurate knowledge
of the Riga ghetto: he is aware not only of the Jewish ghetto police, but of the
approximate number of Latvian Jews remaining in the “inner ghetto” (their actual
number as of February 1942 was 4,358, see Section 2 below), that many of the
Reich Jewish deportees came from Berlin, Cologne, and Düsseldorf,[17] and that
some 16,000 Riga Jews were employed as forced labor prior to the partial
liquidation of the ghetto (in October 1941 a total of 15,650 Jews in the ghetto were
classiﬁed as “able to work”).[18]
Therefore the fact that the correspondent does not state that the Jews evacuated
from the ghetto at the end of December were murdered is all the more
extraordinary. While they are spoken of as “victims”, their fate is portrayed as the
same as that supposedly suﬀered by the Reich Jews (“they too had departed no one
knows whither”) – that is, deportation to an unknown destination. While one may,
by help of the usual Holocaust exegesis, detect here an implication that evacuation
from the ghetto equalled death, the most important issue remains: How could the
correspondent know so much about the history of the ghetto up to at least spring
1942, but then know nothing whatsoever about the Rumbula massacre nearly a
year after the alleged event?
In the Contemporary Jewish Record issue of August 1943 it was noted that from
“London word came on June 9 that [the famous Jewish historian] Simon Dubnow,
81, was executed in Riga, Latvia, on Dec. 1, 1941”,[19] but this is not mentioned in
the context of a larger massacre of Riga Jews.
Only in the issue of December 1943 was it ﬁrst reported by the Contemporary
Jewish Record that a large part of the Jews in occupied Latvia had been
exterminated by the Germans:
“Earlier reports that wholesale slaughter by the Nazis had wiped out
huge numbers of the Jewish population of Latvia, estimated at 94,000 in
prewar days, were conﬁrmed by an eyewitness account published in the
Swedish paper Ny Dag, on Sept. 1. Surviving Jews were working in war
industries on starvation rations, but mass executions still continued
among deportees from abroad.
Some 80,000 Jews were said to have been murdered near Chiube, in the

woods between Rumbula and Alaspile. Only a few Jews out of 44,000
remained in Riga, and none at all in Daugavpils, Rezekne or Ludza.”
The “earlier reports” had not been reproduced by Contemporary Jewish Record,
probably because they were not deemed suﬀiciently reliable. Here the name of
Rumbula is mentioned for the ﬁrst time by the journal. “Alaspile” is most likely a
corruption of Salaspils, which is located some kilometers to the east of Rumbula.
The article from the Swedish Communist newspaper Ny Dag, published on 26
August 1943, stated:
“During the winter 1941–1942 the Germans deported to Riga Jews from
Austria, Czechoslovakia, France, and other occupied countries and
executed them together with Jews from Riga in the pine forest at Čuibe,
between the stations of Rumbula and Salaspils.”[20]
On 24 July 1944 the JTA Daily News Bulletin carried the following notice:
“A Latvian Jewish woman, who arrived in Sweden recently after hiding
from the Gestapo for a year-and-a-half, gave an eye-witness account
today of the massacre of Latvian Jews by the Germans and also submitted
a list of the 24 persons responsible for the atrocities.
The woman, Selma Anderson, whose family name before her marriage
was Shebshelovitz, was saved from the Riga ghetto in November, 1941,
on the eve of a wide-spread massacre, by Alexander Anderson, whom she
subsequently married. They lived in Latvia for more than a year, under
the noses of the Gestapo.
At the outbreak of the war, Mrs. Anderson was a student at the English
College in Riga. After the German occupation she was forced to work in
the ruins of the bombed sections of Riga, and later as a kitchen maid in
S.S. headquarters. In October, 1941, she was placed in a ghetto together
with her parents, Josif and Emma. Here, seven persons had to live in a
room nine yards square.
She reveals that in the ﬁrst weeks of the occupation 26,000 Jews were
murdered in the provinces, and the rest ﬂed to Riga where further
thousands were killed. Latvian guards ﬁred into the ghetto houses at
random, daily, killing hundreds. Many were beaten to death. Women were
raped. Some Latvian policemen, students, hooligans and dregs from the
Riga underworld participated in the atrocities.
About 15,000 Jews were killed in the ﬁrst wholesale massacre in Riga, in
the courtyard of the Qadrat [sic] Rubber Co. factory outside the city, on
November 27, 1941. Several thousand were murdered in a second
massacre on December 7. After that only Jews employed in the German
war factories remained in the ghetto, which was ﬁnally liquidated in the
Autumn of 1943, when the survivors were taken to Kaizerwald. Their fate
is not known.”[21]
This “Selma Anderson” is identical with Selma or Selda Šebšelovicz (also
transcribed Schepschelovitz), a young Latvian Jewess who, after living under a
false identity in the home of a Latvian oﬀicer, Jānis Vabulis, and working in the
oﬀices of the Arājs Commando – which functioned as an auxiliary unit under

Einsatzkommando 2 – escaped to Sweden in April 1944.[22] Both Šebšelovicz and
Vabulis, who had married the former and escaped with her to Sweden, had
contacts with pro-Soviet elements in Sweden.[23] It is highly remarkable that
Šebšelovicz did not place the massacre of the Riga ghetto Jews in the forest at
Rumbula, or in any other of the forests surrounding Riga, but in a factory
courtyard. Kvadrāts is an industrial area in the Kengarags city district housing the
factory of the Baltijas Gumijas Fabrika (Baltic Rubber Factory). It is located on the
right side of Maskavas Street facing south and by the Daugava River, some 2.5 km
west-north-west of the Rumbula mass-shooting site.
The propagandists of the Soviet Union also made a few statements on massacres of
Riga Jews during the war. In a “Statement issued on December 19, 1942, by the
Information Bureau of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Aﬀairs of the U.S.S.R.
on ‘The execution by Hitlerite authorities of the plan to exterminate the Jewish
population in the occupied territory of Europe’” we read the following:
“Soon after their invasion the Hitlerites shot more than 60,000 Jews in
Riga, including many who had been brought from Germany, carrying out
the shootings almost continuously. Parties of 300 to 400 persons were
taken to an island in the western Dvina River (Drucava), eight miles from
Riga, and also to the highway leading from Riga to Daugavpils.
Whole families were shot. Children were snatched from their mothers'
arms and murdered before their eyes or thrown alive into pits and
ditches dug beforehand. There are now no more than 400 Jews in Riga,
living in a ghetto surrounded by barbed wire, access to which is
prohibited. This group of Jews is doomed to death by starvation and is
slowly dying out.”[24]
The “highway leading from Riga to Daugavpils” is the same as Maskavas Street,
whereas Dvina is the Russian name for the Daugava river which ﬂows through
Riga. “Drucava” is most likely a corruption of Daugava, as there exists no other
island in the river in the Riga region with a similar name.
One of the earliest sources on the liquidation of the Riga ghetto was a report left in
Geneva on 1 October 1942 by Gabriel Ziwjan (Ziwian), a young Jew (b. 1923) who
had escaped from the ghetto in December 1941. The reported was drafted for
representatives of the World Jewish Congress in Bern, which subsequently
submitted it to the US Consul in Geneva. The relevant part of it reads:
“Such was the situation until November 28th. On that date an order was
issued according to which a certain part of the Ghetto was to be cleared
from its inhabitants. All Jews who had been living so far in this part of the
Ghetto were to be placed in the other part. The district thus cleared was
again separated by a fence and was called the 'small Ghetto.' The
intention was that all men working for the German authorities outside the
Ghetto should live in [the] future in this newly established 'small Ghetto.'
The women and families of these men were to remain in the old, so-called
‘large Ghetto' which of course was now smaller than before.
On November 29th, an additional order was issued, saying that all men
able for work and between the age of 18 and 60 years had to line up in a
street near the newly established small Ghetto on November 30th, while
the rest of the population would be sent to camps. Each person was

allowed to take along 20 kg. of luggage. On November 30th, the
announced selection among the male population took place. All people
over 60 and all people ill or disabled were sent home to the large Ghetto
and also all doctors were sent home. The result of the selection was that
as from November 20th, about 4,000 men were settled in the 'small
Ghetto.' [...]
In the night of November 30th, all people living in one part of the large
Ghetto, numbering 8,000, were assembled. They had their luggage of 20
kg with them. They had to stand there during the whole night without
shelter and in the early hours of the morning of December 1st, they were
led away by Latvian auxiliary police under German supervision. They had
to pass along the fence which separated the large Ghetto from the 'small
Ghetto,' so that the men inside the 'small Ghetto' were seeing what was
going on. During their march, the group of 8,000 was treated with the
utmost brutality. Those who were unable to keep pace were shot. The
group of 8,000 was led to the woods, the so-called wood of Bickern and
the wood near Zarnikau and there all the 8,000 were shot.
After this mass-execution, only 16,000 Jews remained in the old Ghetto.
In the following week nothing special happened. Only 800 women were
arrested some day, 400 were imprisoned while the other 400 returned
some time later to the Ghetto.
On December 7th, an order was issued that all women had to be at home
by 7 o'clock in the evening. In the night of December 7th to December
8th, the 16,000 people still in the old Ghetto were assembled and taken
away, just like the 8,000 a week before.
According to a statement of the commander of the Latvian Ghetto-guard
who later told about these things to some people with whom he took
drinks, the 16,000 people were led to the woods. Russian prisoners of
war had to dig trenches 3 to 4 meters deep. Then the men were
separated from the women and children, each group standing to one side
of the trenches. Anything of any value they possessed had to be laid down
at a certain spot. Then the 16,000 had to undress so that the men were
completely naked while the women were allowed to keep their shirt. All
the clothes had to be put down and were collected by the police. Then the
naked men were ordered to lie down in the trenches after which 5 or 6
German soldiers with machine-guns arrived and shot the men lying in the
trenches. The next group had to lie down on the bodies and was shot in
the same way. Women and children suﬀered the same fate.
That is how the rest of the population of the larger Ghetto of Riga was
killed in the night from December 7th to December 8th, 1941. This report
coming from the Latvian Ghetto-commander was later conﬁrmed by a
number of members of the Latvian police who were present.”[25]
In an attachment to his report Ziwjan further stated:
“The statement concerning the execution of the Jews of Riga, who were
taken away from Riga in the nights of November 30th to December 1st
and from December 7th to December 9th [...] is based on a conversation I
have had personally at the end of December 1941, with Captain OZOLIN,

Commander of the Latvian Ghetto guard, to whom I had been introduced
as a Latvian by Mr. Janis Dulebo of Riga, who has helped me in hiding
outside the Ghetto. All the facts I have mentioned in the report with
regard to the execution of the Jews of Riga have been communicated to
me by Mr. Ozolin.”[26]
It is rather remarkable that Ziwjan and, supposedly, his informer Ozolin, identiﬁed
the site of the massacre as the Biķiernieku Forest, since this is located some 5–6
km north-north-west of Rumbula. “Zarnikau” is most likely a corruption[27] of
Carnikava, a municipality immediately to the north-east of the Riga city limits,[28 ]
more than 11 km to the north of Rumbula. As for Biķiernieku, this forest (called
Bickern or Hochwald in German) was reportedly used as a site for smaller mass
shootings of Jews before as well as after the events at Rumbula, but bringing tens
of thousands of Jews there at the same time would not only have been logistically
more challenging, but also attracted considerable attention from the civilian
population, as noted by Angrick and Klein:
“It is to be assumed, however, that from the start Bikernieki was clearly
not an option. This location had already achieved a notorious ‘renown’
among Riga’s population and could no longer be used, for reasons of
secrecy. Moreover, due to the ghetto’s location, a southern solution was
to be preferred so as to avoid marching the Jews through the heart of
Riga in the process of ‘resettling’ them.”[29]
According to Bert Hoppe and Hildrun Glass, the commander of the Latvian ghetto
guard was in fact named Alberts Danskops. They conclude that the actual
informant was Eduard Ozoliņš, a railway worker posted at the Šķirotava station,
which is the station before Rumbula station travelling from Riga central station (cf.
Figure 1 above).[30] If this identiﬁcation is correct, then Ziwjan’s identiﬁcation of
the mass killing site becomes fully incomprehensible, as someone who worked so
close to the Rumbula site could not have possibly confused it with Biķiernieku!
Finally I will take note of an example of brazen forgery in connection with
Rumbula. In the supposedly contemporary diary entries of the Baltic-German Riga
resident Jürgen E. Kroeger, the Rumbula massacre appears in the following way:
“1 December 1941. Today 30,000 Jews, mainly Jews from Vienna and the
Altreich, were killed by the Security Police with the active help of Latvian
execution commandos near Salaspils. Even though the operation was
kept secret the horrible truth soon got out. The city is transﬁxed.”[31]
What is remarkable here is of course the claim that the majority of the victims were
Reich Jews, in contrast to mainstream historiography which has it that only 1,000
of the 25,000–28,000 victims were Reich Jews – moreover Jews from Berlin, not
Vienna. Also, if the massacre had already become common knowledge on 1
December 1941, then it would certainly have been known that a large portion of
the ghetto inhabitants had been marched out of the city (since this could easily
have been observed by residents living along Maskavas Street), making it unlikely
that anyone would have believed the majority of the victims to be Reich Jews. It is
also suspicious that the victim ﬁgure mentioned (30,000) is very close to the
oﬀicially held one, despite the fact that the reported second mass shooting on 8
December had still not occurred.
Kroeger's assertion that the “horrible truth soon got out” can be contrasted with

what Andrew Ezergailis writes on the public's knowledge of the massacre:
“Of course many Latvians knew about the Rumbula Action because many
Latvian policemen participated in it. But it is surprising how many Riga
inhabitants did not. The police appear not to have gossiped as widely
about it as the Germans thought they would. The burning of the corpses
Himmler ordered in 1943 attracted more attention because of the smoke
and the stench.”[32]
He adds in a note to this passage:
“From my own survey of Riga inhabitants who live in exile, I would have
to say that half of them know nothing of Rumbula; they hardly knew that
a ghetto existed. The ones who know something about Rumbula know it
from some friend or family member who had police connections.”[33]
I will return later in this study to the problem of keeping the reported mass murder
of nearly 30,000 people a secret.
What deﬁnitely exposes Kroeger’s reports on this issue as fraudulent is his entry
for 19 December 1941. Here he describes a supposed personal meeting with the
Gebietskommissar of the City of Riga, Hugo Wittrock, during which the latter tells
him about the mass shootings:
“The truth is awful! A minority of Latvian right-wing extremists have,
with the approval and leadership of German SS, exterminated the Jews in
the countryside and in the district cities. Later nearly 100,000 Jews, part
of them evacuated here from the Altreich and Vienna, have been
murdered by the SS with Latvian assistance in the vicinity of Riga.”[34]
As we will see below, the oﬀicial version of events has it that less than 40,000 Jews
had been killed in or near Riga by this point in time, of whom only 1,000 were nonLatvian Jews, all deported from Berlin. Considering moreover that 100,000 is in
excess of the total pre-war Jewish population of Latvia in its entirety, the statement
attributed to Wittrock (who at the time of the publication of Kroeger's diary in 1973
had conveniently been dead for ﬁfteen years) is patent nonsense. As it is impossible
that Wittrock could have been so misinformed, and since he would have had no
reason to make up such lies, it is clear that Kroeger must have forged this and
most likely also the 1 December 1941 entry.

3. The Victims – Their Theoretical Maximum Number and
Demography
Andrew Ezergailis has the following to say on the Rumbula victims ﬁgure:
“In general there is little dispute about the numbers killed at Rumbula.
The numbers have ranged from the 20,000 mentioned as a minimum by
Jeckeln at his trial to about 30,000 claimed by Max Kaufmann. Certainly
almost 25,000 people perished on November 30 and December 8, of
whom 24,000 were Latvian Jews.
There are various ways of calculating this: 1) Prior to the killings of
Rumbula there were about 29,000 Jews in the ghetto. About 5,000 (more
than 4,500 men and about 500 women) were held back for labor; the

number comes to about 24,000; 2) A thousand persons per column every
half hour on both killing days, from 6:00 in the morning to 12:00 noon,
were sent out from the ghetto to Rumbula—the number again comes out
to about 24,000. 3) After the killings Jeckeln had told Degenhart that
22,000 rounds of ammunition had been used at Rumbula. Noting that on
the two days over 1,000 people were killed within the ghetto and on the
road to Rumbula, the number adds up to just below 24,000. In addition to
the 24,000 Latvian Jews killed, one must add 1,000 German Jews who
were liquidated there on the morning of November 30.”[35]
As we will see below, Ezergailis’s contention that “in general there is little dispute
about the numbers killed at Rumbula” is refuted by what one would expect to be
the most authoritative source on this issue, namely German documents. Besides
these, early post-war Soviet investigators came to the conclusion that no fewer
than 38,000 victims of mass murder had been buried at the Rumbula site.[36]
The particular issue of the convoy of German Jews will be discussed in full in the
next part of this study.
Let us begin by pointing out that Ezergailis’s method for establishing the number
of victims is clearly ﬂawed, because judging by his notes there exists no document
regarding any amount of ammunition ordered or used at this point in time, only a
witness statement (apparently from Jeckeln’s Chief of Staﬀ, SSObersturmbannführer Herbert Degenhardt[37]), and moreover it is absurd to use
such a statement as a criterion of judgement, as it is well-known among soldiers
that shots to the head or neck are far from always certainly fatal – even if keeping
to a “one person – one bullet” policy (as claimed for Jeckeln) the person in charge
of the mass murder would have ordered a considerable surplus of ammunition (say
10 % or more), and a large part of this surplus ammunition would almost certainly
have been used.
How many Jews were then evacuated from the Riga ghetto on 30 November and 8
December 1941, and how many of these reached the Rumbula site? The
establishment of the Riga ghetto began in early August 1941 but was not
completed until the beginning of October that same year. The “Resettlement
Oﬀice” in charge of organizing the resettlement of Riga’s Jews within the ghetto’s
borders was informed in early August that the ghetto was to oﬀer space for just
under 30,000 people, and according to a census of the civilian administration
undertaken at around the same time “approximately 27,000” were to be relocated
to the ghetto, which was located in the poor district of Maskavas Vorštate southeast of the Riga central railway station, where 1,700 Jews were already residing,
making for a total of some 28,700 ghetto inhabitants.[38]
Once the settlement had been completed in early October 1941, the Labor Oﬀice
compiled statistics showing the population of the ghetto to amount to 29,602
Jews.[39] A census from 16 February 1942, two and a half months after the
liquidation of the “Large ghetto”, gave the number of Jews in the “Latvian ghetto”
as 4,717, of whom 524 were women.[40] This ﬁgure, however, explicitly included
also Lithuanian Jews. 359 Jewish workers were deported from Kaunas to Riga on 6
February 1942.[41] This brings down the number of remaining Latvian Jews in Riga
to 4,358, including apparently some 300 women.[42] The relevant diﬀerence
between the October and February ﬁgures is thus (29,602-4,358=) 25,244. From
this we must subtract some further categories. First, it is stated by witnesses that

in all some 300 Jews who had either committed suicide during the evacuation or
been shot while trying to escape or for being perceived as causing problems during
the long walk to Rumbula were buried in the Jewish Cemetery on 30 November.[43]
During the second evacuation on 8 December many of the remaining ghetto
inhabitants tried to delay the operation for as long as possible; as a result units of
Latvian militia auxiliaries (the”Arājs Commando”) were sent into the ghetto to
force the evacuation; it is further reported that Jews unable to be transported were
shot in their apartments or in the ghetto hospital. According to Angrick and Klein,
“around 900 corpses were taken to the Jewish cemetery by the Jewish labor
commandos, while scores of corpses were left lying in their apartments”.[44]
Andrew Ezergailis on the other hand estimates the number of Jews killed in the
ghetto during the second evacuation at only some 300.[45] Finally, Jews who had
been hiding in the liquidated part of the “Large ghetto” after the operation were
taken to be shot at the Jewish cemetery – although some eyewitnesses assert that
they were taken instead in buses to the mass shooting site in the Biķiernieki
forest.[46] Angrick and Klein in this case give as a minimum 200 victims but
mention a witness (Max Kaufmann) speaking of a total of 500 victims. While the
above ﬁgures are all primarily derived from Jewish eye-witness testimony and
therefore likely to be at least somewhat exaggerated, there can be little doubt that
they are at least partially based on reality. I will here use a rough estimate of
800–1,200 deaths outside of the Rumbula site. This leaves a maximum victim ﬁgure
of 24,044–24,444. To this should then be added the 1,000 Berlin Jews reportedly
murdered at Rumbula on 30 November, bringing the maximum total victim ﬁgure
at Rumbula to approximately 25,000–25,400.
What then do we know about the demographic makeup of this group of alleged
Latvian-Jewish Rumbula victims? In the already mentioned October 1941 Labor
Oﬀice report on the ghetto population we ﬁnd the following demographic
breakdown:[47]
Table 1: Labor Oﬀice statistics on
the Riga ghetto population,
October 1941
1. Children up to 14 years of age
Boys
2,794
Girls
2,858
Total
5,652
2. Those able to work, age 14–65
Men
6,143
Women
9,507
Total
15,650
3. Those unable to work
Men
2,069
Women
6,231
Total
8,300
Total
29,602
From another German report we know that there were 2,660 Jews in the ghetto
categorized as skilled workers, including 1,300 female tailors.[48] Since as already
mentioned only some 300 female Latvian Jews, like the remaining men all workers,

remained in Riga after 8 December, and since this group included not only female
tailors but also an unknown number of seamstresses and furriers,[49] we have to
estimate that some 1,100 skilled female workers were among the Jews brought to
Rumbula, and moreover that only about a third of the male Latvian Jews remaining
after the evacuations had previously been classiﬁed as skilled workers. In addition
to the 1,100 skilled female workers the alleged victim group would have included
approximately (9,507-1,100=) 8,407 unskilled female workers as well as 6,231
elderly women or women otherwise deemed unﬁt for work.
As for the 5,652 children, we know little about their internal demographics. It is
merely known that four schools, three kindergartens, and one nursery were
established in the ghetto.[50] From this we may infer that small children and
toddlers as well as school children were present in the ghetto – which should
hardly surprise. Since up until the end of November 1941 virtually only adult
Jewish men had been targeted for mass shootings (real or alleged), it seems most
reasonable to assume that the number of children (0–13 years of age) was roughly
evenly divided among each year of birth, so that there were (5,652/13=) 435
children aged 0–1 years, and so on. It seems likely that the ﬁgures were somewhat
lower for the 0–2 age span due to the lower natality normally coinciding with the
unrest of wartime, but I will nevertheless use the 435 ﬁgure to strengthen
conclusions from my argument.
Next we must subtract the rough estimate of 800–1,200 deaths outside of the
Rumbula site from the respective demographic categories. As already mentioned,
this estimate consists of suicides, people who were shot during the some 10-kmlong walk from the ghetto for attempting to escape or who broke down from
exhaustion during said march, as well as people who kept themselves hidden in the
liquidated “Large ghetto” but were ferreted out and executed on 9 December. We
have no means of telling if any demographic category was under- or
overrepresented among these victims. One might suspect that children would be
underrepresented among the suicides, but on the other hand we learn of cases of
“family suicides”, where a mother or grandmother killed her children or
grandchildren and then herself, usually by poison.[51] Such child victims would not
technically be suicides but for the sake of simplicity I would count them as such.
One might similarly expect that the elderly would be overrepresented among those
who died along the wayside, yet it is claimed that at least a large portion of the
elderly were taken to the Rumbula site in trucks or in blue city buses borrowed
from the Riga city traﬀic administration.[52] Accordingly, the only reasonable way
to proceed is to distribute these deaths proportionally. This results in the following
break-down of the Jews said to have reached the Rumbula site on 30 November and
8 December.
Table 2: Demographic estimates for the Latvian Jews
said to have reached the Rumbula site
1. Children up to 14 years of age
Boys
2,661–2,706
Girls
2,722–2,767
Total:
5,383 – 5,473
2. Those able to work, age 14–65:
Men
1,985–2,019
Skilled female workers
1,048–1,065

Unskilled female workers 7,722–7,850
Total:
10,755–10,934
3. Those unable to work
Men
1,971–2,003
Women
5,935–6,034
Total:
7,906 – 8,037
Total:
24,044–24,444
As seen from this table, it is clear that the number of Jews arriving at Rumbula
would have included a considerable percentage of people – some 45%, in fact – who
were able to work or even skilled workers. Aside from the some 1,050 skilled
female workers there were also Jewish males who might be considered skilled in a
very particular way, namely members of the Jewish ghetto police ( Ordnungsdienst).
We will return to this particular group later on.

4. The Documents
4.1. Rumbula in the Einsatzgruppen incident reports
The most important contemporary documentary source on the Rumbula Massacre
is the reporting of the Einsatzgruppen of the Security Police and the SD. Here I will
not dwell on the larger issue of the reliability and authenticity of these reports, but
will simply present and analyze what they have to say about the events in Riga at
the end of November and beginning of December 1941.
Rather remarkably, the event later known as the Rumbula Massacre was not
mentioned in the very frequent “incident reports” (Ereignismeldungen, hereafter
EM) of the Einsatzgruppen until more than a month after the alleged incident. In
EM No. 151 of 5 January 1942 may be read:
“The Higher SS and Police Leader in Riga, SS Obergruppenführer
Jeckeln, has meanwhile embarked on a shooting action
[Erschießungsaktion] and on Sunday, 30 November 1941, about 4,000
Jews from the Riga ghetto and an evacuation transport from the Reich
were disposed of [beseitigt]. The action was originally to have been
carried out by the Higher SS and Police leader’s own forces, but after a
few hours the 20 men of EK 2 who had been detached for security
purposes were nevertheless employed in the action.”[53]
In EM No. 155 of 14 January 1942 the event was again mentioned:
“In Latvia there remain Jews only in Riga and Dünaburg. The number of
Jews left in Riga – 29,500 – was reduced to 2,500 by an action carried out
by the Higher SS and Police Leader Ostland. In Dünaburg there still live
962 Jews who are urgently needed for the labor deployment
[Arbeitseinsatz].”[54]
It must be pointed out that “reduced” is not synonymous with “killed” – this entry
thus only states that 27,000 Jews were removed from the city. Nevertheless we will
here, for the sake of argument, view the report from an exterminationist viewpoint
which assumes that reduction = murder. The victim ﬁgure reported on 14 January –
(29,500 – 2,500 =) 27,000, not including German-Jewish deportees – is thus

(27,000 - 4,000 =) 23,000 victims or 6.75 times higher than the number of killed
Riga Jews claimed by the report from 5 January! The statement that the Jewish
population of Riga had been reduced from 29,500 to 2,500 was repeated in the
summary “Activity and Situation Report”(Tätigkeits- und Lageberichte) No. 9
covering the period 1–31 January 1941 (there is no mention of the Riga Jews in the
corresponding report for December 1941).[55] The statement that Jews at this
point in time remained only in Riga and Daugavpils is incorrect, since the ghetto in
Liepāja still existed (see below).
In the following report, EM No. 156 of 16 January 1942, the event was mentioned a
third time, with a victim ﬁgure drastically lower than the number of removed Jews
implied by the 14 August report:
“On 30 November 1941, 10,600 Jews were shot in Riga. The action took
place under the command of the Higher SS and Police Leader Ostland. In
the execution [of this action] Einsatzkommando 2 participated with 1/20
[i.e. one oﬀicer and twenty enlisted 20 men].”[56]
It is not stated whether this included the (unspeciﬁed) number of German-Jewish
deportees mentioned in the report from 5 January. Assuming that it is not included,
the victim ﬁgure drops by 16,400, i.e. some 60% between EM No. 155 and EM No.
156. Thus between 5 January and 16 January 1942 the Latvian-Jewish Rumbula
“victim ﬁgure” reported by Einsatzgruppe A shifted from 4,000 to 27,000 to
10,600. Besides this astounding ﬂuctuation in numbers we have the fact that none
of the reports mentions the second mass shooting on 8 December 1941.

Figure 2: Latvia during World War II. Detail from GEA-Übersichtskarte
Europäisches Rußland 1:3 300 000, GEA-Verlag/Berliner Lithographisches Institut,
Berlin 1943. (The borders of the former Republic of Latvia are marked with a
dotted blue line).
4.2. The murder of the Jews of Riga, Daugavpils and Liepāja according to
the Stahlecker Reports
In the so-called “Second Stahlecker Report”, a general report on the activities of
Einsatzgruppe A in the Baltic states and White Ruthenia from mid-October 1941 to
the end of January 1942 may be read the following about mass shootings of Latvian
Jews:
“The total number of Jews in Latvia in the year 1935 was: 93,479 or

4.79% of the whole population. [...]
At the entry of German troops there were still 70,000 Jews in Latvia. The
rest had ﬂed with the Bolshevists. The remaining Jews were very active
as saboteurs and arsonists. Thus in Dünaburg [Daugavpils] the Jews set
so many ﬁres that a large part of the city was destroyed. [...]
After the terror of the Jewish-Bolshevist rule – in total 33,038 Latvians
were deported, arrested or murdered – a large-scale pogrom was to be
expected from the population. However, only some thousands of Jews
were disposed of by local forces at their own initiative. It was therefore
necessary in Latvia to carry out extensive cleansing operations
[Säuberungsaktionen] using special units [Sonderkommandos] with the
help of selected forces from the Latvian auxiliary police (mostly relatives
of deported or murdered Latvians).
Up until October 1941, about 30,000 Jews were executed by these special
units. The remaining Jews, still indispensable due to economic
importance, were collected in ghettos that were established in Riga,
Dünaburg and Libau [Liepāja]. Following the processing of criminal cases
on the basis of not wearing the Jewish star, black marketing, theft, fraud,
but also on account of preventing danger of epidemics in the ghettos,
further executions were carried out afterwards. Thus, on 9 November
1941, 11,034 were executed in Dünaburg, 27,800 in Riga at the
beginning of December 1941 by an operation ordered and carried out by
the Higher SS and Police Leader, and 2,350 in Libau in mid-December
1941. At this time there are Latvian Jews in the ghettos (aside from the
Jews from the Reich) in:
Riga
approximately 2,500
Dünaburg "
950
Libau
"
300.” [57]
In the ﬁrst Stahlecker Report, describing the activities of Einsatzgruppe A up until
15 October 1941, it is claimed that up until then a total of 30,025 Jews had been
executed in Latvia, of whom roughly 6,000 were in the Riga district, over 11,000 in
the Liepāja (Libau) district, 9,256 in the Daugavpils (Dünaburg) district, some
3,000 in the Jelgava (Mitau) district, and ﬁnally a small number, about 100–200, in
the Valmiera (Wolmar) district. [58] These “districts” are clearly identical to the
four Gebietskommissariate constituting Generalbezirk Lettland.[59] In addition to
this, some 500 Riga Jews had been killed in pogroms during the initial period of the
occupation, giving a total of 30,525 killed Jews.[60] The document further states
that “[o]f the in total some 28,000 Jews remaining in Riga 24,000 have up until now
been transferred to the ghetto.”[61] This brings us to yet another statistical
contradiction: if only 28,000 Jews remained in Riga on 15 October 1941, how could
27,800 of them have been murdered at the beginning of December, with 2,500
remaining (27,800 + 2,500 = 30,300)?
As has already been pointed out by Carlo Mattogno and Jürgen Graf, the ﬁgures
mentioned in the second Stahlecker Report are internally contradictory: If one
adds the number of Jews killed up to 15 October 1941 (30,525) to the number of
ghetto Jews shot (11,034 + 27,800 + 2,350 = 41,184) and the number of Jews still

remaining in the three ghettos (2,500 + 950 + 300 = 3,750) one gets a total of
75,459, a number that is higher than that of the Jews reportedly still remaining at
the time of the entry of German troops into Latvia (70,000).[62] The unreliability of
Stahlecker‘s ﬁgures is aggravated by the fact that, as mentioned above, there
remained 4,358 Latvian Jews in Riga on 16 February 1942, not a mere 2,500.
As for the ghetto in Daugavpils (in German Dünaburg, in Russian Dvinsk) in
eastern Latvia, a report from Department II of the General Commissariat of Latvia
dated 20 November 1941 stated the number of Jews still present in Daugavpils as
935 (including 173 children, 719 adults able to work, 25 adults unable to work and
18 over 65 years of age).[63] A list of the Daugavpils ghetto inmates dated 5
December 1941 gives the number as 962, a ﬁgure which is repeated in EM No. 155
from 14 January 1942.[64] This would conﬁrm Stahlecker’s estimate of some 950
Jews remaining in that ghetto, yet it must be pointed out that his claim that 11,034
Daugavpils Jews were executed on 9 November 1941 is contradicted by other
statistics. In 1935 there lived 11,106 Jews in Daugavpils.[65] According to reports
in the local press from mid-July 1941, at the time of the establishment of the
ghetto, the Jews remaining in Daugavpils, including refugees from other parts of
Latvia, amounted to some 14,000.[66] The same ﬁgure was supposedly reported by
the Daugavpils Jewish council at the end of July.[67]
In the so-called Jäger Report on mass shootings carried out by Einsatzkommando 3
of Einsatzgruppe A, predominantly in Lithuania, up until 1 December 1941, we ﬁnd
an entry according to which a subunit of Einsatzkommando 3 had executed “9,012
Jews, Jewesses and Jewish children” in Daugavpils in the period from 13 July 1941
to 21 August 1941.[68] According to the recollections of Daugavpils ghetto inmate
Sidney Iwens, several hundreds of elderly and sick Jews had been taken from the
ghetto to the nearby forest of Pogulianka some 8 km north-west of the city and
murdered there on 28 July 1941,[69] some 2,000 Jews on 1 August,[70] a group of
2,000–3,000 people on 6 August 1941,[71] and another large group on 18–19
August 1941.[72] In EM No. 21 from 16 July 1941 one may further read that up
until then a total of 1,150 Jews had been executed in Daugavpils by another unit of
Einsatzgruppe A, Einsatzkommando 1b.[73] While it was asserted by a post-war
indictment that these 1,150 Jews were for the most part not from Daugavpils itself
but from surrounding communities,[74] it is claimed that another group of 1,150
male Jews from Daugavpils were brought to the city prison on 30 June 1941 and
executed soon thereafter.[75]
But if there were approximately 14,000 Jews in Daugavpils when the ghetto was
established, and if some 10,000 Jews were been killed between the end of June and
the end of August, how then could 11,106 Jews from the Daugavpils ghetto be
murdered on 9 November 1941[76] and there still be 935 Jews left in the city on 20
November? It is worth noting that one of the major Holocaust historians to have
written on the subject of the Holocaust in the Soviet Union, Yitzhak Arad,
disregards the ﬁgure in the second Stahlecker Report and gives the number of
victims as 5,000–6,000.[77] Moreover, as seen above, the ﬁrst Stahlecker Report
gave the number of Jews executed in the Daugavpils district up until 15 October
1941 as 9,256. This ﬁgure could include the 9,012 Jews shot in Daugavpils
according to the Jäger Report, but not also the 1,150 Jews reportedly executed by
Einsatzkommando 1b.
The Daugavpils demographics incongruities get even worse in the light of the fact
in early October 1941, i.e. after the reported period of activity of Einsatzkommando

3 but before the alleged mass shooting on 9 November, the General Commissar of
Latvia, Otto-Heinrich Drechsler, wrote a letter to the Reich Commissar of Ostland,
Hinrich Lohse, in which the number of Jews in the Daugavpils ghetto is given as
merely 2,185.[78] This ﬁgure is echoed by an article published in the 12 October
1941 issue of the local newspaper Daugavas Vēstnesis, according to which the
ghetto population numbered 2,175.[79] But if only some 2,000 Jews lived in the
Daugavpils ghetto in October 1941, how then could some 11,000 Jews from the
same ghetto have been murdered in November 1941? It must be stressed here that
Holocaust historiography knows of no transports of Jews to Daugavpils between
October and November 1941.
As for Liepāja (Libau), its Jewish population in 1935 amounted to 7,379. Some
additional 300 Jews lived in nearby towns.[80] By June 1941 the number of the
Liepāja Jews had decreased to an estimated 7,140. On 14 June 1941 Soviet
authorities deported 209 Jews from the city to Siberia, and in the following two
weeks about 300 Jews ﬂed to the USSR to escape the German invasion; another
160 local Jewish soldiers and guards retreated with the Red Army, so that some
6,589 Jews remained in Liepāja when the city was captured by German forces on
29 June 1941.[81] In the aforementioned letter of Drechsler’s from early October
1941 it is stated that some 5,500 Jews remained in the province of Courland
(Latvian. Kurzeme, the western part of Latvia) whose capital is Liepāja, and that
these Jews were to be concentrated in a ghetto in Liepāja. In the also
abovementioned report of Department II of the General Commissariat of Latvia
from 20 November 1941 the number of Jews registered in Liepāja is given as
3,890, of whom 3,002 were adults able to work, 106 adults unable to work and 782
children. According to Holocaust historian Katrin Reichelt the Jews of Liepāja were
subjected to the following massacres during 1941:[82]
• Some 100 male Jews shot by Sonderkommando 1a and members of the navy
on 4 or 5 July;
• Some 1,430 Jews shot in Rainis Park – right in the middle of the city![83] –
from 29/30 June to around 5 July;
• 1,100 male Jews shot by the “Arājs Kommando” on 24 and 25 July;
• Some 600 people shot in September, unclear how many of them Jews;
• 500 Jews in October;
• 2,749 Jewish men, women and children on Šķēde Beach between 15 and 17
December.
For the September massacre Reichelt gives no indication of the number of Jewish
victims. Another exterminationist source gives the number of September victims as
300 (elderly) Jews.[84] The above-listed mass shootings thus add up to
approximately 6,179 victims. Available documentation shows that on 1 July 1942
there still remained 864 Jews in the Liepāja ghetto,[85] not 300 as indicated by the
second Stahlecker Report. If we add the 864 remaining Jews to the some 6,179
alleged victims we get 7,043, a ﬁgure that is some 500 higher than the number of
Liepāja Jews that originally fell into German hands (approx. 6,589). Yet it would
appear that the number of Jews remaining in the city after mid-December 1941 was
in fact higher than 864. Subtracting the 2,749 reported victims of the midDecember massacre from 3,890 registered Liepāja Jews at the end of November
one gets 1,141, a number which may well have been reduced by “natural” mortality
to 864 by July 1942, although Arad (but not Reichelt) asserts that some 200 Liepāja
Jews were killed “between February and April 1942.”[86] 1,141 added to the 6,179
alleged victims makes a total of 7,320. It must be pointed out, however, that the

ﬁgure of 2,749 victims (as opposed to the Stahlecker ﬁgure of 2,350) is derived
from an activity report of the SS-und-Polizeistandortführer Libau dated 29
December 1941, in which it is stated that “2,749 Jews were evacuated in the period
from 14 to 17 December 1941” (emphasis added).[87]
Latvian Holocaust historians Edward Anders and Juris Dubrovskis have written as
follows on their attempt to identify the Jewish victims of the Liepāja massacres
(emphasis in original):
“Nearly all [of the 6,589 Jews estimated to have remained in the city]
were killed, but even after checking more than a dozen sources, we have
direct evidence for the death of only 3,534. For the remaining 3000+
people, we will have to use an indirect method: given a complete list of
Holocaust survivors, we would be able to infer that anyone not on this list
had perished.
Alas, the survivor's lists are not complete.”[88]
The authors have nonetheless identiﬁed through the use of various sources a total
of 958 Liepāja Jews who still remained in the city in early 1942, while noting that
the real number of Jews surviving at this point likely amounted to approximately
1,050. They further conclude that some 800 of these Jews were still alive in the
Liepāja ghetto on the eve of its liquidation in early October 1943.[89] Subtracting
1,050 from 6,589 we get 5,539 hypothetical victims for the massacres in 1941, of
which at least (5,539 - [2,749 + 500] =) 2,290 pertain to the period before midOctober 1941. Anders and Dubrovskis estimate the number of Liepāja Jews shot
during the period July–December 1941 at approximately 5,470.[90]
To summarize: While the second Stahlecker Report claims that only 3,750 Latvian
Jews remained at the end of January 1942, reliable documentation shows that this
ﬁgure in reality amounted to at least 6,184 (4,358 in Riga in mid-February 1942,
962 in Daugavpils in December 1941, and 864 Jews in Liepāja in July 1942).
The unreliability of the ﬁgures in the second Stahlecker Report becomes clearly
exposed when we examine an appendix to the report containing a breakdown of the
“number of executions carried out by Einsatzgruppe A up to 1 February 1942”[91],
reproduced below (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Number of executions carried out by Einsatzgruppe A up to 1 February
1942
Here the number of Latvian Jews executed by Einsatzgruppe A up until this date is
given as 35,238, which would mean that since 15 October 1941 it had executed
only an additional (35,238-30,025 =) 5,213 Jews. The ﬁgure of 5,500 Latvian and
Lithuanian Jews killed through pogroms is identical with the corresponding ﬁgure
given in the ﬁrst Stahlecker Report, where it was made clear that only 500 of these
pertained to Latvia[92] (as opposed to the statement in the second report that
“some thousands” of Latvian Jews had been eliminated through pogroms).

One might argue that the 1 February 1942 total refers only to Jews liquidated by
Einsatzgruppe A and forces placed at its command, but leaves out killings carried
out by, to name the most obvious culprit, the Higher Leader of the SS and Police
Ostland (HSSPF Ostland, i.e. Jeckeln). This line of reasoning would mean that,
based on the ﬁgures found in the second Stahlecker Report proper, (70,000 –
(2,500 + 950 + 300) = ) 66,250 – 35,738 = 30,512 Jews were killed by German
forces other than those attached to Einsatzgruppe A in the period from the
beginning of the occupation to 1 February 1942. Since the Rumbula Massacre, with
a reported total victims of some 27,800 is stated to have been carried out by
HSSPF, one might suppose that the ﬁgures add up, at least roughly[93] – but is this
really so? In order to arrive at an answer we will have to see ﬁrst what exactly the
Ereignismeldungen have to say about killings of Latvian Jews up until February
1942, and then embark on a brief excursus relating to the demographics and fates
of the provincial Jews.
4.3. The murder of Latvia’s Jews according to the Ereignismeldungen and
the Jäger Report
In EM No. 15 from 7 July 1941 we read that 400 Jews had been liquidated in Riga
through pogroms,[94] whereas another 100 Jews were shot in Riga by a commando
of the Security Police and SD as reprisal for the killing of 20 German POWs.[95 ]
In EM No. 24 from 16 July 1941 it is reported that 5 Jews were shot for arson in
Daugavpils;[96] moreover 1,125 male Jews were at present imprisoned in the same
city and “were to be shot within a short time and in already prepared graves”,
whereas 1,150 Jews had already been shot by Einsatzkommando 1 b in Dünaburg
[Daugavpils]”.[97] As for Riga the same report states that 2,000 Jews (as well as
600 Communists) had been placed in the city’s prison. It repeats the ﬁgure of 400
Riga Jews killed through pogroms, adding that 2,300 Riga Jews had been executed
since EK2‘s arrival in the city, “partially by Latvian auxiliary police, partially by
own forces”, and that “the prisons will be completely cleared out in the following
days”. In “Latvia outside of Riga” another 1,600 Jews had been executed.[98]
In EM No. 26 from 18 July 1941 one reads about Rezekne (German: Rositten), a
town in northeastern Latvia:
“The larger part of the Jews had escaped to Russia and to the
surrounding forests at the time of the entry of the German troops. The
arson carried out in the town is for the most part perpetrated by the
Jews. At the entry of the German troops some 60 leading Latvians were
found in a completely mutilated state. Following this 80 Jews were
liquidated. Police Prefect Matsch has taken over the liquidation of the
Jews.”[99]
The local Jews were claimed to constitute a “key element of the Communist Party”
(“tragende Element der Kommunistischen Partei”).[100]
In EM No. 40 of 1 August 1941 one reads that “[d]uring the self-cleansing
[Selbstreinigung] in the territories of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia a total of far
more than 20,000 Communists and Jews have up until now been liquidated by selfdefense organizations [Selbstschutzorganisationen]”.[101]
In EM No. 48 of 10 August 1941 EG A reports that “[t]he cleansing of the rear

army zone, partially with the assistance of Lithuanian and Latvian auxiliary
commandos, continues according to plan. In total 29,000 people have been
liquidated in these territories.”[102]
In EM No. 88 of 19 September 1941 it is mentioned that 172 Jews are currently
held in the central prison in Riga and that the clearing-out of the prison is being
carried out continuously.[103]
In EM No. 96, dated 27 September 1941, it is stated that 459 people had been
executed during the period 30 August to 5 September, of whom “237 mentally ill
Jews from the lunatic asylums in Riga and Mitau”; it is further stated that the
“preliminary total result in the area of EK 2 [=Latvia] has at this point reached
29,246 people”.[104] There is also mention that the number of Jews currently held
in the Riga prison amount to 195 (as compared to 3,462 Communists),[105] and
that “[a]t the time, all Jews in Libau are being registered.”[106]
In EM No. 131 of 10 November 1941, Einsatzgruppe A reports that the
“preliminary total result in the area of Einsatzkommando 2 has hereby reached
31,598.”[107] It is also mentioned that in the period 18–25 October, 6 Jews were
executed in Riga (as against 115 Communists), 15 in Valmiera and 18 in Liepāja.
Following EM No. 131 there are only the three reports relating to the
Riga/Rumbula operation, which have already been discussed (with the exception
that EM No. 156 also mentions the shooting of 1 (one) Jew in Liepāja).
The so-called Jäger Report, chronicling mass shootings carried out by
Einsatzgruppe A’s Einsatzkommando 3 and its subunits and auxiliaries up until the
end of 1941, chieﬂy concerns Lithuania, but there is listed the killing of a total of
212 Jews in the Latvian towns of Dagda and Kraslava (not far from Daugavpils) on
27 August, and the abovementioned execution of 9,012 Jews in Daugavpils between
13 July and 21 August 1941.[108]
Based on the above-listed documentary mentions, one would have to draw the
conclusion that out of the 35,238 Jews reported as killed by Einsatzgruppe A
during the period in question, at least (100 + 1,150 + 2,200 + 6 + 18 + 1 + 212 +
9,012 = ) 12,487 refer to the three cities of Riga, Daugavpils and Liepāja, leaving a
hypothetical maximum of (35,238 – 12,487 = ) 22,751 Jews who could have been
executed by Einsatzgruppe A and its auxiliaries in the provincial towns and
villages.
Excursus I: The Jews in Provincial Latvia
In order to better grasp the demographic context of the events at Rumbula and the
ﬁgures mentioned in the Stahlecker Reports it is beneﬁcial to take a closer look at
data concerning the Jewish population of Latvia as a whole. The last census in
Latvia before the outbreak of the war took place in 1935. In this year the Jewish
population of the country amounted to 93,479. This ﬁgure can be broken down as
follows in order of the individual populations (German names of the locations in
parentheses):[109]
Table 3: The Jewish Population of Latvia according to the 1935 census
City, town or rural district
Number of Jewish inhabitants
Riga
43,672

Daugavpils (Dünaburg)
Liepāja (Libau)
Rēzekne (Rositten)
Jelgava (Mitau)
Ludza (Ludsen)
Krāslava (Kraslau)
Ventspils (Windau)
Krustpils (Kreuzburg)
Līvāni (Lievenhof)
Tukums (Tuckum)
Varakļāni (Warkland)
Preiļi (Prelen)
Jēkabpils (Jakobstadt)
Kārsava (Karsau)
Bauska (Bausk)
Kuldīga (Goldingen)
Jaunjelgava (Friedrichstadt)
Aizpute (Hasenpoth)
Gostiņi (Trentelberg)
Talsi (Talsen)
Zilupe (Rosenhof)
Viļeni (Wilon)
Subate (Subbath)
Balva (Bolwa)
Saldus (Frauenburg)
Sabile (Zabeln)
Grīva (Griwa)
Smiltene (Smilten)
Priekule (Preekuln)
Jūrmala (Riga-Strand)
Cēsis (Wenden)
Alūksne (Marienburg)
Valdemārpils/Sasmaka (Sassmacken)
Auce (Autz)
Madona (Modohn)
Limbaži (Lemsal)
Grobiņa (Grobin)
Valmiera (Wolmar)
Gulbene (Schwanenburg)
Ape (Hoppenhof)
Dobele (Doblen)
Ilūkste (Illuxt)
Kandava (Kandau)

11,106
7,379
3,342
2,039
1,518
1,444
1,246
1,043
981
953
952
847
793
785
778
646
561
543
504
499
471
396
387
379
329
281
234
221
193
181
180
176
159
143
115
100
95
93
84
82
72
71
68

Rūjiena (Rujen)
62
Abrene (Abrehnen)
61
Valka (Walk)
57
Ogre (Oger)
50
Piltene (Pilten)
45
Plaviņas (Stockmannshof)
35
Strenči (Stackeln)
27
Sigulda (Segewold)
15
Sloka (Schlock)
10
Ķemeri (Kemmern)
9
Durbe (Durben)
8
Mazsalaca (Salisburg[110])
4
Ainaži (Haynasch)
1
Total for above cities, towns and rural districts 86,554
Other locations
6,925
Total
93,479
As seen above the three largest communities – Riga, Daugavpils and Liepāja –
accounted for 62,157 Jews or 66.5% of Latvian Jewry. Of the remaining 31,322
Latvian Jews, 10,632 lived in the six towns of Rēzekne, Jelgava, Ludza, Krāslava,
Ventspils and Krustpils, while the rest were dispersed in smaller numbers among a
large number of towns and villages.
In Table 4 below I present for reference a non-exhaustive list of reported or alleged
mass killings of Latvian Jews in rural communities up until mid-October 1941, by
which time, according to the ﬁrst Stahleckecker Report, Einsatzgruppe A had killed
a total of 30,025 Latvian Jews. For many of the smaller provincial Jewish
communities the available sources simply state that they were exterminated in the
“summer of 1941” or “fall of 1941” or simply “in the second half of 1941”. The
survey is based mainly on ﬁve scholarly sources published after the year 2000:
Geoﬀrey P. Megargee, Martin Dean (eds.), The United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum Encyclopedia of Camps and Ghettos 1933–1945, Volume II: Ghettos in
German-Occupied Eastern Europe, Part B (op.cit.), which I will abbreviate in the
table below as “UE”; Shmuel Spector, Geoﬀrey Wigoder (eds.), The Encyclopedia of
Jewish Life before and during the Holocaust (New York University Press, New York
2001), in three volumes with running pagination, abbreviated below as “EJL”; and
three volumes collecting papers from conferences held by the Commission of the
Historians of Latvia, abbreviated below as “LV1”,[111] “LV2”[112] and “LV3”[113]
respectively. Only a few massacres of provincial Latvian Jews are alleged to have
taken place later than October 1941. 386 Jews are alleged to have been killed in
Aizpute on 27 October (EJL, p. 24), whereas, remarkably enough, 26 Jews in Ludza
were killed as late as 2 April 1942 (LV1, p. 253).
Table 4: Alleged or reported mass killings of Latvian Jews in rural communities up
until mid-October 1941
Date
Late June
4 July

Victim
number/estimate
~ 135
10

Location/community
Skaitskalne
Rēzekne

Source
EJL (p. 1188)
UE (p. 1018)

11 July
80
12 or 13 July 48
15 July
120

Jaunjelgava
Dobele
Rēzekne

16–18 July

300

Ventspils

19 July
24 July
July
July
July
July
July

~ 190
39
~ 600
~ 200
~ 46
150–200
~ 600

July

1,550

Viesīte
Aizpute
Kuldīga
Aknīste
Iecava
Saldus
Tukums
Jelgava and
surroundings

UE (p. 1005)
UE (p. 1003)
UE (p. 1018)
EJL (p. 1386); M.
Deland 2010 (p. 47)
EJL (p. 1395)
EJL (p. 24)
UE (pp. 1010–1011)
EJL (p. 25)
EJL (p. 543)
LV2 (p. 136)
EJL (p. 1339)
EM No. 40 (1 August
1941)

25

Krustpils

UE (p. 1010)

~ 400
~ 200
350
50
~ 300
540
200
~ 500
~ 200
182

Krustpils
Rēzekne
Jaunjelgava
Bauska
Viļāni
Varakļāni
Smiltene
Balvi
Gulbene/Litene
Alūksne

UE (p. 1010)
UE (p. 1018)
UE (p. 1005)
EJL (p. 93)
EJL (p. 1396)
EJL (p. 1375)
EJL (p. 1204)
EJL (p. 83)
UE (p. 1005)
EJL (p. 36)
EJL (p. 1396); LV3 (p.
94)
UE (p. 1009); LV1 (p.
253)
Jäger report
EJL (p. 83)
LV1 (p. 277)

Second half
of July
1 August
1 August
2 August
3 August
4 August
4 August
8 August
9 August
9 August
12 August

Early August ~ 400–500

Viļaka

20 or 21
August
27 August
July–August
July–August

350–500

Karsava

212
~ 160
~ 150

July–August

157

July–August
July–August
July–August
August
August
Mid-to-late
August
Late Summer
August–
September

~
~
~
~
~

Dagda/Krāslava
Baltinava
Valdemārpils
Nereta and
surroundings
Preiļi
Madona
Ludza
Rēzekne
Šķaune

700
150
1,200
2,500
100

LV2 (p. 310)
LV3 (pp. 257–258)
LV3 (p. 117)
LV1 (p. 59)
UE (p. 1018)
LV1 (p. 254)

~ 70

Jaunjelgava

UE (p. 1005)

~ 125

Vaiņode

EJL (p. 1372)

150–200

Zilupe

LV1 (p. 254)

12 September ~ 470
30 September ~ 800
July,
~ 80
September
September
200
End of
~ 400
September
3–17 October 533
Total:
~ 15,922–16,272

Jekabpils
Bauska

UE (p. 1006)
EJL (p. 93)

Limbaži

LV1 (p. pp. 194–195)

Ventspils

EJL (p. 1386)

Talsi

EJL (p. 1287)

Ventspils

EJL (p. 1386)

At the onset of the German occupation there lived approximately 34,600 Jews in
Riga,[114] 14,000 in Daugavpils, and some 6,500 in Liepāja, making for a total of
approximately 55,100, i.e. 7,057 less than the combined 1935 population,
suggesting an evacuation ratio of some 11%. If the estimate in the second
Stahlecker Report that 70,000 Latvian Jews had remained behind in the country is
correct, then there would have remained a mere 14,900 Jews outside of the three
main cities, out of the original 31,322, a reduction of more than 50%. One has to
consider, however, that at least some thousands of the Jews who found themselves
in Riga, Liepāja and Daugavpils in July 1941 were refugees from neighboring
provincial settlements. In Daugavpils the number of refugees in the city’s ghetto
must have numbered at least some 4,000 (assuming that the estimate of 14,000
ghetto inmates is reliable) considering the 1935 Jewish population (11,106) and the
city’s proximity to the Russian border.
One might argue that changes in population between 1935 and 1941 would make
the above estimates unreliable. This, however, is only partially correct. According
to demographer Mordechai Altshuler, the Jewish population decreased between
1935 and 1941 by some 3,080 persons due to net emigration and declining birth
rate reﬂected by aging of the population. Altshuler’s estimate should be considered
conservative, as by his own admission he does not take into account Jewish
emigration to countries other than Palestine and the United States, as well as
clandestine emigration to Palestine. It follows that the Latvian-Jewish population by
June 1941 amounted to 90,400 at the most.[115]
Is then Stahlecker’s estimate of 70,000 remaining Jews reliable? In a paper
presented in 2000 the two Latvian historians Edward Anders and Juris Dubrovskis
estimate that1,771 Latvian Jews had been deported to the Soviet interior shortly
prior to the outbreak of the war, on 14 June 1941, while another 11,000 Jews were
evacuated between 22 and 30 June (the latter ﬁgure includes retreating soldiers of
Jewish ethnicity). Both of the ﬁgures (totalling 12,771) are marked by the authors
as “uncertain”.[116] As Anders and Dubrovskis accept Altshuler’s estimate that the
Latvian-Jewish population had declined to 90,400 by mid-1941 they ﬁnd that some
88,600 Jews remained in Latvia after the deportations on 14 June. They admit,
however, that
“The number of Jews who ﬂed to the USSR is very poorly known.
Einsatzgruppe A ﬁgures for the number of Latvian Jews killed (63,238)
and still alive (3,750) by early 1942 total only 67,000, considerably less
than the 22 June 1941 population of about 88,600. (Actually, the numbers
alive were seriously underestimated, e.g. 350 rather than 1,050 for
Liepaja.) Some historians have tried to balance the numbers by assuming
that some 20,000 Latvian Jews ﬂed to the USSR. That is clearly too high:

in 1944, many Aktionen and Selektionen later, some 4,500 Jews were still
left for deportation to Stutthof, so the number in early 1942 probably was
8,000-9,000. That would allow for 12-13,000 refugees, or even fewer if
the Einsatzgruppe A total is too low. Indeed, in early 1946, long after
most refugees had been free to return to Latvia, only 8,000 Jews lived in
Latvia, of whom 3,400 were in Riga. As these included thousands of
Soviet Jews, the number of returnees can hardly have exceeded 6,000.
The death rate for refugees surely was no higher than that for deportees
(1/3), so it is unlikely that more than 10,000 had ﬂed in 1941.”[117]
The above argument rests on two dubious assumptions, namely 1) that the victim
ﬁgures found in the Einsatzgruppen reports are to be taken as more or less
reliable, and 2) that virtually all of the Jews residing in Latvia in 1946 declared
themselves as such in the census. Nevertheless, Anders and Dubrovskis conclude
that some 78,000 Latvian Jews remained under German control; of these some
70,000 were shot, 3,500 deported to Stutthof (near Danzig) in 1944, and 3,800
survived in Latvia in camps or in hiding (this makes for a total of 77,300, the
remaining 700 being unaccounted for).[118] Yitzhak Arad on the other hand
estimates the number of Latvian Jews remaining under German control at
74,000–75,000, implying a higher number of evacuees.[119] In his study The
Displacement of Population in Europe from 1943 the demography professor E.M.
Kulischer estimated the number of Jews evacuated from Latvia at some
15,000.[120]
There exist indications that the number of Jews who escaped or were evacuated
from Latvia far exceeded 12,771. In its issue for January–February 1942 the
Swedish-Jewish journal Judisk Krönika noted that
“According to Deutsche Zeitung im Ostland [an oﬀicial German
newspaper published in Riga] the Russians evacuated 30,000 Jews from
Lithuania, 24,000 Jews from Latvia and 1,000 Jews from Estonia at the
beginning of the German–Russian war.”[121]
If this information is correct, then there would have remained some (90,400 –
24,000 =) 66,400 Latvian Jews under German control, a ﬁgure lower than the
Stahlecker estimate. Assuming, however, that the evacuation estimate reportedly
given by the German newspaper was based on a subtraction of the estimated
number of remaining Jews from the 1935 census ﬁgure, then the number of
remaining Jews would be 69,479, i.e. virtually identical with the Stahlecker
estimate.
As for the number of Jews deported to the Russian interior just prior to the
outbreak of the war some witnesses mention ﬁgures considerably higher than
1,771. According to a book published in 1947 by Riga Jew Max Kaufmann some
5,000 Latvian Jews were deported by the Soviet authorities to the Russian interior
on 14 June 1941.[122] Israeli Holocaust historian Dov Levin informs us that the
number of people that the Soviets managed to arrest and deport amounted to
34,250. the nationalities of 20,000 of these forced deportees are known: 14,000
were Latvians, 5,000 Jews and the rest other minorities (mainly Poles).[123] If 25%
of the identiﬁed deportees were Jews, then it seems justiﬁable to assume that this
ratio applied also to the total number of deportees, which would mean that the
number of Jews deported by the Soviets in June 1941 may have amounted to some
(34,250 x 0.25 =) 8,562, rounded oﬀ downward to 8,500. The real number may

have been lower but may also have been slightly higher: Levin mentions estimates
of 10,000 or more.[124] The ﬁgure mentioned by Anders and Dubrovskis (1,771)
possibly refers to the deportations on 14 June 1941 alone, although as Levin points
out the deportations were carried out over a period of some weeks. It is clear that
the Anders-Dubrovskis ﬁgure of 78,000 remaining Jews must be reduced by (8,500
- 1,771 =) 6,729 to 71,271.
Andrew Ezergailis speaks of a “major ﬂight of Jews towards the interior of the
Soviet Union” following the German attack on the Soviet Union, while noting that
the estimates for the number of refugees to the USSR “vary from 10,000 to about
30,000”. This uncertainty, Ezergailis explains, is due to the fact that to this date no
documents have been found providing statistics on the evacuations.[125]
One must also consider the problem of the presence of Polish-Jewish refugees in
Latvia. According to the Polish Government-in-Exile and the Hebrew Immigrant Aid
Society (HIAS) some 30,000 Polish Jews ﬂed to Lithuania, Latvia, Hungary and
Romania following the German occupation of western Poland in 1939, of whom
approximately 11,000 went to the bordering Lithuania.[126] Other sources put the
number of refugees in the Vilnius region alone to some 14–15,000. [127] According
to E.M. Kulischer some 2,000 Polish refugees found their way to Latvia;
presumably the majority of these were Jews.[128] Due to the lack of more exact
sources we will assume that 1,500 Polish Jews reached Latvia. If as in Lithuania
37–47% of the refugees then left the country before June 1941[129] there would
have remained some 795–945 Polish Jews. As seen above, Anders and Dubrovskis
conservatively estimate that 12,771 out of 90,400 Latvian Jews, i.e. 14% were
deported or evacuated in June 1941. If this ratio applied also to the Polish-Jewish
refugees then there would have been 684-813 left of them under German control,
the median of which is 748, rounded oﬀ upward to 750. Based on the above
considerations we may conclude that there lived at the utmost some 73,000 Jews in
Latvia at the onset of the German occupation, which means that the Stahlecker
estimate of 70,000 Jews is roughly correct. I will, however, adjust my working
estimate of the number of Jews remaining behind in the provincial settlements
from 14,900 to 17,900.
4.4. Consequences of the geographic distribution of the reported Jewish
victims
Now, if only some 17,900 Jews remained behind in provincial Latvia at the
beginning of the German occupation, and if all these Jews were indeed wiped out
by units sorting under Einsatzgruppe A, then (35,238 - 17,900 = ) 17,338 of the
total given in the second Stahlecker Report must refer to the three cities of Riga,
Daugavpils and Liepāja. As seen above, the same three cities at the onset of the
occupation had a total of approximately 55,100 Jewish residents (approximately
34,600 Jews in Riga, some 14,000 in Daugavpils, and some 6,500 in Liepāja), while
in early 1942 a documented (4,358 + 962 + 864) 6,184 of these remained in the
same cities, a reduction of some (55,100 - 6,184 = ) 48,916.
Since the ﬁgure of 17,338 cannot contain the early July shooting by
Einsatzkommando 1b of 1,155 Jews in Daugavpils, the summer 1941 mass shooting
by EK 3 of 9,012 Jews in the same city as well as the massacre of 11,034 Jews in
the same city on 9 November, as reported by the second Stahlecker Report, in
addition to the more than 2,000 Riga Jews reported shot (1,155 + 9,012 + 11,034
+ 2,300 = 23,501) the only conclusion to be drawn from this statistical basis is that

all three Latvian massacres mentioned in the Stahlecker Report (Riga/Rumbula,
Liepāja, Daugavpils) must be considered as not counted in the second Stahlecker
Report’s total of 35,238. If added together, the victim ﬁgures of these three mass
shootings mentioned by Stahlecker amount to 41,184, or 40,184 if subtracting
1,000 Reich Jews possibly included in the 27,800 Rumbula ﬁgure. Now, if we add
these 40,184 to the 35,238 Einsatzgruppe A ﬁgure, the 500 reported pogrom
victims and the documented number of 6,184 survivors we arrive at a total of
82,106, that is, nearly 10,000 above the number of Jews estimated to have
remained in Latvia in its entirety at the beginning of the German occupation.
Clearly the statistics of the Stahlecker Reports do not hold up.
The ﬁrst Stahlecker Report contains another contradiction, as it states that 9,256
Jews had been executed in the Gebietskommissariat Dünaburg by Einsatzgruppe A
forces up until 15 October 1941. Yet the number of victims of the Latvian shootings
reported in the Jäger Report as carried out by a detachment of EK 3 in July–August
1941 (9,224), the shooting of 1,155 Daugavpils Jews by EK 1b in early July, and the
execution of at least 80 Rēzekne Jews, likewise in early July, add up to 10,459. In
addition to the ﬁgures found in the incident reports and the Jäger Report, more
than 3,000 Rēzekne Jews are alleged to have been murdered by Latvian “selfdefence units” in August 1941.[130] In another town in the Gebietskommissariat,
Ludza, some 800 Jews are alleged to have been murdered on 17 August 1941.[131]
The ﬁnal blow to the credibility of the Stahlecker statistics comes from a rarely
reproduced draft of the infamous “coﬀin map” attached to the second Stahlecker
Report.[132] The draft (Figure 4 below) consists of a more detailed map of the
Baltic states and Belarus to which text and ﬁgures have been added in pencil. To
the upper right is also found, likewise pencilled in, the table of executions from the
same report (although with the countries in diﬀerent order, starting with Estonia
instead of Lithuania). There are some small but interesting discrepancies between
the draft and the ﬁnal version:
• The victim ﬁgures are not placed within stylized pictures of coﬀins.
• The Vilnius ghetto (with the ﬁgure 15,000 faintly visible to its right) is struck
out in the draft but not in the ﬁnal version. The ghetto of Švenčionys in southeastern Lithuania is struck out neither in the draft nor in the ﬁnal version (and
also goes unmentioned in the report itself), despite the fact that it is
documented to have housed 566 Jews in August 1942,[133] i.e. a considerably
higher ﬁgure than was indicated for the Liepāja ghetto (300).
• The number of estimated remaining Jews in Weissruthenien was ﬁrst written
as 110,000, then struck out and replaced with the text found in the ﬁnal
version, which gives the ﬁgure as 128,000.
• The number of Jews remaining in Minsk is given as 18,000, whereas the ﬁnal
version carries no ﬁgure at all. In the report itself it is stated that “about 18
00 Jews” (“rund 18 00 Juden”) remained in the Minsk ghetto, excluding Reich
Jews deported there.[134] Since four-digit numbers are written in this way
neither in English nor in German it is clear that “18 00” should in fact read
“18,000” as on the draft map. According to Yitzhak Arad, however, “[b]etween
45,000 and 46,000 Jews remained in the [Minsk] ghetto” at the beginning of
December 1941,[135] whereas in March 1942 the Minsk ghetto, “the largest
in Belorussia, had a population of about 49,000 Jews, including the 7,000
brought there from the Reich”.[136] How was it possible for Stahlecker to
underestimate the number of remaining Minsk Jews by 27,000–28,000?
• The number of Jews shot in the border area between Lithuania and Germany

(East Prussia) – 5,502 – is struck out on the draft but not in the ﬁnal version.
• The Liepāja ghetto is struck out in the draft but absent in the ﬁnal version.
• Finally, and most importantly for us in this context, under the number of Jews
executed in Latvia – 35,238, the same as in the ﬁnal version– is written in
smaller letters “+ 28.000 (Höh. SS u. Pol.F.)” (cf. Figure 4 b). This in turn
appears to have been written over something else that was then erased.
Moreover it is clear that the ﬁrst digit in the 35,238 ﬁgure was initially a “2”,
which was then overwritten (rather than erased). In the table, on the other
hand, “35 238” appears to be the original ﬁgure.

Figure 4: Draft of the “coﬀin map” from the second Stahlecker Report.[137]

Illustration 4 b: Detail of the “coﬀin map” draft.
The ﬁnal discrepancy provides us with a key to the Stahlecker statistics pertaining
to the Jews of Latvia at the beginning of 1942. Their numbers and fates can
accordingly be summed up thus:
Jews shot by Einsatzgruppe A 35,238
Jews shot by the HSSPF
28,000
Jews killed in pogroms
500
Jews remaining in ghettos
3,750
Total:
67,488
The total here is obviously very close to the number of Jews estimated by
Stahlecker to have remained behind at the beginning of the occupation – 70,000.
The words “+ 28.000 (Höh. SS u. Pol.F.)” can only be taken to mean that the
Rumbula Massacre (whose victim ﬁgure is given as 27,800 in the report) alone is
ascribed to the Higher Leader of the Police and SS. From this follows that both of
the two other major post-15-October mass shootings (in Dauvapils and Liepāja in
November and December respectively) must fall under the account of
Einsatzgruppe A. However, if we deduct the victim ﬁgures reported by Stahlecker
for these two mass shootings from the Einsatzgruppe A total of executed Jews at
the end of the report period we get (35,238 – 13,384 = ) 21,854. But how then
could EG A and their Latvian helpers have killed 30,025 Jews in Latvia up until 15
October 1941, as stated in the ﬁrst Stahlecker Report, or “about 30,000 Jews” “up
until October 1941” as stated in the second report?
The matter gets even more bizarre when we consider that the Einsatzgruppe A
total for Lithuania indicated on the “coﬀin map” – 136,421 – is identical with the
number of Jews executed by EG A Einsatzkommando 3 in Lithuania according to a
telegram sent by Karl Jäger to the EG A headquarters in Riga on 9 February
1942,[138] which in turn is only slightly higher than the number of Jews listed in
the Jäger Report as executed up until 1 December 1941 (135,318).[139] The total
of executed Jews in the Jäger Report, however, includes not only 4,934 Reich Jews
deported to Kaunas and 3,031 Belorussian Jews shot near Minsk, but also the
already mentioned 9,224 Latvian Jews reportedly shot in Daugavpils, Dagda and
Kraslava in July and August 1941. But if the Jewish victim ﬁgure found in the Jäger
Report is contained in the 136,421 ﬁgure on the “coﬀin map”, then these 9,224
Latvian Jews have consequently been erroneously counted among those executed
in Lithuania. In turn this would mean that the second Stahlecker Report and the
“coﬀin map” accounts for a total of (67,488 + 9,224 =) 76,712 Latvian Jews –
considerably more than the 70,000 Jews estimated by Stahlecker to have been
remained in Latvia at the onset of the German occupation. Now, one might argue
that 76,712 is closer to our own estimate of some 73,000 Jews remaining in Latvia
(including refugees), but if we instead consider the actual number of Jews
remaining in the Latvian ghettos, rather than the number reported by Stahlecker,
this would bring the total of accounted-for Jews up to 79,146 Jews, making for a
surplus of some 6,000 Jews who simply should not be there.
The inevitable conclusion of the above examination is that the statistics found in
the Stahlecker Reports are not reliable, but are rather to be understood as
statistical fabrications, resulting from exaggerated numbers, bureaucratic
confusion, or possibly even from willful falsiﬁcation. This in turn raises the

question: if the Stahlecker Reports present unreliable statistics on the mass killings
of Baltic and Belorussian Jews, is it not then possible that at least some of the Jews
reported as exterminated did in fact meet an altogether diﬀerent fate?
To be continued.
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Uncle Sam, May I? | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

The US elections this past November 6 were dominated by a close presidential race whose
partisans, if not the candidates themselves, seemed to entertain mutually hostile visions of
how government should proceed into the future. As is the American custom, however,
myriad issues and candidates went before the electorate under the guise of “local” issues
on the same occasion and, in fact, on the same ballots. And inevitably, a few of these
contests were actually bellwethers of issues of not just national, but in fact global import.
Of these, the initiatives to legalize the possession and production of marijuana stands out,
not just in terms of its social/political/economic importance, but in the fact that in two
states—Colorado and Washington—the private growing and use of marijuana has been
decriminalized, at least so far as those two states’ law-enforcement apparatuses are
concerned.
The movement to legalize marijuana invites comparison with an American project of
almost a hundred years ago to prohibit the sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages,
while at the same time it illuminates a panoply of profound human-rights issues as well
the political maelstroms that occasionally arise in the ambit of the United States’
distinctive “federal” system of quaintly mischaracterized “sovereign states.”
It has been little noted that the impetus for Franklin D. Roosevelt’s famous emancipation
of America’s tipplers was driven by his government’s desperate need for revenues, these
having been deeply reduced by the ravages of the Depression that entered its third year in
FDR’s first year (1933) in office. Repeal (of Prohibition) had been pushed since
Prohibition’s first day by two groups, membership in both of which was claimed by many
of the so-called “Wets.” The first group, the smaller, held that regulation of what people
could ingest—or of alcohol, at any rate—was not a fit office of government; that people
should be free in this as well as all other respects in which their actions did not hurt
others. The numbers of this group became vastly greater as experience developed with the
extensive evils and destruction that attended the enforcement of Prohibition.

Prohibition agents destroying barrels of alcohol 1921\. Public Domain\. Wikipedia.org
The second group, far larger, even, than its considerable confessing membership, simply
wanted to be able to drink, and/or or to purvey drinks, without breaking the law. Those
advocating Prohibition, of course, likewise fell into disparate categories celebrated even
to the present day by contemporary analogies with the “Baptists and bootleggers” whose
incongruous alliance sustained Prohibition long after its insufferable costs became
apparent even to those who were happy if no drop of alcohol ever passed their lips.
But this battle, not unlike today’s prohibition of marijuana and other recreational drugs,
raged on endlessly until the federal government’s revenues were ravaged by the
Depression, and Prohibition tumbled as wheat before the scythe of the government’s
ravenous appetite for the people’s pelf. America’s federal system at that time displayed a
spectacle that it has manifested on a number of occasions: various states anticipated the
federal government’s Prohibition by voting themselves “dry” in considerable numbers
before the national drought struck in 1933. This pattern also appeared, among other times,
in states including women in their electorates before the 1920 Constitutional amendment
requiring all states to do so, and in states liberalizing permission for women to have
abortions prior to the 1973 Supreme Court decision striking down the laws in the laggard
states that still restricted abortion in ways the Court deemed contrary to the dictates of the
Constitution.
Today, in a tax-revenue context not unlike that of the early Thirties, it appears that
America's rambunctious states are leading the charge for repeal, a rolling-back of
America's long-standing War on Drugs that, compared with movement toward
prohibition, is like driving a vehicle in reverse compared with driving it forward. Or
perhaps even a tractor-trailer (truck). Or a ship—it's awkward, hazardous, and the driver's
ability to go exactly where he would like to is greatly impaired.
This labored analogy arises from the fact that federal law applies throughout every state,
including states that have vacated penalties on possession and use of marijuana from their
statute books. And the War on Drugs has been a federal (as well as state) war at least since
the Harrison Narcotics Tax Act of 1914. This means that possession and use of marijuana
continues to be (only) a federal crime in Colorado and Washington.

And this, in turn, augurs for stand-offs such as did not attend the repeal of Prohibition,
where sentiment for repeal seems to have been concentrated in cities, rather than having
the statewide appeal demonstrated in the two “free” states mentioned, as well as a number
of other states, notably California, in which production and use of marijuana is licensed
for certain “medical” purposes and remains under the control of the practitioners (chiefly
doctors) who currently are licensed to authorize the purchase of prescription drugs.
Although many states had their own Prohibitions, most predating the federal one, none of
these repealed its Prohibition prior to the federal repeal, and Prohibition remained the de
jure situation throughout all states, including those that had never prohibited alcohol in the
first place.

This is an official government document from the 1920s, a Medicinal Alcohol form. This
form was used during the American Prohibition to acquire prescription alcohol, usually
whiskey, for strictly medicinal purposes\. Public Domain\. Wikipedia.org
Today’s developments would not seem to presage an actual civil war between the federal
government and those who wish to banish the federal War on Drugs from their territories.
Armed confrontations between state and federal law-enforcement officers in the “free”
states have been mooted, though, as the analogy of backing up a tractor-trailer rig was
meant to illuminate, the specific directions this conflict may take seem very hard to
predict. Federal invasions of “free” states would seem hard to imagine, but the analogy
holds.
Federal Prohibition of alcohol was but 14 years old at its death, while the federal War on
Drugs is almost 100 years old at this point. The alcohol, pharmaceuticals, and
incarceration industries are fighting repeal tooth and nail, along with the "Baptists," who
continue to feel that the tragic destruction and injustice of the War on Drugs is still
justified to forfend the chaos that must arise if it is not waged with ever-mounting
ferocity.
And that’s the interesting thing about history: it keeps happening.

Unholy Pursuit: The Charles Zentai
Case in Australia
by Nigel Jackson

"‘Circumstantial evidence is a very tricky thing,’ answered Holmes
thoughtfully; ‘it may seem to point very straight to one thing, but if
you shift your own point of view a little, you may ﬁnd it pointing in an
equally uncompromising manner to something entirely diﬀerent. It
must be confessed, however, that the case looks exceedingly grave
against the young man, and it is very possible that he is indeed the
culprit.’" —"The Boscombe Valley Mystery" by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

The Background
The current pursuit of alleged Nazi war criminals was enabled in
Australia by the amendment of the War Crimes Act in 1988. Public
pressure to enable such a campaign had been stimulated by various
factors, including claims about the imminent deportation from
Australia of an alleged Nazi war criminal, a Latvian named Konrad
Kalejs, and a well-publicised Australian Broadcasting Corporation
radio series produced by a collaboration between Mark Aarons (an
ABC [Australian Broadcasting Corporation] producer and a
longstanding associate of the Sydney communist community) and John
Loftus (a disaﬀected former member of the US Oﬀice for Special
Investigations).[1]
As Professor Robert Manne, a prominent Australian intellectual and a
Jew, noted,[2] the issue thus raised became the subject of a
government inquiry in 1986 under Mr Andrew Menzies, the resulting
report being used as the basis of proposed new legislation in the form
of an amendment to the 1945 legislation establishing a military
tribunal to try Japanese war criminals. Menzies ‘examined allegations
against two hundred people who had allegedly committed war crimes
and were living in Australia….. (he) put aside a number of allegations
because they were too vague or because there was insuﬀicient
connection between the alleged events and the person concerned or
the crime was not serious enough. His list was reduced to some
seventy people.’[3] There is a reasonable presumption that Menzies
was chosen for the job because he could be depended upon to produce
a report consonant with the Australian Government’s wishes; and it
was convenient that he had a surname comforting to Australian
conservatives because of the famous Liberal prime minister, Sir Robert
Menzies. In my view the Menzies Report failed to ﬁnd adequate
justiﬁcation for the holding of the desired trials. It relied on the
tainted precedent of the Nuremberg and other post-World War Two
trials, and on popular opinions.

Manne bravely pointed out that ‘the momentum’ for the campaign
‘seems to have been generated by… the Oﬀice of Special
Investigations, the Simon Wiesenthal Centre and the World Jewish
Congress.’[4] In short, there was no demand for the campaign from
the Australian people themselves.
After an intense debate in the nation’s public forums, during which the
proposed legislation was opposed by many of Australia’s judges and
lawyers, the amendment was made law by the federal Parliament,
since it enjoyed the support of the then Government, led by Australian
Labour Party prime minister Bob Hawke, which had a majority in both
the House of Representatives and the Senate.
This decision went against the advice in 1961 of the then Acting
Minister for External Aﬀairs, Sir Garﬁeld Barwick QC, to the eﬀect
that the time had come to close the chapter on war crimes relating to
World War Two.[5] It also went against the joint decision in 1963 by
the Australian Government and the opposition that, legally speaking,
the question of Nazi war crimes should be drawn to a close.[6]
The Hawke government seemed over-zealous in its devotion to the
cause. Thus, in 1987, well before the amendment bill had been passed
in the Parliament, the man who became head of the nation’s war
crimes unit, Robert F. Greenwood QC, was travelling overseas to
negotiate agreements about the provision of evidence by the Soviet
Union and the communist governments in Hungary and Yugoslavia![7]
A challenge to the legislation was later made in the Australian High
Court.[8] It was narrowly lost in August 1991 by a 4-3 decision. This
enabled cases to be brought against three suspects. Ivan Polyukhovich
went on trial on 28 October of that year and was found not guilty in
May 1993. The charges against Heinrich Wagner were later withdrawn
‘because of ill health’. A third case against Mikolay Berezowsky was
withdrawn because there was ‘insuﬀicient evidence for a trial.’[9] The
farcical nature of some stages in these legal proceedings was
exempliﬁed by an incident during the ﬁrst stages of the prosecution of
Berezowsky. "A 78 year-old witness was asked to identify the accused.
Instead of doing so, the witness conﬁdently put his glasses on and
pointed to a 76 year-old Texan lawyer, Mr Robert Caswell, who was
seated in the public gallery about ten yards from Berezowsky!"[10]
No wonder, then, that one of the public protesters against these trials
had been, in November 1991, Sir Walter Crocker, a former Lieutenant
Governor of South Australia for nine years and, before that, an
Australian ambassador for nearly twenty years. Sir Walter issued an
important statement at the time, in which he said, inter alia: ‘Our
Federal Government, in spite of including a number of men of
undoubted integrity and ability, has agreed to the trial [of
Polyukhovich] through giving in to the pressures of a lobby that
represents very few Australians and no Australian interests, but which
is buttressed with great wealth, with exceptional self-centred
persistence, and with ruthless cleverness. A connected lobby has been
operating with similar eﬀects in England and France. Its propaganda,
accepted by large segments of the mass media, has confused and

misled Australians, even those normally well informed.
"…This and related trials are not driven by justice but by
hatred and revenge….. The events took place half a century
ago. The nature of evidence available is dubious. That is why
the great majority of names on the lobby’s original lists have,
on legal advice, been dropped by the Government….. The
accused committed no crimes in Australia during their years
here….. The accused committed no crimes against
Australians anywhere….. The spirit of hatred and revenge
unleashed by the trials can poison and destabilise nations as
well as persons."[11]
The campaign had ended in ﬁasco. Its promoters then turned to a
second strategy. In 1988 Professor Manne had commented that one
way of dealing with alleged Nazi war criminals would be deportation
to the Soviet Union. ‘This,’ he said, ‘would be legally proper in a sense,
but would mean the impossibility of a fair trial and their death. For the
reasons given by Senator Cooney, this is impossible.’[12]
Despite this, the relevant lobby, apparently determined to ensure that
Australia played its part in their scheme, turned in subsequent years
to the diﬀerent approach of extradition. Australian justice had proved
itself to be too protective of the rights of those accused. It seemed
better, then, to turn to the US model. Get the suspects deported to
some Eastern European nation where the style of justice was rather
diﬀerent and successful prosecutions thus more likely. To facilitate
this, over the next two decades Australian extradition law was
changed and agreements for extradition signed with various relevant
nations. The attack was then renewed in Australia. Some of the
suspects, like Kalejs, died before they could be deported. But Charles
Zentai has lived on into his nineties and is now the prime target. At the
time of writing (31 July 2012) his case is before the High Court. If he
loses it, the Australian Government will have the ﬁnal say over
whether or not he should be deported to Hungary. It is time to turn to
his story.

The Accusations
The chief pursuer of Charles Zentai is Dr Efraim Zuroﬀ, director of the
Jerusalem-based Simon Wiesenthal Centre. He provided a summary of
the case against Zentai in 2007.[13] Zuroﬀ explained that the Centre
had launched ‘Operation Last Chance’, a ﬁnal attempt to bring Nazi
war criminals to justice, in Hungary on 13 July 2004. Zuroﬀ explained
how this project, which included the oﬀering of money for information,
brought attention to Zentai: ‘Local Holocaust scholar Laszlo Karsai
sent me a letter from Adam Balazs, an elderly Holocaust survivor
living in Budapest, with about two dozen yellowing pages that clearly
were copies of witness statements from 1948. According to Karsai’s
cover letter, Adam Balazs had “a lot of ﬁrst-hand documents proving
that his brother Peter Balazs was killed by Karoly [later Charles]
Zentai.

Chief pursuer of Charles Zentai is Efraim Zuroﬀ, director of the Simon
Wiesenthal Centre (2007).
Arikb at the Hebrew language Wikipedia [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org
/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], from Wikimedia Commons
‘What emerged from the testimonies was that in the fall of
1944, Karoly Zentai, an oﬀicer in the Hungarian Army
serving in Budapest, would frequently go on manhunts for
Jews, who were taken to his army barracks where they were
severely beaten. On 8 November 1944 Zentai, while riding in
a streetcar, identiﬁed 18 year-old Peter Balazs as a Jew who
was not wearing the requisite yellow star. He forced Peter
Balazs oﬀ the streetcar and took him to his barracks at
Arena Street 51. There, together with two fellow-oﬀicers
accomplices, Bela Mader and Lajos Nagy, he beat the Jewish
teenager to death. Later, together with the latter, he
weighted the body down with rocks and threw it into the
Danube River. After the war, Mader was sentenced to life
imprisonment and Nagy to death for war crimes; and, in the
course of the latter’s trial, Zentai’s role in the murder of
Peter Balazs was revealed."
Further information of the case against Zentai comes from Gyorgy
Vamos.[14] This commentator stated that he had spent several months
sifting through the surviving records of the Budapest People’s
Court.[15]
Vamos wrote: "In the autumn of 1944 the army unit in which Karoly
Zentai was a junior oﬀicer was housed at 51 Arena Avenue. After the

Hungarian equivalent of the Nazi Party, the Arrow Cross, assumed
power in October of that year, Budapest’s residents lived in terror.
Jews who ventured on to the streets risked their lives. Members of the
army and the Arrow Cross stopped people on a whim and demanded
that they prove their identity. Those whose papers were not
considered to be in order were detained by army units and taken to
the Arena Avenue barracks, where – under the guise of interrogation they were beaten mercilessly."
After the war, several witnesses testiﬁed that in early November 1944
a young man was beaten to death at the barracks. Peter Balazs, a
young Jewish man, had been drafted for forced-labour service in April
1944, but did not show up at the appointed place and time. Instead he
lived in Budapest using false (Christian) identity papers. On 8
November 1944 he left home and disappeared.
"Peter’s father, Dezso, a lawyer from the outlying suburb of
Budafok, subsequently spoke to one of the witnesses who
claimed that a young man had been killed by the army at
around this time. In April 1948 Dezso Balazs oﬀicially
accused Karoly Zentai of involvement in his son’s
murder….."
"Dezso Balazs [testiﬁed]: 'Zentai knew that my son visited
the Union Construction Workers and that he took part in the
resistance movement. He mentioned a number of times to
his fellow oﬀicers that he would like to get hold of my son.’"
Vamos listed a number of others who testiﬁed against Zentai before
the People’s Court in 1948. These included Janos Mahr (a soldier in
the unit), although there is some doubt as to whether or not he
speciﬁcally implicated Zentai. Others were Nagy, Mader, Miklos
Polonyi (another unit member), Imre Zoltan (a Jewish forced-labourer)
and Sergeant Jozsef Monori (who stated that he arranged the
transport to the Danube for the murderers and the body).
More light on the case against Zentai was cast by David Weber of the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation in 2010.[16] Weber explained
how the Soviet Army ‘was driving across Hungary’ at the time,
‘crushing German resistance. By November, the Soviets were in the
suburbs of the capital. The transport unit [Zentai’s] was ordered out of
the city, possibly as a means to save Hungarian troops, their families
and their equipment from obliteration…..
"After the war, the regime in Hungary set about charging
and convicting those who’d persecuted or killed Jewish
people….. "
"Statements from Mader and Nagy reportedly prompted the
Hungarian authorities to ask for Zentai – then in the
American zone in Germany – to be sent back….. It’s not
known why Zentai was not extradited to Hungary then…..
There’s no evidence that Zentai knew of the request from
Hungary, or of the accusations against him….. Zentai has

never directly been accused of being a member of the Nazi
Party or any Hungarian aﬀiliate."
Vamos pointed out that, when Mader and Nagy were called to account
for the killing, no proof of their alleged action was found. Presumably
this means that the body was never found.
In summary, Zentai stands charged with a speciﬁc act of murder,
understood as a war crime in the overall context of the Holocaust, and
with other non-speciﬁed acts of violence against Jews.
Without at this stage considering the veracity or otherwise of the case
against Zentai, we can note that it is credible and makes sense; and
we can feel sympathy and admiration for a father and a brother who
may well have laboured hard and sincerely to obtain what they
believed was justice in connection with their lost relative.

The Proceedings
In 2005 the Hungarian Government sought to have Zentai extradited
from Australia to Hungary. In March of that year a Hungarian military
tribunal issued an international warrant for Zentai’s arrest. Australian
Justice Minister Chris Ellison, a member of the then Liberal-National
Coalition government, signed the request.[17] On 8 July Zentai was
arrested by the Australian Federal Police to await an extradition
hearing.[18]
In 2006 Perth magistrate Wayne Tarr rejected an attempt by Zentai to
alter his bail conditions for reasons of poor health. A Federal Court bid
to have the extradition quashed was scheduled to be heard on 28 July
of that year.[19] On 29 July The Australian reported on a joint
challenge by Zentai and another litigant ﬁghting extradition to Ireland
over fraud charges. ‘Lawyers for Zentai claimed that magistrates do
not have the constitutional power to hear extradition applications.
Barrister Dr Steven Churches argued that magistrates had no standing
in international law and were not legally equipped under the
Constitution to make decisions on behalf of the Commonwealth of
Australia.’[20] On 12 September Judge Antony Siopis of the Federal
Court ruled that Zentai must face an extradition hearing in Perth
Magistrates Court on 22 September, when a hearing date could be
set.[21]
Zentai and his co-litigant appealed the decision of Judge Siopis to the
full bench of the Federal Court. Zentai’s lawyers argued that his health
was too poor to justify extradition. They said that the role of hearing
extraditions was not the responsibility of a magistrate because the
state government did not assent to it. The republics of Ireland and
Hungary claimed that magistrates do have the right to hear
extradition proceedings because their posts make them persona
designata. On 16 April 2007 Zentai’s appeal was dismissed, the result
being announced by Justice Brian Tamberlin. [22]
The High Court on 3 September granted Zentai special leave to appeal
to it. Earlier he had failed to avoid extradition proceedings while his

appeal went to the High Court. Prosecutor Pauline Cust had argued
that the warrant for Zentai’s arrest had been issued in 2005 and that
proceedings should no longer be delayed. Magistrate Graeme Calder
agreed and adjourned the matter until 7 August. However, on 25
September Perth magistrate Steven Heath put oﬀ until February 2008
a decision on Zentai’s extradition hearing date, pending the result of
his High Court challenge.[23 ]
The challenge was lost on 23 April 2008 by a majority of six to one.
Zentai on this occasion had been joined with two other litigants. The
trio had argued that extradition law was invalid because it involved a
‘constitutionally impermissible’ attempt by the Commonwealth to
impose a duty upon magistrates as holders of a statutory oﬀice. But
the High Court found the law did not impose a duty on magistrates. ‘It
conferred a power which, under the Crimes Act, the state magistrates
were not obliged to accept.’ Zentai’s extradition case was now to be
heard in court in Perth on 12 August.[24]
The date was later changed to 18 August, on which date Zentai was to
face a three-day extradition hearing before Magistrate Barbara Lane.
If she decided Zentai should be extradited, his only avenue of appeal
would be to the ALP Government’s Home Aﬀairs Minister Bob Debus.
There were several grounds on which the minister could prevent an
extradition, including health or humanitarian issues.[25] Michael
Corboy SC, acting for Hungary, told the court on 18 August that the
extradition was an administrative process and that the Federal
Attorney General would make the ﬁnal decision.[26] Zentai’s lawyers
told the magistrate that the legislation under which their client had
been charged was not valid at the time of the alleged oﬀence. Zentai
had been charged under the wrong legislation. Grant Donaldson SC
said that, although the 1878 Hungarian Criminal Code was valid at the
time, Zentai had been arrested under legislation that did not come into
eﬀect until 1945, a year after the alleged oﬀence. Commonwealth
prosecutor Michael Corboy SC said that, under extradition
proceedings, the magistrate was not permitted to delve into foreign
law. He said that whether the legislation was valid was a matter for
the Federal Attorney General.[27]
In August 2008 Magistrate Barbara Lane ruled that Zentai had
satisﬁed administrative requirements for extradition. The alleged
crime must be punishable by more than one year in prison, it must be
an oﬀence under the laws of both countries, and the charges must not
be politically motivated. [These were the criteria for extradition
according to a bilateral treaty signed by Australia and Hungary in
1997.][28]
Zentai appealed against this ruling to the Federal Court. On 30 March
2009 Federal Court Judge John Gilmour ruled that Zentai was eligible
for extradition and that Magistrate Barbara Lane had been correct to
rule that he could be sent to Hungary. In response to the argument
that the extradition could not proceed because the charge Zentai was
facing was not an oﬀence at the time it was allegedly committed,
Grant Donaldson SC had replied that under the extradition treaty
between Hungary and Australia, the law could be applied

retrospectively.[29]
Zentai decided to appeal to the full bench of the Federal Court. On 8
October 2009 he lost this appeal, but was granted a stay of fourteen
days on the execution of the extradition warrant. [30] Zentai’s legal
team now had to consider whether to seek leave to appeal to the High
Court. According to Ernie Steiner, his son, Zentai had already faced
legal bills of more than $200,000. The ﬁnal say on Zentai’s surrender
would now be made by Home Aﬀairs Minister Brendan O’Connor, to
whom Zentai’s family had already made lengthy submissions. [31]
Zentai decided not to seek leave to appeal to the High Court and
surrendered himself to the Australian Federal Police and
imprisonment. [32] On 12 November 2009 the Australian Government
approved Zentai’s extradition to Hungary, making this the ﬁrst case in
which that government had approved of extraditing any Nazi
suspect.[33] O’Connor conﬁrmed that the Government would not
intervene to overturn the Federal Court ruling that Zentai could be
extradited. Subject to any legal challenge, Hungarian authorities had
two months to arrange the extradition. Zentai had spent the past three
weeks in gaol. O’Connor said that the decision to approve extradition
was not an indication of Zentai’s guilt or innocence. ‘It was about
deciding whether or not Zentai should be surrendered to Hungary in
accordance with Australia’s extradition legislation and its international
obligations,’ [34] Zentai’s lawyers had argued that he should not be
extradited because of his ill health, because he would not receive a
fair trial and because witness statements were tainted. [35]
Zentai decided to appeal the Australian Government’s decision to the
Federal Court. Hungary stated that it would wait until all Zentai’s
appeals were exhausted before taking any further steps on the
extradition. Zentai was granted bail on 16 December 2009, ending two
months in custody, during which he was locked up for ﬁfteen hours
minimum each day.[36]
Early in 2010 there came the dramatic news that a leading Perth
barrister, Malcolm McCusker QC, had taken up Zentai’s ﬁght for no
fee. ‘His ﬁrst task will be to argue to the Federal Court for access to
the unedited documents on which Home Aﬀairs Minister Brendan
O’Connor based his November 2009 extradition ruling in the case.’
The Minister’s oﬀice had told Zentai the departmental documents
could not be completely released due to legal professional privilege.
Zentai’s legal team had only an edited version of the sixty-page
document. ‘We need to at least know what the reason was behind the
Minister’s decision,’ said McCusker. ‘They’re refusing to give it to us…
so much for open government!’ McCusker said that grounds for appeal
could be that there is no basis to extradite for questioning, and that it
would be unfair because there were no living witnesses who could
testify.[37]
In February Zentai asked the Australian Human Rights Commission to
help stop the extradition. His lawyer wanted the Commission to
intervene in the coming legal challenge to be heard in the Federal
Court in late March.[38] In asking the Commission President,
Catherine Branson, to intervene, lawyer Denis Barich argued that the

Zentai case qualiﬁed as a discrimination and human rights issue
because of the need of Hungary to ensure it could provide for a fair
trial. The Commission could investigate whether any trial might be
jeopardised by the absence of any relevant witnesses and whether a
trial could also be prejudiced by Zentai’s political leanings or
nationality. The application also questioned whether possible coercion
or torture were grounds for investigating statements made to
Hungarian authorities in the late 1940’s which could be used against
Zentai. Barich said that the Commission could assist the courts and
help Zentai pay for his ﬁght against extradition. Barich sought the
Commission’s intervention on the basis that ‘the applicant is a
pensioner without legal aid who is not in a ﬁnancial position to aﬀord
the numerous human rights documents and authorities that the case
requires.’[39]
During the appeal hearing the Government lawyer, Jeremy Allanson
SC, insisted that O’Connor’s decision was in accordance with
Australia’s extradition treaty with Hungary. ‘This is a matter of
international obligation. It’s a matter of Australia being consistent
with the treaty.’ Zentai was appealing to the Court to either quash
O’Connor’s decision or refer his case back to the Minister so that
discretionary factors such as his nationality and age could be
considered. Allanson responded that O’Connor had already been told
[before making his decision] of these matters and that Zentai was an
Australian citizen with a ‘meaningful connection’ to Australia. [Zentai
had migrated to Australia in 1950.][40]
At this point Zentai experienced a dramatic change of fortune. On 2
July he won his appeal. Federal Court Judge Neil McKerracher found
that Zentai was not liable for extradition and that it was beyond
O’Connor’s jurisdiction to make the order. The Judge said the Minister
had failed to consider whether it would be ‘oppressive and
incompatible with humanitarian considerations’ to extradite Zentai,
given his age, ill health and the potential severity of the
punishment.[41] The Judge also found that war crime was not a
‘qualifying extradition oﬀence.’ [42] Additional ﬁndings concerned the
unreliability of the allegations against him, the diﬀiculty in obtaining a
conviction and the fact that Zentai had not actually been formally
accused or charged with a crime.[43]
The Australian Government indicated that it would need time to decide
whether there were legal grounds for appealing Judge McKerracher’s
decision. Some months went by and on 10 December 2010 the Judge
noted that if no appeal had been received by 24 January 2011, Zentai
should be considered a free man and released from bail. He also
awarded costs to Zentai related to his 2 July decision.
Many of the minority of Australians who had followed this case were
no doubt hopeful that reason and justice had ﬁnally prevailed.
However, on 4 January 2011 O’Connor did launch an appeal.[44]
McCusker, now an Australian of the Year nominee, said that he was
appalled by the Government’s determination to extradite one of its
own citizens for unfounded war crime allegations. He pointed out that
in the past the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions had

looked at all the evidence and determined there was no case to be
answered. ‘You have to question… what’s motivating the Government
to do this.’ [45]
There was a two-day hearing of the appeal before Interstate Federal
Court judges Anthony North, Christopher Jessup and Anthony Besanko
on 16 and 17 May 2011. Zentai could not appear in court after
suﬀering a stroke. (He had also suﬀered a stroke in 2010.) [46] Peter
Johnston, a lawyer for Zentai, stated that O’Connor might have been
misled by false information when he approved the extradition. In fact,
Zentai’s change of family name from Steiner to Zentai had occurred
when Zentai was only thirteen. Zentai’s legal team also claimed that
the Hungarian authorities appeared to have no live witnesses for
cross-examination in any case that might be taken against Zentai, this
meaning that a fair trial was impossible. However, Government lawyer
Stephen Lloyd said that those authorities had given an assurance that
any trial would be fair and that it was not a safe assumption they had
no witnesses. ‘Hungarian authorities have their own material… they
don’t have to tell us.’ He said it was clear that criminal proceedings
were under way in Hungary against Zentai and that it was not just a
preliminary investigation, as Judge McKerracher had concluded. [This,
however, appears to have marked a change of position made very
recently by Hungary, presumably to give them a better chance of
obtaining the extradition.] Lloyd added that the Hungarian authorities
did not have to send oﬀicers to Australia to question Zentai, as they
"wanted to execute their own criminal procedures as they see ﬁt." [
]47
Throughout this protracted legal process over six years Zentai had
always denied pulling Peter Balazs from a tram in Budapest and in
taking part in the beating that led to his death. [48]
On 16 August 2011 the Federal Court judges announced that they
upheld parts of the challenge but dismissed most of the arguments.
Peter Johnston, acting for Zentai, said that O’Connor now must
determine what constituted a ‘war crime’ before the case could
continue. Zentai could lodge a further appeal in the High Court. A
spokeswoman from O’Connor’s oﬀice noted that the Court had in fact
upheld two of the three grounds on which the Government had
appealed. The one matter it did not agree with was that the oﬀence
should come under Australia and Hungary’s extradition
agreement.[49]
Zentai’s case is currently, as of 31 July, before the High Court. On 28
March 2012 the Government told the court that it should be allowed to
extradite Zentai to Hungary, despite war crimes not being an oﬀence
in Hungary at the time of the alleged actions. Zentai’s counsel,
Geoﬀrey Kennett SC, said that if Zentai could have been charged with
murder under 1944 law, that oﬀence should have been listed on the
extradition warrant.[50]
As a postscript, the following information about proceedings in
Hungary after World War Two may be noted.

Bela Mader was extradited to Hungary by the American Army in 1945.
On 21 March 1946 he was sentenced to forced labour for life, but was
released in September 1956. Lajos Nagy was accused when he
returned from captivity in Russia in mid-1947. He was sentenced to
death on 26 February 1948 for several crimes, including Balazs’s
murder, but this was later commuted to forced labour for life. Nagy
left Hungary at the end of 1956.[51] The anti-communist uprising in
Hungary of 1956 appears to have had favourable repercussions for
both men. On 21 April 1948 the public prosecutor requested that the
Budapest People’s Court issue an arrest warrant for Zentai, alleging
his involvement in war crimes and stating that he was in the American
zone of Germany. The court issued the warrant on 29 April and
requested that the Minister of Justice arrange Zentai’s extradition. On
20 May the ministry announced that this had been undertaken through
diplomatic channels, but the extradition never occurred. It is not
known why. [52]

The Case against Zentai
The case against Zentai appears to rest almost, if not entirely, upon
documentary evidence, most of it coming from the communist-run
People’s Court in 1948. ‘Evidence hidden in long-forgotten archives in
Budapest indicts Zentai as the sole surviving suspect in this killing [of
Peter Balazs].’[53] Vamos points out that the information Dezso Balazs
had acquired ‘was detailed, right down to the presence of six Jewish
forced labourers at the barracks.’[54] Vamos also addresses the claim
by Zentai that he had already left Budapest the day before on 7
November 1944: "This is unlikely, as a soldier usually leaves his unit
only if he is transferred or goes absent without leave. Zentai has not
claimed that either situation applied….. Unit member Sandor Lippkai
stated that they left some time between 10 and 15 November.
According to yet another, Laszlo Moricz, the unit moved to Hanta on
11 November."[55]
The various witness statements appear largely, if not wholly, to
support each other. Vamos reports: ‘Some of the witnesses in the
Mader and Nagy cases served in their unit, while others were Jews
they had arrested. The testimonies coincide in some areas, and in
others are complementary. They demonstrate that the unit regularly
patrolled Budapest, checking people’s identities and arresting and
beating suspects.’[56]
Vamos brings forward a number of the key testimonies, as follows. In
February 1948 another unit member, Miklos Polonyi, testiﬁed that…
Nagy had boasted about the operations….. ‘He also mentioned that
one person, whom they had beaten to death, had been thrown into the
Danube. He said he had someone helping him: Zentai.’….. In 1947
Nagy recalled a 17 or 18 year-old Jewish boy who had been brought in
by Zentai and who was the son of a lawyer or physician from
Budafok….. Mader, the unit’s commanding oﬀicer, made two
statements about the Balazs killing, the ﬁrst on 22 March 1948: ‘As far
as I know… Zentai, too, had an active role in the case of the young
man who was beaten to death….. when I arrived at the oﬀice and this
young man was already lying dying on the ﬂoor, Zentai was present

together with Nagy, and he was checking the dying man’s pulse… it
was Zentai who told me that he had arrested this young man in the
street and had brought him to the barracks.’ Subsequently Mader
claimed that he had gone home to his family at around 4pm on that
day. ‘Of the company oﬀcers only Zentai stayed on….. I returned to the
barracks only at 11pm….. Zentai and Nagy were also there….. I then
caught sight of a man who was lying on the ﬂoor and rattled.’
Imre Zoltan, a forced labourer, recalled being taken… to the unit’s
oﬀice, where Mader, Nagy and Zentai were present….. according to
his account, Mader called the rattling sounds of the dying man
‘music’….. Sergeant Jozsef Monori stated that ‘Nagy and Zentai
brought out a dead body….. During the ride [to the Danube] they
discussed that they shouldn’t have hit the boy as hard as they had…..
they took the dead body and threw it in the Danube.’ Janos Mahr
identiﬁed ‘the young man who had been brought in and who had been
maltreated by Nagy and Mader’ as Peter Balazs. Mahr’s statement
includes Zentai’s name in several places, but wherever the name
appears, the letter X has been repeatedly typed over it. Vamos thinks
this may mean that Zentai’s name was mentioned at Mahr’s
interrogation, but that Mahr did not remember him.[57]
Zuroﬀ has claimed that ‘witnesses’ will prove that Zentai was in
Budapest at the relevant time.[58]
Aarons has asserted in an opinion article in The Australian that ‘the
case against Zentai… indicates that he took part in the systematic
persecution of Jews….. The Australian’s investigation of Zentai in 2005
uncovered evidence that he had been involved in systematically
rounding up and torturing Jews. The evidence included the testimony
of witness Jakob Mermelstein.’[59]
Overall it is my view that a prima facie case does exist against Zentai.
There is a reasonable degree of probability, but not certainty, that it is
true.

The Case for Zentai
There are two senses in which one can refer to the case for Zentai.
The ﬁrst concerns whether or not he is innocent of the charges that
have been levelled against him. The second concerns whether or not
he should be extradited to Hungary and required to face a trial there.
In my view it is impossible at this date to determine beyond all doubt
whether Zentai is or is not guilty. No court, whether in Australia or
Hungary, can do that. Too long a period has elapsed since the alleged
actions; and there is inadequate opportunity for full and complete
research into documents and questioning of witnesses. From the point
of view of British and Australian law, however, he must be granted the
presumption of innocence. His pursuers appear to be so convinced
that he is guilty that they overlook a number of important aspects of
the present situation.
There are many arguments against the proposal that he be extradited
to face trial. Taken as a whole they seem to me to amount to an

overwhelming case that he should be released from custody and
allowed to pass his remaining years in Perth, in freedom, and with his
family around him. If he really is guilty, then the matter should now be
left in the hands of the Almighty.
Zentai, now ninety, is too old for it to be ethically right and humane to
place him on trial, especially considering the complex nature of the
issues, the fact that he would be removed from his family and their
support and the fact that the trial would occur in a language he has
not used as his ﬁrst language for many decades. Critics might argue:
at what age, then, do we draw the line? I am inclined to suggest that
retiring age might be a good yardstick, particularly if we take it to be
seventy rather than the sixty-ﬁve nominated by Bismarck, because of
the increased life expectancy that people now have compared to a
century ago.
People are fairly frail at eighty, very frail at ninety. Nonagenarians do
not have the nervous strength and resilience to cope with protracted
legal proceedings.
Zentai’s health is also poor. In 2007 it was reported that he had
become ‘too frail to prepare his meals’ and had ‘been admitted to
hospital twice in the past month with heart problems’ according to his
children. He was said to be unsteady on his feet.[60] In 2009 he was
reported to suﬀer from ‘an irregular heart condition called
symptomatic paroxysmal atrial ﬁbrillation’.[61] In 2011 the news came
that he had had a second stroke on 13 May, having had an earlier one
in 2010.[62] Some doubt must remain about the exact state of Zentai’s
health, as it is reasonable to suppose that he and his family would tend
to paint as black a picture as possible. However, from what has been
reported so far, a very strong presumption exists that it would be
seriously inhumane to send a man as old as this for trial, given he has
ill health.
Just as the most serious evidence against Zentai is witness statements
from communist-run courts in Hungary in 1947 and 1948, so the most
important argument in his favour is that such statements may be
tainted and thus unable to be fairly relied upon. Vamos touched brieﬂy
on this in his article: ‘The witness testimonies relating to the case
should be treated with care. Evaluating statements made sixty years
ago to the police, the Department of Military Politics and the People’s
Court is complex – not least because most witnesses are now dead.
Also there were unusual circumstances in the Hungary of the late
1940’s, where the communist-dominated government placed
considerable store on “social justice” – and established special
procedures in which emotions played a signiﬁcant part. Furthermore,
the interrogators, investigators and prosecutors were largely under
communist control. They were frequently manipulated for partypolitical purposes.’[63] Concerning certain testimony by Nagy, Vamos
notes that this witness ‘was already imprisoned and awaiting trial.
Subsequently, Nagy stated that he had given his testimony in
accordance with the interrogator’s wishes, because he wanted to get
away and had been promised contact with his family.’[64]

In its edition of 14-15 May 2005 The Australian claimed that it was
publishing documents which established that Zentai ‘was living in
Budapest’ at the time of the alleged murder. However, close scrutiny of
the reproduced material showed that it merely tended to indicate that
he was in Hungary until March 1945.
One of the most profound political commentators in Australia in the
second half of the Twentieth Century was the Catholic anti-communist
B. A. Santamaria, president of the National Civic Council, a man so
highly respected in conservative quarters that the then prime minister,
John Howard, made a special trip to his deathbed in 1998. Santamaria,
during the controversy over ‘Nazi war crimes’ in the 1980’s and
1990’s was emphatic that evidence emanating from the Soviet Union
or its satellites, one of which was Hungary, could not and should not
be trusted in any trials.
Count Nikolai Tolstoy in 1988 asserted that ‘the validation of evidence
emanating from the Soviet Union requires not merely authentication
of speciﬁc documents or assessment of the reliability of individual
witnesses, but also a deep understanding of Soviet history and
government such as is possessed by few jurists.’[65]
Manne was even more scathing about communist jurisprudence:
‘Soviet rules of procedure….. have included threats to witnesses…..
defense counsels have had their cross-examinations severely curtailed
by the Soviet procurator in charge of proceedings….. the
atmosphere… is said to be intimidatory towards witnesses…..
witnesses have been prompted by the Soviet procurator in giving
answers to critical questions….. [there is at times] no means available
for defense counsel to check the identity of witnesses….. [as regards]
documents… on several occasions courts have been presented with
photocopies and not originals for testing….. forensic experts for the
defense have not been allowed to conduct full investigations on the
documents….. access to Soviet archives has been refused. The Soviet
Union routinely passes on only the documentary evidence it
chooses….. KGB forgery [involves]….. an unending production of
disinformation documents.’[66]
Shortly after World War Two, in 1948, a British jurist (and former
member of the British Union of Fascists), F. J. P. Veale, published a
profound study of the war crimes controversy, Advance to Barbarism.
This, together with his subsequent book, Crimes Discreetly Veiled, was
republished by the Institute for Historical Review in the USA in 1979
as The Veale File in two volumes. Veale pointed out that at the
Nuremberg Trials ‘according to the Russian judge, General
Nikitchenko, the only duty of the court would be to rubberstamp the
decision of the politicians at the Yalta Conference that the prisoners
were guilty.’[67] Veale stressed that Marxist philosophy, as practised
in the U.S.S.R., led to a practice fundamentally opposed to the
traditional justice of Britain and other Christian nations. ‘In a political
trial in Soviet Russia, the judges and the prosecuting counsel together
form a team….. The speeches for the prosecution are political
manifestoes, designed to justify the action of the government in
instituting proceedings and are directed… to the outside public.’[68]

Veale quoted F. Beck and V. Godin (Russian Purge, Hurst & Blackett,
London, 1951): ‘The authors, themselves prominent Soviet citizens
who were victims of the Great Purge of 1936-1938 but escaped with
their lives, express surprise that the delusion should persist in the
West that, in Soviet Russia, there exists any necessary connection
between a man’s arrest and any particular oﬀence alleged against
him.’[69]
As to the capacity of communist governments to produce false or
tainted evidence for political purposes, another authority is Chapman
Pincher, who published a whole book on the topic in 1985.[70] In his
introduction Pincher wrote: ‘To Western politicians war is the
continuation of politics by other means. To the Politburo, with its
ideological compulsion to invert reality as free societies see it – which
is what I call the “upside-down ploy” – politics is the continuation of
war by other means. These other means, now known in the Soviet
jargon as “active measures”, form the major subject of this book. They
comprise sophisticated techniques of deception, disinformation,
forgery, blackmail, subversion, penetration and manipulation, the
insidious use of agents of inﬂuence, the organisation of mass
demonstrations with the promotion of violence and other criminal acts
and even military violations. The scale on which this underhand
oﬀensive is being relentlessly pursued in the Politburo’s game-plan
against countries of the free world… is far greater and much more
menacing than is generally appreciated, especially as so little is being
done to combat it.’[71]
What if the whole story about Peter Balazs being snatched from a
tram, beaten, tortured and killed at the Arena Utca barracks, his body
then being dumped in the Danube, was from the start a fabrication
made in a communist-dominated state, in an atmosphere of post-war
political hysteria, for purposes of revenge? What if the US legation
was correct in 1948 in not handing Zentai over to face pseudo-justice
in an eﬀectively Soviet-controlled state? What if Balazs’s father was
simply in error in believing the story of his son’s murder? What if all
eleven witnesses were lying at the trial of Nagy, some for political
propaganda purposes and others to ingratiate themselves with the
communist government? Hundreds of respectable publications,
including novels by Arthur Koestler, George Orwell and Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, have testiﬁed to the corruption of justice under
communism.
Moreover, some of the ancient testimony is favourable to Zentai. His
military commander, Mader, on one occasion blamed a fellow soldier,
not him. ‘In a translated transcript of Mader’s interrogation at
Budapest’s military political oﬀice on 15 November 1945, Mader
points the ﬁnger of blame for Balazs’s [murder] at only one person,
Nagy.’ This transcript was discovered in a Hungarian government
archive by Zentai’s son, Ernie Steiner.[72] As a correspondent in an
online discussion noted, ‘the evidence is very old and was taken from
suspicious witnesses who may have been trying to displace their guilt
on the absent Zentai.’[73] And Zentai’s lawyer, Denis Barich, stated on
22 October 2009 that witness statements against him by two of his
former army colleagues who were convicted over Balazs’s death…

were probably obtained under coercion and were tainted. ‘Maybe
these soldiers were tortured and they were fearing for their own lives,
maybe they were pointing the ﬁnger at somebody else.’[74] Zentai’s
son also raised the possibility that Zentai may have been implicated in
those testimonies ‘as payback for having given evidence against a
superior oﬀicer who had deserted.’ He may have been a
scapegoat.[75]
This leads to the key question of whether or not a fair trial is now
possible. A number of factors suggest that it is not.
In 2010 McCusker argued that another ground of appeal for Zentai
was that any trial would be unfair, ‘because there are no living
witnesses who can testify’, which struck him as ‘pretty dangerous’.[76]
The result of the trial of alleged Canadian war criminal Imre Finta,
which ended on 25 May 1990, supports this position. Douglas Christie,
the successful defense barrister, had this to say in his introduction to
Keltie Zubko’s account of that case: ‘The Finta case demonstrated that
a careful examination of survivors’ testimony reveals a wealth of
contradictions casting serious doubt on the whole story….. Cross
examinations remain the only real weapon for the defense in these
cases. This is so because all the mechanisms of investigation are in the
hands of the prosecution, not to mention enormous money to do it all.
In Israel or in Hungary, the state simply assisted the prosecution for
years before the trial. They were not obliged to assist the defense at
all by the agreement negotiated with Canada by which access to
Archives and to all records was assured…. My opponents know that
fearless cross examination within the existing bounds of the law,
allows the defense to level all those unfair advantages of the Crown. It
is a skill which only comes with experience, only possessed by a few
lawyers, and then only when they are unafraid and at their best.’[77]
Zentai’s lawyer Denis Barich has claimed that cross examination is an
enshrined right in the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. ‘Potentially, if Australia does extradite Zentai under these
circumstances, [it] could be in breach of the covenant, which is
serious.’[78]
That witness statements in such cases are unreliable has been shown
in other cases, notably those of Frank Walus and John Demjanjuk. In
2005 The Australian published a story about the collapse of what it
then called ‘the last big war crimes trial in Germany’.[79] A German
judge had released 88 year-old Ladislav Niznansky on the grounds that
there was ‘insuﬀicient evidence to convict him’. The witnesses were
too aged; their memories too erratic; their testimony broke down
under cross examination; the paper trail was inconclusive; and
evidence might have been manipulated by communist authorities after
World War Two to falsely incriminate Niznansky because of his
resolute anti-communism.
In 2008 Hungarian military prosecutor Tibor Acs ‘conceded there were
no living witnesses to the brutal beating of Balazs.’[80] His body was
never recovered. No proof of the alleged crimes of Nagy and Mader
was found. All this means that a strong element of doubt hangs over

the whole tale. Zentai was entitled to a fair trial, if one could be
staged, in 1948. However, there is a strong presumption that the
reason he was not surrendered to the Hungarian authorities is that the
US oﬀicials had no conﬁdence that he would get a fair trial under the
communists.
Another reason a fair trial of Zentai cannot now be provided in
Hungary is the unequal contest that would be involved. Extremely
aged, frail and with little energy, he would face opponents (the
international Jewish lobby) vastly more wealthy and able to unduly
inﬂuence governments. In 2009 Zentai stated that Hungary ‘was far
from a democratic country’ and that he was worried about the quality
of treatment and representation he could expect there.’[81] In 2010
The Australian reported on internal dissent in Hungary.[82] ‘In
Hungary, anti-establishment attitudes sky-rocketed from 12% to 46%
of the population between 2003 and last year because of striking
dissatisfaction with political institutions and democracy itself.’ (The
data came from the Political Capital Institute.) In 2010 McCusker
argued that Zentai’s life would be threatened if he were detained in
the ‘deplorable’ conditions of a Hungarian prison.[83] This fear would
appear to be justiﬁed, in view of Italy’s treatment of Canadian
extradited ‘Nazi war criminal Michael Seifert.[84] Two recent pieces
of news cast further doubt on whether a fair trial could occur in this
nation at this time. The ﬁrst was the imminent visit of the Hungarian
prime minister to Israel. The second was the arrest in Budapest of a
97 year-old man, Laszlo Csatary, on a war crimes charge.[85]
On 2 March 2009 Zentai passed a polygraph test conducted by Gavin
Wilson from Australian Polygraph Services. In interviews, Wilson
expressed ‘no doubt’ that Zentai was telling him the truth.[86]
There is some doubt about when Zentai left Budapest in 1944. He
claims he departed on 7 November. Other unit members have stated
that the unit departed on 8 November, 11 November and sometime
between 10 and 15 November. With such confusion, it seems doubtful
that Zentai can be proved incorrect at this stage. In any case,
testimony exists in support of Zentai’s claim. In 2005 The Australian
reported that Julia Nikoletti, 90 year-old sister of Zentai, had provided
‘a rare ﬁrst-hand account that places him sixty kilometers away from
the scene of the crime around the time it was committed.’[87] Mrs
Nikoletti had provided a signed statement to Australian Justice
Minister Chris Ellison, saying that she and Zentai left Budapest for
Hanta, sixty kilometers west of the capital, with his military transport
unit in the ﬁrst few days of November 1944. She added that the other
two soldiers who were later gaoled for crimes, including Balazs’s
murder, stayed in Budapest and travelled to Hanta by bus two days
later. Unlike Zentai, she could not remember the exact date she and he
left Budapest. In 2009 The Australian reported Mrs Nikoletti’s
death.[88] She would no longer be available as a witness for Zentai.
Her death ‘left just one known witness who could verify Zentai’s claim
that he led a convoy out of Budapest on 7 November 1944….. That
witness – octogenarian Steﬁ Fonyodi of Budafok, Hungary – has
revealed that she cannot remember the date on which she left
Budapest with Zentai….. Both women backed Zentai’s claim that the

two fellow soldiers later convicted of Balazs’s murder… stayed
behind.’ It might be argued that Nikoletti was family, so that her
testimony could be biased; but her admission that she could not name
the date suggests it may well be the truth. At any rate, overall, there is
serious doubt as to whether Zentai was in Budapest at the time of the
alleged murder; and it seems doubtful that certainty can now be
obtained either way.
Zuroﬀ appears to be too ready to treat the People’s Court of
communist-dominated Hungary in 1947-1948 as ‘a court of law’
without conceding the legitimate doubts about such ‘justice’, and he
also seems to be too easily conﬁdent of the documentation, stating
that it is ‘reliable’, but not explaining why.[89]
Not only is there no evidence that Zentai was a Nazi, but it is also
clear that he did not hide after leaving Hungary and entered both
Germany and later Australia by fully legal means. He then lived in
Australia under his own name for more than ﬁfty years.[90] That looks
like the behaviour of an innocent man. Moreover, the Zentai family
have produced correspondence that shows that the Hungarian
Government knew where Zentai was living in Perth for several
decades after his arrival in Australia. No extradition requests were
made during this time.[91] This implies, though it does not prove, that
Zentai had a clean record in Hungary’s eyes during that period.
It has been reported that an elderly Sydney man who was at the
Budapest barracks in 1944 has provided a statement saying he
remembers Mader and Nagy being involved in the murder, but not
Zentai.[92]
The legality of Hungary’s request for extradition is also in doubt.
"Zentai’s lawyers today argued that the nominated oﬀence of a war
crime was not an oﬀence in Hungary in 1944, and they questioned
whether it could qualify as an extraditory oﬀence."[93]
The Hungarian authorities have not explained why they could not
question Zentai in Australia under the treaty on criminal cooperation.[94] In 2009 a letter from the Leader of the Military Panel in
Hungary, Dr Bela Varga, conﬁrmed ‘there is no criminal proceeding at
present’ against Zentai, and said he was only wanted for questioning
‘in the interest of the investigation’.[95] As noted above, the
Hungarian authorities seem to have changed from this position later,
when it appeared that it might cause the request for extradition to be
denied. Such inconsistency calls into question the impartiality of these
authorities.
It can be seen that during the past seven years Zentai has had to ﬁght
in a limited context, possibly to his disadvantage. His son, Ernie
Steiner, has pointed this out: ‘We were always involved in these really
narrow arguments relating to the conditions of extradition and the
deﬁnitions and so forth. For the last four years that was the only
avenue open to my father.’[96]
It seems clear to me that, taking all these factors into consideration,

the case against approval of the extradition of Zentai to Hungary is
now overwhelming, and that any informed, impartial and reasonable
observer will agree.

The Signiﬁcance of this Pursuit
The pursuit of Zentai and, more generally, the campaign in many
countries during the last three decades to ‘bring to justice’ alleged
‘Nazi war criminals’, raise many signiﬁcant issues.
One is the question of the bias in favour of the accusers of the major
mass media. There is much evidence to suggest that the ‘fourth estate’
has actively assisted the pursuers, while oﬀering no balancing
assistance to the defendants. For example, the three major Melbourne
newspapers during the past seven years have published a number of
opinion articles hostile to Zentai,[97 ] but none favourable to him. The
Australian has published editorials suggesting that it could well be
correct to extradite Zentai[98] and indeed that he should be
extradited.[99] Zuroﬀ himself has provided an account of media
assistance for the campaign: ‘Now the question was whether Zentai
was still alive and healthy enough to stand trial. I enlisted the help of a
sympathetic Australian investigative journalist for the task….. his
[Zentai’s]health had still to be veriﬁed. For this task, we teamed up
with Channel Nine News in Australia which sent a team to ﬁlm Zentai
without his knowledge.’[100] In 2005 a journalist for The Australian
reported that evidence against Zentai had been ‘uncovered and
translated’ by the newspaper.[101]
In 2007 The Australian stated that it had ‘unearthed’ six witness
statements against Zentai in June 2005.[102] In 2008 I wrote to each
editor of the three major newspapers read in Melbourne pleading for
greater coverage of Zentai’s side of the story[103], but none of them
replied and subsequent events showed that my appeal had clearly
fallen on deaf ears.

The Australian did occasionally publish letters by me sympathetic to
Zentai. Very few if any letters from that standpoint appeared in The
Age or the Herald Sun. A strong presumption exists that The
Australian and Zentai’s pursuers worked in tandem throughout this
period, while the other two papers minimised coverage of the case. By
regularly reporting on developments in the struggle in the way it did,
The Australian, in particular, gave the impression that such a political
phenomenon was an entirely normal and acceptable matter, rather
than something morally atrocious. It perhaps habituated readers to
accepting the abnormal as normal – on the principle ‘What I say three
times is true!’.
In 1955, while studying modern European history in my penultimate
year of secondary education, I read the following sentence about
events in France after Napoleon Bonaparte had escaped from exile on
the island of Elba and was returning to Paris at the beginning of his
last hundred days of liberty: ‘Ere long Louis XVIII was in ﬂight, while
the French newspapers underwent a rapid change of tone – “the
scoundrel Bonaparte” becoming ﬁrst “Napoleon”, then ﬁnally “our

great and beloved Emperor”.’ This supine knuckling under to political
power was, I thought at the time, morally unimpressive, to say the
least; but one suspects that today’s mass media are tarred with the
same brush, which makes the struggle for justice and freedom all that
much harder.
Another signiﬁcance of the belated campaign to punish Nazi war
criminals found in Australia is the impression given that the pursuers
are seeking a scalp or seeking Australia’s humble submission beneath
the yoke. For example, Aarons complained in 2005 that Australia ‘is
the only Western country that took a signiﬁcant number of Nazis but
which has had no success at all in any type of prosecution.’[104] In
2007 The Australian reported on dissatisfaction in certain Jewish
heads about Australia’s action in this context: ‘The Simon Wiesenthal
Centre, which is dedicated to ﬁnding suspected World War II criminals
and helping to prosecute them, gave Australia a fail mark in its annual
worldwide report last year. The centre has been highly critical of
Australia for failing to track down and prosecute “at least several
hundred” Nazi war criminals believed to have found refuge here.
“Australia remains the only Western country of refuge which admitted
at least several hundred Nazi war criminals and collaborators, which
has hereto failed to take successful legal action against a single one,”
Dr Zuroﬀ reported in 2005. “Numerous attempts have been made… to
convince the Australian authorities to adopt civil remedies –
denaturalisation and/or deportation – to deal with Holocaust
perpetrators in the country, but the Government has refused to do
so.”’[105] Actually it is not so much that Australian governments have
been unco-operative, as that Australian law, based in the Constitution
and British legal tradition, whose integrity is matched by few other
legal systems in the world, has oﬀered high quality protection to
persons accused.
It is in this context that we should understand the constant refrain that
‘if Zentai is sent back to Hungary, he will become the ﬁrst accused war
criminal to be extradited by Australia.’[106]
In 2009 Zuroﬀ commented: ‘It’s fairly clear this will be the last
opportunity Australia will have to take successful legal action against
a war criminal from World War II.’[107] In 2010 he continued the
refrain: ‘This means Australia has totally failed on the Nazi war crimes
issue.’[108] ‘Efraim Zuroﬀ… said if the Commonwealth did not appeal,
a serious injustice would occur. “Australia until now has given a
perfect example of how not to achieve justice, how to allow all sorts of
legal technicalities to prevent someone who is accused of the worst
crime imaginable to escape being brought to trial.”’[109]
A touch of passion can be seen in his exaggerated description of the
alleged crime. The problem with this aspect of the Zentai case and the
‘Nazi war crimes’ campaign generally is that a presumption exists that
the pursuits are more about the imposition of Jewish power on nations
and the insistence that all must toe the line, rather than just about
justice. They then appear as requirements of Jewish political
propaganda and power-seeking, rather than purely ethical activities.

A third important signiﬁcance of the Zentai case and associated
phenomena is that it seems to have exposed a rather unprincipled
willingness of Australian governments to assist the campaign rather
than do everything in their power to protect the legitimate interests of
their own citizens. Are these governments, like the major mass media,
secretly subject to a Jewish imperium in imperio? On 18 January 2005
the Attorney-General, Phillip Ruddock, representing the then Coalition
Liberal-National government, conﬁrmed that Australia had an
extradition treaty with Hungary, but then added: ‘In fact we’ve just
signed an extradition treaty with Latvia which given the sources of
allegations in relation to war crimes, we are increasingly covering the
ﬁeld with relevant treaties for mutual co-operation in investigating
matters for extradition.’[110] Did his poor English on air reﬂect a
secret unease?
The 1989 amendment of the War Crimes Act was followed by a further
amendment to remove the requirement, where extradition is sought by
a foreign country, of proof of a prima facie case that a relevant oﬀence
has been committed. Distinguished barrister Dr I. C. F. Spry QC was
one critic of that change, which he described as ‘regrettable’.[111]
In 2009 Zentai’s son, Ernie Steiner, raised a very pertinent question:
‘When you read the Minister’s statement and he places such emphasis
on Australia’s international obligations at the expense of protecting an
Australian citizen, I understand how political this decision is.’[112] A
presumption exists that, in order to avoid opprobrium for engaging in
manifestly inhumane and unjust behaviour (enabling such an
extradition), Australian governments have sought to shelter behind
extradition treaties and international covenants which they themselves
signed in the ﬁrst place. It appears as a convenient shedding of
responsibility.
In 2010 David Weber pointed to further apparent failure of the
Australian Government to protect its own: ‘Zentai has said he’s quite
willing to answer questions in Australia if Hungary were to send
people to speak to him. There’s no evidence that any Australian
minister has attempted to facilitate this, preferring to let the
extradition process “run its course”….. It seems the Federal
Government has been quite willing to allow an Australian citizen to
spend his life savings battling a case that could have, at any time,
been halted by the minister responsible.’[113] And McCusker had this
to say: ‘You look at all that [the ﬁnding by the Commonwealth Director
of Public Prosecutions that Zentai had no case to answer] and say
what are you doing extraditing to a Hungarian prison for purposes of
interrogation an Australian citizen who’s been such for half a
century….. You have to question, as an Australian citizen and taxpayer,
what’s motivating the Government to do this?’[114] As long ago as
1988 the distinguished Catholic political commentator B. A.
Santamaria noted that the Australian Government of the day, the
Hawke government, had ‘accepted the view that all evidence,
including Soviet evidence, should be equally admissible’ and pointed
out how the record of NKVD and KGB behaviour made such a position
morally and practically unacceptable.[115]

In their actions over the last twenty-ﬁve years or so in this context,
Australian governments do not seem to have been truly representing
their own constituency. A very strong presumption exists that they
have proved obsequious to undue Jewish inﬂuence.
Another aspect of the case is that it may be tending to make easier in
the future extraditions of Australian citizens for ideological and/or
political reasons, rather than purely as a matter of justice. As noted
earlier in this essay, one of the grounds barring extradition from
Australia would be if it were sought ‘for political reasons’. The Zentai
team, judging by news coverage, do not seem to have tried to use this
point as a defense; but a strong case can be made that the pursuit of
Zentai is tainted by extra-judicial agendas. Moreover, one can foresee
that in the future, when the supply of ‘Nazis’ runs out, the pursuers
might adjust their aim on to so-called ‘Holocaust deniers’ (in
accordance with UNO resolutions) or other ‘politically incorrect’
persons. The Australian media do not seem to have chosen to
investigate this aspect of the Zentai case.
It can be argued also that the extradition of Zentai would constitute a
grave moral blot on the honour and integrity of Australia. Indeed, from
the time in 1986 when I ﬁrst heard the news of the extradition of an 86
year-old man, Arturo Artukovich, to Yugoslavia, to face ‘war crimes’
charges – under a communist government! – I immediately thought of
the horror with which the ancient Greek tragedians viewed evil and
impious acts and the conviction they expressed that all such behaviour
must sooner or later be expiated, whether willingly or not. This is
another aspect of the Zentai case which the major media have chosen
not to explore.
As noted above, there is good reason to question whether the allegedly
‘democratic’ Australian governments have really been acting in a truly
representative manner in facilitating this manhunt. In an unpublished
email to the Herald Sun in 2007 I endeavoured to make this point: ‘It
is not “the country” of Hungary that “wants to try Charles Zentai”
(‘Alleged war crim loses bid’), although the Hungarian Government
may oﬀicially have claimed such. We can be sure that the vast majority
of Hungarians – and of Australians… - have no desire whatever for
such a farcical show trial.’[116]
Yet another signiﬁcant aspect of the Zentai case is the extraordinary
silence about it from ordinary Australians and, especially the
intellectual elite of our nation, including civil libertarians. Of course, it
is possible that the major media have suppressed letters and articles
submitted on his behalf, but that is not the full explanation. During the
period 1986 to 1993, when Robert Greenwood’s Special Investigations
Unit was closed down, there were quite a number of intellectuals and
others who published statements in defense of those accused.
Spokesmen from the communities of those born in Eastern European
nations then under communist rule were prominent in this; but from
2005 there has hardly been a voice raised to defend Zentai’s interests.
This moral apathy does not bode well for freedom in the Australia of
the future. One has the impression that many intellectuals are willing
to defend justice and free speech, while making sure at the same time

that nothing they write or say could in any way be construed as ‘antiSemitic’. What does this say about the true political condition of
Australia?
The question of what other agendas are being served by the pursuits
also needs to be considered. In 2008 the Jewish former editor of The
Age, Michael Gawenda, wrote in an opinion article that the campaign
to bring Zentai to justice was ‘as much about recognition of what was
done as about delivering justice’. He saw Zentai’s crime as being ‘part
of the annihilation of millions of Jews during World War II’.[117] In
2011 there was a report of Zuroﬀ, ‘the world’s chief Nazi hunter’,
touching down in Western Australia ‘to educate the community over
the importance of never forgetting the Holocaust’ and help ‘bring
closure to victims of the Holocaust’. Obviously referring to the Zentai
case, he stated: ‘Ninety-nine per cent of the people who committed the
crimes of the Holocaust are normative people. They did not commit
murder before the Holocaust, before World War II, they did not
commit murder after World War II.’[118] In its editorial on 13 June
2005, titled ‘Ellison must send Zentai to Hungary’, The Australian
began its argument by stating: ‘The Holocaust is the deﬁning atrocity
of the 20th Century’, a rather peculiar assertion.
It seems clear that promotion of the Holocaust dogma is one of the
chief motivations of the campaign to ‘bring to justice’ alleged ‘Nazi
war criminals’. This is used as a justiﬁcation of the obviously selective
nature of the whole operation, other ‘war criminals’ being left alone.
Part of an unpublished letter I sent to The Australian on 13 June in
response to its editorial read as follows: ‘That The Australian is itself
biased in this great issue is suggested by your clichéd opening that
‘the Holocaust is the deﬁning atrocity of the 20th Century’ (a curiously
vague statement), which needs to be related to your complete refusal
to publish the news of the deportation of Holocaust revisionist Ernst
Zundel from Canada to Germany in March. An alleged historical event
which is not allowed to be openly discussed from all points of view in
the public forums is immediately open to grave doubt; and this is more
so when its challengers are judicially punished and oﬀicial silence
about their punishment has become the order of the day. Everything in
the Zentai case smacks of conspiracy and manipulation by a semisecret Establishment for which you are acting as publicity agent.’[119]
This touches on an international issue of the gravest import. It is a
commonplace now to note that one can, in Western nations, engage in
adverse criticism of Christianity and Islam, Jesus and Mohammed,
without fear of incurring legal proceedings and the status of social
pariah. It is not so with the Holocaust dogma. This appears to be
virtually proof positive that these nations, including Australia, already
live under a semi-tyranny imposed by an imperium in imperio.
Unfortunately, Zentai’s defense team could not raise matters such as
this in their struggle to protect their client, partly because of their
irrelevance to legalities about extradition, but also partly because they
would not have been responded to fairly and might have excited odium
towards Zentai.
Yet another aspect of the Zentai case is the apparent refusal, or

inability, of his pursuers to consider the legal and moral objections to
their campaign. This is typiﬁed by a report that Zuroﬀ in 2010 said
that Zentai’s age was irrelevant and the notion that he would be
treated harshly in Hungary was ludicrous.[120] I have not seen any
admission by the pursuers in the press that ﬁndings of post-war
communist courts are inherently untrustworthy.
Yet another aspect of the Zentai case is the suggestion that a kind of
blackmail may be being applied to Australia (and perhaps Hungary) in
the matter. In 2009 a Monash University law school senior lecturer,
Gideon Boas, a strong advocate of war crimes trials generally, stated:
‘We’re [Australia] going to start to be perceived internationally, if not
internally, as being a country that’s not serious about prosecuting war
crimes.’[121] Boas, presumably a Jew, is a former senior legal oﬀicer
at the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia. The
Age has published articles by him in favour of war crimes trials.[122]
Remarks such as that of Boas make one wonder about other possible
threats that may have been made to governments behind the scenes.
Another aspect of the Zentai controversy is the relative lack of
discussion in the press of the political conditions in Hungary in 1944,
the context in which the alleged murder of Balazs took place. Ever
since 1933 the nations of eastern Europe had lived in a lose-lose
situation where they had a choice of acquiescence to Soviet tyranny or
Nazi tyranny. Naturally there were good persons in both camps, those
choosing the Soviet, those choosing Hitler. Neutrality was an ideal, but
not an option. Jews, in general, were likely to prefer the Soviet, partly
because communism had always attracted politically idealistic Jews
and partly because of Nazi anti-Semitism. Thus in 1944 anti-Soviet
Hungarians would have tended to see Jews not so much as a
persecuted minority as a dangerous sub-group of enemies – and not
without some justiﬁcation. David Irving in his history of the 1956
Hungarian revolt, Uprising, explained how he had been surprised to
ﬁnd that many of the rebels saw themselves as freeing Hungary from
Jewish, rather than merely communist, domination. In this context a
point raised by Santamaria is worth quoting: ‘What happened in
Romania [in 1939-1941], also occupied by the Soviet forces, is detailed
from a Jewish source by the Chief Rabbi of Romania, Alexandre
Safran. In The Times Literary Supplement (8 July 1988) review of
Safran’s work (Resisting the Storm: Romania 1940-47) Jessica
Douglas-Home writes: “His narrative – which is neither bitter nor
vengeful – also sets the destruction of Romanian Judaism in the
context of the wider assault on such democracy as pre-war Romania
possessed; begun by the Nazis, it was subsequently carried on by a
tiny handful of communists, 1,100 to be precise – directed from
Moscow. For Safran there was both pain and paradox in the fact that
900 of the 1,100 were lapsed Jews.’[123]
It is legitimate to wonder exactly what were the political aﬀiliations of
Dezso Balazs and his sons, as well as the nature of their actions in
those critical months in 1944 as invasion by the Soviet Russians came
closer and closer. It would also be interesting to see clearly what kind
of pressures Zentai and his fellow soldiers in the Hungarian Army
were under. Possibly facts helpful to Zentai’s defense might emerge;

but now it is probably too late to ﬁnd out.
One ﬁnal point concerns the very legitimacy – or lawfulness – of war
crimes trials generally. This point was raised in 1970 by Laurens van
der Post, who had been a prisoner of the Japanese in the Dutch East
Indies and who owed his life to the dropping of the atom bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Despite the suﬀerings he had incurred, van
der Post wrote: ‘I myself was utterly opposed to any form of war trials.
I refused to collaborate with the oﬀicers of the various war crimes
tribunals that were set up in the Far East. There seemed to me
something unreal, if not utterly false, about a process that made men
like the War Crimes Investigators from Europe, who had not suﬀered
under the Japanese, more bitter and vengeful about our suﬀering than
we were ourselves.
‘There seemed in this to be the seeds of the great, classic and fateful
evasions of the human spirit which, I believe, both in the collective and
in the individual sense, have been responsible for most of the major
tragedies of recorded life and time and are increasingly so in the
tragedies that confront us in the world today.
‘I refer to the tendencies in men to blame their own
misfortunes and those of their cultures on others; to exercise
judgement they need for themselves on the lives of others; to
search for a villain to explain everything that goes wrong in
their private and collective courses…..
‘I felt strongly that, if war had had any justiﬁcation at all, it
was only in the sense that, at its end, it should leave victors
and vanquished free for a moment from the destructive
aspects of their past…..
‘It was as if war today were a bitter form of penance for all
our inadequate yesterdays. Once this terrible penance had
been paid, my own experience suggested, it re-established
men in a brief state of innocence which, if seized with
imagination, could enable us to build better than before. To
go looking for particular persons and societies to blame and
punish at the end of war seemed to me to throw men back
into the negative aspects of the past from which they had
been trying to escape, and to deprive them of the
opportunity they had so bitterly earned in order to begin
afresh…..
‘Far from being an instrument of redemption, which is
punishment’s only moral justiﬁcation, it is an increasingly
self-defeating weapon in the hands of dangerously one-sided
men….. Forgiveness, my prison experience had taught me,
was not mere religious sentimentality; it was as fundamental
a law of the human spirit as the law of gravity….. if one
broke this law of forgiveness, one inﬂicted a mortal wound
on one’s spirit.’[124]
In his monumental study of war crimes trials Veale noted how in the

Tokyo trials in 1947-48 the Indian representative, Mr Justice
Rahabinode Pal, delivered a 1900-page dissenting judgement in which
he laid down that ‘the farce of a trial of vanquished leaders by the
victors was itself an oﬀence against humanity’ and was therefore in
itself a war crime.[125]
In 1988 I struggled in vain to have this point of view properly and fully
discussed in the major newspapers and other public forums in
Australia. In 2012 I cannot help wondering if the main reason for the
proliferation in recent years of war crimes trials under the
International Criminal Court or other international tribunals is not
arranged in order to ensure that when a world government (desired by
certain elites) is in place, anyone leading a revolt against that tyranny
will know that, if defeated, he will face a war crimes tribunal and
condign punishment. There may be a wolf in sheep’s clothing in this
development.
Sherlock Holmes was right in his comments quoted as the epigraph to
this essay. Eighteen year-old James McCarthy looked just as clearly
guilty from the initial evidence as Charles Zentai looks from the
evidence of the People’s Court of Budapest in 1947-48; but close
investigation revealed that McCarthy was completely innocent.
Perhaps Zentai is too. And it is far too late to arrange a fair trial for
him. Let us hope that Australia eventually sets him free, preferring not
to risk unjust punishment of an innocent man rather than gain the
plaudits of a powerful minority lobby and associated beneﬁts.

Epilogue
Shortly after the above account was completed, The Age on 16 August
2012 reported a High Court decision critical to Zentai’s fate.[126] ‘The
full Federal Court said last year that the government could not decide
to surrender Mr Zentai for an oﬀence that was not a crime under
Hungarian law when it allegedly occurred. The High Court upheld the
decision by a 5-1 majority yesterday.’ The Age noted that the
judgement ‘which ruled on a technical argument… brings to an end
another episode in a long history of failed extradition bids.’ It quoted
Professor Ivan Shearer, author of Extradition in International Law, as
saying that ‘all of the other attempted extraditions of alleged war
criminals have fallen foul of some or other procedural rule….. If
Hungary had made its request on the basis of an alleged “murder”,
and not a “war crime” claim, the extradition might have been
successful.’
Next day The Age discussed the decision in an editorial headed ‘Zentai
ruling joins litany of failure’. It wrote: ‘The judgement… brings into
uncomfortable focus Australia’s lack of success both in extraditing
other accused war criminals and securing war crimes prosecutions in
domestic courts….. Australia has been anything but proactive when it
comes to acting on war-crimes allegations against migrants who
entered the country during the Cold War period and also in recent
years.’
It seems a reasonable presumption to state that The Age was

disappointed by the decision.
Only one reader’s letter was published on the matter.[127] The writer
misrepresented the High Court by asserting that ‘it takes the view that
in 1944 there was no such thing as a war crime.’ He provided no
reason for his opposition to the decision, but suggested some
hypothetical implications of it.
As soon as the High Court decision was known I asked The Age
opinion editor if she would be interested in a piece by me on the case
and she said she would willingly consider it. Unfortunately, in the end,
it was not accepted. I publish it here to show what sort of commentary
on the Zentai story did not appear at this stage in Melbourne’s leading
newspaper. It is titled ‘Zentai case decision a credit for Australian law’
and subtitled ‘Important principles of justice have been upheld’.
Now that the High Court has ruled that Charles Zentai is not
to be extradited to face a war crimes charge in Hungary, it is
time to consider the signiﬁcance of his case, as it has
unfolded during the past seven years. The question of
whether justice has or has not been fully done in this matter
will probably never be resolved. The world will never know
for certain whether Zentai did or did not participate in an
unlawful beating to death of Jewish teenager Peter Balazs in
1944, or whether he engaged in other unjustiﬁable acts of
brutal harassment of Jewish Hungarians while a Hungarian
army oﬀicer. His family members naturally proclaim his
innocence and no doubt believe in it; but they cannot be
taken by others to know that with complete certainty. Efraim
Zuroﬀ and his colleagues in the Simon Wiesenthal Centre
remain equally convinced that Zentai is guilty. Thanks to the
father and brother of Balazs, who struggled for many years
to ensure appropriate punishment for the man they believed
to be one of his murderers, the Centre brought forward a
credible case, based on testimony by a number of witnesses,
both soldiers in Zentai’s wartime unit, and Jewish forced
labourers then under their supervision.
While Zuroﬀ and others are entitled to be disappointed, it is
not so clear that they are right to condemn either the
Australian Government or the Australian justice system for
failure to ensure that right has been done. Rather, the
contrary seems to be the case. It is a very serious matter for
a national government to surrender one of its citizens to
another nation to face judicial proceedings. Thus great care
has to be taken before allowing that surrender. This point is
made in Section 65 of the High Court ruling, which notes
that “it is well settled that the Executive requires the
authority of statute to surrender a person for extradition and
that the power cannot be exercised except in accordance
with the laws which prescribe in detail the precautions to be
taken to prevent unwarrantable interference with individual
liberty.” What this reminds us is that, far from the Zentai
case having been “mired in the courts” (‘Stunned as “war

crime” ordeal ends, 16/8), it stands now on record as a ﬁne
example of the scrupulous ways in which our legal tradition
operates to protect ordinary citizens, weak and vulnerable as
they often are, from administrative error or wrongdoing.
There are other reasons for feeling glad, not sad, about the
High Court decision. In the ﬁrst place it appears clearly to
have indirectly protected, if not directly upheld, Zentai’s
right to the presumption of innocence. By contrast, his
pursuers seem too readily to have acted on a presumption of
his guilt.
The principle of the presumption of innocence goes hand in
hand with another cardinal principle of Australian justice,
which is that an accused shall have a fair trial. For many
reasons it has always been very doubtful that Zentai would
have enjoyed a fair trial, once extradited. Too many doubts
exist about the integrity of the allegations against him,
which were made in the infamous People’s Court of
Budapest, a communist institution operating in a period
(1947-48) of post-war hysteria and recrimination. Indeed,
the witness statements against him may have been obtained
by torture. An Australian court is unlikely to have given
credence to such evidence, but such is not so clear about a
Hungarian military tribunal (which Zentai was to have
faced), given the facts that Hungary chose to seek
extradition on that basis and has recently arrested a man of
97, Laszlo Csatary, to face analogous charges. Moreover,
documents necessary for Zentai’s defense may have been
lost or corrupted, and his accusers and other witnesses he
may have needed are dead, so that cross examination, an
essential for justice, would not have been possible.
There is another reason why we should feel glad about
Zentai’s victory. It would have been a moral atrocity to send
overseas for such a trial a man so old and frail. We should
remember the wisdom of the Greek tragedians of ancient
Athens who showed, in the dramas about Electra and
Orestes, that a search for justice can easily be corrupted into
impious acts (as when they killed their own mother)
motivated by blind revenge. Perhaps Laurens van der Post
was correct in the postscript of his 1970 book Night of the
New Moon that war crimes trials are in fact an ethically
mistaken institution and that a spirit of mercy and
forgiveness is better and in the interests of humanity and
future generations, once wars have been concluded.
Our national newspaper, The Australian, provided a more extensive
and even-handed coverage of the High Court decision. On 16 August it
published a front page news story, which included the comment that
Australia’s hunt for alleged Nazi war criminals since 1987 has cost
‘tens of millions of dollars’. Efraim Zuroﬀ was reported as saying that
it was ‘a terrible day for survivors of the Holocaust’. The Australian
also published on 16 August a human interest report of the reactions

of Zentai and his son, a comment by its Legal Aﬀairs Editor, Chris
Merritt, about the ‘dreadful decision’ and a full page news story by
Paige Taylor and Nicolas Perpitch under the heading ‘War crime case
is halted’.
This last item noted that none of Zentai’s accusers was alive and that
there were doubts about the ‘communist-controlled’ courts of
Budapest. An important statement was included by Mark Ierace, a
former prosecutor at the UN International Criminal Tribunal for the
former Yugoslavia. Ierace said: ‘It seems the Australian Government’s
attitude in the Zentai case, to extradite regardless of the human rights
issue of a fair trial, is prompted by a fear of being seen internationally
as soft on suspected war criminals. If so, this is quite misguided….. It
seems the only evidence against him were the confessions of two men
tried in the 1950’s for the crime, in which they named Mr Zentai as a
co-oﬀender. Both men resiled from their confessions, claiming they
had been extracted under torture. The police station where they were
questioned was notorious at the time for such practices….. Any trial in
Hungary, or anywhere else in the Western world for that matter, would
have been a sham.’
A week later The Australian published an opinion article by Efraim
Zuroﬀ entitled ‘The case that broke the heart of a Nazi hunter’.[128]
This included a rather remarkable appeal for the reader’s sympathy, as
follows. ‘Another reason for the issue becoming personal was the
active eﬀorts of the Zentai children to prevent their father’s
extradition. All of a sudden, I found myself pitted against them in the
ﬁght for public opinion, with the odds heavily against me. They were
an ostensibly normal Australian family trying to save their elderly
father from prosecution for a crime committed decades ago in a
foreign country, where they claimed he would not get a fair trial. They
were present at all the proceedings and always easily available to the
local media.’
In response to this account I sent an email to the paper’s Letters
Editor as follows: ‘Efraim Zuroﬀ believes “the odds were heavily
against him” in his attempt to have Charles Zentai extradited to
Hungary to face “Nazi war crimes” charges. However, during the
seven years involved (2005-2012) I do not recall seeing a single
opinion piece favourable to Zentai’s cause published in any of the
three major newspapers read in Melbourne. By contrast, all three
papers published opinion pieces favourable to his pursuers. The
Australian, in particular, mentioned more than once that its own
research had turned up evidence against Zentai, this leading to the
impression that the paper was giving assistance to his opponents.
Zuroﬀ is correct that good coverage was given to the views and
research of Zentai’s own family, but these could easily be discounted
as “biased by blood”. Little or no eﬀort was made to publicise the
views of other Australians opposed to Zentai’s extradition and the
belated campaign of the “Nazi hunter”.’ Unfortunately The Australian
did not publish this response.
Zuroﬀ on 23 August also wrote, disingenuously I believe, that in the
minds of Zentai’s children he ‘was responsible for the predicament the

family faced’, whereas ‘of course, it was Hungary that had asked for
Zentai’s extradition.’ That nation’s request, surely, was only made as a
result of strong inducement or pressure exerted by international
Jewish agencies. It is most unlikely that the majority of Hungarians
were behind it or even in favour of it.

The Australian did publish on 24 August one response to Zuroﬀ – a
letter by Robin Linke headed ‘Nazi witch hunt’. It forms a good
epitaph for the case: ‘Efraim Zuroﬀ’s justiﬁcation in pursuing Charles
Zentai for alleged war crimes is ﬂawed. After 70 years there is no way
a court of law could ﬁnd Zentai guilty beyond reasonable doubt.
Despite millions of dollars spent over several decades not a single
person has been successfully prosecuted. The passage of time long
ago turned the pursuit of alleged Nazi war criminals into a witch
hunt.’
Theoretically Hungary could submit to Australia a new request for
Zentai’s extradition, replacing the charge ‘war crime’ with ‘murder’.
Legal opinion is that, if so, such a request might be successful. It is to
be hoped that Hungary will have the common humanity and good
sense not to do that.
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Why They Said There Were Gas Chambers—or,
Sing for Your Life!
by Jett Rucker

They all said it, didn’t they? Or all of those testifying under oath anyway, no? Or nobody
said there weren’t any, did they? Certainly not under oath, eh? The weight of testimonial
evidence in support of the existence and use of gas chambers in German wartime
concentration camps seems to be as overwhelming as it could possibly be given that no
one actually killed in a gas chamber could testify to having suffered that fate. For that, of
course, we have the bodies. Or, at least the ashes, bones and teeth. Or, at least the steep
declines in the “Jewish” populations of European countries and worldwide.[1]
Testimony to the effect that there were no gas chambers, in any case, seems to be
entirely lacking from the records of dozens of trials of people accused of having taken
part in one way or another in the operation of “death camps,” or the process of rounding
people up and sending them to those camps. It is hard to prove a negative, and just as
hard to “observe” it. There are, to be sure, occasional accounts of camp experience that
somehow omit reports of gas chambers. And there are even those veterans such as Paul
Rassinier who claim[2] that their passages through multiple camps left them
unpersuaded that such things existed, at least in the places he experienced. But these are
so few and far between that they constitute the exceptions that prove the rule: that the
Germans designed, installed, and operated gas chambers for killing people (the first ever,
anywhere) in their infamous camps of World War II. Quite aside from their frequency
(and certitude), their actual consistency provides that “convergence of evidence” whose
“moral certainty” buttresses laws throughout Europe, and Israel, that provide jail terms
for those who publicly express doubt as to any detail of the narrative.
The tsunami of “eyewitness reports” of this industrialization of murder constitutes a
veritable “perfect storm” of evidence to confirm in the minds of all within the reach of
Western media and educational systems the unassailable truth of the gas-chamber story.
It is, indeed, a storm so very perfect as to require what in evolutionary theory is known
as “intelligent design.” This, despite the fact that no gas chamber for killing people with
a capacity above two (both victims strapped into their chairs) has ever been suggested,
much less known to have existed, before or since.
The story had its beginnings, of course, before the facts—facts, indeed, that never did
occur, not in German-controlled areas nor anywhere else, if only because of the
numerous physical impossibilities or impracticalities involved. The earliest “reports”
came via Polish agents who had, in some cases, actually visited or been imprisoned in
concentration camps on Polish territory, by clandestine radio transmissions to the Polish
government-in-exile in London[3]. These initially entailed mass killings by an
improbable panoply of exotic means including electroshock, steam, engine exhausts,
“gas vans,” and eventually the potentially lethal insecticide, Zyklon-B. The passage of
time and the penetration of evidence-based inquiry have ineluctably eroded away the
electroshock and steam mythologies, and are doing so to Diesel exhaust (which isn’t
toxic), and “gas vans” (lack of evidence, and practicality), but the accounts alleging
carbon monoxide (expensively available in low concentrations in the exhaust from
gasoline engines) and Zyklon-B (unlikely on a dozen scores, including high time
requirements for the processing of “batches” of killings) march on with nary a hitch, so
compelling are the interests whose defense absolutely requires some credible vehicle

with which to promote the tragedy of the mass injustice that befell the racial foes cited in
National Socialist ideological rantings.
How, then, did this incredible groundswell of testimony arise, if, as growing numbers of
revisionists now assert, “No one was gassed” (“Niemand wurde vergast,” in a language
in which it is forbidden to publish such notions)? The facts of the matter lie somewhere
between the “groundswell” and a nefarious conspiracy by some obscure Star Chamber to
deceive the future masses of the world.

Rudolf Höss after his capture by the British. In a letter to his wife (11 April 1947) he
wrote, "Most of the terrible and horrible things that took place there I learned only
during this investigation and during the trial itself."
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
But that groundswell is not entirely composed of victims (actual and self-styled) of the
infamous camps. Involved also are various parties opposed, under more, or less,
desperate circumstances, to the expansionist regime that controlled Germany from 1933
to 1945. It starts, of course, with the first victims, the Poles. But it doesn’t hit high gear
until those Polish opponents of German rule are joined by the Soviet behemoth to the
east, the one that after the war overthrew and subsumed the Polish polity and erected a
simulacrum of it as the vehicle of its suzerainty over the people and territory of Poland,
that only fell in 1989.
But the Soviets were not the only victorious power involved—far from it. Fired by a
hard core of Jewish vengeance-seekers (as was the Soviet Union) were also recently
occupied France, bombed Great Britain, and that distant, but Jewish-suffused behemoth,
the United States—the four powers, in fact, that divided the former Germany into pieces
occupied by each of them, not counting the large pieces sundered and parceled out to
Poland and Czechoslovakia as their permanent territories. These powers, and their
agendas, became literally the law of the land that once was Germany, and the features of
that law reflected the inconceivably violent circumstances under which it had gained its
supremacy over the people and territory of hapless Germany.
Under this “law,” then, proceeded the “trials” of those apprehended on suspicion of
having caused or abetted the recent unpleasantness that had arisen among the various

governments, and racial/religious groups, and armies, involved.[4]
This “law” governed all the land, and all the people on the land, and all the food, and
even the water and shelter, that constituted the rump Germany that remained after the
pre-war entity so known had been suitably divided among the neighboring powers that
had ended up on the winning side of World War II. On this land was not only the
decimated population that survived the bombing campaigns, the starvation, the disease,
the ravagement of desperate, defensive combat, and the depredations of post-war
prisoner-of-war camps, but also hundreds of thousands of various refugees including
concentration-camp veterans and those fleeing, for many reasons, the Communist
hegemony that even then was clearly arising in the east. The previous residents were
“Germans.” The rest were “displaced persons” (DPs). In this witches’ brew of inchoate
masses clinging desperately to whatever vestiges of life they could claw hold of to
survive to the next day, arose the victorious Allies’ enterprise to visit “justice” upon
those upon whom blame for the past five years of suffering and destruction could be
fixed.
The process, though not orchestrated “from above” by some sort of vengeful divinity,
worked as though so ordained. Jews, perhaps understandably, manned the vise that
closed over that portion of the surviving German populace who could credibly be
branded as perpetrators of either the alleged genocide or of the “aggressive war” that had
so impinged upon the territorial prerogatives of the victors at the outset. All the
prosecuting powers recruited from their populations those who might be: (a) in some
way versed in legal procedures; and (b) able to speak German, and translate it into some
other language (French, English, or Russian).
What group could form this cadre, but those who, born and raised in Germany, had
escaped or otherwise left it because of their membership in a group disfavored (with
increasing severity as the war progressed to its disastrous conclusion) by the National
Socialist regime of Germany? Their spirit of vengeance was fired not only by the
misfortunes (if any) they had experienced, but further by the worse misfortunes (as they
understood them) of their co-racialists who had remained behind after they themselves
had effected their fortuitous exits. Indeed, it seems inescapable that some of these
avenging angels may even have felt some guilt arising from the contrast between their
own fates and those imputed to their mischpoche who had remained behind. Perhaps
they (thought they) had parents to avenge, or grandparents, or uncles, or . . . other family
members, and only the most-scathing sorts of vengeance could expiate their own sins of
having abandoned these relatives to their actual or supposed fates.
In any case, a horrific “Catch-22” arose in the prosecution of “war criminals” in
occupied Germany after the War. Participants in the Recent Unpleasantness (of
concentration camps) were divided up into two groups: Victims, and Accuseds. Victims
were, for the most part, Jews, or people who could pass themselves off as Jews. With the
returning Jewish-emigrant prosecutors, these formed the opposing “jaws” between
which suspected Germans were easily and relentlessly crushed.
Accuseds (the term “defendants” was not used) were for the most part Germans, or other
nationalities from which the Germans recruited guards and other such helpmates. There
was some “leakage” between these categories, as some Jews were identified (though not
prosecuted) as vigorous collaborators in the Nazis’ nefarious schemes, and a good few
Gentile Germans, such as Seventh-Day Adventists, were identified as victims in the
wartime control schemes of the National Socialists.
But matters seemed to sort themselves out, mostly along ethnic lines. It was, in the most
lethal form imaginable, a swearing contest. The winners of this contest included many

like Elie Wiesel, recipient of a Nobel prize and many other trophies for the prosecution
he pursues even to this present day.
And in this contest, a certain kind of swearer seemed, ineluctably, to gain sway over the
proceedings. This was the swearer who affirmed the legend, dating all the way back to
clandestine broadcasts of 1942 from Polish resistance fighters, that the Germans had
invented, designed, built, and successfully deployed, an entirely new technology for
mass murder, the gas chamber—and this employing the crudest and most unlikely of
vehicles, that of either the cyanide-based insecticide Zyklon-B, or of carbon monoxide
produced, variously, by gasoline engines or even cylinders clearly marked CO2 (carbon
dioxide, a totally non-toxic gas).
The support for these notions was considerable—even compelling—and compelled.
First, perhaps, was the surrounding conditions in Germany at the time “witnesses” were
recruited to provide their damning tales for the proceedings then underway.
The land, it might be said, was starving. Food, and warmth, and shelter, were to be found
in only one place: the hands of the conquering Allies. These alone could provide the
necessaries of survival; all else was cold, and hunger, and fatal exposure.
But this precious Allies-monopolized sustenance could be had, at a price that many were
able, by hook or by crook, to pay: testimony as to German atrocities. This did not by any
means require actual experience of said atrocities. It only required an awareness of what
the dominant thrust of desired testimony already was and a credible account supporting
the “witness’s” presence at or even just near the places where they were said to have
occurred. And this, in turn, was available, perhaps for a price, from those conspicuous,
well-fed and otherwise comfortable denizens of the enviable living that was provided for
“witnesses” able to provide testimony of the desired sort. An “industry”—the first
“Holocaust Industry”—was born.
Opportunists, not to mention those intent on mere survival, naturally piled on, including,
no doubt, many who were “Jews” merely for the occasion, if it buttressed the particular
testimony that they had managed to concoct. A testifying contest ensued, in which
Allied prosecutors enjoyed the luxury of selecting those who by various means
legitimate and otherwise managed to proffer the most-damning testimony with which to
convict the many accuseds then held in the Allies’ well-populated prisons.
These “witnesses,” no doubt, included Jews, and included people who had endured the
hardships of labor camps—even people who were both. But whatever these witnesses
were or were not, they contrived to present barely credible tales of the depredations of
“the Germans” upon their own and other persons, and while they were engaged in this
activity, they received from the Allies good food, good clothing, and good shelter such
as not even the surrounding native population were in most cases able to enjoy. And
such incentives, no doubt, goaded them continually to provide testimony that satisfied
their Allied benefactors—for one more winter, if for nothing more.
Such “witnesses” were not sworn to any truth, not on a Bible, nor on any tract pertaining
to their actual or pretended beliefs. They were likewise immune, in effect, against any
sort of charge of perjury. If a tribunal happened to discount their testimony, and mete out
against the accused(s) some sentence a bit short of what might have been implied as
appropriate by the testimony provided, that was the end of it. No witness in any of the
post-war atrocity trials was ever even threatened with any such sanctions as those arising
from perjury.
The accuseds, for their part, were subject to strictures that cut very much in the opposite
direction. To begin with, they were barred from arguing against the alleged crimes

having even been committed—the defense of corpus delicti (body missing) was denied
them by a “judicial notice” the tribunals took to the effect that a practice of deliberate
genocide had been pursued by the nation into which the accuseds had been born, and in
whose service they took part, whether willingly or through conscription.[5]
Further to the “judicial notice” that the tribunals took regarding who was guilty of what,
and why, was a blanket allegation of “constructive conspiracy,” in which any person
who took any part in any function of any suspected camp or other such operation was
held to be guilty of the alleged genocidal enterprise, even if he were able somehow to
prove actual unawareness of the enterprise, and entirely aside from whether his duties
entailed killing, sustaining, or having nothing whatsoever directly to do with the putative
victims.[6]
Finally, a defense provided for the powerless underlings who constitute upwards of
ninety percent of the muscle of every army or otherwise violence-based suasive force,
the defense of “orders from above” was likewise arbitrarily suspended for the accuseds,
though after the tribunals, it was hastily restored to the codes by which subordinates in
the triumphant armed forces might defend themselves in tribunals as yet unestablished.
No matter if you faced discipline, transfer to the dreaded Eastern Front, being broken in
rank, or even the firing squad for insubordination, if you followed (or could not prove
you refused to follow) those orders to do things of which you were accused, you were
guilty.
This left only two recourses to accuseds who hoped to attain a prison sentence instead of
a quick trip to the gallows, both recourses having similar effects. The first was, to
confirm, amplify, and extend the overall tales of atrocity and genocide. Doing this was
hoped, and was seen, to garner at least some degree of leniency on the part of the
prosecution, whose goal was, after all, the incrimination of an entire nation, and not just
of whatever hapless accused might occupy the dock at any particular moment. So, many
accuseds, from Rudolf Höss[7] on down, took up this gambit as a desperate attempt to
appease their inquisitors, quite like defendants in proceedings throughout history in
which the verdict, if not the sentence, was quite foregone.
The second recourse was even more potent, but accordingly more demanding in terms of
testimonial content: one could, given sufficient information and guile, accuse some other
of the crimes of which one stood accused oneself. It was preferable, of course, to name
some other accused who was within the reach of the prosecutors, and if one could
somehow arrange the cooperation of victim-witnesses, this enabled the inquisitors to at
least appear to be casting their damning nets so much the wider.[8]
Obviously, both of these techniques of self-defense broadened and deepened the
channels in which the original lie ran—all the product of the efforts of accused
perpetrators to avoid bearing themselves the brunt of the victors’ wrath—and of the
vengeful refugees from, and of self-styled victims of, the racial policies of the
vanquished. Thus did policies of ethnic cleansing and industrial enslavement become
transmogrified in the eyes of later generations, by way of “judicial” testimony, into a
gruesome, hideous program of torture and extermination that quite boggled the minds of
all who heard of it.
Is that such a great leap, after all? Morally, it bridges the chasm that would seem to lie
between racial and national survival, on the one hand, and inhuman hubris and cruelty
on the other. But in tangible terms, the two in a retrospect beclouded by war can barely
be distinguished one from another.
The only thing imaginable that could forever cement this critical, moral distinction—a
distinction that forever damns the perpetrators and all their descendants in time, and

ennobles their innocent victims and their issue forever, would be … gas chambers.

Notes:
[1] An interesting discussion of the population effects appeared in Smith’s Report
for February 2010 (No. 169) in N. Joseph Potts’s “Fighting Hatred, One Lie at a
Time.”
[2] Paul Rassinier. The Holocaust Story and the the Lies of Ulysses. Institute for
Historical Review, Newport Beach, Cal., 1978.
[3] The best review of the development of the Holocaust Narrative is the subject of
Part 1 of The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes, by Samuel Crowell, NineBanded Books, Charleston, W. Va., 2011.
[4] An unforgettable account of the inner workings of these war-crimes trials is the
subject of Innocent at Dachau, by Joseph Halow, Institute for Historical
Review, Newport Beach, Cal., 1993.
[5] Article 21, Constitution of the International Military Tribunal, at
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/imtconst.asp.
[6] The last line of Article 6 of the Constitution of the International Military
Tribunal reads (emphasis mine): “Leaders, organizers, instigators and
accomplices participating in the formulation or execution of a common plan or
conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes are responsible for all acts
performed by any persons in execution of such plan.” The term “accomplices”
was relied upon to indict virtually any person present at, or otherwise involved
in supporting, concentration camps who was not an actual detainee.
[7] Höss was the commandant of Auschwitz. He is the putative author of
Commandant of Auschwitz, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1959. This book
contains details (many of which have since been disproven) of atrocities at
Auschwitz which Höss claimed to have witnessed and/or ordered.
[8] Perhaps the greatest example of this is KZ Auschwitz—Reminiscences of Pery
Broad—SS Man in Auschwitz Concentration Camp, Panstwowe Muzeum
Oswiecim, Oswiecim, Poland, 1965, which SS Unterscharführer Pery Broad
wrote while defending against charges in the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trials. His
success in this endeavor may be gauged against his sentence: four years of
imprisonment, or about the same as Germar Rudolf served for the crime of
investigating and reporting allegations such as Broad’s.
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With the onset of war in Europe, hostilities began in the North Atlantic which eventually
provided the context – or rather, pretext – for America's participation. Immediately,
questions of the rights of neutrals and belligerents leapt to the fore.
In 1909, an international conference had produced the Declaration of London, a
statement of international law as it applied to war at sea. Since it was not ratified by all
the signatories, the declaration never came into effect. However, once war started the
United States inquired whether the belligerents were willing to abide by its stipulations.
The Central Powers agreed, providing the Entente did the same. The British agreed, with
certain modifications, which effectively negated the declaration.[1] British
"modifications" included adding a large number of previously "free" items to the
"conditional" contraband list and changing the status of key raw materials – most
important of all, food – to "absolute" contraband, allegedly because they could be used
by the German army.
The traditional understanding of international law on this point was expounded a decade
and a half earlier by the British prime minister, Lord Salisbury:
"Foodstuffs, with a hostile destination, can be considered contraband of war
only if they are supplies for the enemy's forces. It is not sufficient that they
are capable of being so used; it must be shown that this was in fact their
destination at the time of the seizure."[2]
That had also been the historical position of the US government. But in 1914 the British
claimed the right to capture food as well as other previously "conditional contraband"
destined not only for hostile but even for neutral ports, on the pretense that they would
ultimately reach Germany and thus the German army. In reality, the aim was, as Winston
Churchill, First Lord of the Admiralty candidly admitted, to "starve the whole
population – men, women, and children, old and young, wounded and sound – into
submission."[3]

President Woodrow Wilson had placed America on a direct collision course with
Germany. Photo taken 2 December 1912. By Pach Brothers, New York [Public domain],
via Wikimedia Commons
Britain now assumed "practically complete control over all neutral trade," in "flat
violation of international laws."[4] A strong protest was prepared by State Department
lawyers but never sent. Instead, Colonel House and Spring-Rice, the British ambassador,
conferred and came up with an alternative. Denying that the new note was even a
"formal protest," the United States politely requested that London reconsider its policy.
The British expressed their appreciation for the American viewpoint, and quietly
resolved to continue with their violations.[5]
In November 1914, the British Admiralty announced, supposedly in response to the
discovery of a German ship unloading mines off the English coast, that henceforth the
whole of the North Sea was a "military area," or war zone, which would be mined, and
into which neutral ships proceeded "at their own risk." The British action was in blatant
contravention of international law – including the Declaration of Paris, of 1856, which
Britain had signed – among other reasons, because it conspicuously failed to meet the
criteria for a legal blockade.[6]
The British moves meant that American commerce with Germany was effectively ended,
as the United States became the arsenal of the Entente. Bound now by financial as well
as sentimental ties to England, much of American big business worked in one way or
another for the Allied cause. The house of J.P. Morgan, which volunteered itself as
coordinator of supplies for Britain, consulted regularly with the Wilson administration in
its financial operations for the Entente. The Wall Street Journal and other organs of the
business elite were noisily pro-British at every turn, until we were finally brought into
the European fray.[7]

The United States refused to join the Scandinavian neutrals in objecting to the closing of
the North Sea, nor did it send a protest of its own.[8] However, when, in February, 1915,
Germany declared the waters around the British Isles a war zone, in which enemy
merchant ships were liable to be destroyed, Berlin was put on notice: if any American
vessels or American lives should be lost through U-boat action, Germany would be held
to a "strict accountability."[9]
In March, a British steamship, Falaba, carrying munitions and passengers, was
torpedoed, resulting in the death of one American, among others. The ensuing note to
Berlin entrenched Wilson's preposterous doctrine – that the United States had the right
and duty to protect Americans sailing on ships flying a belligerent flag. Later, John
Bassett Moore, for over 30 years professor of international law at Columbia, long-time
member of the Hague Tribunal, and, after the war, a judge at the International Court of
Justice, stated of this and of an equally absurd Wilsonian principle:
"what most decisively contributed to the involvement of the United States in
the war was the assertion of a right to protect belligerent ships on which
Americans saw fit to travel and the treatment of armed belligerent
merchantmen as peaceful vessels. Both assumptions were contrary to reason
and to settled law, and no other professed neutral advanced them."[10]
Wilson had placed America on a direct collision course with Germany.
On May 7, 1915, came the most famous incident in the North Atlantic war. The British
liner Lusitania was sunk, with the loss of 1,195 lives, including 124 Americans, by far
the largest number of American victims of German submarines before our entry into the
war.[11] There was outrage in the eastern seaboard press and throughout the American
social elite and political class. Wilson was livid. A note was fired off to Berlin,
reiterating the principle of "strict accountability," and concluding, ominously, that
Germany
"will not expect the Government of the United States to omit any word or
any act necessary to the performance of its sacred duty of maintaining the
rights of the United States and its citizens and of safeguarding their free
exercise and enjoyment."[12]

An illustration of the sinking of the Lusitania from 1915. US and British propaganda
suggested that the Lusitania was a passenger ship, while in actuality it was an armed
cruiser carrying thousands of tons of military material and personnel. By supplement to
The Sphere magazine [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
At this time, the British released the Bryce Report on Belgian atrocities. A work of raw

Entente propaganda, though profiting from the name of the distinguished English writer,
the report underscored the “true nature” of the “unspeakable Hun.”[13] Anglophiles
everywhere were enraged. The Republican Party establishment raised the ante on
Wilson, demanding firmer action. The great majority of Americans, who devoutly
wished to avoid war, had no spokesmen within the leadership of either of the major
parties. America was beginning to reap the benefits of our divinely appointed "bipartisan
foreign policy."
In their reply to the State Department note, the Germans observed that submarine
warfare was a reprisal for the illegal hunger blockade; that the Lusitania was carrying
munitions of war; that it was registered as an auxiliary cruiser of the British Navy; that
British merchant ships had been directed to ram or fire upon surfacing U-boats; and that
the Lusitania had been armed.[14]
Wilson's secretary of state, William Jennings Bryan, tried to reason with the president:
"Germany has a right to prevent contraband going to the Allies, and a ship carrying
contraband should not rely upon passengers to protect her from attack – it would be like
putting women and children in front of an army." He reminded Wilson that a proposed
American compromise, whereby Britain would allow food into Germany and the
Germans would abandon submarine attacks on merchant ships, had been welcomed by
Germany but rejected by England. Finally, Bryan blurted out: "Why be shocked by the
drowning of a few people, if there is to be no objection to starving a nation?"[15] In
June, convinced that the administration was headed for war, Bryan resigned.[16]
The British blockade was taking a heavy toll, and in February 1916, Germany
announced that enemy merchant ships, except passenger liners, would be treated as
auxiliary cruisers, liable to be attacked without warning. The State Department
countered with a declaration that, in the absence of "conclusive evidence of aggressive
purpose" in each individual case, armed belligerent merchant ships enjoyed all the
immunities of peaceful vessels.[17] Wilson rejected congressional calls at least to issue a
warning to Americans traveling on armed merchant ships that they did so at their own
risk. During the Mexican civil war, he had cautioned Americans against traveling in
Mexico.[18] But now Wilson stubbornly refused.
Attention shifted to the sea war once more when a French passenger ship, the Sussex,
bearing no flag or markings, was sunk by a U-boat, and several Americans injured [The
Sussex was badly damaged but remained afloat and was eventually towed into Boulogne
harbor. She was repaired post-war and sold to Greece in 1919. Ed.] A harsh American
protest elicited the so-called Sussex pledge from a German government anxious to avoid
a break: Germany would cease attacking without warning enemy merchant ships found
in the war zone. This was made explicitly conditioned, however, on the presumption that
"the Government of the United States will now demand and insist that the British
Government shall forthwith observe the rules of international law." In turn, Washington
curtly informed the Germans that their own responsibility was "absolute," in no way
contingent on the conduct of any other power.[19] As Borchard and Lage commented:
"This persistent refusal of President Wilson to see that there was a relation
between the British irregularities and the German submarine warfare is
probably the crux of the American involvement. The position taken is
obviously unsustainable, for it is a neutral's duty to hold the scales even and
to favor neither side."[20]
But in reality, the American leaders were anything but neutral.
Anglophile does not begin to describe our ambassador to London, Walter Hines Page,
who, in his abject eagerness to please his hosts, displayed all the qualities of a good

English spaniel. Afterwards, Edward Grey wrote of Page, "From the first he considered
that the United States could be brought into the war early on the side of the Allies if the
issue were rightly presented to it and a great appeal made by the President."
"Page's advice and suggestion were of the greatest value in warning us when to be
careful or encouraging us when we could safely be firm." Grey recalled in particular one
incident, when Washington contested the right of the Royal Navy to stop American
shipments to neutral ports. Page came to him with the message. "'I am instructed,' he
said, 'to read this despatch to you.' He read and I listened. He then added: 'I have now
read the despatch, but I do not agree with it; let us consider how it should be answered.'"
Grey, of course, regarded Page's conduct as "the highest type of patriotism."[21]
Page's attitude was not out of place among his superiors in Washington. In his memoirs,
Bryan's successor as Secretary of State, Robert Lansing, described how, after the
Lusitania episode, Britain "continued her policy of tightening the blockade and closing
every possible channel by which articles could find their way to Germany," committing
ever more flagrant violations of our neutral rights. In response to State Department notes
questioning these policies, the British never gave the slightest satisfaction. They knew
they didn't have to. For, as Lansing confessed:
"in dealing with the British Government there was always in my mind the
conviction that we would ultimately become an ally of Great Britain and
that it would not do, therefore, to let our controversies reach a point where
diplomatic correspondence gave place to action."
Once joining the British, "we would presumably wish to adopt some of the policies and
practices, which the British adopted," for then we, too, would be aiming to "destroy the
morale of the German people by an economic isolation, which would cause them to lack
the very necessaries of life." With astounding candor, Lansing disclosed that the yearslong exchange of notes with Britain had been a sham:
"everything was submerged in verbiage. It was done with deliberate
purpose. It insured the continuance of the controversies and left the
questions unsettled, which was necessary in order to leave this country free
to act and even act illegally when it entered the war."[22]
Colonel House, too, was distinctly unneutral. Breaking with all previous American
practice, as well as with international law, House maintained that it was the character of
the foreign government that must decide which belligerent a "neutral" United States
should favor. When in September 1914, the Austrian ambassador complained to House
about the British attempt to starve the peoples of Central Europe – "Germany faces
famine if the war continues" – House smugly reported the interview to Wilson: "He
forgot to add that England is not exercising her power in an objectionable way, for it is
controlled by a democracy."[23]
In their president, Page, Lansing, and House found a man whose heart beat as theirs.
Wilson confided to his private secretary his deep belief: "England is fighting our fight
and you may well understand that I shall not, in the present state of the world's affairs,
place obstacles in her way.... I will not take any action to embarrass England when she is
fighting for her life and the life of the world."[24]
Meanwhile, Colonel House had discovered a means to put the impending American
entry into war to good use – by furthering the cause of democracy and "turning the
world into the right paths." The author of Philip Dru: Administrator revealed his vision
to the president, who "knew that God had chosen him to do great things."[25] The ordeal
by fire would be a hard one, but "no matter what sacrifices we make, the end will justify

them." After this final battle against the forces of reaction, the United States would join
with other democracies to uphold the peace of the world and freedom on both land and
sea, forever. To Wilson, House spoke words of seduction: "This is the part I think you
are destined to play in this world tragedy, and it is the noblest part that has ever come to
a son of man. This country will follow you along such a path, no matter what the cost
may be."[26]
As the British leaders had planned and hoped, the Germans were starving. On January
31, 1917, Germany announced that the next day it would begin unrestricted submarine
warfare. Wilson was stunned, but it is difficult to see why. This is what the Germans had
been implicitly threatening for years, if nothing was done to end the illegal British
blockade.
The United States severed diplomatic relations with Berlin. The president decided that
American merchant ships were to be armed and defended by American sailors, thus
placing munitions and other contraband sailing to Britain under the protection of the US
Navy. When 11 senators, headed by Robert La Follette, filibustered the authorization
bill, a livid Wilson denounced them: "A little group of willful men, representing no
opinion but their own, have rendered the great Government of the United States helpless
and contemptible." Wilson hesitated to act, however, well aware that the defiant senators
represented far more than just themselves.
There were troubling reports – from the standpoint of the war party in Washington – like
that from William Durant, head of General Motors. Durant telephoned Colonel House,
entreating him to stop the rush to war; he had just returned from the West and met only
one man between New York and California who wanted war.[27] But opinion began to
shift and gave Wilson the opening he needed. A telegram, sent by Alfred Zimmermann
of the German Foreign Office to the Mexican government, had been intercepted by
British intelligence and forwarded to Washington. Zimmermann proposed a military
alliance with Mexico in case war broke out between the United States and Germany.
Mexico was promised the American Southwest, including Texas. The telegram was
released to the press.
For the first time backed by popular feeling, Wilson authorized the arming of American
merchant ships. In mid-March, a number of freighters entering the declared submarine
zone were sunk, and the president called Congress into special session for April 2.
Given his war speech, Woodrow Wilson may be seen as the anti-Washington. George
Washington, in his Farewell Address, advised that "the great rule of conduct for us in
regard to foreign nations is, in extending our commercial relations, to have with them as
little political connection as possible" (emphasis in original). Wilson was also the antiJohn Quincy Adams. Adams, author of the Monroe Doctrine, declared that the United
States of America "does not go abroad in search of monsters to destroy." Discarding this
whole tradition, Wilson put forward the vision of an America that was entangled in
countless political connections with foreign powers and on perpetual patrol for monsters
to destroy. Our purpose in going to war was
"to fight thus for the ultimate peace of the world and for the liberation of its
peoples, the German people included: for the rights of nations great and
small and the privilege of men everywhere to choose their way of life and of
obedience. The world must be made safe for democracy ... [we fight] for a
universal dominion of right by such a concert of free peoples as shall bring
peace and safety to all nations and make the world at last free."[28]
Wilson was answered in the Senate by Robert La Follette, and in the House by the
Democratic leader Claude Kitchin, to no avail.[29] In Congress, near-hysteria reigned, as

both chambers approved the declaration of war by wide margins. The political class and
its associates in the press, the universities, and the pulpits ardently seconded the plunge
into world war and the abandonment of the America that was. As for the population at
large, it acquiesced, as one historian has remarked, out of general boredom with peace,
the habit of obedience to its rulers, and a highly unrealistic notion of the consequences of
America's taking up arms.[30]
Three times in his war message, Wilson referred to the need to fight without passion or
vindictiveness – rather a professor's idea of what waging war entailed. The reality for
America would be quite different.
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Bishop Williamson Vindicated, then Ousted
by Nicholas Kollerstrom

"Throughout my life, I have always sought the truth. That is why I
converted to Catholicism and became a priest." ...Bishop Williamson to Der
Spiegel.
VATICAN CITY, 2009 Jan. 30 – A Holocaust-denying bishop who was
readmitted to the Catholic Church apologized Friday to Pope Benedict XVI
for the "unnecessary distress and problems" caused by his “imprudent
remarks”. He had told Swedish television that "historical evidence is hugely
against six million Jews having been deliberately gassed in gas chambers as
a deliberate policy of Adolf Hitler.”[1]
The whole world heard the message. The whole world talked about it. It was just so
staggering, to hear a Catholic priest say something significant. Words of truth, diamondclear, as if inspired by Jesus Christ Himself, were given to the world. [For an earlier
account of what Bishop Williamson said, see Richard Widmann, “The Case of Bishop
Williamson” Ed.[2]] But nobody in the public domain was heard discussing them.
Maybe (and one hopes in private conversations around the world) his carefully chosen
words were weighed, but no discussion of their possible truth was heard in the media,
not a single word. He was condemned on all corners, sacked from his job, expelled from
the country where he was working, threatened with imprisonment by various bodies, and
instructed to recant by the Pope.
It became evident that Jewish bodies such as the Anti-Defamation League could boss the
Pope about, tell him what to do and whom to sack. But defrocking a Catholic priest is
not easy. Finally he was instructed to recant by the Pope. He did not. The truth of what
had happened in history - Bishop Williamson explained - was the most important thing.
A Briton who had served as a bishop in the traditionalist SSPX (Society of Saint Pius X)
Catholic order in America for twenty years, had been asked to leave the USA after he
made some remarks in 2002 about who was responsible for 9/11, and found himself
relocated to Argentina. Then, when visiting Germany for the consecration of a new
deacon he was interviewed by a Swedish TV company. That TV interview appears as an
entrapment: “Bishop Williamson, are these your words?” he was suddenly asked, out of
the blue, at the end of an interview on theological topics, and some comments he had
made years earlier were quoted. The good Bishop managed to reply, with diamond-clear
words of truth. He said, “I believe up to 300,000 Jews perished in Nazi concentration
camps but not one of them by gassing in a gas chamber.”

Bishop Richard Williamson of the Society of Pius X. Photo taken 3 June 1991. By
jcapaldi (flickr.com (cropped)) [CC-BY-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
The entrapment was timed (he explained to me) to frustrate the process whereby his
‘heretical’ branch of the Catholic Church had its four bishops un-excommunicated and it
was synchronized with that re-admission. The un-excommunication happened in midJanuary, when just days earlier the TV interview had been released. The two events
coincided within days! The four SSPX bishops were just getting over being
excommunicated for twenty years by Holy Mother Church, when suddenly...
A letter apparently from the head of the SSPX church argued: “It is shameful to use an
interview on religious matters to introduce secular and controversial issues with the
obvious intention of misrepresenting and maligning the activity of our religious
Society.” The offending remarks had come at the end of an interview in Germany on
Swedish TV. Britain’s Daily Telegraph reported this in a ‘News section,’ adding a
comment on the ‘wicked madness’ of the Bishop - with the journalist adding that “I do
not wish to belong to the same Church as Williamson.” Clearly, no other theological
issue would elicit so absolute a comment from the Telegraph journalist Damian
Thompson – a supreme theological issue was here at stake. In the view of a Telegraph
journalist, the Bishop’s judgment concerning a historical event was ‘wicked madness.’

The Chief Rabbinate of Israel suspended contacts with the Vatican.

Not an Opinion But a Crime
On 9 February 2009, a group of ‘World Jewish leaders’ advised the Pope that “denying
the Shoah was not an opinion but a crime.” Clearly, no bishop had “denied the Shoah’
which alludes to the whole tragic and terrible experience of Jews throughout World War
Two- as those ‘World Jewish leaders’ who put out this deceptive statement knew very
well.
Israel’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs issued a statement saying, "The reinstatement of a
Holocaust denier by the Holy See offends every Jew, in Israel and around the world, and
humiliates the memory of all Holocaust victims and survivors."
In response, a statement put out by the Vatican said: "Bishop Williamson, in order to be
admitted to the Episcopal functions of the Church, must in an absolutely unequivocal
and public way distance himself from his positions regarding the Shoah [Holocaust]."
Then, German Chancellor Angela Merkel told the Pope: "The Pope and the Vatican must
make absolutely clear that there can be no denial of the Holocaust." But Bishop
Williamson would not recant. He instead declared that: "If I find this proof, then I will
correct myself. But that will require some time" and added an apology for the "distress"
he had caused the pope, regretting that his comments had been ‘imprudent.’
An admission of ‘imprudence’ turned out not to be quite adequate. Fifty Catholic
members of the United States Congress then wrote to Pope Benedict to express their
"deep concerns." They wrote, "We do not question your reasons for revoking the
excommunication of Bishop Williamson or your right to do so, but we fail to understand
why the revocation was not accompanied by an emphatic public rejection of his denial of
the Holocaust."[3]
Argentinean officials said, “We are going to make a formal legal complaint and he may
face up to three years in prison.” In the event, he was given a ten-day ultimatum to leave
the country.
The Bishop had to leave Argentina, moving to the SSPX’s British centre in Wimbledon.
For twenty years he had been a much-loved Bishop of the SSPX in America, and four
volumes of his pastoral letters were published. Then in 2002 after he made some
remarks about who was responsible for the event of 9/11, indicating it was not the
Muslims, but alluding to ‘Judaeo-Masonic’ elements,[4] he found himself being asked to
leave America faster than you could say ‘Larry Silverstein.’
In his 2010 book, Light of the World, Pope Benedict XVI said he would not have lifted
the ban on Williamson if he had known of his far-right views. So the Bishop’s statements
about who did and did not die during World War Two showed he was ‘far right’ – that is
the bit that always puzzles me.
In March 2009 the German lawyer Horst Mahler received a five-year prison sentence for
expressing his revisionist views. Then in May 2009 the US Catholic Revisionist Michael
Hoffman sent a memorable letter to the Pope, like a ray of sanity in a world gone mad:
Your Holiness,
Is it not true that, under the Second Vatican Council's doctrine of Religious
Liberty, Bishop Richard N. Williamson has the right to express his
conscience and opinion on the subject of execution gas chambers in
Auschwitz? Why is the Council's doctrine of liberty being suspended in his

case?
Your Secretary of State has made belief in the "Shoah" a criterion for
holding office in the Church. Is the rabbinic "Shoah" mysticism now a
dogma of the Roman Catholic Church?
If so, on what Biblical, patristic and theological basis is the warning of the
Apostle Paul in Titus 1:14 now overthrown?
Do Catholics no longer have the right to doubt or question aspects of secular
history? Does the Magisterium of the Church now decree the undoubted
veracity of the figure of Six Million deceased Judaic persons, and the
undoubted existence of a mass killing operation in Auschwitz-Birkenau,
conducted by means of poison-gas chambers?
Are you aware of the extent to which the Crucifixion of Christ has been
replaced by Auschwitz as the central ontological event of western history?
Do you wish to be complicit in the disastrous effects that continue to accrue
from this derogation of Jesus and deification of man?
I firmly believe in freedom of speech for Bishop Williamson. I am deeply
troubled by your attempted suppression of his rights in this matter. It would
seem that, under your pontificate, casting doubt on a supposition of secular
history is now a de facto heresy. I can find no grounds for this innovation in
Scripture or Catholic tradition.
(That verse in Paul's Epistle to Titus warned against believing “Jewish myths”!) Maybe
the Catholic Church should take some notice of this letter.
In July of 2009 the SSPX in England tried to buy a disused Anglican church in
Manchester. The Commissioners of the Church of England declined, on the basis of the
Williamson affair – as if the whole SSPX church were somehow contaminated by the
view of a Bishop in Argentina. The Diocese of Manchester said it had received a
hundred letters of objection to the sale, from MPs, peers, Manchester City Council, the
Council of Christians and Jews and even the Roman Catholic Church.
In August a Jewish spokesman opposing the sale remarked: “The Jewish community
could not be at peace or live without fear so long as the Society of Saint Pius X remained
in this country.”[5] It would be hard to conceive any religious movement more devoid of
ability to cause harm than the tiny four-Bishop SSPX. But, Jews want to close it down.
They successfully blocked the purchase.
In 2010 a German court summoned Bishop Williamson to face charges that he had
denied the Holocaust, an offense punishable by up to five years in jail. He declined to
come to Germany; in fact his church instructed him not to. In July, 2011 the overseventy bishop was instructed to pay 6,500 euros by a German court. That verdict was
overturned in March 2012.
Lady Michèle Renouf commented on this judgment: “A reading of the documents
suggests that Prof. Weiler (his lawyer) was successful in challenging the very basis of
the charges – namely the essential question of at what point Bishop Williamson had
committed an offence. Was it illegal simply to make these statements in Germany, even
behind closed doors, to the Swedish journalist? Surely this was not a ‘publication.’”
Renouf had earlier recommended a lawyer for the bishop, but the head of the SSPX had
objected. She travels round Europe interviewing people who have been jailed for their
beliefs, as seen on her site ‘Jailing Opinions.’ We might here add that no woman in the

UK is so consistently and heavily vilified both by the media and on blogs as Ms.
Renouf.
Here is how the bishop described his victory:
Many if not all of you readers will have heard by now of last week’s good
news from Germany: on Ash Wednesday the Appeals Court of Lower
Bavaria in Nuremberg quashed the Regensburg Regional Court’s
condemnation of me on 11 July of last year for “racial incitement”. Then I
was condemned for having, in November of 2008, on German soil, in an
interview to Swedish television, taken a politically incorrect view of certain
historical events differing from the view commonly held, but now the
Appeals Court has decreed in addition that the Bavarian State must pay my
trial costs so far. All honour to my defence lawyer, Prof. Dr. Edgar Weiler,
whose arguments the judges made their own, and to Fr. Schmidberger who
introduced me to him, and to Bishop Fellay who approved of him.
So he didn’t recant. Would the SSPX Church allow the good bishop out of his cage – he
is after all the only bishop and most senior member in the UK? As this affair echoed
around the world – Argentina, Germany, Sweden, Rome, UK – did anyone ask him
about the content of what he had said, or seek to discuss it with him, I enquired? No, not
at all, he replied. I spent a while trawling through blogs, where the good bishop was
castigated as mad, sad, dangerous, far-right etc, but nowhere could I see anyone actually
wishing to debate the content of what he had said. It had indeed been gratifying to hear a
bishop discussing the Leuchter Report in public.[6]
Not a single British newspaper reported this victory. The media were crowing about him
when he was expelled from Argentina, but when he won a startling legal victory in
Germany – silence.
If the SSPX wanted to fill a large church hall on a Sunday morning - not easy these days
- they could do it by allowing Bishop Williamson to give the service. People would
come from far and wide, to hear his perceptive, heartwarming and dangerously
unpredictable views. But I guess that couldn’t happen, because of a supreme belief
which the British people do hold with real fervor, overriding all others, in that which has
never existed... Even after his not unremarkable victory (unmentioned in the media), he
has not been allowed to preach in the UK. Then in October 2012 the edict for his
expulsion came through, on grounds of ‘disobedience.’ A tiny British church lost its
only bishop, after he had served in it for forty years.
Tried and condemned by Regensburg's Regional Court in South Germany in 2010 in his
absence, Bishop Williamson had been punished with a fine of €10,000. After appealing,
that same Court re-condemned him in 2011, but with a fine of only €6,500. He reappealed and the case went higher, to the Provincial Court in Nuremberg, where three
judges dismissed the case on procedural grounds and obliged the Bavarian State to pay
legal expenses. One might have hoped that that would the end the matter, but now on 16
January 2013 the Bishop has been re-condemned by Regensburg's Regional Court, with
a fine reduced to only €1,600. A colleague offered to pay the fine and settle the matter,
but the Bishop asked him not to: a principle was at stake, he explained.

Postscript
“Harsh and cruel is the religion of the Shoah” commented Bradley Smith, concerning the
fate of a colleague of Bishop Williamson who spoke out in support.[7] On 29 January

2009 don Floriano Abrahamowicz, a Dominican Catholic priest, representing Northeast
Italy for the SSPX, dared to speak some words in support of the Bishop: “I know that
there were disinfection chambers in the German camps during the war” he declared,
adding that he did not know whether these were also used for killing people. Lying
through its teeth, the Vatican accused him of ‘denying the fact of the Shoah’ – the Shoah
signifies the collective suffering the Jewish people during the War. The fraternity
expelled him, i.e. he could no longer exercise his ministry, then the next thing he knew
he was locked out of his own church, which was also his house: all for claiming that he
‘did not know’ something, about what had happened sixty years ago and a thousand
miles away. He will only be allowed back to the church on condition that he ‘repents.’

Notes:
[1] Francis X. Rocca, “Bishop Apologizes to Pope but Does Not Retract Holocaust
Denial” The Washington Post, January 31, 2009, online:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/01
/30/AR2009013003431.html
[2] Richard Widmann, “The Case of Bishop Williamson.” Smith’s Report No. 159,
March 2009, online: http://www.codoh.com/sites/default/files/documents
/newsite/sr/online/sr_159.pdf
[3] Ibid.
[4] See video ‘The Courageous Bishop Williamson’ by We Are Change
Hollywood: http://www.montaguekeen.com/page648.html about the 9/11 issue.
[5] Source: Father Morgan’s blog, SSPX
[6] He outlined some findings of Fred Leuchter with the same rather sensible logic
as he had earlier applied in commenting upon the Twin Towers collapsing on
9/11: Bishop Williamson’s sermon about this compared Orwell's 1984 story and
the events of 9/11: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooGBMFShUVo Quoting
the words, “The truth will set you free” he added “the corollary is, Lies will
enslave you,” and named the supreme lie of our modern age as 9/11, “a classic
example of an enslaving lie.” We learn that: “Catholic bishop Richard
Williamson gave a profound conference in London, England, the weekend
21-23 September 2007 on George Orwell’s book 1984. The following is his
extraordinary sermon the last day… In this day and age when the global police
state is upon us, it is more important than ever that clergy dare to speak out and
warn their flock from this nightmarish abyss. Unfortunately a rare thing from
Catholic bishops nowadays.” Indeed: but … they sacked him!
[7] Guillaume Fabien, “In the Wake of the ‘Williamson Affair’ The case of don
Floriano Abrahamowicz” Smith’s Report No. 164, August 2009.
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Abstract
To this day, brick and mortar from the walls of the extant delousing chambers at the
infamous Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp contain substantial amounts of Iron
Blue residue, FeIII4[FeII(CN)6]3, also known as Berlin Blue or Prussian Blue. As this
compound is insoluble to rain and resistant to wind and other natural forces, it is not
surprising its presence has persisted the past seven decades. It is usually, but not always,
quite visible to the naked eye.
Various iron(III) oxide compounds are common in brickwork (bricks, mortar, cement,
concrete, plaster), while cyanide compounds are not. The latter’s presence in the
brickwork of delousing chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau is undoubtedly a function of
exposure to gaseous hydrogen cyanide used during the camp’s operation between late
1941 and early 1945. All analyses of exposed surface of other objects have to date
revealed cyanide residues that are either very close to or below the detection limit.
Difficulties with the existing analytical methods, which are not designed for these
atypical host materials, need to be overcome to allow more definite conclusions.

Introduction
Zyklon B, which is liquid hydrogen cyanide (HCN) absorbed on diatomaceous earth or
gypsum granules, started its innocuous career in the 1920s as a disinfestation agent. The
broad consensus today is that during the Second World War this product was used to kill
hundreds of thousands (or millions) of Jews in homicidal gas chambers, in German

wartime camps. But a consensus also seems to exist that Zyklon B was used throughout
the German system of concentration and labour camps for its originally intended
purpose: the disinfestation of inmate living quarters, clothes, linens and mattresses. It
was the advent of DDT and its successors, just as the war was ending, which reduced the
use of HCN for disinfestation purposes to a niche market.
The use of hydrogen cyanide in buildings to fight pests like woodboring beetles has been
common practice for many decades and only rarely led to problems like chemical
reactions of the HCN with building materials, although a few cases have been reported,
some of which involve the reaction of HCN with iron compounds contained in the walls
resulting in Iron Blue.[3]
The blue discoloration which has been noted in the disinfestation, or delousing,
chambers at the Auschwitz and Birkenau camps most probably resulted from a similar
reaction. The idealized reactions underlying the conversion of iron(III) oxide to Iron
Blue in wall material (brick, cement, mortar, concrete, plaster) in the presence of large
amounts of gaseous HCN are probably as follows:[4]
coordination &
reduction:

36 HCN + 14 Fe(OH)3 + 6e– → 2 Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 + 18 H2O
+6 OH–

oxidation:

3 HCN + 6 OH– → 3 CO2 + 3 NH3 + 6 e–

total:

39 HCN + 14 Fe(OH)3 → 2 Fe4[Fe(CN)6]3 + 18 H2O + 3
CO2 + 3 NH3

Iron(III) is known for eagerly binding cyanide ions, and the resulting
hexacyanoferrate(III) is known to be a strong oxidising agent, which in an alkaline
medium is capable of oxidising even trivalent to hexavalent chrome.[5] Considering that
lime and cement mortars remain alkaline for quite a while (the higher the cement
content, the longer the material will remain alkaline), the above formation mechanism
for Iron Blue in walls exposed to HCN appears most likely, where hexacyanoferrate(III)
oxidises excess cyanide, while the resulting hexacyanoferrate(II) combines with
remaining iron(III) ions over time to slowly form Iron Blue.

Evaluation of Past Sampling and Analytical Methods
Well over a hundred specimens have been sampled from the walls of various buildings at
the Birkenau and Auschwitz wartime camps by four different surveys. In sequence of
publication these were: Leuchter (USA, 1988),[6] Rudolf (Germany, 1993),[ 7] Ball
(Canada, 1993) [8] and Markiewicz et. al. (Poland, 1994). [9]
Whereas Leuchter and Rudolf measured total cyanide in the brickwork using an
internationally recognized analytical procedure that dissolves the total cyanide content,
the Polish study (Markiewicz et. al.) aspired to measure only the water-soluble cyanide
components, i.e. those components that might be presumed to no longer exist, because
soluble cyanide compounds are notoriously unstable and decompose under the influence
of air humidity with a half-life of mere days and thus cannot be expected to have
survived five decades of exposure to the elements.[10] Hence, whatever can be
measured with such a method, it certainly cannot conceivably appertain to soluble
cyanide compounds deposited 50 years earlier, no matter how reproducible the results.
[11]

Fig. 1: Interior photograph taken from the ruins of Morgue 1 (alleged "gas chamber") of
Crematorium II. The arrow points to a sample taking location by Germar Rudolf. (©
1991 Karl Philipp)
The reason given by the Polish scientists to exclude long-term-stable iron cyanide
compounds from their analysis deserves a brief discussion. If valid, a completely
different approach to the issues at hand would be required.
Without considering possible pathways for the formation of long-term-stable iron
cyanides in wall materials exposed to HCN, the Polish team assumed that maybe “the
delousing room[s] were coated with this [Iron Blue] dye as a paint.”[12] Their
supposition was based on a paper by Austrian chemist Josef Bailer, published in a
political brochure by the Austrian government. [13] In order to exclude this
pigmentation from the analysis, they decided to apply a method that was insensitive to
iron cyanides.
It is worth emphasizing that a few published reports exist where a single fumigation of
old churches with Zyklon B (or its successor product) resulted in exactly the same spotty
blue plaster discoloration as observed here, caused by the formation of Iron Blue.
Iron Blue is not well-suited for wall paint, as it is unstable in an alkaline environment,
and because fresh wall plasters saturated with Ca(OH)2 may have pH values as high as
13,[14] which decreases only slowly with time. Studies on the stability of Iron Blue have
determined that the pigment is still stable at a pH value of 9 to 10. [15] Experiments
conducted by Rudolf have established a stability limit of pH 10-11 for fresh Iron Blue
precipitations. Beyond this value, Fe(OH)3 precipitates, leaving the re-dissolved
hexacyanoferrate(II) ions behind, thus reversibly destroying the pigment. In their
product information sheets for Iron Blue pigments, the German chemical company
Degussa describes Iron Blue’s “lime fastness” – a measure of stability on fresh wall
plasters – as “not good.”[16] Although the pigment’s destruction on alkaline plaster is
reversible once the wall loses some of its alkalinity, the result would still be a patchy
blue color which changes its hue with time– hardly what a customer buying blue wall
paint would desire. As a result, Iron Blue, when used in blue paint, is not the only
substance added to impart blue pigment. [17]
Even if such wall paint had been available during the war, it is not likely that German
camp authorities would have used it exclusively in their delousing chambers. And this
would have been true not only at Auschwitz and Birkenau,[18] but also at the Majdanek
and Stutthof camps, whose delousing chambers show an identical Iron Blue
discoloration found nowhere else in the camp.[19]
The Auschwitz delousing chambers under investigation here had received a coat of
white lime paint. Adding another layer of paint to it would have made little sense. Also,

any layer of paint leaves behind a pattern of brush strokes and a defined layer containing
the pigment together with the other components of the paint, such as binders, fillers and
additives, which usually make up the bulk of the paint, none of which has been
detectable in the cases examined here.

Fig. 2: Interior northwest room in the Zyklon B disinfestation wing of BW 5a in the
Birkenau camp\. (© 1991 Karl Philipp)
Some of Rudolf’s samples (see below) were high in cyanide but showed no
discoloration, having originated from deeper layers of the plaster, which could not have
been caused by a superficial layer of blue paint. In addition, high cyanide levels are
sometimes detectable even in samples taken from the outside of the buildings, which are
plain, unplastered brick walls, with no paint whatsoever.[20]
We therefore do not accept that blue wall paint was the reason for the blue discolorations
of the plaster, mortar and bricks of Third Reich era Zyklon B delousing-chamber walls.
Excluding insoluble iron cyanides from the analysis, as the Polish study did, means
excluding the majority of detectable cyanide components, which is hardly a valid
approach.
Whilst the Polish team did have permission from the Polish authorities to take its wall
samples, Leuchter and Rudolf took their samples clandestinely. Considering that secret
sampling is not unusual and sometimes necessary for the sake of independent
investigations, this legal flaw may have no relevance to our analysis.
The Ball study was small, a mere six wall samples taken in all, without any precise
location given. A fierce debate, colored alas by political agendas, has swirled around the
question of what parts of old brickwork may or may not have been regularly exposed to
hydrogen cyanide gas. Hence evidence locating each sampling site is here rather vital in
reconstructing the historical use. We have here excluded Ball’s samples on the grounds
that its author has not been available to answer questions concerning the exact locations
of his samples.

Depth of Penetration
Possibly influenced by the hypothesis that the Iron Blue found in the walls of the
Auschwitz delousing chambers might stem from wall paint and therefore is expected to
be found only on the walls’ surface, Dr Roth, the chemist who worked at Alpha
Laboratories which analysed Leuchter’s specimens back in 1988, stated in a later media
interview that cyanide gas would only be absorbed into the first ten micrometres or so of
wall surface.[21] That could be so for stone but neither for brick nor for mortar or
plaster. Were his claim valid, it would invalidate the very concept of wall-sampling to
assess historical cyanide exposure. We shall here comment on ‘Roth’s hypothesis’:
1. First we may juxtapose Roth’s media statement above with the statement he made

while testifying under oath as an expert witness during a trial for which he had
unwittingly prepared the analyses in question:[22]
“In porous materials such as brick or mortar, the Prussian blue [read:
hydrogen cyanide] could go fairly deep as long as the surface stayed open,
but as the Prussian blue formed, it was possible that it would seal the porous
material and stop the penetration.”
2. Furthermore, expert literature is detailed in that hydrogen cyanide is an extremely
mobile chemical compound with some of its physical properties quite comparable to
water.[23] It can quite easily penetrate through thick, porous layers like walls, as was
shown during fumigation experiments in the late 1920s.[24]
3. In addition, it is generally known that cement and lime mortars are highly porous
materials. The German official standard DIN 4108, Parts 3 to 5, for instance, deals with
diffusion of steam into building materials.[25] It deals to a large degree with the socalled diffusion resistance factor of building materials, a dimensionless number
indicating how much longer the diffusion of a gas takes to penetrate a layer of certain
materials compared to the time it takes to diffuse through the same layer of still air. This
coefficient applies for any type of gas, including hydrogen cyanide. In the list of 100
different building materials compiled in DIN 4108, Part 4, one can find lime and cement
mortar with diffusion resistances from 15 to 35, in which case the resistance grows with
increasing cement content. Hence, in such materials, there does not exist anything like a
defined layer of 0.01 mm beyond which hydrogen cyanide could not diffuse, as for
comparison there would be no reason why water could not penetrate a sponge deeper
than a millimetre. Steam, for example, whose physical behaviour is comparable to
hydrogen cyanide, can very easily penetrate walls.
4. Finally, Rudolf has taken wall samples from the outside of delousing chambers, as
well as from deeper layers of the material:
Table 1: Cyanide Levels of External and Deep-Layer Samples
Sample # Location

mg CN–/kg

11

inside, plaster from 1 mm to 10 mm depth 2,640

13

inside, plaster from 2 mm to 10 mm depth 3,000

15a

outside, mortar from 0 mm to 3 mm depth 1,560

15c

outside, brick from the outer 1 mm

2,400

16

outside, brick from 0 mm to 7 mm

10,000

17

inside, plaster from 4 mm to 10 mm

13,500

19a

inside, plaster from 0 mm to 4 mm

1,860

19b

inside, plaster from 4 mm to 8 mm

3,880

Rudolf’s Samples 15b & c were taken from a brick on the outside of one of the Birkenau
delousing chambers. Whereas Sample 15c consisted of the upper, stained layer some 1
mm thick of the brick scraped off with a spatula, Sample 15b (not listed above) consisted
of the sample’s remainder. The upper blue layer had a cyanide value of 2,400 ppm,
whereas the rest of the sample (15b) had a value of only 56 ppm, indicating that almost
all cyanide is concentrated on the upper millimetre of the brick – with no paint visible,
though. As Rudolf has indicated, this may be due to the fact that the iron oxide contained

in bricks is rather inert to chemical reactions due to the sintering process that all the
brick’s compounds undergo when it is made, with the exception of the brick’s surface,
where environmental influences (UV radiation, acid rain etc.) activate the iron.
Rudolf’s mortar and plaster Sample Pairs 9 & 11, 12 & 13, 19a & b, which were each
taken at the same spot but at different depths, as well as 17, taken from below the
overlaying lime plaster (which is similar to 19a), show that the situation is drastically
different with plaster:
Table 2: Penetration Depth of HCN into Walls with Resulting
Iron Blue Formation
Surface values

Deep-Layer Values

Outside values

Sample Values

Sample Values

Sample Value

9

0 – 2 mm: 11
11,000

1 – 10 mm: –
2,640

–

12

0 – 2 mm: 13
2,900

2 – 10 mm: –
3,000

–

–

–

4 – 8 mm:
13,500

16

0-7 mm:
10,000

19a

0 – 4 mm: 19b
1,860

4 – 8 mm:
3,880

–

–

17

The wall at the location where Samples 9 & 11 were taken showed a very intense, dark
blue hue. The concomitant accumulation of Iron Blue on the surface is borne out by the
very high amount of cyanide found there in comparison to the considerably lower,
though still substantial amount in deeper layers. This surface accumulation is due to wall
exposure to outdoor elements plus its direct contact with ground water. The Birkenau
camp was erected in a swampy area: ground water slowly moving up through the wall
and out towards the surface, where it evaporates, carries along soluble ions, including
hexacyanoferrates, which subsequently accumulate at the walls’ surface. This is also
supported by the visible pattern of blue hues produced by this process, which seems to
reproduce the underlying brick structure of that wall, probably caused by the different
heat conductivities – and thus water evaporation rates – of the underlying material.[26]
In contrast to this no such accumulation has occurred at the location where Samples 12
& 13 were taken, which is an internal partitioning wall not exposed to the elements and
in no direct contact with ground water. Hence, the lack of moisture in that wall has
prevented the transport of soluble cyanides to the surface. As a consequence, an almost
constant concentration profile results for the upper 10 mm of the wall.
Sample 17 was taken from the southern wall of the delousing wing of the hygiene
building BW 5b at Auschwitz-Birkenau, a wall intensely exposed to the elements, as the
winds and the rain come primarily from the southwest to west in that area.[27] Since
moisture is one main prerequisite for the absorption of HCN into building materials –
the other being an elevated pH value – this could be why cyanide values are highest at
this location. In fact, 74% of all the iron contained in this sample was converted to Iron
Blue: we are dealing here with cyanide values very close to the saturation limit.
Interestingly, the heavily eroded, hence chemically active bricks on the outside of this
wall show a dark blue discoloration with cyanide values close to those measured in the
lower layers of the plaster on the inside (Sample 16) suggesting that the entire wall is
saturated through with Iron Blue, should anyone ever venture to take core samples from

within it.
This may resolve the question, as regards which of Dr Roth’s statements is tenable:
without doubt, that which he made while under oath.

Fig. 3: Exterior southwest wall of the Zyklon B disinfestation wing of BW 5b in the
Birkenau camp\. (© 1991 Karl Philipp)

Detection Limit and Reliability
The Polish study followed the method as defined by Epstein, who gives a detection limit
of 0.2 mg/l for liquid samples.[28] The Polish team mysteriously averred, however, that
their detection limit lay almost two orders of magnitude lower, at 3-4µg/kg according to
experience they have gained with test measurements. We are far from accepting this
parts-per-billion accuracy level claimed for a 1947 method but refrain from further
comment.
This, in addition to the observations made above about the evidently wrong wall-paint
hypothesis, led to our decision to exclude these results from our present comparative
study concerned only with total wall cyanide measurement.
We are therefore left with the studies conducted by Leuchter and Rudolf. Using just
these two published studies, we have here made several binary distinctions within the
data, e.g. between outdoor wall samples exposed to the elements, and those from stillenclosed rooms, having intact ceilings. This may guide us as to the effect of weathering
on the residual cyanide levels. Also, a differential between brick and mortar cyanide
absorption would be of interest. We have endeavoured to ascertain a control level, i.e. a
mean ferrocyanide level in dormitories, kitchens and washroom walls, rooms where
nobody has alleged that regular exposure to hydrogen cyanide took place. From pooling
the two data sets we have endeavoured to credibly ascertain this vital scientific metric.
We have not been primarily interested in the question of whether a deep blue
ferrocyanide discoloration of the walls is present, or how that came into existence. The
presence of this blue hue emerged only slowly after the war and was the stimulus for the
original measurements of wall cyanides taken by Fred Leuchter. We suggest that the
simple measurements of total cyanide as evaluated here do not depend upon such a
discoloration. For instance, if a certain wall material contains some 1% of iron
compounds, even its total conversion into Iron Blue would not necessarily lead to a
noticeable change in hue, as 1% blue within 99% of, say, mortar-grey would hardly be
noticeable to the human eye. This is borne out by Rudolf’s Samples 19a & b, both of
which had high cyanide levels, although neither showed any noticeable blue hue. Strong
discoloration of wall surfaces must therefore depend on accumulation processes near the
surface, e.g. due to humidity transporting still-soluble cyanide compounds like
hexacyanoferrates to the surface, where it then slowly converted to Iron Blue.[29]

Leuchter and Rudolf both had their samples analysed by professional laboratories
employing almost identical methods: grinding the solid samples in ball mills, then
extracting the cyanide by boiling the powdered samples in hydrochloric acid. The
forming HCN was driven out by means of a continuous air stream into a NaOH solution.
This was then analysed photometrically. Even though there are more sensitive methods
of detecting cyanide available today, they usually are incapable of dissolving Iron Blue,
which is an integral part of a solid sample.
The detection limit of the methods used by Leuchter was given as 1 ppm, whereas
Rudolf’s laboratory claimed a limit of 0.5 ppm. The main weakness of these two
investigations is arguably that many samples of interest exhibited cyanide levels very
close to these detection limits.
The analytical method used was originally devised for liquid samples, whereas we are
dealing with solid samples whose cyanide contents have to be dissolved before they can
be measured. In addition, almost all analytical methods used to this day are susceptible
to interference by a wide range of components.[30] One of them is of particular
importance in our case: carbonates. In aqueous HCl, carbonates release CO2, which thus
gets transferred alongside HCN into the NaOH solution. The German DIN standard
analytical method used for Rudolf’s samples specifically mentions a potential
interference of carbonate, which can mask small amounts of cyanide.[31] In the present
case, carbonates are a main component of most samples (except bricks). It remains
unknown to what extent a substantial amount of carbonate has affected the analysis. It
may be safe to state, though, that the reliable detection limit under these circumstances
can be expected to be considerably higher than is given for liquid samples with little or
no carbonates.
To prove this point, Leuchter’s laboratory re-analysed two low-level samples and made a
spike analysis for a third. Rudolf had four of his samples re-analysed by a different
laboratory. The results are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Reproducibility of Total Cyanide Analysis of Wall Samples
by Rudolf and Leuchter
(Results in mg CN–/kg)

Sample*

1st Result

2nd Result

% Recovery (1st/2nd)

L25

3.8

1.9

50

L30

1.1

ND

0

L26

1.3

–

140**

R3

6.7

ND

0

R8

2.7

ND

0

R11

2,640

1,430

54

R25

9.6

9.6

100

* L = Leuchter’s sample no.; R = Rudolf’s sample no.
** A spike recovery was performed in this case, with only the percentage given.

Whereas all of Leuchter’s samples are described as “brick,” hence should have low
contents of interfering carbonates, Rudolf’s Samples 3, 8, and 11 were plaster samples
rich in carbonates. The the only sample which could be reproduced with accuracy, #25,
was of brick. As can be seen from this, the reliability of analytic results even of samples

with high levels of cyanide is problematic, whereas the reliability of result of samples
with cyanide levels close to the formal detection limit is approaching zero. To put this
into perspective, a spike recovery rate of up to ±10% is considered to signify a reliable
analytic method. The acceptability limits are generally considered to be at ±25%. Here
we are dealing here with rates between +40% and –100%.

The Delousing Chambers
Our first division of the data concerns wall samples taken from what are agreed by all
sides to have been innocuous delousing chambers in the Auschwitz-Birkenau hygiene
buildings BW 5a and BW 5b (BW standing for Bauwerk = building). Erected in 1941 as
a preventive measure against the outbreak of typhus in this German wartime camp, they
exposed clothing and bedding to something around a thousand parts per million of
cyanide gas for several hours.[32] They were designed to be used in conjunction with
Zyklon B. The type used at Auschwitz consisted of highly porous gypsum granules
soaked with liquid hydrogen cyanide.[33] The liquid boiled at 25.7°C, so slight warming
was recommended to accelerate the evaporation of the compound, although it was not
required due to the high vapour pressure of HCN even at low temperatures.
Only a single sample from a delousing chamber (DC) wall was taken by Fred Leuchter,
at Birkenau, even though it was quite a substantial one, but this was more than
compensated by Rudolf’s quite extensive sampling inside and out of two delousing
chambers in the same camp. Indeed we may at once divide Rudolf’s 16 DC samples into
those from indoor walls versus those from outdoor walls of the same buildings:
Delousing room, inside: 5,431 ± 3,962 ppm (n=11),
outside:

3,010 ± 3,999 ppm (n=5).

Such huge standard deviations may be expected among samples taken at different
locations with different exposures and histories: strictly speaking, one should only
consider them for multiple analytical results of the same sample or from very similar
samples, which is not here the case.
All of the walls here sampled (except for Rudolf’s Samples #19a&b as mentioned
above) were stained blue to some degree. Clearly, the hydrogen cyanide used on a
regular basis in these delousing chambers has penetrated right through the walls, being
45% lower on the outside than on the inside forty years later.
Comparing both Leuchter and Rudolf DC samples versus all other samples of
measurable cyanide level gives:
Table 4: Cyanide Levels in Delousing Chambers versus Other
Locations in ppm
Sampler

Delousing Chambers

Other locations

Leuchter

1,050 (n=1)

1.22 ± 1.94 (n=33)

Rudolf

4,674 ± 4,009 (n=16) 2.61 ± 3.6 (n=16)

Overall mean value: 4,461 ± 3,980 (n=17) 1.68 ± 2.6 (n=49)
A total of 32 samples were taken by Leuchter, three of which were measured twice by
Alpha Laboratories, i.e. there was a large enough quantity to perform two separate
assays upon them (see Appendix 1 of The Leuchter Report). That gave altogether 35

assays performed, of which 16 gave measurable iron cyanide levels, while 19 had
cyanide levels too low, if any, to give a reading. We have here included all of Leuchter’s
measured values, except the one consisting of sealing material taken from a hot air
disinfestation oven.
Rudolf had 32 analyses made, four of which were repeat analyses by a different
laboratory. His ‘Fresenius Institute’ laboratory obtained measurable values from all of
them, while the other laboratory (IUS) was unable to detect any residue in two of the
four samples. In addition, Rudolf also took a sample from a collapsed Bavarian
farmhouse as a null test. This sample was tested by both laboratories as well (R25).
The first judgement to be made here is whether the means and standard deviations are
similar enough to justify pooling the two data sets. If all of Leuchter’s too-low-tomeasure samples are assigned a value of 0.5 ppm (to choose the middle between nothing
and the official detection limit of one ppm), then his non-DC values would go up from
1.22 ± 1.94 to an overall mean of 1.4 ppm ± 1.8 for n=33. Thereby the Leuchter and
Rudolf data sets are seen not to differ significantly, and we therefore felt at liberty to
pool the two data sets.
Having done that, a two-thousandfold differential between the two groups is evident.
The data, of cyanide wall-measurements fall into two very clearly separate groups with
no overlap whatsoever. We here have no further comments to make upon the DC wallsample values.

Homicidal Gas Chambers
There is no record of a large, homicidal cyanide gas chamber ever existing either prior to
or after World War Two. There is a widespread agreement, however, that they did so
exist and extensively function in Poland during the war. Indeed one can be jailed in ten
European nations for publicly expressing doubt of such a thing. We are not concerned to
debate the technical details of such large homicidal cyanide gas chambers (HGC). Our
concern lies solely in defining the category of HGC in terms of what brickwork was
sampled by Leuchter and then by Rudolf.
By a ‘control’ sample we mean one taken from a room that has not been recorded or
alleged to have functioned as a gas chamber, neither for humans nor for clothes or
bedding, i.e. it has been neither a DC nor an HGC. For ascertaining this group, we have
here used the careful work of Desjardins, who in 2007 published a new analysis of his
1996 visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau, where he re-traced the sites sampled by Leuchter,
commenting on the locations of each sample.[34] Thus three primary sources remain
available for locating the sample sites: video footage taken during the Leuchter
sampling, maps drawn up afterwards, and the reconstruction by Mr Desjardins.[35]
Thereby we have been able to group the data for example by outdoor/exposed versus
indoor/unexposed specimens, as mentioned, but also and more importantly by homicidal
gas chambers (HGC) versus background or control levels. Major textbooks have pointed
to the buildings which reportedly functioned as HGCs,[36] and clearly the main
motivation of these chemical wall-sampling investigations has focused upon these.
Leuchter sampled from five locations which have generally been alluded to as ‘Kremas’
in the literature, which is a German abbreviation for crematoria. Taken from the walls of
these locations, Leuchter’s sample numbers stemming from locations said to have been
HGCs were, Desjardins concluded: Krema 2: 1-7; Krema 3: 8-11; Krema 4: 20; Krema
5: 24, and Krema 1: 25-27 and 29-31, totalling 19 samples, three of which have been
analysed twice, hence 22 analytical results altogether. The ‘control’ samples then
become those taken from locations within those buildings which are not claimed to have

been part of a HGC, i.e. Krema 4: 13-19; Krema 5: 21-23, and Krema 1: 28, totalling 11.
These samples came from locations which had been a washroom, a chimney room and
other unidentified rooms not associated with the use of toxic gases. Obtaining the mean
values of the two groups gave:
HGCs (n=22):

1.6 ± 2.0 ppm

Controls (n=11): 1.28 ± 1.21 ppm
The statistically insignificant 21% difference between the means of these two groups
fails to indicate a historical difference in terms of their exposure to cyanide gas.
Concerning wall exposure to the elements, Desjardins, after carefully retracing the steps
of Leuchter on a 1996 visit to Auschwitz and watching the film that had been made of
Leuchter’s sampling, commented:
“Leuchter's samples, numbered 25 through 31, extracted from Crematorium
I… taken from a facility which was not destroyed and has remained intact
since the end of the war, were not exposed to the elements. The same might
be said for samples 4, 5 and 6 taken from Crematorium II. Leuchter
removed these samples from a pillar, wall and ceiling which, though
accessible, were nevertheless well protected against wind, rain and sun.”
Proceeding likewise by obtaining the two means, using the same data as before, gave:
Sheltered rooms (n=13):

1.77 ± 2.1 ppm

Exposed surfaces (n=20): 1.32 ± 1.6 ppm
That so slight a decrease in iron cyanide levels has taken place over four decades is
indeed remarkable and accords with what is known about the insolubility and
permanence of Iron Blue.
Rudolf took three samples from the HGC walls (from what is called the Krema-II
morgue), obtaining in four analyses values of 7.2, 0.6, 6.7 and 0 ppm, listed as the first
three samples of his data-table (Fig 19, pp. 254f.). Within what we are calling the
‘control’ group, he investigated plaster versus mortar absorption of cyanide. For nearsurface plaster he found a mean of 1.2± 1.4 ppm (n=7, his Samples
4,5,7,8(twice),10,23); while for mortar he found 0.2± 0.1 ppm (n=3, Samples 6,21,24).
Thus, the mortar in between the bricks held a relatively lower level of iron cyanide.
Table 5 lists the total Leuchter data, as before assigning values of 0.5 ppm to his samples
that were too low to measure. The six Leuchter samples from Krema 1 are {3.8, 1.3, 1.4,
7.9, 1.1, 0.5}ppm, plus his seven samples from Krema II are {0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5,
0.5 }ppm. Also assigning 0.5 ppm to samples below the detection limit, the four Rudolf
samples from Krema II are {7.2, 0.6, 6.7, 0.5}. Rudolf took his controls from two lots of
inmate barracks (Samples 5-8 (where 8 was analysed twice) and 23-24), from walls not
part of an original delousing chamber (Samples 10 & 21) as well as from a collapsed
Bavarian farm house (Sample 25, analysed twice), giving 11 altogether: {0.6, 0.1, 0.3,
2.7/0.5, 0.3, 0.1, 3.6, 0.3, 9.6/9.6}. Combining these gives us:
Table 5: Mean Cyanide Values of Homicidal Gas
Chambers and Control Locations, ppm
Sampler

Mean HGC value Mean ‘control’ value

Rudolf

3.8 ± 3.7 (n=4)

2.5 ± 3.7 (n=11)

Leuchter

1.6 ± 2.1 (n=22)

1.3 ± 1.2 (n=11)

Combined 1.9 ± 2.4 (n=26)

1.9 ± 2.8 (n=22)

Hence the statistical difference between the two groups of samples is virtually nonexistent. Assuming for the sake of argument that the analytical results are reliable, only
two options remain: either these other buildings exhibited unfavourable conditions for
the formation of these compounds during the war years, or they were not at all or only
rarely exposed to HCN, presumably for delousing of the respective premises. But, if
anyone reckons that the remains of a wartime homicidal cyanide gas chamber can be
identified, which has somehow been omitted from the several wall-samplings to-date,
we would be keen to attempt some further sampling to be taken from it, expecting that it
would show some elevated level of residual cyanide.

Conclusion
The walls of the delousing chambers at Auschwitz and Auschwitz-Birkenau have been
found to have high or saturation levels of iron cyanides, indicating regular and intense
exposure to hydrogen cyanide gas. All other buildings of that camp where samples have
been taken have much lower levels of total cyanide, if any. The reason for this has yet to
be agreed upon scientifically.
However, the published analytical results of total-cyanide analyses are hampered by the
fact that the method used does not seem to provide reliable results for cyanide levels
approaching the detection limit. Not even the value of the only sample with a high
cyanide content which was re-analysed was reproduced within an acceptable margin.
Whereas the study by Markiewicz et al. detecting merely soluble cyanides was funded
by a government research project and hence could draw on sufficient resources to
conduct careful calibrations and to re-analyse every sample twice, the studies by
Leuchter and Rudolf had to rely on commercial laboratories who did not (Rudolf), or
only in a few exceptions (Leuchter) re-analyse any of their samples. Rudolf actually had
to hand some of his samples to another laboratory, which may also have introduced (or
eliminated) systematic errors.
Considering that the methods used by Leuchter and Rudolf were not designed for solid
samples and are known to be prone to inaccuracies, especially in the presence of large
amounts of carbonates as was the case in some (Leuchter), if not most (Rudolf) of their
samples, it is first necessary to establish a method which can detect total cyanide with
reliability and accuracy in such solid, high-carbonate samples before any definite
conclusion can be drawn from any analytical results.
On the other hand, the study undertaken by Markiewicz et al., although more thorough
and hence reliable when it comes to the results of their analysis, used an analytical
procedure which excluded nearly all of the cyanide. The mystery of its claimed vastly
higher accuracy (“The IFFR used a much more sensitive method [than Leuchter or
Rudolf]. Their sensitivity was 3-4µg/kg, i.e., 300 times more sensitive” according to
chemist Richard Green.) would need some further discussion before a proper replication
which we are here advocating. The Polish study used a fairly comparable colorimetric
assay procedure, and it remains opaque to us how a 1947 method could have claimed to
attain such orders of magnitude higher accuracy, in parts per billion of solid-wall
cyanide rather than parts per million.

We hope that a replication of the results of both types of analytical methods can be
performed by reliably measuring both the permanent and soluble cyanide contents in
samples taken from all locations of interest. This should be conducted in a country
where the expression of doubt is not a crime. As for example Karl Popper argued, doubt
is inherent in the scientific method,[37] and the necessary calm debate needed for
resolving this emotive issue cannot be reached unless doubt is permitted. For this reason
we would like to see a UK or US investigation, even though the phenomenon pertains to
central Europe.
There is an honoured scientific tradition of the experimentum crucis, or key experiment,
whereby the choice between conflicting theories is decisively resolved: what would it be
in this case? Has it already been performed? Ideally we would like to see a virtual reality
reconstruction of the several chambers and walls here discussed, showing where old,
“genuine” brickwork is located and the various points of sampling to-date, whereby
different groups could debate and agree upon where any further sampling should be
conducted.
We are composing this in the year of the 300th anniversary of the great calculus
controversy between Leibniz and Newton. Fierce national passions were there involved,
although few could really grasp the difference between the Leibnizian differentials and
the Newtonian fluxions: we are likewise not objecting to heated debate – as long as it
does not spill over into ad hominem insult, career termination etc., which has somewhat
impeded previous discussion – but this time one which would revolve around the
obscure equations of the iron-cyanide bond.
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▸ Additional information about this document

Safe Among the Germans: Liberated Jews After
World War II
by Ezra Macvie

by Ruth Gay. Yale University Press, New Haven, 2002, 347 pp.
Perhaps unintentionally, the title of this fascinating study of the infamous DisplacedPersons camps in postwar Germany is very generous to Germans. It suggests that, in
some act of contrition, those Germans who survived World War II willingly opened their
land, and figuratively their arms, to Jews from all over Europe who had been displaced
by the recent hostilities. As the author makes clear in her text, however, this was hardly
the case, if only for the reason that the Germans effectively had no land, surviving from
day to day as they did at the pleasure of the occupying powers that had won their war
against Germany. But the text further makes clear a good reason for the title, and a fairly
obvious one at that: that Jews from all over Europe, at least east of the Rhine, came in
the period after the War to find their best respite from displacement and dispossession on
the former territory of that very country whose previous (National Socialist) government
undeniably bore the bulk of the responsibility for their plight. The irony is irresistible,
and carries far greater emotional impact than would any more-accurate title such as
Jewish Sojourning under the Allies, or even Occupied Germany: Jewish Way Station.
The presumably innocently misleading title of this work actually provides a fair
representation of the sort of “history” embodied in this book. Ruth Gay, an accomplished
chronicler of events involving world Jewry in many places and times (she died in 2006),
conveys impressions of such events that are informed by visceral identification with her
Jewish subjects that nonetheless are refreshingly free of the cant, partisanship, and
outright racism that so often degrade narratives composed by members of the groups
under discussion. This, of course, hardly makes Gay any sort of revisionist. She recounts
most of the standard litany concerning the National Socialist persecution of the Jews in
quite as much detail as would seem pertinent as antecedent to her actual subject. This, of
course, entails the assignment of great blame to many German persons and institutions,
recitation of whose names she spares the reader. Interestingly, while she makes ample
reference to direct and indirect killing of Jews by Germans, she at no point asserts the
existence or use of gas chambers, except as such views happen to appear in quotations
she presents that bear on her own subject. And, at least to attentive readers, she is
unsparing in describing the policies and practices of the Soviet Union and other nonGerman agents in treating Jewish refugees in a manner that, at the end of the day, is very
difficult to distinguish from the fates that befell Jews at the hands of Germans.

After dressing in clean clothes, a female inmate is dusted with DDT powder to kill lice
which spread typhus. The dusting is done by other former camp inmates (many of whom
were trained nurses before being interned) under the supervision of the Royal Army
Medical Corps.
By Hewitt (Sgt), No 5 Army Film and Photographic Unit [Public domain or Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In this narrative, she often has recourse to numerical tallies, though no numerical
tabulation of any kind is to be found in her book, which although it has no appendices,
does boast a very good index. She does, however, engage in the occasional numerical
peroration, such as this one: “Nearly two-thirds of the half-million Jews in prewar
Germany had been able to emigrate before the war. Of those who remained, 170,000 had
been deported by the Nazi regime and killed. The handful who survived to see the war
end numbered a mere 15,000 German Jews still alive on their native ground.” From this
passage, it’s impossible to enumerate either any Jews who neither emigrated nor were
deported, or any Jews who were deported, but survived and returned. Yet both numbers
would be not only important, but likely of significant magnitude as well. Some
tabulation might benefit excurses of this sort, but that sort of thing is more for histories,
not for chronicles of this kind.
The book is meticulously footnoted (the recap just quoted, however, was not sourced),
but as perhaps befits a tale of this kind, the references are typically to secondary sources,
and these, perhaps inevitably, are of the mainstream viewpoint. Despite her choice of an
under-attended but important subject, the author has nonetheless delivered what could be
called a “popular” treatment of it, with many of the good and bad things that
characterization implies.
Among the good things about this popular treatment, then, are many interesting

photographs, including the one that graced the dust jacket of my copy of this book and
depicts a gripping phenomenon that also is best expressed with numbers. The
photograph, also reproduced on Page 68, is of some dozen or more smiling young
mothers pushing perambulators down a sunny lane in the Landsberg DP Camp, each
carriage occupied by a cherub born in the camp. The accompanying text notes that the
fertility rates in the camps ranked among the highest in the world and in history at 50.2
babies per year per thousand population, even while poignantly noting that the rate
outside the camps in Germany was a pitiful 7.6 per thousand. It would seem that among
the spoils that accrue to the victors of wars are also included baby booms like the one
that at the same time was gathering steam in the United States. And these same spoils, it
is equally clear, are denied the losers.
Of the thousands of persons born in DP camps, no doubt hundreds have numbered in the
time since among the notables of their countries, in a few cases perhaps Germany itself.
Gay offers no compilation, nor does she even mention any such notables, but on my own
I have noted CNN News Anchor Wolf Blitzer as having been born in the DP camp at
Augsburg in 1948. Many others, no doubt, were born elsewhere to couples that first
met—and married—in the DP camps. In fact, the preponderance of persons of
childbearing age among those entering the DP camps is one of the many striking aspects
Gay mentions in her saga, even as she notes powerful reasons among the circumstances
of the entrants’ “selection” to explain why that virtually had to be the case.
Significant numbers of the Jews in the DP camps had never been deported by the
Germans nor, in fact, ever been in any place occupied by the Wehrmacht, at least during
the time of said occupation. So, what exactly were they refugees from, and how did they
come to be displaced? They were “successful” refugees from German conquest in that
they had evacuated their homes in Eastern Europe before the arrival of German forces.
But they had moved east, into Soviet or Soviet-controlled territory. The treatment meted
out to its own citizens in peacetime by the Soviet Union has gained a very poor
reputation, and this was wartime, and these refugees were mostly of Polish, Baltic, and
Hungarian nationality, aside from being Jews. Most of these unfortunates were rounded
up and deported to labor camps deep inside Russia or its more-easterly satellites, and
even the infamous GULAG of slave-labor camps. It is not evident to Gay that most of
those suffering this fate might have fared better if they had given themselves over to the
tender mercies of the Germans, even if they were deported to the concentration camps
operated by those invaders. At the very least, had they done so, they would have been
released sooner upon the cessation of hostilities. The USSR did not even begin releasing
its Jewish refugees from Poland until over a year after the end of the War, as Gay
carefully details in her account.
Other denizens of the DP camps were “bounce-back” refugees, who had been deported
either eastward by the Soviets as just described, or westward by the Germans as their
territory shrank and they began bringing enslaved foreign Jews back in to the Reich from
which they had only recently deported so many “indigenous” Jews. These miserable
souls returned to their towns and villages in Poland and elsewhere in eastern Europe to
find their land and/or houses taken over by gentiles whom neither occupying power had
deported or drafted into its armies. As has occurred elsewhere, including in the United
States following the incarceration of most of its Japanese population, the new occupants
were loath to surrender “their” properties, and encouraged the old claimants to continue
on their way. Unlike in the United States, in eastern Europe the new incumbents often
resorted to violence, including mass murder, to enforce their misbegotten claims. The
great bulk of victims surviving this aftershock Holocaust headed west, to occupied
Germany, to wait on the soil of the hated enemy until such time as they could arrange
admission to more inviting locales such as the United States or Israel, whose emergence
in 1948 signaled the end of the DP camps, at least insofar as Jews were concerned.

The postwar Jewish DP camps were to be found in many countries, including even one
in Mexico, but so many were in the American Zone of Occupation of Germany that they
outnumbered all the others combined in terms of numbers of inmates. Today’s “refugee
camps” contain millions of souls, many of them not only born in the camps, but
consigned to long, straitened lives spent entirely in the camps, some of which inevitably
have long since taken on many of the attributes of permanent habitations. Other camps,
such as those established by the United States for its Japanese residents, emptied out
with heartening alacrity, with the occupants completing simple round trips at the homes
from which they were collected in the first place.
Europe’s postwar DP camps, in that its occupants ended up for the most part succeeding
in getting to a place they were willing to go to, are unusual, if not unique, among refugee
camps, especially in view of the relatively long (as long as ten years, in some cases)
periods of their existence.
Ruth Gay’s perceptive, even moving illumination of the camps, their origins, their
inhabitants, and the developments that permitted their eventual dissolution (or
liquidation, as the surrounding people would have said it in their language) provides, in a
most unlikely setting, a story with a happy ending.

The Case For Auschwitz | CODOH
by Henry Gardner

By Robert Jan van Pelt, Indiana University Press Bloomington, IN 2002. 570 pp., with
notes, bibliography, indexed.
It is strange that an event, or rather a series of events that have marked the history of the
20th century perhaps more strongly than any other with the possible exception of the
annihilation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, should never have generated any kind of true
historical debate. Whatever exchange of arguments did occur, took on the form of a
dialog the French call un dialogue de sourds – the other side does not exist.
One of the reasons for this lack of an open exchange of ideas may be the fact that for
nearly fifty years the camps at Auschwitz and Birkenau, were, if not inaccessible, at
least not open to independent researchers; moreover, it was not even known to the
general public that an enormous amount of documents had survived the end of World
War Two, safely tucked away in Soviet and other archives.
It is the merit of Professor Robert J. van Pelt to have put Auschwitz back on the
European map with the well-researched and most readable book on the history of the
town and its region, Auschwitz, 1270 to the Present, which he wrote together with
Deborah Dwork. After the famous trial in early 2000 in which David Irving sued
Penguin Books and Deborah Lipstadt for libel, professor van Pelt summed up his work
for the defendants in a further book, The Case for Auschwitz. This work is much less
easy to read than the previous one, as it presents an incoherent selection of snippets from
the history of the camp and disappoints the reader who was hoping for a comprehensive
and conclusive presentation.
Now, good books should make you think, and in that sense The Case… is a good book. It
makes you wonder about quite a number of things, especially if it is read together with
other publications on this painful subject such as Roseman’s second thoughts –
reconsiderations as he calls them – on the Wannsee conference in which he does away
with many a cherished dogma, Hilberg’s book on the sources of the Holocaust which
quietly drops such long-standing and formerly essential witnesses as Kurt Gerstein or
Jan Karski, or Yehuda Bauer’s Rethinking the Holocaust which mentions in passing that
the Nazi regime was not as totalitarian as most people seem to think or speaks of the
difficulty of documenting the really central events of the Holocaust. This short list of
recent critical writings about the German persecution of the European Jews is far from
complete, particularly if one thinks of Fritjof Meyer’s article in Osteuropa (5/2002)
which, in spite of its many errors, certainly opened up new vistas.

Yet Another Book on Auschwitz
Faced with this array of publications that somehow stray from previous positions, the
reader begins to feel that there is a kind of quiet redeployment of forces going on behind
the scenes, with fictional treatments crowding center stage, and academic works with
rather different viewpoints being published away from the public eye. Taking things a
little further, the reader wonders about the way in which a revolutionary reassessment
might take place, if it ever came to that. He comes to the conclusion that by all means
one would try to avoid upsetting the traditional apple-cart and to make this a very much

drawn-out affair with a great deal of smoke being generated to cover a more or less
orderly retreat. The objective would be to gain as much time as possible for a
consolidation of essential acquisitions, but also to relegate the whole matter to the realm
of history, hoping that only a few researchers will spend time and energy on these
questions. As long as much political or other profit can be reaped from the present state
of things, however, there will be a tendency to keep the old ideas alive, in spite of any
new evidence. Perhaps this book on Auschwitz is an example of the strain that has
developed in this field of history.
Robert J. van Pelt confronts us with a copious serving of materials which he has grouped
according to the type of source – intentional, legal, accidental – but in the end all this
fails to convince that van Pelt really has a case. It is one thing to fend off a plaintiff in a
libel suit before an English court, but quite another to sum up the evidence in such a way
that an unbiased public will accept the arguments.

Robert Jan van Pelt speaks at the Fifth Simon Wiesenthal Lecture, Vienna, 16 June 2011
By BuelentR (Own work) [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BYSA-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons
Van Pelt’s work is not, in the academic sense, a treatise based on a coherent progression
of hypotheses and arguments that eventually arrives at a conclusion. It is, rather, a
composite structure of many elements, no single one of which is really conclusive in
itself or indispensable to the whole case. The author presents them to us and then selects
from them individual traces which, when he views them as a whole, amount to some sort
of evidence, a “convergence” of proof.
There are (at least) two things that appear odd about this procedure. The major one is the
underlying tacit admission by the author that there is no indisputable proof of the
uniqueness, singularity or whatever qualifier one might choose, of the Auschwitz crimes.
The minor one is that by applying such a method, the author rejects the old legal rule “in
dubio pro reo“ – that in case of doubt one should rule in favor of the accused; on the
contrary, van Pelt interprets spurious items as he thinks fit and seems to hold that, at
some point, a sufficient quantity of questionable elements will fuse into a new whole and

serve as solid evidence against the accused.
The author was certainly not a lone wolf working on his own, and it would be surprising
if he had not been aware or had not been made aware of these faults in his reasoning.
One is thus led to think that perhaps David Irving, by taking the great risk of launching
his libel suit, secretly intended to call the cards of his opponents and that we now see
their hand, in the form of van Pelt’s book.

Pravda, or the Truth?
If that actually was Irving’s intention, it certainly paid off in spite of the defeat he
suffered in court, because one can henceforth concentrate on what appear to be the
essential arguments in the case for Auschwitz. Before we consider some of them in
more detail, it is worthwhile noting van Pelt’s explicit statement that the official history
of the camp, i.e. what was said about it once the Soviets had reached it, started with an
outright invention and a monumental error, which some other people might be tempted
to call a lie. The former is the statement by the reporter working for the Soviet party
newspaper Pravda (Truth) that a high-voltage conveyor belt first electrocuted the
victims and then dropped them into a blast furnace. The latter is the figure of 4 million
victims announced in the Soviet special report published in May 1945. Until the fall of
the Soviet empire, this figure was inscribed on metal tablets in the Auschwitz camp for
all visitors to see; the figure has since been drastically reduced. The “Death Factory”
with its mass electrocutions and subsequent hellish fire was later dropped in favor of the
notionally more realistic gas chambers and crematoria.
The initial prevarications may perhaps be explained by the hue and cry of the last
months of World War Two. Quietly dropping the impossible technical details was a
relatively easy thing to do, although similar nonsense regarding the other German camps
in Poland is part of the Nuremberg documents and therefore still legally binding for
historians in some countries. The fact, however, that the figure of 4 million victims was
a major element in the official presentation of the camp for a period of nearly fifty years
shows the difficulty of charting a new course in these murky waters.
Naturally, one may argue that it matters little whether the present official figure of 1
million victims is true and the previous total was not, and perhaps morally there is a
point here, but we must not forget that the basic argument regarding Auschwitz is not
that masses of people were killed at that site (things like that have happened throughout
history, unfortunately, and very much so during World War Two), but rather that, at
Auschwitz, the outrageously high number of victims made it necessary for the
perpetrators to invent, implement and perfect an industrial way of killing and that this
“machinery of death“ constitutes a new quality in the long list of horrors man has
inflicted upon his fellows.
The figure of 4 million victims thus served a double purpose. On the one hand, the
Soviets used it to hide their own and – in time as well as in scope - far more extensive
atrocities and, on the other, it conferred a new dimension upon the crimes committed by
the Nazis and allowed the victors of World War II to justify any and all of their actions
as being irreproachable in the fight against such a devilish enemy. Taking a step back,
we find ourselves facing a circular argument: the enormity of the number of victims and
the corresponding machine-like manner in which they were killed gave a quality of its
own to the Auschwitz site, and because of this uniqueness it was henceforth futile to
whittle down the numbers. Therefore, if one wants to gain a real insight into the case of
Auschwitz, it is of great importance to evaluate the actual number of people who died
there and the circumstances of their death – something that Fritjof Meyer has tried to do
in a lame sort of way. What is needed now is not so much a computation from the top

down, but a kind of zero-base analysis, a scrutiny of all the underpinnings of what many
people regard as the crime of the millennium.
In doing so, one should not forget that the history of the Western World after World War
Two rests, in its very essence, on our view of Auschwitz, and it does so in a multitude of
ways, politically, morally, and economically. What is more, our perception of Auschwitz
also shapes the future of our part of the world and while it is fairly safe to stick with
traditional views when it comes to the West’s present political situation, these questions
take on a different significance when we look at the problems that lie ahead.
But let us not diverge too far from our subject which is, after all, Robert J. van Pelt’s
book, and let us take a closer look at some of the details he discusses.

A Witness
In the chapter “Intentional Evidence” there is, for example, the witness Janda Weiss. He
came to Auschwitz when he was 14 years old and, strangely enough, was not sent to the
gas chamber right away, in spite of his young age. Instead, he was put to work as a
kitchen helper and took food to the crematorium Sonderkommando to which he would a
year later be assigned himself. Like so many other such witnesses, he was spared the fate
that allegedly struck this unit regularly, and survived to tell his tale.
For a number of procedural reasons - Weiss made specific allegations and provided
specific details - van Pelt agrees with Wilhelm Staeglich, the arch-revisionist, that Weiss
should be taken seriously as a witness. So far, so good. But if we examine what Weiss
had to say, at least two of the details he provided are so ludicrous as to disqualify him
entirely.
There is, first of all, the story of elderly people being carted away from the “ramp” on a
dump truck that took them straight to the burning trenches and tipped them into the fire
alive. Leaving aside the question of whether it was possible to drive a heavy truck across
the swampy ground of Birkenau without getting stuck, we reach a limit when we
imagine this truck being carefully backed up to the edge of a trench blazing with fire and
then dumping its uncooperative load. This can simply not be done in a matter of seconds
and there is thus a serious risk of the truck catching fire or even exploding in the process.
Any German soldier foolish enough to undertake such a highly risky and totally useless
operation would certainly have been court-martialed for endangering government
property, if not for outright sabotage.
There is also the question of what these trenches looked like: either the sides of the
trench were banked, in which case the truck could not get close enough to the fire in
such an operation, or if the banks were vertical, the tail end of the truck would extend
into the flames and the edge of this make-shift trench would eventually crumble with
disastrous results.
The other point where Weiss is talking nonsense is when he speaks about the lungs of
the victims bursting from the gas, with a loud clamoring noise being heard three minutes
after the gas had been fed into the chambers. He seems to imagine the lungs of the
victims ballooning and eventually reaching the limits of the constraining power of the
rib-cage. Sixty years on, the toxic effects of hydrocyanic acid should be clear to all
concerned, and this statement alone should have convinced an intelligent person like van
Pelt that the witness, at best, is reporting (false) hear-say but cannot himself be taken
seriously.
This is only one example of many where the sources quoted by van Pelt are presented

uncritically; this results in reports containing information that might be true if it were not
for statements by the same person that clearly are not. This manner of presentation
makes reading van Pelt’s book a difficult task. The reader has the feeling that the
intention was less one of underpinning the traditional view of what happened at
Auschwitz than one of confusing the other side by an assembly of truths, half-truths and
errors, a jumble that has to be cleared before any real progress can be made in the
discussion. This kind of tactic is akin to the blowing up of bridges behind an army in
retreat, with the aim of slowing down the pursuers and keeping them occupied while
new fortifications are being prepared.

The Gas Chambers
The centerpiece of any factual account of what happened or did not happen at the
Auschwitz and Birkenau camps should be the discussion of the gas chambers, alleged or
real. This topic is, of course, linked with that of the crematoria, so much so that the
reader at large often confuses one with the other. Whereas for decades many authors
maintained the belief that the crematoria were built specifically for the purpose of
implementing the Holocaust, van Pelt’s opinion is not as blunt.
In their book on the history of the region of Auschwitz, van Pelt and Dwork speak only
of the two smaller crematoria (IV and V at Birkenau) as having been purpose-built as
extermination sites, the other two (II and III) having only later been modified for the
purpose. They spend quite some time on the subject of Crematorium II which had
initially been designed for the main camp at Auschwitz but was eventually built at
Birkenau.

The “Chute”
One of the points they scrutinize in particular with respect to this change of purpose and
location is the access to the basement morgues. In the proposed design for Auschwitz, in
late 1941, an entryway to a lower floor was located within the building and included,
between two parallel flights of stairs, an item that the authors call a chute. The upper end
of this stairway connected to a landing with a door towards the outside; the lower end
was located in a vestibule from which an elevator provided the connection with the
furnace room. Dwork and van Pelt attribute great importance to the fact that, when the
original drawings were adapted for the Birkenau site, the SS design office did away with
this chute. They argue that the reason for this modification was a change in the intended
use of the crematorium – originally, “corpses were dropped through a chute but now live
victims would walk to their death.”
The history of this chute is quite interesting: for a new crematorium, the SS design office
at Auschwitz had proposed, in late October, 1941, a layout with a flight of stairs leading
from an open porch to two morgues (“length as needed”) on the floor below, but without
a chute. A month later, more detailed drawings were executed in Berlin, the entrance
area was changed to a design more in keeping with the rest of the building, the access to
the lower floor was moved to the other side, made wider, and a chute was added. Also,
the location of the whole building, still within the main camp, seems to have been
determined at that point, because these new drawings show a specific orientation. In
February, 1942, this location appears on a layout plan for the main camp, shown on Plate
7 of the book by Dwork and van Pelt (Auschwitz, 1270 …).
The proposed site in the main camp was much too small to allow the incorporation of
any morgues of the kind built later at Birkenau. The location, next to the small
crematorium already existing, precluded anything but one short mortuary to be built,
with its longitudinal axis perpendicular to the crematorium itself and a direct entrance to

it would have used up even more space. Hence, when the location was changed from the
main camp to Birkenau, modifications became not only possible but mandatory on
account of the larger population of detainees and the rampant epidemics. Therefore, the
major change in the design was the re-incorporation of two large morgues on the lower
floor with direct access to one of them.
Dwork and van Pelt are not the only authors speaking of a “chute.” Franciszek Piper of
the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum also mentions such an item, not only for the planning
stage but as an actual part of Crematorium III, which had a layout similar to
Crematorium II, but not absolutely identical to it. In the book Anatomy of the Auschwitz
Death Camp he writes (p. 168): “Crematorium III had a second entrance … In addition
to the stairway it housed a special concrete chute (Rutsche) through which corpses …
were lowered straight down to the elevator shaft,” but he does not explain how this chute
functioned; for corpses, some kind of metal half-pipe might have been suitable, but a
concrete one much less so. In the face of Piper’s statement about the chute in
Crematorium III, the argument brought forth by Dwork and van Pelt becomes rather
weak
When it was decided to move the proposed crematorium to Birkenau other conditions,
too, changed quite a bit. The ground at Birkenau was so swampy and the water-table so
high that the lower floor could not be put completely underground; in fact, the ceiling
slab of the morgues stuck out by about 90 centimeters. The differences in the type of
ground between Auschwitz and Birkenau are clearly shown in various illustrations in the
van Pelt / Dwork book; the photograph of construction work in the main camp on p. 232
is particularly telling when compared to the flooded drainage ditch being dug at
Birkenau, p. 193, or to the ditch on p. 323, also full of water, in the “Kanada” section.
As far as the entrance to the morgues was concerned, the consequences imposed by
these conditions were two-fold: at least in the case of Crematorium II for which van Pelt
and others provide drawings, we can see that the original exit at the head of the stairscum-slide would now be blocked by the banked earthwork that was to cover the
protruding part of the morgue next to it. Therefore, some other access to the basement
became necessary (it may be that parts of the chute already built were simply blocked
off). At Crematorium III, from what F. Piper says, this was avoided, possibly by a slight
displacement of the morgue, which allowed the former stairwell with its chute to be
retained. In both cases, around these crematoria there was enough room for a new, direct,
straight and wide access to one of the morgues to be installed there; what remains of
these steps is shown on p. 213 of The Case… for Crematorium II. The other morgue in
the two crematoria, the alleged gassing room, was too close to a fence to allow such an
access to be created.
These modifications presented obvious advantages: there was a direct access to the
morgue area and stretchers could be handled with ease; furthermore, a new second
entrance (at least for Crematorium II) or the old stairway-cum chute (at Crematorium
III) allowed service personnel to enter the basement rooms without having to pass
through the mortuary area.

The Doors
The layout of the underground facilities of Crematorium II (and III, of similar design) is
discussed at length in The Case…. One of the details to which van Pelt attributes great
importance is the fact that when the stairs-cum-slide were abandoned for Crematorium II
the double door leading into Morgue 1 (the alleged gas chamber) was turned around: it
had formerly swung into the morgue and would now swing into the vestibule. Whether
the doors should swing one way or the other in a homicidal gas chamber is, however, not

so easy to answer, as we shall see further on.
The question of the way those doors opened is fairly involved. Leuchter, in his report
about gas chambers, had argued that doors swinging into a gas-chamber would be
difficult to open because of corpses piling up against them from the inside, and so van
Pelt was pleased when he could show that the re-design of Crematorium II for its
installation at Birkenau had also led to a re-orientation of the doors of Morgue 1 which
now opened outwards. Part of the reason for this change is, however, the fact that those
doors formerly had to open inwards, because they would otherwise have obstructed the
foot of the stairs-cum-slide. With that element out of the way there was now a choice.
Although the various drawings of the underground facilities of these crematoria
published by van Pelt always show double doors, ca. 2 m wide, for Piper the entrance to
the alleged gas chamber measured only 1.92 by 1 meter wide (Anatomy …, p. 166).
Piper does not say which way this narrow door opened.
Piper has spent his whole professional life at Auschwitz; R.J. van Pelt and his staff have
visited the site and made detailed investigations there, and yet the two are not in
agreement on what may be an essential element of the gas chambers - perhaps Yehuda
Bauer was thinking of discrepancies like these when he spoke of the difficulty of
documenting the Holocaust.

The Crowd
These design considerations direct our attention to a question which has not been treated
in much detail in the many works on the subject, be they affirmative or revisionist: How
does one move hundreds or even more than a thousand naked people calmly and
efficiently from the undressing room to the gassing chamber? This is not as easy as it
sounds, because one has to take into account the layout of those underground chambers
and, anyway, crowd control is never a simple matter, especially if the crowd is mortally
fearful.
A few figures, first of all: from the drawings and photographs published in The Case…
and elsewhere one can deduce that the “undressing room“ measured about 8 m in width
by 50 m in length, or about 400 sqm, whereas the “gassing chamber” was smaller: about
7 m wide and 30 m long, i.e. roughly 200 sqm.
This reviewer does not wish to argue about how many people one can actually squeeze
into the space of a square meter (= 10 square feet) in order to kill them. What is more
interesting is how much space they needed for undressing and arranging their clothes in
a reasonably calm way – certainly for getting ready to go into the “bath“ they will need a
lot more space than the one square foot per head van Pelt allows them for the final kill.
The undressing room is about twice the size of the “gassing chamber“, but even if this
now thins such a crowd to something like four persons on a square meter (or one on a
square of 50 by 50 cm), the people cannot possibly undress in an orderly fashion and
unrest will most certainly start spreading among the victims-to-be, if not already present.
Therefore, it is not convincing that the large crematoria were able to handle such masses
of people at one time. To a certain extent, however, it is not even necessary to argue this
point in one way or another, because for any mass killings, the bottleneck would be the
crematoria, and there would always be enough time to divide large groups into smaller
ones and spread the gassing operations.
Be that as it may, we are told that the still-unsuspecting victims, hundreds or even two
thousand at one time, would walk down the ten steps from the outside, strip, leave their

clothes somewhere in the undressing hall and then move on through a double door on
the other side of the room. Before reaching this double door, they would have to squeeze
into a passage about 5 meters long where the width of the hall (some 8 meters) suddenly
narrowed to something like 2 meters. Once through this double door (let us assume that
both wings of the door stood open) the victims would find themselves in a vestibule with
a free floor area of about 4 by 4 meters, no windows, several closed doors facing them
and something like a freight elevator against the opposite wall. Here, they were expected
to make a 90-degree turn and enter the “bath“ which, at least for van Pelt, again had a
double door, 2 m wide (opening against them, we are told). If we are to believe Piper, the
crowd of victims had to squeeze through a single door half the width that van Pelt
assigns to it.
Why did this crowd of frightened and naked people move at all? Well, somewhere
behind them there were ferocious SS men with whips, and possibly dogs, yelling at them
to move ahead, but as soon as the first ones to reach the gas chamber would have
realized that there were no real showers, shouted that it was all fake and tried to make
their way back against the advancing crowd, one can easily imagine that all would come
to a stand-still in the narrow passage and the vestibule. The cordon of SS-men at the rear
could beat the hell out of the poor naked people near them, but that would not hurt those
further away; panic would ensue, with corpses piling up in the constricted space of the
passage and the vestibule, and the dozen or so SS men somewhere at the back would be
in great danger of being torn to pieces by the desperate crowd of hundreds of people
milling around them.
As long as the victims were old people and young children, there might not be much
active resistance, but we also hear that large groups of French and other fighters from the
underground were killed in this way. It is doubtful that, in general, the victims were
thoroughly searched before departure; certainly this was not done on arrival to those
selected to be gassed and thus it would have been very easy for some of the doomed to
hide knives or other weapons which would come in useful at close quarters, or they
might simply use their bare hands.
If someone, in the turmoil, managed to jam the door to the “bath”(that was easy enough
to do as it now opened outwards) there would be no way but to hack the crowd to pieces
and then try to start over again, although in that case the survivors would no longer let
themselves be led like lambs to the slaughter and would have had to be dealt with by
more conventional means.
Much weight is attributed to the alleged fact that the killing procedure had two distinct
phases – one of undressing and one of gassing. There is general agreement among all
concerned that the delousing operation to which incoming detainees were subjected did
indeed involve two steps – undressing and showering – but when reflecting on the
difficult operation of moving thousands of naked people through underground chambers
one wonders why the SS would really want to make things so difficult for themselves.
It would have been so much easier to move groups of people into a hall, shut the door on
them and then introduce the gas. True, this would mean that the clothes those poor
people wore could not easily be recovered, but this was, after all, not the main objective.
The operation itself would have been a great deal easier and the dirty clothes could have
been burned right along with their owners. Anyway, in the suitcases they had already
given up there should have been enough clothing to make the SS happy.

The First Crematorium
While the Birkenau crematoria were the largest in the Auschwitz area, they were not the

first to be operated there, as has already been mentioned. An existing building at the
main camp had been equipped with Topf double-muffle ovens and a morgue which is
said to have been used for the first gassings. Robert J. van Pelt quotes the testimony of
the SS-man Pery Broad on pp. 224ff of his book. Broad claims to have observed from
his office in the building of the Political Department the preparations for such actions.
He even goes so far as to state what happened inside the building and what the eventual
victims said to one another, but this is no doubt hearsay.
According to Broad, the victims, several hundred of them, at first stood in the courtyard
of the crematorium, which was surrounded by a high wall and were then led into the
building. If we follow the plan that Dwork and van Pelt publish as Plate 3 of their book,
the victims at first entered a hall some 4 m wide and 6 m long, then turned right to move
on, through a door of normal width, into the corpse-washing room which measured
about 4 by 4 meters. Here, they made a left turn, passed through another door of normal
width that led into the morgue. Broad states that they were accompanied by several
guards who withdrew once the hall had been filled and who closed the door from the
side of the corpse-washing room.
This account, again, is somewhat hard to accept, because the whole procedure certainly
took some 5 or 10 minutes, which means that the victims at the front of the queue had
plenty of time to notice that any showers that may have existed in the morgue were fake,
and to react accordingly. It takes little effort to imagine the scenes that would then have
taken place in the narrow space in front of the morgue.

Other Camps
Although van Pelt does not discuss camps other than Auschwitz, the same general
considerations of crowd management apply mutatis mutandis to the other extermination
camps as well. At Treblinka, Sobibór or Belzec, the crowd of naked victims, perhaps
1000 or 2000 strong, is said to have stood waiting in a fenced-in open passage some 100
m long and perhaps 3 m wide, leading to the narrow side of a building almost a meter off
the ground. The victims then had to climb 3 steps (each of them, it appears, half a meter
high), go through a first door to enter a corridor about five feet wide with several
normal-size doors on either side. These doors led into the gas chambers which in
themselves measured about 4 by 8 meters and could thus accommodate somewhere
between 100 and 300 people, depending on whose description the reader chooses to
follow.
The guards at the entrance to the building would have had to count the people entering,
stopping the queue once the quota for one of the rooms had been reached. Then the
guards themselves would have had to enter the corridor, push any hesitating victims
forcefully into the particular chamber being filled and close the door on the fighting and
screaming crowd. Those outside had to witness all this until it was their turn. Once all
the rooms had been filled, the diesel engine would be started up and the exhaust gas fed
to the chambers. Even a proponent of the traditional view would have to admit that such
a scenario may be difficult to put into practice.

A Year without Gassings
It may well be that similar perplexing pictures crossed Fritjof Meyer’s mind and that this
strengthened his idea to discard, as killing places, the morgues of the crematoria. In his
remarkable paper, Meyer states that, from the moment they were finished (March – June
1943), the crematoria were hardly used for gassings at all, with the killings probably
(Meyer’s term) taking place in two little farmhouses. He attributes the stop on gassings
to an order from Himmler given in April, 1943, which specified that all detainees, even

those bedridden, should do useful work; however, Meyer does not say why the
systematic killings were resumed a year later, nor why he believes that it was.
Regarding these little farmhouses there is the problem, however, that general agreement
exists among traditional historians on their having been taken out of service in the spring
of 1943, with “Bunker 1“ being dismantled and “Bunker 2“ being mothballed for a year.
Putting two and two together, one may thus safely conclude on the basis of perfectly
acceptable sources that for a period of about one year, from the spring of 1943 onwards,
no systematic gassings took place in the Auschwitz-Birkenau area at all. In the light of
this situation it would be indicated to re-examine all accounts of witnesses for this span
of time, in an effort to weed out the unreliable ones.
The conclusion just mentioned is corroborated by the so-called Kas(z)tner Report, which
van Pelt knows about but speaks of only indirectly by quoting the French revisionist
writer Rassinier; he has the latter state that Kas(z)tner, a leading Jewish figure in
Hungary at the time of the “Hungarian action,” claimed that the gas chambers at
Auschwitz were out of action for 8 or 9 months between the fall of 1943 and May, 1944.
Even though Rassinier’s quotation on the Kas(z)tner Report appears twice in van Pelt’s
book, the author does not discuss it, nor does he include Kas(z)tner’s name in his index.
Van Pelt does not dispute Kas(z)tner’s statement.
For those not familiar with Kas(z)tner’s activities at the time, let it be said that
Kas(z)tner tried to negotiate, on behalf of the Germans, the “Jews-for-trucks” deal with
the Allies. The negotiations did not succeed and only one group of about 2,000
Hungarian Jews was able to leave the Axis territory via Switzerland. Kas(z)tner was
later mysteriously murdered in Israel.

The “Chimneys”
Another topic that van Pelt treats in his book is the question of the little chimneys on top
of the morgues of Crematoria II and III through which the Zyklon B pellets with their
load of toxic hydrocyanic acid were supposedly introduced. There has been much
discussion on the subject of these openings, the issue being whether there were any
openings in the roof slab at all, what they may have looked like, what purpose they may
have served, and when they were installed.
Among traditional historians, the argument runs as follows: although the basements of
Crematoria II and III were not originally planned as gas chambers; they were modified
for the purpose some time in late 1942. This meant (why, actually?) that holes had to be
broken into the roof slab and little chimneys raised above them through which the
Zyklon B pellets would be dropped into wire-mesh columns below. These latter devices
assured an even distribution of the pellets and enabled their extraction, back up through
the chimneys, as soon as the victims had died; removal of the bodies could thus start
almost immediately. The reasons for such a rush to empty the gassing chamber are a bit
unclear because the killing capacity of the morgues in any case exceeded the cremation
capacity of the ovens; thus killing even more people than the crematorium could process
would have would have made it difficult to dispose of the bodies promptly.
In a number of books one can find a photograph showing Crematorium II some time in
the winter of 1942/43, during its construction phase. The aboveground section of the
gassing chamber is visible, as are 4 box-like things on its roof slab, but their location do
not quite correspond to the indications given by van Pelt or to the little smudges on airreconnaissance photographs said to prove their existence.
What is reasonably clear, though, when one considers the height of the above-ground

part of the morgue (about 90 cm, given by van Pelt and Dwork, p. 325) is the height of
the boxes – about half the height of the morgue protruding from the ground, i.e.
something like 50 centimeters. Now, while an object of that height may show up quite
clearly on air-reconnaissance photographs, especially if the sunlight strikes it at a low
angle, we must not forget that the roof slab of the morgues did not remain bare; in fact,
the drawings shown by van Pelt clearly indicate that it was to be covered by a coat of
bitumen, a layer of gravel and a layer of earth, coming to an aggregate height of about
50 centimeters. If we assume that the layer of earth would cover itself with vegetation,
we may wonder whether the remaining height of those shafts would really show up on
air-reconnaissance photographs in any way. The seven dormer windows on the roof of
the two crematoria, each of them about one meter high, are hardly visible at all on the
same print.
It is worth noting, in this respect, that on p. 208 of The Case…, van Pelt shows a
drawing of what the wire-mesh columns may have looked like; the top of the column is
contained in some kind of shaft with a lid on it, but this lid is almost flush with a line
apparently indicating the surface of the earth cover on the crematorium roof. The
arbitrariness in the design and in the interpretation of these wire-mesh columns thus
becomes obvious.
There is another oddity here: van Pelt argues that the wire-mesh columns and the Zyklon
B chimneys had been removed prior to the morgue below being blown up, and that,
possibly, the holes had been filled in. It is relatively easy to dismantle the kind of wiremesh column that witnesses have described (but what was done with them?), whereas, in
order to remove the little chimneys, it would have been necessary to remove the earth
around them as well, then possibly even fill in the hole (the author muses about this)
before blowing up the whole thing – not really very convincing, prima facie. As an
afterthought, van Pelt brings in the findings of another team claiming to have identified
such holes in the rubble on the basis of reinforcing bars that had been cut and bent back
on themselves. Not much can be said here about this assertion, because van Pelt gives no
further details.

The Gas and the Pellets
In the background of these architectural considerations, there is a more basic question:
The Auschwitz camp administration had been aware, practically from the moment it was
established, of the work of Degesch Co., the makers of Zyklon B, in the field of the
design and operation of disinfestation chambers. As a matter of fact, delousing chambers
using the Degesch-Kreislauf system were in actual use for the treatment of clothing and
other objects as part of the Auschwitz reception facilities – most if not all of the Zyklon
B delivered to Auschwitz was employed for this purpose. It is even claimed that the
Degesch work had inspired the camp authorities when it came to finding a suitable agent
for mass killings, namely Zyklon B. This system functioned in a self-contained and
automatic way: in a gas-tight chamber, the Zyklon B cans were safely opened
mechanically, the pellets fell into a pan, and a stream of warm air facilitated the speedy
release and a good distribution of the gas in the chamber.
This procedure could easily have been incorporated into the homicidal gas chambers of
Crematoria II and III equipped, as they were, with ventilation facilities. It would merely
have been necessary to connect the respective part of a Kreislauf chamber to the air
intake of the ventilation system. Instead, we are told that for their homicidal objective
the camp authorities opted for a very primitive and potentially hazardous solution that
was not even simpler to install than a Kreislauf type might have been.
Regarding the toxic gas, the reader will notice in van Pelt’s book (p. 499) a line stating

“… the cyanide degassed for twenty-four hours after the tin had been opened.” For this
reason, the author tells us, it was necessary to remove the pellets from the gas chamber
through the wire-mesh column before the doors of the chamber could be opened and the
bodies taken out. Thus, some 30 minutes after the cyanide pellets had been dumped into
the chimney, the little container which was now liberally giving off its poisonous load to
the surroundings would have had to be pulled up again to roof level, emptied into a
suitable receptacle and safely disposed of. While the supply of Zyklon B cans to the
gassing installations has been described by numerous witnesses, no one has ever even
mentioned, much less described, this unimpressive but unavoidable second phase of the
operation. In fact, witnesses generally agree on the Red Cross vehicle that had,
supposedly, brought the poison to the site driving away soon after the gas had been
introduced into the chamber.
Furthermore, while one may still accept as possible this kind of primitive procedure for
Crematoria II and III with their ventilation systems, such a method becomes inapplicable
in the other crematoria or in the farmhouse “bunkers” where the pellets were simply
dumped into the gas chambers through suitable openings. In the face of the argument put
forth by van Pelt that Crematoria II and III were originally not conceived as homicidal
installations and later had to be modified accordingly whereas Crematoria IV and V
were built for that very purpose, a dilemma becomes readily apparent: If we are to
believe the traditionalists, the farmhouse “bunkers” had proved on numerous occasions
that it was sufficient to throw pellets into a room full of victims to achieve the desired
result, including speedy removal of the corpses to make room for the next load of
victims – but then why was it necessary to improve on this procedure by the installation
of wire-mesh columns in Crematoria II and III when they were converted into gas
chambers? And if it was necessary to find a better method for Crematoria II and III, why
was this new way of doing things not applied to those crematoria (IV and V) that were,
from the very beginning, conceived as killing machines?
Thus, the questions of whether the pellets had to be removed from the chambers or not
and whether strong mechanical ventilation was needed or not become crucial: one
cannot argue both one way (for Crematoria II and III) and the other (for Crematoria IV
and V, and/or the bunkers). It is not at all clear why, if the farmhouse bunkers had
functioned satisfactorily, it was necessary to install pellet removal devices in Crematoria
II and III in spite of their very efficient ventilation system (van Pelt demonstrates this
mathematically) while neither ventilation nor pellet removal was deemed advisable in
Crematoria IV and V which were being built at the same time and claimed, by van Pelt
and Dwork, to have been undisguised killing stations designed for this particular
purpose. If we consider the matter in detail, this latter claim is certainly not convincing,
because ventilation was as poor in Crematoria IV and V as in the “bunkers“, if not
worse, quite apart from the fact that the floors could not be properly washed and that the
ceiling of the death chambers was at a height of 2 meters and consisted of 3-cm
Masonite board – porous and easily damaged.

The Cellars
Here and there, in the text above, we have already looked at the various changes the
underground morgues went through in the months before they were finally built as part
of Crematoria II and III at Birkenau. If we go to one of the early plans for the new
crematorium sketched out by the camp administration (Anatomy…, p. 202/3) we see that
there were two morgues one labeled “B-Keller” perpendicular to the furnace hall), the
other, “L-Keller” (in line with the furnace hall). It is likely that L-Keller stands for
Leichenkeller, corpse cellar i.e. mortuary; B-Keller is not immediately clear, however. In
the Anatomy text, the authors of the particular chapter (Pressac and van Pelt) explain that
the ”B“ stood for “belüftet“, i.e. aerated, but this is not convincing, because both

morgues were aerated in one way or another; also, from a linguistic point of view, this
explanation jars uncomfortably.
What, then, does the ”B“ stand for? As everyone knows, the Germans have always been
a most law-abiding people, even though the laws under which they have lived may not at
all times have been very equitable. In 1934, the government, perhaps wanting to promote
cremation (a Germanic custom, at least for VIPs), promulgated a law setting out the
procedures that were to apply to crematoria. In view of the irreversibility of the process
of cremation it was stipulated that the corpses had to undergo a “Leichenbeschau”
(corpse inspection) before cremation. We know that, at least for Crematoria II and III,
the German construction code which demanded a “dignified” appearance for such
buildings was respected (to the point that the edges of doorways etc. were executed in
sandstone). It is therefore highly likely, also in view of the activity of the camp surgeon,
that corpse-inspection facilities would have been incorporated. If this assumption is
accepted, such a place would logically have been labeled B(eschauungs)-Keller
In fact, this view becomes quite convincing when we look at the actual crematoria (II
and III at Birkenau: There is now a direct entrance into one of the morgues which would
take on the function of an inspection hall; after having been inspected, the corpses would
be taken to the second mortuary and then to the ovens. The ventilation system added
during the design phase corresponded to these functions: the inspection hall had only an
air-exhaust, the intake being constituted by the wide door to the outside, whereas the
interior location of the mortuary made both a fresh-air and an exhaust system mandatory.
The final arrangement was an inversion of the two morgues with respect to earlier
schemes as far as a B-cellar and an L-cellar are concerned – and in the process, the
morgues are relabeled - but we must remember that, initially, the location had not yet
been fixed and the plan of the crematorium would, in any case, have had to be adapted to
the site chosen.

The Letter and the Memo
There is one document that is so important to van Pelt that parts of it are shown on the
paper cover of his book; an English translation is given on p. 209f. It is the
Zentralbauleitung reference copy (carbon copy?) of a letter written on 29 January 1943
to Kammler, a high-ranking SS-officer in Berlin, on the subject of the advancement of
the construction works at Crematorium II. For van Pelt, the importance of this document
resides in the fact that it explicitly mentions the designation “Vergasungskeller” for one
of the underground morgues. This, he claims, is a telltale slip with a profound meaning.
In itself, this document presents a number of odd formal aspects: there are no fewer than
three typing errors and one wonders whether such a letter, addressed to an important
man in the SS-administration in Berlin, actually would have left the camp. Aside from
that, it states that “the fires were started in the ovens … and they are working most
satisfactorily.” Why is this strange? Well, on that very 29 January 1943, there was a
meeting between the local representative of AEG, the supplier of the electricals for this
crematorium, and Zentralbauleitung, the minutes of which van Pelt publishes on p. 330.
The gist of the conversation was that it was impossible to finish the installation of the
electricals by the end of January; as a stopgap measure, a limited hook-up by midFebruary was aimed for.
The interpretation of the letter and/or the memo varies, depending on which of the books
written by Pressac and/or van Pelt the reader consults. In his book on the Auschwitz
crematoria, Pressac does not discuss the contradictory aspect of the two documents in
detail and simply mentions the slip-up of the “Vergasungskeller.” In their joint chapter
on the crematoria, in the Anatomy book (p. 227), Pressac and van Pelt again gloss over

the situation and do not state explicitly that Kammler was told a lie with respect to the
readiness of the crematorium. They say, however, that it was Kammler who spoke of a
“Vergasungskeller,” in a letter dated 29 February 1943 by which he promoted Bischoff
to a higher rank. Thus, there seems to exist some confusion as to who wrote what, when
and to whom, especially as 1943 was not a leap year and thus had no 29 February.
The AEG memo, on the other hand, is discussed by Dwork and van Pelt in their book on
the history of Auschwitz (1270, p. 330) but here the authors do not speak of the use of
the word “Vergasungskeller,” although Anatomy had by then been in print for two years
and van Pelt had co-authored the chapter on this very topic. Dwork and van Pelt do,
however, quote a line from the AEG memo as saying “the capacity of the temporary
system [of the electricals] would not allow for simultaneous ‘special treatment’ and
incineration.” As opposed to that, the AEG memo reproduced by van Pelt in The Case
clearly states, “an incineration with simultaneous special treatment will be made
possible.” All this does not speak well of the care applied by van Pelt to the analysis and
the interpretation of the evidence presented on such a major issue. If the critical analysis
of an important and easily viewable document is so superficial, one wonders how other
sources that are only cited have been handled.

Heating
With respect to the purpose of Crematoria IV and V, van Pelt points out that their
morgues contained “stoves” and argues that these stoves were put in to preheat the
rooms to a temperature at which the Zyklon B pellets would quickly release the toxic
gas. On the other hand, for the “bunkers,” no stoves have ever been mentioned and for
Crematoria II and III, a heat recovery project was discussed with the Topf Co. but they
apparently could also function without it. Hence, either the “bunkers” did not work well
in the wintertime or the stoves in Crematoria IV and V are not worth much as proof.
Be that as it may, it is worth mentioning that the normal (living) human body releases
energy at an average rate of something like 100 watts, or roughly 100 kilocalories per
hour. Even if only 4 persons are crowded into a floor area of one square meter, this unit
of space will receive almost half a kilowatt of energy (for van Pelt even eight persons
can be crammed into one square meter, because the Germans based their streetcar
designs on that load). In Crematorium IV or V, for example, where - to use reasonable
figures - perhaps 350 people might have been herded into a space of about 90 square
meters, such a space would have been warmed up by a total amount of human energy
amounting to some 35 kilowatts - much, much more than would be used for heating in a
normal building (something like 6 or 8 kW would be the usual practice in this case), and
the atmosphere in that room would within minutes have reached a temperature amply
sufficient for proper vaporization of Zyklon B pellets. This is another instance where van
Pelt, trying to prove one story, invalidates another argument.

The Smoke
A further example for this kind of dilemma is the smoke which witnesses claim to have
seen rising from the chimneys of the crematoria. For some of the witnesses, the smoke
was accompanied by flames, but this is certainly a decorative element we may discard.
Most of the witnesses are in agreement on the point that the smoke was thick and black.
In a way, it is a bit amusing to see that revisionists, for quite some time, maintained that
there was no such smoke or, at least, that it was present only when the furnaces were
initially fired up, whereas van Pelt goes to great lengths to convince his readers that the
stacks of crematoria in operation smoked all the time. Today, somehow, revisionists have
apparently accepted the idea that there was, indeed, visible smoke and so everybody

should be happy.
Again, there is another side to the matter: if there was dense smoke whenever the
crematoria were in operation, and if the period between May and October 1944 was the
time when the gassings and burnings reached their peak, to the point that the crematoria
could not absorb the alleged load of up to 25,000 corpses a day and the authorities again
had to revert to open-air burnings, we should see smoke belching out all the time not
only from the chimneys of all the operational crematoria, but also from the incineration
trenches.
However, the air-reconnaissance photographs published by van Pelt, taken on 31 May,
26 June and 25 August 1944, show no smoke at all coming from any of the crematoria.
This means that on at least three of the most hectic days of homicidal activity the
crematoria themselves stood idle. On the photograph of 31 May, there is a wisp of white
smoke in the yard behind Crematorium V, similar to what can be seen on the airreconnaissance photograph dated 23 August 1944 that will be discussed below. Aside
from this particular site, one can say that, when those photographs were taken, no openair cremations of any kind had been going on anywhere in or near the camp for at least a
day or two, if not more, because we know from the experience gathered during the footand-mouth epidemic which struck western Europe a few years ago that the pyres set up
to incinerate the dead animals would burn for several days giving off much smoke, and
smolder or be hot for up to two weeks.

Open-air Incinerations
There exists an air-reconnaissance photograph taken on 23 August 1944, documented
elsewhere. Like the others, it shows no smoke at all over the chimneys but this time, as
on 31 May 1944, there is a small column of white smoke rising between Crematorium V
and the camp perimeter; this has been interpreted as being proof of the gassing and
burning of a convoy of 759 Jews from the Mauthausen camp that had arrived at
Auschwitz the previous day. The photograph is clear enough for the size of the burning
site to be estimated; the dimensions of Crematorium V, directly next to the fire, provide
us with a convenient scale: We see that the site is perhaps 40 meters long and 5 meters
wide; whether the wisp of white smoke comes from the whole site or only from one end
is not easy to make out. We can also see that there was not much room on either side of
the fire; it burned in the narrow space of about 30 meters between the camp fence and
the crematorium.
The sad experience of the FMD epidemic has taught us that the most efficient pyre is
long and rather narrow; it should not be made wider than some 3 meters. Wider pyres
tend to collapse in the middle for lack of air and combustion will be incomplete; not
much can be done about that when it occurs because one cannot get close enough to
stoke the center. It is also safe to assume that the SS at Auschwitz, having had to burn at
least some 50,000 to 100,000 corpses in earlier years, would have realized what was
necessary to burn corpses on a pyre in the most efficient way.
With the proper kind of layout, the FMD procedures tell us, one can cremate half a
dozen sheep-size animals per linear meter of pyre and this should also hold for a
corresponding number of human beings, but the newspaper articles on FMD also report
that it takes a couple of days to build such a pyre for 800 sheep carcasses, even using
modern mechanical equipment, if only because of the fuel that has to be brought in and
properly stacked. Taking into account the time it takes to build a pyre, the duration of the
incineration itself, which extends over several days, and the fact that as long as there is
still fatty or oily matter to be burned the smoke will be blackish rather than white it is
quite doubtful that the white smoke is what remained of the detainees from Mauthausen,

or any other such group of people, for that matter. If we take into account Höss’s
assertion that, at that time, it was no longer possible to burn corpses at night, the
interpretation of this wisp of whitish smoke as stemming from a pyre on which corpses
were being burned becomes even more arbitrary.

The Fuel
When it comes to open-air incinerations, the question of fuel takes on great importance,
because fuel consumption in this case is so much higher than for crematoria on account
of the much higher heat loss. Here, again, we can use data gathered during the FMD
crisis from which one can deduce that one cubic meter of dry wood would be needed to
burn three average human corpses – a cord of dry wood for ten bodies. The questions
concerning the logistics of fuel supply for the incinerations (other than coke for the
crematoria) have hardly been touched upon in the literature, although they are crucial in
this connection. These problems are glossed over by witnesses, who say simply that oil
or methanol was poured over the corpses which then continued to burn by themselves in
some sort of trench, but this is not particularly convincing.
We must realize that if thousands of corpses are to be burned continually in trenches (not
the best arrangement anyway) it is highly dangerous to douse them with methanol,
because this substance is volatile, toxic, may lead to blindness (even SS-men would be
affected) and its vapors are explosive. By the time enough methanol has been poured
over the corpses in a long trench, there would be enough of it in the air on a hot day to
blow up when the fire is lit, the minimum explosive concentration of methanol being
only a few percent by volume. It would also be practically impossible to add methanol or
similar substances to a trench already on fire, to say nothing of the fact that once these
flammable liquids have spent themselves, the corpses would be charred but still very
much present, if only because the flames burn on the surface of the fluid and not around
the bodies (as in the case of a stacked arrangement of wood and corpses). After Hitler
and Eva Braun had committed suicide, their corpses were taken outside, doused with 40
liters of gasoline (which was then lit from a distance by means of a burning rag), but
incineration was far from complete when the fire had died down.
Even if only a thousand corpses were to be burned daily in the open air, roughly 300
cubic meters (about 100 cords, or 30 truckloads) of dry wood would have to be brought
to the sites for each load of bodies, and a site of over 100 meters in length would be
blocked for at least a week because the ash retains the heat for a long time and cannot be
handled right away for the operations of crushing residual bones and removing gold
teeth that have been reported in the literature. Also, enough space around the sites would
have to be made available, not only for the considerable activity associated with the
building phase of the pyre, but also because, in the initial phase of the cremation itself,
the heat radiation is so strong that a minimum distance of something like 100 feet on all
sides would have to be maintained. This means that only insignificant numbers of
corpses could have been burnt in spaces like the small area behind Crematorium V.
From the experience gathered with FMD incinerations, anyone can easily see that in
terms of logistics, time, fuel, space etc. the material demands for the open-air
incineration of 10,000 human corpses a day (as some witnesses would have us believe)
would be so enormous as to exceed by far the capabilities of the Auschwitz camp
administration. By itself, the fuel needed, about 3,000 cubic meters (some 1,000 cords)
of dry wood, would have required the availability of a fleet of thirty 10-ton trucks, if
each truck is assumed to have made ten trips a day (including loading and unloading), to
say nothing of the source and the supply of (dry) wood that have never been described,
or the way in which it was handled at the camp – or paid for, for that matter.

Furthermore, the initial generation of dense smoke, especially under varying wind
conditions (direction and speed) would be very awkward with respect to the manning of
any watchtowers nearby. The flames and intense heat associated with the early phases of
burning would have to be taken into account in any kind of analysis of the possible
location of pyres; any such activities in areas designated vaguely as “in the woods” or
“behind this little farmhouse” (straw-thatched, to boot, as some witnesses would have us
believe) must be regarded with great skepticism.
In the mass of statements about Auschwitz with which van Pelt confronts the readers of
his book we also have a remark by the camp commander Höss regarding the operation of
pyres. Höss said that, fundamentally, the capacity of cremation on pyres at Auschwitz
was unlimited; it was only when enemy air activity became a threat over the Auschwitz
area from 1944 onwards that problems arose, because it was no longer possible to burn
corpses at night (this period of potential air-raids coincides, by the way, with the greatest
homicidal activity ascribed to the camp).
At first glance, this sounds quite reasonable; the fires would, after all, be a good beacon
for Allied bombers flying through the night. If we reflect a bit on this question, though,
things become more than a little less convincing, especially in the light of the FMD
evidence which tells us that such pyres burn and smolder for days on end. Therefore, if
they were to be made safe for the night, they would have had to be extinguished – an
operation which, while possible, would cause a terrible mess as can easily be imagined:
the incinerations are said to have been carried out in trenches which would now end up
being full of water and half-charred corpses, with wooden logs floating about. It would
also be very difficult to restart such fires or any new fires at the same site the following
day. The total length of the pyres needed for a repetitive daily load of 10,000 bodies
would be several miles, because the business cannot be accomplished within 24 hours we must remember that it takes several days for human or animal carcasses to burn
completely on a pyre.
Even for a place as swampy as Birkenau the logistical problems of the corresponding
water supply would be insuperable – and no witness has ever mentioned such a firefighting scene. In the unlikely case that fuel oil was used for the cremations, water
would not be suitable for extinguishing the fire, because the burning oil floats on top and
may even spill out over the sides of those “trenches” – a horrifying scenario for all
concerned. Readers may draw their own conclusions regarding the reliability of any such
statements.
Furthermore, one wonders if daylight burnings would really have been safer than nighttime fires, because the inevitable thick black smoke from such fires is as good a signal
for guiding bombers during the day as a blazing fire would be at night. Lastly, anyone
conversant with bombing raids in World War II would know that by 1944 the technique
of using a master bomber to mark the target had been perfected to a point where signals
from the ground were perhaps helpful but in no way indispensable to the attackers, at
any time of the day or night. We have here another example of van Pelt’s indiscriminate
use of any argument he happens to come across.
All this is not to mean that no corpses at all were burnt in the open air at Birkenau. It is
certainly true that the many victims (between 50,000 and 100,000 depending on whose
book you read) of typhoid fever and other diseases that were counted before the
Birkenau crematoria became operational had to be disposed of in this way, to say
nothing of people who were shot or who died of ill-treatment during the period. Most of
these burnings seem to have taken place in the autumn of 1942 outside the western limit
of the camp.

The Man Himself
Another aspect that has to be taken into account by anyone wanting to gain an insight
into the history of the camps at Auschwitz and Birkenau is the question of the reliability
of the statements of the commander of the camp, Rudolf Höss. It is by now common
knowledge that he was tortured by his British captors and forced to sign an outrageous
confession that was originally formulated in English. This can be seen clearly from the
German word Ausrottungs-Erleichterungen used in the text Höss was made to sign,
which is an erroneous translation of the expression “extermination facilities” used in the
English text. It reads in German as “something that makes it easier to exterminate” and
would never have been used by Höss himself to describe his task. The proper German
word would have been ”Ausrottungs-Einrichtungen.”
We now know that the figure of 3 million victims admitted to by Höss is, to put it
mildly, an exaggeration and this in itself should disqualify Höss as a witness. The least
one could have expected from a man like van Pelt is that he would expose clearly how
Höss’s exaggerated figures had been extracted from him and discuss why, in spite of
this, some of the statements he made to the Allies or to the Poles should be retained; yet
he does not do this, even going so far as to state explicitly at the very beginning of his
book, that Höss, under cross-examination by the American prosecutor Amen, had been
stated to have signed his confession voluntarily - in a conspiratorial way, one can
perhaps understand what Höss wanted to convey.
Van Pelt himself says, however, that with the exception of Höss, no one in the camp had
been able to gather sufficient aggregate data to establish a credible figure for the number
of victims, and his uncritical attitude with respect to Höss’s confession therefore
becomes hard to accept. A key witness such as Höss would certainly have warranted the
pages of detailed exculpation van Pelt devotes to the Polish judge Jan Sehn who was
overly quick, in those early days after the war, to draw his conclusions from various
German terms involving the word “Sonder…” and who made a number of nonsensical
or inexplicable statements that van Pelt presents in his text. The author recognizes some
of them as incredible and says so (cremation capacity figures); others he simply lets
stand as they are, the preheating of the morgue by portable coke braziers, for example, or
the air being “pumped out” of the gas chambers before the Zyklon B pellets were thrown
in.
These are half-truths: coke braziers were probably used in the morgues during
construction, because the crematoria were built in the winter months, and air surely was
exhausted from some of the morgues; that was, after all, why the ventilation system had
been installed in the first place – but to present them as yet another element in a
collection of “converging evidence” is weakening rather than strengthening the “case for
Auschwitz.”

Conclusion
Again, this is the fundamental deficiency of the book: we are confronted with errors or
impossibilities, but the author does not say anything more about them even though he
does seem to notice these deficiencies; at times, he says that there is something
questionable about certain aspects, but then does not go ahead and ask the necessarily
implied questions. Far from telling you what you always wanted to know about the
camp, R. J. van Pelt has put together a repetitious mixture of facts and fiction; his book
shows on what shaky foundations our present view of Auschwitz and Birkenau is
anchored.
As was noted initially, Yehuda Bauer of Yad Vashem has spoken of the difficulty of

documenting the really central events of the Holocaust. By that, he must mean that no
one has yet succeeded in presenting solid evidence for the gassings at Auschwitz or
anywhere else, for if that is not what he means by “documenting the central events,”
what is? Robert J. van Pelt may have written his book with the aim of surmounting
Bauer’s difficulty, but far from having achieved this ambitious task, he has only opened
up more cracks in the evidence and brought about new contradictions in its interpretation
–The Case for Auschwitz is a book that need not have been written — and certainly
should not be read, at least not if taken at face value.

The Three Photographs of an Alleged Gas Van
by Klaus Schwensen

Between 1945 and 2012, the entire literature about the gas vans has presented exactly
three photographs which allegedly show such vehicles. Sometimes it was explicitly
claimed that the vehicle had been used for homicidal purposes, sometimes this was
implied. In 1994, these photographs were subjected to a critical analysis by Udo
Walendy[1] and Pierre Marais[2]. In 2011, Santiago Alvarez, who expanded and
improved Marais’s study, once again addressed the problem of the gas van
photographs[3]. The author of the present article has – independently – researched the
gas van issue for several years and would like to discuss here some additional aspects.

1. Simon Wiesenthal’s Gas Van
In 1963, Der Spiegel first published the photograph of an alleged gas van “camouflaged”
as a Red Cross vehicle. In the course of the following 25 years, Der Spiegel recycled this
picture four times[4] without ever mentioning its source (Fig. 1). We cannot but
conclude that – except for the two other photographs which will be analyzed soon – the
politically correct German news magazine did not have any further pictures of a gas van
and was unable, or unwilling, to disclose the origin of the photograph.

Fig. 1: Alleged “Gas Van of the SS” camouflaged as a Red Cross vehicle
Source: Der Spiegel (51/1968)
This alleged “Gas Van camouflaged as a Red Cross vehicle” appears rather fuzzy; the
view is strictly from the rear, without any perspective. Except for the non-identifiable
human figure in the background, no details of the surroundings are discernible. The
ground as well as the back of the van seem to have been painted with spray. In all
likelihood this is a drawing rather than a photograph.
On 31 May 1973, during a campaign for the extradition of the “gas van murderer”
Walther Rauff from Chile, “Nazi hunter” Simon Wiesenthal presented said picture at the
Hebrew Union College in New York.
As Wiesenthal delivered his speech to a friendly audience, it is improbable that he was
bothered with probing questions about the origin of the picture. The picture reminds the
drawing of an architect or an engineer, and “Engineer Wiesenthal” (as he liked to call
himself, in line with Austrian tradition) had earlier drawn pictures of atrocities allegedly

perpetrated in German concentration camps[5]. It is therefore legitimate to suspect that
this picture was fabricated by Wiesenthal himself. To the best of our knowledge, he
never claimed having personally seen such a vehicle. Probably it was Wiesenthal who
provided Der Spiegel with a copy of this picture in 1963. As we already mentioned, the
German news magazine published it no fewer than five times, always insinuating that
this was an authentic photograph of a vehicle in which human beings were killed with
poison gas.
In 1983, when yet another campaign for the extradition of Walther Rauff from Chile was
being waged, Simon Wiesenthal once again confronted the press with pictures of Rauff,
and of the gas van.
In recent years the picture of the “Red Cross Van” has almost fallen into obscurity. In
this context it bears mentioning that the politically correct authors of the Website
“Action Reinhard Camps” have published an article containing some pictures of large
trucks with cubicles [6] , adding that the German gas vans could have looked more or
less like this. The authors candidly admit that these pictures are “no originals”, and they
tacitly refrain from publishing Wiesenthal’s “Red Cross Van”.

2. The "Gas Van" of Kulmhof (Chelmno)
In 1981 Der Spiegel once again presented an alleged photograph of a “gas van”[7] , a
large truck with a big enclosed cargo space manufactured by the firm Magirus Deutz
(Fig. 2). The left engine hood and the left front wheel are visibly heavily damaged. The
vehicle is being inspected by two civilians; the third man wears a non-identifiable
uniform[8]. This photograph seems to be genuine, but does not prove anything.

Fig 2: Truck manufactured by the firm Magirus Deutz with an enclosed loadbed– a "gas
van used at Chelmno?"
By original uploader in the Russian Wikipedia was Zac Allan, and then Jaro.p [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons. Originally from the archives of the Polish Ministry
of Justice. Sign. No. 47398

This photograph (Fig. 2) was reproduced by Der Spiegel, Gerald Fleming[9] and
USHMM[10]. Fleming´s caption read as follows:”Gassing van by which in the
extermination camp of Chelmno (Kulmhof) and in Konitz Jewish people were
annihilated (Archive of the Polish Ministry of Justice).”
In 1994 revisionist historian Udo Walendy published a low-quality reproduction of this
picture (the only one at his disposal) in his analysis of “forged photographs.” Walendy
pointed out that virtually nothing was known about the origin of the photograph and that
there is no technical description or expert report about the alleged gas vans. It may have
been a coincidence, but only a year later (1995) Jerzy Halbersztadt, a historian from
Warsaw University who then worked at the US Holocaust Museum in Washington,
threw light on the origin of this picture. The impetus for his research was not provided
by Walendy’s publication (as Walendy is a revisionist, Halbersztadt predictably chose to
ignore him) but by Leon Zamosz, a Holocaust historian of Polish-Jewish descent and a
founding member of the USHMM, who had been “trying to find a photograph or any
other graphic illustration of the gas vans used at Chelmno and other places” and had
sent a circular letter to various Holocaust experts ( “multiple recipients of list
HOLOCAUS”)[11]. A few weeks later, in October 1995, Halbersztadt communicated
the results of his research to the addressees of the “List HOLOCAUS”[12] .
During the same period, German revisionist historian Ingrid Weckert, who was then
studying the alleged extermination camp Chelmno, asked Yad Vashem about the origin
of this picture; however the Israeli memorial was unable to answer her question[13]. In
1999, Ingrid Weckert published an article about Chelmno[14] which may or not have
prompted Halbersztadt to publish the e-mail correspondence between himself, Zamosz
and the List HOLOCAUS in 2005. This step was obviously taken in mutual agreement
with the aforementioned ARC Team, a circle of amateur historians who focus on the
history of the Action Reinhard Camps. Apparently the ARC Team wanted to present an
up-to-date view of the “extermination camps” and the “gas vans”, which implied some
cautious revisions of the traditional picture of the events, as “evidence” which had
turned out to be untenable was jettisoned. We already pointed out that Wiesenthal’s
picture of a “gas van” camouflaged as a Red Cross vehicle was not presented by the
ARC people. The damaged truck of Kolo (Fig. 4) was equally absolved from the
suspicion of having served as a gas van: On its website, the ARC team published the
aforementioned e-mail correspondence, but without any comment. There was only a
short remark, that the photo of the KHD wreck of Kolo could “possibly not show a gas
van.” Most readers presumably failed to appreciate the significance of Halbersztadt´s
research.
The result
The main source of the following account is Halbersztadt. His article is largely based on
the report of a Polish Public Prosecutor’s Office which had investigated the matter in
1945. In all likelihood the protocol of inspection drawn up by the Polish authorities was
also translated and published by Halbersztadt[15] . According to this account, the
alleged “gas van” had been a furniture truck used by a moving company in Thuringia.
Later this vehicle was confiscated and probably used for desinfecting or delousing
textiles in the Warthegau (a part of Poland annexed by Germany in 1939). Probably due
to a traffic accident, the engine of the van was so badly damaged that the vehicle could
not be repaired under the prevailing circumstances. After the still-usable parts had been
removed, the wreck was left behind on the property of the former Polish firm Ostrowski,
which had served as office of the Reichsstrassenbauamt (Reich office for road
construction) Warthbrücken (the German name for Kolo).
Only 12 km from Kolo, near the hamlet of Chelmno (which the Germans called

Kulmhof), the German occupying authorities had set up a transit camp for the Jewish
population of the area. According to the victors' version of the events, Chelmno was the
first “extermination camp” where Jews were systematically murdered with gas.
Traditional historiography has it that three or four gas vans were used at Chelmno.
Occasionally these vehicles were allegedly repaired at the Reichsstrassenbauamt
Warthbrücken, where several Poles who said they were mechanics who were employed
there claimed to have seen them.
In May 1945, the “Main Commission for the Investigation of German Crimes in
Poland”, which was founded after the German retreat, started its activities at
Chelmno/Kulmhof. The Commission interrogated Polish witnesses from this region
who, thanks to their critical technical skills, had been allowed to stay in the Warthegau
after its annexation by Germany and had worked there during the war. In October 1945
the wreck of the truck left on the property of the Reichsstrassenbauamt was subject to a
thorough scrutiny wherupon the Commission set up a protocol of inspection and shot
four pictures that finally ended up in the archives of the Commission together with the
protocols of the interrogations of the witnesses[16]. Only in 1995 was this important
historical material unearthed by Halbersztadt’s collaborator Marek Jannasz, but the
historians would have to wait for another ten years until it was finally made accessible to
them.
It is of paramount importance to distinguish clearly between the alleged “gas vans of
Chelmno” (of which no trace has ever been found) and the wreck of the furniture van the
photograph of which was for decades presented as evidence of the existence of gas vans.
Jerzy Halbersztadt extensively quotes from the protocols of interrogation of the three
Polish car mechanics Jozef Piaskowski, Bronislaw Mankowski and Bronislaw Falborski,
who said they had been employed by the Reichsstrassenbauamt and claimed to have
personally seen the gas vans several times. Their statements seem to corroborate the
criminal function ascribed to these vehicles. If we are to follow these three witnesses, the
exhaust pipe of the van had been modified, and the floor of the load compartment had an
opening through which the exhaust gas could be led into the load compartment. Several
revisionist researchers (Ingrid Weckert, Carlo Mattogno, Pierre Marais and Santiago
Alvarez) have pointed out extensive incongruities and contradictions in these
descriptions of the alleged killing technique. However we will not dwell on this aspect
of the question but return to the damaged van instead. In this context the following three
facts are crucially important:
1. All Polish witnesses declared that the three (or four) gas vans of Chelmno had
been black (“All of them were black”). But the photograph of the vehicle
unmistakebly shows that it was not black, but much brighter; according to the
protocol of inspection, it was “grey-green”.
2. We should be able to assume that the Polish investigators carefully examined the
van in order to ascertain if the exhaust had been modified for criminal purposes
and if the load compartment had an opening for the exhaust gas. Quite obviously
this was not the case, as this fundamental point was not even mentioned in the
protocol.
3. Not a single witness identified the damaged truck with the “gas vans of Chelmno”.
All these arguments were taken up by Jerzy Halbersztadt, who writes14: “The inspection
of the van in Ostrowski factory, done on 13 November 1945 by the judge J. Bronowski,
did not confirm the existence of any elements of system of gassing of the van's closed
platform.”
The negative conclusion (no modified exhaust pipe, no opening for the exhaust gas) was
not mentioned in the protocol of inspection. This omission clearly reflects the political

atmosphere prevailing at the time: Despite the negative results of the investigation, the
Poles obviously wanted to use the wreck for propaganda purposes, and the four
photographs were provided with the caption “Van used at Chelmno for killing people by
means of exhaust gas”. This was the origin of a historical lie. Through Gerald Fleming’s
book11 , this lie found its way into the literature about the “gas vans” and was recycled
for decades. Until 1950, former Polish resistance fighters wanted the wreck to be taken
to the memorial of Auschwitz or Majdanek (at that time there still was no memorial at
Chelmno), but their suggestion was rejected. Finally the vehicle was apparently scrapped
(Halbersztadt). Halbersztadt himself makes a rather feeble attempt to argue for a
possible criminal use of the truck; he writes14 :
“I cite all these details to make possible the further comments to the story of
this van. It is my feeling that there are some unclear points in this story.
Nobody explained for what purpose this van was used? Its door was
tightened with an impregnated canvas[17]. What for? Some witnesses had
seen this car in the area of the forest of Chelmno starting from the spring of
1942. It is possible that it belonged to the SS-Sonderkommando Kulmhof,
too. I came across a version that this van was used for a disinfection of
victims' clothes but there are no grounds for it.”
Although Halbersztadt deplores the fact that function of the vehicle remains unknown,
he volunteers the information that it was purportedly used “for a disinfection of victims'
clothes”. Whether the owners of these clothes were really “victims” is an open question;
however there can be no doubt whatsoever that the van was indeed used for disinfection.
Two of the pictures shot by the Polish commission show remnants of wooden frames
within the cubicle. It is highly probable that they were used for hanging up garments
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: The interior of the vehicle, with remains of wooden frames
Photographs: Polish Commission, 1945. Public Domain.
Apparently the Polish commission that inspected the van in October 1945 endorsed the
view that it had been used for disinfection purposes because they chose the following
title for their inspection protocol:
“Inspection of the former Wehrmacht disinfection van used at Chelmno death camp in
1941-42.”
The protocol ends with the following sentence: “With this, the inspection was
concluded.” Any further comment seems superfluous, but we will keep in mind that the
Polish authorities knew since 1945, that the KHD furniture truck in question had been no

“gas van.” In spite of that the photos received a false caption, and with Fleming´s book
this lie went around the world.

3. Saul Friedländer’s photomontage
In 1966 Der Spiegel published the photograph of a “SS gassing van”. By no stretch of
the imagination is it possible to discern more than the back part of an automobile from
which hoses lead into a wall (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: According to Der Spiegel, this picture shows a “SS gassing van”. No source is
given. Reproduced in Der Spiegel[18] (The original source for this figure as well as
figure 7 which follows is a film from the Nuremberg Trials identified as National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA), 111 M 7596 R5. Ed.)
This picture is of frankly of bad quality; the section shown is much too confined and as
evidence for a crime an irrelevance. The above scene becomes somewhat clearer when
taking a look at the following photomontage composed of four pictures which was
published by Saul Friedländer in 1967 (Fig. 5).[19]

Fig. 5: Photo Composition allegedly showing the “gas chamber at Belzec.” Source:
Reproduced by Saul Friedländer , who does not disclose his own source.
In the French original of Friedländer’s book the caption (Fig. 5, above left) translates as
follows:
“The gas chamber at Belzec, which was called ‘Heckenholt-Stiftung’. The
prisoners were killed within 32 minutes by the exhaust gas of a Diesel
engine. Gerstein, who had assisted at this action, describes the procedure in
his report. Heckenholt was the [illegible] of the facility and the one who
started the engine.”
Friedländer wants his readers to visualize the horrible gassing scene at Belzec described

by SS-Obersturmführer (First Lieutenant) Kurt Gerstein. But Gerstein had asserted that a
big Diesel engine had been used to produce the necessary exhaust gas. Instead of such an
engine, we see the front part of a car and the back of a truck of which little more than the
license plate is discernible. From both vehicles, hoses lead into a wall. In other words:
Instead of Gerstein’s Diesel engine, the engines of these two vehicles serve as
(stationary) producers of exhaust gas. The vehicles are thus no “gas vans” where the
exhaust gas was blown into a portion of the vehicle. As a matter of fact, unlike Der
Spiegel, Friedländer does not speak of a “gassing van”. Apparently he only wanted to
illustrate the“gas chamber of Belzec”.
But there is yet another incongruity: On the left side one sees the wall of a building,
allegedly the wall of the “gas chamber of Belzec”. Logically one would suppose that the
picture on the right side shows the interior of this same gas chamber, but as a matter of
fact it shows the morgue of the Krematorium I at Auschwitz I (Main Camp), which is
still presented as a homicidal gas chamber to the tourists. Publishing this photograph in
the context of Belzec without any comment is a fraud and an attempt to deceive the
reader. We now know that the objects visible on the photograph have nothing to do with
Belzec: They illustrate an event which transpired in Mogilev, Belarus, in September
1941.
The “gassing experiment” of Mogilev
The following can only be understood by considering the situation that the German
authorities had to face at the time. During the retreat of the Red Army in the summer and
fall of 1941, the Soviets performed an impressive logistical feat, evacuating the most
vital industrial plants as well as the cattle and the food stocks to the east. As far as the
population was concerned, those evacuated were essentialy specialists and functionaries.
Facing the German advance, the Soviets resorted to the strategy of “scorched earth”,
without any consideration for the civilian population left behind, which was thus
deprived of its basis of existence.
At the same time (fall 1941), the “euthanasia” actions had already been carried out in
Germany as well as in some occupied countries such as Poland and the Baltic states. It
appears that the German authorities (Hitler, Himmler) had decided to extend the
euthanasia also to the occupied Soviet territories, and their decision was certainly
assisted by the fact that the mental hospitals in Russia had partly been left without food
supplies, and some of the staff had fled. Himmler was obviously not willing to cater for
Soviet mental patients. Thus, the Einsatzgruppen of the SiPO (Sicherheitspolizei) and
the SD (Sicherheitsdienst) were, additionally to their main task of fighting the partisans,
assigned with a further task: to dispose of the mentally ill. For the respective German
task forces (Einsatzgruppen) this meant a considerable psychological stress, because
they had to conduct the executions. Himmler, who had observed on his visit in Minsk
(15 Aug. 1941) a mass execution of partisans, had come to the conviction, too, that a
more humane method of killing was desirable. He talked about that matter with two of
his Generals, Erich von dem Bach-Zelewski[20] and Arthur Nebe[21]. Himmler
assigned Nebe to examine the issue of painless killing and send him a report. Nebe
obviously shared Himmler's opinion, and reportedly he stated: “I cannot possibly ask
German soldiers to shoot the mentally ill!”
In Germany, the killing operations of “euthanasia” had been carried out by means of
carbon monoxide (CO), however in Russia this gas was not availabe, at least not in the
usual gas cylinders. Transporting them from Germany to Russia (and the return of
empties) would have been impractical under the prevailing circumstances. In this
situation, it appears that Nebe (Fig. 6) had thought about two “alternative” killing
methods: a) by explosives and b) by exhaust gas. It was apparantly an “isolated

decision”, for nothing is known of any discussion, neither with his entourage in Minsk
nor his chemical experts in Berlin[22] . This lack of consultation and advice can be
explained by the circumstances: the distance between Nebes’s quarters in Smolensk and
his experts in Berlin, and security reasons. Oddly enough it did not occur to him that the
wood-gas generators, which were extensively used in Germany, would have constituted
an available mobile source of CO. Most probably the chemists of the KTI would have
opted for this solution, although certain modifications of the wood-gas generator might
have been necessary and would have caused a delay – and Nebe had to act under
pressure of time.

Fig 6: Arthur Nebe, Head of the Reichskriminalpolizeiamt (Office V of the
Reichssicherheitshauptamt), SS-Brigadeführer (General) and Leader of Einsatzgruppe B
(Belarus).
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101III-Alber-096-34 / Alber, Kurt / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
As a matter of fact, the problem of “humane killing” had not been sufficiently discussed
between Nebe and his chemical experts. He drew on them only in helping to conduct
two experiments which he himself had conceived: testing the efficacy of the abovementioned two killing methods. Thus, he ordered the head of the chemical department of
the KTI, Dr. Albert Widmann, to come to Belarus and assist him. The experiments at
Minsk (killing by explosive) and Mogilev (killing by exhaust gas) later became the

subject of an investigation which was initiated against Dr. Widmann in 1959 and led to a
trial held in Stuttgart[23] in 1967. On basis of Widmann´s statements, the reported
details and other witness testimonies, the court was able to reconstruct the events more
or less completely.
In connection with the gas-van photos only the Mogilev event is of concern here. Some
days after the experiment in Minsk Nebe and Widmann met in Mogilev and visited an
asylum, where Nebe had already prepared the Russian doctors. A room on the ground
floor of the building was chosen, and the only window was closed with masonry, which
had openings for two metal pipes. Outside, each pipe could be connected with a metal
hose coming from the exhaust of an automobile. After at least five mental patients had
been placed in the room, the exhaust gases of one car were led into the room. When after
5 minutes the people were still alive, a second vehicle was connected to the room – this
time a truck. It lasted then about 8 minutes until all the test persons were dead. The room
was opened only after 2 hours.
The origin of the photomontage
In 1961, when the first witness testimonies about Mogilev became available, four
photographs were submitted to the Central Agency for the Prosecution of NS crimes at
Ludwigsburg. According to a letter of the Public Prosecutor’s Office Stuttgart[24] , these
photographs showed “a gassing operation (two hoses are connected both to the exhaust
pipes of two vehicles and a walled room)”. The Senior Public Prosecutor considered
these photographs important enough to inform the General Public Prosecutor and the
Ministry of Justice of their existence:
“As this gassing operation is probably identical with the one carried out at
Mogilev by Nebe and the defendant Dr. Widmann, further investigation as
to the origin of the photograph and the former owners of the vehicles
discernible on the same have become necessary.”
Where the Central Office had obtained the four photographs from, and what results the
“further investigation as to the origin of the photograph” yielded, is unfortunately not
indicated in the files. The single surviving letter about this matter runs as follows:[25]
“As to the photographs contained in the files which show the introduction of
exhaust gas from a truck and an automobile into a walled room further
investigations have been carried out. They lead to the conclusion that the
truck with the license plate Pol 51628 belonged to the Police Battalion 3 and
that the driver of this truck was most probably Gerhard R[…] from Stettin
who was killed in action in the district of Traunstein on 3 May 1945.”
The tag number “Pol 51628” mentioned in this letter matches the licence plate of the
truck on Friedländer’s photomontage. Furthermore the two vehicles visible on the
photograph seem to corroborate eyewitness accounts according to which an automobile
of the brand “Adler” and a police truck had been used. So in order to illustrate the “gas
chamber of Belzec” Friedländer availed himself of the very same photograph which had
been submitted to the German justice as evidence for the Mogilev killing in 1961. This
proves that his photomontage is a complete forgery.
A reasonably good reproduction of the Mogilev photo was published on the Website of
the aforementioned ARC Team (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7: Original caption: "Mogilev gassing experiment. [From a] Photo Compilation of
Film Pictures which were found after the War in Nebe's flat." Origin unknown.
Reproduced by the ARC Team. Fair Use under 17 U.S.C. § 107. [26]
Thus we know at least one of the four pictures submitted to the German Justice in 1961,
and we will now discuss the incongruities of this photograph.
The photograph of “Mogilev”
i. Was it really possible to take pictures or shoot films at Mogilev?

Since the pictures were taken at close range, the photographer must have
been authorized to document the scene. On the other hand, there can be no
doubt that taking pictures of a secret operation was strictly forbidden. None
of the witnesses mentioned anybody taking photographs, much less
shooting films. When confronted with the pictures, the defendant Widmann
explicitly stated that he had observed no such activities.
The expression used in the caption – “Film Picture” – means a still photo
from a movie picture, and indeed the photograph (Fig. 7) has certainly been
made by professionals (note the scene lighting!). On the other hand, the idea
that a film team should have been invited to immortalize such secret actions
is risible from the outset. Thus, we may safely conclude that this photograph
was produced by unknown people at an unknown time, but certainly well
after the event it purportedly shows. Presenting it as an authentic document
is therefore nothing but a deliberate act of forgery.
ii. The shadow on the wall

The picture was obviously shot in the beam of a stage light, i.e. in the
evening or at night. On the wall of the house, an ominous and highly
symbolic shadow of a human figure can be seen – the SS man! Apparently
the unknown photographer did his best to create this shadow, as the person
who casts it is not visible. This feat certainly required professional lighting.
In other words, this forgery is the work of professionals. It definitely does
not show the Mogilev test gassing, because according to the defendant Dr.
Widmann the action took place in the morning or forenoon[27]: “The action
was carried out in the following morning.” The different time zones
(Mogilev lies on the 30th meridian eastern longitude) is irrelevant in this
context. It is quite true that German time (Central European time) was used
throughout the occupied Soviet territories (which meant that in the Caucasus
- to mention but one example – dusk came on as early as two o’clock), but
as the action commenced in the morning, this merely meant that the sun was

already standing a bit higher than in Germany.
iii. The official licence plate of the truck

Even if the license plate “Pol 51628” actually existed, this does not prove
the authenticity of the picture. After the end of the war, the Allies
confiscated tons of German documents; nothing speaks against the
possibility that they found a list of the license plates of Police Batallion 3.
iv. The alleged discovery of the picture “in Nebe’s flat”

According to the caption, the photograph was found in Nebe’s apartment
after the war. This information is volunteered by British-Jewish Holocaust
historian Gerald Reitlinger in the first English edition of his standard
work[28] (Chapter 6, p. 130, unnumbered footnote). In his description of
Himmler’s visit in Minsk, Reitlinger states: “This story of von dem BachZelewski´s finds some confirmation in the discovery in 1949 in Nebe´s
former Berlin apartment of an amateur film, showing a gas chamber
operated by the exhausts of a car and a lorry” [29].
By way of a footnote in the footnote[30] Reitlinger finally manages to
reveal the source of this information, a letter addressed to him, together with
some photographs, by “Mr. Joseph Zigman, Information Services Division,
Office of the US High Commissioner, Germany”. He does not disclose the
date of the letter. We have found this reference to Reitlinger in an article by
German Holocaust historian Mathias Beer[31]. Even to Beer, the idea that
the euthanasia action at Mogilev should have been filmed seemed
apparently so outlandish that instead of an “amateur film” he prefers
speaking of “negatives” – a minor cosmetic change meant to make the
improbable a trifle less improbable.
The legend of this discovery justifies a short digression. Arthur Nebe was
involved in the abortive coup of 20 July 1944. After the failed attempt on
Hitler’s life, he managed to go underground. In early 1945, he was
denounced and arrested; on 2 March, 1945 he was sentenced to death by the
Volksgerichtshof and executed shortly afterwards. It is all but certain that the
Gestapo thoroughly searched his house after the events of 20 July 1944, and
they would surely have found and confiscated the film, had Nebe indeed
kept it at home. The alleged search of his “apartment” after the war is a
highly fishy story, as he owned a house and did not live in an apartment.
Theoretically the search could have been effected at the apartment of his
widow, but there is no evidence to back up this theory. To cut a long story
short, the legend of the “discovery of the Mogilev photographs” is every bit
as phoney as the picture itself.
We do not know if the “Mogilev” photographs were indeed unearthed in
1949, as Reitlinger’s source Zigman claims, or when they really were
fabricated. At any rate, they existed in November 1952, when Reitlinger
published his book. And that raises another question: How did the
anonymous fabricators know (in 1949) what had happened in Mogilev? The
Mogilev case and even Arthur Nebe had not been mentioned in Nuremberg,
and the investigations against Dr. Widmann did not begin before 1959.
Thus, they knew probably only the story of von dem Bach-Zelewski and –
perhaps – the statements of the Russian doctors from the Mogilev asylum.
Neither of them had been a direct eyewitness, and therefore the fabricators

did not know certain details.
vi. How did the German legal authorities get hold of the photographs?

Starting in 1959, several investigations were initiated against former
members of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Dr. Becker, Pradel, Schmidt,
Dr. Widmann etc.) who were accused of having taken part in the euthanasia
action or in the development of the alleged gas vans. As a general rule, the
statements of defendants and witnesses in a pending case are not made
accessible to the public. However, at least in the case of Mogilev there is
ample reason to suspect that the preliminary results of the investigation
were passed on to Israeli historians as early as 1960. Both sides
communicated on friendly terms (“Lieber Shmuel”[Krakowski]).
When witness accounts about the murky events of Mogilev in September
1941 began to filter to Israel, certain people may have been reminded of the
photographs which had been fabricated 1949 as “evidence”. Apparently
they could not resist the temptation to make renewed use of these forgeries
and passed them on to the German authorities. To their credit, the German
public prosecutors were prudent enough to consider “further investigation
about the origin of the photograph necessary”, and the pictures were not
used as evidence at the trial.
vii. The inserted caption

Although the inserted caption of the alleged Mogilev photograph (Fig. 7)
seems very official and thus credible, it is rather unusual in a photographic
document. Anyone who covers or removes parts of a document risks being
accused of foul play. On the other hand, the caption is in English and
obviously could have been inserted only after the war. So what was the
intended purpose of this caption?
The fabricators were well aware that most observers would be unable to
interpret the photograph and needed to be enlighted by means of a caption.
For Saul Friedländer, who was looking for photographic material about
Belzec, this posed of course a problem, as the caption unmistakably reads
“Mogilev Gassing Experiment” (Fig. 7). Undoubtedly for this reason, he
covered the upper right part of the photograph with a picture of the alleged
Auschwitz gas chamber, thus creating a classic photomontage. When Der
Spiegel published the forged photograph of Mogilev (Fig. 4), it resorted to
yet another forgery, manipulating the picture in order to present it as an “SS
gassing van”. The forgers simply cut off the right half of the picture, and the
still-visible part of the inserted caption was retouched and transformed into
the grey wall of a house, making the upper part of the car disappear as well.
Eyewitness accounts about Mogilev
At the beginning of the German investigations of 1959/60 the two main defendants were
still available: Dr. Albert Widmann and his laboratory assistant Hans Schmidt who had
accompanied him to Belarus. What did they have to say about the pictures? During his
interrogation, Schmidt was shown the four photographs showing “a building and
vehicles”[32]. While identifying an automobile of the brand “Adler”, he objected:
"In my opinion these pictures were not taken during the action in Mogilev. I

only remember a connecting piece and a hose. I also believe that the boards
lying before the wall and the post which can be seen on the picture did not
exist at Mogilev. Furthermore I remember that only the window was walled
up with bricks and that the rest of the building was not made of bricks.
Finally I think that in Mogilev the vehicle stood further away from the
house and that the position of the connecting piece [in the wall of the house]
was lower. The license plates of the vehicles visible on the picture are
unknown to me, this means that I do not know these license plates…
My memory of the action in Mogilev strongly differs from the scenes on
these pictures. Therefore I think that these pictures do not show the action in
Mogilev. The facility shown on the photographs seems to be quite
sophisticated whereas the facilty used at the action in Mogilev was clearly
provisional.“
During another interrogation of Schmidt[33], the investigators wanted to know which
driver had driven the “Adler” close to the wall of the house sothat the metal hose from
the exhaust pipe could be attached to the connecting piece in the wall. This question was
a delicate one as it directly touched upon the problem of responsibility (participation in a
crime). Schmidt remembered that the “Adler” had been backed up to the connecting
piece; however the vehicles on the alleged Mogilev photographs are standing parallel to
the wall of the house.
Before being shown the pictures, and before knowing what his interrogators had in
mind, the defendant Widmann stated that the building where the gassing had taken place
had been “neither a wooden house nor a building made of brick” but “covered with
white plaster”. When he was confronted with the pictures, he made the following
statement[34]:
"The scene shown on this picture cannot show the events at Mogilev. As I
already made clear, the building was covered with white plaster and had a
foundation block. Moreover, one of the two hoses we had brought with us
was much thicker than the other one. The vehicles used at Mogilev did not
stand parallel to, but perpendicular to, the wall of the house. To the best of
my remembrance, the hose did not have a support. I am unable to identify
the vehicles on the picture as vehicles of the RKPA [Reichspolizeiamt]. The
RKPA did not have any trucks at all. I do not know the license plates of the
vehicles, in particular I cannot explain the tactical sign on the platform of
the truck. I do not know this sign.
After a second look at the pictures, I wish to point out that the window
walled up with bricks sharply stood out against the wall of the house, which
was covered with white plaster, and looked abominably ugly. Finally I did
not see anybody taking pictures.”
Apparently the statements of Schmidt and Dr. Widmann, which were made
independently of each other and basically agreed, convinced the Public Prosecutors, so
they refrained from using the photographs as evidence in the trial. This deals the final
blow to this photograph (Fig. 9) as well.
Certain circles who had studied the Soviet reports from the first post-war years may have
felt the desire to belatedly illustrate some scenes in order to fabricate propaganda
material against the “fascists.” Probably the sinister event which had taken place at
Mogilev was “reconstructed” in this way. However, a “reconstructed picture claiming to
be authentic is universally regarded as a forgery. Except for a short mention in
Reitlinger’s book the pictures were initially not used for propagandistic purposes. But

during the preliminary investigation against Dr. Widmann, when the topic “Mogilev was
placed in the limelight, these pictures were rescued from oblivion und passed on to the
German legal authorities. Der Spiegel seems to have been the first to publish one of the
Mogilev “gas van pictures”, and a few months later Saul Friedländer followed suit.

4. Conclusion
In the entire literature of German war crimes we find only three photographs which
claim to show one of the alleged “gas vans”. None of them is serious evidence for this
pretension; each one is - in one sense or the other – a fake.
Simon Wiesenthal’s “gas van camouflaged as a Red Cross vehicle” is obviously a
drawing and not a photograph. Even the politically correct ARC Team refrained from
recycling it in an article in which different big vehicles were shown to depict how a gas
van could have looked (whilst the authors conceded that their pictures were “not
authentic”). Maybe Wiesenthal has not pretended expressis verbis that his picture was
evidence, but it was at least a “tacit insinuation” – making people believe something
without saying it explicitly.
The “Chelmno gas van” which had been originally a furniture truck and later used for
disinfection of clothing was examined and correctly identified by a Polish commission
as early as 1945. The Polish experts found no evidence whatsoever that it had served for
homicidal purposes. Nevertheless the Polish authorites provided the authentic photos
with a false caption, identifying the vehicle as a “gas van”. Here we have the case that,
although the photograph is authentic, it becomes due to the false caption a deliberate
forgery.
Although the photograph of the “gassing experiment at Mogilev” purports to be
authentic this cannot be true since on that September day in 1941 there was certainly no
film team present and photographing was strictly forbidden. Obviously we have here a
re-enacted scene produced by professionals (floodlight!). Re-enacting historical scenes is
quite usual in the film and TV industry, but if such a photo claims to be authentic it
becomes a forgery. With the Mogilev photo we can only presume that it was taken
around 1949. The first attempt to use this material was made by passing it on to the
German justice (1961).The attempt failed since the judicial authorities were suspicious.
Then the news magazine SPIEGEL made use of the “Mogilev photo”. The SPIEGEL
people may have recognized that the caption “Mogilev Gassing Experiment” which is
inserted into the picture (Fig. 9) did not suit a historical photo and removed the caption
by retouching. Thus, a forgery was manipulated again to make it more credible. And
then there was Saul Friedländer who sought an illustration for the (alleged) gas chamber
of Belzec. He also could not use the caption and removed it, this time by cutting it away
and filling the gap with another photo, thus creating a photomontage, which he finally
used to illustrate a scene which (allegedly) had taken place at quite another location
(Belzec instead of Mogilev). How Der Spiegel and Saul Friedländer got hold of one of
these pictures remains unknown.
The fact that three dubious pictures were used for propaganda purposes throws light on
the attempts of certain circles to corroborate the gas van story with photographs, even
forged ones. Of course the absence of authentic pictures does not prove the nonexistence of gas vans. For this reason, the question whether such murderous vehicles
indeed existed can only be answered on the basis of other material (documents,
eyewitness reports etc.). However the manipulations some people resorted to in order to
“prove” the existence of the gas vans with fraudulent means should give pause to those
tempted to credit the allegations.

Addendum
The above article had just been closed when the editors of Inconvenient History
discovered an interesting fact: The American documentary film “Nuremberg: Its Lesson
for Today” (USA 1947)[35]. In reel 5 of this film[36] there are two short sequences (in
total no longer than 33 seconds) which were used (amongst others) to accompany a
speech of Soviet Main Prosecutor Gen. Rudenko in Nuremberg.
One of the sequences (it is no more than a pan shot) shows clearly a sinister scene of the
Mogilev gassing experiment with the car and the truck standing before a house wall and
the shadow of a person in military boots. An engine is roaring at full throttle. Here we
have the source of the photo which allegedly had been found “in Nebe´s flat in 1949”,
published by Reitlinger in 1952, later presented to the German investigators against Dr.
Widmann (ca. 1960), and still later by Der Spiegel (1966) and Friedländer (1967).
The second film sequence is split into two parts: First we see five male patients - dressed
in white hospital garments - passing the camera seated on a horse cart. Then we see a
horse cart halting before a building, one man and two children have got out, whilst
another man is still lying on the cart (Fig. 8).
Since the patients are emaciated and weak they are helped by a male and a female doctor
or orderly, and those who are naked are given blankets. In the background a German
soldier is watching. The white hospital garments of the patients, the white lab coats of
the sanitary personnel and the horse cart indicate that the scene is somewhere in Russia,
and since the “arrival sequence” is intermingled with the “car sequence” it is clear that
both pertain (allegedly) to Mogilev.
If the two sequences are authentic, they can stem of course only from the Germans.
Consequently the German Fritz-Bauer-Institut[37], which compiled a description of
“Nuremberg: Its Lesson for Today”, ascribe the origin of the sequences to “Deutschland,
1941”. And the USHMM writes:
“USHMM Details from Dr. Albert Widmann's 1967 trial in Stuttgart include
his personal description of actions corresponding to the scene of gassing by
vehicle exhaust, in the company of Arthur Nebe, and the presence of one
male Soviet doctor and two female Soviet doctors (in German-occupied
territory in the vicinity of Mogilev, Belarus, mid-September 1941).”[38]
To this we respond: Although the pictures seem to be consistent with Mogilev, they
conflict with several of even the few details available to us. Indeed, the gassing
experiment was conducted in one of the buildings of the asylum and the victims, who
came from other buildings, were brought by horse carts. But: The building had according to Widmann - white walls and not brick walls, and the crude wooden door
suits rather a horse barn than the entrance into a hospital or asylum. The presence of
children amongst the patients was not mentioned neither in Mogilev nor in Minsk.
Whether Widmann has stated that Russian doctors were present during the gassing
experiment, as the USHMM claims without giving a source, is not certain. Finally
Widmann has clearly stated that he had not seen anybody photographing in Mogilev
(much less a film crew). From the German point of view any photo documentation
would have made no sense, in direct contravention of the necessary secrecy.
Therefore the Fritz-Bauer-Institut is wrong in their attribution "Germany, 1941". The
pictures are re-enacted and therefore fake. Who were the real producers? To ask this
question means to answer it: The Mogilev event was a Soviet issue, and the pictures
reveal that the fabricators must have known some details, but overlooked others. The

Mogilev event had not been dealt with in Nuremberg, and the investigation against
Widmann started only in 1959. So how could the Soviet propagandists know what had
happened in Mogilev? The town was reconquered by the Red Army on 28 June 1944.
Thus the ESC (Extraordinary State Commission) had time enough to interrogate the
Russian doctors of the former asylum, to learn details of the gassing experiment (as far
as the doctors knew), to produce the film sequences and – to forward them to OMGUS.
One of the OMGUS men was, by the way, Joseph Zigman, who – together with Stuart
Schulberg, was the creator of “Nuremberg: Its Lesson for Today”. After the film was
completed in 1947/48, “Zigman stayed on in Berlin to edit de-Nazification and reeducation films aimed at German audiences under the aegis of the U.S. Military
Government’s Documentary Film Unit, which was headed by Stuart Schulberg.”[39] It
must have been at that time that Zigman forwarded one of the Mogilev photos to Gerald
Reitlinger – together with the story that the “amateur film” had been found in Nebe´s
flat. It is the hypothesis of this author (K.S.) that Zigman and Schulberg had received the
two film sequences and the Nebe story from Soviet authorities in Berlin and deployed
them, as it were, with a vengeance.
A further discovery of IH was a debate in the CODOH Forum[40] entitled “Carbon
Oxide killings photos?”, which took place in 2005. The site presented some of the
Mogilev pictures. Some of the participants knew the film “Nuremberg” and doubted the
German origin of these pictures: “Turns out most of the time it ain’t even original
footage but post-war propaganda stuff filmed in a way to look real. The viewer is not
told of course, and comes away with the impression he saw documentary footage.”
(Participant “Grenadier”, Aug. 2005).
Concerning the Mogilev photos, great credulity is needed indeed to believe that these
pictures are authentic.

Abbreviations
ARC

Action Reinhard Camps
The “ARC Team” was a group of (amateur) historians who specialized in
the “Aktion Reinhardt” camps and published the results of their research in
the Internet. The last upload took place in 2006.

HUC

Hebrew Union College (New York)

KHD

Klöckner-Humboldt-Deutz (Producer of Trucks)

KTI

Kriminaltechnisches Institut (Institute of Forensics)

RKPA Reichskriminalpolizeiamt (Reich Criminal Investigation Department)
RSHA Reichssicherheitshauptamt (Reich Security Head Office)
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The Yockey-Thompson Campaign against Post-War
Vengeance
by Kerry R. Bolton

The American neo-Spenglerian philosopher Francis Parker Yockey has over the past
decade enjoyed a revival of interest among the far Right.[1] Now that the Right is less
encumbered by the dominant political-financial system’s Cold War rhetoric which saw a
range of movements from conservatives to the American Nazi Party[2] lining up to beat
the war drums against the U.S.S.R. as ostensibly the major threat to “Western
Civilization,” Yockey’s views can be considered in a less-partisan light. Yockey and his
followers adopted a pro-Soviet position[3] vis-à-vis the occupation of Europe by the
U.S.A., especially after the 1952 Prague Treason Trial,[4] which Yockey regarded as
Russia’s declaration of war against Zionism and Judaization under the auspices of U.S.
machinations.[5] Likewise, we can now look back on the position of Yockey and his
American colleague H. Keith Thompson in regard to the “war-crimes trials” in Germany,
and might see the present-day “war-crimes trials” against Serbs and others as being
founded on that precedent.
Briefly, in regard to Yockey’s background, he was of Irish-American descent, born in
Chicago in 1918, a pianist to concert-performance level, whose education was directed
towards law, in which he had exceptional ability. Already as a young man he had turned
his attention towards the Right, one of his first articles being “The Tragedy of Youth,”
written for Father Charles Coughlin’s popular Depression-era magazine Social
Justice.[6]

Among the Hangmen of Europe
In the aftermath of the war Yockey obtained a position as an investigator for the War
Crimes Tribunal in order to subvert from within the lynching regime that was being
imposed upon Europe and to seek out European Rightists who might be able to revive a
European resistance movement.
Reaching Germany in January 1946, Yockey was assigned to the 7708 War Crimes
Group at Wiesbaden, Frankfurt as a civilian employee of the U.S. War Department. This
unit investigated “lower-level accused war criminals.” Yockey served as a post-trial
review attorney evaluating petitions for clemency. He does not seem to have been
particularly discreet as, according to Coogan, he obtained a piano and played German
anthems in his room.[7]
The head of the post-trial section was Samuel Sonenfield,[8] whose name could only
have confirmed Yockey’s suspicions as to the character of the Nuremberg judicial
regime.
Yockey was noted for his “absenteeism,” for which he ultimately was dismissed. He
spent much of his time searching out German veterans and urging resistance to the
Occupation, and writing pamphlets such as “Why the Americans Did Not Go to
Berlin.”[9] This was at a time when the Werwölfe underground that had been set up by
Goebbels in the final months of the war was still functioning, and scoring some
significant hits on the Occupation authorities and their German collaborators.[10] On

December 27, 1946 Yockey was fired from his position for “abandonment of
position.”[11] Willis Carto, in the “Introduction” to his Noontide Press edition of
Imperium, states that when Yockey was called before his superior, presumably
Sonenfield, he was told: “We don’t want this type of report. This has entirely the wrong
slant. You’ll have to rewrite these reports to conform to the official viewpoint.” Yockey
is said to have responded that he was “a lawyer, not a journalist. You’ll have to write
your own propaganda.”[12] While there is a discrepancy between the accounts of
Yockey’s departure from the War Crimes Commission, Sonenfield might well have left
out certain aspects of his recollections of Yockey. Sonenfield was writing to the neoconservative publication National Review in 1971, which was attacking Carto and his
then-relatively effective Liberty Lobby.[13]
***
Yockey then travelled through Europe, went to England to seek out Mosleyites and
others of like mind, returned briefly to the U.S.A., and left for Ireland in late 1947 to
write Imperium.[14]
Yockey spent the next twelve years travelling on numerous passports over Europe,
working for the Red Cross, writing anti-Zionist material in Egypt for Nasser’s
government, and going back and forth to the U.S.A. despite being tracked by Interpol
and the F.B.I..

Francis Parker Yockey
Source: http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/File:Francis_Parker_Yockey.png
His first significant action after writing Imperium was to return to England where he
sought out Sir Oswald Mosley, who had revived his organization under the name Union
Movement in 1947, advocating a post-Fascist united Europe. Yockey hoped that he
could persuade Mosley to adopt Imperium as his philosophical basis, even suggesting to
Mosley that his name be attached as the author. Mosley was impressed by Yockey’s
intelligence, and Yockey was employed briefly as the movement’s liaison officer with
other European movements, but Mosley regarded Yockey as eccentric and Yockey did

not mince words when it came to the Jewish question. Mosley was in fact dismissive of
Yockey’s efforts and did not even read Imperium.[15]
However, during his time with Union Movement, employed by the European Contact
Section, Yockey had the opportunity to cultivate further contacts in Britain and Europe.
He provided dossiers he had lifted from the Wiesbaden office to Maurice Bardèche, the
French literary critic, defender of “collaborationism,” and early critic of the “war
crimes” proceedings. Bardèche recalled that the documents were “extremely valuable.”
He made use of them in his book Nuremberg 2 or the Counterfeiters.[16] Yockey also
sent Bardèche documents to assist with the defense of other accused “war criminals,”
including SS Lt. Gen. Otto Ohlendorf, who had commanded an Action Group in the
Ukraine[17] mopping up partisans and commissars. Yockey was also “particularly
active” in the defense of SS Lt. Col. Fritz Knoechlein, who had executed British soldiers
in France after they had raised a white flag but then proceeded to shoot at his men.
Yockey had sufficient contacts to secure British Barrister and Labour Member of
Parliament Reginald Paget for Knoechlein’s defense. Although Paget successfully
defended Gen. Erich von Manstein on “war crimes” charges, he was unsuccessful with
Knoechlein, who was hanged in January 1949.[18]
Fast-forward to 2005, and it emerged that Knoechlein was one of many German
prisoners tortured under British captivity, at Kensington Palace Gardens. Three plush
houses, during 1940 to 1948, served as the London office of the Combined Services
Detailed Interrogation Centre, known colloquially as the London Cage. This was run by
MI19, responsible for extracting testimony from prisoners of war. A recent report in The
Guardian, drawing on the National Archives, found that 3,573 P.O.W.s went through
The Cage, of whom “1,000 were persuaded to give statements about war crimes. … The
brutality did not end with the war, moreover: a number of German civilians joined the
servicemen who were interrogated there up to 1948.”[19] When the commander of The
Cage, Lt. Col. Alexander Scotland, intended to publish his memoires in 1950 he was
threatened with prosecution under the Official Secrets Act, and Special Branch raided
his retirement home. Cobain comments:
An assessment by MI5 pointed out that Scotland had detailed repeated
breaches of the Geneva Convention, with his admissions that prisoners had
been forced to kneel while being beaten about the head; forced to stand to
attention for up to 26 hours; threatened with execution; or threatened with
“an unnecessary operation.”[20]
Scotland’s memoirs were published in 1957,[21] after much had been expunged. Of
Knoechlein, The Guardian’s Cobain found in the National Archives, “a long and detailed
letter of complaint from one SS captain [sic], Fritz Knoechlein, who describes his
treatment after being taken to The Cage in October 1946.”
Knoechlein alleges that because he was “unable to make the desired
confession” he was stripped, given only a pair of pyjama trousers, deprived
of sleep for four days and nights, and starved.
The guards kicked him each time he passed, he alleges, while his
interrogators boasted that they were “much better” than the “Gestapo in
Alexanderplatz”. After being forced to perform rigorous exercises until he
collapsed, he says he was compelled to walk in a tight circle for four hours.
On complaining to Scotland that he was being kicked even “by ordinary
soldiers without a rank”, Knoechlein alleges that he was doused in cold
water, pushed down stairs, and beaten with a cudgel. Later, he says, he was
forced to stand beside a large gas stove with all its rings lit before being

confined in a shower which sprayed extremely cold water from the sides as
well as from above. Finally, the SS man says, he and another prisoner were
taken into the gardens behind the mansions, where they were forced to run
in circles while carrying heavy logs.
“Since these tortures were the consequences of my personal complaint, any
further complaint would have been senseless,” Knoechlein wrote. “One of
the guards who had a somewhat humane feeling advised me not to make
any more complaints, otherwise things would turn worse for me.” Other
prisoners, he alleged, were beaten until they begged to be killed, while some
were told that they could be made to disappear.[22]
While the War Office took the allegations seriously, they considered that an investigation
would delay Knoechlein’s execution. After The Cage had been mistakenly identified to
the Red Cross and its cover exposed, with a Red Cross representative unsuccessfully
trying several times to inspect the houses, its work was moved to internment camps in
Germany, where conditions were even worse. A 27-year-old German journalist who had
been held by the Gestapo said that his treatment as an inmate at one British internment
camp was far worse.[23]

From the Belly of the Beast
Yockey was among the first to question the judicial methodology and “atrocity
propaganda” being used against the German defendants. While his bias was predisposed
to be in their favor, what his detractors discount is that he was also a lawyer of brilliance
who had been an assistant prosecutor, and a cum laude Notre Dame Law School
graduate, who had also studied at the prestigious School of Foreign Service at
Georgetown University.[24]
Prof. Deborah Lipstadt in her critically acclaimed book on “Holocaust denial” refers to
Yockey as having “laid the essential elements of Holocaust denial,” twenty years prior to
the formation of the Institute for Historical Review.[25] What Lipstadt cites is a
paragraph from Imperium, which we can safely assume was based on Yockey’s firsthand observations and study of primary sources; an inconvenience that Lipstadt prefers
to address by means of ad hominem. Indeed, while Lipstadt proceeds over several pages
to critique Yockey and Imperium she does not appear to have actually read Imperium,
but apparently relied on a magazine article.[26]
Yockey alludes in Imperium to what he presumably saw, and the reports he had read as a
reviewer at the war crimes office at Wiesbaden. Yockey therefore might be considered a
primary witness to events, regardless of quips about him as an “American Hitler” put
about under the guise of “scholarship.” Hence as early as 1948 Yockey wrote in a
chapter entitled “Propaganda,” that the propaganda used to push the USA into war
against Germany was nothing compared to “the massive, post-war, ‘concentration camp’
propaganda of the Culture-distorting regime based in Washington.”[27] He continues:
This propaganda announced that 6,000,000 members of the Jewish CultureNation-State-People-Race had been killed in European camps, as well as an
indeterminate number of other people. The propaganda was on a worldwide scale, and was of a mendacity that was perhaps adapted to a
uniformized mass, but was simply disgusting to discriminating Europeans.
The propaganda was technically quite complete. “Photographs” were
supplied by the millions of copies. Thousands of the people who had been
killed published accounts of their experiences in these camps. Hundreds of
thousands more made fortunes in post-war black markets. “Gas-chambers”

that did not exist were photographed, as a “gasmobile” was invented to
titillate the mechanically-minded.”[28]
Yockey then stated that the purpose of this propaganda was to “create a total war in the
spiritual sense,” in order to accustom the masses to the next phase in the annihilation of
Western Civilization, adding with emphasis: “it was designed to support a war after the
Second World War, a war of looting, hanging, and starvation against defenseless
Europe.”[29]
What Yockey was referring to was the policy that became known as the “Morgenthau
Plan,” named after the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury and drafted by Treasury officials
Harry Dexter White, Harold Glasser and Frank Coe, all of whom would be classifiable
in Yockeyan parlance as “culture-distorters.”
Ironically, Lipstadt, who seems to have coined the term “Holocaust denial,” indulges in
“denial” herself when she alludes to the Morgenthau Plan as “never put into effect,” the
claims of “Holocaust deniers” to the contrary.[30] According to Lipstadt, the
Morgenthau Plan is of such interest to “Holocaust deniers” because they are antiSemites, and Morgenthau was Jewish. She rationalizes the wholesale barbarity inflicted
upon Germany after World War Two as “shortcomings in Allied policies,” and that
“there was no starvation program in Germany.”[31] Interestingly, Lipstadt chose not to
cite any references for her “denial” in regard to the Morgenthau Plan.[32]
Yockey was writing about what he saw, and he was in a better position than most of
those from the Allied states to comment on the situation in Germany in the aftermath of
the war, and the manner in which the judicial proceedings were planned and enacted. He
commented on the mentality of the Allied Occupation that vengeance is something taken
by the victors of an alien culture upon their defeated foes, and does not occur between
belligerent nations of the same High Culture.[33] The latter attitude we might readily
call “Chivalry.” Defeated leaders had generally been treated with honor,[34] not tortured
and hanged. The treatment meted out in Europe after World War Two by the Allies
indicated to Yockey that alien interests were dominant in post-war policies, which seem
more akin to the Old Testament than to the ethos of the Medieval Knight. Yockey wrote
of this:
“Thus when, after the Second World War, a huge and inclusive program of
physical extermination and politico-legal-socio-economic persecution was
instituted against the defenseless body of Europe, it was quite clear that this
was no intra-Cultural phenomenon, but one more, and the most transparent
and admonitory, manifestation of Culture-distortion.”[35]
***
Yockey and over a hundred supporters left the Mosley movement and founded the
European Liberation Front, issuing a periodical called Frontfighter and a manifesto, The
Proclamation of London.
The activities of Yockey were of a more covert than an agitational character; not
surprising considering he was working to “liberate Europe.” F.B.I. reports state of
Yockey’s time in Mosley’s movement that he and his circle of friends seem to have
functioned already as a separate group. He worked with Union Movement’s German
adviser Lt. Col. Alfred Franke-Gricksch, head of the Bruderschaft, Waffen SS veteran’s
organisation.” [36] F.B.I. Agent Bogstat commented that Yockey in his work in 1946 for
the War Department “had created unfavorable attentions in Germany when interceding
on behalf of the German war criminals who had been sentenced to death.”[37]

Yockey was arrested in San Francisco and held on excessive bond for “passport fraud”
in 1960.[38] Yockey feared that he would be subjected to psychiatric torture, which
would destroy his brain. A news report states that a psychiatric examination had been
ordered by the court. Yockey told a fellow inmate that he feared he would be forced to
divulge information about the people he cared about. Consequently, he committed
suicide with cyanide from an unknown source.[39]
We now know that this was not a worry to be scoffed at as a paranoid delusion. At the
time the C.I.A. was funding psychological experiments that reduced subjects to
vegetative and suicidal states.[40] Psychiatry was also being used against political,
dissidents, most notably Ezra Pound, who rotted for many years in St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital without being diagnosed, and the segregationist leader Gen. Edwin Walker.[41]
Given what was taking place around that time, and for many years after, it would be
surprising had there not been an intention to destroy Yockey’s brain.

Harold Keith Thompson Jr.
Yockey’s primary colleague in the U.S.A. was H. Keith Thompson Jr. a Yale graduate in
naval science and history, he had been a publisher and a literary agent for an interesting
array of personalities. His varied career had included participation in Admiral Richard E.
Byrd’s Antarctic Expedition. He represented Lee Harvey Oswald’s mother, Marguerite,
in the sale of her son’s letters; and was in communication with Admiral Husband E.
Kimmel, naval commander at Pearl Harbor; and many notable people such as Otto
Strasser, Luigi Vilari, Goebbels’s Deputy Wilfred von Oven; Cuban president Batista (to
whom he facilitated the supply of weapons, and acted as literary agent); Charles Tansill,
Harry Elmer Barnes; H. L. Mencken, Dr. Kurt Waldheim, Franz von Papen, the Grand
Mufti of Jerusalem, leftist artist Rockwell Kent, and leftist publisher Lyle Stuart, et al.
Thompson served as U.S. corresondent for the German émigré periodical in Argentina,
Der Weg; and was particularly associated with Hans Rudel and the marketing of his
book Stuka Pilot. In the U.S.A. Thompson was closely associated with George S.
Viereck, the German-descended American poet and novelist, who served as publicist on
behalf of Germany in the U.S.A. during World War One, and was jailed during World
War Two.[42]
In particular Thompson worked in the U.S.A. with Frederick C. Weiss, who had served
on the Kaiser’s staff during World War One, and had established Le Blanc Publications
in the U.S.A. Weiss adopted a pro-Soviet position during the Cold War, which was noted
by the U.S. authorities, particularly because of Weiss’s contacts in Occupied Germany.
Thompson and Yockey were introduced via Weiss, and Thompson was one of the main
funders of Yockey’s projects.[43]
In an article intended as a condemnation of Thompson, which Thompson stated was
nonetheless mostly accurate, David McCalden, a disaffected former director of the
Institute for Historical Review, states that Thompson was a cousin of the last German
charge d’affaires in Washington, Dr. Hans Thomsen, and both worked together to keep
the U.S.A. out of the war.[44]
In 1952 Thompson registered as the U.S. agent for the Socialist Reich Party in Germany,
the most well-known leader of whom was Major General Otto E. Remer. Thompson
relates that he “also represented the leadership cadres of ‘survivors’ of the Third Reich
scattered throughout the world… a great deal of that data will die with me…”[45]
Thompson will be remembered among revisionists particularly as co-author of Doenitz
at Nuremberg.[46] The preface was written by William L. Hart, Supreme Court Justice
of Ohio. The book is comprised of a remarkable collection of comments repudiating as a

travesty the concept of “war-crimes trials” contrived to jail or hang the defeated leaders
and soldiers of Germany after World War Two. The comments were obtained from “400
leading personalities in the military, the law, arts, diplomacy, philosophy, history and
religion.”[47] The scope of the book indicates the influential contacts Thompson was
able to maintain.

Vice Admiral Karl Doenitz, flag officer in charge of German U-boats (BdU) from 1935
to 1943 and Commander in Chief of the German Navy from 1943 to 1945
Source: IWMCollections IWM Photo No.: A 14899. Public Domain via Wikimedia
commons\.
When Grand Admiral Doenitz was released from Spandau in 1957, Thompson initiated a
campaign in defense of his reputation. The campaign was successful in that it forced the
West German government to pay Doenitz his full pension rights.[48] After Doenitz was
released from Spandau he thanked Thompson for his support.[49] The letters of support
garnered from eminent people later formed the basis of the book Doenitz at Nuremberg.
Thompson served as a mercenary in Rhodesia during the 1970s, gaining the ire of Black
militants in the U.S.A. During the 1960s “at least one Mossad agent is said to have met
with a sticky end after confronting HKT.”[50]

Yockey and Thompson’s Campaign on Behalf of European Veterans
Yockey and Thompson therefore made a formidable team after the two met in New
York.
When the Socialist Reich Party (SRP) was founded in 1952 Yockey sought out the
leadership and became a political adviser. Yockey wrote a sequel to Imperium in 1953

specifically for the instruction of the leadership, Der Feind Europas (The Enemy of
Europe) which was funded by Thompson.[51] However the German edition was quickly
seized by the authorities and destroyed. An English translation by Walther von der
Vogelweide was serialised in the Yockeyan journal Trud in 1969 by John Sullivan, also a
columnist for the paper Common Sense, and Douglas T. Kaye, from a German
manuscript provided by Frederick Weiss’s widow Maria.[52] The English translation
was finally published as a single volume in 1981.[53]
In 1952 Thompson, Yockey and Viereck founded the Committee for International
Justice, and with the jailing of Otto Remer, the Committee for the Freedom of Major
General Remer, to campaign for the legal and civic rights of Germans prosecuted under
the Nuremberg regime and for political prisoners such as Remer.
As early as 1947 Thompson and his “friends in the [Mosley] Union Movement in
England” were working for the release of Field Marshall Albert Kesselring, top German
commander in Italy during World War Two, who had been arrested in 1945 as a “war
criminal” and held in Werl Prison, Germany “on vague charges.” Thompson’s
Committee for International Justice established contact with Kesselring in 1952 while he
was a patient at a private hospital in Bochum, Germany. Kesselring “warmly” endorsed
Thompson’s Committee. [54]
After Kesselring’s release he was pressured into repudiating Thompson. The Bonn
government sent Baron von Lilienfeld of the West German Foreign Office to New York
to lobby the press into not publicizing the Committee’s work.[55]
We now know from Coogan’s biography, and from the release of Military Intelligence
reports, that Yockey and his colleagues were cultivating contacts throughout Europe
with the view to European resistance against the Occupation, including collaboration
with the U.S.S.R. to throw out the more virulent regime of Culture-distortion.
This latter point of guerrilla resistance to U.S. occupation of Europe with possible
assistance from the U.S.S.R. was the factor that particularly worried the Occupation
authorities and the Washington regime, at a time when the Occupiers of the Western
zones were trying to “re-educate” Germany to accept its role as part of the Western
Alliance against the Soviet Union. It is for that reason that the Morgenthau Plan was not
put into full effect and was reversed after several years of imposed misery upon the
Germans. There was a less-than-enthusiastic reaction among the nationalist Right and
even among relatively mainline German conservatives to becoming a U.S. cat’s-paw
against the U.S.S.R..
Traditional conservatives did not see the U.S.A. as a paragon of Western Civilization,
and regarded U.S. occupation as having a more pervasive impact on European culture
than the brute force of the Russians. Professor Paul Gottfried points out in a current
essay that “Anti-Americanism has had a long-standing tradition in European society and
has appealed to the traditional Right even before it became a staple of far leftist
propaganda.” Professor Gottfried states that in Germany while the Christian Democrats
based their ideology on a rejection of Communism and Nazism as “twin totalitarian
movements” and were committed to the U.S. cause during the Cold War, “This however
was not a rightwing or nationalist argument.” The “real German Right,” represented by
figures such as Carl Schmitt and Hans Zehrer” hated the Americans for imposing their
will upon a prostrate Europe for what they thought was vulgarising German society.
Many German nationalists were calling for “a less pro-American foreign policy and for
playing off the Americans against the Soviets.” The famous German legal theorist Carl
Schmitt stressed the advantage of playing the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. off against each
other.[56] The term for such a line during the Cold War was “neutralist,” and caused the

U.S. regime particular worries.
Apologists and collaborators for the Occupation attempted to portray the “neutralist”
line of the German Right as serving the interests of “Communism.” However, an antiCommunist campaign had certain inherent dangers for the Washington regime lest it
encourage the re-emergence of American nationalism and isolationism. That is why
there was a focus on opposing the U.S.S.R. and Stalinism, but not on opposing
Communism per se. When Senator Joseph McCarthy undertook a more pointed crusade
against Communism he found himself, to his eventual ruin, not so much against
Communists as against the Washington regime and Big Business.[57] Hence when the
pro-McCarthy publicist Freda Utley went to Germany in 1954, warning that the
Occupation was infested with Reds, and that most of the “Red Morgenthau boys” who
had been fired by General Lucius Clay had been reinstated, her anti-Communist rhetoric
was being condemned together with the “neutralist” position of the German Right.[58]
Only certain types of “anti-Communism” were ever acceptable to the Washington
regime during the Cold War, specifically anti-Stalinism, while the U.S.A. cultivated the
support of Trotskyites and other Leftists.[59]
An influential circle of German conservatives formed around Miss Utley’s friend, the
lawyer Dr. Ernst Achenbach, a leader of the Free Democratic Party (F.D.P.) who,
according to Taylor, had contact with Sen. McCarthy via Miss Utley.[60] Achenbach
was associated with former Goebbels functionary Dr. Werner Naumann, head of the socalled “Naumann Circle” which was alleged to have conspired to overthrow to the
Adenauer Government.[61] Naumann and others were arrested in the British Zone and
alleged to have planned to take over the F.D.P., of which Naumann had been foreignpolicy spokesman, with the aim of establishing a liberated Western Germany, “oriented
toward the Soviet Union.”[62] In a new slant on conspiracy theories, Taylor described
influential contacts cultivated by Achenbach as a leading corporate lawyer, in what was
called “a world-wide fascist-communist conspiracy,” which was in the U.S.A. centered
on Frederick Weiss,[63] the mentor of Yockey and Thompson. Taylor commented that
the Bonn authorities kept close tabs on Weiss’s writing, the old German veteran having
been an early advocate of “neutralism” for Germany during the Cold War. Taylor states
that Weiss adopted a vigorous line against anti-Soviet propaganda in the USA, despite
his support for Sen. McCarthy.[64] Weiss saw the Prague treason trial against mainly
Jewish functionaries of the Communist Party, who were hanged for being agents of
Zionism and Israel, as a declaration of war by the U.S.S.R. against Jewish-run America,
and predicted that anti-Soviet propaganda would intensify.[65] This was the line also of
Yockey, who wrote a seminal article on the subject.[66]
Within this world-wide conspiracy explained by Taylor, Yockey (a.k.a. Ulick Varange,
a.k.a. Frank Healy) was an important figure in “international fascism.” Taylor pointed
out that Yockey was advocating “anti-Americanism” and “the avoidance of any antiSoviet policy.”[67]
What Taylor neglected to state in his 1954 article was that in 1953 Dr. Nuamann had
been released by a Federal Court on the grounds that “no suspicion of criminal intent”
had been proven against him, despite British High Commissioner Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick
having commented to the New York Herald Tribune that British agents had found
evidence that the “Naumann Circle” “were plotting to seize power,” although he was
“not completely certain what they were up to.”[68] However, the proceedings did
prevent Naumann from entering the Bundestag, and he lost his position in the F.D.P.
The “neutralist” position among the radical Right was represented in the Socialist Reich
Party, for which H. Keith Thompson acted as the registered American agent, at the same
time registering with the U.S. State Department as personal agent for S.R.P. leader Dr.

Rudolf Aschenauer.[69] Despite the close association of the S.R.P. with National
Socialism, the fact that the party gained two seats in the Bundestag indicated that “reeducation” had a long way to go, and where persuasion was ineffective more forceful
means would have to be continued. This resulted in the banning of the S.R.P. and the
jailing of its most widely known figure, Maj. Gen. Remer.

Thompson-Yockey Correspondence with U.S. State Department
Thompson had founded two committees in regard to the prosecution of Germans, one of
which dealt specifically with the Remer case. They had an exchange of letters with the
U.S. State Department on the trials of “war criminals” and on the imprisonment of
Remer. For four months during 1951-1952 Remer had been jailed for his criticism of the
Bonn regime and for insulting Chancellor Adenauer. While in jail Remer was also tried
and convicted for making “defamatory remarks about the Twentieth of July
Conspirators”[70] whose coup against Hitler in 1944 had been stymied due to the
actions of Remer and the Berlin garrison under his command. On October 23, 1952, the
S.R.P. was outlawed, and Remer was denied the right to vote and hold public office.[71]

Major General Otto-Ernst Remer with medal (German cross, Knight's cross with Oak
leaves) after January 1945
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-2004-0330-500 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
In his interview with Keith Stimley, Thompson spoke of the circumstances of the
correspondence with the State Department:
"Well, at the time I was a registered foreign agent, representing
Generalmajor Otto-Ernst Remer and his party, the Sozialistische
Reichspartei (SRP), a very strong post-war German political party. And as a
registered agent I was at the time drafting a letter to Acheson on behalf of
the prisoners incarcerated at Spandau, and I was in Yockey’s presence at the
time as I recall, and he made some amends and suggestions as to wording,
and things that might be added, all of which I incorporated into the final
draft. Yockey knew that I was required by law to mention anyone who
assisted me in the furtherance of my activities as a registered foreign agent.
So I did so in my foreign agent’s registration reports: reported that I had
been assisted by one “Frank Healey,” which was the name that Yockey was
using in New York at the time."[72]
Thompson wrote to Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, in regard to Remer’s arrest, in a
letter dated June 16, 1952. Henry B. Cox, Officer-in-Charge, Division of German
Information, Office of German Public Affairs, wrote back briefly and stated that this was
a German domestic matter outside the jurisdiction of both the U.S.A. and the U.N.O.[73]
Given that West Germany was overseen by an allied High Commission until 1955, and
did not achieve full sovereignty until 1991[74], the State Department reply to Thompson
was disingenuous.
Thompson again addressed himself to Acheson, this time appealing to him as a fellow
Yale graduate, who was presumably as such well-versed in international affairs and
history, commenting that an honest exchange between Yale alumni is “never out of
order.” At the time there were 1,045 Germans being held as “war criminals,” not only in
Germany but elsewhere in Europe. In addition there were the seven highest-ranking
officials being held at Spandau and “countless German ‘prisoners of war’ held by the
Soviet Union.” Thompson stated that German soldiers cannot be expected to support a
Western alliance when their officers and fellow soldiers are being incarcerated for “war
crimes.” It was a move designed to play on the very real fears of the U.S.A. that
Germany would not be a reliable ally in the Cold War. Thompson wrote:
I respectively submit to you, Mr Secretary, the following considerations:
that the position of the future German military officer is made exceptionally
difficult by the war crimes convictions; that a German cannot justifiably be
asked to fight for or with an alliance of which other members are holding
Germans as prisoners for war-time acts (World War Two) which the
Germans believe the Allies also have committed; that the presence of Soviet
“judges” at the Nuremberg proceedings tend to render such proceedings
invalid in view of subsequent disclosure concerning the Soviets (particular
reference is made to the matter of the Katyn Forest Massacre); that when
men act as agents of a Government representing the collective will of a
nation, there is a definite incongruity involved in later convicting such men
as individual “war criminals.”[75]
Thompson stated that many young people in both Germany and the U.S.A. had no
confidence “in the humbug formulae which have served as the basic orientations of
official thought and propaganda lines in the matter of ‘war criminals.’” To most
Germans the “war criminals” remained the leaders of a great “national effort.” It was
therefore urgent that the U.S. release all “war criminals” and the Spandau inmates, as a

matter of “good faith.”[76] Thompson then introduced the issue of the suppression of the
S.R.P.:
"I have viewed with growing concern the matter of the apparent persecution
of minority political parties, of the anti-communism Right, by the
Government of Federal Republic of Germany. The particular, but not the
exclusive, target has been the Socialist Reich Party of which Major General
Remer is an official. The history of the actions of the Bonn Government,
and local administrators, and the SRP is too lengthy to set forth in this letter.
I take the liberty of enclosing a partial history of such actions. This has been
followed in recent weeks by an injunction prohibiting the SRP from
conducting public meetings, distributing its publications or otherwise
bringing its case to the people. As a climax, the Bonn government is placing
a legal ban against this party, contrary to the interests of the United States in
that it (1) is indicative of an attempt within Germany to restrain free speech
and freedom of political expression and (2) tends to destroy unity amongst
the conservative political parties which will be our strongest sources of
strength in any anti-communist endeavor. I submit that the United States has
responsibilities in Germany in view of the presence of our troops there and
in view of the extent of United States influence, direct and indirect, in
German affairs."[77]
Thompson then addressed the contention raised by Henry B. Cox of the State
Department, who claimed that the U.S.A. has no jurisdiction over German affairs.
Thompson referred to the Austrian parliament having just passed a law restoring
property and civil rights to 34,000 “former Nazis.” He directed Acheson’s attention to a
telegram that had been sent to the Secretary of State by the President of the American
Jewish Committee, Jacob Blaustein, where Blaustein states that the U.S.A. still had
“responsibility in Austria” and should apply pressure to have the new law repealed. In
response to the Jewish demand, on July 26, 1952,
the United States State Department made public its disproval of the Austrian
laws in question. Mr Lincoln Waite, a State Department spokesman said that
the State Department has communicated “its fairly strong” views on the
subject to the Acting High Commissioner for Austria.[78]
Thompson contended that if this action could be taken in response to a demand by the
American Jewish Committee, why couldn’t the State Department make such a protest,
conversely, to restore the rights of German politicians and veterans?:
"Apparently the United States State Department is willing to intervene in
the affairs of another country when urged to do so by the “American Jewish
Committee,” but will not intervene in the interests of justice in the case of
General Remer, the persecuted rightist political parties of Germany, and the
1,045 “war criminals”. The United State has far more at stake in intervening
in the aforementioned cases than in serving the cause of international Jewry
by adversely interfering in a small administrative matter restoring rights to
persons plainly entitled to hold such rights."[79]
Perry Laukhuff, Acting Deputy Director, Bureau of German Affairs, replied that the
views of Thompson were so much at variance with the policy of the U.S.A. towards
Germany that there was no point in replying in detail. Laukhuff contended that the U.S.
attitude to the prisoners was based on judicial principles of Anglo-Saxon law, and that it
has the support of “important elements of the new Germany,”[80] which of course it did
since the law was designed to protect the collaborationist Bonn regime. In regard to the

issue of Remer and the S.R.P., Laukhuff responded:
"… Here again it is obvious that there is little or no common ground for a
discussion of the issue. You apparently feel that Herr Remer leads a worthy
cause and is being persecuted for it. You also consider that support for him
and his party would greatly advance the cause of anti-communism and
United States policy in Europe. You are well aware, however, that the State
Department holds entirely different views. From Remer’s speeches, from
the known views held by him and the other leaders of the SRP, and from
other information available to the Department, there seems to be every
indication that this man and his movement are neo-nazi in character. You
make the common mistake of considering that because a man is not a
communist he is a good democrat. Far from being in league with anticommunist parties, Remer and his partners are bitterly hostile to the
moderate democratic forces in Germany. Under these circumstances, the
Department can scarcely be expected to intervene with the German
Government on Remer’s behalf, even if it has the technical right to do so. It
is no part of American policy to assist Nazism to arise once more in
Germany."[81]
It might be noted that Laukhuff is less obfuscationist than Cox: that it is not so much a
matter of the U.S. being unable to intervene than that the U.S. supports the measures
taken against Remer and the S.R.P., which of course would not come as a surprise to
Thompson or Yockey. Laukhuff was after all merely outlining the raison d’etre of the
Occupation. Finally, Laukhuff rejected Thompson’s reference to U.S. attempts at
intervention in the Austrian matter to appease Jewish interests, claiming that it is simply
a matter of justice and restitution for “the victims of National Socialism.” This, however,
is surely a euphemism for – Jewish interests.
The apparently final letter sent to the State Department over Thompson’s name, as
Executive Secretary of The Committee for International Justice and The Committee for
the Freedom of Major General Remer, is the lengthiest of the correspondence and
includes a great deal of Yockeyan ideology.
The letter begins by stating that the campaign for the release of Remer was not based on
a personal commitment but a “superpersonal Idea” in support of what Remer represents.
The letter was written to explain the Committee’s world-view, and was presumably
written with the view to a wider audience than trying to convert functionaries of the
State Department. Turning first to the matter of “war crimes,” Thompson/Yockey write:
In the democratic Germany you mention, the authoritarian Adenauer regime
has found it necessary to make it a criminal offense for anyone publicly to
write the word “war criminal” in quotation marks. This was necessary
because, generally speaking, all Germans regard the use of the word
“criminal” in connection with their political and military heroes of the War
as a cowardly and vile slander by a dishonorable victor, and because the
Adenauer regime, supported only by American bayonets, is necessarily
obliged to enforce, by all possible means, the internal policy relayed to it
through you. Until the forces you represent are able to pass similar
legislation here, we shall continue at all times to write this phrase in the
manner which is forbidden in democratic Germany.[82]
The concept of “war crimes” is explained as an illicit manoeuvre by the victors who
contrived a law that did not exist at the time of the alleged “crimes.” On the other hand,
the code of conduct of soldiers was already set forth and known by them. This code was

not, and is not now, the basis of “war crimes” charges. In the case of the “war-crimes
terror” in Germany, no such laws had existed, and the defendants were not being tried
under American or German laws, nor under the terms of the Geneva Convention for
Prisoners-of-War. The “international law” that was contrived for the purpose of
prosecuting the German leadership was at variance with the traditional concepts of
“international law” that had hitherto been practiced on the basis of ethics rather than
“mock trials.”
Yockey and Thompson referred specifically to the Malmedy Trial as an example of the
nature of the post-war prosecutions. This is a matter in which they had first-hand
knowledge. They referred to the trial in 1946 of Waffen-SS men and officers accused of
killing American soldiers who had surrendered in 1944 at Malmedy during the “Battle of
the Bulge,” describing the trial as “a foul process … a hideous caricature of the
American constitutional principle of separation of powers… a satanic debauch.”[83]
Thompson and Yockey referred to the Congressional investigation of the trial
methodology undertaken by Texas Supreme Court Judge Gordon Simpson, after the
defendants’ lawyer, Lt. Col. William M. Everett, Jr., who had conducted a vigorous
defence, filed a petition with the U.S. Supreme Court claiming the defendants had been
subjected to torture to extract confessions. A member of the tribunal investigating in
1948 the methods of the prosecution, Judge Edward LeRoy Van Roden, examined the
records of one thousand “war crimes” cases and concluded that the entire process was
wrong. In 1952, a small book was published in Germany on the trial in which it is stated
that the prisoners were confined in dark cells in solitary confinement, deprived of daily
exercise, spat at, prevented from sleeping, hit with fists and metal bars, kicked in the
testicles and shins, forced to stand with hands raised for hours, subjected to mock trials
and death sentences, subjected to fake hangings until strangled to unconsciousness. They
were given promises of lenient treatment should they confess, and threatened with
reprisals against family.[84]
Additional to Yockey’s personal experiences with the post-war Occupation, Thompson
knew van Roden, and the Judge was instrumental in getting Sen. Joseph McCarthy to
examine the Malmedy case.[85]
While Yockey’s left-wing biographer Coogan attempts to put doubt upon the credibility
of Van Roden, the Judge was continuing to insist in his statement published in Doenitz at
Nuremberg that his conclusions were based on the examination of a mass of
documentation, many interviews and “careful consideration” by all the members of the
Simpson Commission, enabling him to “secure a first-hand knowledge of this farreaching ‘experiment’ of War-Crimes Trials.” The trials were “contrary to civilized
ideals and principles of legal justice.” He referred to the Malmedy case as being “devoid
of any competent evidence.” He regarded the whole “war crimes” business as shameful,
and thought that Doenitz and other “enemy patriots” should receive “a humble
apology.”[86]
The position Yockey and Thompson put to Acheson on the morality and legality of the
“war-crimes trials” was therefore backed by a considerable weight of opinion from
influential diplomatic, military and legal authorities, much of which was to be published
in the Thompson/Strutz book in 1976. They next raised the issue of the jailing of Remer,
the banning of the S.R.P. and the prosecution of numerous others, including Frau
Heinrich Himmler, as proof that the Bonn regime was imposed and maintained by
American bayonets, only allowing an “opposition” that substantially agrees with the
regime. It was now disingenuous for the U.S.A. to mention anti-communism and state
that Gen. Remer et al are not “genuine anti-communists” when Remer and others that
were then being prosecuted, had fought the U.S.S.R. while the Allies were backing the

Soviet invasion of Europe.[87]
Yockey and Thompson conclude with philosophical themes that are fundamental to
Yockey’s Imperium, namely that
The German National Socialist Movement was only one form, and a
provisional form at that, of the great irresistible movement which expresses
the spirit of the Age, the Resurgence of Authority. This movement is the
affirmation of all the cultural drives and human instincts which liberalism,
democracy, and communism deny. General Remer’s movement is a current
expression of the irresistible Resurgence of Authority in the Western
Civilization.[88]
It seems unlikely that such sentiments would have been understood by Acheson, or more
specially the desk-jockey who was allotted the task of reading the letter, which does not
seem to have been answered. The conclusion is a clarion call for European unity and
destiny:
The Resurgence of Authority has both its inner and outer aspect. The inner
has been touched upon in the preceding paragraph. Its outer aspect is the
creation of the European- Imperium – State – Nation, and therewith the
reassertion of Europe’s historically ordained role, that of the colonizing and
organizing force in the entire world.[89]
They reiterate that the U.S.A. is dominated by Jewish interests, and outline the beliefs of
their Committees, which go beyond freeing and rehabilitating German “war criminals,”
the support for Remer being seen as backing the individual and the party which seemed
then the most promising sign of a renascent Europe. The anti-Soviet character of the
Yockey/Thompson correspondence was that year to take a sharp turn in seeing the
Russians as potential allies in the liberation of Europe from the deeper malaise of the
“regime of the culture-distorter,” a pro-Russian line that was also to be embraced by
Remer who retained it for the rest of his life.

Conclusion
As we now look with hindsight upon the post-war world we might see that the present
regime of the “new world order” is legally predicated on the definitions and laws
contrived to wreak vengeance upon defeated Germany. Now, as then, the political and
military leaders of a defeated state are liable to be brought before an international court
and charged with “war crimes” and “human rights violations.” Behind the rhetoric
stands the reality that such manoeuvres were then, and are now, a legalistic façade to
dispose of those who do not conform to the interests of what is now called
“globalization.” The key word to define the process is: humbug.
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War Is Declared! | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

U.S. Constitution - Article 1 Section 8.
Article 1 - The Legislative Branch Section 8 - Powers of Congress
To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules
concerning Captures on Land and Water.[1]
Revisionists are typically quick to condemn President Franklin Roosevelt for his actions,
which cast the United States into the Second World War. While the media and public
opinion voice virtually no doubt that World War Two was a moral war (for the Allies)
and one that needed to be fought, revisionists have frequently analyzed Roosevelt's
actions that broke his 1940 campaign promise to keep Americans out of any foreign
war.[2] One of the foremost figures of World War Two historical revisionism, Harry
Elmer Barnes, wrote,
"[Roosevelt] went as far as he dared in illegal efforts, such as convoying
vessels carrying munitions, to provoke Germany and Italy to make war on
the United States. Failing in this, he turned to a successful attempt to enter
the War through the back door of Japan. He rejected repeated and sincere
Japanese proposals that even [Cordell] Hull admitted protected all the vital
interests of the United States in the Far East, by his economic strangulation
in the summer of 1941 forced the Japanese into an attack on Pearl Harbor,
took steps to prevent the Pearl Harbor commanders, General Short and
Admiral Kimmel, from having their own decoding facilities to detect a
Japanese attack, kept Short and Kimmel from receiving the decoded
Japanese intercepts that Washington picked up and indicated that war might
come at any moment, and ordered General Marshall and Admiral Stark not
to send any warning to Short and Kimmel before noon on December 7th,
when Roosevelt knew that any warning sent would be too late to avert the
Japanese attack at 1:00 P.M., Washington time"[3]
Despite Roosevelt's maneuvering that resulted in war with Japan and five European
nations including Germany, Roosevelt was the last U.S. President who didn't skirt the
US Constitution and actually went to war only following a formal declaration by
Congress.

President Franklin D. Roosevelt signing the declaration of war against Germany,
marking US entry into World War Two in Europe. Senator Tom Connally stands by
holding a watch to fix the exact time of the declaration. 11 December 1941. By Farm
Security Administration/Office of War Information [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons
The events surrounding the declaration of war on Japan are fairly well known. On
December 8, 1941, the day after the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor, Roosevelt delivered
his famous "Day of Infamy" speech. The address concluded with his request that
Congress formally declare war,
"I ask that the Congress declare that since the unprovoked and dastardly
attack by Japan on Sunday, December 7, 1941, a state of war has existed
between the United States and the Japanese Empire."
Immediately afterward, the Senate unanimously approved the resolution 82-0, while the
House of Representatives vote was 388 to 1. The one dissenting vote was from Montana
Republican Jeannette Rankin.[4]
Three days later, following Hitler's declaration of war on the United States, Roosevelt
again went to Congress, to request a recognized state of war with both Germany and
Italy.[5] This time the vote was unanimous (Rankin would vote "present" rather than for
or against the declaration).[6]
Roosevelt would request Congress to declare war once again on June 5, 1942. Three
declarations of war were issued that day, against Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania. The
declaration of war followed a request from Roosevelt issued on June 2, 1942. In his
message he wrote simply:

"The Governments of Bulgaria, Hungary, and Romania have declared war
against the United States. I realize that the three Governments took this
action not upon their own initiative or in response to the wishes of their own
peoples but as the instruments of Hitler. These three Governments are now
engaged in military activities directed against the United Nations and are
planning an extension of these activities.
Therefore, I recommend that the Congress recognize a state of war between
the United States and Bulgaria, between the United States and Hungary, and
between the United States and Romania. "[7]
The declaration of war against Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania stands today as the last
such declaration by the United States.
In all, the United States has only made 11 separate formal declarations of war against
foreign nations encompassing 5 wars. [8]
1. War with Great Britain 1812 (Act of June 18, 1812, House 79-49; Senate 19-13)
2. War with Mexico 1846 (Act of May 13, 1846, House 174-14; Senate 40-2)
3. War with Spain 1898 (Act of April 25, 1898, House & Senate voice votes)
4. War with Germany 1917 (Act of April 6, 1917, House 373-50; Senate 82-6)
5. War with Austria-Hungary 1917 (Act of December 7, 1917, House 365-1; Senate
74-0))
6. War with Japan 1941 (Act of December 8, 1941, House 388-1; Senate 82-0)
7. War with Germany 1941 (Act of December 11, 1941, House 393-0; Senate 88-0)
8. War with Italy 1941 (Act of December 11, 1941, House 399-0; Senate 90-0)
9. War with Bulgaria 1942 (Act of June 5, 1942, House 357-0; Senate 73-0)
10. War with Hungary 1942 (Act of June 5, 1942, House 360-0; Senate 73-0)
11. War with Romania 1942 (Act of June 5, 1942, House 361-0; Senate 73-0)[9]
Since 1942, of course the United States has not led the world in a seventy-years' peace.
Despite Roosevelt's relative ease in obtaining six formal declarations of war, since World
War Two Americans have been drawn time and time again into war without a
congressional declaration. Gore Vidal commented:
"Since V-J Day 1945 ('Victory over Japan' and the end of World War II), we
have been engaged in what the historian Charles A. Beard called 'perpetual
war for perpetual peace.' I have occasionally referred to our 'enemy of the
month club': each month we are confronted by a new horrendous enemy at
whom we must strike before he destroys us."[10]
Vidal goes on to list several hundred wars and operations conducted against
Communism, terrorism, drugs, or as he puts it, "sometimes nothing much" that occurred
between Pearl Harbor and September 11, 2001. [11] Based on casualties alone the
costliest conflicts following the last official declaration of war include the Korean War
with 33,686, the Vietnam War with 47,424, Iraq War with 3,542 and Afghanistan at
greater than 2,000.[12]
While generally remembered as one of the United States's costliest wars, the Korean War
was referred to only as a "Police Action" by then-President Harry Truman. Truman
announced on June 27, 1950 that he ordered U.S. air and naval forces to South Korea to
aid their army in repulsing an invasion by Communist North Korea. Truman justified his
actions by explaining that he was enforcing a United Nations resolution calling for an
end to hostilities, and to stem the spread of Communism in Asia. [13]
Truman's actions set a precedent that would be followed by Democrats and Republicans

to the present day. With the path now cleared of any potential congressional opposition,
U.S. presidents would be empowered to conduct the wars of their choosing. The
Vietnam War with over 47,424 dead also was fought without a declaration of war.
President Lyndon Johnson would issue a report claiming two attacks against U.S. ships
in the Gulf of Tonkin. The so-called "Gulf of Tonkin Resolution" passed in August 1964
gave President Johnson free rein to escalate the war. [14]
In March 2003, forces from the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia and
Poland invaded Iraq. According to U.S. President George W. Bush and British Prime
Minister Tony Blair, the coalition mission was "to disarm Iraq of weapons of mass
destruction, to end Saddam Hussein's support for terrorism, and to free the Iraqi
people."[15] Like the "events" of the Gulf of Tonkin, the "Weapons of Mass
Destruction" proved to be nonexistent.[16] Whether Bush was simply mistaken or
whether he fabricated fantastic weapons to garner support for his war, it is clear that
such power should not be in the hands of the President alone.
The U.S. Constitution was purposely designed to prevent such power to reside with the
president. James Wilson, a Constitutional Convention delegate, explained to the
Pennsylvania ratifying convention in 1787,
"This system will not hurry us into war; it is calculated to guard against it. It
will not be in the power of a single man, or a single body of men, to involve
us in such distress; for the important power in declaring war is invested in
the legislature at large." [17]
How then did such absolute power shift to the executive branch? Ron Paul attempts to
answer:
"Congress has either ignored its responsibility entirely over these years, or
transferred the war power to the executive branch by a near majority vote of
its members, without consideration of it by the states as an amendment
required by the Constitution."[18]
Today, Americans continue to fight and die all around the world. The aggression of the
United States would be universally condemned if launched by any other nation.
We are left to wonder, if the matter were left to the American people and their
representatives in Congress, how many lives would not have been lost over these past 70
years? How many dollars would not have been wasted?
In the 1940 presidential election campaign, Roosevelt promised to keep America out of
the war. He stated, "I have said this before, but I shall say it again and again and again;
your boys are not going to be sent into any foreign wars."[19] His position was popular
and led to his unprecedented third term as president. In a recent poll 60% of Americans
said the war in Afghanistan is not worth fighting.[20] Despite a 70-year media war
against "isolationism" the American people still favor peace and keeping out of foreign
conflicts despite the perpetual series of wars launched by our presidents. The time has
come for revisionists to consider the actions of all those who have followed Roosevelt.
For all his lies and maneuvering, Roosevelt looks like a great statesman compared to
those who have followed right down to and including the current commander-in-chief.
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102 Years of American Satrapy
by Jett Rucker

Thomas Dalton’s article in this issue, “The Jewish Hand in the World Wars,” details
successes of small groups of influential Jews in gaining control of the governmental
apparatus in many countries, including notional democracies such as the United States.
The process seems for the first time to have become visible in the record by the end of
1911, when Congress passed a bill with but one single dissenting vote to abrogate a
treaty of 79 years’ standing with Russia because Russia insisted on barring from entering
their country, a running total of four American Jews seeking to enter. At the time, the
Czarist regime in Russia perceived much trouble coming from its Jewish minorities, who
seemed especially susceptible to agitation by foreign co-religionists such as the four
persons refused entry. The treaty did not seem, according to Dalton, to explicitly require
admission of every citizen of one of the countries to the other country, and he does not
mention whether the US ever barred admission to a traveler from Russia.
Nonetheless, a cabal seemingly composed of few besides Lawyer Louis Marshall and
Banker Jacob Schiff and their recruits Samuel Strauss and Adolph Ochs of the New York
Times, along with fellow-travelers such as William Randolph Hearst and the up-andcoming Democrat Woodrow Wilson succeeded not only in getting the treaty with Russia
abrogated, but in steamrollering the opposition of the US ambassador to Russia, the US
secretary of state, and President Taft himself. Not bad for a group then comprising but
two percent of the US population.

American Jewish banker Jacob H. Schiff (1847-1920). Schiff helped finance the RussoJapanese War through a large loan to the Empire of Japan. This was one of several
activities to battle the Czarist regime. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Today, matters are different, and it seems that principles, too, must bend to the Jewishsponsored will in America, where the Jewish percentage of the population remains at but
2.2 percent. One thing that has changed is that Jewry today “has” a country of its own,
with a dissident “minority” that happens to constitute a majority in the aggregate area
controlled by that country, Israel. Despite Israel’s possession of nuclear weapons and a

formidable array of state-of-the-art military equipment and supplies backed up by the
repeated guarantee of unlimited support from the world’s only superpower (the same
United States that in 1911 abrogated its treaty with Russia at its Jews’ behest), Israel
finds its dissident majority so troublesome that it insists (as many countries do) on
barring from entry anyone who might advocate any sort of concessions to this majority
as well as anyone with a name (Arabic) that sounds as though its bearer might be
predisposed to such sentiments.
Well and good—no doubt the United States also claims the right to screen admittees
from many countries. But the United States has negotiated with some 28 other countries
the admitting of any and all (properly documented) comers from those countries without
visas, in return for the same favor being guaranteed to all Americans seeking to travel to
any of those countries. The arrangement is, as is practically universal in such
international concessions, totally reciprocal—we do as they do, and vice-versa.
Now, according to the Guardian newspaper in the United Kingdom, Israel wants this
convenience for any and all of its traveling citizens, very few of whom are known ever
to have incited any sort of trouble in the United States.
But Israel, America’s special ally in the Middle East, doesn’t want the same deal the 28
countries so far have gotten—it wants, and is promoting to Congress with another
special bill—to enjoy this privilege for its citizens without extending the same benefit to
American citizens. It demands, through the good offices of Senators Barbara Boxer, Roy
Blunt, and sixteen more co-sponsors of the bill, the continued right to reject would-be
American visitors at its sole and unquestioned discretion. Something, it might churlishly
be noted, for … nothing.
Actually, there’s nothing new about this at least since 1911, except perhaps for the
sovereign State of Israel, which at 65, isn’t even as old as the treaty with Russia the US
abrogated in that year.
How little else has changed in the last century. Look for Congress to enact this
abrogation of America’s obligations to itself in favor of a few influential American and
foreign Jews.
But this time, no Congressman will dare dissent. None at all.
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In 1966, Harry Elmer Barnes declared, “During the last 40 years, revisionism has become a
controversial term.”[1] In the nearly 50 years since, “revisionism” has shifted from controversial to a
purely negative term, at least in the eyes of the general public. Today “revisionism” has become
synonymous with telling lies or distorting the truth with some specific agenda in mind. U.S. President
George W. Bush exemplified popular opinion regarding revisionism in 2003 when he lashed out in a
speech given to a group of New Jersey business leaders, “Now there are some who would like to
rewrite history: revisionist historians is what I like to call them.” Only one day later, Bush made
similar remarks while speaking at a community college in a Washington suburb, “I know there’s a lot
of revisionist history going on. But he [Saddam Hussein] is no longer a threat to the free world.”[2]
Three years later under the governorship of Jeb Bush, the state of Florida passed a law intended to ban
revisionist history from being taught in its public schools.
The relevant paragraph in the final bill reads:
The history of the United States, including the period of discovery, early colonies, the
War for Independence, the Civil war, the expansion of the United States to its present
boundaries, the world wars, and the civil rights movement to the present. American
history shall be viewed as factual, not as constructed, shall be viewed as knowable,
teachable, and testable, and shall be defined as the creation of a new nation based largely
on the universal principles stated in the Declaration of Independence.[3]
The original text was modified in the final bill, but its language reveals the intent behind the bill: "The
history of the United States shall be taught as genuine history and shall not follow the revisionist or
postmodernist viewpoints of relative truth." [4]

President George W. Bush announces his $74.7 billion wartime supplemental budget request at the
Pentagon. Pentagon, Washington, D.C. (Mar. 25, 2003). Bush positioned himself not only as an "antiRevisionist" but also as a "savior of mankind" for his maneuvers in Iraq.[Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
In fact, revisionism is attacked politically from both sides today. The inroads made by “New Left”
historians, most famously Howard Zinn and his A People’s History of the United States has set
conservatives fuming.[5] Recent news stories conversely condemn libertarian Senator Rand Paul for
what is referred to as the “GOP's revisionist history.” A reporter complains,
“In this revised Republican history, there’s no Nixon ‘Southern Strategy,’ no Reagan
Kenosha County Fair ‘States Rights Speech,’ no Lee Atwater, no RNC voter-caging, no
‘Obama Monkey’ dolls, no First Lady/Planet of the Apes jokes, no Trayvon Martin
smears, no Shirley Sherrod smears, no voter ID laws, no six-hour voting lines, and
Republicans didn’t argued [sic] before the Supreme Court for the repeal of sections of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965 this February.”[6]
In another recent news story a “whitewashing” of Islamic history is referred to as “Revisionist
history.” In the article it claims,
“ACT for American Education, a non-profit organization dedicated to raising awareness
of Islamic fundamentalism, said it found examples of historical revisionism in 38 of the
most popular history textbooks used in public schools.”[7]
In popular opinion, revisionism represents all of the ills described in the examples above: relativism,
denigration of values, omission of vital facts, whitewashing and outright lying.
While Barnes correctly pointed out that “revisionism means nothing more or less than the effort to
revise the historical record in the light of a more complete collection of historical facts, a more calm
political atmosphere, and a more objective attitude,”[8] we must consider who in the public’s
definition of “revisionism” is really guilty of those misdeeds commonly associated with the term.
Warren Cohen’s valuable 1967 volume, The American Revisionists is quite instructive on historical
relativism. He writes,
“It is worth noting, as Harry Baehr has, that since World War II public attitudes on the
interwar revisionist controversy have been reversed. The battle won in the 1920s and
1930s by men like Harry Elmer Barnes, Charles Beard, C. Hartley Grattan, Walter Millis,
and Charles Tansill has since been lost. And, as Baehr noted, not new evidence but

attitudes toward World War II and American intervention in World War II have reversed
the tide. The prominence of Barnes, Beard, and Tansill on the side of those whose
“truths” regarding FDR’s policies have thus far been rejected has served further to bring
their pre-Pearl Harbor work into disrepute.”[9]
Denigration of values is often associated with the smearing of reputations. A key source of public
opinion and popular knowledge is Wikipedia. Today the article on Harry Elmer Barnes focuses nearly
half its length on the subject of “Holocaust denial” a subject that Barnes never entertained in his
writings.[10] Besides the long list of those tarred by the “denial” brush,[11] the core values of the
West itself have suffered under a politicized revaluation of values. Patrick Buchanan comments,
“Before the bar of history, America and the West have been indicted on the Nuremberg
charge of ‘crimes against humanity.’ And all too often Western intellectuals, who should
be conducting the defense of the greatest and most beneficent civilization in history, are
aiding the prosecution or entering a plea of nolo contendere. Too many can only offer the
stammering defense of the ‘good Germans’ – ‘But we did not know.’”[12]
Buchanan continues,
“In moving this indictment, the revolution has complementary goals: to deepen a sense of
guilt, to morally disarm and paralyze the West, and to extract endless apologies and
reparations until the wealth of the West is transferred to its accusers. It is moral extortion
of epic proportions, the shakedown of the millennium.”[13]
It is totally acceptable to omit facts and whitewash historical events as long as the prevailing
ideologies are upheld. The mass expulsion of 12 to 14 million Germans by the Allies at the end of the
Second World War is rarely mentioned in standard school texts despite the huge numbers of
victims.[14] Richard Evans comments,
“This massive act of expulsion and forced migration is still largely unknown outside the
countries most closely affected by it. The story appears in standard histories of Germany
and Europe in the twentieth century as little more than a footnote. Calling it to public
attention questions the widespread popular understanding of World War II as a wholly
good fight by the Allies against the evil of Nazism and German aggression.”
The atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki as well as the saturation bombings of the civilian
populations of Dresden and Hamburg do not diminish the reputation of the “Greatest Generation.”
While certain atrocities go down the Orwellian “memory hole” for fear of relativizing the war conduct
of the National Socialists, others are repeated incessantly.[15] The morbid tales of Nazi soap
manufactured from Jewish cadavers, while long discredited[16] are repeated today for example on
Wikianswers:
Evidence has been found by allied investigators that fat from the corpses of dead Jews
were indeed used to make soap in Stutthof, a concentration camp. The experiments to
convert human fat into soap were conducted by a Nazi officer called Dr. Rudolf Spanner.
The soap was often used to clean autopsy rooms of Nazi experimentation morgues.
It is true about the buttons too. The Nazis made buttons, bowls, goblets and so on out of
human bone. They also used human skin to create lampshades, handbags and leather for
chair coverings and book covers.[17]
Even out-and-out lies are deemed acceptable if they uphold the new ideologies that shape public
opinion. One of the most egregious lies is that of the eleven million victims of Nazism. The popular
tale is that in addition to the six million Jewish victims, there are five million “other victims” of the
Holocaust. Author Peter Novick explains the origin of the myth,
“Where did the number come from? Although there is no detailed paper trail, it’s
generally agreed that the figure of eleven million originated with Simon Wiesenthal, the
renowned pursuer of Nazi criminals. How did he arrive at this figure? The Israeli
historian Yehuda Bauer reports that Wiesenthal acknowledged to him in a private
conversation that he simply invented it.”[18]
The public may be right to denounce “revisionism” if we are to think of it as lies and outright

distortion of history with the primary purpose of smearing and morally disarming the West and its
greatest benefactors. But then what shall we call the “revisionism” that advances the efforts of Harry
Barnes, James Martin, Murray Rothbard, Paul Rassinier, and Charles Tansill – the effort to, in the
words of Rothbard, bring “historical truth to an America and a world public that had been drugged by
wartime lies and propaganda.”?[19]
Since “revisionism” has been hijacked, perhaps we should simply call it “truth.”
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Knut Hamsun: The Soul of Norway
by Stephen Goodson

Knut Hamsun[1],[2] ranks as one of the most influential and innovative European
authors of all time. On December 10, 1920 his literary career was crowned with the
award of the Nobel Prize for literature by the Swedish Academy for his monumental
work, Growth of the Soil. His attachment to the land and family as a counterpoint to
industrialization and consumerism and his literary reflections thereon have lost none of
their validity today. Throughout his life, expressed in both his actions and writings,
Hamsun held firm to his beliefs and principles, which by today’s convoluted standards
would be deemed to be politically incorrect.
Hamsun was born on August 4, 1859 as Knud Pedersen in Lom, Gulbrandsal, in south
central Norway. He was the fourth son of seven children of an impoverished peasant
family. In 1868 at the age of nine he was sent to work on his uncle, Hans Olsen’s farm at
Hamsund, north of the Arctic Circle. His uncle also ran the local post office and library,
where Hamsun educated himself. His uncle treated him very badly, which ill treatment
he later claimed to have caused him chronic nervous difficulties.
In 1874 aged 15 he escaped back to his parents' home in Lom, where he was employed
in a variety of occupations, which included working as a store clerk, peddler,
shoemaker’s apprentice, assistant to a sheriff and elementary schoolteacher.

Knut Hamsun in 1890. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In 1876 he became apprenticed to a rope maker and a year later he had his first novel
Den Gaadefulde. En kjoerlighedshistorie fra Nordland (The Enigmatic One), a love
story, published, but it gained little attention.
In the 1880s large numbers of Norwegians were emigrating to America and he travelled
there twice, first in 1882. He spent several years working, mainly in Minnesota and
Wisconsin, and traversing the country, often identifying with workers and social
outcasts. He soon became disillusioned with America, its lack of culture and its
obsession with materialism. In 1889 he wrote about his experiences in Fra det moderne

Amerikas Aandslev (On the Cultural Life of Modern America), where he expressed his
contempt for the mob politics of democracy and the worshipping of mammon. He was
deeply concerned about the presence of the Negro population and advocated its
repatriation to Africa.[3] He described the Civil War as a war by northern capitalists
against aristocrats and wrote that, “Instead of founding an intellectual elite, America has
established a mulatto stud farm”.[4]
His first work to receive widespread recognition was Sult (Hunger) a 1890 semiautobiographical account of an itinerant wanderer who suffers both intellectual and
physical hunger in the cities, but recovers and is rejuvenated in the bucolic world of
fields and forests. He would repeat this theme in his later novels Mysterier (Mysteries)
(1892), the naturalist ode Pan (1894) and Under Hostsjoernen. En Vandrers Fortoelling
(Under the Autumn Star) (1896).
Hamsun was severely disturbed and outraged by the calculated, vindictive and cruel
treatment meted out by the English to the innocent Boers (farmers) in the Jewishinstigated Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902).[5] In an unprecedented scorched-earth policy,
the English razed the Boers’ homesteads, slaughtered their cattle (mainly by cutting their
tendons “to save ammunition”), and raped their women. The English destroyed twentyfive towns and their contents. They herded 136,000 women and children into 46
concentration camps and housed in tents, where in some camps during winter,
temperatures plummeted to freezing. 27,927 [6] of them died of starvation and exposure,
of whom 22,074 or 79% were under the age of 16. Henceforth Hamsun would adopt an
anti-English stance for the rest of his life.
In En Vandrer spiller med Sordin (A Wanderer Plays on Muted Strings) (1909) Hamsun
started to introduce political themes, viewing the migration of country folk to the cities,
not as a form of progress, but as a debasement of both their souls and morals. In A Word
to Us, he condemned dependency on tourism as a degrading form of employment, and
advocated not only a return to the land, but the cessation of emigration, particularly to
America.
Hamsun supported Germany during World War One and viewed the Germans as a
herrenvolk (a superior people), who shared a common culture and heritage with Norway.
Not surprisingly, his books were immensely popular in Germany.
In 1917 he wrote Markens Grode (Growth of the Soil) a novel, which evinces his vision
of how an ideal society should function in a rural environment. This work created a
worldwide sensation and 18,000 copies of the first edition were sold out in three weeks.
Dr. Joseph Goebbels was greatly moved by this masterpiece of European literature and
in World War Two ordered the printing of a special edition, which was distributed to
soldiers in the field.[7]
In 1918 Hamsun bought a rundown manor house, “Norholm”, and 800 acres situated
between Lillesand and Grimstad. He lived there with his second wife, an actress, Marie
(nee Andersen), who was 27 years younger than he, and his four children, sons Tore and
Arild and daughters Elinor and Cecilia. With the prize money from the Nobel, he was
able to restore the house and turn the property into a model dairy farm.
In between his farming activities, Hamsun completed Konerne ved Vandposten (The
Woman at the Pump), in which he criticized the over-intellectualization of an urban
existence and advocated a return to the normality of rural life. In the August trilogy
published in 1930, he continued to explore these themes of alienation, spiritual
impoverishment and hopelessness in an urban environment. It may also be mentioned
that Hamsun was against any notions of what is today known as feminism.

Hamsun received a number of other awards, including honorary membership in the
Moscow Arts Theatre after the performance of his play Livet I Vold (In the Grip of Life),
which had been written in 1910, and the Goethe Institute Prize in 1934. However, he
rarely accepted prize money and refused numerous doctorates in literature, explaining
that he was a farmer and an author, and did not have an academic background.
Along with the rest of the developed world, Norway was severely affected by the “Great
Depression”[8] of the 1930s, with unemployment rising to 30.8% in 1932 – the second
highest in the world after Denmark at 31.7%.[9]
In response to this situation of economic misery, violent strikes and unrest, a former
Minister of Defense (1931-33), Vidkun Quisling, established a new political party,
Nasjonal Samling (National Gathering) in May 1933. He sought to address this chaotic
situation, which had been aggravated by moral decadence, political expediency and
racial degradation, by unifying the Norwegian people with the implementation of a
program of reconstruction based on social equality, in which the peasant farmer would
play a central role.[10]
Quisling had previously assisted the famous explorer Fridtjof Nansen in a relief program
in the Ukraine from 1921-23 and he was thus fully apprised of the horrors of Jewish
Bolshevism, which he revealed in a book Russia and Us written in 1932. Not
unexpectedly, Norway’s communists loathed Quisling.
Hamsun had much sympathy for these policies of Quisling, and although he never joined
the party, he contributed to its journal Fritt Folk (Free People). He was an ardent
supporter of National Socialism and viewed it as a means for the regeneration of the true
European way of life.[11] He also advocated the emigration of all the Jews of Europe to
a homeland of their own.[12]
On April 8, 1940, Winston Churchill, the warmonger and puppet of the international
bankers,[13] who was at the time First Sea Lord of the British Admiralty, violated
Norwegian neutrality by ordering the mining of Norwegian territorial waters and the
occupation of Narvik in northern Norway. In order to protect the flow of its essential
iron ore imports from Kiruna northern Sweden, Germany was forced to react. In a few
brief battles the Germans routed the British army at Narvik and Trondheim and Norway
would remain under German occupation until the end of World War II on May 8, 1945.
After the Norwegian king and his government, headed by the president of the Storting
(parliament) the Jew C. J. Hambro, had cowardly fled, Quisling was compelled to fill the
vacuum they left. He was initially appointed prime minister, but his firm resolve to adopt
an independent policy resulted in the Germans replacing him with Reichskommissar
Josef Terboven (1898-1945) on April 24, 1940. Eventually after the Nasjonal Samling
party gained one third of the seats in a new parliament, Quisling became minister
president on February 1, 1942, but he remained frequently at odds with the German
occupiers.
Hamsun urged Norwegians to support Quisling, whom he deemed the best person to
obtain full independence from Germany and the status of neutrality during World War
Two. In a long article in the February edition of the German-language Berlin-TokyoRome Journal of February 1942, in which he attacked Franklin Roosevelt for being a
puppet of the Jews, he wrote, “Europe does not want either the Jew or their gold, neither
the Americans nor their country.”[14]
Hamsun was an honorary member of the Volunteer Legion Norwegen and wore its
uniform on official occasions. His son Arild served with the Legion and the Waffen-SS
and was decorated with the Iron Cross, second class.[15]

In an act of solidarity with Germany, Hamsun donated his gold[16] Nobel medal to
Reichsminister of Propaganda and Public Enlightenment, Dr. Joseph Goebbels. On June
26, 1943 Hamsun met Adolf Hitler at the Berghof in the Obersalzberg. According to
Christa Schroeder, Hitler’s secretary,
“During a meal Baldur von Schirach had mentioned Hamsun’s visit to the
Journalists’ Congress in Vienna and urged Hitler to invite the Norwegian to
the Berghof. After initial reluctance Hitler agreed and Knut Hamsun came.
During the conversation between Hamsun and Hitler, Dara Christian and I
heard a heated exchange – we were in the lounge, which separated from the
Great Hall only by a curtain. Holding our breath we crept closer. Hamsun
had had the gall to take Hitler to task over the measures introduced by
Gauleiter Terboven in Norway, urging in emotional tones that Terboven be
recalled. Maybe he was rather deaf, or possibly because Hitler would not
tolerate contradiction, we heard Hitler shout at him: ‘Be silent! You know
nothing about it!’”[17]
Hitler had expected that they would have a polite conversation about art and writing;
instead he was confronted with a raft of complaints. Apparently this was the only time
Hitler had ever been contradicted in such a determined manner.
Notwithstanding this rebuff, Hamsun continued to support Germany and received from
Hitler birthday greetings when he turned 85 in 1944. After Hitler had committed suicide
on April 30, 1945 Hamsun wrote the following eulogy in the Aftenposten (The Evening
Post), Norway’s largest newspaper, of May 7, 1945:
“I am not worthy to speak his name out loud. Nor do his life and his deeds
warrant any kind of sentimental discussion. He was a warrior, a warrior of
mankind, and a prophet of the gospel of justice for all nations. He was a
reforming nature of the highest order, and his fate was to arise in a time of
unparalleled barbarism which finally failed him. Thus might the average
western European regard Hitler. We, his closest supporters, now bow our
heads at his death.”
Shortly after the end of World War Two, Hamsun was arrested, and although he was still
recovering from a second stroke, was sent to a lunatic asylum for observation.[18] The
psychiatrists assessed that he was not insane, but permanently impaired mentally. He
was then put on trial in 1947 and fined 425,000 kroner, which was later reduced to
325,000 kroner.[19] His wife was sentenced to three years at hard labor.
In 1949 he wrote his last work, Paa gjengrodde Stier (On Overgrown Paths), in which
he vehemently criticized the psychiatrists and judges who had persecuted him, and
thereby disproved his alleged insanity. It became an immediate bestseller.
This outrageous treatment of an old and venerable man has brought nothing but eternal
shame to Norway. The Danish novelist Thorkild Hansen (1927-89), who investigated the
trial, commented in his book Processen mod Hamsun (The Hamsun Trial) in 1978, “If
you want to meet idiots, go to Norway.”
Knut Hamsun was much admired and in many instances imitated by an array of
distinguished authors and philosophers such as Bertolt Brecht, Andre Gide, Maxim
Gorky, Ernest Hemingway, Herman Hesse, Franz Kafka, Arthur Koestler, Thomas
Mann, Henry Miller, Alfred Rosenberg and H. G. Wells. He was condemned to spend his
final years on his farm in ignominy and poverty and died in his sleep in his 93rd year on
19 February 1952.

In 2009 the 150th anniversary of Hamsun’s birth was marked by a partial rehabilitation
of his reputation with the construction of a six-story Hamsun Center and a seven-foot
statue in his birthplace Hamsund, as well as the issuance of a postage stamp.
Finally, we may contemplate Norway’s evolution during the sixty years since Hamsun’s
death. Norway has one of the highest concentrations of foreigners in Europe at 601,000
or 12.2% out of a total population of 4.9 million. This is illustrated by the fact that
currently 28% of births in Oslo are non-European and that the most common first name
given to newborns is Mohammed. Today Islam is the second most popular religion
(3.9%).[20]
Norway was one of the more prominent critics of White South Africa’s policy of
separate development, which had been successfully applied until the murder of Prime
Minister Dr. Hendrik Verwoerd on September 6, 1966 at the behest of international
bankers. Today Norway has multi-racial problems of a seemingly intractable nature.
Every year at Christmas the naïve Norwegians donate a large fir tree to England in
gratitude for having "supported" them during World War Two. If England had invaded
Norway, its occupation would have been little different from that of Germany’s, and if
the Norwegians had resisted, their fate would have been similar to that of the Boers.
Today it appears that Hamsun (and Quisling) were right, the Norwegian government was
wrong, and Norwegians have much to learn and do if they wish to save their country.
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"Reductio ad Hitlerum" as a Social Evil
by Kerry R. Bolton

Third Reich “scholarship” is measured against a de facto axiom that it must be centered around
the Holocaust, with concomitant discussions on medical experiments, and other aspects of a
supposedly uniquely “Nazi” brutality. Anything less is branded by watchdog “scholars” such as
Deborah Lipstadt as “relativizing the Holocaust,” which is apparently even worse than
“Holocaust revisionism.”[1]
Reductio ad Hitlerum is the technique of undermining a debate by accusing the opponent of
being a Nazi. Leo Strauss, Jewish philosopher, coined the term in 1951, explaining in 1953:
“Unfortunately, it does not go without saying that in our examination we must
avoid the fallacy that in the last decades has frequently been used as a substitute for
the reductio ad absurdum: the reductio ad Hitlerum. A view is not refuted by the
fact that it happens to have been shared by Hitler.”[2]
The informative resource “The Fallacy Files”[3] gives an example of reductio ad Hitlerum:
“[T]he ideas of ecologists about invasive species—alien species as they are often
called—sound…similar to anti-immigration rhetoric. Green themes like scarcity
and purity and invasion and protection all have right-wing echoes. Hitler’s ideas
about environmentalism came out of purity, after all.”[4]
The above quote by a “radical feminist,” Betsy Hartmann, is part of a lament on the supposed
“right-wing takeover” of the ecology movement, some of whose proponents have apparently
been advocating immigration restrictions, which is akin to Nazism for those who reflexively
employ reductio ad Hitlerum in their intellectual discourse. As evidence of this, Hartmann cites
the editorship of the academic journal Population and Environment by Professor Kevin
MacDonald, along with the late J. Philip Rushton who sat on the editorial board, both regarded
as “racists.”[5]
“The Fallacy Files” explains reductio ad Hitlerum:
Forms
Adolf Hitler accepted idea x. The Nazis accepted idea x.
Therefore, x must be wrong. Therefore, x must be wrong.
Examples
Hitler was in favor of euthanasia. The Nazis favored eugenics.
Therefore, euthanasia is wrong. Therefore, eugenics is wrong.
Counter-Examples
Hitler was a vegetarian.
The Nazis were conservationists.
Therefore, vegetarianism is wrong. Therefore, conservationism is wrong.
Although the term reductio ad Hitlerum was coined by Strauss as far back as 1951 in the Spring
issue of the journal Measure,[6] it is invaluable. Dr. Thomas Fleming, the American Catholic
Conservative, president of the Rockford Institute, and editor of Chronicles, cogently stated of
reductio ad Hitlerum:
“Leo Strauss called it the reductio ad Hitlerum. If Hitler liked neoclassical art, that

means that classicism in every form is Nazi; if Hitler wanted to strengthen the
German family, that makes the traditional family (and its defenders) Nazi; if Hitler
spoke of the “nation” or the “folk,” then any invocation of nationality, ethnicity, or
even folkishness is Nazi ...”[7]
For example among the “pro-gun” lobby which assumes that Hitler – as a dictator – inaugurated
the mass confiscation of private firearms in the Third Reich and therefore proponents of “gun
control” are adopting a Hitler-like stance.[8] This, like much else that passes for fact even in
academia, is tenuous at best. However, indicating to what extent reductio ad Hitlerum can be
contorted every which way, another argument being that it is the pro-gun lobby that is more
Hitleresque, one liberal commentator, Chris Miles, pointing out that when Hitler assumed power
the provisions on gun ownership were those imposed in 1919 under the Versailles Diktat.
Quoting Professor Bernard Harcourt of the University of Chicago on the 1938 German Weapons
Act, which pro-gun anti-Nazis also quote to prove that Hitler sought to disarm his people, “The
1938 revisions completely deregulated the acquisition and transfer of rifles and shotguns, as
well as ammunition.” Strictures that were maintained only involved handguns, which reliable
persons could own if they could show they had good reason.[9] Miles continues:
“The groups of people who were exempt from the acquisition permit requirement
expanded. Holders of annual hunting permits, government workers, and NSDAP
party members were no longer subject to gun ownership restrictions. Prior to the
1938 law, only officials of the central government, the states, and employees of the
German Reichsbahn were exempted. The age at which persons could own guns was
lowered from 20 to 18. The firearms carry permit was valid for three years instead
of one year. Under both the 1928 and 1938 acts, gun manufacturers and dealers
were required to maintain records with information about who purchased guns and
the guns' serial numbers. These records were to be delivered to a police authority
for inspection at the end of each year.”[10]
It was under the Allied Occupation regime that Germans were completely disarmed from
1945-1956.

Adolf Hitler begins work on the first motorway of Austria at the Walser mountain with
Salzburg. 7 April 1938
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-H04560 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Social Achievements in Third Reich Suppressed
It is against this background that the “horrors of Nazism” have been used to obscure and
suppress the achievements of that regime on a range of issues that gravely afflict the world
today. Because of the one-eyed dogma on all things Hitlerian, some vital discoveries and
achievements have been buried under a pile of figurative corpses which prevents the world from
a sober, scholarly assessment of achievements in such areas a health, ecology and banking, or
alternatively, as mentioned, puts serious alternatives on the defensive by comparing them with
“Nazism.”
It is notable that some achievements of the Third Reich were embraced and developed – where
it has served powerful interests. The most apparent example is in the realm of rocketry and other
advanced weaponry pioneered by the Third Reich, when there was a scramble between the
USSR and USA to grab “Nazi scientists” directly after the war. Details of this are incontestable,
although still obscure:
“Operation Paperclip was the codename under which the US intelligence and
military services extricated scientists from Germany during and after the final
stages of World War II. The project was originally called Operation Overcast, and is
sometimes also known as Project Paperclip.
“Of particular interest were scientists specialising in aerodynamics and rocketry
(such as those involved in the V-1 and V-2 projects), chemical weapons, chemical
reaction technology and medicine. These scientists and their families were secretly
brought to the United States, without State Department review and approval; their

service for Hitler’s Third Reich, NSDAP and SS memberships as well as the
classification of many as war criminals or security threats also disqualified them
from officially obtaining visas. An aim of the operation was capturing equipment
before the Soviets came in. The US Army destroyed some of the German
equipment to prevent it from being captured by the advancing Soviet Army.
“The majority of the scientists, numbering almost 500, were deployed at White
Sands Proving Ground, New Mexico, Fort Bliss, Texas and Huntsville, Alabama to
work on guided missile and ballistic missile technology. This in turn led to the
foundation of NASA and the US ICBM program.
“Much of the information surrounding Operation Paperclip is still classified.
“Separate from Paperclip was an even-more-secret effort to capture German nuclear
secrets, equipment and personnel (Operation Alsos). Another American project
(TICOM) gathered German experts in cryptography.
“The United States Bureau of Mines employed seven German synthetic fuel
scientists in a Fischer-Tropsch chemical plant in Louisiana, Missouri in 1946.”[11]

Suppression of Cancer Research
Hitlerian Germany pioneered many programs in social health and welfare and the study of
disease prevention, the relationship between tobacco and cancer, etc. Hence, the regime was
decades ahead of today’s democratic states that pride themselves on being “progressive.”
The suppression of German health research is one of the major tragedies of the way by which
reductio ad Hitlerum has impacted many lives. With such a mentality, Peter Dunne, the sole
Member of Parliament in New Zealand for his United Future Party, described the lobbyists for
tobacco restrictions in 2003 as “health nazis.” A news item stated of this:
The head of the Smokefree Coalition is questioning just how family-friendly United
Future is. Party leader Peter Dunne has attacked supporters of the smoke-free bill as
“health Nazis” and beady-eyed zealots. Leigh Sturgiss says such language is
inappropriate and appalling. She says proponents of tobacco control want to SAVE
lives, not destroy them. She says Peter Dunne has a history of voting against
tobacco control, which flies in the face of his party’s values.[12]
At the time I wrote to Dunne:
“Dear Mr Dunne
“I was interested in your use of the term ‘health Nazis’ to describe those who seek
to legislate for the control of smoking in public places.
“You are probably unaware as to how apt this description is. National Socialist
Germany did indeed legislate to control smoking in public places as a social health
issue.
“The same regime was also responsible for other “tyrannical” health measures such
as compulsory breast testing, testing for TB among workers, the promotion of
naturopathic medicine, occupational safety laws, the banning of certain types of
pesticide, the promotion of nutritional food and the discouraging of additives,
campaigns against alcohol and against butter dyes, restrictions on tobacco
advertising. …
“As for ‘health Nazis’ and public smoking, it is because of the type of banal
propaganda that has made the Hitler regime synonymous with evil that the link
between tobacco and cancer discovered by the 'health Nazi' medical authorities has
been suppressed. I wonder how many lives could have been saved if a balanced

assessment of the regime had been permitted?
“Also of relevance on this point is that the leader of the “lowest form of
humanity”,[13] Hitler, donated the royalties from the sale of Mein Kampf to cancer
research. Have you ever undertaken anything as worthy, Mr Dunne?”[14]
Returning to matters of more direct relevance, however, it is notable that among those who were
secured by the USA under Operation Paperclip was cancer researcher Dr. Kurt Blome, deputy
Reich Health Leader (Reichsgesundheitsführer) and Plenipotentiary for Cancer Research in the
Reich Research Council. Dr. Blome was captured and renditioned to the U.S.A., a document
stating of his relevance,
“In 1943 Blome was studying bacteriological warfare, although officially he was
involved in cancer research, which was however only a camouflage. Blome
additionally served as deputy health minister of the Reich. Would you like to send
investigators?”[15]
Note that the interest in Dr. Blome was not as a cancer researcher but as a researcher in
biological warfare, and the American report refers to the cancer research only incidentally as a
cover for Nazi research into bacteriological warfare. The implication is that cancer research in
the Reich did not really exist; it was a façade to hide nefarious medical experiments in the
pursuit of biological weapons.

National Socialists led the first anti-smoking campaign in modern history. The link between
lung cancer and smoking was first proven in Hitler's Germany. "Mothers avoid alchohol and
nicotine."
Dr. Blome, it is stated, was saved from the gallows, having been charged with experimenting on
Dachau inmates with vaccinations by the Americans, and “In 1951, he was hired by the US
Army Chemical Corps to work on chemical warfare.”[16]
What this indicates is that it was the USA that had the particular interest in German findings on
chemical warfare, and had no interest in German research on cancer, giving the impression that
there was no real German research on cancer. It should by now be sufficiently known that the
USA has itself engaged in medical experiments, and outright psychological torture,[17] on its
own citizens, that cannot even be mitigated by the USA having at the time been under direct
assault from enemy forces (as Germany was). Pointing out such matters is described as
“relativizing the Holocaust,” which is allegedly “worse than Holocaust denial.” One might ask
whether such “relativity;’ is so abhorred because it implies that Gentile suffering is as serious as
Jewish suffering, violating the Talmudic axiom that Gentiles are inferior?[18] Therefore it was
enough for veteran French politician Jean-Marie LePen to have said, “The Holocaust was a
detail of Second World War history,” to have him pilloried for “hate crimes,” despite his not
having “denied” the reality of the “Holocaust,” nor even apparently the sacrosanct 6,000,000
figure. LePen’s thoughtcrime was that he had “relativized the Holocaust,” or what in Germany

is called “minimising the Holocaust,”[19] rather than accepting that it must remain the central
tragedy of the entirety of human history.
Such controversies serve to obscure achievements under National Socialism in Germany.
Scholarship necessitates objectivity, and this is not possible when studies on the Third Reich
must a priori be based on moral absolutism as a form of Zoroastrian duality that necessarily
equates anything and everything to do with the Third Reich as inherently evil, including cancer
research, ecology, Autobahns and banking reform.
Hence what Professor Robert N. Proctor reports in his book, The Nazi War on Cancer,[20] can
only be examined through the war-fever-distorted lens of such pioneering social medicine being
undertaken with evil intentions. The same may be said for the Autobahn public works program,
its purpose routinely being ascribed to Hitler’s goal of building a road network that would
enable Germany’s rapid military mobilization. Occasionally the truth emerges in an incidental
manner from out of orthodox academia: In this instance, Dr. Frederic Spotts, in his Hitler and
the Power of Aesthetics, writes casually of the Autobahn that at the time it was admired
throughout the world as an “innovative, successful and enlightened achievement.”
“Their divided roadways, generous width, superb engineering, environmental
sensitivity, harmony with the countryside, tasteful landscaping, cloverleaf entries
and exits, sleek bridges and overpasses, Modernist service stations, restaurants and
rest facilities were in advance of road systems anywhere else and presented a model
for the world.”[21]
While the Autobahn is conventionally represented as an example of Germany’s military
preparations, Dr. Spotts has the fortitude to see it another way: “What is not widely appreciated
is that Hitler regarded these highways above all else as aesthetic monuments.” For the first time
roads were not primarily utilitarian, but enduring art-works comparable to the pyramids.”[22]
Dr. Spotts continues:
“The autobahns were therefore intended not so much to facilitate cars going from
one place to another as to show off the natural and architectural beauty of the
country. Routes were chosen to go through attractive areas without disturbing the
harmony of the hills, valleys and forests. Lay-bys were created for travellers to stop
and admire the panorama. In some causes the roadway itself made a detour, despite
additional costs, to offer a particularly impressive view. Great effort went into
construction so as to minimize damage to the environment. …”[23]
The way Dr. Spotts gets away with what at first seems a glowing account of the Reich’s
ecological and technical achievements is to describe Hitler’s aesthetic as just “another example
of megalomaniac self-indulgence.”[24] Hence, even with this remarkable achievement, as with
other major advances in the Third Reich, we must be reminded that ultimately it all rests on the
pervasive evil of one man. Be that as it may, regardless of Hitler’s motives, such reductionism
prevents a rational and objective consideration of such achievements. Had Dr. Spotts been
describing the achievements of highway construction in the USA or England during the 1930s,
for example, the reader would be left with an enduring impression of a state that had achieved
much that needs reconsidering today. However, since such a remarkable achievement was
undertaken under Hitler, it is reduced even by Dr. Spotts to just another example of the
megalomania of a uniquely evil person. But Dr. Spotts dispels one of the great myths about the
era, that the Autobahn was primarily for the purposes of militarization. Commenting on Todt,
head of the project, Spotts states that while Todt’s arguments for the Autobahn included its
potential for military purposes,
“Hitler was never taken by this notion. In fact the routes did not run to likely front
lines, the surfaces were too thin to support tanks and so on. Far from being helpful
to the Wehrmacht, the roads, with their shiny white surfaces, proved so useful to
enemy aircraft by providing points of orientation that they had to be camouflaged
with paint.”[25]

Hence, while the Autobahn, as much a triumph of ecology as of engineering, can be relegated to
the realm of megalomania, the lesson drawn from Professor Proctor’s book on Third Reich
cancer and other medical research is, according to the reviewer for The Washington Post, “a
concept nearly as unsettling [as Hannah Arendt’s ‘banality of evil’] – the ‘banality of
good.’”[26]
Third Reich research into the links between tobacco and cancer therefore becomes trite, dull,
trivial, and other such words associated with “banality.” Had the USA been as interested in such
research as they were on what the Germans had developed in terms of weapons, then there
would be many millions of people who would have been thankful for that research, regardless of
the regime under whose auspices it was conducted. That the USA was only interested in
German technical and military achievements says more about the character of the US regime
than about the Third Reich. However, where the general public hears anything about German
medical experiments, it is in regard to alleged abuses on prisoners and “racial inferiors” (sic), by
such individuals as Dr. Joseph Mengele, who is described as performing some very unscientific
medical experiments despite his eminence as a geneticist. Hence lurid stories like this:
“… Mengele had an added project: that of actually changing eye color in an Aryan
direction. Dr. Abraham C. wondered why Mengele was devoting so much attention
to a few seven-year-old boys who seemed unremarkable and then realized that
“those children had one odd characteristic: they were blond and had brown eyes, so
Mengele was trying to find a way to color their eyes blue.” Mengele actually
injected methylene blue into their eyes, causing severe pain and inflammation, but
‘their eyes of course did not change.’”[27]
As the last sentence states, “but their eyes of course did not change.” Yet it is expected, or rather
demanded, of everyone that a highly qualified geneticist, Dr. Mengele, who apparently believed
also in National Socialist racial doctrine, tried to turn non-Aryans into Aryans by artificial
means. Could anything be less “racist”? But these tales obscure whatever real achievements, of
which there were many, were made under the Third Reich in medicine and public welfare.
While the lurid tales continued decades after the war that Mengele created a crop of blue-eyed
Brazilians in a remote town, National Geographic finally exposed it in 2009 as a “myth.”[28]
What this “banality of good” – in the words of the Washington Post reviewer of Proctor’s book included was a pervasive effort to establish a healthy population. Naturally, the motives for this
would be said to create a “Master Race” to conquer the world, but regardless of the motives, the
results could have benefited mankind had it not been for the suppression of anything of a
positive character connected with the Third Reich.
Proctor states that more than a thousand medical doctoral dissertations examined cancer in the
twelve years of National Socialist rule. For the first time cancer registries were established,
preventive pubic health measures were strengthened, there were laws against the adulteration of
food and drugs, bans on smoking, and campaigns warning against the use of cancer-forming
cosmetics. Proctor asks the question whether these and other public health measures resulted in
the lower incidence of cancer among Germans since the 1950s? This poses a moral dilemma
because it means that “one of the most murderous regimes in history” might have succeeded in
lowering cancer rates.[29] Other campaigns that have only in recent years become a factor of
Western states were the urging of women to have annual or biennial cancer examinations, and
women were instructed on breast self-examinations, Germany apparently being the first to
undertake such steps.[30] The effects of dust and asbestos on health were studied with a strong
emphasis.[31] Proctor states that Germany became the leader in documenting the “asbestos-lung
cancer link.” In 1943 the regime became the first to recognize asbestos-induced mesothelioma
and lung cancer as “compensable occupational diseases.” American attorneys later drew on this
Nazi-era research in litigation. [32]
With the defeat of Germany, Karl Astel, head of the Institute of Tobacco Hazards Research, who
had enacted bans on public smoking – something undertaken in New Zealand a few years ago –
committed suicide. Reich Health Leader Leonardo Conti hanged himself with his shirt while in
Allied detention. Reich Health Office president Hans Reiter served several years in jail, after

which he worked at a health clinic, but never returned to public life. Fritz Sauckel, in charge of
foreign labor, and the drafter of Astel’s anti-tobacco legislation, was executed in 1946. Proctor
comments: “It is hardly surprising that much of the wind was taken out of the sails of
Germany’s anti-tobacco movement.”[33] Yet, other scientists were dragooned by the USA into
the Cold War weapons projects. Proctor gets to the very point I am making:
Even today, the German anti-tobacco movement has not surpassed the activism and
seriousness of the climax years 1939-1941. Tobacco health research is muted, and it
is not hard to imagine that memories of the earlier generation’s activism must have
helped to perpetuate the silence. Popular memory of Nazi tobacco temperance may
well have handicapped the postwar German anti-tobacco movement… It does seem
to have shaped how we regard the history of the science involved: the myth that
English and American scientists were first to show that smoking causes lung
cancer, was a convenient one – both for scholars in the victorious nations and for
Germans trying to forget the immediate past. The hoary spectre of fascism is
perhaps healthier than we are willing to admit.[34]
Proctor also refers to the method of reductio ad Hitlerum in suppressing anti-tobacco initiatives,
an example of this already having been seen in New Zealand with Hon. Peter Dunne’s 2003
comments. Proctor states, “Pro-tobacco advocates have begun to play the Nazi card,”[35] with
talk of “Nico-Nazis” and “tobacco fascism.” Proctor refers to Philip Morris of Europe running
an advertising offensive in magazines, which identified smokers with ghettoized Jews and antismokers with Nazis.[36]
Oddly, Proctor rejects the idea that if Nazi medical research had not been suppressed lives might
have been saved. He states that the Allies did indeed take much interest in Nazi scientific
research, but proceeds to focus briefly on the military technology.[37] Where were Nazi health
researchers sequestered after the war to assist the victor states in researching the causes of
cancer, the effects of asbestos, the benefits of healthy diet, etc.? As described previously, they
were dead, in jail or relegated to obscurity, while the “rocket scientists” were working diligently
on Cold War missiles, before being denounced in their old age. [38]
That public health initiatives being undertaken decades after the Germans undertook the same
programs are now being heralded as “new” is a piece of opportunistic flim-flammery. The same
can be said also for German ecological measures,[39] with Communists in recent years jumping
aboard the Green movement to proclaim themselves in the vanguard of what they now call
“Eco-Socialism,” and the Anarchist-Punk enthusiasm for “animal liberation” which was preempted decades ago by the Reich provisions on animal welfare.[40]

Opposition to Usury Intrinsically “Nazi”?
Reductio ad Hitlerum is being used to suppress and smear another important issue: that of
alternatives to the debt-banking system. Little is understood about the system of Nazi and
Fascist finances, and it is generally assumed that Germany in particular achieved economic
recovery by armaments spending. Even if we accept that assumption, it explains little. Indeed
one of the original aims of the embryonic National Socialist Party when it was still known as the
German Workers’ Party, and prior to Hitler’s membership, was the “breaking of the bondage of
interest.” A key ideologue of the nascent Party was also the foremost advocate of banking
reform in Germany, Gottfried Feder.[41] Interestingly about the same time (1917) the Scotsman
C. H. Douglas, an engineer like Feder, was formulating a broadly similar doctrine, Social Credit,
and prior to him the inventor Arthur Kitson[42] was advocating the bypassing of the private
banking system with the state issuance of debt-free currency according to the production and
consumption requirements of society.
During the early part of the Nineteenth Century Guernsey Island issued its own currency when
on the verge of destitution, and continues to do so. Lincoln issued Greenbacks, and the
Confederacy issued Graybacks based on a cotton standard. President John F Kennedy issued US
Treasury Notes. Communities in Germany, Austria and the USA during the Great Depression
issued local currencies, which brought them prosperity in the midst of destitution. Australia

issued its own credit through the state’s Commonwealth Bank for decades, and New Zealand
issued state credit at 1% interest in 1936 through its Reserve Bank to fund the iconic state
housing programs, which found work for 75% of the unemployed. Despite the obstructive
efforts of the judicial system, a Social Credit Government, in Alberta, Canada, issued
“Prosperity Certificates.”[43]
Nationalist Socialist Germany, Imperial Japan and Fascist Italy undertook similar measures in
issuing state credit and redeemable work certificates. The remarkable economic achievements of
those states in the midst of the Great Depression have been consigned to the Memory Hole.[44]
Yet the need to understand the banking system and alternatives to it is as dire now, in the midst
of the “global debt crisis” as it was during the Great Depression. A significant difference
between then and now is that in the aftermath of World War I many people understood the need
to change the banking system and great reform movements such as Social Credit in Alberta and
the Labour Party in New Zealand swept to power on the platform of banking reform. Because
the three major Axis states also issued state credit, undertook control of banking and brought
their nations to prosperity, this important issue has now also been subjected to reductio ad
Hitlerum.
A significant victim of this tactic is Stephen M. Goodson, a South African economist who
served for several years (2003-2012) as an elected director on the Board of the South African
Reserve Bank. Goodson is also an ardent advocate of banking reform and founder of the
Abolition of Income Tax and Usury Party. Worse still, he does not shrink from describing the
banking systems of Axis Japan and Germany as significant examples of major states that
achieved revival by breaking free of usury.[45] For this a campaign of vilification was heaped
upon Goodson a few months prior to the end of his twelve-year tenure as a Reserve Bank
director. Goodson resigned presumably to pre-empt his removal at the behest of the smearmongers. While Goodson was labelled a “Holocaust denier” it was his mentioning of the Axis
banking systems that was the cause of his predicament.
Goodson came to the Reserve Bank board under provisions that allowed investors to elect a
member to represent them. Although Goodson’s nine-year term was due to expire in July 2012,
just several months before then a campaign was launched against him , presumably to assure
that he could not end his position with good grace. A columnist wrote of him:
“Goodson, who earned R360,000 last year for his services to the bank, more than
R70,000 for each of the five meetings he attended, holds contentious views that
include admiring the economic policies pursued by Hitler in Nazi Germany, a belief
that international bankers financed and manipulated the war against Hitler because
they saw his model of state capitalism as a threat to their usurious ways, and that
the Holocaust was a fiction invented to extract vast amounts of compensation from
the defeated Germans.
“He has argued that similar reasons underpinned the support of the United Nations
for the uprising in Libya. Muammar Gaddafi’s usury-free banking system was a
threat to global capitalism and had to be destroyed, according to Goodson.”[46]
That the opposition to Goodson came about because he stated some facts on National Socialist
Germany’s banking policies is indicated by Steyn:
“But Goodson appears to be pushing pro-Nazi and anti-Semitic views on the
internet. In a radio interview last year with American talk show host Deanna
Spingola, author of The Ruling Elite: A Study in Imperialism, Genocide and
Emancipation, Goodson expressed his admiration for the social achievements
during the Third Reich.”[47]
It appears that a sympathetic treatment of Third Reich social and economic policies, a
consideration of the era that does not focus on the Holocaust, is synonymous with being “proNazi” and “anti-Semitic.” It therefore becomes impossible to express views on one or two
admirable and workable aspects of a regime without being associated with all the other policies

and actions of that regime, both real and imagined. To be consistent, defenders of the status quo
in the USA should ipso facto be regarded as avid supporters of any and every action undertaken
by the USA, including segregation, the injecting of syphilis into Negro prisoners, the My Lai
Massacre, ad infinitum.
According to Steyn, the incriminating statements by Goodson on the Spingola radio interview in
2010 were that
“ ‘Adolf Hitler came to power in 1933 and in six short years he transformed
Germany and reduced unemployment from 30% to zero.
“ ‘He provided everyone with debt-free and decent housing, excellent labour
relations and restored respect and honour to all Germans.
“ ‘In these six years, a worker’s paradise was created. There was zero inflation and
Germany became the most prosperous and powerful country in the history of
Europe.’
“Goodson also said the real reason for World War II was Germany’s progressive
economic system.
“ ‘That was the whole basis of World War II. It had nothing to do with human rights
or protecting Poland or any of the other reasons that they advance in the history
books.
“ ‘Germany — could only be admitted to the family of nations if they abided by the
rules of the international bankers.’ ”[48]
After Spingola made a reference to the “Holocaust” and its use by Jewish interests, Steyn
remarks that “Goodson appeared to agree.”
“Yes, well, they’ve [Jews] been expelled from over 70 countries, some of them
several times. But unfortunately they have such a tight control of the media. Well,
there is a small window of hope in that the internet can provide alternative views,
but even there they are trying to exercise supervision.”[49]
A secondary and passing reference to the historical phenomenon of Jewish expulsions became a
focus for what in fact was Goodson’s long-standing opposition to usury and his comments on
Germany and Japan’s banking systems as examples of successful use of state credit.
That Goodson has been cited by “a number of extreme right-wing websites,” is also sufficient to
have Goodson associated with anything else posted on those sites. The one example given by
Steyn is something called “Incog Man,” presumably because this is probably the most strident
of such sites she could find that also quotes Goodson, Incog Man providing Steyn with some
very quotable quotes in reference to “nation-wrecking Khazar Jews and Israel-Firster
HasbaRATs, braindead White Multicults and Marxists, sicko Sodomites and Lezbos, perverted
Paedophile Molesters, freaky Gender-benders, greasy Illegal Mestizos, cocaine-crazed and
criminal Negroes”.[50] The implication is that these are also the views of Goodson.
Steyn proceeds with a lengthy discussion on Goodson being related to the (in)famous Mitford
family, which has included Marxists and of course Fascists Diana (Mosley) and Unity Mitford.
But the articles that Steyn cites that Goodson has actually written are those concerned with
usury and with banking reform:
“Goodson has written many articles that are readily found on the internet. They are
often critical of debt finance and ‘the exploitative fractional reserve banking system
of the West’, in which private banks are licensed to create money out of nothing.
“In one article, Goodson proposes a Cape Town municipal bank that could fund all

infrastructure programmes at zero interest and ratepayers could enjoy a permanent
reduction of at least 15% on annual property rates, a drop in the home-loan rate and
nominal rates for student loans.
“In two other articles, ‘The truth about Syria” and ‘The truth about Libya”, he
praises the economies of both countries, which employed state banks.”[51]
When the Mail and Guardian interviewed a Reserve Bank shareholder on amendments to the
Reserve Bank which appear to block the future election of shareholder representatives, “ ‘It was
an extraordinary blip on the horizon,’ said shareholder Mario Pretorius. ‘In 2010 the South
African Reserve Bank Act was amended to slam every possible door. [Now] there will never be
another [Stephen] Goodson or anyone else it doesn’t like.’” Another shareholder said, “Goodson
is an odd character. But he did good because he put a lot of pressure on the bank.”[52]
Despite the impending end of Goodson’s tenure within two months, the pressure was applied to
get him fired. The South African Israel Public Affairs Committee (SAIPAC) called for
Goodson’s immediate sacking or forced “resignation.”[53] SAIPAC Chairman David Hersch
stated:
“It is simply not good enough for the Reserve Bank to state that his directorship
ends in July and he will not be reappointed. They should be ashamed to have
someone like this on their board of directors and now that he has been exposed,
they should act immediately.”[54]
South Africa’s Sunday Times then reported that Goodson had resigned in May. Again we see
that the main point of objection concerned his praise of the German banking system: “Last
month, the Mail & Guardian (M&G) reported that Goodson held contentious views that
included admiring the economic policies pursued by Adolf Hitler in Nazi Germany.”[55]
David Hersch boasted that it was “international pressure” that resulted in Goodson resigning
less than two months before the end of his tenure.[56] Had anyone other than Hersch suggested
that Jewish pressure was the cause of the outcome, they would have been labelled “antiSemitic.” However, it was seen by Hersch et al., as a Jewish victory of which to be proud.
The Chinese economist, chairman of the New York-based Liu Investment Group, Henry C. K.
Liu,[57] who has written extensively on Third Reich economic policies, has so far been spared
the association with white supremacists, and is still able to write columns for The Huffington
Post and Asia Times, etc. Liu wrote in Asia Times a detailed article on Third Reich banking
policy, stating
“… In fact, German economic recovery preceded and later enabled German
rearmament, in contrast to the US economy, where constitutional roadblocks placed
by the US Supreme Court on the New Deal delayed economic recovery until US
entry to World War II put the US market economy on a war footing. While this
observation is not an endorsement for Nazi philosophy, the effectiveness of German
economic policy in this period, some of which had been started during the last
phase of the Weimar Republic, is undeniable.”[58]
Note that Liu repudiates any notion that the “undeniable” success of Reich economic policy is
an “endorsement for Nazi philosophy,” and that he disposes of the cliché of Germany’s
economic recovery being based around rearmament. Liu describes “Work Creation Bills” issued
by the Reich, commenting: “But the principle of WCBs can be applied to the US or China or
any other country today to combat unacceptably high levels of unemployment. Alas, this
common-sense approach is faced with firm opposition rationalized by obscure theories of
inflation in most countries.”[59]
Dr. Ellen Brown, head of the Public Banking Institute in the USA, cites Liu’s articles.[60] While
Liu has been spared the tactic of reductio ad Hitlerum, perhaps because he has secured as
respected position for himself as an Asian economist, Dr. Brown is subjected to smears for
stating the same. Hence a free-market website, The Daily Bell, triumphantly proclaims that it

has proven the evil intent behind banking reform, in a “bombshell” report. The article warns that
“the fiat money hoax” is “one of the biggest conspiracies of the modern age.” This conspiracy
involves the shock victory of Beppe Grillo and his Five Star movement in the recent Italian
elections. Dr. Brown has stated that Grillo has attacked usury and proposed a Social Credit-type
national dividend, and state credit. The Daily Bell contends that a conspiratorial apparatus has
sought to undermine precious metals and free trade, and that advocacy of “fiat money” is part of
this conspiracy. This “conspiracy” is of a “fascist” or “National Socialist” character:
“This contradicts most everything monetary history tells us – as do arguments that
the REAL solution to the current financial difficulties of the West involve National
Socialist nostrums such as turning over central banking functions to the "people"
via governments. This is a fascist solution, and that it has been so widely promoted
obviously gives rise to the idea that it is a dominant social theme of the sort we
regularly analyze.”[61]
Hence accusations of National Socialism and Fascism become tools of an elitist conspiracy,
free-market advocates objecting to these as basically the same forms of collectivism as other
types of “socialism.”
“While we never found a ‘smoking gun’ regarding this promotion, it seemed
obvious to us that if one turned fiat-money central banking functions over to
governments alone (instead of the current joint functionality) things would get even
worse, not better. More importantly, Money Power would simply seek to control
government banking, as it now controls the current private/public paradigm.
Nothing would change. And, of course, that is the point of the exercise.”[62]
Money Power already controls central banking, because the central banks, regardless of whether
they are nationalized or have private bondholders, are still merely mechanisms through which
the private international debt system operates. It is not central banking per se that banking
reformers are promoting, but the use of state or social credit through banks, and this need not be
based upon a central bank. Social Credit insists upon a Credit Authority separate from the state,
for example, while local currencies have been used many times through history to overcome
destitution, without causing inflation or dictatorship, and eliminating the power of these
“conspirators” which The Daily Bellers claim to be opposing. They write:
“We tracked this meme back many years and observed numerous individuals
promoting it. As we tracked it, we received tremendous pushback from those who
did not want this scheme exposed. But we have persevered because it is our brief.
We analyze dominant social themes and attempt to unravel their contexts from a
cultural and, more importantly, investment point of view.”[63]
Dr. Brown is a front-woman for this “conspiracy,” The Daily Bellers stating:
“Now it appears that Ellen Brown, one of the foremost proponents of the
‘transparency in government meme’ … and the national socialist idea of
government controlled central banking has made a definitive connection between
Italy’s Beppe Grillo and her own movement. She explains Grillo’s program thusly:
“• unilateral default on the public debt;
“• nationalization of the banks; and
“• a guaranteed "citizenship" income of 1000 euros a month.[64]
“This is beyond shocking. Conservative economist Gary North had it right. Those
who back controlling the money via government fiat/central banking are seriously
intent on implementing the entire schematic of national socialist economics – as
was contemplated before World War II.”[65]
This is seen as a manoeuvre by globalists such as George Soros to raise the spectre of Fascism

and frighten people back into supporting the European Union. While I can sympathize with The
Daily Bell for suspecting the Five Star movement that suddenly appears from nowhere and
commands such immediate support as suspiciously being like Soros jack-ups[66] such as the
“color revolutions ” and the “Arab Spring,” which I have exposed many times in detail,
something more persuasive is required than The Daily Bell’s tenuous analysis, especially when it
smears real opponents of the globalist elite, such as Dr. Brown.
Hence, The Daily Bell proceeds with its own conspiracy theory of how the globalists could
really be backing the only people who are effectively seeking to root out the foundation of
globalist power: usury:
“This is indeed the proverbial smoking gun. Brown and all the others are part of a
chain of events leading to this dénouement. This is how such campaigns work –
gradually building to climax, incorporating more and more paid actors to set up
blogs, write articles – and even books – to create plausible deniability. The goal has
always been to create an upsurge for the kind of economics that Money Power can
easily control.”[67]
Again I am very familiar with the type of dialectics The Daily Bellers are suggesting is
operating here.[68] However, one could just as easily claim that the free-marketeers of The
Daily Bell type are serving globalist interests by attacking those who are offering real
alternatives to globalism. It is precisely the doctrines of the free market and usury that maintain
the globalist system. If we were to use a semantic device which we shall call reductio ad
Marxum it can be argued that free-market capitalism serves the Marxist dialectic. We do not
need conjecture, but can cite Marx himself:
“Generally speaking, the protectionist system today is conservative, whereas the
Free Trade system has a destructive effect. It destroys the former nationalities and
renders the contrast between proletariat and bourgeois more acute. In a word, the
Free Trade system is precipitating the social revolution. And only in this
revolutionary sense do I vote for Free Trade.”[69]
As I have written elsewhere in detail, the free market is seen as part of the Marxist dialectic.[70]
Conversely, there are globalists who see Marxism as part of a capitalist dialectic, described most
cogently in Zbigniew Brzezinski’s Between Two Ages.[71] Both regard each as useful in
undermining the common enemy: tradition, which Marx condemned most vigorously as
“reactionism.” Conservatives of the traditional type, such as Oswald Spengler, as distinct from
Whig Liberals who are today misidentified as “Conservatives,” saw the kinship between
Capitalism and Free Trade and repudiated both as deriving from the same Nineteenth Century
economic zeitgeist. Repudiation of usury remains the means by which the rule of Mammon has
been overcome and can be again.

Conclusion
Reductio ad Hitlerum is a piece of semantic jugglery which has been used by the conventionally
named Left, Right and Center. The methodology has been used to label proponents of public
health as “health Nazis” and “Nico-Nazis.” Ecologists have been called “eco-Nazis.”[72] One
blogsite called “The Climate Scum,” “proves” that ecology is “Nazi” by showing an aerial view
of a forest planted during the Third Reich, in which certain trees were planted out in the shape
of a swastika.[73] The cases of those who are skeptical about anything relating to the Holocaust,
or who raise objections to Zionism and Israel being called “Neo-Nazis” are too common to
merit specific citations here. Enoch Powell’s prescient “Rivers of blood” speech in 1968 about
New Commonwealth immigration into Britain was condemned with allusions to Auschwitz, and
the spectre of Neo-Nazism and is still invoked should anyone question Third World
immigration. Labour Party luminary Tony Benn at the time said of Powell’s speech: “‘The flag
of racialism which has been hoisted in Wolverhampton is beginning to look like the one that
fluttered 25 years ago over Dachau and Belsen,”[74] and so it remains…
Now, in the midst of a global debt crisis, where there is a glimmer – albeit even this still far too

dim – of resurgence of interest in alternatives to usury and debt, reductio ad Hitlerum is
unleashed upon banking-reform advocates. The method is a social evil that obfuscates solutions
for the challenges of today, by denying the legitimacy of policies that have been tried and
proven.
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The Death of a Distinguished Lawyer, Doug
Christie, "the Battling Barrister"
by Robert Faurisson

Douglas (Doug) Christie has died.
For its part, the Canadian English-language press has put out the news in terms which,
unfortunately, can be understood when one knows that Douglas Christie had especially
made himself known for his uncompromising defense of a major figure of historical
revisionism, Ernst Zündel. But – a happy surprise – at least one newspaper, the Times
Colonist of Victoria, British Columbia, where Douglas Christie lived, has reminded its
readers that it was this extraordinary barrister who in 1992 finally enabled Ernst Zündel
to gain an unhoped-for victory against the religionists of “the Holocaust.”
At the end of a nine-year struggle against various representatives of the Crown and a
coalition of Jewish and allied organizations, Ernst Zündel, aided by Douglas Christie,
the “Battling Barrister”, was able to get the Canadian Supreme Court to strike down the
very section of the criminal code that had been the grounds for his prosecution and
conviction, a section itself grounded in an obsolete article of an ancient English law
(namely, Chapter 34 of the 1275 Statute of Westminster). Section 181 forbade the
publication of “news that [one] knows is false and causes or is likely to cause injury or
mischief to a public interest” (in the words of the judge during Zündel’s 1985 trial for
having published the brochure Did Six Million Really Die?[1], his activities had a
“cancerous effect … upon society’s interest in the maintenance of racial and religious
harmony in Canada”). However, on August 27, 1992, the Court[2] finally decided that
the law was incompatible with Canada’s Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
A Frenchman accustomed to seeing his country’s justice system settle the fate of a
revisionist in the space of one or two afternoons in the 17th chamber of the Paris
criminal court might be astonished to learn that at Toronto, in 1985, the first Zündel trial
lasted seven weeks and the second, in 1988, over four months. One may add that, in
English-law (or common-law) countries, the contents of any trial are the subject of a full
transcript, whilst in France, in “our” 17th chamber, generally, the clerk simply makes a
few notes in the “plumitif”, the name given to the ledger in which he or she mentions
merely the main facts of the hearing. The result is as follows: when a person receives the
text of a judgment regarding himself or herself and wants to know the terms in which the
judges have recorded and appreciated what he or she personally said at the bar, there will
usually be NOTHING or almost NOTHING! At most that person will have the
satisfaction of coming upon an “aside” of the type “Mr X having been heard presenting
his arguments”. A reader of this decision will thus learn that the person in question had
orally put forth “arguments”, but will not know which ones! Nor will it be possible to
know anything about the worth or non-worth that the judges have assigned to each of
those “arguments”. The judges will perhaps do the reader the favor of expounding on (in
their way) and judging the written pleadings filed by counsel at the start of the session,
but they will hardly go any further. Curiously, French judges and most lawyers seem
very comfortable indeed with these pretenses, a veritable sham. Between good pals,
settled in their habits, they agree in relegating the person on trial to the least important
rank. He or she is treated as a nuisance who, in any case, does not understand much of
the shell game going on in which the lawyers, prosecutors and three judges are enjoying
themselves, using the jargon that they share. As for the jury, they are conspicuous by

their absence. The historian who, years later, will want to know what was actually said
in the courtroom during such or such case, whether famous or obscure, can spare himself
the trouble of looking.
Nothing of the kind in the English legal system, far more serious and severe, where one
can know, word for word, what was said all throughout any past trial, be it that of the
humblest citizen. And at least the latter will have been able to benefit from the presence
of a jury. Douglas Christie was skilled in making this system actually provide the
guarantees of fairness that it promised. He cared rather little for the judge whom, if
necessary, he let know that his role ought to be more that of a referee. For the real
barrister that he was, the only things that must count, at one end of the chain of
procedure, were such sacred principles as that of full freedom of expression and the
refusal to be intimidated and, at the other end, the jurors, always allowed, when the time
came, to put questions and seek clarification. He shunned legal quibbling and, turning to
the laymen, spoke to them in a language that was robust, direct and precise. He was
captivating in his ability to provide a definition, or examples. He was impassive. He
would have none of any showing-off. He liked the simple and concrete. He struck with
his bold way of going straight to the burning heart of the matter to be dealt with. In
common-law justice, chatter and theorizing are prohibited; there is no speech-giving and
nearly everything is done by way of pointed and precise questions to be followed by
answers as brief as possible. Lawyers and judges like facts and abhor the “emotional”
(i.e. words or behavior liable to arouse emotion in one’s favor). As for the courtappointed expert, he is not, as is the case in France, recruited from a list of persons
certified to be such but is rather one who, on the spot, after examination, crossexamination and re-examination before the judge and the jury, will have been able to
demonstrate his experience, mastery of the subject and ability to make himself
understood by the layman. I personally assisted Douglas Christie throughout the entire
1985 trial, and again for such part of the trial in 1988 as my health allowed. Our
collaboration proved so successful that we managed, in 1985, to crush, in succession
Raul Hilberg, Number One Historian of the “Destruction of the European Jews”, and
Rudolf Vrba, Number One Witness of the alleged homicidal gassings at Auschwitz. The
press at the time showed its surprise at the defense team’s high degree of preparation.
Then, at the 1988 trial, the “Leuchter Report” on the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Majdanek, Auschwitz and Birkenau dealt the coup de grâce to the exterminationist case.
On the strict level of science and history we had won all the victories that could be won
but, of course, the mainstream media strengthened their Holocaust propaganda all the
more. On the legal level, Ernst Zündel was provisionally guilty.
I forged a friendship with Doug Christie, who was of Scottish descent, and his wife
Keltie Zubko, of Ukrainian origin. At the Zündel house in Toronto we used to call them,
respectively, “the Devil” and “the Angel”. In itself, the atmosphere that reigned in those
spacious rooms was an exceptional success at organization, allocation of tasks, keenness
in work, enthusiasm and warmth, with inevitable episodes of tension and, at some
moments, fear for our safety. Ernst Zündel has no match when it comes to inspiring
dedication to the just cause of revisionism, and rarely in my long life have I seen a
gathering of disinterested spirits of such high quality. Many names come to mind: I shall
not mention any of them for fear of forgetting just one of those men and women who,
together, wrote a fine page of the human experience. I shall allow myself one sole
exception and mention Barbara Kulaszka, herself a barrister, daughter of a Scottish lady,
whose name will go down in history for the monumental work Did Six Million Really
Die? / Report of the Evidence in the Canadian “False News” Trial of Ernst Zündel 1988,[3] published in 1992.
For the rest of their lives, Keltie and her children should hold, in their memory of Doug
Christie, reasons for pride, an example of courage and a source of energy.

Notes:
March 12, 2013

The Injustice of Conspiracy Accusations in War
Crimes Trials
by Carlos Whitlock Porter

In war crimes trials, “conspiracy”, “design”, and “plan”, are used sometimes
synonymously, and sometimes not. The doctrine of conspiracy was borrowed from
American state and lower Federal Court decisions, particularly Marino v. US, 91 Fed.
2d. 691, Circuit Court of Appeals. The rest of the world, of course, was not placed on
notice to obey these decisions. In 1945, conspiracy was a concept unknown to
international law. An example of the unfairness of this doctrine in practice is provided
by the instances of Schoepp and Gretsch, two of forty defendants in in the Trial of
Martin Gottfried Weiss, one of the forty defendants associated with the operation of
Dachau Concentration Camp, Dachau, Nov. 15 – Dec. 13, 1945, M1175 National
Archives, beginning on microfilm page 000691.

SS-Unterscharführer Albin Gretsch. In the Dachau main case Gretsch was condemned to
10 years imprisonment. Photo 1945. By Member of War Crimes Branch: Origin: Dr.
Victor L. Wegard [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
DEFENSE: I would like to make a statement to the court relative to the
defendants Schoepp and Gretsch. There has been no evidence against either
of these men, either by the prosecution or by any witness for the defense.
Therefore, they have nothing that they have to defend. But they ask me to

say to the court that they throw themselves on the court, if there are any
questions that any member of the court would like to ask them. They have
nothing to hide, and it would be up to the court to ask them any questions
they might have.
PROSECUTION: May it please the court... whether or not there is any
evidence before the court as to the criminality and culpability with respect
to Schoepp and Gretsch, is a matter which this court has already decided, in
their rulings on the motion for a directed verdict of not guilty. It may be the
position of the defense counsel that there is no evidence, but I think it is
grossly improper to put the court into the position of asking the accused to
be put on the stand. I think it is highly improper for the defense counsel to
ask the court to reveal their attitude by putting them in the position of
asking the accused Schoepp and Gretsch to take the stand. I think that that is
an election which should be made by the accused themselves, after they
have conferred with counsel, and it is certainly improper to ask this court
whether or not they have any questions that they want to ask the accused at
this time.
DEFENSE: May it please the court, that isn’t the point at all. These men
have nothing to say on the stand, but they don’t want the court to get the
impression that they are refusing to take the stand, or refusing to answer any
questions. They are merely throwing themselves on the court, with these
words: “I have nothing to hide”. There is no point in their taking the stand. I
wouldn’t know what to ask them. The prosecution has not brought one thing
out against them. There is nothing for them to defend. But they don’t want
the court to get the idea they are hiding anything, and for that reason they
open themselves to the request of the court. There is nothing improper about
that. The burden of proof is on the prosecution to prove that these men are
guilty of what they are charged with. There has been no evidence brought
out against them. The prosecution takes the position that the burden is on
them to prove that they are innocent.
PROSECUTION: The answer to that is that these men are charged with
acting in pursuance of a common design to subject these prisoners to
killings, beatings, tortures, starvation, abuses, and indignities. We have
shown by our case that these men were guards, and as such they acted in
pursuance of a common design to subject these people to the beatings,
killings, starvation, and so forth, as charged in the particulars. I again say
that it is entirely up to the accused, with the advice of their counsel, to either
take the stand or remain silent, as they see fit, but to try to put this court into
the position of making an election, or even attempting to disclose their
opinion as to their guilt or innocence at this time, is grossly improper.
PRESIDENT: The defense will proceed with their case.
DEFENSE: Do I understand, Sir, that the court desires them to take the
stand?
PRESIDENT: The court is not going to express itself one way or the other.
We have already passed on your motion for a directed verdict of not guilty,
at the conclusion of the prosecution’s case. You can proceed with your case
in any way you think best.
ALBIN GRETSCH, one of the accused, was then called to the stand by the
defense as a witness in his own behalf, and testified through the interpreter

as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION:
Questions by the defense:
Q: What is your name?
A. Albin Gretsch.
Q: How old are you?
A: Forty-six years.
Q: Where were you born?
A: Augsburg.
Q: Did you ever participate in a common design to murder or to mistreat
any prisoners, or any persons?
A: No.
DEFENSE: No further questions. [!]
On cross examination, the prosecution showed that he was a guard, that he had a gun,
and that there were bullets in that gun. On redirect, the defense showed that he never
fired a shot. Gretsch was convicted of “aiding and abetting in a common design”.
JOHANN SCHOEPP, one of the accused, was called to the stand by the defense as a
witness in his own behalf, and testified through the interpreter as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION:
Questions by the defense:
Q: What is your name?
A: Johann Schoepp.
Q: How old are you?
A. Thirty-four and half years.
Q: Where were you born?
A: In Alcen, Rumania.
Q: Are you a Rumanian citizen?
A: Yes.
DEFENSE: No further questions. [!]
On cross examination, the prosecution showed that he was a reserve guard on a
transport.
On redirect, the defense showed he had no gun, no orders, nothing to do, and was a

conscript assigned to the German Army from the Rumanian Army.
He was convicted of “aiding and abetting in a common design”.

EXCERPTS FROM PROSECUTION SUMMATION
(beginning on microfilm page 000857)
PROSECUTION (Lt. Col. Denson)
... The case has been long. This court has heard the oral testimony of over
170 witnesses...I would like to call the court’s attention and wish to
emphasize the fact that the offense with which these 40 men stand charged
is not killing, beating, and torturing these prisoners but the offense is aiding,
abetting, encouraging and participating in a common design to kill, to beat,
to torture, and to subject these persons to starvation.
[Note that there is no mention of a gas chamber. That accusation was dropped before
trial, but reintroduced into evidence at Nuremberg, even though it was known to be
false. – C.P.]
It may be, because of the testimony submitted here, that this court may be
inclined to determine the guilt or innocence of these forty men by the
number of men they killed, or by the number of men they beat, or the
number they tortured. That is not the test that is to be applied in this case...
We are not trying these men for specific acts of misconduct. We are trying
these men for participation in this common design... as a matter of fact, this
case could have been established without showing that a single man over in
that dock at any time killed a man. It would be sufficient, may it please the
court, to show that there was in fact a common design, and that these
individuals participated in it, and that the purpose of this common design
was the killings, the beatings, and the tortures and the subjection to
starvation... The evidence before this court demonstrates beyond all
peradventure of a doubt the existence of this common design. It is not
contended, nor is it necessary to sustain, the charges that this common
design had its origin in Dachau, nor was it first conceived in January 1942.
...
[Note that the word “conspiracy” is avoided at all times, apparently to give the
prosecution more leeway than allowed in conspiracy cases. It was never revealed where
the “design” originated, who made it, when and where, whether it was in writing or oral,
or who was present. – C.P.]

EXCERPTS FROM JUDGMENT: 13 December 1945
PRESIDENT: The evidence presented to this court convinced it beyond any
doubt that the Dachau Concentration Camp subjected its inmates to killings,
beatings, tortures, indignities, and starvation to an extent and to a degree
that necessitates the indictment of everyone, high and low, who had
anything to do with the conduct and the operation of the camp. This court
reiterates that, although appointed by a conquering nation as a military
government court in a conquered land, it sits in judgment under
international law and under such laws of humanity and customs of human
behavior that is recognized by civilized people. Many of the acts committed
at Camp Dachau had clearly the sanction of the high officials of the then

customs of the German government itself. It is the view of this court that
when a sovereign state sets itself up above reasonably recognized and
constituted law or is willing to transcend readily recognizable constituted
customs of human and decent treatment of persons, the individuals effecting
such policies of their state must be held responsible for their part in the
violation of international law and the customs and laws of humanity.
[Note that no references are given to any provisions of any laws constituting the legality
of the court, the trial, or the crimes of the defendants. – C.P.]
The accused and counsel will stand. The accused will present themselves
individually in the order in which they are numbered before the bench.
Thirty-six of the forty defendants were sentenced to be hanged, two to life
imprisonment, and Schoepp and Gretsch to ten years. Appeal was permitted as to
sentence, but not as to the merits of the case. Twenty-eight of the defendants were
actually hanged. Most of the rest were released in the 1950s.
[This article is excerpted from a forthcoming book by Carlos W. Porter, War Crimes
Trials and Other Essays.]

The Jewish Hand in the World Wars,
Part 1
by Thomas Dalton

In 2006, an inebriated Mel Gibson allegedly said this: “The Jews are
responsible for all the wars in the world.” There followed the
predicable storm of anti-anti-Semitism, ad hominem attacks, and
various other slanders against Gibson’s character. But virtually no
one asked the question: Is he right? Or rather this: To what degree
could he be right?
Clearly Jews can’t be responsible for all the world’s wars, but might
they have had a hand in many wars—at least amongst those countries
in which they lived or interacted? Given their undeniable inﬂuence in
those nations where they exceed even a fraction of a percent of the
population, Jews must be responsible, to some degree, for at least
some of what government does, both good and bad. Jews are often
praised as brilliant managers, economists, and strategists, and have
been granted seemingly endless awards and honors. But those given
credit for their successes must also receive blame for their failures.
And there are few greater failures in the lives of nations than war.
To begin to evaluate Gibson’s charge, I will look at the role Jews
played in the two major wars of world history, World Wars I and II.
But ﬁrst I need to recap some relevant history in order to better
understand the context of Jewish policy and actions during those
calamitous events.

Historical Context
Have Jews played a disproportionate role in war and social conﬂict—a
role typically not of peacemakers and reconcilers, but of instigators
and proﬁteers? Let us very brieﬂy review some historical evidence to
answer this charge; it provides relevant insight into Jewish inﬂuences
during both world wars.
As far back as the Book of Genesis, we ﬁnd stories such as that of
Joseph, son of Jacob, sold into slavery in Egypt. Joseph earns the
favor of the Pharaoh and is elevated to a position of power. When a
famine strikes, Joseph develops and implements a brutal policy of
exploitation, leading Egyptian farmers to sell their land, animals, and
ultimately themselves in exchange for food. Joseph himself survives
unscathed, living out his days in “the land of Goshen,” with a life of
luxury and ease—evidently as repayment for a job well done.[1]
Over time, Jews continued to build a reputation as rabble-rousers and

exploiters. In 41 AD, Roman Emperor Claudius issued his Third Edict,
condemning the Jews of Alexandria for abuse of privilege and sowing
discord; he charged them with “fomenting a general plague which
infests the whole world.” Eight years later he expelled them from
Rome. As a result, the Jews revolted in Jerusalem in the years 66-70,
and again in 115 and 132. Of that ﬁnal uprising, Cassius Dio made
the following observation—the ﬁrst clear indication of Jews causing a
major war:
Jews everywhere were showing signs of hostility to the
Romans, partly by secret and partly overt acts… [M]any
other nations, too, were joining them through eagerness for
gain, and the whole earth, one might almost say, was being
stirred up over the matter.[2]
Thus it was not without reason that notable Romans denounced the
Jews—among these Seneca (“an accursed race”), Quintilian (“a race
which is a curse to others”), and Tacitus (a “disease,” a “pernicious
superstition,” and “the basest of peoples”).[3] Prominent German
historian Theodor Mommsen reaﬀirmed this view, noting that the
Jews of Rome were indeed agents of social disruption and decay:
“Also in the ancient world, Judaism was an eﬀective ferment of
cosmopolitanism and of national decomposition.”[4]
Throughout the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance, their negative
reputation persisted. John Chrysostom, Thomas Aquinas, and Martin
Luther all condemned Jewish usury—a lending practice often trading
on distress, and a frequent cause of social unrest. In the 1770s,
Baron d’Holbach declared that “the Jewish people distinguished
themselves only by massacres, unjust wars, cruelties, usurpations,
and infamies.” He added that they “lived continually in the midst of
calamities, and were, more than all other nations, the sport of
frightful revolutions.”[5] Voltaire was struck by the danger posed to
humanity by the Hebrew tribe; “I would not be in the least bit
surprised if these people would not some day become deadly to the
human race.”[6] Kant called them a “nation of deceivers,” and Hegel
remarked that “the only act Moses reserved for the Israelites was…to
borrow with deceit and repay conﬁdence with theft.”[7]
Thus both empirical evidence and learned opinion suggest that Jews
have, for centuries, had a hand in war, social strife, and economic
distress, and have managed to proﬁt thereby.[8] Being a small and
formally disempowered minority everywhere, it is striking that they
should merit even a mention in such events—or if they did, it should
have been as the exploited, and not the exploiters. And yet they seem
to have demonstrated a consistent ability to turn social unrest to
their advantage. Thus it is not an unreasonable claim that they might
even instigate such unrest, anticipating that they could achieve
desired ends.

Jewish Advance in America and Elsewhere
The long history of Jewish involvement in social conﬂict has a direct

bearing on both world wars. Consider their progressive inﬂuence in
American government. Beginning in the mid-1800s, we ﬁnd a number
of important milestones. In 1845, the ﬁrst Jews were elected to both
houses of Congress: Lewis Levin (Pa.) to the House and David Yulee
(Fla.) to the Senate. By 1887 they had their ﬁrst elected governor,
Washington Bartlett in California. And in 1889, Solomon Hirsch
became the ﬁrst Jewish minister, nominated by President Harrison as
ambassador to the Ottoman Empire—which at that time controlled
Palestine.
Overseas, trouble was brewing for the Jews in Russia. A gang of
anarchists, one or two of whom were Jewish, succeeded in killing
Czar Alexander II in 1881. This unleashed a multi-decade series of
periodic pogroms, most minor but some killing multiple hundreds of
Jews. Further diﬀiculties for them came with the so-called May Laws
of 1882, which placed restrictions on Jewish business practice and
areas of residency within the “Pale of Settlement” in the western
portion of the Russian empire.[9] Many Jews ﬂed the Pale; of those
heading west, Germany was their ﬁrst stop.[10]
Even prior to the 1880s, Jewish inﬂuence in Germany was
considerable. In the 1840s, both Bruno Bauer and Karl Marx wrote
inﬂuential essays on Die Judenfrage (The Jewish Question). In 1850,
composer Richard Wagner complained that Germans found
themselves “in the position of ﬁghting for emancipation from the
Jews. The Jew is, in fact…more than emancipated. He rules…”[11] By
1878, Wagner declared that Jewish control of German newspapers
was nearly total. A year later Wilhelm Marr decried “the victory of
Jewry over Germandom”; he believed it self-evident that “without
striking a blow…Jewry today has become the socio-political dictator
of Germany.”[12]
The facts support these views. And with the inﬂux of Russian and
Polish Jews in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the situation got
demonstrably worse. Sarah Gordon (1984: 10-14) cites the following
impressive statistics:
Before the First World War, for example, Jews occupied 13
percent of the directorships of joint-stock corporations and
24 percent of the supervisory positions within these
corporations. … [D]uring 1904 they comprised 27 percent
of all lawyers, 10 percent of all apprenticed lawyers, 5
percent of court clerks, 4 percent of magistrates, and up to
30 percent of all higher ranks of the judiciary. … Jews were
[also] overrepresented among university professors and
students between 1870 and 1933. For example, in
1909-1910…almost 12 percent of instructors at German
universities were Jewish… [I]n 1905-1906 Jewish students
comprised 25 percent of the law and medical students…
The percentage of Jewish doctors was also quite high,
especially in large cities, where they sometimes were a
majority. … [I]n Berlin around 1890, 25 percent of all
children attending grammar school were Jewish…

For all this, Jews never exceeded 2% of the German population. The
public accepted the foreigners with a remarkable degree of
tolerance, and more or less allowed them to dominate certain sectors
of German society. There were no legal constraints, and violent
attacks were rare. But the Germans would come to regret such
liberal policies.
The other important factor at that time was the emergence of
Zionism. Formally established by Theodor Herzl in 1897, its basic
principles were laid out in his book Der Judenstaat (The Jewish
State). He argued that the Jews would never be free from persecution
as long as they were foreigners everywhere, and thus they needed
their own state. A number of locations were discussed, but by the
time of the ﬁrst meeting of the World Zionist Organization in 1897,
the movement had settled on Palestine. This, however, was
problematic because the region at that time was under control of the
Ottoman Empire, and was populated primarily by Muslim and
Christian Arabs. Somehow, the Zionist Jews would have to wrest
control of Palestine away from the Ottoman Turks and then drive out
the Arabs. It was a seemingly impossible task.
They immediately understood that this could only be done by force. It
would take a condition of global distress—something approaching a
world war—in order for the Zionists to manipulate things to their
advantage. Their guiding principle of ‘proﬁt through distress’ could
work here, but it would require both internal and external pressure.
In states where the Jews had signiﬁcant population but little oﬀicial
power, they would foment unrest from within. In states where they
had inﬂuence, they would use the power of their accumulated wealth
to dictate national policy. And in states where they had neither
population nor inﬂuence, they would apply external pressure to
secure support for their purposes.
That the Zionists seriously contemplated this two-pronged,
internal/external strategy is no mere speculation; we have the word
of Herzl himself. He wrote:
When we sink, we become a revolutionary proletariat, the
subordinate oﬀicers of the revolutionary party; when we
rise, there rises also our terrible power of the purse.
(1896/1967: 26)
In fact, Herzl apparently predicted the outbreak of global war. One of
the original Zionists, Litman Rosenthal, wrote in his diary of 15
December 1914 his recollection of a conversation with Herzl from
1897. Herzl allegedly said,
It may be that Turkey will refuse or be unable to
understand us. This will not discourage us. We will seek
other means to accomplish our end. The Orient question is
now the question of the day. Sooner or later it will bring
about a conﬂict among the nations. A European war is
imminent… The great European war must come. With my
watch in hand do I await this terrible moment. After the

great European war is ended the Peace Conference will
assemble. We must be ready for that time. We will assuredly
be called to this great conference of the nations and we
must prove to them the urgent importance of a Zionist
solution to the Jewish Question.
This was Herzl’s so-called “great war prophecy.” Now, he does not
say that the Zionists will cause this war, only that they will “be ready”
when it comes, and “will seek other means” than diplomacy to
accomplish their end. A striking prediction, if true.[13]
In any case, there was clearly a larger plan at work here. The Jews
would pursue a policy of revolution in states like Russia in order to
bring down hated governments. To the degree possible, they would
seek to undermine the Ottoman Turks as well. And in Germany, the
UK, and America, they would use “the terrible power of the purse” to
dictate an aggressive war-policy in order to realign the global power
structure to their favor. This would have a triple beneﬁt: curtailing
rampant anti-Semitism; enhancing Jewish wealth; and ultimately
establishing a Jewish state in Palestine, one that could serve as the
global center of world Jewry. Revolution and war thus became a top
priority.[14]
Turkey was in fact an early success for the movement. The Sultan’s
system of autocratic rule generated some dissatisfaction, and a group
of Turkish Jews exploited this to their advantage—resulting in the
Turkish Revolution of 1908. As Stein explains,
the revolution had been organized from Salonica [presentday Thessaloniki], where the Jews, together with the cryptoJews known as Dönmeh, formed a majority of the
population. Salonica Jews and the Dönmeh had taken an
important part in the events associated with the revolution
and had provided the Committee of Union and Progress
with several of its ablest members. (1961: 35)[15]
This group of revolutionaries, today known as the Young Turks, was
able to overthrow the Sultan and exert substantial inﬂuence on the
succeeding ruler. But in the end they were unable to steer the
declining empire in a pro-Zionist direction.
Back in the USA, Jewish population was rising even faster than in
Germany. In 1880 it had roughly 250,000 Jews (0.5%), but by 1900—
just 20 years later—the ﬁgure was around 1.5 million (1.9%). A
census of 1918 showed this number increasing to an astonishing
ﬁgure of 3 million (2.9%). Their political inﬂuence grew
commensurately.
For present purposes, signiﬁcant American inﬂuence began with the
assassination of President William McKinley in 1901. He was shot by
a Polish radical named Leon Czolgosz, who had been heavily
inﬂuenced by two Jewish anarchists, Emma Goldman and Alexander
Berkman. The presidency immediately fell to the vice president,
Theodore Roosevelt—who, at age 42, was (and remains) the youngest

president in history. His role as an army colonel in the 1898 victory in
Cuba over the Spaniards had led to widespread publicity, and with
the backing of the Jewish community, he won the New York
governorship later that same year. Thus he was well situated to earn
the vice presidential nomination in 1900.
A question of interest: Was Roosevelt Jewish? I will examine this issue
in detail later with respect to FDR (as to whom there is more to say),
but in brief, there is considerable circumstantial evidence that all of
the Roosevelts were, at least in part, Jewish. In Theodore’s case, the
only explicit indication is a claim by former Michigan governor Chase
Osborn. In a letter dated 21 March 1935, Osborn said, “President
[Franklin] Roosevelt knows well enough that his ancestors were
Jewish. I heard Theodore Roosevelt state twice that his ancestors
were Jewish.”[16] But Osborn oﬀers no speciﬁcs, and I am not aware
of any further claims regarding Theodore himself.
However, there are two other relevant items regarding his Jewish
connections. Having acceded to the oﬀice in 1901, he subsequently
won the 1904 election. In late 1906 he appointed the ﬁrst Jew to the
presidential cabinet: Oscar Straus, a wealthy New York lawyer and
former ambassador to the Ottoman Empire. As Secretary of Labor
and Commerce, Straus was in charge of the Bureau of Immigration—
at the critical time of accelerating Jewish immigration. We can be
sure that his oﬀice was particularly amenable to incoming Jews.
The second event occurred in 1912. Roosevelt had declined to run
again in 1908, preferring to nominate his Secretary of War, William
Taft—who proceeded to win handily. Taft, however, disappointed
many Republicans, and there was a call to bring Roosevelt back. But
the party would not oust a sitting president, and so Roosevelt decided
to run on a third-party ticket. Hence the peculiar status of the 1912
election: it featured Taft running for reelection, Roosevelt running as
a third-party candidate, and Woodrow Wilson running as a ﬁrst-term
Democrat. As the history books like to say, we had a former president
and a sitting president running against a future president. Wilson, as
we know, would win this race, and go on to serve two consecutive
terms—covering the lead-up, duration, and aftermath of World War I.

Jewish banker Paul Warburg (1868-1932) at the 1st Pan-American
Financial Conference, Washington D.C., May, 1915.
By Harris & Ewing [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
But less well known is this fact: For perhaps the ﬁrst time in US
history, all three major candidates had substantial Jewish ﬁnancial
backing. Henry Ford’s Dearborn Independent reported on a 1914
Congressional testimony by Paul Warburg, best known as the Jewish
“father of the Federal Reserve.” Warburg was the prototypical Jewish
banker, long-time partner at Kuhn, Loeb, and Co., and later head of
Wells Fargo in New York. At some point during Taft’s presidency,
Warburg decided to get ﬁnancially involved in politics. By the time of
the 1912 election, he and his partners at Kuhn, Loeb were funding all
three candidates. Warburg’s testimony, before Senator Joseph
Bristow (R-Kan.), is revealing:
JB: “It has been variously reported in the newspapers that
you and your partners directly and indirectly contributed
very largely to Mr. Wilson’s campaign funds.” PW: “Well, my
partners—there is a very peculiar condition—no; I do not
think any one of them contributed largely at all; there may

have been moderate contributions. My brother, for
instance, contributed to Mr. Taft’s campaign.” …
JB: “I understood you to say that you contributed to Mr.
Wilson’s campaign.” PW: “No; my letter says that I oﬀered
to contribute; but it was too late. I came back to this
country only a few days before the campaign closed.” JB:
“So that you did not make any contribution?” PW: “I did not
make any contribution; no.” JB: “Did any members of your
ﬁrm make contributions to Mr. Wilson’s campaign?” PW: “I
think that is a matter of record. Mr. [Jacob] Schiﬀ
contributed. I would not otherwise discuss the
contributions of my partners, if it was not a matter of
record. I think Mr. Schiﬀ was the only one who contributed
in our ﬁrm.” JB: “And you stated that your brother had
contributed to Mr. Taft’s campaign, as I understand it?” PW:
“I did. But again, I do not want to go into a discussion of my
partners’ aﬀairs, and I shall stick to that pretty strictly, or
we will never get through.” JB: “I understood you also to
say that no members of your ﬁrm contributed to Mr.
Roosevelt’s campaign.” PW: “I did not say that.” JB: “Oh!
Did any members of the ﬁrm do that?” PW: “My answer
would please you probably; but I shall not answer that, but
will repeat that I will not discuss my partners’ aﬀairs.” JB:
“Yes. I understood you to say Saturday that you were a
Republican, but when Mr. Roosevelt became a candidate,
you then became a sympathizer with Mr. Wilson and
supported him?” PW: “Yes.” JB: “While your brother was
supporting Mr. Taft?” PW: “Yes.” JB: “And I was interested
to know whether any member of your ﬁrm supported Mr.
Roosevelt.” PW: “It is a matter of record that there are.” JB:
“That there are some of them who did?” PW: “Oh, yes.”[17]
In sum: some unknown members of Kuhn, Loeb donated to Roosevelt;
Paul’s brother (Felix) gave to Taft; and Schiﬀ donated to Wilson.
Cleverly, Paul Warburg himself admitted to no funding, but we can
hardly take him at his word here. In any case, there was a Jewish
hand in all three contestants, and the Jews were guaranteed
inﬂuence with the winner, no matter the outcome. We don’t know the
extent of this inﬂuence, nor how long it had gone on. To date I have
not uncovered evidence of Jewish involvement with Roosevelt’s 1904
election, although his appointment of Straus to the cabinet is typical
of the kind of political patronage that follows ﬁnancial support. And
the same with Taft: We don’t know the degree of Jewish support for
his initial run in 1908, but support in 1912 suggests that they were
reasonably satisﬁed with his performance.
But Taft turned out to be a mixed bag for the Jews. On the one hand,
Jewish immigration continued apace. And he did appoint Oscar
Straus to the ambassadorship to the Ottoman Empire . However, he
was less inclined to act on the international stage than the Jews had
wished. Of particular concern was the growing problem in Russia,
and steady reports of Jewish pogroms. For example, there was the

“Kishinev massacre” of April 1903; the New York Times reported that
“Jews were slaughtered like sheep. The dead number 120… The
scenes of horror attending this massacre are beyond description.
Babes were literally torn to pieces by the frenzied and blood-thirsty
mob” (April 28; p. 6). A slight exaggeration—the actual death toll was
47. A second attack in Kishinev in 1905 left 19 dead; regrettable, but
hardly a catastrophe. In early 1910 the NYT ran an article, “Russian
Jews in Sad Plight.” Their source said, “The condition of Russian
[Jews] is worse today than at any time since the barbarous massacres
and pogroms of 1905 and 1906.”[18] Then on 18 September 1911,
the Russian Prime Minister, Pyotr Stolypin, was shot and killed—by a
Jewish assassin, Mordekhai Gershkovich, aka Dmitri Bogrov. (The
reader will recall Herzl’s demand for revolutionary action.) This of
course brought even harsher recriminations.
But the last straw, for the American Zionists, was the restriction on
American Jews from entering into Russia. There had been obstacles
in place since the turn of the century, but they became much more
stringent during Taft’s presidency. The Zionists wanted the US
government to take action, but this was forestalled by a long-standing
treaty of 1832, one that guaranteed “reciprocal liberty of commerce
and navigation” and allowed mutual freedom of entry of citizens on
both sides. The Zionists thus took it upon themselves to initiate the
abrogation of this treaty as a means of putting external pressure on
the Czarist regime. And, despite the wishes of President Taft and the
best interests of America at large, they succeeded. This whole
incident, thoroughly documented by Cohen (1963), is an astounding
and watershed event in Jewish inﬂuence. As she says,
Credit for this act belongs to a small group which had
campaigned publicly during 1911 for the abrogation of the
treaty. How a mere handful of men succeeded in arousing
American public opinion on a relatively obscure issue to a
near “wave of hysteria,” how they forced the hand of an
antagonistic administration, and what principal aim lay
behind their ﬁght for abrogation constitute an absorbing
story of pressure politics. (p. 3)
The “mere handful of men” consisted primarily of Jewish lawyer Louis
Marshall, the banker Jacob Schiﬀ, and their colleagues at the
American Jewish Committee—the ‘AIPAC’ of its day, and still a potent
force a century later. They had raised the topic of abrogation as early
as 1908, but it did not become a top priority until early 1910. They
then approached Taft, knowing that he was preparing to run for
reelection the following year. As Cohen (p. 9) says, “The quid pro quo
was obvious; the Jewish leaders would try to deliver the Jewish vote
to Taft.” But he was unsympathetic. Taft knew that, for several
reasons, it was not in America’s favor: Our commercial interests, our
Far East foreign policy, Russian good will, and our international
integrity would all be harmed by abrogation. But the Jews were
pressing; in February 1910 they met with Taft, to “give him one last
chance” to support their cause. When he again declined, they decided
to go around the president, to Congress and to the American people.

They knew how to work Congress. As Cohen (p. 13) explains, “the
pattern of Jewish petitions to the government…was generally that of
secret diplomacy. Wealthy or politically prominent individuals asked
favors…but always in the form of discreet pressure and behind-thescenes bargaining.” But mounting a public campaign was something
new.
In January 1911, Marshall “oﬀicially opened the public campaign for
abrogation.” He immediately appealed not to Jewish interest—though
that was the sole motive—but rather to allegedly American interests.
“It is not the Jew who is insulted; it is the American people,” he said.
As Shogan (2010: 22) puts it, “a key to the [Jewish] strategy was to
frame its demand as a plea to protect American interests in general,
not just the rights of Jews.” The AJC then embarked on a massive
propaganda eﬀort. They enlisted Jewish support in the media; Samuel
Strauss and Adolph Ochs (of the New York Times) helped coordinate
a series of articles and op-eds in several major cities. They made the
case “in popular emotional terms,” organized petitions and letterwriting programs, and held dedicated, pro-abrogation rallies—one of
which included such luminaries as William Hearst and future
president Woodrow Wilson.[19] Everything was designed to put
maximum pressure on Congress to act.
All the while, Taft remained ﬁrm in his opposition. In a private letter
he wrote, “I am the President of the whole United States, and the
vote of the Jews, important as it is, cannot frighten me in this matter”
(Cohen, p. 21). Secretary of State Philander Knox, and Ambassador to
Russia William Rockhill, both strongly supported him. Rockhill was
particularly galled; expressing his thoughts, Cohen asks, “were
national interests to be subservient to a small group of individuals?”
After all, the actual harm was near microscopic: “Only 28 American
Jews resided in Russia, and the State Dept knew of only four cases in
ﬁve years where American Jews were denied admission” (p. 16). And
yet this “small group of men” was turning the tide in their favor.
By November of 1911, just 11 months after launching their public
campaign, the AJC was conﬁdent of victory. Schiﬀ was able to predict
easy passage for the resolution. That same month an “unoﬀicial
delegation” of Jews met with Taft regarding his pending annual
message, and they convinced him that Congressional action was
inevitable, and veto-proof. Taft relented, agreeing to sign the
resolution when it reached his desk. Wanting no further delay, the
AJC pressed for a vote before the end of year. On December 13 the
House approved the measure—by the astounding tally of 301 to 1. A
slightly modiﬁed version came up for Senate vote on December 19,
which was passed unanimously. A reconciled bill was approved the
next day, and Taft signed it. So it came to be that, on 20 December
1911, the US government sold its soul to the Jewish Lobby.
The importance of this event can scarcely be overestimated. The
interests of “a mere handful of men,” acting on behalf of a small
American minority, were able to dictate governmental foreign policy,
against the express wishes of the president and his staﬀ, and

contrary to the larger interests of the nation.
The Russians, incidentally, were stunned at this decision. They knew
of the Jewish hand behind it, but could hardly believe that it had the
power to carry through on its threat. The NYT again gives a useful
report:
In parliamentary circles here [in Russia] the prevailing
comment is characterized by astonishment that the
American government has responded so readily to the
Jewish outcry. The opinion is expressed by members of the
Duma that in all probability the Jews will now attempt to
force matters further. (20 Dec 1911; p. 2)
Indeed—the Jewish-led Bolshevik revolution was just six years away.
Such was the state of things in America and globally at that time.
International Jewry had suﬀicient wealth and inﬂuence to steer
events at the highest levels, and American Jews (Zionist and
otherwise) had come to permeate the government—and American
culture generally. The situation so impressed German economist
Werner Sombart that in 1911 he made this observation: “For what we
call Americanism is nothing else than the Jewish spirit distilled.”[20]
From the perspective of a century later, this would seem truer than
ever.

Wilson and the “Great War”
All this, then, serves as the context and backdrop for the emergence
of Woodrow Wilson, beginning with the election of 1912. If Franklin
Roosevelt was “the ﬁrst great hero of American Jews,”[21] then
Wilson was the ﬁrst great understudy. As Henry Ford saw it, “Mr.
Wilson, while President, was very close to the Jews. His
administration, as everyone knows, was predominantly Jewish.”[22]
Wilson seems to have been the ﬁrst president to have the full backing
of the Jewish Lobby, including multiple major ﬁnancial donors. And he
was the ﬁrst to fully reward their support.
It’s worthwhile summarizing the main ﬁgures in the Jewish power
structure, as of 1912. Herzl died young in 1904, so he was out of the
picture. But a “mere handful” of others came to dominate the
movement, and the American scene:
• Oscar Straus (age 62), German-born, ﬁrst Jewish cabinet
member under T. Roosevelt, and later ambassador to the
Ottoman Empire under Taft.
• Jacob Schiﬀ (65), head of the Kuhn, Loeb banking ﬁrm.
• Louis Marshall (56), borderline Zionist, founder of the AJC.
• The Warburg brothers: Paul (44) and Felix (41), German-born
bankers. A third brother, Max, stayed in Germany (until 1938).
• Henry Morgenthau, Sr. (56), German-born lawyer, father of the
even more inﬂuential Henry, Jr.
• Louis Brandeis (56), lawyer, strongly Zionist.
• Samuel Untermyer (54), lawyer.

• Bernard Baruch (42), Wall Street ﬁnancier.
• Stephen Wise (40), Austrian-born rabbi and fervent Zionist.
• Richard Gottheil (50), British-born rabbi and Zionist.
These, to emphasize, were all Americans. On the European side there
was a diﬀerent structure, one centered on such ﬁgures as Chaim
Weizmann and Herbert Samuel in Britain, and Max Nordau in France.
Let me begin with ﬁnancial backing—which of course has long been
the trump card of Jewry. Many of the above individuals were prime
supporters of Wilson. Cooper (2009: 172) remarks that his “big
contributors” included the likes of “Henry Morgenthau, Jacob Schiﬀ,
and Samuel Untermyer, as well as a newcomer to their ranks,
Bernard Baruch.” Such assistance continued throughout Wilson’s
tenure; for his 1916 reelection bid, “ﬁnanciers such as Henry
Morgenthau and Bernard Baruch gave generously” (ibid: 350). As we
saw, Schiﬀ’s support was admitted by Warburg in his congressional
testimony.
Warburg himself was very evasive, allowing only that his “sympathies
went with Mr. Wilson.” Yet we can hardly believe that no money
followed. Warburg’s most profound impact was his leading role in the
creation of the Federal Reserve in 1913, the year Wilson took oﬀice.
Seligman (1914: 387) remarks that “it may be stated without fear of
contradiction that in its fundamental features the Federal Reserve is
the work of Mr. Warburg more than of any other man in the country.”
Its basic principles, he said, “were the creation of Mr. Warburg and of
Mr. Warburg alone.” In due recognition, Wilson appointed him to the
Fed’s ﬁrst Board of Governors in August 1914.
Morgenthau’s inﬂuence began in 1911, when Wilson was still
governor of New Jersey. Balakian (2003: 220) notes that it was at this
time that the two “bonded,” and that “Morgenthau oﬀered Wilson his
‘unreserved moral and ﬁnancial support’.” In the run-up to the 1912
Democratic convention, “Morgenthau was giving $5,000 a month to
the campaign, and continued to give generously throughout the fall”
(ibid.: 221). In fact, says Balakian, only a few of his wealthy Princeton
classmates gave more. Ward (1989: 252) conﬁrms this, noting that
Morgenthau “had been an important backer of Woodrow Wilson in
1912.” Morgenthau duly received his reward: ambassadorship to
Ottoman Turkey, again overseeing Palestine.
Of special importance was Wilson’s association with Louis Brandeis.
The two ﬁrst met back in 1910; Shogan (2010: 64) describes
Brandeis’s “friendship with Woodrow Wilson,” noting that he had
“worked mightily” for him in the 1912 campaign. In a telling
statement, Wilson wrote to his friend after the election, “You were
yourself a great part of the victory.”[23] Brandeis would be rewarded
by a successful nomination to the Supreme Court in June 1916—the
ﬁrst Jew on the court. He would serve a full 23 years, well beyond
Wilson’s lifetime, and, despite his formal ‘neutrality’ as a justice,
would play a vital role in both world wars.
But perhaps the most signiﬁcant of all was Bernard Baruch. A

millionaire before he was 30, Baruch catapulted out of nowhere,
under obscure conditions, to become a leading inﬂuence in the
Wilson administration. Already in 1915, in the early years of the
European war, he was convinced that America would be involved. In
Congressional testimony of February 1920, Baruch stated that, in
1915, he “had been very much disturbed by the unprepared condition
of this country.” “I had been thinking about it very seriously, and I
thought we would be drawn into the war. … I thought a war was
coming long before it did.” Through some still-mysterious process,
Baruch was named to the Council of National Defense in early 1916.
He then came to control a particular subcommittee, the War
Industries Board (WIB), which had extraordinary wartime powers.
Baruch single-handedly ran it throughout the war years. His
testimony before Sen. Albert Jeﬀeris (R-Neb.) summarizes his role:
AJ: “In what lines did this board of 10 have the powers that
you mention? BB: “We had the power of priority, which was
the greatest power in the war.” AJ: “In other words, you
determined what everybody could have?” BB: “Exactly;
there is no question about that. I assumed that
responsibility, sir, and that ﬁnal determination rested within
me.” AJ: “What?” BB: “That ﬁnal determination, as the
President said, rested within me; the determination of
whether the Army or Navy should have it rested with me;
the determination of whether the Railroad Administration
could have it, or the Allies, or whether General Allenby
should have locomotives, or whether they should be used in
Russia, or used in France.” AJ: “You had considerable
power?” BB: “Indeed I did, sir.” …
AJ: “And all those diﬀerent lines, really, ultimately, centered
in you, so far as power was concerned?” BB: “Yes, sir, it did.
I probably had more power than perhaps any other man did
in the war; doubtless that is true.”[24]
An astonishing fact: a young, unelected Jew with no political
experience becomes, in time of crisis, the most powerful man in the
US government, after the president himself. And yet all this was just
a rehearsal. Baruch would play a similar role in the Second World
War under FDR, in his Oﬀice of War Mobilization. He was also a
friend and conﬁdant of Winston Churchill. No doubt “Barney” Baruch
had lots of advice for all parties involved.
World War I began in earnest in August of 1914, when the German
army crossed into oﬀicially neutral Belgium on its way to France. A
series of alliances and treaties triggered a chain reaction in which 10
nations entered the war by the end of that year. Ultimately another
18 would be engaged—though in the case of the US, it would be
nearly two and half years later. It’s diﬀicult today, with our present
eagerness to engage in warfare around the world, to understand the
degree to which Americans then were so strongly anti-interventionist.
Neither the public nor the government had any real inclination to get
involved in a European war. Publicly, at least, Wilson himself was a

paciﬁst and an isolationist. In a speech of 19 August 1914, just after
the outbreak of war, he proclaimed that “every man who really loves
America will act and speak in the true spirit of neutrality, which is the
spirit of impartiality and fairness and friendliness to all concerned.”
We have a duty to be “the one great nation at peace,” and thus “we
must be impartial in thought as well as in action.”[25]
And yet, American governmental policy did not fully adhere to these
lofty words. Under international law, the United States, as a neutral
party, had the right to conduct commerce with all sides. But of course
both Britain and Germany sought to restrict trade with the other. A
British naval blockade interrupted or seized a substantial portion of
our intended shipments to Germany, reducing trade by more than
90%. And yet Wilson hardly objected. On the other hand, when
German submarines attacked or threatened our shipments to
England, he reacted in the strongest manner. The end result was a
near quadrupling of trade with the Allies between 1914 and 1916. In
practical terms, we were supporting the Allied war eﬀort, even as we
remained oﬀicially neutral. Wilson’s government—if not he himself—
was decidedly biased against the Germans. Not coincidentally,
Wilson’s Jewish advisors were, to a man, anti-German.
By the time of the 1916 election, war was churning throughout
Europe. Still, Wilson promised to remain unengaged; he ran and won
on the slogan, “He kept us out of war.” The American people too had
little appetite for armed conﬂict; as Cooper (2009: 381) writes,
“Clearly, the president was not feeling a push for war from Congress
or the public.” But like so many campaign promises, this one would
be discarded soon afterward—in fact, barely one month after his
second inauguration.
So: Why did he do it? Why did Wilson change his mind and, on 2 April
1917, issue his famous call to Congress to declare war on Germany?
His oﬀicial answer: German submarines were relentlessly targeting
US military, passenger, and cargo ships, and thus we simply had no
choice. But this explanation does not withstand scrutiny. Early in the
war the Germans were sinking a number of ships that were
traﬀicking with the Allies, but in September 1915, after urgent
demands from Wilson, they suspended submarine attacks. This
suspension held for an exceptionally long time—through February
1917. And all throughout that time, we, and other “neutral” nations,
were trading with Germany’s enemies, supplying them with material
goods, and assisting in a naval blockade. Thus it is unsurprising that
the Germans eventually resumed their attacks, on all ships in the war
zone.
In his famous speech to Congress, Wilson said of the lifting of the
suspension, “the Imperial German Government…put aside all
restraints of law or of humanity, and uses its submarines to sink every
vessel [in the war zone].” Sparing no hyperbole, he added, “The
present German submarine warfare against commerce is a warfare
against mankind. It is a war against all nations.”

But what are the facts? Speciﬁcally, how big a threat did Germany
pose to the US? In reality, it was not much of a threat at all. From the
time of the outbreak of war (August 1914) until Wilson’s declaration
in April 1917, a total of three small military ships were lost—one
submarine in 1915, one armored cruiser in 1916, and one protected
cruiser in early 1917. Additionally, a total of 12 American merchant
steamers (freight ships) were sunk in the same period, but with the
loss of only 38 individual lives.[26] So the US had lost a grand total of
15 ships to that point. Putting this in perspective: Over the course of
the entire war, German U-boats sank roughly 6,600 ships in total.
Hence the threat to the US was all but inconsequential. Clearly
Wilson was thinking in internationalist terms, and someone or
something convinced him that realigning the global order was more
important than American public opinion; thus his famous and muchderided phrase: “The world must be made safe for democracy.” Yes—
but whose democracy?
A few powerful voices opposed Wilson, including Senators Robert La
Follette (R-Wisc.) and George Norris (R-Neb.). Both spoke on April 4,
just two days after Wilson’s plea for war. La Follette was outraged at
the unilateral action taken by the Wilson administration. In a scathing
speech, he said:
I am speaking of a profession of democracy that is linked in
action with the most brutal and domineering use of
autocratic power. Are the people of this country being so
well-represented in this war movement that we need to go
abroad to give other people control of their governments?
Will the President and the supporters of this war bill submit
it to a vote of the people before the declaration of war goes
into eﬀect? … Who has registered the knowledge or
approval of the American people of the course this
Congress is called upon to take in declaring war upon
Germany? Submit the question to the people, you who
support it. You who support it dare not do it, for you know
that by a vote of more than ten to one the American people
as a body would register their declaration against it.[27]
Norris had some ideas about the driving forces behind the call to war.
He believed that many Americans had been “misled as to the real
history and the true facts, by the almost unanimous demand of the
great combination of wealth that has a direct ﬁnancial interest in our
participation in the war.”[28] Wall Street bankers loaned millions to
the Allies, and naturally wanted it repaid. And then there were the
proﬁts to be made from military hardware and ammunition. These
same forces also held sway in the media:
[A] large number of the great newspapers and news
agencies of the country have been controlled and enlisted
in the greatest propaganda that the world has ever known,
to manufacture sentiment in favor of war. … [And now]
Congress, urged by the President and backed by the
artiﬁcial sentiment, is about to declare war and engulf our

country in the greatest holocaust that the world has ever
known…
Indeed—every war is a ‘holocaust.’ Norris then encapsulated his view
with a most striking line: “We are going into war upon the command
of gold.” And everyone knew who held the gold.
Norris and La Follette both realized they had no chance to change
the outcome. Any force that could compel abrogation of the Russian
treaty and monopolize a presidential election could manufacture
Congressional consent for war. Later that same day, the Senate
conﬁrmed it, by a vote of 82 to 6. Two days thereafter, the House
concurred, 373 to 50. And so we were at war. American troops would
be on the ground in Europe within three months.

Balfour
Political power is a strange thing; it is one of those rare cases where
appearance is reality. If you say you have power, and others say you
have power, and if all parties act as if you have power—then you have
power. Such is the case with the Jewish Lobby. Simply because, at
that time, they had no army, had internal disagreements, and in no
country exceeded one or two percent of the population, we cannot
conclude that they were mere helpless pawns, manipulated at will by
the great powers. And yet today, modern commentators continue to
refer to the ‘illusory’ or ‘misperceived’ power of the Jews at that
time.[29] This can now be exposed as a weak attempt to whitewash
the Jewish power play. When a small minority can dictate foreign
policy, promote global war, and steer the outcome in their favor, then
they have substantial power—no matter what anyone says. It was
true in 1911; it was true in the 1912 election; and it would be clearly
demonstrated once again in the case of the Balfour Declaration of
1917.
To recap: During Wilson’s ﬁrst term, Jewish Americans achieved
major political gains. Paul Warburg’s Federal Reserve Act was
passed, and he was named to the Board. Henry Morgenthau, Sr. was
nominated ambassador to Turkey, watching over Palestine. Brandeis
was named to the Supreme Court. And Baruch became the second
most powerful man in the land.
Jews also made important strides elsewhere in America during those
four years. Two more Jewish governors were elected—Alexander in
Idaho, and Bamburger in Utah. The motion-picture business
witnessed the beginning of Jewish domination, with Universal
Pictures (Carl Laemmle), Paramount (Zukor, Lasky, Frohmans, and
Goldwyn), Fox Films (William Fox), and the early formation of
“Warner” Bros. Pictures—in reality, the four Wonskolaser brothers:
Hirsz, Aaron, Szmul, and Itzhak.[30] This development would prove
useful for wartime propaganda. And the Jewish population grew by
some 500,000 people.
1917 was the ﬁrst year of Wilson’s second term. The European war

was into its third year, and looking increasingly like a stalemate. With
the German resumption of U-boat attacks on shipping to the UK and
the American declaration, a true world war was in hand. And it was
also a time of revolution in Russia. In fact, two revolutions: the
worker’s uprising in February that overthrew Czar Nicholas II, and
the Bolshevik revolution in October that put the Jewish
revolutionaries in power.

Leon Trotsky (1879-1940) born Lev Davidovich Bronstein was a
Marxist revolutionary and the founder and ﬁrst leader of the Red
Army.
By Isaac McBride (Barbarous Soviet Russia) [Public domain or Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The role of Jews in the Russian revolution(s) is a complicated and
interesting story. There isn’t space here to elaborate, but in brief, the
communist movement had a heavy Jewish hand from its inception.
Marx, of course, was a German Jew, and his writings inspired an 18year-old Vladimir Lenin in 1888. Lenin was himself one-quarter
Jewish (maternal grandfather: Alexandr Blank). In 1898, Lenin
formed a revolutionary group, the Russian Social Democratic

Worker’s Party (RSDWP), which was the early precursor to the Soviet
Communist Party. Four years later, Lenin was joined by a full-blooded
Jew, Leon Trotsky—born Lev Bronstein. Internal dissension led to a
schism in 1903, at which time the RSDWP split into Bolshevik
(‘majority’) and Menshevik (‘minority’) factions. Both factions were
disproportionately Jewish. In addition to Lenin and Trotsky, leading
Bolshevik Jews included Grigory Zinoviev, Yakov Sverdlov, Lev
Kamenev (aka Rozenfeld), Karl Radek, Leonid Krassin, Alexander
Litvinov, and Lazar Kaganovich. Ben-Sasson (1976: 943) observes
that these men, and “others of Jewish origin…were prominent among
the leaders of the Russian Bolshevik revolution.” This was public
knowledge, even at the time. As the London Times reported in 1919,
One of the most curious features of the Bolshevist
movement is the high percentage of non-Russian elements
amongst its leaders. Of the 20 or 30 leaders who provide
the central machinery of the Bolshevist movement, not less
than 75 percent are Jews. … [T]he Jews provide the
executive oﬀicers. (March 29, p. 10)
The article proceeds to list Trotsky and some 17 other individuals by
name. Levin (1988: 13) notes that, at the 1907 RSDWP Congress,
there were nearly 100 Jewish delegates, comprising about one third
of the total. About 20% of the Mensheviks were Jews, but by 1917
they comprised eight of 17 (47%) of its Central Committee
members.[31]
Thus it was that, in the years leading up to the 1917 revolutions, Jews
were working internally and externally to overthrow the Czar. Stein
(1961: 98) quotes a Zionist memo of 1914, promoting “relations with
the Jews in Eastern Europe and in America, so as to contribute to the
overthrow of Czarist Russia and to secure the national autonomy of
the Jews.” Temperley (1924: 173) noted that, “by 1917, [Russian
Jews] had done much in preparation for that general disintegration of
Russian national life, later recognized as the revolution.” Ziﬀ (1938:
56) stated the common view of the time that “Jewish inﬂuence in
Russia was supposed to be considerable. Jews were playing a
prominent part in the revolution…”
Surprisingly, even Winston Churchill acknowledged this fact. In 1920
he wrote an infamous essay explaining the diﬀerence between the
“good” (Zionist) Jews and the “bad” Bolsheviks. This dichotomy,
which was nothing less than a “struggle for the soul of the Jewish
people,” made it appear almost “as if the gospel of Christ and the
gospel of Antichrist were destined to originate among the same
people” (1920/2002: 24). The Zionists were “national” Jews who
sought only a homeland for their beleaguered people. The evil
“international Jews,” the Bolsheviks, sought revolution, chaos, and
even world domination. It was, said Churchill, a “sinister conspiracy.”
He continued:
This movement among the Jews is not new. From the days
of Spartacus-Weishaupt to those of Karl Marx, and down to

Trotsky (Russia), Bela Kun (Hungary), Rosa Luxemburg
(Germany), and Emma Goldman (United States), this worldwide conspiracy for the overthrow of civilization and for the
reconstitution of society on the basis of arrested
development, of envious malevolence, and impossible
equality, has been steadily growing. … It has been the
mainspring of every subversive movement during the
Nineteenth Century; and now at last this band of
extraordinary personalities from the underworld of the
great cities of Europe and America have gripped the
Russian people by the hair of their heads and have become
practically the undisputed masters of that enormous
empire. (p. 25)
“There is no need to exaggerate” the Jewish role in the Russian
revolution; “It is certainly a very great one. … [T]he majority of the
leading ﬁgures are Jews.” In the Soviet institutions, “the
predominance of Jews is even more astonishing.” But perhaps the
worst aspect was the dominant role of Judeo-terrorism. Churchill was
clear and explicit:
[T]he prominent, if not indeed the principal, part in the
system of terrorism applied by the Extraordinary
Commissions for Combating Counter-Revolution has been
taken by Jews, and in some notable cases by Jewesses. The
same evil prominence was obtained by Jews in the brief
period of terror during which Bela Kun ruled in Hungary.
The same phenomenon has been presented in Germany
(especially in Bavaria), so far as this madness has been
allowed to prey upon the temporary prostration of the
German people. … [T]he part played by the [Jews] in
proportion to their numbers in the population is
astonishing. (p. 26)
By this time, Churchill had been working on behalf of Zionist Jews for
some 15 years. He had long counted on Jewish political support, and
was rumored to be in the pay of wealthy Zionists.[32]
The Russian revolutions were signiﬁcant, but the premier event of
1917 was surely the Balfour Declaration of November 2. This short
letter from the United Kingdom’s Foreign Secretary Arthur James
Balfour to Baron Rothschild was remarkable: it promised to a “mere
handful” of British subjects (and indirectly their coreligionists
worldwide) a land that the United Kingdom did not possess, and that
was part of some other empire. It is enlightening to examine the
orthodox account of this event. According to the standard view, it was
at this time that Britain was not only mired in the war on the
Continent, but also that “British forces were ﬁghting to win Palestine
from the Ottoman Empire.”[33] The Brits wanted it “because of its
location near the Suez Canal.” (In fact, of course, Palestine is more
than 200 km from the Canal, separated by the whole of the Sinai
Peninsula.) “The British believed the Balfour Declaration would help
gain support of this goal from Jewish leaders in the UK, the United

States, and other countries.”
So, here are a few relevant questions: Was control of the Canal really
the primary objective? Or did the British think that the Jews would
help them in their broader war aims? The Jews?—a beleaguered
minority everywhere, with no nation, no army, no “real power”? Could
they really help the British Empire? And did they in fact help them?
And if so, how?
Nothing in the documentation of the time suggests that the canal was
anything more than an incidental concern. But there was clearly a
larger goal—to enlist the aid of Jews everywhere, in order to help
Britain win the war. Schneer (2010: 152) notes that, beginning in
early 1916, the British sought to “explore seriously some kind of
arrangement with ‘world Jewry’ or ‘Great Jewry’.” A diplomatic
communiqué of March 13 is explicit:
[T]he most inﬂuential part of Jewry in all the countries
would very much appreciate an oﬀer of agreement
concerning Palestine… [I]t is clear that by utilizing the
Zionist idea, important political results can be achieved.
Among them will be the conversion, in favour of the Allies,
of Jewish elements in the Orient, in the United States, and
in other places… The only purpose of [His Majesty’s]
Government is to ﬁnd some arrangement…which might
facilitate the conclusion of an agreement ensuring the
Jewish support. (in Ziﬀ 1938: 56)
Later that year, an advisor to the British government, James Malcolm,
pressed this very point: that, by promising Palestine to the Zionists,
they would use their inﬂuence around the world—and especially in
America—to help bring about overall victory. On the face of it, this
was a preposterous suggestion: that the downtrodden Jewish
minority, and in particular the even smaller minority of Zionist Jews,
could do anything to alter events in a world war.
And yet that quickly became the oﬀicial view of the British
government—particularly so when David Lloyd George became prime
minister in December 1916. Lloyd George was, from the Zionist
perspective, a nearly ideal leader. He had been working with them
since 1903.[34] He strongly believed in their near-mythic inﬂuence.
And he was a devout Christian Zionist, making him an ideological
compatriot. Immediately upon assuming oﬀice, Lloyd George directed
his staﬀ—in particular, Mark Sykes and Lord Arthur Balfour—to
negotiate Jewish support. MacMillan explains:
From [early] 1917, with Lloyd George’s encouragement,
Sykes met privately with Weizmann and other Zionists. The
ﬁnal, and perhaps most important, factor in swinging
British support behind the Zionists was to make
propaganda among Jews, particularly in the United States,
which had not yet come into the war, and in Russia… (2003:
416; my italics)

And as if the stalled war wasn’t motivation enough, rumors were soon
ﬂying that the Zionists were also soliciting German support; the Jews,
it seems, were willing to sell their services to the highest bidder.[35]
When these rumors reached London, “the British government moved
with speed” (ibid). And with speed they did. With Brandeis’s input, a
ﬁrst draft of the brief statement was completed in July. A second draft
appeared in mid-October, and by the end of that month Balfour was
ready to make public his Government’s stance: “from a purely
diplomatic and political point of view, it was desirable that some
declaration favourable to the aspirations of the Jewish nationalists
should now be made. … If we could make a declaration favourable to
such an ideal, we should be able to carry on extremely useful
propaganda both in Russia and America.”[36] Three days later, they
did.
But most striking was the implication that the “mere handful” of
Zionist Jews in England could actually be a decisive factor in bringing
a reluctant US into the global war. If successful, this would
dramatically swing the military balance of power. And via Wilson’s
Jewish advisors—most notably Baruch and Brandeis—they had the
ear of the president. But could they do it?
Unquestionably, the Brits thought they could—and that they did. This
is such an astonishing manifestation of Jewish power that it is worth
reviewing the opinions of several commentators. Speaking after the
war, on 4 July 1922, Churchill argued for full implementation of the
famous Declaration:
Pledges and promises were made during the War… They
were made because it was considered they would be of
value to us in our struggle to win the War. It was considered
that the support which the Jews could give us all over the
world, and particularly in the United States, and also in
Russia, would be a deﬁnite palpable advantage. (in Gilbert
2007: 78-79)
In his monumental six-volume study of the 1919 Paris Peace
Conference, British historian Howard Temperley (1924) made this
observation:
It was believed that if Great Britain declared for the
fulﬁllment of Zionist aspirations in Palestine under her own
pledge, one eﬀect would be to bring Russian Jewry to the
cause of the Entente [Allies]. It was believed, also, that
such a declaration would have a potent inﬂuence upon
world Jewry in the same way, and secure for the Entente
the aid of Jewish ﬁnancial interests. It was believed, further,
that it would greatly inﬂuence American opinion in favour
of the Allies. Such were the chief considerations which,
during the later part of 1916 and the next ten months of
1917, impelled the British Government towards making a
contract with Jewry. (1924, vol. 6: 173)
We must bear in mind that the Declaration was issued seven months

after US entry into the war. But Temperley is unequivocal: the deal
was concluded “during the later part of 1916,” well before Wilson’s
decision to go to war. Apparently the deal was this: bring the US into
the war, and we will promise you your Jewish homeland. Such was
the “contract with Jewry.”
Sensing the importance, Temperley reiterates the point, to drive it
home: “That it is in purpose a deﬁnite contract with Jewry is beyond
question. … In spirit it is a pledge that, in return for services to be
rendered by Jewry, the British Government would ‘use their best
endeavours’ to secure… Palestine.” And in fact, it was a good deal all
around. “The Declaration certainly rallied world Jewry, as a whole, to
the side of the Entente… [T]he services of Jewry were not expected in
vain, and were…well worth the price which had to be paid” (p. 174).
Britain’s price was low: a spit of land far from the home country.
True, there would be Arab resistance, but the Brits were used to that.
A much higher price would be paid by Germany and the Central
Powers, and by America—who would expend hundreds of millions of
dollars, and suﬀer 116,000 war dead.
A Zionist insider, Samuel Landman, wrote a detailed and explicit
account of these events in 1936. After noting some preliminary
attempts in 1916, he remarks on the signiﬁcance of Malcolm’s
involvement. Malcolm knew that Wilson “always attached the
greatest possible importance to the advice of a very prominent
Zionist, Mr. Justice Brandeis…” (p. 4). Malcolm was able to convince
Sykes and French ambassador Georges Picot that
the best and perhaps the only way…to induce the American
President to come into the war was to secure the
cooperation of Zionist Jews by promising them Palestine,
and thus enlist and mobilize the hitherto unsuspectedly
powerful forces of the Zionist Jews in America and
elsewhere in favour of the Allies on a quid pro quo basis.
Granted, Landman was not an unbiased observer, and had good
reason to exaggerate Zionist inﬂuence. But that was not the case with
the British Royal Palestine Commission, which issued a report in
1937. At the critical stage of the war, “it was believed that Jewish
sympathy or the reverse would make a substantial diﬀerence one way
or the other to the Allied cause. In particular, Jewish sympathy would
conﬁrm the support of American Jewry…” (p. 23). The report then
quotes Lloyd George:
The Zionist leaders gave us a deﬁnite promise that, if the
Allies committed themselves to…a national home for the
Jews in Palestine, they would do their best to rally Jewish
sentiment and support throughout the world to the Allied
cause. They kept their word.
Two years after this report, in 1939, the British contemplated starting
a war with Germany. Churchill wrote a memo for his War Cabinet,
reminding them that

it was not for light or sentimental reasons that Lord Balfour
and the Government of 1917 made the promises to the
Zionists which have been the cause of so much subsequent
discussion. The inﬂuence of American Jewry was rated then
as a factor of the highest importance, and we did not feel
ourselves in such a strong position as to be able to treat it
with indiﬀerence. (in Gilbert 2007: 165)
The implication, of course, was that the British might once again
need Jewish help to defeat the Germans. Having been goaded into
war in 1939 by Roosevelt and his Jewish advisors,[37] the British
were becoming desperate once again to draw in the Americans. As
David Irving reports, it was in late 1941 that Weizmann and his fellow
British Zionists began “promising to use their inﬂuence in
Washington to bring the United States into the war” (2001: 73).
Irving quotes from an amazingly blunt letter from Weizmann to
Churchill, promising to do again in this war what they did in the last:
There is only one big ethnic group [in America] which is
willing to stand, to a man, for Great Britain, and a policy of
‘all-out aid’ for her: the ﬁve million Jews. From [Treasury]
Secretary Morgenthau [Henry, Jr.], Governor [Herbert]
Lehman, Justice Frankfurter, down to the simplest Jewish
workman or trader… It has been repeatedly acknowledged
by British Statesmen that it was the Jews who, in the last
war, eﬀectively helped to tip the scales in America in favour
of Great Britain. They are keen to do it—and may do it—
again. (p. 77)
So here we have Weizmann explicitly naming the inﬂuential Jews with
the power to bring Roosevelt and the United States into a war in
which it, once again, had no compelling interest. The letter was dated
September 10, 1941. Churchill did not have to wait long. Within 90
days, America would be at war.
END PART I
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Notes:
[1]

It is clear that Joseph was Jewish: His father, Jacob, was
renamed by God as “Israel” (Gen 35:10), and Joseph himself
is repeatedly referred to as a “Hebrew” (e.g. Gen 39:14,
41:12).

[2]

Roman History, 69.13.

[3]

For Seneca’s and Quintilian’s comments, see Stern (1974),
pages 431 and 513. For Tacitus, see his Annals (XV, 44), and
Histories (5.8).

[4]

History of Rome, vol. 4, p. 643.

[5]

Ecce Homo! (1770/1813: 26, 28)

[6]

Cited in Hertzberg (1968: 300).

[7]

For Kant, see his Conﬂict of the Faculties (1798/1979: 101).
Hegel’s quotation is from his Early Theological Writings
(1975: 190).

[8]

This is just a fraction of the negative observations of Jews
over the centuries. For a more complete study, see my series
Dalton (2011a, 2011b, 2011c, and 2012).

[9]

A large area, comprising much of present-day Poland,
Lithuania, Ukraine, and Belarus.

[10] In 1891 the New York Times ran the headline: “Russia’s
Fierce Assault: Europe amazed at her treatment of Jews.” As
the article explained, “Berlin…is overwhelmed by the
advance wave of the ﬂying Jews, driven on a day’s notice
from their homes and swarming westward…” (May 31; p. 1).
[11] Cited in Rather (1990: 163).
[12] Cited in Levy (1991: 83-84).
[13] There are a few problems, however. First, the diary is dated
some ﬁve months after the war actually started; it’s easy to
recall a prediction after the fact. Second, Rosenthal’s book
My Siberian Diary is nowhere to be found. The entry is
recounted in an obscure periodical, The Jewish Era, dated
January 1919 (p. 128); this was not only after the war was
over, but after the Peace Conference had already begun.
[14] This was true of both Zionist and non-Zionist Jews. It’s worth
noting that Zionism was a minority view among American
Jews, at least for the ﬁrst two decades of its existence. Many
Jews, being ‘internationalists,’ did not feel the need for a

Jewish homeland. And many realized that, should this come
to pass, they would be charged with dual loyalty. But with the
Zionists’ relentless pressure and record of success, they
became the dominant view.
[15] For a contemporaneous account, see the London Times, 11
July 1911, p. 5.
[16] Cited in Slomovitz (1981: 6-7).
[17] Cited in Dearborn Independent (25 June 1921).
[18] April 11, p. 18. The same article goes on to decry “the
systematic, relentless quiet grinding down of a people of
more than 6,000,000 souls.” This ﬁgure surely strikes a
chord—but that’s another story.
[19] Indeed—a “special eﬀort” was made to get the support of
Wilson, “whose inﬂuence was rising within the Democratic
ranks” (p. 32).
[20] The Jews and Modern Capitalism (1911/1982), p. 44.
[21] Shogan (2010: xi).
[22] Dearborn Independent, 11 June 1921. The entire
‘international Jew’ series ran without a byline, and so for the
sake of convenience I attribute them to Ford—even though it
is virtually certain that he did not write the pieces himself.
[23] Cooper (1983: 194).
[24] War Expenditures: Parts 1 to 13. US Government Printing
Oﬀice (1921: 1814, 1816).
[25] Cited in Chalberg (1995: 46-47).
[26] Other Americans died on foreign-ﬂagged ships—most
notoriously, 128 on the Lusitania. But this still pales in
comparison to the thousands who would die in a war.
[27] Online at: www.historymatters.gmu.edu. I am not aware of
any polling data supporting his claim that 90% of Americans
were opposed to entering the war, but it seems to have been
a reasonable estimate.
[28] Cited in Chalberg (1995: 71-73).
[29] Schneer (2010: 153) is typical: there was “no such thing” as
a powerful Jewish force in world aﬀairs. Any thoughts to the
contrary are “based upon a misconception.” Hodgson (2006:
154-155) is another example: “the inﬂuence of Zionism [was]
considerably exaggerated” by the British government, who
believed the international Jews to be “more inﬂuential and
more Zionist than in fact they were.”
[30] Jews had nearly a total monopoly on the ﬁlm business. The
only signiﬁcant non-Jewish movie mogul was Darryl Zanuck,

who was a studio head at 20th Century Fox for many years.
[31] Among the leading ﬁgures, Ben-Sasson (p. 944) mentions
Julius Martov, Fyodor Dan, and Raphael Abramowitz.
[32] Churchill’s close connection to British Jews dated back at
least to 1904. Gilbert (2007: 9) explains that “this was the
ﬁrst but not the last time that Churchill was to be accused by
his political opponents…of being in the pocket, and even in
the pay, of wealthy Jews.” Makovsky (2007) describes
Churchill’s father’s longtime association with “Jewish
ﬁnancial titans,” and notes that Churchill himself “came to
count many of [his father’s] wealthy Jewish friends as his
own” (p. 46).
[33] Encyclopedias are usually good sources for conventional
views. Quotations here come from the World Book, 2003
edition, entry on ‘Balfour Declaration.’
[34] See Stein (1961: 28).
[35] See Lloyd George (1939: 725), Ziﬀ (1938: 55), Stein (1961:
528), and Liebreich (2005: 12).
[36] Minutes of the War Cabinet for October 31; see Ingrams
(1972: 16).
[37] As I will explain in Part II, there is ample evidence that this
was true. For a review of some of the relevant sources, see
Weber (1983). In brief, it seems that Roosevelt wanted
England and France to do the early ‘dirty work’ of the war,
and then the US would intervene as needed to conclude the
issue.
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The following article consists of three extracts from The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion
Reinhardt”: An Analysis and Refutation of the Factitious “Evidence”, Forgeries and Faulty
Argumentation of the “Holocaust Controversies” Bloggers, a comprehensive rebuttal to Jonathan
Harrison, Roberto Muehlenkamp, Jason Myers, Sergey Romanov and Nicholas Terry's Belzec,
Sobibor, Treblinka. Holocaust Denial and Operation Reinhard, a book-length critique which appeared
online in 2011 and which aims at refuting the revisionist writings of Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf and
Thomas Kues on the subject of the “extermination camps” of “Aktion Reinhardt”, Bełżec, Sobibór and
Treblinka. The extracts, which have been slightly edited in order to facilitate their reading as such, are
taken from Chapter 7, “The Reality of Resettlement” and deal with the evidence for and possibility of
German mass deportations of European Jews into the occupied territories of the Soviet Union
1941–1944.

Deportations to the Military-Administered Parts of the Occupied Eastern
Territories
In their arguments regarding specific parts of the Occupied Eastern Territories[1] our opponents have
nothing to say about the parts not under “civilian administration,” i.e. exclusive of the
Reichskommissariats of Ostland and Ukraine. These military-administered territories included a large
region east of the Baltic States, the eastern part of the former Belarusian Soviet Socialist Republic and
the bordering parts of western Russia, as well as Ukraine east of the Dniepr and the bordering parts of
south-western Russia. While it might seem unreasonable at first glance that the Germans would have
deported Jews to areas near the Eastern Front, we have several indications that such was indeed the
case. For example, in the January 30, 1942 diary entry of Herman Kruk we read:
“A train with Jews passed by here [in Vilnius] today. The Jews said that they are being
taken to work from Sosnowiec and the surrounding area [in Upper Silesia]. The train left
in the direction of the Eastern Front.” [2]
It is known that a transport of 350 young Polish Jews was sent from Upper Silesia via Königsberg,
Kaunas and Vilnius to work on railway rehabilitation in Sebezh, a town some 200 Km from
Leningrad, where the Organisation Todt had set up a collection, transit and staff camp. However as
this transport is reported to have departed from Breslau in the autumn of 1941, most likely in
November,[3] it can hardly have been identical with that observed in Vilnius at the end of January the
following year,[4] but could possibly have been a sort of pilot convoy. Historian Bella Gutermann
writes that “we cannot be certain whether the transport was meant to be a pilot venture, in which the
potential utility of employing these young Jews would be tested, or whether it was an individual
transport placed at the OT’s service at a critical period in the winter of 1941/42.” According to
witnesses, Gutermann further tells us, a group from the convoy which had been transferred to Idritsa,
“where the OT concentrated incoming transports from the West, heard from the
supervisors that they were the first group and that their contribution would determine
whether there was reason to remove additional groups of Jewish slave laborers from the

Organisation Schmelt camps.” [5]
Witnesses state that, while they “knew that more people were supposed to come,” they later somehow
learned that the “experiment” had been a failure and that “they would send no more Jews to work in
the East.”[6] Gutermann has to admit that it “cannot be determined from the documentation whether
there was a plan to send additional transports of Jews from the camps in Silesia”[7] and writes about
the convoy that “[t]his was evidently the only group of Jewish prisoners culled from the forced-labor
camps in eastern Upper Silesia” (emphasis added).[8] Did the transports from Upper Silesia continue,
and was the convoy observed in Vilnius on January 30, 1942 part of this program? Has the existence
of such transports been concealed by the fact that they did not travel directly from Poland to occupied
Soviet territory, but via transit through Auschwitz? It is worth pointing out that, according to
Holocaust historian Ber Mark, Jews from Upper Silesia were “gassed” in Auschwitz in January
1942,[9] while a number of other exterminationists such as Danuta Czech and Christopher Browning
claim that Jews from the Organisation Schmelt camps who were found to be unable to work were
gassed in Auschwitz during February/March 1942.[10] No documentation on these alleged transports
has come to light, however.
In this context must be mentioned a highly important German radio message intercepted by British
decoders on January 15, 1942:
“To Higher SS and Police Leader NORTH. Secret.
The Fuehrer has ordered that Jewish compulsory labour gangs are to be sent with all
speed into the area of Russian operations for the carrying out of important constructional
undertakings. They go on 18.1.42 in special transport into the building area allotted to the
SILESIAN operations group, in the region of DUENABURG/MOSCOW. Medical
examination and injection is necessary. The Jews wear black-working dress with green
armbands. Employment – Reichsautobahn. Organisation TODT undertakes guard duties.
Please see to it that the pool of compulsory laborers is not reduced.
Higher SS and Pol. Leader SOUTH-EAST”[11]
The Higher SS and Police Leader (Höhere SS- und Polizeiführer, HSSPF) of Breslau and the division
command “SS Main Section South-East” at this time was SS-Obergruppenführer Ernst-Heinrich
Schmauser, who had Upper Silesia under his jurisdiction,[12] including Auschwitz. “Higher SS and
Police Leader North” undoubtedly refers to Friedrich Jeckeln, who had the region “Russland-Nord”
(Russia North) under his jurisdiction. This included the German-occupied Russian territory east of the
Baltic countries which we are dealing with here. The Reichsautobahn was the administrative
framework for the interstate highways in the Reich and the occupied territories.
That the Jewish workers had to be medically examined and given injections (which no doubt meant
vaccination) supports that the NS bureaucrats responsible for the implementation of the Final Solution
deemed it necessary that the Jews sent into the Occupied Eastern Territories undergo a hygienicprophylactic treatment in order to reduce the risk of outbreaks of disease in these territories. The fact
that Schmauser deemed it necessary to mention this detail to Jeckeln indicates that said treatment in
this case was to take place upon arrival.
If the transport did indeed depart from Upper Silesia according to schedule on January 18 and went
“with all speed into the area of Russian operations,” it stands to reason that it must have arrived in
western Russia within a week, i.e. around January 25 at the latest, but possibly several days before
that. It is therefore unlikely that this transport was the convoy observed in Vilnius on January 30.
Hence we are dealing with at least three convoys of Silesian Jews sent into the operational area of
Army Group North for deployment to road and railroad construction works during the period of
November 1941 to January 1942.
The date of this message is noteworthy also because of the fact that it was sent only five days prior to
the Wannsee Conference. Its contents clearly echo the passage from the Wannsee protocol according
to which able-bodied Jews were to be brought “in large work columns” to the East “for work on
roads”.[13]
The task force responsible for the reconstruction of the railroads in the northern front area was named
Eisenbahneinsatz Riga and had its headquarters in the Russian city of Pskov (Pleskau in German).[14]
Christoph Dieckmann informs us that on December 4, 1941 Dr. Georg Leibbrandt of the Reich

Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories sent a letter to Reichskommissar Lohse in which he
stated that a camp for the deported German Jews was to be constructed not near Riga, but near Pskov,
as Heydrich had informed him a few days previously.[15] While a camp meant for the deported Reich
Jews was in fact erected near Riga (Salaspils), this does not preclude that another camp for the
reception of deported Jews was also established in Pskov or its vicinity. Indeed, as likewise noted by
Dieckmann, a group of some 800 Jews was sent from the OT camp in Ziezmariai, Lithuania, to the
vicinity of Pskov in June 1943.[16] An Arbeitserziehungslager (labor education camp)[17] is reported
to have been located in Pskov.[18] This may or may not have been a “Pleskau Zwangsarbeitslager für
Juden” (Pskov forced-labor camp for Jews), to which fragmentary references can be found. Pskov was
also the site of a “Groß-K[riegs]-Werke,” a huge factory complex serving the needs of Army Group
North.[19] Angrick and Klein comments on Leibbrandt’s letter:
“In suggesting these proposals to deport the Jews to points east of the general
commissariats, however, Heydrich was probably responding not only to the RmbO’s
[Leibbrandt’s] ideas. Rather, it seems that the Security Police itself had thought about
other possibilities in the long term. As early as August [1941], Stahlecker – in a statement
on Lohse’s temporary guidelines for the treatment of the Jewish question – had noted that
a future ‘Jew reservation’ should be erected only farther east, and as late as February
1942, Heydrich said the ‘Arctic area’ was an ‘ideal homeland for the 11 million Jews
from Europe.’ Seen in the context of these remarks, another statement by Heydrich, to the
effect that the commanders of the Einsatzgruppen B and C could ‘take in Jews in their
camps for Communist prisoners in the zone of operations’ gains in significance as well.”
[20]
Heydrich’s – no doubt rather hyperbolic – talk of a Jewish “reservation” in the “Arctic area” is
mirrored in a remarkable way in Walter Föhl’s already-quoted letter from June 21, 1942 about Jewish
convoys being sent not only into the swamps of Belarus but also in the direction of “the Arctic
Ocean.”[21] Of course, if we are to believe the exterminationists, all such deportation plans had been
abandoned by early 1942…
In Smolensk, in German-occupied western Russia, a camp existed to which Polish Jews were sent
from Warsaw in July 1942.[22] According to one of these Polish Jews, Yehuda Lerner, the inmates in
the Smolensk camp included German Jews who were sent there via Warsaw.[23] In the autumn of
1942 at least one further group of 250 Polish Jews, who in this case had first been detained in the
Maly Trostenets camp near Minsk, were sent to work for the SS-Bauleitung in Smolensk.[24]
To the above might be added the August 17, 1942 notice in the clandestine Polish newspaper
Informacja Bieżąca according to which 2,000 “skilled workers” had been sent from the Warsaw
Ghetto to Smolensk on August 1, 1942,[25] and the Soviet claim from October 21, 1942 that the
Germans had executed 1,850 Jewish “deportees brought from Poland, Belgium and Holland” in the
Smolensk district.[26]
On January 1, 1943 The Jewish Chronicle reported:
“Czech Jews are now being sent from the notorious Terezin fortress-ghetto to areas near
the Eastern front. Everyone between the ages of 18 and 45 is made to work on the
building of fortifications. There is evidence that Czech Jews had been working on
fortifications within 35 miles of Stalingrad.” [27]
Between September 19 and October 22, 1942 a total of ten transports departed Theresienstadt
(Terezin) bound for Treblinka, while a single transport bound for Auschwitz departed on October 26,
1942; a hiatus in the convoys from Theresienstadt then followed until January 20, 1943.[28]
According to the June 1942 issue of Contemporary Jewish Record, “thousands of former Lublin and
Krakow Jews” had been sent in April 1942 to dig trenches “on the Taganrog-Kharkov sector of the
Soviet front.”[29] It is interesting to compare this news item with the following: On December 16,
1941 the Romanian leader Marshal Ion Antonescu convened his cabinet, on which occasion the
following was stated:
“The Germans want to bring the Yids [sic] from Europe to Russia and settle them in
certain areas but there is still time before this plan is carried out.” [30]
Nearly five years later, in 1946 at the Paris Peace Conference, members of the Romanian Foreign

Ministry presented a study to the Allied victors in which they insisted that this indeed was the
information which Germany had provided them concerning the fate of the Jews:
“In the fall of 1941, the German Legation presented to Antonescu’s Government a plan
that included Germany’s intentions vis-à-vis the Jewish population in Poland, Slovakia,
Romania, and Hungary. The Jews of these countries should have been deported to a
region situated northeast of the Black Sea, beyond the line Rostov-Kharkov, where it was
planned to establish an immense ghetto for [them]. For this purpose the Romanian Jews
were to be gathered and deported to Transnistria, this [territory] being considered as a
first stage of the deportation. After that the Jews would have been transferred farther
[east] to the region that was allotted to them.”[31]
The Rostov-Kharkov line marked the eastern front as it stood at the end of 1941. The region beyond
it, north-east of the Black Sea, corresponding to the Voroshilovgrad (Lugansk) area and the territory
between the Donets and Don rivers, was conquered only in the summer of 1942, and the German
occupation of it lasted for less than a year, so that it seems unlikely that large groups of Jews were
ever deported there, although a certain number may have been sent there to carry out work on
fortifications, as hinted at by the above-quoted news item. If an “immense ghetto,” similar perhaps to
the Transnistrian “reservation,” was indeed established, it seems more likely that it was realized in the
military-administered part of the Ukraine. That the Romanian authorities were in fact informed by
their German allies that the Jews were to be sent east and also trusted this information is borne out by
the Romanian deportation in February 1942 of some 10,000 Jews from Transnistria over the Bug
River at Vosnessensk into Reich Commissariate Ukraine, Romanian authorities having planned the
expulsion of a further 60,000 Jews.
The fact that Eichmann reacted to this deportation in a letter of April 14, 1942 by calling it
“premature” (vorzeitig) demonstrates that a transfer of Romanian Jewry into the Ukraine was indeed
planned, but not to be carried out at such an early date.[32] In this context we may mention the order
issued by Einsatzkommando 12 to the Jews of Kislovodsk in northern Caucasus on September 7,
1942, according to which they were to be resettled in “the sparsely populated regions of the
Ukraine,”[33] by which is likely meant primarily the eastern parts of the country. On October 10,
1941 Heydrich stated that the Einsatzgruppen commanders SS-Brigadeführer Nebe “could take in
Jews in the camps for Communist prisoners in the zone of operations” and that “[a]ccording to SSStubaf. Eichmann this process has already begun.”[34] This implies that at least part of the Jews
apprehended by the Einsatzgruppen were not executed but were transferred to camps in the areas
under military administration. Were these later followed by Jews deported from Central and Western
Europe?
Walter Laqueur informs us in his book The Terrible Secret that, when Professor Felix Frankfurter in
mid-September 1942 met with President Roosevelt to voice his apprehension about the fate of the
Jews, the president told him not to worry, because “the deported Jews were simply being employed on
the Soviet frontier to build fortifications.”[35] Of course, our opponents would have it that the head of
state of one of Germany’s major enemies knew no better than to pass on “mere rumors”! Needless to
say, the deployment of Jews as forced laborers on construction sites near the front would have put the
same at immense risk of being killed by enemy and partisan fire (as well as mines and air raids), in
addition to the hardship resulting from being forced to work under extreme conditions.

Transports to the “Extermination Camps” from the East
According to our opponents, the fact that a certain number of transports reached the Reinhardt camps
(as well as Auschwitz) from the east contradicts the thesis that they functioned as transit camps:
“MGK [Mattogno, Graf, and Kues] never significantly discuss the hundreds of transports
that travelled westwards to the death camps, whilst they argue that these deportees were
all sent eastwards. This led several groups of Jews (i.e. from Galicia, Romania, Bialystok,
Ostland, etc) to head in the completely wrong direction from the eastern territories in
1942 and 1943, something illogical from the perspective of a resettlement program.
Indeed, a reasonable estimate would be that at least 500,000 Jews were transported
westward to the extermination camps during these years.”[36]
In a footnote, the figure of 500,000 Jews is broken down as follows:

“This estimate is based on approximations of 200,000 people from Distrikt Bialystok (to
Auschwitz and Treblinka), 250,000 from Distrikt Galizien (to Auschwitz and Belzec),
several thousand from Reichskommissariat Ostland (to Sobibor), at least 10,000 from
Thrace (to Treblinka), 30,000 from Regierungsbezirk Ziechenau [sic] (to Auschwitz), and
about 16,000 from Distrikt Krakau (to Auschwitz).”[37]
But is the existence of these westbound transports really incongruent with the transport-instead-ofextermination hypothesis? Let us consider one-by-one the six transport groups listed by our
opponents.
1) The Białystok district was an independent administrative district in occupied Poland under the
authority of Erich Koch, who was also the Reichskommissar of the Ukraine and Gauleiter of East
Prussia (into which the Białystok district was scheduled to be incorporated). It consisted of the regions
of Białystok, Grodno and Wołkowysk (part of which are now in Belarus). According to the 1931
Polish census, the Białystok voivodship had 172,043 Jewish inhabitants, 50,170 of them in the
Białystok powiat (district) and 35,693 in the Grodno powiat.[38] According to the lengthy Korherr
Report, the number of Jews in the Białystok district at the time of its creation amounted to some
160,000. Orthodox Holocaust historian Sara Bender sets an even lower estimate at 150,000.[39]
According to Yitzhak Arad, 31,000 Jews were shot in the Białystok district by the Einsatzgruppen
during the period July to September 1941, yet at the beginning of autumn 1942 there were still “about
210,000” Jews left in the district,[40] implying that the Jewish population in the district had exceeded
241,000 at the time of the German occupation, which would mean a population increase of at least
68,957 or some 40% for the years 1931 to 1941 – no doubt a considerable exaggeration.[41]
The abridged Korherr Report (from April 19, 1943) states that 170,642 Jews had been evacuated
“from the Reich territory including the Protectorate and Bialystok district to the East [nach dem
Osten]” up to the end of 1942. The reason for the listing of the Białystok district together with the
Greater Reich and the Protectorate is doubtless its scheduled annexation to East Prussia. Numerical
analysis allows us to draw the conclusion that the figure of 170,642 is comprised of 68,808 Jews sent
directly to the eastern territories (Minsk/Maly Trostenets, Riga, Kaunas, Minsk, Raasiku) from
November 1941 to November 1942, 35,810 Jews deported from the Altreich, from Austria and the
Protectorate into the Lublin district, and 46,591 Jews from the Białystok district.[42] According to
Franciszek Piper, some 8,500 Jews from the Białystok district arrived at Auschwitz during this period
of time.[43] Some tens of thousands of Jews from the district were deported to Auschwitz also during
January/February 1943. Bender writes that “between January 20 and 24, 1943, about 10,000 Jews
were deported from Grodno to Auschwitz in five separate transports. […] In late January 1943, about
10,000 Jews from the Pruzhany ghetto were taken in sleighs to the train station, some 12 kilometers
away, and sent to Auschwitz in four transports.”[44] A preserved railway transport plan for the period
January 20, 1942 to February 18, 1943 has three listed convoys from Białystok to Auschwitz (Pj 107,
Pj 109, Pj 111); the number of passengers for the two first is given as 2,000 each, whereas no such
figure is provided for Pj 111.[45]
On December 16, 1942, the head of the Gestapo, SS-Gruppenführer Heinrich Müller, sent Himmler an
urgent telegram requesting permission for the transport of 45,000 Jews to Auschwitz during the period
January 11-31, 1943 “in respect of the increased transport of labor to concentration camps ordered by
January 30, 1943.” Of these 45,000 Jews, 10,000 were to come from Theresienstadt, 3,000 from the
Netherlands, 2,000 from Berlin, and 30,000 from the Białystok District. The number also included
Jews unfit for work. Of the deportees, 10,000 to 15,000 were expected to be picked out for work
during a selection (Ausmusterung) following their arrival at Auschwitz.[46] Nothing is said about the
fate of the deportees found unfit for work. One of the local German ghetto administrators in Grodno,
Dr. Wilhelm Altenloh, stated in his interrogation of September 6, 1961 that, when he received the
order from the Reich Security Main Office (Reichssicherheitshauptamt, RSHA) to evacuate the
ghettos in the Białystok district in the winter of 1942, it mentioned that the evacuated Jews would be
brought to the General Government for labor deployment (Arbeitseinsatz).[47] When questioned on
the issue again on August 20, 1963, Altenloh stated that “all circumstances spoke against the killing of
the Jews, as at that time they were urgently needed as labor in the armaments industry.”[48] Heinz
Errelis, former head of the Gestapo in Grodno, testified on August 13, 1963 that:
“At that time I was completely convinced that the Jews were to be resettled in another
settlement area [Wohngebiet] in the Auschwitz region [Raum Auschwitz]. In the official
correspondence from that time only ‘resettlement’ [Umsiedlung] was ever mentioned.
The thought that the Jews were killed never struck me even once, as in my view they

constituted an important factor in the armaments industry.” [49]
Since, as has been amply proven, no facilities for mass extermination existed at the AuschwitzBirkenau camp complex, it seems most likely that the Jews deported there from the Białystok district
in 1942/1943 who were not registered in that camp continued on elsewhere, perhaps to camps in the
region. This is fully congruent with the Korherr Report, since as mentioned the relevant figure of
170,642 deported to “the East” also included deportations from the Reich and the Protectorate into the
Lublin district; accordingly “the East” is here to be understood as a more general designation of all
territories east of the Reich (with the Białystok District) and the Protectorate, including the General
Government.[50]
Since of the 46,591 Białystok District Jews deported “to the East” only a smaller part can be
documented to have been sent to Auschwitz, the most likely conclusion is that many if not a majority
of them were deported to the Occupied Eastern Territories without passing through any transit camp.
Most of the Jews deported from the Białystok District, however, were sent to Treblinka, where they
were allegedly gassed en masse. Christian Gerlach points out that, although the (alleged) decision to
exterminate the Jews in the Białystok District is generally asserted by orthodox Holocaust historians
to have been made by the RSHA under the leadership of Eichmann, there is an indication of an
underlying coordination with certain other authorities: the (alleged) extermination of the Jews of
Volhynia-Podolia and Polesie in Reich Commissariate Ukraine more or less ended with the evacuation
of the Pinsk ghetto (in Polesie) on November 1, 1942, whereas the liquidation of the ghettos in the
Białystok District commenced on the very following day, November 2, 1942.
As already mentioned, the head of the civilian administration of Białystok District was Erich Koch,
who was also Reichskommissar of the Ukraine. Both Ukraine and the Białystok District were further
under the jurisdiction of HSSPF Hans-Adolf Prützmann.[51] Could it be that the evacuations from the
Białystok District commenced on November 2, 1942 because the “exterminations” in VolhyniaPodolia and Polesie (regardless of the question whether the Jews in these regions of Ukraine were
indeed murdered or relocated in part or comprehensively had freed up living space (ghettos) to where
they could be transferred?
The former German policeman Franz Osterode testified in 1965 that, at the time of the liquidation of
the Grodno Ghetto in mid-February 1943, he had inquired with the commandant of the Grodno
Ghetto, Heinz Errelis, about the fate of the evacuees. Errelis had first referred to “secret state matters”
(“Geheime Reichssache”), but when Osterode continued asking about the issue, Errelis had finally
told him that the evacuated Jews were being sent to “special reservations” (besondere Reservate)
where they were “probably to work on draining the Rokitno Marshes.”[52]
The “Rokitno Marshes” is often used as another name for the vast Pripyat Marshes, and is derived
from the name of a town near Pinsk, in the Polesie region.[53] It stretches to the west as far as the
region near Brest-Litovsk. A look at a map of the Reichsbahn railway network in Eastern Europe[54]
shows that convoys could have been sent from the city of Białystok to Treblinka via Małkinia and
from there on to Brest-Litovsk via Siedlce, Lukow. From Brest-Litovsk the trains could have
continued further east to destinations such as Luniniec and Pinsk in the heart of the marshland. On the
other hand, the same maps clearly show that railway transports from the Białystok district should have
had no problem reaching Podolia and Polesie without first crossing the Bug River into the General
Government. Why, then, if the transit camp hypothesis is correct, would the convoys make the detour
west to Treblinka? There are several possible – and not mutually exclusive – explanations for this:
a) It must first be pointed out that the detour west is not as drastic as it may seem; for example, from
the map on page 132 of Arad’s Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka. As for the longitudinal distance, Treblinka
is located on 22°3′ east, Białystok on 23°9′ east and Grodno on 23°50′ east. The longitudinal offset
between Treblinka and the city of Białystok is approximately 1 degree, 6 minutes, which on this
latitude corresponds to some 73 kilometers. The corresponding longitudinal offset between Treblinka
and Grodno is somewhat less than 125 kilometers.
b) Administrative/bureaucratic reasons. The handling of the Jews arriving in the Reinhardt camps
basically involved the following steps: 1) the confiscation of valuables and certain of the property
brought by the deportees; 2) the showering and disinfection of the deportees and the delousing of their
clothes and remaining property; 3) the unproven but likely sorting out and subsequent “mercy killing”
of deportees afflicted by mental or epidemic diseases; 4) the further deportation, which may or may

not have been undertaken in the same convoy formation as at arrival.
The Höfle Document together with testimonial as well as archeological evidence also strongly suggest
that the deportees passing through the camps underwent some form of registration.[55] First of all this
would have filled the purpose of ascertaining the exact numbers of Jews processed by Aktion
Reinhardt. Data on sex, age and possibly also professional background could have been used to
determine the circumstances of resettlement.
Step Number 1 was sensitive because, needless to say, the systematic confiscation of the belongings of
hundreds of thousands of civilians constituted a serious crime under international law. Moreover, the
income gained this way was most likely used to finance the whole resettlement program. Steps
Numbers 2 and 3 were measures of prophylactic hygiene carried out in order to minimize the risk that
the arrival of new inmates would lead to outbreaks of epidemic diseases at their points of destination.
Step 3 would obviously be even more sensitive in nature than Step 1. Step 4 would have required
coordination with railway authorities as well as relevant local authorities at the destination points.
In order to carry out the above-described steps in an effective, coordinated and discreet manner, the
Germans may have decided that the Jews in the region affected by Aktion Reinhardt, rather than being
pushed willy-nilly over the Bug River at the point closest to their respective ghetto, were all to be
processed via a limited number of transit camps located along the former German-Soviet demarcation
line, which as mentioned ran for the most part along the River Bug.
A model for the logistics of the Aktion Reinhardt resettlement program may have been the deportation
by Romanian authorities of the Jews of Bessarabia and Bukovina over the Dniestr into the
“Transnistrian Reservation.” Between July and early December 1941 some 125,000 to 145,000 Jews
were deported across the Dniestr via transit camps near Mogilev, Iampol, Râbnita, Tiraspol, Iaska and
Ovidopol, some 80-90% of them via the first-mentioned three camps.[56]
Construction on the Bełżec camp began in October 1941 according to the witness Kozak,[57] and the
future camp site of Sobibór was visited on three occasions during the autumn of 1941 according to the
witness Piwonski,[58] but it is likely that preliminary planning on the resettlement program later
described as part of Aktion Reinhardt was commenced several months earlier, perhaps as early as July
or August 1941. On July 15, 1941 work on the preliminary study for “Generalplan Ost” was
concluded.[59] On July 17, 1941 Governor General Hans Frank noted in his official journal that Hitler
on June 19, 1941 (i.e. three days before Operation Barbarossa, the launch of the war with the Soviet
Union) had declared that “the Jews will soon be removed from the General Government with the latter
becoming, as it were, a mere transit camp.”[60] On the very same day Himmler named Odilo
Globocnik, later a key administrative figure in the resettlement operation, as the “Commissioner for
the Establishment of SS and Police Strongpoints in the New Eastern Area.”[61] On August 28, 1941,
Eichmann wrote of an order prohibiting “an emigration of Jews from the territories occupied by us in
view of the impending final solution of the Jewish question in Europe now being prepared” (emphasis
added).[62]
The district of Galicia was allocated to the General Government on August 1, 1941. On the same date,
the Białystok district was established, at which point it was also removed from the operational zones
of the German Army in the Soviet Union. The city of Grodno and its surroundings, however, were not
permanently made part of the district until November 1, 1941. It could very well be that the Reinhardt
program, including the approximate placement of the transit camps, was originally designed
exclusively for the pre-August 1941 General Government, and that it was only later extended to cover
also Eastern Galicia and the Białystok district. This, together with the fact that railroad tracks in the
latter two regions were on the Soviet gauge (incompatible with the German gauge used to the west) to
the Soviet railway-gauge system, necessitating transshipment points for railroad transports, helps
explain in particular the location of the Bełżec camp: right on the former demarcation line but well
inside the post-August-1941 General Government, on the border with the district of Galicia.
While from a purely logistical viewpoint it would have made more sense to deport the Jews of the
Galicia and Białystok Districts via two further transit camps located on the eastern borders of said
districts, the decision was made to process them via the same three camps used for the Jews in the
“General Government proper.” This decision to keep the number of transit camps limited was likely
based on the need for simplicity in coordination, centralization and security, but regular
administrative/bureaucratic inertia or power games may have played a part as well.

c) Labor considerations. It is admitted by exterminationists that, despite the notion of the Reinhardt
camps as “pure extermination camps,” a small percentage of the deportees sent to Bełżec, Sobibór and
Treblinka were transferred upon arrival to labor camps in the respective surrounding districts. From
Sobibór some 1,000 Dutch Jews were transferred to labor camps in the Włodawa region.[63] From
Treblinka at least several thousands of Jews were transferred to other camps.[64] From Bełżec 1,700
people were sent to Majdanek in October 1942.[65] Adjustments of labor on this scale would,
needless to say, only have been a minor contributing factor in the overall decision process.
d) Logistical reasons. A look at a contemporary (1942) map of railway connections (Illustration 1
below) reveals that the shortest route traveling by train to Reich Commissariate Ukraine from the
Białystok district would have been from the city of Białystok to Brest Litowsk via Bielsk and
Wysokie Litowsk. If one first traveled east from Białystok, one would have to come to Wołkowysk or
all the way to Baranowicze (in Reich Commissariate Ostland) before being able to turn south to Brest
Litowsk (Wołkowysk–Kleszczele–Wysokie Litowsk–Brest Litowsk or Baranowicze–Bereza
Kartuska–Brest Litowsk) or Luniniec (Baranowicze–Hancewicze–Luniniec). If the Białystok–Bielsk–
Wysokie Litowsk–Brest Litowsk line was either out of order during the period of late 1942/early 1943
or pre-empted by higher-prioritized traffic that no Jewish convoys could make use of it, then it would
have been logistically more sound to send transports destined for western Ukraine via Treblinka. On
the other hand, we have no sources at our disposal indicating that such was the case.

Illustration 1: Map of the Białystok district and bordering territories, with railway routes.[66]
The Białystok ghetto was evacuated in late August 1943. By then, a prisoner revolt had already
broken out in Treblinka (on August 2), and the camp was in the process of being closed. Arad writes:
“The next camp to be liquidated was Treblinka. The last transports to this camp, before its
closing, came from the Bialystok ghetto, where over 25,000 Jews had lived until the
second half of August 1943. All these Jews, according to the deportation plan, had to be

sent to Treblinka in five train transports. The transports, which included seventy-six
freight cars, arrived in Treblinka on August 18 and 19. The other three transports passed
through Treblinka, but continued on. One went to Majdanek; one to Auschwitz; and one
with children to Theresienstadt.
The two transports from Bialystok were the last to arrive and be murdered in Treblinka.
At that time the camp had already ceased to be fully operational. Part of it had been
destroyed during the uprising a few weeks earlier, and only a few Jewish prisoners were
still there to carry out the work connected with the extermination process. Therefore, the
annihilation of the transports from Bialystok took more time than before the uprising.
Only ten freight cars loaded with Jews could enter the camp simultaneously, as opposed
to twenty previously. These difficulties were why the other transports from Bialystok,
except for the one with the children, were sent to Majdanek and Auschwitz.”[67]
Arad’s assertions are contradicted by the testimony of Treblinka station master Franciszek Zabecki,
who writes that six transports “went via Treblinka in transit” in August-September 1943:
“On 18 August 1943, a transport of Jews ‘PJ 201’ (32 wagons) went to Lublin from
Bialystok via Treblinka.
On 19 August, the transport ‘PJ 203’ (40 wagons) went to Lublin from Bialystok via
Treblinka.
On 19 August, the last transport of Jews from Bialystok, ‘PJ 204’ (39 wagons), arrived at
Treblinka.
On 24 August, transport ‘PJ 209’ (9 wagons) went to Lublin via Treblinka.
On 8 September, transport ‘PJ 211’ (31 wagons) was sent to Lublin, and
On 17 September, transport ‘PJ 1025’ (50 wagons) of Jews from Minsk Litewski[68] was
sent to Chelm (in fact to Sobibór).”[69]
Zabecki thus has it that three convoys with a total of 112 cars arrived at Treblinka from Białystok.
Note that he does not state that the transport PJ 204 was exterminated at the camp, although he does
not mention a further destination for it. According to Reitlinger, waybills from the Königsberg office
of the German State Railways reveal that five special trains, comprising in total 266 cars, left
Bialystok for Treblinka between August 21 and 27, 1943.[70] A railway schedule cited by Z.
Łukaszkiewicz lists 8 planned “special trains for the transport of resettlers […] running from
Białystok to Małkinia, destination Treblinka,” comprised of 303 cars.[71] According to Tatiana
Berenstein and Adam Rutkowski, 24,000 Białystok Jews – i.e. all of the Jews from the evacuated
ghetto, considering the losses of lives in connection with the failed ghetto uprising at the time – were
brought to Majdanek.1519 It is documented that on August 20, 1943 a transport with 2,031 persons
arrived in Majdanek from Białystok. At least one other transport arrived in Majdanek with
approximately 2,000 Jews (men, women, and children) on the same day.
It follows from the above data that in August/September 1943 Treblinka served as a stop-over for
transports with the Lublin district as their destination. Accordingly, this group of convoys was not sent
“in the wrong direction.”
2) Eastern Galicia (Distrikt Galizien) was made part of the General Government on August 1, 1941.
Arad estimates that between 507,000 and 520,000 Jews remained in Eastern Galicia in March
1942.[72] According to the June 1943 report of SS-Gruppenführer Fritz Katzmann, Commander of
the German SS and Police in the District of Galicia, a total of 254,989 Jews were evacuated from the
district to November 10, 1942, whereas another (434,329 – 254,989 =) 179,340 had been evacuated in
the period from November 11, 1942 to June 30, 1943.[73] Arad asserts that 25,000 to 30,000 Jews
from Eastern Galicia were deported to Bełżec in the period between November 11 and December 10,
1942.[74] This would mean that, out of the 434,508 arrivals to the Bełżec camp, some
279,989–284,989 or approximately 65% came from Eastern Galicia. A look at a contemporary map
(Illustration 2 below) shows that a considerable part of the western half of the district was actually
located to the west of Bełżec, longitudinally speaking, and that a vertical line drawn a mere 60 km
east of Bełżec, which was located just south of Tomaszów Lúbelski, almost immediately on the border
between the Lublin district and Eastern Galicia (i.e. the former German-Soviet demarcation line from

1939), would include to its west the counties of Rawa Ruska, Sambor, Drohobycz and virtually all of
Lwów County (Lemberg-Land) including the city of Lwów, as well as most of the counties of Stryj
and Kalusz. Below I will refer to the entirety of these six counties as the “western half of the district”
and the remaining seven counties (Kamionka Strumilowa, Zloczow, Brzezany, Stanisławów, Tarnopol,
Kolomea and Czortkow) as the “eastern half of the district.” It must be pointed out here that Arad
erroneously includes the county of Przemysl in Eastern Galicia, whereas in fact it was part of the
Krakow District.

Illustration 2: District of Galicia in 1942, with railway routes[75]
The ARC website provides a chronological list of 71 convoys from the district of Eastern Galicia to
Bełżec, made up of in total 247,048 to 248,748 deportees.[76] While the figures found in this list –
which are based on studies by Aleksander Kruglov, Janina Kiełboń, Gerszon Taffet and Thomas
Sandkühler – are for the most part not documented figures but estimates, and they can nonetheless be
considered (at least for working purposes) to roughly correspond to historical reality, given that their

total comes very close to the figure found in the Katzmann Report (254,989). A comparison of this list
with a detailed contemporary map will show the deportees to be distributed by counties and district
halves as follows:
Eastern half of the district
Kamionka Strumiłowa 7,900 to 8,500
Złoczów

8,000

Brzeżany

12,800

Stanisławów

10,000

Tarnopol

21,041 to 22,141

Kolomea

24,974

Czortkow

14,508

Total:

99,223 to 100,923

Western half of the district
Rawa Ruska

14,600

Sambor

12,000

Drohobycz

18,399

Lwów

82,676

Stryj

17,150

Kalusz

3,000

Total:

147,825

Thus, for some 60% of the deportees[77] the route via Bełżec would have constituted only a minor
detour to the east (or none at all, for the cumulative 30,399 deportees from the counties of Sambor and
Drohobycz). This still means that for some 40% of the deportees a rather significant detour to the west
was made. In this case we can only adduce the same general explanations as for the convoys from the
Białystok district.
While our opponents do not mention it, one can find allegations in exterminationist literature that a
smaller number of Jews from Eastern Galicia were deported to Sobibór in late 1942/early 1943,
following the closing of the Bełżec camp. In his study on the Reinhardt camps from 1987, Arad wrote
that “[i]n the winter of 1942/43 and in the spring and summer of 1943, transports arrived in Sobibór
with Jews from the Lvov district,”[78] but in his 2010 volume on the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
he contradicts this:
“The Belzec extermination camp, which until then had taken in the Jews of District
Galicia, ceased its activity in late 1942. A shortage of transport trains prevented the SS
deportation authorities from sending the Jews to the more distant extermination camps of
Sobibor and Treblinka, which were still operating. From early 1943, all murders of the
Jews remaining in District Galicia were committed close to the towns and camps in which
they were being held, and killing was accomplished by shooting.” [79]
As far as we are aware, Arad has never explained this turnaround. It is not directly necessitated by the
Höfle document, since this only covers the period until the end of 1942, but it is possibly related to it,
as the discovery of said document showed that Arad had overestimated the number of Jews deported
to Sobibór from the General Government by nearly 300%.[80] It is clear that no documentary
evidence has been found for transports from Eastern Galicia to Sobibór, only vague testimonies.[81]
After this cursory note I will therefore dwell no more on this peripheral subject.
As for the Jews deported from Eastern Galicia to Auschwitz: their number must have been very small,
since Yitzhak Arad in the chapter of The Holocaust in the Soviet Union which he devotes to the fate of

the Galician Jews in 1943 does not mention the names Auschwitz or Birkenau even once.[82] Neither
is it mentioned as a destination in Eliyahu Yones’s monograph on the Holocaust in the Lwów
oblast.[83] Aleksander Kruglov writes that about 10,000 Jews “mainly from the Lviv [Lwów,
Lemberg] Oblast, were deported to Poland” in 1943,[84] without stating their exact destination. Jews
still remaining in labor camps in Drohobych and nearby Borislaw in March-April 1944 – some 1,500
in all – were deported to the Płaszów labor camp near Krakow, not to Auschwitz.[85] The latter is
erroneously claimed in the transport list of Franciszek Piper, who besides this transport only lists three
minor transfers of Galician Jews to Auschwitz in the summer of 1944, with the numbers of deportees
for these transports given as 2, 7 and 35 respectively![86] Considering these extremely low minimum
estimates, the unlikelihood (given the demographic data available) that the real numbers were much
higher, as well as the timeframe, there is no reason to dwell further upon the very hypothetical issue of
transports from Eastern Galicia to Auschwitz.
3) The transports of Jews from Reich Commissariate Ostland to Sobibór were limited to a brief period
of time, namely September 1943, when several of the major ghettos in Reich Commissariate Ostland
(e.g. the Minsk and Vilna ghettos) were either evacuated or replaced by concentration camps. Jules
Schelvis estimates that some 13,700 Jews from Lida, Minsk and Vilna were deported to Sobibór
between September 18 and 24, 1943 in six or eight convoys (most of which cannot be conclusively
verified due to a lack of documentation).[87] Orthodox historiography admits that a considerable
number of these Jews were transited via Sobibór to labor camps in the Lublin district. These instances
include 630 Jews out of a transport of reportedly 1,400 Jews from Lida who were sent on to Trawniki
and Lublin, and 225 specialists from a Minsk transport in mid-September transferred to Trawniki.[88]
At least some 80 to 100 Soviet-Jewish POWs deported from Minsk were also employed in the
Sobibór camp itself, in a dismantling plant for captured Soviet munitions.[89] There are also reports
of Jews deported from Minsk in September 1943 reaching the Lublin district via other routes. A
certain Marie Mack has stated that on an unspecified day in September 1943 she and some 1,000 other
Russian and German Jews were deported from Minsk to Lublin.[90] The German Jew Heinz
Rosenberg states in his memoirs that he was part of a convoy of 1,000 Jews deported from Minsk to
Treblinka on September 14, 1943; upon arriving in Treblinka, Rosenberg and a group of 249 other
skilled workers were separated from the rest and transferred to the Budzyn labor camp.[91] The
inescapable conclusion is that these Jews were evacuated west to be utilized as labor in the Lublin
district. Here again Sobibór (and possibly Treblinka) served as a transit camp, although the flow of
transports this time was in the opposite direction.
It is worth noting that the fact that convoys were sent to Sobibór from Reich Commissariate Ostland
by itself demonstrates the practical feasibility of transports from Sobibór to Reich Commissariate
Ostland (and Reich Commissariate Ukraine – the closest railway stop in the Occupied Eastern
Territories from Sobibór would be Kovel in Volhynia).
4) The transports from Thrace went via Salonika, Bulgaria, Vienna and Krakow/Katowice to
Treblinka, while transports from Salonika (Thessaloniki) to Auschwitz appear to usually have
followed the route Salonika–Belgrade–Zagreb–Vienna–Auschwitz.[92] It is remarkable that those
transports first made a considerable detour to the west before turning east and reaching Auschwitz and
Treblinka. A quick glance at a map of Europe during World War Two provides the most likely
explanation for this: if the convoys from eastern Greece had taken the shortest route to the two “death
camps,” they would inevitably have passed through Romanian and Hungarian territory. While both
Hungary and Romania were allies of Germany, they were not satellite states but arguably the most
sovereign of the “minor Axis nations” with Jewish policies of their own, as shown by the fact that
Jews from Hungary were not deported until spring 1944, after German troops had occupied the
country.
As for Romania, orthodox Holocaust historian Dennis Deletant writes that by “the summer of 1942,
[the Romanian leader Mihai] Antonescu made a fundamental change to his policy toward the Jews,” a
change involving a “refusal to participate in the ‘Final Solution’” which meant the cancellation of a
German plan to deport Jews from Romania proper into Poland and the suspension of deportations (in
October 1942) of Jews from Romanian-annexed Bukovina and Bessarabia across the Dniestr into
Transnistria.[93] The transport of Jewish convoys through Romanian and Hungarian territory would
no doubt have caused unwelcome political/bureaucratic friction, something which not only explains
the above-mentioned roundabout routes of the trains from Salonika and Thrace to Treblinka and
Auschwitz, but also why, within the framework of the transit-camp hypothesis, these transports were
not routed directly northeast into the Occupied Eastern Territories. Transports from eastern Greece to
Ukraine or further north to Reich Commissariate Ostland would necessarily have crossed Romanian

territory.[94] It therefore appears that, based on political considerations, the transports were routed
through German-occupied Serbia and the German puppet state of Croatia to Austria and on to Poland,
circumventing Hungary. From Auschwitz and Treblinka those Greek Jews not selected for local labor
purposes could then continue to the East.
5) Regierungsbezirk (Government District) Zichenau (Ciechanów)[95] was a small region of Poland
southeast of Regierungsbezirk Danzig that was incorporated into East Prussia and the Reich in 1939.
At the outset of the German occupation it had approximately 80,000 Jewish inhabitants, many of
whom were subsequently transferred into the General Government. In December 1940, 3,000 Jews
were deported from the Mława ghetto to the Lublin district. Another 6,000 were transferred from the
Płock ghetto to the Radom district in early 1941. In the summer of 1941, some 4,000 Jews were
marched south from the Pomiechówek camp into the General Government. By mid-January 1942 an
estimated 40,000 Jews remained in Regierungsbezirk Zichenau, concentrated in nine ghettos.
According to Auschwitz camp records analyzed by Danuta Czech, more than 12,000 Jews from
Regierungsbezirk Zichenau were deported to Auschwitz in at least eight convoys departing between
14 November 1942 and 17 December 1942; 5,000 of these arrivals were registered in the camp. The
transports had departed from Płońsk (Plöhnen), Nowy Dwór Mazowiecki, Ciechanów (Zichenau) and
Mława (Mielau). Czech further estimates that a total of some 30,000 Jews from the region reached
Auschwitz during this period, maintaining that the available records are incomplete.[96] The city of
Płońsk is located at a longitude of 20°23′ east, the city of Ciechanów at 20°38′ east. Auschwitz is
located at 19°10′42″ east. As can be seen on any large map of Poland, this means that the distance
between the longitudes running through these locations was only some 50 to 60 km – hardly a
significant detour to the west, considering that the distance Płońsk–Auschwitz is approximately 350
km as the crow flies. In the case of the Zichenau Jews not registered at Auschwitz who continued on
to the east – for example to Eastern Galicia, Bessarabia, Transnistria, or Reich Commissariate Ukraine
– their detour to the west would have been insignificant.
6) The city of Krakow is located only some 50 km north-east of Auschwitz.[97] The railway line 532e
from Krakow to Auschwitz, not following a straight line (but making first a slight detour to the
southeast), had a length of 68.2 km and according to schedule took 2 hours and 41 minutes to travel
(from November 1942 onward).[98] In 1940 Distrikt Krakau had a Jewish population somewhat in
excess of 200,000.[99] 3,000 Jews from Mielec were transferred to the Lublin district in March
1942.[100] According to Yitzhak Arad, over 140,000 Jews were deported from the Krakow district to
Bełżec between July 7, 1942 and November 15, 1942.[101] Some thousands of Jews from smaller
localities in the district are alleged to have been shot rather than deported.[102]
While no figures were found by this author, it also stands to reason that a certain percentage of the
district’s Jews must have perished from “natural” causes in the period 1939 to 1942. All sources agree
that from October 1942 onward the vast majority of all deportations from the Krakow district had as
their destination either Auschwitz or Płaszów, a forced labor camp located in a southern suburb of
Krakow. Some 11,000 Jews from the district were deported to Płaszów in connection with the
evacuation of the Krakow ghetto in March 1943.[103] The estimate of 16,000 Jews from the Krakow
district sent to Auschwitz is – like the others for the groups of Jews “sent in the wrong direction”
presented by our opponents – provided without any evidence, which makes it basically worthless.
Franciszek Piper lists the following seven transports as arriving at Auschwitz from destinations in the
Krakow district:[104]
# Date

Point of origin

No. of deportees

1 31.8.43 Bochnia

3,000

2 2.9.43

Tarnów

5,000*

3 2.9.43

Przemysl

3,500*

4 2.9.43

Bochnia

3,000

5 19.9.43 Dabrowa/Tarnowska 1,300
6 ?.11.43 Rzeszów

1,000*

7 31.7.44 Tarnów

3,000

Total:

19,800

The transports marked with asterisks are not confirmed by Danuta Czech’s Kalendarium and should
be considered mere conjectures. Subtracting these yields a figure of 10,300 deportees. Czech on the
other hand lists a transport of some 1,500 Krakow Jews “gassed” on March 14, 1943 (the final
clearance of the Krakow ghetto took place on 13 March 1943).[105] This would bring the total of
Krakow district transports confirmed by Czech to 11,800. Of these, however, we should in fact
consider only 8,800 deportees, since transport no. 7 from Tarnów on July 31, 1944 took place at such
a late date that no transports could be sent to the east of the General Government any longer (as the
Red Army had by then already crossed its eastern borders). Why, then, were these 8,800 Jews sent
west to Auschwitz? The most probable explanation is that they were to be utilized as workers. In a
report dated July 9, 1942 on the labor situation in the Auschwitz camp we read:
“Discussions with SS First Lieutenant Schwarz about employment of inmates
[Haeftlingseinsatz]. At present this suffers very much on account of the fact that, in
accordance with the newest directive, all Poles are taken away from the Auschwitz
concentration camp and are put into camps in Germany proper. Their place is taken by
Jews from all European countries. Their number is to be increased to 100,000 persons.
The result of this action is that nearly every day different workers are being employed on
the individual construction sites.”[106]
As already seen above in our discussion of the Jews from the Białystok district deported to Auschwitz
in 1943, there still existed a huge unfulfilled need for labor in Auschwitz with its many subcamps in
late 1942/early 1943, and this situation may well have persisted, although to a smaller degree, until the
time period in question here (August/September 1943).
As shown above, the shipment of Jewish convoys to the “death camps” from locations east of them,
while posing a number of questions which still need to be resolved, does not undermine the transitcamp hypothesis, as provisional explanations for all such transports can be furnished. On the other
hand, we may note that, despite the claim that many tens of thousands of Jews were deported from as
far away as France, Greece, Macedonia and the Netherlands in order to be “gassed” en masse at
Treblinka and Sobibór, for some inexplicable reason it never occurred to the German authorities to
send even a portion of the hundreds of thousands of Jews still remaining in the western Ukrainian
provinces of Volhynia and Podolia in the summer of 1942 to the Reinhardt camps, despite the fact that
the ghettos in this region were located only a short train ride from these camps. This mystery has been
discussed by orthodox Holocaust historian Shmuel Spector:
“The question arises, why weren’t the Jews of Volhynia sent to the extermination camps
such as Sobibór, situated a few kilometers away across the Bug River, and Belzec – a
distance of 60 kilometers from the border of Volhynia? The railroad distance between
Rovno (the eastern end of Volhynia) and Sobibor was about 260 kilometers and between
Rovno and Belzec (via Vladimir Volynski and Zamość) 250 kilometers. Central and
western Volhynia were even closer. Thus, for example, Luboml was just 80 kilometers
away from Sobibor (via Chełm).[[107]] The natural frontier of the Bug River couldn’t
have posed great difficulties. Neither was the transport of Volhynian Jews to the west a
great problem, since the [troop transport] trains returned from the front empty.
The question of why weren’t the Volhynian Jews transferred to the extermination camps
remains difficult to answer, as we know very little about the details of Heydrich’s plans.
The liquidation was planned on a very large scale and it appears that a decision was taken
to use a wide range of methods and ways of killing. It seems that the planners of the
‘Final Solution’ believed that in the Ukraine, whose population remained indifferent or
hostile to the Jews and collaborated with the occupier, the slaughter could be carried out
locally without any reactions or troubles. The killings and the Aktionen carried out in the
initial phase of the occupation [of the Soviet territories] demonstrated to the Germans that
liquidation on the spot fitted the local conditions. Consequently, the liquidation Aktionen
employed the same methods as before, i.e., the removal of the Jews to a site nearby the
ghetto and executions in the shooting pits.”[108]
The same question can be raised with regard to the Jews of Brest Litowsk, where reportedly some
19,000 to 21,000 Jews still remained at the beginning of October 1942.[109] These could have easily
been deported to Treblinka using the route Biała Podlaska–Luków–Siedlce, a distance of less than 200

km.
It is a rather bizarre notion that the Germans, after perfecting a method by which hundreds of
thousands of people could be killed in assembly-line fashion within a few months or even weeks,
would then have busily planned the murder of hundreds of thousands of Jews by means of shooting at
a large number of varied locations. Spector’s assertion that this was done because the Ukrainian
people were “indifferent or hostile to the Jews and collaborated with the occupier” does not hold
water, considering that in the predominantly Ukrainian region of Galicia, which had been under Soviet
rule between 1939 and 1941 and subjected to NKVD terror, the population collaborated with the
German occupiers to about the same extent as the population in Reich Commissariate Ukraine,[110]
and here, as discussed above, the Jews were sent to the “death camp” Bełżec. It gets even more bizarre
when considering that for several locations in Volhynia-Podolia the Jewish population is claimed to
have been massacred not at sites “nearby the ghetto” but at locations up to some 40 km away, to
which they had to be brought by train.[111] From a revisionist viewpoint the above-described mystery
is easily explained: until September 1943 all transports of Jews between Poland and the Occupied
Eastern Territories went in one direction – to the east – in accordance with the general resettlement
program for the Jews.
Our opponents conclude their discussion on the transports from the east by asserting that it would
have been impossible to transit to the east those Jews who arrived at Treblinka, Sobibór and Majdanek
during the latter half of December 1942:
“It should also be remembered that at a time when there was a transport moratorium of
eastbound trains into the occupied Soviet territories from December 1942 to January
1943, thousands of Jews were being brought westwards to Treblinka. These are the
10,335 Jews brought to Treblinka during the last weeks of 1942, as recorded in the Höfle
telegram. These Jews could not have been redirected back east due to the transportation
difficulty.”[112]
Our opponents give as their source a passage from a study on the German Reichsbahn by Alfred C.
Mierzejewski, in which we read:
“The flow of human beings by rail, the vast majority against their will, was interrupted by
an embargo of special passenger trains lasting one month that began on 15 December
1942. The Reichsbahn took this measure to free capacity to return members of the
Wehrmacht to their homes in Germany or to rest areas behind the front to celebrate the
Christmas holiday.”[113]
According to Arad, “toward mid-December the deportation plan from the Bialystok General District,
as well as from other parts of Poland, was disrupted due to a lack of rolling stock.”[114]
Mierzejewski, Arad, as well as Rückerl cite a telegram sent from SS-Obergruppenführer FriedrichWilhelm Krüger, the Higher SS and Police Leader (HSSPF) for the General Government to Himmler
on dated December 5, 1942:
“SS and Police chiefs are all informing me that, due to transport prohibition
[Transportsperre] from 15.12.1942 to 15.1.1943 at the earliest, there is at present no
possibility of transports for the purpose of resettling Jews [jegliche Transportmöglichkeit
für Judenaussiedlung genommen]. This step most seriously endangers the general plan for
the deportation of Jews in its entirety. I entreat you to contact the Reich central authorities
of the Wehrmacht Supreme Command and the Reich Transportation Ministry to obtain
the placing of at least three pairs of trains [Zugpaare] at the disposal of this mission of the
highest importance […].”[115]
Some six weeks later, on January 20 or 23, 1943, [116] Himmler wrote to Ganzenmüller and
requested “more trains [mehr Züge]” for the Jewish transports.[117] This means that at this point in
time an unspecified smaller number of trains must have been available to the Jewish resettlement
program, otherwise Himmler’s wording of “more trains” would have made no sense. The moratorium
was lifted at the latest sometime during the last weeks of January 1943.[118]
The Höfle document shows that during the last fourteen days of 1942 a total of 515 Jews arrived at
Sobibór, 10,355 at Treblinka and 12,761 at Majdanek. Did the above-mentioned moratorium on
transports mean that these 23,631 Jews could not have been transported east from the camps in
question?

Krüger’s telegram from December 5, 1942 clearly shows that the German authorities in charge of the
deportations sought to circumvent the moratorium by getting access to at least a small number of
transport trains. As the Höfle document shows, they accomplished this with regard to transports to
Treblinka, Sobibór and Majdanek. Is there any reason to believe that an equivalent result could not
have been achieved for the railway network to the east of these camps?
On December 1, 1942, a General Transportation Directorate East, GVD Osten, was established in
Warsaw to supervise and organize the railway network in the Occupied Eastern Territories.[119]
Mierzejewski informs us:
“In December 1942 the divisions of the GVD Osten generated a total of 4.09 million
train-kilometers; 53.6 percent consisted of Wehrmacht traffic. In the same month, a total
of 1,690 cars were placed, an indication of the low level of economic activity in the area
and the predominance of through traffic. On 1 January 1943, a regular work day, ninetyseven trains entered the GVD Osten and seventy-three left. Traffic remained at this level
into the early summer [1943].”[120]
In other words, the transport capacity of the railway in the east remained at a relatively high level even
during the period of the moratorium, and far from all of this capacity was used for strictly military
purposes. It seems reasonable to assume that a lack of available trains would have prompted the
German authorities in charge of the operation to maximize the number of passengers per convoy in
order to fully utilize this limited capacity. We know that several of the transports of Dutch and Greek
Jews in the spring of 1943 contained between 2,500 and 3,000 passengers.[121] Assuming the same
range for the late December 1942 convoys, the further transport to the east of the 23,631 arrivals in
question would have required no more than 8 to 10 convoys, or less than one per day during the twoweek period, corresponding to at most some 1% of the non-Wehrmacht trains entering the area of
GVD Osten. The possibility that this relatively small number of Jews could have been transited to the
east despite a lack of available trains is therefore not farfetched.
Finally, because Korherr’s report is in complete agreement with the Höfle document on the number of
Jews “processed through the camps in the General Government area” and transited from there “to the
Russian East” to the end of 1942 (1,274,166) and since an analysis of the statistics in the Korherr
report allows us to draw the conclusion that the Jews stated therein to have been “evacuated” were
indeed evacuated, it follows that the 23,631 stated by the Korherr report to have reached Treblinka,
Sobibór and Majdanek during the last two weeks of that year must in fact have reached the “Russian
East” as well.

The Fate of the Jews Deported in 1944
According to our opponents, the 1944 deportations of hundreds of thousands of Hungarian Jews as
well as a smaller number of Polish Jews to Auschwitz (and allegedly, in the latter case, also to
Chełmno), constitutes an Achilles heel of the resettlement theory:
“In detailing the supposed resettlement program, MGK intentionally leave a gaping hole
in their argument by refusing to discuss the fate of Jews deported to the death camps in
1944 (when Nazi territories were swiftly shrinking due to the advancing Soviet armies),
most specifically the 320,000 Hungarian Jews who were deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau
but never registered and never classified as ‘transit Jews’. […] In addition to the
Hungarian Jews must be added tens of thousands of Polish Jews deported both to
Chelmno and Auschwitz throughout 1944. With regard to Chelmno, MGK totally ignore
a crucial document from Greiser to Pohl in February 1944 which stated that ‘The
reduction of the [Lodz ghetto] population will be carried out by the Sonderkommando of
SS Hauptsturmfuehrer Bothmann, which operated in the area previously.’ Two earlier
studies by Graf and Mattogno (nearly a decade old) on the Hungarian Jews failed to
arrive at any realistic conclusions (after denying homicidal gassings). Where would these
Jews have been sent at such a late stage in the war?”[122]
Our statement in Sobibór that “no Hungarian Jews ever reached the eastern areas”[123] is, as we also
note in that study, an approximation, as it is documented that 1,217 Hungarian Jewesses (and 1 male
Hungarian Jew) were deported by the SiPo in Riga and Kaunas to Stutthof during the period July to
October 1944.[124] The number of Hungarian Jews originally transported to the Baltic states is likely
to have been considerably higher, considering that a certain number of the deportees are bound to

have perished from epidemics and deprivations. According to the Jewish eyewitness Abraham
Shpungin “over five thousand Hungarian Jewesses, who had been brought to Latvia directly from
Auschwitz” were kept in one of the labor camps in Dundaga (Dondangen) in western Latvia that was
established in May 1944.[125] Shpungin further writes that “by July 1944, when they [the remaining
Dundaga prisoners] left on the march to Libau [Liepāja], there were only about three thousands of [the
Hungarian Jewesses] left.”[126] Andrej Angrick and Peter Klein put the number of Hungarian
Jewesses in Dundaga at 2,000 but mention this as only one of an unspecified number of subcamps (to
KL Kaiserwald in Riga) to where Hungarian Jews were brought.[127]
Moreover, at least one transport of 500 Hungarian Jewesses, possibly from the Transylvanian town of
Bistriţa, arrived in the Estonian Vaivara camp in June 1944. It is documented that a total of 2,550
Hungarian Jews (2,310 men and 240 women) were scheduled for deportation to Estonian labor sites in
June 1944 (see Illustration 3 below).[128] The above shows that, while plans for mass deportations of
Jews to the Eastern territories had been shelved by 1944 for obvious reasons, it was still considered
feasible by German authorities to deport relatively large numbers of Jews – say, in the low tens of
thousands – to the Eastern territories to provide labor in certain industries.

Illustration 3: Letter from 2 June 1944 concerning the planned deployment of 2,550 Hungarian Jews
at work sites in north-eastern Estonia belonging to the Baltöl company (ERA, R-187.1.33, p. 58.).
It must be pointed out that, while the German-controlled areas in the east were rapidly dwindling by

1944, the territories held by the Germans in July 1944 still included all of the three Baltic states. At
the end of 1944, Germany remained in control of Estonia, as well as the western parts of Latvia and
Lithuania. The province of Kurland in western Latvia was held until the end of the war – although
transports of any Jews there to build fortifications etc. can be safely ruled out due to the logistical
situation.
It is not out of the question that a number of Jews may have been sent to Belarus in order to construct
fortifications there in a German last-ditch attempt to stop the advances of the Red Army. On
November 21, 1943 the JTA Daily News Bulletin wrote of Swiss newspapers reporting that
“anticipating a retreat from the Minsk area in Russia, the German military command has requested
that more Jews be sent from Poland and other occupied territories to the Minsk district to work on
fortifications.” Two days later, on November 23, 1943, it carried a notice according to which “[t]en
thousand to 15,000 Italian Jews will probably be sent shortly to the Minsk area to construct
fortifications under the supervision of the German Todt Organization.” On 8 March 1944, Hitler
issued a Führerbefehl in which he designated 29 locations along the eastern frontline – i.a. Tallinn,
Pskov, Vitebsk, Orsha, Mogilev, Minsk, Bobruisk and Pinsk – as “Festen Plätze” (“fortified places”),
strongpoints which were to be held at all costs.[129]
The vast majority of the Jews allegedly gassed in 1944 must in reality have been sent on elsewhere.
The only certain answer we can give at this point to the question “where?” is simply this: Germancontrolled territory. There are, however, as we shall see, some hints as to where these Jews were sent
after their arrival at Auschwitz.
The case of the Hungarian Jews deported to Strasshof, Austria at the end of June 1944 can perhaps
give an idea of how the further deportations were arranged. In the district Niederdonau these Jews
were spread among at least 175 settlements which contained also individuals unable to work and
which were designated “Familienlager” (family camps).[130] It should be pointed out here that until
June 22, 1944 the northern sector of the eastern front still was along the line Narva-Opocka-VitebskBobrujsk, and that behind it an eastern territory immensely larger than Gau Niederdonau was still in
German hands.
The 16,600 Hungarian Jews deported to Strasshof belonged to the following age groups:[131]
Age

Males Females

0–2 years

200

250

3–6 years

500

500

7–12 years

900

900

13–14 years

400

350

15–20 years

800

1,300

Over 31 years [sic] 4,500 6,000
Total

7,300 9,300

There is no doubt that Strasshof is a special case. What is important to note, however, is the fact that,
among the Hungarian Jews in Austria, prisoners who were theoretically unable to work were assigned
to labor sites. For example, a letter from the “Technical Emergency Assistance Office Bad-Vöslau”
(Technische Nothilfe Dienststelle Bad-Vöslau) addressed to the Vienna II Branch of Eichmann’s
Sondereinsatzkommando dated November 7, 1944 contains a list of 42 Hungarian Jews employed
“since October 1, 1944 on the construction of a foundation (underground shelter) for the SS hospital.”
It is also noted that:
“These Jews are from the Strasshof camp and have been working in Klein-Mariazell and
Bernhof after the flooding disaster and on the construction of emergency homes.”[132]
These people were thus actual workers. The list includes 13 Jews over 70 years of age, one 15-yearold, one 13-year-old, one 10-year-old, two 8-year-olds and one 4-year-old. The oldest one, Arnold
Singer, was born on 28 March 1868 and was thus 76 years old, while the youngest, Agnes Anisfeld,
was born on August 31, 1940 and thus was only 4 years old.

As for the claim that we “totally ignore” the February 14, 1944 letter from Greiser to Pohl: this is
simply untrue, as Mattogno quotes and discusses it in his Chełmno study, which originally appeared in
Italian in 2009.[133] As shown in Mattogno’s study, the first convoys (consisting of 1,600 Jews) to
leave the Łódż ghetto following Greiser’s letter were not sent to be exterminated, but to the arms
factories in Skarzysko-Kamienna south-west of Radom.[134] The claim that 7,170 Łódż Jews were
deported to Chełmno and gassed there in June/July 1944 lacks any solid foundation,[135] and the
Greiser letter does not in any way constitute proof that the “reduction” of the ghetto population meant
physical extermination, or that said reduction was carried out by using a supposedly reactivated Camp
Chełmno.
Regarding the transport of Łódż Jews to Auschwitz in August 1944, we have some hints regarding the
final destination of these deportees.[136] On 7 August 1944 Amtsleiter Hans Biebow addressed the
workers in the tailors’ workshops, in which he stated:
“In this war, in which Germany is fighting for its life, it’s necessary to transfer workers
to lands from which, at Himmler’s order, thousands of Germans have been taken and sent
to the front; they have to be replaced. I am telling you this for your own best interests and
assume that Plants III and IV will report to the railway station in full force. […] Families
go as a unit to the various camps, which will be newly constructed – and factories will be
built. Baubles like those here, carpet weaving, etc., are finished, for good.
Siemens, A.G. Union, Schuckert, every place where munitions are made, need workers.
In Czenstochau [Częstochowa], where workers are employed in munitions plants, they’re
very satisfied, and the Gestapo is also very satisfied with their work. […]
We will see to it that the railroad cars are supplied with food. The trip will take about ten
to sixteen hours. You will take about 20 kg of baggage with you. […]
In the camps you will be paid in Reichsmarks. The heads of the enterprises are Germans.
The foremen and instructors are going with you; they have to report first.”[137]
The Łódż ghetto inmate Jakub Poznanski kept a diary in which he describes these deportations. On
August 21, 1944 he noted:
“the electrical workers left today, directly for Berlin, but under better conditions, because
they could take a lot of luggage and were to travel in passenger trains. Encouraged by
their example, mechanics and other skilled workers joined them.” [138]
In his entry for August 26, 1944 we read:
“They [the Germans] are planning to set up a new paper shop in Szamotuly [about 210
kilometers northwest of Łódż], where there are already about 600 people. They’re
collecting raw materials and supplies from different concerns. Apparently, construction
workers from the building shop [in the Łódż ghetto] also went to Szamotuly […].”[139]
From the entry dated September 2, 1944:
“There are horrible rumors, namely that all the transports supposedly going to Vienna or
to inside the Third Reich are actually going to a horrible camp in Auschwitz.”[140]
From the entry of September 21, 1944:
“Some confidential news was received yesterday that out of the entire transport of
workers from Metal I [a plant in Łódż], some 800 people, only 50 arrived in Szamotuly.
The rest remained in Auschwitz. Many of the ‘privileged’ went with that transport. Were
they also kept in that camp about which such horror stories are told?”[141]
Most likely the Łódż Jews not registered in Auschwitz were sent on to various labor camps and
factories such as those in Szamotuly, Czestochowa and Gross-Rosen,[142] to internment camps or to
labor sites under the supervision of military authorities. Others may have been sent to clear rubble in
bombed cities, or to build the immense underground factories and facilities of which a large number
were planned and constructed in the Reich during 1944.[143] The former is supported by what Patrick
Montague has to tell about transports from Łódż Ghetto in 1944 that supposedly reached the Chełmno

camp (emphasis added):
“It was here, in front of the barracks [in the Chełmno ‘forest camp’], that the transports
were given the ‘arrival speech’. Various members of the Sonderkommando, including
Piller and Bothmann gave the speeches. First, they were told that they would be going to
Germany to work rebuilding bombed cities. Specific cities were mentioned. Everything
had been coordinated with Biebow’s ghetto administration so that the name of the city
mentioned in the ghetto, upon departure, was also mentioned in front of the barracks in
the forest. The city name was included with the name list of passengers that accompanied
the transports. Transport VII, which brought Mordechai Żurawski to Chełmno, was told
that it would be going to Leipzig. Other cities mentioned were Munich, Hannover and
Cologne.”[144]
A group of Jews from Łódż is also claimed to have reached Latvia in 1944.[145] It appears logical
that the German authorities during the desperate final year of the war would have used the Jewish
population under their control for labor in support of the war effort, such as the construction of
fortifications. On May 19, 1944, the German-Jewish New York weekly Aufbau reported:
“An eyewitness, who arrived in Switzerland, described there how thousands of Polish and
other Jews were sent to the Konskie swamp in Poland in order to drain the marshland.
Hundreds of these Jews die daily from malaria and malnourishment, but their thinned-out
columns are replenished by a steady influx of new arrivals from France. The German
military authorities use the drained marshland for the construction of fortifications in
different parts of occupied Poland.”[146]
The county of Końskie is located north of Kielce, in what is today’s southern-central Poland.
According to the statistics presented by Serge Klarsfeld, a total of 9,902 Jews deported from France
were sent to Auschwitz and “gassed upon arrival” in 1944, 7,038 of them between late January and
early May 1944.[147] To this should be added 1,152 Jews deported from Belgium in 1944 (between
January 15 and July 31) and also claimed to have been “gassed upon arrival” in Auschwitz,[148] as
well as some thousands of Jews deported from the Netherlands.[149] On May 2, 1944 the Jewish
Telegraphic Agency reported that
“Many French Jews who were originally confined in the Drancy camp, near Paris, are
now in the Poiniki camp in Poland […]. About 4,000 persons are confined in Poiniki in
20 unheated, wooden barracks which lack sanitary facilities. The camp has one doctor,
who has no medicines or instruments. The beds are used in three shifts. As a result of the
inadequate food and health facilities and the excessive working hours, many of the
deportees die daily.”[150]
Kędzierzyn-Koźle, a location approximately 40 km west of Gliwice, was the site of the “JudenZwangsarbeitslager Blechhammer” (“Jewish Forced Labor Camp Blechhammer”) which existed until
May 1944. According to information provided by the Main Commission for the Investigation of
Hitlerite Crimes in Poland, some 29,000 “Jews from Poland, Czechoslovakia, France and Holland,
among them women and children” passed through this camp.[151]
On May 15, 1944, Convoy 73 departed from Drancy near Paris, carrying 878 male Jews, 38 of them
youths between 11 and 18 years of age. The transport arrived in Kaunas on May 21, 1944. Here most
of the deportees disembarked, while some 300 continued on to the Estonian capital Reval (Tallinn),
which they reportedly reached on May 24. At least 14 deportees are reported to have died en route
from thirst and heat. According to Estonian Holocaust historian Meelis Maripuu, of the some 578
Jews who remained behind in Kaunas, “[a]lmost all […] were executed in Kaunas at Fort 9 and [the
labor camp] Pravieniškės, only two men escaped.”[152]
Dieckmann writes that 250 of the Jews who remained in Kaunas were transferred to the Pravieniškės
camp; these Jews (with the exception of the abovementioned 2 escapees) were then supposedly shot
on July 10, 1944 in connection with an evacuation to Tilsit; as evidence for this only eyewitness
statements are provided, however.[153]
As for the deportees to Tallinn, Maripuu informs us that they were interned in the Tallinn Central
Prison, which at this time functioned as a “labor education camp” (Arbeitserziehungslager), and that
60 of the weakest ones “were sent to work” – allegedly a euphemism for murder – on the day after
their arrival. On July 14 another 60 men, and on August 14 another 100 sick prisoners were taken

away, “and there are no data concerning their ultimate fate,” as Maripuu puts it. In addition to this,
three men who were suspected of an escape attempt were executed. Some of the Jews were assigned
to the Lasnamäe labor camp on the outskirts of Tallinn.[154]
At the end of August 1944 only 40 of the French Jews were still alive according to Maripuu. These
were then evacuated to the Reich at the end of the month. A preserved list of arrivals shows that 34 of
them were registered in the Stutthof camp on September 1, 1944.[155] Even assuming the version of
events summarized above to be correct, it is clear that the purpose of Convoy 73 could not have been
extermination, for in that case all of the Jews would have been executed more or less immediately
after arrival, and no French Jews would have reached Stutthof in September 1944. Of course, from an
exterminationist viewpoint it would make even less sense to exterminate these Jews in Estonia and
Lithuania, as they could have easily been gassed at Auschwitz, thus saving the Germans the bother to
transport them all the way to the Baltic countries. Based on the composition of the convoy and the
deployment of the deportees in local labor camps, the inevitable conclusion is that the Jews of Convoy
73 were sent east for the purpose of labor.
Could there have been additional transports of Western Jews to the Baltic countries in 1944, passing
through Auschwitz on their way there? It is worth noting in this context that, according to a report left
by refugees from Lithuania in early August 1944, an unspecified number of Jews from Belgium and
the Netherlands had been brought to Lithuania in June 1944, and as of July 22, 1944 were kept in the
coastal town of Kretinga (Krottingen).[156]
According to yet another news item from the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, messages reached Budapest
in July 1944 stating that Hungarian Jews had been brought to Lublin and other Polish cities.[157]
Of the some 400,000 Hungarian, Polish, Slovakian, French and other Jews transited via Auschwitz in
1944, a considerable portion must have inevitably perished during the catastrophic conditions
prevailing during 1944/45, due to disease, malnutrition, overwork, general privations, Allied air raids
and bombardment, transports and evacuations under inhumane conditions (including long marches
due to the collapse of infrastructure and shortage of fuel), etc. Of those who survived these as well as
the hardships immediately following the end of the war, many likely found themselves prisoners
behind the Iron Curtain.
While the question of the fate of the transshipped deportees is shrouded in obscurity – and will likely
remain so until large-scale critical research is permitted and conducted – it hardly constitutes the “end
game” of revisionism our opponents portray it as. On the other hand, the argument that the
revisionists’ present inability to thoroughly account for the fate of this group of deportees somehow
invalidates the revisionist conclusion regarding the mass gassing allegations is a gross fallacy of logic
based on a reversal of the hierarchy of evidence. The fate of the 1944 deportees remains to be
determined. What can safely be excluded, however, based on the technical and documentary evidence,
is the official version according to which these Jews were murdered in homicidal gas chambers.
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A Darkening Shadow | CODOH
by Nigel Jackson

An Australian Defender of Intellectual Freedom Reflects on the Text and Significance of
the London Declaration on Combating Anti-Semitism
Background: On 20 May 2013 our national newspaper The Australian carried a news
report headed ‘Labor MPs to back PM on anti-Semitism’. It included the following
information ‘NSW Labor MPs will use this week’s parliamentary sittings for a mass
signing of the London Declaration on Combating Anti-Semitism. The Prime Minister
became the first Australian leader to put her name to the document last month. Last
week, Federal Coalition parliamentarians made history when all 71 House of
Representatives and 34 Senate members of the Coalition party room signed the
Declaration….. Parliamentarians who sign the Declaration pledge to “expose, challenge
and isolate political actors who engage in hate against Jews and target the state of Israel
as a Jewish collectivity” and “challenge any foreign leader, politician or public figure
who denies, denigrates or trivialises the Holocaust.”’
This report aroused my concern that the intellectual freedom and respectability of
Holocaust revisionists and their supporters within Australia was now being threatened as
never before; and accordingly I endeavoured to research the relevant declaration. This
article is the result. It begins by analysing the document itself, and then proceeds to
consider its significance for Australian and world politics.

I
It seems[1] that the first annual conference of the Inter-parliamentary Coalition for
Combating Anti-Semitism was held in London in February 2009. It brought together
over one hundred parliamentarians and other representatives from thirty-five different
countries to discuss the increase in contemporary anti-Semitism around the world, by
sharing knowledge, experience and recommendations. At the end of the conference,
those attending called upon national governments, parliaments, international institutions,
political and civic leaders, non-government organisations and civil society to affirm
‘democratic and human values’, build societies ‘based on respect and citizenship’ and
combat any manifestations of ‘anti-Semitism and discrimination’. The conference
concluded with the signing of the London Declaration on Combating Anti-Semitism.
It needs to be at once noted that this declaration does not claim any kind of divine
sanction. It is a statement originating purely from human sources and, as is well known,
humanum errare – it is human to err, to make mistakes, to get things wrong. Sacred
tradition, moreover, contains many warnings about the folly of human beings trying to
organise the world and their communities without reference to the Will of God. For Jews
and Christians, for example, the story of the Tower of Babel is a perpetual reminder.
It will be noted that three phrases from the participants’ call are placed in quotation
marks above. This is to indicate that they should not pass without challenge themselves.
Plato, one of the greatest minds of the European tradition, was one authority who warned
that democracy is not by any means the best form of political order and that it tends to be
followed by authoritarian rule, even tyranny. As for ‘human’ values, we have to ask
what these are. Humans appear to have always differed among themselves as to what

matters are or are not of importance; and, as already noted, human attempts to determine
value without recourse to divine wisdom are not advocated by sacred tradition. Thus it is
by no means clear that ‘democratic and human values’ are to be affirmed.
In British law a distinction can be drawn between the concepts of a ‘subject’ and a
‘citizen’. Britons, for example, have traditionally seen themselves as subjects of the
Crown; and, in past centuries, this status was seen as involving a two-way transaction,
whereby the Crown received the loyalty of subjects but, in return, guaranteed to protect
them and work for their welfare, this guarantee being expressed in terms of a sacred
oath. By contrast, the concept of ‘citizen’ seems to derive, in modern times at least, from
events such as the American and French revolutions, which, let it be noted, were antimonarchical in nature. It seems that it can too easily happen that ‘citizens’ come to be
seen as persons owing obedience to the State (an entity not easy to define or to identify
in terms of reality and responsibility), as persons expected to obey the dictates of
parliaments or other such bodies, whether or not these claim to be, or are, representative
of the popular will. From that situation, it is but another short slide and people have
become serfs beneath a tyranny. Thus it is not at all clear that ‘citizenship’ is wisely
invoked as a criterion for determining what political action is to be chosen. As for the
word ‘respect’, let us just say at this stage that it is vague.
The last phrase is a piece of dialectical dynamite. What do these two words mean –
‘anti-Semitism’ and ‘discrimination’? No one of any decency and good sense wishes to
advocate unjust or unfair treatment of Jews, either singly or in groups, or as the nation of
Israel, or as a people as a whole. On the other hand, no one with those attributes is going
to suggest that Jews in any contexts whatever should be held to be above and beyond
adverse criticism and even adverse action, where this is justified.
It all comes down to ‘discrimination’ indeed – that is, if we are using the older meaning
of the word: making a distinction between, noting the difference between, two or more
objects of discussion. Unfortunately, there is reason to believe that the conference
attendees were using the word ‘discrimination’ differently – to mean hostile and unfair
treatment in comparison to other persons, groups, nations or peoples. The danger of
using the word in this way (the same is true of the word ‘prejudice’) is that it tends to
beg questions, so that unscrupulous persons can use the ensuing confusion, by means of
intellectual sleight of hand, to achieve private agenda that may not be in the interests of
others.
There is an old saying that one should beware of buying a pig in a poke. A poke was a
bag which, of course, disguised the quality of pig involved or, even, perhaps, the fact
that there was no pig at all but something else. We are entitled already to wonder
whether the London Declaration on Combating Anti-Semitism has itself got something
of the qualities of a poke!
The Declaration apparently deals with ‘six fundamental issues’.[2] The first of these is
identified as ‘Challenging Anti-Semitism.’ Parliamentarians are urged to oppose those
‘who engage in hate against Jews’. Here at once we encounter a serious matter for
concern. In recent decades Jewish persons and groups have been very ready to condemn
as ‘hatred’ towards themselves and their people all sorts of behaviours and actions, many
of which reasonable observers may well conclude exhibit acceptable natures and do not
really show hatred at all. There is a fatal and dangerous vagueness in that phrase ‘hate
against Jews’. Strong opposition to a Jew or to certain Jewish policies or activities does
not in itself indicate hatred; but this distinction is often fudged in the contemporary
world of political action and commentary.
Parliamentarians are also urged to oppose those who ‘target the State of Israel as a

Jewish collectivity.’ Well, it is a Jewish collectivity. The fact that it may have a minority
of non-Jewish citizens does not alter that fact. Israel is a Jewish nation. It thus appears
that the Declaration is opposed to adverse criticism and action against Israel of any kind.
Next governments are instructed that they ‘must’ oppose those who ‘deny, denigrate or
trivialise the Holocaust’. This appears to be a clear and serious attack on intellectual
freedom. The nature of Nazi treatment and mistreatment of Jews during the period
1933-1945 ought to be open to free public discussion just like any other great and
serious topic, such as whether or not Jesus was divine or whether or not a particular
sacred scripture is or is not ‘the Word of God’. At the present time there is a school of
writers who are fairly to be described as ‘revisionist historians’ or ‘Holocaust
revisionists’. The nature of their theses can currently be quickly studied on the website
of Inconvenient History, and it will be noted by any fair-minded observer that their
writings have intellectual substance and ethical integrity, so that they cannot validly be
dismissed with ridicule and without proper, reasoned examination.. The problem with
the Declaration is that it overlooks the fact that opponents of these historians habitually
mis-name them ‘Holocaust deniers’ – as though they were denying the existence of any
Nazi wrongdoing to Jews of any kind, rejecting, as it were, ‘the whole box and dice.’
Such is in fact a gross slander of Holocaust revisionists. There is reason to fear that the
terms ‘denigrate’ and ‘trivialise’ can also be misused in the same way to unfairly attack
and dismiss these researchers.
The Declaration further states that governments ‘must’ encourage civil society ‘to be
vigilant to’ dissident writing on the Holocaust and ‘to openly condemn it’. One wonders
what authority the promoters of the Declaration imagine themselves to possess that
could justify this call for active intervention against a school of writers on a particular
historical controversy. The wording of the Declaration suggests that these promoters see
themselves as possessing superior authority to governments! the Declaration also takes it
upon itself to tell the United Nations Organisation what it should do.
The second fundamental issue addressed by the Declaration is headed ‘Prohibitions’.
Here governments are instructed that they must abide by the Genocide Convention (a
man-made statute, not a divine ordinance) and oppose ‘incitement to genocide’. Here
again there is a dangerous and fatal vagueness. Observation shows that the accusation of
‘genocide’ is often raised in contexts where, while there may have been ethically
unacceptable behaviour, it did not amount to genocide (the destruction of an entire
people) either in fact or in intention.
The Declaration also, at this point, calls on parliamentarians to enact ‘effective Hate
Crime legislation’ and to ‘empower law enforcement agencies to convict’. Judging by
the way the word ‘hatred’ is misused by certain persons and groups to further their own
political aims, this part of the Declaration can be decoded to mean that an intellectually
repressive regime is to be put in place such as reminds one of the Inquisition, the
Gestapo and the NKVD, to mention merely three well-known examples from history.
The publication of certain theses, seen to be damaging to particular interest groups (or
one such group), is to be banned, thus making resistance to their plans much harder.
The third fundamental issue canvassed by the Declaration is headed ‘Identifying the
threat’. Parliamentarians are encouraged to agitate for the establishment of ‘inquiry
scrutiny panels’, an ominous phrase that again brings to mind the past use by other
powers of various inquisitorial investigation tribunals. Moreover, the law of the land is
to be manipulated to serve the interests of those intent on proscribing ‘anti-Semitism’:
‘training material’ is to be prepared ‘for use by Criminal Justice Agencies’. One wonders
why centuries of legal tradition in the major European countries is not seen as already
more than capable of righting serious injustices.

Tyrannies, whether incipient or actual, inevitably need to turn education systems into
centres for indoctrination of whatever ideology they promote. The fourth fundamental
issue discussed in the Declaration is titled ‘Education, awareness and training’. Police,
prosecutors and judges are to be ‘trained’ so that ‘perpetrators of anti-Semitic hate crime
are to be successfully apprehended.’ This looks like a further exhortation to engage in
unethical tampering with the justice system.
As regards schools, governments are expected to ‘develop teaching materials on the
subjects of the Holocaust, racism, anti-Semitism and discrimination’ which are to be
‘incorporated into the national school curriculum.’ This has all the hallmarks of a
proposal to introduce a national brainwashing scheme. Why is this? Because it is a
commonplace that an intense campaign has been in place for over forty years to silence
dissident critics of the currently promoted account of the Holocaust. The major organs of
the mass media appear to be signed up already for this campaign; and some fourteen or
so nations have enacted laws proscribing Holocaust revisionism. A number of Holocaust
revisionists have been imprisoned or fined. Some have lost their employment. In general
they are regularly defamed in the mass media and not allowed adequate space in which
to respond to attacks. Thus it is reasonable to assume that the subject called ‘The
Holocaust’ will not be presented in an academic and open-ended manner.
It is interesting that the word ‘racism’ appears here. One is entitled to wonder whether
this word has not been introduced since World War Two and then widely and powerfully
employed in order to destroy peoples, to erode their ethnic solidarity and thus to make
them easier to be controlled and dominated by the tyranny that so clearly now seems to
be raising its head.
Everyone knows that tyrannies have to establish among their subject populations
networks of spies and informers in order to keep control. The case, after World War
Two, of East Germany is a particularly well-known example. Under a fifth heading of
‘Community Support’, the Declaration explains that the ‘Criminal Justice System’ (there
is an ambiguity in that phrase which perhaps accurately indicates the kind of system the
Declaration wishes to see put in place) is to communicate with ‘local communities’ in
order to build up their ‘confidence in reporting and pursuing convictions’’. Those who
have read George Orwell’s 1984 will recall the elaborate system of informers instituted
by ‘Big Brother’ or those acting in his name. Such a regime leads to widespread fear in
the community as well, sometimes, as false accusations.
At the present time the development of the Internet has given Holocaust revisionists, as
well as thousands of other lateral thinkers, prophets, would-be prophets and eccentrics,
an opportunity to put their views to the public at large without restraint and censorship.
The Declaration, in its discussion of its sixth fundamental issue, addresses this (from its
point of view) undesirable and damaging situation, and calls on governments ‘to create
common metrics to measure anti-Semitism and other manifestations of hate online’ and
to find ways to tackle the relevant ‘problems’.

II
In Australia the news of huge numbers of our federal and state parliamentarians signing
the Declaration is a most ominous development. Particularly worrying is the fact that the
Liberal-National Parties Coalition, currently in opposition in our national Parliament but
expected to be voted into power at the elections on 14th September, has endorsed the
Declaration with not a single one of its members in the federal parliament declining to
do so.
Hitherto the Coalition has been a stronger defender of free speech than the more

doctrinaire Labor Party. It has promised to repeal part, but not all, of the Racial
Discrimination Act after it comes to power in order to diminish restrictions on public
discussion of racial and ethnic issues. This latest development suggests that it will not,
however, repeal current provisions against ‘racial hatred’ and that it will not defend free
speech for dissident commentators on the Holocaust. It is reasonable to feel concern that
it may even actively work to suppress their views, in accordance with the United Nations
Organisation resolution of 1st November 2005.[3]
To the best of my knowledge our major media are allowing very little criticism of the
Declaration to be published; and it may be that its full text has not been offered yet to the
general view. The origins of the Declaration also appear to be a secret. One person (a
university professor) who might have been expected to know the details has advised me
that ‘perhaps’ the Declaration was originated by influential British Jews, although
behind it may have been an Israeli opinion control operation.

Australian Federal Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus charged the Coalition with
insincerity.
By w:en:User:Adam Carr [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html), CC-BYSA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/) or GFDL
(www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons
On 20th May I sent the following letter to The Australian: ‘Is all this signing of the
London Agreement (‘Labor MPs to back PM on anti-Semitism’, 20/5) really in the
interests of truth and human welfare? If only it could be construed simply as a defence of
a people downtrodden and persecuted! Unfortunately, it has all the hallmarks of a
kowtow to imperial (and imperious) power, in this case power wielded through
enormous financial clout.’
“One’s suspicions are confirmed when one reads that signatories pledge
themselves to challenge any person of importance who “denies, denigrates
or trivialises the Holocaust.” Assuming that “denies” includes “revises”, as
is usual in discussions in public forums today, this signifies an overt
trampling on the principle of free speech. What has happened to our
Parliament?”
Unfortunately this was not published and an appeal to the letters page editor for

reconsideration was turned down.
On 24th May 2013 The Australian, in a report headed ‘Libs back bid to beat antiSemitism’, quoted Vic Alhadeff, chief executive of the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies,
as approving the signings of the London Declaration and saying that such action ‘sends a
strong message, a benchmark, as to what we as a society will accept and what we will
not.’ This suggests that its promoters definitely envision it as a means of social and
political censorship of views they wish to repress and blot out from the awareness of
mankind.
Then on 28th May The Australian reported under the heading ‘Coalition targeted on
race’ that the federal Attorney-General Mark Dreyfus had charged the Coalition with
insincerity. Dreyfus, who happens to be Jewish, argued that signing the London
Declaration and planning to change the Racial Discrimination Act were incompatible
actions. The Australian noted that the Coalition legal affairs spokesman George Brandis
had firmly rejected the claim and stated that there was no inconsistency, because
‘nothing in the London Declaration acts as a constraint on intellectual freedom.’ I sent a
letter to the paper on 28th May pointing out that the senator was wrong about the
Declaration and why, but it was not published.
The signings of the Declaration were linked in The Australian in various reports, opinion
pieces and letters during May to a separate controversy about the Boycott, Divestment
and Sanctions campaign against Israel. Writers disputed whether or not that campaign is
or is not anti-Semitic and whether or not it is a wise or effective way of defending and
aiding Palestinians and especially the inhabitants of Gaza.
People wonder how on earth great tyrannies, so obviously against the interests of the
vast majority of the peoples affected, were allowed to come into being in past times. One
explanation is summed up in the old phrase: ‘Give a dog a bad name and then hang
him!’ The 2005 UNO resolution and the 2009 declaration appear clearly to be bent upon
‘giving a bad name’ to Holocaust revisionists, whose researches threaten what appears to
be the rise to power of a malign elite.
Continuing silence within our nations on this grave matter – both the challenge the
Declaration makes and the challenge to it, which I have now penned – will be a strong
indicator that an Orwellian political catastrophe may be just around the corner.

Notes:
Melbourne, 5th June 2013
[1] Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/London_Declaration_on_Combating_Antisemitism Consulted 24th May
2013.
[2] Ibid.
[3] Robert Faurisson, doyen of revisionists, reported on 17th November 2005 that
this resolution was adopted by the 191 nations comprising the UN General
Assembly unanimously and without a vote. Drafted by Israel, it proclaimed 27th
January as ‘International Day of Commemoration in memory of the victims of
the Holocaust’ and ‘rejects any denial of the Holocaust as an historical event,
either in full or part.’ Faurisson commented:
‘The UN act assumes only a political and not a juridical character. Still, since it

provides that the Secretary General will have to report on the measures
subsequently taken within the framework of the resolution, the revisionists will
have reason to fear consequences for themselves of a judicial or administrative
nature….. The resolution will serve morally to justify and facilitate extradition
measures taken against revisionists.’

Charles Callan Tansill | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Charles Callan Tansill, one of the foremost American diplomatic historians of the
Twentieth Century, was born in Fredericksburg, Texas, on December 9, 1890, the son of
Charles and Mary Tansill.[1] Tansill earned his bachelor’s degree from the Catholic
University of America in 1912 and his Ph.D. degree from Johns Hopkins University in
1918. At Johns Hopkins he specialized in American diplomatic history, which became
his main field of interest throughout his academic life.[2]
Professor Tansill taught American history and American diplomatic relations at several
universities including the Catholic University of America (1915–16), American
University (1919–37), Fordham University (1939–44), and Georgetown University
(1944–57).[3] Tansill wrote several works of diplomatic history, including The Canadian
Reciprocity Treaty of 1854 (1922), The Purchase of the Danish West Indies (1932), and
Major Issues in Canadian-American Relations (1943).[4] Like many Americans of his
day, Tansill was an outspoken isolationist. Controversies surrounded him after he spent
1935 in Germany with financial support from the Carl Schurz Foundation.[5] His proGerman views, which he expressed in many lectures and public forums, ultimately got
him dismissed from American University. He was later hired by Fordham and
Georgetown.[6]

Historian Charles Callan Tansill as featured on the cover of American Opinion in May
1965. American Opinion was published by Robert Welch, Inc.
Source: The Widmann Collection

Today, Tansill is primarily remembered for writings on the causes of both World Wars.
For ten years he was technical adviser on diplomatic history to the Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations. For them he prepared a large work on the causes of World War One,
which was never published. Harry Elmer Barnes commented on this work that had it
been published, “it would have been ranked with the masterly book of Sidney B. Fay,
The Origins of the World War.”[7]
Of his published works, his two most impressive are America Goes to War and Back
Door to War: The Roosevelt Foreign Policy, 1933-41. America Goes to War remains the
most exhaustive and substantial single volume written from a revisionist perspective on
the responsibility for World War One. Columbia University historian Henry Steele
Commager wrote of this book in the Yale Review, June 1938 (pp. 855-57); “It is critical,
searching and judicious… a style that is always vigorous and sometimes brilliant. It is
the most valuable contribution to the history of the prewar years in our literature and one
of the notable achievements of historical scholarship in this generation.” [8]
Attributing America’s entry into World War One to several factors including lucrative
economic ties to bankers and exporters and the pro-British sympathy of President
Woodrow Wilson’s advisor Colonel Edward House and Secretary of State Robert
Lansing, his massive, carefully documented America Goes to War (1938) won wide
acclaim.[9] Tansill condemned the incompetence of House and Lansing and their failure
to recognize and act upon American interests. Developing more sharply what had been
only an implicit theme of other World War One revisionists, Tansill stressed how the
ineptitude and pro-Entente (hence un-American) loyalties of these policymakers had led
to the nation's tragic involvement in a European war. Unlike most other World War One
revisionists except Barnes, Tansill did not attribute this failure to the limits to American
power and influence.[10] The book’s thesis was well received in Germany. According to
Coogan, the German ambassador Hans Dieckhoff sent copies of America Goes to War to
the Amerika Institut in Berlin, which in turn distributed it to National Socialist leaders
including Hermann Göring.[11]
During the interwar years, like so many of his revisionist colleagues, Tansill opposed US
intervention in Europe. Speaking before at the Holy Name Society of St. Joan of Arc
Church, he warned, “If a President of the United States is determined to involve this
country in war he is able to do so, despite all the anxious endeavors of a pacific
Congress to restrain his war-like ardor.”[12]
From the time of Pearl Harbor through the end of the war, few revisionist titles were
written or published. From the late ‘40s and throughout the ‘50s a significant wave of
revisionist books were published – most by a circle of academics surrounding Harry
Elmer Barnes. Tansill’s work, Back Door to War (1952) was for World War Two from a
research standpoint, what America Goes to War was for World War One. Back Door to
War remains the definitive revisionist book on American entry into the Second World
War.[13] The success of revisionism following the First World War, however, far
exceeded its influence after the Second World War. In his Preface to Back Door to War,
Tansill commented on the status of revisionism between the two world wars. He wrote:
“The armistice of November 11, 1918, put an end to World War I, but it
ushered in a battle of the books that continues to the present day.
Responsibility for the outbreak of that conflict was glibly placed by Allied
historians upon the shoulders of the statesmen of the Central powers.
German historians replied with a flood of books and pamphlets that filled
the shelves of many libraries, and the so-called “revisionists” in many lands
swelled this rising tide by adding monographs that challenged the Allied
war-guilt thesis. While this historical argument was still being vehemently

waged, World War II broke out in 1939 and academic attention was shifted
to the question of the responsibility for this latest expression of martial
madness.”[14]
While revisionist attention may well have shifted to the question of responsibility for
World War Two, such investigations failed to overcome the popular accusations that
revisionists were merely apologists for Hitler.[15] Back Door to War is a critical history
of President Franklin Roosevelt’s 1933–41 foreign policy. In the post-war years it was
the major revisionist challenge to the mainstream account of the origins of World War
Two.[16] In it Tansill argues that Roosevelt wished to involve the United States in the
European War that began in September 1939. When he proved unable to do so directly,
he determined to provoke Japan into an attack on American territory. Doing so would
involve Japan’s Axis allies in war also, and we would thus enter the war through the
“back door.” The strategy of course succeeded, and Tansill maintained that Roosevelt
accordingly welcomed Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor.[17]
Tansill argued that since 1900, America’s foreign policy had mainly sought to preserve
the British Empire. He blamed America’s involvement in the war partly on Henry
Stimson’s belligerence toward Japan since 1932. But mostly Tansill faulted Roosevelt,
accusing him of pressuring Neville Chamberlain to fight Hitler; of increasingly
involving America in Britain’s war effort; of trying to provoke Hitler into attacking
American warships in the Atlantic; and, by escalating economic and diplomatic pressure,
of maneuvering the Japanese into attacking Pearl Harbor. Although based on exhaustive
research in the State Department archives, Back Door to War received mixed
reviews.[18]
Following Back Door to War, Tansill collaborated with several of the best-known World
War Two revisionists on Harry Elmer Barnes’s anthology, Perpetual War for Perpetual
Peace (1953). Tansill contributed two articles, “The United States and the Road to War
in Europe” and “Japanese-American Relations: 1921-1941; The Pacific Back Road to
War” that continued his argument from Back Door to War. His work was bolstered by
Barnes, Frederic Sanborn, George Morgenstern, Percy Greaves, Jr., William Henry
Chamberlin and others.
Besides his revisionist circle of friends, Tansill maintained close associations with
several figures of the far right. He was close to both George Sylvester Viereck and H.
Keith Thompson.[19] Thompson commented of Tansill:
“My Georgetown friend was Charles Callan Tansill, Prof. of History and
author of many books and articles… Tansill was a member of the Viereck
circle. I met him there frequently, visited with him in Washington, and did
some favors for him in the publishing world. He was under constant
pressure at Georgetown because of his views on segregation...”[20]
After retiring from Georgetown in 1958, Tansill began writing articles attacking
integration for the John Birch Society’s American Opinion.[21] Tansill was also a
member of the International Association for the Advancement of Ethnology and
Eugenics’s (IAAEE) Executive Committee. The IAAEE was a prominent group in the
promotion of eugenics and segregation, and the first publisher of Mankind
Quarterly.[22] Tansill was also an honorary board member of Mankind Quarterly.[23]
Tansill’s associations, as well perhaps as the strength of his arguments have resulted in
his condemnation by outspoken members of the anti-revisionist crowd. Deborah Lipstadt
in her anti-revisionist screed, Denying the Holocaust wrote, “Tansill set out a number of
arguments that would become essential elements of Holocaust denial.”[24] While Tansill
did not comment on the Holocaust in his writing, he is subject to the ad hominem attack

and damning label of “denier” because he dared to question the accepted version of
responsibility for the Second World War.
Charles Callan Tansill was a great historian who sought to discover the truth of the
World’s greatest conflicts. When his discoveries varied from the official story, he refused
to keep quiet. Despite the impact on his career and his reputation, Tansill remained an
outspoken voice for revisionist history. Charles Tansill died in Washington D.C. on
November 12, 1964.[25] In a memorial published in 1965, Tansill was remembered as
follows: “Charles Callan Tansill was devoted to his religion and the devotion was
reflected in his logic and philosophy and his tireless pursuit of Truth.”[26]
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German Nationalist Jews During the Weimar and Early
Third Reich Eras
by Kerry R. Bolton

The presence of many Germans of Jewish descent in the German armed forces of the Third
Reich comes as a revelation to many. The recent book Hitler’s Jewish Soldiers: The Untold
Story of Nazi Racial Laws and Men of Jewish Descent in the German Military,[1] by Bryan
Mark Rigg, shows that up to 150,000 part-Jews fought for the Third Reich, including some of
high rank.
These part-Jews or Mischlinge were part of a graduated classification of those of Jewish descent
under the Reich Citizenship Law, which determined to what extent Jewish heritage affected
one’s rights under the National Socialist regime. The designation of several types of Mischlinge
was proclaimed in 1935. Half-Jews who did not follow Judaism or who were not married to a
Jewish person on September 15, 1935, were classified as Mischlinge of the first degree.Onequarter-Jews were Mischlinge of the second degree. While the Yellow Star of David was
required to be worn by Jews after September 14, 1941, Mischlinge were exempt.[2]
However, less recognized than the Mischlinge and Hitler’s so-called “Jewish soldiers” were the
Jews, including many World War I Jewish veterans, who were German nationalists.

Marxists and Zionists Were Aberrations among German Jews
German Jews were the most assimilated of Europe’s Jewish populations. Most identified
themselves entirely with the German nation, people, and culture.[3] Jews who were Marxists
and subversives of other types, disparaging not only Germany, but also traditional morality,
were among the most conspicuous and vocal of Germany’s Jews. Hence, they were ready
subjects for the anti-Semitic writers and agitators in Germany who could point to Jews being in
the forefront of a myriad of anti-German movements and ideologies that proliferated especially
in the aftermath of World War I.
Many Jews fought with distinction during World War I. Of the 96,000 Jews who fought in the
Germany army, 10,000 were volunteers. 35,000 Jews were decorated, and 23,000 were
promoted. Among the 168 Jews who volunteered as flyers, Lieutenant D R Frankl received the
Pour le mérite. Twelve thousand Jewish soldiers died in combat.[4] It is from among such Jews
that a new seldom-recognized German-Jewish nationalist movement emerged.
The prominent Jewish businessman and foreign minister (1922) Walther Rathenau urged
German Jews to become German and “not to follow the flag of their philo-Semitic protectors
any longer.” There should be “the conscious self-education and adaptation of the Jews to the
expectations of the gentiles.” He further repudiated “mimicry” and sought rather “the shedding
of tribal attitudes which, whether they be good or bad in themselves, are known to be odious to
our countrymen, and the replacement of these attributes by more appropriate ones.” The result
should not be “Germans by imitation” but “Jews of German character and education.”
Furthermore, he advocated a willed change in the Jewish physiognomy and way of bearing, to
physically renew the Jews over the course of several generations, away from the “unathletic
build, narrow shoulders, clumsy feet, and sloppy roundish shape.” In character the German
Jews, noted Rathenau, rarely steered a middle course between “wheedling subservience and vile
arrogance.”[5]

Dr. Walter Rathenau (1867-1922). Photo: 1921.
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Rathenau was also hostile to the influx of Jews from the East after World War I, a hostility that
was widespread among the old established German Jewish population, and forcefully expressed
by the German-nationalist Jews. To them the Eastern Jews were the living stereotypes of antiSemitic propaganda. Unlike the German Jews they maintained their separatism, spoke Yiddish,
the older Jews dressing in their conspicuous garb, while the younger ones were susceptible to
Zionism and revolutionary movements. Their tendency to congregate in urban areas gave the
impression of more numbers than there were, living a ghetto existence of their own making.
These were the Ostjuden; beggars and peddlers. A Jewish exhibition on the Ostjuden states of
the German-Jewish attitude that “most regarded the Ostjuden as a hindrance to German-Jewish
integration, and many aid organizations therefore encouraged their settlement abroad….
Whether contemptuous or compassionate, responses to the plight of East European Jewry
demonstrate the extent to which German Jews had eroded Jewish national moorings.”[6]
From conservative opinion, Oswald Spengler regarded Rathenau with esteem, a regard that
Rathenau returned.[7] Rathenau’s assassination by members of the Rightist paramilitary
Freikorps in 1922 represents perhaps the first shot in the tragedy of German Jews who regarded
themselves above all as Germans during the Weimar and Third Reich eras. Jews being widely
associated with Communism and the new Soviet Union, it was assumed that Rathenau’s signing
of the Treaty of Rapallo with the Soviet Union was a conspiracy between Jewish capitalists
(represented by Rathenau) and Jewish Bolsheviks. Rather, this was a measure of realpolitik that
was designed to make gains for Germany in bypassing the Versailles diktat, and was a formative
move in what became a pro-Soviet orientation among much of the German Nationalist Right,

especially with the rise of Stalin, a course that Spengler had himself suggested the possibility of:
an Eastern orientation for Germany.[8] As for the Treaty of Rapallo, Trotsky was so aggravated
by what he saw as concessions to Germany that he resigned as commissar for foreign affairs,
rather than continue with negotiations with “German imperialists.”
The Jews of anti-Semitic stereotype were conspicuous. They were guilty of playing into the
hands of uncompromising anti-Semites, which also suited the agenda of the then-insignificant
Zionist movement in Germany. Indeed, from the birth of the Zionist movement, there has always
been a symbiosis between anti-Semitism and Zionism to the point where Zionist agencies have
provided the mainstay for neo-Nazi groups.[9] As will be seen here, briefly, the same symbiosis
existed between the National Socialist party and the Zionists in Germany while both repudiated
the German nationalists of Jewish descent. Until then, Zionism had received such opposition
from Jews in Germany that Herzl’s original plans to hold the First Zionist Congress in Munich
had to be changed to Basel.[10]

Weimar Jewish Influences
What then were the grievances of Germans against Jewish influences on the German political
and cultural body? While the “philo-Semites” mentioned by Rathenau insisted then, as now, that
Jews are eternally guiltless, the anti-Semitic movement that had been building in Germany, and
was marked by a cultural basis that was most famously articulated by Richard Wagner,[11]
objected to the Jewish over-representation in movements that were subversive to traditional
morality, which also included the economic realm.[12 ] Weimar seemed to be the regime of the
Jews.
A publication of the German League of Anti-Communist Associations, which appears to have
been a National Socialist organization, is instructive as to the period. According to this, Jewish
doctors were in the forefront of campaigns and legal defenses in favour of abortion, heralded by
the abortion case of two Jewish doctors, Friedrich Wolf and Kienle-Jakubowitz, which was
defended by a support committee including many Jews, including Dr Magnus Hirschfeld,
founder of the Institute for Sexual Science, and therefore one of the pioneers of sexology.[13 ]
Much of what was deemed indecent then, behind the façade of “science”, was also linked with
Communist groups. Jews were prominent in all manner of Leftist parties,[14] and in the press,
where they ridiculed the war veterans and any notion of patriotism.[15 ]

Nationalist German Jews
Max Naumann, chairman of the Verband Nationaldeutscher Juden (League of Nationalist
German Jews), said of the Jewish influence in the press in 1926:
Anyone who is condemned to read every day a number of Jewish papers and
periodicals, written by Jews for Jews, must on occasion feel an increased distaste,
amounting to physical nausea, for this incredible amount of self-complacency, of
slimy stuff about “honour”, and exaggeration of the duty to “combat anti-Semitism”
which is understood in these circles in the sense that, at the slightest reference, the
sword should be drawn if any Jew whatever is meant.[16]
Disingenuously, the German League of Anti-Communist Associations, quoting Dr Naumann,
states of his League of Nationalist German Jews that “unfortunately this association did not
succeed in acquiring any influence.” They then state, “It has not occurred at all to the majority
of the Jews to adapt themselves to the forms of their German hosts…”[17]
Most German Jews were acculturated. What soon transpired is that the National Socialists were
as avid as the hitherto inconsequential Zionists in Germany that German Jews should not
become “good Germans.” Dr Naumann’s association of German Jewish nationalists was banned
while the Zionist agencies in Germany were not only permitted to continue operating but
enjoyed close relations with the new regime.
Naumann, a lawyer, had served as a captain in the Bavarian Reserve during World War I,[18]

and was awarded the Iron Cross First and Second Class. The League of Nationalist German
Jews, Verband Nationaldeutscher Juden (VNJ) was founded in 1921.
Naumann and his followers held that the Ostjuden immigrants were responsible for antiSemitism. It was a widely held opinion. Furthermore, he stated that when the authorities did not
act against such Jewish agitators and subversives, loyal German Jews were duty-bound to do so,
in their interests and in German interests, which were one.
In 1920 Naumann and three other colleagues called on Ludwig Holländer, head of the primary
German-Jewish organization, Centralverein, of which Naumann was a member, to express
concern that the organization encouraged Jews to make political decisions based on Jewish
rather than German interests. Naumann was a member of the right-of-center German People’s
Party, and considered the Centralverein to be favoring other parties. It is notable that the
Centralverein, like Naumann, was opposed to Zionism, and Holländer appealed to these
common sentiments, however an invitation from Holländer for Naumann to write an article on
his concerns fell through, as the article was regarded as too partisan in favor of the German
People’s Party.[19]
Naumann regarded this rebuff as proof that the Centralverein supported the Democratic Party,
and he began to oppose the organization for what he considered its party political partisanship.
An article written by Naumann for the People’s Party Rhineland newspaper, Kőlnische Zeitung,
entitled “Concerning German Nationalist Jews” and reprinted as a pamphlet late in 1920, laid
out Naumann’s doctrine. Here Naumann explained three types of German Jews: (1) The
Zionists, whose proselytising among the youth demoralised the German-Jewish community and
whose international connections seemed to justify claims of an international Jewish conspiracy;
(2) The great majority of German nationalist Jews whose standpoint in politics was always
German and never Jewish; and (3) an amorphous group whose loyalties were divided between
German and Jewish interests.[20]
Of the German nationalist Jews, the doctrine that Naumman claimed for them has its roots in the
German romanticism of Fichte, Herder, et al, in defining a nation as a matter of common
consciousness rather than common blood. In this respect the National Socialists were a
nationalist departure from the roots of German nationalism, more akin to the racial theosophy
that arose in Austria-Hungary prior to World War I, while Naumann’s concept of nationalism
seems to have been more in accord with the German national tradition.
The third group, which Naumann referred to as the “in-betweeners” (Zwischenschichtler) he
regarded as being the real support base of the Centralverein, and the outlook included a
hypersensitivity to“anti-Semitism”, including justifiable criticism of Jews.[21] The reaction of
the Centralverein was dismissive and they claimed also to represent “German nationalist Jews.”
Naumann responded that the Centralverein after twenty-seven years had been a failure both in
negating the causes anti-Semitism and in forming a German identity among Jews. They had
failed to respond to the challenge of the influx of Ostjuden, whom Naumann described as “the
dangerous guest.”[22]
In response to the failure of Naumann and the Centralverein to reach agreement, Naumann and
eighty-eight others founded the League of German Nationalist Jews, Verband nationaldeutscher
Juden (VNJ) on March 20, 1921.[23] The League was vehemently opposed to Marxists and
other subversive, anti-patriotic and pacifistic tendencies among Jews, to Zionism and to
extending support to the Ostjuden, whose presence fostered anti-Semitism. To the VNJ, the
Eastern Jews gravitated to communism and Zionism and other organizations and doctrines that
“stand in opposition to everything German.” These foreign Jews were also involved in
speculative capitalism. [24] Their actions had brought reaction against all Jews in Germany, and
it was the duty of German nationalist Jews to fight these interlopers when the police would not
or could not.[25]
The German Nationalist Jews actively opposed Zionist propaganda, and organized a boycott of a
film on Palestine in 1924. In Breslau they persuaded the owner of the movie house to cancel the
second screening of the film, stating that the money it raised was destined for an English-held

land, and was therefore unpatriotic. In 1926 the “Naumannites”, as they were called, sponsored
a lecture tour by an ex-Zionist, Robert Peiper, on the theme “The Truth about Palestine.”[26]
Naumann urged Zionists in Germany to forswear German citizenship, and declare themselves a
“national minority,” as the claims of “anti-Semites” that Germany was being taken over by Jews
would seem justified, and there might come a time when they would have that status forced
upon them under less favourable circumstances.[27]
Naumann advocated that Jews support patriotic parties regardless of the anti-Semitism of those
parties, and that the example of Jewish German patriotism was the best way of combating antiSemitism: i.e. by countering the source within the Jews themselves, rather than defending Jews
regardless of their actions. As seen previously, it is a view that seems akin to that advocated by
Walther Rathenau. Therefore the VNJ, without endorsing any party, prompted Jews to vote
according to German interests.[28]
In 1925 the youth wing of the League’s Munich branch came to the defense of General
Ludendorff, implicated as a leader of the Munich putsch with Hitler, when the General had been
criticized by the Centralverein, although the League leadership was not supportive of
Ludendorff.[29] The League also combated “anti-Semitism” within the German People’s Party,
but the crucial difference between these German Nationalist Jews and other Jewish
organizations was that it recognized that Jews were not invariably guiltless of the charges
levelled against them for disloyalty and subversion, and advocated working with these “antiSemitic” parties, rather than confronting them.
Although at least two League members remained members of the Centralverein committee, the
Centralverein and the VNJ were increasingly antagonistic towards each other, and “the liberal
Jewish press in Germany was virtually unanimous in concluding that the Naumannites were
‘Jewish anti-Semites’”, states Niewyk, who remarks that the Jewish leadership were fearful of
alienating the socialist movement. The Centalverein went on the offensive in opposing
Naumann, who responded by libel suits against leaders of the organization.[30] The
Centalverein was largely successful in preventing Naumann from advocating among German
Jews. In 1930 the VNJ’s “German List” of candidates for the Berlin Jewish community’s
representative assembly drew less than 2% of the vote. The circulation of the VNJ’s newspaper
never exceeded 6,000 according to Niewyk.[31]
From 1932 the Naumannites gained renewed attention by focusing on the anti-Semitism of the
National Socialist party, and the illegitimacy of the National Socialists as German patriots. The
Naumannites saw an “idealistic essence” in National Socialism that was obscured by racism,
and considered that Hitler would outgrow Judaeophobia. The Naumannites advocated that Jews
should join non-Nazi nationalist organizations, which could nonetheless aid the Nazis, and
perhaps diminish the influence of the more vitriolic of the anti-Semites. Naumann supported the
“German socialism” that had been a feature of the Right, and not only among the National
Socialists. Oswald Spengler for example had advocated a type of “ethical socialism” that would
place the German state above class and other factional divisions.[32] Like Spengler, Naumann
opposed German Social Democracy and Marxism, and was concerned at the number of Jews
involved with the Left.[33]

Stahlhelmführer Duesterberg stands as a candidate for the presidential election. Photo: February
1932.
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In 1933 Naumann endorsed the German National People’s Party, now allied with the National
Socialists, hoping that such an alliance would moderate some of the National Socialist
views.[34]
It is here relevant to note that in the 1932 presidential election the National People’s Party
candidate, standing against Hitler, was Lieutenant Colonel Theodor Duesterberg, second in
command of the monarchist-nationalist veterans’ organization, the Stahlhelm. Duesterberg was
attacked by Goebbels’s newspaper Der Angriff because of his Jewish background. Officers of
the Stahlhelm responded that “if Duesterberg is of Jewish origin, the absurdity of racial
discrimination is proved inasmuch as Duesterberg was an outstanding officer on the war front
and was delegated by true Germans as their candidate for president of the German
Republic.”[35]
While Duesterberg claims he was unaware of his Jewish background it is the supportive reaction
of his fellow veterans that is of interest, while Ludendorff, like the Nazis, denounced him, which
resulted in his withdrawal from the second run-off of the presidential race. Duesterberg resigned
from his position in the Stahlhelm following his defeat in the presidential elections, and the
revelations as to his Jewish background, but his resignation was rejected. The Jewish
Telegraphic Agency reported at the time:
Leaders of the Stahlhelm have labelled as absurd that racial descent should be
regarded as in any way inimical to Duesterberg’s continuation in office and have
not hesitated to denounce the Nazi campaign against him on this score as deliberate
provocation. For this reason, the praesidium of the Stahlhelm did not accept the
proffered resignation of Duesterberg and prevailed upon him to remain in office.
Leaders of the Steel Helmet are not desirous of acknowledging that the Nazi
campaign against Duesterberg has had any repercussions in the Steel Helmet camp.
This is said to explain the silence which is being maintained on what transpired at
the meeting of the praesidium.[36]

The Stahlhelm further stated of Duesterberg:
We are aware that Duesterberg’s father in 1813 volunteered as a soldier for the
liberation of Germany and was awarded the Iron Cross. Duesterberg himself was
wounded in the Expedition to China.[37] Subsequently he fought in the World War
in the most dangerous places.[38]
Although being offered, and declining, a position in Hitler’s first Cabinet, Duesterberg was
arrested during the Night of the Long Knives in 1934 and interned at Dachau, but was released,
dying in 1950.

German Jewish Nationalist Youth Organizations
In 1932 a three-way split between Leftist and Rightist factions in the German Jewish youth
organization Kameraden resulted in the formation of the Black Squad (Schwarzes Fähnlein) by
400 conservative-nationalist members. The Black Squad sought to revive the medieval Teutonic
martial ethos.
In 1933 a young Jewish theologian, Dr Hans-Joachim Schoeps, established a 150-member
“German Vanguard – German Jewish Followers” also devoted to martial values. In April 1933
the Black Squad and the German Vanguard aligned with the VNJ and the National League of
Jewish Frontline Veterans into an Action Committee of Jewish Germans that hoped to negotiate
with the National Socialist regime on a new dispensation for German Jews. This organization,
like the VNJ and the other German Jewish nationalist groups, was outlawed by the National
Socialist regime in 1935.[39 ]
Schoeps adhered to the German Conservative Revolution movement that emerged in the
aftermath of World War I. Among the influences on Schoeps from this milieu were Stefan
George, Ernst Jünger, Arthur Moeller van den Bruck, Ernst Niekisch, Carl Schmitt, Oswald
Spengler, Otto Strasser, and others. Schoeps never repudiated his Rightist sentiments in the
post-1945 era, writing in 1960 that Spengler’s “Prussian socialism” remained valid.[40]
Schoeps sought an accord between patriotic German Jews and National Socialism, writing in his
newspaper The Vanguard that National Socialism can renew Germany, and that German Jews
should be brought under a new organization representing them as German patriots.[41]

German Jewish Nationalist War Veterans
The German Jewish World War veterans had their own association, Reichsbund juedischer
Frontsoldaten (RjF), that was, like the League of German Nationalist Jews, opposed to Zionism,
Marxism and all other manifestations of subversion. From 1930 until 1934 Ludwig Freund,
general secretary of the RjF, “gave lectures all over Germany with titles such as ‘Community of
the Frontlines – Community of the Volk’ to audiences of non-Jewish veterans.” They also
opposed the influx of Ostjuden.[42]
RjF was founded in 1919 to counter claims that German Jews had shirked their military duty
during the World War. Despite its repudiation of this basic National Socialist allegation, the RjF,
like the Naumannites, hoped for an accommodation with the Hitler regime for German Jews.
Generally, fascism had arisen throughout Europe in the aftermath of the World War primarily
from war veterans. It should be no surprise that fascism also emerged from Jewish war veterans,
and that Jewish veterans also joined fascist movements, especially in Italy where by the
mid-1930s one-third of the adult Jewish population were members of the National Fascist Party,
and 230 Jews participated in the March on Rome.[43] Ettore Ovazza, scion of a wealthy family
who, with his two brothers and fifty-year-old father had enlisted with the Italian army to fight
the world war, founded a “stridently pro-fascist journal” and physically led an attack on Zionist
Jews.[44]
While there is nothing inherent in fascist ideology that prohibits Jewish support, the anti-Semitic
element of German National Socialism was a common feature of German romanticism, which as

noted, had reached its most cogent expression from Richard Wagner. The Hitlerites were heirs to
that legacy, as well as to pre-war anti-Semitic and racial doctrines in Central Europe.[45]
The RjF, states Caplan in his study of the subject, “claimed to be models of the tough, selfconfident, and disciplined ethos they believed to be necessary for the survival of German Jewry.
As the first ever German-Jewish military elite, they sought to transmit their military masculinity
to the rest of the German-Jewish community through youth and sports programs, the
commemoration of the Jewish war dead, and the promotion of Jewish cultivation of German
soil.”[46] Unlike the Naumannites and other German-Jewish nationalists, the RjF cannot be
dismissed as marginal. By the mid-1920s the RjF had 35,000 members and was the third-largest
organization of German Jews.[47 ]
Caplan writes of the generically fascist character of the Jewish war veterans (as with other war
veterans in Germany who joined the Hitlerites, the Stahlhelm and the Freikorps), that they
“offered a popular platform for the battle against the pitfalls of big-city life at a time of rapid
social transformation. Falling birth rates, alcoholism, and the spread of nervous disorders had
already been diagnosed by the turn of the century as indicators of social and cultural
degeneration. The German military defeat and its revolutionary aftermath exacerbated this sense
of crisis and added to the list of perceived symptoms.”[48]

Relations with the Third Reich
As indicated by the vehemence of the National Socialist campaign against the esteemed head of
the Stahlhelm, Lieutenant Colonel Duesterberg, there was not much room for optimism that the
regime would accommodate even the most loyal of German Jews, other than that Germans of
partial Jewish descent were categorized and some categories were granted a tolerable status
under the 1935 Reich Citizenship Law.
Caplan states that although the Hitlerites remained an enemy, “nevertheless, the leaders of the
RjF also subscribed to a political ideology that incorporated all of the elements generally
associated with fascism - militarism, extreme nationalism, anti-bolshevism, and middle-class
desires for a strong state that would transcend divisive parliamentary structures.”[49] That
German Jewry ended up choosing Zionism rests squarely on the shoulders of the National
Socialist regime, which favoured Zionism as a doctrine that likewise opposed assimilation of
Jews into the national community.
With the accession to Office of the National Socialists, the RjF believed that it was essential that
they assume leadership of German Jewry. Despite their opposition to the Nazis from the start
due to the Nazi propaganda that sought to deny the Jewish role in the World War, the values the
RjF espoused for German Jews, and especially for the young, were in accord with the doctrines
the National Socialists expounded to “Aryan” Germans. As long “as the state seemed to honor
the link between military service and German citizenship - and even longer - the RjF sought to
cooperate with the Hitler regime in the construction of a viable Jewish community in the Third
Reich…. the ideology, language, and tactics of the RjF reflected a fascist, anti-Zionist agenda
that transcended rhetorical pandering of the oppressed to the oppressor.” [50]
The RjF now proclaimed itself specifically against Zionism, dropping its hitherto neutral stance.
The RjF become more active than ever in the first years of the regime, and its popularity
increased at the expense of the oldest and largest of the Jewish organizations, the Centralverein.
Jews were increasingly antagonistic towards the Centralverein’s “passivity in response to
Zionism”[51] in a Jewish population where Zionism had never taken root. Liberalism was
diminishing drastically among the German Jews also in line with the decline of Liberalism in
Germany generally in the aftermath of the world war. With the demise of Liberal hegemony
among German Jews, the choice was between Zionism and the fascism of the RjF.
While Ludwig Freund left Germany in 1934, Dr Leo Loewenstein, chairman of the RjF, a
scientist by profession, who had served as a captain in the Bavarian Army Reserve, attempted
from 1933 to 1935 to “persuade Hitler by mail to allow patriotic Jews, and the young generation
in particular, to be absorbed into the German Volksgemeinschaft,” to allow Jewish youth to

participate with German youth in athletic contests and to allow Jews to serve in the German
armed forces. [52] While there was no reply from Hitler, Loewenstein did succeed in April
1933, by appealing to President von Hindenburg, “in having Jewish civil servants with frontline
service during wartime exempted from losing their jobs.” However the exemption was revoked
with Hindenburg’s death later that year.[53]
When world Jewish organizations declared a boycott of German goods in 1934,[54] and
established the World Jewish Economic Federation to deprive Germany of foreign capital, the
RjF reacted swiftly, condemning the actions of Jewish leaders far-removed from Germany,
writing to the US Embassy in Berlin denying, “as German patriots,” allegations that Jews in
Germany were being subjected to “cruelties.” While acknowledging that excesses had occurred
that are unavoidable in any kind of revolution, they commented that where able, the authorities
have sought to prevent these. The RjF also condemned the “irresponsible agitations on the part
of the so-called Jewish intellectuals living abroad.” These had “never considered themselves
German nationals,” but had abandoned those of their own “faith” at a “critical time” while
claiming to be their champions.[55] The same day the RjF issued a worldwide address to
frontline veterans, stating that the propaganda against Germany was politically and
economically motivated. They pointed out that the Jewish writers used as propagandists had
hitherto been the same propagandists who had “scoffed at us veterans in earlier years,” and
called on “honourable soldiers” to repudiate the “unchivalrous and degrading treatment meted
out to Germany…”[56]
The choice of Germany’s Jews between German nationalism and Zionism was decided by the
regime for the Jews, in favor of Zionism. While approximately 600 newspapers were officially
banned by the National Socialist regime during 1933, and others were pressured out of
existence, Jüdische Rundschau, the weekly newspaper of the Zionist Federation of Germany
(ZVfD) was permitted to flourish, and by the end of 1933 had a circulation of 38,000, four to
five times more than in 1932. Jüdische Rundschau was even exempted from newsprint
restrictions until 1937. The Zionist newspaper was not subjected to the same censorship as other
German newspapers. They were the only newspaper in the Third Reich permitted to advocate an
independent political doctrine. In 1935 the Zionist youth corps was the only non-Nazi body
permitted to wear uniforms. With the 1935 Nuremberg Laws, German Jews were prohibited
from raising the German flag, but could raise the Zionist flag.[57] German-Jewish nationalists
were not wanted in the Reich, including the Jewish war veterans’ organization, whose German
nationalist doctrine could have won over at least a significant proportion of German Jews who
had rejected Liberalism and had not been inclined towards Zionism.
Both the German Vanguard and the League of German Nationalist Jews were dissolved in late
1935, while the RjF endured until the end of 1938.
Schoeps’s prior contacts with the anti-Hitler National Socialist Otto Strasser, and the “National
Bolshevik” Ernst Niekisch made him suspect and he emigrated to Sweden in 1938. After the
war he established a celebrated career as a theological scholar. He also remained an active
monarchist, and as a leader of the National Association for the Monarchy (Volksbund für die
Monarchie), called for the restoration of the State of Prussia in 1951, and was involved in
forming subsequent conservative movements and periodicals. He died in 1980 in Germany.
Freund, of the RjF, emigrated to the USA in 1934 and returned to Germany in 1961. Far from
having repudiated his Germanness like the many Jews who turned to Zionism, he was one of the
first three men to be awarded the Adenauer Prize in 1961 by the German Foundation for his
work in the “revival of a healthy national feeling on the basis of necessary self-respect” and for
the “protection of the rights of the German Volk, in spite of the wrongs done him in his own
Fatherland,”[58] such nationalistic sentiments and awards being condemned by Der Spiegel.

Conclusion
German Jews had rejected liberalism for the same reasons as other Germans had turned to the
Right, hoping for a national renewal of the Fatherland. Zionists had not made significant
inroads, and while German-Jewish nationalist organizations such as those of Naumann remained

small, they maintained a challenge to the mainstream Jewish organizations. The RjF was not
marginal, however, and was gaining support for its form of fascism that sought to fully identify
Jews with Germany. They were undertaking in particular a program among the Jewish youth of
the type that had been sought by Rathenau, to recreate a Jewish youth that was robust, martial
and patriotic. The German Zionists undertook a similar program in the interests of creating
vigorous youth pioneers for Palestine.
If the RjF had been permitted to proselytize among German Jews they would have captured the
majority of that community for Germany, despite the anti-Semitism that existed to varying
degrees among the National Socialists. Jews had for centuries undertaken a process of
acculturation reflected in the many Jews who fought for Germany during the world war.
Unfortunately, the most conspicuous Jews, promoted no less by the anti-Semitic press than by
their own followers, were the likes of Rosa Luxemburg, Willi Münzenberg, the wealthy
publisher of the Communist press Karl Radek, Kurt Eisner, et al., until Communism became
synonymous in Germany,[59] as in much of the rest of the world, with Jews. However, only 4%
voted for the Communist Party, and 28% for the Social Democrats. Most were moderate liberaldemocrats.[60] There was also a widespread, vigorous dislike, one might say even hatred, for
the “Eastern Jews” that were coming into Germany, especially after the war, whom Rathenau
condemned with such vehemence. The “liberal” Jews were just as offended by the manners of
the Ostjuden as anyone else.
The Jewish German nationalists sought acculturation, the continuation of a process that had
been taking place for centuries. In the Zionists, the National Socialists had allies as opposed to
assimilation as themselves. While the Zionists continued collaborating with the Third Reich
even during the war, German-Jewish nationalists were suppressed, although a significant
number of Mischlinge maintained their patriotism and were able to serve Germany, including
Hitler’s original bodyguard and SS commander Emile Maurice, first commander of what
became the SS who, over Himmler's objections and due to Hitler's insistence, remained an
honored officer of the SS, as did his brothers.[61]
The National Socialists maintained a type of Manichean outlook that saw the Aryan in mortal
combat with the Jew as a conflict between God and the Devil, a synthesis of biology and
theology that had since the late 19th century portrayed the Jews as less than human, or bestial
spawn, expressed in the New Templar theosophy of Jörg Lanz von Liebenfels.
Where most German Jews saw the Ostjuden as a danger to Germany, or at best an
embarrassment to themselves, the National Socialists did not distinguish between them. While
only a minority of Jews supported the Left, the National Socialists focused on the conspicuous
Jewish presence in the Communist movement, and in other anti-German movements. Most
particularly, the Third Reich did not accord status to Jewish war veterans, and the regime chose
Zionism over German-Jewish nationalism.
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Hate, Hikind and History | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

This summer, Democratic Assemblyman from Brooklyn, New York Dov Hikind launched a misguided
assault against Inconvenient History and several other publishers who carry among other things Holocaust
revisionist articles and commentary. Hikind is attempting to financially hamstring several organizations
by arranging a vendor boycott of sorts in which major credit card companies are bullied or otherwise
coerced into ceasing to do business with us.[1]
The assault apparently against our ability to publish and sell books asserts falsely that Inconvenient
History is a “hate group.” Hikind opined, “Unfortunately, it is no longer shocking in this day and age to
find those who deny the Holocaust—those who espouse openly racist, hateful ideologies.” Hikind, who
asserts that his grandmother “went to the gas chambers” finds it “immoral” that credit card companies
would do business with us.
Hikind has attempted this sort of thing before. In fact in 2009 he bulldozed American Express into
canceling the merchant agreement with British historian David Irving. While it’s not worth pointing out
all of the errors of that enterprise and of Hikind’s perspective on these matters, I do want to correct the
record on the smearing of Inconvenient History as a “hate group.”
Wikipedia, the on-line encyclopedic source for most popular knowledge explains rather simply that hate is
“a deep and emotional extreme dislike that can be directed against individuals, entities, objects, or ideas.
Hatred is often associated with feelings of anger and a disposition towards hostility.”[2] While there can
be little doubt that Mr. Hikind harbors a deep and emotional dislike of us and our ideas and one suspects
that he is both angry and hostile, we can assure you that we at Inconvenient History are resisting the
temptation to feel the same about our malefactor Mr. Hikind.
To better understand Inconvenient History, one needs to consider the broader topic of historical
revisionism. Recently a great example was publicized throughout the nation’s media. It has just been
reported that a new documentary that will debut on 3 November is making a blockbuster claim with
regard to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. The new documentary, JFK: The Smoking Gun
offers the theory that there was indeed a second shooter on that fateful day in Dallas. It contends that the
second shooter was none other than George Hickey, a member of Kennedy’s own Secret Service.[3]
While I have yet to see the documentary and am not vouching for its accuracy, it is relevant to understand
the theory that is offered. Far from yet another conspiracy tale, the theory is that Hickey accidently fired
the kill shot.
The documentary is based on the work of Colin McLaren, an Australian police detective who based his
work on Bonar Menninger’s book, Mortal Error: The Shot That Killed JFK.[4] In short, the theory is that
having heard the first shot fired from Lee Harvey Oswald’s gun, Hickey raised his AR-15 to return fire.
When the car he was in suddenly stopped, Hickey accidently pulled the trigger and the shot intended for
Oswald accidently struck Kennedy instead.

If history proves that Lee Harvey Oswald didn’t fire the shot that killed John F. Kennedy, are we all
Kennedy haters or Oswald-sympathizers?
By Marina Oswald [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
McLaren asserts that his conclusions were based both on witness testimony and forensic evidence.
McLaren says that the trajectory of the fatal shot and the size of the entrance wound are inconsistent with
the ammunition that Oswald used but are in line with the type of ammunition used in Secret Service
weapons.[5]
While there can be no doubt that McLaren’s documentary will be controversial (and perhaps, some might
even say, inconvenient), it is scheduled to be broadcast this November. No one is asserting that McLaren
is a “Kennedy-hater.” In fact, such an idea is far-fetched and preposterous to anyone considering the
matter. Neither would any rational person assert that McLaren is an “Oswald-sympathizer” or that he is
secretly plotting a Boys from Brazil-like resurrection of Oswald or the creation of some new band of
assassins to target our nation’s leaders. McLaren may certainly be wrong, but no one is calling for banning
his documentary or the book that it was based on. No one is calling for a boycott nor for credit cards to
cease doing business with those selling his book.
And yet, McLaren’s work appears to be solidly within the historical revisionist milieu. McLaren has done
investigation, he has interviewed witnesses, he has conducted forensic studies. If right, McLaren would be
correcting an important historical controversy that has defied scholars and the general public for 50 years.

His theory will not bring Kennedy back to life. Neither will it exonerate Oswald for his crime, but it could
shine a light onto a historical event that has shaped aspects of American politics for the past 50 years.
Revisionism of the Holocaust, likely the most contentious field of all aspects of historical revisionism, is
quite the same. Today the majority of victims and perpetrators are dead. While it may be little consolation
to learn that one’s ancestors did not die through the inhalation of poison gas, and may not even have been
murdered at all, the historical record should be correct.
There is no hatred in trying to determine what actually happened in the Nazi concentration camps. There
is no hatred in attempting to learn the real fate of the Germans’ slave laborers and “racial undesirables”
during these tragic years. There is likewise no hoping for a return to this dark time. In fact, as revisionists,
we hope that our efforts lead to a greater peace between nations and goodwill between peoples.[6]
We deeply regret what appears to be the deep-harbored hate that Dov Hikind holds for our stance and for
those who question the official Holocaust story. If Mr. Hikind could learn the truth, that truth would set
him free.
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Perfect Revisionism: The Vinland Map
by Jett Rucker

Until very recently, a map clearly predating Columbus’s first voyage of discovery was widely
considered evidence that Norsemen had “discovered” North America first. In fact, at the time it
came to light (that is, onto the market), it constituted the best, if not the only evidence of this
notion; discovery and dating of Norse settlements in Newfoundland coming only some years
after the map’s first sale and purchase. Suddenly, the map is now seen to be a fake dating from
about 1956, and all the studies of the map’s parchment and ink (the first, ancient, the second,
recent), its content (the north coast of Greenland, which no one had mapped until 1896), and its
philology (archaic Latinate forms of Norse names) were cast into irrelevance by a certain
almost-casual investigator’s organization of a few already-known historical facts into a narrative
that beggars refutation.
The incident constitutes a compact little gem of what I regard as “perfect revisionism,” in that:
(a) it demolishes predominant historical opinion; (b) it is entirely based on information
previously known, but not previously considered in the investigations; and (c) the findings
themselves are immune to any suspicion of any revisionist agenda beyond that of the map’s
authenticity, since pre-Columbian Norse settlements in North America have long been
everywhere recognized (e.g., at l’Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland, discovered in 1960).
The “discoveries”—arguments, really—of “independent researcher” John Paul Floyd are
described in an article in the London Daily Mail as derived from Google searches. The key
items seem to be, in chronological order, first, two negative incidents, in which the presence of
the map would have to have been mentioned, but had not been, and then a positive incident in
which the volume in which the map was found had been stolen and had remained in the hands of
the thief for some years, during which, Floyd persuasively surmises, the forgery was added to
the blank sides of 15th-Century parchments bearing other documents from the times, that had
been long well known.

The Vinland map is purportedly a 15th century Mappa Mundi, redrawn from a 13th century
original. Drawn with black ink on animal skin, if authentic the map is the first known depiction
of the North American coastline, created before Columbus' 1492 voyage. Several scholars and
scientists who have studied the map have concluded that it is a fake, probably drawn on old
parchment in the 20th century.
By Yale University Press (Yale University) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The original impetus for the creation and marketing of the forgery would appear to be economic
profit—the inspiration for much harmful, and probably more beneficient enterprise in human
society. At the time the forgery must have been committed, the documents among which it came
to light were in the possession of Enzo Ferrajoli, who after its sale was convicted of having
stolen the documents, along with hundreds of others, from the Zaragoza (Spain) Cathedral
Library in the 1950s—only a few years before the map came to light.
But Floyd’s most-potent evidence is negative—reports and observations that were lacking in
earlier displays of the contextual documents, including one in 1892, the Madrid quadricentennial
of Columbus’s epic first voyage, in which context one might very much expect the presence of
such a map to be noted. Such a historical omission recalls omissions from those accounts (that
are demonstrably free of the taint of war-crimes trials) of life in National Socialist concentration
camps that omit mention of gas chambers, or the cremation of thousands of bodies every day, or
all the other impossibilities of genocide so conducted as to leave no physical (or documentary)
traces of their occurrence. Like today’s researchers of the reports of contemporary victims of the
Holocaust, Floyd provides a further absence of comment from Cristóbal Pérez Pastor, who in
1926 recorded observations of the volume in which the map was subsequently discovered.
Again, the absence of mention is truly deafening.
In the case at hand, an insufficiency of “forensic” methods might be inferred. That is, minute,
scientific investigations of the parchment (genuine) and ink (cleverly contrived), along with the
binding, and even wormholes in, the physical materials of the map tended to support—or failed
to refute—the genuineness of the map’s provenance. Revisionists such as Carlo Mattogno and
Germar Rudolf specialize in just such forensic analyses of predominant accounts of German
treatment of prisoners of war and disfavored minorities during World War II, and the

implications of their findings resonate far and wide, at least among those concerned with such
matters who are not blinded by attachment to hostile ideologies. Of these methods, it strikes me
that their power to refute is rather greater than their power to confirm. A recent example from
the 1980s that comes to mind is that of the famous “Hitler Diaries” that ultimately were shown
to have been written in volumes stitched with nylon threads, which were not in use in Germany
at the time the diaries would have to have been written. The value of physical forensics for the
purposes of refutation remains unimpeached by the case at hand.
In the opus published thus far by Inconvenient History, the meticulous work of Thomas Kues
stands out as exemplifying that vector of revisionism that bases itself on material that is, and
always has been, available to the public, but which previously has been, accidentally or
otherwise, omitted from the narrative. He draws his instances, consistently, from sources (e.g.,
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency) that were not, at least at the time, motivated by idealistic
considerations such as those today motivating sources and commentators far and wide,
especially those having in their names the first word of the JTA. Sources must be qualified, and
understood, not only according to their institutional and financial connections, but according to
the times at which they made their reports (during World War II, Jewish agencies in general
were subject to an imperative that they not allow the conflict in which the United States had
become involved to be perceived as an effort to “save the Jews”).
The Vinland Maps incident, free as it is from parochial stresses, provides a rare opportunity to
note the value of revisionism in finding and presenting truths in history previously occluded by
economic self-interest or, more commonly, propagandistic agendas pursued by one or another
(or more) parties contending for the hearts and minds of the not-deeply committed masses.
It is refreshing, interesting, and instructive.

The Bone Mill of Lemberg
by Klaus Schwensen

Preliminary Remarks
Shortly after the Wehrmacht had occupied the Ukrainian city of Lemberg (30 June 1941), a work
camp for Jews was set up on Yanovska street. At the Nuremberg tribunal, the Soviet prosecution
claimed that this facility had simultaneously served as a “death camp” where huge numbers of
prisoners had been murdered. When the Red Army approached Lemberg in spring 1944, the SS
allegedly ordered the mass graves to be opened and the bodies of the victims to be burned on
huge pyres. The bones that survived the cremation were subsequently crushed and either buried
or scattered on the territory of the camp. This is the official version of the events based on the
investigations of the Extraordinary State Commission (ESC) and the testimony of surviving
Jewish inmates. The “bone mill” allegedly discovered after the arrival of the Red Army was
repeatedly mentioned by the Soviet Prosecution in Nuremberg. Our research upon this question
was prompted by three historical photographs of this mill which can be found on the Website of
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) and elsewhere.[1]
In the Ukrainian language, the camp at Janovska Street, Lemberg, is called “Yanivskij Tabor.”
The Russian name is “Konzlager Yanovsky,” the English one, which will be used throughout
this article, “Yanov Camp.”

The Extraordinary State Commission (ESC)
In November 1942, the Soviet Government founded the “Extraordinary State Commission,” an
organization the size of a small Soviet ministry charged with investigating German war crimes.
Wherever the Red Army had reconquered an area formerly under German control, local
commissions were formed which subsequently questioned tens of thousands of local residents
and produced reports based on their testimony. The same procedure was followed with regard to
the former German concentration camps. The reports drafted by the local investigative
commissions about the recently captured camps were directly forwarded to ESC headquarters in
Moscow where they were usually edited and signed by one or several prominent ESC members
before being published in the Soviet Press, such acquiring the status of official documents.
At Nuremberg, the Soviet prosecution submitted more than 500 such ESC reports to the court
whereupon they were registered as “IMT Document USSR-###”. The Germans were indicted
with four types of crimes: 1. Participation in a conspiracy for the accomplishment of a crime
against peace; 2. Planning, initiating and waging a war of aggression; 3. War crimes; 4. Crimes
against humanity. Each of the four victorious powers that staged the trial presented evidence for
one of these indictments, the fourth type (“Crimes against humanity”) being assigned to the
Soviet Union (crimes in the East) and France (crimes in the West).
This means that the German “crimes against humanity” in Eastern Europe were almost
exclusively “proved” by the reports of the ESC, which were the sole evidence adduced by the
Soviet prosecution and made available in English translation to the American, British and
French judges. In other words, the commonly accepted history of German crimes in the East is
largely based on the ESC reports submitted at the Nuremberg trial.
Even today numerous historians still regard the ESC reports as indisputable historical
documents. However, an objective analysis clearly shows that this “evidence” is to a large extent
based on manipulation and outright lies. The Soviet investigators regularly resorted to the
strategy of having their atrocity propaganda “corroborated” by the witnesses they had recruited
after the German retreat. As the commissions charged the Germans with truly gigantic
massacres, they were facing a serious problem: Although there had undoubtedly been German

mass shootings in the East, the Soviets were hardly ever able to present mass graves containing
the alleged number of bodies. They therefore claimed that, facing certain defeat, the “German
fascist intruders” had tried to obliterate the traces of their crimes by opening the mass graves,
disinterring the corpses and burning them on pyres. The Jews forced to perform this grisly task
were subsequently liquidated as undesirable witnesses. The ashes of the victims were scattered
on fields or in forests, dumped into rivers or used as fertilizer. The large bones which had
survived the cremation were crushed in “bone mills.” This alleged obliteration of mass graves
was a recurrent theme of Soviet war and postwar propaganda whose murky source are
invariably the reports of the ESC. Our study deals with the “bone mill” presented as material
evidence from the Yanov camp.

The charges pressed by the Soviet prosecution at Nuremberg
Although few people have ever heard of the labor camp at Yanovska Street, Lemberg, it played
an important role at the Nuremberg trial. On 14 February 1946 Soviet Chief Prosecutor L. N.
Smirnov read from a report describing body disposal at the Yanov camp: [2]
“The court has already received our exhibit USSR-6 (c). This document is an
appendix to the report of the Extraordinary State Commission about the crimes
perpetrated in the Lemberg area.[3] It is based on the testimony of the witness
Manussewitsch who was questioned by the representative of the Public Prosecutor
in the Lemberg area at the special behest of the Extraordinary State Commission.
[…] Manussewitsch was imprisoned by the Germans at the Yanov camp where he
was assigned to a group of prisoners charged with burning the bodies of murdered
Soviet citizens. Having cremated 40,000 bodies of people killed at the Yanov camp,
the group was sent to a camp in the forest of Lissenitzky in order to perform similar
tasks. I will now read the interrogation protocol. […] I quote:
‘In this camp special ten-day courses for the cremation of corpses were organized
in the death factory. Twelve men were employed there. The students attending these
courses came from the camps of Lublin, Warsaw etc. I do not know their family
names, but they were no privates but officers, from colonel down to sergeant. These
courses were taught by the chief of the crematoria, colonel Schallock.’
‘He explained where the bodies were to be disinterred and burned, how this task
had to be put into practice, how the bone-grinding machine functions, how the pit is
to be levelled, how trees are to be planted at this place and how the human ashes
are to be scattered and hidden. Such courses were taught over a long period of time.
[…]’
Photographs of this machine, together with description – or a technical instruction,
to be more precise – will later be made available to the court.” [End of Smirnov’s
quotation.]
As the former camp inmate Manussewitsch did not claim to have attended any of these courses,
it remains a mystery how he could possibly have known what skills had been taught there. His
statement is apparently the only source mentioning such courses. Nor is it clear what he or his
interrogators had in mind when referring to the “death factory” because nobody has ever
disputed that the Yanov camp had been a labor camp producing equipment for the DAW
(Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke). On 19 February 1946 Smirnov once again addressed the Yanov
camp: [4 ]
“It results from the report of the Extraordinary State Commission about the crimes
committed at the Yanov camp that in this camp, which formally passed for a simple
labor camp, more than 200,000 Soviet citizens[5] were killed according to the
investigations of the forensic experts. I confine myself to quoting the first paragraph
of the Russian text on page 261:
‘In view of the fact that ashes and bones were scattered over a burial area

comprising more than two square kilometers, the forensic commission estimates
that over 200,000 Soviet citizens were exterminated in the Yanov camp.’”
On the afternoon of the same day Smirnov again referred to the “bone-grinding machine”
mentioned by the witness Manussewitsch[6]:
“The machine for the grinding of burned bones was for this special purpose
mounted on the platform of an automobile trailer. The machine can easily be
transported by automobile or other means without being disassembled. The machine
can be installed and operated anywhere without any preparations. […] The machine
with the above-mentioned dimensions has an approximate capacity of 3 cubic
meters of small burned bones.”
As Smirnov had contented himself with 40,000 bodies of murder victims allegedly disinterred
and cremated at the Yanov camp during the German occupation whereas the ESC had put the
number of exterminated Soviet citizens at 200,000, the mass graves must still have contained no
fewer than 160,000 bodies. Even if “only” 100,000 people had been killed, 60,000 uncremated
corpses must still have been buried on the territory of the former camp. Apparently no attempt
was made to find them.
To put it in a nutshell: According to the Soviet version of the events, the large bones which had
not been destroyed during the process of cremation were ground to “bone meal” in the abovementioned “machine”. As the terminology used by the Soviets is rather imprecise, a short
technical and historical retrospect will help us to clarify the matter.

Bones and Bone Mills
Both the Soviet documents and the Soviet Public Prosecutor at Nuremberg repeatedly used
the clinical expression “machine for the grinding of human bones.” In propaganda more drastic
terms were used: “Knochenmühle” (German), “bone crushing machine” or “bone mill”
(English), “broyeuse d’os” (French), “kostedrobilka” (Russian) and “kistkodrobarka”
(Ukrainian). What did a genuine bone mill look like, and how did it function? In this context one
has to distinguish between the fresh bones of recently slaughtered cattle and human bones after
cremation.

Fresh bones
It is a well-known fact that fresh bones are extremely robust. After 1840, the manufacture of
bone meal from the bones of slaughtered cattle became economically important, as it had been
discovered that it could be used as a fertilizer for plants (Justus von Liebig). The bones were
first cooked or exposed to hot steam in order to extract the neatsfoot oil, the bone grease and the
bone glue. In the process they became more brittle and could more easily be crushed after being
dried in a kiln, even though massive machines were still needed for this work. Initially bone
stampers driven by water power were used to perform the task. After mixing with stall manure,
the bone granulate was used as fertilizer. As early as 1840, Liebig had developed a method of
producing superphosphate (a compound of calcium hydrogen phosphate and calcium sulphate)
from bone or mineral phosphates and sulphuric acid. This product is more soluble in water and
therefore more suitable for plants than the calcium phosphate of the bones. Starting around
1855, the production of superphosphate became the most important branch of the fertilizer
industry.
After 1870, the importance of bone crushing steadily decreased. The surviving bone mills now
serve as tourist attractions. Instead of being crushed with such mills, the bones were thenceforth
precrushed by means of steam-driven roll-type crushers, whereupon the neatsfoot oil and the
bone glue were extracted. After being dried in a kiln, the product was ground, e. g. in an edge
mill, the result being a mixture of grit and bone meal.[7] After sifting, the residual grit was also
ground to bone meal, this time in a ball mill, as the chemical reaction with sulphuric acid to
yield superphosphate requires a thorough grinding of the bones.

After 1900, bone meal was gradually replaced by imported mineral phosphates from abroad.
Until 1914, Germany imported phosphate from her overseas colony of Nauru (Marshall Islands).
In the meantime it had become known that bone meal can be used as a nutritious admixture to
fodder and as such is too valuable to be used as fertilizer. Against the background of the
economy of scarcity during the two World Wars, bone meal again gained some importance as a
“home-grown source of phosphate”, and people gathered bones from kitchen scraps, as had been
common practice in the nineteenth century.

Cremated bones
When speaking of “cremated bones,” Soviet Prosecutor Smirnov had referred to the unburnable
residues after the incineration of human bodies. During the cremation of a corpse, the small
bones decompose into a coarse granulate while the larger ones, which are still sufficiently
robust, do not. Although it is possible to crumble them with one’s fingers, they are harder and
more solid than wood ashes. These bones – parts of skulls, thighbones etc. – are still easily
recognizable after cremation.
In a crematorium oven, the cremated bones are gathered in an ash box separately from the
residues of the fuel (at that time coke). Ideally the cremated bones are well carbonized, which
means that the organic matter (grease, collagen) has been entirely burned and only whitish-lightgrey calcium phosphate containing a small amount of calcium carbonate remains. In order to get
them into the urn, the bigger bone fragments have to be crushed. In modern crematoria, this is
done by means of an electric mill. The cremation of an adult person produces between 1.5 and 2
kg of cremated bones, depending on the size of the corpse.[8] It is therefore an error to presume
that one can make a human body “completely disappear” by incineration.

Cremation on pyres
The tradition of cremating bodies on pyres, known since the Classical Era, required a large
amount of firewood and was therefore the privilege of princes and kings exclusively. After the
fire has gone out, the cremated bones are embedded in the wood ashes, but being easily
recognizable, they can be gathered and and buried in an urn. In 1977 the retrieval of the urn of
King Phillip of Macedonia (382-336 B.C.) caused a stir since it still contained Phillip´s
cremated bones.
To the best of our knowledge, the only well documented case of a mass cremation on pyres in
wartime happened after the Allied firebombing of Dresden (13/14 February 1945). To forestall
the outbreak of epidemics, 6,865 corpses were burned within two or three weeks in Dresden´s
Altmarkt. The cremation took place on grates formed by putting streetcar rails on bases made of
brick on which the bodies were put in piles of 2-2.5 meters (Fig. 1).
The grates were so low that under them there was hardly any space for fuelwood which anyhow
was scarce in the completely destroyed city. So the bodies were soaked with gasoline or Diesel
fuel whereupon they smoldered for hours. This improvised cremation had very little in common
with the incineration of a body in a crematorium.
Since only liquid fuel had been used, the cremation did not produce any wood ashes. On the
other hand, the bones were (presumably) not burned completely and had still a relatively coarse
structure. Nevertheless, as they were to be buried in a mass grave on Dresden’s Heidefriedhof,
no further crushing was necessary. At any rate, the cremation fulfilled its purpose as no
epidemics broke out. Cremating the 6,865 bodies required approximately fourteen days[9]. Thus
only about 500 bodies could be incinerated per day although there were altogether eight pyres.
Now compare these statistics with the fantastic figures of corpses allegedly burned at the Yanov
camp. Leon Weliczker, a former inmate of this camp, spoke of pyres on which between 500 and
2,000 bodies had been incinerated.[10] On the other hand, his description is utterly vague.
Although he once mentions a pyre with over 2,000 corpses he remains silent as to its dimensions
(floor space, height etc.) and he hardly volunteers any information about the time needed for the
construction of the pyre and the duration of the cremation. Under these circumstances, no

objective comparison with the pyres of Dresden is possible.

Fig. 1: One of the Funeral Pyres on the Altmarkt of Dresden.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-08778-0001 / Hahn / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Provided disinterred bodies were indeed burned on pyres, as is claimed for the Yanov camp and
other places, the cremated bones would not have burned completely, and the cremation would
have produced large amounts of wood ashes. The larger bones would still have been easily
recognizable as human remains. According to the Soviet prosecution at Nuremberg, about
40,000 bodies were disinterred and subsequently incinerated on pyres at the Yanov camp. Since
the purpose of this operation is supposed to have been the “traceless” disposal of the corpses, it
would have been necessary to sieve and crush the bigger bones. Regardless of whether the
Soviet claims were true or atrocity propaganda, the “bone mill” would have been an
indispensable part of any mass cremation on pyres, and we realize the importance of such a
machine for the credibility of the whole “pyre story”. But what evidence did Soviet prosecutor
Smirnov adduce at Nuremberg? In order to prove the existence of such a device, he produced
the testimonies of three former Jewish prisoners, three photographs and the report of a local
Soviet investigative commission.[11]

The photographs of the “bone mill” and their origin
Apparently the first photograph of the “bone mill” published in Germany was a poor
reproduction in the magazine Sowjetunion heute (1981). Udo Walendy, who published this
picture in his journal Historische Tatsachen, [12] rightly deplored its “poor quality” (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: “Three liberated prisoners of the Yanov concentration camp beside the bone mill in
which the remaining parts of skeletons of burned corpses were crushed” (Caption translated
from the German text published in Sowjetunion heute).
Photograph: APN (Soviet News Agency Nowosti), published in Sowjetunion heute and
Historische Tatsachen.
In a book by Ernst Klee and Willy Dressen, this picture appears in somewhat better quality. [13]
Walendy ventured some critical questions and remarks which predominantly referred to the
alleged disposal of the bodies:[14]
• What kind of fuel was used? Wood? Coal? Oil? At that time all these fuels were in short
supply.
• The alleged extent of the obliteration of traces by the SS at Yanow Camp is not credible.
Why were no soil samples taken, no diggings performed and no foreign experts or
journalists admitted?
• The alleged Himmler order from 1943 according to which hundreds of thousands of
bodies were to be disinterred from the mass graves in the east and subsequently burned
has never been found. Considering the development of the military situation in 1943 it
would not have been possible to fulfill such an order anyhow.
With regard to the “bone mill”, Walendy doubts that a “massive” grinding of bones would have
possible with such a “machine.” In an earlier article, he had stated:[15]
“Already at Nuremberg this case [the Yanov camp] was quietly dropped. Nobody
has ever seen such ‘machines for grinding bones’. Neither were these claims taken
seriously in the West, although the ‘40,000 corpses’ still haunt historical literature.
No effort has been made to find the remains, and nobody talks about the ashes.
After all, this might prompt some people to ask uncomfortable questions.”
As a matter of fact, western historians hardly ever mentioned the “machine” after the
Nuremberg trial. But in Ukraine the machine became a museum attraction still shown to
shuddering visitors and Ukrainian schoolchildren as evidence of the barbarism of the “German
fascists.” However, the results of recent research, which we will now present, unmistakably
proves that this version of events does not hold water. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union
(1990), when an increasing number of Soviet archive documents became accessible in the West,
three high-quality photographs of the “bone mill” have emerged. They can now be found on the
Internet.

Fig. 3: Jewish prisoners forced to work in a unit of Sonderkommando 1005, in front of a bone
mill at Janowska concentration camp. From left to right: Unknown person, David Manusevitz
and Moses Korn (USHMM caption).
Sources: This work has been released into the public domain by its author, United States
Holocaust Memorial Museum, courtesy of Belarusian State Archive of Documentary Film and
Photography.
According to the USHMM,[16] this photograph dates from the period from 1 June to 1 October
1943. At that time, Lemberg was still under German control which means that the picture would
have been taken by the SS. On the other hand, Sowjetunion heute clearly identifies the Soviet
news agency Nowosti (APN) as the source of the very same photograph (Fig. 2). And yet
another point: The USHMM formulation “in front of a bone mill” insinuates that there were
several of such bone mills – in fact there was only this one example.
A second photo of the "bone crushing machine" is universally agreed to have been taken after
the camp was closed.[17] According to the USHMM caption, the photograph was taken by a
Soviet “war crimes commission” – in other words, by one of the local investigative
subcommissions of the Moscow-based ESC. A translation of the Russian original reads as
follows:
“For the illustration of the ESC report about the crimes of the Germans in the
Lemberg area. In the camps of the Lemberg area the Germans exterminated
hundreds of thousands of Soviet citizens, prisoners of war and citizens of other
states. A German machine for grinding the bones of their cremated victims.”
The Mémorial de la Shoah even presents a photo print that is clearly of Soviet origin and has a
Russian language caption quite different from the one quoted above:
“German machine, ‘kostedrobilka’ for grinding the bones of cremated bodies. This
was done to camouflage the mass executions. The machine had been left on the
territory of the Yanov camp and is being kept in Lemberg. (The picture was taken
by criminal expert N. Gerasimov in August 1944 on behalf of the Extraordinary
State Commission.”)[18]
While both are written in typical Soviet style, the captions of the photographs published by
USHMM and the Mémorial de la Shoa respectively clearly differ. At any rate, there can be no
doubt whatsoever as to the Soviet origin of this photograph. The third photograph shows Moses
Korn, a member of the squad which had to operate the machine, standing beside the “bone mill”
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: Moses Korn, a Jewish prisoner forced to work in Sonderkommando 1005 unit, poses next
to a bone crushing machine in the Janowska concentration camp (USHMM caption).
Photograph: ESC (1944), reproduced as USHMM (image # 67019A). Belarusian State Archive
of Documentary Film and Photography. Public domain.
As to the origin of this photograph, USHMM volunteers the following information based on the
protocol of a 1946 trial staged in Moscow against the SS leadership of the Yanov camp:
“Apparently, one of the accused was in possession of a photo of the
Sonderkommando 1005 in Yanovska [Camp] and Moses was able to identify
himself in the picture when it was shown to him at the trial.”
It is claimed that the picture was taken in the period from 1 June to 1 October 1943 (when
Lemberg was still controlled by the Germans) although it is not clear where the USHMM got
this information. Several facts speak against this claim:
1. It is not credible that the SS should have taken pictures of a top secret operation such as
the disposal of tens of thousands of bodies. Even if such pictures were indeed taken, an SS
man would certainly have got rid of them before allowing himself to be arrested.
2. When the picture was taken, the machine was severely damaged and out of use (see
pictures 3 and 4). How can this be reconciled with the claim that it had been constantly
used for crushing bones in the period from June to September 1943?
3. In its caption, Sowjetunion heute, speaking of “three liberated prisoners”, identifies the
ESC as its source, which means that the picture must of necessity have been taken after
the Russian reconquest of Lemberg (27 July 1944). As Moses Korn is wearing the same
clothes in both photographs, Fig. 4 was probably taken on the same day as that in Fig. 3 in 1944 and not in 1943.
To resolve all doubts, the reproductions published by the Mémorial de la Shoah have Russian
language explanations and attestation clauses. Translated into English, the attestation clause
under Fig. 2 reads:
“I hereby confirm that this photograph is an exact copy of the original now in

possession of the Extraordinary State Commission. Attested by the Extraordinary
State Commission. 15. 1. 1946.” Translated into English, the Russian caption on the
reverse side reads: “Korn, a former prisoner of the Yanov camp, who worked with
the bone mill in the death brigade’.”
Better evidence that Fig. 2 was not discovered on an SS man is hardly needed. This should be a
warning to all those who uncritically accept such claims.

Technical aspects of the “Bone Mill” – Part 1
Any technician confronted with these photographs will immediately ask himself what kind of
machine they show. The first guess is that the “bone mill” was really a ball mill, a revolving
drum containing steel balls. Through the hollow axle, grist is continuously fed into the drum and
then crushed and ground by the steel balls tumbling inside. Thereupon it passes through a
system of baffle plates and sieves fixed to the inner wall of the drum before trickling through the
holes in the wall and falling into a receptacle.
This interpretation was confirmed by a brochure of the company Gröppel[19] dating from 1922
(Fig. 5). Although this brochure shows a bigger machine which is mounted on a concrete base, it
is strikingly similar to the alleged bone mill. In other words, the three photographs show a ball
mill, though it was not manufactured by the company Gröppel.

Fig. 5: Company brochure of the machine factory Franz Gröppel, Bochum 1922
According to the brochure, ball mills are particulary suited for hard, dry and brittle grist, such as
various sorts of stones, ores, minerals, coal, salts, cinder etc. There is also a reference to the
grinding of bones from the slaughterhouse (“degreased and degummed”).[20]
Could a ball mill be used to grind partially burned human bones? The bones that survive
incineration in a crematorium oven are usually well-burned and can easily be crushed. During
the initial phase of contemporary cremation, this was probably done by means of a mortar or a
quern. Later an electromagnet was used to extract ferro-magnetic parts, such as coffin nails. This
technique was further developed by giving the electromagnet the form of a pestle so that the
crematorium worker could alternately extract the metal parts from the cremated bones and crush
the bones after switching off the current. Nowadays the metal parts are first extracted (by hand
or by means of the electromagnet) whereupon the bones are crushed in an electric mill. A ball
mill, which is devised for continuous operation and for large amounts of grist, would be a poor
choice for a crematorium. We will now examine the question if such a mill would have been
suitable for the mass disposal of human bones allegedly practiced by the Germans in the
occupied Soviet territories during World War Two.
Cremation was compulsory in the German concentration camps, and it was performed in

accordance with the Feuerbestattungsgesetz (Law on Cremation) of 1934. The urn was usually
sent to the cemetery of the deceased person’s hometown; if this was not feasible or considered
undesirable for political reasons, it was buried in an anonymous mass grave in a nearby
graveyard. Whether the concentration camps were equipped with electric mills is open to
dispute. According to eyewitness statements, in some camps cremated bones were crushed by
means of a pestle on a concrete base or a metal plate, which would have been a rather primitive
technique. Incidentally such witness reports are contradicted by the fact that the
Feuerbestattungsgesetz, which prescribed individual burial of the ashes in an urn, was observed
in the concentration camps, at least until 1944.
The mass cremation of bodies on pyres allegedly practiced in the east obviously followed a
different pattern. If we are to believe the official version of the events, 40,000 disinterred
corpses were incinerated at the Yanov camp alone. This macabre task was allegedly assigned to
“Sonderkommando 1005,” which used Jewish slave workers to unearth the bodies and to build
the pyres. “Sonderkommando 1005” is said to have been led by SD-Standartenführer[21]
(Colonel) Paul Blobel. After the war, Blobel was among the defendants at the so-called
Einsatzgruppen trial; 1948 he was sentenced to death and executed at Landsberg/Lech in 1951.
In view of the fact that the bones of a body incinerated on a pyre are not fully burned and remain
relatively intact, a massive mill devised for crushing the large bones would undoubtedly have
made sense. Using a ball mill at Yanov Camp would thus have been logical - provided that the
story of the 40,000 disinterred corpses is true.

The expert report IMT Document USSR-61
The report of the Soviet investigative commission quoted by Smirnov at Nuremberg is undated,
however it emerges from the text that the “machine” had been inspected on 29 September 1944.
An English translation of this document had been made accessible to the American, British and
French judges while the German defense lawyers had been provided with a German translation,
which is now filed at the Munich-based Institut für Zeitgeschichte (Institute for Contemporary
History). [22] The very first sentence reveals the propagandistic character of this report[23]:
“In compliance with the order of the district public prosecutor of 19 September
1944, on 29 September 1944 a commission presided over by the head of the
regional railway executive committee of the city of Lwow, Krizhevitch, and
consisting of the following members: Chief Engineer of the electro-mechanic
factory no. 7 captain Tschekalin and Chief Mechanic of factory no. 7 first lieutenant
Slessarev, inspected a machine used for grinding the bones of peaceful Soviet
citizens who had been shot and burned by the German fascist robbers.”
The military ranks of the commission members suggest that they were members of the NKVD,
which always closely cooperated with the ESC. As for the document, it is a mixture of technical
descriptions and war propaganda. If we are to believe the authors of the report, they had
discovered a special device, a fiendish invention of the “German fascists” who wanted to
obliterate the traces of their horrendous crimes. Several references are made to the fact that the
“machine” could be mounted on a truck trailer and was therefore mobile. Incidentally Soviet
propaganda often spoke of transportable crematorium ovens (field crematoria) and mobile gas
chambers (“gas vans”).[24] The mobility of these devices was regularly pointed out as evidence
for the inexhaustible criminal energy of the “German fascists.”
The following sentence is of particular interest: “4. The machine had been manufactured at
numerous different places as a special device for the grinding of cremated bones.” The fact that
this “machine” was just a normal ball mill was passed over in silence; however the report twice
stated that it had functioned “according to the principle of a ball mill.” No reference was made
to the three photographs or to the fact that the drum of the mill carried the name of the
manufacturer. The report does not explain when and under which circumstances the ball mill
was found, nor does it point out that it was severely damaged. Another important question, the
power source, will be dealt with later.

The Hunt for the “Bone Mill”
Does this ball mill still exist today? In February 2011 the Dresden newspaper Sächsische
Zeitung published a report from Lemberg.[25] Its author had visited the Lemberg Museum of
Contemporary History. One of the halls is dedicated to the German occupation (1941-1944). The
German reporter wrote:
“‘Bone grinding machine’. This is the caption on the plaque in front of a 1.5 m
metal device. These machines [plural!] were used when the [Yanov] camp
administration began obliterating the traces of death in 1943. Prisoners were forced
to disinter and burn the bodies and to grind the mortal remains.”
This article prompted the present author (K.S.) to travel to Lemberg. Accompanied by a female
Ukrainian student who assisted me as an interpreter, I visited the Museum of Contemporary
History, but to my dismay I could find no trace whatsoever of the expected ball mill. The only
object we saw was the “1.5 m metal device” which the reporter had mistaken for a “bone mill”.
Apparently the man had been so positive about his “discovery” that he did not even care to ask
for a translation of the Ukrainian-language caption on the plaque. Had he done so, he would
have learned that this device was part of a sowing machine (sijalka) allegedly used by the
Germans to scatter the ground bones over the fields.
On our inquiry with the administration of the Museum, a friendly lady took an interest and
phoned Kiev. We obtained the following information: After the war, the ball mill was indeed
exhibited in Lemberg, but in the 1970s it had been sent to Kiev and was now an exhibit at the
National Museum of the Great Patriotic War. It was casually mentioned that the device had been
“reconstructed” at some point. In the meantime, my interpreter had discovered some
photographs of this exhibit on the Internet (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: The “Bone Crushing Machine” as presented in Kiev in 2010.
Source: Ukrainian Website, Kiev, 9 May 2010.
An enlarged version of the caption of the museum (Fig. 6, left, bright plaque) can be found on
the same Website. Translated into English, it reads as follows:
“The bonemill. Germany. 1939.
Was used by the Nazis to make fertilizer from the bones of prisoners who had been
executed at the Yanov camp. During two months in 1942 alone, the Nazis
exterminated up to 60,000 prisoners there, among them nearly 2,000 children. From
1941-1944, over 200,000 peaceful citizens and prisoners of war passed through this
camp. In addition to Ukrainians, Russians and Poles, citizens of France,
Czechoslovakia. , Yugoslavia, Italy, America and Britain were also interned there.”
This text, which apparently has remained unchanged since the Soviet period, invites some
remarks:
1. The formulation “Germany. 1939” could conjure up the idea that the mill had been

manufactured in 1939 specifically for the impending war. This was not the case, for as we
shall presently see, the mill is considerably older.
2. The Yanow Camp was a work camp; to the best knowledge of the author there were no
children in the camp.
3. The formulation “over 200,000 peaceful citizens… passed through the camp” means that
these people had been registered as prisoners of the camp, regardless of how long they
had stayed there and how they had left it (through transfer to another camp, release or
death). In the contemporary German documents, the number of registered prisoners was
called “Durchgang” (throughput)\. While the Soviet prosecutor at Nuremberg had
advanced the utterly incredible figure of 200,000 people murdered at the camp, the
caption speaks of 200,000 prisoners who had passed through it. Even if this figure was
accurate, it would furnish no clue as to the number of those who perished there.
Incidentally, a “Durchgang” of 200,000 prisoners would have been impossibly high for
the relatively small Yanov camp which was only operational for about two and a half
years. For the sake of comparison: The Sachsenhausen concentration camp, which existed
for eight and a half years and had been planned for 10,000 prisoners (although the actual
number of inmates was much higher in the later period of its existence), had a
“Durchgang” of about 140,000 (200,000 according to the exaggerated claims of the
Soviets).
4. The Yanov camp was a labor camp for the Jewish population of Lemberg and its
surroundings. Based on the testimony of Jewish witnesses, Soviet propaganda claimed
that “Yanovska” simultaneously served as a death camp where people were either shot
right away or sent to Belzec to be gassed. In Soviet terminology, the alleged victims were
usually called “peaceful citizens” (i. e. Soviet civilians). In addition to this category of
prisoners, Soviet POWs and inmates from no fewer than nine countries were supposedly
interned at the camp. Significantly one category of prisoners is passed over in silence
–Jews. During the Stalinist era, the Jews as such were rarely mentioned. They were
simply classified as citizens of their respective countries of origin, and no special
emphasis was given to their suffering.
In a photograph published in Kiev a year later (2011), the “bone mill” is shown in new
surroundings (Fig. 7). The sacks probably symbolize the ground bones and the wooden boards
the former work platform. Barbed wire, whether stretched or in rolls, has nothing to do with a
bone mill; this is simply a trick to conjure up an uncanny atmosphere and give visitors the
creeps\.

Fig. 7: The “bone mill” after its “reconstruction”
Source: Nikopolskaja Prawda[26]
Today’s photographs of the mill (Figures 6 and 7) have only a limited similarity with the
historical ones (Figures 3 and 4) taken in 1944. Quite obviously the “machine” was patched up
so that most visitors do not observe the massive damage visible in the photographs.
In order to learn more about the “post-war history” of the mill, the present author contacted the
National Museum in Kiev, submitting several questions to the administration. To avoid
misunderstandings I sent them all the photographs at my disposal. The friendly answer of the
museum[27] can be summarized as follows:

All photographs submitted by the author show the same machine, which has been exhibited at
the National Museum in Kiev since 1974. In 1981 it was “reconstructed”, however some parts
got lost never to be found again. The drum carries the inscription “Grusonwerk Magdeburg –
Buckau” but no concrete information about the manufacturer exists. The Museum conceded that
the bone mill was “not specifically constructed for the NS concentration camps” and that the
problem mentioned in the author’s message “is of interest and should certainly be investigated,
using all available sources.”
So the “bone mill” still exists, and it was manufactured by Grusonwerk Magdeburg-Buckau
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: Manufacturer’s trademark on the drum of the ball mill. The star-shaped sign to the left
and right of the word “Grusonwerk” was the trademark used by Gruson.
Photograph: Private (2011)

Grusonwerk Magdeburg-Buckau
Who would be more qualified to inform us about a machine than its manufacturer? Until 1945,
Krupp-Guson was a well-known German company but after the Second World War it went
through some turbulent times. Did the old archive of the firm still exist? Here a short digression
into German industrial history is called for.
Hermann Gruson from Buckau near Magdeburg was an engineer, an inventor and a successful
entrepreneur – an industrial pioneer of the 19th century. After his studies in Berlin and several
positions as an industrial engineer, he started his own business in 1855, founding the “H. Gruson
Machine Works and Shipyard Buckau-Magdeburg” which also comprised an iron foundry. By
mixing several sorts of raw iron, Gruson developed a particularly hard cast iron which became
the specialty of his firm and was to be used not only for the construction of machines and train
wheels but also in the military field (tank turrets, cannons, shells). Basically Gruson
manufactured all kinds of heavy machinery - including ball mills.
On the ball mill of Lemberg/Kiev, to the left and right of the word “Grusonwerk” a curious sign
reminiscent of a four-pointed star is visible (Fig. 8). As a matter of fact, this is the trademark of
Grusonwerk – a stylized horizontal drive shaft crossed by a standing artillery shell with an
inscribed “HG” (Hermann Gruson). We see this trademark much better on an old business letter
of Gruson´s company (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9: Excerpt from a letter of the Gruson Factory dating from 1882, with trademark.
Gruson (Fig. 10), a benefactor and honored citizen of Magdeburg, was a socially progressive
employer. In 1886 he incorporated his firm (Grusonwerk AG Magdeburg-Buckau). He retired in
1891. In 1893 the company was sold to Friedrich Krupp AG. Hermann Gruson passed away in
1895.

Fig. 10: Hermann Gruson (1821-1895)
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
After the company had been sold to Krupp (1893) it changed its name first to “Fried. Krupp
Grusonwerk”, in 1903 to “Fried. Krupp A. G. Grusonwerk” and finally, in 1923, to “Fried.
Krupp Grusonwerk AG Magdeburg”.

The company archive of Grusonwerk
The company “Fried. Krupp Grusonwerk AG Magdeburg” existed until 1945. During the
Second World War, it produced mainly assault guns. On 16 January 1945, when Magdeburg
became the target of a heavy bombing attack, 80% of the factory was destroyed. To what extent
the firm archives survived remains unknown.
After the end of the war, Magdeburg was in the Soviet occupation zone, and the factory worked
under Soviet-German directorship. Almost half of the still extant installations and machines
were shipped to the Soviet Union as “reparations.”[28] Renamed “VEB SchwermaschinenbauKombinat Ernst Thälmann” (SKET) around 1950, the factory was one of the most important
ones in East Germany. Many of the remaining documents from the “capitalist era” were

destroyed. Today SKET no longer exists. The archives of the company now belong to the
insolvency administrator but the surviving documents are not arranged in proper order and
therefore practically useless. Under these cicrumstances, it would be unrealistic to hope that the
old archives of Gruson-Werk could add to our knowledge about Gruson’s ball mills.
For this reason, the present author contacted three technical museums in German-speaking
Europe: The Deutsches Museum in Munich, the Technisches Museum in Vienna and the
Deutsches Historisches Museum in Berlin, all of which possess collections of old company
documents. Some old documents of the Gruson company were indeed found but yielded
relatively litte relevant information about our topic.

Technical aspects of the “Bone Mill” – Part 2
We will now try to elucidate some questions which come to mind with regard to the alleged
bone mill (which we will henceforth call the “Yanov mill”). Owing to the lack of written
documents, we will be compelled to resort to certain working hypotheses which we will
consider as long as they remain unrefuted.

The background of the mill and the year of its construction
In view of the fact that the manufacturer of the Yanov mill was still called “Grusonwerk
Magdeburg-Buckau” and that the mill displays Hermann Gruson’s trade mark, it stands to
reason that it was manufactured before Gruson-Werk was sold to Krupp (1893). In other words,
it was certainly not an invention of the “German Fascists” but must have been at least 50 years
old in 1943. Today it is virtually impossible to ascertain how the mill came to Galicia from
Magdeburg. Perhaps it was delivered to Galicia, which at that time belonged to Austria, shortly
after being manufactured. Perhaps it was sent to the General Government after 1939, when
Germany suffered of an acute shortage of material and was therefore forced to make use of old
and scrapped machines.
The original supporting frame was removed and replaced by the present frame which is made of
iron girders. This was probably done when the mill was placed on the trailer. While the fact that
the mill was mounted on a trailer improved its mobility, it somewhat complicated its operation.
As the trailer not only transported the machine but remained under it during operation, the new
frame increased its stability under load. Undoubtedly since the filler hole was now too high for
shoveling, a bucket conveyor was added which transported the grist from ground level up to the
feed hopper.
Both the ball mill and the trailer were heavily damaged, presumably during the fighting which
took place in Galicia in 1944. In the 1944 photographs the transmission belt of the mill is
lacking, one side of the trailer is almost gone, one tire is flat, and Moses Korn is holding a
jagged metal sheet in his hand (Fig. 6 and 7). The Soviet investigative commission did not
mention this damage at all in its 1944 report. As the curators of the museum where the mill was
later exhibited apparently understood that the pitiful state of the machine did not exactly
illustrate the efficiency of the “German fascist body disposal technique”, the mill was
“reconstructed” in 1981. What changes were made remains unknown to me.

The type of the machine
Several factors make it difficult to determine which of the various models of ball mills
manufactured by Gruson the Yanov mill was. The mill is no longer in its original state, and the
firm’s achives are in disarray. A brochure of Grusonwerk dating from 1890 only shows one of
the heavy ball mills which were mounted on a base made of brick. On the other hand, I am in
possession of a brochure of Fried. Krupp AG Grusonwerk which dates from 1915 and contains
several pictures. As the models are not likely to have undergone signficant changes since 1890,
we may assume that the Yanov mill belonged to Gruson’s lightest types (No. 0, 01, 1 or 2). All
of them were mounted on a frame made of cast iron (Fig. 11). That is probably how the Yanov
mill looked until at some unknown time the original frame was replaced by the present one,

which is made of iron girders.

Fig. 11: According to a Krupp-Gruson brochure of 1915 the four light ball mills (Types nos. 0,
01, 1 and 2) looked practically identical.
Source: Company brochure [29]
The size of the grinding drum is of some interest. According to the expert report presented by
the Soviets in 1944 (IMT Document USSR-61) the inner diameter of the Yanov mill amounted
to 900 mm and the breadth of the drum to 600 mm. A “private” measurement carried out in
2011 largely confirmed these data: The drum has a diameter of 900 mm (excluding the hub) or
1,000 mm (including the hub). The breadth of 600-700 mm is based on an estimate. A
comparison with the data mentioned in the company brochure of 1915 shows no exact
correspondence. The model most similar to the Yanov mill is no. 1, which had a breadth of 720
mm and an external diameter of the drum of 1050 mm.

The engine
According to the Krupp-Guson brochure, Type no. 1 had a demand (“power requirement”) of
2-3 HP. Unfortunately it does not furnish any information about the engine type, probably
because this problem was supposed to be solved by the user. The Soviet expertise of 1944
laconically states: “ENGINE: The engine used is a Diesel engine of about 5 HP.”
If words have any meaning the authors of the expert report must have seen this Diesel engine.
Unfortunately it has vanished without a trace, provided it ever existed. Around 1890, when the
Yanov mill was manufactured, there were no Diesel engines. It is true that Rudolf Diesel applied
for a patent for his trailblazing invention in 1893 but the first prototype became operational as
late as 1897 and the first usable Diesel engines could only be used in stationary form or on ships
on account of their considerable weight. Only after the invention of the fuel injection pump was
the first Diesel-driven truck presented at the Berlin Automobile Exposition in 1924, and the first
Limousine car with a Diesel engine ready for mass production was manufactured by Daimler
Benz as late as 1936.
So what type of engine could have been used around 1890 for one of Gruson´s smaller ball
mills? At the time large machines were still operated by steam but for small ones there already
existed an alternative: The electric motor. As Fig. 12 shows, such an electric motor could indeed
have been used to operate the Yanov mill. But since such a motor requires an electricity grid, the
claim that the Yanov mill was mobile becomes highly dubious. While this factor would have
been irrelevant if the mill had been permanently stationed at the camp, it could not have been
used in a forest or a field where no electricity was available.

Fig. 12: Electric motor operating the Yanov mill
Photograph: Private, Kiev 2011.
One might object that the Yanov mill could have been retooled around 1940, the electic motor
being replaced by a Diesel engine. But no small 5 HP (3.7 kW) Diesel engine such as that
mentioned in the 1944 expert report existed at that time. Small Diesel engines were developed
decades later, for example (in combination with a generator) as an emergency power source for
single-family houses or – in the recent past – as engines for military drones. In all likelihood the
Yanov mill had always been operated by an electric motor. Why the Soviet experts spoke of a
“small Diesel engine” instead is anyone’s guess. Perhaps they felt that the time-honored electric
motor would have been a poor choice for the fiendish, astonishingly mobile “Nazi technique”.

What was the mill really used for?
The countless incongruities of the official “bone mill” story strongly suggest that this machine
belongs to the realm of atrocity propaganda like the “soap made from human fat” and the
“gloves made from human skin” displayed at the very same museum. But if the mill was not
used for the grinding of human bones, what was its real purpose?
An educated guess is that it was used in road construction. The city of Lemberg was situated on
the so-called Durchgangsstrasse IV or Rollbahn Süd [30], an arterial road leading from Breslau
past Cracow, Lemberg, Zloczow, Vinnitsya, Uman, Stalino (Donezk) to Rostov-on-Don and of
crucial importance for the support of the German Heeresgruppe Süd. This road had to be
improved, but rather than building a new road, already existing road sections and bridges were
broadened and tarred. While the technical problems were taken care of by the Organisation Todt
(OT), the camps for the forced laborers were run by the SS. Beginning in late 1941, over a dozen
labor camps for Lemberg Jews were set up in Galicia along the roadway.[31] The material used
came from several nearby quarries. Pre-crushed stones were transported to the individual
construction sites for further crushing with hammers (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13: A Construction Site at the Rollbahn Süd (1942)
Photograph: Eliyahu Yones, Die Straße nach Lemberg
On the other hand, the finely granulated material for the lower and the upper base layers plus the
protective layer was probably manufactured directly in the quarries, and ball mills would have
facilitated this task. Nowadays the ideal grain size for an unbound base layer (i. e. a base layer
not mixed with bitumen) is considered to be 0-22mm, 0-32 mm, 0-63 mm etc..[32] The grains

used for the upper layer (protective layers) should have a size of 17-30 mm. The drill holes in
the drum of the Yanov mill have a diameter of about 20 mm which means that the granules that
passed through them must have been slightly smaller. This confirms that this mill could very
well have been used in a quarry or a road construction site.

Do the photographs reveal where the mill was used?
According to the Soviet version of the events the “machine for the grinding of human bones”
was found in the Yanov camp after the Red Army had reconquered Lemberg (27 July 1944). No
documentary evidence corroborates this claim, and the three photographs do not prove it either.
They are typical examples of Soviet “photographic evidence”: The vegetation, the position of
the sun, shadows, buildings etc. – all these things are carefully blanked in order to prevent any
identification of the time and the place where the picture was taken.
Fig.3 illustrates this technique perfectly: The surroundings of the mill are not visible at all. In
the photo taken by the ESC during 1944, a brick wall can be discerned in the background on the
left, and between the damaged trailer with the mill and the wall a small street with a sidewalk
can be seen.[33] We are unable to explain the function of the black strap running from the
machine over the road to the wall and the left edge of the picture.
Fig. 4 was obviously manipulated by changing the background of the right half. Upon closer
inspection one can discern one or two houses and the rails of a narrow-gauge railway, which are
more visible after contrast enhancement by means of an image editing program (Fig. 14).

Fig. 14: Contrast enhancing of the right shows houses in the background and rails.
Moses Korn is standing exactly upright and the rotary axis of the drum runs exactly horizontal
(red line) – but the houses stand at an angle of 7.2° to the horizontal (green line)! Since a house
is always built with horizontal floors and a horizontal roof ridge, even when standing on the
steepest slope, the sloped houses in the picture can mean only one thing: that here, rather poorly,
a false background was mounted into the picture!
This manipulation evidently served the purpose of hiding the real surroundings of the machine,
which was probably a quarry or a road construction site far away from the Yanov camp. Under
normal circumstances the machine could of course have been brought into the camp and
photographed there, but because the trailer was severely damaged this was apparently not
possible so that the Soviet commission was forced to resort to photomontage.
In this context one might wonder where the machine and the trailer had sustained the heavy
damage visible on the photographs. In all likelihood it was not caused by deliberate demolition
but by an artillery shell. As no fighting at or near the Yanov camp has ever been reported, this is
further circumstantial evidence that the mill was found elsewhere.

Summary

At the Nuremberg tribunal of the “major war criminals” (1945/1946) the Soviet prosecution
repeatedly mentioned a “machine for the grinding of human bones” allegedly used by the SS at
the German labor camp Yanovska Street, Lemberg. The photographs of this “bone mill” were
the only physical evidence presented for the mass murders allegedly perpetrated at this camp,
the other “evidence” being the testimonies of former Jewish prisoners and the confessions of
captured SS men. According to the Soviet prosecution, 40,000 bodies had been exhumed,
incinerated on huge pyres and the ashes had been distributed over the camp grounds. The big
bones which had remained after the incineration were crushed and ground in the “bone mill.”
The machine still exists. It is now an exhibit at the National Museum of the History of the Great
Patriotic War in Kiev where it is shown to horrified visitors as a proof of “German fascist
barbarism”. Three historical photographs taken by the Soviet Extraordinary State Commission
(ESC) in 1944 can be found at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington,
at the Mémorial de la Shoa in Paris and on their respective Websites.
The research carried out by this author has shown that the machine was nothing but a normal
ball mill which had been manufacted around 1890 by Grusonwerk, Magdeburg. For several
reasons (a modification of the frame, damage sustained during the war and finally a
“reconstruction” at the museum) it is not possible to determine exactly which of the several
Gruson models the mill was, but we can state with certainty that it was not a fiendish invention
of the “German fascists.” The available evidence suggests that the Soviet story of the “bone
mill” is a pure fabrication. Nothing proves that the mill was found at the Yanov camp after its
liberation in July 1944. What purpose the machine served during the war cannot be determined
with certainty. Our best guess is that it was used to produce finely ground road stone and that it
was probably stationed in a quarry or a road bulding yard.
“Evidence” as dubious as the “bone mill” of Lemberg is insufficient to support the story of the
100,000 or even 200,000 Jews murdered at Yanov Camp. Quite like the “gloves made of human
skin” and the “soap made from human fat,” the “bone mill” is an invention of Soviet war
propaganda. Up to now, the successor states of the Soviet Union have failed to jettison this
mendacious legacy. Almost seven decades have elapsed since the end of World War Two. It is
time for an objective analysis of this tragic period of European history.

Abbreviations
APN

Agenstvo Pechchati Novosti(Soviet News Agency, Moscow)

ESC

Extraordinary State Commission

DAW

Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke (a company owned by the SS which manufactured and
repaired clothes, shoes etc. for the Wehrmacht and the SS)

OT

Organisation Todt. This organization, created by Dr. Fritz Todt in 1938, constructed
military buildings (the Western Wall, bunkers, roads, railway lines etc.)

SKET VEB Schwermaschinenbau-Kombinat Ernst Thälmann (successor company of Fried.
Krupp AG Grusonwerk)
VEB

Volkseigener Betrieb (Nationally Owned Company)
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The Injustice of the Admissibility of Hearsay in
War Crimes Trials
by Carlos Whitlock Porter

A best-selling English writer, Jennifer Worth, recently cited a Jewish psychiatrist, Dr.
Elisabeth Kübler Ross, who claimed that her father and brother both “witnessed”
German soldiers machine-gunning Jewish refugees attempting to swim across a river
into Switzerland. (Exact quote: “Her father and brother later witnessed Nazi machine
gunners shooting a human river” [sic – “a human river”, no less! – C.P.] “of Jewish
refugees as they attempted to cross the Rhine” [one of the largest rivers in Europe,
usually hundreds of feet wide. – C.P.] “from Germany to the safety of Switzerland.”
(quoted by Worth, In the Midstof Life, p. 51; Worth makes no mention of any specific
place names or dates. I am unable to find any mention of this incident in the works of
Kübler Ross.)
This would, of course, have been an international incident involving a neutral country,
Switzerland, Germany’s “protecting power” under the Geneva Convention – rather an
illogical thing to do, one might tend to think. Any such incident would have resulted in
an international letter of protest by the Swiss government, followed by an official
investigation and, we may sure, immense publicity. Thus, if any such incident ever
actually occurred, it would be easy to verify.
Did Worth lie? Of course not. Worth might be gullible, but she believed what she was
saying. Did Kübler Ross lie? Not necessarily.
Did her father and brother lie? Again, not necessarily. Kübler may have simply
misunderstood them to say that they were witnesses, when in fact they had only heard
about the incident. It is very easy to get this impression, even when it was never intended
by the speaker: it is very difficult, weeks, months or years later, to be perfectly clear in
one’s mind as to whether or not a person who tells you a shocking tale ever actually
claimed to have witnessed it personally. In most cases, if you can track down the person
who told the story and ask him whether he actually saw it, the answer will be something
like “No, I didn’t see it myself, but everybody knew it”. The fact that he didn’t see it,
that perhaps no one else saw it either, and that it is perfectly possible for “everybody to
know” things which are not true at all, is considered perfectly irrelevant. That is the
nature of hearsay. For this reason, hearsay is ordinarily inadmissible in criminal
proceedings, without some particular guarantee of reliability (i.e., the so-called
“exceptions to the hearsay rule”).
In law, hearsay is an out-of-court statement (whether oral or written), offered to prove
“the truth of the matter stated” (sometimes phrased as “the truth of what it asserts”). If it
is offered to prove that the statement was made – but not necessarily that it is true – then
it is not hearsay.
In war crimes trials – even those held being in The Hague today – this distinction is
always dispensed with. Hearsay is simply declared to be admissible – subject, of course,
to its “probative value” – according to which random accusations are declared to
constitute the “truth” unless the defense can disprove them, thus inverting the burden of
proof. Yet the defense is in no position to obtain further information. You can question
the “witnesses” all day long, and all they will ever say is, “I don’t know, all I know is

what the other person told me”.
One particularly prevalent feature of all “war crimes trials” is the so-called “War Crimes
Report”. There are hundreds of these “reports”, undoubtedly thousands. Legally, they are
all hearsay, but “admissible hearsay”, of highly dubious credibility. For example, at
Dachau, the “Chavez Report”, which was to have “proven” the existence of a “gas
chamber” at Dachau, was never introduced into evidence, and the accusation was
dropped before trial. Col. Chavez appeared as an expert witness at Dachau on Nov. 15,
1945, but made no mention of a gas chamber. The Chavez Report was then re-written
and introduced into evidence at Nuremberg as documents 2430-PS and 159-L, even
though it was known to be untrue. Chavez was never cross-examined on his “report”,
since his “report” did not form part of his direct testimony.
The following article, reproduced in full, appeared on the front page of The Advocate –
described as “North-Western Tasmania’s Only Daily Newspaper” – on January 18, 1947:
This is the sort of thing which often passes for “fact” in the 20th and 21st centuries.
Fernand Gabrillagues was the author of a “war crimes report” regarding Japanese
atrocities in French Indo-China. The “report” (referred to as a “deposition”), was
introduced into evidence at the Tokyo Trial as “proof” of the “matter stated” – signed by
the “expert witness”, Captain Fernand Gabrillagues, after which Gabrillagues appeared
to testify and was cross-examined on his “report”.
On direct examination, he gave his date of birth as January 1, 1918, stating that he was a
Bachelor of Letters and Master of Laws, outlining his other apparently impressive
qualifications as an expert on “war crimes” and Delegate to the French War Crimes
Office. His cross examination was less impressive, to say the least.
Gabrillagues was 29 years old at the time of his testimony. On cross examination, he
admitted that he was a student drafted out of university and had never before been
employed in any legal capacity before becoming a “war crimes officer”. He knew – and
hoped – that men would be hanged on the basis of his report; it was written so that “war
criminals” could be “rounded up”. Yet, as he readily admitted, he conducted no
investigation; he interviewed no witnesses; he made no attempt to determine whether
any of the accusations might be mistaken or untrue. He made no attempt to discover
whether there might have been any reason why the Japanese acted as they did. He
performed no checks to prevent the wholesale introduction of falsehood, erroneous
information, hearsay or lies. It was “not his work” (i.e., not his job).
He was unwilling or unable to say which army he was in, for reasons which will become
apparent; he was unwilling or unable to give the name of his commanding officer in
French West Africa; he was unwilling or unable to say which French government his
commanding general in Indochina was responsible to; he claimed he didn’t know who
the “De Gaullists” were; he even claimed that he didn’t know the meaning of the words
“resistance” or “underground”, although he knew the meaning of the words “guerrilla”
and “franc-tireur”, which are exactly synonymous.
He was unable to state when the Japanese Army entered Northern and Southern IndoChina. Since the Japanese Army entered these territories in two different years, under an
agreement with the Vichy government of France, this might have been important
information, depending on when and where the atrocities were committed.
He was unwilling or unable to state whether or not “resistance members” wore uniforms.
Finally, and most crucially, under pressure, he repeatedly admitted that the victims of
these atrocities were indeed members of the “resistance” and that at least “some” of the
civilian victims had been assisting the resistance, thus admitting that he knew the

meaning of these words.
Four points should be noted here.
a) The President of the Tribunal did not, at least at this point, dispute the defense
contention that the Vichy government was the legally recognized government of France;
that non-uniformed resistance is illegal, and that guerrillas are not entitled to protection
as prisoners of war;
b) That uniformed armies commit “atrocities” in reprisal for non-uniformed acts of
resistance, and that many of the victims of these reprisals will inevitably be “innocent
civilians”, in name or in fact, is a matter of course. That is the nature of guerrilla
warfare, a fact deliberately exploited by all resistance groups. The more people killed in
“atrocities” by the uniformed occupier, the more people will join the resistance! This is
one of the reasons why non-uniformed resistance is considered illegal under
international law.
c) It is obvious that Gabrillagues knew this, and that his refusal to say which army he
was in, or which government his commanding officer was responsible to, or to admit
that he was well aware of the meaning of the words “resistance” and “underground”,
were a result of this knowledge, and of an awareness that any such admission on his part
would tend to exculpate or explain the actions of the Japanese, at least in part.
Gabrillagues appears to have been a rather strange person: whether he was one of the
most uncooperative, uncommunicative and evasive expert “witnesses” in legal history –
or the most incompetent – or a mixture of both – is hard to tell. According to his family,
he committed suicide in France in the early 1980s saying that his life had been a failure.
d) As far as one can determine, Gabrillagues was the only author of any “war crimes
report” ever subjected to cross-examination as to his “report”, in any trial, anywhere,
ever.
The following is that cross-examination.
(Excerpted from Tokyo Trial transcript, pp. 15,444-72)

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. LOGAN
Q: [...] In your work as investigator, did you interview any witnesses yourself and take
statements from them or did you get all the information contained in your affidavit from
other affidavits?
A: I have misunderstood the question...
Q: When you received the documents respecting these incidents did you go out and take
any statements yourselves from any of the people involved?
A: I read most of the affidavits and the complaints which were registered by witnesses.
Q: Did you ever question a witness yourself in connection with any of these incidents
you have related in your statements?
A: I did not myself interrogate witnesses. It wasn’t my work.
Q: Is it a fact that these prisoners of war mentioned in your statement were De Gaullists?

A: I do not know.
Q: Didn’t you make any investigation to try to find out what army these soldiers
belonged to?
A: Which soldiers?
Q: [The] prisoners of war you mention in your affidavit.
A: They belonged to the Indo-Chinese army.
Q: Were any of them De Gaullists?
A: I do not know.
Q: Were any of them guerrillas?
A: Some of them belonged to the underground.
Q: On what side were these Chinese troops? Were they on De Gaulle’s side or were they
on the side of the recognized French government, the Vichy government?
A: I have not understood the question.
Q: Didn’t you say a moment ago that some of these troops – you didn’t know whether
De Gaullists or on the side of the Vichy Government – they were Chinese troops?
A: I don’t believe I have spoken of Chinese troops.
Q: Indo-Chinese troops, what side were they on?
A: The Indo-Chinese troops were part of the French army of Indo-China.
Q: Were they under the command of the Vichy government at that time?
A: They were under the orders of the commanding general, the senior commanding
general of the troops in Indo-China.
Q: For what government were they fighting?
A: The troops were fighting for France.
Q: When you say France, do you mean the Vichy Government?
A: France.
Q: You understand, of course, that the Japanese troops went into Indo-China under an
agreement with the Vichy Government. Now, in your investigation did you find out that
these Indo-Chinese troops were opposed to the Vichy Government?
A: I do not believe I have the information with me to answer this question.
Q: Didn’t you think it important in your work as an investigator to find out what army, if
any, these people [i.e., the victims of the alleged atrocities. – C.P] were employed by at
the time of these alleged atrocities?
A: I concerned myself solely with the identification and the search for war criminals.

Q: How can you determine who was a war criminal unless you know which army he is
fighting for?
A: Criminals are judged by the crime which they commit.
Q: That isn’t an answer to the question I gave you. Will you please answer the question?
A: Would you please repeat the question?
Q: Do I understand you made this investigation and tried to determine whether or not a
person was a war criminal without knowing on which side the prisoners of war were?
A: I made researches regarding prisoners of war from the complaints which I received
[...]
Q: Do you know who was the leader of the Indo-Chinese army?
A: General Martin.
Q: And was General Martin a representative of the Vichy Government?
A: I do not know.
Q: You were in charge of this Investigation Bureau, weren’t you?
A: Yes.
Q: Well, wasn’t it part of your duties to find out if these prisoners of war were
guerrillas?
A: I have never considered these prisoners to belong to bands of guerrillas [this in
contradiction to the answer given above and below. – C.P.]
Q: Well, what did you consider them to belong to?
A: To the Army.
Q: Whose army?
A: The French Army.
Q: What do you mean by the French Army?
A: I cannot give you a definition. It seems difficult to give you an immediate definition.
Q: Well, can you give us a definition tomorrow?
A: I think it would perhaps be possible.
Q: Can you tell me how many of these prisoners of war set forth in your statement were
members of the Indo-Chinese Army?
A: They all belonged to the Army of Indo-China. [...]
MR. LOGAN: In your investigations did you also come across a document which gave
the Japanese Army the right to go into Southern Indo-China in July, 1941?
A: I have never seen such a document.

Q: Now, isn’t it a fact, Mr. Witness, that you know that the Vichy forces and the De
Gaullist forces were fighting in Indo-China?
A: Fighting how? I don’t know.
Q: You don’t know? Do you know there two factions in Indo- China, the De Gaullist
faction and the faction representing the legal Vichy Government? [...]
May I have an answer to the question? [...]
I think there is a question unanswered, Your Honor. Will the court reporter read the
question? [...]
THE WITNESS: You are telling me about it.
Q: Well, is that true and do you know it?
A: What?
Q: Do you know it to be a fact that there were two factions in Indo-China, one
representing the legal Vichy Government and one representing the De Gaullists? [...]
Q: During the course of your investigation, you, of course, found that that the Japanese
troops entered Northern Indo-China in 1940, isn’t that a fact?
A: The Japanese troops entered Northern Indo-China.
Q: And you also found out that they entered Southern Indo- China in 1941, isn’t that so?
A: I have not worried about this question.
Q: Irrespective of whether you worried about it, have you found out that to be a fact?
A: The documentation which I have consulted does not allow me to answer that question
– to give an answer to that question.
Q: Irrespective of the documents which you have consulted, is it a fact?
A: I say that it is possible but I cannot give any precisions.
Q: Do you mean to tell us that you have made all these investigations and you do not
know when the Japanese army entered Indo-China?
A: I know that there were Japanese penetrated into Southern Indo-China but I do not
know the exact date of the penetration.
Q: What is your best recollection on it?
THE PRESIDENT: This is utterly trifling [...] You are not testing his credibility
effectively this way, Mr. Logan. It is possible that he does not know the exact date; I do
not. I would have to refresh his memory from the evidence.
MR. LOGAN: I am not asking these questions, if the court Please, to test this witness’
credibility. I am asking it to try to ascertain the facts...
Q: From your investigation what was the earliest year that you found out that the
Japanese were in – entered Indo-China.

[Objection] [...]
MR. LOGAN: I prefaced my question by asking him whether or not he obtained this
information from his investigation, which brings it squarely within the statement made
by this witness on direct testimony. He has made this statement referring to various
alleged atrocities. It is important to find out just when the Japanese army entered IndoChina to see if it was actually present at the time of these alleged atrocities and to
investigate the further situation of the resistance troops operating in Indo-China.
THE PRESIDENT: The question is allowed. Objection overruled.
A: I cannot give you any precise date. I recollect some complaints which were – which
date from 1943, 1942, 1945, 1946, but my recollections are not very, very clear on this
point.
Q: Let me ask this, then. Is it a fact that after the Japanese troops entered Indo-China
there sprang up a resistance movement?
A: The documents do not allow me to answer in a precise answer to this question.
Q: Well, what would allow you to answer that question?
A: I was at the war crimes office in charge of researches on crimes committed by the
Japanese Army. Complaints were received and on the basis of these complaints I began
my investigations. My work was a material work of researching what crimes had been
committed and where the criminals were, so that they could be rounded up.
Q: Have you finished?
A: Yes.
Q: Yesterday you referred to the underground. Will you tell us what you meant by that?
A: During my researches I have sometimes found the word “resistance”, “underground”,
in the documents which I have seen.
Q: Did you investigate to find out just what this underground or resistance was?
A: No.
Q: Weren’t you interested, as the person in charge of the investigating bureau, to find out
what this resistance was?
A: I did not take up that matter.
Q: Did you ask anybody else to take it up?
A: Absolutely not.
Q: Do I understand you, Mr. Witness, that you appear in this Tribunal and present
affidavits where you mention “resistance group” and “underground”, and you mean to
tell this Tribunal that you don’t know what it means?
A: I do not understand – I do not very well understand the question as it has been
translated.
MR. LOGAN: May I have it re-translated?

(Thereupon, the last question was re-translated.)
A: I did not present any affidavits to this Tribunal. I only —I have only told of them
what I had done, or the work that I had done, in the war crimes office.
Q: Well, let me ask you this question: Do you, of your own knowledge, know what the
resistance group was?
[Objection by the prosecutor] [...]
THE PRESIDENT: [...] I think the question is allowable and should be answered. It is
quite a simple question.
A: I believe that I have already answered this question.
Q: Well, answer it again, will you, please?
A: I answered that in the documents that I had I found a few – several times, the word
“resistance”.
Q: I understand what you said, Mr. Witness, but that isn’t the question I put. I am asking
you now. Do you know, of your own knowledge, what the resistance movement was?
A: I have no precise knowledge on movements of the underground – movement of the
resistance.
Q: Well, what was that movement?
A: What I could tell you could only be a repetition of what was told to me. That is
hearsay, and I want to speak before this Tribunal only of things which I know by myself,
in my own knowledge.
Q: Well now, Mr. Witness, as a matter of fact, your entire affidavit submitted by you on
direct is all hearsay, isn’t it?
A: I did not say that what – that my deposition was based on affidavits, but on
depositions of witnesses of victims of these crimes.
[Objection as to translation]
THE PRESIDENT: [...] After consulting with my colleagues, I think that the following
questions are pertinent and I will ask the witness to answer them:
Did the members of the resistance wear uniforms?
THE WITNESS: I have not been able to ascertain it. [...]
[Probably “Je n’ai pas pu le vérifier”, a sort of halfway-house between “No” and “I
don’t know”. – C.P]
MR. LOGAN: Well, tell us what you heard this resistance was?
A: I practically have no knowledge of the movement – concerning the resistance
movement. I only received complaints from victims of atrocities of the Japanese Army,
and I confined my activities to that.
Q: Isn’t it a fact that the resistance Movement was started in Indo-China against the
Japanese and the Vichy Government in Indo- China?

A: The documentation which I have seen does not allow me to answer your question.
MR. LOGAN: If the Tribunal please, I think I have been patient about this. I think we
ought to have a direction and make this witness answer these questions.
THE PRESIDENT: Witness, do you, in fact, know anything more than appears in the
documents?
THE WITNESS: All that I have heard beyond that I considered as hearsay, and I cannot
give evidence of these before this Tribunal.
THE PRESIDENT: You can. You are mistaken. You must answer from hearsay, but you
can say the sources of your information.
THE WITNESS: I haven’t heard any information on this point.
BY MR. LOGAN: (Continued):
Q: When you were in the Colonial Services of the French colonies, were you in the
Vichy army or were you in the resistance Movement from that point onward?
A: I was mobilised – I was drafted February 1, 1943 – no: 1944.
Q: Do you understand English?
A: (In English) Very small.
Q: Was that year incorrect that was just given over the translation system?
A: (In English) It seems that the number – (In French) I think that the number given “4”,
is not exact – is not correct. It is “43”.
Q: What time were you a member of the resistance Movement?
A: I was drafted February 1, 1943 in the French Army of Africa.
Q: Was that under the Vichy government or was that in the resistance Army?
A: In the French Army of Africa.
Q: Was that as a member of the resistance Group or a member of the forces of the Vichy
government?
A: It was as a French citizen who was still under military obligations.
THE PRESIDENT: It is suggested to me that if you use the words “Free French” instead
of “resistance”, you might get more satisfactory answers.
Q: Were you a member of the Free French?
A: Since February 1, 1943 I belonged to the French Army of Africa, the only army
which was in Africa.
Q: Were you under General Le Clerc?
A: I did not say that I was in Africa. I was in West of Africa – in French West of Africa.
Q: I didn’t ask you that. Were you under General Le Clerc?

A: General Le Clerc was not in the West of Africa.
Q: Were you under him?
A: Absolutely not.
Q: Then you were under some general of the Vichy Government?
A: I do not think so.
Q: Do you seriously want this Tribunal to understand from your testimony that you were
fighting for France but you didn’t know which army you were in?
A: I was only thinking of fighting for France.
Q: And you didn’t care which army you were in, is that it? And, furthermore, you don’t
know which army you were in, is that it?
A: I was in the French Army.
THE PRESIDENT: The French Government employed him on war crimes, apparently,
and that is the Free French Government.
Q: From whom did you receive your pay from 1943 on?
A: The Disbursing Officer of my unit.
THE PRESIDENT: Mr. Logan, this is trifling. I say it again to any Member of the
Tribunal having a similar view.
MR. LOGAN: It may be trifling, Your Honor, but to me it is more serious than that. A
witness comes here and testifies the way he has. I’m trying to find out just what the
situation was as he investigated it so that he can give this Tribunal some information on
these alleged crimes.
BY MR. LOGAN: Tell me this: Did you ever check to find out if any of the charges
made in these affidavits which are submitted by you are false?
A: It was not for me to judge whether the witnesses have made false depositions...
Q: And you made no check to find that out, is that it?
A: It was not in my province to judge of the exactitude of the directness of witness – of
the depositions made.
Q: Now, is it a fact that these people who claim to have suffered these alleged atrocities
were members of the resistance Force?
A: Yes, certainly.
Q: And the civilians also mentioned in these affidavits, were they assisting the resistance
Force?
A: Some did and some did not.
Q: And General Martin was the one in charge of the resistance Force in Indo-China?
A: I do not know.

Q: Did you make any investigation to find out?
A: I did not try to find out.
MR. LOGAN: That is all.

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. SHIMANOUCHI
Q: Mr. Witness, what is your age?
A: I was born on January 1, 1918.
Q: You testified, Mr. Witness, that you were a student prior to the war. Then you were
drafted in the Army in September, 1942?
A: I stated that it was on February 1, 1943.
Q: Up to that time were you occupied in some profession or vocation?
A: I was a student, and then I went to Africa as a Colonial civil servant.
Q: What duties were you assigned to after you were drafted?
A: I was infantry platoon leader.
Q: Have you, Mr. Witness, before you took up your work with the War Crimes Office in
September 1946, engaged in any legal business, either as a prosecutor or a lawyer?
A: Not at all. [...]

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. BROOKS
Q: Mr. Witness, in your investigation, did you investigate to see if any of these alleged
acts were taken by way of reprisal?
A: I think that in certain localities the Japanese may have been irritated by the actions –
by the attitude of the French population.
Q: Did your investigation show that certain actions complained of were to suppress and
deter the activities in resistance of franc-tireurs or others?
A: The massacres at Langson and other places certainly did not aim at suppressing the
activities of franc-tireurs.
Q: Did your investigations uncover any actions that would classify the participants as
franc-tireurs?
A: In my deposition I have not spoken of relations between the Japanese and those that
may be called franc-tireurs.
Q: In other words, you never made any investigations as to matters that might have been
in justification of some of the actions to which you have referred?
A: (No answer)
MR. BROOKS: I didn’t get the answer.

THE PRESIDENT: Did you try to discover any reason why the Japanese acted as they
did?
THE WITNESS: I did not try to discover any reasons [...]
MR. BROOKS: That is all.
MR. LOGAN: No further cross-examination. If the Tribunal please, at this time I move
to strike out and disregard all the evidence presented of alleged atrocities in Indo-China
on the ground that the evidence shows that these resistance troops were not lawful troops
of France, they were fighting contrary to the orders of their own legally recognized
government, and cannot claim rights are prisoners of war under international law but fall
into the classification of guerrillas or franc-tireurs.
THE PRESIDENT: Of course, there is no such evidence as you claim, Mr. Logan. We
will, at the proper time, pass judgement on the evidence we’ve heard [...]
[This despite the witness’ clear admission that the victims were, in fact, members of the
resistance.
Q: Now, is it a fact that these people who claim to have suffered these alleged atrocities
were members of the resistance Force?
A: Yes, certainly.
Q: And the civilians also mentioned in these affidavits, were they assisting the resistance
Force?
A: Some did and some did not. – C.P.]
The real problem is the admissibility of hearsay. As noted in the famous Dissentient
Judgement of R.B. Pal of India:
Pal noted that nothing in international law gives the victor in war the power to legislate
in international law. If the nations of the world wished to create such authority, they
were free to do so, but the proper way to so would be by means of a treaty; no such
treaty exists.
Historically, most European wars were brought to a conclusion based on the terms of
negotiated peace treaties containing an amnesty for all acts committed during the war,
thus avoiding endless recriminations, renewed injustice, and serial wars related to the
same problems. The modern world has largely abandoned this approach.
For further information in a relatively accessible form, search for Pal, Radhabinod.
“Judgment”.
The Dissentient Judgment of R.B. Pal is available on line in PDF form at
http://www.sdh-fact.com/CL02_1/65_S4.pdf. Published in book form in The Tokyo
Judgment: The International Military Tribunal for the Far East (IMTFE) 29 April 1946
– 12 November 1948. Edited by B. V. A. Röling and C. F. Rüter. Amsterdam: University
Press Amsterdam, 1977. Also published separately in Calcutta and Japan. This volume is
currently out of print and nearly impossible to find.
All quotations taken from the complete 52,000 page, 21-volume transcript. This too is
currently out of print and almost impossible to find except in a few large law libraries.
Thirty years ago there were said to be only 4 copies of the original in the whole world.

[This article is excerpted from a forthcoming book by Carlos W. Porter, War Crimes
Trials and Other Essays.]

The Invention of the Jewish People
by Ezra Macvie

by Shlomo Sand, Verso, Brooklyn 2010 (second edition), 325 pp., with index
"Behind every act in Israel’s identity politics stretches, like a long black
shadow, the idea of an eternal people and race."—Shlomo Sand, The
Invention of the Jewish People, p. 280
This book reports the history of a history. “History of history” is itself very much a
developed field, but this book addresses the development and maintenance of that
particular mnemohistory1 upon which is founded today’s state of Israel, as well as
justification for that state’s relegation of its non-Jewish “citizens” to its margins along
with its conquest and perpetual occupation of the territories of countries that border on
it. The aegis under which it grew up may be referred to as Zionism, but Zionism did not
by itself impel the development and growth of Israel, nor may all those today favoring
the interests of Israel be said to be Zionists.
The above should suffice to indicate that the forces and developments that author
Shlomo Sand traces through the past 150 years or more are numerous and wildly varied,
encompassing many a switch and switch-back through the times, places, and people he
covers. His analysis is at every point both penetrating and subtle, but the conclusions it
ineluctably leads to are utterly devastating to those who seek to advance the anti-history
upon which is based the justifications for the Jewish ethnocracy that today bestrides the
former Palestine.
In the course of documenting the development and servicing of Israel’s national history,
Sand uses a term I haven’t previously noted, apparently somewhat of a synonym for
Assmann’s mnemohistory: mythistory, and he uses the term without attribution, although
I find that it seems to have originated around 1986 in a book by William H. McNeill,
then a historian at the University of Chicago. The word appeared in the title of McNeill’s
book, and Sand used it in the title of his third chapter. Perhaps the word is better
established in Hebrew than in (my) English, at least among historians.

Shlomo Sand in 2007.
By ( ורדה זנדTransferred by Matanya/Originally uploaded by [ )צחי לרנרAttribution], via
Wikimedia Commons
Sand necessarily debunks a number of iconic events in the popular perception of Jewish
history, though such debunking is not Sand’s actual purpose and he is in every instance
at pains to point out that not only is he not the discoverer of the surprising truths he
reveals, but further to claim that knowledge of the falsities is common, if not always
publicly confessed, knowledge among historians. While he easily documents his not
being the author of the disclosures with numerous specific and apposite citations, I did
not note a single case of his “common knowledge” claims that was similarly buttressed.
Possible reasons for this come to mind, including possibly the professional reluctance of
historians to place their names in opposition to popular beliefs that in many cases
constitute articles of religious faith.
The earliest “historical” icon to fall before Sand’s scythe is the famed Exodus of the
enslaved Jews from Egypt, neither at the time supposed, nor at any other time, neither all
at once like the legend, nor even gradually, to any great extent. Those exposing this fable
(again, Sand emphatically eschews any credit for the exposé) rely heavily on both
progress in archaeology and at the philological level (the science of decoding ancient
languages) that has been made more or less continually since the late Nineteenth
Century. Sand is an Exodus Denier—it never happened, he says, and he cites the proof,
abundant as the proof that something did not happen must always be. It was at the end of
this Exodus that the Jews took possession of the land that today supporters of Israel say
God gave them, so the Exodus is one of the three legs of the stool upon which is
balanced the argument that there must be a Jewish state in the Middle East.
The next major icon (many lesser ones are swept aside along the way) to fall is that of

the Diaspora. Again, the proof adduced here is of something not happening, and it is
abundant indeed. Sand notes the conclusion among historians that most of the people of
ancient Judea, Jews and otherwise, stayed where they were, while parties of missionaries
and other religious notables occasionally departed the area and set up shop in distant
places such as today’s Spain, Morocco, Iran, and Ukraine. This second leg of the Israeli
hegemonic claim advances the view that, since “all” the Jews left Judea in the First and
Second Centuries A.D., those found living there today are not of Jewish descent. They
came from somewhere else. Sand is a Diaspora Denier.
The last leg of the stool is knocked out when Sand presents the extensive evidence that
today’s Jewry around the globe are not of common descent—not from the intrepid band
that never wandered forty years in the desert seeking the Promised Land, nor from any
other single cohort of ancestors. This particular disillusionment is attained—again, not
by Sand, but by archaeologists, philologists and geneticists whose work Sand abundantly
references—primarily through disclosure that, before it was eclipsed in most places by
Christianity or Islam, Judaism was a proselytizing religion very much on the lines of its
just-named successors. Sand adduces persuasively massive conversions of populations
having no biological relationship to the original cadre of former slaves chosen by God
himself on that day long, long ago to inherit the land between the Mediterranean Sea and
the Jordan River. At the time Sand was writing, genetic studies that he cites were
oscillating violently among conclusions supporting, failing to support, and supporting in
most-peculiar ways the legend so necessary to the entitlements claimed by Israel, that
substantially all Jews are to at least some extent descended from the recipients of the
Divine Land Grant. And apropos of this thrashing back and forth of conclusions of
genetic studies, which continues to the present day, Sand cites a particularly fascinating
and profoundly significant line of inquiry pursued from at least 2005 by Greek medical
researcher J. P. Ioannidis, in which he proves the title of his landmark article, “[…] Most
Published Research Findings Are False.” While Ioannidis’s examples are in many cases
drawn from the field of inference from genetics, it does not appear that he investigates
any that underlie national mythologies. He confines himself to studies linking genes to
diseases or other maladies. But the pertinence of the dynamics Ioannidis describes in
case after case apply to Israel’s genetic mythology so directly that Sand leaves the entire
matter to a mere footnote.
Shlomo Sand is a professor of history at Tel Aviv University. Though he does not
advertise his origins as such, his 1946 birth in a displaced-persons camp in Linz, Austria
identifies him as in some ways, like the country he lives in, a child of the Holocaust.
While his book gives virtually no actual attention to the place of the Holocaust in his
country’s mnemohistory, the three asides I counted in his book making reference to the
concept (and to those who might “deny” it) all solidly express horror and indignation at
what it constituted in terms of Jewish experience, and German guilt. Make no mistake:
Shlomo Sand is a historical revisionist non pariel. That he appears to have exempted
Holocaustiography from the scope of his revisionism could be tactical, to enable him to
cling to at least tatters of his much-assailed Jewish loyalty for purposes of advancing
those viewpoints in which he truly is expert, or (and this does not preclude the tactic just
mentioned) it might be mere logistics, in which he economizes on his energies and
knowledge in order to focus on a single goal. In this, whatever the forces or sympathies
informing him, he resembles Norman Finkelstein, that heroic chronicler of abuses
committed under cover of the atrocities embodied in the Holocaust narrative. Like
Finkelstein, Sand assiduously abjures the slightest hint of attack upon the scripture of the
Holocaust, leaving it in the capable hands of many contributors to Inconvenient History
and a few—very few—other such journals.
Sand’s work is far beyond magisterial in both its scope and its depth, and yet it
accomplishes its work in a mere 325 pages (including an Afterword). Even more to be

marveled at, its text varies for most of its length between interesting and outright
gripping. For this, much if not most of the credit must be given to its late (2009)
translator, Yael Lotan, herself a noted dissenter in Israel against that country’s repugnant,
if not suicidal, belligerence against its neighbors and predecessors on its territory.
Lotan’s translation of Sand’s original Hebrew manuscript simply takes my breath away.
It is far and away the best translated material I can recall ever having read, attendant to
which judgment I must confess that I do not read Hebrew, so I could not actually
evaluate the translation per se.
As to Sand’s Hebrew original, that book (Matai ve’ekh humtza ha’am hayehudi? When
and How Was the Jewish People Invented?) was on Israel’s bestseller lists for nineteen
weeks. The book has 551 footnotes, virtually every one of which gives a citation. The
sources cited are in English, French, and other European languages, but as might be
expected of a scholar of this subject, writing in the place and time in which he wrote, the
majority are in Hebrew. To deal with this near-insuperable language barrier, he and/or
his translator settled on the following treatment: the author, title, publisher and place of
publication are rendered in English, and the citation concluded with the notation “(in
Hebrew).” The frequency of this pattern’s appearance starkly discloses the extent to
which Sand (and his translator Yael Lotan) are unlocking to the English-speaking world
“secrets” that might otherwise remain enshrouded in Hebrew’s curvaceous graphology,
forever unknown outside the Pale of Chosenness.
To continue with the matter of this book’s “author-in-English,” I note that she died with
unexpected suddenness (in Israel) of “liver cancer” at Age 78 immediately after her
monumental work was published in the United States. In common, perhaps, with
historical revisionists generally, I am susceptible to “conspiracy theories,” particularly
those (and there are many) that I have hatched myself. About all I can note further in the
matter is that in the socialist paradise of Israel, every doctor is an employee of the
state—including, obviously, Lotan’s doctor and/or doctors. So much for paranoia—and
for socialized medicine, at that. I rate the genius of Lotan’s final opus as fully equal to
that of the work (Sand’s) upon which she bestowed what must have been among her last
exertions. I say this as a person who has spent of his own paltry abilities upon
translation, and who has been found, in that balance, to be sadly wanting.
Back to the original genius, Sand, who lives in and bravely walks the streets of Israel
today. He has, since the publication of the subject book, written another book, whose
title rather suggests something of a series with the present work, The Invention of the
Land of Israel. For the English translation, he has, obviously, a new translator, a young
one, who remains alive as of this writing, whose work I have not sampled (unless he
translated the Afterword of the present work, which is dated after Lotan’s death).
Mnemohistory is perhaps the main source of that perversion of “history” that produces
the requirement for revisionism (the stimulation and maintenance of war fever is a close
competitor). Within, as it were, the belly of the beast itself, Shlomo Sand has made
himself indelibly—no matter what happens to him tomorrow—an immortal champion of
such revisionism.
Even those (few) with no interest in the phenomenon of Israel, nor any in the tensions
“in the Middle East” that may be traced to its existence and policies will still find the
feats attained by this man’s scholarship and indefatigable devotion to truth not just
astounding, but outright inspiring as to the potential for justice to spring from the only
source from which such a thing could spring—the heart of man.
I dedicate this trivial review to the memory of Yael Lotan, and to the grace of God for all
those who would help us surmount the barriers of language, prejudice, race, and memory

among our kind—the kind we know as Human.

Notes:
[1] Mnemohistory is a term introduced by German Egyptologist Jan Assmann to
signify those transmogrifications of factual history that are concocted and then
imposed upon the populaces of countries, religions and other organizations for
purposes of unifying and harnessing opinions and motivations among such
populaces. It could be termed “afactual collective memory.”

Dissecting the Holocaust: The Growing Critique of
"Truth" and "Memory"
by Ezra Macvie

by Germar Rudolf (ed.), Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003 (second edition)
612pp., with index
Arthur Butz’s devastating The Hoax of the Twentieth Century was the broadside that
heralded the destruction of the evil propaganda legacy of World War II since labeled “the
Holocaust.”
The next step needed in this process of rectification was to erect the bastions from which
the required decades of further assault on the Edifice of Retributive Lies could be
sustained. This step was accomplished in 1994 by Germar Rudolf, then protected by the
armor of his nom de plume Ernst Gauss, in the publication of Grundlagen zur
Zeitgeschichte (Foundations of Contemporary History), in which a foundation indeed,
firmly anchored in the bedrock of physical reality, was laid for just the redoubt from
which the long-term campaign for truth could be projected.
Rudolf is a scientist, which each of us who would know the truth also must be, at least to
some extent. He is a scientist who was denied his scientific doctorate under a law
enacted by the very Nazi regime he is often falsely accused of supporting, and a
chronicler of fact who has spent years in the prisons of his native Germany for precisely
the crime of having spread scientific truths that, like those spread by Galileo, displeased
the authorities in power[1].
Rudolf did not write all of Dissecting the Holocaust. His own chapters are but several
among those he assembled, edited, and in some cases translated that lay bare the truths
that explode the lies upon which the Holocaust edifice is built. Contributors include a
Swiss who eludes the grasp of his country’s thoughtcrimes police in exile in Russia, a
Frenchman who was beaten by thugs intent on suppressing his revelations, and a chemist
(Rudolf himself) deported from the United States to serve years in German prisons for
the crime of having expressed opinions disapproved by the (occupational) forces
dominating the government of that country.
Most of the articles are translated from the German version (Grundlagen) mentioned
above, though portions were originally written in Italian, French, and possibly other
languages. The “default” translation credit is accorded to Victor Diodon. Whoever the
translator(s) are, they have produced a work quite as readable and engaging as though it
were originally written in English by a very articulate native speaker of the language.
Because Butz’s Hoax is so seminal, and so widely known among friend and foe alike of
revisionism, I shall cast most of the rest of this review in terms of comparing the works.
If Butz’s Hoax were the deadly right hook of the revisionist boxing champion, Rudolf’s
Dissecting would be its devastating left uppercut. Between them, they leave virtually no
place to hide for anyone who would defend the legend of the Holocaust as propagated
from Nuremberg, Tel Aviv, or Washington—except, of course, the familiar recourse of
calumny and ad hominem attack to which we have all become accustomed.
Both works are deeply analytical; the reading of either one by a person who retains a

grasp upon common sense must leave the reader thoroughly disabused of the hateful
legacy of the Holocaust mythology. A reading of both would leave the same person
equipped (so long as memory served) to dispose of any assertion of the mainstream
narrative from at least two directions, each quite decisive without the other. Analogizing
such knowledge with eyesight, the result might be dubbed “binocular knowledge” of the
subject of the experiences of the Jews of Europe during World War II.
It is tempting to refer to much of Dissecting as “forensics,” and indeed a number of the
investigations most definitely do delve in great depth into the physical evidence that
remains (or does not remain) in the places where the crimes of the Holocaust took (or
did not take) place. The forensic investigations put the details of any thriller from Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle or Tom Clancy utterly to shame. These are, after all, real
investigations of events that are said really to have taken place. And evidence of real
events is most certainly adduced in many such cases, together with interpretations that
yield the firm conclusion that the events that took place were profoundly, even
diametrically opposed in effect to the events alleged by parties seeking and exercising
power and influence in the post-war world. The classic example, of course, is that of
Zyklon B, the insecticide used by the ton in all the camps to protect the lives of the
inmates, but misrepresented by latter-day spin doctors as the means of murdering the
inmates in “gas chambers” of a kind never seen before or since in the known world.
But Dissecting the Holocaust is not at all limited to forensics, which are, after all, best
suited to proving things that did happen, as opposed to proving that allegations such as
disposing of the bodies of millions of genocide victims without a trace have to be false.
A term that better encompasses the broad front on which Dissecting proceeds would be
“physical,” or even “technical.”
A prime example of this would be Carlo Mattogno’s magisterial chapter titled “The
Crematoria Ovens of Auschwitz and Birkenau.” In this forty-page chapter, Mattogno
presents a from-the-ground-up account of the development of cremation technology
followed by a detailed description of every and all of the cremation facilities installed at
both Auschwitz and Birkenau, followed in turn by a detailed history of the usage of all
these facilities. Mattogno does not undertake to report the actual numbers of bodies
cremated; German records suffice entirely for this purpose, and those very records are
dismissed by exterminationists as variously incomplete and actually fraudulent in any
case. Instead, Mattogno focuses on other indications of usage and capacities including
repair records, delivery and consumption of fuels (primarily coke), and even
experiments conducted there and elsewhere upon the cremation of more than one corpse
at a time, a favorite chestnut of exterminationists intent on “proving” the insufficiency of
German records for reflecting the actual numbers of cremations.
Mattogno’s analysis relies on numbers, ever the bane of spinners of gauzy webs of
deceit. And the numbers that finally emerge from his careful, independent analyses of
capacities and throughput rates are—who’d a‘thunk?—entirely consistent with the
numbers reflected in the Germans’ own records of usage. And grossly at odds with the
numbers put about by those advocating increases in certain other numbers, such as the
amounts of reparations payments still to be extracted from the hard-working children
and grandchildren of the Germans who underwent the devastation wrought upon their
country by the Second World War. Readers will come away from this and several other
such chapters veritable experts in the field treated—which they must be in order
convincingly to counter the impossible assertions made by those in thrall to the
exterminationist narrative.
Butz’s Hoax of the Twentieth Century is not a work attractive to those who know what
they want to believe irrespective of dispositive argument. It is a work attractive only to

those who wish to assess the evidence and reasoning behind what they believe, and who
are open to changing what they believe in accordance with such evidence and
arguments. It is challenging to the intellectually honest, and insufferably burdensome to
those who prefer to base their beliefs upon mere sentiment. All this goes double for
Dissecting the Holocaust, which is so formidable on the score of both data and technical
analysis that the devotees of intellectual expediency must dismiss it out of hand as
obfuscatory mumbo-jumbo, leaving the daunting analytic task of merely reading it to
those whose search for the truth and its foundations is truly indefatigable.
Dissecting is 612 pages long, and any of its chapters contains more factual information
than many an entire book offered by the “other side.” It is set in what looks like about
ten-point type, with its numerous footnotes (does one read footnotes?) in about eightpoint, yielding a work of about 300,000 words (yes, I counted them), not counting the
numerous photographs and their captions. It is nearly one and half times the length of
Arthur Butz’s imposing opus. For the reader with large, but not stupendous, endurance, I
would strongly recommend a “chapter-by-chapter” approach—perhaps a chapter a
month, suitable for pensioners such as myself, or those with “day jobs.” The chapters
are, unlike Butz’s, altogether independent of each other. Each drives a stake into the
Holocaust monster from an entirely different direction, and none fails to penetrate its
heart squarely. And it won’t ever really matter if you happen never to digest the entirety
of every chapter.
Any chapter, quite by itself, will suffice for the honest reader of common sense to
Dissect the Holocaust most conclusively.

Notes:

Dr. Mengele's "Medical Experiments" on Twins in
the Birkenau Gypsy Camp
by Carlo Mattogno

1. The “crimes” of Dr. Mengele
In 1997, Helena Kubica, researcher at the Auschwitz Museum, published a long article
entitled “Dr. Mengele und seine Verbrechen im Konzentrationslager Auschwitz-Birkenau”
(“Dr. Mengele and His Crimes in the Auschwitz-Birkenau Concentration Camp”).[1] The
author sifted through the numerous documents on Dr. Mengele’s activities at Birkenau
preserved in the archives of the Museum in search of documentary proof of his presumed
criminal medical experiments on twins. The situation is as follows.
Dr. Josef Mengele entered service at Auschwitz on 30 May 1943. His direct superior, SSStandortarzt (garrison doctor) Dr. Eduard Wirths, appointed him Lagerarzt (camp doctor)
at the so-called “Zigeunerfamilienlager” (gypsy family camp), Sector BIIe of Birkenau.[2]
He was particularly interested in the study of twins, especially identical twins, organising a
daycare center solely for this purpose:
“In the gypsy camp, he caused Barracks 29 and 31 and a nursery – a sort of
daycare center and preparatory school – to house not only the children under
his observation (these lived in Barracks 31), but all gypsy children up to 6
years of age.
A total of several hundred children were housed in the nursery school from 8
to 14 years of age, where they were supervised by many prisoners. […] The
barracks used as a nursery school were in slightly better condition than the
others, entirely plastered on the inside, decorated with coloured images
representing fairy tales. For a short time, the children who lived there received
a better diet – milk, white bread, vegetables and meat broth concentrates, even
marmalade and chocolate […].
The area behind Barracks 31 was enclosed and a playground was installed,
with sandboxes, merry-go-round, swings and gymnastic equipment.”[3]
Naturally, for H. Kubica, all this was intended solely for “propaganda purposes.”[4] We
need only inquire, however, for whom this alleged propaganda was intended, since not
even the delegate from the Red Cross who visited Auschwitz in September 1944 was
permitted to visit the Birkenau Camp.[5]
And how about the diet, incredibly rich for a concentration camp – as confirmed by former
inmate Anna Lipka[6] – was this also solely intended for “propaganda purposes”?
This scene is not easy to reconcile with the panoply of the unprecedented crimes attributed
to Dr. Mengele, but Kubica has decisive “proof” to hand.
An epidemic of noma faciei, a gangrenous illness affecting mostly children, broke out in
the Zigeunerlager in the summer of 1943. The patients were transferred on Dr. Mengele’s
order to an isolated barracks in the hospital of the gypsy camp and, we are assured by H.
Kubica,

“many of the sick children were killed, always by order of Dr. Mengele, and
their bodies were taken to the institute of hygiene of the Waffen-SS at Rajsko
for histopathological research. There preparations of the individual organs
were prepared and preserved in glass, even including the entire head of a child,
among others, for the SS academy of medicine in Graz.”[7]
From the pertinent footnote, we learn that our information on the entire affair is based
exclusively on post-war testimonies. In this context, the author mentions a single
document, reproduced below. The document is a bill of lading to the Institute of Hygiene
of the Waffen-SS (SS-Hygiene-Institut) of Rajsko, Hygiene and Bacteriology Section,
relating to the “head of a cadaver” (Kopf einer Leiche) taken from a “12-year old child”
(12-jähriges Kind). Nothing is known of the cause of death of the child; the only thing that
is certain is that the request for histological examination originated from the
H-Krankenbau Zigeunerlager Auschwitz II, BIIe, that is, the prisoner hospital of the gypsy
camp. The explanation advanced by H. Kubica is clearly a pretext. Noma faciei (or
cancrum oris) is a disease which destroys the orofacial tissues. It currently strikes chiefly
sub-Saharan African children between the ages of 2 and 16; the mortality rate, in the
absence of adequate treatment, ranges between 70 and 90%.[8] One may therefore
reasonably suppose that, at Birkenau, in the years 1943-1944, the mortality rate of young
gypsy children stricken with noma was even higher. In 1943, 2,587 children below the age
of 10 in the gypsy camp died,[9] including practically all those suffering from noma.

A bill of lading to the Institute of Hygiene of the Waffen-SS (SS-Hygiene-Institut) of
Rajsko, Hygiene and Bacteriology Section, relating to the “head of a cadaver” (Kopf einer
Leiche) taken from a “12-year old child” (12-jähriges Kind)\.
But then, what occasion was there to kill children who were inexorably dying of disease?
The obvious response to this rhetorical question is supplied by H. Kubica herself where she
cites the testimony of Dr. Jan Čespiva, who had worked as a physician in the gypsy camp
hospital:
“There was an outbreak of noma. The disease caused entire pieces of flesh to
fall off, also affecting the lower jaw. I had never seen gangrene of the face like
that. The crania of the children were prepared for the SS Academy at Graz. I
know because we wrote the address. The heads were preserved in
formaldehyde, the bodies were destroyed in Crematory III.”[10]
It is therefore obvious that the child in question died of noma and that the German
physicians hoped to find a cure by studying the heads of children who had died of this

disease.
And this request for histological examination is the only documentary “proof” of the
“crimes” of Dr. Mengele to be found in the archive of the Auschwitz Museum! Not much
for the so-called “Angel of Death” of Auschwitz, and H. Kubica, apparently aware of this,
as a last resort cites the “eyewitness” so decisive to her, Miklos Nyiszli, about whom, more
below.
After creating the school already mentioned above, Dr. Mengele created an “experimental
laboratory,” the location where the “camp research on the birth of twins and congenital
anomalies”[11] was performed – in a word, the ogre’s lair – to the head of which he
appointed Dr. Bertold Epstein, from Prague. His assistant was another Czech, Dr. Rudolf
Weiskopf (Vitek).[12] Two camp inmates also worked in Dr. Mengele’s laboratory: a
Polish anthropology Ph.D., Martyna Puzina,[13] and the Czech painter Dinah Gottliebova,
who produced drawings of the parts of the body of the children under examination.[14]
The activities of this “experimental laboratory” are well documented:
“The archives of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum contain numerous
documents signed by Dr. Mengele, such as requests for analysis by the
Institute of Hygiene.”[15]
but no document attests to Dr. Mengele’s presumed crimes. This is not at all surprising,
considering the activities performed in his laboratory:
“As shown by reports of inmates who performed tasks in the twins block, as
well as reports from the twins themselves, the individual pairs of twins were
subjected by Dr. Mengele to research of any kind, which constituted the
starting point for the performance of the most varied types of experiments on
the same. In general, they were subjected to anthropometric, morphological,
psychiatric and radiological research. The anthropological research was
initially performed in Dr. Mengele’s laboratory in the sauna of the gypsy
camp. In November 1944, this laboratory was transferred to barracks 15, in the
vicinity of the men’s hospital (BIIf). Every individual part of the body of the
persons subjected to examination was measured in the most accurate manner:
the twins were measured in pairs, comparing the results. The documentation
contained annotations of the shape of the mouth, the nose, the muscles of the
ears, the colour of the eyes and skin of the individual parts of the body.[16]
There was no criminal activity, therefore, and it is easy to see what M. Puzyna and D.
Gottliebova’s tasks consisted of: anthropometrical studies and anatomical drawings.
H. Kubica adds:
“All the documentation, that is, photographs, drawings, descriptions and
analytical results, were preserved in individual folders for every person
examined,”[17]
and she published a few of these documents. Notwithstanding this abundant
documentation, H. Kubica notes:
“Nevertheless, unfortunately, it has not been possible to find any document
showing how many gypsy twins passed through Dr. Mengele’s
laboratory.”[18]
But a few pages later, the Polish researcher states:
“The Archives of the State Museum of Auschwitz-Birkenau also contain a

document which contains personal data and copies of anthropological studies
on 295 inmates – Greek, Hungarian, Dutch, French and Italian Jews – upon
whom Mengele performed experiments. This list also contains the names of
117 Hungarian Jewish pairs of twins in the women’s sector of the camp. As for
male twins from Barracks 15 of Camp BIIf, we know from the report on one
pair of twins that there were 107 of them, aged from age 4 to 60.”[19]
Thus, the total number of documented twins available to Dr. Mengele amounted to between
402 and 412. What happened to them?
A series of daily reports, not mentioned by H. Kubica, although they can be found
precisely at the Auschwitz Museum, the Arbeitseinsatz (assignment of labour) of the
Birkenau Camp,[20] reports starting from 28 July up to 3 October 1944 (the reports are
complete only for the month of August) bears the heading “Zwillinge für Versuchzwecke”
(twins for experimental purposes). In the 35 reports which are preserved, the number of
these inmates never varies: it always reads 49. This absence of variation over a period of
more than three months allows one to rule out any continual replacement of “guinea pigs”,
and is fully compatible with the “anthropometric, morphological, psychiatric and
radiological examinations” mentioned above.
H. Kubica, by contrast, claims that the fate of these twins was quite a different one:
“The last stop in the search for several pairs of twins or individual persons was
the analysis of the individual organs of the body during the autopsy. To this
end, these persons were killed at Dr. Mengele’s order or by Dr. Mengele
himself, by an injection of phenol in the heart. The bodies were taken to the
dissecting room.”[21]
At this point, the Polish researcher unveils her “decisive witness”: none other than the
notorious impostor Miklos Nyiszli! The whole fable of Dr. Mengele’s “crimes” originates
from the ravings of this mythomaniac, to whom I shall return in greater detail in the section
below devoted to him.
Notwithstanding the absurd lies he told, this person is nonetheless held in high esteem by
orthodox historians, but, in a sort of veiled schizophrenia, only as regards his accusations
against Dr. Mengele. And in fact, his testimony constitutes the “demonstrative” framework
for the accusations of every book on the subject, starting with Gerald L. Posner and John
Ware on Dr. Mengele,[22] one of the most important, also mentioned by H. Kubica. The
two authors cite him on pages 19, 20, 26, 33, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 53 and 152. In fact, the
entire chapter on the “crimes” of Dr. Mengele at Auschwitz is built upon Nyiszli’s
“testimony”! Even Robert Jay Lifton mentions him repeatedly.[23] H. Kubica cites him
just as often. She even reproduces his photograph[24] and cites him several times.[25]
But Dr. Mengele’s “crimes” are not only not attested to by one single document: they are
even overtly disproven by absolutely indisputable facts. In his description of the first
autopsy allegedly performed by him upon a pair of twins, Nyiszli writes:
“My legs are trembling with excitement. I have discovered the most monstrous
secret of Third Reich medical science. They don’t only kill with gas; they kill
with chloroform injections to the heart as well.”[26]
If this had been true, Dr. Mengele would have proceeded to liquidate all the witnesses of
his alleged criminal activity – his collaborators who also worked with twins – before
leaving Auschwitz on 17 January 1945. He had enough time! But he allowed all the
“eyewitnesses” of his alleged crimes to survive, i.e.:
• Dr. Bertold Epstein, one of the signers of the famous appeal by former Auschwitz

•
•
•
•

inmates dated 4 March 1945;[27]
Dr. Rudolf Weisskopf, liberated from Bergen-Belsen;[28]
Martyna Puzyna, interviewed by G.L.Posner and J. Ware in June 1985;[29]
Dinah Gottliebova, who moved to the USA in 1947, where she still lives;[30]
Miklos Nyiszli, the purported essential “witness”, who, in his capacity as the
physician of the so-called crematory “Sonderkommando,” would have shared in the
“terrible secret” of the mass gassings, was also casually allowed to survive!

But what about the twins? What happened to the victims of Dr. Mengele’s experiments?
Were they all killed en masse? Quite the contrary!
H. Kubica informs us that, in 1984, these twins were still numerous enough to form their
own association:
“In 1984, the victims of Dr. Mengele’s experiments, who had lived in the
children’s camp, formed the organisation Children of Auschwitz Nazi Deadly
Lab Experiment Survivors (CANDLES ), with the self-appointed task of
documenting Mengele’s crimes, informing the world, capturing the “Angel of
Death” and dragging him before a court”[31]
The Website of the association lists almost 400 twins from Auschwitz.[32] H. Kubica also
presents a list of twins from Auschwitz, consisting of over 320 names.[33] The great
majority of them were twins, but some were merely siblings, such as the sisters Tatiana
Liliana and Alessandra Bucci. Both were deported to Auschwitz on 29 March 1943. The
first, born on 19 September 1937, was registered under number 76484; the second, born 1
July 1939, was registered under number 6483.[34] Luigi Ferri, born on 9 September 1932,
was deported in August 1944 and registered under number B-7525.[35] Sergio De Simone,
born at Naples on 29 November 1937, was deported to Auschwitz on 29 March 1944, at
the age of nearly 7 years, and registered under number 179614.[36]
No orthodox historian has yet succeeded in explaining why these children were not gassed
immediately upon arrival. In reality, it is not so surprising, because on 16 January 1945, in
just the men’s camp at Birkenau, there were 770 “Jugendliche bis 18. Jhr.” (youths aged
up to 18 years), in addition to 400 “Invaliden” (invalids)![37] When the Soviets arrived,
there were still 205 children at Birkenau, from just a few months up to 15 years of age,
many of them twins.[38]
The three documents mentioned above, the list of the CANDLES organisation, the list
compiled by H. Kubica and the Soviet list of 1945, in addition to the Soviet list of inmates
liberated at Birkenau,[39] permit the compilation of a list of 543 twins having passed
through Auschwitz:[40] of these, 376 survived until the liberation of the camp; four died in
the following months, one died on the evacuation transport on 27 January 1945, and twelve
perished during the existence of the camp. Nothing is known of the remaining 154.
In just three cases, H. Kubica notes: “Starb im Lager infolge der durchgeführten
Experimente”(“died [not: killed] in the camp as a result of the experiments performed [on
them],”[41] so that these three would seem to constitute Dr. Mengele’s victims. It goes
without saying that such an assumption is in no way backed up by proof of Mengele's
personal complicity.
In conclusion, the known facts are as follows:
Dr. Mengele’s alleged crimes are not proven by any document. No document shows that
Mengele ever killed even one single child, or that one single child was ever killed on his
orders. The essential and sole witness, the one upon whose testimony the whole accusation
is based, was an extraordinarily creative impostor. Dr. Mengele’s closest collaborators,
including the presumed essential witness, and at least 543 of his “victims” were allowed to

live: but how, then, are we to believe seriously in the fairy tale of the “Angel of Death” of
Auschwitz?

Josef Mengele (1911-1979), German physician and SS Hauptsturmführer. Photo taken by a
police photographer in 1956 in Buenos Aires for Mengele's Argentine identification
document
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

2. Miklos Nyiszli’s False Testimony
In an article on Dr. Mengele published in 1986,[42] Zdenek Zofka discussed the quality of
the anti-Mengele testimony, writing:
“The Mengele phenomenon presents a few mysteries. The available sources
are few. Almost all the written notes capable of providing information on
Mengele’s crimes at Auschwitz have been destroyed. We must have recourse
almost exclusively to eyewitness testimonies. [But] testimonies, forty years
later,[43] are always problematical – all the more so in an extreme case such
as this one. In the minds of many former inmates, ‘harrowing reality and
nightmares have inextricably merged together over a period of forty years.’
All too often, it is impossible to be sure that their recollections really refer to
Mengele at all: it is all too often possible to show that Mengele has been
confused with other SS physicians. Almost all the inmates state that they were
selected by Mengele on the ramp. But camp physicians performed the
selections in shifts: Mengele performed no more selections than any of the
others. One gets the impression that Mengele’s name has gotten separated
from his person. For the inmates, he became synonymous with all Auschwitz
camp physicians as such.”[44]

Zofka then added:
“As has already been stated, the testimonies against Mengele must be treated
with great caution. A number of incorrect statements can be explained on the
grounds of mistaken identity, in which Mengele had gotten confused with
other camp physicians or SS guards. Some witnesses in their statements were
certainly motivated by self-importance and attention-seeking. Finally, even
certain ‘exaggerations’ can be explained as innocent attempts to communicate
and render the atrocity that was Auschwitz understandable – at least to a
certain extent – to persons living later who hadn’t experienced it. Since
Mengele was never tried, it has not been possible to put individual witnesses
to the test. Even at the Mengele trial in Jerusalem in February 1985, rigorous
cross-examination was waived for psychological reasons which were, after all,
only too understandable – the need to recall to mind the horrors of Auschwitz
was no doubt sufficiently agonising. Nevertheless, clarification of Mengele’s
crimes at Auschwitz requires a critical and detailed examination of the
testimonies.”[45]
But the critical examination undertaken by the author to “assess the individual crimes
attributed to Mengele as more or less probable”[46] considers only obviously false, poorly
supported accusations and does not in any way probe Miklos Nyiszli, whose testimony is,
in the author’s view, “of fundamental importance”[47] – so much so that the author cites it
repeatedly.[48]
It therefore remains to critically assess the statements of this fundamentally important
witness to the alleged crimes of Dr. Mengele.
Miklos Nyiszli wrote a memoir published in Hungarian in 1946 entitled Dr. Mengele
boncolóorvosa voltam az auschwitz-i krematóriumban (I Was Dr. Mengele’s Anatomical
Physician in the Auschwitz Crematorium.)[49] The work was later translated into French,
German, English, Polish and Italian, rising to prominence in orthodox Holocaust
historiography of the 1960s.
Nyiszli claims that he reached Birkenau by train with a trainload of Jews deported from
Hungary, in May of 1944 – May 29th, to be exact – as shown by the registration number
A-8450, with which he was tattooed on that same day upon his arrival at the camp. After
spending a few days in Sector BIIf of Birkenau, on 3 or 5 June (his chronology is
contradictory), he was assigned as physician to Sonderkommando of the crematoria, under
Dr. Mengele’s direct supervision, where he remained until January 1945. But in his sworn
statement dated 8 October 1947,[50] Nyiszli asserts that he reached Auschwitz on 19 May
1944 and that he was immediately transferred to the “Buna-Monowitz” camp, where he
remained between 20 May and 5 June. These two versions of his arrival at Auschwitz stand
in total mutual contradiction. But this is nothing compared to the wave of contradictions,
absurdities, historical falsifications and various impostures to be found in his work, which
was published in Italian under the title Medico ad Auschwitz and later under a different
title: Sopravvissuto a Mengele:[51] in my cursory study dedicated to this self-proclaimed
“eyewitness”, I listed 120 of them.[52]
Let us now summarise the most salient of these nonsensical claims.[53]
Nyiszli provides a completely invented history of the Birkenau crematoria, even stating
that they were built during the winter of 1939-1940, when Auschwitz didn’t even exist yet.
His description of the furnaces of Crematoria II and III (which he refers to as 1 and 2) is
also completely afactual. He speaks, in fact, of 15 individual furnaces located in a room
150 metres long, while the actual room in question was only 30 metres long, equipped with
five furnaces, each with three muffles.

The alleged gas chamber, a room (Leichenkeller 1) 30 metres long, becomes, for Nyiszli,
200 metres long [but no width given]; Nyiszli also describes an “adjacent room” which
never existed.
The small freight elevator (Aufzug) located in the vestibule of the subterranean part of the
crematorium is transformed, in Nyiszli’s narrative, into four powerful lifts.
What Nyiszli says about the crematory capacity of the cremation furnaces is technically
impossible and historically nonsensical. He speaks of the cremation of 3 bodies in 20
minutes in one muffle, in each of the 15 muffles of Crematoria II and III, corresponding to
a theoretical capacity of 3,240 bodies in 24 hours, which, for Nyiszli, however, becomes,
incomprehensibly, 5,000. Therefore, according to him, the total capacity of the four
Birkenau crematoria was 20,000 bodies per day. All this is absurd: in the coke-fired Topf
furnaces of Auschwitz-Birkenau, 20 minutes would not even have sufficed to vaporise the
water contained in a single body. The real capacity of such installations, as declared by
Topf engineer Kurt Prüfer, who designed the furnaces, and Karl Schultze, who designed
the blowers, was one single body per muffle per hour, or one ninth as much as asserted by
“eyewitness” Nyiszli.
Moreover, while Crematoria II and III had a total of 30 muffles, Crematoria IV and V had
only 16, but Nyiszli nevertheless attributes a capacity of 5,000 bodies per day each to this
pair of crematoria as well. Therefore, one single muffle in Crematoria IV-V had almost
double the capacity of the same muffle in Crematoria II-III, but, according to Holocaust
historiography, the furnaces in Crematoria IV and V were less efficient than those in
Crematoria II and III. For example, at the Höss trial, the expert Roman Dawidowski stated
that a load of 3-5 bodies in one muffle burned in 20-30 minutes in Crematoria II-III, but in
30-40 minutes in Crematoria IV-V.[54] It goes without saying that Dawidowski’s “expert
opinion” has the same value as the Polish-Soviet “expert opinion” on the 4 million deaths,
in which he himself, Dawidowski, likewise concurred.[55]
Based on the absurd cremation capacity of 5,000 bodies in 24 hours for each crematorium,
Nyiszli has built an arithmetically fantastic history of the mass gassings. Here are a few
examples:
• The inmates in Sector BIId, 10,500 people, according to Nyiszli, were gassed and
cremated in a single day in Crematoria III and IV (= 5,250 bodies in 24 hours each).
In reality, even with a theoretical continuous duty cycle of 24 hours per day (which
in practice is unattainable),[56] these installations would have required at least 19
days for the cremation of such a large number of bodies.
• 4,500 gypsies were gassed and cremated in one single night in Crematoria II and III,
that is, 2,250 in 12 hours. This many cremations would in fact have required over six
days.
• The 20,000 gassing victims from the ghetto of Theresienstadt were cremated in 48
hours in Crematoria II and III (= 5,000 bodies in 24 hours each). In actual fact, that
many cremations would have required over 27 days.
Nyiszli claims that flames could often be seen shooting from the crematory chimneys,
which is technically impossible.[57]
The gassing technique described by Nyiszli is completely invented, based on the erroneous
supposition that Zyklon B (the alleged homicidal agent) was chlorine (rather than
hydrocyanic acid). Since chlorine is heavier than air,[58] Nyiszli imagined that, in an area
in which it was released in large quantities, the chlorine would spread from the floor to the
ceiling, as if the area were being filled with water. As a result, he claims that the bodies, in
the “gas chamber”, “were piled up in a mass up to the ceiling”, because “the gas first fills
the lowers strata of air and then moves slowly upwards”. The victims therefore climbed on
each others’ shoulders to get closer to the ceiling and escape the gas so as to survive for a

short time longer. But hydrocyanic acid vapours are slightly lighter than air,[59] therefore
the diffusion of the gas as described by Nyiszli is physically impossible.[60]
This absurdity was later appropriated lock, stock and barrel by the plagiarist Filip Müller,
another self-described “eyewitness” who shamelessly plagiarized Nyiszli’s work.[61]
In a letter to the American translator of his memoirs, Nyiszli declared that he had
discovered that the name “cyklon” (sic) was derived from the abbreviation of its principal
ingredients: CYanid, ChLOr and Nitrogen, stating that there were two types of “cyklon”,
Type A, which was an insecticide, and Type B, which was used for the homicidal gassings.
This is another stupid fantasy. “Zyklon” in German is not an acronym, but, rather, an
ordinary word meaning “cyclone”. And not only did Zyklon B not contain chlorine, but the
German word for nitrogen is “Stickstoff”!
As for Zyklon A, use of this product was discontinued in Germany in the 1920s, when it
was superseded by Zyklon B.
Nyiszli mentions eight extermination operations in the alleged gas chamber and in the
vicinity of the “cremation pits”, at which he claims to have been personally present.
Adding up the number of victims indicated by Nyiszli, we obtain a total of 605,000
persons, but he claims to have personally seen two million people enter the “gas chambers”
with his own eyes. But in fact, near the “cremation pits”, the final destination for the
“excess numbers from the Jewish ramp,” that is, those for whom there was no room in the
over-filled gas chambers, 650,000 Jews were, according to him, killed with a bullet in the
back of the neck, which is to say, more than the total of all the gassing victims, for the
excess numbers of whom the “cremation pits” were supposed to have been dug in the first
place.
Based on the data provided by this “eyewitness”, we get over 30 million people, all
cremated in these “cremation pits” alone!
Nyiszli’s chronology is purely fictitious, as deduced from the numerous contradictions it
contains. For example, if we follow the orthodox narrative, the presumed homicidal mass
gassings ceased definitively on 17 November 1944, but for Nyiszli, 20,000 Jews from the
ghetto of Theresienstadt were gassed, starting on that date.
One day in August, Nyiszli met his wife and daughter in Sector BIIc, but this meeting took
place after the gassing of the gypsy camp (BIIe), which, for Nyiszli, occurred in the last ten
days of September. What is more, according to his chronology, this meeting occurred in
combination with that of Camp BIIc, and yet there was an interval of at least 26 days
between the two alleged events.
Nyiszli moreover claims that the crematoria were located two kilometers from the
Birkenau Camp, while in reality they were located inside the camp, and that the so-called
Kanada warehouse barracks was not the Effektenlager (the camp warehouse containing the
personal effects of the inmates), but, rather, a collection of rubbish which burned
continuously!
In addition, Nyiszli knew nothing of the alleged “Bunker 2”: according to him, this Polish
farmhouse was not transformed into a homicidal gas chamber by the SS, but, rather, into an
“undressing room” for the victims of the “cremation pits”, who were then killed with a
pistol shot to the back of the neck.
This overall picture, although highly condensed, shows clearly that Miklos Nyiszli was a
false witnesss. The Holocaust Industry recognised this immediately, but, in a sort of “see
no evil” posture, they prefer to continue utilising Nyiszli’s “testimony” in support of the
alleged crimes of Dr. Mengele.

In 2002, Charles D. Provan wrote an article entitled Miklos Nyiszli and His Auschwitz Book
in a New Light[62] in which, based on research considered fundamental by himself, he
attempted to justify the absurdities proffered by the self-proclaimed “eyewitness” (which
Provan magnanimously referred to as “errors”), asserting that Nyiszli’s book was not a
historical record, but a novel. This claim is based on two erroneous assertions:
1. that the first edition of Nyiszli’s book appeared between 16 February and 5 April
1947 in the Budapest newspaper Világ (World);
2. that the same newspaper, in its edition of 30 September 1947, stated that Nyiszli’s
book was a novel.
In reality, as I have already mentioned, Nyiszli’s first edition was published in 1946.
Moreover, the newspaper Világ, mentioned by Provan, refers to Nyiszli’s book as an
“élménregény”, which means, not “a novel based on one’s own personal experiences”, but,
rather, “a novel of experience”, that is, a real experience so exceptional in nature as almost
to resemble a novel.
That this is the correct interpretation is proven beyond doubt by the Affidavit forming the
preamble to the first edition of the book:
“I, the undersigned, a doctor of medicine, Nyiszli Mikloś, ex-inmate of the
concentration camp, bearer of tattoo number A 8450, in this book, which has
just been published, a work which contains, in itself, the darkest pages of
human history, free from all passion, without the slightest exaggeration, write
as direct spectator and actor of the activities of the crematoria and funeral
pyres of Auschwitz, in the fires in which [sic] millions of fathers, mothers and
children disappeared.”[63]
The Affidavit closes with these words:
“Oradea-Nagyvárad, month of March, 1946. Dr. Nyiszli Mikloś.”
There is not the slightest doubt that Nyiszli described his book as an historical narrative; in
fact, he explicitly stated that it was written “free from all passion, in accordance with the
truth, without the slightest exaggeration”.
In this context, even if Provan’s interpretation were correct (and it is not), it would be
improper to attribute greater value to the opinion of an unknown journalist writing in
September 1947 than to the Affidavit of the author himself, writing in March 1946.
Therefore, the excuse that the book is a “novel” does not hold water, and Nyiszli remains
an impostor. This is shown no less clearly by another important fact. Provan writes:
“Although Dr. Nyiszli was sent as a witness at the IG-Farben trial at
Nuremberg, he did not testify, probably because he was only at Monowitz for
two weeks and could only supply information of little value. He was allowed
to return to Romania during the course of the same trial.”[64]
In effect, the IG-Farben trial records contain no mention of Miklos Nyiszli being excused;
he is not even mentioned.[65] Notwithstanding the simple fact that he never testified, upon
returning to Romania, he immediately proceeded to write a series of articles entitled Tanu
voltam Nürnbergen (I Was a Witness at Nuremberg) in which he pretended to have been
interrogated by the Soviet representative of the defendant Emanuel Minskoff, quoting
whole dialogues entirely invented by Nyiszli. The first of these mendacious articles
appeared in the Világ newspaper on 18 April 1948.
It is impossible to ascribe good faith to this “eyewitness,” who was and remains a mere

impostor.
In consequence, the essential eyewitness testimony of Dr. Mengele’s alleged crimes at
Auschwitz crumbles inexorably, and the rest of the legend along with it.

APPENDIX
Table 1: Children Found by the Soviets at Birkenau[66]
Registration Family name
number

Given
name

Sex Age

Nationality Country of
origin

Arrival at
Auschwitz

?

?

V.L.

M

10

Polish

12 Aug.
1944

78254

Abrahamson

Helli

F

10

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

A-7739

Adler

Mano

M

12

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

A-26885

Ajzenberg

J.I.

F

8

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

?

Altmann

B.

F

3

German

B-5405

Apelbaum

Edek

M

8

Jewish

Poland

July 1944

B-5406

Apelbaum

Milek

M

8

Jewish

Poland

July 1944

?

Bauer

Sary

F

15

Hungary

July 1944

A-26857

Beer

Pawlonna F

8

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

?

Bein

Piroska

F

15

Bl. 10

Hungary

?

A-25981

Benger

Eva

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

3 Nov.
1944

B-2780

Bierman

Ephraim

M

14

Jewish

Poland

2 Jul.
1944

B-14006

Binet

Robert

M

5

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-14005

Binet

Gaspar

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-20851

Binet

Martha

F

3

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-7199

Bleier

Edit

F

9

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

A-12080

Bleier

Ernö

M

9

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

B-14615

Bleier

Istvan

M

14

Jewish

Hungary

Beginning
of July
1944

B-13979

Blum

Palko

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

June 1944

A-26847

Blum

Vera

F

11

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

No number

Bodanska

H.G.

F

6½

Polish

born in
the camp

?

Borowski

J.V.

M

3

Polish

12 Oct.
1944

B-14003

Braun

Peter

M

10
Jewish
months

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-26840

Braun

Judith

F

11

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

76484

Buci[67]

Liana

F

7

Jewish

Italy

June 1944

76483

Buci[68]

Andrea

M

7

Jewish

Italy

June 1944

B-13986

Burger

Franz

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-13987

Burger

Thomas

M

11

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-7057

Čengeri

L.F.

F

7

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-7058

Čengeri

J.T.

F

7

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-7264

Chybik

Ilse

F

14

Jewish

Austria

28 Jun.
1944

?

Cinsk

Jurek

M

6

Poland

?

A-9746

German

Marta

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

10 Jun.
1944

A-9745

German

Katalin

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

10 Jun.
1944

A-26877

Diamant

Eva

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

2 Nov.
1944

192752

Donten

A.R.

M

5

Polish

12 Aug.
1944

85386

Donten

Vaclava

F

13

Polish

12 Oct.
1944

A-8737

Echstein
(Eckstein)

Ilona

F

9

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

A-8738

Echstein
(Eckstein)

Vera

F

9

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

?

Einesman

Roza

F

12

?

Poland

August
1944

?

Eisenberg

Judit

F

9

?

Czechoslova- September
kia
1944

B-14706

Epstein

H.M.

M

14 ¾

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

?

Epstein

Jamas

M

15

Block 18

Hungary

A-7060

Fekete

Orla

F

7

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

A-12089

Fekete

Vilmos

M

7

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

A-26919

Feldbaum

Marianne F

13

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-7525

Ferri

Luigi

M

12

Jewish

Italy

August
1944

A-782

Fischer

Georg

M

9

Jewish

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

A-781

Fischer

Josef

M

9

Jewish

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

A-27789

Frei

Rozsi

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

10 Jun.
1944

A-24977

Friedler

Boleslaw

M

13

Jewish

Poland

6 Aug.
1944

B-14058

Fuchs

Arpad

M

10

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-15981

Fürst

Erika

F

13

Jewish

Yugoslavia

21 May
1944

?

Geiger

Laura

F

12

Jewish

Poland

August
1944

?

Ginter

Genjek

M

6

?

Poland

?

A-13203

Goldental

Sandor

M

10

Jewish

Hungary

5 Jun.
1944

A-13202

Goldental

Ernö

M

10

Jewish

Hungary

5 Jun.
1944

A-7205

Goldental

Manka

F

3

Jewish

Hungary

5 Jun.
1944

A-27632

Grinspan

Ruth

F

7½

Jewish

Poland

27 Jul.
1944

A-27633

Grossmann

Paula

F

6

Jewish

Poland

27 Jul.
1944

A-26945

Grossmann

Olga

F

6½

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

A-26946

Grossmann

V.J.

F

6½

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

A-26942

Grünbaum

Alice

F

11

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-12958

Grünfeld

M.

F.

14

Jewish

Romania

May 1944

192812

Gunsky

Richard

M

6

Polish

?

12 Aug.
1944

?

Gutenberg

V.J.

F

9

Jewish

Poland

October
1944

190691

Gutmann

Rene

M

6

Jewish

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

A-17546

Hadl

Paul

M

7

Jewish

Hungary

11 Jun.
1944

A-17545

Hadl

Gyuri

M

7

Jewish

Hungary

11 Jun.
1944

A-9754

Hadl

Eva

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

11 Jun.
1944

B-14095

Hajman

J.

M

4

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

?

Halpern

Gabriel

M

15

?

Poland

June 1944

B-14101

Hamburger

Julius

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-26959

Hecht

Eva

F

2

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-5142

Helenka

?

F

2½

Jewish

?

?

A-27638

Hellstein

Fella

F

6

Jewish

Poland

27 Jul.
1944

A-7222

Hermann

Piroska

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-2723

Hermann

Ibolya

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

2 Nov.
1944

A-27681

Herskovic

Marta

F

14

Jewish

Slovakia

15 May
1944

?

Hochstein

Paul

M

5

?

Poland

February
1944

A-19999

Hochstein

S.D.

M

4¾

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

A-26974

Hojman

Enka

F

8
Jewish
months

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-6373

Holländer

Anna

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

193985

Hutnik

S.S.

M

13

Polish

?

12 Oct.
1944

188930

Jakobson

Heinz

M

8

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

?

JaksaBykonski

Hania

F

10

Polish

?

12 Aug.
1944

B-14381

Jung

?

M

4

Jewish

Slovakia

November
1944

?

Kaff

Vera

F

15

Block 25

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

?

Kaff

Mira

F

15

Block 25

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

188926

Kanel

Johann

M

6

Jewish

Holland

6 Jun.
1944

A-27643

Kaplon

Irene

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

192813

Kapusta

H.J.

M

5

Polish

?

12 Aug.
1944

192893

Karpa

H.J.

M

9

Polish

?

12 Oct.
1944

B-14105

Keller

Ernst

M

8

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-7213

Klein

Anna

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

Mid-June
1944

A-7214

Klein

Judit

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

Mid-June
1944

A-6471

Klein

Agnes

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

?

Klein

Gyorgy

M

15

Bl. 18

Hungary

A-2459

Kleinmann

Josef

M

4¾

Jewish

Czechoslova- May 1944
kia

A-19997

Klüger

Paul

M

9½

Jewish

Poland

23 Jul.
1944

B-14132

Kohn

M.L.

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-5139

Kohn

Klara

F

5

Jewish

Hungary

12 May
1944

A-5138

Kohn

E.K.

F

4

Jewish

Hungary

12 May
1944

B-14156

Krasnianski

Iwan

M

10

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-26195

Kufler

Yena

F

10

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

85759

Kurska

Kalina

F

6

Polish

Poland

13 Aug.
1944

B-7636

Lederer

Franz

M

14

Jewish

Czechoslova- 14 Aug.
kia
1944

B-14182

Lewinger

Peter

M

5

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

?

Lieberman

Tibor

M

15

Block 18

Hungary

?

?

Liechtenstern

Kurt

M

15

Block 20

Czechoslova- June 1943
kia

?

Löbl

Robert

M

15

Block 28

Hungary

January
1944

A-12090

Lörinczi

A.A.

M

10

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-7059

Lörinczi

L.A.

F

10

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-5123

Lustig-Brawer

Judit

F

2

Jewish

Hungary

22 May
1944

A-5121

Lustig-Brawer

A.A.

F

2

Jewish

Hungary

22 May
1944

A.5131

Malek

Judit

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

A-7738

Malek

Jakob

M

3

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

A-7737

Malek

Elias

M

3

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

?

Malek

Judit

F

15

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

?

Malek

Salomon

M

15

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

A-27165

Mangel

Gertrud.

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

3 Nov.
1944

A-3638

Marmorstein

Valeria

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

20 May
1944

A-3637

Marmorstein

Marta

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

20 May
1944

?

Maslow

A.Ja.

M

A-9841

Mejer

Laure

F

13

Jewish

Hungary

17 May
1944

A-1386

Mejer

Mozes

M

13

Jewish

Hungary

17 May
1944

183959

Michuk

Tolla

M

?

Modiano

Samo

M

15

Block 18

77357

Morosaw

Taissa

F

2½

Russian

A-7064

Moses

Miriam

F

11

Jewish

Russian

?

Russian

?
Italy

August
1944
April
1944

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-7063

Moses

Eva

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

?

Mucha

Jeslav

M

9

Polish

A-27063

Neumann

Henia

F

13

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

B-14206

Neumann

Gabriel J. M

8

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

B-14213

Neumann

G.L.

M

9

Jewish

Hungary

2 Nov.
1944

188931

Noach

Haskel

M

10

Jewish

Holland

6 Jun.
1944

78482

Noach

R.A.

F

13

Jewish

Holland

6 Jun.
1944

?

Orovicz

Rischek

M

5

?

Poland

?

77370

Pasankova
(Michuk)

Sina

F

3

Russian

?

?

A-1437

Peterfreund

J.S.

M

12

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

A-3630

Peterfreund

A.S.

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

?

Pflanzen

Linka

F

5

?

Poland

February
44

183970

Plawinski

Alik

M

4

?

Witebsk

15 Apr.
1943

B-1153

Pritichy

Alex

M

7

Jewish

Lodz/Poland

August
1944

A-5602

Rajngevic[69]

C.M.

F

14

Jewish

France

28 May
1944

A-3039

Reichmann[70] Friedel

F

9

Jewish

Belgium

21 May
1944

A-10440

Reinitz

Georg

M

12

Jewish

Hungary

28 May
1944

B-14245

Rochlitz

Alfred

M

10

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

84831

Ronbacha

Danuta

F

13

Polish

?

13 Aug.
1944

A-7054

Rosenbaum

Ruth

F

10

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

A-7055

Rosenbaum

Judit

F

10

Jewish

Hungary

2 Jun.
1944

?

Rosenberg

Ruth

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

June 1944

August
1944

?

Rosenblum

Hana

F

12

Poland

August
1944

B-2784

Rosenwasser

Lea

F

12

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-14232

Rosenwasser

Josef

M

8

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-14820

Rosenzweig

Jurek

M

12

Jewish

Lodz/Poland

August
1944

A-27087

Rukovic

Erika

F

3

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-10

Salomon

Sarolta

F

9

Jewish

Hungary

21 May
1944

A-11

Salomon

Rozalia

F

9

Jewish

Hungary

21 May
1944

A-5128

Sattler

Vera

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

17 May
1944

A-5129

Sattler

Magda

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

A-9272

Sauer

Margit

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

Mid- June
1944

A-9271

Sauer

Sara

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

MidJune 1944

179963

Sawojlo

A.I.

M

10
Russian
months

born in
the camp

A-27153

Schick

Eva

F

13

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

81753

Schlager

Laura

F

9

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

188932

Schlager

J.D.

M

11

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

B-14324

Schlesinger

Pavel

M

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-14325

Schlesinger

Robert

M

11

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

A-7254

Schlesinger

Martha

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

15 Jun.
1944

A-7255

Schlesinger

Judith

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

15 Jun.
1944

?

Schlesinger

Sidonia

F

14

?

Schuldenfrei

Moritz
(Mendel)

M

11

Block 18

Belgium

April
1944

A-18951

Schwarcz

Vera

F

13 ½

Jewish

Slovakia

16 Jun.
1944

Hungary

Schwartz

Tamas

M

12

?

Czechoslova- August
kia
1944

B-14295

Schwarz

Ferenc

M

11

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

?

Schwarz

Iren

F

12

?

Hungary

May 1944

?

Schweid

Andor

M

15

Block 9

Hungary

?

?

Selmanovic

Mor

M

14

?

Hungary

May 1944

77303

Sluschakova

Wala

F

3-4

?

Witebsk

April
1944

A-27880

Spiro

Dora

F

9

Jewish

Poland

27 Jul.
1944

A-23221

Spirova

Frida

F

9

Jewish

Slovakia

12 Nov.
1944

A-27712

Stein

Judith

F

14

Jewish

Hungary

May 1944

B-14566

Steiner

Jindrich

M

14

Jewish

Slovakia

30 Sep.
1944

?

Steiner

Zdenek

M

15

?

Czechoslova- September
kia
1943

?

Steiner

Jiri

M

15

?

Czechoslova- September
kia
1943

81769

Stockfisch

Hariette

F

3

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

A-27126

Strauss

Gitta

F

10

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

A-27127

Strauss

Lilly

F

12

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

B-14272

Strauss

D.J.

M

8

Jewish

Slovakia

4 Nov.
1944

?

Stroch

Jakob

15

Block 28

Holland

?

A-6900

Teller

Katalina

F

14 ¾

Jewish

Hungary

20 May
1944

A-23493

Traub

Hanka

F

5

Jewish

Czechoslova- June 1944
kia

A-23492

Traub

E.

F

5

Jewish

Czechoslova- June 1944
kia

188933

Van Gelder

Eddi

M

3

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

188934

Viskoper

Robert

M

6

Jewish

Holland

June 1944

?

Weinberger

Irene

F

14

?

Czechoslova- November
kia
1944

?

Weinheber

Berta

F

15

?

Czechoslova- November
kia
1944

A-27202

Weiss

M.E.

F

10

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-27197

Weiss

Migrun

F

6

Jewish

Slovakia

2 Nov.
1944

B-14354

Weiss

Jurai

M

7
Jewish
months

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

?

Weiss

Lilly

F

14

?

Hungary

?

A-27199

Weisshefer

B.E.

F

14 ¾

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-27201

Weisz

Eva E.

F

13

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

A-27660

Weisz

Elisabeth

F

11

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

?

Weisz

Marta

F

11

?

Czechoslova- November
kia
1944

?

Weiszmann

Ibolya

F

13

?

Hungary

June 1944

A-27208

Winter

Erika

F

13

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

B-14348

Winter

Otto

M

10

Jewish

Slovakia

3 Nov.
1944

?

Winzorek

Bogasta

15

Block 10

Poland

?

?

Wolkowitz

Rifka

F

5

?

Poland

August
1944

?

Wolkowitz

Fischel

M

8

?

Poland

August
1944

B-14880

Worstmann
(Workman)

Gabor

M

14

Jewish

Hungary

7 Jul.
1944

?

Wurms

Juda

M

15

Block 19

Holland

?

B-14828

Zelewski

Samuel

M

11

Jewish

Lodz/Poland

August
1944

B-14827

Zelewski

Leib

M

11

Jewish

Lodz/Poland

August
1944

?

Zelmanovits

Mor

M

14

Block 18

Hungary

?

A-27218

Ziemlichova

Alice

F

13

Polish

?

2 Nov.
1944

?

Zucker

Maria

F

13

?

Poland

August
1944

A-27772

Zwischberg

Vera

F

12

Jewish

Hungary

July 1944

Table 2: List of Twins at Auschwitz
Registration
number

Family name

Given name

Date of
birth/age

Date of liberation
(L = Liberated)

A-348

Abeles

Elisabeth

19 Jul.
1932

?

A-77

Abeles

Peter

19 Jul.
1932

?

78254

Abrahamson

Helli

10 years

27 Jan. 1945

A-7739

Adler

Mano

15 Feb.
1932

27 Jan. 1945

Z-5618

Adler

Konrad

8 Jan. 1936 ?

Z-5619

Adler

Andreas

8 Jan. 1936 ?

A-6029

Adler

Fanny

15 Feb.
1932

died at Auschwitz

A-26885

Ajzenberg

J.I.

8 years

27 Jan. 1945

A-5772

Alter (Aeter)

Sari

?

?

B-5405

Appelbaum

Edek (Adolf)

6 years

27 Jan. 1945

B-5406

Appelbaum

Milek (Hilek)

6 years

27 Jan. 1945

A-1433

Bach (Back)

Isidor

25 Jun.
1927

27 Jan. 1945

A-1434

Bach (Back)

Uscher

25 Jun.
1927

27 Jan. 1945

168208

Basch

Paul

?

?

168209

Basch

Albert

?

?

B-14731

Basch

Samio

11 Jul.
1929

27 Jan. 1945

B-14732

Basch

Morton

11 Jul.
1929

27 Jan. 1945

?

Bauer

Sary

15

?

?

Baum

Miriam
Shteinhoff

?

L

?

Baum

Yizchak

?

L

A-5105

Baum

Ernst (Erno)

18 Jan.
1929

?

A-5342

Baum

Magda

18 Jan.
1929

?

A-7212

Baum

Judith

31 May
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-26857

Beer

Pawlonna

8

27 Jan. 1945

Z-2380

Behrends
(Berentz)

Johann

19 Apr.
1921

?

Z-2381

Behrends
(Berentz)

Frinke

19 Apr.
1921

?

?

Bein

Piroska

15

?

A-25981

Benger

Eva

13

27 Jan. 1945

B-2780

Bierman

Ephraim

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-20851

Binet

Martha

3

27 Jan. 1945

B-14005

Binet

Gaszpar

6

27 Jan. 1945

B-14006

Binet

Uszn (Robert)

6

27 Jan. 1945

?

Blau

Eva

?

L

?

Blau (Eitan)

Rachel

?

L

A-12080

Bleier

Ernö

6 Feb. 1936 27 Jan. 1945

A-5103

Bleier

Tibor

9 Jan. 1931 L

A-5104

Bleier

Miklos

9 Jan. 1931 [71]

A-7199

Bleier

Edith

9

27 Jan. 1945

B-14615

Bleier

Istvan

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-26847

Blum

Vera

11

27 Jan. 1945

B-13979

Blum

Palko

6

27 Jan. 1945

?

Blyer

Yizchak Efrat

?

L

B-14003

Braun

Peter

10 months

27 Jan. 1945

A-14096

Braun

Kalman

31 May
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-17456

Brichta

Andreas

5 Jan. 1935 27 Jan. 1945

A-17457

Brichta

Karl

5 Jan. 1935 27 Jan. 1945

A-17452

Brodt

Antol

12 Mar.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-17453

Brodt

Józef

12 Mar.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-14090

Brown

Yehudith Karen 31 May
1930

27 Jan. 1945

?

Bryer

(twin brother)

?

L

?

Bryer

Yehudith
Mayer

?

L

76483

Bucci[72]

Alessandra

7 years

27 Jan. 1945

76484

Bucci[73]

Liliana

7 years

27 Jan. 1945

B-13986

Burger

Franz

6 years

27 Jan. 1945

B-13987

Burger

Thomas

11 years

27 Jan. 1945

A-7264

Chybik

Ilse

14 years

27 Jan. 1945

?

Cinsk

Jurek

6 years

?

A-7057

Czengeri

Lea

6 Jun. 1937 27 Jan. 1945

A-7058

Czengeri

Yehudith

6 Jun. 1937 27 Jan. 1945

?

Czuker

Irena
Shtronwasser

?

L

?

Czuker

Lea Berkman

?

L

A-5132

David

Margit

58 years

27 Jan. 1945

?

Deitch

Hana Faiger

?

L

?

Deitch

Rache
Markowitz

?

L

A-5135

Demst (Dunst)

Therese

19

27 Jan. 1945

A-5136

Demst (Dunst)

Lilly

19

27 Jan. 1945

A-9745

German

Katalin

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-9746

German

Martha

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-3628

Deutzel (German) Ethel

22

?

A-3629

Deutzel (German) Malvine

22

?

Z-4636

Dewüs

Margot

25 Feb.
1927

?

Z-4637

Dewüs

Elfriede

25 Feb.
1927

?

A-26877

Diamant

Eva

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-8737

Eckstein

Rona (Ilona)

8

27 Jan. 1945

A-8738

Eckstein

Vera

8

27 Jan. 1945

Z-2924

Einacker

Christian

22 Nov.
1931

?

Z-2925

Einacker

Paul

22 Nov.
1931

?

?

Einesman

Roza

12

?

?

Eisenberg

Judit

9

?

A-7218

Eisenberger

Elisabeth

28

?

?

Epstein

Jamas

15

?

B-14706

Epstein

H.M.

14 ¾

27 Jan. 1945

A-7256

Erenthal

Elizabeth

34

?

A-7257

Erenthal

Marie

34

?

113336

Ernst

Hermann

12 Mar.
1910

?

Z-5645

Ernst

Karl

12 Mar.
1910

?

A-2042

Feingold

Jakob

5 Nov.
1927

?

A-4891

Feingold

Rosa

5 Nov.
1927

?

?

Feit

Esther

?

L

?

Feit

Ita

?

L

A-12089

Fekete

Vilmos

7

27 Jan. 1945

A-7060

Fekete

Izabella

7

27 Jan. 1945

A-7740

Feld

Ludwik

19 Mar.
1904

27 Jan. 1945

A-26919

Feldbaum

Marianne

13

27 Jan. 1945

A-781

Fischer

Josef

7 Jan. 1936 27 Jan. 1945

A-782

Fischer

Georg

7 Jan. 1936 27 Jan. 1945

A-5717

Fogel

Isidor

13 May
1929

?

A-5718

Fogel

Mano

13 May
1929

?

A-15675

Frankfurt

Georg

13 Oct.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-15676

Frankfurt

Laslo

13 Oct.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-3102

Frankovitz

Morris

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-3103

Frankovitz

Jacob

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-27789

Frei

Rozsi

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7216

Freiberger

Jolan

43

?

A-7217

Freiberger

Margit

43

?

?

Fried

Charlotte

21

?

A-5126

Fried

Jolan

21

?

A-13

Friedman

Esther

15

?

A-14

Friedman

Helena

15

?

A-12081

Friedmann

Jakob

12 Oct.
1925

27 Jan. 1945

A-12082

Friedmann

Mozes

12 Oct.
1925

27 Jan. 1945

A-7202

Friedmann

Olga

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-7203

Friedmann

Ewa

12

27 Jan. 1945

B-14058

Fuchs

Arpad

10

27 Jan. 1945

?

Fuggel

Ezra

?

L

?

Fuggel

Menasche

?

L

A-15981

Fürst

Erika

13

27 Jan. 1945

?

Fux

Miriam

?

L

?

Fux

Yona Lux

?

L

?

Geiger

Laura

12

?

?

Ginter

Genjek

6

?

?

Goldberger

Laura

27 Feb.
1929

?

A-2513

Goldberger

Josef

27 Feb.
1929

27 Jan. 1945

A-5119

Goldberger

Margit

27 Feb.
1929

?

A-13203

Goldentahl

Ernest

16 Feb.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

A-13202

Goldental

Ernö

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-13203

Goldental

Sandor

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-7205

Goldental

Manka

3

27 Jan. 1945

?

Goldenthal

Amy

?

L

A-13202

Goldenthal

Aleksander

16 Feb.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

A-7733

Gottesmann

Elias

4

L

A-7734

Gottesmann

Jenö

4

L

A-7735

Gottesmann

Joseph

?

?

A-27632

Grinspan

Ruth

7½

27 Jan. 1945

A-21945

Grossman

Olga Solomon

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-21946

Grossman

Vera Krieghel

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-26945

Grossmann

Olga

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-26946

Grossmann

Vera

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-27633

Grossmann

Paula

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-9269

Grossmann

Katalin

47

?

A-9270

Grossmann

Susanne

47

?

A-2518

Grosz

Lajosz

22 Nov.
1903

?

A-2519

Grosz

Tibor

22 Nov.
1903

?

A-26942

Grünbaum

Alice

11

27 Jan. 1945

A-7200

Grünbaum

Berta

19

27 Jan. 1945

A-7201

Grünbaum

Jolan

19

27 Jan. 1945

A-5719

Grünberger

Oscar

9 Jun. 1925 ?

A-6030

Grünberger

Sara

9 Jun. 1925 ?

A-12958

Grünfeld

M.

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-6036

Grünhut

Janka

49

?

?

Gutenberg

V.J.

9

27 Jan. 1945

?

Gutman

Menahem
(Menesel)

?

L

?

Gutman

(sister)

?

L

?

Gutman

Yoel

?

L

?

Gutman

(triplet sister)

?

L

169061

Guttman

Rene

21 Dec.
1937

27 Jan. 1945

70917

Guttman

Irene

21 Dec.
1937

27 Jan. 1945

A-17545

Hadl

Gyuri

7

27 Jan. 1945

A-17546

Hadl

Paul

7

27 Jan. 1945

A-9754

Hadl

Eva

13

27 Jan. 1945

A-17545

Hadl (Hadel)

Georg Heimler

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-17546

Hadl (Hadel)

Paul Heimler

6

27 Jan. 1945

B-14095

Hajman

J.

4

27 Jan. 1945

Z-5277

Halonek

Drachomie

14 May
1936

?

Z-5278

Halonek

Anna

14 May
1936

?

?

Halpern

Gabriel

15

?

B-14101

Hamburger

Julius

6

27 Jan. 1945

Z-4975

Hanstein

Paul

27 Jun.
1898

?

B-10502

Hauptmann

Zoltan

23 Oct.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

B-10503

Hauptmann

Jenö

23 Oct.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-9747

Havas

Agnes

21 Aug.
1927

[74]

A-9748

Havas

Judith

21 Aug.
1927

[75]

A-26959

Hecht

Eva

2

27 Jan. 1945

?

Helbrun

Annetta

4 Feb. 1924 L

?

Helbrun

Stephanie

4 Feb. 1924 L

A-5142

Helenka

?

2½

27 Jan. 1945

148578

Heller

Paul

1 Jul. 1927

?

148580

Heller

Peter

1 Jul. 1927

27 Jan. 1945

A-27638

Hellstein

Fella

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-1435

Herbach

Andreas

3 Mar.
1925

?

A-1436

Herbach

Ladislaus

3 Mar.
1925

[76]

?

Hermann

(fratello)

?

L

?

Hermann

Czvi Weisel

?

L

A-7222

Hermann

Piroska

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-7223

Hermann

Ibolya

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-27681

Herskovic

Marta

14

27 Jan. 1945

?

Herskovitz

Ruth

?

L

A-5079

Herskowicz

Gizela (Pearle)

23

27 Jan. 1945

A-5080

Herskowicz

Helena

23

27 Jan. 1945

?

Hochstein

Paul

5

?

A-19999

Hochstein

S.D.

4¾

27 Jan. 1945

A-5197

Hofert

Alfred

22 May
1933

L

A-7061

Hoffman

Olga

20

27 Jan. 1945

A-7062

Hoffman

Ida

20

27 Jan. 1945[77]

A-26974

Hojman

Enka

8 months

27 Jan. 1945

A-5106

Holfert (Holpert)

A-5107

Eugen (Jenö)

22 May
1933

?

Holfert (Szechter) Alfred

22 May
1933

27 Jan. 1945

A-5117

Holländer

Rosa

22

?

A-5118

Holländer

Laura

22

?

A-6373

Holländer

Anna

13

27 Jan. 1945

?

Hornung

Henry

?

L

?

Hornung

Victor

?

L

188930

Jakobson

Heinz

8

27 Jan. 1945

B-14381

Jung

?

4

27 Jan. 1945

170377

Kafka

Otto

5 Jan. 1901 ?

A-7047

Kafr (Kaff)

Mira

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7048

Kafr (Kaff)

Vera

14

27 Jan. 1945

188926

Kanel

Johann

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-27643

Kaplon

Irene

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7220

Kastner

Iboria

28

?

A-7221

Kastner (Singer)

Klara

28

?

A-5720

Katz

Abraham

1932

27 Jan. 1945

A-5721

Katz

Chaim

1932

?

B-14105

Keller

Ernst

8

27 Jan. 1945

A-9749

Kemenski

Klara

24

L

A-9750

Kemenski

Magda

24

L

A-7049

Keppes (Köpes)

Ewa

19

L

A-7050

Keppes (Köpes)

Teresa

19

L

A-8735

Kerpel

Marta

17

L

A-8736

Kerpel

Ida

17

L

170450

Kestr

Friedrich

26 Oct.
1921

?

170451

Kestr

Hans

26 Oct.
1921

?

A-8739

Kirz (Kurz)

Lilly

22 Feb.
1900

27 Jan. 1945[78]

A-8740

Kirz (Kurz)

Edith

22 Feb.
1900

L

A-14319

Kiss

Andre

5 Oct. 1928 ?

A-14320

Kiss

Laszlo

5 Oct. 1928 ?

?

Klein

Gyorgy

15

?

?

Klein

Bela

?

L

?

Klein

(twin brother)

?

L

A-2511

Klein

Laslo

31 Jan.
1931

?

A-2512

Klein

Gyula

31 Jan.
1931

?

A-5331

Klein

Ferenz

7 Jun. 1932 27 Jan. 1945

A-5332

Klein

Otto

7 Jun. 1932 27 Jan. 1945

A-6471

Klein

Agnes

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7213

Klein

Anna

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-7214

Klein

Judith

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-4931

Kleinman

Martha

14 Apr.
1940

27 Jan. 1945

A-2459

Kleinmann

Josef

14 Apr.
1940

27 Jan. 1945

A-19997

Klüger

Paul

9½

27 Jan. 1945

A-5138

Kohn

Ewa

15 Mar.
1940

27 Jan. 1945

A-5139

Kohn

Klara

15 Mar.
1940

27 Jan. 1945

B-14132

Kohn

M.L.

6

27 Jan. 1945

80912

Kohnstein

Emilie

12 Sep.
1927

27 Jan. 1945

80913

Kohnstein

Gizela

12 Sep.
1927

27 Jan. 1945

B-14156

Krasnianski

Iwan

10

27 Jan. 1945

73492

Kraub (Traub)

Ewa

5 Jun. 1939 27 Jan. 1945

73493

Kraub (Traub)

Hanka

5 Jun. 1939 27 Jan. 1945

Z-1773

Kraus

Elisabeth

17 Sep.
1923

?

Z-1774

Kraus

Anna

17 Sep.
1923

?

Z-2660

Kreutz (Krentz)

Elise

19 Oct.
1876

?

Z-2661

Kreutz (Krentz)

Johanna

19 Oct.
1876

?

A-26195

Kufler

Yena

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-14321

Kühn

Gyorgy

23 Jan.
1932

27 Jan. 1945

A-14322

Kühn

Istwan

17 Dec.
1932

27 Jan. 1945

85759

Kurska

Kalina

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-7051

Labowicz

Lili

15

27 Jan. 1945

A-7052

Labowicz

Ewa

15

27 Jan. 1945

A-5544

Lachkar

Lucy

21

?

A-27700

Laks

Jona

28 Apr.
1928

[79]

A-14325

Laufer

Josef

12 Aug.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-14326

Laufer

Istwan (Stefan)

12 Aug.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-5722

Lazarovitz

Yizchak

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-6033

Lazarovitz

Gizela

1 Jul. 1929

27 Jan. 1945

A-5722

Lazarowicz

Isidor

1 Jul. 1929

?

170574

Lebenhart

Eugen

21 Feb.
1924

?

B-7636

Lederer

Franz

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-342

Leipen

Ervin

23 May
1937

?

A-343

Leipen

Paul

23 May
1937

?

?

Levinger

Rachel Zehira

?

L

?

Levinstein

Herman

?

L

?

Levinstein

Lili Birkenfeld

?

L

B-14182

Lewinger

Peter

5

27 Jan. 1945

A-3632

Lichtenstein

Lilly

21

L

A-3633

Lichtenstein

Malvine

21

L

?

Lieberman

Tibor

15

?

?

Lieberman

Gota

?

L

?

Lieberman

(sister)

?

L

?

Liechtenstern

Kurt

15

?

A-12083

Lipschitz

Erno

16 Jul.
1927

?

A-12084

Lipschitz

Zoltan

16 Jul.
1927

?

?

Lipshitz

Elimelek

?

L

?

Lipshitz

Zeipora
Milstein

?

L

?

Löbl

Robert

15

?

A-12090

Lörenzi

Andreas

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-7059

Lörenzi

Lea

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-5141

Lövinger

Rosa

2

L

A-5142

Lövinger

Helena

2

L

?

Lövy

Miriam

4 Jun. 1928 27 Jan. 1945

A-1295

Lövy

Leopold

4 Jun. 1928 27 Jan. 1945

A-14097

Lövy (Levy)

Andor

?

?

A-14093

Löwenstein

Herman

25 Jun.
1930

?

?

Lowy (Lovy)

Miriam

6 Apr. 1928 27 Jan. 1945

A-14323

Lustig

Gyorgy (Georg) 13 Dec.
1926

27 Jan. 1945

A-14324

Lustig

Martin

13 Dec.
1926

27 Jan. 1945

A-5121

Lustig-Brauer
(Braver)

Ewa

22 Dec.
1942

[80]

A-5122

Lustig-Brauer
(Braver)

Agnes

22 Dec.
1942

27 Jan. 1945

A-5123

Lustig-Brauer
(Braver)

Judith

22 Dec.
1942

27 Jan. 1945

A-5131

Malek

Yehudith Feig

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7736

Malek

Salomon

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7737

Malek

Elias

3

27 Jan. 1945

A-7738

Malek

Jacob

3

27 Jan. 1945

A-27165

Mangel

G.L.

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-1386

Mayer (Meier)

Moses

1931

27 Jan. 1945

A-3841

Mayer (Meier)

Laura

1931

27 Jan. 1945

A-3637

Mermelstein

Marta

11

27 Jan. 1945

A-3638

Mermelstein

Waleria

11

27 Jan. 1945

A-3622

Michobowicz

Irena

21

L

A-3623

Michobowicz

Lenta

21

L

?

Mintz

Rivka Vered

?

L

?

Mintz

(sister)

?

L

?

Modiano

Samo

15

?

A-5770

Molnar

Suza

20

L

A-5771

Molnar

Marie

20

L

A-7063

Moses

Eva

11

27 Jan. 1945

A-7064

Moses

Miriam

11

27 Jan. 1945

?

Moskowitz

Elisabeth

?

L

A-6034

Moszkowitz

Rosa

18

L

A-6035

Moszkowitz

Helena

18

[81]

A-7063

Mozes

Eva

31 Jan.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

A-7064

Mozes

Miriam

31 Jan.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

A-27063

Neumann

Henia

13

27 Jan. 1945

B-14206

Neumann

Gabriel J.

8

27 Jan. 1945

B-14213

Neumann

G.L.

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-7259

Neuschlöss

Judith

17 Dec.
1927

?

A-14327

Neuschlüss

Gabor

17 Dec.
1927

?

188931

Noach

Haskel

10

27 Jan. 1945

78482

Noach

R.A.

13

27 Jan. 1945

A-1719

Nochmann

Albert

22 Apr.
1885

?

A-1720

Nochmann

Fritz

22 Apr.
1885

?

A-1766

Oppenheimer

Jaroslaus

26 Mar.
1920

?

A-1767

Oppenheimer

Sidonius

26 Mar.
1920

?

A-1442

Ories (Ovicz)

Abraham

26 Sep.
1903

27 Jan. 1945

A-1443

Ories (Ovicz)

Markus

16 Jul.
1909

27 Jan. 1945

A-1444

Ories (Ovicz)

Sandor

1

27 Jan. 1945

?

Orovicz

Rischek

5

?

A-5089

Ovicz (Edenburg) Erika (Frieda)

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5087

Ovicz (Owicz)

Piroska

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5088

Ovicz (Owicz)

Rozsi
(Rozhinka)

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5090

Ovicz (Owicz)

Franciska

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5092

Ovicz (Owicz)

Seren (Sara)

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5093

Ovicz (Owicz)

Lina (Leah)

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-5091

Ovicz-Miskovitz

Elisabeth

?

27 Jan. 1945

A-7206

Paneth (Pacuta)

Ewa

15

L

A-7207

Paneth (Pacuta)

Sara

15

L

A-1437

Peterfreund

J.S.

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-3630

Peterfreund

Agnes

12 Nov.
1932

27 Jan. 1945

A-1437

Peterfreund

Istwan

12 Nov.
1932

27 Jan. 1945

?

Pflanzen

Linka

5

?

Z-5751

Pohl

Alfred

6 Nov.
1931

?

Z-5752

Pohl

Fritz

6 Nov.
1931

?

A-2514

Pollack

Abraham

21 Nov.
1924

[82]

A-2515

Pollack

Jacob

21 Nov.
1924

[83]

A-5417

Pollak

Rozsi

11 Mar.
1927

[84]

B-1153

Pritichy

Alex

7

27 Jan. 1945

A-5602

Rajngevic

C.M.

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-7219

Reich

Olga

28

?

A-10508

Reichenberg

Efraim (Ernst)

11 Feb.
1928

27 Jan. 1945

B-10507

Reichenberg

Laslo

11 Feb.
1928

L

A-3039

Reichmann

Friedel

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-10440

Reinitz

Georg

12

27 Jan. 1945

B-14245

Rochlitz

Alfred

10

27 Jan. 1945

?

Rosen

Eva

?

L

?

Rosen

Helen

?

L

A-7054

Rosenbaum

Ruth

25 Mar.
1934

27 Jan. 1945[85]

A-7055

Rosenbaum

Judith

25 Mar.
1934

27 Jan. 1945

?

Rosenblum

Hana

12

?

B-14232

Rosenwasser

Josef

8

27 Jan. 1945

B-2784

Rosenwasser

Lea

12

27 Jan. 1945

B-14820

Rosenzweig

Jurek

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-5415

Roth

Piroska

3 Nov.
1927

[86]

A-5416

Roth

Hermine

3 Nov.
1927

[87]

A-27087

Rukovic

Erika

3

27 Jan. 1945

?

Sainer

Ilan

?

L

?

Sainer
(Novomkova)

Hana

?

L

A-10

Salamon

Charlotte Malte 9

27 Jan. 1945

A-11

Salamon

Rosa

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-5723

Salomon

Lipot

12 Apr.
1924

A-5724

Salomon

Dezö

12 Apr.
1924

A-5725

Salomon

Sandor

11 May
1931

27 Jan. 1945

A-5726

Salomon

Tibor

11 May
1931

27 Jan. 1945

147689

Salus

Georg

10 Mar.
1924

?

147690

Salus

Ladislaus

10 Mar.
1924

?

A-14094

Sander

Josef

6 Oct. 1931 L

A-7208

Sander

Rozsi

6 Oct. 1931 L

?

Sattler

Gardony
(Magda)

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-5128

Sattler

Vera

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-5129

Sattler

Magda

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-9271

Sauer

Sara

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-9272

Sauer

Margit

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-12087

Schick

Jose

1

[88]

A-12088

Schick

Otto

1

?

A-27153

Schick

Eva

13

27 Jan. 1945

A-7044

Schick

Hedi

1

[89]

188932

Schlager

J.D.

11

27 Jan. 1945

81753

Schlager

Laura

9

27 Jan. 1945

?

Schlesinger

Harry

3 Sep. 1929 27 Jan. 1945

?

Schlesinger

(twin sister)

?

died at Au.

60721

Schlesinger

Paula

?

L

A-3624

Schlesinger

Klara

19

L

A-3625

Schlesinger

Lio

19

L

A-5773

Schlesinger

Sidonia

9 Mar.
1929

27 Jan. 1945

A-7254

Schlesinger

Martha

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-7255

Schlesinger

Judith

12

27 Jan. 1945 + 16
Mar.45[90]

A-7732

Schlesinger

Herman

9 Mar.
1929

?

B-14324

Schlesinger

Pavel

6

27 Jan. 1945

B-14325

Schlesinger

Robert

11

27 Jan. 1945

170799

Schön

Richard

22 May
1906

?

170800

Schön

Robert

22 May
1906

?

A-7041

Schröter

Judith

12

L

A-7042

Schröter

Veronika

12

L

?

Schuldenfrei

Moritz
(Mendel)

11

?

A-18951

Schwarcz

Vera

13 ½

27 Jan. 1945

?

Schwartz

Tamas

12

?

?

Schwartz

Yakov

?

27 Jan. 1945

?

Schwartz

Yehuda

?

L

?

Schwartz

Eva

?

[91]

A-7710

Schwartz

Elisabeth

?

L

?

Schwarz

Iren

12

?

A-14095

Schwarz

Kalman

8 Apr. 1932 27 Jan. 1945

A-5109

Schwarz

Eugen (Jenö)

13 Apr.
1915

A-5343

Schwarz

Elisabeth

8 Apr. 1932 ?

A-5727

Schwarz

Aladar

10 Jan.
1921

?

A-5728

Schwarz

Ignatz

10 Jan.
1921

?

A-6037

Schwarz

Elisabeth

49

?

A-7730

Schwarz

Josef

13 Apr.
1925

?

A-7731

Schwarz

Adolf

13 Apr.
1925

?

B-14295

Schwarz

Ferenc

11

27 Jan. 1945

?

Schweid

Andor

15

?

A-792

Seiler

Sarah

5 Oct. 1940 27 Jan. 1945

A-793

Seiler

Hannah

5 Oct. 1940 [92]

169094

Seiner

Milan

16 Nov.
1933

?

71787

Seiner

Milada

?

L

71789

Seiner

Hanna

?

L

A-1199

Seligsohn

Arthur

22 Jan.
1889

?

?

Selmanovic

Mor

14

?

A-5133

Senderowicz

Gizella

18

L

A-5134

Senderowicz

Rosa

18

L

A-6024

Silberger

Judith

20

L

A-6025

Silberger

Andrea

20

L

A-7221

Singer (Sinje)

Klara

28 years

?

A-1439

Slomowicz

Markus

18 Apr.
1925

?

A-1440

Slomowicz

Josef

28 Jan.
1931

?

?

A-1441

Slomowicz

Idel (Juda)

26 Jun.
1933

?

A-2517

Slomowicz

Lazar Lajoz

8 May
1926

27 Jan. 1945

A-1438

Slomowicz
(Slomovitz)

Simon

19 Dec.
1897

?

A-2516

Slomowiecz
(Slomowicz)

Salomon

8 May
1926

27 Jan. 1945

77303

Sluschakova

Wala

3-4

?

?

Solomon

Shaul Almog

?

L

?

Solomon

Slomo Almog

?

L

A-1

Solomon

Rosalia

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-17454

Somogyi

Peter

14 Apr.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

A-17455

Somogyi

Tomas

14 Apr.
1935

27 Jan. 1945

?

Spiegel

Magda
Zalikovich

5 Jan. 1915 27 Jan. 1945

A-7729

Spiegel

Ernst Czvi

5 Jan. 1915 27 Jan. 1945

A-23221

Spirova

Frida

9

?

A-27880

Spirova

Dora

9

27 Jan. 1945

A-14328

Stadler

Andor

10 Jun.
1929

?

A-7258

Stadler

Vera

10 Jun.
1929

?

A-27712

Stein

Judith

14

27 Jan. 1945

147742

Steiner

Zdenek

20 May
1929

27 Jan. 1945

147743

Steiner

Georg

20 May
1929

27 Jan. 1945

B-10504

Steiner

Endre

9 Jun. 1929 ?

B-10505

Steiner

Zoltan

9 Jun. 1929 ?

B-14566

Steiner

Jindrich

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-8272

Stern

Lea

14

27 Jan. 1945

A-8273

Stern

Hojnol

14

27 Jan. 1945

81769

Stockfisch

Hariette

3

27 Jan. 1945

147673

Stolz

Zdenek

21 Aug.
1921

?

A-9751

Storch

A-60

Storch (Stroch)

A-9752

Storch (Weiss)

A-27126

Lenke

30

L

?

?

Olga

30

L

Strauss

Gitta

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-27127

Strauss

Lilly

12

27 Jan. 1945

B-14272

Strauss

D.J.

8

27 Jan. 1945

?

Stroch

Jakob

15

?

168786

Süsser

Fritz

21 Apr.
1904

[93]

170896

Süsser

Hans

21 Apr.
1904

[94]

A-14094

Szandor

Josef (Henryk)

10 Jun.
1931

27 Jan. 1945

?

Taub

Yizchak

?

L

?

Taub

Zerah

?

L

A-2507

Taub

Georg

18 Feb.
1933

[95]

A-2508

Taub

Imre

18 Feb.
1933

[96]

A-6900

Teller

K.J.

14 ¾

27 Jan. 1945

A-3100

Tesler

Hermann

1931

27 Jan. 1945

A-3101

Tesler

Uszer

1931

27 Jan. 1945

A-23492

Traub

E.

5

27 Jan. 1945

A-23493

Traub

Hanka

5

27 Jan. 1945

188933

Van Gelder

Eddi

3

27 Jan. 1945

?

Vigozcka

Rachel Vachtel

?

L

?

Vigozcka

Sarah Lushek

?

L

188934

Viskoper

Robert

6

27 Jan. 1945

?

Vissan

(twin brother)

?
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?

Vissan

Yuppy Yan

?

L

A-7046

Wasserman

Gisella

16

27 Jan. 1945

A-7045

Wassermann

Frieda

16

27 Jan. 1945

?

Weinberger

Irene

14

?

?

Weinheber

Berta

15

?

A-6031

Weiser

Fanny

20

?

A-6032

Weiser

Jolan

20

?

?

Weiss

Jonathan Bandy ?

L

?

Weiss

Mayer (Bela)

?

L

A-160

Weiss

?

?

?

A-27197

Weiss

Migrun

6

27 Jan. 1945

A-27202

Weiss

M.E.

10

27 Jan. 1945

A-3626

Weiss

Olga

?

?

A-3627

Weiss

Malvine

?

?

A-3634

Weiss

Edith

1926

27 Jan. 1945

A-3635

Weiss

Piroska

1926

27 Jan. 1945

A-5554

Weiss

Lili

14 Nov.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-6026

Weiss

Ewa

10 Aug.
1922

27 Jan. 1945

A-6027

Weiss

Vera

10 Aug.
1922

27 Jan. 1945

A-8270

Weiss

Anna

19

L

A-8271

Weiss

Katalin

19

L

B-14354

Weiss

Jurai

7 months

27 Jan. 1945

A-27199

Weisshefer

B.E.

14 ¾

27 Jan. 1945

?

Weisz

Marta

11

?

A-12085

Weisz

Bela

8 Nov.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-12086

Weisz

Andor (Andre)

8 Nov.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-2509

Weisz

Hermann

3 May
1926

?

A-2510

Weisz

Lajosz

3 May
1926

?

A-27201

Weisz

Eva E.

13

27 Jan. 1945

A-27660

Weisz

Elisabeth

11

27 Jan. 1945

A-5108

Weisz (Weiss)

Sandor

1 Feb. 1930 ?

?

Weiszmann

Ibolya

13

?

A-2520

Wiesel

Hermann

14 Feb.
1930

27 Jan. 1945

A-2521

Wiesel

Siegmund

14 Feb.
1930

?

A-27208

Winter

Erika

13

27 Jan. 1945

B-14348

Winter

Otto

10

27 Jan. 1945

?

Winzorek

Bogasta

15

?

186644

Wittenberg

Imre

2 Jun. 1925 ?

?

Wolkowitz

Rifka

5

?

?

Wolkowitz

Fischel

8

?

B-14880

Worstmann
(Workman)

Gabor

14

27 Jan. 1945

?

Wurms

Juda

15

?

?

Zawer

Miri
Sheinberger

?

L

?

Zawer

Sarah
Tigherman

?

L

B-14827

Zelewski

Leib

12

27 Jan. 1945

B-14828

Zelewski

Samuel

12

27 Jan. 1945

A-5418

Zelikowic

Magda

?

?

A-3102

Zelmanowitz

Mor

7 Jun. 1931 27 Jan. 1945

A-5419

Zelmanowitz

Eva

7 Jun. 1931 27 Jan. 1945

?

Zucker

Maria

13

?

A-27772

Zwischberg

Vera

12

27 Jan. 1945
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Fred Leuchter's "Indiscretion" | CODOH
by Joseph P. Bellinger

At the present time, there are no “Holocaust denial” laws in the United States of America, although attempts
have been repeatedly made behind the scenes by Jewish organizations and individuals to try and penalize
“deniers” by various means. When one ventures into the arena of “Holocaust denial,” unpleasant
consequences invariably ensue.
Against those whose opinions and evidence challenge the conclusions of mainstream historians, smear,
electronic harassment, loss of employment, denunciations to employers, character assassination and poison
pen letters are the usual methods employed by determined groups and individuals seeking to squelch free
speech and open debate. In some rare cases, outright violence has been used in an attempt to put “deniers”
out of business.
For example, on July 4, 1984, arsonists set fire to the warehouse of the Institute for Historical Review,
resulting in an estimated $400,000 worth of damage.[1] The suspected arsonists were former members of the
Jewish Defense League, whose leader at the time, Irv Rubin, was later arrested and accused of conspiring to
bomb a Los Angeles mosque in December 2001. The 56-year-old Rubin and his associate, 59-year-old Earl
Kugel, were subsequently arrested and arraigned on a charge of conspiracy to bomb private and government
property. In November 2002, Rubin, who was said to be despondent and terrified over the prospect of an
upcoming trial, allegedly committed suicide by slitting his own throat and plummeting off a twenty-foot
balcony in the Los Angeles County jail. His accomplice, Earl Kugel, pled guilty and was sentenced to twenty
years’ imprisonment in a federal prison, where he was subsequently killed by a fellow inmate.

Fred A. Leuchter author of four technical reports on the "gas chambers" of World War II standing in front of
"Old Smokey" the electric chair of the Tennessee state prison at Nashville. Photo taken at the National
Museum of Crime and Punishment in Washington D.C., May, 2008.
Revisionists in the United States and Canada have in fact been subjected to a multiplicity of various

underhanded stratagems designed to discourage them from publicizing or otherwise disseminating their
beliefs and bring them into public contempt. Although to date no Senate or House Committee has been
formed to address the issue of “Holocaust denial,” the harassment of revisionists recalls to mind an
unpleasant form of intolerance usually associated with the McCarthy Era, when blacklisted communists and
communist sympathizers were the subject of publicly aired House and Senate investigations.
Perhaps the most pronounced example of such pressure tactics in America concerns the case of Fred
Leuchter, whose personal life and professional career were shattered as a result of his fateful forensic
examination of Auschwitz and Majdanek in February 1988.
Leuchter’s ordeal began in January 1988, when he was contacted by members of Ernst Zündel’s defense
team. In an effort to prepare the best possible defense for Zündel, who was charged with disseminating ‘false
news’ in Canada, Robert Faurisson reasoned that the most obvious place to look for a qualified witness on
the operation of homicidal gas chambers would be the United States, where condemned criminals were still
subject in a number of states to execution in gas chambers.
Attorneys for Zündel thereafter contacted various prison officials in the United States in the hope of enlisting
an expert’s testimony on the operation of homicidal gas chambers. William M. Armontrout, Warden at the
Missouri State Penitentiary, replied to their letter of enquiry on January 13, 1988, recommending Fred A.
Leuchter as the most qualified expert in this field. In this letter, Armontrout stated,
“I have considerable knowledge in that area, however, I suggest you contact Mr. Fred A.
Luechter [sic]. [...] Mr. Luechter [sic] is an engineer specializing in gas chambers and
executions. He is well versed in all areas and is the only consultant in the United States that I
know of.”[2]
Zündel’s attorneys confirmed the fact that Leuchter had worked as a consultant in the manufacture and use of
execution equipment for a period of nine years and was the only qualified expert in this field in the United
States.
When later asked to explain why he decided to undertake this assignment, Leuchter stated,
“I testified in Canada for two reasons: First, the trial was an issue of freedom of speech and
freedom of belief. As an American, one who supports the Bill of Rights, I believe that Mr.
Zündel has the right to believe and say what he chooses. I have this right in the United States.
Secondly, Mr. Zündel was not on trial for a misdemeanor. This was a major felony. He could
have faced up to 25 years [sic] in prison for printing a document stating that there were no gas
chambers at Auschwitz. I believe that any man, no matter what he had done, has a right to a fair
trial, and the best possible defense that he can muster. I, unfortunately, was the only expert in the
world who could provide that defense. There was no one else.”[3]
In spite of the malicious claims of his detractors, Fred Leuchter’s professional credentials were impeccable
and his expertise has been repeatedly confirmed by reputable sources such as The Atlantic Monthly, (Feb.
1990), referring to Fred Leuchter as
“the nation’s only commercial supplier of execution equipment…A trained and accomplished
engineer, he is versed in all types of execution equipment. He makes lethal-injection machines,
gas chambers, and gallows, as well as electrocution systems…”
A five-page article in the New York Times (October 13, 1990), described Leuchter as “The nation’s leading
adviser on capital punishment.”
In his book America’s Capital Punishment Industry, film director and author Stephen Trombley confirms the
fact that Fred Leuchter is
“America’s first and foremost supplier of execution hardware. His products include electric
chairs, gas chambers, gallows, and lethal injection machines. He offers design, construction,
installation, staff training and maintenance.”[4 ]
In fact, Fred Leuchter had also designed and built the first electronic sextant and developed a unique,
compact and inexpensive optical drum sector encoder for use with surveying and measuring instruments. He
designed and worked on astro trackers utilized in the on-board guidance systems of ICBMs and was trained
in reading and interpreting aerial photographs. Leuchter also held a research medical license from both state
and federal governments, and had supplied the necessary drugs for use in execution support programs.
Despite, or perhaps because of, his accomplishments, Leuchter was targeted for public vilification,
stigmatized, driven from his home, divested of his property and denied his fundamental right to “life, liberty

and pursuit of happiness.” In fact, no American in recent memory has been as vilified as Fred Leuchter,
simply due to the reason that, upon completing his investigation of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz, he concluded that the facilities could not possibly have been used as homicidal gas chambers.
Leuchter submitted samples taken from the alleged gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek to
Alpha Analytical Laboratories, a top forensic laboratory in Massachusetts in order to test them for cyanide
residues. The samples were analyzed to determine the total iron and total cyanide content. Each sample
received an identification number. The results of the tests were startling, in that they revealed little or no
actual presence of cyanide compounds in most of the samples submitted.
After receiving the results of the test, Leuchter prepared a monograph, thereafter known as the Leuchter
Report, combining his personal knowledge of gas chamber facilities and their operation in the United States
with the information he had garnered from his onsite inspection of Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Majdanek.
In Leuchter’s professional view, the facilities allegedly used to gas over one million people at Auschwitz
were crude, inefficient, rudimentary and unsafe.
Leuchter’s conclusions were later confirmed by a number of independent researchers, such as professional
engineer Walter Lüftl of Austria and Germar Rudolf, formerly associated with the prestigious Max Planck
Institute in Germany.
Dr. William B. Lindsey, a retired American chemist who was employed for 33 years by the DuPont
Corporation, actually anticipated Leuchter’s testimony in the first Zündel trial in 1985. Based upon his own
investigation of the site at Auschwitz, Lindsey declared under oath:
“I have come to the conclusion that no one was willfully or purposefully killed with Zyklon B in
this manner. I consider it absolutely impossible.”[5]
A subsequent examination conducted by the Krakow Forensic Institute on behalf of the Auschwitz Main
Museum undertaken in September 1990, paralleled the findings contained in the Leuchter Report. This fact is
especially pertinent since their report was ostensibly undertaken to refute Leuchter’s conclusions.
With the Zündel trial behind him, Leuchter’s first thought was to return to his normal profession and carry on
business as usual. Unbeknownst to Leuchter, his life was to be changed forever. Leuchter’s ‘indiscretion’ had
set into motion powerful forces determined to discredit not only his conclusions regarding Auschwitz, but to
discredit the man himself and ruin his life.
Fred Leuchter later remarked:
“Because I was somewhat naive at the time, I was not aware that by so testifying I was
offending the organized world Jewish community. By providing final, definitive proof that there
were no execution gas chambers utilized for genocidal purposes by the Germans at these
wartime camps, I established the simple fact that the Holocaust story is not true. What I did not
know was that anyone expressing such beliefs is guilty of a capital crime: that of thinking and
telling the unspeakable truth about the greatest lie of the age.
“I would have to pay for this crime. While I innocently told the truth in Toronto, plans were
made, and subsequently implemented, for a major effort to destroy me. If I could be destroyed
and discredited – so the reasoning went – no one would accept my professional findings, no
matter how truthful.”[6 ]
Leuchter’s apprehensions proved to be well-founded over time. As details of these behind-the-scenes
machinations slowly emerged, Leuchter discovered that:
“…An insidious plot was being fomented by various Jewish groups, mainly the Holocaust
Survivors and Friends in Pursuit of Justice, headed by Shelly Shapiro and based in Latham, New
York, and its parent organization, the Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, headed by Beate Klarsfeld
and based in Paris. Additionally, the Anti-Defamation League of the B’nai B’rith joined,
forming a rather unholy and anti-American trinity.”[7]
The Klarsfeld Foundation solicited the talents of French pharmacist Jean-Claude Pressac in an attempt to
controvert the information contained in the Leuchter Report. The foundation provided funding and opened
all necessary doors to assist and support Pressac’s assignment - doors which are routinely closed to
revisionist researchers.
To his utter dismay, Leuchter uncovered a web of deceit and subversion which was intended to permanently
destroy his life and career. The methods used by Leuchter’s detractors was five-pronged:

1. Political threats to prison officials with whom Leuchter conducted business
2. Vilification by private contacts and in the television and newspapers
3. Work behind the scenes to push for legislation to prevent Leuchter from practicing his profession
4. Incitement to prosecute Leuchter for attempting to practice his profession
5. Dissemination of malicious gossip, smears and character assassination, both openly and privately.
Sometime in late 1988, Jewish organizations began contacting prison officials and other Department of
Corrections officials in states where capital punishment was still mandated by law. Their objective was to put
Leuchter out of business and besmirch his character. Veiled threats of a political nature were made to prison
officials should they unwisely opt to sign a business contract with Leuchter in the future.
Leuchter described these well-orchestrated attempts to destroy him as follows:
“I have been vilified both privately and publicly in all forms of the media. My clients have been
cajoled and threatened into not dealing with me. High-level law enforcement officials, acting for
personal reasons, have lied about me and have prevented clients from dealing with me. My
person and reputation have been defiled by lies and innuendo. My family and I have been
repeatedly threatened.”
“Behind this campaign to punish me and suppress the truth about the gas chambers, have been
several Jewish organizations, which have publicly vowed to silence me by destroying my ability
to make a living.”
“I was charged with practicing as an engineer without a license. In point of fact, a license is not
required in Massachusetts, or any other state, unless the engineer is involved in construction of
buildings, and is certifying compliance with specifications. There is also a statutory exemption
for engineers who do not deal with the general public…Owing to the successful conspiracy of
these Jewish groups, I am completely out of business, unable to find work to feed my family. In
spite of everything, though, I am still here, and I am still telling the truth. Furthermore, I intend
to continue to tell the truth. If the organized Jewish community wants to stop me, it will have to
try much harder.”[8 ]
Leuchter attempted to carry on business as usual, but noticed a definite decline in new contracts. In 1990,
Leuchter was contacted by a writer working for Atlantic magazine. The reporter asked for Leuchter’s input
with respect to execution equipment in the United States and Leuchter’s efforts to make executions more
humane by replacing antiquated equipment with modern equipment. No mention was made at the time of
either the Zündel trial or the Leuchter Report, but shortly after the article was published, irate complaints
began to pour in, primarily from the Jewish community.
As a result of this article, Leuchter was asked to appear on Prime Time Live ABC News. At the time of the
interview, Leuchter was informed by personnel at ABC News that prison officials at locations where the
interview was taped had been contacted and threatened with political consequences if the interview was
allowed to continue.
Shortly thereafter, ABC News received similar threats, but to their credit, they refused to back down, and
even went so far as to inform Leuchter that these groups were determined to interfere with his livelihood as
an engineer.
The smear campaign took its toll as increasing numbers of prison officials refused to conduct business with
Leuchter. Prison officials no longer answered his telephone calls, and old friends became ominously silent
whenever the subject of conducting previous business as usual was raised.
There were international repercussions as well.
When Leuchter attempted to speak at public meetings in Germany and Great Britain, he was detained and
arrested. Held under "investigative detention" in Germany for several weeks,[9] he and his wife were also
harassed and detained in Great Britain in an attempt to deprive him of his right to speak his opinion relative
to homicidal gas chambers in Auschwitz and Birkenau.
Unable to bear the public humiliation and notoriety any longer, Leuchter’s wife Carolyn, despondent and ill,
subsequently filed for divorce and left him.
To Leuchter’s utter consternation, he discovered that legislation had been introduced that was specifically
designed to put him out of business for good in the State of Massachusetts. The primary individual
responsible for the legislation, Eric Redock, appeared on television as a representative of Amnesty
International, and used the occasion to launch an attack upon Fred Leuchter, avowing that it was his intention
as well as of those whom he represents, to “put Fred Leuchter out of business.”[10]

In perhaps the most devious development connected with this sordid affair, Leuchter was invited to appear
on Channel 2 Boston, ostensibly to “discuss inadequate execution equipment in use across America.”
Thoroughly hoodwinked, Leuchter agreed to appear on the program, having been led to believe that the
request was legitimate and innocuous, only to be confronted on the air at the last moment with Shelly
Shapiro and Beate Klarsfeld, who proceeded to smear Mr. Leuchter as a “Nazi.” Leuchter was not given an
opportunity to reply to his detractors.
Shortly after this televised episode, Leuchter was contacted by the Engineering Board of the State of
Massachusetts following a formal complaint filed by Shelly Shapiro’s Holocaust Survivors and Friends in
Pursuit of Justice, organization. Details of the complaint were withheld from Leuchter until such time as the
matter was resolved in court, but the board added ominously that Leuchter would have to cease practicing his
profession in the State of Massachusetts or face criminal charges.
Leuchter appeared in court and attempted to have the complaint thrown out as malicious prosecution, but
when the clerk received word that the complaint had been filed by the Holocaust Survivors and Friends of
Justice organization, the matter was handed over to a judge. Ultimately, Leuchter was legally proscribed
from ever practicing his profession in the State of Massachusetts, where he resides.
In the meanwhile, Leuchter continued to suffer a devastating loss of business throughout the United States,
as contracts were broken under various pretexts.
Ed Carnes, former assistant Attorney General for the State of Alabama, generated a memorandum which he
sent to all capital-punishment states warning that Leuchter was dangerous and should not be dealt with
because he held “unorthodox’ views on executions. Carnes portrayed Leuchter as an avaricious con-man.
Since Leuchter’s views on executions in the United States were widely known to be humane, it only seems
reasonable to suggest that Carnes could only have been alluding to Leuchter’s “unorthodox” views regarding
the alleged executions at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
In Illinois, Representative Ellis Levin (D), Chicago, averred that to allow Leuchter to continue working for
the state “would be an affront to the Jewish community.”[11] Mr. Levin failed to explain the correlation
between the Jewish community and the execution of condemned criminals in America or how Leuchter’s
recognized expertise in this field should negatively impact the Jewish community. In fact, Leuchter later
posited that their interference in his right to pursue his profession resulted in a number of botched executions
due to antiquated execution machinery.
The Chicago Sun-Times newspaper chimed in with the rising criticism directed at Mr. Leuchter and remarked
that “the state [of Illinois] cut its ties with him over statements that Nazi gas chambers, including those at
Auschwitz, could not have been used for executing Jews.”[12]
Chi niente sa, di niente dubita. (Who knows nothing, doubts nothing -Ed.)
They too, failed to provide a convincing explanation as to why Leuchter’s published conclusions with
respect to Auschwitz were erroneous or somehow disqualify him from practicing his profession in the United
States.
The general consensus of the media seemed to be: Never mind whether The Leuchter Report is accurate; he
wrote it, therefore he must be punished.
Such reactions to The Leuchter Report underscore the irrational nature of the attack upon its author. Instead
of focusing attention upon the technological and scientific evidence contained in the report, hostile critics
pressed for their pound of flesh; as if it were better that no Jews at all had survived the Holocaust, - evincing
an incomprehensible desire to seek or perpetuate a belief that millions perished even if they didn’t.
Accentuating their role in the ruination of Leuchter’s career, the Klarsfeld Foundation and the Holocaust
Survivors and Friends in Pursuit of Justice organization subsequently published a book entitled, Truth
Prevails: Demolishing Holocaust Denial: The End of the Leuchter Report.[13]
The title was pretentious and absurd, and focused far too much energy in attempting to personally discredit
the man responsible for writing it by means of character assassination. Beate Klarsfeld, in her self-appointed
role as Censor deputatus, perhaps best summed up the intention which prompted the publication when she
remarked that Leuchter “has to understand that in denying the Holocaust, he cannot remain unpunished.”[14]

Leuchter Becomes “Mr. Death”
In 1998, Fred Leuchter was contacted by film director Errol Morris, who expressed his interest in filming his
story, allowing Leuchter an opportunity to respond to his detractors, which he did in the following terms:

“Of course I'm not an anti-Semite. I have a lot of friends that are Jewish. I've lost Jewish friends,
too, because of what's happened. I bear no ill will to any Jews any place, whether they're in the
United States or abroad. I bear a great deal of ill will to those people that have come after me,
those people who have persecuted and prosecuted me, but that's got nothing to do with them
being Jewish. That only has to do with the fact that they've been interfering with my right to
live, think, breathe, and earn a living.... They've expressed their unquestioned intent of
destroying me simply because I testified in Canada, not because I have any other affiliation with
any anti-Semitic organization, not because I'm affiliated with any Nazi or neo-Nazi
organization.”
When, toward the end of the film, Morris asks Leuchter, "Have you ever thought that you might be wrong, or
do you think that you could make a mistake,?" Leuchter replies:
“No, I'm past that. When I attempted to turn those facilities into gas execution facilities and was
unable to, I made a decision at that point that I wasn't wrong. And perhaps that's why I did it. At
least it cleared my mind, so I know that I left no stone unturned. I did everything possible to
substantiate and prove the existence of the gas chambers, and I was unable to.”
Morris was later accused of re-editing the film after it received positive reviews at the Sundance Film
Festival. In a review of the film, Greg Raven of the Institute for Historical Review, wrote:
“Leuchter comes across just as straightforward and guileless on film as he is in real life. As a
result, some viewers of earlier versions at the Sundance Festival, the Toronto Film Festival and
Harvard University began to question the Holocaust extermination stories they'd been told,
while others suspected that Morris himself might have been converted to Holocaust revisionism.
At the eleventh hour, Morris re-edited the film in an effort to emphasize his anti-revisionist point
of view. Character assassination aside, the question remains as to whether or not Leuchter's
findings regarding the alleged Nazi gas chambers at Auschwitz and Birkenau are correct.” [15]
In a terse critique of Morris’s film, Robert Faurisson commented:
“Fred Leuchter is described in words as a sort of technician of death administered in four ways:
electrocution, hanging, lethal injection, and gassing. But while Morris takes care to illustrate the
first three methods of execution with numerous images, he carefully avoids showing even one
image of an American penitentiary gas chamber. And he is right to do so, for the mere
representation of the imposing door of such a chamber would…be enough to let the attentive
viewer grasp that the putting to death of one man by gassing with hydrocyanic acid calls for
extensive safety measures and a highly sophisticated technique.”[16]
The orchestrated campaign to destroy Fred Leuchter was successful.
Libeled, slandered, deprived of his livelihood, his marriage in shambles, the man who was recognized as the
foremost American expert on the design and functioning of gas chambers and execution hardware used in the
United States; the man confirmed by the warden of the Missouri State Penitentiary, who testified under oath
that he had consulted with Leuchter in the design, maintenance and operation of the Missouri gas chamber;
the man who “ to the best of his knowledge, was the only such consultant in the United States… …now
works as a bus driver.
Bowed, but not broken, Fred Leuchter remains optimistically confident that The Leuchter Report will stand
the test of time and that truth will ultimately prevail. In the words of Fred Leuchter,
“I have been vilified by the caretakers of the Holocaust dogma whose desperate tactics prove the
failure of their arguments. My livelihood has been destroyed, my character has been impugned
and my life turned upside down. But I will not bend the knee. Not now, not tomorrow, not ever.
Time and reason will vindicate The Leuchter Report.”[17]
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History Behind Bars: A Future of Revisionism
by Richard A. Widmann

Friends have recently asked me to consider what I think the future holds for historical
revisionism, especially that of the Second World War and even more specifically that
most contentious of sub-genres, that of the Holocaust. While I generally tend to avoid
futurology, I believe in this case a look forward based on the events and trends of our
recent experience may prove to be an important warning. I recognize that my view is but
one possible future for revisionism. I hope that in the months to come other authors with
a special interest in revisionism will share with us at Inconvenient History their thoughts
and visions of other possible futures for revisionism.
It may come as little surprise that I would entitle my outlook pessimistically by recalling
the name of our publisher, "History Behind Bars." The HBB Press or History Behind
Bars Press moved from pure idea into action in the early months of 2009 as Inconvenient
History formed in my mind and that of my friend Bradley Smith. Years earlier, Bradley
had developed a short-lived organization called Historians Behind Bars. Historians
Behind Bars featured a Web site that specialized in communicating the repression of
revisionism. While several historians and activists had recently suffered persecution and
imprisonment, I thought that the situation was even grimmer.
I had personally tracked, documented and communicated the repression, censorship, and
intimidation of those who doubted the orthodox Holocaust canon for many years.[1]
Over the last decade I witnessed an escalation of this persecution including the
noteworthy imprisonments of David Irving, Germar Rudolf and Ernst Zündel among
others. There can be little doubt that news of the incarceration of historians and writers
with opposing viewpoints has had a chilling effect on honest investigation into the
events of Second World War and the Holocaust.[2] While revision is in fact the essence
of historiography, the grief is not worth the glory of toppling 65-year-old propaganda
and mythology—safer topics (any other topic) beckon. Whether it is actual
imprisonment or deportation or loss of employment or threats against one's life or those
of one's family, the ritual defamation results, for many, in avoidance of the subject
matter entirely. We will never know how many honest refutations of the official story of
this era will never be written or told for fear of the "democratic totalitarians" and their
"terror of the majority."
Modern Torquemadas have established as their principal purpose (for now) to
excommunicate all who diverge from the regnant dogma. Hounded by the inquisitors of
so-called "watchdog" groups like the Anti-Defamation League (ADL), the Simon
Wiesenthal Centre (SWC), and the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) among others,
dissenters find their books banned, and sometimes burned,[3] with not even a notice by
hypocritical organizations like the American Library Association[4] and Amnesty
International.[5] Today the efforts of these self-appointed "watchdogs" and Thought
Police go beyond the incarceration of people to the incarceration of critical thinking and
freedom of expression thereby arguably incarcerating the very ideas themselves. Indeed,
we have moved beyond the imprisonment of historians to the imprisonment of history
itself.
How did we get here and based on recent trends and events, where are we headed? The
"igniting spark" for the movement to criminalize revisionism is the March 1982 report

published by the Institute of Jewish Affairs in association with the World Jewish
Congress that called for the pan-European criminalization of revisionism.[6] While this
article declared, "denial or the falsification of the facts of the Holocaust can already be
prosecuted under the laws of incitement to racial hatred" the authors still pleaded for the
introduction of "special legal provisions against the denial of the Holocaust."[7] Today,
sadly, it may be said that nearly every proposal in the report has either been successfully
enacted or superseded by even more stringent anti-revisionist legislation.[8]
Unlike the history of any other figure or era, the history of the Holocaust cannot be
challenged without accusations of intolerance, anti-Semitism, and neo-Fascism. In fact,
recently, the IHRA (International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance) came up with a
working definition of "Holocaust denial" (a pejorative term intended to conjure images
of irrational hatred, bigotry, and falsification). While the so-called working definition of
"Holocaust denial" is not legally binding, with participation from 31 "democracies" it is
not far-fetched that the new definition will be used in the future to prosecute nonbelievers. The definition itself (a series of points) even condemns "Holocaust distortion."
Perhaps the two most relevant points contained in the new definition are:
• "Intentional efforts to excuse or minimize the impact of the Holocaust or its
principal elements, including collaborators and allies of Nazi Germany"
• "Gross minimization of the murder of the victims of the Holocaust in
contradiction to reliable sources."[9]
Gideon Behar, one of two Israeli delegates to the body, said that the definition was
important because it was the first document ratified by an international body to detail
what is considered acceptable by Western democracies. Behar commented, "If you say
that only two million Jews were killed, that is Holocaust denial according to this
definition."[10] Behar did not comment on exactly how much variation from the six
million might be allowed.
Today, "Holocaust denial" is a crime in 17 countries, including Austria, Belgium,
Canada, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Liechtenstein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Switzerland and
Romania. In October Italy's Parliament introduced an amendment to the country's
criminal code that, if passed, would make Italy the 18th country to outlaw "Holocaust
denial."[11] Italian Democratic Party Sen. Monica Cirinna called Holocaust denial, "a
hateful attitude, which now becomes a prosecutable crime.'' At the instigation of selfappointed Thought Police, the remaining "democratic" nations seem sure to follow.

With great irony, Placa George Orwell in Barcelona, Spain is watched by video cameras.
Photo 5 July 2007.
By fibercool (george_orwell_bcn) [CC-BY-SA-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Even in the United States, the land of "inalienable rights," we learned in October of a
campaign by the World Jewish Congress (WJC) to stop on-line retailer Amazon.com
from selling books that "promote anti-Semitism, Holocaust denial, and White
Supremacy."[12] In a letter to Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos, the WJC said that many
Holocaust survivors are offended by "the sale of such vile and offensive hate
literature."[13] Already in 1953, science fiction author Ray Bradbury predicted in his
classic dystopian novel Fahrenheit 451 the situation in today's western "democracies"
where we find "political correctness" dictating our perceptual experiences on every
societal level. The commandment not to "offend" has resulted in the censorship of
thought that breaches the limits of definitions of "good taste." The solution to politically
incorrect thought in Bradbury's nightmare world is to burn the offensive material.[14]
Today's "liberal totalitarians" profess their mantra that there is no need to tolerate the
intolerant. Indeed, under the rubrics of Freedom, Democracy, Equality, and Tolerance,
debate and critical investigation are now prosecutable. In fact, also in the month of
October, the European Council on Tolerance and Reconciliation (ECTR), a "tolerance
watchdog" called for the establishment of government surveillance bodies to directly

monitor the "intolerant" behavior of identified citizens and groups.[15] A report issued
by the ECTR reads, "There is no need to be tolerant to the intolerant," especially "as far
as freedom of expression is concerned." The proposal adds that "group libel" "may
appear to be aimed at members of the group in a different time (another historical era) or
place (beyond the borders of the State)."[16] Such surveillance is clearly a very real
possibility. Technology has enabled our Ministries of Truth to realize the purpose
described in Orwell's Nineteen Eighty-Four without the clunky manual techniques
described in that classic negative utopia of 1948. By leveraging the capabilities of the
modern day National Security Agency (NSA) the ECTR will be able to act on their plan
to monitor those who communicate "overt approval of a totalitarian ideology or
xenophobia."[17]
The brilliant revisionist author Harry Elmer Barnes defined revisionism as "nothing
more or less than the effort to revise the historical record in the light of a more complete
collection of historical facts, a more calm political atmosphere, and a more objective
attitude."[18] While this definition was no doubt based on his experiences following
World War One, the conditions in his definition remain unattained for World War Two
and the Holocaust. In fact, the political atmosphere is more charged today than it was a
decade after the cessation of fighting. There is clearly a less objective attitude today than
there was in the 1950s. Classic revisionist books like Perpetual War for Perpetual
Peace,[19] The High Cost of Vengeance,[20] and Back Door to War[21] would likely not
be published today and if they were, they would be denounced rather than discussed.
It is evident, even from this high-level consideration of the cultural and political trends
with regard to revisionism, that the immediate future is bleak. In fact the signs suggest
that a growing intolerance by "watchdog" groups and the intimidation and indoctrination
of legislators will result in even more draconian laws. The ability to hunt down, identify
and punish those professing dissenting opinions and viewpoints is likely in its infancy.
Economic and legal persecution will grow against the "intolerant" and those who refuse
to bow down to the new secular religion of the West. The utilization of totalitarian
methods associated with the worst excesses and abuses of Marxism-Communism will be
wielded by liberals (and conservatives) in the name of democracy and equality.
The records of our emails, our contact lists and even our purchases are easily tracked.
Just as lists of Japanese-Americans were drawn up to facilitate their relocation in the
days prior to the attack on Pearl Harbor,[22] the names and addresses of those who don't
subscribe to the new ideology of the west are certainly documented and ready for use
when the time comes. The offense is no longer a matter of disputing the anointed
historical record, but rather one of ideology and politics. The "liberal totalitarians"
already suspect that there is a threat to their power and their system. Creative apprentice
book-burners and legal scholars will determine the best ways to circumvent and find
loopholes in the Constitution in order to eliminate dissent.
Revisionists will be imprisoned. Those still able to speak and write will be further
marginalized and driven underground, or at least off the grid.[23] Fear of electronic
snooping may result in a return to paper newsletters sent through snail-mail to
unidentified PO boxes. Movements against credit-card companies may result in a return
to checks and even cash delivered through the mail system or by courier. Open
conferences will be all but impossible due to bands of "antifa" protesters who will
operate unchecked by police and governmental authorities. Small private meetings will
be held only through covert assignation and obfuscation under cover of darkness.
The future for revisionism will certainly get worse before it gets better. The seeds of the
destruction of the forthcoming system have already been planted, however. Lawmakers
cannot break their own laws. Tolerance cannot proscribe intolerance. The principle of

equality cannot be dispensed unequally. War cannot be peace, freedom cannot be slavery
and ignorance can never be strength.[24]
In Richard Wagner's magnum opus, Der Ring des Nibelungen, Wotan, the father of the
gods, holds his position through the law. His spear, on which he engraved the runes that
bound the world by law, symbolizes the law itself and it bound everyone and everything.
But Wotan's abuses of the law set in motion his own destruction. When Wotan attempts
to block the hero Siegfried's path, Siegfried cuts the spear in two. The events are set in
motion for the final installment of Wagner's work, Götterdämmerung in which the Gods
of old meet their fate engulfed in Loki's fire and the cleansing waters of the overflowing
Rhine. The musical leitmotifs sound the destruction and downfall of the Gods. One can
almost envision that life, certainly as we know it throughout the Ring Cycle, is finished.
But before the final curtain call, Wagner's orchestra plays the great theme of redemption.
Perhaps there is hope after all.
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On the Publication of “The Problem of the Gas Chambers”
by "Le Monde"
by Robert Faurisson

This piece does not constitute a record of the debate on the question of the Nazi gas chambers. It is
merely intended for the layman who would like to know the circumstances in which Le Monde, in
1978, came to give me the chance to express myself on that subject, and to have an idea of what has
followed over the 34 years since.
To facilitate the reading of these lines I refrain from mentioning numerous sources, references and
details which the reader may find mainly by turning to two texts on my blog: “The Victories of
Revisionism”[1] (December 11, 2006) and “The Victories of Revisionism (continued)”[2] (September
11, 2011). For the same reason I also leave out any mention of a rather large number of articles from
Le Monde and other publications, either French or foreign, on the “Faurisson affair” or “the affair of
the gas chambers.” Supposing, finally, that a reader particularly keen to save time wants to get to the
heart of the matter as quickly as possible, I advise a reading, all in all, of four Le Monde articles:
firstly, the one that appeared in the edition of December 29, 1978,[3] complemented by that of January
16, 1979 (“A letter from Mr Faurisson”)[4], and, secondly, Jean Planchais’s “dossier” of February 21,
1979 on “the Nazi camps and the gas chambers”, which contains both Georges Wellers’s article
entitled “‘Un roman inspiré’”[5] (An Inspired Novel) and a long text bearing the title “La politique
hitlérienne d’extermination : une déclaration d’historiens” (The Hitlerite Extermination Policy: A
Declaration by Historians).[6]
Signed by 34 historians, amongst whom Fernand Braudel, that declaration, decidedly hostile to me, is
important. Taking note of the fact that my research had essentially led me to find that the case for the
existence of the gas chambers ran into certain technical and physical impossibilities, those 34
professors concluded their declaration thus: “One must not ask oneself how, technically, such a massmurder was possible. It was technically possible, since it happened. That is the requisite starting point
for any historical inquiry into the subject. It is incumbent upon us to state this truth simply: there is
not, there cannot be any debate on the existence of the gas chambers.” However, the debate would
indeed take place, albeit sometimes in the very worst conditions for the revisionists – particularly in
the law courts, both in France and elsewhere.
And that debate saw the victory of the revisionists. The general public is largely kept in ignorance of
that victory but, thanks especially to the Internet, it is starting to suspect that, on the strictly historical
and scientific level, the revisionists’ opponents have, for 34 years, proved incapable of meeting a
challenge put to them in Le Monde on December 29, 1978. Eight months ago, in the editorial of
December 23, 2011 entitled “Les lois mémorielles ne servent à rien. Hélas!” (The Memory-laws are of
no use, alas!),[7] those in charge of the paper, drawing up a sort of assessment, stated: “Since the
passing of these laws, the deniers [that is, the revisionists - RF] and conspiracy theorists have become
more established than ever, thanks to the Internet.” Reacting to that editorial, Serge Klarsfeld, on
January 4, 2012, answered with a piece entitled: “Oui, les lois mémorielles sont indispensables,” in
which he argued that the Gayssot Act “has muzzled historian Robert Faurisson and his followers,
except on the Internet where the expression of such views is no more worthy of consideration than
anonymous letters.”
S. Klarsfeld pretended to forget that since the introduction of the Fabius-Gayssot Act of July 13, 1990
I have published thousands of pages, mainly in a six-volume work to be completed in the near future
by two more volumes. Of course, the revisionists are not at all “well established” since, unlike so
many of their opponents, they assuredly do not enjoy a comfortable position, a solid fortune or an
enviable reputation, but there is little doubt that their presence on the level of historiography has
imposed itself and that the proponents of the official history have had to effect ever more concessions
or retreats, if not outright capitulations.
So it is that history has won out over “Remembrance,” and this means all the more advancing of
knowledge. Consequently, without wanting to, and even quite reluctantly indeed, the newspaper Le
Monde, on December 29, 1978, gave impulse to a movement which, since Paul Rassinier in 1950 and

Arthur Robert Butz in 1976, had refreshed and which still now, year by year, refreshes a bit more our
view of the history of the Second World War.

Professor Robert Faurisson in 2003

Private photo from the Widmann Collection

Before December 29, 1978
In 1945 George Orwell put the following question: “Is it true about the German gas ovens in Poland?”
(Notes on Nationalism, May 1945, reprinted in The Collected Essays, London, Penguin Books, 1978,
p. 421).
In 1950 Paul Rassinier published Le Mensonge d’Ulysse: regard sur la littérature concentrationnaire
(The Lies of Ulysses: A Look at the Concentration Camp Literature).[8]
In 1951 Léon Poliakov wrote, on the subject of “the campaign of extermination of the Jews”: “No
document remains, perhaps none has ever existed.”
In 1960, Martin Broszat stated: “Neither at Dachau, nor at Bergen-Belsen, nor at Buchenwald were
any Jews or other detainees gassed.”
In 1968, Olga Wormser-Migot wrote, with regard to the gas chamber visited by millions of tourists at
Auschwitz-I, that that camp was “without any gas chamber,” and she was skeptical with regard to
Ravensbrück and Mauthausen.
In 1976 American professor Arthur Robert Butz published the first edition of his masterwork, The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century.[9]
For my part, on March 19, 1976 I discovered the building plans, kept hidden until then, of all the
crematoria of Auschwitz and Birkenau:[10] in those crematoria the rooms supposed to have been gas
chambers absolutely could not have served as chemical slaughterhouses: they were mainly typical,
classic holding rooms for corpses awaiting cremation (Leichenhalle, Leichenkeller...), spaces
altogether devoid of the formidable machinery that would have been needed to carry out the
evacuation of the hydrogen cyanide gas which, had it been used, would have permeated the surfaces
and the bodies (see the American gas chamber functioning precisely with hydrogen cyanide gas).

From December 29, 1979 to the eve of the anti-revisionist law of July 13, 1990
In 1978-1979 I disclosed the results of my research. I was physically assaulted. Le Monde reported the
assault but revealed nothing of my arguments with which, however, it was acquainted, since for four
years I had spelt them out in submissions for articles or in letters that I had never been able to get
published. Using the “right of reply” to the article on my assault, I asked the newspaper to print at last
my two pages on “The Rumor of Auschwitz,”[11] which it did on December 29, 1978. There ensued a
flood of reactions and articles, both in France and abroad, as well as a big legal case against me for
“personal injury” through “falsification of history.” On January 16, 1979,[12] again using my right of
reply, I published a follow-up to “The Rumor of Auschwitz,” in which I again put emphasis on the
fact that belief in the alleged gas chambers ran into material or technical impossibilities, and that none
of the testimonies invoked allowed one to conclude that those gas chambers had existed. The most
important reply to my findings appeared on February 21, 1979. It was a declaration endorsed by 34
historians (see above). That declaration, which René Rémond refused to sign, amounted to running
away from the difficulty of having to answer me; besides, from the time of the Nuremberg trials up to
the present day never has a single forensic study describing the murder weapon and its operation been
produced.
On March 5, 1979, Jean-Gabriel Cohn-Bendit wrote in Libération: “Let’s strive then for the
destruction of those gas chambers that are shown to tourists at the camps where we now know there
were none, lest people no longer believe us about what we are sure of.”
In 1979 the US government allowed two former members of the CIA to publish aerial photographs
taken of Auschwitz during the war.[13] These were meant by the authors as proof of “the Holocaust”
but, in reality, they belie the existence of a whole set of material realities that would have
accompanied the gassing and cremation, day after day, of thousands of victims; none of the photos
taken during the 32 Allied air missions over the Auschwitz complex shows any queues outside the
crematoria, and none reveals the existence of the veritable mountains of coke that would have been
needed for huge cremations; the gardens adjacent to crematoria II and III, well laid out, bear no mark
of constant daily trampling by victims; near them are to be seen a football field, a volleyball court,

numerous hospital barracks, settling ponds, the vast “Sauna,” etc.
In 1982 an association was founded in Paris for “the study of killings by gas under the National
Socialist regime” (ASSAG); in thirty years (1982-2012), it has found nothing to publish. With regard
to the book Chambres à gaz, secret d’Etat, see my remarks in the text “Conclusions dans l’affaire
Wellers” (pleadings in the Wellers case) in Ecrits révisionnistes (1974-1998), pp. 1001-1046,
especially pp. 1020-1021.[14]
In 1982 at the Sorbonne, under the supervision of Raymond Aron and François Furet, there was held a
lengthy, non-public international symposium against R. Faurisson and “a handful of anarchocommunists” (an allusion to Pierre Guillaume, Serge Thion, Jean-Gabriel Cohn-Bendit, Jacob Assous,
Claude Karnoouh, Jean-Luc Redlinski, Jean-Louis Tristani, Vincent Monteil, ...). The conclusion
announced at the closing press conference, open to the public, was as follows: “despite the most
erudite research” no order by Hitler to kill the Jews had been found. As for the gas chambers, not the
least hint was uttered! It seems that the talk by Professor Arno Mayer had caused something of a stir
(see below).
In 1983, on April 26, the protracted case brought against me in 1979 came to an end, on appeal. The
Paris court of appeal (1st Chamber, Section A), addressing each of the charges, declared that it had
found in my writings on the gas chambers no trace of 1) levity, 2) negligence, 3) willful ignorance, 4)
lying and that, consequently, “the appraisal of the findings [on the subject] defended by Mr. Faurisson
is a matter, therefore, solely for experts, historians and the public”. It nonetheless held me liable for, in
short, malevolence (?). The fact remains that, in authorizing a public debate on the existence or nonexistence of the gas chambers, this decision was to lead our accusers to demand the creation of a
specific law designed to harness the judges: thus was born the Fabius-Gayssot Act of July 13, 1990.
Also in 1983, Simone Veil declared that “conclusive evidence” of the reality of the gas chambers
could not be provided because “everyone knows that the Nazis destroyed the gas chambers” and
“systematically did away with all the witnesses” (France-Soir Magazine, May 7, 1983, p. 47); but
then, what value resides in the gas chambers shown to tourists, and what are the testimonies of the
witnesses who speak or write about them worth?
In 1985 Raul Hilberg, Number One orthodox historian and author of the Number One “Holocaust”
reference work, The Destruction of the European Jews, radically changed position in the second “and
definitive” edition of his book. Three years earlier, in an interview with French journalist Guy Sitbon,
R. Hilberg had had occasion to state: “I will say that, in a certain way, Faurisson and others, without
wanting to, have done us a favor. They have raised questions that have the effect of engaging
historians in new research. They have obliged us once again to collect information, to re-examine
documents and to go further into the comprehension of what took place” (Le Nouvel Observateur, July
3-9, 1982, p. 71). Perhaps under the influence of “Faurisson and others,” he there completely
relinquished the explanation given in his first edition, that of 1961, according to which the destruction
of the Jews had been expressly ordered and conducted by Hitler. If his new explanation is to be
believed, the destruction of European Jewry was decided and carried out without any order, “basic
plan”, centralization, instructions or budget but all thanks to “an incredible meeting of minds, a
consensus-mind reading by a far-flung bureaucracy,” that is, the German bureaucracy. The bureaucrats
in question “created an atmosphere in which the formal, written word could gradually be abandoned
as a modus operandi”. They indulged in “concealed operations” by means of “written directives not
published,” “broad authorizations to subordinates, not published,” “oral directives and
authorizations,” “basic understandings of officials resulting in decisions not requiring orders or
explanations.” He concluded: “In the final analysis, the destruction of the Jews was not so much a
product of laws and commands, as it was a matter of spirit, of shared comprehension, of consonance
and synchronization,” and, rounding out this conclusion, he went so far as to write that “no special
agency was created and no special budget was devised to destroy the Jews of Europe. Each
organization was to play a specific role in the process, and each was to find the means to carry out its
task” (The Destruction of the European Jews, New York, Holmes and Meier, 1985 edition in three
volumes, p. 53-55, 62; the emphasis on certain words (in italics) is my own. See also the interview
with Hilberg published in Le Monde des livres, October 20, 2006, p. 12).
From 1984 to 1986, a series of dramatic events occurred, especially that brought about in France by
Henri Roques’s thesis on the “confessions” of SS man Kurt Gerstein, would show how vigorous
revisionism was. In 1986 it was within the very committee on the history of the Second World War,
directly linked to the Prime Minister's Office, that a new affair erupted. That body comprised a

commission on the history of the deportation headed by a prestigious historian, Michel de Boüard. A
former member of the resistance who had been interned in Mauthausen, a Roman Catholic, a
Communist Party member (from 1942 to 1960) and dean of letters at the University of Caen
(Normandy), he had testified to the existence of a gas chamber in the Mauthausen camp. But he was to
take up the cause of both Henri Roques and the latter’s thesis panel, attacked from all sides. He went
so far as to state that the dossier of the official history of the wartime deportations was “rotten” due to
“a huge amount of made-up stories, inaccuracies stubbornly repeated – particularly where numbers are
concerned –, amalgamations and generalizations.” Alluding to studies by the revisionists, he added
that there were “on the other side, very carefully done critical studies demonstrating the inanity of
those exaggerations.” Yes, he had formerly mentioned the existence of a gas chamber at Mauthausen;
he admitted he was wrong: “It came in the package!” he confided during a meeting between the two of
us that he himself had wished to have. He intended to write a book aimed at warning historians against
the official history’s lies, but he fell ill and died on April 28, 1989 without having been able to
complete the work.
In 1988, in the United States, an equally prestigious academic, Arno Mayer, professor of
contemporary European history at Princeton University, published a book entitled, Why Did the
Heavens not Darken? The “Final Solution” in History.[15] Concerning the “Nazi gas chambers” he
wrote: “Sources for the study of the gas chambers are at once rare and unreliable.” The phrase was
worth contemplating for those who imagined that those sources were countless and rock-solid. And
his subsequent considerations on the dead at Auschwitz and other camps were, if not revisionist in
nature, at least rather close to revisionism, although, of course, A. Mayer missed no opportunity to
remind us of his firm conviction that there had been killings in gas chambers.
Also in 1988, in Toronto, there took place the second trial of Ernst Zündel, lasting over four months.
The first trial had been held in 1985 and had gone on for seven weeks. The transcriptions of the two
trials bear witness to the fact that they were disastrous for the proponents of the official “Holocaust”
story in general and for the case for the existence of the gas chambers in particular. In 1985 the
aforementioned R. Hilberg had been put to rout in the course of a long cross-examination and Rudolf
Vrba, the number one witness of the “gas chambers”, had suffered the same fate; the press reports of
the time attest to this. In 1988 Fred Leuchter, execution gas chamber specialist in the United States,
produced his famous 193-page expert report[16] concluding not only that the alleged Nazi gas
chambers of Auschwitz, Auschwitz-Birkenau and Majdanek had never existed, but also that they
could not have existed, and this for reasons of a physical, chemical and architectural nature. He had
gone on site with his team, carried out a minute study of the grounds and structures (whether in
original state or in ruins), and then hired an independent laboratory to examine the sample fragments
of masonry taken from the scene of the supposed crime. Other reports, amongst which that of Germar
Rudolf,[17] would later confirm the validity of his findings.
In 1989, Philippe Burrin published a book in which he did not dwell on the question of the gas
chambers but where, in a general way, dealing with a policy of physical extermination of the Jews, he
bemoaned the absence of clues of the crime, “the stubborn erasure of the trace of anyone’s passing
through,” “the large gaps in the documentation” and the fact that such traces as there were “are not
only few and far between, but difficult to interpret” (Hitler et les juifs / Génèse d’un génocide, Seuil,
1989, p. 9, 13).
On September 16, 1989 I was the victim of a particularly serious assault. In total, from November
1978 to May 1993, I was to suffer ten assaults in Lyon, Paris, Stockholm and Vichy. I cannot say how
many court cases have been brought against me, or that I myself have had to bring, from 1978 till
today. I shall not devote space here to the convictions, fines, police searches and seizures at my house
and arrests for questioning. Unlike so many revisionists who have had to do years in prison (up to
twelve years in one case), I have never been sentenced to actual imprisonment. At the age of 83, I
have just been served notice of three criminal proceedings and a fourth looms likely.

Since the enactment of the anti-revisionist law (13 July 1990)
In 1990 the revisionists, with the introduction of the Fabius-Gayssot Act, saw confirmation that the
opposing party, unable to answer them on the level of history and science, now possessed a formal
weapon with which to enforce acceptance of the official history: it was henceforth plainly and simply
forbidden to dispute “the existence of crimes against humanity” as defined and punished at Nuremberg
(1945-1946) by the victors in the name of the “United Nations,” after establishing themselves as
judges of their own vanquished enemy. The use of the Nazi gas chambers was, of course, part of these

new crimes and denying it thus became an offence punishable by imprisonment, fines and various
other penalties.
All to no avail for, from 1991 to 1994, historical revisionism, showing itself to be the great intellectual
adventure of the end of the century, found, with its disputing of the existence of the gas chambers and
the genocide, a powerful echo in Paris and elsewhere in France, as well as in Stockholm, London,
Brussels, Munich, Vienna, Warsaw, Rome, Madrid, Boston, Los Angeles, Toronto, Melbourne and,
later, in Tehran and the Arab-Moslem world. There was an increase in revisionist research and in the
number of publications, in various languages.
1995 will stand out as a monumental year in the progress of revisionism.
The historian Eric Conan, co-author with Henry Rousso of Vichy: an Ever-Present Past, wrote in
L'Express that I was right in affirming, in the late 1970s, that the gas chamber at Auschwitz visited by
millions of tourists was completely fake. He specified: “Everything in it is false [...]. In the late 1970s,
Robert Faurisson exploited these falsifications all the better as the museum administration balked at
acknowledging them.” Continuing, he added: “[Some people] like Theo Klein [prefer that the gas
chamber be left] in its present state, while explaining the misrepresentation to the public: ‘History is
what it is; it suffices to tell it, even when it is not simple, rather than to add artifice to artifice’.” Conan
reported a staggering remark by the deputy director of the Auschwitz National Museum who, for her
part, could not resolve to explain the misrepresentation to the public. He wrote: “Krystina Oleksy [...]
can’t bring herself to do so: ‘For the time being [the room designated as a gas chamber] is to be left
“as is,” with nothing specified to the visitor. It’s too complicated. We’ll see to it later on’”
(“Auschwitz: la mémoire du mal”, January 19-25, 1995, p. 68). In 1996 and in 2001 other authors,
despite being hostile to revisionism, were in their turn to denounce, in France and abroad, the fraud
made up by that alleged gas chamber. Today tourists and pilgrims still go on being fooled there,
although I have personally alerted UNESCO itself[18] of this persistence in fraud.
Also in 1995 there occurred an event so dire for the cause of the official history that it was to be kept
hidden for five years; finally disclosed in 2000, even then it was reported with such discretion that still
today, in 2012, it remains largely unknown. It involved Jean-Claude Pressac, protégé of the Klarsfelds,
the paladin whose praises had been sung by Pierre Vidal-Naquet. The author in 1989 of a huge book in
English, Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers and, in 1993, of a book in French,
Les Crématoires d’Auschwitz, la machinerie du meurtre de masse, J.-C. Pressac, reeling from the
crushing humiliation that my lawyer, Eric Delcroix, and I had inflicted on him during his appearance
in the XVIIth chamber of the Paris criminal court, where we had subpoenaed him to testify, suddenly
resolved to admit, in a piece dated June 15, 1995, that the whole dossier of the official history of the
wartime deportations was “rotten” (a word taken from Michel de Boüard) with lies and bound “for the
rubbish bins of history.”
In 1996, Jacques Baynac, a staunchly anti-revisionist French historian, ended up admitting that, all
things considered, there was no proof of the existence of the Nazi gas chambers. He specifically
remarked on “the absence of documents, traces or other material evidence.”
Still in 1996 and in the subsequent years as well, the Abbé Pierre-Garaudy affair and a number of
cases brought for “disputing” the official truth would show how full of life revisionism was in France.
In 1997 the case of secondary school teacher Vincent Reynouard, fired from his job because of his
independent research, revealed the arrival on the scene of a young revisionist with a promising future.
In 2000, during the libel case that the semi-revisionist David Irving had brought in London against
Deborah Lipstadt for her having called him a “Holocaust denier,” the Canadian expert Robert Jan van
Pelt, of Jewish background, who had strived doggedly to find proof of the existence of real Nazi gas
chambers at Auschwitz, was reduced to asserting his mere “moral certainty” of that existence. As for
Judge Charles Gray, he was to state in his ruling that “the contemporaneous documents […] yield little
clear evidence of the existence of gas chambers designed to kill humans.” He added: “I have to
confess that, in common I suspect with most other people, I had supposed that the evidence of mass
extermination of Jews in the gas chambers at Auschwitz was compelling. I have, however, set aside
this preconception when assessing the evidence adduced by the parties in these proceedings.”
From 2001 to 2009 the situation only worsened in France and the rest of the world for those upholding
the belief in “the Holocaust” and, particularly, in the Nazi gas chambers. Proof and examples of this
are to be found on my blog. I shall mention here only one bit of evidence and one example, both
concerning the researcher whom I sometimes call “the last of the Mohicans of the Holocaust cause.” I

mean the aforementioned R. J. van Pelt, professor of architecture at the University of Waterloo
(Ontario, Canada). After the Irving-Lipstadt trial, he had not wanted to remain only “morally certain.”
On the contrary: he continued his research. Alas, like his French predecessor, the pharmacist JeanClaude Pressac, he would have to surrender. On December 27, 2009 the coup de grace was given to
the myth of the gas chambers at Auschwitz. That day a reporter for the Toronto Star revealed that, for
R. J. van Pelt, there was little sense in preserving the Auschwitz-Birkenau complex. Speaking of what
we were supposed to know about the camp (that is, for example, that it had possessed gas chambers
for mass killings), the professor said: “Ninety-nine percent of what we know we do not actually have
the physical evidence to prove.” For him it was better to let nature take its course at Auschwitz instead
of spending so much money on the conservation of buildings, ruins or material objects.

Conclusion
As of August 20, 2012, the state of things is disastrous for the upholders of the official version and
altogether positive for the revisionists. The former have all power at their disposal, including the
public forces, with the politicians, judges and police, and especially with the obedient journalists.
Whereas only a category of judges has proved servile, the journalists, with rare exceptions, have
rushed headlong into utter servility. As for the professors, academics, intellectuals with influence, too
many have distinguished themselves only by blindness or cowardice. When the day comes and it is
finally time to admit that the alleged Nazi gas chambers never existed any more than Jewish soap or
Saddam Hussein’s weapons of mass destruction, will decent people, in their dismay, call the “elites” to
account? They ought to do so, but will steer clear of it. For, in this case – one of the most serious
frauds that history has ever known – the “elites” have, after all, only been the mirror image of their
public. When we reread Céline,[19] we see that he said everything there was to say on the subject,
without illusions, without bitterness, with no call for vengeance, no sense of being above the rest of
us: as a man, quite simply, and sometimes with a smile of indulgence.
August 20, 2012

Afterword / Author’s note
On August 20 in Paris and on August 21 elsewhere, Le Monde produced an article entitled “29
décembre 1978: Le jour où Le Monde a publié la tribune de Faurisson” (The day Le Monde published
a column by Faurisson, p. 12-13). Written by Ariane Chemin, a “people” journalist to whom I gave an
interview on August 1 at my home, it contains forty ad hominem attacks, and the number of actual
arguments amounts to ... zero.
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rumeur d' Auschwitz » (20 August 2012).
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The Impotence of Force | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

The prospect of American military intervention in the Syrian imbroglio dominated
global news through most of this September past. As the situation festered, it appeared
that the Obama administration had in mind to fire a number of its super-accurate missiles
into Syrian territory to “punish” the forces—said to be the legacy government of Syria—
that had used poison gas against some thousands of Syrians in various places in Syria.
The development from President Obama’s famous “red line” to trigger American
intervention recalled an ugly concoction of two previous incidents, one almost
laughable, the other literally earth-shaking: Bill Clinton’s “Monica missiles” launched
against targets in the Sudan and Afghanistan in 1998, and the monumental assault on
National Socialist Germany motivated in part to punish it for singling out the Jews in its
territory for harsh mistreatment including, allegedly, the use of poison gas on them.
The first of these, a few missiles launched from naval vessels, was trivial in the grand
scheme of things, while the second was eternally tragic for all concerned, especially the
intended beneficiaries (the people of the United States). Both exemplify the
horrendously perverse effects of employing, or threatening the use of, force to make
groups of people who are killing each other stop doing so. The counterproductive effects
of such campaigns are so manifest, so predictable, so extensive, that sustained
consideration of them leads inexorably to the cynical conclusion that they are in fact
launched for reasons entirely unrelated to the welfare of any possible future victims of
the targeted “genocide.” Collectively, they represent a grotesque corollary of the ironic
slogan, “Kill for Peace.” For his particular enterprise, Barack Obama made heavy use of
the manic—and largely unfounded—fear of poison gas so trenchantly deconstructed by
Samuel Crowell in his blockbuster The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes, extensively
reviewed in the Summer 2011 issue of Inconvenient History.
The depths of travesty that can be plumbed by such stratagems might best be illustrated
by the “resolution” implemented by then-Attorney General Janet Reno of the impasse at
the premises of the Branch Davidians in Waco, Texas in 1993. In order to, as she put it,
put a stop to abuse of young children in the besieged group by their own parents, she
employed—that’s right—poison gas, along with fire, just, it would seem, to make the
assault a true holocaust. Among the 76 fatalities were 22 children under 18, plus one
more unborn. Did the government kill these children, or did the Branch Davidians,
during the battle? Does it matter? Could one even decide? It seems inescapable that the
“rescue” killed them.
Even today’s supposedly super-accurate missile weapons can neither avoid “collateral”
damage to innocent parties nor to their property, and even if they could, they have
approximately zero likelihood of exerting the hoped-for effect on the perpetrators of the
internal violence being opposed. The weakness of such expensive, destructive and
inflammatory tactics begins with the information used in aiming them: (a) will they
destroy what (or whom) they’re aimed at? (b) is what they’re aimed at the desired
materiel (and/or personnel)? (c) if so, all of it? Much of it? And (d) is there really little
or none of that collateral nearby, or along the way there?

US airstrike during the battle of Tora Bora, a cave complex in eastern Afghanistan,
November or December 2001.
By Members of team Juliet Forward (exact member unknown; either CIA or US
military) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Suppose that the US had launched the most-effective “surgical” attack in history and
destroyed all the poison-gas weapons possessed by either side in the conflict, along with
all the people who had used, or might in the future use the weapons, while inflicting zero
damage on any person or his property who was not involved in the use of the weapons.
Mission accomplished, right? Well, what was the mission, after all: to stop the use of
poison gas (accomplished), or to stop or even just reduce the killing, deliberate and
otherwise, of innocent persons who had not acted in favor of one side or the other in an
internecine conflict? If all poison-gas weapons (including, especially, those possessed by
nearby Israel and the United States) had been removed from the conflict in Syria, would
either side actually have been deprived of the means, or the motivations, to harm people
whose only involvement in the contest was geographical? Would machine guns no
longer kill them? Bombs? Artillery? Fire? Disease? Starvation? Fear itself? The
bogusness of the “protection” excuse becomes stark in the light of such considerations.
In the truly global project of the last century entailing the extinction of the military,
economic and social order of Germany in 1939-1945, the lethal measures against the
Jews under German control are not even alleged to have begun until late 1941 at the
earliest, about the time the United States formally entered the lists on the side against
Germany. It was widely believed among the Germans, with some justification, that the
massive opposition they faced from all the powerful countries in the world was
mobilized by Jewish institutions and their agents, most of them also Jewish. In
accordance with this belief, many Germans developed a profoundly hostile attitude
toward even the innocent Jews who found themselves in the Germans’ midst, and
understandably lashed out against these with a ferocity that would never have arisen
were it not for the crushing “unconditional surrender” insisted upon by those very Jews’
purported rescuers. The destruction of Germany is said to have somehow “saved”
millions of Jews from a deadly fate imputed to the Germans’ intentions, but it can be
argued with at least as much force that the destruction killed millions of Jews, along with
countless more millions both of utterly innocent German men, women and children, and
uncounted millions more of non-Germans. Did the Germans kill the Jews who died? Or
did the invasion and conquest sanctified by the drive to save them?

The armed power centers of the world (all “nations” in the present day) have many
reasons to seek armed conflict with each other. All the real reasons are covert, unstated,
and viciously misrepresented. None of the reasons, real or represented, is sufficient, and
most of them are diametrically false, in that war will not only fail to advance the
advertised justifications, but in fact will set them back.
The rescue of innocents—from poison gas or from any other of the hideous
concomitants of armed conflict—is perhaps the very worst of these.

West of Memphis | CODOH
by Ezra Macvie

Sony Pictures Classics, 2012, 147 mins.
West of Memphis is about the discovery in 1993 of the bodies of three local boys about
eight years old, hog-tied, beaten and lacerated, in a marsh in Arkansas about 24 hours
after they were last seen alive. The incident has become famous in the aftermath of the
trial and conviction of three local young men for the evident crime, one of whom was
sentenced to death. In a surreal twist of justice, the “West Memphis Three” were all set
free in 2012 after 18 years in prison by entering pleas of Guilty under a peculiar legal
precedent established in a case styled North Carolina vs. Alford.
This movie is about that process. This review will evaluate that process by way of
comparing its details with the process, launched in Germany by the victors of World War
II, by which thousands of Germans were convicted of war crimes today packaged under
the rubric “The Holocaust” and subsequently executed, imprisoned, and otherwise
punished, together, in the public mind, with all of their countrymen and all their
descendants in time. New charges, trials and convictions continue to extend this evil
tradition even to this day, necessarily with defendants crippled both physically and
mentally by the passage of time, even while latter-day poseurs as victims of the crimes
exploit their victimhood with the frenzied haste of one who knows that the opportunity is
fast running out.
To start with the differences: the Arkansas victims and their accused murderers had no
differences of race, language, or religion. They weren’t close neighbors nor did the
threesomes know each other. There was no doubt that the boys had been killed, all at
about the same time, that they had sustained heavy blows to the head, that they were
naked and hogtied, that they had drowned, and there were no other victims. One of the
accused had manifested an intense interest in the occult, and another was borderline
retarded. As to the Holocaust, there exist substantial differences of opinion as to the
numbers of the victims, and exactly what fates besides death befell the victims
(deportation to Central Asia, emigration to Israel or other countries, even assimilation
into surrounding non-Jewish populations, all accompanied by changes of name).

The t-shirt designed by the non-profit organization WM3 Freedom Fund, dedicated to
raising money to pay for basic needs of Damien Echols, Jason Baldwin and Jessie
Misskelley, Jr., who were jailed in 1996 for the murder of three children in the city West
Memphis.
By Will Keightley (Free the WM3) [CC-BY-SA-2.0 (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
A possible difference arises in the matter of motivation. The West Memphis 3 were said
to have been motivated by sheer satanic sadism, possibly exacerbated by perverted sex
drives (the jury was shown photographs explained by the prosecutor as depicting the
results of sexual molestation). The Germans have been adjudged as hating Jews
irrationally, possibly as a result of superstition or the conditioning consequent upon
generations of said irrational hatred. To suggest that the Germans had any sort of
substantive grievance against Jews as a group is a “hanging offense” in most Western
countries, and even explaining increasingly harsh treatment of the Jews as the war went
against the Germans as a consequence of desperation and deprivation violates laws
against “minimizing the crimes of the National Socialist regime,” and is regularly
prosecuted in Germany and other countries whenever anyone is caught making public
utterances of any such point of view. So, both venues (the court in West Memphis,
Arkansas and the war-crimes tribunals) ascribe the crimes to irrational superstition.
The acts of the notional perpetrators were, as disclosed in the movie, sensationally

misinferred by the Arkansas judicial process. All three bodies displayed numerous,
though in no case life-threatening lacerations and abrasions. Even an instrument of
torture, a large, serrated knife, was fished up from a body of water close to the home of
one of the accuseds, and the spacing of its teeth was compared persuasively with a short
row of scrapes on one of the bodies. The prosecutor, it emerged later, actually knew that
this instrument of torture had been thrown into the water where it was found, a full year
prior to the events he was prosecuting. Various of the boys’ protuberances, including
sexual organs, displayed what could readily be seen to be bite marks, these marks
emphatically ascribed by the county medical examiner to the torturers’ crazed attentions.
In the movie, the origin of all the peculiar lacerations and marks on the bodies was
shown to be the initial nibblings of snapping turtles and other such predators in the
waters in which the bodies lay for almost 24 hours.
The acts of the German captors and their allies as to their victims is likewise invidiously
described and elucidated in the war-crimes trials that continue, sporadically now, to the
present day. Medical attentions aimed either at the well-being of the persons receiving
them, or in many cases at protecting the camp populations at large from pestilence, are
transmogrified in officially sanctioned testimony as being torture, sadistic
experimentation, or even murder, as when delousing showers are repurposed to
accomplish genocide through the injection of poison gases into gas chambers through
shower heads as the hapless victims discover their bars of “soap” are made of stone.
Zyklon B, a well-known pesticide used for killing the lice that spread typhus among the
inmates, takes on the role of the killing agent itself, through the undeniable fact that its
active ingredient is potentially lethal to human beings.
False testimony, in Arkansas as well as at Nuremberg, played a key role in producing the
verdicts desired by the prosecution. In the West Memphis case, one of the accused was
known to be “slow-witted;” a psychiatrist, had one been engaged to make an evaluation,
might even have found the young man incompetent as a witness. This key witness (at the
trials of the other two defendants) offered up a lurid “confession” of perverted,
murderous acts on the parts of his fellows that helpfully included all details imaginable
of satanic rituals, or at least all that occurred to his interlocutor. Tape recordings of the
interrogations are played in the movie (synchronized with typescripts of the testimony)
that reveal for all to hear just how the questioner supplied the answers to which the
witness assented. Two other “character” witnesses who reported revealing observations
of the defendants’ behaviors before the crime, supplied details whose interpretation
came as close to precise statements of criminal intent as would seem possible. The
movie featured both of these witnesses, over a decade after the trial, totally recanting
their testimony and professing mystification as to what might have motivated them to
have so blatantly violated all standards of truthfulness.
The Nuremberg and other war-crimes proceedings, of course, are shot through with false
testimony, much of it originating with the prosecution, and the rest motivated by the
spirit of vengefulness that many witnesses felt to a degree that exceeded even that of the
prosecutors. The defense, as is also well known, was virtually not allowed to call
witnesses, and many of those who might have testified for the defense refused to do so
out of fear of being prosecuted in their turn on the basis of where they would have to
have been in order to have witnessed what they had to report. The same fears turned
many such witnesses into false witnesses for the prosecution whose guiding purpose in
composing their testimony was to make sure that no blame for the alleged crimes could
possibly fall upon them. As for those above suspicion, many, no doubt the great
majority, were motivated by the fact that only those providing the desired sorts of
testimony would be selected as witnesses in the first place, and that those so selected
were, for the duration of the trials, provided with ample food and warm shelter in a postwar Europe that was severely short on all essential desiderata for the maintenance of life.

Competition for witness status was intense, and the object of creative efforts most
certainly to be compared in magnitude with those exerted by Shakespeare, Rodin, da
Vinci and others whose works have enriched the lives of posterity rather more than have
the testimonies gathered, recorded, and ruled upon in the war-crimes trials.
West of Memphis was preceded during the eighteen years of interest, inquiry and
agitation that followed the tainted verdicts by at least two HBO special television dramas
and at least two books about the case. None, of course, contains the denouement
encompassed by the present film. The present film, which features extensive selfportrayal by many of the actors in the real-life drama, including the West Memphis 3
themselves, further incorporates extensive footage from the original trial and from
various events and investigations that followed it. It even contains evocative scenery
from the subject environs during voiceovers that lack a video component, and subtly
scored and played music for other interludes. This movie also includes one other
important element lacking from most of its predecessors: it identifies the perpetrator of
the crime and presents the evidence against him.
But the real perpetrator will never be tried. Why Because the case is closed. In their socalled “Alford pleas,” the original defendants all confessed to the crime they never had
the slightest hand in. But unlike those executed or sentenced to life terms in the warcrimes trials, they walk free today, albeit with no prospect whatever for restitution.
However tardily, it might be said that justice has finally been done in the case of the
West Memphis 3, or more accurately, that injustice has been partially undone.
No such prospect appears regarding those accused of perpetrating the Holocaust, and no
such movement as Free the West Memphis 3 featuring luminaries such as Johnny Depp,
Patti Smith, and Henry Rollins, among others, exists, at least not “above ground.”
Why is this The answer is, on its face, quite simple.
It is against the law to advocate the innocence, or even to qualify the guilt, of those
accused of the ex post facto crimes that made up the Holocaust. If you do so in
Germany, France, Switzerland, Austria, or any of a dozen other countries, you will go to
jail, where you may or may not have the good fortune to meet some of the others already
there for the same “crimes.” No one ever got in trouble with the law for expressing the
belief that any of the West Memphis 3 might not be guilty, or that some other might
substantially share their guilt, or even displace them as defendants.
The truth, in the case of the “criminals against humanity” may not be discussed. It’s
against the law.
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The changes wrought in America during the First World War were so profound that one
scholar has referred to "the Wilsonian Revolution in government."[1] Like other
revolutions, it was preceded by an intellectual transformation, as the philosophy of
progressivism came to dominate political discourse.[2] Progressive notions – of the
obsolescence of laissez-faire and of constitutionally limited government, the urgent need
to "organize" society "scientifically," and the superiority of the collective over the
individual – were propagated by the most influential sector of the intelligentsia and
began to make inroads in the nation's political life.
As the war furnished Lenin with otherwise unavailable opportunities for realizing his
program, so too, on a more modest level, it opened up prospects for American
progressives that could never have existed in peacetime. The coterie of intellectuals
around the New Republic discovered a heaven-sent chance to advance their agenda. John
Dewey praised the "immense impetus to reorganization afforded by this war," while
Walter Lippmann wrote: "We can dare to hope for things which we never dared to hope
for in the past." The magazine itself rejoiced in the war's possibilities for broadening
"social control ... subordinating the individual to the group and the group to society," and
advocated that the war be used "as a pretext to foist innovations upon the country."[3]
Woodrow Wilson's readiness to cast off traditional restraints on government power
greatly facilitated the "foisting" of such "innovations." The result was a shrinking of
American freedoms unrivaled since at least the War Between the States.
It is customary to distinguish "economic liberties" from "civil liberties." But since all
rights are rooted in the right to property, starting with the basic right to self-ownership,
this distinction is in the last analysis an artificial one.[4] It is maintained here, however,
for purposes of exposition.
As regards the economy, Robert Higgs, in his seminal work, Crisis and Leviathan,
demonstrated the unprecedented changes in this period, amounting to an American
version of Imperial Germany's Kriegssozialismus. Even before we entered the war,
Congress passed the National Defense Act. It gave the president the authority, in time of
war "or when war is imminent," to place orders with private firms which would "take
precedence over all other orders and contracts." If the manufacturer refused to fill the
order at a "reasonable price as determined by the Secretary of War," the government was
"authorized to take immediate possession of any such plant [and] ... to manufacture
therein ... such product or material as may be required"; the private owner, meanwhile,
would be "deemed guilty of a felony."[5]

Once war was declared, state power grew at a dizzying pace. The Lever Act alone put
Washington in charge of the production and distribution of all food and fuel in the
United States.
By the time of the armistice, the government had taken over the ocean-shipping,
railroad, telephone, and telegraph industries; commandeered hundreds of manufacturing
plants; entered into massive enterprises on its own account in such varied departments as
shipbuilding, wheat trading, and building construction; undertaken to lend huge sums to
business directly or indirectly and to regulate the private issuance of securities;
established official priorities for the use of transportation facilities, food, fuel, and many
raw materials; fixed the prices of dozens of important commodities; intervened in
hundreds of labor disputes; and conscripted millions of men for service in the armed
forces.
Fatuously, Wilson conceded that the powers granted him "are very great, indeed, but
they are no greater than it has proved necessary to lodge in the other Governments which
are conducting this momentous war."[6] So, according to the president, the United States
was simply following the lead of the Old World nations in leaping into war socialism.
Throngs of novice bureaucrats eager to staff the new agencies overran Washington.
Many of them came from the progressive intelligentsia. "Never before had so many
intellectuals and academicians swarmed into government to help plan, regulate, and
mobilize the economic system" – among them Rexford Tugwell, later the key figure in
the New Deal Brain Trust.[7] Others who volunteered from the business sector harbored
views no different from the statism of the professors. Bernard Baruch, Wall Street
financier and now head of the War Industries Board, held that the free market was
characterized by anarchy, confusion, and wild fluctuations. Baruch stressed the crucial
distinction between consumer wants and consumer needs, making it clear who was
authorized to decide which was which. When price controls in agriculture produced their
inevitable distortions, Herbert Hoover, formerly a successful engineer and now food
administrator of the United States, urged Wilson to institute overall price controls: "The
only acceptable remedy [is] a general price-fixing power in yourself or in the Federal
Trade Commission." Wilson submitted the appropriate legislation to Congress, which,
however, rejected it.[8]
Ratification of the Income Tax Amendment in 1913 paved the way for a massive
increase in taxation once America entered the war. Taxes for the lowest bracket tripled,
from 2 to 6 percent, while for the highest bracket they went from a maximum of 13
percent to 77 percent. In 1916, less than half a million tax returns had been filed; in
1917, the number was nearly 3.5 million, a figure which doubled by 1920. This was in
addition to increases in other federal taxes. Federal tax receipts "would never again be
less than a sum five times greater than prewar levels."[9]
But even huge tax increases were not nearly enough to cover the costs of the war.
Through the recently established Federal Reserve System, the government created new
money to finance its stunning deficits, which by 1918 reached $1 billion a month – more
than the total annual federal budget before the war. The debt, which had been less than
$1 billion in 1915, rose to $25 billion in 1919. The number of civilian federal employees
more than doubled, from 1916 to 1918, to 450,000. After the war, two-thirds of the new
jobs were eliminated, leaving a "permanent net gain of 141,000 employees – a 30
percent 'ratchet effect.'"[10]
Readers who might expect that such a colossal extension of state control provoked a
fierce resistance from heroic leaders of big business will be sorely disappointed. Instead,
businessmen welcomed government intrusions, which brought them guaranteed profits,

a "riskless capitalism." Many were particularly happy with the War Finance Corporation,
which provided loans for businesses deemed essential to the war effort. On the labor
front, the government threw its weight behind union organizing and compulsory
collective bargaining. In part, this was a reward to Samuel Gompers for his territorial
fight against the nefarious IWW, the Industrial Workers of the World, which had
ventured to condemn the war on behalf of the working people of the country.[11]
***
Of the First World War, Murray Rothbard wrote that it was "the critical watershed for the
American business system ... [a war-collectivism was established] which served as the
model, the precedent, and the inspiration for state corporate capitalism for the remainder
of the century."[12] Many of the administrators and principal functionaries of the new
agencies and bureaus reappeared a decade and a half later, when another crisis evoked
another great surge of government activism. It should also not be forgotten that Franklin
Roosevelt himself was present in Washington, as assistant secretary of the navy, an eager
participant in the Wilsonian revolution.
The permanent effect of the war on the mentality of the American people, once famous
for their devotion to private enterprise, was summed up by Jonathan Hughes:
The direct legacy of war – the dead, the debt, the inflation, the change in
economic and social structure that comes from immense transfers of
resources by taxation and money creation – these things are all obvious.
What has not been so obvious has been the pervasive yet subtle change in
our increasing acceptance of federal nonmarket control, and even our
enthusiasm for it, as a result of the experience of war.[13]
Civil liberties fared no better in this war to make the world safe for democracy. In fact,
"democracy" was already beginning to mean what it means today – the right of a
government legitimized by formal majoritarian processes to dispose at will of the lives,
liberty, and property of its subjects. Wilson sounded the keynote for the ruthless
suppression of anyone who interfered with his war effort: "Woe be to the man or group
of men that seeks to stand in our way in this day of high resolution." His attorney
general Thomas W. Gregory seconded the president, stating, of opponents of the war:
"May God have mercy on them, for they need expect none from an outraged people and
an avenging government."[14]

Eugene V. Debs leaving the Federal Penitentiary in Atlanta, Georgia, on Christmas Day
1921. He had been imprisoned in 1918 under the Sedition Act, for giving a speech
against participation in the First World War. President Warren G. Harding commuted his
sentence to time served in December 1921. Photo: 25 December 1921.
By Underwood & Underwood [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The Espionage Act of 1917, amended the next year by the addition of the Sedition Act,
went far beyond punishing spies. Its real target was opinion. It was deployed particularly
against socialists and critics of conscription.[15] People were jailed for questioning the
constitutionality of the draft and arrested for criticizing the Red Cross. A woman was
prosecuted and convicted for telling a women's group that "the government is for the
profiteers." A movie producer was sentenced to three years in prison for a film, The
Spirit of '76, which was deemed anti-British. Eugene V. Debs, who had polled 900,000
votes in 1912 as presidential candidate of the Socialist Party, was sentenced to ten years
in prison for criticizing the war at a rally of his party. Vigilantes attacked and on at least
one occasion lynched antiwar dissenters. Citizens of German descent and even Lutheran
ministers were harassed and spied on by their neighbors as well as by government
agents.
The New York Times, then as now the mouthpiece of the powers that be, goaded the
authorities to "make short work" of IWW "conspirators" who opposed the war, just as
the same paper applauded Nicholas Murray Butler, president of Columbia, for "doing his
duty" in dismissing faculty members who opposed conscription. The public schools and
the universities were turned into conduits for the government line. Postmaster General
Albert Burleson censored and prohibited the circulation of newspapers critical of
Wilson, the conduct of the war, or the Allies.[16] The nation-wide campaign of
repression was spurred on by the Committee on Public Information, headed by George
Creel, the US government's first propaganda agency.

In the cases that reached the Supreme Court the prosecution of dissenters was upheld. It
was the great liberal, Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., who wrote the majority
decision confirming the conviction of a man who had questioned the constitutionality of
the draft, as he did also in 1919, in the case of Debs, for his antiwar speech.[17] In the
Second World War, the Supreme Court of the United States could not, for the life of it,
discover anything in the Constitution that might prohibit the rounding up, transportation
to the interior, and incarceration of American citizens simply because they were of
Japanese descent. In the same way, the Justices, with Holmes leading the pack, now
delivered up the civil liberties of the American people to Wilson and his lieutenants.[18]
Again, precedents were established that would further undermine the people's rights in
the future. In the words of Bruce Porter, "Though much of the apparatus of wartime
repression was dismantled after 1918, World War I left an altered balance of power
between state and society that made future assertions of state sovereignty more feasible
– beginning with the New Deal."[19]
We have all been made very familiar with the episode known as "McCarthyism," which,
however, affected relatively few persons, many of whom were, in fact, Stalinists. Still,
this alleged time of terror is endlessly rehashed in schools and media. In contrast, few
even among educated Americans have ever heard of the shredding of civil liberties
under Wilson's regime, which was far more intense and affected tens of thousands.
The worst and most obvious infringement of individual rights was conscription. Some
wondered why, in the grand crusade against militarism, we were adopting the very
emblem of militarism. The Speaker of the House Champ Clark (D-Mo.) remarked that
"in the estimation of Missourians there is precious little difference between a conscript
and a convict." The problem was that, while Congress had voted for Wilson's war, young
American males voted with their feet against it. In the first ten days after the war
declaration, only 4,355 men enlisted; in the next weeks, the War Department procured
only one-sixth of the men required. Yet Wilson's program demanded that we ship a great
army to France, so that American troops were sufficiently "blooded." Otherwise, at the
end the president would lack the credentials to play his providential role among the
victorious leaders. Ever the deceiver and self-deceiver, Wilson declared that the draft
was "in no sense a conscription of the unwilling; it is, rather, selection from a nation
which has volunteered in mass."[20]
Wilson, lover of peace and enemy of militarism and autocracy, had no intention of
relinquishing the gains in state power once the war was over. He proposed postwar
military training for all 18- and 19-year-old males and the creation of a great army and a
navy equal to Britain's, and called for a peacetime sedition act.[21]
Two final episodes, one foreign and one domestic, epitomize the statecraft of Woodrow
Wilson.
At the new League of Nations, there was pressure for a US "mandate" (colony) in
Armenia, in the Caucasus. The idea appealed to Wilson; Armenia was exactly the sort of
"distant dependency" which he had prized 20 years earlier, as conducive to "the greatly
increased power" of the president. He sent a secret military mission to scout out the
territory. But its report was equivocal, warning that such a mandate would place us in the
middle of a centuries-old battleground of imperialism and war, and lead to serious
complications with the new regime in Russia. The report was not released. Instead, in
May 1920, Wilson requested authority from Congress to establish the mandate, but was
turned down.[22] It is interesting to contemplate the likely consequences of our
Armenian mandate, comparable to the joy Britain had from its mandate in Palestine,
only with constant friction and probable war with Soviet Russia thrown in.

In 1920, the United States – Wilson's United States – was the only nation involved in the
World War that still refused a general amnesty to political prisoners.[23] The most
famous political prisoner in the country was the Socialist leader Eugene Debs. In June
1918, Debs had addressed a Socialist gathering in Canton, Ohio, where he pilloried the
war and the US government. There was no call to violence, nor did any violence ensue.
A government stenographer took down the speech, and turned in a report to the federal
authorities in Cleveland. Debs was indicted under the Sedition Act, tried, and
condemned to ten years in federal prison.
In January, 1921, Debs was ailing and many feared for his life. Amazingly, it was
Wilson's rampaging attorney general A. Mitchell Palmer himself who urged the
president to commute Debs's sentence. Wilson wrote across the recommendation the
single word, "Denied." He claimed that "while the flower of American youth was
pouring out its blood to vindicate the cause of civilization, this man, Debs, stood behind
the lines, sniping, attacking, and denouncing them ... he will never be pardoned during
my administration."[24] Actually, Debs had denounced not "the flower of American
youth" but Wilson and the other war-makers who sent them to their deaths in France. It
took Warren Harding, one of the "worst" American Presidents according to numerous
polls of history professors, to pardon Debs, when Wilson, a "Near-Great," would have
let him die a prisoner. Debs and 23 other jailed dissidents were freed on Christmas Day,
1921. To those who praised him for his clemency, Harding replied: "I couldn't do
anything else.... Those fellows didn't mean any harm. It was a cruel punishment."[25]
An enduring aura of saintliness surrounds Woodrow Wilson, largely generated in the
immediate post-World War II period, when his "martyrdom" was used as a club to beat
any lingering isolationists. But even setting aside his role in bringing war to America,
and his foolish and pathetic floundering at the peace conference – Wilson's crusade
against freedom of speech and the market economy alone should be enough to condemn
him in the eyes of any authentic liberal. Yet his incessant invocation of terms like
"freedom" and "democracy" continues to mislead those who choose to listen to selfserving words rather than look to actions. What the peoples of the world had in store for
them under the reign of Wilsonian "idealism" can best be judged by Wilson's conduct at
home.
Walter Karp, a wise and well-versed student of American history, though not a professor,
understood the deep meaning of the regime of Woodrow Wilson:
Today American children are taught in our schools that Wilson was one of
our greatest Presidents. That is proof in itself that the American Republic
has never recovered from the blow he inflicted on it.[26]
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guaranteed the same level of profits as in 1916–17, two particularly good years
for the industry.
[12] Rothbard, "War Collectivism in World War I," p. 66.

[13] Hughes, The Governmental Habit, p. 137. See also Higgs, Crisis and
Leviathan, pp. 150–56.
[14] Quotations from Wilson and Gregory in H. C. Peterson and Gilbert C. Fite,
Opponents of War, 1917–1918 (Seattle, Wash.: University of Washington
Press, 1968 [1957]), p. 14.
[15] Ibid., pp. 30–60, 157–66, and passim.
[16] Ekirch, Decline of American Liberalism, pp. 217–18; Porter, War and the Rise
of the State, pp. 272–74; Kennedy, Over There, pp. 54, 73–78. Kennedy
comments, p. 89, that the point was reached where "to criticize the course of
the war, or to question American or Allied peace aims, was to risk outright
prosecution for treason."
[17] Ray Ginger, The Bending Cross: A Biography of Eugene Victor Debs (New
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1949), pp. 383–84. Justice Holmes
complained of the "stupid letters of protest" he received following his
judgment on Debs: "there was a lot of jaw about free speech," the Justice said.
See also Kennedy, Over There, pp. 84–86.
[18] See the brilliant essay by H. L. Mencken, "Mr. Justice Holmes," in idem, A
Mencken Chrestomathy (New York: Vintage, 1982 [1949]), pp. 258–65.
Mencken concluded: "To call him a Liberal is to make the word meaningless."
Kennedy, Over There, pp. 178–79 pointed out Holmes's mad statements
glorifying war. It was only in war that men could pursue "the divine folly of
honor." While the experience of combat might be horrible, afterwards "you see
that its message was divine." This is reminiscent less of liberalism as
traditionally understood than of the world-view of Benito Mussolini.
[19] Porter, War and the Rise of the State, p. 274. On the roots of the nationalsecurity state in the World War I period, see Leonard P. Liggio, "American
Foreign Policy and National-Security Management," in Radosh and Rothbard,
A New History of Leviathan, pp. 224–59.
[20] Peterson and Fite, Opponents of War, p. 22; Kennedy, Over There, p. 94;
Higgs, Crisis and Leviathan, pp. 131–32. See also the essay by Robert Higgs,
"War and Leviathan in Twentieth Century America: Conscription as the
Keystone," in Denson, ed., The Costs of War, pp. 375–88.
[21] Kennedy, Over There, p. 87; Ekirch, Decline of American Liberalism, pp.
223–26.
[22] Carl Brent Swisher, American Constitutional Development, 2nd ed.
(Cambridge, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, 1954), pp. 681–82.
[23] Ekirch, Decline of American Liberalism, p. 234.
[24] Ginger, The Bending Cross, pp. 356–59, 362–76, 405–06.
[25] Peterson and Fite, Opponents of War, p. 279.
[26] Karp, The Politics of War: The Story of Two Wars Which Altered Forever the
Political Life of the American Republic (1890-1920) (New York: Harper &
Row, 1979), p. 340.
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he industrial complex erected by the German
government on a Polish army base at
Auschwitz (now Oświęcim, Poland) has long been
labelled a “death camp” on the strength of the
great numbers of people forcibly sent there as part
of extensive ethnic-cleansing programs and as
laborers as World War II threatened the German
homeland. Aside from death, it produced a wide
range of chemical products, synthetic rubber chief
among these. Its location was dictated by several
factors, including good rail connections, access to
the energy (coal) resources of Silesia,
and its
 Report a problem
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location outside Germany proper, making it a
suitable destination for hundreds of thousands of
deportees the German government wished to keep
out of the “Reich.”
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At about the same time, the US government
created Oak Ridge in the mountains of Tennessee,
strategically located near hydroelectric power
stations fortuitously erected by the government
there in the 1930s. Energy—electrical energy, in
fact—was as crucial to Oak Ridge as thermal
energy was to Auschwitz, since the only product of
this huge installation, not known until World War II
was over, was enriched uranium to provide the
stupendous force used to devastate Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, Japan, and to threaten the world in
all the time since with the limitless destructive
power thereafter at the disposal of the US
government.
Oak Ridge, nestled in the Appalachian Mountains
of eastern Tennessee, was on the side that won—
in a vast country, in fact, no inch of which was
even attacked, much less invaded by its enemies
during World War II. Accordingly, Oak Ridge,
America’s “Secret City,” has continued to produce
its deadly nuclear materials, today poised atop
missiles or in bombs ready for loading into
bombers to produce something that acquired a
name only after the �rst Oak Ridge bomb
exploded: megadeaths.
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A billboard encouraging secrecy amongst Oak Ridge work

By James E. Westcott [Public domain], via Wikimedia Common

Auschwitz, on the other hand, was put out of
business by the Red Army in January 1945 and
was occupied by that force until 1989, only after
which it became the center of a booming tourist
trade for people eager to visit the site of so much
suffering and (German) evil that caused it all. In
fairness, the tourist appeal of Oak Ridge today
should be augmented by the combined tourist
appeals of Nagasaki and Hiroshima (so far) as the
loci of the suffering and deaths produced in the
verdant mountains of eastern Tennessee.
At Auschwitz, some say, the place was at least
partially designed and built to bring about death
for millions of the hapless souls ingathered from
the vast territories occupied by Germany during
World War II and transported there. Thousands of
“free” employees, including Germans, were
assigned to work there (by no means just guards,
but engineers, managers, clerks, etc.), including
Report a problem
of
over 8,000 SS guards.[[1]] The loudest claims

the death toll there have declined from over four
million to around 1.4 million,[2] meaning that most
of those sent there must have “survived” the camp,
having been released, transferred to other camps
or just gone home when their tour was up. While
the products of Auschwitz undoubtedly helped the
Wehrmacht resist the onslaught of hostile armies
invading Germany from three directions, it did
produce many deaths on its premises, from
disease, starvation, exposure, accidents, and a
miniscule number of executions as Germany’s
ability to defend and even feed its own people was
eviscerated by the invaders.
Auschwitz had crematoria, and typhus epidemics
that made them necessary, while Oak Ridge seems
to have had neither of these if only because its
“sponsors” retained political power in the
aftermath of the war. There are, as usual, many
reasons for this difference. Oak Ridge had its pick
of a motivated, and mobilized, population of over
100 million, while Auschwitz was literally a
dumping ground for millions of “undesirables”
expelled from the places where they had been
living—it had no choice as to the ages, education
levels, ethnicities, or even freedom from disease of
its inductees. The famous “selections” that were
performed at Auschwitz after inmates had arrived,
were made before anyone even got on the trains
going to Oak Ridge.
Fatalities at Oak Ridge, where the admittees were
overwhelmingly young and �t, could easily be
interred in the elevated, well-drained landscape
surrounding the installation in the few cases where
the bodies weren’t shipped back where they had
come from. At Auschwitz, located in low-lying
terrain from which the water supply was drawn, the
imperative to cremate the numerous victims of
disease was absolute. Capacity to ship the
thousands of diseased corpses was also
obviously lacking, along with destinations where
they might be received. The crematoria
at
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Auschwitz were fully occupied disposing of
corpses in a manner that protected the living.
Most of the deaths made at Oak Ridge remain as
yet unrealized, though its products today no doubt
embrace the potential of killing literally billions of
people all over the globe, and they are elaborately
packaged for mounting in vehicles that can reach
any and every place where a human being of any
age, sex, race, or religion draws breath. But even if
few deaths have been registered in Oak Ridge, and
no allegation of extermination programs (of
persons in the camps) has even been voiced, still
the place abundantly practiced the interracial
oppression that has come since 1945 to be the
heinous stain of the camp in Poland.

This aerial photograph depicts K-25 and the surrounding area. K-25 was o

uranium enrichment facilities at Oak Ridge that produced uranium for the M

Project. K-25 was horseshoe shaped and covered an area of 44-acres. In the

of the photograph can be seen "Happy Valley," which was the residential ar
construction workers and plant laborers lived.

By Manhattan Project (National Archives) [Public domain], via Wikimedia C
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Germany in the 1930s had no blacks to speak of;
even if it had had some, they might not have
encompassed among them large numbers of
recent, alien immigrants and at the same time, a
small, conspicuous plutocracy of highly successful
merchants and professionals on whose example
to evoke the green-eyed monster of envy among
the downtrodden masses. To say that Jews were
the blacks of wartime Germany, and blacks the
Jews of wartime America is a simile subject to
many exceptions and differences; yet, particulars
of the ways the two groups were treated in their
separate wartime environments display striking
similarities, especially if differences between the
wartime events in the environments themselves
(Germany and America) are factored in.
Both installations were essentially industrial. Its
peak population appears to have been about
75,000, while the peak population of Auschwitz
seems to have been about 150,000 counting the
companion installation at Birkenau but not
counting the numerous “free” workers who also
worked there.
Housing at both installations was hopelessly
inadequate throughout the war. That the Germans
may have met the “demand” for housing better
than the Americans may be ascribed to the lower
standards deemed adequate for slave laborers at
Auschwitz vis-à-vis those for “free” Americans. On
the other hand, the climate at Oak Ridge is a good
deal milder than in Silesia, so any given level of
housing would be better in Tennessee than at
Auschwitz.
Housing, in any case, varied quite as much at Oak
Ridge as it did at Auschwitz, with disfavored racial
groups (Jews in Auschwitz, blacks in Oak Ridge)
occupying the lower strata of the available range.
Most blacks at Oak Ridge, in fact, were kept in
gender-separated barracks, much as Jews
were at
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Auschwitz, no matter if they were married to each
other, and absolutely no matter if they had children
—blacks were not allowed to bring children to Oak
Ridge, while whites, of course, were. Some
fortunate blacks managed to gain the blessings of
cohabitation by acquiring access to structures
known as “hutments” on the grounds. This form of
housing was provided only for blacks; whites
enjoyed consistently superior alternatives. The
remains of similar dwellings at Auschwitz today
are limited to the brick �replaces and chimneys
arrayed across a �eld at Birkenau (nothing
whatsoever remains of the hutments in
Tennessee). The hutments had no brick
components at all; then again, winters there were
shorter and milder, so that such amenities were
required only in the equivalent structures provided
for whites.
Tales of heinous medical experiments conducted
on the conscripts at Auschwitz by sadistic Nazi
doctors are almost as numerous as are the
multitudes still clamoring among us for the special
considerations we reserve for the victims of Nazi
cruelty. Dr. Mengele, it would seem, was
everywhere any victim could be found, at
countless places, and at the same times.
Regardless of the liberties German researchers
may have taken with people whose lives they
considered at least as expendable as those of
their sons then �ghting on the fronts surrounding
Germany, American doctors similarly took liberties
with persons at Oak Ridge whose lives they (being
white) might have deemed less valuable (their
victims being black) than other choices they might
have made. Or maybe they, like their German
opposite numbers, merely chose people less able
to draw attention to their objections, or even to
object.
The case of Ebb Cade, a black 53-year-old
construction worker at Oak Ridge, is illustrative.
Cade was hospitalized after an auto accident
in
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which he suffered some general trauma and a
fractured leg; he was coherent when he was
admitted to the hospital. His treatment there was
delayed so that there would be time to observe the
effects on him of the (covert) injection of some
plutonium into his bloodstream. He was, like Jews
at Auschwitz, very much a captive, if only under
“medical” auspices. As a captive, he was subject
to the detailed observation that such experiments
require to yield usable results. After some months,
during which his injuries, with or without medical
assistance, healed, Cade “liberated” himself and
returned, by one means or another, to his home in
North Carolina. Experiments of this kind continued,
though not necessarily at Oak Ridge, well into the
Fifties. Most, if not all, of the subjects were black.
None is known to have been Jewish. Whatever
experiments were conducted at Auschwitz ceased
permanently in early 1945, and those alleged to
have been in any way complicit in them have been
hounded literally to the ends of the earth
throughout all the decades since.
There is an irony to be found in the disposition of
the lethal materials produced at Oak Ridge. Of
course, those who labored so hard under such
lamentable conditions there can take pride in the
200,000 to 400,000 deaths wreaked upon the
Japanese, and many no doubt did, and do. But
during the time in the early Sixties when Israel was
cobbling its own nuclear-killing potential together,
there occurred at a depot for warhead material,
called NUMEC in Apollo, Pennsylvania, a
“disappearance” of over 100 kilograms of the
material. NUMEC, headed by one Zalman Shapiro,
was known by the CIA to have suspiciously close
connections with Israel and its agents in the US
carrying out various kinds of industrial and military
espionage.[3] The end result of this connection is
that the lethal product of Oak Ridge graces—or
graced, if some of it has since lost its potency—the
warheads of Israeli nuclear bombs and missiles
targeted on whatever cities, the devastation of
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which the Israeli government calculates might best
serve its interests.
The hundreds of thousands of deaths undeniably
produced at Oak Ridge enjoy not one shred of
moral superiority over even the most egregious
deaths attributed to Auschwitz. Obviously, Oak
Ridge’s victims were civilians, whose innocence
can be asserted quite as validly as can the
innocence of Auschwitz’s victims. While the US
Army Air Force did not choose its victims
individually, nor by what ethnic group each
appeared to be a member of, it did choose its
targets, and in doing so made very much the same
choices, en masse (Nagasaki, ironically, had long
been by far Japan’s most “Catholic” city, even
sporting a cathedral). But above all, killing these
hundreds of thousands of people was utterly
unnecessary to advancing America’s declared aim
of overthrowing Japan’s government and
occupying its territory. It is today well known[4]
that President Truman ordered this mass murder
in order to demonstrate to the world that the US
had the power to annihilate it. Only after this crime
did he deign to accept the Japanese surrender that
by that time had lain on the table for months.
The thousands of real holocausts produced at Oak
Ridge during and since the war remain at this time
consigned to the future.
The last death at Auschwitz occurred in January
1945.[5]
Perhaps it was a Jew’s.
But it was the last.

Notes:
[1]

Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum. Online:
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http://en.auschwitz.org
/h/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=20&
Itemid=17
[2]

Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial and Museum. Online:
http://en.auschwitz.org
/h/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=14&
Itemid=13

[3]

Victor Gilinsky. Letter, “Israel’s Bomb,” in New York

Review of Books, May 13, 2004.
[4]

See Joseph Bishop. “Atomic War Crimes,” in

Inconvenient History, Vol. 2, No. 1, Spring 2010. Online:
http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2010/volume_2
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Gypsy Holocaust? | CODOH
by Carlo Mattogno

1. The Holocaust conference on the persecution of the Gypsies
Starting on 3 October 1991, at the Auschwitz State Museum at Auschwitz-Birkenau, an international
conference was held on the topic of the persecution of the Gypsies during the Second World War. The related
papers were published in 1998 in a book entitled Sinti und Roma im KL Auschwitz-Birkenau 1943-44. Vor
dem Hintergrund ihrer Verfolgung unter der Naziherrschaft [Sinti and Roma in the Auschwitz-Birkenau
Concentration Camp 1943-44. Against the Background of Their Persecution under Nazi Domination].[1]
The volume, a compilation of 26 reports and a specific bibliography of 436 works, is an indispensable
instrument for studying the matter.
The initial “specific” estimate of the number of Gypsies allegedly exterminated under the National Socialist
regime – 219,700 persons – was adopted in 1972 by Donald Kenrick and Grattan Puxon in the book The
Destiny of Europe's Gypsies.[2] The “official” figure of 500,000 victims[3] was subsequently imposed. This
figure, in fact, appears in the above-mentioned work[4], perhaps with a very wide range of variation
—200,000-500,000[5] and even 240,000-500,000-1,000,000.[6]
But the problem is not just a statistical one. The question is whether the National Socialist regime ever
displayed a deliberate determination to exterminate the Gypsies and then put such a determination into
action.
The position of Holocaust historiography with regard to the matter was summarised by Vlasta Kladivová:
“The National Socialist administration of Germany assigned the same fate to the Sinti and Roma
as they did to the Jews. In all countries occupied by Germany, but particularly in Poland, in the
western territories of the Soviet Union, in Croatia and Serbia, the majority of Sinti and Roma
were killed en masse. In 1939, some of the Sinti in Germany and Austria were partly sent to
Dachau concentration camp or the women’s camp at Ravensbrück. From March 1943 onwards,
Sinti and Roma from Germany, in Central Europe, as well as from Poland to some extent, along
with a small number from Western and southern Europe, were concentrated in the
“Zigeunerlager” [Gypsy camp] in the mass-extermination camp of Auschwitz-Birkenau,”
where 1,700 non-registered Gypsies are said to have been gassed in March 1943, and 2,991 of them, after
being registered, are said to have been gassed on 2 August 1944.[7] The fulcrum of the entire story is,
therefore, the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp, which, according to Romani Rose, precisely “symbolizes the
genocide of the Sinti and Roma in Europe.”[8] It is, in fact, precisely from the Gypsies at Birkenau that
Holocaust historiography has – with a remarkably circular chain of reasoning – deduced the racially
motivated “determination to exterminate” on the part of the National Socialist regime with regard to the
Gypsies.
We therefore need to examine, first, the genesis and purpose of the deportation of the Gypsies to Birkenau, to
ascertain whether the Gypsies were really sent there for purposes of extermination.

Sinti and Roma people (Gypsies) about to be deported. Photograph taken in the German town of Asperg.
Photo taken 22 May 1940.
Bundesarchiv, R 165 Bild-244-52 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

2. Origin and purpose of the deportation of the Gypsies to Birkenau
The deportation of the Gypsies to Birkenau was effected in consquence of a Himmler order dated 16
December 1942. This is the so-called “Auschwitz-Erlaß” (Auschwitz Decree), preceded, on 13 October 1942,
by another decree from the Reichssicherheitshauptamt (RSHA) on the subject of the “Zigeunerhäuptlinge”
(Gypsy tribal heads), which “distinguished between Sinti and Lalleri “of pure race” and “good crossbreeds in
a Gypsy sense” on the one hand, and the “remaining Gypsy crossbreeds and Roma on the other hand”, as
noted by Michael Zimmermann.[9] The first group was to be treated favorably:
“Bormann, head of the Party Chancery, then sent a letter to Himmler dated 3 December 1942 in
which he declared himself opposed to any ‘special treatment [Sonderbehandlung] of the socalled Gypsies of pure race’ and, in particular, to granting them permission to ‘roam freely
throughout the country.’”[10]
Zimmermann then stated that the sense of the above-mentioned decree was that it was only desired to
guarantee Gypsies “a certain freedom of movement for the future [...] within a given territory.”[11] In this
context, he also mentioned a Himmler order dated 16 September 1942, which entrusted the Ahnenerbe
(National Socialist Institute of Genetic Legacies) with conducting a study of the culture of the Roma and
Sinti.[12] And Franciszek Piper once again called attention to Rudolf Höss’s statement that Gypsies of pure
race, “as descendents of the primordinal Indo-Germanic peoples in Hungary, in the region of Ödenburg
(Sopron), should be transferred to the region of Lake Neusiedl. In the future, after the victory, it would be
necessary to search for a new territory of settlement for them.”[13]
The “Auschwitz-Erlaß” required the following, among other things:
“By order of the Reichsführer SS of 16.12.1942 – Journal no. I 2652/42 Ad/RF/V – Gypsy
crossbreeds, Gypsies who are Roma and belong to Gypsy stock of Balkan origin, having no
German blood, should be selected according to certain directives and assigned to a concentration
camp in an action lasting a very few weeks. This circle of persons, in that which follows, shall
be referred to, in abbreviated form, as “Gypsy persons”. The internment shall occur by family,
without consideration for the degree of crossbreeding, in the Gypsy concentration camp (Gypsy
Camp) of Auschwitz. [...].
The following persons shall be excluded from internment:

1. Sinti and Lalleri Gypsies of pure race;
2. Gypsy crossbreeds who are good crossbreeds in the Gypsy sense and according to the decree
of the Reichssicherheitshauptamt of 13.10.1942 – V A 2 no. 2260/42 – and 11.1.43 – V A 2 Nr.
40/43 – shall be integrated with selected Sinti Gypsy families of pure race and Lalleri families
considered of pure race;
3. Socially adapted persons who had fixed employment and a fixed primary habitation prior to
registration of the Gypsies; [...]
6. Gypsy persons who are still engaged in their military service or who, in the current war, have
been discharged from military service as invalids or with decorations”.
Sub-paragraphs 1 and 2 of Paragraph 4 moreover order the following:
“The families must be interned in the camp together, insofar as possible, including all
economically dependent children. If children are lodged in [institutions for the] education of
abandoned children or elsewhere, their reunion with the family, insofar as possible, prior to
arrest. In the same way, Gypsy children whose parents are dead [or] interned in a concentration
camp or elsewhere must be proceeded with in the same way. To avoid overly lengthy preventive
detention, the arrest of Gypsy persons must occur only when rapid transport to the concentration
camp is assured.”[14]
These orders categorically disprove the allegation that the Gypsies were the object of racial persecution.
Thus, “racial purity” was, for them, even a guarantee of favorable treatment. The measures taken in their
regard were not inhumane, and are not consistent with a presumed intention to commit genocide.

3. The Gypsy camp at Birkenau
This presumed intention is in conflict with the conditions of internment of the Gypsies at Birkenau. In this
regard, Franciszek Piper declared:
“The conditions of the Sinti and Roma differ from those of the other camp inmates, particularly
in the fact that they may be lodged together with their families and are not all compelled to work
physically. Nor were they even subject to selection at the ramp, as occurred with the Jewish
transports. Another one of [their] privileges was the possibility of keeping the personal
belongings which they brought with them to the camp. They could even use the valuables and
sums of money which they smuggled into the camp for clandestine purchases in the camp and to
procure foodstuffs for themselves and could also wear their own clothing.”[15]
Helena Kubica stresses that the Gypsies at Auschwitz, at least in theory, were not treated as inmates, but as
“internees who were to remain there only until the end of the war, and their conditions were initially better
than those of the other inmates”. This was particularly true with regard to food for children.
“The correspondence between the SS-WVHA (Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt), SSObergruppenführer Oswald Pohl, and Obersturmbannführer Dr. Brandt of the personal staff of
the Reichsführer-SS, has been preserved. On 9 April, 1943, Pohl, in this correspondence, among
other things, wrote as follows:
‘The administration of Auschwitz Concentration Camp has requested an improvement in food
for pregnant Gypsy women and Gypsy infants and newborn children, with reference to the fact
that the Reichsführer-SS wants it this way, because, with regard to the Gypsies, he has rather
particular intentions. The requests are such that the rations correspond to those of German
citizens. I now ask you to verify what the wishes of the Reichsführer-SS [actually] are. We
cannot give inmates’ food to the Gypsies, but, supplied with supplements, we can assimilate
them with the eastern workers and even give them supplements, even if pregnant eastern
workers don’t receive them, and we can even give them our rations for future mothers. Should
we assist the children in accordance with the rations for Germans or, even here, follow a middle
path in the manner of the regulations for the eastern workers? I request that you inform me of
the wish of the Reichsführer-SS so that I may draw up a definitive directive’.
The response to this letter came from Himmler’s chancery on 15 April 1943 and was signed by
Dr. Brandt:
‘With regard to your request of 9.4.1943, I inform you that the Reichsführer-SS has decided that
both pregnant Gypsies lodged [at Auschwitz] and their children must receive the food due to the

eastern workers. For the children, there is a need to find a suitable middle way according to the
regulations on eastern workers.’”[16]
Himmler’s directive did not just remain on paper.
“In addition to better food and apart from the possibility of remaining together with their
mothers, in the autum of 1943, at the request of the Gypsy camp physician, Dr. Josef Mengele, a
nursery school was created in Barracks 29 and 31 along with a day nursery for children up to the
age of 6 at the same time. Barracks 29 was intended for unweaned babies, while Barracks 31
was reserved for babies who already knew how to walk. In the interval from [ages] 8 to 14,
several hundred children were attended to by staff consisting of inmates.”[17]
This is confirmed by a letter from Dr. Mengele, Lagerarzt of the Gypsy camp, to the Zentralbauleitung of
Auschwitz dated 23 March 1944, which reads:
“For the deteriorated roofs of nursery Blocks 29 and 31 in the Gypsy camp, request is hereby
made for 100 rolls of tarpaper (very urgent)” [Für die schadhaften Dächer der KindergartenBlöcke 29 und 31 im Zigeunerlager wird um 100 Rollen Dachpappe gebeten (sehr
dringend).]”[18]
Helena Kubica then adds that,
“based on a Himmler order, the children in the nursery were to receive a special diet: milk,
butter, white bread, broth or even marmalade and chocolate.”[19]
Notwithstanding the above, mortality in the Gypsy camp was very high, but from this indubitable fact the
Holocaust historiography draws the improper conclusion that the privileges described above – as asserted by
Franciszek Piper – were simply a “measure of camouflage”:
“That such privileges were illusory, and intended only to create the impression of provisional
internment, is attested to by the fact that, of the nearly 23,000 Sinti and Roma registered in the
camp between February 1943 and July 1944, approximately 21,000 died; 7,000 were killed in
the gas chambers; the remaining 14,000 died of various diseases and of hunger, or were declared
sick and killed by SS doctors.”[20]
According to the documents, of the 20,943 registered Gypsies, 18,249 died.[21] I shall address the alleged
gassing victims a bit later on.
As stressed by Helena Kubica, the mortality resulted mainly from the primitive conditions prevailing in the
Gypsy camp:
“At the end of March 1943, there were already more than 10,000 Sinti and Roma in the ‘Gypsy
camp’. The overcrowding of the barracks and the miserable hygienic-sanitary situation caused
by the lack of water and the absence of sewerage facilities engendered a high mortality rate,
particularly among children, and caused the spread of epidemics: typhus, pulmonary
tuberculosis, malaria, scabies and other typical childhood diseases such as scarlet fever,
whooping cough and German measles. Initially, the sick remained in their barracks together with
the healthy, thus contributing to the spread of the epidemic.”
The German authorities sought to confront the situation somehow. On 24 April 1943, SS-Brigadeführer Hans
Kammler, head of the C group of offices (construction) of the WVHA, sent the Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung
a letter bearing as its subject “KL-Auschwitz-Zigeunerlager” [Gypsy camp, Auschwitz Concentration Camp]
in which he wrote:
“With the above-mentioned letter, the head of the D group of offices informs you that, due to the
excessive pollution of the water in the existing water troughs intended for personal washing, the
mortality rate for children under 10 is disproportionally high. To prevent epidemics, instead of
the existing washing troughs, it is necessary to install pipes with holes drilled in them from
which the necessary water may drip, rather like a shower, without the possibility of pollution
from the exterior. You must report to me on the above matters by 5.5.1943.”[22]
Particularly at risk were the children born in the camp, who were numerous; on 21 May 1943, Rudolf Höss,
the commandant at Auschwitz, spoke of “approximately 50 births per day of children in the Gypsy
camp.”[23]
The camp administration attempted to improve the hygienic-sanitary situation by creating a hospital for the
inmates (Häftlingskrankenbau) in Barracks 24, 26, 28 and 30[24], three washhouses (Waschbaracken)[25]

and two latrine barracks (Abortbaracken).[26] A disinfestation barracks was also constructed, with regard to
which a report from SS-Sturmbannführer Karl Bischoff, head of the Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung, states:
“The transformation of a stable (initially latrine barracks) into a disinfestation barracks
(Entlausungsbaracke) has begun. To this end, two hot-air-disinfestation installations (HeißluftEntwesungsanlagen) have already arrived. The partitions of the individual areas have been
walled up. We have already begun coating the wooden walls and roof with Eraclit [a building
material]. Excavation for the heating area has been completed and the entire system of pipes
inside the barracks has been covered with plastered lath.”[27]
In another report dated 11 September 1943, Bischoff informed the camp administration:
“The disinfestation installation (Entwesungsanlage) in the Gypsy camp was turned over to SSUnterscharführer Böhm on 8.9.1943, and has been in operation since then.”[28]
A list of the sanitary installations at Auschwitz and Birkenau drawn up by the civilian employee of the
Zentralbauleitung Rudolf Jährling on 30 July 1943 describes the sanitary installation in the Gypsy camp as
follows:
“1 disinfestation barracks with 4 electrically operated hot-air installations. Product:
Umluftapparatebau G.m.b.H., Berlin-Charlottenburg; with shower installation (completion of
the plant: 15.8.1943).”[29]
Jean-Claude Pressac, in his first study on Auschwitz, published a photograph which shows these devices and
a diagram of their layout.[30]
Having ascertained that the Gypsies were not deported to Birkenau for purposes of extermination, the
probative value and historical justification of the exterminationist hypothesis of their killing in gas chambers
remains to be established.

4. The alleged gassing of Gypsies at Birkenau in 23 March 1943
Under the date of 23 March 1943, Danuta Czech wrote as follows in her Kalendarium of Auschwitz:
“Afterwards, in the evening, in the Gypsy camp of Birkenau, the closure of the camp was
ordered, the approximately 1,700 men, women and children housed in Barracks 20 and 22, who
had not been registered upon reception at the Gypsy camp, were made to exit the barracks, taken
to the gas chambers and killed there. These Gypsies were deported from the region of Białystok
and were isolated in Barracks 20 and 22 on suspicion of having typhus. They were not registered
at the camp, received no numbers, and only spent a few days in the camp.”[31]
This alleged occurrence is based exclusively upon a single testimony. Since no document exists to support
the presumed gassing of these 1,700 Gypsies, or even their arrival at Auschwitz, Danuta Czech’s report has
no historical basis.

5. The alleged gassing of Gypsies at Birkenau on 25 May 1943
Under the date of 25 May 1943, Danuta Czech writes:
“The SS-Lagerarzt [camp physician], orders a quarantine for the Gypsy camp in Birkenau,
during which time 507 Gypsies with numbers Z-7666–Z-8178, and 528 female Gypsies with
numbers Z-8331–Z-8864, were taken to the gas chambers. Among them were a few typhus
patients, and several hundred persons suspected of typhus […]. The inmate employed in the
Schreibstube [record keeping office] of the hospital in the Gypsy camp was ordered to record the
death certificates of the gassed Gypsies as “death from natural causes”, indicating a dozen
deaths per day for consistency’s sake.”[32]
In a footnote, Danuta Czech explains:
“The Gypsy Hauptbuch [Register], right next to the names of the gassed men from these
transports, bears a cross and dates between 25 May and 2 June. The [same] Gypsy Hauptbuch,
right next to the names of the women from the above-mentioned transports, bears the notation
‘SB’, for Sonderbehandlung [‘special treatment’, presumed code language for homicidal gassing
or a cross and dates between 26 May and 11 June 1943.”[33]

First, I will say that the alleged selection is based upon mere testimonies. The “Hauptbuch der
Zigeunerinnen” [main Gypsy women’s register], from 25 May to 11 June 1943 records 528 deaths, broken
down as follows:[34]
Date

Deaths Symbol

26.5.1943 50

Died SB

27.5.1943 50

Died SB

3.6.1943

50

†

4.6.1943

139

†

7.6.1943

50

†

8.6.1943

50

†

9.6.1943

60

†

10.6.1943 50

†

11.6.1943 29

†

Total

528

I will first of all point out that the initials “SB”, of 528 deaths, are only attributed to 100 women and to none
of the 349 male Gypsy deaths,[35] i.e., to 100 deaths out of 877. If all these inmates were subjected to
Sonderbehandlung – alleged “homicidal gassing” – why were only 100 recorded as such with the initials
“SB”?
Another oddity of these registrations is the breakdown of the deaths. For six days, 50 Gypsy women were
recorded in a round number, while one day shows 60; but for 4 June, the registrations show 139. Not only
[that], but for a good eight days (from 28 May to 2 June, in addition to 5 and 6 June) no deaths were
registered at all. If it was necessary to “disguise” these deaths, why were they not distributed in an irregular
manner every day, from 26 May to 11 June?
On the other hand, if the practice of the alleged Sonderbehandlung—“homicidal gassing” – was legal, since
it was ordered by the SS-WVHA, what need was there to “disguise” these deaths at all? The logic of
“disguising” them is only justified in a context of illegality.
There is another oddity: why are all the numbers of the dead inmates consecutive? Before answering this
question, it is necessary to know what happened in the Zigeunerlager during that period. Henryk Świebocki,
in an article based on information received from the clandestine resistance movement with regard to the
Zigeunerlager, notes:
“Other clandestine messages from 1943 make repeated mention of the typhus epidemic in the
Zigeunerlager and the [related] high mortality rate: “Petechial fever raging in the Zigeunerlager.
Mortality up to 30 Gypsies per day. Gypsies often flee as a result [?]” [May 1943]. “Very serious
epidemic of petechial fever among the Gypsies – high mortality –, but the camp is closed to
prevent all contact” [June 1943]. “The Zigeunerlager, which contains 13,000 persons, is
distinguished by the high mortality rate – particularly from abdominal and petechial typhus” [14
June 1943]. “Petechial fever raging in the Zigeunerlager” [20 June 1943].”[36]
Starting in mid-May, the entire camp was disinfested in the disinfestation facility of Camp BIb (the
disinfestation gas chamber of BW 5a), as SS-Untersturmführer Johann Schwarzhuber wrote to the camp
command on 22 July.[37] But the sanitary situation was not yet under control, because, at the beginning of
July, two SS men doing service in the Gypsy camp and in Camp BIb also contracted petechial fever.[38]
The majority of the deceased Gypsies belonged to a transport which had reached the camp from Białystok on
12 May 1943: 468 Gypsy men had been registered under numbers Z-7666–Z-8133 and 503 Gypsy women
under numbers Z-8331–Z-8833.[39] The epidemic was confined to precisely these inmates, according to
Tadeusz Szymański, Danuta Szymańska and Tadeusz Śniecko:
“The first cases of petechial fever occurred among the Gypsies who had been interned in May
1943 from the voivodeship of Białystok and from Austria. Verified and suspected cases of
petechial fever, approximately 900 persons, were treated at the hospital.”[40]
Therefore, both the men and the women who had been in close contact had mutually infected each other,

with fatal results.
During this period, particularly because of the epidemic of petechial fever, the mortality rate in the
Zigeunerlager was very high: but in such case, what need was there for a “therapeutic” extermination of the
typhus victims or suspected victims? What need was there to murder inmates who were dying en masse
because of the epidemic?
From the end of February until December 1943, the mortality of the inmates registered in the Hauptbuch was
7,359 inmates, to whom must be added at least half of the 1,329 deaths for whom the dates are illegible,[41]
a total of at least 8,000, thus the average mortality was approximately 27 deaths per day. The mortality of
[528 + 507 =] 1,035 inmates in 14 days (recordings) represents an average of approximately 74 deaths per
day, a rate perfectly compatible with an epidemic of petechial fever. In the men’s camp at Birkenau, in the
midst of the petechial fever epidemic, 2,824 inmates died in ten days, from 10 to 19 August 1942, an average
of 282 per day, out of an average labor force of approximately 23,000 inmates [= 1.23% per day].[42] Since,
as we have already seen above, the average labor force of the Zigeunerlager was 13,000 inmates, a mortality
of [13,000 x 1.23/100 =] approximately 160 inmates per day, in the midst of the epidemic is consistent with
the tragic reality of Birkenau.
In conclusion, there is nothing to show that the dead Gypsies were gassed, and there is nothing to indicate
that their deaths were not the result of natural causes, although it is improbable that a round number of 50
inmates should have died per day. The recordings of the deaths were performed in this way [more] for
reasons of official policy – that is, for purposes of a practical scheduling of the work of drawing up the death
certificates – than for purposes of “concealment”.
As for the initials “S.B.”, I have already noted the peculiarity of the use of these initials; see above. I would
like to add that the words “Gest.[orben] S.B.” is also rather strange: if “S.B.” was synonymous with
homicidal gassing, what was the purpose of specifying that the respective inmates were “gestorben” [had
died]? This rather accords with the explanation of someone interested in establishing a correlation between
“S.B.” and death, that is, of creating “proof” of this alleged equivalence. The “Hauptbuch des
Zigeunerlager” was produced at Birkenau on 13 January 1949,[43] during the Stalin era. Could it be that
some overzealous employee of the Auschwitz Museum wished to add a datum (the initials “S.B.”) which
would – from his point of view – have “completed” the register? If we examine page 542 of the women’s
register carefully[44] - the only one containing the initials “S.B.” that has been published – it is obvious that
these initials were written in darker, higher-contrast, ink than the annotations “Gest.”, followed by the date,
and, in contrast to these annotations, there are no smears: the strokes of the nib are clear and sharp.
Furthermore, the initials “S.B.” are written in a clearly different hand from that in which the annotations are
written, as made obvious by the initials by the name of the Gypsy woman Sofia Brzesziński (no. 8377 of the
register) on the same page. This more than justifies the suspicion that the initials “S.B.” were added later,
after the rediscovery of the registers. Since the registers, consisting of three volumes (one containing the
men’s register, and the other two containing the women’s registers), were somewhat dilapidated, a
comprehensive manipulation was not possible, because, on other pages, the new ink right next to the faded
ink would have been too obvious to fool anyone.
Such a suspicion has nothing improbable about it. It is well known that the authorities of the Auschwitz
Museum indulged in even bolder manipulations, in particular, through the “reconstruction” of the alleged gas
chamber in Crematorium I of the Stammlager, which was fobbed off as original and authentic until 1992.[45]

6. The alleged gassing of Gypsies at Birkenau on 2 August 1944
In dealing with this matter, I shall refer to an article of mine already published a few years ago, appending
my response to the only critique offered by exterminationists.[46]

6.1. Danuta Czech’s historical reconstruction
According to the official historiography, 2,897 Gypsies in the so-called “Zigeuner-Familienlager” (Gypsy
family camp) in Camp BIIe were gassed at Birkenau on 2 August 1944.
The most specific reconstruction of the alleged event was supplied by Danuta Czech in her Auschwitz
“Kalendarium.”[47 ]
Her argumentative structure is as follows: On 30 July 1944, the population of Camp BIIe amounted to 1,518
inmates.[48] On 1 August, the population of the camp increased to 2,815 inmates. Danuta Czech comments:
“This is probably the total number of all men and all women.”[49]

On 2 August, the population of the camp increased again to 2,885 inmates, but the total number of Gypsies
(including those in Camps BIIa, BIId e BIIf) was 2,898 persons, “probably men and women”, comments
Danuta Czech.[50]
Her historical reconstruction continues as follows:
“In the afternoon, an empty train was prepared at the Birkenau railway ramp. 1,408 Gypsy men
and women selected from Camp BIIe and from Blocks 10 and 11 of the main camp were
removed from Auschwitz Concentration Camp [Birkenau]. These were to remain alive, and
were therefore transferred to other concentration camps. The departing inmates said goodbye
through the fence to those remaining in Camp BIIe. The train departed the ramp at Birkenau
towards 7 P.M. In the train were 918 men, including 105 young people aged 9 to 14, and 490
women. The destination of the train was Buchenwald Concentration Camp. On 3 - 4 August,
1,408 Gypsy men and women were still registered on the labor deployment list of Auschwitz II
[Birkenau], with the notation that they were being transferred to another camp. These were
deleted from the camp labor force only after receipt of confirmation of their arrival at
Buchenwald. [...].
“After the serial-number roll call at KL Auschwitz II, the camp was ordered isolated, and the
Blöcke in the Gypsy family camp were ordered closed. Camp BIIe and other housing barracks
still containing Gypsies were surrounded by armed SS soldiers. Trucks entered the camps, which
then transported 2,897 defenceless men, women and children to the gas chambers in the
crematorium.”[51]

6.2. The documents
Danuta Czech’s reconstruction, as regards its numerical aspects, is documentarily based on unimpeachable
facts, taken from the series of daily reports referred to as “Arbeitseinsatz” (labor deployment) in the men’s
camp of Auschwitz II (Birkenau).
On 30 July 1944, The “Zigeunerlagerstärke” (population of the Gypsy camp) was 1,518 persons.[52] On 1
August (the report for 31 July is missing), the population amounted to 2,815 persons;[53] on 2 August, it
amounted to 2,885 persons.[54] On 3 August, the heading “Zigeunerlagerstärke” no longer appears, and
1,408 Gypsies were listed under the heading “Überstellung Zig.” (Gypsy transfer) with reference to Camp
BIId.[55]
Apparently, then, (2,885 – 1,408 =) 1,477 Gypsies disappeared from the camp population on 3 August:
where did they go?
Before answering this question, we need to ask another, even more important question: is Danuta Czech’s
interpretation of these documents correct?

6.3. The interpretation of the documents
Between the end of July and the beginning of August 1944, the men’s camp at Auschwitz II was composed
of the following sectors: BIa, BIIa, BIId, BIIf, BIIg, listed as such in the Arbeitseinsatz (labor deployment)
reports.
Camp BIIe housed both Gypsy men and women, and for this reason was also referred to as the ZigeunerFamilienlager. Nevertheless, as is logical, the men formed part of the men’s camp labor force, while the
women formed part of the women’s camp labor force, so that they never appear in the series of
Arbeitseinsatz reports for Camp BIIe, before 3 August. The male inmates of this camp appear under a
separate heading entitled Zigeunerlagerstärke (Gypsy camp labor force).
As we have seen, on 1 August 1944, the Gypsy camp labor force increased from 1,518 to 2,815 inmates.
Who were these (2,815 – 1,518 =) 1,297 inmates, and where did they come from? Danuta Czech supposes
that they were Gypsy women: but why were women included in the labor force of the men’s camp? This
hypothesis is not very sensible, and is, in fact, quite unjustified.
As already noted by Gerald Reitlinger, the Gypsy women from the women’s sector of Camp BIIe were
transported to Ravensbrück on 1 August 1944.[56] The source cited by him in fact confirms that the
transport in question left Auschwitz on 1 August and reached Ravensbrück on 3 August. Reitlinger explains:
“The transport from Auschwitz Concentration Camp, having arrived on 3.8.44, consisted
exclusively of Gypsy women from Birkenau, women who were still alive.”[57]

Danuta Czech’s assertion that 918 Gypsy men and 490 Gypsy women were transferred to Buchenwald is
incorrect, since 918 Gypsies reached their destination, i.e., Buchenwald, but not a single Gypsy woman did.
In fact, the only documentary source cited by Czech in this context is a letter from the garrison physician of
the Waffen-SS at Weimar (SS-Standortarzt der Waffen-SS Weimar) dated 5 August 1944 indicating the subject
of “Zigeunertransport v. 3.8.44 von K.L. Auschwitz” (Gypsy transport of 3.8.1944 from KL Auschwitz). It
mentions 918 Gypsies; of these, 105 belonged to the 1930-35 age group (9-14 years old), and 2 were over 65
years of age.[58] En passant, it is impossible to understand how these children and old people escaped being
“gassed”! Even the Verzeichnis der Neuzugänge ab 1. Juli 1944 (List of new arrivals of 1 July 1944) of
Buchenwald Concentration Camp, dated 3 August, mentions only one transport of 918 “Zigeuner vom K.L.
Auschwitz” (Gypsies from Auschwitz Concentration Camp).[59] Finally, the report of the Dutch Red Cross
confirms the arrival at Buchenwald of one single Gypsy transport on 3 August 1944, assigned registration
numbers 74084-74998, corresponding to 915 inmates; once again, this proves that these inmates were
Gypsies from the Zigeunerlager or Gypsy camp at Birkenau, and that the Gypsy women were transferred to
Ravensbrück.[60] And since only this one transport of 918 Gypsies arrived at Buchenwald, it is obvious that
another transport of 490 Gypsies was directed to another camp.
There nevertheless remains the question that the manpower of the Gypsy camp, from 30 July to 1 August,
increased from 1,518 to 2,815 inmates. Having established that the additional 1,297 inmates could not be
Gypsies, who were they?
The documents permit us to provide an answer to this question. On 30 July 1944, a transport of 1,298 Jews
reached Birkenau from Radom, who were registered under numbers A-18647-A-19944.[61] These however,
in the Arbeitseinsatz report of 1 August, do not appear, neither under the heading “Zugang” (arrivals), which
is not even listed, nor under the heading “Zugangsquarantäne” (new arrivals quarantined), which shows only
968 registered inmates in Camp BIIa, who constitute part of the 1,318 inmates listed in the report for 30 July.
These 1,298 inmates do not appear either in the report for 2 August, which lists 965 registered inmates in
Zugangsquarantäne for Camp BIIa, the same as the day before, and 2 inmates – 2 newborns / “Zugang
(Neugebor.)” – as new arrivals.
Camp BIIe also appears in the report for 3 August for the first time, showing 1,415 registered inmates under
the heading “Zugangsquarantäne Häftl.” (inmate new arrivals quarantined) and 547 under the heading
“Zugang”. This heading also includes 16 inmates in Camp BIa and 1,797 in Camp BIIa.
The “Quarantäne-Liste” (quarantine list)[62] compiled by the inmate Otto Wolken allows us to reconstruct
the composition of the inmates admitted into the Zugangsquarantäne in Camp BIIa.
The 1,797 inmates registered on 3 August were made up as follows:
• 1,614 from Blyżyn (31 July), registration numbers: B-110-B-2902;
• 129 from Kowno (1 August), registration numbers: B-2774-B-2902;
• 54 from a mixed transport (31 July), registration numbers: 190656-190707[63] and A-19945-A-19946.
The 547 inmates listed under “Zugang” in Camp BIIe were Jews from Radom, registered on 2 August under
numbers B-2903-B-3449.[64]
The Quarantäne-Liste therefore confirms that the above-mentioned 1,298 Jews did not enter the BIIa
quarantine camp: therefore, if it is certain that they were registered at Birkenau, but do not appear under the
heading “Zugang”, nor under “Zugangsquarantäne”, where did they go?
The conclusion is inescapable: they were received by Camp BIIe, the manpower of which thereby increased
to (1,518 + 1,298 =) 2,816 inmates. The one-unit discrepancy results from the fact that, for 1 July, the
number of Gypsies is unknown, and certainly dropped from 1,518 to 1,517.
Therefore, the 2,815 inmates of the Gypsy camp on 1 August 1944 consisted of 1,517 Gypsies and 1,298
Jews from Radom.
On 2 August, the manpower of Camp BIIe was 2,885 inmates. In the other camps, there were a total of 13
Gypsies: 1 in BIIa, 5 in BIId and 7 in BIIf. On 3 August, there was only one remaining Gypsy in Camp BIIf.
On 3 August, the heading “Zigeunerlagerstärke” disappears from the series of Arbeitseinsatz reports, while
Camp BIIe appears for the first time, listing 547 inmates under “Zugang”, whom we have already identified,
and 1,415 inmates under “Zugangsquarantäne”, who came neither from outside nor from the BIIa quarantine
camp. It is therefore clear that they were in Camp BIIe already, and formed part of the 2,885 inmates
mentioned above. On 3 August, there were also 1,408 Gypsies under “Überstellung” (transfer) and [that]
these also formed part of these inmates. Finally, another 72 inmates in Camp BIIe are listed under the
heading “Beschäftigte” (employed).

Adding the figures up, on 3 August, there must have been (1,415 + 1,408 + 72 =) 2,895 inmates in in Camp
BIIe, only 1,408 of them on paper.[65] On 2 August, there were 2,885 inmates in that camp, but 12 of the 13
Gypsies in the other camps were recalled to Camp BIIe, therefore, the manpower of this camp must have
been 2,897 inmates on 3 August. Two inmates in Camp BIIe were probably transferred or died; therefore,
there were actually 2,895 inmates in Camp BIIe on 3 August 1944.
The variations in Gypsy manpower between 30 July and 3 August 1944 can therefore be explained in a
perfectly straightforward manner.
The story of the gassing of the Gypsy camp is therefore without any historical basis.

6.4. Objections and responses
Sergey Romanov has published an article on the “Holocaust Controversies” Internet site[66] about the fate of
the Gypsies interned at Birkenau, in which he contests both Danuta Czech’s interpretation, as summarized
above, and mine. As for mine, in particular, he accuses me of failing to pay sufficient attention to the fact
that, according to Danuta Czech, as we have seen above, “the 1,408 Gypsies and Gypsy women” transferrred
from Birkenau were “selected from Camp BIIe and from Blocks 10 and 11 of the main camp”. He criticizes
both [of us] for allegedly ignoring a series of “Stärkemeldung” (manpower reports) from Camp “B.II/e
(Frauen)”, that is, from the women’s section of the Gypsy camp, prepared between 16 and 31 July 1944.
These documents were previously unknown to everyone, including Danuta Czech. The report of 31 July
1944[67] indicates the manpower as 3,422 Gypsy women, therefore, the increase in Gypsy camp manpower
from 1,518 to 2,815 persons between 30 July and 1 August 1944 cannot be explained by the registration of
Gypsy women and men together, as claimed by Danuta Czech.
Romanov accepts my explanation in this regard, commenting that, “the argument seems reasonable in this
regard, and it’s a shame that traditional researchers didn’t offer it earlier” - that is, that the explanation was
proposed by a revisionist researcher rather than an exterminationist. Subtracting the 1,298 Jews from Radom
from the presumed number of gassing victims – 2,897 Gypsies, “who, according to Danuta Czech’s
methodology, could have been gassed” and assuming that the 1,408 Gypsies transferred from Birkenau came
from Auschwitz, he concludes that “the gassed Gypsies could have been (1,599 + 3,422) = 5,021”.
Therefore – claims Romanov – “both Mattogno and Czech commit a fatal error. They were only interested in
the male labor employment lists. How was Czech, based on the population of the male camp, able to
conclude that “2,897 defenseless men, women and children were gassed”, and how was Mattogno, based on
the male population, able to conclude that no Gypsies were gassed at all?”.
I shall begin by answering the last question first.
Danuta Czech claimed to have documentarily proven the gassing of 2,897 Gypsy men and women based on
the Arbeitseinsatz reports (labor deployment reports) from the male camp at Birkenau; for my part, I have
limited myself to showing that her interpretation is documentarily unjustified. The discovery of the
Stärkemeldung reports from the female sector of the camp only confirms my refutation.
On the other hand, while it is true that I perforce based my findings on the manpower of the male Gypsy
camp, I did not neglect the women’s camp at all. In fact, I mentioned the Gypsy women’s transport which
departed Birkenau on 1 August 1944 and reached Ravensbrück concentration camp on 3 August. The
number of camp inmates is unknown, and it is not even known whether there were other Gypsy transports to
other camps. But there is nothing to indicate that all 3,422 of the Gypsy women in the female section of BIIe
Camp were not transported to other camps on 31 July 1944. Upon what documentary basis can one assert
that all or any of them were gassed?
Finally, let us examine the question of the transfer of 1,408 Gypsies from Camp BIIe and Blocks 10 and 11
of Auschwitz Camp. Romanov draws attention to the entry dated 23 May 1944 of the Kalendarium, which
states:
“Another 1,500 Gypsies – men, women and children -- were housed in Blocks 10 and 11 of the
main camp. These people, after the failed SS attempt to liquidate the Gypsies, were selected
from the BIIe Gypsy family camp at Birkenau. The ones selected were to be transferred to other
concentration camps within the Reich.”[68]
Since, therefore, Danuta Czech considers the 1,408 transferred Gypsies as forming part of these 1,500 sent to
Auschwitz, according to her logic, they should not be subtracted from the 2,898 Gypsies presumed gassed, as
I had done in the first draft of this article.[69] Apart from this rather unimportant point, this alleged fact in no
way influences the structure of my argument.

I use the words “alleged fact” quite deliberately, because the transfer of these 1,500 Gypsies from Birkenau
to Auschwitz is not attested to by any document; it is based on a single testimony. Here, by contrast, it would
be appropriate to refer to the Hauptbuch des Zigeunerlagers (Gypsy camp main register), containing
notations of variations (deaths, transfers, etc.) of all Gypsies, both men and women, registered at Birkenau.
While the registers related to men and women are damaged in part, an analysis of this content permits one to
form a precise idea of the presumed transfer to Auschwitz in question. The following table reproduces the
data related to Gypsy transfers to the Auschwitz main camp:
Date

Gypsy men Gypsy women

31.3.1943

2

/

4.4.1943

300

/

5.4.1943

6

/

7.4.1943

1

/

11.4.1943

2

/

12.4.1943

406

/

13.4.1943

1

/

14.4.1943

2

/

19.4.1943

1

/

22.4.1943

3

/

29.4.1943

6

/

11.5.1943

1

/

1.6.1943

1

/

19.6.1943

5

/

4.8.1943

1

/

8.9.1943

/

2

30.10.1943 1

/

1.11.1943

1

/

9.11.1943

1

/

11.11.1943 2

3

13.11.1943 1

/

Total

744

5

The presumed transfer of approximately 1,500 Gypsies to Auschwitz on 23 May 1944 is not mentioned in
the Hauptbuch des Zigeunerlagers. As for the presumed gassing on 2 August 1944, this register contains no
indication of it, since the notations contained in it cease, strangely, with the month of July.

7. The presumed extermination of the Gypsies in the Germanoccupied territories and in German-allied territories
7.1. The Generalgouvernement
Let us turn to the Auschwitz conference on the persecution of the Gypsies. Piotr Kaszyca provides a long list
of 167 “execution locations” in the Generalgouvernement[70] in which 3,600 Gypsies are said to have been
killed,[71] a list subsequently updated to 188 locations and 4,200 victims,[72] which would nevertheless
only represent a small percentage of the 30,000 Gypsies deported to the Generalgouvernement from Reich
territory in 1940.[73] Prior to 1 September 1939, there were 30,000, 50,000 or 70,000 Gypsies living in
Poland.[74] The presumed executions mentioned above are not, in reality, supported by documents or
material reports. It is all based on testimonies.

7.2. Hungary
András T. Hegedüs declared:
“The war in Hungary ended on 4 April 1945, and with it, the terror of the swastika. The losses of
the Roma people amounted, according to various estimations, to 5-10% of their population. But
since the Roma, because of their particular life style, particularly their indefatigable wanderings,
could not be taken into consideration in the pre-war census, there are, as a result, no reliable data
as to their numbers; these percentages may mean either a few thousand or a few tens of
thousands of victims.”[75]
But he supplies no figure as to the Gypsy population, so that his statement, in addition to being based on
quite an arbitrary percentage of victims, is logically nonsensical as well. Susanne Heim asserts that there
were 275,000 Gypsies in Hungary in 1942,[76] so that, if we adopt the above-mentioned arbitrary
percentages, the victims would have amounted to 13,750-27,500.

7.3. Slovakia
Ctibor Nečas reports that 176 mass graves containing 3,723 bodies, among them 720 women and 211
children, were found in Slovakian territory after the surrender. But he states: “There is no way of determining
the number of Roma among these victims.”[77] More than 100,000 Sinti and Roma lived in
Czechoslovakia.[78]

7.4. Serbia
Serbia is one of the very few countries for which there is any documentary evidence of killings of Gypsies. A
small proportion of these – together a larger number of Jews – were in fact shot in reprisal for the activities
of Tito partisans. The hostages were theoretically all women, since “it was contrary to the attitude
(Auffassung) of German soldiers and officials to take female hostages”, unless they were the wives or
relatives of partisans fighting in the mountains.”[79] In a note dated 25 October 1941, Franz Rademacher,
head of the Jewish section of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, wrote:
“What remains of approximately 20,000 Jews (women, children and old people),[80] as well as
approximately 1,500 Gypsy women, whose husbands were also shot, must be concentrated in
the so-called Gypsy quarter of Belgrade as a ghetto. Provisions for the winter could be provided
in some manner.”[81]
The three mass shootings in October 1941[82] killed approximately 5,200 Jews, 450 Gypsies and 805 Jews
and Gypsies[83]—a maximum total of 1,000-1,200 Gypsies at most.[84] But the same Germans estimated
the Gypsy population of Serbia in 1943 at 115,000,[85] which means that the killing victims amounted to
approximately 1% of the total [Gypsy] population. The degree to which the National Socialist authorities
intended to carry out a Holocaust of the Gypsies is shown by the fact that 282 Gypsies (women and children)
were released from internment in the presumed extermination camp of Semlin, where 5,000-6,000,[86] or
7,500, Jewish women and children, are said to have been killed in gas vans; yet the Gypsies had been
interned in this same camp.[87]

7.5. Soviet Union
The killing of Gypsies is documented for the Soviet Union as well. The indictment in the Einsatzgruppen
trial mentions the documents in which executions of Gypsies are recorded. Let us briefly summarize the
related data in the following table:[88]
Date

Locality

Number

Unit

1 February 1942

Loknya

38

Einsatzgruppe A

10-24 April 1942

Lettonia

71

Einsatzgruppe A

6-30 March 1942

Klintsy

45

Sonderkommando 7a

6-30 March

Mogilev

33

Einsatzkommando 8

32

Sonderkommando 4a

September-October 1941 Vyrna, Dederev
16-28 February 1942

zone of operations 421

Einsatzgruppe D

1-15 March 1942

zone of operations 810

Einsatzgruppe D

15-30 March 1942

zone of operations 261

Einsatzgruppe D

Total:

1,711

Report on Events in the Soviet Union no. 150 dated 2 January 1942 (Document NO-2834) also ascribes the
killing of 824 Gypsies in the Crimea in the period 16 November-15 December 1941 to Einsatzgruppe D.[89]
Nor were these shootings carried out for racial motives. A report on partisan activities in the rear of Army
Group North for the period from 1-16 June 1942 states: “In the zone north of Novorzhev on 7 June 1942,
after investigations, 128 Gypsies were shot for assisting the partisans.”[90] And a directive from the 281st
Security Division at Feldkommandantur 822 dated 24 March 1943 recalled: “According to the order of the
General Command dated 2 November 1941-VII 1045/43, resident Gypsies who have already lived two years
at their place of residence and are not politically and criminally suspect must be left where they are, while
migratory Gypsies must be entrusted to the nearest Einsatzkommando of the Security Service.”[91]
The total number of Gypsies shot therefore amounts to (1,711 + 824 + 128 =) 2,663.

7.6. Other countries and recap
Leo Lucassen published a table of Gypsy victims[92] which I have supplemented with the data set forth
above:
Country

Number of victims

Croatia

28,000

Romania

36,000

Hungary

28,000

France

17,000

Holland

245

Belgium

351

Italy

1,000

Generalgouvernement 4,200
Slovakia

less than 3,723

Serbia

less than 1,200

Soviet Union

2,663

Total

less than 122,382

These figures, for the most part, have no historical-documentary basis in fact, and are often treated acritically
in the book by Donald Kenrick and Grattan Puxon.

8. Mortality and presumed murder of Gypsies in the concentration
camps and extermination camps
8.1. Concentration camps
The following table summarizes the data supplied by Gudrun Schwarz in his report entitled Sinti und Roma
in den Nationalsozialistischen Konzentrationslagern. Ein allgemeiner Überblick (Sinti and Roma in the
National Socialist concentration camps. General overview:)[93]
Camp

Deported Gypsies

Date related to the deportation

Auschwitz

20,943

1943-1944

Bergen-Belsen

One transport from Mauthausen

Spring 1943

Buchenwald

1,000

1938

”

1,500 from Dachau

Autumn 1939

”

884 from Auschwitz

15 April 1944

”

918

3 August 1944

Dachau

1,500, transferred to Buchenwald

July 1936

Mittelbau-Dora

4,000-5,100

Flossenbürg

72 from Auschwitz

”

A few hundred in the auxiliary camps

Gross-Rosen

Figure unknown

Herzogenbusch-Vught 246 from Auschwitz

24 May 1944

21 May 1944

Lublino-Majdanek

One transport from Ravensbrück

Mauthausen

250

1939-1941

”

549

Present in the spring of 1945

”

450 from Ravensbrück

Spring of 1945

Natzweiler

A few hundred from Auschwitz

9 November 1943

Neuengamme

100-200

January-June 1940

”

A few hundred in the auxiliary camps

Ravensbrück

440

29 June 1939

”

101

January-June 1940

”

473 from Auschwitz

15 April 1944

”

144 from Auschwitz

25 May 1944

”

A few hundred in the auxiliary camps

Sachsenhausen

300

”

A few hundred in the auxiliary camps

Stutthof

Figure unknown

27 December 1944

The Gypsies deported to the concentration camps, considering the transfers from one camp to another, do not
exceed more than 35,000 in number. We do not know how many of these died, apart from the (18,249 –
5,632 =) 12,617 from Auschwitz, minus the purported gassing victims.

8.2 Extermination camps
Let us now go on to the alleged extermination camps:
Camp

Number of victims

Chełmno

~ 5,000 gassing victims

Sobibór

figure unknown[94]

Treblinka

figure unknown[95]

Auschwitz-Birkenau ~ 7,000 gassing victims
The presumed gassing of 5,000 Gypsies at Chełmno is not only documentarily unfounded, but also erroneous
and numerically contradictory. It rests excusively on the – totally unreliable [96] – testimony of a selfproclaimed escapee from the camp known only by his nickname: “Szlamek”.
In this regard, Anton Galiński writes:

“In the absence of documents, it is impossible to establish certain data on the definitive
liquidation of the Gypsies in the Łódź camp [that is, the Łódź Gypsy camp]. The climax of their
deportation to the extermination camp at Chełmno on the Ner fell in the period between 5 and 12
January 1942. This can be deduced from the invoices issued by the administration of the ghetto
for the rental of trucks for the needs of the Gypsy camp. This is also confirmed by the Jew
“Szlamek”, an escapee from the Chełmno extermination centre.”[97]
Even more explicitly, Janusz Gulczyński admits:
“This information on the subject of the Gypsies is found in the reports from escapees from the
camp, for example: AŻIH [Archive of the Jewish Historical Institute of Warsaw], ring
[Ringelblum Archive] I, no. 412 (Szlamek Report). This report was published in: R. Sakowska...
[98]”[99]
The figure of 5,000 Gypsies is moreover erroneous since, of the 5,007 Gypsies deported to the Lodz ghetto,
213 died in the month of November 1941, 400 in the month of December and 29 in the days between 1 and 2
January 1942, so that no more than 4,365 Gypsies could have been deported to Chełmno. Finally, the figure
in question is also contradictory, since “Szlamek” only mentions the killing of Gypsies, in the days between
8 and 9 January 1942, in which there are said to have been a total of 15 or 16 Gaswagen transports of 60
persons each, a total of 960 persons,[100] so that he did not account for the fates of the remaining 3,405
Gypsies.
In conclusion, the “verified” victims of the presumed extermination camps are said to have amounted to
approximately 12,000 people. Even if we add the 3,863 Gypsies who were shot, the approximate total of
118,500 presumed murder victims and the approximately 11,250 deaths at Auschwitz, the total number of
victims would amount to approximately 145,600, well off the propagandistic official figure of 500,000 and
still further from reality, since in this group the number of murder victims – 130,500 Gypsies – is
documentarily unfounded and purely conjectural. The number of documentarily verified dead and murdered
Gypsies is in fact (12,617 + 1,200 + 2,663 =) 16,480, excluding the deaths among the approximately (35,000
– 20,943 =) 14,047 internees in the concentration camps other than Auschwitz, which may amount to a few
thousand more at most. In practical terms, 4% of the mythical figure of 500,000.
The presumed Holocaust of the Gypsies is, therefore, without historical foundation.
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No Smoking Gun, No Silver Bullets: The Real News of
Rosenberg's Diary
by Richard A. Widmann

In June of 2013, the media was buzzing with the announcement of the discovery of the diary of
Alfred Rosenberg by the US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Homeland
Security Investigations (HSI). Initial reports announced that the diary “could offer new insights
into the Holocaust.”[1] News conferences were held with officials from the Department of
Homeland Security, the Justice Department and the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
(USHMM). In a Web posting, the USHMM declared:
“Its discovery will undoubtedly give scholars new insight into the politics of Nazi
leaders and fulfills a museum commitment to uncover evidence from perpetrators of
the Holocaust.”
The Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz spewed considerable venom at Rosenberg calling him “a
pretentious fool” and “grotesque.” But Ha’aretz too anticipated major revelations regarding the
Holocaust in the diary. They conjectured,
“Indeed, it was Rosenberg who may have planted some of the seeds that ultimately
grew into Hitler’s seemingly irrational decisions to divert much-needed German
war resources to murdering Jews, even as the German army was sustaining losses at
the front.”[2]
By December, the media was once again flooded with news regarding Rosenberg and his diary.
The diary had now been turned over to the USHMM. The UK-based Mail On-line featured the
headline: “400 pages written by Alfred Rosenberg, a senior Nazi who played a central role in the
extermination of millions of Jews, given to DC museum.”[3] News coverage from around the
world was basically the same. Interestingly, coverage by The Washington Post included several
comments that should have been the headlines and real news story:
“…details of the Nazis’ grand plans for genocide and brutal domination are absent
from the pages.”[4]
The Post goes on to report that Jürgen Matthäus, director of applied research at the USHMM’s
Center for Advanced Holocaust Studies commented, “[Rosenberg] saw no reason to elaborate
on fundamental Nazi goals, as he regarded them as self-evident.” [5] Matthäus continued:
“If you are looking for shattering revelations about the Nazi era, you’re not going to
find them. His diary often seems muted, if not silent, on crucial topics and
important events, including the persecution of Jews.”
Finally Matthäus concluded, “this is not the smoking gun. This is not the silver bullet.”
But what “smoking gun?” Why was the Museum in need of a “silver bullet?” What or who was
the werewolf they were looking to slay? To the uninformed, the questions remained unanswered.
But to the attentive reader, the questions reveal a bit of the disappointment and ongoing
frustration of the keepers of the ‘official’ story.

Alfred Rosenberg's private diaries provide no evidence that there was a program for mass
extermination. Photo taken June 1942.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 146-1969-067-01 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons.
Wikipedia defines the term "smoking gun" as “primarily, a reference to an object or fact that
serves as conclusive evidence of a crime or similar act.”[6] Is this an acknowledgement that
conclusive evidence of the Holocaust is lacking? The public perception, brought on by years of
assertions from various outlets that the Holocaust is the most thoroughly documented crime in
the history of the world is demonstrably false. Professor Arno Mayer of Princeton
acknowledged that, “sources for the study of the gas chambers are at once rare and
unreliable.”[7]
But how could an orchestrated program for the murder of millions be carried out without orders,
without plans, without documents, without even private comments? Was there not only a grand
conspiracy to exterminate the Jews of Europe, but also an even grander conspiracy to cover up
the crime? Or, like all grand conspiracies, is the myth of the Holocaust built on delusions,
revenge, propaganda, and even lies?
It appears that the “smoking gun” would have been conclusive evidence, a comment, or at least
an acknowledgement of an order for the extermination of the Jews by Hitler or any member of
the National Socialist leadership.[8] Unlike the general public, historians and officials at the
USHMM understand that not only is such an order missing, the private papers, diaries, and other
documents left by those present nowhere confirm a coordinated program for mass
extermination.[9]
And what of the “silver bullet” that the Museum hoped to find? In folklore, a silver bullet is
often the only weapon that is effective against a werewolf or other monsters.[10] There can be
little doubt that even a shred of evidence would have been used as a “silver bullet” targeted
directly at the heart of Holocaust revisionists and those who question the gas chamber story, the
foundation upon which the USHMM is built.
One should accept the basic logic of the USHMM and others who expected to find a “smoking

gun.” Had there actually been a program to exterminate the Jews of Europe, Alfred Rosenberg
should have commented on this in his diary. Had Rosenberg commented on a program of mass
extermination, the Holocaust revisionist werewolf could finally be eradicated, removing the
greatest challenge to the orthodoxy upon which the Holocaust faith and the USHMM is
built.[11]
News stories referred to Rosenberg as “an elite Nazi leader who had the ear of Adolf
Hitler,”[12] a “Hitler Aide,”[13] an “influential Nazi,”[14] and a “Hitler Confidant.”[15] But
who was Alfred Rosenberg and why should he have known of the Holocaust?
Rosenberg, who was born on 12 January 1893 at Reval in Estonia, is best remembered as the
author of Der Mythus des 20. Jahrhunderts (The Myth of the Twentieth Century), a work that
provided National Socialism with a definitive theory of history as a function of race.[16]
Rosenberg became an early member of the NSDAP, having joined the party in 1919. By 1921,
he assumed the role of editor of the party newspaper, the Völkischer Beobachter.[17]
Rosenberg oversaw many party activities while Hitler and Hess were in prison at Landsberg in
1924. Over time, he became the head of the foreign policy office of the party. He was also
responsible for defining party policy with regard to secondary and higher education.[18]
Rosenberg led a special staff with the responsibility for collecting and safeguarding the art
treasures of the occupied Eastern territories. By 1941, Rosenberg had taken on responsibility for
setting up the civil administration of the occupied Russian and Baltic territories and served
as Reichsminister für die besetzten Ostgebiete (Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern
Territories).[19]
After the war’s end, Rosenberg would find himself dragged before the Nuremberg tribunal to
stand trial. When the Allied judgment came down, Rosenberg was found guilty of all four
counts of the indictment, namely: 1) Conspiracy to commit crimes alleged in other counts; 2)
Crimes against peace; 3) War Crimes; 4) Crimes against humanity.[20]
Part of the judgment against Rosenberg reads:
“Rosenberg bears a major responsibility for the formulation and execution of
occupation policies in the Occupied Eastern Territories. He was informed by Hitler
on April 2, 1941, of the coming attack against the Soviet Union, and he agreed to
help in the capacity of ‘Political Advisor.’ …On July 17, 1941, Hitler appointed
Rosenberg Reich Minister for the Eastern Occupied Territories, and publicly
charged him with responsibility for civil administration… He helped to formulate
the policies of Germanization, exploitation, forced labor, extermination of Jews and
opponents of Nazi rule, and he set up administration which carried them out… His
directives provided for the segregation of Jews, ultimately in Ghettos. His
subordinates engaged in mass killings of Jews, and his civil administrators
considered that cleansing the Eastern Occupied Territories of Jews was
necessary.”[21]
Rosenberg was sentenced to hang.
It is little surprise that the discovery of the diary of Rosenberg, which had been missing since
the Nuremberg trials, excited staunch believers in the official Holocaust narrative. In fact, had
the Holocaust occurred as generally understood and as relayed through many books, films, and
museums, the Rosenberg Diary should have contained a wealth of horrifying discoveries. One
might have even expected a philosophical defense of the policies that led to mass extermination.
But the diary contains no such evidence. There is no justification of brutal policies; in fact, there
is no mention of an order for extermination. There is no mention of gas chambers. There is no
suggestion that Rosenberg was even aware of such policies. Grand conspiracists would suggest
that Rosenberg was so clever that he purposefully refrained from making incriminating remarks
in his personal diary – even at a time when he would have expected nothing less than a complete
National Socialist victory. Several writers and psychologists like to write of the “banality” of

evil, assuming that the matters appeared so trivial that there was no need to mention them. Of
course, the third option is that the events never actually occurred as recorded in our history
books.
G.M. Gilbert, who served as the prison psychologist at the Nuremberg Trials, captured many of
the thoughts and private comments of the defendants. Gilbert commented that the defendants
“were more than eager to express themselves to a psychologist and the only American officer on
the prison staff who could speak German.” Gilbert was careful to never take notes in front of the
men but would rather record them secretly following his private interviews.[22] He would later
collect his notes and publish them in his book Nuremberg Diary in 1961.
From Gilbert’s book we learn of Rosenberg’s first thoughts and comments after being shown
atrocity films during the Nuremberg proceedings. Gilbert recorded the reaction of Rosenberg to
“recent revelations” as follows:
“Of course, it’s terrible – incomprehensible, the whole business. – I would never
have dreamed it would take such a turn – I don’t know. – Terrible!”[23]
And later during one of Gilbert’s private interviews:
“I don’t know. I guess it just ran away with him [Hitler]. – We didn’t contemplate
killing anybody in the beginning; I can assure you of that. I always advocated a
peaceful solution. I held a speech before 10,000 people which was later printed and
distributed widely, advocating a peaceful solution. – Just taking the Jews out of
their influential positions, that’s all. Like instead of having 90 per cent of the
doctors in Berlin Jewish, reducing them to 30 per cent, or something like that –
which would have been a liberal quota even then. – I had no idea that it would lead
to such horrible things as mass murder. We only wanted to solve the Jewish
problem peacefully. We even let 50,000 Jewish intellectuals get across the
border.”[24]
Rosenberg continued on the idea of Jewish deportation:
“Well, I knew they were being transported to the East, and understood that they
were being set up in camps with their own administration, and eventually would
settle somewhere in the East. – I don’t know. – I had no idea that it would lead to
extermination in any literal sense. We just wanted to take them out of German
political life.”[25]
While the USHMM was unable to find a “smoking gun” that supports the orthodox narrative,
researchers should examine the documents for evidence of the truth of the events of these years.
What does the diary reveal, if anything, about programs of mass deportation? What does it say
about the epidemics that ran through the camps? Is there evidence that the National Socialist
leadership sought to fight such epidemics? What evidence in the diary actually upholds the
revisionist position?
I for one expect that honest inquiry would lead to the rightful revision of this dark time in our
recent history. And only by correcting the mythology of this time can we move forward to
understand the events of our modern history of the past 70 years. Perhaps a “silver bullet” may
still be found in the diary’s pages—a bullet that can be aimed at the hateful conspiracy theory
that today goes by the name “Holocaust.”
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Revisionism and the Power of Truth
by Nigel Jackson

Richard Widmann has followed Robert Faurisson in warning that the immediate future
for historical revisionists, especially those addressing the currently accepted and widely
promoted view of ‘the Holocaust’, looks very bleak.[1]
He has correctly observed that the world has already seen a wide range of modes of
persecution inflicted on revisionists: censorship, imprisonment, intimidation,
deportation, loss of employment, threats against one’s life or family, ritual defamation,
excommunication from polite society (or marginalization), book burning, accusations
about ‘group libel’, and legislation against ‘hate speech’ or ‘racial vilification’.
Moreover he notes that ‘even more draconian laws’ and other weapons may soon be
deployed: state-organized monitoring of dissenters, disconnection of them from the
Internet and their deprivation of access to credit card use.
Just at the end of his essay Widmann qualifies his pessimistic vision by stating that “the
seeds of the destruction of the forthcoming system have already been planted.” He
appears to mean by this that there is an ultimately self-defeating absurdity in the
behavior, including the propositional claims, of the new oppressors. George Orwell
dramatized this all-too-human political tendency in his novel Nineteen Eighty-four,
whereby, for example, the Ministry of Peace planned war and the Ministry of Plenty
organized rationing. He also showed that absurdity, when backed by tyranny and terror,
is not easily overthrown. Indeed, the novel’s thesis is defeatist – reflecting, perhaps, the
author’s own unbelief and consequent psychological weakness.
Perhaps, by contrast, we should invoke General Franco’s famous slogan for the
Nationalist campaign between 1936 and 1939 against the would-be communizers and
bolshevizers of Catholic Christian Spain: “Blind faith in victory!” Franco had that faith;
he was able to infuse it into his troops and many other Spaniards; and he won the titanic
struggle.
Those who would suppress historical revisionism, and Holocaust revisionism in
particular, have a deadly enemy which they cannot defeat and which, in their heart of
hearts, they know to be invulnerable: truth.
Truth is something much more than propositional correctness. It is something which
exists above and beyond and within all forms and all words, though it can inform these
and, as it were, shine through them. Not only is truth a living power, as the Biblical
gospels, among other sacred documents, attest, but it is a heavenly power, not merely an
earthly power. That is to say, it comes from a part of the universe that, mysteriously, is
superior to that part of it which (in gospel terms) is ‘earth’, the arena of our daily human
activities and level of, or kind of, consciousness and understanding.
Ultimately truth is, for mankind, a source of well-being that is greater in importance
even than oxygen, water, food, impressions. Life without truth is, quite simply, hell.
For this reason, within individual persons, in very varying degrees (of course) the inmost
heart or soul rebels against untruth or attempts to stifle truth, no matter what the
particular context of the attack may be. And some persons, in every age, as history

testifies, have found the inner fortitude to prefer pain and death to the desecration at their
own hands of truth.
In this reality lives the truth and the power of the Russian proverb that Alexandr
Solzhenitsyn quoted in his 1970 Nobel Prize lecture: “One word of truth outweighs the
world.”[2] At the time he wrote those words Russia was in the grip of communist
totalitarianism. Within two decades that tyranny had been broken.
Persons who are confident that their view of a matter is in accord with, and thus
informed by, truth do not need to persecute those who disagree with them. By contrast,
those who seek to stifle a particular thesis or viewpoint about religion, philosophy, art,
science or politics, at once show that, deep within, they lack that confidence. Indeed,
some of them may know very well indeed that they are agitating to protect the lie.
Human corruption, alas, often goes as far as that.
Truth, in its essence, is a manifestation of the divine. That this is so is told by sacred
texts in all the world’s traditions. One simple testimony to it in the Christian Bible is
Christ’s statement: “I have overcome the world.”[3] By contrast, Pontius Pilate
represents all doubters and skeptics when he asks: “What is truth?” and does not, as
Francis Bacon noted, wait for an answer.[4]

In response to Jesus's statement that the reason He was born and came into the world is
to testify to the truth, Pontius Pilate, the Roman Governor of Judaea retorts, "What is
truth?" (Jn 18:38)
Nikolai Ge [Public domain, GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BYSA-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons
The famous story of ‘The Emperor with No Clothes’ implicitly suggests that sooner or

later a child (that is, a person uncorrupted and innocent, or a person able to see things in
a new way) will bring to an end any context of deceit and suppression by exposing its
manifest absurdity. At the present time the French comedian Dieudonne M’Bala M’Bala
appears to be doing just this in Paris, leading to the heightening of absurdity with French
President Francois Hollande and interior Minister, Manuel Valls, publicly declaring that
the government must close this trickster down. The French have a long history of comic
resistance to tyranny and bureaucracy. The novelist Charles Morgan (1894-1958)
utilized this tradition in his masterpiece, The Voyage[5], in which his hero, the ‘holy
fool’ Barbet Hazard, takes Paris by storm with his theatrical parodies and satirical songs
addressing the vices of the times. A government close down a popular comedian? How
better can one expose the fact that one ‘has no clothes’? The French are unlikely to take
the government move against their comedian lightly.
One writer whose life experiences and the insights gained from these afford valuable
encouragement for revisionists in a dark time is the German theologian, hero and martyr,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer (1906-1945). This German Lutheran wrote a remarkable essay at
the turn of the years 1942-43 entitled “After Ten Years.”[6] The title derives from the ten
years of Nazi rule his nation had endured. The essay, composed out of the crucible of
personal suffering under a formidable tyranny, contains a succinct analysis of why such
structures of oppression will always sooner or later be brought down.
Bonhoeffer noted that there was “so little ground under our feet” and immediately
affirmed that “we are able to wait for the success of our cause in quietness and
confidence.” How did he derive his assurance? After all, his own future was to be
executed by the regime a few days before its final collapse.
Bonhoeffer was a man of faith. That does not mean a man of wishful thinking. In the
pregnant section “Who stands his ground?” he observed that “the Disposer of history is
always bringing good out of evil over the heads of the history-makers.” Men of
responsibility, he added, can rely on “the rising generation”, which “will always
instinctively discern” whether its elders are acting out of concrete responsibility or
evasive reliance on “abstract principle.” Moreover, he stated that “malice always
contains the seeds of its own destruction, for it always makes men uncomfortable, if
nothing worse.”
He recognized that human folly, something more common in “individuals or groups who
are inclined or condemned to sociability”, is a very difficult obstacle to overcome. One
thinks here of those who routinely dismiss Holocaust revisionism as crankery or neoNazism without examining it. Folly, Bonhoeffer declared, cannot be dealt with
successfully by reason or protests or threats, but is self-complacent and can become
dangerously aggressive when pressed.
However, he saw reasons for hope. “There is no reason for us to think that the majority
of men are fools under all circumstances. What matters… is whether our rulers hope to
gain more… from men’s independence of judgement and their shrewdness of mind.”
Also, writing at the turning point of a war which, up till then, the Nazis appeared to be
winning, he wrote: “It is one of the most astounding discoveries, but one of the most
incontrovertible, that evil – often in a surprisingly short time – proves its own folly and
defeats its own object.” He quoted the Old Testament prophet Jeremiah: “Houses and
fields and vineyards shall yet again be bought in this land!” – an utterance made just as
the holy city of Jerusalem was about to be destroyed.[7]
Bonhoeffer was confident that human nobility never disappears from the human race.
“Nobility,” he explained, “springs from and thrives on self-sacrifice and courage and an
unfailing sense of duty to oneself and society….. It demands a recovery of the lost sense

of quality.” He believed that the world is so structured that “a profound respect for the
absolute human laws and human rights is also the best means of self-preservation.”
Wiser heads among the Jewish people are already seeing this in our context. In Australia
recently the Jewish activist and former editor of Melbourne”s The Age newspaper,
Michael Gawenda, was reported as saying that, while he hated Holocaust revisionism, he
was no longer convinced that repressing it was the right way to go.
Bonhoeffer warned that the struggle cannot be expected to be easy or pleasant: “I believe
that God both can and will bring good out of evil….. I believe God will give us all the
power we need to resist in all time of distress. But he never gives it in advance.”
George Orwell”s essay, “The Prevention of Literature”[8] also casts light on the present
situation of revisionists and offers hope for the future. Here Orwell uttered a powerful
defense of genuine free speech and associated its existence with the production of
quality literature, as opposed to writing that is mediocre, trite and stereotyped. At the
time he wrote (1945), Orwell was preoccupied with threats to liberty from communist
totalitarianism, from Catholic authoritarianism, from financial monopoly and from
rampant bureaucracy; but his thesis can be relevantly updated to apply to the current
persecution of revisionists.
Truth was all-important for him. “What is really at issue is the right to report
contemporary events truthfully.” (We can add past events as well.) “The enemies of
intellectual liberty,” he continued, “always try to present their case as a plea for
discipline versus individualism. The issue truth-versus-untruth is as far as possible kept
in the background.” Promoters of the Holocaust do not pin their cases on “discipline”,
but on chimeras such as “respect for the memory of the dead” and “respect for the
feelings of Holocaust survivors.” The upshot is the same.
Referring to the Catholic and the communist, Orwell noted that “each of them tacitly
claims that “the truth” has already been revealed, and that the heretic, if he is not simply
a fool, is secretly aware of “the truth” and merely resists it out of selfish motives.” Just
so, at the present times, defenders of “Holocaust orthodoxy” insist that their position is
“beyond debate” and resort to ad hominem arguments of various kinds, such as
accusations that revisionists are anti-Semites or neo-Nazis.
Orwell was fearful that “the poisonous effect of the Russian mythos” made it “doubtful
whether a true history of our times can ever be written.” He would have had to admit
that he was too pessimistic if he had lived to see the comprehensive exposure of
communist totalitarianism during the next sixty years by Alexandr Solzhenitsyn and
many others. No doubt some details have been permanently lost, just as some evidence
for Holocaust revisionism may be, but enough remains and is on the public record for
future defenders of revisionists to celebrate and build upon their achievements.
Orwell was also worried that “the weakening of the desire for liberty among the
intellectuals themselves” did not augur well for human liberty; but again he was too
pessimistic. Just to cite one contemporary example, there is a strong movement in
Australia as I write (January 2014) for the repeal of “racial vilification” legislation that is
seen as an unjust limitation of free speech. Many commentators include the repeal of
“racial hatred” sanctions as being also necessary. A few years ago a petition defending a
French historical revisionist[9] was circulated worldwide and signed by a huge number
of persons from many different countries. There is good reason to feel that the human
hunger for liberty will be more than a match, ultimately, for those seeking to close down
open commentary on the Nazi period and other topics.
Another powerful element in human nature is the desire of creative writers in all literary
genres to produce original and strikingly beautiful language. The best of the world's

literature has set the benchmark. Orwell noted that in his time “political writing consists
almost entirely of prefabricated phrases bolted together like the pieces of a child's
Meccano set.” He added that “to write in plain, vigorous language one has to think
fearlessly, and if one thinks fearlessly one cannot be politically orthodox” (by which he
means “politically correct”). At the present time the later works of Solzhenitsyn[10]
appear to have been prevented by force majeure from appearing in English translation,
though a cooperative venture is in play on the Internet to get around this censorship. The
widespread and innate love of quality literature and quality writing is also in the middle
and long term likely to prove more than a match for those seeking to suppress the
findings of revisionism.
Solzhenitsyn also believed that literature can and will protect human liberty and the right
of free discussion in public forums of contentious topics. He saw literature as a profound
vehicle of truth. “But a work of art bears within itself its own verification; conceptions
which are devised or stretched do not stand being portrayed in images, they all come
crashing down, appear sickly and pale, convince no one. But those works of art which
have scooped up the truth and presented it to us as a living force – they take hold of us,
and nobody ever, not even in ages to come, will appear to refute them.”[11]
The great Russian novelist saw literature as protecting the souls of nations. “But woe to
that nation whose literature is disturbed by the intervention of power….. it is the closing
down of the heart of the nation, a slashing to pieces of its memory. The nation ceases to
be mindful of itself, it is deprived of its spiritual unity.” The suppression of literature and
of historical debate are crimes against humanity. “In some cases moreover – when as a
result of such a silence the whole of history ceases to be understood in its entirety – it is
a danger to the whole of mankind.”
Solzhenitsyn warned of “a rampant danger: the suppression of information between the
parts of the planet.” He also warned against reliance on the United Nations Organization,
which, of course, has, since his time, sided with the oppressors of Holocaust
revisionism. He saw the UNO as “a United Governments Organization” which has
betrayed many peoples subject to governments which they have not chosen.
Rather in the spirit of Faurisson and Widmann, the Nobel laureate asked: “Is it not
natural for us to step back, to lose faith in the steadfastness of goodness, in the
indivisibility of truth?” His answer was that world literature, which he saw as “a certain
common body and a common spirit, a living heartfelt unity reflecting the growing unity
of mankind”, has the power “to help mankind, in these its troubled hours, to see itself as
it really is, notwithstanding the indoctrinations of prejudiced people and parties.”
Solzhenitsyn was alert to the skepticism that his idealistic affirmation might bring in
some quarters. “We shall be asked, what can literature possibly do against the ruthless
onslaught of open violence? But let us not forget that violence does not live alone and is
not capable of living alone; it is necessarily interwoven with falsehood.” He celebrated
the courage of those who refuse to partake in false statements and actions (the exact
position, of course, of Faurisson and many other revisionists). “In the struggle with
falsehood art always did win and it always does win….. Falsehood can hold out against
much in this world, but not against art. And no sooner will falsehood be dispersed than
the nakedness of violence will be revealed in all its ugliness – and violence, decrepit,
will fall.”
It is only a matter of time before a creative writer of the first rank, in world terms, comes
forth to deal with the extraordinary scandal of the persecution of revisionists that has
deformed and degraded Western European culture since the end of World War Two. And
sooner or later the whole apparatus of suppression will go on the nose and then collapse.

Charles Morgan expressed a similar confidence in his magnificent defense of freedom,
Liberties of the Mind.[12] Partly as a result of considering the Soviet show trials under
Stalin, Morgan had become worried that the liberty of thought itself (as distinct from the
liberty of expression) was in danger. He regarded the enemy as materialistic-minded
totalitarians holding a view of man as a mechanical organism rather than a spiritual
creature of divine will. He noted that such folk had not yet in the West “the power to
make it criminal to demonstrate the falsity of their premises.”[13] He thought that any
attempt to obliterate conscience would fail, so long as “the Gospels and Milton and
Bunyan remain accessible, and men are free to pray and love.”[14]
Morgan believed that a restoration of liberty was likely to occur in the future.
“Nevertheless the time may come – the time may already have come – when the Western
nations must vindicate their own principle of freedom and, together and severally, set
their house in order….. they may have, by… repeal and codification at home, to undo
harm already done….. It is time that liberty rebuilt her barricades.”[15] He affirmed that
“the people themselves… must impose constitutional checks upon their own
absolutism….. they must disengage the liberty of thought as a distinct and inalienable
liberty….. [and do so] by positive laws to prevent not only the intimidation of
minorities, but subversive intimidation by minorities.”[16] He was not thinking of the
struggle against the suppression of revisionism, but his words are highly relevant to that,
even prophetic. And it was art that Morgan saw as the force that would frustrate the
mind-controllers. “It is the radical principle and the invariable practice of all totalitarian
systems to freeze imagination. It is the radical principle of art to enable men and women
to think and imagine for themselves.”[17] Art is on the side of revisionists in 2014! “If
art has anything to teach, it is… that to mistake one supposed aspect of truth for Truth
itself and so to imprison men's curiosity and aspiration in the dungeon of an ideology, is
the unforgivable sin against the spirit of man. An artist is bound by his vocation to
recognise as sin the authoritarian’s claim to be a monopolist of truth.”[18]
In summary, Solzhenitsyn, Orwell and Morgan make the same point: art (including
literature) is an amazingly strong ally of those who fight for intellectual freedom. For
this reason I believe that Holocaust revisionism will eventually win the day, no matter
what vicissitudes occur on the way. Today, as I finish this article (11 January), the news
has reached us of the French government-led banning of the comedy show in Nantes of
the comedian M’Bala M’Bala Dieudonne. I predict that this will prove a pyrrhic victory
for the suppressors. When a national government has to utilize the highest administrative
court to close down a comedian's show, then “something is very rotten in the state”
indeed – and the odor will awaken more and more people.
In the meantime, some of us may have to suffer. We should recall the spirit of Job (“The
Lord has given, the Lord has taken away. Blessed be the name of the Lord!”[19]) and the
words of Sister Beatrix to Rowena Darcy in the great Australian novel The Harp in the
South:[20] “God has his own ways of giving us experience, Rowena. Don't regret all the
pain you have suffered. You will learn in the long run that it gave you wisdom of
strength. Lift up your heart, as Father says in the Mass, and be glad that God thought you
worthy to go through this trial for his sake and your own.”
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Savage Continent: Europe in the Aftermath of
World War II
by Ezra Macvie

by Keith Lowe, St. Martin’s Press, 2012, 460 pp.
Keith Lowe is a professional historian in every sense, most of them good. He is not only
diligent, energetic, insightful, and scrupulous, he is also imaginative in the best ways, and
an engaging writer of prose. Being young, he has his career ahead of him and his first, and
only other, book on the market is Inferno: The Devastation of Hamburg, 1943. That book,
perhaps like David Irving’s 1963 best-seller, The Destruction of Dresden, might be a bit
too sympathetic to the people who instigated the Holocaust to support the rising career of
a historian of Twentieth-Century Europe. And for understandable reasons, Lowe does not
wish to suffer the fate of David Irving, whose contract to publish Goebbels—Mastermind
of the Third Reich was cancelled under pressure from groups who branded Irving a
“Holocaust denier.” That contract, as it happens, was with St. Martin’s Press, the publisher
of this very book.
So, at least to a reader familiar with this history and with the vicissitudes of advancing a
career in any field subject to public approbation, Savage Continent to some extent comes
off as a performance of redemptive historiography. That is, in certain of the many theaters
of conflict covered by Lowe’s survey, acts of understandable vengeance by Jews against
citizens of defeated Germany are presented as the revenge of conquered, and conquering,
persons of indeterminate ethnicity or other motivation. Thus, for example, Salomon
Morel, the infamous commandant of the post-war Zgoda/Świętochłowice concentration
camp for Prussian Germans, is identifiable as Jewish only by the dispositive passage on
Page 144:
“After the fall of communism, he moved to Israel, where he has lived ever
since. The Polish Ministry of Justice applied for his extradition, but Israel
was obliged to turn the application down because, according to their statute
of limitations, too much time had elapsed since the crimes were committed.”
[emphasis mine]
Near the end of the book, further such expiation is to be found in a rather sanctimonious
section on Page 373 devoted to the exploitation of distortions of history for political
purposes in this passage concerning the rank opportunism displayed by purveyors of
“nationalist” sentiments:
“Words like ‘Holocaust’ and ‘genocide’ are bandied about without thought
for their actual meaning, and Polish prison camps like Łambinowice and
Świętochłowice are labelled ‘extermination camps’ as if the hundreds of
people who died in them are somehow equivalent to the millions shoveled
into ovens at Sobibor [sic], Bełzec and Treblinka.” [emphasis mine]
So much for the young historian/author and his calculated scrivening. He shows much
promise, including the sense to render obeisance to the powers that be as he heaves his
career up off the ground. It is what he must do if he is ever to acquire impact. There is
much more to this work than occasional omissions and groveling.

English historian, Keith Lowe
By Ave Maria Mõistlik (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Much like the discoverers/inventors of “the Holocaust,” Lowe has revealed a war, or
wars, without a name—a set of conflicts that, even if they did not entail declarations of
war against one government by another government, nonetheless exerted a profound
impact upon the constitution of Europe’s states over the decade following the surrender of
the German government to the governments whose armies had conquered its territory.
And Lowe’s account encompasses mass slaughters that exhibited all the cruelty and
injustice that is to be found in the various carnages constituting World War II itself.
Perhaps to his credit, Lowe has eschewed the opportunity to “brand” his subject with a
label. He might have reprised the ingenious creators of “the Holocaust” and labelled it
“the Conflagration.” Or he might have struck out on his own and called it “the Afterwar,”
or even “the Aftershock,” hardly more metaphoric than the term that is forever branded on
our consciences by countless movies, books, and television specials.
But his subject has every quality justifying such branding, except possibly for sponsorship
by an aggressive, abundantly financed national sovereignty such as the one still feeding
on the well-publicized horrors of National Socialist policy concerning its Jewish minority.
His subject, ultimately, is the bewildering welter of nationalistic, vengeful, personal, and
especially communistic contenders for control of the governmental powers that had been
put, as it were, “up for grabs” by the traumatic disruptions of World War II and its
tumultuous conclusion. His treatment follows an orderly, roughly west-to-east sequence in
which he describes in detail how each country occupied by the Germans recovered its
identity, found and punished those deemed guilty of cooperating (too much) with the
occupiers, and in the process settled many scores, political and personal, quite unrelated to
the recovery of national existence.
In the course of this eminently worthy exercise, Lowe occasionally displays “insights”

that go well beyond what the discerning reader might consider within the historian’s
ambit. In this passage, he offers an explanation for the tendency of women in conquered
territories to cohabit with German soldiers:
“On the whole European women slept with Germans not because they were
forced to, or because their own men were absent, or because they needed
money or food—but simply because they found the strong, ‘knightly’ image
of the German soldiers intensely attractive, especially compared to the
weakened impression they had of their own menfolk.”
This entire statement, apparently encompassing women from the Caucasus to France, is
based, it turns out, on a survey of women in Denmark, a country bordering—and friendly
with—Germany. This would seem to represent a deduction too far by at least half. The
circumstances of women, and indeed of their German occupiers, in Ukraine and the
Soviet Union would appear to the informed observer to vary substantially from those of
their contemporaries in Denmark.
But Lowe employs the entire meme of national cuckolding for very meaningful
conclusions regarding the postwar behaviors of men from overrun nations concerning
each other’s wives, sisters, daughters, and even mothers. This behavior entailed a good
deal of public shaming such as having the women’s hair cropped, and forcing them to
parade naked down the streets of their towns and villages before their townsfolk.
Such enactments, of course, are among the very least-violent or destructive of the many
crimes committed by various partisans in the postwar environment, and indeed are among
those having the slightest long-term effects.
The long-term effects of murders and executions, both of which numbered in the many
thousands, are obviously eternal as concerns their victims. But the long-term effects of
civil wars, revolutions, coups, and interventions by foreign superpowers including, in
approximate order, the United States, the Soviet Union, and Britain, bore on much-greater
numbers of people, and countries, than did local abuses of the temporary breakdown of
civil order. Indeed, such government-level effects ultimately dictated the “map” of Europe
and the location of the celebrated “Iron Curtain” that descended in Europe around 1946,
when Winston Churchill famously named the phenomenon in a speech at Fulton,
Missouri.
For the geopolitically oriented, Lowe’s well-conceived treatment may find its greatest
value in the detailed, country-by-country report it renders on the triumph or defeat of
(Soviet) communism in each polity. This explication of the alignment of governments
over the latter half of the Twentieth Century is a reward to the reader little hinted at in the
title of the book nor in the blurbs and descriptive material that adorns its exterior. But it is
all there, meaningfully framed in the pre-war and wartime contexts pertaining to each
locality and the factions contending in each for dominance. The interventions and threats
of intervention exercised by the superpowers are illuminated in the ways that best
exemplify Lowe’s mastery of all the manifold histories that bear on the outcomes,
complete with reasoned assessments of the effects of potentialities never manifested in
visible acts.
The innumerable postwar atrocities recounted in this somber mélange were, of course,
adumbrated during the war by larger, state-initiated atrocities that, like their postwar
progeny, cut in every conceivable direction through the ranks of victims and perpetrators
at all times occupying the European stage. In these, as in those central to his subject,
Lowe ever-so-lightly favors the victors whose desiderata continue to dominate the arena
into which he must perforce fling this, the fruit of years of his very most assiduous
professional efforts. For example, as part of his story’s background, he presents on Page

15 a map of Europe headed “The Dead of Europe, 1939-45.” Each country has two
numbers in it: the total number of dead, and of these, the number of Jews. The “inside”
number is not civilians, nor females, but Jews. The line is nicely toed here, as elsewhere.
Favoritism is not denied Lowe’s country’s wartime Soviet allies, either, as agency is softpedaled for the Soviets, but not for the Germans, as on Page 6:
“… mines set by the retreating Germans were defused by Red Army sappers
just in time. Most of the public buildings in Kiev were mined when the
Soviets retreated in 1941 …”
The buildings were mined? Differentials such as this are so subtle that the author could
plausibly plead mere inattention to counter a charge of purposeful phrasing, but: (a) they
have their effect, intended or otherwise, upon readers; and (b) absence of the writer’s
conscious intent can reveal a bias so deep that its service does not even require the
writer’s awareness.
Refreshingly, Lowe does a reasonable, if somewhat terse, job of reporting the postwar
expulsions of Germans from portions of Germany made over to that unfortunate country’s
conquering enemies. He does not appear to shrink from fulsome descriptions of the horror
and injustice visited upon millions of victims, the vast majority of whom would be
counted as innocent under any human standard of judgment. He also recounts the horrific
after-Holocaust experienced by Jews returning to their homes in Eastern Europe, there to
find themselves dispossessed and persecuted afresh for having the temerity to survive and
attempt to take up their former lives and property, but he does this straightforwardly and
without unseemly emphasis or embellishment.
The historian unfortunately devotes the last three pages of his opus to a pious disquisition
on the uses of historical misrepresentation to serve the purposes of propaganda. On Page
376, for example, we read that “Distorted facts are far more dangerous than actual ones.”
Our instructor proceeds to wag an accusing finger in the direction of the usual right-wing
extremist/nationalist culprits, even going so far on Page 377 as to tar erstwhile victims
such as “the German expellees try to present the history of their own suffering as
equivalent to the suffering of the Jews”. Good one there, Dr. Lowe—the fate of David
Irving, Norman Davies, and many other historians and journalists should not befall you
after this. Of course, while attacking the practitioners of historical exploitation, he
nowhere hints at the elephant in the room he has erected: those exploiting that very
Holocaust in whose defense he exerts himself so strenuously.
Fortunately, most of the preceding 375 pages of Savage Continent are a fascinating,
informative compilation of a sector of history that has long justified just the sort of
definition and interpretation he has provided for it. His service to the jealous gods of
publishing and academic history is in fact sparser than this hypersensitive review might
make it appear, and it is dispensed with by little more effort than would be involved in,
say, skipping the last three pages.
He obviously has learned enough to share far more opinions with the martyred David
Irving than he could ever admit to under the present circumstances. If those circumstances
relax to any extent over the coming decades of this young scholar’s expectably long and
successful career, we may hope to benefit from his future work even more than we have
from the present work.
And if, God forbid, they don't, we may still find his impending oeuvre of great interest
and value.

Stalin's German-Nationalist Party | CODOH
by Kerry R. Bolton

At a meeting between Joseph Stalin and leaders of the Socialist Unity Party (Sozialistische Einheitspartei
Deutschlands: SED) in the Soviet zone of occupied Germany, held on January 31, 1947, Stalin asked what
percentage of Germans (in all the occupation zones) were “fascist elements,” and “what influence did they
retain in the Western zones”? Otto Grotewohl replied that it was a difficult question to answer, but that he
could give Stalin lists of former National Socialist party members “in leadership positions in the Western
zones.” Stalin had not asked the question with the view to purging Germany of “fascists,” but with the
possibility of re-forming former National Socialist party members into another party, which would promote
nationalism and socialism within the context of a Soviet Germany. He was also interested in the possible
voting patterns of “fascist elements” should there be a plebiscite on German unification. Grotewohl’s view
was that they were “all reactionaries.” Stalin’s view was different. Would it be possible to organize the
“fascists” in the Soviet zone under a different name? He pointed out to the SED leaders that their policy of
“exterminating fascists” was no different from that of the USA, stating: “Maybe I should add this course [of
organizing a nationalist party] so as not to push all of the former Nazis into the enemy camp?”[1]
While the Western zones sought to ban any political re-manifestation of National Socialism, Stalin was
exploring the possibilities of integrating such elements into a new Soviet Germany. The reticence he received
from the Socialist Unity leaders was based on a typically Marxist reaction. However, one uses Marxism to
tear down a nation and a state, not to construct one. Stalin, as Trotsky correctly lamented, had “betrayed” the
Bolshevik revolution[2] by reversing possibly every Marxian program that had been erected by Lenin,
Trotsky, Zinoviev, Kamenev, Sverdlov, et al., who had for the most part been purged or liquidated by
Stalin.[3]
Grotewohl objected that if the “fascists” were reorganized into their own party, such a move would be
“incomprehensible to the working masses” in the Western zones. Presumably he was so naïve as to believe
that the proletariat in the Western zones were so eager to forsake twelve years of almost miraculous social
and economic achievements under National Socialism, and embrace doctrinaire Marxism, that they would
feel betrayed unless all the leaders of the former regime were routed and lynched. Stalin had other thoughts.
Stalin replied that showing the “Nazis” in the Western zones that their comrades under the Soviets were not
being purged would provide a positive impression that “not all of them will be destroyed.” Pieck regarded
the idea as “impossible,” while Stalin saw no reason why it should not be achieved. He wanted to recruit
“patriotic elements” to a “fascist party” especially among “secondary figures of the former Nazi Party.”
There would be nothing reactionary about establishing such a party, as many “Nazis” had “come from out of
the people.”[4]
Ulbricht thought Stalin’s idea entirely plausible by focusing on the socialist aspect of National Socialism,
especially among idealistic youth, who had regarded the NSDAP as Socialist. Stalin explained that he did not
aim to integrate “fascist’ elements into the SED, but to encourage them to form their own party, in alliance
with the SED.[5] Former “Nazis” were voting for the bourgeois conservative parties in the Soviet-occupied
zone, fearful that the establishment of a Soviet state would mean their liquidation. Stalin wanted to
demonstrate that their situation under a Soviet Germany would be otherwise. He also did not share the
preposterous view of the German Communist leaders present that the “fascist elements” were all bourgeois.
He stated that “there should be relief for those who had not sold out” to the Western occupation; and that “we
must not forget that the elements of Nazism are alive not only in the bourgeois layers, but also among the
working class and the petty bourgeoisie.”[6]
Ulbricht’s particularly positive attitude among the SED leaders towards Stalin’s plans for a nationalist party
as part of an SED-led “national front” had a personal precedent. While the Hitler-Stalin Pact of 1939 had
caused a crisis of conscience among Communists throughout the world, Ulbricht had been particularly
enthusiastic towards the alliance between two “socialist” states, writing in the Comintern newspaper, Die
Welt, published in Stockholm:
Many workers, who desire socialism, welcome the pact particularly, because it reinforces the
friendship with the great country of socialism. … Both the German people and those peoples
who are admitted to the German multinational state[7] must make the choice: not together with
English high finance in favor of the extension of the war and a new Versailles, but together with
the Soviet Union for peace, for the national independence and the friendship of all peoples. The
working-class, the farmers and the working intellectuals of Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia
and Poland will be the strongest guarantee for the Soviet-German alliance and the defeat of the

English plan.[8]
It should be noted that Ulbricht saw the Hitler-Stalin pact as an alliance against plutocracy headed by
England. Ulbricht also played a prominent role in Stalin’s purge of the German Communist party leadership
that had fled to the USSR after Hitler’s assumption of office. Some of these were extradited from the USSR
back to Germany, such as Margarete Buber-Neumann, who was sent to Ravensbrück.[9] While Hitler
executed five members of the Politburo of the German Communist party, in the USSR seven were liquidated,
and 41 out of 68 party leaders.[10]
Pieck, presumably assuming that the projected party would be called “National Socialist” or “Fascist,’
objected that that the Allies would not allow the reconstitution of such a party. Stalin laughed in response,
and explained that the party would be called a name that was less obvious, such as “National
Democrats.”[11]
Another major objection from the party leaders, again naïve, was that the “fascists” are an “aggressive party”
and want “living space.” Stalin pointed out that Germany was defeated, its army was no more and that the
“fascist elements” were not concerned with such matters.

Otto Grotewohl, Prime Minister of the German Democratic Republic, delivers keynote speech during the
celebration of the 71st Birthday of Josef Stalin held in the Berlin State Opera on the evening of 21 December
1950. The inscription reads "Long live J.W. Stalin, the best friend of the German people!"
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-09039-0001 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Indeed, a significant faction of diehard post-war German National Socialists were committed to a neutralist
position, if not being overtly pro-Soviet. They had just fought a war against the USSR, and many were not
eager to do so again in the interests of American hegemony over Europe, which they regarded as culturally
and spiritually lethal, and therefore a more pervasive threat than Russian military occupation. Furthermore,
the plutocracies had fallen out with Stalin when he declined to become a junior partner in a post-war new
world order based around the United Nations General Assembly, where the USA could readily buy votes and
outmaneuver the Soviet bloc with ease; and the Baruch Plan for the “internationalization of atomic energy,”
which the USSR considered to be a euphemism for American control.[12] In fact, it was the USSR that
pursued a national course, including a campaign against “rootless cosmopolitanism” in the arts, which the
Stalinist leadership condemned as “internationalism,” while promoting a revived Russian folk culture; while
the USA was committed to internationalism, and a cultural offensive in which abstract expressionism and
jazz took leading roles in trying to subvert nations.[13]

Given this post-war realignment, it should not be too difficult to see why Stalin would regard ex-Nazis as
potential allies, and vice versa.
The largest post-war National Socialist formation in the Western zone, the Socialist Reich Party, under the
leadership of Major General Otto Remer, was quickly suppressed by the Allies when it made considerable
electoral progress. Most worrying of all was the Socialist Reich Party’s “neutralist position,” at a time when
the USA had reversed the Morgenthau Plan for the obliteration of German nationhood and nationality,[14]
and sought to rebuild Germany as an ally against the new foe, Stalin. Sir Oswald Mosley, commenting on the
arrest of Dr. Werner Naumann, designated by Hitler as Goebbels’s successor, and a few others, for allegedly
plotting to infiltrate the Free Democratic Party, remarked on the West’s post-war policies towards Germany
that “Years after the Russians were offering German scientists every material prize that life can hold, the
allies were making such men sweep rubble in the streets on account of their past political affiliations.”[15]

Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (NDPD)
In February 1948 the Soviet Military Administration (Sowjetische Militäradministration in
Deutschland:SMAD) announced the end of denazification. In March 1948 the prosecution of Germans for
alleged “war crimes” was formally ended. The same month the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands
(NDPD) was formed. The German Democratic Republic (Deutsche Demokratische Republik: DDR) was
announced in 1949, from elections in the Soviet occupied zone, after the failure of the USSR and the Western
occupiers to agree on terms for elections on the reunification of Germany.
With the NDPD’s creation, Stalin stated that the party would “erase the line between non-Nazis and former
Nazis.”[16] On March 22, a newspaper was launched to pave the way, National-Zeitung, announcing: “while
in other areas there remains the atmosphere of denazification of Germany, in the eastern part the people’s
eyes light up again. Simple party comrades no longer have to be timid and fearfully look around as if they
were pariahs.” The party was founded three days later, under the chairmanship of Lothar Bolz, who held the
post until 1972. Bolz had been a member of the pre-war German Communist party and was one of the few
German Communist leaders to have survived Stalin’s hazardous hospitality towards Communist
refugees.[17] During much of the time Bolz served in the government of the DDR, including the position of
Foreign Minister (1968-1978), the vice chairman of the NDPD was Heinrich Hohmann, who had joined the
National Socialist party in 1933, and was a co-founder of the League of German Officers, which formed the
initial nucleus of the NDPD.
The NDPD program was stridently nationalistic; as much as the Socialist Reich Party which was being
outlawed in the Federal Republic:
America violated the Treaty of Potsdam and plunged us Germans with malice into the biggest
national distress of our history. … But the American war may and shall not take place! Germany
must live! That’s why we National Democrats demand: the Americans to America. Germany for
the Germans! The Federal Republic of Germany is a child of national treason... That's why we
National Democrats demand: German unity over the head of the government of national treason
in Bonn, as a basis for peace, independence and prosperity for our entire German fatherland.[18]
The party reached a peak of 230,000 members in 1953, and during the 1980s still had a significant
membership of 110,000. In 1948 the party sent 52 members to the DDR parliament, the Volkskammer. One of
its primary aims was German unification, and the party drew on ex-NSDAP members and army veterans to
support its campaigns. One such appeal from the party issued in 1952 included 119 names of officers from
the Wehrmacht, SS, Hitler Jugend, League of German Maidens (BDM) and German Labor Front.[19]

Hess’s Meeting with DDR Leaders
Interestingly, also in 1952, Lothar Bolz, then deputy minister-president of the DDR; the minister of trade and
supplies, Karl Hamann, and Otto Grotewohl met with former deputy Führer Rudolf Hess, to discuss whether
Hess would be willing to play a leading role in a reunified and neutral Germany. German historian Werner
Maser states that Otto Grotewohl told him of the meeting on the understanding that it would not be
mentioned until after Grotewohl’s death.[20] Wolf Rüdiger Hess (Rudolf Hess’s son) states that in March
1952 “Stalin proposed a peace treaty and free elections for a neutral and unified Germany to prevent the
Federal Republic of Germany from joining the West’s defense organization, which he considered a threat to
Soviet security.”[21] A neutral, reunited Germany was precisely the policy of the Socialist Reich Party.
Hess had been taken from Spandau to meet the DDR leaders when the USSR assumed its monthly
jurisdiction over the prison fortress.[22]Professor Maser records that Stalin wished “to temper justice with
mercy in the Germany matter and to grant Hess a prominent position within the framework of reconstruction
and the efforts towards the reunification of Germany.”[23] Maser stated that he had the impression from

Grotewohl that the NDPD, the Liberal Democratic Party and the Democratic Farmers’ Party, all part of a
“National Front” bloc in the DDR, had moved their party programs “suspiciously close to the 25-point
program of the NSDAP of 1920.” It was proposed that Hess would serve as “a vehicle for the introduction of
the New Policy,” according to Maser. In the longer term, Hess would play a part in the leadership of a
reunited Germany. If Hess would state that the DDR policy was the same as the “socialism” to which he had
always adhered, he would be immediately released from Spandau. Hess rejected the offer, although he
“welcomed… the efforts of the DDR and the Soviet Union to preserve German patriotism, and had listened
attentively to what his interlocutors had to say on the programs of the political parties referred to…” But he
regarded the acceptance of such an offer as a betrayal of Hitler’s memory. Grotewohl found it hard to
understand why Hess rejected the offer to help rebuild Germany as a free man.[24]
Wolf Rüdiger Hess remained skeptical as to the reality of the meeting and the offer. He has not explained
why. The alleged meeting took place precisely when the USSR called for a plebiscite on the unification and
neutrality of Germany, which reflected a policy that was likewise taken up by war veterans and former
NSDAP members led by Major General Otto Remer in the Federal Republic.
The Socialist Reich Party (SRP) was founded in 1949, and promptly had two members in the Bundestag,
who defected from other parties when the SRP was formed. Remer was not only deputy leader, but also the
most energetic campaigner, receiving enthusiastic responses to his condemnation of the American
democratic imposition and praise for the achievements of National Socialism.[25] Remer was soon banned
from Schleswig-Holstein and North Rhine-Westphalia, where the SRP was most popular. The US occupation
authorities not only noted the “Nazi” style of the SRP but also its opposition to a Western alliance, and
advocacy of united Europe as a third force, led by a reunified Germany. The SRP attracted 10,000 members,
and organized auxiliaries for women, youth and trade unionists. Its paramilitary Reichsfront was formed
mainly among the British-run German Service Organization barracked at British military bases, which were
reportedly covered with SRP propaganda. In 1950 SRP members were banned from state service, the US
State Department fearing that the party could democratically assume power.[26] SRP meetings were
violently broken up by police, and a pro-SRP newspaper, Reichszeitung, was banned. Remer increased his
denunciation of the US occupation and the Western alliance, while refraining from condemning the USSR
and the DDR. The US State Department noted this, with the comment: “The party is suspected of willingness
to effect a large compromise with Russia in order to unify Germany.”[27] When the USA decided on a
policy of integrating Germany into the western defense system, Remer launched a campaign with the slogan
“Ohne mich!” (“Count me out!”), which drew a ready response from war veterans resentful of their post-war
predicament under the Western zone. Remer went further and stated that in the event of war, Germans should
not cover an American retreat if the Russians drove them back. He stated that he would “show the Russians
the way to the Rhine,” and that the SRP members would “post themselves as traffic policemen, spreading
their arms so that the Russians can find their way through Germany as quickly as possible.”[28]

The leadership of the SRP (Socialist Reich Party); Chairman of the SRP Dr. Fritz Dorls, the former Major
General Otto Ernst Remer, 2nd Chairman of the SRP and the former SS and Hitler Youth leader Count von
Westarp. Photo: 14 August 1952.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-15845-0010 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
In 1952, the year of the meeting between the SED leaders and Hess, and Stalin’s call for free elections for a
neutral and united Germany, Remer, who had the previous year been sentenced to four months' jail for
slandering Bonn officials, invoking the Treaty of Rapallo as a symbol of Russo-German co-operation,
endorsed Stalin’s proposals. The US felt obliged to offer the Adenauer government the pretense of
sovereignty over German affairs under the “Contractual Agreement” of May 1952. SS veterans were now
permitted to join the army. The US remained suspicious of how reliable West Germany would be in a
conflict with the Eastern bloc, but preferred the risk of rebuilding the Western zone to the possibility that
Germans would respond to Stalin’s call for a united, neutral state. It was also tacitly accepted that the
purpose of NATO was to contain Germany as much as the USSR.[29] The pressure from the SRP and from
Stalin’s call for a neutral, united Germany, had forced the end of denazification in the Federal Republic.
At this time, the American philosopher and activist Francis Parker Yockey, in calling for the liberation and
unity of Europe was, like Remer et al, prepared to collaborate with the USSR to purge the “holy soil” of
Europe of US occupation, which he regarded as the enforcer of Jewish “culture distortion.” Yockey, who
until apprehended in the USA in 1960, had kept ahead of military intelligence, Interpol and the FBI, and
travelled the world organizing a “fascist” revival, was an adviser to the SRP. Working with a few colleagues
within Mosley’s Union Movement in 1947, Yockey, contrary to Mosley, took the position that a Russian
occupation of Europe was the lesser evil. This was noted by the FBI, which in summarizing Yockey’s
activities in a 1954 report stated that Yockey and his colleagues left Mosley and founded the European
Liberation Front in 1949 having published his magnum opus, Imperium, the previous year. During a planning
meeting for the ELF in London, Yockey stated that an aim would be to create a partisan organization which
would collaborate with the USSR against the Western occupation powers in Germany. The FBI report states
that Yockey went to Germany, where he spread anti-US material of a pro-Soviet nature, and contacted the
SRP.[30] Yockey wrote a sequel to Imperium, Der Feind Europas, as an instruction manual to for the SRP,
although the document was suppressed by the occupation authorities.[31] During 1955 to 1957, the “missing
years,” Yockey is thought to have travelled through the Soviet bloc. In a letter to this writer, by Yockey’s
primary US contact, Keith Thompson, registered US agent for the SRP, it was stated that Yockey served as a
courier for the Czech secret service. His “fascism” was obviously regarded as no impediment to the Soviets,
and it might be conjectured that he earned a living writing anti-Zionist propaganda in the Soviet bloc, having

undertaken this for the Nasser regime in Egypt in 1953.

DDR Rebuffs Zionists
In 1952, the Bonn regime announced that it would begin paying reparations to Jews. Meanwhile, the trial
began of Rudolf Slansky and other mostly Jewish leaders of the Czechoslovakia Communist party, who were
charged with a wide-ranging “Zionist conspiracy” in collusion with the USA and Israel;[32] an event that
was seminal in the thinking of Yockey and other rightists vis-à-vis the Soviet bloc.[33] The trial was noted
by the SED Central Committee:
Sailing under the Jewish nationalistic flag, and disguised as a Zionist organization and as
diplomats of the American-vassal government of Israel, these American agents practiced their
trade. From the Morgenthau-Acheson Plan that was revealed during the trial in Prague it appears
unmistakably that American imperialism organizes and supports its espionage and sabotage
activities in the people’s republics via the State of Israel with the assistance of Zionist
organizations.[34]
The “Morgenthau-Acheson Plan” referred to in the SED statement was an allegation that an agreement had
been reached “according to which American support for Israel was promised in exchange for the use of
Zionist organizations for espionage and subversion,” of the Soviet bloc states.[35]
Furthermore, in the same statement, the SED Central Committee condemned the German communist Paul
Merker as a Zionist agent who had who acted “in the same way as the criminals in Czechoslovakia.” Merker,
who had spent the war years in exile in Mexico, advocated reparations for German Jews. The SED leaders
stated:
It can no longer be doubted that Merker is an agent of the US financial oligarchy, whose demand
for compensation for Jewish properties is only designed to infiltrate US financial capital into
Germany. That is the real reason for his Zionism. He demands the displacement of German
national wealth with the words: “The compensation for the harm that has been done to Jewish
citizens will be given both to those who return and to those who want to stay abroad.” Merker
illicitly transformed the maximum profits squeezed out of German and foreign workers by
monopoly capitalists into alleged property of the Jewish people. In reality “Aryanization” of this
capital merely transferred the profits of “Jewish” monopoly capitalists to “Aryan” monopoly
capitalists.[36]
As with the Soviet purging of Zionists and Jews in Czechoslovakia, Merker was condemned as being part of
a world apparatus in which Zionists served as agents for subversion by foreign capital.
The DDR did not at any stage establish diplomatic relations with Israel. The DDR also adamantly refused to
pay any reparations to Israel or “Holocaust survivors.”
On September 18, 1973, Yosef Tekoah, Israeli ambassador to the U.N. General Assembly, stated that:
“Israel notes with regret and repugnance that the other German state (DDR) has ignored and
continues to ignore Germany’s historical responsibility for the Holocaust and the moral
obligations arising from it. It has compounded the gravity of that attitude by giving support and
practical assistance to the campaign of violence and murder waged against Israel and the Jewish
people by Arab terror organizations.”
The East German regime never accepted the war guilt that was the foundation of the Bonn regime, and hence
it was not morally hindered in pursuing an anti-Zionist policy. Interestingly, the first comments on Bonn’s
intention to pay reparations to Jews and Israel were published three days after the publication of the
indictments against Slansky, et al for “Zionist treason.” An article in Neues Deutschland described the
reparations agreement as a deal brokered between “West German and Israeli capitalists.”[37] With the death
of Stalin in 1953, Israel hoped for a change in direction, including on the matter of reparations, but the DDR
refused.
In 1968 Simon Wiesenthal claimed that the DDR news service was far more anti-Zionist than that of any
other Soviet-bloc state, and that this was because of the number of ex-“Nazis” employed there.[38] The
NDPD was the focus of Wiesenthal’s allegations. Dr. Richard Arnold, who had been an official in the
Ministry for Science and Public Education (1939-1945), and had written of eliminating every trace of the
“Jewish spirit” from the cultural life of Germany, was in 1968 general editor of Der Nationale Demokrat, the
newspaper of the NDPD, and recipient of the Order of Merit for the Fatherland. Kurt Herwart Ball, who had
been editor of the SS journal Hammer, in the DDR was a journalist for the NDPD and an official in the
propaganda bureau of the regime.

In a 1951 report the Anglo-Jewish Association urged the Bonn regime and the Allied occupiers to start a
vigorous campaign against the revival of National Socialism and any admittance of war veterans into the
political realm, alluding to the threat of an accord between “Nazis” and the Eastern bloc:
In Germany as elsewhere the political pendulum has swung far since 1945. The increasing
sharpening of the cold war has, among other things, resulted in a certain tendency among
parties, not always entirely disinterested, to label those who draw attention to the neo-Nazi
revival as Communists and fellow-travellers. The facts revealed about new Nazi groups in this
booklet, and the strong suspicion held in many German quarters that some of their leaders, at
any rate, are not above coming to a working arrangement with the totalitarians of the Eastern
Zone, should help to expose such views. Too frequently they are expressed by people whose
professed dislike of Stalinist dictatorship is merely a cloak for their own totalitarian aims.
It should be clearly realized that the neo-Nazis are in no sense allies against Communism. Even
before the leading neo-Nazi group —the Socialist Reich Party— was founded, Drew Middleton,
senior correspondent of The New York Times in Germany, wrote:
“It is high time that the United States, Britain and France awoke to the danger, the
very real danger, that the rise of the right-wing in Germany represents the best
chance of a Soviet-German rapprochement… anti-Communism is not enough. (The
Struggle for Germany, Allan Wingate, 1949)”
The new Nazis draw their inspiration direct from Hitler’s Germany, and those who learn from
the lessons of history will keep firmly before them the memory of the Hitler-Stalin Pact of 1939.
They will remember that it was this pact that signaled the unleashing of the German armies
against Poland and later against the West. Similarly, it should not be forgotten that the history of
the ill-fated Weimar Republic is dotted with examples of co-operation between the Nazis and
Communists against the democratic parties. What happened before can well happen again.[39]
The DDR integration of “Nazis” and Rightists had its precedents, as mentioned by the Anglo-Jewish report.
Karl Radek, the anti-Semite’s stereotype of a “Bolshevik Jew,” attempted to appeal to the nationalism of
German workers to win them over to the Communist party and away from the NSDAP, by agitating for
opposition to the French occupation of the Ruhr, in the name of the martyred Freikorps fighter Albert Leo
Schlageter, who had been shot in 1923 by the French for his resistance activities. Radek’s speech urged the
Communists to tap into, rather than oppose, the nationalist sentiments of the German workers. Radek stated
in words that were thirty years later reflected in Stalin’s aim of reintegrating the NSDAP and military
veterans into the DDR, that “those who have turned to fascism in their despair over the social ills and
enslavement of their nation” should no longer be regarded with anathema by the Communist party. [40]
Towards this end leaflets advertising Communist Party meetings honoring Schlageter were adorned with the
red star and the swastika.[41] A pamphlet on Schlageter included Radek’s speech, and articles by
conservative-revolutionary Moeller van den Bruck, Count Ernst zu Reventlow of the NSDAP, and Fröhlich
of the Communist Party.[42]
The “National Bolshevik” current within the German Right during the Weimar era regarded the USSR as a
natural ally of Germany vis-à-vis the plutocracies. They advocated an eastward direction for German
diplomacy, which had been reflected in the Treaty of Rapallo. The primary “National Bolsheviks” were Ernst
Niekisch and Karl O. Paetel, around whom gravitated not only radical nationalists and revolutionaryconservatives such as Otto Strasser and Ernst Junger but also the Communists Bertolt Brecht and Ernst
Toller.[43] Even Oswald Spengler, the conservative-revolutionary philosopher-historian, who warned of the
possibility of Russia’s leadership of a “colored world revolution” behind the banner of Bolshevism,[44] had
also seen the possibility of another Russo-German alliance.[45]
The USSR sought out Rightists via several organizations: The Association for the Study of the Planned
Economy of Soviet Russia (Arplan), included Reventlow, Junger, and several National Bolsheviks.[46]The
League of Professional Intellectuals (BGB) included Junger and Niekisch and, according to Soviet
documents, was a means of attracting “into our orbit of influence a range of highly placed intellectuals of
rightist orientation.”[47]
Hence, the line taken by both Remer and the DDR was by no means a historical aberration or paradox. On
October 23, 1952, the SRP was banned[48] after winning 16 seats in the state parliament of Lower Saxony
and 8 seats in Bremen. The SRP was succeeded by the German Reich Party of Colonel Hans-Ulrich Rudel,
and the National Democratic Party (NPD), not to be confused with its Soviet-sponsored namesake, the
NDPD.
Remer, like Rudel, and the commando leader Major Otto Skorzeny, undertook their own versions of German
diplomacy, Rudel and Skorzeny both advising Juan Peron in Argentina, while Remer was said to have

maintained close links with the Nasser regime, and lived in Egypt and Syria. Martin Lee writes that a RussoGerman accord remained the basis of Remer’s policy as the only means of liberating Europe from the USA.
Remer believed that a united Europe should include Russia,[49] which would welcome such a union as a
bulwark against an encroaching Asia.[50]
In 1983, back in Bavaria, Remer launched the German Freedom Movement (Die deutschen
Freiheitsbewegung, DDF), dedicated to Russo-German accord, under the chairmanship of Georg Bosse.
Their manifesto, The Bismarck-German Manifesto, is subheaded “German-Russian Alliance Rapallo 1983.”
The movement published a periodical, Recht und Wahrheit (Justice and Truth). The DDF manifesto Der
Bismarck-Deutsche continued the neutralist line from Remer’s SRP days three decades earlier. The
manifesto, echoing Yockey’s ideas on the “culture-distorting regime” of Washington and New York, states
“The American way of life is for us synonymous with the destruction of European culture,” and that
Germany “would not be used as the tip of the NATO spear… We will not participate in a NATO war against
Russia.” Remer explained to Martin Lee “We have to realize and act accordingly, like Bismarck did, that
Russia is the superpower in this gigantic Eurasian continent, to which we belong geographically,
geopolitically and economically, and even culturally… We are, like Bismarck, for a close collaboration with
Russia in politics, economy, culture, science, technology, and research.”[51]
US Army intelligence, still monitoring Remer, feared that his neutralist, and even “pro-Soviet” line was
making headway among the German Right, and noted a “trend towards neutralism” and “a rise in antiAmericanism.” In 1985 a West German secret service officer opined to a Reuters newsman that, “the Soviet
Union is seen as a potential friend and, in some cases, even an ally.”[52]
It is an interesting aside that in 1962, during the “Cuban Missile Crisis,” Castro purchased 4,000 pistols
through Remer and Ernst Wilhelm Springer.[53] The latter had been a member of the SRP who, like Remer,
settled in Egypt in 1953, supplying guns to Arab clients.[54] It is perhaps indicative that Remer was serious
when he had ventured that the SRP would assist the Russians in Germany in the event of a conflict with the
USA.
Why pro-Russian, anti-NATO or neutralist positions should be regarded by US and German intelligence
agencies as sudden new trends among the Right is difficult to explain. Even the comparatively conservative
NPD of the 1960s, during which time it reached its electoral high point under Adolf von Thadden, rejected
NATO.
While Yockey’s plans were cut short with his death in a San Francisco jail in 1960 while awaiting trial for
passport fraud, his militant stance was assumed by a new generation led by Michael Kuhnen, who founded
the Action Front of National Socialists during the late 1970s and the 1980s. Under the name of the Werewolf
Northern Cell,[55] in association with Wiking Jugend, a raid on a NATO base in the Netherlands was
organized along with others against NATO and US bases in West Germany.[56]
This is not to say that Remer and others had become Stalinists. As articles in Recht und Wahrheit show,[57]
Remer and the DDF remained critical of Stalinism, the USSR and the DDR, and welcomed the fall of the
Berlin Wall and the reunification of Germany. It is unclear to this writer what Remer et al, expected Europe
to gain by the supplanting of Soviet control over Eastern and Central Europe and the obliteration of the
Warsaw Pact, by a power that was “synonymous with the destruction of European culture,” as Remer had put
it. His views at the time of the fall of the Berlin Wall seem at odds with the avidly anti-US, pro-Soviet
statements during the early 1950s. Perhaps he had considered the USSR to have progressively decayed after
Stalin, which it indeed had. The “colour revolutions” organized and funded by George Soros’s network and
the National Endowment for Democracy, in association with the US State Department, have been rampant
across Europe since the days of “Solidarity” in Poland and show no signs of abating. Nonetheless, when the
USSR remained a factor in world power politics, Remer was still insisting in 1983 that “I want to make an
agreement with the Russian people, we have to move out of NATO, and out of the European Community. We
want to be a neutral country, then we can reunify. The Americans, not the Russians, are the aggressors!”
Remer stated that the Russians were “very interested.”[58]

Origins of the NDPD in Wartime USSR
As is well known, some such as General Reinhard Gehlen, head of the Bonn regime’s espionage apparatus,
became avid Cold Warriors on behalf of the USA. The relationship between the Nationaldemokratische
Partei Deutschlands, the USSR and the leaders of the DDR and Socialist Unity Party reflected a willingness
of other war veterans and ex-NSDAP members to embrace Soviet hegemony while remaining German
patriots.
Those who formed the NDPD had been prisoners of war held by the USSR. While many Russian soldiers
who had surrendered to the Germans sought to join an anti-Soviet army under German auspices, there were
Germans in Russian captivity who were persuaded that they could play a role in postwar Germany.

NDPD co-founder and first chairman (1948-1972), Lothar Bolz was one of the few Communist party
members who had survived liquidation by Stalin when party members had fled to the USSR. There he taught
at an ideological school for captured Germans.
A primary co-founder of the NDPD was Colonel Wilhelm Adam, a veteran of both world wars, whose
nationalist politics went back to membership in the Young German Order in 1920, and the NSDAP in 1923,
and his participation in the Munich Putsch. He was a member of the conservative German People’s Party
(DVP) during 1926-1929. In 1933 he joined the Stahlhelm and the SA. Captured in 1943 at Stalingrad, Adam
joined the National Committee for a Free Germany. Returning to the Soviet Zone of Germany in 1948, he
was an adviser to the state government of Saxony. In 1952 he became a colonel in the Kasernierte
Volkspolizei (KVP), which became the DDR People’s Army. He was honored in 1968 with the Banner of
Labor, and with the title of Major General in 1977.
Vincenz Müller, a veteran of both world wars, with the rank of lieutenant general, was captured at Minsk in
1944. He joined the National Committee for a Free Germany, in which he was particularly active. In 1948 he
returned to Germany and joined the NDPD, serving as deputy chairman during 1949-1952, and as a member
of the Volkskammer. In 1952 he was given responsibility for reorganizing the DDR armed forces, headed the
Ministry of the Interior, organized the KVP, and was appointed first chief of staff of the National People’s
Army. However, his loyalties were often suspect, perhaps because he maintained contacts in the West in
regard to promoting relations between the Federal Republic and the DDR, He retired in 1958.
Heinz Neukirchen, a naval commander stationed in Norway, was held in the USSR during 1945-1949. In
1949 he joined the NDPD and served as a party political department manager until 1950, and then as deputy
chairman of the party Board for the Berlin District. During 1954-1956 he served as chief of staff for the Sea
Police, and was appointed rear admiral in 1952, and later as chief of staff of the People’s Navy.
Rudolf Bamler was a section head of the Abwehr, German military intelligence. Achieving the rank of
lieutenant general, Bamler was captured on the eastern front in 1944. He served as an officer in the DDR’s
Stasi secret police during 1946-1962, and held the rank of Major General in the KVP.
Arno von Lenski served in both world wars. Promoted to lieutenant general in 1943, he was captured at
Stalingrad, and joined the National Committee for a Free Germany in 1944. Returning to Germany in 1949,
he became a council member of the NDPD in 1950. He worked with the Berlin municipal administration,
joined the KVP, and became a major general of the National People’s Army. In 1952 he served as a member
of the Volkskammer, for the NDPD.
Major General Kurt Haehling, returning from Russian captivity in 1951, served with the NDPD as district
chairman for Dresden (1953-1960).
The final electoral performance of the NDPD, by then apparently keen to rid itself of “right-wing” tendencies
and appear “liberal”, rebuffing efforts at entryism by the National Democratic Party (NPD),[59] was in the
local elections for Helbra, Mansfeld in 1990, where the party obtained 2%, then disappeared into the Free
Democratic Party.

Conclusion
The NDPD seems to have mostly disappeared down the “memory hole.” Yet right up to the final days of the
DDR the party was an important constituent of the governing National Front bloc. According to one of its
last office holders, Dr. Ludwig, the party had accrued a considerable amount of assets.[60] NDPD officials,
and particularly high-ranking military officers from the Third Reich, many with the most distinguished
military awards of that regime, were propelled to the top of the DDR in politics, police and military. While
the NDPD is distinct from the NPD that was founded in West Germany, when Germany was reunited, the
German radical Right, such as the NPD and others, received an influx of especially young recruits from the
East. It might be asked whether this was because the youth in particular, having lived under a nominally
“communist regime,” would naturally turn into the most avid anti-communists? However, an alternative
explanation might be offered: these youth had lived under the Spartan discipline of the DDR, its militarism,
duty, unencumbered by “war guilt,” schooled in anti-Zionism and anti-liberalism, even if with Marxian
rhetoric, where the state youth organizations for boys and girls seem strikingly similar in form to the Hitler
Jugend and the BDM. If these youth had rejected their past under the DDR their tendency would surely have
been, once freed from the discipline of the old regime, to embrace the liberalism, commercialism, and
American pop culture that was the basis of the Bonn regime and, now, reunited Germany. Instead, many have
chosen another “authoritarian ideology” and have still eschewed democratic-liberalism. With the eclipse of a
liberalized NDPD in 1990, the NPD, heir to the Socialist Reich Party, garners its highest votes from former
DDR states: Saxony, Thuringia, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, and Brandenburg.
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Like other intellectual movements, Holocaust revisionism has advanced in responding to
challenges. Revisionist scholarship on Auschwitz, for example, advanced immensely in
the course of responding to the challenges contained in the writings of Jean-Claude
Pressac.[1] Yet in the Holocaust debate, this kind of fruitful discussion has been very
much the exception to the rule. More often than not, the Holocaust establishment has
preferred to avoid confrontation, saying that debate would give “deniers” legitimacy.
This avoidance of confrontation has become particularly pronounced in recent years.
After the publication of a number of works in connection with the Irving/Lipstadt trial,
scholarly anti-revisionism has maintained careful silence for a full decade, while over
the same period revisionist scholars have produced a steady stream of detailed studies on
core aspects of the Holocaust. The main exception to this silence has been a team of
bloggers calling themselves “Holocaust Controversies.” The first of the two works
reviewed here is their first publication in non-blog format. Published in December 2011,

it is a lengthy attack on three revisionist books,[2] namely the monographs on Treblinka,
Belzec, and Sobibor written by Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf, and Thomas Kues, whose
reply to this criticism forms the second work under review.

The Bloggers' Critique
"Your manuscript is both good and original. But the part that is good is not original, and
the part that is original is not good." This remark, commonly attributed to Samuel
Johnson, might well be applied to the bloggers' work. Loosely speaking, one might call
its earlier chapters “good”, while its latter chapters could qualify as “original”. Although
the term “good” is much too generous, the early chapters are at least fairly extensively
sourced, and grounded in a large literature. The bloggers’ work begins outside the
Reinhardt camps with broad generalities, then moves inside the camps to address more
specific concerns. In the early chapters, in particular those dealing with National
Socialist Jewish policy in general and shootings in the occupied eastern territories in
particular, they are able to draw on an extensive secondary literature. While the
extensive material derived from the secondary literature does give these chapters a
certain weight, they have little to offer the reader already familiar with recent overviews
such as Christopher Browning's The Origins of the Final Solution or Peter Longerich's
Holocaust – little, that is, aside from a large trove of errors and misinterpretations.
While the bloggers’ early chapters are mainly devoted to regurgitating the contents of
standard books and document collections, the subsequent chapters contain more original
material. In particular, the final two chapters, which deal with mass graves and
cremation, are without question the most detailed treatment of these topics in the
orthodox literature. The bloggers – or rather Roberto Muehlenkamp, who is the author of
the chapters in question – deserve great credit for acknowledging these essential issues.
In this, they stand head and shoulders above other traditionalist holocaust scholars who
have written on the Reinhardt camps.
This originality, however, is coupled with a remarkable lack of quality. While
Muehlehkamp fills his chapters with enough tables to intimidate the average innumerate
historian, any reader who acquaints himself with the literature on mass burial and
cremation will easily see through his compendium of wishful thinking, numerical
legerdemain, and willful ignorance. Muehlenkamp’s obfuscations may fool some readers
for a time, but he has embroiled himself in an argument which he will inevitably lose,
and which is absolutely fatal for the standard Reinhardt story.
Putting issues of content aside, the bloggers’ style deserves comment. As their
introduction explains, their work originated in preparations for an (unrealized) online
debate about Aktion Reinhardt. This heritage shows itself very clearly throughout their
work. Although it is informed by recent scholarship, its style is a return to the methods
of the Nuremberg trials. Rhetoric is given priority over rigor, the authors taking their
stylistic cues more from lawyers than scholars. Although it does contain a number of
detailed criticisms of revisionist arguments, the bloggers’ work is really not structured as
a critique of the three books it purports to attack. Like the politician who knows never to
give a direct answer to a hostile question but to deflect it with a statement of his own, the
bloggers prefer to minimize the time spent in direct confrontation with opposing
arguments in favor of caricatures, misrepresentations, and sneers. Such devices serve
lawyers and debaters well, but will not impress serious readers. Yet despite all of its
weaknesses, the bloggers' work is essential reading for revisionists with an interest in the
Reinhardt camps: the criticism serves to focus the mind, and one’s arguments are bound
to be improved in the process of testing them against opposition.

The reply of Mattogno, Graf, and Kues

In the conclusion to their white paper, the bloggers posed a challenge, writing that “we
would like to set some provisions required for us to take any ‘riposta’ into serious
consideration [...] we dare MGK [Mattogno, Graf, and Kues] to follow the structure of
the present critique, so as to put things in proper perspective.” The second work under
review was clearly influenced by a desire to answer this challenge. After two
introductory chapters, it replies chapter by chapter: Chapters 3 and 4 reply to the
bloggers' Chapter 1, while Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 reply to the bloggers' Chapters 2, 3, 4,
and 5, respectively. Chapters 9 and 10 reply to the bloggers' Chapter 6, while Chapters
11 and 12 respond to the bloggers' chapters 7 and 8.
The reply is extremely detailed, and parts of it mark a major advance for revisionism
with respect to the Reinhardt camps. It examines new sources, polishes old arguments,
and introduces new ones. Unfortunately, it does not do so in a manner likely to reach
many readers. It suffers, in short, from a lack of attention to presentation. One senses
that the bloggers approached the writing of their “critique” with eagerness and polished
it carefully as a team, whereas their opponents appear, for the most part, to have seen
their reply as a tedious chore. Large parts of it were clearly written irritably and in haste.
This fact, coupled with the severe limitations of revisionist manpower and organization
in translation and editing, have caused this work to be published in a rather unpolished
state. These defects amount to little more than growing pains for scholarly revisionism
on the Reinhardt camps, but they nonetheless do detract from the work, and open the
door to easy polemical replies.
The lack of attention to presentation is particularly apparent in the work's conclusion,
which seems to have been written in an irritable mood early in the process of
responding, and never rewritten in light of the response's eventual content. Unlike the
bloggers, who use their conclusion in the manner of a lawyer’s summation, Graf wastes
his on name-calling and insults. Given that the introduction and conclusion will have far
more readers than will the full work, this is a highly unfortunate lapse.
The separate contributions of the individual authors are written in quite different styles.
Graf engages in an aggressive polemic, focusing more on attack than defense.
Mattogno's style is the opposite: extensively sectioned, with each section beginning with
a quotation from the work of his opponents, followed by his reply. While this style
allows for highly specific point-for-point argument, it leads to a work lacking in
synthesis because it does not impose its own organization on the material. As the
number of points considered moves from the dozens into the hundreds, the point-bypoint style becomes, as far as exposition and pedagogy are concerned, a disaster.
Mattogno's extremely lengthy reply contains some highly interesting new material, and
an engagement with a number of new sources, but its arrangement is such that only
highly motivated readers already familiar with previous revisionist studies will be able
to dig out the new and interesting parts. Because he chooses to reply even to many minor
points made by his critics, his substantial new arguments and sources are diluted by
much less compelling sections, and his major points obscured by his unwillingness to
drop minor points. There are some significant advances here in content, but it will take
considerable patience to find them in the extremely lengthy text.
The above mentioned facts severely limit this work's audience. That said, the first four
chapters are considerably more polished than the rest of the work, and should reach a
wider readership. Thomas Kues's contributions also stand out as readable, substantial,
and well structured. Striking a stylistic middle ground between Graf and Mattogno, they
can stand on their own.
One aspect which deserves special comment is the question of plagiarism, which
Mattogno in particular repeatedly charges to the bloggers. Many of these charges are

clearly accurate. That said, the frequent appearance of charges of plagiarism throughout
the work becomes highly repetitious, especially as some of these accusations are either
doubtful or clearly mistaken. Mattogno seems to have gotten somewhat carried away
after having seen so many clear cases of plagiarism, including many from his own work,
and started to see plagiarism in every corner. These false charges detract both from the
readability of the text and from the impact of those accusations of plagiarism which are
in fact true. In this, as in other things, an editor with a firmer hand could have greatly
improved the work.

New aspects
The greater part of both works under review is spent rediscussing old material and
arguments. While in some cases the rehashing of these familiar topics has refined the
arguments, these aspects are likely to be incomprehensible to readers who have not
carefully studied earlier writings on these subjects. There are, however, some elements
which stand out in their novelty. The most prominent of the points on which the bloggers
present us with something new is their attempt to change the killing method at Belzec
and Treblinka from the traditional diesel exhaust to gasoline-engine exhaust. Given that
anti-revisionists have spent nearly three decades insisting that, contra revisionist claims,
diesel exhaust is a perfectly practical killing method, this marks an important backingdown. Their case for gasoline engines at these camps is not particularly compelling nor
honest in its treatment of the witnesses, but the bloggers at least show the possibility of
attempting such a line of argument. It will be interesting to see whether more prominent
orthodox Holocaust scholars follow suit.
In dealing with this and other issues, the bloggers have made use of Soviet interrogations
that other authors have chosen not to use. Two cases in particular stand out: the use of
Nikolai Shalayev and Ivan Shevchenko to support the idea of the use of a gasoline
engine for gassing at Treblinka, and the use of Pavel Leleko to support the idea that the
Treblinka cremation facilities were equipped with pits. But introducing these materials
introduces problems which the bloggers do not discuss. According to the bloggers' given
source,[3] Leleko claimed that the gassing engine was a diesel, contradicting their
argument that it was a gasoline engine. In fact, in the same source Leleko indicates that
there were two engines used for gassing, occupying two of the ten chambers in the new
gas-chamber building – contrary to the usual depiction, which has ten chambers used for
gassing and the engine in a separate room. Shevchenko gives yet another version of the
layout, with nine chambers used for gassing and one for an engine.[4]
The testimony of Shalayev is no less problematic. He claimed that the new gas-chamber
building at Treblinka was equipped with five gas chambers, rather than the ten which has
been generally accepted. He also described a curious procedure by which gassing in the
old gas-chamber building proceeded one chamber at a time – a feature that contradicts
the accounts of other witnesses. Finally, Leleko,[5] Shalayev,[6] and Shevchenko,[7] all
claimed that the new gas chambers were built in 1943 (Shevchenko specifying March
1943), while the standard literature claims that they came under construction in late
August or early September of 1942, and went into action that October or November. The
bloggers, always superficial in their handling of witness testimony, make no attempts to
reconcile any of these contradictions.
The many incremental refinements of old arguments aside, the main new elements in
Mattogno, Graf, and Kues's reply come from examining a number of new sources, and
from the ongoing progress of archaeological work. Thomas Kues's lengthy examination
of the new archeological findings at Sobibor is of particular interest. Another fascinating
new element is Carlo Mattogno's discovery of Yankiel Wiernik's draft for A Year in
Treblinka and its story of killing with chlorine, which was dropped in the published

version. Unfortunately, these and many other interesting new elements tend to be
obscured by the very length of the point-by-point replies.

Looking ahead
What's next in this debate? The bloggers have indicated that they will produce a new
edition of their work, but not a direct reply. This evasion is unfortunate, and highlights
their overarching focus on rhetoric: they would be unable to maintain their rhetorical
momentum and polemical style in a direct reply, and therefore they avoid such an
encounter. But just as the bloggers dictated a series of conditions necessary for them to
take a revisionist response to their work into consideration, so too must they meet certain
standards if they expect their updated work to be taken seriously. First, their work must
actually be about the camps Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka. For them to write another
work that shirks discussing the camps themselves in favor of building a circumstantial
case that they “must have been” extermination centers equipped with homicidal gas
chambers on the basis of events that took place far outside the camps will be, to borrow
one of the bloggers' favorite phrases, an automatic fail.
Second, the bloggers must grapple in an upfront fashion with the fatal technical
challenges to the Reinhardt story, in particular the problem of cremation, and with the
results of archeology with respect to building remains and mass graves. A response that
confines these vital topics to isolated chapters at the end of the book will be inadequate.
Such an arrangement relies on the fact that most readers will not read as far as the final
chapters, and most of those who do will be sufficiently ignorant of the topics under
discussion as to be intimidated by a collection of extensive tables. Rather, the critical
technical and archeological aspects of the story of burial, exhumation, and cremation
must be put front and center throughout the discussion of the camps and of eyewitness
testimony. Nothing less will do.
Third, they must deal in an open and upfront fashion with their many serious errors,
acknowledging them in public fashion. Moreover, they must deal openly with their
dishonest use of sources. It will not suffice to refute certain erroneous accusations of
plagiarism, or to quietly amend errors without acknowledging them. Rather, the bloggers
must openly discuss the strongest and best substantiated accusations of plagiarism.
Similarly, they must openly admit their numerous errors and discuss them in a
transparent fashion, just as they asked their opponents to do.
Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that any of these desiderata will be satisfied. More
likely, the bloggers will simply troll through books and document collections for more
Einsatzgruppen and policy documents they can add to their early chapters (while
claiming to have seen the documents in an archive, of course), stuff in as many
secondary sources as they can to pad their bibliography, take some steps to cover the
tracks of their extensive copying, and claim all the while that their massive citation fraud
is simply the result of a few mistakes. They will retain their strategy of trying to prove
gassings by talking about shootings. And their coverage of the critical issues of mass
graves and cremation will remain confined to isolated chapters, and will remain totally
inadequate.
All the same, the bloggers deserve real credit for their work, which has so graphically
illustrated the bankruptcy of the traditional Reinhardt story in the face of archeology and
the realities of mass cremation, and provided a stimulus for the continued improvement
of revisionist scholarship.
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World War One’s direct costs to the United States were: 130,000 combat deaths; 35,000
men permanently disabled; $33.5 billion (plus another $13 billion in veterans' benefits
and interest on the war debt, as of 1931, all in the dollars of those years); perhaps also
some portion of the 500,000 influenza deaths among American civilians from the virus
the men brought home from France.[1]
The indirect costs, in the battering of American freedoms and the erosion of attachment
to libertarian values, were probably much greater. But as Colonel House had assured
Wilson, no matter what sacrifices the war exacted, "the end will justify them" — the end
of creating a world order of freedom, justice, and everlasting peace.
The process of meeting that rather formidable challenge began in Paris, in January 1919,
where the leaders of "the Allied and Associated Powers" gathered to decide on the terms
of peace and write the Covenant of the League of Nations.[2]
A major complication was the fact that Germany had not surrendered unconditionally,
but under certain definite conditions respecting the nature of the final settlement. The
State Department note of November 5, 1918 informed Germany that the United States
and the Allied governments consented to the German proposal. The basis of the final
treaties would be "the terms of peace laid down in the president's address to Congress of
January 1918 [the Fourteen Points speech], and the principles of settlement enunciated
in his subsequent addresses."[3]
The essence of these pronouncements was that the peace treaties must be animated by a
sense of justice and fairness to all nations. Vengeance and national greed would have no
place in the new scheme of things. In his "Four Principles" speech one month after the
Fourteen Points address, Wilson stated:
“There shall be no contributions, no punitive damages. People are not to be
handed about from one sovereignty to another by an international
conference.… National aspirations must be respected; peoples may now be
dominated and governed only by their own consent. "Self-determination" is
not a mere phrase.… All the parties to this war must join in the settlement
of every issue anywhere involved in it … every territorial settlement
involved in this war must be made in the interest and for the benefit of the
populations concerned, and not as a part of any mere adjustment or
compromise of claims amongst rival states.…”[4]

During the pre-armistice negotiations, Wilson insisted that the conditions of any
armistice had to be such "as to make a renewal of hostilities on the part of Germany
impossible." Accordingly, the Germans surrendered their battle fleet and submarines,
some 1,700 airplanes, 5,000 artillery, 30,000 machine guns, and other materiel, while the
Allies occupied the Rhineland and the Rhine bridgeheads.[5] Germany was now
defenseless, dependent on Wilson and the Allies keeping their word.
Yet the hunger blockade continued, and was even expanded, as the Allies gained control
of the German Baltic coast and banned even fishing boats. The point was reached where
the commander of the British army of occupation demanded of London that food be sent
to the famished Germans. His troops could no longer stand the sight of hungry German
children rummaging in the rubbish bins of the British camps for food. [6] Still, food was
only allowed to enter Germany in March 1919, and the blockade of raw materials
continued until the Germans signed the Treaty.

Council of Four at the WWI Paris peace conference, May 27, 1919. (L - R) Prime
Minister David Lloyd George (Great Britian) Premier Vittorio Orlando, Italy, French
Premier Georges Clemenceau, President Woodrow Wilson.
By Edward N. Jackson (US Army Signal Corps) (U.S. Signal Corps photo) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Early on in Paris, there were disquieting signs that the Allies were violating the terms of
surrender. The German delegation was permitted to take no part in the deliberations. The
Treaty, negotiated among the bickering victors — Wilson was so angry at one point that
he temporarily withdrew — was drawn up and handed to the German delegates. Despite
their outraged protests, they were finally forced to sign it, in a humiliating ceremony at
the Palace of Versailles, under threat of the invasion of a now helpless Germany.
This wobbly start to the era of international reconciliation and eternal peace was made

far worse by the provisions of the Treaty itself.
Germany was allowed an army of no more than 100,000 men, no planes, tanks, or
submarines, while the whole left bank of the Rhine was permanently demilitarized. But
this was a unilateral disarmament. No provision was made for the general disarmament
(point 4 of the Fourteen Points) of which this was supposed to be the first step and
which, in fact, never occurred. There was no "free, open-minded and absolutely
impartial adjustment of all colonial claims" (point 5). Instead, Germany was stripped of
its colonies in Africa and the Pacific, which were parceled out among the winners of the
war. In that age of high imperialism, colonies were greatly, if mistakenly, valued, as
indicated by the brutality with which Britain and France as well as Germany repressed
revolts by the native peoples. Thus, the transfer of the German colonies was another
source of grievance. In place of a peace with "no contributions or punitive damages," the
Treaty called for an unspecified amount in reparations. These were to cover the costs not
only of damage to civilians but also of pensions and other military expenses. The sum
eventually proposed was said to amount to more than the entire wealth of Germany, and
the Germans were expected to keep on paying for many decades to come.[7]
Most bitterly resented, however, were the territorial changes in Europe.
Wilson had promised, and the Allies had agreed, that "self-determination" would serve
as the cornerstone of the new world order of justice and peace. It was this prospect that
had produced a surge of hope throughout the Western world as the Peace Conference
began. Yet there was no agreement among the victors on the desirability of selfdetermination, or even its meaning. Georges Clemenceau, the French Premier, rejected it
as applied to the Germans, and aimed to set up the Rhineland as a separate state. The
British were embarrassed by the principle, since they had no intention of applying it to
Cyprus, India, Egypt — or Ireland. Even Wilson's Secretary of State could not abide it;
Lansing pointed out that both the United States and Canada had flagrantly violated the
sanctity of self-determination, in regard to the Confederacy and Quebec, respectively.[8]
Wilson himself had little understanding of what his doctrine implied. As the conference
progressed, the president, buffeted by the grimly determined Clemenceau and the clever
British prime minister David Lloyd George, acquiesced in a series of contraventions of
self-determination that in the end made a farce of his own lofty if ambiguous principle.
Wilson had declared that national groups must be given "the utmost satisfaction that can
be accorded them without introducing new, or perpetuating old, elements of discord and
antagonism." At Paris, Italy was given the Brenner Pass as its northern frontier, placing
nearly a quarter of a million Austrian Germans in the South Tyrol under Italian control.
The German city of Memel was given to Lithuania, and the creation of the Polish
Corridor to the Baltic and of the "Free City" of Danzig (under Polish control) affected
another 1.5 million Germans. The Saar region was handed over to France for at least 15
years. Altogether some 13.5 million Germans were separated from the Reich.[9] The
worst cases of all were Austria and the Sudetenland.
In Austria, when the war ended, the Constituent Assembly that replaced the Habsburg
monarchy voted unanimously for Anschluss, or union with Germany; in plebiscites, the
provinces of Salzburg and the Tyrol voted the same way, by 98 percent and 95 percent,
respectively. But Anschluss was forbidden by the terms of the Treaty (as was the use of
"German-Austria" as the name of the new country).[10] The only grounds for this
shameless violation of self-determination was that it would strengthen Germany —
hardly what the victors had in mind.[11]
The Peace Conference established an entity called "Czechoslovakia," a state that in the
interwar period enjoyed the reputation of a gallant little democracy in the dark heart of

Europe. In reality, it was another "prison-house of nations."[12] The Slovaks had been
deceived into joining by promises of complete autonomy; even so, Czechs and Slovaks
together represented only 65 percent of the population. In fact, the second largest
national group was the Germans.[13]
Germans had inhabited the Sudetenland, a compact territory adjacent to Germany and
Austria, since the Middle Ages. With the disintegration of Austria-Hungary they wished
to join what remained of Austria, or even Germany itself. This was vehemently opposed
by Thomas Masaryk and Eduard Beneš, leaders of the well-organized Czech contingent
at the conference and liberal darlings of the Allies. Evidently, though the Czechs had the
right to secede from Austria-Hungary, the Germans had no right to secede from
Czechoslovakia. Instead, the incorporation of the Sudetenland was dictated by economic
and strategic considerations — and historical ones, as well. It seems that the integrity of
the lands of the Crown of St. Wenceslaus — Bohemia, Moravia, and Austrian Silesia —
had to be preserved. No such concern, however, was shown at Paris for the integrity of
the lands of the Crown of St. Stephen, the ancient Kingdom of Hungary.[14] Finally,
Masaryk and Beneš assured their patrons that the Sudeten Germans yearned to join the
new west Slavic state. As Alfred Cobban commented wryly, "To avoid doubt, however,
their views were not ascertained."[15]
This is in no way surprising. The instrument of the plebiscite was employed when it
could harm Germany. Thus, plebiscites were held to divide up areas that, if taken as a
whole, might vote for union with Germany, e.g., Silesia. But the German request for a
plebiscite in Alsace-Lorraine, which many French had left and many Germans entered
after 1871, was turned down.[16]
In the new Czechoslovakia, Germans suffered government-sponsored discrimination in
the ways typical of the statist order of Central Europe. They were disadvantaged in "land
reform," economic policy, the civil service, and education. The civil liberties of minority
groups, including the Slovaks, were violated by laws criminalizing peaceful propaganda
against the tightly centralized structure of the new state. Charges by the Germans that
their rights under the minority-treaty were being infringed brought no relief.[17]
The protests of Germans within the boundaries of the new Poland resembled those in
Czechoslovakia, except that the former were subjected to frequent mob violence.[18]
The Polish authorities, who looked on the German minority as potentially treasonous,
proposed to eliminate it either through assimilation (unlikely) or coerced emigration. As
one scholar has concluded, "Germans in Poland had ample justification for their
complaints; their prospects for even medium-term survival were bleak."[19]
At the end of the Twentieth century, we are accustomed to viewing certain groups as
eternally oppressed victims and other groups as eternal oppressors. But this ideological
stratagem did not begin with the now pervasive demonization of the white race. There
was an earlier mythology, which held that the Germans were always in the wrong visà-vis their Slavic neighbors. Heavily reinforced by Nazi atrocities, this legend is now
deeply entrenched. The idea that at certain times Poles and Czechs victimized Germans
cannot be mapped on our conceptual grid. Yet it was often the case in the interwar
period.[20]
The German leaders, of course, had been anything but angels preceding and during the
war. But, if a lasting peace was the purpose of the Versailles Treaty, it was a bad idea to
plant time bombs in Europe's future. Of Germany's border with Poland, Lloyd George
himself predicted that it "must in my judgment lead sooner or later to a new war in the
east of Europe."[21] Wilson's pretense that all injustices would be rectified in time — "It
will be the business of the League to set such matters right" — was another of his

complacent delusions. The League's Covenant stipulated unanimity in such questions
and thus "rendered the League an instrument of the status quo."[22]
Vengeance continued to be the order of the day, as France invaded the Ruhr in 1923,
supposedly because reparations payments were in arrears (Britain and Italy, equal
partners in supervision of reparations, disagreed). The French also stepped up their futile
efforts to establish a separatist state in the Rhineland. There, as in the Ruhr, they
ostentatiously deployed native colonial troops, who delighted in the novelty of their
superior status to Europeans. This was felt to be a further indignity by many
Germans.[23]
The problems dragged on through the 1920s and early '30s. The territorial settlement
was bitterly opposed by every political party in Germany, from the Far Left to the Far
Right, through to the end of the Weimar Republic. In the past, treaties had often been
gradually and peacefully revised through changes enacted by one party which the other
parties declined to challenge.[24] Yet even with the Nazi threat looming over Weimar
Germany, France refused to give an inch. In 1931, Chancellor Heinrich Brüning
arranged for a customs union with Austria, which would have amounted to a great
patriotic triumph for the fledging democracy. It was vetoed by France. Vansittart, at the
British Foreign Office, no lover of Germany, warned that "Brüning's Government is the
best we can hope for; its disappearance would be followed by a Nazi avalanche."[25]
In the east, France's allies, Poland and Czechoslovakia, similarly refused any
concessions. They had been obliged to sign agreements guaranteeing certain rights to
their ethnic minorities. Protests to the League from the German minorities got nowhere:
League mediators "almost always recommended accepting the promises of member
governments to mend their ways.… Even when the League found fault with a policy that
had led to a minority complaint, it was almost never able to get a member state to act
accordingly." In any case, the Polish position was that "minority peoples needed no
protection from their own government and that it was 'disloyal' for minority
organizations to seek redress before the League."[26]
When Germany became a League member, evidence of terrorism against the German
minority in Poland carried more weight. In 1931, the League Council unanimously
accepted a report "essentially substantiating the charges against the Poles." But again no
effective action was taken. The British delegates had "frankly adopted the view that
where German minorities were concerned, it was for the German Government to look
after their interests."[27] After 1933, a German government chose to do exactly that, in
its own savage way.[28] Back in January 1917, Wilson had addressed Congress on the
nature of the settlement, once the terrible war was over: it must be a peace without
victory.… Victory would mean peace forced upon the loser, a victor's terms imposed
upon the vanquished. It would be accepted in humiliation, under duress, at an intolerable
sacrifice, and would leave a sting, a resentment, a bitter memory upon which terms of
peace would rest, not permanently, but only as upon quicksand.[29]
A prescient warning indeed. Woodrow Wilson's own foolish, blatant disregard of it
helped bring about a tragedy for Europe and the world that surpassed even the First
World War.
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Criminalizing Conscience | CODOH
by Joseph P. Bellinger

On 20 October 2013, Joseph Bellinger passed away. The current article was intended to
be a chapter in a book that remained unpublished at the time of his death, The
Prohibition of “Holocaust Denial.” We are currently in the process of editing various
chapters from this work to prepare them for publication in future issues of Inconvenient
History. — Ed.
In Germany and Austria, Holocaust “denial”[1] and “hate” laws are basically an
amplification and extension of Lycurgan Allied occupation policies dating back to 1945,
whereby published literature or public behavior deemed to be reminiscent of National
Socialist propaganda was prohibited by law, commencing with a ban on all National
Socialist symbols and gestures, or distribution of “Nazi propaganda.” Article 86 of the
German Criminal Code prohibits dissemination of the propaganda of unconstitutional
organizations:
Whoever…distributes, produces for distribution rights within this area,
keeps in supply or imports into this area, propaganda:
1. of a political party which has been held unconstitutional by the
Federal Constitutional Court, or of a political party or association,
concerning which an unappealable determination has been made that
it is a substitute organization of such a political party, or
2. of an association which has been unappealably prohibited because its
activities are directed against the constitutional system of government
or the concept of international understanding, or concerning which an
unappealable determination has been made that it is a substitute
organization of such prohibited association…
3. of a government, organization or institution outside of the territorial
area of application of this law which is active in pursuing the
objectives of one of the parties indicated in Numbers 1 and 2; or
4. propaganda, the contents of which is designed to further the
aspirations of a former National Socialist organization
shall be punished by up to three years imprisonment or by fine.
Holocaust “denial” was later substantively incorporated into these laws and interpreted
as a continuation of “Nazi propaganda.”
In 1985, German legislators appended Article 130 to the German Penal Code. The law
ostensibly dealt with incitement to racial hatred, and contains no specific reference to
“Holocaust denial” per se, yet “deniers” fell within the scope of this legislation, as it
loosely interpreted “Holocaust denial” as an insult to the personal honor of Jewish
people and prescribed that any person who denied, trivialized or expressed approval of,
in public or in an assembly crimes attributed to the National Socialist regime, was liable
to prosecution. The law was indisputably political in nature and stipulated that
individuals who took umbrage at legally proscribed statements were entitled to register a
complaint and file charges against persons or organizations that had given offense. For
those convicted of violating it, the law decreed a prison term of up to one year in prison
for any person unfortunate enough to run afoul of the new legislation.

In the run up to the enactment of Article 130, Jewish pressure groups had been actively
campaigning to influence passage of this and similar legislation. In April 1982, just one
year after Israel’s criminalization of Holocaust denial, Dr. Stephen Roth, the director of
the Institute of Jewish Affairs, (hereafter referred to as the IJA), an affiliated agency of
the World Jewish Congress situated in London, England, resolutely pressed the British
government to introduce legislation criminalizing Holocaust denial in Great Britain.
These determined Jewish groups were highly motivated, organized, and well financed,
with connections reaching into the highest echelons of government.
Mr. Ivan Lawrence, MP, spoke out in favor of Holocaust denial legislation, equating
Holocaust revisionists with neo-Nazi propagandists. During the course of a public press
conference which took place at IJA’s London headquarters, Lawrence, coincidentally a
member of the latter’s policy planning panel, exclaimed,
The radical right-wing elements realize that the strongest motive of the
resistance to their movements and ideas is the memory of the Nazi horrors.
They want these wiped off the slate of history, be it by distortion or
falsification.[2]
Lawrence concomitantly expressed his personal revulsion towards Professor Arthur Butz
of Northwestern University, who had authored the controversial groundbreaking book
The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, which questions the scope and extent of National
Socialist Germany’s persecution of the Jews and disputes the claims of homicidal gas
chambers in the concentration camps.
In conjunction with Mr. Lawrence’s public statements, the IJA had drafted a report
underlining Jewish disquietude over the worldwide impact of Holocaust revisionism and
set forth the Institute’s proposals to the British government on how best to counter and
stifle the expanding influence of revisionist historians. Conspicuously ignoring Israel’s
precedent in first outlawing Holocaust denial, Dr. Roth sagaciously redirected attention
toward the West German Ministry of Justice, which was proposing to amend the German
Criminal Code to make it a punishable offense to “deny the facts of a committed or
attempted genocide or to make it appear harmless.”[3] Whereupon Dr. Roth blithely
suggested, “This is a major initiative which we in this country should emulate.”[4]
In March 1982, one month prior to the above-described press conference, the IJA
officially released a “research report” dealing with the problem of Holocaust denial. The
report predictably opens with a reference to “the political dangers inherent in the denial
of the Holocaust, and the boost thus given to neo-Nazi propaganda…” and proffers
detailed suggestions as to how “the law can deal with these problems.”[5]
The report advances certain propositions that cannot, prima facie, be accepted as
inerrantly accurate, and provides an interesting study in the methodology employed by
pressure groups to influence legislators and orchestrate the flow of public opinion.
The document states “whenever the denial of the Holocaust is accompanied by the
accusation that Jews or Zionists invented the story for their own ulterior motives, such
statements could and should be dealt with by laws against incitement to racial
hatred.”[6] The report protests that current laws are wholly inadequate to punish
offenders for thought crimes and cites the Federal Republic of Germany, rather than
Israel, as setting a proper precedent other governments should emulate. The striking
irony of Jewish pressure groups based in England advocating punitive laws to prosecute
German citizens for thought crimes was apparently lost on the compilers of the report.
The appendix to this publication lists “54 books” which the IJA claims “falsifies the
horrible truth of Nazi crimes.”[7] The titles and authors listed in the report are of unique

interest to the continued development of this book’s [The Prohibition of “Holocaust
Denial” - Ed.] theme, in that a significant number of individuals cited were later
prosecuted under hastily improvised Holocaust denial laws in France and Germany.
Thus, the recommendations contained in this early report, initially drafted in Great
Britain, may be regarded as a blueprint designed to encourage the future prosecution of
Holocaust revisionists. Among the numerous individuals and titles mentioned in the
report may be found:
Thies Christopherson, Die Auschwitz-Lüge (The Auschwitz Lie)
Robert Faurisson, Mémoire en defénse contre ceux qui m'accusent de
falsifier l'histoire. La question des chambres à gaz (Memoir in Defense
Against the Accusation that I am Falsifying History: The Question of the
Gas Chambers)
Richard Harwood, Did Six Million Really Die? The Truth at Last
Paul Rassinier, Le mensonge d'Ulysse (The Lie of Odysseus)
Wilhelm Stäglich, Der Auschwitz-Mythos - Legende oder Wiklichkeit? Eine
Kritische Bestandsaufnahne (The Auschwitz Myth-Legend or Truth? A
Critical Assessment)
Udo Walendy, Bild 'Dokumente' für die Geschichtschreibung (Picture
‘Documents’ for Historiography)
Arguing the thesis that the Holocaust is unique in history, the redactors advance the
proposition that Holocaust denial must be regarded as a crime in a moral sense, “because
it is offensive to survivors of the Holocaust and indeed to all Jews and other groups
whose members were victims of the Nazis. It is also a crime politically, because it gives
aid to the neo-Nazi movements.”[8]

In 1982 a court in Stuttgart, Germany, ordered the seizure of all copies of "Der
Auschwitz Mythos" (The Auschwitz Myth) by Wilhelm Stäglich, a former German
judge. Photo of the first German edition from 1979.

Whether the statement of the IJA is well-founded or not is irrelevant to the fact that
freedom of expression without fear of persecution is normally considered to be a
fundamental right in modern civilized nations. This fact notwithstanding, critical
commentators who have gone on record favoring Holocaust denial laws generally evince
no compunction whatsoever when advocating limitations on freedom of speech
whenever the latter disagrees with their own opinions or agenda. Moreover, the law as
currently formulated and interpreted primarily focuses attention on only one tragic
historical event to the exclusion of all others: National Socialist Germany’s persecution
of the Jews. As such, the law trespasses over and into the realm of historical dogmatism
and political correctness. It lends credence to the suggestion that Jews alone have
suffered unique persecution and historical tragedies over and above all other people of
the earth, necessitating special laws for their continued protection. The law attempts to
coerce recusant historians to conform to the mainstream version of history or else suffer
dire legal consequences. As such, these laws seek to place a muzzle on the conscience of
humanity. Holocaust denial laws, then, are fundamentally flawed as they are based upon
a dangerous form of legal coercion curtailing responsible freedom of expression. This
fact alone demonstrates the palpable weaknesses inherent in such laws, and this
vulnerability has not gone unnoticed or unexploited by other offended or ignored ethnic
groups, which have attempted to jump on the Holocaust bandwagon demanding equal
status under the law, thereby creating a quandary for courts and legislative bodies alike.
Another school of thought believes that education in the form of indoctrination is a
preferable response to Holocaust denial, yet in effect both groups seek to rely on the
arbitrary power of the State to enforce compliance of belief in the mainstream version of
the Holocaust. Both groups evidently support the notion that the end justifies the means.
In contradistinction to these opinions, many civil libertarians favor the more civilized
process of unrestricted investigative research and open debate over government
sponsored programs of indoctrination.
Ten years would elapse before the recommendations suggested by the IJA gathered
enough momentum to enlist the support of British legislators. In 1996, the British
Labour Party responded with unconcealed enthusiasm to Dr. Roth’s earlier
recommendations and announced that if they were elected, they would make Holocaust
denial a criminal offense in Great Britain. The London Jewish Chronicle candidly
reported that the Labour Party’s decision came about as a direct result of a “lengthy
campaign” conducted by Jewish groups such as the Board of Deputies and the Holocaust
Education Trust.[9] In spite of these solemn assurances by the British Labour Party,
passage and enforcement of the proposed law would ultimately prove to be legally
problematic.
Early efforts to criminalize Holocaust denial were to meet with greater success on the
European mainland, where sympathetic German and French legislators, reluctant to
offend Jewish sensibilities, enacted restrictive legislation intended to punish individuals
for expressing doubts about the Holocaust. As early as 1979, the German courts
perceived Holocaust denial as a prosecutable offense, declaring,
It is part of the personal consciousness (Selbstverstaendnis) of the
persecuted to be considered as belonging to a group that stands out because
of the persecution suffered and to whom all other citizens bear a moral
responsibility. This consciousness of being victims of persecution is a
matter of their personal dignity. Respect for that consciousness is the
guarantee against the repetition of similar discrimination in the future and
an essential condition which makes their life in Germany possible. Whoever
tries to deny the truth of the past events denies to every Jew the respect to
which he is entitled.[10]

In prosecuting cases of Holocaust denial, German judges are bound to uphold the strict
letter of the law, which often becomes problematical. According to Article 130, an
individual may become liable if prosecutors determine that their statements constitute
“agitation of the people” which German legislation defines as follows(1) Whoever, in a manner that is capable of disturbing the public peace:
1. incites hatred against segments of the population or calls for violent
or arbitrary measures against them; or
2. assaults the human dignity of others by insulting, maliciously
maligning, or defaming segments of the population,
shall be punished with imprisonment from three months to five years.
(2) Whoever:
1. with respect to writings…which incite hatred against segments of the
population or a national, racial or religious group, or one
characterized by its folk customs, which call for violent or arbitrary
measures against them, or which assault the human dignity of others
by insulting, maliciously maligning or defaming segments of the
population or a previously indicated group:
a. disseminates them;
b. publicly displays, posts, presents, or otherwise makes them
accessible;
c. offers, gives or makes accessible to a person under eighteen
years;
d. produces, obtains, supplies, stocks, offers, announces,
commends, undertakes to import or export them, in order to use
them or copies obtained from them within the meaning of
numbers a through c or facilitate such use by another; or
2. disseminates a presentation of the content indicated in number 1 by
radio, shall be punished with imprisonment for not more than three
years or a fine.[11]
Although the Holocaust is not specifically mentioned, it seems self-evident that the law
was drafted in respect to the latter. Although the law has been applied to various criminal
offences in respect to “hate” crimes, it is elastic enough to encompass thought crimes.
Yet practically speaking, interpretation of the law is largely left to the discretion of the
courts.
One striking fact that presented a challenge to the integrity of the courts was the fact that
Holocaust revisionism simply did not appear to fall under the strict provisions stipulated
in the laws, in that scholarly revisionist writings do not constitute incitement to violence
nor do they prompt reasonable people to commit hate crimes. Neither do scholarly
revisionist writings “assault the human dignity of others by insulting, maliciously
maligning or defaming any segment of the population,” although determined critics
endeavor by diverse means to apply this criterion to accused revisionists.
In fact, none of the criteria described in the law and its various sub-divisions appears to
apply to historical revisionists or homicidal-gas-chamber negationists. By and large,
many people categorized for convenience’s sake as “Holocaust deniers” are in fact
Holocaust agnostics. Their antagonists, the “Holocaust True Believers,” have elevated
belief in the Holocaust to the level of a devout religious dogma. Within this murky world
of skepticism versus faith, the Doubting Thomases of revisionism insistently demand,
“Unless I see... I will not believe,” while the true believers rejoin, “Blessed are they that

have not seen, and yet have believed.”[12]
Questioning or revising an historical event is not a matter for courts or legislative
assemblies to decide. Indeed, in rendering verdicts against accused “deniers,” most
courts simply take “judicial notice” of the judgment rendered by the legally questionable
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg, conducted under the auspices of the
victorious allies. In fact, it was neither international, nor military, nor a Tribunal in the
strict sense, for it served as both judge and aggrieved party to the cases over which it
pronounced judgment. Historical disputes involving the existence or non-existence of
homicidal gas chambers in the concentration camps must be placed before the bar of
history and forensic specialists, chemists, scientists and criminologists rather than before
the courts. If arbitrary laws seek to prosecute historical revisionists, then certain criteria
as described in the law must be proved. As they now stand, Holocaust denial laws
appear to deliberately conflate the process of generating controversy with “disturbing the
public peace.” Moreover, the laws are based upon a flagrant double standard, for they
are arbitrarily applied only to one specific group of individuals: those deemed to be
Holocaust deniers.
The interests of justice demand that the law should be limited to clearly defined acts of
violence or acts of specific incitement to commit crimes of violence. Clearly, Holocaust
revisionism does not fit the criteria and thus the prosecution of Holocaust revisionists
enters into the realm of interdicted thought crimes. No individual should be prosecuted
on the basis of his or her personal beliefs or expressions of opinion. The highest
obligation of the law is in fact to uphold and defend the right of individuals to speak
their opinion freely, without fear of persecution.
In their zeal to prosecute the heretics and agnostics who publicly questioned the use of
homicidal gas chambers in the concentration camps, it was necessary for German courts
and prosecutors to rely on old legislation dating back to the Third Reich.
For example, in 1982 a court in Stuttgart, Germany ordered the seizure of all copies of
the book, Der Auschwitz Mythos (The Auschwitz Myth)[13] authored by Wilhelm
Stäglich, a former German judge. The book had originally been published in 1979, but
evidently acting on the basis of repeated complaints, the German prosecutor’s office
applied for the book to be banned on the ground that, by “denying the Nazi mass murder
of Jews during the Second World War, it was inciting hatred against Jews.”[14]
Stäglich interpreted matters differently. On the basis of his experience and expertise
serving as a judge in the Superior Court, Stäglich thoroughly scrutinized the evidence
relating to homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz concentration camp and arrived at the
conclusion that mass murder on the scale claimed at Nuremberg was technically and
logistically impossible. Exasperated and unable to charge Stäglich under laws enacted by
the Federal Republic of Germany, prosecutors eventually discovered a legal precedent to
charge him under provisions contained in an old law enacted during the Third Reich era.
As a consequence, the former German judge was deprived of his doctorate, his book
confiscated and banned, and all existing copies were consigned to the flames. The
printing plates were ordered destroyed by the court.
Significantly, during the course of this trial, the prosecution was under no obligation to
explain or demonstrate how the book was “inciting hatred against Jews.” If anything,
Stäglich’s book incited hatred against himself.
Nevertheless, the court, in rendering its opinion, stated that Stäglich had deliberately
ignored evidence proving the fact of genocide against the Jews. Neither did the court
stipulate precisely what evidence was supposedly ignored, nor did they offer an
explanation as to why Stäglich was legally obligated to accept such evidence. Obviously,

Stäglich himself was contesting the past evidentiary record, but for the court, the reality
of the mainstream version of the Holocaust was beyond debate and indisputable. As will
be seen, the latter is a charge frequently leveled against revisionists prosecuted for
Holocaust denial. Accused of irresponsibly distorting the facts, Stäglich and his
publisher were only able to escape personal punishment due to the fact that prosecutions
for publishing offences could only be initiated within six months of the date of
publication. Nevertheless, Stäglich’s person and reputation were assailed and censured in
the press.
Ironically, article 344 of German law, entitled “Prosecution of the Innocent,” also
seemingly provides for the prosecution of government officials who maliciously
prosecute individuals, but this legal safeguard is denied to accused “heretics” such as
Wilhelm Stäglich.
Within Germany one of the primary instigators clamoring for Holocaust denial laws as
well as censorship and repression of right-wing political parties was the ubiquitous
Central Council of Jews in Germany (Zentralrat der Juden in Deutschland). Founded on
19 July 1950, the Council served as an umbrella organization for dozens of other Jewish
associations. Describing itself as a federation of German Jews organizing numerous
Jewish organizations throughout Germany, the Central Council monitors public
statements, right- and left-wing political parties and other activities deemed to be antiSemitic or otherwise antagonistic or detrimental to Jewish interests.
From its inception, the Council astutely maintained its offices in the German capital,
first in Bonn, and subsequently relocating to Berlin so as to keep its finger on the pulse
of the nation and influence legislators. The Central Council of Jews was also
magnanimously subsidized by the German government. In effect, Council members
were encouraged to spy on suspect individuals and organizations and denounce them to
the authorities. The German government’s generous financial and unqualified moral
support served as an incentive to council members to pursue their activities with
unrestricted tenacity.
Interestingly, the Central Council of Jews in Germany was not even composed of
German Jews, but Jews from Poland, who poured into Germany by the tens of thousands
as illegal aliens during the post-war period.
From its inauspicious beginnings, the Central Council has been tainted by numerous
allegations of fiscal corruption. During the administration of Werner Naumann, the first
president of the Central Council, scandals involving “financial irregularities” were rife.
Under the subsequent leadership of Ignatz Bubis, the organization extended its influence
by snooping and interfering in nearly every facet of German public life. The highly
controversial Bubis was among the first to advocate harsh penalties for Holocaust
deniers and called upon the German nation to preserve the “memory of the Holocaust.”
Over the years, Bubis himself was beset and dogged by numerous scandals involving
financial irregularities, speculation, and swindling, and drew the ire of both the left and
right wing in Germany. Due to his perceived lack of ethics, Bubis was satirized by
German playwright and film director Werner Fassbinder in his play, Trash, the City and
Death, which debuted in the city of Frankfurt in 1985. Having caught wind of the play’s
theme, Bubis was irate over Fassbinder’s depiction of him as a modern Shylock and
countered by hijacking the stage with a number of his cohorts, forcibly preventing the
play from opening.[15]
Following the death of Bubis in 1999, the Council split into two factions, both clamoring
for equal financial support from the German government. In an attempt to extend its
influence the Council established a close network with other Jewish organizations

around the world. All of these organizations were to act together to pursue a common
agenda that specifically targeted Holocaust denial and perceived manifestations of antiSemitism.
The great nation of France, the land of “liberty, equality and brotherhood” was the
second western European nation to enact laws designed to punish Holocaust denial. In
May 1986 Jewish organizations, acting in concert with the nation’s chief rabbi, ReneSamuel Sirat, called for enactment of a law to punish Holocaust deniers and assorted
agnostics. Under the tutelage of Rabbi Sirat, a number of Jewish academics, among them
the prominent anti-revisionist author, Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Holocaust activists Serge and
Beate Klarsfeld, and Georges Wellers, a former Auschwitz inmate and editor of Le
Monde Juif, vociferously clamored for a bill in imitation of Israel’s anti-denial law.[16]
In spite of the most intense lobbying efforts, the law failed to be ratified until four years
later, when a Socialist-Communist coalition government under the regime of President
Francois Mitterand approved a Holocaust denial bill in July, 1990.[17]
It is perhaps fitting that France, once a bastion of progressive social thought and
intellectual enlightenment, from whose sons and daughters arose such inimitable
geniuses as Voltaire, Denis Diderot, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and Rene Descartes, would
also serve as the nation from whose womb arose the earliest outspoken proponents of
Second World War historical revisionism in the persons of Paul Rassinier and Maurice
Bardèche.
Conversely, as early as 1948 French citizens were also being targeted for prosecution in
respect to thought crimes, which the government sought to justify on grounds of
“attempting to justify a crime, racial discrimination against Jews, incitement to racial
hatred, publication of material deemed injurious to youth, or personal injury.” Maurice
Bardèche, an early French revisionist, was charged with “justifying crimes” after
publishing his second book Nuremberg, or the Promised Land in 1948.
Paul Rassinier was a former communist and concentration camp survivor, arrested by the
Gestapo in 1943 for his resistance activities, which included smuggling Jews into
Switzerland. Rassinier spent the last two years of the war first in Buchenwald and
thereafter transferred to the underground labor camp at Dora.
In 1948, Rassinier published Le Passage de la ligne (Crossing the Line), which was the
first in a series of books that purported to show that the claims of many self-described
concentration camp survivors were in fact grossly exaggerated. Rassinier denounced the
brutal camp overseers, or kapos, rather than the SS staff, as being primarily responsible
for the many cruelties inflicted on inmates in the camps.
Rassinier was also among the earliest proponents to claim that the Zionists purposefully
latched onto the persecution of the Jews in order to provide a favorable political and
moral climate for establishing the state of Israel at the expense of the indigenous
population. In his Le Drame des Juifs européens (The Drama of European Jewry),[18]
which was published in 1964, Rassinier advanced the thesis that the widely circulated
stories of homicidal gas chambers reputedly used by the National Socialists to murder
millions of Jews were stories deliberately nurtured and embellished by opportunistic
Zionist propagandists as a political bludgeon to legitimate the illegal seizure of
Palestine.
Rassinier’s groundbreaking work was virtually ignored by mainstream historians in
France and suppressed for decades, but On December 29, 1978 and on January 16, 1979,
Robert Faurisson, a professor of classical literature and an expert in textual analysis,
published two articles in Le Monde openly proclaiming his rejection of homicidal gas

chambers at Nazi concentration camps.[19] French Jews branded Faurisson’s essay,
which relied upon original wartime documents, as offensively provocative and
responded angrily to his revisionist conclusions.
In the pandemonium following the publication of his article, eight organizatons and two
newspapers collectively brought civil and criminal lawsuits against Faurisson, provoking
a storm of public controversy.
France had previously enacted a law against racial discrimination in 1972, and on the
basis of this law Faurisson was accused of “falsification of history in the matter of the
gas chambers.” The Paris Court of Appeals rendered a decision in April 1973, declaring
him innocent of falsification of history, but found him guilty of “reducing his research to
malevolent slogans,” and “personal injury.” As such, Faurisson was ordered to pay a
small fine.
On the issue of whether Faurisson’s claims and methodology were valid or not, the first
chamber of the Paris Court of Appeals paid tribute to the quality of his research,
concluding that in his essay on the “problem of the gas chambers” there was no trace of
rashness, or negligence, or of his having deliberately overlooked anything, nor any trace
of a lie and that, as a consequence, he was entitled to claim that the gas chambers never
existed.
The Court sagaciously focused on Faurisson’s inviolable right to freedom of speech as
long as his opinions were expressed responsibly and without malevolence. In its final
summation, the Court prudently proclaimed that “the value of the conclusions defended
by Faurisson rests therefore solely with the appraisal of experts, historians and the
public.”
Professor Faurisson was subsequently forced out of his position at the University of
Lyons in central France.
The verdict and judgment did not sit well with Faurisson’s detractors, who responded
with new strategies aimed at influencing French lawmakers. Subsequently, a
parliamentary initiative designed to outlaw any public expression of criticism or
questioning of the Holocaust was introduced before the French Assembly.
The two individuals most responsible for the passage of the July 1990 law were
Communist Minister of Transport Jean Claude Gayssot and former Prime Minister
Laurent Fabius, who announced his candidacy for the French Presidency in 2007.
Fabius, of Jewish heritage, is a millionaire and a Socialist. In 1990 he served as president
of France’s National Assembly. The Holocaust denial law was named after its two
creators.
The ratification of such ominous legislation constituted an anachronistic throwback to
the dark ages and a nadir in the history of the French Republic. Enlightened academics,
jurists and concerned civil libertarians protested the ratification of this law in the same
nation that proclaimed the “Rights of Man” in 1789. Interestingly, the French declaration
on the rights of man preceded the emancipation of the Jews by Napoleon I in 1807-1811.
It is perhaps an ironic twist of fate that the descendants of those people graciously
granted full civil rights and liberties, including the right to free expression as equal
citizens of France under Napoleon I, willfully served as the primary catalyst among
those seeking to deprive their fellow citizens of theirs.
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Charles Harold Keith Thompson Jr., more familiarly known as Keith Thompson, was
long a seminal influence on political and historical revisionism. Thompson’s historical
revisionism was incidental to his political and ideological outlooks. Thompson sought a
revival of Western civilization, and regarded German National Socialism and Italian
Fascism as provisional forms of such a revival. In a previous article I considered
Thompson’s work with Francis Parker Yockey in assisting the German war veteran and
post-war political leader Major General Otto E. Remer, and in opposing the postwar
vengeance regime against Germany.[1] In this article I will consider Thompson’s
background and work further, in part based on the correspondence I had with him, and
material he sent to me.[2]
Thompson was born in Orange, New Jersey on September 17, 1922,[3] of Anglo-Saxon,
German and Scottish descent, son of Harold K. Thompson, a printer-publisher widely
respected as local Post Commander of the American Legion and active in civic affairs;
and grandson of scientist and inventor George K. Thompson.[4] The German branch of
the family is called Thomsen. Dr. Hans Thomsen, Keith’s cousin, was the last German
chargé d’affaires in Washington prior to World War II. They worked closely together to
keep the USA out of the war.[5] Indeed, it seems likely that at this time, Thompson
would have been introduced to his life-long friend and mentor George Sylvester Viereck,
a major figure in the American literati, who was, according to Coogan, closely involved
with Hans Thomsen in campaigning to keep the USA out of the war against Germany.[6]
One of the enigmas that soon emerge about Thompson is that despite his involvement
with the German-Amercian Bund and the America First movement, as a college student
in 1940 he headed a student committee supporting the election of Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Henry Wallace to the presidency and vice presidency respectively.[7] Roosevelt was
anathema to the American Right. Wallace was known for his pro-Soviet views, and
would later run for the presidency for the Progressive Party, regarded as a front for the
Communist Party USA.
Part of this anti-war campaign involved activities with the Friends of New Germany and
the German-American Bund.[8] As a result, presumably helped by his connections with
Viereck and with his cousin Dr. Hans Thomsen, Thompson was appointed special agent
with the rank of SS Sturmbannfűhrer, in the SD/Overseas Intelligence Unit, on July 27,
1941.[9]

After the war Thompson explained his views as deriving in part from his descent “from
a long line of Prussian field marshals,” the Keith family, of Scottish descent, who had
emigrated to and served under Frederick the Great. From this he had the feeling of
“pride of race,” of the “Prussian spirit,” and of Germany. At the age of 14 he became
interested in politics and German history. With the rise of Hitler, he was enthused by the
new regime’s “socialism” and the overthrow of the Versailles diktat. The GermanAmerican Bund was particularly active around New York and New Jersey, and
Thompson joined.[10]
Having a mutual interest in philately, he had gifted a set of American stamps to King
Carol II of Romania, received a reply and the two remained in communication until the
exiled king’s death in 1953. Thompson toured Germany as a child and got to know
Prince August Wilhelm,[11] Brigadier General in Hitler’s SA storm troopers. Thompson
also maintained contact with Kaiser Wilhelm II, exiled in the Netherlands.[12] He
remained in contact with Prince August until 1949, when August died prematurely as the
result of imprisonment by the Allies.
At Drew College and Yale, Thompson expressed his opposition to the USA’s having
fought in World War I and becoming involved in another war against Germany. His
views were already “well known.”[13]
At Yale, where he was a midshipman commander with the Naval ROTC, Thompson was
a member of the Political Union, a front for the American Labor Party, and headed a
committee supporting the confirmation of Wallace as Secretary of Commerce. This was
in 1944.

Naval Career and Harassments
Having studied naval law at Yale, Thompson held posts in the Navy associated with
legal matters. He served as an administration officer of the USS Franklin D. Roosevelt in
1946, then on the USS Mount Olympus as part of the Antarctic expedition of Admiral
Richard E. Byrd in 1947, after which he lectured civilian groups on the Antarctic. That
year he resigned from the Navy to accept a Marine Corps commission. In 1948 he
attended the founding meeting of Wallace’s Progressive Party, and resigned from the
Marines to devote himself to working for Wallace.[14] From a dialectal viewpoint,
which seems to be how Thompson often operated, he perhaps saw Roosevelt’s
controversial nomination of Wallace as Secretary of Commerce and later of Agriculture,
as a means of dividing and wrecking the Democratic Party; and his later nomination for
the presidency under the Progressive ticket, as a means of dividing the liberalDemocratic vote. Certainly, there does not seem to be any point of commonality between
the views of Thompson and Wallace, although Wallace became increasingly
conservative from the 1950s.
Thompson alludes to his joining groups of both the “extreme Right and the moderate
Left” at this time, but his “dedication to the principles of practical National Socialism”
was only strengthened. [15] Appalled by the “war crimes” trials of “honorable soldiers,”
“mock trials,” “the first in history,” “cold bloodedly vicious,” instigated primarily by
communist and Jewish agents, Thompson began to work on individual cases from 1945,
when he was still on active service. These included those of Baron Alexander von
Falkenhausen, Reich governor of Belgium; Dönitz, Mannstein and Kesselring, and the
1945-1947 Dachau “Flyers Case.”[16]

The rarely photographed H. Keith Thompson in 1954
Thompson was regarded as a communist sympathizer during his days in the Navy and
the Marine Corps, being identified by the FBI as a member of the pro-Soviet Progressive
Party, and of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship. An FBI investigation
into Thompson in 1952 in regard to the correspondence he had been sending concerning
imprisoned German war veteran and Socialist Reich Party leader Major General Otto E.
Remer, states that Thompson was an officer in the Navy from 1942 to 1947 and a
Marine Corps officer during 1948 to 1950. He was court martialled in June 1950 on
charges of misconduct that controversially alleged sexual misconduct of a “deviate”
(sic).
Thompson had been noted also as having associations with Communist Party
members.[17]. Thompson, during his training at Marine Corps Base Quantico, was in
contact with Katherine van Orden, leader of the Progressive Party for the District of
Columbia, and a Communist Party functionary.[18] It was further stated that Thompson
was a Progressive Party member, and a founding member of the Independent
Progressive Party in New Jersey, in 1948, with van Orden.[19]
Thompson vigorously defended his court martial, receiving widespread publicity
especially from the American Labor Party’s newspaper The National Guardian, which
the FBI described as “Stalinist,”[20] with support from the American Civil Liberties
Union. The Guardian contended that there had been widespread wire tapping and
pressuring of witnesses. Thompson insisted on, and was granted, a personal hearing
before Secretary of the Navy Francis Matthews in October 1950. The guilty verdict of
the court martial was upheld. Thompson wrote to Matthews that he had acted contrary to
his oath of office, had conspired to oust Thompson from the Navy for political reasons,
and that remedies would be sought through civil action.[21] In a two-hour interview with
Thompson and his attorney, Secretary Matthews did acknowledge that there were
“serious errors” in the court martial.[22] An FBI report outlining his naval career
commented that a Navy doctor had examined him in 1948, and found him to be
physically and mentally normal, and “never has he shown evidence of a psychopathic
personality.”[23] Among Thompson’s associations in the Marines was John E. Rudder,
Second Lieutenant and the “only Negro officer stationed at Quantico.” “Both advocated
the abolishment of segregation.” Rudder was discharged from the Marine Corps in
1949.[24]
In taking up Thompson’s case, the American Civil Liberties Union issued a press release

referring to “uncontested testimony of wire-tapping and coercion of witnesses by the
Office of Naval Intelligence, urging Secretary Matthews to carefully review these
matters. The ACLU stated that at least two witnesses had been threatened with jail on
spurious charges if they did not testify against Thompson.[25] The National
Guardian[26] took up Thompson’s case as an officer who was being persecuted for his
Leftist sympathies and support for Henry Wallace. The National Guardian referred to
Thompson’s “spotless six year record” in the military, and as receiving an award from
the Sons of the American Revolution for outstanding leadership qualities.
He had tendered his resignation from the Marines in order to work fulltime for the
Progressive Party campaign, but his resignation had been rejected. It was after this that
Thompson was accused of “spanking” three subordinates. It had at the time been
regarded as a joke. One witness was taken to the camp psychiatric ward, and falsely told
that Thompson had admitted having sexual relations with him. The witness was then
taken to Bethesda Naval Hospital for two weeks, although not treated for any condition.
Rudder, questioned as to whether he shared Thompson’s political views after appearing
as a character witness for Thompson, was honorably discharged from the Marines.
Another character witness, who exposed the falsity of the morality charges against
Thompson, was told that he would be charged with “indecent exposure” before an
officer’s wife unless he retracted his testimony. He refused, and was honorably
discharged from the Marines.
It seems that Thompson’s real crime is that he had been active in exposing illegal
punishment of enlisted men, including the use of leg irons, being forced to put garbage
in their meal trays, and denied counsel in court martial proceedings. Among those who
testified for Thompson were numerous enlisted men and officers, including Rear
Admiral Byrd.[27] Prior to the proceedings against Thompson, he had been one of fifty
officers recommended for promotion by President Truman and Matthews.[28]
Other associates of Thompson’s at this time, of much interest to the FBI, were David
Rein, an organizer of the National Lawyer’s Guild, and his wife Selma, an organizer of
the Progressive Party. Details about their Communist affiliations appear in Thompson’s
1952 file.[29] More perplexing however is Thompson’s membership of the American
Institute for Marxist Studies.
Something of Thompson’s thinking is shown by his remark to The New York Compass
that “everyone should be free to express political views, no matter what their variety.”
When asked by the reporter how he squared his civil libertarianism with his support for
the “resurgence of authority,” he replied: “When in Rome, do as the Romans do. [U.S.
Secretary of State] Acheson and the rest claim they are for democracy. Let them then be
democratic. Let them stop trying to impose themselves on the German people. If the socalled war criminals had been shot by the U.S. it might have been justifiable under the
slogan, To the victor belong spoils, but to imprison them and deny them dignity is
criminal.” He continued:
Understand, I am not fighting for any particular philosophy. I’m fighting for
certain people, for justice. We contend that the interests of the U.S. vis-à-vis
the international communist movement are best served by a strong
Germany. We’ve alienated Germany with the war trials. Now we ask the
Germans to build an army to fight for us at the same time that we have
under confinement thousands of their soldiers, including the legal Head of
the German State, Grand Admiral Dönitz. It was a foul and unspeakable
process.[30]
After the war Thompson had been shocked by the treatment of German former senior

officials, and “dedicated himself to the salvation of their civil liberties.” He mentioned
the case of Mrs. Himmler, who had only been a loyal wife, yet had her property
confiscated and was impoverished. “It is an outrage.” He had studied the transcripts and
records of the “war crimes trials” and the de-nazification trials and found that they “were
uniformly trumped up railroad jobs. I deny that any Germans were war criminals.”[31]
While Thompson was engaged in these activities he was also helping ex-Congressman
Vito Marcantonio of the American Labor Party, and there was an expectation that
Thompson would run for the Labor Party in Marcantonio’s former New York
constituency.[32] Thompson wrote “many” of Marcantonio’s speeches.[33] He had
remarked at the time to Karl Hess, press editor of Newsweek, that Germans felt they
could negotiate better with the USSR than with the USA for their future.
He also maintained a friendship with left-wing Mexican muralist David Alfiero
Siquieros. Thompson wrote an article on the case in Leftist publisher Lyle Stuart’s
magazine, The Independent, when Siquieros was jailed in Mexico.[34] Thompson also
represented Left-wing artist Rockwell Kent, and broke the blacklisting of Kent among
publishers, arranging for the publishing of Kent’s Greenland Journal by Ivan Obolensky
in New York.
How this dialectic worked is shown by what David McCalden states was the USSR’s
release of a “Nazi war criminal” of Thompson’s choice.[35] Thompson told Coogan that
his assistance for Siquieros was the return of a favor for the Mexican artist having
recommended a safe-house to Yockey in the USA when he was sought by the FBI.[36]
Thompson’s assistance to Rockwell Kent opened the way for contacts with Soviet
diplomat Valerian Zorin in 1961, and with the Soviet Ministry of Culture. [37]

Major General Remer and the Socialist Reich Party
In 1952 Thompson registered under U.S. law as a foreign agent for the Socialist Reich
Party and began a campaign to support the SRP, whichwas being suppressed because of
its growing electoral popularity and its neutralist position vis-à-vis the Cold War.[38]
For this purpose the Committee for International Justice and the Committee for the
Freedom of Major General Remer were formed. Remer, hated for his role in suppressing
the July 1944 plot to overthrow Hitler, was a particular target of the Bonn authorities and
of organized Jewry, and remained so for the rest of his long life. Thompson wrote to
Time magazine on June 23, 1952 protesting an article on those imprisoned at Spandau
that also attacked Remer and other German veterans.[39] Counsel for the committees
was Edward Fleckenstein, president of the Voters’ Alliance for Americans of German
Ancestry.[40] According to a report in the Newark Star-Ledger cited by the FBI, the
purpose of the Committee for International Justice was to secure the release of all
German military personnel jailed for “war crimes,” who were convicted on “fraudulent
evidence,” and Thompson spent all of his spare time soliciting American support for the
Socialist Reich Party. “Thompson is quoted as saying that he has appealed to the State
Department, the United Nations, and, in fact, to about everybody.” The committees also
aimed to provide humanitarian relief “to the families of the 1,045 German soldiers held
as war criminals, to work for the overturning of the indictment against Remer, and to
pressure the Bonn regime into halting the persecution of minority political parties.
Thompson was quoted as stating that he communicated with pre-war British Fascist
leader and post-war pan-European leader Sir Oswald Mosley, and with Inga Dönitz, the
wife of the interned Grand Admiral and last president of united Germany, and she was a
recipient of committee aid. The FBI file states that the Newark Star Ledger article
described Thompson as “a mild mannered friendly young man who will patiently
explain the ideology of his cause and who does not let himself be provoked into heated
discussions.”[41]

The American Jewish Committee, reporting on the “neo-nazi revival” in Germany,
stated in a special section on Thompson that he had also registered as American agent
for the Munich based publication Die andere Seite (The Other Side), edited by Dr.
Rudolf Aschenauer.[ ] The latter was instrumental in getting Senator Joseph McCarthy
to investigate American use of torture on the defendants of the Malmedy trials of former
SS personnel.[43] The American Jewish Committee commented on how gratified they
were at the banning of the SRP, and alluded to the alleged association between the “neonazis” and Soviet agents in eastern and western Germany, urging the Bonn government
to be vigilant to the likelihood of the SRP re-forming in another guise.[44]
On October 31, 1952 Thompson’s brief registration as a foreign agent ended due to the
dissolution of the SRP.[45] However, his committee for justice had made some
significant contributions. While the regimen at Spandau Prison had been harsh for the
first several years, it had relented and this was partly thanks to Thompson’s efforts,
according to Field Marshal Kesselring.[46]
According to the FBI, Fleckenstein stated that both the Committee for International
Justice and the Remer committee were “sub-committees” of his voters’ alliance.[47] The
committees had been formed in answer to the many requests to the voters’ alliance to
offer material assistance to impoverished Germans, and Fleckenstein had turned the
responsibility over to Thompson.[48] Fleckenstein and Thompson had been introduced
in November 1952 by their mutual friend Viereck.[49] Fleckenstein’s voters’ alliance
had been denied its application to incorporate in 1946 by New York State Supreme
Court Justice Ernest E. L. Hammer, who considered an association referring to
Americans of “German ancestry” to be “inadvisable” given that Germany was still an
occupied country, with its leaders being tried as “war criminals” and a peace treaty yet to
be negotiated.[50]
The American Jewish Committee sought to publicly expose Thompson as a registered
agent for the SRP, which they claimed “constituted another threat to the free world.”[51]
Thompson for his part believed that the American Jewish Committee, Anti-Defamation
League, Society for the Prevention of World War III[52] and other groups friendly to
Israel and antagonistic towards Germany should be required to register as foreign
agents.[53]
Fleckenstein had intended to sue the U.S. Government via the Committee for
International Justice, on behalf of Americans who had sent several million dollars’ worth
of humanitarian aid to Germans, his view being that a conquering nation has a duty
towards the vanquished.[54] This was the era when the Morgenthau Plan for the
genocidal starvation of Germans had been put into effect as a de facto policy.[55] It was
Fleckenstein’s efforts that “paved the way” for the delivery of food parcels to
Germany.[56]
Fleckenstein also stated that he intended forming a youth division of the voters’ alliance,
with Thompson as leader.[57] In 1953 Fleckenstein visited Germany and spoke out
against U.S. policy. He was arrested, jailed, his passport seized by U.S. authorities, and
deported, without being charged.[58]

Campaign for Robert Taft
Thompson praised Senators Joseph McCarthy and Robert Taft to The New York
Compass as two statesmen who had opposed the post-war trials against the German
leadership.[59] He had formed the American Voters Union in 1952 for the purpose of
campaigning for the presidential nomination of Robert Taft by the Republican Party.

The Voters Union distributed provocative handbills praising General Douglas
MacArthur and Senator Taft, headed “if you enjoy having part of your weekly paycheck
withheld to buy some Washington whore a mink coat, don’t bother reading this.” The
Union announced its fight for the “principles of Taft and MacArthur,” against the
creeping Marxism of “New Deal” type programs, which had infiltrated the Republican
Party and was backing Dwight Eisenhower’s candidacy. The handbill ended “Fight the
Raw Deal and Fumigate the Ikeroaches,” in reference to ‘Ike’ (Eisenhower). Young
Americans were urged to enroll in a support committee for Senator Joseph McCarthy for
a planned speech at Yorkville, New York, a mainstay of the German community, and a
stronghold for the pre-war Christian Front. Yorkville became the focus of the National
Renaissance Party, a flagrantly National Socialist group that endured from its formation
in 1949 until the death of its leader, James H. Madole, in 1979. Madole, although
gaining minimal support even among the radical Right, was to play a role in the
activities of Thompson, Fred Weiss and Yockey, as will be seen.
Senator Joseph McCarthy had agreed to speak at a Voters Union public meeting, called a
“German-American Friendship Rally,” but cancelled because of an engagement with the
Young Republicans in Wisconsin.[60] However, other notables spoke, including Henry
C. Fuerstenwalde, formerly of the U.S. Embassy in Berlin; Professor Austin J. App,
from LaSalle College, whose efforts as a writer against anti-German defamation endured
for decades; Dr. Ludwig A. Fritsch, Lutheran Minister and author of the hard-hitting
Crime of Our Age; and Father Emmanuel J. Reichenberger, expert on the East German
expellee problem. Thompson served as moderator of the meeting.
Another handbill of the Voters Union, “Stop Eisenhower,” stated that he had never
supported a Republican candidate, and that the Eisenhower campaign for nomination
was an “act of sabotage” of the Republican Party. It was claimed that Eisenhower was a
close colleague of Alger Hiss, the U.S. State Department luminary accused of Soviet
espionage.
Thompson, Fleckenstein, Arthur Koegel, head of the Steuben Society, and others
attended the Republican convention in Chicago to lobby for Taft.[61] At the convention
they endeavored to promote friendship with Germany among the delegates. They met
Senators McCarthy and Dirksen, Congressman Hamilton Fish, (who had been an
opponent of U.S. entry into the world war), and conservative columnist Westbrook
Pegler. “All were very cordial and made a good impression on us,” wrote
Thompson.[62] The leaflets against the “fumigation of Ikeroaches” were so effective
that police searched for one of the distributors throughout the convention hall to eject
him.

Hiss and the Rosenbergs
Returning from Chicago, Thompson became the subject of a widespread smear
campaign started by Time, and he was wire-tapped by a “Jewish defense group.”
Thompson obliged by feeding misinformation. Part of Thompson’s reason for writing
the “Fascist” series for Expose, and for feeding the FBI information, was to thwart the
activities of Sanford Griffith, who supplied information to the Anti-Defamation League.
Thompson often pointed out to the FBI their dealings with dubious individuals such as
Griffith and showed in the Expose series that Griffith and other “anti-nazi” and ADL
agents were funding and encouraging Weiss and Madole while these two were willing to
play along. Indeed, Griffith even gave Thompson money for printing, claiming to be a
“friendly journalist” intending to give Thompson some good publicity via the Newark
Star-Ledger. Thompson stated that he gave Griffith a “completely inaccurate picture,”
but apparently sufficiently convincing to warrant further funds from the ADL. Griffith
would give Thompson ideas and money when publicity flagged. Thompson then

discovered how the ADL operated as agents provocateurs among the Right, and why
they are often “the most dependable source of funds.”[63] Griffith had been operating
since before the war, and had infiltrated the America First movement. He had been a key
state witness against Viereck when the eminent poet and author was accused of being a
German agent. Viereck was jailed although his first conviction had been overturned by
the Supreme Court.
The same year, Thompson was writing to President Truman asking for clemency for
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, the archetypically Jewish communists, who would be
executed for having delivered atomic secrets to the USSR. Thompson contended that the
Rosenbergs were being “tried by the newspapers,” and that it would be impossible to
secure a fair trial, because “they hold minority and unpopular views.” Here one sees
Thompson’s dialectics at work in regard to the Left, as he comments that he opposed the
confinement of the Rosenbergs “just as strongly as I oppose the continued confinement
of the so-called German ‘war criminals’.”
Legal proceedings which are conducted in periods of stress and unbalanced
hatreds seldom result in just verdicts and findings. If, in fact, it requires
“communist propaganda” to urge the American people to a just and
humanitarian course then it is the fault of the American people that there are
such glaring faults in their civil processes as to render them open to attack
from any quarter.[64]
Here is a sideswipe at the vengeance against Germany in the name of the Rosenbergs.
Thompson remained a champion of civil liberties in the USA and was also to write
offering any assistance he could to Alger Hiss, [65] whom he had previously attacked as
part of the Voters Union campaign against Eisenhower. Supporting such generally leftist
and liberal causes was an indirect means of also supporting civil liberties for Rightists
and German war veterans.

American Committee for the Advancement of Western Culture
In 1953 Thompson began organizing the American Committee for the Advancement of
Western Culture (ACAWC). Thompson stated that the aims were (1) to serve as an
advisory group for those who oppose internationalism and alien cultures and influences,
(2) to be a political action group on U.S. domestic and foreign policies, (3) to safeguard
the liberties of Americans regardless of their politics. “Nationalists” would be recruited
“from Left, Right, and Center,” including a “high caliber European advisory staff.”[66]
It is notable, given Thompson’s seemingly perplexing association with Leftist causes
that he refers to working with the whole so-called political spectrum.
The committee that Thompson put together included Dr. A. O. Tittmann, ex-diplomat,
author and opponent of the “war crimes trials,” who had founded the Voters Alliance of
Americans of German Ancestry in 1947, as honorary chairman; James H. Madole of the
National Renaissance Party; Kurt Mertig, a German-American who had been the founder
of the National Renaissance Party and a pre-war activist who led the Citizens’ Protective
League;[67] Eustace Mullins, regarded as an authority on the Federal Reserve Bank and
Jews, but probably best remembered for his biography of his mentor Ezra Pound, and as
founder of the Free Ezra Pound Committee;[68] and Thompson’s close colleague
Frederick C. F. Weiss, who had served with the German general staff during World War
I, had immigrated to the USA during the 1930s, and had been briefly interned in the
USA in 1942 as an enemy alien. Weiss is described in FBI files as “the guiding influence
behind all of the pro-German, neo-Nazi organizations in the U.S.”[69] The overseas
advisory committee included former SRP general secretary Dr. Gerhardt Krueger;
Alexander Raven Thompson, leading Mosleyite intellectual and editor of the Union

movement’s newspaper Union; Oswald Pirow, former South African minister of defense.
Sundry others were drawn from the Right, the most prominent of whom was
Thompson’s long-time friend King Carol II of Romania.
Thompson noted the rivalry that existed between individuals on the Right, and the
committee was stillborn. Jewish pressure had been intense, Thompson stating that
blackmail, economic pressure and false scare stories were used to sow discord among
members. Because of its size and dispersion, Thompson states that the committee was
“helpless” against infiltration from the ADL and the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi
League.[70]
The “committee” obviously had the potential to become something other than a think
tank. When the German concert pianist Walter Gieseking was being picketed at Carnegie
Hall because, although not a Hitlerite, he had never repudiated his people or the Reich,
Thompson and some friends confronted the picketers and attempted to get police to
ensure the orderly entrance of patrons. He was “promptly identified” by angry Zionists
whispering his name. The Zionists surrounded Thompson’s group, while a Jew threw a
German naval ensign at Thompson’s feet and “screamed”: “is this your flag?”[71] With
cameramen swarming in, Thompson “reacted explosively.” The media, including
television, made the most of the fracas to smear the committee and Thompson’s
colleagues, including Viereck, and others not involved with the committee. Thompson
stated that he was “hemmed in” by the number of agencies from various organizations
keeping him under surveillance. Merely being a social acquaintance of Thompson’s
would bring harassment.
One such target was a college student Donald A. Swan, who was to became an
anthropologist and a co-founder of the International Association for the Advancement of
Ethnology and Eugenics (IAAEE),[72] an association of prominent social and physical
scientists including C. D. Darlington and John R. Baker of Oxford University, Henry E.
Garrett, et al. Swan was suspended from Queens College, supposedly for “neo-Nazi,”
“anti-Semitic,” activities, but in particular for having associated with Thompson. The
“authorities” had described Thompson as a “subversive” to Margaret V. Kiely, a Dean of
Queens College, who stated she had heard Thompson’s telephone conversations. That is,
the FBI had played tapes to her. This controversy happened at a time when faculty at
Queens College were themselves under investigation for Communist affiliations.
It seems that the “youth group that Fleckenstein aimed to create under Thompson’s
leadership is likely to have been the group formed by Donald Swan at Queens College,
the German-American Youth Cultural Society, which he founded in October 1953. [73]
The name suggests influence from the Fleckenstein German-American organization.
Thompson had advised Swan to stay clear of radical Rightist groups so that he could
proceed with activities without being harassed by the FBI, ADL, American Jewish
Committee, and the like. Swan seems to have followed Thompson’s counsel, as the FBI
informant stated that the youth group was non-political, although the National
Renaissance Bulletin was available at its social gatherings.[74]
Another factor that caused consternation among the FBI was Thompson’s allegations
about collusion between the Justice Department and disreputable agents of the NANL
and ADL, a matter that Thompson continued to raise with the FBI, which indignantly
denied such associations. Thompson remarked that agents on the payroll of the State,
ADL and NANL simultaneously, and “selling ‘secrets’” “accounts for much of the
baloney which ends up in various files, private and governmental.”[75] Thompson was
not above providing the FBI with such “baloney” himself.
In August 1954, Thompson issued a press release that he had dissolved the ACAWC and

dissociated himself from those who had been implicated. He had done so primarily to
divert attention from his “foreign friends” implicated in an organization that had soon
become infiltrated and victimized. One of those who had targeted Thompson was the
Armenian-born “John Roy Carlson,” notorious author of Under Cover, which had
smeared America First isolationists as German agents and “nazis.”[76] In subsequent
legal hearings Judge John P. Barnes described Carlson as “someone who would write
anything for a dollar.” He had posed as “George Pagnanelli,” Italo-American, during the
1940s. Now he was posing as “Yusef Nadir,’ writing from Germany, wanting to know
about Thompson’s contact with the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem. Carlson and the ADL
described Thompson as the leader of an international Nazi organization. Thompson
stated that although there are “nationalist” organizations throughout the world, any type
of internationalism is inherently impossible. He was particularly encouraged by
developments in Germany, although individuals such as his contacts war veterans
Colonel Hans Rudel and Wolfgang Sarg of “Natinform Germany,” were being harassed.
Thompson singled out the post-war Union Movement of Sir Oswald Mosley for
particular praise. Thompson commented, “even behind the Iron Curtain… we see
evidence of resurgent nationalism within a framework of practical socialism.”[77]
In concluding his series for Expose, Thompson outlined his “world-outlook”. It is
classically Spenglerian, referring to Bolshevik Russia as the leader of a world race war,
augmenting the Marxist class war.[78] However, this was a strategy by the Kremlin for
world power, as “old Bolshevism” had been replaced by “an ultra-nationalistic military
junta, motivated by Pan-Slavism, and recognizing the Jew, with his ‘foreign’ loyalty, as
an internal enemy,” what the New York Times was calling “Russian Imperialism.” The
USSR had, according to Jewish media such as Commentary and The New Leader,
become “a greater horror than Fascism.” “The Prague trial of the eleven Jewish leaders
in 1953 and similar actions in other satellite countries confirmed to the world the fact,
long apparent to my friends…,” that the Jewish element had lost power. Public opinion,
molded by the press, had gone from being anti-German and pro-Russian to anti-German
and anti-Russian. However, it was the regime that runs Washington that had delivered
half of Europe to the USSR and it was late for purging the Western World of the “power
force” that was responsible. What is required is the renewal of the spirit of the West:
This Spirit must be opposed to Finance-Liberalism, to any weakening of the
State, and to the desecrating misuse of the State for private economic
interest; this Spirit must grow out of any fundamental life-forces that still
exist in the Western Peoples, that instinct for power and possessions, for
possessions as power, for honor, for order, for tradition, for inheritance,
fecundity and family.[79]
The ACAWC had attempted to arouse that Western spirit to a “Common Destiny,” not a
mere common set of interests, “in this Hour of Decision,” (citing the title of Spengler’s
last book). The committee was “savagely attacked;” and “more savagely attacked” when
pointing out that the great Western Culture, welded into a spiritual unit by a thousand
years of struggle “only to die if Western Europe is overwhelmed by the hordes from the
Asian Steppes…” However, given that Russia had become the main enemy of Jews,
Thompson et al. were smeared as “Commu-Nazis” for pointing out that Western Europe
would now prefer Russian occupation “because it could be more quickly thrown off,”
than the pervasive regime of the U.S. Occupation. Despite the smears that had been
sustained, the struggle continued to “sweep the slate clean and prepare to meet our
Destiny – or perish in the struggle.”[80]
The theme reflected the ideology that had been developing from Weiss, articulated
philosophically by Yockey, and continued into the 1970s by the newspaper Common
Sense and the NRP. Indeed, Weiss had stated, according to FBI notes, that German

Nationalists were all working for “a united Germany under Soviet domination.”[81]
Yockey had gone to the Soviet bloc, probably East Germany, from the USA, where he
lived for several years in circumstances that remain unknown. So similar is the
terminology and thinking of Weiss, Yockey and Thompson that it can be difficult to
distinguish among these authors.[82]

Russia
The theme regarding Russia was developed in detail in mid-1955 by Weiss and
Thompson in a four-part series of articles entitled “Russia” published by Weiss’s Le
Blanc Publishers and distributed via the National Renaissance Party with Weiss’s
funding. The essay was also likely to have had major input from Yockey, as Thompson
stated that he “believed” Yockey had been writing Weiss’s articles since December
1952.[83] The series, intended as a book, was printed by Thompson at his father’s
company, Cooper Forms, of which he was a manager. The article was regarded by the
FBI as pro-Soviet, despite its references to the Russian-Mongolian hordes threatening
the West. Indeed, the aim of “Russia” seems to have been to use the prospect of the
“Soviet menace” in this Cold War era, as a means of advocating the unity of the Western
Culture vis-à-vis an “outer enemy” (to use a Yockey term). While the West was
portrayed as weak and collapsing, the USSR was portrayed as one of invincible and
united Will, where questions of “democracy” are irrelevant. The Russians had
overthrown the Bolshevism that had been implanted by Jews and had restored the
Russian soul that sees man’s meaning as part of a collectivity and not as an individual
whose government is only concerned with contractual legal rights. For the Russian soul
that had been reasserted in the USSR, one would look for understanding to Dostoyevsky
rather than to Lenin or Trotsky. The western analysts should look beyond superficial
questions about repression and slave labor, and ask rather whether 250,000,000 Russians
were working in “synotny” with the State in a common “rhythm,” that was also
attracting German genius. The purpose was to understand the “Russian soul,” for in
another 25 years of “co-existence” there would remain a soulless Western mass,
subservient to a “tremendously powerful array of Eastern forces advanced in scientific,
military and industrial development and imbued with unshakeable Unity of
Purpose.”[84]
The Russian soul is shaped by the vastness of the plains. This description is pure
Spengler.[85] A strong will has been developed by “willingness to suffer” and a
tendency to fatalism forged by centuries of conflict and iron rule. An inherent nomadism
results in a restlessness and a wandering that has been transformed into “unceasing
expansion.” It was under Stalin that the Russian peasantry awoke from centuries of
slumber, as rulers from Peter the Great to Lenin and Trotsky had tried to impose foreign
thinking. The Russian peasantry had become “the folk of the future” with a destiny “not
unlike that dreamed of by Dostoyevsky.” Despite the atheistic propaganda of the early
Soviet regime the Russian remained profoundly religious. The New York Times pointed
out that twenty Orthodox Churches “were flourishing in Kiev alone.”[86] However,
because of the Westernization begun under Peter (Petrinism)[87] there existed “two
Russias” fighting for supremacy. A nihilistic tendency in Bolshevism sought to
annihilate Petrinism (although the importation of Marxism is a symptom of the Petrine).
This type of “Bolshevism” is the mortal enemy of Lenin and Trotsky, which would
evolve into “an outspoken, revitalized nationalist movement,” even if it is still
meaninglessly called “Communist.” “What’s in a name?” Under the mantle of
Communism, the Russian people had resumed their messianic world mission to replace a
decadent civilization, as foreseen by Dostoyevsky. The essayists of “Russia” saw a great
technical and scientific state arising, and the creation of a Eurasian empire. They
believed that India and China would become so dependent on Russia that they could not

act on their own initiative, and in particular Russia would use the Chinese. The question
was whether a leader of a united West would arise to confront these challenges.
Given that the USSR imploded, were Thompson and Weiss, and indeed Yockey,
incorrect in their analysis? In the longer term they are now starting to be seen as correct
in the salient points. With the rise of Putin, the Petrine and Jewish oligarchic interests
enjoyed what now seems to have been a very short interregnum under Yeltsin. The
Russian soul is remanifesting slowly, and the vision of a Eurasian destiny has become
again a mainstay of Russian foreign policy.[88]
The primary point with which I disagree is to regard China as an essential and
subordinate part of the Russian destiny. I think China will resume its role as an historical
enemy of Russia, and as such will become a major impetus for the assertiveness of
Russia as a White bulwark confronting China.[89] How Europe responds depends on
whether her spirit can be reasserted, and the question of her liberation from the USA
remains the primary question that preoccupied the thinking of Thompson, Weiss, Yockey
and Remer.
In 1996 Thompson remarked to me on Russia, then under Yeltsin: “Change must come
in the form of a coup d’etat with the aid of the Communist faction. The U.S. regime
would probably not dare to intervene... U.S. capital is profiting there while it spreads its
‘democracy venom.’”[90] Change came in the form of Putin, although perhaps not the
final word on Russia, and the reconstituted Communist party under Zyuganov is of the
nationalistic type that Thompson, Yockey and Weiss saw emerging.[91]
In 1954 Thompson was appointed U.S. correspondent for Der Weg (The Way), published
by German émigrés in Peron’s Argentina. This gave Thompson press accreditation to the
United Nations.[92] He wrote to FBI director Hoover offering to make information
about Communism and associated “jewish [sic] pressure groups” available personally to
him, in the course of his work as a journalist.[93] Thompson, like Weiss, kept his
enemies close to him, and offered the FBI a mixture of accurate and inaccurate
information, often criticizing the FBI’s willingness to associate with the AntiDefamation League, and the disreputable actions of FBI agents. FBI agents were
cautioned to be circumspect about Thompson and to seek advice when dealing with
him.[94] Thompson’s aim seems to have been to act through the FBI against ADL agent
Sanford Griffith and others of the type, who operated against the Right, in exchange for
information on communists, on whom Thompson had supplied the FBI with 200
documents. Thompson castigated the FBI for both discourtesy in not acknowledging his
information, and for its association with Jewish groups.[95]
Of particular concern to the FBI was Thompson’s series of articles in the monthly
journal Expose detailing not only his life as an “American Fascist,” but also what he
knew of FBI, ADL and Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League activities and the role of the
ADL in funding “anti-Semitic” and “neo-nazi” groups, such as the National Renaissance
Party.[96] Thompson used the series of articles as an opportunity to show that “antiSemitism in the United States is in no small measure directed and financed by the AntiDefamation League (ADL) and the Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League (NANL). In
particular a paid ADL and NANL agent, Mana Truhill, a petty criminal, had attained a
leading position in the NRP. Truhill was a Communist who had been instructed at the
Communist party’s Jefferson School of Social Science. Thompson regarded the NRP as
thoroughly compromised and used by the ADL and others. [97] He made it clear to the
FBI that he had a collection of affidavits, obtained for legal purposes in connection with
the Expose series, showing the reprehensible actions of certain FBI agents.[98]

The National Renaissance Party

Despite Thompson’s misgivings, the NRP Bulletin served as an a venue for the writings
of Weiss and Yockey, and Weiss largely funded Madole.[99]
Thompson met Madole in 1952. He did so at the request of Colonel Rudel and Dr.
Johannes von Leers, a former Goebbels ministry official working as an émigré in
Peron’s Argentina and later in Nasser’s Egypt. Thompson stated that at the time he was
not only “official U.S. representative of the SRP, [but] also represented the leadership
cadre of the ‘survivors’ of the Third Reich, scattered throughout the world.” Rudel and
von Leers asked Thompson to “evaluate the NRP frankly to see if contact with it was
‘safe’ and to see if it could organizationally contribute to the higher authority,”[100] the
higher authority being Remer, Rudel, Skorzeny, von Leers, et al.
Thompson stated that he met Madole at the latter’s New York apartment, and about a
dozen times thereafter. Thompson considered Madole as lacking charisma and
leadership qualities, although a skillful orator, and a man of “courage.” He had a
tendency to speak in monologue rather than exchange ideas. Despite the shortcomings,
Thompson considered it “vital to keep Madole afloat since he was certainly in one sense
an irritant to the Jews and other non-whites, but, more important, he naturally ‘drew
fire,’ taking some of the pressure off other persons and operations which were deemed
by my associates as more important to their interests, which were my principal concern.”
Thompson knew “little of Madole after the year 1955.”[101] He wrote:
Madole, in a sense, was an American nationalist, an ‘America Firster.’ I
could understand that, of course, as a practical and useful approach to
building an organization. However, I was an ‘America Laster,’ as I regarded
then – and more than ever in1995 – the U.S. as the greatest malefactor in the
world, proponent of a series of colonialist wars; allies of Soviet
Communism, then, when it conflicted with its own interests, organized the
‘Cold War’ against Russia, which it unfortunately won; betrayer of the
white race of its founders in favor of polyglot miscegenation, mixed
marriages, and total anti-white-male behavior; causer of two World Wars,
through policies of Wilson and F. D. Roosevelt; mis-educators of American
youth with its ‘equality’ democracy babble; all the time being run
exclusively by ‘special interests’ hostile to the policies of the founders of
the country. This is over-simplified and just ‘off the cuff’ but it makes a
point. The current aim of the swine who run the U.S. is to surrender
authority to international organizations, like the U.N., then to tear up the
U.S. Constitution and make Americans subject to the laws of the oneworlders. At the moment they are trying to re-institute the concept of the
Nuremberg ‘Trials’ – to hang those who resist the policy of the ‘oneworlders.’[102]
Thompson in 1995 maintained the “Cold War” era attitudes of Remer and the SRP,
Common Sense, Yockey and Weiss, all of whom regarded the USA as a more pervasive
and lethal enemy to European civilization than the USSR. However, what Thompson
seems to have under-appreciated was that it was the same outlook maintained by
Madole, whose geopolitical and realpolitikal articles in the NRP Bulletin show a depth
of knowledge that had obviously not been well presented during his meetings with
Thompson prior to 1955.

Yockey
Thompson introduced Madole to some key individuals, some of whom helped him
financially. One notable was Viereck, “one of the highest German agents in the U.S. up

to World War II.”[103] Thompson was a literary agent of note, and acted for some
extraordinary characters. In this regard he acted for Veireck in having the latter’s books
published by the U.S. publisher Lyle Stuart. He also arranged for Viereck to go to
Germany in 1955 to meet Dr. Werner Naumann, designated propaganda minister in
Hitler’s will, and Inga Dönitz.[104]
Viereck and Thompson were the focus of an intellectual circle that included Harvard
alumnus Lawrence Dennis, former Wall Street employee, member of the U.S.
Diplomatic Service, author of The Coming American Fascism and The Dynamics of War
and Revolution, and a defendant, along with Viereck, at the infamous “Sedition” trials
under the Roosevelt administration against critics of the president’s war policy.[105]
Others included Dr. Charles Callan Tansill of Georgetown University; Harry Elmer
Barnes, and other historians, “when they were passing through town,” and literati
including Charles Jackson.[106] Thompson had a particular regard for Dennis, and dined
frequently with him at the Harvard Club.[107]
Thompson met Francis Parker Yockey at an expensive, Jewish-owned luncheonette in
New York in the company of Weiss, and he was delighted to find that Yockey was as
“anti-American” as he was.[108] Given that Yockey was already working with the
Socialist Reich Party in Germany in 1951,[109] it seems likely that Yockey and
Thompson met via this association. Yockey became what Thompson called his “dearest
political friend and companion in many great ventures.”[110] From then on Thompson
provided “a steady outflow of money” for Yockey’s “various projects.”[111] One of the
first and most significant of these projects would have been Der Feind Europas,
published in German in 1953 as a manual of realpolitik for the Socialist Reich Party, but
originally written in 1948, the year after Yockey wrote his magnum opus, Imperium. It
was intended as the third volume of Imperium. Two hundred copies were printed,
intended for the leadership of the SRP, but they were seized by K-16, the German secret
service, and destroyed. The manuscript had been sent to the USA however, and was
serialized in the Yockeyan magazine Trud, in 1969 from a copy supplied by Maria,
Weiss’s widow, and published in English as a book in 1981.
For Thompson, Yockey and their contacts in Germany, Soviet affiliations were part of
Cold War intrigue between the super-powers. Thompson stated that the party he
represented as a registered agent in the USA, the Socialist Reich Party, “had communist
affiliations.”
Almost any right-wing entity in Germany, to get any power and money, had
to reach to the East Germans to some extent or other, and there existed
funds available to finance right-wing activities in West Germany. The
motive of the East Germans being to embarrass and cause difficulties for the
west Germans exclusively; they were naturally not interested in promoting
fascism in any form – although the East Germany secret police consisted in
part measure of many former members of the SS and SD who’d gone to the
East Zone and were living there, some of whom I knew. So the idea of
taking support where you can find it is one which is very practical. Even
today, if the Soviet Union would care to finance any activities of mine, I
would rush to the bank with the check and the hope that it was good.[112]
This association with the Soviet bloc went as far as Yockey serving as a paid courier for
Czech intelligence, taking documents between Czechoslovakia and the USA, which
Yockey mentioned to Thompson.[113] Thompson’s ongoing interest in the USSR was a
matter of concern to the FBI, noting in 1960 that according to a highly confidential
source, Thompson had requested to be put on the mailing list of the Soviet Embassy to
receive reports and other information about the USSR.[114] The FBI also cited the artist

Rockwell Kent, whom Thompson represented when Kent was subjected to a boycott as
chairman of the National Council of American-Soviet Friendship.[115]

Dönitz
In 1957 Thompson again became of particular interest to the FBI, which closely
monitored his whereabouts and his correspondence. Local postal authorities were asked
to relay information on Thompson’s mail to the FBI, and his contacts were checked as to
their affiliations. The FBI had two reasons for this renewed interest: (1) Whether
Thompson should be registered as a foreign agent again, this time because of his work
for the German-Argentine journal Der Weg,[116] and (2) his soliciting of views on the
“war crimes trials” and on the fate of Dönitz in particular, from military, legal and other
eminent people. The FBI was investigating Thompson for violation of the Foreign
Agents Registration Act,[117] beginning on November 21, 1956,[118] in regard to his
soliciting of letters on behalf of Dönitz and on the “war crimes trials,” although the
grounds are not cited in FBI reports and it was concluded that there had been no
violation. Some of the recipients of Thompson’s form letters asking for testimonials on
Dönitz forwarded the letters to the FBI. This would not have perturbed Thompson, as he
had sent such a letter to FBI director J. Edgar Hoover asking for his input. To one
recipient, Judge Clark, Thompson wrote:
Instead of writing silly letters to the New York Times protesting perhaps the
first sensible act of a U.S. dominated ‘allied parole commission’ why don’t
you participate in the testimonial album described in the enclosure, as many
really prominent Americans are doing? I have never understood how a man
of your education could fall for such Jewish traps and mouth such fiction as
3,000,000 Jews (murdered). The Jews claim that it was 6,000,000. Were
there really any murdered? I think they are all here in New York City.
Perhaps we should send some down to Princeton?[119]
When Dönitz was released from Spandau Prison in 1956, Thompson organized an
international campaign that succeeded in getting him his full pension rights. On Dönitz’s
release from Spandau, Thompson and Viereck sent him a telegram dated October 1,
1956:
Telegram to the legitimate president of Germany, Grand admiral Karl
Dönitz, on the occasion of his release from eleven years of illegal
confinement by the ‘allies’ for ‘war crimes’:
On the day of the triumph of your steeled will over the plans of your
vengeful persecutors, your American friends congratulate you and wish you
a long, healthy life. Throughout the entire despicable Nuremberg
proceedings – brought about by the criminal co-guilt of the USA and world
jewry [sic], your soldierly honor shone forth as the sole hope of those who
wished to rebuild the collapsing Western World.
Through your personal courage, you have triumphed over the calculated
plans of the destroyers of Western Culture, and you stand today as the
personification of Honor, Loyalty and Faith. Let no considerations dissuade
you from this position. You are unique in History! Today we also greet your
courageous wife who has fought for you so valiantly through these difficult
years.[120]
The Society for the Prevention of World War III (SPWWIII) asked Senator Jacob Javitz
of New York whether there were any laws that could be used to prosecute Thompson

and Viereck for having sent their greetings to Dönitz.[121] What concerned the Society
was the possibility of an alliance between a revived Germany and the Soviet bloc. The
democracies had fallen out with their wartime ally Stalin soon after the end of hostilities
when Stalin rebuked the generous offer to become junior partner in a new world order
behind the façade of the United Nations General Assembly, and the “Baruch Plan” for
the ostensible “internationalization” of atomic energy, which the USSR regarded as a
ruse to place atomic energy under U.S. control. The General Assembly, the USSR
perceived, would be readily manipulated as a world parliament by the USA, and hence
Stalin insisted instead that power reside with the Security Council, with the right to veto,
thus rendering the UN powerless as a world government.[122] The possibility of a
united Germany under Soviet auspices, while palatable to sections of the Right in
Germany and the USA, was a nightmare scenario for the global wire-pullers. However,
most of the radical Right in the USA zealously signed up to prosecute the Cold War
against the USSR, while the Stalinists called the “Washington regime” (in Yockey’s
parlance) “rootless cosmopolitans”[123] in the same sense that Yockey called them
“culture distorters.”

Vice Admiral Karl Dönitz, flag officer in charge of German U-boats (BdU) from 1935 to
1943 and Commander in Chief of the German Navy from 1943 to 1945.
Source: IWMCollections IWM Photo No.: A 14899. Public domain via Wikimedia
Commons
The SPWWIII stated to Javits that while they did not know Dönitz’s attitude on being
referred to by Viereck and Thompson as “the legitimate president of Germany,” they
pointed out that shortly before Germany’s surrender Dönitz had signed a memorandum
in April 1945 stating that Germany’s revival could only be achieved in collaboration
with the USSR. The memorandum advocated an alliance to dominate the Eurasian
landmass and to “confront the old rotten entrenched power of the West.” The

SPWWIII’s Simard and Lipshutz referred Javits to an article for the magazine[124] of
the SPWWIII that had been written by Congressman Arthur G. Klein of New York and
introduced into the Congressional Record.[125] Here Klein outlined a pro-Russia
orientation among German policymakers since Frederick the Great through to Bismarck,
and the Weimar era Treaty of Rapallo. From this and the Dönitz memorandum we can
appreciate that Yockey, Remer, Thompson, Weiss, et al., so far from representing a
heretical strand within the Right, were continuing a tradition of realpolitik that saw a
Russo-German alliance as an organic historical development, and none more so than in
confronting the victors of the two world wars.
Indeed, what seemed to be collusion between German nationalists and the USSR had
caused much consternation, especially with the electoral progress of the SRP, which
advocated a “neutralist” line, while informants were claiming that Yockey was calling
for a guerrilla army that would assist the USSR in occupying West Germany.
The success of the campaign reflected Thompson’s wide contacts with influential
people. The correspondence connected with the campaign was published as a book in
1976, Dönitz at Nuremberg: A Reappraisal.[126] The letters had been presented as an
album to Dönitz on his release.
Thompson had sent out form letters to hundreds of eminent persons throughout the
world soliciting professional opinions on the war crimes trials, to form “a better
historical perspective.” Describing himself on his letterhead as a “journalist and public
relations counsel,” and as a literary agent and news analyst, he referred to Dönitz as
having been jailed for performing the duty that any military man would be sworn to
uphold. Thompson pointed out that the Nuremberg Military Tribunal did not have any
legal precedent or authorization, that it was not a genuine “military tribunal,” and that it
was in violation of “Anglo-American constitutional principles.” Thompson cited Rear
Admiral Daniel V. Gallery, who wrote in Twenty Million Tons under the Sea that the
“war crimes trials” were “a libel on the military profession” and that the trial of Dönitz
was “barefaced hypocrisy.” He referred to Admiral Nimitz,[127] who testified for the
defense at the trial of Dönitz that unrestricted submarine warfare, for which Dönitz had
been tried, had also been conducted by U.S. submarines in the Pacific. Thompson stated
in the appeal that he had been collecting opinions for more than a year, and stated that
“this collection of opinions will represent a milestone in the historical reappraisal of the
dangerous precedent set at Nuremberg.” Thompson then provided a three-page list of
hundreds of eminent persons who had already contributed their opinions.[128]
The preface of Dönitz at Nuremberg was written by William L. Hart, Justice of the
Supreme Court of Ohio, who concluded by stating, “there was no legal justification for
the trial, conviction or sentence of the so-called ‘war criminals’ by the Nuremberg
Tribunal. We have set a bad precedent. It should not be followed in the future.”[129]
There followed opinions against the Nuremberg Trials by hundreds of legal, diplomatic,
political and military authorities throughout the world, such as Dwight Eisenhower’s
lawyer brother Edgar and in particular by many naval commanders from the Allied
states. Hence, the book remains a valuable corpus of authoritative opinions against the
mentality of revenge that forms the essence of victories after an increasing number of
globalist wars that have resulted in the barbaric treatment of the defeated leaders of
Serbia, Iraq, Libya and an eye to vengeance against Syria’s Assad, et al.
Among the individuals writing to Thompson, as noted by the FBI, was Arthur Bliss
Lane, former U.S. ambassador to Poland, although the FBI could find no “derogatory
information” on him in their files.[130] Although Lane was not a contributor to the
Dönitz compendium, his book on the Soviet takeover of Poland, I Saw Poland Betrayed,
was a conservative bestseller, published in 1948 and subsequently published by affiliates

of the John Birch Society.[131] A prominent individual who did contribute to the Dönitz
campaign was Hoffman Nickerson, whom the FBI identified as the scion of a wealthy,
prominent family of Oyster Bay, New York. Hoffman was an author and director of
Hoffman Publishers, member of the New York County Republican Committee, New
York state assemblyman in 1916, member of the AEF General Staff in 1918 and of the
Inter-Allied Armistice Commission in Belgium.[132] Nickerson opined to Thompson
that the “war crimes trials were an outrage against good morals,” setting a precedent for
“legalized lynching.” He stated he was glad Dönitz had been released and hoped all the
others would be also.[133] Other contributors included Admiral Paul Hendren,[134] but
the FBI had nothing of a dubious character on Hendren or his wife. It was noted that
Thompson had written a complimentary letter to the Palestine Arab Refugee Office in
New York City.[135] The FBI compiled a list of individuals and organizations from
whom Thompson had received mail, including the Christian Educational Association,
publisher of the long-running “anti-Semitic” newspaper Common Sense, which was to
adopt a pro-Stalinist orientation; Die Europäische Nationale, of Wiesbaden; Chester
Bowles, who had served as U.S. delegate to UNESCO, Ambassador to India, Governor
of Connecticut, and had, according to the FBI, associations with communist fronts;[136]
the pro-Hitler Der Weg; the pro-communist National Guardian; John T. Daly, manager
of the coffee department of the East Asiatic Company, on whom the FBI could not find
anything “derogatory;” Sanctuary Press, Sir Oswald Mosley’s publishing firm; Ralph A.
Bard, former Secretary of the Navy and a trustee of an anti-New Deal organization,
“Crusaders,” in 1936, et al.[137] Anyone who sent mail to Thompson at this time was of
interest to the FBI.
As a literary agent, Thompson’s clients included General Fulgencio Batista, president of
Cuba. He also represented an Argentine-Bolivian combine selling arms to Batista when
he was fighting Castro’s hill guerrillas.[138] It can be interjected here that the USA,
maintaining a constant policy on such matters, placed an arms embargo on Batista at a
crucial time.[139] This was a long-standing U.S. measure that had been enacted against
Chiang Kai-shek and against Somoza, president of Nicaragua, when fighting the
Sandinistas.[140] It went back to the denial of arms, bought and paid for, to Admiral
Kolchak when he was fighting the Red Army in the Russian Far East.[141] Thompson is
acknowledged in Batista’s book Respuesta in regard to the Nuremberg trials.[142]
Among Thompson’s associates was the Left-liberal publisher Lyle Stuart, a neighbor. In
1962-63 Stuart was threatened with a slander suit by King Farouk of Egypt because of
the publication of a book alleging sexual improprieties with prostitutes in Miami.
Through Thompson’s well-placed contacts in Egypt he handed Stuart a dossier on
Farouk, and the suit was promptly dropped.[143] It was by this means that in return
Stuart’s magazine, Expose, opened its columns to Thompson, where he expounded on
Fascist doctrine, and exposed Anti-Defamation League agents who were using “neonazis.”
Another interesting client was Marguerite Oswald, mother of Lee Harvey Oswald.
Thompson assisted her with opposing the Warren Commission report on the Kennedy
assassination, and represented her in negotiations for interviews and the sale of
documents. Thompson was himself questioned on the assassination, but asserted 5th
amendment rights when interviewed.[144] At the time, it might be recalled, the term
“conspiracy theory” came into vogue, and among the theories was a Right-wing
assassination prompted by General Edwin Walker or a Communist assassination
prompted by Castro. Thompson also auctioned Oswald letters on behalf of
Marguerite.[145] Thompson obviously had a special interest in Kennedy. In 1968 he
published a book analyzing the late president’s signature.[146]
In the 1970s Thompson served as a mercenary in Rhodesia under the alias Brigadier

Paul D. North, travelling on a fake Canadian passport.[147] This latter activity made him
a target for a Black militant group called Black Avengers. During the early 1960s,
Thompson was threatened by a Mossad agent, who soon afterward disappeared.[148]

World in Flames
In 1960 Thompson had collaborated with Yockey on the latter’s final essay, Yockey
dying in a prison cell in San Francisco that year after finally being caught by the FBI.
“The World in Flames: An Estimate of the World Situation,” analyzed the Cold War era
and the role of the “third world.” Thompson commented that he had persuaded Yockey
to add commentary on the neutralist regimes as well as Nasser to reinforce the point
“that the world is turning against the USA.” The essay appeared posthumously in 1961,
Thompson having seen “that work through from his [Yockey’s] rough manuscript to the
printed production.”[149]
In 1961 Thompson wrote to General Friedrich Foertsch, who had been appointed
Commander of the Bundeswehr. The letter, in German, was in response to a widely
publicized press release from the Embassy of the USSR in Washington condemning
Foertsch as “the former Hitler general and war criminal.” As a commander at the siege
of Leningrad, after the war Foertsch had been sentenced to 25 years’ internment by the
Soviets, but had been released in 1955. Given the Soviet government’s allegation that he
had presided over the murder of Russian POWs and was alleged to have committed
“capital crimes,” one might wonder whether the Soviet treatment of German “war
crimes” was more lenient than that of the West. The Soviet statement, originating with
Soviet Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs V. S. Semyonov, condemned the Federal
Government for appointing “German war criminals” who had undertaken actions in the
USSR as a “direct unfriendly act towards the Soviet Union” and other subjects of
German aggression.[150]
The USSR sought to embarrass the Bonn regime by highlighting any Hitler-era official
who was appointed to a position of influence under the Federal government to highlight
the resurgence of groups such as the Socialist Reich Party, and even to provoke antiSemitic incidents in the West,[151] giving the impression of a revival of Nazism in
Germany and the role of the USSR as the only bulwark against new Prussian aggression.
Sections of the German Right did not mind playing their part in the Soviet strategy. The
East German government (DDR) did not have any scruples, under Stalin’s direct
prompting, in appointing Hitler-era officials to the highest positions in the DDR nor in
reconstituting a nationalist political party that served a prominent role in DDR
administrations.[152]
Thompson in writing to Foertsch condemned the “spirit of July 20th” (a reference to the
abortive coup against Hitler, scotched by Otto Remer) prevalent in the German Federal
military. He mentioned to Foertsch the “imperative” need to organize groups in the army
that can maintain an independent attitude toward “world developments and to act
accordingly.” Thompson was presumably advocating clandestine actions in the military
that could mount a coup in the course of an emergency. Thompson mentioned to
Foertsch the “ineptitude” of U.S. espionage that had “been placed in the hands of leftist
star gazers whom even the Russians regard as ridiculous.” He stated that “these people
have the power and the stupidity to start a war” but not the military and scientific knowhow to win a war. “The days of the uninvited American meddler are about over.”
Thompson asked whether the power vacuum would be filled by the Russians, the AfroAsians or are there still representatives of the “Prussian spirit” that can assume the
role?[153]

Revisionism

After a long period behind the scenes, in September 1982 Thompson addressed at a
convention of the Institute for Historical Review an issue that raised former IHR director
McCalden’s ire, asking whether this was the direction in which the “Revisionist
movement” should proceed. Nonetheless, McCalden conceded that the speech had
been“intelligent and pithy.”[154]
The FBI took a renewed interest in Thompson in 1984 in regard to his passport
status.[155]
Thompson’s opinion of the “American Right” was not high. However, it never had been,
nor had Yockey’s. He stated to Keith Stimley:
As to the American ‘right-wing,’ I had no respect for it from my earlier
experience, and I have even less today. I don't think anything constructive
will ever appear from the political right-wing. It is not inconceivable that
some day a group of well-intentioned military men may reach a point of
frustration, and take this thing over. The military are basically conservative,
and I think that they used to, at any rate, possess a realistic view of the
forces that work internationally. Now that has been eroded, to some extent
by, I’m sure, mis-education in the service academies, along the lines of
Holocaust propaganda, anti-German propaganda, racial-tolerance nonsense
and the like. But from the military generation that I knew, and these were
there people who were in World War I – those senior officers pretty well
knew where things were at. They knew that the Nigras were by and large
worthless as soldiers unless you had three White men standing behind the
back of each Black, to make sure that he conducted himself in a reasonably
productive fashion. And they were aware of the Jews, later aware of the
American subservience to Israel, etc. General George S. Brown was
probably one of the last martyrs to American interests, when he very
forcefully pointed out while Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff that Israel
was absolutely not only worthless as a military ally, but a great disadvantage
to the United States, and he was quickly, of course, shut up and forced out,
as was General Singlaub shut up and forced out by Jimmeh [sic] Carter in
quite recent years.
It’s not impossible that ultimately a [military] coup will come from the
right, and salvage this shit-barge of a country. I don’t think it’s worthy of
salvage. I would much prefer it ruled, perhaps, by a Red Chinese field
marshal. But what will happen in the future – I don’t know.[156]
Stimley opined that a coup might only eventuate if there was a major military reversal
overseas. Certainly, we now know from occasional leaks and quips that the Pentagon
still includes personnel who are not happy with the USA’s subservience to Israeli
interests in the Middle East and other globe-trotting expeditions on behalf of U.S.
commerce. However, in Thompson’s heyday, there were many military luminaries
militantly active in the Right and contemptuous of Zionism such as Lt. Gen. P. A. Del
Valle, USMC; and Lt. Gen. George Stratemeyer, USAF; Lt. Gen. Edward M. Almond,
and Vice Admiral T. G. W. Settle, to cite four military men who not only contributed to
Thompson’s book on Dönitz but who endorsed Colonel John Beatty’s anti-Zionist book
The Iron Curtain over America.[157] A decade later (1962), General Edwin Walker was
leading what the Kennedy Administration feared was an incipient revolt at the
University of Mississippi against desegregation imposed by Federal Troops at bayonet
point.
Under Keith Stimley’s editorship, Thompson contributed book reviews to the Journal of

Historical Review (JHR), journal of the Institute for Historical Review, and in particular
on the two men he esteemed most, Grand Admiral Dönitz and Major General Otto
Remer.
Writing of Dönitz as the “last president of a united Germany,” Thompson’s opening lines
were that the Third Reich was “the last heroic stand of Western Civilization,” and Hitler
was “the last natural leader of Europe.” The Allied victory was a triumph for “the forces
of Asiatic Communism and Russian Nationalism on the one hand, and Jewish
Bolshevism (as exemplified by the United States, England, France and their multitude of
last-minute vassals and hangers-on) on the other.” In the few weeks of April and May
1945 Dönitz unexpectedly became head of state and set up a Cabinet of military and
technocratic personnel. He refused to denigrate Hitler, although it would have been
opportune to do so, and sought to surrender to the Western allies, a primary concern
being the fate of refugees fleeing from the east; a concern not shared by Eisenhower, et
al., who refused the offer of a separate surrender without the USSR. Dönitz was
sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment by the Nuremberg Tribunal, much to the outrage of
many Allied military leaders. Although apolitical, he never forsook his oath to Hitler, a
matter noted by co-defendant Albert Speer, who tried to ingratiate himself to the Allies
during the Nuremberg proceedings.
During 1952-1953 a commando operation was planned to rescue the internees at
Spandau and reconstitute a government-in-exile. Thompson states that those involved
included residents of Spain, Portugal and the USA. Here we can conjecture that the
operation would probably have been led by Otto Skorzeny, famous for his daring rescue
of Mussolini. However, security was compromised and the plan was discarded.
Thompson wrote that in the early 1980s he burnt a file on the matter that had long been
sought “by at least four intelligence agencies.” When Dönitz was released in 1956 the
press noted that his wife, Inga, had maintained contact with German nationalists, and
Thompson had kept in communication with her. Thompson always kept the large
numbers of letters that he had solicited from eminent figures in support of Dönitz.
Although not becoming involved in politics, Dönitz readily spoke before conventions of
veterans. In 1980, just a few months before his death, Dönitz wrote to Thompson
expressing the hope that they would meet again.[158]
A review for the JHR of a book by Remer relates the circumstances of the 1944 plot
against Hitler stymied by Remer’s decisiveness. Thompson wrote that if there is any one
word that describes Remer, it is “courage.” Thompson wrote that in 1988 Remer was
head of another organization, the German Freedom Movement. Remer’s outlook had not
changed since the days of the SRP. He advocated total European union, including
Russia, but excluding Britain and the USA. Even in 1988, Thompson still saw Remer as
the leader of a new Europe:
The historical reasons for such a program are eminently understandable.
Many geopolitical thinkers, for instance Francis Parker Yockey, were early
supporters of this viewpoint. In 1988, few can fail to respect Remer's
courage and honesty in advancing it. It is possible that he can become the
inspiring, visionary leader needed by Europe to effect its liberation from the
counter-cultural forces which now infest and occupy it, and guide it toward
a future free of economic and armed conflicts.[159]
Thompson wrote other reviews for the JHR during the 1980s. Thompson arranged the
appearance of Remer at the Eighth International Revisionist Conference in 1987. When
Remer died ten years later, Thompson wrote on “the loss of this old friend, with whom I
had so many shared experiences,” and that “we cannot permit either Remer or Yockey to
become forgotten as long as we can do something about it.”[160] Towards this,

Thompson was supportive of my own small effort in producing that year a collection of
mostly hitherto-unpublished Yockey manuscripts along with a biographical essay.[161]
In the last few years before his death on March 3, 2002, Thompson became a notable
donor to conservative elements of the Republican Party, including Oliver North, Jesse
Helms, David Duke and Patrick Buchanan. He was awarded membership in the party’s
Presidential Legion of Merit.
Why the Republican Party? At the time of the Reagan administration there seems to
have been an in-house contest for supremacy between what became known as neoconservatives and paleoconservatives. The “neo-cons,” as we might call them, are
neither “new” nor “conservative.” They were in fact Wilsonian-type liberal-Democrats
and internationalists, or ex-Trotskyites who came over to the U.S. side during the Cold
War in their hatred of Stalinism.[162] The paleoconservatives, a term coined by
Professor Paul Gottfried, were traditionalist Republicans of the Taft, America First
variety, including President Reagan’s treasury secretary Paul Craig Roberts and Reagan
White House communications adviser Patrick Buchanan.
At the time also, an “ethnic outreach” program by the Republican Party recruited from
among East European anti-communist émigrés who had fascist associations. The
program was headed by Laszlo Pasztor, founding chairman of the Republican Heritage
Groups Council who had been a member of the Arrow Cross movement of Hungarian
National Socialists. The heritage council included Radi Slavoff, a Bulgarian supporter of
German-American campaigner Dr. Austin J. App; Florian Galdau, a veteran of
Romania’s Iron Guard; Nicholas Nazarenko, a Cossack Waffen SS veteran; et al.[163]
This program campaigned vigorously against the Office of Special Investigations (OSI),
established to hound elderly European émigrés with allegations of “war criminals,”
many having fought as partisans against Soviet incursions during World War II.
Thompson’s contribution to revisionism is lasting and seminal, particularly through the
soliciting of the hundreds of letters from eminent political, military, legal and diplomatic
figures critical of the Nuremberg trials. Thompson, through his work with Remer,
Yockey and Weiss in particular, established a dialectical method of analysis and action
for the “Right,” a return to realpolitik that goes beyond the categorically black-and-white
and red-and-blue dichotomies of much of the “Right” during the Cold War era that
remains relevant in terms of present-day Russia as well as the Arab world and certain
“third world” states.
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Holocaust History: The Sound of One Hand
Clapping
by Jett Rucker

Claims by gay activists and their supporters for the number of homosexuals
killed by the Third Reich reach as high as one million, and assertions that it
was a quarter of a million or half a million are common. The actual number
of gays who died or were killed in the camps appears to be around five
thousand, conceivably as high as ten thousand.
—Peter Novick, The Holocaust in American Life, p. 223
The passage above, from a 2000 book by an eminent Jewish historian, satisfies my
definition of “Holocaust revisionism,” and perhaps that, of other people, for “Holocaust
denial.” Except for one thing. It has nothing to do with Jews. It has to do with other
victims of the Holocaust, specifically homosexuals, a group to which the author
apparently did not belong. Nor has this group been instrumental in getting laws passed
that criminalize “denying or minimizing National Socialist crimes during World War II,”
the touchstone of (criminal) “Holocaust denial.”
Accordingly, a German translation of this book, under the title Nach dem Holocaust
(After the Holocaust) is available today on the German Amazon Website, unlike works
by Wilhelm Stäglich such as Der Auschwitz Mythos (The Auschwitz Myth), which
remains banned under Germany’s Holocaust denial laws[1]. But Peter Novick (the
author quoted above) is not—otherwise—any sort of “Holocaust denier.” His book,
though incisive about the misuses to which Holocaust history has been put, and the
dubious causes it is used today to promote, is replete with affirmations of the Six Million
meme, including gas chambers, exterminative intent, and the rest of the program with
which every reader of these words has undoubtedly been imbued since early childhood.
But Novick remains, however unintentionally, however unconsciously, a revisionist of
one corner—dare I call it a small corner?—of the Holocaust. In that corner, and a very
few others, it is permitted, even in Germany, to debate the Holocaust, and the debate, if
Novick and his scrupulous research are to be credited, has yielded, as it happens, some
deflation, some minimization, of National Socialist crimes against humanity, to all of
which Novick evidently subscribes, not just openly, but even casually, as though it were,
of course, every historian’s duty to do such diligence.
In general, but particularly where it bears on matters pertaining to Jewish victims, such
debate, such statements, such questions, even, are literally illegal, not only in Germany
and Israel, but in Switzerland, Austria, France, Spain, Romania, Lithuania, Slovakia,
Poland, Belgium, the Czech Republic, and perhaps next Russia. It is similarly penalized
by “hate-crime” legislation in Canada, Australia, and many other countries.

At the Nuremberg trials, it was specifically and rigorously prohibited to contest what
really happened when mounting a defense against charges made. Major General I.T.
Nikitchenko (center) and Lieutenant Colonel A. F. Volchkov (left), the Russian judges
on the International Military Tribunal. British Justice Norman Birkett is on the right.
Photo: October, 1945.
By Charles Alexander,[1] Office of the United States Chief of Counsel[2] [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
This augurs ill indeed for the historical process as it has been known, at least in the
West, since the dawn of the era of human rights. As early as, say, 1789 (the American
Bill of Rights), freedom of conscience, and expression, have been enshrined in law, not
only out of concern for the validity of the process of developing history, but even more
importantly, for the purpose of containing tyranny. This bulwark against thought control
remains intact, at least nominally, in the United States, but it has been breached, with
respect to Holocaust history, in all the countries mentioned, plus many more.
What has this pervasive censure yielded in the way of facts that the interested, but not
casual, observer might infer as to What Really Happened? The immediate, facile answer,
reaching back far beyond the iconic Nuremberg “Trials,” might be, “tons and tons, all
sworn to by the most eminent and respectable figures in public life.” But the true answer,
relying on dispassionately—or even also passionately—scrutinized, discussed,
confirmed or refuted, debated findings, would be more like “nothing.” Or even far less

than nothing, if deceptive, meretricious, self-aggrandizing distortion, exaggeration, and
outright fabrication be evaluated negatively and set against whatever truth might be
encompassed by the body of material that has received the imprimatur of the victors of
World War II.
The “history,” so to call it, of the Holocaust must be discounted out of hand, not because
much of it is the product of Jewish survivors bent on vengeance, nor of Soviet and other
Allied governments eager to justify their savage depredations of one of the largest
civilized nations in the world, nor of Zionists vigorously mining the tragic tales for every
excuse they can find for their own country’s mimicry of Hitler’s institutionalized racism,
but because it has always been a crime to voice any accounts or understandings that
oppose any of this.
At Nuremberg and the war-crimes trials that followed it, for example, while quibbling
about what really happened wasn’t held a crime in itself, it was specifically and
rigorously prohibited to contest any such issue in mounting a defense against charges
made by those tribunals, corpus delicti be damned. Defendants (they were called
“accuseds,” never defendants), denied any way of ever suggesting that any alleged crime
had not been committed, were limited to claiming personal noninvolvement—usually by
accusing some other person(s)—or claiming extenuating circumstances to support an
abject appeal for mercy from the tribunal, which ultimately passed dozens of death
sentences, and even more sentences of life imprisonment. Thus did censorship of
“Holocaust denial” have its beginnings.
As for people who had by any chance been spared accusation, anyone who claimed
enough knowledge to question the accusations faced the immediate prospect of joining
the ranks of the accused on the strength of whatever involvement the claims of
knowledge would necessarily be based upon. The only way out of that trap was to be
documentably, unambiguously a victim of the process, and the number of victims who in
any concerted way contested the tribunals’ horrific charges can be counted on the fingers
of one hand.[2] Victims who might in any way fail vigorously and credibly to confirm
the tribunals’ charges were in any case scrupulously deselected by the hard-working
teams of prosecutors who alone had the power to call witnesses from the eager pool of
would-be “victims” who by right of their selection to testify, won precious food and
heated (!) shelter for the durations of the proceedings.
As for any who at the present late time might wish to step forward and offer their own
unvarnished, if faded, recollections of what really happened, the threat of becoming an
accused (nonagenarian) is very much alive, as cases like that of John Demjanjuk
demonstrate so tragically and incredibly. Thus does censorship of “Holocaust denial”
live on forever in, among others, precisely the form it assumed upon the fall of the Third
Reich.
There is, in consequence, no such thing today meriting any such label as “Holocaust
history.” The only part of this ever-so-lamentable iceberg that is to be seen in the light of
public—and legal—acceptability at this time seventy years after the time of the events is
the looming edifice of very interested confabulations erected in the service of a number
of very conspicuous agendas of powers-that-be. Beneath the occluding waves of
censorship and moral disapprobation lurks the vastly greater part of the elusive truth,
unexplored but for the pathetic, underfunded, deliberately hampered and deafeningly
condemned efforts of tiny, beleaguered bands of “Holocaust revisionists,” perhaps,
gentle reader, including your very self.
The contours and protuberances of the hidden part of the iceberg will, for the most part,
never see the light of day. But as icebergs melt, it occasionally occurs that their balance,

or “trim” in nautical terms, happens to shift in one way or another, and small areas
previously submerged actually do slowly get exposed to the air, and the view of anyone
happening to be present at such times.
Most of the little of this that will occur in the future will occur long after the last victims
and the last perpetrators have gone on to their respective rewards. And the vast
majorities of those alive in those future times will have neither time nor occasion to take
any interest in the matter.

Notes:
[1] The English translation of Stäglich’s book is very much available on Amazon—
at very steep prices. The truth, in this case at least, does not come cheap.
[2] The list might, in fact, just about begin and end with the late Frenchman Paul
Rassinier, who was, be it noted, not Jewish, nor imprisoned on any suspicion
that he might have been.

The Denial of "Holocaust Denial"
by Nigel Jackson

Response to the essay “Holocaust denial and the internet” by Michael Curtis (online at
The Commentator, 21 February 2014)[1]
If names be not correct, language is not in accordance with the truth of
things, affairs cannot be carried on to success. When affairs cannot be
carried on to success, proprieties and music do not flourish. When
proprieties and music do not flourish, punishments will not be properly
awarded. When punishments are not properly awarded, the people do not
know how to move hand or foot. Therefore a superior man considers it
necessary that the names he uses may be spoken appropriately and also that
what he speaks may be carried out appropriately. What the superior man
requires is just that in his words there may be nothing incorrect.
—Confucius[2]
The purpose of this essay is to show that the call by Michael Curtis for the suppression
of “Holocaust denial” on the Internet is thoroughly mischievous and ought to be shunned
and rejected by all decent and well-disposed persons.
The first name that needs to be challenged is the first word of all: “Holocaust.” In his
address to the Institute for Historical Review in 1992 David Irving commented about
this term: “It's a word I don’t like using….. I mistrust words with a capital letter. They
look like a trademark….. You get the impression that it is a neatly packaged, highly
promoted operation, and you don't trust it.” Richard J. Evans also queried the term and
explained why he preferred not to use it.[3] He noted that a holocaust is the bringing of a
burnt offering and that the word is inapplicable to the treatment of Jews by Germany
during World War Two. As it is currently used, the term seems to have been infused with
a kind of magical significance, like an incantation or a positive taboo before which all
must bow down. It seems that a correct name for what Curtis wishes to discuss might be
“Germany’s treatment of Jews during the period of Nazi rule between 1933 and 1945.”
Notice that such a term lacks glamour and is unwieldy, but that it also does not beg any
questions. It leaves the topic open for intelligent debate. To use the term “Holocaust” as
Curtis does in 2014 is to at once assert an interpretation of the topic without even stating
it, let alone defining and defending a particular point of view on it. In short, the term
functions as a debate-stopper.
The phrase “Holocaust denial” can now be examined, for it, too, involves misnaming.
Everyone knows that the German government between 1933 and 1945 had an antiJewish policy to which may be traced much suffering and many deaths for Jews during
that time. Very few people in 2014 would argue that that policy was either wise or just,
let alone its implementation, which eventually involved injustice and suffering on a
massive scale. It may be that the degree and nature of Jewish presence in Germany
around 1933 posed some problems for the German people; but, if so, these could have
been and should have been dealt with in a different manner altogether.

Confucius (551–479 BC), a Chinese teacher, politician, and philosopher wrote, “If
names be not correct, language is not in accordance with the truth of things...”
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The trouble with the term “Holocaust denial” (a propaganda term if ever there was one)
is that it tends to make ignorant persons (the great majority of those upon whom it
impinges) imagine that it means a total denial that any such injustice to Jews under Nazi
Germany, together with concomitant suffering, ever happened. Thus it becomes easy for
propagandists to depict as lunatics or neo-Nazis (or both) those who argue that the
currently accepted and officially promoted (and enforced) understanding of the
Holocaust needs to be drastically revised, but by no means completely overturned. A
more honest term to use of defenders of that present understanding is “Holocaust
revisionism,” although a more accurate one still would be something like “reassessment
of the nature and extent of German mistreatment of Jews between 1933 and 1945.” Such
phraseology sounds boring but has the value of lacking a potentially misleading
emotional charge.
The essay by Curtis carries a statement under its title as follows: “Everyone conscious of
the importance of the free exchange of views is hesitant about banning people's views.”
That is a reasonable assertion, but the next sentence is not. It reads: “But Holocaust
denial is different.” No it’s not; it’s “people's views” just as much as anything else. We
have here an old debating trick: the attempt to pretend that there is a difference or

distinction when there isn’t one at all.
On the other hand, the writer of the sentence may have meant that “people are not so
hesitant about banning the views of ‘Holocaust deniers.’” That is true of some people
but not all. There are plenty of people around the world who genuinely believe in and
defend intellectual freedom and who recognise clearly that no topic at all should be
protected from debate in public forums. This includes many people who are not
“Holocaust revisionists,” including plenty who are opposed to such views.
It soon becomes apparent that Curtis is an advocate of political censorship of the
Internet. His essay involves an outlining of the difficulties involved as well as
consideration of what might be achieved along that line.
He wants the “monitoring” of sites to detect “words and images for criminal messages.”
He calls for greater “vigilance.” He wants the “exorcism” of “electronic hate,
disinformation and global dissemination of malicious transmissions.” This last
phraseology also calls for examination. By implication a question has already been
begged. Putting the matter in our own terms, we can say that Curtis wants to suppress
utterances that involve “reassessment of the nature and extent of German mistreatment
of Jews between 1933 and 1945” and that he asserts, without offering proof, that such
reassessment is motivated by hate, is malicious and involves the spreading of
disinformation. Or, to put it another way, he is offering his opinion as though it is fact –
another oft-used debating ploy. Moreover, his attack involves the use of ad hominem
language rather than logical reasoning.
Curtis next genuflects before the ideal of free speech and the First Amendment of the
United States Constitution that guarantees freedom of speech and expression. However,
his following point amounts to a rejection of that ideal and the principle of that law. He
applauds the removal by Google of some videos on one of its sites “that were
expressions of denial of the Holocaust.” These were produced by Vincent Reynouard, a
French revisionist. Curtis justifies this removal as not “a denial of free speech” but as
correct observation of the law by the removal of “criminal” material.
Confucius inveighs us to examine that word “criminal.” It may be that Reynouard’s
videos did break a current law in one or more countries, but we are entitled to ask
whether such a law was just. Not all laws are just. If, then, the law can be shown to be
unjust, then the justification for the removal fails (ethically, if not legally). It is highly
likely that investigation would show that the law is unjust, that it involves an
unwarranted interference with free speech, and that it was put in place as a result of
influence from those actively promoting the current view of “the Holocaust.”
Curtis spends some time describing the character of Reynouard himself. The man is said
to have “fled” to Belgium (“left” would have been a less prejudicial word) to avoid jail
in France for his “hate proclamations.” This brings up another name that may need to be
rectified. It is likely that Reynouard’s videos were offering a “reassessment of the nature
and extent of German mistreatment of Jews between 1933 and 1945,” but that they were
not expressing hatred (a very strong negative emotion) at all. Why do we say this? It is
because there is evidence that for a century or more now propagandists have termed as
“hatred” theses they wish to suppress (rather than argue against logically in public
forums). For example, David Duke quotes a passage from the Encyclopaedia Judaica to
the effect that, when the Russian civil war ended (shortly after the Bolshevik revolution),
“a law was passed against ‘incitement to hatred and hostility of a national or religious
nature,’” which was really designed to protect the revolutionaries, the majority of whom
were Jewish.[4]
Curtis writes that Reynouard is “notorious” (a prejudicial term) for having been

“convicted on a number of occasions.” Again, we may suspect that the law or laws under
which he was convicted are themselves unjust and an affront to intellectual freedom.
“Over and over again he has disputed the fact that crimes against humanity were
committed against Jews.” Here is another questionable statement. The term “crimes
against humanity” was invented in 1945 to make possible the Nuremberg Trials, which
Chief Justice of the US Supreme Court Harlan Stone[5] described as “a high-grade
lynching party.” Reynouard may well have opposed such legal adventurism and some of
the claims it was used to enforce, without, however, stating that no crimes at all were
inflicted on the Jews under Nazi rule.
Apparently Reynouard has labelled the current understanding of “the Holocaust” as “a
myth” and denied that the Nazis used gas chambers to execute prisoners. In short, he has
offered a different “assessment of the nature and extent of German mistreatment of Jews
between 1933 and 1945;” but to say that does not automatically prove that he has done
wrong.
Reynouard in some respects is a soft target. Curtis states that the man has called himself
a National Socialist and taken Hitler as his “hero” and a man who “embodied the hope of
Europe in the face of the ruinous ideals of 1789.” Well, one can be opposed to the
French Revolution without necessarily being an admirer of Hitler and a National
Socialist of any kind. Nevertheless, Curtis has effectively called into question
Reynouard’s political judgement at this point. There are plenty of other eminent
“Holocaust revisionists,” however, from Paul Rassinier to Carlo Mattogno and Germar
Rudolf, who have no taint of admiration for Nazism whatever. Curtis has been selective
to the point of bias in focusing on Reynouard.
Even so, Reynouard appears to have been made to sound a much worse person than he
really is. Perhaps some of his utterances are truthful and he has been courageous in
expressing them in an excessively and unjustly hostile climate.
Curtis mentions two Belgian laws which prompted Google to engage in censorship. One
is “against racism and xenophobia” and one “against public denial of the Holocaust.”
The latter “bans utterances that deny, grossly minimize, attempt to justify or approve the
genocide committed by Nazi Germany during World War Two.” It is highly likely that
both laws are fundamentally unjust and that they impinge excessively and wrongfully on
intellectual freedom. “Racism” is a highly prejudicial term; and “xenophobia” may well
have been employed to enable censorship of anti-immigration theses. The second law
plainly intrudes on public debate by taking as fact (“the genocide committed by Nazi
Germany”) an assertion that is strongly disputed by Holocaust revisionists. Again, it is
highly likely that research would show that such laws were imposed as the result of
pressure by those who promote the current view of the relevant period of history.
Curtis confirms that he is not a defender of free speech by happily noting that several
European countries have passed laws “making denial of the Holocaust or expounding
anti-Semitic beliefs a criminal offense.” The term “anti-Semitic” is another name that
Confucius would want us to examine very closely; adverse criticism of Jewish
individuals and groups in various contexts may prove to be perfectly reasonable – and
such may be true of “reassessment of the nature and extent of German mistreatment of
Jews between 1933 and 1945.”
Curtis relies on the London Charter or Agreement of 8th August 1945, which provided
the “legal” basis for the Nuremberg Trials. A powerful exposure of the injustice involved
in both the Agreement and the Trials was published by British jurist (and former
member of the British Union of Fascists) F. J. P. Veale in his 1948 book Advance to
Barbarism.[6] Curtis also relies on the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court

of 17th July 1998, which may also well be able to be shown to be unjust or, at least,
poorly drafted, and which may also have been effectively brought into existence by the
promoters of the present official version of “the Holocaust.” Curtis quotes the statute as
pronouncing that the “crimes against humanity” it has established “are particularly
odious offenses in that they constitute a serious attack on human dignity or grave
humiliation, or a degradation of human beings,” but he does not provide any evidence or
argument to support this claim. “Antisemitism”, he writes, “is incompatible with
democracy and human rights,” a statement in which all three terms cry out for exact
definition. (One recalls Shakespeare’s words given to Macbeth: “full of sound and fury,
signifying nothing.”)
Curtis relies, too, on the 26th January 2007 Resolution of the United Nations General
Assembly “condemning without reservation any denial of the Holocaust as an historical
event,” but neglects to consider whether this was not a political rather than an academic
or intellectual utterance which merely testifies to the current political clout of the
“Holocaust lobby.” It is doubtful whether the UNO could find any ethical basis
whatever for its apparently claimed right to decide what may or may not be said about a
historical event or series of events. Stretching the art of the non sequitur to a remarkable
degree, the US representative at the time, Curtis reports, wanted the assembly to “stress
that to deny the events of the Holocaust was tantamount to approval of genocide in all its
forms.” That is to say, reassessment of the nature and extent of German mistreatment of
Jews between 1933 and 1945 equals 100% approval of genocide in every possible case.
It can be seen that Confucian analysis exposes here a grotesque absurdity. How could
anyone take it seriously? (The answer, of course, might be fear of, or inducement by,
worldly power – or possession by fanaticism.)
“Holocaust denial,” Curtis insists, “is not protected by freedom of speech, nor can
freedom of speech be used to dispute punishment for crimes against humanity.” Leaving
aside the inadequacy of his language, which we have already established, we can affirm
that the exact opposite is true: critics of the current understanding of “the Holocaust”
and critics of the London Agreement of 1945 and the Nuremberg Trials are perfectly
entitled to rely on the principle of intellectual freedom to allow them to have their say.
Any laws which assert otherwise are morally worthless and this includes the French
Gayssot Law of 13th July 1990, which was formulated principally to enable attack on
Professor Robert Faurisson, and which Curtis also invokes. It needs to be noted, too,
that, as Confucius might have said, even if a thousand unjust laws unjustly forbid and
punish something, that does not make the forbidding and punishing just.
Other legal decisions cited by, and approved by, Curtis include those against Yahoo in
May 2000 forbidding the auction of Nazi memorabilia on its Website, and the 12th
February 2014 order against Dieudonne M’Bala M’Bala to remove part of a video from
YouTube.
Curtis refers ungenerously to David Irving, Fred Leuchter, David Duke, Ernst Zündel,
Robert Faurisson and Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as “notorious figures” and even adds (for
the Iranian) the word “malevolent.” This again is the use of ad hominem insults, not
intellectual argument.
More ominously, Curtis states that such men (and others, no doubt) “should be required
to abide by the law of the countries in which they post messages and should be held
accountable if they break them.” He does not explain why they should not be answered
by intellectual debate rather than power-based political suppression. Curtis hopes that
“electronic media corporations” will “establish mechanisms to monitor their websites for
such illegal hate postings.” Our Confucian analysis enables us to decode this advocacy:

he wishes to extend an ethically dishonest reign of intellectual oppression of those who
in good conscience and after much research wish to publish important reassessments of
the nature and extent of German mistreatment of Jews between 1933 and 1945.
“This is not censorship or limitation of free speech,” he asserts. Nonsense! It is exactly
that. “This is a legal obligation as well as a moral principle,” he adds. Not so. Nations
and their statesmen have an ethical obligation to ensure that free speech on sensitive
religious, political and historical topics is maintained and that the law and laws are not
unjustly used to inhibit such freedom of discussion.
We are told that Curtis, author of Jews, Antisemitism and the Middle East, is
Distinguished Professor Emeritus in Political Science at Rutgers University, the author
of thirty books and a widely respected authority on the Middle East. How can such a
man bring himself to the promulgation of such illiberal sentiments?

Notes:
[1] Online: http://www.thecommentator.com/article
/4745/holocaust_denial_and_the_internet
[2] Analects, Book XIII Chapter 3, Verses 4-7, translated by James Legge.
[3] Richard J. Evans, In Hitler’s Shadow (New York: Pantheon, 1989), footnote on
p. 141.
[4] David Duke, The Secret Behind Communism (Mandeville La.: Free Speech
Press, 2013), p. 96.
[5] Michael J. Kelly and Timothy L. H. McCormack, “The Nuremberg Trial and the
Subsequent Development of International Law.” In Blumenthal and
McCormack, The Legacy of Nuremberg: Civilising Influence or Institutionalised
Vengeance? (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2008), p. 104.
[6] F. J. P. Veale, Advance to Barbarism, republished as Volume One of The Veale
File, (Torrance Calif.: Institute for Historical Review, 1979).

The Holocaust in American Life
by Ezra Macvie

The Holocaust in American Life, by Peter Novick, Mariner Books, New York, 1999, 373
pp.
Sometime very late in the Twentieth Century, Jewish Historian Peter Novick chose to
write a book whose title very aptly described its subject, The Holocaust in American
Life. Clearly, based on a reading of the book, Novick had grave concerns about the
subject. In a word, if I may provide one, Novick disapproved of the uses and
interpretations the subject was receiving in America. In some cases, he was concerned
about the accuracy of the historical revisionism deployed to serve the various purposes
of interested actors; in others (with much overlap among the cases), he was concerned
about the effects of these uses, aside from the purposes themselves of participants in the
great game of exploiting what had by then quite firmly been emplaced in American
consciousness as “The Holocaust.”
At the present remove, the context of this “New York Times Notable Book” might be
clearer, and hence more interesting, than it was at the time of its publication and of most
of the extant reviews of it. Most-notable, to me, is the appearance of Jewish political
Scientist Norman Finkelstein’s bestseller The Holocaust Industry the following year.
Both scholars, as it happens, lived in Chicago, and I have no doubt that they met, and
perhaps exchanged an idea or two, most-likely after the publication of the book here
reviewed. Novick’s book clearly inspired, and to some extent undergirded, Finkelstein’s
more-successful work of the following year.
In his attack on Polemicist Finkelstein, Jewish legal Sensationalist AlanDershowitz, in
fact, sought to enlist Novick—who had criticized Finkelstein’s exposé—in Dershowitz’s
(ultimately successful) campaign to have Finkelstein banished from the academic
community. Our author would have none of it. When requested to specify “the dirt” to
which he had nonspecifically alluded in previous comments on Finkelstein’s book, he
declined, ostensibly because he felt that fulfilling such a request violated ancient tenets
of intramural professional respect, though the possibility of a lack of specifics might
haunt the imaginings of a skeptical observer of the exchanges.
So much for the publishing context. From the perspective of 2014, much more can be
gained from a contemplation of what Peter Novick, who died in 2012 after publishing no
further books, had to say on his subject these fourteen years ago. It is, indeed, telling, if
only on the score of how Novick’s fears have been borne out. This is because, despite
Novick’s concerns, and Finkelstein’s numerous (he has continued publishing, most
vigorously) alarums, the prominence of The Holocaust appears to me to have grown, at
least in terms of media, academic, and even legal “noise,” including enactment and
enforcement of laws punishing “Holocaust denial” and even “historical revisionism.”
I think Novick would be dismayed to see what has occurred since the publication of his
concerns, much as Finkelstein also seems to have been ignored, or successfully
neutralized, in developments since the times of publication of their respective
broadsides. Novick’s contribution, however, deserves place of pride not only in terms of
when it appeared, but further in terms of its “angle of approach,” an angle that leaves
unsullied the sentiments of those who are committed to the still-regnant (large) version
of the events of that “Holocaust,” a spirit, by the way, that Finkelstein’s subsequent

forays leave altogether undamaged. Novick, like Finkelstein, leaves the meme of the Six
Million altogether sacrosanct. Both of these sentries may have the same ultimate goal in
view: that of warning zealots that the matter might be taken too far—too far, that is, to
serve the interests of those promoting it, and too far to withstand the inevitable scrutiny
of subsequent historical inquiry—of credibility itself.
Novick is, in any case, a historian, in contrast to whom Finkelstein might be viewed as
more of a journalist, this distinction perhaps explaining to some extent the failure of the
two quite to “mesh” with each other’s treatments of their shared subject. But Finkelstein,
if only on the score of his younger age, is “downstream” of Novick, and Novick’s work
is the subject of this review.

Memorial Plaque at Sachsenhausen for the homosexual victims of National Socialism
By Txl gkhs (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Novick was certainly eminently qualified to give this topic a thorough, insightful
treatment. He was Jewish, but people who knew him described him as “non-observant,”
a description possibly fitting a majority of American “Jews.” It does not appear that he
“lost” any European relatives to (in, or during) the Holocaust. He was by 1999 a
respected historian, author, among other things of a 1988 book titled That Noble Dream:
The “Objectivity Question” and the American Historical Profession, a book whose
index lacks the keywords Holocaust, Revisionism, or Israel.
From the present time, Novick might be tested as to whether he was prescient. But he
undertook no prescience, as such. He merely stated, in terms well-supported and
trenchantly defended, reasons why he felt trends in the uses being made by various
interests (most of them Jewish and/or Israeli) boded ill for the future, in which prediction
he was resoundingly correct. But perhaps the greatest value of his work comes from: (a)
cataloging and interpreting all the various uses the Holocaust was subject to in America
since at least 1938; and (b) tracing and analyzing the changes in those manifold uses and
identifying their impetuses in a manner quite befitting a professional historian.
His treatment of Holocaust revisionists is brief, and telling. First, he erected and attacked
the straw man of “Holocaust deniers,” so smearing Arthur Butz, the only individual he
named in his treatment of the subject. Having erected the straw man, he then correctly
stated that the numbers of people fitting the description, as well as their collective

influence, is pitifully small. He eschewed actual invective against the cadre he so
roundly dismissed, but he even more-assiduously avoided admitting any possibility that
the revisionists (to revert to the name of a real, and much larger, if embattled, group) had
either sound motives, valid approaches, or accurate information on anything whatsoever.
But his analysis of the phenomenon is conducted in the course of disparaging the
counter-denial movement mounted so volubly and profitably by, among others, Deborah
Lipstadt. His ultimate conclusion: it’s unnecessary and unseemly. The whole discussion
is sure to arouse mixed feelings among revisionists.
Novick’s support for the mainstream body of Holocaust sensationalism appears
frequently in the book. It is firm, unequivocal, and full-throated. Such a performance
would not be notable in itself—in 2014 as in 1999—but the attentive reader will be
struck, if not outraged, to find the author spiritedly engaging in his own Holocaust
revisionism as concerns a group of victims who are not, at least per se, Jewish. That
group is homosexuals, whom the National Socialists prosecuted only in aggravated cases
involving rape, pedophilia, or other public disturbances promoting the offender’s
“alternative sexual orientation.”
Here is Novick the Holocaust revisionist on page 223 of the paperback version:
Claims by gay activists and their supporters for the number of homosexuals
killed by the Third Reich reach as high as one million, and assertions that it
was a quarter of a million or half a million are common. The actual number
of gays who died or were killed in the camps appears to be around five
thousand, conceivably as high as ten thousand. But unlike other groups that
wanted to be recognized as victims of the Holocaust, gays do have political
and cultural resources …
The metaphorical “elephant in the living room” of argumentative omission seems
usually at least to be silent, but this one in Novick’s living room fairly trumpets the
omission of Jews as a claimant group and their own extravagant claims of numbers of
victims. But from Eminent Historian Peter Novick, not the faintest peep as to these.
Gays’, sure. Jews’, never. Perhaps our author was a homophobe, but if he was, he
demonstrated it by revealing truths such as he would not reveal concerning a larger,
more influential group that he more-likely identified with. The double standard is
blindingly apparent here.
Fortunately, gaffes of this magnitude are largely absent from Novick’s treatment, and
leaves it—the great majority of the book—relevant, informative, well supported, and
even readable. His only other omission, reparation payments from Germany, he could
have chosen to omit because it did not concern only—or particularly—recipients in
America, though I’d confidently wager that the bulk of payments have gone to recipients
in that country ever since they were instituted in 1952. But they’re global, right? His
omission of the ambiguous reception Holocaust victims received in Israel is, again,
mercifully excludable because the subject—right there in the title—concerns the
Holocaust in American life.[1]
The overarching insights conveyed by this account have to do with the historian’s stock
in trade: time. In 1945, much was known concerning the Holocaust by the people who
cared most about it, at least as concerns the mythology and hyperbole that constitutes its
popular incarnation to this day. Awareness of the falsity of these has dawned but slowly,
if at all, among this initial cohort of curators of the story, but it matters little today, as
most of them are dead, or of very advanced age.
But the popularization, the discussion, the promotion (or whatever the opposite of
censorship might be) of the tale underwent a succession of metamorphoses during the

period 1945–1999 that Novick went to great lengths to chronicle and analyze. Anyone
who was sapient in the 1950s, particularly if he lived among Jews or had Jewish friends
(as I did) is well aware that the Holocaust had absolutely nothing of the prominence that
it commands in today’s discourse. Why so? Our author devotes many pages and
references to an explanation of that, and he identified the pivotal point, Israel’s 1967
attack on its Arab neighbors, that became the focal point of the subsequent analyses
offered by Norman Finkelstein. Anyone who wonders just how this sea change came
about will be well rewarded by Novick’s account. He was there, and unlike many of the
rest of us, he was a historian, at least up to the point where he wrote this book.
Even though his analysis cut off fourteen years ago, the trends he adduced are starkly
familiar in the world of 2014.
Only more so. If Peter Novick were with us in today’s world, the realizations of his fears
of 1999 would, I suspect, be so extreme as to silence him utterly, at least on this subject.
Much as it silences the growing numbers of us alive today who might otherwise
undertake realistic analyses of it. Today, we are well past the “end game” of the
Holocaust enterprise. We are, instead, approaching the end itself. And, on the score of
the ever-increasing ferocity of its defenders, it will not be a game.

Notes:
[1] The book was released in the UK under the title The Holocaust and Collective
Memory.

The Jewish Hand in the World Wars, Part 2
by Thomas Dalton

In Part 1 of this article, I provided an account of the Jewish role in the events leading up to World War One,
with an emphasis on their influence in the UK and United States. Woodrow Wilson was shown to be the first
American president elected with the full backing of the Jewish lobby, and he responded by placing several
Jews into leading roles in his administration. They were also seen as having decisive influence at the time of
Wilson’s declaration of war in April 1917. On the British side, Prime Minister David Lloyd George was a
Christian Zionist and ideological compatriot of the Jews, and equally eager to support their aims. Britain
leveraged Jewish support through the Balfour Declaration of November 1917, which promised the Zionists a
homeland in Palestine; it was their reward for their having brought the US into the conflict some seven
months earlier.
Such actions were shown to be part of a long-standing historical trend: one of Jewish activists and agitators
inciting turmoil and even war whenever they stood to benefit. Wars, of course, are not only events of great
death and destruction; they provide tremendous opportunity for financial profit, and for dramatic shifts in
global power structures. For those in the right position, warfare can yield significant gains in wealth and
influence.
Specifically, the events surrounding the First World War brought substantial gains to Jews worldwide—in
several ways. First, with highly-placed individuals in the Taft and Wilson administrations, the US was very
amenable to Jewish immigration; in fact their numbers increased dramatically, from 1.5 million to over 3
million between 1905 and 1920—on the way to 4 million by the mid-1920s. Second was the Balfour
Declaration, which promised them Palestine. Granted, nothing was immediately delivered as to Palestine, but
even so, it was a major concession by a world power. Third, the world order was changed in their favor: the
hated and “anti-Semitic” Czarist rule in Russia was replaced by the Jewish-led Bolshevik movement, the
hated and “anti-Semitic” Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany was replaced by the Jewish-friendly Weimar regime,
and the Jewish-influenced governments of the US and Great Britain reestablished their global dominance.
Finally, and as always, there was money to be made. Running the War Industries Board for Wilson, Jewish
Financier Bernard Baruch had extraordinary power to direct military spending; we can be sure that his
preferred clients benefitted.[1] But perhaps Nebraska Senator George Norris said it best. Speaking in
opposition to Wilson’s call for a war declaration, Norris exclaimed that Americans were being deceived “by
the almost unanimous demand of the great combination of wealth that has a direct financial interest in our
participation in the war.” Furthermore, “a large number of great newspapers and news agencies of the
country have been controlled and enlisted in the greatest propaganda that the world has ever known, to
manufacture sentiment in favor of war.” Summarizing his case, Norris said this: “We are going into war upon
the command of gold.”[2] Finance, media, ‘gold’—Jewish interests prospered on many fronts.
But Wilson was evidently unaffected by such matters, or by his pledge to his fellow Americans to “keep us
out of war.” His team of Jewish backers and advisors—Baruch, but also Henry Morgenthau Sr., Jacob Schiff,
Samuel Untermyer, Paul Warburg, Stephen Wise, and Louis Brandeis—wanted war, and war they got. The
fact that it would cost America $250 billon (current equivalent), and some 116,000 war dead, did not seem to
figure into their calculations.
The main topic of the present essay is World War Two, but its roots lie in the outcome of the First World
War. I therefore continue the story from that time.

Some Context
Before proceeding, we must bear something in mind. The striving of Jews for greater influence and political
power is to be found on both of the sides of World War I. Russian imperial leaders had long been suspicious
of the Jews, and largely banished them to the so-called Pale of Settlement that was established in western
Russia in the 1790s. Beginning in the 1880s, western media issued exaggerated reports of slaughters,
pogroms, and assorted massacres among the Russian Jews there, whose aggregate numbers of victims were
nearly always recorded—astonishingly—as “6 million.”[3]
This naturally generated deep hostility toward the House of Romanov, and many Jews sought its demise.
Special animosity was reserved for Czar Nicholas II, who assumed power in 1894. In Part 1, I explained the
stunningly successful effort of the American Jewish lobby to abrogate the long-standing US-Russia treaty in
1911; this was a small punishment aimed at the Czar. The ultimate goal, though, was his overthrow, and thus

we can imagine the joy of the global Jewish community at his fall in March 1917. As we recall, the Czar and
his family were then murdered by Jewish Bolsheviks in July of the following year.
It was a somewhat similar story with the German ruler Wilhelm II, who acceded to the throne in 1888. There,
however, Jews were prosperous and enjoyed a relatively high degree of freedom—despite the Kaiser’s
evident personal dislike of them.[4] Previously I cited some impressive statistics by Sarah Gordon regarding
their numbers in law, media, business, and academia, all prior to World War I. In the banking sector, they
utterly flourished; prominent German-Jewish banking families included the well-known Rothschilds and
Warburgs, but also the Mendelssohns, Bleichroeders, Speyers, Oppenheims, Bambergers, Gutmanns,
Goldschmidts, and Wassermanns. But despite their wealth and success, Jews had no access to political
power, owing to the hereditary monarchy. This, for them, was unacceptable. Thus they had to introduce
“democracy”—with all due high-minded values, of course. Only through a democratic system could they
exert direct influence on political leadership.

Photograph from the archives of the League of Nations shows a soldier killed in World War I. The war raged
for more than four years, from August 1914 to November 1918, and resulted in the deaths of more than nine
million combatants. As many as seven million civilians also were killed in the war or died as a consequence
of it.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Consequently, as soon as the Czar fell in Russia, calls came out to repeat the success in Germany. On 19
March 1917, four days after the Czar’s ouster, the New York Times reported on Louis Marshall lauding the
event, and adding that “the revolt against autocracy might be expected to spread to Germany.” Two days
later, Jewish speakers at Madison Square Garden “predict[ed] an uprising in Germany.” As the article
explains, “[some] predicted that the revolution of the working classes of Russia was the forerunner of similar
revolutions the world over. That the next revolution would be in Germany was predicted by a number of the
speakers” (March 21). On March 24, Jacob Schiff took credit for helping to finance the Russian revolution.
At the same time, Rabbi Stephen Wise put the blame for the pending American entry into World War I on
“German militarism,” adding “I would to God it were possible for us to fight side by side with the German
people for the overthrow of Hohenzollernism [i.e., Kaiser Wilhelm].”
Strangely enough, Wise got his wish. Within two weeks, America was in the war. And about 18 months later,

Wilhelm would succumb to uprisings in the ranks of his forces and be compelled to abdicate.

The Paris Peace Conference
Having won the war, Wilson’s Jewish team was anxious to dictate the peace. “As it turned out,” remarks
Robert Shogan (2010: 25), “the war would bring benefits to the Zionist cause, in part because of Brandeis’
role as a trusted advisor [to Wilson].” The victorious nations convened in Paris in January 1919, and the
American Jewish Congress was there as its own delegation. Shogan adds that “[Stephen] Wise was in Paris,
on assignment from President Wilson to head the Zionist delegation to the peace talks.” (One might
reasonably ask: Why do Zionists get their own delegation at all?) Louis Marshall was also prominent there
among the American Jews.
The Jewish aim was neither a just implementation of peace, nor fair treatment of Germany, but rather to
maximize benefit to the various Jewish communities of Europe and the US. “At the beginning of 1919,” says
Ben-Sasson (1976: 940), “diplomatic activity in Paris became the main focus of the various attempts to
fulfill Jewish aspirations.” Fink (1998: 259) concurs: “In March 1919, pro-Zionist and nationalist Jewish
delegations arrived in Paris.” Nearly every victorious nation, it seems, had its own Jewish representatives.
Some sought formal and explicit Jewish rights in their own nations, and others worked for recognition of a
Jewish national state. Polish Jews were notable beneficiaries; they succeeded in achieving explicit mention in
the Polish Treaty for Minority Rights.
Writing shortly after the event, Irish philosopher and journalist Emile Dillon saw it this way:
Of all the collectivities whose interests were furthered at the Conference, the Jews had perhaps
the most resourceful and certainly the most influential exponents. There were Jews from
Palestine, from Poland, Russia, the Ukraine, Rumania, Greece, Britain, Holland, and Belgium;
but the largest and most brilliant contingent was sent by the United States. (1920: 12)
Describing the American side, Fink explains that “the fervent Zionist Julius Mack and the more moderate
Louis Marshall quickly overshadowed the leading American anti-nationalists, Henry Morgenthau, Oscar
Straus, and Cyrus Adler.”
Though he was predisposed to be sympathetic to the Jewish plight, Dillon nonetheless noted that a
“religious” or “racial” bias “lay at the root of Mr. Wilson’s policy” (496). It is a fact, he said, “that a
considerable number of delegates believed that the real influences behind the Anglo-Saxon peoples were
Semitic.” Summarizing prospects for the future, he remarked on the general conclusion by many at Paris:
“Henceforth the world will be governed by the Anglo-Saxon peoples, who, in turn, are swayed by their
Jewish elements.”
Among non-Jewish Americans there was a young Herbert Hoover, then-Secretary of the US Food
Administration, and of course, future president. He was accompanied by a Jewish assistant, the financier
Lewis Strauss, who remarked on his boss’s notable inclination to “champion Jewish rights,” especially in
Poland.[5 ] Strauss would later become instrumental in funding early development of the atomic bomb.
Treatment of the Germans at the conference, as is well known, was brutally harsh. They expected, and were
promised, that the conference would be a fair settlement of the legitimate war claims of all belligerents
—particularly given the complex and convoluted nature of the outbreak of hostilities. (We recall: the
Archduke was assassinated by a Serb in June 1914; the Russian army mobilized and massed on the German
border in July; a threatened Germany declared war on Russia in August; a Franco-Russian Pact required a
simultaneous declaration against France; and Britain declared war on Germany as soon as Germany’s army
crossed into Belgium.) By the time of the Peace Conference, Wilson and his team had decided that Germany
alone was responsible for the war, and thus had to bear the full burden of reparations.[6 ] The impossible
conditions forced upon them set the stage for the rise of National Socialism and the next great war.
All in all, what emerges from the first war and the subsequent peace conference is a picture of British and
American supplication to Jewish interests. Indeed, the prime beneficiaries of the war were Jews, both in
America and in Europe generally. For Germany, it was obviously a disastrous event; it suffered some 2
million military deaths along with thousands of indirect civilian losses, crushing financial debts, and
witnessed the end of the 900-year reign of the House of Hohenzollern. This was a tragedy for a nation that,
according to Fay (1928: 552), “did not plot a European war, did not want one, and made genuine…efforts to
avert one.”
America, which had no legitimate interest in the battles in Europe, was drawn in by Wilson’s compliance
with Jewish demands. For his part, Wilson comes across as something of an amoral political schemer.
MacMillan (2010: 7) describes his close, “possibly romantic,” relationships with several other women during
his first marriage. Theodore Roosevelt viewed him “as insincere and cold-blooded an opportunist as we have

ever had in the presidency” (ibid: 6). To Lloyd-George, he was “tactless, obstinate, and vain.” Granted, we
all have our faults; but for most of us, they do not lead to national catastrophe.

The Jewish Revolutions
With the fall of Czar Nicholas in March 1917, and upon the Bolshevik revolution of October that same year,
Jewish revolutionaries became particularly active in East and Central Europe. Flush with success in Russia,
they hoped to duplicate events in other countries. Ben-Sasson provides a typically understated account:
The new forces that emerged in many countries…opened up new horizons of activity for Jewish
statesmen of liberal-democratic propensities, particularly those with radical-revolutionary views.
… Jews were also extremely active in the socialist parties that came to power or attained
political importance in many European countries. They were even more prominent in the
communist parties that split from the socialists… In short, never before in European history had
so many Jews played such an active part in political life and filled such influential roles…
(1976: 943)
In other words, Jewish anarchists and militant communists (“new forces”) conducted violent insurrection
(“new horizons of activity”) aimed at overthrowing the ruling governments, and installing Jewish-led
regimes. Bermant (1977: 160) confirms this point: “most of the leading revolutionaries who convulsed
Europe in the final decades of the last [19th] century and the first decades of [the 20th], stemmed from
prosperous Jewish families.” This again is in keeping with the longstanding trend of Jewish rebellion.
Not that any of this was news; major politicians of the time knew it well. Lord Balfour, for example, once
remarked to Wilson’s aide Edward House that “nearly all Bolshevism and disturbances of a like nature, are
directly traceable to the Jews of the world. They seem determined either to have what they want or to upset
present civilization.”[7]

Béla Kun, leader of the 1919 Hungarian Revolution
By Hungarian photographer [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Consider Hungary, for example. There, a Hungarian Jew named Béla Kun (Kohn) founded and led the local
wing of the Russian Communist Party in early 1918 that later became an independent entity. Along with
Jewish colleagues Matyas Rakosi (Roth/Rosenfeld) and Otto Korvin (Klein), Kun’s party organized
numerous strikes and conducted violent and subversive attacks against President Karolyi and the ruling
Social Democrats. In March 1919 Karolyi resigned, and the SD Party proposed an alliance of necessity with
Kun's communists, in the hope of leveraging his connections to the Russian Bolsheviks. Kun agreed to the
proposal, on the condition that the government reestablish itself as the “Hungarian Soviet Republic,” which it

did.
Kun dominated the new government, filling many top seats with Jews; as Muller (2010: 153) explains, “Of
the government’s 49 commissars, 31 were of Jewish origin.”[8] He fended off a coup attempt in June, and
then conducted what came to be known as the “Red Terror”; this was a paramilitary group, led by Jewish
ideologues Georg Lukacs and Tibor Szamuely, that hunted down and killed members of the local opposition.
Unfortunately for Kun, ongoing conflicts with neighboring Romania led to an invasion of Hungary, and the
promised Russian aid never materialized. Kun and his fellow Jews were driven out in August, just 133 days
after taking power.
It was not only Russia and Hungary that had problems. “Jews had a prominent role in Communist parties
elsewhere,” explains Bermant (172). In Poland, for example, “about a quarter of party members and about a
third of delegates to party congresses were Jews.” The Polish Communists were unable, however, to generate
sufficient force to oust the newly-established government of Józef Piłsudski.
It was in Germany, though, that the most significant actions occurred, ones that would have a lasting effect.
We need to recall events at the end of World War I. Long a stalemate, the war had essentially become a battle
of attrition. American forces on the ground in mid to late 1917 threatened to change things, but for the
Germans, the western front generally held up—even to the very end. At no point in time did it ever retreat
into German territory. But even though the Germans were able to hold out, their allies could not. Bulgaria
and the Ottoman Empire surrendered by the end of October 1918. Austria-Hungary yielded in early
November. For the Germans, though, the last straw was their problems at home—with the Jews.
Trouble began with a minor naval mutiny in late October and early November 1918 at the ports of Kiel and
Wilhelmshaven. A number of sailors, workers, and Jews from the Independent Social Democratic Party
(USPD) joined forces to conduct a nonviolent rebellion against the Kaiser. The German rebels simply wanted
the war to end, whereas the Jewish rebels sought power; in this sense it was a natural alliance. The
“rebellion”—primarily in the form of a general strike—quickly spread, reaching Munich within a matter of
days. In an attempt to cut short this action, the majority Social Democrats (SPD) called on the Kaiser to
abdicate, at which time they would form a republican government. On November 9, they prevailed; Wilhelm
stepped down and a new “German Republic” was proclaimed. It was this new leadership that signed the
armistice agreement on November 11, ending the war.
The USPD rebels, however, had their own plans. On the very same day that the German Republic was
created, they declared the formation of a “Free Socialist Republic.” This group had an almost entirely Jewish
leadership: Rosa Luxemburg, Hugo Haase, Karl Liebknecht (half-Jewish), Leo Jogiches, Karl Radek
(Sobelsohn), and Alexander Parvus (Gelfand) were the dominant figures. And these were just the activists
centered in Berlin. In Munich, other Jewish rebels were conducting a separate, simultaneous revolution,
aimed at creating a Bavarian communist state. The leading USPD revolutionary there was a Jewish
journalist, Kurt Eisner. On November 7, he demanded the abdication of the local monarch, King Ludwig III.
The king fled on the following day, and Eisner declared himself “Minister-President” of a free Bavarian
state.

Kurt Eisner demanded the abdication of King Ludwig III on November 7, 1918. The King fled on the
following day, and Eisner declared himself "Minister-President" of a free Bavarian state.
Robert Sennecke [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

Soon enough, though, Eisner’s luck ran out. On 21 February 1919, he was assassinated by a fellow Jew,
Anton Arco-Valley. Within a few weeks, other USPD Jews regained power and established a Bavarian Soviet
Republic—the third in Europe, behind Russia and Hungary. Its leader was the Jewish playwright Ernst
Toller. Among his group were the noted Jewish anarchists Gustav Landauer and Erich Muehsam. Through
sheer incompetency, Toller’s government managed to get usurped by yet another Jewish faction, one led by
Eugen Levine and the half-Jew Otto Neurath. Levine attempted to institute a true communist system,
including its own “Red Army” modeled on the Russians’. But once again, his success was short-lived.
Remnants of the old German army quickly intervened, deposing the communists in early May.
Things did not end well for the Jewish rebels. Levine was captured and executed, as was Landauer. Toller,
Muehsam, Radek, Parvus, and Neurath managed to escape. Luxemburg and Liebknecht were shot by
German soldiers in January 1919, and Jogiches died under mysterious circumstances in March. Haase was
killed by a deranged worker in November of that same year.
But that was far from the end of their influence in Germany. The USPD was reconstituted as the German
Communist Party (KPD), under the leadership of Paul Levi. The ruling SPD had meanwhile joined forces
with the moderate German Democratic Party (DDP), convening in January 1919 in the city of Weimar to
create a constitutional form of government. Jews were front and center in both of these parties: Otto
Landesberg, Eduard Bernstein, and Rudolf Hilferding in the SPD, and Walter Rathenau in the DDP;
Rathenau was eventually named as German Foreign Minister.[9] His Jewish colleague, Hugo Preuss, wrote
the Weimar constitution. This Jewish influence was well described by a philo-Semitic and Pulitzer-Prizewinning American journalist, Edgar Mowrer. Writing in 1933, he noted that
a large number of Jews entered the Social Democratic Party [SDP] which inherited power as a
result of the [November] Revolution. Other Jews flocked to the Democratic Party [DDP], a
group which certainly overlooked no chance to favor the interests of trade, banking and the
stock exchange… (1933: 227)
It is interesting that then, as now, they seem to have covered all the bases: liberal, left-wing Jews dominated
the SPD, and capitalist, right-wing Jews dominated the DDP. Thus, no matter which party emerged with
control, Jews retained influence. Confirming my earlier statements, Mowrer added that “a number of
outspoken revolutionary leaders, Rosa Luxemburg in Berlin, Erich Muehsam and Ernst Toller in Munich,
were Jews.” He continued:
In post-war politics any number of Jews rose to leadership. Both in the Reich and in the Federal
States, Jews, particularly Social Democrats, became Cabinet Ministers. In the bureaucracy, the
Jews rose rapidly to leading positions, and until about 1930 their number seemed on the
increase.
Summing up the situation, he observed that, “in short, after the Revolution, the Jews came in Germany to
play in politics and administration that same considerable part that they had previously won by open
competition in business, trade, banking, the Press, the arts, the sciences, and the intellectual and cultural life
of the country” (228).
The new Weimar Republic was duly signed into law in August 1919. Unsurprisingly, it was notably friendly
to German Jews, removing all remnants of legal obstructions, and granting them full access to business,
academia, and government—the very process that Mowrer described. As Lavsky (1996: 41) says, “All
remaining discrimination was abolished and there were no restrictions on participation in German public
life.” The vital role played by Weimar Jews is concisely explained by Walter Laqueur:
Without the Jews there would have been no ‘Weimar culture’—to this extent the claims of the
antisemites, who detested that culture, were justified. They were in the forefront of every new
daring, revolutionary movement. They were prominent among Expressionist poets, among the
novelists of the 1920s, among the theatrical producers and, for a while, among the leading
figures of the cinema. They owned the leading liberal newspapers such as the Berliner Tageblatt,
the Vossische Zeitung and the Frankfurter Zeitung, and many editors were Jews too. Many
leading liberal and avant-garde publishing houses were in Jewish hands (S. Fischer, Kurt Wolff,
the Cassirers, Georg Bondi, Erich Reiss, the Malik Verlag). Many leading theatre critics were
Jews, and they dominated light entertainment. (1974: 73)
Laqueur, however, does not explain that the celebrated “Weimar culture” was perhaps best known for its
licentiousness, promiscuity, and general moral depravity.[10] “They established themselves in the
universities, civil service, law, business, banking, and the free professions,” adds Lavsky. “Certain spheres
were virtually monopolized by the Jews, and their contribution to journalism, literature, theater, music, the
plastic arts, and entertainment was considerable.”

It was this very centrality of Jews to social upheaval, the November Revolution, and the new Weimar
Republic that led three German activists and intellectuals—Anton Drexler, Gottfried Feder, and Dietrich
Eckart—to found the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei (DAP) in January 1919. This would be the forerunner to the
National Socialist DAP (NSDAP), or Nazi Party. One of their first recruits was a distraught 30-year-old
former soldier, Adolf Hitler.
In Mein Kampf, Hitler describes in painful, personal detail how the young German men went to fight and die
on the front lines even as the Jewish activists and rebels undermined the imperial government back home.
Calling them “hoary criminals,” he adds that, all the while, “these perjured criminals were making
preparations for a revolution” (I.5).[11] Upon a medical leave from the front in October 1916, he describes
the situation in Munich:
Anger, discontent, complaints met one’s ears wherever one went. … The administrative offices
were staffed by Jews. Almost every clerk was a Jew and every Jew was a clerk. … In the
business world the situation was even worse. Here the Jews had actually become
‘indispensable.’ Like leeches, they were slowly sucking the blood from the pores of the national
body. … Hence as early as 1916-1917 practically all production was under the control of Jewish
finance. (I.7)
Hitler returned to the front in March 1917, and was struck by a mustard gas attack in October of the
following year. The gas severely burned his eyes, sending him to a military hospital for recovery. It was there
that he first heard about the revolution. The Jewish-Marxist “gang of despicable and depraved criminals” had
led the overthrow of the Emperor and were attempting to take direct power themselves. Their revolts would
be transitory, but the Jewish-influenced Weimar regime would soon take control of the nation, and this was
scarcely any better. It was these events that led Hitler to become politically active.

The Interwar Period and Emergence of FDR
1920 was a year of some importance. The Hitler-led NSDAP was formally established in February. That
same month, a 46-year-old Winston Churchill penned his infamous article “Zionism versus Bolshevism,” in
which he decried the pernicious role of Jewish Marxists such as Trotsky, Kun, Luxemburg, and the American
Emma Goldman.[12] And in the US, Henry Ford had just begun his two-year series on the “International
Jew.”
The following year, in late 1921, Ford recalled his past efforts to bring a peaceful end to WWI.[13] During
that earlier time, he says, “it was the Jews themselves that convinced me of the direct relation between the
international Jew and war.”
[They explained to me] the means by which the Jew controlled the war, how they had the
money, how they had cornered all the basic materials needed to fight the war… They said…that
the Jews had started the war; that they would continue it as long as they wished, and that until
the Jew stopped the war, it could not be stopped. (New York Times, 5 December 1921, p. 33)
This was a recurrent theme in Ford’s “International Jew” series.
Meanwhile across the ocean, Lenin (a quarter-Jew) and his Jewish Bolshevik colleagues established the
Soviet Union in December of 1922. The next year, Hitler and others within the NSDAP launched a failed
coup attempt in Bavaria, leading to his 12-month imprisonment and consequent writing of Mein Kampf. In
early 1924, both Lenin and Woodrow Wilson died within a month of each other.
Little of note occurred during the mid- to late-1920s. Jewish immigration into the US continued to expand,
with their numbers surpassing 4.3 million by 1927. Jews made further inroads into Hollywood; Marcus
Loew acquired MGM studios, the Cohn brothers took over at Columbia Broadcasting System, and David
Sarnoff founded RKO Pictures. In the political sphere, the Republican and Christian Zionist Herbert Hoover
won the presidential election of 1928, and a relatively unknown Democrat, Franklin D. Roosevelt, won the
governorship of New York.
From the start, FDR had close and persistent ties to American Jews—ties that would prove decisive to his
actions in the Second World War. His running mate in New York was Herbert Lehman, the son of German
Jews. (His Republican opponent, Jewish Attorney General Albert Ottinger, failed to draw the Jewish vote
that FDR did; this says something about the strength of FDR’s connection to that group.) Upon assuming the
governorship, Roosevelt “filled a number of key positions from the state’s large Jewish population,”
according to Shogan (2010: 5). One of his first major appointments was his longtime friend Henry
Morgenthau Jr. to the New York State Agriculture Committee. He also named a former speechwriter, Samuel
Rosenman, as “counsel to the governor.” Both would play important roles in his presidency.

Franklin D. Roosevelt arm in arm with Henry Morgenthau Jr.
U.S. National Archives and Records Administration [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Other Jews, though, also had an interest in FDR—notably, Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis and his
protégé, Harvard lawyer Felix Frankfurter. Even prior to his gubernatorial win in New York, “Brandeis
alerted Frankfurter to his eagerness to connect with the man he believed would someday be the nation’s
president” (ibid: 72). And indeed, “for the next four years Brandeis was content to rely on Frankfurter to be
his conduit to the governor’s chambers in Albany.”
The same election that put Roosevelt in the governor’s seat placed Hoover in the presidency. As I noted
earlier, he had long championed Jewish interests. As president, Hoover did his part for the Hebrews, naming
Eugene Meyer Fed Chairman in 1930, and appointing the second Jewish justice, Benjamin Cardozo, to the
Supreme Court in March 1932. But by then the Great Depression was well underway, dooming any chance
for reelection.

FDR’s Jewish Ancestry?
Before turning to FDR’s long and historic stint as president, I want to recall a question I raised in Part 1 of
the present series: Was Roosevelt Jewish? Previously I noted that his fifth cousin Theodore claimed to be
Jewish, according to former Michigan governor Chase Osborn. I have yet to find any independent
confirmation of this assertion, though there seems to be no reason why Osborn would lie about such a thing.
Both were good Republicans, after all. But more to the point, Osborn would have much to say about FDR, as
I will explain momentarily.
Franklin left many clues to a possible Jewish heritage, beginning as far back as 1914. In a letter to a friend
upon the birth of his son Franklin Jr., he wrote that he had considered naming him Isaac—a classic Jewish
name, and one shared by both his grandfather and great-great-grandfather. But the family resisted: “this name
is not met with enthusiasm, especially as the baby’s nose is slightly Hebraic and the family have visions of
Ikey Rosenvelt, though I insist it is very good New Amsterdam Dutch.”[14] For Shogan this is a sign of
latent anti-Semitism, but I find that an unlikely excuse. What true anti-Semite would admit that his newborn
son looked Jewish? Or would contemplate a Jewish name? More likely it was an inside joke, of the kind that
people might say to family or close friends about a particular ethnic heritage within one’s own background.

Twenty years later, another clue. In 1934, now-president FDR gave a photo of himself and Henry
Morgenthau to Henry’s wife. It bore this inscription: “For Elinor from one of two of a kind.”[15] Yes, but
two of what kind? Democrats? Americans? Jews? An oddly suggestive remark.
That same year saw the publication of an enlightening interview with Osborn, one that would initiate a
prolonged discussion on FDR’s heritage. The 8 February 1934 edition of the St. Petersburg (Fla.) Times
carried an interview in which Osborn claimed that the Roosevelts were descended from the Rossacampos, a
Jewish family expelled from Spain in 1620. That family spread out into Europe and altered their spelling
according to the various places where they took root: Rosenberg, Rosenblum, Rosenthal, and in Holland,
Rosenvelt. “The Rosenvelts in north Holland finally became Roosevelt,” claimed Osborn—which in fact
seems to be true: the family patriarch, Claes van Rosenvelt, immigrated to the US in 1649. His son Nicholas
apparently dropped the ‘van’ and changed the spelling to the familiar form.
A small Michigan publication, Civic Echo, picked up and repeated the story soon thereafter. A year later,
Jewish journalist and publisher Philip Slomovitz came across the Echo story, and decided to write directly to
FDR to get his opinion. On 7 March 1935 the president responded:
I am grateful to you for your interesting letter of March fourth. I have no idea as to the source of
the story which you say came from my old friend, Chase Osborn. … In the dim distant past they
[the Roosevelts] may have been Jews or Catholics or Protestants—what I am more interested in
is whether they were good citizens and believers in God—I hope they were both. (cited in
Slomovitz 1981: 5)
Once again this is a suspiciously circumspect reply by FDR. For him to say that his relatives “may have been
Jews” sounds very much as if he knows this truth, does not want to openly acknowledge it, but cannot quite
bring himself to lie about it.
Slomovitz planned to publish the reply in his Detroit Jewish Chronicle. Before he could do so, the New York
Times got wind of it and carried the text in their issue of March 15—on page 1.
Slomovitz passed this reply on to Osborn, who repeated his original assertion in a return letter of March 21:
“President Roosevelt knows well enough that his ancestors were Jewish. I heard Theodore Roosevelt state
twice that his ancestors were Jewish. Once was to me when I asked him about it after he had made a pleasing
euphemistic statement in a speech to a Jewish gathering” (ibid: 6-7). Osborn is adamant. And it is important
to note that he does not take this Jewish heritage as a slur; in fact, quite the opposite. He is evidently a
Christian Zionist (and Republican), and thus views it as a redeeming quality. As such, he would likely not
cast the Democrat Franklin in this positive light unless he actually believed it to be true. It seems that he was
talking from a factual, if unconfirmed, basis.
If Slomovitz was inclined to doubt Osborn’s claim, another letter would soon fortify his belief. On March 27
he received a note from none other than Rabbi Stephen Wise of New York City. Wise had evidently seen the
New York Times story, and wrote to confirm it. In his letter he recounts an “almost literal transcript” given to
him by his wife, who had previously attended a luncheon with Roosevelt’s wife Eleanor—who said the
following: “Often cousin Alice and I say that all the brains in the Roosevelt family comes [sic] from our
Jewish great-grandmother” (ibid: 9). She then allegedly added a name, ‘Esther Levy.’ The Alice in question
was the oldest child of Theodore; Eleanor’s father Elliot was his brother. Their common great-grandmother
would have been either Margaret Barnhill or Martha Stewart—neither of whom appears to be Jewish,
unfortunately. And we have no record of any Esther Levy in the Roosevelt lineage. A bit of a mystery.
The letter then takes a little twist. Eleanor continued: “Whenever mention is made of our Jewish greatgrandmother by cousin Alice or myself, Franklin’s mother [Sara Delano] gets very angry and says, ‘You
know that is not so. Why do you say it?’” Another puzzling remark, and one that Wise leaves unexplained.
Wise closes the letter with his own assessment: that Roosevelt “knows what I [Wise] have just written to be
true, but deems it wiser and more expedient not to make any public mention of it at this time.” The letter,
after all, was marked “Strictly private and confidential.” Wise adds that “you [Slomovitz] must not, however,
make use of this. I think it is just as well to let the matter die down now.” A strange series of comments, to be
sure.
Many years later, a final small clue appeared. From the mid-1920s to mid-1930s, Franklin’s daughter Anna
was married to a stockbroker named Curtis Dall. After having two children, they divorced in 1934. Three
decades later Dall published a book, FDR: My Exploited Father-in-Law (1968). In it we read this sentence:
“As I gathered it, the background of the Franklin Roosevelt family was a composite of English, Dutch,
Jewish, and French stock” (98). There is no further elaboration.
In the end, many questions remain, but it seems possible that the Roosevelts were at least in part Jewish.[16]

Perhaps the larger question is this: Does it matter? I believe it does, on two counts. First is the basic matter of
historical accuracy; if we did in fact have a partially Jewish president, or rather two such presidents, the
history books ought to reflect this reality. Likely other relevant evidence exists in the vast presidential
archives, and an open admission might bring this to light.
Second and more important is the effect this may have had on FDR’s actions prior to and during World War
II. With even a partial Jewish heritage, he may have been more sympathetic to the Jewish cause, more
amenable to Jews within his administration, and more likely to sacrifice on behalf of Jewish interests. The
evidence shows that all these things actually happened—which is precisely why “Franklin Roosevelt was the
first great hero of American Jews” (Shogan 2010: xi). The ‘family connection’ would certainly help to
explain such things.
Alternatively, and as is often the case today, it could have been strictly a matter of money—of rewarding
those who paved one’s way to the top. But perhaps the strongest case is this: that it was a combination of
both. If FDR was predisposed by his heritage to be sympathetic to the Jews, and they also stepped forward to
fund his campaigns and support him in the media, these would then be powerful incentives to reward them
within his administration, and to be swayed by their concerns when it came time to deploy American military
power. I examine that case now.

“All the President’s Jews”
The case for a possible Jewish hand in World War II could be made, if we could show the following:
1. an extensive and influential Jewish presence in FDR’s administration,
2. that the US public did not want war,
3. that influential American Jews did want war,
4. that FDR acted surreptitiously on behalf of war,
5. that Jewish-run US media supported war, and
6. that the US entered the war under false pretenses.
I will provide specific data on the first two points, and then address the remaining ones collectively.
Earlier I showed Roosevelt’s dependence on Jewish supporters during his gubernatorial term. When it came
time to mount a presidential campaign, his old buddies were there to help. As Scholnick (1990: 193)
explains, “A number of wealthy Jewish friends contributed to Roosevelt’s prenomination campaign fund:
Henry Morgenthau Jr., Lt. Gov. Lehman, Jesse Straus, [and] Laurence Steinhardt.” Once the primaries were
out of the way, “Roosevelt’s campaign was heavily underwritten by Bernard Baruch.”
The first rule in politics is to reward those who finance your path to success. Thus it is unsurprising that
“[FDR’s] administration contained a higher proportion of Jews than any other” (Michael 2005: 178). In the
words of Herzstein (1989: 40), “Jews were indeed more prominent than ever before in American history.” So
who were these leading figures that were so dominant during the Roosevelt years? At the top of the list were
the Big 5, the “President’s Jews” as Shogan says, who had the largest hand in swaying events within the
presidency: Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, Henry Morgenthau Jr., Sam Rosenman, and Ben Cohen.
Brandeis was of course a sitting Supreme Court justice long before Roosevelt ran for office, having been
placed there by his friend Woodrow Wilson in 1916. Even prior to his initial election in 1932, FDR arranged
a meeting with Brandeis to discuss policy. According to Shogan (2010), the Justice soon sent Roosevelt “a
broad blueprint for the New Deal” (72). Some years later, in 1938, “Brandeis made his first call on FDR on
behalf of the Jews” (83). Such involvement in government administration by a Supreme Court justice is
unusual, to say the least. Others would call it flagrantly unethical. Justices are supposed to rule on
constitutional matters, not make policy. He obviously knew this, and thus generally worked through Jewish
intermediaries, like Frankfurter and Cohen, to get his message to the president.
On a day-to-day basis, Frankfurter was particularly important. Even by 1933 he had become “probably
FDR’s most influential advisor” (ibid: 105). Incensed at the extent of his power, American General Hugh
Johnson called him “the most influential single individual in the United States” (86).[17] Frankfurter, he
said, “had insinuated his boys into obscure but key positions in every vital department” related to the New
Deal. Later, when Europe was on the brink of war, Frankfurter was apparently instrumental in initiating a
series of secret correspondences between FDR and Churchill at a very sensitive time—neutral presidents are
not supposed to be conducting secret negotiations with leaders of belligerent nations.[18] Frankfurter, as we
know, would be well rewarded by Roosevelt for his efforts, with the nomination to the Supreme Court in
January 1939.
Moving down the list: Roosevelt “was as close to Henry Morgenthau…as to any man” (ibid: 32). So close, in
fact, that Franklin would make him the second Jew ever to join a presidential cabinet; he was named

Secretary of the Treasury in early 1934, serving right through the end of the war.[19] Henry would later
author the notorious “Morgenthau Plan”—a policy for the virtual destruction of postwar Germany. This
again was an outrageously out-of-line effort by a treasury secretary, who formally has no business
conducting foreign policy. But this evidently did not stop him from trying.
The two youngest members of the Big 5 were Rosenman and Cohen. Though serving as a New York state
judge, Rosenman also functioned as “FDR’s chief speechwriter and a leading general advisor” (ibid: 9).
Ward (1989: 254) notes that he was “a close aide from 1928 onwards”—that is, even before FDR’s
governorship. The lawyer Benjamin Cohen became one of the key drafters of Roosevelt’s vital New Deal
legislation, which was his lasting economic legacy. He clearly had the president’s ear; Nasaw (2012: 358)
calls him the “unofficial emissary of Justice Brandeis and Felix Frankfurter.”
But more importantly, Cohen was the lead architect and executor of the infamous ‘bases for destroyers’ plan
of mid- to late-1940. At that time Britain was well into the war and badly needed military assistance from the
US. But as a neutral nation, and by law, the US was unable to help. Cohen then concocted a plan by which
America would “loan” 50 warships to the UK in exchange for the use of certain global bases that they held.
“Employing hairsplitting technicalities and unprovable assertions about national defense, [Cohen’s]
memorandum stretched the law, creating a loophole wide enough for fifty warships to steam through on their
way to join the Royal Navy,” says Shogan (152). Seeking legal approval for this blatantly illegal action,
Roosevelt turned to…Justice Frankfurter. And to no one’s surprise, the Justice conferred his blessing. The
Brits, of course, were elated. For the Germans, this was a veritable act of war by the nominally neutral
Americans. Most fatefully, it seems to have been decisive in causing Hitler to sign a mutual-defense pact
with Japan in October 1940; it was this agreement that would trigger Germany’s declaration of war on the
United States following the attack on Pearl Harbor.
Beyond the Big 5, several other Jews played influential roles. Bernard Baruch, another Wilsonian holdover,
was a part-time financial advisor and “prominent confidant” of both FDR and Churchill.[20] Jerome Frank
was a close aide, as was David Niles. James Warburg, son of Paul, was an early financial advisor. In May of
1934, Eugene Black was named Fed Chairman, and Jesse Straus was appointed ambassador to France—even
as his nephew, Nathan Straus Jr., came to head the US Housing Authority. William Bullitt, a quarter-Jew, was
given two critical ambassadorships: first to the Soviet Union, and then, during the war, to France.[21]
Laurence Steinhardt, who had helped so much with campaign funding, was awarded a string of
ambassadorships throughout FDR’s tenure. Franklin’s old friend Herbert Lehman was appointed head of the
new Office of Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation in 1943. Herbert Feis was an influential economics advisor
for the State Department. Abe Fortas served as Undersecretary of the Interior. Charles Wyzanski was
solicitor general in the Labor Department. Mordecai Ezekiel was economics advisor to the Agriculture
Secretary. David Lilienthal became chairman of the TVA. Other Jews, like Sidney Hillman and Rose
Schneiderman, emerged as important advisors on labor matters.
Even some of FDR’s non-Jewish team members had Semitic connections. Long-time Secretary of State
Cordell Hull’s wife, Frances Witz, was Jewish. So too was the spouse of New Deal architect and close
confidant Harry Hopkins (Ethel Gross). We can be sure that they were sympathetic to the Jewish cause. All
in all, one can well understand the motivation of Roosevelt’s critics, who derided his administration as the
“Jew Deal.”[22]
On the second point, it is uncontroversial that Americans overwhelmingly wanted to avoid the war. In a radio
address of 23 April 1941, the leading anti-war advocate, Charles Lindbergh, condemned the course of action
“to which more than 80 percent of our citizens are opposed.” In an address the month before, Congressman
Hamilton Fish stated that “somewhere between 83 and 90 percent of the people, according to the various
Gallop polls, are opposed to our entrance into war unless attacked.”[ 23] The data supported such claims.
According to surveys conducted in June and July 1940, between 81 and 86% of respondents preferred to
“stay out” of a war, if it were to come up for a vote.[24] Another poll in July 1941 registered a 79%
figure.[25] The highest recorded number came somewhat earlier, in a report published in mid-1938; when
asked “If another war like the World War [I] develops in Europe, should America take part again?,” fully
95% of the respondents replied “No”.[26] Such figures generally held up right until the attack on Pearl
Harbor.

The Path to War
The remaining points become clear, I think, simply by stepping through some key events and observations as
they happened chronologically.
As is well known, Jews worldwide confronted Hitler as soon as he assumed power in 1933—witness the
infamous “Judea Declares War on Germany” headline in the UK’s Daily Express of 24 March 1933. In a
sense, this was understandable. Putting an end to a post-World War I Weimar Republic dominated by Jews,

Hitler quickly banished them from positions of power, and placed immediate restrictions on their movement
and business activities. In fact, one may speculate that this was not unrelated to Germany’s amazing
economic renaissance.

The UK's Daily Express of 24 March 1933 runs the infamous headline, "Judea Declares War on Germany"
announcing that Jews worldwide confronted Hitler as soon as he assumed power.
Source: http://sv.metapedia.org/w/Judea_declares_war_on_Germany
But the Western media did not see it this way. As early as April 1933, the New York Times was reporting on
the “economic extermination of Jews in Germany” (April 6). Two months later we read, simply, that
“Hitler’s program is one of extermination” (June 29). In August, we are shocked to learn that “600,000 Jews
are facing certain extinction” (August 16). Here we can graphically see how the ‘extermination’ myth rapidly
evolved, from a plan of economic exclusion.[27]
For the Germans, Western—particularly American—media meant Jewish media. As early as 1934, they
viewed it as a potential threat. A communiqué by the German ambassador to the US, Hans Luther, observed
that America possessed “the strongest Jewish propaganda machine in the world.”[28] This comment was
made in light of Jewish dominance in Hollywood, and the fact that Jews owned two of the major American
newspapers, the New York Times and the Washington Post.[29] Luther’s impression was held by the German
leadership throughout the war. Goebbels, for example, wrote the following in his diary entry of 24 April
1942: “Some statistics are given to me on the proportion of Jews in American radio, film, and press. The
percentage is truly frightening. Jewry controls 100% of the film business, and between 90 and 95% of press
and radio.”[30]
By the mid-1930s, Germany was in the midst of their astounding economic recovery, one that was
particularly striking given their ruination after World War I, and that it occurred during the Great Depression.
Within just his first four years, Hitler had reduced unemployment from 6 million to 1 million; the jobless rate
fell from 43.8% when he took office, to effectively zero by the end of 1938. In just four years, he increased
GNP by 37%, and oversaw a 400% increase in auto production. In effect, he single-handedly ended the
Depression in Germany. Two more years, and the nation would be a world power of the first rank.
Germany thus emerged as a viable competitor to the traditional global powers. Churchill felt particularly
threatened. In a congressional testimony, US General Robert Wood recalled a statement by the British
politician from 1936: “Germany is getting too strong. We must smash her.”[31] This suggests a belligerence
on Churchill’s part long before any aggressions by Hitler. As we know: it was the UK that declared war on

Germany, not vice versa.
In October 1937, Roosevelt gave his famous ‘quarantine’ speech. Here we find one of the first indications,
albeit indirect, that he anticipates a time when the US would come into direct conflict with Germany, and he
subtly propagandizes the public in favor of war. The danger of Hitler is exaggerated; neutrality and isolation
are disparaged; baseless assertions and cautiously conditional statements are thrown out—and all in the
language of peace. Should Hitler prevail, “let no one imagine that America will escape, … that this Western
Hemisphere will not be attacked.” “There is no escape through mere isolation or neutrality,” he said;
“international anarchy destroys every foundation for peace.” “We are determined to keep out of war,” said
FDR, “yet we cannot insure ourselves against the disastrous effects of war and the dangers of involvement.”
Sparing no hyperbole, he added that, if Germany initiates a war, “the storm will rage till every flower of
culture is trampled and all human beings are leveled in a vast chaos.” This is difficult to read except as an
indication that the path of violent confrontation had already been decided upon, and that the long process had
begun to persuade a reluctant public that they must support it.
By this time, Jewish lobbies around the world, but especially in the UK and US, began to press hard for
military action, to intervene on behalf of their beleaguered coreligionists in Nazi Germany, and to once again
overthrow a hated regime—never mind that the Germans may have had some right to self-determination.
One of the first clear pieces of evidence of this came in early 1938, from the Polish ambassador to the US,
Jerzy Potocki. He reported back to Warsaw on his observations of the American political scene:
The pressure of the Jews on President Roosevelt and on the State Department is becoming ever
more powerful... The Jews are right now the leaders in creating a war psychosis which would
plunge the entire world into war and bring about general catastrophe. This mood is becoming
more and more apparent. In their definition of democratic states, the Jews have also created real
chaos; they have mixed together the idea of democracy and communism, and have above all
raised the banner of burning hatred against Nazism.
This hatred has become a frenzy. It is propagated everywhere and by every means: in theaters, in
the cinema, and in the press. The Germans are portrayed as a nation living under the arrogance
of Hitler which wants to conquer the whole world and drown all of humanity in an ocean of
blood. In conversations with Jewish press representatives, I have repeatedly come up against the
inexorable and convinced view that war is inevitable. This international Jewry exploits every
means of propaganda to oppose any tendency towards any kind of consolidation and
understanding between nations. In this way, the conviction is growing steadily but surely in
public opinion here that the Germans and their satellites, in the form of fascism, are enemies
who must be subdued by the ‘democratic world.’ (February 9)[32]
Such a view is confirmed in a letter by Senator Hiram Johnson (R-Cal.), written to his son that same year.
The pro- and anti-war camps were clear: “all the Jews [are] on one side, wildly enthusiastic for the President,
and willing to fight to the last American.” Though sympathetic, Johnson had no interest in fighting a war on
their behalf. He and other like-minded politicians wanted to speak out, “but everybody is afraid—I confess I
shrink from it—of offending the Jews.”[33] The situation has hardly changed in 75 years.
For his part, Bernie Baruch was certainly itching for a fight. Speaking to General George Marshall, he said
“We are going to lick that fellow Hitler. He isn’t going to get away with it.”[34] One wonders how he would
know this, in 1938. Actually, it’s not much of a mystery: Churchill apparently told him so. As Sherwood
(1948: 111) recounts, Churchill—then still First Lord of the Admiralty—said this to Baruch: “War is coming
very soon. We will be in it and you (the United States) will be in it. You (Baruch) will be running the show
over there, but I will be on the sidelines over here.” This is an astonishing claim; how would Churchill know
such a thing, in 1938? The Anschluss with Austria had been completed in March that year, and Germany
annexed the Sudetenland in October, but the Munich Accord was signed in September, nominally preserving
a kind of tenuous peace. So what could have convinced Churchill that war was inevitable, and that the
Americans would be running the show? Kristallnacht, perhaps? Was that the last straw, for the global Jewish
lobby?[35]
Apparently Lord Beaverbrook thought so. Writing to Frank Gannett in December 1938, he made this striking
statement:
The Jews are after [Prime Minister] Chamberlain. He is being terribly harassed by them… All
the Jews are against him… They have got a big position in the press here [in the UK]… I am
shaken. The Jews may drive us into war [and] their political influence is moving us in that
direction. (cited in Nasaw 2012: 357-358)
Beaverbrook was a prominent and influential media executive and politician, rather like the Rupert Murdoch
of his day. He was well positioned to make such a claim.

The year 1939 opened with FDR’s State of the Union speech—and more veiled threats. “We have learned
that God-fearing democracies of the world…cannot safely be indifferent to international lawlessness
anywhere. They cannot forever let pass, without effective protest, acts of aggression against sister nations.”
He consequently called for an unprecedented peacetime allocation of $2 billion for national defense. A
message to Hitler—and to all those Americans who might oppose intervention in European affairs.
Hitler, incidentally, was giving his own speeches, most infamously to the Reichstag on January 30. It
included this memorable warning:
If the international Jewish financiers in and outside Europe should succeed in plunging the
nations once more into a world war, then the result will not be the Bolshevization of the earth,
and thus the victory of Jewry, but the annihilation [Vernichtung] of the Jewish race in Europe!
Two quick comments: The German word ‘Vernichtung’ has multiple meanings, and in no way requires the
killing of any persons in question. The literal meaning is “to bring to nothing.” More broadly it means to
completely remove or eliminate the presence, role, or influence of something. And there are many ways to
do this short of murder. But more to the point, Hitler’s alleged program of physical extermination was
supposedly a great secret. He cannot possibly have told the world, in the most public of venues, of his
‘secret’ plan to kill all the Jews—in early 1939. Clearly he was referring to their displacement from Europe,
and to an elimination of their previously dominant role there. But this was no secret at all—he had been
doing that in Germany for some six years already.
Back in Washington, Ambassador Potocki sent two more revealing reports to Warsaw. A short statement on
January 9 included this: “The American public is subject to an ever more alarming propaganda, which is
under Jewish influence and continuously conjures up the specter of the danger of war. Because of this, the
Americans have strongly altered their views on foreign policy problems, in comparison with last year.” Three
days later came the longest and perhaps most insightful report:
The feeling now prevailing in the United States is marked by a growing hatred of Fascism and,
above all, of Chancellor Hitler and everything connected with Nazism. Propaganda is mostly in
the hands of the Jews, who control almost 100 percent radio, film, daily and periodical press.
Although this propaganda is extremely coarse and presents Germany as black as possible
—above all religious persecution and concentration camps are exploited—this propaganda is
nevertheless extremely effective, since the public here is completely ignorant and knows nothing
of the situation in Europe. …
The prevalent hatred against everything which is in any way connected with German Nazism is
further kindled by the brutal policy against the Jews in Germany and by the émigré problem. In
this action, various Jewish intellectuals participated: for instance, Bernard Baruch; the Governor
of New York State, Lehman; the newly appointed judge of the Supreme Court, Felix
Frankfurter; Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau; and others who are personal friends of
President Roosevelt. They want the President to become the champion of human rights, freedom
of religion and speech, and the man who in the future will punish trouble-makers. These groups
of people, who occupy the highest positions in the American government and want to pose as
representatives of ‘true Americanism’ and ‘defenders of democracy,’ are, in the last analysis,
connected by unbreakable ties with international Jewry.
For this Jewish international, which above all is concerned with the interests of its race, to
portray the President of the United States as the ‘idealist’ champion on human rights was a very
clever move. In this manner they have created a dangerous hotbed for hatred and hostility in this
hemisphere, and divided the world into two hostile camps. The entire issue is worked out in a
masterly manner. Roosevelt has been given the foundation for activating American foreign
policy, and simultaneously has been procuring enormous military stocks for the coming war, for
which the Jews are striving very consciously.[36]
If Potocki were correct, it would mean that war had effectively been decided upon by the Allied powers. And
in fact, that’s exactly what Bullitt said to American journalist Karl von Wiegand: “War in Europe has been
decided upon. Poland had an assurance of the support of Britain and France, and would yield to no demands
from Germany. America would be in the war after Britain and France entered it.”[37] Bullitt obviously had
inside access to a well-developed plan, one that was proceeding apace.
In July, Potocki was back in Warsaw, speaking with a foreign ministry undersecretary named Jan Szembek.
In his diary, Szembek recorded Potocki as stating the following: “In the West, there are all kinds of elements
openly pushing for war: Jews, big capitalists, arms dealers. Now they are all ready for some excellent
business… They want to do business at our expense. They are indifferent to the destruction of our
country.”[38] This is notable, if only as confirmation of the legitimacy of the earlier reports.

Around that same time, the American ambassador to Great Britain began to cause a stir. He was a member of
the Boston-area Irish Catholic set, a successful businessman…and father of a future president. Joseph
Kennedy contributed to Roosevelt’s 1932 presidential campaign, and was rewarded with the chairmanship of
the SEC. He left that office in 1935, and was appointed ambassador to the UK in January 1938.

Photo of Joseph Kennedy in New York, 1 November 1940. At the time, Kennedy was the United States
Ambassador to Great Britain.
By Photographer: Larry Gordon [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
By mid-1939, Kennedy evidently began to have concerns about the Jewish role in the push toward war—and
he began to speak openly to his colleagues in London. Somehow word of this got out to a local periodical,
The Week, which found its way over the ocean to Washington D.C. and into the hands of the Secretary of the
Interior, Harold Ickes. Convening with the president in early July, Ickes raised his concern: “This [story] was
to the effect that Kennedy was privately telling his English friends in the Cliveden set that the Jews were
running the United States and that the President would fall in 1940. It also charged that ‘[Kennedy believes]
that the democratic policy of the United States is a Jewish production’.”[39]
Amazingly, the president was unfazed. “It is true,” he said. Ickes provides no further information on the
incident, and thus it is hard to know how to take this blunt response. Was FDR joking? A half-joke? An
outright, straight-faced admission? We simply do not know. What was undoubtedly true, though, was that
Kennedy had deep concerns about Jewish influence.
He was not the only diplomat with such worries. A month later, reports Taylor (1961: 267), British
ambassador to Germany Nevile Henderson told Hitler that “the hostile attitude in Great Britain was the work
of Jews and enemies of the Nazis.” Here again we see a parallel action on both sides of the Atlantic, and
possibly coordinated. This would be consistent with Baruch’s role as a “prominent confidant” of both
Roosevelt and Churchill.
A few weeks later, on September 2, the German army crossed into Poland. What began as part of a longstanding border conflict between two neighboring countries became, two days later, a European war, when
England and France declared war on Germany.[40]

England Stands Alone
On September 3, Roosevelt broadcast another of his many fireside chats to the American public. It contained
the usual combination of exaggeration, propaganda, and misrepresentation. “When peace has been broken
anywhere,” he said, “the peace of all countries everywhere is in danger.” Even one who strives for neutrality
“cannot be asked to close his mind or his conscience.” His ending was again cloaked in the hypocritical
language of peace:
I hate war. I say that again and again. I hope the United States will keep out of this war. I believe
that it will. And I give you assurance and reassurance that every effort of your government will
be directed toward that end. As long as it remains within my power to prevent, there will be no
black-out of peace in the United States.
Here Roosevelt clearly reveals himself as a dissembler and a liar. Qualifications, conditionals, half-truths—
all evidently designed to manipulate public opinion in favor of war. Jews inside and outside his

administration had been pressing for intervention for years; now with actual combat underway, the pressure
would rapidly escalate. Roosevelt knew this, but said nothing. After all, he was facing another election the
following year, and had to publicly maintain an anti-war stance or risk losing to the Republicans. But he also
had to keep his Jewish financiers happy. The fact that the vast majority of the American people were still
strongly against the war apparently had no effect upon him—so much for democracy.
Kennedy could see what was happening. He strongly opposed American entry into the war, both on principle
and because he had three sons who would likely be drawn in—and indeed, his eldest son, Joe Jr., would be
killed during a bombing run in 1944. Speaking to his colleague Jay Moffat, Kennedy said, “Churchill…
wants us there as soon as he can get us there. He is ruthless and scheming”[41]—unsurprising, given that the
Brits found themselves in a war that they were ill-prepared to fight. But Churchill knew whom to go to: “He
is also in touch with groups in America which have the same idea, notably, certain strong Jewish leaders.”
Not that this was a secret. In a December 1939 memo to the British cabinet, Churchill recalled the vital role
played by the Jews back in World War One—to draw in the Americans, against their wishes, against their
desires, and against their national interests. “It was not for light or sentimental reasons,” wrote Churchill, that
Balfour issued his famous promise of Palestine to the Zionists. “The influence of American Jewry was rated
then as a factor of the highest importance…” “Now,” he added, “I should have thought it was more
necessary, even than in November 1917, to conciliate American Jewry and enlist their aid in combating
isolationist and indeed anti-British tendencies in the United States.”[42]
Here we have an amazingly bald-faced admission. Churchill has utter contempt for the “tendencies” (read:
democratic principles) of the Americans. His sole concern is to leverage Jewish power to draw a neutral
nation into yet another major war, to save his skin and to aid his Zionist friends.[43] Kennedy was naturally
appalled—both that Churchill would do such a thing, and that it seemed to be working. “I don’t trust him,”
he wrote in his diary; “He always impressed me that he was willing to blow up the American Embassy and
say it was the Germans if it would get the United States in.”[44] No doubt that was true—just as FDR would
be willing to sacrifice some 2,400 American lives at Pearl Harbor for precisely that end.
Into 1940, Hitler ran off an impressive string of victories, culminating in the capture of Paris in June.
Chamberlain resigned as prime minister, to be replaced by Churchill, who immediately initiated the ‘bases
for destroyers’ plan with the US (see above).
As the year wore on, Roosevelt continued to lie to the American public. His campaign address in Boston on
October 30 contained the same deceptive falsehoods of his earlier speeches. “Your government has acquired
new naval and air bases in British territory in the Atlantic Ocean”—but no mention of the extralegal 50
destroyers that he gave them in return. He boasted of doubling the size of the army within the past year, and
of letting out $8 billion in defense contracts. But not to worry, fellow Americans—“I give you one more
assurance. I have said this before, but I shall say it again and again and again: Your boys are not going to be
sent into any foreign wars.” An utter lie, and he knew it.
One is perhaps tempted to make excuses for FDR: that he was morally torn, that he could see a larger danger
that the public could not see, that he had to lie to us ‘for our own good.’ None of these withstands scrutiny.
The ethics of warfare are fairly well established, at least for nominal democracies. They would include, at a
minimum: proportionality, mutuality, direct threat, and public support. That is, (a) any aggressions should be
responded to only with equivalent force, (b) rules for one party hold for all, (c) force is justified only in the
face of a direct and imminent threat, and (d) the public must be given an honest appraisal of the situation,
and its wishes respected. Suffice it to say that none of these conditions would hold. One wonders: If the
public had known of the ultimate cost—some 420,000 American deaths, and roughly $4.2 trillion (presentday equivalent)—would they have embraced war, even after Pearl Harbor? Or would they perhaps have put
FDR and his Jewish supporters on trial, for fraud, treason, and war crimes?
By October, Joe Kennedy had enough; he resigned his post. But he continued to comment on the role of the
Jews, both to friends and in his private writings. On December 15, for example, he made this diary entry:
[Justice Frankfurter] is supposed directly and indirectly to influence Roosevelt on foreign policy
over [Secretary of State] Hull’s and [Undersecretary of State] Welles’s heads, [and] whose
cohort of young lawyers are in practically every government department, all aiding the cause of
Jewish refugees getting into America… It looks to me as if the English sympathizers were tying
their cause in with the Jews because they figure they’ve got all the influence in US. (cited in
Nasaw 2012: 507)
Jewish population in the US, incidentally, was soon to reach 5 million. Frankfurter’s boys were doing a good
job.
As before, Kennedy was not alone in his concern. Another Supreme Court Justice, Frank Murphy, confided

to him that “it was Frankfurter and Ben Cohen who wrote the Attorney General’s opinion on destroyers and
bases.” Kennedy added: “Murphy regards the Jewish influence as most dangerous. He said that after all,
[Harry] Hopkins’s wife was a Jew; Hull’s wife is a Jew; and Frankfurter and Cohen and that group are all
Jews.”[45] For his part, Welles privately referred to Frankfurter as “dangerous” and “a Jew chiseler.”
One of the most revealing remarks by Kennedy comes from the diary of James Forrestal, who at the time
was Secretary of the Navy. In the entry from 27 December 1945, we read this:
Played golf today with Joe Kennedy…. He said Chamberlain’s position in 1938 was that
England had nothing with which to fight, and that she could not risk going to war with Hitler.
Kennedy’s view: That Hitler would have fought Russia without any later conflict with England,
if it had not been for Bullitt’s urging on Roosevelt in the summer of 1939 that the Germans must
be faced down about Poland; neither the French nor the British would have made Poland a cause
of war, if it had not been for the constant needling from Washington…. Chamberlain, he says,
stated that America and the world Jews had forced England into the war. (Forrestal 1951:
121-122)
So, we must ask: Why was the partly Jewish Bullitt—a mere diplomat—“urging” the president of the United
States to face down Hitler? And why were Bullitt and Roosevelt “constantly needling” England and France
to fight a war that they themselves did not see as necessary or winnable? And why did these nations succumb
to American pressure? And why did Chamberlain ultimately link together America and “the world Jews” as
the driving force for war? We need not look very hard to see a Jewish hand at work.

Media Blitz
Jewish-run media was becoming very active by this time. The newspapers, for example, had found much
disagreement with Washington on domestic issues, but “Roosevelt’s standing with the press on foreign
policy matters was much stronger,” according to Cole (1983: 478). Apart from the Chicago Tribune and the
Hearst papers, most dailies backed intervention. Unsurprisingly, “the more prestigious and influential news
publications strongly supported the president.” These included the New York Times, the New York Herald
Tribune, the Chicago Daily News, and Time Magazine.
The motion picture industry certainly did its part to get America into war. Given that it took at least a year to
get a motion picture from conception to theater, and that efforts to produce pro-war films did not start in
earnest until 1937, it was well into 1939 before they began to appear. Early efforts like Confessions of a Nazi
Spy and Beasts of Berlin came out that year, and set the stage for a flood of films over the next three years. In
1940, Hollywood released graphic and high-impact films like Escape and Mortal Storm; Hitchcock’s
Foreign Correspondent came out that year, as did Chaplin’s The Great Dictator. In May, two major studio
heads, Jack and Harry Warner—more accurately known as Itzhak and Hirsz Wonskolaser—wrote to
Roosevelt, assuring him that they would “do all in our power within the motion picture industry…to show
the American people the worthiness of the cause for which the free peoples of Europe are making such
tremendous sacrifices.”[46] It’s nice to see such unselfish, high-minded public service amongst corporate
executives.
By early 1941, Jewish filmmakers and producers were working subtle, pro-war themes into many of their
films. The anti-war group America First argued that belligerent propaganda was becoming widespread;
“films that have nothing to do with the European war are now loaded with lies and ideas which bring about
an interventionist reaction” (in Cole: 474). In August of that year—just one month before Pearl Harbor
—Senator Gerald Nye (R-N. Dak.) delivered a stinging radio address, arguing that the Hollywood studios
“had become the most gigantic engines of propaganda in existence, to rouse the war fever in America and
plunge this nation to her destruction” (in ibid: 475). By that time, nearly three dozen major pro-war films had
been released.[47]
In the end, more than 60 explicitly ‘patriotic,’ pro-war films were produced, along with dozens of ordinary
films that incorporated subtle pro-war messages. There were a few classics—Casablanca, Sergeant York, To
Be or Not to Be—and many duds. Hitler’s Children and Nazi Agent, for example, won’t be making any Top
10 lists.
In March of 1941, under pressure from the Jewish lobby, Congress passed the Lend-Lease Act; this allowed
shipment of armaments and military supplies to Britain and the other Allied nations. The vote was 260-165
in the House, and 59-30 in the Senate. Public opinion was narrowly in favor of the Act, but only as a
defensive measure; a strong majority still wished to stay out of the war. FDR could arm the Allies but not
join the fighting.
Roosevelt made a major radio address in May, declaring an “unlimited national emergency.” It was filled
with more war hyperbole, most notably regarding the Germans’ alleged striving toward “world domination.”

Over and over came the words: “Nazi book of world conquest”; “Hitler’s plan of world domination”; “a
Hitler-dominated world.” Suffice to say that no evidence of such a plan has ever come forth.[48] Deploying
the most facile, us-or-them language, FDR struggled to persuade reluctant Americans that they should fight
and die: “Today the whole world is divided between human slavery and human freedom—between pagan
brutality and Christian ideal.” He even hinted at the essentials of his strategy, namely, to provoke an
‘incident’ that would allow him to declare war: “We are placing our armed forces in strategic military
position. We will not hesitate to use our armed forces to repel attack.”
In June, convinced of the Bolshevist threat posed by Stalin, Hitler invaded the Soviet Union. In August, the
US placed military forces in Iceland, effectively occupying that country. And on 11 September 1941—60
years to the day before that other 9/11—Charles Lindbergh gave his most famous speech, at Des Moines,
Iowa. There he called out for the first time the three main groups that were driving the US toward war: the
British, the Roosevelt administration, and the Jews. Of this latter group, Lindbergh acknowledged their
plight under the Nazis, and their hatred of Hitler. But instead of inciting America to war, they should be
working to halt it; “for they will be among the first to feel its consequences”—presumably meaning both in
Germany and in the US, where anti-Semitism would surely be inflamed. In one of the more notable lines of
the speech, he said that “[The Jews’] greatest danger in this country lies in their large ownership and
influence in our motion pictures, our press, our radio, and our government.” Lindbergh thus ran afoul of the
first rule of wartime: Thou shalt never speak the truth.
Indeed: If Jewish influence in “our government” was part of the danger, then naming the “Roosevelt
administration” was redundant. The true danger was Jews in media, Jews in Hollywood, and Jews in the
government—along with those non-Jews who worked on their behalf. And even to name the British
—Churchill and his Zionist backers—was, in effect, to name yet more Jews. On all fronts, it was powerful
and influential Jews driving peaceful people toward war, simply to destroy the hated Nazi regime.

British Zionist and future President of Israel, Chaim Weizmann vowed Jewish support for the Second World
War. Photo: 26 March 1949
By http://www.flickr.com/people/69061470@N05 [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
There is no doubt that Lindbergh was right—that British Jews were pushing the US toward war, and that they

were succeeding. In a strange coincidence, just one day before Lindbergh’s Des Moines speech, leading
British Zionist Chaim Weizmann delivered this notorious letter to Churchill:
There is only one big ethnic group [in America] which is willing to stand, to a man, for Great
Britain, and a policy of “all-out aid” for her: the five million Jews. From Secretary Morgenthau,
Governor Lehman, Justice Frankfurter, down to the simplest Jewish workman or trader, they are
conscious of all that this struggle against Hitler implies.
It has been repeatedly acknowledged by British Statesmen that it was the Jews who, in the last
war, effectively helped to tip the scales in America in favour of Great Britain. They are keen to
do it—and may do it—again. (cited in Irving 2001: 77)
A most explicit admission: American Jews, working in conjunction with British Jews, hold the key to war.
They are “keen to do it.” Virtually upon command, they can “tip the scales”—again—and drive the
Americans into another war that they desperately want to avoid.

The Pearl Harbor “Incident”
With American opposition to war still hovering near 80%, FDR and his Jewish team were evidently
becoming desperate. Dramatic action was increasingly necessary. At that point, only a direct attack on
American soil could alter public opinion. For a good two years, Roosevelt had been harassing the Germans.
But they refused to bite. What to do?
History is full of “false flag” operations in which governments or other actors conduct a fake attack, blame
the enemy, and then use the event as a pretext for military action. By some accounts, the earliest was in 47
BC, when Julius Caesar arranged and paid for insurgent ‘rebel’ actions in Rome prior to his taking of the
city. A more recent instance occurred in 1846, when President James Polk sent an army detachment into a
disputed area along the Texas-Mexico border. When the Mexicans responded, he declared it an attack on
“American soil,” and promptly began the US-Mexico War. For centuries, military commanders have
understood the benefits of false flags; Roosevelt’s team was no different.
Though I cannot elaborate here, there is ample evidence that the Pearl Harbor attack was effectively a false
flag event. While obviously not directly conducting the attack, Roosevelt did everything possible to
encourage and allow the Japanese to strike—and then to feign shock when it actually happened. Below are
the key elements of that story.[49]
The earliest explicit indication that some such plan was in the works comes from October 1940, in the socalled McCollum Memorandum. Lt. Commander Arthur McCollum was director of the Office of Naval
Intelligence’s Far East Asia section when he issued a five-page letter to two of his superiors. The memo
describes a situation in which a neutral US is surrounded by hostile nations across two oceans, and notes that
“Germany and Italy have lately concluded a military alliance with Japan directed against the United States.”
This was a mutual-defense pact, such that an attack against Japan would be considered by Germany to be an
act of war. This gave FDR two paths to war: attack by Germany, or attack by Japan. Germany was
scrupulously eschewing conflict, but perhaps Japan could be engaged.
This was evidently well understood within the military establishment. As McCollum explained, “It is not
believed that in the present state of political opinion, the US government is capable of declaring war against
Japan without more ado; and it is barely possible that vigorous action on our part might lead the Japanese to
modify their attitude”—clever language that essentially means: Japan does not really want war either, but
perhaps we could provoke them enough (“more ado”) that they would launch a first strike (“modify their
attitude”). McCollum then suggested an eight-point action plan, anticipating conflict with Japan. Item Six
includes this: “Keep the main strength of the US fleet now in the Pacific in the vicinity of the Hawaiian
Islands.” The memo concludes with this striking sentence: “If by these means Japan could be led to commit
an overt act of war, so much the better.” The plan could hardly be clearer.
On 19 August 1941, Churchill told his war cabinet that FDR was doing all he could to provoke an attack by
the Axis powers—information which came to light only in 1972. Churchill said:
[Roosevelt] was obviously determined that they [the US] should come in. … The president said
to me that he would wage war but not declare it, and that he would become more and more
provocative. If the Germans did not like it, they could attack American forces. … Everything
was being done to force an ‘incident.’ The president has made it clear that he would look for an
‘incident’ which could justify him in opening hostilities.[50]
Further comment is unnecessary.

Lindbergh essentially understood what was going on. In his September 1941 speech, he laid out FDR’s threepart plan: (1) prepare for war in the guise of defense, (2) incrementally involve the US in conflict situations,
and (3) “create a series of incidents which would force us into actual conflict.” Near the end of his speech he
added that “The war groups have succeeded in the first two of their three major steps into war. … Only the
creation of sufficient ‘incidents’ yet remains.” An amazing prognosis, given that the Pearl Harbor attack was
just three months away.
On 25 November 1941, 12 days before the attack, Roosevelt held a War Cabinet meeting at the White House.
Secretary of War Henry Stimson wrote the following in his diary of that day:
[Roosevelt] brought up the event that we were likely to be attacked perhaps next Monday
[December 1], for the Japanese are notorious for making an attack without warning, and the
question was how we should maneuver them into the position of firing the first shot without
allowing too much danger to ourselves. It was a difficult proposition.[51]
This is Stimson’s infamous “maneuver” remark; once again, it is clear and explicit.
The following day, November 26, Secretary of State Hull presented a letter to the Japanese ambassador,
demanding that they withdraw from China and French Indochina (section II, point #3). Though couched in
the language of peace, it was effectively an ultimatum, and it was thusly perceived by the Japanese prime
minister.
On December 4, the anti-war paper Chicago Daily Tribune ran a huge headline: “FDR’s War Plans!” It
detailed a plan for a 10-million-man military force, half of whom would be dedicated to fighting Germany. It
even mentioned a specific date—1 July 1943—as the day for the “final supreme effort by American land
forces to defeat the mighty German army in Europe.” This was incredibly accurate; the Allied invasion of
Sicily, the first direct assault on European territory, occurred on 9 July 1943. Clearly FDR’s secrets were
quickly unraveling.
At 4:00 pm on Saturday, December 6, a decoded Japanese communiqué was delivered to Roosevelt. It
indicated that Japan was not going to accept any portion of America’s ultimatum, and that they were
compelled to respond to its on-going belligerence. “This means war,” said the president. If war was
inevitable, said Harry Hopkins, it was too bad that we couldn’t strike first. “No, we can’t do that,” said
Roosevelt, hypocritically; “We are a democracy of a peaceful people. We have a good record. We must stand
on it.”[52] Pearl Harbor was not explicitly mentioned, but the president took no action to forewarn any of his
commanders in the Pacific theater, thus rendering them defenseless before the oncoming assault.
Eight years after the attack, the president’s administrative assistant, Jonathan Daniels, recalled events of that
time. “There was a mass of warning before Pearl Harbor,” he wrote (1949: 490). “As a matter of fact,
warning had been clear for many months before Pearl Harbor. The increasing menace had been understood
and accepted. Of course, even Senators can now read to precise clarity—to the place and the hour—the
warnings we possessed.” At the time, though, Roosevelt was surprised: “Of course, he was surprised. But he
had deliberately taken the chance of surprise, as he had won the strategy of successful militant delay. The
blow was heavier than he had hoped it would necessarily be.” Indeed—2,400 Americans killed in one day.
Or perhaps it was no “surprise” at all. In 1989, a 90-year-old British naval intelligence officer named Eric
Nave came forth with a stunning assertion: that the Brits had detailed foreknowledge of the attack, days
before the event. As reported in the Times of London (June 1), Nave’s decoding of Japanese battle commands
made “clear their intention to attack several days before the raid took place.” “His revelations challenge the
view that the Americans were taken by surprise, and support evidence that Churchill, and probably
Roosevelt, allowed the attack to go ahead unchallenged as means to bring America into the Second World
War.” Nave added this: “We never had any doubt about Pearl Harbor itself. It should never have happened.
We knew days, even a week before.” His account is detailed in his book Betrayal at Pearl Harbor (1991).
Nave died in 1993.

On 19 August 1941, Churchill told his war cabinet that Roosevelt was doing all he could to provoke an
attack by the Axis powers. Photo: August 1941.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

Some Concluding Thoughts
This essay has been a study in history. But we must never forget: History is suffused with lessons for the
present. What, then, can we conclude from this long and tragic story?
First: Wars are complex events, and all complex events have multiple causes. They are generally the result of
an accumulation of tensions and conflicts over several years. It would be all but impossible for any one
group, no matter how influential, to precipitate war if the conditions were not already favorable. But a small
group can certainly heighten existing tensions, or serve as a trigger, or exacerbate an ongoing conflict.
It would be misleading to say that Jews “caused” World War I, or the Russian Revolution, or World War II—
though they certainly had a significant influence on all these events, and arguably a decisive influence.
Clearly they are not the sole cause of the wars under review. It is not as if, were there no Jews at all, fighting
in Europe would never have occurred. There were, for example, many non-Jewish belligerents on all sides
during World War II, including Lord Halifax in England, and Stimson among the Americans. Military men
always have an inclination to fight; after all, their very positions and prestige depend upon it.
Counterfactuals are notoriously difficult to apply to historical events: What if Jewish rebels and Weimar
reconstructionists had not dominated post-World War I Germany? What if Roosevelt had not relied upon
Jewish money to finance his campaigns? What if Churchill had not been a Zionist? What if Ben Cohen’s
“bases-for-destroyers” plan had failed? We obviously can never know these things; but it is clear that Jews
were active and instrumental at several critical junctures on the path to war. And indeed, this is one of the
most striking facts: that Jews were so active, at so many points along the way, that we can scarcely avoid
attributing to them a significant portion of blame for the world wars and accompanying revolutions.
Second: FDR comes off, rather like Wilson, as an amoral, opportunistic, war-mongering dupe. His own
Secretary of War, Henry Stimson, wrote that “his mind does not follow easily a consecutive chain of thought,
but he is full of stories and incidents, and hops about in his discussions from suggestion to suggestion, and it
is very much like chasing a vagrant beam of sunshine around a vacant room.”[53] Supreme Court Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes famously declared him “a second-class intellect” in 1933. His close advisor
Frankfurter once wrote, “I know his limitations. Most of them derive, I believe, from a lack of incisive
intellect…”[54] British ambassador to the US Sir Ronald Lindsay considered FDR “an amiable and
impressionable lightweight,” one who could not keep a secret from the American press.[55] Even his wife
Eleanor did not know “whether FDR had a hidden center to his personality or only shifting peripheries.”[56]
His lies were persistent, malicious, and criminal. His more knowledgeable opponents could see through
them, even if the public could not. Lindbergh certainly knew the truth, and was appalled at the ability of our
executive-in-chief to baldly lie to the people. In late 1944, with hostilities nearing an end, Congresswoman
Clare Boothe Luce (R-Con.) loudly and publicly declared that Roosevelt “lied us into war.”[57] “The shame
of Pearl Harbor,” she added, “was Mr. Roosevelt’s shame.”

Thus we see something of a long-term trend: Unethical, unprincipled, deceptive American presidents, who
are “swayed by their Jewish elements” (Dillon), to lead an unwilling nation into battle against sovereign
countries that are deemed to be enemies of the Jews. The parallels to the past 25 years are striking.
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The "Ministry of Truth" at Britain's National
Archives
by Nicholas Kollerstrom

“It is hard to imagine actions more damaging to the cause of preserving the
nation's heritage, than wilfully forging documents designed to alter our
historical record.”
—Historian Sir Max Hastings, Financial Times, 3 May 2008

Praise for His Books
Martin Allen’s first book, Hidden Agenda of 2002 covering the Duke of Windsor's
wartime activities, was nominated as Observer Book of the Year and published in the
USA, France, Germany, Spain, and Portugal. His second book, The Hitler/Hess
Deception, blew open the official version of Rudolf Hess as an eccentric adventurer and
was published in seven languages and widely serialized.
But in October 2004, the World War II historian Dr. E. Haiger from Berlin wrote to the
UK’s National Archives at Kew in West London casting doubt on the authenticity of
some of the letters in the Archive used in Allen’s second book, the Hitler/Hess
Deception.[1] Within a fortnight an official at the archives replied to the effect that the
documents were accurate representations and had been correctly cited. (Telegraph, 12
July 2005 Ben Fenton)
In May 2005, Martin Allen appeared on the Today program to launch his new book,
Himmler’s Secret War. Himmler expert Peter Padfield, author of Himmler, Reichsführer
SS was also present and endorsed the book. A brief quote from the interview transcript
may give the flavor of it:
Averring that Himmler had been killed by British agents, Allen explained:
“They don’t want him to be interrogated at Nuremberg or be interrogated by
the Americans because he might reveal that he’s been negotiating with the
British government ever since 1943.” Peter Padfield agrees “Yes it’s
absolutely, I think it’s absolutely unequivocal.” Allen adds: “Well basically
the political Warfare Executive during the war years was ordered by
Churchill to conduct a secret war of wits against the Nazis and they tried
many fashions. They negotiated with Hitler and Hess in 1940, ‘41 and then
the PWE [Political Warfare Executive] became a much darker organisation
in the later war years and they opened up a line of communication through
Victor Mallet the British ambassador talking to Himmler. .. Himmler the
military man came to the complete and unique conclusion that Germany
could not win militarily but needed a political solution. So he worked
behind the scenes to try and further this aim.”
The July edition of The Journal of Military History likewise endorsed Himmler’s Secret
War as being “An excellent work”:
Following the German invasion of Russia, the British continued what they
labelled political warfare behind the mask of covert negotiations with

Himmler. However, the primary vehicle now would be the Political Warfare
Executive (PWE), a top secret organization headed by Churchill's trusted
friend, Brendan Bracken. The major intermediary for the negotiations from
1941 onward would be Victor Mallet, British Ambassador at Stockholm.
Allen describes in detail the talks between the PWE and Himmler's
emissaries, including Walter Schellenberg, and also points out that the PWE
was so secret that not even the SOE or the SIS was aware of the
negotiations.
Allen writes that the goal of the PWE was "to cause political instability in
Germany, one strategy being to open a line of false negotiation with a
leading Nazi in the hope of precipitating a leadership coup." (p. 157) PWE
emerged as Britain's most important secret intelligence agency and would
win the "battle for the control of political warfare against the remainder of
British Intelligence." (p. 123) Himmler is portrayed as a novice, sincerely
believing he could make a deal with the British and preserve his own future
in German politics.
Allen also dispels the long-held belief that Himmler committed suicide,
citing documents found in the National Archives that reveal that British
Intelligence (PWE) had Himmler silenced. (p. 283)

Was Heinrich Himmler (1900-1945) killed by British agents to prevent him from being
interrogated at Nuremberg? What would such an interrogation revealed? The body of
Heinrich Himmler lying on the floor of British 2nd Army HQ after his death on 23 May
1945.
By Sutton L (Sgt): No 5 Army Film & Photographic Unit Post-Work: User:W.wolny
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

A Sudden Judgement
On June 14th, 2005, Telegraph journalist Ben Fenton wrote to the National Archives
suggesting that letters cited in Allen’s Himmler’s Secret War had been forged and
requested that the forensic scientist Audrey Giles be allowed to inspect them. Given two
of the files on the 23rd, she reported on 29th that six letters in them had been forged.
The story broke with three articles in the Telegraph by Ben Fenton on 2nd July. Its frontpage headline was “Files on Himmler Murder Exposed as Fake.” It was “certain,”
readers were informed, that bogus documents had been planted in the NA, in order “to
pervert the course of historical study.” A second article told “How Himmler's death was
turned into a British murder plot:” the allegedly forged documents were telling how the
captive Heinrich Himmler had to be killed because otherwise “under interrogation he
would tell the Americans that Britain had been taking part in peace negotiations without
informing Washington.” One more article, “Forgeries Exposed by a Hunch and by
Science: The Inquiry” described allegedly suspicious features of the letters, e.g.
signatures that didn’t look right.
British historians did not like Allen’s argument and so, were the letters he cited
somehow anomalous? How did Britain’s main Establishment newspaper The Telegraph
have the authority to declare that manuscripts kept in the National Archives were forged
- well before the NA’s own forensic experts had had time to peruse them?
A comment here is recorded as having passed between two NA staff in a letter of 30
June, from Joan McPherson to “Penny”: “The forensic tests have been completed and
seem to be somewhat equivocal.”[2]
I suggest such multiple articles on the same topic in the same paper by the same person
on the same day betray an intelligence operation. Fenton’s “Files on Himmler
Murder”[3] explained:
Documents from the National Archives used to substantiate claims that
British intelligence agents murdered Heinrich Himmler in 1945 are
forgeries, The Daily Telegraph can reveal today.[4] It seems certain that the
bogus documents were somehow planted among genuine papers to pervert
the course of historical study. The results of investigations by forensic
document experts on behalf of this newspaper have shocked historians and
caused tremors at the Archives, the home of millions of historical
documents, which has previously been thought immune to distortion or
contamination.
Was that not a rather sudden conclusion? It was not until September 16th that the NA’s
own forensic science lab confirmed this “finding.”[5]
A day after that Telegraph story, David Irving perceptively wrote that if forgery had
taken place:
the documents' author(s) knew (or know) a great deal about 1945 events,

and certainly more than I do: I for one did not know of the wartime role of
Richard Ingrams's father, nor that of Sir John Wheeler-Bennett, whom I
knew of only as the Royal biographer ("King George VI"). Most forgeries I
have run across are clumsy and ignorant; these documents, if again they are
forgeries, seem to have been crafted by a singularly well-informed forger.
A search of the eventual suspect's home will have to yield evidence of the
several typewriters used, and ribbons of the correct vintage, and perhaps a
stock of wartime paper, too.[6]
I was advised by a NA expert that the paper of these letters was genuinely old[7] - i.e. if
they were forgeries, someone had enough World War Two era letter-paper to fabricate 29
letters.
A mere couple of weeks later, the NA put this judgement up on its own Website! We
know this because Martin Allen wrote a letter of inquiry to the NA on 12th July 2005–
which the NA have lost, or it is not in their file containing all its debate over this issue.
He was sent a reply on 22nd: “As you will have noted from the TNA website, these have
been confirmed as forgeries following forensic examination.” (Translation: one woman
shown four letters looked at them for five days, then agreed with the journalist who
showed them to her, that they were probably forgeries.) That reply silenced Allen – as it
was probably intended to – and we hear no more from him. But the NA’s putting so
definite and formal a statement up on its own website is a rather pre-emptive act that
greatly undermines the appearance of objectivity of a forensic analysis by its own
experts, does it not? They would not report until September.

Forged Documents in the National Archives?
In 2007 a startling new category appeared in the Website of the National Archives
called:
The National Archives: Investigation into Forged Documents discovered
amongst Authentic Public Records: Documents purporting to have been
created by members of the British Government and members of the British
Armed Services relating to leading Nazis [sic] figures and Axis Power
governments.
The new category contains 29 letters, which had been extracted from twelve of their
folders. These were documents where “conclusive evidential grounds exist” to challenge
their authenticity. They had been “illegally placed within existing original record series
by unscrupulous and criminal elements.” This conclusion had been scientifically
adduced by experts in the field of forensic sciences. Such forgeries had been “never
encountered before in the history of the National Archives.” This was strong language
indeed.
Who could that wicked person be? And why was there no need to write up an account
anywhere of how this shocking conclusion had been reached? Is disclosure through one
journalist really sufficient? We might for example wonder concerning the four
documents (mainly telegram transcripts) cited in Allen’s second book whose authenticity
had been queried in 2004 by the German historian Haiger that had been scrutinized by
NA staff and judged authentic.[8] By what process had this judgement been reversed
whereby they were now deemed to be forgeries?
The Guardian took the view that “Officials believe this is the most serious case of fraud
of its kind anywhere in the world.” (5 May 2008) In that case, why has no account been

published explaining how such a conclusion had been reached? Quite a lot hinges on
whether these letters are genuine as Allen believed or whether the National Archives has
unaccountably acquired 29 forged letters mysteriously coinciding with those referenced
by Allen. The NA has responded to this crisis by installing security cameras all over the
place.
As a science historian who has spent time perusing old manuscripts and letters, I have
not found it evident that these alleged forgeries are more modern-looking than other NA
wartime letters. In the absence of any chemical tests that would resolve the matter, the
new file created in 2007 by the NA might simply contain wartime letters consulted by
Allen, of a politically inconvenient nature, moved into a different file. One would like
hi-res images of these controversial letters put up onto the web to facilitate a debate.
David Irving pertinently remarked: “the PRO [Public Record Office, now called The
National Archive] evidently did not allow invasive forensic tests on the paper and ink
(which would have slightly damaged the suspect documents); they permitted only the
most superficial external microscopic examinations, so they believed prima facie that
they were genuine. It was the chemical tests which exposed the Hitler Diaries as fakes.
Such tests are conclusive,” adding, “ink-oxidisation analysis will give a good date for
the signatures, if they are fake.” The (unpublished) account by Audrey Giles commented
on how “destructive analysis could be carried out to determine if the inks used on the
documents are consistent with inks used in the 1940s”[9] – so why did nobody ask her to
do that? If the NA really believed the documents had been forged, why would they not
have requested this, given the far-reaching implications of this matter?
A chemical analysis should have been able to show whether the letters are seven or
seventy years old, and should preferably have been done in 2005, to tell whether the
letters were one or two years old, or seventy.
In the absence of such, we may be inclined to accept Irving’s view:
How would a forger know that Martin Allen was going to look in those
particular files, when writing his book, of all the tens of thousands of files in
the PRO? (Assuming, as we must, that he is blameless)…. We are beginning
to learn why the British press has been silent until now about the
documents. Has Ben Fenton been led a final pas de deux by an MI6 coverup team, sluicing away the evidence of wartime dirty tricks? Were gullible
editors warned that the documents might be found to be forged, and ... lo
and behold! A piece of clever damage-control by MI6?
An article by NA manager David Thomas in Archives entitled “Forgery in the
Archives”[10] commented on various forgeries made throughout history, but notably and
despite its title avoided any evaluation of the evidence on the basis of which Allen’s
three books were being dismissed. It merely affirmed that three letterheads on “Ministry
of Information” paper “had been produced using black toner probably from a laser
printer,” with no explanation how such a conclusion had been reached or how one would
tell the difference. He merely echoed the claim made by a journalist and pointed the
finger of accusation at Allen.

One of the controversial Bracken letters.
Source: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk - licensed by N. Kollerstrom
For its story on July 2nd the Telegraph had provided a microscopic image of the edge of
the letterhead print allegedly made using “laser toner,” without specifying which letter
this had come from or giving any comparable image of a more “genuine” historical
letterhead.[11] Once again we may concur with Irving (3 July 2005) that:
Frankly, I thought Dr. Audrey Giles's tests, as published, were rather
primitive, and a disingenuous attempt to blind outsiders with science: for
instance, the 500x magnification of the edge of a printed letterhead (the
Bracken letter) which she claims was produced on a Xerox-type laser
printer, would have been more impressive if she had shown a genuine
Bracken letterhead of that period, and a text which she had produced on a
laser printer for comparison.

We cannot just take her word for it that this is what the dry toner used in
laser printing, when magnified, looks like. (A chemical analysis of the
"toner" would settle that once and for all). And to be honest I could not
"see" the pencil tracing she claims to have found beneath the signatures.
What staggers me is the fact that Audrey Giles, who made this judgement, was not given
any “genuine” signatures by Brendan Bracken to compare: her report stated, “I have not
examined any examples of undisputed signatures of Brendan Bracken in my laboratory.”
Nor, I feel fairly confident in saying, was she given any authentic period notepaper with
“MINISTRY OF INFORMATION” stamped in the top right-hand corner to make the
comparison – before pronouncing strangely about laser toner cartridge.
For ten minutes I gazed at one of the Bracken letters from Brendan Bracken at the
Ministry of Information to the Earl of Selborne, Ministry of Economic Warfare dated 5th
November, 1943 (RW 4/25, formerly in the file HS 8/944). My training as a science
historian has involved not reaching an opinion until one has the authentic, primarysource documents in front of one.
The white letter paper had mottled brownish-yellow colorations from age, more around
its edge than the center, which results from handling; human sweat does this to old
letters. It had been folded across twice, the yellowish discolouration being less at these
fold-lines. The letter was nearly falling in half from the horizontal fold: it had been thus
folded for some decades, I reckoned. The typewriter print was put onto the letter before
it had been folded, as shown by the horizontal fold going through the typed words and
breaking up the print. There were small holes in the letter where the typewriter had
punched the full stops, as old typewriters were liable to do. Three holes had been put
into the left-hand margin, and tiny cracks had grown around them from its having been
kept in a file for some time—not readily fakeable. I inferred that the letter had been kept
in its original folded condition for some time and then some decades ago had holes
punched to file it. Its signature “Brendan Bracken” seemed to me almost identical to
other real signatures by him[12] with no pencil marks around it.

Letterhead of the SIS from FO 371/30913
Source: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk - licensed by N. Kollerstrom
Scrutinizing the signatures of these three letters with a 60 x loupe (a hand-microscope
which brightly illuminates the text), I discerned no trace of pencil tracing, not even
where the ink became faint or thin;[13] nor likewise could I see anything in the “printed
letterhead” (i.e. address on top RHS of letter) to suggest it differed from other wartime
letterheads of the SIS. A laser-inscribed letterhead is made of dots[14] and “type
produced on a laser printer is significantly denser than old letter-press ink.”[15]
That letter was authentic.
This doesn’t mean that all of the NA letters/telegrams deemed to be forgeries are

genuine.[16] It does mean that the case against Allen here collapses.[17]
The NA is averring that three Brendon Bracken letters were made using the same
typewriter as a letter from John Wheeler-Bennett to Sir Robert Bruce Lockhart of May
1945 (w 4/27), this being part of the evidence that they are forgeries. I and my colleague
Jonathan Adams carefully compared the latter to the Bracken letter of May 1945 (W
4/19). It was clearly a different typewriter in our view. We concurred with Irving’s
judgement: certain characters such as the “W” could be seen as different. We thus reject
this argument for forgery.

The Finger of Accusation
In the House of Commons in 2007, the Solicitor General reported that a police
investigation of forgeries at the National Archives had been concluded, and “There was
a realistic prospect of conviction against Martin Allen for a number of criminal
offenses” – however it would be “against the national interest” to do so! The 13-month
(rather low-key and mysterious[18]) police investigation had concluded with no charges
being made, and yet the author was being accused, but in such a way that he could not
appeal or sue for libel and defamation – from the House of Commons!
The Solicitor-General told the Commons, in reply to a question by Norman Baker, that
"There may be sufficient evidence to charge Mr. Allen with three offences: one alleging
forgery, one alleging the use of forged documents and one alleging criminal damage.
Counsel’s advice was based upon the prosecution being able to prove a number of facts."
We never hear a word of this “proof” and I doubt whether it exists. (Hansard, 12th
December, www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm200708/cmhansrd/cm071212
/text/71212w0003.htm)
We've quoted Mr. Fenton as the main source[19] for the now-accepted view (at least
within the British media), that Allen had written fictional history by using forged
documents. But Fenton strangely concluded his July 2nd article: “There is no suggestion
that he was anything but a fall guy for the forgers.” Allen’s view on the matter was
expressed in the US edition of his book:
At some time after he saw the documents, they had been removed and
replaced with exact replicas, clumsily forged to cast doubt on his
discoveries. In the absence of any other public statement by him, this is the
only explanation that Allen is known to have put forward.[20]
Do “clumsily forged” features exist in the collection of NA letters and telegrams now
classified as RW 4/1-29?
Fenton’s view implies that someone went in before Allen and planted the forged letters,
mysteriously knowing which files he was going to consult. Whereas David Thomas at
the NA and the Solicitor-General in the Commons have both accused Martin Allen,
Allen himself surmised that after he had consulted them, someone replaced the letters he
had used with forgeries to discredit him.
The view attributed to Allen is curious: making copies of archive documents is
straightforward at the NA. Allen would have done this with the key wartime letters on
which his book depended. Had anyone wished to replace the old letters with “clumsy
forgeries,” they would surely have been deterred by the prospect of Allen simply
producing his copes of the originals.
At this point we turn to the NA’s “DORIS” system of computer-archive recall

(Document Retrieval Information System). No less than eight documents are alleged to
have been inserted as forgeries into File FO 800/868, known as 'the Robert Bruce
Lockhart papers: PWE Miscellaneous papers.[21] Five of these are to or from Bruce
Lockhart, and all concern the way Himmler was being led up the garden path by British
intel pretending to be interested in his peace offers.

DORIS log for the 'Bruce Lockhart papers: PWE Miscellaneous papers,' file FO
800/868.
Source: www.nationalarchives.gov.uk - licensed by N. Kollerstrom
The names of persons accessing this file are blacked out in the released image of the log
for this file (we do not gather by whom), but police would have seen them. Howard
Davis tells us: “only one person had access to all twelve files since declassification”that person being Martin Allen. If any person did go in and plant the forged letters, as
Fenton suggested, before say 2002-4 when Allen was there, that person must have been
within the NA i.e. they did not go through the normal form-requesting procedure which
logs in one’s card number.
Visitors to the NA reading-room have to submit each paper they bring in to inspection,
and a member of staff continually walks round the tables, so it’s far from credible that an
elderly gent could have brought in a large stash of forged documents and proceeded to
insert them into files. That story is never going to make sense.
The police inquiry lasted thirteen months but reached no conclusion, though it had
access to the complete lists of the persons who had consulted the suspect files between
their becoming publicly available and Allen consulting them in 2004. We gather that
only the names of Allen and his wife Jane showed up on these lists for all twelve files.
The police were looking for a person or group having the required old typewriters and
wartime letter-paper, plus skill in knowing what was going on in Stockholm around
1943: much of the Himmler peace-offer story revolves around the persons there
involved, focusing on the British Ambassador to Sweden Victor Mallett. It wouldn’t
have taken the Detective Inspector long to conclude that only SIS could fit that bill, and
he didn’t want to get tangled up with them – so he dropped the case.
The police investigation of this forgery was very low-key[22]: no crime was committed,
no one was charged, the action appearing as an endeavor to construct some impression
of objectivity, of an outside source investigating the matter. The NA had been leaned on,
and had obligingly reached the required conclusion – at the price of undermining the
integrity of their data collection.

Non-Itemized Files?

The story as we have been told it assumes that the NA has not itemized its files for
contents, which strains credulity. Within each file there may be half a dozen folders,
each with one or many pages. Sensitive letters which have been kept secret for fifty
years (released or “declassified” in the mid-1990s) must surely have been microfilmed,
and each folder within a file recorded somewhere. To establish the case against Allen that he or some colleague had planted forged documents, into the NA files - it would
only have been necessary to produce these itemized lists showing what was in the files:
did these include the 29 letters/telegrams? It would have been dead easy. But clearly,
they could not do that.
On July 1st, the day before the Telegraph story appeared, NA manager Howard Davies
wrote cryptically:
---‘s main concern was if SIS (Secret Intelligence Service) were being
accused of having perpetrated the forgeries and I reassured him that, as far
as we knew, nobody was making that accusation, and that Ben Fenton’s
theory was that the forgeries, if such they be, were placed on the file after
the records came to Kew.
(Head of Inspection and Client Management at NA writing to his colleague David
Thomas on how SIS had formerly held the relevant FO docs, before they were
transferred to the NA) This tells us that the NA has had to accept, rather suddenly, that it
owned forged documents – and this was not up for debate. On the question of who
would get blamed, Ben Fenton’s “theory” is having to be accepted by the NA.
The archives tell us that the file HS 8/944 (one of the allegedly forged letters) was
transferred to the NA from the SIS in 2004. That is only just before Allen consulted it
for his 2005 book! The most important file for our story is FO 800/868, from which 8
letters/telegrams were removed and reclassified in 2007 as RW 4/13-20. Howard Davis’s
note added: “FCO asked SIS about papers related to Himmler in FO 800/868 and the
sensitivity reviewer who examined the file for them before transfer could not recall any.”
Someone in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office asked Special Intel Service about
the letters, and a “sensitivity reviewer” (who decides when secret files can be
declassified) failed to recall! The absurd implication here is that SIS had not itemized its
top-secret files, whereby they could have checked what was in them.
A question would remain, why the present file FO 800/868 should have needed to be
classified for fifty years, if it did not contain any of the letters alluded to by Allen? It has
five main folders in it, some with letters by PWE, the Political Warfare Executive, and it
is hard to see what would need to be top-secret about them.

The Thesis of Martin Allen
Should anyone wish to itemize the sequence of peace offers made by Germany to Britain
through the course of World War II, then I suggest the first question they need to ask is:
are the books of Martin Allen correct? His trilogy has argued that Britain was interested
in these peace offers only “by way of deception,” in pretending an interest in order to
undermine the German government - and induce it to attack Russia! [Note: Allen's
second book was published in German as Churchills Friedensfalle (Churchill’s Peace
Trap) but in the English edition this became The Hitler-Hess Deception – slight
difference of emphasis!][23]
His third book’s Chapter 3 entitled “British Intelligence Subverts Hitler’s Peaceable
Intent” explained how the German peace offers “all failed because the British authorities
had no intention of negotiating peace with leading Nazis.” (p.82) A problem arose in that

“Numerous eminent international figures offered themselves as intermediaries, wishing
to impart to the British authorities important peace offers from the pinnacle of the
German leadership. These eminent persons ranged right across the political, religious
and diplomatic spectrum, from the Pope to General Franco, the German ambassador in
Washington, and the King of Sweden.”
If that is too shocking, I suggest perusing the bulky file FO 371/30913, which concerns
this topic. It starts with a PWE document of June 30, 1942 entitled “Germany: Possible
peace Offensive.” This delves into the tactics of deception: “There may be launched
from Germany next autumn a serious peace offensive. Discuss measures for dealing with
and profiting from it. …Considers the probable state of German morale, and the groups
in Germany of which account needs to be taken.” The authorities may not have liked
Allen’s book, but further debate is here surely needed.
A Dr. Fox who had previously worked at the NA wrote to The Telegraph on the 7th July
2005 explaining why Allen’s history was flawed:
There is another point why the idea of a British plot to assassinate Himmler
is preposterous. Of all the Third Reich leaders who fell into Allied hands,
the one who possessed virtually all of the key information about the Third
Reich was indeed Reichsführer-SS Heinrich Himmler. Killing him was the
equivalent to the crime of killing the goose that could have laid the golden
egg of the century.
Yes indeed, but for that very reason, did he not have to die? A false narrative was to be
laid down at Nuremberg, and his testimony there might have seriously undermined it.
Barely one year after Allen’s book was published, wartime documents subsequently
declassified endorsed his central and shocking thesis whereby Churchill approved of
Himmler’s murder:
According to British war cabinet minutes released in 2006, Winston
Churchill advocated Himmler's assassination. In response to Himmler's
attempts to open peace overtures with the Allies in 1945 through Count
Bernadotte, Churchill enquired if they should negotiate with Himmler and
bump him off later. “Quite entitled to do so,” said Churchill. This
suggestion met with some support from the British Home Office.
A copy of this letter is in file RW 4/30 p.9 (Wiki, “Death of Himmler”).[24] In that case,
what is there unacceptable about Allen’s thesis? Allen’s last book enjoys a list of
glowing four- and five-star reviews on Amazon that will leave other authors green with
envy. Here is one of them:
This is a stunningly revelatory book. Who would have believed that in the
approx 15 months following the outbreak of World War Two, Adolf Hitler
made no fewer than 16 attempts at peace to the British, as confirmed by a
Foreign Office report to Roosevelt entitled `The Peaceable Attempts
1939-41', and marked `For the President's Eyes Only"?
When Hitler gave up trying, author Allen then reveals that Himmler
(without Hitler's knowledge) continued the process - unsuccessfully as we
now know. By the war's end however, Himmler, the icon of evil to many,
knew too much and was dispatched with a poisoned sandwich supplied by
SOE....
For the purveyors of the modern proscribed [sic. read, “prescribed”]
version of history, the scores of revelations in this book - seemingly

supported by documents in the National Archives at Kew and Kensington must find this book extremely unsettling. Little wonder that when this book
first appeared in 2005, drastic damage control measures were initiated. Fake
documents were planted in the archives, the press tipped off, and a general
campaign of discrediting Allen was launched in the media.
Allen, as the publisher's blurb asserts, is extremely well informed. The book
reads easily, and Allen competently navigates the reader through the
labyrinthian world of under-cover diplomacy and the perpetual game of
move and counter-move of the intelligence agencies.
Undoubtedly an important book - introducing new material so heretical it
would have guaranteed the author a visit to the stake 500 years ago. (by
“Frank D”)
Without wishing to contradict anything here, I do not find it self-evident that fake
documents have been planted. I agree that Victor Mallett’s signature in these letters is
different from his signature on other letters in the NA,[25] which is a start, but maybe
not quite enough.
Another reviewer, “Semper Veritas,” put the anguished question:
This is a book which indicates something of the hidden intrigue and
duplicity of Governments. It is small wonder that 60 years afterwards, when
Martin Allen had found documentary evidence and published those in his
book that there are howls of 'forged documents' – to try and play down the
information that has come to light. Why cannot the British Government, 60
years after the end of World War II, declare what really happened all those
years ago?
Why indeed?

Post Scriptum
By Germar Rudolf
In August of 2009, I was contacted by a friend who wanted me to meet a special person
for a luncheon. That person turned out to be German historian Dr. Olaf Rose. During that
lunch, he told me, among other things, that he managed to get in touch with Martin
Allen and, having gained his confidence, was told by Mr. Allen some very revealing
facts regarding the matter described above by Dr. Kollerstrom.
First, when Mr. Allen was informed about criminal investigation being conducted on the
forgery of the documents in question, he assured his full cooperation. Among other
things, Mr. Allen made available photocopies which he had made of the relevant
documents. A comparison between those photocopies and the presumed "originals" – or
rather forgeries – in the archive revealed that the punch holes visible on Mr. Allen's
photocopies did not match those on the forgeries, which, however, showed faint traces of
these original punch holes on the paper. It was concluded that Mr. Allen did indeed
photocopy originals, but that those originals were later removed and replaced by
photocopies of these originals, made on modern paper with a modern photocopier.
Hence, someone who strongly disliked Mr. Allen's historical revelations and who had
the means to mess with archival documents with impunity went to great length to
discredit Mr. Allen by replacing the originals with photocopies, and presumably

destroying the originals.
No criminal proceedings were ever initiated against Mr. Allen, because he could prove
that the forged documents in the archives were placed there after he had copied the
originals. The fact that the entire case was shelved without any further investigation
against the perpetrator(s) proves that the investigating authorities were ordered by
individuals higher up in the hierarchy not to pursue the case any further.
It is therefore safe to assume that the originals were destroyed and removed by
government agencies in an attempt to ruin Mr. Allen's reputation and to prevent any
further revision of WWII historiography.
Mr. Allen, thoroughly intimidated by the unscrupulous conduct of Her Majesty's
government, decided to play it safe and not to speak out.
March 31, 2017
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Woodrow Wilson's "Second Personality" | CODOH
by Ralph Raico

Wherever blame for the war might lie, for the immense majority of Americans in 1914 it
was just another of the European horrors from which our policy of neutrality, set forth by
the Founding Fathers of the Republic, had kept us free. Pašić, Sazonov, Conrad,
Poincaré, Moltke, Edward Grey, and the rest – these were the men our Fathers had
warned us against. No conceivable outcome of the war could threaten an invasion of our
vast and solid continental base. We should thank a merciful Providence, which gave us
this blessed land and impregnable fortress, that America, at least, would not be drawn
into the senseless butchery of the Old World. That was unthinkable.
However, in 1914 the president of the United States was Thomas Woodrow Wilson.
The term most frequently applied to Woodrow Wilson nowadays is “idealist.” In
contrast, the expression “power-hungry” is rarely used. Yet a scholar not unfriendly to
him has written of Wilson that “he loved, craved, and in a sense glorified power.”
Musing on the character of the US government while he was still an academic, Wilson
wrote: “I cannot imagine power as a thing negative and not positive.”[1] Even before he
entered politics, he was fascinated by the power of the presidency and how it could be
augmented by meddling in foreign affairs and dominating overseas territories. The war
with Spain and the American acquisition of colonies in the Caribbean and across the
Pacific were welcomed by Wilson as productive of salutary changes in our federal
system. “The plunge into international politics and into the administration of distant
dependencies” had already resulted in “the greatly increased power and opportunity for
constructive statesmanship given the President.”
When foreign affairs play a prominent part in the politics and policy of a
nation, its Executive must of necessity be its guide: must utter every initial
judgment, take every first step of action, supply the information upon which
it is to act, suggest and in large measure control its conduct. The President
of the United States is now [in 1900], as of course, at the front of affairs....
There is no trouble now about getting the President's speeches printed and
read, every word.... The government of dependencies must be largely in his
hands. Interesting things may come of this singular change.
Wilson looked forward to an enduring “new leadership of the Executive,” with even the
heads of Cabinet departments exercising “a new influence upon the action of
Congress.”[2]
In large part Wilson's reputation as an idealist is traceable to his incessantly professed
love of peace. Yet as soon as he became president, prior to leading the country into the
First World War, his actions in Latin America were anything but pacific. Even Arthur S.
Link (whom Walter Karp referred to as the keeper of the Wilsonian flame) wrote, of
Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean: “the years from 1913 to 1921 [Wilson's
years in office] witnessed intervention by the State Department and the navy on a scale
that had never before been contemplated, even by such alleged imperialists as Theodore
Roosevelt and William Howard Taft.” The protectorate extended over Nicaragua, the
military occupation of the Dominican Republic, the invasion and subjugation of Haiti
(which cost the lives of some 2,000 Haitians) were landmarks of Wilson's policy.[3] All
was enveloped in the haze of his patented rhetoric of freedom, democracy, and the rights

of small nations. The Pan-American Pact which Wilson proposed to our southern
neighbors guaranteed the “territorial integrity and political independence” of all the
signatories. Considering Wilson's persistent interference in the affairs of Mexico and
other Latin states, this was hypocrisy in the grand style.[4]

Never elected to public office, Edward House nonetheless became the second most
powerful man in the country in domestic and especially foreign affairs until virtually the
end of Wilson's administration. Photo taken in 1920.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The most egregious example of Wilson's bellicose interventionism before the European
war was in Mexico. Here his attempt to manipulate the course of a civil war lead to the
fiascoes of Tampico and Vera Cruz.
In April, 1914, a group of American sailors landed their ship in Tampico without
permission of the authorities and were arrested. As soon as the Mexican commander
heard of the incident, he had the Americans released and sent a personal apology. That
would have been the end of the affair “had not the Washington administration been
looking for an excuse to provoke a fight,” in order to benefit the side Wilson favored in
the civil war. The American admiral in charge demanded from the Mexicans a 21-gun
salute to the American flag; Washington backed him up, issuing an ultimatum insisting
on the salute, on pain of dire consequences. Naval units were ordered to seize Vera Cruz.

The Mexicans resisted, 126 Mexicans were killed, close to 200 wounded (according to
the US figures), and, on the American side, 19 were killed and 71 wounded. In
Washington, plans were being made for a full-scale war against Mexico, where in the
meantime both sides in the civil war denounced Yanqui aggression. Finally, mediation
was accepted; in the end, Wilson lost his bid to control Mexican politics.[5]
Two weeks before the assassination of the archduke, Wilson delivered an address on
Flag Day. His remarks did not bode well for American abstention in the coming war.
Asking what the flag would stand for in the future, Wilson replied: “for the just use of
undisputed national power ... for self-possession, for dignity, for the assertion of the right
of one nation to serve the other nations of the world.” As president, he would “assert the
rights of mankind wherever this flag is unfurled.”[6]
Wilson's alter ego, a major figure in bringing the United States into the European War,
was Edward Mandell House. House, who bore the honorific title of “Colonel,” was
regarded as something of a “Man of Mystery” by his contemporaries. Never elected to
public office, he nonetheless became the second most powerful man in the country in
domestic and especially foreign affairs until virtually the end of Wilson's administration.
House began as a businessman in Texas, rose to leadership in the Democratic politics of
that state, and then on the national stage. In 1911, he attached himself to Wilson, then
Governor of New Jersey and an aspiring candidate for president. The two became the
closest of collaborators, Wilson going so far as to make the bizarre public statement that:
“Mr. House is my second personality. He is my independent self. His thoughts and mine
are one.”[7]
Light is cast on the mentality of this “man of mystery” by a futuristic political novel
House published in 1912, Philip Dru: Administrator. It is a work that contains odd
anticipations of the role the Colonel would help Wilson play.[8] In this peculiar
production, the title hero leads a crusade to overthrow the reactionary and oppressive
money-power that rules the United States. Dru is a veritable messiah-figure: “He comes
panoplied in justice and with the light of reason in his eyes. He comes as the advocate of
equal opportunity and he comes with the power to enforce his will.” Assembling a great
army, Dru confronts the massed forces of evil in a titanic battle (close to Buffalo, New
York): “human liberty has never more surely hung upon the outcome of any conflict than
it does upon this.” Naturally, Dru triumphs, and becomes “the Administrator of the
Republic,” assuming “the powers of a dictator.” So unquestionably pure is his cause that
any attempt to “foster” the reactionary policies of the previous government “would be
considered seditious and would be punished by death.” Besides fashioning a new
Constitution for the United States and creating a welfare state, Dru joins with leaders of
the other great powers to remake the world order, bringing freedom, peace, and justice to
all mankind.[9] A peculiar production, suggestive of a very peculiar man, the second
most important man in the country.
Wilson utilized House as his personal confidant, advisor, and emissary, bypassing his
own appointed and congressionally scrutinized officials. It was somewhat similar to the
position that Harry Hopkins would fill for Franklin Roosevelt some 20 years later.
When the war broke out, Wilson implored his fellow citizens to remain neutral even in
word and thought. This was somewhat disingenuous, considering that his whole
administration, except for the poor baffled secretary of state, William Jennings Bryan,
was pro-Allied from the start. The president and most of his chief subordinates were
dyed-in-the-wool Anglophiles. Love of England and all things English was an intrinsic
part of their sense of identity. With England threatened, even the chief justice of the
United States Supreme Court, Edward D. White, voiced the impulse to leave for Canada
to volunteer for the British armed forces. By September 1914, the British ambassador in

Washington, Cecil Spring-Rice, was able to assure Edward Grey, that Wilson had an
“understanding heart” for England's problems and difficult position.[10]
This ingrained bias of the American political class and social elite was galvanized by
British propaganda. On August 5, 1914, the Royal Navy cut the cables linking the
United States and Germany. Now news for America had to be funneled through London,
where the censors shaped and trimmed reports for the benefit of their government.
Eventually, the British propaganda apparatus in the First World War became the greatest
the world had seen to that time; later it was a model for the Nazi Propaganda Minster
Joseph Goebbels. Philip Knightley noted:
British efforts to bring the United States into the war on the Allied side
penetrated every phase of American life.... It was one of the major
propaganda efforts of history, and it was conducted so well and so secretly
that little about it emerged until the eve of the Second World War, and the
full story is yet to be told.
Already in the first weeks of the war, stories were spread of the ghastly “atrocities” the
Germans were committing in Belgium.[11] But the Hun, in the view of American
supporters of England's cause, was to show his most hideous face at sea.
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Robert H. Ferrell, in American Diplomacy: A History, 3rd ed. (New York: W.
W. Norton, 1975), pp. 470–71, could find nothing to object to in the secret
propaganda effort to embroil the United States in a world war. It was simply
part of “the arts of peaceful persuasion,” of “Public Relations,” he claimed to
believe, since “there is nothing wrong with one country representing its cause
to another country.” One wonders what Ferrell would have said to a similar
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The cover of David Cole's Republican Party Animal
Republican Party Animal is a layered chronicle of David Cole’s short but storied public
career as a “Jewish Holocaust denier” and of his equally unlikely “second life” as David
Stein, when he would come to play an influential role as an event organizer and Op-Ed
dynamo among the guarded ranks of Hollywood conservatives before having his
heretical past exposed by a vindictive ex-girlfriend. The dual biographical narratives
converge in a morally conflicted tale of downfall and personal reinvention, of
intersecting identities and of consequences wrought in the whirlwind momentum of a
life less ordinary.
Cole’s telling is breezy, surefooted, and entertaining throughout; he gives the impression
of a natural raconteur, punctuating his episodic memoir with revealing anecdotes, ironic
observations, and self-effacing humor, all while providing the kind of sympathetic yet
critical discussion of Holocaust revisionism that, coming from a reputable imprint with
wide distribution, is rare if not unprecedented.
“I will most likely come off as an asshole in this book,” Cole announces at the outset.

And while I suspect that will indeed be the conclusion of certain readers (including one
well known magazine editor who has since threatened legal action), it isn’t mine.

No Country for Jewish Revisionists
Cole’s curious – and curiosity-driven – initiation into the intellectual quick (though
never the dominant political culture) of Holocaust revisionism started off, as he tells it,
“innocently enough,” in the late 80s as a capricious detour during his youthful
adventures train-hopping political movements for kicks and edification. Being intrigued
by IHR co-founder David McCalden’s category-defying ideological profile as “a militant
atheist, an Irish nationalist, and a Holocaust revisionist,” Cole wrote to him asking for
literature and information. When McCalden instead showed up at Cole’s doorstep in
full-on confrontational mode (he thought Cole was “a ‘Jewish infiltrator’ trying to cozy
up to him for nefarious purposes”), Cole assured him that he was sincere and there was
an apparent meeting of minds. Following this encounter, Cole read McCalden’s handpicked literature and found it to be “[i]ncredibly amateur crap.” Yet he was left with
questions. “The problem” he discerned, was that “mainstream historians would never
address revisionist concerns, and the revisionists, for the most part, were sloppy and
(mostly) ideologically motivated.”
Preoccupied, Cole soon went to visit McCalden, only to receive the news that the guy
had died of AIDS, leaving behind a massive collection of books and private
correspondence that, by default, fell into Cole’s possession. Whatever inchoate doubts or
questions Cole had entertained about the standard Holocaust historiography, it seems fair
to surmise that his “identity” as a non-dogmatic Holocaust revisionist crystallized in the
months-long binge of immersive reading that followed. I imagine it was with some
nostalgia that Cole recalls his underground education:
I rented an apartment with two stories so that I could devote one entire floor
just to the books. And I read every single one of them, making notes,
bookmarking pages, and indulging in what would become, in less than a
decade, the lost art of reading hard-copy books without a computer in sight.
By the early to mid-90s, Cole would be riding a wave of public notoriety as an intrepid,
Hollywood-bred independent researcher and documentary filmmaker making the rounds
on daytime TV talk shows professing informed skepticism about the received history of
the Holocaust. In those days, which I remember too well, Cole could be seen alongside
IHR spokesman Mark Weber on the Montel Williams Show (where, in an ironic twist
recounted in Republican Party Animal, his appearance led to the reunion of two
Holocaust survivors – brothers who had lost contact after the war, each assuming the
worst about the other’s fate). He appeared with CODOH founder Bradley Smith and
Skeptic editor Michael Shermer on a rather tense episode of Donahue. He even went on
the Morton Downey Junior Show, where he suffered the late host’s outrageous nicotineexpectorating spleen with pluck.
The first and most conspicuous thing that distinguished Cole from other Holocaust
revisionists (as they were still referred to in those days, when the artifice of civility had
yet to give way to the “denier” shibboleth), was, of course, the fact that he was, perhaps
more than nominally, Jewish. Cole’s Jewish identity was at once a hook and a problem.
On the one hand, his Jew-cred ingratiated him to many revisionists who understandably
wanted, for the most part sincerely, to disassociate their work from the thick funk of
anti-Semitism that surrounded it. On the other hand, the specter of a “Jewish Holocaust
revisionist” rankled the guardians of orthodoxy for whom the public image of a Jewish
gas chamber skeptic presented a dangerous rift in a carefully crafted Manichean

narrative that had long served to marginalize and stigmatize – and across certain borders,
criminalize – critical engagement with what I like to call “the other side of genocide.”
But it wasn’t all talk-show theater. Because the second, and ultimately more important,
thing that set Cole apart from other revisionists was his knack for getting his hands dirty.
He conducted – and documented – on-site investigations in the “Holiest of Holies”
where the worst conveyor-belt atrocities were believed (“by all the best people” as
Bradley would have it) to have gone down. Cole's groundbreaking guerilla Auschwitz
documentary, David Cole Interviews Dr. Franciszek Piper remains a case in point.
Rather than simply lay contextualizing narration over the usual stock footage of
marching brownshirts and bulldozed corpses, Cole did what other revisionists, a few
notable exceptions notwithstanding, would not – and to be fair, could not – do; he visited
ground-zero and critically examined the physical structure of what was then presented to
tourists as a homicidal gas chamber in its “original state.” Cole put questions to the
museum staff and even scored a groundbreaking interview with then-curator Dr.
Franciszek Piper – who, at little prompting, admitted what revisionists alone had long
contended – that the “gas chamber” displayed to tourists as the genuine article was in
fact a postwar “reconstruction” (though of course, revisionists would more likely call it a
“fake”). While other revisionists buried their noses in books (which is, of course,
important), Cole took matters into his own hands. He was inquisitive. He was tenacious.
He was clever. And just as important, he had the testicular brass – and the “Jew face” –
to go where others feared to tread.
To Phil Donahue, Cole was “the Antichrist” (seriously, Donahue called him that, to his
face!). To professional “Skeptic” Michael Shermer, he was a “meta-ideologue,” or what
we might now call a high-functioning troll, who reveled in the role of the contrarian,
stirring up trouble “for the hell of it.” To revisionist king-of-the-mountain Robert
Faurisson, he was a dangerous upstart, a loose cannon who couldn’t be trusted to toe the
line. To Irv Rubin – crucially, the late Irv Rubin – David Cole was something worse.
Cole’s history with the man whom, from the other side of eternity, he describes as the
“lovable and murderous head of the Jewish Defense League” began in a violent
altercation when Rubin tried to shove Cole down a section of stairs at a 1991 UCLA
speaking engagement. It ended, more or less, a few years later when a threat of mortal
violence changed the course of Cole’s life. The pivotal turn – or plot point, since we’re
in Hollywood – came in late 1997, when, for a variety of reasons, Cole had more or less
absconded from his public dalliance with revisionism. That’s when, “[f]or reasons
known only to him,” Rubin took to the nascent World Wide Web to place a $25,000
bounty on Cole’s head.
Evoking the lurid prose-style of a forgotten dime-store pulp novel, Rubin’s
accompanying screed described Cole as “a low-lying snake that slithers from dark place
to dark place, [spreading] his venom to innocent victims.” And when Rubin fulminated
that “an evil monster like this does not deserve to live on this earth,” it wasn’t mere
bluster; it was an incitement. Rubin had long been suspected of (and has since been
implicated in) a number of arson attacks and fire bombings directed against revisionists
and revisionist organizations so there was every reason to believe that he – or more
likely one of his psychotic JDL lackeys – might rise to the task. Like the leader of some
torch-wielding mob in an old horror film, Rubin wanted to kill the monster, not
metaphorically, but literally. And he offered cash money to anyone who would do the
bloodwork or provide information to make it easier. “This world would be a happier
place, indeed,” the avuncular zealot declared, “when all the Jew-baiters and Jew-haters
have disappeared, especially the most vicious hater of them all, David Cole.”
But the event proved to be fateful rather than fatal. There’s been a good deal of hazy

speculation over just what happened, with some people, myself included, speculating
that Cole’s subsequent “recantation” (such a silly word to use in the 21st century) was
ghostwritten by Rubin and signed under duress, and with others suspecting that Cole’s
public declaration might have been, if not sincere, at least in line with what seemed to be
his increasingly ambivalent stance toward revisionism. The truth as revealed in Cole’s
book, is shaded grey.
In short, Cole took the threat seriously. He considered going to the police but rejected
that option because of the unwanted publicity it would entail. In the end, he opted to
simply call up his bête noir and offer up an unequivocal, notarized recantation in
exchange for his life. He wrote it himself. It was bullshit, of course, but it also provided
a way out. A clean break from the public existence he had entered with perhaps too
much reckless disregard for what might follow.
In Republican Party Animal he is clear that “The recantation was Cole’s ‘death.’ ”
I had already left revisionism, so I figured why not “kill” Cole, especially if
it saves my actual hide. Once someone like Cole recants, there’s no going
back. Your credibility is shot. If you try to recant your recantation, people
will always wonder, “was he lying then, or is he lying now?” I agreed to the
recantation not just to get the bounty removed, but to burn all Cole bridges.
I knew that the revisionists who were already getting pissed at me in 1995
would truly hate me when they read what I gave Rubin. I wanted to “kill”
Cole in a way that would make it impossible for me to go back.
But David Cole didn’t die, literally or figuratively. It might be more accurate to say that
he receded, only to resurface as the script demanded. It remains an open question
whether Cole’s ensuing life adventure resolves in measures of liberation and redemption
or in desolation and ruin. Unlike a Hollywood script, life isn’t so tidy.

Toasting Team America
As the curtain closes on the first act, Cole finds himself in a funk, “limping back to
square one.” When a fashion-mad actress-girlfriend leaves him spiraling in debt, he
spends some time “pining and whining” before eventually moving on to some shady but
apparently lucrative Internet business ventures where he cynically leverages his by-thenencyclopedic knowledge of Holocaust history to play “both sides” for what financial
gain could be had. Having for practical reasons already adopted his new identity as
“David Stein,” he invents other pseudonyms – “one to sell books and videos to
Holocaust studies departments around the world, and one to sell books and videos to
revisionists.” And the vultures, from both sides, take the bait.
Cole’s account of what might be considered his transitional phase is tinged with moral
ambivalence and, ultimately, regret. “The truth is, I can’t defend it,” he writes at one
point. “The only thing I can say is that after I was forced out of the field by the death
threats of the JDL and the lies of people like Shermer [more on Michael Shermer later –
CS], I had to emotionally divorce myself from the subject matter…. unlike my
revisionist work, which I’ll still defend, and unlike my conservative work, which I’ll still
defend, I can’t defend the period in between.”
Following this episode, Cole soon walks into another bad relationship, adopts yet
another name (“David Harvey,” if you’re keeping track), and pulls off another deathfaking caper, this time to escape the physically abusive clutches of a woman he now
refers to only as “the Beast.” Then he goes off the grid, ensconcing himself in the beach
city environs of El Segundo, where he soon becomes restless. Teaming up with a fellow

film editor referred to as “Fat Frank,” Cole eventually re-enters his old turf to do some
shadow revisionist – or quasi-revisionist – work, shooting a still-unreleased interview
with Mel Gibson’s dad (!), making a short documentary about the persecution of Ernst
Zündel and Germar Rudolf, and ghostwriting an important free-speech manifesto
entitled “Historians Behind Bars.”
In the course of “one thing leads to another,” Cole’s friendship with Fat Frank leads to a
friendship with actor Larry Thomas, best known for his role as the “Soup Nazi” on
Seinfeld, which leads to a relationship with a blonde vixen, which leads to a bout with
erectile dysfunction, which leads, fatefully, to yet another bad bet romance, this time
with a “six-foot-tall redhead with an amazingly big smile” named Rosie – the actressmodel who would eventually play a key role in blowing David Stein’s cover. If
Republican Party Animal were film noir, I guess Rosie would get billing as the femme
fatale – except that by most accounts she was bad news from the start. One inescapable
conclusion to be gleaned from Republican Party Animal is that David Cole has
abominably bad judgment when it comes to the ladies.
While Cole’s introduction to revisionism is clearly delineated in Republican Party
Animal, it is somewhat less clear how he came to identify as a “South Park
conservative.” He provides a hint that the Left’s shambolic response to the end of the
Cold War in 1989 might have been a germinal factor, but it is almost in passing that he
mentions, in a prelude to a discussion of his involvement (working with the legendary
Budd Schulberg) in the restoration of Pare Lorentz’s 1946 documentary Nuremberg, that
he had “over the years” somehow found time to pen a number of conservative (mostly
anti-Islamist) op-eds for the L.A. Times under yet another “revolving series of
pseudonyms.”
The lack of a clear-cut conservative origin story is a point of minor frustration for me if
only because during my brief correspondence with Cole in the mid-90s, I had come
away with the impression that he identified as a liberal. Maybe it was his abortion rights
activism, or maybe it was his outspoken atheism (which he now disavows, also without
much explanation) that tripped me, but when the stories broke about l’affaire Cole-Stein,
my first thought was: David Cole is a Republican?
No matter, Cole seems sincere. “I don’t mind being defined by what I’m against,” he
explains, “And I’m against the left.” More insightfully, he goes on to distinguish
ideology from principle:
Principle is not the same as ideology. As an example, Islamism—the set of
beliefs adhered to by Muslims who want to impose their worldview on
others—is an ideology. But opposition to Islamism isn’t necessarily an
ideology. It can be, but not by necessity. One can oppose banning women
from voting or driving on principle. You can be right, left, moderate, or
totally apolitical, and still, on principle, say “that’s a bad and oppressive
idea.” The fact that I dismiss ideology and ideologues doesn’t mean I don’t
have principles, and it doesn’t mean that I don’t care passionately about
them. And, generally speaking, the right side of the spectrum, more often
than not, reflects my principles.
Fair enough, then. Cole is a conservative as a matter of principle, not as a matter of
dogma. He’s more PJ O’Rourke than Russ Kirk. More Hayek than Rand. I get it. I even
sort of agree.
The same hands-on approach that had distinguished Cole’s career as a revisionist
researcher would prove instrumental in guiding his meteoric rise in the demimonde of
Hollywood conservatives – or “Friends of Abe” as he came to know them. So successful

was he in navigating this semi-secretive social network that after proving his mettle as a
party organizer in various settings he would brand his own offshoot organization, the
“Republican Party Animals,” hosting liquor-doused GOP fundraisers that were attended
by outspoken and semi-closeted rightwing celebrities, pundits, and proles.
Cole took careful notes along the way and while I suppose his insider’s account of so
many soirees and mixers will be chum for certain political junkies, I personally would
have preferred more in the way of a sketch. As it stands, Cole’s reminiscences about this
period of his life seem burdened by a surfeit of anecdote – too much detail at all turns,
too much dwelling on interpersonal contretemps. But while I can’t shake the sense that a
measure of time and distance would have advised finer editorial discretion, the truth is I
have yet to read an autobiography that doesn’t suffer from this tendency. It may be that
the occasional pangs of boredom I felt in reading Cole’s play-by-play can be chalked up
to selective incuriosity. I felt the same way about Jim Goad’s Shit Magnet, and Goad is
one of my favorite writers.

Telling All
The Feral House promotional copy pitches Republican Party Animal as a kind of insidepolitics-inside-Hollywood tell-all. And indeed, there’s scuttlebutt on offer if that’s your
fix.
On the revisionist side of the aisle, we learn, or we are reminded, that David McCalden –
the guy who played a formative role in introducing Cole to revisionist theory – was a
sexual as well as intellectual outlaw who gave his wife AIDS (before dying of it himself)
back when a viral load meant a one-way ticket to the morgue. We learn – or we are
reminded – that Robert Faurisson, was sufficiently pinpricked by Cole’s ungovernable
audacity that he huffed and puffed and spread rumors that Cole was a “World Jewish
Congress infiltrator.” (Cole’s grave sin, incidentally, was to break with revisionist dogma
by broadcasting his opinion that the Natzweiler gas chamber in France, unlike those on
display at Auschwitz, Mauthausen, Dachau, etc., was the real deal, albeit a highly
eccentric outlier in the scheme of the received mass-gassing narrative.)
Aside from such morsels, however, Cole’s recollections about his exploits among the
maligned revisionist milieu are mostly reflective, evenhanded, and often fond. He gives
David Irving due credit as a once-formidable narrative historian with a narcissistic
penchant for self-sabotage. He expresses warm regard for CODOH-founder Bradley
Smith (“we don’t agree on everything, but he’s a lifelong friend”), and his thoughts on
certain egregiously persecuted revisionists (or, in some instances, “deniers”; Cole insists
upon the distinction) are presented with judicious attention to the underlying free-speech
travesty that somehow still eludes many outspoken civil libertarians. Ernst Zündel
(whom Cole describes as a “denier,” again if you’re keeping a ledger) is a good example.
Cole appraises the repeatedly imprisoned German-Canadian pamphleteer as a harmless
crank who “really loves Hitler,” yet he channels Voltaire in voicing unqualified support
for a man who has spent a significant part of his adult life behind bars, often in solitary
confinement, for what can only be described as thoughtcrime. “I never said anything in
support of his views,” Cole writes, “but I supported his right to be free from prosecution
for simply writing a book, and I still do. On that subject, I’d stand with him again
today.” Cole is equally resolute in his defense of Germar Rudolf (“revisionist”), a
German chemist who was extradited from his legal residence in the United States to be
locked up for years in a German cell, all for the “crime” of writing about blue stains on
old concrete.
Turning to the celebrities and politicos on the other side of the aisle, Cole’s grievances

are moderate and his gossip is less salacious than I would have expected. John Voight
comes off as a harmless lush. Gary Sinese is a “mensch” with some unknown skeletons
in his closet. D-listers Pat Boone and Victoria Jackson are unsurprisingly depicted as
conspiracy-mongering loons. Clint Eastwood is aloof in a good way. Kelsey Grammer is
aloof in a creepy way. David Horowitz is described as “a huge dick” who “reacts to a
request to shake hands as most men would to a request to grab the penis of a rotting
corpse.” There’s a blowjob story featuring Oliver Stone’s batshit crazy son. There’s a
funny story about Michael Reagan’s war on gophers. And, yeah, it turns out that Cole’s
deadbeat dad was “apparently” the doctor who served Elvis that fatal dose of Demerol.
Gotta mention that.
You might think that Cole’s harshest score-settling would come in for Rosie and the
Lolita-chasing neocon-cum-Disney-scripting hack with whom she tag-teamed to out
David Stein as a Holocaust denier … in which case you would have another think
coming. Because the dirtiest dirt in Republican Party Animal is reserved not for the
people who exposed Stein as Cole (nor for Irv Rubin, the man who tried to have Cole
murdered), but for an accused rapist (as Cole never tires of emphasizing, for reasons
more subtle than they first appear) who has for some time served as “the media’s go-to
guy for the selective skepticism of hipsters who hang out in coffee shops in Silverlake.”
Let’s warm up with a bit that made me laugh:
After Shermer contacted me, we hung out a few times. The first time I was
at his house, he asked me if I’d like any coffee. I drank coffee religiously in
those days (my pre-alcohol days), so I said yes. And Shermer proceeded to
re-heat a pot of coffee that was stone cold, presumably brewed that
morning, hours ago.
“Uh, can you maybe brew up some fresh?”
“No need, it’s just as good reheated.”
Sometimes, it’s the little things that matter as much as the big ones when
you’re trying to gauge someone’s intelligence. Here was a supposed
“scientist” with no concept of how fresh-brewed coffee gets worse when it
gets cold.
Cole goes on to describe Skeptic editor Michael Shermer as “one of the most dishonest
human beings I have ever known,” and he has the goods – specifically transcripts of
recorded phone conversations – to back up his spleen. It’s little surprise that Shermer
unleashed his lawyers in an unsuccessful bid to prevent Cole’s book from being
published. What’s more surprising is that the man still enjoys his inflated reputation after
being so thoroughly exposed as a mendacious opportunist who repeatedly betrayed and
libeled Cole and who has deceitfully misrepresented his – and other revisionists’ – work
at every conceivable turn. I won’t go into detail about just what dirt Cole has against
“Shermy,” but I will say that his prolonged and hyper-documented animadversion is
worth the cover price.
So there’s juice for those who come a-lookin’. Some of it may be petty, but some of it is
well justified and even newsworthy. Still, I would politely insist that the “tell-all” aspect
of Republican Party Animal ultimately amounts to a wink-sly bait-and-switch. Cole’s
thematic gravamen, tucked between so much confessional digression and tittle-tattle,
concerns the burden of conscience and a man’s abiding struggle to maintain a modicum
of personal and intellectual integrity while inhabiting two worlds where cynicism and
suspicion hold sway.

Cole’s story is thus laced with insight bearing on such threads of connective tissue that,
moral equivalence be damned, unite revisionism with movement conservatism. When
Cole dwelled in revisionist circles, he inveighed against Faurisson-branded “No holes,
No Holocaust” rhetoric and pled for sanity against the seductive force of sundry
conspiracy theories. When Cole dwelled in the world of conservative politics, he found
himself in the same futile rut, taking pubic issue with Breitbart-branded trench warfare
tactics and pleading for sanity against the seductive force of sundry conspiracy theories.
“I’d rather gouge out my testicles,” Cole quips, “than accept the accolades of the lunatic
fringe.”
Whether you find the tone colorful or off-putting will be a matter of taste, but I think
Cole is especially good on this front. One of my longstanding gripes with movement
revisionism (I pay less attention to movement conservatism) is that it blends too easily
with rank crackpottery. The revisionist affiliation with – and tacit affinity for – various
threads of wildly conspiratorial speculation may be understandable when we consider
that respected World War II scholars have largely been driven away by very real threats
of prosecution and ruinous public censure, but in the atmosphere that prevails under a
black cloud of taboo the loudest voices tend to be the looniest. It’s an insidious catch-22
that in turn makes it only too easy for consensus-mongering guys like Michael Shermer
to paint the whole project in broad strokes as a manifestation of hate-fueled paranoia.
Cole puts the matter more bluntly when he notes that “[c]leaning up flaws in the
historical record after a major event like a world war is not the same as claiming that all
27,000 residents of Newtown decided to fake a mass shooting.”
While I may not share Cole’s explicitly “pro-Zionist” views, it is thus without
qualification that I endorse his stridently expressed contention that:
The people who think that revising the history of the Holocaust will
somehow topple Israel are idiots. Israel’s existence is not based on whether
or not there were gas chambers at Auschwitz in 1944. If, tomorrow, Yad
Vashem declared that Auschwitz had no killing program, it would not make
one damn bit of difference. Israel would be fine, because Israel’s Muslim
foes don’t give a good fuck about historical subtleties. No one in the
Muslim world is studying forensic reports, thinking “if I can’t find traces of
cyanide residue in the Auschwitz kremas, I’ll hate Israel and try to destroy
her. But if I can find the traces, by gosh, I’ll love and support her.
We are faced with a subject so clung up with emotive gravity that Cole’s elementary
defense of disinterested inquiry is difficult for people to grasp, which is why it bears
repeated emphasis. There is nothing inherently hateful or even political about revisionist
research. This is fundamentally true regardless of what personal motives impart to
individuals who persist in such research, and it is fundamentally true regardless of what
political arguments or agendas may latch to such research. While motivated ideologues
can be counted on to use revisionist scholarship as a cudgel against their imagined
enemies, the underlying investigative project is simply and eternally a thing apart; it is
an empirical and interpretive process that, once the fog has lifted, will be judged on its
relative merits and deficiencies – the same as with other “problematic” species of
skeptical inquiry, such as concerning racial differences or climatology or various aspects
of human sexuality. Once this much is understood, it becomes possible to distinguish the
substantive core of revisionism from the cranked-up clamor that invariably surrounds it.
Being wise to this difficulty, Cole anchors his own interpersonally fraught micro-history
of foibles and resentments to the project of historiography writ large. A memorable
passage taps the messy truth:

…in every massive conflict between nations you see the exact same things
that occur in conflicts between individuals—the same jockeying and
maneuvering, the same collecting and testing of loyalties, the same
measuring of risk against gain. The difference is only the scale. I used to
make that point when I lectured. Never elevate or excoriate historical
figures to the extent that they stop being flesh-and-blood humans. Don’t
make Hitler the devil, and don’t make the Founding Fathers gods. They
were still human, no matter their impact on history.
Is the task really so difficult? I’m afraid it is. Humanity is long in the weeds, and we are
burdened with heavy baggage. For all his sarcasm and ventilation, Cole ends up
counseling humility before the big questions. Who will notice?

Gas in the Gaps?
Given his past investment in the subject, it’s a safe bet that many readers will be
interested in David Cole’s present take on Holocaust history and revisionism. Although
he expresses understandable reluctance about holding court on the subject anew, the
truth is that Cole is never more in his element than when he writes about history. He’s
attentive to detail and he presents his theses logically in clear language that stands in
welcome contrast to the palaver-laden cant of certain professional obscurantists. He
would be a good teacher.
Revisionism comes up at tangential and direct turns throughout the biographical
narrative – significantly in “The Idiot’s Creed,” which provides a fascinating account of
Cole’s “behind the scenes” interactions with a number of prominent public figures
during his revisionist days – but Cole’s present views are explicitly teased in an early
chapter none-too-subtly entitled “So Just What the Hell Do I Believe, Anyway?” and are
more carefully developed in a 24-page appendix that should be of special interest to
traditional Holocaust historians and revisionists alike.
The unavoidable headline is that Cole stands by his early research, rejecting the standard
claim that Auschwitz and many other infamous camps served as killing centers equipped
with homicidal gas chambers. “Auschwitz was not an extermination camp,” he writes:
Auschwitz and Majdanek in Poland, and Dachau, Mauthausen, and the other
camps in Germany and Austria, were not extermination camps. They were
bad, bad places. People were killed there. Jews were killed at Majdanek by
shooting, and Jews were killed at Auschwitz in 1942, most likely due to
decisions made by the commandant in defiance of orders from Berlin.
In the following paragraph, Cole writes:
However, Auschwitz was not the totality of the Holocaust. Not by far.
Serious revisionists (David Irving, Mark Weber, and hell, I’ll throw my own
name in there) don’t dispute the very provable mass murder of Jews (by
shooting) during the months following the invasion of Russia. And at a
camp like Treblinka, there is a massively strong circumstantial case to be
made that the Jews who were sent there were sent there to be killed. It’s
circumstantial because very little remains in the way of documentation, and
zero remains in the way of physical evidence. But revisionists have never
produced an alternate explanation of the fate met by the Jews sent to camps
like Treblinka and Sobibor, with empty trains returning. However, accepting
that Treblinka was a murder camp but Auschwitz wasn’t means that the
Holocaust was not as large in scale or as long in operation as the official

history teaches. So taking Auschwitz out of the category of extermination
camps is seen as lessening the horror of what, even shorn of Auschwitz, was
still a horrific situation.
While Cole’s summary may come laced with a bit more anti-Nazi editorial invective
than is typically found in the currents of dissident Holocaust scholarship, his take on the
history of Auschwitz in particular pretty much distills to a grounded recitation of
revisionist theory, at least insofar as he rejects the standard claim that the site was
renovated to be an ever-efficient killing factory during the latter phase of the war. In his
more detailed treatment, where Jean-Claude Pressac’s work figures prominently, he
deftly summarizes myriad forensic and chronological problems to advance the openly
revisionist conclusion that the most infamous extermination camps were nothing of the
kind.
And in case anyone other than Phil Donahue still believes the propaganda about the
Dachau “gas chamber,” Cole is at the ready with a sobriety check:
Eventually, by the 1970s, the Dachau museum admitted that the “gas
chamber” was never used. The fact that the “phony shower heads” were
created by the army prior to the visit of U.S. dignitaries in ’45 is the biggest
open secret in the field. The current claim at Dachau is that the room was
“decorated” with dummy shower heads, which replaced the real shower
heads and thus made them useless, in order to fool the victims, and once
they were inside, gas pellets were thrown in from chutes in the side wall.
And the half-measure “revision,” that the chamber was “never used,” really
needs to be meditated on for a moment to grasp its stupidity. We’re
supposed to believe that the Nazis took a working—and very necessary
—group shower room at the camp, and replaced the working shower heads
with fake ones, because they wanted to fool the victims into thinking they
were walking into a shower room, which they would have thought anyway
if the original shower heads had simply been left intact, and then the Nazis
decided not to ever use the gas chamber, but now the room was unusable as
an actual shower because the real shower heads had been replaced by fake
ones, fake ones that were supposedly necessary to fool victims into thinking
that they were walking into a shower room which is exactly what the
victims would have thought they were walking into without the fake shower
heads because the room actually was a shower room which could have still
been used as one in between gassings if not for the dummy heads that
replaced the genuine ones.
If you want a down-and-dirty distillation of Cole’s current views, the most tightly
packed summation is probably provided in the following two paragraphs:
The evidence of the mass murder of Jews was largely buried or erased by
the Nazis long before the end of the war. At the war’s end, what was there to
show? What was there to display? And something had to be displayed.
World War II is a war with an ex post facto reason for being. The war started
to keep Poland free and independent. At the end of the war, when Poland
was essentially given to the USSR as a slave state (not that there was much
the U.S. could have done to stop it from happening), none of the victorious
powers wanted folks to start asking, “wait—sixty million people dead, the
great cities of Europe burned to the ground, all to keep Poland free, and now
we’re giving Poland to Stalin?”
So Hitler’s very real brutality against the Jews had to become “the reason

we fought.” Except, those brutalities began in earnest two years after the
war started. But why quibble? Russia had captured Auschwitz and
Majdanek intact (more or less), and the U.S. had captured Dachau totally
intact. So, those camps became representations of a horror for which almost
no authentic physical evidence remained. At Auschwitz, an air raid shelter
was “remodeled” to look like a gas chamber (as the museum’s curator
admitted to me in a 1992 interview). At Majdanek, mattress delousing
rooms were misrepresented as being gas chambers for humans (as the
museum’s director admitted to me in 1994). And at Dachau, the U.S. Army
whipped up a phony gas chamber room to give visiting senators and
congressmen in 1945 a dramatic image of “why we had to fight.”
Attentive readers will note how Cole, at certain points in the above-cited excerpts, parts
company with many revisionists. This is made clearest in the appendix, where, in a
nuanced counterpoint to the long-rehearsed revisionist emphasis on lack of a clearly
discoverable “master plan” authorizing the wholesale extermination of Europe’s Jewish
population, Cole plausibly argues that there were actually a congeries of “plans” floated
and hatched at various stages in the wake of the infamous (and still profoundly
misunderstood) Wannsee “protocols,” with such plans being molded by shifting goals
and expediencies as the Nazis pursued an overarching yet decentralized injunction to
resolve the “Jewish question” one way or another with only instrumental regard for the
welfare of Jewish people. Sometimes this meant the exploitation of Jewish labor.
Sometimes it meant the mass transfer or “evacuation” of populations. And sometimes it
meant mass killing, including by gassing.
From this vantage, Cole focuses on the question of intent, discerning clues in the
sequence of contemporaneous communications and pronouncements, many culled from
Joseph Goebbels’s writings, to support his conjecture that for a time – specifically from
“1942 through 1943” – Jews were dispatched to genuine extermination camps,
specifically “Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec, and Chelmno,” otherwise known as the Aktion
Reinhardt system, where they were lined up and shot, or, in classic Holocaust style,
queued up and fed to gas chambers (albeit of the truck-rigged must-have-been-carbonmonoxide-not-diesel-exhaust variety, not the pellet-inducted Zyklon B variety) and then
burned (in pits, not crematoria).
Anyway, here’s the money shot:
From 1942 through 1943, Polish Jewry was subjected to one of the most
brutal campaigns of mass murder in human history. Because of the secrecy
surrounding those four extermination camps, and the fact that they were
ploughed under and erased from existence in 1943, it’s difficult to be
precise about certain details. And we do know that some Jews were sent to
those camps as a throughway to other destinations (as recounted multiple
times in Gerald Reitlinger’s 1953 masterwork The Final Solution). But,
more than enough circumstantial evidence exists to show that for most Jews,
the train ride to those camps was one-way, and final.
Not being an historian (and not having the constitutional fortitude for serious historical
research), I will leave it to revisionist scholars to engage Cole’s interpretation of the
timeline, the documentary mens rea and such other circumstantial evidence that might or
might not support the conclusion that the eastern camp system served for a time as a fullon gas-and-burn death factory. I’m confident they’ll have plenty to say, since this whole
area seems to have assumed prominence as the focal point of revisionist (and antirevisionist) critique over the past decade or so, as evidenced by the widely viewed video
documentary, One Third of the Holocaust, by the forensic researches of Fritz Berg, and

by the voluminous output of guys like Germar Rudolf, Carlo Mottagno, Thomas Kues,
Jürgen Graf and others, often in rebuttal to the mud-slinging gang of anti-revisionist
gadflies over at the “Holocaust Controversies” site. Cole may not have come looking for
an argument, but he’ll have one if he wants it. One can only hope that the debate, if it
comes, will proceed with a modicum of civility. Whether Cole’s argument is sincere or
tactical (and I’m inclined to believe he is sincere), it should be received as an invitation
for revisionists to clarify and supplement their mounting counterargument in a spirit of
good faith.
Regardless of how it will be met among active revisionists, I am sure that Cole’s
argument will seem positively baffling to the average reader who has been groomed to
regard Auschwitz as synecdoche for the canonical Holocaust story. While it may be
understood that Cole is correct when he points out that “Auschwitz was not the totality
of the Holocaust,” ordinary readers who come to Republican Party Animal with the
usual engrained preconceptions will be hard-pressed to digest his “gas in the gaps”
counter-narrative. I imagine it will be a bit like being told that yes, there was a Battle of
the Alamo, but it actually took place in North Dakota!
No matter where the chips fall, I do think that Cole’s “exterminationist” interpretation of
the Aktion Reinhardt system is superficially plausible and therefore useful. Whether it
can withstand more intensive scrutiny is a different matter. Being a dilettante at best, I
can only say it’s not how I would bet. Presumably for reasons of brevity, Cole neglects
to directly address the copious revisionist literature in this area, so when he states that
“revisionists have never produced an alternate explanation of the fate met by the Jews
sent to camps like Treblinka and Sobibor, with empty trains returning” I am left to
wonder whether he has read Samuel Crowell’s carefully documented treatment of the
Aktion Reinhardt camps in the Nine-Banded Books edition of The Gas Chamber of
Sherlock Holmes. For what it’s worth, the relevant discussion is framed in the seldomread fourth part of Crowell’s book, “The Holocaust in Retrospect,” where – I’m trying to
save everyone time here – the most succinct statement of an “alternate explanation”
(though Crowell would probably call it an “interpretation”) is advanced in the fifth
section, “Aktion Reinhardt and the Legacy of Forced Labor,” beginning at page 339.
Without wading too deep into the morass, Crowell offers a contextual reading of several
key documents to support the revisionist position that “Aktion Reinhardt was about
wealth seizure and SS control of Polish Jews, chiefly for labor purposes: It was not
about mass murder.”
While Crowell’s analysis does not – indeed cannot – exclude the possibility that these
sites were at some point devoted to the crudely mechanized destruction of human beings,
including by mass gassing, I think he is persuasive in his interpretation of documents
that render the scenario less likely than Cole asserts. For example, the authentic FrankeGricksch inspection report (which wasn’t discovered until 2010 and is not mentioned by
Cole) explicitly discusses the eastern program as a plunder operation, makes no
reference to gassing, and includes population assessments that are plainly at odds with
the numbers in the “final” Korherr report (which, it should be noted, has been disavowed
by Korherr himself).
Crowell’s discussion of the top secret 1944 Globocnik report to Himmler along with its
addendum also provides clear support for the interpretation that the AR system was
primarily devoted to wealth seizure and includes an important note about “relocated
persons” being given chits as a kind of bullshit assurance that “future compensation”
would be rendered for their assets “some day in Brazil or in the Far East.” If the
reference to “relocated persons” meant Jews – and there is a strong contextual reason to
assume so, given the geographic presumption in the wording – then this addendum is
difficult to reconcile with the notion that Jews were being systematically snuffed upon

arrival at the camps.
While I make no apology for assigning Crowell plenipotentiary status in this arena, I
realize it may be considered bad form since I am his publisher. Let this be my
disclaimer, then, if such be warranted. I may be biased, but I am convinced that the
importance of Crowell’s research has not been fully appreciated, and I think that his
concise but granular study of extant documents hovering around the AR camp system
are relevant and need to be considered along with the forensic and testimonial issues that
revisionists will likely raise in counterpoint to Cole’s argument. In any case, when you
grapple with informed disagreement, it is wise to seek out what philosophers of
knowledge call “epistemic peers,” if only as a safeguard against the conceit of certitude,
and I think the views of Crowell and Cole can be usefully considered as a proximate
peerage; they’re intelligent men evaluating the same evidentiary chain, presumably in
good faith, yet reaching different conclusions.
I should mention also that it is largely due to Crowell’s better known socio-cultural study
of mass gassing claims that I am inclined to view particular gassing claims from a
default perspective of skepticism. World War II mass-gassing stories are so bedeviled
with conflation, confabulation, and culture-bound confusion – and for delineable reasons
– that it is well, in the absence of clear-cut physical evidence, to weigh sociogenic
explanations against the kind of literal interpretation that holds sway in the standard
historiography.

Shadows and Mirrors
In forms of storytelling low and high, we have come to recognize a narrative device. By
allusion to Dostoyevsky, it may be referred to as the Doppelgänger or the “Double.” It’s
also sometimes called the “Shadow,” which I like better. I’m never sure about these
things. I don’t know if it’s a modern invention or one of those Jungian archetypes that
Joseph Campbell used to go on about. I’m not even sure whether it’s a trope or a motif,
or some other lit-crit flavor I never learned. All I know is that it comes up often enough.
Think of Humbert Humbert playing his cat-and-mouse game with Clare Quilty in Lolita,
or think of the drug-addled narc in Phillip K. Dick’s A Scanner Darkly – itself a reimagining of Nabokov’s The Eye – unwittingly stalking himself until the damage is
done. Think of Marlow and Kurtz, or think of lycanthropic myths, or, if you’re a
simpleton, stop at Jekyll and Hyde or – why not? – The Nutty Professor. Jerry Lewis
version, please.
The Shadow may appear as a liberating demon like Tyler Durden in Fight Club, or as a
beastly projection like Patrick Bateman in American Psycho. But the underlying
psychology isn’t so moveable; it always settles around the problem of the divided self,
and around such conflict as arises when one mask is dislodged to reveal the secret face
that haunts or entices. And, to bastardize Robert Burns, when a Shadow meets a Shadow,
there must come a reckoning.
It’s tempting to read David Cole’s unexpected and possibly important memoir as a kind
of real-life Shadow story. The hallmarks are there. It’s about a guy haunted and lured by
the former self he had hoped to bury, and the reckoning, obligatorily foreshadowed,
comes as it must.
But if that’s the template, we are just as soon confounded by questions. Who is the
Shadow? Is the Shadow David Cole, the once and again infamous “Jewish Holocaust
denier” who left an indelible mark on one of the most abominated intellectual
movements in modern history? Or is the Shadow David Stein, the titular “Republican
Party Animal” who penned influential op-eds while organizing mixers for Hollywood’s

“right-wing underground”? Is the Shadow flickering in the multiplicity of lesser
pseudonyms and guises the author created as a matter of camouflage or whim as he
stood in two circles? Or does the Shadow dwell elsewhere, perhaps in the hearts and
minds of those who cast aspersions upon the man in subterfuge?
It’s a matter of perspective, I suppose. Or of sympathy. Or maybe it’s just a false start.
Cole’s story is, in any case, ultimately not so much about a self divided as it is about the
burden of irrevocable choices and what cornered insight may be gained in the wake of so
much preposterous tumult, when every cover is blown and there’s nowhere left to hide.
“I don’t want to be here,” Cole emphasizes at the beginning of his story. In the closing
chapter, he plays on a recurrent Coen brothers theme to assert that he has “learned
nothing.” I believe one of these voices. I am deeply suspicious of the other.

Revisionism as Creative Destruction | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

William Blake (1757 – 1827) was as much an artist as poet, as much a printmaker as
philosopher, but I fell in with the legions guided by his spirit when I encountered a
passage that comes from a public address of his sometime around 1810 that appears as
follows in his Notebook:
When I tell any Truth it is not for the sake of Convincing those who do not
know it but for the sake of defending those who Do.
It captured—very nearly—the spirit animating me as I engage in activities in support of
historical revision. In approaching those many under the sway of the regnant narratives
of events of the past, I have met up with manifold varieties of inertia. Like you and me,
other people find attacks on what they have always believed or supposed unsettling, and
reflexively reject not only the attacks, but those—including their lifelong friends, as the
case may be—who expose them to such attacks. Maybe it has something to do with
keeping one’s emotional or perceptual balance, or sense of security therein. It usually
does not in any obvious way relate to any religious, cultural, or tribal fetters of the sort
we all—still, even in this Age of Enlightenment—do, in fact, bear from our cradles to
our graves. It could have something to do with indoctrination, or conditioning, of the
sort we experience at least from the moment we pass as children through the portals of
the educational institutions. But it likely also stems from the verities we absorb with our
mothers’ milk.

Portrait of William Blake by Thomas Phillips, 1807.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In any case, we revisionists, no doubt like Blake in his day when he put about his own
unwelcome insights, encounter disbelief and much worse at the hands of those whom we
might hope to enlighten. Blake acquired the insight that such a project was, if not
outright hubris, nonetheless doomed to disappointment by elemental forces of (human)

nature. So, taking recourse to the Ultimate Fount of Reason to which each of us has
equally ready recourse—his own self—he came to the insight that correcting the
misinformed was not, in any case, his purpose. He found his real purpose in the defense,
if not of The Truth itself, then of those who had realized it, and perhaps in some cases,
even enunciated it.
This struck a chord in me, but it didn’t enable me entirely to see myself as I believe I
am. I don’t see myself quite as one capable to discover truths and expound them to the
world in such fashion that, at the very least, my credibility might be respected. I am not,
so to say, quite so constructive. I am, rather, destructive in most of my enterprises
—rather than advancing truths, I attack untruths. I attack untruths by analyzing their
effects, both those presumably intended and others not necessarily intended. I pursue the
motivations for untruthful enterprises, seeking out not only those who implement them,
but those who enable those implementations, and the rewards those enablers seek for
themselves and their constituencies. Perhaps this makes me a conspiracy theorist, but it
makes me that in a world that indeed is quite full of conspiracies, the success and effects
of which can be breathtaking.
In view of my destructive tendencies, I formulated what I call a “corollary” to Blake’s
manifesto, and it goes:
When I refute any lie, it is not for the sake of correcting those who believe
it, but for the sake of exposing those who tell it.
The things we are told, and the resultant beliefs we assume, whether casually or even
after profound contemplation, are in every case conveyed by agents, and these agents
—every time, and in all cases—are informed by an agenda that, whether it harms us or
helps us, is in any case not our own agenda.
The end result of this condition, which is as ancient as the sapience of mankind, is that
we are subject to lies—lies, spins, distortions, omissions, censorships—the list goes on
forever, and we need look no further than our very own selves to see this dynamic in
operation.
Successful advancement of truths of my own to supplant or deflect those imposed by the
agents in command of the organs of mass sentiment would expose me to the temptation
to emplace, virus-like, my own agenda in the places first claimed by my opponents. But
to assault entrenched narratives with contradictions, sources of doubt—that policy is
purely, and perhaps in this case virtuously—destructive.
Should/may/can we be left shorn of all impressions of what happened “back then,” at
whose hands, and on whose heads?
No. But a reasonable first step in the process of pursuing the ultimate elusive ghost, The
Truth, might be first to recognize the interests invariably served by those who would
inform us in such matters, and at the very least to discount what we hear in terms of
what we can discern as to the motivations that might have impelled them, along with the
pressures and influences their long-ago times unquestionably did exert upon them.
And as for those who we can see have need to mislead us, let us be careful about
adopting particular viewpoints contrary to those they advance, for those contrary points
of view may very well themselves get no closer to The Truth than the viewpoints we
reject. And as for the evidence and interpretations offered in correction, we should take
care to grant these messages at least the same fair hearing we granted to those that we
heard earlier.

Roots of Present World Conflict
by Kerry R. Bolton

This paper contends that the present so-called “conflict of civilizations,” or “war on
terrorism,” and the Arab-Israeli conflict have their origins in the covert machinations of
the Great War that betrayed the Arabs, prolonged the war, and established a pestilential
organism at the center of the Islamic world that will seemingly forever be a cause of
conflict.
After the prior century of conflict between the European imperial powers and an agitated
Arabia, World War I was an opportunity to forge a perhaps permanently cordial
relationship between the West and the Arabs. Western imperial powers gave Arab
leaders promises of independence for joining their war against the Ottomans.
In October 1916 T. E. Lawrence, a British intelligence operative and one of the few who
had a wide knowledge of the region, travelled with the British diplomat Sir Ronald
Storrs on a mission to Arabia where in June 1916 Husayn ibn ‘Alī, amīr of Mecca, had
proclaimed a revolt against the Turks. Storrs and Lawrence talked with two of the amīr’s
sons, Abdullah and Feisal, the latter then leading a revolt southwest of Medina. In Cairo,
Lawrence urged the funding and equipping of those sheiks willing to revolt against the
Turks, with the promise of independence. He was dispatched to Feisal’s army as adviser
and liaison officer.
However, the Zionists and the British War Cabinet had reached a backroom deal. The
war was going badly for the Allies, and the only hope was to persuade the USA to enter.
On the other hand, the Zionists, who had placed their hopes in the kaiser and the
Ottoman sultan for securing Palestine, had been rebuffed. Sultan Abdul Hamid had
responded to Zionist leader Theodor Herzl that a Jewish state in Palestine was not
agreeable, as his people had “fought for this land and fertilized it with their blood… let
the Jews keep their millions.”[1] Zionist leaders approached the kaiser, who was then
trying to align with Turkey, the Zionists claiming that a Jewish state in Palestine would
become an outpost of German culture.[2] The kaiser did not acquiesce, and neither did
the czar.[3] The initial response from Britain to Herzl, by Colonial Secretary Joseph
Chamberlain, was to support a Jewish state in Kenya.[4]

Lowell Thomas' first photo of T. E. Lawrence taken in Jerusalem as they were
introduced in the office of the Military Governor, February 28, 1918.
By Lowell Thomas (http://www.cliohistory.org/thomas-lawrence/show/) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Despite the opposition of Jamal Pasha, Turkish Commander of Palestine, the Zionists
continued to remind the Germans and the Turks of the benefits of a Zionist state in
Palestine that could serve as a “counter-weight” to Arab demands for autonomy.[5]
Other Zionists believed that Britain was the better option for securing Palestine, and
Vladimir Jabotinsky, founder of the Revisionist Zionist movement, formed three Jewish
battalions that served with the Royal Fusiliers in Palestine in 1918.[6] This, however,
does not diminish the Arab support for the Allied war effort, nor the promises that were
made by the Allies to the Arabs. As will be seen, the Zionist belittling of Arab sacrifices
in the war, under the leadership of T. E. Lawrence, was one of the original smears
against the Arab people.
Lord Kitchener, British agent in Egypt and later secretary of state for war, realized the
potential for Arab support against the Turks. On October 31, 1914, Kitchener sent a
message to Hussein, sharif of Mecca and custodian of the Holy Places, pledging British
support for Arab independence in return for support of the Allied war effort. The sharif
was cautious, as he did not wish to replace Turkish rule, which allowed a measure of
self-government, with that of Western colonialism. At this time the Ottoman sultan had

declared a jihad against the Allies to mobilize Arab support for the war, and while the
sharif feigned support, he sought out the views of Arab nationalist leaders. On 23 May
1915, Arab leaders formulated the Damascus Protocol, calling for independence for all
Arab lands other than Aden, and the elimination of foreign privileges, but with a proBritish orientation in terms of trade and defense. Correspondence between Sharif
Hussein and Sir Henry McMahon, British commissioner in Cairo, during 1915 and early
1916, culminated in McMahon’s guarantee of British support for independence within
the requested boundaries, so long as French interests were not undermined.[7]
With both sides satisfied as to the guarantees, which included a sovereign Palestine, the
Arab revolt broke out in the Hejaz on June 5, 1916. With Arab aid, the British were able
to repulse the German attempt to take Aden and blockade the Red Sea and the Indian
Ocean. This was decisive.[8] The Arabs also diverted significant Turkish forces that had
been intended for an attack on General Murray in his advance on Palestine. General
Allenby referred to the Arab aid as “invaluable.” Arabs suffered much from Turkish
vengeance. Tens of thousands of Arabs died of starvation in Palestine and Lebanon
because the Turks withheld food. Jamal Pasha, leader of the Turkish forces, recorded
that he had to use Turkish forces against Ibn Saud in the Arabian Peninsula when those
troops should have been “defeating the British on the [Suez] Canal and capturing
Cairo.”[9]
Lawrence in Seven Pillars of Wisdom related the importance of the Arab contribution to
the Allied war effort, stating that “without Arab help England could not pay the price of
winning its Turkish sector. When Damascus fell, the eastern war - probably the whole
war - drew to an end.”[10] Lawrence stated of the Arab revolt that “it was an Arab war
waged and led by Arabs for an Arab aim in Arabia.”[11] The Arab struggle owed little to
British, or any other outside assistance. Lawrence relates in Seven Pillars with bitterness
and shame the betrayal of the Arabs by his country’s leaders after the war:
For my work on the Arab front I had determined to accept nothing. The
Cabinet raised the Arabs to fight for us by definite promises of selfgovernment afterwards. Arabs believe in persons, not in institutions. They
saw in me a free agent of the British Government, and demanded from me
an endorsement of its written promises. So I had to join the conspiracy, and,
for what my word was worth, assured the men of their reward. In our two
years’ partnership under fire they grew accustomed to believing me and to
think my Government, like myself, sincere. In this hope they performed
some fine things, but, of course, instead of being proud of what we did
together, I was bitterly ashamed.
It was evident from the beginning that if we won the war these promises
would be dead paper, and had I been an honest adviser of the Arabs I would
have advised them to go home and not risk their lives fighting for such stuff:
but I salved myself with the hope that, by leading these Arabs madly in the
final victory I would establish them, with arms in their hands, in a position
so assured (if not dominant) that expediency would counsel to the Great
Powers a fair settlement of their claims. In other words, I presumed (seeing
no other leader with the will and power) that I would survive the campaigns,
and be able to defeat not merely the Turks on the battlefield, but my own
country and its allies in the council-chamber…[12]
The dismissal of Sir Henry McMahon, British commissioner in Cairo, whose
communications relaying British guarantees had set the stage for the Arab Revolt,
confirmed Lawrence’s belief in Britain’s “essential insincerity” of their promises to the
Arabs. This perfidy scarred Lawrence deeply for the rest of his life.

The Sykes-Picot Agreement & Betrayal of the Arabs
In the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916 between Britain and France, “parts” of Palestine
would be under international administration upon agreement among the Allies and with
the Arabs represented by the sharif of Mecca.[13] This Anglo-French agreement already
had the seeds of duplicity as it gave the two powers control over Iraq, Syria, Lebanon,
and Transjordan, reneging on the commitment that had already been given by the British
to Sharif Hussein, and without his knowledge. Lord Curzon remarked that the boundary
lines drawn up by the Sykes-Picot agreement indicated “gross ignorance” and he
assumed that it was never believed the agreement would be implemented. Prime
Minister Lloyd George considered the Sykes-Picot Agreement foolish and
dishonourable, but it was nonetheless implemented after the Allied victory.[14]
The Bolsheviks in the newly formed Soviet Union, eager to present themselves as the
leaders of a world revolt against European colonialism, released the details of the SykesPicot Agreement, and the Turks took the matter to the Arabs in February 1918, stating
that they were now willing to recognize Arab independence. Hussein sought clarification
from Britain, and Lord Balfour replied that: “His Majesty’s Government confirms
previous pledges respecting the recognition of the independence of the Arab
countries.”[15] In 1918 Arab leaders in Cairo sought clarification from Britain and the
British “Declaration to the Seven” on 16 June confirmed the previous pledge that had
been made to Hussein.[16]

Sir Mark Sykes (1879-1919) made the suggestion that if Palestine was offered as a
Jewish homeland, then Jewish sympathy could be mobilized for the Allied cause, and
the USA might be induced to join the conflict.
Author unknown [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

The Balfour Declaration
Sir Mark Sykes, the individual responsible for the Sykes-Picot Agreement, approached
the British War Cabinet with the suggestion that if Palestine was offered as a Jewish
homeland, then Jewish sympathy could be mobilized for the Allied cause, and the USA
might be induced to join the conflict. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis used
his influence to induce President Woodrow Wilson to adopt an interventionist policy.[17]
In return for Zionist support the British reneged on their promises to the Arabs and
secretly promised to support a Jewish homeland in Palestine; a guarantee that became
known as the Balfour Declaration. This scheme prolonged the war, which might have
been settled in a more equitable manner towards Germany and Austro-Hungary and
hence would surely have changed the whole course of history.
Samuel Landman, a leading Zionist in Britain, related that several attempts had been
made to bring the USA into the World War by appealing to “influential Jewish opinion,”
but these had failed. James A. Malcolm, adviser to the British government on eastern

affairs, who knew that President Wilson was under the influence of Chief Justice
Brandeis, convinced Sykes, and then Picot and Goût of the French embassy in London,
that the only way to get the USA into the war was to secure the support of American
Jewry with the promise of Allied support for a Jewish state in Palestine.[18] Landman
states that after reaching a “gentleman’s agreement” with the Zionist leaders, cable
facilities were given to these Zionist leaders through the War Office, Foreign Office, and
British embassies and legations, to communicate the agreement to Zionists throughout
the world. Landman comments that “the change of official and public opinion as
reflected in the American press in favor of joining the Allies in the War, was as
gratifying as it was surprisingly rapid.”[19] Hence, the real power of the Zionists, even
at that stage, over the press and politics was evident, as noted by Landman. Of the
subsequent Balfour Declaration, Landman states:
The main consideration given by the Jewish people represented at the time
by the leaders of the Zionist Organisation was their help in bringing
President Wilson to the aid of the Allies… The prior Sykes-Picot Treaty of
1916, according to which Northern Palestine was to be politically detached
and included in Syria (French sphere) so that the Jewish National Home
should comprise the whole of Palestine in accordance with the promise
previously made to them for their services by the British, Allied and
American Governments and to give full effect to the Balfour Declaration,
the terms of which had been settled and known to all Allied and associated
belligerents, including the Arabs, before they were made public.[20]
The contention of Landman and other Zionists that these dealings between the Zionists
and the Allies to hand Palestine over to the Zionists were known to the Arabs is
nonsense, but has remained a basis of pro-Israeli propaganda. Even the Balfour
Declaration refers only to British support for a Jewish homeland in Palestine, so long as
it does not intrude upon the rights of the Palestinians. As shown above, the Arab leaders
would not countenance a Jewish homeland in Palestine, even to the limited extent
deceptively stated by Balfour. Landman refers to promises of “the whole of Palestine”
being made to the Zionists. The Declaration unequivocally states no more and no less
that:
His Majesty’s Government view with favour the establishment in Palestine
of a National Home for the Jewish People, and will use their best
endeavours to facilitate the achievement of that object, it being clearly
understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and
religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine, or the
rights and political status enjoyed by the Jews in any other country.[21]
The British commander in Palestine, D. G. Hogarth, was instructed to assure Hussein
that any settlement of Jews in Palestine would not be allowed to act in detriment to the
Palestinians. Hussein for his part was willing to allow Jews to settle in Palestine and
allow them ready access to the holy places, but would not accept a Jewish state. Hogarth
was to relate that the promises being made to both Arabs and Jews simultaneously were
not reconcilable.[22]
These machinations were confirmed by Lloyd George to the Palestine Royal
Commission in 1937, the report of which states that George told the commission that if
the Allies supported a Jewish homeland in Palestine the Zionist leaders had promised to
“rally Jewish sentiment and support throughout the world to the allied cause. They kept
their word.”[23]
Even after the Bolsheviks revealed these secret agreements, the Arabs continued to fight,

due to Allied assurances that neither Sykes-Picot nor the Balfour Declaration “would
undermine the promises that had been made to them.” Among the numerous reiterations
of Allied support for the Arab cause, the Anglo-French Declaration of 9 November 1918
plainly stated that France and Britain would support setting up “indigenous governments
and administrations in Syria (which included Palestine) and Mesopotamia (Iraq).”[24]
With such assurances the Arab fight against the Turks was of crucial importance to the
Allies.

James A. Malcolm
The memoir of James A. Malcolm, adviser to the British government on eastern affairs,
on the Balfour Declaration, confirms all of Landman’s claims.[25] Malcolm states that
his father was of Armenian stock, the family having settled centuries previously in
Persia, where they were closely associated with the Sassoons, the opium-trading dynasty
that became a power in British politics. The Malcolm family also served as liaison
between the local Jewish community and another Jewish luminary, Sir Moses
Montefiore in England. When Malcolm arrived in London in 1881 for his education he
was placed under the guardianship of Sir Albert Sassoon, and came into contact with
Zionists at an early stage. Malcolm acted officially for Armenian interests in the Holy
Land in liaising with the British and French Governments, and was in ‘frequent’ contact
with the British Cabinet Office, the Foreign Office and the War Office, the French and
other Allied embassies in London, and met with French authorities in Paris.[26] These
responsibilities brought Malcolm ‘into close relation with Sir Mark Sykes, under
secretary of the War Cabinet for the Near East, and with M. Gout, his opposite number at
the Quai d’Orsay, and M. Georges Picot, counsellor at the French embassy in
London’.[27]
It is here that Malcolm introduces one of the early Zionist slurs against the Arabs in
justifying his proposition to Sir Mark Sykes that the USA could be brought into the war
if the British promised Palestine to the Jews as a national homeland. Efforts to secure
Jewish support in the USA had so far failed because of the “very pro-German tendency
among the wealthy American Jewish bankers and bond issuing houses, nearly all of
German origin, and among Jewish journalists who took their cue from them.”[28] It was
then that the whole Middle East imbroglio to the present was hatched by Malcolm with
Sykes et al. Malcolm writes:
I informed him [Sykes] that there was a way to make American Jewry
thoroughly pro-Ally, and make them conscious that only an Allied victory
could be of permanent benefit to Jewry all over the world. I said to him,
“You are going the wrong way about it. The well-to-do English Jews you
meet and the Jewish clergy are not the real leaders of the Jewish people.
You have overlooked what the call of nationality means. Do you know of
the Zionist Movement?” Sir Mark admitted ignorance of this movement and
I told him something about it and concluded by saying, “You can win the
sympathy of the Jews everywhere, in one way only, and that way is by
offering to try and secure Palestine for them.”[29]
In a lengthy note Malcolm disparages the Arab Revolt and its contribution to the Allies,
which contradicts the accounts by Lawrence in Seven Pillars, and the assessments of the
British military leaders in that theater of war. Malcolm writes:
Early in the War the Arabs and their British friends represented that they
were in a position to render very great assistance in the Middle East. It was
on the strength of these representations and pretensions that the promise

contained in the MacMahon letter to King Hussein was made. It was
subsequently found that the Arabs were unable to “deliver the goods” and
the so-called “Revolt in the Desert” was but a mirage. Their effort, at its
maximum, never exceeded seven hundred tribesmen, but frequently less
than 300, who careered about the desert some hundreds of miles behind the
fighting line reporting for duty on “pay day.” For this they received a
remuneration of £200,000 per month in actual gold, which was delivered to
them at Akabah. This sum represented a remuneration for every one of the
tribesmen of more than the pay of a British Field Marshal. Lawrence
himself made no secret of his profound disappointment with the Arab
failure to carry out their engagements. That Hussein and Feyzal were not in
a position to give any effective help was afterwards made abundantly clear
by the fact that Ibn Saud was easily able to drive Hussein out of his
kingdom.[30]
It should be noted that Malcolm claims that Lawrence was “profoundly disappointed”
with the Arabs. As Seven Pillars, and Lawrence’s lifelong bitterness at the betrayal of
the Arabs, shows, Malcolm is writing disinformation on the Arabs that has since become
staple fare dished up by the Zionists and their Gentile apologists.

The Arabian Commission to the Peace Conference at Versailles and its advisors. Emir
Feisal with, from left to right, Mohammed Rustum Bey Haidar of Baalbek, Brigadier
General Nuri Pasha Said, Captain Pisani, T E Lawrence and Captain Hassan Bey Kadri.
By American official photographer [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The acclaimed British military historian Captain Basil Liddell Hart,[31] chief military
commentator with the Allied forces during World War I, reiterates the effectiveness of
the Arab Revolt and its contribution to the Allied war effort:

In the crucial weeks while Allenby’s stroke was being prepared and during
its delivery, nearly half the Turkish forces south of Damascus were
distracted by the Arab forces … What the absence of these forces meant to
the success of Allenby’s stroke, it is easy to see. Nor did the Arab operation
end when it had opened the way. For in the issue, it was the Arabs who
almost entirely wiped out the Fourth Army, the still intact forces that might
have barred the way to final victory. The wear and tear, the bodily and
mental strain on men and material applied by the Arabs… prepared the way
that produced their (the Turks) defeat.[32]
Clubb and Evans in their paper on Lawrence at the Paris Peace Conference sum up the
importance of the Arab Revolt: “Thanks to Lawrence and the Arabs, the British not only
successfully invaded Palestine in the autumn of 1917 but continued north into Jerusalem,
reaching the city on 11 December. From there they advanced into Damascus in
September 1918, right into the very heart of Syria.”[33]
Feisal’s small army adopted guerrilla methods that tied down the Turkish army, hitting
bridges and trains. On July 6, 1917, after a two-month march, Arab forces captured
Aqaba, on the northern tip of the Red Sea. Thereafter, Lawrence sought to coordinate the
Arab actions with General Allenby’s advance towards Jerusalem. In November
Lawrence was captured at Dar’ā by the Turks while reconnoitering the area dressed as a
Bedouin. Recognized, he was brutalised by his captors before escaping. In August
Lawrence participated in the victory parade through Jerusalem, then returned to Feisal’s
forces who were pressing north. By now Lawrence had become lieutenant colonel and
had been awarded the Distinguished Service Order.
The Arab army reached Damascus in October 1918. Lawrence had successfully
established a government in Damascus, which was to serve as the center of a unified
Arab state under King Feisal. Having established order in Syria he handed rulership to
Feisal. However, the Sykes-Picot Agreement between France and Britain had mandated
Syria as part of the French domain. French forces deposed the government that
Lawrence had established for Feisal as the center of a unified Arab state with much
bloodshed. They gave Feisal Iraq. A united Arab nation, thanks to Anglo-French perfidy
and Zionist machinations, was not to be. History, as we know today, was shaped in the
back rooms by lobbyists, politicians and diplomats in cynical disregard for the Arabs.
Lawrence returned to Britain shortly prior to the Armistice. At a royal audience on
October 30 1918, he politely declined the Order of the Bath and the Distinguished
Service Order that was to be awarded to him by the King, leaving George V, as the King
was to state, “holding the box in my hand.” Lawrence was demobilized as a lieutenant
colonel in July 1919.
That year Lawrence, dressed in Bedouin garb, attended the Paris Peace Conference as a
delegate in the entourage of Prince Feisal, with the approval of the British government.
He vainly lobbied for Arab independence, and against the French mandate that was
imposed over Syria and Lebanon. Clubb and Evans:
In the early days of the conference Lawrence and Feisal sought to present
their case for Arab independence anywhere anytime, to anyone who would
listen, delegates and pressmen alike, in private rooms and tea salons. They
found willing audiences as people were curious about the mysterious yet
regal Arab and his English paladin. When not courting their audiences,
Feisal and Lawrence busied themselves preparing the statement that would
be delivered at the conference.[34]
However, the French attempted to waylay and thwart Feisal at every turn, and the British

insisted that Palestine was not part of any arrangement that had been made with the
Arabs during the war.[35] While the French were insistent on the primacy of the SykesPicot Agreement in their dealings with the Arabs, the British had made conflicting
promises to different interests, including conflicting statements on the status of
Palestine. The Anglo-India Office (which had never been in favor of British support for
an Arab Revolt) regarded the presence of Lawrence at Paris as “malign,” and that his
views were not in accord with British policy. Lawrence was kept out of the British
delegation that met again in Paris in 1919 to discuss the issue of Syria and France with
Feisal. When Feisal returned to Damascus he declared Syria to be independent on 7
March 1920 and he was declared King of Syria, which included Palestine and Lebanon.
The French forces attacked and Feisal was deposed on 24 July 1920, forced into exile in
Italy,[36] but was installed as King of Mesopotamia in 1921 with the support of
Britain.[37]
Arab support for the Allied cause during World War I, and the promises that the British
made to the Arabs, have been all but forgotten, at least in the West. As recent history
indicates, the Arabs have bargained in good faith with the West, and have been met with
duplicity and betrayal. Now the West is reaping what its perfidious politicians had sown
a century ago. There was nothing “inevitable” about this “clash of civilizations.” Good
will existed during World War I and was trashed for the sake of Zionism. Sycophancy
towards Israel has assured ever since that accord between the Arabs and the West
remains forever unattainable.
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The Great Holocaust Mystery | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

The Holocaust is the greatest murder-mystery of the 20th century. Six million Jews, we are told, perished at
the hands of the Nazis—in gas chambers, ghettos, and concentration camps. They were starved, suffocated,
and shot. Their bodies were buried in mass graves, or burned in the ovens of Auschwitz, or on open flames.
And all simply because they were Jews. It was the embodiment of evil, the greatest crime ever perpetrated.
Traditional historians claim to know about this crime in great detail. They have documents, photographs, and
hard evidence. They have incriminating testimony from key Nazis. Some of the gas chambers have survived.
And they have innumerable Jewish eyewitnesses. According to some, it is the “most well-documented event
in history.”[1]
And yet, when we ask detailed and pointed questions, our historians fall short. They don’t really know when,
where, or how the Jews died. They have no technical explanation of how it was possible, for example, to gas
thousands of people per day in a single room, and then to dispose of their bodies—such that not a trace
remains. They cannot find the mass graves that allegedly held thousands of bodies. They cannot explain
wartime aerial photographs that show a disturbingly calm Auschwitz camp. And they refuse to even consider
a raft of contradictory evidence. In fact, many aspects of the traditional story simply don’t add up. The
deeper we look, the more puzzling the picture becomes—and hence, the great mystery.
As with any murder, we, as investigators, would like to examine several aspects of the crime; these would
include the motive, the means by which it was conducted, and the bodies of the victims. We would
furthermore like to consider all ancillary and related evidence that might support, or refute, the traditional
story. As we will see, all these areas are problematic, from the conventional standpoint.

History Reexamined
In the past few decades, a group of intrepid investigators has emerged, one that challenges the conventional
view of history. Researchers who do this are generally known as revisionists; they seek to revise the
orthodox account of some past event. Holocaust revisionists, however, are a special breed. They challenge
not simply historians, but an entire infrastructure dedicated to maintaining and promoting the standard view.
The conventional Holocaust story is sustained by hundreds, if not thousands of individuals: authors, scholars,
filmmakers, publishers, academics, and the criminal-justice systems of several large countries. These
orthodox historians are well paid; some have large staffs and budgets at their disposal, and many enjoy the
patronage of media, government, and the corporate world.
Holocaust revisionists, by contrast, are few in number—not more than two or three dozen worldwide. They
have tiny budgets and few sponsors, most of them undercover. They receive no compensation for their work.
On the contrary—they are continually threatened, defamed, sued, and otherwise harassed. Their books are
confiscated, and they are even occasionally thrown in jail. And yet, under the most difficult of
circumstances, revisionists persevere in the task of exposing the shortcomings of the traditional view, and in
turning a harsh light on some uncomfortable aspects of the Holocaust story. They do this not out of spite, nor
meanness, and certainly not for financial gain—but simply in pursuit of the truth. They seek the truth of the
greatest crime of the past century.
The dispute between Holocaust orthodoxy and revisionism is no mere trifle of history. It is a matter of great
importance. The conventional Holocaust story is so widely accepted as self-evidently true, and as the
epitome of evil, that most people cannot conceive of it being wrong to any substantial degree. If, therefore, it
is shown to be wrong, or at least deeply flawed, then a central pillar of our understanding of history is
threatened. Our simplistic notions of good and evil would have to be reexamined. Those who sustain and
promote the traditional story today—including many prominent and wealthy Jews, their paid assistants, and
the dwindling number of Jewish survivors—would suffer a serious erosion of credibility. And we might
begin to question other received truths promoted by the powers that be. These facts have huge implications
in many areas of contemporary life.
One striking fact is this: Most people have no idea that there is a Holocaust mystery at all. This in itself
testifies to the power and influence of orthodoxy. They work hard to ensure that most of the public never
hears from the other side—nor that there even is another side. When the topic does slip out, as it does from
time to time, it is always cast in the most denigrating and insulting of terms. Revisionists are invariably

called “Holocaust deniers,” “neo-Nazis,” or “anti-Semites.” They are slandered and impugned from the start.
But their arguments are never discussed, never challenged, and never refuted. This, of course, is the classic
ad hominem fallacy: to attack your opponent’s character or motives, rather than addressing the substance of
his arguments. This is a standard tactic of those who have weak counterarguments, or who wish to avoid
discussing the topic at all.
Consider the term ‘Holocaust denier.’ This is, in fact, a nearly meaningless phrase. What, after all, can it
mean to ‘deny’ the Holocaust? In order to deny something, we first need to know what it is. By general
consensus, this event has three central elements: (1) roughly 6 million Jewish deaths, (2) homicidal gas
chambers, and (3) systematic intentionality on the part of the Nazis. Therefore, we require all three
conditions to exist, if we are to have a “Holocaust.” In theory, if someone were to refute any one of these
three points, he would be a “Holocaust denier.”
But what does it mean to deny, for example, 6 million Jewish deaths? Is a claim of 5 million “denial”?
Hardly, since that figure has been long supported by prominent Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg. What
about 4 million? Doubtful; Gerald Reitlinger (1987) argued for 4.2 million Jewish deaths, and no one has
called him a denier. 3 million? 1 million? We can see the difficulty here.

Zyklon B consisted of diatomaceous earth or gypsum impregnated with liquid hydrocyanic acid. It was
widely used for ship fumigation in the USA in the 1930s.
By Bubamara (made by myself) [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)], via Wikimedia Commons
What about the homicidal gas chambers? Note: Any windowless room, in any building anywhere, could in
theory serve as a homicidal gas chamber. All one needs to do is force people into that room, throw in some
pellets of Zyklon-B (a granular package for cyanide gas, used by the Germans and many other countries to
disinfest clothing and personal items), and then wait 20 or 30 minutes. Of course, this could be hugely
impractical, for many obvious reasons: (a) it’s very hard to force people into an enclosed space against their
will, and keep them there; (b) it’s tricky to get the pellets into the room without poisoning yourself and (c)
it’s very dangerous to extract the dead bodies without again poisoning yourself—they are infused with
cyanide gas, after all, and the pellets themselves would continue to slowly release the gas for hours
afterwards. You would somehow have to carefully aerate the whole room, over a period of several hours, and
then cautiously remove the bodies and the pellets. And then, if you were to be “systematic” about the
process, you would have to thoroughly clean out the entire room, top to bottom, to prepare it for the next
batch of victims.
This is no mere hypothetical description. It is, in fact, how most of the Auschwitz chambers allegedly
operated. If one then takes the obvious stance—that such a procedure is utterly impractical and ridiculous in
the extreme—are you then a denier? Perhaps so; but certainly a rational one! To deny the ridiculous or the
absurd is simply common sense. One wishes there were more such deniers in the world today, not less.
What about intentionality? On the traditional view, Hitler and the top Nazis desperately wanted to kill every
Jew they could lay their hands on. Aronsfeld (1985: 49), for example, states that “the German Nazi plan to
murder every single Jew they could is beyond doubt.” In fact, it is often claimed that the Germans put this

objective above all others, even to the detriment of the defense of their country against invasion. As
evidence, Holocaust fundamentalists cite various anti-Jewish statements by Hitler, Goebbels, and other
Germans. But most such statements, including nearly all those by the leading Nazis, are highly ambiguous—
as we will see. What is certain is that Hitler and others wanted to remove the Jews from Germany and the
greater Reich. But it is far less clear that they wanted them killed.
Thus, if one claims that many thousands of Jews died—not in gas chambers, but in other incidental and
ancillary ways—is this ‘denial’? Every revisionist agrees that the Nazis wanted the Jews out, and that this
was a deliberate and intentional, and even central policy of National Socialism. Many Jews undoubtedly died
in the process of ethnically cleansing the Reich. And it is true that Hitler and the others were largely
unbothered by this fact. But is this to deny the intentionality of the Holocaust?
We can see, then, how difficult and how meaningless it is to declare someone a “Holocaust denier.” Doing so
would require a much fuller elaboration of the terms. Fundamentalists, however, never provide these facts.
They prefer to slander their opponents, and leave it at that.
Let us, then, investigate this great crime ourselves. Let us examine the central elements of the Holocaust
story, ask tough questions, and see where the evidence leads.

The Big Picture
With the Holocaust, as with any such issue, it is wise to always keep the big picture in mind. So, let us ask
some ‘big picture’ questions—questions that might get to the inherent plausibility of the conventional story.
First: Why do we know so little about the oft-cited “6 million” figure? It appears everywhere that we hear
about the Holocaust. The US Holocaust Memorial Museum website writes, “The Holocaust was the
systematic, bureaucratic, state-sponsored persecution and murder of approximately six million Jews.”[2] The
official Israeli institute Yad Vashem says, “The Holocaust was the murder of approximately six million Jews
by the Nazis and their collaborators.”[3] Traditional historians are confident of this number; as Robinson
(1976: 281) writes, “There can be no doubt as to the accuracy of the estimated figure of some six million
victims.” The Holocaust Encyclopedia concurs: “The round figure of 6 million admits of no serious
doubt.”[4]
But does it? Consider this fact. The Second World War in Europe ran from September 1939 to May 1945—a
period of 5 years and 8 months, or slightly more than 2,000 days. If the Germans killed 6 million Jews in the
course of those 2,000 days, they must have averaged 3,000 Jews per day, every single day, for the full extent
of the war. This is a truly astounding statistic: 3,000 Jews murdered every day, by some combination of
gassing, shooting, and deprivation—for nearly six straight years. Is this plausible?
But the larger issue is that of body disposal. Killing is relatively easy; making bodies vanish is much, much
harder. On the standard view, the Germans burned, buried, or otherwise totally disposed of 3,000 corpses (on
average) every single day—for nearly six years. This would have been a monumental job in peacetime; it
was a Herculean task in the midst of a major war. This alone should make us question the conventional death
toll.
“So what?” some may say. “Something like 50 million people died in the course of the war, which is an even
more amazing 25,000 per day. Why not 3,000 Jews?” Yes, but the larger figure includes all victims in all
conflicts, everywhere on the globe. There were 58 national militaries at war, involving millions of soldiers,
many of whom were shooting everything in sight. We can thus easily understand how 50 million people,
globally, may have died, and the globe is indeed littered with their graves, quite conspicuously. But the Jews
were targeted by a single nation, one that was busy fighting battles on many fronts. Furthermore, and
critically, none of the 50 million dead bodies was made to vanish—unlike the 6 million unfortunate ones.
Second: Sometimes we need to state the obvious. People die all the time. They die from old age, disease,
injury, and accident. They die from homicide, and they die from suicide. In any sufficiently large population
group, about 1% die of such causes every year.[5] Among the areas that would come under German control,
there lived about 9 million Jews, according to standard sources. Therefore, this Jewish population would
have experienced something like 90,000 deaths per year—even if Hitler had never been born. Over the
course of the war, roughly 520,000 Jews would have died, even if the Germans completely ignored them.
And if we count the time since the Nazis came to power in 1933, some 1.3 million would have died.
Since the experts give us so few details, we have to assume that any Jew, in or from a German-occupied
country, that died during the Nazi era, for any reason, counts as a “Holocaust victim.” We therefore have
over 1 million victims before we even count a single Nazi murder. Any fair accounting of Jewish mortality
would subtract the 1 million or so natural deaths from the putative total. But this rarely happens.

This also helps to explain those who say, “My so-and-so relative(s) died in the Holocaust.” What they mean,
most likely, is that they died or went missing during the Nazi era, of causes neither specified nor even
actually known. The blame adheres to Hitler by default, and the sympathy to the “bereaved.” Is this
reasonable? Clearly not. But until we get details regarding who died, when, and how, we cannot determine
the reality of the situation.
Lest the reader doubt that such loose accountings are actually credited, consider the extremely liberal
definition of a ‘Holocaust victim’ given by “the leading authority in Jewish global demography,” Sergio
DellaPergola. In a 2003 report, he stated that a victim is anyone “who at least for a brief period of time was
submitted in their locations to a regime of duress and/or limitation of their full civil rights.”[6] This is an
absurdly broad definition, one obviously designed to maximize the number of victims and survivors. Clearly
then, anyone who died, for any reason, suffered even potential duress—thus may count as a ‘Holocaust
victim.’ Their family members also certainly suffered duress, and if they were alive after the end of the war
could be counted as ‘Holocaust survivors.’ In fact, virtually anyone, any European Jew, who lived through
the end of the war could be declared a ‘Holocaust survivor’—and thus entitled to receive lifetime
compensation from Germany, endless speaking engagements, and perhaps a book or movie dramatization of
their lives.
Third: If the 6-million figure is so well documented, why then do we never see even a basic breakdown of it?
That is, why do we never find even the most elementary set of numbers, based on cause of death, that add up
to 6 million?[7] This is not a trivial matter. Allegedly the experts know, more or less, how and where the
Jews were killed. They know about the six extermination camps (more on these shortly). They know about
the Einsatzgruppen, the so-called German killing squads that operated behind the Eastern front. They know
about the many Jewish ghettos—where they were located, when they operated, and when they were
evacuated. The Holocaust is, after all, the “most well-documented event in history.” Why do we not have
even a rough picture of how, by numbers, the Jews died, such that the totals add up to 6 million? The reader
is invited to look for any reputable source, printed or online, that purports to show such a list; it will be a
long search.[8]
Lacking data from the experts, let’s propose our own numbers. Here is one possible breakdown:
6 death camps: 3.0 million
Other camps:

0.4 million

Ghettos:

1.0 million

Shootings:

1.6 million

Total:

6.0 million

Is this correct? Hard to say. It gives the desired total, and it identifies the main categories of deaths. From
what we are told by the experts, these numbers seem plausibly close. But we should be able to do better than
that. In theory, we should be able to research each of these areas in detail—each has its own set of
specialists—and then justify the individual numbers. And if we find that one category has fallen short, then
another must be increased, if we are to maintain the overall total of 6 million. This is elementary logic. So
why does this basic analysis escape the hundreds of experts and thousands of published works on this event?
This is not an unreasonable request: Give us the numbers that add up to 6 million. If they cannot, we have yet
another reason to be suspicious.[9 ]
Of course, even if we were given such a list, we could not accept it at face value. We have to ask further
questions, probing a bit deeper. What are the numbers at each of the six death camps, such that we can justify
a total of 3 million? Which of the leading ‘other camps’ had the highest death rates, and what were those
numbers—such that we can plausibly account for another 400,000? Which were the leading ghettos, and how
many died in each of those—such that we can account for 1 million? (Beware: In order to count as ‘ghetto
deaths,’ these must have occurred in the ghettos; someone who was removed from a ghetto and shipped to
Auschwitz obviously cannot count as both a ‘ghetto death’ and an Auschwitz death.) There were four main
Einsatzgruppen units. We know when and where they operated. How many did each kill, such that we can
account for a large majority of the 1.6 million?
These are elementary questions. We ask not for precision, not for exactitude; rough estimates will do. We are
within our rights to demand answers. Why are such answers not forthcoming?
For the sake of the present inquiry, let’s assume that the above numbers represent the conventional view.
They will guide our quest for the truth.

Origins of the “6 Million”
One of the biggest of the big-picture questions is this: Where did the infamous figure of 6 million come from
in the first place? One would naturally presume it to be impossible to calculate the death toll in the midst of a
raging world war. Even in the immediate aftermath, we would know little for certain. Surely we would not
take, for example, the Nazis’ word for it; they would be inclined to either minimize the death toll or, if
coerced, exaggerate it. The many camp survivors—and there were many, even discounting “free riders” who
were never near any camp—would clearly not be of much help; as prisoners, they would have been in no
position to know such things as overall death tolls. Therefore, one would expect a dependable answer to
come only from a detailed investigation of all the death sites, including forensic data, mass grave
exhumations, autopsies, and so on. This would then be compared with surviving Nazi documentation,
photographs, and other evidence. A proper investigation would clearly take months, if not years. Only then
could we be confident of an estimate of 6 million.
Oddly, this is not what has been done. Far from it. In fact, nearly the opposite of the above has occurred. The
victorious Americans relied heavily on biased Jewish and Soviet sources, and on captured and abused Nazis.
They conducted no forensic investigations, no autopsies, and no unearthing of mass graves. The Americans
thus relied strictly on hearsay evidence to establish the all-important Jewish death toll. And they never took a
single action to confirm the number. Their position seemed to be: If the Jews say 6 million, 6 million it is.
All this would be bad enough, but the story gets much stranger still. It turns out that the world was told of 6
million Jewish victims not only in the immediate aftermath of the war, but during the war, at the start of the
war, and even before the war—in fact, decades before the war. The seemingly-impossible history of the ‘6
million’ constitutes a fascinating subtext to the larger Holocaust narrative.
Perhaps the earliest published connection between Jews and ‘6 million’ dates all the way back to 1850. The
newspaper Christian Spectator (Jan 16; p. 496) printed a short article on “Spiritual statistics of the world.”
They list the global population as 1 billion, of which “6,000,000 are Jews.” Two decades later, the New York
Times reported similarly:[10] “there are now living about 6,000,000 Israelites, nearly one half of whom live
in Europe” (12 Sep 1869; p. 8).[11] One may speculate that it was around this time that the number ‘6
million’ came to represent ‘all the Jews.’ Henceforth, whenever ‘all the Jews’ were under threat, the standard
figure came up—as we shall see.
Just a few years later, there were already signs of trouble. The NYT reported in 1872 on the “persecution of
Jews in Roumania” (Mar 23; p. 4). Gentile mobs were attacking them, and it appeared that “the blood-thirsty
assailants would stop short of nothing but Jewish extermination”—an early precursor of claims of German
extermination that would come some 70 years hence.
Or perhaps just eight years hence. In 1880 we read a striking report on “pleas for German Jews” (Dec 20; p.
2). The article examines a speech by German philosopher Eugen Dühring, and his “effrontery to demand the
extermination of the entire [Jewish] race, in the name of humanity.” The writer then speaks of petitions
before the German parliament, whose purpose is “extermination—the annihilation of the Jewish race.”
But back to the subject at hand. The first mention of 6 million suffering Jews comes already in 1889. In a
short article, the NYT asks “How many Jews are there?” The low estimate of “the ubiquitous race” is
6,000,000. “With the exception of half a million,” it adds, “they are all in a state of political bondage.” Two
years later, in 1891, we read about the sorry state of “Russia’s population of 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 Jews,”
and of “the fact that about six millions persecuted and miserable wretches” still cling to their religion, against
all odds. Thus began a multi-year string of stories about the “6 million suffering Jews of Russia.”
Such stories would prove useful to the nascent Zionist movement, which had only recently come into being.
Its mission was (and is) to encourage world Jewry to settle in Palestine. The early Zionists were thus eager to
play up Jewish suffering, in order to promote mass emigration from Europe. Referring to the Jews of Russia,
noted activist Stephen Wise said this in 1900: “There are 6,000,000 living, bleeding, suffering arguments in
favor of Zionism” (Jun 11; p. 7). In 1901, the Chicago Daily Tribune reported on the “hopeless condition” of
the “six million Jews in Russia” (Dec 22; p. 13). In 1905, Zionists began to fret that “Russia, with its
6,000,000 Jews,” wasn’t promoting emigration (Jan 29; p. 2).
Periodic and often minor anti-Jewish actions were always portrayed in the most dramatic terms; the NYT
despaired over “our 6,000,000 cringing brothers in Russia” (Mar 23; p. 7). Later in 1905 came a polemic
against a Russian leader who “caused 6,000,000 Jewish families to be expelled” (Nov 1; p. 2)—which is
impossible, incidentally, since that would have involved some 25 million Jews. In 1906 we read of “startling
reports of the condition and future of Russia’s 6,000,000 Jews”; it is a “horrifying picture” of “renewed
massacres” and “systematic and murderous extermination” (Mar 25; p. SM6). (One is tempted to ask, What
it is about the Jews, such that they are subject to repeated threats of “extermination”?) In 1910, we find

“Russian Jews in sad plight,” and we are saddened over “the systematic, relentless, quiet grinding down of a
people of more than 6,000,000 souls” (Apr 11; p. 18). In 1911 the NYT reported that “the 6,000,000 Jews of
Russia are singled out for systematic oppression and for persecution by due process of law” (Oct 31; p. 5). “6
million”; “systematic”; “extermination”—a clear trend is forming.
Soon thereafter, World War I began. We then begin to read of the plight of “more than 6,000,000 Jews who
live within the war zone” (2 Dec 1914). The next month carried more reports of the eternally damned, “of
whom more than 6,000,000 are in the very heart of the war zone”; they are consequently “subjected to every
manner of suffering and sorrow,” and all Americans are called upon to help (Jan 14; p. 3). In 1916, we read
that “the world is silent” despite the fact that “nearly six million Jews are ruined, in the greatest moral and
material misery” (Feb 28; p. 8). A year later, Rabbi Samuel Schulman exclaims that “six millions of Jews are
living in lands where they are oppressed, exploited, crushed, and robbed of every inalienable human right”
(Jan 22; p. 6). In May of 1917, we hear that “six million Jews—half the Jews of the world—are calling to
you for help” (May 21; p. 1). By September, the situation was being described in the strongest possible
terms; women and infant Jews must be saved, we are told, “if the Jewish race is to survive the terrible
holocaust of the world war” (Sep 24; p. 20). Few seem to realize that a Jewish “holocaust” is said to have
occurred in both world wars.
By late 1918, the war was nearing its end. Did we have 6 million Jewish fatalities? No. Somehow they all
managed to survive. Instead of attending their funerals, we were then called upon to aid their recovery: “Six
million souls will need help to resume normal life when war is ended,” writes the NYT (Oct 18; p. 12).
One might have thought that this would have been the end of the stories of the 6 million. Sadly, no. The
famed number simply shifted to a new region. In September of 1919, we find that it is now the Ukrainian
and Polish Jews who are subject to misery; “6,000,000 are in peril” (Sep 8; p. 6). We are further horrified to
read that “the population of 6,000,000 souls in Ukrania and in Poland…are going to be completely
exterminated.” Naturally, this is “the paramount issue of the present day.” Once again, 6 million Jews under
threat of extermination.
The trend continued for years, too numerous to elaborate. References include the following:
• “unbelievable poverty, starvation and disease [for] about 6,000,000 souls, or half the Jewish population
of the earth” (12 Nov 1919).
• “typhus menaced 6,000,000 Jews of Europe” (12 Apr 1920).
• “hunger, cold rags, desolation, disease, death—six million human beings without food, shelter,
clothing” (2 May 1920).
• “Russia’s 6,000,000 Jews are facing extermination by massacre”—again! (20 Jul 1921).
• “over 6,000,000” Russian Jews “neglected” (16 Sep 1924).
This brings us to the Nazi era, where the ‘6 million’ appears once again—and long before World War II. The
first reference comes just two months after Hitler assumed power in January 1933. The NYT reports on a
“Hitler protest” vote by some local New York government officials. Rabbi Stephen Wise issued an appeal:
“We in America have taken the lead in a battle for the preservation of German Jewry,” adding that his group
“is now active in relief and reconstruction work in Eastern Europe where 6,000,000 Jews are involved” (Mar
29; p. 9).

This 1919 article by Martin Glynn refers to a catastrophe in which "six million human beings are being
whirled toward the grave." It also refers to a "threatened holocaust of human life." For full text see:
http://codoh.com/library/document/871/
The American Hebrew, October 31, 1919: page 582. (Click to enlarge)
Three years later, we read in the London Times of “6,000,000 unwanted unfortunate” Jews, and of “these
6,000,000 people without a future” (26 Nov 1936; p. 15). On that same day, the NYT reported on a speech by
British Zionist Chaim Weizmann, who “dwelt first on the tragedy of at least 6,000,000 ‘superfluous’ Jews in
Poland, Germany, Austria.” In February 1937, we hear that “five to six million Jews in Europe are facing
expulsion or direst poverty” (Feb 26; p. 12).
In 1938, the NYT ran an article headlined “Persecuted Jews Seen on Increase” (Jan 9; p. 12). “6,000,000
victims noted,” they said—referring to a combined total in Germany, Poland, and Romania. The very next
month we hear about “a depressing picture of 6,000,000 Jews in Central Europe, deprived of protection or
economic opportunities, slowly dying of starvation, all hope gone…” (Feb 23; p. 23). By May, it was the
“rising tide of anti-Semitism in Europe today which has deprived more than 6,000,000 Jews and non-Aryans
of a birthright” (May 2; p. 18). Later that year, the London Times printed an account of the “treatment of
German Jews”; “the problem now involved some 6,000,000 Jews,” they wrote (Nov 22; p. 11). Bear in mind:
the start of World War II was still nearly a year away.
Into early 1939, the London Times continued to report on Weizmann’s view that “the fate of 6,000,000
people was in the balance” (Feb 14; p. 9). War began in September of that year, and anti-Nazi propaganda
accelerated. In mid-1940, the NYT quoted Nahum Goldmann: “Six million Jews are doomed to destruction if
the victory of the Nazis should be final” (Jun 25; p. 4). This was still at least one full year before Hitler
allegedly decided to begin his program of Jewish mass murder—according to our experts.[12] How could
Goldmann have known what was to come?
In January of 1942, we read that Heinrich Himmler “has uprooted approximately 6,000,000 human beings”
and shipped them into occupied Poland, “where they necessarily starve and freeze to death and die of
disease” (Jan 18; p. SM10). By mid-1942, it was “a vast slaughterhouse for Jews” in Europe; one million
were reported dead, and the remainder of the “6,000,000 to 7,000,000” at risk (Jun 30; p. 7). By December
the Jewish death toll was reported as 2 million, representing one third of the 6,000,000 “in Hitler’s domain.”
It was, said the NYT, “a holocaust without parallel” (Dec 13; p. 21).
The sad tale continued throughout the war years:
• Hitler intends “the extermination of some 6,000,000 [Jewish] persons in the territories over which [his]
rule has been extended” (London Times, 25 Jan 1943).
• “Save doomed Jews,” says Rabbi Hertz; the world “has done very little to secure even the freedom to
live for 6,000,000 of their Jewish fellow men” (Mar 2; p. 1).
• Two million are dead, “and the four million left to kill are being killed, according to plan” (Mar 10; p.
12).
• “Five and a half million Jews in Europe are reported to have been put to death” (10 May 1944; p. 5)—

still one full year before the end of the European conflict.
• And again later: “Dr. A. Leon Kubowitzki…reported that 5,500,000 Jews had been killed in Nazi
controlled countries” (Nov 27; p. 14).
Then the first definitive claim—in January of 1945, four months before the end of the war: “6,000,000 Jews
Dead,” blares the headline (Jan 8; p. 17). Jacob Lestchinsky claimed that the prewar population of 9.5
million had been reduced to 3.5 million. No mention of how he came to this figure, amidst the chaos of an
ongoing war. In April, the NYT headlined a story: “5,000,000 Reported Slain at Oswiecim [Auschwitz]”—an
incredible miscalculation, even assuming the correctness of the present-day figure of 1 million. In May we
read something of an official declaration from Lord Wright of the UN War Crimes commission: “It has,
however, been calculated that in all about six million Jews were deliberately slaughtered in [gas chambers]
and other ways” (May 13; p. SM4). Calculated by whom? On what basis? And using what hard evidence?
He does not say.
Thus is the story of the ‘6 million.’ It has an impressive legacy. Traditional historians often emphasize that
the figure came from the Germans at the Nuremberg trial that began in November 1945—which is true. A
minor functionary, Wilhelm Höttl, testified to this number early in the proceedings.[13] Historians like to
portray this as a kind of dramatic revelation, and as “official confirmation” of the number—which is a
ridiculous claim. As we have seen, the number had been known, discussed, and anticipated for decades. And
even then, in late 1945, no one had taken the smallest of steps to actually confirm such an estimate. It was
pure hearsay, based on decades of propaganda.
Incredibly, even to the present day, we are no better off. We still have no hard data to confirm the ‘6
million’—and good evidentiary reason to doubt it, as we will see.

The Mystery Deepens
Back to our main plot. If we wish to examine the actual alleged murder of the 6 million, we must ask some
further questions: (1) What was the intention of Hitler and the other leading Nazis? (2) Did they have the
means and ability to carry out such a crime? (3) Did they in fact do it?
On the conventional view, the answers are clear: Hitler intended all along, and secretly, to kill the Jews of
Europe. The Nazis constructed the means to do so, primarily in their system of ghettos, killing squads (the
Einsatzgruppen), and in the six death camps, each of which was equipped with the infamous gas chambers.
And yes, we are assured; 6 million were actually killed. “The round figure of 6 million admits of no serious
doubt.”
Let’s examine each of these in turn, from an objective standpoint. What about the intentions of Hitler and the
other top Nazis? Consider Hitler’s “first letter on the Jews,” dated 16 September 1919. Written when he was
only 30 years old, this short letter is a reasoned study of the Jewish question in Germany:
If the threat with which Jewry faces our people has given rise to undeniable hostility on the part
of a large section of our people, the cause of this hostility must be sought in the clear recognition
that Jewry as such is deliberately or unwittingly having a pernicious effect on our nation… All
this results in that mental attitude and that quest for money, and the power to protect it, which
allow the Jew to become so unscrupulous in his choice of means… His power is the power of
money, which multiplies in his hands effortlessly and endlessly through interest, and with which
he imposes a yoke upon the nation that is the more pernicious in that its glitter disguises its
ultimately tragic consequences… The result of his works is racial tuberculosis of the nation.[14]
By ruthlessly pursuing their own self-interest, Jews inflict a virtually fatal illness upon nations. The remedy
for this serious problem, said Hitler, was a “rational anti-Semitism,” one based not on hatred or emotion but
rather on a straightforward desire to maintain the health of the nation. The “final objective” of this vision, he
adds, is “the total removal of all Jews from our midst.”[15] Note: not their deaths, not their murder, but
rather their removal from German society.
From the early 1920s, the English-language press began covering the National Socialists. In later speeches,
Hitler used somewhat different terminology—but with the same end in mind. The press’s version of events,
however, was decidedly one-sided. For example, in the 8 February 1923 issue of the NYT, they reported that
“a part of the program of Herr Hitler…is the extermination of the Jews in Germany.” It sounds ominous.
However, we now know about the decades-long history of supposed “extermination” attempts, none of
which materialized.
More to the point, we need to consider exactly what Hitler said. Much of the time, the word that the English
press translates as ‘extermination’ is Ausrottung; or in verb form, ausrotten. But it is not so simple. Ausrotten

derives from aus+rotten, meaning literally to ‘root out’ or ‘uproot.’ And indeed, the Oxford English-German
dictionary translates the phrase ‘root out’ to ausrotten.
Conversely, it translates ausrotten as both ‘exterminate’ and ‘eradicate.’ Both of these English words are
revealing. ‘Exterminate’ derives from the Latin ex+terminare, meaning ‘out of (ex) boundary (terminus).’ In
other words, to exterminate something is to drive it out, beyond the border, and thus to rid oneself of it. It
does not demand the killing of the thing in question. Webster’s confirms this, defining extermination as “to
get rid of completely,” or “to effect the destruction or abolition of.”
What about ‘eradicate’? This word derives from the Latin e(x)+radix, meaning ‘to pull up by the roots’
—hence ‘to root out’ or ‘to totally remove.’ Clearly one could ‘root out’ the Jews, for example, without
killing any of them. And this seems to be what Hitler actually intended: that he wanted the Jews uprooted
(eradicated) and driven out (exterminated). These meanings are combined in the term ausrotten.
If this were to happen in Germany, the Jewish presence there would be destroyed—not the Jews themselves,
but their presence and their economic role in German life. This points to the other word that Hitler and others
frequently used regarding the Jews: Vernichtung. The root of this word is nichts, ‘nothing.’ The verb
vernichten thus means ‘to bring to nothing.’ The common English translation is ‘to destroy.’ To ‘destroy,’ in
turn, literally means to deconstruct or ‘unbuild’ something. This, again, is exactly what the Nazis wanted: to
deconstruct and unbuild Jewish financial power in Germany. As before, nothing in this demands the killing
of the persons in question.
Hermann Göring clearly held this view. In mid-1936, he was quoted by a top American diplomat as saying
that “the Jews must be eliminated from German economic life.”[16] There was no sense of animosity or
hatred, but simply one of economic expediency; Jews had long dominated the German economy, and the
Nazis believed that it was time for it to be returned to the Germans themselves.
We get further evidence of this relatively benign meaning of the German terms from the NYT itself. In March
1933 they reported on a speech by Rabbi Schulman, in which he decried Hitler’s “economic persecution
[that] aims at the extermination of the Jewish people” (Mar 13; p. 15). The following month, we again read
of the Nazis’ “deliberately calculated [plan] to accomplish the economic extermination of the Jews” (Apr 6;
p. 10). Such reports were correct; they drew on Hitler’s harsh but nonlethal use of the words ausrotten and
vernichten. But already by June of 1933, the NYT began to drop the economic piece of the picture. Hence we
read, simply, that “Hitler’s program is one of extermination” (Jun 29; p. 4). And in August, the ominous final
message is clear: “600,000 [German Jews] are facing certain extermination” (Aug 16; p. 11). Thus we can
see the rapid evolution from a plan of economic dismantling and removal (reality) to a distorted vision
implying outright murder (fiction).
Yet more evidence comes from the extensive diary of Joseph Goebbels. Between May 1937 and the end of
the war, he made 123 entries on Jews and the Jewish question.[17] In describing Nazi policy toward them,
the most commonly used words are evakuieren (to evacuate), abgeschoben/abschieben (to expel or deport),
aus-heraus (to move out), liquidieren (to liquidate, to get rid of), ausrotten, and vernichten. Notably absent
are graphic and explicit words such as töten (to kill), ermorden (to murder), erschiessen (to shoot), and
vergasen (to gas). And it is not only the individual words; the entire context of his passages on the Jews
involves nothing but extended discussion of their removal, deportation, evacuation, and the like. Would
Goebbels lie to himself, or use code words or euphemisms in his own private diary? Obviously not. When he
said “evacuation” or “deportation,” that’s clearly what he meant. Nor did he mean deportation to any
homicidal gas chambers; no such thing is mentioned in his lengthy writings.[18] Nazi intention was clear:
the Jews would be packed up and shipped out, to the East, to the newly captured areas of western Russia, and
there they would be dumped—to survive as best they could.
Finally, and most revealingly, what about the words of Hitler himself? From 1941 through late 1944, he
conducted long private sessions with friends and party intimates. These discussions—monologues,
actually—have been published as “Hitler’s Table Talk” (see Hitler 2000). Among a wide range of topics, he
makes some 16 references to Jews and the Jewish question, over a period of about three years.[19] Every one
of these passages refers, in the German original, to evacuation and removal; not one refers to killing, gassing,
or mass murder. For example:
• “If any people has the right to proceed to evacuations, it is we… We consider it a maximum of
brutality to have liberated our country from 600,000 Jews. And yet we have accepted…the evacuation
of our own compatriots!” (8-11 Aug 1941—six months before the first so-called extermination camp
was opened.)
• “The Jew, that destroyer [of culture], we shall drive out (setzen wir ganz hinaus)” (17 Oct 1941).
• “I prophesied to Jewry that, in the event of war’s proving inevitable, the Jew would disappear from
Europe (aus Europa verschwinden)... Let nobody tell me that, all the same, we can’t send them to the
[Russian] morass!” (25 Oct 1941).

• “This sniveling in which some of the [German] bourgeois are indulging nowadays, on the pretext that
the Jews have [had] to clear out (auswandern müssten) of Germany, is typical of these holier-thanthou’s. Did they weep when, every year, hundreds of thousands of Germans had to emigrate…?” (19
Nov 1941).
• “One must act radically. When one pulls out a tooth, one does it with a single tug, and the pain quickly
goes away. The Jew must clear out of Europe (Der Jude muss aus Europa heraus)… For my part, I
restrict myself to telling them they must go away (Ich sage nur, er muss weg)… But if they refuse to
go voluntarily, I see no other solution but extermination (die absolute Ausrottung).” (25 Jan 1942).
• “The Jews must pack up, disappear from Europe (Der Jude muss aus Europa hinaus)!” (27 Jan 1942).
• “[The Jew] bears in mind that if his victims suddenly became aware of [the damage he causes to
society], all Jews would be exterminated (erschlagen werden).[20] But this time, the Jews will
disappear from Europe (aus Europa verschwinden).” (3 Feb 1942).
• “We shall regain our health only by eliminating (eliminieren) the Jew.” (22 Feb 1942).
• “Until Jewry…is exterminated (ausrottet), we shall not have accomplished our task.” (30 Aug 1942).
• “I have already cleared the Jews out of Vienna (Der Juden habe ich aus Wien schon heraus)…” (25
Jun 1943).
Hitler obviously had no reason to hold back his language when speaking amongst such close colleagues. If
he had truly wanted to kill the Jews, he would have said so—more than once, and in no uncertain terms.
Instead we find not one instance of such talk. Perhaps this is why so few of our traditional historians cite
these monologues of Hitler; such passages are hard to explain, on the standard view.
The lesson here is clear. Simplistic translations are highly misleading, as are all the implicit references to
mass murder. One must seek out the original German text, find the words that Hitler, Goebbels, and others
actually used, and put them into proper context. Our traditional historians never bother to do this; it seems
not to serve their larger purposes.

The Run-up to the War
To better understand the circumstances of the Great Crime, we need to further examine German actions
toward the Jews both before and at the start of the war. Earlier we saw that, in 1923, the NYT declared that
Hitler’s program included the “extermination” of the Jews—though they were careful not to elaborate. The
year before, they were even more explicit; they wrote of his “excesses against law and order, and his
speeches inciting his audiences to kill Jews and Socialists” (20 Dec 1922; p. 2)—again based on slanted
translations. The London Times had it more correct. They reported that Hitler wanted “all Jews resident in
Bavaria…to be rounded up in concentration camps. … In remote parts of the countryside, Jewish colonies
are to be formed…which will be strictly isolated from all other sections of the population” (6 Nov 1923; p.
14).
When the National Socialists came to power in early 1933, they immediately began the process of removing
Jews from positions of influence, and encouraging them to emigrate. There was minimal abuse, no pogroms,
and certainly no large-scale killing. Even the dreaded Kristallnacht (‘Crystal Night’) of 9-10 November 1938
resulted in only some 90 Jewish deaths—regrettable, but clearly no massacre when viewed across the entire
area of Germany. The point is this: that even through the end of the 1930s, the National Socialists did
nothing more than push the Jews out of positions of power, intimidate and harass them, and do everything
possible to get them to leave.
Even our traditional scholars agree—there was no mass murder prior to the war, which commenced in
September 1939. Back in the 1970s, Erich Fromm wrote that “[the] systematic slaughter began only with the
outbreak of the second World War. There is no convincing evidence that Hitler contemplated the annihilation
of Jewry until shortly before then” (1973: 398). More recently, Peter Longerich (2010: 132) confirms this
view: “The beginning of the Second World War saw the inauguration of the National Socialist regime’s
systematic politics of racial annihilation.” Whether in fact there was any “systematic annihilation” or
“slaughter” at all remains to be seen, however.
The war began with Germany’s invasion of Poland—after much provocation by the Poles. England and
France immediately declared war on Germany, which then reciprocated. The Soviet Union invaded Poland
from the east two weeks later, and by the end of the month the nation was partitioned in two; Germany
consolidated the western half, and the Soviets the eastern.
With victory in Poland, Germany suddenly gained control over some 1.7 million more Jews.[21] Did the
Nazis begin mass-murdering them? No. Instead, they devised a plan to deport and confine them to a ‘Jewish
reservation’ in the far eastern portion of German-controlled territory; this was designated as the Nisko Plan.
Within a few months this was replaced by a more general objective: to transport all Jews into the “General
Government,” a large district of eastern Poland that included Warsaw, Krakow, and Lublin.

By mid-1940, with the German army pushing west into the Low Countries and France, it was becoming clear
that even the General Government could not be a long-term solution. Thus came about the Madagascar Plan:
all Jews would be shipped to the French colonial island. This, Himmler said, was much preferred to killing
them, something that was both “un-Germanic and impossible.”[22] Though the plan never materialized, it
was discussed as a possibility at least through March 1942. At that time Goebbels wrote, “There are still 11
million Jews in Europe. They will have to be concentrated later, to begin with, in the East; possibly an island,
such as Madagascar, can be assigned to them after the war.”[23] Clearly no plans for mass murder—as late
as March 1942!
This brings us to the actual murder itself—the scene of the crime, as it were. Allegedly, the National
Socialists had three primary methods of killing Jews: ghettos, killing squads (Einsatzgruppen), and the six
death camps. Let’s take a look at each of these, in order to assess the overall crime.

The Mechanism of Mass Murder (1) – Ghettos
The first major death category is the ghetto system. Ghettos were generally small sections of cities that were
designated as Jewish-only areas. They began to be formed in early 1940; Lodz (Poland) was one of the first.
Most were established by the end of 1941—more than 1,000 in total, so we are told. From early 1943, they
began to be dismantled; the average life of a ghetto was roughly two years.
Contrary to popular belief, ghettos were not prisons. Many were completely open, and Jews could come and
go as they pleased—they were only confined to living and operating businesses there. Often times, the ghetto
was marked only by a sign. Clearly they were never intended as a means of mass killing. Longerich
evidently agrees: “The establishment of the ghettos was carried out so haphazardly and slowly that it would
be wrong to see it as a systematic policy ultimately aimed at the physical annihilation of the Jews” (2010:
166).
Ghettos were, however, the logical first step in a program of exclusion, removal, and expulsion
(‘extermination’). If the National Socialists indeed wished to ethnically cleanse the Reich, they would have
begun by rounding up Jews, confining them to specified areas, and then methodically transporting them out.
And this is precisely what happened. The two largest ghettos—Lodz (200,000 Jews) and Warsaw
(400,000-590,000)[24]—were established in February and November 1940, respectively. Jews were confined
(in the manner just described) there until new areas opened in the East, upon which time the deportations
commenced.

Group of Jewish ghetto policemen lined up with bicycles in the Warsaw Ghetto, Poland, May 1941.
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Once again, it is instructive to keep the big picture in mind. From the perspective of the Holocaust, there is
one big question here: How many Jews died in the ghettos? Given the years of study, there should something
approaching common agreement on what that number is, and how it is derived. It should be the lodestar, the
central point around which all discussion of the ghettos revolves. It should be everywhere that the ghettos are
examined. And yet we find it—nowhere.
It does not appear in either older sources or newer, in print or online. Friedman’s (1954) detailed study, for
example, lists no death figures at all, either for individual ghettos or as a whole. More recent sources are little
better. Corni’s (2003) chapter on “Life and Death” in the ghettos gives a scattering of mortality statistics, but
nothing comprehensive. He provides detailed—down to the individual—monthly deaths for the two largest
ghettos (Warsaw and Lodz), but only for 10 and 18 months, respectively (pp. 205-206). But he draws no
overall conclusions from these. He closes the chapter by citing the National Socialist statistician R. Korherr,
who allegedly claimed that 760,000 Polish Jews died in ghettos through December 1942 (p. 218)—though
this total is clearly marked by Korherr as the sum of “emigration, excess mortality, and evacuation.”
In his “definitive” study, Longerich (2010: 167) allots just one vague sentence to these deaths. Citing Hilberg
(2003), he writes that “the total of Polish Jews killed prior to and during the period of ghettoization before
the violent ghetto clearances began was approximately 500,000.” Only Polish Jews? Many countries had
ghettos. And what does “prior” mean? And why exclude the “violent clearances”? And what was the basis
for Hilberg’s figure—the man who could find only 5.1 million deaths overall?
Or consider Dean (2010); he provides exactly the kind of concise summary that should include an overall
death figure, and yet we find only two mortality numbers, both for the Warsaw ghetto (more on this below).
Perhaps appropriately, one of the newest dedicated studies, Michman (2011), has no death statistics at all.
Online sources are equally deficient. Wikipedia (“Jewish Ghettos in German-occupied Poland”) provides a
nice list of 272 ghettos, including “number of Jews confined” (maximum? average? final?), but no death
statistics, nor even references to any. It does list the presumed destination of the ghetto residents; virtually all
went to one of the six extermination camps, directly or indirectly. These will be examined shortly. The
USHMM website (“Ghettos”) gives no numbers, and states only that “the Germans and their auxiliaries
either shot ghetto residents in mass graves located nearby, or deported them, usually by train, to killing
centers where they were murdered.” How many mass graves? Where are they? Have they been examined?
No answers. Yad Vashem says simply, “Many Jews died in the ghettos.”[25]
We must keep in mind how simple our request is. The essential equation is this: Jews went into the ghettos;
some died there; the remainder were shipped out. More explicitly:
(# Jews in ghettos) = (# Jews died in ghettos) + (# Jews deported out)
This again is elementary logic, and yet it seems to exceed the grasp of our traditional historians. Why can’t
we get even rough estimates of this basic equation?
Since it is evidently too taxing a demand to request overall death statistics, let’s make it easier. Let’s look at
the single largest and most-examined ghetto, Warsaw. Here we theoretically know everything, and in great
detail. Even back in 1954, Friedman could write, “The bibliography of publications on the Warsaw ghetto is
so extensive that it is impossible to enumerate even the more important studies” (p. 79, n 76). How much
more detailed is our knowledge today—60 years later?
Once again, we ask the basic question: How many Jews died in the Warsaw ghetto? Once again, we come
away empty-handed. No sources provide even a plausible estimate of this essential number.
In fact, our experts cannot even clearly answer the simpler question: How many Jews were in the Warsaw
ghetto? Friedman (1954: 79) says 420,000 to 500,000. Corni (2003: 195) says 400,000. Dean (2010: 342)
says “some 450,000.” Longerich (2010: 167) says 410,000 to 590,000! If we don’t know how many people
we have to start with, we certainly can’t answer the follow-on questions regarding deaths and deportations.
And if we can’t answer those questions, well, our entire picture of the Holocaust is up in the air.
Unlike the hundreds of other ghettos, we do have some partial death statistics for Warsaw. Corni (2003: 206),
for example, gives us a table with monthly death figures, running from January 1941 to June 1942; these
average 3,853 per month. But why stop there? The ghetto existed for another full year. Can we extrapolate
this monthly figure for the entire duration? This would imply some 120,000 total deaths. If not, why not?
If so, how do we reconcile this number with the following facts presented by the USHMM?:
• “83,000 [ghetto] Jews died of starvation and disease” between 1940 and mid-1942;

• Between July and September 1942, “the Germans deported about 265,000 Jews from Warsaw to
Treblinka”;
• Upon closing the ghetto in mid-May 1943, 42,000 were deported to three camps, 7,000 died fighting,
and another 7,000 were shipped to Treblinka;
• 11,500 Warsaw Jews survived in the city until it was captured by the Soviets in 1945.[26]
For all that, no overall death number—for the most well-known and thoroughly studied ghetto of them all.
For that matter, what was Corni’s source for his numbers? As good sleuths, we must always ask such
questions. In this case, it is particularly revealing. He cites an obscure, undated (presumed 1960) German
text, Faschismus—Getto—Massenmord. This in turn is a translation from an even more obscure, also
undated (presumed 1957) Polish source. Page 138 of this text has one table with the numbers used by Corni.
But even here there are problems. There is no accompanying explanation at all—no elaboration, no context,
nothing. Also, the entry for December 1941 is 43,239—a ridiculously high figure, and obviously incorrect,
and thus Corni uses the number (4,366) from the accompanying chart. But if there are such gross and blatant
errors, how can we trust any of the numbers?
One reason for the reluctance to establish an overall death toll may be the obvious lack of evidence—that is,
absence of victims’ bodies. Based on Corni’s data, the Warsaw ghetto yielded nearly 130 corpses per day, on
average, for two or more years. What did they do with the bodies? They could not bury them, as they were in
the middle of a large city. They had no crematoria, nor wood to build pyres. So—what happened to the
bodies? And are there any remains that we might examine today, in order to confirm things?
Unsurprisingly, none of our ghetto experts addresses this thorny issue. At best we find mere passing
comments in other sources. For example, in a 1942 article in the NYT, we read that the Warsaw Jews “have
no means for funerals, so the dead are put into the street, where they are collected by the police” (Jan 7; p. 8).
(The same article, incidentally, claims that 300 per day were dying, mostly due to typhus—the very disease
that the Germans were trying so hard to forestall.) If the police collected the bodies—4,000 or 5,000 per
month—what did they do with them? Bury them? If so, where? Did they even count them? More
unanswered questions.
Without such answers, we cannot really trust any information here. For all we know, the actual numbers
could have been much lower. If there were 400,000 Jews in the Warsaw ghetto, this would imply 4,000
natural deaths per year, or about 11 per day. With this lower number, we can well understand how the bodies
may have ‘disappeared’ without a record. But Corni and others tell us that some 130 Jews died every day—
ten times the natural rate. The NYT said 300 per day, or 30 times the natural rate. These are much harder to
explain.
Or maybe it was even worse than we presume. In one striking 1943 report in the NYT, we read that
“approximately 10,000 people are killed daily in Warsaw alone by different means; the cruelest and most
inhuman instruments, which only the black satanic spirit of Hitlerism can invent, are employed” (7 Feb; p.
SM16). Think of it—10,000 per day! In a ghetto area of barely over one square mile! Perhaps the reporter,
the “noted novelist” Sholem Asch, was guilty of a bit of poetic license. When we are dealing in fiction,
anything goes.
It must be kept in mind how simple an analysis we are seeking. The main points could be addressed in a
single paragraph. Here’s how it might go:
“The Warsaw ghetto held 350,000 Jews at its opening, a number that peaked at 450,000 in
mid-1942 and declined to 80,000 when it was closed in May 1943. Overall, 500,000 Jews passed
through the ghetto. Of these, 40,000 died in the ghetto of natural causes, and 10,000 were shot
there by the Nazis. The 50,000 bodies were dumped into three mass graves in a nearby forest,
which were exhumed and studied in 19xx. The remaining 450,000 people were eventually
transported out of the ghetto—300,000 to Treblinka, 100,000 to Majdanek, and 50,000 to other
concentration camps.”
That’s it—very simple, very concise, and everything adds up. Of course these numbers are purely fictitious.
We look to the experts to supply actual statistics. But answers are not forthcoming. And if the well-known
Warsaw ghetto holds such mysteries, we can only imagine the murky state of the overall ghetto picture.
In the end, we are left with an empty sack. We must account, somehow, for roughly 1 million deaths in the
ghettos. Yet we have no useful data on even the largest and best-studied ghettos. Furthermore, we must
always keep in mind the natural death rate. If, for example, 3 million Jews (a rough guess, but certainly an
upper limit) were confined to our “1,000 ghettos,” we then would expect some 30,000 deaths per year—or
nearly 100 per day—due strictly to natural causes. One hundred deaths per day, spread over several countries
and some 1,000 different locations, could easily vanish amidst a major war. But more to the point, this would

yield only some 100,000 deaths in total—a mere 10% of the claimed figure.
By concentrating the Jews, the Nazis certainly contributed to infectious diseases, malnourishment, and other
maladies, and thus must be held responsible for those ‘excess’ deaths, along with any isolated shootings or
other direct actions they committed. But we have no idea how many such deaths occurred.
Let’s summarize our problem here. The ghetto system ran essentially for three years: 1941-1943. Over this
time period, we are told, 1 million ghetto-deaths occurred; hence almost 28,000 per month, on average, or
about 925 per day. Every day, somewhere in the system, 925 bodies were either buried or burned.
Somewhere, in total, there are the remains of 1 million people. Or so we are told.
And yet have no record of any such bodies whatsoever—no mass graves, no crematoria, no open-air pyres,
no ‘dumping in the river’ stories—nothing. Not even the natural deaths are accounted for, which causes us to
suspect that the total number of interned Jews was perhaps much smaller than claimed. And if we can’t find
the victims, how can we hope to solve the crime?

The Mechanism of Mass Murder (2) – Einsatzgruppen
On the orthodox view, the ghettoization of the Jews was only the first phase in their “extermination.” For
obvious reasons, however, this system could never serve as a means of mass murder. Therefore, we are told,
the National Socialists sought more expedient methods. One of these was mass shootings.
Germany attacked the Soviet Union in June 1941, rapidly capturing large amounts of land. As the main army
advanced eastward, there was a constant danger of attacks by insurgents from the rear. The Wehrmacht
therefore established the Einsatzgruppen—“task forces”—to protect the soldiers. They were organized into
four main units (A, B, C, D), consisting of around 3,000 men,[27] supplemented by a fifth “special purpose”
group. These were supported in their mission by police battalions, SS brigades (referred to as HSSPL), and
perhaps one or two other groups. In addition to their main role, these groups were also allegedly given
“authority to murder members of the intelligentsia, the clergy, and the nobility, as well as Jews and the
mentally ill”[28]—a formidable task.
The killing method was straightforward: shooting at close range, with bodies dumped in pits. There are some
vague reports about the use of “six gas vans,” but details are so murky that we can conclude nothing about
them.[29] The Einsatzgruppen and affiliates are responsible for a large majority of the 1.6 million Jewish
shootings, on the standard view—perhaps 1.3 million or so, depending on the source.[30] They evidently
wasted no time; the bulk of the killing was over by the end of 1942.
As always, we must focus on the big picture here. If we allow that most of the shootings occurred over some
18 months (mid-1941 to December 1942), this means that the four Einsatzgruppen and their auxiliary groups
collectively managed to kill, on average, almost 65,000 Jews per month—or around 2,200 per day. More
impressively, they managed to bury the bodies at the same rate; more on this shortly.
To get a grasp of this scale of killing, we need more detail. Longerich and most others fail to do this; for
them, it is sufficient to cite a string of alleged individual events—450 shot here, 2,400 shot there, etc—and
leave it at that. Such statistics, of course, tell us little about what actually happened, and more importantly,
fall far short of 1 million or more.
Of recent researchers, only Headland (1992) attempts to provide real details. Citing Wehrmacht reports, he
calculates totals for each of the main Einsatzgruppen and the SS brigades (nothing for police battalions or
others), through December 1942. His figures are as follows (p. 105):
Gruppe A 364,000
Gruppe B 134,000
Gruppe C 118,000
Gruppe D 92,000
HSSPL

445,000

Total

1,153,000

But there are immediate problems, as he recognizes. First, these are, allegedly, all of the victims—Jews and
non-Jews alike. Fundamentalists assume that Jews were the large majority, perhaps 90%, though this could
be drastically erroneous. Also, the HSSPL number is “certainly only part of their operations” (p. 106); such

indeterminateness is a common ploy, and it leaves open the possibility of arbitrarily high ultimate figures.
But there are more fundamental problems. “It is not easy,” admits Headland (p. 92), “to obtain a clear picture
of any distinct features” of the Einsatzgruppen reports; “the irregularity of the reporting frustrates us at every
turn.” He continues:
There is also evidence to suggest that some Einsatzkommando and Einsatzgruppen leaders
deliberately exaggerated the numbers of persons shot for their own self-aggrandizement…. If
these exaggerations existed, there is no way to determine by how much and where the numbers
were embellished. (pp. 97-102)
It gets worse: “The impossibility of determining an exact total becomes even more obvious when one
examines closely the numbers given in the tables… Anything approaching a final total for the entire period
of the war cannot be realized.” But wait—this is part of the “most well-documented event in history.” Why is
this huge portion of the Holocaust such a mystery?
Headland states that “it is unlikely that historians will ever get beyond educated estimates as to the number
of persons killed in the eastern territories…” (p. 106). “We may conclude,” he says on faith, “that the
estimate of Raul Hilberg that over 1,300,000 Jews were killed in the east by the Einsatzgruppen and other SS
agencies and collaborators is probably as close to a true figure as we are likely to find.” What he means is
this: Hilberg is famous, and thus we should just accept his number—despite its lack of substantiation
—because we have no basis for anything better, and something of that size is needed to even begin to
approach the ‘6 million.’ It hardly inspires confidence.
But there is an elephant in this room as well, one that Headland, Hilberg, Longerich, and all the others
studiously avoid: the absence of bodies.
For the sake of calculation, let’s assume that the Headland numbers (above) are 100% Jews. Furthermore,
let’s assume that the total rises slowly throughout 1943, from his figure of 1.15 million to a final mark of 1.3
million at year’s end. (Einsatzgruppe actions were almost certainly complete by this time.) Under these
assumptions, the daily killing rate was very high: 500 – 2,500 per day, for most of the 2.5 year period.
However, during three spectacular months—September to November 1942—it shot up to nearly 4,000 per
day, thanks to some ferocious killing by the SS brigades.[31]
We will set aside the myriad difficulties of hunting down, rounding up, and shooting an average of 4,000
people per day—for 120 straight days. Let’s assume this was done. Each day, the five groups have a total of
some 4,000 dead bodies on their hands. Now what? The obvious answer is to bury them—in crude, deep,
mass graves. In such a grave, one can pack, at most, six to eight bodies per cubic meter.[32] Consequently,
the daily toll of 4,000 killings required a space of around 600 cubic meters—a hole that is, for example, 10 m
x 12 m x 5 m deep.[33] In other words, a very large hole…a new one, every day…for 120 straight days.
Even an ‘off’ day, of only 1,000 shootings, would require a hole of size 5 m x 6 m (15 x 18 ft), and 5 m deep,
to accommodate the bodies.
What about a ‘bad’ day? The single worst alleged massacre was at Babi Yar, Ukraine. On 29 September
1941, Einsatzgruppe C supposedly slaughtered 33,771 Jews in one day. To accommodate these bodies, they
would have had to dig a colossal trench 10 m wide by 100 m long, and 5 m deep. This alone would have
been a major construction effort—all for a single day’s killing.
So, some obvious questions: Who was doing all that digging? Every day, year round, for two and a half
years? In ice and snow? Did each team have a diesel excavator with them? And further: Where are all those
holes? If 1.3 million Jews were shot and buried, it would have required, for example, 1,000 such holes, each
containing an average of 1,300 bodies. Or maybe it was 2,000 holes with an average of 650—and so on. This
gives an idea of the magnitude of the problem.
And then the decisive questions: How many of these holes have we found? And how many bodies were in
them?
Fundamentalists have their answers at the ready. By the end of 1942, the Nazis allegedly realized that they
had made a huge mistake. So many mass graves, with so many bodies, left a vast amount of incriminating
evidence. (Why they would have worried about this, we are never told.) Therefore they initiated “Action
1005”—a program to destroy the evidence of their mass shootings. Longerich (2010: 410) explains: “In June
1943 the commandos began to open the mass graves in the occupied Soviet territories, first in the Ukraine,
then in White Russia, and finally in the Baltic states.” These teams were “extraordinarily thorough,” he says:
The mass graves were opened up, the corpses were burned on piles of wood or steel grilles, then
the ashes were examined for valuable objects, gold teeth above all, before the bones were

ground and the ashes scattered or buried. Then all other traces that could have indicated the
places of execution were removed, and the murder scene dug over and planted.
Well, that settles that.
One wonders: How foolish does Longerich think his readers are? Are we supposed to accept this outlandish
and impossible story at face value? Over 1 million corpses, buried in over 1,000 mass graves, spread over
hundreds of thousands of square miles, were located, exhumed, and burned to ash on large campfires. The
subsequent tons of ash—human plus wood—were sifted for teeth, bones, and other “valuables”; the bones
were ground up (how?), and the whole mess was then “scattered” or buried, such that not a trace remains.
The killers evidently also had their own private landscapers, who came by at the end, smoothed out the soil
over those 1,000 mass graves, and planted a few trees or shrubs to hide the evil deed. And perhaps a few
flowers as well, in memory of the deceased.
This is a ludicrous story, but it is conveniently ludicrous. It attempts to explain away the glaring hole—the
fact that we have found no evidence even approximating the 1.3 million supposed victims. Indeed, by a sort
of perverse logic, the absence of bodies confirms the traditional view: “Of course there are no bodies; that
was part of the plan.” Of course.
Even if the Nazis had attempted such a thing, there are substantial problems here:
(1) Were the Nazis so stupid as to not think of this problem at the outset? And yet so brilliant as
to effect the total elimination of evidence?
(2) Merely finding all the mass graves again, after one or two years, would have been a major
task in itself. The Nazis obviously had no GPS systems or satellites. They would have required
an extensive and extremely detailed set of hand-drawn maps and written descriptions. Why do
we have no evidence of such things?
(3) Digging up hundreds of thousands of rotting corpses would have been a messy, awkward,
and revolting job under the best of conditions—and impossible during frozen winter months.
(4) The amount of wood required to burn decayed, rotting corpses would have been
astronomical. Note: the Nazis weren’t merely ‘cooking’ the bodies, they were burning them to
ash. To do this on an open-air fire requires an immense amount of fuel, something like 160 kg
(350 pounds) of wood per body, at minimum.[34] A modest, 1,000-person grave would thus
demand at least 160,000 kg (175 tons) of firewood. And the fire would have failed in the case of
cold, rain, wind, or other adverse conditions.
(5) On what basis can our experts claim that the Einsatzgruppen used “steel grilles”? Do they
have any record of these? Any remaining examples, any photographs—anything?
(6) The ash would have been overwhelming. Each body, plus the wood to burn it, would produce
about 9 kg (20 pounds) of ash; 1,000 bodies yields 20,000 pounds, or 10 tons of ash. Can we
imagine the Germans “sifting” through mountains of ash, in the cold and rain, pulling out teeth
and bones—each tooth individually inspected for gold, each bone tossed into the “grinder” pile?
(7) Grinding hard material such as bone requires large, power-driven machinery. Do we have
any evidence that such machines existed, and were deployed all over Eastern Europe?
(8) Buried ash remains as ash for years, decades, even centuries. If they buried the ash, it is still
there. Why have we not found it?
(9) Disturbed earth, as in the huge burial pits, cannot simply be erased. Merely filling them in
with dirt does not do the job. Modern technology can easily detect such disturbances, even from
the air. Why have we not found these huge pits?[35]
The problems compound—to an embarrassing degree. As detectives in this great crime story, we must know
when to dismiss obvious fiction. One feels sorry for Longerich and the others who must promote such
rubbish. They know, or should know, that it is nonsense. And yet they promote it all the same.
A more rational explanation is this: that the Einsatzgruppen and affiliated groups shot far fewer people, and
far fewer Jews, than is claimed. No one doubts that they did kill many people, perhaps thousands, of all
varieties. There was a war going on, after all. No one doubts that the bodies were frequently and
unceremoniously dumped in pits. But to have killed well over 1 million Jews, buried them all, dug them all
up a year or two later, burned them all to ash on wood fires, sifted through all the ash, and then hidden the
ashes—this is impossible. The fact that we have no evidence of even a fraction of this story is telling. It is a

clear sign that our traditional historians are seriously misleading us. It would not be too much to call them
outright liars. The question then is: Why?

The Mechanism of Mass Murder (3) – Gas Chambers
We have now examined ghettos and mass shootings in the East as ineffective means of killing and disposing
of 6 million Jews. At most, we can imagine these two situations being associated with the death of perhaps
two or three hundred thousand Jews over the course of the five-year war—many of them dying from natural
causes.
Despite the many unsolvable problems and issues cited above, let’s make a temporary concession. Let’s say
that Hitler and the other leading Nazis did indeed want to kill every Jew in Europe. Even then, could they
have done it? The ghettos and half-dozen killing squads obviously weren’t getting the job done. Something
else would have been required.
If they had actually sought to kill masses of Jews, the Germans clearly had many options at their disposal.
Shooting would have been perhaps the last method chosen; it is a tedious, slow, and uncertain process to take
large numbers of people, line them up individually or in groups, and execute them. There were clearly better
alternatives. For example, the Ruhr Valley had many abandoned coal mines, most with ready access to rail
lines. The Nazis simply had to ship trainloads of Jews there, toss them down the empty shafts, and collapse
the mines. Or they could have drowned them; it would have been a simple matter to pack people into crude
shipping containers and dump them into the sea. That would have accomplished the evil deed and eliminated
the evidence all at once.
If, for some strange reason, they felt compelled to ‘gas’ the Jews, they had options there too. As Fritz Berg
points out, there were large, train-sized “gas chambers” in existence; these were used to fumigate traincarloads of bedding, clothing, and personal effects with deadly cyanide gas.[36] Typhus, as we know, was a
huge problem during wartime, and the Germans took many precautions. Rather than fumigate clothing,
however, the Nazis simply could have processed carloads of Jews. They could have killed hundreds in
minutes, with no risk to themselves. And the dead bodies would have been conveniently packed up, ready to
head off for disposal.

The Majdanek "gas chamber" where it is alleged that prisioners were murdered with both carbon monoxide
and Zyklon B. Tomasz Kranz, the director of the Majdanek Museum lowered the estimate of Jewish victims,
which was once reported as high as 1.5 million down to 59,000.
By Roland Geider (Ogre) (Own work) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
If, for some other strange reason, the Germans preferred to use ‘chambers,’ they had options there as well.
Consider this obvious fact: Once you have gone to the trouble of rounding up Jews and packing them tightly
into small, air-tight rooms, you don’t need to gas them. If the room is even close to “air-tight,” you just wait
30 minutes or an hour, and everyone is dead. No toxic chemicals, no lengthy aeration, no messy cleanup—
just open up the doors and haul out the asphyxiated bodies.
And there were simpler alternatives still. Round up the Jews, confine them in crude, prison-like structures in
the countryside, and let them starve. Or faster yet: force them into large open-air corrals in the winter, with
no shelter of any kind—just big fenced-in pastures. One cold night, and all are dead from exposure. The

variations are endless.
But the Nazis, we are told, adopted none of these obvious alternatives. Instead, they opted for a complex,
technical, and dangerous process of mass murder in gas chambers.
In order to better understand this most critical aspect of the Holocaust story, we need some background
information. Prior to and during the war, the National Socialists created a large network of ad hoc prisons
—concentration camps—throughout the Reich. By 1943 there were some 20 major camps of 25,000 or more
inmates, and at least 65 ancillary camps with around 1,500 people each.[37] Many assume that all these were
“death camps,” that is, places of mass murder. But this is not so. On the orthodox view, only six camps were
dedicated to the murder of the Jews: Auschwitz, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor, Majdanek, and Chelmno.
These six so-called death camps, or extermination camps, were never labeled as such by the Germans. They
all served different purposes, ran for different periods of time, and experienced different mortality rates. In
fact the only points of commonality, according to traditionalism, are (a) they all held large numbers of Jews,
and (b) they all contained homicidal gas chambers.
Once again, even the simple task of determining death tolls is problematic. Every expert, and every source,
seems to have a different figure for each camp. And the variation is not insignificant; the highest estimates
can be five or even ten times as high as the lowest. Even if we look at the two most ‘authoritative’ sources
—USHMM and Yad Vashem—we find wide differences.[38] For present purposes, we will use a rough
average of these two organizations’ numbers.
The table below lists the six camps, sorted by start date, and the approximate average estimates of Jewish
fatalities:
Camp

Start

Chelmno

Dec 1941 Sep 1942

Auschwitz Jan 1942

End

Jews killed
250,000

Nov 1944 1,000,000

Belzec

Mar 1942 Dec 1942

550,000

Sobibor

Apr 1942 Sep 1943

225,000

Treblinka

Jul 1942

Majdanek

Sep 1942 Nov 1943 75,000

May 1943 900,000

Total:

3,000,000

These six camps thus account for a nominal total of 3 million Jewish deaths, as we have assumed at the start.
They are fully half of the Holocaust.
Let’s look, then, at the basic picture of each camp, so that we can better determine if, and how, Jews were
killed there. We will run through the list roughly from least to most fatal.

1. Majdanek[39]
This is a camp that was once unsurpassed in its horror, but now has fallen mightily in the rankings. The NYT
first reported on Majdanek in July 1943. They wrote that “the German murder toll in Poland is reaching a
new high…including 1.8 million Jews [in all camps]”—according to the Polish Minister of Home
Affairs.[40] He tells of men, women, and children “deported to the Majdanek death camp in the Lublin
district, where they were slaughtered in masses in death chambers.” On two days in July, “more than 3,000
persons were murdered in gas chambers. Such executions are taking place every day.”
But it got worse. One year later, the NYT had precise details. “Victims put at 1,500,000 in huge death factory
of gas chambers and crematories,” screamed the headline.[41] The camp had recently been “liberated” by the
Russians, and they invited Western reporters in to see the horror firsthand. Reporter Bill Lawrence wrote,
I have just seen the most terrible place on the face of the earth—the German concentration camp
at Maidanek, [at which] as many as 1,500,000 persons from nearly every country in Europe
were killed in the last three years. I have been all through the camp, inspecting its hermetically
sealed gas chambers, in which the victims were asphyxiated, and five furnaces in which the
bodies were cremated.

He went to a nearby forest, where he saw 10 open mass graves—though only 368 bodies. “In this forest,” he
says, “the authorities estimate there are more than 300,000 bodies.” The victims were of assorted
nationalities: “Jews, Poles, Russians” and others.
Needless to say, the “1.5 million victims of Majdanek” meme failed to withstand scrutiny. Because the camp
was so well-preserved, it was amenable to thorough investigation. As it turns out, “the authorities” never
found more than a tiny fraction of the purported bodies. As the years passed, the gas-chamber stories
dwindled away and “official estimates” began to fall: first to 1.38 million in 1986, and then to 360,000 in
1990. Then further: 235,000 people, of whom just 110,000 were Jews (1992); 60,000 Jews (2000); “over
50,000” Jews (2003).[42 ] From the revisionist standpoint, Graf and Mattogno (2012) have calculated that
the Jewish death toll was slightly less than 28,000.[43]
“So what?” some may say. “This reduction in death toll is a good thing. It shows that traditional historians
are willing to alter their views over time, as new research emerges.” It would be a good thing, if (a) they
acknowledged the important contribution from revisionist writers, and more importantly (b) it led to a
corresponding decrease in the ‘6 million.’ But neither of these ever happens.
Consider the estimate of 59,000 Jewish victims—a number that comes from the director of the Majdanek
Museum, Tomasz Kranz (2007). In order to accept his number, we need to know how and when these people
died. But even he gives us a rapidly shifting story. In 2003, Kranz wrote that “60 percent of the victims in
Majdanek died as a result of starvation, forced labor, maltreatment, and illness” (2003: 230). If this holds for
the Jews, it means some 35,000 died of these ‘natural’ causes, while the remaining 24,000 died by gassing or
shooting. But we also have the story of the “Harvest Festival” (Erntefest) massacre, in which 18,000 Jews
were allegedly shot at Majdanek on a single day, 3 November 1943. If this is true, it leaves, at most, only
(24,000 – 18,000) = 6,000 Jews who were gassed or shot prior to that date.
But Kranz could evidently see that this caused a problem for the conventional view, which demands large
numbers of Jews gassed at each of the six death camps. If only 6,000 were ‘shot or gassed,’ and if, say, one
or two thousand of these were shot, this leaves only perhaps 4,000 that were gassed—unacceptably low for
our traditional historians. This is likely why, in 2007, Kranz backpedalled. He now makes no claims about
gassings versus shootings or other causes. He makes no mention of the victim count at the “Harvest
Festival.” He simply says, “We do not, after all, have at our disposal any data documenting deaths by
dividing them into various forms of killing” (2007: 104). In a footnote he adds that “estimates concerning the
numbers of mass prisoner shootings and gassing…are very general estimates and are not supported by source
research.” Therefore such figures “should be considered of little use.” In other words, we know almost
nothing about how the Jews died; it is all speculation. But if this is true, how can he be so confident of his
59,000 figure?
The heart of the Majdanek story, like all six death camps, lay with the gas chambers. The standard account,
dating to 1944, holds that the camp had seven such chambers. They were unique in that they supposedly used
both Zyklon-B (cyanide pellets) and carbon monoxide from pressurized cylinders.
But these claims have withered under critical examination. One chamber in the ‘new crematorium’ was
simply an enclosed, windowless room—but lacking a ventilation system, it could not have been used to gas
people. Two other chambers were claimed to exist in a ‘Barrack 28’—which no one can locate today, and
was likely a figment of Soviet imagination.
This brings us to the building known as “Bath and Disinfection Unit I,” which allegedly held the other four
chambers. Fortunately, it remains standing to this day, and thus can be easily examined.
The four B&D chambers are designated as follows:
• Room C: largest of the four rooms, allegedly used Zyklon only. But this room has a large, easilybroken glass window, and no ventilation system. Today even the traditional historians agree that the
room was used only for delousing of bedding and clothing.
Attention now falls on the final three rooms:
• Room A: a medium-sized room, with two lockable doors and no windows.
• Room B1: a small chamber, with small window and lockable door.
• Room B2: a small chamber, no windows, one lockable door.
But Zyklon use seems to be ruled out for all three. Rooms B1 and B2 have no ventilation, and only crudelyconstructed (and likely post-war) ceiling holes in which to dump the poisonous Zyklon. But there is no
obvious way to get to the roof to access these holes, and there is the usual problem of how to remove the
dead bodies once they are mixed with the deadly pellets. Room A had two doors, which could have served as

a crude ventilation scheme—sufficient for bedding and clothing, but not for people. But it has not even ad
hoc ceiling holes, and thus no evident scheme to introduce the Zyklon.
In conclusion, if the Germans gassed anyone with cyanide pellets at Majdanek, it was an extremely crude,
dangerous, and bluntly speaking, idiotic procedure—scarcely worth serious consideration.
As to the claims of carbon monoxide poisoning, these are based on the fact that two of the rooms—A and
B1—have perforated metal pipes running along the walls. The pipes lead to a small exterior shack that
contains two large compressed-gas containers. It looks bad, until one reads the container labels: CO2, or
carbon dioxide.[44] Carbon monoxide is deadly; but carbon dioxide is not. We breathe it in and out every
moment of every day. Why would the Germans pipe carbon dioxide into enclosed rooms? There is one
obvious answer: to slow down decay of dead bodies. If the rooms were used as temporary morgues, CO2
would allow for somewhat extended storage by displacing oxygen. In fact, fruit growers use this technique
all the time when they want to store fresh fruit over the winter; they use large carbon-dioxide coolers.
This furthermore helps to explain witness accounts. The rooms had dead bodies (true), they were “gassed”
(true, after they were already dead), and the bodies were eventually burned in crematoria (true). The
individual facts are true, but they do not add up to “homicidal gas chambers.”
The bottom line is that Majdanek has sunk to irrelevance in the larger Holocaust story. Even if we accept that
60,000 Jews died there, they represent a mere 1% of the alleged total. Consequently we hear very little about
the camp any more, from our traditional historians.

2. Chelmno
Even more so than the others, Chelmno is truly something of a mystery camp. It wasn’t even a fixed camp
per se, but rather more of a processing station and, separately, a burial ground. Victims arrived by truck at the
small village of Chelmno on the Ner River, 60 km northwest of Lodz, Poland. There they found a large
country manor—variously called a “mansion,” “palace,” “Schloss,” or “castle,” depending on the source
—where they disembarked.[45] They were then told they would be shipped further on to the East, to labor
camps. Instead, claim the historians, they were herded down a ramp into waiting vans—vehicles that were
modified to gas them. Hence the Chelmno murder weapon: gas vans.[46]
Once done, the van would head out to the “forest camp,” a plot of land some 5 km from the village. The
bodies would be buried, and later, exhumed and burned. The reader should not be surprised if the plot line
sounds familiar.
Chelmno was such a mystery that, for decades, virtually no detailed studies were published on it. The best
one could hope for was a short encyclopedia entry, or references to obscure foreign-language documents.
Only in the past few years have we seen dedicated works appear. To date we have three books: two orthodox
accounts, by Krakowski (2009) and Montague (2012), and one revisionist analysis by Mattogno (2011).
Our best source of information on any camp is wartime documentation, but unfortunately “documentation
about [Chelmno] is almost nonexistent,” according to Mattogno (2011: 7). Montague (2012: 2) concurs; he
laments the “little physical evidence” remaining, the “absence of camp records and other relevant Nazi
documents,” and the fact that “[camp] photographs remain tragically lost to history.” Current accounts of the
camp are based almost entirely on unreliable witness testimony given in various postwar trials, and on a
scattering of data derived from incomplete excavations. This partly explains the wide disparity in death
estimates, from USHMM’s “over 156,000” to Yad Vashem’s “320,000.” For our purposes, we have assumed
a median figure of 250,000.
As the first in existence, Chelmno was supposedly the ‘experimental’ death camp, the one that would
establish the process for the others to come. Allegedly, it was in the summer of 1941, following early
successes against the Soviets, that the Germans began to devise their “final solution” for the Jews—mass
murder, on the standard view, or evacuation to the East, according to revisionists. Presumably acting on
(unwritten) orders from Hitler, Himmler surveyed his technical experts for the best way to kill masses of
people. Based on their experiences to date, they knew that shooting and ghetto-confinement would not work.
One of Himmler’s men, Ernst Grawitz, allegedly proposed using “a fast acting, highly volatile gas.”[47] As
Mattogno demonstrates, they had many alternatives, including the highly toxic phosgene and diphosgene
gasses. Even the dreaded Zyklon (hydrogen cyanide, or HCN) was considered only moderately toxic among
those studied. The least toxic was carbon monoxide. And yet the Nazis inexplicably elected to use carbon
monoxide in their prototype death camp.
The Germans had two ready sources of carbon monoxide. One was compressed gas, transported in large
metal cylinders of the kind that were (wrongly) attributed to Majdanek. The other was from internal

combustion engines. Compressed gas was expensive to produce and awkward to transport, allegedly, but
engines were everywhere. Every car and every truck automatically produced carbon monoxide exhaust—for
free. The choice was obvious.
According to witnesses, the gas vans were furniture-van-like vehicles, each holding between 25 and 50
people in the rear cabin. The vehicles were retrofitted with flexible exhaust pipes that could easily be
redirected to a hole in the floor of the rear cabin. Exhaust gas, on this view, would pour into the cabin,
quickly killing all inside. The dead bodies could then be conveniently trucked away to a disposal site at the
forest camp.
But which engine type to use? The Germans had three alternatives at that time. One was a standard gasoline
engine, which put out CO gas at concentrations between 1 and 6%. This is sufficient to do the job; CO is
generally fatal within 30 minutes at levels above 1%. A second option, though, was much better: the socalled “producer gas” engines, which actually created CO gas to use as fuel. Producer-gas engines generated
CO at levels of 18-35%, which would have rapidly killed all exposed.
But the National Socialists, we are told, passed over these two options, preferring instead their third
alternative: a diesel engine. As it happens, and unbeknownst to nearly all witnesses and historians, diesels
produce very little carbon monoxide—only about 0.1% for most of their operating range.[48] Incredibly,
then, after choosing the least toxic gas, the Germans inexplicably chose the least effective means of
producing that gas. We may be excused if we are skeptical of this alleged scheme.
Yet even today this fact seems to cause no concern for our fundamentalists, who continue to insist on the
diesel story. In the authoritative Oxford study, for example, Karen Orth (2010: 370) writes, “Chelmno and
the Reinhard camps [i.e. Treblinka, Sobibor, and Belzec] killed with carbon monoxide gas generated by
diesel truck motors…”
The fact that the National Socialists bypassed more deadly gases, and then opted to use a diesel engine to kill
with CO, is sufficient for a rational investigator to dismiss the entire gas van story. But there are other
problems with it. For example, it is physically impossible to pump exhaust gas into a “hermetically sealed”
cabin. Either the engine will stall, or the cabin will be blown apart. There would have to be some complex
system of pressure valves to let out the oxygen as the CO came pouring in. But no one has ever described
such a scheme. If we had an actual surviving gas van at our disposal, we could easily answer such questions;
unfortunately, not one has remained. (More problems of ‘vanishing evidence.’)
Furthermore, we have a much more plausible explanation for the wartime accounts of gas vans. Trucks
running on producer-gas systems were in fact called Gaswagen, or ‘gas vans.’ Additionally, the Germans had
specially-outfitted vans for use with Zyklon to delouse clothing and personal items; these too were called
‘gas vans.’ But when word got around of the (true) existence of gas vans, combined with the (true) fact that
people were dying and being buried or cremated, and at the same time friends and family members were
being shipped out of ghettos, never to be seen again, we can imagine how stories of homicidal gassings in
vans could emerge.
How do these two orthodox authors handle these issues? On the critical question of diesel versus gasoline
engines, and the subsequent production of deadly CO gas, both Krakowski and Montague are completely
silent. The word ‘diesel’ appears not once in Krakowski’s book. Montague never specifies the engine type,
nor informs the reader of the critical difference. Late in the book he allots one paragraph to “the question of
the type of gasoline these vehicles used” (p. 208), but then neglects to answer the question. It is clear that he
uses the term ‘gasoline’ as a generic for engine fuel, failing to make the crucial distinction between ordinary
gasoline (petrol) and diesel fuel.
Potentially decisive evidence could exist in the mass graves, which allegedly held something like 250,000
bodies before they were exhumed and burned. We know where the graves are; in fact, there is a ‘victim
memorial’ there today. Montague discusses the graves in detail, and supplies a helpful map. Today we see
evidence of three long (circa 200m), thin (8m) disturbances, one smaller disturbance of some 60m in length,
and about a dozen isolated pits. In total, these could indeed have held some quarter-million bodies.
Case proven? Not quite. As Mattogno explains (pp. 95-105), there have been four excavations of the
Chelmno mass gravesites: 1945, 1951, 1986, and 2003. The first three were so poorly conducted that nothing
conclusive can be determined. The 1986 examination, for example, found “a huge amount of crushed human
bones” at the presumed location of corpse-burning site, but we are given no measureable details. Four bags
of sample earth were analyzed, of which only “a few percent” consisted of bone fragments or ash (p. 97).
The latest investigation in 2003 produced, once again, no objective, quantifiable data. Whatever is in those
pits today, it evidently does not support the orthodox view. Perhaps these are the reasons why both
Krakowski and Montague completely ignore the excavations.

But as Mattogno explains, there are yet more problems. If, say, 250,000 bodies were cremated on site, this
would have required vast amounts of firewood—something like 40 million kg, or around 43,000 tons.[49]
This would have necessarily deforested huge areas around the camp—and yet the woods are largely intact,
dating to well before the war. If they trucked in all that wood, there would have been a parade of witnesses
testifying to the continuous stream of incoming vehicles; but we have none.
Once burned, the ash pile would have been monumental: roughly 2.2 million kg (2,500 tons). As with the
Einsatzgruppen, the Nazis would then have sifted through the whole mass looking for teeth and bones, and
then employed one or more mechanical grinders to crush them. Given the murky details of the four
excavations, however, we must assume that very little ash has in fact been found.
Conclusion: the ‘mystery camp’ remains largely mysterious. The vans, the bodies, the fuel, and the ash have
all but vanished, as has all documentary and photographic evidence. The alleged gassing method is quite
literally senseless. And we can easily understand how such stories of “homicidal gas vans” came to exist.
Doubtless many Jews passed through the Chelmno station, on their way out of the Lodz ghetto. Doubtless
many of them died in the ghetto and surrounding region. Perhaps the bodies were taken to Chelmno to be
disposed of. Perhaps some were buried, and some burned on crude pyres. But the evidence suggests that this
number was much smaller than 250,000—perhaps a few thousand at most.

3. Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka
The next three camps—Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka—have many features in common, and thus are often
addressed together. We will do the same. The camps are typically considered part of an “Operation
Reinhardt” (or Reinhard) that involved confiscating Jewish property and then either killing them (orthodox
view) or deporting them to the East (revisionist view).
These camps are unique in that they were at fixed locations in the east of Poland, and allegedly were
dedicated strictly to the mass murder of Jews. We know their locations, but sadly, and as before, very little of
the camps remain. Today they consist essentially of designated forest clearings and various reconstructed,
and therefore hypothetical, elements of the former camps.
The commonalities are striking, and telling. On the traditional view, all three camps:
• Opened with three gas chambers, and then added more later on.
• Were located on rail lines, in remote locations of eastern Poland.
• Had two distinct zones—an entry zone and an “extermination” zone—linked by a walkway called ”the
Tube.”
• Gassed Jews using the exhaust from a diesel engine.
• Initially buried their victims, and then later exhumed and burned them on site.
• Buried the ashes on site.
• Lacked even a single crematorium.
• Were demolished, planted over, and handed to a local Ukrainian to farm the land.
Both fundamentalists and revisionists view the camps as part of a common plan, and thus we would expect
similarities. However, this ends up working against the standard view because the difficulties and absurdities
of one camp are shared by all.
We are already familiar with most of these problems. One is the use of diesel engines for homicidal
gassing—it is simply absurd to think that, with the advanced science and technology of Nazi Germany,
diesels are the best they could do. And yet, orthodoxy insists on the diesel story. Previously we saw the
quotation by Orth, regarding Chelmno and the Reinhardt camps. Hilberg evidently agrees: “Belzec is
reported to have been equipped with a diesel motor; Treblinka is said to have had one from the start” (2003:
936). According to the USHMM, “In 1942, systematic mass killing in stationary gas chambers (with carbon
monoxide gas generated by diesel engines) began at Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka, all in Poland.”[50] Yad
Vashem says this: “The [Treblinka] extermination area included a brick building that housed three gas
chambers. A diesel engine was housed in an adjoining shed—this engine produced the carbon monoxide,
which fueled the chambers.”[51] In another entry, they write,
Belzec, which commenced operation in March [1942], had three gas chambers located in a
wooden barrack; Sobibor, where the killings began in May, housed its gas chambers in a brick
building and Treblinka, which was established in July, had three gas chambers that could be
hermetically sealed. At each of the three camps, hundreds of thousands of Jews were murdered
by exhaust gas from diesel engines.[52]
We can understand their dilemma. So much time and energy has been dedicated to the diesel gassing story

that they cannot back down without a major loss of credibility. They therefore repeat the same story over and
over again, without ever informing the reader of the severe technical improbabilities involved.
There is a related problem, however. People who die from carbon monoxide poisoning frequently have bright
pink or red coloration on their skin. This is a chemical reaction of the blood to the gas, and it is a unique and
distinctive marker.[53] Therefore the witnesses who claimed to have seen the dead bodies at the Reinhardt
camps should have remarked on an overwhelming number of pink or red corpses. It would have been a sure
sign of CO gassing. As it happens, no one has done this. Some report having seen blue or yellow coloration,
but never pink or red. And yet this would have been the dominant feature, readily apparent to all. The reader
is invited to search for witnesses claiming to see red corpses; it will be a long search.
But let’s press ahead with our investigation. Traditional historians offer us a nominal account of the
Reinhardt deaths over time. Let’s lay them all out in a single view, to get a better look. Based on a variety of
sources, the following table shows estimated monthly deaths (thousands), for each of the three camps, during
the two years of their operation.[54]
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As we can see, the total figures for each camp match those we assumed previously: Sobibor = 225,000,
Belzec = 550,000, and Treblinka = 900,000. The monthly figures are conjectural, but obviously some such
combination of deaths must have occurred, if the requisite totals are to be attained. If the experts disagree
with these figures, they are welcome to propose better ones—and to justify them.
A few things jump out at us. Any single camp number above 30 (that is, above 30,000) means that more than
1,000 people per day were allegedly gassed that month. Given the many difficulties of this process, cited
previously, that would have been quite a task. But the numbers go much higher than this. For seven of the
months, the numbers equal or exceed 100,000 per month, or about 3,300 daily. The peak month—Treblinka
in October 1942—was over 200,000, or more than 6,700 per day. Once again, we are confronted with an
astonishing and frankly unbelievable claim: that the Germans managed, using only diesel engine exhaust, to
kill nearly 7,000 Jews per day, every day, for a solid month.
As before, the ‘buried-exhumed-burned’ sequence would also have been a huge problem. All the
Einsatzgruppen issues recur here, though at greater levels of absurdity. Based on our experts’ accounts,
Chelmno was the first camp to exhume and burn, in the open air, on wood fires (in August-September 1942).
If this was the “success” that we are told it was, the orders should have immediately gone out to the other
camps: stop burying your dead, just burn them. (Note that all three Reinhardt camps were in operation by
then.) But as it happened, only Sobibor began the exhuming and burning process right away. Belzec
continued burying its dead for three more months. Treblinka, for seven more months. And the
Einsatzgruppen were still digging mass graves a full nine months after the Chelmno “success.”
For that matter, why did the Reinhardt camps ever need to bury bodies? If they were in fact designed and
built as “pure extermination camps,” surely the Germans would have constructed basic crematoria at each
location—high-speed, highly efficient crematoria, to totally dispose of the evidence of the crime. Instead,
they could do no better (allegedly) than to dump the bodies in a big hole in the ground, and then later,
realizing their stupidity, dig up and burn the decaying corpses over log fires. And then, in another move of
monumental stupidity, they decided to bury the ashes in the very holes from which the corpses came—ash

that would then sit there for decades, waiting to be analyzed.
But even this understates the situation. In reality, they were burning so many corpses, at such a high rate, that
their ‘log fires’ would have been towering infernos. The burning rate at Sobibor, for the last three months of
1942, would have been roughly 900 per day—900 rotting corpses burned to ash, every day, for three cold
winter months. Tons of ash, sifted for teeth and bones, every day, for three months.
And that was the ‘easy’ camp. Belzec, allegedly, burned their 550,000 bodies over five winter/spring
months[55]—an average of nearly 3,700 per day. Treblinka, though, was truly mind-boggling. There, we are
told, they burned 900,000 corpses during just four months[56]—an astounding rate of 7,500 per day. That
would require something like 1.2 million kg of wood, every day. It would generate about 67,000 kg of ash,
every day. Is this reasonable? Surely not. This is in the realm of fantasy fiction. And yet it is exactly what our
experts expect us to believe.
What, in fact, do the experts have to say about all this? Here’s what famed Holocaust researcher Martin
Gilbert—Sir Martin Gilbert—said: “The deliberate attempt to destroy systematically all of Europe’s Jews
[peaked in 1942], during which hundreds of thousands of Jews were being gassed every day at Belzec,
Chelmno, Sobibor, and Treblinka” (1981: 26). Wait—can that be correct? Hundreds of thousands gassed
—every day? Sir Martin is a smart man. Surely he doesn’t make loose, off-the-cuff declarations. Surely he
knows that it is impossible—impossible—to gas and burn “hundreds of thousands” in four camps, every day.
Why, then, would he publish such an obvious falsehood? Why would he lie? Sir Martin is a self-proclaimed
Zionist Jew. Surely he knows the folly of lying about the Jewish Holocaust. So—why would he lie? In whose
interest is it to exaggerate such claims (or in whose interest was it—he made these claims prior to his
knighthood)?
The only hope to get to the bottom of these issues is to conduct on-site excavations. Such work would allow
us to determine the number and size of the mass graves, to quantify any remaining bodies, bones, or ash, and
to find any remnants of the gas chambers. To a greater or lesser degree, such work has been performed at all
three Reinhardt camps. What, then, does the excavation record tell us about each of these? Here is a
summary in brief.
Belzec: All 550,000 bodies buried before exhumations-cremations began in December 1942. Two
excavations since the war.
(1) A Polish investigation in 1945 dug nine large holes, up to 10m wide and up to 8m deep. Findings: Sand
mixed with intermittent human ash, along with scattered bones. No firm conclusions can be drawn, but from
the wording—“some charred remains,” “part of a human body,” “a human skull,” “two shinbones and a rib,”
“one partially burnt specimen,” etc.—it suggests something on the order of hundreds of bodies, but not
hundreds of thousands.[57]
(2) A 1997-1999 investigation, led by Andrzej Kola, dug 2,227 core samples in a grid-like pattern. Claimed
to find “33 mass graves,” but based on their reported size they could have held less than one quarter of the
alleged 550,000 bodies that were buried there. Also, their ash content was sporadic, inconsistent, and
“absolutely incompatible” (Mattogno 2004: 87) with any mass incineration.
Kola’s findings were published in small book, Belzec: The Nazi Camp for Jews in Light of Archeological
Sources (2000). Perhaps tellingly, this book is rarely cited, rarely discussed, and virtually unobtainable. It
seems that it does not provide the definitive proof that was hoped for.
Sobibor: Only 81,000 bodies buried before cremations began in October 1942. Several excavations,
separated into three phases. Findings summarized in Bem and Mazurek (2012).
(1) Kola (2000-2001). Digging 3,805 core samples over nine hectares, Kola “hoped to pinpoint the location
of the gas chambers” (p. 98). He claims to have found seven mass graves and five building structure remains
(“Objects A-E”). All of the mass graves contained skeletal remains—that is, unburned bodies—which argues
against the bury-exhume-burn thesis. Total volume of the six main graves was around 14,700 cubic meters,
sufficient to hold more than 100,000 bodies. But as Graf, Kues, and Mattogno (2010: 123) point out, simply
because they were large enough “does not mean that [that many] corpses were buried in them.” Furthermore,
due to random and uncontrolled diggings at the site after the war, there is a “high probability” that the graves
were originally “considerably smaller” than at present. In any case, data from the core samples did not result
in any determination of numbers of victims.
Regarding the building remains, one large structure (“Object E”) was hinted at by Kola to be the gas
chamber; unfortunately, he says, “it is impossible to give a simple answer [to this question].” Graf et al (pp.
159-160) explain why: (a) witnesses said the gas chamber building was brick, and yet Kola’s structure was
all wood; (b) at the presumed location of the diesel gassing engine, Kola found only spent ammunition; and

(c) the huge size of the object—some 80-100 meters in length—was never mentioned by any witnesses.
Notably, Kola’s report has never been translated into English or any western language.
(2) Bem (2004). In the second phase, Bem and colleagues hoped to find both the gas chambers and the ‘tube’
or path—also called the Schlauch or Himmelfahrtstrasse—that led to the chambers. Persisting in the thesis
that Object E was the gas chamber building, they found a small rectangular space “that was tentatively
interpreted as the room for the combustion engine [not “diesel”?] producing the exhaust fumes that were
pumped into the gas chambers” (p. 105). Regarding the Tube, their investigation “had not produced the
expected results,” meaning, they found nothing.
(3) Haimi (2007-present). At this point, an Israeli-led team took over excavation. Continuing previous
efforts, they too sought the chambers and the tube. Regarding the all-important chambers, hopes invested in
Object E turned out to be in vain: “we can, with a high degree of certainty, state that Object E is not the
remains of the gas chambers” (p. 113). Its purpose and function thus remain unknown, and the search for the
chambers goes on.
Regarding the Tube, Haimi and team found a long pattern of parallel post-holes. “This pattern of two rows…
are interpreted as being the remains of the final section of the Himmelfahrtstrasse, which should have led to
the gas chambers” (p. 126). Unfortunately for the team, this pattern leads to what is now a large (roughly
30m x 30m) paved asphalt memorial lot; excavating there would mean tearing up the sacred memorial site.
Compounding the difficulties, it was announced in March 2014 that the Poles would build a new visitor’s
center and a nearly mile-long “memorial wall”; this would have the effect of ending, or at least severely
inhibiting, further exploration in those areas.[58] We note also that the focus seems to have moved
completely away from the mass graves and their contents. Evidently this was not a productive area of
research, as it was not yielding the “expected results.”
But Haimi and his team are optimistic. As reported in the above news story, they await permission to
excavate under the asphalt lot. “Under this square—almost the size of a soccer field—they expect to find
remnants of the gas chambers.” We await this development with bated breath.
Meanwhile, dispute about the number of Sobibor victims goes on. A footnote[59] in the 2012 Bem and
Mazurek report states that “the Germans committed 300,000 murders here”—a figure that significantly
exceeds that of both the USHMM and Yad Vashem. On the other hand, skeptical revisionists such as Graf,
Mattogno, and Kues say this: “It must be stressed that this is only a rough estimate, but we find it probable
that the number of Sobibor victims is in the vicinity of 10,000 dead” (2010: 169). A figure of 10,000 dead,
while still tragic, would reduce Sobibor to near insignificance in the Holocaust story, and to virtual
irrelevance in the larger tragedy of World War II. Suffice it to say that the present evidence is decidedly in
favor of the revisionists.
Treblinka: Virtually all of the 900,000 victims buried before cremations began in April 1943. Three
excavations.
(1) Soviet-Polish investigation (1944). Conducted shortly after the Russians captured the camp in August
1944, this team found three mass graves, with a grand total of some 300 corpses. Based on this scant
evidence, the team declared the camp “an enormous death combine,” a “death factory,” and announced that
“about three million” died there.[60] This study holds little credence, for obvious reasons.
(2) Polish investigation (1945). A year later another Polish team analyzed the site, over the course of five
days. Human remains were found only during a single day’s dig, unearthing “a large quantity of ashes as
well as [unburned] human remains.” Again, virtually useless as a quantitative investigation.
(3) C. Sturdy Colls (2007-present). Recently, a 20-something British archaeologist, Caroline Sturdy Colls,
was somehow enlisted to conduct the first investigation of Treblinka since the war years. Her work, called
the “first-ever excavation” of the camp, has been rolling along at a low boil for some seven years now, with
precious little analysis to show for it. She has published no books on it, no papers quantifying the results, and
virtually nothing of substance.[61] Her chief purpose seems to be to produce media stories and
“documentaries” of the camp that promote the traditional viewpoint.
Sturdy Colls has proven herself able to produce inconsequential and even embarrassing results. For example,
rather than digging at the site of the mass graves—which is conveniently covered over in concrete—she
conducted a small excavation nearby, at the site of a pre-war cemetery. She found… human remains. A
greater embarrassment was her finding of a fragment of an orange tile “with a Star of David on it.” Such
tiles, she says, “fit in with the idea that we are in the area of the gas chambers.” She adds that this reminds
her of claims that Stars of David were placed on the outside of the gas chambers, to lull the Jewish victims
into a sense of complacency. In reality, the tile was a product of a long-established Polish ceramics firm,

Dziewulski i Lange. Their brand logo was a six-sided mullet star that resembles the Jewish star, though
having no connection to it. It was stamped on the back of their tiles.
And yet the media continue to trumpet her findings as if of great significance. The Web-based media
organization LiveScience, for example, headlined this story on 27 March 2014: “First-ever excavation of
Nazi death camp Treblinka reveals horrors.” The opening paragraph reads, “The first-ever archaeological
excavations at the Nazi death camp Treblinka have revealed new mass graves, as well as the first physical
evidence that this camp held gas chambers, where thousands of Jews died”—all untrue, incidentally. The
piece goes on to plug Sturdy Colls’s new documentary Treblinka: Hitler’s Killing Machine. As before, the
article provides no concrete information at all. The final section, “Finding the Gas Chamber,” includes this
statement:
The second two trenches [excavation sites], however, revealed a brick wall and foundation. The
gas chambers were the only brick buildings in the camp, Colls said. The excavations also
revealed orange tiles that matched eyewitness descriptions of the floor of the killing chambers.
Chillingly, each tile was stamped with a Star of David, likely part of the Nazi subterfuge that the
building was a Jewish-style bathhouse.
Of the stunning finding of the foundations of the gas chamber, we get nothing: no size, no location, no
structure, no maps, no photos, no surrounding artifacts—nothing. Of the orange tiles, no mention of the
Polish firm that created them long before the war. All in all, an appalling bit of pseudo-archaeology and a
risible piece of reporting. But this is par for the Holocaust.

A Better Account…
For all that, something happened at those Reinhardt camps. But it seems not to have been mass murder. If we
take Hitler’s words literally, he wanted to drive the Jews out of the German-controlled regions. If this in fact
was his plan, he would first create ghettos to confine them, and then later implement a system by which they
could be systematically deported to the farthest possible reaches of Eastern Europe. Such a mass deportation
scheme would surely not consist of haphazard train shipments; it would require routing all Jews through a
few designated gateway points, or transit camps, to (a) disinfest them of any lice that would spread the
typhus virus, and then (b) funnel them on eastward.
The ideal location for such transit camps would be on the eastern edge of German territory, as of late 1941.
In fact, all three Reinhardt camps were located on or near the eastern boundary of the General Government
region of occupied Poland—the perfect location for transfer into newly-captured Russian territory. (They
would have had to disembark there anyway, to switch to new trains that ran on the larger gauge Soviet rail
system.) Funneling the Jews through these camps, disinfesting them, and then shipping them on eastward
would have been a logical procedure for such a mass deportation.
Interestingly, then, all three camps should be expected to have had gas chambers—but chambers that gassed
clothing and personal items, against the disease-carrying lice. Similarly, all three camps should be expected
to have had shower rooms—real shower rooms, ones that washed the often filthy new arrivals. Thus we
should not be surprised if the likes of Kola, Haimi, or Sturdy Colls find evidence of such things. In fact we
should expect it.
The ‘Tube’ also makes more sense, on the revisionist view. Dirty, possibly lice-infested people arriving at the
camp would need to be initially quarantined. They would then be taken in batches through an isolated
pathway—a tube—to the disinfestation area, where they would be bathed and their belongings ‘gassed’ with
cyanide. They would then be sent to a ‘clean’ area of the camp, isolated from the incoming quarantine zone,
awaiting transfer on to the East.
Imagine how this would appear to the tired, frightened, sick incoming people: Friends and family members
are separated from them, sent off to ‘where the gas chambers are,’ never to return. Separately they hear (true)
stories of dead bodies being buried and/or burned; the smoke and the smell pervade the camp. What are they
to conclude? It is entirely understandable—but entirely wrong.
We must keep in mind: Many Jews undoubtedly died in those camps. Some perished en route to them. Some
came sick with typhus, dying soon after arrival. Some were likely euthanized by the Germans. Some,
assuredly, were killed. Based on the lack of crematoria at all three camps, the Nazis were clearly expecting
only a small and scattered number of dead; they probably assumed that ad hoc burials on site would suffice.
We can easily imagine that, as the pace of deportation accelerated, so did the number of dead. Burials,
therefore, would at some point have become insufficient—at different times, for each of the three camps. We
can thus understand the move toward limited burnings on open fires (there being no other alternative).

How many died (or arrived dead), on the revisionist thesis? We have already seen an estimate for Sobibor:
10,000. Regarding Belzec, Mattogno (2004: 91) says, “it is possible to infer…an order of magnitude of
several thousands, perhaps even some tens of thousands.” Somewhat arbitrarily, let’s assume a number of
50,000, as a working estimate. This is consistent with the general revisionist line that actual deaths are
around 10% of conventional estimates. As to Treblinka, revisionists make no explicit claims. Therefore, let’s
again assume 10% of our traditional number, or 90,000. In each of the three camps, we can state with
confidence that the actual data from excavations and archaeological studies, as it stands today, are much
closer to revisionist than to standard figures. If the expert historians were honest about their work, they
would reduce their estimates to better align with the actual data. We await this development.
It has been a long road, this quest for the truth. We are becoming weary; our attention is flagging. But we
must press on—the (retrospective) fates of 6 million hang in the balance. Only one more step to take, the last
and the largest: Auschwitz.

4. Auschwitz
Finally we come to Auschwitz—the single greatest killing site of the Holocaust, and the linchpin of the
entire murder-mystery. Around 1 million Jews died there, according to orthodoxy, the vast majority in the
gas chambers. Unlike the other camps, strangely enough, this one did not ‘vanish’; there are plenty of
relevant material remains. (Odd—if there was one camp the Nazis would have wanted to make disappear, it
surely would have been this one.) Also unlike the other camps, we have witnesses, survivors, documents,
photos—nearly everything needed to solve the crime.
But first, let’s establish the basic facts of the camp. The Auschwitz complex consisted of three distinct areas:
(1) Auschwitz-I, also called the Stammlager or main camp; (2) Auschwitz-II, better known as Birkenau; (3)
Auschwitz-III, also called Monowitz, which was a labor camp and chemical processing facility. Birkenau
was only one mile from the main camp; Monowitz, about three miles. Of the 1 million presumed Auschwitz
deaths, roughly 98% occurred at Birkenau, with the remaining 2% at the main camp.[62]
The main camp held one crematorium; the larger Birkenau had four. Now, we need to be clear: There is
nothing ominous about a prisoner camp having crematoria. Any such facility designed to hold thousands of
people will experience many deaths—from natural causes, if nothing else. The Germans knew this, and built
the camps accordingly. A crematorium building needs furnaces in which to burn the corpses, and it needs
rooms to serve as temporary morgues; these would hold the bodies prior to actual cremation. When possible,
the morgue rooms would be underground (cooler), but then connected to the furnace facility via some means
of transporting bodies. Lacking underground morgues, open chambers adjoining the furnace room would
suffice.

Existing blueprints show that the alleged gas chamber was in fact a morgue that was later converted into an
air raid shelter.
By Thomas Dalton
The expert historians, however, see it differently. For them, National Socialist crematoria were Satanic
assembly lines of death, designed strictly for the mass annihilation of Jews. Jews walked into the buildings
alive, and left as ash. The morgues were, for them, “undressing rooms” and “gas chambers.”

Let’s look at the numbers a bit more closely. On the orthodox view, the camp began gassing Jews in February
1942. At the time, there were two gassing sites: the main camp crematorium (“Krema 1”) and a small
converted farmhouse, or “bunker,” in Birkenau. After a few months, a second, larger Birkenau bunker was
added. These three sites sufficed for all of 1942.
Near the end of that year, we are told, the Germans decided to ramp up the gassing routine. They elected to
build four new crematoria in Birkenau—Kremas 2-5. These were all in action by June 1943, and they carried
the gassing load through the end of the camp’s existence.
Overall the gassings ran for some 34 months (Feb 1942 to Nov 1944). Based on various standard sources, we
can estimate how many Jews were gassed each month. The chart below gives one scenario that roughly
matches the claims of our experts—though they never quite put it so clearly. (Clear presentation, it seems,
invites difficult questions.) As always, if they have better numbers, we welcome their input.
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Again, some issues stand out right away. As mentioned, the main-camp gassings are all but insignificant
—amounting to 18,000 of the 1 million deaths, or around 2%. Conversely, the bunkers assume unexpected
importance, accounting for 262,000 (26%) of the deaths.
The four Birkenau crematoria, however, are the notorious centerpiece of the Auschwitz story. During their
first year of operation (1943), they allegedly killed 125,000 Jews. This is an average of 12,500 per month, or
416 per day—spread over four crematoria. Each crematorium, therefore, gassed, on average, about 100
people per day. This sounds bad, but it is nothing compared with orthodox claims of gas chambers that killed
“2,000 people at a time.”[63] But to reach that figure, the Germans would have had to build up a 20-day
backlog of Jews, and then gas them all at once. In that case, there would only have been a single gassing per
month, at each crematorium. Hardly the high-speed assembly line of death that has been portrayed.
Even more striking is a comparison between the ‘actuals’ and the capacities. With all seven gassing
structures together (5 Kremas and 2 bunkers), and assuming a reasonable five gassing cycles per day, the

Germans had the capacity to kill at least 65,000 per day. “Monstrous,” we say. Actually, let’s think about this
for a moment. A capacity of 65,000 per day works out to nearly 2 million per month. Even in their wildest
dreams, the Germans could not have expected to kill 2 million Jews in a month at a single camp. It is
inconceivable that they planned and carried out such a process. This fact alone argues strongly against the
conventional view of Auschwitz as a dedicated, purpose-built death camp.
Despite this monstrous gassing capability, for all of 1943 they ‘actually’ gassed an average of just 416 per
day: a mere 0.64% of capacity. Why would the Germans have constructed a gassing death camp with
roughly 156 times the capacity that they needed?
The situation was little changed for the first four months of 1944; rates increased to roughly 720 per day, a
pathetic 1.1% of capacity. And the same held for the last four months of operation, which fell back to around
560 per day (0.86%)—requiring only two gassings per month, at each Krema.
In fact the only time things deviated from this surprisingly low-level gassing scheme was during two fateful
months in mid-1944: the “Hungarian Operation.” From mid-May to mid-July 1944, we are told that the
Germans shipped some 400,000 Hungarian Jews to Auschwitz to be immediately gassed.[64] If we add this
to the on-going quantity of non-Hungarian Jews, we see that, during this eight-week period, the Germans
allegedly killed about 450,000 Jews. During just these eight weeks, 45% of the entire Auschwitz death toll
occurred. The remaining 55% of the killings were spread out over the other 128 weeks—a striking notion, to
be sure.
Take the single worst month: June 1944. Here we have some 250,000 gassings occurring in 30 days, or an
average of 8,300 per day. With four Kremas and a bunker at their disposal, the Germans would have had no
problems at all. It was, after all, only about 12% of their total capacity. In fact, tiny Bunker #2, with its single
90 sq. meter chamber, could have handled (900 x 5 =) 4,500 daily, or the bulk of the load. A single additional
chamber, in any one other Krema, would have sufficed even for the mind-boggling Hungarian operation.
Actually, the Germans did have a problem, a huge one: body disposal. For the two years prior to the
Hungarian action, Auschwitz averaged about 16,000 deaths per month. At first they had only the small
Krema 1 to burn the bodies. This could not keep up, and so the excess bodies were buried, and later exhumed
and burned on open fires—a familiar story by now, with all its attendant difficulties. When the four new
Kremas came on-line, they managed to do the job.[65]
Strangely, though, the Krema cremation capacity was a huge mismatch with the gassing capacity. The five
Kremas contained a total of 52 “muffles,” or body-insertion openings. Each muffle could burn, on average,
one adult body per hour.[66] Allowing for 20% children, we may assume a practical average of 1.2 bodies
per hour. The entire camp, therefore, could cremate about (52 x 1.2 x 20 =) 1,248 bodies per day.[67] Now,
compare this with the gassing capacity of 65,000 per day. If the camp was truly designed as a high-volume
death camp, surely the two figures would roughly match. Instead we find far too many ‘gas chambers’ and
far too few crematoria muffles. Another strike against the conventional view.
Things changed for the eight weeks of the Hungarian Operation. The Kremas were already at full capacity,
processing about 1,000 bodies per day, collectively. But 8,300 corpses were being produced each day. This
left a stunning 7,300 a day to be burned on open pit fires.[68] Needless to say, the logistics of such an
operation would have been insurmountable:
• Can only stack and burn a few hundred bodies at once. Would have required 15 or 20 simultaneous
pits, working round the clock.
• Huge wood requirements—more than 1 million kg (1,200 tons) per day.
• Huge amounts of ash produced—more than 60,000 kg (67 tons) per day, about 160 cubic meters, to be
sifted for teeth and bones.
• Ash disposal—all that ash was disposed of in the immediate vicinity of the camp, according to our
experts. And yet today we have no evidence at all of any remaining ash.
• Huge amounts of smoke produced. This would have been highly problematic, signaling not only what
was going on at the camp, but also been clearly visible to Allied planes flying overhead.
This last point deserves elaboration. With all crematoria chugging along at full capacity, and some 15 or 20
open pit fires burning round the clock, the camp would have been awash in smoke—smoke easily visible
from the air. Here we are in luck: the Allies snapped two air photos of Auschwitz during the Hungarian
operation, and the Germans took another of their own. Thus we have three high-quality photos to
analyze.[69] What do they show?
Photo #1 (May 31): This Allied photo shows the four Birkenau crematoria, without a hint of smoke from any
of them. We do see one, thin smoke plume emanating from behind Krema 5; it evidently came from a single,
small pit fire.

Photo #2 (July 8): This German photo again shows a single wisp of smoke coming from the same location.
No smoke from the crematoria, and no other smoke anywhere else in the camp.
Photo #3 (June 26): The most damning: This Allied photo, taken at the very height of the Hungarian
Operation, shows no Krema smoke, no pit smoke—in fact, no smoke whatsoever. It shows no arriving hordes
of Jews, no parading of victims to the gas chambers, no sign at all of any mass killing…nothing but a calm
and quiet prison camp on a clear summer’s day.
It seems that the more information we obtain, and the more clues that mount, the more tenuous becomes the
traditionalist story.
There are many other deficiencies to the Auschwitz story, which we can only mention here in passing:
• Krema 1 at the main camp—the one shown to all the tourists—has been significantly “reconstructed.”
One exasperated French fundamentalist exclaimed, “Everything there is false.” It presents a highly
misleading picture to visitors.
• The underground ‘gas chambers’ in Kremas 2 and 3 required that corpses be raised to the ground floor
level, where the muffles were located. To this end, the Germans designed in a small freight elevator,
one that was capable of carrying 10 to 15 bodies at a time. Upwards of 200 elevator trips would thus
have been needed to empty the chamber. This is entirely impractical, if intended as a rapid massmurder process.
• The Nuremberg trials contained not a single German document on gas chambers at Auschwitz.
• No autopsy was ever performed on an Auschwitz corpse that confirmed death by cyanide gas.
• Jewish Auschwitz survivors have made numerous outrageous, impossible, and conflicting claims
about the camp; these could fill a book in themselves.
• The alleged gassing methods are amateurish and ridiculous: pellets sprinkled over the victims heads
(Krema 1), through an opening in a side wall (Kremas 4 and 5, and both bunkers), or lowered down in
a little metal cage through the roof (Kremas 2 and 3). Much more professional means existed, such as
the device that the Germans installed in their Zyklon delousing chambers at Dachau.
• Kremas 4 and 5, and both bunkers, lacked ventilation systems. Without these, there would have been
no way to remove the deadly gas from the chambers prior to extracting the dead bodies.
• In the ruins of Kremas 2 and 3, there is no evidence of either the ceiling holes, or the metal Zyklon
cage fixtures.
• Two experienced revisionist researchers, Fred Leuchter and chemist Germar Rudolf, separately
examined samples from the walls of the Krema 2 chamber, looking for cyanide residue. Both found
extremely low levels, far below that expected for a homicidal gas chamber.[70]
• Records showing amounts of coke (fuel) delivered to the camp crematoria suffice for only some 10%
of the claimed victim count.
Finally we are left again with this question: How many Jews died in Auschwitz, on the revisionist view?
Robert Faurisson has suggested a figure of 150,000. Mattogno and Graf argue for a lesser number, 136,000.
Let us take 140,000 as a median revisionist estimate. Once again, this is much more in line with the actual
evidence uncovered to date.

Ruins of Krema 2 in Auschwitz-Birkenau.
By Thomas Dalton

Whodunit?
Perhaps we are now ready to draw some conclusions about this great murder mystery called the Holocaust.
Let’s construct a rational and plausible account of what happened to the Jews during World War II. All the
evidence suggests that Hitler was true to his word: that his Jewish policy was one of ‘ex-termination’

(Ausrottung), that is, of forcibly removing the millions of Jews from the territories that Germany wished to
inhabit. If many died in the process, it was tough luck for them. As a people, they were guilty of inciting both
world wars and especially the treasonous German Revolution of November 1918.[71] Via their dominance in
the Weimar government, their incessant promotion of crude, decadent, and materialistic values, their overrepresentation in media, law and finance, and perhaps most of all their malevolent control of Bolshevist
Russia, the Jews were a mortal threat to German well-being. Whatever misfortunes befell them as they
suffered their deportation were well-deserved, on Hitler’s view. But he never desired, and never ordered,
their mass murder.
Phase One of this process, mass ghettoization, sufficed for nearly two years. Over this time, perhaps 100,000
Jews died, most of natural causes. Concentration ultimately led to an increase in typhus and other
communicable diseases, and thus the Germans implemented a rigorous system of disinfestation: shaving and
showering inmates, and gassing their belongings with cyanide. This was not always successful; many
thousands more died in transit or at the various concentration camps where they were temporarily interned.
Phase Two was the actual removal process, on trains heading east. Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka
were strictly transit camps, designed to serve as transfer points in the systematic removal of the Jews from
the Reich and deployment of them for the war effort. Over time, these camps accumulated several thousand
dead bodies; together the four camps dealt with perhaps 150,000 dead Jews, who perished from a variety of
causes—but none from gassing, on the revisionist view. Majdanek and Auschwitz were both transit and labor
camps. The former suffered nearly 30,000 deaths and the latter perhaps 140,000—in each case, most due to
typhus and other diseases.
We did not explore the “other camps” that, on the orthodox view, accounted for some 400,000 Jewish deaths.
These would presumably include such infamous places as Dachau and Buchenwald, along with lesser known
camps like Mauthausen, Sachsenhausen, and Stutthof. These five camps, which had among the highest
number of total deaths apart from the six ‘extermination’/transit camps, recorded a total of 194,000
deaths.[72] The percentage of Jews at these camps, however, was relatively low. Therefore they contributed
little to the overall Jewish death toll.
The eastward-advancing German army had to deal with a ruthless insurgency in the areas they conquered,
much of it by Jewish fighters. At the same time, numerous local populations in Eastern Europe took the
opportunity of German invasion to initiate anti-Jewish pogroms of their own doing—frequently involving
innocent civilians, unfortunately. In total, perhaps 150,000 more Jews died during this roughly two-anda-half-year process. But the physical evidence of such killing is so scarce that even this may be an overestimate.
In total, then, it seems likely that roughly 570,000 Jews died throughout the duration of World War Two. We
may call this a ‘holocaust’ if we wish, though such a designation implies special standing for the Jewish
victims and a consequent demeaning of the more than 50 million non-Jewish victims. The ‘6 million’ figure
was always a symbolic number, and never grounded in factual reality. Perhaps this many Jews were
displaced during the war, and forced out of their home countries, never to return. Six million refugees,
maybe; six million killed, never.
The traditional figure of 6 million deaths, then, seems to have been a dramatic and unsupported overestimate.
The more likely number—around 570,000—is less than 10% of this. It is a shocking conclusion. Is it really
possible that our expert historians could be so wrong? Unquestionably, yes. We have already seen one such
example in Majdanek. This camp came to world attention with ‘authoritative’ claims of 1.5 million killed.
Even as late as 1986, experts estimated 1.38 million Jewish deaths there. Today the curator of the camp
museum claims just 59,000 fatalities—a reduction of 96%.
A second example comes from Auschwitz itself. Prior to 1990, all authoritative sources held that the camp
witnessed 4 million total deaths (Jews and non-Jews). On July 17 of that year, the Washington Times
announced: “Poland reduces Auschwitz death toll estimate to 1 million.”[73] Virtually overnight, and with
little fanfare, the most infamous of death camps saw a 75% reduction. As it happens, though, the reduction
came almost exclusively in the non-Jewish numbers—which plummeted by over 90%. It was another
dramatic instance of the experts being significantly wrong, for decades.
As a third example, consider another group allegedly targeted by Hitler: homosexuals. In 1975 the NYT
reported that “nearly a quarter of a million homosexuals were executed by the Nazis between 1937 and
1945” (Sep 10; p. 45). Six years later, Rector (1981: 116) wrote, “It seems reasonable to conclude that at
least 500,000 gays died in the Holocaust because of anti-homosexual prejudice that consequently led to a
Nazi policy of gay genocide…” “Actually,” he adds, “500,000 may be too conservative a figure.” Today,
however, Grau (1998: 140) admits this: “An examination of the Third Reich’s trial statistics…reveals that
these numbers are wildly exaggerated.” Putting hard figures to it, Novick (1999: 223) says, “The actual
number of gays who died or were killed in the camps appears to be around five thousand, conceivably as

high as ten thousand.” Another astonishing development. Here we see a drop from a “conservative” 500,000
to perhaps 5,000—the actual figures now coming in at a mere 1% of prior estimates. Thus we should not be
too surprised if the overall Jewish death toll ultimately drops by 90% or more. Given the facts, it seems
inevitable.

The Experts Respond
The case is all but closed. The facts are in, and most any rational and impartial observer would likely come
to the following conclusions: (1) the ‘6 million’ is a vast overestimate, by a factor of 10 or more; (2) the
alleged homicidal gas chambers were used far less often than is portrayed—and perhaps not at all; (3) the
data are far more compatible with the deportation thesis than with the mass murder thesis; (4) there has been
a concerted effort by professional historians and others to cover up inconvenient facts, to lie, and to avoid
discussion of the many problematic aspects of the Holocaust story; and (5) the public has been repeatedly
misled and manipulated by a false image of Jewish suffering.[74]
This, at least, is how it appears from an objective viewpoint. Still, the fundamentalists are nothing if not
stubborn. They tenaciously defend the conventional story. Perhaps we have been too confident of our results.
Do they, perhaps, have a good response to the above issues?
Again, this is difficult to say with certainty because our expert historians generally avoid discussing such
issues at all. Occasionally, though, they are moved to respond. Let’s look at two recent attempts.
First we have the book Lying about Hitler, by Richard Evans (2002). A Cambridge University historian, he
has produced more than a dozen books on Germany and the Third Reich. The occasion for this particular
book was the David Irving trial, at which Evans provided expert testimony on behalf of the defendant,
Deborah Lipstadt—herself an aggressive proponent of orthodoxy.[75]
In Chapter 4 of the book—“Irving and Holocaust Denial”—Evans attempts to summarize and rebut the
revisionist point of view, with the ultimate goal of proving Irving to be a denier. In order to do so, he must
define ‘Holocaust denial,’ show that it is wrong, and demonstrate that Irving supported it.
On the first count, Evans does a fair job. He proposes four pillars of denial: (1) less than 6 million Jews
killed; (2) gas chambers were not used to any large degree; (3) the National Socialists’ intention was
deportation and not mass murder; and (4) the Holocaust story is “a myth invented by Allied propaganda,”
and “the supposed evidence…was fabricated after the war” (pp. 118-119). We can agree with the first three,
but the last is not defended by any revisionist of the past 20 years or so.[76]
Evans then reviews the revisionist movement, employing the usual array of deceptive tactics. First, he
liberally sprinkles his text with ad hominem attacks and other slanders, beginning with the generous use of
the term ‘denier.’ These deniers, he says, “inhabit an intellectual world that [is] far removed from the
cautious rationality of academic historical scholarship. What moved them seemed to be a strange mixture of
political prejudice and bitter personal experience” (p.114)—though one wonders how Evans knows such
things. They offer “a perverse kind of entertainment,” something that belongs “to what some have called a
paranoid style of historical writing” (p. 117). Deniers live in a kind of fantasyland; they claim “that virtually
nothing of what [the survivors] had suffered had ever happened” (pp. 117-118). More hyperbole from Evans;
no serious revisionist has claimed that “nothing ever happened” to the Jews, or that they did not suffer
greatly. But he goes on. “A good deal of [revisionist writing] seemed to be linked to racial hatred and
antisemitic animosity in the most direct possible way.” Another false statement, and tellingly, he offers
neither citations nor any evidence to support this charge. In sum, says Evans, we must beware of the “weird
and irrational world of Holocaust denial” (p. 119).
Next, Evans runs through a brief roll-call of prominent revisionists. But true to form, he gives an entirely
misleading view of the field. He covers five individuals: Paul Rassinier, Austin App, Wilhelm Stäglich,
Arthur Butz, and Robert Faurisson. Certainly these men were important in the early development of
revisionist ideas, but today only Butz and Faurisson are active—Faurisson remarkably so for a man of 85.
The others are historical figures, for the most part. Rassinier died in 1967, App in 1984, and Stäglich in
2006. Butz is alive and well—and still a professor at Northwestern University—but his activities in the
revisionist movement are somewhat diminished from what they once were. His major contribution was The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century, originally published in 1976.[77]
All this would be fine if Evans then went on to examine the present-day figures, and to cite their works. But
this he does not do. He prefers to focus attention on the oldest and least relevant sources, the weakest
arguments, and the least relevant individuals. By contrast, our investigation has emphasized the newest
sources, the strongest arguments, and the leading current researchers in the field. This is the only way to
reach a fair conclusion about the greatest crime of the past century.

To be clear: Over the past three decades, serious academic revisionist work has been conducted by just a
handful of individuals. At the top of the list, we would include such men as Carlo Mattogno, Germar Rudolf,
Jügen Graf, Thomas Kues, Friedrich Berg, and Samuel Crowell.[78] Of these, Mattogno is the most prolific,
having written or co-written more than a dozen books in just the past 10 years. Their very latest work, along
with that of several other researchers, is published with the online journal Inconvenient History.[79 ] The
most important recent books are published in the series called Holocaust Handbooks, currently running to 28
volumes.[80] The best overview works are Rudolf’s Lectures on the Holocaust (2010) and Dalton’s
Debating the Holocaust (2009). For a somewhat more detailed but still comprehensive look at all the major
issues, see Rudolf’s anthology Dissecting the Holocaust (2003).
We can easily check the honesty of a traditionalist critique by seeing how many of the above names and
sources they cite. Unsurprisingly, Evans fails miserably. In what was surely not an accident, his chapter
manages to completely bypass every name referenced above. In the only minor exception, two names—
Mattogno and Berg—appear, without commentary, in three footnotes (p. 297), but only in reference to their
oldest published material from the 1980s. For a Cambridge historian, this is completely unacceptable. Evans
is either ridiculously ignorant of his subject matter, or is deliberately misinforming the reader by excluding
nearly all of the most relevant information. Either way, his credibility is almost zero.
Apart from his ad hominem attack and distorted presentation of revisionism, Evans deploys a third common
tactic: silence on the key issues at hand. For example, he tells us nothing of the long and discrediting history
of the ‘6 million’; nothing of the true meaning of vital German words such as Ausrottung and Vernichtung;
nothing of what Hitler actually said about the Jews; nothing of the deportation plans such as Nisko and
Madagascar; nothing of the Auschwitz air photos; and nothing of the absence of bodies or remains at nearly
every phase of the Holocaust.
Interestingly, he does touch briefly on the decisive issue of diesel gassing—though giving just a hint of the
difficulties involved. Evans writes:
Irving also denied that diesel engines could be used for killing operations. “These engines,” he
[Irving] said, “exhaust non-lethal carbon dioxide, and only minute quantities of toxic carbon
monoxide.” (p. 131)
True, as we have seen. Evans’s reply? Nothing. He loftily declares Irving’s argument to be “specious and
derivative” (p. 132), and leaves it at that. This is actually quite common among orthodox historians. When
compelled to discuss an inconvenient issue, they will mention it very briefly, explicitly or implicitly deem it
false, and then drop it.
Finally, a fourth tactic: straw-man argumentation. Evans’s final pillar of ‘denial’ is that the Holocaust is a
“myth” and the evidence “fabricated.” He elaborates: “Reading through the work of Holocaust deniers like
Arthur Butz, it was more than clear that they wanted their readers to believe that the evidence for the
Holocaust was all fabricated” (p. 137). Later he refers to “the common position of Holocaust deniers that
evidence for the Holocaust has been fabricated” (p. 148). These statements are utterly false. As mentioned
above, the ‘fabrication’ claim is not a key aspect of any important revisionist work today. Thus it becomes a
straw man: Evans lays out an argument that revisionists do not hold, knocks it down, and then declares
victory. It is a classic logical fallacy. The fact that Irving—not a serious Holocaust revisionist—made two or
three ill-considered remarks does not grant Evans license to smear the true revisionists with the same broad
brush.
Just to clarify things, three points need to be made here. First, in all of our preceding inquiry, and the many
issues relating to the ghettos, the shootings, and the camps, not once did we rely on the claim that evidence
was fabricated. This fact alone is sufficient to dismiss Evans’s charge. Second, there are indeed cases of
evidence tampering, and these cannot be denied. The main-camp gas chamber at Auschwitz (Krema 1) was
substantially altered, as even traditionalists admit; “everything there is false.” The Dachau gas chamber was
likewise significantly modified, and perhaps even constructed, after the war.[81] National Socialist testimony
at Nuremburg obtained through abuse and torture amount to witness tampering. Certain key letters on the gas
vans appear to be forgeries. And ceiling holes in the ruins of Krema 2 at Auschwitz have mysteriously
‘appeared’ in recent years. But these are the exceptions. The vast majority of the revisionist case has nothing
to do with fabrication of evidence. And third, we have seen evidence that orthodox historians—including
Evans himself—actively deceive the reader. This is yet another common fundamentalist technique: falsely
attribute to your opponents the same nefarious tactics that you deploy yourself.
The only minor point in Evans’s defense is that his book was published in 2002, prior to the many important
revisionist works of the past 10 years. But the same cannot be said for Deborah Lipstadt. A professor of
theology and a Zionist Jew, Lipstadt has long promoted herself as an expert on the Holocaust and Holocaust
denial. In 2010 she published a chapter, “Denial,” in the authoritative Oxford University Press book Oxford
Handbook of Holocaust Studies. The book is a 776-page tome dedicated to all aspects of the Holocaust.

Here, if anywhere, we would expect to find a rational, logical, and disinterested treatment of the many
troublesome issues.
Once again, we are disappointed. In her very first sentence, Lipstadt manages to utilize not one, not two, but
three argumentative fallacies. The “deniers” (slander) are led by a small group of men, including “Faurisson,
Butz, and Irving” (misleading names), who “spread the notion that the Holocaust…never happened” (straw
man and flat-out lie). A poor start, to be sure.
She then offers a list of 12 points of alleged commonality amongst all deniers. Of these, only five are
legitimate and relevant: (1) no genocide took place, (2) homicidal gas chambers did not exist, (3) Jewish
fatalities were much less than 6 million, (4) there are non-sinister explanations for many issues, including
Zyklon use against typhus and the fact that ausrotten means ‘uprooting,’ and (5) the Nuremberg trials were a
“victors’ court” that involved torture to extract false confessions. Some of her other points are true but
largely irrelevant to the revisionist case: Jews were involved in instigating the war, Russia was the true
enemy of the West, Jews were part of the anti-German insurrection, and the victorious Allied/American
investigation teams “contained a preponderance of Jews.” Her remaining points include many other
misleading and deceptive charges.[82]
The bulk of her piece focuses on “deniers’ tactics.” The list below summarizes these, and provides some
obvious responses.
• Deniers often refer to “immoral equivalencies,” that is, downplaying Jewish persecution by the
Germans because all parties in the war did terrible things. (Irrelevant to the Holocaust mystery and to
revisionist arguments.)
• “Deniers cast themselves as academics engaged in a reasoned pursuit of historical truth” (p. 563).
(True and accurate. Why this is a problem is unclear—except that it makes the job of traditionalists
like Lipstadt much harder.)
• Survivor testimony “is ignored, discredited, or dismissed unless it can be interpreted as indicating that
the Holocaust did not happen.” (Partly true. Outrageous, contradictory, or blatantly false testimony is
disregarded. Some testimony is useful, but must always be subjected to scrutiny. In no case is
testimony used to support the idea that the Holocaust “did not happen.”)
• “Deniers rely on verbal obfuscation,” as when they discuss the meaning of ‘final solution’ or ‘special
treatment.’ (It is not “obfuscation” to refer to the actual words used by the Germans and to examine
their true meanings in context. Notably, she does not mention here the issues with ausrotten and
vernichten.)
• Minor errors in either National Socialist or survivor testimony are used to discredit the entire
testimony. (False; each specific claim must be examined on its own merits. However, a statement
containing even one flagrant falsehood must immediately be suspected of containing other falsehoods.)
• Deniers try to exonerate leading National Socialists by attributing the murder of Jews to rogue
elements of the army or to German allies. (Jewish deaths resulted from a wide variety of causes—none
of which derived from explicit orders at the top. Call this ‘exoneration’ if you like.)
• Related to the above, deniers emphasize that no one has found a Hitler order for mass murder, nor even
reference to such an order. (True, and a significant fact. Lipstadt tries to brush away this inconvenient
matter by stating that “reputable historians seldom base their conclusions on the existence, let alone
the absence, of a single document” (p. 566). But no revisionist has ever based his claim on this single
fact. It is only one of many that point to mass deportation, not mass murder.)
• Auschwitz Krema 2 ruins have no evidence of ceiling holes into which the Nazis poured the Zyklon
pellets. Without such holes, there was no mass murder at Birkenau. And disproving mass murder at
Auschwitz undermines the entire Holocaust story. Hence Faurisson’s famous quip: “No holes, no
Holocaust!” (True, and another difficult fact for Lipstadt and her colleagues. She claims to know of “a
wide variety of evidence that attests to their existence and location.” She points to one air photo
allegedly showing something on the Krema 2 roof, and one ground photo showing “chimneys” under
construction, but these fail to prove her case. In the end, the stubborn fact remains: if there were holes
in the ceiling of Krema 2, there would almost certainly be some tangible evidence today. But there is
none.)
Lipstadt’s piece closes with a pointless discussion of the “fraudulent” Anne Frank diary, and a short recap of
the Irving trial.
Thus we can see the same deceptions at work here as in Evans’s book. Ad hominem attacks abound:

revisionists are “deniers,” “anti-Semites,” and “racists.” Misleading presentation of revisionism and the
leading revisionists: no mention at all of Mattogno, Rudolf, Graf, Kues, or Berg, nor anything at all on their
many important publications through 2010. Silence on many of the same key issues: nothing on the ‘6
million,’ Hitler’s actual words, deportation plans, incriminating air photos, or the glaring absence of bodies
or remains. And straw-man arguments: emphasis on ‘hoax,’ ‘myth,’ evidence fabrication, and the idea that
‘the Holocaust never happened.’
Unfortunately, those among the reading public who are not well versed in this great murder-mystery will not
detect these fallacies. They, quite literally, do not know what they are missing. And because fundamentalists
have a complete monopoly over mainstream media and academia, their deceptions largely go unpunished.
Only the rare and intrepid investigator will press into the Holocaust mystery deeply enough to approach the
truth—or escape the deceptions. But when it happens, he will be well-rewarded.

Closing Thoughts
Control of ideas and restrictions on freedom of thought are crucial to the success of traditionalism. The
reader should have no illusions about the extent of this control. The book trade, for example, is notorious.
Mainstream publishers will not touch any book that has even a scent of revisionist ideas. And yet orthodox
historians have a seemingly endless supply of publishing opportunities. As evidence of this fact, we note that
an Amazon.com search of English books on the Holocaust, just since the year 2000, returns 10,130 titles
—roughly two releases per day. And not only books. Holocaust-themed and anti-Nazi movies are churned
out like clockwork. News stories are routinely peppered with references to it. School children and college
students are regularly indoctrinated with false, misleading, and self-serving ideas. Governmental leaders
bend over backward to appease the Holocaust lobby, and they rush to make obligatory visits to Israel and the
Yad Vashem museum there.
The Internet has offered some respite from the oppressive traditionalism, but even there all is not well.
Consider Wikipedia—“the free encyclopedia that anyone can edit,” so they claim. However, “particularly
sensitive pages” are considered “protected.” Evidently all pages relating to the Holocaust are in this category.
The reader is invited to make changes to either the “Holocaust” or “Holocaust Denial” pages, to include any
of the relevant names, sources, or issues mentioned above. Changes will be visible for a few hours, at most.
At some point, an automatic ‘restore’ function will activate, erasing all unauthorized edits. So much for
Internet freedom.
In ancient Greece, Socrates became known as a wise man who continually asked troublesome and
inconvenient questions. Ultimately it cost him his life. But his society, and all of subsequent history, reaped
an immeasurable reward from his brave and relentless efforts. We can be like that. Socrates’s life can be a
model for our own. We can ask tough questions, rooting out corruption and ignorance among those in power.
We can challenge those who manipulate history for their own ends. We can expose those who lie for personal
gain in wealth and power. Like Socrates, we may pay a price. But as with him, our efforts will ultimately be
rewarded. In this way, broader society may yet solve the greatest murder mystery of the past century.
The “Holocaust” was truly a great crime. But justice has not been served. Only by relentlessly pursuing the
truth can we achieve reconciliation, punish the liars, manipulators, and deceivers, clear the guilt of the past,
and move ahead as civil nations. Our very future depends upon it.
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Notes:
[1]

For example, Rabbi Abraham Cooper (2012) recently said this: “No crime in the annals of
history has been as well documented as Nazi Germany’s Final Solution, the state-sponsored

genocide that systematically murdered 6 million European Jews.”
[2]

http://www.ushmm.org (“What was the Holocaust?”). Accessed May 2014.

[3]

http://www.yadvashem.org (“FAQS: What was the Holocaust?”). Accessed May 2014.

[4]

Laqueur (2001: 139).

[5]

In 2002, for example, the US had 2.45 million deaths in a population of 288 million: 0.85%.

[6]

See DellaPergola (2003).

[7]

Occasionally one will find a tally by country claiming to show such a total. Dawidowitz (1986:
403), for example, lists 21 countries with death figures that add up to 5,933,900. But (a) those
are unverifiable, because people moved all over Europe during the war, and (b) they don’t
address the central question: How do we know that all those people died?

[8]

Here is a simple test: Check the “Holocaust” entry on Wikipedia, and try to find numbers, by
cause of death, that add up to 6 million. Wikipedia is, of course, notoriously unreliable, but it
nonetheless gives an indication of the problem at hand.

[9]

The one (almost) exception is Hilberg (2003), who gives some specific numbers for these
categories of death. But his numbers add up to just 5.1 million—far short of the standard toll.
And even these suffer from major problems, as we will see.

[10] Unless stated otherwise, all following quotations are from the NYT.
[11] Interestingly, they provide some detail by country. Russia is #1, with 1.3 million Jews, or 22% of
the world total. Germany is high on the list, with a total of 446,000 Jews (7.4%).
[12] The decision came some time in mid-1941, allegedly.
[13] International Military Tribunal, vol. 31, p. 86. See also NYT: “Trial data reveal 6,000,000 Jews
died” (Dec 15; p. 8).
[14] From the online version at http://www.hitler.org.
[15] “die Entfernung der Juden überhaupt.”
[16] Memorandum of a conversation with J. Riddleberger on 11 August 1936; cited in Tansill (1952:
387).
[17] For a full account of all the diary entries, see Dalton (2010).
[18] Again, he would have had no reason to avoid mention of gas chambers in his private diary. Yet
they are totally absent—as is reference to Auschwitz, Treblinka, and the other so-called death
camps.
[19] Hardly the “obsession” with Jews that has been portrayed.
[20] Literally, ‘beaten down’ or ‘beaten to death.’
[21] Cf. Longerich (2010: 148).
[22] Cited in Longerich (162).
[23] Goebbels’ diary, entry dated 7 March 1942; see Dalton (2010).
[24] The high estimate of Warsaw is found in Longerich (167). The next largest ghettos, according to
Corni (2003: 195), were Lvov (103,000), Minsk (100,000), Bialystok (50,000), Kaunas/Kovno
(42,000), Czestochowa (40,000), Lublin (36,000) and Radom (32,000).
[25] http://Yadvashem.org, Holocaust Resource Center, “Ghetto”.
[26] http://www.ushmm.org, encyclopedia entry for “Warsaw.”
[27] Per Longerich (2010: 185).
[28] Longerich (2010: 144).
[29] See Longerich (2010: 279).
[30] This number is accepted by Headland (1992: 106). Yad Vashem claims 1.25 million deaths.
USHMM says simply “over 1 million.”

[31] The main contributor during this period was HSSPL leader Hans Prützmann; according to
traditionalists, his group single-handedly managed to shoot 363,000 Jews in this four-month
period. See Longerich (2010: 353) or Headland (1992: 104-105). For a revisionist view, see
Mattogno, Kues, and Graf (2013: 419).
[32] Though even this is a stretch. Imagine a cube-shaped, open-top wooden box, measuring one
meter (3 feet) on each side. Now imagine six or eight random people—short and tall, skinny and
fat—trying to cram themselves into that box.
[33] In English units, roughly 30 ft x 36 ft in area, and 15 ft deep. Of course, if the killings were
divided amongst the groups, so would the burial task.
[34] See analysis in Dalton (2009).
[35] Recently, the Catholic priest Patrick Desbois claims to have found “hundreds” of mass graves.
But his book, The Holocaust by Bullets (2008), is a farce. It contains little more than anecdotal
stories and unjustified assertions. He offers no details of excavations, forensic analysis, groundmapping, or the like. We can therefore draw no conclusions whatsoever.
[36] See http://www.nazigassings.com/Railroad.html
[37] See Kogon (2006: 247). Even this simple fact, however, is subject to wild variation. The NYT
recently reported that USHMM researchers have now established that there were, incredibly, 980
concentration camps (“The Holocaust just got more shocking,” 1 March 2013). It’s enough to
make one’s head spin.
[38] As of June 2014, the following were found online (U = USHMM, Y = Yad Vashem): Auschwitz
(U = “over 960,000”, Y = 1.1 million); Belzec (U = 434,000, Y = 600,000); Sobibor (U = “over
167,000”, Y = 250,000); Treblinka (U = 870,000 – 925,000, Y = 870,000); Majdanek (U =
80,000 – 92,000 overall, Y = 60,000); Chelmno (U = “over 156,000”, Y = 320,000).
[39] Pronounced ‘My-DON-ek’. Also spelled Maidanek. Sometimes referred to by the name of the
nearby city, Lublin.
[40] 27 July 1943; p. 9. Once again, we have no substantiation of this estimate.
[41] 30 Aug 1944; p. 1.
[42] See Dalton (2009: 154) for details.
[43] See also Graf (2007).
[44] Close-up photo available online: http://www.fpp.co.uk/docs/Irving/RadDi/2011/100911.html
[45] This building was demolished by the Germans in April 1943. Only portions of the foundation
remain today.
[46] For a detailed revisionist study of these vehicles, see Alvarez (2011).
[47] Cited in Mattogno (2011: 21).
[48] Diesels have long been used in mines and other confined spaces for precisely this reason.
Granted, they can be ‘detuned’ to produce somewhat more of the gas, but this severely impairs
the drivability of the engine; and the same engine that killed the Jews also drove them away, as
we are told.
[49] To put this in perspective: the Eiffel tower weighs about 7,300 tons. Thus the Germans would
have required nearly six Eiffel-towers’ worth of wood to fully consume those bodies.
[50] Online: “Gassing operations.”
[51] Online: “Treblinka.”
[52] Online: “Gas chambers.”
[53] In fact, even today, American meat suppliers use carbon monoxide gas to treat their meat,
precisely because it gives it the “cherry red” appearance of fresh meat.
[54] In Dalton (2009: 67-74), such analysis is called a death matrix.
[55] December 1942 through April 1943.

.

[56] April through July 1943.
[57] Report cited in Mattogno (2004: 79).
[58] “At Sobibor: Building in the heart of a death camp.” Posted at http://www.timesofisrael.com (8
March 2014).
[59] Page 129, note 18.
[60] Cited in Mattogno and Graf (2005: 78-80).
[61] Her 2012 article, “Holocaust archaeology,” for example, is nearly useless as a quantitative study.
It devotes a mere two pages of text to Treblinka, saying nothing of value. She claims to have
found “over one hundred features” of the camp using her ground-penetrating radar, though no
details are provided. Notably, all talk of gas chambers is absent.
[62] Odd, then, that nearly all present-day Auschwitz tours are at the main camp. Few tourists
manage to get over to Birkenau to see the truly important gas chambers where virtually all of the
alleged killing took place. True, the Birkenau crematoria are in ruins, but still, this is where all
the action occurred.
[63] Kremas 2 and 3 had a single chamber each, of 210 sq. meters in size. Each chamber could gas,
allegedly, over 2,000 people at once—taking the traditionalist assumption of 10 people per sq.
meter. Kremas 4 and 5 had three gassing rooms each, totaling an even larger 236 sq. meters.
[64] This accounts for the huge increase in camp numbers for May (135,000), June (250,000), and
July (135,000) 1944.
[65] Despite the fact that Krema 4’s furnaces burned out after only three months of operation, never
to be used again.
[66] This figure is highly debated. Traditionalists claim that each muffle could burn five or even 10
bodies per hour, but this is both technically and practically impossible. Of course, children’s
bodies, being smaller, could be burned at a rate somewhat higher than one per hour.
[67] Assuming a 20-hour work day.
[68] Lest we think this a fantastical exaggeration, here is what camp expert Fransciszek Piper has to
say: “The [excess corpses] were burned at the rate of about 5,000 in 24 hours in the incineration
pits near the crematoria, [and] the same number were incinerated in the pits of bunker 2…”
(1994: 173). Therefore, in total, an astounding 10,000 bodies per day burned at the camp.
[69] These photos are nearly impossible to find in traditionalist sources, for obvious reasons. On the
rare occasion when they do appear, the reader is not informed about what was allegedly
happening at the time. All three photos are reproduced in Dalton (2009: 204-205).
[70] See Leuchter (2005) and Rudolf (2003b).
[71] See Dalton (2013, 2014) for a full account.
[72] See Graf (2003: 298-299).
[73] Washington Times (17 July 1990; p. A11).
[74] It is not hard to see how this would serve to benefit Israel and Jews worldwide.
[75] A discussion of the trial would take us too far afield. In brief, Lipstadt called Irving a “Holocaust
denier” in an earlier book. He objected, and sued her for libel. Irving lost. Several aspects of the
Holocaust story arose during the trial, but the main focus was on the concept of ‘denial’ and on
Irving’s prior statements. The Holocaust story per se was never subjected to examination.
[76] Some claim that individual reports or letters were fraudulent, but such cases are rare and
relatively insignificant for contemporary revisionists. Certainly their arguments do not hinge on
such claims.
[77] A slightly updated third edition was published in 2003.
[78] Irving is not among these; he is an important World War Two revisionist, but only marginally a
Holocaust revisionist, and not a very well-informed one at that. This is largely why he lost his
trial.

[79] See http://inconvenienthistory.com/columnists/index.php. Their list of columnists currently runs
to 33 names.
[80] See http://www.holocausthandbooks.com. Notably, all volumes are available as free PDF
downloads.
[81] See Dalton (2011).
[82] Such charges include that all deniers claim the Holocaust was a ‘hoax,’ evidence was fabricated,
Anne Frank’s diary is a forgery, and gas chambers were really air raid shelters.

The Recovery of Human Fat in the Cremation Pits
by Carlo Mattogno

It is well known that several witnesses from Auschwitz describe cremation pits equipped with a
system for the recovery of human fat flowing down off the human bodies into appropriate fat
recovery pits or ditches from which it was drawn off by means of buckets and thrown back on
the fire. Revisionists consider such a procedure impossible. Holo-blogger Sergey Romanov, in
his text “Recovery of Liquid Fat from Pyres Is Impossible”[1] attempts to demonstrate that it
was possible.

1. Romanov’s Arguments
Romanov reviews the testimonies of the following former inmate members of the
Sonderkommando at the Birkenau crematoria: Joshua Rosenblum, Filip Müller, Henryk Tauber,
Charles Bendel, Henryk Mandelbaum, Shlomo Venezia, Shlomo Dragon. He then sets forth his
own arguments.
Even if a pool of liquid fat is burning, this burning fat can still be collected and
poured back on the pyre. So this is much ado about nothing.
The only half-controversial issue here is the description of merely "boiling" and
"sizzling" fat, apparently without large-scale burning, as seems to be implied by
only two witnesses, Tauber and Müller. Even if one were to prove that these
descriptions are inaccurate or embellished, this wouldn't impeach the rest of the
testimonies, which merely mention the use of fat but don't dwell on the question of
whether it was burning or not. But are Tauber's and Müller's descriptions
trustworthy?
After citing the description of my experiments using animal fat, mentioned below, Romanov
comments:
So many words. But what exactly did Mattogno prove? At best that the fat dripping
from a burning corpse would probably ignite, if it was also surrounded by sufficient
heat. Though it should be kept in mind that in certain situations fat would also flow
without igniting; for example, if a corpse is burning and corpses next to it are not
yet aflame and have wounds in "fatty" areas, the fat may flow out of these wounds
without igniting just on account of nearby heat, because the melting temperature
would be reached, but not necessarily the ignition temperature, and the corpse skin
wouldn't have to be burned in order to free the liquid fat; in the initial phase of
incineration this fat probably would not meet a "bed of embers" below. But let's
assume for the sake of the argument that Mattogno is correct in that the liquid fat
exuding from a burning corpse will immediately catch fire.
The main problem with Mattogno's experiments is that he doesn't really consider
the situation described by the witnesses. Let's try to reconstruct it.
We have an incineration pit with a sloped trench running through it which connects
to a separate smaller collection pit. At different times in different pits the
configurations might have varied slightly (two collection pits, two trenches, etc.).
The pyre is built in the incineration pit proper, above the trench. The pyre is lit and
after some time the fat begins to flow from the corpses. To repeat, let us assume that
it immediately ignites.
As we know, just because the fat is ignited does not mean that it is immediately

destroyed. The burning fat still flows. Thus, Mattogno's contention that it wouldn't
be able to reach the collection pits because of a bed of embers is strange, to say the
least. It would flow between the embers. Maybe in late stages of incineration there
would be so many embers on the bottom that they would absorb all the fat, but
we're not talking about late stages. Not to mention that it takes time for a bed of
embers to form in the first place.
The burning fat would flow to the trench from the presumably sloped sides of the
bottom of the incineration pit. Then it would flow in the sloped middle trench in the
direction of the collection pit.
How much burning liquid fat would flow in the direction of the collection pit? We
can't know for sure, but let's consider a pyre of 2000 bodies, with an average body
being 45 kg. This body mass accounts not for emaciation (clearly, you won't get
much fat from an emaciated person) but for children's bodies. I should note here
that most Jews arriving in Auschwitz-Birkenau in the periods in question weren't in
the best shape, but they weren't emaciated either, probably unlike the majority of
Jews taken to the Aktion Reinhard(t) camps.
Romanov then cites a second source according to which the fat contained in the corpse of a
normal adult ranges from 10-20%, and then continues:
To be ultra-conservative, let's take 7% as our average. Then we're already dealing
with at least 6300 kg of fat. That's quite a lot and it is probably an underestimate (it
would be 9000 kg if we assumed 10%, 13500 kg for 15%, and so on). Much of this
fat, maybe even most of it, would undoubtedly burn before reaching the collection
pit. But there is nothing to suggest that hundreds, if not thousands of kilograms of
fat would not reach it.
The burning fat has reached the pit. What happens now?
One of the leading specialists in forensic investigation of fires, Dr. John DeHaan,
who, together with his colleagues, has burned quite a lot of corpses, both animal
and human, in controlled environment, has this to say about combustion of human
fat in his and Elayne Pope's presentation "Combustion Properties of Human and
Large Animal Remains":
’Fat only burned where it had been rendered and absorbed into carpet, towel,
blanket, clothing or charred wood.
And under the Figure 6 (my emphasis):
Charring of carpet or wood flooring supports the wick effect necessary to sustain
combustion of rendered body fat.
In the concluding section of their article "Combustion of animal fat and its
implications for the consumption of human bodies in fires" (PDF file, DeHaan,
Campbell and Nurbakhsh, Science & Justice, 1999, Vol. 39, No. 1), DeHaan and
co-authors state (p.38):
It is clear that animal fat (and by extension human body fat, which is said to be very
similar to the subcutaneous pork fat used here) can contribute to the fuel of a
compartment fire. Its combustion depends on substantial preheating by an external
heat source and the availability of a porous wick (such as charred cellulosic
material).
In an e-mail correspondence Dr. DeHaan further elaborated on this point (message
dated 11.11.2009):
Yes, unless there is a great deal of external radiant heat flux to keep the pool of fat

at a very high temperature, it will not sustain combustion on a flat, non-porous
surface. Just like candle wax will only burn on a smooth table top if you continually
play a blow torch across it. We have had instances where a very corpulent body has
released so much rendered fat that it forms a pool or stream that supports flame in
the fire environment that a pool fire existed it is because the external fire was able
to heat the liquified fat well past its flash point. (One commercial crematorium was
burned down as a result, and others have been damaged!) Charred wood flooring or
very porous concrete or lava-stone have been seen to act as a wick, so the nature of
the floor is important.
Thus, animal fat, although a good fuel, is unable to sustain its own combustion
unless there is a sufficient external source of heat or a suitable porous wick is
present.
The witnesses don't give precise distances of the collection pits from the pyres
(Müller seems to have indicated ‘several meters’, although he is vague), thus we
have a right to assume that the collection pits were far enough from the pyres for
the fat in them not to have been re-ignited by heat radiation.
This is a crucial point, since in none of his experiments has Mattogno considered a
situation in which the external source of heat radiation is absent. Moreover, his
point about the impossibility of collecting the fat because of the high temperature of
the pyre is also moot.
Romanov comments:
Thus without a suitable porous wick and without the external heat source the fat
would stop burning soon. If there was nothing to serve as a wick in the collection
pits, and if they were far enough from the pyre, then the fat in them would not have
been ignited by an incoming burning stream.
Now let's consider the case in which a wick would be present. In this case a candle
can be a good analogy. In fact, in old times quite a lot of candles were made out of
fat. You can make your own lard candle and verify that when the fat around the
wick melts and forms a pool, this liquid fat does not ignite, despite the flame being
near it. Rather, only the wick itself burns, while absorbing the liquid fat.
Romanov then examines the example of the possible presence of material functioning as a wick
in the recovery pits, something that can only be discussed hypothetically. He then attempts to
justify two allegations contained in the statements by Tauber and Müller, which in my opinion
are perfectly irrelevant, just as is the question of the boiling fat, which according to him is the
“only half-controversial issue”!

2. Presentation of the Problem
According to Holocaust historiography, beginning in mid-May 1944, when numerous convoys
of Hungarian Jews were arriving at Auschwitz almost every day, the crematoria at Birkenau
could not handle the cremation of the enormous numbers of “gassing victims,” so cremation pits
were dug in the courtyards to the north of Crematorium IV and in the courtyard of “Bunker 2.”
According to Franciszek Piper [chair of the Historical Department at the Auschwitz State
Museum- ed.], 10,000 bodies a day were cremated in these pits, 5,000 in each of them.[2]
Here, historically, is where the problem arises. As I showed in a specific study, to which the
reader may refer,[3] the air photographs of Birkenau taken between May and September 1944
do not show any cremation pits in the vicinity of the so-called “Bunker 2” and only a small area,
about 50 meters square, which appears to be emitting smoke, in the courtyard of Crematorium
V. Assuming the data adopted by Müller, to cremate the 10,000 bodies per day referred to by
Piper would have required cremation pits with a total surface area of 3,000 square meters,[4] 60
times as much. In reality, due to the high water table, the necessary surface area would have

been 9,000 square meters, 180 times larger than that attested to by the aerial photographs!
The second problem is that Holocaust historiography does not know, and cannot say, how many
cremation pits existed and how big they were, at the two locations mentioned and in total. This
is because the statements of the witnesses are contradictory in this regard. The following table,
for example, shows the eyewitness testimony relating to the alleged pits near Crematorium V:[5]
Witness

Number of pits Length in meters Width in meters Depth in meters

Tauber/1

4*

?

?

?

Tauber/2

5

?

?

?

Mandelbaum ?

30-35

15

?

Jankowski

2

20

2

2.0

Dragon

5

25

6

3.0

Bendel

3

12

6

1.5

Müller

5

40-50

8

2.0

Rosenblum, cited by Romanov, spoke of an imprecise number of cremation pits, dug in support
of the crematoria, measuring 10 x 5 x 2 meters in depth.[6] They did not specify where they
were, but, for their functioning, they could only have been the alleged pits near V. I will not
dwell on the contradictions in their statemnts relating to the capacity of the pits and the duration
of the cremation procedure.[7]
I recall that in the courtyard of Crematorium V there was a cremation site measuring 50 meters
square, more or less square, therefore each side measured approximately 7 x 7 meters. How
reliable are these witnesses?

3. Reconstruction of the “real situation” (that is, the
“authentic” fairy tale) of the cremation pits
Romanov asserts that I have not considered “the real situation described by the witnesses”; but it
is he who, in his reconstruction, does not take account of it, lucubrating on the basis of purely
theoretical or hypothetical presuppositions. This is so true that he neglects the essential data in
the absence of which any reasoning becomes entirely random: dimensions of the cremation pit,
length of the fat-recovery conduit and the number and disposition of the bodies and the wood.
This data is supplied by Müller and Tauber.
The first declares that one cremation pit measured 40-50 meters x 8 meters, x 2 meters in depth;
from the center, two channels 25-30 centimeters wide ran transversely along a slope towards the
two sides of the pit and each one terminated in a “collection ditch”, dug into the bottom of the
pit.[8] The disposition of the pyre was as follows: one layer of old railway ties, sawn beams,
pieces of wood and sawdust (Sägespäne), covered with dry fir branches, then, on top of that, a
layer of 400 bodies, one next to the other in four rows; then, another two similar layers, so that
the pyre had 1,200 bodies in it.[9] The last layer reached about half a meter above the edge of
the pit.[10] The cremation took 5-6 hours.[11]
Tauber, by contrast, indicates the dimensions of the fat recovery pit: m 2 x 2 x 4 in depth.[12]
Romanov, who quotes the related passage, observes that it “could not have been 4 meters deep
due to the high water table,” which, according to him, at the time, permitted the digging of pits
[only] 2-3 meters in depth, a claim that is debatable, to say the least.[13] For the moment I shall
limit myself to noting that the diagram of the Zentralbauleitung no. 2534/2 dated 15 June 1943
relating to the provisional decantation installation (“Provisorische Erdbecken") of Bauabschnitt
III (Construction Sector III) at Birkenau shows that the water table was at a height of 232.51
meters, the surface of the ground at 233.71 meters and the bottom of the decantation basin at

231.01 meters.[14] Therefore, the water table was 1.20 meters below the surface of the ground
and the collection basins were 2.70 meters deep.[15] It is obvious that it would not have made
any sense to dig collection basins 2.70 meters deep if the water table had been shallower. On the
other hand, we know that on 2 June 1944 (in the midst of the alleged cremation pit operation)
Bauabschnitt III was still swampy (sumpfig), so much so that 14 barracks that had been built
there could not be lived in for fear of contamination of the water table,[16] which confirms the
depth stated above: 1.2 meters.
It follows that all the eyewitness statements alleging a depth of 2-3 meters are unreliable. Let’s
hope that Romanov does not claim that the witnesses (poor souls!) got confused and couldn’t
tell the difference between 1.2 and 2-3 meters!
But let us assume as a hypothesis that the maximum limit was 3 meters.
The reconstruction of the “real situation described by the witnesses” simply cannot do without
diagrams, without which one runs the risk of getting lost in idle chatter, which is precisely what
happened to Romanov.
It should furthermore be stated that he concerns himself with the extremely meager description
of the cremation pits supplied by Müller at the Auschwitz trial:
“The depth of these pits was probably two and half meters. [...].
“And they were constructed so that each pit had a sloping channel on the bottom.
[...].
“And at the sides, still further away – a few meters – these holes had been dug. [...].
“The human fat flowed into these holes.”[17]
He also stated that the pits were “35, 30 perhaps 40 meters” long and “6-7 meters” wide,[18]
which is in obvious contradiction with everything written by the witness in the book: 50 x 8 x 2
(maximum dimensions) against 40 x 7 x 2.5, but let us not worry about it (since Romanov will
no doubt find a “rational” explanation for this). But in his book, where he supplied the most
detailed description of the structure of the cremation pits, Müller made no mention of this
distance between the pyre and the human-fat-recovery pit. Assuming the average measurements
adopted by him indicates a cremation pit 45 meters long, 8 meters wide and 2 meters deep. From
the center, two channels 27.5cm wide were dug lengthwise, issuing into two human-fatcollection pits. These channels were presumably lined with brick, because, according to Müller,
“bricks” and “cement” were used to build them, among other things.[19] For the slope, we may
take that from the edges of a traditional road with a crowned surface, intended to enable the rain
water to flow laterally, with two lateral sections sloping from 6 to 3%.[20] But, liquid fat has a
greater viscosity than that of water.
As regards human fat, it is difficult to obtain reliable data, but we know what ox fat, at 100°C,
has a viscosity coefficient 1.7 times greater than water at 20°C;[21] we will therefore have to
assume the maximum slope angle of 6%.
If, therefore, the cremation pit was 45 meters long, and the two human-fat-recovery pits
measured 2 meters across each (Tauber), half the cremation pit would have been 22.5 meters, 2
of which were occupied by the human-fat-recovery pit; the human-fat channel descended to the
depth of (20.5 x 0.06 =) approximately 1.2 meters from the bottom of the cremation pit, or 3.2
meters below the edge of the pit. Since a bucket with a capacity of 12 liters has a height of 28.5
centimeters (and a circumference exceeding 31),[22] the minimum depth of the human fat
collection pit required to be able to reach the presumably liquefied fat was 30-40 centimeters,
therefore its depth below the level of the ground was 3.5-3.6 meters. Well into the water table.
Figure 1 shows a schema (not to scale) of this construction system.

Figure 1: Diagram of the vertical section of the middle of the cremation pit according to the
description of Witness Müller.
Müller’s affidavit at the Auschwitz trial, if it were understood to mean that the human fat
collection pits were separated from the cremation pits and were located a few meters further
away from the edges of the cremation pit in each case, makes no sense in practice. As shown by
the related diagram (Figure 2), in this case the human fat channel would have been even longer.
Assuming for example a distance of 3 meters, it would descend to a depth of (23.5 x 0.06 =)
approximately 1.4 meters, down to 3.4 meters from the surface of the ground. It would be
necessary to dig a pit next to the cremation pit from the level of the ground 2 x 2 x 3.7 meters
deep (in this case 0.3 meters deeper than the mouth of the human fat channel), but by hand it
would be impossible to excavate the stretch of channel linking the two pits together, because this
would start from a depth of (22.5 x 0.06 =) approximately 1.3 meters from the edge of the
cremation pit (Point B of Figure 2) up to approximately 1.4 meters from the edge of the
collection pit (Point D), because, from the level of the ground, it would be necessary to excavate
– by hand – a channel 25-30 centimeters wide and from 3.3 to 3.4 meters deep.

Figure 2: Diagram of the vertical section from the middle of the cremation pit, with external fatcollection pit.
The second possibility is that the distance of several meters would relate to that running between
the pyre and the edge of the human fat collection pit (S in Figure 3). In this case the pyre would
have been shorter. According to the data mentioned above, half the pyre would have been (22.5 2 - 3 =) 17.5 meters, or 35 meters in all.
Since the bodies were arranged on the pyre in 4 rows of 100 bodies each, for each body there
was an average space of only 35 centimeters, which confirms that the distance between the pyre
and the collection pit could not in any case have been much greater than 3 meters. And since the
pyre, which was 2.5 meters high, would have collapsed due to the effects of the fire, moving
closer to the collection pit, one can be certain that the heat would have been more than sufficient
to ignite any possible fat deposited in said pit. I will return to this question below.

Figure 3: Vertical cross-section schema of the middle cremation pit with separate internal fatcollection pit.
The data supplied by Müller also permit us to estimate the quantity of wood employed. The
three layers of wood and bodies were (2.5 ÷ 3 =) thick, approximately 0.8 meters each.[23]
Assuming 0.2 meters per body, there remain 0.6 x 3 = 1.8 meters for the wood, corresponding to
a volume of (35 x 8 x 1.8 =) 504 cubic meters.
1 cubic meter of ordinary wood in a pile weighs from 340-450 kg,[24] assuming the lowest
value, 504 cubic meters correspond to (0.340 x 504 =) approximately 171 tons, with a thermal
coefficient of 3,000 Kcal/ kg. This, therefore, means (171,000 ÷1,200 =) 142.5 kg for every
cadaver, and per 1 kg of body weight, according to the average weight adopted by Romanov,
(142.5 ÷45 =) 3.1 kg of wood.
It should also be noted that Venezia’s description, adopted by Romanov, is even more
nonsensical. He states:
The pits were sloping; the human fat produced by the burning bodies ran along the
bottom to a corner, where a sort of hollow had been dug to collect it. When the fire
threatened to go out, the men took a bit of this human fat from the hollow and
poured it over the bodies to get the flame started again. I have never seen anything
like it, except here, in the pits at Bunker 2.[25]
For the witness, therefore, there was no human-fat-collection channel dug along a slope; rather,
the very bottom of the pit itself constituted the sloping channel, as I have illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Diagram of a cremation pit according to the witness Venezia
The fact that Romanov accepts as realistic the case of a “cremation pit with one sloping humanfat-collection channel running lengthwise, connected to a small separate human-fat-collection
pit” and considers the possible existence of two human-fat-collection channels [merely] a “slight
variant”, is ample proof of his confusion. The first case, in fact, would be similar to that
described by Venezia: one single channel would run from one edge of the cremation pit and
would issue into the human-fat-collection pit at a depth of (45 - 2) x 0.06 = approximately 2.6
meters below the bottom of the pit (2 + 2.6 =) 4.6 meters below the ground level; the collection
pit would have been at least 0.3 meters deep, therefore its depth from the surface of the earth
would amount to 4.9 meters.

4. The Quantity of Fat Theoretically Recoverable
Let us now examine Romanov’s conjectures regarding the quantity of fat contained in the bodies
and that theoretically recoverable.
He assumes 2,000 bodies with an average weight of 45 kg with a fat content of 7% of body
mass, a percentage which he considers “underestimated”, so that he arrives at a final proposed
quantity of 15%. Since “it is not uncommon to find fat percentages below 10 percent among
male cross-country skiers and below 12 percent in female [skiers],”[26] it is difficult to imagine
that the Hungarian Jews would possess a percentage exceeding 10%. The average weight of the
bodies, on the other hand, is too low, so I have assumed the weight of 60 kg which I have
calculated elsewhere, also assumed by Robert Jan van Pelt.[27] As to the number, why does
Romanov speak of 2,000 bodies when the most important witness only mentions 1,200?
These data show that the fat contained in the bodies would have amounted (1,200 x 60 x 0.1 =)
to 7,200 kg. The specific weight of human fat is 0.903,[28] therefore 7,200 kg would correspond
to approximately 8,000 liters. First of all, let us examine the purely theoretical case of the human
fat in the cremation pit: 8,000 ÷ (41[29] x 8) = approximately 24 liters per square meter,
corresponding to a uniform depth of 2.4 centimeters. By virtue of the viscosity of the liquid fat,
if such a quantity were poured uniformly into a concrete tank identical to the above described
cremation pit, only a small part would flow into the channel and then only if the bottom sloped
from both sides towards the center, as I have illustrated in Figure 5. Romanov realizes the
difficulty, and speculates that the sides of the bottom of the cremation pit were “presumably
sloping”, but neither Müller nor any other asserts anything of the kind.

Figure 5: Cross-section of a theoretically functional cremation pit, with sides sloping towards
the human fat collection channel
On the other hand, the bottom of the cremation pit consisted of sandy soil, which would have
easily absorbed the little more than 2 centimeters of liquid fat.
It therefore follows with certainty that the fat would only enter the channel if it fell directly into
the channels from above, as (41 x 0.275 x 24 =) 270 liters of fat could be expected to do based
on the aggregate area of the channels. But if the human fat recovery pit measured 2 x 2 meters
(Tauber), then the depth of the fat in the collection pit would amount to (0.270 ÷(2 x 2) =)
approximately 7 centimeters. Furthermore, I would like to introduce a reality check: the liquid
fat [would] pass through as many as three layers of wood, approximately 504 cubic meters,
equal to approximately 171 tons. Some part of the fat would adhere to the wood due to the force
of cohesion between the molecules of fat and the molecules of wood, [while] the rest would be
absorbed by the sawdust and sandy earth of the bottom of the pit. Only the part of the human fat
indicated in the calculations above would flow into the channel, while the level of fat collected
in the collection pit would amount to less than 7 centimeters.
The third case to be examined is the “real” case (according to Müller’s account). Here, a
distinction should be made between two phases: that of the ignition of the pyre and that of its
full rate of burn.
Allowing for the sake of argument that the situation mentioned by Romanov was really possible,
i.e., that part of the fat from the bodies could flow into the pit without catching fire, this would
have been true of the subcutaneous fat only. In a specialist text cited by Romanov we read:
Subcutaneous body fat constitutes the principal source of heat, but it must be
exposed (through a laceration of the skin) and rendered liquid in such a way that it
may be absorbed into porous materials functioning as a wick.[30]
Surely Romanov, when he speaks of “wounds in ‘fatty areas’” of the bodies, is referring to this
passage.
Subcutaneous fat forms only part of body fat, which is also found in the bones, the internal
organs of the body and the brain.[31] The subcutaneous fat flowing out would have partly
adhered to the wood, and would have been partly absorbed by the sandy earth, so that only a
quantity greatly less than the 270 liters calculated above would actually have flowed into the

human-fat-collection pit, corresponding to a volume much less than that in the second case.
Such an eventuality is nevertheless proven impossible by one of my experiments involving the
combustion of animal flesh and fat.[32]
PHOTOGRAPH 1 shows an improvised oven constructed by myself. I placed 10.8 kilos of beef
on the upper grill, with an initial charge of 4.5 kilos of wood (followed by successive charges as
needed) on the grating. Over the course of the experiment I noted the following:
“The fat, falling in the pan placed beneath the burning wood, ignited immediately
and burned with an intense flame (see Photograph 9, taken after 15 minutes). The
meat caught fire after one hour. Two hours later, the meat was still burning with an
intense flame.”[33]
PHOTOGRAPHS 2 and 3 show that, although the meat wasn’t even charred, the fat flowing
down off of it was already aflame. The structure of the improvised oven corresponds, in scale, to
a cremation ditch open to the front, therefore the results are readily applicable to the present
case. They are all the more applicable due to the fact that the percentage of fat employed was
more than double that which would exist in the cremation pits (10% of body weight). For the
experiment, I used the following:
Bone and cartilage kg 4.1
Visible fat

kg 2.1

Meat waste

kg 1.9

Internal organs

kg 2.7

Total

kg 10.8

PHOTOGRAPH 1
© Carlo Mattogno
The visible fat was approximately 19.4% of the total weight, in addition to the fat contained in
the remaining mass, so that the effective percentage of fat may be estimated at 25-30%.
Photograph 1 leaves no doubt in this regard.

PHOTOGRAPH 2, PHOTOGRAPH 3
© Carlo Mattogno
Romanov’s claim that “there is nothing to indicate that hundreds, if not thousands, of kilograms
of fat” could not have reached the human-fat-collection pit, is obviously absurd.
Liquid human fat, therefore, could under no circumstances flow into the collection pit.

5. The “Wick Effect”
But even assuming for the sake of argument that a certain quantity of liquid human fat had
actually been collected in the appropriate collection pits in one of those many miracles with
which the eyewitness testimonies are filled, what would have happened in actual fact?
Romanov, as we have seen, calls upon experiments performed by DeHaan and his collaborators
to assert that the liquid fat “is unable to sustain its own combustion unless there is a sufficIent
external source of heat or a suitable porous wick is present.”
The experiments in question were intended to ascertain the contribution of human fat to a fire of
limited proportions in which a human body was burned with little fuel and whether or not the
fire could be sustained due exclusively to the heat produced by the combustion of the human
body fat involved. According to Romanov, the situation of the human-fat-collection pits would
resemble the situation illustrated in Photographs 4 and 5:

PHOTOGRAPH 4: Fat burning at one single limited point within a pit of liquid fat (Wick
Principle). From: J. DeHaan and E. Pope, Combustion Properties of Human and Large Animal
Remains[34]

PHOTOGRAPH 5: Fat absorbed by porous material burning in a limited area (Wick Principle).
From: J. DeHaan and E. Pope, Combustion Properties of Human and Large Animal
Remains[35]
In reality, the “wick effect”, such as the localized combustion in a pit of human fat, is applicable
only when the external fuel is scarce enough and the flow of heat radiating outwards from that
source is rather scarce, so that the combustion is sustained practically by the fat alone. On the
other hand, when the body is enveloped by a high temperature, the result is such as shown in
PHOTOGRAPH 6.

PHOTOGRAPH 6: Fat burning completely and intensely when the temperature of the fire
exceeds that of the inflowing fat. From: J. DeHaan and E. Pope, Combustion Properties of
Human and Large Animal Remains[36]
The “wick effect”, therefore, is only necessary, or pertinent, on the condition that there is no
very intense flow of radiant heat to maintain the pit of fat at a very high temperature, as stated
by DeHaan.
But it is obvious that burning a body on a carpet is one thing, while a cremation pit containing
171 tons of burning wood is another. In the animal-fat combustion experiments performed by
DeHaan and mentioned by Romanov,[37] the maximum temperature recorded was 911°C.[38]
Over the course of a subsequent experiment, DeHaan recorded a maximum combustion
temperature of 880°C for the pork fat and 913°C for human fat.[39]
In an article relating to other experiments, DeHaan writes, together with two collaborators, that,
“Temperatures in excess of this threshold would produce products of pyrolysis and
products of true combustion following the self-ignition.”
He then adds that,
“[T]he chromatograms of human fat burnt in a microfurnace at 500°C were very
strictly comparable to those produced by a large mass of fat from a human body
burnt in a house fire.”[40]
According to the manual of John H. Perry, a certified engineer, the ignition temperature of pork
fat[41] is 343°C, but its flash point is 184°C.[42] In practice, [at temperatures] above 355°C,
human fat begins to burn spontaneously in a continuous manner and without any contribution
from an external heat [source] and above 185-190°C the liquefied fat emits vapors in such
quantities that they burn if ignited.
The “wick effect”, as shown in Photographs 4 and 5 occurs only when part of the liquefied fat
absorbed by a support material reaches the flash point. On the other hand, when the fat is all
subjected to temperatures exceeding 185-190°C, the situation which results is that shown in
Photographs 2 and 3. When the temperature exceeds the flash point of the fat, the latter develops
inflammable vapors over its entire surface which burn with the formation of an intense flame, as
seen in Photographs 7 and 8, relating to two experiments I conducted.
I placed an aluminum pan containing 250 grams of lard on the floor of the ash box of a furnace

open to the front. The wood (fuel) grate is located 25 centimeters above the floor of the ash box.
As it is constructed of a metallic mesh with mesh openings measuring 2 x 1 cm, the grate only
allowed minute smoldering embers to fall into the pan. The fat contained in the pan became
liquefied and started to boil due to the heat radiated from the hearth; the vapors formed from the
fat ignited rapidly, burning with a bright flame (see PHOTOGRAPH 7).

PHOTOGRAPH 7: Lard combustion experiment with pan below the combustion grid.

I placed an aluminum pan containing 500 grams of lard on the combustion grid of a furnace
open to the front and to the top (see PHOTOGRAPH 8). The combustion grid was located 25
centimeters above the grate. After I ignited the wood in the hearth, the lard liquefied rapidly and
began to boil; the vapors caught fire, producing very intense flames approximately 80
centimeters high. The combustion lasted approximately 2 minutes.

PHOTOGRAPH 8: Lard combustion experiment with pan above the combustion grid.
© Carlo Mattogno

Returning to Romanov, he organizes his argument around 2 points. The first is the claim that
liquid fat “would flow between the embers.”
An obvious absurdity, if one considers the question in concrete terms. PHOTOGRAPH 9 shows
the bed of embers resulting from my combustion experiment in a small pit (0.85 x 0.50 x 0.60
meters (in depth) using 15 kg of beef with 52.5 kg of wood after one hour.

PHOTOGRAPH 9: Embers resulting from an combustion experiment in a small pit.
© Carlo Mattogno
After 16 hours, the temperature of the embers was still approximately 320°C. Therefore,
according to Romanov, from the liquefied fat (what is more, this is a risible quantity, as I
demonstrated above) flowing on these embers, they would have traversed them without catching
fire! This is also in conflict with the “wick effect”, since all the conditions exist for a total
combustion of the fat: an adequate quantity of carbonized wood and ashes (the “wick”), the
flash point of the fat.
In this situation, the worst-case scenario would produce a situation analogous to that of my
experiment illustrated by PHOTOGRAPH 10.

PHOTOGRAPH 10
© Carlo Mattogno
The experiment was conducted in a furnace of tuff blocks open to the front and top. I placed an
aluminum pan containing 250 grams of lard on the floor of the ash box and installed a metallic
grid with mesh openings 10 x 10 centimeters wide located 28 centimeters above the level of the
ash box. I then ignited the wood on the grate.
When the combustion became intense, the embers began to fall into the underlying
pan; the fat in it first became liquefied then was absorbed into the ashes and burned
with a flame which was somewhat less intense, but lasted longer (approximately 15
minutes), like the wick of a kerosene lantern (see PHOTOGRAPH 10).[43]
Let us go on to the second point. For Romanov, by virtue of the “wick effect”, the liquefied fat
miraculously flowing into the human-fat-collection pit would not burn (at least not entirely).

Another obviously absurd claim, if one considers that the wood on the pyre would have
developed a heat flow at least 17,000 times greater[44] than that to which DeHaan exposed his
fat samples and that the burning of a pig carcass (comparable to a human body) causes recorded
temperatures of 813°C. Under such conditions, any human-fat-collection pit, even at a distance
of several meters away from the pyre, would rapidly reach the flash point as well as the fat
ignition temperature. Therefore, the point brought up against me by Romanov, according to
which my experiments did not take account of the “situation in which the external source of
radiant heat is absent”, is obviously nonsensical. The very opposite is the case: it is he who has
failed to take account of the situation in which the radiant heat flow is 17,000 times higher than
that employed by DeHaan.
The claim that the fat hypothetically contained in the pits “would not have been ignited by a
burning stream” which would have arrived there is therefore clearly absurd.
To summarize, the fat flowing from the bodies in a cremation pit would burn immediately, even
during the initial phase, when the bodies are still more or less intact (Photographs 2 and 3).
The “wick effect” is irrelevant to a cremation pit, because the temperature in the pit would be
such as to exceed the flash point and ignition temperature of the fact, so that it would necessarily
burn with an intense flame (Photographs 6, 7, 8).
The liquefied fat cannot flow between or through the burning embers without catching fire; in
the worst case scenario it would burn with a moderate flame and more slowly over its entire
surface (PHOTOGRAPH 10) and not at a single point.

6. Collateral Problems
The recovery of the human fat as described by former Auschwitz inmates also presents
insuperable practical problems. How was it possible to collect the hypothetical liquid fat by
means of a bucket attached to a long pole, standing on the edge of a cremation pit with a total
radiant heat of 2,148,200 MJ and a minimum temperature of 600°C?[45]
There is also a less serious general problem: what was the purpose of the collection of the
human fat? According to the witnesses, it was to accelerate the combustion of the bodies
(Rosenblum, Tauber, Bendel, Mandelbaum) or to reignite the flames on the pyre (Venezia,
Dragon). This presupposes that the human fat flowing down from the bodies into the pits would
[otherwise] have been wasted, that it was irrelevant in the total balance of combustion,
otherwise the collection would have made no sense. In reality, as I have shown above, the
liquefied human fat would have burned completely inside the pit developing its maximum
thermal effect and supplying the pyre with a heat of 244,800 MJ.
As noted experimentally over the course of the mass combustion of animal carcasses, “a very
important factor during the process of incineration was that the fat from the carcasses
significantly contributed to the rate of incineration. It was observed that small bodies weighing
less than 100 pounds [45 kg] did not incinerate as rapidly as carcasses with more body fat. It
was seen that the body fat accelerated the cremation rate and produced higher combustion
temperature.”[46]
The procedure described by the witnesses moreover contains a basic contradiction: on the one
hand, it is claimed that the fat flowing from the bodies did not burn, but was collected at the
bottom of the pit, traversing several layers of burning wood and bodies, plus the bed of embers
and ashes, and then flowed into the human-fat-collection pits; on the other hand, it is claimed
that the fat collected in these pits was thrown back onto the burning pyre, to accelerate the
combustion of the bodies or refuel the flames. What was to prevent it from flowing right back
down into the collection pit? And if it burned the second time, why didn’t it burn when it flowed
down off the bodies in the cremation pits?
To summarize, the question remains: who would ever dream up such a crazy idea? Certainly not
Kurt Prüfer, a certified engineer, the only true cremation expert at Auschwitz.

Only members of the [Communist] resistance movement interned at the camp, who were solely
concerned with the invention of propaganda horror stories.
It might be noted that the recovery of body fat to be poured back onto the funeral pyres was
never utilized to incinerate the cadavers of thousands of cattle of all types having died in
epidemics of recent memory.
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The "Report on Concentration Camp
Sachsenhausen" (Prisoner's Report) of 12 June
1945
by Klaus Schwensen

One of the earliest postwar sources about Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp is the socalled “Prisoner’s Report” which was compiled under the supervision of Hellmut Bock,
a communist and former inmate of the camp. The first draft was ready by 7 May, just
two weeks after the SS had left the camp. The German original of this first draft has
been lost, but an English translation has survived. In the following weeks the report
underwent several changes. Quite obviously the Soviet victors, acting through a subcommission of the “Extraordinary State Commission” (ESC) which carried out
investigations in the camp, figured as “commissioning editors.” Altogether eight
versions of the report exist. A comparison of their contents is highly revealing, as it
shows considerable differences. There can be no doubt whatsoever that the Soviet
investigators influenced the final version of the “Sachsenhausen Death Camp”, which is
tenaciously propagated even today, from the very beginning.

1. On the Genesis of the “Prisoner’s Report”
On 21 April Sachsenhausen was evacuated, however between 2,400 and 3,400 prisoners
were left behind in the camp, among them 2,000 – 3,000 sick and convalescent patients
housed in the camp hospital and other buildings, 12 physicians (all of them prisoners and
foreign nationals) and 25 orderlies.[1] Some stockmen (who had been employed at the
hog-fattening farm and the angora rabbit breeding farm), gardeners, kitchen personnel
and bakers also stayed behind; so did a group of about 40 Communist prisoners who had
hidden in the camp because they wanted to welcome the Red Army, their comrades and
liberators, rather than being evacuated. The battle of Berlin was still in full swing.
On 22 April 1945 the large SS-owned zone of Oranienburg, where Concentration Camp
Sachsenhausen was situated, was virtually deserted. The first soldiers of the Red Army
who approached the camp were hailed as liberators but had to march onward at once.
The camp was in the sector of the front assigned to the Second Polish Infantry Division,
which formed part of the Red Army. On the morning of 23 April parts of this division
reached the SS zone and the camp.[2] On the same day, a “special commission of the
political division” entered the camp, where it was welcomed by Polish and (Communist)
German prisoners and shown around. A few hours later the Poles had to move on,
however they managed to record a report about their impressions,[3] which was later
reproduced in a book written by one of the Polish officers, Lieutenant Józef Margules.[4]
As a matter of fact, this very first report from the Allied side is of limited value as it is
essentially based on hearsay – all kinds of lurid horror stories the Communist prisoners
had told their visitors. Only in the last days of April did the Red Army take possession
of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp. The entrance was again controlled by guards,
and nobody was allowed to enter or leave the camp without a permit, a document the
liberated prisoners could obtain quite easily.[5]
Alfred Reckendrees provides us with some information about the genesis of the
“Prisoner‘s Report”. This report written for the benefit of the Soviet liberators was

probably the brainchild of Hellmut Bock, a Communist prisoner under whose
supervision the document was drafted. According to Bock, a group of former prisoners
who had stayed behind in the camp had decided to[6] “collect evidence about the camp
in order to make it available to future investigative authorities.”
Since the first draft was ready by 7 May, we may assume that Bock and his comrades
had set to work in the last days of April.[7] Their “office” was probably Barrack 4 which
the communist prisoners had converted into a “community block.”[8] Whether the
Soviet investigators were already present in the camp at this early date, and to what
extent they influenced this first draft, remains unknown. At the behest of the Moscowbased ESC, a Soviet investigative commission became active at Sachsenhausen on 12
May and stayed there until the end of June. The leader of the commission, Lt. Colonel
Sharitch, undoubtedly learned of the existence of the draft at once. A great deal of
circumstantial evidence suggests that the Soviets demanded numerous changes and
additions until the final version was officially handed over to the Commission, which
included the “Prisoner’s Report” in its own documentation about the camp.

2. The different versions of the report
There are several versions of the “Prisoner’s Report,” most of them typewritten
transcriptions or carbon copies. The first task of this writer was to establish the
chronological order of the versions. His task was greatly facilitated by the fact that the
report is subdivided into 11 chapters, a subdivision which remained largely unchanged in
all eight versions. It was critically important to distinguish between versions the contents
of which had undergone deliberate changes and transcriptions which contain but minor
copying mistakes.
I have numbered the eight different versions of the “Prisoner’s Report” from HB-1 to
HB-8 (HB stands for “Häftlingsbericht,” Prisoner’s Report). The first draft, HB-1, has
been lost. To obtain copies of HB-3 and HB-4 I would have had to visit the archives,
which was impractical for lack of time.
HB-1 - The First Draft
The first draft of the report must have been ready by 7 May because on that day Dr.
Emile Coudert, a French physician who had been employed at the camp hospital,
criticized the document in a Stellungnahme (comment).[9] This first draft (we may
exclude the possibility of an earlier version) has been lost; perhaps it languishes in some
Russian archive. The other doctors, all of whom were foreign citizens, endorsed Dr.
Coudert’s complaints and denounced the privileged position of the German prisoners
during the existence of the camp.[10] In his response to the doctors Hellmut Bock
pointed out that the draft contained a list of German prisoners who had mistreated their
fellow inmates.[11]
HB-2 - The English translation
Upon their return to the Netherlands the former prisoners Willem Frederik Bischoff van
Heemskerck and Cand. Med. Johann Hers compiled a report about Sachsenhausen.[12]
Both young men had studied medicine before the outbreak of the war, and Bischoff had
for some time served in the Dutch army as a lieutenant. Both had been deported to
Sachsenhausen because of their activities on behalf of the illegal resistance movement.
During the final stage of the camp, Bischoff was Technical Director of the hospital
barracks and Hers had worked there as an orderly. A copy of their report was made
available to Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, and another copy apparently was

forwarded to the British authorities.

Fig. 1: Seeing off the French doctors Dr. Leboucher (left) and Dr. Coudert (right),
Sachsenhausen, 23 June 1945. Second from right is Johann Hers (with shag pipe) and
third from right is Frederik Bischoff (with tie).
Source: Gedenkstätte und Museum Sachsenhausen; published in: G. Morsch and Alfred
Reckendress. See Endnote 1.
“Part I” of the report is a text written in the English language and entitled “Report on
Concentration Camp Sachsenhausen at Oranienburg”. In view of the fact that the title,
the subdivision into chapters and the headings of these chapters in this English language
document match those of the other versions of the Prisoner’s Report, there can be no
doubt that the former is simply a translation of the latter.[13] Bischoff and Hers are mute
as to the genesis of the original, however several clues suggest that their text is based on
the first draft (HB-1). Probably the two Dutchmen, being co-signers of the Prisoner’s
Report, had got a copy of HB-1. Back in Holland, Bischoff personally translated the
report from German into English.[14]
Version HB-2 is by and large congruent with the later versions, which means that
Bischoff’s translation must have been faithful to the original. On the other hand HB-2
contains a couple of passages which were eliminated in HB-7 and HB-8, and some
passages which appear in the later versions are lacking here. Reckendrees[15] ventures
the opinion that Bischoff and Hers took one of the later versions to Holland and made
certain changes when they translated the text into English, but this thesis is not
particularly convincing. In all likelihood the English version (HB-2) is a translation of
the lost first draft (HB-1) and therefore the oldest known version of the Prisoner’s
Report. Probably in 1946 the British handed over a copy of this report to the Russians,
who later forwarded the document to Sachsenhausen.[16]
The “Report on Concentration Camp Sachsenhausen at Oranienburg” (HB-2)
additionally contains four lists compiled by former Communist prisoners in May 1945.
These documents (with Dutch language headings) list the names of SS men and
prisoners accused of having committed crimes in the camp:
1a - Die Lagerführer und Rapportführer von 1940-1945 [Camp Commandants and
Rapporteurs from 1940-1945]
1b - Blockführer und Verwaltungsbeamte, die als Mörder und Schläger sowie
schwerbelastend [sic] aus dem Lager hervorgegangen sind [Trusties and administrative
officers who left the camp seriously implicated in murders and beatings].
1c - Camp elders who committed offenses against other inmates at Concentration Camp
Sachsenhausen. [This heading is in Dutch, not in German. In Bischoff’s version the
second part of the sentence is crossed out by hand; apparently Bischoff did not share the
opinion of the Communists about the respective camp elders.
1d - List of former inmates of Concentration Camp Sachsenhausen who have committed
serious crimes (German heading).

List 1d is already mentioned in Bock’s reply to the objections the doctors had raised
against the first draft HB-111 . This corroborates our thesis that the translation HB-2 is
indeed based on HB-1.
HB-3
A photocopy of version HB-3 can be found at the archives of Sachsenhausen.[17] The
report is dated 31 May 1945 and is therefore the earliest surviving German version. The
length of the report (32 pages) is the same as in the later versions. It is only signed by
Hellmut Bock and four other (Communist) prisoners, all of them German nationals.
According to Reckendrees[18] this version is “probably identical with the one presented
in early May” (HB-1) which would mean that the first draft HB-1 is not lost but does
still exist in the form of HB-3. If his assumption (HB-3 = HB-1) was true and our little
thesis that HB-2 = HB-1 is also true, than HB-3 should also be in agreement with HB-2.
However we believe that - as regards content - there are some differences between HB-3
and HB-1/HB-2 although we are momentarily unable to verify our thesis since the HB-3
version is available only in Archiv Sachsenhausen.
HB-4
Having commented on the texts HB-1 and HB-3, Reckendrees mentions yet another
draft, “probably the second one.”[19] In accordance with our chronological numbering
we will call it HB-4. Since we were unable to check this version, we have to rely on
Reckendrees and are compelled to content ourselves with the following observations:
• The report is undated. Reckendrees claims it was finished by the beginning of
June 1945.
• The signers are the same 12 persons as in the later version HB-7, among them by
now ten non-German prisoners.
• The report contains an appendix about the situation of the foreign inmates.
Reckendrees thinks that this was the version handed over to the Soviet
governmental commission. According to Christl Wickert “our actual state of
knowledge [...] does not allow a definitive answer to the question which version
was made available to the governmental commission.”[20]
We can presume that the text of the Prisoner’s Report was basically ready by late May or
early June, except for a single but exceedingly important sentence which first appears in
HB-5.
HB-5 - Willi Müller’s Version
This carbon copy of 32 pages on yellowish-ocher flimsy paper is from the estate of the
former Communist camp elder Harry Naujoks who had after the liberation returned to
his native city of Hamburg. It was sent to him by a certain Willi Müller from
Bremen.[21] The typewriter used had the SS rune which suggests that HB-5 was written
in May or June 1945 with a typewriter belonging to the former SS camp administration.
At the very end of the text a sentence was inserted which we will discuss later.
Several handwritten addenda were made with ink (presumably by Naujoks), and some
lengthy addenda in the same hand were inserted with paper clips. Apparently the carbon
copy HB-5 had been sent to Naujoks in order to give him the means of making
corrections or amendments. In the later versions some of these addenda are lacking.

HB-6 - A. Schöning’s Copy
Another typewritten version from Naujok’s estate is probably a first carbon copy; this
can be inferred from the clean type face on white onionskin.[22] The document ends
with “A. Schöning, Hamburg 39, Himmelstr. 26 III“. Most probably Schöning, who like
Naujok lived in Hamburg, owned a typewriter and copied the text to do Naujok a favor.
Apparently the changes suggested by Naujok (see HB-5) were largely made. Whether
they were still present in the final version HB-7 I was unable to check.
HB-7 - The Final Version of the Prisoner’s Report (12 June 1945)
We may safely assume that HB-7 is the final version of the report which was handed
over to the Soviet investigators. The report itself is undated, but the cover letter written
by Hellmut Bock is dated “Oranienburg, den 12. Juni 1945”. The original (with the
signatures of the signers) is probably moldering in some Russian archive. On the other
hand, we are in possession of a carbon copy (HB-7a), and there must have been a
(presumable) transcription (HB-7b) both of which are probably based on the original.
The (presumable) transcription HB-7b is only available in the form of a low-quality
photocopy (HB-7c).
HB-7a
Version HB-7a, a text of 35 pages, is from the documents of Dr. Rudolf Pechel, a
journalist and newspaper editor who had been detained in Sachsenhausen because he
was suspected of high treason.[23] As in the case of HB-5, the text was written on ocher
onionskin. This suggests that this text too was typed in the camp. As the document is
letter-perfect, it is probably safe to conclude that this was the version handed over to the
Soviet investigators by Hellmut Bock. Therefore HB-7a is presumably a carbon copy of
the original.
HB-7b
It appears that soon after the war there was also made a typewriter transcription of the
original, which we will call HB-7b. It was typed on a German typewriter which did not
have the SS runes. It can be inferred from the archive stamps and the pagination that this
copy once was, or still is, in some Moscow archive and that (later) a low-quality
photocopy (HB-7c) was sent to Sachsenhausen.
HB-7c
In the left margin of the above-mentioned photocopy [24] we distinctly see the typical
black spots which arise when copying sheets which are bound in a thick folder or
looseleaf binder. When one puts such a folder or binder on a photocopier, the pages will
inevitably be blackened in one of the two margins. Therefore the left margin of HB-7c
was often illegible owing to the black spots, however it was always possible to complete
the blackened words either from context or thanks to the versions HB-7a or HB-8. The
question arises why the poor-quality photocopy HB-7c was not made from the original
(HB-7) but from a copy (HB-7b). In all likelihood it was kept in the archives of the KGB
(nowadays FSB) and therefore practically inaccessible when the copy was needed. For
this reason the copy had to be based on another copy, which was of low quality.
HB-8 - The Printed Version

Probably in 1947 a brochure was produced entitled “Bericht über das
Konzentrationslager Sachsenhausen durch den ehemaligen Häftling Theodor Feuerlein“
[Report on the Concentration Camp Sachsenhausen by the former prisoner Theodor
Feuerlein].[25] Feuerlein, together with Bock, Engemann, Schöning and other
Communists, figures on a list of Communist inmates who had stayed behind in the
camp, and the title says clearly that he was the author of the report. The information
Feuerlein provides about himself is extremely sparse: We only learn that he had been
attached to the work commando Falkensee and remained in the camp until 3 May. But as
the first draft of the report was only ready around 7 May and Feuerlein did not sign any
of the different versions, he cannot possibly have been the author.
It is not difficult to guess why this brochure was published in 1947, before the
Sachsenhausen trial: Quite obviously the German population was to be enlightened
about the “crimes of the German Fascists” at Sachsenhausen. For reasons unknown to
me it was purported that Feuerlein had been the author. It is therefore logical that neither
the cover letter authored by Hellmut Bock nor the appendix “The Situation of the
Foreign Prisoners” appears in this brochure: Both texts would have undermined the
claim that Feuerlein was the author. The first sentences of the report (HB-7c, HB-8) also
point to the conclusion that Feuerlein had little, if anything, to do with the genesis of the
document.
The text HB-8, purportedly authored by Feuerlein, is to a considerable extent identical
with HB-5, HB-6 and HB-7. But as the final draft HB-7, which was accessible in the
Soviet Occupation Zone, contained several garbled passages, the text required some
editing. The result of this “reconstruction” is HB-8 which enables us to understand the
garbled passages in the previous versions. On the other hand, some minor new mistakes
crept into HB-8. Finally, the text underwent a professional typesetting.

3. The Signers of the Prisoner’s Report
Among the twelve signers of HB-7 there were two Germans, two Dutchmen, two Poles,
one Czech, one Belgian, one Italian, one Slovak and one Frenchman. Apparently the
Soviet investigators attached much value to the international character of this circle.
Seven of the twelve signers had been employed at the camp hospital (Bischoff, Dr.
Delaunois, Dr. Dedera, Dr. Feledy, Dr. Gyarmati, stud. med. Hers, stud. pharm.
Wassermann). This was due to the fact that the sick inmates and the personnel of the
hospital were not evacuated. Three other signers (Bock, Misiewicz and Pointner)
belonged to the group of Communist prisoners. It is not clear which group the remaining
two signers, the Polish mathematician Dombrowski and the French gardener Samon,
belonged to. At the end of the report all twelve signers are listed with their names, dates
of birth, countries of origin plus the date of their internment in the camp. In the
following survey we only mention those prisoners about whom some details are known.
- Willem Frederik Bischoff van Heemskerck (Freek Bischoff)
Born in the Hague in 1917, interned at Sachsenhausen since 18 February 1941. Bischoff,
who had been a lieutenant of the Dutch Army, was sent to Sachsenhausen for his
activities on behalf of the resistance movement. During the last phase of the camp, he
was technical director of the hospital barracks and block elder (Blockältester) in the
hospital barrack R I. In HB-7 he signs as “Freek Bischoff.”
After his return home Bischoff was advanced to the rank of captain and started a career
as “Equerry to the Queen of the Netherlands.”

Fig. 2: F. W. Bischoff van Heemskerck as Senior Equerry (Opper Stalmeester) of the
Royal Stables (ca. 1967)
Source: Koninklijke Verszamelingen.jpg
Bischoff ended his career in 1980 as Master of the Royal Stables with the rank of a
brigadier of the cavalry. He had been responsible not only for the horses but also for the
motor pool. Furthermore he held several honorary posts, high decorations and was
engaged in equitation. Frederik Willem Bischoff van Heemskerck died in 2007 in a
Swiss hospital aged 89 years.

Fig. 3: F.W. Bischoff van Heemskerck as Brigadier and Master of the Royal Stables (ca.
1970)
Source: Dpa Picture Alliance; published in: Reformatorisch Dagblad,

www.refdag.nl/achtergrond/koninklijk-huis (30 June 2007).bs
- Hellmut Bock
Born on 25 February 1907. His last place of residence was Berlin. From 1925 to 1933,
he was a member of the SPD (Social Democratic Party of Germany), but in 1933 he
joined the KPD (Communist Party of Germany). Arrested on 22 September 1934,
sentenced to five years in prison, transferred to Sachsenhausen on 30 November 1939. In
addition to writing the “Prisoner’s Report”, Bock belonged to the group of prisoners who
evaluated the SS statistics about the inmates[26] and compiled name lists.
- Dr. med. Elemer Gyarmati
Italian citizen of Hungarian descent, born in Turin on 22 April 1906, interned at
Sachsenhausen since 1 August 1944. The reasons for his arrest and incarceration are
unclear. Gyarmati worked as a doctor in the camp hospital. Like the other physicians, he
was left behind with the sick inmates when the camp was evacuated. His case sheds light
on the origin of the Prisoner’s Report.
Alledgedly Gyarmati was re-arrested on 6 May by the Soviets, who accused him of
“collaboration with the Fascists”. From August 1945 he was interned as prisoner No.
97179 in the newly established Soviet Sonderlager (special camp) without being
formally charged with any crime. He once again worked as a doctor in the camp hospital
before being released on 7 February 1950.[27] Having been sent to Sachsenhausen as
late as August 1944 Gyarmati cannot have contributed much to the Prisoner’s Report. In
all likelihood he was encouraged to sign the report because the signers needed an Italian.
- cand. med. Johann Hers
Johann (Hans) Hers, a medical student from Holland, arrived at Sachsenhausen Camp on
13 October 1940. He worked in the camp hospital as an orderly. The liberated Dutch
prisoners who wanted to return to their country soon became the object of a tug-of-war
between the Soviets and the Western Allies. In summer 1945, Hers twice secretly
travelled to Berlin by the S-Bahn (which was still possible at that time) to ask the
Western occupation authorities for help.
- Zbigniew Misiewicz
Born on 23 February 1925, interned at Sachsenhausen from 4 May 1940. In HB-7
Misiewicz (whose name is almost illegible) is mentioned as the third from the bottom of
the foreign signers. According to the document, he was an electrician by profession. He
must have learned his trade in the camp for at the moment of his arrest he was only 15
years old. Misiewicz was probably a Communist sympathizer already while still an
inmate in the camp. After the war he joined the Communist Polish Workers’ Party. He is
named as a member of the author´s team (Autorenkollektiv) of the Sachsenhausen
standard work “Damals in Sachsenhausen.”[28] Being born in the border town of BrestLitovsk, he apparently knew some Russian so the Soviet Commission used him in 1945
as a witness and helper (Fig 4).

Fig. 4: Zbigniew Misiewicz shows around members of the Soviet investigatory
commission
Photo: Gerasimow, May/June 1945; published by Gedenkstätte und Museum
Sachsenhausen, Informationsblatt Nr. 24 “Soviet Sachsenhausen Trial 1947,”
Oranienburg 1999.
- Hans Pointner
This textile worker from Vienna had been in the camp since 4 January 1940. Together
with Bock and Feuerlein, he appears on the “list of Communists still at Sachsenhausen
Concentration Camp”. He was one of the five signers of version HB-3.

4. The Interference of the Soviet investigators
In their introduction to the Prisoner’s report (HB-7, HB-8) the authors point out that “the
description of the facts is solely based on our memory. [...] For the sake of objectivity,
we refrain from mentioning cases based on hearsay.” This type of disingenuous assertion
abounds in concentration camp literature and should always be taken with a grain of salt.
At least the final version of the report (HB-7) shows numerous traces of Soviet
interference.
a) The Choice of the Co-signers
Surprisingly there is not a single Soviet citizen among the signers, despite the fact that
there were several Russians among the prisoners left behind at the camp and that there
was no shortage of Soviet POWs and “Ostarbeiter” (foreign workers from the East)
liberated by the Allies at Mecklenburg. Apparently the investigative commission had no
desire to use their compatriots as witnesses because Soviet citizens who had fallen into
German captivity or been sent to Germany as Ostarbeiter were viewed with suspicion by
the Soviet “organs” [= security services]. As the Soviet POWs had surrendered to the
“German Fascist Occupiers” and thus broken their oath to fight for Stalin until their last
cartridge and their last breath, they were considered traitors. While the Red Army was
shedding blood in fierce winter battles, they had wintered over with the “Fascists” and
even survived the war, which was highly suspicious. The same applied to the
Ostarbeiter, Soviet civilians who had been obliged to work for the German wartime
economy. For the NKVD, all these Soviet citizens were objects of a rigorous screening.
After their liberation, tens of thousands of them were deported to the camps of the
GULAG.

b) Typical Soviet Diction
Some of the catchwords and formulations found in the report were unknown in Germany
until the end of the war but very typical for Soviet propaganda. The use of such words in
the Prisoner’s Report strongly points to Soviet influence. Two examples will suffice to
illustrate this:
After the Warsaw insurrection had been crushed, the Germans treated captured
combatants of the Polish Armia Krajowa (Home Army) correctly in accordance with the
Hague Conventions: As they wore uniforms and fought under a regular leadership, they
were not partisans but qualified as regular prisoners of war. In September 1944, about
17,700 of these Polish POWs were sent to Sachsenhausen and its satellite camps. In the
Prisoner’s Report[29] they are scornfully referred to as “elements who had sought the
protection of the Fascist Wehrmacht”. This is typical Soviet jargon. It is well known that
the Red Army, which was halted on the eastern shore of the Vistula, did not extend any
effective assistance to the insurgents but idly stood by while the uprising was being
crushed. The Soviets did not want the Polish nationalists to succeed because the Polish
nationalists supported the London-based Polish government in exile and would have
hindered the planned Sovietization of Poland.
The use of the word “Okkupation” for the German campaign against the Soviet Union is
typical Soviet language as well.[30]
c) Vituperative propaganda
It goes without saying that the prisoners had no reason to love the SS. All the same no
invective is used in the oldest version of the report, HB-2. On the other hand, the
massive use of invective in the later versions clearly recalls the hateful Soviet
propaganda during the war, as documented by Joachim Hoffmann.[31] The SS men are
labeled as “Banditen” (bandits, 9x), “Strolche” (thugs, 3x), “Bestien” (beasts, 2x)
“Verbrecher” (criminals, 2x), “Raubritter” (highwaymen, twice) and “Schinder”
(torturers), while female SS guards are called “Furien” (furies). The SS is described as a
gang of sadists to whom order, laws and military discipline were unknown and who
indulged in all kinds of mind-boggling atrocities according to their desire and mood
without ever being rebuked by their superiors.

5. Comparison between the Different Texts
The following comparison between different versions of the report, which is limited to
certain important aspects and concentrates on HB-2, HB-7c and HB-8, shows substantial
differences, HB-2 being the shortest version. We will now examine some examples (the
subtitles are taken directly from HB-7 and HB-2, respectively).

General Remarks (Allgemeines)
One of the topics dealt with in this paragraph is the reception of the new arrivals at
Sachsenhausen whom the SS-Lagerführer always greeted with a speech.[32] HB-2
contains two sentences referring to the Russians who had succumbed to typhus. We
quote from Bischoff’s English translation:
“By the end of ´41 such an oration [by the Lagerführer] used to be followed
immediately by a kind of exhibition of a heap of nude and emaciated
corpses of Russian prisoners starved to death. To clear [? - illegible] away
what had remained of these unhappy fellows was the first task of the

newcomers.”[33]
To what extent this description corresponds to the facts is open to discussion. In the later
versions this passage disappeared.

The situation of the foreign prisoners (omitted in HB-7)
HB-2 contains a few sentences which are obviously taken from a passage about the
situation of the foreign prisoners. It is not clear if this text was collectively authored by
the non-German signers or if only a few of them volunteered to contribute. One passage
deals with the relationship between foreign and German inmates.[34] The English text
runs as follows:
“To the terror exerted by the SS was added the terror organised by the
german [sic] prisoners. It was a masterly stroke of the SS to maintain the
tensions in the camp by these alternative regimes of german [sic] ruffians
and political prisoners, who towards the foreign prisoners fancied
themselves “Die Herren der Welt” (The World´s Rulers), and as a sequel of
this policy a united front of the prisoners between them and the campleaders
was practically out of the question.”
The authors here allude to the fact that the camp and block elders were alternately
recruited among the criminal and the political prisoners (the former wore a green, the
latter a red triangle). These frequent changes greatly influenced the mood prevailing in
the camp. The foreign prisoners stated:[35]
“Alas there were a good deal more bad “Blockältesten“ than good ones,
which gave us foreigners a true picture of the average German´s mentality.”
In HB-7c and HB-8 these passages are missing. HB-7 has a one-page appendix entitled
”Die Lage der ausländischen Häftlinge“ (“The Situation of the Foreign Prisoners”, pp.
31-32). Had the foreign inmates, among them several medical doctors, not been able to
write more than one single page? Hardly, but their text was apparently slashed by the
Soviet investigators.

The Work of the Prisoners (Arbeitseinsatz der Häftlinge)
This chapter contains a list of the construction works performed from 1936-1944. The
text and the list are virtually identical in HB-2, HB-7c and HB-8. The third-from-the-last
object mentioned on the list (“Construction work in 1944”) is of particular interest
because both German versions refer to a “special camp for imprisoned officers of the
Allied powers.”[36] In the English version HB-2 this sector is simply called “Shelters
for special units.”[37] What were these “special units”? Did Bock as the author of the
Prisoner’s Report perhaps allude to the fact that Allied officers were interned in this
“special camp”? The inmates could hardly be expected to know any details, for Zone II
was strictly separated from the Camp triangle (also called the Great Camp or Zone I). As
a matter of fact, most inmates of the “special camp” apparently belonged to two groups:
Prominent Allied POWs and notorious escapees. This was also the place where Stalin’s
son Jacob Dzhugashvili lived before committing suicide on 14 April 1943.

The Hospital (Krankenbau)
In mid-November 1941 a heavy epidemic of typhus broke out in the camp. HB-2
contents itself with one laconic sentence:[38] “In 1941 a typhoid epidemic broke out
putting the camp in quarantine for some months.” HB-7 and HB-8 provide us with more

detailed information:[39]
“Immediately after the murder of the Red Army soldiers in November 1941
typhus transmitted by lice broke out in the camp. Only thanks to the
energetic intervention of the prisoners, especially the then camp elder Harry
Naujocks [should be Naujoks] and Werner Staacke, could catastrophic
consequences be averted.”
With regard to this epidemic a short explanation seems appropriate. Spotted fever
(typhus exanthemicus), alternatively called “spotted typhus” or simply “typhus”, is
caused by the virus Rickettsia prowaseki and transmitted by lice. If no medical treatment
is administered, more than 50% of the sufferers die.[40] In order to forestall outbreaks of
this dangerous epidemic, it was a general measure taken in all camps, that all newly
arrived prisoners had to be deloused with Cuprex, while their clothes were disinfected
with Zyklon-B, and to undergo a quarantine of two weeks.
This disease is often confused with typhoid fever which is caused by the bacillus
Salmonella typhi, an epidemic not transmitted by lice but by feces-polluted water and
food.
Although in HB-2 the German word “Typhus” was correctly translated as “typhoid
epidemic” (typhoid fever), the reference to “lice” clearly shows that the epidemic which
had broken out in November 1941 was typhus (German “Fleckfieber” or “Flecktyphus”).

Masses pour into the Camp (Masseneinweisungen)
The English language version HB-2 states:[41]
“In 1944 the total strength with the outdoor camps and building units
amounted to more than 75,000 prisoners. In this figure the chief groups
shared as follows: 9,000 Russians, 5,000 Poles, 3,000 Frenchmen…”
The figure of 75,000 is an obvious transcription error. The real figure was 25,000, for in
HB-7c we read:[42]
“Only after the outbreak of the war were so many foreigners sent to the
camp that the Germans constituted a minority. At a time when the total
number of inmates amounted to 25,000, there were about 9,000 Russians,
5,000 Poles and 3,000 Frenchmen in the camp.”
The figure of 25,000 corresponds approximately to the situation in 1943. HB-8 again
contains two mistakes:[43]
“Only after the outbreak of the war were so many foreigners sent to the
camp that the Germans constituted a unity [“Einheit”, should be:
“Minderheit” (minority)]. At a time when the total number of inmates
amounted to 25,000, there were about 9,000 Frenchmen [should be:
“Russians”], 5,000 Poles, 3,000 Frenchmen in the camp.”

Public Executions (Öffentliche Hinrichtungen)
HB-2 laconically states:[44] “In 1942 the first prisoner was hanged by Lagerführer
Suhren...”. In this context the crematorium worker Paul Sakowski, who together with
some of his colleagues had to carry out executions by hanging, is mentioned for the first
time: “The political prisoner Sakowski officiated as hangman.”[45] HB-7c provides

some additional information: “The first person hanged by order of Lagerführer Suhren
was a BV[46] who had attempted to escape on the first day of Whitsuntide. The political
prisoner SAKOWSKI officiated as hangman.”[47]
Paul Sakowski, born in 1920, was the son of a Communist functionary from Breslau.
When he was deported to Sachsenhausen, he was just 18 years old, which made him the
youngest political prisoner. His older Communist fellow-inmates, who had known his
father, took Paul under their wing. After a brawl he was first locked up in the camp
prison and then employed as a worker in the crematorium. Although he had not
volunteered for the job of a hangman, the other prisoners, especially the Communists,
resented him for his “collaboration with the Fascists” (“Other young prisoners would
rather have hanged themselves!”). After the war, the Soviets branded him as the
“hangman of Sachsenhausen”, and at the Sachsenhausen Trial in Berlin, he - the petty
crematorium worker - was put in the dock together with the former SS leaders – a truly
grotesque situation!

Fig. 5: Paul Sakowski as defendant in the Sachsenhausen trial (Berlin-Pankow, Oct.
1947)
Source: Soviet press releases, 1947 (open source)
In October 1947, Sakowski, like most of the other defendants, was sentenced to 25 years
and sent to Workuta in Northern Russia where the former camp commandant Anton
Kaindl and some other former members of his staff died within months. The sixty-yearold Karl Zander, Sakowsky´s colleague from the crematory, died within some weeks. In
late 1955 or early 1956, Sakowski was handed over to the authorities of the GDR and
served his 25 years to the very last day. Although made under duress, his statements
during his interrogations by the NKVD and later the East German Ministry for State
Security are important historical sources.

Fig. 6 and 7: Paul Sakowski as long-term prisoner in the GDR, left in 1955 (35 years
old) and right ca. 1970 (50 years old)
Source: Records Department of former GDR penal system; published in BILD Zeitung
(Berlin) of 4 March 2002, p. 10.

Liquidations (Liquidierungsaktionen)
This chapter addresses various crimes ascribed to the SS. We content ourselves with
three examples.
a) The “Russenaktion” (autumn 1941)
It is an established historical fact that in autumn 1941 a number of Soviet prisoners of
war were shot at Sachsenhausen and in some other camps (“Russenaktion”). In all
likelihood the victims were political commissars (polititcheskie rukovoditeli, politruks)
who were usually called “Kommissare” by the Germans. Each unit of the Red Army had
its politruk who acted as a watchdog for the commanding military officer. The National
Socialist leadership (Hitler, Himmler, Heydrich) regarded these men as the driving force
behind the fanatical Bolshevist resistance and denied them the status of combatants. This
gave rise to the highly controversial “Kommissarbefehl” according to which all captured
commissars were to be shot on the spot. But the commissars could not easily be
identified, their only distinguishing mark being a red star on their sleeve which could
easily be removed. This allowed many captured commissars to hide among the masses
of Soviet POWs. Following an order by Heydrich, the Soviet prisoners of war in the
camps were screened; those who turned out to be commissars were to be “sorted out”
whereupon they were transferred to the nearest concentration camp and shot there.
Another aspect of the question of Soviet POWs was that they did not benefit from the
protection of the 1907 Hague Convention and the 1929 Geneva Convention because the
Soviet Union had denounced the Hague Convention in 1919 and never signed the
Geneva Convention. Owing to this fact the Soviet prisoners of war were disadvantaged
compared to POWs from the other allied nations in many respects (lodging, food rations,
the right to receive parcels, to write letters etc.). All the same they too were entitled to
humane treatment, and the Wehrmacht never carried out any mass killings of Soviet
POWs.
Soviet postwar propaganda ably conflated the fact that the Russian prisoners were
treated worse than POWs from other countries with the legally questionable shootings of
commissars. This gave birth to all kinds of horror stories about the gruesome fate of the
Soviet prisoners of war. In the earliest version of the Prisoner’s Report (HB-2, Bischoff’s

English translation of the first draft), the alleged mass murder of the Russian prisoners is
described as follows:[48]
“September – December 1941. 16,000 Russian prisoners, driven together
like cattle, were slaughtered. On the grounds of the industry-department [a
better translation of the German word “Industriehof” would have been
“industrial yard”] four riding furnaces were standing so that the corpses
could be cleared away uninterruptedly. Their ashes became the site for the
new crematory. Before these people were murdered they were beastly illtreated. Music out of big loudspeakers deafened the shrieking of the victims.
The Russian prisoners brought into the concentration camp were outlawed.
One Sunday afternoon three Russian soldiers were standing near the gate of
the camp. A Blockführer suddenly hit upon the idea of opening a window
and using them for target practice.
End December [1941]. 2,500 war prisoners remained. According to official
information they would not be finished. Six barracks were specially closed
and a board bearing the words “War prisoners labour camp”
[Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeitslager] was attached. The commandant Loritz
made the Blockführers on duty (Bugdalla, Knittler and Fickert) responsible
for not one single prisoner leaving this camp alive. Their supply was half a
ration of a normal prisoner.”
In this context it should be mentioned that the shootings with small-caliber pistols were
carried out in a big wooden storage shed in the northern sector of the Industrial Yard
which was screened by walls and buildings. Except for the approximately eight
crematorium workers, few other prisoners were employed there. The bulk of the inmates
had no access to this sector and could therefore neither see nor hear what was transpiring
there – a situation which favored the development of wild rumors. Several crucial
aspects of the Russenaktion, such as the date when the killings began and the number of
victims, still remain obscure.
In the easily readable copy HB-7a of Dr. Rudolf Pechel, page 30, where the chapter
“Liquidierungsaktionen” begins, is unfortunately lacking. The next version, HB-7c, is
the most garbled of all and contains the highest number of illegible passages. However,
the garbled and unreadable passages of HB-7c are corrected in Feuerlein’s version HB-8.
The description of the Russenaktion in the later versions is based on HB-2 but enhanced
by further horror stories, and the diction of the text shows beyond doubt that the Soviet
commission had “improved” the text:[49]
“September - October 1941. After the initial successes of the invasion of
the Soviet Union the Fascist criminals abandoned all pretense to humanity.
They were overcome with murderous frenzy and gave free rein to their
bloodlust. In Concentration Camp Sachsenhausen 16,000 Russian prisoners
of war, soldiers of the Red Army, were driven together like cattle and
slaughtered in the most horrendous way. On the grounds of the so-called
industrial yard there were four mobile crematorium ovens by means of
which the bodies were uninterruptedly disposed of. Their ashes were the
ground on which the new crematorium was built. Before the people were
slain, strangled, kicked to death or killed in other fanciful ways by the
beasts, they were fiendishly tormented. The SS transformed these orgies of
murder into real celebrations. Brandy flowed like water, and the
loudspeakers drowned out the cries of the victims. The killers did not care to
make sure that the victims were dead before being cremated; many of them
were still alive when they were shoved into the ovens.

The Russian prisoners of war deported to Concentration Camp
Sachsenhausen were free game; any SS thug could kill them according to
his desire and mood. One Sunday afternoon three Russian soldiers were
standing at the camp gate. On the spur of the moment the Blockführers
decided to use them for target practice.
At the end of October 2,500 prisoners of war officially not destined for
liquidation were still in the camp. Six barracks were ring-fenced and
designated as “Kriegsgefangenen-Arbeitslager” (POW working camp). The
commandant Loritz ordered the serving Blockführers Budgalle, Knittler and
Fickert to ensure that no prisoner left this camp alive. It is hardly necessary
to point out that they fulfilled this task to his complete satisfaction.
After the long marches they had been forced to perform, the prisoners of
war arrived in a state of total exhaustion. Their clothes were little more than
rags. Upon their arrival they had to stand in the open air the whole day
without coats and headgear. They only received half of the rations allotted
to other prisoners. At night they slept in completely empty rooms without
straw and blankets. Of course these rooms were not heated. It goes without
saying that the SS bandits would not leave the prisoners of war alone at
night. Their diseased imagination knew no limits. Knittler chose a row of
sleeping prisoners whose heads formed a straight line, shot them with his
pistol and then counted the heads pierced by the bullet. SS-Scharführer
Maierhöfer had cages with rats attached to the naked bodies of captured
Russian soldiers so that they were chewed alive.
The prisoners who served as Blockführers at the POW camp were recruited
from the worst elements. They contributed to the extermination of the
prisoners of war by stealing their rations and passing on to the SS what they
did not consume themselves.
By mid-February 1945 hardly 700 of these 2,500 captured soldiers of the
Red Army were still alive. As a reward for their “efforts” during these
massacres, all SS men who had taken part in them were allowed to take a
trip to Italy and were awarded the war merit cross.”
Where on earth had Bock and his comrades gotten all this information? The prisoners
had no access to the northern industrial court. The handful of crematorium workers who
had to dispose of the dead bodies were bound to strict secrecy and lodged apart from the
other inmates. Accordingly not a single witness is mentioned in the reports of the
“Russenaktion”. Nor do we learn when the first Soviet POWs arrived at Sachsenhausen
or when their “slaughter” began. As to the killing method, the authors of the report
remain rather vague. Apparently they did not know anything about prisoners being shot
in the back of the neck through an opening in the wall (a method described in detail by
subsequent inmate-authors) until their memory was duly refreshed (see following
paragraph).
As to the number of the murdered Soviet prisoners, the various versions of the report
concordantly mention a figure of 16,000 victims. However the head of the Soviet
commission, Lt. Colonel Sharitch, did not repeat this figure. In his final report, he
summarized the “Russenaktion” rather laconically:[50]
“At the camp there were also Soviet prisoners of war. They arrived in large
groups at the Sachsenhausen camp for a special purpose – liquidation. No
statistics were kept about this category of prisoners. The Russian prisoners
of war were kept behind barbed wire in special barracks and isolated from

the other inmates. They did not even get the scanty rations allotted to the
other prisoners.”
The first Soviet drafts of a report about Sachsenhausen[51] which were produced
between May and September 1945 speak of 14,000 shot Soviet POWs while the figure
given in later drafts is 13,000 to 14,000. In the GDR it was claimed that 18,000 Russian
soldiers had been shot. These contradictory numbers prove that none of the authors
possessed any tangible information. All figures given are mere guesswork based on
atrocity propaganda. On the other hand, it is a proven fact that SS officers who had
received the war merit cross at around that time were rewarded with a vacation in Italy.
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 8: “Tarantella for German soldiers” – SS officers attending a folkloric festival on
Capri, alleged to be the Blockführers of Sachsenhausen who had been shooters in the
Russenaktion. Source: Hamburger Illustrierte, (Spring?) 1942
A German magazine reported this fact, and its cover showed the honorees in uniform
attending a folklore show on the island of Capri. Since the German press were available
in the camp library, those compiling the Häftlingsbericht had the notion supplied to them
quite graphically.
b) The Gas Chamber and the Neck-Shot Facility
Both the gas chamber and the neck-shooting facility play a considerable role in the
Soviet propaganda about Sachsenhausen. Significantly neither the former nor the latter is
even mentioned in the oldest known version of the Prisoner’s Report (HB-2). The
undated version HB-5 (32 pages) does not contain any reference to these killing facilities
either. The last chapter (“Liquidierungsaktionen”) ends with the evacuation of the camp
and the sentence: “About 400 healthy inmates, among them 200 women and 40 German
political prisoners, stayed behind voluntarily, defying the order of the SS.” However,
this last sentence is followed by yet another sentence which is neatly stuck on a piece of
the same ocher onionskin somewhat lower than the rest of the lines (unfortunately the
archives rules did not allow the author to copy this page). This sentence runs as follows:

“The mass murders in the crematorium were carried out either by shooting
in the neck or in the gas chamber.”
Although the authors had been working on their report for five weeks (April/May 1945)
the expressions “shooting in the neck” and “gas chamber” appear for the first time in
HB-5. Had Hellmut Bock, under whose supervision the document was being drafted,
and his comrades really forgotten about these murder facilities? Or were they simply
ignorant of their existence? There is every reason to believe that this last sentence was
added at the behest of the Soviet investigators. The likewise undated version HB-6 has
an appendix, correctly designated as such, which this time is not stuck on the page with
glue but typewritten:
"Appendix
During the action against political prisoners in 1944 the main accomplices
of the special commission were the following prisoners: The camp elder
Samuel Kühnke, the camp elder Kuert Beier, the foreman Kokoschinsky.
The mass murders in the crematorium were carried out either by shooting in
the neck or in the gas chamber.”
In Version HB-7, which dates from 12 June 1945, the last chapter
“Liquidierungsaktionen” ends on page 31. On first inspection, the “very last sentence”
about the shots in the neck and the gas chamber seems to be lacking. But in fact, it is still
there but in a slightly different place, in the middle of page 31. It is logically
unconnected to both the preceding and the following sentences. Finally in Feuerlein’s
version (HB-8) the ominous sentence is in the same place as in HB-7, but it now forms
its own paragraph.
Let us recall that while the report was being drafted, the Soviet commission was carrying
out its investigations in the camp. One of its sections was a technical group consisting of
three officers with engineering degrees. The Soviet technicians carefully studied the
abandoned but intact crematorium where a small room of 2.9 x 3.9 m was “identified” as
a former gas chamber.[52] Even today visitors to Sachsenhausen are told that this room
formerly served as a “gas chamber”. It would have been greatly embarrassing if the
former inmates of Sachsenhausen had known nothing of a “gas chamber” in May and
June 1945!
c) The Rat Torture
Let us return to version HB-7c. In the chapter “Liquidierungsaktionen” (bottom of page
29, almost illegible) we find the following sentence: “SS-Scharführer Maierhöfer had
cages with rats attached to the naked bodies of captured Russian soldiers so that they
were devoured alive.”
This gruesome but hardly credible story is the result of a simple copying mistake.
Feuerlein’s version (top of page 20) is slightly less horrible and less incredible: The
prisoners were not “devoured” (aufgefressen) but only “chewed on” (angefressen) by the
hungry rodents.
Here it is – the rat torture! In the 1920s German and other Western newspapers reported
that this method was practiced by the Bolsheviks during the Russian Civil War. Probably
Hitler had read these reports, too, for after Stalingrad he voiced his fear that captured
German officers might be forced “with the rat” to make any statements desired by their
jailers. A description of the rat torture is also found in George Orwell’s post-war
masterpiece 1984. The protagonist of the novel, Winston Smith, is so utterly terrorized
by the sight of a caged, stinking, hungry rat directly in front of his face that he betrays

his lover and becomes a faithful follower of Big Brother.
Whether this atrocious torture was really practiced in any country and by any regime is
open to discussion but it was certainly not practiced at Sachsenhausen. Whoever makes
such wild claims is under the obligation to produce hard evidence. No former inmate and
no SS man ever claimed to have witnessed such a scene. Only the professional criminal
Erwin Rathmann, a man blessed with a particularly fevered imagination, mentions the
rat torture although he does not claim to have seen it himself. We quote his statement
without any modifications as translated into English. It contains several illegible
words:[53]
“All those murders were horribly carried out:
- the victims [lost] their eyes from a strong jet of water played on the eyes
by a [ho]se;
- starved rats were placed in glass containers and hung [at?] the body of the
victim so that he was eaten alive;
- or hand grenades were hung around the body of the victim with strings
attached to them which when pulled exploded.”
Heinrich Lienau, an old Social Democrat whom clear-sighted fellow inmates aptly called
a “rumor-monger” and a “teller of fairy tales”, mentions the rat torture in his book,[54]
his informant being - Erwin Rathmann. Not content with the rat horror, Lienau serves his
readers another mind-boggling atrocity story, a prisoner being quartered alive! To cut a
long story short, the rat torture at Sachsenhausen is nothing but malign slander, however
it perfectly reflected the spirit of those days. That the Soviet propagandists regularly
used prisoners of the Germans to spread their atrocity tales fits the picture.
The example of the rat torture illustrates the hollowness of the claim that the authors of
the Prisoner’s Report had only mentioned facts they had personally witnessed. As a
matter of fact, we cannot even be sure that the lurid rat story had been invented by the
former prisoners; it may very well have been the brainchild of the Soviet commission.

6. Summary
A comparison between the different versions of the Prisoner’s Report shows that the
relatively sober, if biased report of the Communist inmate Hellmut Bock and his
comrades was enhanced by an array of new horror stories. Without the slightest doubt
this was done at the behest of the Soviet commission which was carrying out
“investigations” in the camp. At least partially, the Prisoner’s Report, one of the earliest
documents about the situation prevailing at Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp, may be
a useful historical source, but owing to the interference of the Soviet authorities, quite
obviously became a piece of atrocity propaganda.
On 2 November 1945, shortly after the Berlin show trial against the SS command staff
of Sachsenhausen, Hellmut Bock led a meeting of the “Victims of Fascism” (OdF)
which took place at a movie theater in Berlin-Friedrichshain. Bock thanked the Soviet
people for the trial and rejected critical comments about the way it had been conducted.
On the other hand, some of the “discoveries” made by the Soviet military tribunal seem
to have dumbfounded him, for he stated that the Soviet authorities had “exposed crimes
we did not know anything about”[55] According to a former fellow inmate[56] Hellmut
Bock was “sent packing” in 1949 or 1950. He died in 1990.
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The Rise and Fall of Historical Revisionism following
World War I
by Richard A. Widmann

World War I was a tremendous disaster. While estimates vary, most experts agree that over 8
million combatants were killed and another 21 million were wounded.[1] The United States
suffered over 116,000 deaths including those attributed to disease and accidents. For the US, it
was the costliest war since the American Civil War. However tragic for Americans, US
casualties were less than one-tenth those of the major European powers – Germany, AustriaHungary, Russia, Britain, and France.[2] Beyond its direct impact, its hatreds, machinations,
secret deals, and even the terms of its peace resulted in the even more catastrophic Second
World War. So staggering was the influence of the Great War that the entire power structure of
the world began to shift.
Despite the calamity, there were those at the time who were resolutely idealistic about the causes
it was said to have served. Colonel House assured President Woodrow Wilson that no matter
what sacrifices the war exacted, “the end will justify them.”[3] Similarly, the catchphrase for the
conflict “the war to end war” coined by British author and commentator H. G. Wells suggested a
higher purpose, one that imparted meaning to the horrific death toll. Wells blamed the Central
Powers for the coming of the war, and argued somewhat naively that the defeat of “German
militarism” could bring about an end to war.[4]
Upon Germany’s conditional surrender, the victorious Allied Powers betrayed their lofty talk of
a new world order of freedom, justice, and everlasting peace and refocused their energies on
economic revenge. At the Paris Peace Conference of 1919, Germany was forced to accept guilt
for the war’s origin and to pay nearly unlimited reparations. In addition, the German military
was reduced to a domestic police force and portions of its land were commandeered to establish
new nations in Eastern Europe. The territories of Alsace and Lorraine were ceded to France.
German colonies were stripped away and handed over to the victorious Allies.
At the Conference, Wilson gained approval for his proposal for a League of Nations. While
unhappy with the overall results, Wilson remained hopeful that a strong League could prevent
future wars; he returned to the US to present the Treaty of Versailles to the Senate. The
opposition from the Senate under the leadership of Henry Cabot Lodge was fierce. Lodge
viewed the League as a supranational government that would impair the power of the American
government to determine its own affairs. Other opponents believed the League was the sort of
entangling alliance the United States had avoided since George Washington’s Farewell Address,
which counseled against just such. Ultimately, the treaty would go down to defeat with Senate
Democrats voting against it due to changes added by Lodge and the Republicans.[5]
It was around this time that several historical revisionists emerged on the scene. While
“revisionism” has been applied to various periods and conflicts, it was the conclusion of the
First World War that brought the term into general use. The revisionists were intent on
understanding the real cause of the war and to “revise” the punitive Treaty of Versailles and
especially the “War-Guilt Clause.”
In July of 1920, historian Sidney Fay wrote the first of a series of articles on the origins of the
war.[6] Fay demonstrated the inequity of the war-guilt clause aimed at Germany. Not only had
the kaiser not decreed war upon the June 28, 1914 assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, he left
on his planned vacation cruise on July 6, not expecting any “serious warlike complications.”[7]
Fay concluded that a declaration of Austrian guilt would be far closer to the truth than the warguilt clause of the Treaty of Versailles.[8]
Fay’s article had significant influence. The most important conversion however was that of

Harry Elmer Barnes.[9] As a graduate student, Barnes had advocated intervention in Europe
even prior to Wilson’s request that congress declare war. Historian Warren Cohen recounts that
Barnes noted in a private correspondence that Fay’s article “undermined his faith in what his
elders told him in much the same manner as had his earlier discovery of the non-existence of
Santa Claus.”[10]

Barnes with Revisionist Group, Berlin 1927.
Seated: right to left: Alfred von Wegerer, Baron Rosen, Barnes. Standing: second from left:
Friedrich Thimme, editor of Grosse Politik.
Source: Arthur Goddard ed., Harry Elmer Barnes: Learned Crusader (Colorado Springs: Ralph
Myles, 1968).
Barnes’s discovery of Fay (a colleague at Smith College) would launch him into a lifelong battle
for truth in history. Barnes recalls,
While I wrote some reviews and short articles dealing with the actual causes of the
first World War between 1921 and 1924, I first got thoroughly involved in the
Revisionist struggle when Herbert Croly of the New Republic induced me in March
1924, to review at length the book of Professor Charles Downer Hazen, Europe
since 1815. This aroused so much controversy that George W. Ochsoakes, editor of
the New York Times Current History Magazine, urged me to set forth a summary of
Revisionist conclusions at the time in the issue of May, 1924. This really launched
the Revisionist battle in the United States.[11]
Barnes was clearly influenced by the idealism of his age. His entry into the Revisionist
controversy was fueled by more than simply historical accuracy for its own sake. Barnes was
convinced that an accurate evaluation of the causes of World War One was necessary for peace
in the 1920s and beyond. In fact one might say that the Revisionist cause for Barnes was “truth
to end all war.”[12]
Following Barnes’s article in the New York Times Current History Magazine, scholarly
periodicals and large publishing houses sought Revisionist material for publication. By the end
of 1924, Professor Fay’s Origins of the World War, J.S. Ewart’s Roots and Causes of the Wars,
and Barnes’s Genesis of the World War were all in print and defining the Revisionist position on
the war in the United States.[13]
In his own assessment of the early days of Revisionism, Barnes wrote of the growing number of

Revisionists around the world:
American Revisionists found allies in Europe: Georges Demartial, Alfred FabreLuce, and others, in France; Friedrich Stieve, Maximilian Montgelas, Alfred von
Wegerer, Herman Lutz, and others, in Germany; and G.P. Gooch, Raymond
Beazley, and G. Lowes Dickinson, in England.[14]
The interest in Revisionism spread from academic journals to the popular press. The Nation and
New Republic were frequently publishing Revisionist articles. H.L. Mencken, editor of The
American Mercury was delighted by Barnes’s work. In the April 1924 issue, Mencken published
Barnes’s portrait of Woodrow Wilson. Controversialist Mencken gleefully commented that the
article would rank Barnes alongside Judas Iscariot.[15]
Acceptance in the popular media was a major objective for Barnes. Barnes wrote,
The present writer has devoted his own efforts in the field of war guilt publications
primarily to the task of bringing the facts revealed by scholars to bear upon public
opinion and upon the policies and achievements of statesmen.[16]
For Barnes, only sufficient popular interest in Revisionism would be able to shift popular
opinion and thereby result in policy change. Only such foreign-policy change would allow peace
and goodwill among nations. In the preface to his In Quest of Truth and Justice, Barnes went so
far as to write, “historical research is of little or no ultimate value unless its results have some
actual bearing upon the improvement of the well-being of man in some aspect of his life.”[17]
Barnes was therefore upset that his Genesis of the World War, despite becoming the Bible for
American Revisionists, did not attain the distribution he had hoped for.[18]
It was now clear that Barnes viewed himself in a struggle with uncooperative booksellers, an
uninformed public, and those historians who toed the official line – whom he would dub “court
historians.” In 1928 Barnes vented,
A major difficulty has been the unwillingness of booksellers to cooperate, even
when it was to their pecuniary advantage to do so. Many of them have assumed to
censor their customers’ reading in the field of international relations as in the matter
of morals. Not infrequently have booksellers even discouraged prospective
customers who desired to have the Genesis of the World War ordered for them.[19]
Barnes described the early days of Revisionism as “precarious.” The shift from an academic to a
public audience was sometimes met with fierce opposition. During a lecture he gave in Trenton,
New Jersey, he was physically threatened by opponents in the crowd.[20] Barnes met with
similar resistance in Massachusetts where his Genesis was even banned from the public library
in Brookline.[21]
As the 1920s roared to a close the primary focus of the revisionist controversy shifted from the
war-guilt clause to the question of why America had intervened in the conflict. Historians
including C. Hartley Grattan and Charles Beard added their voices to the debate.
With the passage of time, emotions cooled about the Great War. Warren Cohen commented on
revisionism of the late ‘20s, “What better way could there have been for the younger generation
to undermine the pretensions of the previous generation than by demonstrating that the cause for
which their elders had been willing to fight and die had been worthless, a fiction created by
‘myth-mongers.’”[22] It was little wonder that in 1935 when Walter Millis’s Road to War was
published that it instantly became a best seller. Barnes commented on Millis’s achievement, “It
was welcomed by a great mass of American readers and was one of the most successful books
of the decade. Revisionism had finally won out.”[23]
This fleeting victory of Revisionism may be most clearly illustrated by the anti-interventionist
sentiment embraced by the American public in the 1930s and right through the run-up to the
attack on Pearl Harbor. With the war-drums beating throughout Europe, the Revisionists
valiantly attempted to point out the similarities to 1914. In a last-ditch effort to keep America

out of the impending war, a group of scholars and personalities formed the America First
Committee in 1940. Its membership included Harry Barnes, Charles Lindbergh, Herbert Hoover,
Gerald Ford, Walt Disney, Henry Ford and John F. Kennedy among others.[24]
The Revisionists kept up their opposition to interventionism. Charles Beard wrote an article,
“We’re Blundering into War” for The American Mercury in which he wrote, “The United States
should and can stay out of the next war in Europe and the wars that follow the next war.”[25] C.
Hartley Grattan argued, “No American shall ever again be sent to fight and die on the continent
of Europe.”[26] As late as November 1939 (two months after the German invasion of Poland),
Barnes warned, “The moment we join the war, the New Deal and all its promises of a ‘more
abundant life’ will fold up, as did the New Freedom of Woodrow Wilson in 1917.”[27]
On December 9, 1941 two days after the attack on Pearl Harbor, the America First Committee
ceased to exist. Despite the efforts of the Revisionists, historical revisionism proved not a
powerful enough force to prevent another world war.
Since World War Two, public attitudes on the interwar Revisionist controversy have been
largely reversed. The battle for a proper revision of the causes of World War One was not lost
because of new evidence, but rather because of new attitudes shaped by events, real or
contrived, of World War Two.[28]
World War Two was initially a disaster for Revisionism and for the world. Cohen notes that the
“revisionist interpretation of American intervention in World War I is in disrepute, the
revisionist studies of America’s road to war from 1914-1917 are considered of little use to
students of American diplomatic history.”[29]
Rather than attacking the Revisionist interpretation of World War One, the argument could be
made that the Revisionists’ efforts failed for being “too little too late.” Had America not
intervened, had the war-guilt clause of Versailles not been dictated, the destruction of the
Second World War might never have happened. In his final article on World War One, Barnes
theorized,
Had we remained resolutely neutral from the beginning, the negotiated peace would
probably have saved the world from the last two terrible years of war. Whenever it
came, it would have rendered unnecessary the brutal blockade of Germany for
months after the World War, a blockade which starved to death hundreds of
thousands of German women and children. This blockade was the one great
authentic atrocity of the World War period. In all probability, the neutrality of the
United States would also have made impossible the rise of Mussolini and Hitler –
products of post-war disintegration – and the coming of a second world war.[30]
Today the conduct of interventionism has resulted in an American empire that stretches beyond
its means and stirs agitation and animosity around the globe. The media and an ignorant but well
indoctrinated public mock the very ideas of “isolationism” and revisionism but are left
wondering why American troops are engaged and dying in perpetual wars for perpetual peace.
The idealism of the 1920s has been exchanged for a pessimism that fails to even consider ways
to address the decline of a once-great nation.
All would do well to recall that the historical revisionist movement set out to prevent the
bloodshed of a second world war and all the wars that followed. The revisionists of World War
One should be remembered as heroes who set out to discredit misleading myths that ultimately
led to more war and hatred among nations, and honored by the revival and continuation of their
crucially noble struggle.
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The Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 1914, by Christopher Clark,
HarperCollins, New York 2013, 697pp.
The question of the causes of the outbreak of the First World War—known for many
years during and afterwards as the Great War—is probably the most hotly contested in
the whole history of historical writing.
At the Paris Peace Conference, the victors compelled the vanquished to accede to the
Versailles Treaty. Article 231 of that treaty laid sole responsibility for the war’s outbreak
on Germany and its allies, thus supposedly settling the issue once and for all.
The happy Entente fantasy was brutally challenged when the triumphant Bolsheviks,
with evident Schadenfreude, began publishing the Tsarist archives revealing the secret
machinations of the imperialist “capitalist” powers leading to 1914. This action led the
other major nations to publish selective parts of their own archives in self-defense, and
the game was afoot.
Though there were holdouts, after a few years a general consensus emerged that all of
the powers shared responsibility, in varying proportions according to the various
historians.
In the 1960s, this consensus was temporarily broken by Fritz Fischer and his school,
who reaffirmed the Versailles judgment. But that attempt collapsed when critics pointed
out that Fischer and his fellow Germans focused only on German and Austrian policies,
largely omitting parallel policies among the Entente powers.
And so the debate continues to this day. A meritorious and most welcome addition is The
Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 1914, by the Cambridge University historian
Christopher Clark.
Clark explains his title: the men who brought Europe to war were “haunted by dreams,
yet blind to the reality of the horror they were about to bring into the world.” The origins
of the Great War is, as he states, “the most complex event of modern history,” and his
book is an appropriately long one, 697 pages, with notes and index.

Franz Ferdinand and his wife Sophie leave the Sarajevo Guildhall after reading a speech
on 28 June 1914. They were assassinated five minutes later.
By Karl Tröstl? (Europeana 1914-1918) [CC-BY-SA-3.0 (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
The crisis began on June 28, 1914 with the assassination of Franz Ferdinand, heir to the
throne of Austria-Hungary, and his wife Sophie in Sarajevo, the capital of the Austrianannexed province of Bosnia. It had its roots, however, in the small neighboring kingdom
of Serbia and its strange history. As Serbia gradually won its independence from the
Ottoman Turks, two competing “dynasties”—in reality, gangs of murdering thugs—
came to power, first the Obrenovic then the Karadjordjevic clan (diacritical marks are
omitted throughout). A peculiar mid-nineteenth-century document, drawn up and
published by one Iliya Garasanin, preached the eternal martyrdom of the Serbian people
at the hands of outsiders as well as the burning need to restore a mythical Serbian empire
at the expense both of the Ottomans and of Austria. According to Clark, “until 1918
Garasanin’s memorandum remained the key policy blueprint for Serbia’s rulers,” and an
inspiration to the whole nation. “Assassination, martyrdom, victimhood, the thirst for
revenge were central themes.”
When Austria annexed Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1908 after an occupation of forty
years, all of Serbia was outraged. The prime minister, Nicola Pasic, and other leaders
spoke of the “inevitable” life-and-death struggle against Austria in the sacred cause of
“Serbdom.” Yet the country was economically backwards, the population largely
illiterate. What was required was a great-power sponsor. This they found in Russia.
The new Russian ambassador to Belgrade was Nikolai Hartwig, a fanatical pan-Slavist.
A huge loan from France (for decades Russia’s close ally) was arranged, to improve and
modernize the Serbian army.
Hartwig came in contact with a co-conspirator, Dragutin Dimitrijevic, known as Apis,
who was chief of Serbian Military Intelligence. At the same time he headed a secret
society, “Union or Death,” or the Black Hand. It infiltrated the army, the border guard,
and other groups of officials. The Black Hand’s modus operandi was “systematic
terrorism against the political elite of the Habsburg Empire.” Apis was the architect of
the July plot. He recruited a group of Bosnian Serb teenagers steeped in the mythology
of eternal Serbian martyrdom.

The Archduke was not targeted because he was an enemy of the Serbs. Quite the
contrary. As Gavrilo Princip, the actual assassin, testified when the Austrians put him on
trial, the reason was that Franz Ferdinand “would have prevented our union by carrying
out certain reforms.” These included possibly raising the Slavs of the empire to the third
ethnic component, along with the Germans and Magyars or at least ameliorating their
political and social position.
The young assassins were outfitted with guns and bombs from the Serbian State Arsenal
and passed on into Bosnia through the Black Hand network. The conspiracy proved
successful, as the imperial couple died on the way to the hospital. The Serbian nation
was jubilant and hailed Princip as another of its many martyrs. Others were of a different
opinion. One was Winston Churchill, who wrote of Princip in his history of the Great
War, "he died in prison, and a monument erected in recent years by his fellowcountrymen records his infamy, and their own."
All the evidence points to Pasic knowing of the plot in some detail. But the message
passed to the Austrians alluded only to unspecified dangers to the Archduke should he
visit Bosnia. The fact is, as Clark states, Pasic and the others well understood that “only
a major European conflict involving the great powers ‘would suffice to dislodge the
formidable obstacles that stood in the way of Serbian ‘reunification.”’
In a major contribution the author refutes the notion, common among historians, that
Austria-Hungary was on its last legs, the next “sick man of Europe,” after the Ottomans.
The record shows that in the decades before 1914, it experienced something of a
Wirtschaftswunder, an economic miracle. In addition, in the Austrian half at least, the
demands of the many national minorities were being met: “most inhabitants of the
empire associated the Habsburg state with benefits of orderly government.” The
nationalists seeking separation were a small minority. Ironically, most of them feared
domination by either Germany or Russia, if Austria disappeared.
Following the Bosnian crisis of 1908, “the Russians launched a program of military
investment so substantial that it triggered a European arms race.” The continent was
turned into an armed camp.
France was as warm a supporter of Serbia as Russia. When the Serbian king visited Paris
in 1911, the French president referred to him at a state dinner as the “King of all the
Serbs.” King Petar replied that the Serb people “would count on France in their fight for
freedom.”
The two Balkan wars of 1912-1913 intensified the Serbian danger to Austria. The
terrorist network expanded dramatically, and Serbia nearly doubled in size and saw its
population increase by forty per cent. For the first time Austria had to take it seriously as
a military threat.
The head of the Austrian General Staff, Franz Conrad, on a number of occasions pressed
for a preventive war. However, he was curbed by the emperor and the archduke. The
latter had also opposed the annexation of Bosnia and Clark calls him “the most
formidable obstacle to an [Austrian] war policy.” The foreign minister, Leopold von
Berchtold, was a part of the heir-apparent’s pro-peace camp.
Clark develops in detail the evolution of the two combinations that faced each other in
1914, the Triple Entente and the Central Powers (what remained of the Triple Alliance,
before the defection of Italy, which ultimately became a wartime ally of the Entente).
Back in the 1880s, the German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck had fashioned a series of
treaties with Russia and Austria designed to keep a revanchist France isolated. With

Bismarck’s dismissal in 1890, the Reinsurance Treaty with Russia was allowed to lapse.
Clark breaks with older views in holding that this wasn’t the result of recklessness on the
part of the new kaiser, Wilhelm II, but rather the studied decision of inexperienced
officials at the Foreign Ministry.
Hitherto friendless, France eagerly embraced a powerful new friend. In 1894 the FrancoRussian Alliance was formed (it was in effect in 1914). One of the treaty’s provisions
stated that in the event of mobilization by any member of the Triple Alliance, France and
Russia would mobilize all their forces and deploy them against Germany.
French diplomacy, directed by Theophile Delcasse, continued to be brilliant. After
settling colonial differences with England, an Entente Cordiale (Cordial Understanding)
was concluded between the two western powers.
Edward Grey was foreign secretary and the leader of the anti-German faction in the
cabinet. Germany he viewed as an “implacable foe.” He was seconded by Eyre Crowe, a
key figure in the Foreign Office, whose influential memorandum of 1907 lamented the
titanic growth of German industrial power.
Delcasse joined his two allies together: England and Russia settled their own colonial
differences, and combined in a treaty in 1907. The Triple Entente was complete.
The Germans, face to face with three world empires and with only Austria as an ally,
complained bitterly of their Einkreisung (encirclement). Perhaps they had a point.
Clark also deviates from the mainstream in demoting the naval race as a critical factor in
British antagonism. London never took Wilhelm’s grandstanding about his ocean-going
navy seriously. The British always knew they could outbuild the Germans, which they
did.
Russia’s disastrous defeat in the war with Japan, 1904-05, served to divert Russian
expansion westwards, to the Balkans.
During the approach to war, in the western democracies public opinion was a negligible
factor. The people simply did not know. When in 1906 British and French military
leaders agreed that in the event of a Franco-German conflict British forces would be sent
to the continent, this was not revealed to the people. “The French commitment to a
coordinated Franco-Russian military strategy” was also hidden from the French public.
So much for democracy.
It was the Italian attack on the Turks in Libya, encouraged by the Entente powers, that
sent the dominoes falling. The small Christian nations formed the Balkan League,
promoted by Russia, aimed against both the Ottomans and Austria, with Serbia in the
lead. Serbian advances electrified aristocratic and bourgeois Russia but angered Austria.
With the threat to Serbia, “Russia’s salient in the Balkans,” the Russians mobilized on
the Austrian frontier. It was the first mobilization by a great power in the years before
the war.
That crisis was defused, but the lines of French policy were stiffened. Poincare, foreign
minister and premier, “reassured the Russians that they could count on French support in
event of a war arising from an Austro-Serb quarrel.” Similarly, Alexandre Millerand,
war minister, told the Russian military attaché that France was “ready” for any further
Austrian interference with Serbian rights. Further French loans helped build strategic
Russian railroads, heading west. Even the Belgian ambassador to Paris saw Poincare’s
policies as “the greatest peril for peace in today’s Europe.”

As 1914 opened, the chances of avoiding war seemed dim. The peacetime strength of the
Russian army was 300,000 more than the German and Austrian armies combined, not to
count the French. What could Germany do in the event of a two-front war?
All the powers had contingency plans if war came. The German plan, concocted in 1905,
was the Schlieffen plan, named for the chief of the Prussian General Staff. It mandated a
strong thrust into France, considered the more vulnerable partner, and, after neutralizing
French forces, a shuttling of the army to the east to meet the expected Russian incursion
into eastern Prussia. Since everything in the plan depended on speed, it was deemed
necessary to attack through Belgium.
Back in central Europe, it was clear that Austria had to do something about the murder
of the imperial couple. An ultimatum to Serbia was prepared and sent on July 23, more
than four weeks after the murders. The delay, partly due to Austria-Hungary’s
cumbersome constitutional machinery when it came to foreign policy, partly to the Dual
Monarchy’s traditional Schlamperei (slovenliness), served to cool the widespread
European indignation over the assassinations.
The provisions that most irked the Serbians were points 5 and 6: that a mixed committee
of Austrians and Serbians investigate the crime and that the Austrians participate in
apprehending and prosecuting the suspects.
It was a farce on both sides. Austria was looking for a pretext for war. This was the sixth
atrocity in four years, and amid unrelenting irredentist agitation Vienna was determined
on the final solution of the Serb question.
For their part, the Serbian government knew that any investigation would lead to the
critical complicity of its own officials and swing European opinion in the enemy’s
direction. It was imperative that Austria be seen to be the aggressor. So after all that had
happened, Clark maintains, the Serbian response “offered the Austrians amazingly
little.”
Edward Grey, however, held that Austria had no reason for complaint. He bought the
Serbian argument that the government was not responsible for the actions of “private
individuals,” and that the ultimatum represented a violation of the rights of a sovereign
state.
On July 28 Franz Josef signed the declaration of war against Serbia. Sazonov refused
even to listen to the Austrian ambassador’s evidence of Serbian complicity. He had
denied from the start “Austria’s right to take action of any kind” (emphasis in Clark).
The Tsar expressed his view that the impending war provided a good chance of
partitioning Austria, and that if Germany chose to intervene, Russia would “execute the
French military plans” to defeat Germany as well.
The Imperial Council issued orders for “Period Preparatory to War” all across European
Russia, including against Germany. Even the Baltic Fleet was to be mobilized. At first
the Tsar got cold feet, signed on only to partial mobilization, against Austria. Importuned
by his ministers hungry for the war that would make Russia hegemonic in central and
eastern Europe, he reversed himself again, and finally. As Clark notes, “full [Russian]
mobilization must of necessity trigger a continental war.”
On August 1, the German ambassador, Portales, called on Sazonov. After asking him
four times whether he would cancel general mobilization and receiving a negative reply
each time, Portales presented him with Germany’s declaration of war. The German
ultimatum to France was a formality. On August 3, Germany declared war on France as
well.

In England, on August 1, Churchill as first lord of the admiralty mobilized the British
Home Fleet. Still the cabinet was divided. When Germany presented its ultimatum to
Belgium on the next day, Grey had his case complete. Though Belgian neutrality had
only been guaranteed by the powers collectively and Italy refused to join in, Grey argued
that England nevertheless had a binding moral commitment to Brussels. As for France,
he explained that the detailed conversations between their two military leaderships over
the years had created understandable French expectations that could not be ignored.
This persuaded the waverers, who were also fearful of the possible resignations of Grey
and Asquith. Such a move might well bring to power the Conservatives, even more
desirous of war. Seeing the writing on the wall, the few remaining anti-interventionists,
led by John Morley, resigned. It was the last act of authentic English liberalism. Lord
Morley, the biographer of Cobden and Gladstone, was the author of the tract On
Compromise, on the need for principle in politics. On August 4, Britain declared war on
Germany.
Warmongers in Paris, St. Petersburg, and London were ecstatic. Churchill beamed, “I am
geared up and happy.” But Clark demolishes another myth, that of the delirious throngs.
“In most places and for most people” the news of general mobilization came as “a
profound shock.” Especially in the countryside, where many of the soldiers would
perforce be drawn from. Peasants and peasants’ sons would furnish the cannon fodder,
much of it in France and Germany, the vast bulk of it in Austria-Hungary and Russia. In
tens and tens of thousands of villages there reigned “a stunned silence,” broken only by
the sound of “men, women, and children” weeping.
It was into this Witches’ Sabbath that, from 1914 on, Woodrow Wilson slowly but
steadily led the unknowing American people.
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Inside the Gas Chambers: The Extermination of Mainstream Holocaust Historiography
by Carlo Mattogno.
The “Holocaust debate” is, at least for the defenders of the regnant account, something
of a kabuki dance. The tiny, furious cadre of revisionists dances impotently around the
lumbering bulk of the defenders, throwing vicious punch after punch and landing them
solidly with practically no visible effect on the immovable monolith. The monolith, for
its part, contents itself mostly with the occasional utterance of epithets like “denier,”
“conspiracy theories,” “anti-Semitic,” “neo-Nazi,” or just plain “Nazi.” But now and
then, the holders of the impregnable heights deign to go through the motions of refuting
or even opposing the fulminations of the indefatigable corporal’s guard that presumes to
attack its iron grip on opinion and information. Even these feigned responses to “denial”
or—on a good day—“revisionism” are but listless shadow-boxing, in which well-paid
hacks gather for colloquia in expensive venues, there mostly to ignore the particulars so
stridently proclaimed by the revisionists, never to address any of them by name, and for
the most part to pass off mere repetitions of their own observations as vigorous
counterattack. This suffices for their benefactors, and insults and infuriates the
revisionists who seek at least counterargument, if not explicit acknowledgement of their
personal existences.
From this process, a good deal of what might be called “literature” has arisen from the
higher (funded) side of this exercise, and a somewhat lesser volume of impassioned,
strenuous, even tedious and at the same time inspired counterattack from the revisionists
in their forever unrequited quest for engagement with the behemoth that outweighs them
a hundredfold. The three musketeers intrepidly parrying and thrusting with their foils at
a column of Merkava tanks.

The defenders’ broadsides are duly purchased in hardcover and proudly displayed on the
shelves of bookcases in homes and offices. The attackers’ fusillades, if not downloaded
free from websites, are sparsely bought in economical paperback form, and kept out of
places where the opinions they imply will not catch the eye of any of those many who
would swiftly develop a jaundiced view of their owners. Neither, it turns out, is much
read by their possessors, who are in any case most of them in a state of carefully
preserved ignorance as to just what the other side is going on about lately.
Carlo Mattogno, il maestro massimo of Holocaust arcana, has expended on a recent
initiative of the Holocaust industry, a quantum of energy and insight that for an average
person (this reviewer, for one) would represent the greater part of a life’s work. For Sig.
Mattogno, compared with the massive work he has already done and published on the
revisionist side, however, it seems the effort might be closer to that exerted by a cow
brushing pesky flies off her back with her tail. I have not perused the work(s—two of
them actually, in succession) that our maestro demolishes in Inside the Gas Chambers,
but the numerous quotations he makes from them leave me with the impression that his
exhaustive, scrupulous attentions are not even quite deserved by the insipid scrivening
that constitutes the great bulk of the works he flatters with his opprobrium.
The unfortunate objects of his withering attentions are two books, published in 1986 and
2011, that together form something between a prequel/sequel and a series, as their titles
imply: first, Nationalsozialistische Massentötungen durch Giftgas (National Socialist
Mass Killing with Poison Gas) and 25 years later, Neue Studien zu
Nationalsozialistischen Massentötungen durch Giftgas: historische Bedeutung,
technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung (New Studies in National Socialist
Mass Killing with Poison Gas: Historical Meaning, Technical Development, Revisionist
Denial). The titles almost rhyme, sort of. As Mattogno repeatedly points out, the authors
of the later book, while going through the motions of updating or merely extending their
own side of the argument, fail conspicuously (and, it is suspected, deliberately) to update
or extend their recognition of the “denialist” oeuvre that they pretend to debunk.
Fortunately for those who don’t, as Mattogno does, read German, the earlier of these two
books was published in 1994 in an English translation as Nazi Mass Murders. The latter
work, it appears, has not been translated to the most-widely spoken Western language, at
least not yet.
But Mattogno’s masterful riposte, fortunately, has been translated to English from its
original Italian and, I have learned, also to German, which version in fact constituted the
source for the (English) version reviewed here. Thus, the present work is a translation of
a translation, though I have been assured that Mattogno himself has vetted the English
translation as faithful to his original (Mattogno reads English, but wisely does not author
in any other than his native language).
The English translation is credited to one Henry Gardner, and of his work here reviewed,
I must say that he (together with those working with him) must be a master of the
translation craft. The end result, unlike so many translations I have had the misfortune to
read, is a coherent, eminently readable, not to say persuasive, presentation of rather
intricate, technically challenging material. Nowhere did I experience that nasty feeling I
have come to expect of mediocre translations where the text just sort of trails off into
inchoate nonsense (well, maybe one place, but that’s an incredibly high score for
material of this kind, and is as likely due to my sometimes-too-close reading as to any
deficiency in the end product). I make these remarks as one who has himself undertaken
translation of comparable material, and been most thoroughly humbled in the process.
Speaking of translation, Mattogno has written a critique of a work that as yet has seen
the light of day only in German (an English translation would seem to be expectable).

But for the numerous (translated) quotations, this critique could be meaningless, at least
to someone who did not have, or was not able to read, the German-language “target.”
There is, of course, the earlier (1986) work, which is available in English, but the
quotations are (translated from) the later work. So … to a cynic, the kabuki dance would
seem to be layered still one level deeper.
Regardless, this book affords a tour of the “heavy lifting” of revisionism, something in
which its author has long held a leading position. It amounts to a study in demolition
—here, of course, of the flaccid assertions of paid hacks who deliver a simulacrum of
refutation of the ineluctably growing body of revisionist criticism of the petrified
propaganda that is the legally enforced account of wartime National Socialist dealings
with Jews and other opponents. As such, it is a volume for “enthusiasts”—those who
“can’t get enough” of the revisionist riposte to the ubiquitous lies that today provide
cover for Israel’s territorial aggrandizement, oppression of non-Jews within its control,
obscene claims to being a “light unto the nations,” and all the rest of the transparent
posturing that today undergirds the hijacking of America’s priceless legacy and
irresistible power into the service of Jewish agendas.
When, if, and as the “Neue Studien” comes out in English, this work will gain
considerable value for those whose interests and abilities don’t lead them to delve into
German-language disquisitions by the centurions of the Holocaust Legend. In the
meantime, it is something to “lay in” against that day, and to peruse with close attention
for those whose interests center on the weakness of the defense of the Holocaust Legend
through junket-colloquia in the former capital of the Third Reich.

Jan Karski's Visit to Belzec
by Friedrich Jansson

Claude Lanzmann: There are no survivors of Belzec.
Jan Karski: There are a lot of them!
“One man who tried to stop the Holocaust.” “The first witness to the Holocaust.”
Superlatives have never been lacking in descriptions of the Polish courier Jan Karski.
His celebrity has extended to academia, where much ink has been spilled over such
questions as whether Karski was on a mission to save the Jews (he was not) or whether
he played an important role in informing the Allies about the alleged extermination of
the Jews (he did not). Yet the actual contents of Karski’s witness account have generally
been relegated to the background, to be “dealt with” briefly and then forgotten once
more. On the traditional view, Karski’s story is as follows: Jewish leaders, having
learned of Karski’s impending mission to London, asked him to carry a message for the
Jews as well as for the Poles. They smuggled him into the Warsaw ghetto and into the
Belzec “death camp” so that he could act on their behalf as a direct eyewitness. He then
“became one of the first eyewitnesses to present to the West the whole truth about the
fate of the Jews in occupied Poland.”[1]
As Karski described his experience at Belzec, he had seen a transport of Jews being
driven out of the camp, down a narrow passage, and onto a waiting train. On that train,
they would “die in agony,” killed by the disinfectant which had been spread on the floors
of the wagons. Some time later, the train having meanwhile traveled to a remote
location, their bodies would be removed and disposed of.[2]
Gradually, certain historians developed reservations about the story of Karski’s visit to
Belzec. The camp, after all, was supposed to have been a killing center equipped with
homicidal gas chambers. All Jews sent there were supposed to have been killed in those
chambers, less a few who were kept alive to work in the camp. And transports of Jews
were certainly not supposed to have departed Belzec, whose status as an extermination
camp was to be proved by the fact that transports of Jews continually arrived at, but
never departed, the camp.

Jan Karski (24 June 1914 – 13 July 2000)
Source: By commons: Lilly M pl.wiki: Lilly M real name: Małgorzata MiłaszewskaDuda [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC-BY-SA-3.0-2.5-2.0-1.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons.
In the late 1970s, Karski’s story was given a new round of publicity, and he gave a
number of interviews discussing his visit to Belzec. Far from reconciling his experiences
with the accepted history of Belzec, these interviews highlighted and extended the
contradictions. Karski repeatedly told interviewers that during the war he had actually
believed that Belzec was a transit camp, not a death camp. Once Karski had given
several such interviews, Holocaust historians began to catch onto the fact that Karski’s
story was incompatible with the official history of the Belzec camp, and beginning in the
late 1980s began to distance themselves from him. One of the first to express
reservations in print was Raul Hilberg, who complained in his book Perpetrators,
Victims, Bystanders that
Above all, trains did not leave Belzec or Treblinka[3] so that the passengers
could die in the cars. Belzec and Treblinka were death camps with gas
chambers, and these facilities were not mentioned in Karski’s account.[4]
The response to this troublesome witness was complicated by the fact that Karski had
been hailed as a hero and savior of Jews. He had been named “Righteous Among the
Nations” and made an honorary citizen of Israel. To call him a liar would be politically
inconvenient. A more elegant solution was needed, and was found: Karski had not
visited Belzec, but the Izbica transit ghetto, where he witnessed a deportation to Belzec.
Thus altered, Karski’s observations would no longer contradict the standard Holocaust
storyline. This account was promoted by Karski’s biographers Thomas Wood and
Stanislaw Jankowski[5] and rapidly gained general acceptance. Although some
historians continued to repeat the older story,[6] the triumph of the new version was so
complete that when Karski was posthumously awarded the Presidential Medal of
Freedom in 2012, the official announcement stated that Karski had “worked as a courier,
entering the Warsaw ghetto and the Nazi Izbica transit camp, where he saw first-hand the
atrocities occurring under Nazi occupation” without mentioning Belzec at all.[7]

This paper will show that the thesis that Karski visited Izbica and witnessed the
deportation of a transport of Jews is certainly false, and will explain the features in
Karski’s reports which have been used to support the thesis of a visit to Izbica.
Furthermore, it will show that Karski’s accounts contain information that can only have
come from an actual visit to Belzec. Both revisionist and orthodox writers have adduced
arguments against Karski’s alleged visit to Belzec.[8] These too will be addressed in due
course, and shown not to give any reason to doubt that the visit occurred.

1. Karski’s Chronology
In order to clarify the circumstances surrounding Karski’s visit to Belzec, we must first
clarify when it happened. The outline of Karski’s story is as follows: in Warsaw he met
with Jewish leaders, who smuggled him into the Warsaw ghetto (twice), and some days
later into the Belzec camp. Later he traveled to London as a courier for the Polish
government in exile, where among other things he reported on the situation of the Jews.
When did this happen? Karski arrived in Britain on November 25, 1942,[9] and was
detained and interrogated at the Royal Patriotic School, leading to some minor
diplomatic kerfuffle.[10] In his book Story of a Secret State, Karski boasted that his
entire trip from Warsaw to London lasted only 21 days,[11] and dated his conversation
with Jewish leaders to the beginning of October,[12] his visits to the Warsaw ghetto and
Belzec occurring after that.
A number of authors have accepted this date and thereby been led into confusion, for
this chronology, which served to emphasize the swiftness of Karski’s trip, is false. As
Karski’s biographers Wood and Jankowski observe, there are documents recording
Karski’s departure from Warsaw by October 2nd and his arrival in Paris by October
6th.[13] Clearly this rules out the above mentioned chronology. More recent scholarship
has suggested that Karski left Warsaw between September 12th and 19th.[14] An earlier
report of Karski’s story in the Jewish publication The Ghetto Speaks dates the visit to the
Warsaw ghetto to August and the Belzec visit to late September.[15] An even earlier and
generally overlooked source - which will be discussed in greater detail below (Section 3)
- dates those two visits to August and September.[16]
Karski’s description of his conversation with Jewish leaders in Warsaw shows that he
visited the Warsaw ghetto after the first wave of deportations, probably during the brief
halt that occurred in late August and early September.[17] The date of Karski’s departure
from Poland shows that the Belzec visit can on no account be dated any later than
September. While The Ghetto Speaks dates it to late-September, this is part of a
stretched-out chronology that places Karski in Poland until late October, nearly a month
too long. Cutting the time-frame down to the proper size would move Karski’s visit to
early September, which is the most probable date.

2. The Izbica Thesis
As previously discussed, Karski’s statements that he had seen Belzec as a transit camp,
coupled with his newfound celebrity, put traditionalist Holocaust scholars in an
uncomfortable position. Accepting that Belzec actually was a transit camp was out of the
question. Calling Karski a liar was politically inconvenient, and would set a dangerous
precedent. Consequently, they elected not to reject Karski’s story altogether, but to
change his destination. The location they seized on was Izbica, a Jewish town located
between Belzec and Lublin.
The principal support for their argument was that some versions of Karski’s story from
1943 describe a visit to a camp a certain distance from Belzec, and distinct from the

Belzec camp itself. As they interpreted the texts, the visit to Belzec was only a late
addition to his story. As Karski’s biographers E. Thomas Wood and Stanislaw Jankowski
put it:
The village Jan reached was not Belzec, nor did Jan think it was while he
was there. When he first spoke of this mission after reaching London three
months later, he described the site as a ’sorting point’ located about fifty
kilometers from the city of Belzec - although in the same statement he
referred to the camp’s location as "the outskirts of Belzec." (The actual
Belzec death camp was in the town of Belzec, within a few hundred feet of
the train station.) In an August 1943 report, Karski at first placed the camp
twelve miles, then twelve kilometers outside of Belzec. By the time he
began retelling his story publicly in 1944, the town he reached had become
Belzec itself. [...]
Jan was in the town of Izbica Lubelska, precisely the midway point between
Lublin to the northwest and Belzec to the southeast - forty miles from each
locality. Izbica was indeed a "sorting point"; Karski had this fact right and
the distance from Belzec nearly right in his earliest report.[18]
The claim that the destination of Karski’s visit was in fact Izbica is taken for granted in
the more recent literature.[19]
However, as we have seen, Karski’s visit to Belzec – or, on the new understanding, to
Izbica – can be dated to September, most likely early September. Is it possible that
Karski visited Izbica at that date and saw a transport being loaded with Jews?
If this were to be true, the first requirement would clearly be that there actually was a
transport departing Izbica at around this date. Consultation of standard sources readily
confirms that there was not. The lists of transports in Yitzhak Arad’s standard book on
the Reinhardt camps contains no transports departing Izbica between May 15 and
October 22, 1942.[20] A more recent list of all transports to and from Izbica contains
some transports missing from Arad’s book, but confirms that no transport departed
Izbica at any time even approximating the date of Karski’s visit.[21] Thus, the Izbica
thesis fails on simple matters of chronology. Jan Karski cannot have visited Izbica and
witnessed a transport of Jews being loaded to depart, because no transports of Jews
departed Izbica at the time he allegedly visited. In contrast, Belzec was at the peak of its
activity at the time of Karski’s visit.
While the fact that Karski’s description of his experience does not match the reality of
Izbica in time is sufficient to refute the Izbica thesis, it is worth observing that his
description does not match the reality of Izbica in place either. Karski’s descriptions of
the camp he visited consistently maintained that it was entirely fenced in. For example,
in the 1943 pamphlet Terror in Europe, Karski’s account describes the camp as
“bounded by an enclosure which runs parallel to the railway track”,[22] and his 1944
book Story of a Secret State elaborates that it was “surrounded on all sides by a
formidable barbed-wire fence” and well-staffed by guards.[23] Izbica, however, was not
a closed ghetto. It was surrounded neither by walls nor barbed-wire fences.[24]
Therefore Karski’s account cannot be of Izbica.
Looking at Karski’s full story makes the geographic contradiction between Karski’s
story and Izbica even clearer. As Karski described his trip, he took the train to a town
from which the Jews had been removed. There he met his contact, a Belzec guard, with
whom he walked to the camp. The geography of Karski’s story, therefore, consists of an
Aryan town and a nearby fenced-in camp that dealt with Jews. This matches the reality
of Belzec Town and Belzec Camp. It does not match the reality of Izbica, which was an

almost entirely Jewish settlement. As the Izbica native Thomas Blatt described it, Izbica
was a “typical shtetl” with a prewar Polish population of only two hundred,[25] where
Jews and Poles lived together even during the war.[26] Robert Kuwalek quotes a Jew
who was deported to Izbica and described it as not a ghetto but “a purely Jewish town
where no Poles lived”.[27] While Kuwalek notes that this statement is inaccurate, as
“several dozen” Polish families lived in Izbica at that time, the description nevertheless
illustrates just how dramatically different Izbica was from the town which Karski
described visiting. Karski visited an Aryan town with a nearby fenced-in camp, while
Izbica was an unfenced Jewish town without a nearby fenced-in camp. The two could
hardly be more different.
We have seen that the Izbica thesis is impossible on both chronological and geographical
grounds. Moreover, the internal logic of Karski’s story contradicts the idea of a visit to
Izbica. As he described his visit to Belzec/Izbica, it was arranged by the Jewish
underground, who wished to show him the full extent of the persecutions of the Jews so
that he could speak in their cause as a direct eyewitness when he arrived in London.
Therefore they decided to send him to Belzec, which they had identified as an
extermination camp. Jewish organizations had in fact identified Belzec as an
extermination camp, but they had made no such identification of Izbica. For Jewish
leaders to wish to obtain a witness to Belzec, which they conceived as an extermination
camp, is perfectly logical. According to one report, the Jews had sought a witness to
Belzec exterminations as early as April 1942, and were willing to pay any witness who
would give such testimony.[28] Their motivation for desiring a witness to a seeming
extermination camp is understandable, but given that Karski had already seen the
Warsaw ghetto, there was no reason for them to exert themselves in sending him to see
the Izbica ghetto.
Nor does it make sense that Jewish leaders would arrange a trip to Izbica for Karski
while telling him that he was going to Belzec. Even the possibility that Karski might
have ended up visiting Izbica by mistake in spite of the fact that a visit to Belzec had
been arranged is ruled out by the fact that Karski describes making a prearranged
rendezvous with a Belzec guard, which would have been impossible in the event of a
mistaken location or a last-minute change in plans. It is also unlikely that Karski could
have been seriously confused about his location. As one author has stated, “[s]ince
Karski was very familiar with Polish geography, it is difficult to see how he could have
erred.”[29] Karski knew the area well. He had attended the University of Lvov, just 45
miles from Belzec.[30] In December 1939, he had seen an earlier camp for Jews located
near Belzec. He had described this camp in a 1940 report, and mentioned the town of
Belzec by name, correctly locating it “on the boundary of the territories occupied by the
Bolsheviks.”[31] The supposition that he confused Belzec with Izbica is far-fetched.
Although the preceding arguments easily show that the Izbica thesis is totally untenable,
they still leave some questions unanswered. Was the location of Belzec really a late
addition to Karski’s story? Why are there versions of Karski’s story that describe visiting
a “sorting point” rather than Belzec? Finally, did Karski really go to Belzec or did he
not? The remainder of this paper will answer these questions.

3. The Earliest Report of Karski’s Visit
Authors supporting the Izbica thesis have supposed that Karski’s first accounts describe
a visit to a camp some distance from Belzec. This claim is refuted by a telegram sent by
Ignacy Schwarzbart, one of the two Jewish members of the Polish National Council, the
day after he met with Karski.[32] The telegram, which was preserved because it was
copied by the British censors,[33] has been largely ignored, despite its obvious

importance.[34]

Figure 1: Schwarzbart's telegram
The telegram records a three-hour meeting the previous day[35] between Schwarzbart
and a special official envoy gentile, evidently Jan Karski, who told Schwarzbart about
visiting the Warsaw ghetto in August and in September visiting Belzec where he
witnessed mass murder of one transport of six thousand jews.
The telegram confirms that Karski reported visiting Belzec from the beginning.
Therefore the chronological sequence of accounts of Karski’s trip is not
visit to a “sorting point” some distance from Belzec > visit to Belzec
but
visit to Belzec > visit to a “sorting point” some distance from Belzec > visit
to Belzec
Below we will be concerned with explaining this sequence of accounts.

The Vanishing Meeting
In an important article on Karski’s mission, David Engel has argued that the courier did
not meet with Ignacy Schwarzbart until months after arriving in London. Engel’s
principal argument was that Schwarzbart’s diary does not mention Karski until March
16, 1943, and then only for a remark about the relative positions of the Jews and Poles,
not as the source of any vital new information.[36] If an incidental remark from Karski
was enough to cause Schwarzbart to make a note in his diary, Engel reasoned, then a
meeting with Karski revealing the truth of extermination at Belzec would certainly have
provoked the same response.
Schwarzbart’s silence caused Engel to doubt that Karski had bothered to contact Jewish
leaders at any earlier date. In light of Schwarzbart’s telegram shown above, his diary’s
months-long silence about Karski takes on quite a different significance. Why did
Schwarzbart not record his meeting with Karski in his diary? His telegram shows that it
was of great importance to him at the time. Given that his diary does record an
unimportant remark Karski made some months later, why is it silent on such a
momentous meeting?

4. Some Background
Our next aim is to determine why there are accounts of Karski’s trip which put him in a
“sorting point” far from Belzec. In order to solve this problem, we will need to look at
the full array of wartime sources for Karski’s story. Before we do this, however, it will
be useful to step back and consider the broader context. Who was Karski? What were his
goals, and what problems did he face? Or more to the point, what were the goals and
problems faced by the Polish government in exile?
Any general account of Karski’s context must start with the government which he
served. As a result of the diplomatic posture they had taken prior to the war, the Poles
found themselves in opposition to both Germany and the Soviet Union. While
opposition to Germany fit comfortably with their position among the minor allies,
opposition to the USSR involved a conflict within the Allied camp. While the Poles,
under heavy pressure from the British, grudgingly reestablished diplomatic relations
with the Soviets on July 30, 1941, they had no intention of giving up the territories that
the Soviets had annexed, and never imagined that the issue of Poland’s eastern border
was anything but a continuing battleground. The more realistic Polish leaders realized
that they could scarcely hope to defend their territorial claims on their own. If Poland
was to preserve its prewar eastern border, it would need diplomatic support from the
other Allies, particularly from England and America.
Yet in the realm of international politics, the Poles were little more than a charity case.
They had no real leverage with which to induce anyone to take their part. Under these
circumstances, their only diplomatic weapon was whatever goodwill they could induce
on the parts of their allies. But their ability to develop public goodwill depended almost
entirely on their treatment in the mass media. As the Poles recognized that the Jews
played a dominant role in the Anglo-American mass media, as well as in other aspects of
the opinion-forming elite, they adopted the tactic of trying to curry Jewish favor.[37]
A second consideration that guided the policy of the Polish government towards the
Jews was the role the Jews played in their own internal politics. The power of the
London Poles was entirely dependent on the active hostility of the Polish people towards
the German authorities. Recognizing that Germany’s anti-Jewish policies in Poland were
highly popular with the Polish masses, they saw the need for a policy designed to
prevent the Germans from using German-Polish concord on the Jewish question to win
the approval, or at least the acceptance, of the Polish masses. Karski himself explained
the significance of this situation for the Poles very clearly[38] in a document written in
early 1940, which was discovered and published by David Engel.[39] The document
lays out in detail the reasons of internal politics that forced Polish leaders into a kind of
alliance with the Jews. As Karski wrote,
The attitude of the Jews toward the Poles and vice versa under German
occupation is an extremely important and extremely complicated problem,
much more important and much more consequential than under the
Bolshevik conquest.
The Germans are attempting at all costs to win over the Polish masses [...]
** They are attempting to play upon the growing conflicts between the
Polish police or other vestiges of the Polish civil service and the broad
masses of society, almost always standing "on the side of the people," and in
the end, "the Germans, and the Germans alone, will help the Poles to settle
accounts with the Jews."**[40]

The danger of this situation, as Karski perceived it, was that the handling of the Jewish
question provided an issue on which Germans and Poles could heartily agree, paving the
way for a broader collaboration that would undermine the power of the government in
exile:
The solution of the “Jewish Question” by the Germans —I must state this
with a full sense of responsibility for what I am saying — is a serious and
quite dangerous tool in the hands of the Germans, leading toward the "moral
pacification" of broad sections of Polish society.
[...] this question is creating something akin to a narrow bridge upon which
the Germans and a large portion of Polish society are finding
agreement.[41]
On the basis of this analysis, Karski suggested that it would be desirable to create a
“common front” with the Jews and Bolsheviks against the “more powerful and deadly
enemy,” the Germans, while “leaving accounts to be settled with the other two
later.”[42]
The result of these two considerations was that the Poles were eager to criticize German
policy towards the Jews, both in order to persuade their own people to distinguish
German “atrocities” from their own intentions towards the Jews, and in order to butter
up Anglo-American Jewry in hope of gaining their support on the issue of Poland’s
eastern borders. Because of this hope, the Poles were very pliable in their dealings with
the Jews as long as their core interests were not affected. Polish appeasement of the Jews
was to little avail; their relations are perhaps best summed up in Sikorski’s comment “I
am treating the Jews like a soft-boiled egg but to no avail.”[43] Jewish organizations
were well aware of the weakness of the Polish position and exploited it, organizing
media campaigns against the Poles so as to force them to make more substantial
concessions, while offering hopes of support but refraining from definite commitments.
These tactics had their intended result of putting the Poles on the defensive. As a British
Foreign Office official recognized, the Polish government was “always glad of an
opportunity [...] to show that they are not anti-Semitic.”[44]

5. The Falsehoods in Karski’s Accounts
The next main goal of this paper is to understand the reason that Karski started out
claiming to have gone to Belzec, then claimed to have visited a camp (not Belzec) some
distance from Belzec, and then again claimed to have visited Belzec. Before we launch
into this question, it’s worth stopping to analyze some simpler features of Karski’s
accounts which have caused unnecessary controversy.

False dates
Raul Hilberg, Michael Tregenza, and Carlo Mattogno have argued against Karski’s visit
to Belzec based on the assumption that it took place in October.[45] As we have seen,
Karski visited Belzec in September. However, the confusion is understandable, as Karski
himself repeatedly gave the former date. Why did he do so?
One possible answer is that it was a simple mistake. This explanation, however, fails to
explain the times that Karski claimed to have visited the Warsaw ghetto in January 1943
and left Poland the following month,[46] or claimed to have visited Belzec at the end of
1942 and traveled to London in early 1943.[47] In his meeting with President Roosevelt,
Karski even claimed to have left Poland in March 1943.[48] Indeed, there was a broader

effort among the Poles to falsify the date of Karski’s departure from Poland, and Karski
was not the only one to report this falsely.[49]
Why did Karski give the original false date, of having departed Poland in late October?
His biographers suggest that it was to make his information seem more fresh.[50] This
was doubtless one reason, but when speaking to a Jewish audience, however, another
factor entered the picture, namely the Poles’ desire to gain Jewish support for the Polish
position on their eastern border by creating the impression that the Polish government
was highly active and concerned on behalf of the Jews. By moving back the date of his
departure from Poland, Karski gave the impression that he had hurried to carry the Jews’
news, sometimes even claiming that he had made the trip from Warsaw to London in
record time. This story was in keeping with the impression the Poles wanted to make on
a Jewish audience, while the reality - that he spent considerable time waiting around in
Paris for the right moment to go to London - would not have.

Death trains
Karski’s most attention-getting claim was that the Jews loaded onto the train at Belzec
were killed on the trains with some kind of disinfectant, perhaps quicklime, which had
been spread on the floor of the wagons.[51] As we will see below (Section 7), Karski
freely admitted in postwar interviews that during the war he believed that Belzec was a
transit camp from which Jews were taken for forced labor. He also accepted that the
disinfectant was for the purpose of disinfection rather than extermination, thereby
admitting that he had not truly believed in the extermination of the Jews by train, which
was simply a piece of speculative atrocity propaganda.

6. Karski’s Wartime Accounts of His Trip
Now we turn to our main question: where did Karski say he went? Why are there
versions of his story that claim a visit to a “sorting point” fifty kilometers from Belzec?
Examining this question requires that we look at how the trip is described in all major
wartime versions of Karski’s story. They are:
•December 5, 1942 Schwarzbart telegram reporting on December 4 meeting
with Karski. States that he went to Belzec.[52]
•March 1, 1943 story in The Ghetto Speaks, published by the American
Representation of the General Jewish Workers Union of Poland (the
Bund),[53] a slightly different version of which appeared in the March 1943
edition of Voice of the Unconquered,[54]the newsletter of the Jewish Labor
Committee. Describes visiting a “sorting point” fifty kilometers from
Belzec, at which some Jews are killed in “death trains” and others sent on to
Belzec, where they are killed with poison gas or electricity.
•May 1943 story, written by Arthur Koestler[55] on the basis of discussions
with Karski and later broadcast on the BBC.[56] Stated that Karski visited
the camp of Belzec, which was located 15 kilometers south of the town of
Belzec.
•Minutes of August 9, 1943 meeting in New York between Karski and
Jewish organizations. Says that the camp Karski visited was 12 miles from
Belzec, then says it was 12 kilometers from Belzec.[57]
•Story of a Secret State, published November 1944.[58] Reports traveling to

Belzec, meeting his contact at a shop, and walking via an indirect route for
20 minutes or 1.5 miles to reach the Belzec camp.[59]
This series of accounts confirms what was noted above, that Karski’s story developed
from a trip to Belzec, to a trip to a camp some distance from Belzec, then back again to a
trip to Belzec. There are four texts which place Karski at a distance from Belzec: the pair
of articles from March 1943, the Koestler broadcast, and the minutes taken by the
Representation of Polish Jewry. On closer inspection, however, the March 1943 articles
can be split off from the other two, as unlike the latter two, they explicitly distinguish
Karski’s destination from Belzec.

The March 1943 articles
The two March 1943 articles printed in Jewish publications in New York contain both
the earliest published version of Karski’s story, and the only version of his story which
distinguished the camp he visited from the Belzec camp. They are clearly derived from a
common text, but edited differently. These articles were not authored by Karski,
although they do derive from his report. Even Karski’s biographers recognize that parts
of the story “appear to have been embellished for propaganda purposes or distorted for
security reasons”.[60]
The most characteristic feature of these stories is their attempt to distinguish the
destination of Karski’s trip from Belzec, and to reconcile the two within a common
framework. They state that many of the deported Jews “die before they reach the
‘sorting point’, which is located about 50 kilometers from the city of Belzec”,[61] and
claim in Karski’s voice to have visited this location:
In the uniform of a Polish policeman I visited the sorting camp near Belzec.
It is a huge barrack only about half of which is covered with a roof. When I
was there about 5,000 men and women were in the camp. However, every
few hours new transports of Jews, men and women, young and old, would
arrive for the last journey towards death.[62]
Karski himself never gave this version of the story. Nor did he ever claim to have visited
the camp in Polish uniform. As he was acutely aware of the Poles’ need to curry favor
with Jewish groups by creating the impression that Polish-Jewish relations were more
favorable than they actually were, it is extremely unlikely that Karski would ever have
told a story involving a Polish death-camp guard.
The story adds an explicit reconciliation between Karski’s story and the then standard
account of Belzec:
Because there are not enough cars to kill the Jews in this relatively
inexpensive manner many of them are taken to nearby Belzec where they
are murdered by poison gases or by the application of electric currents. The
corpses are burned near Belzec. Thus within an area of fifty kilometers huge
stakes are burning Jewish corpses day and night.[63]
Again, Karski never told this story himself. As Wood and Jankowski correctly deduced,
the story, though derived from Karski’s account, has been altered, although they were
mistaken about how it was altered. The purpose of the alterations was to reconcile
Karski’s experience with the story, then current, of the Belzec electricity/gas
extermination camp, as can be seen in the fact that the passages which make this
reconciliation do not appear in any other source, and do not match any claim made by
Karski himself. The editors, however, slipped up in leaving in a description of the camp

as located “on the outskirts of Belzec”. This description is incompatible with the
description of the “sorting camp” located 50 kilometers from Belzec. A location 50
kilometers from London might perhaps be described as “on the outskirts of London”, or
a location 50 kilometers from New York as “on the outskirts of New York,” but Belzec
was only a small town. A location 50 kilometers from Belzec would no more be
described as “on the outskirts of Belzec” than Austria would be described as “on the
outskirts of Belgium.” The same goes for the text’s reference to the camp as being
located “near Belzec”, when Belzec was much too small a place to be the point of
reference for a location 50 kilometers away. These passages clearly reflect an earlier
version of the text, before it was altered to send Karski to a different location.
While the editing could have been done in New York, it seems more likely that the story
had already been altered in London. Thanks to the British censors who intercepted and
preserved Schwarzbart’s telegram, we know that Karski came to London claiming to
have entered the Belzec camp. Examining the context of his arrival will allow us to see
how events likely proceeded. At the time of Karski’s arrival in London in late November
of 1942, the campaign which culminated in the Allied declaration of December 17, 1942
was already underway. Ignacy Schwarzbart, the author of the December 1942 telegram
which is the first written record of Karski’s visit to Belzec, played a key role in this
campaign. Schwarzbart, whom Karski later remembered as "a professional politician and
a bit of a manipulator,"[64] was at the time already involved in spreading the story of
extermination at Belzec. According to The Black Book of Polish Jewry, on November 15
he had declared that
An electrocution station is installed at Belzec camp. Transports of settlers
arrive at a siding, on the spot where the execution is to take place. The camp
is policed by Ukrainians. The victims are ordered to strip naked ostensibly
to have a bath and are then led to a barracks with a metal plate for floor. The
door is then locked, electric current passes through the victims and their
death is almost instantaneous. The bodies are loaded on the wagons and
taken to a mass grave some distance from the camp.[65]
A document containing the same language came to the British Foreign Office on
November 26,[66] and the New York Times reported similar[67] remarks concerning
electrocution at Belzec made by Schwarzbart on November 25.[68] Other reports
circulating at the time, some of which had appeared in the Polish government organ
Polish Fortnightly Review just days before Schwarzbart met with Karski,[69] also
mentioned Belzec as a place of gassing or electrocution. It cannot have taken
Schwarzbart very long to realize that Karski’s story of Jews departing Belzec by train,
even if only to be killed on the train, contradicted his story of the Jews arriving at Belzec
all being electrocuted or gassed in the camp.
Karski, consequently, was a dangerous witness, whose story did not fit into the account
being spread by the Poles and Jews at the time, and which was therefore not particularly
wanted. Indeed, Karski’s experience played no role whatsoever in the Polish activities
that surrounded the Allied declaration of December 17, 1942, in spite of the fact that he
was the only eyewitness to the Reinhardt camps on hand in any Allied country. In fact,
the Polish government-in-exile carefully restricted Karski’s contacts in London for
months after his arrival,[70] and never arranged to have him inform the British about his
experience in Belzec. Meanwhile the Allied declaration went forward with the pointed
omission of any mention of the Reinhardt camps, which were relegated to the realms of
print and broadcast propaganda, where they were covered without any input from Jan
Karski, the only eyewitness on hand.
In short, Karski came to London with an account of his visit to Belzec that contradicted

the preexisting propaganda about that camp. He told the Jewish members of the Polish
National Council the story of his visit, but they were already engaged in advancing a
different story about Belzec, one in which it was an extermination camp that killed with
electricity or gas. In spite of the fact that their story was not supported by any eyewitness
from within the camp, they continued with their campaign while keeping silent about
Karski’s information. They could not but realize the danger inherent in Karski’s account
of Belzec, which so dramatically contradicted the stories they were spreading. Naturally,
they sought a way to defuse this danger, and came up with the solution of resolving the
contradiction between the two stories by placing them at different locations. The articles
in The Ghetto Speaks and Voice of the Unconquered are the result. While the alterations
to Karski’s story were most likely made within Polish Jewish circles in London,[71] the
articles were published not in London but in New York so as to avoid the possibility that
Karski would read and contradict them. The expedient worked: as far as I have been able
to discover, he remained completely unaware of them.
In light of this background, the odd fact that Schwarzbart’s diary does not mention
Karski until March 16, 1943, which caused David Engel to conclude that the two had not
previously met, becomes perfectly understandable. Karski’s story was a threat to the
propaganda campaign which then occupied Schwarzbart’s attention. Schwarzbart only
felt comfortable mentioning Karski in his diary after the American Jewish publications
The Ghetto Speaks and Voice of the Unconquered had published the latter’s story in a
form that explicitly reconciled it with the official version of Belzec by locating his visit
in a “sorting camp near Belzec” rather than in Belzec itself and contrasting the “death
train” method that Karski saw with the extermination “by poison gases or by the
application of electric currents” that took place in Belzec. By that time, the Allied
declaration and the wave of propaganda that surrounded it was a fait accompli, and the
danger posed by Karski’s information had been defused.

The distance problem
While Karski was unaware of the two articles of March 1943, he was quite familiar with
the next source, a story written by the Hungarian Jew Arthur Koestler at the suggestion
of SOE chief Lord Selbourne, and on the basis of discussions with Karski himself. The
piece clearly stated that Karski visited “the camp of Belzec.”[72] However, it also stated
that “[t]he camp of Belzec is situated about 15 kilometers south of the town of that
name,”[73] a seriously excessive figure. Karski could not have so described a camp at
that location thus, because following the railroad south for 15 kilometers from Belzec
would have brought him to Rawa Ruska, a much larger city. Had Karski visited a camp
at that location, he would not have described the camp as 15 kilometers south of Belzec,
but as on the outskirts of Rawa Ruska.
The same kind of excessive reported distance occurs in the fourth and final
“problematic” source, the minutes taken by the Representation of Polish Jewry of an
August 9, 1943 meeting between Karski and Jewish organizations, which again did not
differentiate the camp Karski visited from Belzec, but placed it first 12 miles and then 12
kilometers from the town.
These sources do not, however, originate directly from Karski, and when he gave his
own account of his trip, he said that he walked for 20 minutes from his rendezvous point
in the town of Belzec to get to the camp,[74] which is entirely realistic, particularly
given that he avoided the main paths. This still leaves the question of why there are
second-hand accounts giving an excessive distance. There are several possible
explanations. One is that Karski simply did not have a head for distances. He would be
far from the only person with this disability. This possibility is supported by the fact that
he gave a hugely exaggerated estimate of the camp’s size.[75] On the other hand, he

gave a much more realistic (though still overstated) estimate of the distance as 1.5 miles
in his account of his Belzec trip,[76] which suggests that the authors of these two texts
may have exaggerated for reasons of their own. While Koestler was in direct contact
with Karski and consequently could not follow the New York publications in saying that
the latter had visited some location other than the Belzec camp, he was still aware of all
the different claims being made about extermination methods, and made sure to smooth
over the contradictions, saying that the Jews were killed in Belzec, Sobibor, and
Treblinka “by various methods, including gas, burning by steam, mass electrocution, and
finally, by the method of the so-called ‘death train’’’,[77] and putting an endorsement of
the other accounts into Karski’s mouth:
I myself, have not witnessed the other methods of mass killing, such as
electrocution, steaming, and so on, but I have heard first hand eye-witness
accounts, which describe them as equally horrible.[78]
Karski did not actually claim to have heard such first-hand accounts, but the remark
served to ensure that all the different extermination methods could live happily together.
Given Koestler’s concern with ensuring this, it is possible that he altered Karski’s
description of the distances to set up the possibility that the conflicting reports about
Belzec referred to different locations. The same applies to the Representation of Polish
Jewry, which was actively involved in spreading stories of extermination and would
have known perfectly well that Karski’s account conflicted with the usual version of
Belzec. Of course, this is mere speculation, but it serves to highlight why these secondhand sources do not give any real support to the thesis that Karski visited a location
other than Belzec. The decisive factor is that Karski’s first-hand accounts give the
location of the camp more accurately.
Another feature to notice is that the texts which place the camp Karski visited
somewhere beyond easy walking distance (12 or 15 kilometers, or 12 miles) from the
town of Belzec never specify how he got there, or how he returned afterwards. In sharp
contrast to this, the wartime texts Karski himself authored, as well as his postwar
interviews, are very clear that he met his contact at a shop in the town of Belzec and
walked a short distance to the Belzec camp.
Though it is a second-hand source, the Schwarzbart telegram also refutes the reports of
excessive distances by placing Karski in Belzec itself. No one who knew the area as
Karski did would describe a location 15 kilometers south of Belzec (or 12 miles or
kilometers away) as being in the tiny town of Belzec. As this is the earliest source on
Karski’s trip, it refutes any notion that he first claimed to have gone to a camp quite
some distance from Belzec but subsequently changed his story upon learning the true
location of the Belzec camp.
In summary, we have shown that there is no warrant in the wartime sources to support
the idea that Karski visited a camp other than Belzec. We have explained the two sources
that make this claim as clumsy alterations of Karski’s story meant to harmonize it with
the required story of Belzec extermination camp. The two sources that simply place
Karski’s destination an excessive distance from the town of Belzec can be explained
either in terms of an attempt at reconciling stories or by his poor sense of distances, and
are trumped by the more accurate information about Belzec’s location in his first-hand
accounts.

7. Belzec in Karski’s Postwar Interviews
Karski’s postwar interviews gave him the chance to tell his story without the need to
consider his role in Polish government-in-exile propaganda, and he showed a

considerable willingness to correct elements of his story that had been presented falsely
in his wartime writings. In describing his trip to Belzec, he admitted that his story of
Jews being shot at Belzec was really based on guards shooting in the air to encourage the
Jews to board the trains more hastily. He accepted that the disinfectant used in the trains
was not aimed at extermination but at disinfection. Most important, he admitted that he
had not believed in the stories he spread about Belzec being an extermination camp, but
had thought it to be a transit camp.
Karski’s interview with Claude Lanzmann for the movie Shoah is his first and his most
detailed. Though Karski discussed Belzec at length, his account so unsettled Lanzmann
that it was entirely omitted from Shoah, as well as from the 2010 documentary Le
Rapport Karski which was cut from the same footage. The reason for Lanzmann’s
discomfort is easy to see. When asked about his knowledge of Belzec at the time of his
visit, Karski replied:
I had heard about Belzec, I knew there was a camp. What I heard, by the
way, at that time, even from some Jewish people, was that this was what
was called at the time a “transitional” camp.[79]
Yet reports of Belzec as an extermination camp had circulated widely at that point in
time, so this statement implies that members of the Polish underground in Karski’s circle
did not believe the reports they were themselves spreading about the extermination of
the Jews at Belzec, and that even some Jews had an awareness of Belzec as a transit
camp.
When Karski attempted to explain his thoughts on Belzec, Lanzmann sought to change
the subject, and even cut Karski off when he tried to return to his point. As Lanzmann
attempted to reassert the official history of Belzec, Karski continued to go off script. He
insisted that while Belzec might have functioned as a death camp at some other point in
time, by the time of his visit it had been turned into a transit camp:
Lanzmann: And Belzec started to be operational as a death camp in March
1942.
Karski: Yes, only at the moment I visited it, it became apparently truly
transitional, which means the Jews were shifted somewhere. The Germans
announced that they were going to forced labour, they were going to have
good conditions...
Lanzmann: This was to the Jews.
Karski: They said this to the Jews, yes. The Germans always, if they could
avoid open trouble, they wanted to avoid it. They wanted everything in as
much order, of course, as humanly possible.[80]
As Karski proceeded to describe his visit, the character of Belzec as transit camp became
even clearer:
Karski: [...] We entered the camp. As a matter of fact that camp, at the point
where I entered it, had no wall. Wire was around it; barbed wire. Whether
there were walls in other parts of it, I do not know, I spent in that camp
probably no more than 20, 25 minutes – again, I could not take it. The
difference between this camp and the Jewish ghetto in Warsaw was that here
there was total confusion. The Jews, the population of it, were going
somewhere. As I saw it at that time, from the station railroad, as I
understood it, there were some rails leading to the camp. Rather primitive

built, but I could recognise it, with some sort of a platform. And then the
train, which consisted of some 40 cattle trucks. The train facing the camp
would move two or three cars, and stop again. From the gate I was standing
and observing militiamen, Gestapo Germans - "Juden ’raus! Juden ’raus! "
— directing them to the tracks.
Lanzmann: You had to cross the camp before arriving at this place...?
Karski: Yes, I saw this from the camp.
Lanzmann: ...where you were able to see the loading of the rails.
Karski: Where I was able to see the loading of that primitive rail.
Lanzmann: Yes, but before this you had to cross the camp. Can you describe
how you crossed it? What you saw at the time when you crossed it?
Karski: I did not go very deeply into it, because the guide, apparently, and
the Estonian wanted to show me this scene. The train was facing that
particular gate. We entered the gate, and then we stayed there observing
what was happening.
Lanzmann: How long was it between the moment you entered the camp —
through another gate - and this point? Was it a big camp?
Karski: I entered through the same gate. I did not wander in the camp. I did
not go deeply in the camp. From the Belzec camp, my recollection was the
shipment of the Jews from the camp to the trucks in the train. [...]
Lanzmann: The people who were loaded into the freight cars – according to
you they were working inside the camp since a long time?
... These people, these Jews – were they working inside the camp since a
long time? How many days, how many hours?
Karski: I only saw total confusion. They did not look like inhabitants, they
looked, as I interpreted it, as some sort of transitional camp. They brought
Jews from somewhere, they are taking them somewhere. It did not look to
me like an inhabited, regular... – At this point I was standing in the camp, it
was total confusion. Shipment of the Jews to the train. What I understood at
the time – where are they taking them? They were apparently taking the
Jews for forced labour.[81]
We may note in passing that this description is totally incompatible with the thesis of a
visit to Izbica.
Walter Laqueur interviewed Karski in 1979, and included a summary - but not a
transcript - of the interview in his book The Terrible Secret.[82]Absent the actual
transcript the source is not particularly useful, but broadly speaking Laqueur’s version
has Karski confirming what he said in other interviews. In particular, he mentions that
“Karski says he learned only in later years that Belzec was not a transit but a death camp
and that most of the victims were killed in gas chambers.”[83] In a 1987 interview with
Maciej Kozlowski, Karski confirmed this, stating that
For many years I could not understand it. I thought Belzec was a transitory
camp. It was after the war that I learned that it was a death camp.[84]

Karski’s attempts to interpret his trip to Belzec
Karski’s interviews consistently contain an attempt to understand the difference between
what he saw at Belzec and what, on the received history, he should have seen. This does
not appear in his interviews that mentioned his visit to Belzec only briefly or in
passing,[85] but featured regularly in his more detailed interviews. The way Karski
attempted to reconcile his experiences with received history was by hypothesizing that
Belzec had functioned as a death camp, but that by the time of his visit it was in the
process of being liquidated and therefore was functioning as a transit camp. This
interpretation is already present in his interview with Lanzmann:
As I understood after the war, at that time they were liquidating the camp as
such. By November[86] there was no longer a camp. Whatever the reason, I
don’t know, but apparently the last shipment of Jews were taken out of
Belzec and either shifted to Sobibor, which had become an extermination
camp; or Jews who were taken from the Warsaw or other ghettoes would be
for some reason shifted to Belzec for a short time and again go somewhere
else.[87]
Although he admitted that he had been ignorant of exactly which of the Reinhardt camps
the Jews from each particular ghetto were sent to, Karski stuck to his guns in the face of
Lanzmann’s attempts to refute his story, and reiterated that “at the moment I visited
[Belzec], it became apparently truly transitional, which means the Jews were shifted
somewhere.”[88] In a June 1981 interview Karski repeated this interpretation, again
suggesting that he had witnessed Belzec as a transit camp because it was then being
liquidated.[89]
Karski’s interpretation derives from actual accounts of a transport being sent from
Belzec to Sobibor during the liquidation of the former camp,[90] which he seized on as a
solution to his conundrum of why he saw a transport departing Belzec if it was (as he
was told after the war) an extermination camp.
Of course, the idea that Belzec was being liquidated at the time of Karski’s visit is
incorrect. He must have been informed of this, since he subsequently stopped
interpreting his experience in terms of the liquidation of the camp. While he again
interpreted what he had seen at Belzec as a transport of Jews being sent to Sobibor in a
1986 appearance on British television and in a 1987 interview with Maciej Kozlowski,
he no longer tried to interpret what he had seen in terms of the liquidation of the camp.
Whether from reading or from conversation, he had thought of a new explanation.
Picking up on stories which reported that Belzec was an inefficiently run preliminary
death camp - a point which Lanzmann had mentioned during their interview[91] - he
suggested that the reason he had seen a transport departing Belzec was that Belzec’s
poor organization made it unable to absorb all of the transports sent there. As he put it in
a 1986 television interview,
For many years I wondered how it was that I did not see the Jews brought
into the camp, but taken out from that camp. Then I discovered, sometimes
too many Jews would come to Belzec... The commandant, he was
apparently negligent... and he couldn’t absorb all the Jews sent to the camp;
he would send them to Sobibor which was beautifully managed, efficient,
and where, of course, the liquidation of the Jews would take place...[92]
In his 1987 interview with Kozlowski, he said much the same thing:
For many years I could not understand it. I thought Belzec was a transitory

camp. It was after the war that I learned that it was a death camp. During the
trials of the German war criminals in the late 1940s, some Polish
railwaymen who cooperated with the underground were cross-examined as
witnesses. They explained the scene I saw.
By German standards, Belzec was run very inefficiently. In fact at that time
its commander, SS Captain Gottlieb Hering, was on trial before an SS court.
The extermination in Belzec was done by exhaust gases from engines
salvaged from Soviet tanks. It was a very ineffective way of killing. The
engines over-heated, and the whole process of killing lasted for a long time.
Sometimes one transport had not been completed by the time a new one
arrived. In such cases the new transport was directed to Sobibor, where the
death machine was running much better. I witnessed such a scene.[93]
This interpretation of Karski’s is also untenable: the only attested transport from Belzec
to Sobibor dates to the summer of 1943, and at the time of Karski’s visit to Belzec the
railway line to Sobibor was closed. Karski’s interpretations are not of interest for reasons
of accuracy, but because he made them at all. As he repeatedly stated, he was very
puzzled at the fact that his experience at Belzec did not fit with the officially sanctioned
version. Faced with this confusion, he groped after whatever explanation he could find.

8. Why Believe That Karski’s Trip Happened at All?
Revisionist writers may find in Karski’s description of Belzec a fairly good picture of
what the transit camp should have looked like while in operation. While his wartime
accounts were elaborated for the purpose of propaganda, his postwar interviews help to
correct this. In short, what he saw was this: there was a great concentration of Jews in
Belzec, some of whom were housed in the camp’s barracks but others of whom had to
remain in the open. Some of them had died, either on the trains or while waiting in the
camp, and the dead bodies had remained there while the Jews themselves did. He saw
that the Germans loaded the (surviving) Jews onto a train, and that some forceful
measures (shouted commands, shots fired in the air) were needed to accomplish this. He
heard that the Jews were being transferred elsewhere for work. All of this is in keeping
with the expected functioning of a transit camp. Even Karski’s descriptions of seeing a
considerable number of dead bodies in the camp fit with the documented history of
Belzec. One of the rare surviving documents on Belzec records the high mortality on a
large transport from Kolomea which arrived at Belzec on September 11, 1942 - almost
exactly the same time as Karski’s trip.[94] It is even possible that Karski saw this very
transport’s departure from Belzec, or if not that then perhaps another transport with
similar (if less severe) elevated mortality.
While revisionists should be comfortable accepting Karski’s story, traditionalist
Holocaust believers face a different situation. Karski’s account of Belzec is absolutely
incompatible with the standard understanding that it was, at the time of Karski’s visit, an
extermination camp equipped with homicidal gas chambers, at which transports of Jews
arrived but from which they never departed.[95] In light of the total non-viability of the
Izbica thesis, it would be no surprise if traditionalist Holocaust historians should decide
that Karski’s story was a lie from beginning to end. On the face of things, such an
argument might seem acceptable. To be sure, it would be politically awkward, given the
degree to which Karski has been promoted as a hero, not to mention his key position in
the Polish national mythology concerning Poland’s relation to the Holocaust. When a
man has been awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom for having “told the truth, all
the way to President Roosevelt himself,”[96] it’s a little awkward to turn around and
argue that he was a persistent and determined liar. Nevertheless, the honest Holocaust

believer has no choice but to do so.
One reason to be skeptical of this thesis is that as seen above, Karski was demonstrably
very puzzled by the discrepancy between what he saw at Belzec and what he was told he
should have seen. If his trip did not occur, he would have no reason for such perplexity.
It would take a creative liar indeed to repeatedly fabricate such confusion, and to invent
multiple explanations for said discrepancy merely so as to lend realism to a story of a
trip that never happened.
A second reason telling against the thesis that Karski fabricated the story of his trip lies
in the lack of motive. This is not to say that Karski could not have a motive for inventing
a story about the extermination of the Jews - on the contrary. Rather, he had no motive
for inventing the particular story that he did. As we have seen, Karski’s story arrived in
London as a dangerous embarrassment to the Polish-Jewish campaign of atrocity
propaganda what was then ramping up, and was totally ignored in the ensuing rush of
publicity. If Karski had wished to invent a story of a visit to Belzec death camp, he
would not have come up with a story that directly contradicted the propaganda that the
Polish government was circulating.
Of course, the uncertainty of human psychology means that the above two
considerations cannot be totally conclusive. There is, however, a third and more decisive
reason why Karski must have been an actual witness to Belzec. Like all of the Reinhardt
camps, Belzec is agreed to have had a structure known as the “tube”, a narrow
passageway down which Jews passed. This structure is consistently described
throughout Karski’s accounts of his trip to Belzec. The March 1943 articles in The
Ghetto Speaks and Voice of the Unconquered describe a “specially constructed narrow
passage” down which the Jews were driven as they headed out of the camp and onto the
train.[97] The May 1943 account of Karski’s trip written by Arthur Koestler describes “a
narrow corridor about two yards in width, formed by a wooden palisade on either side”
down which the Jews were forced en route to the departing train.[98] The minutes of an
August 1943 meeting with Karski recount that “the Jews were led to a long passageway,
built of wood and wire-lathes, and directed them [sic] into waiting freight trains.”[99]
The tube is also described in Story of a Secret State,[100] and in a passage quoted above
from Karski’s interview with Claude Lanzmann.
Karski must have picked up his knowledge of the tube either from his visit to Belzec, or
from some other source. But there are no earlier accounts of any such tube. It is not
discussed in the April 1942 AK report on Belzec, nor in the July 10 report of the
delegatura on Belzec,[101] nor in Ignacy Schwarzbart’s statement of November 15 or
25, nor in any of the reports on the Reinhardt camps that circulated in London in the run
up to the Allied declaration of December 17. As the only eyewitness to Belzec
accessible to the Allies, Karski was the first source to report on a tube. His knowledge of
the tube cannot have derived from any other report, because there was no other report
from which he could have learned of it.

9. Addressing the Arguments against Karski’s
Accounts
Karski is almost unique in having been attacked as a witness by both Holocaust
revisionists and traditionalists. These critics have seized on inaccuracies in Karski’s
statements in order to argue that Karski never visited Belzec. We will now address the
arguments in turn.

Karski says that he saw Jews from the Warsaw ghetto in Belzec, but

Jews were never deported from Warsaw to Belzec
Both Carlo Mattogno[102] and Raul Hilberg[103] comment on the fact that Karski
asserts that the Jews he saw at Belzec were from the Warsaw ghetto,[104] while Jews
deported from Warsaw actually went to Treblinka, not Belzec. But Karski never claimed
to have talked to the Jews in the camp, or to have received any precise information about
their place of origin. His statement that they were from the Warsaw ghetto was simply an
understandable, though incorrect, inference on his part. He had been in Warsaw, where
he had met with Jewish leaders who told him about the large scale deportations from the
Warsaw ghetto and the transport of the deported Jews to death camps. These Jewish
leaders in Warsaw then arranged for him to visit one of these death camps, Belzec.
Having received a briefing from Jewish leaders in Warsaw which centered on the
liquidation of the Warsaw ghetto, it is entirely unsurprising that when he saw thousands
of Jewish deportees in Belzec, whose origin he had no way of determining, he associated
them with Warsaw. It is also worth noting that the reports sent by Jewish organizations
in Warsaw to the Polish government in exile in London stated that the deportees from
Warsaw were sent to Belzec, Sobibor, and Treblinka.[105] These reports, in particular
the reports originating in Warsaw, had a strong tendency to equate the Warsaw ghetto
with Polish Jewry as a whole.[106] Karski’s incorrect assumption that the Jews he saw
in Belzec were from the Warsaw ghetto is therefore entirely typical of his context.

Karski describes Belzec as being located on a plain, when in fact it is on
a hillside
Carlo Mattogno observes that Karski locates Belzec “on a large, flat plain”[107] while it
was in fact on a hillside.[108] But the slope of the hillside at Belzec is really quite
insignificant.

Figure 2: Belzec. Despite the slope, it is perfectly plausible that an observer would
describe this location as a plain.
In her book Hitler’s Death Camps, Konnilyn Feig describes visiting Belzec, and states
that the camp “was located on a barren, flat plain.”[109] While this description may be
imprecise, it is not grounds for doubting that she visited the camp. Likewise with Karski.

Karski reported entering Belzec disguised as a guard of Baltic
nationality, but the non-German guards at Belzec were Ukrainian
Raul Hilberg points out that while Karski claimed to have entered Belzec disguised as a
guard of Baltic nationality, most or all of the non-German guards were in fact
Ukrainians.[110] Carlo Mattogno makes a similar argument, asserting that Estonian
guards never served at Belzec.[111] Here Karski’s descriptions are simply the result of
his concern for security, which caused him to modify the details of his experiences in
order to protect his contacts and the contacts of his associates. As his biographers

explained,
At various times later in the war, Karski said he had worn Latvian,
Lithuanian, and Estonian uniforms. He falsified the nationality for security
and perhaps political reasons. ’If I wrote Estonian," he explained in an
interview, "certainly it couldn’t be Estonian. It would be idiotic of me to
expose the [underground] Jews’ connections with the guards in that
way".[112]
Karski’s paranoia over security was so strong that he was even known to alter the
nationality he assumed at Belzec from one day to the next.[113]

Karski gave the location of Belzec imprecisely
Carlo Mattogno notes that Karski’s description of the location of Belzec is inaccurate,
stating that “Karski did not even go to the trouble to check the location of Belzec. He
places it at a distance some 160 km east of Warsaw, whereas in reality it is nearly 300
km to the south-east of the Polish capital.”[114] The same error in location was noted by
David Silberklang.[115] As mentioned above, Karski was in fact perfectly familiar with
the location of Belzec, having seen an earlier camp there in late 1939, as recounted in his
1940 report. There are two possible explanations for the inaccuracy in location. The first
is that Karski was again altering the details of his story in the hope of protecting sources,
just as he altered the nationality of the guards. This thesis might be opposed on the
grounds that such alterations would hardly be an effective measure of protecting sources.
But Karski was clearly very into his role as a secret agent, to the point that when
detained by the British on his arrival in London he did not even give his real name,[116]
and continued to use pseudonyms even when dealing with government officials.[117]
Clearly he was the kind of man who might alter details for security’s sake without giving
too much thought to whether the alterations really did increase security.
The second possibility is that Karski simply did not bother to look at a map, or think it
worthwhile to give locations precisely. The reports in question were written for a mass
audience, which could not be presumed to be interested in the details of Polish
geography. When writing for such an audience, why bother with the details of “east”
versus “south-east”? As for the inaccurate distance, there is no real reason that Karski
would have known the exact distances between even places with which he was familiar.
After all, he was not driving between them, and when getting around by train exact
distances play a much smaller role. Under these circumstances, whether a writer gets a
distance right is more a matter of whether he checked a map than whether he visited a
location.

Karski was supposedly gotten into Belzec by bribing one of the guards,
but the guards were rich
Carlo Mattogno argues that “the very basis of [Karski’s] story – that the camp guards
could be bribed – is in flagrant contradiction to their being described, in the report of
July 10, 1942, and others, as having “lots of stolen money and jewelry” and being able
to pay 20 gold dollars for a bottle of vodka.”[118] This objection rests on the assumption
that the newly wealthy are insusceptible to bribery, which is hardly confirmed by
experience. Indeed, one might even argue that increased riches increase the desires of
their possessor,[119] and therefore that the newly found riches of the Belzec guards
would make them more susceptible to bribery.

Karski could not have entered Belzec because the security was too tight

Raul Hilberg doubts that it would have been possible for Karski to enter Belzec, even in
uniform.[120] This claim is contradicted by the results of Michael Tregenza’s research
with the villagers in the town of Belzec, which has established that security at Belzec
was in fact extremely lax. Contrary to Hilberg’s claim that a uniform and a helper among
the Belzec guards would not suffice to get into Belzec, a uniform may not even have
been necessary. Belzec’s poor security was known to Jewish leaders, who assured Karski
that “chaos, corruption, and panic prevailed” in Belzec, so that getting in would present
no difficulty at all.[121]

Karski’s description of the uniform he wore is contrary to the actual
uniforms worn by guards at Belzec
While discussing the visit to Belzec, Claude Lanzmann asked Karski what color his
uniform was. Karski replied “Yellow. With a kind of parity (? ) boots, black cap I
remember.” As it is sometimes claimed that the auxiliary guards at the Reinhardt camps
wore all black uniforms, we might appear to have proof that Karski did not visit Belzec.
More recent research has contradicted the claim that all guards at the Reinhardt camps
wore black uniforms, and revealed that the uniforms worn by the guards at the Reinhardt
camps varied considerably.[122] Karski’s description of a “yellow” uniform should be
understood as meaning some sort of khaki, or “butternut.” Indeed, Michael Tregenza
quotes the notes from a 1981 interview in which Karski described the uniform as
consisting of “Khaki tunic, black trousers and boots”.[123] This description does not
conflict with what is known about the uniforms worn by the guards at the Reinhardt
camps. In fact, former Treblinka prisoners testifying at the trial of Feodor Fedorenko at
around the same time as Karski’s interview with Lanzmann recalled the uniforms of the
Ukrainian guards as greenish khaki,[124] brown khaki,[125] or some black and some
khaki.[126] In view of the considerable variability of accounts of the uniforms of the
Ukrainian guards given by individuals who saw these uniforms on a daily basis for
months, Karski’s description of the uniform that he wore for less than a day certainly
cannot be used to discredit his account.

10. Summary
When he was awarded the Presidential Medal of Freedom, Karski was credited with
having “told the truth.” This praise was not entirely accurate, as his job as a propagandist
active in seeking to win Jewish support for Poland’s cause caused him to embellish his
reports with a propagandistic gloss. Yet beneath that finish lay the truth of an actual visit
to the Belzec camp.
In his postwar interviews, Karski proved relatively willing to strip the layer of
propaganda off the substance of his experiences. He readily conceded that the “death
trains” story he had spread was false. He eagerly told everyone who would listen, and
some who wouldn’t, that he had seen a transit camp at Belzec. He was puzzled by the
contradiction between what he observed at Belzec and what the official history said, and
attempted to reconcile the two.
Karski’s report of what he witnessed at Belzec contradicted the Belzec propaganda then
circulating, and despite being the only available eyewitness account, his story was
ignored in the great surge of publicity about the extermination of the Jews at the
Reinhardt camps which began just prior to his arrival in London. His accounts posed
such a threat to the officially promoted account of Belzec that they were circulated in a
crudely altered form meant to reconcile the two. Holocaust historians threatened by the
revelations about Belzec contained in Karski’s interviews then used these altered stories
to support the thesis that Karski visited Izbica rather than Belzec, but this thesis is

impossible on the basis of both geography and chronology. Thanks to the attentiveness
of the British censors, we know that Karski talked about his visit to Belzec immediately
upon his arrival in London, and it was not a late addition to his story. Because Karski’s
reports contained accurate, previously unknown information about the interior layout of
the Belzec camp, his story cannot have been fabricated on the basis of other reports of
Belzec.
Jan Karski, therefore, was a genuine witness to the Belzec transit camp.
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Lab 257: The Disturbing Story of the Government's
Secret Germ Laboratory
by Richard A. Widmann

Lab 257: The Disturbing Story of the Government's Secret Germ Laboratory, by
Michael Christopher Carroll, Harper, New York, 2004, 301 pp.
Lab 257 examines the history of the US Government’s Animal Disease Center on Plum
Island, New York. Plum Island is a small island (3 miles long and 1 mile wide) situated
off the eastern end of the North Fork coast of Long Island. It is about 85 miles from New
York City and less than 10 miles from Old Lyme, Connecticut.
Author Michael Christopher Carroll details a web of government cover-ups, secret germ
warfare, environmental contamination, virus outbreaks, Nazi scientists, Al Qaeda
terrorists, the Department of Homeland Security, Lyme Disease, and the West Nile
Virus.
While Lab 257 appears to be a well-researched book that undoubtedly reveals various
inconvenient truths about the facilities on Plum Island, it is at times sensationalistic and
its most important arguments are often circumstantial. Carroll also avoids addressing or
debunking even-more-outlandish theories about what was actually happening on Plum
Island and the laboratories operating there.
A quick Google search on “Plum Island” produces extraordinary claims like the AIDS
virus was man-made by Nazi scientists working in Plum Island’s labs. There is even a
website dedicated entirely to the “Montauk Monster” a creature that is described as
looking like a “dead dog” or a “dead sea-otter” that some say originated from
experiments on Plum Island. On an episode of his TV show "Conspiracy Theory,” prowrestler- turned-Minnesota-governor Jesse Ventura reported on happenings at the
facility. Ventura too tells a tale of Nazi scientists, the invention and ultimate outbreak of
Lyme disease, and, yes, even the Montauk Monster.

The Plum Island Animal Disease Center.
Source: Photo by Keith Weller (K6086-7). Public Domain via Wikimedia Commons.
Carroll’s narrative is much more “sober” than Ventura’s but still he walks a fine line

between history, investigative reporting, and tabloid sensationalism. While Carroll
eschews the AIDS conspiracy, he provides similar evidence for the invention or
weaponization of Lyme Disease (with the involvement of a Nazi scientist.) What makes
one tale more credible than the other?
At its best, Lab 257 tells the history of the Plum Island Animal Disease Center (PIADC),
which was established by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) in 1954
on the site of the former US military installation Fort Terry.
Carroll begins his book, however, with a discussion of virus outbreaks arguably
associated with Plum Island before relaying the history of its sixty years of operation (up
to the publication of the book). In fact the first chapter of the book attempts to build a
connection to the first significant outbreak of Lyme Disease in the US in 1975; the
second chapter draws connections to the 1999 outbreak of West Nile Virus and the third
recounts the events surrounding the 1967 outbreak of Dutch Duck Plague (duck virus
enteritis).
The possibility that any of these diseases originated from the work on Plum Island and
their outbreaks resulted from unsafe work conditions provides the intrigue—the reason
to read, and perhaps write, the book. This conspiratorial plotline, complete with
suggestions of cover-ups, draws in readers who might otherwise have little interest in the
history of a USDA facility. But Carroll’s research fails to persuade. In fact, for all his
hard work the evidence remains circumstantial at best. He summarizes his argument in
this way:
Three infectious germs, Bb [Borrelia burgdorferi is the predominant
causative agent of Lyme Disease – Ed.], West Nile virus, and duck enteritis
virus—all foreign germs—have infiltrated the American landscape. All
three emerged from the same geographic locus. All three occurred in the
vicinity of a high-hazard, high-containment foreign germ laboratory with
demonstrably faulty facilities and pitiable biological safety practices—flaws
that caused proven germ outbreaks in the past, and infections among its
employees. The public is asked to accept that none of these three outbreaks
is connected to Plum Island.
Lyme Disease gets the first position among these three outbreaks, not because of its
chronology related to West Nile or Dutch Duck Plague but likely because of the growing
number of people afflicted with the disease, the challenges and controversies
surrounding “Chronic Lyme Disease” and the outspokenness of various Lyme Disease
advocates and activists.
Carroll recounts briefly the outbreak in 1975 that afflicted 39 children and 12 adults,
which was initially misdiagnosed as “juvenile rheumatoid arthritis.” Within two years, it
was understood that this ailment, by then dubbed “Lyme Arthritis” was the result of a
bite from a deer tick. By 1981 based on the research of Dr. Wally Burgdorfer it was
understood that a new spirochete immersed in the fluid of the deer tick was to blame.
From this point forward, “Lyme Arthritis” would be known as “Lyme Disease.” While
this period does mark the first modern outbreak in the US and the naming of the disease,
researchers have since identified the existence of Lyme Disease dating back over 5,000
years. So what does this all have to do with Lab 257 on Plum Island? Here Carroll brings
us back to the closing days of World War Two.
Carroll retells the story of Project [Operation] Paperclip, in which the US Office of
Strategic Services (OSS) arranged to recruit over 1,500 German scientists, technicians
and engineers from defeated Nazi Germany and bring them to the US. Best known
among these were Wernher von Braun and Arthur Rudolph, both of whom were

instrumental in the US space program.
Among the lesser-known scientists involved in this program was Dr. Erich Traub. Traub
was apparently lab chief at Insel Riems, a National Socialist biological-warfare
laboratory on an island in the Baltic Sea. Carroll asserts that Traub worked directly for
SS Reichsführer Heinrich Himmler. While this sounds impressive or important to the
uninformed, Traub did not work directly for Himmler. Rather the Institute was
administered by the Innenministerium (Ministry of the Interior), which Himmler took
over in 1943. The chain of command was Himmler, Dr. Leonardo Conti (Reich Health
Leader), Kurt Blome, Otto Waldmann, and then Traub.
According to Carroll, Traub packaged weaponized foot-and-mouth disease virus “which
was dispersed from a Luftwaffe bomber onto cattle and reindeer in occupied Russia.”
Attempting to inflate Traub’s importance, Carroll asserts that he was also a member of
the NSKK (Nationalsozialistisches Kraftfahrkorps) (National Socialist Motor Corps),
which he describes as “a powerful Nazi organization that ranked directly behind the SA
(Storm Troopers) and the SS (Elite Corps).” While such a description of NS hierarchy is
unrecognizable to anyone familiar with the subject, the reality of the NSKK is likely not
common knowledge. The NSKK was condemned during the Nuremberg Trials (little
surprise) but not found to be a criminal organization. Even Wikipedia readily admits,
The primary aim of the NSKK was to educate its members in motoring
skills. They were mainly trained in the operation and maintenance of high
performance motorcycles and automobiles. In the mid-1930s, the NSKK
also served as a roadside assistance group, comparable to the modern-day
American Automobile Association or the British Automobile Association.
Carroll stretches the connection to Plum Island by commenting that Traub was also a
member of the Amerikadeutscher Volksbund (German American Bund), which he
erroneously claims was “also known as Camp Sigfried [sic].” Carroll goes on to call
Camp Siegfried “the national headquarters of the American Nazi movement” and
highlights that Camp Siegfried was just thirty miles west of Plum Island in Yaphank,
Long Island. The Bund, which was primarily formed to promote a favorable view of NS
Germany, had many camps throughout the US of which Camp Siegfried was one. Its
proximity to Plum Island is irrelevant to the narrative.
While Traub did visit Plum Island, and was even there during the opening ceremony in
1956, his activities were very limited. Carroll builds the entire foundation for his theory
around Traub, but admits that there is only evidence that Traub visited Plum Island on
three occasions. While the USDA did offer Traub the “top scientist” job at Plum Island
twice, Traub turned them down, preferring to work at the West German virus facility in
Tübingen.
While there is evidence that tick experiments were conducted on Plum Island, the
sinister connection to Dr. Traub is implausible and proof that the Lyme Disease outbreak
of the 1970s originated on Plum Island is purely circumstantial. For his most interesting
assertions, Carroll depends on anonymous and secondary source material including the
book The Belarus Secret by John Loftus, whose thesis was described as “overzealous”
by the New York Times. Carroll might have done well to give more credence to former
Plum Island director Dr. Jerry Callis, who asserted, “Not now or ever had we anything to
do with Lyme Disease.”
Carroll’s exaggerations and loose talk about Dr. Traub play well to a receptive but
otherwise ill-informed public schooled on Holocaust lore. Such a public is quick to
believe anything sinister and evil about NS Germany; a regime that could commit
genocide could certainly have invented Lyme Disease. A careful reader, however, must

become suspicious of the balance of the story that he tells.
This is unfortunate for Carroll’s thesis. For once he begins to tell the history of labs on
Plum Island from 1956 on, he has a sober and chilling tale to tell. His exposé about the
flushing of contaminated sewage into area waters, infected workers, violation of OSHA
standards and the general failure to properly maintain a facility that houses dangerous
viruses in a geographic area prone to storms and hurricanes is worth noting. In our post
9/11 world, the suggestion that Al-Qaeda may have targeted the facility, which was
transferred to the Department of Homeland Security, is also worth noting.
United States Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced a final "Record of
Decision (ROD): Public Sale of Plum Island, New York". This may be best for all
involved.
Moving the facility and a full-scale clean-up of the island would allow it, over time, to
return to being a natural habitat for various forms of wildlife and eliminate any threat to
neighboring New York and Connecticut. Such a move would also allow fantastic stories
of the US Government working nefariously with Nazi scientists to create Lyme Disease,
the AIDS virus, and even horrific sea monsters to be relegated to the dustbin of
Twentieth Century conspiracy theories.

Quo Vadis, Revisionism? | CODOH
by Joseph P. Bellinger

The late Joseph Bellinger had intended the current article to be a chapter in a book that
remained unpublished at the time of his death, The Prohibition of “Holocaust Denial.”
— Ed.[1]
Over the past twenty-five years, throughout much of the western world, historical
revisionism has sustained ever-harsher assaults on freedom of conscience and expression
aimed directly at it. Explicitly anti-Holocaust-denial criminal statutes impose the
consequences: question the Holocaust, go to jail. Unrepentant revisionists convicted
under these oppressive laws can expect to serve lengthy sentences and appeals in most
cases are routinely denied.
As of October 2008, fourteen countries had enacted laws either specifically prohibiting
and punishing “Holocaust denial” or expressions of “racism.” These countries are Israel,
France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Austria, Spain, Czech Republic, Lithuania,
Poland, and Slovakia, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
Penalties range from the draconian 20 years in Austria (in “severe” cases) to up to one
year under Belgium’s “Law against Racism.” Moreover, courts have ordered the public
display of the verdict and its publication in one or more newspapers at the expense of the
offender, and/or the forfeiture of the offender’s civil rights for up to 5 years.
In Austria, if the offense is considered to be a minor infringement, a specified
administrative fine is applicable.
In the Czech Republic, denial of communist genocides and crimes against humanity are
equally punishable under Article 261a, Penal Code. Poland’s Article 55 Law of the
Institute of National Remembrance is similar to that of the Czech Republic and concerns
National Socialist or communist crimes perpetrated between September 1, 1939 and
December 31, 1989 against Poles or Polish citizens.
Denmark’s “Anti-Racism” law is not applied to “Holocaust denial” cases, while in the
Netherlands, cases relative to “Holocaust denial” are routinely applied by the courts
under Articles 137c and 137e of the Penal Code.
In Luxembourg the court may order the forfeiture of the convict’s civil rights and a ban
on all teaching activities, for 5 to 10 years.

Holocaust Heresy
On November 1, 2000, French historian and sociologist Serge Thion, fifty-eight years of
age and father of three was summarily dismissed from the Centre national de la
recherche scientifique [CNRS] without salary or severance pay as a result of his
scholarly revisionist writings.
Five days later, the University of Lyons II instituted dismissal proceedings against
revisionist scholar and publisher Jean Plantin to revoke his advanced studies degree. The
final decision in the matter was left to France’s Jewish Education Minister, Jack Lang.

Lang also happens to be a major figure in the French Socialist Party. The University
shamelessly joined in the fray and announced that they hoped to strip Plantin of his
master’s degree.
Similarly, in 2000, Jean-Louis Berger, 53, a French literature instructor at Lemberg High
school in eastern France, was sentenced to 10 months' imprisonment and a fine of
$20,000 for merely telling his class of 15-year-olds “Concentration camps were in fact
labor camps. Gas chambers were used only to kill lice. There were no six million dead in
the camps but only one million.”
Berger’s defense was that he had spoken as a “free man.” The fact that he had innocently
attended a revisionist meeting in Paris earlier that year was used as a basis to secure
conviction, and proves that the government went to great lengths to spy on him. The
proceeds from his fine were doled out to the voracious LICRA and the family of one of
his students who complained.[2]
Heeding perhaps the call of sanity, justice and reason in the midst of such madness,
Swiss Justice Minister Christoph Blocher announced his determination on October 6,
2006 to revise Switzerland’s anti-racism law. “I want people to be able to express
themselves in Switzerland,” the minister stated, “even if their opinion doesn’t appeal to
everyone.”[3]
During the course of a recent visit to Turkey, the justice minister had remarked that the
1994 anti-racism law, including sections aimed at squelching revisionist opinions, “gave
him a headache.” The minister’s avowed intention unleashed a torrent of adverse
criticism, prompting Pascal Couchepin, Swiss Minister of the Interior, to remark that the
minister’s comments were “unacceptable.” Couchepin offered no intelligent reasons in
support of that opinion.
The enlightened Swiss minister enunciated his profound belief that freedom of
expression is more important than protecting the sensibilities of hostile minority groups,
and that Swiss law should serve as a beacon to other nations. The minister said, “I do not
want that an opinion cannot be uttered only because someone will be offended by it,”
and added that the definition of genocide is a question which must be decided by
historians.[4]
Nevertheless, opposition to such enlightened views is becoming increasingly more
apparent, even in Switzerland, and to date no resolution has yet been adopted by either
the Swiss parliament or via referendum that would repeal or revise the oppressive law.
Similarly, in Hungary Ibolya David, Hungary’s Justice Minister, rejected a proposal
from the Federation of Hungarian Jewish Communities in May 2001 for a law that
would make Holocaust denial illegal. “Such a law would be unconstitutional,” the
minister stated, basing her decision on “numerous professional opinions” within the
Justice Ministry.[5]
Nevertheless, the Jewish community vowed to press the matter further.
The voice of sanity reigned again in Denmark, when on July 15, 2002 the Socialist
People’s Party MP, Pernille Frahm, refused to acquiesce in a law outlawing Holocaust
denial throughout the European Union, commenting that “One should be very careful
about outlawing political matters that have nothing to do with racism.”[6]
The proposed European Union law against Holocaust denial was based upon the
following criteria:

Offenses concerning racism and xenophobia.
Public incitement to violence or hatred for a racist or xenophobic purpose or
to any other racist or xenophobic behavior which may cause substantial
damage to individuals or groups concerned;
Public insults or threats towards individuals or groups for a racist or
xenophobic purpose;
Public condoning for a racist or xenophobic purpose of crimes of genocide,
crimes against humanity and war crimes as defined in Articles 6, 7 and 8 of
the Statute of the International Criminal court;
Public denial or trivialization of the crimes defined in Article 6 of the
Charter of the International Military Tribunal appended to the London
Agreement of 8 April 1945 in a manner liable to disturb the public peace;
Public dissemination or distribution of tracts, pictures or other material
containing expressions of racism and xenophobia;
Directing, supporting of, or participating in the activities of a racist or
xenophobic group, with the intention of contributing to the organization’s
criminal activities.
In January 2000, British Home Office Minister Michael O’Brien informed reporters that
the British government rejected plans to enact Holocaust denial legislation supported by
Prime Minister Tony Blair. Jewish groups reacted with dismay and dissatisfaction,
complaining that the country’s “anti-racism” laws failed to result in a sufficient number
of prosecutions and convictions.[7]
Operating on the dictum that the “squeaky wheel gets the grease,” a number of Jewish
organizations have repeatedly urged and subsequently applauded the successful
suppression and prosecution of “deniers.”
Deborah Lipstadt, who was hired to teach Holocaust history at the Jesuit Pontifical
Gregorian University closely affiliated with the Vatican, candidly wrote, “David Irving’s
arrest and three-year jail sentence for having denied the Holocaust has been met with a
chorus of cheers in the Jewish community.”[8]
Deborah Lipstadt was right. Jewish organizations do generally applaud the prosecution
of people who express dissident opinions concerning the Holocaust. For example,
Shimon Samuels, the international relations director of the Simon Wiesenthal Center,
expressed his satisfaction that the rising prosecutions of revisionists were part of an
overall trend in Europe to try and atone for the Holocaust.
Shimon’s approbation, however, hardly addresses the issue of how the prosecution of
“deniers” offers effective atonement for what did or did not occur during the Holocaust.
Shimon stressed the point of view that “Unlike in America, there is not much difference
in Europe between hate speech and hate crime. And there seems to be a new willingness
to use those laws when it comes to Holocaust denial.”[9]

A heretic of an earlier time, Galileo Galilei was forced by the Inquisition in 1633 to
retract his belief that the Earth moves around the Sun – or face a sentence of death.
Source: Ottavio Leoni [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

International Thought Crime
Israel may have assumed the lead in enacting Holocaust denial legislation when the
nation enacted a “Global Holocaust Deniers” bill in the Knesset on July 20, 2004. This
unprecedented law outlawed “Holocaust denial” even if committed overseas or outside
of Israeli territory and was passed by unanimous vote. In theory, the law would enable
the state of Israel to demand the extradition of any individual overseas for “Holocaust
denial.”
The bill was drafted by Knesset member Aryeh Eldad of the National Union party as a
counterthrust against former Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Mahmoud Abbas for
a doctoral dissertation he had authored twenty years prior in which he estimated that less
than one million Jews had perished at the hands of the Nazis.[10]
In effect, the bill provides for any Holocaust denier to be prosecuted in Israel. Eldad has
reasoned, “What I want is that if a Holocaust denier publishes a book in England, he will
be considered a criminal in Israel.” Apparently there will be no amnesty for such deniers
even if they should change their opinions. “Once a denier, always a denier.”[11]
Justice Minister Tommy Lapid seconded that denying the Holocaust “is a neo-Nazi
crime. Anyone involved in this belongs to the group of criminals whom our arm must
reach anywhere in the world…We will not hunt them, but they should know that they are
on our list of criminals. I am very satisfied and happy that this will be entering our law
books.”[12]
French National Front leader Bruno Gollnisch, who serves as a professor of Japanese
civilization and Japanese law at Lyons University III, faced similar travails as Jean Le
Pen when he remarked that the existence of Nazi gas chambers was a matter of
legitimate debate for historians. Gollnisch stated, “There isn’t a serious historian around
who totally sticks by the conclusions of the Nuremberg Trials. I’m not questioning the
existence of concentration camps, but on the number of deaths, historians can discuss it.

As to whether gas chambers existed, that’s up to the historians to determine.”[13]
The Jewish Press reported that the simple remarks “could see Gollnisch removed from
his post as a professor at the University of Lyon III, while the European Parliament
could sanction Gollnisch, who is also a member of the legislative body.”
The article went on to report that the University “provided shelter for a far-right kernel,”
of academics among its staff, apparently supporting the notion that left or far-left
academics are the only people who should be employed at universities.
Serge Cwajgenbaum, secretary-general of the European Jewish Congress, opined that
Gollnisch’s comments proved that “this man, who calls himself a scholar, is totally
ignorant of history,” alleging without proof that Gollnisch’s comments were “not
academic, but politically and ideologically based.”[14]
Joining the campaign to stifle Gollnisch, the Paris-based International League against
Racism and Anti-Semitism, [LICRA] demanded that the European Parliament take
action against Gollnisch. In a letter to Josep Borrell, parliament president, LICRA
President Patrick Graubert urged the parliament to enforce sanctions against Gollnisch
“for his revisionist comments which place in doubt the historical veracity of the
existence of the gas chambers.”[15]
Borrell hardly needed encouragement, and quickly joined in with the chorus of those
demanding Gollnicsh be held legally liable for his statements. Borrell grunted, “I hope
you will be held accountable for your slanders by the courts.”[16]
In 1991, Gollnisch had already aroused the ire of the left when he publicly called for
“respect for freedom of expression for educators who exercise a critical perspective
towards the history of the Second World War.”[17]
The so-called “far-right-harboring University of Lyons III” took pains to distance itself
from Gollnisch’s remarks and called upon France’s minister of education to initiate
disciplinary proceedings.
Upon being informed of these facts, Gollnisch commented, “I don’t know if I am going
to be chased out of my chair in Japanese civilization and law or even put in prison for
this phrase, but I assume responsibility for it.” Gollnisch adamantly refused to issue an
apology for his statements and criticized the “thought police and the considerable
interests who want to prevent this debate,” adding that “It was in the interests of the
State of Israel to have endless discussions about reparations.”[18]

Genocide Envy
A recent trend has emerged in which various ethnic groups seek equal status and
recognition under laws prohibiting the denial of genocide. Jewish groups such as the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL) registered their displeasure over such attempts based
upon their belief that such recognition will “diminish the uniqueness of the Holocaust.”
A controversy was ignited in the United States in August 2007 when the ADL voiced its
opposition to a Congressional resolution put forward by Representative Adam Schiff of
California to officially recognize the Armenian genocide. The ADL had consistently
lobbied against adoption of the resolution.
Abraham Foxman, then director of the ADL, referred to the resolution as
"counterproductive" and expressed concerns as to the possible negative effect the

legislation would have on Jews living in Turkey.[19]
Rather ironically, leading representatives of the Armenian community in Boston accused
the ADL of “genocide denial.”[20] Armenian National Committee representative Grace
Kehetian Kulegian lambasted the ADL for preaching “tolerance” while practicing
“divisiveness and denial.”[21]
John Walsh, a commentator for Counterpunch Magazine, was even more explicit in his
criticisms of the ADL and its controversial director, writing that
…the ADL has long denied that the Turkish massacre of 1.5 million
Armenians from 1915 to 1923 amounted to genocide. Turkey is of course an
ally and arms purchaser of Israel's, but the denial antedates this alliance. A
good friend of mine, an Israeli expatriate, tells me that when he went to
school in Israel, mention of the Armenian genocide was verboten so as not
to detract from the "uniqueness" of the Jewish genocide under the Nazis and
to maintain a "monopoly on suffering," as he puts it. Shoah business does
not like the competition.[22]
In an effort to defuse the situation and maintain cordial relations with Turkey, the Israeli
embassy in Ankara proffered that the Jewish state acknowledges the "horrible events"
and the "terrible suffering" the Armenians endured, but urged Jews not to take sides.[23]
Israeli President Shimon Peres phoned Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan to
assure him of Israel’s desire to maintain close bilateral ties.
Within days, Mr. Foxman and the ADL reconsidered their position and called upon the
mediation of Elie Wiesel to smooth over the dispute. According to John Walsh,
Upon reflection and with the help of that great humanitarian, Elie Wiesel,
who seems to be acting as a kind of Jewish Billy Graham and who has never
acknowledged the injustice done the Palestinians, Foxman [now] thinks that
it was a genocide after all. (Of course according to their newspaper ad of
several days back this means that the national ADL is now abandoning
Turkish Jewry to a horrible fate.)[24]
Elie Wiesel had momentarily saved the day.
Nearly a year earlier, on October 12, 2006, France passed the “Armenian Genocide
Law” - an act that was strongly denounced by the Turkish government. This legislation
now makes it a crime in France to deny that the Ottoman Turks massacred an estimated
1.2 million Armenian Christians during the years 1915-1917.
The five-hundred-thousand-strong Armenian community in France had pressed for the
bill. Patrick Devedijian, an Armenian politician in France, appealed to the “Holocaust”
to justify the imposition of the law, remarking, “Imagine for a second that Germany
today denied the Holocaust. It is totally unacceptable.”[25]
Jewish groups tend to concur with such analogies, since they lend legitimacy to their
own position. This fact was not lost on legal minds including Harvard Law School
Professor Alan Dershowitz, who, in unison with Massachusetts State Representative
Rachel Kaprielian, used the controversy as a opportunity to buttress the foundations of
“the Holocaust Industry.” Dershowitz and Kaprielian wrote,
For any organization or official to believe that there are differing sides to the
Armenian Genocide is as much an outrage as it would be for Germany to

say that the work of Jewish scholars, witnesses, and victim testimonies
represented merely the 'Jewish side' of the Holocaust.[26]
In a rather amazing admission, Jonathan Sarna, a professor of Jewish history at Brandeis
University, proclaimed, “There’s a huge irony here. The Armenian community is using
all the strategies we invented to deal with Holocaust denial.”[27]
Highly critical of the passage of this new law was Timothy Garton Ash of the Guardian,
who wrote,
What a magnificent blow for truth, justice and humanity the French national
assembly has struck…Vive la France! But let this be only a beginning in a
brave new chapter of European history. Let the British parliament now make
it a crime to deny that it was Russians who murdered Polish officers at
Katyn in 1940. Let the Turkish parliament make it a crime to deny that
France used torture against insurgents in Algeria… No one can legislate
historical truth. In so far as historical truth can be established at all, it must
be found by unfettered historical research, with historians arguing over the
evidence and the facts, testing and disputing each other’s claims, without
fear of prosecution or persecution.
Far from creating new legally enforced taboos about history, national
identity and religion, we should be dismantling those that still remain on our
statute books. Those European countries that have them should repeal not
only their blasphemy laws but also their laws on Holocaust denial.
Otherwise the charge of double standards is impossible to refute. What’s
sauce for the goose must be sauce for the gander.[28]
Ash was likewise critical of French-Jewish philosopher Bernard-Henri Levi, whom he
charged with having gone “through some impressive intellectual contortions to explain
why he opposed any laws restricting criticism of religion but supported those on
Holocaust denial. It was one thing, he argued, to question a religious belief, quite
another to deny a historical fact. But this won’t wash. Historical facts are established
precisely by their being disputed and tested against the evidence. Without the process of
contention – up to and including the revisionist extreme of outright denial – we would
never discover which facts are truly hard…Only when we are prepared to allow our own
most sacred cows to be poked in the eye can we credibly demand that Islamists, Turks
and others do the same. This is a time not for erecting taboos but for dismantling them.
We must practice what we preach.”[29]
Ironically, some European nations today practice and preach a message radically
different from Mr. Ash’s enlightened point of view. Few countries evince more energy in
prosecuting “deniers” than France. Sadly, today’s France is no longer the France of
Voltaire, who famously wrote:
One man cannot say to another: ‘Believe what I believe, and what you can
not believe, or you shall perish…Believe, or I detest thee; believe or I shall
do thee all the harm I can…Monster, you do not share my beliefs, you shall
be a thing of horror to your neighbors, your city, and your province.’[30]

Limiting Free Speech
The number of prominent individuals prosecuted for thought crime is steadily
increasing. On January 3, 2006, Georges Theil, 65 years old and a former elected official
from the British National Front, was found guilty of “Crimes against humanity for

denying the Holocaust,” (!) under the Fabius-Gayssot Act of July 13, 1990. Theil had
dared to publicly question the existence and operation of Nazi gas chambers when,
during the course of a television program, he referred to Nazi gas chambers as “a
fantasy.” Theil was subsequently sentenced to six months' imprisonment without parole,
saddled with the substantial costs of publishing the verdict in two newspapers, and
ordered to pay a $12,000 fine along with a remittance of $4,800 to each of the eleven
plaintiffs who lodged a complaint against him. An additional remittance of $4,800 to
each of the plaintiffs to recover their court costs, and a payment of €90 to cover
procedural fees was also imposed by the court.[31]
In July 2006, Robert Faurisson stood trial for comments he made on Iranian television
early in 2005. Judgment was rendered three months later, when Faurisson was sentenced
to three months’ suspended imprisonment and ordered to pay a fine of €7500. In
addition he was ordered to pay €1 in damages and €1500 in legal expenses to each of the
three organizations that brought charges against him. Such organizations routinely abuse
the justice system by filing harassing lawsuits designed to exhaust and financially
cripple their perceived opponents.
Arguments advanced in support of enacting Holocaust denial laws are invariably weak
and unconvincing. For example, Robert A. Kahn, author of the book Holocaust Denial
and the Law: A Comparative Study, advanced the following arguments in defense of
Holocaust denial laws, proclaiming that even in the United States, “freedom of speech is
not unlimited.” According to Kahn:
One of the most important restrictions on speech applies to what the
Supreme Court refers to as “true threats.” This category includes acts such
as threatening the life of the president, as well as burning a cross with intent
to intimidate another.
Kahn argues that “both of these policies are relevant to the Holocaust denial context.”
Seeking to provide a rational argument for Germany’s rigid prosecution of “deniers,” he
writes,
Just as Americans view a threat on the president’s life as a serious national
security matter, Germans view Holocaust denial as a veiled attempt to
rehabilitate the Nazis, a serious concern given the country’s past. This is
why Germans ban not only Holocaust denial but also the swastika, the Nazi
salute and the singing of the first verse of ‘Deutschland über alles.’
Kahn’s argument is poorly reasoned and emotive, for Germany’s national anthem dates
back to 1841 and was not adopted as the anthem of the NSDAP.[32]
Kahn asserts that nations are sensitive about “speech that denies crimes committed in its
name,” but the crimes of the Zionist government are blatantly omitted from Kahn’s
thesis, and one is tempted to suspect that Kahn may very well “deny” them.
Specifically referring to “deniers,” Kahn claims that revisionist arguments and scientific
evidence are “insulting to groups,” yet the purpose of historical inquiry is not based
upon concerning itself with people’s feelings and sensitivities, but what can be
historically and scientifically documented and proved. The psychiatrist’s couch remains
the best venue for addressing people’s feelings and emotional hurts.
Kahn proclaims “when the Germans or French (Kahn omits all mention of Israel) decide
to ban Holocaust denial, they do so in the context of a history of restricting speech that
insults groups. This tradition stretches back to the early 20th century when it was illegal
to insult the military, judges and large property owners.”

Kahn raises issues that contradict each other and are ultimately irrelevant. By the same
token, one may also argue that it constitutes a grievous insult to the German people and
their descendants if they are wrongfully accused of heinous crimes, which they in fact
never committed or approved of. Thus, Kahn’s points may be argued either way.
Kahn cites the case of Beauharnais v. Illinois [1952] as proof that the United States
Supreme Court held that group-libel laws were constitutional. The case in question was a
rather late decision of the Supreme Court in 1952 under Felix Frankfurter.
The Court upheld an Illinois law making it illegal to publish or exhibit any writing or
picture portraying the "depravity, criminality, unchastity, or lack of virtue of a class of
citizens of any race, color, creed or religion." In rendering his opinion, Frankfurter
argued that the speech conducted by the defendant breached libel, which he reasoned to
be outside the protection of the 1st and 14th Amendments.
However, Kahn fails to supply the evidence in support of the suggestion that revisionists
are willfully libeling anyone. Moreover, the criterion obviously does not apply to
revisionist historians and application of the law would appear to be one-sided, as
revisionists are libeled, smeared and lumped in the same group as “anti-Semites” or
“hate mongers,” and no one protests in their defense. Thus, it may be argued that
revisionists are denied equal standing under the law.
Kahn appears to be more concerned with the “symbolic” or deterrent or psychological
effect Holocaust denial laws may have in dissuading prospective revisionists from
publicly airing their views. Thus, the objective in such a case would serve to intimidate
individuals from freely expressing their opinions because they are objectionable to
specific parties.
In fact, Kahn applauds the Soviet-style show trials and the rough justice directed against
revisionists in Europe, and lauds the news blackout with respect to the trials.
One is also struck by the author’s repeated polemical attacks upon the “right wing.” By
way of contrast, one will search in vain for any similar criticism of the left. This leaves
the reader with the impression that a social stigma ought to be attached to right-wing
ideologues. Thus, one can easily arrive at the distinct conclusion that the right wing is
being singled out as a criminal enterprise or conspiracy against the rest of mankind.
Such absolutes nearly always constitute an imminent danger to our basic human rights
and civil liberties in general.
Kahn triumphantly proclaims that “Holocaust denial laws” are a “signal that society has
taken a stand against hate” and “does not depend on imprisoning deniers.”
Yet, if Holocaust denial laws do not “depend on imprisoning deniers,” Kahn must
explain why so many individuals are languishing behind bars throughout Europe for
precisely that reason. Even granting the possibility that Kahn is correct, what practical
difference does it make whether the accused are imprisoned, calumniated, slandered,
libeled, mischaracterized and dehumanized? All characterizations inevitably lead to the
same inevitable denouement: contempt for the offender and ostracism from mainstream
society.
Kahn wisely sidesteps the issue of whether the United States ought to adopt laws
proscribing Holocaust denial, but it is clear that he has no solid objections to upholding
the status quo in those countries that do.[33]
In fact, the media frequently and irresponsibly refers to historical revisionists as “neoNazis.” On September 9, 2003, a Belgian court convicted Siegfried Verbeke of

minimizing the Holocaust after distributing pamphlets. Stripped of his civil rights for 10
years and sentenced to one-year suspended prison term, Verbeke, a 63-year-old Belgian
of German extraction, remained unrepentant and confirmed to the press that he stuck
“one hundred percent” to his views. “Three centuries ago people were burned at the
stake, so a one year prison sentence is not that bad,” he asserted.
The Belgian court asserted that Verbeke had shown no respect for the victims of the Nazi
extermination of six million European Jews.
Attorney Paul Quirijnen, an attorney representing Belgium’s official “anti-racism”
center, which had instituted proceedings against Verbeke under a law banning Holocaust
denial, grumbled, “There is a limit, which I call tolerance,” adding that “the historical
truth” could not be denied.[34]
Yet, if the Holocaust believed in by Paul Quirijinen is ‘the truth,” why does it require
punitive laws to compel belief? What historical ‘truth’ is so sacred that it cannot ever be
called into question or revised? What sort of “truth” necessitates harsh punishments in
cases of non-compliance?
Ernst Zündel’s appeal was rejected by the German Federal Court in Mannheim on
September 12, 2007. The appeals court upheld trial judge Ulrich Meinerzhagen, who in
rendering his judgment declared, “It is of absolutely no relevance whether the Holocaust
happened or not. Denying it is a punishable offense. That is the only thing that matters to
the court.”
In the fallout following the Zündel trial, the Mannheim state attorney’s office filed
charges against Zündel’s defense team, notably Juergen Rieger and Sylvia Stoltz for
“incitement of the masses.” According to a statement issued by the prosecutor’s office,
Zündel’s attorneys repeatedly disputed and played down the alleged genocide of Jews in
World War Two. The state attorney’s office is seeking their disbarment.
In April 2007, after six years of discussion and negotiations, the European Union
approved criminal measures against “Holocaust denial.” Representatives from the 27nation bloc agreed to impose jail sentences upon those who deny or trivialize the
Holocaust.
The controversial proposal calls for the courts to impose a sentence of three years’
imprisonment for those who “deny genocide.”
Supporters of the legislation proclaimed that the rules would “aim to penalize anyone
who incited to hatred or violence, and anyone who publicly condoned, denied or grossly
trivialized crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes.”
Naturally revisionists of other histories are exempt from the list of those who might be
exposed to public hatred and contempt. When a number of Baltic nations demanded that
those who denied major Soviet atrocities should be included on the list, their proposal
was rejected. Thus the alleged genocide of the Jews during the Second World War is the
only genocide referred to under the new rules, which will still require the ratification of
national parliaments as well as the European Parliament.”[35]
In Australia, revisionist Frederick Töben, director of the Adelaide Foundation, faced
troubles of a legal nature after being denounced by Jeremy Jones, the former president of
the Executive Council of Australian Jewry. Newspapers gloated that Töben was unable
to find a lawyer to defend him against allegations that he has “raised serious doubt about
the Holocaust.”[36]

During the course of a night hearing, Jones importuned the Federal Court to jail Dr.
Töben for allegedly breaching a four-year-old court order because his website suggested
“it is unlikely that there were homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz.”[37]
Dr. Töben had previously spent seven months in a German prison in 1999 on a bogus
charge of “inciting racism.”
Dr. Töben had served as one of the keynote speakers at the so-called “Holocaust denial”
conference hosted by Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in Tehran in 2006.
On its website, the United States White House issued a statement condemning the
conference:
The United States condemns the conference on the Holocaust convoked by
the Iranian regime on Monday in Tehran. While people around the world
mark International Human Rights Week and renew the solemn pledges of
the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, which was drafted in the wake
of the atrocities of World War II, the Iranian regime perversely seeks to call
the historical fact of those atrocities into question and provide a platform for
hatred. The gathering of Holocaust deniers in Tehran is an affront to the
entire civilized world, as well as to the traditional Iranian values of
tolerance and mutual respect. The United States will continue to support
those in Iran and elsewhere who seek to promote human rights and dignity,
and will stand with them in their efforts to overcome oppression, injustice,
and tyranny.[38]
The White House’s platitudinous statement betrayed a smugness and air of moral
superiority vis-á-vis hypocritical references to “tolerance, mutual respect” and “human
rights and dignity” while seeking to deny these rights to the attendees of the conference.
Neither does the White House statement nor the sentiments expressed therein accord
with the disgraceful manner in which the President of Iran was treated during his recent
visit to Columbia University, where he was characterized by University President Lee
Bollinger as a “petty and cruel dictator,”…brazenly provocative or astonishingly
uneducated.”[39]
In response to these gibes, the Iranian President stated,
In Iran, tradition requires when you invite a person to be a speaker, we
actually respect our students enough to allow them to make their own
judgment and don’t think it’s necessary before the speech is even given to
come in with a series of complaints to provide vaccination to the students
and faculty.[40]
The subject of the Holocaust was naturally raised by Bollinger, who remarked,
…you held a two-day conference of Holocaust deniers. For the illiterate and
ignorant, this is dangerous propaganda. This makes you, quite simply,
ridiculous.
Bollinger’s comments imply that “dangerous propaganda,” in the form of “Holocaust
heresy,” ought to be suppressed and President Ahmadinejad receive public censure for
upholding the democratic principle whereby all people should be allowed an opportunity
to freely express their opinions without fear of retribution by the government.
Particularly discomfiting to critics of the Tehran Conference was the fact that a number

of Orthodox Jews also participated at the function. Austrian Rabbi Moishe Ayra
Friedman used the occasion to lament the fact that the Holocaust was being used to
legitimize the suffering of other peoples and that he wanted to break the taboo on
discussing it. The enlightened Rabbi remarked that the main thing “was not Jewish
suffering in the past but the use of the Holocaust as a “tool of commercial, military and
media power.”[41]
The spirit of intolerance that today characterizes much of Europe has seeped by steady
increments into mainstream academic institutions in the United States. For example,
DePaul University recently said “Sayonara, Professor” to Norman Finkelstein, the
controversial author of The Holocaust Industry and a consistent critic of Zionist policies.
In an astounding statement loaded with irony and hypocrisy, Dean Chuck Suchar
attempted to justify Finkelstein’s dismissal on grounds that his teachings conflict with
“Depaul’s Vincentian Values,” which include respect for the opinions of others…![42]
Finkelstein, who is Jewish, has long criticized the way Jews have handled the Holocaust
and has called leaders of American-Jewish groups "Holocaust mongers." His views led
the university to cancel Finkelstein's only course, "Equality in Social Justice," a week
before fall classes began. According to the Chicago Tribune, Dean Chuck Suchar found
Finkelstein's teachings to be conflicting with "DePaul's Vincentian Values" which
include respect for the opinions of others—leading us to wonder why the university
doesn't respect his.[43]
Another flagrant example of intolerance occurred at Georgetown University in 2007,
when Bruce Leichty, an immigration lawyer who has defended Ernst Zündel, was
escorted off campus by security guards for passing out leaflets to members of the
German Lawyers Association.[44]
A thought-provoking article penned by Gerard Alexander, a scholar from the American
Enterprise Institute, identified a specific methodology at work in Europe, which he
perceived as the “greatest erosion of democratic practice in the world’s advanced
democracies since 1945.”[45]
Citing three disturbing trends used to stifle free speech, Alexander notes that archaic
anti-Nazi laws are being adopted in nations where no threat of Nazism is present.
Moreover, cleverly formulated laws provide provisions to sanction any speech
determined by the powers that be to “incite hatred” against groups based upon religion,
race or ethnicity. Third, the laws themselves are interpreted “so loosely that they chill
not just extremist views but mainstream ones too.”[46]
Alexander underscores the fact that since 1945, the extremely marginalized right wing
has never posed any serious threat to Germany or Austria, and has never garnered more
than five percent of the popular vote in regional elections.
Nevertheless, anti-Nazi legislation in Germany and Austria has dramatically increased—
a fact that Alexander describes as “unfortunate,” because “anti-Nazi laws gradually
expanded to cover other historical events.”
Alexander cites the case of the eminent Princeton historian of the Middle East, Bernard
Lewis, who was asked in an interview with Le Monde about the mass murder of
Armenians in Turkey during World War I. While conceding that terrible massacres had
indeed occurred, Lewis questioned whether genocide was really intended as part of a
preconceived plan undertaken by the Turkish government.
Lewis’s comments fell foul of France’s controversial genocide laws, which prohibit

denial of “crimes against humanity.” Several activist groups filed a formal complaint
against Lewis, who was subsequently found guilty of not being “objective enough” in
regard to historical events that the European parliament had officially certified as
genocide.
Thus, the State arrogates to itself the authority to dictate compulsion of belief on pain of
punishment, presuming to dictate to individuals what they may or may not believe on the
basis of pre-approved “politically correct” content. Genocide laws are being used as a
deterrent to compel historians to parrot the politically correct interpretation of certain
historical events or else suffer dire consequences.
Alexander notes with evident alarm that,
…a stream of rules now prohibits the broadcast, including online, of any
program or ad that incites ‘hatred based on sex, racial or ethnic origin,
religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation’ or – crucially – is
offensive to religious or political beliefs.[47]
These rules are frequently employed by governments to disband political parties of
which they disapprove.
In the context of modern society, it is no longer the provenance of any Church or
religion to punish “blasphemy” and “heresy”; it is now up to the State.
Much of the responsibility for this sordid state of affairs appears to rest with
organizations referred to by Alexander as the “antiracism industry,” which would
include such organizations as LICRA or MRAP [Movement against Racism and for
Friendship between Peoples in France, and the Muslim Union of Italy, which routinely
file complaints and suits and often serve as the direct beneficiaries when fines are
imposed.
Alexander asserts “the real danger posed by Europe’s speech laws is not so much guilty
verdicts, as an insidious chilling of political debate, as people censor themselves in order
to avoid legal charges and the stigma and expense they bring.”
Europe’s speech laws are written and applied in ways that leave activists on the political
left free to whitewash the crimes of leftist regimes while inciting contempt and hatred
against the usual betes noires of the left.
Alexander notes with some degree of concern that “Socialist and extreme-left political
parties have played central roles in the design of free speech laws and sends an
important signal to the broader culture when Hitler is the symbol of evil while Stalin and
Mao are given a pass, and when, in effect, Pat Buchanan’s ideas risk indictment while
Michael Moore’s are protected.”[48]
The perceived ultimate targets of such laws are religious bodies, moderates and
conservatives, who are with increasing frequency denounced and reviled as “bigoted”
and/or “racist.”
In underlining the inherent danger in such laws and policies, Alexander writes,
Laws against any speech that causes “offense” are biased because they have
the insidious effect of conflating bigoted speech and constructive criticism,
two kinds of speech that should be sharply distinguished from each other.
The result is the stigmatization of certain kinds of thinking about social
problems and public policy that American conservatives, moderates, and

even many liberals recognize as a legitimate part of serious debate. These
speech laws will not ultimately silence extremists—whose careers will not
end if they are called bigots and who often seek out controversy—but they
can silence reasonable people who do not want that label and do not want a
scandal.[49]
These laws are in fact the fruits of a deliberately cultivated policy designed to suppress a
human being’s most inalienable possession and right: our reason and the right to freely
express our opinions without fear of government repression.
Alexander supports the suggestion adopted by Human Rights Watch, which “insists that
governments should ban speech only when it ‘constitutes imminent incitement’ to
violence and other unlawful acts and urges reform of these laws, including repeal of
Holocaust denial laws.”
As laws restricting freedom of speech continue to proliferate, it is only inevitable that a
backlash must ensue as enlightened individuals question the authority and
disinterestedness of the State, even while recognizing that the true value of a democracy
does not lie in extending the right of expression to government-approved opinions but in
granting the same right of expression to all citizens – especially those who express
unpopular or controversial opinions.
Where is revisionism going? Perhaps this question can best be answered by recalling the
case of Galileo Galilei, who was forced by the Inquisition in 1633 to retract his heretical
belief that the Earth moves around the Sun – or face a sentence of death. On the occasion
of his recantation, Galileo is said to have muttered the words, “Eppur si muove!”
In a similar manner, revisionists, the heretics of our modern age, may recite in unison
with the spirit of Galileo,
“Still, it moves.”
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Setback to the Struggle for Free Speech on Race in
Australia
by Nigel Jackson

I am well acquainted with all the arguments against freedom of thought and
speech – the arguments which claim that it cannot exist, and the arguments
which claim that it ought not to. I answer simply that they don’t convince me
and that our civilization over a period of four hundred years has been
founded on the opposite notion….. If I had to choose a text to justify myself,
I should choose the line from Milton: “By the known rules of ancient
liberty.” The word “ancient” emphasizes the fact that intellectual freedom
is a deep-rooted tradition without which our characteristic Western culture
could only doubtfully exist….. If liberty means anything at all, it means the
right to tell people what they do not want to hear.
George Orwell, Proposed but Unpublished Preface to Animal Farm[1]
I
For two years in Australia there has been an intense “culture war” between those
thoughtful citizens who seek, in the name of the freedom of speech, reform of the Racial
Discrimination Act and those others, some idealistic, who have opposed such reform on
the grounds that it would lessen what they claim are needed protections for vulnerable
persons against racial vilification and racial hatred. In August 2012, in an address to the
Institute of Public Affairs, the then leader of the federal Opposition, Tony Abbott,
inaugurated debate by promising that, if the Liberal-National coalition which he led
were to be elected to office at the next elections, it would legislate a partial repeal of the
Act. Twenty-four months later, now the Prime Minister, Abbott suddenly announced that
no reform would take place after all. A battle for free speech has been lost. This is the
story of that battle, which has lessons for freedom-lovers the world over.
II
The Racial Discrimination Act in its first form was a statute passed by the Australian
Parliament during the Prime Ministership of Gough Whitlam, leader of the Australian
Labor Party. Whitlam, whose party won the national elections in 1972 and 1974,
introduced massive changes to the Australian political order which can broadly be
summed up as internationalist rather than nationalist, left-wing rather than right-wing
and socialist rather than liberal-conservative. As a result mainly of gross
mismanagement, the Whitlam Government’s mandate was terminated by the GovernorGeneral, Sir John Kerr, in November 1975 in lawful but controversial circumstances.
The Act was enabled by a questionable interpretation of the “external affairs” power
contained in Section 51(xxix) of the Australian Constitution, an interpretation later
upheld by the Australian High Court. The Act was legislated to conform to the authority
of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination, an article of the United Nations Organization.
Racial discrimination would occur under the Act when someone was treated less well
than someone else in a similar situation because of his or her race, color, descent or

national or ethnic origin. Racial discrimination could also be caught under the Act when
a policy or rule appeared to treat everyone in the same way but actually had a deleterious
effect on more people of a particular race, color, descent or national or ethnic origin than
others.
It was henceforth against the law to racially discriminate against a person or persons in
areas including employment, land, housing and accommodation, the provision of goods
and services, and access to public places and facilities. The Act since then has been
administered by the Australian Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission, later
renamed the Australian Human Rights Commission.
III
In 1994 the ALP Government led by Paul Keating announced that it intended to
introduce a new bill styled the Racial Hatred Act to extend the coverage of the Act so
that people could complain to the Commission about racially offensive or abusive
behavior. Supporters of the change presented it as an attempt to “strike a balance”
between the right to communicate freely and the right to live free from vilification. This
proposal led to an intense national debate.
The proposed bill had been preceded by a draft bill in 1992, which itself depended upon
three earlier government-initiated or -supported inquiries. In introducing the 1994 bill in
the House of Representatives, the Attorney-General (Mr. Lavarch, the member for
Dickson) referred to these: “Three major inquiries have found gaps in the protection
provided by the Racial Discrimination Act. The National Inquiry into Racist Violence,
the Australian Law Reform Commission Report into Multiculturalism and the Law, and
the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody all argued in favor of an
extension of Australia’s human rights regime to explicitly protect the victims of extreme
racism.”[2]
The Opposition’s shadow attorney-general (Mr. Williams, member for Tangney)
responded to this: “While these reports may have prompted a racial hatred bill, it is
difficult to see how their recommendations are reflected in this bill. All three reports
recommended against the creation of a criminal offense of incitement to racial hatred or
hostility. This bill creates such an offense. [In the long run this did not become law.] The
reports favored the creation of a civil offense of incitement to racial hatred where a high
degree of serious conduct is involved. This bill establishes a civil offense with the
significantly lower threshold of behavior which “offends, insults, humiliates or
intimidates.” These words clearly include the hurt feelings which the Human Rights and
Equal Opportunity Commission rejected as the basis for a civil offense, concerned that
such a low standard could lead to a large number of trivial complaints.”[3]
A more serious objection to the inquiries was mentioned by the man whose speech was,
in my judgment, the best of all in the debate, that of Graham Campbell, ALP member for
Kalgoorlie. Campbell, already a rebel within the parliamentary party’s ranks, would soon
afterwards be forced out of the ALP. For some time after that he continued to hold his
seat of Kalgoorlie as an Independent, while endeavoring unsuccessfully to launch a new
political party named Australia First. Campbell said: “It is clear in the texts that there
was networking between the authors of these reports….. Only the report of Irene Moss
[The National Inquiry into Racist Violence] supported criminal sanctions which were
contained in the 1992 draft bill and are also contained in the 1994 bill. I would urge
interested academics who still care about free speech to analyse this Moss report closely,
because this document, which I believe to be intellectually corrupt, is the main
justification for federal racial vilification legislation.”[4]
He may have been correct on at least two scores in his charge of intellectual corruption.

That inquiry, which had been set up by an earlier ALP government, was placed in the
hands of two representatives of minority ethnic groups who were thus interested parties
and should never have been invested with such a task, nor should they have presumed to
undertake it. Such an inquiry should have been in the hands of clearly impartial as well
as qualified persons, and there should have been a majority of persons drawn from the
majority British ethnic group, so that justice could be seen to be done as well as be done.
Secondly, it is plain from the text of the report that submissions made by individuals and
groups holding views contrary to those of Ms Irene Moss (the Chinese wife of a Jew)
and her assistant, Mr. Ron Castan QC (a Jew) were not fairly taken into account. This
can be seen in the report’s refusal to adequately define the key terms “race” and
“racism” and also in its scandalous mistreatment of the Australian League of Rights.
Mr. Campbell had further pertinent remarks to make:
In any consideration of the new Racial Hatred bill, the public consultations
and the written public submissions on the 1992 draft bill should have been
taken into account and the results, at the least, made public. I placed a
question on notice about the bill and, among other things, asked about the
results of the 1993 public consultations and submissions. The attorneygeneral took three months to answer and made it clear that he would not be
making the results public. This was a typical display of arrogance.
A public submissions process was conducted, yet the public was not to be
informed of the result. I strongly suspected that the reason for this was that
the results were not what the attorney-general wanted to hear. And so it
proved. Freedom-of-information documents revealed what I had expected.
Written submissions ran almost seven to one against the bill and the attempt
to stack the public consultations process had clearly failed. The attempt of
the attorney-general to cover up the results is merely a measure of the
misrepresentation, intellectual corruption and deceit which has marked the
entire sorry history of the push for such legislation…..
…the bulk of the media is quite happy to countenance a partisan like Irene
Moss acting at one and the same time as advocate for supposed victims of
racial intolerance and inquirer into such supposed intolerance. Not only that,
but she was also to have administered the civil section of the legislation she
called for, as her successor will do if the law before us is passed.
There is absolutely no understanding or appreciation of just how improper it
is for the same person to be advocate, judge and jury in one. Those who
rightly uphold the general principle of division of powers in our wider
political context should be deeply concerned about the blurring of such
responsibilities in quasi-judicial bodies like the Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commission….. This is the sort of new class law we are
evolving – a de facto judicial system in which an accusation is taken as
proof and the publicists are also the prosecutors and the judges. Not only
that, but determinations of the commission can be registered in the Federal
Court and become legally binding – a star chamber usurping the authority of
a proper court.[5]
Campbell made other very serious criticisms of the Government’s handling of the 1992
draft bill: “[This bill] was supposed to lie on the table while people made submissions. A
member of my staff asked the attorney-general’s office how people could obtain the bill
and was told it could be obtained from government bookshops. He asked two people in
two separate states to ring government bookshops and ask for the bill and no-one in

either bookshop knew of the bill’s existence. He then wrote letters, published in The Age
on 24 December and The Australian Financial Review on 31 December 1992, bringing
attention to what was happening.
It was only at the very end of 1992 that the Attorney-General’s public
affairs section was brought in to co-ordinate the selling of the bill to the
media and to organize a public consultation process. There was no proper
submission process in place until then. It was clearly an afterthought.
Advertisements appeared in early January 1993 letting people know that a
submission process on the bill would be conducted and offering to send
people copies of the bill, the second reading speech and a fact sheet. The
written submission process, however, was held over the holiday break when
most people would be thinking about anything else but politics, or perhaps
so it was hoped.
The Attorney-General’s Department also tried to fix the result of the
travelling consultation process by holding meetings in venues of groups
most likely to support the bill, such as ethnic affairs commissions and so on.
It also sent out letters asking those organizations to mobilize their members
– that is, likely supporters of the bill – to be at the meetings. The attempt to
stack the meetings, however, seems to have been largely unsuccessful.[6]
Twenty-six members spoke after Campbell and effectively ignored his thesis, which
leads to the strong presumption that it was correct.
Others, however, rebuked the Government for its handling of the preparations for and
mode of presentation of the bill. Mrs. Sullivan (the member for Moncrieff) commented
on “the unseemly haste with which this bill is being pushed through this chamber.”[7]
Ms. Worth (the member for Adelaide) added: “The fact that the Coalition and the
community have been given less than a week to discuss the [bill] is indicative of a
government which has little regard left for the opinions of the wider community and the
due process of the Parliament.”[8] Mr. Cobb (the member for Parkes) stated: “The
previous speaker says that we have had plenty of time to look at it because we knew it
was coming. Sure we knew it was coming, but we did not know which form it would
take….. The Australian people have also not been largely consulted on it.”[9]
Several speakers from the Coalition argued strongly that there was no adequate evidence
that the Australian people as a whole wanted any such bill. Mr. Nehl (the member for
Cowper) reported: “It is interesting, too, that when the government first brought in its
bill, in 1992, it had community consultations right around Australia. There were 646
submissions on the bill received from the public, and 563 were opposed to the
legislation. There were only 83 in favor of it.”[10] Opposition speakers also claimed that
the bill did not really have the support of ethnic minorities in the nation, it being seen as
unnecessary and potentially divisive; Government speakers claimed otherwise.[11]
Overall, the unsatisfactory nature of the Government’s introduction of such legislation
suggested that by subterfuge a piece of devious social engineering was being attempted.
As Mr. Cadman (the member for Mitchell) said, it seemed that the ALP was “setting an
agenda and a system of attitudes or values for Australia not sought out from the
Australian people themselves.”[12]
IV
In the 1994 House of Representatives debate only five of the thirty-nine speakers tried
specifically to define the key term “racism.” There were, however, implicit definitions in
other speeches, as well as attempts to define associated terms such as “racial hatred” and

“racial vilification.” Many speakers on both sides sought to distance themselves from
racism. Two speakers warned about the misuse of such terms for ulterior and
questionable purposes. Campbell said: “A racist today is anyone who wins an argument
with a multiculturalist….. On key issues such as immigration, multiculturalism and
Asianization we have a tyranny of the minorities and a disenfranchisement of the
majority. This bill is the starkest indicator of that process so far. The elites who have
been pushing these policies realize that, even though they dominate the bureaucracies
and academia, they are losing the intellectual argument. Their crude cries of ‘racist’ and
‘racism’ are proving less and less effective. Now they want a piece of legislation to
complement the declining power of the social sanctions against speaking out.”[13]
Mr. Cameron (the member for Stirling) said: “Under political correctness law, however,
there is no accepted definition of what constitutes racial hatred….. Some sections of the
community, however, regard any statement against the perceived interests of a minority
group as racist. For example, Tracker Tilmouth of the Central Land Council[14]
reportedly claimed that the Greens and the Coalition were racist for daring to propose
amendments to the land fund legislation. Those with extreme views are well represented
in the race-guilt enforcement industry charged with responsibility for the civil side of the
law.”[15]

George Orwell (25 June 1903 – 21 January 1950) wrote in his unpublished Preface to
Animal Farm, “If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people what
they do not want to hear.”
Source: By Branch of the National Union of Journalists (BNUJ).
(http://www.netcharles.com/orwell/) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
In general, Government speakers tended not to express concern about the terminology of

the bill, but many Coalition speakers were very critical of alleged ambiguities. Several
of these argued that international and overseas jurisdictions had avoided the term ‘racial
hatred’ because of the difficulty of defining the word “hatred”. Mr. Tuckey (the member
for O’Connor) said: “In State v Klapprott, the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that a
statute that made it an offense to utter any statement inciting hatred, abuse, violence or
hostility against a group by reason of race, color, religion or manner of worship, was
void for uncertainty, because the terms ‘hatred’, ‘abuse’ and ‘hostility’ are abstract and
indefinite.”[16]
Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) noted: “The international instruments which form the
constitutional support for this bill avoided reference to ‘incitement to racial hatred’, on
the basis that ‘hatred’ is too subjective a term for a court to assess. In the USA and
Canada, concern has also been expressed that the term is too uncertain a standard to
include in penal legislation….. Chief Justice Brogan concluded that it is not possible to
say when ill will becomes hatred. He noted that there is no norm to say when such an
emotion comes into being, and that it cannot be made a legitimate standard for a penal
statute.”[17]
Concern was also expressed by Opposition speakers about the vagueness used by the bill
in its proposed amendment to provide for a civil prohibition (which in due course
became the law). Mr. Ruddock (the member for Berowra) commented: “The
Commonwealth standard of ‘insult’ and ‘offend’ is both broad and vague in our view in
that an extraordinary range of statements are likely to be included under this
definition.”[18] Mr. Nugent (the member for Aston) added: “The problem with using
terms such as ‘offend’, ‘insult’ and ‘humiliate’ is that they are largely subjective in
nature. The courts in the UK have had trouble interpreting the word ‘insult’ in relation to
public order legislation, and there have been similar problems in the USA.”[19] Mr.
Connolly (the member for Bradfield) complained: “No other jurisdiction in Australia has
civil standards comparable to those in this bill….. where we find words such as ‘offend’,
‘insult’, ‘humiliate’ and ‘intimidate’….. all words closely associated with value
judgments.”[20]
Oddly, the topic of race itself was almost totally ignored. It may be that the House
collectively showed an ostrich-like attitude to the issue and indirectly encouraged a
Lysenkoist attitude to the science of races. Traditional anthropology, before the changes
and innovations most of all associated with Franz Boas (a Jew), did not accept the
currently fashionable doctrine of racial equality. Some students of race still do not.
William Gayley Simpson provided a profound consideration of the topic in his book
Which Way Western Man?[21] He wrote, inter alia:
A race is a major division of the human species. Its members, though
differing from one another in many minor respects, are nevertheless, as a
whole, distinguished by a particular combination of features, principally
non-adaptive, which they have inherited from ancestors as alike as they are
themselves. These distinguishing features are most apparent in body, where
they are both structural and measurable, but manifest themselves also in
‘innate capacity for intellectual and emotional development’, temperament
and character. With this we may compare Professor Bertil Lundman’s
definition: ‘Race… is a term that can be applied only to a reasonably
homogeneous human group that has preserved its hereditary characteristics
almost unchanged through a long succession of generations.’
What then is a ‘racist’? For all of forty years there has been acute need of
honest and fearless inquiry about what race is, and an atmosphere of free
discussion out of which might have come something like a scientific

consensus as to whether or not racial differences are real and, if so, how
much attention they require. But ‘racist’ is a term of opprobrium that was
invented by the equalitarians to prevent such investigation and discussion.
Simpson devoted four pages to listing thirty-three distinguished scientists who rejected
the doctrine of racial equality. He provided details of each of them and of their careers.
An important short political study of the race question is Race and Reason by Carleton
Putnam.[22] In the introduction by R. Ruggles Gates, Henry E. Garrett, R. Gayre of
Gayre and Wesley C. George (four of the scientists listed by Simpson) these authorities
made an important comment on the corruption of science by political ideology: “We can
also confirm Putnam’s estimate of the extent to which non-scientific, ideological
pressures have harassed scientists in the last thirty years, often resulting in the
suppression or distortion of truth…..we have no hesitation in placing on record our
disapproval of what has been all too commonly a trend since 1930. We do not believe
that there is anything to be drawn from the sciences in which we work which supports
the view that all races of men, all types of men, or all ethnic groups are equal and alike,
or likely to become equal or alike in anything approaching the foreseeable future. We
believe on the contrary that there are vast areas of difference within mankind not only in
physical appearance, but in such matters as adaptability to varying environments, and in
deep psychological and emotional qualities, as well as in mental ability and capacity for
development. We are of the opinion that in ignoring these depths of difference modern
man and his political representatives are likely to find themselves in serious difficulties
sooner or later.”[23]
Putnam argued that wide-scale dishonesty characterized American discussion of racial
controversies. Commenting on the Supreme Court desegregation decision of 17 May
1954, he had this to say about “the patent partiality of the authorities cited in favor of
integration”: “The majority of these appear either to belong to Negro or other minority
groups or to have prepared their studies under the auspices of such groups. To expect
these groups to present impartial reports on the subject of racial discrimination is like
expecting a saloon-keeper to prepare an impartial study of prohibition….. Their point of
view is important and deserves consideration. Many of them are brilliant and
consecrated men. But to permit them to provide the overwhelming preponderance of the
evidence is manifestly not justice.”[24]
Putnam denied that there was virtual unanimity among scientists on the biological
equality of the Negro with the other two major races:
There is a strong northern clique of equalitarian social anthropologists under
the hypnosis of the Boas school which… has captured important chairs in
many leading northern and western universities. This clique, aided by
equalitarians in government, the press, entertainment, and other fields, has
dominated public opinion in these areas and has made it almost impossible
for those who disagree with it to hold jobs….. The non-equalitarian
scientists have been forced largely into the universities of the South where
they are biding their time.
It is folly to talk of freedom, either of the press or of any other kind, when
such a situation exists….. [There is] a trilogy of conspiracy, fraud and
intimidation: conspiracy to gain control of important citadels of learning and
news dissemination, fraud in the teaching of false racial doctrines, and
intimidation in suppressing those who would preach truth.[25]
Particularly germane to the present Australian situation is Putnam’s analysis of political
opportunism as a corrupting factor in party politics involving discussion of racial issues.

Leaders of both major political parties in the USA, he said, close their eyes to the truths
of race. “Partly [it is] through ignorance of its scientific validity. But this ignorance they
are inclined to cherish, and to avoid correcting, because of the balance of power held by
Negro voters in certain key states….. The tragedy is that the great majority of Americans
are dividing their votes on other issues in such a way as to give this issue into the hands
of the minority….. Could the race question be isolated so that it could first be thoroughly
debated and then voted on by itself alone, the minority would be swamped.”[26]
In a subsequent book, Race and Reality,[27]Putnam pointed out that racial
discrimination is sometimes both scientifically and ethically justifiable: “[In answer to
the question: ‘Isn’t it unfair to discriminate legally against the exceptional Negro on the
basis of a racial average?’] We discriminate legally against exceptional minors by not
allowing them to vote, though certain of them may be more intelligent than many adults.
Discriminations of this sort are necessary to the practical administration of human
affairs….. the Christian religion offers salvation to all true believers, but this has nothing
to do with status. Status has to be earned, in religion as elsewhere, by merit….. Christ
was a man of infinite compassion, but he was not a man of maudlin or undiscriminating
sentimentality. Christ’s life, among other things, might well be called a study in firm
discrimination.”[28]
Putnam supported the age-old love of kith and kin, “the natural impulse of men to group
themselves around their own kind.”[29] He also stressed the importance of racial
discrimination in those contexts where races must be considered as wholes, as opposed
to contexts involving individuals of races: “But there is nothing unchristian in facing the
fact that, as individuals differ in merit, so averages differ among races in those attributes
involving specific cultures….. when we are confronted with a situation where a race
must be considered as a race, there is no alternative to building the system around the
average. The minor handicap to the exceptional individual, if such there be, is negligible
compared to the damage that would otherwise result to society as a whole.”[30]
Putnam defended the importance of the traditional meaning of the word
“discrimination”: “Is that man unjustified who marks a difference between right and
wrong, between better and worse? It has become the vogue to condemn discrimination
without asking what the reasons for the discrimination may be.”[31]
One of the greatest intellects of last century, the metaphysician and writer on sacred
traditions, Frithjof Schuon, stressed the importance of true discourse on race:
…Race is a form….. It is not possible, however, to hold that race is
something devoid of meaning apart from physical characteristics, for, if it be
true that formal constraints have nothing absolute about them, forms must
none the less have their own sufficient reason; … races… must…
correspond to human differences of another order…..
In order to understand the meaning of races one must first of all realize that
they are derived from fundamental aspects of humanity and not from
something fortuitous in nature. If racialism is something to be rejected, so is
an anti-racialism which errs in the opposite direction by attributing racial
difference to merely accidental causes and seeks to whittle away these
differences by talking about inter-racial blood-groups, or in other words by
mixing up things situated on different levels….. Racial mixtures may be
good or detrimental according to the case.[32]
An important recent study of the impact of ideology upon anthropological science can be
found in Kevin MacDonald’s The Culture of Critique.[33] In a chapter on “The Boasian
School of Anthropology and the Decline of Darwinism in the Social Sciences,”

MacDonald concluded: “A common thread of this chapter has been that scientific
skepticism and what one might term ‘scientific obscurantism’ have been useful tools in
combating scientific theories one dislikes for deeper reasons.”[34]
Ideological interference with the Australian political order in matters of race most of all
was manifest some three decades earlier. Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) referred to
the influx of Asians into the nation: “It was Harold Holt’s Coalition government in
March 1966 that abolished once and for all the White Australia policy – a decision
which enabled the welcome inflow of so many people from such a wide range of ethnic
and racial backgrounds, and since then including people from Asian nations particularly,
especially China and Vietnam.”[35] Former Prime Minister Bob Hawke (ALP)
eventually admitted publicly that the termination of this policy had been brought about
by a semi-secret agreement between the Coalition and the ALP, with the Australian
people themselves not being asked in advance for a mandate for such momentous
change through a referendum, since it was considered likely that they would vote No.
This is one of the most significant historical developments in Australian affairs to call in
question the nation’s habitual self-description as a “representative democracy.”
In this context, the enthusiasm of several speakers for “education against racism”[36]
sounded most suspect. It seemed that members from both political sides were equally
eager to see in place a program that would constitute indoctrination into the ideology of
racial equality rather than an academic inquiry into the nature of racial and ethnic
differences and different ways of addressing these within nations.
V
The argument over whether or not the proposed bill was a justifiable limitation of free
speech was, in my view, clearly won by its opponents. In introducing it the attorneygeneral, Mr. Lavarch, asserted that in it “free speech has been balanced against the rights
of Australians to live free of fear and racial harassment.”[37] This smooth argument had
for some years been advanced, notably, by Jewish spokespeople in the press and seems
to have been devised to try to get over the otherwise embarrassing obstacle of the fervor
with which British nations have traditionally defended free speech. The argument
assumes that such a balance is necessary (false) and that the two goods being balanced
are of equal worth (false). Implicit is the assumption that we cannot have a national
climate reasonably free for all citizens from fear and from racial harassment and also
have freedom of speech (false). In short, the argument is worthless casuistry.
Government speakers often pointed out that, as Mr. Tanner (the member for Melbourne)
said, “freedom of speech is not an absolute”. Many examples were given of laws that
already qualified what could be legally expressed. These related to a wide range of
subject matter, including (1) defamation and libel; (2) copyright; (3) obscenity, child
pornography and censorship; (4) official secrecy, national security, the state and federal
Crimes Acts; (5) contempt of court; (6) contempt of Parliament, rules for Parliamentary
speakers that forbid attacks on the Royal Family or the financial probity of fellow
members, the Parliamentary Privileges Act, the Public Order (Protection of Persons and
Property Act of 1971) which enables protesters in the gallery to be dealt with, and
penalties applying to people who display posters in the gallery; (7) consumer protection,
the Trade Practices Act which imposes restrictions in order to ensure that business
activity is conducted fairly and honestly, false advertising law, and fraud laws; (8)
broadcasting regulations; and (9) criminal laws about the counselling of others to
commit a crime. None of these constituted the same degree of erosion of free speech that
the bill did, for it broke new ground in striking at the freedom of each citizen to publicly
make basic political comment and criticisms concerning major issues of national policy
and direction.

Many important concerns were raised by the Coalition speakers. Mr. Ruddock (the
member for Berowra) said: “Our consultations have revealed that some people do have
grave reservations about the fact that people can be jailed for what they say as distinct
from what they do….. We do not think that a government should ever introduce or
endorse legislation which will send people to jail for offenses that are not clearly defined
in practical terms.”[38]
Mr. Filing (the member for Moore) enlarged on the Opposition’s objections to the
proposed Section 60 (an amendment to the Crimes Act of 1914): “There is a
fundamental difference… between expressing an opinion, however odious, and
threatening violence to personal property….. We on this side of the chamber will not
support a criminal sanction for expressing a view and encouraging others to adopt it
when you are not inciting people to damage property or persons.”[39]
Mr. Forrest (the member for Mallee) commented: “I have got some concerns about how
this bill basically neuters what I consider to be the reasonable expectation which all
Australians have come to treasure – the right to free speech. That right preserves the
capacity for people to speak out on a whole range of issues which they consider to be in
the public interest. Sometimes these views may require comment in regard to ethnic
origins, whether in respect of immigration, foreign policy or any other matter. I see
legislation such as this, in the hands of fringe minority groups, being used to constrain
such freedom….. Although the deliberate giving of offense may not be the purpose of
such speech, it is sometimes amazing what people can be offended by.”[40]
Mr. Cameron (the member for Stirling) pointed to another serious implication of the bill:
All laws restricting speech contain a penumbra, a twilight zone in which a
person cannot be sure if his statements infringe the law, and therefore cause
the prudent and the timid to refrain from making a much wider range of
statements than the law intended to prohibit. Sanctions imposed by the
courts will probably not be the major practical impediments to free speech.
Those who control access to the forums for disseminating ideas – the
publishing houses, the media and academia – will be forced to walk on egg
shells when dealing with any issue touching on race. They will, most
perhaps from a genuine desire to act lawfully – but some from a cynical
desire to suppress debate – cite the law as a reason not to publish anything
at variance with contemporary wisdom on multiculturalism.[41]
Mr. Slipper (the member for Fisher) noted: “By attempting to silence our opponents, we
question our own commitment to the cause and acknowledge the strength of our
opponent’s position….. We should all be concerned with a state which seeks to regulate
opinions and which declares the truth and then seeks to suppress any deviation….. The
thought police are to be let loose. This government will be setting up a type of offense
which will see political prisoners created in Australia.”[42]
Government speakers clearly failed to rebut the free speech argument. Mr. Latham (the
member for Werriwa) tried to set up an alternative ideal of “fair speech, consistent with
tolerance and understanding.”[43] This ignores the fact that people have varying degrees
of understanding, different ideas of what should be tolerated and different ideas about
what is or is not fair speech. Ms. Henzell (the member for Capricornia) did not want the
law “to permit disadvantaged or vulnerable groups to be seriously harmed by more
powerful groups.”[44] However, the bill’s supporters as a group failed completely to
produce evidence of such “serious harm” to ethnic minorities within Australia on a
sizeable scale. Mr. Theophanous (the member for Calwell) stated that “there are limits to
utterances when they promote racial hatred and undermine multicultural society.”[45]

This ignored the fact that many Australians might want to argue in favor of a
homogeneous, if not monocultural society, and that such a position in no way
automatically indicates that they are racial haters. Later this speaker made a most
significant interjection: “It is to stop Nazis and others in Australia of their type that this
bill has been organized!”[46] He may inadvertently have pointed to a secret agenda
behind the bill designed in the interests of one particular ethnic minority –Jews. Mrs.
Easson (the member for Lowe) said: “This bill… attacks the public tolerance of racist
speech. If we declare our intolerance of racist speech, the social ethos will evolve over
time away from racism.”[47] This smacks more of social engineering than assistance of
vulnerable persons. And Mr. Hollis (the member for Throsby) saw the bill as rejecting
“the right of racists to go out and practice their craft”.[48] For him, perhaps, “racists”
were any people who disagreed with himself on issues involving race. To sum up, the
Government speakers were bent on censorship, proud of their moral virtue and unwilling
or unable to countenance the existence of, and the expression of, a plurality of views on
matters involving race - or the possibility that their own views might be to some extent
erroneous.
VI
A feature of the 1994 debate was the apparently complete obsequiousness of the
Australian Parliament to the United Nations Organization. A number of speakers cited
the UNO as having provided the constitutional basis for national legislation on racial
issues.[49] Ms. Worth (the member for Adelaide) quoted the preamble to the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination as stating: “…any doctrine of
superiority based on racial differentiation is scientifically false, morally condemnable,
socially unjust and dangerous and….. there is no justification for racial
discrimination.”[50] There is a dangerous odor of institutional infallibility about that
article. It is also regrettable that it repudiates ‘racial discrimination’ tout court when,
properly, it should only repudiate ‘unjust racial discrimination’. Such carelessness with
terminology (or is it intended manipulation?) does not encourage confidence in the
UNO. Putnam exposed the unscientific nature of a UNESCO Statement on Race
published in 1950.[51] UNESCO was forced to first publish a modification and later a
booklet rebutting both the initial statement and the modification by fourteen scientists of
world standing. Putnam went on to show how the scientists’ correction was later ignored
by the big battalions of media, politicians, the entertainment industry, scientific
hierarchy and educational establishment.
Not one speaker in the debate was prepared to address the unreliability, if not outright
mendacity, of the UNO, or to discuss whether it really was in Australia’s interest to be
bound by any of its declarations – or to what extent Australia should co-operate with it.
The UNO has been the subject of unfavorable scrutiny in a number of important
books.[52] One of the great questions of our time is whether or not the UNO was
deliberately established as the prototype of a future world government, the “New World
Order,” which in fact would be a global tyranny of certain elite groups. Ms. Worth also
referred to “the standards that the global community has agreed upon”; but it is doubtful
that any such community can truly be said to exist, let alone that it was properly
consulted, with every adult person in every member state being well informed about the
standards beforehand.
VII
One explanation for the appearance of the 1994 Racial Hatred bill is that it formed part
of a program to transform Australia from its original status as an essentially British
nation into… something else. The key word used to describe that something else is one
with a sliding range of possible meanings that easily enables deception and causes

confusion. That word is multiculturalism. It is possible to make the idea of a
‘multicultural Australia’ sound rich and exciting, an example of the truth that variety is
the spice of life. On the other hand, perhaps such an Australia might be easily made into
a satrapy of the New World Order, in which a demoralized citizenry of quasi-slaves have
no peoplehood left, no folk or kin group to protect them from the tyrants.
Understandably, proponents of multiculturalism tend to be in favor of plenty of
immigration and from as many different ethnic groups around the world as possible.
This raises the question of whether the bill was seen partly as a means of inhibiting
public expression of opposition to high levels of immigration and to multiculturalism.
Mr. Robert Brown (the member for Charlton) had this to say:
I believe that in Australia we have developed and refined an important
concept when we talk about a multicultural society. In the process of doing
that, we have, in effect, adopted a positive and practical policy of national
purpose and identity…..
We have a society which consists, quite deliberately, of people from varied
and diverse ethnic, racial and cultural backgrounds….. we have developed a
country which has a great number of stimulating, exciting, diverse and
interesting qualities…..
I think it is one of the greatest social and inter-racial initiatives ever
undertaken anywhere in the world. I believe that it represents a deliberate
attempt to bring together people of diverse cultural and racial backgrounds
on the basis of their simply being people…..
There can be little doubt that the vibrant culture that exists in Australia
today is a welcome replacement of the narrow xenophobic Australia of the
past….. we are a more successful, energetic, thoughtful, forward-looking
and outward-looking society than we ever were in the past.[53]
What identity? What qualities? What does “simply being people” mean? The speech is
vague; the language turgid; it looks like politicians’ cant. Notably, it involves slander of
the past (the times of the pioneers, the explorers and the soldiers in two great wars) in
order to flatter the present.
Mr. Latham (the member for Werriwa) remarked: “This is indeed landmark legislation. It
represents an important landmark in Australia’s transformation from an inward-looking,
monocultural society to an outward-looking, tolerant, confident, multicultural
society.”[54] Was the British Australia of the recent past, which saw itself as part of a
noble and magnificent empire of many peoples, “inward-looking”? It does not seem to
have occurred to the speaker that unity of culture, based upon unity of race, may also
mean strength and profundity of culture, while multiculturalism, like syncretism in
religion, may mean disintegration and decadence. And how tolerant is this new society
to be of those who criticize it? Not very, the bill suggested.
Putnam issued in 1961 a warning of the dangers of undiscriminating immigration policy:
“The immigration of many millions of people into the USA, particularly during the past
eighty years, has brought together here the greatest assortment of ethnic stocks in the
world and probably in history. If the lessons of European experience have any meaning,
such a conglomeration of racial and ethnic elements renders a serious cultural decline
inevitable. Symptoms of the decline are already apparent in the deteriorating state of
some aspects of our culture, in the irresoluteness and confusion of our national leaders
and in the virulence of frank anti-social behavior among our people far in excess of that
encountered in West European countries, Canada and Australia….. Today, in excessive

homicide, treason, juvenile delinquency and other crimes with their tremendous cost in
suffering and treasure, we are paying the price for our reckless generosity to peoples of
other lands.”[55]
Mr. Campbell (the member for Kalgoorlie) hit one nail right on the head: “This bill… is
clearly designed to stifle open debate on matters such as immigration and
multiculturalism at a time when both are increasingly coming into public disrepute.”[56]
And two Coalition speakers pointed to anomalies in the bill. Mr. Cameron (the member
for Stirling) supported the concept of “racially blind” legislation: “This bill is analogous
to the government prohibiting theft from migrants only. One wonders why the
Government is extending a protection which all Australians should enjoy only to
members of minority racial groups. The obvious, if cynical, answer is that the
Government will not earn kudos from the multicultural lobby by passing a law with a
general operation. The rest of us are entitled to feel discriminated against.”[57] Mr.
Atkinson (the member for Isaacs) added: “To me, of fundamental importance to this
country is one set of laws for a group of people who choose to live in this country and
call Australia home….. If we are going to bring people together in this country and
develop an interest as Australians for Australians, we should not introduce legislation
that enables racial qualifications to be placed in front of them.”[58]
VIII
The most important political pressure group in Australia to consistently challenge the
doctrine of racial equality has been the Australian League of Rights. This organization,
founded in 1960, grew out of the Social Credit movement of the 1930s. It has always
supported the Christian and British ethos of the nation, it has tended to be wary of
programs for Aboriginal “advancement” and “land rights” (seeing these as potentially
divisive of the political order), it has tended to oppose non-European immigration and
favor the maximum possible ties with Britain and the former British dominions of
Canada and New Zealand, it has favored patriotic nationalism and been very wary of the
UNO, and it has often been critical of Jewish influence within national and international
politics (which it has seen as often hostile to its own ideals and policies). It has been
easy for its political opponents to stigmatize it as “racist” and “anti-Semitic.”
An important feature of the 1994 debate was what may be called the slanderfest of the
“extreme right”, with the League as main target. For example, National Party Leader
Tim Fischer (the member for Farrer) proudly stated: “Members of this house will know
that over the years I have been involved in many battles against what we call the Far
Right, the League of Rights and other organizations from the extreme Right, some
members of whom hold the sort of odious racist views that this bill is intended to
address. From that experience, I have come to know that these people do not think
rationally about such issues. They interpret the actions of others, governments in
particular, in terms of the twisted international conspiracies they imagine.”[59] Some
might well see this sort of vague language as reckless vilification. Fischer went on to
add: “In this respect, as in my constant and unflinching opposition to the Far Right, my
record stands me in good stead and provides a self-evident defense against those who
would seek to place the racist tag on my back or on the back of any member of the
parliamentary National Party.”[60]
Government spokesman Mr. Latham (the member for Werriwa) had this to say: “Yet a
small minority of racists and racist organizations do express and seek to incite racial
intolerance and hatred….. We do have the League of Rights and we do have in election
campaigns organizations such as Australians Against Further Immigration, which run
their campaigns on a racist platform.”[61] An impartial analysis of both the named
groups might also find evidence of unjust vilification here too.

Mr. Snow (the member for Eden-Monaro) said: “There is plenty of intolerance and
bigotry about. For instance, the League of Rights has been mentioned in this debate. The
League of Rights has a phobia about Zionism….. Zionism poses some ethereal threat,
which I have never been able to perceive in spite of all the writings of those who are on
the right, such as those in the League of Rights.”[62] That was not an intellectually
substantial rebuttal of the League’s commentaries on Zionist and Jewish influence in
politics. It was vilification offered in defense of an anti-vilification bill!
At least seven other speakers participated in the slanderfest.[63] Not a single speaker in
the whole debate sought to stem this avalanche of misinformation and defamation. A
significant body of Australians was being demonized, leading to the strong presumption
that the discussion was not the completely free exchange of views it might seem to be.
What power within the political order could be so powerful that it was able to frighten
both major political parties into such a dishonorable group attack?
IX
It seems that Jewish influence played a large part in the formulation of the Racial Hatred
bill of 1994. That is, if Graham Campbell is correct in claims made in his speech.
Campbell said: “Mr. Keating finally announced that the bill would definitely be
introduced before the end of 1994 at the 36th biennial conference of the Zionist
Federation of Australia. The outgoing president of the ZFA, Mark Leibler, was one of
those who had most strongly pushed for this bill, with criminal sanctions. The choice of
venue for the announcement underlined from where the major lobbying pressure for the
introduction of such a bill had come. Of course, other ethnic groups and academics have
been involved and Aboriginals have been used as a stalking horse, but the main driving
force has clearly been the Zionist lobby.”[64]
Mr. Campbell gave other examples of Jewish influence in Australia’s national politics:
(1) At the same conference Mr. Keating announced the formation of a multicultural
advisory council to advise the Government on cultural diversity dimensions of the
centenary of Federation and the Olympic Games – and nominated as first (and at that
stage only) member a lobbyist from the ZFA; (2) The imposition on Australia in 1988 of
a “costly and counter-productive war-crimes trials process” [purely set up to catch
alleged Nazis]; (3) The sacking of the secretary and deputy-secretary to the Immigration
Department in 1990 because they resisted opening up a separate immigration category
for Soviet Jews; and (4) The achievement of changes to the immigration rules which
“were used to block controversial historian David Irving from entering Australia.”

British historian David Irving
Source: Photo taken from the Irving website that states: "These photographs are
provided for use copyright free unless otherwise indicated" [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
In dealing with the attempt by Jewish spokesman Jeremy Jones to deny the truth of the
third of these charges (which had been exposed in the Canberra Times by journalist
Verona Burgess), Campbell said:
Neither the Zionist lobby nor anyone else has the right to use state authority
to deny inconvenient facts of history and remain unchallenged. Nor should
we attempt to suppress people who make such denials….. This is how we
should approach those who deny the Holocaust. They should be met with
the facts and arguments in open debate and not suppressed….. This bill is
also designed to entrench one view of history as holy writ. All aspects of
history, no matter how horrible and distressing to some people, should be
open for critical examination and discussion. We cannot rule a line on the
study of the past. I really believe that if we do not make a stand on this bill,
then the authoritarian excesses will get worse.[65]
Campbell raised these matters with an admirable mixture of directness and tact: “I want
to make it clear that in talking of the Zionist lobby, I am not talking about the great
majority of Jews, many of whom, I know, are totally opposed to this bill. I am talking
about a relatively small group in the Jewish community, disproportionately composed of
authoritarian zealots who have crushed or silenced internal opposition. Due to a
combination of money, position, relentless lobbying and the manipulation of their victim
status, they have a very powerful influence, both in Australia and abroad.”[66] Although
many other speakers referred to Jewish matters, most being sympathetic to Jewish
interests,[67] none of the twenty-six who followed Campbell made any significant
reference to his comments about the role of the Zionist lobby in promoting the bill and
otherwise strongly influencing Australian political affairs. The natural presumption is
that they knew they could not refute his thesis but did not wish to be associated with it.

X
After being passed in the House of Representatives (the lower house of the Australian
Parliament) on party lines 71-59 the bill was sent for consideration to the Australian
Senate (the upper house), which arranged for its joint (all-party) Legal and
Constitutional Committee to investigate it. As a result some public hearings were heard
and I attended the one in Melbourne on 24th February 1995, having arranged in advance
to be allowed to make a submission. What occurred there, I believe, casts considerable
light on the nature of both the bill and its eventual acceptance by the Senate (after which
in amended form it became law as part of the Racial Discrimination Act). After being
invited to address the hearing by its chairman, ALP Senator Barney Cooney, I began by
explaining that I appeared as a private citizen and representative of a long line of British
and European writers who had defended free speech. I continued as follows:
Within the last 24 hours I have nearly completed a first reading of the
transcript of the hearing held by this committee in Canberra a week ago on
17th February. This convinces me that there is still widespread confusion
and error in many people about the nature of this bill and its implications. I
remain convinced that the bill should be completely rejected at this stage,
and that a new inquiry should be set up into relevant matters of society and
race in this nation, an inquiry which is indisputably and manifestly
impartial.
On page 276 of that transcript, we read that Senator Abetz said a week ago:
“Let us say I was an outrageous revisionist of the academic view and said,
‘The Holocaust did not exist, did not happen.’ There are some people with
that strange view of history.” He indicated that he believed that such a view
and the promotion thereof “would offend all Jewish people” and would be
done “because of the race.” He added that “these revisionists say these
things” because they believe that “the Jews have perpetrated a fraud on
society and got them to accept a version of history that was not true.” Dr
Sernack commented: “You may very well hold those beliefs in good faith
but, nevertheless, it may not be reasonable in the circumstances to
promulgate them.” On page 280, Senator Abetz talked about a neo-Nazi and
asked: “If there were a neo-Nazi meeting to which only neo-Nazis were
invited to hear some revisionist history, would that be a public place?”
Later he referred to “this outrageous revisionist version of history”. Later
still he referred to the revisionist view of the Holocaust as “just diatribe.”
These and many other references throughout the transcript show that an
inadequate background of knowledge is being brought to the public
deliberations on this bill and that a crudeness and lack of subtlety of
terminology are being employed, which means clearly that the nation is not
yet ready to have legislation on such controversial matters of race and
society framed, debated, legislated and enacted. A Miss Chung said, on
page 302, “We can never wait for the perfect time.” However, the present
time, the present context, is grossly imperfect, so the voice of wisdom says,
“Not yet, not yet.”
I end with a series of challenging assertions which I am prepared to defend
to the best of my ability. The bill is too vaguely worded and offers
insufficient safeguards for intellectual freedom. The terms “racist” and
“racism” are too vague for adequate debate. They are unscientific in the
sense used by Professor Eric Voegelin of the term “fascism” in his seminal
work, The New Science of Politics, published by the University of Chicago

Press in 1952 in America.[68] “Denial of the Holocaust” and allied terms
are prejudicial and seriously misleading. Revisionist historians, David
Irving and the Australian League of Rights, as well as many other
individuals and groups in the so-called far right spectrum, are honourable
and decent people who deserve a fair hearing. Their exclusion from public
debate on this bill by the major media is a national intellectual scandal. The
member for Kalgoorlie in the House of Representatives, Mr Graeme
Campbell, was correct to state that the major impetus for this bill has come
from Jewish Zionist pressure groups and individuals, as he said in the House
debate of 15th and 16th November. Jewish Zionist influence on our national
politics has become excessive and needs to be curbed.[69]
The chairman in response suggested that there was no problem “under this bill in saying
that the Holocaust did not occur” and likened such a claim to stating that Dresden was
not bombed in World War Two, that the Kokoda Trail did not exist, that there was no
Burma Railway built by the Japanese with prisoner of war labor, or that William III was
a homosexual [that is, a series of obvious absurdities]. In response I said:
I think that is arguable. In any case, this bill needs to be seen in a context
that goes far beyond that of Australia; a context that includes a number of
other countries that have been mentioned in debate on this matter, such as
Britain, France, Germany, Austria, Canada, America, where it is quite plain
that there is what appears to be a worldwide campaign to inhibit as much as
possible the expression of certain controversial views on various topics
associated with race, of which the Holocaust and the degree of Jewish
influence in national and international politics is one.
The chairman asked why I picked out the Holocaust. I replied:
Mr. Chairman, I am a writer. I believe it is necessary, as [Joseph] Brodsky,
one of the Nobel Prize winners for literature, said, to speak the whole truth
fearlessly. It is necessary to go to the heart of the matter. This I believe is
where the heart of the matter is. Moreover, when I look at the transcript of
last week’s hearing, I see that there is quite a significant number of
references to Jewish matters, to Nazism, neo-Nazism, the Holocaust and so
on. This is a very important aspect of this bill.
The chairman repeated his question and I replied:
Because I think this takes us straight to the heart of the socio-political
context in which this bill has been presented to the parliament. I have
referred to the writings of Ian Dallas. I have one of his books here – a
magnificent piece of writing called The Ten Symphonies of Gorka
Konig.[70] He is a Muslim sheikh. He is a man of an extraordinary range of
knowledge and intellect and he would argue that I am doing just that, that I
am going to the heart of the matter. The other matters you refer to may be
important but they are not as important as the one I am referring to.[71]
There now occurred an extraordinary intervention. It so happened that in this small
room, containing some fifteen or so persons, one of them was none other than Mark
Leibler, the very powerful and prominent Jewish activist and leader to whom Graeme
Campbell had referred in his House of Representatives speech. Leibler now passionately
intervened: “Mr. Chairman, this is a new experience for me. I have never been before a
Senate committee and listened to something which is really straight out of The Protocols
of the Elders of Zion. Now that we are here, perhaps Mr. Jackson ought to be asked to
explain. What he is obviously telling us is that all the ills of the world are attributable

back to the Jews, that this is a worldwide conspiracy and the Jewish people are
responsible for everything. I think it would be of interest to the committee if perhaps you
asked Mr. Jackson to explain how all this happens, for example, how the Jews control
the government here, how the Jews control the international community. Maybe you
should invite him to explain.”[72] Rather taken aback by this onslaught and its
intellectual crudity, I had the feeling that Leibler was acting a role, a familiar role for
him, in which a person or a group or a view was not to be so much discussed as
rubbished and hissed off the stage.
He and the chairman for a few moments discussed implications of Holocaust denial and
its relationship to the bill. Leibler likened such “denial” to saying “that the moon does
not exist or the sun or the earth is square.”[73] He then renewed his attack on me: “But
Mr. Chairman, we have been treated here to something which I have never heard but I
have seen on TV. This is The Protocols of the Elders of Zion. This gentleman is talking
about a worldwide Jewish conspiracy controlling all governments, controlling the world.
I would like to know how this is done. He should be asked to explain.”
Fortunately I was able to respond to these diatribes and the whole conversation is on the
public record. I replied:
It should be quite plain, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Leibler has grossly
misrepresented what I said and given a superb example of what I was
talking about when I talked about inadequate terminology and an inadequate
background knowledge. I said nothing whatever about the Jews being
responsible for “all the ills of the world.” I have not talked about a
conspiracy engineered by the Jews. To suggest that reality of the sun and the
moon is comparable to the reality of a controversial historical event is
nonsense. I resent very strongly the imputations that this gentleman has
made about me.[74]
Leibler was plainly on the back foot now, as he had clearly ascribed to me views I had
neither directly nor indirectly expressed, exaggerated statements I had made, and come
up with a ludicrously stupid comparison. Leibler meanwhile continued in a very
sarcastic voice: “I got it wrong, Mr. Chairman. It was not the Jews; it was the Zionists.
Correct?”[75] It evidently did not occur to him that an apology was in order.
There now occurred another memorable exchange. The Chairman turned to a Mr.
Pearce, a representative of the prestigious Victorian Council for Civil Liberties, and
asked him: “Mr. Pearce, what do you say about that? Do you agree with what Mr.
Jackson said?” Pearce replied: “With virtually none of what he said.”[76] It amazed and
disappointed me that this man said nothing in support of my free speech position and
nothing about the way in which Leibler had clearly misrepresented me. I had the
conviction that foremost in his mind was the desire not to be associated in any way at all
with what he regarded as “anti-Semitism.” And, if I am correct, that shows the degree to
which a taboo has infected Australian society: an eleventh commandment – “Say no ill
of the Jews.” Pearce went on to argue, effectively I thought, that Holocaust denial would
become illegal if the bill was passed. Along the way he remarked: “We are here to talk
about this bill and not the international Zionist controversy.”[77]
I managed to get another important point made: “No distinction has been made yet
between the phrase ‘denial of the Holocaust’ and between revisionist historians of
responsible and intellectual caliber who are not ‘denying the Holocaust’ but who are
arguing that it has been exaggerated – something which any historian should be perfectly
free to say about any particular historical event. Using the phrase ‘denial of the
Holocaust’ constantly evades facing up to this question that it is not a matter of denial. It

is a matter of questioning the extent of.”[78]
Soon the chairman was again comparing Holocaust denial to saying that no Australian
troops were killed on the Burma Railway, and I was able to make an important point
about that: “I am not aware of any significant body of historians of academic and
intellectual quality who are making any denials about the Australian activities in the
Burma railroad et cetera and, therefore I am afraid that comparison is quite irrelevant.
But there is such a body making these sorts of comments about the Holocaust. Some of
them are in jail in certain countries and I feel that this legislation is at least a step in the
direction of putting Australian intellectuals who are dissidents in gaol.”[79]
Mr. Leibler soon remarked: “I could not really take this seriously. It is best that I say no
more. I would hope that no-one else takes it any more seriously than I do.”[80] I thought
his tone petulant; and it occurred to me that he was used to saying publicly the sort of
defamatory things he had been saying about me without being effectively challenged.
The major media often published Jewish attacks on their opponents but rarely if ever
opinion articles by writers of “the extreme right”. But now, all of a sudden, he had a
capable debating opponent from that stable who was being given opportunity to reply to
him – and it was all going onto the public record. It seemed that he had grasped that he
had better not take the debate with me any further.
A representative from the Australian Civil Liberties Union[81], Mr. Geoff Muirden, now
uttered a word of support for me: “I feel that matters raised by the revisionists should be
a matter of open debate. If the Jews take exception to it, as they apparently do, they
should be able to meet the revisionists in open debate. There should not be this attempt
to suppress David Irving from entering Australia.”[82]
The conversation moved to the topic of combating racism by means of educational
programs and, after several speakers had given their views, I was able to speak:
We tend to assume in public discussions in this country and in other Western
countries that education is a great good. It is surprising, however, how much
written material by top quality minds now exists to suggest that modern
mass education has in many respects been a very harmful influence. I can
quote simply one top writer, Frithjof Schuon, one of the Perennialists
School. He is a Muslim writer but he has argued this in quite a number of
essays.[83] I have been listening with interest to what has been said in the
later part of this discussion and it convinces me that the education first
needs to begin among the people in this room and others who speak the kind
of language that they speak. For I say again that if you use words like
“racist” and “racism” you are using unscientific terminology, as Professor
Voegelin said.
In response to this, Leibler sneered: “Mein Kampf.”[84] He had been reduced to the
schoolboy tactic of mindless derision. What on earth had my speech to do with Hitler?! I
responded: “Despite Mr. Leibler’s recent sneering comment, this is a serious matter, as I
say. The word ‘racism’ needs to be very carefully examined; it will be found that it is
used in many contexts with many ranges of meanings.” The chairman tried to sweep
aside my insistence on careful defining.[85] I replied: “Still coming back to your
question relating to racial hatred, incitement to it and so forth, can we afford as a nation
to frame and pass in the parliament legislation that flies too much in the face of truth? I
think that is a question that has not been adequately answered at all today. I agree with
what Mr. Wakim has said in his colloquial language – if I may put it that way – that a
hell of a lot of work has to be done in order to reverse stereotypes. I have been observing
that just today, because although I have made a number of points which have certainly

not been answered by anyone here, people have gone merrily along their way using the
old stereotypes that I have queried.”[86]
The chairman tried to get Mr. Pearce to agree that legislation against racism is necessary
in a multicultural society; but Pearce would not be drawn: “We do not see that the
conduct which this bill will proscribe threatens social or public order…..That is because
there is no evidence that we have seen that the conduct which this legislation seeks to
proscribe does threaten public and social order.”[87]
He was supported by Liberal Party Senator O’Chee: “I think that what Mr. Pearce is
saying is that in a tolerant society you have room for free speech, and he is saying that if
you curtail that principle you strike at the very principle of tolerance itself and ultimately
you undermine a multicultural society.”[88] Pearce went on to explain that there were
only “two very discrete and small categories of conduct” which the bill proscribed that
were not already proscribed by other laws: “hate speech” and “giving offense or
insulting someone”. He insisted: “There is simply no evidence that I have seen which
demonstrates that conduct of that kind in Australia in 1995 threatens social order.”[89]
I had asked for definitions; Pearce had asked for evidence; neither of us had been
satisfied in this hearing. I was allowed the final say by the chairman who kindly thanked
me for ‘a very good contribution this afternoon’. I said: “Could I say something about
the matter of conciliation which was raised?..... It was suggested that the Human Rights
and Equal Opportunity Commission conciliators are neutral. I think that that is a
questionable statement. I think that, in the social-political context in which that body
was set up, and in which it operates, an individual Australian citizen may well be
entitled not to have confidence that such neutrality exists. I would ask every senator who
is present here…” (“And who is a white Aryan Australian –”, Leibler sneeringly
interrupted.)….. “I would like to ask every senator here to see what I have had to say
about that in my short 9-page letter of late January because I made a very serious
comment for the senators about just this matter of conciliation.”[90]
Why did one of Australia’s most prominent and powerful Jewish leaders feel a need
twice to try to undermine my remarks by associating me, without any justification from
my words, with Nazism and Hitler? I left the hearing strengthened in my conviction that
Jewish will was a prime motivation behind the bill and that it was not at all benign
towards those who would oppose it, no matter how decent they were as people, no
matter how eloquent and logical they were in argument. I also felt that I had witnessed
an all-too-typical timidity in others when confronted by manifestations of that will.
XI
Three cases brought under the Racial Discrimination Act in its new form which became
applicable in October 1995 (without including criminal sanctions for persons found
guilty of inciting racial hatred, since the Australian Parliament had rejected that) aroused
concern among supporters of free speech. In each case the defendant was found to have
transgressed the Act and was accordingly punished. Two were bankrupted by lengthy
legal processes which they had to some extent themselves initiated; these were Olga
Scully, a Tasmanian woman of Russian ethnicity, and Dr. Fredrick Töben, a Victorian of
German origins. The third defendant was a gun journalist from Melbourne’s mass
circulation newspaper, the Herald Sun, Andrew Bolt, of Dutch ethnicity; and his case
became a cause célèbre. Indeed it is widely understood that the verdict in Bolt’s case
was what prompted Tony Abbott to promise reform of the Act in 2012 and to attempt
this, unsuccessfully as it has turned out, after he became prime minister.
It appears that Scully had been making a practice of dropping unsolicited political
pamphlets and videos in letter-boxes, as well as selling these and various books in a

public marketplace. The record of proceedings states that some of these materials
claimed that Germany did not engage in organized brutality during World War Two, and
that Germans had been wrongly depicted as fiends. It was argued that the bodies of
concentration camp victims were not burnt in gas ovens, but had ordinary cremation.
The camp at Auschwitz had a swimming pool, school and theatre.[91]
It was also reported that Scully had distributed pamphlets alleging that the Holocaust
was a lie, the Talmud encouraged pedophilia, Jews orchestrated the Port Arthur
massacre[92], communism was a Jewish plot and the world banks, media and
pornography are under Jewish control.
Some of the material she placed in Launceston letter-boxes included The Inadvertent
Confession of a Jew, The Jewish Khazar Kingdom, Russian Jews Control Pornography,
The Most Debated Question of our Time – Was There Really a Holocaust?, and an
untitled excerpt on which was written in longhand: “The white Christian nations are the
true seed of Israel. ‘The synagogue of Satan’ – who say they are Judean – but are lying
frauds, are trying to force the white race to mongrelize.” There was also a document
entitled “MFP – What Are Japan’s Motives?”, in which Scully had underlined the names
of three individuals mentioned in the article, including that of Mr. David Rockefeller of
Chase Manhattan Bank, and written in the margin next to their names “3 Jews”. On a
photograph of Rockefeller she had written “Jew” across his forehead.[93]
Mr. Anthony Cavanough QC, the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity commissioner,
gave his decision on 21st September 2000. He found that Scully had breached Section
18C of the Act. Factors that contributed to his finding included the “stridently antiSemitic” tone of her material and “the inflammatory tone of the publications.” He
rejected a claim by Scully that she made a clear distinction between “Talmudic/Zionist
/Communist Jews” and “good” Jews, pointing out that her leaflets for the most part
made no such distinction, but attacked Jews generally.
Justice Cavanough explained why he did not believe that the exemptions allowed in
Section 18D (which Scully had, in any case, failed to invoke) would have exonerated
her. He felt that the leaflets did not bear “on their face the appearance of reasonableness,
good faith and genuineness of purpose.” Rather, they appeared to be “intended to defame
and injure Jews”, whether or not they had other purposes. He believed that “the extreme
nature of the imputations made, the intemperate and inflammatory tone of the leaflets
and the great variety of subject matter which have been made vehicles for the
imputations against Jews” combined “to suggest a lack of the reasonableness and good
faith required by Section 18D… and a lack of the requisite ‘genuineness’ of purpose.”
The judge further explained that he did not think the exemption of “in good faith” could
have been successfully invoked by Scully just because she “honestly or sincerely” held
her negative views about Jews.
As for the criterion of “reasonableness,” he felt she would not have succeeded with this
either, as her material was “unverified and lacking in persuasiveness.” He evidently did
not feel that Scully had taken care prior to publication to establish the truth of the
assertions in the pamphlets, or checked them for accuracy, or that she possessed any
“special knowledge” which would justify publication. Moreover, he did not believe that
her activities were carried out for any “genuine academic, artistic or scientific purpose”
(another criterion for exemption). Rather, he saw them as the spreading of “hate
propaganda”. He did not regard the leaflets as “reports” or as touching on “a subject of
public interest”, since their topics as a whole were too broad to fit the statutory concept.
A “subject of public interest could not be some general abstraction unrelated to the
conduct of particular individuals.” Finally, the judge did not regard the publications as

“comment”, let alone “fair comment.”[94]
It is worth noting at this point some of the definitions contained in the “Guide to the
Racial Hatred Act” published by the Australian Human Rights Commission on its
website. The phrase “in good faith” is stated to mean that “the act [of publication] must
have been done without spite, ill-will or any other improper motive”. If there has been “a
culpably reckless and callous indifference” to injury that a targeted person or group
would be likely to experience, this also would establish a lack of good faith. Moreover,
if publication was found to be “unpersuasive” and having “a main purpose to humiliate
and denigrate” a person or group, the exemption would also not excuse it.
The AHRC claims that the test for “done reasonably” is objective: “Whether or not the
publisher… thought the act was reasonable, it is the ordinary person whose assessment
is relevant. The context of the act or publication, community standards of morality and
ethics and the impact on the community, on the targeted person or group and on race
relations are all relevant.”
What is one to make of the significance of the Scully case? Was justice done? In my
judgment Scully, despite her obviously genuine desire to witness to the truth and defend
those she felt had been unfairly traduced, was considerably at fault. It seems to me that
she had become fanatically obsessed with her political views, so that she relied on
writings of unworthy quality, lost to some extent her sense of the humanity of those she
was criticizing, lost the crucial awareness that there might be another side to the matter,
lost the awareness that she herself might be in error to some extent, and failed to realize
that dropping unsolicited material into letter-boxes is an invasion of privacy that is to be
avoided if possible.
Her Jewish adversaries had grounds for complaint. Whether they were wise and
compassionate in proceeding is a different issue. It is hard to believe that Scully’s
activities constituted any seriously dangerous threat to the Jewish community. Perhaps it
would have been nobler to ignore this case of a loner with “a bee in her bonnet.”
Certainly her punishment of bankruptcy is excessive, but she partly brought this on
herself by stubbornness and mismanagement of her case.
What is perhaps most important is the inevitable subjectivity that entered the judging of
her case. The language of the Act itself is inevitably vague, ambiguous and capable of
different interpretations by different observers. Some of Justice Cavanough’s opinions
appear contestable. While there was error and crudity in some of Scully’s publications,
there appears also to have been some truth in them, possibly dissident truth that deserves
dissemination; and there is a danger that successful litigation in such a case has the
effect of “throwing out the baby with the bath water.”
XII
A more important, more sensational and better known case brought under the Racial
Discrimination Act was that initiated against Dr. Fredrick Töben by Jeremy Jones and
the committee members of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry in 1996, a matter
that was to drag out until 2009. Töben had established a revisionist website under the
name of the Adelaide Institute. The complaint was that Töben through his website had
engaged in malicious anti-Jewish propaganda. He had denied the Nazi genocide of the
Jews and blamed Jews for the crimes committed under Stalin. He had stated that “the
well-connected Jewish lobby wants to signal for those who are aware of their various
rackets and schemes, that, if you cross them as an individual or as a nation, then they
will boycott, persecute and ultimately punish you, using Gentile government agencies
and Gentile taxpayers’ money…..One day in the not too distant future the tables might
well have turned and the aroused Gentile world will mete out justice and

vengeance.”[95]
A hearing took place before the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission in
1998 and on 10th October 2000 the Commission ruled that Töben must remove from the
Adelaide Institute website material considered to be hate speech and refrain from
republishing such or similar material. This ruling was confirmed by Justice Branson in
the Federal Court on 17th September 2002. The offending material included: (1) claims
that there is serious doubt that the Holocaust occurred; (2) statements that it is unlikely
that there were homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz; (3) an accusation that Jewish
people who are offended by and challenge Holocaust denial are of limited intelligence;
(4) claims that some Jewish people, for improper purposes, including financial gain,
have exaggerated the number of Jews killed during World War Two and the
circumstances in which they were killed; (5) a home page statement headed “About the
Adelaide Institute.”[9 ]
Like Scully, Töben had declined to make use of the exemptions allowable under Section
18D. In the Scully case Justice Hely had noted: “The present proceedings were not
concerned with the truth or falsity of what was distributed by the respondent; rather, it
was concerned with whether her leaflets were reasonably likely to offend, insult,
humiliate or intimidate Jews in Australia….. The fact, if it be a fact, that assertions made
in the leaflets may be wrong or inaccurate does not of itself establish a contravention of
Section 18C. A true statement, or one which might in some way be shown to be true,
does not mean that the statement is incapable of being offensive.”[97] Affronted by this
situation, Scully and Töben preferred to refuse to participate in what they claimed were
show trials in which truth was not a defense.
In the Töben case Justice Branson stated:
The applicant gave evidence that the Australian Jewish community has the
highest percentage of survivors of the Holocaust of any Jewish community
outside of Israel. Each of the first two of the imputations identified in [88]
above thus challenges and denigrates a central aspect of the shared
perception of Australian Jewry of its own modern history and the
circumstances in which many of its members came to make their lives in
Australia rather than in Europe. To the extent that the material conveys
these imputations it is, in my view, more probable than not that it would
engender feelings of hurt and pain in the living by reason of its challenge to
deep seated belief as to the circumstances surrounding the deaths, or the
displacement, of their parents or grandparents… [and that it] would
engender in Jewish Australians a sense of being treated contemptuously,
disrespectfully and offensively…
…it is more probable than not that the third and fourth of the imputations
identified above, by reason of their calumnious nature, would offend, insult,
hurt and wound members of Australian Jewry.
On these grounds the relevant publication was deemed to have been likely to “offend
and insult” (two of the four key criteria of Section 18C) Australian Jewry. Justice
Branson then explained why the other two criteria (“intimidate and humiliate”) were also
applicable. Publication on such an easily accessed website was likely to “cause damage
to the pride and self-respect of vulnerable members of the Australian Jewish community,
such as, for example, the young and the impressionable….. Vulnerable members of the
Jewish community… might well experience, whether consciously or unconsciously,
pressure to renounce the cultural differences that identify them as part of the Jewish
community.” Other Australian Jews might “become fearful of accessing the World Wide

Web to search for information touching on their Jewish culture because of the risk of
insult.”
Justice Branson also mentioned that none of the material produced by Töben established
that he had acted “in good faith.”[98]
In April 2009 Töben was found guilty of contempt of court for having breached a court
order. He unreservedly apologized for this, but was nevertheless jailed for three months.
Töben has now become the highest-profile Holocaust revisionist in Australia. The media
have widely reported his imprisonment in 1998 in Mannheim Prison in Germany for
having “defamed the dead,” his attendance at President Ahmadinejad’s conference on
the Holocaust in Iran in 2006, and the unsuccessful attempt by Germany to extradite him
from the UK on a European arrest warrant in 2008.
It is difficult to resist the impression that Töben has an excessively combative
personality and that on occasion he has pursued what, for him, has become a veritable
crusade in an inappropriate manner. Attitudes and language published on the Adelaide
Institute, which still operates but now under a different director, have at times, one feels,
been unnecessarily aggressive as well as intemperate. In short, as with Scully, the Jewish
community may have had some legitimate grounds for concern. At the same time, as
again with the Scully case, there is reason to fear that the Racial Discrimination Act, as
invoked against Töben, led to an unjust rejection of dissident views, sincerely and
seriously offered; and some of Justice Branson’s argument, quoted above, appears to be
tenuous.
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The Karski Report: the Holocaust in Miniature
by Jett Rucker

This issue of Inconvenient History features an article by Friedrich Jansson that is
appropriate to the Year 2014, designated by the Sejm (legislature) of Poland the Year of
(Jan) Karski, the intrepid courier/witness for the London-based government-in-exile of
Poland, born in Poland one hundred years ago. The article discloses, for the first time of
which I, an occasional student of the matter, am aware, the tortuous experience of the
reports rendered in December 1942 by Karski, whose effigies today grace parks and
university campuses from New York to Jerusalem. Celebrated in a 1994 hagiography
titled Karski: How One Man Tried to Stop the Holocaust, his exploits on one undercover
mission into the heart of German-occupied Europe have, as delineated in Jansson’s
masterful recapitulation, undergone a series of (partial) expungements and
reconstructions that in their particulars and in their severity uncannily mimic the
expungements and reconstructions that produced the Holocaust Narrative(s) with which
everyone, at least who grew up in the West in the Twentieth Century, has been
inculcated, with the usual result of entrenched, if unconsidered, belief in extensive
untruths.
To rely upon the novel, but to me seemingly unchallengeable conclusions of Jansson’s
article, Karski undertook a hazardous mission into German-occupied Europe in the
service of his London- (non-Communist) Polish employers to garner material that might
serve his employer’s purposes, which were both to oppose the present German
occupation of Poland and to counter the efforts of a competing (Communist) entity in
Moscow to gain international approval for their (ultimately successful) project of being
recognized as the legitimate government of Poland. For this enterprise, Karski’s
employers had decided, like the British with their Balfour Declaration and other such
maneuvers, to capitalize on the global financial strength of international Jewry, and in
pursuit of this part of their agenda, to assign Karski to penetrate not only the Warsaw
Ghetto, but at least one “extermination camp.” Karski dutifully visited the Warsaw
Ghetto (presumably no difficulty for him, as he had been supplied with papers
identifying him as non-Jewish), and from there was directed to the “extermination
camp” of Belzec, a small town 300Km to the southeast, where his contacts in the ghetto
assured him he might witness an extermination camp in operation.
Karski (again, following Jansson and other reporters) went to Belzec, and there found no
evidence of an extermination camp, but rather, a scene that closely fitted that of a transit
camp.
And there, the problems arose. Karski, upon his return to London in November 1942,
apparently first reported what he saw, though the accounts upon which we are forced to
rely for that are, at the very least, interested. Interested in what? The answer is, several
details, and one overriding concern: that the German occupiers be shown to be intent
upon annihilation of the Jewish race, at least as it exists in Europe. And this concern
required that Belzec in fact be the extermination camp that the anti-German party line
insisted that it was, and not a mere transit camp from which inmates went forth to fates
that could not be described with any degree of specificity, much less credibility.

Jan Karski Bench in Warsaw at the Museum of the History of Polish Jews
Source: By Mateusz Opasiński (Own work) [CC-BY-SA-3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Concern about such matters was somewhat out-of-body for the Roman Catholic cadre
that ran the London-based government-in-exile of Poland. But it was expedient—to a
degree that bore on the success, the very life, of the group. This faction had to consider
two potential deal-killers possibly residing in the hearts of Poles in Poland: sympathy for
communism and hatred of the Jews. It had to choose between these predilections on the
part of the modal Pole on the ground in the contested territory. It chose to side with the
Jews, against the communists, a fact made ironic by the domination by Jews of the
Communist regime that ultimately took over Poland after World War II.
Karski’s report, then, for all the horrific detail true, exaggerated, and false, that it
contained, undermined this agenda more than it served it. So it was suppressed. The
London Polish government issued a Note[1] to the Allies arrayed against National
Socialist Germany dated December 10, 1942 in which it delineated all manner of
genocidal atrocities against Jews by the enemies of said “government,” including, at
Belzec, murder by electrocution of all (Jews) transported thence. The exigencies of
propaganda and international (military) conflict are such that the particulars of Karski’s
eyewitness account had to be suppressed, at least until this proclamation had its intended
(immediate) effect, that is, the issuance of the Joint Declaration by Members of the
United Nations of December 17, 1942[2], which claimed for the powers opposing
Germany the divine purpose of protecting Europe’s Jews from the depredations upon
them of which it accused National Socialist Germany, perhaps a reprise of the United
States’s issuance of the Emancipation Proclamation at a similar point (about three years
in) in the course of America’s War between the States.
After this critical event, Jansson’s account explains, parties hoping to gain from
particulars—carefully selected and judiciously edited—of Karski’s intrepid exploits
publicized their favored versions of where he went, when he went there, what he saw,
and what he made of it, sometimes without his knowledge of what they were
publicizing, at other times with his complicity in “shading” the occasional detail or
interpretation thereof. Between his understandable desire to serve his employer’s—and

his country’s, as he must have seen it—immediate needs and his own requirements for
continued employment and regard, Karski’s own cooperation with the many campaigns
of deception surrounding him seems more than understandable, particularly in the light
of his subsequent utterances, whether calculated or careless, to set the record of what he
saw straight.
What strikes me about this Saga of Karski is how the forces of interested, and
sponsoring, parties’ imperatives interacted with Karski’s observations and his reports
thereof, and with Karski’s own enduring self-interest and with the interests of the various
media and entities that so-to-speak fed upon his testimony produced a narrative that,
viewed over time through the lens so assiduously provided us by Jansson, squirmed and
wriggled in a pattern that reveals the forces themselves and the agendas motivating those
who applied those forces.
The sponsoring party, the London-based Republic of Poland, is long gone. Also gone is
the Soviet-Union-sponsored Communist regime that controlled Poland until about 1990,
replaced by one that has sought membership in the European Community and NATO.
Very much with us today, however, is the sovereign promoter of international Jewry,
Israel, and the compelling narrative defended by its advocates of the Holocaust. Also
with us, if only in the nature of annoying gnats buzzing about our eyelashes, is the
“corporal’s guard” of revisionists who have been advancing a cover story in fact
invented by their dominant adversaries that Karski actually visited only a “sorting” camp
at Izbica Lubelska, some distance from Belzec. Jansson’s account destroys this particular
spin on Karski’s movements, dispositively.
But history, it would seem, is a football, as an object of contention between competing
teams is aptly called, and just like the ball in a contest of what Americans call soccer, it
is kicked back and forth, up and down, into goals, and outside them, by groups warring
with all their might to make it go one way or another. The football analogy, however, is
grossly deficient on at least one score, and that is the number of contending teams, and
even the number of goals being sought in the contest. Originally, the contest in which
Karski found himself caught up seemed to involve a mere three teams: the Communists,
the non-Communist London government-in-exile, and the Germans, who held the
ground in question. Over time, however (much more time than is involved in the usual
football match), a group previously considered pawns in the game, the Jews, gained
ascendancy by various means including the creation of the state of Israel, and it could be
they, along with their massively powerful amen chorus in the United States, who have
acquired the means to keep the game afoot, as it were, in the service of their own
agendas and propagandistic desiderata.
Jansson’s article powerfully depicts the “football” nature of history in general, but in
particular that portion of history that concerns itself with the experiences of the Jews of
Europe during the time of territorial expansion that Germany undertook during its
interval of National Socialism. And like the Karski football, the Holocaust football has
been “all over the field” over its long and active life. Putting aside prewar adumbrations
such as those cataloged in Don Heddesheimer’s 2005 The First Holocaust, the Note
from the Republic of Poland cited above may have been the “kick-off” for the historical
event that overshadows all others before or since, with the subsequent United Nations
Declaration counting as the “extra point” (this analogy from American football).
The “launch” provided by the Note of December 10, despite styling its own details as
“fully authenticated,” was wobbly enough. Larded throughout with phrases such as “As
far as is known” and “It is reliably reported,” the Note details the specialization of the
Belzec camp in murder by electrocution while assigning the use of poison gas to that at
Chelmno. It takes one detail from Karski’s report and relates the use of corrosive

chemicals on the floors of railcars to slowly and painfully kill the Jews forced to ride in
said rolling torture chambers.
From there, the Holocaust was off on a merry chase that eventually revived the tired
World War I canard of soap made from the fat of murdered Jews, lampshades made from
human skin, and so on in a litany that is repeated (though critically) even in the pages of
this very journal.
I have found it illuminating to project the patterns depicted in Friedrich Jansson’s article
upon what I know, what I have heard, what I used to know, and what I now disbelieve,
of the Holocaust.
It seems, upon due consideration, to be all of a piece. And by no means just as to the
Holocaust.

Notes:

The Origin of the Soviet Report on the
"Next-Generation" Homicidal Gas
Chamber at Sachsenhausen
by Friedrich Jansson
According to the standard accounts of the camp, Sachsenhausen possessed a small
homicidal gas chamber from 1943 to 1945, in which several thousand people were killed.
This chamber, however, has received only a marginal treatment in the literature. One of the
reasons for this marginality is that the technical operation of this chamber clashes with the
standard overall portrayal of National Socialist gassing technologies. The gassings did not
take place with Zyklon B, as in the alleged homicidal gassings at Auschwitz and Majdanek,
nor with engine exhaust, as is claimed took place at Chelmno, Belzec, Sobibor, and
Treblinka, nor with pure carbon monoxide, as is stated for some euthanasia institutions and
Majdanek. Rather, they took place with an elaborate gassing apparatus that used a gas in
liquid form. This apparatus was given a detailed description, including diagrams, in a report
authored by a Soviet team which was active in the camp from 10th to 22nd June, 1945. This
report, together with the conﬁrmatory statements which the Soviet investigators extracted
from former Sachsenhausen workers in the context of the Berlin-Pankow Sachsenhausen
trial, forms the foundation of the accepted account of the functioning of the Sachsenhausen
homicidal gas chamber. The description of the gas chamber’s functioning contained in the
Soviet technical report is not derived from any earlier source, nor is it conﬁrmed by sources
originating outside of Soviet aegis, which rarely oﬀer any description of the gas chamber’s
nature and, when they do, disagree with the Soviet technical report.
In perhaps the ﬁrst revisionist article on the alleged Sachsenhausen gas chamber, Carlo
Mattogno observed[1] that the system described in the Soviet technical report is
unquestionably based on the DEGESCH Kreislauf system for Zyklon B gas chambers,
without any indication of specialized killing technology. The Kreislauf system is not alleged
to have been turned to homicidal use at other locations, but is supposed to have been used
only for its intended (non-homicidal) purposes. The Soviet report, therefore, depicts a
technical system that matches the apparatus accepted to have been used throughout the
rest of Europe only for sanitary gassings, and does not match any of the systems said to
have been used for homicidal purposes. This raises the strong suspicion that the details of
the gassing system described in the Soviet technical report on Sachsenhausen were ﬁlled in
from an actual delousing-gas-chamber system rather than from any homicidal gas chamber.
In (implicitly) responding to this line of argument, Günter Morsch has, while oﬀhandedly
conceding a similarity to the DEGESCH Kreislauf system, emphasized the novelty of the
Sachsenhausen gassing system[2] and even claimed that it represented a “new, more
perfect killing technique.”[3] The claim of novelty for the Sachsenhausen system rests on
the one signiﬁcant diﬀerence between regular DEGESCH Kreislauf gas chambers and the
installation described in the Soviet technical report, namely that the Soviet report describes
a system that used a bottled gas rather than Zyklon B. The aim of this paper is to explain the
origin of the Soviet technical report in a way that accounts for this discrepancy. We will see
that there is in fact a well-documented explanation for this feature of the Soviet technical
report, which places the Soviet-depicted Sachsenhausen gassing installation ﬁrmly within
the history of sanitary gassings, and which excludes the homicidal interpretation.

The Sachsenhausen Delousing Chambers and their
Conversion to Areginal
At his trial, and in a pretrial interrogation, Bruno Tesch testiﬁed that in 1944 he had

converted the gas chambers at Sachsenhausen from the Zyklon B system to the use of
Areginal gas. During the third day of his trial, on 4th March 1946, he gave two pieces of
testimony on this subject, although the matter was largely unrelated to the court’s interest.
In the ﬁrst piece of testimony, he explained the work he had done at Sachsenhausen:
Q. What was the purpose of your visit to Sachsenhausen?
A. I showed the disinfection chambers to the Minister of the interior and to a
certain Mr. Seeling. I also paid a second visit to Sachsenhausen about July 1944
when I had a gas chamber altered from working on prussic acid to working on
"Original."[4]
Q. What was the gas chamber in Sachsenhausen being used for?
A. It was being used for the disinfection of persons’ clothing.
Q. Have you seen the gas chamber working?
A. Yes.[5]
The topic recurred shortly thereafter:
Q. Which gas was used to operate these [10-cubic-meter delousing] gas chambers?
A. Blausaure, prussic acid, Zyklon.
Q. Has an experiment ever been made to use another gas for these gas chambers?
A. Yes, in 1944 the main ﬁrm was burnt out and we tried to use "Original" gas.

[...]
Q. Has this "Original" gas ever been used in concentration camps?
A. Yes, it has been done in the concentration camp Sachsenhausen.[6]
During an interrogation months earlier, Tesch had stated:
Q. Did you yourself supervise the extermination of vermin in Sachsenhausen?
A. No. They were 10 cubic metres chambers, which were placed four in a row.
Q. In what part of the camp?
A. Through the ﬁrst gate when I was stopped. Then through the second gate and
about 500 metres further on, on the right hand side.

[...]
Q. Did you give any instruction in the use of your gas to any personnel inside
Sachsenhausen?
A. There were people present when the plant was installed and I explained their
use to them; they were prisoners. The same prisoners were also present when I
visited the camp in 1944; they recognised me. Then the plant was redesigned.[7]
Tesch’s account of the Sachsenhausen delousing chambers is supported by a number of
other sources. In a December 1945 statement made in the context of Tesch’s trial, the
managing director of DEGESCH, Dr. Gerhard Peters, conﬁrmed Tesch’s statement that there
were four 10-cubic-meter gas chambers at Sachsenhausen,[8] a statement he repeated in a
24 February 1947 aﬀidavit.[9] More importantly, in an October 1947 interrogation, not only
did Peters aﬀirm that there were four (delousing) gas chambers at Sachsenhausen, but also

was questioned about Areginal gas, and conﬁrmed that due to the scarcity of Zyklon B,
Areginal gas had been introduced for delousing at Sachsenhausen.[10] Still further support
comes from an interrogation of Tesch and Stabenow employee Erika Rathcke, who
mentioned that a doctor at the SS disinfestation school at Sachsenhausen had performed
experiments with Areginal.[11]

Wilhelm Frick and Heinrich Himmler visit Sachsenhausen circa 1936.
Source: Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-H0403-0201-003 / CC-BY-SA [CC-BY-SA-3.0-de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Contemporary documents also conﬁrm that conversions of Zyklon B gas chambers were
underway in the summer of 1944. A letter from Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung chief Werner
Jothann to Tesch & Stabenow remarks:
Our garrison surgeon informs us that, of late, Zyklon B gassing chambers are to
be converted to “Ariginal gassing.” Garrison surgeon wanted to get in touch with
you directly in connection with the corresponding modiﬁcations.[12]
Tesch & Stabenow’s reply conﬁrms that Areginal conversions were taking place, and that
hardware had been manufactured for this purpose:
We have noted that gassing chambers are to be arranged also for AREGINAL
gassing. Your garrison surgeon has not yet approached us in this matter, but on 9
cr. we received instructions from Reichsarzt-SS und Polizei, the Top Hygienist, to
include the additional AREGINAL equipment. No modiﬁcations of the gassing
chambers are necessary, it is suﬀicient to install the AREGINAL gassing unit as
well. You will receive an appropriate installation drawing when the AREGINAL
units have been supplied by the manufacturer. For the sake of completeness, we
inform you here that the price of the AREGINAL-unit amounts to RM 27.– and the
steel requirements are 12 kilograms.[13]
The project of converting delousing chambers to Areginal gas[14] has also been described in

some detail in the standard monograph on Tesch and Stabenow.[15]
Areginal, unlike Zyklon B, was stored as a gas and accordingly was kept in bottles. Hence,
the conversion of the Sachsenhausen delousing chambers to Areginal oﬀers an explanation
for the otherwise baﬄing Soviet technical report: it was inspired by the observation of a
DEGESCH recirculation gas chamber that had been modiﬁed to use Areginal gas.

The Errors in the Soviet Technical Report and Their
Causes
The Soviet technical report, however, is clearly not a faithful and accurate account of the
Sachsenhausen delousing plant. No matter how one interprets it, it is unquestionable that
the report contains inaccuracies. For example, the technical report claimed that the system
used Zyklon A, which (they said) contained 30% liquid hydrogen cyanide.[16] In fact, Zyklon
A does not contain 30% liquid hydrogen cyanide, but 90% methyl cyanoformate and 10%
methyl chloroformate.[17] Moreover, as Carlo Mattogno has pointed out,[18] the system
described in the Soviet technical report is not suitable for the dispersion of Zyklon A. In the
light of such inaccuracies, it is no surprise that other aspects of the report would also be
inaccurate.
Chief among the report’s inaccuracies pertains to the location of the gas chamber, which
was said to have been located in the crematorium. The apparatus the Soviets describe,
however, was not found at that location. According to Morsch, it was found in the battery
building of the Industriehof, apparently in a disassembled state,[19] whereas according to
the 25th June 1945 report of the Soviet Forensic-Medical Commission under the leadership
of Lt. Colonel F. I. Schkarawski, the apparatus was found in an "artesian well."[20] While the
Soviets claimed that they could recognize that the gassing hardware matched the alleged
gas chamber room in the crematorium, we have only their unsupported word on this, the
relevant physical evidence having been destroyed by the East German authorities in the
1950s. The association of crematoria with homicidal gas chambers had been a common
feature of Soviet propaganda for quite some time when the Sachsenhausen report was
written, so it is no surprise that the report repeated this narrative element. The authors
could also draw support for this story from camp rumor, which had picked up the idea of a
gas chamber associated with the crematorium.[21] (On the other hand, the idea of a gas
chamber in the crematorium was a relatively late addition to the Sachsenhausen “Prisoners’
report,”[22] indicating that this rumor was not particularly strong.) Given this context, it is
no surprise that the Soviet investigators couched their report in the framework of the
crematorium / gas chamber connection, but there is nothing to show that they found
anything to support that narrative. On the contrary, the Areginal-adapted Kreislauf
chambers which they described came from the delousing chambers, not from the
crematorium. Clearly the Soviet investigators felt free to embellish their report for political
purposes; after all, the authors of Soviet technical reports were not scrupulous about
distorting the truth in order to tell a desired story.[23]
The Soviet report is also questionable in another respect, namely in the description of the
usage of glass bottles to contain the gas, which were crushed in the process of gassing.
Areginal, however, was normally stored in steel bottles.[24] It is conceivable that Areginal
might at some point have been stored in glass bottles, perhaps because of the inconvenience
involved in obtaining tightly-rationed steel.[25] Alternatively, the Soviets may have simply
been confused by the various disorganized bits and pieces of hardware they found strewn
about the abandoned camp, just as they were demonstrably confused about the respective
natures of HCN and Zyklon A, and erred in their reconstruction of the gassing system.

Conclusions
We have shown that the gassing technology described in the sources on the supposed
homicidal gas chamber at Sachsenhausen, which orthodox Holocaust historians are forced

to explain as a mysterious and inexplicable anomaly, has a natural and well-documented
explanation in the context of the redesign of the Sachsenhausen delousing chambers. As this
conversion took place in mid-1944, while the homicidal gas chamber is said to have come
into operation in 1943 or earlier, the system described in the Soviet technical report cannot
be that used in the alleged homicidal gas chamber.[26]
While the Soviet technical report is not a particularly accurate exposition of the functioning
of a DEGESCH Kreislauf system adapted for Areginal gas, it retained enough accuracy in
detail to show that Sachsenhausen’s supposed “[homicidal] gas chamber of the future”[27]
was in fact designed for delousing and installed (in 1944) in the delousing facility.
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One could, of course, postulate that the supposed homicidal gas chamber was, like the
delousing chambers, redesigned (from what?) in 1944, but there appears to be no
[26] support whatsoever for such a hypothesis in either the testimony on Sachsenhausen
homicidal gassings or in the testimony on the redesign of the delousing plant.
Moreover, Areginal gas is not a particularly suitable means of killing humans.
Morsch & Perz, Neue Studien zu nationalsozialistischen Massentötungen durch
[27]
Giftgas, p. 273.

Tinseltown Goes to War | CODOH
by Ralph Raico

I’ve just watched for about the third time the 1962 film, The Longest Day, a great action
movie on the Allied invasion of Normandy. Among its several pluses: an all-star male
cast, including a young Sean Connery, as well as a brief segment starring a seriously
good-looking woman bearing a strong resemblance to Sophia Loren.
The Longest Day is filmed in black and white, adding, I think, to the authenticity.
Remarkably, the many Germans actually speak their own language among themselves,
instead of a heavily German-accented English. Curt Jurgens gives an excellent
performance as a German officer bitterly skeptical of the Führer’s leadership. His is the
“good German” character popular in American movies around the time that West
Germany was being integrated into NATO. The joshing Catholic padre, another stock
figure in World War II films of the time, makes an appearance.
For me a spine-tingling scene shows another German officer patrolling the Normandy
coast with his beautiful German shepherd dog. He’s passing his Zeiss binoculars (the
best ever made) over the incoming waters of the English Channel when he stops and
freezes. Then he starts screaming, Die Invasion! Es ist die Invasion! What he’s seeing
before him is the greatest assemblage of naval power in the history of the world. Of
course, his superiors at headquarters don’t believe his telephoned report until it’s too late
and the Allies—Yanks, Brits, Canadians, and Gaullist French—have consolidated their
beachhead.
.

Paul Hartmann (left) and Curt Jurgens (stage name) in The Longest Day (1962)
Source: By trailer screenshot (20th Century Fox) (The Longest Day trailer) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons

I would argue that another merit lies in the contrast to the way Hollywood portrayed the
Japanese in the war. The best, or worst, example is the 1944 movie, The Purple Heart,
loosely based on the Doolittle raid over Tokyo. A group of American airmen is captured
hiding in China and put on trial for war crimes. (Since the men had engaged in the
indiscriminate bombing of civilians, they were clearly guilty.) The movie recounts this
fictional trial.
The Purple Heart offers some heartwarming clichés. The airmen include a Lt. Canelli, a
Sgt. Skvoznik, and a Sgt. Greenbaum, a smart, brash Jewish lawyer from Brooklyn
—persons previously known to their fellow countrymen as wops, polacks, and kikes.
But now every last one of us was needed to build that world of love and laughter and
peace ever after, with bluebirds over the White Cliffs of Dover. Just you wait and see.
Tomorrow. When the World is Free.
The Japanese want to know the location of the aircraft carrier the Americans flew from,
and the interrogator is a General Mitsubi, played by Richard Loo. Loo, though actually a
Chinese, assumed the role of the evil, smirking Japanese officer in lots of Hollywood
offerings. Here he deals out insults, threats, and harsh treatment to the Americans.
Skvoznik, when he appears again in court, is mute, catatonic, constantly twitching: he’s
been beaten and crippled. His buddies are aghast, while the German war correspondent
smiles.
The leader of the Americans, handsome Dana Andrews, the quintessential fighting hero
in those days, delivers a fire-breathing speech of defiance at the end. Curiously, he
concludes by spitting out the promise that the U.S. air force will burn the cities of Japan
to the ground—thus confessing to a major war crime, that was subsequently in fact
committed, in advance.
At one point, the judge—no poster boy for judicial impartiality—starts yelling,
Corregidor has fallen! Corregidor has fallen! With the fortress in Japanese hands, Manila
is theirs. The spectators fall into a frenzy, and in the eeriest footage the navy and army
men draw their swords and engage in grim-faced, clanging sword play, dramatically
highlighted. The Yanks stare, stunned by the utterly alien scene being enacted before
their eyes. For the movie audience, a perfect setup for an Orwellian Two-Minute Hate.
The revisionist historian James Martin once wrote that during the war there were
probably millions of Americans who thought that, with the little yellow men, we were
literally fighting a species of sub-humans. That illusion was created by films like this
one and many others, including Across the Pacific, with Humphrey Bogart and the great
Sidney Greenstreet, the fat man in the white suit, as a Jap-loving professor of sociology
at the University of Manila (!). They were aided by the rest of the media, as in Life
magazine’s notorious depiction of the Japanese as hordes of devouring rats. At least the
Germans, though wrong-headed, robotic followers of their mad Leader out to conquer
the world, were not usually shown as alien sub-humans.
There were a number of anti-Nazi films during and even before U.S. entry into the war.
But the attitude of the motion picture community to Communism and the Soviet Union
was quite different. The Boy from Stalingrad (1943), Song of Russia (1944), and other
productions informed Americans of the happy life led by the citizens of the Marxist
utopia and of their death-defying resistance to the German invaders. Two films of this
genre stand out.
The script for North Star (1943) was written by Lillian Hellman, who later lied under
oath in denying that she had ever been a member of the CPUSA. It starred Dana
Andrews (again), Walter Huston, and Anne Baxter, music was by Aaron Copland, lyrics
by Ira Gershwin—the entertainment industry’s royalty. It was nominated for six

Academy Awards (naturally). There’s no doubt that the current consensus is correct:
North Star is unabashedly pro-Soviet propaganda.
Mission to Moscow (1943) is based on the memoirs of the US ambassador, Joseph E.
Davies. It features music by the preeminent Hollywood composer, Max Steiner. Again,
we see Russian workers and collective-farm members, cheerfully toiling their hearts out
for the Motherland under the benevolent, all-seeing eye of the Vozhd. Mission to
Moscow was promoted by FDR himself, and lavishly praised by the country’s most
important film reviewer, Bosley Crowther of the New York Times.
A rightwing nut-job might complain that this steady stream of Red rubbish by owners,
producers, and directors revealed something rotten, even sinister, about the culture and
ruling elite of Hollywood. But who cares what he might say? He is, after all, just a
rightwing nut-job.
Now, finally, back to The Longest Day and its many serious minuses. The French
civilians of Normandy are portrayed as jubilant at getting their homes blown up. Yet, the
historical truth is that they were scared out of their wits. With reason, since more French
civilians, at Le Havre and elsewhere, were killed by Allied bombs than English killed by
the Germans in the Battle of Britain. The death of their compatriots remained a sore
point with the French survivors for years afterwards.
The GI warriors always rush into battle bravely, eager and clear-eyed, often with a
humorous quip. There’s not the slightest allusion to all the cowed conscripts, wetting and
soiling themselves in terror of their impending death, blindness, or loss of legs and arms.
In Hollywood’s version of the war, they never existed.
But the worst demerit of the movie is that it continues and exemplifies what my friend
and libertarian scholar, Joseph Stromberg, has called the seven centuries of Anglo-Saxon
self-congratulation. The Longest Day gives the impression to the easily impressionable
and historically clueless (the vast majority) that the Second World War was won on the
western front, principally by the United States and Britain. It never gives the viewer an
inkling that in the west the Wehrmacht was mostly composed of older men and raw
recruits. The best German divisions, 175 of them, were fighting on the eastern front,
against Stalin. It was there that the Second World War was won, and lost. Won not by the
Anglo-Saxons but by the Russians, and lost by the Germans. Then followed the Red
Army's orgy of rape and murder. Hundreds of thousands of German females were raped,
from little girls to old women, most of them gang-raped, many raped to death. Ilya
Ehrenburg, the Soviet propagandist, publicly urged on the conquering rapists, and that
loathsome gay man, Christopher Isherwood, publicly praised them for their robust
virility. Today, all of this has been expunged from the historical record — it never even
existed in Hollywood's version — just another one of the forgotten episodes from “the
Last Good War.”

Aspects of the Tesch Trial
by Friedrich Jansson

“I do not feel guilty. I did my duty working from morning 'til night for my
country, just as the English would work for their country.”
—Bruno Tesch, interrogation of September 26, 1945
“It is an official duty of humanity to exterminate vermin.”
—Bruno Tesch, interrogation of September 26, 1945
In March 1946, Bruno Tesch, the head of the firm Tesch & Stabenow (often abbreviated
as TESTA), was put on trial along with his Prokurist Karl Weinbacher and the gassing
(i.e. fumigation) technician Joachim Drosihn, on the charge that they “did supply poison
gas used for the extermination of allied nationals interned in concentration camps well
knowing that the said gas was to be so used.”[1] Tesch had been brought to the attention
of British authorities by former employee Emil Sehm, who had claimed that while
working at the company he had seen a travel report in which Tesch had agreed to
provide technical assistance with exterminating the Jews with poison gas. After seven
days of proceedings, Tesch and Weinbacher were convicted and sentenced to death,
while Drosihn was acquitted.
The trial received early revisionist attention from chemist William Lindsey, who wrote a
substantial (if somewhat intemperate) 1983 article outlining its course,[2] and has also
been criticized from the orthodox side, notably by Jean-Claude Pressac, who wrote that
“In 1946, simple malicious gossip could easily lead to someone being hung. I do not
know whether the ‘trip report’ was produced before the Tribunal,[3] but if it was not
then, this trial was a masquerade.”[4] In the only significant orthodox account of the
trial, Angelika Ebbinghaus focuses on background information, offering little on the
details of the trial.[5] Some aspects of the trial have also been covered in a history of
Tesch & Stabenow.[6]
For their information on the Tesch case, the works cited above relied almost exclusively
on the trial transcript. This paper aims to deepen understanding of the trial through the
materials available in the investigation files. These files offer insight into both the
specific case against Tesch, as well as the conduct of postwar investigations in general.
An additional benefit is that the investigation files contain a number of sources of
independent interest. This paper will not address the witnesses concerning homicidal
gassings who appeared at the trial (notably C.S. Bendel and Pery Broad), first, because
they are better considered in a broader context, and second, because their statements
have already been discussed in the revisionist literature. We are not aiming at a treatment
of all aspects of the trial, and will be content to pass over topics we consider
unenlightening or which have already been adequately covered by other authors. Though
in principle self-contained, this paper is not structured as an introduction to the Tesch
trial, and the reader may find it useful to first familiarize himself with the case by
reading Lindsey’s article. The published summary of the case[7] may also serve as a
useful introduction. When quoting from the investigation materials, we have always
used the original English translation when one was available, while sometimes noting
discrepancies from the original German. Where there was no original English version,
the translation is the author’s.

1. The Investigation
The investigation of Bruno Tesch and TESTA began with a letter from the former
TESTA bookkeeper Emil Sehm to British authorities on June 29, 1945. Sehm wrote:
According to my estimation I am able to supply very important information
that means fresh evidence to commit war criminals for trial. The war crime I
am referring to concerns an official discussion which took place between a
businessman of an IG Farben sister concern with leading men of the OKW
[Army High Command], about the application of the hydrocyanic acid
process to kill human beings. Further the training of SS men to apply this
process.
My profession gave me the opportunity to see top secret files and that is
where my knowledge results from.[8]
As his first letter received no response, Sehm sent another letter on August 24. He wrote:
In my capacity as accountant and later in special cases dealing with the
correspondence I got acquainted with a few top secret documents. When
dealing with a particular file, I was instructed by Dr. TESCH about the
secrecy which had to be kept about this particular file. The contents of this
file was a report and I can very well remember it. It had the meaning as
follows:
Dr. TESCH reported about an invitation he received to a conference at the
OKW BERLIN. He stated to which members he was introduced and in
which way and form. About the subject of the conference he wrote that the
speaker explained that the execution of the Jews by shooting has developed
in a mass execution and furthermore it is very unhygienic. Dr. TESCH was
asked to submit any suggestion, whether and how Jews could be
exterminated by using hydrocyanic acid. Afterwards technical points about
the application of hydrocyanic acid were discussed and amongst other
suggestions one way was suggested that all Jews detailed for extermination
should be taken into a barracks previously prepared (gas-tight). During the
night a trained man (using a respirator) should enter the barracks and place
hydrocyanic acid plates in the rooms. In future, instead of getting buried,
dead bodies will be cremated. Dr. TESCH offered himself to SS men who
will be selected by the OKW and put at his disposal to train on courses for
this purpose (using hydrocyanic acid).
In fact there were some SS men trained by him and his fellow worker. The
book-keeping disclosed further that the firm has supplied hydrocyanic acid
called “T” Gas[9] to the OKW and SS offices (Dienststellen).
I copied this report and showed it to one of my reliable friends. Later I told
it as well to Herr Frahm, Lorenzenstrasse 10. This copy was burnt
immediately as I realized that it would have been useless to take any further
steps for the time being to stop the crime. [...]
On this conference according to the report of Dr. TESCH no high ranking
SS were present, but the highest authorities of the OKW were leading this
discussion. [...]
As an economical adviser, I was convinced from the beginning that NSDAP

means only war and destruction of the economy and it gives me a
satisfaction to write this statement.
Through the knowledge of all these happenings my eyes were opened and I
was fully convinced that the German nation has criminals as leaders and it
will be the tragedy of the German people to be made responsible for the
crimes inflicted on the human race.[10]
To recapitulate: Sehm claimed to have seen one of Tesch’s travel reports in which it was
specified that (1) the method of killing Jews and disposing of their corpses was to be
switched from shooting+burial to HCN+cremation, (2) the reason for this transition was
hygiene, (3) the planning for gassing Jews was handled by the OKW, and (4) the killing
with HCN was to take place by having a gassing technician enter the barracks in which
Jews resided during the night, when the Jews would presumably be asleep, and carry out
a disinfestation. This gassing method is so absurd that it is difficult to believe that Sehm
was taken seriously - but he was. That September, British investigators visited TESTA
with Sehm in tow and arrested Tesch. The date of the visit is a little uncertain. The
investigative team’s report on the case says that it took place “on or about the 18th
September 1945.”[11] Authors relying on the trial transcript have stated that Tesch was
arrested on September 3,[12] as the prosecutor Gerald Draper stated in his introductory
speech.[13] However, the dates of September 19 and September 12 were also given
during the trial.[14]. As the arrest is described in a statement dated September 18, the
date of the 19th would at least seem to be excluded. In the aforementioned statement,
Sehm wrote that “the filing room in which I believed the file which would incriminate
Dr. Tesch to be, was burned out [...] during Mar 1944, after an air attack”. He detailed
his confrontation with Dr. Tesch:
I stated to him: I have knowledge of a Traveling Report compiled by you.
According to this you have negotiated with leading persons of the OKW. It
was submitted to you that the shooting of Jews had increased to such an
extent that this could no longer be justified from the hygienic point of view.
It was proposed to employ the prussic acid process for the “liquidation” of
the Jews. You were asked for your opinion in the matter. Furthermore, the
single phases of the operation were explained in the report.
Interrupting my statement, Dr. Tesch said that I[15] knew perfectly well that
the firm was only carrying out gassing of vermin, etc; only after being
repeatedly questioned did he deny to know of such a Travel Report. The
female stenographers, Miss Radtke and Miss Knickrehm were also
questioned as to whether they could remember that this Travel Report was
dictated to them by Dr. Tesch. Both denied it.[16]
In his statement of October 10, Sehm stated that these events took place on September
18.[17]
Tesch was interrogated by Captain Gerald Draper and Captain Frank on September 26.
The interrogation is available only in English. He was told that five million people had
been gassed at Auschwitz, and replied that this was news to him - he had first heard of
homicidal gassings in the press and radio. He did not believe that the gas he had supplied
had been used for mass killing. He saw little sense in the description he was given of
fake showers being used as gas chambers, and absolutely denied Sehm’s story about the
travel report. While in many cases he was deferential to the interrogators on matters
outside his direct experience (“If you say so, gentlemen, perhaps it is true; you may have
better evidence”), he was very definite about the travel report (“It does not exist”).
Sehm, he said, had always been a “book of seven seals” to him, and may have borne a

grudge against him because of their past differences regarding pay and because of
Sehm’s dismissal from the firm.[18] The interrogators, however, told him that Sehm’s
statement could be confirmed, because Sehm’s friend Frahm (mentioned in Sehm’s letter
of August 24) had also seen the travel report:
Q. In a secret file there was a report about an invitation to a conference in
Berlin, was there not?
A. The only invitation received was to a conference with the Army and SS,
the Reichs Ministry of Food and the Reichs Ministry of Interior.
Q. It is useless for you to say that is not so, as Sehm has seen the file. Is it
possible there were files in the offices which were so secret that they could
be seen by Sehm and not by you?
A. It is possible.
Q. And you are the head of the business?
A. I was away for more than half the year. I was away often, and whilst I
was away secret papers arrived.
Q. Do you remember going to a very big conference in Berlin, with many
high-ups?
A. No, I cannot recollect.
Q. Is it possible?
A. No, I do not think so. I did participate in conferences with the Reichs
Ministry of Food and representatives from the three Services were present,
but not high-ups.
Q. What were the ranks of the senior members?
A. Senior Staff Medical Officers.
Q. Do you remember a conference at which they talked about methods of
doing away with the Jews?
A. No.
Q. Is it not unfortunate that Sehm read about it in one of your files?
A. I cannot imagine what he read.
Q. But someone else also saw the file – Frahm?
A. I have not met him.
Q. He is a friend of Sehm, and he also saw the file?
A. I do not understand, I cannot understand how a stranger could see a
business file.
Q. Because Sehm showed him it.
A. I cannot credit Sehm with such a breach of confidence. He was not

entitled to show such things to strangers, but if he did so he must have
known what he was doing. I have absolutely no recollections of what Sehm
could be thinking about.
Q. Sehm extracted the report from the file and showed the report from the
file to his friend Frahm. It is easy to find out whether Sehm is lying, because
we can ask Frahm.[19]
Indeed, one could and did ask Frahm. Two weeks later, Frahm gave a statement.
Unfortunately for the investigators, Frahm did not confirm that Sehm had shown him
such a document. Rather, Frahm stated that Sehm had shown him the letter he had
written to the British in the summer of 1945:
I have not worked for the firm of TESCH and STABENOW but a friend of
mine, Herr Emil SEHM, worked for this firm as bookkeeper. He told me
one night that he did not want to work for TESCH and STABENOW any
more but he did not tell me why.
One day in July or August 1945 Emil SEHM told me the following: “Now I
can tell you why I wanted to leave the firm of TESCH and STABENOW”.
He showed me a letter that he had written to the British Military Authorities.
It said that Dr TESCH had been in BERLIN with the Commander of the
Wehrmacht and Dr TESCH had been told by the Commander of the
WEHRMACHT that he or a member of his firm would have to instruct 30
SS men in how to use BLAUSAUERE-GAS [sic]. These SS men, when
they had been instructed in the use of this gas, had to wear gas masks and go
into the barrack rooms in the concentration camps and put tablets of the gas
in the corners of the room and go out and shut the door.
Emil SEHM also told me that he had seen in a file in Dr TESCH’s office
that the Ober-Commander of the Wehrmacht told Dr TESCH to instruct the
30 SS men in the use of BLAUSAUERE-GAS [sic].[20]
Frank and Draper’s seeming belief that Frahm had seen the file is inexplicable in terms
of the available documents. The reader may verify that in the passages quoted above,
Sehm did not make this claim. There are several possibilities for explaining this: Frank
and Draper may have been lying in order to intimidate Tesch, they may have
misunderstood the documents, Sehm may have verbally told them something along these
lines which was not put down in writing, or the available versions of Sehm’s early
statements may have been altered in order to remove contradictions from the
prosecution’s narrative. In light of the numerous cases of dishonesty on the part of the
investigative team which will be proved below, the last possibility cannot be dismissed
out of hand, given that the available versions are not originals, but copies in English
translation. That said, there is nothing to prove that this was the case.
Emil Sehm also gave a statement on October 10. He explained that he had found the
alleged travel report filed under “Wehrmacht”, and that it was not marked as secret or
confidential. He then quoted from the alleged travel report as follows:
Mr. ......... (Name of the Wehrmacht representative missing) explained to me
that the shooting of Jews became a Mass Shooting and it proved to be
unhygienic. He thought this could be improved by gassing the Jews with
BLAUSÄUREGAS and burn the corpses afterwards. He asked me to supply
him with suitable propositions. I suggested to carry out the extermination of
the Jews by the usual method of gassing. After they have been put into the
Barracks (the Jews) which were made airtight, a BLAUSÄURE expert

proceeds to the rooms at night for the purpose of laying BLAUSÄUREGAS
tablets. The corpses could be disposed of in the morning. [21]
In case his previous statements had left any doubt in the matter, he reiterated that “With
regard to the travel report I want to mention again that according to the report the
negotiations were not carried out by the higher SS leaders but with the leading
personalities of the Army High Command.”
While Sehm’s statement did not say that he showed the documents to Frahm, as the
British interrogators claimed, it did state that he had told Frahm about his reason for
leaving TESTA. In denying that Sehm had told him this (“he did not tell me why”), and
claiming that Sehm had said after the war that he was finally able to inform him of this
reason (“Emil SEHM told me the following: ‘Now I can tell you why I wanted to leave
the firm’ ”), Frahm directly contradicted Sehm’s assertions.
Had Frahm’s statement been taken earlier, and had the investigators been more
clearheaded, that might have been the end of the case. But by October 10, the case could
no longer be easily stopped. On September 28, the firm had been visited again. The
report on this visit written by Sergeant D. Ellwood complained that Weinbacher “could
not or would not give all the information sought.” Ellwood spoke to two gassing
technicians, Marczinkowski[22] and Pietsch:[23]
Both stated that they knew nothing about Gas Chambers, but had been
engaged in “delousing” only. It is practically certain that they had been
“briefed” in what they should say when questioned, as they both professed
ignorance of the simplest things. It was only after having been spoken to
sharply that the above was wormed out of them.[24]
Ellwood’s report was forwarded along with a note that underscored how the
investigators sought to interpret normal delousing facilities as homicidal:
It will be noticed that the “delousing” apparatus referred to is in fact a Gas
Chamber installation as pictured in the pamphlet herewith entitled “Die
kleine TESTA-FIBEL über Normal-gaskammern”. These chambers [10
cubic meter delousing chambers. –FJ] are certainly large enough to have
been used for the purpose of annihilation of human beings. [...]
The firm has asked if they can have the enclosed file back![25]
On October 2nd, after reading Ellwood’s report, Tesch’s interrogation, and a report
(presumably Sehm’s) on the confrontation between Sehm and Tesch,[26] Group Captain
A.G. Somerhough wrote that he was “by no means satisfied that [Tesch] was not well
aware of the purposes for which he was supplying this cyanide and that he did not only
act as a technical advisor on the question of its use for the purpose of exterminating
human beings.”[27] Because of Tesch’s connection to Sachsenhausen, Somerhough
suggested handing him over to the Russians for interrogation “if they think they can get
any more out of him, bearing in mind that they are in possession of some actual lethal
chamber apparatus”,[28] proposed “to turn a War Crimes Investigation Team on to this
case”,[29] and suggested that Tesch, Weinbacher, Drosihn, and twelve TESTA gassing
technicians be arrested.[30]
In the meantime, Tesch had been released. Like so many things about the investigation,
the date of his release is uncertain. The investigative team stated that it took place on
October 1st,[31] a claim which was repeated at the trial.[32] The same date was also
claimed by A.W. Freud[33] during his interrogation of Drosihn, but the latter
remembered that Tesch returned on a Saturday,[34] which would necessarily have been

Saturday September 29.
Once on the case, War Crimes Investigation Team [WCIT] Number 2 carried out arrests
on a scale even broader than intended by Somerhough, rounding up and arresting all
available employees of TESTA, secretaries and accountants along with gassing
technicians. Weinbacher was arrested on October 6th, and Tesch and Drosihn the next
day.[35] According to the investigative team’s report, nine employees were arrested on
the 6th, three on the 7th, three on the 8th, one on the 9th, two on the 19th, and two on the
20th.[36]
Thus, by the time Frahm gave his statement of the 10th of October, the authorities had
already committed to the Tesch case by ordering and carrying out the mass arrest of
TESTA personnel. Given this commitment, the case could not be given up lightly.
Although Sehm was the only witness against Tesch, and his statements had been directly
contradicted by his friend Frahm, the case had to go ahead. On October 22, another
version of Frahm’s statement was made, which attempted to remove these
contradictions. The text now read
I have not worked for the firm of TESCH and STABENOW but a friend of
mine, Herr Emil SEHM, worked for this firm as a bookkeeper. He told me
one night in the early part of 1943 that he did not want to work any more for
the firm of TESCH and STABENOW because his principles did not agree
with those of Dr TESCH, and he might also have told me of the gassing
operations of TESCH and STABENOW at concentration camps, but I am
not certain now.
In August or July 1945 Emil Sehm showed me a letter that he had written to
the British Military Authorities. It said that Dr TESCH had been in BERLIN
with the Commander of the Wehrmacht and Dr TESCH had been told
[...][remainder of letter follows the version of October 10][37]
The reader should compare this to Frahm’s statement of October 10th, and will readily
see that the changes were exactly the removal of the two contradictions between Sehm’s
story and Frahm’s.

1.1 The Interrogations of Drosihn and Weinbacher
The interrogation transcripts for Drosihn and Weinbacher, unlike those of Tesch, exist in
full in both German and English. Neither knew anything about Sehm’s travel report, or
about the gassing of humans. Their interrogations are particularly interesting, however,
in that they give us a look into the operating procedures and ethical standards of the
British War Crimes Investigation Team. The interrogations, in fact, exist in two different
versions each in both German and English: an original transcript of the interrogations,
which took place on October 17 in Drosihn’s case and October 16 in Weinbacher’s, and
a doctored version.[38] The doctored versions have had certain passages embarrassing to
the prosecution removed, but are still signed and certified as accurate transcripts by
Captain Freud and the stenotypist. Altogether, then, there exist (1) a German original,
with the passages to be removed indicated in pen, (2) an English translation of the
German original, (3) a sanitized German copy with the offending passages removed, and
(4) an English translation of the sanitized German copy.
What kinds of passages were thought worth removing? To start, the very beginning of
Weinbacher’s interview was removed:
Q. Take your hands out of your pockets if you come in here.

A. Yes, I have done it already,
(Owing to the obstinate behaviour of the prisoner Captain FREUD ordered
the presence of an armed guard).
What was this obstinate behavior? In the report on the case, it is stated that Weinbacher
was “so insolent” during his interrogation that “special steps” had to be taken.[39]
Another excised passage from the interrogation gives a sample of this “insolence”. After
having first claimed that Dr. Tesch had bribed Weinbacher, something Weinbacher
indignantly denied (the entire exchange being later excised from the transcripts), Capt.
Freud then claimed that Dr. Tesch had given the members of the firm instructions about
what to tell investigators. Weinbacher denied this, and in the exchange that followed
(which was cut from the transcript) showed more of his “insolence”:
Q. Don’t lie.
A. No. As sure as I am standing here, there was no question about it. You
are under a misconception.
Q. Don’t shout at me.
A. I am speaking in the same voice as you are talking to me.
Q. Don’t become insolent. What did you get from Dr TESCH?
Q. I didn’t get anything. I can only say that you do not appreciate Dr
TESCH [German original reads daß Sie Dr. Tesch falsch beurteilen.]
When Weinbacher denied that TESTA had specially secured files,[40] he was threatened
by the interrogator, but the exchange was later removed from the transcript:
Q. How do you like the prison? Apparently too well. We shall send you to a
working camp [Arbeitslager] if you don’t want to speak the truth.
A. I can only tell the truth and nothing more. I can’t say anything but the
truth.
Dr. Drosihn’s October 17 interrogation experienced similar expurgations. As in
Weinbacher’s interrogation, a passage to do with the disparagement of Tesch’s character
was removed. (The first two lines of the following quotation were not removed; they are
included here to provide the proper context.)
Q. What did Dr. Tesch say when such an enormous order came?
A. “Good; that is a beautiful order”.
Q. He did not say: “Good, another 100,000 Poles or Russians dead”?
A. No, he never did say that. In my opinion he would always have been
against that.
Q. I am very much disappointed with you. I thought you would speak more
openly.
A. I did so.
Q. No you did not. You did not say anything about the gassing of men.

A. I don’t know anything about it.
In another removed passage Captain Freud expounded on the converted shower theory
that dominated thinking about gas chambers at the time.[41] (He also made such a
sketch and description of gassing showers during the interrogation of TESTA employee
Johann Holst.[42])
Q. We will show you how we found the gas chambers. (Captain FREUD
makes a sketch). I show you the chambers of RIGA. These rooms had once
been shower baths. The SS was standing armed on the roof, the people were
driven into the yard, then the doors were locked and the SS pushed the
people into the rooms, allegedly to take a shower bath. They were told that,
then the doors were locked and the ZYKLON gas was sprinkled through the
holes in the ceiling. After ten minutes the people could be brought to the
incinerator, How many of these installations did you see?
A. Not a single one. In RIGA I only saw the normal installation.

Figure 1: A page from the original transcript of Weinbacher’s interrogation, showing
passages to be excised.

Figure 2: A page from the original transcript of Drosihn’s interrogation, showing
passages to be excised.
The questioning of Drosihn on Sehm’s travel report story was also cut, with the
following text being removed:
Q. I will tell you what records we have found. At the end of 1941 Dr Tesch
was in BERLIN and had conferences with the highest officials of the
Wehrmacht and the SS. And in the course of these conferences it was said
literally: “Because the shooting of Jews is unhygienic it is suggested that
BLAUSAEURE GAS should be used.” That is to be read in black and white
in a letter from the High Command. I am rather sure that you, too, took
some part in this. What do you know about the destruction of men? But this
time I don’t want to hear the same lies, but the truth.
A. I state once again that I heard of it only after the occupation.
Q. That is impossible for the shower baths were only camouflaged; there
was no water there.

A. I assume that they were perhaps hot air chambers, but it is not allowed to
build them like that, for that is not permitted by the law, that chambers must
stand quite apart.
Q. It was a barrack standing alone. Didn’t you supply anything for it?
A. No, nothing. That is not the expert way and cannot be brought in
accordance with the laws relating to BLAUSAEURE.
As in Weinbacher’s interrogation, threats were removed from the edited version of
Drosihn’s interrogation. First to go was a threat to hand him over to the Russians to be
tortured:
Q. I see, Dr DROSIHN. We won’t get anywhere like that. I had thought you
would like to speak, but as you are not doing that, we must proceed
differently with you; for we want to know what the firm had to do with the
gassing of men. You know the firm’s position today, as well as yours, and
that of the other gentlemen, Dr TESCH and WEINBACHER? Your sphere
of activity was mostly in the East, such as AUSCHWITZ, RIGA, LUBLIN,
ORANIENBURG, and all those places are now under Russian authority. We
shall be forced to pass you on to the Russians who now deal with such cases
and probably employ other methods to make you speak.
A. I cannot make any other statements. I can only assure you that my tongue
has been loosened and that I will tell you everything.
Q. Until now you have not told us anything.
A. I must adhere to my statement that only after your victory did I hear that
men had been gassed in the concentration camps.
Also removed was a veiled threat against Drosihn’s wife:
Shall we first hear [verhören, translation should be ‘interrogate’] your wife
about [what Drosihn had heard about Auschwitz]? We want to spare her
this.
Figures 1 and 2 show pages from the original German transcripts of the interrogations,
with the passages to be excised marked in pen.
The revelation of this procedure of sanitizing interrogation transcripts has significant
implications, and raises the question of how far this practice extended to other similar
cases of the time. Certainly one must suspect similar alterations to Tesch’s
interrogations, neither of which exists in a true original (meaning the copy actually taken
down during the interrogation). However, there is also a strong possibility that similar
acts took place in other British and American interrogations. In one similar case, there
was testimony in the Congressional investigation of the Malmedy trial that the
investigators engaged in extensive rewriting of interrogation-derived statements.[43]
Interrogation materials are often not available in the original typed version, as seen in
Figures 1 and 2 (with characteristic lack of formatting), but only in better-formatted,
retyped versions. In light of the modifications demonstrated here, scholars cannot deny
the very real possibility that they are dealing with doctored materials - “the interrogation
as it should have been”. Though this is not the time to treat the subject thoroughly, one
must remark that when using interrogation and trial materials, holocaust scholars have
not shown adequate sensitivity towards the type of evidence with which they were
dealing. It is no surprise that reading the prosecution’s file makes the accused look

guilty: the prosecution was aiming for that effect, and often was not being particularly
honest in the process. On the theme of caution with interrogation-derived statements,
one should also note the penchant of prosecutors to use their own statements in the
deposition of a witness. In simplified and somewhat caricatured form, the process looks
like this: one begins with an interrogation as follows:
INTERROGATOR: Statement 1 is true, right?
WITNESS: Yes.
INTERROGATOR: Statement 2 is true, right?
WITNESS: I guess so.
INTERROGATOR: Statement 3 is true, right?
WITNESS: No, definitely not.
INTERROGATOR: Statement 4 is true, right?
WITNESS: I don’t think so.
INTERROGATOR: Is it impossible?
WITNESS: Well, I guess I can’t prove it didn’t happen.
Through the magic of the prosecution’s rewriting, this becomes
DEPOSITION OF WITNESS: Statement 1. Statement 2. It is quite possible
that Statement 4.
In this way, the witness simply becomes the mouthpiece for as much of the prosecution’s
case as he will assent to, or at least not explicitly deny. The appearance of voluntary or
spontaneous admissions in the resulting statements makes them much more convincing
evidence than the interrogation transcript itself would have been. This, of course, was
intentional on the prosecution’s part. To give a simple example from the Tesch case,
consider the following exchange during Drosihn’s interrogation
Q. What was your impression of Dr TESCH as a man?
A. Dr TESCH could be very inconsiderate.
Q. He would step over corpses if it helped his business?
A. I don’t know whether I can express it that way. It is true he neglected my
salary.
Q. It astonishes me that you still protect him thus, for now he will not have
an opportunity to employ people. I want to know your real opinion of him.
A. I have already stated at the beginning that I had several quarrels with Dr
TESCH. Besides, he was very correct and tried not to come into conflict
with the law.
Q. Did Dr TESCH tell you about the conference in BERLIN?
A. No.

Q. Where did he keep secret records?
A. I don’t know. I only know that he wrote a secret letter about me. I don’t
know what was in it. He put it into a blue, closed envelope and laid it in the
upper shelf of the cupboard.
Q. Perhaps he wanted to bring you to a concentration camp?
A. That is possible. [Das kann sein.]
Q. Then you would perhaps have been gassed and experienced the matter
from the other side?
A. Yes; possible. [Ja, möglich.][44]
In his statement, this became
I also know that Dr TESCH kept a sealed envelope which probably
contained my criticisms of the State in order to be able to blackmail me.[45]

1.2 Tesch’s Second Interrogation
On October 24, Tesch was interrogated by Anton Freud. This second interrogation does
exist in German, but in a fragmentary form, severed into 31 numbered chunks. While the
interrogation contains some particulars that are of interest in connection with specific
points, some of which are cited elsewhere in this paper, the interrogation as a whole
offered little new. Mainly, Freud took the opportunity to vent his anger and frustration
over the weakness of the evidence the WCIT had gathered, accusing Tesch of
engineering a coverup with his employees, and of burning key documents. At the time,
there was still a realistic possibility that Tesch would be turned over to the Russians,[46]
and Freud took the opportunity to threaten that because of the 4.5 million people he had
killed, the Russians would rip out Tesch’s [finger and toe] nails.[47] Faced with Freud’s
threats and name-calling, Tesch mostly confined himself to repeating his previous
statements.

2. The Trial
The Tesch trial lasted from March 1 to 8, 1946. The Judge Advocate was C.L. Stirling,
who had also presided at the Belsen trial. Major Gerald Draper started things off,
reminding everyone what the trial concerned:
Zyklon B was going in vast quantities to the largest concentration camps in
Germany east of the Elbe, and in those same concentration camps the SS
Totenkopfverbunden were systematically exterminating human beings from
1942 to 1945 in an estimated total of six million human beings, of which
four and a half million human beings were exterminated by the use of
Zyklon B in one camp alone known as Auschwitz/Birkenau.[48]
The trial was conducted in English, and its transcript records only the English language
versions of statements. The quality of the translation varied. A letter from Major Peter E.
Forest, sent the day after the trial concluded, described the four interpreters. Captain
Sempel received top marks, with Sergeant Rees a step behind. Sergeant Cunningham’s
English was inadequate for the job, his translations incorrect, his manners poor. (“The
Court was most displeased with his remark ‘Shut up’ to the Defending Counsel.”)
Corporal Jacobson was too nervous and distracted to perform up to standard.[49] Certain

problems of translation are evident in the transcript, for instance when the gassing of
“mules” is mentioned (a mistranslation of Mühlen, the German word for “mills”).[50]
The main fact which the prosecution attempted to prove was that the defendants had
known that the gas they provided was used for extermination. While witnesses for the
gassings did appear, they were not the focus of the trial, and the “fact” of mass
extermination with gas in concentration camps was largely taken as known, having
already been “proven” at the Belsen trial. In establishing the defendant’s “guilty
knowledge”, the vital witnesses were the trio Sehm-Frahm-Pook, as well as the TESTA
secretaries Biagini and Uenzelmann. We will focus on the evidence which these
witnesses presented at the trial, how it compares to their previous statements, and the
pretrial machinations concerning how the case would be presented.

2.1 Sehm, Frahm, Pook
Sehm was the first witness to appear. He made a number of mistakes that damaged his
credibility, such as alleging that TESTA had delivered gas to Dachau and Belsen,[51]
and stating that “it was well known in the firm that Dr. Tesch was not a chemist, but a
Doctor of Philosophy and interest only privately in the chemical science [sic].”[52]
Sehm’s presentation of his story concerning the crucial travel report was consistent with
his pretrial statements. With respect to the contentious question of what he had told
Frahm, he stated that in the Spring of 1943 he had told Frahm all about the travel report,
and Frahm, a “very temperamental person”, had “behaved in a rather violently antinational socialist way.”[53] With respect to Wilhelm Pook, he stated that the latter “came
back to Hamburg in October or November 1945 and we have been having discussions
since.”[54]
Frahm was the next witness to appear, and contradicted Sehm’s account:
Q. Did [Sehm] tell you why he wanted to leave [TESTA]?
A. He indicated that things were going on at that firm with which his
conscience could not agree.
Q. Did he particularise what those things were?
A. No. He did not give me any particular details because at that time to talk
about such things was quite impossible.[55]
Wilhelm Pook and his wife Kate Pook did not appear until Day 3 of the trial. On direct
examination Wilhelm Pook was not asked about the Sehm travel report, but did give an
account of what Sehm had told him during the war:
Sehm told me that he was working at Tesch & Stabenow and that that firm
supplied prussic acid for the territories in the east and that it was mainly a
question of the killing of Jews and that Dr. Tesch undertook journeys there
to give instruction about the manner of using that poison, and I know that
Tesch & Stabenow furnished themselves this poison gas.[56]
Only on cross examination was he asked about the travel report. He confirmed Sehm’s
story insofar as he stated that Sehm had told him about finding the travel report, read
notes he had taken from it, and that he, Pook, had advised Sehm that it was dangerous to
carry such a paper.[57] He did not, however, remember Sehm’s story about burning the
note in an ashtray on the table:
Q. Did anything happen with this copy made by Sehm in your presence?

A. I cannot remember any more if he put it again in his pocket or what
happened.[58]
Far more important than whether Pook could confirm Sehm’s bizarre tale of the travel
report outlining the OKW’s plan to gas Jews at night in their barracks, however, was a
fact revealed by Tesch’s lawyer Zippel. The reader may have noticed that Pook’s pretrial
statements have not been mentioned. This is for good reason: they are not present in the
files. While cross examining Pook, Zippel revealed that pretrial statements were taken
from both of the Pooks. He pressed Pook on the discrepancy between his earlier
statement and his trial testimony.
Q. Why did you not mention [the travel report] whilst you have been
interrogated by Captain Lee, the British Interrogation Officer?
A. In the meantime I could think about it.
Q. Have you in the meantime spoken to Sehm about it?
A. Yes, we did, but we did not gain any new facts.
Q. When did you speak with Sehm about it?
A. Last week.
Q. Have you spoken to Sehm after Sehm appeared as a witness before this
court?
A. Last week.[59]
Q. Did Sehm tell you what was the evidence given before this court?
A. It was only repetitions of what he had said before.
Q. Please answer my question now. Did he tell you what he gave as
evidence before this court?
A. Yes he did - what was printed in the newspaper.
[...]
Q. Whilst interrogated by the British Interrogation Officer you could not
remember that Sehm did show you a paper and yet now, months later, you
can remember what was in this document.
A. We talked over this happening just as I gave the evidence a few moments
before.[60]
Wilhelm Pook was followed on the witness stand by his wife, Kate Pook, who delivered
similar testimony, with a few notable differences. First, she claimed that she had thought
at first that the document Sehm brought with him was an original document but only
later realized that it was a copy - a story which clashes with Sehm’s claim that it was just
his own handwritten and fragmentary notes.[61] Second, unlike her husband, she
managed to remember Sehm’s story about burning the note in an ashtray, although she
was forced to admit that she might have merely been “reminded” of this by Sehm when
he visited.[62] Third, in her original statement to the British interrogating officer, she
had apparently mentioned something about Sehm showing her one of Tesch’s letters
(rather than Sehm’s notes on a travel report, as she claimed at the trial), and she stated

that she only remembered about the document after her initial statement.[63]
It is not entirely clear how Zippel acquired a copy of the pretrial Pook statements, or
why they are not preserved in the records of the investigation and trial. Indeed, the
casual reader of the Tesch investigation files could be forgiven for not noticing (either)
Pook’s existence. From a few traces, however, we can reconstruct the events of the
investigation involving Pook.
Sehm had alluded to Pook without mentioning him by name in his August 24, 1945
letter. His September 18 description of his confrontation with Tesch named Pook for the
first time, giving a lengthy description. Sehm repeated his description of Pook in his
October 10 statement. Pook, however, was located in the American zone, and was
consequently not the easiest witness for the Hamburg-based team to get at.
On October 27, Ashton Hill, the commanding officer of the No. 2 WCIT, requested that
a statement be taken from Pook:
It is requested that a statement be obtained from POOK who is now in the
American zone, in order to corroborate the evidence of the chief informant
Emil SEHM, who has made a statement on the lines set out below [Hill then
quotes four paragraphs from Sehm’s statement][64]
Making mention of this request, the investigative team’s report on the case notes that
In its present form there is very strong indirect evidence against all three
accused but only weak direct evidence against Dr TESCH and no direct
evidence at all against Herr WEINBACHER and Dr DROSIHN. The direct
evidence against Dr TESCH can be strengthened slightly if a corroborative
statement is obtained from Wilhelm POOK.[65]
Referencing the report, a November 9 letter stated that Pook was being searched for.[66]
Eventually, No. 2 War Crimes Investigation Team received a message informing them
that Pook had arrived in Hamburg on November 23:
RESTRICTED. CONFIRMING TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
BENTHAM GREEN/ASHTON HILL RE GIFTGAS CASE AND
DOCTOR TESCH. WILHELM POOK NOW REPORTED ARRIVED
HAMBURG 23 NOV ADDRESS ALTONA STRESEMANNSTRASSE 71
BEI FAMILY MEYER. PLEASE ARRANGE IMMEDIATELY
INVESTIGATION FOR CORROBORATION OF EVIDENCE OF EMIL
SEHM AND REPORT ACCORDINGLY[67]
This message is dated only “02”, as in “the second day of the month”, at 1800 hours.
The position in the file, however, indicates that the month was January. We will trace
through the chronology of the pretrial period to see where Pook came back into the story.
The report on the case, dating to early November, mentions only that a statement should
be taken from Pook. A November 28 advisory report by Brigadier H. Shapcott
recommended charges against Tesch only, suggesting that the cases of Weinbacher and
Drosihn be left for a later date.[68] Though it listed all witnesses and other evidence to
be brought, the report made no mention of Frahm or Pook. These two were also omitted
from a December 12 list of witnesses to be called.[69]
On December 21, however, the charge was altered to include three defendants rather
than Tesch alone. At this time, Frahm was added to the list of witnesses, but Pook still
went unmentioned.[70] On January 3, referencing a telephone conversation between
Smithers and Ashton Hill, Pook’s arrival was noted:

It has been reported that Wilhelm POOK has left the American zone and is
at HAMBURG-ALTONA, Stresemannstrasse 71 by Family Mayer. An
immediate interrogation has been ordered by this Branch to be conducted by
a member of No. 2 WCIT, and the result will be notified to you accordingly
if it is intended to call POOK as a witness.[71]
On January 19 both Pooks were on the witness list, but with a handwritten note that they
were “not to be produced”.[72] Wilhelm Pook’s statement was acknowledged as
received by 8 Corps District on January 31,[73] and eight further copies were sent on
February 2.[74] On February 7, the originals of both Pook statements were passed on,
along with copies.[75]
I have narrated these events in such detail to show the compelling evidence that
statements from the Pooks were first taken at some point during January. It is important
to establish this clearly because there is an intriguing circumstantial argument to the
contrary. Here we return to the theme of the manipulation of witness statements by the
WCIT. In addition to the Sehm statement of October 10 cited above, a second version of
Sehm’s statement was prepared and is included in a set of copies of exhibits to be used at
trial.[76] This version, which is given the same date, is identical to the normal statement,
with one exception: Sehm’s discussion of his friend Pook, to whom he showed a copy of
the mysterious travel report, is omitted.
The existence of this version of Sehm’s statement would appear, on first glance, to be
linked with another case of document manipulation, namely that alluded to in the above
mentioned November 28 advisory report, which states that Sehm should be presented as
a witness “in accordance with Sehm’s statement as amended by this office.”[77] The
question arises whether the Pook-less version of Sehm’s statement is that amended
version. If so, it would be tempting to suggest that the Pooks’ failure to confirm Sehm’s
story caused the British authorities to create a new, Pook-less statement. This would
require the hypothesis of an additional, earlier, undocumented meeting between Pook
and War Crimes investigators. The chronology of events related to Pook was given in
such detail in order to show that such a hypothesis is untenable. The documentary record
is too clear to allow for such speculation.
If the Pook-less Sehm statement is identical with “Sehm’s statement as amended by this
office”, then the amendation was done prior to taking a statement from Pook,
presumably having been performed in order to conceal Pook’s existence from the
defense, since at the time his evidence remained a wild card. If the Pook-less Sehm
statement is not identical with “Sehm’s statement as amended by this office”, then the
latter was either for some reason not preserved in the Tesch trial files, or is nothing other
than the standard version of Sehm’s statement, the true original not having been
preserved. Whichever of these options one prefers, it’s clear that a great deal of
document manipulation went on in the preparation for the Tesch trial.

2.2 Biagini and Uenzelmann
Aside from the trio Sehm-Frahm-Pook, the only witnesses offering evidence that Tesch
and his fellow defendants had known that their gas was used to kill humans were two
secretaries, Erna Elisa Biagini[78] and Anna Uenzelmann.[79] Neither of these
witnesses told such a spectacular tale as Sehm, but they were seen at the trial as
providing confirmation. Of the two, Biagini is the more interesting, in that she
completely changed her story between her pretrial and trial statements.
In her interrogation, Biagini stated that she had not seen written materials concerning
homicidal gassing, but mentioned that rumors on this subject had circulated at TESTA.

These rumors, which she first heard in Winter 1942, were not given any credence.[80]
The same story is given in her statement[81] and in the report on the case.[82] Her
statements to this effect may well be true. Rumors concerning the gassing of humans did
circulate in Germany during the war. It would not be surprising if some typists at a
gassing firm gossiped about them. That said, Biagini claimed that she had heard the
rumors from her fellow typist Erika Rathcke, which Rathcke denied in her interrogation,
asking to be confronted with the witness who claimed this. She maintained this denial in
the face of a threatening interrogation (“I tell you that you don’t speak the truth. That
rumor was circulated in the office and you must know. I shall let you sit here for years if
you don’t speak up.”). She had heard rumors about “idiots” being put to sleep (the
euthanasia program), and knew of an institutionalized family member who had died
shortly after a transfer, causing suspicion. She had not, however, heard anything about
the use of gas for this purpose.[83]
At the trial, however, Biagini’s testimony was completely different. She first denied
having heard rumors, but then told a new story about seeing a travel report:
Q. Did you ever hear any rumours about Zyklon B whilst you were with
Tesch & Stabenow?
A. No rumours. What sort of rumours?
Q. Were there rumours about Zyklon B whilst you were with Tesch &
Stabenow?
A. No rumours.
THE JUDGE ADVOCATE: When you were working with the firm, were
there any rumours going about as to what Zyklon B was being used for?
A. I do not know for certain.
Q. Have you understood the question?
A. Yes.
Q. Let the court have an answer. It is a very simple question.
A. That the gas was used in concentration camps for disinfection.
MAJOR DRAPER: Did you ever hear that they were using the gas for any
other purpose than for disinfecting vermin?
A. Yes.
Q. Will you tell us the circumstances and what you heard?
A. I was working at a document; I have read it - that it might be used for
human beings as well.
Q. Do you say you read that yourself?
A. Yes.
Q. Having read that, did you mention it to any of your co-employees?
A. Yes.

Q. To whom and in what circumstances?
A. To Fraulein Rathcke. [...]
Q. Did you learn anything else about Zyklon B being used for exterminating
human beings whilst you were in that firm?
A. No, nothing else.[84]
Under cross examination, she stated that this report was one of Dr. Tesch’s travel reports,
but did not remember anything about the context of the document. She could testify only
to having read in a travel report something concerning the possibility that Zyklon could
be used against humans.[85] When questioned about the matter, Tesch thought that
Biagini’s new story might be based in fact, and offered the hypothesis that a student in
one of his courses might have asked him about the effect of Zyklon on humans, and he
might have taken note of this in a travel report. When challenged on this he emphasized
that he indeed did frequently write down students’ questions in the travel reports from
his courses, that he could prove this, and that students did indeed ask such questions at
his courses.[86] Rathcke, for her part, denied that Biagini had told her about this
document.[87]
The prosecution clearly did not know Biagini’s new story before the case went to trial, as
can be seen from the fact that Major Draper mentioned her old story in his opening
speech.[88] Her reasons for changing her story are not apparent. Like her old story, her
new story is perfectly plausible and not at all incriminating, despite the prosecution’s
insinuations. Her new story certainly cannot be interpreted as confirmation of Sehm’s
travel-report story.[89] While both stories involve a travel report, the two descriptions of
that travel report are quite different, as Tesch himself noted at the trial.[90]
The other TESTA secretary to offer evidence that Tesch had known of gassings was
Anna Uenzelmann. Unlike Biagini, she stuck to her pretrial statements: at some point in
1942, after returning from Berlin, Dr. Tesch had said something to the effect that he had
heard that there were plans to use Zyklon to kill humans, but had not given any details
whatsoever.[91] Tesch denied that there was any truth to Uenzelmann’s story, and noted
that “Frau Unzelmann is well known in the business as a very confused person”, and
suggested she may have become confused during the years since the event and made a
mistake.[92]

2.3 Excess Zyklon Supply?
It would be difficult to overstate how much emphasis was placed on the size of the
Zyklon supply to Auschwitz during the Tesch investigation and trial. According to the
prosecution, the supply was so large that Tesch must have known that the gas was used
for extermination. TESTA’s employees, under arrest at the time, were pressured to
provide support for this argument. Meanwhile, in his first interrogation, Tesch had
indicated skepticism towards this line of argument:
Q. I am going to tell you something instead of asking the questions. 5
Million people died from gassing in Auschwitz. What do you understand
from that?
A. It is news to me.
Q. Tonight you are learning something, are you not? You are astounded, are
you not? So some of the gas which went in did not kill merely bugs, did it?

A. I do not know; there were a lot of bugs in Auschwitz.[93]
In one case, the investigation team managed to secure a sort of endorsement for the
excess Zyklon supply [hereafter EZS] argument, but only based on the assumption that
Auschwitz was much smaller than it in fact was: a statement taken from the gassing
technician Gustav Kock[94] stated that he would be “astonished” at Zyklon orders of
one ton monthly for two years from a camp the size of Neuengamme.[95] He repeated
this statement at the trial.[96] Auschwitz, which had ordered 19 tons in two years, was
meant, and the interrogator had suggested to Kock that Auschwitz was the size of
Neuengamme or Gross Rosen. In another case, the British interrogating agent explicitly
stated that Auschwitz was a normal sized camp, and was smaller than
Sachsenhausen.[97] The confusion about the size of Auschwitz was compounded by the
statements of the gassing technician August Marcinkowski, who recounted an early trip
to the camp:
In March 1940 I carried out a gassing in AUSCHWITZ. This was just
before it was due to become a concentration camp. At this time
AUSCHWITZ consisted of seven to eight one-storeyed [einstöckigen] stone
houses and we used about 120 kilograms of ZYKLON gas to gas it.[98]
Marcinkowski was called at the trial and repeated the story, stating this time that 120 to
130 kg of Zyklon had been used.[99] Captain Anton Freud, in turn, repeated this claim
while interrogating Tesch, in order to prove that the Zyklon supply to Auschwitz was
excessive:
Q Not conspicuous! Do you know what people have said about you? If a
camp ordered 1 ton of gas a month, throughout 2 years, and you didn’t
notice it, then you are either moronic or you don’t want to know it. You
know that the entire Auschwitz camp can be gassed with 120 kg.
A. One barrack?
Q. No, the entire Auschwitz camp.[100]
The possibility that the Auschwitz for which Tesch supplied gas might have been
somewhat larger than the Auschwitz which Marcinkowski gassed in early 1940 seems
not to have occurred to Freud. Indeed, it was taken for granted by the investigating team
that the quantity of Zyklon supplied to Auschwitz was so immense as to be sufficient to
prove that large scale extermination of humans occurred at the camp. An entire segment
of Tesch’s October 24 interrogation is devoted to Anton Freud’s rant against Tesch’s
claim that the quantity supplied was not surprisingly large:
Q. There aren’t enough insects in all of Germany that one needs 1 ton
Zyklon per month. If a camp ordered that much, you must have been aware
that it wasn’t only used against insects. Do you know what your people have
said about that? That you are an idiot or you didn’t want to know what the
gas was used for.[101]
Here Freud was alluding to Gustav Kock’s statements mentioned above, originally made
during his interrogation of October 20.[102]
At the trial, the prosecution strenuously objected to Tesch’s statement that Auschwitz’s
demand for a larger supply of Zyklon was unsurprising due to the fact that Auschwitz
was a larger camp.[103] Their plan for the EZS argument was to claim, based on
inaccurate statements from Drosihn, that the SS could not carry out disinfection of
barracks without the help of TESTA technicians, but could only perform gassings in gas

chambers. Therefore all Zyklon sent to Auschwitz had to be used in (delousing) gas
chambers or for homicidal purposes. As the quantities ordered were in excess of those
needed by delousing chambers, therefore Tesch had to know that Zyklon was being used
for mass extermination of humans at Auschwitz. Tesch rejected these arguments as well:
Q. Do you know how many delousing chambers there were in Auschwitz in
1942?
A. I do not.
Q. Do you know how many you supplied to this concentration camp.
A. Yes
Q. How many, roughly?
A. As far as I know we did not supply any.
Q. You would agree, would you not, that seven thousand kilograms of
Zyklon B gas is unlikely to have been used for the purposes of delousing
chambers?
A. On the contrary, I even now today am of the opinion that even a bigger
amount could have been used.
Q. And you say the same about twelve thousand kilograms in 1943?
A. Yes, that means 1,000 kilograms a month and that is not exaggerated for
a big camp.[104]
Despite the prosecution’s best efforts, the EZS argument consistently failed to persuade
competent observers. The gassing technicians to whom it was put invariably rejected it,
the only exceptions being in those cases where the technicians were given erroneous
information concerning the size of Auschwitz.[105] Tesch rejected it, as did
Weinbacher[106] and Drosihn, the latter even under the assumption that the Zyklon sent
to Auschwitz cannot have been used for disinfecting barracks, but only in gas chambers
or homicidally:
Q. If it is so from the books of the firm that 7000 kgs. [of Zyklon-B] went to
Auschwitz alone [in 1942], would that strike you as the proper quantity for
disinfecting only in gas chambers?
A. I do not know the conditions in Auschwitz, but I think it may be
possible. [...]
Q. Auschwitz took in 1943 12000 kgs. of the gas. Would you have been
surprised if you had heard that?
A. I knew that Auschwitz was a very big camp.[107]
The prosecution also put the argument before Karl Schwarz, Professor emeritus at the
(Hamburg?) Institute of Hygiene, who declined to endorse it.[108]
Despite its consistent rejection by everyone with expertise in gassing, the EZS argument
remained the prosecution’s favorite, and went on making the rounds with holocaust
historians. For example, in a well-known anthology on the alleged National Socialist
gassings, the size of the Zyklon deliveries to Majdanek was held to be proof that they

were intended for homicidal use.[109] While the EZS argument was repudiated by JeanClaude Pressac,[110] it was resurrected by Robert Jan van Pelt in connection with the
Irving-Lipstadt trial.[111] Van Pelt’s shoddy arguments need not concern us beyond a
few brief remarks.[112]
Van Pelt uses Zyklon delivery quantities from Tesch trial documents, but these numbers
are not complete and hence not suitable for comparisons of the sort van Pelt wants to
draw.[113] The quantities van Pelt quotes do not include the gassings that TESTA
carried out themselves in the camps,[114] notably in Sachsenhausen and Neuengamme,
where these quantities are large enough to dramatically alter the results of van Pelt’s
calculations for 1942.[115] TESTA’s books record that in that year it gassed a total of
334,720 cubic meters at Sachsenhausen and 112,260 cubic meters at Neuengamme. At
15 grams per cubic meter, the standard concentration for gassing barracks,[116] this
means the use of 5,020.8 and 1,683.9 kg of Zyklon, respectively. These quantities dwarf
van Pelt’s annual totals of 1,438 and 180 kg for these two camps. When the two sets of
figures are added together, it appears that the quantities of Zyklon going to
Sachsenhausen and Neuengamme in 1942 were, if anything, excessive in comparison
with the quantity going to Auschwitz, perhaps as a result of German fear that epidemics
in these camps might spread and affect the nearby urban areas.
Further, van Pelt assumes that the Zyklon supply to camps other than Auschwitz,
Neuengamme for example, was adequate on a per-prisoner basis, while in reality
Neuengamme prisoners complained that delousing was scarcely ever done, and blamed
the camp administration for this omission, which was the result of a shortage of
Zyklon.[117] Moreover, citing the Nuremberg document NI-9912 (of little direct
relevance to Auschwitz), van Pelt assumes that the Auschwitz delousing chambers
would have used a concentration of 8 grams per cubic meter. The concentration normally
recommended by TESTA, however, was 10 grams per cubic meter (Type ‘D’). Even
worse, van Pelt assumes a concentration of 5-8 grams per cubic meter for the delousing
of barracks. TESTA’s recommendation for the gassing of barracks was 15 grams per
cubic meter (Type ‘E’).[118] Correcting this last figure alone suffices to overturn van
Pelt’s analysis.
Van Pelt compounds his errors by assuming that all camps require the same amount of
Zyklon per prisoner, without considering regional differences in hygienic conditions.
This allows us to return to the arguments made at the Tesch trial. In his first
interrogation, Tesch remarked on the regional difference in the need for disinfestation,
stating that “Eastern territories were particularly in danger of spotted fever”, although
this was not said in the context of the EZS argument.[119] In his second surviving
interrogation he made this point as well, this time in the EZS context, responding to the
suggestion that the deliveries to the concentration camps were “a little strange” with a
reference to the great danger of louse infestation in the east.[120]
Tesch elaborated on this point at his trial, noting that there was a greater infestation
problem in the east than in the west,[121] and stating that among the reasons he was not
astonished by the quantity of Zyklon supplied to Auschwitz was that “Upper Silesia was
a much infested province of Germany, and because I experienced in Poland a sort of
infestation with insects and vermin as I had not thought possible.”[122] When the
prosecution expressed incredulity that Tesch should not have thought it strange to see
Auschwitz order four times as much gas as Sachsenhausen over a certain period,[123]
Tesch observed yet again that “one is a territory which is infected by vermin”. He
explained that this was both general knowledge (“We knew that the whole of Poland and
Upper Silesia were territories which were very badly infested”) and something he knew
on the basis of his own experience.[124]

The prosecution also knew Tesch’s statement to be true. Their own trial Exhibit DB, a
travel report dated March 20, 1941, reporting on Tesch’s experiences in Upper Silesia
from 7-11 March, contained a discussion of the poor sanitary situation in Upper Silesia,
including the remark that while the disinfestation plan was not yet definite, all were
agreed that “something radical must take place.”[125]
Finally, in his attempt to obtain an upper bound for the amount of Zyklon that could
have been put to “ordinary” use, van Pelt assumes that the entire supply of that product
delivered to the Auschwitz complex had to be used in either the Stammlager or in
Birkenau. He gives no justification for the assumption that the other Auschwitz
subcamps never required Zyklon. The need to supply subcamps was repeatedly
mentioned at the Tesch trial.[126] As van Pelt cites the trial transcript, it is unclear how
he remained ignorant of this fact; the most charitable interpretation is that while he
found it a fine thing to cite the trial transcript in support of his arguments, he did not feel
obligated to go the trouble of reading it.

2.4 Sentence, Appeal, and Execution
Tesch and Weinbacher were found guilty and sentenced to death,[127] while Drosihn’s
groveling earned him an acquittal. On March 19, Tesch submitted a petition against the
judgment, as did Weinbacher the next day. Both men referred to the written appeals of
their lawyers.[128] Tesch’s lawyer Dr. Zippel wrote a lengthy appeal which addressed a
number of issues which had looked bad for Tesch during the trial. Chief among these
was the issue of large gas chambers. Tesch had made various denials concerning his
ignorance of large size gas chambers. At the trial, the prosecution sought to destroy his
credibility by showing that these were lies. Drosihn wrote a statement on appeal
concerning these large gassing facilities:
I hereby declare under oath that the small 10 cbm. normal gas-chambers,
which were used for quick delousing of clothing and simultaneous bodily
delousing of the wearers of this clothing, f.i.[129] in barracks, are unsuitable
for the delousing of winter clothing for the troops, which is returned from
the front in large quantities during the spring and summer months by car,
lorry, or truck loads for repair, because this material was continually brought
to the collecting stations of the Army Clothing Departments, and had then to
be taken in hand. For this purpose I therefore considered the employment of
large gassing rooms more practical than the corresponding number of small
chambers. The places known to me indeed all only used large rooms for
gassing, but did not install typical gas chambers. As instances I would
enumerate the clothing department of the Heeresgruppe Nord
1) in Riga - Mühlgraben
1 gassing room of 1500 cbm.
2) in Pleskau
1 gassing room of abt. 150 cbm.
furthermore the Field Clothing Department of the air force Riga
3) in Riga - Ilgeziem
1 gassing room of abt. 180 cbm.
Big rooms have the advantage of a considerable saving in building material

for the construction of inner walls, and that instead of many equipments
only one is required and the handling of the clothes (taking and handing out)
is quicker and simpler. By extending the time to 8 - 24 hours for the gas to
take effect in comparison to the gassing duration of not quite one hour with
simultaneous personal (bodily) de-lousing, the gyratory equipment could be
dispensed with altogether.
In the repair workshop of the Reichsbahn in Posen finally whole trains with
military winter-clothing were regularly deloused by means of Zyklon in
truck loads with afore-mentioned Pintsch Tunnel. This disinfecting
establishment of abt. 500 cbm. was not only arranged to be operated with
heat but also for the production of sub-pressure, so that quick time for the
gas to take its effect and high outputs could be attained. The tunnel in Posen
is illustrated on the page before last of the Testa-Fibel regarding
Zyklon.[130]
This confusion appears to have resulted in part from the prosecution’s use of the term
Gaskammer to designate all kinds of gassing spaces, even the kind that gassing
professionals would call generally a Gasraum, and in part from the prosecutors’ failure
to consistently distinguish between equipment that TESTA themselves supplied and
equipment that they had merely heard of. Thus in his interrogation, Drosihn says that he
has never heard of large Gaskammern one minute, and immediately afterwards discusses
an immense gassing facility in Riga.[131] This is clearly not an attempt to deceive, but
rather proof that he did not classify the Riga facility as a Gaskammer. The fact that the
term Gaskammer was assumed to have a somewhat restricted usage is also supported by
the interrogation of Gustav Kock, who distinguished an improvised Gasraum from a
Gaskammer.[132] Thus, the prosecution’s belief that Tesch was lying in his statements
concerning large gas chambers is simply the result of their failure to understand the
usage of the relevant specialized vocabulary.
Tesch’s lawyer also sought to call for the testimony of additional scientists as character
witnesses, including the Nobel laureate Otto Hahn.[133] Such gambits were tried by any
number of accused Germans, and rarely did much good. A highly favorable personal
letter from Léon Blum did nothing to prevent Dr. Schiedlausky from being sentenced to
death at the British Ravensbrück trial.[134] British agent Sigismund Payne Best’s highly
sympathetic account of Sachsenhausen commandant Anton Kaindl[135] did nothing to
prevent the British from transferring Kaindl to Russian hands and to his death in
imprisonment. Even more futile was Kurt Eccarius’s wife’s attempt to aid her husband
by providing his former prisoner Martin Niemöller as a witness to his character: by the
time she wrote, he had already been turned over to the Russians.[136]
Attempted help came from outside as well, as Fritz Kiessig, who had worked with
Tesch’s company on disinfestation in the east, wrote to offer his services in their defense.
His letter reads
Dear Sirs,
On the evening of 2nd. March I heard from a British wireless station that
three gentlemen of your firm had been arrested for having participated in
gassing operations in the East.
Whilst I was in the O.K.H.B of the Adm.Amt V2 during 1942/43 I also had
to do among other matters with the entire de-contamination problem and
collaborated a great deal with your good firm or respectively with one of
your directors in this question. This matter is therefore not unknown to me
and as far as it concerns the section “Army” of our forces the happenings in

“gassings” as indicated in the British radio are entirely new to me.
If you should have any interest in my evidence I will gladly hold myself at
your disposal, as the practices of the firms occupying themselves in the east
with de-contamination are known to me from personal experience.
Yours faithfully
(signed) Fritz Kiessig
Oberfeldintendant a.D.[137]
The letter was received only after the trial had finished. In his appeal, Zippel informed
the authorities of the letter, and requested “that arrangements be made to cross-examine
this witness” in order to confirm or refute Sehm’s claims.[138] This was not done. In a
memorandum recommending confirmation of the sentences, Brigadier H. Scott-Barrett
claimed that the appeals “do not disclose any substantially new matter.”[139] The
sentences were duly confirmed. The death warrants were signed on April 26 and
executed on May 16.[140]
Several weeks later, Tesch and Weinbacher’s lawyers filed a protest, noting that neither
they nor the families of the victims had been informed that the execution had been
scheduled or even that it had taken place. Their complaint was forwarded to the
headquarters of the British Army of the Rhine, with the observation that “It would
appear unnatural that the nearest relatives of a man about to be executed are not advised
of the forthcoming execution,” and the question, “Are relatives entitled to receive the
body for interment?”[141] The reply was negative, and read:
Accused sentenced to death are not notified that their sentences have been
confirmed until the evening before execution. It is undesirable that there
should be any demonstrations in connection with executions and it is
therefore necessary to withold any information relating to the dates of
execution until they have been carried out. In this latter connection, the
question of notifying next of Kin that death sentences have been carried out
and giving notice of confirmation of prison sentences, is at present being
considered […] It has been decided that bodies of executed persons will not
be handed over to next of kin, or their place of burial made known.[142]

2.5 The Theft of Tesch’s Property
In the absence of substantial direct proof of Tesch’s guilt, a large portion of the
prosecution’s strategy fixed on portraying him as a liar. The report on the case gave a list
of his alleged lies, and those of his co-defendants.[143] One of Tesch’s alleged lies was
the claim that when a British agent left the room on October 23, he had not exchanged
whispers with head bookkeeper Zaun. The prosecution laid out their view of the
incident:
Arrangements were made for the firm to be allowed to continue business
after the release from prison of all its members except Dr TESCH, Dr
DROSIHN and Herr WEINBACHER. Military Government appointed
Alfred ZAUN, the former Chief of Accounts, to act as manager in the
absence of Dr TESCH. In order to obtain the necessary written authorities,
Herr ZAUN applied for a personal interview with Dr TESCH, which was
granted and arranged for 23rd October. The opportunity was taken to lay a
trap in the form of a microphone in the office in which the interview was

conducted, and a German stenographer was detailed to record the
conversation.
As a cover, in order not to rouse the suspicions of either Dr TESCH or Herr
ZAUN, an interpreter of this Team was initially ordered to remain in the
room, being summoned out by a bogus telephone call. Immediately he had
left the room Dr TESCH and Herr ZAUN’s conversation dropped to a
whisper which could not be understood; but certain passages were recorded
which revealed that Dr TESCH had handed over to ZAUN his wallet
containing RM 3,700 and certain personal possessions to be given to Frau
TESCH. The failure of this ruse to obtain any concrete evidence, owing to
the fact that the microphone apparatus was not sufficiently tuned for
whispers, was unfortunate. However, there is little doubt that quite a
considerable amount of whispering was interspersed between normal
conversation, and great suspicion fell upon both these persons. At the
subsequent interrogation of both of them, done independently, they both
strongly denied that any whispering took place. The possibility of ZAUN
being re-imprisoned was seriously considered, but it was felt that he still
was blameless as regards the main crime that was being investigated;
further, he would be of less value to the Team in the conduct of the
investigation if in prison than he would be at large.[144]
During that period, Tesch had given Zaun valuables to pass on to Tesch’s wife. Resentful
at the failure of their ploy, the British confronted Tesch during his October 24
interrogation, claiming that he had tried to bribe Zaun:
Q. Herr Zaun is very sorry that he could not bring your things to your wife,
but he found that RM 4,000 was too small a bribe.
A. That was not a bribe.
Q. You want to deny that you gave Herr Zaun money?
A. No, I gave Herr Zaun RM 3,700, which was not supposed to be a bribe;
he was supposed to deliver it to my wife.
Q. Did you have permission for that? Herr Zaun told us all the secrets that
you shared with him there, and as a bribe you gave him money.
A. I can only say that we shared no secrets, and he was supposed to give the
money to my wife.
Q. What else was he supposed to give your wife?
A. My fountain pen, my watch, my rings.
Q. What else?
A. I don’t know.
Q. What else? Penholder, perhaps a tie pin?
A. Yes, that also.
Q. And letters to your wife?
A. No.

Q. Tasks for your wife?
A. No, I did not say that to Herr Zaun. I only said that he should give the
money to my wife.
Q. No tasks for your wife? Herr Zaun has informed us otherwise.
A. I only said that he should bring the gold securely to my wife.[145]
It should be mentioned that the investigation team was already accusing Zaun of being
bribed a week before the meeting,[146] and that they made such accusations very freely.
The questioning of Tesch continued to address alleged whispering:
Q. What did you whisper yesterday with Herr Zaun?
A. Nothing, we did not whisper anything. I spoke to him only on points due
to business affairs.
Q. What did you whisper?
A. No, we did not...
Q. You did not whisper. It did not occur to you at all to lower your voice.
You continued to speak normally when we were outside?
A. Yes, I did not whisper.[147]
Tesch reiterated this version of events in his statement.[148] According to the
description of the incident quoted above, Zaun was also interrogated about the alleged
whispering on October 24th, but the statement taken from Zaun on that same day
contains no mention of the meeting with Tesch, or of whispers, or of bribes,[149] and the
transcript of the interrogation is not present in the case files.
As for the property which Tesch had tried to pass on to his wife, it was confiscated by
the British. On January 23, 1946 - three months after this incident - WCIT No. 2
transferred the property of Tesch, Weinbacher, and Drosihn to Property Control. The
receipt included some of the items taken from Zaun (fountain pen, pocket watch, tie pin)
along with other items, but not Tesch’s rings, and it included only 3,500 marks, rather
than the 3,700 Tesch had given to Zaun.[150] More precisely, they claimed to have
handed over the property. The property was not returned (just as the families were not
informed of the executions). Eventually, a custodian was appointed by the British
military government to look for the property. He wrote to the war crimes investigation
section of the military government
According to information received from Mr. Alfred Zaun, a bookkeeper in
the firm of the deceased, the following objects were taken from Dr. Tesch
on 23 October 1945 in the course of an interrogation held after his arrest in
the War Crimes Enclosure in Hamburg [...][151]
Lt. Col. R.A. Nightingale’s reply noted that the gold wedding ring and gold diamond
ring were not contained on the receipt.[152] Property Control Section, however, reported
that “No trace of this property could be found in Hamburg nor is the name of Capt. H.B.
Bursar, S.O. III P.C., who is supposed to have signed the receipt, known at this
HQ.”[153] While there is no certainty here, it appears that someone in the war crimes
investigation team invented H.B. Bursar (note the name!) and forged the receipt in order
to cover up the theft of Tesch’s property.

It wasn’t only the investigative team that had financial motivations. Emil Sehm, who had
been so keen to stress his “top secret” knowledge in his initial letters, hoped for some
gain from the case, and claimed compensation as an expert witness for the period in
September 1945 during which he worked on the case, but after a series of
correspondence it was found that he was completely ineligible for such wages,[154]
which were up to 3 RM per hour, or 6 in exceptional cases, in comparison with ordinary
witnesses’ wages of 20 Pf. to 1.50 RM.[155]

3. Miscellaneous Elements
We will take the opportunity to gather a number of pieces of information of interest
which are contained in the files of the Tesch trial. The collection is by no means
comprehensive.

3.1 The Witness Pery Broad
Despite Jean-Claude Pressac’s dismissal of his “report”[156] the Auschwitz witness
Pery Broad has returned to the prominent position in the pantheon of Auschwitz
witnesses which he obtained during the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial, being relied on in an
important recent collection of articles concerning claimed National Socialist
gassings.[157] According to Michael Shermer, “Broad was never tortured, and he had
nothing to gain and everything to lose by confessing.”[158] The files of the Tesch trial
demonstrate that this was not the case. When Broad was transferred from one prison to
another in preparation for the Tesch trial, he was accompanied by a note requesting that
he receive preferential treatment: “Perry Broad has recently given much useful
information. He should therefore receive as good treatment as is possible within
ALTONA Prison.”[159] While this dynamic was not responsible for all German
testimony on homicidal gassings, it was, as revisionists have contended and this note
confirms, a structural factor.

3.2 The Witness Rudolf Diels
One witness managed to influence the Tesch trial greatly without having to make an
appearance. This was Rudolf Diels, whose statement was used by the prosecution to
support their contention that the extermination of the Jews by gas was general
knowledge in Germany during the war. Somewhat surprisingly, the previous studies of
the Tesch trial that have discussed Diels do not seem to have realized just who he was.
Rudolf Diels, in fact, was the first head of the Gestapo, Heydrich’s predecessor in that
role. Diels was a political opportunist who sought to make himself useful to the Allies.
He presented himself as a victim of National Socialist persecution, claiming that he had
been sentenced to death,[160] and giving statements damaging to former colleagues and
rivals.
As one observer wrote, “The case of Dr. DIELS is rather peculiar, if not unique.”[161]
Opinion among Allied authorities on Diels was divided. Some British officials supported
him. Major Draper recommended his release, noting that “he has proved of considerable
assistance in rendering specialized information to British War Crimes Executive and also
to this office.”[162] Others did not, stating that Diels should not be given any liberty, as
he was a “dangerous conspirator and professional revolutionary.”[163]
Diels was later kept in the Allied prosecution’s “Guest House” in Nuremberg,[164] and
among other things provided key testimony supporting the prosecution’s attempt to
blame the National Socialist leadership for the Reichstag fire.[165]

On February 13, Thomas Dodd wrote to Colonel Phillimore, noting that Rudolf Diels
had been called as a Nuremberg defense witness for Schacht. He asked to be sent all
pertinent information derived from the British interrogations of Diels as soon as
possible.[166] The next day, it was noted that Diels might not be available at the Tesch
trial because he might be required as a defense witness at Nuremberg.[167] At the trial
Draper explained that Diels could not come:
He is at present undergoing interrogation by the military authorities. He
cannot be released. [...] he is undergoing interrogation on security matters.
Application was made through the proper channels, but it was said that he
could not come. [...] It is also within the knowledge of the convening
authority that the witness is being held at the disposition of the Nuremberg
International Tribunal.[168]
Diels’s evidence exists in two forms: his statement[169] and the interrogator’s
notes.[170] The two are compatible, and the latter was probably used to compose the
former. Most of the former was read into the record during the Tesch trial.[171]
There are a few points of interest in Diels’s statements. The prosecution set great stock
in his statement that there was general knowledge of gassing in Germany during the war.
Diels, who made similar statements concerning the general knowledge of gassing a year
later as well,[172] focused on stories of euthanasia gassings. He claimed that it was
general knowledge that Zyklon-B was used to gas insane people, mentioning a
euthanasia center for killing with Zyklon-B located in Württemberg. Interestingly, there
is a 1941 document mentioning the rumor of euthanasia gassings with hydrogen
cyanide,[173] and rumors concerning gassings in Württemberg circulated in the
press.[174]
Because of his opportunism and eagerness to please those in power, Diels’s statements
offer insight into the thinking of the War Crimes investigators. For instance, his
statement notes that “It might well be that ‘spotted fever’ was also a term used as
camouflage for gassing operations.”[175] This was exactly the kind of simple-minded
argument that War Crimes investigators were eager to put forward. Indeed, at the Tesch
trial the prosecution argued that the evidence of Broad and Bendel “put it beyond doubt”
that the story of disinfestation was only “a cover and facade - a facade peculiarly dear to
the mind of the SS”.[176] The prosecution applied this notion of a facade across the
board, stating that “throughout that correspondence there is a duplicity to each word
used. Either it is a genuine disinfection that the SS require, or it is the cover for the
biggest murder one can imagine.”[177] While it is beyond the scope of this paper to
examine each one of the trial documents in detail, it is clear that all of them concern
disinfestation. Diels’s statements relating Tesch to the euthanasia program also reflect
the investigation’s thinking: on the basis of some details in a May 1945 report on
euthanasia,[178] they seem to have convinced themselves that Tesch had delivered
Zyklon for the purpose of euthanasia gassings.[179]
Meanwhile at Nuremberg, the defense wanted Diels to testify, but the prosecution
insisted that he could not appear:
Dr. PANNENBECKER: As witness Number 4 I have named Dr. Diels, who
is now in an internment camp in the Hanover district. The witness was chief
of the Gestapo in Prussia in 1933-1934. He is acquainted with the measures
which the Defendant Frick, as Reich Minister of the Interior, decreed for the
supervision of the provinces by the Reich, as well as about the concentration
camps, and also, in particular, about measures taken in individual cases and
about conditions in the camps.

SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: I submit that this witness’ evidence should
be taken in writing. With regard to the earlier part, the Tribunal will have
the advantage of the Defendant Goring who was concerned especially with
the practices of the police in Prussia in 1933 and 1934, and with regard to
the other points, as to the measures of the Defendant Frick, these are either
laws or orders or administrative measures, which could be included, in the
submission of the Prosecution, as being dealt with by written testimony
supplemented by testimony of the Defendant Frick himself.
Dr. PANNENBECKER: I should like to say something to that. I believe that
it would be more practical to hear the witness here before the Court. We can
then have a talk with him beforehand and find out the points on which he
has detailed information, whereas in an interrogatory these things could not
be discussed in detail.
THE PRESIDENT: We will consider that.[180]
They may have considered, but Diels never appeared before the court. It is evident that
the authorities had no intention to allow him to testify, whether at the Tesch trial, at
Nuremberg, or anywhere else. They preferred to use him as an aid for their own
preparations, while presenting his statements in affidavit form so that they could not be
effectively challenged.
Meanwhile, Allied opinion on Diels remained split. One side held that Diels was “a
useful asset and mine of information in which capacity we should prefer to have him as a
free man.”[181] The other thought that “It has become increasingly apparent that Dr
Rudolf DIELS is a man whose liberty should in no circumstances be granted to him” and
“it cannot be urged too strongly that his liberty would be a menace to the security of the
occupation”.[182] Ultimately, Diels was cleared of all potential charges and released. He
had provided such “considerable assistance to the prosecuting authorities” at Nuremberg
that Telford Taylor informed the British of Diels’s impending return to their zone, and
urged his favorable treatment.[183]

3.3 The Hungarian Aktion and the Zyklon-B Supply to Auschwitz
In a December 1945 deposition, former DEGESCH managing director Gerhard Peters
stated that
Sometime in 1944 a member of the SS from AUSCHWITZ concentration
camp came to visit DEGESCH at FRANKFURT-on-MAIN FRIEDBERG
and asked if we would supply some ZYKLON B direct to AUSCHWITZ as
a transport of 250,000 Hungarian Jews was expected and they required
material for disinfection owing to the danger of typhus breaking out. This
request was refused as an agreement had already been reached that all
orders for the Wehrmacht, including the SS, with effect from the end of
1943 or the beginning of 1944, would be made through HSP BERLIN[184]
Peters repeated the story in a later affidavit,[185] adding that he had no suspicion that
the requested delivery was for any purpose other than delousing. Peters’s testimony
demonstrates that the description of Zyklon as “material for the resettlement of Jews”, is
not at all suspicious or incriminating, but was commonplace and was correctly taken at
face value.

3.4 Riga

Tesch and Stabenow was quite active in the Riga area. Tesch and Drosihn both taught
courses in that locale, and gassing technician Johann Holst was employed there as well.
That Tesch taught a course on (sanitary) gassing in late 1941 in Riga is now well known,
and was mentioned repeatedly in pretrial interrogations and at the trial. However,
Richard Breitman’s discovery of intercepts[186] mentioning Tesch and Zyklon in this
connection caused the historian to speculate wildly about plans for exterminating Jews
with Zyklon in the eastern territories.[187] Responding to Breitman, Christian Gerlach
to his credit recognized that the context is clearly that of sanitary rather than homicidal
gassing.[188] Making arguments similar to Breitman’s, Andrej Angrick and Peter Klein
have argued that the plans to gas the eastern Jews were thwarted by the regulations
concerning approval for the use of Zyklon-B.[189] In fact, Tesch stated that from Riga
he “went on towards the front for gassing”,[190] and had there been the intention to gas
Jews with Zyklon at that time and place, there would have been nothing to prevent the
diversion of adequate quantities of Zyklon for that purpose, with or without the
permission of the quartermaster.
Owing to TESTA’s activities in the Riga area, there are a number of trial documents
pertaining to that region. One of these is useful with respect to another more broadly
referenced and much disputed document:
To: The General Kommissar, RIGA
For the attention of Herr Dr. BOSSE,
RIGA.
Training of personnel only after delousing apparatus made ready and on
availability of Zyklon and gassing apparatus ...... possible (.) letter follows
(.)[191]
Unfortunately, the document exists only in English translation, at least as far as the files
of the Tesch trial are concerned. However, the phrase “gassing apparatus” is almost
certainly a translation of “Vergasungsapparat”, which recalls the well known use of that
term’s plural in Nuremberg Document NO-365. The reference in that document has been
variously interpreted by orthodox holocaust historians as a reference to stationary gas
chambers[192] or as a reference to the use of gas vans.[193] The fact that the term
Vergasungsapparat was indeed used in Riga in the context of delousing sheds light on
the proper interpretation of this document. This applies regardless of the authenticity of
the document, as an inauthentic document is likely to have been constructed from
modified authentic materials, from which the term Vergasungsapparat would have been
obtained.
Another Riga-related Tesch trial document mentions that “The large chamber of 120
cbm and the small one of 30 cbm should be kept out of the two chambers provided for
mobile disinfestations etc.”[194] Again we are lacking a German original, and the
translation is quite puzzling and perhaps incorrect, but one important aspect emerges,
namely that chambers for mobile disinfestation, presumably vehicular, were in use in the
Riga area. The existence of such devices likely contributed to reports of homicidal gas
vans in this region.

3.5 Gassing Technicians as Witnesses
The TESTA gassing technicians offer an interesting, if marginal, class of witness. A
number of them had visited concentration camps. However most of the visits were early
in the war, before the alleged homicidal gassings had begun, and before the SS had

trained enough of its own personnel to carry out their own gassing operations. Thus, for
example, we have the account of Hans Willy Max Rieck, who visited Auschwitz in early
summer 1941 to carry out a gassing, as there was a typhus epidemic underway in the
camp at the time. Naturally, he reported that there were no gas chambers in the camp,
although he had heard that Berlin had approved the construction of gas chambers in
Auschwitz (obviously delousing chambers were meant). He had not heard of homicidal
gassings until the occupation.[195] His fellow gassing technician Johannes Mueller, who
accompanied him on the visit to Auschwitz, confirmed his story.[196]
A notable exception is the gassing technician Edmund Josef Marso who visited Stutthof
in November 1944, at a time when homicidal gassings were supposedly going on.[197]
Marso, however, stated that he had not heard anything about homicidal gassing in
Stutthof, and indeed that he had first heard about homicidal gassings in concentration
camps through the English radio. He also mentioned that there was an epidemic of
spotted fever when he was in the camp, and that he had seen some 20 bodies lying near
the crematorium, which the SS sergeant accompanying him had told him were victims of
the typhus epidemic, and were to be cremated.[198] Marso’s account also confirms that
the Stutthof gas chamber was still being used for delousing during the period in which it
was supposedly used for homicidal gassing.

3.6 Fred Pelican’s Memoirs
In 1993, Fred Pelican published his memoirs, titled From Dachau to Dunkirk, with a
dedication “to the six million who perished in the gas chambers.” A Jewish refugee in
Great Britain, he had been assigned to work as a war crimes investigator, and had
participated in the preparations for the Tesch trial. The account which he gave in his
memoirs, however, is a pack of lies.
According to Pelican, a man whom he calls “Schneider” came forward to denounce
Tesch.[199] In Pelican’s portrayal, “Schneider” is a composite of Sehm and Zaun. Like
Sehm, he denounced Tesch. Like Zaun, he remained with the firm throughout the war,
and was to be put in charge of TESTA (Pelican calls it “Chemical Industries”[200]) by
the British after Tesch and Weinbacher’s arrest. Pelican relates how “Schneider”
informed the war crimes investigators of the progress from the first gases “developed for
extermination purposes,” which “made the victims scream to heaven.” One of these
techniques was a sort of gas van which operated (somehow) by throwing a gas canister
inside. The drive for efficiency led to the creation of stationary gas chambers in the
camp showers. The Jews, eager for a shower, would crowd inside by the hundreds,
although there were actually only a dozen or so showers. Gas canisters thrown in
through a hole in the roof would finish the job.[201]
Pelican’s unreliability extends beyond his invention of the Sehm-Zaun composite
“Schneider”. He states that “Captain Freud understood a certain amount of German” and
that he, Pelican, gave Freud English translations of Schneider’s words.[202] Freud, who
grew up in Austria and was capable of carrying out interrogations in German, was
certainly not in need of such translations. Likewise, Pelican’s assertion that Tesch was
given an honorary rank of SS-Gruppenführer[203] is pure invention. Given his penchant
for conflation, it is conceivable that Pelican associated Tesch with Rudolf Diels, who did
receive an honorary rank of SS-Standartenführer.
Nevertheless, Pelican accurately relates some details of “Schneider’s” (really Sehm’s)
story, noting that
He [“Schneider”] carried on to give us another detail of extermination
methods. The gas was manufactured in tablet form. While the prisoners

were asleep, a number of tablets would be placed in the corner of each
quarter, which ejected a vapour of gas. Windows and doors were sealed, and
in a comparatively short time not a single person would be left alive.[204]
Intriguingly, Pelican states that the British Military Authorities were most unhappy that
Tesch and Stabenow had been shut down, as they were in need of the company’s
continued services.[205] Accordingly, he states, Anton Freud suggested that Herr
Schneider be put in charge of the company.[206] This is at least partially based on fact:
Zaun was indeed made TESTA’s Acting manager.[207]
Pelican proceeds to narrate a meeting between “Schneider” and Tesch, which he says
took place in connection with the transfer of the company to Schneider’s control. This
meeting, between Zaun and Tesch, did indeed take place. It is the meeting which the
investigative team attempted unsuccessfully to bug, as discussed in the section “The
Theft of Tesch’s Property”. That Pelican was present can be confirmed from a letter
written by the custodian attempting to recover Tesch’s property, which states that
“[Tesch’s property was] taken from Dr. Tesch and Mr. Zaun upon orders and in the
presence of Col Ashton-Hill, Capt. Freud and Staff-Sergeant Pelican of the War Crimes
Investigation Team”.[208] The account which Pelican gives of this meeting, however, is
at the very least heavily embellished with fantasy, if not completely fraudulent. Pelican
accurately narrates the plan, involving him being called out of the room on the pretense
of a phone call, allowing Tesch and Zaun to talk in imagined privacy. According to
Pelican, however, the bugging of the conversation was successful. His account is worth
quoting at length so as to demonstrate the extent of his mendacity. He writes:
I went into the interviewing office, and sat on the chair as the two men
walked in, facing each other. Dr Tesch for a moment appeared stunned to
see his ex-employee looking at him. “Dr Tesch,” I said, “in view of your
being detained, we have authorized Herr Schneider to run your business
until such time as you will be able to return and carry on yourself. He
requires certain powers which only you can grant. I must ask you both to
confine your conversation solely to business matters, any other discussion
will not be tolerated. I would like you to discuss your business on a basis of
understanding and without animosity. Please commence.”
Schneider began by informing Dr Tesch that he had been approached by the
authorities to run the establishment. However, obstacles had made it
difficult, particularly the financial aspect, paying wages, rent, rates, etc.
Unless powers of attorney were granted to him, he was sorry to say the
business would fold.
At that precise moment, there was a knock at the door. “Yes, come in,” I
called.
“Staff Sergeant Pelican, you are wanted on the telephone.”
I got up and left the room. Casually, I walked down the corridor and entered
the room where the rest of our staff were present. The moment I entered,
they signalled for me to be quiet. I heard the voices of Dr Tesch and
Schneider coming over the loudspeaker, loud and clear. The conversation
between the two of them gave me one of the biggest shocks of my life. I just
could not believe what I was hearing. Everyone around me was just as
shocked as I was, with the exception of Colonel Nightingale. For a moment,
I had to pinch myself to make sure my senses were in working order.
The moment I left the room, Dr. Tesch started appealing to Schneider to

keep his mouth shut. “Have you signed anything?” he enquired. “I’ll make
sure, Schneider, that you will be fixed up for the rest of your life, you’ll
never be short of anything. Of course, I’ll sign the power of attorney and
grant you full control without question. I will only emphasise once again,
keep your mouth shut, you don’t know anything, you hear me, Schneider? I
ask you again, have you signed any form of statement?”
We sat or stood around absolutely motionless, one could hear a pin drop, the
unthinkable was yet to come. Schneider suddenly burst out, “Who the hell
do you take me for? I expected you to know me better, having known me
for many years. Do you really believe I would disclose anything to those
British bastards, englische Schweinehunde, look what they have done to our
beautiful city, murdered hundreds of thousands of our people, die viele
Frauen und Kinder [the many women and children]. Dr. Tesch, whatever
bullshit I may have disclosed, I have signed nothing, absolutely nothing, I
swear, Dr. Tesch.”
“Go back, Staff Sergeant,” the CO ordered.
I walked back to the room, and the moment I entered, the conversation
reverted to the discussion of financial arrangements, powers of attorney,
rent, rates, wages and lots of other details of that nature. They acted quite
calmly, the only one not at all calm was me, my head was buzzing, I hardly
took any notice of the two archangels. A good five minutes passed, then
came another knock at the door. “Come in,” I called out.
“You are wanted.”
I got up, however this time I didn’t just walk down the corridor, I literally
flew down in order not to miss a single word.
The conversation between them continued along the same lines as before,
growing in ferocity. Schneider pointed that one of the “Geheimdienst
Offiziere ist ein Judenjunge [one of the secret service officers is a Jewboy].”
Of course he meant Captain Freud. Apparently, Dr Tesch wrote a brief note
for his wife who lived in a villa somewhere in the suburbs. “Schneider,” he
said, “give this note to my wife, not tomorrow, tonight at whatever time,
however late it may be. This is for yourself, put it away and this you can
keep as a memento. I beg you, Schneider, keep your mouth shut and don’t
sign anything,” Dr Tesch said again.
“Herr Doctor, disclosing anything to those devious British murderers would
be like stabbing my brother. Ich schwöre hoch und heilig [I swear high and
holy] those British bastards get nothing, absolutely nothing out of me, I’ll
see them in hell first, they are not human beings, Schweine, Schweine, Herr
Doktor.”
The CO ordered me to go back and break up the meeting, ensuring
Schneider had obtained power of attorney. The officers arranged for Dr
Tesch to be taken back to prison. The typists feverishly typed every word
taken down in shorthand in German and English. When they had finished, I
checked it word for word, ensuring nothing had escaped them. I was told to
tell Schneider that the CO wanted to see him regarding the power of
attorney. [...] Schneider was waiting outside in the lonely atmosphere of a
long corridor. I went to the door, and called him in. He hardly looked ruffled
or disturbed.

“Come in, please, and take a seat, Mr Schneider,” the colonel said. “How
did you get on with Dr Tesch?”
“First class, Sir.” He took from his breast pocket some papers and waved
them in the air. “I have got everything I required, the military authorities can
now rest assured, all problems are solved, the firm will run properly to their
full satisfaction.”
“Well done, Mr Schneider,” the colonel exclaimed, “I am delighted, may I
on behalf of myself and the British authorities thank you most profoundly
for a job well done, you have managed to overcome a great dilemma most
efficiently.”
Schneider was beaming with satisfaction, courteous and friendly, his usual
persona. “Tell me,” the colonel continued, “did Dr Tesch mention anything
as to his detention?”
“Sir,” Schneider replied, “I made absolutely sure that in accordance with the
preliminary instructions by Staff Sergeant Pelican, our conversation was
strictly confined to business matters only.”
Since the interview was conducted in English, I stood next to the colonel,
here and there helping out with the odd word Schneider had difficulties
with.
“Schneider,” the colonel continued, “I find it hard to comprehend that not a
single word was mentioned as to him being held in prison, are you
absolutely sure nothing whatsoever was mentioned?”
“Sir,” he replied, “first of all, the Staff Sergeant was present during our
conversation, you can ask him, and during short breaks when he was out, I
can assure you, had he mentioned a single word other than business, I would
have broken up the meeting immediately.”
To Schneider, the colonel gave the appearance of being satisfied with his
assurances. “Did Dr Tesch give you anything?” the colonel asked.
“Sir,” Schneider replied, “I beg of you, do you actually believe I would
accept anything from such a person, a monster, who was instrumental in the
killings of masses of innocent people, his hands soaked in blood?”
“Is our driver still about?” the colonel enquired.
“Yes, Sir, I believe he is downstairs,” I replied.
“Call him,” the colonel ordered. Within minutes, the driver came up. “Herr
Schneider, would you kindly wait outside? Don’t worry, we’ll take you
home later.”
As Schneider went outside, the colonel instructed our driver to keep an eye
on him. Back in the office, the colonel asked what I had to say of the affair
so far. “Sir,” I said, “I am absolutely flabbergasted, I can hardly believe
what I have heard.”
“He is a two-faced bastard,” the colonel exclaimed. “I’ll make sure he will
not leave this building until we get a word-by-word admission that
corresponds with the wording in front of us, otherwise it may give an

impression of us having fabricated the entire episode, in other words a putup job.”
Looking at the colonel, I asked him whether he would allow me to make a
suggestion. “Sir, you conducted the interrogation in English because
Schneider is quite good at the language,” I said. “In order to eliminate any
misunderstanding and to make absolutely sure no excuse can arise in one
form or another, would you mind if I asked him very briefly the very same
questions, this time in unmistakable German.”
“Go right ahead, Freddie.” (This was another of the rare occasions when he
called me by my first name.)
I went to the door, calling out loud and clear, “Come in, Schneider.” I
walked towards him, stopping half-way from the colonel’s desk. I got as
close to him as possible, the distance between our faces being no more than
perhaps six inches. I started by telling him that I requested a big favour.
“What is it?” Schneider asked.
“My Colonel is a person of high repute, he, as well as the other officers and
myself, have treated you most kindly, above all grateful to you for passing
on to us unsolicited information regarding Dr Tesch. You wrote to us, we
didn’t write to you. The favour I ask of you is, don’t keep on telling the
colonel a pack of bloody lies.” All this I put to him in a subdued voice.
“Sir, what the heck is he talking about?” he almost shouted out.
I grabbed him by the arm a bit forcefully. “You are now talking to me, you
hear,” I screamed. “I ask you once and once only, what did Dr Tesch give
you?” I put more pressure on his arm.
“Nothing,” he said in a loud voice.
The split second he said nothing, I started tearing the clothes from his body,
ripping off his jacket, trousers and underwear. He stood there almost naked,
shaking like a leaf, red-faced, glaring at me. The colonel watched, not a
single word coming from him, as cool as I had ever seen him. I placed the
jacket and trousers on the table and I pushed Schneider towards the table.
Going through his pockets, I found a note, a reasonable amount of cash
money and a gent’s diamond ring with the initials BT (Bruno Tesch).
“Let him get dressed,” the colonel ordered. He got into his trousers and
jacket, somewhat shattered.
“Now look here, Herr Schneider, I don’t really know what you take us for. I
asked you several times loud and clear whether Dr Tesch passed anything
on to you, you were lying, why should you tell me lies?”
“Sir, I assure you it was a misunderstanding,” he pleaded.
“OK, Schneider,” the colonel replied, “we must have both misunderstood
you. I am prepared to accept it. Now, I want you to tell me what
conversation took place apart from business matters.”
“No other conversation took place, Sir,” he replied.

“Are you sure?”
“Absolutely, Sir.”
At that precise moment, the colonel put the voice-recording machine into
operation. When Schneider heard his own voice, suddenly his body
stiffened, he fainted and fell backwards before I had time to grab him. He
hit the floor with the back of his head, bleeding profusely. I called out to the
driver, we picked him up and washed the blood away and revived him.
He then made a full confession which he duly signed.[209]
Aspects of this story, though misrepresented, are based on actual events, such as the
turning-over of property to Zaun. Viewed as a whole, however, Pelican’s story is an
enormous fabrication. The bugging was unsuccessful, so the claims concerning the
overheard conversation are inventions. Zaun did not sign a “full confession”, and
naturally all the details predicated on the identification of Sehm with Zaun are untrue.
False as well is the claim that Tesch gave his blessing to Zaun’s leadership of the firm. In
his interrogation the next day, Tesch was asked why he opposed Zaun taking over the
company, and gave the answer that Zaun lacked technical expertise with gassing.[210]
Pelican proceeds to claim that Tesch gave “Schneider” instructions to his wife to destroy
incriminating materials:
We examined the piece of paper which gave Dr Tesch’s wife instructions
what to burn or destroy immediately. It listed a large number of
incriminating documents, a paperweight made from a Cyclon “B” container
prominently displayed on his desk at home, various other articles, books of
a particularly unpleasant nature in the sphere of Nordic puritanism and
Aryan philosophy, outrageous publications on subjects like the sterilisation
of the mentally ill, racial hygiene, the euthanasia programme and many
other pieces of Nazi literature.[211]
As we have already seen, Tesch was interrogated the day after the meeting with Zaun
about whether he gave any such instructions to his wife, and he denied it. The total
silence of the trial documents concerning the interception of such a piece of paper
clearly indicates that Pelican is fantasizing again, turning the investigative team’s
suspicions into reality.
According to Pelican’s narrative, the investigators then proceeded to the Tesch residence
and, finding it locked and unoccupied, entered with the help of a locksmith. It was full of
luxury items, he reports, and he found “a diary belonging to Dr Tesch and an
undeveloped film.”[212]
The receipt of Tesch’s property does record a 1945 diary of Tesch’s, so it is possible that
such was confiscated from his house.[213] On the other hand, in Pelican’s account the
diary was a record of Tesch’s amorous affairs, including diary entries recording Tesch’s
encounters with various women (Ruth, Gertrud, Paula, Hilde), and recording Tesch’s
measurement of the precise angle (in degrees) of his erection, which varied from woman
to woman.[214] The film, he claims, proved to contain naked pictures of Tesch and his
wife.[215] All of this is evidently another case of conflation, and probably fantasy as
well. Drosihn admitted at the trial to keeping naked pictures of himself and his wife, and
to having kept a diary which was, in Major Draper’s words, “full of revolting
details.”[216]
For the sake of completeness, we should mention that there is another roll of film

mentioned in trial documents that may be confused here. It is recorded that nine photos
were confiscated from the house of Joachim Drosihn on the occasion of his arrest.[217]
Some film was preserved in the trial files (Figure 3), which contains nine gas-related
photos, setting aside the baby pictures and the photo of a ship. Presumably these are
identical to those taken from Drosihn’s house. It’s hard to see how these could be seen as
evidence of anything, aside from the fact that the investigation team was somewhat gasmad.

Figure 3: The Roll of Film
Pelican also proudly recounts that he stole a good deal of Tesch’s property and sent it to
a nearby DP camp, and stole some books for himself.[218] This may not have been all
that he stole. Earlier in his book he reports having become quite wealthy while working
for the occupying British forces, to the point of occasioning comment.[219] Given the
none-too-ample British pay scale for lower-ranking men, his wealth was likely the result
of looting. It would be no surprise if it were he who stole Tesch’s property. As was
already shown, he was the only lower-ranking (hence poorer) man involved in
confiscation of Tesch’s property. If “H.B. Bursar” is indeed an invention, as seems
likely, then Pelican is certainly the leading suspect in the theft.
Pelican’s biography ends on a melancholy note. After commemorating the six million
gassed Jews,[220] and lamenting the too-early shutdown of the war-crimes trials, he
notes mournfully that the accused have a right to legal defense, with the result that
witnesses face an “ordeal” and the case may end in an “abyss”. Accordingly, he objects
to modern war-crimes trials as bad-for-the-Jews:
Personally, I would not be in favour of any trial taking place in this country.
It would not be in the best interests of the Jewish population. Do we really
need show trials playing into the hands of neo-Nazis and many other
elements not particularly well disposed to us?[221]
He does, however, recommend criminalization of Holocaust revisionism: “I would also
most strongly recommend all Western countries and others to strengthen legislation to
combat the resurgence of neo-Nazism, making the denial of the Holocaust a crime in
distortion of history.”[222] It’s no wonder that a liar like Pelican would not want people
to be able to question statements such as “In my family alone, more than forty perished
in the gas ovens of Auschwitz and Treblinka,” [223] a figure which does not include his
mother, who “escaped” from Auschwitz.[224]

4. Conclusion
What are the lessons of the Tesch trial? The defendants’ innocence of the charge brought
against them is obvious, as is the absurdity of Emil Sehm’s story which drove the entire
investigation and trial. The trial is more enlightening as a window into how War Crimes
investigations operated: into the incompetence and dishonesty, the manipulation of
documents, the intimidation of witnesses, the suppression of contradictions. Only with
this awareness will it be possible to adequately assess the evidence gathered in post-war
trials, rather than using it as ammunition to bolster a set of predetermined conclusions.
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"Bombing Vindicated" by J.M. Spaight
Published with permission from Ostara Publications
Ostara Publication’s edition of J.M Spaight’s hard-to-find Bombing Vindicated is an
exact reproduction of the 1944 original – something which should thrill collectors and
historians alike. Well-known and frequently cited in revisionist circles, Spaight’s thesis
is anything but revisionist. In fact, Spaight’s book was written to counter mounting
criticism of Britain’s program for mass-bombing of German cities. Spaight, a former
Principal Secretary of the British Air Ministry, set out to justify the murder of German
civilians through the British saturation-bombing campaign.
Spaight’s apologetic takes several forms. He begins by contrasting tactics and strategies
of air power. Spaight asserts that in the run-up to World War II, Germany’s air force was
designed in a way that was predominantly tactical while Britain’s was predominantly
strategic. He goes on to explain that Germany’s air force was designed to support their
army.
One of its weapons would be the aircraft, but it would only be a weapon of a
Service which was predominantly the embodiment of German land power.
The idea of air power as the rival or equal of land power was beyond the
comprehension of soldiers steeped in the philosophy of war which
commended itself to German mentality.

Spaight argues that the Germans never really understood the meaning of air power. He
quotes Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Tedder, “They did not know how to use an air force
properly.” From a statement from 9 January 1943, Tedder notes, “We have learned this
new kind of warfare and the Americans are learning it. The Hun and the Jap have yet to
learn it.” He continues, “Today, Britain alone of the embattled nations can look to a
striking force in the air unshackled and untrammeled by parochialism and preconceived
ideas, free from glib phrases like ‘air support’ and ‘fighter assistance’ – an Air Force
which commands the air.”
While Spaight voices some degree of admiration for how well the German air force was
fit to implement the air policy adopted by its military leaders, it is clear he considers
such policy as shortsighted and even a weakness, a weakness that the wiser British
leaders could exploit. He comments,
[The Luftwaffe] was an almost ideal arm for cooperation with ground
forces. It contained a high proportion of dive-bombers (Junkers 87’s) and of
transport aircraft (Junkers 52’s). Our own air force was weak in these two
categories but was superior to the German in the quality (though not the
quantity) of its long-range bombers and its single-seat fighters.
Our Wellington was a better heavy bomber than anything which Germany
had, and we were definitely ahead of her in the fighter class. She has a fairly
good interceptor in the Messerschmitt 109, but it was definitely inferior to
our Hurricane or Spitfire. In other words, in the two categories which are of
prime importance in the waging of air warfare, considered per se, we had
the advantage, while Germany had it in those categories which are essential
in air operations ancillary to those of ground forces.
By 1936 Britain was already planning for long-range bombers that could go farther than
possible at the time and carry large cargoes of explosives. While Britain moved forward
with their plans for heavy bombers, Hitler was expressing apprehension and concern on
where such policies could lead. Already in May of 1935, Hitler warned, “War has been
speeded up too much and made too overwhelmingly destructive for our geographical
limitations. Within an hour – in some instances within forty minutes of the outbreak of
hostilities – swift bombing machines would wreak ruin upon European capitals.”
Spaight recounts that Hitler’s National Socialists attempted both in 1935 and 1936 to
restrict bombing of civilian centers and wanted such policy to be enacted as a farreaching international agreement. He writes:
I can not subscribe to the view that Hitler brought it forward in 1935 and
1936 with his tongue in his cheek; not in the least because he was incapable
of doing so, but simply because it was unquestionably in his interest to have
such a restriction accepted. He was scared of the possible effect of a
bombing offensive upon Germany’s war effort and the morale of the
German population. He would infinitely have preferred to fight out the war
in another way, a way that was not our way but was his way. He did not
want our kind of war.
Spaight recounts a series of what must have been well-known events at the time. He
writes of the first bombings of cities during the Second World War, and admits that
bombing of Warsaw and Rotterdam was something entirely different than the bombing
of London and later, the cities of Germany. Warsaw and Rotterdam were bombed in
support of the German army and its tactic of blitzkrieg. The air bombardments were an
operation of tactical offense. Spaight also acknowledges that while the Luftwaffe was the
most powerful air force in the world that no air attacks fell upon Britain in the first ten

months of the war. Likewise no aerial bombing of Paris occurred. Spaight notes “there
was a mingled feeling of surprise and relief when no raids came.”
While there had been some minor incidents by both sides early in 1940 in which
civilians were killed as result of bombings, there had been no policy of bombing civilian
populations up until that time. Spaight applauds Britain’s decision to initiate the
bombing of civilian centers. In fact he refers to it as “our great decision.” He writes,
Bomber Command went to war on 11 May, 1940. It had only been fooling
with war until then. That is the great date in its war diary: not because of
anything spectacular achieved immediately, but because of what was to
follow in the fullness of time. In that decision of May, 1940, there was
implicit the doom of Germany, though we little guessed it then.
From May through August of 1940, Britain carried out numerous raids on German
towns. Up until the Hannover raid on 1 August 1940, the National Socialist press
remained silent. Following that raid, German newspapers declared, “Britain loses her
honor” and denounced the raid as “an appalling crime.”
In September 1940 Hitler retaliated against British bombing of German cities by
bombing London. Hitler explained in a speech in Munich on 9 November 1940 his
decision, “Mr. Churchill had bombs dropped on the German civil population. I waited in
patience, thinking ‘The man is mad; for such action could only lead to Britain’s
destruction,’ and I made my plan for peace. Now I am resolved to fight it out to the last.”
Addressing the National Socialist Party on 31 December 1940 Hitler again stated that
the British bombed German cities for three and a half months before any reprisal action
was taken. An infuriated Hitler now promised for every bomb dropped by the British,
the Germans would drop 10 or if necessary even a hundred upon British cities.
Spaight offers what may be his best justification for the policy of bombing of civilian
centers:
He [Hitler] most assuredly did not want the mutual bombing to go on. He
had not wanted it ever to begin. He wanted it, having begun, to be called
off. That, I am firmly convinced, was the aim behind his frantic bellowings
and all his blather about attacks on the civil population. He knew that, in the
end, our air offensive, if it did not win the war for us, would certainly
prevent Germany from winning it.
Continuing his defense of “total war,” Spaight coins the term “battle-towns” to make the
case that civilian centers involved in the support or manufacture of weapons or materials
in support of a country’s military are indeed justified targets. He writes, “the making of
arms is war-making. It cannot be called anything else. It is not noncombatant work.” But
Spaight refuses to stop at the armaments industry. He adds,
transport workers, as well as all the civilians enrolled in the service of
passive defence – the fire fighters, the fire-watchers, the rescue parties, the
demolition squads – cannot be classed otherwise than as warriors in the new
kind of war in which their work is as essential and, in principle, as warlike
as that of the soldiers, sailors, and airmen.
Spaight concludes his case with a twist on the “war to end all wars” hype from World
War I. He suggests that his beloved bombers could serve as the means to such an end.
“The world will have been given convincing proof of its almost limitless capacity as a
war-breaker before this war ends. It is the ideal weapon for smothering aggression.”

There can be little doubt that Britain’s policy of saturation bombing of civilian centers
contributed to Germany’s defeat during the Second World War. The general public
would likely embrace Spaight’s thesis. That same public has accepted the myth of
warfare disguised as moral conflicts between “good” and “evil.” They have little
concern about the means of defeating evil including the wholesale murder of innocents.
Accordingly, veterans who flew missions against German cities and even those who
dropped atomic bombs on Japanese cities are considered heroes. Public outrage is stirred
only when such attacks occur against our civilians. In such cases, the perpetrators are
deemed “terrorists.”
Bombing Vindicated is available from: http://ostarapublications.com/
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Despite the Germanophobia that was drummed up even prior to the USA’s 1941 entry into
the war against Germany, the immediate aftermath saw a significant reaction of
Americans to war crimes and post-war genocidal policies that were being inflicted on
Germany. Several salient factors for this include: (1) the large component of the American
population that is of German descent, (2) the “isolationist” tradition of American foreign
policy upheld in the slogan and the pre-war mass movement of “America First,” that
resisted the campaign to push the USA into the war, (3) the affront to traditional honor
and justice such actions and policies represented to many American military leaders and
jurists of what might be termed the “old school,” and (4) the realization that a strong,
rather than a permanently impoverished and castrated, Germany was needed as an ally in
the post-war world.
The USA had pursued a course of vengeance and pastoralization of conquered Germany
via the Morgenthau Plan named after the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury, Henry
Morgenthau Jr. The measures drafted by the Treasury Department, under the direction of
Dr. Harry Dexter White (nee Weiss) aimed to reduce the German population by a policy
of starvation, reminiscent of Lazar Kaganovich’s contrived famine widely held to have
caused the deaths of up to seven million Ukrainians and to have broken the kulak class of
successful peasantry. That White was later exposed as a Soviet agent might suggest
another motive for the Morgenthau Plan as pursuing quite another aim to that intended by
Morgenthau et al who thought only in terms of Old Testament-type vengeance and total
annihilation. Might the aim of White and other Soviet agents within U.S. Treasury have
been to use the Morgenthau Plan dialectically, to push the Germans into the embrace of
the USSR, whose policy, despite the mass rapes committed by soldiers of the Red Army,
after the war became far more conciliatory towards Germans than France, Britain and the
USA?[1]
A genocidal attitude towards Germany had long been harbored in influential U.S. circles.
The Morgenthau Plan was enacted on a de facto, not a de jure basis. Hence, it could be,
and still is, claimed that the “plan” was abortive. Ironically, Deborah Lipstadt, the
“scholar” who is heralded as the vanguard of opposition to “Holocaust denial,” a
rhetorical term without scholarly meaning, denies there was a Morgenthau Plan[2] in the
course of her largely ad hominem attack on those who question certain aspects of World
War II “history.”
Details of U.S. post-war policy in occupied Germany got back to the USA and aroused

protest from the remnants of traditional America who spoke up against policies and
actions that they viewed as an affront to justice. The extent to which there was an
undercurrent of opposition to post-war policy among notable individuals of the Old
America is best indicated by a compendium that was produced by an American of
German descent. As I have related previously,[3] H. Keith Thompson Jr. established
himself as a literary agent of significance despite his association with the pre-war
German-American Bund and with the post-war Socialist Reich Party, and individuals such
as Major General Otto Remer, Yockey, George Sylvester Viereck, Edward Fleckenstein, et
al. Thompson compiled a volume of hundreds of testimonials from prominent figures
throughout the world, who protested the treatment of the naval hero Grand Admiral Karl
Dönitz and the very concept of “war crimes” trials of German military leaders. These
testimonials were presented to Dönitz upon his release from Spandau. Here we find
among the Americans who criticized the treatment of Dönitz and other German military
leaders, opposition to the dubious legal judicial foundations of the war crimes trials by
Ohio Supreme Court Justice William L. Hart, who wrote the foreword, and cited the
Chicago Tribune that “no one of the victors was free of guilt” of the accusations made
against the Germany.[4]

Nuremberg Set Tyrannical Precedent
Hart and many others commented of Nuremberg that it set a dangerous precedent that
should not be followed in future.[5] This is precisely one of the primary concerns of
revisionists: how precedents set by the Allied treatment of Germany have established
foundations for the present “new world [dis]order,” reflected for example in the lynching
of Saddam Hussein and the trials of Serb military and political leaders. Again it is the
concept of vengeance being played out behind the rhetoric of the concepts of
“international law” established at Nuremberg. The epilogue from Rear Admiral Dan V.
Gallery’s book Twenty Million Tons under the Sea was used as the “Prologue” for the
Dönitz book, with Gallery’s permission, wherein he referred to “the kangaroo court at
Nuremberg.” Its reference as the “International Military Tribunal” he regarded as “a libel
on the military profession.”[6] He found it absurd that military leaders could be tried for
waging “aggressive war.” Admirals Dönitz and Raeder were tried under new rules of war
at sea that the Allies had not themselves followed.[7]
Another excerpted chapter is from John F. Kennedy’s book Profiles in Courage, where he
lauds Senator Robert A. Taft, a Republican Party statesman who had campaigned to keep
the USA out of World War II and continued to oppose US global adventurism after the
war.[8] He had opposed ex post facto laws and continued to do so in regard to Nuremberg.
Kennedy stated that such views were shared by many Americans, “at least privately,” and
after, but the only politician of conscience to speak out was Taft.[9]
Taylor Caldwell, the novelist, was among those who regarded the “war crimes trials” as
“barbaric” and stated that “our country’s hands are not free of blood and crime, in spite of
our vaunted democracy and ‘noble aspirations,’ etc. etc., ad nauseam.” She regarded the
trials as among the blackest of the USA’s “recent black (and Red) spots.”[10] Senator
William Langer wrote to Dönitz that his conviction at Nuremberg was a “miscarriage of
justice,” and that he had done nothing other than his duty.[11] Hon. J. Bracken Lee,
Governor of Utah, regarded the Allies as “just as guilty” as those who were tried as “war
criminals.”[12]
Lipstadt laments that “Holocaust deniers” and critiques of post-war Allied policy towards
Germany focus on the Morgenthau Plan, which she correctly states “would have
prevented the economic rehabilitation of Germany.” However she claims “the plan was
never put into effect.”[13] The Morgenthau Diary, published in two volumes from a
selection of thousands of documents edited by Professor Anthony Kubek of Dallas

University, and issued by the Internal Security Subcommittee of the U.S. Senate on the
Judiciary in 1967, shows that Morgenthau and his chief assistant Dr. Harry Dexter White
headed up a team in the U.S. Treasury that supervened the War and State Departments in
formulating policies on occupied Germany. Drawing on the memoirs of Secretary of War
Henry Stimson and Secretary of State Cordell Hull, Kubek asserts that Morgenthau and
White, et al were at loggerheads with other policy-makers. Due to Morgenthau’s influence
on Roosevelt it was the Treasury cabal that prevailed. Morgenthau also had the support of
a perennial presidential adviser, the banker Bernard Baruch, who threatened to end the
careers of those in Washington who stood in the way of obliterating Germany.[14]
Stimson objected that the Morgenthau Plan to deindustrialize Germany would cause the
starvation of 30,000,000 Germans. Although President Truman opposed the Morgenthau
Plan and Morgenthau resigned in 1945 when Truman did not include him in the Potsdam
delegation, 140 of his Treasury cabal were ensconced in the occupation administration in
Germany and ensured that genocidal policies proceeded under the terms of JCS 1067.[15]
The extent to which the Morgenthau Plan was carried out has been documented by
Bacque.[16]
What is objectionable to certain interests about those who expose Allied war crimes is that
this is “relativizing” the Holocaust, an offense that has been considered previously in
Inconvenient History.[17] If German criminality in World War II was no more or less
iniquitous than the wartime criminality of any other state, then the uniqueness of the
Jewish experience is undermined. Hence also the moral underpinning of not only the
Israeli State, but of the special taboo against criticizing any reprehensible character who
happens to be Jewish. While Lipstadt et al claim that historical revisionism is devoid of
any scholarly merit, they are stuck with the existence of genuinely eminent scholars such
as Charles C. Tansill, professor of American diplomatic history at Georgetown University,
who saw World War II as an inevitable consequence of the Versailles Treaty in his 1952
book Back Door to War,[18] and Harry Elmer Barnes. Inconvenient historians such as
Tansill and Barnes therefore do not have their scholarship scrutinized, but rather are
portrayed as merely part of an anti-Semitic current that had its precursor with the Henry
Ford-sponsored 1920s series “The International Jew.” published in the Ford Company’s
newspaper The Dearborn Independent,[19] and continued today by Klansmen and neoNazis. Hence, Tansill and Barnes become part of an anti-Semitic world conspiracy that
includes tobacco-chewing Klansmen and Muslim suicide bombers. In this vein James J.
Martin, another American scholar, is cited as having described the Morgenthau Plan as
running Germany “according to the Old Testament instead of the New.”[20]

Nuremberg Trials a Jewish Triumph
While those who point out that Allied occupation policy, including that of Morgenthau
and of Nuremberg, seemed more like Talmudic than Western legalism are portrayed as
“anti-Semites,” Jewish spokesmen boast of their role in conceptualizing vengeance as a
modern war aim. Dr. Nahum Goldmann, who had headed several of the primary Zionist
organizations, while president of the World Jewish Congress gave credit to the WJC as the
organization from whose bowels “the war crimes trials” issued forth. The WJC, he stated,
established the Institute of Jewish Affairs,
where the groundwork was laid for two objectives: ensuring that the Nazi
criminals did not escape punishment and obtaining maximum restitution from
a defeated Germany. It was in this Institute that the idea of punishing Nazi
war criminals was first conceived, an idea later taken up by some great
American jurists, notably Justice Robert H. Jackson of the Supreme Court,
and implemented in the Nuremberg Trials. The idea of prosecuting and
sentencing political and military leaders for crimes against humanity was
completely new to international justice.”[21]

Goldmann commented that many jurists opposed the trials because “they were unable to
see beyond the concepts of conventional jurisprudence.” What Goldmann calls “concepts
of conventional jurisprudence” are the concepts of law and justice built up over centuries
by Western Civilization, based on the Christian ethos and chivalry. To jurists schooled in a
countertradition, that of Talmudic dialectics, these are concepts that have no place in the
world. Goldmann also points out that these concepts of jurisprudence are what have since
formed the basis of “international law” in condemning vanquished statesmen and military
leaders. National sovereignty, stated Goldmann, had to become subordinated to this new
concept of ‘international morality,” as “an effective warning and deterrent for the
future.”[22] The concepts seem not to apply to the military and political leaders of Israel,
which might be accounted for by the dual moral code of Judaism; or as it might be simply
put: “do as I say, not as I do.” Goldmann stated that the WJC, under the direction of Jacob
and Nehemiah Robinson, “put great effort into the intellectual and moral groundwork for
these trials, and it is one of the triumphs of the Roosevelt administration that it
consistently accepted these principles despite all the misgivings of some influential allies
circles, particularly in England.”[23] Can anything be clearer, or was Goldmann making
empty boasts?

Early Misgivings
However, there were early misgivings about U.S. policies in Germany, which filtered back
to the USA. While Lipstadt refers in passing in an endnote to one Karl Brandt in
connection with the revisionist publisher Henry Regnery,[24] she does not mention that he
was professor of economics at Stanford University, who had returned from Germany
where he had been an adviser to the US occupation government. He spoke before the
Chicago Council on Foreign Relations, on the “draconian policies” of the USA that would
destroy not only Germany but also all of Europe. Indeed, Brandt and a group of refugees
from Hitler’s Germany sought to have Harper, the publisher of Henry Morgenthau’s book
Germany Is Our Problem, publish a rebuttal that they would prepare. Harper refused to do
so.
Regnery and a colleague published the rebuttal, which had the same title as the
Morgenthau book, and detailed how Allied post war policies were destroying Europe. It
was published at a very early post-war date – 1946, by Human Events Inc., for which
Regnery was an editor. [25]
After publishing several pamphlets on the United Nations Charter and on the U.S.
Constitution, Regnery produced a volume of letters that had been smuggled from
Germany (Germans having been forbidden after the war to write abroad) “which gave a
graphic picture of what life was like in that broken country.” As Regnery describes it, the
first pamphlets that established him as a notable conservative publisher were on the
condition of Germany and Allied policies. [26]
While according to Lipstadt the Morgenthau Plan was not happening, the eminent Jewish
Left-wing publisher Victor Gollancz, founder of the influential Left Book Club, had
returned to London from a visit to Germany. He wrote in letters to London newspapers of
the British occupation zone where Germans were reduced to starvation, of the dismantling
of industries, and the expulsion of refugees from their homes in the East, to overfill
German cities such as Hamburg that had been reduced to rubble. Gollancz published these
letters and other reports in two books, In Darkest Germany, and Our Threatened Values.
Despite his prominence, Gollancz could not find a major American publisher, so his two
books were offered for publication to Regnery.[27] The Gollancz books were the first to
be published by Henry Regnery Company.[28] Oddly, Gollancz is missing from Lipstadt’s
list of Holocaust deniers and relativists. Our Threatened Values had an important review
in Time, describing Gollancz as “retaining his Jewish faith and socialist belief,” while

stating that humanity’s salvation rests with the uniting of “traditional religious ethics”
with Western secular beliefs, based on mercy, love and respect.
Gollancz related to Regnery in New York that after the war Churchill had asked him about
the conditions in Germany, and claimed concern. He was also shocked by the killing of
German civilians in the British air raids over Hamburg, Dresden, etc., claiming that he
had not been told. Gollancz remarked to Regnery that of course Churchill had known, but
a certain “romantic” ideal had enabled him after the war to selectively forget by what we
might see as rationalizing his self-image of innocence and virtue. Asking Gollancz
whether it was true that 5,000 civilians had been obliterated at Hamburg, Gollancz
remarked that the figure was much higher, and likewise perhaps more than 200,000 at
Dresden because of the number of refugees cramming the cities.[29] (In recent years it
has become customary to greatly scale down the figures, although orthodox academics
and authors do not seem to be threatened in the same manner as those who question the
sacred figure of 6,000,000). Gollancz soon became a champion of the Arabs displaced by
Zionism.
Another early book published by Regnery was Whither Germany by Hans Zbinden, wellknown in Switzerland as an author and a humanitarian. He asserted “the disappearance of
Germany as a political and spiritual force would probably mean the end of European
history.” This was followed by From Versailles to Potsdam, by Leonard von Muralt,
professor of modern history at the University of Zürich, with the theme on the
shortsightedness of basing the post-war world on the type of revenge that the Versailles
diktat placed on Germany after World War I. These books began to get significant reviews
in venues such as the Saturday Review of Literature.[30] In 1949 two other books on
German policies were published by Regnery, Montgomery Belgion’s Victor’s Justice, on
the war crimes trials; and The High Cost of Vengeance by Freda Utley, on Allied
occupation policy.[31] Belgion was well-known in England as an essayist and literary
critic who had served as an officer during the war. He regarded the war crimes trials as a
travesty of Western justice, and that those sitting in judgment were also guilty of war
crimes. While Germany was accused of using forced labor [albeit paid work with holidays
home] while the trials were proceeding not only the USSR, but France and Britain were
using forced labor [without pay and holidays home] with prisoners of war supplied by the
USA. [32]
Freda Utley was an important figure in the post-war opposition to U.S. genocide against
Germany. She contended in The High Cost of Vengeance that the USA came to Germany
as a conquering “master race,” affirming rather than repudiating the doctrine of “might
makes right.”[33] As one would expect, Lipstadt condemns Utley as among the
“relativists and German apologists” who cited Allied war crimes as mitigating the Third
Reich. Moreover, Utley became “one of the most vocal” of Senator Joseph McCarthy’s
supporters, using tactics of Nazi apologists in condemning the mass transfer of German
refugees from the Soviet-occupied East,[34] which caused many deaths of German
displaced persons. Again, a background of this “Nazi apologist” and McCarthyite is not
given. She had come from a socialist family in England, graduated from the London
School of Economics, and remained a lifelong friend of pacifist guru and iconic liberal
philosopher Bertrand Russell. She had become a Communist, married a Soviet citizen and
had lived in the USSR. Regnery stated that she always took the side of the underdog, and
that in the immediate post-war world the collective underdog was decidedly the
Germans.[35] Moreover, like Gollancz, Utley had drawn from her experiences, having
stayed in Germany in 1948. At the time industries were still being dismantled,
denazification entailed guilt by association, and arbitrary arrests were still frequent. She
interviewed Germans and occupiers, and perused the documentation. Her book was
scathingly attacked by a Germanophobe, Delbert Clark, writing for the Sunday New York
Times.[36]

When Utley was in Germany she was not reticent about condemning U.S. policy to the
press and in lectures. Some U.S. media, especially The Reporter, which ran several
articles on the subject, inferred collusion between the Soviets and American and German
Rightists in condemning US occupation policies. This was at a time when the Socialist
Reich Party, regarded by the occupation as a revival of the National Socialist party, stated
that they did not view Russian occupation as any worse than the American, that Germany
would not align with the USA against the USSR, and the Soviet occupation zone was
already taking a more conciliatory approach towards German veterans and the
reunification of Germany. Russian émigrés in Germany, neo-Nazis in Germany,
McCarthyites in the USA and neo-Nazis in the USA around Frederick Weiss and the
National Renaissance Party were portrayed as a common front against the Morgenthau
policy, with such supposed anti-Americanism serving the USSR.[37] As we now know,
there is reason to believe that many Jews serving as Soviet agents in U.S. Treasury were
contriving the Morgenthau policies to push the Germans into the Soviet embrace.[38]
Utley criticized Chancellor Konrad Adenauer’s weakness in defending German interests
and accused U.S. High Commissioner John J. McCloy of having reinstated on his staff
three-fourths of the “Red Morgenthau boys” who had been removed by General Lucius
Clay. One of the few German newspapers with the fortitude to support Utley was Die
Deutsche Zukunft, a Westphalian political weekly owned by Dr. Ernest Achenbach, an
Essen lawyer and prominent conservative politician, and leader of the Free Democratic
Party in the Ruhr. Achenbach, married to an American, had important contacts in the
USA. His friendship with Utley enabled him to keep Senator McCarthy informed on the
German situation. [The next issue of Inconvenient History is slated to carry a review of
The High Cost of Vengeance.]
While Achenbach had managed to visit the USA on several occasions, in 1953 Edward
Fleckenstein, a New Jersey lawyer of German descent, visited Germany but was promptly
deported. Fleckenstein was the president of the Voter’s Alliance for Americans of German
Descent. H. Keith Thompson was among his colleagues. Indeed, Thompson’s Committee
for International Justice, and Committee for the Freedom of Major General Remer, were
auxiliaries of the Voter’s Alliance, and Fleckenstein the legal counsel. While Thompson
campaigned for the rights of Germans and for the release of Socialist Reich Party leader
Otto Remer from jail,[39] Fleckenstein was a central figure in trying to alleviate the
effects of the Morgenthau policy. When Fleckenstein visited Germany in 1953 he lauded
Senators McCarthy and Pat McCarran as friends of the German people.
That year a book on the Allied occupation, Advance to Barbarism, by English jurist F. J.
P. Veale, was published in the USA. It was damned by Jewish sources as an apologia for
Nazism. The book had actually been published first in 1948 under a nom de plume, “A.
Jurist.” The 1953 edition carried an enthusiastic endorsement by The Very Reverend
Ralph Inge, Dean of St. Paul’s. Dean Inge, writing in 1951, presciently wrote of the type
of precedents that were being set at Nuremberg:
I disliked the Nuremberg Trials for three reasons: First, trials of the
vanquished by the victors are never satisfactory and are generally unfair.
Secondly, the execution of the political and military leaders of a beaten side
by the victors sets a most dangerous precedent. The Germans were certainly
guilty of “crimes against humanity”; but war is not a humane business and it
would always be possible for the victors in any way to find enough examples
of atrocities to justify vindictive punishments. After the next war, if there is
one, trials and hangings will follow as a matter of course. We may go further.
One of the indictments of the German leaders was not that they waged war
inhumanly, but that they made war aggressively. They did; they desired large
annexations of territory in the East. But have we not heard of other nations
who have acquired extensive empires without consulting the wishes of the

inhabitants? Thirdly, one of the judges—Russia—ought certainly to have
been in the dock and not on the bench.[40]
Another “Foreword” was written by the Rt. Hon. Lord Hankey in 1961, who
acknowledged Veale’s inspiration for his own book, Politics: Trials and Errors (1950).

Judge Roden and Senator McCarthy
Among the condemnations of Veale was that he “belittled” “Jewish survivor” testimony
on the German manufacture of soap from the fat of exterminated Jews. As is now
conceded, the allegation was indeed nonsense. Veale also claimed that the U.S. placed
Germans into concentration camps without reason; another allegation by Veale that is now
known to be correct.[41]

Sen. Joseph McCarthy with his attorney Roy Cohn during Senate Subcommittee hearings
on the McCarthy-Army dispute (1954)
By United Press International telephoto [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
An article by Milton Friedman of the Canadian Jewish News states that one of the two
persons to whom Veale dedicated his book was Edward L. Van Roden. Senator McCarthy
praised Judge Roden for his exposé of the tortures inflicted on the defendants at the
Malmedy Trial in 1949 by U.S. military personnel. Friedman counters that among such
personnel were Jews, as though being Jewish per se should have been sufficient to recuse
someone from investigation or even criticism. Friedman also alludes to the German
defendants as being “Nazi stormtroopers.” Friedman asserts that a Senate Subcommittee
found Van Roden’s claims to be “false,” and that there had been a concerted effort to both
free the “Nazis” and try the U.S. interrogators. Van Roden, warned Friedman, also
endorsed the book The Crime of Our Age by Ludwig Fritsch, described as “pro-Nazi, antiJewish.” Others who endorsed the book were Dr. A. O. Tittmann, ex-diplomat and
founder of the Voters’ Association for Americans of German Descent, which Friedman
imaginatively describes as a “successor” to the pre-war, paramilitary, overtly pro-Hitler

German-American Bund. Another endorser was long time German-American campaigner
and scholar Dr. Austin J. App,[42] who is singled out for particular condemnation by
Lipstadt.[43] Friedman claimed that The Crime of Our Age was a “forerunner” to Veale’s
book, and circulated mainly in “neo-Nazi” circles, holding that the real “crime” was that
the Nazis had lost the war. Veale compares the Morgenthau Plan to the Old Testament,
citing “The Book of Joshua.”[44] Hence through such tenuous association the image of a
transnational network of neo-Nazis is built up, involving Senator McCarthy, Judge Roden,
German-Americans and Nazi apologists. Dean Inge’s endorsement is not mentioned.

Malmedy Trial
Hence the Malmedy Trial, Nuremberg Trials and the Morgenthau Plan were three primary
elements of concern for those who opposed Allied post-war policies towards Germany.
The Malmedy Trial came under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army.
The 7708th War Crimes Group was established under the command of Colonel Clio E.
Straight, an Iowa lawyer and businessman in the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s
Corps during the war. The purpose of these U.S. Army courts, as distinct from the fourpower tribunals, was to investigate alleged war crimes committed against American
personnel. From April 1945 to December 1947 these war crimes groups undertook 222
trials. The Army set up an independent reviewing authority, supposedly to provide a fair
trial for the defendants. The head of the post-trial section was Samuel Sonenfield, whose
name could only have confirmed suspicions as to the provenance of the Allied judicial
regime. This U.S. Army group was responsible for the trial of the Malmedy Massacre
defendants, from May 16 to July 16, 1946. The defendants had been accused of shooting
American soldiers who had surrendered during the Battle of the Bulge, in Belgium. The
U.S. Army later investigated the methods of extracting confessions, after a process set in
motion by those who convinced Senator McCarthy to take up the cause. A dissertation on
the U.S. War Crimes Group, although favorable towards the whole war crimes process,
nonetheless states of the defendants that
most were locked in the dungeon of Schwaebisch Hall for months, where
they were refused clean clothing or the ability to take a bath. After taking the
German prisoners from their dank cells, American interrogators roughly
interviewed them and coerced confessions and sworn statements from each
using psychological torture, threats and physical violence. Though the SS
men were veterans of some of the bitterest fighting in history, most of them
were young and did not have the education or experience to withstand the
pressure of the investigators.[45]
Willis M. Everett, appointed by the U.S. Army as chief defense counsel, and others, were
uneasy about the number of Jews who were involved in the war crimes process. James J.
Weingartner writes of this:
Other factors entered into Everett’s refusal to accept the outcome of the
Malmedy trial. While not a racist, he shared with many contemporaries a
suspicion of Jews as a clannish subculture with views and interests not
entirely in harmony with the best interests of the countries of which they
were citizens. This manifested itself in a distrustful attitude towards the
Jewish principals in the Malmedy investigation and trial, particularly the law
member of the court, Colonel Rosenfeld, in the assumption that Germans, SS
men at that, could not have received just treatment at their hands. In a
nutshell, Everett believed that confessions had been extorted and then
legitimated in court by a collusive system which had been weighted against
his clients from the beginning.[46]

Everett also considered that the crimes of which the youngsters of the Waffen SS in the
heat of battle had been accused, had their counterpart in the U.S. Army. Everett recalled
talking with General Josiah Dalbey, president of the Malmedy court, at the officer’s club
in Dachau one evening. Dalbey stated that the sentencing of the seventy-three defendants
had been the most difficult undertaking he had ever encountered because he knew that
American soldiers had been guilty of similar offenses. Dalbey agreed with Everett that the
case should not have come to trial. The review officer of the Malmedy case, Maximillian
Koessler, after the trial, pushed for a speedy review. He referred to convictions, including
death and life sentences, as being secured on vague and contradictory testimony, and to
interrogation methods that included the use of hoods, false eyewitnesses and mock trials.
Col. Straight was displeased with Koessler’s reviews (although he could not adequately
articulate his reasons), and they were rejected.[47] Everett took the matter to the U.S.
Supreme Court, despite the Army refusing to provide him with the court transcripts of
Malmedy. The Supreme Court Justices ruled that they did not have jurisdiction over the
Army trials.[48]
German and American patriots, along with sundry liberals expressing disquiet about the
vengeance being wreaked upon Germany, took the matter up with Senator McCarthy, a
member of the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, pressing for an inquiry.[49] The
secretary of the army, Kenneth C. Royall, established a tribunal headed by Gordon
Simpson of the Texas Supreme Court, Leroy van Roden, Pennsylvania judge, and
Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Lawrence of the U.S. Army.[50] The Simpson
Commission recommended the commutation of all death sentences of the Malmedy
defendants.[51] While the Simpson Commission report was “bland,” van Roden returned
to the USA fully endorsing the allegations that interrogators had subjected the defendants
to beatings, including “blows to the genitals,” threats of hanging during interrogations,
and refusal of drinking water.[52] Colonel Strong, head of the War Crimes Group at
Wiesbaden, testifying before the Senate investigation, was critical of the prejudiced
manner of Colonel A. H. Rosenfeld, the “law member” of the court trying the Malmedy
defendants, and stated that the prosecution team had obstructed and threatened
witnesses.[53] Rosenfeld “had wielded great power, interpreting the law and making
frequent procedural rulings for a bench whose members were combat soldiers inexpert in
such matters. Rosenfeld had not allowed the defense to challenge the credibility of
prosecution witnesses.”[54] The most prominent of the interrogators at Schwaebisch Hall
was William R. Perl, a Prague-born Jewish lawyer from Austria, who had been active
with Zionist emigration programs. He was attached to the War Crimes Branch of the U.S.
Army in 1945. When incessantly questioned by Senator McCarthy, Perl “exploded” that
there was so much “noise” about “one or two Germans getting slapped.”[55]
It is therefore quite a distortion to place the critique of the Malmedy trial in the context of
neo-Nazism joined with McCarthyism, while castigating individuals such as Judge Van
Roden as liars. Colonel Everett was at the center of trying to secure justice, and certainly
did not do himself any personal favors by advancing the case. Nor did Van Roden. In the
mid 1950s he was among the hundreds of prominent people who gave testimonials to H.
Keith Thompson for Dönitz. Unlike Jewish interrogators in U.S. Army uniforms, Van
Roden had served three years in Europe during the war, including the Normandy D-Day
landing. He examined the records of trials in over 1000 cases, undertook many interviews,
and concluded that such war crimes trials were a travesty, including that of Malmedy.[56]
The Malmedy case was typical of the war crimes procedures, as recent disclosures show.
A “secret torture prison” was operated at Bad Nenndorf in north-west Germany, by the
Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre (CSDIC), a division of the British War
Office. The center of the township was emptied of people and surrounded with barbed
wire. At night the villagers could hear the screams of the prisoners. Most of the
interrogators were “German-Jewish refugees.” The warders were the “most unruly”
elements of the British Army, who could be expected to resort most readily to

violence.[57]
The Foreign Office briefed Clement Attlee, the prime minister, that “the
guards had apparently been instructed to carry out physical assaults on certain
prisoners with the object of reducing them to a state of physical collapse and
of making them more amenable to interrogation.”[58]
Another “secret center” was operated in London where German POWs could be held and
tortured in England without the knowledge of the Red Cross. In 2005, at the request of
The Guardian newspaper, documents were declassified showing the extent of the torture
regime against Germans after the war. The documents refer to “living skeletons,” tortured,
beaten and exposed to extreme cold. The ranks of the prisoners expanded from being
members of the Nazi party and the SS, to anyone who had succeeded under the Third
Reich. They even included Germans who had escaped from the Russian zone and offered
to spy for the British: they were tortured – one dying – to determine whether they were
sincere. A former diplomat incarcerated at Bad Nenndorf was there simply because he
knew too much about the interrogation techniques, while another was there for eight
months due to a clerical error. Apart from physical brutalities, threats to kill a prisoner’s
wife and children were accepted techniques of interrogation. An anti-Nazi who had spent
two years in Gestapo custody stated he had never experienced such brutality as he had at
Bad Nenndorf.[59]
This was the modus operendi of the Allied occupation forces, exposed by people such as
McCarthy, Van Roden, Fleckenstein, Veale, Tittmann, App, et al, in the immediate
aftermath of the war, at first vilified but since increasingly vindicated.

Austin J. App
The Widmann Collection

The Crime of Our Age
The supposed Nazi apologia circulating mainly within “neo-Nazi” circles according to
Milton Friedman, The Crime of Our Age, was written by a Lutheran theologian, Dr.
Ludwig A. Fritsch, and intended mainly for circulation among Christian laymen and
pastors. It had been given to the U. S. President, Washington officials and all
Congressmen. It was published in 1947, and hence is one of the first critiques of post-war
occupation policy. Fritsch focused on what is now being called “relativism,” in pointing
out that whatever the Germans were accused of, the Allies had done similarly during and
after the war. An example is the accusation of the German looting of art, which is lately
receiving fresh attention through the movie, The Monuments Men. The Hessian royal
jewelry was looted by an American WAC officer, her defense lawyer stating that 90% of
the occupation forces had done likewise. The late Kaiser’s silverware was stolen by a
colonel who was a lawyer in civilian life. Fritsch “thanked the Lord” that his son, having
served as an officer in the U.S. Army, came home stating that he had kept the Seventh
Commandment.
So far from The Crime being an apologia for Nazism, Fritsch stated that most Germans
knew as little about Dachau etc., as Americans knew about what was being done in their
name at Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam. Fritsch was not defending Nazism, he was objecting
to the defamation and genocide being imposed on Germany in the name of collective
guilt, and as a theologian contended that such a policy had more in common with the
Talmud and Old Testament than with Christianity. Citing Professor Pitrim Sorokin’s
Social and Cultural Dynamics, Fritsch pointed out that Germany, far from being uniquely
a war-mongering nation as claimed by the Germanophobes, spent fewer years engaged in
war than any other leading European nation between the 12th century and 1925. Fritsch’s
appeal was to clergy, not to “Neo-Nazis” and he appealed to them to “fight for peace in
Christ’s name.”[60]
In 1947, the same year as the publication of Fritsch’s book, Ralph Keeling’s Gruesome
Harvest was published.[61] Dr. Austin J. App, a notable lifelong opponent of
Germanophobia, wrote in his introduction to the 1978 edition that Keeling’s book was the
first to blast the silence on the expulsion of 15,000,000 ethnic Germans from their homes
in East Prussia, Pomerania, Silesia and the Sudetenland to a ruined, starving Germany.
The 1947 edition seems to have been funded, according to App, by Arthur Koegel, a
conservative German-American, and chairman of Koegel Coal Company.[62] Keeling
prefaced his report of the expulsions with a description of the wartime devastation of
Germany caused by the firebombing of civilian targets such as Dresden, Frankfurt-onMain, Hamburg, Kassel, etc. General Eisenhower said his aim was the “destruction of …
every German west of the Rhine and within that area in which we are attacking.”[63]
Keeling saw the post-war annexation of German territory as a means of “extermination by
overcrowding,” coupled with the destruction of German industry and the expropriation of
resources. When the ethnic Germans in Poland and Czechoslovakia were pushed across to
Germany with only what they could carry, millions more were added to the already
starving population. Chicago Daily News correspondents were told by Russian soldiers
that “the Poles had cleaned out all Germans as far west as the Oder River, and the
Germans in Sudetenland.” They were permitted to take 30 to 100 pounds of luggage but
nothing of value. [64] A train came into Berlin from Poland with 1000 refugees, among
whom were 91 dead, some of the women having gone insane, and many trying to carry
their dead babies with them. New York Daily News correspondent Donald Mackenie
reported from Berlin of 12,000,000 to 19,000,000 displaced refugees in East Prussia and
Silesia, and mortality rates of 25% along the roadsides.[65]
While 4,000,000 Germans had fallen as slave laborers into Russian hands, the western

Allies were not innocent. According to the International Red Cross, France had 680,000
former German soldiers as slave labor in 1946, most of whom had been turned over as
POWs by the U.S. Army. Figaro magazine reported that they were “living skeletons,”
savagely and systematically beaten.[66] At the same time the Red Cross reported that
Britain had 460,000 German slave laborers.[67] Other countries having slave labor were
Italy, Belgium, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Luxembourg, and Holland.[68] While the
rapes of German women and girls by the Soviet Army are often commented on, not so
well known is the rape perpetrated under the French occupation especially by Moroccan
and Senegalese troops. In Vailhingen, a town of 12,000, 500 cases of rape were reported.
In the U.S. zone, Captain Frederick B. Eutsler, a chaplain, wrote in Stars and Stripes of
the barbarous conduct towards women by the U.S. troops. In Stuttgart during the French
occupation, 1,198 women were raped and eight men violated mostly by Moroccans. Dr.
Karl Hartenstein of the Evangelical church estimated the number of rapes to be 5,000.[69]
American troops spread venereal disease along with democracy. V.D. was especially
rampant among colored troops, in mid 1946 standing at 771 per thousand in comparison
to 190 per thousand among white American troops. According to Lee Hills, Chicago
Daily News foreign correspondent, there were 42,000 Negro (U.S.) troops stationed in
Germany.[70]
Starvation played a major role in the ravishing of German women; hence it could be said
that they were not “raped” so much as paying G.I.’s for minimal life sustenance. How
much more moral this was than the mass rapes committed by Soviet troops is an elusive
point. Observers such as Gollancz and Christian aid workers commented on the
widespread starvation. Dr. Lawrence Meyer, Executive Secretary of the Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod, stated in January 1946, after returning from Germany that he expected
millions of children to die of starvation. Dorothy Thompson, not noted for her Hitlerism,
reported that postwar policies were resulting in the “extermination of tens of thousands of
children.” [71] Some politicians exposed the plight of Germany in the USA. Senator
Homer E. Capehart, Indiana, stated to the Senate that there was a deliberate policy of
mass starvation conceived by a “conspiratorial clique.”[72]
Even during the war, Dr. Austin J. App had begun writing on the folly and barbarity of
Allied policies. He is reserved a special place by Lipstadt as seminal in the development
of “Holocaust denial.” Lipstadt claims that because App was a lifelong figure in GermanAmerican societies he, unlike the eminent American academic revisionist Harry Elmer
Barnes, “had no independent standing in the academic world.”[73] App served as
president of the Federation of American Citizens of German Descent, founded in 1945.
While he was a professor of English literature at Catholic universities, Lipstadt claims that
his “far more dubious side” was unknown to his students. Were the Anti-Defamation
League of B’nai B’rith, American Jewish Congress, and American Jewish Committee
really so neglectful in trying ruin the career of a well-placed and outspoken critic of
Germanophobia and Talmudism, which Lipstadt calls “gutter-level antisemitism”?
However, as we are again reminded, the Morgenthau Plan was not in effect anyway, and
indeed the U.S. policy was humane.[74]
App began his campaigning in 1942, writing to newspapers, periodicals and journalists. In
1943, after Roosevelt and Churchill had declared at Casablanca that only unconditional
surrender was acceptable, App wrote to the Columbus Evening Dispatch that the concept
was “grossly unethical.” The view was one shared widely among Allied military leaders
and judicial scholars, as Thompson’s compilation for Dönitz would show. App visited
Germany in 1949, noting the large numbers of Jews engaging in black-marketeering and
theft, and seemingly immune from the law. Germanophobes see this as nothing other than
App’s “gutter-level anti-Semitism.” However, the Eastern Jews had been widely held in
contempt even by German Jewry before the war, who often expressed their disgust in a
manner similar to that of App. For example, Walther Rathenau, foreign minister in
Weimar Germany, wrote of them “You rarely find a middle course between wheedling

subservience and vile arrogance.” Rathenau hoped that German Jews would develop as
something quite different from the types that were coming from the East. [75]
General George S. Patton, placed in charge of Displaced Persons, restricted the
movements only of Jews, due to their habits. For this he was reprimanded by Eisenhower,
and shortly after removed as commander of the Third Army, and he subsequently died in
dubious circumstances. Patton attested to the Morgenthau Plan being implemented and
remarked:
Evidently the virus started by Morgenthau and Baruch of a Semitic revenge
against all Germans is still working. Harrison (a U.S. State Department
official) and his associates indicate that they feel German civilians should be
removed from houses for the purpose of housing Displaced Persons. There
are two errors in this assumption. First, when we remove an individual
German we punish an individual German, while the punishment is not
intended for the individual but for the race.
Furthermore, it is against my Anglo-Saxon conscience to remove a person
from a house, which is a punishment, without due process of law. In the
second place, Harrison and his ilk believe that the Displaced Person is a
human being, which he is not, and this applies particularly to the Jews, who
are lower than animals.”[76]
In 1946 App published Ravishing the Women of Conquered Europe, focusing on the orgy
of rape perpetrated by the Allied armies. App published his letters to the press from the
latter half of the 1940s as Morgenthau Era Letters in 1949.
App was not motivated by Nazism or anti-Semitism but by his devotion to Catholicism,
like the Lutheran motivation evident in Fritsch’s Crime of Our Age. The Germanophobes
and Talmudists are perhaps constitutionally incapable of appreciating this or of even
differentiating between Christian apologia and Hitlerite apologia. App is recognized as a
notable Catholic scholar, educator and author. He wrote of his motivations in five
principles:
1. that Christianity, especially Catholic Christianity, should be accepted all over the
world as life's first and greatest blessing;
2. that literature is the best engine for carrying the ideals of Christianity from the
heads of men to their hearts;
3. that profane and indecent speech, along with the greater sins of violence,
immorality, and dishonesty, must be vigorously repressed;
4. that world peace is God's reward for justice and that enforcing an unjust peace is a
criminal responsibility;
5. and that, to advance Christian ideals, good people must not only become informed
but must also be trained to express themselves persuasively.[77]
App explained:
…Most compellingly, I saw with horror that the Yalta and Potsdam pacts
were delivering much of Christian Europe to the Bolshevists, who were
looting, killing, and ravishing their way into Eastern Germany, Austria, and
Hungary. With the approval of American leftists and Morgenthauists, the
Communists and Partisans were expelling twelve million ethnic Germans
from their ancient homelands, which “forced migration of millions of
people,” another former professor of mine, now Archbishop Aloisius J.
Muench, called “the greatest crime of this age.”

When even many Catholic magazines feared to publish the painful truth
about Morgenthauism and the Potsdam peace, I felt forced, no matter what
the cost, to publish myself. Beginning with a reprint from the Brooklyn Tablet
entitled “Propaganda ‘To Hate All Germans’ Is Debunked” (Feb. 16, 1946)
by an army officer, upon which as a lucky afterthought I set a price, “One
copy, a stamp; ten, 25 cents,” I wrote and published in the next five months:
“Ravishing the Women of Conquered Europe”; “The Big Three Deportation
Crime”; and “Slave-laboring German Prisoners of War.” I was overwhelmed
by the response. With one swoop my ivory-tower teaching status was ended.
Morgenthauistic attacks, angry letters, thank you and help-seeking letters
literally by the thousands, and orders, also by the thousands, flooded into my
apartment. In a matter of months several of the pamphlets were out of print at
30,000 copies; one went to 80,000 in English and was translated into four
foreign languages.[78]
What is less known about App is that he also authored many works on his scholarly
specialty, English literature, and received awards as an educator. Establishing Boniface
Press in December 1946, he first published History’s Most Terrifying Peace, a collection
of thirteen articles. The theme is on the un-Christian concept of unconditional war, and
the Catholic attitude that negotiation with the enemy should be the first principle of just
war.[79]

Relief Aid
While such courageous individuals had from the start raised their voices against the
genocidal Germanophobia of Allied war and post-War policies, there were also immediate
post-War practical efforts to try and alleviate the sufferings caused by the Morgenthau
occupation regime. In particular, food relief was organized by German-American societies
with the aid of Christian relief organizations, in particular the Quakers. At the center of
these efforts were Edward Fleckenstein and Dr. A. O. Tittmann.
In 1947 the Senate Committee on Civil Service under the chairmanship of William Langer
heard submissions “To Amend the Trading with the Enemy Act So as to Permit Certain
Aid to Civilian Recovery in Occupied Zones.” The terms read:
(a) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, it shall be lawful, at any
time after the date of cessation of hostilities with any country with which the
United States is at war, for any person in the United States (1) to donate, or
otherwise dispose of to, and to transport or deliver to, any person in such
country any article or articles (including food, clothing, and medicine)
intended to be used solely to relieve human suffering, and any article or
articles intended for household or other personal use or for sustenance of life;
and (2) to donate money not exceeding $100 in any calendar month to any
one person, or to any two or more persons in the same immediate family, in
such country, and to transmit such money to such person or persons by
international money order or other appropriate means, and the Post Office
Department is authorized and directed to accept and transmit any such money
order.[80]
The Senators were incredulous that while the Chase Manhattan Bank had established a
branch in Germany and had been authorized to accept international remittances, the U.S.
Post Office Department could not do so. It is of interest that Senator Langer, chairman of
the proceedings, was to write to H. Keith Thompson a testimonial for Dönitz, stating that
his conviction at Nuremberg had been a “travesty.”[81] Tittmann cited Quaker reports that
Germans were living off potatoes, and soup from any vegetable that they might eke out of

a flowerpot or window box.[82] He referred to the 15,000,000 ethnic expellees. James M.
Read of the Quaker organization, American Friends Committee on National Legislation,
stated that he had been to Germany for the Relief Council of the American Friends
Service Committee, working with Protestant and Catholic organizations. He said that “the
suffering in Germany cannot be exaggerated.”[83] Edward Fleckenstein spoke as
chairman of an aid committee of clergymen and laymen in New Jersey. They attempted to
help individual families who appealed for assistance. Because of weight regulations in
postage little food was able to be shipped.[84] Walter Penningsdorf of the Steuben Society
also testified as to the difficulties of getting aid to Germany due to postal restrictions.[85]
Keith Thompson recalled that Fleckenstein’s work had “paved the way” for the removal
of restrictions on sending aid to Germany. He had been assisted by former New Jersey
Governor Driscoll, “ministers, teachers and businessmen.” In 1950 Fleckenstein
participated in “a trial-blazing Dismantling Suit” against Secretary of State Dean
Acheson, seeking damages for German industries dismantled by the U.S. occupation
regime as part of the Morgenthau process.[86] Fleckenstein held various meetings for
German-American friendship in 1950, particularly in Yorkville, a German enclave in New
York City. He was backed by Frederick C. F. Weiss, a mentor for many nationalist causes
and individuals, including particularly Thompson and Francis Parker Yockey; Kurt
Mertig, a German-American activist since before the war, and president of the Citizens
Protective League; and A. O. Tittmann.[87]
Fleckenstein became legal counsel for Thompson’s Committee for the Freedom of Major
General Remer in 1952 when the latter was incarcerated in Germany as a leader of the
burgeoning Socialist Reich Party, which had been banned, and of which Thompson had
been registered U.S. agent. Fleckenstein also served as counsel for the Committee for
International Justice, another Thompson effort that campaigned with some success to
assist incarcerated German war veterans.[88] Both committees were auxiliaries of the
Voters Association for Americans of German Ancestry, of which Fleckenstein was
president.[89] He had been invited by Dr. Aschenhauer, who had been a defense counsel
at the Nuremberg Trials, and had been influential in conservative circles in the Free
Democratic Party, to tour Germany in 1953. That year Fleckenstein did go to Germany,
where he lectured but was quickly expelled.[90] Fleckenstein had organized a “GermanAmerican friendship rally,” in which Senator Joseph McCarthy had been due to speak, but
McCarthy decided on another engagement. However, those who did speak apart from
Fleckenstein, were Henry C. Furstenwalde, former official at the U.S. embassy in Berlin;
Austin J. App of LaSalle College; Dr. Ludwig Fritsch; and Father Emmanuel J.
Reichenberger, “distinguished Catholic expert on the East German expellee problem.”
Keith Thompson served as “floor manager.” He recalled that it was “the first time since
World War II that such an audience had been assembled.” [91] Father Reichenberger, far
from being a “Nazi,” had opposed the local Hitlerites in his native Sudetenland before the
war and had been known for his left-wing sympathies. After the 1938 Munich Agreement
he fled Czechoslovakia, reaching the USA in 1940. Travelling back to Czechoslovakia
with the U.S. Army in 1945, he noted the brutality of the Czech army towards ethnic
Germans. He became the advocate of the millions of German ethnic expellees from the
east. For this work he was criticized as an apologist for Nazism. His books included East
German Passion (1948), Drive through Defeated Country (1950), Europe in Ruins: The
Result of the Crusade of the Allies (1952) and others.
Fleckenstein was reported as also being prominent in the Pastorius Society and the
Steuben Society, two long established German-American associations.[92] Fleckenstein
was also “well-known” for his campaign work for the Republican presidential nomination
of Robert Taft, a veteran America Firster, against Eisenhower.[93] Thompson organized a
front for this called the American Voters’ Association. Included in the pro-Taft campaign
at the Republican national convention in Chicago, along with Fleckenstein and
Thompson, was Arthur Koegel, German-American businessman,[94] who during the early

1960s became president of the Steuben Society. There they lobbied for friendship with
Germany, meeting Senators Dirksen and McCarthy; former Congressman Hamilton Fish,
a veteran America Firster; and conservative columnist Westbrook Pegler.
While the FBI monitored Fleckenstein, Thompson et al, “Postwar American Jewish
Community groups paid close attention to the activities of German American groups,
seeing them as defenders of Nazism and supporters of Hitler’s memory. Jewish
publications and defense organizations paid close attention to the ‘old pro-German
groups’ that functioned in the post-war period ‘under the guise of German relief
societies.’” The American Jewish Year Book, Jewish community councils, the American
Jewish Congress, and the Anti-Defamation League “ferreted out” and “gave particular
attention to the ‘German Groups,’ which they considered a category unto themselves,” in
regard to monitoring “anti-Semitism.” The American Jewish Year Book for 1950 included
a chapter entitled “Anti-Jewish Agitation” in reporting on the “German Groups,” where
there was any manifestation of activity by Tittmann’s Voters’ Alliance for Americans of
German Ancestry.[95] Organized Jewry in the USA was determined to maintain the
Germanophobia of wartime, and thereby gave support to the implementation of the
Morgenthau outlook. They worked to abort any effort for American and German
reconciliation. Ten years after the war Organized Jewry was agitating against the
performance of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra under Herbert von Karajan, whom the
Jewish Labor Committee called “a notorious Nazi.” The Boston Jewish Times commented
that had Hitler won the war, the same orchestra and conductor would be playing in the
USA with the Horst Wessel Song among its repertoire.[96] In Cincinnati, where the
population of German descent was large, the Jewish Community Relations Committee
agitated against the plan to make Munich a “sister city.”[97]
With the perpetuation of such Germanophobia, still going strong ten years after the war, it
is easy to understand why Senator McCarthy would have been blacklisted among
organized Jewry even prior to his crusade against communist infiltration, which happened
to turn up mainly those of Jewish descent. These included the coteries led by Nathan
Gregory Silvermaster and Victor Perlo operating mainly within the Treasury Department,
formulating post-war policies on Germany. Others included Silvermaster’s wife Helen,
Solomon Adler, Frank Coe, who ended up as an adviser in Red China; Bela Gold; Sonia
Gold; Irving Kaplan, who served as chief adviser to the U.S. military government in
Germany; George Silverman; William Ullmann, and Harry Dexter White. With 80% of
the Soviet agents turning up as Jews, Germanophobia served as a red herring, albeit one
that had little effect among the American population when McCarthy started his
investigations. Such Jews had a schizoid frame of mind, insofar as many remained loyal
to Stalin due to their hatred of Western civilization, regardless of their traditional distrust
of Russians and Stalin’s own vigorous turn against “rootless cosmopolitans” (Jews) after
the world war. Eventually, the Cold War obliged the USA to incorporate Germany into its
alliance against the USSR despite the reluctance of many Germans who had no wish to
serve their new supposed “friend” that had spent so many years seeking their literal
destruction.
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The most spectacular episode of Harry Truman's presidency will never be forgotten but will be forever
linked to his name: the atomic bombings of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945, and of Nagasaki three days later.
Probably around two hundred thousand persons were killed in the attacks and through radiation poisoning;
the vast majority were civilians, including several thousand Korean workers. Twelve US Navy fliers
incarcerated in a Hiroshima jail were also among the dead.[1]
Great controversy has always surrounded the bombings. One thing Truman insisted on from the start was
that the decision to use the bombs, and the responsibility it entailed, was his. Over the years, he gave
different, and contradictory, grounds for his decision. Sometimes he implied that he had acted simply out
of revenge. To a clergyman who criticized him, Truman responded testily,
Nobody is more disturbed over the use of Atomic bombs than I am but I was greatly disturbed
over the unwarranted attack by the Japanese on Pearl Harbor and their murder of our prisoners
of war. The only language they seem to understand is the one we have been using to bombard
them.[2]
Such reasoning will not impress anyone who fails to see how the brutality of the Japanese military could
justify deadly retaliation against innocent men, women, and children. Truman doubtless was aware of this,
so from time to time he advanced other pretexts. On August 9, 1945, he stated, "The world will note that
the first atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima, a military base. That was because we wished in this first
attack to avoid, insofar as possible, the killing of civilians."[3]
This, however, is absurd. Pearl Harbor was a military base. Hiroshima was a city, inhabited by some three
hundred thousand people, which contained military elements. In any case, since the harbor was mined and
the US Navy and Air Force were in control of the waters around Japan, whatever troops were stationed in
Hiroshima had been effectively neutralized.

From left to right. British Prime Minister Clement Attlee, American President Harry S. Truman and Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin at the Potsdam Conference in 1945.
By US Government [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
On other occasions, Truman claimed that Hiroshima was bombed because it was an industrial center. But,
as noted in the US Strategic Bombing Survey, "all major factories in Hiroshima were on the periphery of
the city – and escaped serious damage."[4] The target was the center of the city. That Truman realized the
kind of victims the bombs consumed is evident from his comment to his cabinet on August 10, explaining
his reluctance to drop a third bomb: "The thought of wiping out another 100,000 people was too horrible,"
he said; he didn't like the idea of killing "all those kids."[5] Wiping out another one hundred thousand
people ... all those kids.
Moreover, the notion that Hiroshima was a major military or industrial center is implausible on the face of
it. The city had remained untouched through years of devastating air attacks on the Japanese home islands,
and never figured in Bomber Command's list of the 33 primary targets.[6]
Thus, the rationale for the atomic bombings has come to rest on a single colossal fabrication, which has
gained surprising currency – that they were necessary in order to save a half-million or more American
lives. These, supposedly, are the lives that would have been lost in the planned invasion of Kyushu in
December, then in the all-out invasion of Honshu the next year, if that had been needed. But the worst-case
scenario for a full-scale invasion of the Japanese home islands was forty-six thousand American lives
lost.[7] The ridiculously inflated figure of a half-million for the potential death toll – nearly twice the total
of US dead in all theaters in the Second World War – is now routinely repeated in high-school and college
textbooks and bandied about by ignorant commentators. Unsurprisingly the prize for sheer fatuousness on
this score goes to President George H.W. Bush, who claimed in 1991 that dropping the bomb "spared
millions of American lives."[8]
Still, Truman's multiple deceptions and self-deceptions are understandable, considering the horror he
unleashed. It is equally understandable that the US occupation authorities censored reports from the
shattered cities and did not permit films and photographs of the thousands of corpses and the frightfully
mutilated survivors to reach the public.[9] Otherwise, Americans – and the rest of the world – might have
drawn disturbing comparisons to scenes then coming to light from the Nazi concentration camps.

The bombings were condemned as barbaric and unnecessary by high American military officers, including
Eisenhower and MacArthur.[10] The view of Admiral William D. Leahy, Truman's own chief of staff, was
typical:
the use of this barbarous weapon at Hiroshima and Nagasaki was of no material assistance in
our war against Japan. ... My own feeling was that in being the first to use it, we had adopted
an ethical standard common to the barbarians of the Dark Ages. I was not taught to make wars
in that fashion, and wars cannot be won by destroying women and children.[11]
The political elite implicated in the atomic bombings feared a backlash that would aid and abet the rebirth
of horrid prewar "isolationism." Apologias were rushed into print, lest public disgust at the sickening war
crime result in erosion of enthusiasm for the globalist project.[12] No need to worry. A sea change had
taken place in the attitudes of the American people. Then and ever after, all surveys have shown that the
great majority supported Truman, believing that the bombs were required to end the war and save hundreds
of thousands of American lives, or, more likely, not really caring one way or the other.
Those who may still be troubled by such a grisly exercise in cost-benefit analysis – innocent Japanese lives
balanced against the lives of Allied servicemen – might reflect on the judgment of the Catholic philosopher
G.E.M. Anscombe, who insisted on the supremacy of moral rules.[13] When, in June 1956, Truman was
awarded an honorary degree by her university, Oxford, Anscombe protested.[14] Truman was a war
criminal, she contended, for what is the difference between the US government massacring civilians from
the air, as at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the Nazis wiping out the inhabitants of some Czech or Polish
village?
Anscombe's point is worth following up. Suppose that, when we invaded Germany in early 1945, our
leaders had believed that executing all the inhabitants of Aachen, or Trier, or some other Rhineland city
would finally break the will of the Germans and lead them to surrender. In this way, the war might have
ended quickly, saving the lives of many Allied soldiers. Would that then have justified shooting tens of
thousands of German civilians, including women and children? Yet how is that different from the atomic
bombings?
By early summer 1945, the Japanese fully realized that they were beaten. Why did they nonetheless fight
on? As Anscombe wrote, "It was the insistence on unconditional surrender that was the root of all
evil."[15]
That mad formula was coined by Roosevelt at the Casablanca conference, and, with Churchill's
enthusiastic concurrence, it became the Allied shibboleth. After prolonging the war in Europe, it did its
work in the Pacific. At the Potsdam Conference, in July 1945, Truman issued a proclamation to the
Japanese, threatening them with the "utter devastation" of their homeland unless they surrendered
unconditionally. Among the Allied terms, to which "there are no alternatives," was that there be
"eliminated for all time the authority and influence of those who have deceived and misled the people of
Japan into embarking on world conquest [sic]." "Stern justice," the proclamation warned, "would be meted
out to all war criminals."[16]

Atomic bombing of Nagasaki on August 9, 1945.
The Official CTBTO Photostream [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via
Wikimedia Commons
To the Japanese, this meant that the emperor – regarded by them to be divine, the direct descendent of the
goddess of the sun – would certainly be dethroned and probably put on trial as a war criminal and hanged,
perhaps in front of his palace.[17] It was not, in fact, the US intention to dethrone or punish the emperor.
But this implicit modification of unconditional surrender was never communicated to the Japanese. In the
end, after Nagasaki, Washington acceded to the Japanese desire to keep the dynasty and even to retain
Hirohito as emperor.
For months before, Truman had been pressed to clarify the US position by many high officials within the
administration, and outside of it, as well. In May 1945, at the president's request, Herbert Hoover prepared
a memorandum stressing the urgent need to end the war as soon as possible. The Japanese should be
informed that we would in no way interfere with the emperor or their chosen form of government. He even
raised the possibility that, as part of the terms, Japan might be allowed to hold on to Formosa (Taiwan) and
Korea. After meeting with Truman, Hoover dined with Taft and other Republican leaders, and outlined his
proposals.[18]
Establishment writers on World War II often like to deal in lurid speculations. For instance, if the United
States had not entered the war, then Hitler would have "conquered the world" (a sad undervaluation of the
Red Army, it would appear; moreover, wasn't it Japan that was trying to "conquer the world"?) and killed
untold millions. Now, applying conjectural history in this case, assume that the Pacific war had ended in
the way wars customarily do – through negotiation of the terms of surrender. And assume the worst – that
the Japanese had adamantly insisted on preserving part of their empire, say, Korea and Formosa, even
Manchuria. In that event, it is quite possible that Japan would have been in a position to prevent the
Communists from coming to power in China. And that could have meant that the 30 or 40 million deaths
now attributed to the Maoist regime would not have occurred.
But even remaining within the limits of feasible diplomacy in 1945, it is clear that Truman in no way
exhausted the possibilities of ending the war without recourse to the atomic bomb. The Japanese were not

informed that they would be the victims of by far the most lethal weapon ever invented (one with "more
than two thousand times the blast power of the British 'Grand Slam,' which is the largest bomb ever yet
used in the history of warfare," as Truman boasted in his announcement of the Hiroshima attack). Nor were
they told that the Soviet Union was set to declare war on Japan, an event that shocked some in Tokyo more
than the bombings.[19] Pleas by some of the scientists involved in the project to demonstrate the power of
the bomb in some uninhabited or evacuated area were rebuffed. All that mattered was to formally preserve
the unconditional-surrender formula and save the servicemen's lives that might have been lost in the effort
to enforce it. Yet, as Major General J.F.C. Fuller, one of the century's great military historians, wrote in
connection with the atomic bombings:
Though to save life is laudable, it in no way justifies the employment of means which run
counter to every precept of humanity and the customs of war. Should it do so, then, on the
pretext of shortening a war and of saving lives, every imaginable atrocity can be justified.[20]
Isn't this obviously true? And isn't this the reason that rational and humane men, over generations,
developed rules of warfare in the first place?
While the mass media parroted the government line in praising the atomic incinerations, prominent
conservatives denounced them as unspeakable war crimes. Felix Morley, constitutional scholar and one of
the founders of Human Events, drew attention to the horror of Hiroshima, including the "thousands of
children trapped in the thirty-three schools that were destroyed." He called on his compatriots to atone for
what had been done in their name, and proposed that groups of Americans be sent to Hiroshima, as
Germans were sent to witness what had been done in the Nazi camps.
The Paulist priest, Father James Gillis, editor of The Catholic World and another stalwart of the Old Right,
castigated the bombings as "the most powerful blow ever delivered against Christian civilization and the
moral law." David Lawrence, conservative owner of US News and World Report, continued to denounce
them for years.[21] The distinguished conservative philosopher Richard Weaver was revolted by
the spectacle of young boys fresh out of Kansas and Texas turning nonmilitary Dresden into a
holocaust ... pulverizing ancient shrines like Monte Cassino and Nuremberg, and bringing
atomic annihilation to Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Weaver considered such atrocities as deeply "inimical to the foundations on which civilization is built."[22]
Today, self-styled conservatives slander as "anti-American" anyone who is in the least troubled by
Truman's massacre of so many tens of thousands of Japanese innocents from the air. This shows as well as
anything the difference between today's "conservatives" and those who once deserved the name.
Leo Szilard was the world-renowned physicist who drafted the original letter to Roosevelt that Einstein
signed, instigating the Manhattan Project. In 1960, shortly before his death, Szilard stated another obvious
truth:
If the Germans had dropped atomic bombs on cities instead of us, we would have defined the
dropping of atomic bombs on cities as a war crime, and we would have sentenced the Germans
who were guilty of this crime to death at Nuremberg and hanged them.[23]
The destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was a war crime worse than any that Japanese generals were
executed for in Tokyo and Manila. If Harry Truman was not a war criminal, then no one ever was.
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Outdoor Incineration of Livestock Carcasses
by Heinrich Köchel

In assessing the reported cremation of huge numbers of human corpses in German concentration, labor, transit and/or extermination
camps during the Second World War, the capacities of the respective facilities – crematories, outdoor cremation pits and pyres, as well
as mass graves – are an important factor. Literature on the pertinent crematories is plentiful and technically well documented,
especially by Pressac’s and Mattogno’s works. In particular the Auschwitz camp was well equipped with crematoria. The other camps
established in eastern Poland (Treblinka, Sobibór and Belzec) did not have such sophisticated facilities, so that many corpses had to be
burned outdoors. Some two million Holocaust victim deaths are traditionally ascribed to these camps. Using current knowledge about
the open-air cremation of large amounts of livestock carcasses, the author of the present study investigates under which circumstances
the disposal of so many human corpses would have been feasible, if at all.

1. Reports on Corpse Cremations in German World War II Camps
In his work Belzec, Sobibor, Treblinka Yitzak Arad explains that the victims in these camps were killed in homicidal gas chambers
using carbon monoxide gas from engine exhaust between fall 1942 and early 1943. Most were initially buried in mass graves. Due to
the threat of ground water contamination but also concerns about a possible later discovery of this evidence of mass murder, these
corpses are said to have been disinterred in the first half of 1943 and burned over a period of several months.
Apart from impressive descriptions of these fires regarding their blazing flames, intense heat, acrid smoke and unbearable stench, little
precise data can be found about them. Some witnesses stated that even living people died in these fires, either because they were forced
to jump into them or because loads of victims were dumped into them from trucks. This is not very credible, though, as such huge fires
would have been dangerous even for the perpetrators and for any vehicle getting too close to them.
In the above-mentioned book Yitzak Arad describes these open-air incinerations at Treblinka and Belzec as follows:
[Treblinka:] The cremation structure consisted of a roaster made from five or six railroad rails laid on top of three rows of
concrete pillars each 70 cm high. The facility was 30 m wide.[…].
[…] SS Oberscharführer Heinrich Matthes, the commander of the “extermination area” in Treblinka, testified:
[…] The corpses were piled on these rails. Brushwood was put under the rails. The wood was doused with
petrol. (p. 174)
[…] another special team, called the “burning group” (Feuerkolonne), removed the corpses from the stretchers and
arranged them in layers on the roaster to a height of 2 meters. Between 2,000 and 2,500 bodies – sometimes up to 3,000 –
would be piled on the roaster. When all was ready, dry wood and branches, which had been laid under the roaster, were
ignited. The entire construction, with the bodies, was quickly engulfed in fire. The railings would glow from the heat, and
the flames would reach a height of up to 10 meters.
At first an inflammable liquid was poured onto the bodies to help them burn, but later this was considered unnecessary;
the SS men in charge of the cremation became convinced that the corpses burned well enough without extra fuel.
Yechiel Reichman, a member of the “burning group,” writes:
The SS “expert” on bodyburning ordered us to put women, particularly fat women, on the first layer on the
grill, face down. The second layer could consist of whatever was brought […]. Then the “expert” ordered us
to lay dry branches under the grill and to light them. Within a few minutes the fire would take so it was
difficult to approach the crematorium from as far as 50 meters away. (p. 175)
The body-burning went on day and night. The corpses were transferred and arranged on the roasters during the day; at
nightfall they were lit, and they burned throughout the night. When the fire went out, there were only skeletons or
scattered bones on the roasters, and piles of ashes underneath. (p. 176)
In Belzec, all 600,000 victims had been buried already when the cremation started. During a period of four to five months
they had to be unearthed and burned. (p. 177)
At Belzec and Treblinka, […] a system had to be found to cremate 150,000 to 200,000 corpses within one month and
5,000 to 7,000 in one day. By […] operating simply built, huge, open-spaced crematoria, […] the Operation Reinhard staff
was able to complete its mission of cremation and the erasure of their despicable crimes. (p. 178)
Arad’s book contains some information about the size and layout of these camps, and even though these data do not fully agree with
other sources, it gives an impression of the surface areas available for the respective “zones of death” for the claimed extermination
facilities, mass graves and subsequent incinerations:
Camp

Size of “Death Zone”

Surface Area

Arad’s Data

Belzec:

275 m × 90 m

≈ 24,750 m² (6.1 acres)

map (p. 437) in conj. with total size of camp
(p. 27: ca. 275 m × 275 m)

Treblinka:

250 m × 200 m

≈ 50,000 m² (12.4 acres)

p. 41*

Sobibór:

150 m × 100 m

≈ 15,000 m² (3.7 acres)

map (p. 35) in conj. with total size of camp
(p. 30: 600 m × 400 m)

*An official Polish source based on a 1945 survey of the camp claims a surface area of merely 14,000 m² (3.45 acres) for the
Treblinka “death zone,” see Graf/Mattogno, pp. 91, 321
According to eyewitness claims, thousands of bodies, some of them even frozen, were incinerated within a day with a minimal amount
of fuel on pyres, which according to Arad had a surface area of 1,000 m² (Treblinka) and 1,500 m² (Belzec and Sobibór). At the end of
this process, only ashes and small bone fragments are said to have been left behind. The latter could easily be crushed to dust with
stampers. As incredible as such claims may sound, they have been considered to be true so far and were accepted as evidence by
various courts of laws.

Carbonation, not cremation

A more recent study of the cremation pyres by M. Tregenza (2000, p. 253) went a step farther. During a German penal trial against
former SS guards, witnesses testified that the pyres used in the Belzec camp measured 5 m × 5 m and that up to five of them existed,
although the defendants insisted that two of them had existed. Tregenza extrapolated the information about the death toll hitherto
attributed to this camp and stated:
There is much disagreement on the subject of the number of pyres at Belzec. Witnesses from the village state that up to
five pyres were in use, whereas SS personnel spoke of two pyres during the judicial proceedings in Munich in 1963/1964.
According to their indications, at least 500,000 people were burned on those pyres. Assuming that a minimum of 500,000
corpses were burned on two pyres, one has to assume, for five pyres, a much higher figure – possibly twice as high – than
the 600,000 persons officially assumed so far.
Such calculations merely highlight how shaky the evidentiary basis is to this very day. Tregenza’s uncritical acceptance of the size of
these pyres is interesting, though, as it demonstrates how little he knows about the problems of cremating corpses, or cares about the
factuality of these testimonies.

2. Cremating Animal Cadavers during the 2001 Hoof-and-Mouth Epidemic
During the year 2001 Europe and in particular Great Britain were afflicted by a major outbreak of hoof-and-mouth disease. This
permits us to investigate in more detail the challenge of incinerating large amounts of human corpses outdoors, since the media gave
this process considerable coverage. The various reports of carcass incineration by government authorities give us detailed information
as to the procedures used, in particular regarding the amount of fuel needed, the size of the pyres, the duration of the incineration, and
also the manpower and man-hours needed as well as the time it took to set up the pyres, etc.
The table at the end of this paper lists the information gathered from various newspaper articles reporting on eight actual events (some
of which were mentioned by several sources) as well as two typical instruction manuals. Although these sources all relate to the
incineration of animal carcasses – cattle, pigs, sheep – they can be extended to human corpses, since their consistency is very similar
regarding the amount of fat, protein and water they contain. The instruction manuals quoted moreover expressly support their
application to other animal species (not including humans).
An analysis of the data listed in the below table yields the following results:

2.1. Type and Amount of Fuel
All pyres are basically very similar regarding the fuels used. Coal is the main type of fuel, but since large wooden logs like railway
sleepers are an essential element for constructing a pyre, they contribute a considerable amount of energy. Other types of fuels are also
used, as for instance wooden skids, tires, straw bales soaked with diesel oil (to start the blaze), and finally at times thermite to ignite
the fire.
Veterinary instructions indicate that processes for different species of livestock can be converted one to another for the purpose of
calculating the required size of a cremation pyre. According to this, one cattle carcass corresponds to either four pigs, four shorn or
three unshorn sheep. When converting the energy contents of each type of fuel into equivalents of wood, the various sources yield
between 125 and 875 kg of dry wood per pig-equivalent, with an average of 310 kg. Considering the large variation of the data, it
seems advisable to exclude the two extreme values, which yields a corrected average of some 270 kg of dry wood per pig-equivalent.

Fireproof garments
If looking at human corpses in this manner, it is possible to make the conservative estimate that two human bodies correspond to one
pig carcass, or eight human bodies to one cattle carcass. This yields an average required amount of some 135 kg of dry wood for the
incineration of one human corpse. Depending on the type of wood, this corresponds to 0.2 to 0.3 solid cubic meters of dry (!) wood.

2.2. Design of the Pyres
The sources agree that – at a given load – a narrow but long pyre is preferred to one of a more square shape. That seems obvious, as
feeding the pyre with air is essential for an efficient, i.e. hot and swift, cremation. The longer the distance from the edge to the center
of the pyre, the higher the risk that the burning mass located there cannot burn efficiently, merely sinking down and smoldering rather
than burning. Moreover, in case of need it is exceedingly difficult to add additional fuel to spots more distant from the edge of the pyre.
The sources state in general that pyres should not be wider than some 2.5 m, which is the length of railway sleepers. This size is also
conducive to constructing and loading such pyres from the long edges, as the workers can work simultaneously from both sides of the
pyre. Photographs and schematic drawings show that cattle are usually placed in a single layer upon the bed of fuel, while sheep and
pigs can be loaded in several layers. The total height does not exceed some 1.8 to 2 m, though. If loading is done manually, it is
impossible to work at higher heights anyway. If stacked higher, the risk that the pile topples over increases considerably, for instance in
case the pyre burns down unevenly or in case any frozen ground melts and thus gives way unevenly. This results in a trapezoidal cross
section of the pyre with an area of some 3 to 4 m² and a volume respectively of some 3 to 4 m³ for each meter of the pyre.
If the location does not allow the construction of a single long pyre, it is of course possible to build several pyres next to each other. In
that case a minimum distance between individual pyres needs to be kept for safety reasons, in particular if the pyres are not lit at the
same time, in which case they are each at different stages of being prepared, burning down or being cleared out. For the pyres used
during the 2001 outbreak of hoof-and-mouth disease, a minimum distance of 250 m between pyres was recommended. One witness
mentioned a distance of 50 m around the pyres which was too hot and/or smoky to enter (Arad, p. 175). The same is also true for other
artificial or natural blazes like burning houses or forest fires.
Based upon the data from the 2001 hoof-and-mouth epidemic it can be calculated that, in case of a single pyre of 1,000 m length and
250 m safety distance around it, an area of 500 m × 1,000 m would be required, plus a safety zone at both ends of the pyre (2 semicircles of 250 m radius), which amounts to a little more than 50 hectares (124 acres). If that pyre were to be split up into four of 250 m
length each, this number would increase to almost 100 hectares (1 km² or 0.4 square mile).

2.3 Duration of the Incineration
The sources quoted give different values for the time it takes for a pyre to burn down completely, ranging from “at least 24 hours” to
“one to two weeks.” The shorter times probably refer to the dying down of perceptible flames, the longer values to the time it takes for
the pyres to cool down.

2.4 Labor Effort and Other Considerations
The report about the incineration of 800 sheep in France by 100 soldiers deployed for this task also mentions a fleet of trucks (and
presumably other equipment) used during the event.

3. The Cremation of Bodies Outdoors in German Wartime Camps in the Light of
These Data
The disposal of corpses in German wartime camps was different than the combustion of livestock carcasses in several regards:
• The human corpses had to be almost completely reduced to ashes so that no identifiable remnants would be left behind. The
literature on this topic states that any bone fragments left over were even manually ground to powder. This would have been
possible only after the pyres had cooled down sufficiently.
• Judging by the witness testimony available, it may be assumed that mainly wood rather than coal was used for the fires, since
moderately sized pieces of wood can be transported by hand, whereas the transportation of coal or coke requires at least a
modicum of mechanical devices (shovels, wheelbarrows etc.) never referred to in any witness account.
• Since wood has a much lower energy value per unit of mass than coal and coke, and also has a much lower density, such woodfired pyres are inexorably more voluminous than those made mainly of coal/coke; this means that fewer corpses per surface area
can be loaded onto wood pyres than onto coal/coke pyres.
• Wood fires generally burn at lower temperatures than coal/coke fires, which makes it more difficult to reduce corpses completely
to ashes this way.
• It may be surmised that any firewood used stemmed from freshly-logged wood taken from surrounding forests. Since green,
moist wood has only roughly half the net caloric yield of dried wood, this would double the amount of wood needed, lengthen
the time the pyres burned, and reduce even more the average temperature of such pyres, hence complicating the entire process.

Outdoor livestock carcass cremation seen from the air. The pyres which allegedly burned at Auschwitz, Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka
would have dwarfed fires like this and would have blanketed the entire area in smoke. Nothing of that kind can be seen on any of the
air photos of Auschwitz.
Based upon the above elaboration it can be deduced that the cremation of a human corpse outdoors requires at least 0.2 to 0.3 solid
cubic meters of dry wood (or 0.4 to 0.6 solid cubic meters of fresh wood). Together with the corpse itself and the gaps required for an
efficient cremation, a typical pyre could maybe accommodate two corpses per cubic meter of pyre for dry wood (and one for fresh
wood). The optimally designed pyre for small livestock carcasses as discussed earlier could thus be loaded with some 8 to 10 human
corpses per running meter (or 4 to 5 for a sub-optimal pyre using fresh wood). In practice the conditions were most certainly not ideal,
meaning that the actual pyres could probably accommodate less than that.
To achieve a daily capacity of some 5,000 to 7,000 corpses, as had to be cremated in those camps if we follow the traditional narrative,
dry-wood pyres of 2.5 m width would have been required which were at least some 500 to 700 m long (or 1,000 to 1,400 m in case of
moist wood).
After the pyres were ignited, they would have burned for between one and two days, as was reported for the pyres of the 2001 hoofand-mouth epidemic. Experience with large piles of hot ashes shows that such piles remain hot for numerous days up to a week after
the fire was started. After this the piles had to be sifted in search of larger bone fragments in order to grind them down, which would
have required probably more than a day. It is therefore realistic to assume that each load of a pyre was being processed for up to ten
days before a new pyre could be erected for a new load of corpses.
For the cremation capacity mentioned or implied in the literature of up to 7,000 bodies, ten outdoor cremation sites of the above size
had to exist at the same time – all in various stages of the process. If assuming a distance of only 100 m between each such site and
around the periphery of all pyres, the total surface area needed for that kind of operation of some 1,000 m × 1,000 m results for dry
wood (and twice that for fresh wood). Such a surface area exceeds by far the sizes described in the literature of these camps; and in
fact, it exceeds by far the size of every one of these camps taken in their entireties.
The availability of fuel is of course indispensable. The traditional literature does not even raise that issue, let alone discuss it. As a
matter of fact, it is claimed that very little if any fuel was required. Assuming that dry wood was the main fuel, we arrive at a
requirement of 1,400 to 2,100 solid cubic meters of wood (dry and sawn) which had to be delivered into the camp every day for
cremating 7,000 corpses daily. That corresponds to 200 truckloads or 70 to 100 mid-size freight cars via railway, and this every single
day for several months. Considering the unreliable transport situation during the war, it would have been advisable to have a minimum
reserve of two to three days’ supplies, which means to store some 3,000 to 6,000 solid cubic meters of wood. If logs 2.5 m long are
piled up 3 m high, the resulting wood pile would be 400 to 800 m long, and the surface area required would amount to some 1,000 to
2,000 m² – plus additional space to access the piles, many meters wide on either side of the piles. This easily amounts to another
hectare (2.5 acres) of surface area. This area alone amounts to a considerable portion of the area which Arad describes as these camps’
“zone of earth” (see above). If, however, freshly-logged wood was used instead, the numbers would again double. In that case, logging
that many tress, transporting them into the camp, and cutting them up would pose its own logistic challenge, which shall not be
investigated here in detail.
Concerning the labor effort required for the cremations themselves we may assume due to the shortage of labor during the war that
mainly forced labor (slave labor) was resorted to and that assisting mechanical devices were hardly available. The excavator depicted
in Arad’s book, which is said to have been inoperable at times, could not have done more than lift the corpses out of the mass graves
and put them at the workers’ feet.
In the present paper it is not possible to thoroughly describe the workflow, but one needs to keep in mind that the vast area needed for
these cremations (if it was available to begin with) would have required that the workers had to travel long distances to bring corpses
from the mass graves and fuel from the wood storage area to the pyres – distances of up to a kilometer and more each way are realistic.

Outdoor livestock carcass cremation seen from the air. pit, excavated soil, massive destruction of vegetation and top-soil around the

pits – nothing of that kind can be seen on any of the air photos of Auschwitz.
The orthodox literature mentions in passing that a narrow-gauge railway had been constructed. Due to the described ideal design of the
pyres, this is not a practical solution, though, because the railway spur would have to run close to the pyre and would have to be
relocated to another cremation pyre once one pyre was ready to be set ablaze and the work crew moved to the next cremation site –
plus it would have to be a double-track line. It would have been impossible to place the tracks near a burning pyre, because the heat
would have compromised both rails and sleepers. It is worth noting that rolling stock would have been almost indispensable for the
transportation of 7,000 corpses and 1,400 to 2,100 metric tons of dry wood (or 2,800 to 4,200 tons of green wood) every single day.

4. Conclusions
The statements about the extermination camps made in the orthodox literature contradict the insights gained in connection with the
2001 outbreak of hoof-and-mouth disease to such a degree that it is impossible to accept the claims of the orthodox literature,
according to which for several months thousands of human corpses were cremated every day within the confines of the Treblinka,
Sobibór and Belzec camps. These camps probably had facilities permitting the cremation of corpses, but most likely on a much smaller
scale than claimed. A generous calculation using the surface areas actually available according to the orthodox literature (1,000 to
1,500 m² for each camp) results in pyres of a size permitting the cremation of maybe some 1,500 corpses per week, but not several tens
of thousands, as is usually claimed.
If following the data given by M. Tregenza for the claimed pyres (4, possibly 5 “grills”, each of 5 m × 5 m, i.e. some 100 to 125 m²),
the estimates shrink even further by almost an order of magnitude to several hundred corpses which could have been disposed of
within a week. In any case, the claims that fuel wood was needed only to start the fires are outside of the realm of documented
experiences and must therefore be rejected. All reports about actual pyres during the 2001 hoof-and-mouth epidemic as well as
instructions for the construction of such pyres emphasize the substantial fuel requirement.
This paper does not conclude that no such cremations took place at all in these camps. Crimes against humanity do not depend on a set
number of victims. Legal and moral decisions follow different guidelines than technical issues. But we should reconcile ourselves to
the thought that the two million victims attributed to these camps are a gross exaggeration. Considering the verifiable information
about these camps and the experiences with outdoor mass cremations during livestock epidemics, we can safely assume that not more
than 3,000 to 5,000 corpses could have been disposed of weekly. Applying this to the total time span during which such cremations are
said to have occurred in the context of the “Aktion Reinhardt,” that is to say a four- to six-month period, no more than 80,000 to
125,000 corpses could possibly have been disposed of in that manner. The actual numbers are likely to be much lower than these,
though.
Amount of Fuel Required during Hoof-and-Mouth Epidemic
Description of actual outdoor mass cremations and of livestock and instructions to construct pertinent pyres
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average: 310 kg; corr. average: 270 kg (values struck through not considered)

For this study the caloric value of each type of fuel is expressed as wood equivalents. Some basic value can be found here:
http://www.brennholz-killat.de/abc/Heizwerttabelle.pdf, from which I took “Heizöl EL” for diesel, “Brennholz (Mittel)” for average wood,
“Steinkohle” for coal, “Stroh (in Ballen)” for bales of straw with 0.25 m³ and 35kg per bale. Considering the frequent imprecision of the data
given (skids, truckloads etc.) some calculations had to be based on educated guesses. However, in every case the contribution of coal and
wood was always the decisive value. Unless indicated otherwise, a railway sleeper was calculated as a piece of wood of 2.5 m × 0.3 m × 0.2
m with a specific density of 0.5 t/m³.

5. Recommended Reading
Revisionists have dealt with the above problem in a number of their books. The results are similar to the present study, although the
ways the authors arrived at them are much more complex. The present study has the advantage that it is based on real, properly
documented cases of open-air mass cremations which are similar in style, scope and scale to the ones claimed for the alleged
extermination camps of “Aktion Reinhardt.” The so-inclined reader may compare the present result to those obtained in these studies,
of which the first three are concise while the last one is exhaustive to the point of being excessive:
• Jürgen Graf, Thomas Kues, Carlo Mattogno, Sobibór: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality, The Barnes Review, Washington,
DC, 2010, pp. 130-148
• Carlo Mattogno, Belzec in Propaganda, Testimonies, Archeological Research, and History, Theses & Dissertations Press,
Chicago, IL, 2004, pp. 82-87.
• Carlo Mattogno, Jürgen Graf, Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit Camp?, reprint of 2nd ed., The Barnes Review,
Washington, D.C., 2010, pp. 145-152
• Carlo Mattogno, Thomas Kues, Jürgen Graf, The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion Reinhardt”: An Analysis and Refutation of
Factitious “Evidence,” Deceptions and Flawed Argumentation of the “Holocaust Controversies” Bloggers, Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield, UK, October 2013, vol. 2, pp. 1169-1332.
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Breaking the Spell. The Holocaust: Myth and Reality. Nicholas Kollerstrom. Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield, UK,[1] 2014. 256 pp., including index.

"Breaking the Spell," by Nicholas Kollerstrom
Published with permission from Castle Hill Publishers
Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom, recently of University College London, is a 21st-century
Holocaust victim—perhaps a Holocaust survivor, in that he is alive today and, in
respects other than professional, passably well. Of course, he is not a victim of National
Socialist racial policies; he is a victim of … how can I say this? Contemporary taboos
concerning historical events of the 1940s in Europe? Not too catchy, that. A Jewish plot
to destroy freedom of speech in preparation for their takeover of the world? Maybe a bit
too catchy, that one. Something in between, then—pick your own poison.
Call it what you will, our hapless author was excommunicated from the precincts of
University College London (UCL) in 2008, when he published, in (Bradley) Smith’s
Report an article that described Germar Rudolf’s discoveries[2] regarding the cyanide
content of brickwork in various parts of Auschwitz and other World War II-era German
camps where presumed enemies of the Reich were said to have been gassed to death in
numbers reaching into the millions. Before he disclosed his interest in what chemistrybased forensics revealed regarding erroneous popular history, Kollerstrom had been a
member of staff of the Department of Science and Technology Studies. But UCL could

not tolerate association with anyone expressing even the slightest credence for Rudolf’s
heretical findings, so Kollerstrom became a nonperson, so far as UCL was concerned.
That’s all background, and not even terribly important except as it may have motivated
his writing of this book and, of course, for that sort of reader who is interested in what
might have motivated the author of a book he chooses to read.
There are other, much-better, reasons to choose to read this book, especially if you
happen to be someone already persuaded of the counterfeit nature of Holocaust history
and you wish to arouse some understanding—or respect, or even just tolerance—for the
extremely unstylish views you might have communicated, deliberately or carelessly, to
another, who it is to be hoped is a very close friend who will honor you if not with their
sympathy, then at least with their confidence.
Those long and/or deeply familiar with the debunking of the Holocaust mythology that
attained critical mass in 1976 with the publication of Arthur Butz’s Hoax of the 20th
Century might view Kollerstrom’s oeuvre as a rehash—an extensive, but still partial,
listing of the reasons why people should not credit what they have been told about the
cruelty and genocidal intent of the National Socialists in the 1930s and 40s. That, viewed
in a wide scope, would be a mistake, for several reasons.
First, it should be noted that, besides Butz’s magisterial work encompassing some 502
pages, any number of other works, some of them shorter, many more-recent, have
undertaken more or less the same goal: debunking the Holocaust Myth. And many of
these have done a very good job of it, including even to this day Butz’s original, which
stands as a masterpiece.
But those who hold views such as those advanced by Butz, Stäglich, Mattogno,
Faurisson, Rudolf, Dalton and a long list of other damned blasphemers from many walks
of life and linguistic backgrounds, are occasionally, even often at pains, to present a
foundation for their views in a form that might appeal to some particular relative,
colleague, or even superior. In view of the reflexive disapprobation to which such views
are subject, one is perforce challenged to proffer to each such recipient, just exactly that
example of the genus that stands the best chances of reaching his or her understanding, if
not credence.
And on this score, Kollerstrom’s contribution to what is happily a growing genre is a
most worthy contribution, deserving in its own right both a judicious savoring by the
faithful and further, in many cases, of bestowal, however timorous or diffident, upon
beneficiaries presumably among the “unwashed” who constitute the huge majorities of
the acquaintances adorning the lives we each enjoy in our respective free and tolerant
societies.
Specifics: Kollerstrom is (was?) a respected writer of books, articles, and other tracts on
the intersection of science with history, having not only edited or authored numerous
books on the sociology of science reaching at least as far back as Galileo, and having
participated in a number of conscience-spurring enterprises such as the investigation of
the 1982 sinking of the Argentine cruiser General Belgrano, resulting in the drowning of
over 800 of its complement. His is no pseudonym such as many other writers (including
myself) on the present subject choose to wield—he is the scientist and historian who has
already produced valuable contributions not only to knowledge, but to conscience as
well, and promises, in this book as in the earlier works, to produce still more, and better,
especially if he is not muted by the smothering blanket of political correctness that has
been thrown over him of late.
Kollerstrom writes well. His voice is never shrill, never raised by outrage, never

mortally wounded, never pleading nor importuning—somehow, he contrives to maintain
emotional neutrality while still inspiring the reader’s own emotions, or curiosity, or
interest, or some potent combination of these. This is no suspense novel—the informed,
or even intelligent, reader knows where the “plot” is headed at all times, however
unfamiliar the territory ahead might be to the uninitiated. But the “road” itself is
fascinating: the scenes by the side of the road no less than the vistas looming ahead. He
balances digression with forward progress with the skill of the accomplished, popular,
author he in fact is.
Kollerstrom effortlessly avoids the demonization that renders some works of this kind
objectionable, even prosecutable in the less-liberal regimes currently astride the
continent of Europe. Myths and fables are debunked in large numbers on its pages, but
allegations of sinister plots—conspiracies, even—are eschewed in favor of reasoned
surveys of motivations and contexts, wherein all actors may be seen for what they are:
individuals in more or less desperate circumstances trying with all their might to survive
an unprecedentedly savage war with as much of their families and property intact as
possible. Those likely to register an adverse reaction to Kollerstrom’s equable narrative
should be only those who would react the same to any analysis, no matter how
innocuously couched, reaching the ineluctable conclusions that this study reaches.
Finally, the most superficial of attributes, for whatever it might be worth to this reader or
that: Kollerstrom is not German, not American, but British. The text is, in fact, spelled
and worded British-ly, though by no means heavily, much less affectedly, so. Likewise,
the perspective on the subject is impartial—neither British, American, German, Jewish,
nor Gentile. This characteristic is as much a “flavor” as anything, but as such, is one of
the many ineffable factors that can decide whether an initiate to the better view of
historical mendacity completes the reading, and is informed, or breaks it off, to remain
unenlightened at least until the next time some intellectual benefactor might again seek a
way to break through the encrusted layers of deception and mistrust under which each of
us is consigned to grope toward wisdom.
Do you wish to spread the faith? If so, Kollerstrom’s reaction to his ostracism could be
of great use to you. Or do you, rather, wish only to seek understanding, if not agreement,
from an intellectual soul-mate, or protégé, or even adversary toward whom you feel
sympathy, or even respect? Then you should admit Kollerstrom’s worthy offering to the
armamentarium with which you defend your more-challenging viewpoints.
Or are you, dear reader, feeling your own self ill-grounded in this most-contested of
historical battlefields, and in want of a gentle, careful introduction to the issues therein
contained, without the massive rigor of some of its running mates, nor the insinuation or
aspersion of some of the others?
In all these cases, I recommend Breaking the Spell. And after you’ve succeeded in using
it for one of the benefits listed above, you may even continue to use it, in other copies or
your own, for yet another of the purposes I’ve surmised. But if you lend your own copy
to some lucky borrower or other, I hope for your sake that he returns it promptly.
After reading it. With approbation, of course.

Notes:
[1] Distributed in the United States by The Barnes Review, PO Box 15877,
Washington, DC 20003.

[2] Germar Rudolf, The Rudolf Report—Expert Report on Chemical and Technical
Aspects of the “Gas Chambers” of Auschwitz. Vol. 2 of Holocaust Handbooks
(Washington, D.C.: The Barnes Review, 2011).

The Milgram Experiments: Cloning the Holocaust
by Jett Rucker

Born in Brooklyn in 1933 to recent Jewish immigrants from Europe, Stanley Milgram
was haunted most of his life by the Holocaust he narrowly missed. By the time he had
gained his Ph.D. from Harvard and joined the faculty of Yale in 1960, he conceived a
way to recreate at least what he supposed was the psychological milieu of the Holocaust:
following orders to kill (or torture) strangers. It was, he revealed outside his formal
publications, what SS guards must have done and felt—or not felt—as they herded
crowds of innocent Jews to their deaths in gas chambers.
The experiment was fiendish enough in its own right, though it never physically harmed
anyone. It involved a subject, the experimenter (often Milgram himself), and an
“object”—a person realistically faking reactions to things the subject did at the behest of
Milgram. Milgram instructed the subject to hurt the object by pressing numbered buttons
that ostensibly administered electrical shocks at voltages shown by the numbers. The top
button was labelled 450, and when it was pressed, the object portrayed utter agony, to
the consternation of many of the subjects, most of whom nonetheless carried out
instructions to press that button as well as the others labelled with lower, less “painful”
voltages.
Most of the subjects, as it turned out, obeyed Milgram’s instructions to administer
apparently painful shocks to the object, even repeatedly, as Milgram reassured them that
the experiment was “for science,” which it quite arguably was. The experiments and
their results, which ultimately formed the subject of a book[1] by Milgram, made his
name famous even to the present day. Other books[2] on the scientist and his
experiments have argued for their infamy, pointing out that some of the subjects
sustained lasting psychological damage from their experience in the experiments.

Advertisement for the recruiting of the Milgram experiment subjects
By Olivier Hammam (public domaine/self-made) [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons
Milgram’s original inspiration, and the objective he initially gave for the experiments,
was to gauge the willingness of people to follow “orders,” or authoritative requests, to
harm strangers, something he felt Germans—or those Germans involved in the famed
“crimes against humanity”, at any rate—surpassed other people in, including of course
the random Americans he recruited to serve as the subjects of his experiment.
It didn’t turn out that way, as a recent article in the Aeon webzine details. The subjects
turned out, to an utterly appalling extent, to be willing, whatever their private
reservations, to inflict shocks that seemed nearly lethal upon strangers whom they could
clearly see and hear, merely at the instigation of a “researcher” who was conducting an
experiment. The indictment that this levelled at the ostensibly random sample of subjects
and the population they were drawn from was so horrific that the author of the article
states that Milgram’s plans for subsequently testing a group of Germans were abandoned
for being “pointless.”

This change of plans, which the author does not explicitly attribute to Milgram’s own
thinking, illustrates the inherent weakness of all human inquiry, be it into psychology,
history, crimes, or even the physical sciences: inquiry is always preceded by a
hypothesis (e.g., “Germans are mindless automatons who will commit any heinous crime
they are ordered to.”), and tests of the experiment (with Americans, the group ready to
hand around Yale) either support the methodology or, as in this case, leave hardly any
room for Germans to be worse than the group on whom the methodology was test-run.
Does this make it pointless to go ahead and test the Germans? It does if you stick to the
original hypothesis (Germans are worse than others). But if you have the imagination—
and the disposition—to change the hypothesis to something like, “Germans are better—
at least, better than the Americans so far tested—at resisting immoral orders,” a very
good point remains for going on with the rest of the plan. Such seems not have been the
disposition of the “scientist” involved, nor of the author of the article, who mentions his
own descent from Jews in the article. Perhaps the proposition would even encounter
difficulty in getting funded—funders prefer to finance inquiries that promise to yield
conclusions pleasing to the funders.
Oddly, my inquiry into the long and vigorous life of what I’ll dub the Milgram Industry
(Milgram himself died in 1984) did not turn up any study in which different groups were
compared for their susceptibility to following criminal orders, even though the Aeon
article mentions that Milgram-type experiments were conducted in many places,
including “West Germany.”
Milgram was inspired in designing his namesake experiments by his notions of what the
Holocaust entailed—people (Germans) consciously administering pain and death to
presumably innocent strangers (Jews and others, who in fact outnumbered the Jews). Of
course, in wars such as the one in which the worst parts of the Holocaust occurred,
people are consciously administering pain, death, and destruction to strangers who have
given no previous offense, though from the cockpit of a bomber twenty thousand feet
above “the target,” interaction with the victims is absent by quite a distance. And in
World War II, the Germans manifestly failed to gain first place in the deadly competition
of killing and maiming “the enemy.”
People out to prove something gruesome about the Holocaust, or innately evil about the
Germans often run into a buzz-saw, and they always contrive exquisite machinations for
recovering from the misadventure, even as Milgram himself seems to have papered over
and otherwise misrepresented forms of the experiments he conducted that forcefully
contradicted the initial, sensational results with which he managed to propel himself to
fame[3]. An example of this was Jan Karski, who in 1943 was sent to the Belzec
“extermination camp” only to discover, and report to his superiors, that he found no
evidence of killing there, but only of transfer of the inmates to other, unknown
destinations. That fiasco was memorably chronicled by Friedrich Jansson in the Winter
2014 issue of Inconvenient History.
Milgram’s initial goal of delineating the inherent bestiality of Germans was ultimately
derailed, but the silver lining on that cloud far outshone any darkness cast by the failure
of his long-forgotten thesis. How much better to show the world so graphically that
we’re all Nazis! At the present juncture, critical studies of Milgram’s actual methods,
along with evidence of portions of his findings that he suppressed or misrepresented, are
casting into doubt his conclusions as to what we all (inextricably including those Nazis, I
should hope) really are like.
But also at this juncture, there is growing reason to question not just what we (and youknow-who) are all really like, but as well, Milgram’s grotesque misapprehension of just

what the National Socialists really did to their “victims,” and why, and even how. In
keeping with the dominant mythology, Milgram envisioned that, at the very least, the
implementers of the Final Solution were soulless zombies whose very constitutions
prevented them from having the faintest glimmer of empathy for their prey.
But between the Germans’ amply documented preference to remove Jews from their
midst and to other places, and the eventual desperate reversal of that impulse that caused
the Germans to bring thousands of Jews back into Germany as the war turned against
them, Milgram’s original phantasmagoria of SS guards banally inflicting genocidal pain
and death upon an entire race begins to fade away into the mists that enshroud B-grade
horror movies. It’s not, of course, that no such thing ever did happen—it most certainly
did.
It is, rather, that it is not what happened. Milgram seems to have demonstrated precious
little interest in these truths, which in any case were neither known nor suspected in the
circles in which he travelled. So Milgram’s experiments, their incredible results, their
unexpected conclusions, and the manipulations performed by Milgram in publicizing
them, all were based on a myth.
Not just a myth about what Germans are like, but beneath that one, still another, about
what they did.

Notes:
[1] Stanley Milgram, Obedience to Authority: An Experimental View (New York:
Harpercollins, 1974).
[2] Thomas Blass, The Man Who Shocked the World: The Life and Legacy of
Stanley Milgram ( New York: Basic Books, 2004).
[3] One good analysis is by Gina Perry. Behind the Shock Machine: The Untold
Story behind the Notorious Milgram Psychology Experiments. The New Press,
New York, 2012.

A Tale of Intellectual Repression and its
Humiliating Defeat
by Nigel Jackson

The Zhivago Affair by Peter Finn and Petra Couvée, Harvill Secker, London 2014
Boris Pasternak’s novel Doctor Zhivago was published in 1957, my last year at
secondary school, and led to the award for its author of the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1958, my first year at university. David Lean’s film of the novel, starring Omar Sharif
and Julie Christie (among others), was released in 1965, my second year of full
employment after the completion of my second degree. So I am, as it were, of the
“Zhivago generation,” although I have to confess that it was the film, with its glorious
presentation of the heroine, Lara, together with its inspired musical theme composed by
Maurice Jarré, that first aroused my intense interest in the story. By then I had already
determined that poetry was to be my vocation, as it has been ever since, so that
identification and empathy with the tale’s hero was inevitable. In 1968 Quadrant
published my poem “Meeting at Varykino”, an elegy for both Yury Zhivago and Pasha
Antipov based on the latter’s tragic suicide.1 In 1975 my second book of poetry, The
Hare and the Rowan,2 appeared with the long title poem celebrating the novel’s
scintillating love story, a Russian equivalent in intensity and beauty to that in
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.
As I consider this new literary history of the advent and political effect of Doctor
Zhivago, I wonder how many of today’s twenty-year-olds have any interest in the novel
at all. How many of them have even heard of it? Will it become a permanent classic like
the Verona drama or gradually fade into the oblivion of books that have passed their
time?
For Doctor Zhivago and its author, a brilliant poet with the uncanny ability to fashion
words into startlingly fresh and original combinations (as did, for example, Gerard
Manley Hopkins and Dylan Thomas), certainly had their time; and The Zhivago Affair is
all about that.
The Nazi tyranny had been crushed in thirteen years, but the Soviet equivalent was
horrifyingly present and powerful after four decades. The “Cold War” between the
communist nations and the “free West” was in full swing; and, thanks partly to the recent
publication of George Orwell’s grim nightmare of totalitarianism, Nineteen Eighty-four,
there was widespread fear that the Bolshevik tyranny might spread and engulf us all.
Into that context of intense international conflict, struggle and fear, Pasternak dropped
his literary bombshell – deliberately and determinedly, as The Zhivago Affair shows.

II
The essential significance of the novel is well brought out during this comprehensive
narration by Finn and Couvée. “Its power lay”, the authors tell us, “in its individual
spirit, Pasternak’s wish to find some communion with the earth, some truth in life, some
love…..Doctor Zhivago stood as a rebuke to the short history of the Soviet state…..
There was… a disdain for the ‘deadening and merciless’ ideology that animated so many
of his contemporaries.” Or, as it was put by John Maury, the US Central Intelligence

Agency’s Soviet Russia Division chief, “Pasternak’s humanistic message – that every
person is entitled to a private life and deserves respect as a human being, irrespective of
the extent of his political loyalty or contribution to the state – poses a fundamental
challenge to the Soviet ethic of sacrifice of the individual to the Communist system…..
the heresy which Doctor Zhivago preaches – political passivity – is fundamental.
Pasternak suggests that the small unimportant people who remain passive to the regime’s
demands for active participation and emotional involvement in official campaigns are
superior to the political “activists” favored by the system. Further, he dares hint that
society might function better without these fanatics.” The CIA chief also wrote that “the
basic theme of the book itself [is] – a cry for the freedom and dignity of the individual –
but also the plight of the individual in the communist society. The whole Pasternak affair
is indeed a tragic but classic example of the system of thought control which the Party
has always used to maintain its position of power over the intellectual. Like jamming,
censorship and the Party’s ideological decrees for writers and artists, the banning of this
book is another example of the means which the regime must use to control the Soviet
mind. It is a reflection of the… intellectual barbarity, and the cultural sterility which are
features of the closed society.”
Attacks made on the novel by the Soviet Government and by many of its writers and
intellectuals confirm this spiritual significance from the other side. For example, the
report of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union’s culture
department asserted that it was “a hostile attack on the October Revolution and a
malicious libel of the Bolshevik revolutionaries by an author who was… a ‘bourgeois
individualist’.” And, in rejecting the novel for publication, the editorial board of the
literary journal Novy Mir stated: “The spirit of your novel is one of non-acceptance of
the socialist revolution. The general tenor… is that the October Revolution, the Civil
War and the social transformation involved did not give the people anything but
suffering, and destroyed the Russian intelligentsia, either physically or morally.” The
board complained about Yury Zhivago’s “hypertrophied individualism”, a vice they also
saw, no doubt, in the author himself. Historian Christopher Barnes pointed out years
later that the authors either missed or did not articulate the novel’s “most heretical
insinuation: by artistically conflating the Stalinist period with early revolutionary
history, Pasternak implied… that the tyranny of the last twenty-five years was a direct
outcome of Bolshevism.” For Pasternak, Stalinism and the purges were… a natural
outgrowth of the system created by Lenin.

Publicity photo of Omar Sharif for film Dr. Zhivago.
Source: By MGM (eBay) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Ian Cummins, reviewing The Zhivago Affair for The Age in Melbourne on 26th July
2014, perceptively fixed on the novel’s “skepticism about the alleged achievements of
the Bolshevik revolution and indeed about the possibility of ideologically based political
action improving the human condition.” He provided an effective supporting quotation
from Yury Zhivago within the novel itself: “Revolutions are made by fanatical men of
action with one-track minds, men who are narrow-minded to the point of genius. They
overturn the old order in a few hours or days… But for decades thereafter, for centuries,
the spirit of narrowness which led to the upheaval is worshipped as holy.”
Doctor Zhivago, as its author knew when he passed the manuscript of the novel to the
West, had taken the communist totalitarian tyranny on head-on in defense of the human
spirit.

III

“A weapon in the ideological battles between East and West – this… is part of Doctor
Zhivago’s extraordinary life.” Finn and Couvée devote much of their book to a carefully
researched and comprehensive account of this weapon, as it was used by the free world
(led by the USA) and as the Soviet Government struggled to destroy or at least blunt it.
Robert Chandler, in a review of The Zhivago Affair for The Spectator which was
republished in The Australian on 26th-27th July, noted that “the main part of this book is
a history, based on original research, of Pasternak’s last years and the publication of
Doctor Zhivago.” He commented: “This will prove a valuable resource for scholars,
though few more general readers will want to know the story in such detail.” That last
arrow finds its mark: the narrative of the ideological struggle over the novel does at
times become tedious, if not otiose. On the other hand, the exposé of CIA machinations
is a usefully sobering reminder of how big-power politics behind the scenes can play an
influential role in the cultural life of many nations. The intellectual commissars of the
USSR were not the only manipulators in this drama.
It is also good to be reminded of the horrible censorship that exists under tyrannies,
especially when one lives in an Australia that has been so easily duped in the last three
years into maintaining repressive legislation against public discussion of sensitive
controversies involving race and ethnicity. For example, we read that, after Pasternak
had been awarded the Nobel Prize, Nikolai Mikhailov, Soviet minister for culture,
announced that “it would be up to the writers’ union to decide if Pasternak would be
allowed to receive the prize.” As though any such union should have such power over
any artist or intellectual! And what a horrible pressure such a situation exerted on other
writers, as an orgy of official damnation of the writer was rapidly organized: “The
literary community was now ‘gripped by the sickening, clammy feeling of dread’ and it
led to a near-frenzy of condemnations. These inquisitorial feelings were an almost
ritualistic part of the Soviet literary system that stretched back to Stalin. Error was
followed by collective attack. The fallen writer was expected to respond with contrition
and self-criticism before being welcomed back in the fold….. The scale of the rhetorical
assault and the global attention it drew was unprecedented.”
Fallacious terminology was devised, such as the phrase “internal emigrant,” a slander of
Pasternak indeed, in view of his clearly expressed and completely sincere deep and
heartfelt love for Russia. Large numbers of the Soviet public were taken in by the
official onslaught of disapproval. Finn and Couvée note that historian Denis Kozlov
showed how “the revolution remained central to these people’s consciousness and socioethical order, the sacred foundation of a mental universe; and their reaction to the
Pasternak affair was above all a defence against any attempt, real or imaginary, to
undermine this intellectual cornerstone of their existence.” Accounts such as this
confirm the importance of political action to maintain and extend political freedom
within nations, arduous and sometimes disappointing as such endeavors may be.

IV
The Zhivago Affair contains many insights into the tragedies and ironies of the Pasternak
affair. Here the book undoubtedly carries great interest for the general reader. For
example, we learn that the love triangle of Yury, Tonya and Lara in the novel mirrors
exactly the love triangle of Pasternak, his wife Zinaida and his mistress Olga Ivinskaya;
and in both cases, those of Yury and of his creator, there was an inability to choose
between “two families” – an inability that Pasternak left as a jarring discord in the novel
itself, which ultimately fails to answer the question of whether or not Yury and Lara
were right to become lovers.
Two striking tragedies Couvée and Finn recount concern Olga and Pasternak’s first

publisher, Giangiacomo Feltrinelli. Olga twice conceived by Pasternak, but lost one
child by miscarriage (probably due to Soviet brutality towards her) and the other in a
stillbirth. It is sad for any lover of the novel to think that this was the fate of “Lara.” As
for Feltrinelli, who also deserves to be remembered and admired for his publishing of
Giuseppe di Lampedusa’s The Leopard, it is sorrowful to read of his moral confusion as
he was caught between traditional ethics and socialist ideology, his gradual loss of
personal bearings and his sordid death: “On March 15th, 1972, the body of a man was
found under a high-voltage electricity pylon in a suburb of Milan….. He was killed
when the bomb he and some co-conspirators planned to use to cause a power cut went
off prematurely.” It is a pity that Feltrinelli had failed to absorb the parallel wisdom in
the two great novels he gave to the world – the wisdom to accept fate without illusion
and without negative responses.
Doctor Zhivago was amazingly prophetic in certain ways. For example, just as Lara
wept over Yury’s coffined body, so did Olga weep over that of Pasternak. The account of
the funeral in The Zhivago Affair echoes in several ways that of Yury’s funeral in the
novel. And just as Lara was arrested after her affair with Yury and sent to a prison camp
in the Gulag, so Olga was arrested after Pasternak’s death and spent several years in
forced labor.
It is good, too, to read of the long-term fate of Pasternak’s first wife, Yevgenia Lurye,
who also attended his burial. Her son by Pasternak, Yevgeny, was able, finally, to accept
on behalf of his father the Nobel Prize in Sweden in the thirtieth year after Pasternak’s
death. Yevgenia did not live to see that; but one feels that it was a providential and
fitting reward for one who said once, long after he had left her, that she had never
stopped loving him. (Pasternak’s second son, Leonid, by Zinaida, had already died well
before 1989.)
The Zhivago Affair provides many insights into the chameleon-like character of the poetauthor himself. One feels that the head of the Soviet Writers’ Union, Alexander Fadayev,
was not wrong to comment on Pasternak’s quality of “aloofness”, which he saw as a
blemish, but others might praise. By contrast, Feltrinelli’s assessment (“a voice of a man
alien to all political activity” which “transcends all ideological dogmatism”) needs
qualification. Pasternak, in real life and in his novel, could express dogmatisms of his
own; and the novel itself, as well as the activities of its protagonist, are both intensely
political, although their politics is subtler and more in accord with truth than that of their
adversaries. Doctor Zhivago contains several highly dubious assertions about the life and
role of Jesus and his place in history. It also adopts an assimilative approach to the
problem of being a Jew (Pasternak himself was Jewish) which not unnaturally drew the
ire of David Ben-Gurion and others.
However, Pasternak was authentically and profoundly religious in his own way. In a
letter to Dmitri Polikarpov, head of the Central Committee’s culture department, he
defiantly asserted that “strength comes from on high.” He felt at home within the
Russian Orthodox tradition, which he saw as inextricably intertwined with Russia’s soul
and the “lost life” of the Moscow intelligentsia among which he had grown up before
1917. His style as a poet is widely recognized as being that of a difficult genius. Ernest
Simmons of Columbia University is quoted as follows: “Pasternak’s fresh, innovative,
difficult style [is] notable for its extraordinary imagery, elliptical language and
associative method. Feeling and thought are wonderfully blended in his verse that
reveals a passionately intense but always personal vision of life.” Victor Frank is
reported as stating that the novel “is written by a man who has preserved and deepened
his freedom – freedom from all external restraints and all internal inhibitions.” And
Harvard professor Harry Levin commented that “the most extraordinary fact about his
career is that, under heavy pressures forcing writers to turn their words into ideological

propaganda, he has firmly adhered to those aesthetic values which his writing so richly
exemplifies. He has thus set an example of artistic integrity.”
Finn and Couvée rightly pay tribute to Pasternak’s bravery: “In a totalitarian society he
had long displayed an unusual fearlessness – visiting and giving money to the relatives
of people who had been sent to the Gulag when the fear of taint scared so many others
away; intervening with the authorities to ask for mercy for those accused of political
crimes; and refusing to sign drummed up petitions demanding executions for named
enemies of the state. He recoiled from the group-think of many of his fellow writers…..
he was heckled for asserting [in a meeting] that writers should not be given orders.”
Yet The Zhivago Affair admits, correctly, that, just as there are significant weaknesses in
Doctor Zhivago, as well as many great strengths, so Pasternak’s personal record of
witness contains quite a few ethical smudges and inconsistencies.
Our authors also devote several remarks to the curious attitude that Stalin possessed
towards Pasternak, just as he also apparently did to that other courageous writer-rebel,
Mikhail Bulgakov. It seems that in each case the despot was psychologically drawn to a
writer whom he felt to have some sacrosanct nature which should not be violated.
Perhaps even tyrants are susceptible to the promptings of their “guardian angels” in such
circumstances.
All in all, Finn and Couvée appear to write with an ideology-free sense of balance and
fair play. Personally, I would take issue with their unqualified reference to “the
poisonous anti-Communist crusade of Senator Joseph McCarthy” and would query their
easy acceptance of the CIA’s policy of financing the non-Communist left rather than the
right during the Cold War. There may have been less admirable reasons for that policy
than the authors realize. But these are minor complaints.
At one stage in the Pasternak drama his US publisher Kurt Wolff told him: “You have
moved beyond the history of literature into the history of mankind.” This book will help
defend that place of honor, and one hopes that it will contribute to a new generation not
forgetting the importance of Pasternak and the beauty and spiritual power of his novel.
There is scant reference to the next great Russian novelist to both win a Nobel Prize for
Literature and suffer persecution by the Soviet government – Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. At
one point Finn and Couvée report that “in Ryazan, a schoolteacher [Solzhenitsyn]…
‘writhed with shame for him’ [Pasternak] – that he would ‘demean himself by pleading
with the government.’” At the present time Solzhenitsyn seems himself to be a “writer
under tribulation,” as is indicated by the extraordinary failure of those holding the
copyright to publish in English the last two volumes of his chief work, The Red Wheel
and his study of Russian-Jewish relations (including during the Russian Revolution),
Two Hundred Years of Living Together. It seems that some other sinister political power
may be engaged in an act of cultural repression; and perhaps Finn and Couvée might
turn their attention in another book to this.

Notes:
1 Quadrant is Australia’s premier magazine of ideas for the Center-Right or liberalconservative spectrum.
2 The Hawthorn Press, Melbourne.

Deutschland unter Allem: Lifting the Conquerors'
Heels from Germany
by Ezra Macvie

The reason why I have not repeated the oft-told tale of Nazi crimes against
humanity is that it is already familiar to every American. It is our own
record which is not known, and it seems high time that the victors began to
search their own consciences.
Freda Utley, The High Cost of Vengeance, p. 303.
In rugby, a “scrum” is a play in which eight players from each side pack themselves
together as tightly as possible, and then furiously tussle with each other for the ball when
it is tossed into their midst. The treatment of the ball may be compared grimly with that
received by Germany at the end of World War II when the four Allied powers marched
into the prostrate, bleeding belligerent’s heartland and proceeded to tear its pitiable
remains into yet-smaller pieces in an orgy of revenge, self-pride, and the need to make
the heinous deeds that had brought them their victory seem justified. Germany, of
course, was contended for not by two, but four armies, each with its own agenda
inimical to Germany’s future.
Four years after the end of armed conflict, this vicious, violent scrum was still well
afoot, and Freda Utley paid a long and extensive visit to the suffering land on
commission from Reader’s Digest magazine. The book here reviewed1 is the product of
that penetrating inquiry, conducted by a 50-year-old ex-communist woman of English
birth who by that time had lived in England, the Soviet Union, China, Japan and the
United States and had published at least six extensive studies of nations, their
political/economic systems and their wars, including the best-selling Japan’s Feet of
Clay (1937). The development of her sympathies and career resembled that of her
contemporaneous countryman George Orwell, except that she never produced a work of
fiction. Like Orwell, she was a devoted socialist, but went on to embrace communism,
moving to the Soviet Union and marrying a Russian. Also like Orwell, she developed a
profound enmity for totalitarianism and appreciated the vulnerabilities of centrally
planned economies to hijacking by dictatorial regimes.

Freda Utley 1943
Source: Wikipedia.org. Work is in the Public Domain.
The research and writing of this book occurred at what in retrospect may be seen as the
nadir of Germany’s fortunes in the entire period from the National Socialist takeover in
1933 to the present day. The exact point in time at which her work went to press was
after the currency reforms and rollback of economic regulations (price controls,
rationing) that had immiserated Germany since 1936, developments that today are hailed
as the genesis of the Wirtschaftswunder that brought (West) Germany roaring back into
the family of nations in the 1950s.
Utley completely failed in this book to anticipate Germany’s phenomenal resurrection,
and one is tempted to lay this “failing” to Utley’s lingering devotion to her socialist
ideals, but such a conclusion is dubious on several scores. To begin with, the famous
economic initiatives of Ludwig Erhard and Wilhelm Röpke were viewed with serious
misgivings by professional economists of all stripes, not just socialists, and it is to be
questioned whether Erhard and Röpke themselves were able inwardly to muster quite all
the confidence in the outcome that their political challenges required them to manifest
outwardly. For another, there was good reason to doubt that the occupying Allies would
permit the program to proceed, or even to maintain the changes it had carried out in the
brief period between their introduction and the time Utley took her dispiriting snapshot.
Finally, it is to be noted that the Erhard/Röpke disjuncture indeed exacted severe costs at
its inception, such as the decimation of the value of such savings as at least some
Germans had been able to eke out through the tumultuous times that preceded the break.
Utley’s noting these problems without expressing any optimism for their ultimate effect
might indeed have been her tactic to avoid saying anything that could possibly weaken
the impetus for changes whose potential benefits she might privately have entertained
very high hopes for.

There is no question that Utley, without wishing any ill upon the three Allies of the
West, wished the best for chastened Germany, as she had in fact done resolutely at least
since 1938, when she supported the Munich Agreement that divided up Czechoslovakia
among Germany, Poland and Hungary. After the European war began, she allied herself
with the America First movement that aimed at keeping the United States out of the war.
And after Germany defeated France in 1940, she advocated a peace treaty between the
United Kingdom and Germany. But Utley maintained no illusions about the evils
inherent in the National Socialist regime, often comparing them, before the war and
after, with those of the communist giant to the east. She did maintain an abiding respect
for the prowess of the German war machine, but her primary motivation in assuming the
positions she assumed was her intimate familiarity with the limitless propensity for
death and destruction inherent in the Soviet regime, a judgment that was vindicated in
countless horrific ways in the decades following the war. She regarded Germany, after
the war as before, as the West’s bulwark against communism, and the fear that
communism might engulf Germany and turn its vast potential to its own advantage
permeates virtually every paragraph of her profoundly insightful and humane analysis.
The author points an accusing finger at all four of the Allies occupying Germany at the
time of her research, but details concerning the Soviet quarter of the action are very
slight for at least three reasons: (a) the Soviet Zone of occupation was even by 1948
increasingly separate from the three western zones, in two of which the occupiers spoke
English, the language Utley herself worked in (the book was later translated into German
and published in Germany); (b) she likely regarded the Soviet regime as incorrigible of
its nature, a conclusion she was able to make with much confidence; and (c) she could
not risk traveling in the Soviet Zone, as her husband already by that time had been
consigned to the GULAG, and she had good reason to expect the same fate for herself if
she should ever set foot in a communist jurisdiction.
Utley acknowledges at a few points in her narrative where this or that stricture of
Occupation policy appeared to have been relaxed somewhat, or to be about to be
relaxed, even as she at numerous points details ongoing atrocities that she very
reasonably feared would drive Germany, however reluctantly, into the arms of the Soviet
occupier if only to escape the interminable rapacity of the western Allies. In hindsight, it
might be surmised that The High Cost of Vengeance had at least some of the effect on
western opinion and policy that it aimed at; certainly its effect on any attentive,
reasonable reader is compelling in that and only that direction. Knowing this will forever
be impossible, while it is known that the book enjoyed healthy sales and critical acclaim
from at least some quarters.
At the same time, Utley and her appeal for justice for the defeated Germans attracted
considerable criticism from quarters occupied by those favoring eternal suppression of
Germany and Germans. And Vengeance may claim pride of place on a list that also
contains the name of another English Germanophile, David Irving: Deborah Lipstadt’s
all-encompassing Enemies List of “Holocaust Deniers,” this on account of her statement
that the Allies’ war crimes greatly eclipsed the magnitude of all war crimes committed
by the National Socialists.2 In the meantime, the entire book contains not one word of
denial or justification for the crimes, real and alleged, of which the National Socialists
were accused, as the quotation at the beginning of this review illustrates. This failure of
denial, or of revision in any case, might also be counted among the book’s failings,
except for the facts that by 1948, World War II revisionism had not even begun, and that
the matter was in any case altogether outside the book’s brief. So Utley wisely accepted
all accusations, and pressed her argument forward with quite undiminished force. She
did, however, excoriate both the Nuremberg Tribunal and other trials, such as those at
Dachau, conducted by the Allies as utterly unjudicial paroxysms of revenge and
condemnation visited without discrimination upon the innocent as well as the guilty.

The cruel and vicious acts of each of the occupying powers must have seared the
consciences of citizens of those powers as they read line after line, page after page, and
chapter after chapter of injustice and inhumanity being committed in their names. The
exposé, meticulously sourced and confirmed at each outrageous step, detailed the
nefarious purposes and tendencies animating the occupying forces, with emphasis, as
noted, on those of the three Western powers in which Utley reposed some hope of
redemption, if only on the score of preventing Germany from falling into the orbit of the
communist behemoth that they all feared.
France as an occupying power was seen primarily as territorially vengeful.
Understandably, the French were inspired by revenge engendered by the National
Socialists’ invasion and occupation of most of France that began in 1940. Although on
nothing like the scale of the Soviet Union’s depredations to Germany’s east, France
undertook various territorial initiatives against formerly German territory, including the
Saarland, which remained an “autonomous region” until 1957, and much of Germany’s
industrial heartland of the Ruhr. France undertook a plebiscite in the Saarland in which
dire consequences for the voters were threatened if they did not vote to merge with
France; they called France’s bluff and voted in a landslide against the merger
nonetheless.
Britain as an occupying power was motivated primarily by commercial and industrial
rivalry with Germany that went back long before both of the world wars. British
dismantlings and destruction of already-shattered German industrial capabilities were
wanton and devastating, but as history has demonstrated, they ultimately failed either to
greatly hamper Germany’s eventual development or much to bolster their own industrial
prowess.
The US forces in Germany committed their offenses under the urge for revenge for
Germany’s anti-Jewish policies during and prior to the war. The deliberately ruinous
details of the Morgenthau Plan were well-known both to Utley and to the United States
administration, if not its public, and had by late 1948 been extensively repudiated and
officially discontinued. But Utley noted innumerable instances of this inhuman plan’s
remaining in near-full force through the agency of second- and third-tier officials who
were German Jews who had emigrated to America before the war and had now returned
in the uniform of the conqueror to exact revenge on their people’s erstwhile malefactors.
Nothing short of an outright purge could cure this disease afflicting the body of the
occupying administration, and nothing of the sort seemed in prospect at the time of
Utley’s investigation.
Freda Utley’s wisdom and insight as presented in The High Cost of Vengeance have been
vindicated a thousandfold in the half-century since her shocking tale was published. A
2013 poll conducted by the BBC found Germany the most-admired country in the
world—quite a contrast from the reviled outcast from western civilization depicted by
her opponents in the last world war, and still, as the Folks Who Brought You the
Holocaust.
None could be happier, I’m sure, that her dire fears ultimately went unrealized than
Freda Utley herself.

Notes:
1 The book is available for free download in .pdf form at http://vho.org/dl/ENG
/thcov.pdf

2 “Only one thing is certain: Hitler’s barbaric liquidation of the Jews has been
outmatched by the liquidation of Germans by the “democratic, peace-loving”
powers of the United Nations.” p. 202.

Holocaust Hate Speech | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

But what was strange was that although Goldstein was hated and despised
by everybody, although every day, and a thousand times a day, on platforms,
on the telescreen, in newspapers, in books, his theories were refuted,
smashed, ridiculed, held up to the general gaze for the pitiful rubbish that
they were—in spite of all this, his influence never seemed to grow less.
George Orwell, 1984
Heinrich Heine, a Nineteenth-Century German poet and essayist, is most remembered
for his comment, “Where books are burned, in the end people will be burned too.” Today
his quote is prominently displayed in the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum in Jerusalem
as well as in the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM).[1] In its
contemporary context, Heine’s quote is understood to mean that an ideology that refuses
to tolerate minority opinion will ultimately become a mortal threat to minorities
themselves. It is often associated with incidents in Germany during National Socialist
rule and is typically viewed as a prophetic warning.
In Twenty-First-Century America, it seems quite misguided to be overly concerned
about Nazi book burnings or Nazi human burnings for that matter. Heine, who died in
1856, was not actually concerned about Nazis but rather the immolation of ideas – of
diversity of thought. Today actual book burnings are mostly symbolic. In centuries past,
the burning of a book might indeed literally “holocaust” an idea, although all copies of
certain books most definitely have been confiscated and macerated (pulped) in—that’s
right—Germany. In the post-World War-II era, when books can easily and affordably be
printed and reprinted, book burnings and censorship rarely have the impact desired.[2]
Today, thanks to the Internet, traditional book burnings are generally superfluous.
Contemporary censors need not strike a match, or carry the flamethrowers of Bradbury’s
Fahrenheit 451.[3] The removal from sale from on-line booksellers accomplishes the
nefarious deed without the mess and air pollution of a hastily constructed bonfire. In
fact, book burnings are no longer conducted in town squares but rather through wellorchestrated campaigns to remove undesirable titles from the virtual shelves of on-line
booksellers, along with such tactics as denying direct sellers credit-card facilities for the
use of their customers.[4]
Recent campaigns to throttle the free exchange of ideas come only months after the
outrage expressed by hundreds of thousands following the 7 January 2015 massacre at
the offices of the French leftist newspaper Charlie Hebdo. More than 40 world leaders
showed up to demonstrate their support presumably for free speech and the free
exchange of ideas. Thousands created signs emblazoned with the slogan “Je suis
Charlie” (“I am Charlie”).[5] However, many of the leaders who participated in the
march were leaders of countries that openly prosecute authors whose ideas are
inconvenient for those in power. Specifically the so-called “denial,” or revision, of the
history of the Holocaust is illegal in 14 European nations including France and
Germany.[6]

Offices of the Institute for Historical Review in Torrance, California following the
hateful arson attack on July 4, 1984.
Source: http://ihr.org/books/ztn.html
While German Prime Minister Angela Merkel marched for Charlie Hebdo it is important
to recall that on 15 June 1995 a German judge ruled that all copies of the book
Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte (Foundations of Modern History) be burned. In the
runup to this order, a raid was conducted against the German publisher of this title and
all copies were confiscated by the authorities. The book’s editor, a German physicist
named Germar Rudolf, was ordered to be arrested.[7] At the time, Grundlagen was the
most up-to-date academic book dealing with forensic evidence of the murder of Jews by
the National Socialist regime.
Years earlier a terror campaign resulted in a devastating arson attack against the offices
of the Institute of Historical Review. Damage from this firebombing, which consumed
many thousands of books, was estimated at $400,000. Two days after the attack, thenleader of the Jewish Defense League, Irv Rubin, showed up at the site and declared that
he “wholeheartedly applauds the recent devastation.”[8]
The hate against Holocaust revisionists is spread not only through official governmental
legislation and violent campaigns of terror, but is imbedded in the language of recondite
college professors. In her Denying the Holocaust, Deborah Lipstadt used a language of
hate when describing Holocaust revisionists, “Today the bacillus carried by these rats
threatens to ‘kill’ those who already died at the hands of the Nazis for a second time by
destroying the world’s memory of them.”[9]

Robert Faurisson hospitalized following a hateful attack on September 16, 1989. A
group calling itself "The Sons of the Memory of the Jews" claimed responsibility for the
savage assault.
Source: http://codoh.com/library/document/2662/
Hatred often does result in violence. In France, where so many were quick to declare Je
suis Charlie, Europe’s most prominent Holocaust revisionist scholar, Professor Robert
Faurisson, sustained no less than ten physical assaults between 1978 and 1993. During
one attack in 1989, assailants sprayed a stinging gas into his face temporarily blinding
him. Three men then pummeled him to the ground where they repeatedly kicked him in
the face and chest. At the time, Faurisson was 60 years old. The crime was ultimately
attributed to “young Jewish activists from Paris.”[10] Dr. Faurisson, for reasons that his
opponents are eager to misrepresent, persists in his efforts to improve historical
understanding.
There certainly is hate speech regarding the Holocaust circulating today. The folks at the
tax-funded USHMM (United States Holocaust Memorial Museum) would have you
believe that revisionists (or “deniers” as they like to defame them) are the exponents of
such sentiments. But the revisionists make their case in books and in articles. Their
arguments don’t call for the elimination of any people, nor of books. Neither are the
revisionists in positions of authority from which they could prosecute—or persecute—
even those who charge quite the most-unbelievable crimes against the German people.
The language of hate directed against those who question even the smallest of details
regarding the Holocaust should be a warning to all—and it is. In Orwell’s prophetic
1984, the totalitarian government of Big Brother broadcast “2-Minute Hates” in which

the general masses are incited to indulge in paroxysms of hatred of its purported
enemies. Orwell describes the effect,
A hideous ecstasy of fear and vindictiveness, a desire to kill, to torture, to
smash faces in with a sledge hammer, seemed to flow through the whole
group of people like an electric current, turning one even against one’s will
into a grimacing, screaming lunatic.[11]

What Holocaust revisionists really look like.
Speakers from the Twelfth IHR Conference (1994). From left to right. Robert Faurisson,
John Ball, Russ Granata, Carlo Mattogno, Ernst Zündel, Friedrich Berg, Greg Raven,
David Cole, Robert Countess, Tom Marcellus, Mark Weber, David Irving, and Jürgen
Graf.
Source: The Journal of Historical Review, Vol. 14, No. 6, Nov/Dec 1994.
A quick look at the entry for “Holocaust Denial” on the popular on-line encyclopedia
Wikipedia reveals the prominent placement of a photo of several Ku Klux Klansmen
with placards denouncing the Holocaust. The simplistic messages include, “There was
no Jewish Holocaust” and “Holocaust Gigantic Zionist Hoax.” While the origin and the
context of the photo are uncertain, its purpose on this page is clear – Holocaust deniers
are meant to be viewed as members of extremist hate groups.[12] For balance, one might
expect to see a photo of speakers at a revisionist conference. But there is none. The
photo of the Klansmen is not displayed to accurately convey any truth, but rather to stir
hatred.
Images such as this and many others employed by supporters of the regnant wartime
propaganda Holocaust meme have a very emotional effect. They are used to stir people
into a frenzy. Soon such indiscriminate readers ask questions like, “How can such ideas
be allowed to be sold?” “How can the Holocaust be debated?” “Why are deniers not in
prison?” “Why aren’t their offices burned?” “Why are they not beaten?” “Why, like the
disease-bearing rats they are, are they not exterminated?” Such is the state of Holocaust
hate speech today.
The ultimate irony is that Orwell’s “grimacing screaming lunatics” come from the ranks
of those who profess to uphold the “official” Holocaust story. If toleration is indeed the
moral of the story, these champions of orthodoxy either fail to comprehend it, or they
openly choose to deny it.
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How Postwar German Authorities Orchestrated
Witness Statements in Nazi Crime Cases
by Germar Rudolf

One of the most important standards of justice when interviewing or interrogating
witnesses in a criminal case is not to ask leading questions and not to feed the witness
with information about the case before he/she is interviewed/interrogated. Either
technique can and will lead to witnesses adjusting their statements to what they think is
expected. They may no longer report what they knew before the interview started, but
rather a hopelessly polluted mixture of their own recollection with material they were
just prompted with. Confronting a witness with already known or assumed information
about the case should therefore be done only after the witness has made an initial
deposition about what he knows all by himself. The confrontation with additional,
contradicting information, existing or otherwise, can then serve to expose incorrect or
deliberately false statements (lies), hence serves to gauge a witness’s reliability and
trustworthiness, or it can expose errors in the information the investigator had assumed
to be accurate. Giving a witness additional confirming information, however, merely
leads to a type of confirmation bias, where a witness tends to incorporate this
information as his own in order to support his own recollections, leading the investigator
to erroneously believe that the information he fed the witness is now being confirmed by
the latter. This can therefore be of no use to a judge or jury, but of great use to an
“investigator” intent on “proving” something that may not be so. It is, of course,
especially effective with “friendly” or motivated witnesses, genuine and otherwise.
Now let’s turn to criminal cases conducted in Germany against defendants who were
suspected of having committed violent crimes during the Nazi era. Many revisionists
have criticized the conditions of these legal proceedings.
One of the first was the German investigative journalist Regina Dahl, wife of the famous
German Luftwaffe officer Walther Dahl (“Rammdahl”).1 Mrs. Dahl worked for the
German nationalist newspaper National-Zeitung. Since this newspaper is frowned upon
and even reviled by the mainstream, very little about her various articles can be found
today, not even on the Internet. If mentioned by mainstream outlets at all, they are
consistently disparaged without much about their contents being discussed.2 Revisionist
sources are usually silent about her as well. The one exception to this are references to
her various papers in Josef Scheidl’s self-published seven-volume work Die Geschichte
der Verfemung Deutschlands (History of Germany's Delegitimization, Vienna 1968). On
page 212-214 of volume 4 titled “Die Wahrheit über die Millionenvergassung von
Juden” (The Truth about the Gassing of Millions of Jews), Scheidl wrote:3
Frau Regina Dahl is a coworker at the NZ (National-Zeitung) and a
successful researcher in the area of exposing atrocity lies. […] In the NZ
(No. 35 of Sept. 30, 1966, pp. 3 ff.) she published a paper about the
mendacity and perjuriousness of many witnesses in the concentration camp
trials. From this revealing article we gather some details about the so-called
Sobibor Trial, which started on September 4, 1965, at the Hagen Jury Court.
[…]
Right from the start of the preliminary investigations, the prosecution was in
close contact with Jewish organizations. Before even the first witness was

interviewed, lists of persons suspected to have served at Sobibor had been
sent to the Jewish Central Agency. These lists, which contained the military
rank and area of responsibilities of the suspects, were constantly updated
during the investigations and supplemented with pertinent photographic
material. The lists and photos were meant to be given to the witnesses. It is
remarkable that, in a letter sent to the World Jewish Congress, the
prosecution encouragingly imparted that it would be essential for the
conviction of the defendants as murderers if the witnesses could testify that
the defendants had beaten them. This broad hint was subsequently fully
successful.
In the following years, German publications of right-wing orientation referred repeatedly
to similar methods in other trials. For instance, in 1977 the right-wing newsletter
Unabhängige Nachrichten (Independent News; issue no. 7, July, pp. 9f.) mentioned a
similar investigative procedure for the Majdanek trial then under way at Düsseldorf.
Wilhelm Stäglich quoted this source,4 claiming that this case of manipulating witnesses
“was rightfully described as a scandal, and provoked a wide reaction among the general
public,” yet a brief article in this obscure newsletter is hardly a wide reaction among the
general public. In fact, looking for traces of this reaction today, I could not find any.
Next in line was Wilhelm Stäglich, who in his 1979 book Der Auschwitz-Mythos wrote:5
I am in possession of a photocopy of a comprehensive letter (No. 24 AR
1/62 [Z]) which the director of the North Rhine-Westphalian Chief
Prosecutor’s Central Office for the Investigation of National Socialist Mass
Crimes in Concentration Camps in Cologne sent to all potential witnesses in
his investigation concerning the concentration camp Sachsenhausen. The
whole thing goes on for more than 100 pages and is an instructive example
of how the accusations against the SS personnel of Sachsenhausen were
“managed.” It offers an excellent instance of the procedures of the Central
Office and other departments cooperating with it. In the letter, which was
signed by the prosecutor, Dr. Gierlich, it is indicated to the addressee that
preliminary investigations of the SS personnel who were stationed at
Sachsenhausen were to be conducted “with expert advice by the
Sachsenhausen Committee” (!). The addressee is then asked to give
information about his experiences “in the sense of this letter” (page 1).
Extensive lists of names are enclosed with the letter. Regarding this, on page
4 of this letter it is stated: “The names of the persons about whom I seek
information are found in Appendices III, IV, V, and VI. Who of these took
part in the crimes committed in Sachsenhausen? Should you know the
names of additional SS personnel whom you could accuse of concrete
crimes, please give me this information as well…”
It goes on to say on page 5: “In the picture section – page 99ff. – you will
find photographs of persons sought; unfortunately pictures of all of them
could not be obtained; in part the pictures originate from a time when the
defendants were not yet or no longer present in the camp, in part the
pictures are recent.”
As if that weren’t enough, on pages 7ff. it is thoroughly explained what
kinds of mass crimes are under consideration, so the witness not need
trouble himself about that. One need only choose from a selection which
contains the following references:
“Murders on the arrival of the first big transports of Jews in 1938.”

“Killing of the Jehova’s Witness August Dickmann, who was shot on the
parade ground September 15, 1939.”
“Shooting of 33 Poles on November 9, 1940.
“Shooting of Russian prisoners of war at the execution grounds in autumn
1941.”
“Who took part in the gassing of Russian prisoners in gas wagons?”
“Gassing of prisoners. Who installed the facilities?” etc.
These data were probably compiled by the aforementioned “Sachsenhausen
Committee.” It is especially interesting that here the “gassings” resurface.
Although the Institut für Zeitgeschichte had established by August 1960 that
there had been no “gassings” in the concentration camps of the Old Reich –
therefore not in Sachsenhausen – the attorneys at the Central Office
evidently still subscribed to this wartime propaganda lie in the years which
followed. The preliminary investigations for the Sachsenhausen Trial lasted
from 1962 to 1970.
In conclusion, the addressee is informed that only “murder; attempted
murder; complicity in and preparation of murder; poisoning with resultant
death; knowingly acquiescing in the above-mentioned crimes by superiors”
were unaffected under the statute of limitations and could still be
prosecuted. Nevertheless, other accusations would be thankfully
acknowledged. Chief Prosecutor Dr. Gierlich writes: “It is necessary to
clarify instances of mistreatment – even if not in every detail – because one
might draw conclusions about states of mind in murder committed in some
other circumstances. There is also the possibility that through mention of
additional circumstances an instance of mistreatment is revealed as an
attempted murder.” (p. 11)
Thus the door is opened for settling personal scores through every
conceivable lie. The “state of mind” of the chief prosecuting attorney needs
no explanation.
Stäglich’s book, of course, was ordered confiscated and destroyed by the German
authorities, so the “problem” of this troublesome footnote no longer exists for the
mainstream, at least not in German, nor in Germany.
Dr. Wilhelm Staeglich

Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich
Source: http://www.vho.org

The fourth reference known to me and referring to a similar case of manipulation stems
from the (in)famous German lawyer and right-wing activist Jürgen Rieger, who reported
about his own experiences in a small 1982 brochure published by another publication of
the right wing, although he did not specify which trial this was referring to.6
The last case known to me was mentioned in a small 1991 book published by – again – a
publisher of the right about the trial against former Auschwitz guard Gottfried Weise.7
All this suggests that the German prosecutorial authorities systematically influenced all
potential prosecution witnesses to be heard in trials of alleged violent Nazi crimes.
Considering the reputation imposed upon all these publications, none is quotable by
respectable scholars. The only way around that is to actually publish these documents of
manipulation on the Internet, free from the intermediation of professionals with
reputations to protect.
While I was working on my expert report in 1991/92, Karl Phillip, who at that time gave
me logistical support in my research efforts and who also served as a liaison between me
and several lawyers involved in the defense of Holocaust “deniers,” told me that one of
these lawyers had given him a photocopy of a file which was sent to witnesses during
one of these trials. He gladly prepared a photocopy for me. It turned out to be the very
document from which Wilhelm Stäglich had quoted in his book and which concerned the
trial against the former officials of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp. I myself
quoted it in my 1993 paper on “The Value of Testimony and Confessions Concerning the
Holocaust.”8 However, in late summer 1993 the German police raided my home and
temporarily confiscated this document. I did receive it back eventually, but my
subsequent odyssey of 18 years prevented me from doing anything with it. I had simply
lost track of it. Only after I returned to my family in the U.S. in 2011, did I manage to
locate this copy again.
I have now scanned it and posted it as a PDF file. It has 150 pages, although two pages
(38, 39) are missing, so the original had 152 pages. The document lists the names of 577
former SS men against whom the German prosecutors were asking for incriminating
testimony, and it also contains 497 photos of some of the suspects. One list includes all
those former officials who had already been sentenced or were being prosecuted at the
time this document was prepared, including the charge and/or judgment rendered of the
prosecution.
As indicated at the beginning of this article, feeding potential witnesses information
about the case they are supposed to testify about can, and in most cases will, deform
their memory, if not actually induce perjured statements they are already inclined to
offer. This document proves beyond the shadow of a doubt that it was (and probably still
is) the official policy of the German judicial authorities to systematically inform and
thus influence all potential witnesses prior to the planned trial about all the “certain” (or
self-evident) essentials of what was considered to be “the truth.”
During David Irving’s libel trial against Deborah Lipstadt, he and Robert van Pelt
discussed to what degree Holocaust witnesses may have influenced one another by what
Irving termed “cross-pollination.”9 I suggest instead that this document proves that the
German judicial authorities were (and probably still are) involved in a massive campaign
of systematically pollinating, planting and cultivating “memories” on a massive scale,
thus turning all these procedures, which were based almost exclusively on witness
statements, into an indelible blot on the face of the German judicial system.
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1 Online: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Dahl
2 See for instance the article “Der ‘vergessene Prozeß’” in the German weekly Die
Zeit, on Dec 2, 1966; www.zeit.de/1966/49/der-vergessene-prozess; or Devin O.
Pendas, “‘I didn't know what Auschwitz was’: The Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial and
the German Press, 1963-1965,” Yale Journal of Law & the Humanities, vol. 12,
no. 2, 2000. pp. 397-446; here fn 117, p. 428; http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu
/yjlh/vol12/iss2/4
3 Page 214f. in the new, 2015 edition (Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield, UK).
4 “West German Justice and So-Called National Socialist Violent Crimes,” The
Journal of Historical Review, Vol. 2, No. 3, Fall 1981, pp. 247-281, here p. 257.
5 In the English edition Auschwitz: A Judge Looks at the Evidence, it is footnote 33
of Chapter Four, on p. 303f. in the 2015 edition (Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield,
UK).
6 Jürgen Rieger, in: Deutscher Rechtsschutzkreis (ed.), Zur Problematik der
Prozesse um “Nationalsozialistische Gewaltverbrechen”, Schriftenreihe zur
Geschichte und Entwicklung des Rechts im politischen Bereich 3, Bochum 1982,
p. 16.
7 Rüdiger Gerhard (ed.), Der Fall Gottfried Weise, Türmer, Berg 1991, p. 63.
8 Published in 1994 in E. Gauss (ed.), Grundlagen zur Zeitgeschichte, Grabert,
Tübingen, pp. 61-98; fn 149 on p. 77; Engl.: G. Rudolf (ed.), Dissecting the
Holocaust, 2nd ed., Theses & Dissertations Press, Chicago 2003, pp. 85-131; fn
156 on p. 104.
9 See http://www.hdot.org/en/trial/transcripts/day09/pages106-110.html; see also
Samuel Crowell’s review of van Pelt’s book at http://www.fpp.co.uk/Legal
/Penguin/books/Pelt/Crowell_reviews.html.

In Seventy Years, No Forensic Study Proving the
Existence and Operation of the "Nazi Gas
Chambers"!
by Robert Faurisson

In tribute to Professor Ben Zion Dinur (1884-1973), founder of Yad Vashem in 1953,
forced to resign in 1959 for having preferred scientific History to Jewish Memory (as
explained in my article in French of June 15, 2006).1
For the most commonplace murder, the judicial authority, happily enough, is never
satisfied with “testimonies” but demands, before anything else, a forensic examination;
to this purpose, the technical service of the police examines both the crime scene and the
murder weapon while, for their part, the forensic police put to laboratory analysis all
physical elements liable to enlighten the investigators. It is afterwards, in light of the
forensic examination and an analysis of the facts as materially established, that one
might knowledgeably seek to gauge the value of certain witnesses’ accounts. Personally,
for over half a century I have wanted to know what the formidable “murder weapon”
that was the Nazi gas chamber looked like; I expected to see a technical illustration of
that weapon and an explanation of its use. I noted that in some former German
concentration camps, since turned into theme parks, visitors were shown a room said to
be a “Nazi gas chamber” but, curiously, not the least scientific evidence could be
supplied to support that assertion, no results of any forensic examination. In the early
1960s, on my first visit to the Centre de documentation juive contemporaine (CDJC) in
Paris, my only question to those in charge had been: “Can you show me a photo of a
Nazi gas chamber?” They were unable to do so. Ditto at the Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington in 1994, and in a good number of other places. The general
public may be fooled with photos like that of the American politicians “visiting the
Dachau gas chamber” but no longer will anyone venture to employ the same procedure
when dealing with a researcher who knows his subject.
After several years of research consisting in visits, readings, meetings with experts – for
example, those of the central laboratory of the Paris police, rue de Dantzig in the 15th
Arrondissement or, in the United States – right from the beginning of my investigation
into the execution gas chambers of certain penitentiaries – I had accumulated a
considerable amount of information 1) on German gas chambers for disinfestation using
Zyklon B, a product whose main component was hydrocyanic acid, 2) on American gas
chambers for the execution of a single prisoner, also by means of hydrocyanic acid.
However, at the same period, I was obliged to admit that I still did not know how,
technically, those supposed Nazi gas chambers, used day and night to exterminate, at
Auschwitz for instance, hundreds or thousands of people at a time, could have been
made and could have worked. I did not succeed in finding anyone, in France or abroad,
to explain to me how the gassers and their helpers could have handled the corpses
without mortally contaminating themselves (hydrocyanic acid penetrates the skin and
stays there, whereas with airing out, forced ventilation and still other means, it can be
removed from clothes, shorn hair, metallic objects or other things). According to a text
that was presented as a confession of Rudolf Höss, one of the three successive
commandants of Auschwitz, I remained puzzled and no one could explain the mysteries
to me. For example, how had the members of a Sonderkommando or “special squad,”
once the victims’ screaming stopped and a ventilation device was turned on, been able to

enter “sofort” (immediately) what would have been a sea of hydrogen cyanide, and that
while eating and smoking, in other words, without even wearing a gas mask? Zyklon B
consisted of hydrocyanic acid on an inert porous base. Invented in 1922 and patented in
late 1926, it had the disadvantage of being explosive, ignitable by the slightest spark,
even from static electricity. To use it as we are told it was used for the Auschwitz-I “gas
chamber”, in proximity to a crematory oven heating up, would have been sheer madness.
It was I who, ultimately, discovered the building plans of the crematorium at
Auschwitz-I and those of Crematoria II,III, IV and V at Birkenau. They had been kept
hidden since the end of the war. I found them on March 19, 1976 in the archives of the
Auschwitz State Museum.2 Thus I can state, in knowledge of the facts, that it would
have been impossible to make 2,000 persons – as asserted by R. Höss in the account he
gave at Nuremberg on April 15, 1946 – enter a space of 210 square meters (where,
incidentally, assuming it were possible after all, there would hardly have been any need
of gas to kill them, for they would simply have died of asphyxiation due to a rapid
depletion of oxygen). Never could the men of the Sonderkommando have set about, with
all their might, the cyclopean task of disentangling, in an atmosphere full of hydrocyanic
acid, so many bodies from one another and dragging each to a small lift connecting to
the upper floor and the oven room. I learned that, for a team of exterminators carrying
out the simple disinfestation of a house with Zyklon B, any physical effort was strictly
prohibited, since it would have accelerated the men’s breathing and so prevented the gas
mask filters from serving their purpose. The rules specified that at the end of a building’s
disinfestation, when it was time to open the windows to air out the premises, one must
not persist in trying to open a window that offered resistance but instead go and open the
others. (To those who claim, without any evidence, that the Germans destroyed all their
gas chambers, I retort: “In that case, draw me the things which, according to you, the
Germans destroyed.”)
The stunning conclusion of this research: in nearly seventy years, neither the
International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg (1945-1946) nor any of the
numerous other courts which have had to try cases of alleged crimes committed using
gas chambers (or gas vans) has ordered a single forensic examination. Better still: at the
“Auschwitz Trial” in Frankfurt, running from December 20, 1963 to August 20, 1965, an
inspection of certain points of the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp was held from December
14 to 16, 1964; one of the judges, Hotz, participated along with four prosecutors;
however, it appears that the five men dispensed with any detailed inspection of the
places where so many criminal gassings, followed by so many cremations, were said to
have occurred. How can it be? A huge show trial had focused, twenty years after the
war, on Auschwitz, capital of the greatest crime in world history, and the judgesaccusers made not the faintest effort to inquire as to how such mass murder was first
conceived, then perpetrated – and all over a period of years? Never has anyone been able
to provide me with a copy of forensic examinations of the “crime of Auschwitz.” I have
been smothered with testimonies, stories, confessions, and history books of which I have
imposed on myself the most scrupulous reading but, all told, only to discover vague
accounts defying the laws of physics or chemistry. One forensic examination, and one
only, would have sufficed.
The crematoria of Auschwitz or Birkenau had at most, as I discovered in certain
documents hidden since 1945, rooms called Leichenhalle or Leichenkeller (depositories,
at ground level or semi-interred, for bodies) perfectly typical in their size and, above all,
in their ventilation system. In 1982 I also discovered that there had been a forensic
examination of the alleged gas chamber of the Struthof camp in Alsace, which I had
visited in 1974 and which had looked to me a crude fake; I was later to learn that it was,
in part, the product of work carried out after the war by a firm in the town of SaintMichel-sur-Meurthe. Entrusted to Professor René Fabre, dean of the college of
pharmacy in Paris, the examination concluded, as of December 1, 1945, on the absence

of any trace whatsoever of hydrocyanic acid either 1) in the exhaust chimney of the
alleged gas chamber and the scrapings taken from them (X jars and Y jars) or 2) in the
corpses of the alleged Struthof gassing victims found in Strasbourg civil hospital. René
Fabre’s report has disappeared from the French military justice archives but we know its
findings thanks to a paper in the file signed by three physicians who took part in the
study: Drs. Simonin, Piedelièvre and Fourcade (“Whether ‘Holocaust by gas’ or
‘Holocaust by bullets’: no physical or forensic evidence!”). The three were chagrined at
the result reached by Fabre but they had still been honest and scrupulous enough to
report it.
Meanwhile, I had had to wait until 1978-1979 for the daily Le Monde to publish two
texts in which I demonstrated that the alleged Nazi gas chambers were technically
impossible.3 On February 21, 1979, the same newspaper printed a “declaration” signed
by 34 historians retorting to me: “One must not ask oneself how, technically, such a
mass murder was possible; it was technically possible, since it happened”. This fine bit
of academic asininity was but an escape hatch allowing its authors to shirk their duty and
refuse any response to my arguments, which were mainly of a physical, chemical and
architectural order, but also documentary and historiographical.
However, since that date, a multitude of authors – historians, journalists – have certainly
tried to defend the thesis of the supposed Nazi gas chambers’ existence and operation
but none has been able to answer my request, repeated a hundred times: “Show me or
draw me a Nazi gas chamber!” Just recently, a big book of quite scholarly appearance
has been devoted to the alleged Nazi mass murders by poison gas, but in it there is not to
be found a single representation of a gas chamber, not one technical illustration, not the
shadow of a concrete reply to my challenge. It is the second edition, revised and
corrected – released in 2012 –, of a book first published in 2011:Neue Studien zu
nationalsozialistischen Massentötungen durch Giftgas / Historische Bedeutung,
Technische Entwicklung, revisionistische Leugnung, Berlin, Metropol Verlag, xxxiv +
446 pages, particularly dense. The principal authors are Günter Morsch and Bertrand
Perz, with the collaboration of Astrid Ley. To these three names should be added about
thirty others including, for example, Brigitte Bailer, Jean-Yves Camus, Barbara Distel,
Richard J. Evans and Robert Jan van Pelt. The title means: “New studies on the National
Socialist mass murders by poison gas / Historical significance, technical evolution and
revisionist denial.”
But how can one devise the study of a lethal weapon’s technical evolution without
providing a single technical illustration of that weapon? How can one respond to
“revisionist denial” without taking up its main challenge, which amounts to saying that
the essential weapon of the alleged crime is obviously, quite simply, impossible to
design and depict when one is aware, for example, of the unavoidable complication of an
American gas chamber for the execution of a lone person? For, in an execution gassing,
the difficulty lies not so much in killing another without killing oneself as in going, after
the execution, to take a cyanide-infused body out of its seat and out of the chamber,
without causing risk to anyone: a difficulty which, as has been noted, the Germans and
the Sonderkommando members, for their part, apparently surmounted thousands of times
every day. Let us repeat: to kill a crowd of people in a room with hydrocyanic acid is
dangerous but not impossible; to enter the room afterwards, even with a gas mask, amid
a host of cyanide-infused corpses and then proceed to extricate and carry them, in the
course of a few hours, so as to make way for a new gassing of the same proportion, is in
the domain of the impossible. The reader will have understood: serial mass gassings are
just another silly story (as Yehuda Bauer has admitted in regard to what is commonly
said about “Wannsee”) of the same kind as those about “Jewish soap”, “lampshades of
human skin”, extermination of the Jewish detainees at Treblinka by steam (official
Nuremberg document PS-3311), their extermination at Auschwitz by electricity and in

blast furnaces (the Soviet press in early February 1945), or, near Belzec, by quicklime
(Jan Karski). There is an endless list of nonsensical tales in the manner of Elie Wiesel or
Father Patrick Desbois, about “geysers of blood”, or a hand emerging from a mass grave
to grab a shovel, or systematic extermination under quilts or pillows (“the Holocaust by
suffocation”!).
My own writings are not ignored in this big book, since my name appears 33 times (and
not only 12, as the index may lead one to believe). “Mr. Faurisson, you haunt my
nights!” exclaimed in 1981, in a Paris courtroom, Bernard Jouanneau, lawyer and friend
of Robert Badinter. Another time, in 1982, the same Jouanneau was to burst into sobs
upon suddenly realising that the evidence of the existence of Nazi gas chambers he had
just offered to the first chamber of the Paris court of appeal (presiding judge: François
Grégoire) “was not worth very much” (his own words, in a moment of touching
sincerity). I think I have also revealed to Raul Hilberg (an American Jew) and to Robert
Jan van Pelt (a Canadian Jew, his successor as historian of “the Holocaust”) how they
have failed, each at his end, in their offers of proof. It is especially R. J. van Pelt who in
the book in question takes charge of giving me a reply. His lines of penance (pp.
343-354), which are pathetic, are essentially based on the writings of Jean-Claude
Pressac, but van Pelt avoids disclosing that their author disowned them on June 15, 1995
(a month after his appearance in the XVIIth chamber of the Paris correctional court,
where barrister Eric Delcroix, aided by my information, had subjected him to outright
humiliation). Pressac went so far as to admit that the present version, “though
triumphant”, of the official history of the extermination of the Jews was “rotten” with
too many lies and doomed to “the waste bin of history” (quoted in my analysis of May 5,
2000 entitled “Valérie Igounet: ‘Histoire du négationnisme en France’”). But has not van
Pelt himself admitted – in December 2009 – that the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp, where
millions of pilgrims have gone on organised visits, contains, so to speak, no “physical
evidence” of what we “know” (sic) about “the Holocaust” (“A case for letting nature
take back Auschwitz”, Toronto Star, December 27, 2009)? Among historians, the myth
of the Nazi gas chambers is on its last legs. Instead of trying to keep it alive artificially
with the persistent clamour, spectacles, advertising, repression, threats, blackmail, it
would be better simply to bury it, as the State of Israel finally decided to do with the
body-corpse of Ariel Sharon.
In conclusion, if there is a fact to which we revisionists ought to call the attention of the
layman, is it not this tacit agreement of all French or foreign judicial systems never to
demand, for 70 years, any criminological inspection of the murder weapon, that is, an
unprecedented weapon that enabled the killing, in industrial proportions, of millions of
victims? With one exception, that of Struthof, for which, as if by intent, a forensic
examination produced a completely negative finding: no gas chambers, no gassed.
At bottom, all judicial systems have followed the example of the instance called the
International Military Tribunal, which, in 1945-1946, assumed the right, as a court of
“justice” set up by the winners of the recent war, to try its own vanquished. Its organiser,
the American prosecutor Jackson, had declared with a fine cynicism: “As a military
tribunal, this Court is a continuation of the war effort of the Allied nations”, IMT, vol.
XIX, p 398 – 26 July 1946). Articles 19 and 21 of its Charter read: “The Tribunal shall
not be bound by technical rules of evidence [...]. The Tribunal shall not require proof of
facts of common knowledge but shall take judicial notice thereof”. Thus did allegations
advanced without any proof by Allied propaganda receive the formal endorsement of a
strictly Allied – and not “international” – tribunal. Better still, in accordance with the
next and closing sentence of Article 21, a whole series of reports drafted by the winners
on crimes imputed by themselves to the defeated were to be automatically received as
authentic evidence, and no one would be allowed to challenge them! Such were the
effects of that Tribunal’s “judicial notice.”

And forty-five years afterwards there was to be something even more abhorrent in the
domain of law: in France, “homeland of human rights”, Laurent Fabius and his people
got a Socialist-Communist majority in Parliament to pass (and to have published in the
Journal Officiel de la République Française on July 14, 1990, for the 201st anniversary
of the storming of the Bastille, bastion of the privilege-based regime of another time) a
law forbidding, on pain of fine and imprisonment, any dispute (in whatsoever manner –
including ironic expressions, as case law was to specify) of the reality of those crimes
committed especially against Jews, a reality, however, never described or established by
any technical or forensic police service. (On this point one will be wary of old Polish
examinations attesting the existence of traces of hydrogen cyanide in hair or in metal
objects – all disinfected –, or of an examination undertaken at quite a late date – around
1990 – in an attempt to reply to the “Leuchter Report” of 1988;4 that study, done by the
Jan Sehn Institute in Cracow, proved embarrassing for the Poles and valuable for the
revisionists). And I shall not expand here on the saga, in Vienna, of the forensic
examination by Gerhard Jagschitz, or that by Walter Lüftl; the reader may look up those
two names in my Ecrits révisionnistes in order to have an idea of the behaviour of
certain Austrian judges who, seized with daring, ordered an examination and then,
taking fright, capitulated. The name of a certain captain Fribourg, of the French army,
and his “beginning of a study” of the alleged Dachau gas chamber may also be found.
The lie of the Nazi gas chambers will go down one day in history as one of the most
fabulous impostures of all time. This lie has developed slowly, without plot or
conspiracy, and without the general public’s becoming aware of it. If the good people
have been so badly taken in, it has in a way been with their consent and cooperation.
They have believed, then wanted to believe, then in the end wanted to have others
believe and are now legally bound to believe. All this has happened in the same way as
when a government wants to launch a peaceful population into a military campaign.
Such a government has no need of either plot or conspiracy. Making a show of its
sentiments of goodness, it will appeal, thanks to the servility of a “free press”, to notions
of rights, of justice and of virtue precisely because it is about to cynically violate rights,
justice and virtue. The people will start believing the government, then go along with it
and, finally, run with it. Year in, year out, they will find themselves at war, armed from
head to foot. And they will readily fight “the evil beast”, against which anything goes,
starting with the right to lie and hate, then to plunder, rape, kill by hanging and, supreme
reward, the right of their establishment to write the history of it all as it sees fit.
Spontaneously they will get into the habit of hating, lying, marching in step. And those
who try to make them see reason will no longer be anything but “expert liars, gangsters
of history”, diabolical “Nazis” quite simply.
The lesson has been learned well. But now it is going to have to be unlearned, reviewed,
and corrected. We are at the dawn of the year 2015. Let’s draw up the death certificate of
the historical lie of the magical Nazi gas chambers. In a return to respect for accuracy in
history, let’s promise ourselves that this gigantic imposture will be “the very last”. Until
the next one, of course. For – let’s take care not to forget it – Céline, who, as early as
1950, denounced “the magical gas chamber” and stated: “It was everything, the gas
chamber. It allowed EVERYTHING!”, added nevertheless: “They’ll have to find
something else, oh! my mind’s at rest”. In 1932, in Journey to the End of the Night, he
warned: “The frenzy of lying and believing is catching like the itch”. Frailty of man!
Where can he have got this facility, then this ardour to believe in a diabolical weapon
that he is not even allowed to see? To aim straight, one must aim low. So then, let’s aim
low! Let’s not have recourse to mass psychology, psychoanalysis, sociology or any other
science! I wonder whether a simple point of vocabulary (in French with the curious
expression “chambre à gaz”, in English with “gas chamber”, in German with
“Gaskammer” and in other languages as well) would explain the ease and appetite with
which such a story has been swallowed. It so happens that the French term “chambre à

gaz” is based on that of “chambre à coucher” (bedroom). To name the instrument that
administers death, a combination of words that implicitly evoke rest and sleep has been
chosen. Why, then, rack one’s brains wondering what that instrument looked like and
how it worked? A gas chamber, in the minds of the simple, is simple: it must be like a
bedroom or any room, but with gas inside. A man is put in it; some time later, the
individual is found dead and it only remains to take away the body; as for the gas, it has
dissipated. There is no need to undertake a scientific investigation: proof of a gassing is
not to be sought in a forensic examination, for testimonies will suffice. After all, hadn’t
the Germans already distinguished themselves during the First World War by their use of
poison gas?
One of the most brazen lies in history, the alleged Nazi gas chambers, of course
originated in hatred and in the inveterate habit of lying but it has thrived on naivety. In
perfectly good faith, the good people were outraged at that “Nazi horror”. In doing so,
they lent a hand to a gigantic slander, a criminal lie of worldwide proportions. Sancta
simplicitas! Blessed ingenuousness! Historians are beginning to show dissent against
this mix of lies and candour, whilst the third post-war generation manifests annoyance at
the continuing indoctrination. And the Internet is there. The conditions for a
reawakening of minds seem to exist. The Jews, as a whole, and the Israelis would have
been well advised to listen to the founder of Yad Vashem, Prof. Ben Zion Dinur, born
Dinaburg. Some Jews, such as Josef Ginzburg (aka Joseph G. Burg), Gilad Atzmon and
Paul Eisen have done so. They deserve our esteem. But, at this moment, our thoughts
must go first to the sizeable cohort of revisionists humiliated, insulted, scorned, beaten,
driven to ruin, suicide, sentenced to imprisonment and sometimes even forced into
dishonour. And to begin with, our thoughts must go to the very first of them: the
Frenchmen Maurice Bardèche, author of Nuremberg or the Promised Land (1948), and
Paul Rassinier, author of Le Mensonge d’Ulysse (1950, published in English under the
title The Holocaust Story and the Lies of Ulysses.
Practical conclusion: from now on, each time an opponent of revisionism takes the
liberty of invoking another testimony in support of the existence of the alleged Nazi gas
chambers, let’s ask him to show us instead a forensic study of the murder weapon, the
weapon of the crime of all crimes. Each time, on site at Auschwitz-I, Majdanek,
Mauthausen, Struthof or elsewhere, that a guide has the nerve to state: “This place is (or:
was) a gas chamber in which the Nazis killed Jews”, let’s demand, instead of
testimonies, proof, one proof only (forensic proof supplied by the appropriate police
services), in support of that accusation. To end, in the face of the judges who try us, let’s
launch the question: “What right has anyone to threaten with the scourge of the law a
person who refuses to believe in the existence of a prodigious weapon which, in seventy
years, no one has ever been able to describe or show, not even with an explanatory
drawing?” There can be no right to convict a man who asked the French University how
exactly such slaughterhouses were designed and how they functioned, and to whom
thirty-four members of that university pitifully replied with the asinine words quoted
above: “One must not ask oneself how, technically, such a mass murder was possible; it
was technically possible, since it happened”.
One proof, finally, or... let the imposters keep quiet!
***
Supplement No. 1: To end, “the killer question!”
If the innocuous body depositories of the crematoria were indeed turned respectively
into undressing rooms in one place and gas chambers in another, where was it possible,
day by day, to store the bodies of those who had died of natural causes? Let someone

show me that area, either on the spot or in the building plans that were kept hidden until
I myself discovered them! Where were the bodies put when, particularly, typhus
epidemics were wreaking havoc among the detainees, the Polish and German civilians,
the German soldiers and doctors in the hospital facilities reserved either for inmates or
for soldiers (such as, for example, the SSRevier, situated a few paces away from the
Auschwitz-I crematorium)? Let’s recall that those depositories could be of three kinds:
1) for bodies not yet placed in coffins; 2) for bodies in coffins; 3) for infected bodies
(with reinforced isolation of the room, which was the case in the SachsenhausenOranienburg camp). Will someone have us believe that, equipped as they were with an
undressing room and a gas chamber, those “Nazi” crematoria simply lacked any body
depositories? Crematoria without depositories? Only in the realm of fiction!
Supplement 2: The alleged homicidal gas chamber of Auschwitz-I (“Everything in
it is false,” as Eric Conan ended up admitting)

American gas chamber built according to the technique developed in the 1930s and '40s.
Faurisson examined it in September 1979 at Baltimore penitentiary.
Below, the first photo is that of the door of a genuine gas chamber for the execution of
one person alone by hydrocyanic acid (HCN). This is an American gas chamber built
according to the technique developed in the 1930s and ’40s. I examined it in September
1979 at Baltimore Penitentiary.5
The next two photos show one of the doors of an alleged gas chamber for the killing of a
crowd of people with the same gas. This is the “gas chamber” of Auschwitz-I (main
camp), thus far visited by millions of tourists. The door opens inwards, which constitutes
an absurdity since the corpses strewn about on the floor inside would have prevented it
from opening. The same door, closed, reveals two more absurdities, since gas would
have escaped through both the keyhole and the easily breakable glass pane, thus
reaching the nearby SS infirmary. In 1995 the orthodox historian Eric Conan wrote that I
was right about the impressive set of “falsifications” I had discovered in 1975-1976.6
Numerous others have, in the past, denounced these falsifications. Why are they still
passed over in silence today?

Doors of an alleged gas chamber for the killing of people with the same gas. This is the
"gas chamber" of Auschwitz-I (main camp).
These three photos thus invite the comparison of a door of a real execution gas chamber
(located in Baltimore) on the one hand, with a door, shown first open and then closed, of
an alleged execution gas chamber (located at Auschwitz-I) on the other.
A real execution gas chamber door is of steel, like all the rest of the construction, and its
pane is of Herculite glass. To avoid letting the hydrocyanic acid erode the door joints
and so, eventually, escape and spread outside, a vacuum must be created in the chamber.
But creating a vacuum can cause a general collapse. Hence the extreme and
indispensable robustness of the whole. The American humanitarians who advocated
execution by gas (instead of execution by shooting, hanging or electricity, considered too
cruel) imagined that nothing would be simpler than the use of gas. They were to be
disenchanted. It took American engineers seven years (1917-1924) to develop their first
homicidal gas chamber. And the first execution, in 1924 in Carson City (Nevada), nearly
resulted in disaster from the significant presence of lethal gas in the prison corridors
after the death of the condemned man.
Finally, a series of twelve photos showing real execution gas chambers (in the United
States) with their doors and, at the bottom, four photos showing the doors of a false gas
chamber (at Auschwitz).

A series of twelve photos showing real execution gas chambers (in the United States)
with their doors and, at the bottom, four photos showing the doors of a false gas chamber
(at Auschwitz).

Notes:

1 Online: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/2009/03/memoire-juive-contre-histoireou.html
2 Online: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/2010/09/look-back-at-my-discovery-onmarch-19.html
3 Online: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/2009/09/three-letters-from-professorfaurisson.html
4 Fred A. Leuchter, Robert Faurisson, Germar Rudolf, The Leuchter Reports
Critical Edition (Chicago: Theses & Dissertations Press, 2005).
5 For more photos and all pertinent explanations (in French), see
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/1980/02/chambre-gaz-du-penitencier-debaltimore.html.
6 Online: http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v15/v15n1p23_Weber.html
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XIII
Andrew Bolt is one of the best-known and most-controversial journalists in Australia
and has been so for many years. He is a thrice-weekly columnist for Melbourne’s Herald
Sun newspaper and generally defends traditional values and attitudes with a pugnacious,
no-holds-barred writing style. He has taken a special interest in Aboriginal affairs and
frequently clashed with Professor Robert Manne, a Jewish academic from La Trobe
University, about the alleged “Stolen Generation” of Aboriginal or part-Aboriginal
children. Bolt claims that there were no large-scale removals of children “for purely
racist reasons.” Manne disagrees. Bolt has noted many instances of contemporary
Aboriginal children being left “in grave danger that we would not tolerate for children of
any other race because we are so terrified of the ‘stolen generations’ myth.”[1] He is also
an opponent of the extraordinary current campaign, spearheaded by Tony Abbott,
supported by both major parties and promoted by big businesses and influential
individuals, to insert a clause or clauses into the Australian Constitution to “recognize”
our indigenous people and their prior occupancy of the continent before the European
takeover.
In September 2010 nine “fair-skinned Aboriginals” (as Federal Court judge Mordecai
Bromberg referred to them in his judgment of the ensuing case) sued Bolt over articles
he had published in 2009 in the Herald Sun and published on his blog. These suggested
it was fashionable for “fair-skinned people” of diverse ancestry to choose Aboriginal
racial identity for the purposes of political and career clout.[2] The applicants included
Pat Eatock, Larissa Behrendt, Bindi Cole, Anita Heiss, Geoff Clark, Mark McMillan and
Wayne Atkinson. They claimed that Bolt had breached the Racial Discrimination Act.[3]
On 28th September 2011 Justice Bromberg found in their favor. He stated in his
judgment that “fair-skinned Aboriginal people (or some of them) were reasonably likely,
in all the circumstances, to have been offended, insulted, humiliated or intimidated” by

the offending articles. “At issue was Bolt’s assertion that the applicants had chosen to
identify themselves as ‘Aboriginal’ and consequently win grants, prizes and career
advancement, despite their apparently fair skin and mixed heritage.” The articles, their
counsel, Ron Merkel QC, had told the court, were, “a head-on assault on a group of
highly successful and high-achieving Aborigines”.[4]
Justice Bromberg ruled “people should be free to fully identify with their race without
fear of public disdain or loss of esteem for so identifying.” Bolt’s argument (that the nine
had multiple identities open to them) was seen by some as causing the case to become an
unofficial test of definitions of Aboriginality.[5]
During proceedings it had become clear that Bolt had been very careless in preparing his
articles for publication. They contained bad errors of fact. For example, he wrote as
though some of the applicants had only recently assumed an Aboriginal identity, when in
fact they had identified as Aboriginals from childhood. An extract from the ABC News
is worth quoting: “The journalist told the court he did not contact any of the subjects of
his articles before publication and considered these a response to comments they had
already made on the public record. An earlier witness, Professor Larissa Behrendt, said
Bolt had used a photograph of her in an article picturing her with dyed blonde hair and
commenting on her German heritage. She said that while her grandfather was born in
England she had no knowledge of German ancestors, although she admitted her surname
was German. She described herself as an Aborigine and said her father was an Aborigine
and her mother was a white Australian. She told the court that she knew of a three-point
test to decide if someone was an Aborigine in order to claim benefits. It covered a
person’s Aboriginal descent, their acceptance among the Aboriginal community and
their own self-identification of being an Aborigine. She admitted it would be ludicrous
to say you were an Aborigine if you had to go back seven generations to find black
heritage.”[6]
Controversy continues to rage in Australia over the nature of Aboriginal identity and the
ways in which Aboriginals should be given privileged treatment.[7] Some people believe
that the Aboriginal people have been used, and are still being used, as a means of
covertly changing the nature of the Australian political order.[8]
The judgment of Justice Bromberg has been a subject of much discussion from the time
that it was delivered. For example, veteran journalist Jonathan Holmes wrote: “His
Honor’s claim that his judgment need not affect the media’s freedom to publish reports
and comments on racial identity is clearly absurd… It appears to follow that any
publication which discourages tolerance for racial diversity… is unlawful… Justice
Bromberg makes it clear that if you write something that has a tendency to offend on the
grounds of race, but you want it to be considered reasonable and in good faith, you
won’t necessarily get away with opinions that would in defamation law be covered by
the fair-comment defense – opinions that are extreme, or illogical, or which ‘reasonable
people might find abhorrent’. On the contrary, says Justice Bromberg (in Paragraph
425), Andrew Bolt failed the test of reasonableness and good faith because ‘insufficient
care and diligence was taken to minimize the offense, insult, humiliation and
intimidation suffered by the people likely to be affected by the conduct and insufficient
care and diligence was applied to guard against the offensive conduct reinforcing,
encouraging or emboldening racial prejudice.’ And he specifically mentions, not just the
wrong facts, but ‘the derisive tone, the provocative and inflammatory language and the
inclusion of gratuitous asides.’… [The judgment] creates one particular area of public
life where speech is regulated by tests that simply don’t apply anywhere else, and in
which judges – never, for all their pontifications, friends of free speech – get to do the
regulating.”[9]

The national newspaper The Australian commented in an editorial: “Andrew Bolt was
prosecuted last year for articles that railed against racism. He drew attention to grants
and positions reserved for indigenous people and dared to question the Aboriginal
credentials of some recipients. This was uncomfortable ground to tackle and Bolt used
strident language, but no sensible person would dispute the need to encourage frank
consideration of such issues. For those reasons this newspaper has criticized the court’s
decision (especially given Justice Mordy Bromberg’s reasoning included such matters as
the ‘style and structure’ of the articles and the conveyance of meaning ‘beyond the literal
meaning of the words’). This legislative and judicial overreach on racial vilification
must be redressed.”[10]
An Aboriginal spokesperson, Marcia Langton, remarked: “What Andrew Bolt and any
interested in his case should know is that many Aboriginal people are just as cynical and
skeptical about all the claims made to Aboriginality by people raised in relative comfort
in the suburbs. They cannot be described as disadvantaged unless you take seriously the
racist proposition that one is automatically disadvantaged by having an Aboriginal
ancestor. Being descended from an Aboriginal person who lived before British
colonization is not sufficient reason by itself to hand out money to people who make a
claim to being indigenous.”[11]
One of Australia’s most energetic and articulate defenders of free speech is James Allan,
Garrick professor of law at the University of Queensland. He stated: “I still think that
Judge Mordecai Bromberg’s decision in the Bolt case was a poor one and an appeal had
a very good chance of succeeding. There are several points at which Bromberg could
have interpreted the statute in a more free-speech-enabling way. But at every single one
of those he chose the path that stifled speech.”[12]
And Chris Merritt, editor of the Legal Affairs section of The Australian, commented:
“The absence of an appeal means the key issue at the heart of the case, the erosion of
free speech, has been left unresolved. An appeal court ruling would have provided a
conclusive decision on whether the Racial Discrimination Act was applied correctly in
the Bolt case….. [The failure of the Herald Sun and Bolt to appeal] has encouraged
Bromberg to believe he is required by law to take on the role of uber-editor, criticizing
words and phrases and taking it on himself to list material that Bolt should have included
in his columns. Within days, the nation will be treated to a spectacle that has no place in
a free society. Bromberg, using the coercive power of the state, will force the free media
to publish the judge’s opinion.”[13] And in another article Merritt noted: “This broke
new ground for the judiciary and put journalists on notice that this law is unlike any
other. They can now be held liable not just for what they write, but for what they do not
write. Without the Bolt case, this statutory requirement for judicial over-reach might
never have come to light. In this sense Bolt and those who pursued him in court have all
served the public interest.”[14] Another objection to the Act, as interpreted by Justice
Bromberg, was that it took as the “key test” for culpability “what’s offensive through the
eyes of an idealized member of the group claiming victim status.”[15]
Some of these misgivings may have been applicable to the Scully and Töben cases; but
these defendants did not have the public prestige of Bolt nor such powerful friends. So
no comparable public clamor on their behalf arose.

XIV
On 6 August 2012 the leader of the Opposition, Tony Abbott, delivered an address to the
Institute of Public Affairs in Sydney entitled “Freedom Wars”. As noted above, this
landmark speech inaugurated an intense public debate in Australia over the question of

the degree to which speech should be free in public discussion of issues involving race
and ethnicity.
Abbott championed the “question everything” mindset that he saw as so important for
national creativity and progress. He asserted that free speech is an essential foundation
of democracy and of human integrity. He warned “a government that can censor a free
press is quite capable of censoring a free people.” He pointed out that “the price of free
speech… is that offense will be given, facts will be misrepresented and lies will be told”,
and added that “free speech shouldn’t be restrained just to prevent hurt feelings.”
Abbott opposed the then-ALP government’s proposals for changed regulation of the
press: “In the hands of the current government, any new watchdog could become a
political correctness enforcement agency destined to suppress inconvenient truths and to
hound from the media people whose opinions might rattle Phillip Adams’ listeners.”[16]
Abbott declared that “Australia does not need more regulation of the mainstream media,
but we do need a new debate about freedom of speech.”
He argued that the operation of Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act, which
prohibits statements that “offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate” another person or a
group of people on grounds of race or ethnicity was “a threat to free speech”. He said:
“A ‘hurt feelings’ test is impossible to comply with while maintaining the fearless
pursuit of truth.” In specifically addressing the Bolt case verdict, Abbott insisted that
“people are entitled to be passionate when they are arguing for what they believe to be
important and necessary. Speech that has to be inoffensive would be unerringly
politically correct but it would not be free.”
Abbott then made an important pre-electoral promise: “The Coalition will repeal Section
18C in its current form. Any prohibitions on inciting hatred against or intimidation of
particular racial groups should be akin to the ancient common law offenses of incitement
and causing fear.” He added “expression or advocacy should never be unlawful merely
because it is offensive.” And he concluded by stating that his party, the Liberal Party,
was “the freedom party.”
Less than two months earlier Professor Allan had noted the successful return of free
speech on race to Canadians: “Last week the Canadian parliament took the biggest step
in repealing its national hate speech laws. It voted 153-136 to repeal Section 13 of the
Canadian Human Rights Act, the enabling legislation that criminalized so-called hate
messages. The parliamentary vote… went overwhelmingly along party lines, but one
brave left-of-center MP voted for repeal… This happened despite the concerted efforts
and laments of the human rights industry….. The forces at work against free speech can
be overcome. If Canada can repeal its section 13 then we in Australia can repeal our
Section 18C equivalent.’ Allan concluded: ‘One’s position against criminalizing words
that simply offend others is the most important issue Australians face at the next
election.”[17]
Abbott’s IPA address now gave hope that needed reform would occur in Australia; and
this gave increased confidence that eventually free speech on race would be returned to
those many nations in Europe that have lost this right since World War Two.

XV
The attempt by the ALP Government to impose a stricter regulation of the media,
together with the Abbott critique of the Racial Discrimination Act, led to some profound
discussion of the importance of free speech within the political order.

Liberal Party elder and former MP David Kemp recalled how Sir Robert Menzies,
Australia’s greatest prime minister to date in the eyes of many, warned Australians in
1942 “against the organization of society around corporate interests at the expense of
individual rights.” Kemp expanded on this, writing that “to treat a sector of society, or
the economy, as if it were a single interest with its own rights and duties, overriding the
rights of the individual people within the sector, is to take an essentially fascist view of
the world, destroying the rights of individual people by subsuming them into the ‘rights’
and ‘responsibilities’ of a sector of activity considered as a collective entity.”[18]
A former chairman of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Maurice Newman,
deplored a situation in which “legislators give judges amorphous powers to protect those
who claim their sensibilities have been insulted on racial grounds” and a resultant
situation in which “risky commentary will be left for closed doors, reinforcing
prejudices and dividing the community.” He reflected on the apparent ease with which
the Government had organized its effort to regulate the media: “Once upon a time
attacks on free speech would have sparked public outrage. Today, opposition seems
mild. It is as though the populace has been conditioned to accept these attacks on the
media’s freedoms as being disconnected from its own liberty.” He saw this as a result of
the trend in recent decades towards “bigger government” which “for the growing
political class means opportunities to dispense patronage to rent-seekers and specialinterest groups.” Thus he concluded “the balance of power tips inexorably in favor of the
political elites” and is “indeed the road to serfdom.” He regretted that “in a system where
the power of individuals has been marginalized, the public has become detached.” The
older generation has “watched the slow attrition of their democratic rights without any
sense of what was happening to them” and their children “have mostly been immersed in
a curriculum that taught them government is the solution to all problems.”[19]
The Opposition’s legal affairs spokesman, George Brandis, analyzed the ideology behind
those seeking to inhibit intellectual freedom. He pointed out that Ray Finkelstein in his
report[20] favored what he called “social responsibility” over libertarian defenses of free
speech. “The new intellectual climate places higher store in collectivist, societal values
and less in individualistic values.” Brandis warned against “a comprehensive challenge –
arising from a modern-day puritanism, driven by an ideologue’s intolerance of
alternative or dissenting views, and condoned if not actually encouraged by a complicit
government – to the very centrality of freedom of speech as one of our society’s core
values.” The techniques of the challengers “are sometimes subtle, like the manipulation
of language and the silencing of alternative voices.”[21]
Editor-at-large of The Australian Paul Kelly warned: “The truth is that progressive
political values are being transformed. Once progressives would have endorsed Voltaire
(defending to the death your right to say it), but no longer. This value is subjugated to
the new gospel that your speech must reflect progressive values and beliefs as part of
legislating desired social behavior and respect for human rights.”[22]
Mick Hume, in an edited extract from his book There Is No Such Thing as a Free Press,
observed that “in today’s hyper-sensitive, thin-skinned culture, you are more likely to
hear the argument that, yes, we should support free speech, ‘but’ that does not mean you
are free to condemn or offend others. In the run-up to the 2010 general election in
Britain, the new Labor government issued a consultation paper on ‘People and Power’.
This document recognized ‘freedom of expression as an important British value.
However, it insisted that freedom comes with responsibilities – to ‘be non-judgmental,
open and encouraging’, to avoid ‘forcing our opinions on others’ and to ‘accept the
consequences of being outspoken.’
“In other words, freedom of expression is dependent on not being too outspoken, critical

or intemperate, and if you do offend others, you must accept the punitive consequences.
Yet freedom of expression does not entail any such responsibility to be ‘non-judgmental’
or inoffensive. And defending those freedoms does not mean you have to endorse what
is published… The bottom line is that infringements on that freedom are always worse
and more dangerous to our society than the most egregious abuse of freedom might
be….. There are already far too many formal and informal constraints on a free press,
from our execrable libel laws to the culture of ‘you can’t say that’ that pervades the
political and media class.”[23]
Frank Furedi expressed similar sentiments: “One of the most dispiriting features of the
spirit of our times is the formidable cultural valuation enjoyed by the sentiment, ‘No,
you cannot say that!’… The subordination of the freedom of expression to the objective
of protecting people from frank speech speaks to an ethos that has a uniquely low
opinion of the capacity of people to think for themselves. It is evident that supporters of
hate speech laws and advocates of the policing of freedom of expression regard ordinary
human beings as children who need to be protected from bad thoughts and offensive
speech….. What’s really offensive is not the speech but the arrogant assumption that
would deny us the right to judge for ourselves how to interpret it….. The exhortation
‘No, you cannot say that!’ is really another way of saying ‘not in front of the children’. It
is a sign of the times that frank speech is frequently stigmatized as a form of
irresponsible behavior.”[24]
Information provided by Ron Merkel QC, the barrister who represented the plaintiffs
against Bolt, needs to be set against this. He explained that Justice Bromberg “found that
a particularly pernicious aspect of the [Bolt] articles was their intimidatory impact on
younger Aboriginal people who may be more apprehensive about publicly identifying as
Aboriginal. The judge found the ferocity of Bolt’s attack on the individuals dealt with in
the articles would have an intimidating effect on those people… the proceeding came
about because of the distress caused by the articles to young Aboriginal law students and
lawyers, members of Tarwirri, a Victorian association representing their interests.”
Justice Bromberg explained that “the disparagement of the ‘others’ in society because
they belong to a racial group, stigmatizes the group’s members, leading to racial
prejudice, discrimination, social exclusion and even violence.” Merkel believed that the
Act had “nipped the harm in the bud.”[25]
Ted Lapkin, a Jewish defender of free speech, remarked: “The quashing of speech on the
basis of its political content is fundamentally inimical to democracy. Every point at
which freedom of expression is curtailed by government coercion means a point where
parliamentary debate and the media dare not go…Rather than promoting peaceful
coexistence, this regime of political censorship sets loose the specter of official tolerance
enforcers. The Racial Hatred Act empowers the paranoid and petulant. And by
rewarding those with the biggest chips on their shoulders, it exacerbates the ugly victimgroup sweepstakes that has come to dominate ethnic politics in Australia.”[26]

XVI
In September 2013 the Liberal-National Coalition won the national elections and on 18th
September Tony Abbott was sworn in as prime minister. Shortly before the elections The
Australian had published a large news report on the plans of Senator George Brandis
who now became Attorney General, the nation’s chief law officer. Brandis had promised
that “a Coalition government would use a revitalized human-rights agenda to challenge
the dominance of the Left and protect common-law freedoms” that had been “eroded by
previous governments”.[27] He had also promised that “one or more ‘freedom
commissioners’ would be appointed to the Australian Human Rights Commission” and

honored this promise on 17 December by nominating Tim Wilson, a member of the
Liberal Party and of the Institute of Public Affairs, as the new Freedom Commissioner.
From that point on Brandis became the Government’s main spokesman for the proposed
reform of the Racial Discrimination Act; and his vigorous public statements suggested
that he had every confidence that his “freedom agenda” would be implemented.
Early in November Brandis had expanded on his perspective and intentions, as The Age
reported from Melbourne: “Senator Brandis told The Australian that he was certain that
the changes to the act would be viewed as the Government condoning racist behavior,
but said he believed “you cannot have a situation in a liberal democracy in which the
expression of an opinion is rendered unlawful because somebody else … finds it
offensive or insulting. The classic liberal democratic rights that in my view are
fundamental human rights have been almost pushed to the edge of the debate. It is a very
important part of my agenda to re-center that debate so that when people talk about
rights, they talk about the great liberal democratic rights of freedom of expression,
freedom of association, freedom of worship and freedom of the press.”[28] A few
months later Brandis stressed that “laws which are designed to prohibit racial vilification
should not be used as a vehicle to attack legitimate freedoms of speech.”[29] A day later
a prominent news report in The Australian headed “The recovery of liberty” featured a
huge photograph of Brandis and noted that he “wants to be remembered for cultural
change… the recovery of liberty.”[30] Firmly supported by Abbott, Brandis appeared
like a great cultural general well on the path to bringing significant change to the
Australian political order.
Support for the Government’s proposed reform continued to be vigorously expressed in
public forums. James Allan noted that John Stuart Mill’s famous thesis On Liberty
“relied on a certain distrust of government and government agents and bureaucracies,
and even judges.” Allan asked: “What grounds are there, really, for thinking they know
what is right and true and won’t abuse their position when silencing people?”[31] David
Rolph, an associate professor of law at Sydney University, pointed out that Section 18D
“permits a greater intrusion on free speech than defamation law currently does” and that
the defense of fair comment “is complex and technical and often difficult for defendants
to establish.” He felt that the Racial Discrimination Act and defamation law both needed
reform.[32] One John Bell, in supporting the appointment of Wilson, noted that there
had only been one “non-minority group recipient of a favorable tribunal decision in the
history of the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission” (himself), thus
indicating the ethnic bias inherent in the act’s working.[33] Chris Merritt bewailed “the
overwhelming silence of the publicly funded human rights industry when freedom of
speech is at stake.”[34] An Eric Lockett addressed the legalistic “nanny state” mindset
behind the act: “The law can never make people good – the best it can hope for is to
protect the innocent from the wrong-doing of others… We kid ourselves if we think that
the law can ever be a substitute for the moral education that was once delivered at our
mothers’ knees, or in Sunday school.”[35] Major newspapers agreed that change was
needed. In Melbourne The Age stated: “We believe Section 18C should be abolished…
The danger in the present framework is that in trying to protect tolerance and freedom,
the legislation diminishes both….. The best weapon against hurtful and even vile words
is public ridicule, not suppression of expression.”[36] The Australian presciently noted:
“There is, sadly, only a small and quiet constituency for press freedom and free speech
in this country.” It asked: “But where are the champions, many of whom are leaders in
the academy, media and social movements, when the most important human right of all,
free speech, is under an all-out assault?”[37]
Michael Sexton SC addressed the inadequate terminology of racial vilification law:
“There is room for argument as to whether the prohibition on intimidation should be
retained, although this could normally be dealt with by the ordinary provisions of the

criminal law. The notions of offense, insult and humiliation, however, involve hurt to
feelings. This is always unattractive for the subject of the verbal attack, but these shock
tactics have always been legitimate tools of debate on questions of politics and public
interest….. Some of the defenders of Section 18C describe it as a bulwark against ‘hate
speech’. One problem about this term is that it is now frequently used with reference to
publications that are merely offensive. Hatred is a very powerful emotion and one, it
might be thought, relatively rarely encountered.”[38] Neil Brown QC commented on a
different weakness in the act. He pointed out that in the Bolt case the judge “decided
there was no role for community standards” in determining his verdict and “instead
applied a test that gave priority to the views of the group claiming to have been
offended.” Brown suggested that liability in the future in such cases should be
determined “according to community standards of propriety generally accepted by and
expected of reasonable adults. And who better to determine whether an act offended
community standards than the community itself by way of a jury?”[39] Of course, such a
criterion might not achieve justice in every case: a Holocaust revisionist, for example,
might still find himself disadvantaged as a result of prevailing public ignorance, itself
brought about by bias in the public media. Former academic Merv Bendle dealt with
another defense of the act brought up in certain quarters: “Claims that the repeal of
Section 18C… might ‘‘unleash a darker, even violent side of our humanity’ are absurd
and offensive….. This is not Nazi Germany, it is a highly tolerant society where an
Aborigine has just been made Australian of the Year to general acclaim.”[40]
Gary Johns, a former ALP MP, argued that intermarriage would be a more effective way
of building racial harmony rather than “outdated laws”. He pointed out that “the rate of
intermarriage for Aborigines in Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne is more than 80 per
cent. Aborigines constitute 1 per cent of the population of these places: a tiny minority.
In a sea of whites, Aborigines have high intermarriage rates.”[41] The Australian drew
attention to another problem faced by the Government: “Political correctness might have
become so insidious that it is now a thought-crime to support the repeal of laws that
stifle free speech lest we be tarred with the words of others.”[42] James Allan attacked
another plank depended on by opponents of reform: “I think important policy decisions
ought to be made by the elected representatives of the people….. And not those who
purport to be on the side of ‘international law’. Take a closer look at international law
sometime and you soon realize that treaties are made by the executive, over the head of
legislature, and that so-called ‘customary international law’ hasn’t got a democratic bone
in its entire body.”[43]
Tom Blackburn SC commented that section 18D does not offer a defendant sufficient
protection. The term “good faith” cannot be simply equated with honesty and sincerity.
This is because in a case known as Bropho it was determined that to show “objective
good faith” a defendant must be able to demonstrate that he or she had (1) honestly and
conscientiously had regard to minimize harm done; (2) acted with fidelity to the relevant
principles in the act; and (3) indicated a conscientious approach to honoring the values
asserted in the act. It might not be possible for an ordinary person to know enough law to
abide by such a requirement.[44]

XVII
On 25 March 2014 the Government released an exposure draft detailing its proposed
reforms to the act and called for public responses to its program. Sections 18B, 18C,
18D and 18E would be repealed. These would be replaced by a new section of four
parts, as follows. “(1) It is unlawful for a person to do an act, otherwise than in private, if
the act is reasonably likely to vilify another person or a group of persons, or to
intimidate another person or group of persons, and the act is done because of the race,

color or national or ethnic origin of that person or that group of persons. (2) For the
purposes of this section, “vilify” means to incite hatred against a person or group of
persons, and “intimidate” means to cause fear of physical harm. (3) Whether an act is
reasonably likely to have the effect specified is to be determined by the standards of an
ordinary reasonable member of the Australian community, not by the standards of any
particular group within the Australian community. (4) This section does not apply to
words, sounds, images or writing spoken, broadcast, published or otherwise
communicated in the course of participating in the public discussion of any political,
social, cultural, religious, artistic, academic or scientific matter.”
For lovers of free speech, this was a big step in the right direction and was a much more
decisive reform than that adumbrated by Tony Abbott in August 2012. However, in my
two submissions to the consultation process I suggested further improvements, as
follows. (1) The amendments to the act should contain a specific statement that the
principle of free speech takes precedence over the principle of protection from racial
vilification. (2) If the term “racism” is to be used, it should be carefully defined, since
not all discrimination based on race or ethnicity is unjust or not in accord with truth. (3)
The existing protection against intimidation should not be preserved in the act, as there
is adequate protection against intimidation and menace elsewhere in Australian law. (4)
The new protection against vilification should not be included in the amendments,
because the phrase “incite hatred against” is too subjective. “Vilification” is also too
vague and subjective a term. (5) If the protection against intimidation is preserved, then
claims that it should encompass “fear of emotional harm” (as opposed to physical harm)
should be rejected, as the criterion would be too vague and subjective. (5) One word
should be added to the list of kinds of matter in public discussion. The word is
“historical.” Some of the most sensitive controversies bearing on race and ethnicity deal
with historical topics. (6) Many valid arguments have been mounted to the effect that
racial vilification is an evil which should be opposed and, where possible, curbed; but no
successful argument has been raised by any person or body to show that the need to curb
racial vilification is so important and so pressing that the basic principle of intellectual
freedom should be forfeited.

XVIII
A torrent of discussion for and against the Brandis proposals now erupted in the public
forums of Australia. Opponents of these changes unscrupulously made strident use of an
unfortunate statement by the Attorney-General in Parliament to the effect that
Australians “had a right to be bigots”. He meant, of course, that they had a right to
express views which others would see as bigotry. He was not defending bigotry as being
socially desirable or worthy in itself of legal protection. This would have been obvious
to any thoughtful observer; thus, the over-the-top response to his statement, which would
be sustained over the next four and a half months, suggests that crusaders against free
speech on race were either possessed by a blinding spirit of fanaticism or ruthlessly
determined to get their way by foul means as well as fair. A slogan involving opposition
to “giving the green light to bigotry” was erected like a Chinese wall to prevent
reasonable discussion. Wilson, the new Freedom Commissioner for the AHRC,
perceived this and at once noted that “free speech and acceptable conduct” were
“incorrectly being conflated”, since the overall issue was “not about the acceptability of
racism.”[45] And retired academic Merv Bendle observed: “Ever since the 17th Century
and the abolition of the Star Chamber and the proclamation of the Bill of Rights, the
battle for free speech has been waged against ruling classes and elites seeking to protect
their entrenched interests against public criticism. As the Andrew Bolt case revealed,
nothing has changed as favored groups seek to preserve their status and privileges by
prohibiting debate. Consequently, the accusations of racism and bigotry being directed

against the federal government over its efforts to modify the RDA are merely a
smokescreen and should be dismissed and George Brandis supported for his courageous
initiative.”[46]
Some Aboriginal Australians supported the Government plan. Sue Gordon, a retired
Northern Territory magistrate, was reported as saying that “the repression of free speech
was damaging to race relations” and that she agreed “that people had the right to be
bigots”.[47] A former member of the Government’s indigenous advisory council,
Wesley Aird, stated that the amendments were needed “to bring the act into alignment
with the ‘expectations of mainstream Australian society’.”[48] Anthony Dillon, an
academic at the Australian Catholic University, saw opposition to the reforms as
counter-productive: “Promoting the message that Australia is a racist country comes at a
cost; people will see no need to take responsibility for their lives. Claims of racism
provide a perfect excuse for not having to make the lifestyle changes necessary to
improve quality of life. They reinforce the victim mentality, where Aborigines are
presented as victims of a racist country. Propagating such myths is far easier than
addressing the tough problems mentioned previously. Yes, racism exists in this country.
But we are not a racist country. There is an enormous amount of goodwill towards
Aboriginal Australians and other ethnic groups. Claims of racism where it does not exist
are more damaging to reconciliation and the health and wellbeing of Aboriginal people
than real racism. If we are to get tough on racism, shouldn’t we also get tough on people
who promote it where it does not exist and accuse others of being racist simply because
they have a message that may not be popular with a few?”[49] Andrew Penfold, the New
South Wales Human Rights Ambassador and founder of the Australian Indigenous
Education Foundation, stated: “We need to raise the threshold of section 18C so it only
relates to serious vilification.”[50] Aboriginal artist, activist and businessman John
Moriarty also supported the proposed reform.[51]
The Australian drew attention to the world context of the controversy and to the poor
understanding of many of the opponents of reform: “However well-meaning the views
of opponents to the Abbott government’s changes to race discrimination laws, many
have a poor understanding of the inviolable place of free speech in our democracy…..
Rather than being viewed as a one-off, Australia’s debate over racial vilification needs to
be understood within the context of international trends. In a drive to clamp down on
statements perceived as offensive, freedom of speech is being trampled across much of
the world.” It also warned against “judicial activism”, in deprecating Judge Bromberg’s
comments that the judiciary is a way of delivering “social justice”.[52]
Neil Brown QC suggested that “if we really want community standards to prevail, we
should have trial by jury, so these contentious issues can be resolved by the only body
really qualified to do so: twelve good men and women. After all, if the purpose of such
legislation is to protect the community from racist conduct, why not ask the community,
in the form of a jury, if it thinks it needs to be protected from the conduct complained
of?”[53] Noted American Jewish legal expert and activist Alan Dershowitz warned
“democracy cannot survive a regime of governmental censorship.”[54] Another Jew, a
survivor from World War Two, Professor John Furedy, also issued a warning – against
what he saw as a dangerous trend towards tyranny and argued that even “Holocaust
deniers” should not be censored.[55] Former Prime Minister John Howard supported the
reforms.[56] Michael Sexton SC pointed out that Sections 18C and 18D are much harder
on a defendant than the corresponding clauses in defamation law, particularly as Section
18C is not concerned with truth or falsity. Thus “it is much likelier to be used… to attack
controversial pieces of journalism or historical writing.”[57] One Gabrielle Lord
expressed surprise at “the lack of voices from the literary world” in support of reform
and argued that “freedom is the essential condition from which creativity unfolds and
flourishes.”[58] Tim Wilson observed (in contrast to those who claimed that Andrew

Bolt had vastly greater resources than those he attacked) that “censorship favors the
powerful because they can use and abuse it to advance their ends, and also favors those
with resources to use the court system to silence and censor others. It is a common
criticism of Australia’s generous defamation law – it favors the rich from criticism.”[59]
Barry Cohen, a former ALP minister and a Jew, insisted that “racist ideas are more
effectively countered in debate, rather than in court or jail”.[60] Janet Albrechtsen, a
political columnist with The Australian, discussed the change-of-heart of Canadian Alan
Borovoy, who once supported legislation like section 18C but is now a disbeliever, as
well as the experience of Mark Steyn, who fought the censors, and noted: “Debate in this
country has become polarized between those on the Right who regard the individual
right to free speech as more important than identity group rights and those on the
political Left who cannot bring themselves to genuinely commit to free speech of
opponents.”[61]
One Evelyn Creeton wrote that “hate speech laws are the laws that now powerful
minority groups use to silence their opponents but would never agree to apply to
themselves. They know that postmodern judges will use positive discrimination to
protect people and opinions they agree with, even if a statute does not authorize such
unequal treatment and international law forbids it.”[62] Canadian Mark Steyn, writing in
Spectator Australia, commented: “I’m opposed to the notion of official ideology….. the
more topics you rule out of discussion – immigration, Islam, ‘gender fluidity’ – the more
you delegitimize the political system….. where we’re headed [is] a world where real,
primal, universal rights – like freedom of expression – come a distant second to the new
tribalism of identity group rights….. Universities are no longer institutions of
inquiry.”[63] Political scientist Jennifer Oriel produced a profoundly damning analysis
of the Racial Discrimination Act: “The open society dream of the West was based on the
reign of reason over theocracy and the liberation of citizens from state dogma. Both
precepts of open society are reversed in laws to censor speech that offends.” She warned
against “a gradual insinuation of ideology into the realm of Western jurisprudence” and
its “reintroduction of state censorship under the guise of racial discrimination law.” She
explained that “the modern architect of civil accord by state censorship” was former
Canadian prime minister Pierre Trudeau, “an ardent admirer of Mao Zedong’s approach
to multiculturalism.” Oriel saw the Brandis reform proposal as seeking “to raise the
evidentiary standard of justice from feelings of offense and group opinion to hard
evidence and truth.” It was now encountering a backlash “from those whose public
status depends on manufacturing the illusion that personal perception and mob opinion
constitute fact.” In reality the proposal “extends the right of free speech to all
Australians rather than reserving it for an elite class who can claim their words are
especially academic, scientific or artistic.”[64]
Journalist Brendan O’Neill wondered “Why the Left has turned against the masses” and
observed that “the bulk of the Left has abandoned freedom of speech, …ceding the
terrain… to the Right….. It is the newspapers that lean more to the Right that have
loudly demanded reform of this legal restriction on what people can say, while papers
that lean Left insist Section 18C must stay.” [The Australian and The Age respectively
demonstrate that divergence.[65]] O’Neill argued that “the Left lost its faith in everyday
people….. [it] has become more and more cut off from ordinary people.”[66] One Jim
Ball responded that the role reversal on freedom of speech between Left and Right has
occurred because “the Left is losing the argument in all respects as people are better
informed and have more avenues available to vent their concerns and opinions”. The
communications revolution means that “the Left can no longer contain or control the
flow of information”.[67] Journalist Nick Cater claimed that “anti-discrimination
legislation is just a game for lawyers….. It is human rights devoid of any sense of
proportion, prudence or natural justice.”[68]

The former head of the South Australian Office of Multicultural Affairs, Sev Ozdowski,
was another who supported the Brandis proposals, submitting that “it is difficult to find
evidence [that] freedom of speech needs to be curtailed because it grows racism in
Australia or because of sensitivities associated with Australia as a multicultural society.”
He felt that education was a much more effective way of tackling racism than legal
sanctions. “There is no evidence that criminalization of so-called hate speech elsewhere
in the world has markedly contributed to social peace and harmony….. The only
exception to freedom of speech should be when it calls for action that could result in
violence… and when it threatens national security and public safety.”[69] That last point
is dubious, since would-be censors have been known in Australia and overseas to
deliberately threaten violence against right-wing speakers in order to get a suborned
police authority to close down proposed meetings on that very ground – of public safety
– rather than moving against the real trouble-makers. Chris Merritt pointed out that a
danger has arisen of lawyers being seen as the natural allies of authoritarians, the latter
in Australia being able to be identified “by their desire to extend state power in ways that
erode the liberties that set this country apart from many of its neighbors.” He stressed
that the most important rights are “products of the common law, not the gift of
governments or revered founding fathers.”[70]
Gay Alcorn, a journalist with The Age, published a report on a long interview she had
with Andrew Bolt (who writes for the opposition paper, the Herald Sun, which is, like
The Australian, owned by Rupert Murdoch’s News Limited. It was magnanimous of The
Age to give Bolt this fair hearing.) Bolt felt that the case against him had been mounted
essentially to outlaw an opinion and stressed his belief that even “Holocaust denial”
(which he rejects) should not be outlawed. Brendan O’Neill strongly attacked the claim
that racial vilification law is needed for social cohesion. He noted that “the language of
liberty has been twisted by the AHRC to make illiberal things sound liberal,
authoritarianism seem just and tyranny appear enlightened.” He added that “most of the
AHRC commissioners have “come down on the side of state control rather than
individual liberty” and are “forever reminding folk their right to free speech can be
rescinded if they say anything too outrageous or risky or threatening to public morals.”
O’Neill then went on the warpath: “The paternalistic notion that certain ideas must be
hidden from view because they have the power to rattle society – or ‘damage social
cohesion’, as [supporters of 18C put it] – has fuelled every act of censorship from
Torquemada silencing morality-corrupting heretics during the Spanish Inquisition to
British censors banning Lady Chatterley’s Lover….. Arguing that prejudiced speech
must be quashed to preserve social harmony may sound PC, but it’s the bastard
ideological offspring of the thirst for social control and fear of the unpredictable public
that have motivated every censor.” O’Neill proved his critique of the human rights
movement, which he saw as coming out of “the darkest moment” of World War Two and
the Nazi tyranny, by quoting from the websites of the AHRC and the European
Convention on Human Rights. He contrasted this movement with that of the Eighteenth
Century’s democratic rights movement, which was about restraining the state from
tyrannizing over individuals.[71]
Barrister Louise Clegg wrote an authoritative justification of Senator Brandis’s remark
that Australians have a right to be bigoted. She quoted from further on in his
controversial speech, where he told ALP senator Penny Wong: “I would defend your
right to say things that I consider to be bigoted and ignorant. That is what freedom of
speech means.” Clegg concluded that “it is quite clear that Brandis was not for a second
promoting bigotry of any kind, let alone racial bigotry. Nor was he suggesting that he or
we should approve of or even tolerate bigotry. The senator’s clear message was that it is
not possible or desirable in a free country for the state to regulate what people think or
say on the basis that other people might disagree with it, be offended by it or consider it
bigoted or ignorant.”[72] This had always been obvious and it is disgraceful that

campaigners against reform so often and in so many forums grossly misrepresented the
senator’s position. Tim Wilson wrote a large article on the difference between the liberal
tradition of human rights and the socialist approach. He provided a pertinent quotation
from a speech by Sir Robert Menzies: “So few of us have objective minds – detached
minds – and what we conceive to be the truth is very often coloured or distorted by our
own passions or interests or prejudices. Hence, if truth is to emerge and in the long run
be triumphant, the process of free debate – the untrammeled clash of opinion – must go
on.”[73]
Part-Aboriginal academic Anthony Dillon warned against a too-easy belief that words
can hurt or offend: “People can just as easily choose not to take offense….. There seems
no end to opportunities today for people to take offense, claim they are traumatized, and
make someone else responsible for their suffering. Taking offense is all too often simply
a ploy to silence opponents.” He noted that in certain contexts involving racial
discussion he could express his views without fear of being sued because his “ancestral
mix includes some Aboriginality”, making him and others like him beneficiaries of
reverse racism. ‘It’s all too easy to misrepresent discussions that involve race,
particularly if some feel uncomfortable with the content as being blatant racism. Let’s
not confuse the right to have open discussion on race matters with racial hatred.”[74]
Aaron Lane, a research officer with the IPA, drew on the recent Canadian experience of
the repeal of Section 13, which had enabled Canadians “to seek legal redress against
those who had offended them”, with the result that defendants “could be subject to
lifetime speech bans, as well as monetary penalties.” Lane pointed out that this repeal
had not led to the unleashing of racial hatred in Canada, thus arguing that repeal of 18C
in Australia would also prove innocuous.[75] One Lindsay Dent agreed: “Canadians
learned their lesson after fellow citizens had been hounded with long-running, costly
litigation merely for making reasonable comments about race or religion.”[76]
Journalist Nick Cater argued, in contrast to some supporters of 18C, that racism is
uncommon in Australia. “Few people go bonkers on public transport. Fewer still are
prepared to put their bigotry on display….. Racism is somewhat less entrenched in the
Australian psyche than the politically correctors claim.” He, too, felt that traditional law
and public disdain were sufficient sanctions against the rare outbreaks.[77] History
professor Ross Fitzgerald wrote against “the disturbing implication of an increasing
tendency to blur the distinction between words and physical violence, and instead to
argue that hurtful words and ideas are actually a form of violence.” He insisted that
“except as metaphor, words are not weapons and that, in terms of free speech, it is
crucial to maintain the distinction.”[78]
Gabriel Sassoon, foreign-media adviser to Hilik Bar, the Deputy Speaker of Israel’s
parliament, an Australian living in Tel Aviv, commented on a controversial anti-Jewish
(or anti-Israeli) cartoon published in The Sydney Morning Herald: “This should not be
the subject of a racial vilification claim….. Free speech is sacrosanct. I’ve broken with
the ALP, of which I’m a member, and the Australian Jewish community in backing the
Government’s push to repeal Section 18C.”[79] Liberal Democrat senator David
Leyonhjelm also supported the Government: “The arguments against free speech are
based on concerns about what people think. Preventing speech does not alter what
people are thinking; indeed, it probably reinforces it. The only way to change how
people think is by speaking about it.” He intended to attend the AHRC’s first free-speech
seminar on 7th August.[80] Tim Wilson, the AHRC freedom commissioner stated: “We
need a fully informed debate about free speech, including the role played by nonlegislative measures that help civilize conduct while avoiding the imposition of
censorship.”[81] Cassandra Wilkinson, of the liberal-conservative think-tank the Centre
for Independent Studies, warned that the net of censorship often catches those for whom
it was not intended: “But I do want freedom of expression for a lot of people who are

often deemed offensive. I struggle to see how one kind of free speech isn’t materially
affected by the progress or regress of another.”[82]

XIX
Opponents of the proposed reform of the Racial Discrimination Act produced many
arguments to support their position. (1) It would encourage racial bigotry, ethnic
prejudice and racism, and give the green light to Holocaust deniers, thus leading to an
increase in racism generally. (2) It would promote social disharmony and political
division. (3) It is unnecessary, since the Act has not seriously eroded free speech. (4) The
Act is in fact working well to diminish racism. Most cases brought before the AHRC are
successfully conciliated and do not progress to a court hearing. For example, between
1989 and 2010 out of 3788 cases referred to the Commission only 68 were referred to a
tribunal and only 37 of these were successful.[83] And Commission statistics for
2012-2014 are said to show that only 27% of 1399 reports related to racial hatred.[84]
(5) The Act is necessary for Australia to fulfill its international obligations. (6) The Act
protects vulnerable people, those who “have little voice” (in contrast, say, to an Andrew
Bolt, who has a megaphone in the form of his columns, blog and other public
appearances). (7) The Act actually enhances free speech, since the pain of racist abuse
often disempowers victims from participating in public debate. (8) Children and
adolescents of ethnic minorities may suffer a loss of dignity and security without the
protection of the Act. (9) Hate speech is dangerous, as history shows, especially the
history of Nazi Germany. (10) Many Australians underestimate the damage that racism
can do, because, being members of the ethnic majority (Anglo/European), they do not
experience it. (11) The Act has an educative function and shows the nation what kind of
behavior is or is not acceptable. (12) Repeal would jeopardize the possibility of success
for the proposed referendum to recognize Australia’s indigenous people in the
Constitution. (13) The draft proposal’s definitions of “intimidation” and “vilification”
are unsatisfactory.[85] (14) Almost all, if not all, of the nation’s representative groups of
ethnic minorities are opposed to change.[86] (15) Inciting hatred or hate speech are not
forms of legitimate public discussion, so that censorship of them is not an invasion of
free speech. (16) Repeal threatens the quality of life of ethnic minorities in Australia,
tending to marginalize them and make social equality impossible. (17) The Act in its
current form enjoys widespread community support.[87] (18) Bad speech cannot always
be overcome by good speech; and the speech of the weak may often be unable to counter
the speech of the strong; so protections should stay. (19) It is in our national interest to
keep the law as it is, for it gives us a better image with overseas nations, including our
near neighbors in South-East Asia.
This summary of objections to the reform proposals has been drawn from opinion
articles, news reports and letters to the editor published in two of Melbourne’s three
major newspapers.[88]
What is most noticeable in the public utterances of persons and groups expressing such
objections is their failure to address the real concerns of those who are aware how easily
limitations on free speech for ideological purposes can be the first step towards
subjection of a nation to authoritarian and then totalitarian tyranny. Very rarely do they
show any sympathy for those whose intellectual freedom they seek to curb. Views on
race different from their own are far too easily dismissed as racist bigotry. The
extraordinary phenomenon of the suppression of historical revisionists in many nations,
mainly European, gets hardly a mention. One suspects that many of the objectors have
taken on board the cause of racial equality as a kind of ersatz religion.
It is not that they have no case at all. Racist abuse can indeed be painful and dispiriting

to its victims. Unjust discrimination because of ethnicity understandably rankles deeply.
Winding back the protections of the Act is more likely than not to encourage such
negative behavior (which is regrettable), though not, however, as drastically as the
objectors claim. However, public encouragement of fair play, together with education (as
opposed to indoctrination) and Australia’s well-known tolerance summed up in the
iconic phrase “the fair go”, are better ways of reducing unjust behavior towards those of
other ethnicity than a political censorship which abandons a vital ethical principle.
To what extent the Act has worked well – in reducing racism without limiting free
speech – is debatable. Those assuring us that it has been a blessing rather than a curse
are usually partisan anti-racists. Nor can one blame minority ethnic groups for seeking
their own advantage by supporting current restrictions; but one is entitled to wonder how
representative ethnic councils and committees are of their whole ethnic groups, and one
can also regret that ethnic leaders have not been able to look at the bigger picture and put
the welfare of the nation as a whole first, before seeking benefits for their own minority
groups.
Another suspicion is that exaggeration of the hurt caused by unjust racial discrimination
or racial vilification has often occurred during the national debate. The truth is that
rejection can often have a bracing effect; and many persons of all ethnicities have shown
throughout history a capacity to work their way through mistreatment to achieve
fulfilling lives.
For these and other reasons it seems to me that the case against the Government’s reform
proposals ultimately fails to convince.

XX
From as early as February the newspapers began reporting stories indicating that the
Government’s free-speech campaign was in trouble. The suggestion was made more than
once after 25th March that Senator Brandis’s exposure draft would be very considerably
watered down. Leaders of the Institute of Public Affairs expressed their concern that the
Government’s will was weakening under pressure. By early August observers on both
sides of the debate probably expected that only a very minor reform would actually be
attempted in the parliament. However, on 5th August the Prime Minister announced that
the Government had decided to abandon its push to reform the Racial Discrimination
Act altogether. He referred to the project as “a needless complication” and said bluntly
that it was off the shelf. He took personal responsibility for the decision and stated that it
was a “captain’s call” which he had made. Abbott coupled this unexpected turnaround
with announcements about Australia’s role in opposing the terror tactics of Muslim
fundamentalists and the need to keep local moderate Muslims on side. To many
observers it seemed as though he was trying to camouflage an embarrassing back-down
by rhetoric about the need to combat deadly danger both in Australia and overseas.
Stories circulated that cabinet knew nothing about the back-down until the morning of
the 5th. The evening before, Senator Brandis had appeared on Sky television and
confidently defended the intention to press ahead with reform.[89] One story was that
Abbott had actually notified Andrew Bolt of his volte-face before he informed the
cabinet.[90] Nevertheless, the cabinet unanimously supported his decision, determined,
evidently, to maintain a public image of party unity.
During the next few days there seemed to be general agreement among political
commentators across the spectrum that the Government had engaged in the back-down
because the consultations process had shown that the repeal plan was widely unpopular,
with minority ethnic groups almost universally hostile, as well as many other

representative bodies, including the Coalition governments of Victoria and New South
Wales. Compounding the Government’s difficulty was the disunity within its
parliamentary ranks. Ten or more backbenchers apparently opposed repeal, with a
couple at least prepared to cross the floor on the issue. It was said that two senior cabinet
members, Malcolm Turnbull and Joe Hockey, were also not in favor of change. There
was concern that seats could be lost in the next national elections in electorates where
large numbers of persons of minority ethnic groups lived.
It seems clear that the Government would have faced great embarrassment if it had
introduced even watered down reforms in the House of Representatives. It might have
suffered the humiliation of loss in the lower house if enough of its members broke ranks
and crossed the floor. As for the Senate, it seemed obvious that it would reject any bill
that came its way. Thus, in practical terms, the Abbott decision may have been no more
than an acceptance of reality and a justifiable avoidance of waste of time and money on
a doomed cause. However, his mode of explaining the capitulation was not entirely
credible or creditable.
While there was natural jubilation among those who had opposed change, some deriding
the Government for ever having engaged in its campaign and others commending it for
listening to the public and accepting its verdict, there was shock and disappointment
among those who had supported repeal. James Allan bitterly condemned the “caving in
to the special pleading lobby groups” and stated that he was skeptical that there really
were a lot of MPs “in electorates where there will be more votes for them in caving in
than there would be for proceeding on principle.” He felt that the Government should
have insisted on getting its bill passed in the lower house, even if Senate rejection later
was inevitable.[91] Andrew Bolt suggested that “surely the ethnic communities which
produced those jihadists and the 21 Muslims we’ve jailed on terrorism offenses already
need exactly the kind of scrutiny too easily shut down with cries of ‘racism’” and asked:
“Does free speech really have so few defenders?”[92] In a second column Bolt lamented
that “now Australia assimilates to the values of the immigrants – including the most
oppressive values….. muzzling Australians is now seen as necessary to please migrant
communities.” He condemned “politicians… so desperate for these blocs of ethnic votes
that they sacrifice Australian values to accommodate imported ones.” Bolt expressed
especial concern that the unrepealed restrictions of Section 18C “stifle two important
debates as the country slides towards this dangerous new tribalism. The first is over the
Government’s racist plan to change the Constitution to recognize Aborigines. Should we
really be divided by law on the basis of the ‘race’ of one or more of our greatgrandparents? To me the answer is clear, but the Racial Discrimination Act makes it
dangerous to give examples of just how preposterous and artificial this racial division
is.” The other debate is “how to deal with the growing threat of radical Islam.”[93]
The Australian laid blame on Senator Brandis for the failure of the reform plan: “But the
Attorney-General’s public advocacy has been poor, and the argument was effectively
lost when he said: ‘People do have a right to be bigots, you know.’” The newspaper, like
several other commentators, noted that the senator’s statement had actually been
factually true. “However, it was poorly expressed, politically naïve and provided his
opponents with the opening they needed. Labor and its fellow travelers have portrayed
the reforms as an attempt to make bigotry legal and even legalize racism.” The
newspaper condemned this tactic: “The Greens-Left clique that tends to dominate
political debate showed itself incapable of a mature consideration of these issues, as the
ABC, Fairfax [publisher of The Age and The Sydney Morning Herald] and much of the
gallery [of journalists at Parliament House] focused on Senator Brandis’s gaffe as if it
presented the central argument and overriding intent of proposed changes.”[94] The
Herald Sun asserted editorially that the back-down’s “impact on freedom of speech is
nonetheless damaging….. Criticism can now be curtailed on the basis that someone

doesn’t like what you said. This is an attack on free speech, no matter how that might be
denied by some ethnic, religious and cultural groups.”[95] The Age supported the backdown because “the changes proposed were inherently flawed, and the way the
Government went about promoting them was unnecessarily inflammatory.” It made the
same criticism of Senator Brandis’s notorious remark as did The Australian. It made a
very muted criticism of the Act’s “low legal threshold” for breaching the law, then
firmly rejected the Government’s omission of “psychological harm” as cause for
complaint in the exposure draft and asserted that the proposed new exemptions were too
wide. The Age also noted that the consultation process had drawn “more than 4000
submissions” (other sources say they were over 5000) and that “about 75% were
opposed to any change” (according to Professor Simon Rice of the Australian National
University).[96]
The Institute of Public Affairs was obviously furious about Abbott’s decision and took
out a full page advertisement in The Australian addressing him, quoting from his speech
to it in Sydney in 2012: “Freedom of speech is an essential foundation of democracy.”
The Institute then commented: “We agree. That’s why we will fight to repeal Section
18C of the Racial Discrimination Act. Even if you won’t.”[97] This was possibly an
injudicious and quixotic response, smacking of sour grapes.
Senator David Leyonhjelm insisted that “nothing makes up for the loss of free speech”
and reminded people that “laws limiting racist speech are not really about speech at all,
but are intended to prevent unacceptable thoughts.” He was unimpressed by Abbott’s
excuse about the need for national unity and felt that Australians should “harden up.” In
a liberal democracy “free speech must be the default option, with every encroachment
subject to strict justification.”[98] Michael Sexton SC queried the extent of public
opposition to the proposed reforms: “It is important to reject the suggestion – implicit in
much of the reporting on the Government’s decision – that it represents an acceptance by
the Government of the view of a majority of the Australian community. Common sense
suggests that a majority of the community does not have a developed opinion on this or
many other questions of public policy….. The fact most of the submissions to the
Government on this issue favor the retention of Section 18C says nothing about the true
state of popular sentiment but a great deal about the power of these lobby groups.”
Sexton pointed out, too, that “if it is really true that there is overwhelming popular
support for 18C, then surely it is unnecessary.” He suggested that the back-down
“reveals where the power really lies in our political system, and it is not with the
majority, prejudiced or unprejudiced. The ethnic lobbies and the highly organized
‘human rights’ industry (which has obvious interests in discovering ‘racism’ around
every corner) were able to prevail against an elected government that at one point
seemed determined to overhaul this bad law, the real function of which is not to protect
vulnerable individuals from racist abuse but to limit public discussion of highly charged
questions on which people can legitimately disagree.” He concluded that “the general
cause should [not] be abandoned.”[99]
Prominent monarchist and liberal conservative commentator David Flint agreed with
Sexton: “It is true that the lobbies opposing change were able to put in more submissions
against the exposure draft….. These hardly measure public concern about the Bolt case.
Unlike the various lobbies that put in submissions, the rank and file are neither
organized nor subsidized to make submissions. Nor should it be thought that this
concern is limited to right-wing Tories. It probably extends to traditional Labor
supporters, as well as those in many immigrant communities.” Flint felt that there are
grounds for a “reconsideration of the interpretation of the section and exemption [18C
and 18D], probably at the highest level – the High Court.” He justified this by
questioning the judgment of Justice Bromberg. “Another judge could have come to
different conclusions on the facts; for example, that there was not a sufficient nexus

between the articles and the applicants” race….. While finding a nexus between the
articles and race, another judge might not have found it ‘reasonably likely to offend.’ Yet
again, another judge might have found that the articles represented a genuine belief held
by Bolt, made reasonably and in good faith. The judge might have agreed that Bolt’s
mistakes were not such as to deny him the defense, or that he should not be marked
down for ‘inflammatory and provocative language.’” Flint felt that the judgment was “a
particularly minimalist interpretation of the 18D exemption”. He queried “whether the
legislation is constitutionally valid.” This is because, as interpreted by Bromberg,
“Section 18C is more about promoting multiculturalism and racial diversity than acting
on racial discrimination. The relevant treaty, the UN Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Racial Discrimination is only about racial discrimination. Does the external
affairs power [in the Constitution] authorize this? And if the legislation is to be given a
wide interpretation adopted by Justice Bromberg, is it still consistent with the freedom of
political communication that the High Court has found to be implied in the Constitution?
It can be argued that on this interpretation, Section 18C with 18D goes beyond being
reasonably appropriate and adapted to serve a legitimate end. It could be said that this is
not compatible with the maintenance of government prescribed by the
Constitution.”[100]
Journalist Nick Cater joined his voice to those skeptical of claims that most Australians
wanted no change. He pointed out that “free speech is, and always has been, popular
among Australians, a people with a hard-won reputation for speaking their minds” and
asked: “Who can tell whether the views of, say, the West Australian Somali Cultural
Awareness Association were broadly in line with those of the public? Ditto the views of
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Reference Group, the Secretariat of National
Aboriginal and Islander Child Care, the Australian Tamil Congress, the Australian
Lawyers Alliance, the Aboriginal Legal Service of WA (Inc.), the Muslim Legal
Network, the WA Muslim Lawyers Association, and many, many more.” Cater saw “the
new establishment, the enforcers of political correctness who remain firmly in control of
most of Australia’s cultural institutions” as the winners from Abbott’s decision. “The
repeal of 18C was a disruption to the grievance industry’s business model that they could
not countenance.” Perhaps too optimistically, Cater added that he felt that such people
had only obtained a Pyrrhic victory: “The chances of its [18C’s] illiberal provisions
being exploited again in a case like the one brought against Bolt are practically zero. The
toxic influence of the Bolt case on the climate of public debate is recognized as a price
too high to pay by the wiser heads on both sides of the cultural divide….. The real issue
is not 18C but the illiberal climate that encouraged the complainants in the Bolt case to
pursue their audacious case….. For the first time in decades the rights industry is
fighting to hold its ground rather than planning its next great adventure.”[101]
One Leni Palk drew attention to the fact that submissions on 18C by group bodies may
not have represented truly the views of all members: “I am a lawyer. I belong to the Law
Society in SA. It belongs to the Law Council of Australia. I don’t support the retention
of 18C. When the Law Society adopts a view, it somehow decides for itself. I often
disagree strongly with the position it adopts, but it never asks me what I think and
probably isn’t interested.” Claims as to what “the legal profession” thinks and believes
should not be taken to assume that lawyers “all sing with one voice.”[102]
David Kemp, a former Coalition cabinet minister under John Howard [PM from 1996 to
2007] and current president of the Liberal Party in Victoria, expressed deep concern at
the Government’s back-down, which he wrote had “shocked many Liberals” and was
having “repercussions through the Liberal Party”. He argued that hitherto the Party had
seen itself as having “a historic role, a special responsibility, to defend… fundamental
freedoms of speech, press, religion and association”, this self-interpretation being based
on the ideals espoused by the Party’s founder, Sir Robert Menzies, seventy years ago.

“Menzies was very aware of the tendency of politics to degenerate into the appeasement
of powerful vested interests. The only way for a government to rise above the struggle of
vested interests for privilege, he argued, is to persuade people of the principles on which
the public interest is based.” Kemp defended free speech and insisted that there was
wide support in Australia for amending Section 18C. “To describe reforms to restore
freedom of speech as a ‘needless complication’ in the effort to appease certain interests
is to seriously misunderstand, and to affront, many Liberals, and I suspect a good
number in the communities concerned. To suggest that national unity requires a legal
prohibition on offending certain select groups is unbelievable and demeaning to all.” He
warned that the Act “subjects our culture to the discretion of tribunals that easily end up
sounding like star chambers.”[103]
Further criticism of Justice Bromberg’s decision in the Bolt case emerged from Chris
Merritt, who suggested that it was a judicial error not to have applied community
standards rather than those of the group complaining – “an embarrassing deviation from
orthodox concepts of fairness.” In particular, Merritt drew attention to what he called a
“notorious observation” by the judge that “to import community standards into the test
of the reasonable likelihood of offense runs the risk of reinforcing the prevailing level of
prejudice.” Commented Merritt: “If there is any passage of case law that deserves to be
torn up and discarded, this is it. It suggests that Australians, on the whole, are racially
prejudiced and their standards are flawed.”[104]
James Allan returned to the attack with interesting commentary on the behavior of the
parliamentary Coalition members: “I was speaking recently to a government
backbencher. It quickly became apparent that this MP had been one of those not in favor
of proceeding with the Section 18C repeal. But you know what? This MP didn’t even
know that Canada’s parliament had repealed the Canadian equivalent of our 18C hate
speech laws. He didn’t have a clue….. So in selling the repeal to caucus it would seem
that no one had taken the time to point out that they’d done this in Canada.” Allan
added: “Ask yourself why a political party that has at most one seat at risk from the
dislike of the ‘ethnic vote’ of a Section 18C repeal would weigh that as more important
than the supposedly core beliefs of the Liberal Party and its longstanding
supporters.”[105] Mike Keane, a medical specialist, challenged the validity of Justice
Bromberg’s statement that none of the applicants against Bolt “chose” to be Aboriginal,
arguing that “identity, like any other form of consent, is a completely contemporary
phenomenon. He claimed that the judge’s decision was “ideologically charged
intellectual sophistry” and deplored “the intimidation that results from the fear of being
at the behest of a judge.”[106]
A South Australian senator, Bob Day, of the Christian-based Family First party, was so
incensed by the Government’s reneging on its promise that he decided to move a private
member’s bill to remove the words “offend” and “insult” from Section 18C (the
minimalist reform that had been advocated by Spencer Zifcak of Liberty Victoria and
many others). He was supported by Liberal Democrat senator David Leyonhjelm and
two rebel Liberal senators, Cory Bernardi and Dean Smith.[107] It was expected that
other Coalition senators would combine with ALP and Greens senators in voting against
the bill on grounds of party loyalty.

XXI
While, from the time of Justice Bromberg’s decision on, there has been enormous and
most detailed discussion in Australian public forums (in connection with the free speech
issue) of Andrew Bolt’s journalism, the judge’s finding and associated Aboriginal issues,
a quite different phenomenon can be noted in the way in which a different associated

topic has been handled. I refer to what has usually been referred to as “Holocaust
denial”, although I believe that “Holocaust revisionism” is a better, though not
completely satisfactory, term.

Dr. Fredrick Töben, author of "Where Truth is no Defence, I Want to Break Free." Photo
taken at Martin Place, Sydney. Published with permission of Fredrick Töben
In the first place, very many commentators (politicians, journalists, public figures, letter
writers and others) on the issue have felt it appropriate or necessary to condemn
“Holocaust denial” or “Holocaust deniers” in their statements. It is astonishing just how
many have done so, almost always, if not always, with no attempt to defend their point
by reasoned argument or evidence. In order to show just how pervasive this behavior has
been, I propose to list most of my collected examples in an endnote.[108] There are
thirty-six examples there. By contrast there has been an almost total absence of support
published for revisionist historians who query the received account of the Holocaust.
The Age published a letter by me on 11th November 2013 touching on that view. I
related “necessary protections against racial discrimination” (which the paper had
editorially advocated) to the London Declaration on Combating Anti-Semitism and
wrote: “For too long certain groups and individuals, in Australia and overseas, have
sought to use legislation against ‘racial vilification and hatred’ to further their own
interests at the expense of the intellectual freedom of others.” On 28th March 2014 The
Australian published a letter by me in which I noted that “while there have been a

number of derisory comments about Holocaust deniers, there has been no serious and
informed debate about the overseas persecution of revisionist historians and whether we
want that here.”[109] The paper also published two letters by me defending Fredrick
Töben. In one I suggested that “he is better described as a Holocaust revisionist,
signifying that he has had the courage to challenge aspects of a key dogma of the
age.”[110] In the other I wrote that my earlier letter had “sought explicitly to balance an
unfairly negative image of the man and implicitly to protest at a person being made a
social pariah because he has expressed unpopular and controversial views.”[111] The
Australian also published a letter in which I noted that “overseas, another problem has
been that judges may take judicial notice of certain issues under contention, which
means the position of one side is taken as gospel truth and the other side barred from
even putting an argument.”[112] In yet another published letter I commented that “an
unwelcome adverse criticism of a person or a group or an accepted view of history may
be perceived by some as vilification when it is valid intellectual dissent.”[113] These
letters were merely a drop in the ocean of hostile comment about Holocaust deniers.
It must be admitted that it is very strange that there was so much negative commentary
published on Holocaust denial and deniers, with virtually no attempt at justifying
argument (occasionally certain assertions were made as though these proved the point).
It was strange, too, that at such a time in the national life, when freedom of speech was a
major topic of discussion, that public forums avoided publishing opinion articles
exploring the nature and history of historical revisionism in general and Holocaust
revisionism in particular. However, for much longer than the last three years, there
seems to have been a widespread policy of not publishing anything favorable to such
research. Freedom Commissioner Tim Wilson opined in one article that “it is not
censorship for a newspaper to refuse to give offensive views a platform.”[114] Such is
not necessarily always the case; and the habit of regularly publishing negative
assessments of a position or a group of people without allowing them commensurate
right of reply may well be political censorship exerted not by government but by media.
After all, if Holocaust revisionists are so stupid and so completely in error, as many
commentators have averred, how come that they are so feared and so continually
denigrated? The suspicion must arise that there is something fishy in the situation. As
anyone who has bothered to actually read in detail the works of leading historical
revisionists, such as Robert Faurisson, Germar Rudolf, Jürgen Graf, Wilhelm Stäglich,
Arthur Butz, Carlo Mattogno and many others, it is utterly plain that misrepresentation
on the grand scale is involved. The truth is, then, that in Australia recently we have
witnessed mass vilification of, and hatred towards, a group of people as part of the
national debate about vilification law, and that this vilification has often been made by
those favoring repeal of the law and putting themselves forward as defenders of free
speech! One is reminded of Puck’s words in A Midsummer Night’s Dream: “Lord, what
fools these mortals be!”
It is interesting to see how prominent Jewish activist Jeremy Jones contributed to the
debate. He claimed that for more than eighteen years of the operation of Section 18C,
“in all that time, precisely one adjudicated complaint has been the subject of public
controversy.”[115] He meant the Bolt case, of course. Jones referred in the same article
to the Scully and Töben cases, as well as to two others involving what he felt was unfair
treatment of Jews and each of which was dealt with without court action being
necessary. He may have been right that the Scully and Töben cases excited little
controversy at the time, but there are grounds for thinking that they should have been
examined in much greater and more judicious detail by the media than was in fact the
case. That is to say, they were not allowed to become controversial. It is interesting to
note, in this context, that Senator Brandis, when he had announced the exposure draft,
was asked whether there were cases other than that of Bolt where free speech had been

stifled and could not – or did not – name a single one.[116] Perhaps he chose not to refer
to the Scully and Töben cases through fear of being seen as a supporter of Holocaust
deniers!
That the media may be to blame for an unhealthy situation of covert censorship to have
developed in recent decades is suggested by behavior of The Age during the recent
controversy. On 14th May the paper published a dramatic front page story headed
“Holocaust denier backs Brandis race hate law” and sub-headed “The notorious Fredrick
Töben may soon be free to deny this happened.” “This” was a photograph of prisoners in
striped prison uniform behind barbed wire in what was evidently a German
concentration camp. Now Töben has never denied that there were Nazi concentration
camps in which prisoners were kept behind barbed wire and made to wear striped prison
uniforms. However, when a letter was submitted pointing this out, The Age refused to
publish it. Indeed, both The Age and The Australian declined during the national debate
to publish any article speaking well of Holocaust revisionism, although I submitted
several.
It is hard to see how The Age can justify such barefaced misrepresentation. Its behavior
is a stark reminder of the fact that both the term “The Holocaust” and the term
“Holocaust denial” are loaded and not neutral or impartial. Ordinary people who have
never studied the writings of Holocaust revisionists genuinely imagine that they do deny
that there were Nazi concentration camps in which many Jews and others were
imprisoned. The revisionists do not, of course. But the blanket term “The Holocaust” has
an ambiguity which suggests it. If The Age had published a picture of a homicidal gas
chamber, it would have been a different matter; but perhaps it did not because none are
available, for the simple reason that the gassing in Nazi camps really was directed
against vermin to disinfect clothing and minimize infection by typhus or cholera, and not
against human beings.
Töben is prone to exaggerate at times. The Age was able to report that he had claimed
that the Racial Discrimination Act is a “flawed law, which only benefits Jewish-ZionistIsraeli interests” and that 18C and 18D are in fact a “Holocaust protection law.” In his
submission on the exposure draft he had apparently stated that “the ‘Bolt law’ case was
used in an attempt to hide this Holocaust matter and to make it a free expression
issue…..the sole aim of this section has always been to legally protect… the HolocaustShoah narrative.” There is, of course, much more to the Act than that. There are many
different persons and groups who have supported it, and (in some cases) benefited from
it, apart from Jewish persons and groups. On the other hand, there is no doubt that many
Jewish commentators have seen the Act as protecting their special interests, quite apart
from its other functions.
The Age report included various condemnations of Töben. Senator Brandis was reported
as having said that he is a “nutter” and that views he had heard attributed to him “are
absolute rubbish.” Jewish spokesman Peter Wertheim commented: “Töben has spent a
large part of his life vainly attempting to rehabilitate the disgraced record of Nazi
Germany.” Tsvi Fleischer, another Jewish spokesperson, stated that Jews “do fear that
people like Töben will be able to say whatever they want – which is usually how evil the
Jews are all the time.” There he or she, like Töben, was grossly exaggerating. And ALP
senator Lisa Singh was reported as claiming that Töben “is wrong in almost everything
he says.” All of these comments are mere invective, of course.
The next day The Age returned to the attack on Töben.[117] The paper also published a
harrowing story of a 92 year-old Holocaust survivor, Moshe Fiszman, who warned that
the “forces of darkness” would be unleashed if race-hate laws were watered down. It is
hard to see much sign of such forces in laid-back Australia!

Two correspondents to The Australian brought the question of Holocaust denial and the
Act into a sensible context. James Miller commented on an article by Mark Leibler:
“If… Leibler’s true agenda is to retain so much of 18C as is required to block Holocaust
denial, surely the proper way forward is for an open debate about the wisdom of a
specific law to shut down such views.”[118] And Sholto Douglas disagreed with a prior
suggestion that Holocaust denial should be outlawed in order to win Jewish support for
free speech in other contexts of race. He pointed out that such legislation would not only
be “illiberal”, but that “other groups will ask why Jews alone should have their
sensitivities protected.”[119]
Journalist Nick Cater did give a kind of consideration to the problem of Holocaust
revisionism within the controversy.[120] He referred to revelations by former ALP
cabinet minister Bob Carr of the degree of power exercised over the Gillard government
by Jewish lobby groups and sub-titled his article: “Bob Carr’s claim of a fateful faction
has fired up the Fuhrer-fawning fringe.” It was soon evident that he was referring to
Töben, whom he termed an “ignominious pretender”, and the Adelaide Institute. There
followed the usual sort of invective: “Töben’s notoriety has ensured years of publicity.
He has become a martyr within a minority of the community who regard him as a
serious historian. The attempt to shut him down has reinforced their belief in an
internationally sanctioned conspiracy….. Töben is an altogether more ugly beast…..
Holocaust denial undoubtedly is offensive, insulting and humiliating.” However, he
argued that it “in itself does not fall into the narrow category of things that can
justifiably be suppressed.” Cater even teetered on the brink of opening up serious
discussion about what really happened in wartime Nazi Germany, referring to “the
blueprints for the factories of mass slaughter built at Auschwitz in 1943” and “architects
Walter Dejaco and Fritz Erl.” Robert Faurisson, no doubt, has argued that any such
blueprints referred to facilities to deal with vermin, but that is another matter. Cater also
referred to Primo Levi who, he claims, “had the measure of these close-minded con
men” (Töben and others). It is doubtful that Cater has read Faurisson’s detailed studies
of how Levi’s testimony changed over the years in a most suspicious manner.
Some more questionable assertions were provided by Jewish former ALP minister Barry
Cohen.[121] He began his article with historical assertions that I do not believe are in
accord with reality: “As General Dwight Eisenhower led the Allied forces that swept
across Europe, he could not believe what he saw as he walked through the concentration
camps and gas chambers in which millions of Jews died, along with social democrats,
communists, Gypsies, homosexuals and any group hated by the Nazis. Eisenhower
demanded that everything be recorded so future generations couldn’t claim it didn’t
happen. It hasn’t stopped the idiot brigade from spreading their vile ideas. Fortunately,
most of the world’s population know what happened during World War II and they
believe it.” Eisenhower no doubt visited German concentration camps and instructed his
personnel to record details; but most or all of the rest of Cohen’s assertions may be his
own elaboration on what occurred and how it is viewed.
Finally, it is worth recording Andrew Bolt’s own opinion on this aspect of the national
debate. “Holocaust denial demeans us, it trivializes us. If we as a society don’t have it in
us to laugh at Holocaust deniers and denounce them with our words and not the law,
then we really are in a sorry mess.”[122] However, he opposed banning it by law.
All in all, the handling of the topic of Holocaust revisionism by the media in Australia
during the past three years would appear to have been neither comprehensive nor
impartial, this raising the question of how much they really are committed to free
speech, their editorial claims notwithstanding.

XXII

Why did it happen? Why did the Abbott government fail so ignominiously to return free
speech on race to Australians? The way in which the back-down was announced raised
immediate suspicions that the alleged need to preserve national unity and win the
support of friendly and moderate Muslims in the war against Islamist terrorists was
being used as an excuse to camouflage what had really occurred and hide the real truth
of the cause or causes of the retreat. The Age published a letter of mine challenging the
Government: “The Prime Minister’s explanation for the Government back-down on
changes to the Racial Discrimination Act rings hollow. The campaign by sectors of
Australian society against reform clearly indicated that we are beset by disunity on
matters of fundamental principle within our political order. Terrorism can be fought
without resort to abandoning free speech. The suspicion is that the Government has been
forced to back down by fear of divisions among Coalition MPs becoming apparent, to
the detriment of the image of government unity, and by the danger of the loss of
marginal seats at the next elections.”[123]
What, however, if even those explanations are operating as a cover to conceal what
really happened behind the scenes? A day or so later I read an article by Brenton
Sanderson on the website of The Occidental Observer which fuelled my concern.
Heading his article “Australian PM caves in to Jewish lobby on free speech laws”,
Sanderson drew attention to an article written by Jewish activist and former editor of The
Age Michael Gawenda in Business Spectator.[124] On the basis of this article Sanderson
concluded that what had really happened was that Abbott and his Government had
capitulated to “a coordinated and sustained campaign initiated and led by Jewish
activists.” Gawenda had asserted that “the Jewish community leaders have played a
crucial role in organizing opposition to any potential change to the Racial Discrimination
Act. It is the opposition of the Jewish communal leaders that had been of major concern
to Brandis and…Tony Abbott.”[125]
Sanderson commented: “It is a measure of the power wielded by organized Jewry in
Australia that the Prime Minister would rather damage his political credibility by
breaking a clear election promise than suffer the consequences of defying the single
most powerful group in Australian society.” He brushed aside Gawenda’s purported
reason for this obsequiousness: “Gawenda is disingenuous in claiming that the source of
the Jewish community’s power in this debate resides in its being a ‘role model for
successful multiculturalism’ rather than in its status as a group with the kind of financial,
political and media clout to instill genuine fear in those who oppose its interests. As in
the United States, Jewish money exerts a dominating influence over Australian politics.”
Gawenda tried to dismiss such an interpretation in his piece. He stated that he was not
“wishing to give succor to those who reckon the Jews are too powerful”; and he derided
any reader of his article who might “believe that there is a secret cabal of Jews who
control Australia – its financial institutions, the media companies, the professions, the
courts.” A bullying and jeering tone seems to be detectible in these remarks, and it is
difficult not to believe that Gawenda was actually engaging in an act of boasting, despite
his disclaimers. “Look, you fellows! See how powerful we are!”
Over forty years ago Wilmot Robertson published a profound study of changes within
the United States political order, The Dispossessed Majority[126] Robertson argued that
the US majority, British in ethnicity, had been effectively dispossessed of its control of
the nation by ethnic minorities and their supporters. He included a 45-page study of the
role played by Jewish-Americans. At the present time it appears as though a similar
change has happened in Australia. All of a sudden we no longer have a major political
party committed to genuine intellectual freedom. Does the suppression that has occurred
and is still occurring in many European nations lie just around the corner for us?

It may be difficult to avoid it. Our best literary and ideas magazine, Quadrant, appears to
be thoroughly unsympathetic to Holocaust revisionism. Its May 2014 edition carried an
orthodox (or bien-pensant) article entitled “The Lethal Ideology of Holocaust Inversion”
by Daryl McCann.[127] The June edition carried an editorial dealing with the campaign
to reform the Racial Discrimination Act, in which the editor stated that Richard Evans’s
book Telling Lies about Hitler “not only cost [David] Irving his case [in the British High
Court in 2000], it systematically destroyed the credibility of the entire genre of
Holocaust denial”, which is a “sleazy business.” Quadrant chose not to publish a short
letter I sent querying this sweeping judgment, but in its September edition it published a
letter from Jewish intellectual Mark Braham claiming without qualification “Holocaust
deniers are proven liars.”
The most important organization in the land that publishes dissident views on Holocaust
revisionism and other ethnic controversies is the Australian League of Rights, but it
appears to have little influence and was not included to any significant degree by The
Australian and The Age in their coverage of the 2012-2014 debate. Perhaps the most
encouraging sign is the large number of voices that defended free speech in The
Australian. In the meantime, however, we are licking our wounds after a most
unwelcome reversal of fortune.
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"Shortening the War" and "Saving Lives"
by Jett Rucker

A crawl at the end of a recently released movie1 announced, as though it were some
kind of fact, that breaking the encryption of German military communications during
World War II “shortened the war” by two years and “saved” 14 million lives (not
specifying which sides the lives were on). The hawking of such factoids as these is so
profoundly mendacious as possibly to surpass all the other multitudes of lies that are
concocted and put about to justify killing and destruction.
So unambiguous, so bald-faced, so inherently factual-sounding is this sort of notion that
those at whom it is directed swallow it without so much as an instant of the sort of
hesitation that other statements, such as “They instituted a vast program of genocide
using gas chambers” could arouse in the preternaturally thoughtful. Much less do they
inspire any of the retrospection that memes such as the Domino Theory arouse among
those few who indulge in later reflection on ideas that they accepted in the past. Being
utterly unprovable, pronouncements such as “Atomic bombs saved 500,000 American
lives” pass into unassailable fact without further cavil.
This device, like many others, exploits the limitless character of the logical construct of
counterfact. At its purest, counterfact can seem utterly irrefutable, as in “If I don’t pull
the trigger of my gun, no bullet will emerge from its muzzle,” which is subject to
extensive support, at least so long as your gun remains in your hand and under your
control. Once someone else gains control of your gun, of course, a bullet may indeed
emerge from its muzzle, quite without your having pulled the trigger.
Thus, the “factuality” of counterfact relies essentially upon typically unvoiced
assumptions regarding context (there is, actually, no “factuality” to counterfact, as the
term itself implies). This is where the use, and believability, of counterfact becomes the
propagandist’s plaything and everyman’s perceptual poison pill. It exploits the universal
failure to question, to wonder, to suspect. One can’t, after all, question quite everything
one hears, at least not penetratingly or even sufficiently. Counterfact can have the ability
to “fly under the radar” that even the most perspicacious among us devote so much of
our mental energy toward maintaining.

Alan Turing statue at Bletchley Park is made of about half a million pieces of slate;
coincidentally the conservative estimate of the number of German civilian casualties of
Allied Strategic Bombing.
Source: By Jon Callas from San Jose, USA (Alan Turing) [CC BY 2.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Let's parse the assertions that inspired me to write this essay. “Shortened the war.” Now,
what war? That’s obvious. It was the war between Great Britain and Grossdeutsches
Reich that began on September 3, 1939 and ended on May 5, 1945 with the surrender of
the latter to the former, et al. This war began when Great Britain declared war on
Grossdeutsches Reich when the latter invaded Poland, not when Germany attacked
Britain, as it did only after sustaining repeated bombing attacks from Britain. So, one
way the war could have been shortened, at least from the British-German perspective,
would have been for Britain to abstain from declaring war in the first place, for
Germany’s invasion of a country in fact quite far from its borders. The “war” would
never have started in the first place.
But let’s just assume that this “war” was in some way inevitable, immutable, required by
justice, or whatever. From there, then, what was this war? It was, after the
pronouncements at Casablanca of Britain then united with the USSR and the USA, that
the requirements on Germany of ending the conflict were “unconditional surrender,” that
is, complete occupation and subjugation of the people and territory of Germany to its
enemies. So, perhaps this “war” could be better described as “the campaign to conquer,
occupy and utterly subjugate Germany.” Now, some (on the Allied side) might see this
also as a noble aim, but others, of a more-thoughtful stripe, might see it as somewhat
wasteful of the blood and treasure of both sides, as well as perhaps in excess of
“proportionality” of response for having invaded and trying to annex parts of
neighboring territory.
But thought along those lines was near-treasonous during the titanic struggle between
nations of 1939-1945, and through a pernicious form of suspended animation
encouraged by those who benefit from it, the same thoughts might still be as good as
treasonous to this very day. Wars, it might be said, are forever, and truces, armistices and
peace treaties be damned. Those who profit from past wars number at least as many as

those among us who stand to profit from future wars, and must be opposed and
counteracted with at least as much vigor as we devote to scotching future projects for
destruction and killing.
Let us consider some counter-counterfact. Consider, for example, that the British had not
succeeded in breaking the code used by the Germans. The Germans would then have
enjoyed various kinds of tactical advantages that they in the event did not enjoy. They
might have been able to bomb targets in Britain with less, or no, interference from the
RAF’s fighter aircraft, in the process crippling British war-production capabilities more
than they did.
Conceivably, they might have impaired the Allies’ counter-invasion capabilities as
demonstrated in Normandy on June 6, 1944 to the point where the invasion might have
been repulsed, or even might not have been launched in the first place. Germany would
have remained in control of the Continent for another year, during which its control
might come, quite realistically, to be seen as indefatigable by the British along with at
least their western allies. The Germans might have found more resources to throw
against the incursions on its territory approaching from the east from the USSR and from
the south up the Italian peninsula, and so on, and so on—such things are ineluctably
path-dependent.
Britain and its American allies, who had yet another war to prosecute in the Pacific, after
all, might have quietly stood down somewhat in their project of subjugating Germany, or
even reached some sort of truce or armistice with the power so invincibly holding much
of Europe in its thrall (Britain also had colonies in the Far East to regain from Japanese
incursions). History even yet steadfastly maintains a smothering silence as to the
numerous and generous peace offers extended to Britain and France by Germany before
the entry of the United States made the outcome all but inevitable.
The “war,” however that artifact is delineated, might or might not have been wound
down; if it had been, it would have entailed far fewer “deaths” (the 14 million) than in
fact it did. It might have “ended” a year or two before it is recorded as having done. All
the “scare quotes” around the various terms here used are not only appropriate, they are
necessary, as each refers to one sort or another of nominality, such as a “state of war”
existing between different polities. Such things are easy to count, but impossible to
appreciate for all that they really are, much less could have been, or not been. So, the
duration of a war is seen here to be virtually an abstraction, quite aside from who
instigated the war, at what rate people are killed in or from it, and which side ultimately
in fact wins it. But what about all those “deaths?’
Death, it would seem, cannot, could not, in any way conceivably be judged any sort of
abstraction. People are killed, one clearly understands, or they are not killed—rather like
the bullet emerging from the muzzle of the gun discussed above. But what is it, at the
end of the day, that kills someone? Is it a bomb dropped from the bay of a Lancaster
bomber, or is it the decision of Arthur “Bomber” Harris to bomb Lübeck on a certain day
in 1945? Is it the decision to attain “unconditional surrender” arrived at in Casablanca on
that black day in 1943, or is it the decision of Adolf Hitler to invade Poland on
September 1, 1939? Maybe it was the decedent’s parents having a child. Who is killed,
and quite why, is usually impossible to assign a cause to. If the breaking of the German
code “ended the war earlier,” perhaps that saved British lives, and German ones, and
those of other nationalities. But the assignment of such non-deaths to any particular
cause would seem well beyond even God’s capabilities to elucidate.
And then there are the deaths that ensue from one side’s gaining an advantage in the sort
of killing contest that that war, like all wars, in fact was. Perhaps the people of Coventry

were spared a bombing attack in 1943 because of a decryption of a German order. The
crews of the intercepted bombers would have sustained quite a number of deaths from
the successful interdiction by the RAF’s fighters. But back in Coventry, where
munitions, guns, bombs and perhaps even bombers were made, the RAF’s capabilities to
visit death and destruction upon the people of Germany, and even France when it came
time to counter-invade that country, were significantly increased. Do the deaths thus
imposed come into this calculation of 14 million lives saved? Maybe the lives saved
were British, or American, and others were not counted, at least not if they were deaths
instead of continued lives.
God is quite what those who announce such conclusions as the “two years” and “14
million” pretend to be. Do we who read the crawl after an interesting movie discern what
is being attempted on our faculties? If we hear a voice in our dreams commanding us to
go forth and … whatever, do we understand that that was God’s voice, and that we must
obey, to the extent our energies and fortunes enable us to?
Actually, no. The one was a dream, and the other is a lie, perhaps invidious, perhaps
merely romantic, or perhaps even just hoped to arouse favorable emotions, for whatever
benefit that might eventually impart to the liars.
Propaganda is in the very air we breathe. We can no more filter out lies from our
perceptions than we can hold our breaths. But, opposed to our inevitable failures, we can
nonetheless extend our efforts to cleanse ourselves of the poisons in which we are
immersed well above our heads every day of our lives, to find those points of greater
vulnerability, and fortify those, in hopes that, thus spared, we might retain enough
energy to resist yet another assault on our grasp of truth.
The assault, we may confidently expect, will be made—always and everywhere. From it,
we each of us will be able to glean only such truth as we manage successfully to choose
as such—or as close to it as we can get.

Notes:
1 The Imitation Game, a seriously ahistorical portrayal of the life and role in codebreaking of Alan Turing.

The Anti-Hitler Underground within the German
Conservative Revolution
by Kerry R. Bolton

In recent years more has become known about the anti-Hitler underground acting within
German conservative and military circles. The book Secret Germany by Baigent and
Leigh went a long way to popularize the events surrounding “Operation Valkyrie,” the
assassination plot against Hitler.[1] The character of Colonel Claus von Stauffenberg,
perhaps the most well-known figure in the 20 July 1944 plot, figured prominently in the
Tom Cruise movie “Valkyrie” in 2008. Stauffenberg was one of an intellectual circle that
gathered around the poet Stefen George.
Such circles among the military and intelligentsia were elitist and saw Hitlerism as
another democratic pandering to the masses. Others, including those in what has been
widely termed the “Conservative Revolution,” attempted to appeal to the masses with
the ideology that the nation and the state are the organized expressions of a volk. The
volk in the German sense is something other than Darwinistic race, and it is ironic that
the Hitlerites embracedconcepts of race that were more English than German. The volk
is a spiritual-cultural entity organized into a community by the state. Therefore, there
was something intrinsically “socialist” about the nationalist movements in Germany,
insofar as “socialism” is defined as duty to the state as the organized volk community, as
distinct from both bourgeois liberal-democratic and Marxian economic doctrines. Hence,
even Oswald Spengler, one of the leading spokesmen of the conservative post-war
generation, in his epochal book The Decline of the West, pointed out that so-called
“proletarian movements” were merely the capitalism of the lower classes, and sought to
appropriate rather than transcend capitalism.[2] Spengler referred instead to “Prussian
Socialism,” defined as an ethic of duty. German “nationalists” were intrinsically
“socialist” in this sense. Indeed, there is a German School of Economics, like there is an
English School of Economics, the former standing for social control of the economy in
the service of the nation; the latter standing for the liberal notion of the state existing as
little more than a referee between individualistic relations.[3]
Among those who emerged in Germany amidst the moral, spiritual, cultural and political
crises of World War I were thinkers and activists that converged from both Left and
Right to form a broad movement called the “conservative revolution.” Such figures
included the National Socialists, emerging prior to Hitler from Anton Drexler’s and Karl
Harrer’s German Workers’ Party; the philosopher-historian Spengler; Gregor and Otto
Strasser; Möller van der Bruck;[4] the writers Edgar Jung;[5] and Ernst Junger; and
Ernst Niekisch, among others.

Ernst Jünger, (March 29, 1895 – February 17, 1998)
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Some of these luminaries of the “conservative revolution,” including Niekisch and the
Strasser brothers, had started politically in the Socialist party. The First World War had
caused an ideological crisis within the world socialist movement, as many leading
socialists, when the call for duty towards one’s nation came, rejected “internationalism”
and were among the leading spokesman for the war effort as securing their nation’s
“place in the sun.” Among the most famous of these was Benito Mussolini, one of the
most capable leaders of the Italian Socialist party, whose call for Italian intervention in
the war placed him in alliance with the Nationalists; a unity that was to emerge as
Fascism after the war. It was a phenomenon that occurred throughout the world. Even
the Bolsheviks were split, with Lenin, in the pay of the Germans, demanding an
immediate armistice with Germany, while Trotsky, who seems to have been backed by
the Entente, resigned as foreign minister over the issue.
After 1928 there was a major shift in the Soviet Union, when Stalin began eliminating
the Trotskyites and other factions, proceeding to create a modern centralized pan-Slavic
state. Stalin undertook a long-term fight to eliminate the excrescences of Marxist
dogma.[6] It is in Stalinist Russia that we see the origins of what became known as
National Bolshevism.

Leo Schlageter
Möller van den Bruck was one of the key members of the Juni-Klub, founded in June
1919, as a non-partisan organization of intellectuals to discuss national and social issues.
There were many editors, journalists, authors and others of note, including future Reich
Chancellor Heinrich Brüning. Otto Strasser was also a member.[7] Hitler was a guest
speaker, who was immediately impressed by van den Bruck, but the admiration was not
reciprocated; van den Bruck regarded Hitler as lacking ideological depth.[8]
Although the Juni-Klub was drawn from the intelligentsia of the “conservative
revolution” they sought dialogue with the radical Left in their revolt against bourgeoisliberalism; in particular Comintern representative Karl Radek. Radek was a most
unlikely figure in this role, resembling an anti-Semitic stereotype of a scruffy Jewish
Bolshevik. Another guest was Spengler, whose views accorded in many ways with van

den Bruck’s, although van den Bruck’s primary contention with Spengler was that
Germany – and Russia – had emerged from the war as “young peoples” detached from
the decaying Western civilization, with the chance to start anew. Otto Strasser remarked
how impressed the Juni-Klub members were with both Spengler and van den Bruck, the
two being regarded as complementary rather than antagonistic.[9]
It was within this milieu of conservative revolutionaries that a strong socialist element
arose that saw the “young peoples” of Russia and Germany defying the corrupt and
dying bourgeois liberal-capitalist powers. Some nations were “proletarian” rather than
bourgeois, insofar as work and duty rather than capital and egotism were the new ethos;
what Spengler called “Prussian Socialism,”[10] and what others called “National
Socialism,” and ‘National Bolshevism’. Seeing Germany’s destiny aligned with Russia
was a major impetus for the development of National Bolshevism. Many of the
Nationalist Right looked to Russia beyond Marxism and saw a new, vital nation
emerging that was outside of the bourgeois world system of President Woodrow
Wilson’s “Fourteen Points,” of global commerce and parliamentarianism. Even
Spengler, whose philosophy is as far removed from Marxism as one can imagine,
advocated pro-Soviet foreign and trade policies.[11]
The Treaty of Rapallo signed with Russia in 1922 was initiated in this widespread belief
that Germany had to move towards Russia to circumvent the Versailles diktat and
beyond that to forge a new destiny. General von Seeckt and other military leaders even
prior to Rapallo established alliances between the German and Soviet armies to
circumvent the restrictions imposed by Versailles.
Hence when Radek of the Comintern began negotiating with the German Right, as early
as 1919 a pro-Soviet sentiment had already been developing even among the most
militant anti-Communists. In 1921 Möller wrote of an “axis” between Communists and
Nationalists against the corruption of liberal individualism, and its parliamentarianism.
German Communists would have to start thinking nationally. He stated that no German
worker would fight the USSR, and eschewed the call from General Ludendorff, aligned
with the Nazi party, for an international crusade against the USSR. Möller welcomed
Rapallo as a move in the right direction. [12]
With a common enemy in France, Radek made an appeal to German nationalism in his
speech before the Comintern executive committee in a eulogy to Leo Schlageter, who
had been executed by the French in 1923 for his part in a Freikorps sabotage attempt in
the French-occupied Ruhr. That Schlageter had also been a fighter against Bolshevism
was inconsequential in the broader scheme of politics. Radek suggested to the
Comintern that the Russians make common cause with the Germans “to throw off the
yoke of Entente capital for the enslavement of the German and Russian peoples.” Radek
asked, “Against whom did the German people wish to fight: against the Entente
capitalists or against the Russian people? With whom did they wish to ally themselves:
with the Russian workers and peasants in order to throw off the yoke of Entente capital
for the enslavement of the German and Russian peoples?” He stated “we believe that the
great majority of the nationalist-minded masses belong not to the camp of the capitalists
but to the camp of the workers. We want to find, and we shall find the path to these
masses.”[13]

National Bolshevism
The term “National Bolshevism” was first applied to the doctrine of the Nationalist
scholar Paul Eltzbacher, a Jewish professor of law at Berlin University in April 1919.
Although a member of the German National Party, he advocated social ownership of

production in the interests of the nation. This was dubbed nationaler Bolschewismus by
the newspaper Deutsche Tageszeitung.[14] In November Radek referred to this, stating
that “honest nationalists as Eltzbacher, displeased by the peace of Versailles […] have
looked for a union with Soviet Russia in what they have called national bolshevism
[…].” The Hamburg Circle of the German Communist Party, led by Heinrich
Laufenberg and Fritz Wolffheim, saw a Soviet revolt as resurrecting Germany as a great
power. Radek called this doctrine “national Bolsheviki.”[15]
Hence, there was a nationalist current among the radical Left and a socialist and proSoviet current among the radical Right, both inimical to liberalism and the plutocracy,
and seeing the possibility of Germany and Russia forming a common front.
For a few months after the Radek speech there was collaboration between the radical
Left and Right. Communist party meetings in honor of Schlageter were adorned both
with the Red Star and the Swastika, the latter a symbol not only of Hitler’s NSDAP but
also of the Freikorps and various sundry Nationalist leagues. A pamphlet on Schlageter
included Radek’s speech and articles by Möller, Count Ernst zu Reventlow, foreign
policy adviser for the NSDAP, and Frölick of the Communist Party.[16]

Ernst Niekisch
The leading spokesman for the National Bolsheviks was Ernst Niekisch. He was one of a
circle that formed around the writer of the frontline war generation, Ernst Jünger, and
Helmut Franke, Freikorps veteran and editor of Die Standarte. They called for a
“nationalist workers’ republic.”[17] Others in the circle included Niekisch’s colleague
Karl O. Paetel, and Otto Strasser, future leader of the anti-Hitler underground, the Black
Front. This circle that met Friday evenings throughout 1929 also included the
Communists Bertold Brecht and Ernst Toller.[18]
The association between the paramilitary and youth bunds with National Bolshevism
was extensive given that these associations were anti-Marxist. There was much about the
new Soviet Man that was akin to the coming class of worker-soldier-technician
prophesied as the New Man of the future by Jünger.[19] In 1930 Jünger became coeditor of the National Bolshevik newspaper Die Kommenden (The Coming) founded in
1925. Die Kommenden was co-edited by Niekisch’s primary National Bolshevik
colleague Karl Paetel. The paper was influential among the nationalist youth leagues.
Niekisch had been a member of the short-lived Munich Soviet, an Independent Socialist,
and a member of the Old Social Democratic Party. He established the Soviet of workers
and soldiers at Augsburg in 1919, and served as president. He was the only Munich
Soviet member to vote against Bavaria becoming a Soviet Republic, considering the
region unsuitable as a Bolshevik state.
Niekisch was jailed in May 1919 by the Freikorps, which suppressed the Munich Soviet.
While jailed for his role in the Soviet revolt he took an increasingly nationalistic view.
He served a two-year sentence, not having supported the lunatic actions of the Bavarian
Soviet Republic, and assumed a seat in the provincial parliament as a Social Democrat.
He soon resigned his seat and moved to Berlin, increasingly opposed to the appeasement
policy of the Social Democrats towards the French occupation of the Ruhr, and their
acceptance of the Dawes Plan for reparations repayments.
In 1925 Niekisch became editor of Firn (The Snowfield), influenced by the German
socialist Ferdinand Lasalle, who had been an antagonist of the Marx-Engels faction. The
nationalist sentiments that were emerging among the radical Left, including the
Communist Workers Party, a rival to the Communist Party, were attacked by the Leftist

luminary Eduard Bernstein. However, Niekisch was far from isolated among the Left,
and worked closely with the socialist youth group Circle Hofgeismar, from which he
would draw support for his own newspaper. In 1926 Niekisch was expelled from then
Social Democratic Party and from his presidency of the textile union.
That year Niekisch established the newspaper Widerstand (Resistance) largely for the
purpose of advocating a pro-Russian direction. The byline of the paper was “Writings
for a socialist-revolutionary nationalist politics.” Niekisch wrote of the common
opposition to liberalism:
The liberal democratic parliamentarian flees from decision. He does not want to fight but
to talk. The Communist wants a decision. In his roughness there is something of the
hardness of the military camp; in him there is more Prussian hardness than he knows,
even more than in a Prussian bourgeois.[20]
Niekisch was supported by the Freikorps Bund Oberland and by the Social Democrats in
Saxony, and directed the newspaper Volksstaat in Dresden. In 1928 Niekisch founded a
publishing house also named Widerstand, lectured throughout Germany, and gained
support from the ‘Left’ of the NSDAP, Gregor and Otto Strasser, Count Ernst zu
Reventlow, Joseph Goebbels, then a protégé of Gregor Strasser, and the influential
conservative-Catholic judicial scholar Carl Schmitt. In October 1929 Niekisch led the
opposition to the Young Plan for the payment of reparations. Most youth factions,
including those of the Hitlerites, supported such opposition. Supporters of his newspaper
Widerstand were organized into a movement, Circles Widerstand. The program included
a strong state, withdrawal from the international economy, a Spartan lifestyle, the
reinvigoration of peasantry and the rural in opposition to urbanization. Widerstand also
advocated a geopolitical German-Slavic bloc embracing Russia and even then rejecting
American banality.
In the conflict between Stalin and Trotsky for the soul of Russia, Niekisch and the
National Bolsheviks opposed Trotsky. Niekisch praised Stalin’s economic reorganization
as one of national autarky.
Niekisch also saw German collaboration in the development of Siberia as a means by
which Russia could stem the “Yellow tide” in a geopolitical bloc stretching from the
Atlantic to the Pacific.[21]

Soviet Russia and the German Right
Niekisch traveled to the Soviet Union in 1932 where he met Radek.[22] This association
between the Soviet Union and the German Right was not isolated. Arplan (Association
for the Study of the Planned Economy of Soviet Russia) included Communists, and
Rightists such as Count Ernst zu Reventlow; Arplan chairman, Lenz, a close associate of
the National Bolsheviks; Ernst Jünger; and Römer, a prominent National Bolshevik who
had served in the Oberland Bund. The Arplan members were composed of
approximately one-third conservative-revolutionaries and National Bolsheviks.[23]
Another association cultivating ties between the “Right” and the Soviet Union was the
BGB, Bund Geistige Berufe (League of Professional Intellectuals), founded in 1931. The
aim of the BGB was “to attract into the orbit of our influence a range of highly placed
intellectuals of rightist orientation,” according to Soviet documents. Niekisch, Jünger
and Lenz were members.[24] David-Fox explains:
The hybrid left-right nature of both Arplan and the Bund reflects not only
the breadth of interest in the Soviet economic model during the first phase

of Stalinism, but also mixing the cross-fertilization among the radical
intellectuals of Left and Right in social circles and salons at the end of
Weimar. Many of the far-right figures in Arplan shared a fascination with
the military-utopian mass mobilization and national autarky embodied in the
Soviet industrialization drive.[25]

Hitlerism
During the 1920s Niekisch regarded the NSDAP as a genuine national-revolutionary
movement. His attitude changed with the re-establishment of the party in 1925, after the
release of Hitler from Landsberg Prison following the abortive Munich Putsch.
Certainly within the NSDAP there were large and important social-revolutionary
factions. The most important was the North German section of the NSDAP run virtually
as a separate party by Gregor Strasser.
In 1932 Niekisch wrote a warning, the book Hitler, ein deutsches Verhängnis. Like
Spengler, he was suspicious of the mass demagoguery of the NSDAP. In particular he
retained his support for Stalin and a Russo-German alliance. In March 1937 Niekisch
and seventy Widerstand supporters were detained. In January 1939 Niekisch was
sentenced to life imprisonment for “high treason.”
Other National Bolsheviks continued underground, such as Harro Schulze-Boysen, who
had maintained dialogue with Communists and Nationalists during the Weimar era. He
had been an advocate of a united socialist Europe, and had organized in 1932 a congress
of revolutionary youth, drawing a hundred delegates from throughout Europe. A friend
of Niekisch’s National Bolshevik colleague Paetel, that year Schulze-Boysen began
publishing the periodical Gegner with support from the Soviet embassy, rejecting
liberalism and advocating rule by a new elite.
Although he was arrested briefly in 1933, his parents’ connections were able to get him
released. Schulze-Boysen had already established an underground network. In 1936 he
helped form the “Red Orchestra” spy ring. With wireless contact he relayed information
to the USSR. While serving as a Luftwaffe officer Schulze-Boysen was arrested by the
Gestapo and shot in 1942 along with many others of the Red Orchestra. [26]

Gregor and Otto Strasser
The Strasser brothers were leaders of the anti-Hitler opposition, offering an alternative
form of National Socialism, which they contended maintained the original revolutionary
program of the NSDAP. While Gregor remained within the NSDAP, having a large
personal following, in the hope of transforming the party, Otto left at an early stage and
formed the League of Revolutionary National Socialists.

Otto Strasser gives a speech a year after his return home to Germany to his newly
formed party - The German Social Union (1957)
By SchwarzerFront (Own work) [GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html) or CC
BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Otto, a wounded, decorated, frontline soldier, was a socialist, but was disgusted by the
anti-national Marxism of the Communists such as Kurt Eisner. He consequently joined
the Freikorps to fight the Communists in Bavaria.[27] Gregor, also with a distinguished
military service, formed his own formidable Freikorps, and became a prominent
personality in Lower Bavaria. [28] It is a mistake to assume that those who joined the
Freikorps against the Bolsheviks were all right-wing militarists. Many were Socialists.
Otto joined the German Social Democratic party, which had been prominent in resisting
the Communist insurrection.[29] He was assailed from the Left for his patriotism, and
from the Right for his socialism, and left the Socialist party.[30]
Gregor had joined the NSDAP in 1920, bringing over his Freikorps. Otto did not join
until 1925, several years after the Munich Putsch, Gregor also having been jailed for his
part in the putsch. With Hitler still in jail, Gregor assumed leadership of the NSDAP, and
was elected to the Reichstag. Even after Hitler’s release, the Strassers were the real
leaders of the NSDAP in North Germany.[31] The Strasser faction pursued its own
course, for example supporting the metalworkers’ strike in Saxony, while the Hitler
faction opposed it.[32] With Gregor’s protégé Goebbels swayed by the Hitler faction’s
resources, Hitler’s faction managed to isolate Strasser. In a confrontation in Berlin with
Otto, Hitler accused him of “Bolshevism.”[33] After a five-year struggle within the
NSDAP for the direction of National Socialism, Otto and his supporters were
expelled.[34]

The Black Front
Otto Strasser formed the League of Revolutionary National Socialists. After the
defection of the Berlin S.A. (Brownshirted Stormtrooperes) to Otto, the movement was
named the Black Front. Its adherents included Major Buchrucker, who had after the
world war formed a secret 100,000-strong Black Reichswehr, with the support of the
regular Army to circumvent the Versailles diktat.[35] Also aligned was The Young
German Order, whose leader, Lt. Mahraun, was incarcerated under the Hitler regime;
and the radical peasant leader Klaus Hein, from Schleswig-Holstein. The aim was to

infiltrate the NSDAP, the S.A. and all other branches of the party, for the day when
Hitler might be overthrown.[36]
Until the NSDAP assumption of power, Otto was well-known for his public debates with
the Left and Right alike, although Hitler refused his challenge.[37] By 1940, 600-700
Front members were incarcerated. Thousands of others had received short prison terms
and had since been set free. Of course there were many others who remained working
clandestinely in the party, the S.A., Labor Front etc. [38]
Germany had in fact been close to electing Gregor Strasser as Chancellor instead of
Hitler, but General Schleicher’s efforts were undermined by von Papen and others,[39]
and Gregor did not have the Machiavellian character to play at intrigue. Such was the
revolutionary-socialist sentiment within the S.A. that the infamous 1934 purge, “The
Night of the Long Knives,” was required to suppress it. Gregor, having left politics was
nonetheless shot during the purge, as were General Schleicher and his wife.

Gregor Strasser (1928)
Bundesarchiv, Bild 119-1721 / CC-BY-SA [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
Soon after Hitler assumed power, the Black Front offices in Berlin were ransacked, and
thousands of members detained. Otto issued an order for all supporters who were not
known to enter the ranks of the party, state and military.[40] Pursued by the SS, he
crossed into Austria, where the Front had also been organized. Here he published Die
Deutsche Revolution, bearing the crossed sword and hammer symbol of the Front. This
was smuggled into Germany, 50,000 at a time. With the fall of Austria, Otto resumed
activities in Prague. Millions of mini-stickers with the sword and hammer and slogans
such as “The Black Front will oust Hitler” were sent into Germany. A radio transmitter,
the “Black Front Sender,” was established by Rudolf Formis, beaming into Germany,
and regarded as a ‘technical marvel’.[41] The march of Hitler across Europe brought
Strasser to Switzerland and to Paris. He called for a broad alliance under the slogan

“Neither Fascism nor Bolshevism, but the alliance of army, workers and youth.”
Otto’s (and Gregor’s) “German Socialism” was based on thoroughly German – and
wider European—traditions, including the concept that one is the custodian rather than
owner of land, and hence occupancy imposes a social duty. The concept is extended to
commerce, and involves the recreation of guilds and the creation of a corporatist state
where the “Estates” are represented directly rather than through parties. Germany would
be federated into Cantons on the Swiss model, within a federated Europe.[42]
Black Front branches were formed among German émigrés throughout South America,
under the leadership of Bruno Fricke. Despite Otto’s record of anti-Hitler opposition,
when he settled in Ottawa he was “quarantined,” despite his work to rally GermanCanadians against Hitler, his newspaper articles and his “psychological profile” of Hitler
for the Office of Strategic Service. While the British had assisted him in leaving
Portugal, they did not want him in Britain and the USA did not want him, because his
views did not accord with liberalism. He was settled in Canada.[43] By 1942 both
British and U.S. officialdom were describing him as “a dangerous man,”[44] although
the Canadian press called him the leader of “Germany’s greatest underground
movement,” and he had wide public recognition in Canada.[45] By December 1942 he
was totally silenced on orders from London and Washington, his mail examined, and
deprived of a livelihood.[46]

Post-War
In 1947, with Otto barred from returning to Germany, Bruno Fricke formed the League
of German Renewal. This organization however was denied a license to operate by the
Allies.[47] Otto did not relent in denouncing the occupation of Germany by the
Allies.[48] In December 1949 the Allies got assurances from other countries that Otto
and his brother Paul would be kept out of Europe.[49] Otto nonetheless expanded
contacts in Germany with nationalists who campaigned for neutrality during the Cold
War, which many believed would become a shooting war. Despite his vitriol against the
USSR the Western powers were suspicious, as he had been offered Russian assistance to
return to Germany.[50] Soviet East Germany (the DDR) even asked Otto to become part
of their “National Front” coalition of parties in 1950 and assist with the building of a
Russo-German alliance. While Strasser declined, Fricke wrote an “open letter to Stalin”
urging such an alliance against the West, referring to the invincibility of a “Socialist
Germany and Communist Russia.”[51]
In 1953 Otto won his fight in the courts to become renaturalized and he could not be
denied a visa, but the Bonn regime prolonged obstructions. However, with the threat
from the Socialist Reich Party and other “extremists” who were demanding neutrality
effectively dealt with in 1952, and the Adenauer regime entrenched, Strasser was
permitted to return in 1955. The U.S. Army newspaper Stars and Stripes, full of
historical errors, reported the return.[52] He established the Deutsche Soziale Union,
advocating that Germans should be prepared to shoot anyone, Russians or Americans, to
secure their freedom. The party got nowhere however, in the climate of post-war Allied
repression. Disillusioned, Otto returned to Canada, and died in 1974.
Niekisch, always an advocate of a Russo-German alliance, however, did settle in the
DDR. Almost blind and semi-paralyzed, Niekisch was freed from a prison at
Brandenburg-Görden by the Soviet Army on 27 April 1945. He took a professorship of
sociology at Humboldt University, and later became director of the Institute for the
Study of Imperialism. He joined the Communist Party and the subsequent Socialist
Unity Party (SED), and settled in Berlin. His prestige was such that he wrote the speech

of Social Democratic leader Otto Grotewohl declaring unity between the Social
Democrats and Communists in forming the SED. In 1948 he was elected to the board of
the Cultural Association for the Democratic Renewal of Germany, and to the
Constitutional Committee of the People’s Congress that would lay the foundations of the
DDR. In 1950 he became a member of the Presidium of the ruling “National Front”
coalition. By 1951 however he was increasingly out of favor with the regime, his
institute was closed, and by 1954 he had resigned from the SED and all offices. Under
the Bonn regime, he was denied a pension from the State as a victim of Nazism because
of his post-war support for the SED and DDR, finally getting compensation in 1966.
Nonetheless, he remained in Berlin, where died in 1967.[53]

Questions for Today
Although it has been assumed that Niekisch became a Marxist after the war due to his
joining the SED, he had always championed a Russo-German alliance. This was not on
the basis of Marxism but on a widespread realization, even among Conservatives, that
the USSR would transcend Marxist dogma, and that Russia and Germany were natural
geopolitical allies in rejecting bourgeois-liberalism.
In 1958 Niekisch showed that he had not changed his views. He still regarded what is
now widely advocated within Russia as a “Eurasian bloc” as having the greatest “reserve
of energies,” to which the future would belong, while the “decline and descent” of the
West appeared “inexorable.” The question now was whether the “best cultural values of
Europe” could be “salvaged” and incorporated into a Russian-led new age. It was the
basic question that had been asked by the Widerstand movement after World War I. It is
the same question that today remains of paramount importance. As decaying Rome was
revitalized from the North, can the West be revitalized from the East, for a new cultural
symbiosis to emerge as the basis of a New Age? Niekisch in 1958 saw Russia as the
arbiter of this, enacted by “an elite of the spirit,” replacing the “plutocratic elite,” but
avoiding the demagoguery of mass democratic politics. “The Hitler-Reich” had been a
triumph of this “demagogy over a spiritual elite,” the “demagogue a travesty of the
spiritual leader.”[54]
These are questions that are again being asked over Europe and further, and one sees
with ever more frequency the unfurling of the banner of the Black Front sword-andhammer in conjunction with the Widerstand eagle-hammer-sickle-sword. One also sees
such ideas discussed at the highest levels of Russian politics and academia.
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Churchill as Icon
When Professor Harry Jaffa proposed that Winston Churchill was not only the Man of
the Twentieth Century but The Man of Many Centuries,[1] he found that many agreed
with him. I did not.
Personally, Man of Many Centuries sounds absurd. Was Winnie greater than Bismarck,
than Washington or Jefferson, than Isaac Newton or Martin Luther? But Man of the
Twentieth Century is totally appropriate, for that was the century of the State — of the
rise and hypertrophic growth of the welfare-warfare state — and Churchill was from
first to last a Man of the State, of the welfare state and of the warfare state. War, of
course, was his lifelong passion; and, as an admiring historian has written: "Among his
other claims to fame, Winston Churchill ranks as one of the founders of the welfare
state."[2] Thus, while Churchill never had a principle he did not in the end betray,[3] this
does not mean that there was no slant to his actions, no systematic bias. There was, and
that bias was towards lowering the barriers to state power.
To gain any understanding of Churchill, we must go beyond the heroic images
propagated for over half a century. The conventional picture of Churchill, especially of
his role in World War II, was first of all the work of Churchill himself, through the
distorted histories he composed and rushed into print as soon as the war was over.[4] In
more recent decades, the Churchill legend has been adopted by an internationalist
establishment for which it furnishes the perfect symbol and an inexhaustible vein of
high-toned blather. Churchill has become, in Christopher Hitchens's phrase, a "totem" of
the American establishment, not only to the scions of the New Deal, but to the neoconservative apparatus as well — politicians like Newt Gingrich and Dan Quayle,
corporate "knights" and other denizens of the Reagan and Bush Cabinets, the editors and
writers of the Wall Street Journal, and a legion of "conservative" columnists led by
William Safire and William Buckley. Churchill was, as Hitchens writes, "the human
bridge across which the transition was made" between a noninterventionist and a
globalist America.[5] In the Twenty-First Century, it is not impossible that his bulldog
likeness will feature in the logo of the New World Order.

Let it be freely conceded that in 1940 Churchill played his role superbly. As the military
historian Major-General J.F.C. Fuller, a sharp critic of Churchill's wartime policies,
wrote: "Churchill was a man cast in the heroic mold, a berserker ever ready to lead a
forlorn hope or storm a breach, and at his best when things were at their worst. His
glamorous rhetoric, his pugnacity, and his insistence on annihilating the enemy appealed
to human instincts, and made him an outstanding war leader."[6] History outdid herself
when she cast Churchill as the adversary in the duel with Hitler. It matters not at all that
in his most famous speech — "we shall fight them on the beaches … we shall fight them
in the fields and in the streets" — he plagiarized Clemenceau at the time of the
Ludendorff offensive, that there was little real threat of a German invasion or, that,
perhaps, there was no reason for the duel to have occurred in the first place. For a few
months in 1940, Churchill played his part magnificently and unforgettably.[7]

Opportunism and Rhetoric
Yet before 1940, the word most closely associated with Churchill was "opportunist."[8]
He had twice changed his party affiliation — from Conservative to Liberal, and then
back again. His move to the Liberals was allegedly on the issue of free trade. But in
1930, he sold out on free trade as well, even tariffs on food, and proclaimed that he had
cast off "Cobdenism" forever.[9] As head of the Board of Trade before World War I, he
opposed increased armaments; after he became First Lord of the Admiralty in 1911, he
pushed for bigger and bigger budgets, spreading wild rumors of the growing strength of
the German Navy, just as he did in the 1930s about the buildup of the German Air
Force.[10] He attacked socialism before and after World War I, while during the War he
promoted war-socialism, calling for nationalization of the railroads, and declaring in a
speech: "Our whole nation must be organized, must be socialized if you like the
word."[11] Churchill's opportunism continued to the end. In the 1945 election, he briefly
latched on to Hayek's Road to Serfdom, and tried to paint the Labor Party as totalitarian,
while it was Churchill himself who, in 1943, had accepted the Beveridge plans for the
post-war welfare state and Keynesian management of the economy. Throughout his
career his one guiding rule was to climb to power and stay there.
There were two principles that for a long while seemed dear to Churchill's heart. One
was anti-Communism: he was an early and fervent opponent of Bolshevism. For years,
he — very correctly — decried the "bloody baboons" and "foul murderers of Moscow."
His deep early admiration of Benito Mussolini was rooted in his shrewd appreciation of
what Mussolini had accomplished (or so he thought). In an Italy teetering on the brink of
Leninist revolution, Il Duce had discovered the one formula that could counteract the
Leninist appeal: hypernationalism with a social slant. Churchill lauded "Fascismo's
triumphant struggle against the bestial appetites and passions of Leninism," claiming
that "it proved the necessary antidote to the Communist poison."[12]
Yet the time came when Churchill made his peace with Communism. In 1941, he gave
unconditional support to Stalin, welcomed him as an ally, embraced him as a friend.
Churchill, as well as Roosevelt, used the affectionate nickname, "Uncle Joe"; as late as
the Potsdam conference, he repeatedly announced, of Stalin: "I like that man."[13] In
suppressing the evidence that the Polish officers at Katyn had been murdered by the
Soviets, he remarked: "There is no use prowling round the three year old graves of
Smolensk."[14] Obsessed not only with defeating Hitler, but with destroying Germany,
Churchill was oblivious to the danger of a Soviet inundation of Europe until it was far
too late. The climax of his infatuation came at the November, 1943, Tehran conference,
when Churchill presented Stalin with a Crusader's sword.[15] Those who are concerned
to define the word "obscenity" may wish to ponder that episode.

Finally, there was what appeared to be the abiding love of his life, the British Empire. If
Churchill stood for anything at all, it was the Empire; he famously said that he had not
become Prime Minister in order to preside over its liquidation. But that, of course, is
precisely what he did, selling out the Empire and everything else for the sake of total
victory over Germany.
Besides his opportunism, Churchill was noted for his remarkable rhetorical skill. This
talent helped him wield power over men, but it pointed to a fateful failing as well.
Throughout his life, many who observed Churchill closely noted a peculiar trait. In
1917, Lord Esher described it in this way:
He handles great subjects in rhythmical language, and becomes quickly
enslaved to his own phrases. He deceives himself into the belief that he
takes broad views, when his mind is fixed upon one comparatively small
aspect of the question.[16]
During World War II, Robert Menzies, who was the Prime Minister of Australia, said of
Churchill: "His real tyrant is the glittering phrase — so attractive to his mind that
awkward facts have to give way."[17] Another associate wrote: "He is … the slave of the
words which his mind forms about ideas…. And he can convince himself of almost
every truth if it is once allowed thus to start on its wild career through his rhetorical
machinery."[18]
But while Winston had no principles, there was one constant in his life: the love of war.
It began early. As a child, he had a huge collection of toy soldiers, 1500 of them, and he
played with them for many years after most boys turn to other things. They were "all
British," he tells us, and he fought battles with his brother Jack, who "was only allowed
to have colored troops; and they were not allowed to have artillery."[19] He attended
Sandhurst, the military academy, instead of the universities, and "from the moment that
Churchill left Sandhurst … he did his utmost to get into a fight, wherever a war was
going on."[20] All his life he was most excited — on the evidence, only really excited
— by war. He loved war as few modern men ever have[21] — he even "loved the
bangs," as he called them, and he was very brave under fire.

The Prime Minister Winston Churchill fires a Thompson "Tommy" submachine gun
alongside Supreme Allied Commander of the Allied Expeditionary Force General
Dwight D Eisenhower as American soldiers look on in southern England in late March
1944.
By War Office official photographer Horton (Cpt) [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons
In 1925, Churchill wrote: "The story of the human race is war."[22] This, however, is
untrue; potentially, it is disastrously untrue. Churchill lacked any grasp of the
fundamentals of the social philosophy of classical liberalism. In particular, he never
understood that, as Ludwig von Mises explained, the true story of the human race is the
extension of social cooperation and the division of labor. Peace, not war, is the father of
all things.[23] For Churchill, the years without war offered nothing to him but "the bland
skies of peace and platitude." This was a man, as we shall see, who wished for more
wars than actually happened.
When he was posted to India and began to read avidly, to make up for lost time,
Churchill was profoundly impressed by Darwinism. He lost whatever religious faith he
may have had — through reading Gibbon, he said — and took a particular dislike, for
some reason, to the Catholic Church, as well as Christian missions. He became, in his
own words, "a materialist — to the tips of my fingers," and he fervently upheld the
worldview that human life is a struggle for existence, with the outcome the survival of
the fittest.[24] This philosophy of life and history Churchill expressed in his one novel,
Savrola.[25] That Churchill was a racist goes without saying, yet his racism went deeper
than with most of his contemporaries.[26] It is curious how, with his stark Darwinian
outlook, his elevation of war to the central place in human history, and his racism, as
well as his fixation on "great leaders," Churchill's worldview resembled that of his

antagonist, Hitler.
When Churchill was not actually engaged in war, he was reporting on it. He early made
a reputation for himself as a war correspondent, in Kitchener's campaign in the Sudan
and in the Boer War. In December 1900, a dinner was given at the Waldorf-Astoria in
honor of the young journalist, recently returned from his well-publicized adventures in
South Africa. Mark Twain, who introduced him, had already, it seems, caught on to
Churchill. In a brief satirical speech, Twain slyly suggested that, with his English father
and American mother, Churchill was the perfect representative of Anglo-American
cant.[27]

Churchill and the "New Liberalism"
In 1900 Churchill began the career he was evidently fated for. His background — the
grandson of a duke and son of a famous Tory politician — got him into the House of
Commons as a Conservative. At first he seemed to be distinguished only by his restless
ambition, remarkable even in parliamentary ranks. But in 1904, he crossed the floor to
the Liberals, supposedly on account of his free-trade convictions. However, Robert
Rhodes James, one of Churchill's admirers, wrote: "It was believed [at the time],
probably rightly, that if Arthur Balfour had given him office in 1902, Churchill would
not have developed such a burning interest in free trade and joined the Liberals." Clive
Ponting notes that: "as he had already admitted to Rosebery, he was looking for an
excuse to defect from a party that seemed reluctant to recognize his talents," and the
Liberals would not accept a protectionist.[28]
Tossed by the tides of faddish opinion,[29] with no principles of his own and hungry for
power, Churchill soon became an adherent of the "New Liberalism," an updated version
of his father's "Tory Democracy." The "new" liberalism differed from the "old" only in
the small matter of substituting incessant state activism for laissez-faire.
Although his conservative idolaters seem blithely unaware of the fact — for them it is
always 1940 — Churchill was one of the chief architects of the welfare state in Britain.
The modern welfare state, successor to the welfare state of 18th-century absolutism,
began in the 1880s in Germany, under Bismarck.[30] In England, the legislative turning
point came when Asquith succeeded Campbell-Bannerman as Prime Minister in 1908;
his reorganized cabinet included David Lloyd George at the Exchequer and Churchill at
the Board of Trade.
Of course, "the electoral dimension of social policy was well to the fore in Churchill's
thinking," writes a sympathetic historian — meaning that Churchill understood it as the
way to win votes.[31] He wrote to a friend:
No legislation at present in view interests the democracy. All their minds are
turning more and more to the social and economic issue. This revolution is
irresistible. They will not tolerate the existing system by which wealth is
acquired, shared and employed…. They will set their faces like flint against
the money power — heir of all other powers and tyrannies overthrown —
and its obvious injustices. And this theoretical repulsion will ultimately
extend to any party associated in maintaining the status quo…. Minimum
standards of wages and comfort, insurance in some effective form or other
against sickness, unemployment, old age, these are the questions and the
only questions by which parties are going to live in the future. Woe to
Liberalism, if they slip through its fingers.[32]
Churchill "had already announced his conversion to a collectivist social policy" before

his move to the Board of Trade.[33] His constant theme became "the just precedence" of
public over private interests. He took up the fashionable social-engineering clichés of the
time, asserting that: "Science, physical and political alike, revolts at the disorganization
which glares at us in so many aspects of modern life," and that "the nation demands the
application of drastic corrective and curative processes." The state was to acquire canals
and railroads, develop certain national industries, provide vastly augmented education,
introduce the eight-hour work day, levy progressive taxes, and guarantee a national
minimum living standard. It is no wonder that Beatrice Webb noted that Churchill was
"definitely casting in his lot with the constructive state action."[34]
It is curious how, with his stark Darwinian outlook, his elevation of war to the central
place in human history, and his racism, as well as his fixation on "great leaders,"
Churchill's worldview resembled that of his antagonist, Hitler.
Following a visit to Germany, Lloyd George and Churchill were both converted to the
Bismarckian model of social insurance schemes.[35] As Churchill told his constituents:
"My heart was filled with admiration of the patient genius which had added these social
bulwarks to the many glories of the German race."[36] He set out, in his words, to
"thrust a big slice of Bismarckianism over the whole underside of our industrial
system."[37] In 1908, Churchill announced in a speech in Dundee: "I am on the side of
those who think that a greater collective sentiment should be introduced into the State
and the municipalities. I should like to see the State undertaking new functions." Still,
individualism must be respected: "No man can be a collectivist alone or an individualist
alone. He must be both an individualist and a collectivist. The nature of man is a dual
nature. The character of the organization of human society is dual."[38] This, by the
way, is a good sample of Churchill as political philosopher: it never gets much better.
But while both "collective organization" and "individual incentive" must be given their
due, Churchill was certain which had gained the upper hand:
The whole tendency of civilisation is, however, towards the multiplication
of the collective functions of society. The ever-growing complications of
civilisation create for us new services which have to be undertaken by the
State, and create for us an expansion of existing services. … There is a
pretty steady determination … to intercept all future unearned increment
which may arise from the increase in the speculative value of the land.
There will be an ever-widening area of municipal enterprise.
The statist trend met with Churchill's complete approval. As he added:
I go farther; I should like to see the State embark on various novel and
adventurous experiments…. I am very sorry we have not got the railways of
this country in our hands. We may do something better with the canals.[39]
This grandson of a duke and glorifier of his ancestor, the arch-corruptionist
Marlborough, was not above pandering to lower-class resentments. Churchill claimed
that "the cause of the Liberal Party is the cause of the left-out millions," while he
attacked the Conservatives as "the Party of the rich against the poor, the classes and their
dependents against the masses, of the lucky, the wealthy, the happy, and the strong,
against the left-out and the shut-out millions of the weak and poor."[40] Churchill
became the perfect hustling political entrepreneur, eager to politicize one area of social
life after the other. He berated the Conservatives for lacking even a "single plan of social
reform or reconstruction," while boasting that he and his associates intended to propose
"a wide, comprehensive, interdependent scheme of social organization," incorporated in
"a massive series of legislative proposals and administrative acts."[41]

At this time, Churchill fell under the influence of Beatrice and Sidney Webb, the leaders
of the Fabian Society. At one of her famous strategic dinner parties, Beatrice Webb
introduced Churchill to a young protégé, William — later Lord — Beveridge. Churchill
brought Beveridge into the Board of Trade as his advisor on social questions, thus
starting him on his illustrious career.[42] Besides pushing for a variety of social
insurance schemes, Churchill created the system of national labor exchanges: he wrote
to Prime Minister Asquith of the need to "spread … a sort of Germanized network of
state intervention and regulation" over the British labor market.[43] But Churchill
entertained much more ambitious goals for the Board of Trade. He proposed a plan
whereby:
The Board of Trade was to act as the "intelligence department" of the
Government, forecasting trade and employment in the regions so that the
Government could allocate contracts to the most deserving areas. At the
summit … would be a Committee of National Organisation, chaired by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to supervise the economy.[44]
Finally, well aware of the electoral potential of organized labor, Churchill became a
champion of the labor unions. He was a leading supporter, for instance, of the Trades
Disputes Act of 1906.[45] This Act reversed the Taff Vale and other judicial decisions,
which had held unions responsible for torts and wrongs committed on their behalf by
their agents. The Act outraged the great liberal legal historian and theorist of the rule of
law, A.V. Dicey, who charged that it
confers upon a trade union a freedom from civil liability for the commission
of even the most heinous wrong by the union or its servants, and in short
confers upon every trade union a privilege and protection not possessed by
any other person or body of persons, whether corporate or unincorporate,
throughout the United Kingdom … . It makes a trade union a privileged
body exempted from the ordinary law of the land. No such privileged body
has ever before been deliberately created by an English Parliament.[46]
It is ironic that the immense power of the British labor unions, the bête noire of Margaret
Thatcher, was brought into being with the enthusiastic help of her great hero, Winston
Churchill.

World War I
In 1911, Churchill became First Lord of the Admiralty, and now was truly in his
element. Naturally, he quickly allied himself with the war party, and, during the crises
that followed, fanned the flames of war. When the final crisis came, in the summer of
1914, Churchill was the only member of the cabinet who backed war from the start, with
all of his accustomed energy. Asquith, his own Prime Minister, wrote of him: "Winston
very bellicose and demanding immediate mobilization…. Winston, who has got all his
war paint on, is longing for a sea fight in the early hours of the morning to result in the
sinking of the Goeben. The whole thing fills me with sadness."[47]
On the afternoon of July 28, three days before the German invasion of Belgium, he
mobilized the British Home Fleet, the greatest assemblage of naval power in the history
of the world to that time. As Sidney Fay wrote, Churchill ordered that:
The fleet was to proceed during the night at high speed and without lights
through the Straits of Dover from Portland to its fighting base at Scapa
Flow. Fearing to bring this order before the Cabinet, lest it should be
considered a provocative action likely to damage the chances of peace, Mr.

Churchill had only informed Mr. Asquith, who at once gave his
approval.[48]
No wonder that, when war with Germany broke out, Churchill, in contrast even to the
other chiefs of the war party, was all smiles, filled with a "glowing zest."[49]
From the outset of hostilities, Churchill, as head of the Admiralty, was instrumental in
establishing the hunger blockade of Germany. This was probably the most effective
weapon employed on either side in the whole conflict. The only problem was that,
according to everyone's interpretation of international law except Britain's, it was illegal.
The blockade was not "close-in," but depended on scattering mines, and many of the
goods deemed contraband — for instance, food for civilians — had never been so
classified before.[50] But, throughout his career, international law and the conventions
by which men have tried to limit the horrors of war meant nothing to Churchill. As a
German historian has dryly commented, Churchill was ready to break the rules
whenever the very existence of his country was at stake, and "for him this was very often
the case."[51]
The hunger blockade had certain rather unpleasant consequences. About 750,000
German civilians succumbed to hunger and diseases caused by malnutrition. The effect
on those who survived was perhaps just as frightful in its own way. A historian of the
blockade concluded: "the victimized youth [of World War I] were to become the most
radical adherents of National Socialism."[52] It was also complications arising from the
British blockade that eventually provided the pretext for Wilson's decision to go to war
in 1917.
Whether Churchill actually arranged for the sinking of the Lusitania on May 7, 1915 is
still unclear.[53] A week before the disaster, he wrote to Walter Runciman, president of
the Board of Trade, that it was "most important to attract neutral shipping to our shores,
in the hopes especially of embroiling the United States with Germany."[54] Many highly
placed persons in Britain and America believed that the German sinking of the Lusitania
would bring the United States into the war.
The most recent student of the subject is Patrick Beesly, whose Room 40 is a history of
British Naval Intelligence in World War I. Beesly's careful account is all the more
persuasive for going against the grain of his own sentiments. He points out that the
British Admiralty was aware that German U-boat Command had informed U-boat
captains at sea of the sailings of the Lusitania, and that the U-boat responsible for the
sinking of two ships in recent days was present in the vicinity of Queenstown, off the
southern coast of Ireland, in the path the Lusitania was scheduled to take. There is no
surviving record of any specific warning to the Lusitania. No destroyer escort was sent
to accompany the ship to port, nor were any of the readily available destroyers instructed
to hunt for the submarine. In fact, "no effective steps were taken to protect the
Lusitania." Beesly concludes:
unless and until fresh information comes to light, I am reluctantly driven to
the conclusion that there was a conspiracy deliberately to put the Lusitania
at risk in the hope that even an abortive attack on her would bring the
United States into the war. Such a conspiracy could not have been put into
effect without Winston Churchill's express permission and approval.[55]
In any case, what is certain is that Churchill's policies made the sinking very likely. The
Lusitania was a passenger liner loaded with munitions of war; Churchill had given
orders to the captains of merchant ships, including liners, to ram German submarines if
they encountered them, and the Germans were aware of this. And, as Churchill stressed
in his memoirs of World War I, embroiling neutral countries in hostilities with the enemy

was a crucial part of warfare: "There are many kinds of maneuvers in war, some only of
which take place on the battlefield…. The maneuver which brings an ally into the field is
as serviceable as that which wins a great battle."[56]
In the midst of bloody conflict, Churchill was energy personified, the source of one
brainstorm after another. Sometimes his hunches worked out well — he was the chief
promoter of the tank in World War I — sometimes not so well, as at Gallipoli. The
notoriety of that disaster, which blackened his name for years, caused him to be
temporarily dropped from the Cabinet in 1915.[57] His reaction was typical: To one
visitor, he said, pointing to the maps on the wall: "This is what I live for … Yes, I am
finished in respect of all I care for — the waging of war, the defeat of the Germans."[58]

Between the Wars
For the next few years, Churchill was shuttled from one ministerial post to another. As
Minister of War — of Churchill in this position one may say what the revisionist
historian Charles Tansill said of Henry Stimson as Secretary of War: no one ever
deserved the title more — Churchill promoted a crusade to crush Bolshevism in Russia.
As Colonial Secretary, he was ready to involve Britain in war with Turkey over the
Chanak incident, but the British envoy to Turkey did not deliver Churchill's ultimatum,
and in the end cooler heads prevailed.[59]
In 1924, Churchill rejoined the Conservatives and was made Chancellor of the
Exchequer. His father, in the same office, was noted for having been puzzled by the
decimals: what were "those damned dots"? Winston's most famous act was to return
Britain to the gold standard at the unrealistic pre-war parity, thus severely damaging the
export trade and ruining the good name of gold, as was pointed out by Murray N.
Rothbard.[60] Hardly anyone today would disagree with the judgment of A.J.P. Taylor:
Churchill "did not grasp the economic arguments one way or the other. What determined
him was again a devotion to British greatness. The pound would once more 'look the
dollar in the face'; the days of Queen Victoria would be restored."[61]
So far Churchill had been engaged in politics for 30 years, with not much to show for it
except a certain notoriety. His great claim to fame in the modern mythology begins with
his hard line against Hitler in the 1930s. But it is important to realize that Churchill had
maintained a hard line against Weimar Germany, as well. He denounced all calls for
Allied disarmament, even before Hitler came to power.[62] Like other Allied leaders,
Churchill was living a protracted fantasy: that Germany would submit forever to what it
viewed as the shackles of Versailles. In the end, what Britain and France refused to grant
to a democratic Germany they were forced to concede to Hitler. Moreover, if most did
not bother to listen when Churchill fulminated on the impending German threat, they
had good reason. He had tried to whip up hysteria too often before: for a crusade against
Bolshevik Russia, during the General Strike of 1926, on the mortal dangers of Indian
independence, in the abdication crisis. Why pay any heed to his latest delusion?[63]
Churchill had been a strong Zionist practically from the start, holding that Zionism
would deflect European Jews from social revolution to partnership with European
imperialism in the Arab world.[64] Now, in 1936, he forged links with the informal
London pressure group known as The Focus, whose purpose was to open the eyes of the
British public to the one great menace, Nazi Germany. "The great bulk of its finance
came from rich British Jews such as Sir Robert Mond (a director of several chemical
firms) and Sir Robert Waley-Cohn, the managing director of Shell, the latter contributing
£50,000." The Focus was to be useful in expanding Churchill's network of contacts and
in pushing for his entry into the Cabinet.[65]

Though a Conservative MP, Churchill began berating the Conservative governments,
first Baldwin's and then Chamberlain's, for their alleged blindness to the Nazi threat. He
vastly exaggerated the extent of German rearmament, formidable as it was, and distorted
its purpose by harping on German production of heavy bombers. This was never a
German priority, and Churchill's fabrications were meant to demonstrate a German
design to attack Britain, which was never Hitler's intention. At this time, Churchill
busily promoted the Grand Alliance[66] that was to include Britain, France, Russia,
Poland, and Czechoslovakia. Since the Poles, having nearly been conquered by the Red
Army in 1920, rejected any coalition with the Soviet Union, and since the Soviets' only
access to Germany was through Poland, Churchill's plan was worthless.
Ironically — considering that it was a pillar of his future fame — his drumbeating about
the German danger was yet another position on which Churchill reneged. In the fall of
1937, he stated:
Three or four years ago I was myself a loud alarmist…. In spite of the risks
which wait on prophecy, I declare my belief that a major war is not
imminent, and I still believe that there is a good chance of no major war
taking place in our lifetime…. I will not pretend that, if I had to choose
between Communism and Nazism, I would choose Communism.[67]
For all the claptrap about Churchill's "farsightedness" during the 30s in opposing the
"appeasers," in the end the policy of the Chamberlain government — to rearm as quickly
as possible, while testing the chances for peace with Germany — was more realistic than
Churchill's.
The common mythology is so far from historical truth that even an ardent Churchill
sympathizer, Gordon Craig, feels obliged to write:
The time is long past when it was possible to see the protracted debate over
British foreign policy in the 1930s as a struggle between Churchill, an angel
of light, fighting against the velleities of uncomprehending and feeble men
in high places. It is reasonably well-known today that Churchill was often
ill-informed, that his claims about German strength were exaggerated and
his prescriptions impractical, that his emphasis on air power was
misplaced.[68]
Moreover, as a British historian has recently noted: "For the record, it is worth recalling
that in the 1930s Churchill did not oppose the appeasement of either Italy or Japan."[69]
It is also worth recalling that it was the pre-Churchill British governments that furnished
the material with which Churchill was able to win the Battle of Britain. Clive Ponting
has observed:
the Baldwin and Chamberlain Governments … had ensured that Britain was
the first country in the world to deploy a fully integrated system of air
defence based on radar detection of incoming aircraft and ground control of
fighters … Churchill's contribution had been to pour scorn on radar when he
was in opposition in the 1930s.[70 ]
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A Calm Political Atmosphere | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Harry Elmer Barnes famously defined “historical revisionism” when he wrote
Actually, revisionism means nothing more or less than the effort to revise
the historical record in the light of a more complete collection of historical
facts, a more calm political atmosphere, and a more objective attitude.[1]
Barnes’s definition may help to explain the failure (thus far) of World War II revisionism
to penetrate public consciousness or to gain broad acceptance.
While it is understandable that the awesome combination of propaganda and patriotism
create a sizable obstacle to truth during wartime, logic suggests that conclusion of such
events would allow more-objective scholarship to occur. In fact, Barnes’s experience
following 11 November 1918 certainly contributed to the formation of his definition.
Barnes discovered one of the first articles to revise the origins of the Great War in July
of 1920 when he first read historian Sidney Fay’s “New Light on the Origins of the
World War, I. Berlin and Vienna, to July 29.”[2] Until that time Barnes had not only
accepted the “official” version of the war’s origins, he had actively advocated military
intervention even prior to Wilson’s request that the American congress declare war on
Germany.
It seems that a sine qua non for revisionism to gain acceptance is “a more calm political
atmosphere.” While there is little doubt that Barnes anticipated a similar calming of
emotions following the Second World War as he experienced following the First, such
calm never truly came.
Barnes complained,
Revisionism, when applied to the First World War, showed that the actual
causes and merits of that conflict were very close to the reverse of the
picture presented in the political propaganda and historical writings of the
war decade. Revisionism would also produce similar results with respect to
the Second World War if it were allowed to develop unimpeded. But a
determined effort is being made to stifle or silence revelations which would
establish the truth with regard to the causes and issues of the late world
conflict.[3]
While Barnes witnessed a media and academic “blackout” when it came to articles and
books that challenged the official version of World War II history, from the vantage
point of 2015, it is clear that the 1950s and 1960s were a less-politically charged time. A
significant body of World War II revisionism was published during this time, and several
such volumes including A.J.P. Taylor’s The Origins of the Second World War (1961)
were widely reviewed and discussed.
During Barnes’s lifetime the conception of war changed from “regulated war” to total
war. In his study of Carl Schmitt[4], Alain de Benoist explains the principle of
“regulated war:”
Carl Schmitt says that [regulated war] is a war where the belligerents

respect each other at war as enemies and do not treat one another as
criminals, so that a peace treaty becomes possible and even remains the
normal, mutually accepted end of war. War conducted according to the old
law of nations follows rules governing, for example, the conduct of troops
towards prisoners and civilians, the respect for neutral parties, the immunity
of ambassadors, the rules of surrendering a stronghold, and the modalities of
concluding a peace treaty. It almost never aims at overthrowing a sovereign
or changing the government of a country, and is usually fought simply to
achieve territorial objectives.[5]
In contrast to “regulated war” is “total war,” which does not recognize any limitations.
The “total war” is a type of “holy war” conducted against the enemies of God.[6] De
Benoist comments, “the theory of the just war introduces a discriminatory conception of
war: if there are just wars, there are also unjust wars. But it also divides humanity into
two categories: against the ‘infidels’ and the ‘barbarians’ everything is permitted.”[7]
Citing Schmitt’s Die Wendung zum diskriminierenden Kriegsbegriff (The Turn toward
the Discriminatory Conception of War), de Benoist identifies the era of the “modern just
war” beginning with the Treaty of Versailles and the Allies’ desire to bring Kaiser
Wilhelm II to justice for having started the conflagration.

In today's political atmosphere, would the Kaiser have hanged?
Emperor Wilhelm II of Germany in exile at the Dutch manor of Doorn, in civilian
clothes relaxing with a cigarette. Photo September 1933.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 136-C0804 / Tellgmann, Oscar / CC-BY-SA [Public domain or CC
BY-SA 3.0 de (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via
Wikimedia Commons
In the new conception of war it becomes “a battle between the forces of good and the
forces of evil, between those who arrogate to themselves the right to judge and those
who end up in the dock.”[8] The Second World War then becomes the first in which the
enemy becomes “criminal.” De Benoist notes, “to say that the enemy is a criminal is a
way of denying him all political claims, thus disqualifying him politically. The criminal
cannot claim an opinion or an idea whose degree of truth or falsehood it may be
necessary to evaluate; he is an intrinsically destructive being.”[9]
While declared a criminal, Kaiser Wilhelm escaped this new “justice” by going into
exile in the Netherlands, where Queen Wilhelmina and the Dutch government protected
him from extradition.[10] King George V however called Wilhelm “the greatest criminal
in history” and British Prime Minister David Lloyd George proposed that the Allies
“hang the Kaiser.”[11] By the close of the Second World War, exile was not a choice for
the German leadership. The Allies set up a series of trials beginning with the
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg with the specific intent of punishing enemy
“criminals.”
World War II remains the ultimate “holy war” in the minds and consciousness of the
American public. There is no defense of the Nazi; there is no claim or opinion by or in
defense of the Nazi worth evaluating.
Today in various countries in Europe it is not only illegal to question the official
narrative of the Holocaust but also even to express doubt about aspects of the
Nuremberg trials. The media even rage about collectors of Nazi-era art[12] and military
memorabilia. The Austrian government sentenced one such collector to 10 months’
imprisonment for having just such a collection.[13]
In today’s political atmosphere, a simplistic “politically correct” view defines the
entirety of the Second World War as a war against “racism.” The super-charged topic of
race reduces consideration of aspects of World War II into a simplistic caricature of
history. While Hollywood seems to blur the line between “good” and “evil” in many
popular films, the portrayal of the Nazi is practically always relegated to the cartoonvillain level.[14]
Recently the “holy war” against “racism” was expanded to target the display and sale of
Confederate flags following the Dylann Roof church shooting.[15] The “holy war”
against the Confederacy is really a Twenty-First-Century phenomenon. The South’s
leaders were not viewed as forces of evil, not even in the victorious North. In fact,
following General Robert E. Lee’s surrender he was allowed to return to Richmond
where he assumed the presidency of Washington College (now Washington and Lee
University.) Even the Confederacy’s President Jefferson Davis faced fairly lenient terms
when considered in light of today’s politically charged atmosphere. While he did serve
two years’ imprisonment, Davis was released on $100,000 bail. Three years following
the end of the war President Johnson released Davis from all liability through a
presidential amnesty issued on December 25, 1868.
The recent “holy war” against symbols of the Confederacy resulted in various
commentators complaining about the sale of other symbols of other defeated enemy

regimes. Many critics asked, “Why are outlets such as Amazon and eBay still selling
items with Nazi symbols?”[16] Few if any commentators bothered to mention the sale of
t-shirts emblazoned with the image of Che Guevera, or other items with the image of
Vladimir Lenin, Joseph Stalin, or Karl Marx.
In our hyper-charged political atmosphere, various symbols have become the objects of
hate. The charge of “racism” is typically all that is needed to brand an individual, a
website, or a symbol with such enemy-status. In the name of tolerance and freedom,
politicians and businessmen have sought out the indefensible and prohibited sale and
marched in lock step to obliterate aspects of our history—and theirs. There can be no
defense for those on the “wrong side of history.” Only destructive beings, barely human,
can attempt to defend the indefensible. As the causes were evil, so are those who are
more interested in the facts than the rhetoric.
Harry Elmer Barnes was right when he declared that a “more calm political atmosphere”
would be needed for a proper revision of the historical record. He failed to see however
that wars would become holy conflicts fought against the forces of evil. Who for a
minute thinks that Kaiser Wilhelm, Robert E. Lee, and Jefferson Davis wouldn’t have
been executed for their “crimes” in Twenty-First-Century America?
How much longer can it be before the propaganda-maddened crowd calls for a similar
fate for revisionist historians and writers?
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Nazi Gassings by Friedrich P. Berg
For several decades now, Friedrich Berg has started arguments with fellow revisionists
about certain technical issues of relevance to the orthodox Holocaust narrative. Usually
these arguments were hidden from public view, as they took place mainly in email
exchanges between the parties involved and some bystanders Berg tried to drag into the
fray. The last of these exchanges—with Robert Faurisson and Fred Leuchter as his main
adversaries—took place only a few weeks before writing these lines. It had been
triggered by Berg’s having read for the first time my critical edition of the Leuchter
Report – ten years after its first edition had been published. I spare the reader the details
of this or earlier polemic altercations, in particular since Berg's language is often
disrespectful and abusive.
During an earlier episode of these Bergian temper tantrums, I tried to understand the
reason for these repeated nasty attacks Berg launches against individuals who by all
reckonings should be his revisionist friends and allies. I even discussed Berg's behavior
with a psychologist specializing in analyzing the underlying reasons for the
misbehaviors of troubled children and adolescents. Her conclusion was that Berg's
immature behavior points to a severe lack of self-confidence and an inferiority complex.
His screaming contests with other revisionists clearly indicate that he thinks his
important technical findings are being misunderstood or even ignored by the revisionist
community—a thought wholly at odds with the facts. The idea therefore crossed my
mind to help boost Berg's self-perception and reputation by helping him publish a fine
monograph containing all his major and minor contributions to revisionism. I suggested
this to him more than a year ago. His reaction was that all he had to say is posted on his
website www.nazigassings.com. He insisted that I take his material as posted and put it
somehow into book form. It goes without saying that this is not the way publishers or

editors work. They might be able to turn a mediocre manuscript into a respectable book,
but creating a book from disorganized scrapbook-like postings on a website is not their
job. That clearly is the author's obligation. Berg, however, was not willing to do it.
But he now has found someone else to do that job for him. This person disclaimed all
responsibility for the book's style and contents, explaining to me that the book is exactly
what Berg had ordered it to be. So I won't reveal the editor's name here. Whatever the
orders were, if we look at the actual book, it becomes clear that a no-frills-approach to
book creation was chosen that couldn't be any cheaper. The book has no table of
contents, no footnotes, no bibliography, and only occasionally gives references to
sources quoted. The text is set with wide margins (perhaps to boost the page count) and
is not hyphenated. Punctuation is haphazard, spelling errors are frequent, and references
to webpages and websites are usually not spelled out but contained as embedded links in
the original web texts. They are still functioning links in the book's Kindle version, but
in the printed version they simply show as bold and underlined text, which makes them
useless to the reader of the hard copy. I have not checked any of the links as to whether
they are still correct, but on p. 139 this book contains a spelled-out link to John C. Ball's
former website air-photo.com which has been defunct for almost a decade. Hence it is
probably safe to assume that many of the links contained in the Kindle edition are
outdated as well. The book's illustrations are of low resolution, as is common for
websites from which they were taken, but not conducive for printed books.
The editor confirmed that the book is basically a cut-and-paste assembly of various web
texts from Berg's website. If any editing was done, it was very superficial. The cover
design is cheap and ugly. The back cover, which should contain an interest-piquing
summary of the book, simply is identical to the text on the book's first text page. The
text of the first 13 pages is repeated at the very end of the book. This is only the most
striking instance of repetitions, of which there are many throughout the book, some
verbatim, some by basic contents. I've marked my hard copy with "repeated" notes in its
wide margins whenever I ran into something I had read already earlier, and the book is
full of them. The question, for instance, of whether and to what degree it is possible to
commit mass murder with diesel exhaust – Berg's home turf – is addressed four times,
thrice briefly (pp. 8-10, 32, 187-190) and once more-thoroughly (76-87). Repetitious
also are several sweeping polemical statements, for example that Americans "should
pray that there is no God" on the score of their holocaustian aerial warfare against
civilians during World War II and later conflicts (pp. 16, 36, 51, similar pp. 47, 132), or
that Hitler and the Nazis were right with the way they treated the Jews (pp. 50, 54, 56f.).
A serious flaw of this book is Berg's outdated and contradictory discussion of the
infamous Auschwitz document containing the term "Vergasungskeller" (gassing cellar)
in connection with Crematorium II. In his 1976 classic The Hoax of the Twentieth
Century, Arthur Butz posited that this term referred to a basement where generator gas
was produced from coke as fuel for the cremation furnaces. Butz later corrected that
error after becoming familiar with the cremation furnaces' design, eventually settling for
the hypothesis that this document referred to a basement that served as a "gas
[protection] basement" as an auxiliary function (see the latest, 2015 edition of his book).
On p. 128 of Berg's book, Butz's original, flawed interpretation is repeated, while on p.
115 Berg claims that this term refers to a delousing chamber. He bases this conclusion on
his misinterpretation of an earlier Auschwitz document talking about large-scale
delousing actions throughout the entire camp.
This, together with Berg's behind-the-scenes "discussion" of the critically commented
Leuchter report ten years after the critique’s first appearance, gives the impression that
Berg does not keep track of revisionist research and publishing activities. Well,
considering that he propounds two different, mutually exclusive and wrong

interpretations of a single document just 13 pages apart, there is evidence that he doesn't
even keep track of his own writings.
As to the book's contents, anyone hoping to find all of Berg's major contributions
collected or at least summarized here will walk away disappointed. Berg's website is an
assembly of several additional, but usually marginal findings to his older contributions,
summaries of some of which are interwoven now and again. His book therefore has the
same patchwork-like style and contents. “Fritz” Berg's other two main papers published
in the ole Journal for Historical Review – "Typhus and the Jews" and "Zyklon B and the
German Delousing Chambers"—are only mentioned in passing. The Diesel issue is
explained in some detail, but not as deeply as any newcomer to revisionism looking for a
thorough overview might expect and hope for. Berg's ongoing disagreement with Prof.
Faurisson is covered to some degree when Berg discusses railway delousing tunnels,
which he thinks would have been a technology permitting large-scale conveyor-beltstyle mass murders (pp. 155-174). As much as I consider Berg's hypothetical arguments
valid, he loses my sympathy again when calling revisionists who disagree with him
"retarded" (p. 174). Berg may be an excellent engineer, but his emotional and social
intelligence, sadly, very badly impair the receptibility and understandability of what he
has to say.
On the upside, there are four new insights I did take away from reading this "book":
1. Berg quotes a Japanese study of a CO suicide which I had not heard of before (p.
85).
2. Berg states that one reason the Auschwitz cremation muffles could cremate only
one normal corpse at a time was that corpses should never touch the muffle walls,
as this would result in local cooling of the refractory bricks leading to their
accelerated deterioration (p. 120). Since he doesn't back up this reasonable claim,
it requires some research to confirm it, though. However, while editing Carlo
Mattogno's opus magnum on the Auschwitz cremation furnaces, this fact was
nowhere mentioned, which is an omission deserving rectification in a new edition.
3. Berg points out that large-scale garbage incinerators would have been used in case
of a predetermined policy of mass extermination. The actual garbage incinerator
included in the chimney wing of the Birkenau Crematoria II & III, however, was
physically separated from the rest of the building, clearly indicating that corpses
were not to be treated as garbage at Auschwitz (pp. 120-124). This aspect also
deserves to be emphasized by Mattogno in a future edition.
4. The Topf coke-fired cremation furnaces installed at Auschwitz all produced a
highly toxic generator gas with some 18 to 35% carbon monoxide. This is
basically the same gas produced by "wood gas generators" in some 500,000
vehicles throughout German-dominated Europe toward the war's end. This gas,
rather than Zyklon B, could have easily been appropriated for mass murder.
However, no such claim has ever been made (p. 127). I'll add that thought to a
future edition of my expert report, which has a section discussing various
alternatives to using Zyklon B.
Conclusion
I was looking forward to the publication of Berg's book, because his website, which
contains a lot of valuable information, is too disorganized to make that information
easily accessible to the development of understanding. Writing a book usually forces an
author to take a systematic approach to his topic, and to organize his thoughts.
Unfortunately this is not what Berg did to cobble together this tome. Although it does
contain a summary of Friedrich Berg's most-important contribution to revisionism, this
book is not an improvement compared to his website. It is of use only to those who

dislike reading web pages and prefer paper pages. The book is little more than a
paperback-bound collection of website printouts.
The Kindle edition of this book is of the same low quality, although it has the advantage
that web links embedded into the text are actually accessible, provided one is using an
eBook reader which has Internet access and can display webpages.
All told, I do not recommend this book, but if you like Berg's message, maybe you'd be
better off buying a T-shirt that clearly says "Hitler was right!" (Berg's words, p. 54).

Patrick Desbois and the "Mass Graves" of Jews in
Ukraine
by Carlo Mattogno

1) The empty arguments of Father Patrick Desbois
Father Patrick Desbois, an ardent champion of Judeo-Christian "friendship" and
Chairman of the Yahad-In Unum Association, has acquired a certain notoriety in recent
years due to his search for the mass graves of Jews murdered by the Einsatzgruppen in
the Ukraine and other German theaters of operation in the years 1941-1942. Like any
good Judeophile, he enjoys close relations with Israel, which showers him with awards
and praise in return.[1]
Notwithstanding this lavish support of the philo-Semitic and philo-Jewish Punch-andJudy show, Desbois has come under criticism in his country of origin, France.
The 19 June 2009 issue of Le Monde des Livres, p. 2, published an article by Thomas
Wieder entitled “Querelle autour du Père Desbois”[2] [“Dispute Surrounding Father
Desbois”], which begins as follows:
It is rare for Le Monde to be compelled to return to a work upon which a
review has already been published in its columns. The occasion presents
itself today, by reason of the growing controversy, now several weeks old,
regarding a book, Porteur de mémoires [Bearer of Memories] published by
Michel Lafon, 2007, [Title has been published as Holocaust by Bullets in its
English edition –Ed.] and its author, Father Patrick Desbois.
On 2 November 2007, under the title 'A Priest Sets an Example for the
Historians', Le Monde des Livres published a laudatory review of Father
Desbois's book. This Catholic priest, director of the National Service for
Relations with Judaism at the Conference of Bishops of France, describes
the research conducted by himself in Ukraine starting in 2002, “on the
traces of the Shoah by bullets,” intended to locate the graves containing the
corpses of more than one million Jews murdered during the Second World
War. The author of the article, Alexandra Laignel-Lavastine, speaks of an
"extraordinary undertaking," likely to “upset our preconceived ideas" on this
aspect of the genocide.
Almost two years later, and after two visits to the Ukraine with Patrick
Desbois and his group — first in May, and later in August 2008 —
Alexandra Laignel-Lavastine declares that she “was mistaken.” She makes
this announcement, first of all, in “La fabrique de l’histoire” [“The History
Factory”], on France Culture, on 27 May. After the broadcast, she was
informed that her "collaboration" in the seminar sponsored by the Sorbonne
with the historian Edouard Husson and Father Desbois in the fall of 2008
was to be “terminated effective immediately.” Desbois, who refused to
participate in the broadcast, has now become the target of criticism on
several points.

Some regard the notion of a "Shoah by bullets,” popularized by Desbois and disputed by
the majority of the specialists, as "sloganeering.” Other criticisms are methodological in
nature and relate to Desbois's alleged tendency to depict himself as a "pioneer" while
ignoring all the historians who studied this problem well before he did.
With regard to this reproach, Patrick Desbois keeps calm. "I am not a historian," he says,
attributing the whole affair to a "misunderstanding," a term borrowed from Anne-Marie
Revcolevschi, general director of the Foundation for the Memory of the Shoah, one of
the organizations providing financial support to the Yahad-In Unum association, chaired
by Desbois since 2004. She explains: “There is no need to require Father Desbois to be
something which he is not. His undertaking is that of a man of the cloth and he has the
right to follow his own methodology, which is not identical to that followed by
university professors.”
It is precisely this methodology which is causing consternation at the present time.
This consternation relates, in particular, to Desbois's tendency to ignore Ukrainian
memorials [which already existed] ("to give the impression that the great majority of
these graves in Ukraine had been unknown until that time", thus exaggerating "the scope
of his discoveries" with recourse to a few "minor adjustments of the truth") while
omitting the fact of the complicity of the Ukrainian population with the Nazis, to avoid
"laying the blame on our courageous Ukrainian witnesses," in Desbois's words.
On the other hand, Alexandra Laignel-Lavastine "expresses doubt as to the scholarly
value of interviews sometimes carried out "in a climate of intimidation," due to the
presence of an "armed bodyguard wearing camouflage," an accusation rejected by
Desbois as a "calumny."
What should be noted here is that Desbois is not a historian, but a "man of the cloth,"
who has, for his research, adopted a methodology based, not on scholarly standards, but,
rather, on religious faith.

2) Aktion 1005 and “Negationism"
In the booklet entitled Operation 1005,[3] Desbois and Levana Frenk concern
themselves with the so-called Aktion 1005, an alleged
code word for an operation intended to wipe out the traces of the murder of
millions of persons in occupied Europe,[4]
allegedly directed by SS-Standartenführer Paul Blobel, through an operational unit
commonly known as Sonderkommando 1005.[5]
In fact, the authors say nothing about Aktion 1005, but restrict themselves to compiling a
biography of Blobel. The objective of their book seems in fact to consist of establishing
a correlation between the above-mentioned operation and “Holocaust denial”:
The operation of wiping out the traces and eliminating the bodies had direct
implications, in part, upon the development of negationism, and, in part,
upon the phenomena of memory. Eliminating the traces was equivalent to
denying the victim their right to burial and relegating them to oblivion. On
the other hand, negationism had already been committed through the
process of "Vernichtung,” of reducing to a nullity and annihilating all traces
of the dead, without precedence in the history of genocide.[6]

The passage quoted above must therefore be kept in mind in any consideration of
Desbois's famous research work in the Ukraine as a sort of response to "negationism," a
term invented by the defenders of traditional Holocaust lore to discredit revisionism. The
only real negationism is that professed by those who, out of intolerance, deny other
people's right to freedom of expression, denying, out of pseudo-religious obtuseness and
bad faith, the very foundations of historiographical and scholarly methodology itself.
The picture is becoming increasingly clear: Desbois is a "man of faith" who adopts a
"faith-based" methodology for the express purpose of denying revisionism.

3) Numerical nonsense
The folder accompanying the exhibition entitled Les Fusillades Massives en Ukraine
(1941-1944): La Shoah par Balles, (The Mass Shootings in Ukraine (1941-1944): The
Shoah by Bullets), held at Paris on 20-30 June 2007, supplies the following information
in this regard:
Between 1941 and 1944, approximately one and a half million Ukrainian
Jews were murdered d n theater), the Waffen-SS, the German police and by
local collaborators. Only a minority were killed after deportation to the
extermination camps […].
Since 2004, Father Patrick Desbois and the Yahad-In Unum research group
found numerous Ukrainian witnesses who had seen the massacres or who
had been called up [for temporary labor service] during the execution of the
Jews. The testimonies gathered by the Yahad, systematically compared with
written documentation, have enabled the discovery of more than five
hundred previously forgotten mass graves and the collection of material
evidence relating to the genocide (weapons, cartridge cases, ammunition). It
has finally become possible to preserve and respect the burial of the victims
[…] (emphasis added).[7]
If words still have any meaning, the presumed "discovery of more than five hundred
mass graves" is a shameless lie. As we shall see, with the exception of 15 graves, with
regard to which many objections can nevertheless still be raised, Desbois never located
one single grave, but rather, areas in meadows, woods or agricultural lands in which he
claims mass graves exist, based on mere testimonies, the reliability of which we shall
now examine. Even the number of alleged victims is absurd. In his numerical tally of
Holocaust victims, under the heading of "Open Air Executions," Raul Hilberg supplies
the total figure of "more than 1,300,000," which includes:
Einsatzgruppen, other heads of the SS and Police, Rumanian and German
armies in mobile operations; shootings in Galicia during the deportations;
executions of prisoners of war and shootings in Serbia and elsewhere.[8]
It is therefore impossible to understand how one could arrive at the figure of 1.5 million
victims in the Ukraine alone.
It gets worse. Desbois describes himself as a "man of the cloth," who adopts a "faithbased" methodology to combat revisionism, with recourse, euphemistically speaking, to
certain "adjustments of the truth." And he does this on a vast scale, as we shall soon see.
The Italian translation of Desbois's book Porteur de mémoires, mentioned above, was
published with the title "Fucilateli tutti” La prima fase della Shoah raccontata dai
testimoni[9] [Shoot Them All: The Initial Phase of the Shoah as Narrated by Witnesses].

The author describes his indefatigable search for eyewitnesses in the Ukraine, who, in
filmed interviews, are said to have told him of the locations of the alleged mass graves
of Jews shot by the Einsatzgruppen.
The motivation alleged to have impelled him to conduct this undertaking – the desire to
find the final resting place of his grandfather, a POW, in a concentration camp at Rawa
Ruska, in the Ukraine – is a rather facile pretext. Desbois in fact tells us that, finding
himself in Częstochowa, in central-southern Poland, during a nighttime walk, he asked
his companions where they were: "Someone turned to me and answered: ‘Not far from
the Ukraine.’" This response is said to have shocked him, by suddenly re-awakening old
memories (pp. 35-36). In reality, Częstochowa is nearly 350 kilometers away from the
Ukraine as the crow flies. It is closer to Germany (less than 290 km away) than the
Ukraine. Desbois's account is therefore merely a literary fiction.

4) The Eyewitnesses
Desbois supplies additional important information in this regard:
The witnesses whom we interviewed fell into three different categories:
Indirect witnesses, who had not been present during the shootings, but who
had heard tell of them or who saw the Jews being taken away. This class
includes witnesses who described, for example, police removing Jews from
their houses and taking them away.
Direct eyewitnesses: this class includes those who saw the shootings
personally. […] The majority of our witnesses fell into this class.
Finally, there were the others: civilians drafted for a day or a week, most of
them boys (p. 90).
The direct eyewitnesses, however, "were only six, seven or eight years old at the time of
the events in question"! (pp. 89-90). In one case, only five years old, such as Maria
Kedrovska, born in 1937 (p. 259, 261). This fact is repeatedly mentioned in the book:
…as children, were present at the murder of their Jewish neighbors… (p.
121);
…from their recollections, recalled through the eyes of the children that
they were at that time… (p. 131);
The Germans shouted at the children not to look… (p. 156);
"When I was a little girl, I saw them taking Jews away on carts… (p. 166);
With other children, we went to see what was happening (p. 170);
A little girl at the time, she remembers running behind the carts full of
bodies right up to the entrance to the cemetery (p. 220).
How reliable can these old childhood memories possibly be? Their recollections, more
than sixty years later, are now indissolubly confused with what they heard or read later, a
fact made obvious by their own declarations:
Only much later did we learn what had happened (p. 148);
My father, who died in 1980, was the person who told me… (p. 203);

I didn't see it personally, but someone spoke to me about it… (p. 216).
I didn't see it directly, but the villagers told me about it (p. 245).
From rumors going around… (p. 186).
These alleged "eyewitness testimonies" are thus clearly invalidated by the rumors
circulating post-war. Desbois himself notes:
After the Germans abandoned an area, the Soviets opened the graves in
village after village and conducted an investigation, interviewing victims,
persons affected, and the survivors. They then drew up reports establishing
the facts.
Sometimes, they were divined from the maps upon which the locations of
the mass graves were indicated by crosses. But are these Soviet documents
reliable? This type of material has been largely discredited by the Katyn
Forest affair, introduced during the proceedings of the Nuremberg Trial (p.
134).
On 13 April 1943, in the Katyn forest, near Smolensk in the Soviet Union, the Germans,
acting on information obtained from the local population, discovered seven mass graves
containing a total of 4,143 bodies. The investigation (during which the bodies were
examined by a commission consisting of forensic experts from 12 European countries,
by a Commission of the Polish Red Cross and by American, British and Canadian
officers selected from among POWs) showed that the crime had been committed by the
Soviets. When the Soviets subsequently reoccupied the territory of Smolensk, the bodies
at Katyn were once again exhumed and a commission was drawn up consisting solely of
Soviet citizens (the Burdenko Commission), to shift responsibility for the massacre onto
the Germans. On 15 January 1944, they also invited a group of Western journalists. This
large-scale propaganda exercise in the falsification of history is still attested to in the 38
booklets relating to the Katyn case, which are still located in the State Archives of the
Russian Federation. At Nuremberg, the Katyn massacre, shamelessly attributed to the
Germans by the Soviets, was debated in several sessions of the Nuremberg Trial.[10]
The value of the above-mentioned Soviet reports can readily be assessed. There is no
doubt, therefore, that the witnesses interviewed by Desbois, who were mostly mere
adolescents at the time, were heavily influenced by this propaganda.
A few of the witnesses were also researchers after their own fashion, such as Polina
Savchenko, "who had a passionate interest in the history of the Shoah" (p. 165), or Adolf
Wislowski, who "gathered articles relating to the killing of the Jews" (p. 139), which can
only have influenced their testimony.
Their tales are full of obviously apocryphal horrifying or edifying anecdotes, such as the
story of the
… man who had seen a local Volksdeutscher take a childhood friend into the
camp and shoot him, after which [the child] was forced to pick a cartful of
sunflowers [!] to burn his friend and all the Jews who had been killed over
the past week (p. 152).
Or that of the Jewess who, indifferent to the mass executions, wandered around calmly
begging with her three children near the barracks housing the Gestapo. The "head of the
Gestapo" shouted at her:

Jews? The woman nodded, yes. Then he took his pistol and killed them all,
right there, right in front of my doorway (p. 125).
Truly a suicide looking for a place to happen.
Or the story, a truly plaintive one, of the Jewish child, "aware" that his friend Anna was
watching his execution together with her friends, concealed in a nearby hayloft, waved
goodbye to her before being shot; since they were watching "through cracks in the slats,"
and could not be seen from the outside, he was able to "make a brief gesture in their
direction, as if to wave goodbye, after which he shouted: "Goodbye!" The murderers
fired at that moment. (p. 213)
All this is said to have taken place in the face of imminent death by shooting, in which a
true "silence of the tomb" must have reigned, enabling them to hear the child's words,
from a distance, through the cracks in the hayloft.
Obviously, this little fairy tale is then said to have "almost broken" Desbois's heart (p.
213), just like this one, no doubt:
When the neighbors read "kilometer 11," the Germans had already blocked
the road. All traffic was prohibited during the executions. The only vehicles
authorized to continue along the road were loaded with Jews. They
glimpsed little Dora on the other side of the barrier. She was naked. In the
freezing cold, she begged the Germans to give her back her cloak: "Give me
my cloak, I'll give you my shoes in exchange!" But the Germans never
listened to any of the pleading victims. Dora was shot (p. 275).
But if the road was blocked and all traffic was prohibited, how could the "neighbors"
have seen and heard such a scene, which occurred, be it noted, in the midst of a crowd of
1,500 persons?[11]
Not to mention the little fairy tale of the bodies piled up on top of each other and
stamped on like grapes in a vat:
There were thirty of us Ukrainian young people, we had to stamp on the
bodies of the Jews with our bare feet and throw a thin layer of dirt over
them, so that the other Jews could lie down.
The following is Desbois's comment:
I could never have imagined that the Germans would have forced Ukrainian
children to stamp on the bodies of Jews with their bare feet, as if they were
Beaujolais grapes at harvest time (p. 102).
Does this require any comment at all? Alternatively, the bodies were "thrown" into the
graves (p. 94), in which case it was unnecessary to "stamp" on them, but they had to be
arranged in regular layers; or they were "arranged" (p. 185), in which case, it was
unnecessary to "stamp" on them.
A bit of a digression here: an Internet site known as Holocaust Controversies, where the
principal prize-winner for obtuseness and bad faith is a certain Roberto
Muehlenkamp,[12] a member of the site's resident Holocaust "affirmer" crew adduces
this testimony as a "concordant proof" of the "method of killing" employed by the
commandants of the SS Einsatzgruppen and Police in the Ukraine.[13] The "stamping"
method (p. 100) is said to confirm that of "Sardinenpackung," or sardine packing, said to
have been practiced by Friedrich Jeckeln, Höherer SS- und Polizeiführer with the

German Army Group South in Russia, and vice versa. Evidence of these claims is said to
be provided by two sources explaining exactly what "sardine packing" consists of. The
first says that the victims
were forced to undress and to lie face-down in layers in the graves, after
which they received a bullet in the back of the neck. Another layer of
victims [sic!] were then forced to lie face-down on top of the layer which
had just been killed [sic!] and were then shot; the procedure continued until
the grave was filled.[14]
The second source repeats the same story, but adds that "they used Russian machine
guns because the belt held fifty bullets and they could select semi-automatic fire," which
is also included as falling into the definition of "sardine packing."[15]
In this way, the Holocaust Controversies Internet site fails to note that this contradicts
one of the cardinal assertions underlying Desbois's investigations, as we shall soon see
(in § 9): the alleged incriminating implications of the German cartridge casings found by
the said Desbois.
It is odd that the "method" in question did not enlist the labor of the Jewish victims
themselves, and that not even the Jews forced to lie down on top of the layer of bodies to
be shot in turn were compelled to "stamp" on the bodies forming the underlying layer.
It might be added that if "sardine packing" were really a "method," it should have been
in general use throughout the Ukraine; but not a single one of Desbois's witnesses even
mentions it; on the contrary, some of the witnesses openly contradict it. For example,
Stanislav claims that the victims were killed "on their knees in front of the graves, facing
forward, towards the grave" (p. 224). Nikolaj Olkhuski declared that the Germans "all
shot at the same time" (p. 94) at the Jewish victims on the edge of the grave, who then
fell into the ditch, some of them still alive (pp. 94-95). The same method is confirmed by
Ivan Fedossievich Lichnitski, according to whom, in the ditch, a group of Jews "were
forced to distribute the Jews lengthwise, covering the entire breadth of the grave" (p.
173), precisely because they had been shot at the edge of the ditch.
Thus, precisely and solely this method justifies the folk legend, referred to by many
witnesses, of the mass graves covered by dirt which moved for three days, because the
victims were buried alive (p. 81, 109, 175, 274), with the variants of two days (p. 187),
or four days (p. 267); or of the use of a "well" instead of a mass grave (p. 263), evidence
of extraordinary vitality on the part of the victims, to say the least: buried alive, three
days below ground, without air, after being deliberately "stamped" on, like grapes in a
wine vat! If to this be added the shot in the back of the neck inflicted upon every single
victim, buried alive in mass graves, for three days, only zombies would be capable of
such movement.
The witness Maria, by contrast, asserts:
No, they didn't shoot them one by one, but with bursts of sub-machine-gun
fire. They didn't use rifles, but sub-machine guns (p. 205).
Another refutation of the "sardine packing” method.
To conclude our review of the imaginative anecdotes reported by Desbois, the witness
Evgenja Nazarenko, in 1943, at age 9, is said to have been abandoned, alone, by her
mother, near an execution site at Busk , in the province of Leopoli[16], to allow her (the
mother) to see whether or not her husband, the child's father, would also be shot, thus
risking the life of the little girl (pp. 218, 241, 246).

And what can one say about the stories of Jews walled up alive (pp. 266-267) or
suffocated with "Eiderdowns," i.e., feather-bed quilts [sic!]"? Desbois even entitles the
paragraphs in question “The Shoah by Suffocation”! (p. 267).
No testimony is nonsensical enough to be rejected by the good priest, and certainly
never as, well, not as an outright fairy tale (borrowing the priest's attitude of "Christian
charity" for a moment), but at least as dubious or suspicious-sounding.
Everything his decrepit ex-child "witnesses" tell him sixty years later is sacrosanct
Truth, like the Gospels (or the Talmud).

5) The Busk eyewitnesses
Claiming credit for having discovered new witnesses, Desbois declares:
These direct witnesses have never been heard and do not appear in any
archive document.[17]
In the book, as indicated above, he mentions the (propagandistic) investigations of the
various Soviet War Crimes Commissions. On p. 222, he comes back to this topic,
writing:
The names of the other witnesses, other than Busk — those whose
depositions were signed before the city prosecutor in 1944. The prosecutor
interrogated the Ukrainian witnesses who lived in Via Chevtchenko, the
long street running past the Jewish cemetery. In 2006, without having been
aware of this, we knocked at the same doors where the prosecutor had
introduced himself sixty-two years before. The concordance of the
testimony is stupefying, in terms of both the underlying questions and the
form.
But how then could he pretend that his witnesses had "never been heard" before?
This "adjustment of the truth" implies another — one even more serious.
It should be noted that the city of Busk is of capital importance in Desbois's research,
because, as we shall see in § 10, it was the only locality in which any mass graves were
ever opened. He declares that "it is in this city that we carried on our research for three
years" (p. 210) and he then informs us that "over the course of the investigations at Busk
, we met a multitude of eyewitnesses" (p. 216). We are entitled to assume that, for the
purposes of his book, Desbois selected the most representative from among this
"multitude of witnesses." In fact, in Chapter 17, entitled "Busk”, he mentions six of
them:
1) Anna (last name not indicated), interviewed on 29 April 2004 (pp. 210-213): this is
the same "witness" who, as a child, is said to have witnessed a shooting while concealed
in a hayloft, described above.
2) Anton Davidovich, interviewed on 5 May 2005 (pp. 214-215): a self-styled "little
friend" of Anna's, who is said to have shared the same experience with her ("there were
five of us children in the hayloft", p. 214).
3) Polina (last name not indicated), interviewed on 30 August 2006. Desbois repeats the
story, told him by Anton Davidovich, of Jews being reduced to "sexual objects" by the
Germans:

These women were not killed at Busk but in a little copse five kilometers
away. By the time the Germans left the city, they were all pregnant. Since
the Germans did not feel like shooting them, they entrusted the job of
murdering them to a group from Sokal (p. 215).
Desbois comments:
This information is said to have found confirmation one year later, on 30
August 2006, when we met Polina, who lived at Tchuchmani, a small city
six kilometers from Busk, not far from the copse in which the little Jewish
girls were murdered.
Since the witness Davidovich did not witness the alleged shooting, Anna's
"confirmation" presupposes that she was at least an eyewitness of the event. But these
are her exact words:
There were shootings in the forest. I did not see them personally, but
someone told me about them (p. 216).
For Desbois, therefore, a rumor confirms another rumor, and the two combined
constitute proof demonstrating the reality of the alleged event, even if both "testimonies"
were given over sixty years later!
Scientifically, this is an aberrant "faith-based" methodological principle, but not for a
"person of great faith."
4) Evgenja (last name not indicated) is the child abandoned by her mother near an
execution ground, as described above (pp. 216-218).
5) Stepan Davidovski (pp. 218-220) is an indirect witness.
6) Lydia (last name not indicated), interviewed on 16 April 2006 (pp. 221-222), was a
child at the time of the alleged incident (p. 221) and did not see the executions, but
indicated the location of the mass graves, according to Desbois.
Of these six witnesses, four were children at the time, while the ages of the other two are
unknown.
The above-alleged "concordance of testimony" later mentioned by Desbois, means,
therefore, that the Soviet prosecutor had interrogated the children "sixty-two years
before"!
I shall return to the matter of the mass graves at Busk in § 10.

6) The shooting of the Italian soldiers
On p. 133, Desbois writes:
At a curve in a road, next to a garage, we met another old man, Adolf. Thin,
short in stature and with short hair, he is a self-proclaimed 'militant of
memory'. He invited us in, saying that he still had some Polish newspaper
articles mentioning the body-burning squad. He shows them to us and says,
'I was present at the execution of the Italians. I climbed up into an oak tree
with some friends and I saw the Italian soldiers'”. We began to realize the
extent of the massacre. The testimonies all agree, and, even if no one is able
to reconstruct what happened, they nevertheless inform us of what had

happened (emphasis added).
Another example of Desbois's "faith-based" methodology in action.
His witness continues as follows:
At this point, I salvaged the text of a survivor, Wells. This Jew worked in
the camp of Janowska, an extermination camp at Leopoli. Book in hand, I
followed the itinerary described by the writer, until we arrived at the same
forest. Another confirmation (emphasis added).
Before commenting on this last paragraph, "Adolf's eyewitness testimony" really ought
to be quoted:
And the executions of the Italians?
They were in uniform with their plumed hats; the poor boys didn't know that
they were about to be killed and they undressed calmly. Their clothes were
thrown into boxes. Since it was feared that they might escape, there were
more Germans than usual. At any rate, they were led out in front of the
graves as usual. We were amazed how resigned they were (p. 135).
The translator of the Italian edition of the Desbois's book, Carlo Saletti, informs the
reader in a note:
According to the reports drawn up by the Soviet investigatory commission,
the Germans murdered several thousand Italian soldiers at the sites utilized
at Leopoli in the weeks following September 8th. The news was carried by
Soviet sources in 1986-87, causing a sensation in our country. The then
Minister of Defense, Giovanni Spadolini, created an investigatory
commission intended to shed light on the reliability of this information.
[…] The findings of this investigatory commission cast doubt upon the
alleged mass executions (note 47 on p. 133).
On this topic, Erika Lorenzon wrote:
The debate which followed served to awaken people's interest in the Third
Reich, and the fate of Italian POWs in the Soviet Union, with numerous
articles in the Italian daily newspapers. While the preceding denunciations
had produced a muted response, the communiqués of January 1987 were
widely taken up and discussed by the Italian mass media, awakening a wave
of emotion and raising many questions: the Soviet revelations, suitably
verified, might shed light on the fate of thousands of Italian soldiers listed
as missing on the Eastern Front. The Ministry of Defense, at that time
headed by Giovanni Spadolini, thus formed an investigatory commission,
presided over by Under-Secretary Tommaso Bisaglio, then by Senator
Angelo Pavan, together with military and academic authorities who had
participated in the war, such as Giulio Bedeschi, Mario Rigoni Stern and
Nuto Revelli. In June of the following year, the latter published his findings
in a report declaring that the massacre perpetrated against Italian soldiers at
Leopoli should be considered assertions not yet basically proven; this
statement, however, is counterbalanced by a minority report written by
Lucio Ceva, Rigoni Stern and Revelli, who considered that the massacre
could not be completely disproven, "although there are still reasonable
grounds for doubt which make it impossible to consider the matter
proven.”[18]

But an asserted, unproven event remains just a rumor, because neither the testimonies
repeated by the Soviets, nor the testimonies considered to constitute "concordance of
evidence" by Desbois, has any value as proof. In practice, the good priest has simply
collected a concordance of rumor.
I shall return to Wells's alleged "confirmation" somewhat later.

7) State Secrets and open secrets
Desbois claims credit for this “discovery” as well:
Another fact of capital importance: we have demolished the myth of the
secret Shoah in the East. In effect, the executions took place in the light of
day, in the village or just outside.[19]
This is said to constitute proof of the presence of the above-mentioned Ukrainians at the
executions.
Desbois explicitly states that:
[T]he Germans took no precautions against the possibility that the
[Ukrainians] forced to participate in the killings might reveal their secrets
afterwards. The persons forced to participate were neither Ukrainian police,
nor collaborators, nor auxiliaries; most of them were children, both girls and
boys, or little boys, whose labor was used for one or two days after being
taken from their homes, early in the morning, by an armed man. These were
not the ones who watched from the windows of their houses as the columns
of Jews marched to the graves, or who climbed trees or hid behind bushes.
They were often present on the site to start with, well before the shootings,
remaining beside the Jews and their executioners, sometimes just a few
meters away, sitting on the grass (pp. 99-100).
He moreover stated that "in some cases, more than fifty young people were used for
their labor" (p. 100), adding that the persons forced to participate were not killed (p. 136,
178). Therefore, there was no secrecy, and nothing to be kept secret.
All the persons forced to participate, according to Ivan Lichnitski, by German order,
took empty buckets and beat on them to make a noise, to cover up the blows
and screams (p. 183).
This witness also claims to have remained concealed in the usual barn overlooking the
execution site, so that he saw what happened. In response to the remark that "it was a
miracle that they weren't killed," he said:
And how. They even saw us, shot at us, but thanks to God they didn't
capture us (p. 176).
We are thus invited (or expected) to believe that the Germans released direct
eyewitnesses, who had witnessed the entire course of the executions, "remaining side by
side with the Jews and their murderers, sometimes just a few meters away, seated on the
grass," eyewitnesses who were then drafted again for the next round of executions (pp.
177-178), but shot at children who witnessed the shootings only by chance, partially and
at some considerable distance!

8) Desbois and the witness Wells-Weliczker
Desbois tells of his meeting in New York with Leon Wells, who writes under the pen
name of "Weliczker", author of a book entitled Brigada Śmierci. Pamiętnik (The Death
Brigade. A Diary, Łódź, 1946, published in Italian in 1960 under the title Comando
speciale 1005, Editori Riuniti, Rome.
With reference to Desbois's book, Wells writes as follows:
I consider his work, which has been used as a guide for years, in addition to
reporting some of the very first eyewitness testimonies, a history book, and I
did not believe that the author was still alive (p. 137, emphasis added).
I intend to analyze this alleged "history book" in another article.
Here I shall limit myself to examining Weliczker's answers to Desbois, which I shall
number for purposes of simplifying the discussion.
He describes the Jewish commander who burned other Jews alive. He told
me that other Jews called him Baby.[20] At the time, he was little more than
a teenager.[21]
I asked him: "Whatcha doin', Baby?"
[1] I pulled the teeth out of Jews after disinterring them, collected the teeth
in a bag which I gave to the Germans, every evening.
[2] And it took a long time, because there were ninety thousand bodies.
[3] I had a friend, younger than me, named Tzaler,[22] “accountant”. His
job was to count the bodies, at the end of the day, and jot down the number
in a little notebook.
He counted the bodies? And what happened to him?
He looks discomfited. He seems disturbed. "Of course, they killed him." I
told him that I had heard that the "counters" were eliminated.
"Yes," he continued, "to eliminate all trace of the numbers."
[4] They made you sleep in tents, to prevent you from seeing that the people
they were killing were Jews?
[5] Yes, but I, who was just a little kid, succeeded in seeing something
between the sheets of canvas, I saw the executions, and afterwards, I had to
go out, undress them and burn them. It took six months.[23]
Point [1]. In his book, Weliczker makes no specific mention of "gold teeth," but, rather,
of "precious metals, such as gold or platinum," which was not "disinterred," but rather,
found among the crematory ashes and placed, not in a "little bag," but rather, in "special
sieve"; Weliczker performed none of these tasks, since "in the evening, the sergeant[24]
took it [the sieve full of precious metals], delivering it to the squad leader."[25] The
recovery of the precious metals was performed by the "ashes column," of which
Weliczker formed no part.
Point [2]. The figure of 90,000 bodies is not mentioned in the book, and is not the sum

of the sums mentioned, a total of approximately 5,100,[26] plus "thousands,"[27] an
order of magnitude far removed from 90,000. What is more, this figure is in
contradiction with the procedures described by Weliczker. In fact, he claims that it took
three days to eliminate 700 bodies in June of 1943 (exhumation, cremation, sifting the
ashes, filling and levelling the mass graves)[28] and another three days to eliminate 750
bodies in August, [29] so that the average was 250 bodies a day, not counting Sunday,
which was a holiday![30] It follows that the elimination of 90,000 bodies would have
required 360 working days, or 420 days including Sundays, that is, 14 months. But
Weliczker only spent 5 months in the "death brigade.”
Point [3]. In this regard, Weliczker's book states as follows:
On the other side, the body counter, or "accountant", with a pencil and piece
of paper in his hand. His job was to note the number of cremated bodies. He
couldn't tell the policeman how many bodies had been burned during the
day. In the evening, he had to present the Untersturmfuehrer with a detailed
report. He could not, however, remember how many bodies had been
burned in the past few days. If the Untersturmfuehrer asked him the next
day, he was supposed to say that he had forgotten.[31]
There is no mention of any shooting of the "accountant". On the other hand, the possible
shooting of the "accountants" would not have sufficed to ensure "no trace of the numbers
remained." This story is, in fact, a bit disingenuous: the "accountant" could easily have
told Weliczker himself — who, by his own account, made regular entries in a diary:
A few days afterwards, I took out my notes and reorganized them while I
was on duty with the 'Death Brigade'. I owe this diary to my duties as
barracks guard: I took delivery of the paper and pencils used by the
'accountants' every day to jot down the number of bodies thrown into the
flames.[32]
This means that he was in direct contact with the "accountants" precisely by virtue of his
duties; since the task of diary-keeping, performed by himself personally, was ultimately
intended to gather evidentiary material against the Germans, he could easily have
transcribed the number of bodies cremated each day, and presented the diary as a
complete statistical record of the cremations [at a later time].
Point [4]. The motivation suggested by Desbois and declared to be the truth by
Weliczker for the fact that the "Death Brigade" slept in tents (to prevent them from
witnessing the killings of the Jews) is contradicted by the book itself, which says:
I will describe the appearance and organization of the new Lager. Every tent
was nine meters long and six meters wide. Eighty men lived in one tent; the
rest were housed in the other, intended for the 'follow-up team', specialists,
service men and a few workmen, the great majority of whom had nothing to
do with the bodies, at least not directly. One third of the second tent was
taken up by a small office, which was separated from the rest of the tent by
a wall. We also had electric light.[33]
The tents were therefore intended to fulfil a simple logistical function, since they were
used to house men and materials.
Point [5]. In the book, the scene takes place in the barracks, the doors of which were
covered "with cloaks and coats" [?]:
A few of us watched through the cracks in the roof, and described the scene

to the others.[34]
Weliczker later says that, after the pitching of the tents, during the executions, the men
from the "brigade" were compelled to enter the tents to avoid being present [during the
executions], but on this occasion he makes no claim of anyone spying through any
cracks; rather, he refers to what they "heard."[35]
There are many obvious contradictions, but Desbois raises no objections whatsoever.
And yet, according to him, Weliczker's little book would henceforth be "used as a
guidebook for years to come," so that one must assume that he knows it almost by heart.
Now let us return to Weliczker's alleged "confirmation" of the shootings of the Italian
soldiers. Following the route described by himself, Desbois is said to have arrived "at
the same little wood", that is, in the Lysynytchi Forest, just outside Lvov. In reality,
Weliczker's book mentions neither the Lysynytchi Forest, nor any bodies of Italian
soldiers. According to him, the exhumation-cremations are supposed to have taken place
in a "great deep gorge" in 18 August 1943,[36] in the Krzywicki Forest,[37] at
Wólka,[38] Jaryczow,[39] Piaski,[40] and Szczerce[41]. But this doesn't "confirm"
anything.
What really takes the cake is when Desbois, writing on p. 134, claims that,
the Lysynytchi Forest was the site of the massacre which cost the lives of
over 90,000 people,
repeats an oral testimony from Weliczker which is flatly contradicted by Weliczker's
own written testimony!
Again, omissions and lies are brushed off as merely a few more "adjustments of the
truth"!

9) “Proofs of genocide”: the cartridge casings!
Desbois describes his genius for intuition in the following terms:
I couldn't get a wink of sleep all night. Did the Germans just throw their
cartridge casings away? Auditing the archives was my job. I started
researching the German and Soviet documents. I asked a few specialists, I
studied the records of the existing testimonies. There was no mention of the
Germans gathering up their cartridge casings. A glimmer of hope! I became
convinced that there must still be cartridge casings, concealed beneath the
Ukrainian soil, and that wherever there was a cartridge casing, a murder
had been committed (pp. 69-70, emphasis added).
This is another aberrant methodological principle, the application of which by the naive
priest approaches the level of the ridiculous:
The Germans only used one shot to kill a Jew. Three hundred cartridge
casings, three hundred bullets: here, three hundred people were murdered.
The feelings of shock I experienced would not go away. There was not a
single Soviet cartridge casing. The proofs of genocide are so flagrant, so
tangible! (pp. 70-71, emphasis added).
But if the "sardine packing" story is to be taken seriously, with the corollary of killing by
means of a shot to the back of the neck using Soviet machine pistols, the absence of

Soviet cartridge casings would be evidence against the genocide!
On p. 72 Desbois asserts :
We counted six hundred cartridge casings that day, at the restaurant.
Guillaume climbed up onto the table to photograph them from above. I
realized that we had a duty to collect all these traces, the traces of the
murders, all these cartridge casings, equivalent to an equal number of proofs
of the Shoah by shooting (emphasis added).
Thus, according to this "faith-based methodology, mere "traces", amounting to
something much less than real evidence, are transformed into “proof”!
On the other hand, the principle of "one cartridge casing = one death” is contradicted by
both Desbois himself, and by several of his witnesses. In fact, he writes:
The methods utilized by these mobile killing units varied. In general, the
victims, once they had been gathered together, were lined up on the edge of
a mass grave and killed with a pistol shot in the back of the neck or with a
machine pistol. Mortally wounded, they fell into the pit. But Blobel did not
like this procedure. After the war, he declared that he had personally refused
to use 'specialists in shooting in the back of the neck' to avoid placing
'personal responsibility' upon his men. Ohlendorf, Blobel and Haensch
declared that they preferred mass shootings at a distance.[42]
For Desbois, therefore, the rumors repeated by the "witnesses" and the cartridge casings
are "convergent proofs of genocide," while cartridge casings are "tangible proofs of
massacre" (p. 75).
He is well aware of the irremediable inconsistency of these "proofs", but – and this is the
basic problem underlying his research – "since they were not permitted to open the
graves" (p. 76), he had to content himself with merely superficial traces, such as
cartridge casings or the statements of witnesses.
But why not open the graves?

10) The mass graves
Desbois claims that he visited London on 5 October 2006 to meet Rabbi Schlesinger:
The rabbi sat down slowly, seriously and silently, and began to examine
various documents, written by hand in Yiddish on yellow and white sheets,
which had been arranged on his desk for some time. These were opinions
from international Orthodox rabbinical case law regarding the bodies of
Jews killed during the Shoah. Holding a yellow[ed] sheet in one hand, he
raised his eyes and explained to me in English that it had been established
that the Jews murdered under the Third Reich were considered tsadiqim, or
"saints," and that they had been granted the fullness of eternal life. For this
reason, their graves, wherever they were, whether beneath a highway or a
garden, must be left intact, so that their peace might not be disturbed (pp.
161-162).
But these "opinions" had already been violated by Desbois some months before. In the
paragraph entitled “August 2006. Archaeological Investigation and Re-Opening of the
Graves” (pp. 224-228), he describes, in fact, the re-opening of the mass graves of Busk,

performed under the supervision of the son of Rabbi Meshi Zahav, founder of the Israeli
organization Zaka, which "ensures that the burials of the victims were conducted
according to Jewish law" (note 77 on p. 225).
Desbois explains that,
Jewish law, halakhah, states that in no case may the bodies be moved,
particularly, with reference to the victims of the Shoah. Orthodox Jewish
tradition establishes that the remains of the victims of the Shoah rest in the
fullness of God, and that any moving of their remains disturbs their rest.
Thus, the archaeologist was only permitted to work on the surface of the
bodies, taking care not to move the bones (p. 225).
I shall not dwell upon this singular ban, halfway between superstition and ceremonial
magic (on the one hand, the rabbi has the power to cause the victims to enjoy "the
fullness of God", while on the other hand, moving their bodies "disturbs" this fullness, as
if the bones could exert an influence over the soul!); rather, I shall proceed immediately
with the motivation for re-opening the graves: "so that it would no longer be possible to
doubt [the reality of the Shoah] because of the lack of material confirmation" (p. 224).
Finally, after chattering about the witnesses and the cartridge casings, Desbois presents
his true and proper "material confirmation." Let's see what it is. After declaring that the
archaeologist "estimated"[sic] the number of graves at 17 (instead of 15), Desbois says
that they contain approximately 1,750 persons, most of them women and children (pp.
225-226).
He then describes the discoveries:
The bodies began to come to light: one, then another, then yet another one…
We succeed in establishing whether the victim was a man, woman or child,
and particularly, the cause of death. The signs of the bullet impacts and the
position of the bodies showed that they died as a result of shooting, or, in
some cases, because they were buried alive. Various groups of women were
found in the act of protecting their infants from the shovelfuls of sand. These
macabre discoveries lasted three weeks (p. 226, emphasis added).
Desbois nevertheless personally admits that "it was not possible to conduct the
investigation as it should been performed, since we had to follow Jewish law, which
prohibited us from moving the bones" (p. 227), which means that the investigation is
valueless from the point of view of forensics.
It should be added that Desbois's statements are in contradiction to those of the witness
Stanislav, who claims that the Jews,
had to gather their belongings in a pile and were then compelled to kneel
before the graves in groups of ten or less, facing the graves. They were then
killed with machine pistols. (pp. 223-224).
This method of execution is incompatible with the findings mentioned by Desbois, since
it presupposes moving the dead bodies around, and arranging them along the entire
surface area of the mass grave; for this reason, the "position of the bodies" in the grave"
proves nothing, nor were any skeletons found "in the act of protecting their infants from
the shovelfuls of sand."
On p. 188, a witness reports that "the Rada [Ukrainian Parliament] has recognized the
genocide of the Ukrainian people during the famine of 1932 and 1933", the so-called

Holodomor, "the terrible famine which struck the Ukraine in 1932 and 1933. This was
the worst catastrophe which ever struck the Ukrainian nation in modern history, since it
involved the deaths of several million people (estimates vary widely). According to
various historians and the Ukrainian government itself, the famine was intentionally
caused by the policies of Soviet Dictator Stalin, in such a way as to enable consideration
of the famine a true and proper genocide."[43]
What is certain is that the number of deaths caused by the genocidal famine was
enormously greater than that of the “Shoah by bullets” and that women and children also
died, both Ukrainians and Jews. On the other hand, the graves at Busk were discovered
"in an old Jewish cemetery."
But then, without a forensic investigation, how can one state that the bones in question
belonged to Jews shot by the Germans?
Strangely, in the photographic appendix to his book, Desbois fails to publish a single
photograph — either of the re-opened graves, or the bones — but rather, only 4
photographs of cartridge casings (3 of which were found at Khvativ and a single
photograph showing at least 30 cartridge casings, at Busk ). A few interesting
photographs may be found on the Internet, however, particularly an aerial photograph
showing the 15 grave sites (Fig. 1).[44]

Fig. 1: Aerial Photograph showing the 15 grave sites
These are the comments accompanying the photograph on the Internet:
Aerial view of the Busk site, in the Lvov region, where 15 mass graves were
found in an old Jewish cemetery. An expert report ordered by the Shoah
Memorial in 2006 showed the presence of Jewish victims killed by German
bullets between 1942 and 1943. At the request of the Shoah Memorial in
August 2006 an expert report was drawn up under the responsibility of
Yahad-in Unum, by Ukrainian archaeologists from the Civil Society for
Research into War Victims [called] “Memory”, under the supervision of the
Zaka organization, guarantor of respect for the bodies of the victims
according to Jewish law.

In reality, as I have explained above, no "expert report" was ever published. For
purposes of comparison, please see the expert study performed by the Germans at
Vinnitsa, where 97 mass graves were discovered, at three different locations in June
1943 containing the bodies of 9,432 Ukrainians murdered by the Soviets. As in the case
of Katyn, the Germans compiled the findings of the investigations in an extremely welldocumented 282-page publication organized in three parts.[45]
The Katyn inquest,[46] which is also available on the Internet,[47] and an equally
meticulous expert report.
Let us return to Desbois.
From the aerial photograph of the Busk site, it is possible to estimate that the 15 graves
(considering their dimensions and the average size of a human being) were rather small,
with a total surface area of approximately 300 square meters.
Another image (Fig. 2), taken from ground level, shows the skeletons in a mass
grave.[48] This grave is bigger, with an estimated surface area of approximately 40
square meters. Another photograph depicts Desbois on the edge of this grave.[49]

Fig. 2: Skeletons in a mass grave.
The skeletons are not piled up on top of each other, but rather, randomly dispersed;
assuming a density of 4 skeletons every 3 square meters, the 15 mass graves would only
have contained 400 bodies in total. If the graves contained 1,750 each, as claimed by
Desbois, this would mean that every grave contained 4 layers of bodies. But since they
were not permitted to move the bodies, Desbois and his archaeologists had no way of
knowing what lay beneath the layer or skeletons they were looking at. So how did they
arrive at the figure of 1,750 skeletons?
The answer probably lies in the fact that, as stressed by Prof. Edouard Husson, the
above-mentioned investigation
succeeded in confirming the testimony of the witnesses and the
investigation of the 1944-45 Soviet Commission regarding the massacre of
the last 1,700 Jews.[50]

A “confirmation" discredited in advance.
He adds that the findings of the investigation
dated 3 October 2007 have been examined at the Sorbonne by specialists in
history, Second World War weaponry, ballistics experts, specialists in
forensic medicine, and archaeologists.
The findings of this examination must not be very exciting, since we still haven't heard
anything about them two years later.
It is, however, a fact that the good priest, in his "archaeological investigation", never
even bothered to indicate the dimensions of the mass graves, and, having finished his
study, was unfortunately "compelled"
to cover up the graves with a particular [form of] tar, utilized for the
asphalting of airport runways, in such a way as to guarantee that no one
searching for gold could ever again disturb the dead in their repose (p. 227).
Of course, this also guarantees that the graves will never again be opened to perform a
forensic-medical expert examination intended to ascertain whom the skeletons belonged
to, when they died, and the cause of death.
As for Desbois's witnesses, one must wonder as to the extent to which they, too, may
have had recourse to little "adjustments of the truth": Desbois was looking for mass
graves, and they showed him mass graves.
Of Jews? The "archaeological investigation" described by Desbois in his book never
proves this.
The witness Stanislav furthermore declared that the execution of "thousands of Jews" at
Busk lasted "for over a week" in May 1943, and that there were "approximately ten
graves" in the Jewish cemeteries (pp. 223-224). Ignoring the number of alleged victims
and graves, his assertion that "the executions lasted over a week" is in flagrant
contradiction with the Holocaust claim that the executions occurred on 21 May
1943,[51] which is hard to reconcile with either the numbers or dimensions of the
graves, eight of which have a total estimated surface area of approximately 100 square
meters, on average little more than 12 square meters each. Why would the Germans have
bothered digging so many small graves if they needed to shoot over 1,700 people total?
Fig. 1 shows that the majority of the graves are very close together, separated only by a
wall of earth: this indicates successive rather than a single digging operation; in that
case, the dividing walls would have been knocked down to create larger graves.
I do not wish to imply that the graves in question could not contain the remains of Jews
shot by the Germans: I simply state that Desbois has provided virtually no support for
this particular conclusion.

11) The cremations
In Chapter 16, Desbois concerns himself with the alleged Aktion 1005, already
mentioned above. We learn that
the Third Reich decided to entrust the destruction of the traces of their
victims to highly qualified, trained personnel (p. 201, emphasis added).

This is a rather strange thing to say about Blobel, who had absolutely no competence in
the field of cremation. As I have remarked above, at the time, according to Holocaust
historiography, the Topf & Söhne company, the most important German builder of
crematory ovens at the time, and its head engineer, Kurt Prüfer, an extremely highly
qualified specialist in cremation, rendered their services at Auschwitz, concurrently with
the extermination of the Jews. Notwithstanding this fact, the SS, for the huge task of
cremating hundreds of thousands of bodies, instead of consulting real cremation
specialists — particularly Prüfer himself or his colleague, Fritz Sander, certified
engineer and designer, in October 1942, of a "Crematory furnace for bodies, capable of
continuous functioning and intended for mass use" (Kontinuierlich arbeitender LeichenVerbrennungsofen für Massenbetrieb),[52] is said to have had recourse to a poor semidrunken derelict, who, as Desbois himself remarks, had "never even studied
architecture," as he later declared at Nuremberg during the Einsatzgruppen trial, but had
simply attended a "state technical school at Barmen-Eberfeld, where he began a halfyear [course of study], during the winter of 1913-1914, before joining the army."[53]
Desbois, incredibly, adds:
Aktion 1005 was kept secret, the SS communicated with Berlin in code: the
number of clouds indicated that of the re-opened graves, and the quantity of
rain indicated the number of bodies that had been burned (p. 201).
Where did Desbois ever get this poppycock? From some senile "eyewitness"? What
rubbish!
And if the shootings were committed "in the light of day," if their secrecy was a "myth,"
why were the cremations so concealed?
According to Desbois, Aktion 1005 units followed "approximately the same itinerary as
the Einsatzgruppen", in search of the mass graves: but how many graves did they
succeed in eliminating the "traces" of? Desbois doesn't even express an opinion on this
fundamental problem, not even “approximately.” The only "proof" he produces is a
photograph depicting him on the ruins of a little wall in open countryside. This is the
caption:
14 July 2006. We find the traces of the chicken coop in which the Soviet
POWs employed in Aktion 1005 were burned![54]
What proof! Truly overwhelming! This is how Desbois proves the reality of Aktion 1005
according to the "faith-based method."

12) The Belzec threshing machine
This is really a shocking "discovery." At Belzec, an anonymous witness ("the son of one
of these peasants" whose horses were requisitioned by the camp command) told Desbois
that he had seen threshing machines in operation inside [the camp]. The
Nazis used them to sift the ashes and find gold fillings and teeth (p. 46).
This story has really got to be true, because it was "confirmed" to the good priest by no
less than a "peasant" (not by his son, who was supposed to have seen them!), at
Tomaszów, near Belzec:
The commandant of Belzec camp requisitioned my thresher. He gave me a
receipt telling me I could get it back later. After a few months, since no

more trainloads of Jews were arriving at the camp, I went to the camp
entrance to get my machine back. The Germans told me to go into a
warehouse where there were about ten machines like mine. There were poor
Jews who turned the cranks. But instead of wheat, there were the ashes of
the Jews.
In view of these extremely important "material proofs", attested to by two concordant
rumors, Desbois did everything he could to get his hands on them:
That day, I decided to load three of these machines onto a white van, one of
which is now on exhibit at the Shoah Memorial at Paris (p. 200).
The good priest must have failed to notice one not-exactly irrelevant detail: according to
the official historiography concerning Belzec, the gold teeth were extracted from the
victims before burial (followed by subsequent disinterment and cremation). [For
example], in this regard, the witness Rudolf Reder, declares as follows in a small book
of "recollections" published in 1946:
All along the path from the gas chambers to the graves, for several hundred
meters, there were dentists equipped with pincers. They stopped the workers
dragging the corpses, opened the mouths of the bodies, looked inside and
pulled out the gold, which they then threw in a little chest.[55]
On the other hand, the peasant found somebody to fob his old fairy tales off on, no doubt
with suitable payment.

13) More deaths = more money
Desbois describes his financiers as follows:
We have received enormous support from various organizations, particularly
the Foundation for the Memory of the Shoah, and from Madame Veil, who
ensured that we became well-known to the media, as well as by other
foundations and personages, in the Christian world as well. Nevertheless,
we had to be really active to make ends meet, because whether or not we
find the bodies will depend upon our financial situation. We were thus
compelled to carry on an active search for funds to raise the funds, since the
entire organization is completely transparent (emphasis added).[56]
In other words, the more deaths, the more money. And the more deaths, the more
notoriety. Which, based on the pretense that indicating the location of a few alleged mass
graves [on a map] is equivalent to "the discovery of mass graves" and, therefore, proof
of mass murder. Desbois vividly describes his public appearances exhibiting his
"discoveries." He appeared "before representatives from the Claims Conference" at New
York (p. 122) and at the Holocaust Museum at Washington, D.C. (p. 123). In this regard,
very modestly, he comments:
At these meetings, before all our researchers, I realized the significance of
my discoveries to the history of the Shoah. One after the other, they listed,
with all their erudite language, what I had discovered on the camp. Meetings
like this helped me become aware of the importance of my work. It became
clear to me that I could no longer proceed merely empirically, no matter
how useful that might be. My methods had to be more "professional" (p.
125).

Desbois then describes the manner in which he received the praise of German
researchers at Munich (p. 126), as well as Israeli praise at the Yad Vashem Memorial (p.
126) and French praise at the Shoah Memorial at Paris (pp. 126-127). We are not
informed as to whether the notoriety goes solely to the Ukrainian procurers of (alleged)
mass graves. And the same could be said of Desbois's relations with the Holocaust
Museum in Washington D.C. , which, in its 2007 annual report, reports that Desbois has
"identified 700 graves and execution sites" and that it "estimates that more than 2,000
exist [but] have never been found."[57]
It may be a "sin to think evil," but there is no doubt that the alleged 1,300 alleged "sites
still awaiting discovery" represent the promise of renewed financing and notoriety for
Desbois.[58]
To erase these shadows clouding his moral character, all Desbois need do is visit the
Gaza Strip with his research caravan and look for Israeli cartridge casings: "one
cartridge casing= one dead Palestinian."
In that case, we could, at least, believe in his good faith.
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The party-line of the Left is that Fascism and Nazism were the last resort of Capitalism.[1]
Indeed, the orthodox Marxist critique does not go beyond that. In recent decades there has been
serious scholarship within orthodox academe to understand Fascism as a doctrine. Among these
we can include Roger Griffin,[2] Roger Eatwell,[3] and particularly Zeev Sternhell.[4] The last
in particular shows that Fascism derived at least as much from the Left as from the Right,
emerging from Italy but also in particular from Francophone Marxists as an effort to transcend
the inadequacies of Marxism as an analysis of historical forces.
Among the National Socialists in Germany, opposition to international capital figured
prominently from the start. The National Socialists, even prior to adopting that name, within the
small group, the German Workers’ Party, saw capital as intrinsically anti-national. The earliest
party program, in 1919, stated that the party was fighting “against usury… against all those who
make high profits without any mental or physical work,” the “drones” who “control and rule us
with their money.” It is notable that even then the party did not advocate “ socialization” of
industry but profit-sharing and unity among all classes other than “drones.”[5] As the
conservative spokesman Oswald Spengler pointed out, Marxism did not wish to transcend
capital but to expropriate it. Hence the spirit of the Left remained capitalist or moneycentered.[6] The subordination of money to state policy was something understood in Germany
even among the business elite, and large sections of the menial class; quite different to the
concept of economics understood among the Anglophone world, where economics dominates
state policy.
Hitler was continuing the tradition of the German economic school, which the German Workers’
Party of Anton Drexler and Karl Harrer had already incorporated since the party’s founding in
1919. Hitler wrote in 1924 in Mein Kampf that the state would ensure that “capital remained
subservient to the State and did not allocate to itself the right to dominate national interests.
Thus it could confine its activities within the two following limits: on the one side, to ensure a
vital and independent system of national economy and, on the other, to safeguard the social
rights of the workers.” Hitler now realized the distinction between productive capital and
speculative capital, from Feder who had been part of a political lecture series organized by the
army. Hitler then understood that the dual nature of capital would have to be a primary factor
addressed by any party for reform.[7] The lecture had been entitled “The Abolition of InterestServitude.”[8] A “truth of transcendental importance for the future of the German people” was
that “the absolute separation of stock-exchange capital from the economic life of the nation
would make it possible to oppose the process of internationalization in German business without
at the same time attacking capital as such…”[9] While Everette Lemons, apparently a
libertarian, quotes this passage from Mein Kampf, he claims that Hitler loathed capitalism,
whether national or international. As illustrated by the passage above, Hitler drew a distinction
between creative and speculative capital, as did the German Workers’ Party before he was a
member.

Adolf Hitler in discussion with Reich Minister of Economics and Reichsbank President Dr.
Hjalmar Schacht in 1936
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-R98364 / CC-BY-SA [CC BY-SA 3.0 de (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
National economy was a widely held legacy of the German school of economics founded by
Friedrich List in the 19th century, the aim being national autarchy as distinct from the English
school of international free trade.[10] National economy governed German thinking like Free
Trade governed British thinking. At a glance, List stated: “I would indicate, as the distinguishing
characteristic of my system, NATIONALITY. On the nature of nationality, as the intermediate
interest between those of individualism and of entire humanity, my whole structure is
based.”[11] It was an aim that German businessmen readily embraced.
Because the Hitler regime would not or could not fulfill the entirety of the NSDAP program, and
because Feder was given a humble role as an under-secretary in the economics ministry, there is
a widespread assumption that the regime was a tool of big capital. The Marxist interpretation of
the Third Reich as a tool of monopoly capital has been adopted and adapted by their opposite
number, libertarians, particularly aided by the book of the Stanford research specialist Dr.
Antony Sutton. Sutton followed up his Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution,[12] detailing
dealings between U.S. and other business interests and the Bolshevik regime, with Wall Street
and the Rise of Hitler.[13] Many libertarians welcome the second book as showing that Hitler
was just as much a “socialist” as the Bolsheviks and that both had the backing of the same bigbusiness interests that pursue a “collectivist” state. Lemons, for example, argues that Hitler’s
anti-capitalism was an implementation of many of the ideas in Marx’s Communist Manifesto,
thereby indicating an ignorance of German economic theory.[14] Lemons refers to Hitler’s
“communist style” economy.[15]
Henry Ford – an Early Nazi Party Sponsor?
If there was any wealthy American who should or could have funded Hitler it was Henry Ford
Sr. Indeed, Ford features prominently in allegations that Hitler received financial backing from
wealthy elites. But Ford was not part of the financial elite. He was an industrialist who

challenged Wall Street. If he had backed Hitler that would have been an example of a conflict
between “industrial capital” and “financial capital” that Ford had himself recognized, and that
Hitler had alluded to in Mein Kampf. Not only did his newspaper the Dearborn Independent,
under the editorship of W. J. Cameron, run a series of ninety-one articles on the “Jewish
question,” but that series was issued as a compendium called The International Jew, which was
translated into German. Such was the pressure from Jewish Wall Street interests on the Ford
Motor Company that Ford recanted, and falsely claimed that he had not authorized the series in
his company newspaper.[16] Yet Ford never funded the Hitlerites, despite several direct,
personal appeals for aid on the basis of “international solidarity” against Jewish influence.
Sutton did an admirable job of tracing direct and definitive links between Wall Street and the
Bolsheviks. However, perhaps in his eagerness to show the common factor of “socialism”
between National Socialists and Bolsheviks, and the way Wall Street backed opposing
movements as part of a Hegelian dialectical strategy,[17] Sutton seems to have grasped at straws
in trying to show a link between plutocrats and Nazis. Sutton repeats the myth of Ford backing
of the Hitlerite party that had been in circulation since the 1920s. As early as 1922 The New
York Times reported that Ford was funding the embryonic National Socialist party, and the
Berliner Tageblatt called on the U.S. ambassador to investigate Ford’s supposed interference in
German affairs.[18] The article in its entirety turns out to be nothing but the vaguest of rumormongering, of making something out of nothing at all, but it is still found to be useful by those
perpetrating the myth of big-money backing for Hitler.[19] Dr. Sutton quotes the vice president
of the Bavarian Diet, Auer, testifying at the trial of Hitler after the Munich Putsch in February
1923, that the Diet long had had information that Hitler was being financed by Ford. Auer
alluded to a Ford agent seeking to sell tractors having been in contact with Dietrich Eckart in
1922, and that shortly after Ford money began going to Munich.[20] Having provided no
evidence whatsoever, Sutton states that “these Ford funds were used by Hitler to foment the
Bavarian rebellion.”[21]

Portrait of Henry Ford (ca. 1919)
By Hartsook, photographer. [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Scott Nehmer, who had his dream of an academic career aborted because he would not write his

doctoral thesis according to the preconceptions of his supervisor, undertook a convincing
examination of the allegations regarding the supposed link during World War II between the
Third Reich, Ford, and General Motors.[22] His would-be dissertation was published as a book.
However, it is indicative of the poor shape of scholarship in tertiary education, and not only in
the USA. Mr. Nehmer writes of his recent predicament:
I intended to write my book solely concentrating on the patriotism of Ford and
General Motors during World War II but my plans were altered causing me to
emphasize how Marxist ideology combined with sensationalism has smeared Ford
and GM. The book was conceived as a PhD in history dissertation for Central
Michigan University. Almost from its inception my advisor, Eric Johnson,[23]
attempted to force me to libel the Ford Motor Company. He ordered me to accuse
Ford of betraying the United States during World War II using falsehoods based on
the faulty implications of sensationalist journalists.[24]
What these accounts of the funding of the Nazi party and even of the Third Reich war machine
amount to are descriptions of interlocking directorships and the character of what is today called
globalization. Hence, if Ford, General Electric, ITT, General Motors, and Standard Oil are
somehow linked to AEG, I. G. Farben, Krupp, etc., it is then alleged that Rockefeller, Ford, and
even Jewish financiers such as James Warburg, were directly involved in a conspiracy to aid
Nazi Germany. To prove the connections, Sutton has a convenient table which supposedly
shows “Financial links between U.S. industrialists and Adolf Hitler.” For example Edsel Ford,
Paul M. Warburg and two others in the USA are listed as directors of American I.G. while in
Germany I.G. Farben reportedly donated 400,000 R.M. to Hitler via the Nationale Treuhand;
ipso facto Edsel Ford and Paul Warburg were involved in funding Hitler.[25] The connections
do not seem convincing. They are of an altogether different character than the connections
Sutton previously documented between Wall Street and the Bolsheviks.
The story behind the Henry Ford-Nazi legend has been publicly available since 1938. Kurt
Ludecke had been responsible for attempting to garner funds for the fledgling Nazi party since
joining in 1922. In 1934 he had fallen out with Hitler, had been incarcerated, and then left
Germany for the USA, where he wrote his memoirs, I Knew Hitler.[26]He sought out possible
funding especially in the USA, met Hiram Wesley Evans, Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan,
the organization, then 5,000,000 strong, impressing him as a good money-making racket for its
recruiters, who got 20% commission on membership fees.[27] He met Czarist supporters of
Grand Duke Cyril, claimant to the Russian throne, in Paris,[28] and in Britain several aristocrats
suspicious of Jewish influence: the Duke of Northumberland, and Lord Sydenham.[29] Money
was not forthcoming from any of them. Indeed, Ludecke traveled about perpetually broke.
Ludecke met Ford in 1922. He attempted to persuade Ford that international solidarity was
needed to face the Jewish issue, and that the Hitler movement had the best chance of success.
Ford could not relate to the political requirements and while listening had no interest in
providing funds. It is evident from Ludecke that all of the party’s hopes had been pegged on
Ford’s financial backing. Ford’s series on The International Jew was much admired in Nazi
circles. Hitler also greatly admired Ford as an industrial innovator, a picture of the industrialist
hanging up in Hitler’s office; something that is seen as of great significance to those seeking a
Nazi connection.[30]
James Pool, on the subject of the funding of Hitler, spends thirty pages attempting to show that
Ford might have given money to the NSDAP on the sole basis that he was anti-Jewish. He
frequently cites Ludecke, but decides to ignore what Ludecke stated on Ford. Pool states that
Frau Winifred Wagner had told him in an interview that she had arranged for Ludecke to meet
Ford, which is correct, but it is evident that her claim that Ford gave Hitler money is pure
assumption. Pool conjectures that the money was given by Ford to Hitler via Boris Brasol, an
anti-Semitic Czarist jurist, who in 1918 had worked for U.S. Military Intelligence, and had who
maintained contact with both the Nazi party and was U.S. representative for Grand Duke Cyril.
Again Pool is making assumptions, on the basis that Brasol was employed by Ford. Pool’s
“evidence” is the same as that used by Sutton; contemporary newspaper accounts of rumors and
allegations.[31]

Had Ludecke succeeded in gaining funds from Ford that would not only have not been an
example of funding from Wall Street and international finance, but it would have been an
example of how not all wealthy individuals are part of the world’s banking nexus. Ford
definitely was not, and drew a distinction between creative and destructive capital. Despite his
ignominious surrender and groveling to Jewish interests when the pressure mounted due to his
publication of The International Jew, in 1938 Ford described to The New York Times the
dichotomy that existed between the two forms of capital:
Somebody once said that sixty families have directed the destinies of the nation. It
might well be said that if somebody would focus the spotlight on twenty-five
persons who handle the nation’s finances, the world’s real war makers would be
brought into bold relief. There is a creative and a destructive Wall Street… [I]f
these financiers had their way we’d be in a war now. They want war because they
make money out of such conflicts – out of the human misery such wars bring.[32]
Sutton dismissed this, writing: “On the other hand, when we probe behind these public
statements we find that Henry Ford and son Edsel Ford have been in the forefront of American
businessmen who try to walk both sides of every ideological fence in search of profit. Using
Ford’s own criteria, the Fords are among the ‘destructive’ elements.”[33] Contrary to Sutton,
however, Pool states that Ford executives had been strongly opposed to their boss’s anti-Jewish
campaign, and they persuaded him to drop the campaign in the late 1920s. In the forefront of
this was his son, Edsel who owned 41% of the stock.[34]
Ford’s actions show that he was opposed to the forces of war. He did not do himself any favors
by opposing the “destructive Wall Street.” In 1915 Ford chartered the Oscar II, otherwise known
as the Ford “Peace Ship,” in the hope of persuading the belligerents of the world war to attend a
peace conference. The mission received mostly ridicule. Those aboard, including Ford, were
wracked with influenza. Ford continued to fund the “Peace Ship” as it traveled around Europe
for two years, and despite the ridicule was widely regarded as a sincere, if naïve, pacifist. Dr.
Sutton does not mention Ford’s “Peace Ship” or his peace campaign during World War I.
Therefore, when he was an early supporter of the America First Committee,[35] founded in
1940 to oppose Roosevelt’s efforts to entangle the USA in a war against Germany, he was too
easily dismissed as pro-Nazi, as was America First.[36] Very prominent Americans joined from
a variety of backgrounds, including General Robert A. Wood, president of Sears Roebuck, and
among the most active, aviation hero Charles Lindbergh. Socialist Party leader Norman Thomas
was a regular speaker at rallies. Many Congressmen and Senators resisted the Roosevelt war
machine. They included pacifists, liberals, Republicans, Democrats, conservatives. Of Henry
Ford, George Eggleston, an editor of Reader’s Digest, Scribner’s Commentator, and formerly of
Life, and a major figure in America First, recalled that so far from being a “Nazi,” Ford
expressed the hope that there would be a “parliament of man,” “a world-wide spirit of
brotherhood, and an end to armed conflict.”[37]
J. P. Morgan & Co. - Thomas Lamont
Thomas W. Lamont, senior partner in J. P. Morgan, was in the forefront of Wall Street agitation
for war. Lamont, a supporter of Roosevelt’s New Deal, was a keen protagonist of
internationalism. Speaking to the Academy of Political Sciences at the Astor Hotel in New York
on 15 November 1939, he stated that the war against Germany was the consequence of the
failure of the Versailles treaty and the rise of economic nationalism. In contrast to Old Guard
Republicans such as ex-president Herbert Hoover, Lamont did not believe that it was possible to
negotiate with Hitler. However, the military defeat of Hitler would not suffice. The USA must
abandon isolationism and embrace “internationalism.”[38]
Lamont indeed had it right: international capital versus economic nationalism. The latter now
included imperialism, and all autarchic trading blocs and empires. International finance could no
longer be constrained by empires and trading blocs. But the world order that Woodrow Wilson
had tried to inaugurate after World War I with his “Fourteen Points” and the League of Nations,
based around international free trade, had been repudiated even by his own country.[39] The
Axis states were building autarchic economic blocs, and had been instituting barter among

states, including those that they had occupied. Roosevelt was to candidly state to Churchill
during the discussions on the “Atlantic Charter” that the post-war world would not tolerate any
empires including the British, and would be based on free trade. He stated unequivocally that the
war was being fought over the premise of free trade.[40] Roosevelt stated to Churchill, as
related by the president’s son, Elliott Roosevelt: “Will anyone suggest that Germany’s attempt to
dominate trade in central Europe was not a major contributing factor to war?”[41] Apparently
the cause of the war was not Pearl Harbor, nor the invasion of Poland. Roosevelt made it clear
that international free trade would be the foundation of the post-war world, and empires would
be passé.
General Motors - James D. Mooney
Another alleged enthusiast for Nazi Germany was James D. Mooney, vice president of General
Motors, in charge of European operations. General Motors plays a large role in the alleged
nexus between the Nazis and Big Business because of its European affiliates operating in
German-occupied countries during the war. Such was Mooney’s supposed enthusiasm for
Nazism that he allegedly regarded himself as a future “Quisling” in the USA in the event of a
German victory.[42] The most extraordinary nonsense has been widely repeated that Mooney
practiced how to technically achieve a Nazi salute and “Sieg Heil” in front of his hotel mirror
prior to meeting Hitler in 1934. How Edwin Black knows this is not stated.[43]
It is evident that, utilizing his world-wide connections, Mooney embarked on private diplomacy
with the intent of avoiding war. However, already in 1938 a G.M. executive, likely to have been
Mooney, approached the British War Office to discuss British requirements in the event of war
with Germany. From what is indicated by Mooney’s unpublished autobiography, it seems that,
unsurprisingly, a major concern was the German method of trade. A biographer states of this:
Mooney took the opportunity at the dinner to deliver his own “blockbuster”: if the
Germans could negotiate some form of gold loan, would they be willing to stop
their subsidized exports and special exchange practices which were so annoying to
foreign traders, particularly the U.K. and the U.S? Whilst Mooney clearly honestly
believed that this might ensure peace, in truth the practices had had a deleterious
effect on General Motor’s extraction of profit out of Germany....[44]
Mooney formulated a list of recommendations to ease tensions. Significantly, most of the list
involves the return of Germany to the world trading and banking system:
1. Limitation of armaments.
2. Non-aggression pacts.
3. Move into trade practices of western nations:
a. Free exchange
b. Discontinue subsidized exports
c. Move into most-favored-nation practices.
d. Discharge foreign obligations (pay debts).[45]
It seems evident that Mooney was acting as an emissary for international capital, if not also as
an intelligence agent for the U.S.A. and/or Britain. Some efforts were made by Walther Funk of
the Reichsbank to compromise on terms of trade and finance, but war intervened. On February
4, 1939 Mooney stated before an annual banquet of the American Institute of Banking that an
accommodation with Hitler could not be reached.[46]
Reich Commissioner for the Handling of Enemy Property
Allied-affiliated corporations such as Opel, affiliated with General Motors, operating in
German-occupied Europe during the war did so under control of the Reich Commissioner for
the Handling of Enemy Property.
German state decrees of June 24 and 28, 1941 blocked the assets of American companies,
following the blocking of German assets in the USA on June 14, 1941.

In a review for the U.S. National Archives. Dr. Greg Bradsher states that American company
and bank assets were seized by a December 11, 1941 amendment to the “Decree Concerning the
Treatment of Enemy Property of January 15, 1940.” U.S. corporate and bank assets were
controlled by the Reichskommissar für die Behandlung Feindlichen Vermoegens, which was
part of the Ministry of Justice. Such trusteeship was part of international law. The
Reichskommissar acted as trustee for the property of enemy aliens, in accordance with the
German war effort until the end of hostilities, after which they would be returned to the owners
with proper accounting. A custodian was appointed for each enterprise, who rendered financial
accounts to the Reichskomissar every six months. However, other enterprises were confiscated
outright by the Reich Ministry of Economics.[47]
By March 1, 1945, the Reichskommissar Office had taken under administration
property in excess of RM 3.5 billion. On that date, the approximately RM 945
million of US property was administered by the Reichskommissar’s Office and
another RM 267 million of US property was not administered by the
Reichskommissar’s Office.[48]
Therefore, foreign corporations were hardly free to pursue their profits during war-time.
Communication with the home office of the corporation was discontinued. Nonetheless, the
argument persists that such corporations as Ford and General Motors were in league with the
enemy during the war.[49] On the basis that the same German directors of Opel in Germany
prior to the war were approved by the Reich office during the war, and that Alfred P. Sloan and
Mooney remained theoretically on the Opel board, this is deemed sufficient to show
collusion.[50] While Dr. Bradsher is unsure as to what happened to the profits, according to the
Dividend Law of 1934, corporations were restricted on the amount of profits and dividends
payable to shareholders to 6%. The remainder of profits had to be reinvested into the enterprise
or used to buy Government bonds.[51] In short, the foreign-affiliated corporations were run by
and for Germany as one would expect, and according to the aim of national autarchy.
Dr. Sutton tries to resolve many contradictions and paradoxes by stating that they are part of a
Hegelian dialectical process learned in Germany during the early 19th century by scions of
Puritan finance who founded the Yale-based Skull and Bones Lodge 322.[52] Hence, the reason
why sections of Big Business dealt with both National Socialist Germany and the USSR; they
were promoting controlled conflict that would result in a dialectical globalist synthesis.[53]
Fritz Thyssen
Sutton quotes Fritz Thyssen as to why he supported Hitler, but does not see that the motives are
different from Wall Street's. Thyssen, and other industrialists such as Krupp, who funded Hitler,
did so openly and for patriotic reasons. Thyssen wrote, as cited by Sutton: “I turned to the
National Socialist party only after I became convinced that the fight against the Young Plan was
unavoidable if complete collapse of Germany was to be prevented.”[54] The Young Plan for the
payment of World War I reparations was regarded as the means of controlling Germany with
American capital.[55] Thyssen is hardly an example of a nexus between Nazism and
international capitalism; to the contrary, it shows that German business was motivated by
patriotic sentiment to an extent that American business was not then and is today lesser still.
Thyssen was a Catholic motivated by the Church’s social doctrine that sought an alternative to
both Marxism and monopoly capitalism. Like many others throughout the world of all classes,
Thyssen found the corporatist doctrines of Fascism and National Socialism to reflect Church
doctrine on social justice. Thyssen was a member of the conservative National People’s Party.
While one of the few industrialists who donated to the NSDAP, at a late date, even this was
meagre. The denazification trials in 1948 found that Thyssen donated about 650,000
Reichsmarks to various right-wing parties and groups, of which there were many, including the
NSDAP, between 1923 and 1932. He was an adherent of the corporatist theories of Austrian
philosopher Othmar Spann. In 1933 Thyssen was asked by the NSDAP to set up an Institute for
Corporatism in Düsseldorf.[56] However, this was regarded as rivalling the Labor Front and was
closed in 1936. In 1940, after having emigrated from Germany, Thyssen and his wife were
captured in France and incarcerated in Germany for the duration of the war.

Prescott Bush
A figure that is associated with Thyssen is Prescott Bush. Because he was, like his sons
Presidents George H. W. and George W. Bush, initiated into Lodge 322, vastly nonsensical
theories has been woven around the Yale secret society, a.k.a. The Order of the Skull and Bones,
as a pro-Nazi death cult, and the scions of influential families as part of an international Nazi
conspiracy for world domination.
Prescott Bush was partner with W. Averell Harriman in Brown Brothers Harriman & Co., and
the Union Banking Corporation. UBC acted as a clearinghouse for Thyssen interests. Because of
this UBC’s assets were seized by the U.S government during the war. That Thyssen languished
in Nazi concentration camps for the duration of the war is disregarded by those who seek a Wall
Street connection with Hitler via Thyssen. Hence, The Guardian claimed to have new
revelations in 2004 which turn out as nothing, with the focus on Thyssen being the businessman
who “financed Hitler to power.” However, again more is said of the character of international
capital than of big business backing for Hitler. The Guardian article states:
Erwin May, a treasury attaché and officer for the department of investigation in the
APC,[57] was assigned to look into UBC’s business. The first fact to emerge was
that Roland Harriman, Prescott Bush and the other directors didn’t actually own
their shares in UBC but merely held them on behalf of Bank voor Handel.
Strangely, no one seemed to know who owned the Rotterdam-based bank, including
UBC’s president.
May wrote in his report of August 16 1941: “Union Banking Corporation,
incorporated August 4 1924, is wholly owned by the Bank voor Handel en
Scheepvaart NV of Rotterdam, the Netherlands. My investigation has produced no
evidence as to the ownership of the Dutch bank. Mr. Cornelis [sic] Lievense,
president of UBC, claims no knowledge as to the ownership of the Bank voor
Handel but believes it possible that Baron Heinrich Thyssen, brother of Fritz
Thyssen, may own a substantial interest.”
May cleared the bank of holding a golden nest egg for the Nazi leaders but went on
to describe a network of companies spreading out from UBC across Europe,
America and Canada, and how money from voor Handel traveled to these
companies through UBC.
By September May had traced the origins of the non-American board members and
found that Dutchman H. J. Kouwenhoven - who met with Harriman in 1924 to set
up UBC - had several other jobs: in addition to being the managing director of voor
Handel he was also the director of the August Thyssen bank in Berlin and a director
of Fritz Thyssen’s Union Steel Works, the holding company that controlled
Thyssen’s steel and coal mine empire in Germany.[58]
The connections are tenuous at best, but of the same character as the other supposed associations
between transnational corporations and the Third Reich.
Who Paid the Nazi Party?
Like the assumption that Ford could have funded Hitler because they had similar views about
Jews, Pool also makes the same assumption about Montagu Norman, Governor of the Bank of
England, Schacht’s friend, because Norman was also antagonistic towards Jews (and the
French). He deplored the economic chaos wrought on Germany by the Versailles diktat and the
adverse impact that was having on world trade. On that score, he could have funded the Nazi
party, but there is no evidence for it. Pool’s book is useful however insofar as he shows, despite
himself, that the Nazi party was not a tool of big business.
I. G. Farben, for example, often depicted as one of the plutocratic wirepullers of the Nazi
regime, and as the center of a Third Reich industrial death machine, was headed by liberals.
Pool states that from its formation in 1925 I.G. Farben gave funding to all parties except the

Nazis and the Communists. Not until 1932, with the NSDAP as the biggest party in parliament,
did two representatives of the firm meet Hitler to get his views on the production of synthetic
fuel.[59] Not surprisingly, Hitler was in favor, given that it was an important factor in an
autarchic economy. However, the matter of funds for the party was not raised.
The upshot that we learn from Pool in regard to Nazi party funding is that, quoting economist
Paul Drucker:
The really decisive backing came from sections of the lower middle classes, the
farmers, and working class… As far as the Nazi Party is concerned there is good
reason to believe that at least three-quarters of its funds, even after 1930, came from
the weekly dues…. And from the entrance fees to the mass meetings from which
members of the upper classes were always conspicuously absent.[60]
Ludecke, despite his repudiation of Hitler, nonetheless cogently pointed out the difference in
world-views between National Socialism and liberal capitalism. He wrote that the “newly
legalized concept of property rights in Germany differs radically from the ideas of orthodox
capitalism, though Marxian groups in particular persist in the erroneous contention that the
Hitler system is a phase of the reaction designed to enforce the stabilization of capitalism.” He
pointed out that “this planned economy signifies complete State control of production,
agriculture, and commerce; of exports, imports, and foreign markets; of prices, foreign
exchange, credit, rates of interest, profits, capital investments, and merchandizing of all
kinds…”[61] Ludecke quotes from an article in the Council of Foreign Relations journal
Foreign Affairs (July 1937) that “the German conception of capitalism was always essentially
different from the Anglo-Saxon, because it was developed under an entirely different conception
of the state and government…” Interestingly, the Foreign Affairs writer pointed out that what
Hitler enacted was the consolidation of what had already been put in place by Social
Democracy.[62] There were Social Democratic governments that had undertaken similar
measures. Anyone familiar with New Zealand’s first Labor Government, assuming power about
the same time as Hitler, could easily assume that what the Foreign Affairs writer is describing is
the Labor Government’s economic policies.
Hjalmar Schacht
A direct link between international capital and the Hitler regime was Hjalmar Schacht. He is
instructive as to how the global banking nexus sought to co-opt the Nazi state, and how it failed.
While researchers have focused on the first, they have neglected the implications of the latter.
Sutton states that “Schacht was a member of the international financial elite that wields its
power behind the scenes through the political apparatus of a nation. He is a key link between the
Wall Street elite and Hitler’s inner circle.”[63] Schacht was a major figure in the creation of the
Bank for International Settlements. The presence of German delegates to that institution during
World War II is a primary element of this alleged Nazi-Wall Street nexus. One could say, and
some do, the same about the International Committee of the Red Cross[64] and Interpol[65]
during the war.
It is tempting to speculate as to whether Schacht was planted in the National Socialist regime to
derail the more-strident aspects of the NSDAP ideology on international capitalism. It is
unreasonable to claim that Hitler betrayed the National Socialist fight against international
capital, because the full economic program of the NSDAP was not fulfillled. There is always
going to be a difference in perspective as to what can be achieved when one is not in
government. Schacht was obliged to work within National Socialist parameters and could not
help but achieve some remarkable results. Like Montagu Norman and others, he was also
concerned that the economic chaos in Germany engendered by the post-war Versailles diktat
was having an adverse impact on world trade. Sutton does not mention that he ended up in a
concentration camp because of his commitment to international capital. At least Higham states
early in his book that “Hjalmar Schacht spent much of the war in Geneva and Basle pulling
strings behind the scenes. However, Hitler correctly suspected him of intriguing for the
overthrow of the present regime in favor of The Fraternity[66] and imprisoned him late in the
war.”[67]

Hjalmar Schacht testifying for the defendant Friedrich Flick, said the industrialist contributed to
the Nazi Party's campaign fund in 1933 because Hitler promised to protect private industry and
to eliminate all strikes.
Date: 21 July 1947, Provenance: From Public Relations Photo Section, Office Chief of Counsel
for War Crimes, Nuernberg, Germany, APO 696-A, US Army. Photo No. OMT-V-W-16. [Public
Domain] via Wikimedia Commons
Hitler re-appointed Hjalmar Schacht as president of the Reichsbank in 1933, and in 1934 as
minister of economics. Schacht wrote after the war:
National Socialist agitators led by Gottfried Feder had carried on a vicious
campaign against private banking and against our entire currency system.
Nationalization of banks, abolition of bondage to interest payments and introduction
of state Giro ‘Feder’ money, those were the high-sounding phrases of a pressure
group which aimed at the overthrow of our money and banking system. To keep this
nonsense in check, [I] called a bankers’ council, which made suggestions for tighter
supervision and control over the banks. These suggestions were codified in the law
of 1934... by increasing the powers of the bank supervisory authority. In the course
of several discussions, I succeeded in dissuading Hitler from putting into practice
the most foolish and dangerous of the ideas on banking and currency harbored by
his party colleagues.[68]
What Schacht did introduce was the MEFO bill. Between 1934 and 1938 12,000,000 bills had
been issued at 3,000,000 bills per year. MEFO bills were used specifically to facilitate the
exchange of goods.[69] However, once full employment had been achieved, Schacht wanted to
return to orthodox finance. Hitler objected, and it was agreed that Schacht would continue as
president of the Reichsbank until 1939, on the assurance that the MEFO issue would be halted
when 12,000,000 bills had been reached.[70] After the war Schacht assured readers that fiat
money such as the MEFO,[71] like barter, should not become the norm for the world, despite
their successes in Germany.
Likewise, Schacht opposed the autarchic aims of National Socialism. Schacht was, in short,
ideologically inimical to the raison d’etre of National Socialism. Today he would be a zealous
exponent of globalization along with David Rockefeller and George Soros. He wrote after the
war:

Exaggerated autarchy is the greatest obstacle to a world-wide culture. It is only
culture which can bring people closer to one another, and world trade is the most
powerful carrier of culture. For this reason I was unable to support those who
advocated the autarchistic seclusion of a hermitage as a solution to Germany’s
problems.[72]
Yet Schacht was also responsible during six years for re-establishing Germany’s economy, and
among the achievements which were in accord with National Socialism was the creation of bilateral trade agreements based on reciprocal credits. Schacht wrote of this:
In September 1934 I introduced a new foreign trade programme which made use of
offset accounts, and book entry credit…
My plan was to some extent a reversion to the primitive barter economy, only the
technique was modern. The equivalent value of imported goods was credited to the
foreign supplier in a German banking account, and vice versa foreign buyers of
German goods could make payment by means of these accounts. No movement of
money in marks or foreign currency took place. All was done through credits and
debits in a bank account. Thus no foreign exchange problem came into being.[73]
Schacht then hints at what would result in a clash of systems, and world war:
Those interested in the exchange of goods came into conflict with those interested
solely in money. There was soon a battle royal between the exporters who sold
goods to Germany, and the creditors who wanted their interest. Both parties
demanded to be given preference, but the decision always went in favor of foreign
trade.
I concluded special agreements with a number of states which were our principal
sources of raw materials and foodstuffs. Anyone who wished to sell raw materials
to Germany had to purchase German industrial products. Germany could pay for
goods from abroad only by means of home-produced goods, and was thus able to
trade only with countries prepared to participate in this bilateral programme. There
were many such countries. The whole of South America, and the Balkans were glad
to avail themselves of the idea, since it favoured their raw materials production. By
the spring of 1938 there were no less than 25 such offset account agreements with
foreign countries, so that more than one half of Germany’s foreign trade was
conducted by means of this system. This trade agreement system in which two
countries - Germany and one foreign country - were always involved, has entered
economic history under the name of ‘bilateral’ trading policy. [74]
It created much ill-feeling in countries which were not part of the system. These
were precisely those countries who were Germany’s main competitors in world
markets, and who had hitherto attempted to effect repayment of their loans by
imposing special charges on their imports from Germany. The countries
participating in bilateral trade were not amongst those which had granted Germany
loans. They were primary producers or predominantly agrarian, and had hitherto
scarcely been touched by industrialisation. They utilised the bilateral trading system
to accelerate their own industrial development by means of machines and factory
installations imported from Germany.[75]
However, Schacht was not even in favor of the permanence of this great alternative method of
world trade that allowed for the peaceful development of backward economies. Imagine the
difference to the world today had this system been allowed to live and grow. Schacht remained a
member of The Fraternity, to use Higham’s term, and he worried that
The bilateral trading system kept the German balance of payments under control for
many years, but it was not a satisfactory solution, nor was it a permanent one. It is
true that it enabled Germany to preserve its industry and to feed its populace, but
the system could not provide a surplus of foreign exchange. No more was ever

imported than was exported. Import and export balanced out exactly in monetary
terms. Thus this system achieved the very opposite of what I, in agreement with the
foreign creditors, had deemed to be necessary.[76]
As if to emphasize that he had never intended to renege on his loyalty to The Fraternity, Schacht
lamented apologetically:
Already at the time when I introduced the bilateral trading system I made it known
that I regarded it as a most inadequate and unpleasant system, and expressed the
hope that it would soon be replaced by an all-round, free, multilateral trading
policy. In fact the system did have some considerable influence on the trading
policies of Germany’s competitors.[77]
It seems that Schacht had unleashed forces of economic justice and equity upon the world in
spite of his intentions and it could only be stopped by war. Again: “For my part I would not say
that the bilateral trading system, ranks among those of my measures which are worth
copying.”[78] Introducing barter in world trade seems to have been the source of great shame to
Schacht.
Schacht criticizes Hitler for having financed the war neither with taxation nor with the raising of
loans. “Instead he chose to print banknotes,”[79] which of course is anathema to a banker such
as Schacht, claiming the looming prospect of “inflation.” True enough, the “inflation” did not
occur because of the other state controls, but Schacht stated that it did happen - in 1945.[80] At
the end of the war the bills in circulation amounted to between 40 and 60 billion marks. Schacht
comments that it did not result in hyperinflation, and that the aim was to keep the level at that
amount.[81] Might one conclude then that the fiat money that had been issued by the Third
Reich had not been the cause of inflation, but rather the destruction of German production by the
end of the war? At any rate it was not until 1948 that the Allied occupation attempted currency
reform, based on the recommendations of U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau Jr., by a
massive devaluation of the mark. This is what had devastating consequences upon middle- and
working-class Germans, and Schacht states that “malevolent intent was involved.”[82] Fiat
money has long been the great bugaboo among orthodox economists. Amusingly, Schacht spent
two days during the Nuremberg proceedings trying to explain the MEFO bills, and when asked
for a third time, gave up and refused.[83]
The Bank for International Settlements reports show that up to the end of the war the Reich
Government used a variety of methods of finance, including what Schacht had ridiculed as
“state Giro ‘Feder’ money.”
Another interesting point made by Schacht is that, contrary to the widespread assumption,
German economic recovery was not based on war expenditure. Schacht even criticizes Hitler
with the assumption that he did not understand the requirements of war preparation. During
1935-1938 armaments expenditure was 21 billion RM.[84] Schacht assumes that this was due to
Hitler’s ignorance. The other alternative is that there was no long-term plan to wage a major war
or prolonged aggression. There was no buildup of raw materials and no real war economy until
1939.
In 1939 Schacht was replaced by Dr. Walther Funk, who had served in 1932 as deputy chairman
of the NSDAP’s economic council under the chairmanship of Feder. The replacement of Schacht
by Funk working under the direction of Göring the head of the Four Year Plan, seems to be an
indication that a transitional phase had been completed and that the Government was well aware
of Schacht’s role as an agent for international capital. Otto D. Tolischus, writing from Berlin for
The New York Times, commented:
Dr. Schacht was ousted because he believed that Germany had reached the limit in
debt-making and currency-expansion, that any further expansion spelled danger to
the economic system, for which he still considered himself responsible, and that the
government would have to curtail its ambitions and confine itself to the nation’s
means…

No authoritative explanation of the new financial policy is available so far, but
judging from hints in the highest quarters, the policy is likely to proceed about as
follows:
1. Expand the currency circulation only for current exchange demands and not
for special purposes.
2. Open the capital market for private industry and make private industry
finance many tasks hitherto financed by the state, either directly or by prices
on public orders, which have enabled industry to finance the expansion of
new Four-Year Plan factories out of accumulated profits and reserves.
3. Create a non-interest bearing credit instrument with which the state, now
having to share the capital market with private enterprise, will finance its own
further orders in anticipation of increasing tax receipts from the resulting
expansion of production.
In one respect therefore, Herr Funk presumably will continue ‘pre-financing’ the
state’s orders as did Dr. Schacht, but whereas Dr. Schacht did it with bills, loans,
delivery certificates and other credit instruments, all of which cost between 4½ and
5 per cent interest per year, Herr Funk proposes doing it with non-interest-eating
instruments.
How that is to be done is his secret, but the mere mention of interest-free credit
instruments inevitably recalls the plan of Gottfried Feder which at one time
fascinated Chancellor Hitler, but which Dr Schacht vetoed.[85]
What had taken place was an ultimatum from the Reichsbank, which in January 1939 refused to
grant the state any further credits.[86] This amounted to a mutiny by orthodox banking. On
January 19 Schacht was removed a president of the Reichsbank, and his position was assumed
by Economics Minister Funk. Hitler issued as edict that obliged the Reichsbank to provide
credit to the state.
Funk commented on Germanys’ monetary policy a year later:
Turning from the external to the internal sector, the question, “How is this war
being financed in Germany?” is one in which the world shows a lively interest. The
war is financed by work, for we are spending no money which has not been earned
by our work. Bills based on labour – drawn by the Reich and discounted by the
Reichsbank – are the basis of money…[87]
Broadly, it seems that Feder’s ideas were being implemented. The NSDAP broke the bondage of
the international gold merchants, and this was being openly discussed as the way of the future.
Germany created an autarchic trading bloc both before and during the war, based on barter
through a Reich clearing center. Pegging national currencies to the Reichsmark resulted in
immediate wage increases in the occupied states. The Bank for International Settlements Annual
Report for 1940-1941 quoted finance spokesmen from Fascist Italy and the Third Reich:
The development of clearings in Europe has given rise to certain fears with regard
to the future position of gold as an element in the monetary structure. It has since
been noted that Germany has been able to finance rearmament and war with very
slight gold reserves and that the foreign trade of Germany and Italy has been carried
on largely on a clearing basis. Hence the question is being asked whether a new
monetary system is being developed which will altogether dispense with the
services of gold.
In authoritative statements made on this subject in Germany and Italy a distinction
is drawn between different functions of gold. The president of the German
Reichsbank said in a speech on 26 July 1940 that “in any case in the future gold will
play no role as a basis of European currencies, for a currency is not dependent upon
its cover but on the value which is given to it by the state, i.e. by the economic order
as regulated by the state.” “It is,” he added, “another matter whether gold should be

regarded as a suitable medium for the settlement of debit balances between
countries, but we shall never pursue a monetary policy which makes us in any way
dependent upon gold, for it is impossible to tie oneself to a medium the value of
which one cannot determine oneself.”[88]
After the war Schacht, while acquitted of charges at Nuremberg, did not escape the
vindictiveness of the Allies, despite the testimonials of those who stated that he was from the
start an enemy of Hitler. In 1959 Donald R. Heath, American ambassador to Saudi Arabia, who
had been director of political affairs for the American military government during the time of
the Nuremberg trials, wrote to Schacht telling him that he had tried to intervene for Schacht with
U.S. prosecutor Robert Jackson:
After consultation with Robert Murphy, now Under Secretary of State, and with the
permission of General Clay, I went to Nürnberg to see Jackson. I told Jackson not
only should you never have been brought before that tribunal but that you had
consistently been working for the downfall of the Nazi regime. I told him that I had
been in touch with you consistently during the first part of the war and Under
Secretary of State Wells through me, and that you had passed on to me information
adverse to the Nazi cause…[89]
In 1952 Schacht applied to establish a bank in Hamburg but was refused on the basis that the
MEFO bills had offended banking morality. Notably, it was the Socialists who found the MEFO
objectionable. [90]
Who Wanted War?
If some industrialists and businessmen such as Henry Ford Sr. did not want war and supported
the America First Committee, others, including those supposedly pro-Nazi, were clamoring for
aid to Britain and antagonism towards Germany well before Pearl Harbor. Senator Rush D. Holt,
a liberal pacifist, during the last session of the 76th Congress, exposed the oligarchs promoting
belligerence against Germany. Commenting on an influential committee, Defend America by
Aiding the Allies, headed by newspaperman William Allen White, to agitate for war against
Germany, or at least “all aid short of war” to Britain, Senator Holt said the founders included
“eighteen prominent bankers.” Among those present at its April 1940 founding were Henry L.
Stimson, who had served as counsel for J. P. Morgan and senior Morgan partner Thomas W.
Lamont.[91] The campaign began on June 10, 1940, with advertisements entitled “Stop Hitler
Now” appearing in newspapers throughout the USA. There was an allusion to the
advertisements being paid for by “a number of patriotic American citizens.” On July 11 Senator
Holt spoke to the Senate on the advertisement:
You find it is not the little fellows who paid for this advertisement, “Stop Hitler
Now!” … Listen to these banks. The directors of these banks, or the families of
directors, paid for this advertisement. Who are they? No wonder they want Hitler
stopped. Director of J. Pierpont Morgan & Co.; Director of Drexel & Co.; Director
of Kuhn, Loeb Co., - Senators have heard that name before – Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
international banking. No wonder Kuhn, Loeb & Co. helped finance such an
advertisement. A Director of Lehman Bros., another international banking firm,
helped pay for this “Stop Hitler” advisement, and a number of others.[92]
Holt, referring to a list of names of the advertisement sponsors, stated that they are not the types
who die in battle, or the fathers of those who die in battle. He named the wives of international
financiers W. Averell Harriman,[93] H. P. Davison,[94] the late Daniel Guggenheim,[95] and
John Schiff of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. Other sponsors included Frederick M. Warburg,[96] a partner
of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.; Cornelius V. Whitney, mining magnate associated with Rockefeller and
Morgan interests; and Thomas W. Lamont of J. P. Morgan Co. In communications, there was
Henry Luce, publisher of Time, and Samuel Goldman, the Hollywood mogul. Holt described
these sponsors not as “patriots,” but as “paytriots.”
In his farewell speech to the Senate, Holt nailed exactly what was behind the agitation for war
against Germany, and the different attitude towards the USSR: “Germany is a factor in world

trade against England, Russia is not.” “American boys are going to be sent once again to
Europe, in the next session of Congress, not to destroy dictatorship or to preserve democracy but
to preserve the balance of power and protect world trade.” It is interesting to read now that in
reply Senator Josh Lee reminded Holt that Roosevelt had promised that “no American
expeditionary force would be sent to Europe.” Holt replied that Roosevelt had broken many
promises.[97]
A survey of the newspaper headlines also indicates those most avid in calling for U.S. war
against Germany, from as early as 1938; and indeed the war hysteria that was being pushed
against Germany from an early date. Apart from President Franklin D. Roosevelt promising that
he would not involve the USA in another European war, out of one side one his mouth while out
of the other demanding an urgent military buildup, the two individuals who stand out most
prominently in war-mongering are presidential confidant and Wall Street financier Bernard M.
Baruch and New York Governor Herbert H. Lehman of Lehman Brothers. In October 1938
Baruch and Roosevelt were both calling for increased military spending by the USA. In January
1939 Baruch offered $3,300,000 of his own fortune to help equip the U.S. army. In February
1939 Roosevelt was saying that U.S. involvement in helping Britain and France was
“inevitable,” although hostilities were not declared until September. In May 1940, amidst warmongering by “rabbis” and Roosevelt, “Baruch exhorts U.S. to re-arm.” In June “Lehman tells
Roosevelt to send all arms asked.” A few days later James P. Warburg, of the famous banking
dynasty, “says only force will stop Hitler.” In July Lehman called for compulsory military
service. In January 1941 James P. Warburg “asks for speed” in rearming the USA. A few days
previously Rabbi Stephen S. Wise urged “all aid short of war” to Britain, as Roosevelt asked
“billions in loans to fight Axis,” and Lehman “urges speedy passage of aid measure.” In
February “Jewish Institute to Plan Role in New World Order,” and “Lehman Urges Speed in
Voting British Aid Bill.”[98] Lehman, U.S. diplomat Bullitt, and others of the pro-war party
were pitching to the American public, overwhelmingly opposed to war, that if Britain is
defeated, the USA faced impending invasion.[99] Those such as Colonel Charles Lindbergh,
who showed that such alarmist claims were utter nonsense, were pilloried as “pro-Nazi.”
Conclusion
Some Wall Street luminaries who are supposed to have been “pro-Nazi” on the basis of business
affiliations in Germany were among those agitating for war against Germany. Foreign business
holdings were held in trust throughout the war by Germany in accordance with international law.
The one individual who had convincing links with international capital, Hjalmar Schacht, was
relieved of all positions by 1939 and ended up in a concentration camp. Those German
businessmen who did provide funds to the Nazi party did so at a comparatively late date, and
were of nationalistic sentiments in a German tradition that was alien to that of the self-interest of
the English free-trade school. Even those foreign businessmen who might reasonably have been
expected to fund the NSDAP on ideological grounds, primarily Henry Ford, did not do so,
persistent allegations to the contrary.
The Third Reich was a command economy, and corporate executives became “trustees” of their
firms, subject to state supervision. The NSDAP premise: “the common interest before selfinterest” was upheld throughout the regime. Dividends and profits were limited to a large extent.
While it is a widespread assumption that Hitler reneged on the “socialist” principles of the
NSDAP program, what the regime did carry out was extensive in terms of bilateral trade, and
the use of unorthodox methods of finance. The machinations of international capital, including
those who were supposedly pro-German, were for war, especially if Germany could not be
persuaded to return to orthodox methods of trade and finance. War came the same year as
Schacht was dismissed from office.
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The Passenger | CODOH
by Arthur R. Butz

The Passenger, opera in two acts by Mieczyslaw Weinberg. Libretto by Alexander
Medvedev. Based on the novel of the same name by Zofia Posmysz.
The Passenger, promoted as "a Holocaust-themed opera," was written in the Soviet
Union by Weinberg during the 1960s but, despite enthusiastic support from Dmitri
Shostakovich, had to wait until 2010 to premiere, at the Bregenz Festival in Austria.
Festival director David Pountney then brought it to Warsaw, London and Madrid before
its US premiere in Houston in 2014, followed by a performance in New York later in
2014. It was first performed in Chicago in Feb. 2015, with Pountney as stage director.
I attended a performance for reasons that were not completely clear to me. First, like
many operagoers, I view the great age of opera as having ended with Richard Strauss;
some would even end it with Giacomo Puccini. I considered it likely that, on purely
artistic grounds, I would not enjoy it very much. Second, my quarrel with the
"Holocaust" has to do with its historicity; the problem of dramatic representation would
seem, at first thought, to be unimportant, since most dramas are fictitious anyway. A
statue, if invited to dinner, will not nod acceptance, let alone come, but that fact doesn't
diminish the awe that we feel for Mozart's Don Giovanni, which is universally
considered a masterpiece.
This is a review of Weinberg's opera, not the specific performance I saw in March 2015,
so names of the performing artists are irrelevant. My final verdict on the opera's artistic
merits: not bad for a modern opera, but it isn't about the "Holocaust."

Composer Mieczysław Weinberg. (Public domain)

Polish writer Zofia Posmysz had been arrested in her late teens by the German
occupation authorities, with three male comrades, for attending illegal meetings, and
sent to Auschwitz in 1942, where she was quartered in a women's camp. Of course she
and her fellow inmates were not gassed. Her novel is said to be based on her experiences
there, and she attended the Chicago premiere of the opera.
The heroine of the fictitious drama is camp prisoner Marta, who is the special target of
Liese, a cruel German SS guard. Apart from some silly heiling while strutting around in
parade black SS uniforms, and an enigmatic episode of "selection"[1], the action is on a
credible level, and could correspond to many contexts of incarceration, in camps or
prisons, then or today. Marta's fiancé Tadeusz is incarcerated in the men's camp, a fact
that Liese uses wickedly, though on that I think Weinberg missed an opportunity to
portray a level of evil comparable to, say, the wicked trick that Baron Scarpia plays on
Puccini's Tosca, though Tadeusz is eventually reported as sent to his death.
In the opera Liese had married a German diplomat after the war and they were travelling
as passengers on a ship to Brazil, where he was to take up a new post. Liese espies
another passenger who reminds her of Marta and is terrified that her dark secret,
unknown to her husband, could be exposed by this woman.[2]
This story is not about the "Holocaust" which, in the common understanding, is about
the alleged mass physical extermination of the Jews, usually in gas chambers. I believe
the failure to represent it dramatically, over many years, inheres in the nature of the
allegation.
Most of us will remember Schindler's List, the movie based on a novel that transformed
Steven Spielberg's image from producer of technically marvelous junk into sensitive
artist. There was a terrifying scene in which the audience was encouraged to assume that
a group of women was about to be gassed. Even I got scared, but then water came out of
the showerheads!
I don't believe Spielberg was too squeamish to portray a gassing, since there was also a
scene in the film showing a huge open wagon full of corpses. Also, Spielberg was the
guy who presented us, in another movie, with a man being eaten, whole and alive, by a
giant Great White shark. Rather, I think there are grave practical problems in
representing a gassing even approximately as claimed in the legend. Robert Faurisson
has described some such problems in detail.[3]
To give another example, in 1978 NBC televised a "docudrama" entitled "Holocaust,"
and I wrote a review of it for the weekly Spotlight newspaper, predecessor of today's
fortnightly American Free Press. I wrote (May 8, 1978):
The extermination allegation entails dramatic impossibilities.
It is one thing to read in a book that the Jews didn't resist being killed. It is
quite another experience to see on our TV screens scenes where people are,
as if at the supermarket or bank, quietly and cooperatively waiting in line to
be machine-gunned, or calmly filing into a "shower" that at least some of
them know to be in reality a gas chamber.
That expresses the problem, also, of creating a true "Holocaust opera." If it is credible at
all, it will not even aim at its target. David Poutney concedes "There some people who
say you can't make an opera on the Holocaust," and I think those people are right, but I
add that the barrier consists mainly in the absurdity of the allegations.
We should chew on that for a while. Despite the mania for talking about it, this

"Holocaust" still lacks commensurate dramatic representation. I believe that all such
attempts will either be ludicrous on their faces, or give us something like the Spielberg
movie, which represents genocide somewhat the way a performance of Tristan and
Isolde, abruptly ending with Act II, might represent a love story.

Notes:
[1] Of course it is not claimed that Polish political prisoners were "gassed" or
"exterminated." However as early internees they were hard hit by the typhus
epidemics of 1942-43.
[2] For sources and more commentary see the articles by John von Rhein and
Howard Reich in the Chicago Tribune, Feb. 18 & 26, 2015.
[3] Robert Faurisson, "The Mechanics of Gassing," Journal of Historical Review,
Vol. 1, No. 1, pp. 23-30, Spring 1980. Online: http://codoh.com/media/files
/jhr/v1n1.pdf

The Tyranny of Silence, Demonstrated
by Ezra Macvie

This book’s author, a Danish journalist now 57 years old despite the many death threats
he has received, was catapulted to fame, to his great surprise, after the publication by his
employer of a group of cartoons depicting Islam’s central prophet Mohammed in a
number of unflattering, even risible poses. The international kerfuffle that ensued lasted
for years, inflamed passions in countries all over the world, resulted in at least a dozen
actual deaths, and illuminated as perhaps nothing before it the value and costs of
freedom of expression. Though the support of his employer and his country were
occasionally to be found wanting, at least in the eyes of “free-speech fundamentalists”
such as are likely to be found among the readers of Inconvenient History, Flemming
Rose’s defense of his editorial decisions to assemble and publish the offending sketches
is courageous, fulsome, admirable, and even inspiring.
The story of these developments might have made compelling reading from the pen of a
more vivid narrator, or the embellishments of a sensationalist seeking to promote his
heroism in the face of threats that might cause many a stout heart to skip a beat or even
stop altogether. But this writer uses a matter-of-fact style that ultimately so downplays
the genuine drama that must have throbbed from the very course of its events that the
end result is occasionally a bit boring for the less-focused sort of reader, which most of
us in fact are, most of the time. I put it down myself to modesty and perhaps the
tendency to understatement that helps us differentiate between Scandinavians and, say,
Mediterranean types. It buttresses the impression of honesty and accuracy that books of
this kind depend upon to persuade readers who make it their business to think things
through.

Flemming Rose at the 2015 European Students For Liberty Conference in Berlin.
By derthis (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/4.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
But the book is not about Flemming Rose; it is a far more-encompassing discussion of
freedom of speech in the present day around the world from the special perspective of
the author of what has become known as the Cartoon Crisis. Rose’s own story, mixed
throughout with the stories of others, permeates the narrative, but it serves merely as an
incomparable vehicle for exploring the profound subject it treats of.

Throughout my reading of this book advocating what might be the most-precious of all
rights, I was deafened by a roar in my mind’s ear that only increased as I approached the
book’s end. This anti-silence was ear-splitting, or mind-splitting, as I realized that
nowhere in all these pages about every kind and shape of censorship imaginable was I
going to find the slightest mention of the 800-pound gorilla of the species, the
criminalization of “Holocaust denial.” The closest it came to mentioning the elephant in
this living room was where he wrote:
An advisor to the Afghan minister of culture told the British daily the
Independent that he supported the verdict [to execute a blasphemer of
Islam], contending that Europe restricted Holocaust denial in much the same
way: “Every country has its own limits on freedom. European people have
the right to protect their opinions about ideas which are supposed to be
dangerous for their civilization.”
Rose even claimed to have decried the criminalization of Holocaust denial in a speech he
gave in Israel, and to have defended his position against complainants who claimed to be
related to Jews who died in the Holocaust. At least he was on the right side of the issue
when he brought it up, and apparently intrepid about when and where he did so.
But in Chapter 10, he lists five recent cases of legal suppression of speech, which fell out
as follows:
Country

Victim/Target

Offender

Sentence

Egypt

Islam

Muslim

4 years imprisonment

Russia

Orthodox Christianity Non-religious $3,600 fine; lost job

India

Hinduism

Muslim

Persecution, exile

Afghanistan Islam

Muslim

Death (not carried out)

Pakistan

Muslim

Death (vacated)

Islam

Is anything missing here? How about Ernst Zündel (Canada)? Jürgen Graf
(Switzerland)? Germar Rudolf (Germany)? Sylvia Stolz (Germany)? The list goes on
and on, for (western) country after country, replete with the entire panoply of penalties
including fines, loss of employment, exile, imprisonment and, if not death sentences,
murders in any case.
Despite this resounding omission of probably the most-powerful group advocating
censorship anywhere in the world, the book actually scores worthwhile points in the
contest to defend freedom of speech, including at least one that, if not necessarily
original, nonetheless so counters superficially logical thinking that it is well worth
repeating: the presence within a single society of differing, even opposite-minded
groups, including large majorities and small minorities does not impose a need for
censorship to prevent people from offending, insulting, or even threatening any of these
groups. To the contrary, such diversity in a polity increases the need for freedom of
expression, if only to prevent groups from contending with each other for power over the
processes that enact and enforce the laws that impose censorship. The Charlie Hebdo
massacre of early this year in the land of the Loi Gayssot criminalizing “Holocaust
denial” is an object example of this process. The mechanism is available to, and used
by,the Jews of France, while access to it is denied the Muslims of France. This logically
brings on the AK-47s. The book here reviewed was originally written in 2010, so the
incident is not mentioned, as it surely would have been had the event occurred before its

writing.
In the above-listed case concerning India, in particular, Rose recounts in hair-raising
detail how the tyranny of silence seems to have descended over all the expressive arts
and media in India, with law after law and case after case arising at the behest of one
religion, race, profession, geographic area, or other affiliation of any kind whatsoever.
The case of India looks to be the world’s grim future if the trends of grievance outlined
by Rose continue in the direction they’ve already traveled so far in. The recent history of
neighboring Pakistan, recounted in the case study associated with that country, provides
no relief whatever despite its more particularist focus on Islam.
Rose is frequently at pains to emphasize his well-supported view that even honest,
“balanced” programs of censorship designed to minimize intergroup friction fail to do
so. What he might not have emphasized sufficiently, though he implies it, is that such
programs, especially of course those that (as in France) favor one group while neglecting
another(s), seriously aggravate intergroup conflict, quite aside from the deleterious
effect such oppression obviously has on the quality and content of public discourse and
consensus-seeking in general.
This is an important book on an important subject. That it silently demonstrates, in favor
of the Holocaust scripture and its devotees, the very evil that it bemoans ultimately
strengthens its impact enormously, at least for readers who are sufficiently attuned to the
detection of such insidious silences.
For such readers, there will be no need for any injunction to bear this self-censorship in
mind; it will resound from practically every page. For other readers, it will nonetheless
incline the intelligent to improved thinking on the subject, hopefully including the
monstrous case that it so quietly neglects.

War Criminals in Israel | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

Israel collects war criminals. Of course, in the course of its never-ending conflicts with its
neighbors, it has produced its own abundant crops of home-grown, even native, war
criminals, but here, I wish to concentrate on war criminals, real and supposed, imported
from other lands whose crimes even antedate Israel itself—I am interested, in fact, in war
criminals whose crimes were committed, if crimes they were, in Europe during and
immediately after World War II, either upon Jews or by Jews. In fact, four famous and
not-so-famous cases themselves embody such a wide variety of charges, apprehensions,
verdicts, trials and sentences that they will suffice for the exploration of the subject that I
contemplate.
The most-famous of these accused war criminals is Adolf Eichmann, who needs no more
introduction than his name. Next most-famous, perhaps, is Yitzhak Arad, a Jew from
Lithuania who has lived most of his life in Israel and gained a name in certain circles of
scholarly advocacy as the author of several books purporting to describe, in great detail,
various phases of the historical subject embraced by the term “the Holocaust.” Next
would come the late John Demjanjuk, a Gentile from Ukraine who lived most of his life
in America whose citizenship in that country was twice granted, and twice revoked during
the travails he experienced in the last three decades of his life while persecuted by a
succession of international Holocaust avengers. The one most spared the revealing light of
international notoriety, and even a trial, is one Salomon Morel, a Jew from Poland who
was commandant of the post-war Zgoda/Świętochłowice concentration camp for Prussian
German expellees in Poland, and also spent the latter part of his life in Israel without
calling any further attention to himself, nor having it come to him in the manner
experienced by the Gentiles in this list. The cases will be reviewed in the order in which
they became public.

Adolf Eichmann's extension of arrest hearing
Photo: 1961.
By Israel Government Press Office (Israel National Photo Collection D412-001) [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Adolf Eichmann is the only German in this group, a member of the National Socialist
Party and an officer in the infamous Schutz Staffel, or SS, an organization whose vast
functions and enterprises encompassed carrying out most of the dealings of the German
government with Jews in territories it controlled in the course of World War II. Eichmann
is the only one of the four cases in which Communists are not directly involved, neither as
adversaries nor as allies. His case might bear a distant—and foreshortened—comparison
with that of Yitzhak Arad in that he embarked on an abortive authorial enterprise in which
he hoped to gain publication of his work, which appears to have been largely
autobiographical. The corpus of works about Eichmann[1] greatly exceed in bulk and
renown anything Eichmann is known even to have planned, much less realized.
Israel abducted Eichmann in Argentina in 1960, after Eichmann had been living there
since the war, and secretly spirited him to Israel, where Israel proudly proclaimed its
violation of Argentina’s sovereignty, and proceeded to put on a show “trial” of this early
Holocaust defendant, which concluded with his being sentenced to death, and duly hanged
in 1961. While Israel’s Gestapo, the Mossad, is known to have murdered a good number
of people outside Israel, and Israel is known to have extradited a comparable number of
unfortunates for crimes such as those of which Eichmann was accused, Eichmann’s would
appear to be the only case of covert “extradition” performed by the Mossad without the
host country’s knowledge or permission.
Eichmann doggedly testified at his “trial,” confirming in the minds of his captors and their
sympathizers his guilt for all time. The same testimony, in the minds of otherwisemotivated auditors, largely exonerated Eichmann of anything worse than carrying out his
orders, and even indicted some leaders of Jewish communities for at least as much guilt in
carrying out the Holocaust as Eichmann himself could be seen to bear. While the entire
process was literally terminal for Eichmann, it provided an auspicious launch not only for

the Holocaust culture we observe everywhere today, but for its unlovely offspring, the
aggressive young Israel. Eichmann “gave” his life for Israel, and for generations of
Holocaust victims as yet unborn.
Salomon Morel’s story is much befogged by blood and smoke, arising as it does during
the early 1940s when invasions, conquests and occupations from both east and west
washed over his birthplace in Poland. His own area did not become subject to German
occupation until after Operation Barbarossa was launched from the German side on June
22, 1941, after which he went underground in a manner that the Polish Institute of
National Remembrance describes as rankly opportunist, if not outright predatory. When
the gang of robbers of which he was a member was captured by the Polish People’s Army,
he skedaddled over to the communist side of the resistance, leaving his brothers and
fellow gang members to face the consequences. Morel found success as a communist and,
when Soviet communists became the masters of Poland, Salomon Morel found his
calling—and an opportunity for revenge—as a jailer.
Specifically, newly minted Colonel Morel became commandant of the
Zgoda/Świętochłowice concentration camp for Prussian German expellees in Poland, a
camp full, as he likely saw it, of people related to those who identified his fellow Jews as
enemies and subsequently enslaved them in great numbers in the course of fighting a war
that ultimately took on existential consequences for the Germans. He may also have
believed the tales of mass torture or even genocide the Germans are supposed to have
committed against his people.
Whatever Morel’s beliefs, the Zgoda camp became legendary as one of many counterconcentration camps for Germans in which, even if there were no gas chambers, PolishGerman men, women and children died in great numbers in the most horrendous
conditions imaginable, even to those who imagined horrendous conditions in the camps
established by the German government. Morel and his murderous Jewish cadre of camp
operatives were immortally documented in John Sack’s An Eye for an Eye[2], an account
of revenge taken by Jews in Europe after World War II against people they felt were
“German enough” to merit retribution for the atrocities they felt had been committed
against Jews under the National Socialist policies that ruled Germany from 1933 to 1945.
In 1990, however, Morel’s red star began to set with the fall of the Soviet Union. By 1992,
Colonel Morel could read the writing on the wall, and he lit out, as fellow Communist
Yitzhak Arad had long since done (see below) for Israel, to make Aliyah. Israel met
Poland’s 1998 request for Morel’s extradition for crimes against humanity with the
response that the statute of limitations had run out.
Statutes of limitation don’t apply to such as Oskar Groening or John Demjanjuk (see
below), but they certainly do to Salomon Morel, especially when he is safely ensconced in
the national home of the Jews, where he died a peaceful death in 2007.

John Demjanjuk hearing his death sentence. Photo: 25 April 1988
USHMM Photograph #65266, courtesy of Israel Government Press Office, [Public
domain], via Wikimedia Commons
John Demjanjuk was a farm boy from Ukraine, which was invaded and occupied by
Germany in 1941, when Demjanjuk was 21. Demjanjuk had by that time been drafted into
the Red Army that opposed the German invasion, but he became a prisoner of war of the
Germans after an engagement in which his side lost. Demjanjuk’s story at this time
becomes, like the stories of many of the other war criminals, befogged by blood, smoke
and war. At some point during this tumultuous period, however, it seems Demjanjuk took
up duty, nominally on the German side, as a guard at certain concentration camps in
which the occupying Germans confined and enslaved various people they felt threatened
their control of the areas, including Jews. It is alleged, in fact, that the Germans
deliberately killed Jews and perhaps others in such places, and the legal standards that
grew up around such allegations, on the part of parties connected with the victorious
Allies, implicated even such passive agents as guards (Demjanjuk’s role) in the alleged
enterprise.
Demjanjuk, however, got away from all this quite handily when, in 1952, he managed to
emigrate to the United States, where he became an auto worker. There he lived, worked,
and raised a family in much the same manner as other Americans, native-born or
immigrant alike, until Demjanjuk rashly allowed his wife Vera to return to their native
Ukraine. There, Vera let it out that John, for whom his mother had been receiving
survivor’s benefits from the government, was still very much alive. She didn’t realize that
this revelation put her husband under suspicion of having been a turncoat.
Demjanjuk’s mother’s benefactors were not long in exacting revenge for this assault on
the national treasury of the Ukrainian people committed unwittingly by the bereft mother.
The authorities, in possession of Demjanjuk’s postwar applications for a driver’s license
in East Germany, cobbled up a much-discredited “identification card” for Demjanjuk as a
guard at the notorious Trawniki concentration camp, and we were off to the races.
Demjanjuk’s troubles with the laws of Israel, Germany and the US never ended after that.
He was extradited to Israel (the place whose statutes of limitation barred the extradition of
Salomon Morel), tried there, sentenced to death, and subsequently freed by the Israeli
Supreme Court’s ruling that there was insufficient evidence to convict him, and a
subsequent case, brought after restoration of his US citizenship from Germany, where he
was again being tried in the light of “new evidence.”
He died during that trial, a casualty of … something. Of World War II? Of Nazism? Of

Communism? Of Zionism? Of American immigration law? It might seem, at least in John
Demjanjuk’s case, that the vises of history close from every direction imaginable. Who
won the war? Who controls the apparatus of the state after the war? Who controls the
media after the war? Who has the most money after the war?
Yitzhak Arad grew up Jewish in a place that was part of Poland until he was 19, after
which it was part of Lithuania. Alone among our war criminals, Arad enjoys a reputation,
at least in certain partisan quarters, as a “historian,” or at least, narrator-from-the-scene, of
innumerable atrocities, or resistance measures depending on your perspective, not only in
the area in which he was born, but as well in Israel, in the violent gestation of which he
participated quite as much, and quite as particularly, as he participated in the removal of
German occupiers of his native lands, along with other persons whose ethnic, religious or
political affiliations differed from his own.
Specifically, Arad participated (in Europe, at least) in intra-resistance conflicts in which
he is recorded as having killed other resistance fighters whose affiliations lacked the
Soviet/communist/Jewish ones enjoyed by the partisans among whom he fought. Whether
Arad committed his atrocities in the name of Jewish domination or communist
domination remains ambiguous to this very day; it certainly would have been ambiguous
to Arad at the time, though it is likewise unclear to what extent the distinction mattered to
him.
As it turned out, Arad’s communists won, but Arad took off for the Promised Land in
1945, where there was plenty of activity of the sort in which he had been successful
already. Arad’s side won again in 1948, when the state of Israel was born amid the ashes
of Palestine, and Arad became a brigadier general in Israel’s Defense Force before
segueing to his career as an academic historian. Bloody times, it might be reasoned, are
the better recalled and recounted when your own hands are covered with the stuff. Arad
has commanded not only such credibility, but credence as well on the part of people eager
to support his particular view of the events.
But back home in Lithuania, Arad’s old friends the communists were ousted in 1990. But
it wasn’t until 2007 that historical investigators of the new regime got around to Arad’s
actions during World War II against their side of the resistance to Lithuania’s many
occupations. But, fortunately for Arad, his adopted country just said the claim was an
anti-Semitic plot, and refused to cooperate with it.
Countries involved in the foregoing list include Argentina, Germany, Israel, Lithuania,
Poland and the United States. Israel, of course, is the one common to all the cases. Israel
extradites people accused of harming Jews, however peripherally and long ago that may
be, or it just abducts them outright, and it sentences them to death. Those (Jews) accused
of harming non-Jews, it welcomes in, and once they are safely ensconced within the walls
rising even now around Eretz Israel, it rebuffs efforts to bring them to justice with
impunity.
Israel’s wards may plainly be seen to be, or have been, partisans. Of Israel itself, it may
also be said that it is partisan—in every pejorative sense of the word.

Notes:
[1] The most famous of these works is Hannah Arendt’s Eichmann in Jerusalem
(New York: Viking Press, 1963), but an even better account of the trial is The
Real Eichmann Trial by Paul Rassinier (English translation Steppingstones
Publications, Silver Spring, Md., 1979).

[2] John Sack, An Eye for an Eye: The Untold Story of Jewish Revenge against
Germans in 1945 (New York: Basic Books, 1993).
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Embroiling America in War — Again
In September 1939, Britain went to war with Germany, pursuant to the guarantee which
Chamberlain had been panicked into extending to Poland in March. Lloyd George had
termed the guarantee "hare-brained," while Churchill had supported it. Nonetheless, in
his history of the war Churchill wrote: "Here was decision at last, taken at the worst
possible moment and on the least satisfactory ground which must surely lead to the
slaughter of tens of millions of people."[1] With the war on, Winston was recalled to his
old job as First Lord of the Admiralty. Then, in the first month of the war, an astonishing
thing happened: the president of the United States initiated a personal correspondence
not with the Prime Minister, but with the head of the British Admiralty, by-passing all
the ordinary diplomatic channels.[2]
The messages that passed between the president and the First Lord were surrounded by a
frantic secrecy, culminating in the affair of Tyler Kent, the American cipher clerk at the
US London embassy who was tried and imprisoned by the British authorities. The
problem was that some of the messages contained allusions to Roosevelt's agreement —
even before the war began — to a blatantly unneutral cooperation with a belligerent
Britain.[3]
On June 10, 1939, George VI and his wife, Queen Mary, visited the Roosevelts at Hyde
Park. In private conversations with the King, Roosevelt promised full support for Britain
in case of war. He intended to set up a zone in the Atlantic to be patrolled by the US
Navy, and, according to the King's notes, the president stated that "if he saw a U boat he
would sink her at once & wait for the consequences." The biographer of George VI,
Wheeler-Bennett, considered that these conversations "contained the germ of the future
Bases-for-Destroyers deal, and also of the Lend-Lease Agreement itself."[4] In
communicating with the First Lord of the Admiralty, Roosevelt was aware that he was in
touch with the one member of Chamberlain's cabinet whose belligerence matched his
own.
In 1940, Churchill at last became Prime Minister, ironically enough when the

Chamberlain government resigned because of the Norwegian fiasco — which Churchill,
more than anyone else, had helped to bring about.[5] As he had fought against a
negotiated peace after the fall of Poland, so he continued to resist any suggestion of
negotiations with Hitler. Many of the relevant documents are still sealed — after all
these years[6] — but it is clear that a strong peace party existed in the country and the
government. It included Lloyd George in the House of Commons, and Halifax, the
Foreign Secretary, in the Cabinet. Even after the fall of France, Churchill rejected
Hitler's renewed peace overtures. This, more than anything else, is supposed to be the
foundation of his greatness. The British historian John Charmley raised a storm of
outraged protest when he suggested that a negotiated peace in 1940 might have been to
the advantage of Britain and Europe.[7] A Yale historian, writing in the New York Times
Book Review, referred to Charmley's thesis as "morally sickening."[8] Yet Charmley's
scholarly and detailed work makes the crucial point that Churchill's adamant refusal
even to listen to peace terms in 1940 doomed what he claimed was dearest to him — the
Empire and a Britain that was non-socialist and independent in world affairs. One may
add that it probably also doomed European Jewry.[9] It is amazing that seventy-five
years after the fact, there are critical theses concerning World War II that are off-limits to
historical debate.
Lloyd George, Halifax, and the others were open to a compromise peace because they
understood that Britain and the Dominions alone could not defeat Germany.[10] After
the fall of France, Churchill's aim of total victory could be realized only under one
condition: that the United States become embroiled in another world war. No wonder
that Churchill put his heart and soul into ensuring precisely that.
After a talk with Churchill, Joseph Kennedy, American ambassador to Britain, noted:
"Every hour will be spent by the British in trying to figure out how we can be gotten in."
When he left from Lisbon on a ship to New York, Kennedy pleaded with the State
Department to announce that if the ship should happen to blow up mysteriously in the
mid-Atlantic, the United States would not consider it a cause for war with Germany. In
his unpublished memoirs, Kennedy wrote: "I thought that would give me some
protection against Churchill's placing a bomb on the ship."[11]
Kennedy's fears were perhaps not exaggerated. For, while it had been important for
British policy in World War I, involving America was the sine qua non of Churchill's
policy in World War II. In Franklin Roosevelt, he found a ready accomplice.

Churchill at the Cairo conference with Chiang Kai-shek and Franklin D. Roosevelt,
November 25, 1943.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
That Roosevelt, through his actions and private words, evinced a clear design for war
before December 7, 1941, has never really been in dispute. Arguments have raged over
such questions as his possible foreknowledge of the Pearl Harbor attack. In 1948,
Thomas A. Bailey, diplomatic historian at Stanford, already put the real pro-Roosevelt
case:
Franklin Roosevelt repeatedly deceived the American people during the
period before Pearl Harbor…. He was like a physician who must tell the
patient lies for the patient's own good…. The country was overwhelmingly
noninterventionist to the very day of Pearl Harbor, and an overt attempt to
lead the people into war would have resulted in certain failure and an almost
certain ousting of Roosevelt in 1940, with a complete defeat of his ultimate
aims.[12]
Churchill himself never bothered to conceal Roosevelt's role as co-conspirator. In
January, 1941, Harry Hopkins visited London. Churchill described him as "the most
faithful and perfect channel of communication between the President and me … the
main prop and animator of Roosevelt himself":
I soon comprehended [Hopkins's] personal dynamism and the outstanding
importance of his mission … here was an envoy from the President of
supreme importance to our life. With gleaming eye and quiet, constrained
passion he said: "The President is determined that we shall win the war
together. Make no mistake about it. He has sent me here to tell you that at
all costs and by all means he will carry you through, no matter what
happens to him — there is nothing that he will not do so far as he has
human power." There he sat, slim, frail, ill, but absolutely glowing with

refined comprehension of the Cause. It was to be the defeat, ruin, and
slaughter of Hitler, to the exclusion of all other purposes, loyalties and
aims.[13]
In 1976, the public finally learned the story of William Stephenson, the British agent
code named "Intrepid," sent by Churchill to the United States in 1940.[14] Stephenson
set up headquarters in Rockefeller Center, with orders to use any means necessary to
help bring the United States into the war. With the full knowledge and cooperation of
Roosevelt and the collaboration of federal agencies, Stephenson and his 300 or so agents
"intercepted mail, tapped wires, cracked safes, kidnapped, … rumor mongered" and
incessantly smeared their favorite targets, the "isolationists." Through Stephenson,
Churchill was virtually in control of William Donovan's organization, the embryonic US
intelligence service.[15]
Churchill even had a hand in the barrage of pro-British, anti-German propaganda that
issued from Hollywood in the years before the United States entered the war. Gore
Vidal, in Screening History, perceptively notes that starting around 1937, Americans
were subjected to one film after another glorifying England and the warrior heroes who
built the Empire. As spectators of these productions, Vidal says: "We served neither
Lincoln nor Jefferson Davis; we served the Crown."[16] A key Hollywood figure in
generating the movies that "were making us all weirdly English" was the Hungarian
émigré and friend of Churchill, Alexander Korda.[17] Vidal very aptly writes:
For those who find disagreeable today's Zionist propaganda, I can only say
that gallant little Israel of today must have learned a great deal from the
gallant little Englanders of the 1930s. The English kept up a propaganda
barrage that was to permeate our entire culture … Hollywood was subtly
and not so subtly infiltrated by British propagandists.[18]
While the Americans were being worked on, the two confederates consulted on how to
arrange for direct hostilities between the United States and Germany. In August 1941,
Roosevelt and Churchill met at the Atlantic conference. Here they produced the Atlantic
Charter, with its "four freedoms," including "the freedom from want" — a blank-check
to spread Anglo-American Sozialpolitik around the globe. When Churchill returned to
London, he informed the Cabinet of what had been agreed to. Thirty years later, the
British documents were released. Here is how the New York Times reported the
revelations:
Formerly top secret British Government papers made public today said that
President Franklin D. Roosevelt told Prime Minister Winston Churchill in
August, 1941, that he was looking for an incident to justify opening
hostilities against Nazi Germany…. On August 19 Churchill reported to the
War Cabinet in London on other aspects of the Newfoundland [Atlantic
Charter] meeting that were not made public. … "He [Roosevelt] obviously
was determined that they should come in. If he were to put the issue of
peace and war to Congress, they would debate it for months," the Cabinet
minutes added. "The President had said he would wage war but not declare
it and that he would become more and more provocative. If the Germans did
not like it, they could attack American forces…. Everything was to be done
to force an incident."[19]
On July 15, 1941, Admiral Little, of the British naval delegation in Washington, wrote to
Admiral Pound, the First Sea Lord: "the brightest hope for getting America into the war
lies in the escorting arrangements to Iceland, and let us hope the Germans will not be
slow in attacking them." Little added, perhaps jokingly: "Otherwise I think it would be

best for us to organize an attack by our own submarines and preferably on the escort!" A
few weeks earlier, Churchill, looking for a chance to bring America into the war, wrote
to Pound regarding the German warship Prinz Eugen: "It would be better for instance
that she should be located by a US ship as this might tempt her to fire on that ship, thus
providing the incident for which the US government would be so grateful."[20] Incidents
in the North Atlantic did occur, increasingly, as the United States approached war with
Germany.[21]
But Churchill did not neglect the "back door to war" — embroiling the United States
with Japan — as a way of bringing America into the conflict with Hitler. Sir Robert
Craigie, the British ambassador to Tokyo, like the American ambassador Joseph Grew,
was working feverishly to avoid war. Churchill directed his foreign secretary, Anthony
Eden, to whip Craigie into line:
He should surely be told forthwith that the entry of the United States into
war either with Germany and Italy or with Japan, is fully conformable with
British interests. Nothing in the munitions sphere can compare with the
importance of the British Empire and the United States being cobelligerent.[22]
Churchill threw his influence into the balance to harden American policy towards Japan,
especially in the last days before the Pearl Harbor attack.[23] A sympathetic critic of
Churchill, Richard Lamb, has recently written:
Was [Churchill] justified in trying to provoke Japan to attack the United
States? … in 1941 Britain had no prospect of defeating Germany without
the aid of the USA as an active ally. Churchill believed Congress would
never authorize Roosevelt to declare war on Germany … . In war, decisions
by national leaders must be made according to their effect on the war effort.
There is truth in the old adage: "All's fair in love and war."[24]
No wonder that, in the House of Commons, on February 15, 1942, Churchill declared, of
America's entry into the war: "This is what I have dreamed of, aimed at, worked for, and
now it has come to pass."[25]
Churchill's devotees by no means hold his role in bringing America into World War II
against him. On the contrary, they count it in his favor. Harry Jaffa, in his uninformed
and frantic apology, seems to be the last person alive who refuses to believe that the Man
of Many Centuries was responsible to any degree for America's entry into the war: after
all, wasn't it the Japanese who bombed Pearl Harbor?[26]
But what of the American Republic? What does it mean for us that a president
collaborated with a foreign head of government to entangle us in a world war? The
question would have mattered little to Churchill. He had no concern with the United
States as a sovereign, independent nation, with its own character and place in the scheme
of things. For him, Americans were one of "the English-speaking peoples." He looked
forward to a common citizenship for Britons and Americans, a "mixing together," on the
road to Anglo-American world hegemony.[27]
But the Churchill-Roosevelt intrigue should, one might think, matter to Americans.
Here, however, criticism is halted before it starts. A moral postulate of our time is that in
pursuit of the destruction of Hitler, all things were permissible. Yet why is it self-evident
that morality required a crusade against Hitler in 1939 and 1940, and not against Stalin?
At that point, Hitler had slain his thousands, but Stalin had already slain his millions. In
fact, up to June, 1941, the Soviets behaved far more murderously toward the Poles in
their zone of occupation than the Nazis did in theirs. Around 1,500,000 Poles were

deported to the Gulag, with about half of them dying within the first two years. As
Norman Davies writes: "Stalin was outpacing Hitler in his desire to reduce the Poles to
the condition of a slave nation."[28] Of course, there were balance-of-power
considerations that created distinctions between the two dictators. But it has yet to be
explained why there should exist a double standard ordaining that compromise with one
dictator would have been "morally sickening," while collaboration with the other was
morally irreproachable.[29]

"First Catch Your Hare"
Early in the war, Churchill, declared: "I have only one aim in life, the defeat of Hitler,
and this makes things very simple for me."[30] "Victory — victory at all costs,"
understood literally, was his policy practically to the end. This points to Churchill's
fundamental and fatal mistake in World War II: his separation of operational from
political strategy. To the first — the planning and direction of military campaigns — he
devoted all of his time and energy; after all, he did so enjoy it. To the second, the fitting
of military operations to the larger and much more significant political aims they were
supposed to serve, he devoted no effort at all.
Stalin, on the other hand, understood perfectly that the entire purpose of war is to
enforce certain political claims. This is the meaning of Clausewitz's famous dictum that
war is the continuation of policy by other means. On Eden's visit to Moscow in
December 1941, with the Wehrmacht in the Moscow suburbs, Stalin was ready with his
demands: British recognition of Soviet rule over the Baltic states and the territories he
had just seized from Finland, Poland, and Romania. (They were eventually granted.)
Throughout the war he never lost sight of these and other crucial political goals. But
Churchill, despite frequent prodding from Eden, never gave a thought to his, whatever
they might be.[31] His approach, he explained, was that of Mrs. Glass's recipe for
Jugged Hare: "First catch your hare."[32] First beat Hitler, then start thinking of the
future of Britain and Europe. Churchill put in so many words: "the defeat, ruin, and
slaughter of Hitler, to the exclusion of all other purposes, loyalties and aims."
Tuvia Ben-Moshe has shrewdly pinpointed one of the sources of this grotesque
indifference:
Thirty years earlier, Churchill had told Asquith that … his life's ambition
was "to command great victorious armies in battle." During World War II he
was determined to take nothing less than full advantage of the opportunity
given him — the almost unhampered military management of the great
conflict. He was prone to ignore or postpone the treatment of matters likely
to detract from that pleasure … . In so doing, he deferred, or even shelved
altogether, treatment of the issues that he should have dealt with in his
capacity as Prime Minister.[33]
Churchill's policy of all-out support of Stalin foreclosed other, potentially more
favorable approaches. The military expert Hanson Baldwin, for instance, stated:
There is no doubt whatsoever that it would have been in the interest of
Britain, the United States, and the world to have allowed — and indeed, to
have encouraged — the world's two great dictatorships to fight each other to
a frazzle. Such a struggle, with its resultant weakening of both Communism
and Nazism, could not but have aided in the establishment of a more stable
peace.[34]
Instead of adopting this approach, or, for example, promoting the overthrow of Hitler by

anti-Nazi Germans — instead of even considering such alternatives — Churchill from
the start threw all of his support to Soviet Russia.
Franklin Roosevelt's fatuousness towards Joseph Stalin is well-known. He looked on
Stalin as a fellow "progressive" and an invaluable collaborator in creating the future
New World Order.[35] But the neo-conservatives and others who counterpose to
Roosevelt's inanity in this matter Churchill's Old World cunning and sagacity are sadly
in error. Roosevelt's nauseating flattery of Stalin is easily matched by Churchill's. Just
like Roosevelt, Churchill heaped fulsome praise on the Communist murderer, and was
anxious for Stalin's personal friendship. Moreover, his adulation of Stalin and his version
of Communism — so different from the repellent "Trotskyite" kind — was no different
in private than in public. In January 1944, he was still speaking to Eden of the "deepseated changes which have taken place in the character of the Russian state and
government, the new confidence which has grown in our hearts towards Stalin."[36] In a
letter to his wife, Clementine, Churchill wrote, following the October 1944 conference
in Moscow: "I have had very nice talks with the old Bear. I like him the more I see him.
Now they respect us & I am sure they wish to work with us."[37] Writers like Isaiah
Berlin, who try to give the impression that Churchill hated or despised all dictators,
including Stalin, are either ignorant or dishonest.[38]

Triple handshake, with, from left to right, Winston Churchill, President Harry S.
Truman, and Generalissimus Joseph Stalin at the Potsdam Conference.
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Churchill's supporters often claim that, unlike the Americans, the seasoned and crafty
British statesman foresaw the danger from the Soviet Union and worked doggedly to
thwart it. Churchill's famous "Mediterranean" strategy — to attack Europe through its
"soft underbelly," rather than concentrating on an invasion of northern France — is
supposed to be the proof of this.[39] But this was an ex post facto defense, concocted by
Churchill once the Cold War had started: there is little, if any, contemporary evidence
that the desire to beat the Russians to Vienna and Budapest formed any part of
Churchill's motivation in advocating the "soft underbelly" strategy. At the time,
Churchill gave purely military reasons for it.[40] As Ben-Moshe states: "The official
British historians have ascertained that not until the second half of 1944 and after the
Channel crossing did Churchill first begin to consider preempting the Russians in
southeastern Europe by military means."[41] By then, such a move would have been
impossible for several reasons. It was another of Churchill's bizarre military notions, like
invading Fortress Europe through Norway, or putting off the invasion of northern France
until 1945 — by which time the Russians would have reached the Rhine.[42]
Moreover, the American opposition to Churchill's southern strategy did not stem from
blindness to the Communist danger. As General Albert C. Wedemeyer, one of the firmest
anti-Communists in the American military, wrote:
if we had invaded the Balkans through the Ljubljana Gap, we might
theoretically have beaten the Russians to Vienna and Budapest. But logistics
would have been against us there: it would have been next to impossible to
supply more than two divisions through the Adriatic ports. … The proposal
to save the Balkans from communism could never have been made good by
a "soft underbelly" invasion, for Churchill himself had already cleared the
way for the success of Tito . . . [who] had been firmly ensconced in
Yugoslavia with British aid long before Italy itself was conquered.[43]
Wedemeyer's remarks about Yugoslavia were on the mark. On this issue, Churchill
rejected the advice of his own Foreign Office, depending instead on information
provided especially by the head of the Cairo office of the SOE — the Special Operations
branch — headed by a Communist agent named James Klugman. Churchill withdrew
British support from the Loyalist guerrilla army of General Mihailovic and threw it to
the Communist Partisan leader Tito.[44] What a victory for Tito would mean was no
secret to Churchill.[45] When Fitzroy Maclean was interviewed by Churchill before
being sent as liaison to Tito, Maclean observed that, under Communist leadership, the
Partisans'
ultimate aim would undoubtedly be to establish in Jugoslavia a Communist
regime closely linked to Moscow. How did His Majesty's Government view
such an eventuality? … Mr. Churchill's reply left me in no doubt as to the
answer to my problem. So long, he said, as the whole of Western
civilization was threatened by the Nazi menace, we could not afford to let
our attention be diverted from the immediate issue by considerations of
long-term policy … . Politics must be a secondary consideration.[46]
It would be difficult to think of a more frivolous attitude to waging war than considering
"politics" to be a "secondary consideration." As for the "human costs" of Churchill's
policy, when an aide pointed out that Tito intended to transform Yugoslavia into a
Communist dictatorship on the Soviet model, Churchill retorted: "Do you intend to live
there?"[47]
Churchill's benign view of Stalin and Russia contrasts sharply with his view of

Germany. Behind Hitler, Churchill discerned the old specter of Prussianism, which had
caused, allegedly, not only the two world wars, but the Franco Prussian War as well.
What he was battling now was "Nazi tyranny and Prussian militarism," the "two main
elements in German life which must be absolutely destroyed."[48] In October 1944,
Churchill was still explaining to Stalin that: "The problem was how to prevent Germany
getting on her feet in the lifetime of our grandchildren."[49] Churchill harbored a
"confusion of mind on the subject of the Prussian aristocracy, Nazism, and the sources of
German militarist expansionism … [his view] was remarkably similar to that entertained
by Sir Robert Vansittart and Sir Warren Fisher; that is to say, it arose from a combination
of almost racialist antipathy and balance of power calculations."[50] Churchill's aim was
not simply to save world civilization from the Nazis, but, in his words, the "indefinite
prevention of their [the Germans'] rising again as an Armed Power."[51]
Little wonder, then, that Churchill refused even to listen to the pleas of the anti-Hitler
German opposition, which tried repeatedly to establish liaison with the British
government. Instead of making every effort to encourage and assist an anti-Nazi coup in
Germany, Churchill responded to the feelers sent out by the German resistance with cold
silence.[52] Reiterated warnings from Adam von Trott and other resistance leaders of the
impending "bolshevization" of Europe made no impression at all on Churchill.[53] A
recent historian has written, "by his intransigence and refusal to countenance talks with
dissident Germans, Churchill threw away an opportunity to end the war in July
1944."[54] To add infamy to stupidity, Churchill and his crowd had only words of scorn
for the valiant German officers even as they were being slaughtered by the Gestapo.[55]
In place of help, all Churchill offered Germans looking for a way to end the war before
the Red Army flooded into central Europe was the slogan of unconditional surrender.
Afterwards, Churchill lied in the House of Commons about his role at Casablanca in
connection with Roosevelt's announcement of the policy of unconditional surrender, and
was forced to retract his statements.[56] Eisenhower, among others, strenuously and
persistently objected to the unconditional surrender formula as hampering the war effort
by raising the morale of the Wehrmacht.[57] In fact, the slogan was seized on by
Goebbels, and contributed to the Germans' holding out to the bitter end.
The pernicious effect of the policy was immeasurably bolstered by the Morgenthau Plan,
which gave the Germans a terrifying picture of what "unconditional surrender" would
mean.[58] This plan, initialed by Roosevelt and Churchill at Quebec, called for turning
Germany into an agricultural and pastoral country; even the coal mines of the Ruhr were
to be wrecked. The fact that it would have led to the deaths of tens of millions of
Germans made it a perfect analog to Hitler's schemes for dealing with Russia and the
Ukraine.
Churchill was initially averse to the plan. However, he was won over by Professor
Lindemann, as maniacal a German-hater as Morgenthau himself. Lindemann stated to
Lord Moran, Churchill's personal physician: "I explained to Winston that the plan would
save Britain from bankruptcy by eliminating a dangerous competitor…. Winston had not
thought of it in that way, and he said no more about a cruel threat to the German
people."[59] According to Morgenthau, the wording of the scheme was drafted entirely
by Churchill. When Roosevelt returned to Washington, Hull and Stimson expressed their
horror, and quickly disabused the president. Churchill, on the other hand, was
unrepentant. When it came time to mention the Morgenthau Plan in his history of the
war, he distorted its provisions and, by implication, lied about his role in supporting
it.[60]
Beyond the issue of the plan itself, Lord Moran wondered how it had been possible for
Churchill to appear at the Quebec conference "without any thought out views on the

future of Germany, although she seemed to be on the point of surrender." The answer
was that "he had become so engrossed in the conduct of the war that little time was left
to plan for the future":
Military detail had long fascinated him, while he was frankly bored by the
kind of problem which might take up the time of the Peace Conference….
The P. M. was frittering away his waning strength on matters which rightly
belonged to soldiers. My diary in the autumn of 1942 tells how I talked to
Sir Stafford Cripps and found that he shared my cares. He wanted the P. M.
to concentrate on the broad strategy of the war and on high policy…. No
one could make [Churchill] see his errors.[61]

War Crimes Discreetly Veiled
There are a number of episodes during the war revealing of Churchill's character that
deserve to be mentioned. A relatively minor incident was the British attack on the
French fleet, at Mers-el-Kebir (Oran), off the coast of Algeria. After the fall of France,
Churchill demanded that the French surrender their fleet to Britain. The French declined,
promising that they would scuttle the ships before allowing them to fall into German
hands. Against the advice of his naval officers, Churchill ordered British ships off the
Algerian coast to open fire. About 1500 French sailors were killed. This was obviously a
war crime, by anyone's definition: an unprovoked attack on the forces of an ally without
a declaration of war. At Nuremberg, German officers were sentenced to prison for less.
Realizing this, Churchill lied about Mers-el-Kebir in his history, and suppressed
evidence concerning it in the official British histories of the war.[62] With the attack on
the French fleet, Churchill confirmed his position as the prime subverter through two
world wars of the system of rules of warfare that had evolved in the West over centuries.
But the great war crime which will be forever linked to Churchill's name is the terrorbombing of the cities of Germany that in the end cost the lives of around 600,000
civilians and left some 800,000 seriously injured.[63] (Compare this to the roughly
70,000 British lives lost to German air attacks. In fact, there were nearly as many
Frenchmen killed by Allied air attacks as there were Englishmen killed by Germans.[64]
) The plan was conceived mainly by Churchill's friend and scientific advisor, Professor
Lindemann, and carried out by the head of Bomber Command, Arthur Harris ("Bomber
Harris"). Harris stated: "In Bomber Command we have always worked on the
assumption that bombing anything in Germany is better than bombing nothing."[65]
Harris and other British airforce leaders boasted that Britain had been the pioneer in the
massive use of strategic bombing. J.M. Spaight, former Principal Assistant Secretary of
the Air Ministry, noted that while the Germans (and the French) looked on air power as
largely an extension of artillery, a support to the armies in the field, the British
understood its capacity to destroy the enemy's home-base. They built their bombers and
established Bomber Command accordingly.[66]

Churchill among the ruins
Winston Churchill looks over the Rhine from the ruins of the west end of the bridge at
Wesel during a visit to the front. Photo: 25 March 1945.
By US Army Signal Corps photographer Post-Work: User:W.wolny [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
Brazenly lying to the House of Commons and the public, Churchill claimed that only
military and industrial installations were targeted. In fact, the aim was to kill as many
civilians as possible — thus, "area" bombing, or "carpet" bombing — and in this way to
break the morale of the Germans and terrorize them into surrendering.[67]
Harris at least had the courage of his convictions. He urged that the government openly
announce that:
the aim of the Combined Bomber Offensive … should be unambiguously
stated [as] the destruction of German cities, the killing of German workers,
and the disruption of civilized life throughout Germany.[68]
The campaign of murder from the air leveled Germany. A thousand-year-old urban
culture was annihilated, as great cities, famed in the annals of science and art, were
reduced to heaps of smoldering ruins. There were high points: the bombing of Lübeck,
when that ancient Hanseatic town "burned like kindling"; the 1000-bomber raid over
Cologne, and the following raids that somehow, miraculously, mostly spared the great
Cathedral but destroyed the rest of the city, including thirteen Romanesque churches; the
firestorm that consumed Hamburg and killed some 42,000 people. No wonder that,
learning of this, a civilized European man like Joseph Schumpeter, at Harvard, was
driven to telling "anyone who would listen" that Churchill and Roosevelt were
destroying more than Genghis Khan.[69]
The most infamous act was the destruction of Dresden, in February 1945. According to
the official history of the Royal Air Force: "The destruction of Germany was by then on
a scale which might have appalled Attila or Genghis Khan."[70] Dresden, which was the

capital of the old kingdom of Saxony, was an indispensable stop on the Grand Tour, the
baroque gem of Europe. The war was practically over, the city filled with masses of
helpless refugees escaping the advancing Red Army. Still, for three days and nights,
from February 13 to 15, Dresden was pounded with bombs. At least 30,000 people were
killed, perhaps as many as 135,000 or more. The Zwinger Palace; Our Lady's Church
(die Frauenkirche); the Bruhl Terrace, overlooking the Elbe where, in Turgenev's
Fathers and Sons, Uncle Pavel went to spend his last years; the Semper Opera House,
where Richard Strauss conducted the premiere of Rosenkavalier; and practically
everything else was incinerated. Churchill had fomented it. But he was shaken by the
outcry that followed. While in Georgetown and Hollywood, few had ever heard of
Dresden, the city meant something in Stockholm, Zurich, and the Vatican, and even in
London. What did our hero do? He sent a memorandum to the Chiefs of Staff:
It seems to me that the moment has come when the question of bombing of
German cities simply for the sake of increasing the terror, though under
other pretexts, should be reviewed. Otherwise, we shall come into control of
an utterly ruined land…. The destruction of Dresden remains a serious
query against the conduct of Allied bombing…. I feel the need for more
precise concentration upon military objectives … rather than on mere acts
of terror and wanton destruction, however impressive.[71]
The military chiefs saw through Churchill's contemptible ploy: realizing that they were
being set up, they refused to accept the memorandum. After the war, Churchill casually
disclaimed any knowledge of the Dresden bombing, saying: "I thought the Americans
did it."[72]
And still the bombing continued. On March 16, in a period of 20 minutes, Würzburg was
razed to the ground. As late as the middle of April, Berlin and Potsdam were bombed yet
again, killing another 5,000 civilians. Finally, it stopped; as Bomber Harris noted, there
were essentially no more targets to be bombed in Germany.[73] It need hardly be
recorded that Churchill supported the atom-bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which
resulted in the deaths of another 100,000 or more civilians. When Truman fabricated the
myth of the "500,000 U.S. lives saved" by avoiding an invasion of the Home Islands —
the highest military estimate had been 46,000 — Churchill topped his lie: the atombombings had saved 1,200,000 lives, including 1,000,000 Americans, he fantasized.[74]
The eagerness with which Churchill directed or applauded the destruction of cities from
the air should raise questions for those who still consider him the great "conservative" of
his — or perhaps of all — time. They would do well to consider the judgment of an
authentic conservative like Erik von Kuehnelt-Leddihn, who wrote: "Non-Britishers did
not matter to Mr. Churchill, who sacrificed human beings — their lives, their welfare,
their liberty — with the same elegant disdain as his colleague in the White House."[75]

1945: The Dark Side
And so we come to 1945 and the ever-radiant triumph of Absolute Good over Absolute
Evil. So potent is the mystique of that year that the insipid welfare states of today's
Europe clutch at it at every opportunity, in search of a few much-needed shreds of glory.
The dark side of that triumph, however, has been all but suppressed. It is the story of the
crimes and atrocities of the victors and their protégés. Since Winston Churchill played a
central role in the Allied victory, it is the story also of the crimes and atrocities in which
Churchill was implicated. These include the forced repatriation of some two million
Soviet subjects to the Soviet Union. Among these were tens of thousands who had
fought with the Germans against Stalin, under the sponsorship of General Vlasov and his

"Russian Army of Liberation." This is what Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote in The Gulag
Archipelago:
In their own country, Roosevelt and Churchill are honored as embodiments
of statesmanlike wisdom. To us, in our Russian prison conversations, their
consistent shortsightedness and stupidity stood out as astonishingly obvious
… what was the military or political sense in their surrendering to
destruction at Stalin's hands hundreds of thousands of armed Soviet citizens
determined not to surrender[76]
Most shameful of all was the handing over of the Cossacks. They had never been Soviet
citizens, since they had fought against the Red Army in the Civil War and then
emigrated. Stalin, understandably, was particularly keen to get hold of them, and the
British obliged. Solzhenitsyn wrote of Winston Churchill:
He turned over to the Soviet command the Cossack corps of 90,000 men.
Along with them he also handed over many wagonloads of old people,
women, and children…. This great hero, monuments to whom will in time
cover all England, ordered that they, too, be surrendered to their deaths.[77]
The "purge" of alleged collaborators in France was a blood-bath that claimed more
victims than the Reign of Terror in the Great Revolution — and not just among those
who in one way or other had aided the Germans: included were any right-wingers the
Communist resistance groups wished to liquidate.[78]
The massacres carried out by Churchill's protégé Tito must be added to this list: tens of
thousands of Croats, not simply the Ustasha, but any "class-enemies," in classical
Communist style. There was also the murder of some 20,000 Slovene anti-Communist
fighters by Tito and his killing squads. When Tito's Partisans rampaged in Trieste, which
he was attempting to grab in 1945, additional thousands of Italian anti-Communists were
massacred.[79]
As the troops of Churchill's Soviet ally swept through central Europe and the Balkans,
the mass deportations began. Some in the British government had qualms, feeling a
certain responsibility. Churchill would have none of it. In January 1945, for instance, he
noted to the Foreign Office: "Why are we making a fuss about the Russian deportations
in Rumania of Saxons [Germans] and others? … I cannot see the Russians are wrong in
making 100 or 150 thousand of these people work their passage…. I cannot myself
consider that it is wrong of the Russians to take Rumanians of any origin they like to
work in the Russian coal-fields."[80] About 500,000 German civilians were deported to
work in Soviet Russia, in accordance with Churchill and Roosevelt's agreement at Yalta
that such slave labor constituted a proper form of "reparations."[81]
Worst of all was the expulsion of some 15 million Germans from their ancestral
homelands in East and West Prussia, Silesia, Pomerania, and the Sudetenland. This was
done pursuant to the agreements at Tehran, where Churchill proposed that Poland be
"moved west," and to Churchill's acquiescence in the Czech leader Eduard Benes's plan
for the "ethnic cleansing" of Bohemia and Moravia. Around one-and-a-half to two
million German civilians died in this process.[82] As the Hungarian liberal Gaspar
Tamas wrote, in driving out the Germans of east-central Europe, "whose ancestors built
our cathedrals, monasteries, universities, and railroad stations," a whole ancient culture
was effaced.[83] But why should that mean anything to the Churchill devotees who call
themselves "conservatives" in America today?
Then, to top it all, came the Nuremberg Trials, a travesty of justice condemned by the
great Senator Robert Taft, where Stalin's judges and prosecutors — seasoned veterans of

the purges of the 30s — participated in another great show-trial.[84]
By 1946, Churchill was complaining in a voice of outrage of the happenings in eastern
Europe: "From Stettin on the Baltic to Trieste on the Adriatic, an iron curtain has
descended over Europe." Goebbels had popularized the phrase "iron curtain," but it was
accurate enough.
The European continent now contained a single, hegemonic power. "As the blinkers of
war were removed," John Charmley writes, "Churchill began to perceive the magnitude
of the mistake which had been made."[85] In fact, Churchill's own expressions of
profound self-doubt comport oddly with his admirers' retrospective triumphalism. After
the war, he told Robert Boothby: "Historians are apt to judge war ministers less by the
victories achieved under their direction than by the political results which flowed from
them. Judged by that standard, I am not sure that I shall be held to have done very
well."[86] In the preface to the first volume of his history of World War II, Churchill
explained why he was so troubled:
The human tragedy reaches its climax in the fact that after all the exertions
and sacrifices of hundreds of millions of people and of the victories of the
Righteous Cause, we have still not found Peace or Security, and that we lie
in the grip of even worse perils than those we have surmounted.[87]
On V-E Day, he had announced the victory of "the cause of freedom in every land." But
to his private secretary, he mused: "What will lie between the white snows of Russia and
the white cliffs of Dover?"[88] It was a bit late to raise the question. Really, what are we
to make of a statesman who for years ignored the fact that the extinction of Germany as
a power in Europe entailed … certain consequences? Is this another Bismarck or
Metternich we are dealing with here? Or is it a case of a Woodrow Wilson redivivus —
of another Prince of Fools?
With the balance of power in Europe wrecked by his own policy, there was only one
recourse open to Churchill: to bring America into Europe permanently. Thus, his anxious
expostulations to the Americans, including his Fulton, Missouri "Iron Curtain" speech.
Having destroyed Germany as the natural balance to Russia on the continent, he was
now forced to try to embroil the United States in yet another war — this time a Cold
War, that would last 45 years, and change America fundamentally, and perhaps
irrevocably.[89]

Churchill sits on one of the damaged chairs from Hitler's bunker in Berlin.
By No 5 Army Film and Photographic Unit, Malindine E G (Capt), Lockeyear W T
(Capt) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

The Triumph of the Welfare State
In 1945, general elections were held in Britain, and the Labor Party won a landslide
victory. Clement Attlee and his colleagues took power and created the socialist welfare
state. But the socializing of Britain was probably inevitable, given the war. It was a
natural outgrowth of the wartime sense of solidarity and collectivist emotion, of the
feeling that the experience of war had somehow rendered class structure and hierarchy
— normal features of any advanced society — obsolete and indecent. And there was a
second factor — British society had already been to a large extent socialized in the war
years, under Churchill himself. As Ludwig von Mises wrote:
Marching ever further on the way of interventionism, first Germany, then
Great Britain and many other European countries have adopted central
planning, the Hindenburg pattern of socialism. It is noteworthy that in
Germany the deciding measures were not resorted to by the Nazis, but some
time before Hitler seized power by Bruning … and in Great Britain not by
the Labour Party but by the Tory Prime Minister, Mr. Churchill.[90]
While Churchill waged war, he allowed Attlee to head various Cabinet committees on
domestic policy and devise proposals on health, unemployment, education, etc.[91]
Churchill himself had already accepted the master-blueprint for the welfare state, the
Beveridge Report. As he put it in a radio speech:
You must rank me and my colleagues as strong partisans of national

compulsory insurance for all classes for all purposes from the cradle to the
grave.[92]
That Mises was correct in his judgment on Churchill's role is indicated by the conclusion
of W. H. Greenleaf, in his monumental study of individualism and collectivism in
modern Britain. Greenleaf states that it was Churchill who
during the war years, instructed R. A. Butler to improve the education of the
people and who accepted and sponsored the idea of a four-year plan for
national development and the commitment to sustain full employment in the
post-war period. As well he approved proposals to establish a national
insurance scheme, services for housing and health, and was prepared to
accept a broadening field of state enterprises. It was because of this
coalition policy that Enoch Powell referred to the veritable social revolution
which occurred in the years 1942–44. Aims of this kind were embodied in
the Conservative declaration of policy issued by the Premier before the
1945 election.[93]
When the Tories returned to power in 1951, "Churchill chose a Government which was
the least recognizably Conservative in history."[94] There was no attempt to roll back
the welfare state, and the only industry that was really reprivatized was road
haulage.[95] Churchill "left the core of its [the Labor government's] work inviolate."[96]
The "Conservative" victory functioned like Republican victories in the United States,
from Eisenhower on — to consolidate socialism. Churchill even undertook to make up
for "deficiencies" in the welfare programs of the previous Labor government, in housing
and public works.[97] Most insidiously of all, he directed his leftist Labor Minister,
Walter Monckton, to appease the unions at all costs. Churchill's surrender to the unions,
"dictated by sheer political expediency," set the stage for the quagmire in labor relations
that prevailed in Britain for the next two decades.[98]
Yet, in truth, Churchill never cared a great deal about domestic affairs, even welfarism,
except as a means of attaining and keeping office. What he loved was power, and the
opportunities power provided to live a life of drama and struggle and endless war.
There is a way of looking at Winston Churchill that is very tempting: that he was a
deeply flawed creature, who was summoned at a critical moment to do battle with a
uniquely appalling evil, and whose very flaws contributed to a glorious victory — in a
way, like Merlin in C.S. Lewis's great Christian novel, That Hideous Strength.[99] Such
a judgment would, I believe, be superficial. A candid examination of his career, I
suggest, yields a different conclusion: that, when all is said and done, Winston Churchill
was a Man of Blood and a politico without principle, whose apotheosis serves to corrupt
every standard of honesty and morality in politics and history.
This essay, which originally appears in The Costs of War: America's Pyrrhic Victories, is
respectfully dedicated to the memory of Henry Regnery, who was, of course, not
responsible for its content. It is republished with permission by its author.
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Debating, Round 2: Maintaining Balance
by Ezra Macvie

Debating the Holocaust, 2nd edition, by Thomas Dalton, Ph.D., Castle Hill Publishers,
Uckfield, UK, 2015, 323 pp.

Debating the Holocaust: A New Look at Both Sides 2nd Edition by Thomas Dalton
Inconvenient History carried a review of the first edition of Thomas Dalton’s Debating
the Holocaust. The second edition has now been published, and the mask is down: Dr.
Dalton admits—professes, in fact—that he is, indeed, a Holocaust revisionist, much as
everyone, friend and foe alike, has long presumed.
So, his purportedly “balanced” weighing of the arguments for the Big Holocaust, so to
call the version of the period that reigns undisturbed today in the public perception and
the law, is in the dustbin and, to no one’s surprise, in its place emerges … a balanced
weighing of the arguments for the Big Holocaust, and against it. If the first edition’s butlightly feigned agnosticism is abandoned, how, then, one might ask, can its successor
aspire to any such descriptor as “balanced?”
It’s done in a way that is not only more-credible to those who concern themselves with
the author’s true outlook on things, but further lends considerably greater impact to the
analysis so conducted. As in the first edition, the arguments and “evidence” that support
the regnant version of the story are presented, fully and fairly, or at least as much so as
are the countervailing elements. Then, carefully compared at all salient points, the

revisionists’ arguments are presented. But in this second edition, Dr. Dalton does not
trouble himself to pretend that he may at any point have found the opposing arguments
in any way comparable in his judgment. He grants up-front and beforehand that he in
general has decided in favor of the revised version, and he carefully details exactly why
in terms that should appeal to any devotee of the traditional perspective so long as said
devotee has retained with his devotion, a comparable devotion to logic and the quality of
evidence.
The presentation remains, as before, if not “balanced” in terms of the temper of the
narrative, at the very least fair and equitable in terms of the presentation of the evidence
and of the conclusions following therefrom. And it is in the details (details, details!) of
this evidence and these conclusions that Dalton’s readers remain totally free to follow
their own dictates of reason and due consideration of evidence. What Dr. Dalton does
not countenance, and this he does most tellingly, is acceding to the authoritarian,
moralistic, even artful blandishments in which we all are daily immersed to the point of
suffocation. In a manner doing credit to all the heroic heretics of history from Herodotus
to Harry Elmer Barnes, Dalton propels the reader through the standard litanies, admitting
them so to be, of the opposing sides. At the end, the author declares the winner to be:
revisionism!
Debating is much more a forensic assembly and analysis of data than it is a sociological
study. For example, anyone expecting to find an account of the origins of the Holocaust
or National Socialist policies and practices regarding Jews or race generally will be
disappointed. The scope of Debating is strictly what happened, when, where and how.
Motivations are not contemplated, neither of the actors nor of the historians quibbling
about the whole thing in latter times. Fortunately, despite this omission of preambles
(about which in any case there would seem to be rather less debate), Dalton does carry
the reader into the present day with some contemplation of the “uses” to which the
Holocaust tradition has been put in the time since the events first studied. Since
exploitation of the Holocaust mythology in fact animates the debate that forms the
subject of the book, it is indeed fitting that this connection be clearly made and
documented in substantial detail. The entire section in effect addresses the question
occasionally heard, “Why concern ourselves today with what did or did not happen so
long ago?”
The release of the second edition marks the incorporation of Debating into the growing
Holocaust Handbooks series of Castle Hill Publishers as Number 32. This incorporation
brings with it the signature forest-green cover, attractive layout, punctilious editing and
typography and quality printing and binding, along with the mandatory availability in
e-book format. My only quibble with the transition is that industry-standard chapter
labelling on the recto pages has been dispensed with, as in all recent releases of
Holocaust Handbooks. This defect annoyingly hampers use of the book for reference
purposes, a purpose I should think central to the purposes of the series, and is at odds
with the quality attributes elsewhere in such abundance.
Debating’s supreme virtue since its first publication has been in the volume’s broadly
covering all major factors in such debate of the Holocaust as can be conducted in the
shadow of censorship and criminalization. This being the case, the work’s currency is of
greater importance to its value than it would be, say, to a work of a more purely
historical bent. It’s gratifying to report that this edition is as up-to-the-minute as any
fixed body of work could be; anything and everything that changed since the first edition
is updated, and corrections to the earlier work made as appropriate. Dalton even revised
his best estimate of the number of Holocaust fatalities implied by the sum of the latest
revisionist studies, of which there have been many. Dalton’s expressly unmagical
number of aggregate deaths per revisionism rose from 516,000 to 570,000. At this rate,

he’ll be back to six million by the 5,990th edition. Don’t hold your breath!
Objectivity is the understanding of a robot. Only a machine, somehow made capable of
ingesting inputs of some kind, could objectively calculate a result of the inputs. We have
computers that are doing just this even as I type, and likely as you read. But my typing—
and your reading—these are not, and could never be, objective, nor mindless. At the
same time, they could be, if we tried to make them so, open to a wide range of
interpretations, conclusions, and other reactions still so cognizant as to keep the end
conclusions related to those inputs—the data as it were. We—we humans at the
beginnings and ends of these processes—can better reconcile our conclusions, our
feelings, our worldviews, to the data that we perceive in those inputs, the better we steel
our reflexes against what offends our previous conceptions and habitual loyalties.
In its most-valuable essence, Debating remains what its first edition was: an
encompassing overview of the debate (so to misname a confrontation in which one side
has—and uses— the prerogative of calling down the law against the other side) that
fairly presents the best arguments of both sides and, admittedly with prompting, still
allows each reader, if not to actually adopt final conclusions, at least enables—nay,
encourages—each to embark on the long and in many cases soul-searching intellectual
voyage that could ultimately avail the reader’s final, exhausted washing-up on the
distant shores of an informed and reasonably confident understanding.
On those far-sought shores, one might find Dr. Dalton him- (or her-)self. Or one might
find Elie Wiesel or Raul Hilberg. But above all, first and foremost, one would find
oneself.

Disorder in the Courts (1990-2000), Part 1
by Joseph P. Bellinger

The late Joseph Bellinger had intended the current article to be a chapter in a book that
remained unpublished at the time of his death, The Prohibition of “Holocaust Denial.” — Ed.
The last decade of the Twentieth Century brought increasing challenges to revisionist scholars,
researchers and sympathizers as existing European laws related to “Holocaust denial” were
toughened and expanded to encompass greater numbers of individuals within the legal net.
Especially disconcerting was the fact that several European nations soon enacted copycat
legislation intended to punish and deter outspoken citizens for freely expressing their opinions
on a controversial subject objectionable to Jewish organizations. These new legal measures were
largely successful as a result of the determined efforts put forth by the World Jewish Congress
and its affiliated agencies in their concerted attempt to outlaw “Holocaust denial.”
Indeed, Jewish groups such as the “Institute of Jewish Affairs,” an affiliated agency of the World
Jewish Congress, had energetically worked to ensure the passage of anti-revisionist legislation
based upon their perceptions that historical revisionism is synonymous with racial antiSemitism. For over a decade, Jewish groups still rankled over the first Faurisson trial in France,
complaining that Professor Faurisson perversely misrepresented the facts of the “Holocaust.”
Particularly irksome to Jewish sensibilities was Faurisson’s remark that the “Holocaust” had
been a “hoax faked by Jews or Zionists for ulterior motives: to extort money from Germany and
sympathy from the world.”[1]
Addressing the possible repercussions and implications attendant to the public dissemination of
Faurisson’s statement, Jewish analysts argued:
These slurs, presenting Jews as the perpetrators of a despicable swindle, could, if
believed, bring them into disrepute and expose them to contempt and hatred. There
can be no doubt, therefore, that these defamations represent an incitement to hatred
of the Jews. As the 17th Chambre Correctionelle of Paris put it in their verdict of 5
July 1981…“in accusing the Jews publicly of being guilty through cupidity of a
particularly odious lie and of a gigantic swindle…Robert Faurisson could not be
unaware that his words would arouse in his very large audience feelings of
contempt, of hatred and violence toward the Jews of France…”[2]
Responding positively to France’s prosecution of Professor Faurisson, legal analysts applauded
the fact that Faurisson’s prosecution had only been possible due to precise legal terminology
which declared that offended individuals and/or certain human rights organizations were legally
entitled to institute proceedings against him. In this instance, the organization referred to in the
matter of Robert Faurisson is the left-wing Ligue International Contre le Racisme et
l’Antisemitisme, better known by its acronym, LICRA.
Thus, the nuisance suit formally lodged by LICRA against Professor Faurisson would seem to
have been politically motivated.
Rather astonishingly, the report notes with a certain amount of approbation that “It is not the
denial of the Holocaust but the concomitant allegation of a ‘Jewish swindle’ that is the basis of
the prosecution. Without that additional calumny against the Jews, (or, for that matter, Zionists)
the mere negation of historical events does not constitute a crime under the laws of any country
known to us.”[3]
However correct the assessment may be, that perception of the law and “Holocaust” denial
stands in contradistinction to Israel’s passage of the world’s first “Holocaust Denial” law in

1986.
Indeed, legal analysts representing the World Jewish Congress and the Institute for Jewish
Affairs were devising novel legal precedents whereby more people might be liable to
prosecution by a careful rewording of current and proposed future legislation applicable to
“Holocaust Denial.” In the same report cited above, the legal analysts suggest that “even if not
accompanied by the charge of ‘Jewish Fabrication’ individuals might be prosecuted on the
grounds that “it attacks human dignity – in this case, the dignity of the Jews or of the
survivors.”[4]
The obvious intent of the critics was to reformulate “Holocaust denial” laws throughout Europe
ostensibly to accommodate a disputably highly influential group of people whose sensibilities
had suffered umbrage. The Federal Republic of Germany seemed to offer the most encouraging
possibilities for testing new legislation designed to curtail freedom of speech throughout the
European Union. In fact, the compilers of the report remark favorably upon Article 130 of the
German penal code, which makes it a criminal offense to “attack the human dignity of others, in
a manner capable of disturbing the public peace…by insulting them, maliciously exposing them
to contempt or slandering them.”
Article 131 of the revised German penal code elicited particular interest, in that it expanded
upon the definition of what may be legally prosecutable, and includes such phraseology as
whitewashing a crime and declares that whoever glorifies acts of violence or makes them appear
harmless will be subject to prosecution.
Jewish reaction to the newly worded legislation was mixed. Dissatisfied, yet intrigued by the
wording of such legislation, legal pundits set about the challenging task of trying to revise and
improve terms and definitions to their satisfaction, yet noted with ill-concealed chagrin the
paradox which revisionism represents because “cruelty and inhumanity are exactly the facts they
dispute.”[5]
While these matters were earnestly debated among various legal experts, Jewish Community
leader Jeremy Jones, secretary of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry and Sydney
director of Australia/Israel Publications, argued to outlaw “Holocaust” denial in Australia.
Sounding a familiar note of alarm, Jones opined that, “One of the most insidious and evil forms
of anti-Jewish racism is the claim that the Holocaust never occurred and that the ‘Christian
West’ has been the victim of moral blackmail and financial extortion. This argument is not only
offensive to students of history and all Australians concerned with truth and knowledge, but has
as its underlying logic a world view in which Jewish people are dishonest, deceitful, and
perpetrators of massive fraud.”[6]
Jones emphasized the point that “Holocaust revisionists promote almost unparalleled hatred of
Jews, who they claim have wrongly received sympathy, understanding or, in their view, or even
worse – support.”[7]
Amazingly, Jones’s words were an almost-verbatim rehash of what the Institute of Jewish
Affairs had published in its Research Report in 1982.
Coincidentally, Mr. Jones had already formulated possible solutions to the problem of
“Holocaust denial” which he submitted for the consideration of Australia’s legislators, and
suggested that “Holocaust denial” should be “clearly and specifically identified as racism and
covered by the same laws that will apply to more readily understood promotions of racial
hatred.”[8]
In an effort to galvanize popular legislative support for these proposals, Jones tendered his
suggestions to the Australian Law Reform Commission in what was subsequently described as a
“private submission.” Jones urged the Commission to prosecute “Holocaust deniers” to the
fullest extent provided by law and recommended that “racist motivation” be taken into
consideration at the time of sentencing, in order to tack additional time onto their sentence.

In a curious aside, Jones cited by way of example the case of Sheikh Imam Taj Eldine El-Hilaly,
who in September 1988 delivered a controversial speech in which he claimed that “Jews were
the underlying cause of all wars and controlled the world by secret movements, destructive
doctrines, Communism and libertinism.”[9]
Australia did in fact subsequently pass a “Racial Hatred Bill” which, according to former
Australian Justice Minister Mr. Lavarch, “is about protection of groups and individuals from
threats of violence and the incitement of racial hatred, which leads inevitably to violence.”[10]
In theory, at least, the law supposedly “does not prohibit actions or words committed in good
faith in the course of any statement, publication, discussion or debate for an academic, artistic or
scientific purpose or any other purpose in the public interest.”[11]
As will presently be seen, the actual application of the law prompted difficulties with this
wording and will be addressed in the case of Fredrick Töben, the director of Australia’s
Adelaide Foundation.

The Case of Walter Lüftl
Austria proved to be the next legal testing ground when in March, 1992, Water Lüftl, a highly
qualified engineer in Austria, posed a challenge to the courts following an essay he had written
entitled, “Holocaust: Belief and Facts,” which raised uncomfortable questions in respect to the
gas chambers of Auschwitz.
Lüftl had elicited the attention of the Austrian authorities as well as the national press because
he had arrived at the conclusion that the homicidal gas chambers of Auschwitz and Mauthausen,
as described, were technically impossible. Based upon his own extensive research, Lüftl
pronounced the described operations of the gas chambers to be incompatible with the laws of
nature and scientifically refuted survivor accounts describing flames shooting directly from
crematoria chimneys. Lüftl’s essay also drew into question key elements of the “Holocaust
story” such as the widely referenced Kurt Gerstein Report, mass murder by diesel engine
exhaust, as well as published statistics in respect to cremation.
After a flurry of heated international protests, Lüftl was pressed to resign from his position as
president of Austria’s association of professional engineers, following which he was arrested
and charged with violating Austria’s “Holocaust denial” laws, which make it a crime to “deny,
grossly play-down, approve of, or seek to deny…National Socialist genocide or any other
National Socialist crimes against humanity.”[12]
Austrian law does not prescribe prosecution or punishment for those who deny or minimize
Bolshevik crimes against humanity as they do not fall within the scope of these statutes, which
are exclusively applied to National Socialism and the persecution of the Jews.
Although Lüftl was initially charged with “Holocaust denial,” these charges were later dropped,
and a new indictment was drawn up under a decades-old law which was drafted under Allied
auspices to punish any “attempts to revive or restore National Socialism” –the same criteria
which would be applied in Austria’s prosecution of David Irving in 2004.
In respect to Lüftl, the Austrian prosecutor charged that the engineer had drafted his essay ”in a
way that appears to be scholarly, to refute important historical facts of the National Socialist
killing machinery,” and to make his report available to others whom he must “have known”
would use it “publicly to whitewash and justify the National Socialist killing machinery.”[13]
Clearly, the flimsy charge was based upon a mere assumption on the part of the prosecution in
attempting to divine the mind and intent of the essayist. Moreover, the allegation that the essay
might be used or cited by self-serving anti-Semitic groups was prima facie absurd, in view of the
fact that the material might just as easily be cited by those with opposing views for completely
legitimate academic reasons.

In response to the prosecutor’s asseverations, Lüftl countered that his essay was intended to
serve as a scholarly, academic, scientific study, while underscoring the fact that he did not deny
National Socialist crimes overall but was merely addressing technical issues respectively.
As it turned out, Lüftl was fortunate. In June 1994, Austria’s District Criminal Court dismissed
all charges. In addition, the Austrian Ministry of Justice released a statement conceding that it
had been unable to uncover credible evidence proving that Lüftl had deliberately penned his
essay with the intention of reviving National Socialism.
While sidestepping the issue of Lüftl’s evidence and conclusions, critics grunted their
disapproval and declared that the legal ruling would henceforth provide ‘Holocaust deniers’
with a convenient loophole to camouflage their “propaganda” in the guise of scholarly reports.
German and Jewish legal strategists alike had been closely monitoring the Lüftl case, and their
subsequent disappointment spurred them on to greater efforts to further tighten existing
loopholes pursuant to “Holocaust denial” laws in Germany.
In respect to Germany, Herta Dauebler-Gmelin, the deputy of the liberal left-wing Social
Democratic Party, declared in an article published in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung that “It is
unbearable that propagandists openly deny or minimize Nazi crimes.”[14]
Apparently oblivious of the brazen challenge to freedom of expression that characterized her
comments, Dauebler-Gmelin stressed the absolute necessity of making an example of those who
“deny the Holocaust” in the only terms they will understand: prosecution and imprisonment.
According to Dauebler-Gmelin:
These right wing agitators do not deny or gloss over the crimes of the Nazis out of
stupidity or ignorance. There is nothing new to offer by way of research and no new
theories that need to be tested. No other epoch in our history has been so well
researched and documented as this horrible criminal regime in Germany…The
mockery of millions of victims of genocide disrupts the public peace and heaps
renewed humiliation upon the survivors. All this is well known - not only by us, but
also by the right wing extremists. What they are really after is to fabricate a new
legend by means of ideology and propaganda. Their denial of the gas ovens of
Auschwitz and the state sponsored genocide in Nazi Germany goes hand in hand
with their assertion that there were neither victims nor perpetrators. The Germans
will once again have to be preserved from danger – above all, from the Jews,
thereby forging the same old chains to provide a spiritual justification for
discrimination, for further agitation, for further terror, for further attacks.[15]
In summation, Dauebler-Gmelin proffered an emotional appeal to German legislators: “We hope
that the deputies of the other parties in the Bundestag will support our suggestions.”[16]
The plea did not fall upon deaf ears, yet observers in the revisionist camp were quick to perceive
the fact that Dauebler-Gmelin’s overall assessment had deliberately conflated legitimate,
scholarly inquiry with respect to homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Treblinka, Maidanek,
Sobibor and Belzec with “Holocaust denial,” as if the latter is solely predicated upon
unquestioning acceptance of the former, completely overlooking the fact that, while the two
subjects are relative and relevant, the gas chambers are not by any means exclusively
synonymous with the “Holocaust” per se, but serve to underscore the extent and scope of the
tragedy. By way of illustration, mainstream historians generally view the gas chambers as the
culmination of years of anti-Jewish persecution, rather than one singular defining episode,
which, if it had never occurred, would have precluded use of the term “Holocaust” in reference
to the Nazi persecution of the Jews. Moreover, it is academically debatable whether these same
historians would have recast any reference to the Nazis’ policies towards the Jews in any terms
other than a ‘Holocaust’ even if the gas chambers had never existed.
Nevertheless, for the Jewish people, [and this is a belief shared to a great extent by the world at
large], the “Holocaust” represents the Nazis’ determined attempt to utterly exterminate the
Jewish population of Europe that lay within their grasp, primarily, but not exclusively, by means

of homicidal gas chambers. In fact, the very word “Holocaust” refers to a burnt offering,
evoking in the minds of many commentators, horrific images of the crematoria of Auschwitz
and the burning pits of Treblinka.
Perceived within this context, any denial or critical questioning of the homicidal gas chambers is
perceived as synonymous with “Holocaust denial.” Concomitantly, any questioning of the
overall figure of six million Jewish deaths is likewise perceived as a form of denial constituting
a challenge to the veracity of the survivors and a brazen insult to the memory of the dead.
As such, revisionist historians are often portrayed as being insensitive to the suffering of the
Jewish people.
Nevertheless, historians as well as scientists are under an obligation to be truthful and accurate
in their investigation and presentation of facts, insofar as that is humanly possible. While one
may and should empathize with the victims, the obligation to scientifically document the crime
remains of paramount concern to honest scholars and researchers legitimately interested in fully
establishing the truth of precisely what did or did not occur at Auschwitz, and no aspect of
evidence may be ignored to the exclusion of others, however “offensive” it may be to the mind
and memory of anyone.
Yet any meaningful research into the facts of the Holocaust has been nearly stifled since the
subject has been declared legally off limits to any but “establishment” historians toeing the
officially accepted line. Ergo, the “Holocaust” has been declared a closed subject brooking no
clarification, qualification, contradiction or revision if it happens to come into conflict with the
officially accepted, legally mandated version. Restrained, intimidated and hamstrung by means
of legal tyranny, highly qualified historians may soon find themselves arraigned before the
courts like common criminals, facing terms in excess of five years’ imprisonment in some
instances, and having no other option open to them than to ‘recant’ and “confess” in macabre
Kafkaesque scenes reminiscent of Stalin’s infamous show trials. Such proceedings constitute a
mockery of justice, since neither truth nor documentary evidence may be used as a means of
vindication on behalf of the accused. Attorneys for the accused or judges renowned for their
probity who hand down lenient sentences also run the risk of being charged, disbarred or
censured. In fact, such instances are a rather common occurrence in those polities that have
already criminalized “Holocaust denial.”
One need look no further than the daily news for evidence pertaining to miscarriages of justice,
whereby individuals who were falsely accused and convicted of heinous crimes are suddenly,
after enduring years of imprisonment, vindicated and released on the basis of new scientific
evidence proving their innocence. In perhaps no other epoch of contemporary history are
science and history more closely interrelated than in respect to the “Holocaust” and the gas
chambers of Auschwitz, for not only is it alleged that a crime of historical magnitude occurred,
but Auschwitz is also unique in that the installations allegedly used to implement the massacre
still exist more or less intact and may be scientifically examined by means of the latest forensic
technology. Although the crime occurred on Polish soil, it has since become, at the insistence of
Jewish organizations and the United Nations, of historic interest to the international community,
in spite of the fact that Jewish organizations repeatedly aver that their self-interests surpass and
supersede those of the Polish state, the Catholic Church and the concomitant totality of nonJewish victims who perished in Auschwitz. By insisting that the legacy of Auschwitz is of
import to all humanity, Jewish commentators opened the door to further inquiry, leading a
reasonable person to infer that Jewish organizations would undoubtedly welcome the long
overdue suggestion that an independent, unbiased international team of forensic scientists ought
to be commissioned to exhaustively inspect and investigate the still-extant bunkers of Auschwitz
in order to lay this highly controversial matter to rest once and for all.
Unfortunately, the more prosaic reality proves that Jewish organizations have in fact jammed a
wedge under the door they themselves opened by diligently working to outlaw all forms of
independent inquiry pertaining to the gas chambers of Auschwitz.

In Munich on January 13, 1993 David Irving was defended by lawyers Hajo Herrmann (center),
and Herbert Schaller (who also acted successfully for him in Vienna in 2006, aged 84).
Source: Focal Point http://www.fpp.co.uk/Irving/photos/1990s/Munich_lawyers_130193.html

David Irving Fined
Auschwitz again became the focus of international attention when British author David Irving
was fined the equivalent of $6,000 by a Munich court on 5 May 1992 for “denying that Jews
died in the gas chambers of the Auschwitz concentration camp,” and “disparaging the memory
of the [Jewish] dead.”[17] German Judge Thomas Stelzner rejected Irving’s appeal of a previous
fine of $4,300 for remarking during the course of a meeting held in April 1990 in Munich that
the building shown in Auschwitz as a “homicidal gas chamber” was in fact a phony
reconstruction [Atrappen] built after the war. Steltzner responded by increasing the fine because
of Irving’s apparent ‘lack of understanding’ and the fact that he had earned money from
disseminating his opinion that the Auschwitz gas chambers were lies.
Refusing to retract his previous statements, Irving defiantly declared to the presiding judge, “I
have found not one piece of evidence that there are gas chambers at Auschwitz.”[18]
Irving’s attorneys attempted to call a certified chemist, Germar Rudolf, to provide expert
testimony that “the buildings in question at Auschwitz were never used as Zyklon B gas
chambers, for killing people.”
Rudolf’s testimony was abruptly cut short by the judge the moment the question of the gas
chambers was raised by defense counsel. After a flurry of protests from Irving’s attorneys, the
judge proceeded to rule that all testimony pertaining to gas chambers was inadmissible.
When asked by counsel to explain his bizarre ruling, the flustered judge managed to stammer
that the testimony “of the expert witness, certified chemist Rudolf, is completely unsuitable for
evidence” in this case, and noted that Rudolf had not actually been questioned on the issue of
gas chambers anyway.
Flabbergasted by Stelzner’s response, Irving’s advocate reminded the judge of his own ruling,
which had forbid Rudolf to testify on the subject of the gas chambers in the first place!
In response, the judge painfully stuttered, “I, uh, can only confirm that the witness was not
asked about this.”
Although the judge himself conceded that the structures shown to tourists at Auschwitz are not
the original “gas chambers,” he nevertheless proceeded to reject every exhibit and expert
witness for the defense on the grounds that the Auschwitz gas chambers have been historically

proven.
“If that is true,” the attorney interjected, “what would anyone have to lose by permitting Rudolf
to testify?”
Judge Selzner replied, “Uh, well, time would be lost. It would also be illegal.”
In effect, the judge’s statement seemed to suggest that when the truth becomes uncomfortable,
all one needs to do is outlaw it!
Perturbed with the judge’s wretched equivocations, attorney Klaus Goebel protested:
I have the impression that this court has something to hide, otherwise it would
permit the expert witness to testify. I understand that the prosecuting attorney and
the court is under political pressure. Nevertheless, the accused must be given the
opportunity to prove his statements. It is intolerable that in a society of law that you
can prevent me from questioning the expert witness about his on-site work, and
then reject him because he was not asked about this. You are preventing any
discussion of a matter of evidence.[19]
Replying to these objections, the judge insipidly droned, “Yes, it may very well be that, from
your point of view, I am hindering the presentation of the defense case.”
The court also refused Irving’s request to subpoena Franciszek Piper as a witness for the
defense. At the time of the trial, Piper was serving as the director of the Auschwitz State
Museum in Poland, and Irving’s attorneys intended to ask Piper, under oath, to confirm that he
had “confided to Freiburg historian Prof. Martin that the Auschwitz “gas chamber” shown to
tourists was actually a phony reconstruction.”
As witness after witness was rejected, Irving’s two exasperated attorneys stalked out of the
courtroom in protest, whilst the court spectators burst out in supportive applause.
In his closing statement to the court, David Irving, confident and defiant, declared that the
hearing was in fact a political trial in which the verdict had already been decided upon before it
began.
Irving noted that, prior to the trial’s commencement, he had sent out to various German
historians detailed photographs of Auschwitz taken by Allied reconnaissance planes in 1944,
asking them to examine them and point out where the alleged gas chambers were located. With
obvious disdain in his voice, Irving dryly commented that not one of them had the courage to
reply.
Irving concluded his statement by admonishing the judge: “We both have our duties. My duty as
historian is to establish the truth. Your duty is also to establish the truth, but you have a problem
in Germany.”[20]
Germany’s ultimate response to the problem of David Irving was to refuse to consider any
further appeals of the verdict, after which the combative historian lodged a protest with the
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg. One year thereafter authorities in Munich
permanently banned David Irving from setting foot on German soil, ostensibly because
‘revisionist, right-wing extremist and neo-Nazi groups” continue to express their desire to have
Irving speak at their meetings.
Hans-Peter Uhl, a district governmental official declared, “Public appearances in Munich by
people such as Irving cannot be tolerated.”[21]
In attempting to justify the ban, German authorities declared they had neither the time nor the
desire to attend all of Irving’s numerous lectures in order to monitor his statements for possible
violations of the law.
According to the directive, Irving’s public appearances had helped to endanger public security

and order, thereby seriously harming the reputation of the German Federal Republic. German
officials issued this ban, at least in large part, in response to pressure from foreign organizations
that are seeking to suppress dissident revisionist views of the “Holocaust extermination
story.”[22]
In more practical terms, Irving’s presence in Germany would henceforth constitute an act of
“incitement” by inciting the authorities to take him into custody and deport him.

Prosecution of Revisionists in Switzerland
One year following Irving’s trial in Munich, Swiss legislators appended Article No. 261 to the
nation’s existing penal code. Although ostensibly dealing with hate crimes, the all-too-familiar
wording of the law indisputably proved that “Holocaust deniers” were the primary target behind
the legislation:
He who in public incites to hatred of or discrimination against a person or group of
persons because of their racial, ethnic or religious relationship…He who in public
propagates ideologies based on a systematic deprecation or defamation of members
of a race, ethnic group or religion…He who for this same end organizes, promotes
or takes part in propaganda activities…He who in public by means of the spoken
word, writings, pictorial descriptions, gestures, acts of violence and in any other
manner degrades and discriminates in a way that infringes the human dignity of a
person or group of persons because of their racial, ethnic or religious relationship,
or who for one of these reasons denies, grossly minimizes or tries to justify a
genocide or other crimes against humanity…will be punished with jail or with a
fine.[23]
Three months later, a brilliant Swiss pedagogue, Jürgen Graf, was abruptly suspended after
passing out copies of his premiere revisionist book The Holocaust on the Test Stand: Eyewitness
Reports versus the Laws of Nature, to colleagues, journalists and politicians across Switzerland.
The courageous teacher crossed his Rubicon fully cognizant of the possible repercussions of his
act. Although Graf never discussed historical matters in his classes where he taught Latin and
French, Swiss Federal Education Authorities brusquely declared that, under the circumstances,
he “obviously” could not remain a teacher.
Unbeknownst to Graf, his tribulations had only just begun.
In July 1998, the then-47-year-old Graf was charged, tried and convicted of allegedly publishing
anti-Jewish books. Convicted along with him on the same charges was 78-year-old retired
engineer Gerhard Förster. Both men received fines and prison terms – 15 months in the case of
Graf and 12 months’ imprisonment for Förster. The court also imposed an additional fine of
8,000 Swiss francs ($5,000) and ordered both men to relinquish over 55,000 francs (38,000)
from their earnings as a result of book sales to the court. Förster was ordered to pay 45,000 and
Graf, 10,000.[24]
While imposing sentence upon the defendants, Presiding Judge Andrea Staubli referred to their
“remarkable criminal energy,” as a factor compounding their guilt, and cited their apparent lack
of remorse as a contributing factor in her decision not to impose a more lenient sentence. The
five members comprising the court - three women and two men, unanimously concurred in their
verdict.
Judge Staubli rejected the defendant’s arguments that their books were scholarly. In the opinion
of the judge, Graf’s meticulously researched books were “criminal, cynical and inhuman.”
Graf and Förster appealed the harsh verdict.
News coverage of the trial in Switzerland was generally unfavorable toward and slanted against
the accused. A front-page commentary published in the popular daily Tages-Anzeiger (July 22,

1998) warned its readers that the defendants were not as harmless as they appear. Arguing in
favor of the court’s harsh sentence, the newspaper proclaimed:
Holocaust deniers, with their unspeakable theories, injure the human dignity of the
Jews, the memory of the victims, and their history…Their goal is to stir up hatred
against the Jews, and their hidden motive is to whitewash the National Socialists
and make their dangerous ideology once again acceptable.[25]
The newspaper conspicuously failed to explain by what means it had actually divined the
“hidden motives” of the accused.
Two years following Graf’s conviction, 79-year-old revisionist publisher Gaston-Armand
Amaudruz was convicted in a Swiss court and sentenced to one year imprisonment for “denying
that millions of Jews were exterminated in gas chambers by Nazi Germany during World War
Two.”[26]
Mr. Amaudruz was placed on trial due to published comments he had authored in his monthly
newsletter, Le Courrier du Continent, with a circulation of 400 subscribers. The offending
passage read: “For my part, I maintain my position: I don’t believe in the gas chambers. Let the
exterminationists provide the proof and I will believe it. But as I’ve been waiting for this proof
for decades, I don’t believe I will see it soon.”[27]
One day prior to the commencement of his trial, Amaudruz composed a deliberately provocative
article entitled, “Long Live Revisionism,” in which he averred, “My trial is a political trial. The
judgment is purely opportunistic. I prefer to follow my conscience rather than an immoral law of
a criminal nature. I maintain my point of view.”[28]
Ostensibly as a result of concerns expressed by the suing civil parties, the Court precluded any
presentation of evidence by the defense contesting the existence of homicidal gas chambers by
taking “official notice of their existence,” based upon the asseverations of former concentrationcamp survivors and prior precedents established by the Swiss Supreme Court.
Underlining his enthusiastic support of this strategy was attorney Philippe A. Grumbach, who
energetically took part in the campaign to outlaw “racism and anti-Semitic conduct” in
Switzerland, resulting in the ratification of Article 261, later appended to the Swiss penal code.
Coincidentally, Grumbach is also a member of the Swiss Committee of LICRA (International
League against Racism and Anti-Semitism).
In November 2001, Grumbach was elected as President of the CICAD, (Coordination
Intercommunautaire contre l’Antisemitisme et la Diffamation) which is described as an
“independent association fighting against Anti-Semitism in all its guises by teaching the history
of Anti-Semitism and the Shoah.”[29]
Grumbach’s peculiar nomenclature transforms “Holocaust” revisionism into “negationist
propaganda,” which he defines as a “denial of the existence of the gas chambers, minimizing
the number of Jews killed in the Holocaust and asserting that Jews derived an economic
advantage from this period of their history.”[30]
Expanding upon his definition of the word, Grumbach avers that “negationism is a form of
racial discrimination which causes offence to the community to which the victims of genocide
belong.” Grumbach attempts to argue that Article 261 of the Swiss Penal Code does not inhibit
free speech or debate or the right to freedom of expression, but “seeks only to prevent the
publication of statements the purpose of which is to minimize the importance of crimes against
humanity or which aims at negating their barbarous and monstrous nature. Establishing the
element of deliberate racist motivation plays a crucial role in the enforcement of this
provision.”[31]
However one chooses to interpret Grumbach’s legalese, the end result is censorship and
prosecution for thought crimes, and the fact remains that these laws to date have only been used
to prosecute individuals who raise valid evidential questions and doubts in respect to Nazi

Germany’s internment of the Jews.
Grumbach’s irritation with revisionism becomes manifest when he complains that “Amaudruz’s
articles in Le Courrier du Continent all contain extracts which purport to negate the existence of
the gas chambers, cast doubt on the extent of Shoah and in effect deny its existence and make
reference to blackmail for which the figure of six million victims was allegedly used.”[32]
At other times, Grumbach refers to the Holocaust in quasi-religious, mystical tones when he
writes “the Lausanne Court found that these extracts constituted a serious affront to the dignity
of Jews in general. The Court also recognized that these extracts amounted to an offence against
the sacrosanct memory of the victims as well as a defamatory attack against the history of the
Jewish community.”[33]
After due consideration of Mr. Grumbach’s published opinions relative to “Holocaust denial,”
the rationale prompting his comment that, “The main concern of the Court and the Associations
and civil plaintiffs was to avoid making the history of the Second World War the central issue of
the trial” becomes more vividly understood.[34]
Conversely, Amaudruz had no other option available to him other than to contest and protest the
legality of the Swiss law applicable to “Holocaust denial.”
On the day of sentencing Judge Carrard described the accused as a “life-long racist” who
“showed no remorse” during the course of his three-day trial, and ordered the accused to pay the
court costs of his trial, along with an additional fine in the form of “damages” to four Jewish
organizations that had filed suit against him.
The organizations in question were the Federation of Swiss Jewish Communities, the League
against Racism and Anti-Semitism and an organization entitled ‘Les Fils et Filles des Deportes
Juifs de France,’ the latter claiming to represent sons and daughters of Jewish deportees from
France during the Second World War. Serge Klarsfeld, a widely recognized “Holocaust” activist,
serves as president of the latter organization and was personally present at the trial of
Amaudruz.
In his concluding statement to the court, Jürgen Graf made reference to his “friend in western
Switzerland, Gaston-Armand Amaudruz, against whom a trial is being prepared in Lausanne
that is similar to the one here today against Förster and me. In issue number 371 of his Le
Courrier du Continent newsletter, Amaudruz writes: ‘As once in early historical times, it is a
sign of weakness to try to impose a dogma by force. The exterminationists may win trials
through laws that muzzle freedom of speech. But they will lose the final trial before the court of
future generations.’”[35]
Such idealistic phrases might very well be lost on Philippe Grumbach, who expressed his
overall satisfaction with the Amaudruz verdict in the following terms:
The importance of Amaudruz’s trial and conviction and the keen interest with
which it has been followed, has been widely acknowledged in both the Swiss
national and international press. A man of advanced years, Amaudruz nonetheless
represents a threat to society, as do all Holocaust deniers…There can be no doubt
that the fight must be continued against all Holocaust-deniers and racists for the
simple reason that those who forget the past, are condemned to relive it.[36]
Put in other words, Grumbach evidently feels that if the scientific arguments advanced by
revisionists should be vindicated, he may very well be condemned to a gas chamber at some
point in the future.
Against such fanatical ‘logic’ it is impossible to argue.

David Irving Banned from Auschwitz

In October 1997, David Irving received an invitation from the BBC to assist in a proposed
documentary dealing with the suppression of free speech in Europe. Irving accepted the
invitation and contacted officials at the Auschwitz State Museum to request permission to
peruse their archives for documentation related to construction plans, administration, and
photographs of the camp.
Approximately one month prior to his scheduled flight to Poland, Irving received a message
from BBC producer Nicholas Fraser, advising him:
We’ve just received notice from the Auschwitz Museum, to the effect that they will
not allow you access to the library or to any of the camp grounds. They control
every inch of what used to be the Auschwitz complex and it would seem that we
would be unable to film with you there. Reluctantly we have decided that we can’t
go ahead with our original plan. It just isn’t possible.
Needless to say I am very sorry about this and I have tried in vain to convince the
museum that this is not necessarily a way to promote freedom of speech. However,
they are quite adamant and there is nothing I can do. We propose instead to film
with you in London…[37]
Irving quipped, “What are they fearful of? It shows a grave insecurity, a lack of historical
detachment. It’s like the suspect saying, “We don’t mind investigators – just don’t let in
Lieutenant Columbo!”[38]
It would seem that Irving’s clever analogy had grounds. During the course of an interview
granted to a journalist working for the prestigious French newsmagazine L’Express, Museum
official Krystyna Oleksy candidly conceded “the room shown to tourists as a supposed
execution ‘gas chamber’ in its ‘original state’ is a fraud actually built after the war under Polish
Communist supervision.”[39]
Of course this is what David Irving had maintained all along, the difference between the two
being that Oleksy wasn’t fined for her comments or banned from entering Germany or France
for saying it. Rather astoundingly, however, Irving is banned from Auschwitz!
Considering the circumstances involved, it would perhaps not be unreasonable to conclude that
it was a combination of factors, such as fear, embarrassment and irritation, which prompted the
Auschwitz curators to deny David Irving access to their archives. It is tempting to speculate
what further admissions might have ensued if the intrepid Irving had been allowed full access to
the extensive Auschwitz repository.
In the midst of these expanding international controversies and perversions of justice, revisionist
historians continued to insist that the scientific evidence suggested that the homicidal gas
chambers of Auschwitz were in fact either a post-war creation, or were simply morgues attached
to the crematoria buildings that were later misrepresented as gas chambers. In response to this
ongoing research, the German government beefed up its “Holocaust denial” laws by appending
an amendment to the existing legal code, after receiving repeated complaints and exhortations
from the Central Council of Jews in Germany and affiliated agencies, who complained that not
enough was being done to stem the tide of revisionism and ‘racism’ in the Federal Republic.
This new amendment prescribed harsher punishments for any individual running afoul of the
new provisions. Whereas under the old law terms of up to one year’s imprisonment were
prescribed for offenders, the new law provided a prison term of up to five years or a fine.
Spokespersons for interested Jewish organizations expressed their general satisfaction with the
new legislation.
In 1994 two German judges faced the possibility of being arraigned on a charge of “inciting
racial hatred” in Frankfurt after giving Guenther Deckert a suspended sentence on charges of
“denying that the Holocaust happened.”[40]
Abraham H. Foxman, National Director of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith lent his

own voice to the chorus of critics and sent a letter to the president of the Federal Courts in
Germany, Professor Walter Odersky. Foxman urged the court to affirm the “undesirability of the
Holocaust” and applauded “legislative efforts now underway [that] will make it easier for judges
in Germany to punish hatemongering and incitement to violence against minorities.”[41]
Deckert, who was 55 years old at the time, had been charged with “defamation of the dead,” and
“inciting racial hatred.” The former school teacher and leader of a small nationalist political
party, the 5,000-member “National Democratic Party,” had run afoul of German law after
hosting a meeting which featured Fred Leuchter, an American expert in execution technologies.
During the course of this public meeting, Leuchter expressed his professional opinion, based
upon an on-site examination of the purported execution facilities at Auschwitz and Maidanek
concentration camps, that the structures simply could not have been used for the purpose of
mass murder, as had been alleged. Deckert translated the speech into German and publicly
expressed his agreement with Leuchter’s conclusions. At no time during the course of the
meeting did either man preach or advocate ‘hatemongering’, much less incite anyone to violence
against minorities.
In fact, in the strict legal sense, it is academically debatable as to whether Foxman’s letter to the
president of the Federal Courts in Germany constituted an incitement to persecute and unjustly
prosecute Deckert and Leuchter, who clearly represent a ‘minority.’
The two jurists who had presided over Deckert’s case were suspended and subsequently
reinstated, but prosecutors were clearly displeased by the judges’ characterization of the affable
Deckert, whom they described as “an intelligent man of character and clear principles which he
takes to heart…He defends those convictions with great engagement and a considerable amount
of time and energy. The accused has stood up for a legitimate interest by trying to fend off
further Holocaust reparation requests against Germany – half a century after the Holocaust.”[42]
After an unholy furor had been deliberately stirred up in the cauldrons of the world press, the
two judges predictably recanted.
The presiding judge assigned to the Deckert case, Wolfgang Mueller, could only manage to
mumble a few words of penitence to the effect that the judge’s choice of words had been
“unfortunate formulations.”[43]
Germany’s Federal Court of Justice intervened and ordered a regional court in Karlsruhe to
review the case and impose a new sentence, which it did in December 1994. Deckert was
thereafter sentenced to two years’ imprisonment for “denying the Holocaust.”
Unbowed and unrepentant, Deckert vowed to “continue the struggle for freedom of thought,
research and opinion.”[44]
Ignaz Bubis, the former chairman of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, expressed his
satisfaction with the verdict and groaned that Deckert’s revisionist opinions constituted a direct
attack upon Germany’s democratic constitution and urged other European nations to enact
similar laws restricting freedom of speech for those who dared to publicly challenge the
mainstream version of the “Holocaust.” Bubis admonished, “It is time for the European
countries to busy themselves with this.”[45]
As if acting on cue, European countries proceeded to do just that, beginning with Switzerland.
In 1995, Spain and Belgium jumped on the bandwagon and outlawed ‘Holocaust denial.’ In the
case of Belgium, the government had apparently been under pressure from various Jewish
organizations that took offense at Belgium-published revisionist literature. A triumphant article
printed in the London Jewish Chronicle candidly revealed that “the Belgian Government intends
to co-operate with B’nai B’rith in prosecuting the publisher, printer and distributor of a Dutchlanguage revisionist pamphlet printed in Antwerp.”[46]
Thus, Jewish watchdog organizations and the Belgian government acted in collusion together,

working hand in hand in prosecuting revisionist researchers.
The laws subsequently promulgated in Spain and Belgium were formulated along similar lines
as those already existing in Israel, France and Germany. In Belgium, two Socialist Party
members of Parliament, Yvon Mayeur and Claude Eerdekens introduced the law, which
provided for up to one year’s imprisonment and a $160.00 fine for those found guilty of
violating its provisions.
In fact, the wordings of the various “Holocaust-denial” laws are so strikingly similar to laws in
other European nations that one might be tempted to conclude that they all bear the stamp of a
common author.
On March 1, 1996, twenty-one scholars and historians from various universities throughout Italy
published a statement in defense of free speech and historical research. The professors
courageously criticized the enactment of “Holocaust-denial” laws in France, Germany and other
countries, specifically citing a French government ban on a book authored by Jürgen Graf
simply because it denied the “Holocaust.” The scholars pleaded for reason to prevail over
repression:
We are appealing …to the scholarly community to which we belong, and also to the
political world and to the press, so that they react to this state of affairs, and put an
end to a tendency that wherever it develops, may put freedom of speech, press and
culture in European countries at risk.[47]
Needless to say, the sensibly worded appeal fell upon deaf ears, for the milieu in which
“Holocaust denial” laws were first devised was precisely in those areas alluded to by the Italian
professors - the political arena and the world press. Thus, “Holocaust-denial” laws were
purposely designed to curtail freedom of speech and subvert other fundamental human rights.
Practically speaking, human rights in Europe were no longer ‘at risk’ – they were in fact in
headlong flight under attack by tyrants posing as moderate liberals.
Far from prompting a crisis of conscience, the legal repression of French and German
revisionists escalated when on October 23, 1996, French lawyer Eric Delacroix was convicted
by the XVIIth Correctional Chamber of the Paris Tribunal under the Fabius-Gayssot law, which
prohibits criticism of the Nuremberg trials. Thus, counsel for those accused of “Holocaust
denial” were now themselves susceptible to prosecution and at risk of being disbarred for
defending their clients too energetically. Under such circumstances, the client-attorney
relationship is critically ruptured, and becomes a mere mockery of justice. Truth be told, these
repressive laws are precisely designed to deprive individuals of their basic civil liberties. These
deleterious laws constitute a negation of the fundamental right entitling every accused individual
to retain the best possible legal defense available when facing the possibility of years of
imprisonment.
One suspects that the ultimate objective of such laws is to dispense with the farce of a public
trial and simply sentence the accused in a sub-rosa star chamber comprised of a camarilla whose
members are specifically appointed to impose the proper draconian sentence upon the accused
without any attendant publicity. No other qualifications are necessary and there is no point in
pleading or argumentation, as proof of guilt is already established by virtue of being denounced
and accused.
While this Kafkaesque scenario may appear shocking to the sensibilities of those who truly
value civil liberties and freedom of speech, the fact is this is precisely the sinister direction in
which current “Holocaust-denial” laws are heading.

St. Martin’s Press Drops Irving
David Irving was once again the center of media attention in 1996 when, “in the wake of
unprecedented protests from respected literary figures and outrage from the Jewish community,
the New York-based St. Martin’s Press reversed its decision to publish Goebbels: Mastermind of

the Third Reich.”[48] Company executives had convened an emergency meeting that April by
company Chairman Thomas J. MacCormack, after Irving’s book had been unjustly denounced
and panned by the usual critics as a “distortion of history expressing sympathy for Nazism.”
Irving had been forced to turn to publishers in the United States following a successfully
orchestrated smear campaign by similar groups in Great Britain, which resulted in his book
being blacklisted.
The Los Angeles-based Simon Wiesenthal Center candidly confirmed the fact that pressure on
St. Martin’s not to confer legitimacy upon Irving by publishing what it sarcastically referred to
as “the novel” was intense.[49] In its magazine, Response, the Center proudly published a
prototype of the poison-pen letters that inundated St. Martin’s in an attempt to force them to
abrogate their contract with Irving. The Center cited an excerpt from a scathing letter penned by
bestselling Jewish author Jonathan Kellerman, who wrote:
David Irving’s identity as a neo-Nazi and Holocaust denier is well known, and
because of it he has been forced to self-publish in the U. K. Your attempt to elevate
him to mainstream status in the U. S. is the single most repugnant act I’ve
witnessed in over a decade of publishing. You should be ashamed of yourself. Don’t
send me any more books for blurbs. Anything with the St. Martin’s label on it will
go straight in the trash.[50]
Sadly, instead of ignoring the rants of a highly organized minority of unappeasable critics, St.
Martin’s opted to trash Irving. In spite of the best efforts to stifle its publication, Irving’s book
still went on to become widely read and much debated.

Udo Walendy
The case of Udo Walendy, who was sentenced to 15 months’ imprisonment in 1997, merits
special mention because it reveals the ludicrous depths to which German jurists will descend
when attempting to individually interpret and apply laws specifically concerned with “Holocaust
denial.” At the time of his sentencing, Walendy was seventy years of age, having been
previously sentenced in 1996 to a term of 29 months’ imprisonment for publishing two
controversial issues dealing with the “Holocaust” in his series, Historical Facts. The two
offending issues, numbered 66 and 68 respectively, had crossed the legal line by questioning
specific details related to the “Holocaust.”
During the course of his summation, presiding judge Kroener explained that Walendy was not
being sentenced on the basis of what he had written, but for what he had failed to write!
Lecturing the accused, Judge Kroener declared,
This [case] is not about what was written – that’s not for this court to determine –
but rather about what was not written. If you had devoted just a fraction of the same
exactitude to highlighting the other side [of the Holocaust issue] you would not
have been sentenced. However, your total one-sidedness is precisely the opposite of
the scholarly method. You continually suggest to your readers that if this and that
point [of official Holocaust history] is not correct, the rest can’t quite be true either.
In this way, the Holocaust is reduced to the level of an industrial accident.[51]
In handing down judgment, the court ruled that the accused had left historically factual
information out of his précis, which the judge felt would have given the articles more balance,
and for that reason, he was guilty.
The judge expressed his irritation with Walendy in the following terms:
Walendy, on a very scholarly, historical basis, cites “quotations and facts that
contradict,” in many specific points, the accepted version for German guilt for the
Holocaust and other National Socialist crimes and seizes on weak points…and

greatly blows them up in order to encourage a feeling of doubt in the reader.
One observant wag later perceived Walendy’s predicament in the following terms:
A man accused of a crime stands before the court. As it later turns out, the suspicion
is unfounded, but the judge condemns him anyway. Not because he committed the
crime, but because he didn’t commit it.
The presiding judge obviously did not concur with that sentiment and most likely viewed
Walendy as a “recidivist offender” in view of his past collisions with the law. For example, in
November 1996 Walendy was fined 20,000 marks by a district court in Dortmund for having in
his possession twelve illegal copies of Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf. The judge noted sourly,
The planned distribution of the books manifests an extreme and therefore
particularly dangerous mindset. The books are propaganda for dismantling the
constitutional and legal system of the Federal Republic of Germany, and
establishing a National Socialist system of injustice…This must be judged very
severely.[52]
However, judging by the appearance and physical condition of the offender, who at the time was
70 years of age and suffering from progressive heart disease, it would seem that the judge’s
characterization of him as an “agitator” intent on “dismantling the constitutional and legal
system of the Federal Republic of Germany” in order to “establish a National Socialist system of
injustice” seems a bit far-fetched.
Contrary to the judge’s evaluation of the man, Walendy had earned a “Diplom-Politologe’
certificate in 1956 affirming his specialized field of academic study and knowledge, having also
graduated from the prestigious German Institute of Political Science as well as the Aachen
School of Journalism. Additionally, Walendy worked for a time as a teacher in the employ of the
German Red Cross and served as director of the Volksschule in Herford.
In spite of all the impressive credits to his name and reputation as an educator and scholar, his
unswerving commitment to historical accuracy inevitably led to a collision with Germany’s
“Holocaust-denial” laws. As the German translator and publisher of Professor Arthur Butz’s
Hoax of the Twentieth Century, which was later banned by German authorities, Walendy was
arraigned before a court and convicted of ‘incitement’ - presumably against Jews. His
subsequent conviction resulted in a 15-month penalty tacked onto his previous conviction, both
sentences to run concurrently. For a man of Walendy’s age, this could very well amount to a
sentence of death in prison. Such a grave misapplication of justice for one man’s “crime” of
honestly expressing his opinion and refusing to retract has rarely been seen since the days when
brute beasts of the field were arraigned before medieval magistrates to answer for ‘crimes,’ after
which they were duly hanged, drawn and quartered or burned at the stake.
Speaking of which, on a lighter note, a rather odd case distributed in the world press on October
10, 2003 related the story of Roland Thein, age 54, of the Berlin suburb of Lichtenrade, who had
trained his black sheepdog, named Adolf, to raise his front paw in a Hitler salute. Thein was
stopped and questioned by police after he and his dog had been seen saluting together in the
vicinity of a local school. A group of alien residents observed the antics and reported Thein to
the police.
Moments after police arrived, Thein repeated the little trick for their entertainment, ordering,
“Adolf, sitz! Mach den Gruss!” [Adolf, sit, give the salute], and the dog obediently obliged by
hoisting his right paw in the air. The police were not amused and took Thein and his dog into
custody. German prosecutors charged Thein with “using the characteristic marks of an
unconstitutional organization,” - a punishable offense that falls under Paragraph 86a of the
Federal Criminal Code, which forbids neo-Nazi activities, and prescribes a penalty of three
years’ imprisonment, if convicted.
A spokesperson for the Berlin criminal court declared that “Adolf” would not be called as a
witness. Thein’s attorney, Nicole Burmann-Zarske, told reporters, “Adolf is a very sweet dog.

He loves cookies, just like his owner.” A friend of the accused later informed reporters that the
dog had since been struck by a car and suffered a serious injury to its right paw, dejectedly
adding, “It’s all bent, he can’t stick it out anymore.”
Thein was fortunate to be let off with probation.
In a far more serious case, by way of contrast to Udo Walendy’s treatment, two former East
German border guards were arraigned before a court in Magdeburg and charged with the coldblooded shooting of a 15-year-old boy attempting to flee to freedom in the west. Found guilty of
the crime of homicide, they each received 15 months’ probation – just one month’s probation for
each year of the victim’s life.[53]
In consideration of the circumstances involved in the prosecution of Udo Walendy, there appears
to be no doubt whatsoever as to which ‘mindset’ constitutes the greater danger to society and
civil liberties.
Within the same year, Guenter Deckert was denied parole at the insistence of the state
prosecutor, even though Deckert had already served 2/3 of his sentence. In the bizarre domain of
contemporary German jurisprudence, violent offenders served less time than Deckert and were
quickly reintegrated back into German society.[54]
Meanwhile, Erwin Adler, a 62-year-old lecturer in politics and social science at the University
of Munich, where he had been employed for twenty-five years, was summarily suspended for
questioning the existence of homicidal gas chambers. University rector Professor Andrew
Heldrich disagreed with Adler’s opinion, which he characterized as “frightful and
unacceptable,” and confirmed that the outspoken professor would be summarily dismissed due
to his “lack of sensitivity.”
An unidentified reporter from the Sueddeutsche Zeitung had attended Adler’s lecture,
surreptitiously taping the professor’s comments, which were later cited in the press. During the
course of his provocative lecture, Adler freely admitted that the Jews had been removed from
society by a variety of methods but rhetorically posed the question:
Were they gassed systematically or were they not gassed?
Responding to his own query in the form of an afterthought, the professor commented: “On that
I must withhold my personal opinion. I simply do not know. I wasn’t there,” and pointed out that
whether an inmate actually perished as a consequence of starvation, shooting, beating or
epidemic, the end result is still the same. “So what,” asked the professor perplexedly, “is all the
fuss about gassing?”[55]
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This article originally appeared as Appendix IV “Your Rights” in Kollerstrom’s
Breaking the Spell. —Ed

1948: Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article
71:
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right
includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive
and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of
frontiers.

1953: European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights, Article 10:
Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include
freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas
without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers. This
article shall not prevent States from requiring the licensing of broadcasting,
television or cinema enterprises.
Restrictions on this apply “for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights
of others...
There is a content-based restriction to this protection of rights, and that deals with the
“dissemination of ideas promoting racism and the Nazi ideology, and inciting to hatred
and racial discrimination.” This is said to reflect the “paradox of tolerance: an absolute
tolerance may lead to the tolerance of the ideas promoting intolerance, and the latter
could then destroy the tolerance.”
Our concern here has been with what the Nazis did, historically: which does not
constitute an endorsement of their actions. Indeed, research into what they did, which is
the normal business of the historian, must surely help in enforcing a law prohibiting the
“promoting” of “Nazi ideology,” so that it can be applied more effectively.

1976: European Court of Human Rights
Ideas that offend, shock, or disturb the State or part of the population are deemed to have
the full protection under freedom of speech. It considers that any limitation of this
freedom must correspond to an “imperative social need,” affirming this in the landmark
case of Handyside:[1]
Freedom of expression constitutes one of the essential foundations of [a
democratic] society, one of the basic conditions for its progress and for the
development of every man. Subject to Paragraph 2 of Article 10... it is

applicable not only to ‘information’ or ‘ideas’ that are favourably received
or regarded as inoffensive or as a matter of indifference, but also those that
offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the population. Such are
the demands of that pluralism, tolerance and broadmindedness without
which there is no ‘democratic society.’
This “Handyside paradigm” means that a democracy is required to protect the right to
express minority opinions. But such a right to freedom of expression is not absolute, as
indicated by Section 2 of Article 10 of the European Convention, above-cited.[2]
It should be the business of courts to sentence crime and promote justice, not attempt to
throttle historical investigation by enforcing belief in US/UK atrocity propaganda left
over from World War II, in which only a minority of the world still believes due to its
vanishing credibility. The concept of crime involves in essence the inflicting of
unacceptable harm on another, and should not cover a possible effect of fear induced in
an ethnic or racial group, whether intentionally or not.
Revisionists are liable to find themselves accused of promoting anti-Semitism or hatecrime: it therefore becomes important to affirm that it is the currently accepted view
which is promoting race-hatred – against Germans – whereas a revisionist view
endeavors to describe European history without the hate and blame, but rather with
mutual responsibility. It is the demonized-enemy images that create the hate.

2008: EU Legislation
In 2008 the European Union adopted a motion “Combating Racism and Xenophobia”,
which obliged all EU member states to criminalize certain forms of so-called “hate
speech.” “Hate speech” is a notoriously wooly concept, whose definition is always going
to depend on who is in power. Its Article 1 defines criminal law applicable to member
states:
Each Member State shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the
following intentional conduct is punishable:
(a) publicly inciting to violence or hatred directed against a group of persons
or a member of such a group defined by reference to race, color, religion,
descent or national or ethnic origin;
(b) the commission of an act referred to in point (a) by public dissemination
or distribution of tracts, pictures or other material;
(c) publicly condoning, denying or grossly trivializing crimes of genocide,
crimes against humanity and war crimes as defined in Articles 6, 7 and 8 of
the Statute of the International Criminal Court, directed against a group of
persons or a member of such a group defined by reference to race, color,
religion, descent or national or ethnic origin when the conduct is carried out
in a manner likely to incite to violence or hatred against such a group or a
member of such a group.
Here, it is not the belief as such which can put anyone in jail, but beliefs which are liable
to incite violence etc. The legal trigger is the act of incitement, not the “denial” as such.
And nothing in this text alludes to World War II: the Rome Statute of the ICC here
alluded to sets up quite general definitions, e.g., of genocide. The denying or trivializing
of “crimes of genocide” is said to be punishable, but this law does not say what these
crimes are; and moreover, it is only punishable if it is likely to cause something publicly

visible, i.e. incites violence. The mere expressing of an opinion is not here defined as
crime.
Anyone accused of inciting “hate speech” should insist that a qualified psychologist is
present to testify that the emotion in question, namely hate, has been aroused, and say in
whom, where and when it was aroused, as a consequence of the said speech: the court
should not just accept the word of the prosecution concerning the alleged emotion.
A revisionist accused under this legislation may wish to bring a copy of Shlomo Sand’s
book The Invention of the Jewish People into the courtroom: that Jewish history
professor shows in this book that European Jews are not an ethnic, national or racial
group: Ashkenazi Jews may share some racial-genetic characteristics, but these are not
however shared by the Sephardic Jews; Jews are an international and cosmopolitan
social elite, of whom a small proportion are religious. The categories of this Act are not
applicable to them.
Article (c) is actually incoherent and does not make sense: for example, if a historian
investigates the alleged genocide of Armenians by Turks in 1915-16 (the “denial” of
which has been made a crime in France, as of 2012): that investigation cannot be
“directed against” a group of persons of a race, colour, nation etc. – that does not make
sense. A historian’s conclusion may spark anger, but that is no reason to criminalize it.

2011: UN Human Rights Committee
Laws that penalize the expression of opinions about historical facts are
incompatible with the obligations that the Covenant imposes on States
parties in relation to the respect for freedom of opinion and expression. The
Covenant does not permit general prohibition of expressions of an erroneous
opinion or an incorrect interpretation of past events. Restrictions on the right
of freedom of opinion should never be imposed and, with regard to freedom
of expression, they should not go beyond what is permitted in Paragraph 3
or required under Article 20.[3]
There is a helpful discussion of this important new edict by Fredrick Töben.[4] The first
sentence of the above quote has a footnote alluding to the Faurisson case: “So called
‘memory-laws,’ see Communication No. 550/93, Faurisson v. France.” Here, the UN
Human Rights Committee is affirming that “laws that penalize the expression of
opinions about historical facts,” like France’s Gayssot Act used to outlaw revisionism,
are incompatible with the criteria for “freedom of opinion and expression.”
Turning to the previous paragraph of the 2011 UN document, it places a limit upon the
application of blasphemy laws – “Prohibitions of displays of lack of respect for a
religion or other belief system.” Over the decades of its sorry existence, European
legislation against Holocaust revisionism has only ever protected the allegedly hurt
feelings of one specific ethnic or religious group, viz. Jews. This paragraph makes clear
that
It would be impermissible for any such laws to discriminate in favour of or
against one or certain religions or belief systems, or their adherents over
another, or religious believers over non-believers.
French lawyers need to discuss how this impacts upon enforcements of the Gayssot Act,
which in practice has always protected only one specific belief system.

Just Law
Crime should be in essence a deed, not an intention or feeling. The policeman catches
the villain who has committed a crime: the criminal has done something wrong. But,
once the category of “Thoughtcrime” is introduced, then respect for the law will soon be
replaced by fear of law enforcement. If Jews have collectively a self-perception of their
ancestors being put into gas chambers, and if they “feel” that they do not like people
pointing out that this perception is untrue, then that is regrettable – but, it has no
business being a crime. Citizens need to demand that the laws of their nation are just and
fair.
Explaining why the right of freedom of speech as expressed in the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) was not applicable to Faurisson, after he
appealed to them, the UN’s Human rights Committee alluded to a right of “the Jewish
community to live free from fear.” Was any psychologist present to testify that
Faurisson’s writings had induced fear in anyone? Faurisson was beaten up by a Jewish
gang in 1989. Is anyone concerned that he has a right to live free from that fear? If the
term “hate speech” is going to be used against revisionists in return for their work in
ascertaining what happened in World War II, then a court needs to summon a
psychologist to testify that such an emotion has in fact been generated. Citizens should
campaign against bad law which convicts on the basis of an alleged emotion that might
have been aroused.

Portrait of Dutch philosopher Baruch de Spinoza (1632-1677), ca. 1665
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The great Dutch philosopher Spinoza wrote books about just law. Holland is a nation
that has traditionally cared passionately about individual liberties, has no Holocaust
Denial ban in its law and has only about half the fraction of its population in jail as
compared to that in the UK. Let’s have a quote from Spinoza that might be engraved on
the walls of police stations:
Those laws which prohibit one from doing that which causes no harm to
one’s neighbor, are fit only for ridicule.
This is a secular humanist viewpoint, differing from that of earlier centuries, when
voicing defiance or heresy upon sacred matters could land one in jail; an era which,
unless we are careful, may now be coming back.
Dutch prosecutions do however take place on grounds of racial discrimination: it being
there prohibited to “deliberately offend a group of people because of their race, their
religion or beliefs.” Accused in this manner, one should tell the Court that most people
could be glad, not offended, at being told that their relatives had not died in gas
chambers.

Bad Law
Of the new Oxford University Press textbook on the subject,[5] Michael Hoffman has
rightly argued:
Genocide Denials and the Law is intended to serve as an inquisitor’s
manual, providing the definitive legal rationale for jailing modern-day
heretics in the dungeons of Europe by first dehumanizing them as ‘deniers.’
[…] a manual for inquisitors cloaked as an Oxford law study. It offers a
rationale for punishing gas chamber heretics with long imprisonment, as a
just and imperative penalty for daring to reject idolatry and collective false
witness. This is a disgraceful work. (“On the Contrary” 20 June 2011)
(http://revisionistreview.blogspot.com/2011/06/bow-to-their-holocaust-idolor-go-to.html)
Its chapter titled “Defending Truth” is about how the people who are trying to find the
truth need to be jailed. Its author Kenneth Lasson, Professor of Law at the University of
Baltimore, a Jew, has basically written a chapter about how the goyim have to believe
what they are told and how they need to be jailed if they don’t.
The American authors of this text need to be asked why they have omitted to mention
the fifty to a hundred million Native Americans whose lives were erased by the White
Man, the greatest genocide in recorded human history. It’s one that did really happen, so
they would presumably argue that nobody is trying to “deny” it. Native Americans are
America’s real “Holocaust survivors.”
Two people have been jailed in the UK for “denying the Holocaust,” after distributing a
comic book called Tales of the Holohoax. It seems to have been the pushy way they
distributed this sensitive material rather than the content itself which landed them in jail.
They posted it to the local synagogue in Leeds. This comic (with some rather fine text
by Michael Hoffman) is in the great tradition of British satire, from William Hogarth to
Private Eye.
They were jailed under the Public Order Act, with the Crown Prosecution Service saying
they had gone too far, they had crossed the line, etc. Muslims might want to test the
water by re-publishing this and selling it. After all, the Mohammed cartoons were
allowed, and so was Salman Rushdie’s Satanic Verses, which scoffed at Islam.
We now examine two national Holocaust-Denial laws, French and German.

1990: The French Gayssot Act
On the subject of the liberty of the press, France’s Gayssot Act of 1990 made it an
offense “to contest the category of crimes against humanity[6] as defined in the London
Charter of 1945.”It applied to the press, i.e. newspapers, specifying how they will be
punished if they contest:
l’existence d’un ou plusieurs crimes contre l’humanité tels qu’ils sont
définis par l’article 6 du statut du tribunal militaire international annexé à
l’accord de Londres du 8 août 1945.
Can this be used to convict revisionists, accused of “denying the Holocaust”? Nothing in
it alludes to ordinary citizens; it is simply an Act “sur la liberté de la presse.” Yet twenty
or so French revisionists have been prosecuted under it.

The London Charter of the International Military Tribunal here alluded to (of 8th August
1945) simply laid down the procedures by which the Nuremberg trials were to be
conducted. (NB: This was in-between the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki!) That
Charter established three new categories of crime that were going to be applied
retrospectively against the defeated Nazis: crimes against peace, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity.[7] The judgement of Nuremberg was handed down in 1946, but this
Gayssot Act relates solely to the category of crime to be used there – not to any later
judgements, as is commonly supposed.
The Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court of 2002 re-stated these three new
categories of crime as laid down in 1945. I suggest any French revisionist on trial should
bring a copy of this into the Court and read out these categories, affirming that he/she is
in no way disputing or contesting them. Article 6 of the Charter states, for instance:
For the purpose of this Statute, ‘genocide’ means any of the following acts
committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical,
racial or religious group, as such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group,
etc. One should welcome the category of Crimes against Humanity – and hope that Bush
and Blair will in due time be prosecuted under them. Revisionists are in no way called
upon to doubt or “contest” these categories, through whatever process of historical
inquiry they are led.
France’s Gayssot Act also prohibited “any discrimination founded on membership or
non-membership of an ethnic group, a nation, a race or a religion.” So France, wishing
to promote uniformity and full racial-cultural assimilation, has in essence banned any
clubs or meetings that are for a specific religion, race or nationality. Again I don’t see
why this should be a problem for revisionists.
Robert Faurisson was deprived of his professorship in symbolist poetry at the University
of Lyon in 1991 under this law, and he appealed to the UN Human Rights Committee, on
the basis of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. His appeal (Robert
Faurisson v. France, 1996) was denied – on the basis that Faurisson’s statements were
“of a nature as to raise or strengthen anti-Semitic feelings.”
Prosecutions brought under that Gayssot Act in the two decades it has been working
have all been against one specific ethnic/racial group, viz. Gentile French males, with
charges brought by one ethnic/racial group, viz. Jews; which in itself sounds rather
discriminatory under the terms of this act.

1985 The German “Public Incitement” Law (with
Major Revisions in 1994 and 2005)
(1) Whoever, in a manner that is capable of disturbing the public peace:
a. incites hatred against segments of the population or calls for violent or
arbitrary measures against them; or
b. assaults the human dignity of others by insulting, maliciously maligning,
or defaming segments of the population,

shall be punished […]
(3) Whoever publicly or in a meeting approves of, denies or belittles an act
committed under the rule of National Socialism of the type indicated in
Section 6 Subsection (1) of the Code of Crimes against International Law
[=Acts of Genocide], in a manner capable of disturbing the public peace
shall be punished […]
(4) Whoever, publicly or in a meeting, approves of, glorifies or justifies the
violent and arbitrary National Socialist rule, and by so doing disturbs the
public peace in a manner that assaults the human dignity of the victims,
shall be punished […]
Strangely, this law is primarily emotional, concerning various people’s alleged feelings,
rather than facts. There are several kinds of untruths which a prosecution under this Act
imposes upon the accused, untruths concerning motive and identity. I therefore suggest
the accused needs to feel their own innocence, feel whatever heart-purity they can
summon, upon walking into the Court, and maybe say to themselves the words of Jimi
Hendrix: “I am who I am, thank God.” German courts have no jury and so the judge will
be the final authority for whatever calumny the court casts upon the revisionist.
The worst course of action for the revisionist is to attempt to defend the truth of
whatever they have said: propounding such historical-factual issues is likely to be
viewed by the Court as compounding the offense – and providing grounds for further
charges!
Against the accusation of “inciting hatred against sections of the population […] in a
manner that is capable of disturbing the public peace,” witnesses have been summoned
to testify that the views expressed have not disturbed nor are they capable of disturbing
the public peace, but in vain – these have not been allowed, or have been disregarded. It
should however be no business of the accused to summon such witnesses because
citizens should be presumed innocent until proved guilty, not the other way round – the
onus should lie upon the prosecution to demonstrate the impossibly vague notion of
“capable of disturbing the public peace.” Every one of us knows what disturbs the
“public peace” – guns, loud noises, unruly crowds, people with megaphones etc. Nobody
can disturb the public peace by writing a book. In vain an author may dream or hope of
disturbing the public peace by writing a book, but it’s not going to happen!
The mere testimony of the prosecution cannot here suffice as regards what might
possibly disturb the public peace.
Whoever “assaults the human dignity of others by insulting, maliciously maligning, or
defaming segments of the population” is here liable to imprisonment. It is the normal
business of comedians to do this; indeed it could be hard to ply that trade, if this crimecategory is insisted upon. A crime should involve unacceptable harm or loss and not just
a feeling that someone has been insulted.
The third section (“Whoever publicly or in a meeting approves of, denies or belittles an
act committed under the rule of National Socialism…”) is hardly relevant, because
revisionists are not known for proclaiming their views at public meetings. Publishing a
book is a public act and so could here be alluded to. The last book to appear “in a
manner capable of disturbing the public peace” was arguably Karl Marx’s Communist
Manifesto of 1848.
The accused may tell the Court that persons disturbing the public peace generally do not
read books, that pamphlets and flyers rather than books have disturbed the public peace,

and that, if they wish to prosecute on such grounds, the onus lies on them to explain why
the millions of books published since Marx’s Communist Manifesto have failed to cause
any such disturbance. The whole idea of this clause is inherently absurd as applied to
revisionists. The accused should tell the Court that this clause might have been relevant
to a previous generation who grew up in the aftermath of the War, but applied to modern
truth-seeker historians is simply absurd.
The slur or untruth is here cast against the revisionist, that their motive in ascertaining
historical truth is political, namely that they are covert neo-Nazis. The Court is here
lying through its teeth and knows it. The accused should use polite and respectful
language, e.g. state that, in the past, German courts have deceitfully sought to ban
inquiry into World War II historical truth by pretending that it was motivated by proHitler loyalty or anti-Jewish feeling, and he trusts that the present court will not likewise
err. If the aim is to criminalize anyone who “approves of, denies or belittles an act
committed under the rule of National Socialism,” then clearly historical investigation
must be permitted into what those acts were. Otherwise, how can the Court know whom
to punish? Judges are not trained to be historians, as historians are not trained as judges.
Implicit in this encounter is the judge’s presumption that his career depends upon his
accepting the good-versus-evil victor’s narrative laid down at Nuremberg, so that anyone
who tries to re-tell the German history must therefore be a wicked Nazi. The revisionist
in the dock has to affirm that he or she is the historian, is the only historian present in the
Court, and is therefore competent to advise the Court about “an act committed under the
rule of National Socialism” in relation to genocide, as this Volksverhetzung law
specifies.[8] An act not subsumed under said rule cannot be of relevance to the Court,
can it?
The fourth section is more of the same: “whoever, publicly or in a meeting, approves of,
glorifies or justifies the violent and arbitrary National Socialist rule, and by so doing
disturbs the public peace in a manner that assaults the human dignity of the victims” –
again this cannot logically be applicable, because, as we have seen, a book published can
hardly disturb the peace, and other private statements by revisionists likewise will not do
so. Witnesses need to be called by the prosecution to demonstrate that any such approval
or “glorification” has publicly taken place.
The definition of revisionism by Faurisson should be given to the Court, whereby it is
not a political program but “a quest for historical exactitude.” The accused needs to
believe he or she is harmless. Only that can negate the various afactual categories tied up
in this nefarious law. The Court should be told how only a quest for historical truth in
World War II can properly share out blame and responsibility and thereby dissolve the
hate images. It is not or should not be the business of the historian to endorse a
Manichaean dualism, a cosmic good-versus-evil struggle, found within the historical
process – as is implied by this Act.
The first section of this Act will work better under a mirror-reversal, whereby it is
promoters of the Holocaust mythology who are continually inciting “hatred against
segments of the population” and who are assaulting “the human dignity of others,” in a
manner prohibited under this Act, whereby a “segment of the population” is made to
suffer continually for something that should be relegated to the past. (The “segment”
here comprises the remaining but diminishing older generation who fought in the War.)
The public peace is very much disturbed by the inquisitors who check through personal
libraries for books to be banned and burnt, and who monitor e-mails.
It is probably best to avoid using the J-word, but if it is insisted upon, one could point
out that there were various social groups in the German labor-camps: gypsies, Poles and

Russians as well as Jews, and that the story of what happened does not belong
exclusively to any one of them.
In summary I suggest it is not this law as such which puts the revisionist behind bars, but
rather its misuse through unfair and untrue indictments and judgments.
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Press 2011.
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Obsolete Opinion, or Forgetting Yesterday's Future
by Jett Rucker

One of my favorite things about b&bs is the books one finds in the great majority of
them. These books aren’t today’s best-sellers; they might not even have been best sellers
in their own day. Like books in general, most of them are rubbish, and/or, being fiction,
are of little interest to me. But some of the books are non-fiction, and many of them, in
turn, concern history. As I said, these books may never have commanded much notice in
their own day, but it remains that each of them was at least important enough to its
author to take the trouble to write it, and further that each of them was promising enough
to its publisher to merit the not-inconsiderable effort of publishing them. So there is a
bare minimum of note that can be ascribed to even the most-obscure of these, and others
may have commanded a great deal of credence despite being themselves, as they say, “in
the dustbin of history”—or relegated to the dusty shelves of b&bs that may indeed have
purchased them by the yard for mere decoration.
I was stunned, for example, to read an account in Larner’s World History’s chapter on
Austria-Hungary that Emperor Franz-Joseph of Austria had just sustained the third
sudden loss of a family member to death by gunshot: the heir to his throne Archduke
Ferdinand, assassinated in Sarajevo while on a state visit. Since he had lost his wife, the
Empress Elisabeth, to an assassin in 1898, and his son Crown Prince Rudolf in 1889 in a
suicide, this account primarily sympathized with the presumably lonely old emperor in
Vienna, the while not bothering to belabor the longer-term implications even on the
succession to the Austro-Hungarian throne.
Wait a minute! I shouted in my head. What about World War I and all that? Hadn’t the
tragic assassination started World War I? What kind of history was this? I leafed quickly
to the book’s front matter (it was in fact one of five volumes, so limitation of space
wasn’t an explanation) and found my answer: the year of publication was 1914. Our
historian was, after all, not a fortune-teller; he thought the Sarajevo incident was most
unfortunate for Franz-Joseph, and that was about all that occurred to him by press time.
Today, of course, we all “know” that the event sparked a chain of events that became
something first called the Great War, and later became the first in a woeful numbered
series that presently stands at Two.

Gavrilo Princip was a Bosnian Serb who assassinated Archduke Franz Ferdinand of
Austria and his wife, Sophie, Duchess of Hohenberg, in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914. His
act resulted in events that left over 17 million dead. Work is in Public Domain via
Wikimedia Commons.
Unlike many historical cause-and-effect sequences, the one linking Gavrilo Princip’s
murderous 1914 deed to the fall of the Russian, German and Austro-Hungarian empires
seems little contested even from the time of its first description, no doubt well before the
end of the conflict itself in 1918. In its broad outlines it is, if not outright obvious, at
least unambiguous and easily described in plausible detail. So, mightn’t we have
expected Historian Larner to have had, and voiced, some premonition at least as to the
possible catastrophic consequences of Sarajevo? Well, he didn’t, and I have no reason,
from reading the rest of his work, to feel he is in any way inferior to the general run of
historians, then or now. Rather the contrary, in fact—his hindsight, never a thing to
belittle the value of—seemed to be superior not only to the historiography of his day, but
in many ways to today’s renditions of many of the same subjects.
Everyone contemplating things done in the past is hampered by knowledge—accurate
and otherwise—of things that were done since, even in the same places and/or by the
same people, and the “arrow of time,” as it is called, can get reversed after enough hours
of contemplation of ancient causes and effects, perceptions and motivations,
superstitions and fears, and inspirations and hopes. One regularly encounters phrases in
careless—or deceitful—writing such as “with World War II looming less than a month
away.”

What World War II? Like what has been called World War I for my entire life (of
seventy years), World War II didn’t even acquire its name (and number) until almost
three years after the date it is now said to have begun in Europe. Even calling that
unpleasant interlude “World War II” is revisionist; it was no such thing before December
1941. And the Great War didn’t get its number until that late time.
All history is revisionism, and all revisionism is a relentless search for Clio’s prize,
context. And context, most-obviously, and most-easily overlooked, does not include
knowledge or even, typically, fear of events later seen to have occurred in the time since
the events being studied. It is, of course, often the subsequent events that inspire interest
in the subject events in the first place. The shooting of Archduke Ferdinand would
remain a footnote in Larner’s History but for subsequent events that have, apparently to
everyone’s satisfaction, been firmly connected to the shooting. But Princip, and
Ferdinand, and Larner, and most of the rest of those aware of the incident in the first
place, knew not one iota of the vast and horrible history we now all command of World
War I.
Putting all that out of your mind when contemplating what happened in Sarajevo in 1914
is nonetheless utterly essential for evaluating the things that did happen later, both in
consequence and having their origins other places entirely, such as the trade rivalries
between Germany and Great Britain, or the ambitions of the young First Sea Lord
Winston Churchill. Yet it is practically superhuman to be able to do so. Sitting in a b&b
and stumbling across Larner’s blinkered account of the Austrian royal family’s
misfortunes is the sort of shot between the eyes that can bring one up, at least
momentarily, face-to-face with both the importance of forgetting yesterday’s future and
the impossibility of ever succeeding in doing so.
One thing that might spur one’s efforts to better perform the insuperable task is the
awareness that most historical “connections” are in fact reverse-engineered speculations
inspired not only by the historian’s predilections and limitations of data but further and
often more-forcefully, by what the historian may sense—consciously or not—would best
advance his career in the great imbroglio of prejudice, ignorance and fear in which
ultimately his conclusions will be received. Historians and others voicing unpopular
conclusions have in the past lost far more than “just” their jobs and their families.
An intrepid Israeli blogger named Rafi Farber recently aired his well-founded musings
to the effect that the war waged against Germany from 1939 to 1945 to a great extent
actually caused what now is described in six million different ways as “the Holocaust.”
Farber’s country is one of many in which “Holocaust denial” is a crime; that some zealot
would charge him with that crime for his proposition lies well within my imagination.
His “armor” against such attacks includes not only that he is an observant Jew who made
aliyah from the United States, but further that he does not claim to be a historian and
accordingly is not subject to the institutional pressures that bear on virtually every
historian in the world who enjoys the advantage of drawing a salary.
But Farber’s vital insight, long widely accepted to at least some degree by revisionists
who have considered the events in question, relies on yet another shibboleth that lies
even outside Clio’s legendary trove of historical treasures: counterfact—the construction
of answers to the question, “What if not?” Without counterfact, unconsciously assumed
or carefully assembled, causation is impossible to infer. Farber’s spectacular (in view of
where he aired it from and who he is) feat entailed a scrupulous analysis of things that
did not happen: what if Britain and France had not declared war on Germany when
Germany’s Wehrmacht took back from Poland, lands in which numerous Germans had
lived for many centuries? Obviously, there is no way surely to know these things, and
such a truism might deter people from believing that one can know and fully understand

things that really did happen.
Well, such uncertainties are no deterrent at all to historians who understand that, even in
those rare cases where it is fully understood what really did happen, what remains
unknowable still (who did it, why did they do it, what else was done, and by whom?) is
so extensive and profound that no more certainty actually inheres in “the past” than
might inhere in the non-past.
History (i.e., revisionism) is no hobby for the intellectually faint-hearted. Without bold,
even daring, imagination, the entire subject disintegrates into the dry dust that we all
rightly paid no attention to in school, and have quite forgotten to our everlasting benefit.
It isn’t easy, it isn’t simple, it usually isn’t pretty, and it can be quite dangerous.
And it isn’t even really fun. It’s much, much better than that.
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There’s nothing quite like the sensationalism of combining Nazism with black magic to
ensure attention for an author. Since Hitler’s National Socialism has been regarded as “the
ultimate in evil,” linking Hitlerism with black magic and Satanism is a logical
development. It could be contended that the sensationalism of the dime novel, pop history,
and Hollywood in portraying Hitler as having sold his soul to Mephistopheles, Faustusstyle, is a piece of historical grotesquerie for which supposedly serious scholars must be
ultimately held responsible.
Much of this can be traced to a piece of wartime propaganda, Hitler Speaks, by Hermann
Rauschning, who claimed to be one of Hitler’s “inner circle.” In this book there are many
references to Hitler’s dealing with black magic and dark powers, and to the presence of an
early NSDAP member, Marthe Kuntzel, who was also both a theosophist and a leading
German follower of the British occultist Aleister Crowley.[1] Rauchning was taken
seriously by historians until quite recently. Mark Weber writes that in 1983 a Swiss
historian exposed the hoax:
Haenel was able to conclusively establish that Rausching’s claim to have met
with Hitler “more than a hundred times” is a lie. The two actually met only
four times, and never alone. The words attributed to Hitler, he showed, were
simply invented or lifted from many different sources, including writings by
Juenger and Friedrich Nietzsche. An account of Hitler hearing voices, waking
at night with convulsive shrieks and pointing in terror at an empty corner
while shouting “There, there, in the corner!” was taken from a short story by
French writer Guy de Maupassant.[2]
Hence, the proliferation of pop-history works trying to prove a link between the Third
Reich and the occult, such as The Morning of the Magicians,[3] The Occult Reich,[4]
Satan and Swastika,[5] and The Spear of Destiny.[6] One can generally make any
allegations about “Nazism,” “Fascism” or the “Right” without being challenged.
Entertainment has also increasingly drawn on this imaginative pop-history in television
series such as “True Blood”[7], where the German post-war underground, the
“Werwolves,”[8] are depicted as being actual lycanthropes. There is also something of a
self-fulfilling prophesy about it insofar as there have been post-war attempts to portray
National Socialism and the Third Reich as manifestations of some type of occult force.[9]
Included in this is the more sober attempt by the Chilean diplomat Miguel Serrano, whose
“esoteric Hitlerism” included the worship of Lucifer, as a god of light, and of Shiva as the
equivalent of Wotan,[10] and of the “esoteric Hitlerism” of the Greek convert to

Hinduism, Savitri Devi.[11] Somewhat comic-opera attempts at a Nazi-Gothic-Satanist
synthesis focus mainly on Radio Werewolf/Werewolf Order and elements of the Church
of Satan, on the assumption that National Socialism and Satanism share a common
doctrine of misanthropy and elitism.[12]
One of the few scholarly efforts to trace connections between the occult and the National
Socialist party is the late Dr. Nicholas Goodrick-Clarke’s Occult Roots of Nazism.[13]
Goodrick-Clarke, while establishing a very indirect link between pre-World War I
“Ariosophy” and the National Socialist party, rejects the exaggerations that have linked
Ariosophy, the Thule Society, the Vril Society, et al to the rise of Hitler. For example he
states that Dietrich Eckart, Hitler’s early mentor, and Alfred Rosenberg, were “never
more than guests of Thule during its heyday,” while the geopolitical theorist Karl
Haushofer, did not have any link to the society, despite much fantasy being woven around
these individuals and their alleged occult links.[14] The influence of Lanz von Liebenfels
and his Ordo Novi Templi in pre-World War I Austro-Hungary on the young Hitler and
subsequently on the Third Reich is also put into context, Goodrick-Clarke pointing out
that the Order was dissolved by the Nazis and Lanz was prohibited from publishing with
the advent of the Third Reich.[15]
It should be kept in mind that Hitler’s views were rather prevalent in Central Europe in
his youth and his ideas in Mein Kampf are not original but came from a widespread
intellectual milieu, of which the Lanz movement was one manifestation.
Another was the Wotenist and runic mysticism of Guido Von List, likewise without
influence on Hitler. While Rudolf von Sebottendorff, founder of the Thule Society, was
influenced by both Lanz and von List, the influence of Thule on the foundation of the
NSDAP has been exaggerated. Sebottendorff was gone from the scene by 1919. “There
no evidence Hitler ever attended the Thule Society,” states Goodrick-Clarke, “and such
theorists were increasingly marginalized well before the party assumed power.”
Furthermore, occult societies were prohibited in the Third Reich, including those with a
racial foundation.[16]

[
Reichsführer SS Heinrich Himmler (1938)
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-R99621 / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Karl Maria Wiligut: The Secret King
As far as the English language goes, apart from Goodrick-Clarke’s Occult Roots of
Nazism, the only other credible book on the subject seems to be The Secret King: Karl
Maria Wiligut: Himmler’s Lord of the Runes.[17] The advantage of this book is that it is a
collection of what is by-lined as “the real documents of Nazi occultism,” and lets those
documents largely speak for themselves.
Michael Moynihan, the editor, in the preface comments:

A veritable cottage industry exists for lurid books on “Nazi Occultism,” but
few people have had the opportunity to assess real source documents of this
nature – and it is clear that most of the authors of the pulp histories certainly
made no effort to do so!
Along with the fantastical tales of Nazis and the Occult, claims are often
made regarding the “pagan” agenda of the Third Reich, especially in regard
to Himmler’s SS organization. If one investigates the writings of prominent
National Socialist ideologues such as Alfred Rosenberg, however, a far more
ambiguous picture emerges of the state-sanctioned religiosity of the time.[18]
Moynihan alludes to the neo-pagan festivals of the SS compiled into a book by Friz
Weitzl in 1939, Die Gestaltung der Feste im Jahres– und Lebenslauf in der SS-Familie
(The Structuring of Festivals during the Year and Life of the SS-Family). [19] Moynihan
states that this was issued as a small print run and can therefore be assumed to have
reflected the view of a “minority” within the SS.[20]
Himmler was one of those who promoted a neo-pagan outlook. Under his patronage the
most enduring occult influence on an aspect of the Third Reich was Karl Maria Wiligut,
the runic mystic who advised Himmler on the redesign of Wewelsburg Castle as the SS
“center of the world.”[21] If Wiligut had a certain influence within the SS, he was also
met with influential opposition, meaning that the SS, like all other departments and
divisions of the NSDAP and the Third Reich administration, were not as monolithic as
popularly supposed. Wiligut and other esoteric runologists were opposed in particular by
the Ahnenerbe, a scholarly research division of the SS,[22] itself often the center of pophistory fantasies about occultism.
Dr. Stephen Flowers provides an introductory biography on Wiligut without ideologically
driven interpretations. Born in 1866, Wiligut wrote his first book, Seyfrieds Runen in
1903 when he was a captain in the Austrian army. The book is an epic poem on the legend
of King Seyfried of Rabenstein. In 1908 Wiligut wrote “The Nine Commandments of
Gôt’ for the first time since the book-burnings of Ludwig the Pious.” He was also at the
time associated with several initiates of Lanz von Liebenfels’ Ordo Novi Templi.
However Wiligut’s active interest in the occult can be traced to 1889 when he joined what
Flowers calls the “quasi-Masonic lodge” Schlarraffia, which did not have a völkische
connection. Wiligut resigned from the lodge in 1909, perhaps as a result of the rivalry
existing between Masonry and the völkische occult.[23]
This was a time when there was much interest in the occult revival in Europe and Britain.
The Theosophical Society was founded during the 1870s, with the catchcry of “universal
brotherhood,”[24] despite the way its doctrine on “root traces” has been claimed as an
inspiration for National Socialist and other völkische movements. The neo-Rosicrucian
“Order of the Golden Dawn” in Britain was an influential organization in the occult
revival that included W.B. Yeats and his antagonist Aleister Crowley. The Ordo Templi
Orientis was founded in Germany by Theodor Reuss, who appeared to have been a
German intelligence agent, and reached England, where Aleister Crowley, who appears to
have been a British intelligence operative when in the USA,[25] had assumed leadership.
There was also Fraternis Saturni, which followed Crowley’s religion of “Thelema”
without following Crowley the person, whose doctrine Flowers has also documented.[26]
Guido von List’s rune-mysticism in Austria was an important element in the völkische
movement, and was allied with Von Liebenfels. There is no evidence that Hitler had any
association with any of these orders beyond reading von Liebenfels’s journal Ostara, the
focus of which was a dualistic battle between the Satanic Jews and the Godly Aryans.[27]
Wiligut, serving on the Russian front with distinction during World War I, rose to the rank
of colonel. With his retirement from the army, he was cultivated for support by the New

Templars. Von Liebenfels’s agent, Theodor Czepl, reported that Wiligut considered
himself the “secret King of Germany,” from a family tradition as heir of the Ueiskuning,
or “holy clan.” He believed that the Bible had originated in Germany and had been
intentionally distorted. Wiligut gave to Czepl a poem entitled Deutscher Gottes-glaube
(“German Faith in God”), which was said to contain the “whole essence and doctrine of
Irminic Christianity.”[28] In the 1920s Wiligut edited a journal, Der eiserne Besen (“The
Iron Broom”) attacking Jews, Freemasons and Catholics.[29] In 1924, with hard times
and strain between himself and his wife after the death of their infant son, Wiligut was
forcibly taken by ambulance to an insane asylum while sitting at a cafe with friends,
having been committed by his wife. Interestingly, after a year, his continued confinement
was noted by the asylum authorities as being due to his religious ideas, and his tracing his
descent back to Wodan. (It seems however that he merely claimed descent from a
chieftain named Wodan). He was nonetheless able to maintain contact with friends in the
New Templars and the Edda Society.[30] Wiligut’s religious beliefs were not that out of
kilter with large sections of Austrian and German society at the time, including those of
many prominent individuals, as Goodrick-Clarke shows.
In 1932 Frieda Dorenberg, a member of the German Workers’ Party prior to Hitler and a
member of the Edda Society, visited Wiligut. She and other Edda members “smuggled”
Wiligut into Munich, where he taught for an esoteric group, Free Sons of the North and
Baltic Seas, and under the pseudonym Jarl Widar, wrote for the journal Hagal. Wiligut’s
friend Richard Anders, a member of the SS, introduced him to Himmler in 1933, at a
conference of the Nordic Society, after the assumption of Hitler to government.[31]
Flowers does not mention any other association between Wiligut and the NSDAP prior to
this and the Dorenberg association. In September 1933 Wiligut joined the SS under the
name Karl Maria Wiligut-Weisthor. In November he was appointed head of the
Department for Pre- and Early History at the Reich Office for Race and Settlement. In
1934 he was promoted to colonel in the Allgemeine SS. Flowers states that Wiligut
worked as Himmler’s personal adviser, and was not part of the Ahnenerbe (concerned
with the study of ancient and ancestral history).[32] It might here be surmised that this
was because Wiligut’s studies were intuitive (or imaginary) and those of the Ahnenerbe
empirical, or what Flowers calls “more objective academic standards.” Wiligut’s
contributions to Himmler included the conceptualization of Wewelsburg Castle, where a
chivalric order of SS elite would be founded as the “center of the world;” the designs for
the SS Totenkopfring; formulation of SS ceremonies; design of ceremonial objects such as
a wedding bowl, and reports on history and cosmology for Himmler.[33]

Karl Maria Wiligut was inducted into the SS (under the pseudonym "Karl Maria
Weisthor") to head a Department for Pre- and Early History which was created for him
within the SS Race and Settlement Main Office (RuSHA).
Photo is in Public Domain.
One of the most important aspects of Wiligut’s work, states Flowers, was his composition
of a series of mantras (Halgarita-Sayings) designed to open the ancestral, astral
memory.[34] The efficacy of such things from an esoteric point of view is to use the
conscious to evoke the unconscious memory, and beyond this, the astral or collective
memory. The imagery and ideas that flow forth into the conscious beyond with such
techniques would then be used to reconstruct the “Irminist” faith. Whatever one thinks of
such matters, they had their counterpart not just in esoterica, but also in Jungian analytical
psychology. The Jungians developed a counterpart with the concept of “active
imagination,” whereby one meditates on a single dream image, and allows associated
images to arise spontaneously. The Jungians are also in accord with the esotericists in
stating that the individual mind can tap into the collective unconscious, and here Jungians
also referred to the “racial memory.” It is not surprising then that Jung’s “Aryan
psychology” as distinct from Jewish versions such as that of Freud in particular, attracted
German race-mystics. In particular there was an association between Jungianism and the
German Faith Movement.[35] Jung believed that Hitler was the embodiment of Wotan as
an archetype and that National Socialism unleashed the repressed atavism of the
Germanic folk that had been repressed near the surface of civilization by Christianity.
Jungian psychology contends that repressed traits will re-emerge somehow, and that the
longer they are pent up, the more violently they will burst forth like a torrent through a
broken dam. Jung hoped that Hitlerism could release the repressed atavisms in an orderly
rather than in a destructive manner. That is the theme of his famous 1936 essay on
“Wotan” that got him into so much trouble. Jung regarded the neo-heathen “German Faith
Movement” as a preferable religion to a Germanized Christianity.[36]
Among the colleagues of Wiligut was Otto Rahn, around whom there has been much
mythologizing due to his esoteric expeditions ranging from southern France to Iceland. In
particular it is because Rahn was a “Luciferian,” insofar as he believed that Lucifer, the
“Light-Bringer” was a good spirit in opposition to the Jewish God Jehovah. His main
book was entitled Lucifer’s Retinue: A Journey to the Good Spirits of Europe.[37] Not

surprisingly, such a topic provides plenty of scope for writers of pop-history in attempting
to portray the Third Reich as a “satanic” conspiracy or as evoking “satanic” forces.
However it is a Gnostic heresy rather than Satanism, such heresies regarding Jehovah as
“Satan” and Lucifer not as Satan but as an enlightened antagonist. One can see something
of the doctrine in the Anthroposophy of Rudolf Steiner, whose rather positive movement
was unfortunately also banned in the Third Reich, despite Steiner’s antagonism to the
same Masonic secret societies as the National Socialists.[38] These heresies provided a
fanciful basis for post-war Hitlerites such as the Chilean diplomat Miguel Serrano to
develop a cosmological view of National Socialism that is “Luciferian” and Gnostic.[39]
While those eager to see an occult influence, whether for good or evil, within the Third
Reich, and in particular the SS, have uncommonly reliable information to draw from in
The Secret King, Flowers also points out that Wiligut had important enemies within the
SS, and in particular within the scholarly Ahnenerbe. Himmler’s chief of staff, Karl
Wolff, dissolved Wiligut’s department, and he retired into oblivion in 1939. He died
in1946.[40]
Flowers explains that Wiligut’s theology was not “Wotanism,” but what he regarded as
the original religion of the Germanics, “Irmin-Kristianity.” This is similar to the theology
of the most well known of the Austro-German runologists of the time, Guido von List,
who also believed that “Armanism” predated the more exotic Wuotanism.” However List
saw Armanism and Wuotanism as working in historical tandem, whereas Wiligut
regarded Irminism and Wotanism as being engaged in an “ancestral feud.” Flowers writes
that this attempt to Aryanize Christianity was quite popular among National
Socialists.[41] However, that is not to say that Wiligut was the primary or most influential
proponent of Germanic Christianity. Indeed, as Steigmann-Gall points out in The Holy
Reich, a Germanic Christianity was the primary religious influence among the National
Socialists from the start of the NSDAP,[42] not paganism, luciferianism, thelema,
theosophy, or satanism. Indeed, such Orders were banned in the Third Reich as inimical
to National Socialism of which the fight against Freemasonry was an aspect.
[

The Black Sun floor ornament in "Obergruppenfuhrer hall" of Wewelsburg in Buren. The
term Black Sun (Schwarze Sonne), also referred to as the Sun Wheel (Sonnenrad), is a
symbol of esoteric and occult significance.
By Schwarze_sonne.jpg: Sunnydog derivative work: Saibo (Δ) (Schwarze_sonne.jpg)
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Flowers concludes that Wiligut is the most important person in trying to establish a link
between the esoteric and National Socialism. However, Flowers also states that
similarities between occultists and National Socialists are more ascribable to them both
being part of the same “common cultural matrix and were part of the same Zeitgeist.”[43]
Wiligut had an enduring influence primarily as the designer of the SS death’s-head ring,
SS rituals and aspects of Wewelsburg castle as Himmler’s visualised center of a Germanic
world empire. It depends as to whether one regards the influence in these matters as of
notable significance. The value of most of The Secret King is the translation of Wiligut’s
texts. The first is “The Nine Commandments of Gôt,” explaining Wiligut’s fundamental
cosmology that Gôt is a “dyad” of spirit and matter, acting as a triad of Spirit, Energy and
Matter in his “circulating current.” Gôt is eternal, is “cause and effect,” out of which
flows “right, might, duty and happiness,” eternally generating through matter, energy and
light; “beyond concepts of good and evil,” carrying the “seven epochs” of human
history.[44] Much of the rest of the Wiligut documents are esoteric explanations of the
runes, the evolution of the races and cosmic cycles.

Third Reich and the Occult
At a very fundamental level, much of the occult revival of the latter part of the 19th
century were emanations of Freemasonry. These are universalistic and therefore
antithetical to the Right. To make the situation more ambiguous, however, not all esoteric
bodies emanating from Freemasonry are universalistic, and indeed some such as
Crowley’s Thelema, are conservative.[45] Crowley was critical towards the Theosophical
Society for example, and scathing of its attempt to foist an Indian “messiah,”
Krishnamurti, on the world, calling on whites to unite against this travesty in imperialistic
terms typical of the times.[46] However, Thelema fared no better under National
Socialism than other occult societies.
Much has been made by some authors of an early NSDAP member, Marthe Kuntzel being
a leading Thelemite in Germany. Kuntzel had indeed sought to convert Hitler, on the basis
that Crowley had said that any state that adopts Thelema will master the world. Even
Francis King, writing on “Nazi occultism,” rejects the idea that Kuntzel or Crowley had
any influence on Hitler.[47]
It is convincingly stated that Crowley served British interests in the USA during World
War I, and worked with British Intelligence during World War II.[48] With the looming
advent of Hitler to office, Crowley quickly left Berlin.[49] Karl Germer, the OTO head in
Germany, was arrested by the Gestapo in 1935 for disseminating the teachings of “High
grade Freemason Crowley,”[50] and ended up in the USA. In 1937 all Masonic and quasiMasonic associations were banned, including the völkisch followers of von List and
Liebenfels.[51]
In May 1939 Crowley wrote to Kuntzel stating that Germans were well below Jews, and
stood on the same level vis-à-vis monkeys to men, although he did not wish to insult
monkeys. He ended: “the Hun will be wiped out.” [52] Crowley had worked with German
propagandists, in particular the literary figure George Viereck in the USA during World
War I for British Intelligence,[53] and was keen to offer his services against Hitler,
especially since Hitler had not shown any interest in Thelema despite the efforts of
Kuntzel. Crowley had also worked for Britain’s Special Branch in Berlin reporting on
Communists. He worked on British propaganda during World War II, and is credited with
the famous “V” for Victory sign, an occult symbol waved about merrily by Churchill et
al.[54]

Christian Heresies
Professor James B. Whisker found an altogether different inspiration for elements in the
Third Reich, Gnostic Christian heresies. In his Philosophy of Alfred Rosenberg, subtitled
“Origins of the National Socialist Myth,” Whisker focuses on Rosenberg’s interest in the
Cathar heresy as the means by which Christianity could be de-Judaized of what was
regarded as Jewish elements introduced by the apostle Paul. For Rosenberg however what
was also required was de-Romanization. Whisker comments that both the Roman and the
Jewish minds had made religion into “legal formalities,” whereas for the Germanic mind
none of this was required. Martin Luther, although a folk hero, had maintained a Jewish
outlook through the influence of Paul.[55] There had been a growing movement during
the 18th and 19th centuries among German Protestant theologians to remove the Old
Testament from Christian theology, and Rosenberg maintained this legacy.[56] One of the
precursors of National Socialism, Richard Wagner’s English son-in-law, Houston Stewart
Chamberlain, racial theorist and Germanophile already well-known in Wilhelmine
Germany, was among those who expounded the notion of the “Aryan Jesus,” as a
Galilean, not a Jew.[57] Chamberlain was a seminal influence on Rosenberg’s thinking.

Although Rosenberg’s influence on Hitler and the Third Reich as the “philosopher of
National Socialism,” is debatable, his aim of creating a “German national religion” based
on Protestantism was in accord with Hitler’s aim of a unified German national church, as
shown by Steigmann-Gall in The Holy Reich.
Whisker states that in gnosticism Rosenberg found a religious opposition to the Jewish
god Jehovah, regarded by Gnostics as the “demiurge” who had created a corrupt world to
trap humanity’s spirit in the material, while the true God was remote.[58] Such sects
included the Marcionites (ca. 2nd century A.D.), and for Rosenberg in particular the
Cathars, aka Albigensians or Manichaeans (ca. 1000 A.D.)[59] Whisker comments that
again much has been spun around the Cathars in relation to the Third Reich and in
particular the SS (especially through the interests of Otto Rahn) in claiming that this was
a type of Gnostic “satanism.”[60] However, for their part, the Gnostics regarded Jehovah
as the “devil.”[61]

Dietrich Eckart – “Satanic” mentor?
Dietrich Eckart, celebrated poet and playwright since the Wilhelmine era, was the mentor
of both Alfred Rosenberg and Hitler from the start of their political activism. He has been
a particular focus of those who try to portray the NSDAP as driven by dark forces.
According to Trevor Ravenscroft, Eckart said on his death bed that he had initiated Hitler
into the “Secret Doctrine,” opened his powers of astral communication and given him the
means to communicate with “the Powers.” Ravenscroft does not cite a reference for this
quote.[62] Ravenscroft states that few suspected that this jovial bohemian was “a
dedicated Satanist, the supreme adept of the arts and ritual of Black Magic and the central
figure in a powerful and widespread circle of occultists – the Thule Group.”[63] With
Rosenberg and several White Russian émigrés Eckart was supposedly the “master of
ceremonies” at seances that evoked dark spirits.[64] In a chapter discussing “The Modern
Mythology of Nazi Occultism,” Goodrick-Clarke shows that the legends about Eckart and
the occult, and communication with dark powers, that were revived by Ravenscoft, had
been previously perpetrated by Pauwels and Bergier.[65] Despite persistent claims,
Goodrick-Clarke alludes to supposed Thulists such as Eckart, Hess and Rosenberg as
being nothing other than “guests” of the society, which included many other political
activists from a broad range of the “Right,” such as the National Liberal Party.[66]

Hitler dedicated the second volume of Mein Kampf to Dietrich Eckart, and also named the
arena near the Olympic Stadium in Berlin, now known as the Waldbühne (Forest Stage),
the "Dietrich-Eckart-Bühne" when it was opened for the 1936 Summer Olympics.
By Karl Bauer [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
Ironically Eckart, the high-ranking “Satanic adept,” based his world-view on a heroic
interpretation of Jesus and Germany’s Christian world mission. In an essay Bolshevism
from Moses to Lenin, published posthumously in 1923, Luther is criticized for his having
been influenced by Jews in his interpretation of the Old Testament and its importance in
Lutheran theology.[67] Christ was never anything other than frank with Jews, taking up
the theme of Houston Stewart Chamberlain et al that Jesus was a Galilean, “from the land
of the gentiles.”[68] Jesus was not tolerant towards the Jews, striking them with His whip
and sharply condemning the Pharisees (the rabbinate of his day) as nothing less than the
sons of the devil. The NSDAP was “defending the Christian foundations of our nation
without mental reservations… But we want Germanism, we want genuine Christianity,
we want order and propriety…”[69] It was Paul who had distorted Christianity and
brought it to the Gentiles as a subversive, weakening influence.[70] These are themes that
had become increasingly widespread among German theologians and scholars during the
19th century.
Written as a dialogue between Eckart and Hitler, Bolshevism from Moses to Lenin refers
to Hitler and himself as both being Catholics, and it is because they were that they must
speak out against the Judaic spirit that infects their Church. There remained an
incorruptible Catholic faith, whatever the corrupt influences that might hold sway in the

Church at times. Giordano Bruno, burned at the stake, was one of those who had spoken
out against Jewish influence, calling the Jews a “pestilential, leprous and publicly
dangerous race.” Of the many critics of the Church in Italy at the time, why was Bruno
singled out for death? Hitler responds to Eckart in this dialogue: “Rome will pull herself
together, but only if we pull ourselves together first. And one day it can be said that the
Church is whole again.” Eckart retorts that this will happen when the Jewish influences,
which have set Christians against each other, have been purged from the Christian
community. As for Protestantism, it was more heavily infiltrated than Catholicism. Eckart
saw the division of the Catholic Church by Luther as a misfortune to Christendom, and a
wreaking of bloody conflict among Germanic folk while the battle against the perennial
Jewish influence had been deflected. Luther should have focused on the Jews subverting
Catholicism, not on attacking the Church per se.[71]
Steigmann-Gall quoted a passage from Eckart that I have been unable to find in the Pierce
translation, in describing Christ as a leader to be emulated: “In Christ, the embodiment of
all manliness, we find all that we need. And if we occasionally speak of Baldur, our words
always contain some joy, some satisfaction, that our pagan ancestors were already so
Christian as to have indications of Christ in this ideal figure.”[72] That was Eckart’s final
work, and was unfinished at the time of his death. Steigmann-Gall states that Eckart’s
Christianity was the basis of his worldview. He saw the world war in which he had fought
in dualistic terms as a fight between “Christ and Antichrist.” The post-war conflict was
one between “Germandom and Jewry,” the conflict between light and darkness.[73]

Conclusion
Whatever might be alleged or repudiated regarding the murderous character of the Third
Reich, Hitler’s outlook was not that of a nihilistic, satanic apocalypse. While armaments
minister Albert Speer was after the war at pains to distance himself from his ex-Führer, he
noted that Hitler never encouraged a nuclear program. Hitler had no intention of setting
off a course of events that might engulf the world. His scientists were not able to answer
the question as to whether nuclear fission could be controlled or would set up a chain
reaction. “Hitler was plainly not delighted with the possibility that the earth under his rule
might be transformed into a glowing star. Occasionally, however, he joked that the
scientists in their unworldly urge to lay bare all the secrets under heaven might some day
set the globe on fire.”[74] The attitude seems distinctly un-Faustian. There were limits,
and from what Speer states, it seems that Hitler was not so hubristic as to wish to be
another Faustus or Prometheus. From what Speer records of Hitler’s sentiments these can
be seen as antithetical to that claimed by Rauschning for example. There was no will-todestruction, nor a Faustian/Promethean will to deny the Gods or God.
Hitler ridiculed “superstition” but recognized the role it played on the psyche, and
rejected the efficacy of prophecies and of astrology.[75] The National Socialist party, so
far from being neo-heathen, as is often contended, while reviving many old Germanic
customs and festivals, from the start had a wide Christian base, particularly of Lutherans,
and many Lutheran pastors were officers of the SA. They held early party meetings in
their parsonages. Hitler became disillusioned with the failure of the Christian
denominations to unite as a German national church, however he also remained
dismissive of attempts at reviving paganism.[76] The latter remained a peripheral
influence within an inner core of the SS.
Himmler sought to create the SS as a neo-heathen order with its own marriage, birth and
death ceremonies outside the Christian churches, and with SS officers serving as the
priests.[77] The Feast of Midsummer was substituted for Christmas. However, these
measures that Himmler attempted to impose were so unpopular and disregarded among
the SS that by November 1940 he was obliged to abrogate previous punishments for

disobeying regulations on religion. Himmler was also unsuccessful in weaning his SS
away from Christianity. “Two thirds of the Allgemeine–SS remained in the Church – 54.2
percent Evangelicals and 23.7 percent Catholics.”[78]
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The Great War Retold | CODOH
by Ralph Raico

These are boom times for histories of World War I. Like its sequel, though to a lesser
degree, it seems to be the war that never ends. Works keep appearing on issues once
considered settled, such as the "Belgian atrocities" and the reputation of commanders
like Douglas Haig. Last year, Cambridge published a collection of 500-plus pages on
one of the most exhaustively examined subjects in the whole history of historical
writing, the origins of the First World War. As for general works, in the past few years at
least six have appeared in English, by both academic and popular historians. The
Western Front: Battle Ground and Home Front in the First World War (New York:
Palgrave, Macmillan, 2003) by Hunt Tooley, who teaches at Austin College in Texas,
falls into the academic category, and for such a short volume (305 pages) it offers a very
great deal indeed.
Tooley traces the roots of the world-historical catastrophe of 1914—1918 to the FrancoPrussian war, which, while achieving German unification in 1871, understandably
fostered an enduring resentment in France, "a country that was accustomed to
humiliating others during 400 years of warmaking and aggression" (p. 5). Bismarck
sought to ensure the Second Reich's security through defensive treaties with the
remaining continental powers (the ones with Austria-Hungary and Italy constituted the
Triple Alliance). But under the new (and last) kaiser, Wilhelm II, the treaty with Russia
was permitted to lapse, freeing Russia to ally with France. The over-ambitious Wilhelm's
extensive naval program was perceived by the British as a mortal threat; starting in 1904
they developed an entente cordiale (cordial understanding) with France, enlarged in
1907 to include Russia. Now the Germans had good reason to fear a massive
Einkreisung (encirclement).
A series of diplomatic crises increased tensions, aggravated by the two Balkan wars of
1912—1913, from which a strong Serbia emerged, evidently aiming at the disintegration
of the Habsburg monarchy. With Russia acting as Serbia's mentor and growing in power
every year, military men in Vienna and Berlin reflected that if the great conflict was
destined to come, then better sooner than later.
Tooley lays out this background clearly and faultlessly, but he points out that the period
preceding the war was by no means one of unalloyed hostility among the European
nations. Cooperation was also apparent, formally, through the Hague agreements of 1899
and 1907, encouraging arbitration of disputes and the amelioration of warfare, and, more
important, through the vast informal network of international commerce, undergirded by
what he calls the "unique advantage" (p. 8) of the international gold standard. It was a
time of remarkable prosperity and rising living standards, which, one might add,
provoked the revisionist crisis in Marxist thought. Offsetting these gains were the steady
growth of state apparatuses and the rise of protectionism and neomercantilism, providing
a pretext for colonial expansion. In turn, the quest for colonies and spheres of influence
fueled the spirit of militant rivalry among the powers.
Tooley deals deftly with the intellectual and cultural currents of pre-war Europe.
Contributing to the proneness to violence were a bastardized Nietzschianism and the
anarchosyndicalism of Georges Sorel, but most of all Social Darwinism — really, just
Darwinism — which taught the eternal conflict among the races and tribes of the human

as of other species. The press and popular fiction, especially "boys' fiction," glorified the
derring-do of war, while avoiding any graphic, off-putting descriptions, much as the
American media do today.

French soldiers of the 87th Regiment, 6th Division, at Côte 304, (Hill 304), northwest of
Verdun, 1916.
Public Domain, via Wikimedia Commons
Archduke Franz Ferdinand's assassination in Sarajevo by a Bosnian Serb set "the stone
rolling down the hill," as the German chancellor bleakly put it. Mobilizations and
ultimatums followed, and a few days later the giant conscript armies of the continental
powers were in motion.
In democratic Britain, the commitment to France had been hidden from the public, from
Parliament, and even from most of the cabinet. The German declaration of war on
Russia and France placed the Asquith government in a grave quandary, but, as Tooley
writes, "the first German footfall in Belgium salvaged the situation" (p. 39). Now
Foreign Secretary Edward Grey could deceitfully claim that England was joining its
entente partners simply to defend Belgian neutrality.
The war was greeted as a cleansing, purifying moment, at least by the urban masses,
whose enthusiasm easily outweighed the rural population's relative passivity. As Tooley
states, untold millions were infused with a sense of "community"; finally they had found
a purpose in their lives, "even perhaps a kind of salvation" (p. 43). Thus, back in 1914
the same dismal motivation was at work that Chris Hedges documents for more recent
conflicts, in his War is a Force That Gives Us Meaning (New York: Public Affairs,
2002).

Especially ecstatic were the intellectuals, who viewed the war as a triumph of "idealism"
over the selfish individualism and crass materialism of "the trading and shopkeeping
spirit" (p. 43). The poet Rupert Brooke (who was to die a year later) spoke for many of
them on both sides when he wrote: "Now, God be thanked Who has matched us with His
hour, / And caught our youth, and wakened us from sleeping…"
Socialist parties, except in Russia and later Italy, added their eager support, as did even
celebrated anarchists like Benjamin Tucker and Peter Kropotkin.
The German strategy in the event of war on two fronts, the famous Schlieffen Plan,
foolishly assumed the infallibility of its execution and ignored the factors that doomed it:
active Belgian resistance, the rapid Russian mobilization, and the landing of a British
Expeditionary Force (those mercenaries who, as another poet, A. E. Housman, wrote,
"saved the sum of things for pay"). Tooley highlights the sometimes critical role of
individual character here and at other points. The vacillating German commander
Helmut von Moltke botched the invasion, suffered a nervous breakdown and was
demoted.
Though many battles have been billed as a turning point in history, the first battle of the
Marne actually was. The German Army cracked its head against a wall of "French
decadence," some twenty-five miles north of Paris. The Germans pulled back, and the
ensuing consolidation of the battle lines formed the Western Front, which would not
move more than a few dozen miles in either direction for the next three and a half years.
The author explains how advanced military technology — machine guns, flamethrowers,
grenades, poison gas, above all, improved heavy artillery — soon began taking a toll no
one could have imagined. The interplay of military hardware and evolving tactics is set
forth plainly and intelligibly, even for those who, like me, had little or no previous
knowledge of how armies operate in battle.
In 1916 "the butcher's bill," as Robert Graves called it, came due, at Verdun and at the
Somme. Ill-educated neoconservatives who in 2002—2003 derided France as a nation of
cowards seem never to have heard of Verdun, where a half million French casualties
were the price of keeping the Germans at bay. On the first day of the battle of the
Somme, the brainchild of Field Marshal Haig, the British lost more men than on any
other single day in the history of the Empire, more than in acquiring Canada and India
combined. Tooley's description of both murderous, months-long battles, as of all the
major fighting on the front, is masterly.
The author states that his main theme is "the relationship between the battle front and the
home fronts" (p. 1), and the dialectic between the two is sustained all through the book.
The dichotomy of a militarized Germany and a liberal West, Tooley shows, is seriously
overdrawn. To be sure, the Germans pioneered and practiced "war socialism" most
methodically (at the time that this book was written, in the Federal Republic, the man in
charge, Walter Rathenau, was, predictably, honored as a great liberal). In Britain, France,
and later the United States, proponents of centralization and planning gleefully exploited
the occasion to extend state activism into every corner of the economy.
The quickly escalating costs of the war led to unprecedented taxation and a vast
redistribution of wealth, basically from the middle classes to the recipients of
government funds: contractors and workers in war industries, subsidized industrialists
and farmers, and, most of all, financiers. The deluded patriots who purchased
government war bonds were crippled by inflation, now "introduced [to] the twentieth
century…as a way of life" (p. 113). Tooley cites Murray Rothbard on one of the hidden
detriments of the war: it initiated the inflationary business cycle that ended in the Great

Depression.
Freedom of expression was beaten down everywhere. Many readers will be familiar with
the outlines of the story as regards the United States, but Tooley fills in revealing details
of the national ignominy: for instance, the U. S. attorney general's imprisonment of
Americans for even discussing whether conscription was unconstitutional or for
recalling that Wilson had won the 1916 election on the slogan, "He kept us out of war,"
and groups of Boy Scouts stealing and destroying bundles of German-American
newspapers that the alert lads intuited were fomenting treason and insurrection. In some
countries the suppression was worse. Australia, we learn, prohibited the teaching and use
of the German language, incarcerated 4,500 citizens of German descent, and
expropriated and deported those broadly defined as "enemy aliens." The aggrandizement
of state power in the combatant nations reached, Tooley notes, a kind of reductio ad
absurdum in what was probably the war's worst result: the establishment of a terrorist
totalitarian regime by the Bolsheviks in Russia.
American entry had been virtually determined in the wake of the sinking of the
Lusitania, when the terminally Anglophiliac Wilson administration declared that the
Germans would be held "strictly accountable" for the loss of any Americans' lives
through U-boat action, even when those Americans were traveling on armed British
merchant ships that carried munitions of war. Wilson's "neutrality" was, in Tooley's term,
seriously "lopsided" (p. 81), since the administration declined to challenge the British
over their hunger-blockade — "ruthless, inexorable" (pp. 81—82), as well as illegal by
the standards of international law — which was aimed at starving the whole German
civilian population into submission. British propaganda was, as always, topnotch. Its
high point was the mendacious Bryce report on the "Belgian atrocities." Admittedly, the
Germans had behaved brutally in Belgium (as the Russians had in the east), but it was
the report's "bizarre and clinical sadism" (p. 128) that set American blood boiling, at
least the blue blood of the East Coast Anglo elite. After the desperate Germans
announced unrestricted submarine warfare, Wilson asked Congress for a declaration of
war, not just to call Germany to account for supposed violations of U. S. rights, but to
"make the world safe for democracy." How warmongering clergymen manipulated
public opinion on behalf of Wilson's open-ended crusade is detailed in another recent
work, Richard Gamble's excellent study, The War for Righteousness: Progressive
Christianity, the Great War, and the Rise of the Messianic Nation (Wilmington, Del., ISI,
2003).
The Bolshevik coup d'état of November 1917 led to an armistice in the East, and the
Germans launched their final, va-banque push on the western front. The Ludendorff
offensive made some initial breakthroughs but petered out, as Erich Maria Remarque
describes in the last pages of All Quiet on the Western Front, for lack of materiel and
reserves. By the summer, the American expeditionary force under John G. Pershing
amounted to 2 million men, many of them keen to make the whole world safe for
democracy. Their Meuse-Argonne offensive, beginning in September 1918 helped to
convince the Germans that the time had come for an armistice. At the eleventh hour of
the eleventh day of November, the guns fell silent on the Western front.
At the Paris Conference of 1919, face to face with the seasoned and crafty politicians of
the other victorious powers, Wilson, in Tooley's apt phrase, resembled "the parson
showing up a high-stakes poker game" (p. 252). It was a game at which the Princeton
professor was pathetically inept. Fearing a Bolshevik revolution that might engulf
central Europe, "the Allies imposed as punitive a treaty as they dared upon the Germans"
(p. 252). A century earlier, after the Napoleonic wars, the aristocrats at the Congress of
Vienna fashioned a viable system that avoided general war for another hundred years. At
Paris in 1919, the diplomats, now answerable to their democratic constituencies, set the

stage for a virtually inevitable future conflict. Tooley very correctly places the word
"peace," as in the Versailles "peace" treaty, in ironic quotes.
On the overall consequences of the war, the author utilizes Robert Higgs's conceptual
framework in his seminal Crisis and Leviathan: Critical Episodes in the Growth of
American Government (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987). In U.S. history it has
been crises, most often wars, that result in a great expansion of state power. Once the
crisis is over, the state and its budgets, deficits, functionaries, and regulations are cut
back to more normal levels, but never to what they were before, and they go on from
there. Ideology, the underlying political mentality of the people, is also permanently
skewed in a state-receptive direction. As Tooley sums up: "If the twentieth century
became the century of managerial control, of the prioritizing of group goals and group
efficiency over the autonomies of individuals, families, and regions, then we will find in
World War I the accelerator of processes which were emerging before then" (p. 267).
I have touched on some of the main features of Tooley's Book. Amazingly for such a
short work, it contains a great deal more. The only fault I can find is its somewhat
misleading title. The Western Front is by no means merely an account of the war in the
West. In my opinion, this is the best introduction we now have to the history of the Great
War altogether.
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Professor Faurisson recently appeared in court in Paris for having participated at the
Tehran Holocaust conference. Then French President Jacques Chirac, upon hearing that
the gathering was taking place, made an unprecedented request to the justice system to
prosecute the négationniste Faurisson. The case finally came up on June 25, 2015, only
to be adjourned to June of next year. The presiding (and anonymous) female judge had
recently broken with established practice by silencing Faurission during a hearing held
the previous week, also to try him under the anti-revisionism law, this time for a 93minute online video (please see see the English-subtitled version at https://archive.org
/details/AMan-RobertFaurissonTalksWithPaulEricBlanrue). She refused outright to let
him explain why he'd said what he'd said in the recording: "I'm not interested in
négationnisme." This constitutes another new twist in state repression of thought, for in
his past trials he had always been allowed to offer an in-depth justification of his
writings and public declarations. What follows is the paper that he presented in Tehran
on December 11, 2006.— Ed.
To President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
To our prisoners of conscience Ernst Zündel, Germar Rudolf, Horst Mahler
To Arthur Butz, Fred Leuchter, Barbara Kulaszka, Ahmed Rami, Gerd Honsik, Heinz
Koppe

Abstract
At the Nuremberg trial (1945-1946), a tribunal of the victors accused a defeated
Germany notably
1. of having ordered and planned the physical extermination of the Jews of Europe;
2. of having, to that end, designed and used certain weapons of mass destruction, in
particular those that it called “gas chambers”;
3. of having, essentially with those weapons but also through other means, caused

the death of six million Jews.
In support of that threefold accusation, regularly taken up over the past sixty years by all
the main communications media in the West, no proof capable of standing up to
examination has been produced. Professor Robert Faurisson concluded in 1980:
“The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and the alleged genocide of the Jews form one and
the same historical lie, which has permitted a gigantic political and financial swindle
whose main beneficiaries are the state of Israel and international Zionism and whose
main victims are the German people – but not their leaders – and the Palestinian people
in their entirety.”
In 2006 he maintains that conclusion in full. In nearly sixty years, the revisionists,
beginning with the Frenchmen Maurice Bardèche and Paul Rassinier, have accumulated,
from the historical and scientific point of view, an impressive series of victories over
their opponents. Twenty examples of such victories, running from 1951 to today, are
given here.
Revisionism is not an ideology but a method inspired by the search for exactitude in
matters of history. Circumstances have seen to it that revisionism is also the great
intellectual adventure of the present time.
Born in 1929 of a French father and a Scottish mother, R. Faurisson taught classical
letters (French, Latin, Greek) before specialising first in the analysis of modern and
contemporary French literary texts and, finally, in the appraisal of texts and documents
(literature, history, media). He was professor at the Sorbonne and the University of
Lyon. Because of his historical revisionist stands, he was effectively forbidden from
teaching. He has incurred many convictions in the law courts and has suffered ten
physical assaults. In France, access to the press, radio and television is barred to him, as
it is to all revisionists. Amongst his works: Écrits révisionnistes (1974-1998), in four
volumes (2nd edition, LV-2027 p.).

Foreword
The present summary has as its title “The Victories of Revisionism” and not “History of
Revisionism” or “Arguments of the Revisionist Case”. It deals only with victories that
our opponents have had to concede to us either explicitly or implicitly. Therefore one
must not expect to find here a systematic mention of revisionist authors, works or
arguments. If still I had to recommend a short sample of revisionist readings, I should
suggest the prime work of reference that is The Hoax of the Twentieth Century / The
Case Against the Presumed Extermination of European Jewry, published by Arthur
Robert Butz in 1976. The book is masterful. In the thirty years of its existence no one
has attempted the least refutation, so solidly is it built; I especially recommend the 2003
edition, enhanced by five remarkable supplements. It would also be appropriate to read
Fred Leuchter’s famous study, An Engineering Report on the Alleged Execution Gas
Chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek, Poland, particularly in the gilt cover
edition issued by Samisdat Publishers in Toronto in 1988, containing, on page 42, the
text of a letter of capital importance, dated May 14, 1988, on the utter absence of
openings in the roofs of the alleged gas chambers of crematoria II and III at AuschwitzBirkenau. F. Leuchter has also produced three other reports on the gas chamber question.
Not to be missed is German research chemist Germar Rudolf’s Lectures on the
Holocaust / Controversial Issues Cross Examined, Theses & Dissertations Press (PO
Box 257768, Chicago, IL 60625, USA), 2005, 566 p., along with the same author’s
impressive periodical series (more than thirty issues to date) that he has brought out

under the title Vierteljahreshefte für freie Geschichtsforschung, not to mention his
English language magazine The Revisionist and a fair number of other publications. All
told, the work done thus far by G. Rudolf (now aged 42 and imprisoned in Germany)
amounts to a formidable scientific landmark. Finally, let us cite Canadian barrister
Barbara Kulaszka’s opus magnum Did Six Million Really Die ? / Report of the Evidence
in the Canadian “False News” Trial of Ernst Zündel, 1988, published in 1992; with its
compact print it is equivalent to a volume of about a thousand pages in regular book
format. The text shows how, during Ernst Zündel’s two long trials in Toronto in 1985
and 1988, the other side, when confronted with the revisionist argumentation, simply
collapsed: a real Stalingrad for the orthodox historians, beginning with the biggest of
them all, Raul Hilberg. Essential studies have been written by the Germans Wilhelm
Stäglich and Udo Walendy, the Italian Carlo Mattogno, the Spaniard Enrique Aynat
Eknes, the Swiss Jürgen Graf and ten or so other authors. The 97 issues of The Journal
of Historical Review (1980-2002), in good part due to the American Mark Weber,
constitute a mine of information on all aspects of revisionist research. In France, Pierre
Guillaume, Serge Thion, Henri Roques, Pierre Marais, Vincent Reynouard, Jean Plantin
have picked up where Maurice Bardèche and Paul Rassinier left off. There are now
countless revisionist-oriented publications and websites throughout the world, and this
despite the prevailing censorship and repression.
Nonetheless the “Holocaust” remains the lone official religion of the entire West, a
murderous religion if ever there was one. And one that continues to fool millions of
good souls in the crudest ways: the display of heaps of eyeglasses, hair, shoes or valises
presented as “relics” of the “gassed”, faked or deceptively exploited photographs, texts
of innocuous papers altered or purposely misinterpreted, endless proliferation of
monuments, ceremonies, shows, the drumming of the Shoah into our heads as early as
primary school, organised excursions to the holy sites of alleged Jewish martyrdom and
great show trials with their calls for lynch-law.
***
President Ahmadinejad has used the right word: the alleged “Holocaust” of the Jews is a
“myth”, that is, a belief maintained by credulity or ignorance. In France it is perfectly
lawful to proclaim unbelief in God but it is forbidden to say that one does not believe in
the “Holocaust”, or simply that one has doubts about it. This prohibition of any kind of
disputing became formal and official with the law of July 13, 1990. The said law was
published in the Journal officiel de la République française on the next day, that is, the
14th of July, day of commemoration of the Republic and of Freedom. It states that the
punishment may run to as much as a year’s imprisonment and a fine of up to €45,000,
but there may also be orders to pay damages and the considerable costs of judicial
publication. Relevant case law specifies that all this applies “even if [such disputing] is
presented in veiled or dubitative form or by way of insinuation” (Code pénal, Paris,
Dalloz, 2006, p. 2059). Thus France has but one official myth, that of the “Holocaust”,
and knows but one form of blasphemy, that which offends the “Holocaust”.
On July 11, 2006 I personally was once more summoned to appear before a Paris court
on the grounds of that special law. The presiding judge, Nicolas Bonnal, had recently
attended a training course on the means of cracking down on revisionism over the
Internet, a course organised by the European office of the Simon Wiesenthal Centre, in
Paris, under the auspices of the Conseil représentatif des institutions juives de France
(CRIF) (Representative Council of Jewish Institutions of France)! In a release
triumphantly headed “The CRIF plays an active part in the training of European judges”
this Jewish body, whose political force is exorbitant, was not afraid of announcing urbi
et orbi that it listed Nicolas Bonnal amongst its pupils or trainees
(www.crif.org/?page=articles_display/detail&aid=7222&artyd=2&stinfo=297.376.1467

). And that is not all. At my trial, for good measure, the State prosecutrix happened to be
a Jewess by the name of Anne de Fontette; in the closing words of her talk requesting
conviction and sentencing, she, although supposedly speaking in the name of a secular
State, called for the vengeance of “Yahweh, protector of his chosen people” against “the
lying lips” of Faurisson, guilty of having granted a telephone interview of revisionist
character to an Iranian radio and television station, Sahar 1.

The findings of revisionist research
The Germans of the Third Reich wanted to extirpate the Jews from Europe but not to
exterminate them. They sought “a definitive — or final — territorial solution of the
Jewish question” and not a “final solution” in the sense of any physical suppression (to
want a “final solution of unemployment” is not to desire the death of the unemployed).
The Germans had concentration camps but not “extermination camps” (an expression
forged by Allied propaganda). They used disinfection gas chambers operating notably
with an insecticide called Zyklon-B (the active ingredient of which was hydrogen
cyanide) but never had any homicidal gas chambers or homicidal gas vans. They used
crematory ovens to incinerate corpses and not to throw living beings into them. After
the war, the photographs purportedly exposing “Nazi atrocities” showed us camp
inmates who were either sick, dying or dead, but not killed. What with the Allies’
blockade and their “area” bombing of Germany, and the apocalypse experienced by the
latter towards the end of a nearly six-year long conflict, famine and epidemics, notably
of typhus, had ravaged the country and, in particular, the camps in the western regions,
overwhelmed by the arrivals en masse of detainees evacuated from the camps in the
East, and thus severely lacking in food, medicine and the Zyklon-B needed for
protection against typhus.
In the butchery that is a war, people suffer. In a modern war, the belligerent nations’
civilians at times suffer as much if not more than their soldiers. During the conflict that,
from 1933 to 1945, pitted them against the Germans, the European Jews thus had
occasion to suffer but infinitely less so than they dare to assert with such a nerve.
Certainly the Germans treated them as a hostile or dangerous minority (there were
reasons for that), and against these people the Third Reich authorities were led to take,
due to the war, more and more coercive police or military security measures. In certain
cases those measures amounted to placement in internment camps or indeed to
deportation to concentration or forced labour camps. Sometimes Jews were even
executed for sabotage, spying, terrorism and, especially, for guerrilla activities in favour
of the Allies, mainly on the Russian front, but not for the simple reason that they were
Jewish. Never did Hitler order or permit the killing of a person because of his or her race
or religion. As for the figure of six million Jewish deaths, it is a pure invention that has
never been substantiated despite the efforts in that regard by the Yad Vashem Institute of
Jerusalem.
In the face of the formidable accusations thrown at a defeated Germany the revisionists
have said to the accusers:
1. Show us one single document that, in your view, proves that Hitler or any other
National-Socialist ordered and planned the physical extermination of the Jews;
2. Show us that weapon of mass destruction which, as alleged, was a gas chamber;
show us a single one of them, at Auschwitz or elsewhere; and if, by chance, you
claim that you cannot show us any because, according to you, the Germans
destroyed the “murder weapon”, provide us at least with a technical drawing
representing one of those slaughterhouses which, as you say, the Germans
destroyed and explain to us how that weapon with such a fabulous killing

performance had been able to work without bringing on the death of either those
who ran it or their helpers;
3. Explain to us how you have arrived at your figure of six million victims.
However, in over sixty years, the Jewish or non-Jewish accusing historians have shown
themselves to be incapable of offering a response to these requests. Thus they have been
accusing without any evidence. That is what is called slander.
But there is something yet more serious: the revisionists have set forth a series of
established facts proving that the physical extermination, gas chambers and six million
in question cannot have existed.
1. The first of these facts is that, for the entire duration of the war, millions of
European Jews lived, plain for all to see, amidst the rest of the population, a good
part of them being employed in factories by the Germans who were cruelly short
of manpower, and those millions of Jews were therefore not killed. Better still: the
Germans stubbornly offered to hand over to the Allies, up to the last months of the
conflict, as many Jews as they might want on the express condition that they must
not subsequently send them to Palestine; this proviso was made out of respect for
“the noble and valiant Arab people” of that region, already violently beset by
Jewish colonists.
2. The second fact, which is carefully hidden from us, is that excesses which might
be committed against Jews could well bring on the severest sanctions: the killing
of a single Jew or Jewess could get the perpetrator, although he be a German
soldier, sentenced to death by court martial and shot. In other words, the Jews
under German rule continued to enjoy, if they observed the regulations in place,
the protection of penal law, even in the face of the armed forces.
3. The third of these facts is that the alleged Nazi gas chambers of Auschwitz or
elsewhere are quite simply inconceivable for obvious physical and chemical
reasons; never after the purported hydrogen cyanide gassing of hundreds or
thousands of persons in a closed space could others have soon entered in a
veritable bath of that poison and proceeded to handle and remove so many corpses
which, steeped with cyanide gas on both outside and inside, would have become
untouchable. Hydrogen cyanide adheres firmly to surfaces; it penetrates even
cement and bricks and is very difficult to remove from a room by ventilation; it
penetrates the skin, it settles within the body, mixing with its fluids. In the United
States it is precisely this poison that is used still today in an execution chamber to
kill a condemned prisoner, but that precise chamber is of steel and glass and is
equipped with machinery which is, of necessity, quite complex, calling for
extraordinary precautions in its use; it is enough to see an American gas chamber
designed for putting to death a lone individual to realise that the alleged
Auschwitz gas chambers, which supposedly served to kill crowds of individuals,
day after day, can neither have existed nor functioned.
But then, as people will ask, what became of all those Jews concerning whom we
revisionists have concluded from our research that they were never killed? The answer is
already there, right before our eyes and within everyone’s grasp: a part of the Jewish
population of Europe died, like tens of millions of non-Jews, due to the war and to
hunger and disease, and another part plainly and simply survived the war in their
millions. These latter fraudulently had themselves dubbed “miraculous” survivors. In
1945 the “survivors” and “miraculous escapees” were there to be counted by the million
and they spread throughout the world to fifty or so countries, beginning with Palestine.
How could an alleged decision of total physical extermination of the Jews have so
engendered millions of “miraculous” Jewish survivors? With millions of “miraculous
survivors” there is no longer any miracle: it is a false miracle, a lie, a fraud.

For my part, in 1980 I summed up, in a sentence of sixty French words, the findings
produced by revisionist research:
The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and the alleged genocide of the Jews form one and
the same historical lie, which has permitted a gigantic political and financial swindle
whose main beneficiaries are the state of Israel and international Zionism and whose
main victims are the German people – but not their leaders – and the Palestinian
people in their entirety.
Today, in 2006, that is, twenty-six years later, I maintain that sentence in full. It had not
been inspired by any political or religious sympathy or antipathy whatsoever. It had its
ground in certified facts that had begun to be brought to light, on the one hand, by
Maurice Bardèche in 1948 and 1950 in his two books on the Nuremberg trial and, on the
other hand, by Paul Rassinier who, also in 1950, published his Le Mensonge d’Ulysse
(Ulysses’s Lie) (See The Holocaust Story and the Lies of Ulysses, Costa Mesa,
California, Institute for Historical Review, 1990, XVIII-447 p.). From 1951 onwards,
year after year, our adversaries, so rich, so mighty, so bent on practising all possible
forms of repression against historical revisionism, have found themselves progressively
forced to admit that we are right on the technical, scientific and historical levels. The
victories achieved by Second World War revisionism are many and significant, but, as
must sadly be recognised, they still remain, in our day, almost wholly unknown to the
greater public. The mighty have done everything to conceal these victories from the
world. That is understandable: their domination and sharing of the world between them
are in a way grounded in the religion of the alleged “Holocaust” of the Jews. Calling the
“Holocaust” into question, publicly disclosing the extraordinary imposture of it all,
pulling the masks off the politicians, journalists, historians, academics and people of the
churches, clans and coteries who, for more than sixty years, have been preaching
falsehoods whilst all the time casting anathema on the unbelievers, amounts to a perilous
adventure. But, as will be seen here, despite the repression, time seems in the end to be
on the revisionists’ side.

Examples of revisionist victories
I shall recall here just twenty of these victories:
1. In 1951 the Jew Léon Poliakov, who had been part of the French delegation at the
Nuremberg trial (1945-1946), stated his conclusion that we had at our disposal an
overabundance of documents for all points of the history of the Third Reich, with
the exception of one point alone: the “campaign to exterminate the Jews”. For this,
he wrote, “No document remains, perhaps none has ever existed” (Bréviaire de
la haine, Paris, Calmann-Lévy, 1974 [1951], p. 171; English version: Harvest of
Hate, New York, Holocaust Library, 1979, revised and expanded edition)\.
Remark: There is here an extraordinary concession to the revisionist case. In
effect, such a formidable criminal undertaking supposedly conceived, ordered,
organised and perpetrated by the Germans would have necessitated an order, a
plan, instructions, a budget, … Such an undertaking, carried out over several years
on a whole continent and generating the death of millions of victims, would have
left a flood of documentary evidence. Consequently, if we are told that there
perhaps has never existed any such documentary evidence, it is because the
crime in question was not perpetrated. In the complete absence of documents,
the historian has no longer anything to do but keep quiet. L. Poliakov made this
concession in 1951, that is, fifty-five years ago. However, it must be noted that,
from 1951 to 2006, his successors have equally failed to find the least

documentary evidence. Occasionally, here and there, we have witnessed attempts
at making us believe in such or such discovery but each time, as will be seen
below, the “discoverers” and their publicists have had to drop their claim.
2. In 1960 Martin Broszat, a member of the Institute of Contemporary History in
Munich, wrote: “Neither at Dachau, nor at Bergen-Belsen, nor at Buchenwald
were any Jews or other detainees gassed” (“Keine Vergasung in Dachau”, Die
Zeit, August 19, 1960, p. 16)\.
Remark: This sudden and unexplained concession is significant. At the
Nuremberg trial the only homicidal gas chamber that the accusation ventured to
show in a film had been that of Dachau, and the testimonies telling of alleged
homicidal gassings in the three above-mentioned camps had been numerous. M.
Broszat thus implicitly acknowledged that those testimonies were false. He did not
tell us in what respect they were false. Nor did he tell us in what respect other such
testimonies relating, for example, to Auschwitz, Majdanek, Treblinka, Sobibor or
Belzec should, for their part, go on being deemed reliable. In the 1980s, at
Dachau, a sign indicated in five languages that the “gas chamber disguised as
showers”, visited by the tourists, was “never used” as such. The revisionists had
then asked in what respect the room could be termed a homicidal “gas chamber”,
whereupon the Dachau Museum authorities took down the sign and replaced it
with another on which, in German and English, can now be read: “Gas chamber.
This was the center of potential mass murder. The room was disguised as
‘showers’ and equipped with fake shower spouts to mislead the victims and
prevent them from refusing to enter the room. During a period of 20 minutes up to
150 people at a time could be suffocated to death through prussic acid poison gas
(Zyklon B).” One will note the words “potential” and “could”, the choice of which
attests to a fine bit of trickery: the information spawns in visitors’ minds the idea
that the said “gas chamber” was effectively used for killing but, at the same time,
it enables the museum to retort to revisionists: “We haven’t expressly said that this
gas chamber was used for killing; we’ve merely said that it could be or could have
been, at the time, used to kill a certain number of people”\. To conclude, in 1960
M. Broszat, without any explanation, decreed in a simple letter that no one had
been gassed at Dachau; thenceforth, the Dachau Museum authorities, quite
embarrassed, have tried, by means of assorted deceitful ploys varying over time,
to fool their visitors into believing that, in this room that looks like showers (and
for good reason, since that is what it was), people had well and truly been gassed.
3. In 1968 the Jewish historian Olga Wormser-Migot, in her thesis on Le Système
concentrationnaire nazi, 1933-1945, (Paris, Presses universitaires de France),
gave an ample exposition of what she called “the problem of the gas chambers”
(p. 541-544). She voiced her scepticism as to the worth of some well-known
witnesses’ accounts attesting to the existence of gas chambers in camps such as
Mauthausen or Ravensbrück. On Auschwitz-I she was categorical: that camp
where, still today, tourists visit an alleged gas chamber was, in reality, “without
any gas chamber” (p. 157)\.
Remark: To bring their horrible charges of homicidal gassings against the
defeated, the accusers have relied solely on testimonies and those testimonies
have not been verified. Let us take note of the particular case of Auschwitz-I: it
was thus 38 years ago that a Jewish historian had the courage to write that this
camp was “without any gas chamber”; however, still today, in 2006, crowds of
tourists there visit an enclosed space that the authorities dare to present,
fallaciously, as a “gas chamber”. Here we see a practice of outright deceit.

4. In 1979 thirty-four French historians signed a lengthy joint declaration in reply to
my technical arguments aiming to demonstrate that the allegation of the existence
and functioning of the Nazi gas chambers ran up against certain radical material
impossibilities. According to the official version, Rudolf Höss, one of the three
successive Auschwitz commandants, had confessed (!) and described how Jews
had been gassed at Auschwitz and Birkenau. According to that very vague
confession, when the victims appeared to have breathed their last gasp, a
ventilation apparatus was switched on and a squad of Jewish prisoners
immediately entered the vast room to remove the corpses and carry them as far as
the crematory ovens. R. Höss said that those Jews went about this work
nonchalantly, whilst smoking and eating. I had pointed out that this could not be:
one cannot go into premises saturated with hydrogen cyanide gas (a poisonous,
penetrating and explosive compound) whilst smoking and eating and then touch,
handle and take out, using all one’s strength, thousands of bodies suffused with
that poison and therefore untouchable. In their declaration the thirty-four
historians answered me thus: “It must not be asked how, technically, such a
mass-murder was possible. It was technically possible, since it happened” (Le
Monde, February 21, 1979, p. 23)\.
Remark: That answer amounts to a dodging of the enquiry put forth. If someone
shirks a question in this manner, it is because he is incapable of answering. And if
thirty-four historians find themselves to such a degree unable to explain how a
crime of these dimensions was perpetrated, it is because that crime defies the laws
of nature; it is therefore imaginary.
5. Also in 1979, the American authorities finally decided to make public certain
aerial photographs of Auschwitz which, up to then, they had kept hidden. With
either cynicism or naivety, the two authors of the publication, former CIA men
Dino A. Brugioni and Robert G. Poirier, gave their little set of photos the title The
Holocaust Revisited and tacked on here and there labels bearing the words “gas
chamber(s)”, but, in their commentaries, there was nothing whatever to justify
those designations. (Central Intelligence Agency, Washington, February 1979,
ST-79-10001)\.
Remark: Today, in 2006, this trickery makes our thoughts turn to the miserable
demonstration by the former American government minister Colin Powell when
trying to prove, by the same device of having labels stuck onto aerial photos, the
existence of works for the manufacture of “weapons of mass destruction” in
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. In reality, those photos of Auschwitz slap discredit on the
case for Nazi gas chambers. What can be distinctly made out on them are serene
crematoria structures, with no crowds huddled outside waiting to enter the alleged
changing rooms and the alleged death chambers. The surrounding grounds are free
of obstruction and visible from all directions. The flowerbeds in the patches of
garden round the crematories are neatly laid-out and bear no trace of being
stamped upon, every day, by thousands of people. Crematorium n°3, for instance,
abuts on what we know to have been, thanks to sound documents from the
Auschwitz State Museum, a football field and is close to a volleyball court (Hefte
von Auschwitz, 15, 1975, plate on page 56 and page 64). It is also close to eighteen
hospital barracks of the men’s camp. There were thirty-two Allied air missions
above this zone which also comprised the large industrial installations of
Monowitz. It is understandable that the Allied aviation should have attacked the
industrial sector several times whilst sparing as much as possible what was
obviously a concentration, labour and transit camp and not an “extermination
camp”, on which there fell, in the end, only a few stray bombs.

6. On April 21, 1982 an association (the “ASSAG”), was created in Paris for “the
study of murders by gassing under the National-Socialist regime”, “with a view to
seeking and verifying elements bearing proof of the use of poison gasses in
Europe by the officials of the National-Socialist regime to kill persons of various
nationalities, to contributing to the publication of this evidence, to making, to that
purpose, all useful contacts on the national and international level”. Article 2 of
the association’s charter stipulates: “The Association shall last as long as shall
be necessary to attain the objectives set forth in Article 1.” However, this
association, founded by fourteen persons, amongst whom Germaine Tillion,
Georges Wellers, Geneviève Anthonioz née de Gaulle, barrister Bernard
Jouanneau and Pierre Vidal-Naquet, has, in nearly a quarter of a century, never
published anything and, to this day in 2006, remains in existence. In the event that
it be maintained, wrongly, that the group has produced a book entitled Chambres à
gaz, secret d’État (Gas chambers, State secret), it will be fitting to recall that the
book in question is in fact the French translation of a work first published in
German by Eugen Kogon, Hermann Langbein and Adalbert Rückerl and in which
there featured a few contributions by a few members of the “ASSAG” (Paris,
Editions de Minuit, 1984; English translation published as Nazi Mass Murder: a
documentary history of the use of poison gas, New Haven, Yale University Press,
1994)\.
Remark: By itself the book’s French title gives a fair idea of the contents: instead
of proof, supported by photographs of gas chambers, drawings, sketches, forensic
reports on the crime weapon, the reader finds only speculations based on what is
called “evidence” (éléments de preuve, “elements of proof”, not proof), and this
because, we are told, those gas chambers had constituted the greatest possible
secret, a “State secret”. If ever there were a “weapon of mass destruction” that
deserved a well-done forensic examination, it was indeed this one. In effect, it
constitutes an anomaly in the history of science for at least two reasons: it had no
precedent and has had no continuation; it arose out of nothing only to return to
nothingness. However, the history of science knows of no such phenomenon. In
any case, by the very fact of its existence yet today in 2006, one may say that the
ASSAG association has still not attained the objective for which it was founded
nearly twenty-five years ago. It has still found neither proof nor even any evidence
of the “Nazi gas chambers’” existence.
7. In 1982, from June 29 to July 2, an international symposium was held in Paris, at
the Sorbonne, under the chairmanship of two Jewish historians, François Furet and
Raymond Aron. According to the organisers, it was to reply authoritatively and
publicly to Robert Faurisson and “a handful of anarcho-communists” who had
given him their support (an allusion to Pierre Guillaume, Jean-Gabriel CohnBendit, Serge Thion and a few other free-thinking persons, some of them Jewish).
On the last day, at a much-awaited press conference, the two chairmen had to
admit publicly that, “despite the most scholarly research”, no order given by Hitler
to kill the Jews had been found. As for the gas chambers, they did not even make
an allusion to them\.
Remark: This symposium constituted the first out-in-the-open attempt to show
the general public that the revisionists were lying. As at other gatherings of the
same kind (notably one held in 1987, again at the Sorbonne), revisionists were
barred entry and, like all other such gatherings without exception, it ended in utter
failure for the organisers.
8. On April 26, 1983, the long-running lawsuit against me for “personal injury
through falsification of history” (sic), begun, notably by Jewish organisations, in

1979, came to an end. On that day the first chamber of the Paris Court of Appeal,
civil division section A, presided by judge Grégoire, whilst upholding a judgment
finding me liable for “personal injury”, paid solid tribute to the quality of my
work. It ruled, in effect, that there could be detected in my writings on the gas
chambers no trace of rashness, no trace of negligence, no trace of having
deliberately overlooked anything, nor any trace of a lie and that, as a
consequence, “the appraisal of the value of the findings [on the gas chambers]
defended by Mr Faurisson is a matter, therefore, solely for experts, historians
and the public.”
Remark: If there cannot be found in the work of an author proposing to refute the
case for the gas chambers either any rashness, negligence, deliberate oversight,
lies or “falsification”, that is proof that the work in question is the product of a
serious, careful, conscientious, upright and genuine researcher, proof good enough
to ensure the legal right to maintain publicly, as he himself does, that the said gas
chambers are but a myth.
9. In 1983, on May 7, Simone Veil, who is Jewish and herself a “survivor of the
genocide”, declared on the subject of the gas chambers: “In the course of a case
brought against Faurisson for having denied the existence of the gas chambers,
those who bring the case are compelled to provide formal proof of the gas
chambers’ reality. However, everyone knows that the Nazis destroyed those gas
chambers and systematically did away with all the witnesses” (France-Soir
Magazine, May 7, 1983, p. 47)\.
Remark: If there are neither any murder weapons nor testimonies, then what is
left? What is one to think of the places presented to millions of deceived visitors
as gas chambers? What must be thought of the individuals who introduce
themselves as witnesses or miraculous survivors of the gas chambers? For her
part, S. Veil is the first holocaustic authority to have thus given to understand
that any alleged witness to gassings can only be a false witness. Already on
March 6, 1979, in the course of a televised discussion presented by the French
programme “Dossiers de l’écran” (Screen Files) about the airing of the American
series “Holocaust”, she had displayed her contempt for one Maurice Benroubi,
introduced as a “witness of the gas chambers”. The latter, as a result, adopted an
attitude of extreme discretion compared with that shown in his “testimony”, which
had appeared shortly before in the weekly L’Express (March 3-9, 1979, p.
107-110).
10. In 1961 the Jew Raul Hilberg, orthodox historian Number One, published the first
edition of his major work, The Destruction of the European Jews, and it was in
1985 that he brought out the second edition, a profoundly revised and corrected
version. The distance between the two is considerable and can only be explained
by the succession of victories achieved in the meantime by the revisionists. In the
first edition the author had brazenly affirmed that “the destruction of the Jews of
Europe” had been set off following two consecutive orders given by Hitler. He
neither specified the date nor reproduced the wording thereof. Then he professed
to explain in detail the political, administrative and bureaucratic process of that
destruction; for example he went so far as to write that at Auschwitz the
extermination of the Jews was organised by an office that was in charge of both
the disinfection of clothing and the extermination of human beings (The
Destruction of the European Jews, 1961, republished in 1979 by Quadrangle
Books, Chicago, p. 177, 570). However, in 1983, going back completely on that
explanation, Hilberg suddenly proceeded to state that the business of “the
destruction of the European Jews” had, after all, gone on without a plan, without

any organisation, centralisation, project or budget, but altogether thanks to “an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus-mind reading by a far-flung
bureaucracy” (Newsday, New York, February 23, 1983, p. II/3). He would confirm
this explanation under oath at the first Zündel trial in Toronto on January 16,
1985 (verbatim transcript, p. 848); he would soon afterwards confirm it anew but
with other words in the greatly revised version of his above-mentioned work (New
York, Holmes & Meier, 1985, p. 53, 55, 62). He has just recently, in October
2006, confirmed it yet again in an interview given to Le Monde: “There was no
pre-established guiding plan. As for the question of the decision, it is in part
unsolvable: no order signed by Hitler has ever been found, doubtless because no
such document ever existed. I am persuaded that the bureaucracies moved through
a sort of latent structure: each decision brings on another, then another, and so
forth, even if it isn’t possible to foresee exactly the next step” (Le Monde des
livres, October 20, 2006, p. 12)\.
Remark: The Number One historian of the Jewish genocide, at a certain point,
thus found himself so helpless that he suddenly proceeded to disown his first
version and to explain a gigantic undertaking of collective murder as if it had all
been carried out through something like the workings of the Holy Spirit. In effect,
since then he has evoked a “meeting of minds” within a bureaucracy, terming this
meeting “incredible”. If it is “incredible” or unbelievable, why then should it be
believed? Must one believe the unbelievable? He also brings up “mind reading”
and states it was performed by “consensus”, but this is a matter of pure intellectual
speculation grounded in a belief in the supernatural. How can one believe in such
a phenomenon, particularly within a vast bureaucratic structure and, still more
particularly, within the bureaucracy of the Third Reich? It is worth noting that on
R. Hilberg’s example the other official historians set about, in the 1980s and
1990s, abandoning history and lapsed into metaphysics and jargon. They
questioned themselves on the point of whether one should be “intentionalist” or
“functionalist”: must it be supposed that the extermination of the Jews occurred
subsequent to an “intent” (not yet proved) and in line with a concerted plan (not
yet found), or instead had that extermination happened all by itself, spontaneously
and through improvisation, without there being any formal intent and with no
plan? This type of woolly controversy attests to the disarray of historians who,
unable to provide evidence and real documents to back their case, are thus reduced
to theorising in the void. At bottom, those on one side, the “intentionalists”, tell
us: “There were necessarily an intent and a plan, which we haven’t yet found but
which we shall perhaps indeed discover one day”, whereas the others affirm:
“There is no need to go looking for evidence of an intent and a plan, for
everything was able to occur without intent, without plan and without leaving any
traces; such traces are not to be found because they have never existed.”
11. In May 1986 in France, certain Jews, alarmed upon realising that they could not
manage to answer the revisionists on the simple plane of reason, decided to take
action with a view to obtaining a legal prohibition of revisionism. Chief amongst
them were Georges Wellers and Pierre Vidal-Naquet, grouped, with their friends,
round the country’s head rabbi René-Samuel Sirat (Bulletin quotidien de l’Agence
télégraphique juive, June 1986, p. 1, 3). After four years, on July 13, 1990, they
would get, thanks notably to Jewish former Prime Minister Laurent Fabius, then
president of the National Assembly, a special law passed allowing for the
punishment of any person who publicly made revisionist statements on the subject
of the “extermination of the Jews”: up to a year’s imprisonment, a fine of €45,000
and still other sanctions. This recourse to force is a flagrant admission of
weakness\.

Remark: G. Wellers and P. Vidal-Naquet were especially alarmed by the court
decision of April 26, 1983 (see paragraph 8 above). The former wrote: “The court
admitted that [Faurisson] was well documented, which is false. It is astonishing
that the court should fall for that” (Le Droit de vivre, June-July 1987, p. 13). The
latter wrote that the Paris Court of Appeal “recognised the seriousness of
Faurisson's work — which is quite outrageous — and finally found him guilty
only of having acted malevolently by summarising his theses as slogans” (Les
Assassins de la mémoire, Paris, La Découverte, 1987, p. 182; here quoted the
English translation: Assassins of Memory, New York, Columbia University Press,
1992).
12. In August 1986 Michel de Boüard, himself deported during the war as a résistant,
professor of history and Dean of letters at the University of Caen (Normandy),
member of the Institut de France and former head of the Commission d’histoire de
la déportation within the official Comité d’histoire de la deuxième guerre
mondiale, declared that, all told, “the dossier is rotten”. He specified that the
dossier in question, that of the history of the German concentration camp system,
was “rotten” due to, in his own words, “a huge amount of made-up stories,
inaccuracies stubbornly repeated — particularly where numbers are concerned —
amalgamations and generalisations”. Alluding to the revisionists’ studies, he
added that there were “on the other side, very carefully done critical studies
demonstrating the inanity of those exaggerations” (Ouest-France of August 2nd
and 3rd, 1986, p. 6)\.
Remark: Michel de Boüard was a professional historian, indeed the ablest French
historian on the subject of the wartime deportations. Up to 1985 he defended the
strictly orthodox and official position. Upon reading the revisionist Henri
Roques’s doctoral thesis on the alleged testimony of SS man Kurt Gerstein, he
saw his error. He honestly acknowledged it, going so far as to say that, if he
hitherto personally upheld the existence of a gas chamber in the Mauthausen
camp, he had done so wrongly, on the faith of what was said around him. (His
untimely death in 1989 deprived the revisionist camp of an eminent personality
who had resolved to publish a new work aiming to put historians on their guard
against the official lies of Second World War history).
13. In 1988 Arno Mayer, an American professor of Jewish origin teaching
contemporary European history at Princeton University, wrote on the subject of
the Nazi gas chambers: “Sources for the study of the gas chambers are at once
rare and unreliable” (The “Final Solution” in History, New York, Pantheon
Books, p. 362)\.
Remark: Still today in, 2006, the greater public persist in believing that, as the
media tirelessly suggest, the sources for the study of the gas chambers are
innumerable and unquestionable. At the Sorbonne symposium of 1982, A. Mayer,
like his friend Pierre Vidal-Naquet, could not find words harsh enough for the
revisionists; however, six years later, here was an ultra-orthodox historian who
had drawn considerably closer to the revisionists’ findings.
14. In 1989 Swiss historian Philippe Burrin, laying down as a premise, without
demonstration, the reality of Nazi gas chambers and Jewish genocide, attempted to
determine at what date and by whom the decision to exterminate physically the
Jews of Europe had been taken. He did not succeed any more than all his
“intentionalist” or “functionalist” colleagues (Hitler et les juifs / Genèse d’un
génocide, Paris, Seuil; English version: Hitler and the Jews: the Genesis of the
Holocaust, London, Edward Arnold, 1994). He had to remark the absence of

traces of the crime and note what he decided to call “the stubborn erasure of the
trace of anyone’s passing through” (p. 9). He bemoaned “the large gaps in the
documentation” and added: “There subsists no document bearing an
extermination order signed by Hitler. […] In all likelihood, the orders were
given verbally. […] here the traces are not only few and far between, but
difficult to interpret” (p. 13)\.
Remark: Here again is a professional historian who acknowledges that he can
produce no documents in support of the official case. The greater public imagine
that the traces of Hitler’s crime are many and unambiguous but the historian who
has examined the relevant documentation has, for his part, found nothing but
sparse semblances and “traces”, and wonders what interpretation to give to them.
15. In 1992 Yehuda Bauer, professor at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, stated at
an international conference on the genocide of the Jews held in London: “The
public still repeats, time after time, the silly story that at Wannsee the
extermination of the Jews was arrived at” (Jewish Telegraphic Agency release
published as “Wannsee’s importance rejected”, Canadian Jewish News, January
30, 1992, p. 8)\.
Remark: Apart from the fact that a careful reading of the “minutes” of the BerlinWannsee meeting of January 20, 1942 proves that the Germans envisaged a
“territorial final solution [eine territoriale Endlösung] of the Jewish question” in
a geographical space to be determined, Yehuda Bauer’s quite belated declaration
confirms that this major point of the case alleging the extermination of the Jews is
in fact worthless. Let us add, in our turn, that the extermination of the Jews was
decided on neither at Wannsee nor anywhere else; the expression “extermination
camps” is but an invention of American war propaganda and there are examples
proving that, during that war, the killing of a single Jewish man or woman
exposed the perpetrator, whether soldier or civilian, member of the SS or not, to
German military justice proceedings and the possibility of being shot by firing
squad (in sixty years, never has a sole orthodox historian provided an explanation
for such facts, revealed by the defence before the Nuremberg tribunal itself).
16. In January 1995 French historian Eric Conan, co-author with Henry Rousso of
Vichy, un passé qui ne passe pas (Paris, Gallimard, 2001 [1994, 1996]; English
edition: Vichy: an ever-present past, Hanover, New Hampshire and London,
University Press of New England, 1998), wrote that I had been right after all to
certify, in the late 1970s, that the gas chamber thus far visited by millions of
tourists at Auschwitz was completely fake. According to E. Conan, expressing
himself in a leading French weekly: “Everything in it is false […]. In the late
1970s, Robert Faurisson exploited these falsifications all the better as the
[Auschwitz] museum administration balked at acknowledging them”. Conan went
on: “[Some people], like Théo Klein [former president of the CRIF, the
‘Representative Council of Jewish Institutions of France’], prefer to leave it in its
present state, whilst explaining the misrepresentation to the public: ‘History is
what it is; it suffices to tell it, even when it is not simple, rather than to add
artifice to artifice’”. Conan then related a staggering remark by Krystyna Oleksy,
deputy director of the Auschwitz National Museum, who, for her part, could not
find the resolve to explain the misrepresentation to the public. He wrote:
“Krystyna Oleksy […] can’t bring herself to do so: ‘For the time being [the
room designated as a gas chamber] is to be left “as is”, with nothing specified
to the visitor. It’s too complicated. We’ll see to it later on’” (“Auschwitz: la
mémoire du mal” [Auschwitz: the remembrance of evil], L’Express, January
19-25, 1995, p. 68)\.

Remark: This statement by a Polish official means, in plain language: we have
lied, we are lying and, until further notice, we shall continue to lie. In 2005 I asked
E. Conan whether the Auschwitz Museum authorities had issued a denial or raised
any protest against the statement that he, in 1995, had ascribed to K. Oleksy. His
answer was that there had been neither denial nor protest. In 1996, this imposture
and others as well concerning the Auschwitz-I camp were denounced by two
Jewish authors, Robert Jan van Pelt and Deborah Dwork, in a work they produced
together: Auschwitz, 1270 to the Present, Yale University Press, 443 p. Here is a
sampling of their words in that regard: “postwar obfuscation”, “additions”,
“deletions”, “suppression”, “reconstruction”, “largely a postwar
reconstruction” (p. 363), “reconstructed”, “usurpation”, “re-created”, “four
hatched openings in the roof, as if for pouring Zyklon B into the gas chamber
below, were installed [after the war]” (p. 364), “ falsified”, “inexact”,
“misinformation”, “inappropriate” (p. 367), “falsifying” (p. 369). In 2001 the
fallacious character of this Potemkin village gas chamber was also acknowledged
in a French booklet accompanying two CD-Roms entitled Le Négationnisme;
written by Jean-Marc Turine and Valérie Igounet, it was prefaced by Simone Veil
(Radio France-INA, Vincennes, Frémeaux & Associés).
17. In 1996 the leftwing French historian Jacques Baynac, a staunch antirevisionist
since 1978, ended up admitting, after due consideration, that there was no
evidence of the Nazi gas chambers’ existence. One could not fail to note, wrote
Baynac, “the absence of documents, traces or other material evidence” (Le
Nouveau Quotidien de Lausanne [Switzerland], September 2, 1996, p. 16, and
September 3, 1996, p. 14). But he said that he carried on believing in the existence
of those magical gas chambers\.
Remark: All in all, J. Baynac says: “There is no evidence but I believe”, whereas
a revisionist thinks: “There is no evidence, therefore I refuse to believe and it is
my duty to dispute.”
18. In 2000, at the end of her book Histoire du négationnisme en France (Paris,
Gallimard), Valérie Igounet published a long text by Jean-Claude Pressac at the
end of which the latter, who had been one of the revisionists’ most determined
opponents, signed a veritable act of surrender. In effect, taking up the words of
professor Michel de Boüard, he stated that the dossier on the concentration camp
system was “rotten”, and irremediably so. He wrote asking: “Can things be put
back on an even keel?” and answered: “It is too late”. He added: “The current
form, albeit triumphant, of the presentation of the camp universe is doomed”. He
finished by surmising that everything that had been invented around sufferings all
too real was bound “for the rubbish bins of history” (p. 651-652). In 1993-1994,
that protégé of the French Jew Serge Klarsfeld and the American rabbi Michael
Berenbaum, “Project Director” at the Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, had been acclaimed worldwide as an extraordinary researcher who,
in his book on Les Crématoires d’Auschwitz, la machinerie du meurtre de masse
(Paris, CNRS éditions, 1993; English title: The Auschwitz Crematories. The
Machinery of Mass Murder ), had, it appeared, felled the hydra of revisionism.
Here, in V. Igounet’s book, he was seen signing his act of surrender\.
Remark: The greater public are kept in ignorance of a major fact: the man who
had supposedly saved the day for History, who once was presented by the world
press as an extraordinary researcher who had at last discovered the scientific proof
of the Nazi gas chambers’ existence, ended up acknowledging his error. A few
years later, not a single newspaper or magazine announced his death.

19. In 2002, R. J. van Pelt, already mentioned, published The Case for Auschwitz.
Evidence from the Irving Trial, Indiana University Press, XVIII-571 p. As is
widely known, David Irving, who at the very most is a semi-revisionist illacquainted with the revisionist argumentation, lost the libel suit he had recklessly
brought against the Jewish-American academic Deborah Lipstadt. He tried
clumsily to make the case — a perfectly right one, for that matter — that there had
existed no homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. But he nonetheless scored an
essential point and, if Justice Charles Gray and other judges after him had had
more courage, that point would have enabled him to succeed in his claim. The
argument was summed up in a four-word phrase that I first put forth in 1994: “No
holes, no Holocaust”. My reasoning behind it was as follows: 1. Auschwitz is at
the centre of the “Holocaust”; 2. The great crematoria of Auschwitz-Birkenau, or
Auschwitz-II, are at the centre of the vast Auschwitz complex; 3. At the heart of
these crematoria there were, supposedly, one or several homicidal gas chambers;
4. At a single one of these crematoria (crematorium n° 2), although it is in ruins, is
it today possible to go and examine the room said to have been a gas chamber; it is
the presumed scene of the crime, itself presumed as well; 5. We are told that, in
order to kill the Jewish detainees locked inside, an SS man, moving about on the
concrete roof of the said gas chamber, poured Zyklon-B pellets through four
regular openings situated in the roof; 6. However, one need only have eyes to
realise that no such openings have ever existed there; 7. Therefore the crime
cannot have been committed. For R. J. van Pelt, testifying against Irving, it was
near torture trying to find a reply to this argument. Justice Gray as well had to
acknowledge “the apparent absence of evidence of holes” (p. 490 of the
verbatim transcript) and, in a more general way, he conceded that
“contemporaneous documents yield little clear evidence of the existence of gas
chambers designed to kill humans” (p. 489; for more details one may consult
pages 458-460, 466-467, 475-478 and 490-506). In the text of his judgment,
Charles Gray admitted surprise: “I have to confess that, in common I suspect with
most other people, I had supposed that the evidence of mass extermination of Jews
in the gas chambers at Auschwitz was compelling. I have, however, set aside this
preconception when assessing the evidence adduced by the parties in these
proceedings” (13.71). Here the failure of the accusing historians is flagrant and
Irving ought to have won his case thanks to that observation by a judge who was
hostile towards him: the documents of the era furnish us with but decidedly little
clear evidence of the Nazi gas chambers’ existence and thus of a German policy to
exterminate the Jews. Is this not, after all — as we have seen above —, what
several Jewish historians had already concluded, beginning with Léon Poliakov in
1951?
20. In 2004 French historian Florent Brayard published a work entitled La « solution
finale de la question juive ». La technique, le temps et les catégories de la
décision, Paris, Fayard, 640 p. In 2005, in a review of this book, the following
three sentences could be read: “It is known that the Führer neither drafted nor
signed any order to eliminate the Jews, that the decisions — for there were several
— were taken in the secrecy of talks with Himmler, perhaps Heydrich and/or
Göring. It is supposed that, rather than an explicit order, Hitler gave his consent to
his interlocutors’ requests or projects. Perhaps he did not even put it into words,
but made himself understood by a silence or an acquiescence” (Yves Ternon,
Revue d’histoire de la Shoah, July-December 2005, p. 537)\.
Remark: At nearly every word, these sentences show that their author is reduced
to adventurous speculations. When he dares to express, without the benefit of the
least clue, the notion that Hitler perhaps made himself understood “by a silence or
an acquiescence”, he is merely taking up the theory of the “nod” (the Führer’s
mere nod!) first voiced by American professor Christopher Browning at the

Zündel trial in Toronto in 1988. No academic of antirevisionist persuasion has
shown himself to be more pitiful and foolish than that shabbos-goy. So true is it
that, destroyed by the revisionist victories, the official case has ended up being
emptied of all scientific content.

An assessment of these revisionist victories
Let us briefly recapitulate these revisionist victories.
Their backs set to the wall by the revisionists, the official historians of the alleged
physical extermination of the Jews have ended up acknowledging that, from the
historical and scientific viewpoint, they are left without a single argument to support
their ghastly accusation. They admit, in effect: 1) that they cannot invoke a single
document proving the crime; 2) that they are unable to provide the least representation of
the crime weapon; 3) that they do not possess any proof nor even any evidence; 4) that
they cannot name a single truthful witness (see above, S. Veil’s opinion on the matter);
5) that their dossier is rotten (twice repeated), irremediably rotten and that it is bound for
the rubbish bins of history; 6) that the sources formerly invoked have revealed
themselves to be not only rarer than was claimed but also unreliable; 7) that the alleged
traces of the crime are few and far between, and difficult to interpret; 8) that at their end
there have been falsifications, misrepresentation, artifice; 9) that in support of their case
there has too often been invoked a “silly [sic] story”, that of a decision to exterminate
the Jews supposedly taken on January 20, 1942 at Berlin-Wannsee; 10) that the foremost
of their number, Raul Hilberg, is today reduced to explaining it all, in a nonsensical way,
by supposed initiatives that the German bureaucracy had, according to him, boldly taken
without any order, plan, instruction or supervision and thanks simply, it seems, to an
incredible meeting of minds and a consensus-mind reading. These official historians
have not known how to answer any of the revisionists’ requests or observations in the
style of: 1) “Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber”; 2) “Bring me one proof, one
single piece of evidence of your own choosing, on the grounds of which to assert that
there was a genocide”; 3) “Bring me one testimony, one single testimony, the best one in
your opinion” or again: 4) “No holes, no Holocaust ”. Finding themselves on the ropes,
the court historians have called on the law-courts to find against the revisionists, but,
contrary to all expectation, it has sometimes happened that the judges have gone so far
as to pay tribute to the revisionists’ uprightness or to show their surprise before the
sparseness or absence of the accusers’ documentary evidence. Then, first in France and
later in a number of other countries in Europe, these accusers have called for the passing
of special laws to silence the revisionists. Here they have sealed their doom. To resort to
special laws, to the police and prisons is to admit one’s utter inability to use the
arguments of reason, history and science.
A hundred other arguments again could be recalled here to prove that, on the plane of
history and science, the immense edifice of lies put up by the “Holocaust” or
“Shoah” sect has been thrown down, with not one stone left upon another. In
contrast to this expanse of ruins, we have seen the construction of a whole revisionist
literature. In it can be discovered a profusion of documents, photographs, expert studies,
trial transcripts, technical and scientific reports, testimonies, statistical studies, all of
which bearing on a hundred aspects of the history of the Second World War that show
what the lot of the European Jews was in reality, and demonstrate in striking manner that
the Jewish version of that war is largely of the order of myth. From the myth, the Jews
have gone on to mythology and from mythology on to religion or, rather, to a
semblance of religion. Today the servants of that false religion appear more and more
like priests who carry on officiating and turning over the hallowed phrases but,
manifestly, no longer have the faith. They seem no longer really to believe in their

“credo”. So it is, for instance, that for about the last ten years they have been seen
advising their flocks to observe the greatest possible discretion on the subject of the gas
chambers. In his memoirs, published in French in 1994 and in English in 1995, the big
false witness Elie Wiesel wrote: "Let the gas chambers remain closed to prying eyes, and
to imagination" (All Rivers Run to the Sea, New York, Knopf [Random House], p. 74).
Claude Lanzmann (maker of the film Shoah), Daniel Goldhagen (author of Hitler’s
Willing Executioners), Simone Veil (former president of the European Parliament,
quoted above), François Léotard (a former French government minister) have in the last
few years become surprisingly reserved, cautious or silent on the matter. Some months
ago, Jacques Attali (a Jewish businessman and historian) decreed: “The immense
majority of Jews murdered were killed by German soldiers’ and military policemen’s
individual weapons, between 1940 and 1942, and not by the death-works, which were
put into place afterwards” (“Groupes de criminels?”, L’Express, June 1, 2006, p. 60).
This implicit way of writing off the alleged Nazi gas chambers is becoming regular
practice. Attempts are made to replace the Auschwitz lie with the lie of Babi Yar or
those of other fantastical slaughters in the Ukraine or the Baltic countries but not once
are we provided with scientific evidence concerning them, such as reports of exhumation
and post-mortems as has been the case with the real massacres perpetrated by the Soviets
at Katyn, Vinnitsa or elsewhere. As for the number of dead at Auschwitz, we are hardly
told any longer that it was 9,000,000 (as in the film Nuit et Brouillard [Night and Fog]),
8,000,000, 6,000,000 or 4,000,000 (as at the Nuremberg trial or on the commemorative
stones at Auschwitz-Birkenau until 1990). The new religion’s clerics are settling for
1,500,000 (as marked on those same stones since 1995), or for 1,100,000, or for
700,000, (as J.-C. Pressac wrote), or still for 510,000 (as Fritjof Meyer concluded in
2002: “Die Zahl der Opfer von Auschwitz”, Osteuropa, May 2003, p. 631-641), all these
latter figures being no better founded than the previous ones.

General Conclusion
We are granted the privilege of witnessing, in this beginning of the 21st century, a
serious calling into question of one of the greatest lies in history. The myth of the
“Holocaust” may well be aglow with a thousand lights: in reality it is burning itself
out. It has served to justify the creation in the land of Palestine of a warlike colony that
has taken the name of “Jewish State” and endowed itself with a “Jewish Army”. It
imposes on the Western world the yoke of a Jewish or Zionist tyranny bringing itself to
bear in all fields of intellectual, academic and media activity. It poisons the very soul of
a great country, Germany. It has allowed the extortion from the latter, as well as from a
good number of other Western countries, of exorbitant sums in marks, in dollars or in
euros. It overwhelms us with films, with museums, with books that keep the flame of a
Talmudic-style hatred burning. It makes it possible to call for an armed crusade against
“the axis of evil” and, for this, to fabricate, on demand, the most shameless lies precisely
in the pattern of the Great Lie of the “Holocaust”, for there is no difference between
Adolf Hitler’s “weapons of mass destruction” and those of Saddam Hussein. It makes it
possible to accuse nearly the whole world and to demand “repentance” and “reparations”
everywhere, either for alleged actions directed against “Yahweh’s chosen people”, an
alleged complicity in the crime, or an alleged general indifference to the fate of the Jews
during the Second World War. Under its belt it has a glut of rigged trials, beginning with
the loathsome Nuremberg trial. It has sanctioned thousands of hangings of defeated
soldiers, an atrocious post-war Purge, the deportation of millions of civilians chased
from their ancestral homelands, indescribable pillaging, tens of thousands of scandalous
legal proceedings, including those carried out today against octogenarians or
nonagenarians, attacked by “miraculous” Jewish survivors giving their false testimony.
These abominations, this outrage of lies and hatred, this hubris that one day or another
destiny always comes to punish, in short, all these excesses must end. No nation has

shown more patience with this Jewish or Zionist hubris than the Arab nation; however
we see that this nation itself has now run out of patience. It is going to throw off the
Israeli yoke and have the West understand that the time has come to seek real peace
instead of supporting and arming an artificial State that maintains itself only by force.
Even in the West, even in the United States, the scales are falling off some people’s eyes
and there is now a certain awareness of the hazards imposed on the international
community by such prolonged submission to the false religion of the “Holocaust”, no. 1
weapon, sword and shield of the State of Israel.

Practical Conclusion
There exist some practical means to launch a real action against this false religion with
its sanctuary located at Auschwitz.
As is known, in the heart of Auschwitz there is an emblematic gas chamber. Up to now
thirty million tourists have visited it. It is an imposture; all the historians are aware of
this, as the authorities of the Auschwitz State Museum know better than anyone. Yet
UNESCO (the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization), on
October 26, 1979, at the request of the Polish government, put this camp on its list of
World Heritage and Cultural Property Sites, thus assuming the duty of preserving its
authenticity. For my part, I suggest therefore that the matter of this fraud be
formally referred to UNESCO, as it constitutes an offence against education,
science and culture. In a more general manner, we could take up the words of JeanGabriel Cohn Bendit in 1979: "Let us fight for the destruction of those gas
chambers they show tourists in the camps where there were none, as we now know”
(Libération, March 5, 1979, p. 4).
There exist other practical means to fight the tyranny of the “Holocaust” myth, first
amongst which is to announce to the whole world these “revisionist victories” which
have thus far been kept hidden from it. I trust the revisionists present at this gathering
will suggest other means and discuss them with us.
Practising mendacity on a grand scale, the “Holocaust” religionists have made
themselves, little by little, the enemies of the human race. For more than sixty years they
have progressively been putting the whole world, or just about, under indictment. Their
main target has, of course, been Germany and all those who, alongside that country, had
thought it their duty to fight against Stalin in the same way that others, in the opposing
camp, believed they must fight against Hitler. But, in their accusatory frenzy, Jewish
organisations have gone so far as to rebuke the wartime Allies for an alleged criminal
“indifference” to the lot of the European Jews. They have attacked Roosevelt, Churchill,
De Gaulle, Pope Pius XII, the International Committee of the Red Cross and numerous
other personalities, official bodies or countries for not having denounced the existence of
the “gas chambers”. But how could what was so obviously just a grotesque war rumour
have been considered verified? It is enough to read the book by the Jew Walter Laqueur,
The Terrible Secret (London, Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1980, 262 p.), to gather thirty or
so references to the widespread and thoroughly justified scepticism in the Allied camp
before the flood of rumours originating from Jewish sources. Inquiries were carried out
enabling officials to conclude that the rumours were unfounded. It was thus clearsightedness and not indifference that the Allies and others charged showed. It was
that same clear-sightedness which, after the war, in their speeches or in their
memoirs, Churchill, De Gaulle and Eisenhower showed as they avoided
mentioning, even so much as once, the said “gas chambers”.
War and war propaganda need lies just as crusades and the crusader spirit are fuelled by

hatred. On the other side, peace and friendship between peoples can only gain from care
being taken to achieve exactitude in historical research, research that all must be able to
carry out in complete freedom.

Two appendices concerning the alleged gas chamber of
Auschwitz-I
1) Eric Conan’s 1995 statement in its entirety
Another delicate subject: what to do about the falsifications bequeathed by the
Communist administration? In the fifties and sixties, several buildings which had either
disappeared or been put to other use were reconstructed, with serious errors, and
presented as genuine. Some, too “new”, were closed to the public. To say nothing of the
delousing chambers that were at times presented as execution gas chambers. These
aberrations have been of great service to the negationists, who have drawn on them for
the main substance of their fabrications. The example of crematorium I, the lone one at
Auschwitz I, is significant. In its morgue was installed the first gas chamber. It
functioned for a short time, in early 1942: the isolation of the zone, called for by the
gassings, disrupted the camp’s activity. It was therefore decided, towards the end of
April 1942, to transfer these lethal gassings to Birkenau, where they were carried out, on
essentially Jewish victims, on an industrial scale. Crematorium I was subsequently
turned into an air-raid shelter, with an operating room. In 1948, during the museum’s
creation, crematorium I was reconstituted in its supposed original state. Everything in it
is false: the gas chamber’s dimensions, the location of the doors, the openings for the
pouring in of the Zyklon B, the ovens, rebuilt according to what the survivors
remembered, the height of the chimney. In the late 1970’s, Robert Faurisson exploited
these falsifications all the better as the museum administration balked at acknowledging
them. An American negationist has recently shot a video inside the gas chamber (still
presented as authentic): in it he can be seen addressing his “revelations” to the visitors.
Jean-Claude Pressac, one of the first to establish exactly the history of this gas chamber
and its modifications during and after the war, proposes that it be restored to its 1942
state, basing his suggestion on the German blueprints that he has recently found in the
Soviet archives. Others, like Théo Klein, prefer to leave it in its present state, whilst
explaining the misrepresentation to the public: ‘History is what it is; it suffices to tell it,
even when it is not simple, rather than to add artifice to artifice.’ Krystyna Oleksy,
whose director’s office, which occupies the old SS hospital, looks straight out on to
crematorium I, has not resigned herself to do so: ‘For the time being, it is to be left “as
is”, with nothing specified to the visitor. It’s too complicated. We’ll see to it later on.’ ”
(Eric Conan, “Auschwitz: la mémoire du mal”, L’Express, January 19-25, 1995, pages
54-69; p. 68)
In his lengthy study, E. Conan wanted to show the great distance between
“remembrance” and history. He did so without calling into question the dogma of the
“Holocaust”; he even went so far as to state his belief in the existence of the weapon of
mass destruction called “gas chamber”, and he posited certain assertions devoid of the
least scientific foundation as being exact and demonstrated. Nonetheless he had the
courage to denounce some serious lies, amongst which that of the emblematic “gas
chamber” presented today to visitors at Auschwitz. And he dares to admit that, in the
late 1970s, I was right about the matter. In 2005 I asked him whether his study had given
rise to any rectifications or protests, particularly on the part of the Auschwitz State
Museum authorities and Krystyna Oleksy. His answer was: “None”.

2) The full relevant passage in a CD-Rom booklet prefaced by Simone

Veil
[Robert Faurisson] has the motivation: exclusive love of the truth; this would seem to be
an obsession of his. An academic, Robert Faurisson was never to cease using this
scientific surety, a presumed pledge of respectability. He read Maurice Bardèche. He
discovered Paul Rassinier. He “dissected” Rimbaud, Lautréamont and Apollinaire. A
brilliant and cultured man, he is nonetheless one bent on causing trouble. Through the
seventies, Robert Faurisson worked. He outlined his historico-literary method. He went
to the Auschwitz archives. His denial was to build itself there. It rests on a real fact: the
gas chamber at the Auschwitz I camp is a “reconstitution”, for it served as a storehouse
for SS medical supplies and as an air-raid shelter after the gas chambers at Auschwitz II
Birkenau were put into service; what he was able to see (and what can still be seen) is a
supposed gas chamber. This is undeniable. Be that as it may, for Robert Faurisson it is a
put-up job done by the Jews. (Le Négationnisme (1948-2000). Interviews broadcast on
the radio network France-Culture, produced by Jean-Marc Turine. Booklet by Valérie
Igounet and Jean-Marc Turine with a preface by Simone Veil, Vincennes, Frémeaux et
associés, 2001, 48 pages; p. 27-28).

Myth of the Gas Chambers
“Who knocked it down?” “Faurisson.”
November 1, 2006: this drawing by “Chard” (the Frenchwoman Françoise Pichard, of
Paris) received second prize in the international cartoon contest on the “Holocaust”
organised by Iran.

“And yet it doesn’t gas…”
[colloquial French for “it’s no good” or “it doesn’t work”]
Professor Bruno Gollnisch had merely stated that, on the subject of the gas chambers,
historians ought to be able to express themselves freely. He was first suspended from
teaching for five years by the University of Lyon-III. Then, on November 7th and 8th,
2006, he had to appear before a court in Lyon made up of presiding judge Fernand Schir
and two associates. Pressures and blackmail led him to break down and acknowledge
before his judges the existence of the genocide of the Jews and the Nazi gas chambers.
The court’s decision will be pronounced on January 18, 2007. It must be realised that
French law prohibits any disputing of the reality of Nazi crimes against the Jews “even if
[such disputing] is presented in veiled or dubitative form or by way of insinuation”(Code
pénal, 2006, p. 2059). Consequently, with regard to this matter one must neither dispute
nor even appear to dispute.
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The Worst Generation | CODOH
by Jett Rucker

We in the West, particularly in the English-speaking areas most-exposed to
the maunderings of Tom Brokaw,[1] have heard much about “the greatest
generation,” the cohort of Americans (and perhaps British, French, and
maybe even Soviet in about that order) who grew up during the Great
Depression and went on (at least, some of them, mostly the males) to ﬁght
in World War II against the Axis countries which, having lost that war, still
today bear most of the blame for having started it, at least from the
Western perspective that dominates not only the victorious countries, but
also at least Germany, whose language and location expose it more to the
victors’ domination than, say, Japan, which lost the same war to the same
opponents.
This generation, among which might number, apparently, Tom Brokaw’s
parents (Brokaw was born in 1940) grew up in a time of (government)
monetarily triggered penury in which Europe was ineluctably swept along.
Worst-fated among these European countries were Germany and Austria, to
the latter of which’s Credit Anstalt a seminal role was subsequently allotted
in “starting” that Depression in 1931. Therewith, perhaps, began that
historico-propagandistic project that, from today’s remove, can clearly be
seen to have assigned the blame for the subsequent miseries known as
World War II to (Germany and) Austria.
The people who inhabited, and voted in, and paid taxes in, and sacriﬁced
their sons to conscription in, those countries … they must be the worst
generation in—what? History? The world? Both? And the sons, too—and the
daughters as well. What, indeed, might it require to elevate the cohort of
the US population containing Brokaw’s parents to the sainthood of “the
greatest generation?” It requires, in at least some places containing a great
number of active, capable people, a worst generation—a generation given
over, for some inscrutable reason, to evil, to harming humanity in general,
if not, as in today’s environmentally sensitive times, the planet itself.
We, of any given society on the face of the earth, limn ourselves, each other,
our parents, our parents’ generation, in terms that must demonize, revile,
condemn, those of other societies that may be seen as having opposed
whatever values we ascribe to the sanctiﬁed group, and in having done so,
having relegated themselves to damnation—or at least some secular
contrivance resembling damnation, if not damnation as it is known the
religious context.
Religion. Perhaps we might discern a dynamic that we know best, in
history, as the religious sentiment, in the protestations that elevate some
people’s parents, as a group, to sainthood, as against the status accorded
thereby to the parents of other people to that of … demons.
This is nothing, neither more nor less, than the ideologues’ standard tactic
of “divide and conquer.” They are demons; we (and/or our parents) are

saints. Such are, since time immemorial, the devices of those who would
gain power over us—power over our ability to produce economic value,
over our sons’ (and daughters’) lives in time, and over our own thoughts
and sentiments as may bear on those other matters.
There are, of course, institutions for gaining, keeping, and directing power
over these factors (call them “minds and hearts”), and these are, in our
regulated and law-driven societies, various entities known as “the
government,” “the press,” “the academy,” “the church,” and they all
communicate, as they must, with each other as to such matters as “the
behavior of Allied soldiers” while invading and occupying, the motivations
of our leaders, the motivations of their leaders, and ﬁnally, over their
motivations themselves, as opposed, of course, to ours.
Given the ennobled/damned dichotomy ruling the same generation across
both sides of the events in the period they shared, it might proﬁt
understanding to consider the experiences of the two opposing groups.
While the Japanese (and Chinese, and Soviet) generations would qualify for
a broader study of the subjects, concentration here is focused on the closer
kin of Americans (British, French, etc.) vis-à-vis Germans (Austrians,
Italians, etc.), the better to perceive the contrasts between otherwisesimilar groups.
Start the comparison in 1919, the ﬁrst year after the First World War
ended. In the US, a wave of virtuous fervor engulfed the land—or the
political process, at least—in the form of Prohibition. The Greatest
Generation was going to start out sober, at least so far as the often-slighted
Law was concerned. While the Americans were abstaining (or not) from
alcohol, the Germans were struggling desperately to get a bite to eat, never
mind the intoxicating beverages. This, of course, was because Britain and
France maintained their wartime blockade of all shipping into and out of
Germany quite in deﬁance of the Armistice that had been signed in
November 1918. It only began to relax when the Treaty of Versailles was
imposed in late June 1919. Thousands of the Worst Generation starved
along with their parents, while the rest grew up in conditions of deprivation
that may have poisoned their sentiments at least until the beginning of the
subsequent world war.
Americans may have been too busy staying sober to take much note of the
grim and unjust events occurring “over there.” Be that as it may, the same
Treaty of Versailles that permitted the relaxation of the blockade imposed
on Germans the millstone of compensating the victors of World War I for
the costs of defeating them; never mind what costs they might have borne
in the course of losing the conﬂict. Again, members of the Greatest
Generation in the US were able to evade blame for the situation through
not collecting any of the Versailles-dictated reparations; never mind that
the 1917 entry of America into the War tipped the balance of the stalemate,
enabling a decisive victory for the vengeful Western powers.

The carnage of the "Greatest Generation." Piles of corpses after the air
strikes from the 13 and 14 February 1945 in Dresden
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-08778-0001 / Hahn / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia
Commons
Hardly a year after the end of Prohibition, the Greatest Generation
sustained a new government-imposed deprivation that, like the one
involving alcohol, was not shared by their European cousins, neither victors
nor vanquished: the right to own gold. The US government decided that
(all) gold was required for manipulating the value of the dollar vis-à-vis the
currencies of other currencies, and so denied that medium (along with
silver) to its own people for facilitating the economic exchanges by means
of which they fed, sheltered, and clothed each other. The Depression, begun
in 1931, marched right past this development and the Greatest Generation,
despite a brief and illusory reprieve in 1936-37, remained impoverished not
only in comparison with their European cousins (at least, the victors), but
likewise in comparison with their own parents, the presumed progenitors of
the Greatest Generation.
In Germany, punishing reparations payments to Britain and France (the
blockaders, remember?) continued for ﬁfteen years, until 1933, when
Germany proclaimed its power—and need, and right—to repudiate the
“debts” imposed upon it by the Versailles Diktat. From that time forward,
Germany descended—or rose, depending on how one looks at it—into a
command economy that favored, as all command economies do, long-term
capital projects (selected and designed by the government, of course) and
full employment even more than the leaf-raking and public-works projects
so favored at the same time by the US government led by Franklin D.
Roosevelt. While the Autobahn and the Hindenburg much burnished
Germany’s image worldwide, and even heartened many of Germany’s own

citizens, it would seem in view of subsequent events to have in fact availed
Germans and Germany but little, much as the WPA, the NRA and the rest of
the alphabet soup never lifted Americans out of their economic quagmire.
But then, there was War. That did the job—at least for those it didn’t kill,
those it didn’t maim, those it didn’t starve to death, and those whose homes
and cities it didn’t obliterate. The Greatest Generation went oﬀ to war,
leaving loved ones back home in peace and the false prosperity induced by
various wartime exﬂations. Their opponents, the Worst Generation, also
went oﬀ to war but eventually found themselves being driven back where
they came from even while clouds of bombers obscured the sun while
raining bombs and death down on the loved ones they had left behind. And
whether they fought on the Eastern or the Western front, they knew their
homeland was threatened from the other direction even as they fought the
enemy on their own particular front.
Apparently, suﬀering, fear, and the desperate desire to save one’s homeland
from invasion do not impart Greatness to just any generation so engaged.
Rather, it would seem, in Brokaw’s words, to be a matter of Doing the Right
Thing(s). Scourging the cities, treasures, homes, and lives of several great
civilizations, from Tokyo to Berlin, even while introducing the world to the
horrendous novelty of nuclear holocaust. Helping, indispensably, to erect
the West’s next great bogeyman, Communism, as the hegemon over eastern
and central Europe, and shortly thereafter, over China. Beclouding the
world with a penumbra of ICBM-borne thermonuclear devastation in Cold
War during which most of us have spent our entire, fear-wracked lives. And
even, by 1948, enabling the forcible insertion into the ever-volatile Middle
East a new colony of dispossessed Europeans who, after clearing for
themselves a suitable domain in several religions’ Holy Lands, stole the
means to project nuclear terror from yet another sore on a globe already
aﬄicted with many such metastasizing tumors.
Yes, today’s world is inevitably the product of that Greatest Generation in
which the popular writer Brokaw would have at least some of us take such
great pride. A better world is hardly to be imagined, is it?
The world imagined, or desperately—and vainly, in the event—hoped for by
the defeated and decimated Worst Generation could never have been
remotely as good, now, could it?
After all, what they were doing, for whatever reasons in their millions of
dashed, dishonored hopes, must have been the Wrong Thing(s).
Tell yourself that, anyway. Again and again.
It’s supposed to make you feel good.

Notes:
[1] Brokaw, Tom. The Greatest Generation. Random House, New York,
1997.

A Connoisseur of Conquerors | CODOH
by Ezra Macvie

The Normandy Diary of Marie-Louise Osmont. George L. Newman (translator). Random
House, New York, 1994, 113 pp.
In 1940, the widow Marie-Louise Osmont owned and lived in a manoir in Périers-sur-leDan in Normandy, France, and experienced the invasion and occupation by Germany’s
Wehrmacht up-close and personally: troops encamped on her grounds and officers were
bivouacked in her house with her. This all happened to her without any shooting.
The way out of these circumstances, unfortunately, involved huge amounts of shooting,
and bombing, destruction, terror and death. Not only was Périers-sur-le-Dan a mere
three miles inland from Sword Beach of the D-Day invasion, but it was a mere five
miles north of Caen, arguably the most-heavily bombed and fought-over city west of
Germany in World War II. If Marie-Louise Osmont’s estate wasn’t in the center of the
cauldron of France’s 1944 “liberation,” it was in the center of the fire beneath the
cauldron. Miraculously, Mme. Osmont and her house not only survived, but a diary she
kept from August 6, 1940 to August 17, 1944 also survived to the present day in the
form of this book, whose English translation is here reviewed.
This virtually unique and precious document is characterized by no less a luminary than
John Keegan, OBE, who wrote its introduction after having become possibly the
foremost among all military historians—at least of those writing in English. He wrote,
“What would we give for a similar diary by a countrywoman whose house stood on the
front line between Union and Confederacy outside Richmond in 1864, a German diary
of the battle of Berlin, a Russian diary from Stalingrad, a British diary from the Indian
mutiny?” Atop Mme. Osmont’s incredibly fortuitous location in her time, we have the
benefits of her insight, her sympathy, her freedom from cant or partisanship and finally,
the skill and assiduity of her translator. The perspective afforded by the scant 113 pages
of this book exceeds what a hundred volumes in the average specialist library might
yield.

A general view of Caen showing the extensive damage caused by Allied bombing, 9
July 1944.
By No 5 Army Film and Photographic Unit, Stewart (Maj) [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
The account opens with the report of the arrival of six German soldiers assigned to live
in Mme. Osmont’s admittedly underpopulated chateau. It is at this point that the invasion
and occupation of the author’s country, for whose army she drove an ambulance during
World War I, is redoubled severalfold by the invasion of her house by six foreigners
whose good breeding and consideration for her property and her presumable sentiments
she is nonetheless unable to deny. Thus began an ordeal for the mistress of the manoir
whose conclusion so exceeded its long preamble in devastation and danger that it is hard
to imagine that she might not have opted for its eternal continuation in preference to its
catastrophic termination.
She would not, of course, have wished any such thing for the sake of her gentle invaders,
though her reaction to her (also foreign) liberators leaves the reader with the feeling that,
all things considered, she actually preferred the German invaders to the British
liberators, one by each, as individuals. The numerous comparisons she makes during and
after liberation are, for me, the most-fascinating part of the account; accounts of the
fighting for Normandy abound, from winners, losers and civilian bystanders alike,
including accounts whose literary and historical value match that of this little widow’s
diary. Rather than the momentous, the spectacular, the history-making, this account
derives even greater value from its scrupulous recording of the everyday—the everyday
of the conquerors, of the liberators, and of those in and around whose ancestral homes it
all happens.
Some of the differences between the members of the opposing armies besides their

national origins would seem obviously to arise from their differing circumstances upon
arrival at Chateau de Périers. The Germans, while possibly veterans of combat, had
experienced their combat far away, long ago, or both by the time of their appearance in
the pages of Mme. Osmont’s diary. Until D-Day, their sojourn at her premises was one
of respite and welcome peace, even while the situation of their country and their families
back home grew ever more-precarious. The British, with their own homeland recently
freed of the threats of bombing and invasion from Germany, had fought their way all the
way from the beaches to the Osmonts’ land, and faced continued fighting just up the
road in the direction they were headed. They were for the most part brief visitors under
violent circumstances, and they knew their stay would be short even as they and their
hostess endured bombing and artillery barrages from the retreating Germans.
Other rather stark differences between the opposing occupiers may in part have arisen
from these circumstantial differences. Especially with the passage of time, she observed
a growing war-weariness in her German guests that was notably absent among the morecheerful British contingents that came in their wake. This seemed especially evident in
their singing. The Germans, who sang somewhat less often than their successors, sang
wistful, even sad songs of their distant homeland and other such themes, and sang them
in exquisite harmonies that qualified them as genuine music. The British seemed to sing
more-spontaneously, with great ribaldry, louder, and with little to none of the nuance that
characterizes actual melody. The British also seemed far more-larcenous, but that could
very well have arisen from their awareness of their brief tenure there. Finally, they
seemed little wearied by war; possibly many were innocent of combat prior to their
arrival on the beaches of Normandy. As for veterans of Dunkirk, Greece, Crete, North
Africa and such, one can only speculate if in fact they were less wearied by the mostwearisome experiences one might hope never to experience. Finally, the author
charitably notes that the Germans, for all the vaunted superiority of their equipment,
were execrable drivers, continually running over and knocking down structures of every
description on the estate with their vehicles. But those British, as though driving on the
left side of the road had better prepared them, drove “smoothly and precisely” in
comparison to their Teutonic foes.
The author’s accounts of mayhem on her neighbors and the livestock that lived with
them were especially piteous as were, of course, her accounts of woundings and deaths
among the soldiers of both sides. She likewise had many friends and relatives who lived
in nearby Caen, where civilian casualties of the Allied bombing may have exceeded the
civilian casualties from any other single place west of Germany. As the fighting on her
side of Caen settled down to a murderous rhythm, she found her stables converted to a
field hospital in which she, together with Allied medical personnel, took up the burden
of caring for the wounded of both contending armies. In fact, in the invidious aftermath
of these events, she found herself charged with collaboration for the courtesies and care
she extended to those on the losing side of the war; she dispatched these with
comparative ease.
Her account closes with a hideously dispiriting daytrip to ravaged Caen, which she had
known well. Controversy regarding the necessity and even effect of the devastating
Allied bombing raids on several cities of occupied France rages on to this day, as does a
gruesome contest for primacy between two civilian-casualty figures. The deaths in
Britain laid to German bombing of that country during World War II are reckoned in the
neighborhood of 60,000 to 70,000. The deaths in France laid to Allied bombing of that
country only a couple of years later also lie squarely in that range. The inconsequential
question of which number is greater invariably resolved in favor of the devotional
proclivities of whoever is making the comparison. But the comparison itself renders the
answer moot, while a related question yields a seven-to-one ratio: that of the tonnages of
bombs dropped by the Germans on Britain (75,000, including the V rockets) and by the

Allies on France (518,000).
The lessons of war come to us but faintly, from old veterans with failing memories, from
politicians fulminating on matters of national pride, from acre upon acre of headstones,
and charred remnants of photographs and documents stiff with age and riddled with
fakery.
For ourselves and our progeny, let us all and each of us attend with renewed perspicacity
to the thankless task of winnowing from all this chaff, the most-vital truths that might be
ours to gain.

Disorder in the Courts (1990-2000), Part 2
by Joseph P. Bellinger

The late Joseph Bellinger had intended the current article to be a chapter in a book that
remained unpublished at the time of his death, The Prohibition of “Holocaust
Denial.” Part One was published in the last issue of Inconvenient History. — Ed.

The Case of Abbé Pierre
In a non-related incident, 83-year-old Abbé Pierre, a highly popular, outspoken French
Catholic priest who tirelessly campaigned on behalf of the homeless, ignited a similar
controversy in France.
The French cleric provoked Jewish outrage when he stated during the course of an
interview published in the Swiss daily Le Matin that “according to the Bible, the Jews
committed genocide comparable with the Holocaust when they entered Palestine 11 or
12 centuries before the birth of Jesus.”[1]
Expanding on his theme, the Abbé declared:
There were not 6 million victims because of Hitler, there were 50 million.
And of what importance is it that there were 6 or 7 or 5 million persecuted
Jews? All my life I have been intrigued by the people of Israel, and reading
the Bible I note that when Joshua crossed the Jordan to enter the Holy Land,
he killed everyone down to the last chicken. It was the Shoah before the
Shoah.[2]
As a result of his outspoken criticism of Zionism as a form of racism and his unabashed
defense of accused “Holocaust denier,” Roger Garaudy, the Abbé was “punished” by
being excluded from the “International League against Racism and Anti-Semitism.”
Facing mounting criticism from his colleagues in France, Abbé Pierre was forced to seek
refuge for a time in a monastery in northern Italy. During the Abbe’s self-imposed exile,
Roger Garaudy rose to his defense and drafted a thirty-eight-page treatise entitled,
“Response to the Media’s Lynching of Abbé Pierre and Roger Garaudy.”

Abbe Pierre, Founder of the Emmaus movement. Born 5 August 1912 in Lyon, France,
died 22 January 2007 (aged 94) Paris, France
By ABBE_PIERRE-24x30-1999.jpg: Studio Harcourt derivative work: Manu
(ABBE_PIERRE-24x30-1999.jpg) [CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

Roger Garaudy
Garaudy’s case attracted the attention of Muslims throughout the world when the 84year-old former Catholic and convert to Islam was arraigned before a Paris court on
February 27 1998 for statements made in his book Les Mythes fondateurs de la politique
israelienne.[3]
Garaudy, a former Communist, was subsequently found guilty of “denying crimes

against humanity” for expressing scholarly doubts over the “Holocaust” extermination
story and for “racist defamation” related to his candid exposé detailing Jewish influence
and domination in the Western media.
Immediately following the announcement of the court’s verdict, at least eight revisionists
were assaulted and injured by thirty thugs representing the militant Jewish Youth
Organization “Bethar.” Elderly revisionists were compelled to escape possible harm via
an underground passage located below the building.[4]

French writer Roger Garaudy
See page for author [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons

Renewed Attempts to Outlaw “Holocaust Denial” in
the United Kingdom
In Great Britain, a renewed drive to outlaw “Holocaust denial” erupted in 1996 at the
behest of the usual instigators. The suggestion of enacting a “Holocaust-denial” bill
similar to others existing in Israel and Europe was enthusiastically hailed by the Labor
Party, and a motion was introduced to that effect by Labor legislator Michael Gapes,
who declared, “There is no such thing as absolute freedom of speech. It is a question of
balance.”[5]
Labor leader Tony Blair, during the course of a speech given during the opening of an
Anne Frank exhibition, immediately lent his support to the bill, remarking that there was
a “very strong case that denial of the Holocaust should be a specific offense,” and vowed
to give “active consideration as to how this should be achieved.”[6]
Britain’s prime minister at the time, John Major, declared that in his view a “Holocaust
denial” law was impractical, but voiced affirmations of empathy for the hurt and distress
felt by those who “suffered at that time.” While not committing himself on the issue
either way, the prime minister expressed his desire to first consult with members of the
Jewish community in order to hear their opinions on the subject as they were the ones
“most concerned with this matter.”
David Cesarani, a professor of modern Jewish history at Southampton University and
director of London’s Wiener Library, was among the first to proclaim his enthusiastic
support for the suggested bill and Blair’s offer to prosecute ‘deniers.’ In an article
published in the Guardian on January 30, 1997, Cesarani cackled, “This is cheering
news to the Board of Deputies of British Jews and others who have been calling for such
legislation.”

Cesarani stressed the necessity of avoiding any open dialogue with revisionists, because
“Debates simply give them credibility and offer a platform for a vile brand of racism.” In
an astonishing statement Cesarani went so far as to proclaim that prosecuting individuals
for thought crimes actually “strengthens free speech!”[7]
Obviously failing to recognize the irony inherent in his own statements, Cesarani
postulated that “Holocaust denial,” rather than despotic laws and legislators who seek to
prosecute and imprison individuals for freely expressing their opinions after conducting
fully legitimate historical research, constitutes “an attack on truth and democracy.”
Artfully employing all the usual catchphrases and buzzwords so often used in the media
to elicit the proper emotional response in their intended audience, Cesarani liberally
invoked words such as “racism,” and “rehabilitating Nazism,” whilst pleading “If we
protect children against violence on TV, control pornography and outlaw racist acts, why
should Holocaust survivors be left to the mercy of hate-mongers?”[8 ]
Cesarani’s emotionally laden appeal naturally overlooks the fact that adults are not
children, and should not be treated as children by the paternal, disciplinarian hand of the
government. Historical revisionism is in fact a valid method of historical methodology.
Neither does “Holocaust” revisionism constitute any threat to octogenarian “Holocaust”
survivors; unless he means to imply that they are somehow threatened by the truth. Thus,
Cesarani’s attempts to equate “Holocaust” revisionism with racism, hate-mongering,
child-endangerment, pornography, and threats to the elderly can only be described as a
rather lurid example of what is usually known in the trade as “yellow journalism.”
Interestingly, when prodded by a reporter for his own views relative to the matter, David
Irving, in contrast to Cesarani’s effusive outburst, pragmatically retorted, “I have never
allowed the law to affect my research into history.”
Neville Nagler, Chief Executive for the Board of Deputies of British Jews, apparently
disagreed with Irving’s definition of unhampered historical research. In a letter that was
sent to the London Times and published on October 6, 1996, Nagler wrote:
We are delighted that the Labor party has voted for legislation to make it a
criminal offense to deny the Holocaust…The Board of Deputies believes
that the unique nature of the Holocaust justifies exceptional measures to
prevent the willful and malicious falsification of history by neo-Nazi
supporters…Denial forms a part of a political agenda which regards the
Holocaust as a Jewish fabrication calculated to gain the sympathy of the
world. Postwar societies have a duty to resist Nazism in all its guises and to
reinforce the message to future generations. Holocaust denial is a spurious
trap. It has no redeeming merit…Parliament should recognize the harm
caused by Holocaust denial and support the creation of a specific criminal
offense.[9]
In a well-reasoned editorial response to Nagler’s diatribe against revisionism that
deserves to be quoted at length, Jeffrey Turner wrote:
It is quite true that some of the people who promote Holocaust revisionism
are National Socialists, but a great many are not. [Among the many
prominent names cited by Turner are French socialist and anti-Nazi Paul
Rassinier, Robert Faurisson, Michael Hoffman II, Roger Garaudy, Fred
Leuchter, and David Cole.]
But even if it could be proven that all Holocaust-deniers are motivated by a
desire to resurrect “Nazism,” that would not justify their suppression. In a
democracy, the exponents of every political viewpoint are supposed to be

entitled to their rights and their freedoms. To deny these to people merely on
the grounds that they are Nazis would be to practice the very methods of
totalitarianism of which the original Nazis stood accused and which is cited
as a major reason for rejecting their doctrines.
Mr. Nagler of course would not seem to agree. “Post-war societies,” he says,
“have a duty to resist Nazism in all its guises.” Well, if he means that postwar societies should oppose Nazism by free discussion and debate,
convincing people by superior argument that it was wrong, very few would
question their right to do so. That, however, would not appear to be what he
means; what he means, from his manner of approaching the subject, is that
Nazism should not be tolerated in any shape or form, and that intolerance
should include outright suppression and the locking up of anyone who dares
to express a Nazi viewpoint!”
Does anyone seriously believe that Holocaust stories are pounded into our
minds every day and sometimes for hours a day for no political motive?
Indeed just such a political motive is made clear by the frantic urgency by
which this practice is pursued, and by the quite fanatical zeal with which
Holocaust affirmers try to prevent the expression of any contrary viewpoint.
If it is insulting to Jews to claim that the Holocaust never occurred, could it
not be argued that it is insulting to Germans to claim that it did? Indeed, if
Holocaust denial is to be forbidden on the grounds that its effect will be to
stir up hatred against Jews, might not Holocaust affirmation be forbidden on
the grounds that it will stir up hatred against Germans?[10]
The article concludes with a very sensible appeal to the public for reason to prevail over
demagoguery, based upon the idea that any government confident of the inherent
principles of justice and fair play on which it is founded should not fear open debate on
any subject relevant to those fundamental principles and policies.
Turner’s views were more or less shared by Chaim Bermant, a Jewish journalist with his
own weekly column in the widely read London Jewish Chronicle. Bermant authored an
eloquent appeal in support of free speech shortly before his death in January 1998,
writing,
If the freedom of speech means anything at all, it includes the right to be
wrong and tendentious, and the right even to cause offense. And if we, as
Jews, now live in comparative security, it is largely because we have the
good fortune to live in societies where such freedom is taken for granted.
The whole process of historiography is one of revision, not only because
new facts and documents come to light, but also because even established
facts can be reassessed and reinterpreted, for one generation rarely sees
events through the perspective of another. To demand laws that the received
wisdom surrounding the Holocaust should forever be insulated from the
process goes against every dictate of reason. Such laws are wrong in
principle and are ineffective and possibly harmful in practice.[11]
On the other side of the coin, Bermant rather arbitrarily accuses revisionists of
approaching the subject of the “Holocaust” with “preconceived views, selecting
evidence to support their case and suppressing evidence which might contradict it.”
Bermant claims to have arrived at this general conclusion based upon his discussions
with a few (unidentified) revisionists he had personally met with and later assessed as
“confirmed anti-Semites.”[12]

After specifically isolating revisionists as the primary reason for the proposed enactment
of “Holocaust-denial” laws, Bermant nevertheless possessed enough good common
sense to warn:
Any attempt to stifle their work, however, will always be open to the
suspicion that one has something to hide. And nothing such people can say
is quite as damaging as the suppression of their right to say it.[13]
In the midst of these controversies, European Union Commissioner Sir Leon Brittan,
who is himself Jewish, came down hard on the suggestion that “Holocaust denial”
should constitute a criminal offense throughout Europe. During the course of a speech
addressed to Jewish community leaders, foreign diplomats and members of Parliament,
Brittan warned that such laws represented a dangerous threat to civil liberties:
If we have a law to stop people saying things, even though they are palpably
untrue, then God help us. I do not favor a law against Holocaust denial in
the EU or in Britain either. It is one thing to incite hatred and another to
express views, however disagreeable, on historic events.[14]
Eldred Tabachnik, president of the European Jewish Congress, voiced his displeasure
over the commissioner’s comments and wailed over Britain’s perceived isolation from
the rest of Europe, which had subserviently fallen into line by enacting “Holocaustdenial” legislation.
Tabachnik insisted that “Holocaust denial” was a matter of grave concern, “not only for
Jews and other victims of Nazism, but for all democratic forces determined that neoNazi ideology should not be allowed to acquire political legitimacy in Europe.”[15]
In a letter specifically addressing the points raised by Eldred Tabachnik, who also
happened to serve as the president of the Board of Deputies of British Jews, Prime
Minister John Major argued that adopting Tabachnik’s suggestions would be tantamount
to “suppression of opinion.”
Peter Simple, in a column published in the London Daily Telegraph, added his voice of
support for the prime minister, stressing his conviction that “freedom of thought is
indivisible: a free people must be free to hold differing opinions, as on other matters, on
those events, great and small, and occurring at different times and places which have
come to be known collectively as ‘the Holocaust.’ Historians should be as free to
conduct impartial research into the details of those events as they would be with any
other historical phenomenon. If we make them conform to a previously ordained
conclusion, we shall be adopting totalitarian methods of thought- control ourselves.”[16]
Nettled by the persuasive arguments and warnings of free-speech advocates, the
irrepressible Board of Jewish Deputies nevertheless vowed to continue to pressure the
British government to outlaw “Holocaust denial.”
Board Chief Executive Neville Nagler opined, “Our view is that this is not a matter of
free speech. Denying the Holocaust is an anti-Semitic stance that is intended to cause
offense.”[17]
To the great vexation of numerous Jewish organizations, British Home Secretary
Michael Howard, whose Jewish family emigrated from Rumania to Britain in 1938,
vigorously blocked attempts to introduce “Holocaust-denial” laws in the United
Kingdom. For his efforts, Howard received the enthusiastic support of many grass-roots
British organizations.

In an attempt to placate critics, Howard proposed a compromise whereby “each of the
organization’s 15 member states would seize racist literature published with the intention
of inciting racial hatred.”[18]
Editorials published throughout the British press generally praised Howard’s initiative,
as is reflected in the following passage excerpted from the Daily Express:
To oppose the EU policy is not to show oneself soft on racism, but to show
oneself passionate for freedom…Mr. Howard, a much-maligned minister,
has done the right thing in vetoing this plan. Free men and women through
Europe should thank him for it.[19]
For the time being, Great Britain had weathered the storm to assail and dismantle its
civil liberties. England’s rich heritage guaranteeing free speech for all had prevailed, but
Jewish efforts to undermine these rights and pressure the government into compliance
with their agenda would continue unabated, with renewed determination and intensity.
Jewish organizations continued to look toward Tony Blair’s Labor Party as the most
adventitious means of effecting compliance with their agenda.
The year 1997 raised new challenges to civil liberties throughout Europe. In Paris, JeanMarie Le Pen, the popular leader of the National Front, was charged with and convicted
of “the crime of denying Nazi crimes against humanity” when he dismissed the gas
chambers of World War two as a “detail in history” during the course of an interview in
Munich, Germany.[20]
After nine alleged ‘civil rights groups’ filed a formal complaint against him, Le Pen was
ordered to pay $50,000 to publish the court’s judgment in a dozen French newspapers.
Le Pen accused the French government of malicious prosecution and justified his
statement by remarking “if you take a book of 2000 pages on this war, the concentration
camps fill two pages and the gas chambers take up 10 to 12 lines. That’s what you call a
detail.”[21]
In 1987 Le Pen had made similar comments and was convicted by the same court, which
ordered him to pay $200,000 “restitution” to each of the nine complaining “civil rights
organizations” that had filed suit against him.
The Simon Wiesenthal Center was in the forefront of organizations clamoring for Le
Pen’s prosecution. Shimon Samuels, head of the center’s “European branch,” brazenly
called for “the waiver of Le Pen’s European Parliamentary immunity in order that he be
liable for prosecution and declared ineligible for further European election.”[22]
Samuels also dispatched an irate letter to Bavarian State President Edmund Stoiber in
which he demanded that Le Pen be banned from re-entering Bavaria, as “his presence in
the shadow of Dachau [concentration camp] is a desecration for all victims of
Nazism.”[23]
All histrionics aside, the more prosaic fact remains that Le Pen’s hefty court-ordered
payment of $200,000 to each of the nine complaining ‘civil rights organizations’ seemed
to indicate that ‘desecration’ proved to be a profitable venture for all concerned, with the
exception of Le Pen.
Profits continued to accrue for the “International League against Racism and AntiSemitism” when in March 1997, Gabriel Andreas, the editor of a periodical entitled “Rot
un Wiss,” [Red and White], received a suspended six-month jail sentence and a fine of
$5,200 to be paid to the “League against Racism’ for publishing articles which

questioned the existence of homicidal gas chambers at Struthof, a former concentration
camp situated near the French-German border. Despite the fact that mainstream
historians do not claim that six million Jews were gassed at Struthof, and that Andreas
neither claimed nor implied that the “Holocaust” never occurred, he was nevertheless
found guilty of “denying the Holocaust.”[24]

Pedro Varela Convicted
In Spain, just two weeks prior to Christmas 1996, book confiscations and arrest were the
order of the day when police raided the bookstore Librería Europa in Barcelona. Police
seized the entire inventory of twenty thousand books, taking into custody bookstore
owner Pedro Varela, who at the time of the raid was 39, on suspicion of “defending
genocide.” Deprived of his freedom and livelihood, Varela was left with no other option
than to close down his book business.
Professor Fernando Savater of the University of Madrid decried the police raid and the
laws that had made it possible, warning that such arbitrary actions constituted a palpable
threat to civil liberties. The professor intoned that such laws were setting a dangerous
precedent and voiced his dismay over the fact that the raid was generally hailed in the
liberal media as a “victory for progress.”[25]
Two years passed before Valera’s case was finally adjudicated, after which the hapless
book vendor was sentenced to five years’ imprisonment. The Jewish community
organization of Barcelona [ATID] assisted the prosecution in preparing its case against
Valera.
During the course of the two-day trial, Valera’s two attorneys vainly argued for an
acquittal and implored the court to declare the law under which their client had been
charged unconstitutional.
The defendant had been charged and convicted of offering thirty books for sale that
presented Adolf Hitler in a favorable light, defended the policies of the Third Reich, and
presented revisionist arguments with respect to the “Holocaust.”
In attempting to defend himself against these accusations, Varela drew the court’s
attention to the fact that he had never provoked or encouraged racial hatred and that as a
historian, he “has the moral duty to tell the truth.”[26]
In support of his personal integrity, Varela stated, “Every historian must be skeptical of
everything and must also review what has been said thus far. Revisionists question the
scope and degree of the alleged persecutions of National Socialist Germany.”[27]
In his concluding statement, Varela reiterated his innocence before the court, reaffirming
that he had never committed, advocated, or otherwise promoted genocide or any other
form of violence directed against innocent people.
The court took no apparent notice of Varela’s impassioned protestations of innocence
and fined the accused the equivalent of $5,000 in addition to the five-year sentence. In
addition, the court ordered that his entire inventory of 20,000 books be consigned to the
flames, in spite of the fact that only 30 titles out of 200 had been deemed to be in
violation of the law.
It may be reasonably inferred that Varela’s unapologetic admiration for Adolf Hitler and
the policies of the Third Reich played a crucial role in his prosecution and to date Varela
is the only known individual to be tried under Spain’s ambiguously worded ‘genocide

law.’ One will search in vain for a similar case being filed against left-wing activists who
deny, minimize, apologize for or trivialize Bolshevism’s murderous persecution of
Christianity or Stalin’s program of mass extermination of the Ukrainians.

Professor Robert Hepp
In yet another bizarre example of German jurisprudence, Professor Robert Hepp, a
University of Osnabrueck professor of sociology, was found guilty in 1998 of
contravening the law by writing a sentence in Latin, appearing as footnote number 74 in
a 544-page book lauding the career of German historian Hellmut Diwald.
The book under investigation, Helmut Diwald: His Legacy for Germany, had been
scoured by state prosecutors for passages that might constitute a violation of “Holocaust
denial” laws. The offending footnote condemned by the court referred to claims of
systematic extermination of Jews by means of cyanide gas at Auschwitz as a “fable”
[fabula].
The court ruled that this sentence constituted ‘incitement’ and vilified the memory of the
[Jewish] dead, thereby resulting in a breach of “trust in legal security of Jews living in
the Federal Republic [of Germany], and considerably diminishing their mentalemotional ability to live in peace and freedom.”[28]
On the basis of this one sentence written in Latin and buried in a footnote, the court
ordered all extant copies of the book confiscated throughout the length and breadth of
Germany, thereafter to be destroyed in a garbage-burning facility. This would be
“democratic” Germany’s legacy to Helmut Diwald.
The 1990s might well be described as the “decade of book burnings in the name of
democracy.” That the good name of democracy should be so vilely abused in this regard
constitutes a scandal which would undoubtedly cause the former propaganda minister of
Nazi Germany to blush with envy. In the final decade of the 20th century, thousands
upon thousands of books were confiscated by the authorities and quietly consigned to
destruction. The names of revisionist authors whose books have been confiscated,
banned or destroyed by the authorities in the finest totalitarian tradition are Ingrid
Weckert, (Feuerzeichen), American author John Sack, (Eye for an Eye), Ernst Gauss, et.
al., (Foundations of Contemporary History), Serge Thion, (Historical or Political Truth?
The Power of the Media: The Faurisson Case), Steffen Werner, (The Second Babylonian
Captivity), John C. Ball, (The Ball Report), and miscellaneous titles by Germar Rudolf,
Arthur Butz, Roger Garaudy, Jürgen Graf, and Otto-Ernst Remer.
In the July 1997 issue of his Action Report, under the heading “Books banned and
burned,” British historian David Irving succinctly described the methodology employed
by the German government in stifling free speech and historical inquiry. Irving writes,
All property is abandoned when a magistrate orders the Seizure and
Destruction of a title. Police raid the publisher at dawn, search the premises
and seize any other banned books they find as well…The police seize the
publisher’s computerized customer database – a violation of the country’s
data protection laws. Any customers found to have purchased two or more
copies of the now banned title is also raided: his computers are seized and
searched for names, and his bookshelves are scoured for further prohibited
titles. The customers are fined or jailed for possession of titles which were
not even banned at the time they purchased them. It is easy to get a criminal
record in the new democratic Germany.[29]

The confiscation and destruction of indexed books in the “new democratic Germany’ is
in many respects merely a continuation of Allied occupation policy in Germany during
the period 1946-1950. The victorious Allied powers in the western zones of occupation
based their censorship policy upon a prior order issued by Soviet authorities on
September 9, 1945.
Eight months later, the Allied Control Council issued Order No. 4 on May 13, 1946,
which concerned the confiscation and destruction of literature “of a military nature” as
well as select titles published prior to and during the National Socialist era.
Detailed lists of indexed books, authors and publications, which had been originally
compiled by the Soviets, were adopted by the western occupying powers and distributed
amongst specially created bureaus specifically formed to identify, seek out and destroy
Nationalist Socialist publications or literature deemed to be militaristic. It is estimated
that in 1946 alone 34,000 titles were confiscated and destroyed, including all
schoolbooks printed from 1933-1945.
By way of contrast, book titles banned by the National Socialist regime were usually
secreted in libraries and various archives, whilst Allied policy in all four zones of
occupation dictated that all confiscated literature was to be utterly destroyed. The Allied
occupation forces ordered that all state and local libraries, universities and higher
institutions of education and learning, research institutes and academies, scientific
institutes, elementary and secondary schools, privately owned bookstores as well as
publishing houses, were to be scoured for all books that, in the opinion of the Allies,
“constituted National Socialist propaganda, propagated race theories, preached
incitement to violence, or directed propaganda against the United Nations.” When found,
all titles were to be set aside, confiscated and destroyed.
This unprecedented ransacking of schools and libraries by government decree
unquestionably qualifies as the most relentless obliteration of books and literature in
contemporary human history.
Outside Germany, Jewish organizations rebounded quickly from the setback in Great
Britain and launched a new offensive calculated to refocus public attention on the
subject of revisionism.
On June 28, 1998, an article published on the front page of the Athens News underscored
on-going efforts by the International Association of Jewish Lawyers and Jurists, who
pressed for a unified response to Holocaust revisionism worldwide. In part, the article
stated:
An international conference of Jewish jurists, held in the northern Greek
city of Thessaloniki, warned that the international revisionist movement,
using the Internet and an orchestrated propaganda campaign, could warp the
historical memory of younger generations.[30]
Itzhak Nener, an Israeli national and deputy president of the Association, alluded to the
California-based Institute for Historical Review as an organization “whose real aim is to
deny the Holocaust.” Moreover, Nener warned that the “denial movement” has
‘tremendous sums of money” at its disposal.[31]
The stated aim of the conference was to convince more than twenty European countries
to enact more-stringent “Holocaust-denial” laws to punish revisionists. Voicing his
displeasure over the current sentences provided by law, Nener recommended that more
countries “crack down on people claiming the Nazi slaughter of Jews never took
place.”[32]

Another participant of the conference, Isidor Wolfe, a lawyer from Vancouver, Canada,
exclaimed, “This growing revisionist group is using web sites to make amazingly
ridiculous claims, like that they measured the gas chambers and found they were not big
enough for people.”
The Jewish jurists were also highly critical of Bradley Smith’s Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust, articulating their displeasure over the fact that the organization
regularly sends “information packets” through the U. S. mail to college newspapers and
“takes out advertisements for videos and books that claim Allied soldiers faked evidence
of the Holocaust.”[33]
Emphasizing the scope and urgency of the matter under discussion, the legal experts
referred to these efforts as “historical manipulation,” and declared “No one should have
to prove that the Holocaust took place.”[34]
Mark Weber, director of the Institute for Historical Review, characterized Nener’s
allegations regarding the financial resources of the international revisionist movement as
“absurd.” In addition, the jurist’s statements “grotesquely misrepresent revisionist
arguments and findings…If revisionist arguments were really as absurd as these Jewish
legal experts contend, there would hardly be a need for laws to punish anyone espousing
them.”[35]
In Weber’s view, the convocation of the conference itself served to “confirm the
tremendous importance of the “Holocaust” story for Jewish-Zionist interests,” and
underscored their “inability…to respond to revisionist evidence and arguments with
compelling evidence of their own.”[36 ]
Based upon their past record, the director of the IHR predicted that the call for harsher
anti-revisionist laws was likely to be successful, in that European governments “have
generally been unwilling to resist Jewish demands for money or legal measures directed
against real or perceived enemies”[37]

Dariusz Ratajczak
In Poland, events related to “Holocaust denial” proceeded along a more-sinister course
when Professor Dariusz Ratajczak was suspended from his job at the Historical Institute
of the University of Opole after state prosecutors received complaints about a book he
had authored entitled Dangerous Themes. In this book, the author presented revisionist
arguments claiming that the gas chambers in Nazi camps were used to kill lice on
clothes and prisoners and refers to testimony from eyewitnesses as “useless.” In
addition, the book made reference to mainstream researchers of Nazi crimes as
“followers of the religion of the Holocaust” who impose on others “a false image of the
past.”
Prosecutors subsequently charged Ratajczak with violation of Polish law, which bans
public denial of Nazi and communist crimes. Prosecutor Roman Wawrzynek stated that
if convicted, the popular professor could face up to three years’ imprisonment.
During the trial hearing that followed, Ratajczak defended himself by stating that he had
merely summarized the opinions of historians who deny the existence of homicidal gas
chambers and protested that his own views were not in line with all the opinions cited in
his book.
In his opening statement to the court, Ratajczak proclaimed:

Historical revisionism is a historical and social fact. A historian must not
close his eyes to it…my only intention was to present the problem…without
author’s commentary.
The Polish historian also emphatically insisted that approximately three million Jews
died during the course of the “Holocaust,” and not six million, as is generally maintained
by most mainstream “Holocaust” historians, and underlined his conviction that the Nazis
possessed no systematic plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe.
Although the charges preferred against him were eventually dismissed, Ratajczak was
deprived of his livelihood and his book was withdrawn from circulation. A Jewish
community leader referred to the verdict as “outrageous,” and “a poor testimonial to
Polish democracy,” and vowed that the Jewish community would protest.
Swiss educator and revisionist author Jürgen Graf, a man personally acquainted with the
forces of repression and censorship, offered insightful observations in respect to the case
of Darius Ratajczak:
There is concern that Ratajczak’s acquittal will be overturned on appeal as a
result of pressure from the Jewish Lobby, which is extraordinarily powerful
in Poland. Especially vicious in the hate campaign against him has been the
Jew Adam Michnik, who was a prominent “dissident” during the
communist era.
Dr. Dariusz Ratajczak is a man of firm political and religious convictions, a
man of character. Such men are disliked by the government of “liberal
democratic” Poland no less than they were by the government of the Polish
“people’s democracy.[38]
In his book, Ratajczak himself clearly understood the consequences ultimately faced by
those who decide to risk their entire livelihood and reputation in the service of truth.
Living under the sword of Damocles, with no further opportunity to support himself and
his family in Poland, the highly gifted Ratajczak retreated to England where was he
reduced to earning a scanty living by means of menial labor in fulfillment of his own
prophecy:
The results are often tragic: social exclusion (everyone has the friends he
deserves), muzzling of journalistic and publishing activities, and, finally,
professional ruin.[39]

Further Examples of German Injustice
In Germany, the wheels of repression continued to grind inexorably when Mannheim
attorney Ludwig Block was arraigned before a court on charges of “denying the
Holocaust” as a consequence of his too-vigorous defense of his former client, Günter
Deckert. The hapless Block was cited for his use of fifty arguments presented for the
consideration of the court during Deckert’s trial. Although many of Block’s arguments
were tossed out of court by the presiding judge during the course of the trial, he was
nevertheless charged with having had the temerity to present them in the first place!
At about the same time, German right-wing activist Manfred Roeder received a sentence
of two years’ imprisonment on a charge of “Holocaust denial,” and “incitement of the
people.”
On the first day of his trial, the flamboyant Roeder, attired in knickerbockers and

checkered jacket, strode into the courtroom at Grevesmuehlen flanked by scores of
enthusiastic supporters.
Responding to the clicks of multiple cameras, Roeder proclaimed that only his Christian
faith would be able to help him resist the overwhelming preponderance of Jewish
influence which threatened to squeeze the life out of Germany. Brandishing a Bible in
his hands, the 72-year-old Roeder obligingly held it aloft at the request of media
photographers and proclaimed: “The Bible is my last defense against Jewish tyranny,
since other recognized forms of evidence are not permitted.”[40]
During the course of an NPD meeting which he had hosted in August 1998 Roeder was
alleged to have publicly denied “the genocide of the European Jews by the National
Socialists.” Prosecutors charged that during this meeting, while speaking to his audience
on the subject of the “Holocaust”, Roeder imprudently added the phrase, “as you well
know never happened.”
Roeder disputed the statement attributed to him and contested a taped recording of the
speech that was introduced into evidence, claiming that the item had been tampered with
by a member of the “Jewish Reuters Press Agency.”[41]
In turn the prosecutor called three witnesses to the stand who testified that Roeder had
made the comments in question. The prosecution raised additional objections to
Roeder’s comments in respect to the “Holocaust,” when the latter asserted that he had
spent time in the same cell with the former commandant of Auschwitz and asseverated,
“Therefore I know what I am talking about.”
State prosecutor Wulf Kollorz later referred to Roeder’s statement as an ‘evil outburst,’
and made a motion to the court to confine all further statements from the accused to
writing, in order to “spare the court any further painful theatrics’ on the part of the
defendant.
Roeder brusquely responded by remarking, “I as a German have less rights here than the
smallest minorities.”
Manfred Roeder fully recognized that he would not walk out of court as a free man, and
therefore brought his case to the attention of the public by the liberal use of provocative
tactics.
For example, Roeder requested that the Israeli ambassador be called to the witness stand,
along with former German chancellors Helmut Kohl, Gerhard Schroeder, and other
prominent individuals. In like manner, accused attorney Ludwig Block compiled a
similar list of prominent witnesses in order to “consider the fact that massive political
interests are hindering the breakthrough of the Holocaust’s historical truth.”[42]
One of the highlights of his trial occurred when Roeder turned to the judge and declared,
“Nothing against you, judge, but even you are suspended 10 centimeters above ground,
just like everyone else in this country.”
At these words, the spectators in the public gallery burst out with cries of “Bravo!, and
“Hear, Hear!,” whilst members of the press shook their heads in disbelief.
Unsurprisingly, the media evinced nary a shred of sympathy for the accused and a
reporter described him as,
…a dinosaur from a past age - a slobbering 70-year old with a pompous
face. An observer is tempted to view him as a tragic figure – which would

be a fatal error. In 1982, Roeder, who was sentenced to 13 years as the
ringleader of a “terror-group” knows exactly what he is doing. “We want to
provoke,” he says in the direction of his young supporters, “even with such
trials.[43]
The curt media description of Roeder’s past ‘terrorism’ is a reference to Roeder’s pivotal
role in founding the Deutschen Aktionsgruppen [German Action Groups] in 1980, who
were said to have initiated attacks upon buildings offering sanctuary to asylum seekers
and illegal aliens living in Germany. Roeder was released after having served eight years
for good behavior and perceived social rehabilitation.
In fact, Manfred Roeder has come into frequent conflict with the German authorities,
primarily due to his conviction that Germany continues to be an occupied country still
under the heel of the Allied conquerors. In 1996 Roeder was charged with vandalism
after taking offense at an exhibit in Erfurt that detailed the alleged crimes of the German
Wehrmacht in the Second World War. In September 2004 he was charged in Frankfurt
with ‘contempt of the state,’ and again in February 2005 for the same offense by a court
in Schalmstadt. On May 12, 2005, he began serving his sentence in Giessen.
At the announcement of his verdict in 1999, presiding Judge Robert Piepel agreed with
the prosecutor that it was the solemn duty of the court to punish the accused with
“necessary severity” and ordered that Roeder be imprisoned for two years for the crime
of expressing his opinion.
With respect to “necessary severity” it should be mentioned that Germany’s “Holocaustdenial” laws are so bizarrely formulated and interpreted that, for example, whosoever
should publicly declare that the First World War never took place, would perhaps
provoke in people a few smiles or chuckles, and certainly would not find themselves
tossed into a prison for five years. By comparison, if one were to state, under present
German law, that the Second World War never occurred, an energetic state prosecutor
could draw from that statement the conclusion that one was also implying that the
Holocaust never occurred, and for that reason the hapless culprit might soon find himself
handcuffed by the police and charged with “Holocaust denial.”
As might be expected, as the final decade of the Twentieth Century came to an end, the
number of individuals prosecuted for thought-related crimes reached a crescendo.
In Germany alone, the list of victims of increased exponentially. Many of the victims
were elderly and in various stages of declining health. Among the few names among
many that might be presently cited, some will be familiar to us, although most will not,
yet each and every one of them shares similar trials and tribulations: Udo Walendy, who
at the age of 72 was still languishing in prison serving a three-year sentence, suffering
with progressive heart disease, Günter Deckert, 57, served five years for expressing his
opinion, Erhard Kemper, 70, arrested, released, recharged and re-sentenced. Fritz
Rebhandel, 80, a former journalist and historian, who was sentenced to four years’
imprisonment in spite of the fact that he was seriously ill. Herbert Schweiger, 73, author,
sentenced to 25 months in jail. Engineer Emil Lachout, who found himself in a similar
situation as American poet Ezra Pound, who was railroaded in a political show trial and
declared by court-appointed psychiatrists to be of “unsound mind.” Franz Radl, a
student, received up to three years' imprisonment for passing out flyers. Jürgen Graf,
teacher, author, historian, linguist, sentenced to 18 months, now living in exile. Arthur
Vogt, 80 years of age and ailing, one year’s imprisonment. Tiudar Rudolph, 92,
repeatedly incarcerated for expressing unpopular opinions. General Major Otto Ernst
Remer, 85, sentenced to two years’ imprisonment, succeeded in fleeing to Spain with the
help of friends, where he died whilst confined to a wheelchair after living four years in

exile. His crime? Seeking to come to terms with his nation’s past and determine what did
or did not occur in the concentration camps during the war years.
As the world prepared to enter the 21st Century, public attention was once again riveted
on the issue of “Holocaust denial” when Germar Rudolf, who had sought asylum in
Great Britain, fled to American shores after an article published in the Sunday Telegraph
revealed the fact that he had been secretly hiding in Great Britain under his wife’s
maiden name. The “expose” duplicitously referred to Rudolf as a “neo-Nazi,” who had
“absconded in 1995 rather than serve a 14-month jail sentence for breaching Germany’s
Holocaust-denial legislation.”[44]
Revealingly, the Telegraph completely sidestepped the issue of the German
government’s irrational persecution of an incorruptible researcher whose only “crime”
had been to apply the same standards of evidence to the “Holocaust” as are applied to
any other alleged crime of this magnitude. Instead, the newspaper groaned over the fact
that Rudolf had dared to question the allegation that millions of Jews had died in the gas
chambers of Auschwitz.
Many independent observers felt at the time that Rudolf had been victimized, denounced
and fed to the media wolves. As if on cue, a second pack of wolves commonly identified
by their determination to squelch free speech and historical inquiry, vented their rage
over the fact that Rudolf had been openly living as a free man in Great Britain over a
period of three years.
Rudolf’s case provided the usual suspects with the pretext they needed to try and
reintroduce legislation outlawing “Holocaust denial” in Great Britain.
Andrew Dismore, the Labor MP for Hendon and a member of the Council against AntiSemitism, said: “I think a case like this can only strengthen the case for Holocaust-denial
legislation to be introduced in Britain. I hope the German authorities will take immediate
action to deal with this man. I intend to refer the case to the Director of Public
Prosecutions.”
Lord Janner, chairman of the Holocaust Education Trust, threatened to refer Rudolf’s
case to the Home Secretary.
In fact, such public fanfaronades constituted an act of bathos that amounted to much ado
about nothing while British authorities and media pundits acted as if they had nabbed
Adolf Hitler himself. As a consequence of the hysteria whipped up by the British press,
Jewish organizations and supportive politicians, Germar Rudolf fled to the United States
and applied for political asylum.
Thus, those revisionists who were still able fled from political persecution seeking
refuge in the few bastions of free speech remaining in Europe and North America.
Conversely, the determined opponents of free expression resolutely sought to seal off
these few remaining sanctuaries, tightening a noose around the necks of the exiles, as
otherwise-enlightened European nations succumbed in turn to the combined pressure of
international Jewish organizations and the German government to outlaw “Holocaust
denial.”
This phenomenon, essentially unique within the 20th and 21st Centuries, constitutes a
form of mass hysteria similar to the outbreak of Tarantism and the witch-hunts so closely
identified with medieval Europe.
Revisionists, skeptics, truth-seekers, intellectuals and free thinkers throughout Europe

have been relentlessly persecuted, prosecuted, reviled, beaten, exiled, ostracized,
imprisoned, hounded, harassed, hunted, pursued from nation to nation, deprived of
liberty, family, livelihood and sustenance, turned into pariahs and outlaws, calumniated,
slandered and libeled as “racists, bigots, heretics, liars, hate-mongers, deniers, neo-Nazis
and anti-Semites.”
Neither appeals before the Court of Human Rights, Amnesty International, nor the
Vatican has resulted in relief or succor; all alike have turned their backs on the plight of
revisionist scholars.
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Rethinking "Mein Kampf" | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

On 1 January 2016, Mein Kampf came out of copyright. It has now been 70 years since the
author’s death, and by international copyright law, legal protection for the book has expired. Thus
it is perhaps a good time to reconsider and reexamine this most notorious work—and perhaps to
banish some of the many myths surrounding it to history.
In fact, we are long overdue for a revisionist treatment of this work. In my experience, very few
people really understand what’s in it. The common man, even the well-educated one, likely knows
little more than the title and the author. Revisionists who work on the Holocaust or either of the
world wars often bypass the book completely, as if it had no relevance at all; most likely, they have
never read it. Traditional journalists, academics, and alleged experts frequently display their
ignorance by taking passages out of context, overlooking key facts, or simply failing to cite the
author appropriately. More generally, the mainstream approach to Mein Kampf seems be rather
similar to its tactics with regard to Holocaust revisionism: ignore, censor, or disparage. It is simply
too problematic to discuss this work in a fashion that might lead readers to ask tough questions, or
to seek out the book itself.
A large part of the reason for the book’s obscurity is the sorry state of its many English
translations. These will be discussed and critiqued below. This is also one of the reasons that I am
currently working on a new, parallel German-English translation—the first ever, in fact. I will
attempt to remedy many of the shortcomings in current versions, and provide something of a
revisionist perspective on the entire work. In the present essay, I examine the translations, discuss
some main themes of the book, and argue for its relevance in the present day.

A Most Consequential Work
Mein Kampf is the autobiography and articulated worldview of one of the most consequential and
visionary leaders in world history. It is also one of the most maligned and misrepresented texts of
the 20th century. There have been so many obfuscations, deceptions, and outright falsehoods
circulated about this work that one scarcely knows where to begin. Nonetheless, the time has come
to set the story straight.
That Adolf Hitler would even have undertaken such a work is most fortunate. Being neither a
formal academic nor a natural writer, and being fully preoccupied with pragmatic matters of partybuilding, he might never have begun such a major task—were it not for the luxury of a year-long
jail term. In one of the many ironies of Hitler’s life, it took just such an adverse event to prompt
him to dictate his party’s early history and his own life story. This would become Volume One of
his two-part, 700-page magnum opus. It would have a dramatic effect on world history, and initiate
a chain of events that has yet to fully play out. In this sense, Mein Kampf is as relevant today as
when it was first written.

Display of Copies of Hitlers Mein Kampf - Documentation Center in Congress Hall - NurembergNurnberg - Germany
By Adam Jones, Ph.D. (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Perhaps the place to begin is with the rationale for the book. Why did Hitler write it at all? Clearly
it was not a requirement; many major politicians in history have come and gone without leaving a
personal written record. Even his time in prison could have been spent communicating with party
leaders, building support, soliciting allies, and so on. But he chose to spend much of his stay
documenting the origins and growth of his new movement. And this was a boon to history as well
as to understanding of the human spirit.
The work at hand seems to have served at least four purposes for its author. First, it is
autobiographical. This aspect consumes most of the first two chapters, and is repeatedly woven
into the remainder of Volume One. For those curious about the first 35 years of Hitler’s life, this
aspect is invaluable. It gives an accurate and relevant account of his upbringing, his education, and
the early development of his worldview. Like any good autobiography, it provides an irreplaceable
first-hand description of a life. But as well, it offers the usual temptation to cast events in a
flattering light, to downplay shortcomings, or to bypass inconvenient episodes. On this count,
Hitler fares well; he provides an honest and open life story, devoid of known fabrications or
omissions—one that is essential for understanding his thinking and attitudes on social, economic,
and political matters.
Second, Mein Kampf is a kind of history lesson on Europe around the turn of the 20th century.
Hitler was a proximate observer—and often first-hand witness—to many of the major events of the
time. He served in the trenches of World War One for more than four years, which was virtually
the entire duration of the war. Serving on the ‘losing’ side, he naturally gives a different
interpretation of events than is commonly portrayed by historians of the victorious nations. But
this fact should be welcomed by any impartial observer, and in itself makes the book worth
reading. With rare exceptions—such as Jünger’s Storm of Steel—no other non-fiction
contemporary German source of this time is readily available in English. For those interested in the
Great War and its immediate aftermath, this book is irreplaceable.
In its third aspect, the book serves to document the origins and basic features of Hitler’s

worldview. This, unsurprisingly, is the most distorted part of the book, in standard Western
versions. Here we find the insights and trigger events that led a young man without formal higher
education to develop a strikingly visionary, expansive, and forward-looking ideology. Hitler’s
primary concern, as we read, was the future and well-being of the German people—all Germans,
regardless of the political unit in which they lived. The German people, or Volk, were, he believed,
a single ethnicity with unique and singular self-interests. They were—indisputably—responsible
for many of the greatest achievements in Western history. They were among the leading lights in
music, literature, architecture, science, and technology. They were great warriors, and great nationbuilders. They were, in large part, the driving force behind Western civilization itself. Hitler was
justly proud of his heritage. Equally is he outraged at the indignities suffered by this great people
in then-recent decades—culminating in the disastrous humiliation of World War I and the Treaty of
Versailles. He seeks, above all, to remedy these injustices and restore the mantle of greatness to the
German people. To do this, he needs to identify both their primary opponents and the defective
political ideologies and structures that bind them. Then he undertakes to outline a new sociopolitical system that can carry them forward to a higher and rightful destiny.
Finally, in its fourth aspect, Mein Kampf is a kind of blueprint for action. It describes the evolution
and aims of National Socialism and the NSDAP, or Nazi Party, in compelling detail. Hitler
naturally wants his new movement to succeed in assuming power in Germany and in a future
German Reich. But this is no theoretical analysis. Hitler is nothing if not pragmatic. He has
concrete goals and specific means of achieving them. He has nothing but disdain for the geistige
Waffen, the intellectual weapons, of the impotent intelligentsia. He demands results, and success.
Importantly, his analysis is, in large part, independent of context. It does not pertain only to
Germans, or only to the circumstances of the mid-1920s. It is a broadly universal approach based
on the conditions of the modern world, and on human nature. As such, Hitler’s analysis of action is
relevant and useful for many people today—for all those who might strive for national greatness in
body and spirit.
This complex textual structure of Mein Kampf explains some of the complaints of modern-day
critics who decry Hitler’s lack of ‘coherence’ or ‘narrative flow.’ He has many objectives here, and
in their implementation, many points overlap. Perhaps he should have written four books, not one.
Perhaps. But Hitler was a doer, not a writer. We must accept this fact, take what we have, and do
our best to understand it in an open and objective fashion. He was not striving for a best-selling
novel. He wanted to document history and advance a movement, and to these ends he succeeded
most admirably.

Origins and Context
Born on 20 April 1889 in present-day Austria, Hitler grew up as a citizen of the multi-ethnic state
known as the Austro-Hungarian Empire. This disparate amalgamation was formed in 1867, with
the union of the Austrian and Hungarian monarchies; thus does Hitler refer to the state as the
“Dual Monarchy.” Throughout its 50-year history, it was always a loose conjunction of many
ethnicities, and never a truly unified state. The ethnic Germans in it were a minority, and had to
struggle to promote their own interests. This fact caused Hitler no end of distress; he explicitly felt
more attachment to the broader German Volk than to the multi-ethnic state into which he was born.
As a youth, his interests tended toward the arts, painting, and history. This led to conflict with his
obstinate father, who envisioned a safe, comfortable bureaucratic career for his son. But his
father’s death on 3 January 1903, when Adolf was 13, allowed the young man to determine his
own future. Two years later he moved to Vienna, scraping by with menial jobs to survive. In late
1907, his mother died. At the age of 18, he then applied to enter the Viennese Arts Academy in
painting, but was diverted to architecture. He worked and studied for two more years, eventually
becoming skilled enough to work full-time as a draftsman and painter of watercolors.
All the while, he studied the mass of humanity around him. He read the various writings and
publications of the political parties. He observed the workings of the press. He watched how
unions functioned. He sat in on Parliament. He followed events in neighboring Germany. And he
became intrigued by the comings and goings of one particular minority in Vienna: the Jews.

Gradually he became convinced that the two dominant threats to German well-being were
Marxism—a Jewish form of communism—and the international-capitalist Jews. The problems
were compounded by the fundamentally inept workings of a representative democracy that tried to
serve diverse ethnicities. In the end, the fine and noble concept of democracy became nothing
other than a “Jewish democracy,” working for the best interests of Jews instead of Austrians or
Germans.
Upon turning 23 in 1912, Hitler went to Munich. It was his first extended contact with German
culture, and he found it invigorating. He lived there for two years, until the outbreak of World War
I in July 1914. Thrilled at the opportunity to defend the German homeland, he enlisted, serving on
the Western front in Belgium. After more than 2 years of service, he was slightly wounded in
October 1916 and sent back to Germany, spending some time in a reserve battalion in Munich.
Appalled at both the role of Jews there and the negative public attitude, he returned to the front in
March 1917.
By this time, the war had been dragging on for some two and a half years. It had effectively
become a stalemate. Even the looming entrance of the Americans into the war—President Wilson
would call for war the next month, and US troops would soon follow—would have little near-term
effect. As Hitler explains, however, the Germans actually had reasons for optimism by late 1917.
The Central Powers (primarily Germany and Austria-Hungary) had inflicted a decisive defeat on
Italy in the Battle of Caporetto, and the Russians had pulled out of the war after the Bolshevik
Revolution, thus freeing up German troops for the Western front. Hitler recalls that his compatriots
“looked forward with confidence” to the spring of 1918, when they anticipated final victory.

November Revolution, and a New Movement
But things would turn out differently. Germans’ dissatisfaction with the prolonged war effort was
being fanned by Jewish activists calling for mass demonstrations, strikes, and even revolution
against the Kaiser. In late January 1918 there was a large munitions strike. Various workers’
actions and riots followed for months afterward. The Western front held, but Germany was
weakening internally.
In mid-October of 1918, the German front near Ypres, Belgium was hit with mustard gas. Hitler’s
eyes were badly affected, and he was sent to a military hospital in Pasewalk, north of Berlin. In
late October, a minor naval revolt in Kiel began to spread to the wider population. Two major
Jewish-led parties, the Social Democrats (SPD) and the Independent Social Democratic Party
(USPD), agitated for the Kaiser to abdicate—which he did, on November 9. Jewish activists in
Berlin and Munich then declared independent “soviet” states; for a detailed discussion of these
events, see Dalton (2014). Germany formally capitulated on November 11. After the dust had
settled, a new ‘Weimar’ government was formed, one that was notably susceptible to Jewish
influence.
Hearing about the revolution from his hospital bed, Hitler was devastated. All the effort and
sacrifices made at the front had proven worthless. Jewish agitators in the homeland had succeeded
in whipping up local dissatisfaction to the point that the Kaiser was driven from power. The
revolutionaries then assumed power and immediately surrendered to the enemy. This was the
infamous “stab in the back” that would haunt German nationalists for years to come. And it was
the triggering event that caused Hitler to enter politics.
In September 1919, working for the government, he was assigned to follow and report on a littleknown group called the Deutsche Arbeiterpartei, or German Workers’ Party (DAP). He ended up
joining the group, and quickly assumed a leadership role. By early 1920, Hitler’s speeches were
drawing hundreds or thousands of people. On February 24, he announced that the party would
henceforth be known as the National Socialist German Workers’ Party, or NSDAP—‘Nazi,’ in the
parlance of its detractors. It is with this “first great mass meeting” that Hitler closes Volume One of
his book.
The new movement grew rapidly. Hitler formalized his leadership in July 1921. A series of stormy
and occasionally violent public events occurred in the following months. In November 1922,
ideological compatriot Mussolini took power in Italy, which served to bolster both National

Socialist efforts domestically and their international reputation. It was on November 21 that the
New York Times printed its first major article on Hitler: “New Popular Idol Rises in Bavaria.”
Calling the National Socialists “violently anti-Semitic” and “reactionary” but “well disciplined,”
the NYT viewed them as “potentially dangerous, though not for the immediate future.” Indeed—it
would not be for another 10 years that they would assume power in Germany.
Soon thereafter, other events would favor the National Socialists. France had occupied the Ruhr
Valley in January 1923, claiming a violation of Versailles; this was taken as a grave insult to
German sovereignty. It was also at this time that the infamous German hyperinflation took hold,
wiping out the savings of ordinary Germans and forcing them to haul around bushels of cash for
even the smallest purchases. By the end of the year, Germany was in a full-blown financial crisis.
This led Hitler and the NSDAP leadership to plan for a revolutionary take-over of Munich on 9
November 1923.
This attempted Putsch, or coup, would fail. In a brief shoot-out, 16 Nazis and four policemen were
killed. Hitler and the other leaders were arrested within days, put on trial in February 1924, and
sentenced to light prison terms. In all, Hitler spent some 13 months in confinement, obtaining
release in December of that year. It was during this time that he dictated what would become
Volume One of his book.
Hitler reportedly wanted to call his new book, “Four and a Half Years of Struggle against Lies,
Stupidity, and Cowardice.” The publisher adroitly suggested a shorter title: “My Struggle,” or
Mein Kampf. It would initially be published in July of 1925.
Hitler then began a second, shorter volume to complete his program. This appeared in December
of 1926. The next year, the two volumes were slightly revised and combined into one work. This
so-called ‘second edition’ of Mein Kampf was published when Hitler was 38 years old.

Adolf Hitler and Nazi Reich treasurer Franz Xaver Schwarz at the inauguration of the renovation
of the Palais Barlow in Briennerstrasse the "Brown House," Munich 1930.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 119-0289 / Unknown / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons

Chapter Synopses
It will be useful to provide a very brief summary of the main themes of each of the 27 chapters.
Volume 1
• Chapter 1: Hitler’s early life. Relationship with parents. Early education. Interest in history
and art. Budding nationalism. Covers birth in 1889 to mother’s death in late 1907, when
Hitler was 18 years old.
• Chapter 2: Time alone in Vienna. Marxism and international Jewry as main threats.
Assessment and critique of Viennese government. Life of the working class. Study of the
Social Democratic party, and its Jewish influence. Role of unions. Burgeoning antiSemitism. Study of the destructive role of Marxism.
• Chapter 3: General reflections on Austrian politics, and representative democracy. Failings
of multi-ethnic states. Critique of Western democracy. Failings of ‘majority rule.’ Demise of
the pan-German movement. Unfortunate conflict with the Catholic Church. Anti-Semitism
and religion. Covers period up to age 23 (1912).
• Chapter 4: Moves to Munich. Critique of German alliances. Four possible paths of German
policy. Population growth, and the need for land. Need for alliance with England. Initial
discussion of the role of Aryans. Marxism as mortal foe. Covers up to mid-1914.
• Chapter 5: Outbreak of World War One. Hitler enlists, at age 25. “Baptism by fire.”
• Chapter 6: Role and need for propaganda. Effective use by England; failure by Germany.
• Chapter 7: Course of the Great War. Wounded in late 1916. Jews and negative attitudes
rampant in Munich. Munitions strike in early 1918. Poisoned by mustard gas in October
1918, at age 29. November Revolution.
• Chapter 8: Postwar time in Munich. Need for a new party. Negative role of global
capitalism.
• Chapter 9: Encounters German Workers’ Party (DAP). Early meetings. Joins DAP, as
member #7, at age 30.
• Chapter 10: Analysis of the collapse of the German Empire in 1918. Dominance of
international capitalism. Effect of the press on the masses. Jewish control of press.
Combating the syphilis epidemic. Cultural decay in modern art. Ineffective parliament. The
army as a source of discipline.
• Chapter 11: Detailed racial theory. Nature strives to improve species. Racial mixing between
‘higher’ and ‘lower’ types yields physical, moral, and cultural decay. Aryans as true
founders of civilization. Aryan tendency for self-sacrifice. Aryan versus Jew. Jews as
parasites. Fake Jewish ‘religion.’ Extended examination of “the way of Jewry”—historical,
sociological, political. Marxist worldview. Jewish subversion of democracy. Ill effects of
racial impurity.
• Chapter 12: Evolution of DAP. Extended discussion of the need to nationalize the masses.
How to organize a party. Gaining publicity. Second major meeting in October 1919.
Growing success. Rejection of ‘intellectual’ weapons. First true mass meeting in February
1920. Transition to NSDAP.
Volume 2
• Chapter 1: Corruption of democracy. Concept of ‘folkish.’ Transforming ideals into practice.
Marxism pushes race equality. State must serve racial function: to promote the best.
• Chapter 2: Three conventional concepts of state. State as means to end: advancing human

race. Must maintain racial integrity. Strong minorities end up ruling. Racial mixing leads to
decay. State must promote healthy children. Basic eugenic theory. Folkish education, for
physical, mental, and moral strength. Promote willpower, determination, responsibility.
Meritocracy.
• Chapter 3: Citizenship based on race. Three classes: citizen, subject, foreigner.
• Chapter 4: Aristocratic principle. Value of the individual. Marxism promotes mass thinking.
Government rule by the best individuals, not majority.
• Chapter 5: Need for an uncompromising worldview. Need for decisive leadership. 25-point
NSDAP program is unshakable. Only NSDAP is truly folkish.
• Chapter 6: Resumes autobiography. NSDAP must dominate mass opinion. Must fight against
common views. Brest-Litovsk and Versailles. Importance of spoken word. Marxism
flourished with speeches. Need for mass meetings.
• Chapter 7: Lame bourgeois mass meetings. Need for publicity. Control of mass meetings.
Violent protests. Party flag and symbol: swastika. First use in summer 1920. Party strength
by early 1921. Mass meeting 3 Feb at Circus Krone. Attempted disruption.
• Chapter 8: Right of priority. Many folkish movements. Futility of compromise and coalition.
• Chapter 9: Three pillars of authority. In warfare, survival of the inferior. Deserters and
Jewish revolutionaries in November 1918. Bourgeois capitulation. Need for a great ideal.
Creation of the SA (storm troops). NSDAP is neither secret nor illegal. SA as trained fighters.
March to Coburg in Oct 1922. French occupation of the Ruhr.
• Chapter 10: War industries in World War I. Bavaria versus Prussia as diversion. Kurt Eisner,
Jewish revolutionary. Growth of anti-Semitism from 1918. Catholic versus Protestant as
diversion. Federation versus unification. Opposition to Jewish Weimar.
• Chapter 11: Role of propaganda. Supporters and members. Need for restricted growth.
Leadership principle versus majority rule. Acquisition of Völkischer Beobachter. Building
the party. Dissolution on 9 Nov 1923.
• Chapter 12: Question of trade unions. Necessity of unions. NSDAP must form a union.
Union in service to the people. Priority of worldview.
• Chapter 13: Foreign policy as means for promoting national interest. Unification of German
people. England against Germany. France against England. Need for alliance with England
and Italy. Jews seek world conquest, racial contamination. Question of South Tyrol. Jews
oppose German-Italian alliance. Only fascist Italy is opposing Jews. Jews gain power in
America.
• Chapter 14: Russia policy is foremost. Top priority: need for land, living space. Victory goes
to the strong. No colonies, but only an expanded Reich. Look to the East. Russia is ruled by
Jews, cannot be an ally. Only possible alliances: England and Italy.
• Chapter 15: German submission. Locarno Treaty as further submission. France seeks to
dismember Germany. War with France is inevitable. France occupies Ruhr, opposes
England. Must confront and destroy Marxism. Failure of Cuno’s passive resistance.
Even this concise summary demonstrates the controversial nature of the text.

Previous English Translations
For the first several years of its existence, there was no real need for English publishers to produce
a translation of Mein Kampf. The Nazi movement was small, limited more or less to Bavaria. It
had little prospect for growth or real power. There was simply not much interest in an obscure
Bavarian politician.

All this changed when Hitler took power in 1933. Suddenly there was a need to understand this
man who had risen to power at only 44 years of age. A British translator, Edgar Dugdale,
undertook the initial effort to produce an English version. It was a highly abridged edition,
covering only some 45 percent of the full text. It was published in England by Hurst & Blackett,
and in the US by Houghton-Mifflin, in late 1933.
In 1936, the German government decided that they would sponsor their own, complete, English
translation. They hired a British writer and journalist, James Murphy. There not yet having been a
second world war, and the worst excesses of Nazism still in the future, Murphy was inclined to
produce a favorable and sympathetic translation. Unfortunately, there was a falling out with
National Socialist officials and Murphy was ‘fired’ sometime in 1938, his project incomplete.
Through some obscure process, the Germans completed Murphy’s draft version on their own, and
published it in the late 1930s. Today this is known as the Stalag edition, and is currently available
in print in two forms: one by Ostara Publications, and one by Elite Minds (the “official Nazi
English translation”). To call this version ‘unpolished’ is an understatement; more below.
By 1939, four new versions had appeared. After his dismissal, Murphy returned to England and
revised and completed his translation, which was published by Hurst & Blackett in 1939. This is
‘the’ Murphy translation; it is widely available on the Internet, and through various reprints. Under
the Hutchinson imprint, the Murphy translation was republished in 1969 with a lengthy and hostile
introduction by British historian D. C. Watt.
Secondly, the British firm Reynal & Hitchcock enlisted a team of people, headed by Alvin
Johnson, to do their own translation. It was notably hostile to the content of the book and the
National Socialist movement generally.
Third, an American publisher, Stackpole and Sons, produced a version under the direction of a
Jewish editor, William Soskin. They hired a Jewish socialist, Ludwig Lore, to write the preface.
Unsurprisingly, this too was a hostile effort. Soskin was successfully sued by Houghton-Mifflin for
copyright infringement, and production was halted after only a few months.
The final work of 1939 was a second abridgment, produced by American journalist—and future
senator—Alan Cranston. Cranston was also sued; he too lost, but not before allegedly selling
several hundred thousand copies.
Dissatisfied with the abridged Dugdale translation, Houghton-Mifflin embarked on a new, full
translation, by Jewish-German writer Ralph Manheim. They also solicited a short introduction by a
Jewish-German journalist, Konrad Heiden. As expected, it was another blatantly hostile
production. The book appeared in 1943, and has been continuously in print since then. To the
present day, the Manheim version functions as the ‘official’ translation of Mein Kampf; it is the
one quoted by nearly all academics and journalists. The latest Houghton edition, issued in 1998,
includes an introduction by notorious Jewish Zionist Abraham Foxman. Clearly, little has changed
in the intervening years.
For several decades, these were the extant English translations. Then in 2009, a little-known
writer, Michael Ford, published his own translation through Elite Minds. This edition has several
shortcomings, as explained below.
Something of the flavor of these efforts can be seen in the very first words of the book. In my
forthcoming translation, Chapter 1 is titled “In My Parents’ House.” (Original: Im Elternhaus.)
The first sentence: “I consider it most fortunate today that destiny selected Braunau-on-the-Inn to
be my birthplace” (Als glückliche Bestimmung gilt es mir heute, dass das Schicksal mir zum
Geburtsort gerade Braunau am Inn zuwies.) The table below gives the chapter title and the first
few words, in the various translations.
Translation
Dugdale

Chapter 1
My Home

Initial words
It stands me in good stead today that Fate…

Johnson

At Home

Today I consider it my good fortune that Fate…

Murphy (Stalag)

My Home

To-day I consider it a good omen that destiny…

Murphy ('standard') In the Home of my Parents It has turned out fortunate for me to-day that destiny…

Manheim

In the House of my Parents Today it seems to me providential that Fate…

Soskin

Childhood Home

Today I regard it as a happy change that Fate…

Ford

Childhood Home

Today, I am pleased that Fate chose the city…

The variability of even this simple leading sentence is striking. One can imagine the issues
involved with the many more-complicated thoughts that follow.

Why a New Translation?
As it happens, every one of the previous translations has major problems and disadvantages, for a
modern English reader.
The two primary versions—Murphy and Manheim—are written in the style of early-20th-century
British writers. They use a wide array of archaic ‘British-isms’ and British spellings that make
reading awkward, particularly for Americans in the present day. Worse, they attempt to follow too
closely Hitler’s original style. Like most Germans of the time, Hitler wrote long sentences,
fashioned into long, complex paragraphs. Manheim follows this style scrupulously, to the
detriment of the reader; Murphy at least occasionally breaks up long sentences into more readable
segments.
Worst of all, both major translations are simply poor efforts. They do not read well. One repeatedly
encounters passages that are awkward, incoherent, or incomprehensible. There is little of the
fluidity and lyrical power of the German original. For his part, Murphy takes a considerable
amount of ‘translator’s license,’ interjecting unwarranted terminology and wording, or simply
leaving things out. Manheim is more literal, but in the end is scarcely more readable. The reader
simply needs to scan a sampling of either text to understand the situation.
This is unfortunate, to say the least. It is almost as if the publishers intended, or at least preferred,
that the translations be difficult to read. Certainly this limits the circulation of Hitler’s ideas, and
makes it easier to dismiss them—a convenient situation for the many critics of the book’s import.
With the exception of Murphy, all of the standard editions betray their intentions with aggressive,
hostile, and slanderous comments in their introductions. Consider this selection of remarks:
• Johnson: Hitler is “no artist in literary expression,” and “often indifferent to grammar and
syntax.” The book is “a propagandistic essay by a violent partisan” that “warps historical
truth” or “ignores it completely.” Hitler’s discussions on race can be safely dismissed,
because “the greatest anthropologists of the 20th century are agreed that ‘race’ is a
practically meaningless word.”
• Lore: “I cannot conceive of any book of which I more positively disapprove.” The book has
an “atrocious style” and “countless contradictions.” In essence, the book is “an outpouring
of willful perversion, clumsy forgery, vitriolic hatred, and violent denunciation.”
• Manheim: Hitler is a “paranoiac” who offers us “disjointed facts” and “largely unintelligible

flights of Wagnerian fantasy.” He creates “a dream-world,” one “without color and
movement.”
• Heiden: Mein Kampf was written “in white-hot hatred.” It is “ill-founded, undocumented,
and badly written.” “The book may well be called a kind of satanic Bible.”
• Watt: The book is “lengthy, dull, bombastic, repetitious and extremely badly written.” “Most
of its statements of fact…are demonstrably untrue.” It yields “an intolerably prolix German
style and a total lack of any intellectual precision.” As a work of political philosophy, “it has
no claims whatever to be taken seriously.” Hitler’s racial theory—a “mystical racist mumbojumbo of Aryanism”—is a “revolting mixture of pseudo-science and bogus historicism.”
The work is self-consistent, but this only betrays “the terrible consistency of the insane.” In
the end, Hitler is nothing more than a “master of the inept, the undigested, the half-baked
and the untrue.”
• Foxman: Hitler’s “theories have long since been discredited.” The book is “a work of
ugliness and depravity.” It is “unreliable as a source of historical data,” full of “lies,
omissions, and half-truths.” The book’s “atrocious style, puerile digressions, and narcissistic
self-absorption” are obvious. Its theories are “extremist, immoral, and seem to promise war.”
Hitler’s “lunatic plan” is “absurd” and even “comical.” All in all, “a ridiculous tract.”
Any translator, editor, or publisher who would include such words can hardly be trusted to do an
honest job. The intent to bias the reader is plain. Certainly there is no concern here for the author
to obtain a fair and objective reading. In fact, precisely the opposite.
The recent Ford translation, while not overtly hostile, has several other major flaws. Ford has no
discernible credentials, no publishing record, nor any documented history with such academic
works. His ‘in text’ notes are awkward and distracting. The book includes many amateurish and
cartoonish ‘photos.’ There is no index. And his so-called publishing house, Elite Minds, appears to
be some kind of environmental group that focuses on the ecology of sharks, of all things. This is
unfortunate; the last thing the public needs is another misleading, ill-conceived, and unqualified
version of Mein Kampf.
The ‘Nazi’ or ‘Stalag’ edition of Murphy has its own problems. The version published by Elite
Minds claims to be authentic, which means that they retained all the original flaws of grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. The result is nearly unreadable. The edition published by Ostara fixes
many of these problems, but still reads poorly. It does break up the long paragraphs, but to an
extreme degree; one typically finds single-sentence paragraphs, as in a newspaper. This move
destroys all flow and connection of ideas. And neither version has an index or explanatory
footnotes.
My forthcoming translation addresses and resolves many of these unfortunate drawbacks. First, by
including the full and original German text, in a parallel translation, the English wording can be
easily verified. This technique has often been used with classic Greek and Latin authors, but never
before with Mein Kampf. Section headings have been added, in text, in bold. The German original
employed such headings, but only at the top of each page; the reader thus never knew where a new
section actually began. These headings have been translated and inserted at the appropriate points,
in my estimation, and directly in the text. My translation also has helpful and relevant footnotes, a
useful index, and a bibliography of relevant secondary source material. Most important of all,
though, is the fact that the English reads smoothly and naturally.

Some Contentious Topics
It goes without saying that this book is controversial. In fact, it may well be named as the single
most controversial book in history. As such, the typical reader is more or less guaranteed to get a
slanted and biased account of it. Of Hitler’s many controversial statements and topics, four
subjects warrant a brief mention here: National Socialism, race theory, religion, and the Jews.
Of the many simplistic and overused hyperboles in modern usage, the use of ‘Nazi’ surely ranks
among the worst. It’s a crude and almost comical synonym for evil, hateful, cruel, tyrannical, and

so on. This is consistent with the general demonization of everything Hitler.
‘Nazi’ is, of course, an abbreviation for National Socialist (Nationalsozialist). It was prompted by
an earlier term, ‘Sozi,’ which was short for Sozialdemokrat, referring to the Social Democrat party
that had been in existence since the mid-1800s. Hitler and colleagues rarely used ‘Nazi,’ generally
viewing it as derogatory—although Goebbels did write an essay and short book titled The NaziSozi.
As an ideology, National Socialism is utterly misunderstood. In fact, surprisingly, many people
around the world today implicitly endorse some form of it. Most European countries, and many
others globally, are some form of socialist. Socialism—loosely defined as government control and
oversight of at least certain key portions of the economic sector—stands in contrast to free-market
capitalism, in which for-profit corporations control such things. Suffice it to say that socialism is a
respected political and economic system around the globe.
Nationalism places high priority on the well-being of the nation-state and its traditional residents.
It is inward-looking, rather than outward. It tends toward economic independence and autonomy
rather than globalization and inter-connectedness. It typically supports and strengthens the
dominant ethnicity and culture, and largely ignores that of minorities. This, too, is hardly
unknown; there are strong nationalist movements in many countries around the world today.
As it happens, the United States is neither nationalist nor socialist. Thus, its media and its
economic and political elite tend to dismiss or abuse both of these concepts. Americans are
functionally brainwashed to believe that socialism is evil—witness the pejorative application of the
label to President Obama in recent years—and that nationalism is the hallmark of crude and
primitive autocrats, and racist as well. This fact is revealing; the American power elite wants no
one to get the idea that anything like nationalism or socialism—or, God forbid, national socialism
—should become a credible ideology.
Now, it is true that Hitler’s form of national socialism went further than these basic concepts. It
explicitly targeted Marxists, Jews, and global capitalists as enemies of the German people. It also
sought to replace representative democracy with a more efficient and accountable centralized
governance. Hitler had rational arguments for all these issues, as he explains in his book.
In fact, the formal declaration of the National Socialist system—as stated in Hitler’s “25 Points”—
is remarkably progressive and, dare we say, tame. They call for equal rights (Points 2 and 9). They
give citizens the right to select the laws and governmental structure (6). They abolish warprofiteering (12). They call for corporate profit-sharing with employees (14). They support
retirement pensions, a strong middle class, free higher education, public health, maternity welfare,
and religious freedom, including explicit support for “a positive Christianity” (15, 16, 20, 21, 24).
On the ‘down’ side, only a relative few points appear threatening or aggressive. They grant
citizenship only to ethnic Germans, explicitly denying it to Jews (4). They block further
immigration, and compel recent immigrants to leave (8). They seek to prohibit all financial
speculation in land (17). They call for a death penalty against “traitors, usurers, and profiteers”
(18). They demand that the German-language press be controlled only by ethnic Germans—but
they don’t restrict press in other languages (23). And they call for “a strong central authority in the
State” (25).
As anti-Semitic as Hitler was, it is surprising how lightly the Jews get off. They are banned from
citizenship, and therefore from any role in government or the press. Recent (since August 1914)
Jewish immigrants, like all immigrants, must leave. And the National Socialist view of religious
freedom “fights against the Jewish materialist spirit” (24). But no threats to imprison or kill Jews.
Longtime Jewish residents can stay in the country. No confiscation of wealth, with the stated
exceptions. And certainly nothing that sounds like a looming ‘Holocaust.’
In sum, Hitler’s National Socialism is essentially the product of German nationalism and
progressive socialism, combined with a mild form of anti-Semitism. Hardly the embodiment of
evil.

Racial Theory
Mein Kampf contains numerous references to ‘blood’ (Blut) and ‘race’ (Rasse). This is always
portrayed in the worst possible terms, as some kind of demonic, hate-filled, blind racism. But we
must first realize that such talk was commonplace in the early 20th Century; Hitler’s terminology,
though shocking today, was actually quite conventional at the time. Not being a scientist, and few
having much understanding of genetics at the time, it is understandable that he would use such
terms.
Therefore, a literal interpretation of such words is misleading. In modern terminology, Hitler’s
‘race’ is better viewed as ‘ethnicity.’ He was more an ethnicist than a racist. His call for justice for
the “German race” is really on behalf of ethnic Germans—the Volk. Thus understood, his view is
much less threatening than commonly portrayed. Yes, he viewed ethnic Germans as superior. Yes,
he wanted the best for his people. Yes, he was not much interested in the welfare of minorities or
other nationalities. This is hardly a sin. Many people around the world today fight for precisely
such things, for their own ethnicities. And they are right to do so.
Even today, it is reasonable and appropriate to discuss issues of race. It is a relevant term in
biological taxonomy, indicating the highest-level sub-grouping within the species Homo sapiens.
By some accounts, there are three races: White/Caucasian, Black/Negroid, and Mongoloid/Asian.
Within each race, we have the various ethnicities—of which there are some 5,000 worldwide.
By this measure, Hitler cared little about race. He made a few dismissive comments about Blacks,
but nothing that wasn’t standard at the time. He actually admired certain people of the Asian race,
especially the Japanese. But his primary concern was among the various White ethnicities. He
sought a position of strength and influence for ethnic Germans; he sought alliances with ethnic
Britons; and he sought to oppose ethnic Jews.
Then there is Hitler’s infamous talk of ‘Aryan.’ Apart from passing mention elsewhere in the
book, it is discussed in detail only in Chapter 11 of Volume 1. While there is no talk of any
‘superman’—no reference to Nietzsche’s Übermensch, for example—it is clear that Hitler views
the Aryan as the highest human type, the greatest ethnicity, mover and creator of civilization.
Notably, he never defines Aryan. Rather, we learn only what the Aryan is not: he is not Black, not
Oriental, and certainly not Jewish. The Jew is the anti-Aryan, his dark and corrupting opposite.
The Aryan builds, the Jew destroys. The Aryan produces, the Jew consumes. The Aryan is
idealistic, the Jew materialistic.
In the end, the Aryan is distinguished not by his superior intelligence, nor his great creativity, but
mainly by his altruism: the Aryan is a self-sacrificing person, more willing than any others to work
on behalf of society. Thus he builds civilization and culture, and spreads it to the world. NonAryans, to the extent that they have a culture, get it from the Aryans, even as they customize it to
their own needs. But the original source and sustainer is the self-sacrificing Aryan.
The word ‘Aryan’ has an interesting origin, and it has nothing to do with the Germans. It comes
from the Sanskrit arya, meaning ‘noble.’ It originally referred to the people and language that
moved into India from the north around 1500 BC. In the Indian caste system, the Aryans became
the Brahmans—the highest and noblest caste. It was they who cultivated the Sanskrit language,
and ultimately developed Indian culture. And a final point of interest: Those immigrants from the
north came from the region that is known today as the Iranian plateau. In fact, the word ‘Iran’
derives directly from ‘Aryan’; the Iranians were the original Aryans.
Not being a scholar of ancient history, and having no Internet at hand, Hitler knew little of all this.
He simply picked up on prior German and European usage. In fact, talk of Aryans as a superior
race predated Hitler by several decades. It was a main theme of Frenchman Arthur de Gobineau’s
book Essay on the Inequality of the Human Races, of 1855. And it was prominent in Britonturned-German author Houston Stewart Chamberlain’s book Foundations of the Nineteenth
Century, published in 1899. By the time Hitler picked up on the term, it was old hat.

On Religion

Among other calumnies, Hitler is often portrayed as a godless atheist, a devil worshipper, the
antichrist, or some kind of maniacal pagan. In fact he was none of these.
Rather, Hitler was broadly supportive of Christianity. He called it “the Religion of Love,” and
referred to Jesus, indirectly, as its “sublime founder.” He argued that the masses are not and cannot
be philosophical; their ethics must come from traditional religious sources. And he believed in
separation of church and state: “political parties have no right to meddle in religious questions.”
He condemned the Jews because they mock religion, and portray ethics and morality as
“antiquated sentiment.”
His view on God is quite intriguing. Frequently he refers to a kind of cosmic deity or divine power,
but in a variety of unconventional terms. We find many references, for example, to Schicksal—fate
or destiny. We read of the “Goddess of Destiny” (Schicksalgöttin). He writes of “Providence”
(Vorsehung), “Doom” or “Fate” (Verhängnis), and “the Lord” (Herr). Elsewhere we find reference
to “Chance” (Zufall) and “the eternal Creator” (ewige Schöpfer). Volume 1 closes with a reference
to “the Goddess of Inexorable Vengeance” (die Göttin der unerbittlichen Rache). These are not
mere metaphors. It seems to be a kind of recognition of higher powers in the cosmos, but not those
of traditional religions.
In the end, Hitler was most offended by crude materialism: the quest for money and material
power. This view has no concept of idealism, no notion of spirituality, no vision of higher powers
in the universe. Materialism was the essence of both Marxism and capitalism—and both were
embodied in the Jew. That’s why these things were, according to Hitler, the mortal enemy of
anyone seeking higher aims in life.
Hitler himself was no fan of religious dogma, but seems to have envisioned a future that moved
toward a new kind of spirituality, one aligned with the workings of nature. We may perhaps best
view him as a ‘spiritual but not religious’ sort of person—a view that is notably widespread today.

On the Jews
If nothing else, Hitler is inevitably depicted as a confirmed anti-Semite and Jew-hater. We should
be clear: this is absolutely true. There are many lies spread about Hitler, but this is not one of them.
The key is understanding why he held this view.
In the second half of Chapter 2 (Volume 1), he describes in striking detail his gradual discovery of
the role and effects of Jews in society. He recalls that, as a youth, he had only known one Jewish
boy, but had no particular feelings toward him one way or the other. He hadn’t even heard them
discussed much until his mid-teens, and then only in a vaguely negative political context. When he
moved to Vienna at age 15, he encountered a city of 2 million that was 10 percent Jewish. At first,
he barely noticed them. When he did, he viewed them as representatives of a rather strange
religion, but since he was generally tolerant of religious diversity, he gave them little thought. He
was put off by the “anti-Semitic” press. As he says, “on grounds of human tolerance, I opposed the
idea that [the Jew] should be attacked because he had a different faith.”
But then Hitler began to pay attention to the mainstream press. They were informative and liberal,
but yet often flamboyant and garish. They seemed anxious to curry favor with the corrupt
monarchy. And they were uniformly critical of the German Kaiser and his people. He noticed that
some of the anti-Semitic papers were actually more skeptical of Viennese authority, and more
open-minded regarding the Germans. At the same time, he realized that the Jews were more
numerous than he previously believed. In fact, certain districts of Vienna were 50 percent Jewish,
or more. And they all seemed to endorse a strange ideology: Zionism.
Furthermore, they were visually and physically repellent. Their black caftans and braided hair
locks looked comical. They had their own odd concept of ‘cleanliness’: “That they were not waterlovers was obvious upon first glance.” They smelled bad: “The odor of those people in caftans
often made me sick to my stomach.” This was topped off by “the unkempt clothes and the
generally ignoble appearance.” All in all, a sorry sight.
Worst of all, hidden away inside, was their “moral rot.” Jews seemed to be involved in all manner

of shady, unethical, and illegal activities. Hitler began to study the situation in more detail. “The
fact was that 90 percent of all the filthy literature, artistic trash, and theatrical idiocy had to be
charged to the account of a people who formed scarcely one percent of the nation. This fact could
not be denied.” Pornography, lewd art and theater, prostitution, human trafficking…all could be
tied to the Jews.
The famed mainstream Viennese press, Hitler discovered, was almost completely a Jewish
enterprise. Jewish writers repeatedly praised Jewish actors, authors, and businessmen. People,
events, and policies favorable to Jews were lauded, and those that were disadvantageous were
condemned. Even the dominant political party, the Social Democrats, was found to be led by Jews.
Upon this realization, says Hitler, “the scales fell from my eyes.” The whole pattern came together:
a Jewish press supporting a Jewish political system, even as other Jews profited from the moral
corruption of the people. Profit and power at all cost; lies and deceit without compunction; and an
utter lack of concern for fairness, democracy, human welfare or even human decency. “I gradually
came to hate them,” he said.
Considered globally, the situation was even worse. Marxism—the product of a Jew, Karl Marx—
was promulgated by Jews in Europe and around the world. It sought to dominate and control
nature. It sought to level all social differences, thereby subverting the natural order in which the
truly best people rightly flourish. In essence, it was a teaching and a means by which Jews could
ruthlessly assume control of entire nations. Once that happened, thousands or even millions of
natives would die. The 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia was proof enough.
In other parts of Europe, the dominant ideology was capitalism. Here, money ruled. Here, the
bankers and corporate moguls dictated even to kings. Markets must be opened, international trade
promoted, and loans used to extract wealth from the masses. And when these titans of capital were
investigated, they were found to be, more often than not, Jews.
For Hitler, these realizations were devastating. The recognition of the insidious role of the Jews
was “the greatest inner revolution that I had yet experienced.” Indeed: “From being a soft-hearted
cosmopolitan, I became an out-and-out anti-Semite.” No hidden views here.
Hitler’s conversion to anti-Semitism was remarkable. In contrast to the common view, it was
neither arbitrary nor irrational. He was not a born Jew-hater. It was a step-by-step process, taken
over a long period of time, and based on his data and observations about the real world. His was a
“rational” anti-Semitism. As he saw it, any person of dignity and self-respect, anyone with a
concern for human life, anyone committed to the integrity of the natural world, would of necessity
be an anti-Semite. In their ruthless pursuit of their own self-interest, Jews, said Hitler, become the
enemy of all mankind. Anyone not recognizing this fact—and acting accordingly—he thought a
fool.
The modern person today winces at such talk. “A monster!” we say. “Hate speech!” “The devil!”
And yet, these are not rational responses. The modern man is conditioned to say such things. We
must be objective here. Hitler was not inventing facts. His observations were largely true, even if
he had no access to formal data or statistics. Jews did dominate in Vienna, and even more so in
Germany. Consider the following numbers, cited by Gordon (1984: 8-15):
The reader may be surprised to learn that Jews were never a large percentage of the
total German population; at no time did they exceed 1.09 percent of the population
during the years 1871 to 1933… [In spite of this, Jews] were overrepresented in
business, commerce, and public and private service… Within the fields of business
and commerce, Jews… represented 25 percent of all individuals employed in retail
business and handled 25 percent of total sales…; they owned 41 percent of iron and
scrap iron firms and 57 percent of other metal businesses.… Jews were [also]
prominent in private banking under both Jewish and non-Jewish ownership or control.
They were especially visible in private banking in Berlin, which in 1923 had 150
private (versus state) Jewish banks, as opposed to only 11 private non-Jewish
banks.…
This trend held true in the academic and cultural spheres as well: “Jews were overrepresented
among university professors and students between 1870 and 1933.… [A]lmost 19 percent of the

instructors in Germany were of Jewish origin.… Jews were also highly active in the theater, the
arts, film, and journalism. For example, in 1931, 50 percent of the 234 theater directors in
Germany were Jewish, and in Berlin the number was 80 percent…” Hitler was not imaging things.
Furthermore, Jews did in fact curry favor with the monarchy when it was in their interest, but they
were quick to revolt if that could yield a greater gain. Jewish Marxists had succeeded in Russia,
and were prominent in the November Revolution in Germany, making them responsible, in part,
for Germany’s defeat in World War I. Jews were eager to profit by any means possible: war,
corruption, immorality, exploitation, deception. And many were Zionists: committed to creating a
Jewish state in Palestine, and willing to do whatever it took to achieve this.
What to do? For Hitler, there was only one logical conclusion: Drive them out. This meant pushing
them out of society, out of the economy, and restoring control of the media and government to
non-Jews. It meant creating a Judenrein, or Jew-free, society, one that was free from internal and
external manipulation by Jewish interests. This, in fact, was Hitler’s conclusion years before he
began Mein Kampf. In late 1919, as he was just becoming acquainted with the DAP, he wrote a
letter to one of his officers regarding how to respond to the Jewish question. This striking early
letter concludes as follows:
Rational anti-Semitism…must lead to a systematic and legal struggle against, and
eradication of, the privileges the Jews enjoy over the other foreigners living among us
(Alien Laws). Its final objective, however, must be the total removal of all Jews (die
Entfernung der Juden überhaupt) from our midst. Both objectives can only be
achieved by a government of national strength, never by a government of national
impotence. (in Maser 1974: 215)
His view did not change in Mein Kampf, nor evidently anytime later in his life. His solution was
always the same: drive them out. Total removal. Ruthlessly if necessary, but out they must go.
Here is one striking point, however: With one minor exception, Hitler never called for killing the
Jews. Though his terminology shifted over time, his words always referred to some form of
removal: Jews should be “deported,” “expelled,” “rooted out.” Their role and their power in the
German Reich must be “destroyed” or “liquidated.” But explicit words like ‘killing,’ ‘shooting,’
‘murder,’ ‘gassing,’ virtually never appear in his speeches, writings, or even private conversations.
The one exception is at the very end of Mein Kampf. There were about 600,000 Jews in Germany
at the start of World War I, a war that ended in the deaths of over 2 million Germans. Hitler argues
that killing “12 or 15 thousand Hebrew corrupters” at the start of the war, by a poison gas such as
fell on the German troops in the battlefield, would have spared a million lives and led to German
victory. Not all the Jews, or even most of them; just one or two percent would have sufficed, to
derail their pernicious aims. But this seems to be the last such reference by Hitler, in any
documented writing or speech.
English sources always translate Hitler’s wording as wanting to “exterminate,” “destroy,” or
“annihilate” the Jews; but this is another deception. None of his actual words demands mass
killing—or even any killing at all. If the Jews have been driven out of Germany, they have indeed
been ‘exterminated’ (lit. ‘driven beyond the border’). If their control over the economy has been
terminated, their power has indeed been ‘annihilated,’ or ‘reduced to nothing.’ If Jewish society
has been removed, it may rightly be said to have been ‘destroyed’ (lit. ‘un-built’ or
‘deconstructed’). Hitler’s tough talk was never any different than that of any world leader when
confronting a mortal enemy. President Obama often speaks of “destroying” the “cancer” of the
Islamic State, but no one accuses him of attempted genocide.
Thus we find no talk of mass murder (with the lone exception), extermination camps, genocide, or
anything like this in Mein Kampf. Hitler’s opponents search in vain for signs of an impending
‘Holocaust’ in which the mass of German Jewry would be murdered. The reader is invited to do
the same. It is simply not there—much to the chagrin of his critics.
From all this, it should be clear that Hitler had only one real enemy in the Jews. He was not some
all-purpose hater of humanity. He disliked the French, respected the British and Americans, and
sympathized with the Russians, but didn’t hate them. Even the “lesser” races were never a target of

contempt, but rather, if anything, pity. Today we are under the impression that, in 1940, the entire
world quivered at the thought of a Nazi takeover. But this was never more than trumped-up
propaganda. Hitler wanted to be a world power—like all major nations—but never a world ruler.
In short, unless you were a Jew, you had nothing to fear. Whites had nothing to fear—unless they
allowed themselves to be ruled by Jewish Marxists or Jewish capitalists. Hispanics, Blacks, and
Orientals, though of lower status, had nothing to fear. France and England had nothing to fear—
until they declared war on Germany. America never had anything to fear—until Roosevelt made
the unwise decision to harass Germany and Japan into conflict. It was always and only the Jews
who were his enemy.
From the Jewish perspective, of course, this is the ultimate evil: a man who seeks to destroy
Jewish power, confiscate their obscene wealth, and create a Jew-free society. Should he succeed,
and should his new society flourish, it would mean catastrophe for Jews worldwide. People
everywhere might begin to perceive treachery in Jewish influence.
This is why Mein Kampf is so dangerous.

Hitler’s Legacy
Hitler had a great and noble vision for his people. He desperately wanted Germany to assume its
rightful place in the world, and to set an example for all those who aspired to something better than
a crude material existence. By contrast, the social vision of virtually every other world leader of
the 20th Century—or the 21st—pales.
Hitler had concrete goals in mind for his nation, and concrete plans to get there. He faced three
fundamental challenges: (1) to restore the economy, (2) to achieve security and independence by
becoming a world power, and (3) to create an idealistic, uplifting, and sustainable German society.
He put his plan into action as soon as he came to power in 1933. And it worked. It worked so well
that a beleaguered, beaten-down, hyper-inflated, emasculated German nation rose up to become a
world power with astonishing speed. Consider: After just three years, Hitler’s Germany had
conquered inflation, driven down unemployment, and put industry back to work—all in the midst
of a global depression. After six years, it was a world power. After eight years, his nation was so
powerful that it took the combined effort of virtually the entire rest of the world to defeat it.
The first two aspects of his plan were attained. But the rest of the world, driven in part by Jewish
hatred, jealousy, and spite, could not bear this, and so they sought to crush him and his German
nation—which they did. The real tragedy of Hitler’s story is that he never had time to tackle his
third great challenge: to create a flourishing German society. Sadly, we will never know the longterm potential consequences of National Socialism, or whether a truly great society could have
been constructed.
But what about the Holocaust? What about the death camps and gas chambers? Isn’t this the
terrible, inevitable outcome of Hitler’s warped vision?
Here we have perhaps the greatest deception of all. In order to show the world the horrible
outcome of a potent anti-Semitism, a tale of monumental human disaster had to be constructed,
promoted, and sustained. The undeniable and tragic death of several hundred thousand Jews—
which included many deaths by old age, disease, injury, suicide, and in combat situations—would
have to become “6 million.” Tough talk against Jews, aimed at driving them out of Germany,
would have to become “euphemisms for mass murder.” Rooms designed to disinfest clothing and
bedding against disease-carrying lice would have to become “homicidal gas chambers.” Hundreds
of thousands of Jewish bodies would have to be burned down to ash, and then made to completely
vanish. Transit camps constructed to move Jews out of the Reich—Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibor
—would have to become “extermination camps” designed for mass-murder; and with dieselengine exhaust, no less. And a forced-labor camp in which thousands of Jews died from typhus
—Auschwitz—would have to become “the greatest death camp of all time.”
Clearly there is much more to be said here. For those interested readers, sources such as Dalton
(2014b, 2015) or Rudolf (2011) are recommended. Suffice it to say that the Holocaust, as

commonly portrayed, is an unsubstantiated, unwarranted, and unjustified exaggeration of epic
proportions. Nearly every aspect of the story crumbles as soon as it is put to the test. The alleged
horror of the Holocaust becomes, in the end, a story of the dispossession and expulsion of one
particular minority community that held disproportionate power in a nation that did not want them,
and that bore disproportionate guilt for that nation’s misfortunes. That they themselves should have
suffered as a result is unsurprising.
Mein Kampf is one man’s assessment of history and vision for the future. It is blunt; it is harsh; it is
unapologetic. It does not comply with contemporary expectations of politeness, objectivity, and
political correctness. It sounds offensive to sensitive modern ears. But the book is undeniably
important. It is more consequential than perhaps any other political work in history. It deserves to
be read. And each reader will then be free to determine its ultimate value and meaning for
themselves.
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Springtime for Trotsky | CODOH
by Ralph Raico

Leon Trotsky. By Irving Howe. Viking Press, 1978, 214 pages.
Leon Trotsky has always had a certain appeal for intellectuals that the other Bolshevik
leaders lacked. The reasons for this are clear enough. He was a writer, an occasional
literary critic — according to Irving Howe, a very good one — and an historian (of the
revolutions of 1905 and 1917). He had an interest in psychoanalysis and modern
developments in physics, and, even when in power, suggested that the new Communist
thought-controllers shouldn't be too harsh on writers with such ideas — not exactly a Nat
Hentoff position on freedom of expression, but about as good as one can expect among
Communists.
Above all, Trotsky was himself an intellectual, and one who played a great part in what
many of that breed have considered to be the real world — the world of revolutionary
bloodshed and terror. He was second only to Lenin in 1917; in the Civil War he was the
leader of the Red Army and the Organizer of Victory. As Howe says, "For intellectuals
throughout the world there was something fascinating about the spectacle of a man of
words transforming himself through sheer will into a man of deeds."
Trotsky lost out to Stalin in the power struggle of the 1920s, and in exile became a severe
and knowledgeable critic of his great antagonist; thus, for intellectuals with no access to
other critics of Stalinism — classical liberal, anarchist, or conservative — Trotsky's
writings in the 1930s opened their eyes to some aspects at least of the charnel-house that
was Stalin's Russia. During the period of the Great Purge and the Moscow show trials,
Trotsky was placed at the center of the myth of treason and collaboration with Germany
and Japan that Stalin spun as a pretext for eliminating his old comrades. In 1940, an agent
of the Soviet secret police, Ramon Mercador, sought Trotsky out at his home in Mexico
City and killed him with an ice ax to the head.

Mugshot of Trotsky after Soviet members were arrested during a meeting in Free
Economic Society building. Photo taken 3 December 1905. Saint Petersburg police

department.
Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons.
Irving Howe, the distinguished literary critic and editor of Dissent, tells the story of this
interesting life with great lucidity, economy, and grace. The emphasis is on Trotsky's
thought, with which Howe has concerned himself for almost the past 40 years. As a young
man, he states, "I came for a brief time under Trotsky's influence, and since then, even
though or perhaps because I have remained a socialist, I have found myself moving
farther and farther away from his ideas."
Howe is in fact considerably more critical of Trotsky than I had expected. He identifies
many of Trotsky's crucial errors, and uses them to cast light on the flaws in Marxism,
Leninism, and the Soviet regime that Trotsky contributed so much to creating. And yet
there is a curious ambivalence in the book. Somehow the ignorance and evil in Trotsky's
life are never allowed their full weight in the balance, and, in the end, he turns out to be,
in Howe's view, a hero and "titan" of the 20th century. It's as if Howe had chosen not to
think out fully the moral implications of what it means to have said and done the things
that Trotsky said and did.
We can take as our first example Howe's discussion of the final outcome of Trotsky's
political labors: the Bolshevik revolution and the Soviet regime. Throughout this book
Howe makes cogent points regarding the real class character of this regime and other
Communist governments — which, he notes, manifested itself very early on:
A new social stratum — it had sprung up the very morning of the revolution
— began to consolidate itself: the party-state bureaucracy which found its
support in the technical intelligentsia, the factory managers, the military
officials, and, above all, the party functionaries…. To speak of a party-state
bureaucracy in a country where industry has been nationalized means to
speak of a new ruling elite, perhaps a new ruling class, which parasitically
fastened itself upon every institution of Russian life. [emphasis in original]
Howe goes on to say that it was not to be expected that the Bolsheviks themselves would
realize what they had done and what class they had actually raised to power: "It was a
historical novelty for which little provision had been made in the Marxist scheme of
things, except perhaps in some occasional passages to be found in Marx's writings about
the distinctive social character of Oriental despotism."
This is not entirely correct. Howe himself shows how Trotsky, in his book 1905 (a history
of the Russian revolution of that year), had had a glimpse of this form of society, one in
which the state bureaucracy was itself the ruling class. In analyzing the Tsarist regime,
Trotsky had picked up on the strand of Marxist thought that saw the state as
an independent parasitic body, feeding on all the social classes engaged in the process of
production. This was a view that Marx expressed, for instance, in his Eighteenth Brumaire
of Louis Bonaparte.
More importantly, the class character of Marxism itself — as well as the probable
consequences of the coming to power of a Marxist Party — had been identified well
before Trotsky's time. The great 19th-century anarchist Michael Bakunin — whose name
does not even appear in Howe's book, just as not a single other anarchist is even
mentioned anywhere in it — had already subjected Marxism to critical scrutiny in the
1870s. In the course of this, Bakunin had uncovered the dirty little secret of the future
Marxist state:
The State has always been the patrimony of some privileged class or other; a
priestly class, an aristocratic class, a bourgeois class, and finally a

bureaucratic class…. But in the People's State of Marx, there will be, we are
told, no privileged class at all … but there will be a government, which will
not content itself with governing and administering the masses politically, as
all governments do today, but which will also administer them economically,
concentrating in its own hands the production and the just division of wealth,
the cultivation of land, the establishment and development of factories, the
organization and direction of commerce, finally the application of capital to
production by the only banker, the State. All that will demand an immense
knowledge and many "heads overflowing with brains" in this government. It
will be the reign of scientific intelligence, the most aristocratic, despotic,
arrogant, and contemptuous of all regimes. There will be a new class, a new
hierarchy of real and pretended scientists and scholars. [Emphasis added.]
This perspective was taken up somewhat later by the Polish-Russian revolutionist,
Waclaw Machajski, who held, in the words of Max Nomad, that — "nineteenth century
socialism was not the expression of the interests of the manual workers but the ideology
of the impecunious, malcontent, lower middle-class intellectual workers … behind the
socialist 'ideal' was a new form of exploitation for the benefit of the officeholders and
managers of the socialized state."
Thus, that Marxism in power would mean the rule of state functionaries was not merely
intrinsically probable — given the massive increment of state power envisaged by
Marxists, what else could it be? — but it had also been predicted by writers well known to
a revolutionary like Trotsky. Trotsky, however, had not permitted himself to take this
analysis seriously before committing himself to the Marxist revolutionary enterprise.
More than that: "To the end of his days," as Howe writes, he "held that Stalinist Russia
should still be designated as a 'degenerated workers' state' because it preserved the
nationalized property forms that were a 'conquest' of the Russian Revolution" — as if
nationalized property and the planned economy were not the very instruments of rule of
the new class in Soviet Russia!
It remained for some of Trotsky's more critical disciples, especially Max Shachtman in the
United States, to point out to their master what had actually happened in Russia: that the
Revolution had not produced a "workers' State," nor was there any danger that
"capitalism" would be restored, as Trotsky continued to fret it would. Instead, there had
come into an existence in Russia a "bureaucratic collectivism" even more reactionary and
oppressive than what had gone before.
Trotsky rejected this interpretation. In fact he had no choice. For, as Howe states, the
dissidents "called into question the entire revolutionary perspective upon which [Trotsky]
continued to base his politics…. There was the further possibility, if Trotsky's critics were
right, that the whole perspective of socialism might have to be revised." Indeed.
To his credit, Howe recognizes that a key period for understanding Bolshevism, including
the thought of Trotsky, is the period of war communism, from 1918 to 1921. As he
describes it, "Industry was almost completely nationalized. Private trade was banned.
Party squads were sent into the countryside to requisition food from the peasants." The
results were tragic on a vast scale. The economic system simply broke down, with all the
immense suffering and all the countless deaths from starvation that such a small statement
implies. As Trotsky himself later put it, "The collapse of the productive forces surpassed
anything of the kind that history had ever seen. The country, and the government with it,
were at the very edge of the abyss."
How had this come about? Here Howe follows the orthodox interpretation: War
communism was merely the product of emergency conditions, created by the Revolution
and the Civil War. It was a system of "extreme measures [which the Bolsheviks] had

never dreamt of in their earlier programs."
Now, this last may be, strictly speaking, correct. It may well be, that is, that the
Bolsheviks had never had the slightest idea of what their aims would mean concretely for
the economic life of Russia, how those aims would of necessity have to be implemented,
or what the consequences would be.
But war communism was no mere "improvisation," whose horrors are to be chalked up to
the chaos in Russia at the time. The system was willed and itself helped produce that
chaos. As Paul Craig Roberts has argued in his brilliant book Alienation and the Soviet
Economy, war communism was an attempt to translate into "Reality" the Marxist ideal:
the abolition of "commodity production," of the price system and the market.
This, as Roberts demonstrates, was what Marxism was all about. This is what the end of
"alienation" and the final liberation of mankind consisted in. Why should it be surprising
that when self-confident and determined Marxists like Lenin and Trotsky seized power in
a great nation, they tried to put into effect the very policy that was their whole reason for
being?
As evidence for this interpretation, Roberts quotes Trotsky himself (ironically, from a
book of Trotsky's writings edited by Irving Howe):
[T]he period of so-called "war communism" [was a period when] economic
life was wholly subjected to the needs of the front … it is necessary to
acknowledge, however, that in its original conception it pursued broader
aims. The Soviet government hoped and strove to develop these methods of
regimentation directly into a system of planned economy in distribution as
well as production. In other words, from "war communism" it hoped
gradually, but without destroying the system, to arrive at genuine communism
… reality, however, came into increasing conflict with the program of "war
communism." Production continually declined, and not only because of the
destructive action of the war.
Roberts goes on to quote Victor Serge: "The social system of those years was later called
'War Communism.' At the time it was called simply 'Communism' … Trotsky had just
written that this system would last over decades if the transition to a genuine, unfettered
Socialism was to be assured. Bukharin … considered the present mode of production to
be final."
One slight obstacle was encountered, however, on the road to the abolition of the price
system and the market: "Reality," as Trotsky noted, "came into increasing conflict" with
the economic "system" that the Bolshevik rulers had fastened on Russia. After a few years
of misery and famine for the Russian masses — there is no record of any Bolshevik leader
having died of starvation in this period — the rulers thought again, and a New Economic
Policy (NEP) — including elements of private ownership and allowing for market
transactions — was decreed.
The significance of all this cannot be exaggerated. What we have with Trotsky and his
comrades in the Great October Revolution is the spectacle of a few literary-philosophical
intellectuals seizing power in a great country with the aim of overturning the whole
economic system — but without the slightest idea of how an economic system works. In
State and Revolution, written just before he took power, Lenin wrote,
The accounting and control necessary [for the operation of a national
economy] have been simplified by capitalism to the utmost, till they have
become the extraordinarily simple operations of watching, recording and

issuing receipts, within the reach of anybody who can read and write and
knows the first four rules of arithmetic.
With this piece of cretinism Trotsky doubtless agreed. And why wouldn't he? Lenin,
Trotsky, and the rest had all their lives been professional revolutionaries, with no
connection at all to the process of production and, except for Bukharin, little interest in
the real workings of an economic system. Their concerns had been the strategy and tactics
of revolution and the perpetual, monkish exegesis of the holy books of Marxism.
The nitty-gritty of how an economic system functions — how, in our world, men and
women work, produce, exchange, and survive— was something from which they
prudishly averted their eyes, as pertaining to the nether-regions. These "materialists" and
"scientific socialists" lived in a mental world where understanding Hegel, Feuerbach, and
the hideousness of Eugen Duehring's philosophical errors was infinitely more important
than understanding what might be the meaning of a price.
Of the actual operations of social production and exchange they had about the same
appreciation as John Henry Newman or, indeed, St. Bernard of Clairvaux. This is a
common enough circumstance among intellectuals; the tragedy here is that the Bolsheviks
came to rule over millions of real workers, real peasants, and real businessmen.
Howe puts the matter rather too sweetly: once in power, he says, "Trotsky was trying to
think his way through difficulties no Russian Marxist had quite foreseen." And what did
the brilliant intellectual propose as a solution to the problems Russia now faced? "In
December 1919 Trotsky put forward a series of 'theses' [sic] before the party's Central
Committee in which he argued for compulsory work and labor armies ruled through
military discipline…."
So, forced labor, and not just for political opponents, but for the Russian working class.
Let Daniel and Gabriel Cohn-Bendit, the left-anarchists from the May days of 1968 in
Paris, take up the argument:
"Was it so true," Trotsky asked, "that compulsory labor was always
unproductive?" He denounced this view as "wretched and miserable liberal
prejudice," learnedly pointing out that "chattel slavery, too, was productive"
and that compulsory serf labor was in its times "a progressive phenomenon."
He told the unions [at the Third Congress of Trade Unions] that "coercion,
regimentation, and militarization of labor were no mere emergency measures
and that the workers' State normally had the right to coerce any citizen to
perform any work at any place of its choosing."
And why not? Hadn't Marx and Engels, in their ten-point program for revolutionary
government in The Communist Manifesto, demanded as Point Eight, "Equal liability for
all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture"? Neither Marx
nor Engels ever disavowed their claim that those in charge of "the workers' state" had the
right to enslave the workers and peasants whenever the need might arise. Now, having
annihilated the hated market, the Bolsheviks found that the need for enslavement had,
indeed, arisen. And of all the Bolshevik leaders, the most ardent and aggressive advocate
of forced labor was Leon Trotsky.
There are other areas in which Howe's critique of Trotsky is not penetrating enough, in
which it turns out to be altogether too soft-focused and oblique. For instance, he taxes
Trotsky with certain philosophical contradictions stemming from his belief in "historical
materialism." All through his life, Howe asserts, Trotsky employed "moral criteria by no
means simply derived from or reducible to class interest. He would speak of honor,
courage, and truth as if these were known constants, for somewhere in the orthodox

Marxist there survived a streak of nineteenth century Russian ethicism, earnest and
romantic."
Let us leave aside the silly implication that there is something "romantic" about belief in
ethical values, as against the "scientific" character of orthodox Marxism. In this passage,
Howe seems to be saying that adherence to certain commonly accepted values is, among
Marxists, a rare kind of atavism on Trotsky's part. Not at all.
Of course historical materialism dismisses ethical rules as nothing more than the
"expression," or "reflection," or whatever, of "underlying class relationships" and,
ultimately, of "the material productive forces." But no Marxist has ever taken this
seriously, except as pretext for breaking ethical rules (as when Lenin and Trotsky argued
in justification of their terror). Even Marx and Engels, in their "Inaugural Address of the
First International," wrote that the International's foreign policy would be to "vindicate the
simple laws of morals and justice [sic] which ought to govern the relations of private
individuals, as the laws paramount of the intercourse of nations."
That Trotsky admired honor, courage, and truth is not something that cries out for
explanation by reference to Russian tradition of "ethicism" (whatever that might be). The
admiration of those values is a part of the common heritage of us all. To think that there is
a problem here that needs explaining is to take "historical materialism" much too
seriously to begin with.
Similarly with other contradictions Howe thinks he has discovered between Trotsky's
Marxist philosophy and certain statements Trotsky made in commenting on real political
events. Of the Bolshevik Revolution itself, Trotsky says that it would have taken place
even if he had not been in Petrograd, "on condition that Lenin was present and in
command." Howe asks, "What happens to historical materialism?" The point Howe is
making, of course, is that in the Marxist view individuals are not allowed to play any
critical role in shaping really important historical events, let alone in determining whether
or not they occur.
But the answer to Howe's question is that, when Trotsky commits a blunder like
this, nothing happens. Nothing happens, because "historical materialism" was pretentious
nonsense from the beginning, a political strategy rather than a philosophical position.
Occasionally, in daubing in some of the light patches of sky that are intended to make up
for the dark ones in Trotsky's life, Howe comes perilously close to slipping into a fantasy
world.
He says that in the struggle with Stalin, Trotsky was at a disadvantage, because he "fought
on the terrain of the enemy, accepting the damaging assumption of a Bolshevik monopoly
of power." But why is this assumption located on the enemy's terrain? Trotsky shared that
view with Stalin. He no more believed that a supporter of capitalism had a right to
propagate his ideas than a medieval inquisitor believed in a witch's personal life style.
And as for the rights even of other socialists — Trotsky in 1921 had led the attack on the
Kronstadt rebels, who merely demanded freedom for socialists other than the Bolsheviks.
At the time, Trotsky boasted that the rebels would be shot "like partridges" — as, pursuant
to his orders, they were.
Howe even stoops to trying a touch of pathos. In sketching the tactics Stalin used in the
struggle with Trotsky, he speaks of "the organized harassment to which Trotskyist leaders,
distinguished Old Bolsheviks, were subjected by hooligans in the employ of the party
apparatus, the severe threats made against all within the party…." Really now — is it
political violence used against Leon Trotsky and his "distinguished" followers that is
supposed to make our blood run cold? No: if there was ever a satisfying case of poetic
justice, the "harassment" and "persecution" of Trotsky — down to and including the ice-

ax incident — is surely it.
The best example of Howe's strange gentleness toward Trotsky I have saved for the last.
What, when all is said and done, was Trotsky's picture of the Communist society of the
future? Howe does quote from Trotsky's Literature and Revolution the famous, and
ridiculous, last lines: "The average human type [Trotsky wrote] will rise to the heights of
an Aristotle, a Goethe, or a Marx. And above this ridge new peaks will rise." He doesn't,
however, tell us what precedes these lines — Trotsky's sketch of the future society, his
passionate dream. Under Communism, Trotsky states, Man will
reconstruct society and himself in accordance with his own plan…. The
imperceptible, ant-like piling up of quarters and streets, brick by brick, from
generation to generation, will give way to the titanic construction of cityvillages, with map and compass in hand…. Communist life will not be
formed blindly, like coral islands, but will be built up consciously, will be
erected and corrected…. Even purely physiologic life will become subject to
collective experiments. The human species, the coagulated Homo sapiens,
will once more enter into a state of radical transformation, and, in his own
hands, will become an object of the most complicated methods of artificial
selection and psycho-physical training…. [It will be] possible to reconstruct
fundamentally the traditional family life…. The human race will not have
ceased to crawl on all fours before God, kings and capital, in order later to
submit humbly before the laws of heredity and sexual selection! … Man will
make it his purpose … to create a higher social biological type, or, if you
please, a superman.
"Man … his own plan … his purpose… his own hands." When Trotsky promoted the
formation of worker-slave armies in industry, he believed that his own will was the will of
the Proletarian Man. It is easy to guess whose will would stand in for that of Communist
Man when the time came to direct the collective experiments on the physiological life, the
complicated methods of artificial selection and psycho-physiological training, the
reconstruction of the traditional family, the substitution of "something else" for blind
sexual selection in the reproduction of human beings, and the creation of the superhuman.
This, then, is Trotsky's final goal: a world where mankind is "free" in the sense that
Marxism understands the term — where all of human life, starting from the economic, but
going on to embrace everything, even the most private and intimate parts of human
existence — is consciously planned by "society," which is assumed to have a single will.
And it is this — this disgusting positivist nightmare — that, for him, made all the
enslavement and killings acceptable!
Surely, this was another dirty little secret that Howe had an obligation to let us in on.
Howe ends by saying of Trotsky that "the example of his energy and heroism is likely to
grip the imagination of generations to come," adding that, "even those of us who cannot
heed his word may recognize that Leon Trotsky, in his power and his fall, is one of the
titans of our century."
This is the kind of writing that covers the great issues of right and wrong in human affairs
with a blanket of historicist snow. The fact is that Trotsky used his talents to take power in
order to impose his willful dream — the abolition of the market, private property, and the
bourgeoisie. His actions brought untold misery and death to his country.
Yet, to the end of his life, he tried in every way he could to bring the Marxist revolution to
other peoples — to the French, the Germans, the Italians — with what probable
consequences, he, better than anyone else, had reason to know. He was a champion of

thought-control, prison camps, and the firing squad for his opponents, and of forced labor
for ordinary, nonbrilliant working people. He openly defended chattel slavery — which,
even in our century, must surely put him into a quite select company.
He was an intellectual who never asked himself such a simple question as: "What reason
do I have to believe that the economic condition of workers under socialism will be better
than under capitalism?" To the last, he never permitted himself to glimpse the possibility
that the bloody, bureaucratic tyranny over which Stalin presided might never have come
into existence but for his own efforts.
A hero? Well, no thank you — I'll find my own heroes somewhere else. A titan of the
20th century? In a sense, yes. At least Leon Trotsky shares with the other "titans" of our
century this characteristic: it would have been better if he had never been born.
This review originally appeared in Libertarian Review, March 1979. It is republished with
permission by the author.

"The Enemy Is Listening!" | CODOH
by Christoph M. Wieland

In his book, The Ultra Secret,[1] published in 1974, author Frederick W. Winterbotham
revealed, for the first time, that the British Intelligence Service was able to eavesdrop on almost
all German military radio communications from a very early date, shortly after the outbreak of
World War II. As a captain in the Royal Air Force and officer of the Military Intelligence
Service, Winterbotham supervised the work of the Government Code & Cipher School in
Bletchley Park, where cryptanalysts cracked the "Enigma" code used in German cipher
machines to scramble messages transmitted by the German army, navy and air force.
Seven more years were fated to pass by before the public was permitted to learn that Bletchley
Park personnel were capable of far more than simply reading written German military messages.
In 1981, cryptanalyst Francis H. Hinsley published the second volume of his book British
Intelligence in the Second World War.[2] Hinsley's book revealed that the British Intelligence
Service also eavesdropped on radio signals transmitted by the German police, SD and SS. This
enabled the British to obtain not only reliable information on events behind the Russian Front,
but on events in the German concentration camps as well.
On 19 May 1997, the British government transferred the decoded documents in Bletchley Park
to the Public Records Office in London, thereby making them accessible to the public for
research purposes.[3] Oddly, only a very few Holocaust historians were interested in the
information on the concentration camps. The reason for this astonishing lack of interest is
presumably due to the following remark by author Hinsley:
The messages from Auschwitz, the largest camp, with 20,000 inmates,[4] mention
disease as the chief cause of death, but also include references to executions by
hanging and shooting. The decoded messages contain no references to gassings.[5]
The present article is intended to summarize the information obtained at Bletchley Park on
events in Auschwitz Concentration Camp. Despite Hinsley's unambiguous statement, British
Intelligence Service information continues to give rise to a multiplicity of interpretations and
speculation, just as before. At the same time, the question of what the British "knew about the
Holocaust" always takes priority over everything else.
As shown by the Bletchley Park documents, the commandant of Auschwitz had to file a report
every single day. With the exception of Sunday, these messages consisted of daily reports on
population [Bestand], arrivals [Zugänge], and departures [Abgänge] from the concentration
camps. For over thirteen months, from January 1942 to January 1943, the British Intelligence
Service followed up and decoded these reports from Auschwitz Concentration Camp to the SS
Head Business Administration Office [SS-Wirtschafts-Verwaltungshauptamt] in Oranienburg.
The decoded messages enabled the compilation of very exact statistics. The radio messages
from 28 October 1942 – taking a single day at random – reveal, for example, that Auschwitz
Concentration Camp contained a total, all told, of 25,298 inmates: 18,754 men and 6,544
women; including 10,755 Jews, 8,822 Poles, 1,369 Russians and 1,578 Germans. It was also
learned that there were exactly 787 Zugänge and 168 Abgänge on 28 July 1942; Zugänge
referred to the arrival of new inmates; Abgänge referred to deaths, executions, releases and
inmates transferred to other camps.
These daily radio messages also contained additional information related to Auschwitz. Thus, it
was reported, for example, that Jewish watchmakers were being transferred to Sachsenhausen
Concentration Camp; that Polish workers could only be sent elsewhere [verschickt] after release
from quarantine; that British POWs were considered to be urgently needed to work as kapos;
and that efforts were being made to locate a successor to the then-acting garrison doctor by

September 1942.
With regard to the Holocaust, the Abgänge were naturally of particular interest. In actual fact,
the monthly number of Abgänge in the year 1942 fluctuated in an unusual manner. While the
number of Abgänge normally amounted to approximately 2,000 inmates per month, there was a
great increase in these figures in July, August, September and October. For example, 8,352
Abgänge were reported for the month of August 1942.
As is readily apparent from the radio messages, this unusually high number of Abgänge was due
to a typhus epidemic at Auschwitz.[6] Typhus, sometimes also known as “camp fever” is, as is
well known, transmitted by fleas and lice; under poor hygienic circumstances it will inevitably
appear in almost any such camp. According to the decoded radio messages, it took the
Auschwitz authorities approximately four months to bring the epidemic under control. The
numbers only fell back down to the average figure of approximately 2,000 Abgänge per month
in November and December 1942.

Dr. Eduard Wirths, Chief SS doctor (SS-Standortarzt) at the Auschwitz concentration camp from
September 1942 to January 1945. Wirths is third from right in front row
By Jesse Hofseth (Own work) [CC BY-SA 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons
Auschwitz Concentration Camp, as mentioned above, had requested a successor to their current
on-duty garrison physician in August 1942. This successor, who took over in his official
capacity on 6 September 1942, was Dr. Eduard Wirths. In his notes, Wirths left a vivid report on
conditions in Auschwitz at that time:[7]
I found inconceivable inmate conditions. There was no running water, no working
toilets, no way to bathe. The barracks lodging the prisoners were overfilled and
there was a shortage of beds. There were masses of lice all over the floors, clothing
and inmates' bodies. The walls were black with fleas. The condition of the inmates
was simply unbelievable, emaciated to their very bones, devoured by vermin, with
dead bodies lying around between living inmates. Hundreds of dying inmates were
taken away, but sometimes they lay around among the living for days.

It was obvious that the epidemic would spread to the guard personnel as well. The Bletchley
Park intercepts reported, for example, that, on 4 September “the entire camp was subjected to
quarantine”[8] and “in October, 11 SS-Men were hospitalized with suspected typhus.”[9]
Wirths succeeded temporarily in bringing the epidemic under control by building additional
barracks, infirmaries, installing additional drains and water pipes, latrines and targeted use of
measures intended to combat infection:
Through the chamber of physicians [Ärztekammer], we applied for permission to
distribute white bread and milk. Instead of polluted drinking water, I took care to
distribute drinks such as coffee and tea. I ordered the organization of field kitchens
for working inmates, due to the great distances between the worksites and their
living quarters and commissaries, which meant that otherwise the workers would
get no hot food all day. When the construction of field kitchens was impracticable, I
had hot food delivered to the work sites by vehicle. I requested permission to allow
recovering inmates to gather wild vegetables, medicinal herbs. At the same time, I
wanted Jewish women confined by the camp administration to be able to move
about in the open. I requested rest for physically weakened inmates, even the
construction of entire rest departments.[10]
Dr. Wirths’s struggle against the epidemics must have been a real labor of Sisyphus. Obviously,
fresh cases of typhus arrived in the camp with each new rail transport. Thus, on 28 January
1943, Bletchley Park issued a report to the effect that "there were 36 cases of typhus among the
inmates arriving on 22 January.”[11]
In the summer of 1942, the first Polish and Jewish reports appeared[12] alleging the commission
of mass murder on an industrial scale in Auschwitz. According to these reports, 2,000 inmates
were being killed in gas chambers every day. Since the number of Abgänge reported amounted
to approximately 2,000 inmates per month, and not 2,000 inmates per day, the British
Intelligence Service rejected these reports as war propaganda. Thus, the president of the British
Joint Intelligence Committee, Victor Cavendish-Bentinck, on 27 August 1943, wrote that the
reports from Poles and Jews were devoid of all basis in fact:[13]
The allegations of mass executions in gas chambers are reminiscent of the atrocity
stories from the last war, according to which the Germans were processing corpses
into fat – a grotesque lie, which was immediately unmasked as pure propaganda.
The first historian ever permitted to examine the deciphered messages from Bletchley Park was
Richard Breitman. In his book, Official Secrets: What the Nazis Planned, What the British and
Americans Knew,[14] published in 1998, Breitman made serious accusations against the Allies.
As indicated in the translation back to English of the German translation of his book – State
Secrets: Nazi Crimes Tolerated by the Allies [Staatsgeheimnisse: Die Verbrechen der Nazis –
von den Alliierten toleriert], he accuses the British and Americans of having known about the
Holocaust from the very beginning, but of deliberately concealing this information. In particular,
he accused Cavendish-Bentinck of rejecting the “Information from Polish and Jewish sources as
invented.”[15] This accusation is, however, entirely unjustified. Why should CavendishBentinck have accorded credibility to unreliable reports when he was in possession of reliable
radio messages from Auschwitz itself?
That Cavendish-Bentinck rejected the credibility of reports from Polish and Jewish underground
sources is all the more understandable when one reads some of the documents cited by
Breitman. Thus, for example, he reports that “a Polish underground courier who had succeeded
in escaping to London” had made the following statements on Auschwitz Concentration
Camp:[16]
I lived a few weeks in Auschwitz.[…] Based on the information which I gathered,
together with my own observations, I can assure you that the Germans used the
following killing methods. A) Gas chambers: the victims were forced naked into the
chambers, where they suffocated. B) Electrical chambers: these chambers had metal
walls. The victims were driven inside and then killed by high-voltage electrical

current. C) The so-called pneumatic hammer system: a pneumatic hammer designed
to kill by means of pneumatic pressure.
Is it really so remarkable that Cavendish-Bentinck considered such reports unworthy of belief?
Obviously not. Any similar report would be immediately rejected as false, even today.
But there is more: According to information provided by “a Polish woman with the code name
Wanda,” "98% of all arrivals at Auschwitz were gassed.”[17] Auschwitz was a forced-labor
camp suffering from a severe shortage of manpower, as the officials at Bletchley Park well
knew. Why should Cavendish-Bentinck lend the slightest credence to the allegation that 98% of
all inmates were gassed immediately after their arrival?
The British Intelligence Service had every reason to consider the decoded radio messages of the
SS the most reliable source of information on events in Auschwitz. In view of the available data,
it was, therefore, furthermore assumed that the local mortality rates amounted to approximately
2,000 per month, instead of 2,000 per day. According to the figures reported by the SS, there
were exactly 52,996 Abgänge in the entire year of 1942. The unusually high number is, as stated
above, attributable to the series of typhus epidemics which can easily be proven to have broken
out in the late summer of 1942. If there had been 2,000 deaths per day in 1942, the number of
Abgänge would have amounted to at least 730,000.
The figures decoded in Bletchley Park obviously caused confusion among historians. The
official number of Auschwitz victims amounts, as is well known, to 1 million. But how is it
possible to arrive at such a high figure based on the SS radio messages deciphered by the British
Intelligence Service?

Encryption device Enigma in use, 1943.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 101I-241-2173-09 / Grupp / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
In an attempt to shore up the official figure of Auschwitz victims, Breitman claims that the
number of actual victims were subject to particularly severe measures of official censorship and
confidentiality when reported by radio:[18]

Strict secrecy was still maintained within the SS, regardless of Enigma. Top secret
information was still transmitted by courier only.
This allegation is really not very convincing. Why should the mass gassings at Auschwitz not be
reported through Enigma when the mass shootings on the Eastern Front were reported through
Enigma, i.e., in precisely the same way? Regardless of whether it was a matter of mass
executions in Riga, Minsk or Kiev – oddly, Breitman's book constantly proves its points based
on the reports from Bletchley Park, which the author obviously considers reliable.
Just how arbitrary the above allegation by Breitman really is, is made clear, last but not least of
all, by the fact that the Germans entrusted Enigma with information of crucial, even decisive,
information on their maneuvers, such as the current position of U-boats or the exact dates
involved in future German air attacks.
Obviously less than completely convinced by his own arguments, Breitman resorts, only a few
pages further on, to another explanation. Here, he states:[19]
The statistics only include inmates who were registered in the Auschwitz
camps.[…] The statistics nevertheless lack all mention of Jews who were selected
for the gas chambers immediately after their arrival.
What is the evidence for this assumption? As Breitman himself had already stated, “Himmler
wanted to know how many inmates were released, and how many died, in each.”[20] But if
Himmler ordered the camps to report the number of deaths, why should the commandant of
Auschwitz withhold this same number? Breitman's assumption appears to be a purely ad hoc
hypothesis intended simply to enable the writer to continue clinging to the official number of
victims at Auschwitz.
Another book on Bletchley Park and the Holocaust was published in 2004. Historian Nicholas
Terry, in Yad Vashem Studies, published an article entitled “Conflicting Signals,”[21] defended
the British Intelligence Service against Richard Breitman's accusations: the British Intelligence
Service had, in fact, according to him, discovered no clear evidence of extermination of Jews
based on radio messages deciphered at Bletchley Park.
First of all, Terry straightens out a misunderstanding on Breitman's part. Of course, an order
was, in fact, actually issued on 13 September 1941 prohibiting all further reporting of victim
numbers by radio, but, rather, ordering that all such figures be communicated by courier only;
but this order only applied to the three Higher SS and Police Leaders (HSSPF).[22] On 24
August 1941, Winston Churchill had made the mistake, in a radio address, of denouncing the
mass shootings carried out behind the Russian front by the German Ordnungspolizei [NS regular
police].[23] Churchill's remarks remained, of course, very vague, but aroused the suspicion on
the part of the head of the German Ordnungspolizei, Kurt Daluege, that the British had been
eavesdropping on German radio reports. Daluege therefore issued an order to the heads of the
Ordnungspolizei, deciphered by the British, prohibiting the mention, for the time being, of
victim numbers by radio. In response to a suggestion by SS-Obergruppenführer Friedrich
Jeckeln, the victim figures were not, however, deleted, but, rather, merely camouflaged, i.e.,
henceforth reported under the heading of "Action under the Customs of War."[24]
The decisive point is that the order issued by Daluege was addressed to the HSSPF, not the SS.
The Auschwitz Commandant's office therefore continued to report its Abgänge on a regular
basis. On 28 January 1943, Bletchley Park even reported that the Oranienburg office issued an
order to compile detailed statistics and to report the exact numbers of deceased inmates and new
arrivals.[25]
Like Richard Breitman, Nicholas Terry also alleges that the people murdered immediately after
their arrival were not included in the lists of Abgänge because they were never registered, but
were, instead, taken straight to the gas chambers.[26] This is, of course, entirely conceivable.
But without a single document expressly ordering that inmates murdered in gas chambers
directly after their arrival should not be reported, the assumption remains merely an ad hoc
hypothesis.

That this ad hoc hypothesis is merely a far-fetched assumption is easily demonstrated by
reference to a very few simple considerations. How was the Reichsführer SS supposed to know
how the “Final Solution to the Jewish Question" was progressing unless the commandant of
Auschwitz regularly reported the fate of each individual incoming transport? It goes without
saying that Himmler had to be informed of the numbers of inmates arriving at Auschwitz, being
transferred to other concentration camps or being killed in the gas chambers. The SS Head
Business Administration Office [SS-Wirtschaft-Verwaltungshauptamt] must have insisted upon
exact statistics as well. Since it was responsible for all concentration camps, it would have
needed to be informed, not only of the number of able-bodied, working inmates, but the number
of unregistered, non-able-bodied inmates as well, even if only to justify the quantities of Zyklon
B requested for the gas chambers as well as for the requested quantities of coke for the
crematoria.
Altogether, it would be a gross underestimation of German bureaucracy to assume that exact
records were not kept of every procedure. At Auschwitz, not a single birth, death, delousing,
release, punishment, execution, case of illness or cremation could occur without being reported
to Agency Group [Amtsgruppe] D of the SS-WVHA in Oranienburg by the camp commandant's
office.
Finally, Jürgen Graf and Carlo Mattogno have discovered numerous documents in the Moscow
archives illustrating not only the extent of German bureaucracy, but the unlikelihood of any
Holocaust as well. As one example, I would like to cite the report from Dr. Horst Fischer to Dr.
Eduard Wirths. In a letter dated 13 April 1943, the camp physician Dr. Fischer at Buna wrote to
the garrison physician Dr. Wirths informing him of the arrival of 658 inmates at Auschwitz
Camp. Of these 658 inmates, 109, after a thorough medical examination, were found to be
unable to work. And of these 109 non-able-bodied inmates, 25 were sent to one of the rest and
recovery wards at Buna, 33 were sent to the inmate infirmary at Buna, and 51 were transferred
to the much better-equipped inmate hospital at Auschwitz I.
To sum up, the following facts may be considered established: The messages deciphered at
Bletchley Park undoubtedly constitute one of the most reliable sources on the course of events
during the Second World War. They provide information on undertakings of the German army,
navy, and air force. They provide an insight into the events occurring behind the Russian front
and the conditions in the concentration camps. Since the reports from Auschwitz contain no
information on mass killings, the question of whether the British Intelligence Service "knew
about the Holocaust," can be answered with a single word: "No!"[27]
In view of the fact that the messages from Auschwitz contain no mention of gas chambers or
mass murders, the real question is: what was there really for anybody to "know" about? In other
words: was there any Holocaust at all? Regardless of the general belief that hardly any historical
event has ever been so thoroughly "proven," one must, once again, expressly point out that, until
the present, not one single material or documentary proof for the reality of any mass killings in
gas chambers has ever been found. The only thing that exists, at most, is mutually contradictory
"eyewitness testimonies" and "confessions," which can, at least in the latter case, easily be
shown to have been given under duress.
The most reliable documents on Auschwitz – the Sterbebücher von Auschwitz,[28] the
Kommandanturbefehle von Auschwitz[29] and the "radio messages from Auschwitz, deciphered
by the Allies”[30] – contain not the slightest reference to mass killings by means of toxic gas.
This is in addition to the fact that the number of victims reported by the British Intelligence
Service largely coincide with the numbers of victims reported in the Auschwitz "Death Books."
As already mentioned, Auschwitz Concentration Camp reported a total of 52,996 Abgänge for
the year 1942 as a whole. According to the "Death Books," there are supposed to have been a
total of 36,958 deaths at Auschwitz in 1942. The fact that the numbers of Abgänge is greater
than the number of deaths, is easily explained, since the term Abgänge includes, as mentioned
above, not only natural deaths and victims of execution, but also inmates who had been released
or transferred elsewhere. It is therefore entirely conceivable that the number of 36,958 deaths
given in the "Death Books" for the year 1942 is quite correct. The existing discrepancy of

16,038 could reflect the number of inmates transferred to other camps or released. Pending the
discovery of a document unambiguously proving the gassing of thousands of human beings at
Auschwitz by Zyklon B, we are perfectly justified in casting doubt upon the official version of
the "Holocaust."
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The Holocaust by Bullets | CODOH
by Kosto Tamo

In the immediate after-war period, it was widely believed that Nazi extermination camps
existed in Germany and Poland. The barbaric Allied saturation bombing,[1] which had
led to the collapse of the German transportation, food-distribution and medical networks,
provoked a chaos exacerbated by the arrival of millions of refugees fleeing the Soviet
invasion in the East. The result was starvation and the spread of disease (typhus, cholera)
among millions of unfortunates, including camp inmates – many of whom succumbed.
Photos of skeletal survivors were seized upon for hate-propaganda purposes, while the
camps which still managed to function with some degree of normality and whose
inmates were in relatively good shape, were largely ignored.
Subsequently, it became evident from available documentation and material evidence
that no order had been given for the mass murder of Jews. No trace has been found of
any plan, budget, or weapon, nor has a single autopsied body been shown to have been
gassed.
During and after the war there were “eyewitnesses” to mass gassings at
Buchenwald, Bergen-Belsen, Dachau, and other camps in Germany proper.
Today, virtually all recognized scholars dismiss this testimony as false.
Establishment historians, however, still claim that mass gassings happened
at several camps in Poland. The evidence for this claim is, in reality,
qualitatively no different to the false testimony and evidence for the alleged
mass gassings at the camps in Germany proper.[2]
The “confessions” obtained in Nuremberg were not infrequently obtained through
torture or the threat of being handed over to the Soviets.
Under these circumstances, the search was on to find new “killing fields.” To the rescue
came an organization called Yahad - In Unum and its director Father Patrick Desbois.
This organization was created in January 2004 on the initiative of three French
archbishops (including a former Archbishop of Paris Mgr. Lustiger, a Polish Jew who,
according to his wishes, is buried in Israel), Rabbi Israël Singer, a former President of
the World Jewish Congress, Mr. Serge Cwajgenbaum, Secretary-General of the World
Jewish Congress, and Mr. Pinchas Shapiro. It is sponsored by a number of foundations
and organizations as well as by the Municipality of Paris.[3] Father Desbois is also
director of the (French) Episcopal Committee for Relations with Judaism.

On May 12, 2011, Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat Anti-Semitism Hannah
Rosenthal recognized the work of Father Patrick Desbois, President of the Yahad-In
Unum Association of France, with a Tribute of Appreciation certificate.
By U.S. Department of State, photographer not specified [Public domain], via
Wikimedia Commons
Desbois and his team set to work scouring the Ukrainian and Belorussian country sides
for evidence of mass executions, plumbing the memories of local populations for clues.
Evidence was forthcoming of what was duly dubbed a “Holocaust by Bullets” which
began in 1941—that is, before the Wannsee Conference (January 1942) and before the
alleged Polish and German camp exterminations.
In 2008 Father Desbois’s account of his work, Porteur de mémoires : Sur les traces de la
Shoah par balles, appeared in its English translation as The Holocaust by Bullets: A
Priest’s Journey to Uncover the Truth behind the Murder of 1.5 Million Jews.[4] One
must wonder if any normally endowed person perusing this exposé could still seriously
entertain the veracity of the Shoah. Inter alia, it recounts uncritically what we consider
metaphysical phenomena and proffers unsubstantiated assertions designed to convey a
picture of diabolically sadistic murderers intent on maximizing the suffering of their
victims. The book amounts to an extended diatribe of hatred toward Germans.
In establishing his credentials, Desbois assures us of his own and his family’s nearsaintly qualities. On p. 67 he confides modestly:
With the influence of my family and my religious tradition, I have always

taken the position of resistance in the face of evil—I am a person who unites
with others to fight evil wherever it resides, ...
― in sum, a modern-day Don Quixote. His Acknowledgements (p. 215) first cite “my
grandfather, Claudius Desbois, who gave me the thirst for truth. Thank you to my father
and mother who gave me the taste for justice and truth.” On page 5 he tells us:
I didn’t find out till much later that the German pilots taken prisoner by the
Maquis [anti-Nazi guerillas — Ed.] had been tortured in my grandparents’
farm before being shot in the forest across from the house.
So it would seem that the parents’ taste for justice didn’t come from Grandfather
Claudius; but of course the pilots were only German boche, unworthy of being treated as
prisoners-of-war. On the other hand, when beggars came into the family shop, his
mother used to say:
“You have to give them half a rabbit, but only give them the good bits, the
thighs!” And we were perfectly happy to eat the rabbit ribs ourselves.
Patrick Desbois should not be confused with Robin Des Bois (the French name for
Robin Hood). Rather, he is an anti-Robin Hood who is out to rob poor Europeans to give
to rich Jewish organizations. On p. 100 he recounts presenting his research to the Claims
Conference (the Conference on Jewish Material Claims against Germany) which, as the
book explains, was founded in 1951 in New York “to represent and offer reparations for
the victims and the Jewish survivors of the Shoah.” The Conference happens to be one
of Yahad - In Unum’s sponsors. However, lest we misunderstand, Desbois takes the bull
by the horns on p. 166:
Money and Jews, Jews and money. I am very familiar with this kind of
association. These clichés often lead insidiously to hatred and violence.
We suggest he contemplate Nahum Goldmann’s viewpoint as expressed in The Jewish
Paradox (Athenäum, Frankfurt 1988, p. 77):
I hardly exaggerate. Jewish life exists of two elements: extracting money
and whining.
On p. 121 the author, in professing his belief in the Providence of God but also his
awareness of the abominable face of the world, confides that both were received from
his family, his Church, “but also from the Jewish tradition. A single human race, created
in the image of God.” Alas! The image of a single human race, if implying equality
between races, certainly didn’t come from the Jewish tradition. Just as Animal Farm’s
governing pigs proclaimed that: “All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal
than others,” Deuteronomy 7:6 assures the chosen people:
For you are people consecrated to the Lord your God: of all the peoples on
earth the Lord your God chose you to be His treasured people.
In case Gentiles didn’t quite get the message clearly enough, Professor Mordechai Nisan
cleared up any ambiguity in Kivunim (August 1984, pp. 151-156):
If Gentiles refuse to live a life of inferiority, then this signals their rebellion
and the unavoidable necessity of Jewish warfare against their very presence.
Page 131 of the book captures Father Desbois in a reflective mood:
I thought of the incomprehension, contempt, pogroms, and expulsions that

had marked the centuries of relationships between Catholics and Jews,
preventing the coming together of our two traditions.
Since by our reading, this text nails Catholics as the villains and Jews as the innocent
victims, we suggest that he might discover the motivations for this goyish behavior in
the texts cited above. Also, he could fruitfully check out the Talmud.[5]
There remains a nagging question as to how 1.5 million people could have been
murdered across thousands of sites without this having come to public notice much
earlier. Chapter XV is entitled “An Extermination in Every Village.” This title is
justified on p. 147:
The landscape of Ukraine, village after village, east to west, was
transforming itself under my eyes into an ocean of exterminations. Whether
in Bahkir in west Ukraine, or in Nikolayev in east Ukraine . . . The horrors
of the Holocaust were not necessarily exactly the same from one place to
another, but they did unfortunately cover the whole country without
exceptions.
Or again on p. 178 the author notes in despair:
I imagine that if we could open all the mass graves we would have to take
aerial photos of the whole of the Ukraine. A mass cemetery of anonymous
pits into which men, women and children were thrown. Not a camp but a
country of graves.
The foreword to the book provides some clues to solve the mystery:
Their [the Holocaust victims’] stories and fates of their communities were
obscured by clouds of Soviet secrecy and anti-Semitism.
Furthermore, there were problems related to deciphering hand-written documents and
the Soviet regime’s misrepresentation of the truth (p. x).
While all this is true, we are told on p. 155 that:
The Germans had learned that whenever the Soviets arrived in a village, the
first thing they would do was open the graves, photograph the bodies, and
draw up a document with the help of the inhabitants of the village, the
teacher, the priest, and any surviving Jews. They would also proceed with a
thorough scientific analysis of the bodies.
It was this information which led the Germans to undertake “Operation 1005” (of which
more below). What remains puzzling is why the Soviets apparently kept mum about
their findings. It will be remembered that Churchill and Roosevelt forbade revealing the
truth about Katyn. The Russians had every reason to shout to high heaven about alleged
German crimes and to shift their own atrocities onto them. Had any entity such as the
Red Cross or other humanitarian agencies, the Allied or neutral governments, or wellplaced individuals such as Roosevelt, Truman, Churchill, or Eisenhower been apprised
of the killings, they would certainly have condemned them.
As indicated above, the “Holocaust by Bullets” took place before the Wannsee
Conference, from which the order for the liquidation of the Jews allegedly emanated.
From where did the orders for such a massive operation come? Were they issued on the
independent initiatives of local commanders? The following text from p. 67 hints at an
order from a centralized authority:

We found out that the Germans had had carte blanche regarding how to kill
the Jews. A legal framework was in place that required them to assassinate
the Jews, but the methods used were left to their initiative, even their
sadism.
No attempt is made to justify this bald assertion. What evidence was found of a carte
blanche’s having been given? What was the legal framework requiring them to
assassinate the Jews? Was all this mere hearsay?
Yahad - In Unum set out to record the testimony of surviving eyewitnesses of the
exterminations. How reliable is such evidence? An article in the Scientific American of 8
January 2009 entitled, “Why Science Tells Us Not to Rely on Eyewitness Accounts” and
sub-titled “Eyewitness testimony is fickle and, all too often, shockingly inaccurate,”
contends:
The uncritical acceptance of eyewitness accounts may stem from a popular
misconception of how memory works. Many people believe that human
memory works like a video recorder: the mind records events and then, on
cue, plays back an exact replica of them. On the contrary, psychologists
have found that memories are reconstructed rather than played back each
time we recall them. The act of remembering, says eminent memory
researcher and psychologist Elizabeth F. Loftus of the University of
California, Irvine, is ‘more akin to putting puzzle pieces together than
retrieving a video recording.’ Even questioning by a lawyer can alter the
witness’s testimony because fragments of the memory may unknowingly be
combined with information provided by the questioner, leading to
inaccurate recall.
The final sentence is particularly relevant in the present context, as is also the article’s
concluding paragraph:
Many researchers have created false memories in normal individuals; what
is more, many of these subjects are certain that the memories are real. In one
well-known study, Loftus and her colleague Jacqueline Pickrell gave
subjects written accounts of four events, three of which they had actually
experienced. The fourth story was fiction; it centered on the subject being
lost in a mall or another public place when he or she was between four and
six years old. A relative provided realistic details for the false story, such as
a description of the mall at which the subject’s parents shopped. After
reading each story, subjects were asked to write down what else they
remembered about the incident or to indicate that they did not remember it
at all. Remarkably about one third of the subjects reported partially or fully
remembering the false event. In two follow-up interviews, 25 percent still
claimed that they remembered the untrue story, a figure consistent with the
findings of similar studies.
Nevertheless, in his Foreword to the book, Mr. Paul A. Shapiro claims:[6]
Similarly, the Soviet investigation and trial records confirm that the
individuals giving testimony to Father Desbois today are remembering
accurately what they saw, despite the passage of more than 60 years.
Father Desbois also assures us (p. 86) that: “The witnesses’ narratives were relentlessly
precise”; but later admits (p. 204):
Weary of the stories that were not exactly true, weary of meeting people

who said they wanted to tell us all but who didn’t want us to know
everything.
This is not surprising; as mentioned elsewhere, many Jews were slaughtered by local
populations after the Soviet retreat since they were identified with Soviet atrocities (not
the least of which was the early-1930s famine).
In the small Ukrainian town of Busk, which formerly was home to an important Jewish
community, an exchange with one witness (Stepan Davidovski) was as follows (p. 183):
Q. Did the Jewish police remain until the end of the ghetto?
A. Yes. They weren’t shot. They were sent to the ghetto of Olensko, where
the police were sent.
On p. 186 we find the following exchange with Eugenia Nazarenko, who confirmed that
she was referring to the Jewish police:
Q. Were the police also killed in the cemetery?
A. Yes, in the same pit. First they brought the civilians, then the police.
But Nazarenko later admits that she didn’t actually see the killings:
I didn’t see it myself; it was the people of the village who talked about it.
In the Crimean town of Kertch the team “happened to run into” a sailor who, “his eyes
filled with tears,” related (p. 107):
The sea was black. The Jews who had come here had all thrown themselves
into the sea at Azov to try to achieve their last hope of survival—reaching
the Russian shores. Many of them drowned.
Now, Azov is a town situated in Russia on the River Don at the other extremity of the
Sea of Azov from Kertch and about 16 km inland from the sea. We presume that the
Jews had in fact jumped into the sea at Kertch. Since the Kertch Strait is 3.1 km wide at
its narrowest, it would seem suicidal for all but the strongest to throw themselves
lemming-like into the sea.
In his foreword (p. xi) Mr. Shapiro confirms:
[W]e can now know the whole truth in all of its frightening detail. Through
a magical marriage of the evidence—60-year old Soviet documents and
riveting testimonies taken today, to which Father Desbois has added
astonishing ballistic and forensic findings as well—we are finally able to
see clearly.
We subscribe to the attributes “magical” and “astonishing” in this statement, but to not
much else. We have already considered the reliability of the “riveting testimonies.”
While Mr. Shapiro evokes a “magical marriage,” we consider this epithet accurately
describes certain events uncovered by our Yahad - In Unum sleuths and which we term
supernatural (see below). As regards the “ballistic” findings, the procedure is described
on p. 53.
The Germans did not use more than one bullet to kill a Jew. Three hundred
cartridges, 300 bullets, 300 people executed here. . . . .The proof of
genocide was so flagrant and so real. (p. 53).

True to say, proceeding in this fashion in the Ukraine, which saw very heavy fighting
during the Second World War, could be qualified as “astonishing.” While Mr. Shapiro is
able to see the course of events clearly, that is unfortunately not our case.

Yahad found cartridge casings used by the Nazis to murder 1,400 Jews. Motol, Belarus.
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In Busk the team wished to carry out “archaeological research,”[7] and to ensure that
Jewish law was not contravened arranged for the presence of a rabbi (p. 175).
The Jewish law, the Halakha, specifies that bodies must not be moved under
any circumstances, particularly the victims of the Holocaust (p. 176).
On p. 177 it is confirmed that:
It was impossible to carry out a typical scientific study because we had to
respect Jewish law and not move any of the bones. We could therefore only
observe what appeared on the surface.
Recourse had to be had to the German and Soviet archives for the “missing
information.”
Consequently, the foreword’s reference to the team’s (astonishing) forensic findings
leaves us puzzled. What were they exactly? It would seem that the “archaeological
research” consisted solely of uncovering the bodies to confirm death by shooting and
then covering them up again.
In fact, Professor Robert Faurisson denies the claim that Jewish law forbids the moving
of bodies, pointing out that the exhumation and examination of bodies is authorized in
criminal cases. He refers to the Encyclopedia Judaica (1978) under the entries
“Autopsies” and “Dissection.”
When he visited Belzec (Poland) Desbois met inter alia (p. 23): “the carpenter who
made the gas chamber.” We wonder whether a carpenter would have the savoir-faire to
construct a gas chamber?
The assassins resorted to various subtleties to cover the sound of their misdeeds.
Banging on empty buckets or requisitioning a musician to play the buben (a wooden
percussion instrument) (p. 139). To muffle the cries of the Jews, peasants were recruited
to bang saucepans, and one villager had been requisitioned to play the drum every
morning (p. 136).
In June 2002 Desbois visited Rawa-Ruska, where his grandfather Claudius had been
held prisoner, with René Chevalier (p. 27). René noted that fewer Jews used to return to
the ghetto after work than had gone in the morning. When asked where the missing were
buried, he confided:
You know, there were many holes in the airport runway at that time . . .

We imagine that there would also be a number of aircrew and passengers buried in the
vicinity.
On p. 84 we find the following testimony:
We were three Ukrainian girls who, in our bare feet, had to pack down the
bodies of the Jews and throw a fine layer of sand on top of them so that
other Jews could lay down.
This chore was carried out after each volley of shots. As one can readily imagine, this
was not an easy task; as the witness admitted (p. 85):
Many Jews were only wounded ... We had trouble walking on them.
This evidence made a marked impression on the Yahad - In Unum team:
That evening when we got back into the van, our eyes were full of images of
these three village girls running down into the pit, trampling on the bodies,
throwing sand, and coming out again on the orders of Hummel, trying to
catch their breath before the next shooting.
A German policeman called Humpel performed the same duty in the village of
Senkivishvka:
[He] advanced, upright, walking on the dead bodies, pistol in hand, and
murdered each Jew, one after the other, with a bullet in the back of the neck
(pp. xviii-xix).
Prof. Faurisson remarks that in this type of massacre the victims’ abdomens explode,
spraying fecal matter everywhere; the stench is unbearable, and the corpses assume all
manner of postures. It would be impossible, even for expert gymnasts, to walk on this
mass of entangled corpses without slipping and falling into the blood and fecal matter.[8]
Desbois seems obsessed with showing that the Germans resorted to burying people
alive. For example, in Busk:
The impact of the bullets and the position of the bodies showed that they
had all been shot and buried alive. Many of the women’s bodies were found
holding a baby, to protect it from the flow of sand. It was three weeks of
macabre discoveries (p. 177).
The impact of the bullets would certainly show that they had been shot, but how does the
position of the bodies determine that they had all been buried alive? Since all the victims
were only wounded, the executioners must either have been extraordinarily bad shots or
else have deliberately avoided killing outright. The case of finding female bodies
holding babies is also a recurring theme in the exposé.
Confrontation with the macabre leads us into the supernatural. On p. 65 we find:
These peasants also spoke to me of the pits as if they were alive. How was I
to understand what they meant? How was I to accept the witnesses’ repeated
assertion that the pits ‘breathed’ for three days afterward?
The narrative then refers presumably to the Arabski event mentioned below, and
continues:
I understood then that all the witnesses who had told us about the pits

moving, accompanying their words by an up and down movement of the
hand, had signified in fact that a pit took three days to quiet down because
many of the victims had been buried alive. After understanding that, I
accepted the true meaning of these words: ‘The pit took three days to die . .
.’ ‘the well shouted for three days.’ The victims suffocated in the two or
three meters of sand that was thrown on top of them.
On p. 74 we come face to face with the miraculous Arabski incident:
I remember one man, Samuel Arabski, who had been watching from behind
a bush when he was requisitioned to fill in the pit. Now an old man, he
explained to us, his eyes full of terror, that a Jew’s hand had emerged from
the pit and seized his spade. He had fainted. The pit was covered but “it was
moving all over.”
We are not surprised that our witness fainted. We shan’t know whether the hand was
trying to stop, or offering to help with, the digging.
A case of immurement in a village called Sataniv is recorded on p. 205:
“What happened during the war?” They replied, lifting their hands to the
sky: “The Jews . . . the Jews . . . They were walled up. They were walled up
under the marketplace in a cellar.” The Germans had burnt some straw to
make smoke and smother them. Then, after closing the door, they had piled
two meters of earth on top. The women told us that, for four days
afterwards, the Jews had tried to get out, and that one could see the ground
of the marketplace moving. On the fifth day, the silence was total. The story
stunned me; I had never heard anything like it. How far could people go in
terms of sadism, evil, and negating others? It was an example of a limitless
imagination in service of destruction.
We are just as stunned by this story as Father Desbois, who subsequently discovered in
the Soviet archives that:
this immurement, carried out by the Ukrainian police, took place on May
15, 1942. According to these archives, the smoke asphyxiated the
imprisoned.
So who was responsible? — Germans or Ukrainians? Were the victims asphyxiated by
smoke as claimed by the Soviets, or from being buried alive as implied by the villagers?
We refer back to the problem of trustworthiness of eyewitness accounts.
How long can a person survive if buried alive? The Popular Science forum[9] calculates
that for an average person in an average casket, all oxygen would be used up after 5½
hours. But it adds, and this is more to the point in our cases:
Even if you were able to get out of the coffin without exhausting your air
supply first, you’d find yourself in a situation similar to being buried in a
mega-landslide or avalanche. The dirt would be so dense and heavy that
your chest wouldn’t be able to expand. ‘It’d be like concrete setting in the
course of seconds,’ says Ethan Greene, Director of the Colorado Avalanche
Information Center. Snow is heavy, but earth is even heavier. And if you
were able to move, the dirt would fall into your mouth or nostrils and could
end up clogging your airways.
So the Sataniv victims were of particularly hardy stock. Not only were they perhaps first

asphyxiated, but they then lasted for four whole days – one day better than their brethren
mentioned earlier. We agree that this episode is an example of “a limitless imagination”
— that of eyewitnesses.
Desbois’s reference to “the well shouted for three days” presumably evokes an interview
in a Ukrainian village, Bobovry Kut. The well in question “must have been around 80
meters deep” (p. 199). On p. 200 we find the following exchange:
Q. How long did the shooting last?
A. Around two hours. Some people fell into the well alive. Shouts were
heard for three days.
Now, “about 80 meters” would be approximately the height of a 20-story building.
We are willing to concede that Yahweh may well have endowed his chosen people with
special qualities to reinforce their powers of survival. However, until such time as the
above-cited phenomena can be reproduced under controlled conditions, we reject them
as pure fantasy. We do not demand 4 or even 3 days of live burial, just one day. For the
well episode, just one-quarter of the height cited (i.e. 20 meters).
On p. 207 we learn that a “Holocaust by smothering” occurred in a Ukrainian village
called Bertniki. A local resident who hid Jews smothered them with quilts during the
night. On the other hand, a witness in Busk spoke of a woman who managed to hide an
entire Jewish family in her cellar, while two Germans also lived with her—a
commendable feat of concealment.
Father Desbois’s disclosure of the need to mount guard at night (p. 177), or to cover
graves with a special tar (p. 178), in order to prevent grave robbers from stealing dental
gold was not particularly flattering for the host population.
One can readily sympathize with the Yahad - In Unum team that theirs was a particularly
arduous task; harrowing both physically and above all psychologically in view of the
horrors encountered. But the job had to be done. Desbois confesses stoically on p. 109:
I had to accept to hear the unspeakable. I had to get over the disgust
provoked by the accounts of infinite sadism. Sometimes we had to stop in
the middle of an interview, when the horror had surpassed our
understanding. We had to calm ourselves down, catch our breath, drag
ourselves out of the narrative, and detach ourselves from the obscenities
performed on women and children.
Hopefully, the honors which have been bestowed upon at least the team’s leader (see
below) have helped compensate for the traumas occasioned by these ordeals.

Operation 1005
As mentioned above, the Germans’ awareness of Russian investigations into their
activities drove the former to try to cover their tracks. Chapter XVI is devoted to this
episode which
involved digging up all the victims of the Reich in Eastern Europe and
burning the bodies in large furnaces. Special furnaces were designed that
could fit up to two thousand bodies. The purpose was to hide all traces of
the executions, particularly those performed by the Einsatzgruppen. (p.

153).
Since they sought to recover all bodies, this would have necessitated inter alia digging
up the Rawa-Ruska airport runway.
In charge was an SS Paul Blobel who
devised a particular technique to make the burning of the bodies more
efficient: he had the bodies layered with wood on metal rails as in a pyre;
when it was set on fire the cremation was extremely rapid. The same
method was frequently used in the extermination camps afterwards (pp.
153f.).
Was this technique an adaptation of the special furnaces or an alternative?
Operation 1005 was kept secret, the SS communicated with Berlin by means
of meteorological codes: the number of clouds indicated the graves opened,
and the height of the rainfall the number of bodies burnt (p. 155).
Decidedly there is no limit to human inventiveness —particularly when in the service of
evil. The manipulation of such natural phenomena as clouds and rain by the Nazis
represents a significant technological advance over the North American Indians’ system
of smoke signals. Unfortunately, Desbois does not enter into details of how the system
actually functioned. How had German genius contrived to bend meteorological
phenomena to its will? For example, what happened on cloudless days or when the sky
was completely overcast. Perhaps they were obliged to suspend activities on such
occasions. How are clouds counted? How is the height of the rain calculated? What
happens when there are clouds but no rain? What if the wind was blowing in the wrong
direction such that the signals went to e.g. Moscow instead of Berlin?
These extraordinary communications measures were contrived despite the fact that the
whole undertaking was an open secret locally. How could one hope to hide pyres
burning 2000 bodies? As Desbois notes:
Although surrounded by absolute secrecy, Operation 1005 was doubtless the
best known German operation in the immediate neighborhood of the
cremation sites during the genocide of the Jews (p. 154).
The situation would seem quite grotesque.
On 15-16 June 2009 an International Conference was organized in Paris on the subject
of Operation 1005. We don’t know if any of the questions posed above were elucidated
by the participants.
Another illustration of German inventiveness in the cause of evil is furnished on p. 98:
The Nazis had taken away beauty from everything. The most luscious green
landscapes became extermination fields, and Ukrainian children became the
hired hands of death. The perpetrators of genocide used everything ― cliffs,
grain silos, beaches, irrigation wells, ditches. Everything that could be
closed off was used as a prison. Schools, town halls, synagogues, wine
cellars, police stations, shops, the kolkhoz pigsties, chicken houses, and
stables, had become, one after the other, the antechambers of death. The
landscape, buildings, and children became, in the hands of the assassins,
tools to exterminate the people of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.

The Count
The foreword (p. vii) claims “over 1.5 million” victims. How does one arrive at this
figure?
There seem to have been two methods employed for assessing the number of victims –
counting of bodies and the counting of empty German cartridge casings. Apart from our
reservations about the latter procedure, we would also add:
1. For executions carried out within villages the casings were presumably no longer
recoverable.
2. Given that bodies should not be moved, how were the numbers of victims thrown
down wells or buried in pits in multiple layers assessed?
3. How many drowned in the Sea of Azov (which was black with Jews trying to
reach Russia)?
We were surprised to learn on p. 115 that the Germans, normally so meticulous in such
matters, had charged a local boy under 14 years of age with the task of counting bodies.
How can we know that all the victims were Jews? We wonder how many of the human
remains located were those of the 10-15 million estimated to have been murdered by
Stalin’s Jewish henchman Lazar Kaganovich in the notorious induced starvation of the
early 1930s? Since we are told “the work is characterized by its rigor” (p. 59), a future
edition of The Holocaust by Bullets may elucidate this question.
As our modern-day Don Quixote and his team pursue their research, who knows what
further wondrous phenomena might come to light. Perhaps even evidence of a
“Holocaust by Hypnosis”? It is a pity that the team doesn’t seem to have a Sancho
Panza.

Public Reaction to the Book
Here are some of the (shorter) blurbs presented in the book itself:
“Father Desbois is a generation too late to save lives. Instead, he has saved
memory and history.” — The Wall Street Journal
“[T]his modest Roman Catholic priest from Paris, without using much more
than his calm voice and Roman collar, has shattered the silence surrounding
a largely untold chapter of the Holocaust when Nazis killed 1.5 million Jews
in Ukraine from 1941 to 1944.”—Chicago Tribune
“An important addition to studies of the Shoah, agonizing to read and
utterly necessary.” — Kirkus Reviews
“One of the most moving, troubling and insightful books on the Holocaust,
or for that matter any other subject, that I have ever read.” — The Catholic
Review
It would be a sad comment on the intelligence of the reviewers concerned if they had
actually read the book. Perhaps they were merely handed the blurb and told to sign it.
In France the book received favorable press, radio and TV coverage. Criticism by local
historians centered mainly on Father Desbois’s tendency to present himself as a pioneer,
neglecting previous research on the subject.[10]

The French magazine L’Express of 5 October, 2009 published an article which included
criticisms of Desbois’s procedures by people who had initially collaborated with him.
The lack of scientific method in interviewing witnesses was denounced, as well as a
systematic evasion of local populations’ participation in the massacre of Jews, which
sidestepped the reality of the situation on the ground. Following the founding of the
Soviet Union, the conflict between Ukrainian Communists and Nationalists was such
that a number of the latter joined the SS-Volunteer Division “Galicia.” A lack of
precision in the localization of certain pits was criticized, as also the occasional nonrespect of the halakha (Jewish law).
L’Express relates that, following this criticism, Desbois retained the services of an
American public relations firm to enhance his image. He also pleaded “I am not an
historian.”
Not surprisingly, Jewish organizations are solidly behind him.[11]
The United Nations was harnessed to the propaganda task when its International Day of
Commemoration in Memory of the Victims of the Holocaust celebrated “Holocaust by
Bullets” on 28 January 2013.

International Day of Commemoration Flyer
A year later The New York Times ran an article from Oswiecim (Auschwitz) which is
worth quoting liberally:[12]

Monday, the 69th anniversary of the day Soviet forces liberated Auschwitz,
was observed as International Holocaust Remembrance Day. Yet a third or
more of the almost six million Jews killed in the Holocaust perished not in
the industrial-scale murder of the camps, but in executions at what
historians call killing sites: thousands of villages, quarries, forests, wells,
streets and homes that dot the map of Eastern Europe.
The vast numbers killed in what some have termed a ‘Holocaust by bullets’
have slowly garnered greater attention in recent years as historians sift
through often sketchy and incomplete records that became available after
the collapse of the Soviet Union.
As the number of Holocaust survivors gradually declines, these documents
or witness accounts — from Belarus, Ukraine, parts of Russia and the Baltic
States — have illuminated a new picture of the Nazis’ methods.
In the years after 1945, the executions were not discussed much. The shock
of the discovery of concentration camps was one factor. The camps had
survivors, found in place, who told their unimaginable tale. By contrast, the
local executions terrorized and silenced survivors in the eastern regions. In
addition, after World War II, many witnesses were left behind the Iron
Curtain, and no one was interested in their memories.
On the ground, ‘news about killing in local fields spread much more quickly
than the murky rumors’ about gassing at concentration camps, Dr. Pohl said.
‘Only a few survivors could testify after 1945,’ he added. As a result, ‘there
is still no comprehensive overview of the killing sites.’
Dr. Silberklang said that ‘in the popular mind, this subject is far less known
than the Holocaust.’ The executions became, he said, ‘in a sense, invisible.’
One man who has sought out testimony for 12 years is the Rev. Patrick
Desbois, a Roman Catholic priest from France who became involved after
stumbling across Rava-Ruska, the location of a World War II prison camp in
Ukraine for French soldiers where his paternal grandfather was interned.
Father Desbois, the only one in his family curious enough to have gotten his
grandfather to discuss his memories, now has 23 full-time employees in
Paris who crisscross former Soviet territory interviewing witnesses, 90
percent of whom had never told their tale, he said.
The killing was “secret for Western countries, at a high level,” he said. “It
was ultra-public in a village.”
Father Desbois has worked with the American Jewish Committee on five
sites in Ukraine and Belarus to clear them, find their parameters and have
them marked. One difficulty, said Deidre Berger, the head of the committee
in Berlin, is that Jewish tradition prohibits exhumation.
It is painstaking work, uncovering “a tragedy of vast dimensions that has
been very little researched,” Ms. Berger said at the Krakow conference. Yet,
she noted, the work has huge significance, given that “more Jews were
killed by shooting in Ukraine” — an estimated 1.5 million — “than
murdered in Auschwitz in the crematoria.”

Often, Ms. Berger said, “what we thought were facts are not facts at all.”
“We must anticipate tomorrow,” Father Desbois added, referring to still
powerful anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial, “when people will start to
say, ‘No, nothing happened here.’”
So here we have “a new picture of the Nazis’ methods.” The NYT playsfast and loose
with its statistics. We are told that the number of Holocaust victims was “almost six
million” and that “a third or more” perished in “what historians call killing sites:
thousands of villages, quarries, forests, wells, streets and homes that dot the map of
Eastern Europe.” Later in the article the number involved is “an estimated 1.5 million.”
Now 1.5 is one-third of 4.5. If it was more than one-third – e.g. one-half, then the total
number of Holocaust dead would be 3.0 million. But even our 4.5 figure is not really
almost 6. But then, as Dr. Pohl (a professor of history at Klagenfurt University) states,
the gassings were just “murky rumors.”
We return to the problem of why it had taken so long to discover these murders which
took place everywhere in the Ukraine? The answer: A combination of “The shock of the
discovery of concentration camps” plus “the local executions terrorized and silenced
survivors in the eastern regions,” plus “After World War II, many witnesses were left
behind the Iron Curtain, and no one was interested in their memories.” That the news of
mass killings on such a scale at thousands of sites should take a half-century to reach
Western ears is stretching our credulity a bit far, even allowing for the terrible shock
imparted by discovery of the concentration camps. Particularly as Dr. Pohl assures us
that “news about killing in local fields spread much more quickly than the murky
rumors” about gassing at concentration camps, and Father Desbois confirms that the
killing “was ultra-public in a village.” Furthermore, the Soviet authorities had every
interest to load murders onto the Nazis—as in the case of Katyn—when the news
reached their ears. Hence we are surprised that no one was interested in their memories.
Although the executions took place at thousands of sites, Dr. Silberklang observes that
they became “in a sense, invisible.” The method of achieving such a mass disappearing
trick would surely interest professional magicians.
The Rev. Patrick Desbois reportedly “stumbled” across Rava-Ruska. The fact that his
grandfather was imprisoned there surely helped orient the stumbling.
Ms. Berger laments that their painstaking work faces one difficulty — Jewish tradition
prohibits exhumation. But the work has huge significance, since “more Jews were killed
by shooting in Ukraine” — an estimated 1.5 million — “than murdered in Auschwitz in
the crematoria.” The veto on exhumation (which, as noted earlier, is contested by Prof.
Faurisson) conveniently prevents painstaking forensic work.
Finally, Ms. Berger pronounces enigmatically: “what we thought were facts are not facts
at all.” What exactly does this mean?
More recently, UNESCO in Paris organized a “Shoah by Bullets” exhibition between 26
January and 10 February 2015. Exhibitions also opened in Vilnius (Lithuania) on 1
October 2015 and, for the first time in Latin America, in Guatemala City on 5 October
2015.
Father Desbois was elected Doctor Honoris Causa by Yeshiva University, New York in
2011, by New York University in 2012, and by the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America, New York, in 2015. He was also made an Honorary Doctor of Divinity by the
University of Winnipeg in 2013, and has been distinguished by a slew of Israeli
universities and Jewish organizations. Furthermore, the Université Paris 1 Pantheon-

Sorbonne is holding seminars on La “Shoah par Balles” during the current academic
year.
The then French President Sarkozy decorated Desbois with the Légion d’honneur on 12
June 2008 for “a major contribution to historic and scientific knowledge of the
extermination of the Jews of Europe.”
The degree to which The Holocaust by Bullets has been hailed as a seminal work of
historic significance and the extraordinary naivety with which its findings have been
accepted in the absence of critical appraisal would be incomprehensible were it not for
the fact that it deals with the Shoah. Was the story concocted by Monique de Waels in
the hoax Misha: A Mémoire of the Holocaust Years any less probable than several
phenomena we have identified in The Holocaust by Bullets?
When it comes to the Shoah, we are transported outside the realm of normality into a
virtual reality where the generally accepted rules of reasoning and research no longer
apply. In response to two letters from Professor Faurisson published by the French daily
Le Monde, 34 French historians published a declaration (“The Hitlerite Extermination
Policy: a Declaration by Historians”) in the 21 February 1979 issue of this same
newspaper. The concluding sentences of this declaration amount to a denunciation of
scholarship and, like the Decalogue, deserve to be carved into stone:
Technical questions as to how such a mass murder was possible are beside
the point. It was technically possible since it happened. Acceptance of this
fact is a sine qua non for any enquiry into this subject matter. It was
incumbent upon us to re-state this truth. There is not, and there cannot be,
any debate about the existence of the gas chambers.
Le Monde refused Prof. Faurisson the right to publish his reply to this article.
Fundamentally, the Shoah has become holy writ whose sanctity is assured by an allpowerful Thought Police which exercises sway over politicians, academe, the media,
etc. Its task is to track down and suppress manifestations of heresy. In Europe, which
lacks a First Amendment [to the Constitution of the United States], it has obtained the
passage of legislation to stifle freedom of expression in a number of countries. While the
EU Human Rights Guidelines on Freedom of Expression Online and Offline trumpets
urbi et orbi that: “Freedom of opinion and expression are fundamental rights of every
human being,” it is a dead letter as far as the Shoah is concerned.[13]
Judicial repression is complemented by well-proven and very effective measures to
suppress “unorthodox” views. Owners of auditoria are threatened either physically or
with being black-listed, newspapers are threatened with the withdrawal of advertising.
Apostates risk professional and/or financial ruin. The ultimate resort is to physical
violence. Professor Faurisson, writing in 2013, conveys an idea of the treatment to which
non-conformist researchers are subjected:[14]
In total, from November 1978 to May 1993, I was to suffer ten assaults in
Lyon, Paris, Stockholm and Vichy. I cannot say how many court cases have
been brought against me, or that I myself have had to bring, from 1978 until
today. I shall not devote space here to the convictions, fines, police searches
and seizures at my house and arrests for questioning. Unlike so many
revisionists who have had to do years in prison (up to twelve years in one
case), I have never been sentenced to actual imprisonment. At the age of 83,
I have just been served notice of three criminal proceedings and a fourth
looms likely.

What the custodians of orthodoxy fear above all is an open debate on television. In an
interview accorded Le Monde on 4 August 2006, when it was put to P. Vidal-Naquet that
a proposal to convene a meeting of historians on the Shoah would risk providing a forum
for negationists, he agreed wholeheartedly:
Of course, I refuse this in the strongest possible terms. The day one accepts
one of these individuals in a public debate on television or in a colloquium
of historians, they will have won the game. They would be considered a
(legitimate) school of thought. We must be ruthless in denying them this.
The reception accorded The Holocaust by Bullets and the honors bestowed upon its
author are to be viewed against this background. Father Desbois’s exploitation of the
rich Shoah vein has projected him from obscurity to become something of a celebrity
and a protégé of powerful interests.
We owe respect to the living; to the dead we owe only truth (On doit des
égards aux vivants; on ne doit aux morts que la vérité).
— Voltaire, Lettres écrites en 1719 qui contiennent la critique de l’
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[13] Framework Decision 2008/913/JHA on combating certain forms and expressions of
racism and xenophobia by means of criminal law. Article 1: Offences concerning
racism and xenophobia. Each Member State shall take the measures necessary to
ensure that the following intentional conduct is punishable: d) publicly condoning,
denying or grossly trivialising the crimes defined in Article 6 of the Charter of the
International Military Tribunal appended to the London Agreement of 8 August
1945, directed against a group of persons or a member of such a group defined by
reference to race, colour, religion, descent or national or ethnic origin when the
conduct is carried out in a manner likely to incite to violence or hatred against such a
group or a member of such a group. Online: http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations
/documents/
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The Victories of Revisionism (Part 2)
by Robert Faurisson

The article that follows was written on September 11, 2011 as a continuation to the paper
“The Victories of Revisionism” that Professor Faurisson presented in Tehran on
December 11, 2006. For that presentation Professor Faurisson is being prosecuted by the
French government. His case was recently adjourned until June 2016.— Ed.
On December 11, 2006 I completed a twenty-page study entitled “The Victories of
Revisionism.” In it I noted, as examples, twenty victories won by the revisionists on the
strictly historical and scientific level, whereas, on the media and judicial levels, their
opponents continued to occupy nearly all the terrain. The “Holocaust” sectarians
concealed their defeats and went on deceiving the public as they had been doing since
1945. But now, suddenly, the accelerated development of the Internet and the evolution
of the world situation, so unfortunate for the State of Israel and the United States of
America, have gradually changed the order of things. Revisionism’s victories have
started getting talked about. In particular, there is a proliferation of websites, forums and
blogs where visitors have been able to learn, first, of the concessions made to the
revisionists by “Holocaust” historians, and then of the real capitulations to which some
of the latter have been driven.
To begin, in 1979, a group of 34 French academics signed a joint statement that was
most revealing of their inability to describe the operation of “the magical gas chamber”
(Louis-Ferdinand Céline); they pitifully declared: “One must not ask oneself how,
technically, such a mass-murder was possible. It was technically possible, since it
happened” (Le Monde, February 21, 1979, p. 23). In 1985 Raul Hilberg, the most
eminent historian of the “Holocaust,” finally acknowledged that there was, after all, no
known evidence of the reality of any order, plan or organization aiming at the physical
destruction of the European Jews and, in order to continue upholding that fiction
nonetheless, he decided to resort to some astonishing explanations in the vein of what
might be called “group parapsychology” (see below). In 1995 Jean-Claude Pressac,
Serge Klarsfeld’s liege man, definitively laid down his arms (see below). In the years
thereafter something of a general desertion or rout could be observed among historians
of the “Holocaust”: feigning ignorance of what, in 1968 in her main academic
dissertation, the Jewish historian Olga Wormser-Migot had herself been compelled to
call “the problem of the gas chambers” and passing over in silence a number of other
historical “problems” of that kind, they were content to repeat the purely gratuitous
statements of the judges at Nuremberg and, for the most part, did not venture to look for
historical and scientific evidence of their “Holocaust.”
But one Jewish researcher remained in the running, the one whom I, for my part, called
“the last of the Jewish Mohicans”; that was my sobriquet for Robert Jan van Pelt.
However, once again, the matter was to end with a kind of capitulation. As will be seen
below, on December 27, 2009 the fellow wound up his lengthy research work with the
following observation: as concerns Auschwitz, for virtually everything “we know” about
that camp (capital of the “Holocaust,” visited by millions of believers) there is simply no
evidence to be found...there at Auschwitz; it would be better to stop spending so much
money trying to preserve the place; nature should take it back! This researcher’s
embarrassment is indeed understandable: he would prefer to see the pure fabrications,
like the crematorium at Auschwitz I, disappear (“Everything in it is false,” as French

historian Eric Conan eventually found in 1995: L’Express, January 19-25, 1995, p. 68;
on this subject see point no. 16 at http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/2006/12/victoriesof-revisionism.html and the article at http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v15/v15n1p23_Weber.html).
From 1979 to 2009, that is, for thirty years, the proponents of the authorized version of
Second World War history have failed in their attempts to reply to the revisionists on the
level of history, science, material research and the careful study of documents and
testimonies. To compensate for this failure the “Holocaust” worshipers have sought
refuge via the reserves of imagination or belief; hence a remarkable propagation of
novels, notoriously false “testimonies,” plays, films, ceremonies, pilgrimages. And so it
is that “Shoah Business” and the “Holocaust Religion” have flooded the world with their
products and their phantasmagoria.
For their part, feeling the wind is in their sails, the revisionists will continue staying the
course taken back in the late 1940s by, in particular, Maurice Bardèche and Paul
Rassinier. Revisionist authors or activists have appeared in many countries around the
world, especially in Europe and the United States. The most outstanding of the authors is
unquestionably the American Arthur R. Butz; in order not to compromise his personal
safety I shall avoid giving the name here of the most extraordinary activist. I also have in
mind a number of other authors, in particular authors of German, Austrian, Belgian,
Spanish, French, Italian, Swiss, Canadian, Australian or South American nationality. The
list of North Americans who have participated in the past or who, like Bradley Smith
and his friends, are active in the revisionist struggle today is relatively long.
An image haunts our contemporaries, that of the mounds of bodies discovered at the
liberation of the German concentration camps in 1945. In that dreadful, fixating image
they think they see proof of the inhumanity of the “Nazis” and, as a result, they believe
by instinct that the revisionists are basically individuals who have taken up the task of
rehabilitating Adolf Hitler. I wish these uninitiated, who, at the outset, close their hearts
and minds to revisionism and let themselves be carried by their emotions, would start
making an effort to reflect on the reality that lay behind the photographs and films in
which they believe they see the harrowing proof of “Nazi atrocities.”

The Photographs and Films Showing Corpses
In my youth I myself had been shocked by the spectacle of the dead and the walking
corpses in the camp at Bergen-Belsen. A bulldozer was seen pushing bodies of inmates
towards the edge of great ditches, bodies which SS women then threw into those ditches.
We were shown an SS physician, Dr. Fritz Klein, seated, legs apart, in the midst of one
of them and appearing to think rather highly of himself, while Franz Hössler, another SS
man, was seen standing before a truck laden with corpses, seemingly giving a selfsatisfied speech. Many years later I would come to realize that, in this case, I had
actually been the victim of a propaganda film and its artifices.
In the last months of an atrocious war, in the chaos to which Germany had been reduced,
Bergen-Belsen, utterly swamped with detainees coming from the East, had been ravaged
by a typhus epidemic. In the days following the camp’s liberation on April 15, 1945 –
that is, when the British had taken charge – perhaps close to 14,000 people would still
die, especially of typhus. In what remained of their cities the civilians had become cave
dwellers, staying in whatever holes in the ground they could find, fallen prey to hunger
and cold. At Bergen-Belsen there were practically no more supplies, medicine or means
of disinfection.
It was in this disastrous situation that the SS officer Josef Kramer, commandant of the
camp, decided to send a delegation under a white flag in the direction of British Field

Marshal Montgomery’s troops so as to warn them that they were approaching a huge den
of infection, and that the detainees, once released, would have to be prevented from
spreading typhus among the Allied soldiers and the German population. A cooperation
agreement was made between, on the one hand, the Wehrmacht (excluding the SS) and,
on the other hand, senior British army officers. The latter, once having arrived on the
scene, decided to open the common graves and count the dead, then, after the count,
reburied them in new ditches. Actually, a bulldozer did push the bodies to the edge of the
ditches but the driver was a Tommy, whom I, like masses of other spectators before me,
had once taken for a German soldier. As late as 1978 – the better to maintain that same
error in peoples’ minds, presumably – a photograph would be published which
“beheaded” the driver of that bulldozer (Arthur Suzman & Denis Diamond, Six Million
Did Die: The Truth Shall Prevail, Johannesburg, South African Jewish Board of
Deputies, Second Edition, 1978, p. 19). SS women were made to stand alongside the
ditch and then throw the bodies in, barehanded. As for Dr. F. Klein and F. Hössler, they
were made to play an affected role and thus appear to illustrate the pride inspired by SS
men in their supposed work of death. J. Kramer, himself, after being beaten by soldiers
of the Royal British Artillery, was to be locked up for a whole night in a refrigeration
room to break his “arrogance” (Dr. G.-L. Fréjafon, Bergen-Belsen Bagne Sanatorium,
Paris, Librairie Valois, 1947, p. 22). A good many other camps offered the spectacle of
hundreds of corpses and one can easily imagine the disgust of the liberators, arrested by
the smell of victims of either typhus or dysentery whom, given their numbers, it had not
been possible to bury.
To take another example of deception by photography, everyone may well have felt
revulsion upon seeing the neatly aligned corpses in the Nordhausen camp, but it was to
be learned after some time that those dead were in fact victims of an Allied bombing raid
targeting mainly the military barracks called Bölke Kaserne. Meanwhile, at Dachau,
Buchenwald and elsewhere identical sights lent credence to the legend that those camps,
conceived and run as “death camps,” had been equipped with homicidal “gas chambers”
regularly achieving an extravagant daily turnover. Upon verification, the official
historians had admitted, under the pressure exerted by revisionist authors and especially
by Paul Rassinier, author of The Holocaust Story and the Lies of Ulysses, that despite the
many “testimonies” of priests, professors and doctors, the alleged “gassings” of
detainees there had never taken place (Martin Broszat, of the Institut für Zeitgeschichte
in Munich, “Keine Vergasung in Dachau [Bergen-Belsen, Buchenwald]”, Die Zeit,
August 19, 1960, p. 16).

Shame on the Germans? Or on the Allies? Or on War?
The day when Copernicus showed that the sun did not revolve around the earth but that,
on the contrary, the earth revolved around the sun there occurred what it has become
customary to call a “Copernican revolution.” The expression means not only that reality
may differ from appearance – a fact easily noted – but also that reality can be situated at
the exact opposite of appearance. This is what happened after the war when some
researchers realized that a number of the horrors first attributed to the losers, that is to
say, in Europe mainly the Germans, were perhaps, in reality, attributable to the Allies.
Consequently, in the face of all those photographs that made people cry out “Shame on
Germany!”, it would perhaps be more just to say “Shame on the Allies who put
Germany in that state!”, or else to conclude “Shame on war and its train of
abominations!” Upon advancing into Germany the GI’s themselves had been surprised at
the extent of damage wrought by their aviation. One should be conscious of the fact that
Churchill and Roosevelt had innovated when, fitting out their aircraft fleets with
adequate capability, they had set about waging a systematic war – against civilians – on
such a scale as history had never known. They had decided to raze the cities, big or

small, and sometimes even the villages. From their standpoint it was necessary, by fire
from the sky, bombardments of towns and villages, low-flying machine-gunning of citydwellers trying to escape from the furnaces or of farmers in their fields, to make life
impossible for all Germans without exception. Houses, hospitals, schools, universities,
men, women, children, old people, livestock, everything had to disappear. The trains
must no longer be able to run: they would need several days to make a journey that
would normally have taken a few hours; one can imagine in what state convoys of
detainees, for example, arrived at their destination after leaving, by force or by choice,
the camps in the East before the arrival of the Soviets. Taking into consideration the
decision made by Roosevelt and Churchill, one must agree that it was easier to attack
civilians in that way rather than military personnel. Sometimes in the camp of the
Western Allies certain lofty consciences, notably clerics, were heard protesting against
such savagery, of which the Dresden bombings remain the prime example. But the
propaganda, for its part, argued for the duty to destroy all that in one way or another
stood for Satan or, in the minds of Jewish propagandists, Amalek. Indeed, since then, in
Japan, Vietnam, Iraq and a few other corners of the globe, the Americans have been led
to wage the same type of devastating war.

The Judicial Masquerades of Victors Putting the
Vanquished on Trial
I myself, being, if I may say so, at the extreme center of opinions concerning politics or
history, cannot pronounce condemnation of a given belligerent’s having sought, as in a
kind of competition in the matter, to invent still more means of killing than its opponent.
I would be content to say that for me, every war is a butchery; the winner is a good
butcher and the loser not so good a butcher; on the other hand, at the end of a war, the
winner may at most administer to the vanquished lessons in butchery but not lessons in
law, justice or virtue. Yet that is what happened at the Nuremberg trial (1945-1946) and
in a thousand other “trials” of the same calibre up to today where we see Jewish
organizations demanding that sickly nonagenarians be carried into court on a stretcher
for “crimes” generally going back seventy years and for which there is no evidence nor
sometimes even the least witness: the defendant had perhaps simply found himself in the
wrong place at the wrong time; for instance, he had supposedly been at Treblinka, a
camp in which some presume to say, without the least evidence, that, according to
certain persons, homicidal “steam chambers” operated (Nuremberg Document
PS-3311), and according to others, homicidal “gas chambers”: the “testimonies” are
vague, contradictory and the trouble has never been taken to verify them, which, as
certain revisionists like the Australian Richard Krege have proved, is nonetheless
possible and shows that the revisionists are right (“Treblinka Ground Radar Examination
Finds No Trace of Mass Graves,” in The Journal of Historical Review, Vol. 19, No. 3,
May-June 2000, p. 20: http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v19/v19n3p20_radar.html).
At Nuremberg the victors tried the vanquished; they were thus both judge and party to
the case; they had decided beforehand that, if necessary, one would do without real
evidence: “The Tribunal shall not be bound by technical rules of evidence [...]. The
Tribunal shall not require proof of facts of common knowledge but shall take judicial
notice thereof [...]” (Articles 19 and 21 of the Charter of the International Military
Tribunal). Moreover, the victors’ justice violated the usages of normal justice in ignoring
the separation of powers (some of those who took part in the drafting of the Charter went
on to become judges and prosecutors), instituting collective responsibility (any member
of a group declared “criminal” was automatically considered a criminal himself),
implementing retroactivity of laws and denying those convicted any possibility of
appeal. No representatives of the neutral nations were among the judges and prosecutors.
In all seriousness the Soviets, with the concurrence of the American, British and French

judges, had the audacity to rebuke the Germans for having carried out deportations and
used concentration camps or forced-labor camps! Resorting to an additional
specification of Article 19 of the Charter, the Soviet prosecutor got the judges to refuse
any serious investigation of the crime in Katyn Forest imputed to the Germans. As for
the principal Soviet judge, Major General I.T. Nikitchenko, he had served as prosecutor
in 1936 at the previous judicial masquerades called “the Moscow trials,” something that
had not kept him from being recruited for Nuremberg.
At bottom, if one keeps in mind the crimes perpetrated against the German people by
means of an air war aiming to exterminate civilians, if one recalls the deportations
(called displacements) of the German minorities from Central and Eastern Europe, if one
adds to that both the serial rapes of German women and girls (as happened, for example,
at the age of twelve, to Hannelore Kohl, future wife of the chancellor; see Heribert
Schwan, Die Frau an seiner Seite / Leben und Leiden der Hannelore Kohl, Munich,
Wilhelm Heyne Verlag, 2011, p. 54-58), if one bears in mind the looting, the official
grabbing by the Allies of Germany’s silver, gold, platinum, jewelry, securities,
properties, banks, museums, scientific and industrial patents and if, to cap it all, one
notes that the Nuremberg trials of German leaders earned the description, by some, of “a
farce” or, in the words of Harlan Fiske Stone, Chief Justice of the United States Supreme
Court, a “high-grade lynching party,” one can only find it deplorable that, for 66 years,
our schools, universities and media have ceaselessly been telling us that, during the last
world war, the victors represented Good and the vanquished, Evil.

Elie Wiesel aged 15 in late 1943 or early 1944.
Elie Wiesel [CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia
Commons

Elie Wiesel: a Prominent False Witness
Elie Wiesel ideally embodies this lack of understanding of human nature, which
everywhere, in fact, is made up of a combination of Good and Evil. This unintelligence
leads him, in his efforts to uphold the argument that the people of Israel is the salt of the
earth and suffers from Evil more than any other, to lie with assurance, preach hatred for

the opponent and untiringly ask us all to go and, in a way, spit on the graves of the
defeated. In January 1945 he and his father had had the choice, offered by the Germans,
between staying on at Auschwitz until the arrival of the Soviets, or being transferred to
a camp inside Germany; the two of them, after careful consideration, chose to leave with
their exterminators rather than wait for their liberators. Having gotten to Buchenwald,
where his father was to die of dysentery and where, it seems, the Germans were killing
10,000 people a day (Stephan Kaptai, “Author, Teacher, Witness,” Time Magazine,
March 18, 1985, p. 79: http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article
/0,9171,963362,00.html), he nonetheless played chess there at times (Jorge Semprun and
Elie Wiesel, Se taire est impossible (Keeping Silent Is Impossible), Paris, Arte Editions,
1997, p. 12). In Elie Wiesel, as will have been noted, there is much of the clown who
knows that the more he exaggerates, the more the audience will appreciate him. On
February 7, 1996, he received the decoration of an honorary doctorate from the
University of Picardy - Jules Verne. In its issue of February 9, Le Courrier Picard wrote
of the talk that Wiesel gave there and of his replies to questions from those attending:
“One query came from many in the audience: ‘What do you think of the emergence of
revisionist and denialist currents?’ [E. Wiesel answered:] ‘They are virulent antiSemites, depraved, organized and well funded. The day I received the Nobel Prize
[December 10, 1986 in Oslo], there were hundreds of them in the streets demonstrating
against me. Never will I grant them the dignity of a debate. They are morally sick
beings. I think I know how to fight injustice, I don’t know how to fight ugliness’.” As
Serge Thion and Pierre Guillaume, who accompanied me in Oslo in 1986, can attest,
along with myself, the number of demonstrators there that day amounted quite precisely
to zero. The truth is that with my two revisionist friends I handed out that day copies, in
English and Swedish (easily readable for Norwegians), of my flier on “Elie Wiesel: a
Prominent False Witness” (http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/2010/04/prominentfalse-witness-elie-wiesel.html). At the entrance to the hall where the award was about to
be presented we had, in an extremely quick action, distributed the text to about forty
people; then we in turn entered the hall where, for my part, I struggled to contain my
laughter when the Nobel candidate started intoning something of a chant, perhaps a
Jewish one, but to an assuredly buffoonish effect. At the exit, the billionaire philosopher
Bernard-Henri Levy, flanking Elie Wiesel on the left, cast a dark look at us.

We Need a Return to the Search for Accuracy
But, personally, I have a dream: the day may come when, after a screening of Night and
Fog (the classic propaganda film by Alain Resnais), imposed on all children in France,
the teacher, instead of fostering the pupils’ tendency to unthinking indignation and rash
judgment, will ask them to reflect a bit. He or she will teach them to gauge the distance
there can be, in this film as in numerous other documentaries-documendaciaries,
between image and commentary. These images we are shown here: what exactly do they
signify? What do those abominations, those piles of corpses, that bulldozer mean? As for
that concrete room with the “ceiling, furrowed by fingernails”: on the basis of what
forensic investigation is it called a “gas chamber,” that is, a chemical slaughterhouse for
human beings? Where have fingernails (of mere keratin) ever been known to “furrow” a
concrete surface? Upon seeing so many corpses, whom is one to accuse? The loser? Or,
quite simply, war and its inevitable train of horrors? Or again, in this particular case, all
things considered, would it not be the ruthless war policy conducted by the winner?
Later on there will still be time to teach the adolescents or the adults that the pupils have
become, that, as all too often in the human adventure, “the first casualty in any war is the
truth,” that “it’s the winner who writes history,” that “justice gladly lies down in the
winner’s bed” and that, in the words of the foremost French author of the 20th century,
L.-F. Céline, “the frenzy of lying and believing is catching like the itch”. Yes, lying and

credulity often go together. We need to try to guard against the two evils, or else get
cured of their effects. For this it is essential, before pronouncing a judgment on anything,
to work, reflect, examine, weigh, and, again to weigh, examine, reflect, and work again.
There is no tougher school than the revision of conventional wisdom. This school is
none other than that of revisionism. The revisionists do not deny; they are neither
deniers nor denialists; they strive to be constructive, positive and at times some of them
might be classed as positivists. Their research method is as old as the world; it is like the
thirst for knowledge or the love of science and the exact. Let us be modest and avoid
claiming that we seek the truth, or that we have found it. “The truth,” especially when
that word is adorned with a capital letter, risks being vague or inaccessible. What should
be sought is accuracy, that is to say, at each instant a small verifiable truth; it is the sum
of those little verifiable truths which, at the end, will make it possible to enunciate a
conclusion that, in turn, has some chance of being exact.

The Black Boxes of the “Holocaust” Have
to Be Rooted out and Their Contents Examined
This type of revisionist research or activity is not without hazard. To embark upon, and,
especially, to keep on with revisionist action takes guts. Elie Wiesel and his friends stand
guard around the black boxes of the “Holocaust”: there is no question of letting us
approach and see what they contain. Yet, personally, I had the luck one day of
discovering and opening for an instant the black box of Auschwitz and Birkenau at the
Auschwitz State Museum. This happened in two stages. In 1975, during my first
examination of the scenes of the “crime,” I had detected some downright anomalies in
what is shown to us as a crematorium in its original state (Krema I at Auschwitz proper,
that is, Auschwitz I main camp) or crematoria in ruins (Kremas II and III as well as IV
and V at Birkenau, or “Auschwitz II”). I then got a senior official of the museum to
acknowledge that Krema I had been “reconstructed,” whereas the public thought they
were seeing a genuine crematorium kept in its original state. I had him note the absence
of any soot at the mouth of a crematory oven, which he assured me was “original”; then
he told me that the said oven was actually a “reconstruction,” whereupon I made him
admit that the “reconstruction” necessarily implied the knowledge and, therefore, the
existence of building plans for the crematoria. I asked him where the plans were. Not
without embarrassment he confessed that they were in the camp archives. Being obliged
to return to France, I put off my visit to the archives till the following year. I shall pass
over the details of the difficulties encountered then and come straight to the conclusion:
on March 19, 1976 I discovered in the archives of the State Museum the building plans
of the Auschwitz and Birkenau crematoria, supposed to have contained the homicidal
“gas chambers.” Those plans had been kept hidden from us since 1945 (see my piece
“A Look back at My Discovery, on March 19 1976, of the Building Plans for the
Auschwitz and Birkenau Crematoria”: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/2010/09
/look-back-at-my-discovery-on-march-19.html).
And for good reason, as they now revealed a special secret. In the small Krematorium I,
the room said to have been a homicidal “gas chamber” had in reality been a
“Leichenhalle,” that is, an innocuous depository or mortuary room in which to put
corpses awaiting cremation. The large Krematoriums II and III of Birkenau had
possessed only “Leichenkeller,” that is depositories built partly underground to ensure a
relatively cool interior. Krematoriums IV and V, also located at Birkenau, contained only
harmless rooms some of which were equipped with stoves and which could never have
served as “gas chambers.” At the end of prolonged studies, one after another, on Zyklon
B (a product based on hydrogen cyanide gas, invented in 1922 by an assistant of the
German Jewish chemist Fritz Haber and patented on December 27, 1926), the
disinfecting or delousing gas chambers and, especially, the American execution gas

chambers using cyanide gas, I concluded that the “testimonies” or “confessions”
concerning the systematic execution of Jews in “gas chambers” ran into radical
physical and chemical impossibilities.
Even today I am still amazed at the fact that the United States, swamped in Holocaustic
literature but possessing so many men of science, both in chemistry and engineering,
should have had no one to proceed with a comparison between the somewhat vague Nazi
“gas chambers” and the easily verifiable reality (at least up until a recent time) of the
American gas chambers. It is enough to see one of these to realize instantly that the
Nazi “gas chambers” are purely a figment of the imagination. A real gas chamber for the
execution of a single person is necessarily a terribly complicated thing, for the gasser
must avoid gassing himself 1) either in the execution phase, 2) or during ventilation, 3)
or when entering the chamber and handling and removing a highly cyanided body
which, being so, remains highly dangerous. I repeat that it would suffice, even for the
uninitiated, to see up close an American prison’s gas chamber and to have its operation
explained to understand that not only did the Nazi “gas chambers” not exist but also that
they could not even have existed. For my part, in 1979, I had seen and studied the gas
chamber in Baltimore, Maryland. Also in 1979, in Los Angeles, at the first international
conference of the Institute for Historical Review, I made public my discovery of the
black box of Auschwitz and Birkenau. “This is dynamite!”, one lady in the audience
judged.

The victories of revisionism
Three years earlier, in 1976, an American academic, Arthur Robert Butz, had published
on the subject of the alleged extermination of the Jews a masterful book entitled The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century. In 1985 and again in 1988 in Toronto, at the trials of
Ernst Zündel, the revisionists annihilated first Raul Hilberg, the Number One historian
for the exterminationist case, then Rudolf Vrba, the Number One witness of the alleged
criminal gassings at Auschwitz, and finally, thanks in particular to the examinations
made by Fred Leuchter, the whole myth of the gassings was at the point of death.
Afterwards this central element, the “heart” of the charges against the Germans of the
Third Reich, would be seen slowly disintegrating. For example, in 1988, Arno Mayer,
professor of history at Princeton, wrote: “Sources for the study of the gas chambers are
at once rare and unreliable” (Why Did the Heavens Not Darken? The “Final Solution” in
History, New York, Pantheon Books, p. 362). Other researchers, who before had
trumpeted their certainty of the existence of those “gas chambers”, have ended up
admitting that there is no proof thereof. The Frenchman Jean-Claude Pressac, protégé of
Beate and Serge Klarsfeld – themselves “hunters of former Nazis” – went so far as to
acknowledge that the whole dossier of the history of the wartime deportation was
“rotten” with too many lies and that this dossier, notwithstanding the real sufferings of
so many deportees, was henceforth good only for the “rubbish bins of history”; Pressac
wrote that in 1995 but his capitulation was revealed only in 2000. To those wishing to
learn more about the matter I would recommend my study on “The Victories of
Revisionism” of December 11, 2006 (http://codoh.com/library/document/99/).

The coup de grâce Given, on December 27, 2009,to the
Myth of the Nazi “ Gas Chambers”
Three years afterwards, on December 27, 2009, the myth of Auschwitz received the
coup de grâce. The blow was administered by a Jewish academic, Robert Jan van Pelt,
whom one may consider the last person to have sought to prove scientifically that
Auschwitz, the capital of the “Holocaust,” had been an “extermination camp” (an

American term coined in November 1944), that is, a camp equipped with extermination
“gas chambers.” The revisionists had no opponent more determined and more resolved
to fight them on the historical and scientific level than this professor teaching the history
of architecture at the University of Waterloo (Ontario, Canada). He defended the usual
argument holding that, to gas several thousand Jews at a time, an SS man, having gotten
up on the roof of certain “gas chambers,” poured Zyklon B pellets through four holes
made in the concrete ceiling of the said “gas chambers.” Ever under the pressure of
revisionist discoveries, he had been bound to concur that the holes in the small
Krematorium I had been created by… the Soviets and the Polish communists. But R. J.
van Pelt and his friends were sure of finding such holes in the concrete roofs, in ruins, of
Krematoriums II and III. However, after years of research, they proved unable to supply
a single photograph of those holes or of the perforated shafts (?) that allegedly had
allowed the diffusion of hydrogen cyanide gas underneath, thus failing to meet my
challenge summed up in the formula: “No holes, no Holocaust.” Hence the capitulation
of R. J. van Pelt. On December 27, 2009, quoted in an article in the Toronto Star, he
revealed that, in his opinion, the conservation of Auschwitz-Birkenau made little sense:
it was better to let nature take it back. And he added, speaking of what we are supposed
to know about the camp (that is, that there were “gas chambers,” etc. there), these
precise words: “Ninety-nine per cent of what we know we do not actually have the
physical evidence to prove”, going on to say of the “Holocaust” in general that, in future:
“We will know about it from literature and eyewitness testimony [...]. To demand that we
have more material evidence is actually us somehow giving in to the Holocaust deniers
by providing some sort of special evidence” (“A case for letting nature take back
Auschwitz”, Toronto Star, December 27, 2009).
Those lines did not fail to remind me of the extraordinary admission, of the kind to make
revisionists celebrate, to which English judge Charles Gray was reduced when, on April
11, 2000, he handed down his decision in the libel case brought in London by David
Irving against Penguin Books and Deborah Lipstadt. Miss Lipstadt had gotten van Pelt
to attend and support her defense, while Irving, whose acquaintance with revisionist
argumentation was mediocre, for fear of being associated with Germar Rudolf and
myself did not want our assistance: he had even gone so far as to base his lawsuit on the
fact that he had been presented to the world as a “Holocaust denier.” The admission by
the judge was devastating for van Pelt, who had devoted part of his life to trying to find
evidence of the homicidal “gas chambers’” existence. Here it is: “I have to confess that,
in common I suspect with most other people, I had supposed that the evidence of mass
extermination of Jews in the gas chambers at Auschwitz was compelling. I have,
however, set aside this preconception when assessing the evidence adduced by the
parties in these proceedings” (High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench Division 1996I-1113, Judgment, § 13.71; http://www.fpp.co.uk/docs/trial/judgment/extract1.html).
Immediately after the paragraph bearing his stunning “admission” the judge gives us, in
§ 13.72, 13.73 and 13.74, the specific reasons why he, like a revisionist, has revised and
corrected his “preconception.” What we see here, essentially, is a British judge taking
up, in April 2000 in London, the finding pronounced seventeen years before, on April
26, 1983, in Paris, by the First Chamber of the Court of Appeal (Section A, presided
over by François Grégoire): for it, Robert Faurisson, accused by Jewish organizations
essentially of having, in his work, exhibited 1) levity, 2) negligence, 3) willful ignorance
and 4) mendacity, to arrive at the conclusion that the Nazi “gas chambers” had never
existed, had in fact done a job where there could not be found a trace either of 1) levity,
2) negligence, 3) willful ignorance or 4) mendacity. The judges then stated: “The worth
of the findings defended by Mr. Faurisson [on the problem of the gas chambers]is
therefore [my emphasis] a matter solely for the appraisal of experts, historians and the
public.” In plain language this meant that, in view of the serious nature of Faurisson’s
writings on the subject, everyone should have the right to say: “The alleged Hitlerite gas

chambers never existed.”
But, of course, on that day in Paris back in 1983 I was nonetheless held liable for
“personal injury” because, it seems, I had been malevolent; in particular, I found myself
reproached for having “never seen fit to find a word of respect for the victims” (which
was inaccurate), and my “‘revisionism’ [might] appear like an attempt at overall
rehabilitation of the Nazi war criminals” (which was a thought or an afterthought that I
had never had). On his end, David Irving lost his case in London on April 14, 2000
because, it seems, he had been as malevolent as a racist can be.

The Einsatzgruppen: No Order to Kill the Jews
What with the case for the existence of the Nazi “gas chambers” becoming ever more
difficult to uphold, the official historians and the media have set about focusing on the
Einsatzgruppen. Not shrinking from any manner of cheating, they have in some
instances begun dressing up those “Intervention Groups” with the label, invented by
themselves, “Mobile killing squads.”
The Einsatzgruppen carrying out their activities in the USSR had the job of protecting
the advancing army’s rear, particularly due to the presence of snipers and partisans who
succeeded in killing numerous German soldiers and perpetrating sabotage. Never did the
Einsatzgruppen receive an order to execute Jews as such. Jews could be shot for acts of
either terrorism or sabotage or, as hostages in retaliation either for such acts or for some
similar reason. The assertions to the contrary and the mental constructions made around
a supposed “Kommissar Befehl” or the confession of SS General Otto Ohlendorf at
Nuremberg are on the order of myth. In general, “despite the most erudite research”
(François Furet, speaking at the end of a conference at the Sorbonne on July 2, 1982),
never has such an order been found. Even the most indulgent or subservient historians
have had to admit this; see particularly, for example, regarding the Einsatzgruppen,
Helmut Krausnick and Hans-Heinrich Wilhelm in Die Truppe des
Weltanschauungskrieges / Die Einsatzgruppen des Sicherheitspolizei und des SD,
Stuttgart, Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1981, p. 634; also, Yaacov Lozowick in “Rollbahn:
The Early Activities of Einsatzgruppe C,” Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Oxford,
1987, Vol. 2, p. 221-241.

For Want of Evidence, Raul Hilberg Explains It All
by the Paranormal
As for the deliberate character of the alleged extermination of the Jews of a whole
continent, Raul Hilberg was not afraid of stating, in 1961 in the first edition of his work
of reference, that there had been two orders from Hitler to kill the Jews (The Destruction
of the European Jews, Chicago, Quadrangle Books, p. 177). Following the emergence of
historical revisionism on the international scene he abandoned that statement, which had
not been accompanied by any document or evidence, and came up with another,
asserting that, if no document or evidence could be found, it was because the destruction
of European Jewry had been done spontaneously, without orders, without a plan, without
anything, thanks to the initiative and action of a large bureaucracy working to that
purpose by means of thought transmission (The Destruction of the European Jews,
Revised and Definitive Edition, New York and London, Holmes & Meier, 3 volumes,
1985, pp. 53, 55, 62)! According to the new Hilberg, that strange bureaucracy, thought to
be so obedient and punctilious, had at some point suddenly taken the initiative to throw
overboard all bureaucratic restraint and all obedience to whatever orders came from
above, and did so to set about killing the Jews ; from then on it had worked only “by an

incredible meeting of minds, a consensus-mind reading”, and without any “basic plan,”
with “written directives not published,” “broad authorizations to subordinates, not
published,” “oral directives and authorizations,” “basic understandings of officials
resulting in decisions not requiring orders or explanations.” Hilberg explains that “no
one agency was charged with the whole operation”; “no single organization directed or
coordinated the entire process”; “no special agency was created and no special budget
was devised to destroy the Jews of Europe”; “In the final analysis, the destruction of the
Jews was not so much a product of laws and commands, as it was a matter of spirit, of
shared comprehension, of consonance and synchronization” (“Raul Hilberg explique
maintenant le génocide par télépathie” [Raul Hilberg now explains the genocide by
telepathy], http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/1988/09/raul-hilberg-expliquemaintenant-le.html).
One can only stand dumbfounded when faced with these phantasmagoria invented by
the Number One “Holocaust” historian, with these absurd explanations by the working
of the Holy Spirit within the German bureaucracy, this “meeting of minds” described by
Hilberg in person as “incredible”; before this recourse to the power of “consensus-mind
reading,” this “matter of spirit,” this “shared comprehension,” this “consonance” and
“synchronization.” Never, I think, in world historiography has an argument been put
forth and defended by the use of notions that belong to such an extent to the realm of
magic. And black magic at that, when one thinks of the harmful or criminal effects that
the general belief in “the destruction of the European Jews” has since 1945 been able to
have on billions of people around the world.

Facts Refute the Reality of a Destruction of European
Jewry
Curiously, the authors who presume to uphold the case for the existence of a Third Reich
policy to exterminate the Jews fail to explain a considerable number of facts which, had
there been such a policy, would be incomprehensible. As A. R. Butz wrote, “The
simplest valid reason for being skeptical about the extermination claim is also the
simplest conceivable reason: at the end of the war they were still there” (The Hoax of the
Twentieth Century, p. 10). In 1945, at war’s end, the number of Jewish “survivors” or
“miraculous” Jewish survivors was staggering. So many “miraculous survivors” could
not be a miracle but rather the manifestation of a natural fact. Each survivor who dares
to testify that people of his or her category were systematically slaughtered is making,
by the sheer fact of still being alive, a self-refutation argument: he or she is “living
proof” that the statement is absurd. Still in 1997, fifty-two years after the war, the
official number of Jewish survivors was assessed, by some at 834,000 and by others at
960,000 (“Holocaust Survivors” by Adina Mishkoff, Administrative Assistant, Amcha,
Jerusalem, August 13, 1997; these figures were provided by the office of the Israeli
Prime Minister).
According to an estimate by the Swedish statistician Carl Nordling, to whom I submitted
the Israeli government assessments, if those figures are rounded to an average of
900,000 then it will be reasonable to conclude that in 1945 the number of survivors
slightly exceeded three million. Even today, the “survivors” organizations abound under
the most varied names; they bring together former Jewish résistants, Jewish forced
laborers, Jews who were fugitives or living undercover during the war as well as former
“children of Auschwitz”; this last group includes Jewish children born in that camp or
interned there from infancy with their parents. Auschwitz, like many other camps, was
equipped with hospital buildings or infirmaries where Jews, like Elie Wiesel himself,
had access to care.

In the Middle of the Reich, at the Height of the
War, Homes and Hospitals for Jews
In German cities, up to the end of the war, there were hospitals or homes reserved for
Jews. We may take the example of Vienna: according to a German document published
in English translation by R. Hilberg himself, on October 17, 1944, that is, several
months before the end of the war, the Council of Elders of the Jews in Vienna was
responsible for Jewish hospitals, a children’s home and day school, a community
kitchen, a bathhouse, a poor people’s home (for the elderly), a clothes and furniture
depot, a relief (or welfare) division, a library, cemetery administration and grounds, a
technical column with its workshop. The whole was spread out over eleven different
points in the city. On October 17, 1944 an Allied bombing raid completely destroyed the
children’s hospital. In the night that followed, a new makeshift hospital had to be
installed (“as an emergency measure a new hospital had to be set up overnight”) and, in
agreement with “the Secret State Police (Gestapo) Main Directorate for Vienna and the
City Construction Office,” “the Council handed the supervision of building and
carpentry to a competent architect against payment of a lump sum.” The community
kitchen, reserved primarily for Jewish workers (43,892 meals served in 1944), was hit
during the raid of November 5, 1944 but the damage was very quickly repaired (Yad
Vashem document O 30 / 5, Excerpts from the Annual Report of the Director of the
Council of Elders of the Jews in Vienna, signed Josef Israel Lowenherz, dated January
22, 1945, Documents of Destruction / Germany and Jewry 1933-1945, Edited with
Commentary by Raul Hilberg, Chicago, Quadrangle Books, 1971, p. 125-130, p.
127-128).
Another example, one that speaks volumes, is that of Berlin and, especially, of its
“Hospital of the Jewish community” (Krankenhaus der Jüdischen Gemeinde) at No. 2
Iranischestrasse. A book to read on this subject is Daniel B. Silver’s Refuge in Hell /
How Berlin’s Jewish Hospital Outlasted the Nazis, Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 2003, p.
352. The author, a Jewish lawyer, and his Jewish witnesses rack their brains trying to
solve the problem: “With Hitler having decided to exterminate the Jews, how is it that so
many Jews, all through the war, should have received regular medical care in this
hospital run by Dr. Walter Lustig?” In the end, the answer consists in just two short
sentences: “There is no explaining it. It was all a miracle.” The miracle itself was
presumably composed of two main factors: “sheer blind luck and bureaucratic infighting
among Nazi organizations” (as the back cover presentation puts it). If there was a
consuming fear in the hearts of all Berlin’s Jews – including the patients, surgeons and
physicians, nurses and other staff of their hospital – it was that of the terrifying,
indiscriminate bombing by the Anglo-American air squadrons.
Finally, with regard to facts opposing the assertion, made without evidence, that Third
Reich Germany was exterminating the Jews, a French study is worth reading, rich in
astonishing revelations; entitled “Vie quotidienne des juifs allemands pendant la guerre
(Trois documents)” (Daily Life of German Jews during the War – Three Documents), it
appeared in the Revue d’histoire révisionniste n° 6 (May 1992), p. 131-140. The piece
bore the byline of “Célestin Loos” but actually had two authors: the Belgian Pierre
Moreau, recently deceased, and myself. The case of the Berlin Jewish hospital (director:
Dr Walter Lustig) is mentioned in passing (p. 138, note 3).

Jewish Collaboration with the German Occupiers
In a 1992 study on the “Brown Jews,” reproduced in my Ecrits révisionnistes
(1974-1998) (pages 1421 to 1433: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/1992/05/propos-

de-larret-touvier-laffaire-des.html), I brought up the existence and role of the “Jewish
Councils in Europe” (pp. 1429-1430) in the following terms:
From late 1939 the Germans imposed the creation of “Jewish Councils” for
the administration of Jewish communities in Poland in cities, provinces or
ghettos. Some Councils tried hard to thwart German policy, but most
brought an important contribution to the German war effort. They provided
labour and manufactured goods. This policy of resolved collaboration was
followed by Mordechai Chaim Rumkowski, the famous “King of Lodz”,
who went so far as to issue his own currency, Jacob Gens of Vilnius, Moshe
Merin of Sosnowiec in Silesia and Efraim Barasz of Bialystok. These
Councils condemned armed struggle against the Germans, some going so
far as to combat the resistance fighters. Germany had its “Representation of
German Jews of the Reich,” France had its “General Union of Jews of
France” [UGIF], Belgium an “Association of Jews in Belgium”. The
Netherlands, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and, in Greece, Salonika had
their Jewish Councils. Those of the Netherlands, Slovakia and Hungary
were particularly cooperative. Through their collaboration with the Germans
many Jews amply secured their subsistence: certain of them, such as
Joinovici and Skolnikoff, built colossal fortunes.
During the war, contacts between certain Zionist circles and the Germans continued. In
1941 the “Stern Gang” and “Lehi” even offered a military alliance with Germany against
Britain. An emissary of the Jewish body, Naftali Lubenchik, met the diplomat Otto
Werner von Hentig in Beirut for talks on the subject.

Germany Was Ready to Hand Jews over to the
Americans and the British
After considering several possible territorial solutions of the Jewish question, solutions
which, like the “Madagaskar Projekt,” proved unworkable, Germany was ready to hand
over the Jews of Europe to the Americans and British but on the condition that they keep
those Jews within their own territories until the end of the war and not allow them to
emigrate to Palestine, in order to spare “the noble and valiant Arab people.”
Indeed, for example in 1944, the German Foreign Ministry (headed by Joachim von
Ribbentrop) informed the British government that Germany was ready to hand over
5,000 “non-Aryan” persons – of whom 85% would be children and the other 15% adults
accompanying them – from Poland, Lithuania and Latvia, but on condition of receiving
the guarantee that they would be hosted till the end of the war in the British Empire (for
example in Canada), barring Palestine and the rest of the Middle East. “The Reich
Government cannot lend itself to taking part in a manoeuvre that would tend to let the
Jews chase the noble and valiant Arab people from their homeland, Palestine”
(Nuremberg document NG-1794, Eberhardt von Thadden, on 29 April and 5 May 1944;
Wagner, July 29, 1944. Henri Monneray, former deputy prosecutor at the International
Military Tribunal, La persécution des juifs dans les pays de l’Est présentée à
Nuremberg, Paris, Editions du Centre de documentation juive contemporaine, 1949, p.
168-169).
On January 15, 1945 Heinrich Himmler met the former Swiss President Jean Marie
Musy in the Black Forest town of Wildbad; the latter was there at the behest of the
Americans to discuss once again “the improvement of the Jews’ lot.” Previous talks had
already had their effect on one point: previously subject to being assigned, like all
others, to the hardest labor, the Jews were now granted a privilege, that of not being

assigned to “hard labor” but only to “normal work.” In a note on this meeting Himmler
wrote:
I again put forth my position to him. We assign the Jews to labor and that, of
course, includes hard work such as the building of roads and canals, mining,
and there they have a high mortality rate. Since the start of discussions on
improving the Jews’ lot, they have been employed in normal work, but it
goes without saying that they must, like all Germans, work in armaments
production. Our view on the Jewish question is as follows: the position
taken by America and England regarding the Jews does not interest us in
any way. What is clear is that we do not want to have them in Germany and
in the German living space, given the decades of experience since the [First]
World War, and we shall not join in any discussion on the matter. If America
wants to take them, we are glad of it. But it must be ruled out, and here a
guarantee will have to be given to us, that the Jews whom we allow to leave
[continental Europe] via Switzerland can ever be sent back to Palestine. We
know that the Arabs, just as much as we Germans, reject the Jews and we
do not want to partake in such an indecency as the sending of more Jews to
that poor nation tormented by the Jews (zu einer solchen Unanständigkeit,
diesem armen, von der Juden gequälten Volke neue Juden hinzuschicken)
(document of the US Document Center, Berlin. Photograph in Werner
Maser, Nürnberg, Tribunal der Sieger, Munich-Zürich, Droemer Knauer,
1979, p. 262-263).

Excesses Committed against Jews Could be Punished
by Death
Many other precise material details exclude the possibility of the German authorities’
having pursued a policy to exterminate the Jews, but I think the very strongest evidence
of the non-existence of such a policy lies in the fact that, during the war, the murder of a
sole Jewish man or woman by a German ran the latter the risk of a sentence up to the
death penalty, and execution. For lack of space here, I refer the reader to the text of a
talk on this subject that I gave in 2002 entitled “Punishment of Germans, by Third Reich
Authorities, for Mistreatment of Jews (1939-1945)” (http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com
/2002/06/punishment-of-germans-by-third-reich.html).

The Imposture of the Six Million. Wilhelm Höttl and
the Nuremberg Tribunal Unmasked
In the next few paragraphs I intend to show first how the myth of the Six Million Jews
supposedly killed or otherwise deceased during the Second World War was born, then
through what lies it came to be endorsed – thanks to its particular lying inventor – by the
International Military Tribunal (IMT) of Nuremberg and, finally how, in 1987, I
personally managed, in the presence of a witness, to confound former SS officer
Wilhelm Höttl for having given false testimony by stating in writing and under oath that
he had gotten that figure from the mouth of Adolf Eichmann himself.
It was in 2003 that the American Don Heddesheimer, a lawyer by profession, revealed to
us that the myth of the Six Million had arisen from the most sordid source imaginable:
from 1900 (and perhaps even earlier) certain Jews in New York had made up and
launched a lucrative advertising slogan that allowed them to collect millions of dollars
through fundraising campaigns. The slogan they devised was of two short sentences: “At
this time millions of our brothers are dying in Europe. Give us money to come to their

aid.” In general, those European Jews were supposed to number “five million” or “more
than five million” or, especially, “six million.” Depending on the circumstances and
periods, the Jews’ killers were presented as being the Russians, the Ukrainians, the
Tsars, the Poles, ... (The First Holocaust / Jewish Fund-Raising Campaigns with
Holocaust Claims during and after World War One, Preface by Germar Rudolf, Theses
& Dissertations Press, Chicago, October 2003, p. 144). The newspaper contributing most
to the dissemination of slogans peculiar to such campaigns was the New York Times. One
of the most active personalities involved was Rabbi Stephen Wise (1874-1949), a friend,
successively, of Presidents Wilson and, especially, F. D. Roosevelt; founder of the World
Jewish Congress, he was a militant Zionist.
With the start of the Second World War the designated killers became Hitler or the
Germans, while the European Jews were decreed “dead” or “killed” and no longer
merely “dying.” In 1945-1946 75% of the American delegation at the Nuremberg Trial
happened, it seems, to be Jewish; the estimate is that of U.S. Executive Trial Counsel
Thomas J. Dodd (from the September 20, 1945 letter to his wife, published in a book coauthored by his son, Christopher J. Dodd, and Larry Bloom, Letters [of Thomas J. Dodd]
from Nuremberg, Crown Publishers [Random House], p. 136). Presumably at least some
of the Jews there, having grown up with the refrain of “millions of European Jews being
dead or bound to die” in their ears, ended up believing in good faith what they heard or
read on the subject. For them, the main thing was to have that belief endorsed by the
Nuremberg judges.
To attain their objective they would use a most dubious character, a former SS major and
lieutenant-colonel who, in the last months of the war, in Italy, sensing that he risked
ejection from the SS for both embezzlement and contact with the enemy, had gotten in
quite close touch with the Allied authorities. At war’s end, having become one of their
exemplarily docile prisoners, he was transferred to Nuremberg, where he fully
cooperated with the prosecution. It was to him, in particular, that the prosecutors owed
the impressive organization chart of the German Security Police and the Security Service
(Document 2346-PS) bearing his signature. On November 26, 1945 he agreed to sign an
affidavit (Document PS-2738) in which he claimed that at the end of August 1944, at his
apartment in Budapest, he received a visit from his colleague Lieutenant Colonel Adolf
Eichmann, who advised him that he had recently submitted a report to Himmler, who
had wanted to know the exact number of Jews killed thus far. According to the report,
Eichmann put it exactly this way: “Approximately 4,000,000 Jews had been killed
(getötet) in the various extermination camps (Vernichtungslagern), while an additional
2,000,000 met their death in other ways, the major part of whom were shot by
operational squads of the Security Police during the campaign against Russia.” And he
added that Himmler had not appreciated this report because, for him, the number of Jews
killed had to be more than six million.
The affidavit was read out in court on December 14, 1945 by the American assistant trial
counsel William Walsh, who committed the dishonesty of translating the suspect word
Vernichtungslagern by the classic phrase “concentration camps.” A German lawyer
spoke up, requesting the appearance of Höttl. He would never obtain it. And the height
of it all was reached when, in the final ruling, the Tribunal presumed to conclude, on
September 30, 1946: “Adolf Eichmann, who had been put in charge of this program by
Hitler, has estimated that the policy pursued resulted in the killing of six million Jews, of
which four million were killed in the extermination institutions” (IMT, I, p. 252-253).
The truth is that never had Hitler put Eichmann or anyone else in charge of such a
program, and that the estimate was not that of Eichmann but, instead, had been
attributed to him by W. Höttl. After the war Höttl continued to work with the Allies in
the fear of being handed over to a Hungary governed by communists who would not
have failed to execute him.

Meanwhile his colleague Eichmann lived in Argentina until the day in 1960 when he
was kidnapped by the Mossad and taken by force to Israel to be found guilty at the end
of a judicial farce even worse than that of Nuremberg. In the investigatory phase of his
case, examining magistrate Avner Less, a captain in the Israeli Army, asked Eichmann
whether he had any comments on the statements made about him by Höttl, and the
response was: “Yes indeed! Höttl’s allegations are a hotchpotch of muddles that the man
has stuffed his head with” (Jawohl! Die Angaben von Höttl, das ist ein von
Sammelsurium von Durcheinander, das der Mann seinen Kopf bekommen hat; see
Jochen von Lang, Das Eichmann-Protokoll, Berlin, Severin und Siedler, 1982, p. 107).
Eichmann then pointed out that the advent, after the war, of millions of survivors belied
the possibility that there had existed any programme of physical extermination of the
Jews. He stated, for example, on the next page: “Captain, after the war the Allies
nonetheless counted – I think – 2.4 million Jews. And hundreds and hundreds of
thousands of Jews came out of the concentration camps” (Herr Hauptmann, da sind
immerhin – glaube ich – wie gesagt, es sind 2.4 Millionen von den nach Allierten
Kriegsschluss gezählt worden. Und Hunderttausende von Juden kamen aus den
Konzentrationslagern). When, for his part, he employed the word “Vernichtung”
regarding the Jews, he had in mind the annihilation of the Jews’ power (in the
framework of the search for a possible “final territorial solution to the Jewish question”)
and not the sense that the translators like to give that word, that is, “physical
extermination” (p. 110).
In 1987 W. Höttl, beset by his compatriots’ criticism or requests for clarification about
the words he had ascribed to his colleague Eichmann, began to retreat. He suddenly
claimed that it was under the influence of alcohol that the latter had spoken; he had,
apparently, let Eichmann drink profusely of his favorite apricot-based Hungarian spirit,
barack (Welt am Sonntag, March 8, 1987, p. 2). I wrote to him at his home in Altaussee
in Austria, where he was a school principal. I got him to promise to see me on two
consecutive days in the company of an Austrian called R. M. On February 3, 1989 R. M.
and I were received in Höttl’s office. I had not hidden anything about my revisionist
beliefs from him. I asked him some questions about his August 1944 interview with
Eichmann. I let him talk at length, but suddenly I told him that, for at least two reasons, I
did not believe the contents of his affidavit: firstly, six million Jews killed by July or
August 1944, when there were still about nine months of war to come, would imply for
the whole duration of the war an even higher figure than the already huge and unproved
one of six million (the equivalent of the population of a country like Switzerland); then, I
noted in the same affidavit a word that seemed an anachronism – and it is well known
that in history anachronism is one of the signs of falsehood. The word in question was
Vernichtungslagern, that is, “extermination camps.” It is precisely the German
translation of an American neologism, “extermination camps,” having first appeared in
Washington in November 1944 in the famous “War Refugee Report” or “Auschwitz
Protocol[s]”, which the world owes to the mythomaniac “Holocaust” witness Rudolf
Vrba (http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/othercamps/auschproto.html). It is most
unlikely that Eichmann should have used such an expression in August 1944 in
Budapest.
Visibly struck by the argument, our interlocutor, losing all self-assurance, asked us in a
plaintive tone: “Why do you lend so much importance to that statement of Eichmann’s?”
And he explained that the man was under the influence of alcohol and that he suffered
relative to himself, Wilhelm Höttl, from an inferiority complex, which led him to inflate
the facts and figures. In other words, Höttl suddenly called into question the central
point of his own affidavit. He even withdrew all value from it. However, it was that
ringing declaration which, subsequently, would allow the Tribunal to launch the
announcement to the world of Germany’s extermination of six million Jews. Höttl had
lied; then, as seen above, to that lie the judges at Nuremberg added their own lie in

coldly attributing the statement to Eichmann himself.
On the morning after that interview R. M. and I were preparing to leave our hotel and
go, as agreed, to the second meeting with Höttl when the telephone rang: it was Mrs.
Höttl informing us that her husband was unwell and could not see us.
Today, R. M. is still alive and can attest to what I say here and which, in any case, is
recorded in our correspondence. I must say that, thereafter, I maintained correspondence
with Höttl. I suggested that he leave to posterity a piece of writing in which he might set
the record straight. His response and the ensuing letters show a man decided on rejecting
my suggestion but nonetheless troubled. In 1997 he published Einsatz für das Reich (In
the Service of the Reich) (Koblenz, Verlag S. Buble). Curiously, in the section on
“Eichmann and the Six Million” he showed himself discreet and evasive on the heart of
the matter and even wrote: “The figure of 6 million seems, anyhow, to be magical”
(Diese Zahl von 6 Millionen scheint irgendwie magisch zu sein) (p. 83). Some of his
remarks were openly revisionist (pp. 82-85 and 420-423) but he took the precaution of
ending with a profession of Holocaustic faith which I would describe as merely verbal.
He died two years later at the age of 84. History will record his treachery. But Höttl may
be granted consideration of mitigating circumstances: in the first place, on a personal
level, had he refused to cooperate with the Americans he would have been consigned to
the Hungarians, who would have hanged him; and he would have had to be a hero to
defy the victors’ justice, the Jewish thought police and the religion of the “Holocaust,”
which, in the 1980s, wrapped in an aura of sacred terror, was, little by little, to invade
the entire Western world.

The Present State of Things
As of today, on the strictly historical and scientific plane, the assessment is disastrous for
the proponents of the official truth. There remains not one stone upon another of the
edifice built by the 1945-1946 Nuremberg Tribunal, the Jerusalem Tribunal of 1961, and
by Léon Poliakov, Gerald Reitlinger, Raul Hilberg and a crowd mainly of Jewish
authors. To confine ourselves to the three essential elements of the charge brought
against Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich, no one, in the sixty-five years and more since
the war, has been able to find a single order to kill the Jews, or a single proof that there
existed a single homicidal gas chamber or gas van, or a single proof that six million
European Jews were murdered or had simply died, of whatever cause, during the Second
World War. When the American revisionist Bradley Smith, head of the Committee for
Open Debate on the Holocaust (CODOH), asks his country’s academics to provide him,
with supporting evidence, the name of one person who died in a gas chamber at
Auschwitz, he is answered with insults or silence. Why?
For his part, E. Wiesel wrote in 1994: “Let the gas chambers remain closed to prying
eyes, and to imagination” (All Rivers Run to the Sea / Memoirs, New York, Knopf, 1995,
p. 74; original French version: Tous les fleuves vont à la mer / Mémoires, Paris, Seuil,
1994, p. 97); here he makes a confession: that of feeling a terrible embarrassment, which
he shares with all his ilk, historians included. When he adds: “We will never know all
that happened behind those doors of steel” he is indulging his “imagination,” for the
only alleged “gas chamber” that one may visit at Auschwitz has two very ordinary
wooden doors, one of which is partially glazed (and opens inwards, where dead bodies
had supposedly piled up!); as for the third opening, it gives free access to the room
containing furnaces, a coke repository and funerary urns: the ovens, at times heating up
to 900° C, would have stood in direct proximity to the “gas chamber” full of a substance
– the disinfectant Zyklon B – emitting hydrogen cyanide gas, known for its explosive
nature! In the second volume of his memoirs Wiesel returns to this need to say nothing,

tell nothing, imagine nothing about the alleged “gassings”: “I believe I know everything,
can guess everything, about the victims’ final hours. I shall say nothing. To imagine
would be indiscreet. To tell would be indecent,” and he adds that, on the spot, at
Auschwitz-Birkenau, “As we get closer to the place where the killers built their gas
chambers and their crematories [in reality, ruins of simple crematoria – RF], we clench
our teeth and suppress the desire to scream.”
Yet with his fellow Jews he will first murmur, then “the murmur becomes a scream, the
cry of a community gone mad, mad with grief and lucidity” (... And the Sea Is Never
Full / Memoirs 1969-, New York, Knopf, 1999, p. 193; original French version: … et la
mer n’est pas remplie / Mémoires 2,Paris, Seuil, 1996, p. 291).[1] Further on he repeats:
“I forbid myself to imagine what happened inside the gas chambers; my gaze follows the
living people who enter them to die of suffocation only as far as the entrance” (p. 356).
Here we are, immersed in pathos. In La Nuit there is no mention of the “gas chambers”;
E. Wiesel tells us that at Auschwitz as at Buchenwald it was outdoors, in infernal flames,
that the Germans exterminated the Jews. In the German translation of his book, the “gas
chambers” burst onto the scene: in fifteen instances, the translator has put gas where the
author had not (see “Un grand faux témoin (suite): Elie Wiesel”, either in my Ecrits
révisionnistes (1974-1998), p. 1526-1529 or on my blog at
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.com/1993/06/un-grand-faux-temoin-elie-wieselsuite.html).
It was the Catholic intellectual François Mauriac who, in his preface, spoke of “the gas
chamber” and the “oven fuelled with living creatures” and, to start, evoked “those
carriages stuffed with little boys” (p. 10; one will note the word “stuffed” – bourrés –
and the absence of any little girls). “Anus Dei”, as Mauriac was dubbed with a quip
attributed to Paul Léautaud, had been seduced by the young Wiesel and could refuse him
nothing. The English translation of the book is not without interest (Night, New York,
Bantam Books, paperback edition of 1982: “This edition contains the complete text of
the original hardcover edition [1960]. NOT ONE WORD HAS BEEN OMITTED”, XIV,
111 p.). Mauriac’s preface is the object of some significant changes or attenuations: three
times “Israélien” or “israélien” is translated as “Jew”; “l’œil bleu” of the young Elie
Wiesel turns into “dark eyes,” “millions de morts” fades to “thousands of dead” and,
above all, “ces wagons bourrés de petits garçons” become “those trainloads of little
children.” At the beginning of Chapter II of La Nuit in the original French edition (1958)
there were carriages filled with eighty people, in which “freed from all social censure,
the youths openly gave themselves over to their instincts and, under cover of darkness,
copulated in our midst, paying no mind to anyone, alone in the world. The others
pretended not to see anything.” In more recent editions, for example that of 2007,
“s’accouplaient” has become “s’attouchaient”. The translations into English have at
times kept “to copulate” (The Night Trilogy, paperback edition, first published 1987,
Canada, Harper Collins, fifteenth printing, 1997), with others choosing “to flirt.” With E.
Wiesel, whether he talks or writes, transformations and cheating are to be found at every
turn.
All throughout his public existence “the Pope of the Holocaust religion” has made up for
the bankruptcy of the official historians. We have not a single proof, not a single
document to prove the “Holocaust” but we indeed have the performances of the clown
Elie Wiesel and his acolytes. Where a historical subject of great gravity called for sober
historians, we have had only histrions; Elie Wiesel is the first among these: a clown, a
histrion crowned with a Nobel Prize.

Good News for Poor Humanity

Thanks to the Internet, the achievements and victories of revisionism will finally be
within the whole world’s reach. For E. Wiesel and his associates, for Jewish
organizations in general, for the Zionists and the State of Israel, the news is bad, but for
common humanity it is good. Reputedly capable of all possible horrors, humanity has
nonetheless still not committed the supreme horror that would have consisted in coldly
seeking to exterminate an entire “race,” particularly in veritable death factories. This
“crime of crimes” was not committed: Germany has not committed the irreparable. She
has been atrociously maligned. Has her very soul ended up being killed? The future will
tell.
For 66 years, by virtue of the assumption that the unprecedented horror had
unquestionably happened, we have been constantly subjected to the same chant: “How
could the country of Goethe and Beethoven, land of so many great minds, scholars,
benefactors of humanity have committed the crime of crimes?”, or again “How could the
world stay silent? How is it that Pope Pius XII, so hostile to Adolf Hitler, never
mentioned the gas chambers either during or after the war?”, or “How can it be
explained that neither in their statements nor in their respective memoirs Churchill,
Eisenhower, de Gaulle, although ruthless in denouncing the crimes of National
Socialism, should never have mentioned those gas chambers that were the ultimate
weapon of mass destruction of Jews?”, or “How is it that so many Jews – derisively
called ‘Brown Jews’ – should have agreed in the countries occupied by the German
army, or in ghettos or camps, to cooperate with the Nazis?”, or, finally, “What is behind
the overall silence of nations and, in particular, that of Switzerland and the International
Committee of the Red Cross, in the face of the Holocaust then underway?” These and
other questions of like nature have an answer: the crime of crimes was not committed.
The Jews were treated by National Socialist Germany as declared or potential enemies
but they were never steered towards physical extermination; during a total war in which
millions of civilians perished many Jewish civilians died but many survived. More than
sixty-five years after the war we are still awaiting estimates that can be verified.
After the war, Jewish survivors or miraculous survivors were to be counted by the
million, to the point that they could people a new State called Israel and disperse in some
fifty countries in the great wide world.

Times Are Changing, Fast and Profoundly
The “Holocaust” will go down in history as one of the most fabulous impostures of all
time. The State of Israel has so far owed its survival only to this imposture which, in its
eyes, justifies the theft of a territory, a cruel apartheid and perpetual war: this state is
headed towards its doom as well. The Jewish organizations in the diaspora have failed.
Their arrogance, their pressure, their blackmailing methods, their constant calls for
repression against those who open, one after another, the black boxes of the “Holocaust”
have not prevented a development throughout the world of widespread skepticism and
fatigue with regard to stories illustrating the purportedly exceptional character of an
incomparable Jewish suffering. The Jews on the whole have had bad shepherds, who are
leading them to the abyss. They would be well advised to listen to those among them,
few for the moment, who, whether in a low voice or out loud, denounce the Great
Imposture of the Holocaust, the Great Imposture of the State of Israel and the Great
False Witnesses in the style of Elie Wiesel.
The revisionists have discovered the sinister black boxes of the “Holocaust,” then
opened them and decrypted the contents for us. They have been able to unmask the
apostles or disciples of a secular religion grounded in conceited pride, lies, hatred and
greed. To all people, without distinction, the revisionists can bring relief: they teach us

that, despite a capacity for every kind of horror, humanity has, after all, never committed
the unspeakable slaughter for which, over several generations, some have presumed to
blame it at every hour of the day or night, demanding ever more financial compensation,
ever more privileges. Today we are facing a secular religion, that of the “Holocaust” or
“Shoah,” which is bound to go down in history as the dishonor of men. This religion
originated in the Western world and has developed there at a dazzling pace, but is
already falling into decay. The rest of the world does not want it, sometimes even
expressly rejecting it. The “Judeo-Christian” West would be well advised to take note of
this and follow the example given by the rest of the world.

Notes:
[1] The English edition lacks the sentences presented above as “To imagine would
be indiscreet. To tell would be indecent […] the whisper becomes a scream, the
cry of a community gone mad, mad with grief and lucidity.” The translation of
And the Sea Is Never Full is the work of E. Wiesel’s wife Marion. According to
an American researcher Mrs. Wiesel has in the past purposely mistranslated
certain words so as to deceive the reader and, in several passages in Night,
resorted to the practice in an attempt to right the account’s confused chronology.
The researcher in question, who has a perfect command of French, informs us as
well that, as is the case here, she has at times simply chosen not to include
certain words or sentences if she believes a faithful translation might suggest to
English readers that E. Wiesel is not, after all, a reliable witness.

Will Angela Merkel Repeat a Terrible History?
by Jett Rucker

The ever-ascending rocket that is Angela Merkel’s international image is powered by a
precious, highly volatile fuel: the deep and wide—but finite—reservoir of good will and
prosperity of Germany, the country of whose government she is head.
Merkel was educated in the public schools of Germany—the former East Germany, for
what that is worth, and any realistic estimate of what she learned of Germany’s history in
that setting must be modest both as to its extent and its veracity. This lament is not at all
peculiar to Germany’s schools, not even those of the communistic German Democrat
Republic of yore. The government schools of any country do a woeful job of informing its
students of their country’s history, such that if Student Merkel had failed to pay any
attention to it at all, she might have come away better able to address the subject at such
later time (as when she assumed leadership of the country’s government) as knowledge of
it would be important. But even that advantage would be lost if, after gaining the dubious
benefit of ignorance, she then resolved it with any antidote resembling the official lies and
distortions, or even failed to resolve it at all.
Merkel’s policies regarding the waves of African and Middle Eastern refugees lapping the
diaphanous shores of her blessed homeland lead me to think that either she is ignorant of
Germany’s recent history as it concerns refugees, or that she has willfully sacrificed the
concerns it must engender to the immediate rewards of becoming Time Magazine’s Person
of the Year for 2015 (as was, of course, her predecessor Chancellor Adolf Hitler in 1938).
Hitler had not invited hundreds of thousands of foreign refugees into his country, but by
the year of his Personhood, he had undertaken the repatriation of some thousands of
Polish Jews who had entered and established themselves in Germany over a period
reaching back well before his 1933 ascent to power.

Hunger strike of refugees in Berlin. Photo taken 15 October 2013.
By Fraktion DIE LINKE. im Bundestag [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Kristallnacht—the infamous “night of broken glass”—may be traced to Hitler’s “reverseMerkel” project, through the agency of one Hershel Grynszpan, the son of a Polish-Jewish
couple caught up in Hitler’s early ethnic-cleansing program. The German government had
consigned Grynszpan’s parents in an order of the previous month to join their coreligionists at Poland’s border with Germany, where the Polish government had erected
Europe’s first concentration camps for Jews, since it did not want to readmit its erstwhile
citizens.
Hitler’s ascent to international prominence, then, might be said to have been fueled by the
intolerance and indifference of Germans, the grandparents, give or take a generation, of
the people upon whose good nature Chancellor Merkel so lavishly prevails as her own star
rises in the global firmament. The ensuing war (World War II) decimated Germany and its
territory and people. Perhaps, despite the randomness that governs the impact points of
bombs and artillery shells, the bloody process only killed the kind of German that would
have approved of Hitler’s initiatives against not only the (Jewish) immigrants from
Eastern Europe, but against German Jews, who had by 1933 come to dominate
professions in entertainment, the media, academia, the law, government and medicine to
an extent that alarmed many Gentile Germans and aroused their resentment, or worse. Of
such combustible elements was the fuel powering Hitler’s massive boosters, seemingly of
an altogether opposite character from the fragrant essence currently lifting Angela
Merkel’s reputation into orbit.
Is Chancellor Merkel aware of the motive force provided to Hitler and the horrible
trajectory of the war for which he bears an altogether disproportionate share of the blame,
by the presence in German society of numerous recent arrivals with an alien religion and
language(s)? Might she really imagine that the bombs and guns of the war that ended ten
years before her birth might have picked off all the ”bad eggs” among her countrymen?
Or might she just as fantastically suppose that seventy years of re-education have so

excised the human instinct of self-preservation from the collective psyche of Germans that
they now might be cajoled into sacrificing their culture, their language and yes, their
territory, to invaders who, like the Goths seeking refuge in the Roman Empire from Huns
invading from the east, warrant unlimited self-sacrifice and –abnegation such as the
Romans ultimately rendered up to their pitied conquerors?

Angela Merkel with Vladimir Putin in Moscow. Photo taken 8 February 2002.
Kremlin.ru [CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), CC BY 4.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0) or CC BY 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org
/licenses/by/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
Whether she knows it or not, whether she cares or not, Merkel here is playing with fire
that has been seen not long ago to consume the lives and fortunes of millions upon
millions of innocents—of her own countrymen first and foremost, as she might have
observed for herself had she been born as little as ten years before she was. Germans as a
group today, no more cognizant of the history that so worries me than Merkel herself
might be, might be inclined to play along with the new “Good German” brand that made
Germany the world’s most-admired country in a BBC poll conducted in 2013. But
altruism, like war, is a grievously wearisome thing, especially when your side is losing.
Yes, Germans may be willing, consciously or not, to have Berlin sacked, either gradually
or more-notedly as the Visigoths’ sacking of Rome in 410 was.
But by no means all Germans are willing to see this happen, nor, for that matter, do they
wish a replay of events that followed 1938’s Kristallnacht on out well past Germany’s
surrender in 1945. In order to prevent both of these execrable developments, it would
seem necessary to slow the influx of people who speak no European language whatever,
who adhere to a religion that is, if anything, even more-antithetical to Germany’s hithertodominant Christianity than was Judaism.
Doing any such thing would appear to be vanishingly remote from any agenda that Frau
Bundeskanzlerin might be contemplating. That may be much worse than merely
unfortunate.
Frau Merkel’s countrymen may yet retain more of that resilient vigor than may have been
apparent to her among the communist slaves with whom she spent her formative years. If
they do, they may react—after the point at which it might be convenient, or peaceful, to
do so—to the infusion of so many aliens, deserving and otherwise, among their number
that they are rendered unable to maintain the structure, the “regularities” as sociologists
call them, upon which they discover that so much of their ability to enjoy peaceful,
productive lives depends.

They might fight to regain what they have so painstakingly rebuilt from the ashes and
rubble of that last conflagration.
And if they do, Angela Merkel will surely be off somewhere safe, perhaps in America
with Ayaan Hirsi Ali, ex-Muslim ex-member of parliament of the Netherlands, or
elsewhere. But there will, as before, be blood in the streets. There will be concentration
camps. Innocents will die, in great numbers.
Perhaps yet another Person of the Year will emerge from the turmoil.
I only hope that it all can be kept from exploding into World War III.

A Revisionist Swashbuckler: | CODOH
by Theodore J. O'Keefe

My Memories of Bradley R. Smith
I first met Bradley Smith thirty-one years ago. It was early 1985, I had just moved to
Southern California from Japan, and Bradley was waiting for me in front of the Los
Angeles bus station. He was twenty years older than I, we had different backgrounds and
aspirations, and we were friends from the beginning. That first encounter, in which we
rambled through L.A.’s decaying downtown, set the tone for hundreds that followed—
talk that flowed and rushed like a spring thaw, with scenery and watering hole (Philippe,
as I recall) incidental to observation, reminiscence, point, counterpoint, argument, open
discussion that reveled in disagreement and debate.
From the start we shared a commitment to Holocaust revisionism, and soon a
camaraderie, as we worked together, first at the Institute of Historical Review, where I
pressed Bradley to stress, rather than his occasional pratfalls, his on-air achievements in
his accounts of his work for IHR’s Radio Project. Later I advised and edited Bradley’s
efforts on behalf of his Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust, through which,
more than any other revisionist, he was able to gain Holocaust revisionism notoriety at
hundreds of American universities and in perturbed editorials in the national news
media.
Our approaches to revisionism were different. I had absorbed much of the
historiographical tradition of America First while growing up, and further saw
revisionism as playing an active role in the defense of the West. For Bradley, Holocaust
revisionism was first of all an issue of individual free expression. He was not so much
interested in how the Holocaust did or didn’t happen (I once called in during a local
radio show Bradley was doing to lob him a batting-practice question about the Leuchter
Report, but no, he couldn’t recall any studies of missing cyanide residue in the “gas
chambers”). Nor did Bradley trouble very much with the complexities of central
European polity between the wars: to him, for invading Poland, Hitler was merely an
“asshole.”
Furthermore, my ideology was not very touchy-feely, whereas Bradley was not only
rigorously libertarian, but also a long-time consumer of Southern California mysticism
and admirer of its adepts, from Krishnamurti to Baba Ram Dass. What won my
admiration of Bradley was that at its core Bradley’s ethos was a soldierly one. Apart
from one uncharacteristic episode in the bull ring, he lived a life of physical courage and
personal responsibility, and his code of conduct—his simple but difficult struggle to be
in “right relationship” with all others—impelled him relentlessly toward self-mastery.

Bradley R.Smith, swashbuckling, dangerous, honorable, and real.
Readers of Bradley’s numerous writings will be aware of how he risked prison for
refusing to stop selling the (allegedly obscene) writings of Henry Miller, how he was
drawn to combat in Korea and South Vietnam, the varied physical and financial risks he
ran throughout his pre-revisionist work career. But his willingness to face danger was
neither mere thrill-seeking nor simply the dedication of a zealot to his cause. Several
times in 1986 I accompanied Bradley to his office in a building at Hollywood and Vine
(once the crossroads of the film industry, then a sagging neighborhood). Not long before,
bombs planted by Jewish terrorists had burnt IHR’s offices to the ground as well as
killed two persons in Southern California. On each visit, Bradley, alert to the danger,
would shoo me up the hall, so that he would take the brunt of any booby trap. During our
friendship of three decades, I many times witnessed the same vigilance and readiness to
act decisively in a crisis.
As Bradley reveals in Confessions of a Holocaust Revisionist, from adolescence his
mission was to be a soldier. Unlike a myriad of youths from his generation, Bradley’s
exemplar was not the combat hero of Hollywood film, but a self-sacrificing champion
from over a thousand years before, Roland, whose chanson roused his soul like his
hero’s belated horn. As did the lord of the Breton March in the epic version, Bradley
came to strive to be not just a warrior, but a warrior of high ideals and irreproachable
comportment. Clausewitz’s assessment of war as a calculated act of policy was foreign
to Bradley’s soldierly creed. Good in a crisis as he could be, throughout his career
Bradley often called to mind, more so than even Roland, the ever dauntless man of La
Mancha.
This soldierly romanticism was central to his dedication to fighting for the revisionist
cause, in fact as the most accessible and exposed spokesman for that cause in America,
for over thirty years. It brought potential physical danger to him and his family,
possibilities he either dismissed with characteristic good humor or left unmentioned.

Then there were the economic consequences: Bradley supported himself and his family
not by tilting at windmills, but by attacking, in full public view, the Taboo of the
Twentieth Century. He declared bankruptcy more than once, and he always seemed just
an illness or an accident away from poverty.
Was Bradley’s abhorrence of system, both in business and in writing, somehow
connected to his soldierly ideals? In any case in his conduct of the business part of
CODOH, it is not enough to say that he was undisciplined and unbusinesslike: Bradley’s
methods verged on chaos, and record keeping, planning, and the basics of fundraising
—including contributions—periodically disappeared under the growing and multiplying
ziggurats of paper on his and neighboring desks.
As a writer, Bradley disdained structure and literary artifice. He was an indifferent
speller and ignored the rules of grammar even where he knew them. His sole instruction
to me in my efforts to order his tangled prose for Smith’s Report was: “Don’t make me
sound too smart.” If he had a writing style, it was to let it all flow, let it all hang out.
Nonetheless, reading Bradley’s best revisionist writing, it isn’t hard to see that it catches
fire when touched by his moral and ethical concerns. In dry-as-dust matters such as
historiographical details or his need for contributions his writing often clunks along
(particularly in the first draft) as if it were on an iron long. But when he describes an
individual, friend or foe, Bradley meticulously renders dialogue in all its nuances, and he
homes in on his own and his disputant’s obligations as citizen and as human with
Socratic penetration and ethical fervor.
In his dealings with his adversaries—whether Exterminationist or revisionist—Bradley
tried to be kind. His efforts were generally unrequited, which didn’t seem to trouble him,
for he held himself to a much stricter standard for taking offense than most of us. When
reminded of certain of his persistent revisionist detractors, Bradley liked to tell me,
“We’ve never had a problem,” which was usually true—as far as he was concerned.
Various remembrances of Bradley have stressed the achievements made possible by the
irenic side of this quixotic soldier. Yes, by not making the Jews as a collective the target
of his revisionist efforts he was able to gain considerable purchase with the student
editors who enabled him to place hundreds of his campus ads in their papers. And yes,
his good nature and his eschewal of racial concerns enabled him to win the cooperation
of able revisionists around the world in establishing the Committee for Open Debate on
the Holocaust, and its spinoffs such as its powerful website, as well as the short-lived
journal The Revisionist, which paved the way for Inconvenient History.
But Bradley had a combative side as well. It tended to emerge when he, or those he
spoke for, had been backed into a corner. I first saw this in 1985, after the Institute for
Historical Review had made a humiliating settlement with the boastful Auschwitz
survivor Mel Mermelstein, giving him $90,000 and an apology after he had sought
IHR’s ill-conceived reward offer to the first to prove gassings at Auschwitz. Now largely
forgotten, at the time the settlement seemed even to IHR supporters a craven surrender
of the Institute’s basic principles. It was Bradley Smith, as editor of IHR’s newsletter,
who sounded the revisionist counterattack, calling Mermelstein a “demonstrable fraud”
and a “vainglorious prevaricator.” Predictably, Bradley’s words brought on a new
lawsuit, but this time, after a long and costly struggle, the Institute was victorious, and,
just as important, was able to regain the unwavering support of revisionists.
A few years later, when Ernst Zündel was tried a second time for violating Canada’s
foolish law against spreading “false news” about the Holocaust and other sacred cows,
Bradley played a key role in raising the morale of Zündel and his supporters. The early
stages of the trial had been adverse to Zündel, leaving him and his team downcast. I

vividly recall Ernst’s jubilation over the phone at Bradley’s testimony, in which with his
common sense and aplomb he shredded the Holocaust mystique by cutting the testimony
of various of its most sainted “eyewitnesses” down to size. Most memorable was his
demolition of Elie Wiesel, who, Bradley told the court, was “not wrapped too tight” for
claiming that geysers of blood had spurted from Jewish bodies in Ukraine for months
after they were dead and buried. It would be too much to say that Bradley’s testimony
outweighed that of Fred Leuchter, Robert Faurisson, David Irving, and the many other
witnesses to come. Yet by violating the Holocaust taboos against common sense and
liberating laughter, Bradley dominated the courtroom and reversed the momentum of the
trial.
When it came to taking on Holocaust historiography, Bradley was at his most powerful,
whether in court, on the air, or in writing, when assailing the testimony of the mostprominent survivors—Elie Wiesel; Abe Bomba, the barber of Treblinka; “crazy” Jankiel
Wiernik, the carpenter of Treblinka; and many others. It’s not hard to see that Bradley’s
fury at these slandering impostors was fueled, not by hatred of Jews, but precisely by his
insistence that Jews be judged by the same standards as non-Jews. Not that his equity
could ever mollify the Holocaust lobby and other groups that act, with none but trifling
opposition, in the name of Jewry. Nor, alas, did that equity impress the non-Jews
throughout the media and academe that Bradley worked tirelessly to draw into open
debate on the Holocaust.
Bradley was attempting a dangerous thing: treating Jews, even Jews who despised him,
respectfully (in conciliatory fashion), while relying on support from hard-core
revisionists. He wrote and talked often of his sorrow at the loss of his Jewish friends in
Los Angeles, and this was certainly no pose. Yet despite his oft-proclaimed tolerance
and his public embrace of David Cole, he was unable to elicit more than the occasional
furtive nod from Jews, while Jewish organizations such as the ADL, the Simon
Wiesenthal Center, and (the on-campus) Hillel House fought, with ultimate success, to
keep him off campus and off the air.
I spent many hours with Bradley over the past thirty years, and was frequently his guest
in Hollywood; in Visalia, a pleasant farming town in the southern San Joaquin Valley;
and finally at the house he designed in Rosarito, some ten miles south of Tijuana and the
border. Mostly we talked, a lot about revisionism and ideas for CODOH. (I recall that
after one day-long brainstorming session, the woman of the house remarked in Spanish:
“You work like donkeys, but you never make any money.”)
Just as often we talked about everything else (science and math pretty much excluded).
We went out a lot—which was no sacrifice, because Bradley had a genius for finding the
best places to eat and drink—and talked some more. Bradley was the most interesting
conversationalist I’ve ever known. He was intellectually sophisticated, not in the manner
of the Harvard common room (against which he could deploy his working man’s
Socrates persona to good effect), but well-read in modern literature (of which he had a
sizeable library), knowledgeable about art, and far better informed than most about the
world and its political workings.
Bradley could muster enthusiasm for nearly any topic, from boxing to Buddhism. More
important, he withheld nothing of himself in conversation. At the same time, he
conveyed his intense interest in you, and he had the knack of making you feel you’d
known each other your whole lives. He had that rare virtue, the ability to listen; and even
rarer, the willingness to differ with his friends. To be sure, he could occasionally try to
get under your skin with razzing of the barracks or locker-room variety, but only when
he was losing an argument. Even during our final face-to-face encounter last fall,
although physically frail, in conversation Bradley was engaged, observant, and alive.

Bradley Smith was not a believer in the conventional sense. He was certainly not a
Christian, and his interest in Eastern meditation and other disciplines was furthered by
the godlessness of their purest forms. His aim was to be in right relationship with
everyone he encountered. Now “right relationship” is a term that is patently elastic and
which has been appropriated by numerous contending churches and sects. Bradley’s
seat-of-the-pants interpretation included every charity of which he was capable, from
giving to beggars to taking in the homeless, related or otherwise (one night on
Hollywood Boulevard he took pity on a young Canadian down on his luck and brought
him home to sleep over). It can be said, with no overtones of sanctity, that from his
tolerant public stance to his conduct in private, Bradley was animated by a personal
goodness that his critics, including the Methodist minister J. Franklin Littell, who
compared Bradley to “the adversary who wanders to and fro in the earth and goes up and
down in it,” i.e. Satan, would do well to try to emulate.
Humbleness and self-deprecation were part of Bradley’s public persona. He loved to
stress his shortcomings and mistakes. I came to believe that these efforts masked a deep
pride. And, in the end, as a revisionist Bradley had a great deal to be proud of. In an area
where, as in so much of life, success is a team effort, ultimately everything came down
to him. He took on the biggest and most-heavily defended bastions of the Holocaust
industry and its most-sacrosanct oracles. Even the evident failure of his outreach projects
was a measure of Bradley’s and revisionism’s success: the professors he was always
seeking to bedevil had no answers for his arguments.
When all is said and done Bradley Smith lived the life the academics and his other
detractors pretend they want to lead—swashbuckling, dangerous, honorable, and real.
And his revisionist work marches on, its victory never more certain.

Arthur Ekirch on American Militarism
by Ralph Raico

In 1783 the treaty ending hostilities between Great Britain and its rebellious colonies along the eastern
seaboard of North America was signed in Paris. For their part the English proclaimed that, “His Britannic
Majesty acknowledges the said United States, viz., New Hampshire, Massachusetts Bay, Rhode Island and
Providence Plantations ...” – there followed the rest of the thirteen colonies – “to be free sovereign and
independent states,” with the British Crown relinquishing all claims to “the same and every part thereof.”
Amazingly, a collection of artisans, merchants, and mostly farmers had defied one of the great military
machines of Europe, and the greatest empire, and won. It was a triumph that gladdened the hearts of lovers of
liberty and republican government the world over.
Today, this United States, now definitively in the singular, is itself the world's greatest military machine and
sole imperial power. How did this happen? In The Civilian and the Military: A History of the American
Antimilitarist Tradition,1 Arthur A. Ekirch traces this portentous transformation to 1972 (counting his
preface).
Murray Rothbard called Ekirch's work “brilliant,” and praised it as “an example of a revisionist outlook on
all three great wars of the twentieth century.” Robert Higgs, in his foreword to the Independent Institute's
edition of Ekirch's The Decline of American Liberalism, provides a summary of the life and productive
academic career of Arthur Ekirch. He notes that Ekirch registered as a conscientious objector in the Second
World War but was nonetheless sentenced to work without pay as a logger and later in a school for the
mentally retarded, experiences that did not endear the American state to the feisty scholar.
Militarism can be defined as the permeation of civil society by military institutions, influences, and values.
As Ekirch sketches it, the Anglo-American heritage of explicit antimilitarism began to be formed in 17thcentury England, especially with the Levellers and resistance to a standing army.
This tradition continued among the British settlers of what became the United States. It is evident in the
attitudes of the leaders of the American Revolution. James Madison, for instance, stated:
Of all the enemies to public liberty war is, perhaps, the most to be dreaded, because it comprises
and develops the germ of every other. War is the parent of armies; from these proceed debts and
taxes; and armies, and debts, and taxes are the known instruments for bringing the many under
the domination of the few.
The connection between antimilitarism and nonintervention in the affairs of foreign nations – what its crafty
opponents have succeeded in labeling “isolationism” – was often marked among the rebellious colonials.
Ekirch points out that “an important argument for independence had been that it would free the American
people from involvement in the wars of Europe and from the necessity of helping to support a British army.”
The radical republican position was put boldly by Jefferson: “I am for free commerce with all nations;
political connection with none; and little or no diplomatic establishment.”
But during their presidencies, Jefferson and especially Madison reneged on their noninterventionist and
antiwar position. The war hawks in their party clamored for confrontation with England, hoping to acquire
Canada. Though this proved impossible, Madison's War of 1812 was considered a success. A military spirit
was awakened, shown in the popular adulation of war heroes and military displays at Fourth of July parades.
As war with Mexico drew near, Daniel Webster criticized the maneuvers of President James Polk. His words
were to be the key to America's future wars, from the provisioning of Fort Sumter on: “What is the value of
this constitutional provision [granting Congress the sole power to declare war] if the President on his own
authority may make such military movements as must bring on war?” Easy victory over Mexico, however,
further fueled the military spirit.
If the Jeffersonians can be accused of surrendering their principles, what are we to say of some of the
celebrated antistatists of the 19th and early 20th centuries? Henry David Thoreau, whose conscience rebelled
at the US war against Mexico, became an enthusiast for the “just war” against the slave states. He revered
John Brown, referring to him as a Christ upon the cross when Brown tried to raise a servile rebellion among
the millions of slaves of the South, a move “credited” with helping start the Civil War. That awful
bloodletting cost 620,000 lives.

Charles Sumner, famous classical liberal and free trader, wrote in his 1845 work, The True Grandeur of
Nations, “Can there be in our age any peace that is not honorable, any war that is not dishonorable?” But he
also found an honorable war in the attack on the South.
Later, Benjamin Tucker, individualist anarchist, was a cheerleader for the Entente's war with Germany. For
his part, the anarchist Peter Kropotkin urged Russia on to war with the Central Powers in 1914. Poor
Kropotkin was bewildered by the way it turned out, a Bolshevik tyranny worse than anything ever
experienced before. The war itself cost many millions of lives, the worst bloodbath in European history to
that time.
The point is that these individualists were no Bastiats or Herbert Spencers. None could resist the pull of a just
war. None understood the insight of Randolph Bourne – whom Ekirch calls one of the few who “stood firm”
against the first crusade against Germany – that “war is the health of the state.”
During the Civil War the United States “was placed under what, for all practical purposes, amounted to a
military dictatorship.” Lincoln suspended the writ of habeas corpus, shut down newspapers critical of his
policies, and held thousands as political prisoners. His conscription law led to draft riots, particularly in New
York City, but a precedent had been set.

“This is America - for this we fight” uses a photo of Mt. Rushmore for propaganda purposes. By the Office
for Emergency Management, Office of War Information, Domestic Operations Branch, Bureau of Special
Services (03/09/1943 - 09/15/1945). (U.S. National Archives and Records Administration) [Public domain],
via Wikimedia Commons
Union veterans formed the Grand Army of the Republic, demanding pensions and preference in government
jobs. The US Army continued to justify its jobs by its taxpayer-funded backing of the railroad barons in the
West and the campaigns to exterminate the Plains Indians. Military training and “education” proliferated in
schools and colleges.
In the 1880s and '90s, navalism surged ahead, with industries, steel above all, promoting their own vested
interests. The tradition of a navy solely for the coastal defense of the country – as old as the republic – was
abandoned.

There were critics of the new militarism, E.L. Godkin of The Nation and William Graham Sumner, whose
essay, The Conquest of the United States by Spain (1898), against the war on the Philippines has inspired
anti-imperialists ever since. (His great essay is now available online.)
But the few critics could not prevail against the powerful cabal of Admiral Alfred Thayer Mahan, Henry
Cabot Lodge, and Theodore Roosevelt, which represented a turning point on the road to empire.
Mahan was not much of a naval commander (his ships tended to collide), but he was a superb propagandist
for navalism. His work on The Influence of Sea Power upon History, 1660–1783was seized upon by navalists
in Germany, Japan, France, and elsewhere. It fueled the arms race that led to the First World War, proving to
be no great blessing to mankind.
In the Senate, Lodge pushed for war with Spain and the takeover of the Philippines, later for war with
Germany, and following that war, for a vindictive peace treaty that would keep the Germans down for the
foreseeable future. Throughout, Lodge pressed for a navy second to none, demanded by America's new
empire. The Navy League, funded by big business, helped the cause along.
Heaven only knows what Theodore Roosevelt is doing on that endlessly reproduced iconic monument on
Mount Rushmore, right alongside Jefferson. Roosevelt despised Jefferson as a weakling, and Jefferson would
have despised him as a warmonger. The great historian Charles Beard wrote truly of “Teddy” that he was
probably the only major figure in American history “who thought that war in itself was a good thing.”
Included in the cabal was Elihu Root, secretary of war and then of state under TR, who advocated “the
creation of a military spirit among the youth of the country.”
The acquisition of the Philippines cast the United States into the arena of contending imperialisms in the Far
East, including especially Japan's. Antiwar congressmen exposed the links between the drive for a great
ocean-going navy and the munitions industry, to no avail.
Ekirch is perhaps too lenient on Woodrow Wilson. Already, Wilson's note to Germany following the sinking
of the Lusitania, in which he reiterated the US position, that Germany would be held to a “strict
accountability” for the deaths of any Americans at sea from U-boats, even when traveling on armed
belligerent merchant ships carrying military munitions through war zones, set the United States on a collision
course for war. Here Walter Karp's The Politics of War presents a more reliable account.
During the war, the Espionage and Sedition Acts were used to curb dissent. The Creel Committee on Public
Information propagandized for war to a hitherto unprecedented extent. The mass media incited public
opinion against the demonized enemy as would become standard to our own day.
Historical revisionism flourished as the archives of major powers were opened up, forced by the Bolsheviks'
unlocking of the Russian archives. True accounts of the machinations by which the European powers and
then the United States entered the war led to the brief flourishing of antiwar sentiment after 1918.

The America First Committee was the greatest antiwar movement in history. Among its more notable
members were Gerald Ford, Walt Disney, Gore Vidal, and of course, Charles Lindbergh. America First
Committee poster circa 1940.
In 1933 Franklin Roosevelt was sworn in as president. This genial master of deception was not only a fanatic
for naval expansion but also harbored grandiose plans for reordering the world. The geopolitical situation of
the 1930s in Europe and the Far East gave Roosevelt ample opportunity for overseas meddling. The formally
opposition party in 1940 nominated for president Wendell Willkie, as much of an interventionist as FDR. The
greatest antiwar movement in history, the America First Committee, boasted 800,000 members, but it quickly

folded when Roosevelt got the war he wanted, at Pearl Harbor.
In the Second World War America embraced militarism wholeheartedly. It has never looked back.
The worst violation of civil liberties was the rounding up and imprisonment of some 80,000 American
citizens of Japanese descent and 40,000 resident Japanese aliens (not eligible for citizenship because born in
Japan). Emblematic of the hysteria generated by this most-just of just wars, the US Supreme Court upheld
their incarceration. Renowned liberals Hugo Black, Felix Frankfurter, and William Douglas joined the
majority. California Attorney-General Earl Warren was a passionate advocate for incarceration.
Following the war, “the atmosphere of perpetual crisis and war hysteria” engendered by Washington never let
up. Harry Truman initiated what Ekirch rightly calls “the aggressive American foreign policy of the Cold
War.” Dozens of entangling alliances were formed, committing the nation to defending the existing
international order against any who would challenge it. A new enemy intent on world-conquest was conjured
up in the form of the Soviet Union and international communism. This conflict included two “hot wars” and
entailed vast continuing military budgets, now to pay for ever-more-deadly nuclear weapons as well. It lasted
over 40 years and cost civil society trillions of dollars.
As Ekirch presciently foresaw, even a peaceful resolution of the Cold War was not “sufficient to release the
American people from the power of the Pentagon and its corporate allies.” Incursions of the armed forces
occurred in Yugoslavia, the Philippines, Somalia, and elsewhere.
Now the United States is involved in wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Pakistan, soon perhaps also in Iran.
Today there is no conscription, which caused too many problems for the militarists in the Vietnam years. But
the American empire bestrides the globe. The United States has over 700 military bases overseas, plus some
dozen naval task forces patrolling the oceans, with a multitude of space satellites feeding information to the
forces below. Every year its "defense" (i.e., military) budget is nearly equal to those of all other countries
combined. Does anyone doubt that for America there are more wars, many more wars, in the offing?
As the great social scientist Joseph Schumpeter wrote of the military in imperialist states, “Created by the
wars that required it, the machine now created the wars it required.”

Notes:
This article originally appeared in slightly different form on Mises.org
1 Ralph Myles, Colorado Springs, 1972.

Bradley R. Smith | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Bradley R. Smith was born into a working-class family in South Central Los Angeles on
February 18, 1930, where the family remained until 1970. He was a good student on
occasion, but was more interested in horses than education. At 18 he joined the army and
in 1951 served in the 7th Cavalry in Korea, where he was wounded twice. It was in the
army hospital at Camp Cooke, California where he began to write.
In the 1950s he searched for something beyond writing that could hold his attention. He
became a deputy sheriff for Los Angeles County, but that wasn't it. He left the
department to travel to Mexico where he became involved with the bullfights, becoming
a novillero—an apprentice bullfighter—in the central mountain states of Jalisco,
Guerrero and Hidalgo. The bulls very much had his attention, but his liver gave out with
hepatitis and he had to return to the States for hospitalization.
In 1958 Smith went to New York City, where he worked for The Bodley Gallery on East
60th Street. He discovered the intellectual and cultural life of Greenwich Village, a new
world for him. In the Village he read a bootleg copy of Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer
and was, literally, rocked by it. He returned to Los Angeles where he opened a bookstore
on Hollywood Boulevard specializing in paperback books, which were at that time new
and all the rage. When Tropic was published he dedicated himself to promoting the book
in his store windows. He was arrested, jailed, and prosecuted for refusing to stop selling
the book.

Bradley R.Smith (18 Feb 1930- 18 Feb 2016)
The ensuing trial lasted six weeks, the longest criminal trial ever to have taken place in
Los Angeles at that time.1 There was considerable press coverage. Smith was intrigued
by the proceedings. For six weeks he watched and listened to academics and writers and
community leaders argue under oath that Tropic should be censored and those selling it
be punished because the book expressed sensibilities that did not meet, legally,
“community standards.” Leon Uris, author of Exodus, particularly caught Smith’s
attention by arguing that Miller, a writer obviously more important to American culture
than he, should be censored. In 1962 Smith was convicted for selling a book that
"endangered" the community standards of Greater Los Angeles.

In the 1960s Smith patrolled the streets of Hollywood as a deputy sheriff and worked as
a seaman on merchant ships. He shipped to Japan, the Philippines, Korea, Vietnam, and
Taiwan. In 1968 he jumped ship in Thailand and made his way to Saigon where he
traveled the country as a correspondent with accreditation by the Vietnamese.
Meanwhile, in Hollywood, he had met a Jewish woman; they had exchanged hearts,
each with the other, in a relationship that lasted into the mid-1970s.
Then it happened.
In 1979, when Smith was 49 years old, his life changed forever when he read a leaflet by
Robert Faurisson, “The Problem of the Gas Chambers.” The story of this life-changing
moment is recounted in his autobiographical work, Confessions of a Holocaust
Revisionist. Smith writes, “I felt stunned, as if Buck Rogers had somehow come down
from the 21st century and zapped me with a beam from his ray gun.” It took him three
months to digest the core of the revisionist argument. And then, like a toreador emerging
from the callejόn, he jumped into the struggle. He knew from the beginning that he was
going to address the taboo against publishing revisionist arguments, not the arguments
themselves. He would be the “Henry Miller” of the revisionists. Not as famous as Miller,
not as original, but his job needed doing, desperately.
Through his efforts in the years that followed, millions of Americans learned for the first
time about Holocaust revisionism and the scholarly debate on this chapter of history. In
the mid-1980s, he published Prima Facie, a newsletter aimed at journalists and editors,
quoting their own writings, that focused on cultism, suppression of free inquiry and
censorship on the Holocaust issue.
Smith had a long association with the Institute for Historical Review—as a contributor
to their publications, as a speaker at conferences, and, during the late 1980s, as its media
projects director, a role that generated hundreds of radio and television interviews.
Starting in the late 1980s and on through to his death, he had been active as director of
the Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust (CODOH), a group dedicated to
defending free speech and free inquiry on the Holocaust issue, to encouraging greater
public access to revisionist scholarship, and to promoting awareness of the controversy
regarding the Holocaust story and censorship measures deployed in its perpetuation.
Since 1990, Smith published a newsletter, Smith's Report, which reports on his own
activities, those of CODOH, and various articles and news stories about revisionists and
revisionism around the world.
Smith is perhaps best known for having published several essay-length advertisements
calling for open debate on the Holocaust in student newspapers published at colleges and
universities across the United States. In the 1991-92 school year, CODOH
advertisements or statements appeared in 17 student newspapers, several at major
universities. During the 1993-1994 academic year, his ad—headlined “A Revisionist
Challenge to the US Holocaust Memorial Museum”—appeared in at least 35 college and
university campus papers, as well as one major metropolitan daily. In 1999 and 2000,
Smith created a new publication, The Revisionist, a 24-page pulp-stock publication that
was distributed free on campus. The January 2000 issue, which featured a story on
intellectual freedom and book-burning was itself burned on the campus of St. Cloud
University. By the end of the 2000-01 academic year, his ads had appeared in more than
350 student papers.
Smith's campaign generated news reports and commentary in such prominent periodicals
as The New York Times and Time magazine, and editorials in The Washington Post, The
New York Times, the Philadelphia Inquirer, and the Los Angeles Times.

Deborah Lipstadt, a Jewish academic and a prominent figure in the Holocaust lobby,
took aim at Bradley's efforts in her Denying the Holocaust. One chapter of her book,
“The Battle for the Campus,” focuses specifically on Smith's advertisements. She
laments that after seeing the ads, many students might assume there is an “other side” [to
the Holocaust story.]
Smith spoke on the subject of intellectual freedom with regard to the Holocaust on more
than 400 radio talk shows and news broadcasts, as well as on nationwide television,
including an appearance with Michael Shermer (Skeptic Magazine) and David Cole as a
guest on the Phil Donahue Show.
Bradley Smith and CODOH were one of the first Holocaust revisionist groups to
develop a website in the early '90s. Since that time he has hosted several sites, blogs, a
MySpace page, a Facebook page, and participated in many discussion groups and
forums on-line.
He wrote many articles, and several books. The first, Confessions of a Holocaust
Revisionist, was praised by Canadian journalist Doug Collins as “fascinating” and as an
“amusing walk through the valley of the shadow of doubt.”
Smith's Break His Bones: The Private Life of a Holocaust Revisionist, is a witty and
thoughtful 315-page memoir published in 2002 that looks back on the challenges,
disappointments and triumphs of his years-long battle against taboo and censorship.
Break His Bones details the organized campaign to suppress free speech and intellectual
freedom on the Holocaust issue, showing how skeptics are blacklisted, and their works
banned. Smith provided a human face for the much-maligned “Holocaust deniers.” “It
might be said,” he wrote, that Break His Bones “is an exercise revealing the subjective
life of a thought criminal.”
In December 2006, Smith was invited to and delivered a talk to an international
delegation at the Tehran Holocaust Conference, “The Irrational Vocabulary of the
American Professorial Class with Regard to the Holocaust Question.”
In 2008, Nine-Banded Books published his third book, The Man Who Saw His Own
Liver. Liver was conceived and written as a one-act play. It was performed in Los
Angeles in 1983, under the title The Man Who Stopped Paying. A review of the
performance labeled Smith “an anarchist libertarian.”
Six years later, in 2014, Smith published a collection of his writing from the 1950s to the
1980s entitled, A Personal History of Moral Decay. Tito Perdue commented on
Bradley’s final book calling it “a generous, lapidary, and much appreciated gift.”
Bradley Smith passed away in California on February 18, 2016, his 86th birthday. The
momentum of those he inspired, far from waning, waxes apace.

Notes:

How the Allies Launched the Holocaust at Casablanca
in 1943
by Jett Rucker

Searching for “the moment the Holocaust began” is quite as pointless as the never-ending search
for “the missing link” in the evolution of homo sapiens. Analyses of the event(s), however the
events are constituted, often go back to ancient intergroup enmities and exploitations as far back
as the Middle Ages. Others focus on misrepresented, but discrete, events such as the January
1942 Wannsee Conference.
Finding events and moments of significance to what in fact did happen and to the motivations in
fact in play, however leads to a time still later, a place actually outside Europe, and actors
including no National Socialists nor in fact Germans of any stripe whatsoever. The time, place
and actors, I submit, were:
• January 1943
• Casablanca, Morocco
• Franklin D. Roosevelt (the proud author), Winston Churchill and (in absentia) Joseph
Stalin
The occasion, of course, is the famous Casablanca Conference. The original idea, for the
declaration and the subsequent attainment of its goals, seems to have come from the
inexhaustibly evil mind of American President Franklin D. Roosevelt, possibly the greatest
warmonger who ever lived. At least, the proposal came from him, and the other two leaders, one
or more of them obviously bent on conquest, signed on to it, in the process condemning untold
millions to death and privation and likely, depending on an extensive counterfactual analysis, at
least doubling the death, destruction and cost of World War II, including its depredations upon
the Jews of Europe.
The idea itself, easy to state, inspiring to hear—or terrifying, depending on which side you are
hearing it from—is Unconditional Surrender. Unconditional Surrender means that your armed
forces will continue to fight its opponents until said opponents yield admission to your armed
forces to their own homelands—the places where they were born and grew up, where they
married, where their wives and children still live. Foreign soldiers will freely roam the
defeated’s streets, thereon free also to abuse, torture, molest, rob, and rape those they encounter
on said streets and free, further, to knock on—or knock down—the door of any house or shop
that might interest them, and therein to avail themselves of anything—or anyone—that (or who)
might in any way mitigate the insufferable deprivations that plague every soldier in all places
and all times of history.1

US President Franklin Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Sir Winston Churchill in January
1943 in Casablanca. Here the unconditional surrender of Germany was planned. Seated from
left: Churchill and Roosevelt; Standing: Major General Hastings Ismay and Admiral Lord Louis
Mountbatten
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-S68745 / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
When your country’s enemy credibly declares the aim of Unconditional Surrender, your
enemy’s threat penetrates viscera you may never previously have known you had. Patriotism,
loyalty to this or that regime, however hateful or congenial, becomes utterly irrelevant; the wolf
will not remain howling outside your door—he will enter your home, destroying it if necessary,
and have his way with all he finds therein.
If, in your country, among your population, in your government, the professions, the media,
and/or academia, there happen to be members of a group whose members outside your country
seem to have inspired the savage battle cry of Unconditional Surrender by your country’s
enemies, then you might favor restriction, on suspicion, of every potential member of this group.
Such, of course, was the position of the hapless Jews of Germany during World War II, despite
many of them likely being loyal Germans, if not National Socialists. It was also the position of
the hapless Japanese-Americans of the western United States at the same time.
The comparison between the Japanese in America and the Jews in Germany and the territories
Germany occupied ends right there: with few setbacks of any moment, America won that war,
and Germany, tragically, disastrously, lost it, along with massive proportions of its houses,
buildings, bridges, factories, territory, and people.
The Holocaust, broadly defined, was displacement, dispossession, enslavement and frequently
death of groups disfavored by Germany’s National Socialist government, classically, if not
mostly, Jews. It was no more a program of genocide than was the program of the conquering
Allies in their blockading, bombing and eventual expulsion from their homelands of helpless
Germans in their millions, leading to fates comparing most “favorably” in both severity and
numbers with those alleged to have happened to Jews—and all this before the atrociously brutal
occupations.

The beleaguered Germans placed millions of Jews and others in their infamous “concentration
camps,” most of which were in fact labor camps not altogether unlike those in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee and a thousand other places (including Los Alamos) in the US and elsewhere in the
Allies’ territories. Unlike those Allies (except for a famous exception in Bengal, a colony
controlled by Ally Great Britain),2 the Germans eventually lost their ability to provision, and
combat disease in, their densely populated industrial housing tracts.
The Allies’ disruption of the Germans’ industrial efforts to resist the former’s incursions were
not at all limited to the killing and “dehousing” of Germans and their wives and children, nor to
the destruction of their roads, factories, bridges and railroads. The Allies, knowingly or
otherwise, killed thousands of concentration-camp inmates at Mittelbau-Nordhausen in an April
1945 bombing raid. Unfortunately, the only inmates above ground at this underground industrial
complex were those in the camp hospital with tuberculosis and other diseases—it was mostly
these patients who were killed, and whose deaths in famous propaganda photographs was laid to
the Germans by Americans overrunning the site a week after the raid.
This same grotesquely “counter-productive” campaign assumed another guise in the sinking by
the Royal Air Force of the German passenger liner Cap Arcona in the following month, killing
at least 5,000 of the people the Allies’ savage “humanitarian intervention” was trumpeted as
intending to save.
The Holocaust, then, perceived as chiefly the result of the Germans’ desperate, doomed effort to
save their homeland, may be seen to have ensued, in its most-lethal and cruelest phases, from
the position the government and people of Germany found themselves in as a consequence of
Unconditional Surrender, and this takes no account of those many in countries to the east of
Germany who clearly saw the Soviet behemoth descending on their own homelands as a wolf,
as it were, in “liberators’” clothing.
But that is hardly half of the story, at least so far as the perspective of the modal “informed”
German of the day is concerned. In 1944, as though to add fuel to this diabolical fire, Churchill,
Roosevelt, and the latter’s Jewish advisor, Henry Morgenthau, gathered in Quebec for yet
another of the demonic conferences at which the victorious Allies plotted the utter destruction of
the society and people of Europe’s largest civilization.3
There, as a condition of a $6-billion “loan” to the United Kingdom, FDR (remember FDR? We
last saw him in Casablanca) secured Churchill’s reluctant assent to a vicious scheme to
indefinitely “pastoralize” Europe’s former industrial powerhouse, Germany. News of this plot,
well seized-upon by Germany’s ever-vigilant propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels, was
credited with the most-unwelcome (and surprising) ferocity of German troops opposing the
eastward advance of the Allies from France in the Battle of the Bulge. A bitter joke became
popular in Germany toward the end that went, “Enjoy the war. The peace will be even worse.”
The conditions of the Unconditional Surrender were becoming apparent to the Germans, who in
fact hardly imagined the privations and atrocities that would be visited upon them by the
victorious Allies, to the everlasting shame of the latter.
As we search in the detritus of history for the causes, the “beginnings” of various developments
apparent in the light of retrospection (and the unopposable declarations of the victors), it is
obviously essential to carefully specify the nature and magnitude of the developments whose
genesis is sought. Most “Holocaust” “history,” of course, fails miserably at this indispensable
launching point.
If that failing be rigorously and honestly corrected, however, the originary analysis itself can,
and will, undergo profound alteration from the one posited on the basis of allegations of
phenomenal German racism and genocidal intent.
In fact, properly viewing the tragedies of the Holocaust as part of the paroxysms of death of a
proud, vigorous, and terrified race shifts the bulk of the blame from them onto the heads of their
vengeful, zealous malefactors.
Casablanca. 1943. The Big Three. They didn’t start the war, nor the Holocaust. But they brought

on the greatest part of both.

Notes:
1 Mary Louise Roberts, What Soldiers Do (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2013).
2 The 1943 Bengal Famine, which killed 3 million British colonial subjects, was at least
partly the consequence of decisions made by Great Britain to prosecute its wars of the
time against the Axis.
3 John Dietrich, The Morgenthau Plan (New York: Algora Publishing, 2013).

Origins of the Japanese-American War
by Kerry R. Bolton

A Conflict of Free Trade vs. Autarchy
One important, but often overlooked element of the causes of the Second World War is economics. In fact,
it may be said that World War II was a conflict between two systems of economy: free trade, or what is
today called globalization, and autarchy, or the economic self-sufficiency of states or more commonly
trading blocs, including empires.
As noted in my article “The Myth of the Big Business-Nazi Axis,” even Reich finance minister Schacht,
a mole within the Third Reich in the service of the world banking cabal, commented that antagonism
towards Germany was significantly prompted by Germany’s autarchic economic policy, with a trade
policy based on barter. The Bank of International Settlements at the time was noting that this autarchic
system of trade was becoming a world trend.1
Japan, Italy and Germany all followed similar banking, economic and trade policies. The Bank of Japan
was reorganized as a state bank in 1932, although since its founding in 1882 the Imperial House had been
the major shareholder. The Bank of Japan Law was modeled on the 1939 Reichsbank Act. Japan
experienced extraordinary economic growth.2
These states, which became known as the Axis, formed an Anticomintern Pact aimed at Communism and
the USSR. Far more historically significant, especially in terms of the reasons for the war against the
Axis, however, was that these states and their allies represented much more than anti-Bolshevism; they
were an Axis against usury.
While the democracies stagnated, and Roosevelt’s much-touted New Deal was unsuccessful until the
stimulus of war production, the Axis states, and indeed a few democracies such as Sweden and New
Zealand that had also utilized state credit at least to some extent prospered, while much of the rest of the
world was stagnating at best. Underdeveloped states from Europe to South America, began entering into
mutually beneficial bilateral trade agreements with Germany outside of the international banking system.
Pretexts for war were required against the Axis states, like the pretexts that have been used in our own era
against Milosevic’s Serbia, Saddam’s Iraq and others, that have similarly in some manner gotten in the
way of the international economic system. With Germany the issue was a territorial dispute with Poland;
with Japan, one with China.

Sino-Japanese Conflict since the 19th Century
The history of Sino-Japanese antagonism is of long duration, and historically the allegation of Japan’s sole
war guilt is unjustified. Japan found herself in the same predicament from the 1930s as today’s states that
obstruct what is now called “globalization.” The consequences were similar: first, demonization and
moral outrage in world forums; second, economic embargoes; and third, war, culminating in the atomic
bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The First Sino-Japanese War goes back to 1894-95, over the position of Korea. This shows that the
Japanese interest in Korea was by no means a simplistic, unjustified question of territorial expansionism.
Japan’s interest was not so much to enslave Korea as to ensure, to the contrary, that Korea was not going
to be annexed by China.
As a matter of geopolitical strategy, the foreign-policy adviser to the Imperial Japanese Army General
Staff, Major Klemens Meckel, warned that Korea was “a dagger pointed at the heart of Japan.”3 The
Chinese emperor traditionally held the view that he was the center of the world and all others derived their
power from him. China’s relations with neighboring states were based on their tribute to the Emperor. The
incursion of British and other western powers from the mid-19th century undermined that outlook, as the
Chinese emperor was obliged to accept a number of treaties opening China up to foreign trade. This
resulted in the annexation by imperial powers of formerly Chinese tributaries such as Vietnam (France),
Nepal and Upper Burma (Britain), and parts of Siberia (Russia). Japan was belatedly following a path in
foreign policy that had already been taken by western powers and one that had for centuries previously
been followed by China.

Korea was rich in coal and iron ore and had a good agricultural base. After conflicts with Korean
isolationists, the Japan-Korea Treaty of 1876 was imposed, but this was part of a process that again
involved the western powers, as they too sought to open Korea up to trade, after the accession of Queen
Min, who abruptly closed Korea off from outside influences. There had during the 1860s already been
conflict between Korea and France, which had occupied Ganghwa Island in 1866, and the USA in 1871.
When a small boat launched from the Scottish-built Japanese gunboat Un'yō Maru,4 was fired upon from
the Korean fortress, the Un'yōMaru effectively responded.
In 1882 an uprising took place in which Japanese military instructors, diplomats, policemen and students
were killed and the legation was attacked. Japan intervened. The Donghak Peasant Revolt took place in
1894, resulting in the Korean government asking for Chinese assistance. In response, Japan landed 6,000
troops in Incheon, Korea to confront Chinese troops, resulting in the first Sino-Japanese War. This obliged
China to end its suzerainty over Korea under the Treaty of Shimonoseki. The Treaty also gave Japan
control over the Penghu Islands, Taiwan, and part of Liaodong Peninsula, and opened up Shashih,
Chungking, Soochow, and Hangchow in China to Japan. Japan stated in her declaration of war on China
over the Korea issue:
Korea is an independent State. She was first introduced into the family of nations by the
advice and guidance of Japan. It has, however, been China’s habit to designate Korea as her
dependency, and both openly and secretly to interfere with her domestic affairs. At the time of
the recent insurrection in Korea, China dispatched troops thither, alleging that her purpose
was to afford a succor to her dependent State. We, in virtue of the treaty concluded with
Korea in 1882, and looking to possible emergencies, caused a military force to be sent to that
country.
Wishing to procure for Korea freedom from the calamity of perpetual disturbance, and
thereby to maintain the peace of the East in general, Japan invited China’s co-operation for
the accomplishment of the object. But China, advancing various pretexts, declined Japan’s
proposal. Thereupon Japan advised Korea to reform her administration so that order and
tranquility might be preserved at home, and so that the country might be able to discharge the
responsibilities and duties of an independent State abroad. Korea has already consented to
undertake the task. But China has secretly and insidiously endeavored to circumvent and to
thwart Japan’s purpose. She has further procrastinated and endeavored to make warlike
preparations both on land and at sea. When those preparations were completed she not only
sent large reinforcements to Korea, with a view to the forcible attainment of her ambitious
designs, but even carried her arbitrariness and insolence to the extent of opening fire upon our
ships in Korean waters. China’s plain object is to make it uncertain where the responsibility
resides of preserving peace and order in Korea, and not only to weaken the position of that
state in the family of nations—a position obtained for Korea through Japan’s efforts—but
also to obscure the significance of the treaties recognizing and confirming that position. Such
conduct on the part of China is not only a direct injury to the rights and interests of this
Empire, but also a menace to the permanent peace and tranquility of the Orient. Judging from
her actions it must be concluded that China from the beginning has been bent upon sacrificing
peace to the attainment of her sinister object. In this situation, ardent as our wish is to
promote the prestige of the country abroad by strictly peaceful methods, we find it impossible
to avoid a formal declaration of war against China. It is our earnest wish that, by the loyalty
and valor of our faithful subjects, peace may soon be permanently restored and the glory of
the Empire be augmented and completed.5
China, for its part, responded that Korea had for centuries been a tributary state of China, and China
would undertake whatever action was necessary in putting down what it said were frequent insurrections.6
As can be deduced, not much has changed in regard to China’s high-handed attitude towards its
neighbors; in particular its territorial demands on India, Vietnam, Japan, the Philippines and others.
Since the mid-19th century, Japan herself was also subjected to encroachments by the western powers,
including the USA. Japan asserted her own self-determination by eliminating Chinese domination. The
Korean Peninsula and Mainland China were Japan’s means for self-determination at a time when the
imperial interests of the western powers spread over the globe.

Japanese soldiers stand beside a loaded horse during the Russo-Japanese war in 1904 or 1905. Public
domain, via Wikimedia Commons

Russia and the “Triple Intervention”
The western powers already saw Japan’s rise in the region as a threat and demanded that Japan withdraw
its claim over Liaodong Peninsula because it included Lüshun Port (Port Arthur), where both Germany
and Russia had ambitions. Japan duly withdrew its claim in November 1895. Russia soon moved in and
started construction of a railway from Harbin to Port Arthur, despite the protests of China. Germany,
France and Britain extended their interests in China. This was the so-called “Triple Intervention,” which
had a major role in determining Japan’s future course, as the western powers had shown that military
intervention was the primary means of securing their interests. In particular, Japan regarded the Russian
presence in Manchuria as an incursion into her sphere of influence. In 1898 Russia had also acquired
concessions in Korea in forestry and mining near the Yalu and Tumen rivers.
The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905 followed Russia’s refusal to recognize Japan’s sphere of interests
over Korea in exchange for Japan’s recognition of Russia’s interests in Manchuria. Japan attacked Port
Arthur as a consequence of failed negotiations. The Japanese victory resulted in Russia’s departure from
Manchuria, the signing of its leasehold of Port Arthur over to Japan, and the ceding of the southern half of
Sakhalin Island.7 There was widespread discontent in Japan in the belief that the peace terms had not
gained enough relative to the sacrifices; in particular, settling for half of Sakhalin Island, due to U.S.
pressure.
In 1910, Japan annexed the Kingdom of Korea, which had been a Japanese protectorate since 1905, in
accordance with international law, and supported by Britain, an ally of Japan’s through the AngloJapanese Alliance of 1902. Korea had been under Chinese control until the Japan-Korea Treaty of 1876
displaced China. The Second World War resulted in the Japanese drawing on Korea for labor. By 1939,
nearly a million Koreans were already living in Japan. By 1945, there were about two million Koreans in
Japan. Many chose to remain in Japan after the war.8

China and the USA
With the outbreak of the First World War, Japan attempted to consolidate her position in Manchuria. From
this early period, the USA considered a Japanese influence in China to be detrimental to U.S. interests.
Edward T. Williams, American chargé d’affaires in Peking, in a letter to the U.S. Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan, stated that since the USA was not, at that time, embroiled in the war in Europe, it
was the only power able to resist Japanese influences in China, although Japan was fighting with the
Allies against Germany, while the USA was not, and indeed had been asked by Britain to take action
against German interests in China.9
The USA from the start wished to limit Japan’s actions against Germany in China10 so as to curtail

Japanese influence during the post-war era. That is to say, the USA aimed to keep Japan out of China,
fearing for its own commercial interests. While U.S. Secretary of State Robert Lansing argued that the
USA should recognize that Japan had special interests in China, President Wilson and Bryan were
intransigent.11 The primary objection to Japanese negotiations with China was the Japanese insistence
that China accept Japanese advisers and buy Japanese munitions. The USA sought, like Britain during the
negotiations between Germany and Poland in 1939, to interfere; and as in Europe in 1939 regarding
negotiations between Poland and Germany, the interference of the USA led to a suddenly intransigent
attitude by China towards Japan. For her part, Japan was suspicious that the USA would establish a naval
presence at Fukien, near Formosa (Taiwan), citing a suggestion in 1900 by U.S. Secretary of State John
Hays that the USA develop a harbor at Fukien, and again the more recent negotiations between China and
the Bethlehem Steel Company for such a harbor.
There was indeed a close relationship between Bethlehem Steel and the U.S. Navy, and between the
corporation and U.S. economic expansion. In 1911, China and Bethlehem Steel concluded a contract that
involved U.S. Navy personnel and logistics for the expansion of the Chinese navy, which included the
building of warships, the “neutralization” of the Manchurian railways, and the control of China’s finances
and economy by U.S. banking interests and loans.12 Clearly, from the early 20th century, the USA and
major industrial and banking interests aimed to secure de facto control of China. The USA’s condemnation
of Japan for asserting her interests in China was just rhetoric of the type that continues to be the basis of
the USA’s justification for wars around the world.
With the entry of the USA into the European war in 1917, its demands on Japan became impotent; China
accepted most of the conditions of the Japanese, and the USA recognized Japan’s “special interests” in
China.
President Woodrow S. Wilson’s globalist manifesto, the “Fourteen Points” for the reorganization of the
post-war world, was predicated, like the “Atlantic Charter” of Franklin D. Roosevelt during World War II,
on international free trade; and free trade was, as the “Atlantic Charter” states, a major war aim against the
Axis.

Woodrow Wilson's image on a $100,000 bill circa 1934. Public domain, via Wikimedia Commons
The world wars, from the U.S. viewpoint, were fought to make the world safe for free trade. Empires were
passé. Free trade had functioned from the mid-19th century, between the Empires, on the concept of the
“open door” policy, which was supposed to divide “fair shares” of commercial interests among the
colonial powers (including the USA), over China, Japan, Korea and other Asian states. The latecomers in
the 19th-century colonial scramble were Japan, Italy, and Germany.. Since being opened up to the world
by the USA from the mid-19th century, Japan sought to look after her own interests in Asia.
The colonial powers, including the USA and in particular Britain, had been willing to accept a role for
Japan, when she had participated in suppressing the 1899-1901 Boxer Rebellion against foreign interests
in China. At that event, the colonial powers invaded China without compunction, to assert their
commercial interests. The subsequent slandering of Japan, or any other Axis state, in regard to “wars of
aggression,” is therefore nothing other than a moral façade in the pursuit of political objectives. Japan was
a late entrant into the colonial scramble, and was confronting other imperial interests that attempted to
keep her out.

Autarchy
What was different about the imperialism of Japan, and indeed of the other main Axis states, Germany
and Italy, was that each developed a new conception of “empire.” They rejected the “free trade” policies
that the USA and England sought to impose upon the world, then called the “open door” policy; today
called “globalization.”13 President Woodrow Wilson aimed to impose a new world order via the League
of Nations, and the predicate was to be free trade;14 that is, the same war aims of the USA and its allies
today. Point 3 of the Wilsonian manifesto reads:
The removal, so far as possible, of all economic barriers and the establishment of an equality
of trade conditions among all the nations consenting to the peace and associating themselves
for its maintenance.15
Further, the former concept of “empire” would be eliminated:
A free, open-minded, and absolutely impartial adjustment of all colonial claims, based upon a
strict observance of the principle that in determining all such questions of sovereignty the
interests of the populations concerned must have equal weight with the equitable claims of
the government whose title is to be determined.16
The rhetoric should be familiar today in regard to that used by the USA to impose its global hegemony in
the name of “freedom.” The “Atlantic Charter” of 1941, laying down conditions for the post-war world at
a time when the USA was not even one of the belligerent states, was much the same as the “Fourteen
Points,” as will be seen.
The Axis states, including Japan, developed quite another view of empire, which was one of autarchy, or
self-sufficient trading blocs, as distinct from the “open door” of the 19th century or the Wilsonian
internationalism of the 20th. The self-sufficiency of these new blocs was based on state regulation and
control of the economy, including trade, prices and banking.
The corporatist structure of the economy starting from the 1930s, subordinated private interests to national
interests. Morck and Nakamura describe the corporate restructuring of the Japanese economy, stating that
the Kikakuin , or Planning Agency, was established in 1937. This subjected business decisions to state
approval, and subsequently set dividends and appointed managers. 17 It was hence similar to the system
in Germany where dividends were limited to 6% after which they had to be reinvested, and where
managers were subjected to state approval and regulation.18 In 1940 the State Planning Ministry stated in
its “Outline of the Establishment of a New Economic System,” that firms would be “set free from the
control of shareholders,” and would produce according to state requirements conveyed through Industry
Control Boards, or Toseikai. Banks were also brought under the control of the Toseikai.19
Following the decade of the 1920s, where there were serious problems with the Japanese banking sector,
Japan left the gold standard in December 1937, and embarked on a vast public works program, which
stimulated the economy. This was financed by state bonds sold to private banks through the Bank of
Japan.20 Again the system was similar to that of Germany and Italy. State banks, such as the Industrial
Bank of Japan, also became the primary shareholders in many industries.
Bilateral trade was established within what became the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, wherein
“Japan was dependent on its colonies for supplies of food and raw materials. In return Japan exported
manufactured products to them.”21 Such a system was operating successfully also under German
leadership, from Europe to South America.

Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
The Japanese concept of imperial autarchy was the “Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere.” There
continues to be much nonsense written and spoken about this, such as the ongoing gratitude of Australians
and New Zealanders towards the USA that “saved us” from working in rice paddies and speaking
Japanese under Nippon slave-masters.
It is erroneous to assume that the Japanese wartime government spoke with one mind as to war aims.
These aims also changed with the contingencies of war. However, several Japanese think tanks assumed
the task of devising blueprints for the Asian bloc that Japan sought. The creation of this bloc included not
only the exclusion of the USA and European colonial powers from Asia, but the granting of independence
to Asian states within this bloc. In November 1943, Tokyo hosted the Greater East Asia Conference,
where approximately fifty nationalist leaders from throughout Southeast Asia were invited to attend.

Among these were Subhas Chandra Bose, head of the Free Indian Provisional Government, who remains
a hero of Indian independence; Dr. Ba Maw of the Sinyetha Party, Burma; Wang Ch’ing-wei, head of the
administration in Nanking, China; and President José Laurel of the Philippines, expressing their
appreciation for Japanese support.22
1943 also marked a determination by Japan to form national armies. The training of these, and in
particular, the officer corps, provided the basis for the militaries of states throughout post-colonial
Southeast Asia. The most significant of these armies were the Indian National Army, the Burma
Independence Army, and Peta in Java.23
While there remains much moralizing about “collaborators,” one might also question the motives of those
who “collaborated” with the Allies, such as the murderous partisans in France, Greece, Yugoslavia and
elsewhere; Dr. Joyce Lebra, a specialist on the subject, writes:
The stigma to those who collaborated was in part engendered by returning Western colonial
powers. The ambivalence of the position of those who opted to remain in their Japaneseoccupied homelands was generally acknowledged with empathy both by those nationalists
who left and those who remained. There was no universal stigma of collaboration in the eyes
of most Southeast Asians. Many who held office under Japanese occupation have on the
contrary been hailed as heroes by their compatriots. Subhas Chandra Bose, Aung San, Ne
Win, Sukarno and Suharto have been acclaimed as real patriots and revolutionaries against
Western rule.24

Limited Sphere
The extent of the projected Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere was limited. It did not include India,
which was regarded as impossible to occupy and govern, despite the encouragement given to the
independence movement. The Asian new order was only intended to reach as far as the Indo-Burma
border, including only a portion of Burma,25 although many policy analysts and military leaders assumed
that Burma would be included. On July 26, 1940, a joint Army-Navy policy document was issued,
“Outline of the Policy to Cope with the World Situation.” This envisaged “a self-sufficient economic
structure based on a nucleus composed of Japan, Manchukuo [Manchuria] and China, with the
incorporation of the Southern Area east of India, and north of Australia and New Zealand.”26
That Japan’s intentions for the “Co-Prosperity Sphere” were limited, and that there was a genuine
intention of granting independence to states within the bloc is indicated by Japan’s policy towards Burma.
There was a consensus among the high command that the occupation of Burma should be limited, and
based on strategic considerations in regard to Britain and China, the latter in order to maintain a blockade.
A War Ministry policy review in 1941 recommended “only limited occupation of part of southern Burma
initially, and later capture of strategic positions as the war situation required.”27 In February 1942, the
month following the Japanese invasion of Burma, the Total War Research Institute issued a report entitled
“Establishment of East Asia; Maneuvers for the First Period of Total War,” stating:
Strict military administration will be established in Burma as it is expected to be adjacent to
the front for quite a long period. However, the existence of the Burmese’ own administrative
organ will be recognized and this under our guidance will become the nucleus of an
independent government in the future.28
The report indicates that the Japanese intention of granting independence to the colonies of the European
empires in East Asia was more than propaganda rhetoric. The Japanese army was under orders to cultivate
trust among the Burmese to avoid premature demands for independence while the war continued.29

The Japanese government-issued rupee in Burma, part of the Japanese invasion money of World War II,
was issued between 1942 and 1945 by the occupying Japanese.
National Numismatic Collection, National Museum of American History [Public domain or CC BY-SA
4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
When Japan ousted the Dutch from Indonesia in 1942, there was considerable enthusiasm among the
Indonesians, and the nationalist leaders Sukarno and Hatta were released from prison. Sukarno, Hatta, and
other nationalists staffed the “Research Institute,” established to advise the Japanese administration in
Indonesia. The intentions of the institute were largely to convey the views of Indonesians to the
administration.30 The contingencies of war, however, necessitated restrictions on independent political
activity.
The policy pursued by General Imamura Hitoshi, commander of the 16th Army that occupied Java,
adhered to the “Guidelines for Occupied Areas,” that required the customs and traditions of native
inhabitants to be recognized. Imamura won the respect of the Javanese as a result, and that of other
Japanese commanders, despite the resistance of some younger staff subordinates. Imamura’s policy was
closely examined by Tokyo, and won approval. Imamura was later transferred to the 8th Area Army,
which was a considerably larger area of jurisdiction. General Muto Akira, Chief of Military Affairs, when
sent to Sumatra to assume control, stated that he would pursue the policy that had been enacted by
Imamura in Java.31
If the policies pursued by the military were inconsistent it was due to the lack of unity of aims between the
Army and Navy and among the service commanders, as well as to the vicissitudes of the war. What seems
reasonable to conclude, however, is that the Japanese policy was far from being uniformly brutal and
repressive, as wartime and post-war propaganda insists.

Pearl Harbor
Such was the isolationist sentiment among the American people32 that the only way President Franklin D.
Roosevelt and his pro-war cabal were able to bring the USA into the war against the Axis was to provoke
Japan into attacking Pearl Harbor. He pursued a belligerent policy for years, culminating in an ultimatum.
There have been several theories as to the Pearl Harbor attack and whether or not the Roosevelt
Administration had advance warning. The theory that Roosevelt provoked the attach was maintained by
many including the president’s son-in-law, Colonel Curtis B. Dall, who wrote as an inside observer on the
events around his father-in-law:

The “pie” was in the sky, for sure, and the crusts of dereliction of duty manifestly in
Washington. By dint of the devious maneuvering of some leading American and British
politicians and others, the “pie” was rained down from the sky directly upon the unsuspecting
heads of thousands of our loyal, unalerted American troops at Pearl Harbor one December
morning. Over 3,800 of them died. What treason!
Fixed in my mind forever is the bizarre picture of General George Marshall reportedly riding
his horse in the sunny Virginia countryside on that fateful Sunday morning. His slothful
warning messages, sent over slow channels, were merely ghastly gesture, timed to arrive after
the “surprise” attack, as a face-saving device.
I have often wondered if, as part of a long-range plan, FDR deliberately ignored the
possibility and danger of an attack on Pearl Harbor by the approaching massive Japanese
Task Force, an attack made on us almost by engraved invitation. He must have!33
The situation was later explained to Dall when in 1967 he visited Admiral Husband E. Kimmel, naval
commander at Pearl Harbor at the time of the Japanese assault. Kimmel had been unscrupulously
scapegoated for the unpreparedness of Pearl Harbor for the Japanese attack. Had the American forces
been alerted to the Japanese attack, which was known well in advance in Washington due to the breaking
of the Japanese naval code, the Japanese Task Force was under orders from Tokyo to abort the mission.34
While General George C. Marshall later claimed to be horseriding in Virginia, he was in Washington with
General Short, receiving messages of imminent attack. He rejected any suggestion from Short that Pearl
Harbor should be notified, saying that he would “wire Kimmel later.” The wire that was sent was
conveyed via Western Union commercial wire and did not indicate need for concern, arriving two hours
after the attack.35

Franklin D. Roosevelt and smiling staff after signing the declaration of war with Japan on 8 December
1941. By National Park Service [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

U.S. Ultimatum and Japan’s Reply
What is of particular interest is that the ultimatum handed by U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull to the

Japanese Ambassador to Washington, was, like the previous “Fourteen Points” of President Woodrow
Wilson, and the 1941 “Atlantic Charter” of President Roosevelt, again based around the demand that
international free trade must be the basis of the world economy. Nations should not have the right to
impose trade restrictions or pursue an autarchic economic policy. The Hull memorandum demanded in
this regard:
The Government of Japan and the Government of the United States have agreed that toward
eliminating chronic political instability, preventing recurrent economic collapse, and
providing a basis for peace, they will actively support and practically apply the following
principles in their economic relations with each other and with other nations and peoples:
The principle of non-discrimination in international commercial relations.
The principle of international economic cooperation and abolition of extreme nationalism as
expressed in excessive trade restrictions.
The principle of non-discriminatory access by all nations to raw material supplies.
The principle of full protection of the interests of consuming countries and populations as
regards the operation of international commodity agreements.
The principle of establishment of such institutions and arrangements of international finance
as may lend aid to the essential enterprises and the continuous development of all countries
and may permit payments through processes of trade consonant with the welfare of all
countries.36
The proposals were intended to impose an international economic and financial order that benefited the
developed states (that is, “the consuming countries”), ensured the exploitation of raw materials by the
“consuming countries” by imposing what is today called “globalization,” and ensuring that this economic
globalization of the exploited states was funded via debt-finance. Doctrinally, the U.S. memorandum was
the antithesis of the policies of Japan, Germany and Italy. It was intended to ensure the domination of
oligarchic and plutocratic methods of banking and trade.
Section II of the Hull memorandum returns to the question of economic relations, vis-à-vis dealing with
China, Japan and the European colonies; particularly French Indochina:
Such agreement would provide also that each of the Governments party to the agreement
would not seek or accept preferential treatment in its trade or economic relations with
Indochina and would use its influence to obtain for each of the signatories equality of
treatment in trade and commerce with French Indochina.37
The preoccupation of the Hull memorandum is with free trade. To ensure that diplomatic negotiations
would not continue and that the only option was for war, the Hull memorandum next demanded that Japan
withdraw from Manchuria and acquiesce to the Kuomintang Government:
The Government of Japan will withdraw all military, naval, air and police forces from China
and from Indochina.
The Government of the United States and the Government of Japan will not support
—militarily, politically, economically—any government or regime in China other than the
National Government of the Republic of China with capital temporarily at Chungking.38
In regard to the reference to Indochina by the Hull memorandum, Japan had been invited to share in the
joint defense of Indochina by the French Government.39 The USA was not then at war with the Axis, and
it was high-handed for the USA to demand that Japan withdraw from Indochina. Japanese strategic
interests in the war with China required a Japanese presence.
The Japanese reply to the Hull memorandum was handed to him by Japanese representatives in
Washington on December 7, 1941. Referring to the freezing of Japanese assets by the USA, Britain, and
The Netherlands, the Japanese described this “manifesting thus an obviously hostile attitude,” and that
“these countries have strengthened their military preparations perfecting an encirclement of Japan, and
have brought about a situation which endangers the very existence of the Empire.”40
The Japanese Government had in September made several recommendations at conciliation and
compromise in regard to proposals and counterproposals, which were met by the USA with

intransigence.41 On November 20, the Japanese had submitted a five-point proposal whereby Japan
would withdraw from Indochina once the situation in China had become peaceful, and in the interim was
prepared to remove troops from southern Indochina. In return, the USA was asked to refrain from
interfering in a peaceful settlement between China and Japan and to restore commercial relations; in
particular the resumption of oil imports.42 Japan was willing to accept an offer of the USA as
intermediary between China and Japan, but had asked the USA to refrain from interfering once those
negotiations were being undertaken. However:
The American Government not only rejected the above-mentioned new proposal, but made
known its intention to continue its aid to Chiang Kai-shek; and in spite of its suggestion
mentioned above, withdrew the offer of the President to act as so-called “introducer” of peace
between Japan and China, pleading that time was not yet ripe for it. Finally on November
26th, in an attempt to impose upon the Japanese Government those principles it has
persistently maintained, the American Government made a proposal totally ignoring Japanese
claims, which is a source of profound regret to the Japanese Government.43
Despite Hull’s tantrum in the presence of the Japanese diplomats, and his claim that the Japanese response
was replete with lies, enough is now known of U.S. diplomacy to conclude that the Roosevelt
Administration was hell-bent on war, and Pearl Harbor provided the needed pretext.44 British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill commented to this effect in the House of Commons in 1942, stating that
Roosevelt had promised to enter the war in the Far East even if the USA was not attacked.45 Churchill
had stated to his cabinet on August 19, 1942 that Roosevelt had told him, “he would wage war but not
declare it, and that he would become more and more provocative.” Roosevelt stated to Churchill that he
would look for a “naval incident” to bring the USA into the war.46
The “Japanese Note” in reply to the Hull memorandum aptly described the USA’s use of rhetoric and
economic pressures to impose its will upon the world; something which is by now patently obvious to
much of the world. Economic warfare had been launched on Japan by the USA.
Niall Ferguson writes that U.S. policy makers believed that such would be the economic pressure on
Japan that war would be unnecessary. Approximately a third of Japan’s imports came from the USA,
including cotton, scrap iron and oil. “Her dependence on American heavy machinery and machine tools
was greater still. Even if the Americans did not intervene militarily, they had the option to choke the
Japanese war machine to death, especially if they cut off oil exports.” “The path to war in the Pacific was
paved with economic sanctions. The Japanese-American Commercial Treaty of 1911 was abrogated in
July 1939.” The embargo on the export of aluminum, molybdenum, nickel, tungsten and vanadium in
1940 was intended to halt Japanese airplane production. The State Department pressured U.S. firms to
stop exporting technology for the manufacture of aviation fuel. When the National Defense Act was
passed in July 1940 the prohibition of the export of strategic commodities and manufactures was total. By
the end of July a ban had been placed on the export of high-grade scrap iron and steel, aviation fuel,
lubricating oil and the fuel blending agent tetraethyl lead. This ban was extended over the next few
months to all scrap, iron and steel. In July 1941, all Japanese assets in the USA were frozen.47
The Japanese pointed to what will today be easily recognizable as the U.S. modus operandi in foreign
relations:
Whereas the American Government, under the principles it rigidly upholds, objects to settle
international issues through military pressure, it is exercising in conjunction with Great
Britain and other nations pressure by economic power. Recourse to such pressure as a means
of dealing with international relations should be condemned as it is at times more inhumane
than military pressure.48
The “Japanese Note” next pointed out that the USA and other European colonial powers merely wanted to
maintain their colonial position in the Far East, and opposed the Japanese-led initiative for an autarchic
East Asian bloc. Such an entity would pose a threat not against peace and freedom per se, but against the
freedom of plutocracy:
It is impossible not to reach the conclusion that the American Government desires to maintain
and strengthen, in coalition with Great Britain and other Powers, its dominant position it has
hitherto occupied not only in China but in other areas of East Asia. It is a fact of history that
the countries of East Asia for the past two hundred years or more have been compelled to
observe the status quo under the Anglo-American policy of imperialistic exploitation and to
sacrifice themselves to the prosperity of the two nations. The Japanese Government cannot
tolerate the perpetuation of such a situation since it directly runs counter to Japan’s

fundamental policy to enable all nations to enjoy each its proper place in the world.49
…Obviously it is the intention of the American Government to conspire with Great Britain
and other countries to obstruct Japan's effort toward the establishment of peace through the
creation of a new order in East Asia, and especially to preserve Anglo-American rights and
interests by keeping Japan and China at war. This intention has been revealed clearly during
the course of the present negotiation.50
The “Japanese Note” concluded by stating that further negotiations with the USA would be futile insofar
as the USA was uncompromising in demanding Japanese withdrawal from China and French Indochina.

Atlantic Charter
Just how factual the Japanese analysis of American intentions was can be gauged by the principles of the
“Atlantic Charter,” a statement of common objectives imposed by the USA on Britain to reorganize the
post-war world before the USA had even entered the war. Point Four of the “Charter” states that Great
Britain and the USA “will endeavor, with due respect for their existing obligations, to further the
enjoyment by all States, great or small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the trade and to
the raw materials of the world which are needed for their economic prosperity.” The Third Point states,
“they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of government under which they will live; and
they wish to see sovereign rights and self government restored to those who have been forcibly deprived
of them.”51
“The Atlantic Charter” amounts to a declaration of war against the Axis by the USA four months prior to
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and to a declaration of common war aims between the USA and
Great Britain. The USA made it plain that the post-war world would be one of U.S. hegemony, and that
empires, whether Japanese, British, Italian, Dutch, German or French, would be replaced by a global
economic and financial system. President Roosevelt’s son, Elliott, records that his father stated to
Churchill:
Of course after the war, one of the preconditions of any lasting peace will have to be the
greatest possible freedom of trade. No artificial barriers…”52 Roosevelt stated that imperial
trade agreements would have to go, and remarked that the Third Reich’s incursion into
European trade had been a major cause of the war. Churchill the impotent “war horse” spoke
in despair, “Mr. President, I believe you are trying to do away with the British Empire. Every
idea you entertain about the structure of the post-war world demonstrates it.53
Toshihiro Okubo states of the war aims that were finalized in the aftermath of the world war:
Before the end of World War II the Allied powers had sought to create a new world order.
Consequently, the United Nations was founded and the Bretton Woods Agreements (1944)
created along with the IMF and IBRD and GATT was signed by 23 countries in 1948 with the
aim of preventing the creation of bloc economies and liberalising international trade.54
The indebted and war-worn European empires were in no condition to resist U.S. demands after 1945.
European colonialism was largely replaced by U.S. based financial interests, especially in Africa.
However, in Southeast Asia, where the Japanese had occupied, they had established the political and
military nuclei for independence. Comecon was the response of the Soviet states to this “new world
order” of globalization, aiming to create an autarchic bloc in which barter again assumed a role, and the
blandishments of the Marshall Aid Program were resisted.

Conclusion
Lebra writes of the lasting Japanese impact upon Southeast Asia:
[T]he Japanese selected for special education and training especially in Burma and Indonesia
segments of potential leadership which had been excluded by Western colonial regimes. In
Burma, for example, political leaders imprisoned by the British, including Ne Win and Ba
Maw, were released… By shunning groups which had served under the British and
encouraging groups which had not, the Japanese occupation injected potent forces for social,
change into the Burmese political and military scene. Similar policies in Java and Sumatra
dictated choosing nationalist leaders who had been imprisoned or ignored by the Dutch. …55
These armies became the basis for the armies of newly independent Southeast Asian states, and Japanese

staff-officer training remained the basis of the military systems. Guerrilla warfare was an innovative tactic
introduced by the Japanese, which served the anti-colonialists resistance movements.56 After the war, up
to 1,000 Japanese soldiers remained in Indonesia to help fight the Dutch. The fighting élan of the Japanese
was also inculcated into the Southeast Asians, based on seishin, or a fighting spirit regardless of the odds,
self-discipline and self-reliance.57 This élan was looked for above all other traits when the Japanese were
recruiting among the native populations.58
Japan’s dream was for an autarchic East Asia bloc, and “Asia for the Asians.” Her ambitions were limited
to that extent, in contrast to the world-conquering ambitions of the USA and the unlimited horizons set
across the world for the British Empire, or to the Communist aim of world conquest. Such trading blocs
are now the norm of globalization, yet the crucial difference is that the Axis states aimed for autarchic
blocs that also had cultural and even spiritual predicates. The economic blocs today are for the purpose of
establishing “free-trade regions,” as constituents of a global economic system. Hence, the “Pacific Rim”
economic bloc that is sought by globalist interests and promoted by globalist think tanks such as The Asia
Society and The Trilateral Commission must be based on free trade with the USA at the helm. The TransPacific Partnership creates a bloc based on “free trade” and U.S. corporate dominance.
The globalists seek to incorporate Japan into this Asia-Pacific bloc by re-establishing the 19th-century
free-trade policy of the “open door” that had been rejected after the Second World War throughout
Southeast Asia and India. The economic norm has been the successful corporatist model that had been
maintained by Japan both before and after the war, establishing the self-sufficient economic powerhouses
of East Asia that had succeeded by rejecting free-market economics. The independent states of East Asia
owe much of their post-war sovereignty, economic organization, prosperity, and political and military
administrations to their Japanese experience. Even the CIA World Factbook acknowledged this, when
referring to Korea’s economic development:
In some respects, South Korean patterns of development after the early 1960s closely
followed the methodology introduced by the Japanese fifty years earlier—industrialization
from above using a strong bureaucracy that formulated and implemented economic policies.
Many of the developments that took place in Chosen, the Japanese name for Korea during the
period of colonization, had also occurred in pre-World War II Japan; they were
implementation of a strong education system and the spread of literacy; the rise of a strong,
authoritarian government that combined civilian and military administration to govern the
state with strict discipline; the fostering and implementation of comprehensive economic
programs by the state through its control of the huge national bureaucracy; the close
collaboration between government and business leaders; and the development of industries by
the major Japanese zaibatsu (commercial conglomerates).59
Japan played a role in laying the foundation for the economic prosperity of South-east Asia, Australia,
New Zealand and other states that believed they were perilously close to Japanese enslavement. These
states ultimately exchanged bonds with the British motherland for bonds with Wall Street. It is only in
recent years, with the enactment of the free trade agreement across the region, that the plutocracies are
seeing their war aims come to fruition. The hitherto prosperous nations of South-east Asia, built up
through self-reliance, have been pushed into the world economic order at the behest of remote plutocratic
interests.
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Remembering Bradley R. Smith | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

On Thursday evening, 18 February 2016, I glanced at my email on my phone. The
subject of a newly received message struck me like a lightning bolt. “Bradley RIP” was
all it said. It wasn’t that it was entirely unexpected. Bradley had been ill for many years,
fighting off heart ailments, cancer, and even a bullet to the head during the Korean War,
but somehow it seemed that Bradley would always be among us.
I first became aware of Bradley in the late ‘80s. I had discovered him a couple of years
after my introduction to Holocaust revisionism. I knew of him through his book,
Confessions of a Holocaust Revisionist and the work that he did for the Institute for
Historical Review.
It was in late 1993 that an editorial appeared in the college newspaper of the university
that I was attending --denouncing Smith’s “Campus Project.” I decided to pick up a few
copies, cut out the story, and mail one off to Bradley. It was the beginning of a
friendship that lasted for more than 20 years.
We worked together (along with Greg Raven and David Thomas) to put up one of the
earliest revisionist websites back in the mid-90s (we referred to it as CODOHWeb at the
time). As unlikely as it seemed, Bradley was always very quick to embrace new
technology. He was always looking for a new way to storm the “castle wall.”

Bradley R. Smith: A Simple Writer.

We would correspond back and forth nearly every day via email. And there were always
those lively phone conversations. We could talk for hours it seemed. I remember asking
Bradley questions about revisionism during those early years. He would tell me that he
didn’t read revisionism any more and would spout off the title of some esoteric topic that
had captured his attention. This week I turned to a chapter in his A Personal History of
Moral Decay and smiled when coming upon a reference to his reading a book about the
Sumerian alphabet. That was Bradley!
It surprises me, even now, that I met Bradley “face-to-face” only on one occasion, when
we shared a room at David Irving’s first Real History Conference in Cincinnati back in
1999. It was a marvelous weekend with Bradley speaking on the subject of “Memory.”
While the supposed target of the talk were Holocaust “eyewitnesses,” Bradley seemed
challenged with his own memory. Was it an act? A writer’s joke? I thought it all quite
funny, but noticed that our host David Irving seemed not at all amused.
Bradley was always coming up with new ideas. There were new advertisements, new
books, new designs for the website, new websites. Most of the ideas never settled before
new ones sprang up. But still, work got done. More work was accomplished to
establish intellectual freedom on the Holocaust story than most ever even imagine.
In late 2014, I attempted to interview Bradley. We didn’t get very far.
Widmann: You’ve tried your hand at many things throughout your life. I
know you were in the army during the Korean War, you were a bookseller, a
bull-fighter, and of course an activist for intellectual freedom with regard to
the Holocaust debate. How would you like to be remembered?
Smith: It’s a matter that has never caught my attention. Memory itself,
however—I’m very interested in memory. As a writer I am essentially a
failed autobiographer. It’s all about memory. My own. When my memory
dies, along with the rest of me, you can imagine what will happen with
regard to my attention to the memories of others.
Bradley was denounced by many. Several such derogatory quotes appeared on the back
cover of his Confessions of a Holocaust Revisionist Second Enlarged Edition. Alan
Dershowitz called him a “known anti-Semite and an anti-Black racist.” Others called
him even worse. Beneath these foul slurs Bradley placed a quote about himself “a swell
guy. Loves everybody.” Indeed, I never heard him utter a bad word about anyone, never
mind their race or ethnicity.
Bradley liked to call himself “a simple writer” and had even used the phrase as a
working title for one of his autobiographical collections that we published on-line.1
“A simple writer” demonstrates his modesty. Bradley Smith was an excellent writer,
perhaps plagued by the subject that he discovered one day in 1979 and then dedicated
his life to. He was a man of courage, honesty, and honor. Most of all, I will remember
him as a friend.
I am thankful to Ted O'Keefe for contributing his memories of our old friend and
colleague, “A Revisionist Swashbuckler: My Memories of Bradley R. Smith” to this
issue of Inconvenient History. Jett Rucker provides our feature article this quarter with a
consideration of the impact of the Casablanca Conference of 1943 on the Holocaust. I
am also very pleased to present Professor Faurisson's New Year's Eve thoughts on the
state of revisionism, “The Revisionists' Total Victory on the Historical and Scientific
Level.” This issue also includes a Ralph Raico classic, “Arthur Ekrirch on American
Militarism,” in which he casts a revisionist eye on American militarism from our

country's foundation down to the present day. K.R. Bolton returns this issue with an
interesting look at World War II as a conflict largely fought between two systems of
economy: globalization and autarchy in his “Origins of the Japanese-American War: A
Conflict of Free Trade vs. Autarchy.” Our prolific reviewer of books and film Ezra
MacVie provides an unusual look at the Oscar-winning film, Spotlight. I conclude this
issue fittingly with a new installment in our “Profiles in History” series, outlining the
career of Bradley Smith. This autobiographical sketch was written and revised and
edited through the years — some of the edits provided by Bradley himself. While he was
never directly involved with Inconvenient History, it is certain that without his guidance
and friendship through the years, our journal would never have been. And that dear
reader, is why this issue of Inconvenient History is dedicated to him. While it is not quite
the Festshrift that he deserves, I suspect Bradley would be embarrassed by all the praise.
He would likely suggest that we just get on with the work. And so we shall.

Notes:
1 A Simple Writer was the working title of what would eventually be published in
2002 as Break His Bones: The Private Life of a Holocaust Revisionist.

The Revisionists' Total Victory on the Historical
and Scientific Level
by Robert Faurisson

In France and in the rest of the world, historians and specialists of the “Holocaust” no
longer know what to answer to the revisionists’ arguments. And to speak only of my
own case, which has been going on since 1978 (that is, for some thirty-seven years),
never has my country’s justice system, despite the tireless requests by self-righteous
associations to rule against me on the substance of my writings or statements, been able
to note therein the least trace of any rashness, negligence, deliberate ignorance,
falsehood, falsification or lying. My adversaries, rich and powerful though they may be,
have never succeeded in getting our judges to convict me on the merits of the
conclusions reached through my research work which, for over half a century, has
focused on what is commonly called “the genocide of the Jews,” “the Nazi gas
chambers” and “the six million (or nearly)” Jewish victims of the Third Reich. At most,
after countless cases I have lost suits (whether as plaintiff or defendant) or been found
guilty mainly: 1) for a malevolence, supposed but not demonstrated, towards the Jews;
2) for breaking the gayssotine (the Fabius-Gayssot or Faurisson Act, legislation of
convenience specifically targeting the findings of my research); or 3) by virtue of the
“good faith” (sic) of individuals like Léon Poliakov or Robert Badinter, even though
found to be at fault by the judges themselves.
For years Poliakov had well and truly manipulated the writings of SS officer Kurt
Gerstein (who, having “repented” (?), then committed suicide (?)), when not fabricating
outright fragments of text to attribute to him. But the judges granted the presumption of
good faith to Poliakov. He had been, we were told, “animated by the passionate and
legitimate desire to inform the public about a period and about facts of contemporary
history that were particularly tragic.” It was therefore appropriate to forgive him for
having “perhaps, on minor points [sic!!!], broken scientific standards of rigor without,
however, it being permissible to state that he is a manipulator or fabricator of texts.” As
for Badinter, in 2006 he claimed that in 1981, when he was still barrister for the LICRA
and just before becoming Minister of Justice, he had got a court to rule against me “for
being a falsifier of history.” A decision of 2007 restored the truth and held that Badinter
had “failed in his evidence” to demonstrate my alleged dishonesty; but, the court
hastened to add, he had been in good faith. For want of both money and a lawyer (Eric
Delcroix having retired – and being denied the customary honorary membership of the
bar), I did not appeal and was forced to pay the Socialist millionaire the sum of €5,000
(his “costs”). But at least since then I have had the satisfaction of being able to speak of
“Robert Badinter, my liar, my slanderer... in good faith.”1
An astute observer will have noted that the more our opponents sense the game is getting
away from them on the historical or scientific level, the more they feel the need to
increase their propagandistic drum beating, and the repression as well. In France, at this
very moment, they are putting all their hopes in having Parliament pass a
supergayssotine. Good for them! A few weeks short of my 87th birthday, I have six
cases pending, four against me and two others that I have had to instigate, albeit quite
unwillingly. Will my judges finally decide, in 2016, to leave us, my wife and me,
destitute? Or are they getting ready simply to throw me into a prison of the République?
It is understood beforehand, is it not, that if they were to carry things to such extremes it

would only be on the grounds of the noblest républicain principles and in the name of
human rights.

Manuel Valls, Prime Minister of France, has launched warlike crusades in several
foreign countries that have backfired horribly for the French.
By Pierre Slamich (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses
/by-sa/3.0) or GFDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)], via Wikimedia Commons
Let’s consider our current Prime Minister. One day, Manuel Valls, in full pomposity, his
mouth, heart and left hand clenched, let fly: “I am, by my wife, eternally linked to the
Jewish community and Israel.” He saw himself as “eternal”: a vast program! But fervor
was leading him astray. He ought to come back down to earth, reconnect with the
ground, get treatment and stop deluding himself: the revisionists have, already as of now,
won the match.
As early as 1983-1985, Raul Hilberg, surrendering to the arguments of “Faurisson and
others...” had to drop the pretense of explaining, on the basis of valid arguments and
documents of his own, that the Third Reich had, with proper Germanic efficiency,
designed, prepared, developed, organized and financed the killing of millions of
European Jews. The eminent Jewish-American historian ended up finding himself
reduced to trying to have us believe that this gigantic massacre had come about by the
operation of the Holy Spirit or, in his words, by “an incredible meeting of minds, a

consensus-mind reading within a large bureaucracy”2 that had, on its own,
spontaneously decided, it seemed, gradually to abandon written communication in favor
of verbal or indeed telepathic exchange to such an extent that no written or material
evidence bespoke the six million Jews (or, in Hilberg’s estimation, a bit fewer) having
been systematically killed either on the Eastern Front or in the gas chambers, mainly at
Auschwitz.
A number of historians or researchers, such as Arno Mayer, Jean-Claude Pressac and
Robert Jan van Pelt, have also capitulated, in a more frank and direct manner. The first
has had to admit, among other bitter observations, that “Sources for the study of the gas
chambers are at once rare and unreliable.”3 The second, a protégé of the Klarsfeld
couple, came to understand that the dossier of the official story of the Jews’
extermination, “rotten” with too many lies, was bound for “the rubbish bins of history.”4
The third has concluded that “Ninety-nine per cent of what we know [about Auschwitz]
we do not actually have the physical evidence to prove;”5 despite this, millions of
visitors there have been and continue to be shown a “gas chamber” said to be in its
“original state,” as well as ruins of other alleged “gas chambers.” As for the figure of
“six million,” never subjected to the least scientific verification, it is rooted in the most
sordid of realities: an old American publicity slogan used already before 1900 and up to
the end of the Second World War to collect a windfall of cash especially from the Jewish
community.6 The searing words amounted to the cry “Six million of our brothers are
dying in Europe [by the acts, according to circumstance, of Poland, the Balkan countries,
Tsarist Russia, National-Socialist Germany...]; we await your money for the victims of
this holocaust [sic already in 1919]!”
Manuel Valls, our prime minister, and François Hollande, president of our Republic,
devote themselves to launching, in several foreign countries, warlike crusades of the
kind that have backfired horribly for us French this year. On top of their foreign wars,
conducted in the most cowardly as well as the most comfortable conditions, they instill
an atmosphere of internecine war at home. They call “cowards” certain enemies who,
after all, are inspired on a grand scale by the example of our glorious Résistants: “Hey,
killers with the bullet and the knife, kill quickly!”
If François Hollande has the stature of a pedalo [paddle-boat — Ed.] admiral, Mr. Valls
resembles Picrochole, that character in Rabelais whose name in Greek means “bitter
bile” and who regularly gets all excited at the prospect of going off to war. Mr. Valls
began with a crusade against the Saracens of today and against the real or supposed
enemies of Israel but he is also on a campaign against the revisionists, against
“Dieudonné in peace,” against Marine Le Pen – even though she has thown her own
father under the bus – and even against his friends of the Socialist clan. A good
suggestion for him would be to calm down, take care of himself, try to laugh with
Dieudonné, reflect for a moment with the revisionists, allow historians or researchers to
work as they wish and, at long last, spare us the flag-waving frenzy, the bugle-blowing,
the verse and chorus of the Marseillaise on the “day of glory,” the “impure blood” and
the “ferocious soldiers.” As we know, it is, unhappily, all too easy to take the French in
with that sort of thing.
Such, today, are the modest New Year wishes for 2016 that I allow myself to make for
that person, for his victims, for the French and for the rest of the world. But is it perhaps
already asking too much?
For their part, the revisionists know what awaits them: the confirmation in the
mainstream media, sooner or later, that they have already won a total victory on the
historical and scientific level. The political and media powers will indeed have to resign
themselves to the facts: persistence in gunboat policies abroad and in those of gagging

and censorship at home will only dishonor them still more. For nothing.
The rising flood, particularly on the Internet, that is bringing to the world’s knowledge
the spectacular achievements of historical revisionism is not suddenly going to halt its
advance or return towards its source.
The lies of the “Holocaust” are modeled on those of the First World War. All those “Nazi
death-works,” like the ones at Auschwitz, are but a reprise of the myth of German
“corpse factories” of 1914-1918. They were merely modernized by the adding of gas
(Jewish-American version of November 1944) and sometimes of electricity (JewishSoviet version of February 1945). The good people, already generally not well disposed
towards the practice of cremating the dead, were led to believe that Germany, a nation
considered modern and known for having an abundance of engineers and chemists, had
built structures containing, in addition to a cremation space, others called “gas
chambers” (in reality, the “depositories,” Leichenhalle or Leichenkeller, technically
designed to hold bodies awaiting cremation). Thus a certain propaganda has managed to
persuade us that those German devils were dumb enough to house under the same roof,
on one side, spaces full of a highly inflammable and explosive gas (the hydrocyanic acid
or hydrogen cyanide contained in the pesticide Zyklon B, created in the 1920s) and, on
the other side, crematory ovens that had to be laboriously brought to a temperature of
900° C.
In 1943 some of the men in charge of British war propaganda deplored “this gas
chambers story.” For his part, the revisionist Germar Rudolf sums up the subject rather
well in his Lectures on the Holocaust (Chicago, Theses & Dissertations Press, 2005, 566
pp., pp. 82-85). Even Victor Cavendish-Bentinck, a senior official of the Intelligence
Service in London ready to believe just about any nonsense said against the Germans,
was to write: “I feel certain that we are making a mistake in publicly giving credence to
this gas chambers story” (p. 83). The trouble was that the British, undisputed champions
of lying propaganda during the two world wars, needed those fables. On February 29,
1944 their Ministry of Information sent the BBC and the Church of England a circular
letter7 of the greatest cynicism, requesting their respective cooperation for the spreading
of propaganda on the basis of atrocity stories either already in circulation or currently
being concocted. It was a matter of forestalling the disastrous effect that the Red Army,
an ally, was inevitably to bring about in Central Europe by real atrocities (p. 84)!
On these inventions, these fabrications and the wide-scale dissemination of enormous
tall tales, two books remain of great interest: Edward J. Rozek’s Allied Wartime
Diplomacy: A Pattern in Poland, New York, Wiley, 1958 and, especially, Walter
Laqueur's (a Jew born in Breslau in 1921): The Terrible Secret, London, Weidenfeld &
Nicolson, 1980, 262 pp., wherein we see Cavendish-Bentinck, him again, “Chairman of
the British Intelligence Committee,” writing in July 1943 that “The Poles and, to a far
greater extent the Jews, tend to exaggerate German atrocities in order to stoke us up” (p.
83).
Fifteen months ago, referring to the crisis that the historians of the “Holocaust” were
experiencing, I wrote that there was “more and more water in their gas, and slack in their
knotted rope.”8 Since January 2015 and the anniversary of the “liberation” of Auschwitz
I have noted a sudden acceleration of the phenomenon. I have a whole file and a whole
demonstration on the subject but the continuing judicial repression has not yet left me
time to publish this information. In any case, for the historian, it has become captivating
to observe the never-ending agony of the “magical gas chamber” (Céline in 1950). This
agony is accompanied, as we have seen, by a redoubling of the repression of revisionism
and a turning up of the volume of holocaustic propaganda. May our Picrochole refrain,
then, from going on the stage and into a trance! He would have a stroke. He might even

be cruelly snatched away from us. Who knows? He could precede in death a man who
will be 87 years of age on 25 January 2016 and whom some have, thus far in vain, so
often sought to kill, not for his ideas (he has hardly any) but for having wanted to
publish the result of his research, which is summed up in a phrase of about sixty words. I
repeat it here for the record, and to have done with it:
The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and the alleged genocide of the Jews
form one and the same historical lie, which has permitted a gigantic political
and financial swindle whose main beneficiaries are the state of Israel and
international Zionism and whose main victims are the German people – but
not their leaders – and the Palestinian people in their entirety.
Note: For sources or references especially regarding certain points of this text one may
consult the indices of the seven volumes of my Ecrits révisionnistes thus far published.
On the Internet, for “The Victories of Revisionism” (11 December 2006), see
http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2015/volume_7/number_4
/victories_of_revisionism.php and for “The Victories of Revisionism (continued)”
(September 11, 2011), see http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive/2016/volume_8
/number_1/victories_of_revisionism_cont.php Fans of court rulings by imbeciles are
invited to refer to pages 152-155 of the first volume, where there are some tidbits from a
decision handed down in 1979 by Her Honor Baluze-Frachet, judge of a Lyon police
court. The good lady decreed back then that simply asking the question of the existence
of the gas chambers was an affront not only to “good morals” but also to “the moral
order.” The amusing bit of it is that by invoking “the moral order” she was advocating –
although probably unawares – a value dear to Count MacMahon, Marshal of France,
President of the French Republic and perennial model of reactionary conservatism. “The
moral order” was to return seventy years later on with... Marshal Pétain. As for the fans
of behavioral curiosities, there is fare for them in the following two videos featuring the
current head of the French government: “The left hand of Manuel Valls” and “Rally of
March 19, 2014 – speech by Manuel Valls, Minister of the Interior” [Both videos are in
French; the second with English subtitles —Ed.].
31 December 2015
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6 See Don Heddesheimer, The First Holocaust (Chicago: Theses and Dissertations
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8 Online: http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it/2014/09/paris-match-se-surpasse-dansle-bobard.html

To Kill a Taboo | CODOH
by Ezra Macvie

Spotlight. Open Road Films, 2015, 129 mins.
The eternal enemy of truth—and history—is taboo. Taboo is the enveloping social process by
which knowledge is contained by suppressing its expression. First among those subjected to
taboo are the direct witnesses to the knowledge, and first among these are those who have
suffered from it but survived in condition to render testimony. This winner of the 2016
Academy Award for Best Picture is about the breaking, initially in Boston, of a well-enforced
taboo against publicly charging Catholic priests with molesting children of their parishioners,
an offense whose commonplaceness vastly exceeded the assumptions of Catholics and nonCatholics alike. And this may have been the primary effect of the taboo: not the absolute
concealment/denial of the offenses, but rather suppression of awareness of their
pervasiveness.
Taboo disinforms history profoundly—always has and always will. This is why attack upon
and defeat of taboo offers such enormous potential for the improvement of historical
understanding and the dissemination thereof. George Orwell once wrote, “Journalism is
printing what someone else does not want printed: everything else is public relations.”
Analogously, revisionism is revealing what violates some taboo or other: everything else is
… what? Nattering?

Spotlight tells the story of the reporters who made it their mission to provide proof of a
cover-up of sexual abuse within the Roman Catholic Church.
And taboos there are aplenty, but in the arena (yes, it is an arena) of history today, none
looms larger than the bedrock of Jewish nationalism, the Holocaust. This review, then, will
counterpose the destruction of the taboo against priestly pederasty in the first years of the
present century with the efforts ever since World War II to overcome the global taboo against
correcting the history underpinning the story everyone knows as the Holocaust. There are as
many differences between these two as there are similarities; the differences can be quite as
illuminating as the similarities.
The most-salient point of comparison is indeed a difference: the assault on clerical
concupiscence begun by the Boston Globe in 2001 has been won, hands-down, by the
attackers of the taboo. The decades-long assault on the towering edifice of the Holocaust, on
the other hand, today faces counter-assaults, legal, financial, reputational, and physical stiffer
not only than they ever have been in the past, but more-draconian by far than any brought to
light against the heroes of the film here reviewed. Indeed, to find doctrinal enforcement
comparable to that imposed on Holocaust revisionists today, one has to go back to the times
of the Inquisition, a project, ironically, of that very Catholic Church that plays the loser in the
drama depicted in the film.
A point of similarity between the two dramas is that in both cases, the champions of the
taboo are palpably aligned with specific religions. In the one case, it is the standing
institution of the Catholic Church that opposed publication of the sins of its agents, while in
the other it is the ubiquitous agency of worldwide Jewry that harbors the often-invisible
defenders of the ramparts of Holocaustery. The Catholic Church has surrendered in the
present drama, and is doing penance for its institutional sin of deception as it, above all
others, knows how to do. At such time as the Holocaust taboo is defeated, more-likely with a
whimper than with a bang, there will be no surrender, ever. Rather, in keeping with the
character of the counter-insurgency thus far mounted, there will be the usual assortment of
would-be victims shrugging, looking about innocently and intoning, “Who, me?”
Compared with the offensive “defense” offered by the advocates of Jewish victimhood, the
defense of the Catholic Church was utterly passive. In no case, at least as portrayed in the
film, did the defenders of the Catholic taboo threaten anyone with loss of career, prestige,
funding, much less life or limb, as martyrs of Holocaust revisionism have not only been
threatened with, but in fact, time after time, have actually sustained. The pages of this journal
report case after case of these. Likewise, no protagonist in the portrayal here reviewed even
sustained accusations of “anti-Catholic” or “anti-clerical” motivations, in contrast to the
“anti-Semitic” and even “Neo-Nazi” accusations faced now as in the past by inquirers into
the facts of the Holocaust. No violence is anywhere to be seen in the film here reviewed,
something of a phenomenon itself in today’s cinema.
The saga was marked at a number of points by contact with the regnant legal system, that of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Contacts of this nature for Holocaust revisionists are
almost without exception adverse, even when the defendant is not forced to admit the
violation of some law, such as those against “Holocaust denial” now on the books of most of
the countries of Europe. The heroes of Spotlight, on the other hand, had the law solidly on
their side, and despite recalcitrance exhibited by the occasional clerk or other functionary in
the court system, their motions (in cases in which they were not defendants, nor plaintiffs)
were upheld and the decisions in their favor greatly aided their project.
It is no doubt critical to the course of events that the person in real life whose assumption of
the editorship of the Globe, Martin Baron, was Jewish. The movie makes no bones about the
fact of the character’s Jewishness, as perhaps it could not in view of all the characters’
bearing the name of the real person each portrays. Even the casting is frank: Baron is played
well by Liev Schreiber, a Jew in real life who has often portrayed overtly Jewish characters

in other films. But Baron’s Jewishness in this situation never appears as any sort of enmity
for the Catholic Church or Christianity; it always appears convincingly that Schreiber is at
worst out to kill an ancient and pernicious taboo, which will elicit cheers from every
revisionist. The real person, in any case, appears to be Jewish in the secular, heredity sense
and has never engaged in unseemly advocacy in favor of his religion or its client state, and
his portrayal in the film adheres to this description.
Although the film offers no hint of it, the sins covered up by the broken taboo are almost
certainly ancient, and they are in no way confined to the Catholic or Christian religions nor
even, ultimately, to religion itself. Sexual (not to say, reproductive) prerogatives have ever
inhered in those whose position in the social power structure has enabled them to exploit
them. Not only have kings, princes and priests forever enjoyed peccadillos, other males
(primarily) have seized upon power opportunities all the way down to footsoldiers of
victorious invading armies. Feudal lords availed themselves of the rights of seigniorage,
while Mohammed Himself took a three-year-old to bride, so it is told. The traditions of the
defeated taboo of Spotlight are far more ancient, and widespread, than the movie could
possibly have hinted, even if it had tried. What changed was the social power structure, and
the role of current, accurate information in the present age.
Who is to say that the pagan priests who offered up the burnt bodies of “virgins” to the gods
did not pre-empt those very gods in consuming those purported virginities, as their anointed
proxies, of course, in advance of the burnt offerings? The gods might or might not be gods,
or even real, but the priests were unquestionably human.
Likewise, the Holocaust is no recent invention, nor is victimology, Jewish or otherwise. It
has been abundantly demonstrated in these pages how both the mantra of the Holocaust and
the magic number of Six Million preceded the conflict between Germany’s National
Socialists and Jewry by decades. The entire basis of Christianity is in fact a (single)
martyrdom, since claimed by latter-day millions, and martyrdom maintains an especially
prominent position in today’s Islam where it is most embattled.
The incident of the defeat of a millennia-old taboo against priestly opportunism is stark, but
it is also ephemeral. It constitutes a step on the part of the believing multitudes from
mysticism toward an awareness of facts, not only in their qualities and contexts, but in their
pervasiveness among their own vast numbers.
Such an awareness is being awakened among the masses as to those others who incessantly
seek after their minds and hearts, be those governments, religions, insurgents, thieves or a
whole host of other seductors. If and as such awareness grows, and becomes more-discerning
as to the deceptions undertaken and the rewards sought thereby, the taboos of the Holocaust
face but a straitened future.
They will die, possibly even in our own lifetimes, but we will be challenged to detect just
when that was.
There may be no movie. Or if there is, it may win no Academy Award.
Opponents of taboos regarding present conditions or historical legends alike will find
Spotlight a gratifying experience; the good guys not only win, but they live to reap laurels for
their victory. The casting and acting are well above average and the script, which hews
reasonably closely to actual events, seems quite credible.

Discrimination by Religion in Immigration to the US
by Jett Rucker

Presidential hopeful Donald Trump seems to have garnered a good deal of support from
American voters with his offer to ban immigration to the US by Muslims. Immigration
and religion have a history in the present territory of the United States that goes all the
way back to the 16th Century.
The authorities in then-Spanish Florida discovered, around 1565, that a band of
Protestants from France had settled on their (the Spaniards’) side of the St. Johns River at
Fort Caroline. The Spaniards duly attacked and captured Fort Caroline and then, except
for the three or so Catholics they found in the party, they slaughtered over 300 of the
Frenchmen, not because they were French, but because they weren’t Catholic. They did
not impose this policy on non-immigrants, the native indians. Whether Trump proposes to
persecute Muslim American citizens, native-born and otherwise, is not clear at this
moment, but if he did, such actions would not be without precedent in America.
Not much later, in 1636, the authorities in the Massachusetts Bay Colony found English
immigrant Roger Williams guilty of spreading thoughts that threatened the colony’s
officially established religion, and they banished Williams—religious-immigration policy
was already softening, at least by comparison with the Spaniards’ standards of the century
previous. Williams “fled” the colony to a place just outside the boundaries of its charter,
present-day Providence, Rhode Island, and established his own settlement where he
intended to practice “religious freedom,” presumably extending to the immigration
policies (if any) he practiced in his settlement. I have found no record of religious
discrimination in the immigration practices of Providence Plantations, as Williams’s new
domain became known, nor have I noted challenges to it from outside the ambit of
Protestant Christianity (though Catholics have since become numerous in the area).
An entity recognizable as the precursor of today’s government of the United States came
into being sometime between 1776 and 1783. Histories of this entity’s immigration
policies, and practices (which occasionally departed from the policies) abound, and are
well documented, but include little that runs along the lines of religious discrimination
embodied therein. Roger Williams’s (and others’) notions of “religious freedom” became
enshrined in the constitution not only of the United States, but in the constitutions of
many of the individual states. To this day, it appears that no state of the United States has,
for example, any official religion, though the circumstances under which the Province of
Maryland was established suggest that, like Israel for Jews, Maryland was at least to be a
haven for English and perhaps other Catholics (Maryland’s original and present laws, like
Israel’s, proclaim tolerance for all religions). If any US state were to proclaim an official
religion (say, Mormonism in Utah), such an act would undoubtedly be struck down
smartly as unconstitutional.

Immigrants lined up waiting for the medical examination. Date 1912
Source: Popular Science Monthly No. 80 [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
One reason religious discrimination in US immigration policy seems so fleeting in
accounts of its history is that discrimination is interpreted only in its prohibitive meaning,
rather than encompassing its converse, that is, preference for persons of some religion or
other. Again, the operation of any such discrimination (broadly interpreted, as stated)
must be explored in terms of effects and results, not merely in terms of the letters of
published policies.
On this score, the immigration to the US of several million Jews of various nationalities
over at least the century preceding 1989 invites scrutiny as to whether effective US
immigration policy might have discriminated in favor of that religion (Judaism).
A famous case where that hypothesis might be falsified occurred in 1939, when the
German ocean Liner City of Saint Louis was denied permission in Cuba, the United States
and Canada to disembark some 908 German Jews seeking to leave Nazi Germany. US
immigration policy, operating as it has (pre-Trump) only on nationalities rather than
religion, is nothing if not patchy, depending not only on various points of official
discretion but further on national (political) sentiment. The Saint Louis affair is one that
has become a byword to those promoting a view of German official anti-Semitism as
genocide, despite the survival of at least 75 percent of the passengers on the “voyage of
the damned.”
But the Saint Louis may be seen to be the exception that proves the rule, at least
subsequent to the 1924 enactment of the Immigration Act, which effectively throttled
immigration from pretty much everywhere, particularly as a matter of popular sentiment.
Sentiment of people then living in the US was rather broadly slanted in opposition to
immigrants from everywhere, rather than specifically against the immigration of Jews.
Or not. Immigration in the fifty or so years before 1924 contained a notable (but not
officially visible) percentage of people from numerous other countries who were,
nonetheless … Jews. In a later day, as will be shown, such people might have managed to
get themselves classified (and admitted) as “refugees,” but in the times (say, 1874 to
1924), they were just immigrants from “Poland,” “Russia,” “Austria-Hungary” or
whatever sovereign entities that then asserted credible claims to the territories they came
from. The reason the percentage of these people who were Jews was “not visible” as such
is elucidated by none other than Henry Ford, in his thoroughly reviled series of articles in

the Dearborn Independent of 1920-1921. In this series, he details how, as he says, the US
government was dissuaded, around 1900, from identifying the race or nationality of
census respondents as “Jewish” by what Ford called the “Jewish lobby.”1 The same
interests succeeded in preventing any such official identification of persons then and
thereafter entering the United States as immigrants. The religion of the statistical subjects
was, of course, not collected by the government.
It is, of course, a daunting challenge to tease out the separate effects of immigration
policy on the one hand, and the propensity, from time to time, of different religious groups
to immigrate of their own accord. Much immigration from Europe to today’s United
States was in fact inspired by religious persecution at home by, first, the martyred
Huguenots of Fort Caroline, then the Puritans who expelled Roger Williams from
Massachusetts, and then, perhaps, the Jews in numbers dwarfing the two groups
mentioned previously added together. The redoubtable Henry Ford, perhaps here straining
credulity, identifies the heavy influx of Jews into the US around the turn of the last
century as a deliberate plot on the part of Jewish global overlords to move (most of) the
Jews of Poland and Russia to the United States for the purpose of taking over the US in a
manner he alleges as resembling their then-recent takeover of Russia.2 Then again,
subsequent (successful) agitation on the part of agents of Israel in countries of North
Africa and the Middle East to motivate Jewish emigration to Israel over the past fifty
years might provide support for such notions that was not available to Ford in 1920.
In more recent years, in fact, Israel and the US came into a glancing conflict over emigres
from the Soviet Union, the (intended) result of the strident “Free Soviet Jewry” campaign
of the 1970s-80s in the US and elsewhere. In response, presumably, to political pressure
from American Jews, the US extended the coveted “refugee” status to Jews applying for
admission to the US as immigrants from the Soviet Union. This conferring of refugee
status (on the score, note, of religious persecution, or was it racial?) amounted to
discrimination, of the favoritistic type, toward Jews from the Soviet Union.
By 1989, Israel, noting this growing tide of emigrants, decided it would prefer to have
more Jews in Israel over having more Jews (hopefully advocating for Israel) in its great
American milch cow, and arranged with said milch cow to have this preferment lifted
from selected emigrants from the Soviet Union, leaving said emigrants with only one
country to emigrate to, and that one a most-willing recipient of them, however otherwisespare its attractions might be. Over time, Israel seems to have gained about a million
(Russian-speaking) Jews, while the US gained at least a comparable number of the same
sort.
So, the conferment and disconferment of refugee status lays a pattern of religious
discrimination over the policies by which the US government decides who may immigrate
and who may not.
So long as the voters of the United States relegate matters such as immigration policy to
“their” government, Trump’s program of religious discrimination rests on a very firm
basis.

Notes:
1 The Dearborn Independent,“How Jews in the US Conceal Their Strength,”
October 9, 1920.
2 Ibid.

Foreword to the 2nd Edition of "Ecrits
révisionnistes (1974-1998)"
by Robert Faurisson

The first edition of the present work dates from March 1999. For it I was indebted to two
persons who had kindly agreed to compile for publication the articles and studies which,
in addition to a few revisionist books or other pieces, I had written from 1974 to 1998.
This new edition reproduces the contents of the first but not without abundant
corrections of detail; I owe it to Jean Plantin and, especially, to Yvonne Schleiter. The
index of names has been entirely redone. In the absence of an index of subjects there is a
“reading guide” prepared by Jean-Marie Boisdefeu. This second edition ought to have
appeared in 2001 but we have constantly had to postpone it up to today. I had promised,
in addition to the present four volumes, a book of illustrations; I regret all the more my
inability to keep that promise as my general undertaking, essentially evidence-based,
would have benefited from being illustrated by documents and photographs of which,
moreover, I possess a great many.
On February 2 of this year I devoted an article to my “Somber appraisal of historical
revisionism.” Since that date the situation has worsened. The conference that was set to
take place on April 24 and 25, 2004 in Sacramento, California, bringing together more
than two hundred supporters of the revisionist cause, was cancelled and, in Toronto, one
may fear the worst for Ernst Zündel, who for fifteen months has been held without
charge in a high-security prison.
Revisionist researchers or active disseminators of revisionist works are today but a
handful. One may mention, principally, Germar Rudolf in the United States (with the
help of his friend Jürgen Graf in Russia), Fredrick Töben in Australia, Carlo Mattogno in
Italy, Jean Plantin in France, Vincent Reynouard in Belgium and, on the Internet, the
“AAARGH” site, on the one hand, and that of Radio-Islam on the other hand.

Professor Robert Faurisson.
Source: codoh.com.
On the scientific level, revisionism has won a total victory. It no longer has any
opponents. The Hilbergs, the Vidal-Naquets, the Klarsfelds, the Berenbaums, the
Deborah Lipstadts, a Robert Jan van Pelt who, in essence, is content to take up the feeble
arguments of a Jean-Claude Pressac for his own account, have been reduced to naught.
The revisionists no longer see anything opposing them but Spielberg films, Yad Vashem
ceremonies, museums inspired by Disneyland, pilgrimages to Auschwitz, media
drumming, brainwashing in the schools and universities and, finally, State propaganda
relying on police and judicial repression. Our opponents have laid down their arms but
practically no one knows it since the defeated, thanks to the power they possess in the
media and their consummate talent in bluffing, blow their trumpets—or shofars—as if
they had carried the day.
Their historians used to claim that Hitler had conducted a policy of extermination
against the Jews, involving, particularly, the use of weapons of mass destruction called
homicidal gas chambers or gas vans. They would also assure us that, on the Eastern
front, the Einsatzgruppen had engaged in gigantic slaughters of Jews. In the end, if one
was to believe them, nearly all the Jews of Europe had thus been exterminated.
So vast a crime would have presupposed an order, a project, a plan, overall guidelines,
detailed instructions, funding, a monitoring of operations and expenditures, numerous
assessments whether particular or general, research into and successful development of
such weapons as mankind had not yet known, along with the involvement of a great
many soldiers, scientists, engineers, builders and other employees. Such an undertaking,
especially if it had been carried out in the utmost secrecy, would have required a set of
draconian measures. All of this would have left much irrefutable evidence, both material
and documentary. At first, the official historians had the nerve to state that such evidence
did indeed exist, and “in abundance.” When challenged to supply “one proof, one single
proof” of their own choice, they pulled back and, following Pressac’s example,
thenceforth invoked only the existence of “criminal traces” or “beginnings of proof.”
Retreating still further, they invented the claim that the great slaughter had occurred
without any order or directive but spontaneously (like “spontaneous generation,” in a

way). The most prestigious among them, Raul Hilberg, going back on his former
affirmation that there had been two orders from the Führer to kill the Jews, proceeded to
assert that in fact everything had happened without an order, without a plan, all thanks to
“an incredible meeting of minds” (sic) within the vast German bureaucracy and to “a
consensus-mind reading” (sic) among Nazi bureaucrats!
No one has been able to find a single structure that could have been an authentic
homicidal gas chamber. Not a single homicidal gas van, either. For the world’s greatest
crime, the prosecution can produce no forensic examination of the weapon. Among the
post-mortems not one attests to death by gassing. The alleged witnesses of “gassings”
whom revisionists have been able to subject to a precise and public cross-examination in
court have been unmasked. The execution gas chambers shown to tourists have been
shown to be mere Potemkin-Village-like fakes. The massacres attributed to the
Einsatzgruppen have left not one common grave approaching the dimensions of the
mass graves in Katyn Forest (4,255 corpses counted) – a proven crime, that slaughter,
and the culprits of which were our Soviet allies.
Conversely, facts that prove that the Third Reich never had a policy of physical
extermination of the Jews are not wanting. Even on the Eastern Front, the killing of an
innocent Jewish civilian was punishable by severe sanctions, including the death penalty.
The German courts martial were capable of punishing those guilty of any sort of excess
against Jews. Examples abound of measures taken, in the camps and elsewhere, to
protect Jews against the excesses characteristic of all contexts of imprisonment, as well
as against the ravages of disease. The Germans were haunted by a fear of disorder, of
contagion and epidemics, of loss of manpower; even at Auschwitz there were training
centers for Jewish youth in various manual trades. Millions of Jews, despite the great
bloodshed that a Europe at war was experiencing and despite the apocalypse of a
Germany pulverized by the systematic Allied bombing, survived the war. They call
themselves “survivors,” owing their lives to “miracles,” and still today make up the
membership of associations with a pronounced appetite for financial reparations. Even
now, fifty-nine years after the war, their number is estimated at 687,900 (recent estimate
by the demographer Jacob Ukeles of New York, according to an article by Amiram
Barkat, “U.S. Court to discuss issue of who is a Holocaust survivor,” Haaretz, April 18,
2004). During the war, Jewish leaders made alarming statements about an on-going
extermination of the Jews, but their conduct showed that they did not really believe their
own words. The Allied chiefs saw that they were dealing at times with Jews seeking “to
stoke us up.” And then, the “Brown Jews” of “the Jewish international of collaboration”
were not absent from the scene. Zionists and National Socialists had, to a certain extent,
the same worldview; whence, in 1941, the Stern Group’s offer to Germany of a military
collaboration against the British. As late as April 21, 1945, a representative of the World
Jewish Congress, Norbert Masur, was received by Himmler to discuss the matter of Jews
to be handed over to the Allies.
The Germans sought to expel the Jews from Europe, if possible with the rest of the
world’s cooperation. They had in mind a “territorial final solution of the Jewish
question” (“eine territoriale Endlösung der Judenfrage,” according to the internal
memorandum of August 21, 1942 signed by one Martin Luther (sic), director at the
German Foreign Office).
On March 6 of this year, in France, on Thierry Ardisson’s television program Tout le
monde en parle, Admiral Philippe de Gaulle was heard saying of the Jews: “The
Germans wanted, not to exterminate them, but only to drive them out [of Europe].” That
reflection was so accurate and dangerous that it was greeted with a concerted silence.
Also kept hidden from the general public is the fact that during the war neither

Churchill, Eden, Roosevelt, Truman, Eisenhower, Charles de Gaulle nor Stalin cared to
mention the “gas chambers” or “gas vans” in any statement or writing. Those among
them who, years after the end of the conflict, wrote their war memoirs also kept quiet on
the subject. Pope Pius XII, although even more hostile towards Hitler than towards
Stalin, did likewise (cf. Robert Faurisson, Pope Pius XII’s Revisionism, Historical
Review Press, Uckfield, England, 2006; preface at http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.it
/2006/05/preface-to-pope-pius-xiis-revisionism.html).
The “weapons of mass destruction” of Adolf Hitler – his alleged homicidal gas
chambers and gas vans – existed no more than did the “weapons of mass destruction” of
Saddam Hussein. The lie and the liars behind the stories of 1944 under the aegis of
Franklin Roosevelt – with the War Refugee Board, set up by Henry Morgenthau, Jr. –
were identical in kind to those materializing under George Bush, Jr. and his Office of
Special Plans, set up in 2002 by Paul Wolfowitz.
Unhappily, today, poisoned by “Holocaust” propaganda, the minds of too many people
are not inclined to call their beliefs into question. The “Shoah” has become a religious
superstition inspiring reverence or fear. Conscious of its own fragility and of the
precarious position of the State of Israel, of which it is the sword and the shield, this
religion has erected formidable defensive walls and severely punishes those who try to
stand up against it. In the past, in order to be a truly active revisionist it took courage and
sacrifices; in future, it will take the heroism of Antigone and singular self-abnegation to
remain a revisionist.
May 30, 2004

Free-Riding on the Juggernaut of Conscience
by N. Joseph Potts

Riders of the Juggernaut are exalted by right of their berths aboard it—they claim, and
receive, whether graciously or haughtily, the adulation of the masses among whom the
Juggernaut passes. The more-fervent among the throng find victims among their number
to throw in its path by way of sacrifice that it might find pleasing. These, along with
delirious others persuaded that their own death beneath it is the surest passage to
Heaven, are crushed to oblivion by the Juggernaut’s massive wheels, presenting not the
slightest impediment, neither to the Juggernaut nor to any of its godlike passengers.
The memory of the Nazi-instigated ethnic cleansings known as the Holocaust became
the Juggernaut of Conscience chiefly because Germany lost World War II to countries
whose governments were strongly influenced by groups that identified with its victims.
And, of course, it did not lose in the sense of negotiating a peace and continuing on
under its own government—it catastrophically lost control of all its own territory and,
knowing that such would be its lot in surrendering, fought a long and desperate struggle
to a point that was literally death for millions of its citizens and metaphorically for its
infrastructure and economy. Ineluctably, those inside the concentration camps partook of
the suffering and devastation under-gone by those outside them.
Adding to this self-reinforcing cycle of horror and destruction was the fact that, like the
war itself, the German racial enterprise was the most highly mechanized program of
involuntary population movement ever undertaken. The long, doom-bound train of
locked boxcars or cattle cars filled with hopeless deportees remains perhaps the central
image of the Holocaust despite the extensive use of just such conveyances in exactly the
same ways not only for the Gulag of Soviet Russia, but for the ethnic counter-cleansings
mounted on a virtually equal scale against Germans immediately after the war.
The Holocaust occurred in one of the most densely populated, developed regions in the
world, and so rapidly attained the rank of history’s largest project of its kind as well, not
only in terms of numbers deported and the apparent death toll among them, but even in
terms of the distances traveled by its victims in the course of their incarceration.
Combined with the ravages of disease, exposure, starvation, overwork and the deliberate
killing of huge numbers under the impetus of various motivations, the carnage attained a
scale comparable to the decimation sustained by untargeted civilian populations from the
war through many of the same proximate causes, as well as others, such as aerial
bombardment.
And, again like many German survivors who found their ancestral homes and hence
themselves, their families, and all their possessions outside the foreshortened limits of
postwar rump Germany, survivors of the Holocaust, many virtually bereft of family and
even health, found that recovering their pre-war lands or dwellings would entail a lethal
struggle against entrenched opponents already long in possession of their sundered
homesteads.
The legacy of this unparalleled saga of cruelty, misfortune, and destruction has been a
tidal wave of recrimination that even the hard-working, conscience-smitten millions of
surviving Germans have been unable to absorb by themselves, even through decades of
blame-taking, perpetrator-hunting, reparation-paying, child-indoctrinating and even
prosecution of those few among their number with the temerity to suggest that these

processes may finally have been carried far enough.
No, blame for the Holocaust has seeped out not only to nearby neutrals such as
Switzerland for not providing as much refuge as hindsight suggests might have been
wanted, but beyond to conquered countries such as Poland and France, and on to even
those countries that spilled vast amounts of their blood and treasure to stop and kill the
Nazi monster such as the United States and Great Britain.
And so well-served by its beneficiaries is the specter of the Holocaust that it grows with
the passage of time, attracting ever more adulation from the masses stricken with the
guilt of having been spared it themselves and being the offspring of parents similarly so
spared. It is this process that has led to the vast proportions of the Juggernaut of
Conscience as it rumbles over the fields of today’s humanity, increasing in weight and
speed as it cuts an ever-wider swath among the unworthy fortunate.
But despite the Juggernaut’s rude health and limitless capacity for expansion, a cancer is
metastasizing aboard it that will one day break its axles, shatter its crossbeams, and bring
it to a sudden, catastrophic halt in the center of a mob that has suddenly realized that
they have been its dupes for many years and have heaped onto it far too great a portion
of what would today remain their own treasure but for the inertial deception practiced
upon them by the Juggernaut and its now-dismounted riders.
That cancer is “free riders.” Free riders are the frauds and counterfeits—those basking in
the sympathy and deference, not to mention in many cases the money, of the masses—
who never sustained so much as a scratch or a bump from the Holocaust. These include
not only those who falsely claim to have been its victims directly or in prospect by being
subject to capture and deportation, but those who falsely claim to be the children of
victims and those who falsely claim to have lost typically large numbers of family
members to it.
Not all free riders are equally cancerous. Most malignant of all are those, typically
misrepresenters of their own selves, who knowingly spread, or encourage the belief of,
false tales of their past desolations. They are often able to avoid exposure to
inconvenient questionings of their stories’ particulars by feigning intense sensitivity to
the pain of memory, and only once or twice privately “confiding”; a story that its hearer
then thoughtfully spreads about among friends and acquaintances with the caveat that it
cannot ever be discussed with the sufferer himself, as it is “too painful.”

The proportion of free riders to genuine victims gazing down at the
worshipful mob from the Juggernaut has been rising ever since the
Juggernaut was set in motion during the postwar war-crimes trials.
Genuine victims undoubtedly attained a minority status among the
passenger list by 1950, no matter how trivial a misfortune be allowed as
entitling one to the true status of victim. Sixty years later, the proportion
of deserving within the jostling throng that overloads the Juggernaut is
minuscule, even as the skill and dedication of the actors who make up the
majority grows.
Slightly less malignant, but cancerous nonetheless, are those who gained their places
aboard the Juggernaut through giving themselves “the benefit of the doubt.” This group
is made up primarily of those claiming to have lost family members “in the Holocaust”;
when in fact they have no explicit information of even deportation, much less death, of
relatives they knew about in places and at times when they could have been affected by
the Holocaust. These are, in the milder cases, people with whom they have lost touch,

and might have lost touch even without the upheavals and disruptions that affected
virtually all of Europe during and after World War II. They are people who themselves
may lead lives of a style that could be described as disrupted who themselves would be
hard for their relatives to maintain contact with if they did try. Haven’t heard anything in
a long time? They died in the Holocaust. Finally heard from someone? Probably an
imposter, looking for money or a way to get to the States. What language is that,
anyway? Can you read it? They died in the Holocaust.
Finally, there are the conveniently gullible, people of little curiosity and even less doubt.
These frequently start out as the dupes of either of the two more-malignant classes of
free riders, but then smoothly segue over to the predatory side of the equation. They are
told that Great-Aunt Sylvie or Grandpa Morris was caught in one of the infamous
Aktions and was gassed at <any of the 1500 concentration camps that existed.> Probably
Great-Grandmother Emma, too, assuming she hadn’t already died by the time she would
have been forced onto the train. Just as often, there are numbers in the place of names,
such as “31 members of my family,” or “all but the three who made it here,” or
anonymous groups such as that. Anyone inconsiderate enough to ask a name or
relationship is certain to receive a pained stare instead of an answer.
The proportion of free riders to genuine victims gazing down at the worshipful mob
from the Juggernaut has been rising ever since the Juggernaut was set in motion during
the postwar war-crimes trials. Genuine victims undoubtedly attained a minority status
among the passenger list by 1950, no matter how trivial a misfortune be allowed as
entitling one to the true status of victim. Sixty years later, the proportion of deserving
within the jostling throng that overloads the Juggernaut is minuscule, even as the skill
and dedication of the actors who make up the majority grows.
And when the breakdown finally occurs, and the free riders are spilled out onto the road
among their erstwhile worshippers, those feeling vengeful urges against any of them will
have the comfort of the enormous odds that any given one of them never paid in any
way for their high and mighty ride aboard the Juggernaut of Conscience.

Intellectual Freedom and the Holocaust
Controversy
by Bradley R. Smith

In 1999 I partnered with Bradley Smith to launch a new revisionist journal, entitled The
Revisionist. The Revisionist went through several incarnations through the years.
Ultimately it became the prototype for Inconvenient History, which was launched ten
years later in 2009. This short opinion piece ran in that first issue of The Revisionist.
Here Bradley Smith argued for the subject that was his focus for the second half of his
life – intellectual freedom with regard to the Holocaust. Bradley Smith passed away on
18 February 2016. This article is reprinted his memory. A slightly different version of
this article also ran in the 6 June 94 issue of The Statesman at State University of New
York at Stony Brook— Ed.
All my life I watched Jews lead the struggle to maintain a free press and intellectual
freedom in America. In the 1960s, when I was a book dealer on Hollywood Boulevard in
Los Angeles, I was arrested, jailed, tried and convicted for selling a book then banned by
the U.S. Government—Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer. Jews from every walk of life
supported my stand against Government censorship.
A.L. Wiren, then head of the Los Angeles chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union, offered his offices for my defense at no cost. After my conviction, when the case
went to appeal, Stanley Fleishman offered his services to me pro bono! Fleishman didn't
take my case because he admired me personally, or because he considered Henry Miller
to be the greatest writer who ever lived. He took it because he was committed heart and
soul—and mind—to the ideals of intellectual freedom and the spirit of the First
Amendment. Today, Miller's Tropic is shelved in every library of note in America.

The cover of the first edition of Henry Miller's Tropic of Cancer warns “Not to be
imported into Great Britain or U.S.A.” This did not deter Bradley Smith. At the time he
dedicated himself to promoting Tropic of Cancer in his book store windows. He was
arrested, jailed, and prosecuted for his stand for intellectual freedom.
Shockingly, in the 1990s, some mainline Jewish organizations have reversed direction
and committed themselves to undermining intellectual freedom with respect to a single
historical controversy—whether the Germans did or did not employ homicidal gassing
chambers to kill millions of European Jews in a state-sponsored program of genocide. In
practice, what this often adds up to, particularly on college campuses, is the perception
of an organized Jewish onslaught against intellectual freedom.
On every campus where Hillel and other Jewish organizations have a presence, they lead
the attack against free inquiry and open debate on the gas-chamber controversy. I am
astounded that Jewish intellectuals and scholars stand idly by while the reputation of
Jews as free thinkers is diminished and burlesqued by a handful of mainline Jewish
extremists and censors.
Student journalists who are Jewish are under special pressure from the Holocaust Lobby
to betray, not only their ideals as journalists, but the long tradition of intellectual liberty
for which Jews have worked throughout the Western world. On campus, Jewish editors
are attacked by well-meaning but unsophisticated Jewish students who are egged on by
Hillel rabbis functioning as semi-professional censors.
Student editors who are not Jewish, while they experience all the above, must face the
additional burden of being slandered as “anti-Semites” and “haters.” I understand why
many are unwilling or even afraid to shoulder the burden that the ideal of a free press
places on journalists with regard to the gas-chamber controversy. Yet without a free
press there are no universities worthy of the name, no government that is not tyrannical,

and no society that is not a burden on the lives of its citizens.
The issue here is not ethnicity or religious identity. The issue is intellectual
freedom. Weighing evidence is not a hate crime, no matter what Hillel or the ADL says
about it. Critiquing a government-sponsored “Holocaust” museum is not a thought
crime! And charging that it is hateful to doubt what others sincerely believe is juvenile,
particularly on a university campus. What are the real motives of those who would try to
convince us otherwise?
The university was created as a place to exchange thought—freely. Students should not
be required to ask permission from special interest groups, no matter what their
ethnicity, to think for themselves. Even about the “Holocaust.” Whatever else the
Holocaust was, it was an historical event. That event, as well as the controversy
surrounding it, should be investigated using routine historical methods.
Thirty-odd years have passed since I was a bookseller on Hollywood Boulevard, but my
conviction about the importance of intellectual freedom remains today what it was then.
In the 1960s I went to court to uphold the right of students to read radical literary works.
I am no less convinced today that students have the right to read every research paper
that interests them, on any historical controversy whatever, including every single word
ever written about the gas-chamber controversy!
Why should they not?

Reconsidering Hitler's Gestapo | CODOH
by Kerry R. Bolton

The Gestapo: The Myth and Reality of Hitler's Secret Police. Frank McDonough.
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 2015).
Dr. Frank McDonough, professor of international history at Liverpool John Moores
University, has written a book that will be of much interest to “historical revisionists.”
Like Robert N. Proctor’s Nazi War on Cancer1 it is a revisionist work, and McDonough
describes it as such. McDonough is by no means an apologist for any aspect of the Hitler
regime. However, McDonough concludes with the obligatory moral outrage; after
having questioned the primary assumptions on Gestapo villainy, he ends with a
lamentation on how the Gestapo got off so lightly after the war.
McDonough shows mainly through an examination of primary documents that the
Gestapo was an efficient police force, small in number, not the omnipresent terror arm of
a terror state; scrupulous at all levels with facts and the accuracy of records, focusing on
the recruitment of university graduates, particularly to doctoral standard, while retaining
the services of mostly non-Nazi, Weimar-regime, career policemen; quick to arrive at
conclusions based on objective investigation, and promptly dismissing most accusations
brought to their attention without undue delay.
The book opens with an account of the “first Protestant Evangelical preacher killed for
defying the Nazi regime on religious grounds,” Paul Schneider, at Buchenwald in 1939.
He had been incarcerated there in 1937 after being warned many times about his
criticism of the regime, including his ridicule of the stormtrooper martyr Horst Wessel.
He had been freed from custody due to the lobbying of his parishioners. Two hundred
local ministers, and a crowd of local parishioners attended his funeral.2 Hence one
already might ask questions: Why hadn’t this monstrous terror state quietly eliminated
Schneider in 1933, when he had already started critiquing the new regime? Why was he
given so many warnings? Why did such a supposedly totalitarian state heed the lobbying
for his release by parishioners? Why did he receive a widely attended public funeral,
when he might have been quietly executed, and some pretext offered?
Despite the popular, and the academic, image of the Nazi state as all-embracing and
Hitler as all-powerful, the German people as brainwashed, and the Gestapo as “a huge
organization with agents everywhere,” “in reality any person who accepted and
supported the Nazi regime enjoyed enormous individual freedom. Hitler’s regime was
hugely popular. Once you appreciate this essential fact you begin to understand the
reality of life inside Nazi Germany.”3
In 1969 Martin Broszat in The Hitler State questioned the image of the Nazi state and
called Hitler a “weak dictator” who presided over many factions.4 The six-volume study
under his direction, Bavaria in the National Socialist Era, examining resistance to Nazi
rule, concluded that the regime was not as totalitarian as assumed, and that there had
been “much greater latitude to criticize.” 5 German historian Reinhardt Mann examined
the Düsseldorf files of the Gestapo and found that the police apparatus was not
pervasive, that the organization was much too small. The Gestapo were not “brutal,
ideologically committed Nazis,” but mostly veteran career detectives. Mann’s study,
states McDonough, was the basis for what has become “the revisionist interpretation” of
the Gestapo.6 The American historian Robert Gellately showed in his 1990 book The

Gestapo and German Society, that they relied on public support, and that the “Gestapo
posed no real threat to law-abiding citizens in Nazi Germany.” American historian Eric
Johnson in his 1999 book The Nazi Terror, based on court files from Cologne and
Krefeld and from interviews, showed that loyal Germans were treated with “kid gloves,”
and that “most Germans did not fear [the Gestapo] at all.” He did differ from Gellately
in considering Gestapo officers as more proactive and brutal. While these studies were
limited as to localities, McDonough sought a broader study of Gestapo files.7

Thorough-going professionals
The Gestapo relied on the public for information on state enemies. The assumption that
denunciation to the Gestapo meant torture and concentration camps is wrong. The
Gestapo spent “an exhaustive amount of time” on cases; “most ended up being
dismissed, with no charge, or a surprisingly lenient punishment.” The maximum
duration allowed for protective custody was 21 days, but the Gestapo tried to resolve
matters before that time. Releases from custody were “the norm, not the exception.”
McDonough states that the Gestapo followed “very strict legal guidelines.” The Gestapo
had a great deal of autonomy within its own structure. Some cases that carried the death
penalty “were often dismissed, without charge,” while some that seem trivial might
receive harsh punishment. All cases were investigated with thoroughness.8
In tracing the origins of the Gestapo McDonough alludes to Germany having a long
tradition of “political espionage.” He mentions the actions of Ludwig of Bavaria in
having subversives spied on in beer halls in 1848, and the creation of political police in
Prussia in 1871.9 However, this was no specifically German or Prussian mania. Adam
Zamoyski shows that spying on subversives, with a particular suspicion about
Freemasons and the Carbonari, reached obsessive heights in the aftermath of the wars
with Jacobin and Napoleonic France, prompted in particular by Austria’s Metternich.10
The political police and surveillance in National Socialist Germany seems mild in
comparison to the network of informers, spies and letter-opening operatives at post
offices throughout Austro-Hungary, Germany, Russia, and England during the 19th
century.
The Gestapo arose from what the National Socialists inherited from Prussia, a police
apparatus that had before 1933 extensively monitored the Nazi party and secured 40,000
prosecutions against Nazis in that state.11

Rudolf Diels, first Commander of the Gestapo; 1933–1934
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-K0108-0501-003 / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
The omnipresent Gestapo is a myth. In 1933 it started with 1,000 employees. Near the
end of the war it had 32,000, including administrators. The localities were “severely
understaffed.” For example Cologne in 1942 had 69 officers.12 Gestapo director
Heinrich Müller was a career policeman during the Wilhelmine and Weimar eras. He did
not join the Nazi party until 1939. All the section heads in Berlin were likewise career
policemen, and most were university graduates. Only one had been a Nazi party member
before 1933. The methods used were the same as the regular criminal detective police.13
However, “enhanced interrogation techniques” were also developed. There was also the
SD, which McDonough identifies with the mobile killings in the East.14 The other
regional chiefs were likewise mostly career policemen, usually university-educated,
many to doctorate level.15 “The high ranks of the Gestapo resembled an academic
university senior common room more than a police department.” By the late 1930s a
university degree, especially in law, was regarded as more important than a police
background. The rank-and-file officers were regular police, who even at Nuremberg and
under denazification, were mostly exonerated of “crimes against humanity.” They were
able to show that they had conducted themselves in a professional and efficient
manner.16

The Weimar police who became Gestapo officers had already undergone tough
experiences. During Weimar they had dealt with murderers, rapists and serious
gangsters. They were skilled in “the art of detailed questioning.”17 However, the
Gestapo were not inordinately inhumane according to the police methods and laws of
those times, not only in Germany but in comparison to the democracies. Gestapo officers
were given detailed instructions on investigating a case in every detail. A state lawyer
and an investigating judge were appointed at the outset.
A particularly cogent description by McDonough is that,
The assumption that Gestapo officers arrested individuals, interrogated them
brutally, then sent them to a concentration camp, is a myth. Each case was
dealt with exhaustively before any decision on punishment was decided
upon. Most of those arrested ended up within the traditional justice system,
and were charged with a specific crime that was dealt with by the courts.
Sending individuals to a concentration camp was always a last resort,
especially for an ordinary German citizen who was not linked to the selected
target opposition groups. Many of those arrested were released without any
charge.18

Communists called to account by SA
While the National Socialist Wilhelm Frick became Minister of the Interior, Nazification
of the police did not follow a rigorous process. McDonough states that Nazi party
membership was not a requirement for recruitment to the political police and subsequent
Gestapo, but rather, police experience. Only 7.3 per cent of the police officers were
purged when the Nazis assumed government.19
A harsh calling to account of opponents in the first few months of Nazi rule was
unleashed on the Communists with the sanction of Göring, not by the Gestapo or the SS
but by the SA, and it proved “difficult to contain.”20 However given that the National
Socialist assumption to government was a social revolution, it was one of the more
bloodless in history in comparison to the revolutions that ushered the modern democratic
era, such as the Jacobins with their extermination of the Vendee, and the Bolshevik
revolution with its tens of millions of victims.
While Gestapo chief Rudolf Diels, an opportunist, claimed at Nuremberg that up to
7,000 political opponents were killed by the SA during in the first year of Nazi rule,
McDonough lowers the figure to 1,000.21 He also points out that most of the Gestapo
were veteran civil servants who tried to restrain the SA.22
There are several issues here: (1) This autonomous action by the SA, in conflict with
other sections of the party and state, is an indication of the manner in which the Hitler
regime was not as totalitarian as supposed and was plagued by factionalism with the
personality of Hitler holding disparate elements together even throughout the war. (2)
Diels’s testimony at Nuremberg as to the number of SA victims, disputed by
McDonough, is an example of the flawed testimony of the proceedings. Why then
believe any of it without subjecting the whole lot to scrutiny and doubt?
The Communist Party had its own stormtroopers, the Red Front Fighters League. The
fighting between the Nazis and the Reds was a bloody affair. Even the police casualties
(1928-1932) from Communist violence resulted in 11 dead and 1,121 injured. Over the
same period the Nazi casualties from Red violence were 128 Nazis killed and 19,769
injured.23 That SA vengeance resulting in perhaps 1,000 dead Communists seems
remarkably restrained given the years of conflict.

Punishments
In August 1933 Göring had curtailed the SA and disbanded the “auxiliary police,” strict
regulations were enforced, and the Gestapo, supported by the police, were the only
agencies empowered with “protective custody.” Hans Frank, the Minister of Justice at
Munich, was among the most vocal against SA maltreatment of opponents. The SS took
control of the concentration camps. There was a strict code for the treatment of
internees. A case of two opponents being maltreated and sent to the Oranienburg
concentration camp by the Gestapo in Berlin resulted in an investigation that found
against the Gestapo.24 One might wonder what this epitome of the terror state was doing
investigating maltreatment of two opponents by the state political police? Such a
procedure must have been unusual for any state in 1933, or today for that matter.

Hermann Göring appoints Heinrich Himmler as head of the Gestapo. Photo April 1934.
Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-R96954 / CC-BY-SA 3.0 [CC BY-SA 3.0 de
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/de/deed.en)], via Wikimedia Commons
With scrutiny from Frick, amidst allegations of mistreatment in the concentration camps,
Himmler lectured the Gestapo in October 1934 that with their powers of protective
custody they should ensure that all cases are handled speedily and efficiently, with
courtesy, and that no loyal citizen should fear arrest.25 In 1935 the Gestapo was given
jurisdiction over the concentration camps, although they continued to be run by the SS.

Opposition groups were investigated as to their threat to the national community.
McDonough states that concentration camp numbers until the outbreak of the war did
not expand greatly. By the time of the declaration of war, 21,400 prisoners were held in
six camps.26 Those put under protective custody were rarely subjected to torture. The
justice ministry frequently reminded the Gestapo that there were severe punishments for
the ill-treatment of prisoners.27
The most commonly used sanctioned punishment was up to 25 strokes to the buttocks
with a bamboo cane, in the presence of a doctor. McDonough alludes to allegations that
unofficial punishment included plunging a person into a bath of cold water until nearly
asphyxiated, exhaustion exercises and sleep deprivation, crushing testicles, electrical
currents through the hands, penis and anus, hanging up prisoners.28 Whatever the
accuracy of the allegations such torture was neither unique to the Gestapo nor
widespread.
How then did the Gestapo and broader Nazi official attitudes towards punishment
compare to the democracies? Not only was corporal punishment being used by the legal
systems of the democracies during the Nazi era but has continued. It might be kept in
mind also that this includes times of peace where the punishments are inflicted often on
adolescents for minor offenses; not on Communist thugs or wartime spies and saboteurs.
In Britain corporal punishment was abolished in 1948 but, with permission of the Home
Secretary, could be meted out as punishment for assaulting prison staff until that was
abolished in 1967.29 In Australia individual states could administer corporal
punishment, including the “cat,” which was still being used on adult offenders in South
Australia up to the 1950s.30 In Canada corporal punishment on prisoners was abolished
in 1972. In 1929 there were 78 floggings by order of the courts, and 72 strappings for
breaches of prison discipline. In 1935 the figures were 40 and 50 respectively. In New
Zealand judicial whipping for boys under 16 was last used in 1935, and was abolished in
1941.31 In Delaware, USA, a public mass whipping in 1932 was watched by thousands.
The law was abolished in 1972. In Baltimore whippings in jail were carried out
“privately” before an invited audience. In Maryland a flogging in 1940 was carried out
in public with a cat-o’-nine-tails.32 In 1936 in Chicago three youths convicted of a $10
robbery “were given five lashes with a double five foot length of three-quarter inch
rubber hose in the Chamber of the Boys’ Court.”33
“Advanced interrogation” techniques have been a feature of democratic states to the
present time, although it is the Third Reich, and specifically the Gestapo, that have
become synonymous with torture. Torture was used on a wide scale after the war by the
Allies to extract confessions from German prisoners. The trial of the defendants of the
“Malmedy massacre” was notable for the interrogation techniques. The defendants had
been accused of shooting American soldiers who had surrendered during the Battle of
the Bulge in Belgium. Secretary of the Army Kenneth C. Royall established a tribunal to
investigate allegations of torture that had been brought to the attention of Senator Joseph
McCarthy. The tribunal was headed by Gordon Simpson of the Texas Supreme Court,
with Leroy van Roden, Pennsylvania judge, and Lieutenant Colonel Charles W.
Lawrence of the U.S. Army.34 The Simpson Commission recommended the
commutation of all death sentences of the Malmedy defendants.35 While the Simpson
Commission report was “bland,” van Roden returned to the USA fully endorsing the
allegations that interrogators had subjected the defendants to beatings, including “blows
to the genitals,” threats of hanging during interrogations, and refusal of water.36 Willis
M. Everett, appointed by the U.S. Army as chief defense counsel, was uneasy about the
number of Jews who were involved in the war crimes process.37
A “secret torture prison” was operated at Bad Nenndorf in northwest Germany by the
Combined Services Detailed Interrogation Centre (CSDIC), a division of the British War

Office. The center of the township was emptied of people and surrounded with barbed
wire. At night the villagers could hear the screams of the prisoners. Most of the
interrogators were “German-Jewish refugees.”38
Another “secret center” was operated in London where German POW’s could be held
and tortured without the knowledge of the Red Cross. In 2005, at the request of The
Guardian newspaper, documents were declassified showing the extent of the torture
against Germans after the war. The documents refer to “living skeletons,” tortured,
beaten and exposed to extreme cold. The prisoners expanded from being members of the
Nazi party and the SS to anyone who had succeeded under the Third Reich. They even
included Germans who had escaped from the Russian zone and offered to spy for the
British. They were tortured – one dying – to determine whether they were sincere. A
former diplomat incarcerated at Bad Nenndorf was there because he knew too much
about the interrogation techniques, while another was there for eight months due to a
clerical error. Apart from physical brutalities, threats to kill a prisoner’s wife and
children were accepted techniques of interrogation. An anti-Nazi who had spent two
years in Gestapo custody stated he had never experienced such brutality as he had at Bad
Nendorff.39

Church and State
McDonough states that the Nazi regime was determined to limit the influence of
Christianity. Himmler and Heydrich were both inimical towards Christianity. However,
Steigmann-Gall states in The Holy Reich that Hitler sought a unified state church, akin to
Britain’s Anglican Church where the Monarch is at the head. He became disillusioned by
the lack of unity among the denominations. 40 Despite the indirect measures by
Himmler to dissuade the SS from church attendance and the efforts to create an
alternative pagan SS religion, Germans remained overwhelmingly Christian, a matter
alluded to by McDonough.41
There was strain between the State and the Catholic Church, as there had been since the
Kulturkampf of Bismarck, and there was the antagonism towards the regime among
Protestants centered in the Confessing Church. Given Germany as the home of the
Reformation, and the Kulturkampf of the late 19th century against Catholicism, the
conflict between the Church and the Nazi regime could be seen as a German rather than
as a specifically National Socialist issue.
In 1933, 40 percent of the ministers of the Evangelical Church representing Lutherans
and Calvinists, were NSDAP members.42 A Nazified Christianity organized as the
Evangelical Reich Church had majority support among Protestants. They were opposed
by a minority headed by the celebrated Martin Niemöller who, far from being anti-Nazi,
welcomed Hitler’s assumption to power, but opposed the Nazification of theology. In
1937, to deal with opposition among the religious, section IV-B was created within the
Gestapo. McDonough notes that the Gestapo were slow to act against clergymen
regardless of their anti-government sermons. When they did act it was often due to
complaints from the public. It was “extremely rare” for cases to reach trial. The Gestapo
acted with “great caution” on complaints against clergy. A “fair trial was the norm, not
the exception.” Niemöller was held in protective custody in 1937 after four years of antiNazi polemics. In 1938 a special court found Niemöller not guilty, but Hitler personally
intervened, regarding him as the focus of anti-Nazi activity. He survived the war in
Sachsenhausen and Dachau.43 Nonetheless the Confessing Church was not banned, and
continued even during the war to submit criticism of the State.44
In 1936, 200 Franciscan monks were accused of sexually abusing children, and 1000
priests and monks were allegedly awaiting trial in 1937.45 Given the widespread

allegations across the world of child sexual abuse among priests and brothers within the
Church over the past few decades, one might look on these accusations in Nazi in
Germany with mixed feelings. The mass media of today’s democracies seem keen to
sensationalize alleged abuse among the Catholic clergy, while there is scant reporting of
alleged abuse among other religions. The most underreported of all seems to be that
taking place within Judaism.46 Is the Church today being targeted as it was by Nazi
Germany, but for aims and by interests quite different?47
At any rate, church attendance actually increased under the Nazis. Hess pointed out “a
religion that has influence, indeed dominated, the life of the people for two thousand
years cannot be overcome by external measures and certainly not by superficial
ridicule.” In September 1939 church leaders declared their total commitment to German
victory,48 but those such as Heydrich maintained their anti-church position. In 1939 the
biggest confrontation between the regime and the church involved euthanasia, and it was
an issue that saw the regime backing off. In 1941 actions against the church were
officially discontinued, but suspicion remained as to loyalties. The aim was to keep the
church from exercising its prior political influence.49
An easier target was the Jehovah’s Witnesses, whose pacifism and refusal to bend to any
earthly authority was seen as subversive to morale. The attitude of the Nazis towards the
JWs was no different from that of the democratic authorities. In 1935 the JW
organization was banned.50 They seem to have been the most troublesome and stubborn
of inmates in the internment camps, refusing to stand to attention during roll call or
work.51 However JWs were not herded up en masse and sent to camps. Their cases were
individually reviewed, and they had the option of signing a statement of loyalty to the
State. Sentences were of limited duration, but there was a shortsighted determination to
try and force the JWs to renounce their faith, and some brutal consequences in the
camps.
In the democracies the JWs were the first to be banned during the war. Being a member
was sufficient to get one interned or jailed. They were sent to internment camps along
with other Christians opposed to conscription. The New Zealand Marxist writer Murray
Horton states that up to 12 detention camps were established in the North Island of New
Zealand for pacifists.52 Up to 800 conscientious objectors were interned or jailed for the
duration of the war, according to Horton. Seventy-eight were JWs. JWs were banned in
Australia in 1941, as was the Communist Party.53 In Canada hundreds of Jehovah’s
Witnesses were arrested. John Diefenbaker, Canadian civil-liberties lawyer, politician
and post-war prime minister, stated that about 500 JWs had been prosecuted for their
membership.54

Communists
There were 360,000 KPD members. The first year of the regime 60,000 were arrested
and 2000 died.55 The Nazi and Communist parties had been in a state of war since the
start, and as alluded to previously, many Nazis had been killed and injured by the
Communists. The SA had fought a tough battle with the Red Front. In the aftermath of
World War I, prior to the formation of the Nazi party, and during its embryonic stages,
the Communists had engaged in bloody uprisings and fought the State authorities.
McDonough mentions that on the day Hitler assumed the chancellorship, the Communist
Party issued a call for mass strikes. Ernst Thälmann, head of the Communist Party,
continued to call for revolution. In July 1933, half a year after Hitler’s chancellorship,
Communists killed two SA men in a street fight in Cologne.56 The Communist Party
was not immediately outlawed, even in the aftermath of the Reichstag Fire. The Gestapo
started the suppression of Communist literature in earnest in 1934.

The previous year Thälmann had already been taken into “protective custody,” and
wound up in Buchenwald. McDonough repeats the usual claim that Thälmann was
executed there in August 1944, having been kept in solitary confinement.57 At the time
the Allies were bombing Buchenwald and hundreds of internees died. The official claim
was that Thälmann had died in a bombing raid. While Thälmann was lauded as a martyr
in post-war Soviet Germany there are several inconsistences in the official version of his
martyrdom and even as to the camp at which he died. What is curious is a passing
allusion to Thälmann by Paul Rassinier, French pacifist leader, interned at Buchenwald
and Dora. He mentions that he briefly encountered Thälmann at Buchenwald when he
“felt a terrible blow,” having been distracted by a conversation and straying a little from
a line of internees. Someone explained: “You could have been more careful; that’s
Thälmann.”58 From this bare mention it seems that Thälmann was a Kapo.
Rassinier states that the internment camps quickly became self-governing and there was
rivalry for control among the “greens” or common criminals” and the “reds” or political
prisoners. Lt. Col. Donald B. Robinson, chief historian for the U.S. Military Government
in Germany, wrote of a U.S. Army report on Buchenwald:
The U. S. Army probe uncovered detailed evidence that a band of three
hundred German Communist prisoners had seized control of a selfgovernment system set up by the Nazis among the inmates of Buchenwald,
and had then employed it to command and terrorize the camp population.
The Communists’ victims were numbered in the thousands… It appeared
that prisoners who agreed with the Communists ate; those who didn’t
starved to death. Those who openly opposed the Communists were beaten,
tortured or killed. It was stated categorically by the Army report that: “The
Communist trustees were directly responsible for a large part of the
brutalities committed at Buchenwald .... Not all the beatings and killings
were done by the SS guards.” A list of German Communist trustees who
committed such acts was compiled by the Army. At the head of it was a man
named Hauptmann, who was the Assistant Camp Chief (Kontrolleur). Of
him, the report asserted: 59
Eye-witness testifies that Hauptmann kicked prisoners in the
testicles and beat them but always stopped when under
observation of certain individuals known to have connections
outside the camp. Hauptmann speaks English well. He talks
like a sadist, his eyes gleaming with pleasure as he tells how
‘we disciplined this camp.’ Like many of the Communist
leaders, ‘discipline’ is his favorite word.60
An interesting aside is the mention that in 1943 Polish inmates who had run Auschwitz
were transferred to Buchenwald. They tried to assume the same position, and were killed
by the Communist faction.61
The hospital staff at Buchenwald was composed “almost 100 percent” of German
Communists. The camp elder and his deputy were Communists. Most of the drugs and
food went to Communist Party patients. The Labour Office, Food Supply and Property
Room were also under Communist control. Communists controlled the distribution of
Red Cross food parcels. When the U.S. Army entered the camp they found the 300
remaining German Communists “dressed like prosperous businessmen.” 62 An unseen
directorate of the Communist Party gave instructions to the Communist Buchenwald
trustees. These directives were received from the Communist Party which retained an
underground network throughout Germany. A courier travelled out of Buchenwald to
receive party directives. It was discovered in September 1944 that the Buchenwald

Communists were part of a plot to overthrow Hitler.63 If Thälmann was executed
several weeks previously, perhaps the time frame is sufficient to consider that he was
found to be one of the plot leaders.
The German Communists were despised even by the Soviet POWs and other
Communists. When the camp was taken by the Americans, these comrades sought a
measure of revenge through beatings. Further retaliation was prevented by the
Communists, who had stolen guns and grenades, which they used to drive out the SS
guards and dominate the other internees until the Americans arrived.64
One might imagine what Germany would have been like had Thälmann and his party
defeated Hitler. Stalin did not think much of the prospect either. While five members of
the party Politburo were executed by the Nazis, in the “refuge” of the USSR seven were
liquidated; and 41 of the 68 party leaders.65 McDonough adds “70 percent of the
German Communist exiles were killed in Stalin’s brutal political purges.” McDonough
also states the “irony” of Stalin having killed more Communist leaders than Hitler. He
saw them as internationalists and Trotskyites.66
In Germany, however, with Communists as with those accused of other anti-state
activities, the Gestapo investigations sought to arrive quickly and efficiently at the truth,
mindful that informants might be motivated by personal vendettas. McDonough’s book
largely contains personal accounts among whom were those accused of Communist
sympathies, who were quickly exonerated or were given short custodial sentences.67
The example of Peter Penk, a petty troublemaker, thief, vandal, smuggler, and drunkdriver causing bodily harm, given to making pro-Communist, anti-Hitler remarks when
drunk, is one which McDonough describes as being treated with “remarkable leniency
by the Gestapo over a long period.” He was drafted into the army.68 McDonough also
refers to the lenient treatment given to a Communist group attempting to disrupt defense
work in 1938 by bullying other workers, resulting in short prison sentences.69 Another
case of youthful delinquency at a factory, seeming to point to Communist activism,
wasted “an enormous amount of time” for the Gestapo, but resulted in their release from
jail within a few days and all charges dropped.70The Gestapo found that the parents
were decent working-class folk living on unemployment benefits. Even during the war
there were those who continued repeatedly to make pro-Communist and defeatist
statements in public who were treated leniently because they did not pose any serious
threat to the “national community.”

Illicit relations
The Gestapo spent a great deal of time investigating alleged forbidden sexual liaisons
between Germans and foreign workers during the war. It might be contended that this
was at least partly to prevent abuse of foreign workers in a vulnerable situation by
Germans. McDonough states that while public humiliation might involve being put in a
town pillory, “far more typical” was a private warning.71
McDonough refers to a Jewish man being paraded through the streets in Würzburg for
having sexual relations with a German woman, after complaints from residents. The man
had to wear a sign reading “I have lived out of wedlock with a German woman.” He was
placed in “protective custody for two weeks.72
Such situations hardly compare in the aftermath of the war, with the thousands of
women who had their heads shaved, were stripped, some carrying babies, paraded
through the streets, assaulted and sometimes killed as “collaborators.” The then-famous
author and journalist Sisley Huddleston, who lived in Vichy France for the duration of
the war, observed that the “liberation” period of 1944-1946 was the bloodiest in France’s

history, far exceeding that of the Jacobin era. Huddleston estimates a minimal figure of
100,000 French men, women, and “even children” murdered during the “liberation” by
fellow Frenchmen.73 American service figures put the number of murdered at 80,000
“during the first months” of “Liberation”. Adrian Tixier, minister of the interior, put the
number at 105,000 during August 1944 to March 1945. 74 Communists of various
nationalities in France cut with razors and burned with cigarettes their victims, beat them
with cowhide whips, and scalded their feet. “There were many cases of rape.” Those
who died from torture were tossed from windows, and called suicides.75

Wartime policing
Another role of the Gestapo was the investigation of sabotage and subversion among
foreign workers. German Communists were active among them. McDonough states that
“all the Gestapo cases we’ve looked at involving alleged communists were investigated
thoroughly and exhaustively. Numerous witnesses were brought in for questioning. Each
case was treated with professional diligence and efficiency.”76 The seriousness of each
case was based on its individual character, and the most-severe were placed in
“protective custody.” The picture that emerges, even during war, was that people were
not routinely herded en masse and sent to concentration camps on flimsy pretexts. If
someone was held in custody he or she could expect to be released within a few days if
an efficient investigation found them innocent or the matter trivial.
McDonough estimates that 26 per cent of all Gestapo cases started with denunciation
from a member of the public, and 15 per cent as a result of Gestapo surveillance. Most
denouncers were working-class, 20 per cent were women, and a lot of the latter involved
domestic issues, many resulting from a personal conflict with a neighbor, relative or
husband. The Gestapo became “adept” at discovering the motive. The denouncer was
seldom prosecuted for making false accusations.77 So far from meaning a sentence of
death, McDonough states that sentences for anti-Nazi slurs were one to six months’
imprisonment.78 “Contrary to the popular assumption, there was not a flood of
denunciations.”79 The Gestapo handled accusations against normally law-abiding
individuals “with professional diligence and often surprising compassion.” “It was not
even unusual” for individuals to formally complain if they regarded Gestapo actions as
“high handed.” 80 Civil complaints could be heard in court.
Conditions became stricter with the advent of war. Although one might be jailed for up
to two years for listening to a foreign broadcast, one might instead be named and shamed
in the local press. Again cases came usually from public information, not Gestapo
surveillance.81 McDonough refers to a case where the Gestapo officer acted with
“understanding and compassion” in persuading an informant to drop a complaint
prompted by someone’s drunken bravado.82
One of the most bizarre cases was that of an unemployed alcoholic laborer, Adam
Lipper, who in 1940 walked into a Gestapo office and asked to be interned for six
months, to cure his alcoholism. He wanted to be a valuable member of the national
community. He was released after seven weeks, having assessed himself cured.83
As the war entered the phase of German defeat, the situation became harsher, with some
rather trivial cases of “looting” bombed-out houses resulting in death sentences, yet only
a minority of cases went to court, and of those only a minority succeeded in conviction.
“Gestapo brutality is almost entirely absent” in cases of denunciation of ordinary
citizens. The Gestapo was an organization “that the law-abiding public felt it could
trust.”84

“Social outsiders”

The Gestapo was obliged to become increasingly active in the containment of “social
outsiders,” who were defined mainly on their sociopathic character traits and inability to
contribute to the “national community.” McDonough refers to the “eugenic” character of
Nazi attitudes in this regard. However, he points out that at the time eugenics was a
scientifically reputable and widespread movement, with eugenic laws in Switzerland,
Denmark, Norway, Sweden (until 1975) and the USA, that focused on sterilizing
“asocial” elements.85 Again, this was not a matter of wildly condemning individuals en
masse. Each case was individually investigated through Hereditary Health Courts, and
on the recommendation of two physicians and a lawyer. There were also eighteen appeal
courts, although most appeals were unsuccessful.86
Castration for repeat sex offenders, rapists and pedophiles was common, resulting in
large decreases in those crimes. For habitual criminals after more than two convictions,
the third was a life sentence. Although strict treatment for petty crime was not
successful,87 there were large reductions for repeat offending and the overall crime
rate.88
The “asocial” element of habitual criminals in 1942 began to be worked to death in what
McDonough calls “yet another example of the broad genocide policy being carried out
by the Nazi regime.”89 The “work-shy,” those who had, being fit for work, quit two jobs
without reason, and refused employment, started to be interned in 1938 as forced labor.
McDonough claims that they could be the subjects of medical experiments.90
In the USA medical experiments were conducted on a large scale before, during and
after the Nazi era. The most well-known is that of the U.S. Public Health Service study
of untreated syphilis among 400 Negroes in Tuskegee, Alabama, for forty years
(1932-1972). They were deceived into thinking they were receiving treatment, but the
aim was to let syphilis take its fatal course. Allan M. Brandt states:
The subjects of the study were never told they were participating in an
“experiment.” Treatment that could have cured them was deliberately
withheld, and many of the men were prevented from seeing physicians who
could have helped them. As a result, scores of people died painful deaths,
others became permanently blind or insane, and the children of several were
born with congenital syphilis.91
Another study on syphilis was undertaken by the U.S. in Guatemala among 696
unwitting prison inmates, mental patients and residents of an army barracks, infected for
the purpose, during 1946-1948:
The doctors used prostitutes with the disease to pass it to the prisoners
(since sexual visits were allowed by law in Guatemalan prisons) and then
did direct inoculations made from syphilis bacteria poured onto the men’s
penises or on forearms and faces that were slightly abraded when the
“normal exposure” produced little disease, or in a few cases through spinal
punctures. Unlike in Alabama, the subjects were then given penicillin after
they contracted the illness. However, whether everyone was then cured is
not clear and not everyone received what was even then considered
adequate treatment.92
As for being worked to death as part of a genocidal program, after the war the use of
German POWs as slave labor became wide-scale in the Allied states. German internees
were not classified as POWs since the war ended with unconditional surrender. A
notable feature was their use to clear minefields. In France where 740,000 prisoners had
been transferred by the USA, French authorities estimated that 2,000 a month were
being maimed or killed.93 In Norway, according to Professor Anders Gokstad, by the

end of August 1945 275 German prisoners had been killed clearing mines, and 392
maimed. Initially victims did not receive hospital attention.94
American military historian Dr. S. P. MacKenzie writes that “callous self-interest and a
desire for retribution” motivated the use of forced labor of German prisoners who were
sick and malnourished.95 The French journal Figaro wrote that “In certain camps…
living skeletons may be seen, almost like those in German concentration camps, and
deaths of undernourishment are numerous. We learn that prisoners have been savagely
and systematically beaten and that some have been employed in removing mines without
protection equipment...”96 Louis Clair wrote of an Orleans camp where the commander
received 16 francs per head for food, but spent nine francs for himself, so prisoners were
kept starving. A young French soldier wrote of prisoners dying of hunger, sleeping on
cold cement floors, without shelter. At a camp in Langres a witness wrote of seeing
prisoners beaten with rifle butts and kicked when they broke down through overwork.97
As Bacque has shown, Eisenhower’s idea of an internment camp was nothing so lavish
as to include concrete floors. The U.S. camps were fields surrounded by fences, where
shelter was whatever internees could dig out of the mud with their hands. Bacque
estimates that 167,000 to 314,241 Germans soldiers died under French internment,98
and at least 800,000 under U.S. internment.99

Gypsies
Unsurprisingly, Gypsies were affected by Germany’s actions against vagabonds and
other “asocial” elements. However, Gypsies were not treated in an undifferentiated
manner, despite the references McDonough cites on the “Gypsy plague” etc. “Pure
Gypsies” and travellers were exempted from internment at Auschwitz, which began in
1943. Those who agreed to sterilization were also exempted. They were in large part
regarded as having descended from Aryans. Bormann opposed Himmler’s exemption
policy and appealed to Hitler, who backed Himmler.100 Carlo Mattogno gives a wider
view of the Gypsy policies. He shows that there were wide criteria for exemptions from
deportation, including Gypsies of pure race, good racial crossings, those who had fixed
employment and accommodation, servicemen and ex-servicemen. Families who were
deported were kept together. They were not forced to work and could keep their own
clothes, valuables and money. There were efforts to maintain rations on the same level as
those of German citizens. At the request of Dr. Mengele a nursery was established at
Auschwitz and other facilities for children and mothers. 101
The categorization of Gypsies based on “blood purity” seems to have been a usual
practice at the time, not limited to Nazi racial theory. A present-day commentator
observes:
Crucially, for these stereotypes to find resonance in modern Britain,
gypsiologists constructed a theory around the decline in the racial purity of
Gypsies as they increasingly mixed and married with ‘degenerate’ members
of the settled population. They developed a racial hierarchy which placed
‘pure-blooded’ Gypsies, who were believed to speak the best Romany, at
the top; followed by ‘didikais’, half-breeds, or ‘pikies’ – groups with
varying proportions of Gypsy blood depending on which source one reads;
and ‘mumpers’, who were vagrants with no Romany ancestry, at the
bottom.102

Jewish issues
McDonough states that German Jews were so assimilated into Germany that 44 per cent
were married to Gentiles. He mentions the high proportion of Jews who fought in World

War I and the amazing proportion of those who received valor awards.103 As I have
documented elsewhere, most German Jews rejected Zionism as much as they rejected
Communism. Many were avid German nationalists.104 There could have been an accord
between German Jews and the Third Reich based on a genuine symbiosis. Zionists did
their utmost to prevent this, and worked with the Nazis in opposing assimilation.
Between Nazi race doctrine and Jewish race doctrine there was a commonality of aims.
105
McDonough alludes to the influence Jews had within Germany as something more
tangible than Nazi “scapegoating.” Among the statistics he cites is that in 1928 80
percent of the leading members of Berlin’s stock exchange were Jewish.106 Arguably of
more significance than the proportion of Jewish physicians, businessmen, and bankers,
were the Jews conspicuous as leaders of not only Marxism, but of the filth and decay of
the Weimar era, the promoters of what the Nazis called “cultural degeneracy” in the arts
and theatre, and new social experiments that offended traditional morality. Nahum
Goldmann, a leader of World Zionism stated, “in literature they were represented by
illustrious names. The theatre was largely in their hands. The daily press…. was owned
or controlled by them.”107
Heydrich is quoted as saying that younger generations of Jews must be induced to leave.
Normal life became increasing restrictive.108 “The first concrete measure against Jews”
was a one-day boycott on Jewish shops on April 1, 1933.109 Apart from some menacing
behavior in the streets by the SA, McDonough does not state much happening of a
serious nature. The boycott was organized, according to Dr. Goebbels, to dissuade world
Jewry from its propaganda campaign against Germany, in the hope that if they saw their
brethren in Germany being economically pinched they would desist.110 At this time,
Goebbels refers to the “horror propaganda” against Germany. The references are
confirmed by Samuel Untermyer’s allegations of “starvation,” “torture” and
“annihilation” in his August boycott speech cited below. The “atrocity propaganda” had
been directed against Germany as soon as Hitler assumed the chancellorship. Goebbels
on the eve of the boycott refers to “many” among the National Socialists being
“downhearted and apprehensive,” believing that the boycott would lead to war. He
writes that the boycott will stop after a day in the hope that “the stories of horrors cease
abroad.”111 Driving around the streets, he observed “perfect discipline” among the
public and the SA.”112 Within several days Goebbels referred to the “horrors
propaganda” abroad being “perceptibly lessened.” The cabinet therefore decided not to
resume the boycott.113
In comparison to the one-day boycott, the leaders of world Jewry had in August 1933
not only organized an international boycott of Germany, but declared themselves “at
war.” Samuel Untermyer, after returning to the USA from a tour of Europe during which
he attended the World Economic Conference at Amsterdam, which was organizing the
international boycott, stated on Station WABC, carried by the press around the world,
that this was a “holy war.” He referred to Jews in Germany being slaughtered, starved
and annihilated, and “of terrors worse than death.” An “economic boycott against all
German goods, shipping and services.” Untermyer claimed that there was an ongoing
boycott of Jewish shops in Germany, that “hundreds” of Jewish shopkeepers were being
paraded through the streets and jailed, “starving and torturing them in vile concentration
camps.” Untermyer alluded for comparison to the phony atrocities in Belgium of which
Germany had been accused during World War I. He aimed to revive the allegations.
Aspects of his talk in 1933 read like a script for the atrocity stories that have continued
unremittingly against Germany ever since. It seems as though the “atrocity propaganda”
of World War I was being resurrected within the first year of Hitler’s chancellorship to
instigate a “holy war.” Not only should German products be boycotted, but “you must
refuse to deal with any merchant or shopkeeper who sells any German-made goods or

who patronizes German ships or shipping.” Those Jews who continued to patronize
German shops should have “their names heralded far and wide [as] …. traitors to their
race.”114
However, the boycott campaign had started prior to the Untermyer announcement. The
Zionist Association of Germany had on March 26 1933 telegrammed leading American
Jews protesting against “the anti-German propaganda, “the mendacious atrocity reports
and reckless sensational news,” being used for political purposes by “other states and
groups.”115 Two days earlier the American Jewish Congress convened to organize “a
national program of highly visible protests, parades, and demonstrations, culminating in
a “giant anti-Nazi rally” at Madison Square Garden on March 27,116 with others
through the USA.117 The Jewish War Veterans, with the backing of the American
Jewish Congress staged a boycott march on March 23. They were backed by the
American Federation of Labor, the British Labor Party and trades unions.118 In London
placards proclaiming “Boycott German Goods” “spread infectiously,” and were in the
windows of most exclusive West End shops. Automobiles adorned with banners cruised
through the retail areas. “Everywhere store signs warned German salesmen not to enter.”
British Catholics were urged to join the protest by the Archbishop of Liverpool.119
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, the most eminent Jewish leader in the USA, told Germany’s
Jewish leaders that despite their pleas, the agitation would continue, regardless of
conditions in Germany.120 Simultaneous with the U.S. rallies, mass boycott meetings
were held throughout Poland. In London teenagers patrolled the streets to enforce the
boycott, and in the USA East Coast stores were picketed. “And a steady publicity
program was being well received by the U.S. media.”121 Such was the embargo that the
prestigious Dresdner Bank, writing to France’s Societe General Bank of the false stories
about Germany, was rudely rebuffed.122 That month the Reichsbank could not so much
as raise a RM 40 million loan from London banks; the Investor’s Review of 5 August
confidently predicted the end of the Hitler regime before the New Year.123
The comments by Goebbels about “horror propaganda” were apparently no
exaggeration. What he seems to have misstated is that after Germany’s response of a
one-day boycott, the Germanophobia perceptibly decreased. Rather, when Reichsbank
President Schacht went to the USA in May 1933, there was an anti-Nazi tumult. He
realized that the anti-German propaganda and boycott would not only continue but
would spread.124 Edwin Black, a Jewish academic, a son of “survivors,” writes that the
boycott movement encouraged Polish militarists who wanted to invade Germany. No
amount of threats or conciliation by Germany was working. The boycott movement was
spread from Argentina to Australia. Germany faced a replay of the starvation of Winter
1919, when there had been an economic blockade. The boycott slogan was “Germany
will crack this winter.”125
While Untermyer et al were conducting a “horrors propaganda” campaign throughout
the world from the start of the Hitler regime claiming Jews were being tortured, starved
and annihilated, McDonough states that “contrary to popular myth, the Gestapo did not
place a high priority on persecuting law-abiding Jews in the first two years of Hitler’s
rule.” In Krefeld City, eight Jews were arrested during 1933, and seven of those were
communist activists.
Matters escalated in 1935 with increasing restrictions on Jews. That year the Nuremberg
Laws were enacted.126 Jews were divided by the Nuremberg Laws into full-Jews
(Volljuden) and half-Jews (Mischlinge). Oddly for a regime based on race purity as an
ideal, and moreover one supposedly intent on exterminating the Jewish race, the partJews were not interned; nor were Jewish partners in mixed marriages.127 However, the
Nuremberg Laws did make sexual relations between Jews and “Aryans” illegal, and the
Gestapo was responsible for investigating “race defilement” allegations.128 The usual

sentence was an 18-month prison term. Three people were required to corroborate a
charge for it to proceed, keeping the number of cases proceeding low.129 However, in
1938 Jews who had been arrested for breaching the Nuremberg Laws were ordered
rearrested. The assassination of a German diplomat in Paris by Herschel Grynszpan in
November 1938 unleashed anti-Semitic reactions throughout Germany, the so-called
Kristallnacht. Although ten thousand Jews were sent to concentration camps, most were
released within six weeks.130 While the extent of Kristallnacht has been disputed by
revisionists, it seems reasonable to expect that measures would become increasingly
strident to encourage Jews to leave, and McDonough states that after this regulations
increased as did the “exodus” of Jews departing.131 McDonough states that it was
Heydrich who insisted that Jews be deported from the Old Reich, as ghettos in Germany
would breed disease and crime. The Gestapo organized the deportations with the
assistance of the local Jewish community leaders.132 In February 1943, when 1700
Jewish men married to German women were going to be deported from Berlin and their
wives protested, they were released on the order of Goebbels, as gauleiter of the city.133

Lamentations
McDonough, having disposed of most of the primary assumptions, concludes by
lamenting that, despite being classified as a “criminal organization” along with the SS
and SD, the Gestapo largely avoided the victor’s vengeance. However, McDonough
alludes to the testimony of Dr. Werner Best, head of Gestapo administration and
personnel in Berlin during 1936 to 1940. “It was Werner Best who originally shattered
the myths surrounding the Gestapo, many years before historians ever dealt with the
subject in detail.” In what McDonough calls a “revisionist interpretation” of the Gestapo,
he states that Best’s testimony was clearly laid out. He stated that the Gestapo were the
most poorly paid of the police, that they were understaffed, and half of those were in
administration, that the impression of the Gestapo as a vast organization spying on the
mass of Germans is incorrect. Gestapo agents were continually in contact with the
families of inmates, who were kept informed about release dates. Gestapo officers
advised families on welfare benefit entitlements while relatives were in custody.
“Advanced interrogation techniques” were only used in serious cases of treason, under
strict guidelines, and confessions were not extorted under questioning.134
Karl-Heinz Hoffmann, a senior manager of the Gestapo, stated that protective custody
was kept brief, internment to a concentration camp was recommended only for the most
incorrigible, dangerous cases. Brutal treatment and torture were strictly prohibited.
Cases of brutality went to criminal court. Hoffmann cited cases of two Gestapo officers
in Düsseldorf who were sent to prison by a criminal court for mistreating prisoners. In
Denmark, where Hoffmann later served with Werner Best, who was governor, Hoffmann
stated that “enhanced interrogations” were used more frequently against the resistance,
but even here were not extensive.135 The defense counsel was “very ably handled by
Dr. Rudolf Merkel.” 136 Nonetheless the Nuremberg judgment maintained that the
Gestapo was a criminal organization, and that Gestapo employees other than those in
minor roles, were complicit. However, no collective, follow-up trial of the Gestapo was
held. Most Gestapo officers were exonerated.
McDonough seems to regard the Allied occupation regime, the era of the Morgenthau
Plan, as lenient. Many Gestapo officers were intent on clearing their names, but faced
the testimony of their victims. That these victims might simply lie does not seem to be
entertained by McDonough. However, even those who were prosecuted received a few
years’ prison and were exonerated when released. The West German courts during
1945-1950 “only” convicted 5,228 defendants.137 Also lamentable for McDonough is
that insufficient numbers of denouncers have been convicted.138

With the advent of the Cold War era the democratic Allies sought Germans as frontline
cannon fodder against the USSR, and stopped pursuing the Morgenthau vision of a
vanishing Germany through de-industrialization and starvation.139 McDonough accepts
the DDR as having more vigorously pursued Nazis, the Soviets making much of
themselves as a bulwark against a revival of Nazism in Germany. Matters changed in
1960 when Eichmann was brought to trial in Israel, and this gave an impetus for the
reinvigoration of war-crimes investigations.
McDonough concludes with the lamentation that Werner Best avoided trial after
previously having served time in jail and being fined 70,000 RM. Since he was ill, the
West German authorities adjourned his case in 1972. He died in 1989 “having never paid
for his extensive crimes against humanity during the Nazi era. Nor did the Gestapo.”140
After reading McDonough’s book, however, one might be left with the question: what
“extensive crimes”?
In writing the book it was not McDonough’s brief to examine the Gestapo and the Nazi
era in the context of the times. Few, if any, books have done this. The aim of this article
has been to show that what was inhumane about Nazism was not unique to it. Race laws,
eugenics, sterilization of criminals and homosexuals, forced labor, corporal punishment,
internment of enemy aliens, jailing of the political opposition, medical experiments, etc.,
have been common in democracies across the world before, during and after the Nazi
era. More unique to the Third Reich were the innovations in social welfare, animal
welfare, ecology, organic food and public health, banking, and public housing that have
been left largely unknown due to the inordinate fetish with alleged Nazi sadism. While
the USA and others profited after the war from the appropriation of German weapons
technology, no similar interest was shown in research undertaken on cancer during the
Nazi era, for example. The smokescreen of atrocity propaganda, which has not abated
since 1933, has enabled such one-sided treatment. The image of the Gestapo has been a
primary factor in this obfuscation. McDonough’s book joins a growing number of
scholarly works from mainstream historians and publishers that throws “revisionist”
light on some aspects of the subject.
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The Conquest of the US by Spain
by Ralph Raico

The year 1898 was a landmark in American history. It was the year America went to war
with Spain – our first engagement with a foreign enemy in the dawning age of modern
warfare. Aside from a few scant periods of retrenchment, we have been embroiled in
foreign politics ever since.
Starting in the 1880s, a group of Cubans agitated for independence from Spain. Like
many revolutionaries before and after, they had little real support among the mass of the
population. Thus they resorted to terrorist tactics – devastating the countryside,
dynamiting railroads, and killing those who stood in their way. The Spanish authorities
responded with harsh countermeasures.
Some American investors in Cuba grew restive, but the real forces pushing America
toward intervention were not a handful of sugarcane planters. The slogans the rebels
used – "freedom" and "independence" – resonated with many Americans, who knew
nothing of the real circumstances in Cuba. Also playing a part was the "black legend" –
the stereotype of the Spaniards as bloodthirsty despots that Americans had inherited
from their English forebears. It was easy for Americans to believe the stories peddled by
the insurgents, especially when the "yellow" press discovered that whipping up hysteria
over largely concocted Spanish "atrocities" – while keeping quiet about those committed
by the rebels – sold papers.
Politicians on the lookout for publicity and popular favor saw a gold mine in the Cuban
issue. Soon the American government was directing notes to Spain expressing its
"concern" over "events" in Cuba. In fact, the "events" were merely the tactics colonial
powers typically used in fighting a guerrilla war. As bad or worse was being done by
Britain, France, Germany, and others all over the globe in that age of imperialism. Spain,
aware of the immense superiority of American forces, responded to the interference
from Washington by attempts at appeasement, while trying to preserve the shreds of its
dignity as an ancient imperial power.

William Graham Sumner questioned US policy when he lectured a crowd, "We have
beaten Spain in a military conflict, but we are submitting to be conquered by her on the
field of ideas and policies." Photo 1895
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
When William McKinley became president in 1897, he was already planning to expand
America's role in the world. Spain's Cuban troubles provided the perfect opportunity.
Publicly, McKinley declared, "We want no wars of conquest; we must avoid the
temptation of territorial aggression." But within the US government, the influential cabal
that was seeking war and expansion knew they had found their man. Senator Henry
Cabot Lodge wrote to Theodore Roosevelt, now at the Navy Department, "Unless I am
profoundly mistaken, the Administration is now committed to the large policy we both
desire." This "large policy," also supported by Secretary of State John Hay and other key
figures, aimed at breaking decisively with our tradition of nonintervention and neutrality
in foreign affairs. The United States would at last assume its "global responsibilities,"
and join the other great powers in the scramble for territory around the world.
The leaders of the war party camouflaged their plans by speaking of the need to procure
markets for American industry, and were even able to convince a few business leaders to
parrot their line. But in reality none of this clique of haughty patricians – "old money,"
for the most part – had any strong interest in business, or even much respect for it,
except as the source of national strength. Like similar cliques in Britain, Germany,
Russia, and elsewhere at the time, their aim was the enhancement of the power and glory
of their state.
In order to escalate the pressure on Spain, the battleship USS Maine was dispatched to
Havana's harbor. On the night of February 15, the Maine exploded, killing 252 men.
Suspicion immediately focused on the Spaniards – although they had the least to gain

from the destruction of the Maine. It was much more likely that the boilers had blown up
– or even that the rebels themselves had mined the ship, to draw America into a war the
rebels could not win on their own. The press screamed for vengeance against perfidious
Spain, and interventionist politicians believed their hour had come.

The New York Journal, 17 February 1898 announces $50,000 reward for the "detection
of the perpetrator of the Maine Outrage"
By New York Journal (New York Journal) [Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
McKinley, anxious to preserve his image as a cautious statesman, bided his time. He
pressed Spain to stop fighting the rebels and start negotiating with them for Cuban
independence, hinting broadly that the alternative was war. The Spaniards, averse to
simply handing the island over to a terrorist junta, were willing to grant autonomy.
Finally, desperate to avoid war with America, Madrid did proclaim an armistice – a
stunning concession for one sovereign state to make at the bidding of another.
But this was not enough for McKinley, who had his eyes set on bagging a few of Spain's
remaining possessions. On April 11, he delivered his war message to Congress, carefully
omitting to mention the concession of an armistice. A week later, Congress passed the
war resolution McKinley wanted.

In the Far East, Commodore George Dewey was given the go-ahead to carry out a
prearranged plan: proceed to the Philippines and secure control of Manila's harbor. This
he did, bringing along Emilio Aguinaldo and his Filipino independence fighters. In the
Caribbean, American forces quickly subdued the Spaniards in Cuba, and then, after
Spain sued for peace, went on to take over Puerto Rico as well. In three months, the
fighting was over. It had been, as Secretary of State John Hay famously put it, "a
splendid little war."
The quick US trouncing of decrepit Spain filled the American public with euphoria. It
was a victory, people believed, for American ideals and the American way of life against
an Old World tyranny. Our triumphant arms would guarantee Cuba a free and
democratic future.
Against this tidal wave of public elation, one man spoke out. He was William Graham
Sumner – Yale professor, famed social scientist, and tireless fighter for private
enterprise, free trade, and the gold standard. Now he was about to enter his hardest fight
of all.
On January 16, 1899, Sumner addressed an overflow crowd of the Yale chapter of Phi
Beta Kappa. He knew that the assembled Yalies and the rest of the audience were
brimming with patriotic pride. With studied irony, Sumner titled his talk "The Conquest
of the United States by Spain."
Sumner threw down the gauntlet:
We have beaten Spain in a military conflict, but we are submitting to be
conquered by her on the field of ideas and policies. Expansionism and
imperialism are nothing but the old philosophies of national prosperity
which have brought Spain to where she is now.
Sumner proceeded to outline the original vision of America cherished by the Founding
Fathers, radically different from what prevailed among the nations of Europe:
They would have no court and no pomp; nor orders, or ribbons, or decorations, or titles.
They would have no public debt. There was to be no grand diplomacy, because they
intended to mind their own business, and not be involved in any of the intrigues to which
European statesmen were accustomed. There was to be no balance of power and no
"reason of state" to cost the life and happiness of citizens.
This had been the American idea, our signature as a nation: "It is by virtue of this
conception of a commonwealth that the United States has stood for something unique
and grand in the history of mankind, and that its people have been happy."
The system the Founders bequeathed to us, Sumner held, was a delicate one, providing
for the division and balance of powers and aimed at keeping government small and
local. It was no accident that Washington, Jefferson, and the others who created the
republic issued clear warnings against "foreign entanglements." A policy of foreign
adventurism would, in the nature of things, bend and twist and ultimately shatter our
original system.
As foreign affairs became more important, power would shift from communities and
states to the federal government, and, within that, from Congress to the president. An
ever-busy foreign policy could only be carried out by the president, often without the
knowledge of the people. Thus, the American system, based on local government, states'
rights, and Congress as the voice of the people on the national level, would more and
more give way to a bloated bureaucracy headed by an imperial presidency.

But now, with the war against Spain and the philosophy behind it, we were letting
ourselves in for the old European way, Sumner declared – "war, debt, taxation,
diplomacy, a grand governmental system, pomp, glory, a big army and navy, lavish
expenditures, political jobbery – in a word, imperialism."
Already, it seems, the global meddlers had come up with what was to be their favorite
smear word: "isolationist." And already Sumner had the appropriate retort. The
imperialists "warn us against the terrors of 'isolation,'" he said, but "our ancestors all
came here to isolate themselves" from the burdens of the Old World. "When the others
are all struggling under debt and taxes, who would not be isolated in the enjoyment of
his own earnings for the benefit of his own family?"
In abandoning our own system, there would be, Sumner freely admitted, compensations.
Immortal glory is not nothing, as the Spaniards well knew. To be a part, even a pawn, in
a mighty enterprise of armies and navies, to identify with great imperial power projected
around the world, to see the flag raised on victorious battlefields – many peoples in
history thought that game well worth the candle.
Only – only, it was not the American way. That way had been more modest, more
prosaic, parochial, and, yes, middle class. It was based on the idea that we were here to
live out our lives, minding our own business, enjoying our liberty, and pursuing our
happiness in our work, families, churches, and communities. It had been the "small
policy."
There is a logic in human affairs, Sumner the social scientist cautioned – once you make
a certain decision, some paths that were open to you before are closed, and you are led,
step-by-step, in a certain direction. America was choosing the path of world power, and
Sumner had little hope that his words could change that. Why was he speaking out then?
Simply because "this scheme of a republic which our fathers formed was a glorious
dream which demands more than a word of respect and affection before it passes away."
First published by the Future of Freedom Foundation (1995).
Reprinted from Mises.org.

The Ideal of Intellectual Freedom
by Richard A. Widmann

The recent passing of my friend Bradley Smith this past February stirred many
memories of the work that we did together.1 While we met face-to-face only once, we
shared many hundreds (thousands?) of emails and countless phone calls. One project
that we enthusiastically worked on together led ultimately to the creation of
Inconvenient History in the summer of 2009. The ideas that led to the publication of this
journal resulted from work and experiences from more than ten years prior.
The original idea was for a print journal entitled The Revisionist and the year was 1998.
It was an exciting time for revisionism, but there was also a sense that something was
missing. While the major revisionist websites had all been in full operation for a few
years (CODOHWeb, VHO, Zündelsite, and the Institute for Historical Review), printed
publications still seemed to be an important ingredient in the serious documentation of
the case for revisionism.
At the time and for about 17 years prior, this space was filled by The Journal of
Historical Review (JHR) published by the Institute for Historical Review. The JHR
would continue publication until 2002, but already in 1998 it was clear that the Journal
was not what it used to be. Perhaps the fracture with Willis Carto and Liberty Lobby
contributed to the declining quality, perhaps it was other reasons altogether.2
Nonetheless, in 1998 new revisionist voices were being heard throughout Europe and on
the Internet, but rarely were they published in the JHR. Even big names like Germar
Rudolf and Carlo Mattogno rarely found their way into the pages of the JHR. New
names like Samuel Crowell would have to wait years before being picked up by the
JHR.3 I myself had submissions rejected. In the place of the cutting edge, the JHR’s
pages were often filled with reprints by Revilo P. Oliver, Joe Sobran, and on one
occasion even Mark Twain. My intent here is not to disparage the JHR or the editors and
writers who contributed to its publication, but only to provide insight into my thinking at
the time.

First prototype cover for The Revisionist No. 1 circa 1998 with typed note to Bradley
Smith.
Source: The Widmann Collection.
The most significant competition to the JHR at the time was the new publication of
Willis Carto, The Barnes Review (TBR). While TBR always looked nice and was
published on time, the articles covered a very wide array of subjects, from antiquity to
the modern day. Again, cutting-edge Holocaust revisionism rarely was featured in its
pages. In fact, TBR did not publish an issue entirely dedicated to the Holocaust until
2001. The articles were generally written by a small cadre of Carto loyalists who were
far from the cutting edge of what was happening in revisionist research at the time. Since
the split with the IHR in 1994, most key figures in the revisionist movement sided (at
least initially) with the IHR and were rarely if ever mentioned, never mind published, in
the pages of TBR.
The one shining star on the scene of published revisionist scholarship was the new
German language journal of Germar Rudolf, Vierteljahreshefte für freie
Geschichtsforschung (VffG), which appeared on the scene in March of 1997. Indeed,
VffG was everything I was looking for in a revisionist journal; interesting wellreferenced articles, cutting-edge scholarship; high quality publishing. The one obvious

issue was that VffG was available only in the German language.

Second prototype cover for The Revisionist No. 1 circa 1998.
Source: The Widmann Collection.
While it was clear that a publication of the size and quality of VffG in English was
beyond our means, a publication of fewer pages could indeed be produced featuring
similar cutting-edge works in English by those voices that were rarely heard outside of
the Internet. In February of 1998 I created a sample cover and faxed it with a brief note
to Bradley Smith:
Bradley – Idea is for a CODOH [Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust] journal. I based the layout on the old Ayn Rand journal, The
Objectivist. I would like it to be the same size and quality as your
Confessions Part One of the Second Enlarged edition. Glossy cover, booklike inside. I figure that we could print 1,000 copies. Maybe we could
publish it 3 or 4 times per year. I would love to do this.
Bradley responded, “The Revisionist. First reaction. I LOVE IT.”

Third prototype cover for The Revisionist No. 1 circa 1999 with handwritten page
numbers.
Source: The Widmann Collection.
Over the next few months the idea evolved. Bradley was more interested in what he had
dubbed “The Campus Project” and his efforts to get the word about the Holocaust
controversy out to students, who he believed were more intellectually honest and open to
new ideas than most others including their professors. Rather than creating a publication
for the revisionist community as I had originally envisioned, The Revisionist would
become a vehicle to support the Campus Project. In addition, Bradley decided that he
would give away 90% of every issue for free. In “A Note from the Publisher” in the first
issue Bradley explained:
My idea – we’ll see how it works – is to print The Revisionist in the least
expensive way – in this instance on newsprint – print as many copies as I
can raise funds to pay for, and distribute them at no cost to those people
who I believe have the most open minds and who are most willing to defend
and even promote the ideals of intellectual freedom and a free press—
students.
I will send TR to editors at college and commercial newspapers, to

journalists on and off campus, academics, particularly in communications
and history, and university presidents and others in administration. But it is
students as a class who are the key to this project. It is among students
where intellectual freedom is taken most seriously. It’s clear that we cannot
depend on the professorial class to protect the ideal of intellectual
freedom…4
Bradley continued explaining his plan to disseminate revisionism on campus,
The simplest, and least expensive, way of reaching students with TR is to
distribute it free as an insert in college newspapers on college campuses. To
distribute 5,000 copies of The Revisionist in The Princetonian, say, might
cost about $500.
The first university to accept The Revisionist was Hofstra, where 5,000 copies were to be
included in their newspaper the Chronicle. Needless to say, there was quite an uproar
when university officials became aware of what had happened.

The Revisionist No. 1, November 1999.
Source: The Widmann Collection.

By January of 2000 a second issue was assembled by a small band of volunteers
supporting Smith and me including Editor George Brewer and columnists Bill
Halvorsen, Ted O’Keefe, Fritz Berg, and Ernest Sommers. As more and more schools
accepted the magazine as an insert, the furor on campus escalated. Teachers and students
set fire to The Revisionist No. 2 at St. Cloud University. A professor was quoted in the
St. Cloud Chronicle cursing us, "May their myths burn in the fires of Hell!" Ironically,
that issue featured my article, “How Fahrenheit 451 Trends Threaten Intellectual
Freedom,” a widely distributed article arguing against censorship and the stifling of
scholarship.5 Such was the success of Issue No. 2 that a second printing was created
and labeled “The Campus Edition.”
In March of 2000 the final issue No. 3 was published and distributed. Thousands of
copies of each issue of The Revisionist were distributed on college campuses. The
impact of the magazine insert was that hits on the CODOH website skyrocketed. Bradley
announced to readers of Smith’s Report that documents were being accessed at a rate of
15,000 to 20,000 times daily.6 By the end of the 1999-2000 academic year Bradley had
distributed 42,000 copies of The Revisionist on campus.7

With basically the same content as The Revisionist No. 2, January 2000, the format of
the Campus Edition was narrower allowing it to better serve as an insert for student

newspapers.
Source: The Widmann Collection.
Through all the ruckus and success of The Revisionist, No. 3 would be the last to be
physically printed. The costs were too high, financial backers were too few; there was no
way to continue publishing a free magazine. Bradley would change tactics and revert to
small ads to be published in college newspapers. The success of his ever-changing
tactics is the story for another day and another article.
While the “project” on campus had run its course, The Revisionist had sufficient life in it
to keep going for quite some time. Editors and writers had been assembled and they still
believed in what we were doing. There was still a sense that a quality revisionist journal
in the English language was lacking. Today it might seem obvious, and yet at the time it
was quite innovative, that The Revisionist could be published in an on-line format. The
cost would be negligible. In addition, students could be directed to the main URL of The
Revisionist in low-cost ads.

The final print issue of CODOH's The Revisionist No. 3, March 2000.
Source: The Widmann Collection.

Beginning with No. 4 in Spring of 2000 and running until No. 13 in 2002, The
Revisionist would continue to publish cutting-edge revisionism, reviews, and
commentary by a variety of revisionist authors. Another 87 articles would be written and
published before The Revisionist published its final on-line issue. By late 2001 chief
editor George Brewer had departed along with many key columnists. I picked up the
chief editor role for the final three issues. With fewer and fewer writers, The Revisionist
appeared to have finally run its course.
The vacancy in revisionism that The Revisionist was attempting to fill was still there
however. By early 2003, the gap in published English-language revisionist scholarship
was even larger than it had been five years earlier. The JHR was now defunct and even
new on-line scholarship in English seemed to be waning.
In February 2003, like a phoenix, The Revisionist rose up again. Now under the
editorship of Germar Rudolf, a new journal was born. In its latest evolution, The
Revisionist featured 120 pages of scholarship much in the style of the German-language
VffG.
Germar Rudolf’s The Revisionist would continue through September 2005 when it was
forced to cease due to ongoing prosecution and persecution of Germar Rudolf.8 During
this dark time of increased legal action and imprisonment of revisionists and censorship
of their ideas and publications, it was clear that yet another reincarnation was needed.

Germar Rudolf's first issue of The Revisionist February 2003.
Source: The Widmann Collection.
Modeled on the short-lived on-line journal The Revisionist, the first ideas for
Inconvenient History were developed. Having learned from the experience, and with a
new primary focus on countering the increasing battle against intellectual freedom,
Inconvenient History was launched in the summer of 2009.
Taking our name from James J. Martin’s book, The Saga of Hog Island and Other
Essays in Inconvenient History, we sought, and continue to seek, to revive the true spirit
of the historical revisionist movement. Today, as I write these words seven years later, it
is clear that my words from my first editorial published in the first issue of Inconvenient
History still ring true.
Cutting through the exaggerations, lies and propaganda of the Holocaust
story has to be the starting ground for any contemporary revisionist. The
territory is plagued with the minefield of charges of “Holocaust denial,”
“racism,” “anti-Semitism,” and “neo-Nazism.” Despite the persecution and
insults, revisionists understand that the myths of the Holocaust have
smothered out a proper and accurate understanding of the Second World

War.9
While the fight for intellectual freedom is without a doubt a noble cause, it does at times
feel like a lonely tilt at windmills. In fact, the image of Don Quixote was so striking that
webmaster David Thomas used Pablo Picasso’s famous rendering as an image
throughout the old CODOH website. It was always amusing to imagine Bradley tilting at
windmills with several Sancho Panzas by his side. That image is no longer featured on
the CODOH website because officials representing Pablo Picasso demanded that it be
removed or significant penalties and legal action would be taken.10
There are days when I am doubtful that Inconvenient History will last another year, or
even another issue.11 But I am strengthened by the knowledge that great causes and
great ideas must always find a way. They will evolve, they will sometimes even die and
rise from their own ashes, but they will always live on. I recall a line from the graphic
novel turned action movie, V for Vendetta:
Did you think to kill me? There's no flesh or blood within this cloak to kill.
There's only an idea. Ideas are bulletproof.
Not only are ideas bulletproof, but they are fireproof and flame retardant as well. Let this
be a lesson to all would-be apprentice book burners and censors and especially the
misguided professors and students of St. Cloud University who attempted to prevent the
free exchange of inconvenient ideas by burning The Revisionist so many years ago. It is
to their disgrace and futility that I dedicate this issue of Inconvenient History.

Notes:
1

See my article, “Remembering Bradley R. Smith,” in Inconvenient History Vol.
8, No. 2, Summer 2016. Online: http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive
/2016/volume_8/number_2/remembering_bradley_r_smith.php

2

See George Michael, Willis Carto and the American Far Right (Gainesville, Fla:
University Press of Florida, 2008) especially Chapter 16 “Internecine Battles:
The Struggle with the IHR.”

3

Crowell first appeared in the JHR Vol. 18, No. 4, July / August 1999 with his
article, “Wartime Germany’s Anti-Gas Air Raid Shelters: A Refutation of
Pressac’s ‘Criminal Traces.’” The article was available on-line through
CODOHWeb as of 23 March 1997. The article even appeared in German
translation in the December 1997 issue of VffG nearly 18 months earlier than the
JHR’s version.

4

Bradley R. Smith, “A Note from the Publisher,” The Revisionist No. 1,
November 1999, p.26.

5

For more on the burning of The Revisionist on the campus of St. Cloud State
University, see Smith's Report No. 68, April 2000. My anti-censorship article
featured in that issue was published by several different sources. Most
importantly it was included in Readings on Ray Bradbury Fahrenheit 451 as part
of the Greenhaven Press Literary Companion to American Literature series.
Online: http://codoh.com/library/document/995/

6

Smith’s Report No. 66, December 1999, p. 1.

7

Smith’s Report No. 69, June 2000, p. 2.

8

In 2005 Germar Rudolf was separated from his wife and child by US
Immigration authorities and deported to Germany where he was imprisoned on
account of his book Lectures on the Holocaust that he had published that
summer. For a full account see Germar Rudolf, Resistance is Obligatory
(Uckfield UK: Castle Hill Publishers, 2012).

9

Richard Widmann, “The Challenge to Revisionism,” Inconvenient History Vol.
1, No. 1, Summer 2009. Online: http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive
/2009/volume_1/number_1/the_challenge_to_revisionism.php

10 The Don Quixote image is now broadly available on the Internet. For example,
see Wikipedia at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Quixote_(Picasso)
11 When we first announced our publication, friend and editorial advisor Arthur
Butz said he doubted that we would last a year. We are pleased to have made
him wrong on this occasion (perhaps he is, too).

Tickling the Dragon | CODOH
by Ezra Macvie

Look Who's Back! Constantin Film. 116 minutes
He/it is the most-delicate subject in Germany, perhaps even the world, at
least since the time he was alive (1889-1945). This is more-so in
Germany, the country whose government he controlled in the last 12
years of his life, than anywhere else. In Germany, many (dozens?) are in
jail or have paid ﬁnes for saying he was great, or even for saying he was
just like the rest of us. It is, of course, a crime in law-laden Germany to
say just about anything nice about der Führer of the German
People/Empire.

Look Who’s Back doesn’t say anything especially nice about <the
subject>, but it says nothing worse about him than that he would shoot
a little dog tugging at his pants leg—on-camera at that. And his shooting
of that dog, in fact, was his character’s undoing, at least until … I’m
going to stop right here, to avoid spoiling it for readers who haven’t
seen it yet. The original, “real” Hitler is credited with having killed far
more than just a little dog, and in that he conducted wars, the charge is
undeniable, and ironic in the case of this ﬁlm, in which the poor dog is
his only victim.
The ﬁlm is, in fact, not about Hitler. It is about societal stresses, perhaps
the kind, broadly speaking, that gave the man with the narrow mustache
his opportunity to wield what might have been the world’s mostformidable military machine for a time that seems brief in retrospect.
Germany today, more-so even than at the time (2014) the book was
written, is beset by immigrants who scoﬀ at (or otherwise overcome)
such immigration controls as happen today to be held very dear by a
large class of voters in the United States. Germany’s government, then
as now, welcomes these immigrants and even showers them with
beneﬁts whose cost is borne by German taxpayers, not all of whom
necessarily wish to see these extractions from their products so
expended.

Heinrich Knirr – "Führerbildnis" (1937)
By Heinrich Knirr (1862-1944) (http://www.dittatori.it/fotohitler2.htm)
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
The portrayal, and the dramatic situation, are nimbly arranged, as is
obligatory under a regime (still that of the Allies whose conquest was
completed in 1945) that makes it a crime to say anything good about

National Socialism or any of its central ﬁgures. That this book (there
was a book, by Timur Veres) can have eluded the censors’ knives is a
tribute to the author’s deftness in treatment of his ostensible subject,
and that the movie derived therefrom can have reached such peaks of
popularity as it has reached is a tribute to … what? Nostalgia for
National Socialism? For Adolf Himself? For some sense of security
within national borders such as presidential candidates today promise to
American voters?
No matter. The desire for cultural continuity, for semblance of today to
yesterday, for security, is present in every people, in every place, in
every time. But what may be done, to whom, where, and why, to assuage
this universal hankering that every one of us can feel in our “broader”
(or narrower) moments, that is the question pointed at by this otherwise
light-hearted narrative.
It is not a comedic subject, yet the ﬁlm here reviewed so dances about
the artifacts of an episode not-so-long past that it makes its point very
visible to anyone who might engage both his mind and his heart in the
contemplation that … it gives pause.
After this pause, there remains the question, what would, or should “we”
do to “preserve” “our” heritage, whom should we do it to, and how
should we do it? Maybe none of us should do anything. Maybe anything
“we” might try to do, by certain means (government, violence) will end
up hurting “us” more than it helps “us.” And then there is what all this
might do to “them.” And ﬁnally, exactly why? Because of nostalgia? The
fear of change? A fear of disempowerment, of becoming subject to an
alien regime, in some profound way diﬀerent (more oppressive?) than
the one(s) we have known, whether happily or otherwise? Such matters
rarely attract sober contemplation, to say nothing of penetrating selfexamination.
The movie oﬀers no answers to these questions, but it might arouse the
questions at least in the thoughtful. It could even, in those accustomed
to noting the corrosive inﬂuence of empowered elites (such as
governments everywhere ineluctably engender) on societies that might
at least prefer to let matters take their own course, rather than
encouraging them in one disruptive direction or another by the taxation
of the value produced by workers and subsequent disbursal of said value
on projects that attract immigration by outsiders, such as welfare, aid to
“refugees,” free medical care, even promotion of “diversity” racial,
religious, or even sexual-orientation in society.
This is the reaction of a libertarian reviewer, who intrudes his (my)
values upon what otherwise might be a straightforward description of a
very entertaining movie with special appeal to viewers with some
historical sensibilities. But that is exactly what this “review” is: my
reaction. If you, dear reader, are in sympathy with the values I here
espouse, read on and accept what I write. If you, in this particular or
that, are not, then discount or reject what I write that oﬀends your
sympathies and glean what you can (if only by inverting) from what I
write and decide to see (if you haven’t already) or not see the movie; the
fulminations of one with whom you violently disagree can be quite as
informative, can they not, as those of someone with whom you agree.

Hitler happened, and continues to happen today, if not in Germany, then
elsewhere in a thousand manifestations and historico-cultural contexts.
Hitler was no more than a manifestation not of leadership, but of
followership, something rather as much afoot in today’s world as in
yesterday’s, and day-before-yesterday’s.
We each, all and every one of us, seek salvation, if not from the
government, then from religion, or some other group movement. Maybe
we should. But perhaps it would end up better for each of us, if not all of
us, if we sought salvation from within ourselves. Our own thoughts. Our
own beliefs. And our own prescriptions for improving things—these, one
might hope against hope—to be freely communicated among ourselves,
one to the other, and from the other to another, one by one.
Would chaos result from this? Possibly. But chaos might indeed be better
than what we’ve endured until now. It’s not hard to imagine.

David v. Goliath: Irving v. Lipstadt (London, 2000)
by Jett Rucker

Acknowledgment: I wish to thank David Irving for a prompt and thorough response to
my request that he review a draft of this article for accuracy. He pointed out several
areas of misstatement or neglected points, and this permitted considerable improvement
to the article. An identical request made at the same time to Dr. Lipstadt remains
unanswered at press time.
A movie (Denial) came out September 30 that represents a 2000 trial in London in
which not-Holocaust-revisionist David Irving sued author and subsidized “professor”
Deborah Lipstadt for writing in her 1993 book Denying History that David Irving was a
“Holocaust denier.” The book, having been published in the United Kingdom, became
subject to British libel law, which imposes upon the author and publisher of the book the
duty of proving the truth of their statements as regards any person suing them for libel—
that is, the promulgation of false information concerning the libeled party.
If Irving could in any way be called a mercenary, then he was a mercenary to the reading
public: his writings to 2001 had gained him great fame and following on matters having
to do with World War II and Britain’s role in it as it pertained to Germany, a country in
which the young (British) Irving had spent a good deal of his time, the while learning the
language of the people who lived there.
Lipstadt, on the other hand, had earned masters and Ph.D. degrees in religion at
Brandeis1 University and subsequently, at the University of California at Los Angeles,
had been denied tenure. So she (or the Dorot Foundation that funds her chair) moved her
situs to Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, whose eminent domicile she has eversince claimed, and which has ever-since cloaked her partisan agenda under the mantle of
“professor.” That she is on the faculty of the Religion Department rather than of the
History Department has evidently not impaired her image as a historian in the slightest.
All this may or may not be seen as having influenced the Queen’s Court in the
adjudication of this case. But of course, Britain’s own governmental apparatus might be
seen, by the jaundiced among us, as decisively influenced by Jewish interests, then as
now.
Regardless, the matter continued apace. Irving gathered his recollections and papers
together. Lipstadt and her publisher gathered theirs. And what recollections and papers
they had, or produced for the occasion!

David Irving arrives at court
Photographs from Focal Point Publications [http://www.fpp.co.uk/Irving/photos
/index.html
The defense hired phalanxes of eminent and would-be-eminent scholars onto its team,
which ultimately encompassed dozens of ambitious “scholars” eager to get on the
bandwagon heading toward victory. By the end, they ran up a bill of some $13 million in
(no-doubt-generous) payments to this mercenary army.
Why, and how, would the defense have done such a thing? Did they really think the
matter at hand was worth such an expenditure? Were they indeed willing to devote such
sums to the Defense of History? Well, it certainly made Penguin look good, at least to a
certain lobby, and … it subjected Irving (remember David Irving, the plaintiff?) to an
enormous risk: the risk that under English law, if the verdict should go against him,
Irving, the plaintiff, must pay the costs that Penguin and Lipstadt (remember Lipstadt,
the defendant?) incurred in the course of their defense.
Irving, Brit that he is, had sought to exploit peculiarities of English law against his
defamer that weren’t available to libellees in the United States, where Lipstadt’s book
had first been published. But it had, indeed, been published in the UK as well, and that
gave him his opportunity. Under English law, an accused defamer must prove the truth
of his defamation in order to defend against a libel suit. English law, ironically, turned
out to be Irving’s undoing. It was another characteristic of this body of law, known
worldwide as “the English Rule,” that enabled the defense side to turn a shield into a
devastating sword. This, precisely, was the rule that the loser in the action (Irving) had to
reimburse the winner’s (Lipstadt’s) costs in defending the action.
The (financial) damages Irving sought were paltry indeed compared to the financial
holocaust that ensued from his juridical initiative: a mere £500, to be donated to a fund
in memory of his late daughter, Josephine. This was tempting for the co-defendant,

Penguin Books, who was, after all, running a business rather than pursuing a cause, and
they wanted to settle with Irving. But Lipstadt, Holocaust Warrior that she is, would
have none of this, and threatened to sue Penguin if they entered into any such settlement
of the suit. Maybe Penguin didn’t quite appreciate the influence Lipstadt and her tribe
exerted over the English judiciary. That is, after all, a Top Secret. Either way, it worked
out well so far as the verdict was concerned, and the liability for the costs, too, but it
would appear Penguin was left holding the bag for five digits of US dollars, all for Dr.
Lipstadt’s cause. Maybe her Dorot bankrollers picked up some of this tab—strange and
wonderful are the flows of money that fund Zionist causes, and we hoi poloi shall never
uncover the mysteries thereof.
The English Rule, of course, is meant to discourage frivolous, or vindictive, actions at
equity. But the Lipstadt/Penguin team, somehow (“the fix is in”?) figured that their
expenditures on “defense,” even if not ultimately collectible, could so financially cripple
Irving that neither he nor any other soldier who might take his place in the ranks of
Holocaust dissenters would dare to complain, in any forum of “justice,” about anything
said of him or her by the other side. Penguin, of course, faced this very same stacked
System of justice in the action threatened against them by Lipstadt.
It worked. The Court ruled against Irving and assigned to him the burden of paying
Lipstadt/Penguin (or should it be, Penguin/Lipstadt?) the $13 million they had expended
on defending their case. Suffice it to say, no title of Deborah Lipstadt’s today in print
bears the imprint of Penguin Books; they’ve lost quite enough already in their forays
with Dr. Lipstadt. Perhaps they wish to return to publishing, leaving aggressive lawfare
to other entrepreneurs.
The message is clear for all to behold: don’t tangle with those (and we all know who
they are) who command the heights of the System. Not only will you be thoroughly
smacked down, you will be eternally ruined in your professional and financial life.
David Irving joins the ranks of martyrs that today encompass many names known to
those who have plumbed the mendacious depths of what passes for Holocaust
Knowledge, including Norman Finkelstein2 (author of the magisterial The Holocaust
Industry), Nicholas Kollerstrom (historian of science who dared to interpret the findings
of chemist Germar Rudolf regarding cyanide traces in the walls of concentration camps),
Jean Plantin, Robert Faurisson, Joel Hayward, Ernst Zündel, Horst Mahler, Sylvia Stolz,
Ursula Haverbeck, Eric Hunt, Siegfried Verbeke, Germar Rudolf himself, Roger
Garaudy, Paul Rassinier, Wilhelm Stäglich—the names go on and on, my own (real)
name down around the bottom of the list.
David Irving knows well who rules us, through the System that rules us. The rest of us
might take the lesson he learned so hard, to heart. It will cost us far less than it has cost
him—unless, of course, in an unguarded moment of resisting it, we might expose
ourselves to a fate such as he has suffered.
And if we any of us does, we shall have whatever consolation is to be had from joining
the list above of true martyrs to justice and truth. May our blood melt their swords to
rust.

Notes:
1 Named after Louis D. Brandeis, first Jewish member of the Supreme Court of the
United States.

2 Finkelstein is not a Holocaust revisionist in the strict sense—his crime was to
expose the financial machinations that power the Holocaust industry, and he has
been amply punished for this crime.

Deborah Lipstadt and the Ruling Discourse on
Holocaust Studies
by Bradley R. Smith

With the renewed interest in Deborah Lipstadt due to the release of the film Denial, we
have chosen to include this article by the late Bradley R. Smith. Smith comments
extensively about Lipstadt’s anti-revisionist book, Denying the Holocaust and especially
the vitriol that Lipstadt unleashed on him for his work to introduce college students to
revisionism. Smith included this article in The Revisionist Campus Edition in 2000. The
article later served as Chapter One of his book, Break His Bones: The Private Life of a
Holocaust Revisionist.
For ten years and more I suppose I have been the most visible Holocaust revisionist
activist in America. I'm very far from being the right person for the job. The most visible
revisionist activist in America should be a scholar and someone who is passionately
interested in the literature.
I'm very far from being a scholar and I find the literature to be a real yawner. At the
beginning of course it was awfully shocking to discover that it has not been
demonstrated that the gas chamber stories are true. What I couldn't get out of my mind
however was not the apparent fact that there had been no program for the mass gassing
of Jews, thank God for that as they say, but how urgently intellectuals argue against
intellectual freedom on this one issue.
Even in the early 1980s I had only a casual interest in the historical record. What held
my attention was what I perceived to be the challenge of finding a way to convince the
intellectuals, and the media intellectuals, that revisionist research should be judged on its
merits, as I presumed they judged all other historical research. I see now I presumed
much too much. These days, as students display a growing interest in an open debate
about the Holocaust controversy, the intellectuals increasingly display signs of bad
temper and even hysteria.

Bradley R. Smith (18 Feb 1930- 18 Feb 2016)

Professor Deborah Lipstadt, the leading voice representing the Holocaust industry in
academia, has chosen to single out the work I do on college campuses for special
attention in her much-praised book, Denying the Holocaust, The Growing Assault on
Truth and Memory. There she devotes a 26-page chapter to what she sees as "The Battle
for the Campus," writing plaintively that: "Colleagues have related that their students'
questions are increasingly informed by Holocaust denial:"
How do we know that there really were gas chambers? What proof do we
have that the survivors are telling the truth? Are we going to hear the
German side?
Now there's a real scandal for you! Some students are no longer willing to accept on
faith what their professors assure them is true about the gassing chambers, but want to
learn what the evidence demonstrates. They suspect that while most survivors speak
truthfully about their wartime experiences in the camps, some do not. Where do students
get such ideas? There are even students who want to hear the "German" side to the
Holocaust story. Unbelievable!
The Deborah Lipstadts of the world must be asking themselves what in hell is going on?
They've run the Holocaust show on campus and in the media for so many years they see
these signs of student curiosity and principle as the outbreak of some dreadful
intellectual pox. I see them as the cure to one. The Lipstadts write about the "terrible
harm" such questions can do. I ask why such questioning does not measure the good
health of the culture?
Professor Lipstadt is no shrinking violet when it comes to arguing against intellectual
freedom. She even has the brass to argue against "light of day," the concept that false
statements and even false ideas can be exposed as such by flooding them with the light
of free inquiry and open debate. She writes:
[I]t is naive to believe that the 'light of day' can dispel lies, especially when
they play on familiar stereotypes. Victims of racism, sexism, antisemitism,
and a host of other prejudices know of light's limited ability to discredit
falsehood.
What does Lipstadt believe will dispel lies and discredit falsehood? Night? How many
victims of racism, sexism and antisemitism speak against light in favor of suppression
and censorship? I wonder how Jews felt about "light" in pre-war Nazi Germany? Early
on the Nazis moved against Jews in the arts, against Jews in publishing, against Jews in
the universities—all places where traditionally light is so highly valued. The Nazis had
views about light in the 1930s that are similar to those of some professors today. Light
for the Nazi-minded, darkness for everyone else. In the long run, light might not have
made any difference for German Jews, but when you look at the record you find that
when Hitler began to deny light to Jews, the Jews began to leave Germany. Those Jews
understood the necessity of "light." Those who didn't soon found out what it meant to
live in darkness. Without tyranny, human life is full of light.
The problem for the Lipstadts is that light is there for all of us without fear or favor. It is
no respecter of persons. Just as the sun shines on the good and the bad alike, light
refuses to choose sides. Historians who ask it to, betray their professional ideals and the
ideal of light itself. It's Lipstadt's need for guarantees from light that causes her to argue
against this great ideal of Western culture. We all have to be willing to accept what light
illuminates. I admit on principle I might be wrong about the gas chambers, to say
nothing about a lot of other stuff. Nevertheless, here I am, looking for ways to encourage
intellectuals to encourage intellectual freedom with regard to the Holocaust controversy.
I don't care anymore who's right or wrong about the gas chamber stories. I'm fishing a

bigger lake.
My friend William called from Chicago to ask how the video project on Auschwitz is
going. William is one of my volunteer advisors. I told him there had been too many
production problems and I'd had to lay it aside. I said I was going to concentrate on
finishing the book manuscript.
"Is that the manuscript you've been talking about the last two or three years?"
"Has it been that long?"
"This is bad news. This is really bad news."
"What are you suggesting?" I said. William is one of those very sincere men who wears
his thoughts on his sleeve. You always know what he's suggesting.
"What I'm suggesting is you're very mistaken if you think people are interested in
reading about your inner life as a Holocaust revisionist. Nobody wants to read about
you, Bradley. Are you listening to me? Your personal life is a bore. People are interested
in their own lives. The only interesting thing you've ever done is revisionism and you
don't want to write about that. You want to write about your feelings. Can't you
understand how childish that is? I have that first little book you published, what's it
called? It's unreadable. Do you understand what I'm saying? It's a miracle you've been
able to accomplish anything at all for revisionism."
"I understand what you're saying. But some people like the way I write. A writer can
only have his own audience."
"I don't know who the hell you've been talking to. Listen to me. Let me tell you what
your problem as a writer is. I'm telling you this as a friend. As someone who's interested
in the work you're doing. Your problem is that you write like a sixty-year-old teenager."
"Sixty-four."
"What?"
"Sixty-four, William. I'm sixty-four now."
"Oh."
After a moment William said: "Is that a joke? I know how old you are. What the hell are
we talking about here? Are we talking about something serious? I'm worried, Bradley.
It's no joke that revisionism's got you for its point man."
When I found out that something was wrong with the gas chamber stories I was fifty
years old. By the time you're fifty you've been around the block a few times. You've
come to believe you're finished with fear, for example, yet here it was again. In a certain
way, it was the fear that held my attention. I quickly lost interest in "survivor" yarns
about gassing and torture and how good and innocent Jews are compared with Christians
and everybody else.
Instead, I was intrigued and maybe a little obsessed with how afraid I was of
admitting—of confessing I might even say—that I no longer believed. I had lived most
of my adult life among Jews and with Jews, and some of us were terribly devoted to one
another. When I realized I was going to go against the gas chamber stories, a terrible
tumult entered my life because I understood many of my friends would feel I was going
against them too. It was in that place that fear grasped me and held on.

I could have dropped the story and gone on my way, but when you write the way I write,
the stories you dread most are the stories you are most obligated to pursue. My sense of
things was that I had to risk friendships, even risk my family. I had to risk the contempt
of my peers and the ostracism of a community and society, which would judge my
doubting to be despicable. Nietzsche writes some place that we all work out of our
weaknesses and I suppose that's what I did. In my anxiety and fear I decided to take on,
not the gas-chamber story itself, but those who run the story as if it were their private
franchise, who condemn those who question it. Those who have the power to destroy
many of those they condemn.
The ruling discourse in America, and indeed the West, demands that the Holocaust story
remain closed to authentic debate. The Holocaust happened. Revisionists say it didn't.
For that reason all worthy persons and particularly intellectuals—who are all worthy
persons by definition—favor the suppression and even censorship of revisionist theory.
Meanwhile, because over the last half century the story has been revised so much, it
becomes increasingly difficult to say exactly what the Holocaust was. That's where I saw
my role. I fell into it like a blind man falling down a well. All I could see was the taboo
that protected the story from real examination. How could anyone put his finger on what
the thing itself had been if it was taboo to talk about it freely—really freely? I would be
the one then, the blind man said, to help start the discussion going.
I didn't know how to get it going. Not knowing what to do, I did everything. One-on-one
discussion, newsletters, radio talk shows, newspaper articles, television interviews,
books, public speaking, print interviews, video tapes. You name it, I tried it. I became a
one-man band. Dr. Franklin Littell, professor of religion at Temple University in
Philadelphia and a Holocaust scholar himself, refers to me as a "malicious burst of
energy" and compares me to "the adversary who wanders to and fro in the earth and goes
up and down in it."
Friends tell me this is an insult. I think maybe it's something more subtle. I'm being
compared to one of the great innovators in the Judeo-Christian tradition. Wanders to and
fro in the earth and goes up and down in it? All right. Maybe I see what he's getting at.
There's a whole world down there I didn't know existed. Dr. Littell's thoughtful
observations on my character and movements illuminate the learning gap that exists
between highly educated, professional Holocaust scholars on the one hand and exconcrete contractors on the other.
When you express doubts which others believe are evil, and which in fact may cause
many individuals to suffer and to feel diminished and perhaps even humiliated, you have
an obligation to act out of a good conscience and to value what can be called right
relationship. Which means I must be a good man or the mischief and grief I cause by
saying I doubt what I doubt will be gratuitous. What does it mean to be a good man? I
have only the foggiest notion. It would seem to me as a writer, however, that it would
include being willing to say publicly I do not believe what I do not believe, particularly
when what I no longer believe relieves another people, in this instance Germans, of the
moral burden of a specifically horrendous crime I no longer believe they committed.
When my first essay advertisement, "The Holocaust Story: How Much Is False? The
Case for Open Debate," appeared as a full-page ad in the Daily Northwestern, an article
responding to it appeared in the Daily written by Peter Hayes, an associate professor of
history and German with a special interest in Nazi Germany. Titled "Some Plain Talk
about the Holocaust and Revisionism," Hayes's article is a paint-by-the-numbers
example of how your typical Holocaust historian reacts when faced with even the
simplest text challenging what he wants his students to believe.

I note his response here, not because it proved to be unique in any way, but because it
was the first to reply directly to one of my ads, and because it proved to be a textbook
guide to the subjective life of those academics who are willing to betray light.
When this newspaper printed Bradley Smith's advertisement last Thursday it
fanned not one, but two, gathering controversies on campus. The first
concerns our knowledge about the Nazi massacre of the Jews of Europe.
The second centers on the policies of the Daily itself.
Surprisingly perhaps, the first issue is far easier to clarify than the second.
Of course, there's been no suppression of free inquiry into the Holocaust. It
is precisely because of extensive and vigorous research by bona fide
scholars over the past three decades that we know not only several of the
facts that Smith manipulates in his ad, but also a good many that he does not
want you to believe.
There's no point in writing more here about the factual deceptions and
distortions in Smith's ad.
[....]
No point in writing more about the factual deceptions in my ad? Which factual
deceptions? For a moment I felt I must be blind to something your average Northwestern
professor could see at a glance. Was there a misstatement of fact in my text or wasn't
there? We all have our own way of looking at things, but this thing was not clear to me.
How do you describe an intellectual environment in which an historian can write there is
no point in writing more about factual deceptions in a specific text when, as a matter of
fact, he hasn't written anything about them at all? However you do describe it, you
should include the word vulgar.
Professor Hayes's article on my article continued for another seventeen paragraphs.
He avoided the temptation of attempting to reveal an error of fact in what I had written
but charged me with "deception," "manipulation," "distortion," "ignorance," "nastiness,"
"dishonesty," "duplicity," "maliciousness," "tastelessness," "conspiracy mongering,"
"promoting implausabilities," "promoting anti-Semitism," "spreading disinformation"
and the one I still like best, "brow beating academics." I would not have
thought, considering the bold language the professor used, that he would have mentioned
that last one.
Revisionist theory isn't wrong about everything, and there's the rub. Revisionism is
simply a criticism of published academic writings on the Holocaust story. I take it as a
given that revisionist research is wrong about a lot of things. The problem the professors
face is that if they point out where revisionists are wrong, the professors are left with
what's left over—with what revisionists are right about. This is a conceptual tragedy for
your average academic. In each case where the revisionist is right, a bunch of academics
are wrong and would have to fess up to being wrong, to having been wrong for a long
time—and to having been stonewalling about being wrong. It would then become clear
that while the good guys are right most of the time with what they publish on the story,
the bad guys are right some of the time.
After the ad ran in the Daily Targum at Rutgers University, the New York Times ran an
editorial on the controversy, as well as several news stories, letters to the editor, and a
dumb opinion piece by two Rutgers professors. It also assigned a reporter from its San
Francisco bureau to drive down to Visalia with a cameraman to do a profile on me. I
expected the worst but I liked the reporter, Catherine Bowen. She's a big hearty woman

with a big hearty laugh. A photo ran with her story showing me gesticulating
dramatically, giving the impression I actually believed what I was saying. Bowen
informed me she is a specialist on the White separatist movement in the Northwest. She
said she'd interviewed all those guys, in prison and out. She said every racist and antiSemite in the Northwest knows who I am and all about the work I do.
"Is that right?" I said.
"Do you keep up with the people in the movement?"
I understand she's fishing, but then, I'm here to be caught. I tell her a lot of those people
contacted me when I first started doing revisionism but over the years they'd all dropped
me. "I'm not anti-Jewish, so that was a big strike against me. My family is Mexican, so
the racialists see me as a race traitor, and I don't have any guns so the militias and the
anti-ZOG forces are convinced I have no sense of honor."
"Three strikes and you're out," Bowen says laughing:
"I suppose so. I think the movement people think I'm a pantywaist."
"That's exactly what they think," Bowen says laughing heartily. "They think you're a
pantywaist.
Her photographer thinks my being a pantywaist is funny too but it's Bowen's laugh that
rings in my ears. Maybe it's because she's a lady. You can laugh at being called a
pantywaist when a man says it because you have a choice what to do about it, but when
a lady laughs about something like that you're kind of helpless. So I remain quiet. I'm a
good sport about it. When the movement people read this they'll say, "Of course Smith's
a good sport. Smith has no sense of honor."
When William Blake writes that Jesus acted on impulse, not from thought, he means that
Jesus's actions did not depend on his being obsequious before the ruling discourse of his
day. Of course in Blake's view Jesus was good all the way through so his impulses were
good so his acts were good. It pleases me to think that Jesus acted on impulse and not by
the rules, because I think when push comes to shove that's what I do and that throws me
in with good company. How good I am is another question. It's not one I can pass
judgment on. Actually I think I'm a pretty swell guy. One irony here about impulse is
that the professors can be seen to be acting on it too. They dismiss revisionist theory
with a wave of the hand, holding that there can be no debate about the gas chambers
because there can be no "other side" to the story. Only their side. Maybe it was
something like this 200 years ago that drove Blake to conclude that education is the
work of Satan.
It's simply a core belief among our intellectual classes that the Germans killed millions
of Jews and others in gassing installations. Entire classes of intellectuals have become
True Believers. I understand it can be argued that I'm a true believer too—in intellectual
freedom. I can't prove that intellectual freedom is better than tyranny. It's something I
want. That's the long and short of it. I doubt many things that others believe. No one can
keep me from doubting, but I crave the freedom to be allowed to express my doubts to
others.
This isn't an argument over natural rights. I don't want to make intellectual freedom a
plank in a party line. Intellectual freedom is not primarily a political issue or even an
intellectual one. It's a spiritual issue. You either desire it or you don't. You either want it
for others as well as for yourself or you don't really want it. They say Buddha said that
desire is at the root of all pain. I'm willing to go with the pain. My desire is the

foundation of whatever arguments I make to convince others that intellectual freedom is
better than tyranny. First the wanting, then the argument. The other way around and it's
mere thinking.
One day I ran across an article about mad poets in the New York Review of Books. Not
poets who are annoyed. Crazy ones. I have some interest in poetry, and an intermittent
interest in madness. Professor Charles Rosen of the University of Chicago wrote the
article. Early this year I submitted a second full-page advertisement to a student
newspaper on that campus, The Chicago Maroon. You can see the coincidences
gathering themselves together here. This ad was titled "The Holocaust Controversy: The
Case for Open Debate." In the end it was suppressed so Chicago students didn't get to
read it, but the word had gotten out on campus about the text of the ad and there was a
big stink about it.
So one afternoon I was in the mall here drinking a diet Pepsi and reading Professor
Rosen's discussion of madness in English and Continental poets from about 1750 to
1850. It looked as if half my favorite poets from the period were goofy. At the same
time, Rosen noted that madness is oftentimes a matter of social convention and that
social pressure oftentimes determines whether or not you will be certified as a lunatic. It
is not clear, he writes, that those men with their visions were any more insane than the
people today "who believe that no one was gassed at Auschwitz."
What was this? Was Professor Rosen talking about me? It's come to the place where
professors can't make mention of Mayan cenotes, bureaucracy during the Sung dynasty
or a lunatic English poet without introducing some fatuous reference to Auschwitz. I
read someplace fifteen years ago that there were already 200,000 bibliographical
references to Auschwitz, and that was before the professors really got cooking. I suppose
Auschwitz will start popping up in new editions of Grimm's collected tales for first
readers.
Despite the obstacles and the longing for night so prevalent in the universities with
regard to Holocaust studies, I've been able to create a tremendous free-press scandal
throughout the academic community. My ads call attention to revisionist theory on one
campus after another across the nation. My second article, "The Holocaust Controversy:
The Case for Open Debate," has run as a full-page ad at Michigan, Duke, Cornell,
Rutgers, Ohio State, Georgia, Vanderbilt, Louisiana State, Howard, Arizona, Montana
and at half a dozen others. Howard is the largest Black university in the country. When
the ad ran at the University of San Diego, the president of that Catholic institution
ordered special agents to fan out over the campus and confiscate every copy of the paper
still available and destroy it. Prospective entries for a new Catholic Index perhaps?
When the New York Times ran its snooty editorial on my ad, asserting it was trashy and
barren of ideas, it nevertheless affirmed, "When there is free expression, even the ugliest
ideas enrich democracy." How do ugly ideas enrich democracy? Professor Lipstadt
found the answer at The Harvard Crimson and took the trouble to repeat it in her
Denying the Holocaust.
In one of the most unequivocal evaluations of [Smith's] ad, The Crimson declared it " . .
. utter bullshit that has been discredited time and time again."
So there we have it—light on the one hand and bullshit on the other. The yin and yang of
intellectual freedom. What browbeaten professors and far-too-elegant editorial writers at
The New York Times find ugly is actually part of the process of fertilization when open
debate is allowed. Of course, everything new and daring looks bullshit-ugly to those
who have something to lose from the new and the daring. When you live in a farming
community like ours, you learn to appreciate the necessity for light and fertilizer both.

Together they're what make the grapes grow. They make the white blossoms appear on
the fruit trees.
Yousof, another of my volunteer advisors, says serious people don't take me seriously
because my writing reveals my lack of a university education.
"You missed something by not going to school," he says. "It shows in everything you
write. Your thinking is disorderly and incomplete. How can anyone who is well-read
take you seriously? You don't understand the logic of language. You have no formal
intellectual training. Educated people understand that when they read you. When you
write about the Holocaust from an intellectual perspective they know you're in over your
head."
It's obvious to me Yousof has his finger on something. There's plenty missing here. More
than he suspects maybe. But this is the hand I was dealt. We can't all be scholars. Most
of us aren't. Many of us never went to school at all. When my father-in-law finished the
first grade in a Mexico City grammar school, that was it for him. He had to get a job.
Nevertheless, ordinary people everywhere feel committed, in the context of their own
lives, to right action and right relationship. These are no more and no less than the first
responsibilities intellectuals bear, in the context of their lives. I have found everywhere
that ordinary people sense it is good to be truthful, generous and open-minded and that
it's base to be deceitful, uncharitable and bigoted. With respect to the Holocaust
controversy, I don't know of a single intellectual elite that has not betrayed those simple
standards.
Occasionally one of my revisionist colleagues will speak to me of honor and urge me not
to allow my enemies to insult and ridicule me without striking back. Honorable men feel
it's degrading to be ridiculed and insulted. I've come to see something of the comic in it.
That's how low I've sunk. When I was a kid it made me angry to be insulted or treated
contemptuously, but the older I grow the more difficult it is for me to feel offended by
anything said by anyone. One of my problems is that I don't have enemies. Many people
think of me as their enemy but I see those persons as potential friends with whom I
disagree on a few matters. Maybe if I had been to university I'd be able to relate to them
in a more mature way.
Ramana Maharshi advises going at this matter very differently, but he's a Hindu so you
have to cut him some slack. He says he doesn't care why an insult hurts, he wants to
know who it is who believes he is being hurt. It doesn't do to tell the Maharshi it's you
because the Maharshi will ask you who you are and you won't be able to tell him—not to
his satisfaction anyhow—and after a while not to yours either. That's the theory. I think
there's something to it.
I can still see (who am I?) the television images of the monks in Saigon sitting on the
sidewalk setting fire to themselves. They weren't laughing or cracking jokes but they
weren't complaining either. They were protesting what they held to be unacceptable
behavior by those who had chosen to rule them. I detest complaint but I admire protest.
One of the many reasons Adolf puts me off so is that he was a truly chronic complainer
(many "survivors" resemble him in that way). I don't think he ever would have been a
happy camper, but if he'd chatted up the Maharshi every now and then (their lives
spanned the same decades) maybe his own life and the lives of everyone in Europe
would have taken a different turn.
Debbie M. Price, a good-looking syndicated columnist writing for the Fort Worth StarTelegram, begins one of her columns:
From California it came, a voice of pure evil, whispering gently,

persuasively into the phone . . . . on the very day President Clinton
dedicated the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, here was this voice, this
man, Bradley Smith. . . .
Now that's a terrific lead. Her prose goes downhill after that opening paragraph, but I
have a soft spot in my heart for anyone who'll kick off a column the way Debbie kicked
that one off. I've gotten clippings of it from newspapers all over the country. A voice of
pure evil. That's something. Secular journalists are joining Christian scholars to elevate
me to extravagant heights of influence. Still, it makes sense. When you find yourself
identified with the One who wanders to and fro inside the earth and goes up and down in
it, a voice of pure evil comes with the territory. What I need to know is, when I come up
to the surface to chat with Texas journalists, where is my point of entry? If the time ever
comes when I have to make a run for it, I'd like to know where the devil the hole is.
It's six o'clock in the afternoon on the last Sunday in May. A surprise storm has covered
the valley with dark heavy clouds. I'm in the patio behind the house checking the air in
the tires on Marisol's bicycle. The front one is low. I hear thunder, a sudden wind blows
through the plum trees, then the first drops of rain fall heavily on the patio roof. Fat
water drops splatter the concrete walk that leads around the side of the house. I sit on the
saddle of the metallic-red girl's bike and watch the rain shake the plumtree leaves and
listen to it fall on the corrugated plastic above me. When it stops I pedal over to Mooney
Boulevard to the gas station where I use the air.
I wait out another squall beside the pumps, then start pedaling toward downtown-toward
the Main Street Diner and Bar. I might make it before it rains again, I might not. Since
coming to Visalia I've been drinking Bass Ale but the last time out after I drank a few
Basses and left the Diner and was pedaling back along Locust—I don't know how it
happened—I fell off the bike into the gutter in front of the Tulare County Escrow Office.
From now on when I'm riding the bicycle, no more Bass Ale. Today I'll drink something
lighter. Maybe a few Becks Clear. Nearing downtown I cut across Noble and coast over
the Locust street bridge across the sunken freeway. I look east up the freeway past where
the concrete goes out of sight and beyond to the mountains and there, where the clouds
have blown apart, I can see the first ranges of the Sierra Nevada beneath a pure blue sky
and how their crests are covered with a fresh white snowfall. And then out of the blue as
they say, I hear a voice speak.
"The time is come for you to live a life of intellectual freedom, not argue for one."
I don't understand very well what the voice is getting at. But I'll think about it.

Holocaust Howlers | CODOH
by Ken Meyercord

Recently, the heartrending tales of a 95-year-old Pennsylvanian named Joseph Hirt were
revealed to be a hoax. Hirt claimed to have been kidnapped by the Nazis and confined in
Auschwitz. He illustrated his talks to high school audiences with a photo of an emaciated
concentration camp inmate he claimed to be himself. A knowledgeable teacher recognized
the photo as one of an inmate of the Dachau concentration camp and exposed other holes
in Hirt’s story. When confronted with his lies, Hirt said “I'm sick and I'm tired and I'm old
and I don't need this crap." In a comical unintended evocation of the slanderous
Holocaust-denier charge, Hirt’s nephew said of his uncle, “He's in complete denial.”1 The
blurring of memory with delusion is not uncommon amongst Holocaust survivors, and not
just nonagenarians.
Many of the outlandish tales embellishing the Holocaust story are roll-on-the-floor, sidesplitting howlers. It may seem in extremely poor taste to poke fun at aspects of the
Holocaust story, as I’m about to do, but if you find it so, don’t blame me. Blame those
who have appended farcical chapters to what is, at heart, a truly tragic story.
We begin with the Holocaust-denial laws so popular in Europe, which make it illegal to
question the orthodox storyline. Leading the inquisition is, not surprisingly, Germany,
which has fined and/or imprisoned dozens, if not hundreds, of heretics. As one wag put it,
“Today’s leaders of Germany want to prove they’re not the sort of Germans who lock
people up for writing books by locking people up for writing books.” And what do the
German authorities do with the books written by convicted Holocaust deniers? They burn
them (Welcome to the Dark Ages!).2
But the Oscar for Best Comedy in Heresy Suppression goes to France, whose Holocaust
denial law makes it a crime to contradict the findings of the Nuremberg tribunal. At
Nuremberg it was claimed that soap was made from the fat of Jewish corpses, but Peter
Black, senior historian at the United States Holocaust Memorial and Museum, says “It
didn’t happen…. even experimentally.”3 He’d better not say that in Gay Paree or he could
be accused of contradicting what Supreme Court Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone called a
“high-grade lynching party”4 and end up in jail.
Many people find the jailhouse confessions of German prisoners proof of the veracity of
the Holocaust story. But consider the confession of a German soldier, Arno Düre, who
told Soviet prosecutors he had helped bury thousands of Poles executed in the Katyn
Forest Massacre. After the fall of the Soviet Union, the Russians, who blamed the
massacre on the Germans at Nuremberg, admitted they were the guilty party. No German,
including Herr Düre, was anywhere near.5 Many similar confessions by higher-ranking
Nazis have proven equally counterfactual.6
Not content with only coerced confessions to justify hanging Nazis, the liberators of the
Dachau concentration camp decided to create some physical evidence: they built a gas
chamber of their own. Presented as a real gas chamber to tourists for years (and
introduced into evidence as such at Nuremberg), the Dachau Museum later informed
visitors no one was ever gassed there.7 Less truthfully, they didn’t go on to explain why
it’s impossible for anyone to have been gassed in the showcase gas chamber.
The Dachau “gas chamber” is a room with a seven-foot-high ceiling in which are

embedded fake, sheet metal showerheads. Here’s a photo of it:8

Dachau Photo 1945: [Public domain]
Unfortunately for the fabricators, a congressional delegation visited Dachau just two days
after its liberation and they reported the room as having a ceiling ten-feet high protruding
from which were real brass showerheads.9 In other words, a room like this one (which is,
in fact, the shower room at Dachau at liberation):10

Dachau Shower room following American capture of the camp
Looks like somebody built themselves a gas chamber, doesn’t it, only it wasn’t the
Germans!
But what about the testimony of those who claim to have witnessed gassings, you ask?
Well, consider that for years a man named Martin Zaidenstadt, who claimed to be a
survivor of Dachau, regaled gullible tourists with tales of his having witnessed gassings at
the camp.11 Keep Mr. Zaidenstadt in mind whenever you hear eyewitness accounts, such
as the one about children being thrown on top once all the floor space in the gas chamber
had been filled by adults (featured on the website of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial
Museum),12 or the one about the condemned being given a “nice haircut” just prior to
being led into the gas chamber (featured in the acclaimed 1985 movie Shoah),13 or the
one about a young girl repeatedly swallowing the family jewels hidden in the hem of her
skirt whenever she feared she was about to be searched, then digging them out of her

poop and sewing them back in (in the video archives of Steven Spielberg’s Shoah
Foundation [“Shoah” is another term for the Holocaust]).14
Then there’s Misha Defonseca, who claimed to have run into the woods to escape the
Nazis and been raised by wolves. Who would believe such nonsense? Answer: lots of
people. The Romulus and Remus-inspired tale, recounted in her book Misha, received
wide acclaim (including an encomium from Elie Wiesel), was translated into 18
languages, and earned her millions (“There’s no business like Shoah business”) before it
was exposed as a fraud.15 The capper: Ms. Defonseca isn’t even Jewish!
Other frauds perpetrated on an unsuspecting public include Jerzy Kosinski’s The Painted
Bird, a bestseller of the 1960s also lauded by Wiesel;16 Fragments, by Binjamin
Wilkomirski, which won the Jewish National Book Award (not bad for a Gentile!);17 and
Angel at the Fence by Herman Rosenblat, which was hailed by Oprah Winfrey as “the
single greatest love story in 22 years of doing this show.”18 It all goes to show how
uncritically Holocaust stories are accepted out of respect for the real victims, except by
callous souls who find humor in human credulity (moi?).
Then there’s the testimony which is inexplicably absent. When Winston Churchill heard
during the war that the Germans had killed 1.7 million people in gas chambers, he
labelled it “the greatest and most horrible crime ever committed in the whole history of
the world.”19 But in his voluminous memoir of the war years he fails to mention any gas
chambers. Did “the greatest and most horrible crime” in human history slip his mind, even
when the final tally was said to be four times greater than what he had heard? Or, with the
liberation of the camps, did he realize the story was a myth, which he assumed would
someday be exposed (silly boy!), and he didn’t want to be seen by history as having been
duped. Nor does Eisenhower or De Gaulle mention gas chambers in their memoirs of the
war. Even Elie Wiesel, the P.T. Barnum of Holocaust huckstering, makes no mention of
gas chambers in his tone-setting Night, which chronicles his time spent in Auschwitz.
Not far from Steven Spielberg’s video trove of black comedy in Los Angeles is the
Museum of Tolerance, founded by Simon Wiesenthal. Several years back a well-versed
revisionist, David Cole, heard that amongst the museum’s displays was a film purportedly
showing Jewish kids being herded into a gassing van by grim-faced, rifle-toting Nazis.
Cole contends that no such homicidal vans existed (and, in fact, none has ever been
found), so he was curious where Wiesenthal had found the contradicting footage. Through
some diligent research, he found the obscure, fictional movie made in Poland from which
the scene was purloined. Further research led to the Polish producer, who was incensed to
learn the museum was showing his work without paying him a cent in royalties.20 I
suspect the museum is no longer showing that bit of “documentary” evidence.
Some attempts at finding physical evidence to back up the Holocaust story have proven
equally farcical. For instance, there’s the case of the Operation Reinhardt camps –
Treblinka, Sobibor, and Belzec. Supposedly, hundreds of thousands of Jews were gassed
and buried in mass graves, later disinterred and cremated in these camps (of which
nothing remained but empty fields at war’s end). Revisionists say “no way.” They contend
these “death” camps were actually transit camps, in which Jews being deported to areas
occupied by the Germans in eastern Europe were processed. Who’s right could be proven
quite simply by taking core samples to determine if the subsoil has been disturbed, i.e.,
pits were dug for burying the bodies. If pits, then death camps; no pits, then transit camps.
But the Jewish authorities won’t allow this simple test to resolve one of history’s great
mysteries to be performed.21 They did, however, allow an archeologist to do some
digging at Treblinka. She dug a pit about four feet by six feet using the best archeological
methods, expecting to find bones, teeth, ashes, and the like. She got down a couple of feet
without finding anything; then “Eureka!”, she struck pay dirt: a tooth!... a SHARK’S
tooth.22 So much for the archeological evidence!

One consequence of the history of the Second World War being reduced to little more
than a carnival House of Horrors is that even true believers get duped. An Israeli group
called “March of the Living,” which takes young Jews on tours of Auschwitz traumatizing them for life with the grimmest of fairy tales - includes in their promotional
material this photo of a pile of smoldering corpses:23

Dresden following the February 1945 Allied bombings
The tour organizers must have assumed any pile of dead bodies from the war era must be
Jews. In fact, the photo is of Germans killed in the Allied firebombing of Dresden in April
1945.24
Similarly, when Phil Donahue had two prominent revisionists on his popular talk show in
1994 (if only such could happen today on network television!), he used photos of the fake
gas chamber at Dachau to counter the revisionists’ claim that there were no gas chambers.
Donahue became so flustered when this was pointed out to him by one of the revisionists,
he revealed he didn’t even know if the photos were of Dachau.25
I’m sick of laughing at the farcical version of the Holocaust story. It’s time that tragic
event was given the honest, factual remembrance it deserves and to stop imprisoning
those who seek to tell the true story. It’s time to turn this tragicomedy into a bona fide
history lesson.
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Hugh S. Gibson, the First Holocaust Revisionist
by Jett Rucker

The Holocaust Hugh Gibson revised is not the National Socialist expulsion of Jews from
German society that began as early as 1933. The object of his revision began around
1919, upon the resurrection of a sovereign Poland in Central Europe in the aftermath of
World War I.
Although lacking the scope and magnitude of the vaunted German project that figured so
intimately in World War II, Gibson’s Holocaust was otherwise of striking similarity to
the later events that won the sobriquet, except for omitting then-just-defeated Germany
from the roster of villains.
Like Holocaust revisionists ever since, Gibson underwent threats of professional
destruction from highly placed Zionist agents very shortly after his first forays into
correcting the record on the subject of persecution and massacre of Jews in Central
Europe. He did not instigate his inquiry of his own accord. President Woodrow Wilson
appointed him America’s first ambassador to the fledgling Polish state in 1919 and sent
him off to Warsaw so precipitously that his appointment had not been ratified in the US
Senate, as is required for every ambassadorial appointment. Gibson at the time was a
respected, seasoned diplomat in the twelfth year of what turned out to be a long and
distinguished career in the Foreign Service.

Portrait of Hugh S. Gibson, date no later than 1922 [Public domain], via Wikimedia
Commons.
Poland itself was in great tumult, the underpinnings of government and order (suzerainty
by Germany in the west and Russia in the east) having suddenly been swept away. When
Gibson arrived and undertook the establishment of the legation from scratch, the
situation of the Jews of both halves of Poland caught his attention early on, not least
because he read atrocity stories in the American press from back home that manifestly
did not jibe with what he observed on the scene. This disparity so engaged him that he
personally undertook an assiduous campaign to investigate the matter further together
with Dr. Boris Bogen, general director of relief operations of the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee and other members of the legation staff. This he carried out not
only by traveling to places in Poland where atrocities had been reported, but also by
delving deeply into the historical context of the situation.
In the latter inquiry, he discovered ancient tensions between Jews and the Gentiles of
Poland and further concluded that the policies of the just-deposed suzerains effectively
aggravated these tensions, whether intentionally or otherwise. And he further found the
policies and practices of the Russian side of the equation considerably more
condemnable in this regard than those of the German side. The best description of the
situation then prevailing, and Hugh Gibson’s role in discovering and describing it at the
time, is Andrzej Kapiszewski’s 2004 Conflicts across the Atlantic: Essays on Polish-

Jewish Relations in the United States during World War I and the Interwar Years. A
2004 article in the semi-annual Studia Judaica by Kapiszewski presented Gibson’s
entire report under the title “Controversial Reports on the Situation of Jews in Poland in
the Aftermath of World War I” was once available to all on the periodical’s Web site, but
has since been taken down, along with that and previous years’ issues. My efforts to
learn the explanation for this have been met with polite dissembling.
Kapiszewski also describes at length a concerted campaign on the part of powerful
American Jews (Louis A. Marshall, Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter) to suppress and
stop Gibson’s authoritative reports on the situation that he rendered through customary
diplomatic channels to his superiors in the US State Department. These reports, of
course, extensively debunked the atrocity reports carried in the New York Times and
other outlets as grossly exaggerated or even fabricated, even while they did not at any
point deny that minor offenses, some including deaths on the part of Jews, indeed had
occurred and might occur in the future. Gibson’s extensive and detailed correspondence
on the subject is reproduced amply in Kapiszewski’s book.
Gibson seems at a number of points to have discovered, much to his surprise, that
Zionists such as Brandeis and Frankfurter were little if at all concerned with the welfare
of Jews in Poland and in fact favored adverse conditions such as might stimulate the
emigration of Jews from Poland to the United States, a goal of theirs that continued in
the policies and practices of Zionists in the later context of the German National
Socialist anti-Jewish policies of the 1930s and 1940s with a shift in destination from
America to Palestine.
All this so exercised the powerful American Jews mentioned that, in a meeting in Paris
of Gibson with Brandeis, Frankfurter and others, he was threatened with nonconfirmation in his appointment in the Senate hearing ahead. At that meeting or shortly
after it, it appears he arrived at some sort of accommodation with the king-un-makers,
and his confirmation was allowed to proceed without incident. Certain other influential
American Jews presumably opposed to Zionism such as Jacob Schiff and Boris Bogen
registered approval both of Gibson and of his reports on the situation in Poland.
The anti-Zionist Jew Henry Morgenthau headed up a commission first suggested by
Gibson to look into the situation over a period of two months in Poland in 1919, and its
findings1 were similar to Gibson’s. Whether any of these inquiries led to any sort of
corrective publicity in the New York Times and other media, I have not investigated, but
it would appear they did not, at least not in any substantial way.
Barbara Tuchman (who, unlike her co-religionist Lipstadt, was a true historian) once
wrote2 a passage that became known as Tuchman’s Law that bears on the reporting of
events such as anti-Semitic activity in far-off Poland. It goes,
The fact of being reported multiplies the apparent extent of any deplorable
development by five- to tenfold.
The pattern of the “Holocaust” that ended in 1945 was set as early as 1919, complete
with intervention at the highest levels of America’s government to punish persons whose
objective inquiry yielded information that disserved Zionist aims. Fortunately for
Gibson, it was not at that early juncture illegal to do as he so admirably did, as it is today
in nineteen countries. None of his extensive works since that time made any mention of
Jews, neither as a group nor as to any individual member of that group.
Especially in Poland, more and more of the related subject of the Holocaust becomes
illegal to discuss in any meaningful way every day. The criminalization of the present
subject would appear to be next on the docket if current trends continue. The other

countries (France, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Israel, etc.) may be expected to fall in
line in due course. Perhaps it might be effected by simply moving the beginning of the
Holocaust from sometime after 1933 back to 1919. Or even further.
I would like to acknowledge the kind assistance of Artur Markowski of Studia Judaica
in providing me a copy of Andrzej Kapiszewski’s 2004 article in his periodical, referred
to above.

Notes:

Lipstadt's Motivations and "ad Hominem" Attacks
by Germar Rudolf

This article originally appeared as Chapter 3 of Germar Rudolf's recent book, Fail
“Denying the Holocaust” How Deborah Lipstadt Botched Her Attempt to Demonstrate
the Growing Assault on Truth and Memory. The book may be purchased through
https://shop.codoh.com/book/427/439.

Revisionist Motives According to Lipstadt
I will here discuss some sweeping claims Lipstadt makes in her book about Holocaust
revisionists and their research in general. Such sweeping claims have to be wrong from
the outset, because there is no way every revisionist and every revisionist research
finding of the past, present and future can possibly fit her bill. Looking at the limited
scope of her book, which explores only a subset of revisionists and their research, any
sweeping claims are also disingenuous, because if it is unjust and prejudiced, for
instance, to conclude from the fact that some Jews are evil that all Jews are evil (or
otherwise lacking), the same is true for revisionists. So even if all the revisionists she
investigated and all of their works deserved her judgment, she could not possibly
extrapolate from this that all the individuals and all the research she ignored or wasn’t
even aware of fall into the same categories, though she obviously is eager to convey the
impression of total coverage on her part.
This is not to say that Lipstadt’s assessments are always wrong. That has to be assessed
on a case-by-case basis. Some of the specific charges made against individual
revisionists will therefore be discussed in the next chapter, case by case.
According to Lipstadt, Holocaust revisionism constitutes a “clear and present danger”
and a “serious threat” (p. xi, also p. 29) that can cause “terrible harm” (p. xix). At that
early point in her book, she does not specify what revisionism is a danger or threat to,
nor what harm it can do, as she does not support her claim. But she knows that
revisionists “must be taken seriously,” because “Far more than the history of the
Holocaust is at stake” (p. 17). The reader is again left to speculate what is at stake, as
Lipstadt does not elaborate. Later in her book, however, she gives us some clues, and I
will therefore return to this farther below.
In her introduction she writes on page xvii:
In the 1930s Nazi rats spread a virulent form of antisemitism that resulted in
the destruction of millions. Today the [anti-Semitism] bacillus carried by
these [revisionist neo-Nazi] rats threatens to ‘kill’ those who already died at
the hands of the Nazis for a second time by destroying the world’s memory
of them.
As emerges from several instances in her book, Lipstadt equates Holocaust revisionists
with “Nazis” and “fascists”:
[The deniers] are a group motivated by a strange conglomeration of
conspiracy theories, delusions, and neo-Nazi tendencies. (p. 24)

...at their core [the revisionists] are no different from these neo-fascist
groups. (p. 217)
Hence, in her introduction, Lipstadt equates revisionists with rats. Once the “Nazis”
equated Jews with vermin like rats, lice or bacilli. Lipstadt uses the same terms to
indiscriminately disparage all persons holding certain opinions she disagrees with. A
worse attack on the humanity of her fellow humans can hardly be conceived. This
sentence alone destroys her reputation as a scholar.
It goes without saying that for Lipstadt the opposite is true, for she claims that it is the
deniers who engage in ad hominem attacks on their opponents. To support her claim, she
relates the following fanciful story: (p. 27):
The deniers understand how to gain respectability for outrageous and
absolutely false ideas. The anthropologist Marshall Sahlins has described
how this process operates in the academic arena. Professor X publishes a
theory despite the fact that reams of documented information contradict his
conclusions. In the ‘highest moral tones’ he expresses his disregard for all
evidence that sheds doubt on his findings. He engages in ad hominem
attacks on those who have authored the critical works in this field and on the
people silly enough to believe them. The scholars who have come under
attack by this professor are provoked to respond. Before long he has become
‘the controversial Prof. X’ and his theory is discussed seriously by
nonprofessionals, that is, journalists. He soon becomes a familiar figure on
television and radio, where he ‘explains’ his ideas to interviewers who
cannot challenge him or demonstrate the fallaciousness of his argument.
Now, I have no doubt that some controversial professor in some field may have done just
that, but where is the evidence that any revisionist professor (or any other revisionist
scholar) has ever engaged in attention-seeking ad hominem attacks on those who oppose
him, leading those thusly attacked to respond? Again, no example is given, and no
source quoted. You just have to believe Dr. Deborah! I’m not saying she is necessarily
wrong. All I’m saying is that:
a) those living in glass houses should not throw stones; and
b) making sweeping accusations without proving them is profoundly
unscholarly.
On page 1 Lipstadt opines that “Holocaust denial is” an “antisemitic ideology” rather
than “responsible historiography.” It is a “purely ideological exercise,” and the
revisionists merely appear to be “engaged in a genuine scholarly debate when, of course,
they are not” (p. 2). Of course.
Arguing along the same line, she then states that the revisionists merely “camouflage
their hateful ideology” “under the guise of scholarship” (p. 3). Again, these claims are
not backed up with anything, just like the following accusation:
One of the tactics deniers use to achieve their ends is to camouflage their
goals. In an attempt to hide the fact that they are fascists and antisemites
[sic] with a specific ideological and political agenda—they state that their
objective is to uncover historical falsehoods, all historical falsehoods. (p. 4)
And it is only Dr. Lipstadt who can reveal the revisionists’ real agenda, because she can
read their minds, their hearts, their very souls, if any! But even if some revisionists have
the agenda she imputes to them, where is the contradiction to their claimed goal to

uncover historical falsehoods? Both can be true (and in some cases probably are).
More sweepingly still, Lipstadt claims on p. 18, presented again without any proof that
Holocaust denial is “a movement with no scholarly, intellectual, or rational validity.”
She characterizes revisionists as proponents of “pseudoreasoned ideologies” and opines
(p. 26):
They use the language of scientific inquiry, but theirs is a purely ideological
enterprise. […] the deniers’ contentions are a composite of claims founded
on racism, extremism, and virulent antisemitism.
Ok, let’s take a deep breath and look at this more closely: racism, extremism,
antisemitism. Later she even opines that revisionists “oppose” (p. 142) or even “hate”
democracy, which they want to weaken (p. 217), so we add democracy to the mix as
well. Don’t expect her to prove any of these sweeping claims, though, because she
doesn’t. Although it certainly is true that some individuals harboring revisionist views
adhere to some or all of these beliefs, Lipstadt assigns them to all revisionists without
distinction, and that’s simply a flawed, illegitimate, unscholarly way of arguing.
In addition, she once more abstains from defining the terms she is using, relying instead
on the negative associations people have with them. So before discussing her accusation,
allow me to specify how the terms should be defined, and, in contrast to that, how
Lipstadt uses them.

1. Extremism
The terms “radical” and “extreme” are frequently used interchangeably, although they
mean things quite different. Being radical means going to the root of something (from
Latin radix = root). In the political context it usually denotes someone who is unwilling
to compromise in pursuit of his goals, whatever those goals are. On the other hand,
extreme (from the superlative form of the Latin adjective exter = outside) denotes ideas
that are at a far end of a spectrum. In the political context it commonly refers to
individuals who are ready to violate laws in pursuit of their ideas.
In a certain way, scholars need to be radicals, because they ought to go to the root of an
issue, unwilling to make compromises in their attempt to uncover the truth. However,
they are not supposed to be extremists, willing to violate laws in pursuit of their goal.
The only permissible exception in this context is when the authorities illegitimately
obstruct the pursuit of the truth with censorship laws. In that case it is the authorities
who are going to illegal extremes by impeding freedom of inquiry, of information, and
of speech. Scholars violating such illegal laws in the honorable tradition of civil
disobedience are merely claiming what is rightly theirs. Even Dr. Lipstadt thinks that
outlawing historical dissent, as has been done by many European countries, is not a good
approach (pp. 219ff.).
Now, do revisionists violate laws (other than censorship laws)? Or do they advocate that
people do this? I know of not a single case. Does Dr. Lipstadt suggest they do? She does
not say so explicitly, but by claiming that revisionists plan on resurrecting fascism or
National Socialism, she implies just that, for those political ideologies have an
undeniable track record of violating their own countries’ laws in pursuit of their agendas.
Dr. Lipstadt does admit that the Institute for Historical Review (IHR), which once was
the flagship of Holocaust revisionism, “protested that it was not interested in
resurrecting any regime” (p. 142), but that won’t help, because Lipstadt knows it all

better: “the reality is quite different” (p. 143). I’ll return to her treatment of the IHR in
Section 4.5.
How liberally Dr. Lipstadt uses the term “extremist” can be seen when she discusses
U.S. writer Freda Utley. She introduces her by saying “Utley was an extremist.” No
proof given. You just have to believe it.
The politically correct online encyclopedia Wikipedia has the following to say about
Utley:1
Winifred Utley (London, England, January 23, 1898 – Washington, D.C.,
United States, January 21, 1978), commonly known as Freda Utley, was an
English scholar, political activist and best-selling author. After visiting the
Soviet Union in 1927 as a trade union activist, she joined the Communist
Party of Great Britain in 1928. Later, married and living in Moscow, she
quickly became disillusioned with communism. When her Russian husband,
Arcadi Berdichevsky, was arrested in 1936, she escaped to England with her
young son. (He [her husband] would die in 1938.)
In 1939, the rest of her family moved to the United States, where she
became a leading anticommunist author and activist.

Freda Utley
Read her entire biography on Wikipedia and you realize that she was anything but an
extremist. Just because Lipstadt doesn’t like that Utley revealed the crimes against
humanity committed by the Allied occupational forces in Germany during the first three
years after the war,2 she stigmatizes her. This is an utterly unwarranted ad hominem
attack.

2. Anti-Semitism
I hesitated to address this issue in the first place, because most people don’t want to hear
or read about it. But Dr. Lipstadt uses the terms “antisemitism,” “antisemite” and
“antisemitic” 182 times in her book, so on average almost on every single page of it.
Lipstadt’s book is even copyrighted by “The Vidal Sassoon International Center for the
Study of Anti-Semitism, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem,” according to the imprint.
Hence battling anti-Semitism is what the book is mainly about.
And where is the link? Well, on page 218 she is adamantly clear:
Holocaust denial is nothing but antisemitism.
Pretty much everybody she discusses, and every sincere dissent ever expressed about the
mainstream Holocaust narrative, gets hit with the accusation of being anti-Semitic.
There is therefore no way of dodging it, short of total acquiescence.
The accusation of anti-Semitism is one of the worst ad hominem attacks possible. It is
meant to disparage opponents by giving others the impression that they are morally so
depraved that even listening to them is beyond acceptable behavior. It’s the best strategy
Dr. Lipstadt can possibly come up with to immunize her pet theory from any critical
scrutiny. And she’s making ample use of it.
An anti-Semite is someone who dislikes or even hates people simply because they are
Jews. But that’s not the way it is frequently used. Criticizing aspects of the Jewish
religion, which is just as legitimate as criticizing Islam or Christianity, is also frequently
lumped into that category. The same happens to those who criticize Jewish power and
influence, although it is just as legitimate as criticizing Catholic, Muslim or White
Anglo-Saxon Protestant power and influence. The same is true for criticizing Zionism as
Jewish nationalism with at-times-racist excesses, which is just as legitimate as criticizing
any other form of nationalism resulting in unacceptable excesses. Yet anyone who
engages in these kinds of criticism of Jewish affairs has to inevitably expect to be
wrongly stigmatized as an anti-Semite. It’s a catch-all defamation designed to protect
Jewish and Zionist activities from any kind of scrutiny and criticism.
Although I have no doubt that there are revisionists who harbor anti-Semitic views (see
Chapter 4), that does not mean that all revisionists are anti-Semites. That would be like
saying that, because all squares are rectangles, all rectangles are squares. But that’s
exactly what Dr. Lipstadt is doing. Logic isn’t her strength, or else it’s a nuisance and an
obstacle for her agenda, so she discards it.
When I got involved in revisionism in 1989, first passively by reading some of their
works, then in 1990 also actively by doing some private research in an attempt to verify
some aspects of the Leuchter Report,3 Jews were merely the ancient Chosen People of
the Old Testament to me as a practicing Catholic, and also the heroes of the 1973 war of
the Arab nations against Israel. I remember reenacting that war as a boy with my brother
with our toy tanks. We beat the crap out of those evil Arabs! Other than that, I had no
opinion about them at all.
Then, as other revisionists learned about my research activities, one of them started
sending me “information” about the Jews. I was rather disgusted by what I thought was
anti-Semitic propaganda material, and I eventually threw it all away. It was only
sometime in 1992 that I started connecting the dots. I had seen the importance of
revisionism for German history all along, but only then did it dawn on me that it must
have an equally intense, although opposite effect on Jewish history.

It took the decision of a German court of law, however, to make me look into that issue
more thoroughly. It happened in 1995, when I was sentenced to 14 months’
imprisonment for my forensic research activities.4 In the verdict, the court called me an
anti-Semite, although I was utterly unaware of what that meant, apart from the obvious.
So I started to do some research into the history of and reasons for anti-Jewish
sentiments. That hasn’t made me an expert on this, but I know enough to be able to alert
the reader to two pertinent studies by an Israeli scholar and Holocaust veteran which I
can recommend, if the reader is interested in this issue.5
When reading these books, the reader will find out, probably to his surprise, that there
are actually plenty of rational reasons for opposing certain aspects of certain emanations
of the Jewish religion. Of course that does not justify hating people merely because they
are Jews, but if anyone wants to understand anti-Semitism which ultimately led to
Auschwitz, there is no way around addressing these issues.
All those who are not interested in learning about the history of and reasons for antiJewish sentiments have the right to remain ignorant, of course. Such deliberate
ignorance, however, can hardly be the basis upon which to judge other people and their
views.
Obfuscating the rational aspects for anti-Semitism is one of the things Dr. Lipstadt is
engaged in as well. In the introduction to her book she states that there is absolutely no
rational aspect to anti-Semitism (pp. xvii):
More important, we must remember that we are dealing with an irrational
phenomenon that is rooted in one of the oldest hatreds, antisemitism.
Although a sweeping statement like that is wrong, let me stress right away that the
actually existing rational aspects of anti-Semitism in no way justify what happened
under Hitler, whatever that was in detail. Depriving individuals of their civil rights has to
be based on their individual and proven guilt, not because their parents signed them up
for a belief system without their consent.
Finally, a remark is due about the so-called Protocols of the Elders of Zion. On page 24
Dr. Lipstadt writes:
The deniers’ worldview is no more bizarre than that enshrined in the
Protocols of the Elders of Zion, a report purporting to be the text of a secret
plan to establish Jewish world supremacy. The deniers draw inspiration
from the Protocols, which has enjoyed a sustained and vibrant life despite
the fact it has long been proved a forgery.
And on p. 164:
In fact, when it was originally published in France in the mid-nineteenth
century, Jews did not appear in the book at all. Only at the beginning of [the
twentieth] century was it rewritten with Jews as the primary culprits.
She brings up the Protocols six times in her book, proving her own obsession with it (pp.
24, 37, 136, 152, 164, 206). Now, I’ve been at the center of revisionist publishing efforts
since the mid-1990s, and not a single time did the Protocols show up in any context
whatsoever that I can remember. It’s simply not a topic discussed in revisionist
publications. Not even in discussions among revisionists, public or private, has it ever
come up that I am aware of.
In 1989, I accidentally ran into a German translation of the Protocols’ “original” novel

version of the mid-nineteenth century, as Dr. Lipstadt puts it, in which Jews are indeed
not mentioned at all. The book upset me, but since it was clearly fictitious with no
indication that any of its outrageous claims were true, I eventually simply threw it away.
Only later did I learn that a different version of this novel exists which claims to be a
real protocol by Jewish elders. I never read that, though, and I’m not considering ever
wasting my time on it either.

Carlo Mattogno’s booklet on the Protocols of the Elders of Zion.
I must admit, however, that the most-prolific revisionist author of the past 25 years, the
Italian Carlo Mattogno, wrote a paper about the Protocols in Italian in 2010, which was
reformatted into a book and republished in 2014.6 If you read Italian and want to spend
time on this, be my guest.
There is a concise definition of how the meaning of the term “anti-Semite” has changed
over the past century which I like very much:7
An anti-Semite used to mean a man who hated Jews.
Now it means a man who is hated by Jews.
That may not be true in all cases, but it sure hits the nail on the head when it comes to
Dr. Lipstadt’s attitude.

3. Democracy
Even though there are many intelligent critiques of democracy as a governmental
system,8 I have never seen any of them mentioned in Holocaust-revisionist publications.
Those deal with aspects of history, not political theory. There may be some individuals
among Holocaust revisionists who prefer authoritarian systems, yet at the same time
these individuals complain when their civil rights get curtailed by governments hostile to
their views. Well, you can’t have your cake and eat it too.
Essentially, what is important is not that a country’s system is democratic, but that
people are safe from arbitrary and unjust government actions. To give an example,
Hitler was elected democratically, and all the civil rights restrictions implemented in
Germany during the first four years of his administration were done perfectly
democratically. Had Hitler decided to let the German people vote again in early 1937, he
most certainly would have been re-elected, maybe with as much as 80% of the vote, as

popular as he was back then. The same would probably have happened in early 1941. So
what does that tell us about democracy?
To give another example, after the French revolution, France was formally a democracy
for a number of years. Yet it had no rule of law. At the same time, on the other side of
the River Rhine, there existed an absolute monarchy in Prussia which, however, was
governed by the rule of law where even the king had to submit to ordinary court
decisions. Hence people were much safer and better treated in monarchical Prussia
during those years than they were in democratic France.
Democracy is therefore not the issue. If a democratic majority decides to terrorize a
minority, that is still democracy, but it is not justifiable. What is needed is the rule of
law, the guarantee of basic civil rights, and the right of self-determination as one of the
most important aspects of international law (to prevent aggressions against domestic and
foreign population groups). How these legal frameworks are implemented is secondary.
Democracy may be the most reliable way of going about it, but as history shows, that is
not always true.

4. Racism
When I got into the internet dating scene in the early 2000s, I was struck by the dating
pattern most people exhibit. Match.com, probably the biggest dating website in the
world, allows you to state which ethnic group you would like to date, and your choice
can be seen by everyone. A survey showed that the vast majority of people prefer dating
within their own ethnic group. I observed the same pattern regarding people’s
preferences as to where they like to live. As I moved from one region to another during
my first six-year stay in the U.S., it became rather clear that people voted not only with
their dating patterns, but also with their feet. They want to be amongst their own kind.
Is that racism? If so, most of us are racists. But I daresay that this is not so. In fact, it is
normal to give preference to those you feel similar to. We feel closest, and prefer to be
surrounded by, our loved ones – family and friends. From there we have concentric,
growing circles of groups of people whom we feel closer to than to others, be they our
religious congregation, our neighborhood, our community, the town, county, state,
country we live in, our society, our culture, and so on. Ethnicity and race are just two
more of these circles, which aren’t always concentric but often intersect. It is therefore
normal for us to feel closer to people who are similar to us than to those that are more
different, whatever that difference is.
Having said this, feeling closer to one group of humans than to others does not imply
and most certainly does not justify that we denigrate, disparage or even mistreat
members of other groups. But that is what the term “racist” implies.
Now, being proud of your family and making sure it stays safe, giving it more of your
efforts and concern than you give to other families, is perfectly acceptable. Shouldn’t it
then also be acceptable to be proud of your own ethnicity or race, to make sure it stays
safe, to give it more of your efforts and concern than you give to other ethnicities and
races? I’m not saying it is anyone’s obligation to feel that way, but I find it perfectly
normal if people do feel that way and act accordingly. That’s not racism. That’s just our
nature. As long as we don’t abuse other ethnicities or races, or advocate or promote such
behavior, this should be within the realm of acceptability. This kind of attitude has been
called “racialism” to set it apart from racism, just like patriotism is set apart from
nationalism. Needless to say, some racists try to hide their attitudes by merely pretending
to be racialists, but I daresay that by sheer behavioral patterns, most of us are effectively
racialist without having a racist fiber in our bodies.

Lipstadt doesn’t bother defining the term “racism” as I have done here, setting it apart
from perfectly normal “racialist” behaviors. For her, this term is merely another way of
staging personal attacks on historical dissidents she disagrees with. It is nothing but yet
another tactical move to immunize her pet theory from public scrutiny. Her message is
clear: “Don’t you dare espouse revisionist views, or you end up as a social pariah by
being called an extremist, a racist and anti-Semite!”
Unfortunately, it works.

5. Conspiracy
Calling someone a conspiracy theorist is like saying that he’s kind of nuts and shouldn’t
be taken seriously. It’s an ad hominem attack, pure and simple. Lipstadt uses the term
conspiracy(ies) in her book 47 times.
Fact is that, whenever two or more people get together to hatch out a plan and to
implement it, they conspire. It happens all the time. It’s a standard feature of the human
existence.

The conspiracy theory that rivets thousands of engineers and architects: Was 9/11 a
false-flag operation?
Were the events of 9/11 a conspiracy of several Muslim terrorists with whoever
supported them, or of several government agents with whoever supported them? Both
are conspiracy theories. The difference is that the one is supported by the government
and the mass media, while the other is supported by thousands of independent engineers,
architects and scholars (see www.911truth.org). Only one of them gets stigmatized as a
nutty conspiracy theory, and that’s always the one the government and the mass media
disagree with.
That’s all there is to it. Just ignore it. Evidence matters, not name calling.

Revisionist Methods According to Lipstadt
Let’s move on to what Dr. Lipstadt thinks about the methods used by revisionists. On pp.
19f. she states that
at its core [Holocaust denial] poses a threat to all who believe that
knowledge and memory are among the keystones of our civilization.
On p. 217 she even claims that the revisionists’ objective is “the destruction of truth and
memory.” How is that? Knowledge of the truth and memory don’t always work in

tandem, because memory is notoriously fallible. But Lipstadt evidently wants her
readers to believe in the identity of “truth” with “memory,” for she frequently uses both
terms together, not just in the subtitle of her book (pp. xvii, 209, 216f.). She herself
acknowledges, however, that memory can be fallible, although she gives it her own twist
to make it fit into her agenda:
It is axiomatic among attorneys, prosecutors, and judges that human
memory is notoriously bad on issues of dimensions and precise numbers but
very reliable on the central event. (p. 134)
And guess how Lipstadt backs up this alleged axiom of the legal profession: not at all. It
is not only unsubstantiated but also wrong, as Elizabeth Loftus has demonstrated with
her vast research: human memory can be utterly corrupted in just about any regard. You
merely have to apply sufficiently suggestive techniques to achieve it.9 All this apart
from the fact that what people remember and what they tell isn’t always the same thing,
either.
Under these circumstances, source criticism of testimony is a very important hallmark of
scholarly works, particularly when the Holocaust is discussed. This is so because most
witnesses to this event are emotionally and frequently also politically heavily involved,
making it more likely than usual that they will “shade the truth.” In addition, ever since
the end of World War II the entire world has been exposed to a publicity and
increasingly also an educational campaign which inundates all of us with the tenets of
the orthodox Holocaust narrative. It therefore needs to be expected that survivors tend to
incorporate into their memory as their own recollection what we all “know” about this
event due to these campaigns. In fact, survivors find themselves under massive public
pressure to “remember” what everyone knows already anyway.
It is therefore true when Lipstadt writes on page 6 that
attacks on the credibility of survivors’ testimony are standard elements of
Holocaust denial.
Note the use of the polemical word “attack,” insinuating an aggression where there is
none, because critically analyzing the credibility of testimony belongs to the standard
repertoire of any serious scholar. That is exactly why revisionist works are more
scholarly – not to say, credible – in nature in this regard than their mainstream
counterparts which almost without exception take anecdotal evidence uncritically at face
value. In fact, Lipstadt admits that the mainstream narrative of the Holocaust relies
heavily on testimony (pp. 23f.):
Given the preponderance of evidence from victims, bystanders, and
perpetrators, and given the fact that the deniers’ arguments lie so far beyond
the pale of scholarly arguments […].
In her eyes, this reliance on testimony is so great that, once these witnesses will have
died, revisionism will be even more dangerous (p. 24):
[The revisionists’] objective is to plant seeds of doubt that will bear fruit in
coming years, when there are no more survivors or eyewitnesses alive to
attest to the truth.
This is a peculiar notion. If our knowledge of historical events depended on livingwitness testimony, anything longer ago than some 90+ years would become increasingly
blurred and uncertain. This is obviously not the case. In fact, the opposite can be posited,
as it will be easier for researchers to critically assess recorded witness statements once it

is no longer necessary to make allowances for the feelings of the witness generation.
And that is obviously what Dr. Lipstadt fears: that the revered witness generation will
lose its status as virtually untouchable saints. Like it or not, Dr. Lipstadt, the sooner this
happens, the better for historiography.
In the same vein, Lipstadt criticizes U.S. revisionist Dr. Arthur Butz for trying to “shed
doubt on the credibility of witnesses in general by declaring all testimony inferior to
documents” (p. 129). If we keep in mind the general hierarchy of probative value as
explained in Section 2.1., Point 5, that’s exactly what Butz, nay, what any serious
historian has to do if he wants to stick to scholarly criteria. Unless a document is nothing
more than a witness statement put on paper, in which case it has as much probative value
as any other witness statement, a genuine document is superior to testimony. Had
Lipstadt correctly portrayed the claimed “axiomatic” knowledge “among attorneys,
prosecutors, and judges” in this regard, she would have disclosed that this hierarchy is
(or should be) observed by all courts of law – and also by all historians.
What she does realize is that revisionist scholars approach the evidence differently than
what she and her colleagues from the mainstream do (p. 27):
Normal and accepted standards of scholarship, including the proper use of
evidence, are discarded [by revisionists].
I agree that everyone should use evidence properly. But what is “the proper use of
evidence”? She doesn’t say. Neither does she define what evidence is and how to use it
properly, nor does she make any reference to anyone else who does. Doing so would be
the proper, scholarly way. But then again, scholarship? Scientific method? What is that?
Ever heard of them, Dr. Lipstadt?
Holocaust revisionists follow what can be called the precedence of the archives, and in
keeping with the hierarchy of probative value as discussed in Section 2.1., Point 5, they
give an even higher precedence to material, physical, forensic evidence with all the
technology it involves. That is “normal and accepted standards of scholarship”
everywhere – except when it comes to mainstream Holocaust researchers, who turn this
pyramid on its head, giving witness statements priority over documents, and documents
priority over forensic evidence and technical arguments. Hence, the proper way of
putting it is:
Normal and accepted standards of scholarship, including the proper use of
evidence, are discarded by mainstream Holocaust researchers.

Jacques Baynac
In 1996, the French mainstream historian Jacques Baynac said the following about

this:10
For the scientific historian, an assertion by a witness does not really
represent history. It is an object of history [=requiring source criticism].
And an assertion of one witness does not weigh heavily; assertions by many
witnesses do not weigh much more heavily, if they are not shored up with
solid documentation. The postulate of scientific historiography, one could
say without great exaggeration, reads: no paper/s, no facts proven […].
Either one gives up the priority of the archives, and in this case one
disqualifies history as a science, immediately reclassifying it as fiction; or
one retains the priority of the archive, and in this case one must concede that
the lack of traces brings with it the incapability of directly proving the
existence of homicidal gas chambers.
Oh dear, Dr. Deborah is in trouble!
Having noted all this, it should be clear whose attitude is a real threat to “the keystones
of our civilization,” which are critical, reasoned thinking, not dogmatic belief in what
someone claims to be “memory.” Yet Lipstadt manages to turn it all upside down,
because after she has declared her fundamental opposition toward a critical, reasoned
scrutiny of what she claims to be “memory,” she claims that
denial of the Holocaust is not a threat just to Jewish history but a threat to
all who believe in the ultimate power of reason. It repudiates reasoned
discussion the way the Holocaust repudiated civilized values. It is
undeniably a form of antisemitism, and as such it constitutes an attack on
the most basic values of a reasoned society. Like any form of prejudice, it is
an irrational animus that cannot be countered with the normal forces of
investigation, argument, and debate. The deniers’ arguments are at their
roots not only antisemitic and anti-intellectual but, in the words of historian
Charles Maier, ‘blatantly racist anthropology.’ Holocaust denial is the
apotheosis of irrationalism. (p. 20)
Wow! So let me get that straight: Because we revisionists insist on an intellectual,
rational, evidence-based, reasoned investigation of the reliability of witness testimony,
we turn irrationalism into our god – because that’s what apotheosis means! And I
thought I was agnostic, but if Dr. Lipstadt says so, I must be wrong – of course! Who
needs any other proof!
Having proclaimed apodictically that revisionists are the paragons of irrationalism, she
again emphasizes that revisionism is “neither scholarship nor historiography” (p. 20),
which is why she chose
to eschew the term revisionism whenever possible and instead to use the
term denial to describe it. The deniers’ selection of the name revisionist to
describe themselves is indicative of their basic strategy of deceit and
distortion and of their attempt to portray themselves as legitimate historians
engaged in the traditional practice of illuminating the past.
Or maybe it’s the other way around: her choice of the term “denier” is her way of calling
the revisionists names in order to disparage them from the outset. It all depends on
whether Holocaust revisionism aka denial has any scholarly merit or not. In Lipstadt’s
eyes, though, this can’t be, because if it were, she would have to take their arguments
seriously and maybe even debate them, and that she categorically refuses to do:

Whenever the plans include inviting a denier I categorically decline to
appear [on TV talk shows]. As I make clear in these pages the deniers want
to be thought of as the ‘other side.’ Simply appearing with them on the same
stage accords them that status. […] Refusal to debate the deniers thwarts
their desire to enter the conversation as a legitimate point of view. (pp. xiii)
I explained repeatedly that I would not participate in a debate with a
Holocaust denier. The existence of the Holocaust was not a matter of debate.
(p. 1)
Toward the end of her book, she repeats her refusal to debate “deniers” and explains
again why (p. 221):
Not ignoring the deniers does not mean engaging them in discussion or
debate. In fact, it means not doing that. We cannot debate them for two
reasons, one strategic and the other tactical. As we have repeatedly seen, the
deniers long to be considered the ‘other’ side. Engaging them in discussion
makes them exactly that. Second, they are contemptuous of the very tools
that shape any honest debate: truth and reason. Debating them would be like
trying to nail a glob of jelly to the wall.
She said this attitude has resulted in revisionists accusing her of having a “lack of
tolerance for the First Amendment” and of opposing “free intellectual inquiry.” She does
not back up that claim, and I agree with her that this charge is unfounded. It’s her perfect
right not to talk to people she dislikes. She even has the right not to address arguments
she detests, which is exactly her approach (p. 28):
Time need not be wasted in answering each and every one of the deniers’
contentions. It would be a never-ending effort to respond to arguments
posed by those who falsify findings, quote out of context, and dismiss reams
of testimony because it counters their arguments. It is the speciousness of
their arguments, not the arguments themselves, that demands a response.
Again, she does not substantiate her various accusations at this point, but when
discussing certain revisionists later in her book, she brings up several examples, which
we will discuss later. For now, let’s assume for the sake of argument that some
revisionists have indeed “falsified findings” and/or “quoted out of context.” Would that
justify dismissing any and all revisionist arguments?
Putting the shoe on the other foot makes the answer to that question obvious: If I were
able to show that Dr. Lipstadt or any of several other of her mainstream colleagues has
committed the same unethical offenses, would that allow me to dismiss all the arguments
which mainstream Holocaust research has produced since the end of World War II? Of
course not.
As I pointed out in Section 2.1., Point 3, refusing to expose one’s own theory to serious
attempts of refutation is a hallmark of a pseudo-scholarly attitude. Refusing to take
opposing arguments into serious consideration sheds a bad light on those who do this –
not on the arguments they reject out of hand.
In addition, claiming that certain things are simply not up for debate is also a clear and
present sign of an unscholarly attitude, not to say sheer bigotry. Although Dr. Lipstadt
admits that there are many aspects of the Holocaust that are debated among mainstream
historians, she insists that
There is a categorical difference between debating these types of

[mainstream] questions [about the Holocaust] and debating the very fact of
the Holocaust.
Well, I hate to tell you, Dr. Deborah, but the freedom of hypothesis is a fundamental
principle of science. Just because you don’t like it doesn’t mean you can ignore its
existence and still claim to be a scholar. You have to make up your mind.
Apart from all this, Lipstadt’s warning that debating revisionists would improve their
public reputation is not at all self-evident. Revisionist writer Paul Grubach has explained
this in detail, which he has allowed me to reproduce here:11
Despite what Lipstadt writes, if hard evidence for the Holocaust is overwhelming and
the claims of revisionists ridiculous, to engage the latter in debate would not lend them
credibility and respect. Quite the contrary. Crossing swords with these “cranks” would
be a golden opportunity for Lipstadt to expose their alleged quackery and stupidity. Only
if revisionism has intrinsic validity will it gain stature by a public hearing. The Emory
University professor’s refusal to debate carries with it the implicit recognition that
revisionism has more legitimacy than she cares to admit.
Even if revisionism were pure balderdash, the public interest would still be served if it
were given serious attention in the mainstream media. The truth of the traditional version
of the Holocaust could be re-verified. Lipstadt has been quoted as saying that she is
“only interested in getting at the truth.”12 If this be so, then a more complete perception
of the truth would be gained in a public debate where her “Holocaust facts” clashed with
“revisionist fiction.”

Mark Weber
To put it bluntly, Lipstadt’s “justification” for refusing to debate is nothing more than a
conscience-salving self-deception designed to cover up her fear and insecurity.
The reader might now ask – what is the real reason behind her refusal to debate?
This question was answered in part on July 22, 1995, the day that revisionist historian
Mark Weber squared off against anti-revisionist historian Dr. Michael Shermer in an oral
debate on the Holocaust. Both sides were given a fair and equal opportunity to present
their case, as the audience had the opportunity to hear defenses of both the Holocaust
revisionist and the traditional view of the Holocaust.13

The debate was a disaster for the traditional view of the Holocaust. Weber made
Holocaust revisionism look too good and Lipstadt’s Holocaust ideology severely
deficient. Evidence that this is the case is suggested by the fact that some years after the
debate Shermer wrote:14
It is one thing to analyze the literature of deniers or to interview them face
to face; it is quite another process to confront them in a public forum, where
their skills at rhetoric and debate can trip up even seasoned scholars and
historians.
Indeed, to this day Shermer refuses to advertise the videotape of the debate in his Skeptic
magazine, and he never referred to it in his long analysis of Holocaust revisionism that
appeared in his bestseller, Why People Believe Weird Things.15 Although the force of
circumstance compelled Shermer to mention the videotape in brief passing in his
Denying History (p. 73), the reader is given no information on how to acquire it, which
suggests he and his colleagues don’t want people to see the video.

Dr. Michael Shermer
It is safe to assume that, if Dr. Shermer had scored a victory over Holocaust revisionism,
he and the Deborah Lipstadts of this world would be aggressively promoting the WeberShermer debate videotape.
The upshot of my argument is this. It is actually a potent testimonial in favor of
Holocaust revisionism that some of the major promoters of the traditional view of the
Holocaust like Deborah Lipstadt refuse to debate. It seems to be a tacit admission by its
most bitter opponents that Holocaust revisionism has more credibility than they care to
publicly admit.
Thank you, Paul! There is, by the way, a devastating revisionist critique of Shermer’s
book Denying History, which I can highly recommend.16 I’ll hand over the pen to Paul
Grubach again in a short while, but let’s conclude this section first before moving on.
In wrapping up her case against the revisionists, Dr. Lipstadt writes on page 217:
They attempt to project the appearance of being committed to the very
values that they in truth adamantly oppose: reason, critical rules of
evidence, and historical distinction.

Now, after all that I have explained so far, can you tell who exactly “They” are?

Deborah Lipstadt’s Motives and Agenda
On page 23 Dr. Lipstadt discloses the reason why she won’t take revisionist arguments
seriously by revealing why she considers revisionism a clear and present danger:
Before fascism can be resurrected, this blot [the Holocaust] must be
removed. At first [the deniers] attempted to justify it; now they deny it. This
is the means by which those who still advocate the principles of fascism
attempt to reintroduce it as a viable political system (see chapter 6).
Denial aims to reshape history in order to rehabilitate the persecutors and
demonize the victims. (p. 216)
So if you stop believing in homicidal gas chambers, you’re not only automatically a
racist, anti-Semite, extremist and neo-fascist who hates democracy, you are also a clear
and present danger to your country’s government, because you obviously plan to
overthrow it and replace it with a renewed Hitlerite dictatorship.
If that were true, I’d take up the fight on Dr. Lipstadt’s side!
But give me a break! Does she really believe this?
While there might be some who really think that’s the way the world could possibly
work, I don’t think any person who has not been conditioned to manifest Pavlovian
reflexes when certain terms are thrown into the debate should be able to realize that this
is a whole load of utter … Well, fill in the blanks yourself.
What Dr. Lipstadt does reveal here, however, are her own deep-seated political motives.
Most will consider them benevolent, but they remain political in nature, not scholarly,
and this should raise a red flag for all those who expect from scholars to do their job sine
ira et studio – without political anger and zeal. Dr. Lipstadt very obviously has written
her book while being full of anger and zeal.
The reader may wonder why Dr. Lipstadt inundates her opponents with pejoratives to
disparage them, and why she steadfastly refuses to enter into a scholarly debate with
them. Paul Grubach has given that question some thought and has allowed me to
reproduce the major part of his pertinent essay here:17

1. Hypocrisy on Zionist Politics
In order to understand the agenda and emotional driving force behind Lipstadt’s
behavior and public pronouncements, one has to know something about her intense
political sympathies.
Lipstadt points out that she is an “openly identifying Jew,” and owns up to an early
perception that her Jewish ethnic group is different from the surrounding non-Jewish
society.18
As a young child,” she reminisces, “I remember sensing that these Central
European Jewish homes, with their heavy, dark furniture and steaming cups
of tea accompanied by delicate homemade strudel and other distinctly
European pastries, were different from those of my American

schoolmates.19
She expresses pride in the fact that, early in life, she marched in solidarity with those
who wanted to implement Black-White integration policies in the United States:20
My mother and I marched in Harlem in solidarity with the BirminghamSelma civil rights protestors. We took a vicarious pride in the fact that Andy
Goodman, one of the civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi, had lived
down the block from us, and we always pointed out this building to visitors.
Early in life, she did not have a passionate attachment to Israel and political Zionism:21
In 1966, anxious to experience travel abroad, I made a relatively impetuous
decision to attend Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Though my family were
supporters of Israel, I was not driven by a Zionist commitment.
Yet, when she visited Israel for the first time, it was akin to a religious experience:
Going to Israel was not a purposeful choice but was to have a life-changing
impact.
In Lipstadt’s own words:
It was time to go ‘home’ [Israel]. Never before had I thought of Israel with
such emotion.22
The politics of Deborah Lipstadt are pervaded by a hypocritical double standard. She
actively worked to create a racially integrated, multicultural society in the United States.
And all throughout her books she pays lip service to “racial equality,” and ardently
condemns non-Jews who reject ethnically integrated, multiracial societies outside of
Israel. Yet, she most passionately identifies with Israel – an ethnically segregated society
whose government actively works to ensure Jewish supremacy and to destroy any
chance of an egalitarian, multiracial society from developing between Jews and Arabs.
Far from working for an integrated society in which Jews and Arabs function as social
and political equals, the Jews who founded Israel created a society in which Israeli Jews
dominate “Israeli” Arabs, a separate and unequal society in which discrimination against
non-Jews and Jewish supremacy are an integral part of the established social order.23
The late George W. Ball, a diplomat, international lawyer and statesman (a former
undersecretary of state in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations), described in stark
terms the racist foundations of the Jewish state that Lipstadt so ardently identifies
with:24
The Jewish plan for an exclusively Jewish state, free of the inconvenient
presence of native peoples, was scarcely new. Theodor Herzl [founding
father of modern Zionism] had laid out the framework for such a system in
1898, when he sought a charter from the Ottoman Sultan… One of the
provisions of that abortive charter gave the [Jewish Colonial] Society the
power to deport the natives, and Herzl sought such powers whether the new
Jewish homeland was to be in Argentina, Kenya, Cyprus or Palestine. The
Jewish Land Trust incorporated this doctrine in its rules, which designated
all of its properties exclusively for Jewish use and even prohibited the
employment by the Jewish tenants of non-Jews, thereby forcing such
persons to seek employment abroad.

Predictably, the Zionists ended up producing an Athenian democracy for Jews and
second-class citizenship or feudal servitude for non-Jews.25
Just recently, an important Israeli official made it perfectly clear that it was a goal of
Zionist policy that Israeli Jews in Jerusalem are to be segregated from Palestinian Arabs
in order to make certain that Jews remain the dominant element in that city, and that the
ethnic/racial character of the city remain predominantly Jewish. In the article’s own
words:26
Israel’s separation barrier in Jerusalem is meant to ensure a Jewish majority
in the city and not just serve as a buffer against bombers, an Israeli Cabinet
minister acknowledged Monday.

Dr. Kevin MacDonald
This clearly contradicts Lipstadt’s publicly stated policy of favoring ethnically
integrated, multiracial societies where all ethnic and racial groups function as social and
political equals.
Why the contradiction? That is to say, why does Deborah Lipstadt favor creating
ethnically integrated, multiracial societies in the United States and Europe, yet she most
passionately identifies with Israel – an ethnically segregated state where Jewish
dominance and racialism are the order of the day?
Enter California State University Professor Kevin MacDonald, an evolutionary
psychologist whom Lipstadt bitterly attacks. MacDonald pointed out that certain
powerful Jewish groups favor ethnically integrated, multiracial societies outside Israel
because societies such as these foster and accommodate the long-term Jewish policy of
non-assimilation and group solidarity.27
MacDonald and African-American intellectual Harold Cruise observe that Jewish
organizations view white nationalism as their greatest potential threat, and they have
tended to support Black-white integration policies presumably because such policies
dilute Euro-American power and lessen the possibility of a cohesive, nationalist EuroAmerican majority that stands in opposition to the Jewish community.28
In a racially integrated, multicultural society with numerous different and competing
ethnic groups with divergent interests, it is very unlikely the surrounding gentiles can
ever develop a united and cohesive majority to oppose the very cohesive Jewish
community. “Tolerant” gentile populations that have only a weak and feeble sense of
their own racial/cultural identity are less likely to identify certain powerful groups of
Jews as alien elements against which they must defend themselves. Gentile populations
that have a strong racial/cultural identity are more likely to identify certain groups, such
as Jews, as alien outsiders, against which they must compete. Thus, a racially integrated,
multicultural society (outside of Israel) is what most Jewish-Zionist groups prefer,

because in such a cultural milieu they can gain tremendous power and influence.29
Lipstadt bitterly condemns the person and theories of Professor MacDonald.30 Yet her
hypocritical behavior actually vindicates MacDonald’s theories. If the creation of
racially integrated, multicultural societies were truly her ultimate goal, we should expect
that she would insist on such a society in Israel just as earnestly as she insists on such a
society in the U.S. and Europe. But this is not the case. She is proud of the fact that she
marched in solidarity with those who worked to force an integrated society in the U.S.,
yet she most passionately identifies with an ethnically segregated, apartheid state in the
Middle East. This suggests that she is indeed using “racial brotherhood” ideologies in
the service of her own Jewish-Zionist nationalism.

2. The “Holocaust,” European and Jewish Identity
In Denying the Holocaust, Lipstadt condemns the Holocaust-revisionist Institute for
Historical Review (IHR) for bringing to light some of the damaging effects of the lies
and exaggerations in the Holocaust story. In a tone of self-righteous hypocrisy, Lipstadt
claims (p. 144):
[The former Director of the IHR] revealed another of the IHR’s true agenda
items with his warning that acceptance of the Holocaust myth resulted in a
radical degeneration of acceptable standards of human behavior and
lowering the self-image of White people. These racist tendencies, which the
IHR has increasingly kept away from the public spotlight, are part of the
extremist tradition to which it is heir.
In other words, it is “racist and extremist” for non-Jewish Europeans to be the least bit
concerned about any adverse effects that the Holocaust ideology might have on the
European identity.

Dr. Robert J. van Pelt
Enter Dr. Robert Jan van Pelt, an important member of Lipstadt’s defense team who
authored the very important anti-Holocaust-revisionist tome, The Case for Auschwitz:
Evidence from the Irving Trial. He claimed that Holocaust revisionism is an evil assault
upon the Jewish self-image and identity. In a frank and honest discussion, he admitted
that, when he read Holocaust-revisionist literature, he “had come face to face with a
dangerous personal abyss.” His implicit conclusion is that this is one of the main reasons
why Holocaust revisionism should be attacked and destroyed.31

Professor van Pelt then quotes Jewish writer Erika Apfelbaum as to why Holocaust
revisionism is “so evil” and why it should be attacked and refuted. She stated:
Current Jewish history is deeply rooted in Auschwitz as the general symbol
of the destruction of the Jewish people during the Holocaust. For someone
whose past is rooted in Auschwitz, the experience of reading through the
revisionists’ tortured logic and documentation is similar to the
psychologically disorienting experience of sensory deprivation experiments
or solitary confinement in prison, where one loses touch with reality. The
insidious effect of reading this [Holocaust revisionist] literature is to lose
one’s identity as a survivor and, more generally, as a Jew. Therefore, the
revisionist allegations serve to dispossess the Jews from their history and in
doing so, in seeking to destroy a people’s history, a symbolic genocide
replaces a physical one.
Consider the overall “moral” judgments in this whole scenario. According to Lipstadt,
van Pelt and the Holocaust Lobby in general, it is “evil, racist and extremist” for white
gentiles to be the least bit concerned about the damage that certain Holocaust lies and
exaggerations are doing to the European collective identity. Indeed, Europeans and
Euro-Americans are supposed to just meekly accept what the Jewish power elite says
about the Holocaust, no matter how damaging it is to the European collective selfidentity. Yet, it is positively demanded that Jews fight against Holocaust revisionism, so
as to protect and vindicate the Jewish self-identity.
At the beginning of his tome, van Pelt quotes Jewish-Zionist theologian and “moral
beacon” Elie Wiesel. He says that the alleged mass murder of Jews at Auschwitz
“signifies… the failure of two thousand years of Christian civilization…”32 He is
clearly referring to all European Christendom.
Further evidence showing that Lipstadt’s traditional view of the Holocaust is indeed a
psychological assault upon the entire European world, and not just upon the Germans
and those who were allied with them during WWII, was demonstrated by the remarks of
Israel’s Prime Minister Ariel Sharon in a special Knesset session marking the 60th
anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-Birkenau. According to The International
Jerusalem Post, “Sharon blamed the Western allies for knowing about the annihilation of
Jews in the Holocaust, but doing nothing to prevent it.” He said the “sad and horrible
conclusion is that no one cared that Jews were being murdered.”33
According to the “morality” of Lipstadt, van Pelt, Wiesel, Sharon and the Jewish-Zionist
power elite that they represent, European Christians are supposed to meekly accept the
aforementioned statements as “the truth,” and any attempt to debunk certain Holocaust
lies and exaggerations and their ensuing moral implications is of course “racist, evil and
extremist.”
Using language very similar to that of Apfelbaum, the European Christian could say:
The insidious effect of reading the lies and exaggerations in the Holocaust
literature is to lose one’s identity as a European Christian. Therefore, the
‘gas chamber’ tale and some other false Holocaust allegations serve to
dispossess European Christians from their history, and in doing so, in
seeking to destroy a people’s history, a symbolic genocide replaces a
physical one.
The problem is of course, the predominant “morality” in the Western world doesn’t
allow the European Christian to think this way.

Just as Jews have the right to maintain a good collective self-image, so too with nonJews of European descent. They too have the right to fight against those historical lies
and distortions that damage their collective self-identity.

3. Lipstadt’s Hypocritical Talk on Ethnic Intermarriage
Since Lipstadt’s pronouncements on racial/ethnic intermarriage accurately reflect the
duplicity, deception and hypocrisy that characterize so much of what Jewish and nonJewish mainstream media outlets promote, a thorough discussion is called for.
When asked by Lipstadt’s attorney Rampton about his views on interracial marriage,
historian Irving stated:34
I have precisely the same attitude about this as [Lipstadt]… I believe in God
keeping the races the way he built them.
In response, Lipstadt writes:
As soon as Irving said this, I began to pulsate with anger. This was not my
view. I was deeply troubled by intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews
because it threatened Jewish continuity. Color or ethnicity were entirely
irrelevant to me.
She goes on to say that she was very disappointed that nothing was done to clarify her
position on racial intermarriage at the trial, and that false ideas were floating around
about her position on racial intermarriage.
If ethnicity is truly entirely irrelevant to her, and Jewish continuity was her only concern,
then we should expect that she would have adopted the following policy. It is acceptable
for Jews to marry non-Jews of any color or ethnic group, as long as the non-Jewish
partner adopts the Jewish religion and Jewish cultural customs. But she did not adopt
this policy; she is flatly opposed to intermarriage – period. As the Jewish journalist Don
Guttenplan pointed out:35
[I]t was hard not to feel queasy listening to Rampton quiz Irving about his
attitude to “intermarriage between the races”—on behalf of [Lipstadt] who
has written, “We [Lipstadt and her fellow Jews] know what we fight
against: anti-Semitism and assimilation [of Jews and non-Jews],
intermarriage [between Jews and non-Jews] and Israel-bashing.”
Furthermore, she may not be revealing how she really feels about intermarriage between
Jews and non-Jews. As Jewish author Ellen Jaffe-Gill pointed out, Lipstadt is simply
flatly opposed to intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews:36
Although people like Deborah Lipstadt, the Emory University professor
who has written and lectured widely on Holocaust denial, have exhorted
Jewish parents to just say no to intermarriage, much the way they expect
their children not to take drugs, a large majority of parents (and more than a
few rabbis) are unable to lay down opposition to intermarriage [between
Jews and non-Jews] as a strict operating principle.
According to this, she is not just “deeply troubled” by intermarriage between Jews and
non-Jews – she loathes it.
There is even evidence within History on Trial itself that suggests Lipstadt may be
engaging in deceit when she claims that “ethnicity is entirely irrelevant to her.” On pp.

12f., she implicitly condemns the policy of the former Soviet Union on the issue of the
Holocaust, because of the USSR’s refusal to validate the concept of a “Jewish ethnicity”
by identifying the victims of the Holocaust as Jews. In her own words:
To have identified the victims [of the Holocaust] as Jews would have
validated the notion of ethnicity, a concept contrary to Marxist ideology.
So let’s get things straight. She implicitly condemns the Soviets for refusing to validate
the concept of “Jewish ethnicity.” (The reader is encouraged to read pages 12 and 13 to
see for himself that this is correct.) Yet, when it suits her ideological purposes to
condemn David Irving and weasel her way out of her dilemma, on page 182 she claims
that “ethnicity is entirely irrelevant to her.”
There is more evidence that she is possibly being duplicitous when she claims that
“color and ethnicity are entirely irrelevant to her.” Dr. Oren Yiftachel, an Israeli
professor at Ben-Gurion University, pointed out that Israel is not a democracy in the
sense in which it is currently understood in the West. Rather, it is an “ethnocracy” – a
land controlled and allocated by ethnicity. In his own words:37
The Israeli regime is ruled by and for one ethnic group in a multi-ethnic
reality. Factors that make Israel an ‘ethnocracy’ include the facts that 1)
immigration to the Jewish state is restricted to Jews only. Some 2.5 million
displaced Palestinians who would like to return are not allowed to migrate
to Israel; 2) military service is according to ethnicity; 3) economic control is
based on race, religion, and ethnicity; 4) The country’s land regime entails
transfer of land ownership in one direction, from Arab to Jewish control, but
never back again.
If ethnicity is entirely irrelevant to her, then why does she passionately identify with
apartheid Israel – a state that is based on the principle that the Jewish ethnic group is to
be preserved for all time, and is to remain separate from and dominant over non-Jews
within the state?
Lipstadt may have made this statement – “color and ethnicity are entirely irrelevant to
me” – to meet the propaganda needs of the moment. That is, to “refute” the allegation of
David Irving and hide her strong feelings of Jewish racialism. Said claim does not
appear to reflect her real feelings.
One of Lipstadt’s defense-team experts during David Irving‘s libel suit against her, Dr.
Richard Evans, was quoted as saying:38
Irving is essentially an ideologue who uses history… in order to further his
own political purposes.
Should we take out the name of David Irving from the sentence and put in Deborah
Lipstadt’s?
She admits that Evans may have “thought me a hyperbolic, American, Jewish woman
who was more an ideologue than an open-minded historian.”39 An “ideologue” is one
that promotes a body of ideas, distorted and untrue in the main, that serves the political,
social and psychological needs of a power elite. Based upon what has been revealed in
this essay, could Deborah Lipstadt be described as a Zionist ideologue?

Dr. Richard Evans
Prominent British historian John Keegan made this most cogent comment:40
Prof. Lipstadt… seems as dull as only the self-righteously politically correct
can be. Few other historians had ever heard of her before this case. Most
will not want to hear from her again.
Is Deborah Lipstadt a self-righteous Zionist ideologue that operates with hypocritical
double standards? I will let the reader be the judge.
At the dawn of a new age of reason, Lipstadt’s books will, I believe, stand as a testament
to the political, moral and ideological corruption that currently pervades Western
Society.
So much for Paul Grubach.
I may add that for Lipstadt, being opposed to Zionism and criticizing acts and attitudes
of the State of Israel has no merit at all and is just another manifestation of this odious
antisemitism. For instance, she is outraged that Jewish-American scholar Noam
Chomsky dares suggest that anti-Zionism isn’t identical with anti-Semitism (p. 16).

4. Germanophobia
Last but not least I want to draw the reader’s attention to the fact that for Dr. Lipstadt,
having positive feelings for Germany or the German people is just as odious as being
anti-Semitic or racist, because she lists a pro-German attitude repeatedly together with
the other invectives she hurls at her revisionist opponents:
The roots of Barnes’s views about the Holocaust and his attitudes toward
Israel go beyond his deep-seated Germanophilia and revisionist approach to
history: They can be found in his antisemitism. (p. 80)
Butz’s book is replete with the same expressions of traditional antisemitism,
philo-Germanism and conspiracy theory as the Holocaust denial pamphlets
printed by the most scurrilous neo-Nazi groups. (p. 126)
Most people who were aware of [the IHR’s] existence dismissed it as a
conglomeration of Holocaust deniers, neo-Nazis, philo-Germans, right-wing
extremists, antisemites, racists, and conspiracy theorists. (p. 137)

Lipstadt is particularly offended by Prof. Austin App’s pro-German stance, which she
deals with at length in the chapter she devotes to him. Here is just one example:
With the zeal of a convert, [Austin App] moved to the isolationist, proGerman end of the political spectrum and stayed there for the rest of his life.
(p. 67)
Why is being pro-German at the “end” of the political spectrum, that is to say, at one
extreme of it?
Lipstadt therefore castigates the revisionists, more of whom are non-Germans than are
Germans, for being German-friendly. In doing so, she clearly suggests that being proGerman is a bad thing, so bad indeed that she lumps this attitude together with all her
other invectives of anti-Semitism, racism, and extremism. Now, I am not saying that one
has to have a pro-German attitude, just as much as one does not have to have a proJewish attitude, for instance. In fact, everyone is entitled to choose whom they like and
love – groups quite as well as individuals. It’s nobody’s business to interfere with that.
If you do not think Lipstadt’s anti-German attitude is strange at least, although it is the
perfect equivalent to an anti-Jewish/ anti-Semitic attitude, then maybe you should ask
yourself what kind of attitude you have, and what sort of socialization you went through
to find nothing wrong with that.
Lipstadt’s anti-German attitude also shines through toward the end of her book, where
she writes:
If Germany was also a victim of a ‘downfall,’ and if the Holocaust was no
different from a mélange of other tragedies, Germany’s moral obligation to
welcome all who seek refuge within its borders is lessened. (p. 215)
There are currently around a billion people on this planet who, due to war, famine,
poverty and civil unrest, are inclined to seek refuge elsewhere.41 One favorite
destination of those migrants is Germany. Is Dr. Lipstadt seriously saying that Germany
has the moral obligation to welcome not only the millions of migrants who have flooded
Germany already in the past three decades, but, if push comes to shove, even more of the
one billion migrants that are still waiting outside its gates? Is she out of her mind? Not
that she’s alone with that attitude. Most leading German politicians and its mass media
seem to share that view. But just because almost everybody runs full speed toward the
cliff doesn’t mean it’s the best way to go.
And why exactly do today’s Germans, almost all of whom were either children at the
end of World War II or were born afterwards, have a moral obligation to accommodate
millions upon millions upon millions of migrants, while today’s Israelis, the vast
majority of whom are not survivors of anything, have no such obligation? (Or any other
country, for that matter.)
Finally, on page 222 of her book, Lipstadt declares openly what she thinks of the
Germans minding their own business, defining their own identity, being masters of their
own history and historiography:
We [historians] did not train in our respective fields in order to stand like
watchmen and women on the Rhine. Yet this is what we must do.
“Watching on the Rhine” is also the headline of her respective chapter where she
discusses tendencies by scholars in Germany to develop some self-confidence by
regaining control over writing and interpreting their own history. Needless to say, Dr.

Lipstadt doesn’t like that.
“Watching on the Rhine” traditionally refers to Germany’s attempt to keep herself
independent of foreign rule. But for Lipstadt, that is unacceptable. She and her likeminded colleagues want to remain in control – in order to keep Germany on her knees.
Why else would she be offended by a patriotic German politician suggesting that
Germans should “get off their knees and once again learn to ‘walk upright’” (p. 210).
I’ve replaced here Lipstadt’s mistranslated term “walk tall” with “walk upright,” because
the German term used by said politician – aufrecht gehen – simply means that Germans
ought to stop groveling and walk normally.
Interestingly, Dr. Lipstadt’s father was German, hence her last name, and her mother, neé
Peiman, was a Canadian of unknown ethnicity.42 We may therefore assume that the
majority of Dr. Lipstadt’s ethnic makeup is indeed German. That adds an interesting
twist to the affair.
After World War II, a self-denigrating and even self-hating attitude has become very
fashionable and widespread among German intellectuals as a reaction to feeling guilty
about the Holocaust. This phenomenon has become worse as time progressed, although
today’s generations of Germans have nothing to feel guilty about, objectively speaking.
Dr. Lipstadt shows the same symptoms to the point where she has not only detached
herself completely from her German background, emotionally speaking, but has even
developed a distinct disdain for that aspect of her identity. She may even deny being
mainly of German ethnicity, claiming to be Jewish instead. Well, if that were so, she
would declare Judaism to be not a religion but rather an ethnic group, just as the State of
Israel does and as the National Socialists did.
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The Anti-Revisionist Hollywood Movie Attacking
Historian David Irving Is a Flop
by Michael A. Hoffman

Denial. BBC Films. 109 minutes.
This reviewer was expecting that it would be a tedious ordeal to sit through Denial,
Hollywood’s attempted canonization of the obnoxious thought cop Deborah Lipstadt,
which was supposed to also serve as the final confirmation of the libel trial in London in
2000 that saw historian David Irving’s reputation supposedly shredded (cf. Revisionist
History no. 86).
Actually, the imps of contrariness have seen to it that Denial rehabilitates Irving. While
the film’s production values are high and the cast is A-list, the director, Mick Jackson, is
no Steven Spielberg and his movie backfires. Denial gives new impetus to World War II
revisionism, which heretofore was assumed by many to consist of a coterie of drooling
crackpots. Even in a movie that detests Irving, he nonetheless comes off as a formidable
advocate.
There are two challenging questions for any Hollywood director seeking to lens Prof.
Lipstadt’s courtroom battle and maintain minimal credibility at the same time: why she
never took the stand, and why no “Holocaust survivor” was brought to testify by her
defense team. According to Denial, Lipstadt (played by Rachel Weisz), was forbidden to
testify by her lawyers, who wanted to keep the focus on putting Irving (Timothy Spall)
on the defensive, and not her. It makes sense, but whether it is true or not we can’t
determine. After all, Lipstadt refused to speak to the news media during the long trial (a
fact the movie omits). The latter refusal would seem to indicate a fear of exposure of her
ignorance of World War II history. Meanwhile, Mr. Irving was extensively crossexamined in court and spoke volubly to the press on nearly every occasion.
The second daunting question turns on an even more-perilous and potentially highly
damaging issue: why were there no “Holocaust survivors” on the witness stand? Here
David Hare, the film’s scriptwriter, really goofs and apparently no one on the production
team caught his blunder, though many in the audience will spot it. In the movie, Lipstadt
is outraged that her lawyers will not call on “survivors” to testify. The head of her
defense team, Anthony Julius, has a response. (Julius is rendered as an expressionless,
one-dimensional, and in many respects unsympathetic character, played deadpan by
actor Andrew Scott, known for roles as the villainous Moriarity in the BBC Sherlock TV
series, and the traitorous head of the British Secret Service in the 007 film, Spectre). We
first meet Julius while he is holding a copy of the book he authored which, we see from
the cover, traduces the reputation of the esteemed Christian poet T.S. Eliot. Julius
informs Prof. Lipstadt that he will not call the “survivors” because he wants to spare
them the disrespect which Irving (who acted as his own attorney), would demonstrate
toward them in cross-examination.
It’s a weak alibi. The honchos of Holocaustianity are painfully aware that putative
“homicidal Auschwitz gas-chamber eyewitnesses” were eviscerated under crossexamination by lawyer Doug Christie during the 1985 trial in Canada of Ernst Zündel,
for spreading “false news.” This was the actual reason there was no appearance by them
at Lipstadt’s trial. At this point in the film, as I sat in the theater I jotted in my review

notes, “Movie omits to mention Zündel trial’s discrediting cross-examinations of Judaic
witnesses.”
Later in the movie however, Lipstadt demands once again that “Holocaust survivors”
testify, and this time a more-candid Julius, albeit in rapid-fire dialogue, tells her that he
can’t call on them because, “The survivors were torn apart at the Zündel trial.”

David Irving at the 1988 trial of Ernst Zündel. Photo from codoh.com
Exactly correct! When so-called “eyewitness Holocaust survivors” were cross-examined
in the Zündel case, as detailed in this writer’s The Great Holocaust Trial, not one
departed the witness stand with his credibility intact—and it is Hollywood’s Denial
movie that reminds the world of this shocking and embarrassing fact, which shatters the
main pillar upon which Auschwitz execution-gas-chamber mythology depends: the
“undeniable” testimony of “eyewitnesses.” (The statement about the Zündel trial is made
in a stream of verbiage from the Anthony Julius character. It is not said slowly or with
emphasis. One has to be alert to catch it in the film).
The movie is haunted by the specter of Zündel, whose two trials (1985 and 1988) are
landmarks in revisionism. The film’s opening scene has Prof. Lipstadt in a classroom
writing on a chalkboard the four main points of “Holocaust denial.” The last two are
borrowed from Prof. Robert Faurisson, the Zündel defense team’s research head, as he
stated them in an explosive essay in 1978 in France’s leading newspaper, Le Monde.
Lipstadt’s point four is straight from Faurisson and rings true: The gas-chamber myth
was concocted to “extort money from the Germans and gain sympathy for the state of
Israel.” Bingo!
In another of Lipstadt’s classroom points she asserts that any allegation that Judaic
casualty figures are exaggerated constitutes “denial.” But unknown to the movie
audience, she is herself on record saying that the high casualty figure for German
victims of the Allied firebombing of the city of Dresden is exaggerated. The Talmudic
double standard makes it perfectly respectable for her to lay a charge of exaggeration
against the history of the Dresden bombing. Ordinary mortals do so with regard to
Auschwitz at the risk of forfeiting their employment and reputation.
Early in the movie the viewer is taken on an actual tour of Auschwitz-Birkenau in
Poland, where Lipstadt and her defense team stumble around among the sacred relics.

She admonishes her barrister Richard Rampton (Tom Wilkinson) over his insufficient
awe and reverence (he makes tearful amends later). The familiar propaganda about the
camp is retailed, until the movie gets to a nearly intact old building. Before entering, it is
unambiguously stated that to defeat the deniers’ position on Auschwitz homicidal
gassings, one must defeat the Leuchter Report. By now I was wondering if my hearing
was faulty, so welcome was this acknowledgement of that momentous study, which is
usually demonized by media hacks and academics as a worthless trifle.
The Leuchter Report was commissioned by Zündel in the course of his 1988 trial. It
reported a forensic, chemical analysis of physical material taken from the walls of
buildings in Auschwitz. Revised by former Max Planck Institute chemist and historian
Germar Rudolf, the Leuchter Report remains one of the most-devastating exposes of the
hoax ever published, and here in a Hollywood movie its formidable potency is
acknowledged—and never satisfactorily refuted in the course of the film! Although he is
not mentioned, when the movie arrives at the courtroom proceedings themselves, the
first day concludes with Dr. Faurisson’s signature aphorism concerning, “No Holes—No
Holocaust.”
On another day of the trial, Rampton holds aloft two different editions of Irving’s classic
history, Hitler’s War, and points out that the 1977 first edition upholds the genocide of
Judaics, while the reissued and revised 1991 edition does not. True, but the movie omits
what made the difference. Between 1977 and 1991 the two Zündel trials took place with
the demolition of “survivor” testimony in the first, and the Leuchter Report issued at the
second, which impressed Irving so much that he revised his Hitler book to reflect the
Leuchter revelations which Zündel had made possible.
On occasions after Irving has spoken in court, the camera turns to Lipstadt’s character,
showing her in paroxysms of frustration and agony. Conversely, when her own lawyer
scores a legal or historical point she casts a venomous glance at Irving, suffused with
undisguised hatred. The filmmakers have done her image no favors with this less-thannoble—but quite possibly accurate—depiction of her person and reactions.
Another fatal error in the movie’s goal of vindicating Lipstadt is that it fails to dispel the
David vs. Goliath impression of a stacked legal battle. Irving is shown as a lone warrior
up against a legal team that fills a room with solicitors, researchers, historians, archivists
and the barrister. The audience watching the mustering of this throng must feel that
they’ve been cheated: after having it shoved down their throats for decades that doubting
homicidal gas chambers is the easiest thing in the world to discredit, it takes a host of
lawyers, clerks and historians years of research and more than a month in court to refute
one Doubting Thomas?
The unintended consequences become more obvious near the end of the movie, when, in
a news conference, Lipstadt makes an analogy between revisionist historians and those
who doubt that Elvis Presley is dead. Among the theater audience with whom I saw the
film, her parallel went nowhere. It is too palpably jejune to gain traction in the face of
the battle the viewer has just observed her multi-million-dollar team having undertaken,
with several close shaves for them in the courtroom, and the verdict far from a foregone
conclusion.
Denial is pompously self-righteous and foolishly bereft of the tedium-relieving
humorous moments which clever directors use to leaven even the most serious cinema.
Lipstadt is at first presented melodramatically as Destiny’s Heroine of the Jewish People
From The Beginning of Time. After that gas bag is floated, the movie attempts to deflate
it slightly with a few attempts at levity, which are aimed at showing her to be a good
sport in spite of her carved-in-marble stature; but these fail. She comes off not as one of

the guys but as a yenta with a foul mouth: “What the f**k just happened?” she demands
to know when the judge states that anti-Semitism can be an honest belief; not necessarily
a result of a desire to deceive. Meanwhile, in devastating contrast, Irving is depicted as
always in form as an English gentleman, even if at times sarcastic and wounding.
Vile execration of Irving is on ample display: “Irving’s words are like s**t on your
shoes,” says Anthony Julius. In a meeting in her hotel room between Lipstadt and her
barrister Rampton, it is made clear that Irving is to be hated, “Look the devil in the eye
and tell him what you feel,” Rampton advises. God help anyone who would dare to
advise us to look upon Deborah Lipstadt as a devil.
The foul-mouthed banter and palpable hate are supposed to, on one hand endear us to the
humanity of Lipstadt and her team, and on the other, to make sure we get the message
that a doubter like Irving is to be hated, given the sacred subject which he has dared to
question. But Timothy Spall, who plays Irving, despite the phony Etonian accent he
adopts and perpetually high-pitched, straining voice (which little resembles Irving in real
life), comes across as somewhat sympathetic. After the verdict is read we see Irving
gallantly approach the barrister Rampton, congratulating him and offering to shake
hands. Irving is rebuffed. There is a fundamental decency that permeates his underdog
status and it is part of his appeal in Denial.
Lipstadt thinks it’s outrageous that Irving believes there are actually two points of view
on World War II history. There is only one point of view, she hectors. But don’t the best
parents and teachers convey to their youthful charges the truism that there at least two
sides to every issue? Yet in Lipstadt’s inquisitorial, claustrophobic “Holocaust” world,
there can only be one.
Yet another unintentionally exculpatory factor for Mr. Irving is the realization that a
regiment of Lipstadt’s researchers pored over every extant speech he ever gave, and the
several million words he wrote, in search of an error (about dozen or so were found). If
any one of us had every word we wrote or spoke through most of our lives examined,
there would be plenty of grist for any detractor’s mill. Only two Irving errors are
submitted: a questionable interpretation of a morgue at Auschwitz, and misattributed
words in a note by Heinrich Himmler; these are not exactly earth-shaking derogations of
his historiography.
Meanwhile, the original grounds for Irving’s libel suit against Lipstadt and her publisher,
Penguin Books—that they lied about his having stolen from the Moscow archives in
Russia, and by claiming that he was associated with Hamas and other Arab terror
organizations—are indeed found to be lies, just as David said. He was indeed libeled by
Penguin and Lipstadt. Few who watch Denial will know that fact, or know of the
intimidation tactic aimed at presiding Justice Charles Gray (Alex Jennings), when the
Israeli ambassador with a full retinue of gun-toting guards, seated himself prominently
in the courtroom during the trial. The message conveyed could not have been lost on the
judge, nor the audience: a sovereign state, armed to the teeth, had a vested interest in an
outcome of the trial favorable to their heroine, Dvora. (Lipstadt refers to herself by that
Hebrew variant of her name when recalling her mother’s prophecy about her).
Other revelations from the makers of this movie:
• Denial informs us there were never any photographs of any of the millions of
“Jews” in any of the gas chambers because (wait for it): the Germans would not
allow it; which doesn’t explain why no German personnel took photos
surreptitiously, or were not bribed to do so, or why photos of an event that is said
to have happened tens of thousands of times, were not otherwise leaked.
• Denial informs us that Auschwitz was never designed as an extermination camp.

From the beginning it was a labor camp and it only later changed its function.
• During the trial, Irving’s “no holes no holocaust” challenge to Auschwitz “expert”
Robert Jan van Pelt (Mark Gatiss) is never answered, even though an answer is
promised in the next court session.
• If we are listening carefully, we hear a reporter state, albeit as an audio voiceover
on a scene of jostling media, that Justice Gray praised Irving’s skill as a military
historian.
• In London, a grim-faced woman with a cinematic aura of sanctity identifies
herself privately to Lipstadt as a “Holocaust survivor.” Lipstadt informs her
defense team that this woman is indeed a “Holocaust survivor” who is qualified to
testify. What is the basis of “renowned historian” Lipstadt’s corroboration of the
woman’s identity and credentials as a witness? She showed Lipstadt some faded
numbers tattooed on her arm. This is proof? What a joke.
If you’re already a true believer, the film may further cement your belief, but for
thinking individuals who are paying attention, Denial alerts curious minds to the
existence of a substantial body of dissent, going so far as to feature Mr. Irving’s website
on-camera, as well as the covers of his books. Viewers of the film who follow up with an
Internet search for the Leuchter Report or the “Zündel trial” (few though these may be)
are going to encounter a world of revisionist discovery and intellectual challenge.
As we often remind our readers, our enemies are not invincible, any more than they are
infallible. Their victory is not inevitable. They make big mistakes and Denial is one of
them: a 109-minute commercial of sorts for a valiant writer whose reputation is still very
much intact.
We seldom have the occasion to write the following words, but it is delightful to do so
now: Thank you, Hollywood!
This article originally appeared in Revisionist History No. 87, November 2016.
Copyright© 2016 Michael Hoffman

The Battle for Discussion | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

Deborah Lipstadt has recently become newsworthy again as a result of the release of the
movie Denial that tells the tale of David Irving’s defamation lawsuit against her and
Penguin books. The movie, which flopped at the box office, purports to tell how David
Irving charged Lipstadt with libel for calling him a “Holocaust denier” in her book
Denying the Holocaust. There is little doubt who Hollywood intends to be the hero and
who the villain in their version of the events.
The release of Denial provides an opportunity to reconsider the events leading up to
Irving’s libel lawsuit in 2000. To understand why Irving sought restitution in the courts,
one must go back to 1993 and the release of Lipstadt’s anti-revisionist screed, Denying
the Holocaust. While hailed by the mainstream media,1 Denying the Holocaust was
actually a vicious and often inaccurate and misleading attack against those whom
Lipstadt would tar with the label “deniers.”
In a review that I wrote at the time I commented that Lipstadt’s style was “reminiscent of
the most vile Nazi rhetoric”2 and indeed it was. Lipstadt wrote for example,
In the 1930s Nazi rats spread a virulent form of antisemitism [sic] that
resulted in the destruction of millions. Today the bacillus carried by these
rats threatens to ‘kill’ those who already died at the hands of the Nazis for a
second time by destroying the world’s memory of them.3
Such dehumanizing language should have sounded alarm bells for readers and reviewers
alike. When a writer compares human beings to rodents in such terms, so the argument
goes, the next step may be violation of that group’s civil and human rights and perhaps
even their extermination. The irony was lost however on the media hacks who piled
praise on this awful book.
In the years that followed the book’s release, writers, researchers, and activists were
physically assaulted, arrested, incarcerated and fined for questioning the “official” story
of the Second World War in general and the Holocaust in particular. To a great extent,
the escalation of such persecution seems to have its origin with the widespread
acceptance and general usage of the inaccurate and offensive term “Holocaust denier”
which certainly enjoyed increased use following the release of Denying the Holocaust.
To better understand why someone might claim libel after being targeted with Lipstadt’s
label, one must define the terms in question.
“Deny” may be defined in part as “to declare not to be true.” Webster’s Dictionary
includes the definition, “to refuse to accept as true or right; to reject as unfounded,
unreal, etc.” The Encarta Dictionary for North America identifies “denial” as a transitive
verb that means “to withhold” or to “bar access to or use of” something to somebody.
Today however, the terms “deny” and “denial” are frequently super-charged with
psychological meaning. From this perspective according to urbandictionary.com “denial
consists of the refusal to accept a past or present reality.” The American Heritage
Medical Dictionary defines “denial” as “an unconscious defense mechanism
characterized by refusal to acknowledge painful realities.” Wikipedia defines “denial” as

“a defense mechanism postulated by Sigmund Freud, in which a person is faced with a
fact that is too uncomfortable to accept and rejects it instead, insisting that it is not true
despite what may be overwhelming evidence.”
For Deborah Lipstadt, the term “denial” has an even stronger and more sinister
meaning. It does not simply mean, “to declare not to be true” nor is it a psychological
defense mechanism. Lipstadt charges that “denial” involves camouflaging true goals.
For Lipstadt “Holocaust deniers” are those who use the Holocaust story to advance some
ideological or political agenda while hiding the fact that they are secretly fascists and
anti-Semites.
For Lipstadt, Holocaust deniers are “antisemites [sic] who have… managed, under the
guise of scholarship, to camouflage their hateful ideology.”4 She wrote,
The attempt to deny the Holocaust enlists a basic strategy of distortion.
Truth is mixed with absolute lies, confusing readers who are unfamiliar with
the tactics of the deniers. Half-truths and story segments, which
conveniently avoid critical information, leave the listener with a distorted
impression of what really happened. 5
On many pages in Denying the Holocaust Lipstadt repeats her theme (as if repetition
will prove its veracity):
• ...antisemitic [sic] ideology ... is what Holocaust denial is. (p. 1)
• ... deniers... shroud their true objectives. (p. 2)
• When I turned to the topic of Holocaust denial, I knew that I was dealing with
extremist antisemites [sic] who have increasingly managed, under the guise of
scholarship, to camouflage their hateful ideology. (p. 3)
• ...intimately connected to a neofascist political agenda. (p. 3)
• ... camouflage their goals. (p. 4)
• ...deniers' objective of delegitimizing Israel. (p. 14)
• ...most had no trouble identifying Holocaust denial as disingenuous. (p. 18)
• ...[Holocaust denial] is undeniably a form of antisemitism. [sic] (p. 20)
• Some have a distinct political objective: If there was no Holocaust, what is so
wrong with national socialism? For many falsifiers this, not antisemitism, [sic] is
their primary agenda. (p. 23)
• ..the deniers' contentions are a composite of claims founded on racism, extremism,
and virulent antisemitism [sic]. (p. 26)
For Lipstadt, “deniers” are not those who express doubts about some element of the
Holocaust story, but those who actually believe the orthodox story in all its gruesome
details! The “deniers” according to Lipstadt purposefully distort materials and even
“lie” in order to support their ideology. Lipstadt defined that ideology in varying terms
but the net result was always the same, "they are fascists and antisemites [sic].”6

British historian, David Irving. Photo taken July 2003.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
That Lipstadt named best-selling British historian David Irving in her screed and called
him “one of the most dangerous spokespersons for Holocaust denial” was a charge that
would need to be backed up, especially since David Irving had never written a book on
the subject of the Holocaust and unlike many of Lipstadt’s other targets, Irving was
neither dead nor without the means to launch a counter-attack.
In addition, during the years following Lipstadt’s attack, Irving’s good fortune took a
serious turn. Throughout the ‘70s and ‘80s Irving’s best-selling books on various aspects
of the Second World War could be found easily in any mall bookstore. By 1996, this
suddenly changed. St. Martin's Press had contracted to publish Irving’s forthcoming
biography of Hitler's propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels. This volume would likely
sell well as had Irving’s earlier biographies of Hermann Göring, Adolf Hitler, Erwin
Rommel, and others. As news of the pending release got out, St. Martin’s Press was
inundated with hate mail. Complaints and pressure increased - including even death
threats. Finally, Thomas McCormack, chief executive officer of St. Martins, gave in and
reversed the company's earlier declared intention of resisting the onslaught.7 St. Martin's
canceled its contract to publish Irving's volume. Facing the harsh reality of cancelled
book deals and a growing vocal minority that sought to silence him, Irving sought
restitution.

There was little doubt in revisionist circles in the late ‘90s that Lipstadt's assertion that
David Irving was a "denier" could be shown to be injurious in terms of book sales,
contracts and otherwise. The defense would need to demonstrate that Lipstadt had
appropriately applied her term. As such, the defense would be in the unenviable position
of having to prove that Irving did not actually believe his own writings and interpretation
of history.
It seemed to revisionists at the time that any attempt on the part of the defense to prove a
systematic extermination of Europe's Jews would be irrelevant. Should the court happen
to accept the orthodox Holocaust story, this would not in and of itself support the
contention that Irving (or for that matter any other Holocaust revisionist) had
disingenuous motives. It would be up to the defense to prove that that Irving had
knowingly misrepresented facts or lied about matters related to the Holocaust in order to
spread anti-Semitism or to otherwise bolster fascism. Without proving that Irving's
motives were disingenuous, the defense would lose their case. Or so it seemed.
The contrast between Irving and Lipstadt throughout the trial could not have been more
stark. Irving served as his own attorney and spoke at length about a plethora of subjects.
His closing speech alone runs to 39 pages.8 Lipstadt did not speak during the trial. She
never took the stand. While many argued that she feared being decimated on the details
and facts of the Holocaust by Irving, her behavior should not have been a surprise.
From her entry into the spotlight of the Holocaust controversy with the publication of
her Denying the Holocaust, she refused to debate or discuss with those she branded
“deniers.” In the preface to her book she commented:
Since the book’s appearance I have received numerous invitations to appear
on television talk shows aired nationally in the United States. Whenever the
plans include inviting a denier I categorically decline to appear.9
Lipstadt claims to support open discussion, “The intellectual process is rooted in the
constant reevaluation of previous findings based on new information.”10 She notes
however that she is not open to “debating the very fact of the Holocaust.”11 Without
defining her terms, where discussion is acceptable to her and where not is seemingly
unclear. It is critical to understand that Lipstadt’s book was never meant to stimulate
discussion of Holocaust revisionism. In fact, it was meant to shut it down. The
language used throughout is a “moral” language; a language of “good” and “evil.” By
accusing the revisionists of anti-Semitism and fascism, Lipstadt painted an entire group
of people and their writings as evil. This tactic was meant to shut down any
consideration of the arguments of revisionists and essentially to paint them (in 2016
terms) as “deplorable.”
Lipstadt wrote, “we will debate much about it but not whether it happened.”12 For
Lipstadt “it” cannot and should not be discussed. But history is about inquiry. In fact the
word, derived from the Greek historia means "inquiry, knowledge acquired by
investigation." David Irving never wrote or claimed “the Holocaust did not happen.” In
several articles and books Irving comments on the millions of Jews who perished and
has even accepted that certain concentration camps utilized gas chambers to carry out
mass exterminations.
At some point, it must have dawned on the defense that the trial itself could be used to
shut down David Irving. Not only would the tag “Holocaust denier” be a shameful
scarlet letter, but also the legal requirement that should he lose that he be responsible to
pay the entire cost for the defense would potentially bankrupt him. Court and defense
costs would amount to approximately $13 million.

In the end the Court ruled against Irving. The media would forever sully his name with
“Holocaust denier” when reporting news about him. The label, now made “official,”
would deny him access to major publishing houses. Who in the wake of the St. Martin’s
debacle and the Lipstadt trial would work with a man such as this?
Today one may wonder if Irving’s lawsuit was a good strategy. It is of course easy to
second guess with clear hindsight. It is important however to remember the context of
the lawsuit. Following Lipstadt’s book, intellectual freedom with regard to the Holocaust
was being shut down all around the world. In 1996 a German judge had ordered that
Germar Rudolf be arrested for publishing a ground-breaking revisionist analysis of
various aspects of the Holocaust, Grundlagen zur Zeitsgeschichte. Later that year, a
judge ordered that all copies of the book be burned. Also that same year, Tony Blair
during his candidacy for prime minister of Great Britain repeatedly promised to ban
revisionist writings about the Holocaust.13 It was in this environment of declining
freedom of expression and out-and-out persecution of revisionists that David Irving
launched his lawsuit. His objective, as he stated in the closing speech of the trial was
simple:
This trial is about my reputation as a human being, as an historian of
integrity, and … as a father. […] A judgment in my favor does not mean
that the Holocaust never happened; it means only that in England today
discussion is still permitted.14
At the time, no one else had the means to challenge the clampdown on intellectual
freedom. No one else had even the remotest chance to counter the growing forces of
censorship. As the trial proceeded it appeared as a boxing match, not over the Holocaust
itself, but over whether dissenting viewpoints on this one tragic time in history could be
spoken or even considered. In one corner we had Deborah Lipstadt and all the power of
the mainstream seeking to deny discussion of historical events that had been elevated to
mythical and nearly religious proportions. In the other corner was a lone historian, a
champion for freedom fighting for the permission for whole generations present and
future to discuss the Holocaust in the years ahead.
It is no surprise that Irving was cast as the villain in Denial. It should also be of little
surprise that audiences shunned a film in which all of the powers of an empire squelched
a lone rebel. In these days however of Brexit and the Trump presidency, I can only
wonder whether, had Hollywood altered the screenplay (so to speak, “flipped the
script”), what the reception might have been. Had Irving been portrayed as a champion
of free speech fighting for his honor in a time of increasing political correctness and
censorship of dissident perspectives, they just might have had a surprise box-office
sensation.
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"Speaking truth to power" is not easy when you support that power.
Perhaps this is the reason why so few Western historians are willing to
tell the whole truth about state crimes during this century.
Last fall [1988 —Ed.] the Moscow News reported the discovery by two
archaeologist-historians of mass graves at Kuropaty, near Minsk, in
the Soviet republic of Byelorussia.1 The scholars at ﬁrst estimated
that the victims numbered around 102,000, a ﬁgure that was later
revised to 250–300,000.2 Interviews with older inhabitants of the
village revealed that, from 1937 until June 1941, when the Germans
invaded, the killings never stopped. "For ﬁve years, we couldn't sleep
at night because of all the shooting," one witness said.
Then in March, a Soviet commission ﬁnally conceded that the mass
graves at Bykovnia, outside of Kiev, were the result not of the Nazis'
work, as formerly was maintained, but of the industry of Stalin's
secret police. Some 200–300,000 persons were killed at Bykovnia,
according to unoﬀicial estimates.3
These graves represent a small fraction of the human sacriﬁce that an
elite of revolutionary Marxists oﬀered up to their ideological fetish.
How many died under Stalin alone, from the shootings, the terror
famine, and the forced-labor camps, is uncertain. Writing in a Moscow
journal, Roy Medvedev, the dissident Soviet Marxist, put the number
at around 20 million, a ﬁgure the sovietologist Stephen F. Cohen views
as conservative.4 Robert Conquest's estimate is between 20 million
and 30 million or more,5 while Anton Antonov-Ovseyenko suggests 41
million deaths between 1930 and 1941.6
By everyone's account, most of the victims were killed before the
United States and Britain welcomed the Soviet Union as their ally in
June 1941. Yet by then, the evidence concerning at least very
widespread Communist killings was available to anyone willing to
listen.
If glasnost proceeds and if the whole truth about the Lenin and Stalin
eras comes to light, educated opinion in the West will be forced to
reassess some of its most deeply cherished views. On a minor note,
Stalinist sympathizers like Lillian Hellman, Frieda Kirchwey, and
Owen Lattimore will perhaps not be lionized quite as much as before.
More important, there will have to be a reevaluation of what it meant
for the British and American governments to have befriended Soviet
Russia in the Second World War and heaped fulsome praise on its
leader. That war will inevitably lose some of its glory as the pristinely

pure crusade led by the larger-than-life heroes Winston Churchill and
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Inevitably, too, comparisons with what is
commonly known as the Holocaust will emerge.

The "Dispute of Historians"
Such comparisons have been at the center of the raging controversy
in the Federal Republic of Germany that has been labeled
the Historikerstreit, or dispute of historians, and has now become an
international cause célèbre. It erupted primarily because of the work
of Ernst Nolte, of the Free University of Berlin, author of the highly
acclaimed Three Faces of Fascism, published in the United States in
1966. In several important essays, in a large book published in
1987, The European Civil War, 1917–1945, and in a volume of
responses to his critics,7 Nolte declined to treat the Nazi massacre of
the Jews in the conventional fashion.
These graves represent a small fraction of the human
sacriﬁce that an elite of revolutionary Marxists oﬀered up to
their ideological fetish.
He refused, that is, to deal with it metaphysically, as a unique object of
evil, existing there in a small segment of history, in a nearly perfect
vacuum, with at most merely ideological links to racist and Social
Darwinist thought of the preceding century. Instead, without denying
the importance of ideology, he attempted to set the Holocaust in the
context of the history of Europe in the ﬁrst decades of the 20th
century. His aim was in no way to excuse the mass murder of the Jews,
or to diminish the guilt of the Nazis for this crime dreadful beyond
words. But he insisted that this mass murder must not lead us to
forget others, particularly those that might stand in a causal
relationship to it.
Brieﬂy, Nolte's thesis is that it was the Communists who introduced
into modern Europe the awful fact and terrifying threat of the killing
of civilians on a vast scale, implying the extermination of whole
categories of persons. (One Old Bolshevik, Zinoviev, spoke openly as
early as 1918 of the need to eliminate 10,000,000 of the people of
Russia.) In the years and decades following the Russian Revolution,
middle-class, upper-class, Catholic, and other Europeans were well
aware of this fact, and for them especially the threat was a very real
one. This helps to account for the violent hatred shown to their own
domestic Communists in the various European countries by Catholics,
conservatives, fascists, and even Social Democrats.
Nolte's thesis continues: those who became the Nazi elite were wellinformed regarding events in Russia, via White Russian and Baltic
German émigrés (who even exaggerated the extent of the ﬁrst,
Leninist atrocities). In their minds, as in those of right-wingers
generally, the Bolshevik acts were transformed, irrationally, into
Jewish acts, a transformation helped along by the existence of a high
proportion of Jews among the early Bolshevik leaders. (Inclined to
anti-Semitism from the start, the rightists ignored the fact that, as
Nolte points out, the proportion among the Mensheviks was higher,

and, of course, the great majority of the European Jews were never
Communists.) A similar, ideologically mandated displacement,
however, occurred among the Communists themselves: after the
assassination of Uritsky and the attempted assassination of Lenin by
Social Revolutionaries, for instance, hundreds of "bourgeois" hostages
were executed.
The Communists never ceased proclaiming that all of their enemies
were tools of a single conspiracy of the "world bourgeoisie."
The facts regarding the Ukrainian terror famine of the early 1930s
and the Stalinist gulag were also known in broad outline in European
right-wing circles. When all is said and done, Nolte concludes, "the
Gulag came before Auschwitz." If it had not been for what happened
in Soviet Russia, European fascism, especially Nazism and the Nazi
massacre of the Jews,8 would most probably not have been what they
were.

The Onslaught on Nolte
Nolte's previous work on the history of socialism could hardly have
made him persona grata with leftist intellectuals in his own country.
Among other things, he had emphasized the archaic, reactionary
character of Marxism and the anti-Semitism of many of the early
socialists, and had referred to "liberal capitalism" or "economic
freedom," rather than socialism, as "the real and modernizing
revolution."
The attack on Nolte was launched by the leftist philosopher Jürgen
Habermas, who took issue not with Nolte's historiography — his
essays showed that Habermas was in no position to judge this — but
with what he viewed as its ideological implications. Habermas also
targeted a couple of other German historians, and added other points,
like the plan to establish museums of German history in West Berlin
and in Bonn, to the indictment. But Nolte and his thesis have
continued to be at the center of the Historikerstreit. He was accused
of "historicizing" and "relativizing" the Holocaust and chided for
questioning its "uniqueness."
Several of the biggest names among academic historians in the
Federal Republic, and then in Britain and America as well, joined in
the hunt, gleefully seizing upon some of Nolte's less felicitous
expressions and weaker minor points. In Berlin, radicals set ﬁre to his
car; at Oxford, Wolfson College withdrew an invitation to deliver a
lecture, after pressure was applied, just as a major German
organization dispensing research grants rescinded a commitment to
Nolte under Israeli pressure. In the American press, ignorant editors,
who couldn't care less anyway, now routinely permit Nolte to be
represented as an apologist for Nazism.
It cannot be said that Nolte has demonstrated the truth of his thesis —
his achievement is rather to have pointed out important themes that
call for further research — and his presentation is in some respects
ﬂawed. Still, one might well wonder what there is in his basic account

to justify such a frenzy. The comparison between Nazi and Soviet
atrocities has often been drawn by respected scholars. Robert
Conquest, for instance, states,
For Russians — and it is surely right that this should become
true for the world as a whole — Kolyma [one part of the
Gulag] is a word of horror wholly comparable to Auschwitz
… it did indeed kill some three million people, a ﬁgure well
in the range of that of the victims of the Final Solution.9
Others have gone on to assert a causal connection. Paul Johnson
maintains that important elements of the Soviet forced-labor camps
system were copied by the Nazis, and posits a link between the
Ukrainian famine and the Holocaust:
The camps system was imported by the Nazis from Russia.…
Just as the Roehm atrocities goaded Stalin into imitation, so
in turn the scale of his mass atrocities encouraged Hitler in
his wartime schemes to change the entire demography of
Eastern Europe … Hitler's "ﬁnal solution" for the Jews had
its origins not only in his own fevered mind but in the
collectivization of the Soviet peasantry.10
Nick Eberstadt, an expert on Soviet demography, concludes that "the
Soviet Union is not only the original killer state, but the model one."11
As for the tendency among European rightists after 1917 to identify
the Bolshevik regime with the Jews, there is no end of evidence.12
Indeed, it was an immensely tragic error to which even many outside
of right-wing circles were liable. In 1920, after a visit to Russia,
Bertrand Russell wrote to Lady Ottoline Morell:
Bolshevism is a closed tyrannical bureaucracy, with a spy
system more elaborate and terrible than the Tsar's, and an
aristocracy as insolent and unfeeling, composed of
Americanised Jews.13
But, despite the existence of a supporting scholarly context for Nolte's
position, he remains beleaguered in his native land, with only isolated
individuals, like Joachim Fest, coming to his defense. If recent Englishlanguage publications are a reliable indication, his situation will not
improve as the controversy spreads to other countries.

Why Did the Heavens Not Darken?
The recent work by Arno J. Mayer, of Princeton, Why Did the Heavens
Not Darken?14 is in some respects informative;15 above all, however,
it is a perfect illustration of why Nolte's work was so badly needed.
The great crime that is today virtually forgotten was the
expulsion of the Germans from their centuries-old
homelands in East Prussia, Pomerania, and elsewhere. About
16 million persons were displaced, with about 2 million of
them dying in the process.

We can leave aside Mayer's approach to the origins of the "Judeocide"
(as he calls it), which is "functionalist" rather than "intentionalist," in
the current jargon, and which provoked a savage review.16 What is
pertinent here is his presentation of the killing of the European Jews
as an outgrowth of the ﬁerce hatred of "Judeobolshevism" that
allegedly permeated all of German and European “bourgeois” society
after 1917, reaching its culmination in the Nazi movement and
government. This approach lends support to Nolte's thesis.
The problem, however, is that Mayer oﬀers no real grounds for the
bitter hatred that so many harbored for Bolshevism, aside from the
threat that Bolshevism abstractly posed to their narrow and
retrograde "class interests." Virtually the only major Soviet atrocity
even alluded to in the 449 pages of text (there are, oddly and
inexcusably, no notes)17 is the deportation of some 400,000 Jews from
the territories annexed after the Hitler-Stalin pact. Even here,
however, Mayer hastens to reassure us that the policy was "not
speciﬁcally anti-Semitic and did not preclude assimilated and
secularized Jews from continuing to secure important positions in civil
and political society … a disproportionate number of Jews came to
hold posts in the secret police and to serve as political commissars in
the armed service." Well, Mazel Tov.
The fear and loathing of Communism that Poles, Hungarians, and
Romanians, for instance, felt in the interwar period, strongly endorsed
by their national churches, is qualiﬁed by Mayer as an "obsession."
With Mayer, fear of Communism is always "obsessional" and limited to
the "ruling classes," prey to an anti-Bolshevik "demonology." But the
recourse to clinical and theological terms is no substitute for historical
understanding, and Mayer's account — Soviet Communism with the
murders left out — precludes such understanding.
Consider the case of Clemens August Count von Galen, Archbishop of
Münster.
As Mayer notes, Galen led the Catholic bishops of Germany in 1941 in
publicly protesting the Nazi policy of murdering mental patients. The
protest was shrewdly crafted and proved successful: Hitler suspended
the killings. Yet, as Mayer further notes, Archbishop Galen
(deplorably) "consecrated" the war against Soviet Russia. Why?
To cite another example: Admiral Horthy, the Regent of Hungary, was
an opponent of murdering the Jews and attempted, within his limited
means, to save the Jews of Budapest. Yet he continued to have his
troops ﬁght against the Soviets and alongside the Germans long after
the coming defeat was obvious. Why? Could it possibly be that, in both
cases, the previous bloody history of Soviet Communism had
something to do with their attitude? In Mayer's retelling, Crusader
murders in Jerusalem in the year 1096 are an important part of the
story, but not Bolshevik murders in the 1920s and '30s.
Allegations of Soviet crimes do appear in Mayer's book. But they are
put in the mouths of Hitler and Goebbels, with no comment from
Mayer, thereby signaling their "fanatical" and "obsessional" character,

e.g., "the führer ranted about bolshevism wading deeper in blood than
tsarism" (actually, Hitler's claim here is hardly controversial).
In fact, it seems likely that Mayer simply does not believe that there
were anything approaching tens of millions of victims of the Soviet
regime. He writes, for instance, of "an iron nexus between absolute
war and large-scale political murder in eastern Europe." But most of
the large-scale Stalinist political murders occurred when the Soviet
Union was at peace. The massive upheavals, with their accompanying
terror and mass killings, that characterized Soviet history in the 1920s
and 30s, Mayer refers to in almost unbelievably anodyne terms as "the
general transformation of political and civil society." In other words,
Mayer gives every evidence of being a Ukrainian-famine, Great-Terror,
and gulag "revisionist." This is an aspect of Mayer's book that the
reviewers in the mainstream press had an obligation to point out but
omitted to do so.
Mayer has no patience with any suggestion that great crimes may
have been committed against Germans in the Second World War and
its aftermath. Here he joins the vast majority of his contemporaries,
professional and lay alike, as well as the Nuremberg Tribunal itself.

Hamburg following the 1943 Allied ﬁre-bombing. Photo circa 1944.
[Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons

Taboo War Crimes — the Allies'
If Soviet mass atrocities provide a historical context for Nazi crimes,

so does a set of crimes that few, inside or outside the Federal
Republic, seem willing to bring into the debate: the ones perpetrated,
planned, or conspired in by the Western Allies.
All mass murderers — all of the state terrorists on a grand
scale, whatever their ethnicity or that of their victims —
must be arraigned before the court of history.
There was, ﬁrst of all, the policy of terror bombing of the cities of
Germany, begun by the British in 1942. The Principal Assistant
Secretary of the Air Ministry later boasted of the British initiative in
the wholesale massacring of civilians from the air.18 Altogether, the
RAF and US Army Air Force killed around 600,000 German
civilians,19 whose deaths were aptly characterized by the British
military historian and Major-General J.F.C. Fuller as "appalling
slaughterings, which would have disgraced Attila."20 A recent British
military historian has concluded: "The cost of the bomber oﬀensive in
life, treasure, and moral superiority over the enemy tragically
outstripped the results that it achieved."21
The planned, but aborted, Allied atrocity was the Morgenthau Plan,
concocted by the US Secretary of the Treasury, Henry Morgenthau,
and initialed by Roosevelt and Churchill at the Second Quebec
Conference, in September 1944. The Plan aimed to transform postwar
Germany into an agricultural and pastoral country, incapable of
waging war because it would have no industry. Even the coal mines of
the Ruhr were to be ﬂooded. Of course, in the process tens of millions
of Germans would have died. The inherent insanity of the plan very
quickly led Roosevelt's other advisors to press him into abandoning it,
but not before it had become public (as its abandonment did not).
Following upon the policy of "unconditional surrender" announced in
early 1943, the Morgenthau Plan stoked the Nazi rage. "Goebbels and
the controlled Nazi press had a ﬁeld day … 'Roosevelt and Churchill
agree at Quebec to the Jewish Murder Plan,' and 'Details of the
Devilish Plan of Destruction: Morgenthau the Spokesman of World
Judaism."22
There are two further massive crimes involving the Allied
governments that deserve mention (limiting ourselves to the European
theater). Today it is fairly well-known that, when the war was over,
British and American political and military leaders directed the forced
repatriation of hundreds of thousands of Soviet subjects (and the
surrender of some, like the Cossacks, who had never been subjects of
the Soviet state). Many were executed, most were channeled into the
gulag. Solzhenitsyn had bitter words for the Western leaders who
handed over to Stalin the remnants of Vlasov's Russian Army of
Liberation:
In their own country, Roosevelt and Churchill are honored as
embodiments of statesmanlike wisdom. To us, in our Russian prison
conversations, their consistent shortsightedness and stupidity stood
out as astonishingly obvious … what was the military or political sense
in their surrendering to destruction at Stalin's hands hundreds of

thousands of armed Soviet citizens determined not to surrender.23
Of Winston Churchill, Alexander Solzhenitsyn wrote:
He turned over to the Soviet command the Cossack corps of
90,000 men. Along with them he also handed over many
wagonloads of old people, women, and children.… This great
hero, monuments to whom will in time cover all England,
ordered that they, too, be surrendered to their deaths.24
The great crime that is today virtually forgotten was the expulsion
starting in 1945 of the Germans from their centuries-old homelands in
East Prussia, Pomerania, Silesia, Sudetenland, and elsewhere. About
16 million persons were displaced, with about 2 million of them dying
in the process.25 This is a fact, which, as the American legal scholar
Alfred de Zayas dryly notes, "has somehow escaped the attention it
deserves."26 While those directly guilty were principally the Soviets,
Poles, and Czechs (the last led by the celebrated democrat and
humanist, Eduard Benes), British and American leaders early on
authorized the principle of expulsion of the Germans and thus set the
stage for what occurred at the war's end. Anne O'Hare McCormick,
the New York Times correspondent who witnessed the exodus of the
Germans, reported in 1946:
The scale of this resettlement and the conditions in which it
takes place are without precedent in history. No one seeing
its horrors ﬁrsthand can doubt that it is a crime against
humanity for which history will exact a terrible retribution.
McCormick added: "We share responsibility for horrors only
comparable to Nazi cruelties."27

Bringing All State Terrorists to Account
In the Federal Republic today, to mention any of these Allied — or
even Soviet — crimes in the same breath with the Nazis is to invite the
devastating charge of attempting an Aufrechnen — an oﬀsetting, or
balancing against. The implication is that one is somehow seeking to
diminish the Nazis' undying guilt for the Holocaust by pointing to the
guilt of other governments for other crimes. This seems to me to be a
thoroughly warped perspective.
In fact, all great states in the 20th century have been killer
states, to a greater or lesser degree.
All mass murderers — all of the state terrorists on a grand scale,
whatever their ethnicity or that of their victims — must be arraigned
before the court of history. It is impermissible to let some of them oﬀ
the hook, even if the acts of others may be characterized as unique in
their brazen embrace of evil and their sickening horror. As Lord Acton
said, the historian should be a hanging judge, for the muse of history
is not Clio, but Rhadamanthus, the avenger of innocent blood.
There was a time in America when well-known writers felt an

obligation to remind their fellow citizens of the criminal misdeeds of
their government, even against Germans. Thus, the courageous
radical Dwight MacDonald indicted the air war against German
civilians during the war itself.28 On the other side of the spectrum,
the respected conservative journalist William Henry Chamberlin, in a
book published by Henry Regnery, assailed the genocidal Morgenthau
Plan and labeled the expulsion of the eastern Germans "one of the
most barbarous actions in European history."29
Nowadays the only publication that seems to care about these old
wrongs is the Spectator (the real one, of course), which happens also
to be the best-edited political magazine in English. The Spectator has
published articles by British writers honorably admitting the shame
they felt upon viewing what remains of the great cities of Germany,
once famed in the annals of science and art. Other contributors have
pointed out the meaning of the loss of the old German populations of
the area that is today again being fashionably referred to as
Mitteleuropa. A Hungarian writer, G.M. Tamas, recently wrote,
The Jews were murdered and mourned.… But who has
mourned the Germans? Who feels any guilt for the millions
expelled from Silesia and Moravia and the Volga region,
slaughtered during their long trek, starved, put into camps,
raped, frightened, humiliated?… Who dares to remember
that the expulsion of the Germans made the communist
parties quite popular in the 1940s? Who is revolted because
the few Germans left behind, whose ancestors built our
cathedrals, monasteries, universities, and railway stations,
today cannot have a primary school in their own language?
The world expects Germany and Austria to "come to terms"
with their past. But no one will admonish us, Poles, Czechs,
and Hungarians, to do the same. Eastern Europe's dark
secret remains a secret. A universe of culture was
destroyed.30
More remarkably still, Auberon Waugh drew attention to the fervid
support given by British leaders to the Nigerian generals during the
Civil War (1967–70), at a time "when the International Red Cross
assured us that 10,000 Biafrans a day were dying of starvation,"
victims of a conscious, calculated policy.31 His observation was a
propos of the massacre in Tiananmen Square and the nearly universal
execration of the Chinese leaders; it was a telling one.
In fact, both the Soviet and Nazi mass murders must be placed in a
wider context. Just as it is unlikely that Nazi racist ideology of itself
can account for the murder of the Jews — and so many others — so
Leninist amoralism is probably not enough to account for Bolshevik
crimes. The crucial intervening historical fact may well be the mass
killings of the First World War — of millions of soldiers, but also of
thousands of civilians on the high seas by German submarines and of
hundreds of thousands of civilians in central Europe by the British
hunger blockade.32 Arno Mayer makes the important point in regard
to World War I that "this immense bloodletting … contributed to
inuring Europe to the mass killings of the future." He means this in

connection with the Nazis, but it probably also holds for the
Communists themselves, witnesses to the results of a war brought
about by "capitalist imperialism." None of this, of course, excuses any
of the subsequent state criminals.
In fact, all great states in this century have been killer states, to a
greater or lesser degree. Naturally, the "degree" matters — sometimes
very much. But it makes no sense to isolate one mass atrocity,
historically and morally, and then to concentrate on it to the virtual
exclusion of all others. The result of such a perverted moralism can
only be to elevate to the status of hero leaders who badly wanted
hanging, and to bolster the sham rectitude of states that will be all the
more prone to murder since history "proves" that they are the "good"
states.
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A Brief Overview of Revisionist Critiques of Yad
Vashem’s Central Database of Shoah Victims’
Names
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
This paper introduces a series of revisionist papers scrutinizing the flawed approach with
which the Israeli Holocaust Remembrance Museum Yad Vashem is collecting the names
(and so, numbers) of Jews who are said to have died in “the Holocaust.” In addition, it
gives a brief overview of what Yad Vashem is saying about it, in fact is admitting, about
it on their own website.
For decades, the Israeli Holocaust Remembrance Museum Yad Vashem has been
collecting names of those who allegedly died in the Jewish Holocaust of World War II.
One of the earliest critics of that enterprise has been the U.S. revisionist Arthur R. Butz,
who wrote in his 1976 book The Hoax of the Twentieth Century:[1]
“It is said that the Yad Vashem archives in Jerusalem now have the names of
between 2.5 and 3 million Jewish ‘dead from the Nazi holocaust.’ The data
have supposedly been ‘collected on one-page testimony sheets filled in by
relatives or witnesses or friends.’ […] There is no doubt that many Jews
died during the war, so we should expect that a part of the Yad Vashem
claim is valid, but it is also the case that there is no possible way to
distinguish, in this data, between Jews who actually died during the war and
Jews with whom the signers of the ‘testimony sheets’ have merely lost
contact. The data is particularly meaningless when it is a ‘friend’ who has
contributed a declaration; I have lost contact with a great many former
friends and acquaintances, but I assume that nearly all are still alive. Indeed,
the use of the testimony of ‘friends’ for the purpose of gathering the Yad
Vashem data shows that the data is mostly meaningless; such ‘friends’ have
no more basis for declaring their missing acquaintances dead than I do.”
With the advent of the internet, Yad Vashem eventually moved its database containing
the data of those claimed to have fallen victim to the Holocaust online as well, making it
easy to both browse the data and to add new data. This, too, led to some criticism. In the
2005 edition of my Lectures on the Holocaust, the German edition of which appeared in
March of that year, I wrote (Castle Hill Publishers, Hastings, pp. 38f.):
“R: The Yad Vashem Research Center in Israel has compiled such a list [of
victims]. As of today, it contains about three million names, with one
million stemming from published sources, the great majority of the
remainder coming from written reports made by relatives, friends, or
locals.[2] Yad Vashem’s promotion brochure states in this regard:[3]
‘This is a race against time – search the site today, submit unrecorded names
and pictures, and help ensure that every Holocaust victim has a place in our
collective memory. […] Gather information – talk to your family: As you
may not know about relatives who might have perished in the Holocaust, we

recommend that you first contact your family: parents, grandparents, aunts
or uncles to collect as much information as possible about all of those
persons that might [sic] have been murdered. […] If you have family
members who were murdered in the Holocaust, […] you may either submit
names and details online via the site, or use the attached Page of Testimony’
L: In other words, anyone can register victims with Yad Vashem.
R: Precisely. For example, Yad Vashem mentions a case where a local
inhabitant simply reported all the Jews living in the area before the war as
having perished, for the simple reason that:[4]
‘After the war, he realized that no Jew returned to his home region […]’
L: Does anyone check whether the indications are correct? After all, it could
be that those missing persons are now living somewhere in the U.S., in
Israel, or elsewhere.
R: As far as I know, nothing is checked. You can order such forms from Yad
Vashem, fill them out and send them back. The address is Hall of Names,
Yad Vashem, P.O.B 3477, 91034 Jerusalem, Israel; Telephone:
00972-02-6443582; via Email: names.research@yadvashem.org.il.
L: Couldn’t I just as well send them data on my dog?
R: Now listen. I don’t think that this kind of thing is going on, but it would
seem to me that there is no way to avoid errors, double entries, or reports on
survivors. In any case, this Hall of Names is a rather insignificant source,
from a scientific point of view.”
At the same time as these lines were published, the French revisionist Jean-Marie
Boisdefeu published a critical review of a few of this database’s entries, revealing that it
even contains survivors, and that some individuals have at least two entries.[5] A year
later he followed that up with a paper demonstrating that entire sets of Jewish deportees
have been entered multiple times, and also that some of the data stored in the database
shows that Jews sent to Treblinka were reported dead futher to the east, in other words,
for them Treblinka served indeed as a transit camp. We have reproduced both papers in
this issue of Inconvenient History, and we hope that we will soon be able to offer an
English translation of them as well.
The next three entries in our mini-series on Yad Vashem’s victim database come from
the Italian website olodogma.com, which was temporarily banned in mid-2016 after
Italy passed an anti-“denial” law. These articles give you an insight not only into how
the Yad Vashem database works, but also about the background on Italy’s anti-“denial”
law, and why it was enacted in the first place.
It all started with several participants of a Stormfront blog picking up on Yad Vashem’s
fraudulent way of maximizing the number of names of alleged Holocaust victims stored
in their database. One of the individuals in that discussion was Dr. Mirko Viola, who,
together with three others, ended up being arrested, among other things for allegedly
mocking the victims of the Holocaust. I will not dwell here on his case, which involves
many political hot-button topics outside of the ambit of what CODOH and IH usually
address.
Although the civil-rights aspects of this case are of interest, they will be ignored here as
well, for they could and should be the object of a separate paper focusing on civil rights

in Italy. We will here focus entirely on one of the main charges Dr. Viola faced during
his criminal proceedings: that of “spreading negationist ideology,” i.e., Holocaust
revisionism, which, as Dr. Viola correctly observed, “it is not an ideology, but a rigorous
research method of historiography.” His offense? He invented imaginary Jews gassed in
the Polish death camps by entering made-up data into the Yad Vashem database, thus
exposing that there is no quality control and that anyone can enter anything, turning the
whole enterprise into a big joke. Of course, making a joke about the Shoah victims is
socially unacceptable at best, and considered a crime in many countries.
Dr. Viola’s iconoclastic act triggered a series of blog posts on olodogma documenting
how easy it is indeed to submit invented information to Yad Vashem and have it included
in their database of Shoah victims.
The first paper included here, “Come aumentare il numero dei morti nell'olocausto/How
to Increase the Number of Holocaust Deaths,” is a merger of two olodogma blog posts,
and starts with Dr. Viola’s case and briefly verifies his claim about how easy it is to
submit any data, true or false, to Yad Vashem.
The second is a brief analysis of some entries in the Yad Vashem database by Italian
scholar Carlo Mattogno – “Breve nota su ‘The Central Database of Shoah Victims’
Names’ e il numero dei morti ivi riportati/Brief Note on ‘The Central Database of Shoah
Victims’ Names’ and the Number of Deaths Reported therein,” arguing along the same
lines as Boisdefeu’s 2005 paper.
The third paper – “'Magda Goebbels'… nel database dello Yad Vashem/Magda
Goebbels'... in the Yad Vashem Database” – probably represents the pinnacle of
mockery: the inclusion of Adolf Hitler and Magda Goebbels, wife of Hitler’s chief of
propaganda, in Yad Vashem’s database, a prank which was reported by CODOH
earlier.[6] That latter paper also includes a number of reactions to that prank which were
originally part of other olodogma posts.
While some of the material written by olodogma is at times somewhat polemical in tone,
which we don’t normally approve, we still think that the events reported in them are
highly instructive and contain important information to gauge the reliability and
trustworthiness of the data constituting Yad Vashem’s database.
After these deeply embarrassing revisionist revelations about the fraudulent methods of
Yad Vashem, the institution changed the way they described their data.
As of late 2016, their database contained about 4½ million names,[7] but they no longer
claim that all of them are unique or even victims of the Holocaust. In fact, their website
now has a list of frequently asked questions (FAQ) which sheds some light onto the
significance of their data.[8] For instance, next to the obvious victims of the Holocaust,
they admit there that their database also includes as victims those who died as a result of
armed resistance, who died up to six months after the liberation (until the end of October
1945) as well as Jews who died during flight, evacuation and deportation from the
advancing German army. (Answer to the question “How do you define a Shoah
victim?”) On the origin of the names, Yad Vashem gives three main sources: a large part
stems from submissions “primarily by survivors, remaining family members or friends;
another part comes from local projects aiming at determining the identities of Jews who
lived at certain places before the war. The last part originates from official, mainly
German wartime documents.
The question whether every name in the database relates to a victim murdered beyond
any doubt, was answered as follows:

“No. The Database is based on thousands of different sources. Yad Vashem
experts have analyzed each source and have distinguished between sources
that attest to murder, sources that point to a very high probability of murder
(presumably murdered) and sources that lack a direct reference to murder.
It is probable that part of the individuals whose names appear only in
sources of the third category, that is, lacking a direct reference to murder,
were murdered at a later stage, but this cannot be determined on the basis of
the documentation available as of now.”
So they admit indirectly that their data isn’t just about murder. Their generous definition
of Holocaust victims encompasses evidently also those who surely died but not by way
of outright murder. More still, just because a relative or friend claims that someone was
murdered doesn’t make that murder a certainty. The questionable method used by Yad
Vashem results from the answer to a question about the Lodz Ghetto:
“The list prepared by the Organization of Former Residents of Lodz in
Israel contains some 240,000 personal records. It is known that the vast
majority of the Jews imprisoned in the Lodz ghetto were ultimately
murdered [not true!], but the editors of the list did not make a distinction
between those who were murdered and those who survived. Due to the
limitations of the list itself, there is no way of knowing with any measure of
exactitude which of the individuals on the list was not murdered, and
therefore we stated next to each name on the list ‘presumably murdered.’
The names of those for whom we have documentation attesting that they did
indeed survive do not appear at this stage on the Database.
If you find the name of a ghetto prisoner and you know that she or he
survived, please fill out a Shoah Survivor Registration form. In this way you
can help us distinguish between the names of the murdered and the
survivors on the list.”
Hence, their method can be summarized as follows: Initially they assume that all Jews
within Hitler’s reach were “presumably murdered.” Then they collect all the names they
can somehow get, and delete from that list those for whom they receive documentary or
anecdotal evidence of their survival.
Needless to say, that amounts to a reversal of the burden of proof.
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Abstract
Inspired by another paper, this paper briefly probes the Yad Vashem database of
Holocaust victims. It turns out that the database contains many names of survivors, and
that individuals are listed in it twice or even numerous times.
L’articolo “Come aumentare il numero dei-morti nell'olocausto”[1] espone senza dubbio
problemi reali e seri, ma non sono i soli, e neppure i più importanti.
Degno di nota è anche il commento di un lettore circa il “database” di Yad Vashem (che
registrerebbe «i nomi e i dati biografici di due terzi dei sei milioni di
Ebrei assassinati dai nazisti e dai loro complici. Due milioni restano ancora da
identificare»,[2] ossia, in totale, circa 4 milioni), ma più per i problemi da lui
(indirettamente) posti, che per quelli che crede di risolvere:
«Anche ammettendo che un milione di nomi siano stati inventati di sana
pianta, restano dunque altri milioni di nomi documentati dettagliatamente»
Che cosa significa, in concreto, «nomi documentati dettagliatamente»?
La domanda, in termini più espliciti, va espressa così: quali sono le fonti che permettono
di individuare i nomi delle vittime olocaustiche?
Se si tratta di «Ebrei assassinati dai nazisti e dai loro complici», premesso che non esiste
documentariamente alcun nome di presunti gasati (in quanto non esiste alcuna prova
documentaria di “camere a gas” e “gasazioni”), né esistono liste nominative di Ebrei

fucilati stilate dagli Einsatzgruppen a da unità della Polizia, restano soltanto gli elenchi
degli Ebrei uccisi per rappresaglia, per ordine di tribunali SS, in tentativi di fuga ecc.,
categoria, dal punto di vista numerico, estremamente esigua.
Se invece si parla di Ebrei morti, esistono due gruppi principali di fonti documentarie:
1. gli elenchi dei decessi nei campi di concentramento (soprattutto Sterbebücher,
registri dei decessi, Totenbücher, registri dei morti)
2. gli elenchi dei decessi nei ghetti.
Questi decessi rientrano in quella che le SS chiamavano “mortalità naturale”.
È difficile valutare numericamente questi decessi nominativi. Si sa con certezza, da una
lettera del Sonderstandesamt di Arolsen dell’11 maggio 1979 che, fino al 1978, il
numero di questi decessi accertati in tutti i campi di concentramento tedeschi era
di 271.304.
Questa cifra comprende ovviamente detenuti ebrei e non ebrei.
La successiva consegna da parte delle autorità russe dei registri dei morti al Museo di
Auschwitz ha portato la cifra dei decessi nominativi per questo campo da 52.389
a 68.864, il che non muta nulla al quadro generale. Sui ghetti, non ci sono informazioni
generali. Tra quelli più grandi, per Varsavia sono documentati circa 10.000 decessi
nominativi, per Lodz forse tutti i circa 47.000 e per Theresienstadt forse tutti i circa
34.000. Aggiungendo eventuali liste nominative dei decessi di altri ghetti, ben
difficilmente si arriverebbe a 350.000.
Allora da dove saltano fuori i presunti quattro milioni di nomi?
In parte, dagli elenchi dei deportati in campi di concentramento e in presunti campi di
sterminio; nel “database” di Yad Vashem le persone deportate di cui non si hanno
ulteriori notizie vengono ipso facto considerate uccise (“gasate”) alla data di arrivo del
trasporto.
Tuttavia è oltremodo dubbio che gli elenchi nominativi dei trasporti che si sono
conservati contengano almeno [4.000.000 – 350.000 =] 3.650.000 nomi. I repertori
nominativi più importanti (Germania, Francia, Belgio, Theresienstadt, Olanda)
includono complessivamente circa 280.000 nomi. Va precisato che le liste di
deportazione a Theresienstadt si riferiscono al “Protettorato di Boemia e Moravia”,
all’incirca l’attuale Repubblica Ceca, ma vi sono compresi anche deportati dalla
Germania; inoltre tutti i deportati morti documentariamente attestati sono già inclusi nei
libri dei decessi dei campi o dei ghetti. In particolare, la maggior parte degli Ebrei
deportati dai paesi summenzionati furono inviati ad Auschwitz e i deceduti figurano nei
relativi registri dei decessi. Per i campi orientali esistono liste di deportazione
nominative di circa 34.000 Ebrei olandesi a Sobibór (già inclusi nella cifra
summenzionata di 280.000). Mettendo insieme tutte le altre liste dei trasporti, si potrà
arrivare a 300.000, forse a 350.000 nomi, ma mancherebbero comunque 3.300.000
nomi: da dove risultano?
La questione ormai acclarata delle molteplici ripetizioni dello stesso nominativo (ad
esempio in base documenti diversi o/e segnalazioni diverse di “testimoni” o a semplice
duplicazione dello stesso documento) non può spiegare questo enorme ammanco, perciò
bisogna chiedere a Yad Vashem: storici, tirate fuori i vostri documenti, se esistono!
Ma la faccenda ha tutta l’aria di una colossale impostura.

***
Una cosa ancor meno nota è che il “database” in questione registra perfino nomi
di superstiti!
Sotto riporto, a titolo d’esempio, i risultati di una brevissima ricerca condotta nel
“database” sulla scorta della lista dei superstiti accertati del trasporto da Praga al ghetto
di Lodz del 16 ottobre 1941. Molti di questi superstiti vi sono registrati come morti,
alcuni addirittura due volte! La fonte è: Terezínská pemĕtní kniha. Terezínská Iniciativa.
Melantrich, 1995, vol. I, p. 90 (vi sono riportati i nomi di 24 superstiti):
Con un nome foneticamente simile vi sono inoltre due nominativi identici:
• Adlerová Doris, registrata nel “database” come Aadler, Doris, 17/01/1929, liberata
a Birnbämel
• Beck Max, registrato come Bek Max, 02/06/1895, liberato a (non indicato)
• Berg, Evžen, registrato come Berg, Eugen, 06/01/1897, liberato a Friedland
• Daschová, Hana, registrata due volte, come
1. Dasch, Chana, 20/12/1921,
2. Dasch Hanna, 20/12/1921, liberata a Wittenberg
• Dub, Alfréd, registrato due volte, come
1. Dub Alfred, 03/05/1923
2. Dub Alfred, 03/05/1923, liberato a Bergen-Belsen
• Ebenová Lotte, registrata come Eben Lotte, 1921, liberata a Ravensbrück
• Eisnerová Irená, registrata due volte, come
1. Eisner, Irene, 02/02/1910,
2. Eisner, Irene, 02/02/1910, liberata a Ravenbrück
1. Ajzner, Irene, 16/10/1910,
2. Ajzner, Irene, 16/10/1910,
• Flaumenhaft, Ervín, registrato come Flaumenhaft, Erwin, 07/10/1904, liberato a
Althammer
• Glaser, Leo, registrato due volte, come
1. Glazer Leo, 07/07/1911,
2. Glazer Leo, 07/07/1911, liberato a Königswusterhausen
• Reiser Egon, 01.01.1895, registrato come Reiser Egon, 1895, liberato a
Sachsenhausen (si tratta dell’unico Reiser Egon che appare nelle liste di
deportazione)
• Rosenfeld Moses, registrato come Rosenfeld Moses, 11/08/1911, trasportato a
Lodz il 16.10.1941, liberato a Sonnenberg.
***
Sempre a titolo di esempio, da una ricerca molto sommaria, a campione, nel
“database” figurano come morte le seguenti Ebree trasferite il 19 luglio 1944 da Riga a
Stutthof e ivi regolarmente immatricolate:
• Goldbaum Getrude, 03/05/1900, ceca, registrata come Goldbaumova Getruda: n.
dell’elenco 684, n. di matricola 48577; il “database” dice: “trasporto H da Praga,
Praga Hlavni Mesto, Boemia, Cecoslovacchia a Theresienstadt, ghetto,
Cecoslovacchia il 30/11/1941”. Il “tipo di materiale” è “una lista dei detenuti del
campo di Theresienstdt” e lo status della persona è “assassinata/perita”.
Nel registro summenzionato degli Ebrei cechi deportati a Theresienstadt, la
signora Goldbaum risulta deportata a Riga il 9 gennaio 1942 (p. 160) ma non
figura tra i superstiti.
• Todtenkopf Lina, 30/11/1901, tedesca, registrata con lo stesso nome: n.e. 826, n.
m. 48729.

Il “database” adduce la fonte “Gedenkbuch – Opfer der Verfolgung der Juden
unter der nationalsozialistischen Gewaltherrschaft in Deutschland 1933-1945,
Bundesarchiv (German National Archives), Koblenz 1986” [Libro della memoria
– Vittime della persecuzione degli Ebrei sotto la sovranità violenta in Germania
1933-1945, Archivio Federale, Coblenza (Archivio Nazionale Tedesco),
Coblenza. 1986]; il suo status è: mancante. Il tipo di materiale: “Lista di Ebrei
della Germania uccisi”.
Todtenkopf Lina, 30/11/1901, tedesca, è registrata una seconda volta; il tipo di
materiale è “Lista di deportazione da Berlino”, la fonte è un’altra edizione
del Gedenkbuch (Gedenkbuch Berlins der juedischen Opfer des
Nazionalsozialismus, Freie Universitaet Berlin, Zentralinstitut fuer
sozialwissenschaftliche Forschung, Edition Hentrich, Berlin 1995); il luogo della
presunta morte è “Riga, Rigas,Vidzeme, Lettonia”.
• Weil Mariane, 14/02/1909 è registrata come Weil Marianne; n.e. 706, n.m. 48599.
• Levitan Leiba, 25.2.1932, n.d.l. 292, n.d.m. 48195 risulta in “una lista di
Ebrei uccisi al campo di Klooga, 1941-1944”, ma il massacro di Klooga
avvenne il 19 settembre 1944, dopo che la detenuta era stata trasferita a Stutthof.
• Schick, Teresia, 12.08.1897, n.e. 1921, n. m. 48924, figura in “una lista di Ebrei
dell’Austria uccisi”, ma il suo status è “assassinata/perita”.
Che queste ebree siano morte, o siano state addirittura assassinate, non risulta da alcun
documento.
Ecco un saggio piccolo, ma significativo, della serietà e del “rigore scientifico” del
suddetto “database” e di coloro che lo hanno compilato.
Che cosa risulterebbe da una ricerca sistematica e approfondita?
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Abstract
Inspired by another paper, this paper briefly probes the Yad Vashem database of
Holocaust victims. It turns out that the database contains many names of survivors, and
that individuals are listed in it twice or even numerous times.
The article “How to increase the number of Holocaust deaths”[1] incontrovertibly
exposes real and serious problems, but those are neither the only ones, nor the most
important.
The comment of a reader about the Yad Vashem “database” (which has supposedly
recorded “the names and biographical details of two thirds of the six million Jews
murdered by the Nazis and their accomplices. Two million more still remain
unidentified,”[2] i. e., approximately 4 million in total) is noteworthy, too, but rather for
the problems he (indirectly) presents than for the solutions he believes to offer:
“Even if a million names have been made up out of thin air, there are still
the other millions of names which are documented in detail”.
What does that mean, in concrete terms, “names which are documented in detail”?
The question, in more explicit terms, that should be asked: which are the sources that
allow us to identify the names of Holocaust victims?
In the case of “Jews murdered my the Nazis and their accomplices”, given that there is
not a single documented name of a supposedly gassed victim (since there is neither
documentary evidence of “gas chambers” nor of “gassings”), there is no list of names of
Jews executed by the Einsatzgruppen in conjunction with the Police. There remain only
the lists of Jews killed in retaliation by order of SS courts, while attempting to escape
etc. which are extremely small categories from a numerical point of view.
If we talk about dead Jews, there are two main groups of documentary sources:
1. The lists of those deceased in concentration camps (especially the Sterbebücher,
Death Books, Totenbücher, Books of Deceased Prisoners)
2. The lists of deaths in the ghettos.
These deaths fall into the category of what the SS called “natural mortality.”
It is difficult to evaluate these fatalities by name. From a letter of

the Standesamt Arolsen of May 11, 1979, we know with certainty that the number of
certified deaths until the end of 1978 in all German concentration camps was 271.304.
This figure naturally includes both Jewish and non-Jewish prisoners.
The subsequent delivery of death lists by the Russian authorities to the Auschwitz
Museum has brought the number of deaths for this camp up from 52,389 to 68,864,
which doesn’t change anything in the big picture. There’s no general data about the
ghettos. For Warsaw, among the larger ones, there are about 10,000 documented names
of deceased persons, for Lodz perhaps about 47,000 in total and for Theresienstadt about
34,000 in total. Adding any possible death lists from other ghettos, one would hardly
arrive at 350,000.
Where, then, do the alleged four million names suddenly appear from?
In part from the lists of deportees to concentration camps and alleged extermination
camps; in the “database” of Yad Vashem, the deported persons of whom there are no
further news are ipso facto considered as murdered (“gassed”) on the date of arrival of
the transport.
However, it is highly doubtful that the name lists of transports that have been preserved
contain more than (4,000,000 - 350,000 =) 3,650,000 names. The most important name
registries (Germany, France, Belgium, Theresienstadt, Netherlands) contain a total
amount of about 280,000 names. It should be noted that the deportation lists to
Theresienstadt refer to the “Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia”, roughly the present
Czech Republic, but include deportees from Germany, as well; furthermore, all the
deceased deportees confirmed by documents are already included in the death books of
the camps or ghettos. In particular, most of the Jews deported from the abovementioned
countries were sent to Auschwitz and the deceased are contained in the respective death
registers. For the eastern camps there is a deportation list with about 34,000 names of
Dutch Jews to Sobibór (already included in the above figure of 280,000). Putting
together all the other transport lists, it’s possible to get 300,000, up to 350,000 names,
yet there would still remain 3,300,000 missing names: where do they come from?
Settling the question of repeated entries with the same name (for example, because of
different documents and/or various reports from “witnesses” or simply duplication of the
same document) can not explain this huge difference, so we have to ask Yad Vashem:
historians, pull out your documents, if they exist!
But the matter has all the appearances of a giant sham.
One thing even less known is that the “database” in question also records the names of
survivors!
The reports below, as an example, are the result of a brief survey conducted in the
“database” on the basis of a list of certified survivors of a transport from Prague to the
Lodz ghetto on 16 October, 1941. Many of these survivors are registered as dead, some
even twice! Source: Terezínská pemĕtní kniha. Terezínská Iniciativa. Melantrich, 1995,
vol. I, p. 90 (the names of 24 survivors are listed in there).
Furthermore, there are two identical names which are phonetically similar:
• Alerová Doris, registered in the “database” as Aadler, Doris, 17/01/1929, liberated
at Birnbämel [http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4444282, as
Doris Adler http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4444364]

• Max Beck, registered as Max Bek, 02/06/1895, liberated at (not specified)
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4452530]
• Berg, Evžen, registered as Berg, Eugen, 06/01/1897, liberated at Friedland
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4454189, here’s another
Eugen Berg, born in 1894 but with the same wartime address
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4454190]
• Daschová, Hana, registered twice as
1. Dasch, Chana, 20/12/1921, [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4480194]
2. Dasch, Hanna, 20/12/1921, liberated at Wittenberg
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4480197]
• Dub, Alfréd, registered twice as
1. Dub Alfred, 03/05/1923 [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4483673]
2. Dub Alfred, 05/03/1923, liberated at Bergen-Belsen
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4483674]
• Ebenová Lotte, registered as Eben Lotte, 1921, liberated at Ravensbrück
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4485657]
• Eisenová Irená, registered two times as
1. Eisner, Irene, 02/02/1910, [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4486826]
2. Eisner, Irene, 02/02/1910, liberated at Ravensbrück
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4486827]
1. Ajzner, Irene, 16/10/1910, [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4445903]
2. Ajzner, Irene, 16/10/1910, [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4445902]
• Flaumenhaft, Ervín, registered as Flaumenhaft, Erwin, 07/10/1904, liberated at
Althammer [http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4497327,
registered once again as Erwin Flamenhoft http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4497077]
• Glaser, Leo, registered twice as
1. Glazer Leo, 07/07/1911, [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4509931]
2. Glazer Leo, 07/07/1911, liberated at Königswusterhausen
[http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4510347]
• Reiser Egon, 01/01/1895, registered as Reiser Egon, 1895, liberated at
Sachsenhausen (this is the only Reiser egon appearing in the deportation lists)
• Rosenfeld Moses, registered as Rosenfeld Moses, 11/08/1911, transported to Lodz
on 16/10/1941, liberated at Sonnenberg [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4625477, http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4628482]
For further illustration, a random sample from a very cursory research. In the “database”
the following Jews transferred from Riga to Stutthof on July 19, 1944, are listed as dead
and are regularly registered there:
• Goldbaum Ge[r]trude, 03/05/1900, Czech, registered as Goldbaumova Ge[r]truda:
list number 684, registration number 48577; the “database” says: “Transport H
from Praha,Praha Hlavni Mesto,Bohemia,Czechoslovakia to
Theresienstadt,Ghetto,Czechoslovakia on 30/11/1941”. The “type of material” is a
“List of Theresienstadt camp inmates” and the status is “murdered/perished” [now
the status is only “murdered” http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4851724].

In the aforementioned register of Czech Jews deported to Theresienstadt, Ms. Goldbaum
is deported to Riga on January 9, 1942 (p. 160), but isn’t listed among the survivors.
• Todtenkopf Lina, 30/11/1901, Germany, registered under the same name: list
number 826, registration number 48729.
The “database” cites the source “Gedenkbuch – Opfer der Verfolgung der Juden unter
der nationalsozialistischen Gewaltherrschaft in Deutschland 1933–1945, Bundesarchiv
(German National Archives), Koblenz 1986” (Memorial Book of the Victims of
Persecution of Jews under National Socialist Tyranny in Germany 1933–1945, Federal
Archive, Koblenz (German National Archives), Koblenz. 1986). Her status is: missing.
The material type is: “List of murdered Jews from Germany”. [This entry has the status
“murdered” http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=11646746.]
Todtenkopf Lina, 30/11/1901, Germany, recorded a second time; the type of material is
“List of deportations from Berlin”, the source is another edition
of Gedenkbuch (Gedenkbuch Berlins der jüdischen Opfer des Nazionalsozialismus [sic],
Freie Universität Berlin, Zentralinstitut für sozialwissenschaftliche Forschung, Edition
Hentrich, Berlin 1995); the place of presumed death is “Riga,Rigas,Vidzeme,Latvia”.
[This entry has status “missing” http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=4137320.]
• Weil Mariane, 14/02/1909 is registered as Marianne Weil; list number 706,
registration number 48599. [http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=11651708.]
• Levitan Leiba, 25.02.1932, n.d.l 292, registration number 48195, appears in “a list
of Jews murdered in Klooga camp, 1941–1944”, but the Klooga massacre took
place on September 19, 1944, after the prisoner had been transferred to Stutthof.
[There’s no date of birth in this entry http://yvng.yadvashem.org
/nameDetails.html?itemId=5853081.]
• Schick, T[h]eresia, 12.08.1897, list number 1921, registration number 48924,
appears in a “List of murdered Jews from Austria”, but her status is
“murdered/perished”. [This entry has no birth date, the status has changed to
“murdered” http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4972967.]
Whether these Jews have died, or have rather been executed, doesn’t follow from any
document.
This is a small but significant sample of the seriousness and “scientific rigor” of this
“database” and of those who filled it.
Which results would a systematic and thorough study bring?

Notes
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Abstract
In 2013, Italian police forces raided the homes of numerous participants of the U.S. Stormfront blog. The
background of this raid was a discussion about the veracity and reliability of entries in the victims' database of the
Israeli Yad Vashem Holocaust Remembrance Center, among other things. To verfy these claims, Italian blogger
Olodogma looked into the matter. This brief paper documents the results. They show that it is indeed ridiculously
easy to submit false, invented information to the Yad Vashem database, and that there seems to be no quality
control at all.
Oggi 17.03.13, 122° giorno di carcere preventivo per 4 cittadini italiani, incensurati, riportiamo il testo di una
lettera dal carcere del Dr. Mirko Viola, uno dei quattro. In isolamento dal 20 Gennaio 2013! Sotto il testo della
lettera.
Il Dr. Mirko Viola durante un congresso professionale a Bologna
Il Dr. Mirko Viola durante un congresso professionale a Bologna

Lager “democratico” di Regina Coeli – 2 Marzo 2013 – 108°giorno –
VII Reparto-cella di isolamento N°36
Caro (omesso)
come le avevo già scritto l’accusa più grave che mi è stata rivolta è la seguente: “diffusione di
ideologie negazioniste”, in Italia non è un reato, ma a quanto pare vengo accusato di …leso olocausto
sorvolo sulla crassa ignoranza del P.M. Tescaroli che dimostra di sapere nulla di revisionismo
olocaustico (non è un’ideologia, ma un rigorosissimo metodo di ricerca storiografica), vorrei però
soffermarmi sulla palese malafede di alcuni scribacchini di regime che, seguendo le orme di Marco
Pasqua (il visionario nazi-buster costituitosi parte civile al processo), scrivono senza la minima
vergogna tante di quelle “puttanate” da strapparmi il sorriso anche in cella.
Durante l’ultimo colloquio in carcere, mia madre – evidentemente sconvolta dalle ignobili flatulenze
sul sottoscritto lette in giro per la rete – mi accusava di aver offeso gli esponenti del “popolo che
piange”… ohibò…e cosa avrei mai fatto di così vergognoso da suscitare l’ira funesta dei circoncisi??
Semplice... ho inventato degli immaginari parenti gasati nei campi di sterminio polacchi…che
vergogna!!!
Che scandalo!!!
Che mancanza di rispetto!!!
Come mi sono permesso di scherzare su una cosa tanto grave??
Che motivo avrei avuto per inventarmi dei morti?
Perchè mi sono permesso di prendere in giro uomini come shlomo venezia,[1] gli ebrei e tanti
altri???
Evidentemente ai solerti scribacchini shammashim ( se non conoscono il significato del termine, lo
chiedano ai loro padroni) sfugge il vero e solo motivo di tutto questo: sbugiardare i
falsari!!! Chiunque, in pochi “step”, può costruirsi il suo “personale gasato” che entrerà nel conteggio
ufficiale dei morti della shoah… basta entrare nel sito ufficiale del museo dell’olocausto Yad Vashem
di Gerusalemme, compilare un modulo inventando nome, luoghi, date, dati e persino la causa della
morte del nonno, dello zio o del conoscente, inviare tutto e “per magia”, dopo pochissimo tempo,
arriverà nella mail indicata un bel certificato da stampare e incorniciare… ovviamente il nome del
“gasato”, inventato di sana pianta, entrerà nell’elenco ufficiale dei morti… nessun “stato di famiglia”
è richiesto e nessuna indagine per appurare la veridicità dei dati inseriti viene effettuata… si compila
un modulo e il numero si gonfia… ecco la serietà dei ricercatori olocaustici.
Quale sarebbe la “vergogna”?
Inventare nomi per smascherare la truffa oppure inserire nell’elenco ufficiale qualsiasi dato senza
alcuna verifica???

Chi prende per il culo chi?
Riguardo a shlomo venezia, che io avrei “offeso” durante le celebrazioni della sua morte (ovvero
della sua “santificazione”), vorrei dire con molta semplicità che un bugiardo resta tale anche da
morto…i ricercatori revisionisti hanno dimostrato che la “testimonianza” del venezia è una ridicola
panzana: quando la chimica, la fisica e i dati oggettivi si scontrano inesorabilmente con la
“testimonianza”, sono i primi che devono prevalere e non la seconda—la patetica glorificazione
mediatica di un bugiardo non rende vere le sue menzogne, se ne facciano una ragione “lorsignori”,
con le cateratte del pianto costantemente aperte: non è con gli urletti isterici e con la repressione
giudiziaria che le balle assumeranno i contorni della verità…e shlomo venezia di balle ne ha
raccontate talmente tante da riempire un libro.
Gli scribacchini di regime dovrebbero rendersi conto che puntare il dito contro i revisionisti
(chiamati sprezzantemente “negazionisti”) non rende giustizia a chi ha sofferto o è morto durante le
deportazioni: la verità non dovrebbe temere alcuna censura o demonizzazione del pensiero differente
, se i revisionisti mentono…lo si dimostri!!!
Cordiali saluti

Mirko Viola

nec spe-nec metu (Né con speranza, né con timore)
Nota di Olo:
[1] Carlo Mattogno, "'The Truth About the Gas Chambers?' Historical Considerations relating to Shlomo
Venezia's 'Unique Testimony'," Inconvenient History, Vol. 2, No. 1, 2010
Oggi 16.11.2013, mentre è in atto il secondo tempo (35 cittadini perquisiti. I “trattati” nella prima sonderaktion
furono 21) della repressione contro 56 cittadini italiani che hanno usato la libertà di espressione su un forum
USA, riportiamo in evidenza un articolo che rivela quale sia stato, per noi, l’unico motivo vero che ha portato la
israel-lobby a premere istericamente affinchè questi cittadini venissero tacitati… si sputtanava il meccanismo che
è servito ai coloni del ghetto di Palestina e sue filiali, per far lievitare, in pochi mesi, il numero dei pretesi “ebrei”
gasati/spallottolati della F.O.S. (Fabulazione Olocaustica Standard). Autore il Dr. Mirko Viola, ancor oggi
detenuto ed al 299° giorno di carcere! A ulteriore corredo alleghiamo una candida dichiarazione dell’ebreo
colombo furio…
!legge,reato,negazionismo,colombo,israele
Pensiamo basti! Olodogma
________________________________________________
Il Dr. Viola parla di un “lievito” dei morti usato dagli ebrei dell’entità sionista di Palestina, vediamo più nel
dettaglio di cosa si tratta:

L’industria dell’olocausto (ebraico) azzera i costi di produzione con la gratuità della
“materia prima”?
Tempo addietro avevamo letto la notizia (olo-truffa.myblog.it/archive/2010/12/24/060-olocau-to-la-fabbrica-deimorti-come-certificare-il-nume.html) dell’esistenza di un sito francese (fonte francese originale, verificata il 20aprile 2013: http://www.yadvashem-france.org/documents/document/1/. Stessa fonte, per il solo documento
http://www.yadvashem-france.org/medias/documents/dafed1a-2011.pdf)(http://blogyadvashemfr.blogspot.it
/2010/06/p-235-feuilles-de-temoignages-et.html, aggiornato al 14.11.13) dove era presente e scaricabile un
modulo dedicato alla segnalazione di vittime del cosidetto olocausto che ancora erano sconosciute alla direzione
del museo dell’olocausto Yad Vashem di Gerusalemme.

Modulo originale yad vashem. Cliccare sulla foto per ingrandirla

Modulo originale Yad Vashem. Cliccare sulla foto per ingrandirla
L'articolo, primo in Italia, sembrava non aver creato interesse o problemi. Tale testo venne ripreso e postato sul
sito americano Stormfront, nella sezione italiana. Il fatto non passò inosservato in certi eletti ambienti
“socididio”!
Dal carcere dove era stato internato per “leso olocausto e memoria” il Dr. Mirko Viola scrisse…
“Evidentemente ai solerti scribacchini shammashim (se non conoscono il significato del termine, lo
chiedano ai loro padroni) sfugge il vero e solo motivo di tutto questo: sbugiardare i falsari !!!
Chiunque, in pochi “step”, può costruirsi il suo “personale gasato” che entrerà nel conteggio ufficiale
dei morti della shoah…basta entrare nel sito ufficiale del museo dell’olocausto Yad Vashem di
Gerusalemme, compilare un modulo inventando nome, luoghi, date, dati e persino la causa della
morte del nonno, dello zio o del conoscente, inviare tutto e “per magia”, dopo pochissimo tempo,
arriverà nella mail indicata un bel certificato da stampare e incorniciare …ovviamente il nome del
“gasato”, inventato di sana pianta, entrerà nell’elenco ufficiale dei morti… nessun “stato di famiglia”
è richiesto e nessuna indagine per appurare la veridicità dei dati inseriti viene effettuata…si compila
un modulo e il numero si gonfia…ecco la serietà dei ricercatori olocaustici.”…
Il 17 luglio 2012 il Dr. Viola aveva scritto, su pontilex.org il post qui allegato, dove annunciava, sbeffeggiato,
l’esistenza del famoso modulo:

Dichiarazione blogger

Dichiarazione del blogger Viola
A questo punto il 23 luglio 2012 interviene “Faggot79”, un blogger abituale sul sito, che posta la seguente
traumatica affermazione:

Dichiarazione di Faggot 79

Dichiarazione del blogger Faggot 79
Il razionale Faggot79 chiaramente dubbioso, ha cercato una verifica delle dirompenti affermazioni del Dr. Viola;
quindi prende l’iniziativa e inserisce un nuovo post “giustificativo” dell’azione intrapresa:
Successivo post di Faggot 79

Successivo post di Faggot 79
Da ciò si evince, per banale deduzione logica, che il nome “Edith Lang, nata a Roma”, in data 23 luglio 2012
non fosse presente nell’elenco ufficiale, diversamente, si sarebbero poi avute, in caso di positivo inserimento, 2 o
più “Edith Lang, nata a Roma” inserite. Ad ulteriore elemento di conferma riportiamo lo screenshot attuale della
pagina del museo yad vashem

Lo screenshoot dell'elenco attuale, è presente una sola Edith Lang.

Lo screenshoot dell’elenco attuale, è presente una sola Edith Lang.
Da una verifica fatta nell’ottobre 2012 “Edith Lang, nata a Roma” risultava non presente.
Da una verifica eseguita in data 18-04-2013, “Edith Lang, nata a Roma” risulta presente! Alleghiamo lo
screenshoot del sito ebraico http://db.yadvashem.org/names/nameDetails.html?itemId=10240798&language=en

Screeshoot del sito ebraico yad vashem

Screeshoot del sito ebraico yad vashem
Presentiamo l’ingrandimento del documento:

Screenshoot scheda yad vashem

Screenshoot scheda yad vashem
Qui necessita introdurre una ulteriore informazione “ufficiale” tratta dal Corriere della sera del 22-11-2004 dove
si ha… “la promessa che verranno verificati e inseriti nel database”…

Articolo Corriere della Sera, con la "promessa" dello yad vashem

Articolo Corriere della Sera, con la “promessa” dello yad vashem
In sintesi: la “prova di inserimento” del blogger Faggot 79 di “Edith Lang, nata a Roma” è andata “a buon
fine”.“Edith Lang, nata a Roma” è un nuovo numero, in più, nell’elenco delle vittime nella Shoah! Una “prova”
in più dei “milioni documentati dettagliatamente” come dice “Faggot79”!
Quindi l’affermazione del Dr. Viola trova conferma.
Chiunque può scaricare il modulo in quantità illimitata, compilare con dati inventati e spedire, o compilare
tramite Email, NESSUNO potrà MAI verificare l’attendibilità delle informazioni.
Oggettivamente ne consegue che con questo semplice metodo si può far lievitare il numero dei morti nel cosidetto
olocausto ebraico all’infinito! In pratica, per affermazioni sterminazioniste, in 6 anni (2004→2010) sono stati
aggiunti 1.000.000 di nomi di “vittime”! Semplice…come dire sei milioni! La Storia, quella vera, non ha bisogno
di “falsi” e “falsari” improvvisati o di mestiere!
E’ questo il buon motivo per lo scatenamento della violenta repressione del sistema sterminazionista contro il
WEB, l’unico mezzo ancora libero dal condizionamento della israel-lobby e suoi Shabbat goyim ? Molto, molto
probabilmente si!
Olo-truffa ed il Dr. Mirko Viola avevano ragione!

Gassed at Treblinka and deceased in Minsk
by Jean-Marie Boisdefeu

This content is also available in French
Published: 2006-03-01

Abstract
As shown before, the Yad Vashem database of Holocaust victims contains many double
entries as well as entries of survivors. This paper shows that entire sets of victims were
entered multiple times, in the present case the 52,000 Jews deported from Berlin. The
data contained in the database also reveals that many Jews deported through the
infamous Treblinka camp, which is said to have been a wholesale extermination camp
with almost no survivors, are reported to have died "downstream" (further east). Hence,
for them Treblinka merely served as a transit camp.

Jean Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando. Textes révisionnistes (2004-2008), La Sfinge, Rome
2009, 304 pages. 23,70 €.
51 textes essentiels dont : De Gaulle était-il un révisionniste ? — L’origine du mythe et
son exploitation. — Né à Auschwitz en 1943 et mort en France en 1985. — Chambre à
gaz et terrain de foot. — La banque(route) du Yad Vashem. — La transformation des
morgues des crématoires d’Auschwitz-Birkenau. — Des actes de décès pour les juifs
gazés ? — Jean-Claude Pressac et les archives de Moscou. — Le procès Irving vs.
Lipstadt. — Hitler et le génocide des Arméniens. — Des cheminées qui fumaient jour et
nuit. — Gazé à Treblinka et mort à Minsk. — Des déportés juifs de France retrouvés en
Ukraine ? — Les fables des fosses de crémation et de la graisse humaine utilisée comme
combustible. — Le journal du docteur Kremer. — Friedel, 9 ans : gazé mais revenu.
—Des enfants rescapés d’Auschwitz. — Des actes de naissance pour les enfants nés à
Auschwitz. Etc.
• We know that Yad Vashem embarked on listing the names of 6 million Jews

exterminated by the Germans; currently there are 3 million names, but, as we have seen
in Dubitando, n° 3, the database is a hotchpotch: you can certainly find the names of
Jews who unquestionably died in the course and because of their tragic deportation, but
you can also find a large number of names of Jews who died in combat, died of old age
or a natural death, or even Jews who survived the deportation (such as Henri
Krasucki[1]); finally, there is an incredible number of duplicates.[2] In this way, Yad
Vashem has probably increased the number of Jews who died because of their
deportation by a factor of 2 or 3.
• Since our last visit, Yad Vashem has uncovered and registered the names of
the Berlin Jews (more than 52,000 names); however, they had previously entered the
names of the German Jews which already included the names of the Berlin Jews;
therefore, these 52,000 Jews have been counted at least twice in the database; those who
had been deported from the Netherlands or from France (several thousands, including
500 who were from Palatinate [Pfalz] and the Land of Baden, when the evacuation of the
Jews from these areas to Gurs was organized) have thus been counted up to three times
and those deported to Lodz might have been counted four times; there are also (and this
detail speaks volumes about the Jewish casualness with statistics) 157 Norwegian Jews
who have simply been transited through Berlin; some 1250 unfortunates who chose to
commit suicide rather than abandon their homes have not been forgotten, but that is
understandable. Those who were deported to Theresienstadt and to destinies which we
will examine later in this article, are also counted at least three times, because Yad
Vashem had already registered the nearly 15,000 entries relating to this camp;
nevertheless, some of them might be counted a fourth time if they were transferred
through Auschwitz and died there, since Yad Vashem has additionally registered the
names in the camp’s Death Books once more, of which, contrary to what has been
feared, they only entered the names that sound Jewish. An example other than Berlin: In
Dubitando, no. 4,[3] we have seen that the father of the Paris historian Henri Minczeles,
who died at Auschwitz, was listed four times in the database; he is now included a fifth
time.
Of course, Yad Vashem has also entered the testimonies of the relatives of the dead,
which only inflates the numbers. Thus, we have to say that the 52,000 Berlin Jews were
included three times on average.
• Apropos testimonies: Yad Vashem is launching an urgent appeal because they seem to
have difficulties getting beyond the 3 million “exterminated” Jews. It appears the appeal
was heard by some: an Israeli woman testified in this way for 246 Dutch Jews with the
designation “friend”, “close friend”, “family friend” or simply “acquaintance”; however,
all of them were already included at least once in the database. This appeal to witnesses
(who are the source of more than 50 % of the database entries, according to a survey)
will only aggravate this inflation of numbers.

The French Committee for Yad Vashem reminds you through our channel of the urgency
and the need, for those of you who haven’t already done so, to fill in the testimonial
documents concerning your exterminated family(ies), as well as any person, girl- or
boyfriend(s), neighbour(s), that you remember. Submit your claims to our headquarters.
39 Boulevard Beaumarchais, 75003 Paris.
• We can also find the names of Hungarian Jews who died in the ranks of the labor
battalions of the Hungarian army among the new database entries and one may wonder
if it is normal to count them as “exterminated.”
• We have also seen it was a myth that the database contained evidence of gassings
at Auschwitz. Thus, the children of the ghetto Lodz who were allegedly gassed at
Auschwitz were found alive after the war: they were only transported through Auschwitz.
But we can also find evidence that the gassing of Jews at Treblinka is another myth.
Historians claim that almost all Jews deported to Treblinka were gassed, because there
was no selection between those able to work and the unfit as at Auschwitz; the SS spared
only the lives of a few to help them with their sinister work and then killed them at the
end of the operation of the camp.
Among the transports that were processed in this way, there were the transports
from Theresienstadt; in this Czech village the Germans had ghettoized a large number of
old Jews from various origins (German, Austrian, etc.); the provisional Jewish policy of
the Germans was then to move the Jews “farther east” until they were able to relocate
them permanently outside Europe (to Madagascar, for example) and they had deported a
large number of them to the Ukraine, Belarus and the Baltic countries via Auschwitz,
Sobibor, Belzec and Treblinka. Thus, 10 convoys finally left Theresienstadt for
Treblinka in 1942. In one of them was Siegmund Rothstein from Berlin, whose name is
found in the Yad Vashem database.
• First, let me say that the name of this deportee from Berlin is entered three times
in the database, for the reasons explained above.
• But still more interesting is the journey taken by this deportee that is described in
the database. Rothstein, born in 1867, was 75 years of age when he was deported
from Berlin to Theresienstadt in August 1942, which means that he could only be
deemed unfit for work and therefore, according to official historiography, had to
be sent to the gas chamber; in this case, why was he sent to Theresienstadt? This is
one of the many mysteries of the Holocaust religion, but let’s move on. From
there, he was deported again to Treblinka on September 26, 1942 (transport Br),
where, according to the historians, he was gassed at arrival. The editors of the
Czech entry consequently go no further: for them, Rothstein died at Treblinka,

too:
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=11619891
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4911011
However, when the German entry mentions the death of Rothstein, it places it much
further east, in Belarus—to be precise, in Minsk!
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=10784457
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=10760945
http://yvng.yadvashem.org/nameDetails.html?itemId=4129032
As already mentioned, S. Rothstein is in fact no special case: many Berliners (in addition
to elderly Jews from other parts of Germany) were deported to Theresienstadt and then
from there to Treblinka, but for the German authorities none of those unable to work
died at Treblinka and all of those who didn’t return died in Minsk or elsewhere.

The deportation of S. Rothstein (and many others); in dashed lines, the segment hidden
by historians.
It is impossible not to see the evidence that those unable to work who were sent to
Treblinka weren’t gassed but sent further east to Belarus (where, incidentally, many
transports of Jews arrived directly from Germany and Austria, even from
Theresienstadt).
The work carried out at great expense at Yad Vashem and celebrated by some media
organizations to the sound of the shofar is therefore surprisingly counterproductive
because the consultation of this database allows any man of common sense to conclude
that:
• the number of 6 million dead Jews due to deportations is a myth and even an
outright lie;[4]
• the gassing of Jews at Auschwitz and Treblinka is another myth. Hence the need
for liberticidal laws.

Notes
[1] Or Henri Bulawko or Simone Veil, who have told us the same, but their names
(and that of Madeleine, sister of Simone, also a survivor) have just been
withdrawn from the database. However, the names of the majority of the
survivors from France are still there.
[2] Dead deportees are often listed several times, like the unfortunate parents and
the brother of Simone Veil (included twice), the father of Robert Badinter
(included twice), the father of Serge Klarsfeld (included three times), the father
of Henri Minczeles (included five times), etc.
[3] Jean-Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando: Textes révisionnistes (2004–2008), La
Sfinge, Rome, 2009, chapter XV, pp. 79–80, notes: Note that Szepel Minczles is
included 4 times in the Yad Vashem database of the dead (based on the
following sources: Mémorial by S. Klarsfeld / testimony of his son Roger in
1978 / testimony of his son Henri in 1978 / second testimony of the same Henri
in 1999).
[4] Note that the average number now held by historians is 5 millions; hence, it
would be necessary to stop quoting the 6 million figure.

Gazé à Treblinka et mort à Minsk
by Jean-Marie Boisdefeu
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Abstract
As shown before, the Yad Vashem database of Holocaust victims contains many double
entries as well as entries of survivors. This paper shows that entire sets of victims were
entered multiple times, in the present case the 52,000 Jews deported from Berlin. The
data contained in the database also reveals that many Jews deported through the
infamous Treblinka camp, which is said to have been a wholesale extermination camp
with almost no survivors, are reported to have died "downstream" (further east). Hence,
for them Treblinka merely served as a transit camp.

Jean Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando. Textes révisionnistes (2004-2008), La Sfinge, Rome
2009, 304 pages. 23,70 €.
51 textes essentiels dont : De Gaulle était-il un révisionniste ? — L’origine du mythe et
son exploitation. — Né à Auschwitz en 1943 et mort en France en 1985. — Chambre à
gaz et terrain de foot. — La banque(route) du Yad Vashem. — La transformation des
morgues des crématoires d’Auschwitz-Birkenau. — Des actes de décès pour les juifs
gazés ? — Jean-Claude Pressac et les archives de Moscou. — Le procès Irving vs.
Lipstadt. — Hitler et le génocide des Arméniens. — Des cheminées qui fumaient jour et
nuit. — Gazé à Treblinka et mort à Minsk. — Des déportés juifs de France retrouvés en
Ukraine ? — Les fables des fosses de crémation et de la graisse humaine utilisée comme
combustible. — Le journal du docteur Kremer. — Friedel, 9 ans : gazé mais revenu.
—Des enfants rescapés d’Auschwitz. — Des actes de naissance pour les enfants nés à
Auschwitz. Etc.
• On sait que le Yad Vashem a entrepris de répertorier les noms de 6 millions de Juifs

exterminés par les Allemands; il en est actuellement à 3 millions mais, comme nous
l'avons vu dans Dubitando, n° 3, sa banque de données est un fourre-tout: certes, on y
trouve les noms de Juifs incontestablement morts au cours et du fait de cette tragique
déportation mais on y trouve aussi un grand nombre de noms de Juifs morts au combat,
morts de vieillesse ou de mort naturelle, voire de Juifs ayant survécu à la déportation
(comme Henri Krasucki[1]) ; enfin, on y trouve un nombre incroyable de doublons.[2]
De la sorte, le Yad Vashem a probablement multiplié par 2 voire 3 le nombre de Juifs
morts du fait de la déportation.
• Depuis notre dernière visite, le Yad Vashem a dépouillé et encodé le mémorial des Juifs
berlinois (plus de 52000 noms); or, il avait déjà encodé le mémorial des Juifs allemands,
lequel reprenait déjà les noms des Juifs berlinois; dès lors, ces 52000 Juifs viennent
d'être comptés une nouvelle fois dans la banque; ceux qui, parmi eux, ont été déportés
par la Hollande ou la France (plusieurs milliers dont 500 qui se trouvaient dans le
Palatinat et le Pays de Bade quand fut organisée l'évacuation des Juifs de ces régions à
Gurs) sont donc comptés au moins trois fois et ceux qui ont été déportés à Lodz peuvent
même être comptés quatre fois; y figurent aussi (et ce détail en dit long sur la
désinvolture juive en matière de statistiques) 157 Juifs norvégiens ayant simplement
transité par Berlin; les quelque 1250 malheureux qui ont choisi de se suicider plutôt que
d'abandonner leur foyer n'ont pas été oubliés mais cela peut se comprendre. Ceux qui ont
été déportés à Theresienstadt et au destin desquels nous allons nous intéresser dans la
suite de cet article sont eux aussi comptés au moins trois fois puisque le Yad Vashem
avait déjà encodé le mémorial de ce camp: ils sont près de 15000; toutefois, certains
d'entre eux peuvent être comptés une quatrième fois s'ils ont été transférés à Auschwitz et
y sont morts car le Yad Vashem vient également d'encoder les noms trouvés dans les
registres mortuaires de ce camp encore que, contrairement à ce qui était à craindre, il
n'ait encodé que les noms ayant une consonance juive. Un exemple en dehors des
Berlinois: dans Dubitando, no. 4,[3] nous avons vu que le père de l'historien parisien
Henri Minczeles, mort à Auschwitz, était repris quatre fois dans la banque; il est
désormais repris une cinquième fois.
Bien entendu, le Yad Vashem a parallèlement encodé les témoignages de proches des
disparus, ce qui ne fait que gonfler la statistique. Dès lors, on doit pouvoir affirmer que
les 52000 Juifs berlinois sont en moyenne repris trois fois.
• À propos de témoignages, le Yad Vashem lance un appel urgent car il semble avoir du
mal à dépasser les 3 millions d' « exterminés» ; l'appel semble entendu par certains: ainsi
une israélienne vient-elle de témoigner pour 246 Juifs hollandais au titre de « friend », «
close friend », « family friend» ou simple « acquaintance » ; toutefois, tous étaient déjà
repris au moins une fois dans la banque. Cet appel à témoins (lesquels, selon un sondage,
sont à l'origine de plus de 50 % des entrées de la banque) ne pourra qu'aggraver cette
inflation.

Le Comité Français pour Yad Vashem vous rappelle par notre canal l'urgence de la
nécessité, par celles et ceux qui ne l'auraient pas encore fait, de remplir les documents de
témoignage concernant leur(s) famille(s) exterminée(s), ainsi que toute personne,
amie(s), ami(s), voisine(s), voisin(s), dont vous vous souvenez. Les réclamer à notre
siège. 39 bd Beaumarchais 75003 Paris.
• On trouve également parmi les nouveaux encodages dans la banque les noms de Juifs
hongrois morts dans les rangs des bataillons du travail de l'armée hongroise et on peut
se demander s'il est normal de les compter comme « exterminés ».
• Nous avons vu aussi que la banque contenait la preuve de ce que le gazage des Juifs à
Auschwitz était un mythe. Ainsi, des enfants du ghetto de Lodz prétendument gazés à
Auschwitz ont été retrouvés vivants après la guerre: ils n'avaient fait que transiter par
Auschwitz.
Mais on y trouve aussi la preuve de ce que le gazage des Juifs à Treblinka est un autre
mythe.
Les historiens affirment que les Juifs déportés à Treblinka étaient gazés dans leur quasitotalité car on n'y pratiquait pas la sélection comme à Auschwitz entre les aptes au
travail et les inaptes; les SS en épargnaient juste l'un ou l'autre pour les aider dans leur
sinistre travail puis ils les éliminaient en fin d'opération.
Parmi les convois traités de la sorte, les convois venus de Theresienstadt; les Allemands
avaient ghettoïsé dans cette ville tchèque un grand nombre de Juifs âgés d'origines
diverses (Allemagne, Autriche, etc.) ; puis, la politique juive provisoire des Allemands
étant d'éloigner les Juifs « plus loin dans l'Est » en attendant de pouvoir les réimplanter
définitivement hors d'Europe (par exemple à Madagascar), ils en avaient redéporté un
grand nombre en Ukraine, en Biélorussie et dans les pays baltes via Auschwitz, Sobibor,
Belzec et Treblinka. C'est ainsi qu'enfin 1942 10 convois sont partis de Theresienstadt
pour Treblinka. Dans l'un d'eux, le Berlinois Siegmund Rothstein dont on retrouve le
nom dans la banque du Yad Vashem.
• Pour commencer, disons que, pour les raisons exposées plus haut, le nom de ce
déporté berlinois est repris trois fois dans la banque.
• Mais plus intéressant encore est le parcours effectué par ce déporté et décrit par la
banque. Rothstein, né en 1867, avait 75 ans quand il fut déporté de Berlin à
Theresienstadt en août 1942, ce qui signifie qu'il ne pouvait qu'être jugé inapte au
travail et donc, selon l'histoire officielle, envoyé à la chambre à gaz; dans ce cas,
pourquoi l'avoir envoyé à Theresienstadt? C'est là un des nombreux mystères de la
religion de la Shoah mais passons. De là, il fut redéporté le 26 septembre 1942 à
Treblinka (convoi Br) où, selon les historiens, il fut gazé dès son arrivée. Les

rédacteurs du mémorial tchèque ne vont donc pas plus loin: pour eux, aussi,
Rothstein est mort à Treblinka.
Or, si le mémorial allemand fait également état de la mort de Rothstein, il la situe
beaucoup plus à l'est de Treblinka, en Biélorussie, très précisément à Minsk!
En fait et ainsi que nous l'avons dit, S. Rothstein n'est pas un cas à part: de nombreux
Berlinois (en plus de Juifs âgés venus d'autres coins d'Allemagne) furent déportés à
Theresienstadt puis, de là, à Treblinka mais, pour les autorités allemandes, aucun de ces
inaptes n'est mort à Treblinka et tous ceux qui ne sont pas revenus sont morts à Minsk
ou ailleurs.

La déportation de S. Rothstein (et de beaucoup d'autres) ; en pointillés, le tronçon
escamoté par les historiens.
Comment ne pas y voir la preuve de ce que les inaptes envoyés a Treblinka n'y étaient
pas gazés mais ne faisaient qu'y transiter pour être envoyés plus loin à l'est en
Biélorussie (où, d'ailleurs, de nombreux convois de Juifs arrivèrent directement d
'Allemagne et d'Autriche, voire de Theresienstadt).
Le travail effectué à grands frais par le Yad Vashem et célébré au son du shofar par
certains médias est donc étonnamment contreproductif car la consultation de sa banque
permet à tout homme de bon sens de conclure que:
• le chiffre de 6 millions de morts juifs du fait de la déportation est un mythe et
même un mensonge grossier ;[4]
• le gazage des Juifs à Auschwitz et à Treblinka est un autre mythe. D'où la
nécessité de lois liberticides.

Notes
[1] ou Henri Bulawko ou encore Simone Veil, avions-nous dit aussi, mais leurs
noms (et celui de Madeleine, sœur de Simone, également rescapée) viennent
d'être retirés de la banque. Il reste que les noms de la plupart des rescapés de

France y figurent encore.
[2] Les déportés morts sont souvent repris plusieurs fois, comme les malheureux
parents et frère de Simone Veil (repris deux fois), le père de Robert Badinter
(repris deux (ois), le père de Serge Klarsfeld (repris trois fois), le père d'Henri
Minczeles (repris cinq rois), etc.
[3] Jean-Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando: Textes révisionnistes (2004-2008), La
Sfinge, Rome 2009, Chapter XV, pp. 79-80, notes: À noter que Szepel Minczles
est repris 4 fois dans la banque des morts du Yad Vashem (sur les bases
suivantes : mémorial de S. Klarsfeld / témoignage de son fils Roger en 1978 /
témoignage de son fils Henrie en 1978 / deuxième témoignage de même Henri
en 1999).
[4] À noter que le chiffre moyen désormais retenu par les historiens est 5 millions;
il faudrait donc cesser de citer le chiffre de 6 millions.

How to Increase the Number of Deaths in the Holocaust
by Olodogma

Abstract
In 2013, Italian police forces raided the homes of numerous participants of the U.S. Stormfront blog. The
background of this raid was a discussion about the veracity and reliability of entries in the victims' database of the
Israeli Yad Vashem Holocaust Remembrance Center, among other things. To verfy these claims, Italian blogger
Olodogma looked into the matter. This brief paper documents the results. They show that it is indeed ridiculously
easy to submit false, invented information to the Yad Vashem database, and that there seems to be no quality
control at all.
Today, 17.03.13, was the 122nd day of preventive incarceration for 4 Italian citizens, first offenders. The
following is the text of a letter from the prison by Dr. Mirko Viola, one of the four. In solitary confinement since
20 January 2013! This is the text of the letter.
Il Dr. Mirko Viola durante un congresso professionale a Bologna
Dr. Mirko Viola during a professional congress at Bologna

Regina Coeli – "Democratic" KZ Lager – 2 March 2013– 108th day – Cell Block
VII – Isolation Cell no. 36
Dear (omitted)
As I told you before, the most serious accusation against me is the following: “Dissemination of
negationist ideologies”; this isn't a crime in Italy, but as far as anyone can tell, I stand accused of...
"lèse Holocaust". I'll gloss over P.M. Tescaroli's crass ignorance; he seems to know nothing about
Holocaust revisionism (it's not an ideology, but an extremely strict method of historical research), I
would, however, like to dwell on the obvious bad faith of a few system hacks who, following in the
footprints of Marco Pasqua (the Nazi-busting visionary who joined a civil action as part of the trial),
write so many totally stupid things without the slightest shame, that they make me smile, even in my
cell.
During our last talk during a prison visit, my mother – obviously upset by the vile hallucinations
written about Yours Truly -- things that I've read here and there or "heard through the grapevine" –
accused me of offending the members of the "crybaby nation" ...tsk! tsk!... and what sort of things
could I ever have done that were so shameful as to arouse the sinister wrath of the circumcised??
Easy... I invented imaginary relatives gassed in the extermination camps in Poland… what a
disgrace!!!
What a scandal!!!
What a lack of respect!!!
How can I have permitted myself to joke about something so serious??
What reason could I have had to invent dead people?
Why did I permit myself to poke fun at men like Shlomo Venezia,[1] the Jews and so many others???
Obviously, the ever-so-clever hacks and shammashim (I don't know what that word means, ask
them) have not twigged to the true and sole reason for all this: exposing the fakers!!! The fact is, that
anyone can build himself his own "personal gassing victim" in just a few steps! This "victim" will
then be included in the "official count" of "Shoah victims"… all you need to do is access the official
site of the Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem, fill out a form, invent the names, dates, data
and even cause of death of some [imaginary] grandfather, uncle or acquaintance, send it in, and –
presto! – after a very short while, you'll receive a beautiful certificate by post, to be printed out and
framed... and, obviously, the name of the "gassing victim" (which you've just invented out of whole
cloth, from A to Z, will be included in the official list of victims... no marital/family status is
required, and there is no inquiry as to the veracity of the data you supply… you fill out a form and –
presto! – the number swells like a balloon… this is the level of seriousness of the Holocaust
researchers.
What's so shameful about all this?
Which is more shameful? Inventing names to unmask a fraud, or inserting data in an "official list"
without any verification???

Who's screwing whom?
I look at Shlomo Venezia, whom I am supposed to have "offended" during the celebration of his
death (or, rather, his "beatification"), and I'd like to say, very simply: a liar is still a liar, even if he's
dead… revisionist researchers have shown that Venezia's "testimony" is a ridiculous heap of
falsehoods: when chemistry, physics, and objective data inexorably collide with the "testimony", it's
the first that should prevail, not the second – the pathetic media glorification of a liar does not make
his lies true – not even his lies, unless one believes in a "slave mentality truth", with its round-theclock cataract of mourning: hysterical howls and legal repression won't make obvious yarns and fibs
assume the outlines of the truth... and Shlomo Venezia has told enough yarns to fill a book.
System hacks should take time to think that pointing the finger at the revisionists (contemptuously
referred to as “Negationists”) does not do justice to those who suffered or died during the
deportations: the truth should never fear censorship or demonization as dissentient thought. If the
revisionists are lying... prove it!!!
Faithfully yours,

Mirko Viola

nec spe – nec metu (Neither in hope nor in fear)
Note from Olo:
[1] Carlo Mattogno, "'The Truth About the Gas Chambers?' Historical Considerations relating to Shlomo
Venezia's 'Unique Testimony'," Inconvenient History, Vol. 2, No. 1, 2010
Today, Nov. 16, 2013, the second half of the match is still being played out: 35 Italian citizens have been housesearched – the persons "processed" in this first "Sonderaktion" were 21. These actions of the repression [i.e.,
police] against 56 Italian citizens were taken merely because they made use of their freedom of expression on an
American forum. The following is an article which reveals what is – to us – the real reason why the Jewish lobby
decided to push the panic button and try to terrify these citizens into silence. They screwed up the mechanism
which served the settlers of the Palestine Ghetto and its subsidiaries to inflate the number of "Jews" allegedly
gassed/shot according to the S.H.F. (Standard Holocaust Fabulation). Author is Dr. Mirko Viola, who is still
detained on his 299th day in prison! As another treasure, I link to the candid statement of the Jew Colombo
Furio…
!legge,reato,negazionismo,colombo,israele
We think that's enough! Olodogma
________________________________________________
Dr. Viola speaks of an “upsurge” in death statistics used by the Jews from the Zionist entity of Palestine, let's take
a more detailed look at what's involved:

Does the (Jewish) Holocaust Industry reset its "production costs" with free "raw
materials"?
Some time ago, we read (olo-truffa.myblog.it/archive/2010/12/24/060-olocau-to-la-fabbrica-dei-morti-comecertificare-il-nume.html) about the existence of a French site (original French source, verified on 20 April 2013:
http://www.yadvashem-france.org/documents/document/1/, same source, for this document alone,
http://www.yadvashem-france.org/medias/documents/dafed1a-2011.pdf)(http://blogyadvashemfr.blogspot.it
/2010/06/p-235-feuilles-de-temoignages-et.html, updated on 14.11.13) where a form intended to facilitate the
reporting of "victims" who were still unknown to the administration of the Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum in
Jerusalem was online and could be downloaded.

Modulo originale yad vashem. Cliccare sulla foto per ingrandirla

Original Yad Vashem form. Click on graphic to enlarge.
The article, first published in Italy, did not appear to have aroused any interest or created any problems. The text
was then posted on the American Internet site Stormfront, in the Italian section. This time, it did not pass
unnoticed by the "Chosen", who seem to think they are "God & Co."...
Dr. Mirko Viola wrote as follows from the prison where he had to be imprisoned for the crime of "damaging
Holocaust & Memory Inc."…
“Obviously, the ever-so-smart shammashim hacks (if you don't know what that means, ask your
boss) are unable to perceive the real reason for all this: exposing the liars and fakers!!! Anyone can
construct his own personal 'gassing victim', which will then be duly included in the official figure of
'deaths during the Shoah'... all you have to do is access the official site of the Yad Vashem Holocaust
Mueseum in Jerusalem, fill out a form, invent the names, places, dates and even the cause of death,
of your grandfather, uncle or an acquaintance, ad libitum, and send it off; after a very little while, as
if by magic, you'll get a lovely certificate by post which you can print out and have framed...
obviously, the name of the 'gassing victim' – which is completely made up – will be included in the
official list of Holocaust victims… no family/marital status is required and no inquiry will be made
to verify the veracity of the data you supply…if you fill out the form, the number gets blown up like
a balloon…this is the seriousness of Holocaust researchers.”…
On 17 July 2012, Dr. Viola wrote the following, which was posted on pontilex.org, in which he announced, in the
spirit of one who feels he has been taken for a fool, the existence of the famous form:

Dichiarazione blogger

Declaration of Dr. Viola, in his persona as "The Blogger"
At this point, on 23 July 2012, another blogger, a regular contributor to the site, known as “Faggot79”, posted the
following truly traumatic statement:

Dichiarazione di Faggot 79

Declaration of blogger Faggot79
Faggot79, a rational person, but clearly suffering from the pangs of doubt – oh, ye of little faith – attempted to
verify Dr. Viola's staggering claim: he therefore took the initiative and inserted a new post "justifying" Dr. Viola's
actions::
Successivo post di Faggot 79

Subsequent post by Faggot79
This shows, by a process of commonplace logical deduction, that the name “Edith Lang, born in Rome”, dated
23 July 2012 was not included in the official list; otherwise, if she were really included in the list, but if there
were 2 or more “Edith Lang(s), born in Rome”, and they would both be included. For additional proof, we
reproduce a screenshot of the Yad Vashem website page:

Lo screenshoot dell'elenco attuale, è presente una sola Edith Lang.

Screenshot of the current list, showing not one single Edith Lang.
A check performed in October 2012 shows that “Edith Lang, born in Rome” resulted in the following: not
present.
A check performed on 18-04-2013, searching for“Edith Lang, born in Rome” resulted in the following: present!
We annex the screenshot from the Hebrew language site: http://db.yadvashem.org/names
/nameDetails.html?itemId=10240798&language=en

Screeshoot del sito ebraico yad vashem

Screenshot of the Yad Vashem Hebrew site:
The following is an enlargement of the document:

Screenshoot scheda yad vashem

Screenshot, Yad Vashem information sheet
At this point, there is a need to file an additional bit of "official" information taken from the Corriere della sera
dated 22-11-2004 where it says it has… “a promise that the data will be checked and entered into the database”…

Articolo Corriere della Sera, con la "promessa" dello yad vashem

Article, Corriere della Sera, with “promise” from the Yad Vashem
To sum up: Blogger Faggot79's "proof" that “Edith Lang, born in Rome” was “included" has been "successful".
“Edith Lang, born in Rome” is a new number, added to the list of "Shoah victims"! One more “proof” of the
“millions of victims documented in detail", according to “Faggot79”!
Ergo, Dr. Viola's quid est probandum stands confirmed.
Anyone can download limited numbers of the same form, fill it out with invented data and send it off by post – or
e-mail, if you prefer; NO ONE will EVER verify the reliability of your information!
Objectively, it follows that with this simple method one can levitate the numbers of Holocaust victims to infinity!
In practice, for the purposes of Hoaxoco$t propaganda, they've added 1,000,000 "victims' names" in 6 years
(2004→2010)! Easy-peasy… why not Six Million? History, real history, has no need of "fakes" and "forgeries",
whether improvised or professional!
Is this the real reason for the unleashing of the "dogs of violent repression" by the Exterminationist system
against the web, the sole means still free from "Jewish-Lobby" mind-control and conditioning and that of their
Shabbat goyim? Very, very probably, yes!
Olo-truffa [= Holo-swindle] and Dr. Mirko Viola were right!

Kula’s Columns Revisited | CODOH
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
Since 2000 at the latest, the former Polish Auschwitz inmate Michał Kula has been quoted by
mainstream Holocaust historians as the key witness describing how exactly Zyklon B was introduced
in the homicidal gas chambers claimed to have existed in Crematoria II and III located in the
Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp. This paper analyzes several of Kula’s postwar statements in this regard in
order to accurately recreate what Kula described, to assess whether his claims are even technically
feasible, and whether Kula’s statements about other aspects are historically accurate. It is demonstrated
that Kula’s claims are untrue in many regards, that he has changed his story repeatedly, and that his
claims are technically nonsensical.
In 2002, during David Irving's “Real History” Conference in Cincinnati, the late Dr. Robert Countess
presented a physical representation of “Kula’s Kolumns,” as he called them.[1] Since the year 2000,
these columns have been at the center of a controversy about how exactly the insecticide Zyklon B is
supposed to have been introduced into the Morgues #1 of Crematoria II and III at Auschwitz, where,
the orthodox Auschwitz narrative has it, up to 400,000 human beings are said to have been poisoned to
death. These morgues are sometimes referred to as “the absolute center of human suffering,” so when
preparing the upcoming new edition of my expert report, I considered it important to shed some more
light onto these devices.

Illustration 1: Dr. Countess unloads his “Kula Kolumn” at the Cincinnati conference
building in summer of 2002, with Charles Provan inspecting it.
The Auschwitz orthodoxy claims that four holes had been chiseled through the roof of the morgues in
question. While some witnesses have claimed that the Zyklon B was simply dumped through those
holes, others have claimed that some more-or-less-sophisticated devices were installed beneath those
holes.
The most-prominent proponent of this hypothesis is Dutch historian of architecture Dr. Robert van
Pelt, who in his book about Auschwitz published several construction drawings of these devices he

himself had prepared.[2] Inspired by this, Dr. Countess built a model which he presented at the abovementioned conference, see Illustrations 1f.

Illustration 2: Dr. Countess sets up his “Kula Kolumn” in the conference room in
Cincinnati, summer 2002.
The issue was rekindled last year when a life-size model of the “Kula Kolumn,” built following van
Pelt’s drawings, was exhibited at the Venice Biennale, an international exhibition on architecture. It
featured prominently in an article in the New York Times about that exhibition,[3] including a photo of
the device, see Illustration 3.

Illustration 3: A Kula column freely interpreted by Robert van Pelt, exhibited at the
Venice Architecture Biennale in 2016 (photo by Gianni Cipriano).
Van Pelt wasn’t the first to prepare construction drawings of these columns. That honor goes to the late
French historian Jean-Claude Pressac, who had published his own drawings in his 1989 opus
magnum.[4] Both authors have based their drawings on a postwar testimony by Michał Kula – hence
the name of the columns. Kula was a Polish Auschwitz inmate who testified shortlyafter the war a
number of times about what he claimed to have experienced at Auschwitz.
In addition to Kula’s statements, there are, to my knowledge, seven other witnesses claiming such
columns: M. Nyiszli, C.S. Bendel, F. Müller and J. Erber, as well as W. Lutecki, W. Girsa and K.
Gracz.[5] Müller’s and Erber’s descriptions stem from the late 1970s/early 1980s, while Bendel’s,
Nyiszli’s, Lutecki’s and Girsa’s descriptions are very superficial. Gracz’s description is a little moredetailed and resembles Kula’s first description. Kula, however, is the one witness who described the
columns early and in great detail, so I will focus on him here.
As far as I know, Kula testified at least three times after the war, first during the pre-trial investigations
leading up to the show trial against former Auschwitz commandant Rudolf Höss, then during the trial
itself, and finally during the trial against the Auschwitz camp garrison. Pressac and van Pelt merely
considered Kula’s first testimony. However, in order to assess the accuracy of his testimony and his
trustworthiness as a truthful witness, all of his testimonies need to be considered.

During his first deposition, Kula gave a very detailed description of these columns, so detailed, in fact,
that he must have been involved in the columns’ manufacture, if they existed in the first place. Here is
Kula’s statement from his deposition made prior to the trial against the former Auschwitz commandant
Rudolf Höss:[6]
“Among other things, the fake showers intended for the gas chambers and the wire-mesh
columns to pour the contents of the Zyklon cans into the gas chambers were manufactured
in the metal workshop. This column was about 3 meters high, with a square section of
about 70 cm [wide]. This column was composed of three mesh works inserted one inside
the other. The outer screen was made from wire three millimeters thick, fastened to angle
irons of 50 by 10 millimeters. Such corner posts were on each corner of the column and
were connected at the top and the bottom by an angle iron of the same type. The openings
of the wire mesh were 45 millimeters in square. The second screen was made in the same
manner, and constructed within the first column [screen] at a distance of 150 millimeters
from the first. The openings of this wire mesh were some 25 millimeters in square. In the
corners these screens were connected to each other by iron struts. The third part of this
column could be moved. It was an empty column of thin galvanized sheet metal with a
square cross-section of about 150 mm, which ended in the upper part with a cone and
below with a flat square base. At a distance of some 25 millimeters, thin sheet metal
corners were welded to the corners of this column supported by sheet-metal brackets. On
these corners was mounted a thin mesh with openings of about one millimeter in square.
This mesh ended at the bottom of the cone, and from there, extending the meshwork, ran a
sheet-metal casing for the entire height up to the top of the cone. The content of a Zyklon
can was poured from above in the distributor cone, which allowed for an equal
distribution of the Zyklon to all four sides of the column. After the evaporation of the gas,
the entire central column was extracted and the evaporated [depleted] silica [carrier]
removed.”
It doesn’t cast a favorable light on Kula’s credibility that the showers were actually real, as Mattogno
has demonstrated abundantly.[7]
Kula was working in the inmate metalworking shop at Auschwitz, about whose activities a vast
number of documents survived the war. No document about the creation of columns as described by
Kula is among them, though. In fact, there is neither any material nor documentary evidence that these
columns ever existed.[8] Kula himself must have anticipated this objection, because in the same
testimony he claimed that work done for the crematoria were not registered presumably due to their
alleged secret, criminal auspices. This, too, is untrue, as there is an abundance of work orders for items
needed for the crematoria.[9]
Now to Kula’s next testimony. During the Höss Trial itself, he testified on the 5th day of that trial,
where he stated the following:[10]
“On Höss’s order, the gassing columns that were used for the gassing were made by the
metalworking shop. The columns were 2 meters and a half high, the inner space 150
square mm in diameter, the following [layer[11]] at a distance of 30 mm, the third 15 mm
away. The wire mesh used was like those used for windows, green in color; between the
mire mesh and the sheet metal there was a distance of 15 mm. All this was about 1 meter
and a half tall. At the mouth of this network was a so-called distribution cone. 7 pieces of
these columns were made. The columns were installed in the gas chamber right next to the
opening through which the can of gas was thrown in. This column was installed beneath
this opening, the gas was poured directly onto the distribution cone. The cone was to
uniformly distribute the gas into these four slots of 15 mm between the sheet metal and
the netting, since that increased the gas-evaporation surface. That way the victims could
be killed more rapidly. [Question:] What did such a gas chamber look like? In one
crematorium, it was calculated for 2,500 men, in the other, smaller one [gas chamber] in
the same crematorium for 1,500. The workers of the metalworking shop, inmates, had
built this chamber. The chamber was higher than 2 meters, at the top were closed
rectangular channels; these were the air-extraction openings through which fans expelled
the gas. Zyklon is lighter than air; hence it dissipates quickly after the gassing. Makeshift
[fake] showers were made so that the whole thing looked like a bath. Lamps were lit, the
concrete floor was always wet. After a homicidal gassing, inmates of the
Sonderkommando cleaned the concrete [floor]. These were Jewish inmates who were

assigned to doing that work. Every three months, the Sonderkommando was exterminated,
gassed, yet not at Auschwitz, but somewhere in the vicinity of Gleiwitz instead. The
leader of this unit was Hauptscharführer Moll, […]”
This passage is riddled with untrue statements.
1. As just mentioned, the showers and thus the bathing facilities were real.
2. The claimed capacity of 2,500 men for the alleged homicidal gas chamber, which has a surface
area of some 200 m², is physically impossible (see Paragraph 7.3.2.1.1. in my expert report for
details).
3. There were not two gas chambers of different sizes in that crematorium, but allegedly only one
(Morgue #1).
4. The inmates of the metalworking shop had nothing to do with the construction of the crematoria,
of which the gas chambers are said to have been integral parts. These inmates merely provided
numerous iron fittings.
5. Even according to the orthodox narrative, nobody was ever gassed “in the vicinity of Gleiwitz.”
Illustration 4: Author’s drawing of the “Zyklon-B-introduction
columns” as described by Michał Kula in his pre-trial deposition.
Black: 5-cm-wide corner irons of the outer column, 70 cm wide;
red: 3-mm-thick wire mesh with mesh size 4.5 cm; green: outer
column connected by struts (green; number of sets my guess) at
the corners to the middle column (blue), made of the same corner
irons, 15 cm away from the outer screen (column width: 40 cm);
wire mesh with mesh size 2.5 cm (light green); orange: inner
column, 20 cm wide, with fine wire mesh of mesh size 0.1 cm,
2.5 cm away from the inner sheet-metal column of 15 cm width
(ochre). At the top end of the screen is the sheet metal extension
covering the distributor cone (light grey). See the next Illustration
for a close-up view of the top part of the inner column.

Since Kula was not a member of the Sonderkommando, one wonders what the source of his
“knowledge” about the gas chambers and their operation is anyway. It probably is mere hearsay or

rumor “knowledge,” which indicates that Kula’s testimony has been “cross-pollinated” by other
witnesses.
Most important is, however, that he completely changed the dimensions of the Zyklon-B-introduction
columns. That should be the first-hand, reliable and thus immutable aspect of his testimony. According
to his first, pre-trial deposition, the column was 3 meters high, which he changed to 2.50 meters during
the trial. While the inner core measures 150 mm wide in both testimonies, the column described in his
testimony during the trial was only (15+30+150+30+15=) 240 mm wide in total, compared to the 700
mm of his pre-trial statement. These are obviously two entirely different objects he is describing.
While one can confuse 3 m with 2.5 m, confusing 70 cm with 24 cm is not likely. Hence Kula has
adjusted his statement. I’ll get to the probable reason for this later.

Illustration 5: Schematic drawing of the top part of the innermost column of the
introduction device initially described by Kula. The width of the sheet-metal corners
(green) and the height of the “distributor cone” and hence also of the sheet-metal
extensions reaching to the height of the cone’s top are my assumptions.
To fully assess the reliability of Kula as a witness, it is worthwhile to also consider his last testimony
known to me, which he gave during the trial against the Auschwitz camp garrison a few months after
the Höss Trial. During that testimony, he did not mention the columns at all. But among other things,
he stated the following:[12]
“Then they began to build gigantic crematoria. They were set up so that the victims could
not understand where they were taken. Each crematorium had two gas chambers, one for
1,500 and one for 2,000 people. There was a special concrete ski-jump [skocznie,
meaning chute] on which the people were thrown from the truck, [whose loadbed] tipped
automatically, and in this way the people were falling into the gas chambers.”
This is a unique testimony, indeed. Although I do have words to characterize it, I will refrain from
using them here. Evidently, with each opportunity to tell his tales, Kula’s claims became increasingly
erratic.
Since his first description of the introduction column is more-detailed and was made earlier, orthodox
scholars have relied on it. As mentioned before, both Pressac and van Pelt have prepared drawings of
these columns based on Kula’s initial description. Neither of them is without flaws. For instance,
Pressac got the dimensions of the inner column wrong and changed its design, while van Pelt’s
translation of Kula’s testimony is erroneous, and though the data supplied in Kula’s testimony is rather
meager, van Pelt uses it to make five different, very-detailed drawings – some of it necessarily based
on his own conjecture. In order to get a more-realistic depiction of what Kula described in his first
testimony, I created my own drawings, see Illustrations 4f. I have added only those features in them
that Kula specifically mentioned. For instance, Kula did not say anything about any cross-bracing of
the column, which would have been indispensable to make the device sturdy enough to withstand a
panicking crowd.
Van Pelt recognized this deficiency; hence the model created based upon his drawing as exhibited
during the 2016 Venice Biennale (see Illustration 3) shows tacit “corrections” to Kula’s claims: van

Pelt’s column has cross braces dividing the column into three sections of roughly equal height. To
reinforce the device further, van Pelt’s model also has much thicker wires on the outer layer – some 8
mm rather than the meager 3 mm claimed by Kula. In addition, van Pelt has reduced the width of the
center column from the 40 cm claimed by Kula to some 30 cm. In fact, he should have reduced it even
further than that, for the innermost, removable column with a claimed width of 20 cm needed a guide
so it would not get accidentally stuck with one of its corners in the wire mesh of the middle column
when accidentally lowered slightly tilted. The angle irons forming the corners of the middle column
actually could have had no other purpose than to function as guide rails for the inner column when
moving in and out. The middle column’s wire mesh was utterly superfluous and a waste. However,
Kula claimed that the middle column was 40 cm wide, while the innermost was 20 cm wide. Hence it
was a total mismatch. The situation is different for Kula’s second description, which has an equal
clearance between each layer of just 15 mm.
Van Pelt also reduced the height of the outer column to considerably less than 3 meters as initially
claimed by Kula. The reason for that is probably because there are no holes in the roof of the morgue
in question measuring 70 cm × 70 cm into which Kula’s columns could have fit. The largest hole in
that roof was only 50 cm wide in 1991, to which I will get further below. Hence van Pelt simply let the
outer layer of his column end at the morgue’s ceiling and let only the smaller middle column protrude
through the roof. This lack of holes of the required size proves categorically that Kula’s initially
described columns cannot have been installed. That may also be the reason why Kula reduced the
height down to 2.50 m in his testimony during the trial (although the ceiling in that room was only
2.40 m high).
Illustration 6 illustrates the issues involved. The green rectangle depicts Kula’s column, first design,
with a huge, gaping hole needed to install it. The red, tilted rectangle shows a column of 2.40 m in
height and 70 cm wide, as posited by van Pelt. Since it would have been impossible to carry it in one
piece into that room and install it, it would have been necessary to assemble it from its components
right on the spot. The yellow rectangle depicts Kula’s middle column, 40 cm wide, which could have
been inserted through a hole of that size.

Illustration 6: Cross section through Morgue #1 of Crematories II and III (Pressac 1989,
p. 329). Green: column according to Kula – theoretically installable from the top only, but
too short and too wide; yellow: middle column according to van Pelt – installable from the
top, but also too short; red: outer column according to van Pelt, which had to be
assembled on-site from its components.
At 3 m high, these columns were therefore either too tall or not tall enough, because the combined
height of the room, the roof’s thickness and the layer of soil on top of this roof was 3.10 m.[13] Hence,
in order to let an introduction column protrude sufficiently from the soil, it had to be considerably
longer than that (3.50 m and more).
In other words: Kula’s columns, first design, would have been way too long to fit into the room, too
short to stick out of the soil, and too wide to fit through any hole in that roof. Someone must have
figured that out, because when testifying in court several months later, Kula’s column had shrunk to
almost a fitting height and to a slender width of almost a third of Kula’s first design.
It goes without saying that these columns, if they existed, had to be securely anchored into the
concrete of the ceiling and floor with a hoop iron in order to prevent the panicking crowd inside from
trampling them down. This can be illustrated for the hole shown in Illustration 8. Van Pelt and
Keren et al.[14] posit that this was the northern-most introduction hole into which Kula’s columns
were mounted. In his version of Kula’s column, van Pelt even added the bolts with which the outer

part of the column would have been anchored into the ceiling, see Illustration 7.

Illustration 7: Anchoring bolts in Kula’s column according to van Pelt. Section
enlargement of Illustration 3.
Illustration 8 shows a top view of this hole as it looked in 2007 when Dr. Fredrick Töben visited the
camp. Its maximum width is indicated by the red arrows (50 cm). Kula’s column, first design, is said
to have had a square side length of 70 cm (yellow arrows). The semi-transparent yellow rectangles
indicate the area where van Pelt’s bolts required to anchor the columns in the ceiling would have been
located. It should therefore be possible to find remnants of some of these anchoring points in the
concrete still today, but as I said before, there is no trace of them.

Illustration 8: Top view of the hole in the roof of Morgue #1 of Crematorium II, entry to
the still-accessible part of the morgue. Maximum width: 50 cm (red); Kula’s introduction
columns allegedly had a square side length of 70 cm (yellow arrows). These would have
had to be bolted to the ceiling somewhere along the semi-transparent yellow rectangles.
Some of the anchoring points should still be visible today, but there aren’t any. © photo:
1997 Fredrick Töben.
On top of that, I also posit that Kula’s column could not have worked as he claimed. Kula initially
stated that the Zyklon-B gypsum granules were poured into the narrow space of 2.5 cm between the
inner column’s sheet-metal core and its outer screen. Already pouring the pellets into that narrow
space could have led to clogging anywhere along the height of the column. Even if that did not
happen, it is safe to say that the gypsum pellets would have gotten very wet. There are two reasons for
this.

First because the room it was inserted into is said to have been filled with people. They would have
produced an atmosphere saturated with water. This humidity would have condensed on anything
colder than the air those people exhaled. In addition to this, in the case under investigation here,
hydrogen cyanide would have evaporated vigorously from the carrier, withdrawing considerable
amounts of energy from it, hence cooling it down. This would have led to the condensation of large
quantities of air humidity onto the pellets.
Wet gypsum tends to stick and clump together. Getting this wet gypsum, which would have stuck to
the screen while still releasing poisonous hydrogen cyanide, out of the inner column would have been
rather difficult, and dangerous. Pounding the screen to get the pellets out would quickly have ruined
that flimsy inner column. In brief, it would have been a mess.
The situation gets even worse when we consider Kula’s second description, where this space has
shrunk to a mere 15 mm. It wouldn’t even have been possible to get the Zyklon-B granules to fall
down such a narrow gap without getting stuck and clogging the whole thing, let alone cleaning it out
afterwards with moist, clumped-together gypsum sticking to the screen.
There is more to this story, but I will refrain from discussing it here. The interested reader can consult
my expert report about that. At the end of it all, it boils down to the simple fact that Michał Kula,
having made numerous false claims and having changed his testimony repeatedly, is an untrustworthy
witness. In addition, the solution he suggested as to how Zyklon B was introduced into those morgues
is simply impracticable and an insult to any engineer’s or architect’s intelligence – naturally bearing in
mind the fact that the ruins of Crematorium II clearly prove that no such columns were ever installed
anyway, if they ever existed in the first place.
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La banque(route) du Yad Vashem ou
comment arriver à 6000000
by Jean-Marie Boisdefeu

Abstract
In early 2005, Yad Vashem, the oﬀicial Israeli institute charged with
managing the memory of the extermination of the Jews by the
Germans, made publicly accessible a database of victims of the
Shoah. At that point, it contained approximately three million names
of "Jews who perished in the Shoah." The long-term goal is to ﬁnd the
names of "the six million Jewish victims." This paper reports about
the results of a ﬁrst critical look into the contents of this database. A
random sampling reveals that the database not only contains the
names of survivors, but it also has double or even multiple entries for
single individuals. The total number of entries in that database
therefore says little if anything about the number of individuals who
died in the "Shoah."

Jean Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando. Textes révisionnistes (2004-2008),
La Sﬁnge, Rome 2009, 304 pages. 23,70 €.
51 textes essentiels dont : De Gaulle était-il un révisionniste ? —
L’origine du mythe et son exploitation. — Né à Auschwitz en 1943 et
mort en France en 1985. — Chambre à gaz et terrain de foot. — La
banque(route) du Yad Vashem. — La transformation des morgues des
crématoires d’Auschwitz-Birkenau. — Des actes de décès pour les
juifs gazés ? — Jean-Claude Pressac et les archives de Moscou. — Le

procès Irving vs. Lipstadt. — Hitler et le génocide des Arméniens. —
Des cheminées qui fumaient jour et nuit. — Gazé à Treblinka et mort
à Minsk. — Des déportés juifs de France retrouvés en Ukraine ? —
Les fables des fosses de crémation et de la graisse humaine utilisée
comme combustible. — Le journal du docteur Kremer. — Friedel, 9
ans : gazé mais revenu. —Des enfants rescapés d’Auschwitz. — Des
actes de naissance pour les enfants nés à Auschwitz. Etc.
On sait que le Yad Vashem est un institut oﬀiciel israélien chargé de
la gestion de la mémoire de l’extermination des Juifs par les
Allemands; il est un peu l’équivalent de la Congrégation pour la
doctrine de la foi romaine. La presse, en pleurs, nous annonce que ce
Yad Vashem vient de publier une banque de données sur les victimes
de la Shoah.[1] Comme le précise le Yad Vashem, les quelque trois
millions de noms actuellement répertoriés sont ceux de « Juifs qui ont
péri dans la Shoah », l’objectif étant de retrouver si possible les noms
des six millions de morts juifs. En fait, J’aﬀaire se solde par une
banqueroute, qui est néanmoins riche d’enseignements.

Banqueroute par manque de méthode et
de rigueur
Ce qui frappe l’esprit de celui qui étudie l’histoire de la déportation
des Juifs, c’est l’absence de méthode et de rigueur chez ceux qui se
sont chargés de l’écrire. Face à une multiplicité de sources
documentaires et testimoniales, tout historien sérieux ferait un tri; le
Yad Vashem, lui, n’en a cure, d’où de nombreux doublons. Toutefois,
comme on le verra, ce n’est pas le seul reproche qu’on peut adresser
aux concepteurs de la banque. Mais trêve de commentaires; prenons
des exemples.
• Prenons comme premier exemple le cas des Juifs déportés de
France; le Yad Vas hem s’est fondé sur le mémorial de Serge
Klarsfeld;[2] certes, il n’est pas douteux que la plupart des Juifs qui y
ﬁgurent sont morts en déportation; un certain nombre en sont tout de
même revenus et Klarsfeld l’a précisé mais le Yad Vashem n’en a pas
tenu compte et a repris tous les déportés dans sa banque, y compris
les rescapés; le comble est qu’il signale que ces déportés sont
revenus.
Ainsi y trouve-t-on avec la mention « SURVIVED » Simone Veil, Henri
Krasucki et Simone Lagrange (Simy Kadosche, qui n’était qu’une
enfant que les Allemands auraient oublié de gazer) ; on y trouve
aussi, mais sans qu’on puisse le reprocher au Yad Vashem, de
nombreux Juifs rescapés que Klarsfeld a déclaré morts; on citera par
exemple Raphaël Esrail, secrétaire d’une association de déportés, ou
encore Marie Reille, une catholique déportée par erreur que les
Allemands renvoyèrent d’Auschwitz en France. On en a parlé lors du
procès Papon.
De plus, nous verrons plus loin que le Yad Vashem ne s’est pas
contenté de se référer au seul mémorial mais a aussi retenu des

témoignages, de sorte que de nombreux Juifs de France sont comptés
plusieurs fois.
• Prenons un autre exemple, celui de 2 enfants (Michael et Josef
Salomonowicz, Il et 6 ans à leur arrivée à Auschwitz) et de leur mère;
nous avons vu dans « La liquidation du ghetto de Lodz »[3] que tous
trois avaient été déportés de Lodz à Auschwitz où, selon la vulgate
exterminationniste, ils furent gazés et incinérés; en réalité, le lecteur
a pu se convaincre de ce qu’ils avaient été réinstallés à Danzig et
qu’ils avaient survécu à la guerre. Et que lit-on dans la banque à leur
sujet?
• La mère y est reprise 3 fois sous des graphies diﬀérentes dont
une fois avec la mention « survived ».
• L’aîné des ﬁls, Michael, est repris deux fois sous des graphies
diﬀérentes; il est également déclaré « survived » à une reprise.
• Le cadet, Josef, est également repris deux fois; il est lui aussi
déclaré « survived » à une reprise. Dans ce cas précis, 3
survivants = 7 morts.
• Un autre doublé: celui d’Ester Skora (11 ans) sur la base de 2 listes
du ghetto de Lodz; un autre triplé: celui d’Elchanan Reingold (7 ans)
sur la base de 3 listes du même ghetto.
• Les comptages précédents sont fondés sur des documents mal
utilisés, il est vrai, mais (souvent) irréfutables. Malheureusement,
l’histoire de la Shoah s’appuie surtout sur des témoignages, c’està-dire sur des éléments fragiles. Une grande partie de la banque
de données du Yad Vashem sont de cette mouture; non seulement ces
témoignages ne sont guère ﬁables mais,
comme manifestement aucun tri n’a été opéré, cette façon de
procéder ne peut que conduire à de multiples doublons. Pire, parfois,
la source documentaire s’ajoute à la source testimoniale. Quelques
exemples:
– Le Hollandais Samuel Acathan est comptée 2 fois. Une première
fois sur la base d’un témoignage et une seconde fois sur la base du
mémorial hollandais.[4]
– C’est aussi le cas de la Française Charlotte Rotsztejn reprise 2 fois
(sous des noms diﬀérents) sur la base du mémorial de Klarsfeld et du
témoignage de son père (1992). Toujours chez les Juifs de France,
Frida Raichman est comptée 2 fois sur – une fois sur la base du
mémorial et une fois avec le témoignage d’une cousine (1994).
Toujours en France, les 51 personnes (dont 44 enfants) de
l’orphelinat d’Izieu sont comptées 2 ou 3 fois, voire 4 fois comme un
certain Hans Ament, compté sur les bases suivantes:
• le mémorial français de Klarsfeld;
• le mémorial autrichien de la DÖW (H. Ament était né en
Autriche[5]) ;
• le témoignage de son frère (1987), lequel, bien que n’ayant pas
été déporté, ﬁgure tout de même dans la banque de données
américaine des « Survivors » ;

• le témoignage (1999) d’une parente de trois des enfants d’Izieu;
elle non plus n’a pas été déportée mais cela ne l’a pas empêchée
de « témoigner» à propos des 50 déportés d’Izieu.
On voit bien ici que l’hystérie de l’holocauste mène à la perte de tout
sens commun: on n’a rien vu, et d’ailleurs on n’était même pas né à
l’époque des faits mais on témoigne quand même et cette manière de
procéder est acceptée par les historiens.
– La Polonaise Genia Wagman est enregistrée 3 fois sur la base des
témoignages de son ﬁls, lequel a témoigné 2 fois (1955 et 1997) et de
son oncle (1957) ; elle était née et a vécu toute sa vie au même
endroit jusqu’à sa mort (en 1941 ou 1942), l’on n’est même pas sûr
qu’elle ait été exterminée. Une Belge portant les mêmes prénoms et
noms est reprise 2 fois, dont une fois sur la base des témoignages de
son frère (1978) et une fois de sa petite-ﬁlle (1999) ; on peut prédire
qu’elle sera reprise une 3e fois quand le Yad Vashem encodera son
nom appartenant aux Juifs de Belgique.
– Citons encore l’Allemande Helga Wolf, reprise 3 fois sur la base
d’une liste du ghetto de Lodz et de 2 témoignages (celui d’une nièce
en 1978 et celui d’un « chercheur » en 1999).
– À ce compte là, nous pensions qu’une déportée connue comme
Anne Frank allait être reprise cent fois. Eh bien non! Il se pourrait
bien que, dans ce cas précis, le Yad Vashem ait exceptionnellement
fait le tri car Anne n’est reprise que deux fois (sur la base du
mémorial hollandais et sur celui du témoignage de la deuxième
femme de son père mais avec des variantes dans le prénom et la date
de naissance, ce qui a dû tromper le Yad Vashem) ; sa sœur Margot,
en revanche, est reprise 3 fois; sa mère, Edith Frank, est reprise 2
fois; le père, Otto Frank, bien que revenu de déportation, est repris
une fois sur la base du mémorial allemand.[6] Dans ce cas précis,
pour le Yad Vashem: 1 rescapé + 3 morts = 8 morts.
– On ﬁnit par s’interroger: s’il n’y a pas dans cette banque de
données des morts déclarés morts sur la base du témoignage d’un
autre mort? Nous n’en avons pas trouvé, mais allez savoir… cette
banque de données nous réserve encore bien des surprises.
• Relevons aussi que les Juifs veulent nous faire croire que tout Juif
mort pendant la guerre est obligatoirement mort exterminé par les
Allemands fut-il octogénaire; Un seul exemple: on trouve dans la
banque Chan na Wagman, née en 1854 et morte en 1942 à l’âge de
88 ans dans son village natal de Galicie (témoignage de sa sœur en
1956). Cette façon de faire accroît le nombre de supposés exterminés
de plusieurs centaines de mille.
En conclusion, demanderez-vous, par combien faut-il diviser le
chiﬀre de trois millions de noms déjà encodés par le Yad Vashem ?
C’est diﬀicile à dire car l’imprécision est une caractéristique bien
connue de l’État Civil Juif. On peut néanmoins approfondir quelques
exemples et tenter une extrapolation prudente.

• Si, par exemple, on interroge la banque de données à propos
de Simone Veil, on obtient 38 noms de personnes se rapprochant de
celui de l’ancienne ministre. De ces 38 noms, huit sont à coup sûr des
doublons, un est celui d’une rescapé (Simone Veil) et un autre celui
d’un Juif mort au combat dans les rangs de la 1re armée française;
une dizaine d’autres sont plus que douteux; encore n’a-t-on pas
toutes les garanties pour tous les autres.
Parmi ces supposés exterminés ﬁgure un homme de près de 90 ans.
Relevons aussi que, dans ce cas précis, les témoins sont au nombre
de 16; en tout, ils ont témoigné 464 fois dont près de 250 fois pour
des déportés français, belges et hollandais déjà repris par la banque
de données à partir de documents; parmi ces témoins y ﬁgure une
dame qui a témoigné 34 fois (dont une fois pour la mère de sa bellesœur) et un « chercheur » lorrain qui a témoigné 154 fois pour des
gens qu’il ne connaissait probablement pas. Mais il y a mieux: ainsi,
un tchèque a témoigné 166 fois.
Il semble bien qu’en généralisant le résultat de cette recherche sur S.
Veil, il faille diviser les 3000000 par 2.
• Prenons un autre exemple et interrogeons la banque de données à
propos d’Arno Klarsfeld (le père de Serge) : la banque de données
donne trois noms, et tous les trois se rapportent à notre homme. Le
Yad Vashem a d’abord repris le témoignage de Serge en 1974; puis il
a encodé le même Serge dans le mémorial de 1978 ; enﬁn, il a repris
le témoignage de 1992 d’une « amie » ; cette amie a par ailleurs
témoigné 38 fois pour des déportés français qui, de ce fait, sont donc
eux aussi comptés au moins deux fois dans la banque de données.
Les choses sont claires dans ce cas, car il suﬀit de diviser les
3.000.000 par 3.
• Bref, à partir de ces exemples l’on retire l‘impression qu’il faut
diviser les 3 millions par 2 voire 3.

Une banqueroute riche d’enseignements
L’opération entreprise par le Yad Vashem se solde donc par une
banqueroute dont on peut néanmoins tirer un premier enseignement:
le chiﬀre de six millions de Juifs exterminés est un mythe dont
n’importe qui peut facilement se convaincre. Mais un examen plus
fouillé de cette banque des données est encore plus enrichissant.
Ainsi, dans l’article sur la liquidation du ghetto de Lodz à propos
duquel nous nous sommes référés plus haut, le chercheur
révisionniste Carlo Mattogno donne les noms d’enfants arrivés en
août 1944 à Auschwitz où ils furent gazés, selon l’histoire oﬀicielle,
mais qui, en réalité, furent envoyés quelques jours plus tard dans le
camp de Stutthof-Danzig à 600 km au nord d’Auschwitz; parmi eux,
nous avons déjà vu, Michael et Josef Salomonowicz (11 et 6 ans) mais
on y trouve aussi :
• Adam Szyper (4 ans, compté 2 fois), Tolla Richer (12 ans) et

Christine Wolman (14 ans). Le Yad Vashem les reprend en aﬀirmant
qu’ils ont été internés à Lodz puis au camp de Stutthof (il n’a pas jugé
bon de mentionner Auschwitz !) et enﬁn Theresienstadt où ils furent
tous trois libérés.
• Kazimierz Lachman (7 ans). Le Yad Vashem le compte comme
mort sur la base du témoignage d’une tante qui a aﬀirmé en 1988
que son neveu était mort à Stutthof-Danzig, ce qui est bien désolant
mais conﬁrme ce qu’a découvert C. Mattogno: les 11 500 inaptes de
Lodz n’ont pas été gazés mais ont bien été redirigés à Stutthof. On a
donc ici de la part d’un organisme oﬀiciel israélien l’aveu implicite
que le gazage des juifs est un autre mythe.

Nouvelles de la banque de données du
Yad Vashem
On sait que le Yad Vashem a entrepris de répertorier les noms des
prétendus 6 millions de Juifs morts dans la Shoah. L’entreprise ne
peut qu’apparaitre téméraire aux yeux des plus bienveillants, même
aux yeux des historiens, étant donné que ces derniers dénombrent
déjà un million de victimes de moins.[7] En fait, à ce jour, le Yad
Vashem n’est arrivé qu’à 3 millions mais en multipliant les doublons.
On peut ainsi estimer qu’il a multiplié par 2 à 3 le nombre de victimes
répertoriées. Dans une ultime tentative de débloquer la situation, il
vient de lancer une grande collecte de témoignages sur les Juifs de
l’ancienne URSS.[8] Son raisonnement est simple (et mensonger à la
fois) : Il aﬀirme que plus des 2 tiers des 6 millions de morts y
résidaient (soit plus de 4 millions) mais seulement un quart d’entre
eux ﬁgurent dans la banque (soit 1000000) ; il en résulte que plus de
3 millions d’entre eux sont encore à répertorier, ce qui permettrait
d’atteindre (enﬁn) le chiﬀre (mythique) des 6 millions.
Or, pour R. Hilberg, qui est l’historien sur l’holocauste le plus
respecté au monde (du moins ceux qui y croient), il n’y a pas eu plus
de 2 millions de victimes en URSS (y compris l’Ukraine, la
Biélorussie, la Pologne annexée, la Moldavie et les Pays baltes), soit 2
fois moins que n’en compte le Yad Vashem ; il ne resterait donc qu’un
seul million de noms à répertorier. On n’en arriverait toutefois qu’à
un total de 4 millions. Total tout à fait invraisemblable d’ailleurs dans
lequel nous avons vu on retrouverait (pour ne prendre que quelques
exemples) :
•
•
•
•

2 fois le père de Robert Badinter et les parents de Simone Veil,
3 fois le père de Serge Klarsfeld,
5 fois le père d’Henri Minczelès,
3 fois les 52000 Juifs berlinois, etc., sans compter les rescapés
comme Henri Krasucki, Henri Bulawko ou Madeleine Veil ou
bien tous ceux qui sont morts de vieillesse dans leur lit. Tout
cela est hystérique mais, il est vrai, peut rapporter gros.
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“Magda Goebbels”… nel database dello Yad Vashem
by Olodogma

Abstract
This paper demonstrates with an example that the number of Holocaust victims claimed to be in the victims'
database of the Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem cannot be trusted, because anyone can place any
number of false entries into that database! In this case, the fictitious person with data related to famous
National-Socialist personalities (Joseph Goebbels's wife Magda, Adolf Hitler), was placed in that database,
and it passed the obviously non-existing "quality control."
Oggi dimostriamo (nuovamente) che il numero dei morti olocaustici vantati dal museo dell’olocausto di
Gerusalemme, yad-vashem, non è attendibile in quanto chiunque con pochi clicks può inserire un qualunque
nome falso in quel database! … da 1 fino all’infinito, è solo una questione di tempo e voglia… o necessità!
Magda Goebbels allo yad-vashem! Click...

Magda Goebbels allo Yad Vashem! Click…
Crediamo di commettere un errore per difetto quando, trattando di cose olocaustiche, affermiamo che il
99,99% degli “esseri umani” ha un approccio di
1. sudditanza estrema verso le fonti olocaustiche,
2. timore reverenziale verso gli olo-evangelisti, i suoi preti, i suoi dogma
3. sacro terrore del solo immaginare di poter aver dubbi nel credo olonarrato-testimoniato.
Queste nostre conclusioni sono il frutto di anni di chats-forum-scambi di mails-discussioni dal vivo.
Eccezionalmente si trovano persone nè sudditi nè terrorizzati nè con timori reverenziali, in questa rara
eccezione l’esplosione del “caso” è inevitabile: il “sistema olo-sterminazionista” si attiva violentemente per
arrestare il percorso di questo temerario.
Avevamo già provato che tali fonti non sono indubitabili
1. "Come aumentare il numero dei morti nell'olocausto" (vedere qui)
2. Il Dr. Mirko Viola e la fabbrica dei morti. Come “lievitare/certificare” il numero dei morti ebrei: l’oloespediente (vedere qui)
3. Breve nota di Carlo Mattogno su “The Central Database of Shoah Victims’ Names”(יד ושם,yad vashem)
e il numero dei morti ivi riportati (vedere qui)
Ciò è la prova più evidente che il Vaticano dell’olocaustianesimo, il museo dell’olocausto di Gerusalemme, lo

yad-vashem […”questo mausoleo di Yad Vashem sia stato costruito sulle terre e le rovine del villaggio martire
di Ein Kerem… e di fronte a quello che era Deir Yassin”…”ce mémorial Yad Vashem a été construit sur les
terres et les ruines du village martyr de Ein Kerem… et en face de ce qui fut Deir Yassin” ,Ziyad Clot “Il n’y
aura pas d’Etat palestinien“ (Max Milo Editions) (http://www.michelcollon.info/Memento-1-Le-genociden-est-pas.html?lang=fr#_ednref24)], ha nel suo database di morti più errori e falsi! Quanti non è dato, ancora,
di sapere, ma determinante è sapere che contiene dei falsi, e di varia natura come documentato, anche, dal
ricercatore Carlo Mattogno (vedere qui).
Ad ulteriore riprova riportiamo che nel 2012 il dr. Mirko Viola aveva testato la credibilità di tale “museo”
inserendo, tramite mail, il nome di una inesistente vittima dei “nazzzi” gasatori!
Ecco: Dova Cohen, una dentista, nata in Ungheria il 28 gennaio 1903, ma residente in Ucraina… deportata ad
Auschwitz e gasata il 28 giugno 1943.
A conferma della ricezione della mail con le fasulle informazioni, la mail di risposta:
Thank you for submitting a Page of Testimony. Please note that the registration number is: 59028.
Please confirm your submission by replying to this e-mail (click on ‘reply’ and then on ‘send’).
Without such confirmation the Page cannot be processed.
Enclosed is a formatted copy (PDF) of the data that you submitted in memory of the victim. In
order to ensure that this Page of Testimony is also preserved as a tangible symbolic “matzeva”
(tombstone) in the Hall of Names, we request that you print it out, hand sign it and post it to:
Hall of Names
Yad Vashem POBox 3477
Jerusalem 91034, Israel
Processing the digital data will take time before the Page is integrated into the Names Database.
We kindly request your patience.
Thank you for helping to preserve the memory of a Holocaust victim.
Oggi tutti possono verificare che quel falso olocaustianizzato è inserito in pianta stabile nel numero dei morti
olocaustici conservato nel frigorifero della “memoria” sionista!
Le sorprese non si esauriscono qui, infatti era stato inserito un altro “nome” nel database del “museo” di
Gerusalemme, fornendo tale “vittima” di alcune caratteristiche che avrebbero insospettito qualunque goy
“subumano”! Vediamole:
1. Il nome Edith Frolla (che è l’anagramma di Adolf Hitler)
2. data di nascita il 20 aprile 1889 (come Adolf Hitler)
3. professione pittrice (come Adolf Hitler)
4. vissuta a Roma in via della Lungara, 29 (indirizzo del carcere di Regina Coeli)
5. la foto a corredo è quella universalmente conosciuta di… Magda Goebbels
La “Frolla” sarebbe stata gasata nel lager di Majdanek con monossido di carbonio.
… Eppure “in un articolo pubblicato sul Corriere della Sera… i ricercatori dello Yad Vashem avevano
promesso che tutti i nomi inseriti nel database sarebbero stati verificati prima della pubblicazione, cito:
«Milioni di nomi che appaiono in parecchi documenti storici non sono stati ancora identificati o
registrati nel database; molti altri nomi sono ancora nella memoria dei sopravvissuti o delle
famiglie», riporta il sito che permette a familiari e amici di segnalare eventuali nomi
mancanti con la promessa che verranno verificati e inseriti nel database »
Fonte: Corriere della Sera – Olocausto, in rete il database delle vittime
Gli screenshots allegati dimostrano che il test di inserimento della falsa gasata è andato a buon fine! In
sintesi: nessuno ha verificato alcunchè! Nessun controllo! Nemmeno sulla foto! Quando ci viene citato il
Vaticano-olocaustico-yad_vashen come massimo “istituto” che contiene la “prova” dei milioni di vittime del
cosiddetto olocausto, si può, tranquillamente, mettersi a ridere, oppure passare l’indirizzo di questo post!

Reazioni
Il giorno 20 Marzo 2015 è stato un giorno strano. Olodogma ha pubblicato questo post, “Marinetti

probabilmente avrebbe apprezzato la trovata“, in cui si evidenzia
l’involontaria possibilità, casualmente offerta, di uno sfruttamento del sistema di raccolta dati del “museo
dell’olocausto” yad vashem di Gerusalemme, da parte di malintenzionati, per gonfiare a piacimento il numero
dei morti-olocaustianizzati. La notizia ha fatto un pò di giri ed il contatore di ingressi del sito è impazzito, e
non solo!… il post è stato tradotto in francese e rilanciato da altri siti. Una valanga di accessi da stati
francofoni (e non solo!).
Riportiamo una breve galleria di screenshots qui: http://olodogma.com/wordpress/?s=1002
Dopo la valanga di accessi “importanti” al sito, più che altro la “qualità” di questi accessi, comprendiamo
appieno perchè Olodogma sia perennemente monitorato-controllato e la pagina Facebook, non ufficiale,
perennemente segnalata come offensiva; citiamo…
“Ad esempio, il profilo Facebook del sito negazionista italiano Olodogma viene spesso segnalato
tramite il programma “segnala una pagina” di Facebook poiché “contiene discorsi o simboli che
incitano all’odio”, malgrado le numerose e periodiche segnalazioni, la direzione della piattaforma
continua a non rimuovere la pagina “Questa pagina non è stata rimossa” …

Ulteriori reazioni
«Assassini della memoria» 2^ edizione?
L''inserimento
di Edith Lang.
Click

L”inserimento di Edith Lang. Click
Inserimento
Dova
Cohen.
Click...

Inserimento Dova Cohen. Click…
Inserimento
edith
frolla!
Click...

Inserimento edith frolla! Click…
In data 19.03.2015 avevamo inserito il questo post dove si riportava la notizia dell’inserimento nel database
del museo dell’olocausto Yad Vashem di Gerusalemme del nome fittizio “Edith Frolla”. Venivano riportati
altri due nomi fittizi inseriti nello stesso database. Il giorno 22.03.2015 si riscontra il fatto nuovo che “Edith
Frolla” NON è più presente tra i “morti” olocaustianizzati con inalazioni di “ossido di carbonio”
nel Konzentrationslager di Lublino-Majdanek!
L’attuale situazione dei tre inserimenti tests, alle ore 14.00 del 22.03.15, è la seguente;
1. Edith Lang (PRESENTE alla verifica del 22-03-15, http://db.yadvashem.org/names
/nameDetails.html?itemId=10240798&language=en) [vedere qui]
2. Dova Cohen (PRESENTE alla verifica del 22-03-15, http://db.yadvashem.org/names
/nameDetails.html?itemId=10240799&language=en [vedi sopra]
3. Edith Frolla (Non più PRESENTE alla verifica del 22-03-15) [vedi sopra]

Dal momento dell’inserimento de questo post alle ore 09,19 del 19.03.15, si erano, immediatamente, notate
frenetiche “elette” presenze, sul sito Olodogma, proveniente dal tempio maggiore dell’olocaustianesimo del
ghetto auto-murocintato di Palestina, e non solo… Riportiamo alcuni dati opportunamente, da noi, amputati…
19.03.15 10:54:53 COMUNITA E…
19.03.15 14:14:12 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

19.03.15 14:19:30 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

20.03.15 11:32:48 Fondazione centro di documentazione e…
20.03.15 15:33:38 *se5-ptk*

(Israele)

79.XXX…

22.03.15 07:28:59 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 08:01:15 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 08:20:27 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 09:02:13 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 09:52:43 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 10:59:49 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

22.03.15 14:31:57 M-net Telekommunikations GmbH

(Unione Europea)

23.03.15 06:46:15 Nv-yad-vashem

Jerusalem (Israele) 212.143.122.XX

194.246.16.XX

Mail di conferma x "edith
frolla". Click...

Mail di conferma x “edith frolla”. Click…
Il “caso frolla-spizzichino edith” è ora risolto, nessuna traccia è rimasta!
I fumi virtuali della carta virtuale sono usciti dal camino del “museo”!
…ma non erano i nazzzisti che “tentarono di cancellare le prove” delle loro… malefatte?
Quale insegnamento scaturisce dal comportamento del museo dell’olocausto di Gerusalemme?
Domandiamoci…
1. Chiunque potrà ipotizzare il non rispetto delle promesse, del museo, di VERIFICA sui dati arrivati
tramite posta o email?
2. Chiunque potrà rilevare la figuraccia da cioccolatai per la cancellazione del nome fasullo “Frolla Edith”
indizio, incontrovertibilmente, della “leggerezza“(e siamo benevoli) nella gestione delle informazioni?
(cancellazione avvenuta dopo la pubblicazione in lingua francese del “post 1.000” e divulgata in tutta
Europa e mondo francofono)
3. Chiunque potrà rilevare una atmosfera funerea di inattendibilità che “infetterà”, se non inficierà, l’aura
di olo-sacralità dell’istituto?
4. Chiunque potrà rilevare che è stata regalata a tutti un’arma mortale per la sopravvivenza della
missione sacra di simile carrozzone olocaustico?
5. Chiunque potrà rilevare che la leggerezza (e siamo ri-benevoli) di esercizio di tale carrozzone ha offeso
in modo irreversibile la memoria dei veri morti? (qui escludiamo TUTTI i pretesi gasati, di cui non
c’è la minima prova della gasazione) di quel periodo!
6. Chiunque potrà rilevare che OGNI riferimento, in discussioni o interventi a TUTTI i livelli, a tale
carrozzone quale centro di “educazione alla shoah” sarà reso controproducente per il proponente?
Chiunque, infatti, potrà chiedere-ribattere: ciò che dici è stato verificato da tale museo? …oppure lo è stato
come nei casi di Edith Lang, Dova Cohen, Edith Frolla?

… e “bisognerà stare zitti” perchè tre precedenti non sono un caso! Assomiglia molto ad altro!
Domanda: abbiamo sbagliato queste 6 ipotesi?

L’United States Holocaust Memorial Museum vuole duplicare la olo-Dunkerque di Edith
Frolla (Adolf Hitler)?
Apre un nuovo inventario del pretesi morti olocaustianizzati! La notizia è fresca!
Il museo dell’olocau$to di Washington, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum o ushmm, vuole replicare
i fasti del museo dell’olocau$to yad vashem di Gerusalemme… comprese le figure di mera. Attenzione!
Immagine-1. La notizia ebraica originale. Click...

La notizia ebraica originale. Click...(1)
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Abstract
In 1983, Sanning's trail-blazing demographic study on the dissolution of Eastern European Jewry appeared,
showing that Jewish "Holocaust" losses cannot have amounted to more than several hundred thousand
victims. This report gives an update on further research since then. In particular, newly available data about
the emigration of Jews from the Soviet Union and its successor states are of interest in this regard. They
indicate that Sanning was correct in assuming that Soviet post-war census data about the number of Jews
who survived World War Two were unreliable. The number of Jews who have emigrated since the 1970s,
plus the demographic collapse Jewry experienced after the war due to an extremely low birth rate, compels
the conclusion that many more Jews survived the war in the USSR than previously assumed.

1,5 Millionen jüdische Auswanderer nach Übersee aus dem "Gebiet
des jüdischen Elends in Europa" (1925-1939)
Vor mehr als dreißig Jahren wurde meine Auflösung in Deutschland und in den Vereinigten Staaten
veröffentlicht. Zwischenzeitlich sind neue Quellen aufgetaucht und unvorhersehbare Ereignisse eingetreten,
die meine Darstellung bestätigen. Zur besseren Orientierung in dieser Aktualisierung geben die Tabellen die
jüdischen Bevölkerungen wieder, die in der Auflösung aufgeführt sind.
Polen, Deutschland, Rumänien und das Baltikum – wo zu Anfang der 30er Jahre fast fünf Millionen Juden
wohnten – verfolgten eine ausgesprochen judenfeindliche Politik, insbesondere die beiden ersten; dazu kam
noch die wirtschaftliche Depression. Die Folge war eine wirtschaftliche Verelendung der jüdischen
Bevölkerung, besonders in Polen.
Als Lösung kam nur die Auswanderung in Frage: aus Polen kamen in den Jahren 1931 bis 1939 über
500.000, wahrscheinlich 600.000, aus Großdeutschland (1933/1934-1939) (inklusive das Protektorat) über
400.000, aus Rumänien 100.000 und aus dem Baltikum rund 25.000 Juden; aber auch aus Ungarn (und
vermutlich aus der Slowakei) gab es eine jüdische Auswanderung. Dafür bürgt uns seit 1958 das
zionistenfreundliche Institut für Zeitgeschichte, München.[1] Ende 1939 hatten Polen bzw. das GeneralGouvernement, Deutschland (inklusive das Protektorat), Rumänien, das Baltikum, Ungarn und die Slowakei
durch Auswanderungen, Grenzänderungen, Flucht und Geburtendefizite drei Millionen Juden eingebüßt (s.
Tabelle 1).
Zur Einwanderung erklärte der Stellvertretende Außenminister der USA (Assistant Secretary of State)
Breckinridge Long im November 1943, die USA hätten in den letzten zehn Jahren 580.000 "Opfer der
Verfolgung" aufgenommen; die meisten davon waren Juden (nur 100.000 waren deutsche Juden). Palästina
hatte fast 300.000 jüdische Einwanderer. Auch andere Länder (z.B. Lateinamerika; Westeuropa)
verzeichneten eine starke jüdische Einwanderung. Soweit die Auflösung.
Doch schon 16 Jahre vor 1958 – 1942 – berichtete die Universal Jewish Encyclopedia dasselbe: eine große
jüdische Auswanderung hatte aus Ost- und Mitteleuropa nach Übersee von Mitte der 20er Jahre bis Ende

der 30er Jahre stattgefunden; übersetzt heißt es da:[2]
"Mit dem Inkrafttreten des [US.] Quoten-Einwanderungsgesetzes von 1924 und der Notwendigkeit nach
Einwanderungs-Möglichkeiten in anderen Ländern zu suchen, ... 1927 vereinbarte HIAS ... mit der Jewish
Colonization Association (ICA), Paris, Frankreich, die HICEM (i.e. HIAS-ICA Emigration Association) zu
gründen ... [mit] Filialen in 32 Aus- und Einwanderungs- sowie Transitländern. Von 1925 und 1939
emigrierten im Schnitt jährlich 100.000 jüdische Männer, Frauen und Kinder aus dem Gebiet des jüdischen
Elends in Europa. Dank dieser Bemühungen wurden hunderttausende Juden nicht nur in den Vereinigten
Staaten, aber in Ländern des Britischen Empire, im Fernen Osten, in Mittel-und Südamerika und in
Palästina angesiedelt."
In all den Jahren ist m.W. diese Aussage der Universal Jewish Encyclopedia von den Zionisten noch nie
bestritten worden. ["Gebiet des jüdischen Elends in Europa": Mittel-und Osteuropa, besonders Polen, aber
auch das nationalsozialistische Deutschland einschl. das Protektorat, Rumänien, das Baltikum, Ungarn und
die Slowakei; genau so sieht es sicherlich auch das Institut für Zeitgeschichte. Die westeuropäischen
Einwanderungs- und Transitländer und die Sowjetunion (offiziell judenfreundlich) scheiden aus.]
Also, die ostjüdische Auswanderung von 1,5 Millionen aus Mittel-und Osteuropa von 1925 bis 1939
vollzog sich im Rahmen einer organisierten Emigration in Polen, Deutschland, Rumänien, in den baltischen
Staaten, usw. Damit sind die jüdischen Bevölkerungszahlen Anfang der 30er Jahre in den
Auswanderungsländern in Mittel-/Osteuropa [ohne die UdSSR] und in den Einwanderungsländern wie den
USA, Südamerika, Palästina, usw. nur noch von historischem Interesse; sie haben keinen Bezug zur Realität
von 1939, geschweige denn 1940/41 oder 1945! Die polnische Volkszählung von 1931 lässt schon seit 1925
einen plötzlichen ostjüdischen Geburtenrückgang erkennen; mit einer Lockerung der Familienbande oder
mit einem Wechsel religiöser Vorstellungen sind die großen Einbußen allein nicht zu erklären: die Zahl der
Geburten ging einfach zu schnell und zu stark zurück. Kein Wunder, dass die Universal Jewish
Encyclopedia wehklagte:
"[…] in Osteuropa fiel die jüdische Geburtenrate und näherte sich der in Westeuropa“[3]
und diese war schon geringer als die Sterberate. Die enorm hohe Auswanderung verursachte einen
jüdischen Bevölkerungsverlust in Polen von 20% von 1931 bis 1939 und muss eine geradezu verheerende
Wirkung auf die Anzahl der Geburten gehabt haben, denn immer verlassen die jüngeren, fruchtbaren
Bevölkerungsschichten am ehesten die Heimat.
Tabelle 1: Jüdische Bevölkerung der 30er Jahre im ehemals deutschen und
sowjetischen Einflussbereich in Europa (in 1.000) (AJYB = American Jewish Year
Book; DEB = Deutscher Einflussbereich)
Land/Region

Volkszählung 30er Jahre

Deutsch-besetzt. West-/Mitteleuropa, davon:

1939

1.274

873

Deutschland/Österreich

1933/34

(731)

(263)

Jugoslawien

1931

68

68

Ungarn, davon:
Ungarn (Trianon-Ungarn)

(551)
1930

445

400

Slowakische Gebiete

42

Karpatho-Ukraine

109

Tschechoslowakei, davon

1930

(357)

Böhmen/Mähren (Protektorat)

118

79

Slowakei

137

85

Karpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgarien

1934

48

48

Rumänien, davon

1931

(757)

(676)

Rest-Rumänien

479

451

Bessarabien/Bukowina

278

225

Baltikum (Litauen, Lettland, Estland)

1923/35

253

225

Polen, davon

1931

3.114

(2.664) I

Westpolen

(1.901)

797

Ostpolen

(1.213)

(1) DEB in Europa (außer die UdSSR)a

6.316

3.402

Ostpolen (annektiert v. der UdSSR 1939)

1.026

Flüchtlinge aus W-Polen (Sibirien 1940)

(841)

direkt in die Sowjetunion 1939b

750

indirekt ü/Rumänien i. die UdSSR 1940b

91

Sowjetunion 1939b

1939

3.020

Jenseits d. deutsch. Einflussbereichs 1939b
(2) Sowjetunion

3.020
(927)

3.020

4.887

A.
Summe: Nach der Auflösung

9.336

8.289

Summe: Nach AJYB

9.275

davon: Sowjetunion

3.020

Quellen: (a) Sanning, Auflösung, Tab. 11. (b) Sanning, Auflösung, 1.+2. Kap.

Ein weiteres Indiz für eine Fertilitätskrise ist das "Kind/Frau-Verhältnis".[4] 1931 war dieses ostjüdische
"Verhältnis" in Polen 455(!); für einen Bevölkerungsbestand notwendig ist aber 500. Angesichts der
gewaltigen ostjüdische Auswanderungswelle in den 30er Jahren, verursacht durch die immer weiter
fortschreitende wirtschaftliche Verelendung und eine judenfeindliche Regierung, muss man davon
ausgehen, dass dieses "Kind/Frau-Verhältnis" für 1939 weit unter 455 gelegen haben muss (vielleicht
200-300) und dass es in den 1930er Jahren im Schnitt ein Geburtendefizit bei der ostjüdischen Bevölkerung
Polens gegeben hat.[5]
Die Schilderung der Universal Jewish Encyclopedia ist mit der vor 30 Jahren erschienenen Auflösung
vollkommen deckungsgleich; die jüdische Bevölkerung war in dem später deutsch-bzw. sowjetischbesetzten Europa von über neun Millionen in den 30er Jahren auf etwa acht Millionen im Jahre 1939
gesunken (s. Tabelle I unter A.).

Die jüdischen Vermissten im 2. Weltkrieg
Kurz nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg hielten sich über eine halbe Million Juden auf deutschem Boden auf,[6]
hauptsächlich in der amerikanischen Besatzungszone. Was aber war ihre Nationalität? Niemand weiß es.
Woher kamen sie? Bis zum heutigen Tag weiß man darüber so gut wie nichts.
Der britische General Sir Frederick E. Morgan, Leiter der UNRRA-Operationen in Deutschland, sagte am
2.1.1946 in einer Pressekonferenz in Frankfurt/Main, dass eine unbekannte jüdische Organisation große
Massen von Juden aus dem Osten nach Deutschland einschleuse. Auch der Publizist Dr. Raul Hilberg
erklärte:[7]
"ln Polen, der Tschechoslowakei und in Ungarn haben viele Juden gar nicht erst abgewartet; sie machten
sich sofort auf die Reise... Von Polen ergoss sich die Flut... in die amerikanische Zone Deutschlands. ... Im
November 1945 verstärkte sich diese Flut ...“
Doch die Auflösung hat 400.000 jüdische DPs (Displaced Persons) im Jahre 1947 genannt; diese Zahl
stammt von der New York Times.[8] Soweit die Auflösung.
Wie groß war diese Flut von 1945 bis 1947 wirklich? Neue Zahlen von bekannten jüdischen
Persönlichkeiten und Organisationen über die Flut gehen weit über diese Angaben hinaus. Dr. Nahum
Goldmann, langjähriger Präsident des Jüdischen Weltkongresses, sollte sich mit dem jüdischen Drama wohl

auskennen; er schrieb in seinem Buch Das Jüdische Paradox im Jahre 1978(!), dass es[9]
"... 1945 an die sechshunderttausend jüdische KZ-Überlebende [gab], die kein Land aufnehmen wollte; dies
ist eine historische Tatsache.“
Aber schon vorher hat das American Jewish Year Book (AJYB) 1946-1947 berichtet,
"Gegen Ende Januar [1946] erreichte der [jüdische] Flüchtlingsstrom in die amerikanische Zone
Deutschlands ein solches Ausmaß, dass bis März schätzungsweise mehr als 600.000 Personen in DP-Lagern
interniert sein werden. "[10] [DP=Displaced Persons]
Dazu kamen noch die jüdischen DPs in der britischen und russischen Zone (Zahlen unbekannt), 35.000 in
Österreich und 30.000 in Italien.[11] Das sind schon 700.000 jüdische DPs.
Jon und David Kimche berichteten in ihrem Buch The Secret Roads (1954) von
"[…] ungefähr 800.000 heimatlosen [jüdischen] Flüchtlingen verrotten in den grauen Elendslagern von
Europa, […]“[12] [1945/46],
deren einziger Wunsch war: "raus aus Europa“.[13] Die Differenz zwischen 600.000 (Goldmann 1945) und
800.000 (Kimche 1945/46) sind anscheinend die Heimkehrer aus der Sowjetunion (157.000).
David Kimche ist nicht irgendjemand; dieser israelische Geheimagent war ein führender MossadMitarbeiter. Da Mossad führend am Herausbringen der Juden aus dem deutschen Einflussbereich tätig war,
ist er auch mit dem jüdischen Flüchtlingsdrama vertraut.
Der israelischer Geheimdienst Mossad war u.a. zuständig für die jüdische Emigration nach Israel aus
Ländern, in denen offizielle Aliyah-Agenturen verboten waren, und allgemein für den Schutz von jüdischen
Gemeinden weltweit. Der Mossad wurde am 13.12.1949 gegründet, aber schon vorher wurde er inoffiziell
1937 als Mossad le Aliyah Bet, Komitee für illegale Immigration, in Tel Aviv von Gewerkschaftsführern
und Haganah (Widerstandskämpfer im Untergrund) ins Leben gerufen.
Die Agenten von Mossad waren überall in Europa und im Mittleren Osten, und es gelang ihnen, gut
100.000 Juden illegal nach Palästina zu transportieren. Die jüdischen Flüchtlinge kamen aus Holland,
Schweden, Frankreich, Jugoslawien, usw., aber besonders aus Rumänien: regelmäßig liefen Schiffe nach
dem Levant aus. Die Schiffe Amiram, Assipa, Astir, Atlantic, Bulbul, Dalin, Dora, Enzo Sereni, Exodus,
Fede, Fenice, Haim Arlosoroff, Hannah Senes, Hatikva, Henrietta Szold, Hilda, Josiah Wedgwood, Karbeh,
Katriel Yaffe, Maria, Maritza, Max Nordau, Mefkure (gesunken), Melavim, Meret Hagettaot, Milka, Milos,
Pacific, Pan Crescent, Pan York, Patria (gesunken), Petro, Salvador (gesunken), Shaar Yishuv, Shabbtai
Lujinski, Struma (gesunken), Tel Hai, Tiger Hili, Torus, Yagur, und viele andere mehr transportierten
während des Krieges und kurz danach zehntausende Juden von Europa nach Palästina.[14]
Außerdem berichtete das Institute of Jewish Affairs (IJA) (1943), dass 180.000 Juden von Kriegsanfang bis
Mitte 1943 aus dem deutschen Einflussbereich entkamen.[15] Auf das volle Jahr 1943 hochgerechnet
müsste man davon ausgehen, dass dann ein paar zehntausend Juden mehr entkamen. Sagen wir 225.000 von
1941-1943.
Das vom amerikanischen Präsidenten Franklin D. Roosevelt im Januar 1944 ins Leben gerufene War
Refugee Board (WRB) hat bis 1945 200.000 Juden außerhalb des deutschen Einflussbereichs in Sicherheit
gebracht.[16] Sicher waren darunter einige der nach Russland transportierten westeuropäischen Juden
und/oder die zurückgebliebenen Sowjetbürger. Entsprechend haben ja auch Jon und David Kimche
berichtet, dass während der Kriegszeit 300.000 Juden Europa verlassen haben, trotz des energischen
[deutschen] Widerstandes.[17] Daneben gab es noch die HICEM (1927-1940 Paris; 1940 Lissabon). Mit
ihrer Hilfe verließen 90.000 Juden Lissabon auf neutralen portugiesischen Schiffen bis 1945.[18] Ein
gewisser Teil davon sind Doppelzählungen, nehme ich an.
Wie dem auch sei, etwa eine halbe Million Juden (IJA, WRB, HICEM) entkamen durch eine organisierte
Flucht aus dem deutschen Einflussbereich; zusammen mit den 600.000 jüdischen "Holocaust-Überlebende"
der "grauen Elendslager von Europa“ ergibt das 1 Million vormals vermisste Juden (s. Tabelle 2 unter B.).
Neben den hunderttausenden jüdischen Toten dürfte auch die Frage nach den zusätzlichen Überlebenden,
insbesondere den polnischen, deutschen und westeuropäischen Juden größtenteils gelöst sein.
Man weiß nicht, aus welchen Ländern die über eine Million jüdischen DPs "in den grauen Elendslagern von
Europa“ und die aus dem deutschen Einflussbereich geflohenen Juden stammen, wie viele es genau waren,
von welchen Konzentrationslagern oder Ghettos usw. sie kamen, von denen das Institute of Jewish Affairs
(1943), das War Refugee Board (1945), das AJYB (1948), David Kimche (1954), HICEM und Nahum

Goldmann (1978) berichten: aus Polen, Deutschland, Frankreich, Belgien, Niederlande oder gar aus dem
von deutschen Truppen in den Jahren 1941-1944 besetzten Teil der Sowjetunion... !? Davon redet heute
kein Mensch; und doch, nach dem Krieg sind die meisten hier gewesen, zum größten Teil in der
amerikanische Zone Deutschlands (Kimche, Morgan, Hilberg, Goldmann, American Jewish Year Book)
oder während des Krieges in andere Länder geflohen (Kimche, Institute of Jewish Affairs, War Refugee
Board, HICEM). Die allermeisten sind in keiner Überlebendenstatistik aufgeführt!
Tabelle 2: Jüdische Bevölkerung (30er+40er J.) im ehemals deutschen Einflussbereich in Europa (1.000)
Land/Region

Volks- 1930er 1939
zählung Jahre

Dt.˗besetztes Mittel˗/West˗Europa, davon:

1.274

873

1941 Abz.* 1946/48
Überlebende

Tote,
angeblich
Vermisste
und
RusslandHeimkehrer

804

423

346

Deutschland/Österreich

1933/34 (731)

(263) (214)

(36)

(159)

Jugoslawien

1931

68

12

56

200

71

68

Ungarn, davon:
Ungarn (Trianon-Ungarn)

43

(551) (725)
1930

445

400

400

Slowakische Gebiete

42

42

Karpatho-Ukraine

109

109

Nord-Siebenbürgen

149

Serbisches Banat

25

Tschechoslowakei, davon:

1930

15

(357)

Böhmen/Mähren (Protektorat)

118

79

70

32

38

Slowakei

137

85

85

50

74

Karpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgarien

48

48

48

56

-8

(757)

(676) 315

430

3

479

451

83

674

Rumänien, davon:

1934

Rest-Rumänien
Bessarabien/Bukowina

1931

278

225

Baltikumb

1923/35 253

225

Polen, davon:

1931

2.664

Westpolenb

3.114

(1.901) (797) 757

Zurückgekehrte aus Sibirien 1945c

157

Ostpolen

(1.213)

Deutscher Einflußber. i/Europa (außer UdSSR)

6.316

5.269 2.847 = 135 + 1.286

*Abzüge: Zu-/Aus-/Einwanderer, Annektierung, Geburtendefizit, Gefallene, Glaubensübertritte, Verschleppte
usw.
Quellen: (a) Sanning, Auflösung. Tab. 11, (b) Sanning, Auflösung, 1. und 2. Kap., (e) Sanning, Auflösung, 4. Kap.

+ 1.426
B.

Die jüdischen Überlebenden in der Sowjetunion
Im 2. Weltkrieg deportierten die Sowjets schätzungsweise mehr als 30 Millionen Menschen ihrer eigenen
Bevölkerung nach Sibirien und Ural, inklusive der überwiegenden Mehrzahl der Juden – die Rede ist von
über 80%; ich vermute, dass es mehr sind. Der Sekretär des sowjetischen Jüdischen Antifaschistischen
Komitees, Shachne Epstein, stellte noch im Herbst 1944(!) fest, dass die Sowjets 3,5 Millionen Juden aus

den besetzten Gebieten deportiert hatten;[19] eine Million Ostjuden waren sowieso außerhalb des deutschen
Machtbereichs.
Nach dem Krieg haben westliche jüdische Historiker und andere Autoren wiederholt von Deportationen
nach Sibirien und Ural berichtet. Der Historiker Dr. Alexander Dallin (Stanford Universität) schrieb
1957,[20] dass die zurückgebliebenen Zivilpersonen nur ca. 65 Millionen betragen haben; also, sind etwa 35
Millionen Menschen von den Sowjets deportiert worden.
Gerald Reitlinger berichtete seinem Buch Die Endlösung 1961:[21]
"Die Russen evakuierten grundsätzlich die arbeitende Bevölkerung, .... "
und
"In den meisten eingenommenen Städten blieb weniger als die Hälfte der Bevölkerung zurück"
90% der Juden wohnten in den Städten. Der Historiker Joshua Rothenberg (Brandeis Universität) erwähnte
im Jahre 1970:[22]
"Die Masse der jüdischen Bevölkerung entzog sich ... durch Flucht vor den erobernden [deutschen}
Armeen"
Zudem deportierten die Sowjets zu allererst die Juden als den technisch und akademisch gebildetsten Teil
der Bevölkerung. Das Institute of Jewish Affairs schreibt:[23]
"In vielen Städten und Städtchen, ganz besonders in der Ukraine und Weißrussland, waren die Juden unter
den ersten, die evakuiert wurden."
und
" ... es blieb genug Zeit, die Zivilbevölkerung zu evakuieren."
Aus Städten wie Charkow, Cherson, Dneprpetrowsk, Mariupol, MelitopoI, Minsk, Nikolajew, NowogradVolynsk, Poltawa, Schitomir, Smolensk, Taganrog und Tschernigow – mit Sicherheit auch Kalinin – waren
so gut wie alle Juden deportiert/evakuiert (75-100%); und von den übrigen, von denen wir eine Nachricht
haben (Berditschew, Kiew, Kirowograd, Odessa, Uman, Winniza, Witebsk), vielleicht ein bisschen weniger.
Soweit die Auflösung.
Reinhard Gehlen, erster Präsident des Bundesnachrichtendienstes unter Bundeskanzler Konrad Adenauer,
schrieb 1972, dass rund ein Drittel der Bevölkerung von den Sowjets deportiert oder rekrutiert worden
sei.[24] Im Krieg war er Leiter der Wehrmachtsabteilung Fremde Heere Ost (FHO); seine Dienststelle war
für die genaue Feindeinschätzung verantwortlich. Wenn nicht er, wer sonst müsste es wissen!
Also sind über 30 Millionen Menschen von den Sowjets deportiert worden, wie auch Dallin (jüdischamerikanischer Historiker) und Carter (Russian War Relief) bestätigen. Die Deportierten setzten sich
hauptsächlich aus rekrutierbaren Männern, Spezialisten jeglicher Couleur, Ostjuden und Russen (jeweils ein
Viertel der Stadtbevölkerung) sowie Arbeitern zusammen; sieht man von den rekrutierbaren Männern
einmal ab, war es klar, dass die russische und ostjüdische Stadtbevölkerung besonders von den
Deportationsmaßnahmen betroffen war und dass die weißrussische und ukrainische (Land-)Bevölkerung
bedeutend weniger berührt war.
Wenn u.a. von jüdisch-sowjetischen (Herbst 1944), jüdisch-amerikanischen, jüdisch-englischen und selbst
bundesdeutschen Stellen immer wieder von dem ungeheuren Ausmaß der sowjetischen
Deportationsmaßnahmen an der Zivilbevölkerung, besonders der Russen oder Ostjuden, gesprochen wird,
dann ist es unverständlich, wenn dies immer noch abgestritten bzw. über die Tatsache, dass es so war, ganz
einfach hinweg gegangen wird. Die Auflösung schätzte anhand von unzähligen Belegen die Zahl der
überlebenden sowjetischen Ostjuden (1945) auf 4,3 Millionen (s. Tabelle 3, unter C.);[25] seither haben
gewaltige Umwälzungen das Riesenreich erschüttert: die Sowjetunion zerfiel.
Die zionistische Meinung – nicht einmal eine Schätzung – es hätten nur 2 Millionen Juden 1945 in der
UdSSR überlebt,[26] setzte sich durch, obwohl die Sowjets bzw. Zionisten keinerlei Belege dafür vorgelegt
haben (s. Tabelle 3, unter C.). Wer hat recht?
Professor Frank Lorimer (Princeton Universität) untersuchte 1946 im Auftrag des Völkerbundes die
natürliche Fruchtbarkeit der Sowjetvölker und kam dabei zu dem Ergebnis, dass die Juden im Jahr 1926 die
niedrigste Fertilität hatten; sie war gerade groß genug, um den Bestand zu sichern. Die Fertilität für die
Jahre 1959 und 1989 auf derselben Basis durchgerechnet ergibt (für den Bevölkerungsbestand notwendig

500):
1926 509[27]
1959 242[28]
1989 215[28]
Tabelle 3: Jüdische Bevölkerung (30er und 40er Jahre) im ehemals deutschen und sowjetischen Einflussbereich
in der Sowjetunion (1.000)
Land/Region

1930er 1939
Jahre

1941

Ostpolen (annektiert von der Sowjetunion 1939)a

1.026 1.026

Flüchtlinge aus Westpolen (nach Sibirien
1940)ab

(841) 841

direkt in die Sowjetunion 1939a

750

indirekt über Rumänien in die UdSSR 1940a

91

Bessarabien/Bukowina (annekt. v. UdSSR
1940)a

225

Baltikum (annektiert von der UdSSR 1940)a

225

1945
Meistens
Überlebende
Zivil-/
in der
Kriegstote
UdSSR
in der
nicht
besetzten
UdSSR

-157

Gefallene/verstorbene Rotarmistenb

200?

Ungarn (Verschleppte: in die UdSSR 1945b

66

Karpatho-Ukraine (annektiert von UdSSR
1945)b

86

Sowjetuniona (1939 und nach dem Krieg)

3.020

3.020 3.020

830?

(927) (990)

Jenseits des deutschen Machtbereichs:
1939-1941a
Sibirien/Ural deportierte Juden 1941-1944

(3.627)

Deutsch-besetzten Teil der UdSSR: 1941-1944b

(720)

Sowjetunion (nach der Auflösung)

4.307?

3.020

4.887 5.337

= 5? 4.301?

+1.030?

C.
Sowjetunion (nach AJYB)

3.020 Konservat.
Schätzg.
5.500

2.032?

Quellen: (a) Sanning, Auflösung, 1. und 2. Kap.; (b) Sanning, Auflösung, 4. Kap.

Die sowjetisch-jüdischen Bevölkerungszahlen der Nachkriegs-Generationen betragen nicht einmal die
Hälfte der ihrer Elterngeneration. Dieser drastische Geburtenrückgang und die Assimilation in der lokalen
Bevölkerung hatte dazu geführt, dass das osteuropäischen Judentum sich nicht behaupten konnte.
Die erste sowjetische Volkszählung nach dem 2. Weltkrieg (1959) zählte 2.268.000 selbst-identifizierte
Juden; die letzte war 1989 mit nur 1.451.000 Juden. Die Abnahme um 817.000 spiegelt ein Geburtendefizit
bzw. eine Sterbebilanz von 518.000 sowie eine Auswanderung von 299.000 Juden wider.
Doch durch den Zerfall der Sowjetunion geschah etwas Unerwartetes: Die Ostjuden konnten in den
Nachfolgerstaaten der Sowjetunion en masse auswandern. Zwischen 1989-2007 emigrierten 1.630.000
Juden,[29] meist junge Leute; die Zahl der Geburten purzelte. Ein Geburtendefizit von (sagen wir) 400.000

war die Folge.
Zusammengezählt zogen in den Jahren 1959-2007 knapp 2 Millionen (9+174+116+1.630) ostjüdische
Auswanderer, hauptsächlich nach Israel und USA, weniger nach Deutschland, Kanada und anderswo![30]
Das wäre mehr als das absolute "Aus" für die Juden in den Nachfolgerstaaten der Sowjet-Union gewesen –
wenn die sowjetischen Angaben stimmten (s. Tabelle 4 -links).
Doch weit gefehlt! Trotz der anfänglich um 82.000 größeren Anfangszahl (1945) und der Minus-Endzahl
von 600.000 (2007) wurde die Zahl der Juden in den NSU (Nachfolgerstaaten der Sowjet-Union) immer
noch auf "selbst-identifizierte" 357.000 berechnet.[31] Zugleich behauptet Putins Freund, Russlands
Oberrabbi Berel Lazar,[32] die Zahl der Juden in Russland betrage immer noch 1 bis 2 Millionen (meint er
vielleicht in den NSU?) und die National Conference on Soviet Jewry (NCSJ),[33] ein in den USA
beheimatetes Organ für russisch-sprechende Juden, spricht von 400.000 bis 700.000 Juden in Russland, und
die in den NSU im Ganzen auf 1 bis 1,5 Millionen. Die von Lazar und NCSJ genannten Zahlen sind
wahrscheinlich übertrieben (ich vermute es wenigstens).
Die Eigenheiten der sowjetischen Volkszählungen lassen es aber nicht zu, die zahlenmäßige Stärke des
jüdischen Volkes in der damaligen Sowjetunion verlässlich zu bestimmen: Ein Teil der Juden war nicht
mehr gewillt, die Anfeindungen, die ein offenes Geständnis zu ihrem Volkstum mit sich brachten,
hinzunehmen und ließ sich unter einer anderen Nationalität eintragen. Ich sehe keinen Grund, warum sich
die demografische Struktur der beiden Gruppen – diejenigen, die sich zu ihrem Volk bekannten, und
diejenigen, die pro forma eine andere Nationalität angegeben hatten – irgendwie unterscheiden sollten.
Also, ich habe die gleiche demografische Struktur auf die überlebenden sowjetischen Ostjuden (1945) von
4,3 Millionen zwischen den "selbstidentifizierten" und "untergetauchten" Juden angenommen, also
prozentuale Geburtenreduzierungen und absolute Auswanderungen (s. Tabelle 4).
Tabelle 4: Geburtendefizite und Auswanderung der Jüdischen Bevölkerung in UdSSR/NSU 1945-2007
VZ = Volkszählung; NSU = Nachfolgerstaaten der Sowjet-Union)

Vergleich (in 1.000)
Sowjetische / Zionistische Angaben

Die Auflösung

2.350
-82

- 3,5%x

Geschätzte jüdische Bevölkerung 1945 4.300
Von mir geschätztes Geburtendefizit
-150

2.268
-108
2.160
-9

- 4,8%

Sowjetische VZ 1959 (nur links)
Geburtendefizit
verbleiben
Auswanderung

4.150
-199
3.951
-9

2.151
-166
1.985
-174

-7.7%

Sowjetische VZ 1970 (nur links)
Geburtendefizit
verbleiben
Auswanderung

3.942
-304
3.638
-174

1.811
-244
1.567
-116

-13,5%

Sowjetische VZ 1979 (nur links)
Geburtendefizit
verbleiben
Auswanderung

3.464
-468
2.996
-116

Sowjetische VZ 1989 (nur links)

2.880

1.451
ca. -400?

1988-89: -1.7%;
Geburtendefizit
sank, 1993˗94, auf
-2,9%, danach
immer weiter

- 3,5%
- 4,8%

-7,7%

-13.5%

ca. -550 -1,7%; -2,5%
(minus jährl.
Emigration in
USA und Israel)

1.051
1.630

verbleiben
Auswanderung

2.330
-1.630

ca. -600

verbleiben 2007 in NSU

ca. 700

357

'Selbst-identifizierte' Juden 2007 in
NSU

357

"Untergetauchte/assimilierte" Juden

343?

Sanning (S.
136)

Sanning (S.
158)

Sanning
(Goldmann)
(S. 158)

über 1.000

Lazar und NCSJ der NSU

x Von mir angenommen = 3,5 %

Und siehe da: Nach der Auswanderungswelle in den 1970er und 1980er und ganz besonders in den 1990er
Jahren von 2 Millionen Juden (wie oben) und den berechneten Geburtendefiziten von über 1,5 Millionen
(150+199+304+468+550) in der Nachkriegszeit verbleiben für 2007 immer noch 700.000 Juden in den
Nachfolgerstaaten der Sowjetunion: 357.000 'selbstidentifizierte' und, theoretisch, 343.000 'untergetauchte'
Juden.
Ich habe keine Ahnung, wie viele es wirklich sind (ob 50.000, 500.000 oder 750.000). Die Zahlen machen
es aber deutlich: die Ziffer von 2 Millionen Juden (1945) in der Sowjetunion entbehrt jeglicher reelleren
Grundlage; mit anderen Worten: sie ist lächerlich gering, einfach unmöglich; es müssen mehr als doppelt so
viele gewesen sein. Es scheint, als ob die von der Auflösung geschätzte Zahl der sowjetischen Juden 1945
von 4,3 Millionen der Wahrheit doch am nächsten kommt.
Russland schuldet der Welt immer noch eine Erklärung, was während des Zweiten Weltkriegs mit den
ungefähr dreißig Millionen deportierten Soldaten/Rekruten und Zivilisten – davon über 3,5 Millionen Juden
– in den von den Deutschen nicht eroberten Teilen der UdSSR (nicht besetztes Russland, Sibirien und Ural)
geschehen ist.

Zusammenfassung
Es ist nicht länger zweifelhaft, dass die ostjüdische Bevölkerung in dem später zeitweilig deutsch- bzw.
dann sowjetisch-besetzten Europa von über neun Millionen in den 1930er Jahren auf etwa acht Millionen
anno Jahre 1939 gesunken ist (Institut für Zeitgeschichte, Universal Jewish Encyclopedia). Wie sonst soll
man denn die hunderttausenden jüdischen Einwanderer in Nord-und Südamerika, Westeuropa, Palästina,
usw. vor dem Krieg erklären (US. Stellvertretender Außenminister [Assistant Secretary of State]
Breckinridge Long, Dr. Markus Wischnitzer, American Jewish Year Book)?
Ebenso unstrittig sind – neben den hunderttausenden jüdischen Toten – die wiedergefundenen, etwa eine
Million KZ-Häftlinge und Entkommene in Polen, der Tschechoslowakei, Ungarn, usw., also, die angeblich
Vermissten. Die Welt wartet noch immer auf eine Antwort der Zionisten, aus welchen Ländern sie stammen,
wie viele es waren und von welchen Konzentrationslagern oder Ghettos sie kamen (der Leiter der UNRRA
der Deutschland Sir Frederick Morgan, der israelische Mossad-Agent David Kimche, der langjährige
Präsident des Jüdischen Weltkongresses Dr. Nahum Goldmann, das American Jewish Year Book, auch das
U.S. War Refugee Board, das Institute of Jewish Affairs, sowie HICEM-Jewish Colonization Association).
Stattdessen nur betretenes Schweigen!
Auf jeden Fall muss die von den Zionisten veranschlagte Zahl der ostjüdischen Überlebenden in der
Sowjetunion (2,032,000) um ein paar Millionen nach oben korrigiert werden. Die von unzähligen
zionistischen und deutschen Zeugnisberichten bescheinigten sowjetischen Räumungsaktionen von
Menschen und Material vor und während des Krieges lässt sich nicht mehr leugnen (u.a. Dallin, Epstein,
Gehlen, Reitlinger, Rothenberg).[34]
Und zuletzt, alle Anzeichen deuten auf einen verheerenden, natürlichen ostjüdischen Bevölkerungsschwund
seit 1945 in der Sowjetunion hin[35] – hervorgerufen durch viel zu geringe Geburtenzahlen und
Assimilation und nicht zuletzt durch die ostjüdische Auswanderungswelle aus den Nachfolgerstaaten der
Sowjetunion. Diese bewirken ein trauriges Finale der Ostjuden in Osteuropa.
Leider ist es mir nicht gelungen, mit neuen Zahlen bei den von den Sowjets deportierten polnischen,
weißrussischen, ukrainischen, russischen, baltischen und rumänischen Juden aufzuwarten. Die ungeheueren
ostjüdischen Verluste an der Front, im Ural und in Sibirien (Militär und Zivil) müssen ganz einfach ein
enormes Maß angenommen haben – von mir auf Grund zionistischer Daten sehr grob auf eine Million
geschätzt. Die Sowjets kämpften mit allen Mitteln ums Überleben und nahmen auf Millionen
Menschenleben keine Rücksicht wie in der Auflösung beschrieben! Aber aufgeschoben ist nicht
aufgehoben!
Tabelle 5: Jüdische Bevölkerung (30er und 40er Jahre) im ehem. deutsch-sowjetischen Einflussbereich in
Europa/UdSSR (1.000)
Land/Region

Volkszählung

1930er
Jahre

1939

1941

Abz.*

1946/
1948
Überleben-

Tote,
angeblich
Vermisste
und

meistens
Kriegs-/
Ziviltote
in der

de

Deutsch˗besetztes West˗/
Mitteleuropa, davon:

1.274

Russlandnicht
Heimkehrer besetzten
UdSSR

873

804

423

346

Deutschland/Österreich

1933/34 (731)

(263)

(214)

(36)

(159)

Jugoslawien

1931

68

43

12

56

(551)

(725)

400

400

200

71

Slowakische Gebiete

42

42

Karpatho-Ukraine

109

109

68

Ungarn, davon:
Ungarn (TrianonUngarn)

1930

445

Nord-Siebenbürgen

149

Serbisches Banat

25

Tschechoslowakei,
davon:

1930

15

(357)

Böhmen/Mähren
(Protektorat)

118

79

70

32

38

Slowakei

137

85

85

50

74

Karpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgarien

1934

48

48

48

56

-8

Rumänien, davon:

1931

(757)

(676)

315

430

3

Rest-Rumänien

479

451

Bessarabien/Bukowina

278

225

Baltikumb

1923/35 253

225

Polen, davon:

1931

(2.664)
757

83

674

Westpolen

3.114

(1.901) 797

157

Zurückgekehrte aus
Sibirien 1945c
Ostpolen

(1.213)

(1) Deutscher
Einflussbereich in
Europa (ohne UdSSR)a

6.316

3.402

2.847

Ostpolen (annektiert von der
UdSSR 1939)

1.026

1.026

Flüchtlinge aus Westpolen (nach
Sibirien 1940)bc

(841)

841

direkt in die Sowjetunion 1939b

750

indirekt über Rumänien in die
UdSSR 1940b

91

Bessarabien/Bukowina (annektiert
von UdSSR 1940)b

225

= 135 +1.286

-157

+1.426

225

Baltikum (annektiert von der
UdSSR 1940)b

200?

Gefallene/verstorbene
Rotarmistenc
Ungarn (Verschleppte in der
UdSSR 1945)c

66

Karpatho-Ukraine (annektiert von
der UdSSR 1945)c

86

UdSSR (1939 und nach dem
Krieg)b: davon

3.020

3.020

3.020

(927)

(990)

4.307?

?

830?

Immer im sowjetischen Teil der
UdSSR:
Jenseits des deutschen
Einflussbereichs: 1939; 1941b
Nach Sibirien/Ural deportierte
Juden: 1941-1944

(3.627)

Deutsch-besetzte Teil der UdSSR
1941-1944cd

(720)

(2) Sowjetunion

3.020

4.887

5.337

=6?

A.
Summe: Nach der Auflösung

9.336

8.289

8.184

141?

Summe: Nach AJYB

9.275

"Konservative
Schätzung“

davon: Sowjetunion

3.020

5.500

+4.301? ?
C.

B.

+5.587

+1.426

+1.030

+1.030?

2.032

*Zu-/Aus-/Einwanderer, Annektierung, Geburtendefizit, Gefallene, Glaubensübertritte, Verschleppte usw.
Quellen: (a) Sanning, Auflösung. Tab. 11; (b) Sanning, Auflösung, 1. + 2. Kap.; (c) Sanning. Auflösung, 4. Kap.

Verbrannte Erde: Der sowjetische Aufmarsch
Zum sowjetischem Aufmarsch nahm Viktor Suvorov (Pseudonym) Stellung: Er arbeitete im Generalstab der
Streitkräfte der UdSSR. Als hochrangiger Offizier des sowjetischen militärischen Geheimdienstes GRU war
er als sowjetischer Diplomat in Westeuropa tätig. 1978 erbat er politisches Asyl in England. Er nannte Hitler
einen tollwütigen Hund, Kannibalen und Verbrecher. (Ich füge das nur an, um zu zeigen, wes Geistes Kind
er ist.)
Trotzdem ist er der Autor des Artikels "Who was Planning to Attack Whom in June 1941, Hitler or Stalin?
("Wer plante wen im Juni 1941 anzugreifen, Hitler oder Stalin?“), Journal of the Royal United Services
Institute for Defence Studies (RUSI), London, June 1985, S. 50-55[36] und des Buches Der Eisbrecher. Die
Geschichte des sogenannten «großen vaterländischen Krieges». Kurzer Lehrgang. Stuttgart 1989, (russ:
LEDOKOI: Istorija tak nazyvaemoj «velikoj otečestvennoj vojny» Kratij kurs.)
Auszüge aus "Wer plante wen im Juni 1941 anzugreifen, Hitler oder Stalin" (Hervorhebungen durch den
Verfasser)
"Tatsächlich bildeten 170 Divisionen die Erste Strategische Staffel. Von diesen waren bereits 56
unmittelbar an der Grenze aufgestellt,“[37] 114 weiter rückwärts im Grenzgebiet. Jedoch ‚Um
den 12.-15. Juni erhielten die westlichen Militärbezirke die Weisung: Alle im Inneren (dieser
Militärbezirke) stationierten Truppen seien näher an die Staatsgrenze zu verlegen.'[38] Die
ganze Erste Strategische Staffel begann sich nun unmittelbar im Grenzraum zu konzentrieren.
Zu den genannten 114 müssen die 69 Divisionen der Zweiten Strategischen Staffel
hinzugezählt werden, die entweder bereits verlegt waren oder sich darauf vorbereiteten. Es
handelt sich um die größte Truppenbewegung eines Einzelstaates in der Geschichte der
Zivilisation, die unmittelbar an der Grenze und unter äußerster Geheimhaltung und

Verschleierung durchgeführt wurde.“
"Truppen, die sich auf Verteidigung vorbereiten, graben sich ein, heben Gräben für sich und als
Panzerfallen aus, errichten Deckungen und Stacheldrahthindernisse. In erster Linie geschieht
dies auf den wahrscheinlichen Einfallschneisen des Gegners, an Straßenkreuzungen und hinter
Flusslinien. Aber die Rote Armee tat nichts dergleichen. Wie bereits berichtet, wurden die
Divisionen in den Wäldern nahe der Grenze versteckt, genau wie die deutschen Divisionen,
bevor sie zum Angriff antraten. 'Die Schützentruppen hätten Verteidigungsanlagen besetzen
und ausbauen können, aber das geschah nicht."[39]
"Dass keine Verteidigungsanlagen errichtet wurden, ist umso merkwürdiger, als mit der
Unterzeichnung des deutsch-sowjetischen Nichtangriffspakts und der darauf folgenden
Aufteilung Polens zwischen den beiden Staaten, sowjetische und deutsche Truppen sich nun
unmittelbar, ohne einen schützenden 'Pufferstaat', gegenüberlagen. Überdies, während normale
Vorsicht geboten hätte, die Verteidigungsbastionen der ehemaligen Stalinlinie längs der alten
Grenze zu verstärken oder mindestens aufrecht zu erhalten, geschah das Gegenteil davon.
Dieser mächtige Schutzwall wurde aufgegeben, an vielen Stellen in die Luft gejagt oder
eingeebnet. Minenfelder wurden entschärft, und über Entfernungen von Tausenden von
Kilometer 'wurde der Stacheldraht entfernt.'[40] Partisanengruppen, die man für den Fall einer
feindlichen Besetzung des Landes aufgestellt hatte, wurden aufgelöst;[41] aus Tausenden von
Brücken, Bahnhöfen, Industrieanlagen wurden die Zündanlagen für den Fall einer feindlichen
Invasion entfernt. Kurzum, ungeheure Anstrengungen wurden unternommen, um alles, was der
Verteidigung dienen mochte, zu zerstören.[42] Außerdem, während es vor der Unterzeichnung
des sowjetisch-deutschen Pakts in den sowjetischen Grenzbezirken nur Divisionen und Korps
gegeben hatte, begannen sich nun förmlichen Armeen in der neuerlich erweiterten Grenzzone
zu sammeln. Zwischen August 1939 und April 1941 wuchs die Zahl der Armeen in der
sowjetischen Grenzzone von null auf 11 an. Drei weitere kamen im Mai hinzu, zusammen mit
fünf Luftlandekorps. Hätte Hitler nicht als erster angegriffen, hätte Stalin ihm 23 Armeen und
mehr als unabhängige Korps gegenübergestellt, und dies noch vor einer allgemeinen
Mobilmachung."
"Die Erste Strategische Staffel, die sich im Juni 1941 längs der sowjetischen Grenze in
Aufstellung befand, war nach Organisationsstruktur, Aufstellung und militärischer Vorbereitung
eindeutig offensiver Natur. Das gleiche gilt für die Zweite Strategische Staffel, die ihren
geheimen Vormarsch in Richtung auf die deutsche Grenze am 13. Juni 1941 aufnahm. Viele
Sowjetmarschälle und -generäle geben diese Tatsachen nicht direkt zu, und natürlich wurden
beide Staffeln durch den Überraschungsangriff der Deutschen überwältigt und mussten
infolgedessen defensiv operieren."
"Es scheint sicher, dass die sowjetische Konzentration an der Grenze am 10. Juli abgeschlossen
sein sollte.[43] So fand der deutsche Schlag, der 19 Tage früher erfolgte, die Rote Armee in
einer äußerst ungünstigen Position --auf dem Bahntransport [und...] hilflos auf offener
Strecke."
"Je genauer man Stalins Verhalten während dieser kritischen Periode untersucht, umso
augenscheinlicher wird es, dass es keine Reaktion auf Hitlers Vorgehen darstellt.[44] Stalin
handelte gemäß seinen eigenen Planungen, und diese sahen die volle Konzentration der
sowjetischen Truppen an der Grenze für den 10. Juli vor."
"Gewisse Folgerungen sind unumstößlich. Erstens: Die mobilisierten Divisionen wären nicht
imstande gewesen, in die Fernen Bezirke, aus denen sie kamen, zurückzukehren. Eine derartige
Verlegung hätte die gesamten Verkehrsreserven für viele Monate in Anspruch genommen und
in einem wirtschaftlichen Zusammenbruch geendet. Zweitens: Diese gigantischen
Kräfteansammlungen hätten den Winter nicht in ihren neuen Geheimquartieren verbringen
können. Im Grenzgürtel waren so viele neue Divisionen aufgestellt und untergebracht worden,
dass viele von ihnen schon den Winter von 1940 auf 1941 in Unterständen hatten verbringen
müssen.[45] Schon 1940 reichten die Übungsplätze, Artillerie- und Schützenschießstände im
neuerworbenen westlichen Grenzgebiet für die vorhandenen Divisionen nicht aus.[46] Truppen
aber, die nicht üben können, verlieren rasch ihre Kampffahigkeit."
"In jedem bedeutenden schwierigen menschlichen Vorhaben gibt es einen kritischen Moment,
an welchem die Ereignisse einen Punkt erreichen, von dem aus eine Umkehr nicht mehr
möglich ist. Die Sowjetunion hatte diesen Punkt am 13. Juni 1941 erreicht. Von diesem Tage an
bewegten sich die Massen von Sowjettruppen heimlich, jedoch unaufhaltsam der deutschen
Grenze entgegen. Damit wurde der Krieg für die Sowjetunion unvermeidlich, unabhängig

davon, wie Hitler sich verhalten mochte. Schließlich zeigte die Zusammensetzung und
Aufstellung der Truppen im Grenzgebiet an, dass sie nicht dazu bestimmt waren, dort zu
bleiben. Details wie die Luftlandekorps am Rand der ersten 'Verteidigungslinie', die
Artillerieeinheiten in den vorderen Stellungen, die Demontage der Stalin-Linie und das Fehlen
jeder Verteidigungstiefengliederung oder der Bemühung, solche anzulegen, weisen nicht auf
die Absicht, längs der Grenze eine ständige Verteidigungsposition einzunehmen. Würdigt man
dies alles im Lichte der oben skizzierten Zhukow-Doktrin, so wird offenbar, dass die einzig
glaubwürdige militärische Absicht, die Stalin haben konnte, darin bestand, selber im Sommer
1941 in den Krieg einzutreten."
Auszüge aus Der Eisbrecher. Die Geschichte des sogenannten "großen vaterländischen Krieges“
S. 40: "1927 ist das Jahr der beginnenden Industrialisierung der UdSSR. […] Zu Beginn des
ersten Fünfjahrplanes besaß die Rote Armee 92 Panzer; an seinem Ende [1932] über 4000
Stück."
"In den ersten beiden Fünfjahresplänen [1927-1937] wurden 24.708 Kampfflugzeuge
produziert."
S. 41: "Das Ergebnis der Kollektivierung und des darauffolgenden Hungers waren 10 bis 16
Millionen Ermordeter, in den Lagern Umgekommener, Verhungerter, Angaben über eine noch
höhere Zahl haben in jüngster Zeit die sowjetische Zensur passiert. (‚Fragen der Geschichte‘
1988, Nr. 6, S. 32)"
S. 103: "Hitler wußte, dass der Krieg mit Russland nicht zu umgehen war. Weshalb hat er nicht
Waffen und Kampfmittel in Auftrag gegeben, die auch in Russland eingesetzt werden konnten?
Wenn die deutsche Industrie nur Waffen produzierte, die allein in Westeuropa und Afrika zu
verwenden waren, jedoch nicht in Russland, wie kann man dann annehmen, Deutschland sei für
diesen Krieg vorbereitet gewesen?"
S. 117: "Durch den Molotow-Ribbentrop-Pakt war die sowjetische Grenze in Richtung Westen
vorgeschoben worden, folglich war auch die Linie, von der aus die ‚Befreiung‘ erfolgen sollte,
nach Westen vorgerückt, und die Stalin-Linie nützte niemandem mehr bei einem Angriffskrieg.
Sie hätte auch in Verteidigungskrieg Verwendung finden können."
S. 129: "Auf Angriffskriege bereitete sich Hitler vor, und 1936 schuf er die Luftlandetruppe.
Die Anzahl der Fallschirmjäger in dieser Truppe betrug zu Beginn des Zweiten Weltkrieges
4.000 Mann. […] Stalin […] schuf die Luftlandetruppe im Jahre 1930. Zu Beginn des Zweiten
Weltkrieges besaß die Sowjetunion über eine Million ausgebildeter Fallschirmspringer."
S. 130: "Im Verteidigungskrieg werden Fallschirmspringer NICHT gebraucht."
S. 150-153: "Im Juli 1940 spricht Hitler den Gedanken aus, dass die Sowjetunion sehr
gefährlich werden könnte, besonders wenn die deutschen Truppen vom europäischen Festland
auf die Britischen Inseln und nach Afrika übersetzten. Am 12. November [1940] weist Hitler in
einer Unterredung mit Molotow auf die Notwendigkeit hin, ein großes Kontingent deutscher
Truppen in Rumänien zu unterhalten – eine deutliche Anspielung auf die sowjetische
militärische Bedrohung des rumänischen Erdöls."
"Hitler hatte den sowjetischen Regierungschef aufgefordert, die sowjetische Bedrohung von der
Quelle des deutschen Erdöls abzuwenden. Stalin und Molotow haben dies nicht getan. Wer also
ist schuld am Ausbruch des Krieges? Wer hat wen bedroht? Wer hat wen zu Gegenmaßnahmen
provoziert?"
"Um Rumänien im Falle einer sowjetischen Offensive zu verteidigen, muss ein deutscher
Schlag an einer anderen Stelle erfolgen, um dadurch die Aufmerksamkeit der Roten Armee von
den Erdölfeldern abzulenken. […] man [kam] überein, dass ein Ablenkungsangriff nur dann
Erfolg haben [kann], wenn es sich dabei um eine machtvolle und zugleich überraschende
Operation handelte. Das [deutsche] Truppenkontingent für diesen Einsatz wurde nach und nach
so weit erhöht, bis schließlich […] an dieser Operation praktisch sämtliche [deutsche]
Landstreitkräfte und ein Großteil der Luftwaffe beteiligt waren."
"Hitlers Rechnung ging auf: Der deutsche Angriff [im Juni] 1941 an einer anderen Stelle
zwang die sowjetischen Truppen, sich an der gesamten Front zurückzuziehen."
"Hitlers Schlag war gewaltig, aber nicht tödlich gewesen."

"In Stalins Karriere hat es nur wenige Irrtümer gegeben. Einer dieser wenigen – allerdings der
entscheidendste – war die Besetzung Bessarabiens 1940. […]"
"Die Annexion Bessarabiens durch die Sowjetunion [Juni 1940] und die Konzentrierung eines
starken Angriffspotentials in diesem Raum einschließlich eines Luftlandekorps und der DonauFlottille ließ Hitler die strategische Situation in einem völlig neuen Licht erscheinen und
veranlaßte ihn, entsprechende Vorkehrungen zu treffen."
S. 162: "1939 begann die Sowjetunion mit der Aufstellung von Armeen im europäischen Teil
ihres Landes."
S. 168: "Deutsche Truppen sind an den sowjetischen Grenzen so gut wie nicht verblieben [6
Divisionen!]. Und in eben diesem Augenblick beginnt Stalin mit der getarnten Aufstellung
einer großen Anzahl von Armeen. […] Je weiter sich die deutschen Divisionen in Richtung
Westen, Norden, Süden entfernen, um so mehr sowjetische Armeen werden gegen Deutschland
aufgestellt [16 sowjetische Stoßarmeen, von denen jede einzelne über mehr als 2000 Panzer
verfügt; von 4 deutschen Panzertruppen verfugt jede über 600-1000 Panzer]."
S. 176: "[…] die 9. [sowjetische] Armee [von den 3 extrem starken Stoßarmeen, die stärkste
Armee der Ersten Strategischen Staffel, hatte] 20 Divisionen […], darunter 6 Panzerdivisionen
[…und] 3.341 Panzer. […] Quantitativ entspricht das dem, was die ganze Wehrmacht besitzt,
und qualitativ noch einiges besser."
S. 177: "In der ersten Junihälfte des Jahres 1941 wird in der Sowjetunion die mächtigste Armee
der Welt aufgestellt, aber nicht an der deutschen Grenze […sondern] an der rumänischen
Grenze [Bessarabien]."
S. 178: "Wofür? Zur Verteidigung? Ich bitte Sie, auf rumänischer Seite stehen nur geringe
Streitkräfte, […]. Ein Vorstoß [der 9. Armee] nach Rumänien würde für Deutschland den
Zusammenbruch bedeuten, würde den Stillstand aller Panzer und Flugzeuge, sämtlicher
Maschinen, Schiffe, der ganzen Industrie und des Transportwesens zur Folge haben. Das Erdöl
ist der Lebenssaft des Krieges, und das Herz Deutschlands schlug […] in Rumänien. Ein
Angriff auf Rumänien war ein unmittelbarer Angriff auf den Herzschlag Deutschlands."
Karten: "Die 19. [sowjetische] Armee – stärkste der Zweiten Strategischen Staffel – wurde […]
an die rumänische Grenze herangeführt. Beginn des getarnten Aufschließens der Zweiten
Strategischen Staffel an die Westgrenze ist der 13. Juni 1941. [Sie hatte 30 Divisionen.]“
9. Armee – stärkste Armee der Ersten Strategischen Staffel – und 19. Armee der Zweiten Strategischen
Staffel hatten die Aufgabe, sofort die rumänischen Ölfelder im Raum Ploieşti zu besetzen, um damit die
ungeschützte primäre Erdölquelle Deutschlands in ihre Hand zu bekommen.
S. 314: "Marschall der Sowjetunion A.A. Gretschko kann es bezeugen: ‘Elf Tage nachdem
Hitler den endgültigen Kriegsplan gegen die Sowjetunion akzeptiert hatte (18. Dezember
1940), war diese Tatsache und die wesentlichen Daten dieser Entscheidung der deutschen
Führung unseren Aufklärungsorganen bekannt.’" (Militärhistorische Zeitschrift 1966, Nr. 6, S.
8.)
S. 315: "Am 21. Juni 1941 fand eine Sitzung des Politbüros statt. [Der Chef des militärischen
Geheimdiensts, Generalleutnant F.I.] Golikow meldete […], dass die unmittelbare
Vorbereitung zur Invasion [der Sowjetunion] noch nicht begonnen habe, ohne diese
Vorbereitung aber könne man den Krieg nicht beginnen."
"Zehn bis zwölf Stunden später begann das ‘Unternehmen Barbarossa’."
S. 337f.: "Das Problem [der Sowjetsoldaten vor Kriegsausbruch] besteht darin, dass es an den
Westgrenzen […] keine Schießplätze gibt, keine Truppenübungsplätze, keine Panzerparcours,
keine Ausbildungszentren, dass die Voraussetzungen für eine Gefechtsausbildung fehlen."
"Der Krieg begann nicht so, wie Stalin es gewollt hatte, und deshalb endete er auch nicht so:
Stalin bekam nur die Hälfte von Europa."
S. 406: "Generalfeldmarschall W Keitel: ‘Ich betone, dass alle von uns bis zum Frühjahr 1941
durchgeführten vorbereitenden Maßnahmen den Charakter reiner Verteidigungsvorkehrungen
für den Fall eines Angriffs durch die Rote Armee trugen. Insofern kann man den ganzen Krieg
im Osten gewissermaßen einen Präventivkrieg nennen. […] Wir beschlossen […], einem

Angriff Sowjetrußlands zuvorzukommen und durch einen Überraschungsangriff dessen
Streitkräfte zu zerschlagen. Gegen Frühjahr 1941 kam ich zu der festen Überzeugung, dass uns
die starke Konzentration der russischen Truppen und deren nachfolgenden Angriff auf
Deutschland in strategischer und wirtschaftlicher Hinsicht in eine außerordentlich kritische
Lage bringen könnten. […] In den ersten Wochen hätte ein Angriff von seiten Russlands
Deutschland in eine extrem ungünstige Situation versetzt. Unser Angriff war eine unmittelbare
Folge dieser Bedrohung. […]’"
"Generaloberst A. Jodl, der Chefkonstrukteur der deutschen Kriegspläne, behauptete dasselbe
[…] Keitel und Jodl änderten ihren Standpunkt nicht und wurden aufgrund des Urteils des
sogenannten ‘Internationalen Gerichtshofs’ in Nürnberg zusammen mit den anderen
‘Hauptkriegsverbrechern’ gehängt. Eine der Hauptanklagen gegen sie lautete auf ‘Entfesselung
eines nichtprovozierten Angriffskrieges’ gegen die Sowjetunion."
S. 420: "Die sowjetischen Stäbe hatten demnach vor dem Krieg KEINE Pläne für eine
Verteidigung und auch keine für Pläne für Gegenoffensive ausgearbeitet? … O nein, sie haben
bekanntlich intensiv gearbeitet. Sie haben Pläne für den [Angriffs-]Krieg ausgearbeitet."
S. 424: "Am 26. Juni 1941 nahm das 4. Fliegerkorps die Bombardierung der Erdölfelder von
Ploieşti in Rumänien auf. In diesen wenigen Tagen der Bombardierung war die Erdölförderung
in Rumänien fast um die Hälfte gesunken. Selbst in einer Situation, bei der praktisch die
gesamten sowjetischen Fliegerkräfte auf ihren Flugplätzen niedergehalten waren, fand sie noch
genügend Kraft, der Erdölproduktion einen beachtlichen Schaden zuzufügen. In jeder anderen
Lage wären die sowjetischen Luftstreitkräfte noch viel gefährlicher gewesen und hätten mit
ihren Einsätzen gegen die Erdölgebiete die gesamte deutsche militärische, industrielle und
Transportkapazität lahmgelegen können. Hitler hatte nur zu gut diese Bedrohung verstanden
und eine Invasion in die UdSSR für die einzig mögliche Verteidigung gehalten. Aber auch das
rettete ihn nicht."
S. 429f.: "Hitler hielt die sowjetische Invasion für unvermeidlich, aber er hatte sie nicht in der
allernächsten Zeit erwartet. Die deutschen Truppen wurden für Operationen auf
Nebenschauplätzen eingesetzt [Niederschlagung des kommunistischen Aufstandes gegen das
prodeutsche serbische Regime; Besetzung Norwegens, um eine britische Besetzung Norwegens
zuvorkommen (wegen der Eisenerzgrube in Kiruna/Schweden), usw.] und der Beginn des
‘Unternehmens Barbarossa’ verschoben. Am 22. Juni 1941 lief es schließlich an. Hitler war
sich ganz offensichtlich nicht bewußt, wie sehr ihm das Glück hold gewesen war. Wäre das
‘Unternehmens Barbarossa’ erneut verschoben worden, […] dann hätte Hitler nicht erst 1945
Hand an sich legen müssen, sondern schon sehr viel früher."
"Es gibt mehrere Hinweise, dass der Termin für die sowjetische Operation ‘Gewitter’ auf den
6. Juli 1941 festgesetzt war. Die Memoiren sowjetischer Marschälle, Generäle und Admirale,
Archivdokumente, eine mathematische Analyse der vorliegenden Daten zu der Bewegung
Tausender sowjetischer Militärtransportzüge – das alles deutet auf den 10. Juli 1941 als
Zeitpunkt hin, an dem der Aufmarsch der Zweiten Strategischen Staffel der Roten Armee in der
Nähe der Westgrenzen abzuschließen war. Aber die sowjetische Militärtheorie sah den
Übergang zum zügigen Angriff nicht nach der abgeschlossenen Truppenkonzentration vor,
sondern vor diesem Abschluß. In diesem Fall, konnte ein Teil der Zweiten Strategischen Staffel
bereits auf gegnerischem Territorium ausgeladen und in den Kampf geführt werden."
"Schukow (und auch Stalin) hatten eine Vorliebe dafür, ihre Überraschungsschläge an einem
Sonntagmorgen zu führen. Der 6. Juli 1941 war der letzte Sonntag vor dem vollständigen
Aufmarsch der sowjetischen Truppen."
"Armeegeneral S.P. Iwanow gibt […] einen direkten Hinweis auf dieses Datum. Den deutschen
Truppen war es gelungen, uns ‘buchstäblich um zwei Wochen zuvorzukommen.’ – Wäre das
das nicht passiert, hätte die Geschichte einen anderen Verlauf genommen. Die Rote Armee
hätte das Ziel Berlin sehr bald erreicht und auch noch andere Ziele weiter im Westen
Europas [Frankreich?]."
S. 249f.: "Der vollzählige Aufmarsch der sowjetischen Truppen an der deutschen Grenze war
für den 10. Juli geplant." (Armeegeneral S.P. Iwanow, Die Anfangsphase des Krieges, S. 211.)
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Abstract
In 1983, Sanning's trail-blazing demographic study on the dissolution of Eastern European Jewry
appeared, showing that Jewish "Holocaust" losses cannot have amounted to more than several
hundred thousand victims. This report gives an update on further research since then. In
particular, newly available data about the emigration of Jews from the Soviet Union and its
successor states are of interest in this regard. They indicate that Sanning was correct in assuming
that Soviet post-war census data about the number of Jews who survived World War Two were
unreliable. The number of Jews who have emigrated since the 1970s, plus the demographic
collapse Jewry experienced after the war due to an extremely low birth rate, compels the
conclusion that many more Jews survived the war in the USSR than previously assumed.

1.5 Million Jewish Emigrants to Overseas from the "Area of
Jewish Misery in Europe" (1925-1939)
More than thirty years ago my Dissolution was published in Germany and the United States. In
the meantime, new sources have come to light and unforeseeable developments have occurred
that conﬁrm my thesis. To aid in understanding of this update, the tables are shown in the same
categories that were used in Dissolution.
Poland, Germany Rumania and the Baltics – where almost ﬁve million Jews lived at the outset of
the 1930s – pursued explicitly anti-Semitic policies, particularly the ﬁrst two; on top of that came
the Great Depression. The result was an economic immiseration of the Jewish population,
particularly in Poland.
Emigration seemed the only solution: between 1931 and 1939 over 500,000, possibly 600,000 left
Poland, over 400,000 left Greater Germany (including the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia),
100,000 left Rumania and about 25,000 Jews left the Baltics; but there was also Jewish emigration
from Hungary (and presumably also Slovakia). The Zionist-leaning Institute of Contemporary
History of Munich has conﬁrmed this since 1958[1] By the end of 1939 Poland as well as the
General Gouvernement, Germany (including the Protectorate) Rumania, the Baltics, Hungary and
Slovakia had lost three million Jews to emigration, border changes, ﬂight and declining birth
rates. (see Table 1).
US Assistant Secretary of State Breckinridge Long in November 1943 stated that the US had
admitted 580,000 immigrating "victims of oppression) in the past ten years; most of these were
Jews (only 100,000 were German Jews). Palestine had almost 300,000 Jewish immigrants. Other
countries too (e.g. Latin America; Western Europe) reported a heavy immigration of Jews. This
according to the Dissolution.
Indeed, 16 years before 1958 – 1942 – the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia reported the same: a
large Jewish emigration from East and Central Europe overseas had taken place from the
mid-1920s to the end of the '30s, as follows:[2]
"With the passage of the 1924 Immigration Quota Law by Congress and the necessity of exploring

the possibilities for immigration to other of the world, HIAS sought to strengthen and enlarge its
activities abroad. In 1927, it entered into an agreement with the Jewish Colonization Association
(ICA) of Paris, France, for the purpose of forming what has since become known as HICEM, the
abbreviated name for the HIASICA Emigration Association. This association with headquarters in
Paris, and branch oﬀices in thirty-two countries of emigration, transit and immigration became
the European arm for a world-wide immigrant and refugee service. In the period between 1925
and 1939, an average of 100,000 Jewish men, women and children emigrated from the area of
Jewish misery in Europe each year. In consequence of this eﬀort, hundreds of thousands of Jews
had been helped to settle not only in the United States, but in the dominions of the British Empire,
in the Far East, in South and Central America, and in Palestine."
In all the time since then this statement of the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia has never been
challenged by the Zionists. ["Area of Jewish Misery in Europe": Central and Eastern Europe,
particularly Poland, but also National-Socialist Germany including the Protectorate, Rumania, the
Baltics, Hungary and Slovakia; the Institute for Contemporary History sees it exactly this wayl
The Western European immigration and transit countries and the Soviet Union (oﬀicially Jewishfriendly) were exceptions.] So, the emigration of 1.5 million eastern Jews from Central and
Eastern Europe from 1925 to 1939 took place in the shape of an organized emigration in Poland,
Germany, Rumania, in the Baltic countries, etc. Therefore the Jewish population numbers of the
early 1930s in the emigration countries in Central and Eastern Europe [not including the USSR)
and in the immigration countries such as the USA, South America, Palestine, etc. are only of
historical interest; they bear no resemblance to the realities of 1939, let alone 1940/1941 or 1945!
The Polish census of 1931 already revealed a sudden decline in the birth rate among eastern Jews;
the declines were too large to be explained by reduced family formation or a switch in claimed
religious aﬀiliation: the number of births simply fell too fast and too far. No wonder that
the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia lamented:
"[...] even in Eastern Europe the birth rate was falling, and began to approach that of Western
Europe."[3]
and this was already below the death rate. The massive emigration entailed a Jewish population
decline in Poland of 20% from 1931 to 1939 and must have had a directly overwhelming eﬀect on
the number of births, because the young, fertile segments of the population are always the ﬁrst to
leave home.
Table 1: Jewish Population of the 1930s in the Former German and Soviet Sphere
of Inﬂuence in Europe (in 1,000s) (AJYB = American Jewish Year Book; GSI =
German Sphere of Inﬂuence)
Country/Region

Census

German-occupied West and Central Europe, of which:

1930s
1,274

1939
873

Germany/Austria

1933/34 (731)

(263)

Yugoslavia

1931

68

68

Hungary, of which:
Hungary (Trianon borders)

(551)
1930

445

400

Slovakian areas

42

Carpatho-Ukraine

109

Tschechoslowakei, davon

1930

(357)

Bohemia/Moravia (Protectorate)

118

79

Slovakia

137

85

Carpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgaria

1934

48

48

Rumania, of which:

1931

(757)

(676)

Rumania

479

451

Bessarabia/Bukovina

278

225

Baltics (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia)

1923/35 253

225

Poland, of which:

1931

(2,664)

3,114

Western Poland

(1,901) 797

Eastern Poland

(1,213)

(1) GSI in Europe (except USSR)a

6,316

3,402

Eastern Poland (annexed by USSR 1939)

1,026

Refugees from Western Poland (Siberia 1940)

(841)

directly into the Soviet Union 1939b

750

indirect via Rumania into USSR 1940b

91

Soviet Union 1939b

1939

3,020

Outside the German sphere of inﬂuence 1939b
(2) Soviet Union

3,020
(927)

3,020

4,887

A.
Total per The Dissolution

9,336

8,289

Total per the AJYB

9,275

of which Soviet Union

3,020

Sources: (a) Sanning, Auﬂösung, Tab. 11. (b) Sanning, Auﬂösung, Chapters 1 + 2

A further indication of a fertility crisis is the "Child/Woman ratio."[4] This ratio in 1931 was 455(!)
for eastern Jews in Poland; the minimum ratio required for population replacement is 500. In
view of the huge wave of emigration of eastern Jews in the 1930s, driven by the ever-mounting
economic immiseration and an anti-Semitic government, one must infer that this "Child/Woman
ratio" must have been far below 455 (perhaps 200-300) and that there must have been have been
a birth-rate deﬁcit throughout the 1930s among the eastern-Jewish population of Poland.[5]
The content of the Universal Jewish Encyclopedia is entirely consonant with the Dissolution that
was published 30 years ago; the Jewish population in the parts of Europe occupied ﬁrst by
Germany and later by the Soviet Union fell from over nine million in the 1930s to about eight
million by 1939 (see Table 1 under A.).

Jews Missing in the Second World War
Shortly after the Second World War over half a million Jews entered German territory,[6] chieﬂy in
the American zone of occupation. But what was their nationality? No one knows. Where did they
come from? To this very day what is known is as good as nothing. British General Sir Frederick E.
Morgan, head of the UNRRA Operations in Germany, said in a press conference in Frankfurt am
Main on January 2, 1946 that an unknown Jewish organization must be funneling great masses of
Jews from the east into Germany. The journalist Dr. Raul Hilberg also said:[7]
"In Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary many Jews chose to not wait; they decided to embark
upon their journey […] From Poland the exodus began through Czechoslovakia to the American
zone in Germany. From Hungary and even Roumania, the Jews began to arrive in Austria. By
November 1945, the ﬂow was beginning to thicken, and thousands of refugees were spilling over
into Italy."
Indeed, Dissolution indicated 400,000 Jewish DPs (Displaced Persons) in 1947; this number cames
from the New York Times.[8] This according to the Dissolution.
How large was this ﬂood from 1945 to 1947 really? New numbers from eminent Jewish
personalities and organizations on the ﬂood go far beyond these numbers. Dr. Nahum Goldmann,
longtime president of the Jewish World Congress, should know the facts of the Jewish drama very
well; he wrote in his book Das Jüdische Paradox (The Jewish Paradox) in 1978(!), that[9]
"... 1945 on [were] the six-hundred thousand Jewish concentration-camp survivors, whom no
country would take in; this is a historical fact"
But even before that the American Jewish Year Book (AJYB) 1946-1947 reported,
"By the end of January, the ﬂow of refugees into the American zone reached such proportions that
it was estimated more than 600,000 persons would be interned in displaced-person camps by
March."[10]
Further to these were the Jewish DPs in the British and Russian zones (numbers unknown),
35,000 in Austria and 30,000 in Italy.[11] That amounts to 700,000 Jewish DPs.
Jon und David Kimche reported in their book The Secret Roads (1954) on

"[…], some 800,000 homeless [Jewish] refugees rotting in the grey slum-camps of Europe,
[…]"[12] [1945/46],
whose only wish was: "Get us out of Europe!"[13] The diﬀerence between 600,000 (Goldmann
1945) and 800,000 (Kimche 1945/46) would appear to be the returnees from the Soviet
Union (157,000).
David Kimche isn't just anybody; this Israeli secret agent was a leading member of the Mossad.
Since the Mossad was a major factor in bringing Jews out of the German sphere of inﬂuence, he is
certainly informed as to the details of the Jewish refugee saga.
The Israeli Mossad secret service was responsible among other things for the emigration of Jews
to Israel from countries in which oﬀicial Aliyah agencies were illegal, and in general for the
protection of Jewish communities all over the world. The Mossad was founded on December 13,
1949, but it had been created unoﬀicially long before in 1937 in Tel Aviv as Mossad le Aliyah Bet,
Committee for Illegal Immigration, by labor leaders and the Haganah (underground resistance
ﬁghters).
Mossad agents were everywhere in Europe and the Middle East, and they succeeded in illegally
transporting fully 100,000 Jews to Palestine. The Jewish refugees came from Holland, Sweden,
France, Yugoslavia and so on, but especially from Rumania: ships left there regularly for the
Levant. The ships Amiram, Assipa, Astir, Atlantic, Bulbul, Dalin, Dora, Enzo Sereni, Exodus, Fede,
Fenice, Haim Arlosoroﬀ, Hannah Senes, Hatikva, Henrietta Szold, Hilda, Josiah Wedgwood,
Karbeh, Katriel Yaﬀe, Maria, Maritza, Max Nordau, Mefkure (sunk), Melavim, Meret Hagettaot,
Milka, Milos, Paciﬁc, Pan Crescent, Pan York, Patria (gesunken), Petro, Salvador (sunk), Shaar
Yishuv, Shabbtai Lujinski, Struma (sunk), Tel Hai, Tiger Hili, Torus, Yagur, and many others
besides transported tens of thousands of Jews from Europe to Palestine.[14] Besides that, the
Institute of Jewish Aﬀairs (IJA) (1943) reported that 180,000 Jews escaped the German sphere of
inﬂuence between the begining of the war to mid-1043.[15] Extrapolating for the entire year 1943
one must therefore conclude that another 20,000 Jews escaped. Let's say 225,000 from
1941-1943.
The War Refugee Board (WRB) established by US President Franklin D. Roosevelt brought
200,000 Jews out of the German sphere of inﬂuence by 1945.[16] Among these would certainly
have been some of the western European Jews and/or Soviet citizens not evacuated before
German occupation. Likewise Jon and David Kimche indeed reportedhaben that 300,000 Jews left
Europe during the war despite vigorous eﬀorts on the part of Germans to prevent it.[17] Further
still there was the HICEM (1927-1940 Paris; 1940 Lisbon). With their help 90,000 Jews left aboard
neutral Portuguese ships by 1945.[18] I assume some portion of these are double-counted.
Regardless, around half a million Jews (IJA, WRB, HICEM) escaped by means of an organized
ﬂight from the German sphere of inﬂuence; together with the 600,000 "Holocaust survivors" of
the "gray camps of misery" this yields 1 million previously missing Jews (see Table 2 under
B). Beside the hundreds of thousands of Jewish dead the question of the extra survivors,
particularly the Polish, German and western European Jews might be answered for the most part.
It is not known from what countries the over one million Jewish DPs "in the gray camps of misery
of Europe" and the Jews escaped from the German sphere of inﬂuence come, exactly how many
there were, from which concentration camps or ghettos, etc. they came, of whom the Institute of
Jewish Aﬀairs (1943), the War Refugee Board (1945), the AJYB (1948), David Kimche (1954),
HICEM and Nahum Goldmann (1978) report: from Poland, Germany, France, Belgium, the
Netherlands or even from the part of the Soviet Union occupied by German troops from 1941 to
1944... !? Today no one speaks of the matter; but after the war most were here, for the most part
in the American zone of occupation in Germany (Kimche, Morgan, Hilberg, Goldmann, American
Jewish Year Book) or ﬂed to other countries during the war (Kimche, Institute of Jewish Aﬀairs,
War Refugee Board, HICEM). They are for the most part uncounted in the survivor statistics!
Table 2: Jewish Population (1930s+1940s) in the Former German Sphere of Inﬂuence in Europe
(in 1,000s)
Country/Region

Census

German-occupied
Central and Western
Europe, of which:

1930s 1939 1941 Adjustments*

1946/48
Survivors

1,274

423

346

873

804

Dead,
Presumed
Missing and
Russian
Returnees

Germany/Austria

1933/34 (731)

(263) (214)

(36)

(159)

Yugoslavia

1931

68

12

56

Hungary, of which:

68

43

(551) (725)

Hungary(Trianon
borders)

1930

445

400

400

Slovakian areas

42

42

Carpatho-Ukraine

109

109

North Transylvania

149

Serbian Banat

25

Czechoslovakia, of
which:

1930

200

71

15

(357)

Bohemia & Moravia
(Protectorate)

118

79

70

32

38

Slovakia

137

85

85

50

74

Carpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgaria

48

48

48

56

-8

(757)

(676) 315

430

3

479

451

83

674

Rumania, of which:

1934

Rumania
Bessarabia/Bukovina

1931

278

225

Balticsb

1923/35 253

225

Poland, of which:

1931

2,664

West Polandb

3,114

(1,901) (797) 757

157

Returned from Siberia
1945c
East Poland

(1,213)

German sphere of inﬂuence in
Europe (exceptUdSSR)

6,316

5,269 2,847 = 135

+ 1,286

*Immigrants, emigrants, annexations, birth deﬁcit, casualties, conversions, evacuations, etc.
Sources: (a) Sanning, Dissolution. Tab. 11, (b) Sanning, Dissolution, Chapters 1 and 2, (c)
Sanning, Dissolution, Chapter 4.

+ 1,426
B.

Jewish Survivors in the Soviet Union
In World War II the Soviets deported an estimated over 30 million people from their own
population to Siberia and the Urals, including the overwhelming majority of the Jews – one hears
of over 80%; I suspect it is more. The secretary of the Soviet Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee,
Shachne Epstein, conﬁrmed in autumn 1944(!) that the Soviets had deported 3.5 million Jews
from the occupied areas;[19] one million eastern Jews were therefore outside the control of
German forces. After the war western Jewish historians and and other authors reported about
deportations to Siberia and the Urals. The historian Dr. Alexander Dallin (Stanford University)
wrote in 1957[20] that the number of civilians left behind amounted to only 65 million persons;
therefore about 35 million persons were deported by the Soviets.
Gerald Reitlinger reported in his book The Final Solution 1961:[21]
"The Russians evacuated essentially the working-age population, […]"
and
"In most of the cities involved, less than half the population remained behind."
90% of the Jews lived in the cities. Historian Joshua Rothenberg (Brandeis University) noted in
1970:[22]
"The bulk of the Jewish population left […] in ﬂight from the defeated [German] armies"
Above all, the Soviets deported ﬁrst the Jews who had technical and academic credentials.
The Institute of Jewish Aﬀairs wrotechreibt:[23]
"In many cities and towns, especially in the Ukraine and Byelorussia, the Jews were among the
ﬁrst who were evacuated."

and
" […] there was enough time to evacuate the civilian population."
Eﬀectively all (75-100%) Jews were deported/evacuated from cities such as Kharkiv, Kherson,
Dnipropetrovsk, Mariupol, Melitopol, Minsk, Nikolayevsk, Novohrad-Volynskyi, Poltava, Zhytomyr,
Smolensk, Taganrog and Chernigov - with certainty also Kalinin - and from the rest that we have
information about (Berdychiv, Kiev, Kropyvnytskyi, Odessa, Uman, Vinnytsia, Vitebsk), perhaps
somewhat fewer. This according to the Dissolution.
Reinhard Gehlen, ﬁrst president of the Federal News Service under Chancellor Konrad Adenauer,
wrote in 1972 that about one third of the population was deported or recruited by the
Soviets.[24] During the war he was head of the Wehrmacht Department of Foreign Armies East
(FHO); his brief was precisely to evaluate enemy capabilities. Who could have known these things
better than he?
Thus over 30 million persons were deported by the Soviets, as also Dallin (Jewish-American
historian) and Carter (Russian War Relief) conﬁrm. The deported consisted primarily of
recruitable men, specialists of every stripe, eastern Jews and Russians (at the time a quarter of
the population) as well as workers in general; one look at the recruitable men makes it clear that
Russian and eastern Jewish city dwellers were especially aﬀected by the deportation measures
and that the Belorussian and Ukrainian (indigenous) population was signiﬁcantly less disturbed.
When the horriﬁc eﬀects, particularly on the Russians or eastern Jews, of the Soviet deportations
are discussed by Jewish-Soviet (autumn 1944), Jewish-American, Jewish-English and even federal
German authorities among others, it is incomprehensible that this is forever disputed, as well as
the fact that it was so, simply dismissed out of hand. The Dissolution reckoned on the strength of
innumerable proofs the number of surviving Soviet eastern Jews at 4.3 million (see Table 3, under
C.);[25] since then tremendous forces have convulsed the vast empire: the Soviet Union collapsed.
The Zionist assertion – not an analysis of any sort – that only 2 million Jews lived in the USSR past
1945[26] remained in force, although neither the Soviets nor the Zionists oﬀered any proofs of it
whatsoever (see Table 3, under C.). Who is right? Professor Frank Lorimer (Princeton University)
examined the natural fertility of the Soviet peoples in 1946 for the League of Nations and thereby
came to the conclusion that the Jews had the lowest fertility in 1926; it was just suﬀicient to
maintain the population. Fertility for the years 1959 and 1989 calculated on the same basis is (500
is required for a constant population level):
1926 509[27]
1959 242[28]
1989 215[28]
Table 3: Jewish Population (1930s+1940s) in the Former German and Soviet Sphere of Inﬂuence in the
Soviet Union(in 1,000s)
Country/Region

1930s 1939

1941

Eastern Poland (annexed by the Soviet Union
1939)a

1,026 1,026

Refugees from Western Poland (to Siberia
1940)ab

(841) 841

Directly into the USSR 1939a

750

Indirectly via Rumania into the USSR 1940a

91

Bessarabia/Bukovina (annexed by USSR 1940)a

225

Baltics (annexed by the USSR 1940)a

225

1945
Maximum
Survivors Civilian
in the
and
USSR
Military
Deaths in
the nonoccupied
USSR

-157

Casualties and other militaryb
Hungary (Taken over by: the USSR 1945b

200?
66

Carpatho-Ukraine (annexed by the USSR
1945)b
Soviet Union (1939 and after the war)

86
3,020

Outside German occupation: 1939-1941a

3,020 3,020

830?

4,301?

+1,030?

(927) (990)

Jews deported to Siberia/Urals 1941-1944

(3.627)

German-occupied part of the USSR:
1941-1944b

(720)

Soviet Union (per the Dissolution)

4,307?

3,020

4,887 5,337

= 5?

C.
Soviet Union (per AJYB)

3,020 conservative
2,032?
estimate 5,500

Sources: (a) Sanning, Dissolution, Chapters 1 and 2; (b) Sanning, Dissolution, Chapter 4.

The Soviet-Jewish censuses of the postwar generation disclose not even half of the counts of their
parents' generation. This drastic fall-oﬀ in the birth rate and assimilation in the local poulation
had led to the inability of the Jewry of eastern Europe to assert itself.
The ﬁrst Soviet census after World War II (1959) counted 2,268,000 self-identiﬁed Jews; the last
was in 1989 with only 1,451,000 Jews. The decline of 817,000 reﬂects a shortfall of births leading
to a natural decrease of 518,000 as well as the emigration of 299,000 Jews.
But the collapse of the Soviet Union caused something unexpected: the esatern Jews in the
successor states of the Soviet Union could emigrate en masse. Between 1989 and 2007 1,630,000
Jews emigrated,[29] mostly young people; the number of births plummeted. A birth deﬁcit of (let's
say) 400,000 was the result. Altogether fully 2 million (9+174+116+1.630) eastern Jewish
emigrants moved mostly to Israel and the USA, fewer to Germany, Canada and elsewhere in the
years from 1959 to 2007![30] That is more than would have ﬁgured into the total expulsion of all
Jews from the successor states of the Soviet Union – if the Soviet ﬁgures were consistent
(see Table 4 - left side).
But something's wrong! Despite the initially larger by 82,000 starting number (1945) and the
negative ﬁnal number of 600,000 (2007) the number of Jews in the successor states are still based
on the "self-identiﬁed" number of 357,000.[31] At the same time, Putin's friend, Chief Rabbi of
Russia Berel Lazar,[32] asserts that the number of Jews in Russia still comes to 1 or 2
million (might he mean in the successor states?) and die National Conference on Soviet Jewry
(NCSJ),[33] an association for Russian-speaking Jews based in the USA, speaks of 400,000 to
700,000 in Russia, and those in the successor states altogether of 1 to 1.5 million. The numbers
given by Lazar and the NCSJ are probably exaggerated (at least I think so).
The particulars of the Soviet censuses do not admit of reliably arriving at the numerical strength
of the Jewish people in the former Soviet Union: a portion of the Jews was no longer willing to
face the alienation that open statement of their ethnicity brought with it and claimed other
nationalities. I see no reason why the demographic characteristics of the two groups – those who
identiﬁed themselves with their people, and those that gave out some other nationality – should
have been distinguished in any way.
Therefore, I have assumed the same demographic characteristics for the surviving Soviet eastern
Jews (1945) of 4.3 million between the "self-identiﬁed" Jews and the "underground" Jews,
therefore proportional declines in birth rate and absolute emigration numbers (see Table 4).
Table 4: Birth Shortfall and Emigration of the Jewish Population in the USSR/Successor States
1945-2007
VZ = Census; NSU = Sucessor States of the Soviet Union)

Comparison (in 1,000s)
The Dissolution

Soviet/ Zionist Figures
2,350 - 3.5%x
-82

Estimated Jewish population 1945 4,300
Birth shortfall (my estimate)
-150

- 3.5%

2,268 - 4.8%
-108
2,160
-9

Soviet VZ 1959 (left only)
Birth shortfall
net
Emigration

4,150
- 199
3,951
-9

- 4.8%

Sanning (p.
136)

2,151 -7.7%
-166
1,985
-174

Soviet VZ 1970 (left only)
Birth shortfall
net
Emigration

3,942
-304
3,638
-174

-7.7%

Sanning (p.
158)

1,811 -13.5%
-244
1,567
-116

Soviet VZ 1979 (left only)
Birth shortfall
net
Emigration

3,464
-468
2,996
-116

-13.5%

Sanning
(Goldmann)
(p. 158)

1,451

Soviet VZ 1989 (left only)

2,880

Birth shortfall

ca. -550 -1.7%; -2.5%
(minus annual
emigration to
USA and Israel)

1,051
1,630

net
Emigration

2,330
-1,630

ca.
-600

verbleiben 2007 in NSU

ca. 700

357

'Self-identiﬁed' Jews 2007 in NSU 357

ca.
-400?

1988-89:
-1.7%;
rose to
-2.9%
in 1993-94,
still further
afterwards

"Underground/assimilated" Jews
over
1,000

343?

Lazar and NCSJ of the NSU

x My assumption = 3.5 %

And note: after the emigration wave in the 1970s and '80s and especially in the '90s of 2 million
Jews (as above) and the calculated birth shortfalls of over 1.5 million (150+199+304+468+550)
in the postwar period there still remain in 2007 700,000 Jews in the successor states of the Soviet
Union: 357,000 'self-identiﬁed' and, theoretically, 343,000 'underground' Jews.
I have no idea how many there really are (50,000, 500,000 or 750,000). The numbers however
make it clear: the ﬁgure of 2 million Jews (1945) in the Soviet Union lacks any semblance of
reality; in other words: it is risibly low, simply impossible; there must in reality have been at least
double the number. It appears as though the estimated number of Soviet Jews of 4.3 million in the
Dissolution comes closer to the truth.
Russia still owes the world an explanation of what happened during World War II to the rougly
thirty million deported soldiers/recruits and civilians – among these over 3.5 million Jews – in the
parts of the USSR not conquered by the Germans (non-occupied Russia, Siberia and the Urals).

Conclusion
There is no longer any doubt that the eastern Jewish population in the subsequently former
German- and then Soviet-occupied Europe fell during the 1930s from over nine million to about
eight million by 1939. (Institute for Contemporary History, Universal Jewish Encyclopedia). How
otherwise can the hundreds of thousands of Jewish immigrants to North and South America,
western Europe, Palestine, etc. before the war (US Assistant Secretary of State Breckinridge
Long, Dr. Markus Wischnitzer, American Jewish Year Book)?
Just as undeniable are – next to the hundreds of thousands of Jewish dead – the rediscovered,
roughly one million concentration-camp inmates and escapees in Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, etc., that is, the apparently missing. The world continues to wait for an answer from the
Zionists, what countries they come from, how many there were and from which concentration
camps or ghettos they come (the head of the UNRRA of Germany Sir Frederick Morgan, the
Israeli Mossad agent David Kimche, the year-long president of the Jewish World Congress Dr.
Nahum Goldmann, the American Jewish Year Book, also the U.S. War Refugee Board, the Institute
of Jewish Aﬀairs, as well as the HICEM-Jewish Colonization Association). Instead, a stubborn
silence!
In any case the Zionists' purported number of eastern Jewish survivors in the Soviet Union
(2,032,000) must be corrected upward by a couple of million. The Soviet evacuations of people
and material attested to by countless Zionist and German witness testimonies can no longer be
denied (i.a., Dallin, Epstein, Gehlen, Reitlinger, Rothenberg).[34] And ﬁnally, all indications point

to an overwhelming natural population drop of eastern Jews since 1945 in the Soviet Union. [35] –
presaged by much-too-low birth rates and assimilation and not least by the emigration surge from
the successor states of the Soviet Union. These have brought about a tragic end to the Jews of
eastern Europe. Sadly, I have not been able to come up with new numbers for the Polish,
Belorusian, Ukrainian, Russian, Baltic and Rumanian Jews deported by the Soviets. The horriﬁc
losses of eastern Jews on the front, in the Urals and in Siberia (military and civilian) simply must
have taken great numbers – I estimate very roughly a million on the basis of Zionist information.
The Soviets employed every measure to deny survival and took no notice of the lives of a million
persons as described in the Dissolution! But concealment is not erasure!
Table 5: Jewish Population (1930s+1940s) in the Former German and Soviet Sphere of Inﬂuence in
Europe/USSR (in 1,000s)
Country/Region

Census

German-occupied
west and central
Europe, of which:

1930s

1,274

1939

1941

Adjustments*

1946/
1948
Survivors

Dead,
presumed
missing
and
Russian
returnees

873

804

423

346

Germany/Austria

1933/34 (731)

(263)

(214)

(36)

(159)

Yugoslavia

1931

68

43

12

56

(551)

(725)

400

400

200

71

Slovakian areas

42

42

Carpatho-Ukraine

109

109

68

Hungary, of which:
Hungary (Trianon
borders)

1930

445

North Transylvania

149

Serbian Banat

25

Czechoslovakia, of
which:

1930

15

(357)

Bohemia & Moravia
(Protectorate)

118

79

70

32

38

Slovakia

137

85

85

50

74

Carpatho-Ukraine

102

Bulgaria

1934

48

48

48

56

-8

Rumania, of which:

1931

(757)

(676)

315

430

3

Rumania

479

451

Bessarabia/Bukovina

278

225

Balticsb

1923/35 253

225

Poland, of which:

1931

(2,664)

83

674

Western Poland

3,114

(1,901) 797

757

157

Returnees from
Siberia 1945c
Ostpolen

(1,213)

(1) German sphere
of inﬂuence in
Europe (except
USSR)a

6,316

3,402

2,847

= 135

+1,286

+1,426

Mostly
Civilian
and
Military
Deaths
in the
nonoccupied
USSR

Eastern Poland (annexed by
USSR 1939)

1,026

1,026

Refugees from west Poland (to
Siberia 1940)bc

(841)

841

directly into the Soviet Union
1939b

750

indirectly via Rumania into
the Soviet Union 1940b

91

Bessarabia/Bukovina
(annexed by USSR 1940)b

225

Baltics (annexed by USSR
1940)b

225

-157

200?

Military casualties and
deathsc
Hungary (taken over by USSR
1945)c

66

Carpatho-Ukraine (annexed
by USSR 1945)c

86

USSR (1939 and after the
war)b: of which:

3,020

3,020

3,020

(927)

(990)

4,307?

?

830?

Always in the Soviet part of
the USSR:
Outside the German sphere of
inﬂuence: 1939; 1941b
Jews deported to
Siberia/Urals: 1941-1944

(3,627)

German-occupied part of the
USSR 1941-1944cd

(720)

(2) Soviet Union

3,020

4,887

5,337

=6?

A.
Total: Per the Dissolution

9,336

8,289

8,184

141?

Total: Per AJYB

9,275

"Conservative
estimate“

of which: Soviet Union

3,020

5,500

+4,301? ?
C.

B.

+5,587

+1,426

+1,030

+1,030?

2,032

*Immigrants, emigrants, annexations, birth deﬁcit, casualties, conversions, evacuations, etc.
Sources: (a) Sanning, Dissolution. Tab. 11, (b) Sanning, Dissolution, Chapters 1 and 2, (c) Sanning, Dissolution,
Chapter 4.

Scorched Earth: The Soviet Concentration of Troops
Viktor Suvorov (pseudonym) elaborated on the 1939 Soviet concentration of troops at the border
with Germany: He used to work for the Joint Staﬀ of the Soviet Armed Forces. As a high-ranking
oﬀicer of the Soviet military secret service GRU, he was active as a Soviet diplomat in Western
Europe. In 1978, he asked for political asylum in Great Britain. He called Hitler a rabid dog, a
cannibal and a criminal. (I mention this only to show what his sympathies in fact are.)
Still, he is the author of the article "Who Was Planning to Attack Whom in June 1941, Hitler or
Stalin?," Journal of the Royal United Services Institute for Defence Studies (RUSI), London, June
1985, pp. 50-55[36] and the book Ice-Breaker: Who Started the Second World War?. London:
Hamish Hamilton, 1990 (Russian: LEDOKOI: Istorija tak nazyvaemoj «velikoj otečestvennoj vojny»
Kratij kurs.)
Excerpts from "Who Was Planning to Attack Whom in June 1941, Hitler or Stalin?":

p. 52: "'There were in fact 170 divisions in the 1st Strategic Echelon. Of these, 56 were
already deployed directly on the frontier,'[37] 114 were deployed further back in the

frontier zone, but: 'On 12-15 June the order was given to the western military districts:
all divisions stationed in the interior [of those military districts] are to be moved nearer
to the state frontier'.[38] The entire 1st Strategic Echelon now began its concentration
directly in the border belt. To these 114 must be added the 69 divisions of 2nd Strategic
Echelon which had either moved already or were preparing to do so. Thus, on the day of
the famous TASS communique, the movement of 183 divisions was in train; the biggest
troop movement by a single state in the history of civilisation; a movement right to the
frontier itself and conducted with maximum secrecy and concealment."

p. 53: "But this explanation is not borne out by the facts. Troops preparing for defence
bury themselves in the ground, dig trenches and anti-tank ditches, construct cover and
barbed wire barricades. In the ﬁrst instance this is done in the most likely avenues of
enemy advance, across roads and behind river lines. But the Red Army did nothing of
the kind. As has been recorded earlier, divisions were hidden in woods near the frontier
in exactly the same way as were the German divisions before they made their surprise
attack. 'The riﬂe troops could have occupied and completed defensive installations, but
this was not done'."[39]
"This failure to erect defensive works is all the more curious since, with the signing of
the Soviet-German Non-Aggression Treaty and the subsequent "partition" of Poland
between the two states, Soviet and German forces now confronted each other across a
common frontier with no "buﬀer state" between them. Moreover, while common
prudence might have dictated the strengthening or at least the retention of the Stalin
Line fortiﬁcation along the old frontier, the opposite was happening. This powerful
protective system was dismantled and, in many places blown up or earthed over;
mineﬁelds were disarmed and over a distance of thousands of kilometres 'the barbed
wire had been removed'.[40] Partisan detachments which had been created in case
these lands were occupied by the enemy, were disbanded;[41] explosive charges were
removed from thousands of bridges, railway stations and industrial complexes which
had been prepared for destruction in case of invasion. In short, colossal eﬀorts were
made to destroy everything connected with defence.[42] At the same time, while prior to
the treaty's signature only divisions and corps had existed in the Soviet frontier
districts, formed armies now began to assemble in the newly extended border zone.
Between August 1939 and April 1941, the number of armies on the Soviet Western
border increased from zero to 11. Three more joined them during May together with ﬁve
airborne corps. If Hitler had not attacked ﬁrst, Stalin would have had 23 armies and
more than 20 independent corps facing him. This took place before general
mobilisation."

p. 54: "The 1st Strategic Echelon which was forming up on the Soviet border in June
1941 was, by virtue of its organisational structure, deployment and military
preparedness, clearly oﬀensive in nature. So too was the 2nd Strategic Echelon which
began its secret movement towards the German frontier on 13 June 194 1. Many Soviet
marshals and generals do not acknowledge these facts directly and, of course, both
echelons were overwhelmed in the German surprise attack and had perforce to ﬁght
defensively."
"It seems certain that the Soviet concentration on the frontier was due to be completed
by 10 July.[43] Thus, the German blow which fell just 19 days earlier found the Red
Army in a most unfavourable situation – in railway wagons […and] stuck helpless in
open ﬁelds."
"The more closely one studies Stalin's actions during this critical period the more
apparent it becomes that they were not a reaction to Hitler's moves.[44] Stalin acted
according to his own plans, and these foresaw a full concentration of Soviet troops on
the frontier by 10 July."
"Certain conclusions are incontrovertible. First, the mobilised divisions could not have
returned to the distant districts from whence they came. Such a move again would have
absorbed the entire resources of the rail network for many months and would have
resulted in economic catastrophe. Secondly, these gigantic forces could not have been
left to spend the winter where they were hidden. So many new divisions had been
created and assembled in the frontal belt that many of them had already had to spend
the winter of 1940-41 in dugouts.[45] As early as 1940 there had been insuﬀicient
training centres and artillery and riﬂe ranges in the newly-acquired western frontier
zone even for the existing divisions.[46] Troops who cannot train rapidly lose the
capacity to ﬁght."
"In every major human complex endeavour there exists a critical moment at which
events reach a point of no return. This moment for the Soviet Union fell 13 June 1941.
After that day, masses of Soviet troops were secretly but inexorably moving towards the
German border. Once 13 June had passed the Soviet leadership could no longer turn

these troops back nor even halt them, for economic and military reasons. War became
inevitable for the Soviet Union, irrespective of how Hitler might have acted. Finally, the
composition and disposition of the forces in the frontier zone did not indicate that they
were intended to remain there. Such features as the airborne corps in the ﬁrst crust of
the 'defences,' artillery units in the forward locations, the dismantling of the Stalin Line
and the absence of any defence in depth or eﬀort to construct one, do not point to the
intention of maintaining any permanent defensive position along the border. If all this is
viewed in the context of the Zhukov doctrinal framework outlined earlier, then it
becomes clear that the only credible military intention which Stalin could have had was
to begin the war himself in the summer of 1941."
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“Saint Joseph”: Was Stalin a Defender of the
Church?
by Kerry R. Bolton

The upsurge of nostalgia for Joseph Stalin in Russia is a remembrance of the greatness
that Russia achieved during that era, and one which many Russians hope to see renewed.
A notable seeming paradox is that this revival of Stalinism is related more to Russian
messianic Slavophilism, which sees Russia as having a unique world-mission, than to
Communism. The reconstituted Communist Party under Zyuganov is also notably of
Stalinist orientation, and part of a patriotic resurgence that is inconsistent with the antinational basis of Marxist dogma. The Russian Orthodox Church is the spiritual
foundation of renewed Russian nationalism, although “nationalism” in the Western sense
is here a misnomer, since the Russian outlook is universal, regardless of the ideological
label. Orthodoxy and patriotism towards Holy Mother Russia are inseparable. There is a
convergence of forces, and among this is the phenomenon of the Orthodox faithful
embracing Stalin to the point of his being portrayed as a “Saint.” How is it possible that
the person known to be the most-avid persecutor of the Church, could be portrayed in
such a manner?

Stalin Revival
In 2008 the Communist Party petitioned the Orthodox Church to canonise Stalin. That
the Communist Party should approach the Church in this manner is itself significant.[1]
Not surprisingly attitudes among the faithful towards this idealization of Stalin are
mixed. Controversially, in 2008 a priest displayed a painting, “Matrona and Stalin” in his
church in Saint Petersburg. The painting, by noted icon-artist Ilya Pivnik, depicts the
alleged meeting of Stalin with “the Blessed Eldress of Moscow,”[2] a canonized saint of
the 20th century. Stalin is said to have spoken with the holy woman before the Battle of
Moscow.
In 2015 a monk priest prayed for Stalin and other World War II heroes as part of a
military celebration that included an icon-style painting entitled “Sovereign Holy
Mother.” This included Stalin and his generals, looked over from heaven by Mary, Christ
and the saints.[3]
A calendar published in 2014, depicting Stalin throughout his life, including his time as
a seminary student, was published by the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius Monastery in
Moscow. This is significant because the monastery is the center of Russian Orthodoxy,
and was the seat of the Russian patriarch until 1983. The Monastery had been closed by
the Bolsheviks but reopened by Stalin in 1945, and services resumed in 1946.
Mikhail Babkin, a noted Russian historian specializing in Russian Orthodox Church
studies, commented that “The link between the Moscow Patriarchy of the Russian
Orthodox Church and Stalin remains close to sacred.”[4]

Revolution Betrayed
Stalin is surely one of the most enigmatic of historical figures. Did any “anti-

communist,” from Hitler to Ronald Reagan, pursue an anti-Marxist policy so thoroughly
as the man who is both heralded and damned as a leader of the first Communist state and
of the “world revolution”? Under Stalin, much Marxist doctrine was progressively
purged from the USSR. For those on the “Right” whose ideology is a variation of
economic reductionism (as is Marxism) any state that pursues a policy antithetical to the
free market is anathema. For those looking beyond economics, there is much to be seen.
Trotsky lamented that Stalin was a “Bonapartist” who “betrayed the revolution.” The
hatred of Stalin by Trotskyites and other Marxists was such that many became prominent
Cold Warriors in the service of the USA, because they, like Trotsky’s widow Sedova,
saw Stalin’s Russia as a bigger threat to world socialism than the USA.[5] Already in
1936 Trotsky had written The Revolution Betrayed in which he described how Stalinism
had reversed many of the primary Marxist doctrines that had been implemented during
the early years of Bolshevism. Stalin had also done a more thorough job of liquidating
Bolsheviks than Hitler. This included the elimination of the Old Bolsheviks Association,
the dismantling of the Comintern which he regarded as a nest of traitors, and the
elimination of most of the leading Communist exiles who had sought refuge in the
USSR from Hitlerism.[6] Trotskyites and other Marxists flocked to the CIA front, the
Congress for Cultural Freedom, and they came to the fore in the fight against the USSR
after World War II.[7] Their legacy is today’s “neo-con” movement, and even without
Stalin their bitterness towards Russia endures.
What incensed Trotsky most of all was Stalin’s rehabilitation of family and of religion.
One might regard Trotsky’s primary motive in embracing Marxism as the destruction of
those two institutions. The destruction of family and religion seems to be the raison
d’être of Marxism for many revolutionaries. It was their psychological rationalization
often arising from a deep personal hatred, projected onto Western civilization. Among
those with such pathologies who embraced Marxism were Marx himself and Trotsky. In
China Mao vented his hatred of the family on the Confucian heritage that honored
parents.[8] Chapter 7 of The Revolution Betrayed is devoted to condemning Stalin’s
revival of family and religion.[9]
Why did Stalin “betray the revolution”? There are several hypotheses: (1) Stalin was
being dialectical, and hence what he undertook was in accord with Marxist dialectics in
both theory and practice. (2) Stalin was forced by pragmatism to reverse the Marxian
doctrines of the early Bolshevik years as unworkable and self-destructive. If this is so,
then one might ask whether Stalin would have seen Marxism as intrinsically flawed and
not worthy of pursuing on any basis, whether pragmatically or dialectically? (3) Stalin
was an agent of the Okhrana, Czarist secret police. If so, perhaps he was never
committed to Marxism, but was swept along by history and obliged to work within the
Bolshevik framework?[10]

Stalin the Christian?
Much has been written about Stalin’s days at the Tiflis seminary school where he studied
for the priesthood. It is said that he soon became a rebellious, avid Marxist who rejected
Christianity after reading Darwin. The most-widely held account is that he was expelled
from seminary along with other students because of their revolutionary beliefs. This is
questionable. The reason for his expulsion from the seminary seems to have been, rather,
the result of a feud with a priest nicknamed “Black Spot.” Montefiore provides the
background, stating that “Soso” was not expelled for being a revolutionist, and remained
in friendly contact with the seminary. The seminary regarded Soso as an excellent
student, however Father Abashidze, “Black Spot,” was determined to be rid of him. It
was tuition fees that troubled Soso, and he appealed to the Rector:[11]

“To Archimandrite Serafim, Very Reverend Rector of the Tiflis Orthodox
Seminary from 2nd Grade student Josef Djugashvili: Your Reverence knows
all about the pitiful circumstances of my mother who takes care of me. My
father has not provided for me in three years. This is his way of punishing
me for continuing my studies against his wishes… It is for this reason I am
applying to Your Reverence for the second time. I beg you on my knees to
help me and accept me on full public expense. Josef Djugashvili 25 August
1895.”
In 1899 “Black Spot” raised the school fees, “Soso” was unexpectedly invoiced 25
rubles for his tuition and left (he was not expelled). The seminary urged him to pursue a
career in teaching, which he declined. There is also a question as to whether he was an
informant in regard to the radical beliefs of other students.[12]
There are several anecdotes that attest to Stalin’s personal views on Christ. Stalin’s
daughter, Svetlana Alliluyeva, according to her biographer Rosemary Sullivan, found
The Life of Christ in her father’s library when she was an adolescent. As an indoctrinated
atheist she asked her father about the myth of Jesus. He replied that Jesus was no myth,
but a real person and spent the day telling her about Christ from what he had learned at
seminary.[13] Dr. Erik van Ree of Amsterdam University, an expert on Stalin, quotes
him as stating in 1952 in regard to the suffering of soldiers: “Jesus Christ also suffered,
and even carried his cross, and then he rose up to heaven. You, then, have to suffer too,
in order to rise up to heaven.”[14]
Ilizarov, drawing on hitherto-closed Russian archives, quotes Stalin as refusing to accept
atheist literature into his personal library, calling it “anti-religious waste-paper.” He
addressed friends and comrades with Godly salutations, such as “May God give you
New Year every day.”[15]To American envoy W. Averill Harriman he remarked:[16]
“'Only God can forgive.' He maintained his friendship with old seminarian
friends who became priests, such as Peter Kapanadze. When he sent a gift
of fish to Alexei Kosygin after the Second World War he included a
handwritten note: 'Comrade Kosygin, here are some presents for you from
God! (I am an executor of His will).'”

Failure of Godless Crusade
Even in the mid-1930s when Trotsky wrote The Revolution Betrayed, in condemning the
restoration of family life by Stalin, he claimed that already the state was withdrawing
from the campaign against religion:[17]
Concern for the authority of the older generation, by the way, has already
led to a change of policy in the matter of religion. The denial of God, his
assistance and his miracles, was the sharpest wedge of all those which the
revolutionary power drove between children and parents. Outstripping the
development of culture, serious propaganda and scientific education, the
struggle with the churches, under the leadership of people of the type of
Yaroslavsky,[18] often degenerated into buffoonery and mischief. The
storming of heaven, like the storming of the family, is now brought to a
stop. The bureaucracy, concerned about their reputation for respectability,
have ordered the young “godless” to surrender their fighting armor and sit
down to their books. In relation to religion, there is gradually being
established a regime of ironical neutrality. But that is only the first stage. It
would not be difficult to predict the second and third, if the course of events
depended only upon those in authority.

The League of Militant Godless had been established in 1925 as an organization
theoretically independent of the Communist Party. Trotsky alluded to this under the
leadership of Yaroslavskii as being largely a manifestation of “buffoonery,” and it is
generally regarded as having had the opposite of its intended aims. Yaroslavskii
commented that “when entire districts are declared Godless, in a region where there is
nothing, no culture, no [antireligious] work--this is a joke.” In 1928 Anatolii
Lunacharskii, minister of education, commented that “religion is like a nail; the harder
you hit it, the deeper it goes into the wood.” That seems to have been the result of the
Militant Godless’s campaigns. Daniel Peris shows from Soviet archives that entire
districts of supposed organizational networks of the League of Militant Godless only
existed on paper.[19] Peris calls the League “largely a house of cards,”[20] despite its
claim of over 5,000,000 members, many of whom were simply trade unionists and
members of party organs dragooned into the League en masse.
According to a January 1937 census, despite the totalitarian character of the USSR, and
a decade of atheist crusading, only 42.9% of respondents claimed to be “nonbelievers.”
Peris suggests that where atheism was increasing this was not the result of Militant
Godless campaigns, but a natural process of secularization caused by social and
economic transformations.[21] The process of secularization has been just as widespread
in Western liberal societies under the impress of the social and economic developments
of capitalism.
The Bolshevik terror against the Church started in 1918. Already there had been a series
of murders against the faithful, prompting Patriarch Tikhon to proclaim his anathema on
the Bolsheviks on January 19, 1918. The 1918 law separating church and state enabled
nationalized church property to be turned over to registered communes of believers;
hence it became a widespread practice to use Soviet laws to regain church property for
the faithful.[22] The resistance of believers to Bolshevik efforts at the eradication of
religion was not passive; years after the Civil War, into the early 1930s, thousands of
believers could be readily mobilized to confront local anti-religious efforts. Atheist
agitators were faced with violence and even death. Atheist clubs were attacked and
ransacked. Clergy and believers even took over leadership of anti-religious clubs. [23]
In 1922 anti-Church actions intensified. A “Resolution of the All-Union Central
Executive Committee” (ACEC) ordered the removal of church valuables.[24] All
valuables under 200 years old, such as bells, gold icon frames, and silver plates, had to
be melted down. The Alexander Nevsky Lavra in St. Petersburg was plundered. These
actions were undertaken on the pretext of funding famine relief. In 1922 Trotsky
complained that Pravda and Izvestiya were not giving sufficient attention to the antireligious struggle in their columns.[25] Had Trotsky triumphed in the leadership struggle
against Stalin it is certain that he would have pursued the anti-Christian offensive to its
completion.
Interestingly, believers often appealed to higher authorities, and in particular to Mikhail
Kalinin, confidant of Stalin until Kalinin’s death in 1946, and head of state as chairman
of the Supreme Soviet, to get decisions overturned, to the frustration of atheists.[26] In
1930 Kalinin ordered an investigation into reports of arbitrary methods being used
against the faithful.[27] William Husband states: “At no time before 1932 did the
Bolsheviks feel they controlled the situation… During the second half of the 1920s,
organs in Nizhnii Novgorod continued to encounter no shortage of religious groups that
effectively circulated anti-Soviet political materials, and similar reports that legal
organizations served as fronts for oppositional activity reached party leaders from other
locales as well”[28] William Husband concludes in regard to the conflict between
believers and Bolsheviks:[29]

“This battle of competing visions of truth and reality produced lessons of
experience for all involved, but no definitive victor. Bolshevism proved to
be no single-minded monolith determined to eradicate religion as an end in
itself and at all cost. Despite the countless antireligious resolutions routinely
passed at all levels of party and state work, the promotion of atheism was
chronically underfunded, neglected by the very organs designated to carry it
out, and left to amateurs and the least talented cadres. High officials made a
sustained effort to maintain Soviet law and restrain crude attacks at the
regional and local levels, but in the process they created avenues through
and around Soviet policy […]”
The dichotomy between the Soviet State and the Church is not as simple as “Godless
Bolshevism versus the Faith.” The Church, an integral part of the Czarist state, was a
counter-revolutionary force. The Orthodox Church was also a mainstay of “patriotism”
and of the notion of “Holy Mother Russia” with a world messianic mission. This mission
is to remold a new humanity according to Christian brotherhood, and sees Russia as the
Katechon, the means by which the unleashing of the Antichrist is being delayed. The
German-Latvian scholar Walter Schubart wrote a once-influential book, Russia and
Western Man, wherein he described this world mission, and noted even then (1938) that
the world-revolutionary mission of the USSR was a very Russian application of
Marxism, and that the Bolshevik dogma would become increasingly reshaped into
something far removed from the imported Marxist dogma.[30] Trotsky and the
Bolshevik and other Marxist opposition against Stalin saw this already happening at the
same time.
Corley comments that “had it really had the desire, as Albania later did, the Soviet state
could have extinguished all open expressions of religious faith. … Issuing decrees and
writing long reports was often a substitute for action which probably would have been
only barely effective. Only in certain cases did the state resort to repression.” Corley
comments that these reports could even be impartial and scholarly.[31]

Revival of the Orthodox Church
In June 1941, with the attack of Germany on Russia, Stalin is said to have had a nervous
breakdown and to have secluded himself in his dacha for three days. Another theory is
that he was testing the loyalty of his confidants to see whether they would accept his
resignation.[32] Others claim that he retired to meditate and pray. At the same time
Metropolitan Elias Karam of Lebanon was also praying for three days on the fate of
Russia. He sent a telegram to Stalin asking that for Russia to be saved the Kremlin
churches must be opened, and that a procession of the cross should carry the Kazan Icon
of the Mother of God, the holiest icon of the Russian Orthodox Church. The icon was
carried around Leningrad and Moscow, was with the Russian troops at Stalingrad, and a
prayer service was held prior to the battle. The icon was taken to all the crucial points of
the frontline. The priests carrying the icon led the troops under intense fire. The presence
of the icon had an intense impact on the troops; even the skeptics. [33]
On September 4 1943, the exiled Metropolitan Sergei and two other metropolitans were
summoned to the Kremlin to meet with Stalin. He told them he had decided to restore
the patriarchate, reopen churches and seminaries, and resume the publication of The
Journal of the Moscow Patriarchate. Stalin reminisced at length about his time at
seminary. As for his intentions to restore the patriarchate and churches, he said to
Sergei, “Your Grace, that’s all I can do for you now.”[34] Daniela Kalkandijeva opines
that, with the setting up of Moscow as the center of world Orthodoxy at Stalin’s
suggestion, it would nonetheless “be wrong to think that the church was just a pawn on

Stalin’s chessboard.”[35]
The churches were already being reopened in 1941. This was not merely a strategy
caused by the German invasion, to mobilize the Russian masses. In 1938 the Communist
party declared that the faithful were also loyal Soviet subjects. Further, in a reversal of
Bolshevist dogma, the party and the Soviet Academy of Sciences stated that the Church
had provided a “progressive role” in Russian history. In 1941 even Yaroslavskii, head of
the Militant Godless, criticized those who still regarded the millions of faithful as
superstitious fools.[36]
The 1943 meeting with Sergei formalized the process. He was elected patriarch by the
synod that year. The Council of the Russian Orthodox Church, headed by NKVD
Colonel G.G. Karpov was established. Karpov, who had been responsible for the
repression of religion during the 1930s, now worked for state support for the church.
In November 1943, the Council of People’s Commissars adopted Decree No. 1325, “On
the Procedure for Opening Churches.” In 1944, 206 churches were opened; in 1945, 510.
The Orthodox Church flourished. On Easter night 1944 the thirty churches in Moscow
were attended by 120,000 worshippers. Attendance throughout Russia was overflowing.
Worshippers included many Soviet officers. Even Communist party functionaries and
NKVD agents had their children baptized. By April 1946 the number of functioning
Orthodox churches in the USSR had tripled to 10,437. By early 1949 there were 14,477
in the USSR. By January 1948, 85 monasteries and convents, institutions hitherto all
closed, had been opened. In 1945 Kalinin replied to a question from Komsomol skaia
pravda that the State was “not at war” with the Church, while alluding to atheist
education. Balzer comments that “postwar atheism was to a greater degree a nod to the
tradition that had arisen in the first years of Soviet power, rather than a policy
objective.”[37]
Had Stalin been pursuing a dialectical measure with the ultimate goal remaining the
liquidation of Christianity, he certainly made matters very difficult by overseeing the
baptisms of so many Soviet subjects.
In 1947, the Metropolitan Elias (Karam) of Lebanon made a triumphal visit to the Soviet
Union. He was presented with an especially crafted cross from the state.
In 1946, the department of external relations of the Church, headed by Metropolitan
Nicholas Yarushevich, was established. In July 1948, an international meeting of
Orthodox churches was held in Moscow. The historian of the Russian Church, Johann
Chrysostomus, commented:[38]
“The Moscow Conference of the Orthodox Churches was to demonstrate the
leading role of Moscow in world Orthodoxy. On this question the wishes of
the Patriarchate and the Soviet government coincided, and both sides
attached exceptional importance to the holding of this conference. Although
the conference addressed a letter to Christians throughout the world, the
attention of the conference organizers was centered on world Orthodoxy. It
was to show itself as the moral force on which the Eastern bloc rested,
contrary to other churches in the countries of the free world.”

Requiem Masses for Stalin
Requiem masses were said for Stalin on his death in 1953. Patriarch Alexy stated in the
patriarchal cathedral on the day of Stalin’s funeral:[39]

“We, who gathered to pray for him, cannot pass in silence on his always
benevolent, sympathizing attitude to our church needs. Any question which
we addressed to him, was not rejected by him; he satisfied all our requests.
And a lot that is good and useful, thanks to his high authority, has been done
for our Church by our Government. The memory of him for us is
unforgettable, and our Russian Orthodox Church, mourning over his leaving
us, escorting him to his last journey.
In these sad days for us, from different directions of our Fatherland from
bishops, clergy and believers, and from heads and representatives of
Churches, as orthodox and heterodox, from abroad, I receive a mass of
telegrams telling of prayers for him and consoling us on the occasion of this
sad loss. We prayed for him when the message about his serious illness had
come. And now, when he is no more, we pray for his immortal soul.
Yesterday our special delegation […] placed a wreath on his coffin and
bowed on behalf of the Russian Orthodox Church to his dear body. The
prayer, fulfilled with Christian love, reaches God. […] And to our loved
and unforgettable Joseph Vissarionovich we devoutly, with deep, passionate
love proclaim his eternal memory.”
Stalin’s family held a requiem, arranged by Vasily Stalin, in the Church of the
Resurrection of Slovushchy. A State requiem was held at the Elohovsky Cathedral, led
by patriarch Alexy. This was the first time requiems had been held for a Soviet
leader.[40] The honor guard at the coffin during Stalin’s funeral included Metropolitan
Nicholas, Archbishop Nikon, and archpriest Nikolai Kolchitsky.[41]
With de-Stalinization, the atheistic campaign resumed under Khrushchev, and those
“soft on religion” were regarded as “Stalinists.”
In 1958, with Khrushchev’s position consolidated, the monasteries started to be closed,
and those that remained were heavily taxed to raise the cost of religious accoutrements.
The objections of Patriarch Alexy I were ignored. Karpov was removed from his
position in 1960. That year the Communist Party Central Committee issued a declaration
that “The struggle against religion must not only be continued, but it must be enhanced
by all possible means.”[42]
The original Bolshevist formulae of Trotsky and Lenin of storming heaven had been reestablished. Again, churches were blown up, priests arrested, seminaries closed.
Believers were registered, and subjected to dismissal from jobs and denied university
entrance and careers. Priests were attacked. Atheist displays toured the USSR.
During the 1960s, thousands of churches that had been opened during the war were
destroyed. In 1959 there had been 13,372 functioning churches; by 1963, 8,314, and 18
monasteries and convents remained. An active atheist campaign was resumed. However,
in 1967 60,000,000 Soviet citizens still stated they were believers, and many more
retained icons in their households.[43]
On October 7, 1964, the USSR gave Israel land in Jerusalem that had been owned by the
Russian State and the Orthodox Church since the 19th century in exchange for several
tons of rotting oranges.[44] Precisely a week later, on the Day of the Virgin, Khrushchev
was deposed. A moderated policy was assumed.
Archbishop Anthony (Marchenko), returning after the war from emigration, wrote of the
world-mission of Russian Orthodoxy in the journal of the Moscow patriarchate:[45]
“Our native church life... fulfils not only its inner, ideological mission

concerning the religious-moral education of our people, but also, which is
most important, reveals its world-historical vocation, uniting the whole
Orthodox world and all Slavonic peoples under the single common churchnational slogan of Cyril and Methodius’ great and undying idea. 'Moscow –
the Third Rome' remains as before the symbol of the universal collective
idea, contraposed to the Papacy with its striving for spiritual autocracy, its
episcopal aristocratism and its maniacal dreams of ruling the earth. The visit
to Moscow by the Eastern Patriarchs, the visit to the Holy Land by His
Holiness Patriarch Alexis, the coming to Moscow of a delegation from the
Orthodox Czech Church and, as a result, the appointing of a Russian
Orthodox Exarch there testify to an exceptional revival in the Orthodox
Ecumenical Catholic Church under the actual leadership of Russian
Orthodoxy: 'Moscow is the third Rome, and a fourth there will not be' as our
forefather said in the days of Ivan III […]”
This centuries-old world messianic mission of “Moscow the Third Rome,” or the
Katechon resisting the Antichrist, has become again the state outlook under Putin.[46]
Bolshevism took messianic forms, as an integral part of the Russian character, and was
united with Orthodoxy by Stalin. Contemporary conservative scholars such as Oswald
Spengler and Walter Schubart foresaw this reassertion of Russian character even under
Bolshevism. Spengler foresaw that Bolshevism would clear the way for Russia to “some
day awaken between ‘Europe’ and East Asia. It is more a beginning than an end.”
Beyond the superficiality of Marxist dogma lives the Russian peasantry, which will
“become conscious of its own will, which points in a wholly different direction.”[47]
Schubart saw that “even the Bolshevists” are imbued with the Russian messianic idea,
and that their world revolution “unconsciously continues to maintain an old tradition – a
fact which proves that the pull of the Russian soil is stronger than any cleverly devised
artificial program.”[48] This perhaps provides the explanation as to why Stalin reversed
the Marxist doctrines and policies that had been inaugurated under Lenin; and that
explanation is deeper than Stalinist pragmatism. Had Trotsky assumed leadership rather
than Stalin the result would have been a messianism of an entirely different, and perhaps
irremediable, type.

Conclusion
Did Stalin consider Russia to be “The Third Rome” rather than the center of world
proletarian revolution? Was his revival of Orthodoxy during the war something more
than war strategy? He had dissolved the Comintern, and seen Moscow as the world
center of Orthodoxy. He released priests and liquidated “Old Bolsheviks.” The revival of
the family, outlawing abortion, and honoring motherhood complemented the revival of
the Church. After the war the Orthodox revival did not abate; to the contrary. Why was it
that Stalin did not revert, at least in stages, to the atheist campaign? Khrushchev
undertook the task within several years of Stalin’s death. Anecdotally there are
suggestions that Stalin had a religious epiphany. Another possibility is that Stalin never
rejected Christianity. The widely stated stories of his being expelled from seminary for
revolutionary activities after having been converted to atheism by reading Darwin, are
uncertain. Stalin as a supposedly feared dictator personally intervened to moderate and
eventually reverse the atheist campaign. The German invasion gave him the justification
to accelerate this to the point where the Church resumed its traditional role as the moral
and spiritual foundation of the Russian State.
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The Bankruptcy of Yad Vashem or How to Reach
6,000,000
by Jean-Marie Boisdefeu

Abstract
In early 2005, Yad Vashem, the official Israeli institute charged with managing the
memory of the extermination of the Jews by the Germans, made publicly accessible a
database of victims of the Shoah. At that point, it contained approximately three million
names of "Jews who perished in the Shoah." The long-term goal is to find the names of
"the six million Jewish victims." This paper reports about the results of a first critical
look into the contents of this database. A random sampling reveals that the database not
only contains the names of survivors, but it also has double or even multiple entries for
single individuals. The total number of entries in that database therefore says little if
anything about the number of individuals who died in the "Shoah."

Jean Marie Boisdefeu, Dubitando. Textes révisionnistes (2004-2008), La Sfinge, Rome
2009, 304 pages. 23,70 €.
51 textes essentiels dont : De Gaulle était-il un révisionniste ? — L’origine du mythe et
son exploitation. — Né à Auschwitz en 1943 et mort en France en 1985. — Chambre à
gaz et terrain de foot. — La banque(route) du Yad Vashem. — La transformation des
morgues des crématoires d’Auschwitz-Birkenau. — Des actes de décès pour les juifs
gazés ? — Jean-Claude Pressac et les archives de Moscou. — Le procès Irving vs.
Lipstadt. — Hitler et le génocide des Arméniens. — Des cheminées qui fumaient jour et
nuit. — Gazé à Treblinka et mort à Minsk. — Des déportés juifs de France retrouvés en
Ukraine ? — Les fables des fosses de crémation et de la graisse humaine utilisée comme
combustible. — Le journal du docteur Kremer. — Friedel, 9 ans : gazé mais revenu.
—Des enfants rescapés d’Auschwitz. — Des actes de naissance pour les enfants nés à
Auschwitz. Etc.
On sait que le Yad Vashem est un institut officiel israélien chargé de la gestion de la

mémoire de l’extermination des Juifs par les Allemands; il est un peu l’équivalent de la
Congrégation pour la doctrine de la foi romaine. La presse, en pleurs, nous annonce que
ce Yad Vashem vient de publier une banque de données sur les victimes de la Shoah.[1]
Comme le précise le Yad Vashem, les quelque trois millions de noms actuellement
répertoriés sont ceux de « Juifs qui ont péri dans la Shoah », l’objectif étant de retrouver
si possible les noms des six millions de morts juifs. En fait, J’affaire se solde par une
banqueroute, qui est néanmoins riche d’enseignements.

Banqueroute par manque de méthode et de rigueur
Ce qui frappe l’esprit de celui qui étudie l’histoire de la déportation des Juifs, c’est
l’absence de méthode et de rigueur chez ceux qui se sont chargés de l’écrire. Face à une
multiplicité de sources documentaires et testimoniales, tout historien sérieux ferait un tri;
le Yad Vashem, lui, n’en a cure, d’où de nombreux doublons. Toutefois, comme on le
verra, ce n’est pas le seul reproche qu’on peut adresser aux concepteurs de la banque.
Mais trêve de commentaires; prenons des exemples.
• Prenons comme premier exemple le cas des Juifs déportés de France; le Yad Vas hem
s’est fondé sur le mémorial de Serge Klarsfeld;[2] certes, il n’est pas douteux que la
plupart des Juifs qui y figurent sont morts en déportation; un certain nombre en sont tout
de même revenus et Klarsfeld l’a précisé mais le Yad Vashem n’en a pas tenu compte et
a repris tous les déportés dans sa banque, y compris les rescapés; le comble est qu’il
signale que ces déportés sont revenus.
Ainsi y trouve-t-on avec la mention « SURVIVED » Simone Veil, Henri Krasucki et
Simone Lagrange (Simy Kadosche, qui n’était qu’une enfant que les Allemands auraient
oublié de gazer) ; on y trouve aussi, mais sans qu’on puisse le reprocher au Yad Vashem,
de nombreux Juifs rescapés que Klarsfeld a déclaré morts; on citera par exemple
Raphaël Esrail, secrétaire d’une association de déportés, ou encore Marie Reille, une
catholique déportée par erreur que les Allemands renvoyèrent d’Auschwitz en France.
On en a parlé lors du procès Papon.
De plus, nous verrons plus loin que le Yad Vashem ne s’est pas contenté de se référer au
seul mémorial mais a aussi retenu des témoignages, de sorte que de nombreux Juifs de
France sont comptés plusieurs fois.
• Prenons un autre exemple, celui de 2 enfants (Michael et Josef Salomonowicz, Il et 6
ans à leur arrivée à Auschwitz) et de leur mère; nous avons vu dans « La liquidation du
ghetto de Lodz »[3] que tous trois avaient été déportés de Lodz à Auschwitz où, selon la
vulgate exterminationniste, ils furent gazés et incinérés; en réalité, le lecteur a pu se
convaincre de ce qu’ils avaient été réinstallés à Danzig et qu’ils avaient survécu à la
guerre. Et que lit-on dans la banque à leur sujet?
• La mère y est reprise 3 fois sous des graphies différentes dont une fois avec la
mention « survived ».
• L’aîné des fils, Michael, est repris deux fois sous des graphies différentes; il est
également déclaré « survived » à une reprise.
• Le cadet, Josef, est également repris deux fois; il est lui aussi déclaré « survived »
à une reprise. Dans ce cas précis, 3 survivants = 7 morts.
• Un autre doublé: celui d’Ester Skora (11 ans) sur la base de 2 listes du ghetto de Lodz;
un autre triplé: celui d’Elchanan Reingold (7 ans) sur la base de 3 listes du même ghetto.
• Les comptages précédents sont fondés sur des documents mal utilisés, il est vrai, mais
(souvent) irréfutables. Malheureusement, l’histoire de la Shoah s’appuie surtout sur des

témoignages, c’est-à-dire sur des éléments fragiles. Une grande partie de la banque
de données du Yad Vashem sont de cette mouture; non seulement ces témoignages ne
sont guère fiables mais, comme manifestement aucun tri n’a été opéré, cette façon de
procéder ne peut que conduire à de multiples doublons. Pire, parfois, la source
documentaire s’ajoute à la source testimoniale. Quelques exemples:
– Le Hollandais Samuel Acathan est comptée 2 fois. Une première fois sur la base d’un
témoignage et une seconde fois sur la base du mémorial hollandais.[4]
– C’est aussi le cas de la Française Charlotte Rotsztejn reprise 2 fois (sous des noms
différents) sur la base du mémorial de Klarsfeld et du témoignage de son père (1992).
Toujours chez les Juifs de France, Frida Raichman est comptée 2 fois sur – une fois sur
la base du mémorial et une fois avec le témoignage d’une cousine (1994). Toujours en
France, les 51 personnes (dont 44 enfants) de l’orphelinat d’Izieu sont comptées 2 ou 3
fois, voire 4 fois comme un certain Hans Ament, compté sur les bases suivantes:
• le mémorial français de Klarsfeld;
• le mémorial autrichien de la DÖW (H. Ament était né en Autriche[5]) ;
• le témoignage de son frère (1987), lequel, bien que n’ayant pas été déporté, figure
tout de même dans la banque de données américaine des « Survivors » ;
• le témoignage (1999) d’une parente de trois des enfants d’Izieu; elle non plus n’a
pas été déportée mais cela ne l’a pas empêchée de « témoigner» à propos des 50
déportés d’Izieu.
On voit bien ici que l’hystérie de l’holocauste mène à la perte de tout sens commun: on
n’a rien vu, et d’ailleurs on n’était même pas né à l’époque des faits mais on témoigne
quand même et cette manière de procéder est acceptée par les historiens.
– La Polonaise Genia Wagman est enregistrée 3 fois sur la base des témoignages de son
fils, lequel a témoigné 2 fois (1955 et 1997) et de son oncle (1957) ; elle était née et a
vécu toute sa vie au même endroit jusqu’à sa mort (en 1941 ou 1942), l’on n’est même
pas sûr qu’elle ait été exterminée. Une Belge portant les mêmes prénoms et noms est
reprise 2 fois, dont une fois sur la base des témoignages de son frère (1978) et une fois
de sa petite-fille (1999) ; on peut prédire qu’elle sera reprise une 3e fois quand le Yad
Vashem encodera son nom appartenant aux Juifs de Belgique.
– Citons encore l’Allemande Helga Wolf, reprise 3 fois sur la base d’une liste du ghetto
de Lodz et de 2 témoignages (celui d’une nièce en 1978 et celui d’un « chercheur » en
1999).
– À ce compte là, nous pensions qu’une déportée connue comme Anne Frank allait être
reprise cent fois. Eh bien non! Il se pourrait bien que, dans ce cas précis, le Yad Vashem
ait exceptionnellement fait le tri car Anne n’est reprise que deux fois (sur la base du
mémorial hollandais et sur celui du témoignage de la deuxième femme de son père mais
avec des variantes dans le prénom et la date de naissance, ce qui a dû tromper le Yad
Vashem) ; sa sœur Margot, en revanche, est reprise 3 fois; sa mère, Edith Frank, est
reprise 2 fois; le père, Otto Frank, bien que revenu de déportation, est repris une fois sur
la base du mémorial allemand.[6] Dans ce cas précis, pour le Yad Vashem: 1 rescapé + 3
morts = 8 morts.
– On finit par s’interroger: s’il n’y a pas dans cette banque de données des morts
déclarés morts sur la base du témoignage d’un autre mort? Nous n’en avons pas trouvé,
mais allez savoir… cette banque de données nous réserve encore bien des surprises.
• Relevons aussi que les Juifs veulent nous faire croire que tout Juif mort pendant la
guerre est obligatoirement mort exterminé par les Allemands fut-il octogénaire; Un seul

exemple: on trouve dans la banque Chan na Wagman, née en 1854 et morte en 1942 à
l’âge de 88 ans dans son village natal de Galicie (témoignage de sa sœur en 1956). Cette
façon de faire accroît le nombre de supposés exterminés de plusieurs centaines de mille.
En conclusion, demanderez-vous, par combien faut-il diviser le chiffre de trois millions
de noms déjà encodés par le Yad Vashem ? C’est difficile à dire car l’imprécision est une
caractéristique bien connue de l’État Civil Juif. On peut néanmoins approfondir quelques
exemples et tenter une extrapolation prudente.
• Si, par exemple, on interroge la banque de données à propos de Simone Veil, on obtient
38 noms de personnes se rapprochant de celui de l’ancienne ministre. De ces 38 noms,
huit sont à coup sûr des doublons, un est celui d’une rescapé (Simone Veil) et un autre
celui d’un Juif mort au combat dans les rangs de la 1re armée française; une dizaine
d’autres sont plus que douteux; encore n’a-t-on pas toutes les garanties pour tous les
autres.
Parmi ces supposés exterminés figure un homme de près de 90 ans.
Relevons aussi que, dans ce cas précis, les témoins sont au nombre de 16; en tout, ils ont
témoigné 464 fois dont près de 250 fois pour des déportés français, belges et hollandais
déjà repris par la banque de données à partir de documents; parmi ces témoins y
figure une dame qui a témoigné 34 fois (dont une fois pour la mère de sa belle-sœur) et
un « chercheur » lorrain qui a témoigné 154 fois pour des gens qu’il ne connaissait
probablement pas. Mais il y a mieux: ainsi, un tchèque a témoigné 166 fois.
Il semble bien qu’en généralisant le résultat de cette recherche sur S. Veil, il faille diviser
les 3000000 par 2.
• Prenons un autre exemple et interrogeons la banque de données à propos d’Arno
Klarsfeld (le père de Serge) : la banque de données donne trois noms, et tous les trois se
rapportent à notre homme. Le Yad Vashem a d’abord repris le témoignage de Serge en
1974; puis il a encodé le même Serge dans le mémorial de 1978 ; enfin, il a repris le
témoignage de 1992 d’une « amie » ; cette amie a par ailleurs témoigné 38 fois pour des
déportés français qui, de ce fait, sont donc eux aussi comptés au moins deux fois dans la
banque de données. Les choses sont claires dans ce cas, car il suffit de diviser les
3.000.000 par 3.
• Bref, à partir de ces exemples l’on retire l‘impression qu’il faut diviser les 3 millions
par 2 voire 3.

Une banqueroute riche d’enseignements
L’opération entreprise par le Yad Vashem se solde donc par une banqueroute dont on
peut néanmoins tirer un premier enseignement: le chiffre de six millions de Juifs
exterminés est un mythe dont n’importe qui peut facilement se convaincre. Mais un
examen plus fouillé de cette banque des données est encore plus enrichissant. Ainsi,
dans l’article sur la liquidation du ghetto de Lodz à propos duquel nous nous sommes
référés plus haut, le chercheur révisionniste Carlo Mattogno donne les noms d’enfants
arrivés en août 1944 à Auschwitz où ils furent gazés, selon l’histoire officielle, mais qui,
en réalité, furent envoyés quelques jours plus tard dans le camp de Stutthof-Danzig à
600 km au nord d’Auschwitz; parmi eux, nous avons déjà vu, Michael et Josef
Salomonowicz (11 et 6 ans) mais on y trouve aussi :
• Adam Szyper (4 ans, compté 2 fois), Tolla Richer (12 ans) et Christine Wolman (14
ans). Le Yad Vashem les reprend en affirmant qu’ils ont été internés à Lodz puis au

camp de Stutthof (il n’a pas jugé bon de mentionner Auschwitz !) et enfin Theresienstadt
où ils furent tous trois libérés.
• Kazimierz Lachman (7 ans). Le Yad Vashem le compte comme mort sur la base du
témoignage d’une tante qui a affirmé en 1988 que son neveu était mort à StutthofDanzig, ce qui est bien désolant mais confirme ce qu’a découvert C. Mattogno: les 11
500 inaptes de Lodz n’ont pas été gazés mais ont bien été redirigés à Stutthof. On a donc
ici de la part d’un organisme officiel israélien l’aveu implicite que le gazage des juifs est
un autre mythe.

Nouvelles de la banque de données du Yad Vashem
On sait que le Yad Vashem a entrepris de répertorier les noms des prétendus 6 millions
de Juifs morts dans la Shoah. L’entreprise ne peut qu’apparaitre téméraire aux yeux des
plus bienveillants, même aux yeux des historiens, étant donné que ces derniers
dénombrent déjà un million de victimes de moins.[7] En fait, à ce jour, le Yad Vashem
n’est arrivé qu’à 3 millions mais en multipliant les doublons. On peut ainsi estimer qu’il
a multiplié par 2 à 3 le nombre de victimes répertoriées. Dans une ultime tentative de
débloquer la situation, il vient de lancer une grande collecte de témoignages sur les Juifs
de l’ancienne URSS.[8] Son raisonnement est simple (et mensonger à la fois) : Il affirme
que plus des 2 tiers des 6 millions de morts y résidaient (soit plus de 4 millions) mais
seulement un quart d’entre eux figurent dans la banque (soit 1000000) ; il en résulte que
plus de 3 millions d’entre eux sont encore à répertorier, ce qui permettrait d’atteindre
(enfin) le chiffre (mythique) des 6 millions.
Or, pour R. Hilberg, qui est l’historien sur l’holocauste le plus respecté au monde (du
moins ceux qui y croient), il n’y a pas eu plus de 2 millions de victimes en URSS (y
compris l’Ukraine, la Biélorussie, la Pologne annexée, la Moldavie et les Pays baltes),
soit 2 fois moins que n’en compte le Yad Vashem ; il ne resterait donc qu’un seul million
de noms à répertorier. On n’en arriverait toutefois qu’à un total de 4 millions. Total tout
à fait invraisemblable d’ailleurs dans lequel nous avons vu on retrouverait (pour ne
prendre que quelques exemples) :
•
•
•
•

2 fois le père de Robert Badinter et les parents de Simone Veil,
3 fois le père de Serge Klarsfeld,
5 fois le père d’Henri Minczelès,
3 fois les 52000 Juifs berlinois, etc., sans compter les rescapés comme Henri
Krasucki, Henri Bulawko ou Madeleine Veil ou bien tous ceux qui sont morts de
vieillesse dans leur lit. Tout cela est hystérique mais, il est vrai, peut rapporter
gros.
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[2] Serge Klarsfeld, Le Mémorial de la déportation des Juifs de France, FFDJF,
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The New Inconvenient History: Expanding
Horizons
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
Inconvenient History now carries material in a number of foreign languages, and we ask
our readers to help us get non-English contributions translated into English for parallel
carriage. Inconvenient History also allows video and audio files to be submitted
alongside a transcript of their verbal contents. Unchanged is the type and style of content
Inconvenient History covers.
For years, I have sensed that there is a gap between what Inconvenient History is and
what it could be. Being multilingual myself, I knew there is so much more material out
there than ever makes it onto the pages of our fine revisionist online periodical. To begin
with, there is a wide range of Italian, French and German contributions that deserve a
broader audience, but since Inconvenient History was limited to English-language
material only, hardly anything of it has ever made it beyond the narrow confines of its
original language. The reason for this is that Inconvenient History has not had a pool of
volunteers to ask for translations. Being a free online journal with basically no income at
all, we cannot pay anyone for anything. But then again, from my past experience I know
that there are plenty of talented, knowledgeable people who want to help, and who can
do translations without asking to be paid. Yet in the past they got frustrated, too, because
there was no organizational infrastructure that they could turn to in order to offer their
assistance.
How do we connect these two loose ends?
We had to start somewhere. And here is what we have decided to do: First, we open up
Inconvenient History to foreign-language contributions. Since we have a number of
individuals on our advisory board with language skills, we will make use of them to
review and edit incoming non-English contributions to make sure they meet our
requirements. For now, our new roster of languages we accept includes: Czech, English,
French, German, Italian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovakian, Spanish.
The result of it you can see from this first issue of 2017: It has five contributions in
English (six, if you count this editorial), three in Italian, two in French and one in
German. Now, who the heck is supposed to be able to read all those? Well, I can. But
that’s no help to most of you, I understand. Our plan is, of course, to have all nonEnglish submissions translated into English, and, once that is accomplished, to post them
alongside the original paper. As long as that is not done, though, we decided that from
now on every submitted paper has to come with an abstract of no more than 1,000
characters succinctly and accurately summarizing the item's contents. These abstracts
should be in English, but if they are not, we can translate such short pieces on the fly, so
to speak. This gives those who do not read any of the non-English papers at least a rough
idea what they are all about.
Now we hope to find benefactors who will help us get all non-English papers translated
into English. The first step of accomplishing this is actually to have put these papers out
there in the first place. This way everyone can see that there is valuable material, some

of it rather short, which is in need of tender loving care from volunteers with bilingual or
multilingual skills.
Next, we need to tap into that unused reservoir of potential volunteers who will help us
get these papers translated. To accomplish this, we have revamped CODOH’s approach
to finding, assigning and catering to our volunteers. That’s been a bumpy road, though,
because in order to make this work, we decided to include a volunteer section in our
database which includes all relevant data about them, which keeps track of all the
projects we define for them, and which records which volunteer is assigned to which
project, and what progress each assignment is making. Because, truth be told: once you
get beyond a few listed volunteers, if you’re not organized, you lose track of things, and
chaos and frustration will result for all involved. We’ve had that happen repeatedly in the
past.
Hence, we’ve employed some of our programmers’ brainpower to get this all set up.
Admittedly, we’ve had a few glitches. For instance, in early February an app that was
supposed to delete spam submissions deleted not the spam entries but those of our new
volunteers. Bad. We’re still recovering from that, and I hope that those who fell victim to
this bug won’t get demotivated by this mishap. To check whether your volunteer account
was affected, please go to http://codoh.com/login/ and check whether your account is
still active and working. If it is not, then please get in touch with CODOH so we can fix
it. We truly apologize for this inconvenience!
For all of you who haven’t signed up as volunteers yet but who have any translation
skills from any of the above languages into English, please be so kind as to consider
signing up as a volunteer with CODOH here. It goes without saying that CODOH can
use many more energetic individuals with skills other than just translating. If you have
any other skills, like programming, data entry, editing & proofing, or you want to help us
with marketing and outreach, with video production, and, and, and, please don’t hesitate
to get in touch with CODOH’s volunteer manager, so that we can discuss where your
talents and skills could be put to good use.
Another option to help us out with translations is to ask for sponsors. For instance, if we
had sufficient funds to pay for translations, that would open up the option of hiring
someone to do a professional job: fast, high-quality, and reliable. We have a few
language geniuses with revisionist inclinations at hand, but none of them is willing or
able to take on that workload without remuneration, Hence, if you are willing to chip in
financially, please get in touch so we can discuss how to organize this.
There is another change to Inconvenient History which hasn’t made it into this issue but
might do so in the near future: we have expanded the kind of media we carry from just
text to also include video and audio files. It’s a big step into a new world for us, but in
the age of gadgets and multi-media content, we think that including other media formats
is important. More than ever, revisionism needs to use visual media to get its message
out. We want to encourage this by accepting documentaries and other video and audio
material which gets that message out to the new generation of screen aficionados. All
submissions of video and audio files need to come with a transcript of what is said,
because it is important to offer the spoken content as text, also so that we can easily have
it translated and turned into subtitles in all kinds of languages, and maybe even to dub
video and audio files in other languages.
The one thing that hasn’t changed is the kind of contents we accept. The topics we cover
are history, especially modern history, civil rights and their violation, with a focus on
freedom of speech and of scientific inquiry, reporting on persons and institutions
involved in historiography, or involved in censorship or the struggle against it. Although

we prefer new and hitherto unpublished reports, reviews and research papers and
documentaries, we will also consider republishing material of special merit. The style of
papers, video or audio files submitted ought to be systematic in structure and objective
in the approach to the topic covered. Factual statements ought to be supported with
references to sources backing up the claims. Although that rule is somewhat relaxed for
audio and video submissions, even they must refer to some sources where more
information can be found. Opinions ought to be distinguishable from factual statements.
Last but not least, please be aware that we do not accept any ad-hominem attacks, and
absolutely no advocating for, and justification or condoning of, the violation of anyone’s
civil rights.

US Presidential Elections Stolen by Foreign Powers
by Jett Rucker

Two US presidential elections are documented as having been stolen by foreign powers.
In fact, both elections were stolen by the same power: Great Britain—the very regime,
independence from which the American Revolution supposedly was fought. And its
agenda was the same both times: to draw the US into a conflict with Germany on its own
side, in what thereby became World Wars I and II. The second time, the conflict also
with Japan was but more-helpful, in respect of Britain’s colonies in Singapore, Malaya,
Burma and Hong Kong. America’s own colonies in the Philippines and Hawaii, of
course, dovetailed nicely with the colonies of other imperial powers besides Britain such
as France (Indochina) and the Netherlands (Indonesia). They all had had things quite
nicely divided up until upstart Japan butted in with its own imperial ambitions.
Today, we hear Russia has manipulated the recent US presidential contest. If so, would
Russia’s agenda include drawing the US into some war in an alliance with Russia?
Despite “hot spots” in Syria, Russia does not seem to be involved in any wars against
enemies so formidable as Germany was to Britain in the Twentieth-Century conflicts.
So, IF Russia manipulated the election (effectively, rather than just having a preference
as to its outcome), any war involved must lie in the future. Or, NOT in the future. It’s at
least imaginable that the future war on the minds of today’s leaders of Russia might
involve the US. And perhaps that is a/the war those leaders might wish to avoid. Perhaps
they mean to pursue World Domination while the US abstains from war against Russia.
Or, perhaps they might want peace with a United States that itself abjures its own plans
for World Dominations.
All this is any voter’s guess, to weigh against alternatives (hijacked, not hijacked,
foreign or domestic) according to his own lights. The present essay is to make it clear
that hijacking of US presidential elections is anything but unprecedented. In fact, the two
British enterprises here discussed are most unlikely to have been the only ones, nor
Britain by any means the only hijacker.
My emphasis will fall on the later example, that of World War II, but the one of 1916,
the re-election of Woodrow “He Kept Us out of War” Wilson, bears mention if only
because the hijacker was the same one as in 1940, and its main adversary, Germany, was
the same. The earlier example seems to have been exerted on the US with the greatest
assistance of Zionism. Thomas Dalton, writing in Inconvenient History,[1] is one of
many who have amply documented the agencies through which American Zionists such
as Felix Frankfurter exerted pressure on President Wilson to condemn Germany and,
ultimately, to win the declaration of war on Germany in 1917 that Britain’s Lord Balfour
bought with his infamous Balfour Declaration of Britain’s willingness to impose a
Jewish homeland on Palestine. With his arrangement to have the Lusitania torpedoed by
a German submarine in 1915, of course, Winston Churchill wins a solid Supporting
Actor award in this conspiracy to slaughter untold millions of Americans, Germans, and
other hapless innocents.
Also re-elected on a slogan of “No American Boys …” was Franklin D. Roosevelt, in
1940, also by dispositive foreign influence exerted by (the same) European power in a
desperate struggle of its own making against Germany. Ironically in view of the
explicitly anti-Jewish agenda of Germany’s National Socialist regime at the time, Jewish

agency seems to be less obvious in this instance of British treachery than it was in the
1916 example of Woodrow Wilson. But the toll on the blood and treasure of the United
States was every bit as awful. Perhaps the agency of Jews was better-concealed. It is of
no concern in this analysis.
The clearest description of Britain’s hijacking of the 1940 election (hardly a year before
the US became a belligerent in World War II on December 7, 1941) appears in Thomas
E. Mahl’s 1998 book Desperate Deception, in which the entire British effort to enlist the
active support of the US in its contest with Germany is documented.[2]
The British hijacking occurred not in the general election, as the allegations concerning
the 2016 election seem to run, but in the process before the primary elections, in which
the candidate of the Republican Party to oppose incumbent Franklin Roosevelt (a very
“safe” friend of Britain) in the general election. The leading contender for this
nomination was Robert A. Taft, who not only was “soft” on prosecuting the war then
underway, to the point of annihilating (a process now called “regime change”) Germany
and Japan, but just as bad, was an opponent of Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal. Such a
Republican candidate would not only offer American voters a choice, but it would offer
them a choice that British agents correctly judged inimical to their own country’s war
aims.
His Majesty’s men managed things most-effectively. They torpedoed Taft’s bid, and
arranged for a previously unknown Democrat-just-Turned-Republican named Wendell
Willkie to capture the nomination. Not only was Willkie a most-dubious sort of
candidate to attract the votes of Republicans, he further was foursquare in favor of
continued vigorous prosecution of what some Americans still felt was a war for the
benefit of, and instigated by, Perfidious Albion. It was, in every way, a “can’t lose”
proposition for the British agents provocateurs.
How did they do such a thing, without attracting the penetrating attentions of the CIA, as
Trump’s recent coup has (not) done? For one thing, of course, there was no CIA in 1940;
there was only the FBI, and for whatever reason, it seemed not, as in 2016, to involve
itself in electoral matters, or at least not visibly so. But Britain’s own CIA, the vaunted
MI6, was evidently at the time most active, and most effective, rather like the latter-day
British agent James Bond.
The start was a conspiracy involving the incumbent (Democrat) president of the US. One
(J. P. Morgan banker) Thomas W. Lamont, the Jewish pundit Walter Lippmann and the
British ambassador to the US Philip Kerr (Lord Lothian) conspired to catapult the
renegade Willkie, himself utterly innocent of prior political experience, to the candidacy.
Willkie, who had joined the Republican Party less than a year before his candidacy, was
a strong proponent of the policy of all possible military and economic aid to Britain and
France in their war with Germany. Strange and wonderful indeed are those processes
that some are pleased to call “democracy” from which emerge those personalities who
ultimately wield such enormous powers over the minds and hearts of those who imagine
that they live, and die, under the edicts of the gods who reign under the divine mantle
bearing the name of “the will of the people.”
But how, then, was this divine mantle so purloined? It involved, among other things,
what might be called electronic hacking, decades before the advent of computers for
tallying votes. At the convention, former President Herbert Hoover gave a speech
strongly advocating the disfavored “isolationist” line of thought, but a “mole” of the
Willkie candidacy named Sam Pryor arranged for Hoover’s microphone to malfunction,
such that very few could even hear his speech. A subsequent speech by Hoover in the
lobby of the convention hotel in Philadelphia was drowned out by the happenstance

arrival of a drum and bugle corps at just the minute when he took the floor.
Pryor, having displaced the original coordinator of the convention, one Ralph E.
Williams, who favored the leading candidate, Robert Taft, had a duplicate set of passes
to the convention’s gallery printed up and distributed these to hand-picked shills who at
appropriate moments set up a deafening chant of “We want Willkie.” Senator Arthur
Vandenberg, a candidate commanding at one point over seven percent of the delegates,
resigned after five votes had been taken and threw his delegates’ votes to Willkie, who
won on the sixth vote. Vandenberg’s bed (and marriage) had been penetrated by a female
British agent named Mitzi Sims, who was the wife of a staffer at the British Embassy in
Washington. Willkie’s upset nomination left American voters who opposed US
involvement in World War II with no more of a choice than American voters who
oppose military aid to Israel had in 2016 between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump.
[1] Dalton, Thomas. “The Jewish Hand in the World Wars” Part 1. Inconvenient
History, Vol. 5, No. 2. See http://inconvenienthistory.com/archive
/2013/volume_5/number_2/the_jewish_hand_in_the_world_wars.php
[2] This book also provides a fascinating reference (p. 15) to a project of one Eric
Maschwitz to provide fake atrocity photographs made in Canada with actors
wearing captured German uniforms. The author, upon receiving an inquiry from
me on the potential implications of this plot, rather pooh-poohed them.
Conceivably, he still has something of a career ahead of him. Or his children
might …

Zyklon-B Deliveries to Auschwitz | CODOH
by Carlo Mattogno

Abstract
Already during the Nuremberg postwar trials, the huge amount of Zyklon-B deliveries to the infamous
Auschwitz Camp were seen as evidence for homicidal activities on a large scale in that camp.
Revisionists, on the other hand, have mainstained that this insecticide was used only to combat vermin
in the struggle against epidemics. In a 2011 article, Piotr Setkiewicz, currently the research director of
the Auschwitz Museum, tried to dismiss this revisionist claim as a myth by attempting to prove that
the amount of Zyklon B delivered cannot be explained merely by its use for fumigations. The
following paper, which is an excerpt from an upcoming book, analyzes the Auschwitz Museum’s
hypothesis and juxtaposes it with the documented facts. It shows not only that Setkiewicz grossly
miscalculated the a mount of Zyklon B delivered, but also misrepresented the amount of Zyklon B the
camp would have needed to suppress the typhus epidemic raging inside the Auschwitz camp for some
two years.

Introduction
In 2011, an important article was published by Piotr Setkiewicz, director of the Research Center at the
Auschwitz Museum, which bears the title “The Supply of Materials to the Crematoria and Gas
Chambers at Auschwitz: Coke, Wood, Zyklon.” His exposition far surpasses all previous discussions
on the topic by orthodox Holocaust historians (especially the rather frivolous one by van Pelt 2002),
and also raises what appear to be certain not-insignificant problems. It therefore deserves to be
examined more carefully.
Setkiewicz highlights the lack of documentary evidence in relation to the alleged mass extermination
at Auschwitz, noting:
“The extensive research carried out in recent years on this important documentation has
contributed to the sum of knowledge on the subject of the gas chambers and crematoria at
Auschwitz, but it has not helped to resolve all contentious issues,”
so that, regardless of the testimonies, the confessions, and the few documents,
“our direct knowledge of the full extent of the Extermination is derived mainly from the
obvious conclusion that if on any given day many more prisoners were brought into the
camp than were registered, then the remaining number were undoubtedly killed.”
(Setkiewicz 2011, p. 48)
This is, however, only the same dubious method used by Danuta Czech in the composition of her
Auschwitz Chronicle (Czech 1989). Yet Setkiewicz wants to go beyond this by analyzing documents
previously ignored by the Auschwitz Museum which should provide new evidence.
In fact, his article is an indirect response to the revisionist arguments, especially with regard to
supplies of coke to the crematoria of Auschwitz-Birkenau; it is an indirect response to such an extent
that the revisionist arguments are never explicitly mentioned.
In response I have written a study is a direct response to Setkiewicz’s arguments, objections and
explanations, each of which I have analyzed individually and then as a whole. This book is currently
being translated into English and is slated to appear under the title Auschwitz: Deliveries of Coke,
Wood and Zyklon B—Neither Proof Nor Trace for the Holocaust later this year as Volume 40 of the
prestigious series Holocaust Handbooks. Below is Chapter III of my response dealing directly with the
issue of Zyklon B deliveries to the Auschwitz Camp.

The Deliveries and What They Mean

In his section about Zyklon-B deliveries of his above-mentioned article, Setkiewicz summarizes the
origin of the use of Zyklon B at Auschwitz for the purpose of disinfestation. I quote his remarks and
complete them where appropriate.
“Zyklon B [Setkiewicz always writes “Cyklon”] was used for the first time at Auschwitz
for the fumigation of the SS guard building between July 5 and 11, 1940.”
The document mentioned by him states in this regard:[1]
“Building No. 54, designated for accommodating the guard detail, was fumigated against
pests and diseases.”
Setkiewicz continues:
“Subsequently, other buildings in the area of the camp were disinfected[2] that way,
including inmate dwelling barracks as well as the offices and barracks of the SS.
It results from the deposition of the former inmate Zdizsław Michalak that the
Entwesungskammer [fumigation chamber] commando was established at the end of
August 1941. It consisted of about 20 prisoners, who were initially employed to disinfest
Blocks No. 1-9. These were designated for camp section for Soviet prisoners of war. That
section was established more than a month later. The members of the commando later
disinfested other blocks, but in mid-November they were permanently assigned a new job
– at the disinfection [sic] chambers located at the so-called ‘Kanada I’ area.
We have a fairly accurate description of the disinfection of residential premises and the
offices in the ‘staff building’ (Stabsgebäude) carried out at the end of January 1942. As
results from the content of the instructions issued by Commander Höss, extraordinary
prudence was maintained during its implementation: On the morning of January 22, the
cracks in the windows had already been sealed with strips of paper (to seal them), and the
inhabitants of the building had been transferred to other blocks for the night. The SS were
ordered to leave any dirty clothes in their rooms. After taking a bath, they would get some
clean underwear. They were forbidden to bring along ‘clothes, luggage, bags of
documents etc.,’ in order to avoid the danger of reintroducing the epidemic. The actual
‘gassing’ (Vergasung) of the buildings lasted three days, until Tuesday January 27.
Detailed instructions for disinfecting the prisoners’ barracks (at Birkenau) have also been
preserved in two other orders by the camp commander issued in 1943: one took place on
July 24 and 25 the Camp Sector Bla (Women's Camp), the other on July 31 and August 1
in Sector BIId (Men’s Camp).”
Setkiewicz then mentions the fumigation of the Main Camp on August 12, 1942, and adds:
“Probably due to a gas poisoning accident that took place during this event, the camp
commander issued an order on that same day that, for five hours after the opening of
fumigated premises, the SS men were not allowed to approach them by less than 15
meters without wearing a gas mask.” (pp. 68f.)
He refers to the “special order” (Sonderbefehl) of 12 August 1942, with which the commandant of
Auschwitz imparted the following directive:[3]
“A case of indisposition with slight symptoms of poisoning by hydrocyanic gas which
occured today makes it necessary to warn all those participating in gassings and all other
SS members that in particular on opening fumigated rooms, SS members without mask
must keep a distance of 15 meters from the chamber for at least five hours. In addition,
particular attention should be paid to the wind direction.”
“Ein heute mit leichten Vergiftungserscheinungen durch Blausäure aufgetretener
Krankheitsfall gibt Veranlassung, alle an Vergasungen Beteiligten und allen übrigen SSAngehörigen bekanntzugeben, daß insbesondere beim Öffnen der vergasten Räume von
SS-Angehörigen ohne Maske wenigstens 5 Stunden hindurch ein Abstand von 15 Metern
von der Kammer gewahrt werden muß. Hierbei ist besonders auf die Windrichtung zu
achten.”

The fumigation carried out at the end of January 1942 is mentioned in the commandant’s order
headlined “Fumigation of staff building” (Vergasung des Stabsgebäudes).[4]
It is important to emphasize that, in the vast documentation on Auschwitz, the term “gassing”
(Vergasung) in each and every single case solely and exclusively refers to pest control, yet never to
any murderous activities.
Setkiewicz then moves to the more general problem of the supply of Zyklon B to Auschwitz. He finds
that there are no documents that enable determination of the precise number of fumigations that were
performed and the relative Zyklon consumption. There is a register of orders for consumables
(Verbrauchsmittel) placed by the camp, but it has been preserved only in part, for the months of
August 1940, for January, February, and one week in April and June 1941, plus for the time period
from August 1941 to November 1942.
The first entry is for a delivery of 3,000 kg of hydrogen cyanide (“Blausäure,” meaning Zyklon B)
from Dessau in November 1941 (see Document 7 in the appendix of my upcoming book). Setkiewicz
then lists the subsequent deliveries, which refer to 1942:
•
•
•
•
•

2.200 kg in February from Dessau,
2.365 kg in March from Dessau,
crates in June from Dessau,
33 crates in July from the Dessauerwerke für Zucker und Chemische Industrie A.G. – Dessau,
3.465 kg in September, of which 1,260 kg from the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Schädlingsbekämpfung (Degesch) of Frankfurt/Main, and 2,205 kg from the Dessauerwerke für
Zucker und Chemische Industrie A.G. Dessau (p. 69).[5]

Setkiewicz informs us that the cans of Zyklon B delivered in February 1942 were packed in 40 crates,
so each crate contained (2,200 kg ÷ 40 crates =) 55 kg of Zyklon. The number of crates delivered in
March is unknown, but when using the mass per crate established above, this results in (2,365 kg ÷ 55
kg/crate =) 43 crates. However, in September, 3,465 kg of Zyklon were packed in 55 crates, so each of
them contained (3,465 kg ÷ 55 kg/crate =) 63 kilograms. From this, Setkiewicz concludes that the five
crates delivered in June contained (5 crates × 55 kg/crate or 63 kg/crate =) either 275 or 315 kg of
Zyklon B. In the same way, the 33 crates of July corresponded to either 1,815 or 2,079 kg of Zyklon B,
so that the total supply of 1942 would range from a minimum of 10,120 to a maximum of 10,424 kg
(pp. 69f).
The crates of Zyklon B had different weights depending on the size of the cans. In addition, the weight
of the can was generally referring to its net content of hydrogen cyanide, not to its gross weight, which
was obviously higher, as results also from the labels on the cans (see Document 8 in the appendix of
my upcoming book). From five shipping advices for Zyklon B by the Dessauer Werke to Degesch of
April and May 1944 (see Document 9; NI-9913A) results that the 500 g can of hydrogen cyanide had a
gross weight of 1.425 kg, hence the combined weight of the inert carrier (gypsum pellets called “ErcoWürfel”) and the empty can was 0.925 kg. A crate weighed 64 kg and contained 30 cans, which
contained (0.5 kg/can × 30 cans =) 15 kg of hydrogen cyanide.

Document 9: Invoice for the delivery of 195 kg HCN as Zyklon B without irritant to the
disinfestation department of the Auschwitz Camp of April 30, 1944; NI-9913A
A shipping advice of 16 May 1944 refers to 8 crates with 1,000 cans of Zyklon B, each containing 100
g of HCN. One such can had a gross weight of 350 g; while a crate containing 125 cans weighed 69
kg, it had a total HCN content of (125 cans × 0.1 kg/can =) 12.5 kg (NI-9913 B, p. 2).
Finally, the shipping advice of 29 December 1944 relates to 35 crates of Zyklon B with 420 cans of 1.2
kg. A can weighed 3.2 kg; a crate, which weighed 55 kg, had 12 cans with total hydrogen-cyanide
content of (12 cans × 1.2 kg/can =) 14.4 kg (ibid., p. 3).
From another shipment advice of the Dessauer Werke dating back to 10 August 1937 we glean that a
crate of Zyklon B containing 16 cans with 1 kg hydrogen cyanide each weighed 61 kg (TNA,
WO-309-1603).

I summarize the data in the table below.
Table 1: Weight of Zyklon B cans of various sizes
can size
weight of can weight of crate no. of cans/crate total weight of HCN in crate
(HCN weight)
100 g

0.350 kg

69 kg

125

12.5 kg

500 g

1.425 kg

64 kg

30

15.0 kg

1,000 g

2.650 kg

61 kg

16

16.0 kg

1,200 g

3.200 kg

55 kg

12

14.4 kg

It follows that the 40 crates of Zyklon B delivered to Auschwitz in February 1942, each weighing 55
kg, contained a total of (40 crates × 12 cans/crate =) 480 cans of 1.2 kg. Hence, the actual weight of
Zyklon B (hydrogen cyanide) was (480 cans × 1.2 kg/can =) or (40 crates × 14.4 kg/crate =) 576 kg.
The 2,365 kg of Zyklon B delivered to Auschwitz in March corresponded to (2,365 kg ÷ 55 kg/crate =)
43 crates, equivalent to (43 cates × 12 cans/crate =) 516 cans with 1.2 kg HCN each, with a net weight
of (43 crates × 14.4 kg/crate =) 618,2 kg of HCN.
The five crates of 500-gram cans delivered in June contained (5 crates × 30 cans/crate =) 150 cans,
with a total weight of (5 crates × 15 kg/crate =) 45 kg of hydrogen cyanide.
If the July deliveries consisted of the cans size 1.2 kg, then the 33 crates contained (33 crates × 12
cans/crate =) 396 cans and (33 crates × 14.4 kg/crate =) 475.2 kg of HCN.
The average weight per crate of the 3,465 kg of Zyklon B delivered in September in 55 crates – 63 kg
– does not correspond to any of the can sizes listed above, so it either was a mixture of various can
sizes, the number in the document is incorrect, or Setkiewicz made a transcription error. If the average
weight had been 64 kg per crate, each crate would have contained 30 cans of 500 g HCN each, in
which case the gross weight would have been (64 kg/crate × 55 crates =) 3,520 kg, and the HCN
content (55 crates × 15 kg/crate = ) 825 kg.
In conclusion, the data for the Zyklon B deliveries in 1942 is as follows:
Table 2: Documented Zyklon-B deliveries to the Auschwitz Camp in
1942
Month

Gross Weight no. of crates total contents of HCN

February

2,200 kg

40

576 kg

March

2,365 kg

43

618.2 kg

June

[320 kg]

5

[45 kg]

July

[1,815 kg]

33

[475.2 kg]

55

[825 kg]

September 3,465 kg
Total:

2,539.4 kg

The maximum documented quantity of Zyklon B delivered to Auschwitz therefore did not even reach
2,540 kg, barely a quarter of Setkiewicz’s estimate ranging from 10,120 to 10,424 kg!
Deliveries of Zyklon B in November 1941 and in February 1942 arrived via railroad (wagons “Münch.
19931” and “Karlsr. 51113”), whereas subsequent deliveries were picked up by truck.
It is unknown whether the 3,000 kg of Zyklon B delivered in November 1941 refers to the gross
weight or the HCN content. According to Rudolf Höss, fumigations were initially carried out at
Auschwitz by the firm Tesch & Stabenow; a special fumigation detail was formed only later (staffed
with SDG – Sanitätsdienstgrade, SS medical personnel, called “Desinfektoren,” desinfectors; see
Broszat 1981, p. 159).

This was confirmed in 1945 by two employees of the Tesch Company: August Marcinkowski said that
in March 1940 he carried our a fumigation at Auschwitz using 120 kg of Zyklon B.[6] Hans Willy
Max Rieck stated that another fumigation was carried out in early summer 1941.[7] The delivery of
November 1941 was therefore probably one of the first deliveries.
For 1942, Setkiewicz mentions two travel permits for a 5-ton truck from Auschwitz to Dessau in order
to pick up Zyklon B. The first travel permit of 22 July was about “gas for the gassing of the camp for
the fight against the epidemic that has occurred” (“Gas zur Vergasung des Lagers, zur Bekämpfung der
aufgetretenen Seuche”) (p. 70). This confirms the use of the term “Vergasung” (gassing) in the context
of pest control, as I pointed out earlier.
The second order is a radio message of 29 July 1942 containing a number of typos. It granted “the
travel permit by truck from Auschwitz to Dessau to pick up gas which is urgently needed to disinfect
the camp” (“die Fahrtgenehmigung mit dem LKW von Auschwitz nach Dessau zur Abholung von Gas,
daß [sic] zur desinfizierung [sic] des Lagers dringendst erforderlich ist”).[8]
Setkiewicz notes that not even two tons of Zyklon B picked up in Dessau were entered in the
previously mentioned register of orders for consumables, which would mean that the two Zyklon B
deliveries of July 1942 hauled by truck contained not quite a metric ton of cargo each. It is possible, he
hypothesizes, that such small cargos, when seen in relation to the distance between Auschwitz and
Dessau, were due to an emergency situation (Setkiewicz says “interwencyjnych,” literally “of
intervention”) resulting in those orders not having been entered in the aforementioned register.
Setkiewicz then states that two more travel permits exist for 1942. The first, issued on 26 August, was
“for picking up material for special treatment” (“von zur Abholung Materialen für Sonderbeh.
[andlung]”; see Document 11 in the appendix of my upcoming book). The other of 2 October refers to
a 5-ton truck with trailer “for picking up materials for the resettlement of the Jews” (“zwecks Abholung
von Materialien für die Judenumsiedlung”; see Document 12 in the appendix of my upcoming book).
Strangely enough, he does not comment on these alleged “criminal traces,” so that I refer to what I
have set out elsewhere in this respect (Mattogno 2015a, pp. 214-228). Here I note only that the
orthodox interpretation of these two documents would require a double accounting for the purchase of
Zyklon B, one for disinfestation and the other for homicidal purposes. This not only makes little sense,
it is also inconsistent with the alleged intention of the SS to “camouflage” discussion of their activities,
which was supposedly done by using some sort of “code language.” Seen from that point of view, it
evidently would have been much easier to order all the Zyklon B for the purpose of disinfestation and
then allocate the required amount to the claimed homicidal gassings.
Setkiewicz merely notes that the above supplies are not listed in the register of orders for consumables,
and he concludes that in 1942 a quantity of Zyklon B was delivered to the camp which significantly
surpassed the 10,120 to 10,425 kg calculated by him (pp. 70f.), but as I demonstrated above, his
figures are erroneous to begin with.
For the year 1943, Setkiewicz cites two documents. A travel permit for a five-ton truck with trailer
from Auschwitz to Dessau and back to pick up material for disinfestation (“zwecks Abholung von
Materialien zur Desinfektion”) dated 7 January 1943 (see Document 13 in the appendix of my
upcoming book), and a travel permit for a five-ton truck from Auschwitz to Dessau to pick up Zyklon
(“zwecks Abholung von Zyklon”) of 30 July (see Document 14 in the appendix of my upcoming
book). These cargo trips are confirmed by two other documents, therefore we may assume that they
did indeed take place. Setkiewicz writes (p. 71):
“Both trucks had a freight capacity of five tons, the trailers two tons,[9] so in total they
theoretically could carry 14 tons of cargo, ie – after deducting the weight of packaging –
an amount almost equal to or even exceeding the gas deliveries during 1942. But there is
no reason to believe that these were the only such trips; it is most likely that subsequent
travel permits simply did not survive.”
Here he commits the same mistake that I explained above. If a crate with 30 cans of Zyklon B of 0.5
kg HCN each weighed 64 kg and contained 15 kg of HCN, then 14 tons of freight (14,080 kg, to adopt
round numbers) correspond to 220 crates, with a HCN content of (15 kg/crate × 220 crates =) 3,300
kg.
As for the rest, it is all too obvious that one can never categorically exclude the possibility of
additional deliveries whose documentation has not been preserved.

Setkiewicz then notes that
“based on a list of Zyklon B deliveries to German concentration camps that has been
preserved, it was assumed that the Auschwitz Camp received 7,478.6 kg of gas in 1942,
and 12,174.09 kg in 1943.[10] This list, however, only covers deliveries made by the
Testa Company, yet does not include purchases made directly from the Dessau factory or
other dealers. As has been shown above, these quantities, at least as regards 1942, are
decidedly low.” (p. 72)
It should be noted that the document cited by Setkiewicz – NI-11397 – is an affidavit of 18 October
1945 by Alfred Zaun, accountant of the Testa Company, in which he details the Zyklon B deliveries to
concentration camps during 1942 and 1943 (see Document 15 in the appendix of my upcoming book).
As for the quantities, Zaun refers to the actual content of hydrogen cyanide, so the 7,478.6 kg
delivered in 1942 corresponds to a gross weight of the cans of 21,367 kg (excluding packaging), a
figure almost twice that calculated by Setkiewicz.
It is also incorrect that deliveries picked up directly at the Dessau factory are not included in these
7,478.6 kg. In fact, Zaun declared (NI-11937):
“For the purchase and delivery of Zyklon the firm [Testa] depended directly on the
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Schädlingsbekämpfung Frankfurt upon Main (DEGESCH),
which, as the sole proprietor of the patent and the production license, had Zyklon
produced by the Dessauer Werke für Zucker und Chemische Industrie A.G. and the
Kaliwerke Kolin A.G. All orders that the firm Tesch & Stabenow (Testa) received from
the concentration camps and the SS organizations had to pass to DEGESCH; from time to
time, Testa submitted the orders for the quantities of Zyklon ordered, informing
DEGESCH about the can sizes requested and the delivery details. DEGESCH in turn took
the merchandise from the factory in Dessau or Kolin. The merchandise was then shipped
directly from factories in Dessau or Kolin to the end customer, and DEGESCH was sent a
shipping advice with a copy to Testa.”
This is confirmed by the series of documents headed “Versandanzeige über Zyklon B Gift” (shipping
advice for Zyklon B poison), which I mentioned earlier (Documents NI-9913A-B).
The DEGESCH had two major distributors, the Heerdt und Lingler GmbH of Frankfurt (“Heli”) and
the Tesch und Stabenow. Internationale Gesellschaft für Schädlingsbekämpfung (“Testa”) of Hamburg,
who had divided the market: Heli was operating in the territories west of the Elbe River, while Testa
supplied customers in the territories to the east of the Elbe, including the Sudetengau, the General
Government (occupied Poland), the Reichskommissariat Ostland (occupied territories of the USSR),
as well as Denmark, Finland and Norway. Due to the Auschwitz Camp’s location, it fell within the
commercial jurisdiction of Testa. Hence, all Zyklon B deliveries which the camp administration of
Auschwitz had picked up directly from Dessau fell in the accounts of the Testa Company. Even the
document quoted by Setkiewicz speaks explicitly of “DEGESCH delivery of Zyklon to concentration
camps by the Testa Company.” However, at least for one camp the data contained in it are incomplete,
because it is established that Testa supplied the Lublin-Majdanek Camp with 2,211 kg of Zyklon B in
1942, and with 4,500 kg in 1943 (Graf/Mattogno 2012, pp. 200-203.), while the list in Document
NI-11937 contains no deliveries at all for 1942, and only 1,627.5 kg for 1943.
For 1944, Setkiewicz writes with reference to Franciszek Piper’s deliberations about “Zyklon B as a
means of extermination” (in Długoborski/Piper 1995, Vol. III, pp. 165-170):
“We don’t know much about the Zyklon deliveries during the year 1944; according to
research by F. Piper, the camp received 2,263 kg of gas in four deliveries during that year;
independent of these, the company ‘Azot’ of Jaworzno delivered 1,155 kg of Zyklon
between August 1943 and April 1944 to Auschwitz Concentration Camp.” (p. 72)
Piper refers to the invoices of 14 February, 13 March, 30 April (in three delivery batches) and 31 May
1944, which I summarize below along with the delivery dates, noting that shipments involved a gross
weight of 832 kg (net 555 kg), for larger shipments respectively of 896 kg (net 598 kg), for a total of
3,392 (net 2,263 kg) (ibid., Note 620, p. 167).
He makes the same mistake here as well, as explained earlier, by confounding the weight of the cans

with their HCN content, which was actually only 1,185 kg, as shown in the following table:
Table 3: Documented Zyklon-B deliveries to the Auschwitz
Camp in 1944
Delivery Date

Invoice Date

No. of Cans HCN [kg]

14 February 1944 14 February 1944 390

195

8 March 1944

13 March 1944

420

210

20 March 1944

30 April 1944

390

195

11 April 1944*

30 April 1944

390

195

27 April 1944

30 April 1944

390

195

31 May 1944

31 May 1944

390

195

Total

2,370

1,185

* see Document 16 in the appendix of my upcoming book

The shipments were made by DEGESCH through the Dessau factory to the attention of SSObersturmführer Kurt Gerstein. The recipient was the Depatment for Disinfestation and Pest Control
Auschwitz (Abt. Entwesung und Entseuchung). The bills were attached by Gerstein to his famous
report of April 26, 1945 (PS-1553).
Little is known about the supply of 1,155 kg of Zyklon B by the company “Azot” of Jaworzno. Piper
merely repeats what the investigating judge Jan Sehn wrote, who in turn evidently quoted the
indictment against Höss. In a footnote, Sehn stated that the chemical plants at Jaworzno “delivered a
total of 1,155 kg of Zyklon to Auschwitz between 3 August 1943 and 24 April 1944” (Sehn 1956,
Note 2, p. 109). Further details of these supplies are unknown. It is unlikely, however, that they had
not passed through the Tesch company.
In a footnote Setkiewicz explains:
“In 1944, another modern disinfectant was already being used for the disinfection of
barracks, which was the German equivalent of the American DDT, the ‘Lauseto.’ During
that year, the Auschwitz Camp’s department in charge of pest control (‘Referat für
Schädlingsbekämpfung der Waffen SS und Polizei Auschwitz O/S’) received 9 tons of
this chemical on 18 April 1944, 15 tons on 21 August 1944 – and 2 tons on 3 October
1944 for the camp’s pharmacy. Archive of Bayer in Leverkusen, letter by Paulsen [a
company executive?] to the lawyer Dr. Nele of 24 November 1947 with a brief list of the
deliveries.” (Note 105, p. 72)
At least one document exists mentioning the use of this substance. It is from 26 July 1944, and
headlined “Inmate Infirmary BII/a. Auschwitz II. Monthly report on the H[ungarian]. Jews temporarily
accommodated in the camp.” (“HKB Ambulanz BII/a. Auschwitz II. Monatsbericht über
vorübergehend im Lager untergebrachte u[ngarische]. Juden”), which reads (some of the text is
illegible; GARF, 7021-108-32, p. 76):
“During the period under review, /26 June to 26 July 1944/ of …… on average 2,500
Hungar. Jews ready for transport in the camp in 3 blocks, remaining 3 - 10 days in the
camp. They are subjected to a thorough medical examination and are monitored for lice
both on admission and on dismissal. Daily monitoring for fever and lice; lice bearers are
deloused in the camp’s own delousing facility, clothes and underwear are disinfected in
steam vessels and impregnated wth Lauseto.”
“In der Berichtszeit /26.Juni bis 26.Juli 1944/ vo…… durchschnittlich 2500 ungar. Juden
transportbereit im Lager in 3 Blocks, verbleiben 3 - 10 Tage im Lager. Sie wurden jeweils
bei Zugang und Abgang einer genauen ärztlichen Untersuchung unterzogen und auf Läuse
kontrolliert. Tägl. Fieber und Läusekontrolle ermittelte Läuseträger in der lagereigenen
Entlausungsanlage entlaust, Kleider und Wäsche im Dampfkessel desinfiziert und lausetoimprägniert.”

In 1944, other pesticides were used in Auschwitz as well, such as Areginal, which is based on
ethylformiate. In the letter by Tesch & Stabenow to the Auschwitz Central Construction Office of June
13, 1944 we read about this:[11]
“We have noted that the gassing chambers are to be arranged also for AREGINAL
gassing. Your garrison surgeon has not yet approached us in this matter, but on the 9th of
this month we received instructions from the Surgeon General SS and Police, the Top
Hygienist, to include the additional AREGINAL devices. No modifications of the gassing
chambers are necessary; only the AREGINAL gassing unit has to be installed. You will
receive an appropriate installation drawing when the AREGINAL units have been
supplied by the manufacturer. For the sake of completeness, we inform you here that the
price of the AREGINAL unit amounts to RM 27.-, and the steel requirements are 12
kilograms.”
In 1944, a shortwave delousing device was also introduced at Auschwitz (Kurzwellen-Entlausung; see
Nowak 1998). These innovations undoubtedly reduced the need for Zyklon B.
Setkiewicz informs us that at Auschwitz, Zyklon B was stored on the ground floor of the so-called old
theater building (Theatergebäude), or in the storage area of the SS hospital’s basement (SS-Revier).
The camp pharmacist Dr. Viktor Capesius was in charge of it.
On the alleged homicidal use of Zyklon B, the author mentions a testimony that borders on comedy:
“Initially, Zyklon was introduced into the gas chambers by the simplest methods: the
former detainee Antoni Szwajnoch, in 1942 assigned to the ‘Kanada I’ commando,
testified that, after the beginning of the extermination activities in the ‘Red House’ and in
the ‘White House’ [Bunkers I & II], he received the order from time to time to withdraw a
few cans of Zyklon from the stock at the theater building, after which he had to run with
them on the road to Brzezinka (Birkenau), while an SS guard watched him riding a
bicycle at his side.” (p. 72)
Subsequently, however, Zyklon B was delivered to the alleged gas chambers using ambulances bearing
Red Cross symbols, which at the camp were colloquially called “sankas” (Sanitätskraftwagen). The
inmates of the disinfestation commando took four or five crates from the theater building and brought
them in a wheelbarrow to the ‘Kanada I’ area, where they were loaded into an ambulance car.
Setkiewicz informs us:
“In those parts of the register of the camp’s motor pool [Fahrbereitschaft] which have
been preserved (for the period of 30 May to 17 August 1943) 591 trips of this type of
vehicle [presumably ambulances] are logged. It is likely that the majority of them was for
purposes unrelated to the delivery of Zyklon to the gas chambers: [trips to] subcamps for
the supply of medicines for dispensaries located there, for the transport of prisoners’
corpses (Totentransport) to Katowice or other neighboring cities. The majority of records
(324), however, concern trips within the camp area (Lagerbereich), made mostly on behalf
of the SS hospital. Unfortunately, it does not contain any information on the transport of
Zyklon.
However, this should not surprise us, particularly because the clerk assigned to the register
had been instructed to avoid creating any record that attests to the operation of an
extermination center at Birkenau.” (pp. 72f.)
This explanation is rather naive, because hydrogen-cyanide-disinfestation gas chambers existed at
Birkenau (in Buildings BW 5a and 5b), to which Zyklon B was supplied in a normal fashion.
Therefore, if there had been a need to “camouflage” Zyklon-B deliveries, they could have been easily
record as deliveries to these delousing installations instead of to the alleged homicidal gas chambers.
The fact is that among the extant records “there are no clear references to selections or the operation of
[homicidal] gas chambers” (p. 73).
Setkiewicz then writes that
“former detainees assigned to work at the gas chambers or at the disinfestation chambers
recalled that the Zyklon granules, after their use, were collected in containers, transported
to the theater building warehouse, and shipped back to the manufacturer. However, we

have been unable to find traces of these transports in the camp’s documents.” (p. 73)
This was standard procedure; the granules were sent to the manufacturer at Dessau as “spent Zyklon”
(“verbrauchtes Zyklon”; see Document 17). This recycling procedure, however, is not mentioned by
any of the main witnesses of the so-called Sonderkommando of Auschwitz allegedly involved in the
claimed homicidal gassings.

Document 17: German Army waybill for the return of spent Zyklon B from the Majdanek
Camp to the manufacturer, February 2, 1943
As in the case of firewood supplies for cremation, the total deliveries of Zyklon B do not enable
inference of anything and do not provide the slightest clue about the alleged homicidal gassings. To

make this clear, I give a simple example.
According to the cost estimate for the extension of the PoW camp of the Waffen SS at Auschwitz
(Kostenvoranschlag zum Ausbau des Kriegsgefangenenlagers der Waffen-SS in Auschwitz) of 1
October 1943, the following barracks existed at the Birkenau Camp:
Table 4: Volume of buildings at the Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp
Building

Number and Type of Building Volume per Building Total Volume

BW 3a BA I

30 dwelling barracks

1,034.00 m3

31,020.0 m3

BW 4a

3 storage barracks

2,106.20 m3

6,318.6 m3

BW 6a

5 wash barracks

582.00 m3

2,910.0 m3

BW 7a

5 toilet barracks

582.00 m3

2,910.0 m3

BW 3b

25 dwelling barracks

1,032.60 m3

25,815.0 m3

BW 4a

2 Wirtschafsbaracken

1,032.60 m3

2,065.2 m3

BW 4b

2 storage barracks

1,032.60 m3

2,065.2 m3

BW 8a

1 morgue barracks

1,032.60 m3

1,032.6 m3

BW 12c

4 infirmary barracks

1,032.60 m3

4,130.4 m3

BW 12c

2 infirmary barracks

405.00 m3

810.0 m3

BW 12e

2 quarantine barracks

1,593.75 m3

3,187.5 m3

BW 12f

2 block leader barracks

406.00 m3

812.0 m3

1,032.60 m3

139,40 m3

BW 3d BA II 135 dwelling barracks
BW 4c

9 barracks of domestic economy 1,381.50 m3

12,433.5 m3

BW 6b

14 wash barracks

1,032.60 m3

14,546.4 m3

BW 7b

14 toilet barracks

1,032.60 m3

14,546.4 m3

BW 12a

11 infirmary barracks

470.40 m3

5,174.4 m3

BW 12d

12 block leader barracks

406.00 m3

4,872.0 m3

BW 34a

4 effects barracks

1,032.60 m3

4,130.4 m3

Total:

278,180.6 m3

To this we must add about 30 barracks of the camp’s SS garrison, hence 1,032.60 m3 × 30 ≈ 31,000
m3.
The Main Camp consisted of 28 masonry blocks of two floors each with basement. They measured
45.10 m × 13.84 m externally, hence had a total area of 624.18 m2. For the height of the rooms we can
assume 3 m, so that the total volume of each floor was 624.18 m2 × 3 m = 1872.54 m3; for 28 blocks
of three floors each this yields 1872.54 m3 × 3 × 28 = 157,293.36 m3, which we can round down to
150,000 m3 when considering the presence of partitions.[12] At Monowitz there were 67 barracks plus
a few other buildings, so we can assume a total volume of approximately 1032.60 × 67 = 69,200 m3.
In practice, therefore, the camps of Auschwitz, Birkenau and Monowitz alone already had buildings
with a total volume of at least approximately 500,000 m3. One complete disinfestation of these camps
with the standard amount of 8 g HCN per m3 would therefore have required almost 4 metric tons of
Zyklon B (net HCN content).

In another study, I demonstrated that the Zyklon-B disinfestation chambers in existence at Auschwitz
on 9 January 1943 would have required more than 11 metric tons of Zyklon B per year when used
once a day. The known deliveries of Zyklon B are thus not at all out of proportion to the camp’s
innocuous disinfestation needs, quite to the contrary. This story was put into circulation already in the
second half of 1945 by the Americans during their investigations in preparation of the trial against
Bruno Tesch et al. The interrogations of Joachim Drosihn, chief chemist of the Tesch company, and of
Bruno Tesch by U.S. investigators clearly show the nature of the Holocaust myth of that era, for we
find there the claims that
• 5 (five) million people were allegedly gassed at Auschwitz;
• therefore, the Zyklon-B supplies to this camp served mostly for those gassings;
• those gassings allegedly took place in “shower rooms”; during an interrogation of 17 October
1945, U.S. Captain A.W. Freud asked Drosihn how many “shower rooms” (Duschräume) he
personally had converted into gas chambers![13]

Conclusion
Setkiewicz’s summary at the end of his article is not exactly flattering to the Holocaust historiography:
“Although many years have passed since the war ended, the researchers [of the Auschwitz
Museum] have failed to find any major body of documents in the archives on the basis of
which the entire extermination process at the Auschwitz Concentration Camp can be
described accurately. In view of the many gaps in the archival materials that are crucial to
our understanding of this issue, we are left with hundreds and thousands of witness
reports, first of all by former inmates, or the testimonies by members of the SS, who were
either in marginal or in permanent contact with the crematoria and the gas chambers.
These reports, however, although most are credible and complement each other, contain –
by their very nature – a number of inaccuracies and errors (especially with regard to the
chronology), so in the end they cannot be considered as absolutely sufficient
historiographical sources.”
As a small consolation, the author says that
“the testimonies referred to above, however, can be supported – as demonstrated above –
by references [wzmiankami] contained in the documents of the various groups of the
camp’s files which, although certainly rare, are at once immensely important. Only
together, when analyzed in conjunction, these documents and the testimonies of the
former detainees permit to reconstruct the course of events and to understand the
magnitude of the crimes committed at Auschwitz.” (pp. 73f.)
Thus, everything is reduced to testimonies which are completely inadequate as historical sources, and
to scattered “references” in documents (Pressac’s “criminal traces”?).
The end of Setkiewicz’s article clearly shows his actual intent: to respond to revisionism without
mentioning it:
“To those who still doubt, the following question can be asked: if Auschwitz was merely a
simple ‘labor camp,’ then what were those ‘field furnaces,’ the ‘gassing rooms,’ the
‘mortuary chambers’ and the ‘bathing installations’; what purposes did the ‘material for
special treatment’ or ‘material for the resettlement of the Jews’ really serve, which was
ordered from the Cyklon factory at Dessau in thousands of kilograms; why were
considerable quantities of firewood transported by truck to the Sonderkommando, while at
the same time thousands of tons of coke were delivered to the cremation furnaces?”
If the SS had nothing to hide at Auschwitz, Setkiewicz concludes, they would not have invented
“complicated euphemisms,” but since they invented them, they tried to “hide the traces of
unprecedented crimes” (p. 74), which means that the “proof” par excellence for the alleged gassings at
Auscwhitz is reduced to those alleged “euphemisms”!
If Setkiewicz, in addition to asking questions, were also willing to listen to the answers, he would
know that all the issues he raised were dealt with and explained in depth in their historical and
documentary manifestations by those same unnamed revisionists.

As for me, here are the references:
• “Field furnaces” (Feldöfen): in addition to what I pointed out earlier, see Mattogno 2015b, esp.
pp. 100f.; Mattogno 2015a, pp. 363f.; Mattogno 2008, pp. 31-49.
• “Gassing rooms” (Vergasungsräume): as I explained elsewhere (Mattogno 2015b, pp. 24f.),
Setkiewicz pretends to be ignorant of the fact that this term was used for the disinfestation gas
chambers of Buildings BW 5a and 5b at Birkenau.
• “Mortuary chambers” (Leichenhallen, Leichenkeller): insisting that these terms were
“euphemisms,” following Jean-Claude Pressac’s studies, can only be an indication of bad faith.
• “Bathing installations” (“Badeanstalten für Sonderaktionen”): see Mattogno 2015b, Section
7.3., pp. 190-194; Mattogno 2015a, same chapter, pp. 206-212.
• “Material for special treatment ” (Material für Sonderbehandlung)”: see Mattogno 2015b,
Section 7.5, “Material für Sonderbehandlung,” pp. 198-202; Mattogno 2015a, same section, pp.
214-219.
• “Material for the resettlement of the Jews” (Materialien für Judenumsiedlung): see Chapter IV
in my upcoming book.
• Finally, with regard to the supply of Zyklon B, firewood and coke, I refer to what I have stated
in the total of my upcoming book.
The best mainstream treatment on the issue of coke, firewood and Zyklon B deliveries to Auschwitz is
thus totally inconsistent and utterly unable even to scratch the surface of revisionist critiques.

Archives
AGK:

Archiwum Głównej Komisji Badania Zbrodni Przeciwko Narodowi Polskiemu Instytutu
Pamieci Narodowej, Archive of the Central Commission of Inquiry into the Crimes
against the Polish People – National Monument, Warsaw

APMO: Archiwum Państwowego Muzeum Oświęcim-Brzezinka, Archive of the National Museum
of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Auschwitz
GARF:

Gosudarstvenni Archiv Rossiskoi Federatsii, State Archive of the Russian Federation,
Moscow

RGVA: Rossiiskoi Gosudarstvennoi Voennyi Arkhiv, Russian State War Archive, Moscow
TNA:

The National Archives, Kew, Richmond, UK, former Public Record Office
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Notes
[1]

Tätigkeitsbericht vom 5. Juli bis 11. Juli 1940 by Bauleiter August Schlachter of 12 July
1940. RGVA, 502-1-214, p. 97.

[2]

In the Polish text “dezynfekowano.” Setkiewicz repeatedly uses terms related to disinfection
(dezynfekcja) instead of those related to disinfestation (dezynsekcja).

[3]

Sonderbefehl of 12 August 1942. RGVA, 502-1-32, p. 300.

[4]

Kommandantur-Befehl No. 2/42 of 22 January 1942. RGVA, 502-1-36, p. 4.

[5]

The source given by Setkiewicz is the register of orders for consumables (Verbrauchsmittel),
APMO, D-AuI-4.

[6]

Deposition of 24 October 1945. TNA, WO 309/1603.

[7]

Deposition of 22 October 1945, ibid.

[8]

AGK, NTN, 94, p. 168; see Document 10 in the appendix of my upcoming book.

[9]

APMA-B. D-Au I-4/1a, Card 35.

[10] In other affidavits, the figures provided by A. Zaun are slightly different: 12,174.9
(NI-11396, p. 2); 12,183.4 kg (NI-11889, p. 10).
[11] RGVA, 502-1-333, pp. 30-30a. Cf. Mattogno 2015a, pp. 183f. and Document 35 on pp. 711f.
[12] For the fumigation of buildings, however, external measures were taken to calculate the
volume.
[13] TNA, WO 309/1603, interrogation of B. Tesch dated 26 September 1945, p. 7, and
interrogation of J. Drosihn dated 17 October 1945, p. 2.

American Famine and the Failure of the New Deal
by Kerry R. Bolton

Two of the great myths of recent history are that:
1. Germany achieved economic recovery through rearmament;
2. Roosevelt overcame the Depression through his New Deal social reforms.
These assumptions are in inverse proportion to actuality. Germany achieved economic
recovery in a similar way the Labour Government in New Zealand did at about the same
time: state credit for public works without recourse to debt. This system in Germany has
been explained in some detail in a prior article at Inconvenient History.[1]
The public works that were funded through several different types of non-usurious credit
in Germany were not of the character of military preparation. For example concomitant
with the myth of economic recovery through war production, it is generally believed that
the autobahns were constructed to promptly allow for the transport of tanks and other
heavy military equipment for a long planned war. Dr. Frederick Spotts who, like other
mainstream historians shedding new light on such subjects feels obliged to interpolate
his scholarship with pointless quips and clichéd opinions lest he be damned as a Nazi
apologist, debunks such assumptions about war expenditure in regard to the autobahns.
He points out that the features of the autobahns were designed for aesthetic and
ecological reasons, not to quickly move tanks and cannon about Germany to a projected
war front:
“The autobahns were therefore intended not so much to facilitate cars going
from one place to another as to show off the natural and architectural beauty
of the country. Routes were chosen to go through attractive areas without
disturbing the harmony of hills, valleys and forests. Lay-bys were created
for travellers to stop and admire the panorama. In some cases the roadway
itself made a detour, despite additional cost, to offer a particularly
impressive view. Great effort went into construction so as to minimize the
damage to the environment. Landscape architects vetted the plans,
directional signs were discrete and service stations were made as
inconspicuous as possible. Bridges and overpasses were built not only to fit
in with the landscape but also to be architectural achievements in
themselves…”[2]
Dr. Spotts points out that the autobahn routes “did not run to likely front lines.” The
surfaces were too thin to support tanks and other heavy vehicles. During the war the
roads, having shiny, white surfaces, had to be camouflaged with paint to prevent their
use as routes for enemy aircraft.[3]
A promotional video produced by the US government to highlight the projects and
programs of the Roosevelt's New Deal during the Great Depression
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wF80co_Y_Bc)
The major problems of food imports that plagued both Italy and Germany were
addressed by “internal colonization.” While allegedly up to 7,000,000 kulaks were being
collectivised to death in the USSR, Germany and Italy sought to build up a prosperous
and expanding peasantry by improved methods of cultivation, and by vast land

reclamation schemes. Under Sovietization, the peasantry was being eliminated as a
reactionary class; under Fascism the peasantry was being upheld as the foundation of a
healthy folk. The “idiocy of rural life,” as Karl Marx had termed it, despite attempts at
rationalisation by Marxist revisionists, was regarded as the ideal under Fascism, and this
rural idealism pertained not only to states such as Italy, Germany, Petain’s France,
Franquist Spain, Dollfuss’ Austria, Salazar’s Portugal, Peron’s Argentina and Vargas’
Brazil; but Mosley’s Fascism, Romania’s Iron Guard, Norway’s Nasjonal Samling, and
other such movements that regarded agriculture as of primary significance both in terms
of national survival, and the physical and moral health of the people. Therefore where
Fascist or at least corporatist states emerged, they enacted charters for those who worked
the land. The reforms inaugurated by Petain, Vargas and Peron remain the basis of
modern France, Brazil and Argentina respectively.
Under Italy’s Integral Land Reclamation, started in 1929, ex-servicemen were settled on
reclaimed land with grants, and communities were built with full amenities. Most
famous of the projects was the malaria ridden Pontine Marshes. The first model
township built there was Littoria, “a reasonably flourishing township of ex-servicemen
and their families drawn from all parts of Italy.” It stood amidst a network of roads and
irrigation canals, “overlooking cultivated fields in a region which less than seven years
ago was a pestiferous, malarial swamp, haunted by fever-stricken wraiths of neglected
humanity…”[4]
After World War II, in an effort to efface Fascism, Littoria was renamed Latina, and is
today a thriving city of over 115,000 inhabitants, and remains an important centre for
agriculture. The city’s motto is “Latina olim palus;” “Latina, once a swamp.”
Of the “Battle of the Grain,” Munro stated that this initiative started in mid-1925. In
1922, the year of the Fascist assumption to government, Italy produced 44 million
quintals of grain, but needed to import 33 million, to make up the required 75 million.
By 1925 this had escalated to over 65 million. In 1932 Italy had achieved the goal of
self-sufficiency with 75,151,000 quintals. Henceforth, Italy embarked on “The Integral
Battle for Agriculture.”[5]
Of Germany Dr. Anna Bramwell in her seminal book Blood and Soil: Walther Darré &
Hitler’s Green Party, writes that Germany
“…proceeded to introduce laws establishing hereditary farm tenure for
small and medium sized farms. The wholesale food industry was virtually
abolished, and a marketing system established which set prices and
controlled quality. … A back-to-the-land programme was introduced, which
established viable peasant settlements, and poured money into the rural
infrastructure where the settlements were located. A drive to increase
peasant productivity was introduced, which was remarkably successful in
coaxing more productivity per hectare from the land, and in increasing
intensive agriculture…"[6]
Marketing in Italy and Germany was efficiently undertaken through corporatist organs
involving all sectors of agricultural production and distribution. Of Germany Dr. Arthur
Laurie wrote in 1939:
“On the 13th September, 1933, the German Government enacted as the
basic law for agriculture, the National Food Corporation Act which decided
the provisional constitution of this organisation. Thus the Corporation was
lifted from the level of a voluntary organisation to the position of a public
body. The National Food Corporation became a compulsory institution for
the persons affected, and is subject to official supervision. Therefore the

National Food Corporation includes not only the productive group - that is
agriculture itself - but also all those groups which are in any way concerned
with providing the German nation with food. They comprise the groups
engaged in the manufacture of various commodities out of these products as
well as those concerned with the distribution to the consumer. By reason of
this co-operation, the National Food Corporation forms a body consisting of
producers, manufacturers and distributors all of whom are of equal
importance within this organisation.”[7]
In the Fascist and corporatist states farmers were secured from foreclosure. Regarding
the German legislation,
“…in order to put agricultural estates on a sound economic basis it was
necessary to regulate indebtedness. The Act of June 1, 1933, makes it
possible to reduce debts to a level in accordance with safety and to ensure
their repayment from the yield without endangering the farmer’s livelihood.
There are two ways of doing this. On the one hand there is a procedure for
reducing debts by which the creditor voluntarily grants a remission, making
it possible to draw up a plan for paying off what is owed. On the other hand
if a reduction of debts is necessary and the creditors are not willing to grant
remissions, there is a procedure for compulsory adjustment. The debt
regulation aims at freeing the owners of farms, woods and market gardens,
who need relief from their debts to such an extent that, after paying for the
upkeep of their families, they may pay off their debts according to the
adjustment plan from the yield of their land. The plan for the abolition of
debt is supplemented by protection from distraint for agriculture, so as to
prevent property being confiscated and things beings auctioned which are
necessary for the running of the farm.”[8]
In the pluto-democracies at the same time matters were much different. The problem that
the USA and Britain sought to resolve was what to do with farmers and farm workers
driven off the land through lack of markets while masses went hungry. It was the
unresolvable paradox – for the plutocracies – of “poverty amidst plenty.” John Hargrave,
the British Social Credit crusader, chronicled in his Depression-era book Social Credit
Explained, the manner by which states throughout the world were paying farmers to
destroy their crops, some examples being:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The destruction of 100,000 pigs in the Netherland, 1932.
2,000,000 and 4,000,000 little pigs destroyed in USA, 1933.
225,000 sheep slaughtered in Britain, 1933.
25,000 cattle incinerated, Denmark, 1933.
5,0000 lambs driven into sea, New Zealand, 1933.
France fines farmers for increasing acreage, 1933.
USA ploughs in 25% of cotton crop, 1933.
Potato growers fined £15,000 for exceeding acreage allowed by the Potato
Marketing Board, Britain, 1935.[9]

In 1933, while Fascist Italy was engaged in the “Battle for Wheat,” The Daily Express in
Britain carried the headline: “Innumerable schemes for the restriction of wheat acreage.”
While Italy was reclaiming malarial marshlands for cultivation and settlement, The Daily
Express reported in 1932 that between 1919 and 1930 2,5000,000 acres of English arable
land were to go out of cultivation, which the newspaper described as an “enormous
sabotage of food supplies.”[10]
British historian Piers Brendon states of Depression-era USA:

“In Iowa a bushel of corn was worth less than a packet of chewing gum.
Apples and peaches rotted in the orchards of Oregon and California, just as
cotton did in the fields of Texas and Oklahoma. Western ranchers killed
their cattle and sheep because they could not pay to feed them. Yet there
was hunger amidst abundance. Broad lines stretched under choking grain
elevators. Malnutrition and associated diseases like rickets and pellagra
were commonplace…”[11]
Miners in Kentucky and Pennsylvania ate weeds. Others scavenged from restaurant bins.
In Kansas farmers burnt wheat, now worthless, to keep warm. Corn, being cheaper than
coal, was used on fires.[12]
The one place in the USA that was an exception had adopted what is often sneeringly
regarded as “fascist” type methods. Huey Long, Governor of Louisiana; was “quite
impervious to the constraints of economic orthodoxy.”[13] He built huge public works
schemes: hospitals, schools, highways; and obliged the banks to co-operate. As a
Senator he condemned the Federal Reserve Bank system as responsible for the Great
Depression and as being controlled by international finance. However, Long, whose
“Share-the-Wealth” movement threatened Roosevelt’s re-election to the presidency in
1936, was shot in 1935. Long hoped to unite with the “radio priest” Father Charles
Coughlin,[14] whose own mass movement, the National Union for Social Justice, was
also regarded as a major threat by Roosevelt. Father Coughlin was silenced through a
deal reached between Roosevelt and The Vatican, and dutifully returned to being a
humble parish priest on orders from his superiors.[15]

American Famine
The “dust bowl” devastation of American farmers and their departure from the land was
made famous by John Steinbeck in his 1939 novel The Grapes of Wrath. While we
might have read it as school students, we were too young to draw lessons from it, and
now the older generation is too ignorant to draw lessons from it. The Joad family, like
thousands of others, pack up and leave their farm, and travel to California, where the
prospect of picking oranges makes this seem to be the Promised Land. Families are split,
and the young and the elderly die. Steinbeck got to know the situation intimately when
he was writing a series of articles on American migrant workers for the San Francisco
Chronicle.
Any picking of oranges undertaken by migrant workers in California under the New
Deal would have been for the purposes of dumping. Father Coughlin, who started out as
a supporter of Roosevelt and advocate for the New Deal which he had called “Christ’s
Deal,” became, with Huey Long, the most effective critic of the New Deal and the
Roosevelt Administration. His magazine, Social Justice, obtained a circulation of
200,000 and was denied postal access in an effort to silence him. Coughlin’s primary
aim was to establish a state credit system, and allow the starving the purchasing power to
purchase what was being produced instead of it being dumped for lack of buyers. His
inspiration was traditional Catholic social doctrine, which related a great deal to
opposition to usury and to establishing a just price. In Coughlin’s Social Justice, there
was a column called “Ham and Eggs,” written by Marek Martin. The column started:
“Millions of tons of good fruit are destroyed to keep prices high whole nearby poor
suffer rickets for want of orange juice.”[16]
Anecdotally Martin wrote of a local “ragpicker” and himself standing on a pile of organs
15 feet high and a mile and a quarter long. The ragpicker remarked: “They’ve been
dumpin’ every day for the last three months – generally around twenty of these big six-

ton trucks a day. Oranges are better this year than last, but there’s lots more dumping.
Can’t figure it out…” Someone at a local diner commented to Martin, questioning why
the price of oranges could be so high? “Why, they’re dumping them in the river bed…
and spraying crankcase oil on them so they aren’t usable. Prices shouldn’t be high.
People just don’t have anything to use for money, that’s all.” Of the stacks of oranges,
“tons and tons” were rotting in the sun, observed Martin. Oranges, “as far as the eye
could see.” The packing firm for Orange County paid someone $75 per month to spray
the dumped oranges every night so nobody could come and eat them. Everywhere
Martin was surrounded by oranges, “a thousand trees to grow a million oranges, to go
into the dump.”
“I thought of the hovels I had seen in Los Angeles… the miserable shacks
where forgotten American families live like animals and never buy a piece
of fresh meat from one year’s end to the next. I thought there ought to be
some way to get oranges to those people. I thought that was about the most
important thing in the world – to get the things there are into the hands of
the people who need them.”[17]
The ragpicker remarked: “We just got frozen out, that’s all. The oranges did and I did. I
ain’t complainin’, I get along, and I still got my wife – married thirty-seven years now,
and that’s a lot. But I sure wish the people who wants them oranges, and me, had
somethin’ to use for money.”[18]
That was 1938. The New Deal had been going since 1933, the year Hitler assumed
Government. The New Deal answer after five years of ad hoc legislation was still to
dump and destroy produce while people starved, and while farmers were dispossessed.

Huey Long’s Condemnation
The early New Deal architects had looked at Fascist Italy and attempted to apply some
corporatist half-measures. What was offered was what is now called “corporate
liberalism.” [19] Long saw the New Deal as no better than that of the previous
administration. He condemned the destruction of food while the people went hungry:
“…Why, do you think this Roosevelt’s plan for plowing up cotton, corn, and
wheat; and for pouring milk in the river, and for destroying and burying
hogs and cattle by the millions, all while people starve and go naked - do
you think those plans were the original ideas of this Roosevelt
administration? If you do, you are wrong. The whole idea of that kind of
thing first came from Hoover’s administration. Don’t you remember when
Mr. Hoover proposed to plow up every fourth row of cotton? We laughed
him into scorn. President Roosevelt flayed him for proposing such a thing in
the speech which he made from the steps of the capitol in Topeka, Kans.
And so we beat Mr. Hoover on his plan. But when Mr. Roosevelt started on
his plan, it was not to plow up every fourth row of cotton as Hoover tried to
do. Roosevelt’s plan was to plow up every third row of cotton, just onetwelfth more cotton to be plowed up than Hoover proposed. Roosevelt
succeeded in his plan.
So it has been that while millions have starved and gone naked; so it has
been that while babies have cried and died for milk; so it has been that while
people have begged for meat and bread, Mr. Roosevelt’s administration has
sailed merrily along, plowing under and destroying the things to eat and to
wear, with tear-dimmed eyes and hungry souls made to chant for this new

deal so that even their starvation dole is not taken away, and meanwhile the
food and clothes craved by their bodies and souls go for destruction and
ruin. What is it? Is it government? Maybe so. It looks more like St. Vitus
dance…”[20]
Long got shot; Coughlin got censured by his Church superiors in a new deal they made
with Roosevelt. Long’s aide Gerald L. K. Smith tried to keep the Long “Share the
Wealth” movement going, and held joint rallies with Coughlin but, despite the
dynamism of both Smith and Coughlin, the movement was destroyed by self-seeking
from within and Rooseveltian prosecution from without, until finally finished by Pearl
Harbor.

Lend Lease and War Spending
It was not a demo-liberal half-measure at trying to ape Fascist corporatism that
eventually dragged the USA out of crisis, along with the other democratic-plutocracies
but, on the contrary, the war machine of the military-industrial complex, which
Roosevelt had cranked up with the “Lend Lease” law in 1941. $50 billion was
appropriated by Congress for Lend-Lease for 38 countries of which $31 billion went to
Britain.
Robert M. Hutchins, president of the University of Chicago, and a leading opponent of
Lend-Lease at a time when 80% of the American people opposed U.S. intervention in
overseas quarrels, lambasted the Roosevelt administration, decrying the lack of funds for
rebuilding the USA, that suddenly became available for rearming other states against
Germany, and pointing out the failure of the New Deal:
“We have it on the highest authority that one-third of the nation is ill-fed,
ill-clothed, and ill-housed. The latest figures of the National Resources
Board show that almost 55 percent of our people are living on family
incomes of less than $1,250 a year. This sum, says Fortune magazine, will
not support a family of four. On this basis more than half our people are
living below the minimum level of subsistence. More than half the army
which will defend democracy will be drawn from those who have had this
experience of the economic benefits of ‘the American way of life’.
We know that we have had till lately 9 million unemployed and that we
should have them still if it were not for our military preparations. When our
military preparations cease, we shall, for all we know, have 9 million
unemployed again. In his speech on December 29, Mr. Roosevelt said,
'After the present needs of our defence are past, a proper handling of the
country’s peacetime needs will require all of the new productive capacity if not still more.' For ten years we have not known how to use the
productive capacity we had. Now suddenly we are to believe that by some
miracle, after the war is over, we shall know what to do with our old
productive capacity and what to do in addition with the tremendous
increases which are now being made. We have want and fear today. We
shall have want and fear ‘when the present needs of our defence are
past.”[21]
Hutchins was speaking in 1941 when still “one-third of the nation is ill-fed, ill-clothed,
and ill-housed.” The New Deal had failed, while the Fascist states prospered. Hutchins
alluded to even Roosevelt stating in his Lend-Lease speech that there had been no
“proper handling of the country’s peacetime needs.”

Indeed, Roosevelt in his press conference announcing Lend-Lease, in regard to concerns
as to lack of finance for war production, stated that no war in history was ever lost due to
insufficient money. He related how in 1914 stockbrokers were telling him that the war in
Europe would be over in a few weeks due to lack of finances; he wagered with them that
it would proceed. Roosevelt told the pressmen clearly that war production would stoke
up the American economy. He stated of the situation:
“Now we have been getting stories, speeches, et cetera, in regard to this particular war
that is going on, which go back a little bit to that attitude. It isn’t merely a question of
doing things the traditional way; there are lots of other ways of doing them. I am just
talking background, informally; I haven’t prepared any of this – I go back to the idea
that the one thing necessary for American national defense is additional productive
facilities; and the more we increase those facilities–factories, shipbuilding ways,
munition plants, et cetera, and so on – the stronger American national defense is’.[22]
Selling the Lend-Lease step to war to the American people as being in America’s
interests, Roosevelt explained:
“…Orders from Great Britain are therefore a tremendous asset to American
national defense; because they automatically create additional facilities. I
am talking selfishly, from the American point of view–nothing else.”[23]
To the question as to whether Lend-Lease brought the USA closer to war, Roosevelt
replied: “No, of course not.” He had to sell his Lend-Lease programme as an American
patriot; although many Americans knew he was obsessed with defeating Hitler
regardless of American interests. He stated to the pressmen that it was “a great deal of
nonsense” in thinking only of “traditional terms about finances.”
Here then is the lie exposed: It was the democracies that achieved economic recovery
only through war production. Hitler had seven years previously rejected “traditional
thinking about finance” by having the state issue bonds, script and credit of various
types, without recourse to private finance; somewhat similar to the New Zealand Labour
Government in 1935.[24] The autobahn, housing, land reclamation, and much else of a
peaceful nature went ahead, as it did in Italy, well before there was a war economy.
Conversely, the USA was stuck in a quagmire until Lend-Lease; then miraculously
“money” was found for war production. While the pluto-democracies could not find the
“money” for public works and to maintain consumer purchasing power, necessitating
factory closures and farm foreclosures; Roosevelt was suddenly able to find the “money”
for Lend-Lease, which had the spin-off affects in manufacturing clothing, boots, etc. He
was able to do this beyond the “tradition terms of economic thinking” for war
production, yet this could not be done during the Great Depression for peaceful
reconstruction.
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Anti-Gentiles Deny the 5 Million!
by Hadding Scott

Holocaustian Establishment and Organized Jewry Wound Themselves by Attacking
Trump
Leading Jewish Holocaustians recently attacked President Donald Trump for issuing a
statement on International Holocaust Remembrance Day that did not specify that the
victims were Jews. The result is that the public has been informed by Deborah Lipstadt
that the Holocaust is by definition an exclusively Jewish matter, and by Yehuda Bauer
that the old war propaganda alleging millions of non-Jewish victims was false—which
certainly will be cited in the future as a justification for questioning the Jewish claim of
6 million. This was a self-destructive assault by members of the Holocaustian
establishment against President Trump.
There are two fundamental versions of the Holocaust, one that was created for war
propaganda, which is not primarily about Jews, and a very different version that was
created for Zionist propaganda, which is all about Jews.
The Trump Administration issued a statement on International Holocaust Remembrance
Day that did not mention any particular ethnic group as the victims of the Holocaust.
Representatives of Jewish organizations immediately demanded that the presumed
oversight be corrected, but the Trump Administration refused to do this, stating that they
did not wish to commemorate Jewish deaths to the exclusion of the many non-Jewish
deaths in the Holocaust.
Deborah Lipstadt and others stated that the Holocaust was by definition about Jews
exclusively, because that is how they define it.
Yehuda Bauer of Israel's Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum even repudiated the
proposition that there were several million non-Jewish deaths in German concentration
camps, pinning the blame for the legend of the “5 million” on Simon Wiesenthal.
In fact the claim of millions of non-Jewish victims dates from the war itself. In early
propaganda about concentration camps, Jews sometimes were not mentioned at all.
What has happened is that the original story of German atrocities, which emphasized a
diversity of victims in order to convince non-Jews that the war was necessary, has
gradually been overshadowed by Zionist propaganda that essentially has no use for nonJewish victimhood.
The conflict between Trump and the Defenders of the Holocaust Faith is based on the
fact that Trump has adhered to something more or less resembling the original war
propaganda (which continues to exert influence because it was never authoritatively
repudiated) instead of embracing the currently prevalent Zionist propaganda.
By attacking Trump over this, they have called attention to an enormous change in the
Holocaust, which provides obvious justification for questioning other elements of the
story.

Jewish Criticism of Trump's Holocaust Statement

On 27 January 2017, International Holocaust Remembrance Day, the website of the
White House carried a statement in the name of President Donald Trump lamenting the
“depravity and horror inflicted on innocent people by Nazi terror” and expressing
gratitude to “those who risked their lives to save the innocent.”
Immediately there was complaining about Trump's statement, on the grounds that it did
not include the word Jews. He mentioned “innocent people” and “the perished,” but not
Jews.
Fifteen minutes after noon on the day when this statement was issued, Jonathan
Greenblatt, the CEO of the ADL (and a former aide to Barack Obama), tweeted:
“@WhiteHouse statement on #HolocaustMemorialDay, misses that it was
six million Jews who perished, not just 'innocent people'”
Greenblatt also tweeted that this was a break from what other U.S. presidents had done,
and called it “puzzling and troubling.”
Greenblatt did not mention that “International Holocaust Remembrance Day” was
declared only in 2005, which means that just two U.S. Presidents, Obama and the
younger Bush, ever issued any statement on the matter. This was not a venerable old
tradition that Trump violated.
Steven Goldstein, executive director of the Anne Frank Center for Mutual Tolerance,
seconded Greenblatt's criticism:
“How can you forget, Mr President, that six million Jews were murdered
because they were Jews? You chose the vague phrase ‘innocent people.’
They were Jews, Mr President.” (Guardian, 28 January 2017)
On Sunday, 29 January, John Podhoretz, editor of the American Jewish Committee's
organ Commentary, continued to kvetch about Trump's failure to mention Jews. (An
interesting detail here is that Podhoretz defines the Holocaust as “the effort by Nazi
Germany to eradicate Jews from the face of the earth.” Not from Europe, but from the
Earth, which presupposes the contention of quaint old war propaganda that Hitler
intended to conquer the entire planet. Podhoretz is not living in the real world.)

Trump Doubles Down
On Saturday, 28 January, the President's representative Hope Hicks told CNN that Jews
were not specifically mentioned because Jews were not the only victims of the
Holocaust. She supported that position by citing a 2015 article from the Huffington Post
(no friends of Trump) that referred to “5 million non-Jewish” victims.
On Sunday, Trump's chief of staff, Reince Priebus, appeared on Meet the Press where he
expressed sadness for “everyone’s suffering in the Holocaust including obviously, all of
the Jewish people.” Interviewer Chuck Todd prodded Priebus to say that there was regret
about how the statement had been worded, but he would not say that.
On Monday, Press Secretary Sean Spicer reacted angrily to the continuing criticism,
declaring:
“The statement was written with the help of an individual who is both
Jewish and the descendant of Holocaust survivors.”
The nitpicking of the statement, Spicer said, was pathetic and ridiculous.

On Monday, 6 February, a deputy assistant to the president, Sebastian Gorka, responded
angrily to the suggestion from Jewish talkshow host Michael Medved that Trump had
made a mistake:
“No, I’m not going to admit it,” Gorka said. “Because it’s asinine. It’s
absurd.... It’s only reasonable to twist it if your objective is to attack the
president.” (JTA, 7 February 2017)
On Tuesday, 7 February, Republicans in the House of Representatives also did not cave
in to Jewish pressure but supported President Trump when Democrats offered a
resolution that would state that the Holocaust was about Jews, and would call on the
White House to state the same.
A few leading Jews also criticized the Jewish critics.
Ronald Lauder, president of the World Jewish Congress and a personal acquaintance of
Trump's, defended the president against the criticism from ADL's Greenblatt:
"It does no honor to the millions of Jews murdered in the Holocaust to play
politics with their memory. Any fair reading of the White House statement
on International Holocaust Remembrance Day will see it appropriately
commemorates the suffering and the heroism that mark that dark chapter in
modern history.” (World Jewish Congress, 28 January 2017)
Fred Brown, a spokesman for the Republican Jewish Coalition, likewise accused
Trump's Jewish critics of subordinating Holocaust Remembrance to partisan politics:
“It’s outrageous that people are using Holocaust Remembrance Day for
partisan reasons or to try and settle scores.” (A. Phillip, Washington Post, 27
February 2017)
It seems entirely likely, as Lauder, Brown, and Gorka said, that the criticisms are in large
part politically motivated. Donald Trump's agenda of civic nationalism is one that Jews
in general do not appreciate.
***
It happened to be also on Holocaust Remembrance Day that Trump issued an executive
order halting visas from certain mostly Muslim countries, called a “refugee ban,” which
the mass media and several Jewish organizations attacked. Rachel Maddow on MSNBC
declared that Trump's executive order ignored a moral obligation to accept refugees
because of the Holocaust. Jewish Senator Charles Schumer gave a press conference
wherein he shed tears while complaining about this executive order, provoking Trump to
dub him Fake Tears Chuck. Of course Schumer eventually also chimed in with criticisms
of Trump's statement on the Holocaust.

Denying the Non-Jewish Holocaust
The first round of complaining seemed to be an attempt to pressure Trump into backing
down and giving to Jews the kind of obeisance to which they are accustomed. The
second round, after Trump's representatives indicated a refusal to submit, was more
vicious and more blatantly unreasonable. What is really important, however, is that the
conflict with Trump about the Holocaust has driven Jewish authorities to clarify their
own position. In general, lack of clarity and definition has been the friend of those who
promote the Holocaust, while clarity and definition make the story vulnerable to
criticism.

Deborah Lipstadt writes in The Atlantic (30 January 2017) :
“Holocaust denial is alive and well in the highest offices of the United
States. It is being spread by those in President Trump's innermost circle.”
Lipstadt complains that the Huffington Post's article about the forgotten “other” victims
of the Holocaust was basically anti-Semitic, because, she said, it implied that the Jews
were stealing the Holocaust for themselves.
Lipstadt explains that her definition of the Holocaust includes only Jews, because Jews
and only Jews, she says, were killed categorically and without provocation:
“There were indeed millions of innocent people whom the Nazis killed in
many horrific ways, some in the course of the war and some because the
Germans perceived them—however deluded their perception—to pose a
threat to their rule. They suffered terribly. But that was not the Holocaust.
“The Holocaust was… an organized program with the goal of wiping out a
specific people. Jews did not have to do anything to be perceived as worthy
of being murdered… The point was not, as in occupied countries, to get rid
of people because they might mount a resistance to Nazism, but to get rid of
Jews because they were Jews.”
Lipstadt denies that the Gypsies suffered a Holocaust, and even accuses them of
collaboration:
“Roma (Gypsies) were also targeted. Many were murdered. But the Nazi
anti-Roma policy was inconsistent. Some could live in peace and even serve
in the German army.”
She says that the Trump Administration had committed “softcore Holocaust denial” with
its “de-Judaization of the Holocaust.” (Note that “de-Judaization of the Holocaust” is
“denial,” but de-Gypsyization and de-Polonization are not.) She then gives a paradoxical
definition of “softcore denial”:
“It does not deny the facts, but it minimizes them, arguing that Jews use the
Holocaust to draw attention away from criticism of Israel. Softcore denial
also makes all sorts of false comparisons to the Holocaust.”
So, Lipstadt calls it “denial” but then says that it “does not deny.” She obviously uses
words very recklessly, with more concern for a word's emotional impact than for what it
means. She also likens criticism or minimalization of the Holocaust to “pornography,”
again obviously just for the emotional impact of that word.
Lipstadt then piles up one guilt-by-association on top of another, attacking Trump for
Steve Bannon's tenuous association with the words “Alt Right.” Then Lipstadt says that
Richard Spencer, the putative leader of the Alt Right, “has invited overt Holocaust
deniers to alt-right conferences.” This compounded guilt-by-association is supposed to
reflect on Spencer, and in turn on Bannon, and finally on Trump. (D. Lipstadt, The
Atlantic, 30 January 2017)
The reasoning is worthy of a paranoiac. Even the claim that “overt Holocaust deniers”
were invited to Spencer's NPI conference seems to be false. As evidence, Lipstadt links
to Adam Gabbatt's report on the conference for the Guardian. Gabbatt does not really
claim that anybody, much less a speaker at the conference, actually denied the
Holocaust. All that Gabbatt says is that he encountered several obscure members of the

audience who expressed “doubts” about the Holocaust when questioned. Sorry to say,
these were not “overt Holocaust Deniers,” much less had they been invited to the
conference as overt Holocaust Deniers: these were people who anonymously admitted
having doubts about the Holocaust when questioned. The one that Gabbatt quotes, called
Mack, even opines that the Holocaust might be true because it seems logical, given
Jewish behavior. (A. Gabbatt, Guardian, 21 November 2016)
Now, if Lipstadt had wanted to associate Trump with a Holocaust Denier, she didn't have
to take the long way around the barn, through Bannon and Spencer (who may have never
met) to some anonymous doubters at the NPI conference. If she had really been aware,
she could have mentioned Joseph Schmitz (under consideration to be Secretary of the
Navy), whose father John Schmitz was a major supporter of the IHR. That would be
much less tenuous and doubtful than the argument that she used.
Despite the meagerness of her argument, representative Jerrold Nadler (D, NY) echoed
Lipstadt's position, declaring that the Trump Administration was “in the camp of
Holocaust denial” and that statements from the administration contained “anti-Semitic
themes.” (A. Tibon, Ha'aretz, 6 February 2017)
Senator Tim Kaine (Hillary Clinton's running mate) had made statements anticipating
Lipstadt's article the day before it appeared, most likely not by coincidence. It seems that
Kaine was supplied with talking points, since he anticipated Lipstadt's accusation of
Holocaust Denial that was published the next day. The obvious purpose of using Kaine
as an errand boy was to reduce the appearance that the criticism was coming entirely
from Jews.
On Wednesday, 8 February, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D, NY), who
claims to have lost many relatives in the Holocaust, said to Ha'aretz:
“It is troubling and unfortunate that the administration did not acknowledge and honor
the six million Jews murdered by the Nazi regime in the Shoah.” (JTA, 9 February 2017)
***
On 31 January, Ron Kampeas, writing for the Jewish Telegraphic Agency, went beyond
defining the Holocaust as an exclusively Jewish event. He declared that the figure of 5
million non-Jewish victims was “a number without any scholarly basis.” Kampeas cites
Yehuda Bauer for the claim that Simon Wiesenthal invented the figure in the 1970s:
“Yehuda Bauer ... said he warned his friend Wiesenthal, who died in 2005,
about spreading the false notion that the Holocaust claimed 11 million
victims – 6 million Jews and 5 million non-Jews.
“‘I said to him, 'Simon, you are telling a lie,' Bauer recalled in an interview
Tuesday. ‘He said, “Sometimes you need to do that to get the results for
things you think are essential.”’
“Bauer and other historians who knew Wiesenthal said the Nazi-hunter told
them that he chose the 5 million number carefully: He wanted a number
large enough to attract the attention of non-Jews who might not otherwise
care about Jewish suffering, but not larger than the actual number of Jews
who were murdered in the Holocaust, 6 million. […]
“[T]he number of non-Jews who died in the concentration camps is no more
than half a million, Bauer said.” (Ron Kampeas, JTA, 31 January 2017)

Thus, such eminent Defenders of the Holocaust Faith as Deborah Lipstadt and Yehuda
Bauer have now written Gypsies and Poles out of the Holocaust, not only by defining the
Holocaust as an exclusively Jewish event but by drastically revising the non-Jewish
death-toll downward. In other words, Jewish authorities now emphatically deny the nonJewish Holocaust.
Denial of the non-Jewish Holocaust is really not new. Every time the figure of
“6,000,000” was used as the alleged Holocaust death toll, it was an implicit statement
that only Jewish deaths counted. What is new is that the exclusion of non-Jews is now
emphatic and explicit.
After Yehuda Bauer in 1989 complained that the Auschwitz death toll was too high to be
credible and must be lowered, the official non-Jewish death toll was reduced much more
than the official Jewish death toll. Whereas non-Jews were alleged to constitute 37.5%
of 4,000,000 victims before 1990, the current "best estimates" according to
the USHMM are that non-Jews constitute 11.9% of 1,082,000 victims. The current
explicit denial of the 5 million non-Jewish victims is just a confirmation of what Bauer
and his ilk have been implying for decades.

Why Blame Wiesenthal?
About the origin of the 5 million figure, Kampeas writes:
“… Wiesenthal started to peddle it in the 1970s. Wiesenthal told the
Washington Post in 1979, “I have sought with Jewish leaders not to talk
about 6 million Jewish dead, but rather about 11 million civilians dead,
including 6 million Jews.” (R. Kampeas, JTA, 31 January 2017)
Yehuda Bauer is the authority for the claim that it was Wiesenthal who promoted the
specific figure of 5 million non-Jewish deaths, which Bauer now publicly rejects.
It is important for the Defenders of the Holocaust Faith to maintain an appearance that
the Holocaust story never changes much, because a significant change in the story
creates doubts among the faithful. If that was false, then what else was false? It is
therefore helpful, when some element of the Holocaust must be discarded, to pretend
that everybody who matters always regarded that particular element as apocryphal
anyway. That is what Bauer accomplishes by pinning the claim that there were millions
of non-Jewish Holocaust victims on Simon Wiesenthal (who, during his own lifetime,
was always regarded as something of a bungler, as portrayed in The Boys from Brazil).
It might be true that Wiesenthal was the first to specify that there were “5 million” nonJewish victims, but the specific claim of “5 million” is not what matters. As far as
numbers are concerned, what matters for the defense of Trump's Holocaust Day
statement is that significant numbers of non-Jews are included in the death toll of alleged
Nazi barbarity.
It is not at all credible to say that Wiesenthal is responsible for the general proposition
that there were millions of non-Jewish victims. That proposition was commonplace long
before the 1970s when Wiesenthal is supposed to have invented the “5 million”: it
originated during the war.

Non-Jewish Victimhood in Why We Fight
The series of seven Why We Fight propaganda films made from 1942 to 1944 by Frank
Capra for the War Department make almost no mention of Jews. Instead the emphasis is

on the threat posed to the whole world by the Axis powers.
The delineation of the victims of the Axis powers in contemporary war propaganda was
based on how those powers were characterized.
The first episode of Why We Fight, Prelude to War, begins by emphasizing that
Americans believe in equality, whereas the Axis powers do not believe in equality, and
feel therefore that they are entitled to rule the world, and intend to do so.
“They were out for world conquest, and what made it doubly serious was
that they were 70 million Japanese, 45 million Italians, and 80 million
Germans, all hopped up with the same idea. Their leaders told them that
they were supermen, Herrenvolk the Nazis called it, the master race,
destined to rule all other peoples on Earth. (Why We Fight: Prelude to War
30:34-31:03)
There was no hiding the fact that this propaganda was recycled from the First World
War, and Why We Fight does not hide that fact, but tries to make a virtue of it:
“The symbols and the leaders change, but Germany's maniacal urge to
impose its will on others continues from generation to generation.” (Why
We Fight: The Nazis Strike, 1:59-2:07)
In fact it was never National-Socialist doctrine that the Germans were a master race or
the master race, and anyone who read Hitler's books would know that conquering the
entire world was not in his agenda. (I discussed the master-race canard briefly in my
article, “The Joseph Hirt Story.”)
Also recycled was the accusation of anti-Christianity (which was true of the Soviet
Union, but never of Germany). It is alleged that all churches in Germany were required
to replace the cross with the swastika (Prelude to War, 16:56-17:05). Scenes of attacks
on Catholic and Protestant churches and clergymen, and also a Star of David engulfed in
flames, are portrayed. It is only in this context, the alleged persecution of religion, that
Jews are mentioned in Why We Fight:
“Thousands of other men of God – Protestant, Catholic, Jewish – were
arrested and confined in concentration camps.” (Prelude to War,
17:38-17:48)
In Why We Fight, the accusation of systematic mass murder based on ethnicity appears
only in regard to Polish prisoners of war. The second episode of Why We Fight asserts,
about the last Polish troops to surrender in 1939:
“On October the 1st the garrison at last surrendered – surrendered to face
the fate of these men: Polish prisoners being marched off to Nazi prison
camps, and eventual extermination. For the Nazi master-race theory calls for
the complete wiping-out of so-called inferior races.” (The Nazis Strike,
36:04-36:27)
This episode of Why We Fight was made in 1943. It happens to have been in April of
1943 that the Katyn Forest Massacre, a mass murder of Polish prisoners of war by the
Soviet government, became known. The need to divert attention from that fact very
likely motivated the claim that those Polish POWs were “exterminated” by the Germans,
and the old accusation that the Germans regarded themselves as the master race was a
convenient way to couch that accusation.

The fifth episode, The Battle of Russia (1943), alleges that the Germans massacred
Russian civilians, including children, who were “mass-murdered by orders of the high
command.” It also alleged that the Germans did in Russia what was most notoriously
done by the Red Army: rape of young girls. (The Battle of Russia, 45:40-47:02)
There was much embarrassing Soviet behavior that had to be obfuscated with such
counter-accusations, especially in regard to Poland. Polish-American historian M.B.B.
Biskupski complains that Why We Fight: The Nazis Strike whitewashes Soviet behavior
in the war:
"[…T]he September 17 invasion of Poland by Russia is transformed into a
seemingly peaceful 'occupation' set in the final hours of the war. The viewer
would logically conclude that the Soviets committed no aggression and
inflicted no casualties." (M. Biskupski, Hollywood's War With Poland, U.
Press of Kentucky, 2010)
Beyond mere omission, one of the ways to cover Soviet atrocities against Poles and
others was to accuse the Germans of doing the same, and worse.

Non-Jewish Victims in Immediate Post-War Propaganda
After all the concentration camps and alleged extermination camps were captured, the
Anglo-American line continued to be that the evil Germans had mass-murdered a great
diversity of victims because they were not German or because they disagreed with evil
Nazi doctrine, Jews being at most a significant element within that diversity of victims.
***
Frank Capra, who had made Why We Fight for the War Department, also made Here Is
Germany after the war (1945). Here Is Germany, although it uses concentration-camp
footage, still does not emphasize Jewish suffering. Rather it emphasizes German
villainy, alleging that the German cultural tradition makes the Germans inhumane and
warlike. The Germans are described as:
“that clean, industrious people, fond of kids, fond of music, fond of tyranny,
fond of aggression, fond of gas chambers.” (Here Is Germany, 7:27-7:39)
While the film pretends to show a “scientifically designed gas chamber,” it does not
claim that Jews in particular were gassed. There is only an allusion to persecution of
Jews through the use of the word pogroms, as only one aspect of the general
phenomenon of German inhumanity, where the Germans are described as:
“The quiet, decent people – who prepared twenty years to bring war into the
world. A religious people – who burned churches, imprisoned ministers,
persecute the faithful. A kindly people – who accept blood purges, pogroms,
concentration camps. A gentle people – who torture, starve, exterminate.”
(Here Is Germany, 3:51-4:15)
Only Poles, Italians, Belgians, and Americans are specifically mentioned as groups
mass-murdered by the Germans. (Here Is Germany, 6:23-6:56)
The cause of the German penchant for wreaking death and destruction is summarized
this way:
“Each generation accepting and adding to the German tradition. The
tradition of ruthlessness, and Mediaeval barbarism. The tradition of a master

race, the tradition of German superiority. A false picture of the world inside
German heads. These are some of the explanations for the murdered Poles
in Lublin, the murdered Italians in Rome, the murdered Belgians at Bande,
the murdered Americans at Malmèdy. And these are the reasons why, in our
generation, nearly 30 million men have had to die. [Rows of crosses in a
military cemetery are shown.] Because deep in the soul of Karl Schmidt has
been planted the love of aggression and conquest. And unless that passion is
uprooted, ten, twenty, or a hundred years hence, a new generation of
Germans will find a new leader who will show them the way. How shall that
be prevented?” (Here Is Germany, 45:53-47:02)
Here Is Germany speaks of murdered Poles, Italians, Belgians, and Americans, and 30
million dead from unnecessary wars putatively caused by the war-loving Germans, but
makes no mention of Jews.
***
Nazi Murder Mills!, a newsreel from April 1945 produced for Universal Studios by Sam
B. Jacobson, emphasizes the universality of victimhood without mentioning Jews at all:
“At Hadamar, an insane asylum served the mad Hun well! Behind its high
walls their victims – Poles, Greeks, Russians, any non-Germans – were
systematically slaughtered!” (Nazi Murder Mills!, 1:06-1:18)
***
Die Todesmühlen was a film made to be shown to German audiences. The maker is not
identified in the film, but German Wikipedia states that it was produced by the U.S.
Office of Military Government for Germany (OMGUS), and directed by Hanuš Burger
and Billy Wilder. (There was also a Yiddish edition.) It refers to 20 million murdered
“according to current estimates” (which implies 14 million non-Jewish deaths!) and
claims that every concentration camp (of which there were more than 300, we are told)
was a death mill. At the end of the film it is stated that such death mills (since every
concentration camp was said to be one) had existed since 1933, eight years before the
Holocaust, as presently conceived, is supposed to have begun. Die Todesmühlen
mentions Jews but only as one of several persecuted religious groups:
"Angehörige aller europäischen Nationen: Russen, Polen, Franzosen,
Belgier, Jugoslawen, Deutsche, Tschechen. Angehörige aller Religionen:
Protestanten, Katholiken, Juden." (Die Todesmühlen, 1:06-1:20)
The War Department made an English-language edition of Die Todesmühlen called
Death Mills (1946). The American narrator still refers to 20 million murdered,
adumbrating the origins of the victims this way:
“Those who survived could answer the roll call of all the nations of Europe,
of all religious faiths, of all political beliefs, condemned by Hitler because
they were anti-Nazi.” (Death Mills, 1:59-2:09)
Death Mills makes no specific mention of Jews, but does not really leave them out
either, implicitly including them under the heading: “all religious faiths.” The figure of
20 million of course implies 14 million non-Jewish deaths.
***
George Stevens's Nazi Concentration Camps portrays horrors suffered by prisoners at

twelve locations. Only in regard to Ohrdruf (a satellite camp of Buchenwald) are Jews
mentioned. About Ohrdruf the narrator says:
“At this concentration camp in the Gotha area, the Germans starved,
clubbed, and burned to death more than 4000 political prisoners over a
period of eight months. […] The 4000 Ohrdruf victims are said to include
Poles, Czechs, Russians, Belgians, Frenchmen, German Jews, and German
political prisoners.”
In the narrations about the other eleven camps, various nationalities are mentioned, but
never Jews. Poles and Russians are mentioned most often. At Mauthausen, an American
POW, Jack H. Taylor from Hollywood, California, even claims that American POWs
were gassed. Even at Bergen-Belsen, where an overweight Jewish female physician, Ada
Bimko (future mother of Menachem Rosensaft of the World Jewish Congress), is shown
for several minutes narrating the horrors of the place, Jews are not mentioned. A British
officer at Bergen-Belsen refers to “what the German people have done here.” The
emphasis is clearly on Germans as perpetrators, not on Jews as victims.
***
Alfred Hitchcock's unfinished propaganda film Memory of the Camps, which was never
released during Hitchcock's lifetime but in 1985 began to be shown annually on PBS's
Frontline, discusses a variety of camps but mentions Jews only twice, in connection with
Bergen-Belsen and Buchenwald.
About Bergen-Belsen the narrator says:
“We shall never know … whether they were Catholics, Lutherans, or Jews.
We only know they were born, they suffered, and died – in agony – in
Belsen camp. And so they lie, Jews, Lutherans, and Catholics,
indistinguishable, cheek to cheek, in a common grave.” (Memory of the
Camps, 30:11)
Only at Buchenwald does Hitchcock's film say that Jews were killed for being Jews:
“When the camp was liberated on April the 13th, 20,000 inmates remained:
African Negroes, Albanians, Austrians, Belgians, Brazilians, Bulgarians,
Canadians, Chinese, Croats, Czechs, Danes, French, Germans, British,
Greeks, Dutch, Italians, Yugoslavs, Latvians, Letts, Norwegians, Mexicans,
Poles, Rumanians, Spaniards, Swiss, Americans, and Russians. 55 thousand
of them died because of this place. People were tattooed across the belly
with slave numbers and forced to work on a starvation diet. People were
coldly and systematically tortured. Here, Schoker, the camp commandant,
said, 'I want at least 600 Jewish deaths reported in the camp-office every
day.'” (Memory of the Camps, 42:16)
Those are the only two mentions of Jews in Hitchcock's film. Apart from the emphasis
on Jewish deaths at Buchenwald, Hitchcock's film, like other films of the period,
portrays a universality of victimhood. The claim that the commandant of Buchenwald
wanted Jewish deaths is an anomaly in Hitchcock's film. (The falsity of this claim is
evident in the fact that there never was a commandant of Buchenwald named Schoker:
the two commandants were Koch, 1937-1941, and Pister, 1942-1945.)
The lack of emphasis on Jewish suffering in Memory of the Camps must have been seen
as a problem by the producers of Frontline, because instead of simply letting the movie
tell the story, Frontline's introduction concludes with this notice:

“At least six million people died in Nazi Germany's system of camps. More
than three million were Jews.”
From the narration alone one would never infer that the majority of deaths were Jewish.
This is obviously why Frontline added that preface.
Of course, accusations about mass murder of Jews were reported during the war—along
with the crazy story that Jews were made into soap, which was endorsed by the president
of the World Jewish Congress, Rabbi Stephen S. Wise (AP, 24 November 1942). But the
alleged suffering of Jews in particular was not presented to the American people as a
reason for going to war. Rather, one was led to believe that the evil Nazis posed a dire
threat to everybody, and it was even claimed that they would soon be in America if no
action were taken.

War Propaganda Continues to be Taken Seriously
The wartime claim that millions of non-Jews had been mass-murdered, although its
propagandistic purpose is obvious, was not limited to mass propaganda. It survived in
scholarship. A 1951 article in Foreign Affairs by Max Beloff, a professional historian of
Jewish origin who at the time held positions at Oxford University, referred to “millions”
of non-Jewish victims:
“In the course of the Second World War, the Germans as a matter of public
policy put to death some 5,000,000 to 6,000,000 Jews and further millions
of Poles, Jugoslavs, Russians, and others.” (Max Beloff, “Historians in a
Revolutionary Age”, Foreign Affairs, January 1951, p. 252)
Litigation in Germany also seems to have been influenced by the kind of narrative
presented by George Stevens and Frank Capra. From one of the Auschwitz trials staged
in Frankfurt by Hesse's Jewish district attorney Fritz Bauer, it was reported:
"German historians testify that SS guards could do practically anything they
wished with prisoners since Hitler's concentration-camp system was built to
rid the world of what Nazi ideology considered inferior people – Jews,
Slavs, Gypsies and others regarded as unfit to contribute to Nazi Germany's
glory." (AP, 18 March 1964)
A German senior public prosecutor (Oberstaatsanwalt), Adalbert Rueckerl, attributed
the following death tolls to the evil Nazis:
"'They killed 6,000,000 Jews,' Rueckerl said. 'We know that. But they also
killed 5,000,000 Russian civilians, 2,000,000 Poles and 1,000,000 other
people – Gypsies, German free-thinkers or political opponents and German
insane or incurably sick. Eight million of what they called 'inferior stock'."
(Leo Katcher, Post mortem: the Jews in Germany Today (1968), p. 277)
Rather than Wiesenthal's mere 11 million, Rueckerl claimed 14 million – more nonJewish than Jewish victims! Wiesenthal's "5 million" non-Jewish deaths thus represents
not a concession but a vast reduction from the 8 million specified by
Oberstaatsanwalt Adalbert Rueckerl in 1968 and the 14 million indicated by OMGUS in
1945.
So much for Yehuda Bauer's insinuation that the claim of several million non-Jewish
victims never had much authority behind it. The claim has been taken very seriously by
people in very important positions, and many people, not only the Trump Administration
and the Huffington Post, have continued to believe it since the war. Bauer's recent

declaration that non-Jewish deaths in the camps amounted to “no more than half a
million” represents an enormous change from what we all were led to believe.

Anti-Axis and Pro-Zionist Propaganda Are Not the Same
Why the change? It is because anti-German and pro-Zionist propaganda have different
requirements.
Widespread non-Jewish victimhood at the hands of the evil Nazis (sometimes combined
with similar accusations against the Japanese and Italians) was alleged in order to make
the war seem necessary to the people who had to endure it. In Hitchcock's film the point
was explicitly stated by a British tommy at Buchenwald, who says twice that he knew
why he was fighting because of what he had seen:
“We actually know now what has been going on in these camps, and I know,
personally, what I am fighting for.” (Memory of the Camps, 28:46)
The implication is that adequate justification for the war had not been seen until the
propaganda about mass murder in concentration camps filled that void. As a justification
for war, the atrocity stories were most effective if the victims were as diverse as
possible, so that all viewers could see themselves as potential victims.
In particular, it was important to include Poles as victims, because the Germans had
exposed the Soviet NKVD's massacre of thousands of Polish officers in the Katyn Forest
in 1943 and because Poland was about to be left under Soviet domination even though
the fundamental purpose of the war had been, supposedly, to preserve the sovereignty of
Poland.
The introduction of the proper noun "Holocaust" signals a change in how stories of
atrocities during the Second World War would be handled. The religious connotation of
the word helps in associating the event specifically with Jews, given that the Jews are, at
least in some degree, a religious group, and in a greater degree are perceived that way.
With the promulgation of the proper noun Holocaust, Jews in effect claimed a special
status as victims during the Second World War.
For the general public in the United States it was NBC's five-part miniseries Holocaust
in April 1978 that established Holocaust as a proper noun. The show's intro featured the
symbol of the Jewish religion, a six-pointed star, engulfed in flames. It is similar to an
image that was used in Why We Fight to represent Judaism as one of several oppressed
religions.
The clear purpose of the Holocaust miniseries was to bolster Zionism. In Holocaust, the
character of Anielewicz, an especially Semitic-looking Jew with a thousand-yard stare
who identifies himself as a Zionist and speaks of “the Zionists” as the resistance to the
Holocaust, plays the part of a divine messenger, informing the Jews of their destiny.
Anielewicz tells the council in the Warsaw Ghetto what is happening and what they must
do. What they must do is to take up arms. The Warsaw Ghetto Uprising thus becomes a
metaphor for the State of Israel.
In case anyone misses the point, Tovah Feldshuh's character later tells us that Palestine is
“where they cannot jail us, or beat us, or kill us.”
This is explicit promotion of Zionism.
At the time when Holocaust appeared, the State of Israel was subject to unprecedented
criticism. The Israeli Prime Minister elected in 1977, Menachem Begin, was a hardliner

and former terrorist. Meanwhile there was intensified criticism of the State of Israel in
the Democratic Party, which happened to hold the White House at the time. (It was this
shift in attitudes in the Democratic Party of that era that motivated the defection of
Neoconservative Jews to the GOP.) Under these circumstances the Holocaust miniseries
was created to justify the existence of the State of Israel and to excuse its violence.
This purpose meant that Holocaust would emphasize Jewish victimhood and the lack of
safety for Jews living among non-Jews in general, rather than the specific villainy of the
Germans. Although Holocaust represents many Germans as criminal brutes, the key
German character in the drama, SS officer Erich Dorf, has no malice toward Jews but is
simply an unprincipled careerist. It was this untrustworthiness of non-Jews in general
that was supposed to make the State of Israel necessary.
Whereas Anglo-American war propaganda had portrayed Christianity as an object of
oppression by the evil Nazis, the Holocaust miniseries represents Christianity,
specifically the Christian legend that the Jews were responsible for the crucifixion of
Jesus, as an important cause of anti-Jewish persecution. The implication is that
Christians in general, not just Germans, have this proclivity for mass-murdering Jews.
Some Christians complained that the show was anti-Christian.
Whereas the War Department's propaganda had portrayed Polish victimhood as
comparable to, if not greater than, that of the Jews, Holocaust reversed this. Uniformed
Poles were portrayed in three segments helping Germans to execute Jews.
A Polish-American Catholic priest, Msgr. John J. Wodarski, complained of the
minimization of Polish victimhood and emphasis on Polish guilt:
"He and others complained that the program slighted the fact that Poles, too,
were victims of the Germans. Six million Poles were exterminated, they
said—three million Polish Jews and three million Polish gentiles. In
addition, they said, while the program showed Poles helping the Nazis, there
was little credit given the Poles who fought the Germans and helped save
the lives of many Jews.
"Moreover, Polish‐American gentiles here are also displeased that they are
not represented on President Carter's Commission on the Holocaust.
Spokesmen say they are also disturbed by the comments of Sigmund
Strochlitz, a commission member from New London and a survivor of
Auschwitz who, at a Holocaust Commemoration last April 27 in the Senate
chambers of the General Assembly, spoke of 'Nazi executioners and their
Polish helpers'." (D. Henry, New York Times, 23 September 1979)
Thus there seem to be two main tendencies in accounts of what is now called the
Holocaust. The tendency of war propaganda was to emphasize the special turpitude of
the Germans, and to claim a wide range of victims. The tendency of Zionist propaganda,
on the other hand, is to emphasize the special victimhood of the Jews, and to claim a
wide range of victimizers (which has afforded wide opportunities for Jewish
organizations to sue for damages, e.g. against the French national railway). Since the
Holocaust miniseries, the Zionist version of what happpened during the war has become
prevalent, to the degree that some Jewish leaders now overtly minimize non-Jewish
victimhood.
It would certainly be called denial if non-Jews gave the kinds of opinions on Jewish
claims of suffering that Yehuda Bauer and Deborah Lipstadt have recently given in
regard to the 5 million. Conversely, if a so-called documentary about German
concentration camps just like the ones made in 1945 and 1946 were made

today, Deborah Lipstadt would be compelled to denounce it as Holocaust Denial,
because the narrative of that time does not give preeminence to Jewish suffering, indeed
does not conform at all to what is today called “the Holocaust.”

Bait-and-Switch Scam
It is clear that Jews have in some ways benefited from the two contradictory narratives.
Although it was Jews who had agitated for war against Germany since 1933, the
formally alleged purpose of the war in 1939 was to save Poland. The poor suffering
Poles! We must help them! It was the Jews however, not the Poles, who benefited from
the war. The Jews got Palestine and the Poles were not saved from tyranny but subjected
to several decades under Soviet domination (which, contrary to the old propaganda, was
not better than being under German occupation). One could characterize the way the war
was advertised to the American public as a bait-and-switch scam.
It may be easy for Bauer and Lipstadt to treat Simon Wiesenthal as a marginal figure
now, but in the 1970s he was quite prominent and even respected. He was reputedly the
“Nazi-hunter” who discovered the whereabouts of Adolf Eichmann (although
Wiesenthal's role is disputed). He also accused Polish-American immigrant Frank Walus
(falsely, as it later turned out) of being “the Butcher of Kielce,” and was represented
(pseudonymously, but blatantly) as the inept hero of the 1978 Hollywood movie The
Boys from Brazil. In 1980 President Jimmy Carter presented to Simon Wiesenthal a
Congressional Gold Medal. And of course the Simon Wiesenthal Center is named after
him. Wiesenthal may have been less cautious than Yehuda Bauer, but in the Holocaust
Industry he was not a minor figure.
When President Carter issued the executive order establishing the Holocaust Museum he
used (what is, we are now told) Wiesenthal's figure: “11 million victims of the
Holocaust.”
Now, Elie Wiesel, who reputedly disagreed vehemently with Wiesenthal on this
question, was in communication with President Carter. He was in fact the chairman of
the President's Commission on the Holocaust. Do you think that Elie Wiesel, or any
other Jew, made efforts to impress upon President Carter that he should not say that there
were 11 million victims of the Holocaust, during the period when efforts were being
made to establish the Holocaust Museum? I would wager that he did not, just as Jews
probably did not argue during the war against claims that Poles were being exterminated.
Just as the emphasis on non-Jewish victims was important in war propaganda, it seems
likely that a nod to non-Jewish victims was helpful in gaining public acquiescence for a
museum to commemorate the Holocaust. The proposal to build a museum on 1.9 acres
of invaluable federal land close to the Washington Monument would likely have
provoked much more criticism if it had been represented as specifically about Jews.
On 30 January 2017, however, three days after Trump's statement, the USHMM itself
declared that the Holocaust was an exclusively Jewish event:
“The Holocaust was the systematic, state-sponsored murder of six million
Jews by Nazi Germany and its collaborators.” (USHMM, 30 January 2017)
That is a perfectly clear definition, but then an apparent contradiction is added:
“Millions of other innocent civilians were persecuted and murdered by the
Nazis, but the elimination of Jews was central to Nazi policy.”

Is this saying that there were non-Jewish victims of the Holocaust? No, because “Nazi
policy” need not be perfectly synonymous with “the Holocaust.” The words must have
been carefully chosen. The first sentence defines the Holocaust as specifically Jewish. It
seems that the USHMM's statement was designed to appear ambiguous without actually
being ambiguous.
What we see is that Jews gained a favor for their ethnic group, the establishment of a
museum commemorating the alleged suffering of their ethnic group alone, on the
premise that it was not going to be specifically about them. Whether it was planned that
way or just worked out that way, the promotion of the United States Holocaust Memorial
Museum amid talk of the “11 million victims of the Holocaust,” when it was really only
going to be about an alleged 6 million Jewish victims, amounts to a bait-and-switch
scam.

What This Means
About the controversy around Trump's Holocaust Day statement, Ha'aretz quoted an
anonymous Democratic staffer as saying:
"This is going to continue gaining attention, mainly because of how terribly
it's been handled by the White House." (Ha'aretz, 9 February 2017)
A certain sense of entitlement seems to have blinded some people to the possibility that
they themselves might have handled things terribly, when faced with a leader and a
people no longer in a mood to be herded to self-destruction.
Trump's supporters regard him and his agenda as the last chance for the survival of the
America that they always knew and cherished. If Trump's supporters are forced to
choose between Trump and the Holocaust, or between saving their country and properly
observing the so-called lessons of the Holocaust, public reverence for the Holocaust will
certainly suffer for it.
But Lipstadt et al. have made matters worse for themselves by continuing to kvetch and
by trying to demonstrate that Trump was wrong. In order to explain why Trump was
supposedly wrong, certain points about the Holocaust had to be clarified. But the
Holocaust legend has survived largely by remaining unclear. The more defined the
Holocaust becomes, the easier it is to criticize.
With the clarification that the Holocaust is only about Jews, its relevance has been
reduced. Many Christians and Poles, for example, thought that they had a stake in the
Holocaust, but now they have been told that whatever martyrs they can claim are
excluded.
It is also certain that the credibility of the Holocaust has been damaged by the publicity
given to the drastically reduced estimate of non-Jewish deaths in concentration camps,
from 5 million to less than half a million. If it is acceptable to repudiate the 5 million
then why is it not acceptable to question the 6 million?
If nothing else, Lipstadt and others should have realized that applying epithets like AntiSemite and Holocaust Denier to a leader who habitually does not yield under such
pressure, and who has fanatical support in a large part of the citizenry, could only result
in the diminution of whatever power those words retain.
What we are seeing is that the Holocaust as a force in politics and society is being
marginalized and weakened through the arrogance and immoderation of its own Jewish
proponents.
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Abstract
For more than thirty years, historians have been aware of once-secret memoranda by
senior British intelligence ofcial Victor Cavendish-Bentinck in which he casts doubt on
the alleged use of homicidal gas chambers by National Socialist Germany.[1] Writing to
Whitehall colleagues at the end of August 1943, Cavendish-Bentinck used dismissive
language which today in most European countries would undoubtedly see him
prosecuted for “Holocaust denial”.
During the trial of British historian David Irving’s libel action against Deborah Lipstadt
in 2000 (now dramatized in the Hollywood lm Denial) some of Cavendish-Bentinck’s
remarks were raised by Irving as justication of his claim that the gas chamber story
originated as a propaganda lie. In his judgment against Irving, Mr. Justice Gray accepted
the counter-arguments of Lipstadt’s defense team. Their interpretation has since
appeared in a book by Prof. Sir Richard Evans, who was among Lipstadt’s defense
witnesses.
Seventeen years on from the Irving-Lipstadt trial, it is now possible to access a broader
range of British documents, including intelligence material. In this essay I shall attempt
to clarify what these documents tell us about the role of British propaganda and
intelligence in relation to the initial allegations of homicidal gassing by National
Socialist Germany.
The conclusions can be briey summarized:
• Britain’s Political Warfare Executive and its predecessor rst deployed stories of
homicidal gassing as part of propaganda efforts in two areas unconnected to
treatment of Jews. Their objective was to spread dissension and demoralization
among German soldiers and civilians, and among Germany’s allies.
• Partly because they knew of these earlier propagandist initiatives,[2] Victor
Cavendish-Bentinck and his British intelligence colleague Roger Allen
disbelieved later stories that homicidal gas chambers had been used to murder
Poles and Jews. They succeeded in having these allegations removed from the
draft of a joint Anglo-American Declaration on German Crimes in Poland,
published on 30th August 1943.

Part I: The First Revisionists?
In August 1943 Poland’s government-in-exile lobbied the British and American
governments to issue a public statement condemning “German terror in Poland”. Moray
McLaren – head of the Polish section of Britain’s main propaganda body the Political
Warfare Executive (PWE) – advised the Foreign Ofce “in condence that, from his
contacts with the Poles, he has recently gained the impression that they are becoming

seriously worried lest the Germans might shortly succeed in persuading Polish quislings
to come forward and even form some kind of puppet government. The present Polish
request may possibly have some connexion with such fears.”[3]
Moreover Britain’s own Special Operations Executive (SOE), responsible for organizing
and supplying Polish underground ghters, reported that German anti-partisan
operations were increasingly successful in “affecting their work, in that the cells of the
underground resistance movement in the affected areas are to a great extent liquidated,
and materials delivered are liable to be discovered. SOE would accordingly welcome
any form of deterrent that could be devised.”
Denis Allen of the Foreign Ofce’s Central Department (not to be confused with the
unrelated Roger Allen who also gures in this story) suggested that a statement should
be issued with “some indication that the actions being carried out by the German
authorities in Poland will in some measure be held against Germany as a whole”. With
the British Parliament in its summer recess and Prime Minister Winston Churchill on his
way to Quebec for a secret summit with U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt, the most
logical opportunity would be for a joint Anglo-American statement (issued to the press
rather than to Parliament).
Allen’s department had prepared a draft statement which was discussed with the Poles.
This condemned the “brutality” of German anti-partisan operations involving mass
deportations in the Lublin area of southeastern Poland. The draft statement (which made
no reference to Jews and seemed to relate to Polish civilians) alleged:
“Some children are killed on the spot, others are separated from their
parents and either sent to Germany to be brought up as Germans or sold to
German settlers or despatched with the women and old men to
concentration camps, where they are now being systematically put to death
in gas chambers.
His Majesty’s Government re-afrm their resolve to punish the instigators
and actual perpetrators of these crimes. They further declare that, so long as
such atrocities continue to be committed by the representatives and in the
name of Germany, they must be taken into account against the time of the
nal settlement with Germany. Meanwhile the war against Germany will be
prosecuted with the utmost vigour until the barbarous Hitlerite tyranny has
been nally overthrown.”
By 27th August this draft had been agreed with the Americans and was planned for
release three days later: a copy was handed to the Soviets. However, at this eleventh
hour the intelligence side of Whitehall stepped in.
The Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC) had evolved shortly before the war and stood
between the political and military “consumers” of intelligence, and the organizations
responsible for obtaining it, including MI6, MI5 and GC&CS (known today as GCHQ).
One former JIC chairman describes its role as the “nal arbiter of intelligence”. [4]In a
phrase, which might equally well apply today to historians, its wartime chairman and
secretary wrote that the JIC had an important task in ensuring that information and
sources were assessed with critical impartiality:[5]
“[…I]n the Political Departments, e.g. the Foreign Ofce and Colonial
Ofce, the ofcials who receive, collate and assess information are also
responsible for formulating policy. This is not necessarily a bad thing, but
the system does possess a serious weakness. One who is concerned in
devising and recommending policy, and in assisting in its execution is

likely, however objective he may try to be, to interpret the intelligence he
receives in the light of the policy he is pursuing. To correct this possible
weakness, it is clearly desirable that some quite objective check be placed
on all intelligence received. …We believe that no Department, however
experienced and well staffed, has anything to lose by bringing the
intelligence directly available to it to the anvil of discussion and
appreciation among other workers in the same eld.”

Victor F.W. Cavendish-Bentinck, 9th Duke of Portland
(photo by by Bassano Ltd; © National Portrait Gallery, London (CreativeCommons)
During the war years the JIC was headed by Victor Cavendish-Bentinck,[6]who was also
in charge of the Services Liaison Department at the Foreign Ofce, where his right-hand
man was Roger Allen, a pre-war barrister.[7](Since its creation in July 1942, Roger
Allen had also served as Joint Secretary to the War Cabinet’s Committee on the
Treatment of War Criminals.)[8] Rather belatedly on 27th August, with the draft
statement almost ready for release, Roger Allen raised the alarm, pointing out that the
statement seemed to be mainly based on an “aide-mémoire” supplied by the Polish
government-in-exile. While he accepted that with regard to deportations of Polish
civilians “the general picture painted is pretty true to life”, he warned CavendishBentinck:
“On the other hand, it is of course extremely difcult, if not impossible, for
us to check up on specic instances or matters of detail. For this reason I
feel a little unhappy about the statement, to be issued on the authority of His
Majesty’s Government, that Poles ‘are now being systematically put to
death in gas chambers’.”
The “gas chambers” reference seemed to be based on two references in the Polish aidemémoire’s appendix, both supposedly drawn from telegrams sent from Poland on 17th
July 1943.
The rst telegram stated, in relation to deportees sent to the Majdanek camp:

“Commander-in-Chief armed forces Lublin district informed me that he had
evidence that some of these people are being murdered in gas cells there.”
By “commander-in-chief” this telegram presumably meant the district commander of the
Polish underground army. The second telegram stated:
“It has been ascertained that on July 2nd and 5th 2 transports made of
women, children, and old men, consisting of 30 wagons each, have been
liquidated in gas cells.”
Roger Allen pointed out to Cavendish-Bentinck:[9]
“It will be observed that the rst of these reports gives no indication of the
date of the occurrence, or the number of people concerned; the second is
silent as to the place and the source.
It is true that there have been references to the use of gas chambers in other
reports; but these references have usually, if not always, been equally vague,
and since they have concerned the extermination of Jews, have usually
emanated from Jewish sources.
Personally, I have never really understood the advantage of the gas chamber
over the simpler machine gun, or the equally simple starvation method.
These stories may or may not be true, but in any event I submit we are
putting out a statement on evidence which is far from conclusive, and which
we have no means of assessing. However, you may not consider this of
sufcient importance to warrant any action.”
Cavendish-Bentinck wasted no time in passing this analysis on later that day to the
Foreign Ofce top brass, adding his own skeptical note:
“In my opinion it is incorrect to describe Polish information regarding
German atrocities as ‘trustworthy’. The Poles, and to a far greater extent the
Jews, tend to exaggerate German atrocities in order to stoke us up. They
seem to have succeeded.
Mr Allen and myself have both followed German atrocities quite closely. I
do not believe that there is any evidence which would be accepted in a Law
Court that Polish children have been killed on the spot by Germans when
their parents were being deported to work in Germany, nor that Polish
children have been sold to German settlers. As regards putting Poles to
death in gas chambers, I do not believe that there is any evidence that this
has been done. There have been many stories to this effect, and we have
played them up in PWE rumours without believing that they had any
foundation. At any rate there is far less evidence than exists for the mass
murder of Polish ofcers by the Russians at Katyn. On the other hand we do
know that the Germans are out to destroy Jews of any age unless they are t
for manual labour.
I think that we weaken our case against the Germans by publicly giving
credence to atrocity stories for which we have no evidence. These mass
executions in gas chambers remind me of the stories of employment of
human corpses during the last war for the manufacture of fat, which was a
grotesque lie and led to the true stories of German atrocities being brushed
aside as being mere propaganda.

I am very sad to see that we must needs ape the Russians and talk about
‘Hitlerite’ instead of ‘German’.”
Cavendish-Bentinck added a handwritten note to William Strang, who as an Assistant
Under-Secretary was joint-third in the Foreign Ofce hierarchy:[10]
“I daresay that my minute is too late to be of use but I feel certain that we
are making a mistake in publicly giving credence to this gas chambers
story.”
In fact, he was not too late: Cavendish-Bentinck and Allen became in effect the rst
successful Holocaust revisionists. Central Department’s rst response was: “it seems too
late to make substantial changes. But we could telegraph to Washington and Moscow.”
At 9.05 p.m. that evening a “Most Immediate” telegram was dispatched (marked “of
particular secrecy and should be retained by the authorized recipient and not passed
on”):[11]
“On further reection we are not convinced that evidence regarding use of
gas chambers is substantial enough to justify inclusion in a public
declaration …and would prefer if United States Government agree, that
sentence in question should end at ‘concentration camps’. “Please telegraph
United States Government’s views urgently.”
Similar telegrams were sent to the Prime Ministers of the Dominions (Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa) retracting the earlier reference to “gas chambers”.
The Americans agreed to the changes. Secretary of State Cordell Hull duly notied his
Ambassador in Moscow:[12]
“At the suggestion of the British Government which says there is
insufcient evidence to justify the statement regarding execution in gas
chambers, it has been agreed to eliminate the last phrase.”
The words “where they are now being systematically put to death in gas chambers” were
removed from the statement before it was published simultaneously in London and
Washington.[13]
David Irving’s critics have sought to interpret this episode in their own way. Prof. Sir
Richard Evans writes in his account of the Irving-Lipstadt libel trial:[14]
“There was no evidence here or anywhere else, indeed, that the British
Political Warfare Executive had invented the story of the gas chambers: they
had on the contrary received a report from people with contacts in Central
Europe about them. Nor was there any evidence that the Foreign Ofce
considered reports of gassings to be a lie; they were simply unsure about
them. Moreover, their real doubts related to claims that Poles were being
gassed. Even Cavendish-Bentinck agreed that the Germans were ‘out to
destroy the Jews of any age unless they are t for manual labour.’”
Even when Prof. Evans wrote this fteen years ago, it was clear that CavendishBentinck had been skeptical about the existence of homicidal gas chambers, rather than
(as Prof. Evans suggests) merely doubting that they had been used to gas Poles in
addition to Jews. As for the role of PWE, the Cavendish-Bentinck minute suggests that
they had (at least at some stage) exaggerated (if not actually invented) gas-chamber
stories. For conrmation of this, we must turn to the PWE’s own les from earlier in the

war.

Part II: Whispers of Gas
In his judgment against David Irving in 2002, Mr. Justice Gray ignored or misinterpreted
Cavendish-Bentinck’s words. Gray wrote:[15]
“As to whether the British disbelieved the [gas-chambers] story, the only
evidence to which Irving was able to point was the note made by
Cavendish-Bentinck that there was no evidence to support the claim. That
appears to me to be a far cry from disbelieving the story.”
As shown above, Cavendish-Bentinck went much further than pointing out the absence
of evidence. He compared these latest “atrocity stories” to a “grotesque lie” perpetrated
against Germany during the First World War, and suggested to a senior colleague that
Britain should not be “publicly giving credence to this gas-chambers story”. How on
earth could Mr. Justice Gray interpret this as meaning anything else but that CavendishBentinck (at any rate in August 1943) disbelieved the story!
Mr. Justice Gray’s judgment went on:
“As to whether British Intelligence made propaganda use of the story, the
evidence produced by Irving extended no further than second-hand accounts
of BBC broadcasts about the gassing. There was no indication that British
intelligence played any part in these broadcasts. In my judgment the
evidence does not support the claim made by Irving.”
In fairness to the judge, it is only now becoming possible to trace the detailed history of
British propaganda and homicidal-gassing stories. Part of the problem is that in the early
years of the Second World War, Britain’s propaganda machinery was a tangle of
bureaucratic and factional inghting. A year before the outbreak of war, an ofcial
Department of Propaganda in Enemy Countries was set up at Electra House, the London
headquarters of the Cable & Wireless telegraph company. Around the same time, MI6
created Section D (based at St Ermin’s Hotel near St James’s Park) to study and prepare
methods of unconventional warfare, including propaganda.[16]
In July 1940 Section D became part of the new Special Operations Executive, which for
a while took over Electra House’s operations as part of its own propaganda section
known as SO1, based after November 1940 at Woburn Abbey, a country house in
Bedfordshire. Continuing internal disputes led to the new Political Warfare Executive
(PWE) being created in August 1941, under Foreign Ofce control. While PWE handled
enemy countries, propaganda at home and in Allied countries was supposedly the
domain of the Ministry of Information.[17]
The documentary record showing British propagandists’ promotion of homicidal gassing
stories runs from December 1940 (under SO1) to March 1942 (under PWE). In this
period the gassing stories did not relate to Jews or Poles, but Cavendish-Bentinck would
have suspected that the Jewish and Polish lobbies had picked up the story and put their
own spin on it, in a case of what would later be termed “blowback”, dened as follows
by intelligence historian Mark Lowenthal:[18]
“The main controversy raised by propaganda activities is that of blowback.
The CIA is precluded from undertaking any intelligence activities within the
United States. However, a story could be planted in a media outlet overseas
that will also be reported in the United States. That is blowback. This risk is

probably higher today with global twenty-four-hour news agencies and the
World Wide Web than it was during the early days of the cold war. Thus,
inadvertently, a CIA-planted story that is false can be reported in a U.S.
media outlet. In such a case, does the CIA have a responsibility to inform
the U.S. media outlet of the true nature of the story? Would doing so
compromise the original operation? If such notication should not be given
at the time, should it be given afterward?”
One of the most secret parts of SO1/PWE work involved the propagation of rumors,
known as “sibs” from the Latin verb sibilare (to whisper), by an Underground
Propaganda (UP) Committee. This dated back to the Electra House days in 1940 shortly
before the creation of SOE, and continued through the various bureaucratic changes.
From August 1941, the UP Committee was chaired by David Bowes-Lyon, younger
brother of the then Queen (and uncle of the present Queen Elizabeth II) – he was also a
cousin of Victor Cavendish-Bentinck. He later summarized the purpose of sibs in a
“Most Secret” paper for senior bureaucrats:
“The object of propaganda rumours is… to induce alarm, despondency and
bewilderment among the enemies, and hope and condence among the
friends, to whose ears it comes. If a rumour appears likely to cheer our
enemies for the time, it is calculated to carry with it the germ of ultimate
and grave disappointment for them.
Rumours vary immensely in their degree of credibility, the wideness of their
diffusion and the type of audience for which they are designed; but they
have these factors in common, that they are intended for verbal repetition
through all sorts of channels, and that they are expected to induce a certain
frame of mind in the general public, not necessarily to deceive the wellinformed.”
The UP Committee (which included representatives from PWE, SOE, MI6 and the
Ministry of Economic Warfare), was responsible in the rst instance for deciding on
suitable rumors, which would then be cleared through the Foreign Ofce or JIC:[19]
“Dissemination of those rumours nally approved is the function of SOE.
For this purpose whispering organisations have been set up in neutral
countries and in unoccupied France. Lines have also been established by
which rumours can be passed to SOE’s collaborators in Germany, and
directives on oral propaganda to an organisation in Northern Italy.
It should be emphasised that the method of dissemination is essentially oral,
and this is the most difcult form of propaganda for enemy security services
to deal with.
Rumours are not deliberately placed in the Press and Radio in Europe,
though they have from time to time appeared in the newspapers or
broadcasts, having been picked up by correspondents or commentators.
In the USA, however, a news agency controlled by SOE has been used to
place them in the Press of the American continent; but here again the
newspapers were quite unaware that the material was in any way inspired.
Rumours are therefore the most covert of all forms of propaganda. Although
the enemy may suspect that a certain rumour has been started by the British
Government, they can never prove it. Even if they succeed in capturing an

agent engaged in spreading whispers, there will be no written evidence
against him, and should they extort a confession from him, nothing is easier
than for the British Government to deny the whole story.
In fact, although more than 2,000 rumours have been disseminated in the
last year, we have no evidence that the enemy have ever traced any of them
back to a British whispering organisation. Those that have been denied or
otherwise referred to have, as far as we know, been attributed to other
sources.”
Alongside Bowes-Lyon other members of the UP Committee included Sir Hanns
Vischer (a Swiss-born former missionary and MI6 ofcer since the First World War); Sir
Reginald Hoare (Cavendish-Bentinck’s brother-in-law, a veteran diplomat and member
of the Hoares Bank family); Leonard Ingrams (nancier, pioneer aviator and father of
Private Eye founder Richard Ingrams); and SOE representative Alec Peterson (an
inuential teacher, headmaster and educationalist who later created the International
Baccalaureate system).[20]
On 3rd December 1940 a sib was launched via SOE[21]
“that the Superintendent of the Bethel Institute for Incurables had been sent
to Dachau for refusing to permit the inmates to be put in lethal chambers.
Within two weeks it was reported that this rumour was circulating in
Switzerland and, on the 19th December, that the Vatican had issued a decree
condemning the killing of physical or mental decients. The rumour has
appeared in intercepted letters, and last Sunday the Sunday Express carried
the story that 100,000 mental decients had been executed.”
The Bethel Institution was a well-known Protestant charitable hospital for the mentally
ill and epileptics. In fact its director – Protestant theologian Friedrich von
Bodelschwingh – was not sent to Dachau or any other camp. He survived the war and
died in 1946.[22]
The main purpose of this sib was to stir up hostility between the Churches and the
National Socialist Government over the issue of eugenics and euthanasia. SO1’s French
specialist Prof. Denis Brogan (a Cambridge political scientist) was said to have
“extremely ne Catholic contacts” in various countries,[23] and “Catholic channels for
rumours” were also discussed with Douglas Woodruff, the inuential editor of the
Catholic journal The Tablet.[24] At this very early stage, the gassing rumor was
restricted to “incurables” – it was a story about euthanasia rather than politically or
racially motivated executions.
A few months later SOE reported with satisfaction that this sib had been picked up by
Vatican Radio. Moreover, Elizabeth Wiskemann – a Swiss-based, Anglo-German
journalist, historian and MI6 operative – had acquired “fresh evidence supplied by
Austrian-born Swiss who had just returned from visiting Vienna to the effect that all
elderly people in Vienna were in terror.”[25]
Among other euthanasia sibs (rst circulated in November 1940) was a “rumour that
doctors in military hospitals in France have been instructed to make death easy for
incapacitated soldiers and airmen”. Extra bite was given to this sib by the suggestion
(intended to promote inter-service resentment) that in the case of infantry the loss of one
limb would amount to incapacity, leading to euthanasia, whereas this “was not to be
considered incapacity in the case of Air Force or SS troops”.[26]
Intercepted letters from Swiss civilians during August 1941 showed that they were

innocently passing on versions of the gas-chamber story. One wrote:
“Somebody from Bern who was in Germany said, the new bombs from
England were awful, they break half a street to pieces, and somewhere in a
shelter, people were all on the ceiling smashed like ies, it was terrible, and
so very many were ill with their nerves as they had not room for them in the
hospitals, and with some which were not get better, they just open the gas
and kill them, like the heavy wounded too…”
A separate letter gave another variant inspired by the same sib:[27]
“The severely wounded Germans are apparently just gassed! We have heard
several stories about this and from people coming back from the country.”
While most sibs originated from PWE, the success of this gas-chamber rumor led to a
War Ofce suggestion passed to Cavendish-Bentinck’s JIC in November 1941. They had
heard it from their military attaché in Berne, Col. H.A. Cartwright (who was in fact an
MI6 ofcer) as “a story which, with some variations, has been circulating freely in
Berne, and has come in from various quite independent informants always from
apparently reliable sources.”[28]
In this version of the rumor:
“Guards and superintendents of trains containing wounded German soldiers
from the Eastern Front are ordered at certain places to put on their gas
masks. The trains then enter a tunnel where they remain for upwards of half
an hour. On leaving the tunnel all the wounded soldiers are dead. Severely
wounded soldiers are disposed of in the same manner in so-called
emergency hospitals, of which there are many.”
Cartwright had added:[29]
“The Guard who furnished this information is stated to have been on duty
on one of the trains in which wounded soldiers were ‘gassed’. He was sworn
to secrecy under penalty of death, but stated he could no longer withhold his
secret from the outer world by reason of his conscience, and wanted the
German public to learn the fate of their wounded soldiers.”
The Inter-Services Security Board (through which PWE and others cleared their rumors
in case they inadvertently clashed with other British secret operations) had raised no
objection, and added: “We recommend this rumour also as useful propaganda.”
This recommendation might have proved signicant in the longer term. The difference
between a rumor/sib and propaganda is of course that the former (as with “black”
propaganda) was intended to be untraceable to British sources.
During 1941 SOE “disseminated a rumour that the Germans had ordered 500 mobile
crematorium units from the Ford works in Cologne and Antwerp to be ready by the
Spring”. This sib came back in the form of a story circulating in France that “the
German army has crematory ovens installed in lorries and cremate all their own dead.
…This enables the Germans to x a gure for their losses at whatever they please, and
leave no evidence to controvert them.”[30] Later an intercepted Swiss letter showed a
variant of this rumor, that the Germans “burn their dead in travelling crematoria and
keep their losses carefully concealed until the campaign is ended. In this way members
of the family wait and hope for the best.”[31]

It might be relevant that during the summer of 1941 a rumor campaign was launched
against I.G. Farben, the giant German pharmaceutical and chemical conglomerate.[32]
The rst hints of this suggest that the campaign was rst designed for the Ministry of
Economic Warfare to cause nancial problems for the company in neutral countries, by
for example adulterating samples of its products so as to undermine Farben’s
reputation.[33] By September 1941 it was reported with satisfaction that anti-Farben
stories were widely believed in France:[34]
“There is now a conviction throughout the country that the Germans are
attempting to ruin the health of the French people by sending back French
sick and wounded prisoners inoculated by the Germans with the bacilli of
disease, while there have been rumours of the ooding of the French market
with German drugs producing certain forms of debility.”
It is unclear whether this campaign was in any way connected to later allegations that
I.G. Farben’s pesticide Zyklon B was used for homicidal gassings.
Some versions of the Farben rumors combined them with stories intended to spread
panic about typhus, and an interesting variant was added by suggesting that typhus had
become so bad that Jewish physicians had been called up for service as army medics.
[35]The implication of this sib was that ordinary Germans (and citizens of Germanoccupied countries) would react badly to the idea of Jewish doctors: this is drawn out
further in a later sib:[36]
“It is not only because of the plague danger that German doctors on the East
front always wear surgical masks in the wards. So many of them are Jews
now that there used to be trouble when the wounded were able to see their
faces.”
In November 1941, the Underground Propaganda Committee approved a sib which
cunningly linked euthanasia by gassing to typhus and defeatism:[37]
“These stories about gassing the wounded on the East Front are due to a
misunderstanding. The Gas Vans and Trains are used only for plague cases
and are really merciful since the poor fellows would have no chance
anyhow.”
Meanwhile a fantastically gruesome sib hinted at mass murder and industrialized
cannibalism:[38]
“The Germans are rounding up healthy Russian prisoners and transferring
them in batches of a thousand at a time to a prison camp near Kiev. It may
be a coincidence that cans of something called ‘Russian beef’ are already
being exported from a factory near Kiev to the most hard hit parts in the
Ruhr.”
Later that month a note from the War Ofce Deputy Director of Operations, Col. John
Sinclair (who became Chief of MI6 from 1953 to 1956) to David Bowes-Lyon approved
the UP Committee’s new development of the gas-chamber story:[39]
“The Germans need every hospital they have got for their own wounded, so
foreign workers who fall seriously sick are just sent to the gas-chamber.”
This was later given a further twist:[40]
“Foreign workers should not go to Germany because they are transferred to

occupied Poland or blitzed districts, gassed if unt, sterilised, cheated of
their wages, or liable to be treated as hostages.”
As the situation on the Eastern Front worsened, the SOE Executive Committee
noted:[41]
“We have now arrived at a situation where it is virtually impossible to
distinguish between ‘come-backs’ on certain of our rumour campaigns and
genuine reports from enemy and occupied territory. We have, for instance,
for the last four months been keeping up a steady campaign on the subject
of Fleck Typhus on the Eastern Front. This at rst met with no noticeable
reaction, but the number of reports has steadily grown, until the prevalence
of this disease is now an accepted fact. It seems probable that the reports
now refer to genuine outbreaks, but the rumour campaign can claim credit
for putting into the minds of the German people an exaggerated idea of its
seriousness.”
It is perhaps signicant that SOE’s leaders here register the point that – in the case of
typhus – propaganda rumors had become fact. Had he been aware of genuine use of
homicidal gas chambers, Cavendish-Bentinck could have made a similar point in August
1943: but he didn’t.
In fact, when the Daily Mirror on 23rd March 1942 reported euthanasia by gassing in a
report led by its Lisbon correspondent, it was highlighted by SOE as a “come-back” of
one of their sibs, rather than a potentially true story. The Mirror report read:[42]
“Through the widow of one of the men concerned, I learn that 300 Germans
wounded in hospital at Dresden were quietly disposed of with gas as they
were unlikely to be of further use to the Reichswehr. All had lost limbs or
arms on the Eastern front, or had appalling body injuries.”

Conclusion
I have catalogued these very early references to homicidal gassings because they
indicate that Victor Cavendish-Bentinck believed he had good reason, in August 1943, to
disbelieve stories about mass murders of Poles and Jews in gas chambers. It is of course
illegal in many European countries to express such a view today.
As opposed to the growing tide of historical revisionism, orthodox or “exterminationist”
historians now suggest that the homicidal gassing of Jews began in February and March
1942, and maintain that the rst homicidal gassings of Soviet and Polish prisoners in
Auschwitz took place in August-September 1941.[43] Yet SOE were putting out a rumor
or “sib” about the gassing of “incurables” (i.e. euthanasia by gas chamber) in December
1940, and an extension of this rumor to encompass gassing of severely wounded soldiers
was already current by the summer of 1941 – i.e. before the very rst alleged gassings of
prisoners at Auschwitz.
Revisionists accept that a euthanasia program began in Germany at the start of the war
(using lethal injections) but was abandoned in August 1941on Adolf Hitler’s orders due
to the scale of religious opposition, especially from the Catholic Bishop von Galen of
Münster. The alleged use of gas chambers in this euthanasia program has been seen by
revisionists as an attempt to bolster Holocaust myths.[44] British propagandists’
invention of a “lethal chamber” aspect to euthanasia could in this context be seen as the
basis for later accretions of myth.

With so many gaps in the documentary record, we might never know precisely how
these stories were built up. What we can say is that existing SOE and PWE records
fatally undermine one of Prof. Richard Evans’s arguments against David Irving. As
noted above, Evans wrote:
“There was no evidence here or anywhere else, indeed, that the British
Political Warfare Executive had invented the story of the gas chambers.”
In fact PWE/SOE certainly did invent stories about homicidal gassings – the inventions
were circulated long before any such gassings are now alleged to have taken place.

Principal Characters
• (Sir) Denis Allen (1910-1987), New Zealand-born career Foreign Ofce ofcial;
in1943 was number two to Frank Roberts in the Central Department, which then
covered Holland, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Poland, Hungary, Spain and
Portugal; British Ambassador to Turkey, 1963-1967; swapped jobs with his
namesake below to become the FO’s Deputy Under-Secretary for Middle East and
Africa, 1967-69.
• (Sir) Roger Allen (1909-1972), barrister recruited to Foreign Ofce during Second
World War; liaison between FO and intelligence, in connection with the Joint
Planning Staff and the Joint Intelligence Committee (JIC), both during and after
the war. Also served as Joint Secretary of the War Cabinet Committee on
Treatment of War Criminals, set up in July 1942. British Ambassador to Turkey,
1967-69 after swapping jobs with Sir Denis Allen.
• (Sir) David Bowes-Lyon (1902-1961), Political Warfare Executive ofcer and
chairman of the Underground Propaganda Committee which developed “sibs” or
rumors of homicidal gas chambers. Younger brother of King George VI’s Queen
Elizabeth, and uncle of today’s Queen Elizabeth II.
• (Sir) Victor Cavendish-Bentinck (1897-1990), career diplomat 1919-1947;
chairman, Joint Intelligence Committee, 1939-45; British Ambassador to Poland,
1945-47; once tipped to become Chief of MI6, but following a divorce scandal
resigned from the Diplomatic Service and began a business career; late in life
succeeded to the title Duke of Portland in 1980; known to friends and colleagues
as Bill
• Col. Henry Cartwright (1887-1957), MI6 ofcer; military attaché in Berne,
Switzerland, 1939-45; passed a version of the “gas-chamber” rumor to the JIC via
the War Ofce in November 1941
• Moray McLaren (1901-1971), head of PWE’s Polish section. Scottish journalist
and author; biographer of Sir Walter Scott. Worked for the BBC, 1928-1940; rst
Programme Director for Scotland, 1933-35.
• Maj. Gen. Stephen Shoosmith (1900-1956), served as JIC Secretary (with rank of
Lt. Col.) in 1941; in this capacity, he circulated to Cavendish-Bentinck and his JIC
colleagues the rumors (or “sibs”) devised by black propagandists, mostly
originating with PWE. Later Principal Staff Ofcer to Field Marshal Montgomery,
Deputy Supreme Allied Commander, Allied Powers, Europe, 1954-56.
• David Esdaile Walker (1907-1968), Oxford-educated journalist and MI6 asset;
Daily Mirror and Reuters foreign correspondent, 1936-52; later with the News
Chronicle. Used by MI6 and SOE to circulate “sibs.”
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Josef Mengele – the Creation of a Myth
by Germar Rudolf

May I ask my dear reader whether he or she recognizes any of the following names:
Fritz Klein, Heinz Thilo, Bruno Kitt, Erwin von Helmersen, Werner Rohde, Hellmuth Vetter,
Horst Schumann, Carl Clauberg, Hans Wilhelm König, Franz Lucas, Alfred Trzebinski, Oskar
Dienstbach, Siegfried Schwela, Franz von Bodmann, Kurt Uhlenbroock, Eduard Wirths, Hans
Münch, Johann Paul Kremer, Horst Fischer, Friedrich Entress?
Unless you’re an expert in the field, you probably have no clue who these people are. The only
name I would recognize, if I were to turn off my expert knowledge, is Clauberg, and that only
because that was the name of my high-school art teacher (first name unknown).
All the men listed above were at some point or other SS physicians at the infamous Auschwitz
Camp.[1]
I omitted one name from the list, and that for a good reason, because that name would give it all
away:
Josef Mengele.

SS officers at Auschwitz. From left to right: Richard Baer, Josef Mengele, Josef Kramer, Rudolf
Höss (From the so-called Höcker Album, USHMM Archive)
Why is it that we all recognize this one name, but have no idea about all the others? And with
all, I am not just referring to any of us. This all also includes Auschwitz survivors. If we read or
listen to the many testimonies of the thousands of Auschwitz survivors, there seems to have
been only one evil person in that entire huge camp: Josef Mengele. Almost every survivor
mentions him as an evil SS doctor sending people either to the gas chambers or subjecting them

to some cruel, senseless, torturous experiments. Just as Auschwitz has become the symbol for
the Holocaust in general, so does Mengele symbolize the evil of Auschwitz. They are
synonymous.
Why is that so?

Mengele Hysteria
Most of the above-listed individuals were arrested after the war at some point and either
committed suicide while incarcerated or were sentenced to death or to extended prison terms.
Mengele escaped. He was never caught. In 1985, years after his death in 1979 in his SouthAmerican exile, however, his former whereabouts were revealed, his remains eventually
exhumed and identified.[2]
Mengele wasn’t the only Auschwitz physician who managed to escape, though. Hans Wilhelm
König was even better than Mengele. König disappeared without leaving a trace. But no one has
ever heard that name, or have you?
We get an idea what the basis of the “Mengele Myth” is if we listen to one of the mostdetermined Nazi hunters of the world, the Israeli Efraim Zuroff. While hunting for Josef
Mengele during the 1980s, he stumbled upon the remarkable fact that survivors immediately
after the war did not describe Mengele as the same evil criminal as he was portrayed in the
1980s or even later. Sifting through newsletters published right after the war by and for
“survivors,” he came across the (false) news that Mengele had been arrested in early 1947. On
that occasion, survivor newsletters asked their readers for incriminating testimonies against
Mengele, and such testimonies were then even published. But, as Zuroff summarizes:[3]
“The content of these articles proved quite surprising because they clearly indicated
that the Mengele of 1985, who had become a symbol of evil and the personification
of the perversion of science, did not enjoy the same notoriety in 1947. […Zuroff
noted] that Mengele was not considered a very high-ranking criminal [in 1947], nor
was his supposed arrest regarded as an event of exceptional significance. […] This
notice was, in effect, the first indication that the status of the infamous ‘Angel of
Death’ had grown by leaps and bounds over the years. […Mengele was], in a
certain sense, not the same person who was simultaneously hunted for in South
America.”
Of course, memories are more accurate a short time after an alleged event than decades later, so
the image survivors had of Mengele in 1947 was most certainly more accurate as well.
In 1986, shortly after the hunt for Mengele had been over, the Czech-German historian Zdenek
Zofka wrote these memorable lines about how Mengele had become the center of attention of
the Holocaust Industry:[4]
“After the fortieth anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz and after the
‘Mengele Tribunal’ had been staged on occasion of that anniversary in Jerusalem,
the search for Mengele was intensified drastically. The reward leading to his
capture was increased by the government of the German state of Hesse from 40,000
to one million deutschmarks, and the reward finally reached the staggering height
of ten million deutschmarks due to private donations. Along with the intensified
search for Mengele, the media’s interest in the case escalated as well. The ‘Angel of
Death of Auschwitz’ offered perfect opportunities for an incessant flood of
sensational news, and increasingly cruel and shocking crimes committed by
Mengele were revealed with reference to witnesses. The mass murderer Mengele
turned into the evil incarnate as such, the outright superhuman demon, as Robert
Lifton writes.”
Zofka’s aim with his paper was an attempt to “correct the image of Josef Mengele, which has
been distorted and exorbitantly exaggerated by the sensational media.” He admits that, when

trying to assess the crimes allegedly committed by Mengele, there is basically no documentary
evidence to rely on, and that relying on witness accounts in such an atmosphere of hysteria is
problematic, to say the least. He continuous by stating:
“All too often, it is impossible to be sure that their [the witnesses’] recollections really refer to
Mengele at all. It is all too often possible to show that Mengele has been confused with other SS
physicians. Almost all the inmates state that they were selected by Mengele on the ramp [to be
sent to the gas chamber]. But camp physicians performed the selections in shifts; Mengele
performed no more selections than any of the others.” (ibid., p. 246)
This underscores the point I made earlier.
When assessing Mengele’s purported crimes, we have to distinguish three different sets:
1. Selecting inmates for the gas chambers.
2. Experiments with twins.
3. Random medical experiments.
Let’s discuss all three of them here briefly, with reference to further reading for those who want
to learn more. Let’s start with the last one first, because it can be dealt with rather swiftly.

Random Medical Experiments
There is “eyewitness” testimony galore about utterly senseless, cruel experiments allegedly
performed by Mengele, like changing eye colors by injecting dye into an eye, transplanting
limbs and organs to random places in the body, and other nonsense. While studying hundreds of
“survivor” testimonies, I’ve come across a good share of these insults to the intellect, so
insulting, indeed, that I will not waste my time listing them here. Google the net, and you’ll
stumble across these Halloweenish horror stories all over the place. People evidently like to
gawk at guts and gore, so the survivors, protected from scrutiny by their aura of sainthood, cater
to that need. Interestingly, the alleged victims of these experiments, quite frequently the very
witnesses telling these tales, show no signs whatsoever of these cruel procedures. And it goes
without saying that there is not the slightest proof for any of it: no documents, no autopsies, no
medical examination on survivors proving it. Nothing. It’s all a pack of lies, sweet and simple.

Twins
The alleged cruel experiments Mengele is said to have performed with twins deported to
Auschwitz were so lethal that most of the twins he had enrolled in his research not only
survived the war, but were even able to form an association in 1984, toward the peak of the
Mengele hysteria, which was meant to lobby for their and their descendants’ interests: Children
of Auschwitz Nazi Deadly Lab Experiment Survivors (CANDLES). Read and rethink the
association’s name: How can deadly lab experiments have any survivors?
In fact, as Italian historian Carlo Mattogno has shown in his paper on Mengele’s twin
research,[5] there are three facts which clearly prove that Mengele did not commit any crimes
on those twins:
1. All the surviving paperwork clearly shows that his research was limited to
anthropological and behavioral studies, but did not include any surgical or other intrusive
procedures.
2. All the twins enlisted for his research were enrolled in that program for months on end,
with none of them ever dying.
3. Most of those involved – the twins as well as Mengele’s inmate assistants – survived
Auschwitz and the war.
Separately, think of that: Children are not supposed to have gotten beyond the camp’s railway
ramp. Since they were obviously unfit for labor, the Holocaust orthodoxy has it that they were

sent to the gas chamber straight away, but that’s evidently not what happened, not just with
Mengele’s twin children, but in general.
For the long list of twins and children at Auschwitz who survived the camp, see Mattogno’s
paper.

Gas-Chamber Selections
Which brings me to the final point: The selections at the railway ramps near the Auschwitz
Camp and (later) inside the Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp. There can be no doubt that these
selections took place. They happened at Auschwitz, and they happened at other German
wartime camps as well. They were usually performed by physicians, and it is safe to say that
Mengele, as one of the many Auschwitz physicians, was ordered to do them as well.
But what were they about? Did those in charge, Mengele among them, decide who got to live
and who was to die in the gas?
To answer this question comprehensively would require the analysis of tens of thousands of
documents that survived the war. I’m not going to do this here, most importantly because there
is no need to reinvent the wheel. Others have done that already, and I’ll point the reader to them.
The issue boils down to two questions:
1. Are there any documents indicating that homicidal gas chambers existed at Auschwitz?
2. What do the documents reveal about the purpose of selection(s) made?
Regarding a., let me quote from an article published in late 2016 in the conservative mainstream
periodical Taki’s Magazine. It was written by Jewish activist David Cole, who in the 1990s was
dabbling for a while in Auschwitz research. In this Taki article, Cole, who believes in all other
aspects of the orthodox Holocaust narrative, explains why he has problems with Auschwitz:[6]
“Ah, Auschwitz. Yes, here’s where we still have a problem. […] there are genuine
problems with what is commonly claimed to be part 3 [of the Holocaust]—that in
1943 Auschwitz-Birkenau was ‘renovated’ to become an ultra-super be-all end-all
extermination facility. To me, the evidence just isn’t there, and the evidence that
does exist calls that claim into question. […Orthodox historians] backed
themselves into a corner by putting Auschwitz, with its phony, postwar touristattraction ‘gas chamber’ and its complete lack of documentary evidence supporting
a killing program, front and center as the heart of the Holocaust. They’re in so deep
at this point that they can’t back off.
It’s surprisingly easy to get the leading lights of anti-denial to admit as much oneon-one. Rick Eaton has been the senior researcher at the Simon Wiesenthal Center
for thirty years. He’s as major a player in the fight against Holocaust denial as
anyone on earth. Two years ago, I corresponded with him (under a pseudonym, of
course… he’d never speak directly with the likes of me!) regarding the Auschwitz
problem. I explained my thesis to him, that Auschwitz, having various ‘issues’ that
call the credibility of extermination claims into question, should not be used to
represent the Holocaust. He agreed […].
Keep in mind that even though I was using a pseudonym, I was not falsely claiming
to be anyone of note. In other words, Eaton made that admission to a complete
nobody, a total stranger. One gets the feeling that many of these experts are secretly
longing for the day when they can be open about the ‘Auschwitz problem’ and
move past it […].”
Fact is that challenging the orthodox Auschwitz – and Mengele – narrative is a crime in many
countries, and in those countries where it is not, doing so will still turn challengers into social
pariahs. Hence, you won’t hear a word from any mainstream scholar about the fact that “the

evidence just isn’t there.” When scientists have to act under the threat of legal or professional
penalty, we can neither trust them nor their research results.
All that remains are the studies of those who don’t bend to the pressure; who literally risk loss
of life, limb and liberty when publishing their iconoclastic research results. I may point out two
of those studies which can give the reader a good overview as to why we have an “Auschwitz
problem”:
1. The Real Case for Auschwitz by the already-mentioned Carlo Mattogno.[7] This thick volume
of some 750 pages thoroughly discusses all the relevant documentary evidence on those
buildings which are said to have contained homicidal gas chambers. This is the main foundation
upon which Cole based his conclusion that the evidence for the existence of homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz “just isn’t there,” and that “the evidence that does exist calls that claim
into question.”
2. The Chemistry of Auschwitz, by, well, myself.[8] This 440-page book summarizes the
documentary situation succinctly (which saves you having to read the 750 pages of the first
book mentioned) and forensically evaluates various kinds of material evidence of the purported
crime scene.
There are many more studies that could be listed, but the interested reader can learn about them
when perusing the two works just mentioned.
The upshot of all these studies is quite simply that there cannot have been any homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz. The forensic and documentary evidence positively refutes even the
possibility of their existence.
This brings us to Point b. If the selections where not designed to send people to the gas
chambers, what purpose did they serve? Well, if a camp received hundreds of inmates in one
swoop, what was the SS supposed to do? Just let those deportees walk in and do whatever they
pleased? Some kind of admission procedure had to be in place where it was figured out which
deportee was to be lodged in which building in which part of the camp, or who of them will
even be sent to another camp. Such an admission procedure happens in every prison and camp
in every country. That wasn’t any different at Auschwitz. Having physicians involved to assess
the health of incoming deportees makes sense, too. A detailed analysis of the surviving
documentation clearly shows in this regard as well that there was nothing sinister or unusual
about those selections at Auschwitz.[9]

Witnesses

Cover art for an upcoming study of the testimonies of one of the key witnesses propping up the
orthodox Auschwitz narrative.
But what about all those witnesses? Well, if we look into witnesses who testified about their
experiences with Dr. Mengele right at the end of the war, before memories got corrupted by the
Mengele hysteria starting at the late 1970s/early 1980s, there is really only one witness saying
anything of substance: the Jewish physician Miklos Nyiszli from Hungary, who for several
months of his incarceration at Auschwitz was the assistant of Dr. Mengele, if we are to believe
him.
The late German mainstream historian and expert of Third Reich history Prof. Dr. Werner Maser
said about Nyiszli simply that he “lied excessively.”[10] He didn’t justify this harsh assessment,
however, because that would have required citing the writings of heretics, which Maser didn’t
want to do to prevent getting himself in trouble (so he admitted to me). In his above-quoted
paper on Mengele, Mattogno gave a brief summary of the main reasons why Nyiszli was indeed
an imposter and excessive liar. The reader interested in a thorough, 300-page critique of
Nyiszli’s various tall tales in English will have to wait until later this year, though, when a study
dedicated to this key witness is slated to appear.[11]

The Legacy

A drawing of a prisoner showing Dr. Wirths, garrison physician at Auschwitz between
September 1942 and early 1945, as a knight in shining uniform battling against lice infestation
and thus typhus
Mengele is special, so special, indeed, that this is the only uncommon German last name my
English spell checker doesn’t complain about. Like blitzkrieg and Auschwitz, this term has
become a fixed part of the English language. What a proud legacy of a reviled concentrationcamp physician!
In Mengele’s case, however, it is safe to say that this isn’t his fault. As Wikipedia writes
correctly, quoting the one book that was most influential in cementing the Mengele hysteria:[12]
“Rolf [Mengele, Josef’s son], who had not seen his father since the ski holiday in
1956, visited him there [in São Paulo, Brazil] in 1977 and found an unrepentant
Nazi who claimed he had never personally harmed anyone and had only done his
duty.”
Mengele was a deputy of the Auschwitz garrison physician Dr. Eduard Wirths. Wirths, in turn,
was celebrated by hundreds of Auschwitz inmates as a hero, as the “Angel of Auschwitz”
saving the lives of tens of thousands of them with his selfless efforts to improve their lot and to
battle the epidemics reaping a gruesome harvest at Auschwitz.[13] Mengele was Wirths’s righthand man – in the battle to save as many lives as possible of those whom the authorities of the
Third Reich had recklessly and irresponsibly deported to Auschwitz.
Mengele was not just innocent of the crimes he is accused of. Together with Eduard Wirths and
the other physicians at Auschwitz, his tireless efforts saved the lives of ten thousands of
inmates.
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Ludwig Fanghänel, 8 October 1937 – 20 January
2017
by Jürgen Graf

R.I.P.
With immense sadness my wife Olga and I learned that our dear friend Dr. Ludwig
Fanghänel passed away on 20 January. To the revisionist community Ludwig was known
under his pen name Klaus Schwensen. He was the author of seven revisionist articles
published in the English language at Inconvenient History:
https://www.inconvenienthistory.com/columnists/2727
Of these articles, the ones about the Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp and the Soviet
Extraordinary Commission are of particular importance.
Several other studies authored by Dr. Fanghänel under the pseudonym Klaus Schwensen
only appeared in German. Of special interest is his analysis of the so-called “Lachout
Document” (Vierteljahreshefte für freie Geschichtsforschung, 2/2004). According to this
document, which purportedly emanated from a “Militärpolizeilicher Dienst” in Vienna,
no homicidal gassings had taken place in the concentration camps of the “Altreich”
(Germany in its 1937 borders), nor at the Mauthausen camp. Unfortunately, the alleged
authenticity of this document was tenaciously defended by several revisionists for many
years.
As Dr. Fanghänel conclusively showed in his meticulous analysis, there is not the
faintest evidence that a “Militärpolizeilicher Dienst” ever existed. As such an
organization would inevitably have left ample traces in the archives; this alone is
sufficient to demolish the credibility of the “Lachout Document” which was in all
probability fabricated by Emil Lachout himself, a man whom Prof. Robert Faurisson had
always suspected of being an imposter and who gave all kinds of contradictory
explanations as to how he had obtained it. Of course this does not mean that the claim
made in this “document” is wrong; as a matter of fact, no homicidal gas chambers
existed at any of the aforementioned camps. But we revisionists cannot afford to base
our claims on forgeries. We do not depend on them.
Ludwig Fanghänel was born in Saxony in 1937. He later emigrated to Western Germany
and settled in Munich where he acquired a doctorate in chemistry and worked as a
chemist for decades. He never lost his unmistakable Saxon accent.
I first met Ludwig in April 2003 when he visited me and Olga in Moscow. A second
visit would follow ten years later. Ludwig was an exceptionally kind person; it was
simply impossible not to love him. He was also a most fascinating interlocutor. An avid
traveler, he had visited numerous countries from India to Mexico. I will never forget his
vivid and humorous accounts of his adventures in these distant lands.
The unspeakable disaster which has struck his German fatherland under the treacherous
Merkel regime deeply upset Ludwig. He placed his hope in the ADF (Alternative für
Deutschland) party, whose electoral successes in East Germany filled him with cautious
optimism.

Ludwig used to call me every few weeks from Munich. After his phone calls stopped
and he did not reply to my mails, my wife and I became alarmed and contacted one of
his friends who informed us that Ludwig, who wore a cardiac pacemaker and whose
physical health had been deteriorating for some time, had been found dead in his flat.
According to the forensic experts, his death had probably occurred on 20 January. He
was buried in Munich.
A wonderful friend and excellent scholar has left us. May he rest in peace!

One Survivor, One Single Survivor!
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
Orthodox Holocaust scholars reject the revisionist claim that the so-called Aktion
Reinhardt Camps were transit camps for Jewish deportees on their way to the East. They
challenge revisionists to show them one Jew, one single Jew, who was deported through
any of those camps and survived. This paper presents evidence of thousands of Jews for
whom those camps were mere layover stations.

Holocaust Archaeology
If we follow the orthodox Holocaust narrative, the so-called Aktion Reinhardt Camps –
Bełżec, Sobibór and Treblinka – were pure extermination camps. In the very lethal sense
of the word, they are said to have been dead ends for Jewish deportees sent there, who
were allegedly murdered in homicidal gas chambers using engine-exhaust gas, and their
corpses subsequently buried and later exhumed and cremated on huge outdoor pyres.[1]
During the past 20 years, archeological explorations were conducted by orthodox
researchers at all three Aktion Reinhardt Camps in search of remnants of the claimed
gas-chamber buildings and of the mass graves and mass-cremation sites claimed to have
existed nearby.
The earliest such explorations were conducted between 1997 and 1999 at the site of the
former Bełżec Camp.[2] While major amounts of disturbed soil were located, the
amount of human remains discovered was minimal, and no trace of any building was
found that resembles even remotely what witnesses have described as the homicidal gas
chamber.[3]
Next in line was the Sobibór Camp, which was the focus of much larger explorations
than those conducted at Bełżec. The investigations started in 2000 and extended well
into the year 2014 and probably even beyond that. Unlike Bełżec, the researchers
involved did not merely undertake core sample drillings, but they actually excavated
several areas suspected to contain remnants of former camp structures: fence poles,
buildings, mass graves and cremation pits.[4] In the summer of 2014, a structure was
discovered which the researchers involved believe to have been the claimed homicidal
gas chamber.[5] Until late 2016, the website dedicated to the Sobibór memorial had a
2014 news item posted announcing the impending publication of the research result.[6]
When I approached them via email in late November 2016 asking whether that
publication had yet appeared, and if so, where it could be found, instead of receiving an
answer, the announcement was quietly removed. A revisionist critique of the findings at
Sobibór was published in 2013, which of course does not address the claimed gaschamber find.[7]
The Treblinka Camp was last in line to become the object of modern archeological
research. This included the use of high-technology devices such as LIDAR scans and
ground-penetrating radar. Core samples and minor excavations were also conducted,
although apparently on a much smaller scale than at Sobibór. No dedicated research
report, paper or book seems to have been published as a result of it, but the lead

researcher, Dr. Caroline Sturdy Colls, did include some of her findings in a general book
on the forensics and archeology of mass-murder sites.[8] A written revisionist critique
published two years prior to the appearance of that book could analyze only small bits of
information that had been published in rather superficial media items, hence is of merely
limited value.[9] A revisionist video documentary addressing Sturdy Colls’s research
limits itself to what had appeared during a 2013 TV documentary,[10] hence has a
narrow focus as well.[11]

Conflicting Claims
In any murder case, the burden of proof is on those claiming that a murder has happened.
In any scientific dispute, the burden of proof lies on those making any claim about
anything.
In the present case, everybody agrees that at least some 1.3 million people were deported
to the Aktion Reinhardt Camps, a claim primarily based on a German radio message
intercepted and deciphered by the British on January 11, 1943, which speaks of a total of
1,274,166 deportees.[12] But what happened to the Jews who arrived at those camps?
Orthodox historiography maintains that almost all of these Jews were murdered on the
spot, usually within a few hours of their arrival at the latest. Only a few healthy young
men were kept alive as slave laborers to run the camp’s genocidal operation, but even
those usually did not live long.
Revisionists, on the other hand, claim that these camps were transit camps, and that Jews
arriving at these borderline stations merely swapped trains from European standard
gauge to the Russian wide gauge, to be deported further East during a grand plan of
resettling Europe’s Jews.[13] The revisionist storyline has it that most of the Jews
deported to those camps were kept there for only a short while – hours or days – during
which they and their belongings may have been subjected to hygienic measures: showers
and disinfestation. They also may have been subjected to some kind of selection to
extract those individuals suitable for slave-labor deployment, to be sent elsewhere, while
the rest boarded another train headed further east to be resettled in some part of the thenGerman-occupied parts of the Soviet Union.

Proving Mass Murder
Those claiming that a gigantic mass-murder operation unfolded at these places have to
deliver the kinds of evidence required in any murder case: primarily traces of the bodies,
evidence of murder, and any kind of trace of the murder weapon. The archaeological
investigations mentioned earlier were carried out to some degree to do exactly that:
locate bodily remains, determine the way they died, and find traces of the gas chambers.
Revisionist critics have claimed that the evidence actually found falls extremely short of
what has to be expected, yet orthodox counter-critics have argued otherwise.[14]
For this study, I will focus on the Treblinka Camp, which is said to have had the largest
death toll of all three Aktion Reinhardt Camps.
First, let’s define what kind of evidence would be required to prove that the claimed
mass murder has taken place. Most-important, this concerns traces of the victims or of
the manner in which their bodies were disposed of. The orthodoxy claims that some
700,000 victims were buried within the camp and later exhumed and cremated on huge
pyres. I will leave aside here the question as to how such a task could have been
physically possible, for if the remains of 700,000 victims can be located, that feat
obviously was possible somehow. Hence, we need to worry about the How only if we do

not find the expected traces.
The burial of 700,000 victims within a few months – most are said to have died between
July and October 1942 – requires a minimum amount of space in the soil. In addition,
large areas where the cremations allegedly took place must have existed, too. Finally, the
cremation remains – ashes, body fragments, unburned wood – need to be found
somewhere. This all needs quantification.
However, the task is not as simple as it seems, because we are not dealing with a pristine
crime scene as it was left behind by the alleged perpetrators. Quite to the contrary: it is a
matter of record that two forensic/archaeological investigations were conducted there at
war’s end or shortly thereafter, one by Soviet, the other by Polish authorities.[15] In
addition, there is evidence suggesting that bombs were dropped onto the area of the
former Treblinka Camp toward the end of the war, probably by Soviet aircraft, causing
major devastation.[16] Furthermore, completely undocumented random digs by grave
robbers have been going on for decades, as the site was left basically unguarded for
decades after the war.
Hence, even if one were to succeed in determining exactly how much of the camp’s
underlying soil has been disturbed, how is one to tell which of these perturbations
originate from the purported perpetrators and which have been added by the abovementioned activities that unfolded after the camp had been dissolved? While it is
perhaps possible to find out where and how much of a volume the Soviet and Polish
investigative commissions dug up, and to what degree it included the volume of former
mass graves and cremation sites, etc., it is probably rather difficult, if at all possible, to
distinguish bomb craters and haphazard digs from original mass graves and cremation
sites. But such a distinction is indispensable in order to be sure which soil perturbation is
original and which is later. Admittedly, this prerequisite is a very high standard of proof
which may be extremely difficult or even impossible to meet. But that failure of securing
the evidence while it was fresh is merely the fault of the authorities in charge of the area
right after the withdrawal of all German authorities in 1944. Worse still, if the camp’s
area was indeed bombarded by the Soviet Air Force, this raises the suspicion that the
Soviets themselves were those who initiated the process of destroying the evidence. It is
moot to speculate about their motives, but it is safe to say that securing evidence in a
mass-murder case was obviously not on their minds. At any rate, not having conducted a
thorough forensic investigation for so many decades has led to a considerable
deterioration and spoliation of the evidence which we may never be able to overcome.
Still, considering that the cremation of 700,000+ victims must have left innumerable
traces in and around the camp, it should be possible to come to some conclusions when
scouring the soil of the entire former camp and its vicinity for these remains.[17] This
might be a daunting task, but it seems to be the only way of determining with any degree
of reliability the magnitude of events that unfolded there.
As to remnants of homicidal gas chambers, this seems to be a wild-goose chase
undertaken by the orthodoxy. While it is expected that some building remains have to be
found in those camps, finding a “gas chamber” seems illusory, for how are we to decide
whether the ruins of a building served as a chemical mass-slaughter facility? While it is
possible to expect chemical traces of mass murder committed with hydrogen cyanide aka
Zyklon B – in the form of long-term-stable Iron Blue[18] – the lethal gas which
orthodox historians today claim was allegedly used in the Aktion Reinhardt Camps –
engine-exhaust gases – would not have left any trace whatsoever. Hence, if some ruins
containing tiles are discovered, as was the case at Treblinka, how are we to decide
whether these tiles were part of an actual shower room, as revisionists claim, or of a
homicidal gas chamber merely disguised as a shower room, as orthodox historians

insist? As far as I can see, there is no way of telling the difference.

Proving Transit Activities
Revisionists face a different challenge. If almost 1.3 million individuals were transited
through those camps, where is the evidence for this? Where are these 1.3 million
persons? Asking that question 75 years later is a little late, too. It cannot be expected that
many of these individuals are still alive today. But what evidence is there that Treblinka,
to stick with this camp, served as a layover station? And is there even one single Jew
who was deported to Treblinka and showed up alive in “the East” or anywhere else, for
that matter?
Interestingly, there are quite a few eyewitness accounts recorded by orthodox
organizations who attest to the fact that they, together with hundreds of other deportees,
were indeed transited through Treblinka. Eric Hunt has included some of these
statements in his documentary on Treblinka.[19] Although these Jews were sent to the
Majdanek labor camp rather than “to the East,” their stories still confirm that Treblinka
did serve as a transit camp for thousands of Jews. This means that Treblinka had to have
the logistical capability of serving that purpose.
Carlo Mattogno has pointed out a particularly illuminating case of a Jewish individual
transited through Treblinka.[20] It concerns the fate of a certain Minna Grossova, who
was born on Sept. 20, 1874. On October 19, 1942, this 68-year-old lady was deported to
Treblinka – at a time when on average some 5,000 Jews are said to have been killed and
buried there every single day. But instead of getting killed there, she was sent to
Auschwitz, where she … no, was not sent to the gas chambers either, although she was
most certainly not “fit for labor,” but lived there another 14 months, finally dying there
on December 30.[21] If Mrs. Grossova at age 68 was spared death in the gas chambers
of Treblinka and Auschwitz, it is likely that the many hundreds of her fellow sufferers
deported together with her shared her fate as well. This fate, too, underlines that
Treblinka was indeed used as a transit camp where not even old, frail Jews were
murdered.
How about Jews actually transited to “the East”? Jean-Marie Boisdefeu has documented
an interesting case he stumbled over while skimming Vad Vashem’s database of
Holocaust victims.[22] This case, too, is based on a memorial book published by
government authorities, in this case of Germany. It concerns the Berlin Jew Siegmund
Rothstein, born in 1867, who was first deported to the Theresienstadt Ghetto for elderly
Jews in August 1942. Barely a month later, however, on September 26, he was deported
to Treblinka at the age of 75. But that was not his end at all, because the German
authorities found life signs of him further east, as they finally determined that Rothstein
died in Minsk, the capital city of Belarus, some 240 miles (286 km) east of Treblinka. I
doubt 75-year-old Mr. Rothstein jumped off the train prior to arriving at Treblinka and
ran all the way to German-occupied Minsk, Hence, he must have traveled there by train.
I also doubt that the German authorities reserved a train just for him or put just him on a
military train going to Minsk. Rather, he must have made that journey on a deportation
train together with hundreds or thousands of fellow deportees from Theresienstadt.
Boisdefeu states that none of the thousands of Jews deported from Theresienstadt is
listed in the German memorial book as having been killed at Treblinka, but that they all
are listed with a variety of different locations where they either died or were last heard of
and then went missing.
This case, too, indicates that thousands of Jews seem to have been deported to “the East”
with Treblinka as a transit station. As a result, Treblinka must indeed have had the

logistics to temporarily house, feed and clean hundreds, if not thousands of individuals
for short periods of time. Among other things, it most likely did have a very real shower
facility for that very purpose.
It is therefore clear that orthodox historians have to adjust their narrative to
accommodate that role somehow. For instance, Treblinka could be re-labeled as a
combined extermination and transit camp, serving both purposes at once. This dualinterpretation approach, first observed by Arthur Butz in his trail-blazing book,[23] has
been very successful in shoring up the orthodox extermination narrative for Auschwitz
and Majdanek, when the mounting evidence against their cases threatened to undermine
them. In the case of Treblinka, orthodox as well as revisionist historians could be
accommodated by saying that, yes, there was a real shower, but, yes, it was also
equipped to murder instead of shower the deportees. Whether that is a credible narrative,
is for the reader to decide.
As far as I know, no one has done any thorough, systematic research trying to locate
more individual cases of Jews transited through Treblinka, Sobibór or Bełżec to other
places using the data available in published sources, victim and witness databases, etc.
No one has even considered the question, let alone pursued it. Orthodox researchers are
unlikely to undertake such research, as asking the question is a heresy worth the
professional death penalty. Revisionists, on the other hand, have so far lacked the
human, monetary, logistical and temporal resources to undertake such research on the
grand scale it would require. So in this case as well, the evidence keeps deteriorating, as
memories fade, documents decay and survivors die.
The one revisionist whom I had invited to do that research in late 2016 – Eric Hunt – got
upset with me because I didn’t offer him the research results on a silver platter ready for
his consumption. Hence, he decided to take an altogether contrary stance with regard to
the whole matter. Pity.
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Samuel Crowell: In Memoriam! | CODOH
by Richard A. Widmann

I learned of the passing of Samuel Crowell as I have learned of the passing of several
friends over the past year—via email. I had been away for the day but decided to check
my messages prior to retiring for the evening. There were several stacked up regarding
my late friend; the subject of the first was simply “Crowell.” Nearly three weeks had
already passed since the heart attack that claimed his life on 1 April – news doesn’t
necessarily travel fast on the Internet.
As revisionists, we are naturally skeptical and therefore question reports of
contemporary events as well as historical accounts. The attachment of an obituary
quickly removed all doubt. It is widely known that “Samuel Crowell” was a pseudonym
–one of several which my colleague chose to assign to his articles; I shall for the sake of
the privacy of his family use that name throughout this article. Crowell selected his nom
de plume due to the threat of persecution that revisionists suffered from the mid-1990s
on. It was in fact legislation throughout Europe trampling free speech with regard to the
Holocaust story that first caught Crowell’s eye and resulted in his immersion in the
subject.
The man who would become Samuel Crowell was born in San Francisco on 5 May
1955. Crowell loved his country and especially the freedoms that so many took for
granted during the Eisenhower administration of his birth. He would join the Marine
Corps where he served two tours of duty. He graduated from the University of California
(Berkeley) where he studied philosophy, foreign languages, and modern European
history. His continued love of history and amazing ability to recall facts resulted in his
attainment of a Master’s degree in Eastern European History from Columbia University.
He would later become a Professor of History at Lafayette College in Easton,
Pennsylvania.
I first became aware of Crowell around 1994. I spotted his comments on the altrevisionism newsgroup in the days before the appearance of any websites on the
Holocaust (or just about any other matter). His user ID at the time was “Ehrlich606” and
for the first couple years, I referred to him simply as Ehrlich. I noticed his comments
initially because they were utterly free of cant. His questions were sharp. His comments
were direct – but never derogatory. Crowell would later describe himself as a “moderate
revisionist.” This was more than a label but rather a school of thought that he hoped
would find more adherents. Crowell was genuinely interested in debunking the
exaggerations and excesses of the Holocaust story but did so without any intention of
offending anyone – especially the Jewish people.
Shortly after our first exchanges on the Internet, I introduced Crowell to Bradley R.
Smith and the small cadre of volunteers around CODOH. Crowell was immediately
drawn to Smith’s style, charm, and cause – namely to argue for intellectual freedom with
regard to the Holocaust story. It was not long after this that I had the opportunity to meet
Crowell face-to-face. It was the first of many such occasions in which we would gather
with other revisionists for food, drink, and discussion of the latest turns in Holocaust
studies. During that first meeting, we visited the home of Friedrich Berg, who was well
known for his studies surrounding the absurdity of the diesel-gas-chamber story.

The Repal company of Leipzig offers "air defense shelter doors and shutters, in steel" in
this advertisement, which appeared in a 1942 issue of the German trade periodical
"Baulicher Luftschutz." Such doors were gas resistant. Note the protected peep hole.
Berg shared documents from his personal files including several having to do with the
construction and sale of German air-raid-shelter components. While going through these
wartime materials, we first saw the Repal advertisement for “air defense shelter doors
and shutters, in steel.” We immediately recognized that the gas-resistant door with
protected peephole was identical to the Majdanek “gas-chamber door” replica that the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM) had put on display for an
American audience at their new museum on the National Mall.
By early 1997, Crowell’s first article appeared on the CODOH Website, “Wartime
Germany’s Anti-Gas Air-Raid Shelters: A Refutation of Pressac’s ‘Criminal Traces.’”
Crowell’s approach was to address the leading “exterminationist” writers with a positive
rather than negative approach. His idea was, rather than saying something could not
have been used as a gas chamber, to explain what it may more likely have been used for.
Beginning with Jean-Claude Pressac’s noted 39 “Criminal Traces” – what he called
“indirect proofs” of the Holocaust, Crowell presented benign explanations. When his
article appeared in The Journal of Historical Review, the editor explained:[1]
“His basic argument is that the documents cited by Pressac as ‘traces’ of
homicidal ‘gas chambers’ are references to air-raid shelters, or to their
fittings or equipment. Specifically, he contends, the Birkenau crematory
morgue rooms – the supposed ‘gas chambers’ where, it is alleged, hundreds
of thousands of Jews were killed with ‘Zyklon’ pesticide – were modified to
also serve as air-raid shelters with features to protect against possible Allied
attacks with poison gas.”
By July of 1997, Crowell penned his second article dealing with the “bomb shelter
thesis” – this time expanding his argument and leveraging newly found materials.
“Defending Against the Allied Bombing Campaign: Air Raid Shelters and Gas
Protection in Germany” quickly found adherents and detractors from both the revisionist
and exterminationist camps. While Crowell never claimed to be the first to make the airraid-shelter argument, he clearly developed it beyond what others had done.[2] For
revisionists who had argued for years that the gas chambers were all disinfection or
delousing chambers, the “bomb-shelter thesis” seemed to take direct aim at their work.

Likewise, a letter to Walter Reich, the Director of the USHMM explaining that the door
displayed in the Washington DC museum was the replica of a common mass-produced
air-raid-shelter door, went unanswered.[3]
Beyond various short book reviews, editorials, and commentary that Crowell penned at
the time under various pseudonyms, he set to work to complete his revisionist magnum
opus, The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes: An Attempt at a Literary Analysis of the
Holocaust Gassing Claim. Crowell’s book-length effort now went beyond the “bombshelter thesis” and examined the origin of the gas-chamber stories from the first reports
through the disinfection procedures, the confessions of key witnesses and even the
euthanasia campaign. Again, using his standard approach, Crowell sought to find logical
explanations for the stories, which developed into what he termed “the Canonical
Holocaust.” His approach was again a unique one. He applied the methodology of
literary analysis and considered the sources and reports in a chronological and
comparative method.
The title of Crowell’s definitive work was based on his discovery that the gassing
narrative by “witness” Alexander Werth bore a stark similarity to Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s description of a poisonous gassing in his Sherlock Holmes tale, “The Adventure
of the Retired Colourman” of the 1920s. Crowell observed that there were causes for the
gassing claims and did not accept the often-repeated explanations of the more extreme
revisionists that the entire tale amounted to a lie, a hoax, or some sort of Jewish
conspiracy. Rather Crowell would call the gassing claims “the delusion of the Twentieth
Century.”
Bradley Smith published the first copies of Sherlock (as we referred to it) in an
inexpensive Xerox-copied, plastic covered, spiral-bound edition. Smith began a public
relations campaign called “Operation Sherlock” in which over a hundred copies of the
book were sent to an elite of authors, intellectuals, and activists.[4] Needless to say, there
were few who would respond publicly, or honestly.
In 2000, Crowell would tackle the bomb-shelter thesis once again. Based on additional
research, Crowell wrote his highly provocative “Bomb Shelters in Birkenau: A
Reappraisal.” In “Bomb Shelters in Birkenau,” Crowell argued that the crematoria at
Birkenau had been equipped with gas-tight fixtures as part of a civil-defense measure
and that this is the most plausible argument for their existence.
As Lao Tzu commented, “The flame that burns twice as bright burns half as long,”
Crowell’s bright revisionist career abruptly ended as the millennium began. If interesting
events occurred or new discoveries were made, Crowell would continue to comment
among friends, but his public writing had all but ceased. It was a great surprise when in
2011 publisher Chip Smith decided to publish a proper volume of Sherlock now titled,
The Gas Chamber of Sherlock Holmes and Other Writings on the Holocaust,
Revisionism, and Historical Understanding.
The new 400-page edition by Nine-Banded Books included a new preface, and new
chapters including “Revisiting the Bomb Shelter Thesis: A Postscript to ‘Bomb Shelters
in Birkenau,’” and “The Holocaust in Retrospect: A Historical and Revisionist
Assessment.” For a moment it seemed that Crowell was back. A prototype for a website
was drawn up, but it was really not to be. The final words that Crowell would write on
the subject were these:
“The destruction of the Jews in World War Two will remain an important
object for study and commemoration among the Jewish people and the
German people. The wars, revolutions, ethnic cleansings, famines,
epidemics, and grand experiments in social engineering that dislocated

many tens of millions of human beings, and killed a large proportion of
them, and of which the Holocaust was a part, will be remembered by
everyone who has a stake in the European inheritance. Like any series of
events, it will be romanticized. Like any series of events, it will be
mythologized. And, like any series of events, it will be properly understood
only after the passage of time.”
Crowell was done with the Holocaust story. As such he turned his attention to other
subjects. Foremost in his mind was another historical controversy—one that he claimed
to wrestle with for 50 years — that of the authorship of the works of William
Shakespeare. His final book was William Fortyhands: Disintegration and Reinvention of
the Shakespeare Canon (2016). Crowell stated that his disintegration of the Shakespeare
canon was the work that he was most proud of. Crowell inscribed the copy that he gave
me, “The H. is over, so time for other things.” Indeed, for Crowell, he had said all that
he could say on the Holocaust.
In early 2016, following news of the passing of his old friend, Bradley Smith, Crowell
wrote what would be his last article – a memorial for Smith – “Bradley Smith: In
Memoriam.” Here, once again, Crowell used the phrase “In Memoriam” just as he had
dedicated his magnum opus many years prior. As used in Sherlock the Latin phrase
seemed like a seal on the tomb of the Holocaust story itself, forever relegating it to
memory. The meaning of these words shifted however when applied to Bradley Smith.
The words had transformed into a requiem for a dear departed friend. It seems fitting
that they be used once again to remember my friend Samuel Crowell. You will be
missed.

Notes

The Nazis’ Nuremberg Race Laws: Made in USA?
by Ezra Macvie

In 1933, Germany’s National Socialists found themselves in command of one of the
world’s most advanced states with a pressing agenda to remove Jews from the command
structure of its society, along with the upper strata of lucrative professions such as law,
medicine and the media. With typically German methodicality, they set about crafting a
body of law under which to bring this massive change about. Again in keeping with
traits of order and logic for which the people are famous, they first launched an inquiry
into precedents of law for carrying out programs such as theirs. There weren’t many,
around the world, with but one batch of 31 exceptions all in one country: the United
States of America. This book examines the Germans’ project of lawfare on the Jews, but
never touches on the supreme irony that that very same United States of America
outfitted and supplied the bulk of the massive military effort that laid their country waste
and conquered less than ten years later.
Hitler’s American Model: The United States and Making of Nazi Race Law. James Q.
Whitman. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J., 2017, 224 pp.

In 1933, when the National Socialists became able to fulfill their long-stated ambition to
rid German society of Jews, no modern state had ever before undertaken to formulate
and enact laws to bring such a thing about. All previous episodes resembling the mooted
cleansing had been accomplished by little more than royal decrees received by subjects
to a greater or lesser extent eager to carry them out (and, of course, acquire such
property as the victims had to leave behind, or surrender in exchange for safe passage).

The National Socialists initially feared that they might have to invent an entire body of
law and jurisprudence from whole cloth, as it were.
Fortunately for them, it turned out that it would not be quite necessary to reinvent this
evil “wheel.” There were, by their meticulous count, fully thirty-one governments that
had enacted anti-miscegenation, anti-integration and/or multi-tiered citizenship and
immigration laws. Every one of these, with the exception of the federal government
itself, was a state of the United States.
Like good inventors everywhere, the Germans carefully cataloged those laws and
actually published their findings in a number of lists and compendia preparatory to the
process that ultimately, in 1935, produced the infamous Nuremberg Laws that asprecisely as-possible defined who in Germany was a racial undesirable, and what
disabilities these unfortunates were to be subjected to for as long as they remained in the
territory claimed by the Master Race of National Socialist ideology. These unfortunates
were, of course, the Jews. Perhaps the chief among many authentic sources Whitman
cites for the product of the German inquiries is Heinrich Krieger’s 1936 opus Das
Rassenrecht in den vereinigten Staaten (Race Law in the United States), the 361-page
product of a two-year residence in the United States by Krieger.
Americans in particular misconceive the thrust of American race law as relating to
segregation of public facilities such as bathrooms, drinking fountains, lunch counters
and seats on a bus. Such segregation was never much on the minds of Germans, whose
disfavored minority differed so little from themselves that ultimately Jews were required
to display yellow stars on their clothing to distinguish themselves from the rest of the
population. This “disconnect” has enabled past inquirers into connections between
American and German race law to conclude that there is little to none. The author points
out that this is a gross error.
The parts of American law that interested the Germans were those parts barring sexual
relations and interbreeding as well as those that defined who was to be identified as
members of the minority. Some states’ standards for “qualification” as a member of the
minority (“one drop of blood”) indeed were so stringent that the Germans ultimately
rejected those in favor of a system that gave a “pass” to candidates with only one Jewish
grandparent who otherwise behaved themselves by not marrying Jews nor practicing the
Jewish religion.
Aside from restriction of social/reproductive interactions with the “superior” majority,
the Germans had other racialist goals that did not align quite so well with the aims of US
laws, but that hardly rendered the American legislation irrelevant for the eager-to-learn
Germans. For example, as Whitman repeatedly asserts, the goal of National Socialist
racial policies was removal of Jews first from government, academia and the professions
and then removal of the Jews from the territory of Germany. Ever since the death of
Abraham Lincoln’s mass-deportation dream for emancipated Blacks, no such eventuality
figured into American legislation: the Blacks were here to stay, and so had to be kept
down (by the Whites). Removing them from government, academia and the professions
was no issue beyond making sure to keep them out.
The antecedents to Germany’s “problem” vis-à-vis that of the United States were
profoundly different. The objects of American policy were “up from slavery,” so to
speak; the hapless victims (immigrated very much under duress, hardly of their own
volition) had always been an underclass. The Jews, on the other hand, occupied socioeconomic strata concentrated toward the middle and ranging upwards to the very peaks
of German society and government. Removal from the upper strata was swift and
straightforward; removal from the territory prior to the advent of eastward conquests in

1939 took the form of encouragement of emigration together with arrangements (the
Haavara Agreement) with Zionists to support emigration specifically to Palestine. In that
the latter was not a feature in any way enshrined in US law, Whitman gives it nary a
mention.
Whitman does emphasize (again, repeatedly) that examples of this sort of law and
regulation were nowhere to be found in the world for the inquiring Germans, except in
scattered local traditions and practices in various colonial outposts of the British Empire.
The United States was indeed the mother lode of such law and practice as the Germans
sought to derive lessons from, albeit for reasons originally profoundly different from
those impelling the Germans in the early and mid 1930s. One pervasive element at least
of style, if not of substance, distinguishing American precedents from German imitations
was the need of the pioneers, particularly in the southern states, to reconcile their aims
with the equality and race-blind implications of the US Constitution, particularly its
Fourteenth Amendment, in which slavery was abolished. Again, of course, slavery was
not among the German antecedents to begin with, but the notions of racial “equality” at
least before the law imparted a certain sub rosa quality to the American legislation that
was altogether superfluous to the latter-day racists in Europe.
A subject such as the one of this book imposes an almost irresistible force upon the
author to engage in German-bashing, up to and including the allegations of genocidal
intent that form the noxious core of the common assaults upon the national nemesis of
Jewry. Whitman admirably abjures it all, while at the same time avoiding the
distastefully anodyne tone that can afflict such efforts when they are so scrupulously
carried out. In a negative way, this phenomenon points to a very happy attribute that
suffuses this text: Whitman is a serious, informative writer who manages at the same
time to maintain an altogether engaging atmosphere in his writing. He does this entirely
without artifice, without resort to tricks—at least, devices apparent to this reviewer—by
means of which artificially to impart tension or arouse curiosity in the narrative. The
story itself as rendered is quite sufficient to motivate brisk reading, without extraneous
adornment.
On the other hand, this thorough, punctilious legal scholar does take the trouble to
provide full context for the developments he reports. For example, what connection
could there be between the famous 1935 incident aboard the North German Lloyd liner
Bremen in New York harbor when a gang of communists stormed aboard and tore down
the swastika banner on its bow, and the Nuremberg Laws? There most-definitely is a
connection, and the author relates it clearly and carefully, and one comes away from the
account with a renewed appreciation for the importance of what lately has acquired the
label “path dependency.”
Photographs and reproductions of period maps round out this most-worthy account of a
connection most would find surprising, and all could find informative in most-vital
ways.
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Abstract
I have been asked the question: Why do you think the German euthanasia program
happened during World War II, but not the Holocaust? This article will show that the
evidence for the German euthanasia program is overwhelming, while the evidence to
support the Holocaust story is severely lacking.

Written Order
In August 1939, Hitler let it be known to his close associates that he approved any
measure which could be seen as delivering incurable patients from pain and suffering.
Probably in the late autumn or winter of 1939, Hitler backdated a document to Sept. 1,
1939, that authorized the euthanasia program. The authorization states:[1]
“Reich Leader Bouhler and Dr. Med Brandt are charged with the
responsibility of enlarging the powers of specific physicians, designated by
name, so that patients who, on the basis of human judgment, are considered
incurable, can be granted mercy death after the most careful assessment of
their condition.”

1938 NS magazine ad exposing lifetime cost to government of supporting life of the
congenitally disabled (public domain)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:
EuthanasiePropaganda.jpg
Historians have acknowledged that no similar document of a plan by Germany to
exterminate European Jewry has ever been found. In his well-known book on the
Holocaust, French-Jewish historian Leon Poliakov states that “…the campaign to
exterminate the Jews, as regards its conception as well as many other essential aspects,
remains shrouded in darkness.” Poliakov adds that no documents of a plan for
exterminating the Jews have ever been found because “perhaps none ever existed.”[2]
British historian Ian Kershaw states that when the Soviet archives were opened in the
early 1990s:[3]
“Predictably, a written order by Hitler for the ‘Final Solution’ was not
found. The presumption that a single, explicit written order had ever been
given had long been dismissed by most historians.”
The lack of a written order for the extermination of European Jewry led to Raul
Hilberg’s famous explanation of how the Holocaust happened:[4]
“What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not planned in advance,
not organized centrally by any agency. There was no blueprint and there was
no budget for destructive measures. They were taken step by step, one step
at a time. Thus came about not so much a plan being carried out, but an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus mind reading by a far-flung
bureaucracy.”
On Jan. 16, 1985, under cross-examination at the first Ernst Zündel trial in Toronto, Raul
Hilberg confirmed that he said these words.[5] Thus, Hilberg states that the so-called
Holocaust was not carried out by a written order or plan, but rather by an incredible
mind reading among far-flung German bureaucrats.
Defenders of the Holocaust story sometimes explain the absence of a written order to
exterminate European Jewry by saying that the Nazis destroyed the evidence. However,

an operation as big as the so-called Holocaust would have required written orders that
would have been referred to in countless different ministerial bodies. It would have been
impossible for all of these documents to have been completely destroyed at the end of
the war. There would always have been carbon copies of the extermination order
somewhere.[6]

Confessions of Defendants
The Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg, which opened on Dec. 9, 1946 and ended on July 19,
1947, tried German doctors for their participation in the euthanasia program. Dr. Karl
Brandt readily admitted his involvement in the euthanasia program, since too many
records and affidavits directly linked him to the killing operation. Brandt argued that the
only rationale for the euthanasia program had been to free handicapped and incurably ill
patients from suffering. Brandt considered his involvement in the euthanasia program
authorized by Hitler to be absolutely legal.[7]
By contrast, none of the defendants at the Nuremberg trials stated that they knew
anything about a program to exterminate Jews during the war. Hermann Göring, Hans
Frank, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Albert Speer, Gen. Alfred Jodl, and the other Nuremberg
defendants all denied knowing anything of an extermination program of European
Jewry. While such testimony is often dismissed as lying, the categorical and consistent
nature of their testimony, sometimes by men who assumed they would be hanged,
suggests that they are telling the truth.[8]
Hermann Göring in particular had no reason to lie about his lack of knowledge of a plan
by Germany to exterminate European Jewry. As the highest ranking surviving Nazi,
Göring’s execution was certain. Göring told his wife Emmy to give up all hope that he
would not be executed at Nuremberg.[9] Yet Göring repeatedly and emphatically denied
any knowledge of the so-called Holocaust. Göring confided to American psychologist
Dr. Gustave Gilbert in his jail cell at Nuremberg:[10]
“I wish I could have Himmler here – just for 10 minutes – to ask him what
on earth he was up to out there.”
It is most unfortunate that Heinrich Himmler was a “suicide” while in British captivity.
However, since Himmler was in a position to know the true story of the alleged
Holocaust, it was not within the bounds of political possibility that Himmler live to
testify at the Nuremberg trials.[11]

Discussion of Killing Methods
German doctors determined that carbon monoxide gas was the most painless and
humane way to euthanize people. The use of carbon monoxide gas therefore became the
standard technique to kill people in the adult euthanasia program, with the first killings
probably beginning in January 1940. Dr. Karl Brandt, Albert Widmann, Dr. Leonardo
Conti and others all stated that they determined carbon monoxide gas to be the most
humane method of euthanizing adults.[12]
Dr. Karl Brandt wrote in his personal notebook:[13]
“Adolf Hitler asked me which method, based on current considerations and
experiences, was the mildest, that is to say the safest, quickest and the most
effective and painless one. I had to concede that this was death through the
inhalation of carbon monoxide gas. He then said that this was also the most

humane. I myself then took on board this position and put to one side my
medical concerns for external reasons… I am convinced that the procedure
with carbon monoxide was right.”
No such planning has been found regarding the use of homicidal gas chambers in
German concentration camps. The Holocaust story claims that the first gassings occurred
at Auschwitz using Zyklon B in September 1941. These gassings were allegedly done
without any prior engineering considerations.[14] According to the officially accepted
version of the Holocaust story, the SS at Auschwitz quickly built homicidal gas
chambers that were capable of killing thousands of people out of ordinary buildings .[15]
This official version of the so-called Holocaust is pure nonsense. Homicidal gas
chambers using Zyklon B cannot be built “on the fly” by SS men with no engineering
background. This is shown by a comparison to the delousing chambers used in the
German concentration camps. The German delousing chambers were patented by the
German firm Degesch, involved extremely advanced engineering, and were carefully
constructed to be gastight and safe for the operators.[16]

Feasibility of Killing Methods
Carbon-monoxide gas can be used to efficiently kill people in homicidal gas chambers.
The dead bodies from the gassings can also be safely removed by personnel wearing
only a gas mask. Richard von Hegener observed that patients in the euthanasia program
would lose consciousness within two to three minutes of the gas entering the room.
Within five minutes all of the patients had fallen into a “kind of sleep.” The gas was left
running for half an hour before a physician, protected by a gas mask, entered the room,
examined the bodies, and pronounced that all of the patients were dead.[17]
By contrast, Zyklon B cannot be safely used to kill large numbers of people in homicidal
gas chambers. Dr. Robert Faurisson states in regard to Zyklon-B poisoning: “The corpse
of a man who has just been killed by this powerful poison is itself a dangerous source of
poisoning, and cannot be touched with bare hands. In order to enter the HCN-saturated
chamber to remove the corpse, special gear is needed, as well as a gas mask with a
special filter.”[18] The danger of touching someone killed with Zyklon-B gas is
confirmed in the scientific literature.[19]
The alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Majdanek could not
have been used as homicidal gas chambers. The first scholar to make that observation
was Dr. Robert Faurisson in the late 1970s.[20] He induced the American expert for
execution technologies Fred Leuchter to come to similar conclusions in a 1988
study.[21] Leuchter’s research has since been revised, deepened and broadened by a
number of subsequent technical studies coming to similar conclusions.[22]
The Diesel engines allegedly used at the Aktion Reinhardt camps of Treblinka, Belzec,
and Sobibor also could not have been used to mass murder people as claimed either. The
first to point this out was U.S. engineer Friedrich Paul Berg in a 1984 paper.[23] In a
revised paper of 2000, Berg stated that for any Diesel arrangement to have been even
marginally effective for mass murder, it would have required an exceptionally wellinformed team of experts to know and do all that was necessary. Berg mentions that,
even if someone had tried for a time to commit murder with Diesel exhaust, after a few
tries it would have become apparent that something better was needed. Berg concludes
that the evidence for Diesel gassings in the German concentration camps fails to meet
the most basic standards that credible evidence must pass to satisfy reasonable
people.[24]

After reading Berg’s 1984 paper, Walter Lüftl, a prominent Austrian engineer and at that
time the president of Austria’s Association of Civil Engineers, confirmed in his own
research paper that mass murder with Diesel-exhaust gasses is a sheer impossibility for
reasons of time alone. Lüftl states in his report:[25]
“The laws of nature apply both to Nazis and anti-fascists. Nobody can be
killed with diesel exhaust gas in the manner described [in the Holocaust
literature].”

Public Knowledge
Public knowledge of the German euthanasia program was widespread in Germany. This
public knowledge led to growing criticism from churches, the judiciary, and the state
bureaucracy. Church leaders, and especially Bishop Clemens August Graf von Galen,
made it internationally known that National-Socialist Germany was killing handicapped
children and adults on an unprecedented scale. In a sermon on Aug. 3, 1941, Galen
openly attacked the hypocrisy and the economic rationale for killing handicapped
people. Instead of punishing Galen, Hitler ordered a stop to the euthanasia program on
Aug. 24, 1941.[26]
By contrast, the German public was not aware of a program of extermination of
European Jewry during the war. Nowhere in the archives, which contain mountains of
intercepted cipher messages and the reports on bags of mail captured from enemy ships
and from overrun enemy positions, is there the slightest evidence that a program of
genocide against Jews was known by the German public.[27]
The German public became aware of the alleged genocide of European Jewry only when
U.S. and British troops entered German concentration camps at the end of World War II.
The horrific scenes of huge piles of dead bodies and emaciated and diseased surviving
inmates were filmed and photographed for posterity by the U.S. Army Signal Corps.
Films of the horrific scenes at the camps were made mandatory viewing for the
vanquished populace of Germany, so that their national pride would be destroyed and
replaced with feelings of collective guilt.
The tour of liberated concentration camps became a ritual in the occupied Germany of
late April and early May. American officers forced local citizens and German POWs to
view the camps. German civilians were paraded against their will in front of the
sickening piles of dead bodies found in the German camps.[28]
What the general public was not told is that most of the inmates in these camps had died
of typhus, typhoid, and other natural causes. None of the Allied autopsy reports shows
that anyone died of poison gas. Also, contrary to publicized claims, no researcher has
been able to document a German policy of extermination through starvation in the
German camps. The virtual collapse of Germany’s food, transport, and public-health
systems and the extreme overcrowding in the German camps at the end of the war led to
the catastrophe the Allied troops encountered when they entered the camps.

Other Considerations
Defenders of the Holocaust story inevitably raise eyewitness testimony as proof that the
genocide of European Jewry happened. However, as I discussed elsewhere, eyewitness
testimony to the so-called Holocaust is notoriously unreliable.[29]
The large number of Jewish survivors at the end of World War II also makes impossible

a program of genocide against European Jewry. Dr. Arthur Robert Butz states in regard
to the large number of Jewish survivors: “The simplest valid reason for being skeptical
about the extermination claim is also the simplest conceivable reason; at the end of the
war they were still there.”[30] Norman Finkelstein, the author of The Holocaust
Industry, quotes his mother as asking:[31]
“If everyone who claims to be a Holocaust survivor actually is one, who did
Hitler kill?”
Defenders of the Holocaust story also inevitably quote speeches from Adolf Hitler,
Joseph Goebbels, and Heinrich Himmler or writings from Hitler, Goebbels, and Hans
Frank to prove that Germany had an extermination program of Jews during the war. In
fact, Himmler’s Posen speech of Oct. 4, 1943 has been called “the best evidence” to
prove the Holocaust happened.[32] Himmler states in this speech:[33]
“I am referring here to the evacuation of the Jews, to the extermination of
the Jewish people… it’s in our program, elimination of the Jews,
extermination.”
Most translations of Himmler’s Posen speech assume that the German word “ausrotten”
means murder or extermination. David Irving, who is very fluent in the German
language, testified at the second Ernst Zündel trial that this is an incorrect translation of
the word “ausrotten”:[34]
“There is no doubt that in modern Germany the word ausrotten now means
murder. But we have to look at the meaning of the word ausrotten in the
1930s and 1940s, as used by those who wrote or spoke these documents. In
the mouth of Adolf Hitler, the word ausrotten is never once used to mean
murder, and I’ve made a study of that particular semantic problem. You can
find document after document which Hitler himself spoke or wrote where
the word ausrotten cannot possibly mean murder.”
Since Hitler never used the word “ausrotten” to mean murder, and since Hitler and
Himmler spoke the same language, there is no reason to believe that Himmler was
speaking about the murder of the Jews in his Posen speech.
Other defenders of the Holocaust story assume that the Nazis used code words such as
“special treatment” to hide their genocide of European Jewry.[35] This theory does not
explain why the Nazis used explicit written orders for all of their other crimes. For
example, Heinrich Himmler authorized in writing many illegal human medical
experiments and executions in the German concentration camps. Adolf Hitler’s other
crimes including the euthanasia program were all made in writing. It is absurd to think
that only the genocide of European Jewry was hidden behind code words, while all other
German war crimes were clearly stated in writing.

Conclusion
The German euthanasia program is a well-documented reality. Hitler authorized the
euthanasia program in writing, the defendants at the Doctors’ Trial admitted their
involvement in the program, the best method for killing victims was discussed among
the participants in the program, the carbon-monoxide gas used in the German euthanasia
program can safely and effectively kill people, and the euthanasia program was widely
known by the German public. In fact, public opposition to the program was so strong in
Germany that Hitler ordered the end of the first phase of the euthanasia program in
August 1941.

By contrast, the genocide of European Jewry is not well documented. No order has ever
been found authorizing the mass murder of Europe’s Jews. The German defendants at
the main Nuremberg trial all stated they knew nothing about the so-called Holocaust.
The Holocaust story absurdly states that the first gas chambers were built at Auschwitz
using Zyklon B by SS personnel with no engineering experience. None of the alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Majdanek or the claimed diesel gas
chambers at the Aktion Reinhardt camps of Treblinka, Belzec, and Sobibor could
possibly have been used for mass murder. The alleged genocide of Jews was also not
known by the German public during the war. The eyewitness testimony to the so-called
Holocaust has consistently proven to be extremely unreliable. Finally, the large number
of Jewish survivors at the end of the war makes impossible a program of genocide
against European Jewry.
In conclusion, while the German euthanasia program is a well-documented reality, the
Holocaust story is a fraud. Dr. Arthur Robert Butz has aptly stated:[36]
“The ‘Holocaust’ is such a gigantic fraud that it is a cornucopia of
absurdities.”

Correction
On October 28, 2019 the caption beneath the graphic was changed to describe it moreaccurately.
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Genoud, Heim & Picker’s “Table Talk”: A Study in
Academic Fraud & Scandal
by Veronica Clark

Abstract
Hitler’s Table Talk is a worthless primary source. There, I said it. And I’m not just
saying this to evoke a reaction. I’m saying it because I really mean it. The renowned
“Hitler expert” Lord Dacre, better known as Hugh Trevor-Roper, knowingly and
willingly engaged in a massive cover-up regarding Hitler’s Table Talk (hereafter TT).[1]
Had it not been for the outstanding research at the low cost of just $50 taken up by
historian Richard Carrier,[2] we might still be in the dark about this, 64 years after TT’s
first appearance in the English language. Sorry to bust this bubble, Hitler and Third
Reich enthusiasts, but TT is worthless. In this article, I will establish three things: 1) that
Hugh Trevor-Roper knowingly and willingly engaged in academic fraud for profit and
prestige, 2) that TT is a worthless primary source, and 3) that renowned Hitler “experts”,
both revisionist and mainstream, have failed the public regarding reliable Hitler primary
sources.

Whose “Table Talks”?
Before we commence, a brief word about the texts in question is necessary. The socalled “table talks” were written down by Martin Bormann’s aides, Heinrich Heim and
Henry Picker, from 1941 to 1944. Aside from Heim and Picker, there are two more
“table talk” authors, Bormann himself, “who contributed at least four entries, and a man
known only as Müller.”[3]
Mr. Picker was the first to publish his “table talks,” and he did so in German only. They
were published as Tischgespräche im Führerhauptquartier 1941–1942, in 1951 and
1963, respectively. His book included some of Heim’s notes that he happened to come
across, and which he then altered for his book.
According to Swedish historian Mikael Nilsson, François Genoud, whom we will
discuss later, published the first volume of a French version of the “table talks” a year
later, following that up with a second volume in 1954. This French version (henceforth
LP)[4] “was not based on the same German original as Picker’s… but on a second
manuscript that had purportedly been acquired by Genoud, the so-called BormannVermerke” (henceforth B-V[5]). And even though the “form, content and provenance of
the [B-V] remain obscure,”[6] historian David Irving attested to this manuscript’s
authenticity nonetheless.[7] Adds Nilsson, LP eventually contained both Heim’s and
Picker’s notes in subsequent volumes and editions. Genoud then had LP translated into
English, by which time it had been “expanded to cover the whole period from 1941 to
the end of 1944, and to include all of Heim’s and Picker’s notes said to have been in
Genoud’s possession.”[8]
Writes Nilsson in this regard:[9]
“The German text, which the French and English editions are said to be
based upon, was, for reasons that are unclear, not published until 1980. It

was given the title Monologe im Führerhauptquartier... This edition does not
contain Picker’s notes either due to a struggle over intellectual property
rights. It does not help that both Heim’s and Picker’s original manuscripts
seem to have been lost.” (Emphasis added)
So far, Mr. Carrier is the only historian who has compared these various “table talks” in
a systematic way. His conclusions have exposed the English and French “table talks” as
“highly questionable,” particularly if they are based on the same manuscript used for
Genoud’s Monologe. The English “table talks,” Carrier reveals, are based in whole or
part on Genoud’s LP, “and… both the English and French editions contain additions to,
and mistranslations of, the German texts that they are supposedly based on.” Nilsson
himself “address[es] certain questions related to the authenticity of the B-V, as well as
the accuracy of the translations,”[10] all of which is pertinent to most historians’ claim
that Hitler is the author/originator of the “table talks.” As we will soon see, he was
not.[11]
Indeed, there is a whole lot of mystery and very little certainty surrounding “Hitler’s”
supposed “table talks.”

Hugh Trevor-Roper’s Failings
Let’s begin with Hugh Trevor-Roper. Contrary to his respectable and honest public
image, Trevor-Roper knowingly and willingly engaged in deception and fraud behind
the scenes. The Hitler Diaries, proven to be a fraud, were not a unique fail for TrevorRoper. In fact, as Nilsson has demonstrated, Trevor-Roper had a long trail of academic
fails that he hid from the public eye.
His first fail is The Testament of Adolf Hitler,[12] also known as Hitlers politisches
Testament, first published in French in 1959, and in English in 1961. David Irving and
other historians such as Ian Kershaw, exposed this document, which was “acquired” and
doctored by the notorious NS apologist and document peddler François Genoud, as a
fraud. A fake. One look at the doctored text should have dissuaded Trevor-Roper from
even considering its authentication and subsequent publication:

Figure 1. “This is a passage of the typescript of Hitlers Politisches Testament, as
published by Albrecht Knaus Verlag, Munich, despite warnings from Mr Irving:
the typescript, given to David Irving by Genoud, is largely written by Genoud
himself (handwriting). David Irving has deposited this typescript with the Institut
für Zeitgeschichte, Munich (Sammlung Irving).”[13]
Yet, publish it he did.
Unlike Trevor-Roper, Irving even compared the marginal handwriting to that of Genoud
in a letter he had received from him. It is a perfect match:

Figure 2. “This is François Genoud’s handwriting, a 1977 letter transmitting to David
Irving exclusively several pages of the original Bormann Vermerke (genuine notes on
Hitler’s Table Talk) for the German edition of Hitler’s War.”[14]
Irving noted in this regard:[15]
“In 1979, Genoud phoned Mr Irving at his Paris hotel, and said: ‘I have a
gift for you.’ He handed him a package. It contained a copy of the complete
typescript of the Testament. The package gift from Genoud raised a new
problem. Every page was heavily amended and expanded in somebody’s
hand-writing. Mr Irving, astonished, asked Genoud whose was the writing.
Genoud admitted it was his own. Later still, he admitted in conversation
with Mr Irving that the entire typescript was his own confection, saying:
‘But it is just what Hitler would have said, isn’t it?’”

Et tu, Mr. Irving?
It is a mystery, then, why Irving failed to subject TT[16] to the same degree of scrutiny
that he aptly applied to The Testament, and later on to the Hitler Diaries. Nilsson writes
of Irving, Trevor-Roper, and the fraudulent Testament:[17]
“[… W]hen answering a question regarding this point coming from David
Irving in late 1967 (Irving thought it was a forgery) [Trevor-Roper] stated
that the style and context, Bormann’s signature, and Genoud’s story about
how the document came to him, and the fact that Trevor-Roper could not
see the motives for Genoud to produce a forgery, all pointed towards
authenticity. Trevor-Roper did admit, though, that it was difficult to
penetrate the mind of the perfect forger, and that highly qualified scholars
had devoted enormous amounts of time to producing forgeries for nothing
more than the private satisfaction of having fooled the experts. Because of
this, Trevor-Roper wrote, one could not ‘reason confidently in such a
matter’. As the evidence stood, however, he was inclined to believe it was
genuine. Nevertheless, in public Trevor-Roper did in fact ‘reason
confidently’ with regard to Genoud’s documents; in fact he never even
hinted at any doubts or problems relating to them. By May 1969, after
thinking about Irving’s objections a good deal, he had become even surer
about its authenticity.” (Emphasis added)
We now know that Genoud, who lied to Trevor-Roper and to Mr. Irving’s faces about the
authenticity of The Testament, also lied about the authenticity of his TT. Genoud (and
partner Hans Rechenberg) told historian and sociologist Eduard Baumgarten, whom
Genoud was also trying to hoodwink into accepting The Testament as authentic,[18]

“that Trevor-Roper had brought with him a colleague from Oxford who had
examined the photocopy and concluded it was genuine. The photocopy had
been returned the same day, according to Genoud and Rechenberg…
However, this was a lie (and it was not the only lie about this meeting they
had fed to Baumgarten). Trevor-Roper had not brought anyone with him and
he had only been allowed to see the document in the hotel in Paris.”
What, then, could possibly have compelled Mr. Irving to write the following
unequivocal endorsement of TT, when in fact he had doubted The Testament’s
authenticity[19] contrary to the opinion of Trevor-Roper (who had likely deceived Mr.
Irving, as suggested by Nilsson’s assessment of their exchanges concerning The
Testament)[20].
About TT’s authenticity, Irving writes on his website:[21]
“HITLER’S Table Talk comes from the original Bormann Vermerke which
the late François Genoud purchased from Bormann’s widow Gerda
Bormann. They were actually typed from notes taken by the stenographer
Heinrich Heim, whom I interviewed and who confirmed the procedure in
detail. Each day’s entry was initialled by Bormann at the end. They are
genuine, in the first person, and highly reliable.[22]
2. Henry Picker took over as Bormann’s secretary/adjutant from Heim. He
found a lot of Heim’s notes in his desk and rewrote them in reported speech
and published them and his own notes as Hitlers Tischgespräche. Good, but
less reliable.”
This is untrue. Heim’s notes have never been authenticated, so Irving cannot possibly
claim they “are genuine.” The notes are not in the “first person.” If Heim told Irving they
were, then Heim lied. Indeed, Heim testified in court that he rarely took any notes while
in Hitler’s presence, and most were written the next day or even days later based on his
memory. As such, they are not “highly reliable.” We have Mr. Nilsson to thank for
exposing all this. Without the following testimony from Heim, we might still be in the
dark and dependent on Irving’s faulty assessment.
Richard Carrier writes pertaining to the reliability of Heim’s notes:[23]
“[… N]one of the material in the Table Talk consists of the words of Hitler.
No one was stenographically recording what he said as he said it. Rather,
Heim and Picker, separately, simply hung out with Hitler during these rants,
and then the next day wrote down their own thoughts about what he had
said (as if in Hitler’s voice). So these are actually the words of Picker and
Heim—not Hitler. (And in some cases of Martin Bormann, as the Monologe
explicitly shows some entries and alterations were made by him.) Worse,
after Heim wrote down his thoughts a day later based on his loose memory
of what he thought Hitler said (which means in Heim’s own words, not
actually Hitler’s), and had them typed out, he then went back and handwrote lengthy and elaborate changes and additions. Those revisions appear
in the Monologe, but not in Picker’s edition.”
At least we can thank Mr. Heim, post facto, for embellishing his original “first person in
Hitler’s own words” notes. Had he not done this we might never have caught this fraud.
As well, we might still be wading through dark waters had Mr. Henry Picker not
appropriated Heim’s notes and claimed them as his own. At any rate, this whole
scandalous fiasco has been blown wide open with all the courtroom testimony

surrounding intellectual-property rights and TT, which only Nilsson has examined to
date.
Carrier reports on this courtroom bombshell:[24]
“[… T]hose changes and additions were not the words of Hitler. They were
just more things in afterthought, sometimes days or weeks later, Heim
wanted to add. But even the original drafts were not literally the words of
Hitler. Picker thought Heim had been transcribing live dictation because
Picker found (and used for his edition) Heim’s stenographic notes. But
Heim testified in court that he only wrote his notes down in steno the next
day, from memory (and sometimes some scribbled notes to himself on the
occasion of a rant). Picker never knew that Heim had then typed them out
(producing a slightly different German text even where Picker and
Monologe agree, thus explaining those deviations) and then revised them
further from his own handwritten notes—producing a more final edition
under the also-meddling hand of Martin Bormann. It is that latter that came
into Genoud’s possession, and was eventually published as the Monologe.
Thus, more or less, all the discrepancies are now explained.”
May I ask again how Mr. Irving can possibly proclaim that TT is “genuine, in the first
person, and highly reliable”? He was right about the Hitler Diaries being fraudulent,
contrary to the “expert opinion” of Lord Dacre who had stunningly based its
authentication on its own internal validity. In other words, because it sounded like Hitler,
well, it must be Hitler! When the paper was later tested and the fraud exposed, Lord
Dacre’s prestige took a massive blow. Imagine if Irving or some other notable historian,
whether revisionist or mainstream, had exposed Lord Dacre’s other frauds? The fact that
Trevor-Roper had two strikes against him – The Testament fraud and the Hitler Diaries
fraud – ought to have raised many more eyebrows than have been raised vis-à-vis TT.
Yet, where are the critics other than Mr. Carrier and Mr. Nilsson? We still have someone
touting the TT in its own dedicated podcast series, Episodes 1 through 56. One
revisionist writes on her website:[25]
“· How trustworthy is this text, since Martin Bormann assigned two of his
aides to take the notes during meals, then turn them over to him for
‘checking’ and safekeeping;
· Why it is valuable to study this book;
· Questions about the translation and translators – for example, did François
Genoud tamper with the parts about Christianity;
· Of those offended by this book, Christians are #1 on the list, complaining
that it does not agree with Hitler’s ‘public record’ of positive remarks about
Christianity in earlier years;
· David Irving and Albert Speer both confirmed that these recorded talks are
authentically Hitler; Richard Carrier disagrees;
· Next week we’ll begin reading the text.”
Indeed, the only aspect of TT with which most National Socialists disagree is a few
select entries about Christianity. Everything else is “legit” in their collective opinion. TT
remains the most highly valued text next to Mein Kampf, also the result of extensive
editing and external influence (such as that of Rudolf Hess and Max Amann)[26], in the
White-Nationalist, Hitler-worshiping community. We therefore owe it to these groups,

and to the public at large, to tell them the truth about this text. It is not the words of
Adolf Hitler.
Again, I hope that Mr. Irving was simply (and naively) duped into accepting TT as
reliable by Heinrich Heim and Hugh Trevor-Roper.[27] I hope that Irving went along
with Heim’s claims and Trevor-Roper’s opinion because he really believed these two
men. Otherwise, if Irving was ever privy to either man’s lies or doubts, then he is equally
guilty of fraud for the sake of profit and prestige.
At any rate, now that the “cat’s out of the bag,” Mr. Irving needs to announce the truth
about TT. He needs to admit that Heim lied to him about his “authentic” notes. Irving
owes it to the revisionist community, which places much faith in his scholarship and
opinion. Irving will not be hurt by this. Irving initially correctly suspected two frauds
before anyone else did: the Hitler Diaries (forged by Konrad Kujau) and The Testament
(forged by François Genoud). He can afford to have been incorrect about TT, because
nearly every historian was (and still is). The only person who stands to be ruined by
these revelations is Trevor-Roper. Trevor-Roper lied about no fewer than three Hitler
primary sources: The Testament, the Hitler Diaries, and Table Talk.
The most likely explanation for Irving’s endorsement of TT above is that he was
effectively deceived and influenced by the ‘expert opinion’ of Hugh Trevor-Roper and
other mainstream historians who likewise accepted it,[28] with or without question.
Much to his credit, Irving doubted The Testament’s authenticity from the get-go, and he
had informed Trevor-Roper of his doubts; but he appears to have been persuaded
otherwise by Trevor-Roper regarding TT. How else could Mr. Irving endorse a Genoud
document which had no original manuscript to back it? Nilsson’s research uncovered
that there is no original German manuscript for TT as it currently exists. The English
edition of TT is in fact a mish-mash of Genoud’s French version (which was backtranslated into German!), 40 pages of Heim’s notes (which have not yet been
authenticated),[29] and Henry Picker’s notes and embellishments of some of Heim’s
notes (also for which there is no original manuscript). The only original transcripts we
have are a stack of 40 pages of stenographer Heinrich Heim’s notes, which were seized
by the Allies and placed in the Library of Congress.
It is possible that Mr. Irving has an alternative motive for accepting TT as totally
reliable, but unless he states his motive publicly, the above is my best guess. He was
convinced by Trevor-Roper’s endorsement of it based on Trevor-Roper’s claim to have
seen and authenticated the German original. In fact, Trevor-Roper lied about ever seeing
and authenticating an original of TT.[30]
Mr. Carrier, perhaps a shrewder and bolder critic of Lord Dacre, unabashedly writes on
his website:[31]
“[W…]hen Trevor-Roper lists problems with the text [in his introductory
TT essay “The Mind of Adolf Hitler”], he does not mention that the French
was used anywhere in it or that there was anything problematic about the
translation process at all. Indeed, in the original preface from 1953, no
mention was made even of there being a French edition, much less that one
was used at any point instead of the original German—which is a
remarkable thing to omit.”

“Well, Thank You, Dr. Carrier”
We will now address how we have been let down, “bigly”, by revisionists and
mainstream historians alike. Had it not been for a simple request to expose a few suspect

Hitler quotes about Christianity back in 2003, we might still be “in the dark” about TT.
Mr. Carrier writes pertaining to this:[32]
“When I discovered that in fact the English was coming from the French,
for all entries that at the time existed in French, all the leading experts I
consulted were surprised by my findings: all the peer reviewers and editors
at GSR [German Studies Review]; Gerhard Weinberg, author of the famous
1952 Guide to Captured German Documents (the expert I spoke to on
German documents in preparing the GSR article at the advice of GSR’s
editor); Richard Steigmann-Gall, historian and expert on Hitler’s religious
beliefs, and author of the book that now cites me; and of course Dr. Mikael
Nilsson; but even, sort of, Hugh Trevor-Roper himself.”
I myself noticed, after consulting Pastor V. S. Herrell’s The Real Hitler,[33] that Hitler
was literally contradicting himself from day to day. This was especially noticeable
relating to the subject of women and Christianity in TT. Hitler did tailor his remarks to
his audience, true. And he contradicted himself on occasion like we all do. But the antiwoman and anti-Christian statements he allegedly made during his table talks were too
much even for Hitler admirers! Even they suspected that something was amiss. I did too.
In fact, I wrote a few essays on the subject of TT and Hitler’s Christianity back in 2006
when I still had my “Adolf Hitler Research Society” website.
As well, I wondered how it was that Louis Kilzer could claim that Bormann had insisted
upon the utmost secrecy when recording Hitler’s words. Hitler could not know under
any circumstances, writes Kilzer in Hitler’s Traitor. If Heim and Picker (and for a brief
time Werner Koeppen, according to Toland and Kilzer) had been taking their notes in
Hitler’s presence and in the first person, then how could they possibly conceal what they
were doing? It didn’t make sense to me. But now we know from Heim’s court testimony,
and from the research of Nilsson, that neither Heim nor Picker ever took but a few select
notes in Hitler’s presence. Heim testified that he wrote his notes the next day or days
later, and that Bormann signed off on them as though they were Hitler’s own words.
Aside from an occasional scribble on a piece of note paper made in Hitler’s presence,
they were never Hitler’s words, but the words of Heim and Picker simply recalling what
Hitler had said (or what they thought he said). Since Picker’s notes are based in part on
Heim’s stolen notes, which were then embellished and altered, neither man’s notes can
be said to be the words of Adolf Hitler. The truth is that Picker’s and Heim’s notes are
no more reliable or true to Hitler himself than the recollections of any of Hitler’s
adjutants, such as Heinz Linge, Traudl Junge, Christa Schroeder, Otto Wagener, Kurt
Luedecke, Ernst Hanfstaengl, etc. All of these recollections are based on human memory
and notes that were occasionally written down for later reference. Albert Speer testified
to Bormann occasionally jotting such notes; Otto Wagener claimed to have jotted down
such notes; and Heinrich Heim admitted that he had only sometimes taken notes as
Hitler spoke.

Repercussions of this Scandal
The collapse of TT and its exposure as a fraud makes the actual stenographic record of
Hitler’s military conferences and utterings more valuable, along with his speeches
behind closed doors. Two documents which come to mind include Hitler’s 1944 speech
to officers and generals at Platterhof[34] and the published text Hitler and His
Generals.[35]
In any case, Nilsson nailed it when he wrote, “it is not clear who the real author” of TT
is. “We simply do not know how much of it is Hitler’s words as they were spoken, and

how much is a product of the later recollection and editing process.”[36]
And that’s the final word on TT as a primary source. It is worthless until every single
original manuscript upon which it is based has been located and authenticated insofar as
that is even possible, systematically assessed by a team of Hitler experts, freshly collated
to include also the notes taken by Werner Koeppen, and then retranslated (into English,
etc.)
As Richard Carrier astutely concludes:[37]
“Here we have, within literally just days, the actual words of Hitler being
distorted and filtered through the faulty memories, wishes and
interpretations, and deliberate alterations, of several parties. And this was
not even oral transmission, but in writing! Picker relayed slightly different
memories than Heim’s, and even relayed the incomplete memories of Heim,
who was continuing to ‘alter the text’ after transmitting an earlier version of
it to Picker. And then, within mere years, less than a decade in fact, these
distorted texts were altered even further, when they were translated into
other languages.”

Picker & Heim’s “Table Talks” Must Be Checked
against Koeppen’s Notes
Neither Carrier’s nor Nilsson’s assessments include the steno notes purportedly taken by
Werner Koeppen, Alfred Rosenberg’s FHQ[38] liaison. Author Louis Kilzer writes[39]
that Koeppen jotted notes while Hitler spoke, including top-secret military information.
If true, any future editions of TT must be checked against Koeppen’s notes for the sake
of validity. Depending on which person was taking notes while Koeppen was also
present before Hitler, his – i.e., Picker’s or Heim’s notes – notes should match closely
with those of Koeppen if they are to be accepted as reliable. Otherwise, future editions
must admit, readily and openly in the introduction, that TT is uncorroborated and
therefore unreliable as an account of Hitler’s own words. All entries based on Genoud’s
French manuscript must be eliminated from any future editions.
Since I have not yet been able to examine the book that appears to contain Koeppen’s
notes, I am not sure who authenticated them—if anyone has. Historian John Toland
appears to have taken Koeppen seriously, as he references him extensively in his Hitler
biography.
Toland writes of Koeppen:[40]
“Since early July [1941], at Rosenberg’s behest, he had been circumspectly
recording the Führer’s table conversations. Koeppen assumed Hitler knew
what he was doing and would furtively jot down notes on his paper napkin,
then immediately after the meal write out only those parts of the
conversation he could distinctly remember. An original and one copy of his
records were forwarded to Berlin by courier.”
Kilzer believes that Koeppen was a spy with possibly nefarious intent.[41] While I am
unsure about this, I do find it odd that an unnamed “courier” was passing on secret notes
to Berlin which included “military matters.” Heim’s notes contained no military
information “for security,” as he would later assert. However, there are more relevant
problems with Koeppen’s and Heim’s claims as documented by Toland. For instance,
Koeppen “assumed Hitler knew what he [Koeppen] was doing,” but according to

historian Ian Kershaw, who also attests to the validity of TT, Hitler’s secretaries never
noticed any direct notetaking going on in Hitler’s presence.
Nilsson writes in footnote 60 of his article:[42]
“Ian Kershaw states that the ‘tone of the monologues is unmistakingly
Hitler’[!] But he also notes that Hitler’s many secretaries seem to have been
unaware of these being taken down by anyone. At least one of them
questioned their authenticity although she thought it might be a compilation
of Hitler’s thoughts. She even ruled out the possibility of Bormann having
recorded Hitler’s words precisely because of the fact that Hitler hated ad
verbatim records of his off the cuff statements.”
Wow. Now we have to question Mr. Kershaw’s expertise as well as Koeppen’s reliability.
And, of course, Koeppen’s one and only book[43] must be carefully scrutinized to
determine how useful it is as a record of what Hitler allegedly said. I cannot say whether
there is an original, authenticated Koeppen manuscript. If there is one, it needs to be
checked against his book. In addition, Koeppen’s original manuscript and subsequent
book must be established as reliable or not. If it is reliable, it would serve as an excellent
comparison text in relation to Heim’s and Picker’s notes. There is still much work to be
done.
In Biography, Toland avows that Koeppen’s notes corroborate Heim’s. Perhaps they
do,[44] but this avowal by Toland brings up a second problem with his (Toland’s)
reliance on Heim. Toland claims that Heim took down “copious notes on index cards
which he hid in his lap” because he “wanted more accurate results” than Martin
Bormann had requested.[45] Bormann explicitly requested that Heim “rely on his
memory” so that “Hitler wouldn’t know” he was being clandestinely recorded. Why,
then, did Heim attest in court under oath that he recorded his notes the next day and even
significantly embellished them post facto? “[Heim’s extensive] revisions appear in the
Monologe, but not in Picker’s edition,” writes Carrier. He then adds that[46]
“[…] Heim testified in court that he only wrote his notes down in steno the
next day, from memory (and sometimes some scribbled notes to himself on
the occasion of a rant). Picker never knew that Heim had then typed them
out (producing a slightly different German text even where Picker and
Monologe agree, thus explaining those deviations) and then revised them
further from his own handwritten notes—producing a more final edition
under the also-meddling hand of Martin Bormann.”
We can only conclude from this that Heim lied and that Toland believed his lies. Again,
it is a scholarly blessing that Picker decided to steal some of Heim’s original notes and
include them in his book as his own recordings, otherwise we might never have exposed
Heim as the serial fabricator he was.

Concluding remarks
We have now come full circle in this article. We have established that Hugh TrevorRoper (Lord Dacre) knowingly and willingly lied to the public for the sake of profit and
personal prestige as the world’s foremost “Hitler expert.”
We learn this from Genoud himelf (in a letter to Lord Dacre):[47]
“The only thing that should count is, in my opinion, the historical value of
these documents that we are talking about. Accordingly, it seems to me to

be essential that your testimony can be put forth. You are unanimously
recognized as the most qualified specialist in this matter, and I am sure that
your objective opinion would have immense weight.”
And it did.
Here is my own assessment of TT while I was studying for my bachelor’s degree. I
naively trusted the ‘establishment expertise’ of Lord Dacre like millions of other
students worldwide—all duped by this fraud.
I had written on my former website back in 2006:[48]
“The table talks may portray a Hitler who had qualms with church and
clergy, but they do not at all portray an agnostic, atheistic, or non-Christian
Hitler. The table talks are most likely absolutely genuine. The only table
talks that have been disputed, as to their credibility, are the final 1945 table
talks. They are sold as a book entitled, The Testament of Adolf Hitler: The
Hitler-Bormann Documents. These are the only table talks that might
qualify as embellished or fraudulent… Moreover, it is my belief that
historian Hugh Trevor-Roper would have been privy to fraudulent
documents. He was certainly a credible and high quality historian. His
discretion can be trusted over most others. I must say, though, that he did
not notice that the so-called ‘Hitler diaries’ were written on new age paper;
also, he overlooked the fact that Hitler never wrote anything down. So, he is
not totally reliable, but mostly reliable. Historian David Irving exposed the
fraudulent diaries, and he claims that the final 1945 table talks are
fraudulent.” (Emphasis added)
As we can all see, I too trusted the expertise and word of Hugh Trevor-Roper.
Next, we have exposed the TT as a worthless primary source.[49] Nilsson judiciously
concludes that “it is not clear who the real author of the words printed in these books is.
We simply do not know how much of it is Hitler’s words as they were spoken, and how
much is a product of the later recollection and editing process.” Unless and until this is
resolved, the TT must be discarded as a genuine primary source. It has never been
genuine.
Fortunately, I came across the excellent work of the “two Richards”, Richard SteigmannGall (author of The Holy Reich[50]) and Richard Carrier (author of “Hitler’s Table Talk:
Troubling Finds”[51]). I owe it to these two researchers that I myself began to seriously
question the authenticity of TT.
After reading the work of these two, I wrote on my website the following analysis of TT
and its obvious problems:[52]
“Issues with Bormann’s Table-Talk
Even though there is a marked duality in Hitler’s thoughts regarding the
Christian religion within the various table talks, one cannot help but affirm
that he maintained a consistent, positive, enthusiastic, and conciliatory
attitude toward Christianity—at least up until the point of the table talks, as
recorded by Martin Bormann.
[…] As a final point on this matter, the anticlerical, anti-paganist, antiChristian, Martin Bormann ‘was indeed motivated not by a committed
ideological opposition to Christianity, but by an attempt to outdo other

Nazis, to shame them and thereby bring them under his control. His
extremism transgressed the views of radicals like Rosenberg and even Hitler
himself and seemed at times to flirt with atheism. In his attempted forays
into ideology, he never mentioned Jesus, Luther, or positive Christianity [he
was careful to avoid certain topics, obviously]. He seems to have outdone
the party’s anti-Christians at their own game. Given the many attempts
within the party to curb him, it is safe to conclude that, without Bormann,
Nazism would not have received quite the same anti-Christian reputation.
He remained a party functionary first and foremost. His obsession with the
churches, although very real, was as much about asserting his position in the
party as it was about a true ideological commitment to Nazism. The
singularity of this obsession, most likely based on a febrile need for Hitler’s
affection and a mounting hatred for his in-laws, arguably constituted a
departure from Nazism as much as its most radical expression.’[53]”
And we have this similar analysis from my website back in 2006:[54]
“Hitler according to Martin Bormann’s Hitler’s Table-Talk: 1941-1944,
Orig. pub. date 1953, this edition 2000, intro. by Hugh Trevor-Roper
Martin Bormann’s stenographically recorded memoirs are not completely
reliable for a few notable reasons. Firstly, Bormann was a staunch and rabid
anti-Christian. He was personally responsible for attacks against the
Churches during Hitler’s presidency, along with Alfred Rosenberg. But even
Rosenberg was not as opposed to the Churches as Bormann had been.
Bormann is also known to have withheld numerous Jewish clemency
applications from Hitler because he did not want them to get through to the
Führer [see Bryan Rigg’s Hitler’s Jewish Soldiers].
Secondly, Bormann oftentimes interjected his own commentary here and
there throughout these ‘table-talks.’ Thus, we have to assume that he may
have altered some of the arguments allegedly put forth by Hitler. These
conversations were subject to Bormann’s personal alteration, deletion, and
manipulation after they were recorded. They should be read with caution,
just as Robert McNamara’s In Retrospect should be read with caution.
Indeed, Mr. McNamara cleverly indicts everyone in the Johnson
administration—including the Joint Chiefs, whose job it was to win the
Vietnam War—except himself.
Additionally, Hitler never attacks so many people or subjects—namely Jews
and Christianity—with such virulent vehemence as he does in this particular
set of memoirs. Bormann’s memoirs remain in stark opposition and
contradiction to dozens of other sets of memoirs, many of which were
written by individuals who had no reason to portray a decent portrait of
Hitler.
Furthermore, Hitler is not portrayed as [as] eloquent a speaker as he had
been in other memoirs. He comes off as somewhat crude and roughshod in
this tract; thus, one may confidently assume that the stenographer left out a
good portion of what Hitler had actually said. Numerous accounts of
Hitler’s incredible speaking ability and eloquent conversational standards
can affirm this.
Lastly, we have to be careful with regards to translation. Translators are also
subject to their own personal biases and, oftentimes, they will choose the
wrong word or phrase, or an inaccurate word or phrase for the English

translation. One example that comes to mind is the difference between the
translation of the German term that Hitler had used in Mein Kampf, versus,
the term used in his personal notes, to describe the situation in the
Rhineland while it was under French occupation. Ralph Mannheim
translated Hitler’s term as N*ggerization (in Mein Kampf), whereas Werner
Maser translated Hitler’s term as Negrification (in Hitler’s Letters and
Notes). Any intelligent person can see that there is a stark difference
between these two terms. So, bear in mind, the translator of Table-Talk may
have also allowed his own personal bias, against Hitler’s person, to affect
his English translation.”
Not bad for a bachelor’s-level writer. My egoism aside, I was not far off in my
assessment. In fact, not even Nilsson lets Lord Dacre’s translator off the hook. With
reference to this he writes:[55]
“Apparently […] Stevens was not as good a translator as they thought.
Weidenfeld [the publisher of TT] used him also for the translation of the
Bormann letters only a little over half a year later but then felt obliged to
correct his translations by using another translator. ‘Mr. Weidenfeld
considers the translation now to be reliable as Col. Stevens’s version has
been entirely revised by, I believe, Ilsa Barea’, said a letter then from the
publisher to Trevor-Roper. However, Trevor-Roper still thought there were
mistranslations, something that worried the publisher quite a bit.”
(Emphasis added)
But this isn’t the only alarming aspect of TT’s byzantine translation process. Stevens was
likely a fine German-to-English translator, but when Lord Dacre compared his
translation with Heim’s and Picker’s
German notes, he must have balked at the numerous incongruities. Indeed, Stevens
never referred to an “original manuscript,” but only to “the original German.”[56]
Apparently that “original German” was Genoud’s own back-translated version based on
his French edition. This is the only logical explanation as to why one of the German
editions, the one that Stevens must have worked from,[57] perfectly matched Genoud’s
French edition. Lord Dacre was allegedly “hoodwinked” by this back-translated
edition.[58] Now it makes sense why Genoud demanded that Lord Dacre and his team
agree to the following stipulation:[59]
“III. The translation into English will be made on the basis of the French
version by François Genoud and it is agreed that the licensor will permit the
translator appointed by the licensee to examine at any time in Switzerland
the original German version insofar as this is required by the work of
translation.” (Emphasis added)
Since Genoud authorized consulting “the original German” in the proviso above, it is
probable that Stevens used it. And this would have been Genoud’s back-translated
German edition, which, like the English edition Stevens was working on, was also
“made on the basis of the French version by François Genoud.”[60] If this conclusion is
correct, then Genoud effectively made fools of them all.
Nilsson similarly concludes:[61]
“[It] appears to be that the translation was not checked against Genoud’s
original manuscript but against a different German text, one that Genoud
most likely had re-translated into German from his French version
[…Publisher] Weidenfeld never said that the text had been checked against

the Bormann-Vermerke, but only that it had been checked against ‘the
original German’.” (Emphasis original)
In conclusion, this article has revealed that both revisionist and mainstream historians
have failed the public. Not a single one of them ever looked into the convoluted history
of TT and exposed it until 2003. We have Richard Carrier to thank for that. And now we
have Mikael Nilsson to thank for taking Carrier’s research much further. While David
Irving was the public’s best hope for exposing TT for the fraud it was and remains,[62]
he either naively fell prey to Lord Dacre’s lies about TT or he deliberately protected
Lord Dacre so as to prevent the decimation of his reputation. Either way it’s bad. And
what makes it worse is that Irving still attests to TT’s validity and reliability despite the
excellent and well-known work of Richard Carrier. That is unacceptable.
The public must be able to rely on expert historians who authenticate primary sources.
Hugh Trevor-Roper’s scandalous behavior behind the scenes has shattered the image of
this Hitler expert, revealing instead a man who lied, omitted and pretended for the sake
of fame and money.
Pertaining to this, Nilsson concludes:[63]
“Trevor-Roper gained financially as an expert validator of Hitler documents
– thanks in part to Genoud’s material. And Genoud’s documents increased
considerably in value after Trevor-Roper had gone on record attesting to
their authenticity. Trevor-Roper’s career as a Hitler expert had in fact started
already when he published his famous book The Last Days of Hitler in
1947, a book that had propelled him to fame. This financial interest, too,
may be part of the explanation for Trevor-Roper’s tendency to leave out
critical information when it came to these documents.”
Nilsson’s upcoming publication on Trevor-Roper and TT is going to send a shockwave
of distrust through the World War II/Third Reich historical community. Further
compounding the problem of this scandal surrounding TT is that only one historian[64]
prior to Mr. Carrier ever even bothered to investigate the authenticity or translation
process of TT. One. And he met an untimely death before he could publish his research.
Richard Carrier is the only historian besides this man to have done so—50 years later!
And yet, we are expected to unquestioningly accept the authenticity of Hitler’s Second
Book, The Goebbels Diaries, etc.?
Yes. The “experts” still expect us to trust them even after reading the following on Mr.
Carrier’s website:[65]
“When I discovered that in fact the English [TT…] all the leading experts I
consulted were surprised by my findings: all the peer reviewers and editors
at GSR; Gerhard Weinberg, author of the famous 1952 Guide to Captured
German Documents (the expert I spoke to on German documents in
preparing the GSR article at the advice of GSR’s editor); Richard
Steigmann-Gall, historian and expert on Hitler’s religious beliefs…”
(Emphasis added)
These “experts” could stand to learn a thing or two from “Grub Street.”[66] Anyone who
has ever relied on TT and the “expertise” and “honesty” of Hugh Trevor-Roper will now
have to revise or discard their research as a direct result of his clandestine chicanery.
Those historians who are deceased will have to have their research amended or pulled
from print to accommodate Mikael Nilsson’s trailblazing revelations. And those of us
who conduct scholarly or amateur research on Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich today
will have to slowly rebuild our trust in the (other) “experts” insofar as that is still

possible. The profession and its so-called “experts” have a long road ahead of them. In
fact, they may never recover from this. Public trust is not easily regained once it is lost.
I, for one, am putting more of my faith and hope in “Grub Street.”
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Abstract
In the whole world, the Federal
Republic of Germany enjoys the
reputation of being a liberal,
democratic country under the rule of
law. This self-portrait will not be
simply adopted here, however, but it
will be critically reviewed. The litmus
test for a country under the rule of
law is when the state's interests
collide with those of its citizens, that
is to say, when the state �nds it
expedient to prosecute and punish
its citizens. Then it will show
whether the law can prevent the
authorities
from misusing their
omnipotence against defenseless
citizens. Crucial in this regard is the
Code of Criminal Procedure. It
de�nes the rules according to which
the judiciary may deal with those in the courtroom who got into the
government's crosshairs for whatever reasons. Good laws prevent the
state's misusing its power in the courtroom. In this regard, however,
Germany performs abominably, because its Code of Criminal Procedure
gives judges all the instruments needed to deal with defendants which
ever way they (or their masters) please. They can gag the defense, deny

all their motions for evidence, prevent any appeal, hide from the public
what a case is all about, and they can claim anything they want in a
verdict, because no protocol is made recording what is said in the
courtroom by any party. Hence, if push comes to shove, the German
judiciary can do arbitrarily whatever they (or their masters) want. And
that is exactly what they do. But see for yourself.
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Germany, Country under the Rule of Law: Role Model
or Illusion?
A Critical Inspection
Transcript
The Federal Republic of Germany enjoys a worldwide reputation as a
functioning, well organized country under the rule of law that protects
freedom and democracy. The Germans themselves have a reputation for
organizing all kinds of things well, and the quality of German products is
universally recognized.
When it comes to freedom and democracy, however, the historical record of
the Germans is not quite so favorable, despite the insistence of the rulers
of today’s German state that the record has changed profoundly in the time
since the end of World War II.
And how about the rule of law in that country? The independence and nonpartisanship of the judiciary in Germany is older than the liberal democracy.
It goes back to Frederick the Great, who made the king himself subject to
the law in Prussia. He thereby introduced a principle that set a new
standard for the whole of Germany. Frederick the Great once described this
principle of the independence and nonpartisanship of the judiciary as
follows:[1]

“You need to know that the least of peasants, and what is even
more, the beggar is just as much a human being as is his
majesty, and he has to �nd justice by the fact that all humans
are equal before the law; it may be a prince suing a peasant or
vice versa, then the prince will be equal to the peasant before
the law; and in such affairs, it has to proceed purely by justice
with no regard to the person. The justice councils in all
provinces have to only comply with this. And wherever they do

not go straight forward with justice without regard to person or
class and put aside natural justness, they shall get in trouble
with his royal majesty. A legal council which exercises
injustices is more dangerous and worse than a gang of thieves;
one can protect oneself against those, but nobody can protect
himself against rogues who use the robes of justice to carry out
their vicious passions; they are worse than the biggest
scoundrels in the world and deserve double punishment.”
The image of the German judiciary in the eyes of its own constituents is
best gauged by the respect with which the highest court in Germany is
regarded: the Federal Constitutional Court. Surveys have shown that for
decades the Federal Constitutional Court, see the red bars, has been able to
maintain a reasonably consistent lead over the other branches of the
government—the German parliament called the Bundestag, and the
executive branch. Among the Germans, it is exceeded in prestige only by
that enjoyed by the president; see the green bars.[2] The great prestige of
the Federal Constitutional Court even inspired a special study by German
scholars, from which the previously shown chart was taken.[3]
The German justice system also enjoys a stellar reputation internationally.
For example, a decision by a U.S. federal court that denied the application
for asylum in the United States, �led by a German, noted that Germany has
a “highly developed and sophisticated legal system,” from which no unjust
persecution could emerge.[4]
The lofty reputation of the German justice system, together with economic
prosperity and political freedoms has led to Germany’s becoming a magnet
for political as well as economic refugees ever since the 1960s.
In this connection, an asylum case is of interest that was mentioned in an
article by Ingo Müller in the German journal Kritische Vierteljahresschrift für
Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenschaft (Critical Quarterly of Legislation
and Jurisprudence). It had to do with the Turkish defense lawyer Şerafettin
Kaya, here a more recent portrait of him, who in the early 1980s �ed to
Germany and there sought asylum from persecution by Turkish military
tribunals. In his application for asylum, Kaya portrayed the Turkish military

criminal law as unmistakably repressive, meaning that trials conducted by
it automatically ought to be considered persecutorial in nature. The German
federal agency for the recognition of foreign refugees nonetheless denied
Kaya asylum in 1982 with the following justi�cation, quote:[5]

“The Agency is in possession of an a�davit of the Max Planck
Institute, that contains among other things a comprehensive
comparison of the Turkish Code of Military Criminal Procedure
with the German Code of Criminal Procedure. This comparison
re�ects a general congruence and even at points a more-liberal
stance of the Turkish Code of Military Criminal Procedure …”
Turkey at the time was unequivocally a repressive military dictatorship, not
a modern liberal-democratic country under the rule of law.
The German Code of Criminal Procedure prescribes how criminal
proceedings are to be conducted. As such, it is one of the most-important
legal guidelines of the German justice system. What, then, might one make
of the fact that German legal scholars, represented by researchers of a Max
Planck Institute, in agreement with an agency of the German federal
government, reported in the early 1980s that this legal guideline is at points
less-liberal than that of a regime that ranks as a thoroughly repressive
military dictatorship? That would seem to say that the German Code of
Criminal Procedure of that time, formally speaking, permitted a morerepressive administration of justice than the Turkish Code of Military
Criminal Procedure. Well, great!
I will return to this article by Ingo Müller again later.
Some aspects of the German judicial system are discussed in the
following. They will not be compared with the irrelevant laws of a military
dictatorship, but rather with those western ideals that the Federal Republic
of Germany boasts of far and wide on its banners when it proclaims itself
to be a country under the rule of law.
To start with, we will consider who may introduce evidence in German

criminal trials. According to Section 214 of the German Code of Criminal
Procedure, witnesses are summoned by the judge or by the district
attorney, and evidence of other kinds is usually introduced by the district
attorney, although the judge also has the power to do so.
Section 245 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure says in Clause 1:

“The taking of evidence shall be extended to all witnesses and
experts who were summoned by the court and who appeared,
as well as to the other evidence produced by the court or the
public prosecution o�ce pursuant to Section 214 subsection
(4), […]”
Do you notice anything? There’s no mention of the defense. The version of
this paragraph in effect until 1975[6] read to the contrary as follows:

“The taking of evidence shall be extended to all witnesses and
experts who were summoned and who appeared, as well as to
the other evidence produced […]”
Where previously the defense could force the introduction of evidence
when this evidence had already been “produced,” that is, was present in the
courtroom, since then the defense must �rst �le a motion to introduce
anything they wish to introduce, as stated in the new Clause 2 of this
paragraph. The court can, however, deny these motions on a plethora of
grounds. This list has likewise been greatly expanded vis-à-vis the version
of 1975, which contained only the �rst two items (italicized):
• if the evidence is inadmissible,
• if the application has been �led for the purpose of protracting the
proceedings,
• if the fact for which evidence is to be furnished has already been
proved,
• if taking the evidence is super�uous due to common knowledge,

• if there is no connection between the fact and the matter being
adjudicated, and
• if the evidence is completely unsuitable.
I won’t elaborate here on each and every point, but will rather concentrate
on two grounds of denial in this list, in which one can see what traps the
state has set.
Any introduction of evidence is inadmissible where it is in any way contrary
to law. This becomes problematic when case law has declared it a crime in
certain cases to merely make certain claims about what a certain piece of
evidence is supposed to prove. This condition was reached in Germany in
the mid-1990s. I will get back to that later.
The common-knowledge formula appears already in Section 244 of the
German Code of Criminal Procedure. It comprehensively covers the taking
of evidence, therefore, among other things, also evidence that is not yet
present in the courtroom, and so must �rst be procured. The list of possible
grounds for denial is here still longer. Among other things, this paragraph
also empowers the court to totally bar the procurement, that is to say, the
acquisition of evidence when the court avers already to know the truth of
the matter, no matter whether this truth is in accordance with the claims
made by a motion or not. In Galileo Galilei’s time, for example, it was
common knowledge that the sun rotated around the earth. Under the
application of a similar juridical logic the Inquisition forbade the accused to
prove the contrary, since the court pretended to know what was true. Thus,
Giordano Bruno ended up burning at the stake, and Galileo in lifelong house
arrest.
Section 245 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure limits this absolute
judicial power to declare what is true by declaring something to be
common knowledge. It stipulates that a piece of evidence already present
in the courtroom can be rejected on grounds of common knowledge only, if
the claim to be proven is evidently true. Hence, the court needs to
acknowledge that claims made in a motion about the evidence are true.
However, this has not deterred German judges from barring such evidence
anyway, when in a legal �x, by determining the claims about the evidence to

be manifestly false. More on this later.
The gross imbalance of power between defense and prosecution in the
admissibility of evidence, by the way, violates the spirit of the European
Convention on Human Rights, in which in Clause 3 of Article 6 it is stated
that every defendant is to be guaranteed the right “to obtain the attendance
and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as
witnesses against him.” Oddly, the convention speaks only of witnesses, as
though there were no other kinds of evidence.
Now we come to another subject, the ways and means by which German
judges deal with evidence. Section 261 of the German Code of Criminal
Procedure says:

“The court shall decide on the result of the evidence taken
according to its free conviction gained from the hearing as a
whole.”
Therefore, according to German criminal-justice law only the judges who
have conducted a criminal trial are empowered at their discretion to
interpret the proffered evidence, and based thereon, to pronounce a verdict.
Thereby, they are constrained by absolutely nothing—neither by logic nor by
truthfulness nor by honesty. In other words: this is a blank check for
German judges to err with no correction and to lie and swindle with
impunity.
This might sound harsh. The fact is, however, that precisely because of this
logic, no sort of verbatim transcript is taken in German courtrooms. This is
even the case where the content of the introduction of evidence is at least
recorded in summary, such as during criminal trials before County Courts,
as prescribed by Section 273, Clause 2 of the German Code of Criminal
Procedure. The criminal court judge therein named and the court with lay
judges are institutions of the County Court.
However, absolutely no evidentiary value inheres in these summary
transcripts as concerns the content of the argument. Section 274 of the

German Code of Criminal Procedure provides that the evidentiary import of
the transcript is strictly limited to the recorded formalities—at least the
legal scholars interpret this legalese in such a way. So, when the transcript
covering the proceedings before the County Court states that Witness X
testi�ed on day Y and stated that he saw a red car speed around the corner,
the evidentiary content extends only to the fact that the witness testi�ed on
that day, but not what he actually said. When the judges then write in the
verdict that the witness said he saw a green truck sitting by the side of the
road, the judges are right and not the transcript, and that’s that!
And if you’re not entirely convinced, just look it up in Wikipedia.[7]
We must, unfortunately, read a couple more sections of that law to
understand what really goes on in German courts. I beg a little patience for
this.
In Germany, as mentioned, only a brief summarizing transcript of content is
made in the County Courts. And why? Well, the reason for this brief
summary lies in the fact that one can �le for an appeal on the facts of the
case against the verdict of a County Court. If the appeal is granted, the
court of the second instance must take all evidence anew. See Section 328
of the German Code of Criminal Procedure. In order that the judges can
shorten the proceedings in the second instance, they can consult the
transcript of the County Court for what happened in the court of �rst
instance. That can save them work.
Interestingly, one cannot �le for an appeal on the facts of the case against
the verdict of the �rst instance, if that verdict was handed down by a
criminal division of a District Court or a Higher Regional Court. One may
only apply for a so-called revision of these verdicts. A revision concerns
only matters of law, meaning that one may only claim that some formalities
were disregarded or that some other law was violated. It is not permitted to
contest anything about the matters of fact, that is, about the factual
�ndings stated in the verdict. Because strictly legally speaking it is
therefore totally irrelevant what transpired before the District Court, these
courts merely produce a record of formalities as set forth in the �rst clause
of Section 273 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure. In such a

protocol of formalities, one might for example read that Witness X testi�ed
on day Y, but no trace whatever will be found as to what was testi�ed.
Judicial absolutism reigns also as to the interpretation of documents and
material evidence. If in the taking of evidence a document is introduced
that clearly proves Fact A, yet the court writes in the verdict that the
document refutes Fact A, then the court is right. It has �nal disposition in
the interpretation of the evidence produced. In the case of a verdict of a
District Court, there is no possibility whatever of contestation.
Until the revision of 1965, the German Code of Criminal Procedure still
made it the duty of all courts to record at least “[t]he main outcome of
examinations at the main hearing.”[8] But since no appeal on the facts of
the verdicts of German District Courts is possible in any case, the revision
of 1975 relieved them of this duty. There is some �ne logic to this: since
errors and lies committed by German judges of the District Court cannot be
contested anyway, there’s no need to even record what goes on in the
courtroom. Great! This is the logic of terrorism!
For criminal trials that are �rst conducted at the District Court level, it’s
pretty much all or nothing for the defendant. He is tried there for
particularly serious offenses that carry potential sentences of more than
four years. Those interested may look this up in Paragraphs 24 and 74 of
the German Code on Court Constitution.[9] Here, I won’t annoy you any
further with this welter of legal verbiage. It would be important precisely in
these cases where no possibility of appeal exists, that the judges, in their
own interest, get the facts right at this �rst and only time. But how can this
be done without a verbatim transcript?
This absolute prerogative in the absence of a verbatim transcript has led to
repeated harsh criticism. One of the most-prominent critics is the former
defense attorney Rolf Bossi, who described and criticized this egregious
defect in German criminal procedure in his book Halbgötter in Schwarz
(Demigods in Black). Here is a description of this problem that was
broadcast by the German TV channel 3Sat on the occasion of the release
of Bossi’s book in 2005:

“A defense lawyer indicts. Star defender Rolf Bossi aims
serious charges against the German judiciary. The
unaccountability of judges, impunity and scandalous, wrong
judgments render the rule of law in Germany a �ction, writes
Bossi in his provocative book ‘Demigods in Black.’ Today,
anyone could fall victim to a ruling that is utterly immune to
effective oversight. ‘There is no requirement for verbatim
transcripts for Penal Chambers of District Courts and even
worse, for Jury Courts. There the judge can do whatever he
likes. As a defense lawyer, I have no possibility of objection
between the revelations of the investigation, the taking of
evidence, and whatever he writes in his verdict. And I have no
appeal.’ Thus, any judge can hide behind a mere authoritativesounding verdict with no fear of correction. Today, even many
judges agree that there is too little effective oversight in the
German judicial system. ‘Bossi’s book comes at the right time.
Whether intentionally or not, he has good timing, as the justice
minister’s conference is in fact looking at a major structural
reform.’”
Since then, the German Code of Criminal Procedure has been revised
several times, but in this regard, nothing has happened. Quite the contrary.
Because some defense attorneys challenged the omnipotence of German
judges and �led uncomfortable motions to introduce evidence, a section
was slipped in in 1994 that empowers the court to gag the defense
attorneys as they see �t—with the exception of the closing argument. Here
is the text of the scandalous Section 257a:[10]

“The court may require participants in the proceedings to �le
applications and proposals regarding questions of procedure in
written form.”
Since this applies to all parties to the proceeding, this sounds nicely neutral,
but in fact this section is aimed exclusively at defense attorneys in order to
gag them. Therewith, the right to a public hearing guaranteed as a civil right
is undermined, since once a judge has denied the defense its voice, the

public thereafter may learn only whatever the prosecutors and the judge
happen to mention. Further, one may con�dently assume that many
motions that in the course of argument often arise spontaneously and are
therefore rendered orally, by effect of this ruling of the judge, are never
made.
Section 249 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure is of similar import.
It allows the judge to stipulate that documents entered into evidence may
not be read out in public. Instead, parties to the trial must read them in
private. That is, they must take the documents home with them and read
them in seclusion—or they must at least certify on the day designated for
this that they have read them. Whether they really have, is not veri�ed.
In extreme cases where all the evidence is in documents that must be read
in seclusion, this means that the public �nds out absolutely nothing about
the content of any evidence. This also makes a mockery of the principle of
public hearings.
Of both of these muzzling provisions, Dr. Dr. Uwe Sche�er, Professor of
Criminal Justice at the Europa University in Frankfurt on the Oder wrote:

“According to this rule [Section 257a], the court can now
deprive the parties to the trial of their voices and con�ne them
to written form. How convenient: Since earlier laws had already
provided for the option to read out documents by not reading
them out, that is, by giving the parties to the action the
opportunity to ‘become familiar’ with the text of the documents
in quiet seclusion, this means that one can now maintain the
silence of the grave in the courtroom. In addition to frequently
voiced criticisms, the following may be pointed out: the
legislature has clearly stated that this new regulation
‘streamlines’ the trial. Because writing and reading what was
written takes longer than an oral argument, this means that the
legislature downright aims at dispensing with the right to a
legal hearing.”

There are many further modi�cations to the procedural law that are
detrimental to defendants. I can’t explore them all here. A list of some of
the sections in question can be found in Footnote 5 of Rainer Hamm’s
article on the “Evidence as a Legal Concept and Its Scrutiny during Legal
Revisions” (“Beweis als Rechtsbegriff und seine revisionsrechtliche
Kontrolle”) that can be found in the Festschrift für Gerhard Fezer cited
here.[11] If you are interested in further details of the historical
development of the Code of Criminal Procedure in the Federal Republic of
Germany, I recommend reading the previously mentioned article by Ingo
Müller. He describes therein how salutary departures were undertaken after
the Second World War to make the German Code of Criminal Procedure
more liberal after it had been decimated to the detriment of defendants
under National Socialism. A countermovement developed in the 1970s,
however, in response to the terrorism of the Red Army Faction in which all
the liberal reforms were reversed. Thereafter followed wave after wave of
“deliberalization,” so that one can now rightly say that today the German
Code of Criminal Procedure is more-repressive than it was under National
Socialism.
Indeed, the historical origin of the German Code of Criminal Procedure is
anything but liberal. It was created in 1877, that is, during the time of the
Second German Empire. That could explain why it includes no verbatim
transcript requirement, although other countries at the time already had
verbatim transcript requirements. It must have been a major undertaking at
the time to complete a verbatim transcript of what was said in the
courtroom. For that, stenographers were needed and then typists. There is
today, however, no excuse anymore not to maintain verbatim transcripts in
police interrogation rooms and in courtrooms. In this age of the
supercomputers, automatic voice-recognition software is employed by
default: in the courtrooms of most other countries of the world, in the mass
media, in medicine, etc.
What has been common practice in most western countries for centuries,
isn’t even discussed in Germany. The plans in the works for a general
overhaul of the German Code of Criminal Procedure foresees no such
change. All that is new, is that the police and the courts are allowed to
video-record certain witness interrogations. No requirement for the creation
of verbatim transcripts of what transpires in interrogation rooms or

courtrooms, nor even the possibility of such as evidence for appeals and
revisions is in prospect.
In a contribution to the Petersberg Days of the Criminal Law Study Group of
the German Bar Association, Prof. Dr. Werner Leitner noted:[12]

“The German criminal justice system still has […] medieval
tendencies and shields itself, without really sound arguments,
from adaptation to present-day technical and pertinent
conditions.”
Just as little is it planned to impose de�nite limits on the totalitarian power
of judges to evaluate evidence, such as that one would require that the
evaluation be logical and be internally free of contradiction and with regard
to the evidence. But without a verbatim transcript, the logical
conclusiveness would be hard to determine, and any contradiction to
witness testimony could never be even considered.
For this reason, the impending reform of the German Code of Criminal
Procedure was correctly called a “missed opportunity” in an article in the
Kriminalpolitisch Zeitschrift (Journal of Criminal Justice).[13]
Whether one considers the Turkish military dictatorship, Stalin’s Soviet
Union or today’s Federal Republic of Germany: for fraudsters, thieves, thugs,
extortionists and murderers things went and still today go little differently,
and most people have little sympathy for such miscreants anyway.
So, let us focus on those innocents who get caught up in the wheels of the
justice system. One of the functions of a legal system should be to prevent
judges from making avoidable mistakes and errors which are detrimental to
the innocent.
It is even much more-important, however, to prevent the misuse of the
justice system to suppress the civil rights of individuals or groups. The �rst
mark of the quality of a justice system appears when it affords to
defendants adequate protection even in such cases where the taboos of a

society are touched in any way. It is then that an unspoken prejudice reigns
among practically all members of a society to regard certain views as evil
and punishable, no matter how peaceable such views might be.
Unfortunately, Germany has a long history of persecuting dissidents by
means of the criminal justice system. It reaches back long before the
National Socialist period.
Section 100 of the Prussian Criminal Law Code of 1794 can serve here as
the earliest forerunner. It threatened with four- to six-month prison terms
those who in sermons or public speeches called out for hatred or ill feeling
against any religion.[14] This section, which was considerably morespeci�c and gentler than all the laws that were to follow, re�ected the
tolerance of religion reigning in Prussia. Far more-repressive was Section
17 of a Prussian decree of 1849 that followed the suppressed revolution of
1848. It threatened with �nes or prison terms of four weeks to two years
those who—quote:[15]

“sought to disturb the public peace by publicly inciting citizens
of the state to hate or disdain one another.”
In the eyes of the rulers, this step had become necessary because the 1848
revolution made it impossible to maintain pre-emptive government
censorship. The new paragraph slipped censorship back in through the
back door by motivating citizens to censor themselves in order to avoid
punishment. This kind of censorship after the fact is considerably subtler
and therefore less vulnerable to attack.
Two years later, in 1851, this paragraph resurrected in slightly reworded
form the old Section 100 of the Prussian criminal code and so became the
direct forerunner of today’s Section 130 – “Incitement of the People.”[16] Its
�rst version, Section 130 of the Reich Criminal Code, in effect since 1872,
forbade only class incitement, however, meaning the “class-warfare
propaganda” disseminated by communists, socialists and social
democrats. To-wit:

“Whosoever in such a manner as to endanger public order
publicly incites different classes of the populace to take violent
action against each other will be punished with �ne […] or
imprisonment up to two years.”
This paragraph remained essentially unchanged until 1960, but nothing that
was prosecuted in Prussia and thereafter in the German Empire is today
viewed as agitation and prosecuted. National Socialism, which set the
abolition of classes and the formation of an ethnic community as its
resplendent goal, replaced the concept of class warfare by that of
incitement of the populace, which worked primarily against those who
agitated against the state, its political stance, its organs and its
o�ceholders. It was therefore simply a shield for the state against criticism
of its citizens, a classic inversion of human rights.[17] The Nazis also
reinstituted the preventive censorship abandoned in 1848, so that they had
a comprehensive set of legal instruments to control public opinion, of
which they are known to have made vigorous use.
The class-warfare section was not modi�ed into its present form of
“agitation of the populace” until the criminal-law revision of 1960, replacing
the agitation against classes with that against parts of the population. This
emendation was inspired by Swastika gra�ti and other anti-Jewish actions
that later were revealed to have been perpetrated by east-bloc secretservice agents in an effort to tarnish the reputation of the West German
Federal Republic. Since 1960, the new paragraph read:

“Whosoever, in a manner capable of disturbing the public
peace, assaults the human dignity of others by inciting hatred
against segments of the population, by calling for violent or
arbitrary measures against them, or by insulting, maliciously
maligning or defaming them, shall be liable to imprisonment
for no less than three months.”
Since then, this paragraph has been extended repeatedly and now has
seven clauses, covers more than one page, and places pretty much all
domains of opinion under penalty that are suspect to those in power.

This chart shows how the scope of this gagging paragraph has grown over
the years to the present time.[18]
If the old class-warfare section was aimed at left-leaning views, the new
incitement-of-the-populace paragraph is aimed at right-leaning views. It is a
sort of hysterical overreaction of the German elites to the excesses of
National Socialism.
No matter who in Germany is or was the target of state coercion of opinion,
German judges were and are always compliant with the regime’s
prosecution agenda. As Bossi explained correctly in his book, the legally
enforced coercion of opinion engaged in by the Nazis had no
disadvantages for the German judiciary. No Nazi judge was ever
prosecuted for his verdicts against dissenters. Even today the judges
merely shrug, because all they’re doing is applying the law. Legislation itself
bears on them exactly as little as it is possible for them to reject prevailing
law as illegal.
But wait. There is one exception. The judges of the German Federal
Constitutional Court can indeed declare applicable law unconstitutional
and thereby null and void it. And there is the catch.
In a comparison of the highest courts of the USA and the Federal Republic
of Germany, a study by the Boston College International & Comparative Law
Review came to the conclusion that one weakness of the German legal
system lay precisely here. While in the USA every federal court can review
the constitutionality of a law passed by the government, and in case of a
con�ict can declare the law unconstitutional and void, German county,
district and superior district courts don’t even have the authority to voice an
opinion on that. They must rather blindly apply applicable law. Only when a
case has made its way through all instances and has �nally arrived at the
Federal Constitutional Court, can the question of constitutionality be
addressed.[19]
The judges of the German Federal Constitutional Court are appointed by
the German parliament, the Bundestag. This usually happens as follows:
the established parties agree in advance upon who has when the right to

nominate a candidate from among one’s party’s partisans. This horse
trading obviously makes a bad joke of the concept of separation of powers.
What can be expected in a case of unconstitutionality from a court so �lled
with the hand-picked appointees of the ruling elites?
When in 2009 a case had to be decided whether passages of Section 130
of the German Penal Code violated the constitutional guarantee of freedom
of expression, the decision of this court was revealing. I quote:[20]

“In general, restrictions to the freedom of opinion are
permissible only on the basis of general laws according to art.
5, para. 2, alternative 1, Basic Law. A law restricting opinions is
an inadmissible special law, if it is not formulated in a
su�ciently open way and is directed right from the start only
against certain convictions, attitudes, or ideologies. […]
Although the regulation of art. 130, para. 4, German Penal Code
is not a general law […] even as a non-general law it is still
compatible with art. 5, para. 1 and 2, Basic Law, as an
exception. In view of the injustice and the terror caused by the
National Socialist regime, an exception to the prohibition of
special laws […] is immanent.”
In other words: exceptions are forbidden, except in cases of exceptions. In
this case, the logic of this exception is as follows:

Because in the past Germany burnt books and persecuted and
imprisoned peaceful dissidents in violation of the Weimar
Constitution,
Germany is now morally obligated to burn books and persecute
and imprison peaceful dissidents in violation of the Bonn
Constitution.
The fact is that, since its initial enacting in 1849, Section 130 of the German
Penal Code has been directed “from the outset only against certain

convictions, attitudes or ideologies” and has not lost this attribute to this
day. It is thus clearly unconstitutional from beginning to end.
No system of justice in the world needs penal laws that forbid speci�c
expressions of opinion. If anyone misuses freedom of speech to incite the
violation of human and civil rights of third parties, then in all justice
systems this is already covered by the prohibition of abetting (Section 26
German Criminal Code) or public incitement to crimes (Section 111
German Criminal Code). Only such laws deserve the description of a
“general law.” Every additional censorship law is nothing more than the
product of tyranny, to which every German has the right and the duty
according to Article 20 Clause 4 of the Basic Law to resist, so long as the
Federal Constitutional Court denies any relief.
In the originally planned foreword to his book Animal Farm, which was
rejected by four publishers among other reasons for pressure applied by
the British government, George Orwell expressed it thus:[21]

“If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people
what they do not want to hear.”
As previously mentioned, the quality of a system of justice is shown by
whether the groups of the population whose views the powerful wish to
suppress are protected from persecution by the state. This applies mostly
to those persons who break the central taboos of a society or undermine its
founding myths, that is, those whose criticism goes against the
foundations of a society. As long as these views are peaceful, that is, do
not advocate the violation of the rights of third parties or justify this, the
justice system should not punish such publicly expressed viewpoints.
What then are the central taboos and the founding myths of today’s
German society?
In 1999, then German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer put it this way:[22]

“All democracies have a base, a foundation. For France this is
1789. For the USA it is the Declaration of Independence. For
Spain it is the Civil War. Well, for Germany it is Auschwitz. It can
only be Auschwitz. In my eyes, the remembrance of Auschwitz,
the ‘never again Auschwitz,’ can be the sole foundation of the
new Berlin Republic.”
I could name a long list of personalities and media voices that express
what they think of anyone who attacks that foundation. I will spare us that
list because everyone knows what the overwhelming majority of the
populace in Germany and elsewhere thinks of those who are said to deny
Auschwitz or the Holocaust in its entirety. Many people think that such
persons have the same moral standing as pedophiles. One can hardly sink
lower than that.
What would you do if someone approached you and, in a peaceful and
maybe even scholarly and factual way, said something about Auschwitz
that you truly do not wish to hear? That is almost a mere rhetorical question
in a society in which an almost monolithic consensus exists as to what
must be done to any such taboo-breaking historical dissident.
But it is exactly here that the crucial question arises: how do you reconcile
that with the rule of law? Can and will the German justice system protect
peaceful dissidents of the historical narrative of the Third Reich from legal
and social assault, or does it simply throw them to the wolves?
The hard realities of today’s Germany reveal unfortunately that the German
justice system is perfectly tailored to enforce political prerogatives with the
force of law with no compunction whatever.
In the following I will illustrate how such a thing proceeds in speci�c
instances.
It is especially important to condemn the ringleaders of these dissidents in
order to set a warning example for all to see. These are arraigned at the
District Court level for a particularly serious disturbance of the public

peace. This way all possibility of an appeal is denied them, and since in
such criminal trials no sort of verbatim transcript is made, the door is wide
open to manipulation.
All, really without exception all motions of the defense to introduce
evidence demonstrating that the defendant’s historical views are well
founded or even correct, are denied on the grounds of common knowledge
to the contrary. Decades of precedent ruling by the German Federal
Supreme Court – not to be confused with Germany’s Federal Constitutional
Court – even compel German courts to this stance.
If the defense has its evidence already present in the courtroom, the
German Code of Criminal Procedure actually prohibits denying such
evidence with the reason that the opposite of what the evidence is said to
prove is self-evident, but the German courts do so regardless, and the
Federal Supreme Court, which should correct such violations of the law, has
repeatedly allowed and con�rmed this practice.[23]
Motions to introduce evidence with which the defense wishes to show per
Section 244 Clause 4 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure that it
possesses expert opinions which are superior to expert opinions previously
submitted are likewise denied on grounds of common knowledge, although
the probative value of new evidence unknown to the court cannot
possibly be common knowledge. This violation of the law also receives the
sanction of the Federal Supreme Court.[24]
Motions to introduce evidence that there is notable public objection to
common knowledge are likewise and nonetheless barred on grounds of
self-evidence.[25]
Motions to introduce evidence that the reason for the lack of any notable
public objection to common knowledge is that historians fear legal
repercussions and for that reason no longer express publicly what they
really think, are nonetheless barred on grounds of self-evidence.[26]
Troubled by such motions by the defense in trials against historical
dissidents, the German justice system went so far as to declare in the

mid-1990s that �ling a motion to introduce evidence is in itself already a
crime, if the motion’s aim is to prove that the punishable opinions of the
defendant are correct. For with such an act, a defense attorney would
publicly commit the very same crime in the courtroom for which his client
has been indicted. These decisions, too, with which defense attorneys were
sentenced merely for �ling motions to introduce evidence, were approved
by the Federal Supreme Court, since such motions were evidently
inadmissible, because they violated standing law.[27]
One of Germany’s most-brutal “hanging judges” against historical
dissidents, the Mannheim Judge Ulrich Meinerzhagen, was quoted by the
German left-wing newspaper tageszeitung as follows:[28]

“Finally, the court rejected all motions with the terse—and for
some anti-fascists in the audience shocking—reason that it is
completely irrelevant whether the Holocaust happened or not.
Denying it is subject to punishment in Germany. And that is all
that counts in court. ‘Democracy must be able to handle this,’ a
law student lectured later in the lobby of the courthouse.”
As we all know, democracy is when three foxes and a chicken decide what’s
for dinner—or here, that the overwhelming majority of all members of a
society may prescribe under pain of punishment which opinions you may
publicly express on certain historical subjects, and which you may not.
Obviously, the law student did not grasp that the rule of law was
established precisely to prevent such assaults by the majority against
minorities.
The denial of all motions to introduce evidence in such cases is nowhere
near the end of the judicial repressive measures. Certain courageous
lawyers did not accept their gagging, but instead proceeded un�inchingly in
the face of threats by the legal authorities and the judges. They
nevertheless kept �ling motions with which they tried to defend their
clients. The result was the 1994 introduction of the previously mentioned
muzzling Section 257a into the German Code of Criminal Procedure, that

empowered judges to require all motions except closing arguments to be
submitted in writing. And that is exactly what regularly happens in such
cases.
In order to avoid the appearance to the public that the defendants are being
sent up for totally harmless and scienti�cally well-founded assertions, their
writings are never read out in the courtroom, but rather are consigned to
“off-site private reading” as a matter of principle.
Ever since, silence is again the civic duty in German courtrooms.
Traps shut and no grumbling!
At the end of such a show trial, in which the defense is basically completely
paralyzed, comes a verdict in which the judges can write whatever they like.
In the absence of a verbatim transcript hardly anything can be checked
anyway. Thus, the judges build their careers, ape the lynch media, and serve
the wiles of politics.
Silence is the citizen’s �rst duty!
But at the end of the day, dear observer, you probably needn’t trouble
yourself. Because you could safely remain silent while they took the
Holocaust deniers; for you weren’t a Holocaust denier, after all. You
remained silent also when they came for the Nazis; you were certainly no
Nazi. When they came for the right-wingers, you still remained silent, as you
were certainly no right-winger. When �nally they come for you, there will be
no one left who could protest.
Then enjoy the farcical German justice system!
For you will evidently be an outlaw!
Here is the text of the German Basic Law article that has directly to do with
this. It says there that there shall be no censorship, but German judges take
this to mean merely a preemptive censorship. In Clause 2, the freedom of

opinion is then immediately abrogated, because if even non-general
censorship laws are valid at the say of the Federal Constitutional Court,
then there is no freedom of expression at all.
In 1970, a professor of public law, who at the time taught at the University
of Administrative Science in Speyer, Germany, wrote the following words in
an obscure festschrift about the right of German citizens to oppose
assaults by their state upon their civil rights as enshrined in the German
Basic Law:[29]

“Seen by daylight, every single article of the Basic Law is…
nothing more than the concrete embodiment of one of these
foundational principles of western constitutional statehood, so
that an attack on virtually any particular article at the same
time affects the principles of Art. 20 Basic Law [therefore the
right of German citizens to resist].”
17 years later the author of these lines became the president of the German
Federal Constitutional Court, and 7 years after that he was elected federal
president of Germany. The complete evisceration of freedom of expression
in Germany was carried out during his term of o�ce.
Summing up, this much is clear:
1. The justice system of the Federal Republic of Germany is in some
regards medieval in its structure, and on paper, its procedural law
allows for a more-repressive conduct of a trial than that of the
Third Reich.
2. There is in the Federal Republic of Germany effectively no
separation of governmental powers.
3. Every German has the right and the moral duty to oppose such an
oppressive system on German soil.

“…but nobody can protect himself against rogues who use the
robes of justice to carry out their vicious passions; they are
worse than the biggest scoundrels in the world and deserve

double punishment.”
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Abstract
In the whole world, the Federal
Republic of Germany enjoys the
reputation of being a liberal,
democratic country under the rule of
law. This self-portrait will not be
simply adopted here, however, but it
will be critically reviewed. The litmus
test for a country under the rule of
law is when the state's interests
collide with those of its citizens, that
is to say, when the state �nds it
expedient to prosecute and punish
its citizens. Then it will show
whether the law can prevent the
authorities
from misusing their
omnipotence against defenseless
citizens. Crucial in this regard is the Code of Criminal Procedure. It
de�nes the rules according to which the judiciary may deal with those in
the courtroom who got into the government's crosshairs for whatever
reasons. Good laws prevent the state's misusing its power in the
courtroom. In this regard, however, Germany performs abominably,
because its Code of Criminal Procedure gives judges all the
instruments needed to deal with defendants which ever way they (or
their masters) please. They can gag the defense, deny all their motions
for evidence, prevent any appeal, hide from the public what a case is all

about, and they can claim anything they want in a verdict, because no
protocol is made recording what is said in the courtroom by any party.
Hence, if push comes to shove, the German judiciary can do arbitrarily
whatever they (or their masters) want. And that is exactly what they do.
But see for yourself.

Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland genießt in der Welt ein hohes Ansehen als
ein
funktionierender,
wohlorganisierter
freiheitlich-demokratischer
Rechtsstaat. Hier soll diese Selbstdarstellung des deutschen Staates aber
nicht einfach so übernommen, sondern kritisch überprüft werden. Die
Nagelprobe für einen Rechtsstaat ist es, wenn die Interessen des Staates
mit dem seiner Bürger kollidiert, sprich, wenn der Staat meint, den Bürger
verfolgen und bestrafen zu müssen. Hier erweist sich, ob die Gesetze es
verhindern können, dass der Staat seine Allmacht gegen den machtlosen
Bürger missbraucht. Zentral dafür ist die Strafprozessordnung. Sie setzt die
Regeln dafür, wie die Justiz im Gerichtssal mit jenen umspringen darf, die
aus welchen Gründen auch immer ins Fadenkreuz des Staates geraten
sind. Gute Gesetze verhindern den Machtmissbrauch des Staates im
Gerichtssaal. Hier schneidet Deutschland jedoch hundsmiserable ab. Seine
Strafprozessordnung gibt deutschen Richtern nämlich alle Instrumente in
die Hand, um mit einem Angeklagten nach blieben umspringen zu können.
Der Verteidigung kann ein Maulkorb verpasst werden, all ihre
Beweisanträge können abgelehnt werden, eine Berufung kann verwehrt
werden, der Öffentlichkeit kann verheimlicht werden, um was es geht, und
im Urteil können die Richter behaupten, was sie wollen, denn es gibt kein
Protokoll, das festhält, wer was im Gerichtssaal gesagt hat. Wenn es hart
auf hart kommt, darf die deutsche Justiz daher willkürlich machen, was sie
will (oder was man ihr aufträgt). Und sie tut genau das. Doch sehen Sie
selbst.
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Rechtsstaat Deutschland: Vorbild oder Trugbild?
Eine kritische Betrachtung
Transkript
Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland genießt in der Welt ein hohes Ansehen als
ein
funktionierender,
wohlorganisierter
freiheitlich-demokratischer

Rechtsstaat. Den Deutschen eilt der Ruf voraus, allerlei Dinge gut
organisieren zu können, und die Qualität deutscher Produkte wird weltweit
einmütig anerkannt.
Wenn es freilich um Freiheit und Demokratie geht, ist die geschichtliche
Erfolgsbilanz der Deutschen weniger überzeugend, auch wenn
insbesondere die Eliten des heutigen deutschen Staates darauf bestehen,
dass sich dies seit Ende der Zweiten Weltkriegs grundlegend gewandelte
habe.
Und wie sieht es mit dem Rechtsstaat aus? Die Unabhängigkeit und
Unparteilichkeit der Justiz ist in Deutschland älter als die freiheitliche
Demokratie. Sie geht auf Friedrich den Großen zurück, der in Preußen den
König selbst dem Recht unterstellte. Er führte damit ein Prinzip ein, das für
ganz Deutschland einen neuen Maßstab setzte. Friedrich der Große
beschrieb dieses Prinzip der Unabhängigkeit und Unparteilichkeit der Justiz
einst wie folgt:[1]

„Sie müssen wissen, dass der geringste Bauer, ja was noch
mehr ist, der Bettler, ebensowohl ein Mensch ist, wie seine
Majestät sind, und dem alle Justiz widerfahren muß, indem vor
der Justiz alle Leute gleich sind, es mag sein ein Prinz, der
wider einen Bauern klagt, oder auch umgekehrt, so ist der Prinz
vor der Justiz dem Bauer gleich: und bei solchen Gelegenheiten
muss pur nach der Gerechtigkeit verfahren werden, ohne
Ansehen der Person. Danach mögen sich die Justizkollegia in
allen Provinzen nur zu richten haben. Und wo sie nicht mit der
Justiz ohne alles Ansehen der Person und des Standes
geradedurchgehen, sondern die natürliche Billigkeit beiseite
setzten, so sollen sie es mit Sr. Kön. Maj. zu tun kriegen. Denn
ein Justizkollegium, das Ungerechtigkeiten ausübt, ist
gefährlicher und schlimmer wie eine Diebesbande; vor der kann
man sich schützen, aber vor Schelmen, die den Mantel der
Justiz gebrauchen, um ihre üble Passiones auszuführen, vor der
kann sich kein Mensch hüten. Sie sind ärger wie die größten
Spitzbuben, die in der Welt sind, und meritieren eine doppelte
Bestrafung.“

Das Ansehen der bundesdeutschen Justiz bei der eigenen Bevölkerung
lässt sich am deutlichsten an dem Respekt messen, den das höchste
deutsche Gericht in Deutschland genießt: das Bundesverfassungsgericht.
Wie Umfragen ergeben haben, hat das Bundesverfassungsgericht, siehe die
roten Balken, im Vergleich zu den höchsten Institutionen der anderen
Regierungsgewalten – dem Bundestag und der Bundesregierung – über die
Jahrzehnte hinweg ein einigermaßen stetig hohes Ansehen bewahren
können. Es wird nur vom Ruf übertroffen, den der Bundespräsident unter
den Deutschen genießt; siehe die grünen Balken.[2] Das hohe Prestige des
Bundesverfassungsgerichts war deutschen Forschern sogar eine eigene
Untersuchung wert, der die zuvor gezeigte Gra�k entnommen wurde.[3]
Auch auf internationaler Ebene genießt das bundesdeutsche Rechtssystem
ein sehr hohes Ansehen. Beispielsweise heißt es in einer Entscheidung
eines U.S.-Bundesgerichts, mit dem der Asylantrag eines Deutschen in den
USA abgelehnt wurde, dass es sich beim deutschen Rechtssystem um ein
„hochentwickeltes und ausgeklügeltes System“ handle, bei dem es zu
keiner unrechtsstaatlichen Verfolgung komme.[4]
Das hohe Ansehen des deutschen Rechtssystems, in Verbindung mit dem
wirtschaftlichen Wohlstand und den politischen Freiheiten, hat dazu
geführt, dass Deutschland seit den 1960er Jahren eines der Hauptziele
politischer wie auch wirtschaftlicher Flüchtlinge geworden ist.
Interessant ist in diesem Zusammenhang ein Asylfall, der in einem Beitrag
von Ingo Müller in der Zeitschrift Kritische Vierteljahresschrift für
Gesetzgebung und Rechtswissenschaft erwähnt wurde. Er betraf den
türkischen Strafverteidiger Şerafettin Kaya, hier ein jüngeres Bild von ihm,
der Anfang der 1980er Jahre wegen politischer Verfolgung durch türkische
Militärgerichte nach Deutschland ge�ohen war und dort um Asyl gebeten
hatte. In seinem Asylantrag vertrat Kaya die Ansicht, dass schon allein das
türkische Militärverfahrensrecht derart repressiv sei, dass unter ihm
durchgeführte Verfahren als unrechtsstaatlich gelten müssten. Das
Bundesamt für die Anerkennung ausländischer Flüchtlinge verweigerte
Kaya dennoch 1982 das Asyl, und zwar unter anderem mit folgender
Begründung, ich zitiere:[5]

„Dem Bundesamt liegt ein umfangreiches Gutachten des MaxPlanck-Institutes vor, das unter anderem auch eine synoptische
Gegenüberstellung des türkischen Militärstrafverfahrensrechts
mit der deutschen Strafprozessordnung enthält. Dieser
Vergleich zeigt eine weitgehende Übereinstimmung, teilweise
sogar eine liberalere Ausgestaltung des türkischen
Militärverfahrensrechts…“
Die Türkei war damals freilich kein moderner freiheitlich-demokratischer
Rechtsstaat, sondern eine repressive Militärdiktatur.
Die deutsche Strafprozessordnung regelt, wie Strafverfahren durchgeführt
werden. Insofern ist sie eines der wichtigsten Regelwerke des deutschen
Justizsystems. Was ist nun davon zu halten, dass schon die deutsche
juristische Wissenschaft, repräsentiert durch Forscher eines Max-PlanckInstituts, in Übereinstimmung mit einem Bundesamt der Bundesregierung
Anfang der 1980er Jahre davon ausging, dass dieses Regelwerk bisweilen
weniger liberal ist als das Regelwerk eines Staates, der allgemein als
repressive Militärdiktatur gilt? Das heißt doch wohl, dass das damalige
deutsche Strafprozessrecht formalrechtlich betrachtet eine repressivere
Rechtsprechung erlaubte als das türkische Militärstrafrecht. Na klasse!
Ich werde später noch einmal auf diesen Beitrag von Ingo Müller
zurückkommen.
Nachfolgend werden einige Aspekte des deutschen Justizsystems
diskutiert. Verglichen werden diese nicht mit den irrelevanten Gesetzen
einer Militärdiktatur, sondern mit jenen westlichen Idealen, welche die
Bundesrepublik Deutschland groß und breit auf ihrem Banner vor sich
herträgt, wenn sie von sich behauptet, ein Rechtsstaat zu sein.
Als erstes wollen wir betrachten, wer in deutschen Strafprozessen Beweise
einführen darf. Laut §214 der Strafprozessordnung werden Zeugen vom
Richter oder vom Staatsanwalt geladen, und andersartige Beweise werden
üblicherweise von der Staatsanwaltschaft herbeigeschafft, obwohl der
Richter dies auch übernehmen kann.

§245 der Strafprozessordnung führt in Absatz 1 aus:

„Die Beweisaufnahme ist auf alle vom Gericht vorgeladenen
und auch erschienenen Zeugen und Sachverständigen sowie
auf die sonstigen nach § 214 Abs. 4 vom Gericht oder der
Staatsanwaltschaft herbeigeschafften Beweismittel zu
erstrecken […]“
Merken Sie etwas? Da ist keine Rede von der Verteidigung. Die bis 1975
geltenden Fassung dieses Paragraphs[6] lautete hingegen wir folgt:

„Die Beweisaufnahme ist auf die sämtlichen vorgeladenen und
auch erschienenen Zeugen und Sachverständigen sowie auf die
anderen herbeigeschafften Beweismittel zu erstrecken […]“
Konnte die Verteidigung früher also die Verwertung von Beweisen
erzwingen, wenn diese Beweise bereits „herbeigeschafft“, also im
Gerichtssaal anwesend waren, so muss die Verteidigung seither für alles,
was sie als Beweis vorzulegen wünscht, erst Anträge stellen, wie es im
neuen Absatz 2 dieses Paragraphen heißt. Das Gericht kann diese Anträge
jedoch mit einer Vielzahl von Gründen ablehnen. Auch diese Liste wurde
gegenüber der Fassung von 1975 großzügig erweitert, denn nur die ersten
zwei der nachfolgenden Ablehnungsgründe waren in der alten Fassung
vorhanden:
– wenn die Beweiserhebung unzulässig ist,

– wenn der Antrag zum Zwecke der Prozeßverschleppung gestellt ist,
– wenn die Tatsache, die bewiesen werden soll, schon erwiesen ist,
– wenn eine Beweiserhebung wegen Offenkundigkeit über�üssig ist,
– wenn zwischen der zu beweisenden Tatsache und dem Gegenstand der

Urteils�ndung kein Zusammenhang besteht, und
– wenn das Beweismittel völlig ungeeignet ist.
Ich werde hier nicht jeden einzelnen Punkt erläutern, sondern mich nur auf
zwei Ablehnungsgründe in dieser Liste konzentrieren, anhand derer man
erkennen kann, welche Fallen der Staat hier gestellt hat.
Unzulässig ist eine Beweiserhebung dann, wenn sie in irgendeiner Weise
widerrechtlich wäre. Problematisch wird dies dann, wenn das Strafrecht
bereits bestimmte Beweisbehauptungen zu Straftaten erklärt. Dieser
Zustand ist in Deutschland seit Mitte der 1990er Jahre gegeben. Ich
komme darauf später noch zurück.
Die Offenkundigkeitsformel taucht bereits in §244 der Strafprozessordnung
auf. Er befasst sich ganz allgemein mit der Beweisaufnahme, unter
anderem also auch mit Beweisen, die noch nicht im Gerichtssaal anwesend
sind und somit erst erhoben werden müssen. Die Liste der möglichen
Ablehnungsgründe ist hier noch länger. Unter anderem erlaubt es dieser
Paragraph dem Gericht auch, eine Beweiserhebung, also die Beschaffung
von Beweisen, gänzlich abzulehnen, wenn das Gericht meint, die Wahrheit
schon zu kennen, gleichgültig, ob diese mit der Beweisbehauptung
übereinstimmt oder nicht. Zur Zeit von Galileo Galilei war es zum Beispiel
offenkundig, dass sich die Sonne um die Erde dreht. Unter Anwendung
einer ähnlichen Prozesslogik verbot die Heilige Inquisition es Angeklagten
daher, den Gegenbeweis anzutreten, weil das Gericht zu wissen meinte,
was wahr ist. Daher endete Giordano Bruno auf dem Scheiterhaufen und
Galileo im lebenslangen Hausarrest.
Der §245 der Strafprozessordnung schränkt diese absolute richterliche
Macht zur Erklärung der Wahrheit dahingehend ein, dass bereits erhobene,
also im Gerichtssaal anwesende Beweismittel nur dann wegen
Offenkundigkeit abgelehnt werden können, wenn die zu beweisende
Tatsache offenkundig wahr ist. Das Gericht muss also die
Beweisbehauptung als wahr unterstellen. Das hindert deutsche Richter
freilich nicht daran, im Notfall im Gerichtssaal anwesende Beweismittel
auch dann abzulehnen, wenn sie die Beweisbehauptung für offenkundig

falsch erklären. Auch dazu später mehr.
Die offenkundige Waffenungleichheit zwischen Verteidigung und Anklage
bei der Beweisaufnahme widerspricht übrigens dem Geist der
Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention, in der es im Absatz 3 von Artikel
6 heißt, dass jedem Angeklagten das Recht zu garantieren sei, „die Ladung
und Vernehmung der Entlastungszeugen unter denselben Bedingungen zu
erwirken, wie sie für Belastungszeugen gelten“. Seltsamerweise spricht die
Konvention nur von Zeugen, als ob es keine anderen Beweisarten gäbe.
Kommen wir nun zu einem anderen Thema, nämlich der Art und Weise, wie
deutsche Richter mit Beweisen umgehen. §261 der Strafprozessordnung
lautet:

„Über das Ergebnis der Beweisaufnahme entscheidet das
Gericht nach seiner freien, aus dem Inbegriff der Verhandlung
geschöpften Überzeugung.“
Nach deutschem Strafprozessrecht sind daher allein die Richter, die einen
Strafprozess durchgeführt haben, ermächtigt, die vorgelegten Beweise
nach Gutdünken auszulegen und darauf basierend zu einem Urteil zu
kommen. Sie sind dabei an rein gar nichts gebunden – weder an Logik
noch an Wahrhaftigkeit noch an Ehrlichkeit. Mit anderen Worten: dies ist ein
Blankoscheck für deutsche Richter, unkorrigiert zu irren und ungestraft zu
lügen und zu betrügen.
Das mag sich harsch anhören. Tatsache ist jedoch, dass genau aufgrund
dieser Logik in deutschen Strafgerichtssälen keinerlei Wortlautprotokoll
geführt wird. Dies ist sogar dann der Fall, wo der Inhalt der Beweiserhebung
wenigstens summarisch festgehalten wird, nämlich bei Strafverfahren vor
Amtsgerichten, wie es §273, Absatz 2 der Strafprozessordnung vorsieht.
Der dort genannte Strafrichter und das Schöffengericht sind Institutionen
des Amtsgerichts.
Diesen summarischen Protokollen kommt jedoch keinerlei Beweiswert zu,
wenn es um den Inhalt der Verhandlung geht. §274 der

Strafprozessordnung führt dazu aus, dass die Beweiskraft des Protokolls
nur auf die protokollierten Formalitäten beschränkt ist – zumindest legen
die Juristen dieses Kauderwelsch dahingehend aus. Wenn das Protokoll
einer Amtsgerichtsverhandlung also ausführt, der Zeuge Soundso habe am
Soundsovielten ausgesagt und dabei angegeben, er habe ein rotes Auto um
die Kurve �itzen sehen, so erstreckt sich die Beweiskraft dieses Protokolls
bloß auf die Tatsache, dass der Zeuge an jenem Tag aussagte, nicht aber,
was er inhaltlich ausführte. Wenn die Richter also im Urteil schreiben, der
Zeuge habe ausgesagt, er habe einen grünen Laster am Straßenrand
stehen sehen, so haben die Richter recht und nicht das Protokoll, basta!
Und wenn Sie es partout nicht glauben wollen, lesen Sie es einfach bei
Wikipedia nach.[7]
Leider müssen wir uns noch ein paar weitere Paragraphen anschauen, um
zu verstehen, wie es in deutschen Gerichtssälen zugeht. Ich bitte dafür um
etwas Geduld.
In Deutschland wird, wie erwähnt, nur beim Amtsgericht ein summarisches
Inhaltsprotokoll geführt. Und warum? Nun, der Grund für dieses
summarische Inhaltsprotokoll liegt darin, dass man gegen das Urteil eines
Amtsgerichts Berufung einlegen kann. Wird der Berufung stattgegeben, so
muss das Gericht der zweiten Instanz zu dem Fall erneut Beweise erheben.
Siehe dazu §328 der Strafprozessordnung. Damit die Richter das Verfahren
abkürzen können, können sie im Protokoll des Amtsgerichts nachlesen,
was während der Verhandlung in erster Instanz vorgefallen ist. Das kann
ihnen Arbeit ersparen.
Interessanterweise kann man gegen Urteile aus erster Instanz, die von
einem Landgericht verkündet wurden, keine Berufung einlegen. Dies betrifft
die sogenannten Strafkammern und Schwurgerichte, die am Landgericht
tätig sind. Man kann bei derlei Urteilen nur eine sogenannte Revision
einlegen. Bei einer Revision kann man nur rügen, dass irgendwelche
Formalitäten nicht eingehalten oder anderweitiges geltendes Recht verletzt
wurde. Dass irgendetwas mit den inhaltlichen Behauptungen des Gerichts
im Urteil nicht stimmt, kann man nicht beanstanden. Weil es daher rechtlich
gesehen völlig unerheblich ist, was sich bei einem Prozess vor dem

Landgericht zutrug, führen diese Gerichte bloß ein Formprotokoll, wie sich
aus dem ersten Absatz von §273 Strafprozessordnung ergibt. In einem
solchen Formprotokoll liest man dann zum Beispiel, dass der Zeuge
Soundso am Soundsovielten eine Aussage machte, jedoch �ndet sich
keinerlei Silbe darüber, was er denn aussagte.
Auch bei der Auslegung von Dokumenten und Sachbeweisen herrscht
richterlicher Absolutismus. Wenn bei der Beweisaufnahme zum Beispiel ein
Dokument eingeführt wurde, das eindeutig einen Sachverhalt A beweist,
das Gericht im Urteil aber schreibt, das Dokument widerlege den
Sachverhalt A, dann hat das Gericht recht. Es hat die absolute Hoheit bei
der Auslegung der eingebrachten Beweise. Im Falle eines
Landgerichtsurteils gibt es dagegen keine Möglichkeit der Beschwerde.
Bis zur Fassung des Jahres 1965 macht es die Strafprozessordnung
übrigens noch allen Gerichten zur P�icht, wenigstens die „wesentlichen
Ergebnisse einer (Zeugen)Vernehmung zu protokollieren“.[8] Da aber gegen
die Urteile deutscher Landgerichte ohnehin keine Berufung in der jeweiligen
Sache möglich ist, hat man die Landgerichte in der Fassung von 1975 von
dieser P�icht entbunden. Die Logik hat etwas für sich: Weil man eventuelle
inhaltliche Irrtümer und Lügen deutscher Richter am Landgericht ohnehin
nicht rügen kann, braucht auch nicht aufgezeichnet zu werden, was sich im
Gerichtssaal zuträgt. Klasse! Das ist die Logik des Terrors!
Bei Strafverfahren, die gleich in erster Instanz vor dem Landgericht
durchgeführt werden, geht es für den Angeklagten üblicherweise
sozusagen um die Wurst. Er wird dort wegen besonders schwerer
Verletzungen des Rechtsfriedens angeklagt, die mit mehr als vier Jahren
Strafe geahndet werden können. Wen Näheres interessiert, der kann dies in
den Paragraphen 24 und 74 des Gerichtsverfassungsgesetzes
nachlesen.[9] Ich werde Sie her nicht auch noch mit diesem
Paragraphendschungel nerven. Gerade in solchen Fällen, wo es keinerlei
Berufungsmöglichkeit gibt, wäre es wichtig, dass die Richter im eigenen
Interesse die Fakten gleich beim ersten und einzigen Mal richtig hinkriegen.
Wie soll das aber ohne Wortlautprotokoll möglich sein?
Diese absolute Auslegungshoheit in Abwesenheit von Wortlautprotokollen

hat wiederholt zu harscher Kritik geführt. Einer der prominentesten Kritiker
ist der ehemalige Strafverteidiger Rolf Bossi, der diesen krassen Mangel
des deutschen Strafrechts in seinem Buch Halbgötter in Schwarz darlegte
und kritisierte. Hier ist ein Bericht zu diesem Problem, der von 3Sat
anlässlich des Erscheinens von Bossis Buch 2005 ausgestrahlt wurde:

„Ein Verteidiger klagt an. Staranwalt Rolf Bossi erhebt schwere
Vorwürfe gegen die deutsche Justiz. Selbstherrlichkeit von
Richtern, Willkür und skandalöse Fehlurteile höhlen den
deutschen Rechtsstaat aus, schreibt Bossi in seinem
provozierenden Buch ‚Halbgötter in Schwarz‘. Jeder kann heute
zum Opfer einer Justiz werden, die sich einer wirksamen
Kontrolle konsequent entzieht. ‚Für Strafkammern vor
Landgerichten und noch viel schlimmer für Schwurgerichte gibt
es keine Wortprotokollierungsp�icht. Da kann der Richter
machen, was er will. Ich habe als Verteidiger keine Möglichkeit,
den Widerspruch zwischen dem Ergebnis in der
Wahrheitssuche, der Beweisaufnahme, dagegen zu stellen zu
dem, was er in sein Urteil reinschreibt. Und ich habe keine
Berufung.‘ So kann sich jeder Richter hinter einem rein formal
stimmigen Urteil verschanzen, ohne dass er Angst haben muss,
überprüft zu werden. Dass es zu wenig effektive
Kontrollmöglichkeiten in der deutschen Justizordnung gibt,
sehen heute auch viele Richter so. ‚Bossis Buch kommt zur
rechte Zeit. Er hat, ob gewollt oder nicht, ein gutes Timing, denn
die Justizministerkonferenz strickt ja an einer großen
Strukturreform.“
Das deutsche Strafrecht wurde seither mehrmals revidiert, aber in dieser
Hinsicht geschah nichts. Ganz im Gegenteil. Weil einige Strafverteidiger die
Allmachtsallüren deutscher Richter im Gerichtssaal anprangerten und
unbequeme Beweisanträge stellten, wurde 1994 kurzerhand ein Paragraph
hinzuge�ickschustert, der es dem Gericht nach Gutdünken erlaubt, dem
Verteidiger den Mund zu verbieten – mit Ausnahme des Plädoyers. Hier ist
der Wortlaut des skandalösen §257a:[10]

„Das Gericht kann den Verfahrensbeteiligten aufgeben, Anträge

und Anregungen zu Verfahrensfragen schriftlich zu stellen.“
Da sich dies auf alle Verfahrensbeteiligten bezieht, hört sich das schön
neutral an, aber es ist eine Tatsache, dass dieser Paragraph ausschließlich
gegen Strafverteidiger eingesetzt wird, um ihnen einen Maulkorb zu
verpassen. Damit wird freilich das menschenrechtlich verbriefte Recht auf
ein öffentliches Verfahren unterlaufen, denn wenn ein Richter der
Verteidigung erst einmal den Mund verboten hat, hört die Öffentlichkeit nur
noch, was die Staatsanwälte und Richter zum Fall zu sagen haben. Zudem
darf man davon ausgehen, dass viele Anträge, die in einem Verfahren oft
spontan und daher mündlich vorgetragen werden, nach Erlass dieser
Anordnung durch den Richter überhaupt nicht mehr gestellt werden.
Dazu passt der § 249 der Strafprozessordnung, der es dem Richter erlaubt,
dass als Beweis eingeführte Dokumente nicht etwa öffentlich verlesen
werden, sondern dass die Prozessbeteiligten den Inhalt im
Selbstleseverfahren zur Kenntnis nehmen. Das heißt, dass sie das
Dokument mit nach Hause nehmen und im stillen Kämmerlein lesen – oder
sie müssen zumindest am dafür bestimmten Gerichtstag versichern, es
gelesen zu haben. Ob sie das wirklich getan haben, wird nicht geprüft.
Im Extremfall, wenn die gesamte Beweisführung ausschließlich auf
Dokumenten beruht, die alle im Selbstleseverfahren eingeführt werden,
heißt dies, dass die Öffentlichkeit überhaupt rein gar nichts vom Inhalt der
Beweise erfährt. Auch das ist eine Verhöhnung des Prinzips der
öffentlichen Verhandlung.
Dr. Dr. Uwe Sche�er, Professor für Strafrecht an der Europa-Universität in
Frankfurt an der Oder, schrieb zu diesen beiden Maulkorbparagraphen
treffend:

„Nach dieser Norm [sprich dem §257a] kann das Gericht
nunmehr den Verfahrensbeteiligten den Mund verbieten und sie
auf die Schriftform verweisen. Wie praktisch: Da man schon in
den früheren Gesetzen die Möglichkeit geschaffen hatte,
Schriftstücke dadurch zu verlesen, daß man sie nicht verliest, d.

h., daß man den Verfahrensbeteiligten nur die Möglichkeit gibt,
von dem Wortlaut der Schriftstücke im stillen Kämmerlein
‚Kenntnis zu nehmen‘, kann man nun Totenruhe im Gerichtssaal
herstellen. Es sei über die häu�g geäußerte Kritik hinaus noch
auf folgendes hingewiesen: Der Gesetzgeber hat ausdrücklich
betont, diese neue Regelung diene der ‚Straffung‘ der
Hauptverhandlung. Da nun mal Schreiben plus Wortlaut zur
Kenntnis nehmen länger dauert als mündliches Vortragen,
bedeutet dies, daß der Gesetzgeber regelrecht darauf zielt, daß
nunmehr auf das rechtliche Gehör verzichtet wird.“
Es gibt noch viele weitere Änderungen des Strafprozessrechts, die sich
nachteilig für Angeklagte auswirken. Ich kann hier aber unmöglich auf alle
eingehen. Eine Au�istung einiger der betroffenen Paragraphen kann man
der Fußnote 5 von Rainer Hamms Beitrag über den „Beweis als
Rechtsbegriff und seine revisionsrechtliche Kontrolle“ �nden, den man in
der hier zitierten Festschrift für Gerhard Fezer �ndet.[11] Wenn Sie an
weiteren Details zur geschichtlichen Entwicklung der Strafprozessordnung
in der BRD interessiert sind, empfehle ich die Lektüre des bereits erwähnten
Beitrags von Ingo Müller. Er beschreibt darin, wie es nach dem zweiten
Weltkrieg löbliche Anstrengungen gegeben hat, das unter dem
Nationalsozialismus zum Nachteil der Angeklagten ausgehöhlte
Strafprozessrecht wieder liberaler zu gestalten. Aufgrund des Terrorismus
der Roten Armee Fraktion während der 1970er Jahre kam es jedoch zu
einer Gegenbewegung, während der alle liberalen Reformen wieder
rückgängig gemacht wurden. Danach kam es zu immer weiteren Wellen der
„Deliberalisierung“, so dass man mit Fug und Recht sagen kann, dass das
deutsche Strafprozessrecht heute repressiver ist, als es unter dem
Nationalsozialismus war.
Schon der geschichtliche Ursprung der Strafprozessordnung ist kein
liberaler. Sie stammt aus dem Jahre 1877, also aus der Zeit des
Kaiserreichs. Das mag verständlich machen, warum darin keine
Wortlautprotokolle vorgesehen waren, obwohl andere Staaten auch damals
schon Wortlautprotokolle führten. Es mag damals wirklich aufwendig
gewesen sein, ein Wortlautprotokoll von dem anzufertigen, was sich im
Gerichtssaal abspielte. Man brauchte dafür Stenographen und später dann
Tippsen. Heute gibt es allerdings keine Entschuldigung mehr dafür, dass in

deutschen Vernehmungsräumen der Polizei und in Gerichtssälen keinerlei
Wortlautprotokolle angefertigt werden. Im Zeitalter der Supercomputer wird
automatische Spracherkennungssoftware heutzutage überall wie
selbstverständlich eingesetzt: in den Gerichtssälen der meisten anderen
Staaten der Welt, bei den Massenmedien, in der Medizin, usw.
Was in den meisten westlichen Rechtsstaaten seit Jahrhunderten übliche
Praxis ist, steht jedoch in Deutschland noch nicht einmal zur Diskussion.
Die gegenwärtig in Planung be�ndliche Generalüberholung der
Strafprozessordnung sieht nämlich in dieser Hinsicht keinerlei Änderung
vor. Neu ist dabei nur, dass der Kriminalpolizei und den Gerichten die
Möglichkeit eingeräumt wird, bestimmte Zeugenvernehmungen audiovisuell aufzunehmen. Eine P�icht zur wörtlichen Aufzeichnung all dessen,
was sich in Vernehmungsräumen oder in Gerichtssälen abspielt, und die
Möglichkeit, diese Protokolle bei Berufungs- und Revisionsanträgen als
Beweise dafür anzuführen, was sich zutrug, ist nicht vorgesehen.
In einem Beitrag während der Petersberger Tage der Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Strafrecht im Deutschen Anwaltsverein meinte Prof. Dr. Werner Leitner
dazu passend:[12]

„Der deutsche Strafprozess habe […] weiterhin mittelalterliche
Züge und verweigere sich, ohne wirklich durchgreifende
Argumente, der Anpassung an aktuelle technische und
tatsächliche Gegebenheiten.“
Ebenso wenig ist vorgesehen, der totalitären Beweiswürdigungsmacht des
Richters gewissen Grenzen zu setzen, wie etwa, dass die Würdigung
logisch und in sich sowie den Beweisen gegenüber widerspruchsfrei sein
muss. Doch ohne Wortlauprotokolle ließe sich die logische Schlüssigkeit
ohnehin kaum und die Widerspruchsfreiheit zu Zeugenaussagen überhaupt
nicht überprüfen.
Als
„vertane
Chance“
wurde
die
anstehende
Reform
der
Strafprozessordnung daher in einem Artikel der Kriminalpolitischen
Zeitschrift zu Recht bezeichnet.[13]

Ob man nun die türkische Militärdiktatur, Stalins Sowjetunion oder die
heutige Bundesrepublik Deutschland betrachtet: Betrügern, Dieben,
Schlägern, Vergewaltigern und Mördern erging bzw. ergeht es in allen
diesen Staaten letztlich nicht viel anders, und die meisten haben für derlei
Straftäter ohnehin keinerlei Sympathie.
Konzentrieren wir uns also auf jene, die unschuldig in die Räder der Justiz
geraten. Einer der Aufgaben eines Rechtssystems müsste es sein, zu
verhindern, dass Richter vermeidbare Fehler und Irrtümer begehen, die zu
Lasten Unschuldiger gehen.
Weitaus wichtiger ist es aber, zu verhindern, dass die Justiz dazu
missbraucht wird, bestimmte Individuen oder Personenkreise zu
unterdrücken. Die Qualität eines Strafrechtssystems erweist sich erst, wenn
es Angeklagten selbst in solchen Fällen genügend Schutz gewährt, bei
denen es in irgendeiner Weise um gesellschaftliche Tabus geht. Dann
herrscht nämlich ein unausgesprochener Konsens unter fast allen
Mitgliedern einer Gesellschaft, bestimmte Ansichten für bösartig und
strafwürdig zu halten, seien diese Ansichten auch noch so friedlich.
Leider hat Deutschland eine lange Geschichte der Verfolgung
Andersdenkender mittels der Strafjustiz, die vor die Zeit des
Nationalsozialismus zurückreicht.
Als frühester Vorläufer kann hier der §100 des Preußischen
Strafgesetzbuches von 1794 gelten, der mit vier- bis sechsmonatiger
Freiheitstrafe jene bedrohte, die in Predigten oder öffentlichen Reden gegen
Religionen zu Hass oder Verbitterung aufriefen.[14] Der Paragraph, der
wesentlich enger bestimmt war und milder bestrafte, als all das, was ihm
folgen sollte, spiegelte die von Preußen gelebte Religionstoleranz wieder.
Weitaus repressiver war der infolge der gescheiterten 1848er Revolution
erlassene §17 einer preußischen Verordnung von 1849, der mit Geldstrafe
oder mit vier Wochen bis zu zwei Jahren Freiheitstrafe denjenigen bedrohte,
der – Zitat:

„den öffentlichen Frieden dadurch zu stören sucht, daß er die

Angehörigen des Staates zum Hasse oder zur Verachtung
gegeneinander öffentlich anreizt.“[15]
Aus der Sicht der Herrschenden war dieser Schritt notwendig geworden,
weil die 1848er Revolution die Aufrechterhaltung staatlicher Vorzensur
unmöglich gemacht hatte. Der neue Paragraph führte die Zensur durch die
Hintertür wieder ein, indem er durch Strafandrohung den Bürger zur
Selbstzensur veranlasste, um einer Bestrafung zu entgehen. Diese Art der
punitiven Nachzensur ist weitaus subtiler und daher weniger angreifbar.
Dieser Paragraphen ersetzte zwei Jahre später, also 1851, in leicht
umformulierter Form den alten §100 des preußischen Strafgesetzbuchs
und
wurde
so
zum
direkten
Vorläufer
des
heutigen
Volksverhetzungsparagraphen 130.[16] Dessen erste Fassung, der §130
Reichsstrafgesetzbuch, galt seit 1872, jedoch verbot er lediglich die
Klassenhetze, sprich die von Kommunisten, Sozialisten und
Sozialdemokraten verbreitete „Klassenkampfpropaganda“. Zitat:

„Wer in einer den öffentlichen Frieden gefährdenden Weise
verschiedene Klassen der Bevölkerung zu Gewaltthätigkeiten
gegen einander öffentlich anreizt, wird mit Geldstrafe […] oder
mit Gefängniß bis zu zwei Jahren bestraft.“
Dieser Paragraph blieb im Wesentlichen bis zum Jahre 1960 unverändert,
doch nichts von dem, was in Preußen und sodann im Kaiserreich
strafverfolgt wurde, wird heute noch als Hetze angesehen und verfolgt. Der
Nationalsozialismus, der sich die Au�ösung der Klassen und die Schaffung
einer Volksgemeinschaft auf die Fahnen geschrieben hatte, ersetzte das
Konzept des Klassenkampfes durch das der Volksverhetzung, das sich
primär gegen jene richtete, die gegen den Staat, seine Politik, Organe und
Amtsträger hetzten. Es war daher ein reiner Schutzparagraph des Staates
gegen die Kritik seiner Bürger, eine klassische Umkehrung der
Menschenrechte.[17] Freilich führten die Nazis auch die 1848 aufgegebene
Vorzensur wieder ein, so dass sie über ein allumfassendes rechtliches
Instrumentarium der Meinungskontrolle verfügten, von dem sie bekanntlich
ausgiebig Gebrauch machten.

Erst
mit
der
Strafrechtsänderung
von
1960
wurde
der
Klassenkampfparagraph
in
den
bis
heute
gültigen
Volksverhetzungsparagraphen umgewandelt, der die Hetze gegen Klassen
durch die Hetze gegen Bevölkerungsteile ersetzte. Ausgelöst wurde diese
Novelle durch Hakenkreuzschmiereien und andere antijüdische Aktionen,
die sich später als von Agenten des Ostblocks durchgeführte
Geheimdienstaktionen erwiesen, die das Ziel verfolgten, dem Ansehen der
Bundesrepublik Deutschland zu schaden. Der neue Paragraph lautete nun,
Zitat:

„Wer in einer Weise, die geeignet ist, den öffentlichen Frieden zu
stören, die Menschenwürde anderer dadurch angreift, daß er
zum Haß gegen Teile der Bevölkerung aufstachelt, zu Gewaltoder Willkürmaßnahmen gegen sie auffordert oder sie
beschimpft, böswillig verächtlich macht oder verleumdet, wird
mit Gefängnis nicht unter drei Monaten bestraft.“
Seither ist dieser Paragraph wiederholt erweitert worden und umfasst
mittlerweile sieben Absätze, zieht sich über mehr als eine Seite hin, und
stellt so ziemlich alles Gedankengut unter Strafe, das den Mächtigen
suspekt ist.
Diese Gra�k zeigt, wie der Umfang dieses deutschen Maulkorbparagraphen
über die Jahre hinweg gewachsen ist.[18]
Wurde der alte Klassenkampfparagraph gegen linkes Gedankengut
eingesetzt, so richtet sich der neue Volksverhetzungsparagraph gegen
rechtes Gedankengut. Er ist eine Art hysterische Überreaktion der
deutschen Eliten auf die Exzesse des Nationalsozialismus.
Egal, wer auch immer in Deutschland das Ziel staatlicher Gesinnungsjustiz
ist oder war, deutsche Richter waren und sind immer willfährig bei der
Umsetzung regierungsamtlicher Verfolgungsintentionen. Wie Bossi in
seinem Buch richtig feststellte, hatte die Gesinnungsjustiz unter den Nazis
für die deutschen Juristen keinerlei nachteilige Wirkung. Kein Nazirichter
wurde je für seine Urteile gegen Andersdenkende vor Gericht gestellt. Auch

heute zucken die Richter mit den Achseln, denn sie setzen ja nur geltendes
Recht um. Die Gesetzgebung selbst obliegt ihnen genauso wenig, wie es
ihnen möglich ist, geltendes Recht als Unrecht abzulehnen.
Doch halt. Da gibt es eine Ausnahme. Die Richter am
Bundesverfassungsgericht können sehr wohl geltendes Recht als Unrecht
ablehnen und somit für ungültig erklären. Und genau da ist der Haken.
In einem Vergleich der obersten Gerichte der USA und der BRD kam eine
Untersuchung des Boston College für Internationales und Vergleichendes
Recht zu dem Schluss, dass genau hier eine Schwäche des deutschen
Rechtssystems liege. Während in den USA jedes Bundesgericht ein von der
Regierung erlassenes Gesetz auf seine Verfassungskonformität überprüfen
und im Kon�iktfall für verfassungswidrig und somit ungültig erklären kann,
haben deutsche Amts-, Land- und Oberlandesgerichte keinerlei Vollmacht,
sich dahingehend auch nur zu äußern. Sie müssen hingegen geltendes
Recht blindlings anwenden. Erst wenn ein Fall durch alle Instanzen
gegangen ist und schließlich erfolgreich vor das Bundesverfassungsgericht
gebracht wurde, kann dieses dann die Frage der Verfassungswidrigkeit
behandeln.[19]
Die Richter des Bundesverfassungsgerichts werden vom Bundestag
ernannt. Das läuft üblicherweise so ab, dass sich die etablierten Parteien
im Voraus einigen, wer wann das Recht hat, einen Kandidaten seines
Parteienklüngels dort einzusetzen. Dieser Kuhhandel macht freilich aus der
Gewaltenteilung einen schlechten Witz. Was erwartet man also im
Kon�iktfall von einem Gericht, das so von den herrschenden Eliten
handverlesen politisch besetzt wird?
Als es im Jahre 2009 darum ging, zu entscheiden, ob Passagen des §130
gegen das Verfassungsprinzip der Meinungsfreiheit verstoßen, war die
Entscheidung dieses Gerichts entlarvend. Ich zitiere:[20]

“Grundsätzlich sind Eingriffe in die Meinungsfreiheit nur
zulässig auf der Basis eines allgemeinen Gesetzes gemäß Art.
5
Abs.
2
Alternative
1
G[rund]G[esetz].
Ein
meinungsbeschränkendes
Gesetz
ist
unzulässiges

Sonderrecht, wenn es nicht hinreichend offen gefasst ist und
sich von vornherein nur gegen bestimmte Überzeugungen,
Haltungen oder Ideologien richtet. […] Zwar ist die Vorschrift
des § 130 Abs. 4 StGB kein allgemeines Gesetz […sie] ist aber
auch als nichtallgemeines Gesetz ausnahmsweise mit Art. 5
Abs. 1 und 2 GG vereinbar. Angesichts des Unrechts und
Schreckens, die die nationalsozialistische Herrschaft
verursacht hat, ist […] eine Ausnahme vom Verbot des
Sonderrechts immanent.”
Oder anders ausgedrückt: Ausnahmegesetze sind verboten, außer in
Ausnahmefällen. In diesem Fall heißt die Logik dieser Ausnahme wie folgt:
Weil Deutschland in der Vergangenheit unter Bruch der Weimarer
Verfassung Bücher verbrannt und friedliche Dissidenten verfolgt und
eingesperrt hat,
ist Deutschland heute moralisch verp�ichtet, unter Bruch der Bonner
Verfassung Bücher zu verbrennen und friedliche Dissidenten zu verfolgen
und einzusperren.
Tatsache ist, dass sich der §130 Strafgesetzbuch schon seit seiner
Er�ndung im Jahre 1849 „von vornherein nur gegen bestimmte
Überzeugungen, Haltungen oder Ideologien“ richtete und diese Eigenschaft
auch heute nicht verloren hat. Er ist daher klar von vorne bis hinten
verfassungswidrig.
Kein Justizsystem der Welt braucht Strafgesetze zum Verbot bestimmter
Meinungsäußerungen. Wenn jemand sein Recht auf Meinungsäußerung
dazu missbraucht, öffentlich zur Verletzung der Grund- und
Menschenrechter Dritter aufzurufen, dann wird dies in allen
Rechtssystemen durch das Verbot der Anstiftung (§26 Strafgesetzbuch)
oder des öffentlichen Aufrufens zu Straftaten (§111 Strafgesetzbuch)
bereits abgedeckt. Diese Gesetze allein verdienen die Bezeichnung eines
„allgemeinen Gesetzes“. Jedes zusätzliche Zensurgesetz ist nichts weiter
als die Ausgeburt diktatorischen Denkens, gegen das jeder Deutsche nach
Artikel 20 Absatz 4 des Grundgesetzes das Recht und die P�icht zum

Widerstand hat, sobald das Bundesverfassungsgericht eine Abhilfe
verweigert.
George Orwell hat es im ursprünglich vorgesehenen Vorwort zu seinem
Buch Animal Farm, das unter anderem auf Druck der britischen Regierung
von vier Verlegern abgelehnt worden war, wie folgt ausdrückte: [21]

“If liberty means anything at all, it means the right to tell people
what they do not want to hear.”

„Wenn Freiheit überhaupt etwas bedeutet, dann ist es das
Recht, den Leuten das zu sagen, was diese nicht hören wollen.“
Wie zuvor erwähnt, ergibt sich die Qualität eines Rechtssystems daraus, ob
es in der Lage ist, Bevölkerungsgruppen, deren Ansichten die Mächtigen zu
unterdrücken trachten, vor staatlicher Verfolgung zu schützen. Primär geht
es dabei um jene Menschen, welche die zentralen Tabus einer Gesellschaft
brechen oder ihre Gründungsmythen untergraben, also solche, deren Kritik
an die Wurzeln einer Gesellschaft geht. Solange diese Ansichten friedlich
sind, also nicht zur Verletzung der Rechte Dritter aufrufen oder eine solche
Verletzung rechtfertigen, sollte die Justiz derlei öffentlich geäußerte
Ansichten nicht bestrafen.
Was sind nun aber die zentralen Tabus und die Gründungsmythen der
heutigen deutschen Gesellschaft?
1999 führte der
Folgendes aus:[22]

damalige

Bundesaußenminister

Joschka

Fischer

“Alle Demokratien haben eine Basis, einen Boden. Für
Frankreich
ist
das
1789.
Für
die
USA
die
Unabhängigkeitserklärung. Für Spanien der spanische
Bürgerkrieg. Nun, für Deutschland ist das Auschwitz. Es kann
nur Auschwitz sein. Die Erinnerung an Auschwitz, das ‘nie
wieder Auschwitz’, kann in meinen Augen das einzige

Fundament der neuen Berliner Republik sein.”
Ich könnte jetzt eine lange Reihe von Persönlichkeiten und Medienstimmen
zitieren, die ausdrücken, was sie davon halten, wenn jemand an diesem
Fundament rüttelt. Ich kann uns das aber ersparen, denn jeder weiß, was
die überwältigende Mehrheit der Bevölkerung in Deutschland von denen
hält, denen man nachsagt, sie leugnen Auschwitz bzw. den Holocaust als
Ganzes. Derlei Menschen be�nden sich für viele auf einem ähnlichen
moralischen Niveau wir Kinderschänder. Tiefer könnte man kaum sinken.
Was würden Sie machen, wenn da jemand herkommt und Ihnen auf
friedliche und womöglich gar wissenschaftlich-sachliche Weise etwas zu
Auschwitz sagt, was Sie partout nicht hören wollen? Das ist fast schon eine
rhetorische Frage in einer Gesellschaft, bei der ein fast monolithischer
Konsens
darüber
besteht,
was
mit
derlei
tabubrechenden
Geschichtsdissidenten zu geschehen hat.
Aber genau hier stellt sich die Gretchenfrage: Wie hältst Du es mit der
Rechtsstaatlichkeit? Kann und wird das deutsche Rechtssystem friedliche
Dissidenten zur Geschichtsschreibung des Dritten Reiches vor staatlichen
und gesellschaftlichen Übergriffen schützen, oder wirft es sie den Wölfen
zum Fraß vor?
An der harten bundesdeutschen Realität zeigt sich leider, dass das
deutsche Justizsystem geradezu perfekt dazu maßgeschneidert ist, um
politische Erwartungen ohne Widerstand mit juristischer Strafgewalt
durchzusetzen.
Nachfolgend werde ich kurz aufzeigen, wie so etwas im Einzelnen abläuft.
Ganz besonders wichtig ist es, dass man die Rädelsführer dieser
Dissidenten aburteilt, um ein Exempel für alle zu statuieren. Wegen einer
besonders schweren Störung des Rechtsfriedens werden diese daher
gleich vor dem Landgericht angeklagt. Damit verbaut man ihnen jegliche
Möglichkeit zu einer Berufung, und da in derlei Strafprozessen keinerlei
Inhaltsprotokolle geführt werden, wird der Manipulation Tür und Tor

geöffnet.
Sämtliche, wirklich ausnahmslos alle Beweisanträge der Verteidigung, mit
der sie beweisen will, dass die geschichtlichen Ansichten des Angeklagten
wohlfundiert oder gar korrekt sind, werden wegen Offenkundigkeit des
Gegenteils der Beweisbehauptung abgelehnt. Laut jahrzehntelanger
Rechtsprechung des Bundesgerichtshofs müssen deutsche Gerichte das
sogar.
Hat die Verteidigung ihre Beweise bereits im Gerichtssaal vorliegen, so
verbietet es die Strafprozessordnung zwar, diese wegen Offenkundigkeit
des Gegenteils der Beweisbehauptung abzulehnen, aber die deutschen
Gerichte tun das trotzdem, und der Bundesgerichtshof, der derlei
Rechtsbrüche rügen sollte, hat diese Praxis wiederholt genehmigt und
bestätigt.[23]
Beweisanträge, mit denen die Verteidigung nach §244 Absatz 4 der
Strafprozessordnung nachweisen will, dass ihr gutachterliche Beweise
vorliegen, die früheren, bei Gericht vorgelegten Gutachten überlegen sind,
werden ebenso wegen Offenkundigkeit abgelehnt, obwohl die Beweiskraft
eines neuen und dem Gericht unbekannten Beweismittels gar nicht
offenkundig sein kann. Auch dieser Rechtsbruch wird vom
Bundesgerichtshof abgesegnet.[24]
Beweisanträge, mit denen bewiesen werden soll, dass es einen merklichen
öffentlichen Widerspruch gegen die Offenkundigkeit gibt, werden ebenso
wegen Offenkundigkeit abgelehnt.[25]
Beweisanträge, mit denen bewiesen werden soll, dass es deshalb keinen
merklichen öffentlichen Widerspruch gegen die Offenkundigkeit mehr gibt,
weil Historiker Angst vor Strafverfolgung haben und sich daher zur Sache
öffentlich nicht mehr ehrlich äußern, werden ebenso wegen
Offenkundigkeit abgelehnt.[26]
Genervt von derlei Anträgen der Verteidigung in Prozessen gegen
Geschichtsdissidenten, ging die deutsche Justiz dann Mitte der 1990er
Jahre sogar so weit, zu entscheiden, dass schon das Stellen eines

Beweisantrages dann ein Rechtsbruch ist, wenn die Absicht darin besteht,
die strafbaren Ansichten des Angeklagten als korrekt nachzuweisen. Denn
damit würde ja der Strafverteidiger im Gerichtssaal das Verbrechen der
Leugnung, wegen dem sein Mandat vor Gericht steht, in aller Öffentlichkeit
gleich noch einmal begehen. Auch diese Entscheidungen, mit denen
Strafverteidiger lediglich wegen der Stellung von Beweisanträgen verurteilt
wurden, wurden vom Bundeshinrichtungshof gutgeheissen, da derlei
Beweisanträge offenkundig unzulässig seien, zumal sie geltendes Recht
verletzten.[27]
Einer der brutalsten Scharfrichter gegen Geschichtsdissidenten, der
Mannheimer Richter Ulrich Meinerzhagen, wurde von der linken
tageszeitung wie folgt zitiert:[28]

„Zuletzt lehnte das Gericht alle Anträge mit der lapidaren – und
für einige Antifaschisten im Publikum schockierenden –
Begründung ab, dass es völlig unerheblich sei, ob der
Holocaust stattgefunden habe oder nicht. Seine Leugnung
stehe in Deutschland unter Strafe. Und nur das zähle vor
Gericht. ‚Die Demokratie muss das aushalten können‘, dozierte
ein Jurastudent später im Foyer des Gerichtsgebäudes.“
Denn wie wir ja alle wissen, Demokratie ist, wenn drei Füchse und ein Huhn
darüber entscheiden, was es zum Abendessen gibt – oder hier, dass die
überwältigende Mehrheit aller Mitglieder einer Gesellschaft unter
Strafandrohung vorschreiben kann, welche Meinung Sie zu bestimmten
Geschichtsthemen öffentlich äußern dürfen und welche nicht.
Offenbar hat der Jurastudent nicht begriffen, dass der Rechtsstaat gerade
dazu erfunden wurde, um derlei Übergriffen der Mehrheit gegenüber
Minderheiten einen Riegel vorzuschieben.
Die Ablehnung aller Beweisanträge ist in solchen Fällen aber noch lange
nicht das Ende der juristischen Repressionsmaßnahmen. Bestimmte
beherzte Anwälte ließen sich nämlich nicht den Mund verbieten, sondern
trugen trotz Drohungen der Staatsanwaltschaft und der Richter mutig

weiter Beweisanträge vor, mit denen sie versuchten, ihre Mandanten zu
entlasten. Das Resultat dessen war 1994 die Einführung des bereits
erwähnten Maulkorbparagraphen §257a in die Strafprozessordnung, die es
Richtern ermöglicht, Verteidigern aufzuerlegen, sämtliche Beiträge mit
Ausnahme ihres Plädoyers nur noch schriftlich vorzulegen. Und genau das
geschieht in solchen Fällen regelmäßig.
Um vor der Öffentlichkeit den Eindruck zu vermeiden, dass die Angeklagten
wegen gänzlich harmloser und wissenschaftlich wohlfundierter
Äußerungen in die Kerker geschickt werden, werden ihre Schriften, für die
sie vor dem Kadi stehen, nicht etwa im Gerichtssaal verlesen, sondern es
wird grundsätzlich das „Selbstleseverfahren“ angeordnet.
Ruhe ist seither
Gerichtssälen.

wieder

jedermanns

Bürgerp�icht

in

deutschen

Klappe halten und bloß nicht aufmucken!
Am Ende eines solchen Schauprozesses, in dem die Verteidigung praktisch
völlig gelähmt ist, steht dann ein Urteil, in das die Richter so ziemlich alles
schreiben können, was sie wollen. Kontrolliert werden kann mangels
Wortlautprotokolls ohnehin kaum etwas. So fördern die Richter ihre
Karriere, reden den Lynchmedien nach dem Mund, und kuschen vor der
Politik.
Ruhe ist erste Bürgerp�icht!
Aber letztlich brauchen Sie sich, werter Zuschauer, wahrscheinlich keine
Sorgen zu machen. Denn als die Justiz die Holocaust-Leugner holte,
konnten Sie getrost schweigen; Sie waren ja kein Holocaust-Leugner. Als
sie die Nazis einsperrten, haben Sie weiter geschwiegen; Sie waren ja kein
Nazi. Als sie die Rechten holten, haben Sie immer noch geschwiegen, denn
Sie waren ja kein Rechter. Wenn sie dann einst Sie abholen werden, wird
keiner mehr da sein, der protestieren könnte.
Viel Spaß dann mit unserer Possenjustiz!

Sie sind nämlich offenkundig vogelfrei!
Hier ist der Wortlaut des Grundgesetzartikels, um des es zentral geht. Dort
steht, eine Zensur �ndet nicht statt, aber unsere Juristen verstehen
darunter bloß eine Vorzensur. In Absatz 2 wird die Meinungsfreiheit dann
gleich wieder abgeschafft, denn wenn laut Bundesverfassungsgericht eben
auch nichtallgemeine Zensurgesetze in Ordnung sind, dann gibt es eben
keine Meinungsfreiheit.
Im Jahre 1970 schrieb ein Professor für öffentliches Recht, der damals an
der Universität für Verwaltungswissenschaften in Speyer lehrte, in einer
obskuren
Festschrift
folgende
passende
Worte
zu
unsrem
Widerstandsrecht gegen Übergriffe des Staates auf die im Grundgesetz
verbürgten Menschenrechte:

„Jeder einzelne Verfassungsartikel des Grundgesetzes ist bei
Lichte betrachtet… nichts anderes als die konkrete
Ausgestaltung eines dieser Grundprinzipien westlicher
Verfassungsstaatlichkeit, so dass der Angriff auf nahezu jeden
einzelnen Artikel zugleich auch die Grundsätze des Art. 20 GG
[also unser Widerstandsrecht] berührt.“[29]
17 Jahre später wurde der Autor dieser Zeilen zum Präsidenten des
Bundesverfassungsgerichts, und weitere 7 Jahre später gar zum
Bundespräsidenten gewählt. Die völlige Aushöhlung der Meinungsfreiheit in
Deutschland vollzog sich während seiner Amtszeit.
Zusammenfassend ist festzuhalten:
1. Das Justizsystem der Bundesrepublik Deutschland ist stellenweise
mittelalterlich in seiner Struktur, und formell betrachtet erlaubt die heutige
Strafprozessordnung eine repressivere Prozessführung als die des Dritten
Reiches.
2.

In

der

Bundesrepublik

Deutschland

gibt

es

effektiv

keine

Gewaltenteilung.
3. Gegen jeden Unrechtsstaat auf deutschem Boden haben alle Deutschen
das Recht und die moralische P�icht zum Widerstand.

„…aber vor Schelmen, die den Mantel der Justiz gebrauchen,
um ihre üble Passiones auszuführen, vor der kann sich kein
Mensch hüten. Sie sind ärger wie die größten Spitzbuben, die in
der Welt sind, und meritieren eine doppelte Bestrafung.“

Anmerkungen
Die erwähnten Gesetzbücher kann man im Internet wie folgt einsehen:
• https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/stpo/ (Strafprozessordnung)
• https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/stgb/ (Strafgesetzbuch)
• https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/gg/ (Grundgesetz)
• https://www.gesetze-iminternet.de/gvg (Gerichtsverfassungsgesetz)
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The Fine Art of Hate-Speech Detection
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
Hate speech is usually defined as a verbal attack on someone or some group based on
some feature (disability, gender, religion, ethnicity, race etc.). To qualify, it can
suffice that anyone finds that speech offensive. Hate speech is thus defined not by what
it says, but by whether it is hated by someone. The present article tries to define hate
speech in a rational, objective way, thus removing it from arbitrariness and subjective
feelings.
One of the saddest lessons of history is this: If we’ve been bamboozled long
enough, we tend to reject any evidence of the bamboozle. We’re no longer
interested in finding out the truth. The bamboozle has captured us. It is
simply too painful to acknowledge—even to ourselves—that we’ve been so
credulous. (So the old bamboozles tend to persist as the new bamboozles
rise.) —Carl Sagan[1]

Denying certain groups their civil rights – like freedom of speech – starts by falsely
portraying them as having an agenda aiming at violating other people’s civil rights, as
this cartoon does. CODOH is frequently and falsely lumped together with the “Nazis,”
who are commonly – and grotesquely – seen as aiming at the mass-murder of everyone
who isn’t blond and blue-eyed.
Hate Speech is all around us, or so we are told. The Southern Poverty Law Center
(SPLC) is one of those organizations that enlighten us about this sad “fact” all the time,
and they also list the haters it claims to have found in the US. Among them are the evil
Holocaust Deniers, of which that center lists only six individuals or groups,[2] CODOH
inevitably among them. There are other groups doing the same, like the ADL and Hillel,
for instance. In their attempt to stymie CODOH’s Campus Project, the ADL classified
ads submitted by CODOH to student newspapers as “hate submissions.”[3] This
categorization had been made popular by Deborah Lipstadt in her 1993 book Denying
the Holocaust, which was a major first effort to thwart CODOH’s advertisement
campaign.
Of course, no one wants hate speech to be spread around. Or maybe I should say that
everyone should be opposed to it. But that should concern all hate speech, not just the

kind the SPLC, the ADL and Dr. Lipstadt want to see suppressed. It’s a slippery slope to
get on, as John Sack hinted when he wrote in 2001:[4]
“No one [at a revisionist conference in 2000] had ever said anything
remotely like Elie Wiesel, ‘Every Jew, some-where in his being, should set
aside a zone of hate – healthy, virile hate – for what persists in the
Germans,’[5] and no one had said anything like Edgar Bronfman, the
president of the World Jewish Congress. A shocked professor told
Bronfman once, ‘You are teaching a whole generation to hate thousands of
Germans,’ and Bronfman replied, ‘No, I am teaching a whole generation to
hate millions of Germans.’ Jew hatred like that German hatred, or like the
German hatred I saw on every page of [Daniel Goldhagen’s 1996] Hitler’s
Willing Executioners, I saw absolutely none of […].”
Hence, if we all are to be treated equally, should Elie Wiesel, Edgar Bronfman and the
ADL in general, and Daniel Goldhagen as well as other scholars writing in a similar vein
all be categorized as hate mongers and hate groups?
Fact is that something isn’t hate just because someone says so. As Deborah Lipstadt
correctly stated:[6]
“When someone makes an outrageous claim, even though they may hold
one of the highest offices in the land, if not the world, we must say to them:
Where is the proof? Where is the evidence? We must hold their feet to the
fire!”
So where is the proof that CODOH – and in extension Holocaust revisionism in general
– is spreading hateful messages? And if they do, what sets their messages apart from
what Elie Wiesel used to spread, or from what the ADL and the WJC are spreading? To
find an answer to this, we need to first define how to detect hate speech. To do this, we
need to first define what hate speech is. There are several ways of defining it, and here
are some of them:
1. Hate speech can be recognized by the effect is has on others. It makes people hate
other people or groups of people.
2. Hate speech can be recognized by the language used. It uses abusive, defamatory,
insulting, libelous, denigrating, disparaging words to describe other people or
groups of people.
3. Hate speech can be recognized by the actions it suggests. It advocates that the civil
rights of others or entire groups be violated, or it at least suggests, justifies or
condones such actions.
That list is not necessarily complete, and it goes without saying that speech can consist
of any combination of these three characteristics. Let’s now take a look at each one of
these possible definitions.

1. Hateful Effects on Others
When Jesus Christ spread his message in Judea, it fomented hatred among some of his
fellow Jews, leading to him being crucified and his followers being persecuted. That
hateful persecution eventually encompassed the entire Roman Empire. This hatred, of
course, was directed against Jesus, his message and against those following and
spreading it. Once Jesus’s message had become state doctrine in the 4th Century A.D.,
however, that persecution in the name of Jesus’s messages turned against all those who
refused to welcome and follow Jesus’s message. The resulting hateful persecution of

heretics and non-believers by what was later called the Holy Inquisition lasted deep into
the modern time. Jesus’s message therefore was capable of triggering hateful feelings,
and thus reactions, both in his opponents and in his followers, with millions suffering
tremendously over some 18 centuries as a consequence. Does that mean that Jesus’s
message is hate speech and therefore has to be banned? The same question could be
raised about any religion, and even more so about any political ideology.
Here is another example along those lines: When Martin Luther spread his evangelical,
protestant message in Germany in the 16th Century, it fomented hatred among his fellow
Germans directed against the oppressive Church and state authorities, ultimately
resulting in Germany’s Peasant Wars, and eventually in Europe’s first 30-Year War
between 1618 and 1648, which devastated central Europe. To this day, Protestants and
Catholics are holding grudges against each other which until not too long ago could
erupt very violently in places like Northern Ireland. Therefore, Martin Luther’s message
triggered hateful feelings and thus reactions in others, with millions suffering
tremendously during the past five centuries. Does that mean that Martin Luther’s
message is hate speech and therefore has to be banned?
It goes without saying that we do not have to limit this issue to religion and politics.
Take the example of Charles Darwin. When he spread his theory of evolution, many
Christians felt—and many still feel—deeply offended by it. On the other hand, quite a
few people have developed unkind feelings toward Christians rejecting Darwin’s theory.
Only in a few cases may these feelings escalate to hatred. However, Darwin’s theory had
repercussions which have instilled far more hatred, starting with the eugenics movement,
social Darwinism, and the whole gamut of racialist and racist ideologies which are all
rooted to some degree in Darwin’s theory of the “survival of the fittest.” Hence, there
can be no doubt that lots of hatred was fomented among mankind as a result of Darwin’s
theory. Does that mean that Darwin’s theory is hate speech and therefore has to be
banned?
I have chosen these three examples, because in these cases, answering the questions
posed is easy. In all these cases, the answer is a categorical NO. This means that it
cannot be determined by the reactions of others whether a speech is hateful. This is so,
because the way others react to a speech does not merely depend on its contents, but on
many more factors, like the historical, cultural, and societal context as well as the
predisposition of each individual learning about the speech. It is a sad fact that people
often hear something else than what a message actually says, or they make something
else out of it. There is nothing in Jesus’s speeches justifying the persecution of nonbelievers, just as there is nothing in Luther’s theses calling for violent uprisings, or in
Darwin’s theory that justifies the denigration of religion, or racism of any kind. Hatred
erupted and keeps erupting because people were and still are putting into Jesus’s,
Luther’s or Darwin’s mouth what they did not say, or at times even quite the opposite of
what they said and taught.
Turning to Holocaust revisionism, it is clear that its message can instill hate in others.
Most people develop unkind feelings against the messenger, but there may also be some
who develop unkind feelings against individuals or groups who are most visibly
spreading the orthodox Holocaust narrative, are profiting from it, or are opposing its
revision by at times quite violent means, Jews most prominently among them. Only in a
minority of cases, however, will those unkind feelings amount to hatred. The revisionist
message as such, however, does not contain anything about attitudes toward anyone. It is
merely about reassessing (claimed) historical events in the light of new, overlooked or
re-evaluated evidence. Of course, there are writings by revisionists and their supporters
that deal with attitudes toward others, but that is a separate issue, or at least it should be.

Hence, factual, evidence-based assertions about historical events can never fulfill the
criterion of hate speech. Just because others develop unkind feelings when learning
about them does not change this fact. If a factual statement about an event triggers
emotions in people not directly involved in the event, the reason for that can usually be
found in the way they have been conditioned as individuals and members of a society
and a culture embedded in a certain zeitgeist. It is true that any event involving
perpetrators and victims tends to trigger strong emotions, and so do statements made
about such an event. It is therefore wise to choose words of empathy when dealing with
such events, but no matter what we say, there is almost always someone who will be
offended by what is said. If we all were required to stay silent in order to avoid
offending someone – for it could lead to hate – humanity would have to relinquish its
ability to speak.
The mainstream’s take on it is different, though. When it comes to Holocaust
revisionism, the less libelous and inciteful a speech is, the more dangerous it is
considered by the mainstream. For instance, German journalist Patrick Bahners once
stated about Holocaust revisionism:[7]
“But it is overlooked that the intention to incite [to hatred] cannot only be
recognized by errors of form, which distinguishes beer table talks from a
scientific lecture. Quite to the contrary, the incitement perfected in form is
particularly perfidious.”
According to this logic, the more scientific and scholarly, unemotional and serious,
hence factual and well-founded a speech is, the more likely it is to incite to hatred.
That’s the way the orthodox Holocaust establishment looks at Holocaust revisionism. If
we were to apply this approach correspondingly, Charles Darwin’s research would
deserve to be burned at the stake, and Darwin probably alongside with it. That’s the kind
of anti-intellectual and anti-scientific attitude which endangers modern society at large,
as Carl Sagan has correctly observed.[8]

2. Hateful Language
Cussing at people or groups of people or calling them names is a good indicator for hate
speech, although it may depend on the context. If an African American within his circles
calls his fellow African Americans “niggers,” that is not seen as an insult, because that
expression is commonly used among many African Americans, but if a member of any
other group uses that word, it is seen as an expression of denigration and thus hate.
Whether that is always so again might depend on the context. The situation gets more
complex when dealing with expressions that are not denigrating as such but which
contain specific accusations that can be true or false. For instance, calling someone a
criminal, a fraud or a liar may or may not be an insult, depending on whether or not the
accusation can be demonstrated to be true. It’s different when making sweeping
accusations against entire groups, however, such as “all Jews are liars.” Except in a
trivial way – in terms of all humans are liars, as everyone has lied at least once at some
point in their lives – there is no way of ever proving such a statement to be true, hence it
is defamatory and thus has the ability to instill feelings of hate. There are borderline
cases, like the claim that Jews control U.S. foreign politics, or that the U.S. government
is a ZOG – Zionist Occupied Government. Such a statement can in theory be shown to
be correct or at least permissible, if the claim, sweeping and exaggerated as it may be, is
pointing in a direction that is closer to the truth than any other similar assessment. We
have seen it in the libel trial of David Irving against Deborah Lipstadt. Although the
court found that some of Lipstadt’s statements about Irving were defamatory, it found
that Lipstadt’s book is not defamatory as a whole, for the things it correctly stated were

close enough to the truth to make the few mistakes it contains irrelevant.[9]
Holocaust revisionist texts deal with history. They do not use libelous terms in any
regard, and they also usually don’t concern themselves with making sweeping
accusations against any particular group. Where they make them, they are usually
qualified in terms of proffering evidence to support the claim. More frequent are
accusations directed against witnesses – victims, bystanders, perpetrators – of erring,
exaggerating and lying, in each case usually backed up with evidence to support the
claim.
The orthodox Holocaust narrative is largely based on anecdotal evidence. If that
narrative claims to be backed up by scholarly research, it needs to allow, even welcome
the critical evaluation of oral claims made. Errors, exaggerations and lies by witnesses
are the daily bread of every oral historian, and one of the duties of a scholar active in
that field is to separate the wheat from the chaff. Although using potentially offending
words to describe the lack of accuracy and reliability of a witness should be avoided as
much as possible in order to maintain a detached, objective, scholarly attitude, there are
sometimes clear-cut cases of lying where it must be allowed to call a spade a spade
without running afoul of the thought police. Because let’s face it: people do lie all the
time. As a matter of fact, learning how to lie and how to deal with lies and liars is a very
important skill children must learn in order to succeed in human societies.[10] Research
has shown that we lie all the time, in particular to ourselves.[11] So, as a Holocaust
revisionist, I may rightly ask: why should Jews be the only exception to the rule, in
particular when it comes to a topic where so much is at stake for them? At the end of it,
the proof lies in the pudding.
And again, just because some individual turns out to be indeed a liar, that does not mean
that people are then entitled to develop feelings of hatred toward that person. Saying
“you are a liar” does not contain the message “and thus you need to be hated,” in
particular when considering that lying and exaggerating about our past experiences is
more common than most people think. If a person jumps to that conclusion anyway, it is
his or her own responsibility.
I remember that, as a young man, I was very impressed by the way some German
political think tank was statistically evaluating the speeches of various German members
of parliament for their “radicality.” They looked for words that were considered
negative, such as insulting, spiteful or even hateful terms, gave each of them a value
depending on how extreme those terms were considered, and made a tally. Their
research showed that, the more a person’s political views were considered “off-center,”
the more radical was his or her choice of words.
Wikipedia says: “Hate speech is speech which attacks a person or group on the basis
of attributes such as race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, disability, or
gender.”
That definition is untenable. Take religion. If it is legitimate to criticize a religion, then
why is it not equally legitimate to criticize, even verbally attack a person adhering to that
religion?
Today I have severe reservations about that approach, because perforce it tends to
portray those in power as moderate, while those in the opposition are portrayed as more
or less radical, depending on how much they are in opposition to what those in power
are doing or proposing to do. By the very nature of democracy and parliamentarianism,
however, it is an opposition’s obligation to criticize a government and to hold them
responsible for what they do or plan. Those in power can always be more relaxed, while
those in the opposition have the liberty of being more profound, even radical with their

critique.
If we turn to actual abuse of power by governments, it is clear that an opposition
revealing such abuse will at times use strong words to describe that abuse, while a
government has the tendency to veil or justify that abuse in calm, even legal terms that
sound very reasonable. In extreme cases, where a government actually persecutes an
opposition, the powerless victims of that persecution might scream bloody murder, while
the government simply describes them as common criminals subject to perfectly normal
and justifiable legal proceedings. If we were to analyze the speeches of either side in
such a struggle using the above approach, it would turn out that the opposition is
extremely radical, while the government is moderate, when in fact the exact opposite
might be true. Hence, by their very design, such analyses of political speech tend to
justify and thus stabilize governments, while they undermine the credibility of
oppositional groups.
What I am getting at here is that speech needs to be seen in its context. To give one
example: During the struggle against South-African apartheid, the ANC used radical
terms in their fight against government policies, while the South-African government
used cool legal terms to describe their suppression of this oppositional group. We can
apply that to any such constellation. Hence, political speeches cannot be fairly evaluated
without their proper political and societal context. If an oppositional group has justified
grievances, it is also justified to use fitting terms to express them. The more extreme the
grievances, the more they justify extreme expressions.

3. Suggesting or Condoning Hateful Actions
But where does it stop? To stick with my example, during the era of South-African
apartheid, some members of the ANC at times advocated or justified the use of violence
against representatives of the government, of other ethnic groups, or of competing
oppositional groups. Although it is true that the political persecution which ANC
members suffered made it acceptable for them to use strong words when talking about it,
advocating, suggesting or condoning the violation of the civil rights of others is the very
line we need to draw. Passing it is unacceptable.
Under certain circumstances, all governments of this world curtail the civil rights of their
subordinates – when punishing offenders of the law for crimes committed. Such legal
prosecution can turn into illegitimate persecution, however, if and when the law itself is
in violation of inalienable human rights. Then, the justified curtailing of civil rights turns
into their violation. “Hate speech” legislation is a case in point. If such legislation
outlaws speech not because it calls for the violation of other people’s civil or human
rights, but simply because some section of the population might develop unkind feelings
toward another when listening to a speech, then “hate speech” is not defined by its
content, but by the effect it might have on others. If the political or social conditions are
tuned accordingly, such laws would get Jesus Christ, Nicolaus Copernicus, Giordano
Bruno, Galileo Galilei, Martin Luther, Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, Charles
Darwin, Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King Jr. and all the other heroes of our
civilization into peril. In fact, when looking at these individuals’ fate, we see that most
of them did suffer to one degree or another because of that governmental attitude.
Hence, hate speech may never be defined by someone else developing feelings of hatred,
but by the speech itself calling for or justifying violations of civil rights.
Think about the discussion in the U.S., in the context of the “war on terrorism,” whether
it should be justified to subject suspects to torture. Individuals who justified third-degree
interrogation methods argued very coolly and rationally. There was no hateful

terminology in their language, no radical terms in what they expressed. And yet, they
advocated and justified the violation of the human rights of others. It was and is hate
speech in its purest form, but it was broadcast and taken seriously by the entire
established media, who don’t seem to have any rational, systematic tools to detect hate
speech. They just go by their guts, by what they “feel” about a speech. If they hate it, it
must be hate. This discussion about torture wasn’t taking place in a vacuum, by the way,
but at a time when people were – and still are – subjected to conditions in Guantanamo
and elsewhere that can only be described as gross violations of their human rights.
Hate speech therefore does not have to use hateful terms. In fact, advocating or
justifying that someone’s civil rights should be violated is most effective if it comes with
emotional detachment and scholarly reasoning. It’s still hate speech, though.
On the other hand, expressions of hatred are not necessarily hate speech. I hate brown
recluse spiders, because I got bitten by one last month, but that expression doesn’t make
it hate speech. Hate is an emotion that can, at times, be justified. It all depends on the
circumstances, and it all depends what we make of it. Just as love doesn’t allow us to
harm people, hate also doesn’t give us permission to wantonly harm or destroy the
objects of our disdain, or to advocate or justify such acts.

4. Hateful Silence
There is another form of “hate speech” that is rarely talked about: condoning hateful
actions. In the “war on terror,” most mainstream media have been and keep looking the
other way when it comes to governmental violations of civil rights, whether they take
place in the United States, in Guantanamo Bay, in Iraq or elsewhere. Wars tend to have
that effect on mainstream media. They turn into lackeys of the government. It wasn’t any
different during and after the Second World War either, when the victorious Allied
nations committed their own crimes against humanity by implementing a policy of
vengeance against the German people. Many a media outlet of those nations decided to
look the other way. The New York Times, for instance, decided to report nothing about
the anti-German mass slaughter and ethnic cleansing going on in Europe after the war.
After all, the Germans had it coming, so deal with it.
Hence, there is hate speech – speech that advocates or justifies the violation of the
human rights of others – and there is hateful silence, a tacit condoning of hateful acts
that amounts to aiding and abetting in crimes, in particular if it is committed by people
whose job it is to report about such things: the journalists of mainstream media.
This phenomenon is more widespread than we think. Censorship by omission is a
common practice of all media. There are always some topics they won’t cover, or will
cover only in a slanted, negative way, and there are some individuals or groups of people
about which the mainstream media simply won’t say anything positive or supportive,
lest it might help these pariahs in any way. The reason for this is that these groups at the
fringe of society usually have an agenda, be it political or otherwise, that is despised – or
even hated – by the mainstream media. Hence, if the members of such an ostracized
group are unjustly persecuted, the media simply won’t speak out. Worse still, they might
actually pour oil into the fire of persecution, asking for it to be intensified, so that those
who had it coming all along finally get what they deserve.
Both hate speech and hateful silence are most dangerous when they are committed by
those with power and influence: by the government, and by the mainstream media. Both
usually come under the cloak of respectability, integrity, and moderated, reasoned
arguing. Hence, both cases are rarely ever even noticed.

5. Where Is CODOH in All This?
CODOH has the policy of not accepting, publishing, supporting or promoting any
material that advocates, justifies or condones the violation of the civil rights of others.
Revising the history of the orthodox Holocaust narrative is just as perfectly acceptable as
the revision of any other chapter of history. We draw the line, however, if anyone tries to
justify or condone the civil rights violations committed by the Third Reich. We can
discuss whether there were homicidal gas chambers used by the Third Reich to mass
murder people, or whether the Third Reich planned and implemented a policy of
extermination against Jews, Poles, Russians, Gypsies, Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Homosexuals, etc., until we’re blue in the face, but we will not accept, publish, support
or promote anything that tries to justify the use of homicidal gas chambers, or any other
form of murder, or the implementation of any kind of policy in violation of civil right, be
it a policy of ethnic cleansing, deportation, slave labor, or extermination.
If it happened, it is unjustifiable. If it didn’t, the record needs to be corrected. The only
way to distinguish the one from the other is by having an open debate without threats or
name-calling against anyone.
Our commitment does not stop with the past, however. We will also not accept, publish,
support or promote anything that advocates or justifies the violation of anyone’s civil
rights today or in the future. Hence, nothing we publish about the past justifies
accusations of civil-rights violations today or in the future.
This follows the millennia-old golden rule that we must not wish onto others what we
don’t want to happen to ourselves. Plain and simple.
Hence, all those accusing CODOH of being a “hate group” spreading “hate speech” not
only have it all wrong, but the shoe may actually be on the other foot. If they advocate,
justify or condone that we at CODOH, our members and supporters be deprived of some
of our civil rights just because they don’t like our peaceful discussions of historical
events, then their speech is a perfect match for real hate speech.
Sometimes, looking into a mirror is the quickest way to find a person engaged in hate
speech…
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Abstract
Holocaust revisionism is increasingly dismissed as a “conspiracy
theory.” Two authors have turned the tables on revisionism’s accusers
and have analyzed the orthodox narrative as to whether it qualiﬁes as
a “conspiracy theory” – and yes, it does.
Long branded as crackpot or “anti-Semitic,” Holocaust revisionism is
increasingly dismissed by its adversaries, including such worthies as
the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, Wikipedia, and Time
magazine, as a “conspiracy theory.” The authors of Révisionnisme
contre complotisme (Revisionism vs. Conspiracism) and Notes sur
l’extermino-complotisme et le révisionnisme (Notes on Exterminoconspiracism and Revisionism) address this accusation head-on. The
ﬁrst, Rémi Perron, takes the conspiracy bull by the horns, to show
that it is the Holocaust exterminationists who rely on conspiracy
scenarios in deﬁance of the evidence. In Notes sur l’exterminocomplotisme, François Fradin also surveys the exterminationists’
dependence on conspiratorial fantasies, but his chief focus is on the
conspiracy theories of certain revisionist writers on the supposed
Holocaust.
Both books dismiss what they call “conspiracism.” Perron deﬁnes
conspiracism as the belief in “the existence of a conspiracy on the
basis of invalid arguments (sophistries, bias) and/or claims to
establish the evidence through an unscientiﬁc method”
(Révisionnisme, 11). At the same time, Perron and Fradin accept that
there are real conspiracies as well as imaginary ones.
The word “conspiracy” once designated a treasonous plot against the
ruling order; in English law and its derivatives, “conspiracy”
continues to be used to denote (single or related) crimes committed
by more than one person consciously working together. Several
decades ago, by dint of the eﬀorts of government, academy, and

media, the onus of conspiracy moved from conspirators, real and
imagined, to those who impute conspiracies to powerful forces, often
the state or supranational organizations. The odium and ridicule
employed against conspiratorialists to bolster establishment interests
has been such that the average person would rather be accused of
conspiring than believing in conspiracies. This despite the fact that in
the English-speaking countries, especially the United States, trying
alleged conspirators occupies prosecutors on a daily basis.
Conspiracism is of course generally associated with the political
right. Nonetheless, most persons continue to believe in
conspiracies—they simply don’t call them that. In this country the left
side of the political spectrum frequently strives to strip oﬀ a false
veneer of civility and decency that, to them, conceals an entrenched,
grasping, brutal, and nearly always WASP power structure, as
depicted in a raft of hard-boiled private-eye novels, exposés of the
hidden WASP power structure of communities and institutions by
academia and the press, all the way (for left conspiratorialists) to the
assassinations of JFK and Martin Luther King, corporate misdeeds
real and imagined, and today’s “white privilege.”
The more populist-minded subscribe to a myriad of theories that also
involve corporate conspirators, from the widespread belief that the
rise in gasoline prices following the OPEC oil embargo of the early
1970s was actually a plot by the big oil companies, to numerous
claims that corporations conspired to eliminate their competitors,
from the demise of the Tucker automobile to the disappearance of
Los Angeles trolley lines. And no survey of conspiracy mongers would
be complete without left-liberal, predominantly Jewish “watchdog”
groups, such as the Southern Poverty Law Center and the ADL, which
labor to ﬁnd “links and ties” between conservative and nationalist
groups and more-radical quarry, reprising the eﬀorts of “red hunters”
of an earlier era to expose the network of fellow travelers,
undercover agents, et al. in the (rather more-menacing) communist
conspiracy.
Thus, it is satisfying to follow Perron and Fradin as they redress the
balance by refuting the claims of a hidebound establishment that
Holocaust revisionism is a baseless conspiracy, at the same time that
they convincingly pin the conspiratorialist label on the accusers.
Perron opens his examination by brieﬂy surveying contemporary and
classic authors on the usual source of conspiracy theory in rumor
during troubled times. Perron lays his groundwork on the ﬁndings of
modern theorists Pierre-André Taguieﬀ, Jean-Noël Kapferer, and
Gérald Bronner on the rise of rumors and the types of the
circumstances in which they arise, take root, and spread. He moves
closer to his quarry with post-WWI analyses by historians Albert
Dauzat and Marc Bloch of the establishment manufacture of atrocity
stories from wartime rumors.
Before moving to expose and analyze the exterminationists’
conspiratorial thinking on the Holocaust, Rémi Perron reminds us
how often they invoke ﬁctive conspiracies to explain events in

National Socialist Germany separate from the Holocaust. He runs
through the conspiracy theories that various establishment savants
have brought to Hitler’s 1923 Munich putsch; the 1933 Reichstag
ﬁre; the 1934 Night of the Long Knives; the 1938 Crystal Night riots
against the Jews; and of course the conspiratorial certitude that
Hitler was merely the puppet of international ﬁnancial interests.
Indeed, it should be pointed out that these conspiracy theories
merely echo Count One of the Allied indictment at Nuremberg,
according to which virtually everything involving National Socialism
between 1921, when Hitler became leader of the NSDAP, to the end
of the war was the result of a Nazi conspiracy—including a nefarious
plot “to undermine and overthrow the German Government by ‘legal’
means.” (http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/count1.asp)
It is the authors’ novel approach to analyzing the fatal defects of
exterminationism that gives these books’ unique value. Perron and
Fradin ﬁrst establish that the exterminationists treat the Holocaust
as if it were the result of a conspiracy: an evil deed planned by the
German leadership and carried out by their henchmen in great
secrecy. Next, rather than deconstruct the arguments of Holocaust
exterminationism chronologically or by individual issue, e.g., the
Wannsee Conference or the functioning of the “gas chambers,”
Perron identiﬁes numerous diﬀerent fallacies in logic and scientiﬁc
method that underlie exterminationist argumentation. He further
illustrates (as does Fradin in a more abbreviated manner) how
exterminationist writers, despite their indictment of the revisionists
as conspiratorialists, rely on such fallacies in the same way JFK and
9/11 buﬀs do in their conspiratorialist constructs.
Several of the fallacies considered by Perron spring from an a priori
certitude in the Holocaust. Abductive reasoning, by which the
conclusion precedes the investigation, plays a central role in the
exterminationists’ methods: not only is the Holocaust beyond
question, but its individual components are as well. Related, though
subsidiary, is the belief that the absence of evidence (documents, gas
chambers, human remains, etc.) goes only to show the perpetrators’
ﬁendish cunning in destroying all traces of that evidence. Then, of
course, there is the claim that the Germans often repeatedly used
innocent-sounding words in documents as code for sinister wartime
Jewish measures against the Jews. The ability to designate some
words as coded, and then interpret them according to external
standards, is closely linked to conﬁrmation bias, a fallacy of the
exterminationists that skews their investigation of the historical
evidence to accord with their Holocaust certitude.
Perron shows how exterminationist historians such as Walter Laqueur
posit that Hitler prophesied the extermination of the Jews to the
world, then veiled it in total secrecy—just one example of the failure
of internal coherence that marks Laqueur and other
exterminationists’ method. He also points out how they cut
themselves on Ockham’s razor, the fourteenth-century English
Franciscan’s maxim that could be translated “keep it simple, stupid”:
to name just one transgression, their disregard of the documentation

of German Jewish policy in favor of an undocumented (or coded)
extermination policy they have invented.
Perron gives due attention to more exterminationist fallacies: the
Germanophobia underlying rumored atrocities and consequent Allied
propaganda; the practice of attempting to intimidate by a multiplicity
of irrelevant arguments; cui bono, or attributing guilt to a party that
allegedly beneﬁts from a crime; and ignoring evident facts in favor of
one-sided, posthumous psychologizing of the German leaders.
The reader may ask, does either writer consider the Holocaust
allegation, as developed and defended, a conspiracy theory? Each is
at best coy regarding this question. The founders of Holocaust
revisionist scholarship have avoided casting the alleged Holocaust as
the result of a conspiracy. Arthur Butz uses the word eight times in
The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, each time in a context other than
the Holocaust. Despite the massive academic, political, and judicial
forces that have been deployed against him for forty years, Robert
Faurisson doesn’t characterize the obligatory (in his country) version
of the Holocaust as a conspiracy theory.
François Fradin’s study makes clear that these and other leading
revisionists do not resort to the arguments and methods of
conspiratorialists. He chides some twenty other revisionists, mostly
of the second tier, for conspiracism. Nearly all of them are publicists
rather than scholars, and Fradin tends to fault them not so much for
applying conspiracy theory to the Holocaust claims as for subscribing
to the JFK, 9/11, and other alleged conspiracies. His mentions of
them are often brief, and perhaps more admonitory than categorical.
Nonetheless Fradin’s attention to conspiracy thinking among
revisionists is worthy. There’s a reason, after all, that our adversaries
have tried tar Holocaust revisionism with the conspiracy brush:
crying conspiracy is a hindrance in outreach to new audiences.
Instead, presenting their position as anticonspiracy and discreetly
policing it, while attacking the other for conspiracy thinking, is surely
the way to go.

Révisionnisme contre complotisme and Notes sur l’exterminocomplotisme et le révisionnisme are written in a French that nonFrancophone readers with two or three years study of the language
shouldn’t ﬁnd too dense. Each has a bibliography and an index, and is
attractively bound. Both are timely as well as instructive, and make
for pleasurable reading as well.

The Ventilation Systems of Crematoria II and III in
Birkenau
by Carlo Mattogno, Giuseppe Poggi

Abstract
Every morgue needs a ventilation system to remove putrid gases developing when
corpses decompose. Hence, the basement morgues of the Auschwitz Crematoria II & III
had ventilation systems. In 1989, French historian J.-C. Pressac posited that the capacity
of these morgues’ ventilation systems was increased in early 1942, and that this change
allowed the use of these basement rooms for homicidal purposes. Based on wartime
documents and modern expert literature, this paper determines and analyzes the
ventilations systems’ features in minute detail, and how it changed during the years
1941-1943. The systems’ features lead to conclusions as to whether these rooms could
have been used for homicidal purposes.

Notice
The following study is a revised version of a series of articles written by Carlo Mattogno
and Giuseppe Poggi, and published during 2016 on the Italian blog “Olodogma” in a
rather polemic context due to contemporary circumstances, whereby the authors adopted
the pseudonym “I Carolingi”. The arguments are presented in a logical and structured
way, unburdened by any element detracting from a strict documental and technical
demonstration.

I) The ventilation equipment of the new crematorium
(the future Crematorium II) of Birkenau
Jean-Claude Pressac claims that Leichenkeller 1 (Corpse Cellar 1 or Morgue #1) of
Crematorium II of Birkenau was projected as a normal morgue, and that only at the end
of 1942 it was transformed into a homicidal gas chamber. His general arguments have
already been discussed in detail elsewhere.[1] In the present study, the function of
Morgue #1 is examined from another point of view.
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The ventilation system (intake/exhaust) of the new crematorium (the future Crematorium
II) of Birkenau was designed by the engineer Karl Schultze of the Topf Company on
March 10, 1942. It consists of a plan of the crematorium (D-59366),[2] in vertical and
horizontal sectional views, in which the ventilation system of the prospective Morgue #1
– here called “B.Raum” (Belüfteter Raum, ventilated room) is very well highlighted. See
Document 1. This ventilation system was composed of an intake pipe for the fresh air
supply (Frischluftkanal) of green color, as well as an exhaust pipe for the stale air
(Abluftkanal) of blue color.
The map shows the distribution of the intake and exhaust ducts in the various horizontal
and vertical sections.

1) Intake:
The two longitudinal brickwork ducts are positioned at two edges on top of the room. In
Document 2, the vertical section, they are indicated with the letter A. Document 3
represents a horizontal section of the two ducts (A1) which run into a crosswise duct
(A2) above the door; it presents the opening (A3) of a short horizontal duct which
becomes vertical in A4; A4 is indeed the visible horizontal section of this vertical duct.
The crosswise duct A2 and the opening A3 are drawn in Document 4 (vertical section).
The position of section A4 of the vertical duct is indicated in Document 5: it rises from
the basement up to the attic of the crematorium, running through the A-Raum
(Aufbahrungs-Raum, laying-out room for the corpses).
This vertical tract of the duct, which we indicated with A6, is represented in Document 6
(vertical section of the ground floor and of the attic); in the attic, running through a bend,
the duct becomes horizontal again, and it ends in opening A7 in front of the air-blower.
Document 7 shows a vertical section of the duct A6 which discharges into the Opening
A7; A8 is the connection sleeve between the brickwork duct and the air-blower A9,
while A10 is the intake tubing or chimney. At the bottom A2 is the vertical section of the
duct A2, A3 is the short duct, which connects the horizontal duct A2 to the vertical one

A6, and A4 is the point in which the section A4 appears in Document 3.
On April 2nd, 1942, the head of the Central Construction Office, Karl Bischoff, at the
time SS-Hauptsturmführer, notified the Topf Company of the decision to implement the
intake and exhaust chimneys, which were originally planned to be made of metal plates
“in the form of brickwork chimneys” (in Form gemauerter Kamine).[3] We will return
to this issue in § I. 8) (“Later modifications”).

2) Exhaust:
Two horizontal ducts D run along the bottom, behind the brickwork of the room, and are
connected to this through the openings D1 (Document 2). In accord with the internal
wall, the two ducts turn 90 degrees towards the top into two vertical ducts D2; the left
duct turns again 90 degrees, and it flows into a horizontal duct D3, which runs above the
door, and enters into vertical duct D5, which is the extension of the right duct D2
(Document 8). As one can see in Document 3, duct D3 runs in front of the intake duct
A2, and it flows into the vertical duct D5, of which D4 represents the horizontal section.
Document 5 shows the dislocation of this opening D4, at the edge of the O-Raum (OfenRaum, furnace room). In Document 4, D5 is the vertical section of this vertical duct. As
shown in Document 9, it runs through the ground floor, and with a turn, it becomes
horizontal again and is connected to the air-blower D6; D7 is the exhaust tubing.

3) Exhaust chimney
Document 10 shows the view from above and from the front of the exhaust air-blowers
of the furnace room (in red), and Morgue #1 (in blue), and the common brickwork
chimney.
• Morgue #1: horizontal duct D5 is connected by the sleeve S to the air-blower D6;
the stale air exits from the opening of the air-blower F2 and enters the vertical
duct of the chimney.
• Furnace room: the hot air exits through the opening of the air-blower F1 and flows
into the vertical duct of the common chimney. The motors of the air-blowers are
indicated with the letter M.

4) Intake and exhaust ducts in Morgue #1
Inside Morgue #1 fresh air entered through 2 triangular-shaped ducts installed behind the
masonry of the room, positioned on the two upper angles (Document 2, A).
For the extraction of the stale air, two masonry ducts were installed on the bottom, at a
short distance from the floor of the room, behind the longitudinal walls (Document 2,
D).
The Construction Office blueprint no. 934 of January 27 1942[4] shows the four
ventilation ducts positioned symmetrically at the two sides of the room and configured
respectively as “Belüftung” (intake) and “Entlüftungskanal” (exhaust duct). See
Document 11.
The slanted part of the two intake ducts directed to the room featured 40 openings, 20
for each side, which allowed the flow of fresh air into Morgue #1. Also, the exhaust duct
was connected to the room through 40 openings, 20 for each side, which slanted towards
the floor (Document 2, D1), as it is clearly visible in Document 12, which shows a
section of these two ducts.

The 40 bottom openings for exhaust were placed behind the brickwork of Morgue #1, 20
on each side, alternating in location. The openings on the left side (having their backs
toward the crematorium’s main building) were located at a distance of 152 cm from each
other, measured at the center of each opening. The design project of March 10, 1942,
also shows the indication “19 x 152 = 2,888”. The number 19 corresponds to the number
of spacings between one opening and the next (20 openings = 19 spacings). The
sequence of the spacings, starting from the wall towards the crematorium, is as follows:
0.36 + 28.88 + 0.76 = 30 meters, where 0.36 m and 0.76 m are the wall sections before
the first opening and after the last opening. The openings on the right side were placed in
such a manner that each opening was placed exactly between the two openings on the
opposite wall, as Document 13, section 1, segment A-B shows. The same system was
also adopted for the intake openings, which were also designed in alternate locations
(section 2, segment G-H).
The sections 1 and 2 of Document 13 represent, respectively, the lower and upper part of
Morgue #1; the exhaust openings of the bottom right side of the room were located in a
position exactly corresponding to the openings of the upper left side of the intake duct
(segment C-D), and those exhaust openings of the bottom left side corresponded to those
of the upper right side of the intake duct (section E-F). This system guaranteed the best
air circulation inside the room and therefore the best air exchange, avoiding the laminar
flows with subsequent clusters of stale air.
5) The throttles of the ventilation ducts
These devices are mentioned in a handwritten note of February 3rd 1943, by the installer
of the Topf Company Heinrich Messing, who writes:[5]
“Frischluftgebläse Nr. 450 für L. Keller I mit Saug- und Druckstutzen
Drosselklappe”
“Air blower for fresh air no. 450 for Morgue #1 with aspiration and exhaust
sleeve [and] butterfly valve.”
The Druckstutzen (exhaust sleeve; Document 14) was the connection (A8) which linked
the air-blower (A9) to the brickwork duct towards Morgue #1 (A7), the Saugstutzen
(aspiration sleeve) was the connection (A8') which linked the air-blower (A9) to the
aspiration duct (A10), here represented in horizontal section (in fact it was the intake
chimney for fresh air). M represents the motor of the air-blower.
This is confirmed by a drawing of the air blowers of the Topf Company (Document
15),[6] which clearly indicates Saugstutzen (aspiration sleeve) and Druckstutzen
(exhaust sleeve); from the drawing, it results that the aspiration sleeve was linked
laterally to the air-blower; the motor was located on the other side.
The Drosselklappe (butterfly valve) of the intake system was installed in the pressure
sleeve (after the air blower); in the exhaust system, the butterfly valve was installed in
the aspiration sleeve (before the air blower). Since the intake and exhaust ducts were
structurally different, also different were their capacity losses; the aforementioned valves
were needed to keep the whole ventilation system in balance.

6) The grates of the ventilation openings in Morgue #1 (Crematoria II
and III)
The “protocol” issued by the Polish investigating judge Jan Sehn on July 24, 1945,
which was later presented at the Höss trial,[7] recaps all the internal orders related to the

crematoria in Birkenau made by various Auschwitz offices to the inmates’ metalworking
shop (Häftlings-Schlosserei). The internal orders are summarized with the transcription
of the German text (the original documents were mostly handwritten), mingled with
Polish terms.
As far as the closing devices of the ventilation openings of Morgue #1 are concerned,
made in the form of grates, the “protocol” reports the following registrations:
– Crematorium II:[8]
“18.2.43, Nr. 83. K.G.L. Krematorium II.BW.30. Przedmiot [concerns] …
50 Stïck [sic, for: Stück] Blechsiebe [50 pieces sheet-metal screens] 7 x 18
cm. Liefertermin [delivery date] 17.2.43”.
“19.2.43. Nr. 103. Krematorium BW 30. Przedmiot: Schutzgitter vor die
Abluftlöcher aus 10 mm ø Eisen lt. beigefügter Skizze. Auftrag Nr. 2575
vom 3.2.43 der Zentralbaultg. Von der ehem. Häflt. Schlosserei
übernommener Auftrag. Ukończono: 15.3.43 [concerns: protection grates
in front of the stale air openings made of 10 mm ø iron according to the
enclosed drawing. Order no. 2575 of Feb. 3, 43 of the Central Construction
Office. Order accepted by the former inmates’ metalworking shop.
Completed: March 15, 43.]”
– Crematorium III:[9]
“15.3.43. Nr. 192. Zentr. Baultg. K.G.L. Krematorium III-Bw.30 a.
Przedmiot: … 5/ 45 Stück Schutzgitter für die Abluftlöcher aus Rundeisen ø
10 mm. 6/ 95 Stück Zinkblechsiebe 7 x 18 cm/: f. Keller 1: /. Lieferzeit:
Dringend Baults. Auftrag Nr. 83 bom [vom] 14.3.43. Wykonawcy: Dyntar,
Puzyger, Durski, Kostkowski. Ukończono: 22.3.43 [concerns: … 5/ 45
items protection grates for the stale-air openings made of round iron bars ø
10 mm. 6/ 95 pieces of zinc-coated sheet-metal screens 7 x 18 cm/: for
basement 1: /. delivery date: urgent. Order of the Construction Office no. 83
of March 14, 43. Made by: Dyntar, Puzyger, Durski, Kostkowki. Completed:
March 22, 43.]”
To recap:
Crematorium II, fresh-air intake: 50 sheet-metal screens
"

, stale-air exhaust: ? iron-rod grates.

Crematorium III: fresh-air intake: 95 sheet-metal screens
"

, stale-air exhaust: 45 iron-rod grates.

From these internal orders, Pressac deduced that the project of March 10, 1942 was
modified for what would concern the openings of the ventilation ducts of the future
Morgue #1; those of the fresh air were not 40 anymore, but 50, at a distance of 1.20 m
from each other, resulting in the following calculation: (30 + 30) ÷ 50 = 1.2 (double the
length of the room in meters, divided by the number of protection devices).
In Crematorium III, according to Pressac, 95 openings were made (evidently 47 on one
side and 48 on the opposite wall), one every 60 centimeters, in the fresh-air duct and 45
openings (22 on one side and 23 on the opposite wall), one every 1.5 meters, in the stale-

air duct.[10]
With this system, the fresh air entering from two intake openings had to be extracted
from a single exhaust opening, thus creating a net imbalance in the intake-exhaust
system of the original project. Pressac does not explain this obvious anomaly: why 50
intake openings were necessary in Crematorium II, but 95 in Crematorium III.
The main problem is that nothing is known about these architectural alterations. The
only reference to them, which is not mentioned by Pressac, and which is rather
enigmatic, appears in a letter of the Topf Company to the Central Construction Office of
May 8, 1942, which has as a reference, “Intake and exhaust system for the crematorium
to be built in the KL Auschwitz” (Be- und Entlüftungsanlage für das zu errichtende
Krematorium im K.L. Auschwitz):[11]
“Die Raum-Abmessungen der Leichenkeller 1 und 2 haben sich geändert.
Hieraus ergeben sich für die Frischluft Zu- und für Abluft-Rückführung
andere Eintritts- bezw. Austrittsöffnungen.”
[“The room measurements of Morgue #1 and 2 have changed. Therefore,
other entry and exit openings for the intake of fresh air and for the exhaust
of stale air result”.]
In fact, the dimensions of Morgue #1, 30 x 7 x 2.40 m, remained unchanged. The abovementioned letter and the one of May 21, 1942,[12] which will be discussed later, make
specific reference to two plans of the Topf Company, D 59394 and D 59395, a floor plan
and a vertical section of the new ventilation system. Apparently, these documents have
been lost; therefore it is not known which modifications were proposed by the Topf
Company, or if they were eventually accepted by the Central Construction Office. No
plan of Crematoria II and III and in fact no document dated later than May 21, 1942
contains any mention of these modifications, therefore the openings connecting the
intake and exhaust ducts of Morgue #1 were constructed according to the plan of March
10, 1942.
Any modification after the construction of the crematorium appears rather improbable, if
not illogical.
The explanation of Pressac – that on each side of Morgue #1, 25 openings were placed at
a distance of 1.20 m from each other - would have been a radical and total change of the
system envisaged in the plan design of March 10, 1942. In fact, if the first opening of
this plan had been left unchanged, none of the remaining 19 openings would have been
coincidental with the 24 of the new project, or in other words, no overlap of old and new
openings would have occurred, because the new ones had a different “pitch” (distance)
from each other. Therefore, it would have been necessary to drill 48 new holes in the 51cm-thick brick wall in order to create the new openings.
And besides, during the week preceding the day of the first order for the manufacturing
of the protection grates (February 18, 1943), the Topf Company sent the Auschwitz
Central Construction Office various letters which also mentioned the ventilation of the
crematoria, in particular the days of 11, 12 and 17 (see below, § II). On March 17,
Bischoff, meanwhile promoted to SS-Sturmbannführer, notified the shops of the
Deutsche Ausrüstungswerke that, in the basement of Crematorium II, the dimensions of
a door had to be changed “für eine bauliche Abänderung” (for a structural
modification).[13] A few days later, on the 26th, the plan to create an access to Morgue
#2 (Eingang Keller 2) of Crematorium II was established.[14] It is therefore not credible
that a structural modification of the openings connecting the intake and exhaust of
Morgue #1 would have been implemented without any documentary trace. Such a

change would moreover have been completely illogical: the motivation mentioned in the
Topf letter of May 8, 1942 was in fact unsubstantiated, because Morgue #1 did not incur
any volumetric change.
The installer of the Topf Company, Heinrich Messing, worked on the ventilation system
of Morgue #1 of Crematorium II in the week from March 8, to March 14, 1943. He
performed functional tests, and on March 13 he activated the system (“Be- und
Entlüftungsanlagen Keller I in Betrieb genommen”, “Intake and exhaust ventilation
systems in the basement I activated.”)[15]
At the time the internal orders for the protection devices (grates) had already been
placed, but who, if not Messing, would have noticed a possible error in the number of
the connecting openings between the ducts and the room; a mistake as substantial as to
require such radical modifications? The ventilation ducts in Morgue #1, as explained
above, were masonry work, and the change of the number of openings would have
required a substantial masonry job.
On the other hand, Messing did not mention any functional anomalies of the ventilation
system: if, therefore, the real 40 intake openings or the assumed 50 adequately fulfilled
their function, why then would 95 have been necessary in Crematorium III?
Therefore, it must be assumed that the openings remained unchanged, 40 + 40,
according to the project of March 10, 1942, and that the discrepant numbers of the
protection devices which were ordered from the inmates’s metalworking shop are either
the result of transcription errors, or that the devices were ordered in excess, for unknown
reasons.
Pressac published some pictures of the protection grates for the openings for fresh air.
They were as they appear in Document 16.[16] They were made of a perforated iron
sheet welded to a sort of casing which was inserted in the masonry opening. The
dimensions appear to conform to the measurements (7 cm x 18 cm) mentioned in the
relative orders to the inmates’ fitter’s shop (no. 83 of February 18, 43 and no. 192 of
March 15, 43).
The devices made of round iron bars which protected the exhaust openings for the stale
air were without doubt more or less similar to Pressac’s drawing (Document 17).[17]
This seems to be confirmed by a picture taken on August 18, 1968 during excavation
work in Morgue #1.17
It must be observed that the protection devices mentioned above were designed for a
normal morgue; this is deduced from the fact that, while the stale-air openings had only
a grate made of round iron bars, the fresh-air openings were covered by iron sheeting
perforated by some 120 holes of 3 mm diameter each. These screens had a rather high
air-flow resistance, resulting in the pressure loss along the entire length of the air-intake
duct being small compared to the loss at each of those openings. That in turn made sure
that the amount of air coming out of each opening was similar, and that the entire room
had a reduced pressure compared to the outside.
The air-shutters of the ventilation system (Saugstutzen and Druckstutzen), which without
doubt were regulated by Messing during the final inspection, obviously had to remain in
an open position.

7) The function of Morgue #1

The plans of the basement morgue (Leichenkeller) of the Sachsenhausen concentration
camp help us understand the project of the morgue of the new crematorium in Birkenau.
Even though the documentation in question always refers to “Leichenkeller”, in the
singular,[18] the facility contained de facto three morgues, as shown in the attached
plan:
1. one for corpses without a casket (ungesargte Leichen): 80 corpses in 133.63 m2
2. one for the corpses inside a casket (eingesargte Leichen): 100 corpses in 80.63 m2
3. one for infected corpses (Infektionsleichen): 20 corpses in 37.51 m2.
The surface areas are calculated net of the area of the concrete supporting pillars.[19]
The first case was similar to the one in Birkenau; the effective surface area of Morgue
#1, without the area occupied by the 7 concrete pillars, was – as we will show below – of
208.88 m2; and applying the same coefficient as in Sachsenhausen, it was planned for
approximately 120 corpses. It can be assumed that it was planned to place them on the
floor; 60 on each side, leaving the necessary space in the center for a transport trolley.
Each exhaust opening would have expelled the fetor of 3 corpses. Since the corpses had
to be aligned on the floor, the exhaust openings were designed to be at floor level.
The intake from above and the exhaust from below was the only way to assure the
continuous apportionment of fresh air, and to assure that the stench created by the initial
decomposition of the corpses would be immediately aspirated away, and to pollute as
little as possible the air inside the morgue and to inconvenience as little as possible the
personnel who had to work there. All this was perfectly normal for a morgue.

8) Later modifications
The brickwork chimneys of the ventilation system, one isolated and four in a single
masonry structure, are drawn in particular on Plan 1311 of May 14, 1942, 2003 of
December 19, 1942 and 109/16A (Huta Company) of October 9, 1943.[20] Plan 109/15
of September 24, 1943, also of the Huta Company, shows that the right exhaust duct
proceeded over the point D4 of Document 3 up to a vertical exhaust ventilation duct
(Entlüftungsschacht) located at the corner of the room labelled “Goldarbeit” (gold work)
between the corridor and the furnace room, and which emerged in the first chimney on
the right from the group of four mentioned above.
The left intake duct A1, taking into consideration the drawings, also proceeded along the
left wall of the vestibule (Vorraum) and emerged in the isolated chimney which was on
the same line, but some meters away. The route of the ventilation ducts for the other
rooms is not indicated in the drawings; it is sure that the isolated chimney was employed
for the intake of fresh air into Morgue #1 and the group of four chimneys for the
evacuation or exhaust of all rooms.
However there is no agreement with Pressac when he states that the first chimney on the
right was planned for the expulsion of the hot air from the furnace room,[21] because the
above-mentioned drawings connect it directly to the exhaust of Morgue #1.
And besides, the comparison with the drawing of March 10, 1942 shows that the isolated
chimney corresponded to the fresh air intake duct of Document 7 and that the group of
the four chimneys represented the bundling into one single brickwork structure of the
two sheet-metal chimneys of Document 9, which respectively collected the flux of stale
air from two rooms and aspirated by two air-blowers, specified as follows (Document
9a):[22]

1. ventilation of Morgue #1 (air-blower Type 450)
2. ventilation of the furnace room (air-blower Type 550 with 4.5 HP motor)
3. ventilation of Morgue #2 (air-blower Type 550 with 7.5 HP motor)
4. ventilation of the dissecting room [Sezierraum], of the laying-out room for the
corpses [Aufbahrungsraum] and room for the washing of the corpses [Waschraum]
(air-blower Type 375).
In the final project each of these ventilation ducts had its own brickwork chimney.
The data relative to the number and to the power output of the air-blowers is explained
in the next section.

II) Capacity of the air-blowers of Morgue #1: the
documents
1) The first cost estimate of the ventilation system of the future Crematorium II was
prepared by engineer Schultze on November 4, 1941, in which the devices foreseen for
the single rooms of the new crematorium (the future Crematorium II) are described.
Point I refers to a “ventilation device for room “B”“ (Entlüftungs-Anlage für “B”-Raum)
– that is the future Morgue #1. A “tubing for intake of fresh air” (FrischluftAnsaugerohrleitung) is mentioned, therefore, it is certain that the intake system was
implied. In Point II the wording “ventilation device for the room ‘B’” (EntlüftungsAnlage für “B”-Raum) is repeated, but this time it refers to a “tubing for the stale air”
(Abluft-Rohrleitung), and therefore, here the exhaust system was implied.
The technical description of both systems is identical (Documents 18 and 19):
“Gebläse zur Förderung von stündlich 4800 m³ Luft[[23]] gegen eine
Gesamtpressung von 40 mm WS bei einer Umdrehungszahl des
Schaufelrades von n = 925 min. und einem Kraftbedarf, an der Welle
gemessen, von 1,6 PS.”
“Air-blower with the capacity of 4800 m3 of air per hour against a total
pressure of 40 mm of water column with a number of revolutions of the
blower wheel of n=925 per minute and a power demand, measured at the
drive shaft, of 1.6 HP”
Both systems were powered by a 380 volt three-phase motor (Drehstrommotor), 50
cycles (Perioden: Hz), with a power output (Leistung) of 2 HP at 925 revolutions per
minute. Both the intake duct and the exhaust duct had a round section with a diameter of
450 mm. The total cost was 1,847 RM.
For the “L”-Raum (“L” room, the future Morgue #2), Point V, an air-blower with a
capacity of 10,000 m3 of stale air (Abluft) per hour was foreseen, against a total pressure
of 55 mm of water column, with a number of revolutions of the blower wheel of n=920
per minute and a power demand of 4.5 HP; it was powered by a three-phase motor of
380 volts, 50 cycles, with a power output of 5.5 HP.
Point III refers to the “ventilation system for the furnace room (Entlüftungs-Anlage für
Ofenraum)”, equipped with an air-blower with a capacity of 10,000 m3 of stale air per
hour, against a total pressure of 32 mm of water column, with a number of revolutions of
the blower wheel of n=720 per minute and a power demand of 2.8 HP. The three-phase
motor was equally of 380 volts, 50 cycles, with power output of 3.5 HP. The ventilation
ducting started from a diameter of 550 mm and decreased down to 250 mm.

And finally (Point IV), the “ventilation system of the dissecting room, of the laying-out
room for the corpses and of the room for the washing of the corpses” (EntlüftungsAnlage für Sezier- Aufbahrungs- und Waschraum) foresaw an air-blower with a capacity
of 3,000 m3 of stale air per hour against a total pressure of 20 mm of water column, with
a number of revolutions of the blower wheel of n=720 per minute and a power demand
of 0.65 HP; it had also a three-phase motor of 380 volts, 50 cycles, with a power output
of 1 HP. The exhaust ducting had a round section with a diameter of 375 mm.[24]
2) In the drawing of the new crematorium D 59366 of March 10, 1942 (Section g-g), the
power outputs of the motors are modified as follows:
•
•
•
•

“B”-Raum: from 2 to 3.5 HP (air-blower [Gebläse] Type 450)
“L”-Raum: from 5.5 to 7.5 HP (air-blower [Gebläse] Type 550)
Ofenraum: from 3.5 to 4.5 HP (air-blower [Gebläse] Type 550)
Sezier- Aufbahrungs- und Waschraum: from 1 to 1.5 HP (air-blower [Gebläse]
Type 375)

The significance of these modifications will be explained below.
3) The letter of Bischoff to the Topf Company dated February 11, 1943, says that in the
delivery of materials of February 6 “an air-blower Type 450 with 3.5 HP motor” (ein
Gebläse Nr. 450 mit 3,5 PS-Motor) foreseen for Morgue #1 and “a 7.5 HP motor for the
exhaust air-blower Type 550” (1 Motor 7,5 PS für das Abluftgebläse Nr. 550) of Morgue
#2 were missing.[25]
4) In its reply, dated February 12, the Topf Company reported that the air-blower Type
450 was delivered on November 8, 1942, and that the “air-blower Type 450 (wooden airblower)” [Gebläse Nr. 450 (Holzgebläse)] was delivered on January 25, 1943. For the
air-blower Type 550 the 7.5 HP motor was still missing; the Topf Company proposed to
substitute it temporarily with a 10 HP motor “with the same revolution speed” (mit
gleicher Drehzahl).[26] In a later letter, dated February 17, 1943, the Topf Company
indicated as delivery date: November 18, 1942.[27] The delivery occurred therefore
either on November 8 or 18, 1942, and the first date was only the result of a typing error
(8 instead of 18).
The issue of the wooden fan casing has been explained elsewhere.[28]
5) The invoice (Rechnung) of the Topf Company no. 171 of February 22nd 1943, refers
to the ventilation system of Crematorium II (Document 20).
For the “B”-Raum “1 air-blower with a capacity of 4,800 m3 per hour against a 40 mm
water column of total pressure with a three-phase motor of 380 volts, 50 cycles,
protected from water splashes, power output = 2 HP, safety switch and star-delta switch
without protection” (1 Gebläse zur Förderung von stündl. 4800 cbm Luft gegen 40 mm
WS Gesamtpressung mit Drehstrommotor für 380 Volt, 50 Per. spritzwassergeschützt, N
= 2 PS, Motorschutzschalter und Sterndreieckschalter ohne Sicherung) was invoiced
and a second air-blower similar to this one for exhaust. The total amount was 1,847 RM.
This data corresponds exactly with the cost estimate of November 4, 1941 and this is
also valid for the systems relative to the “L”-Raum, Ofenraum and Sezier- Aufbahrungsund Waschraum.[29]
6) The invoice of the Topf Company no. 729 of May 27, 1943 relative to Crematorium
III, reports the same data and the same prices (Documents 21 a,b,c,d)
7) Pressac published an extract of the plan of the roof of Crematorium II of the delivery

receipt of Crematorium II of March 19, 1943, which shows the power output of the
ventilation devices located in the attic of the building:
•
•
•
•

“B”-Raum: 3.5 HP
“L”-Raum: 7.5 HP
Ofenraum: 4.5 HP
Sezier- Aufbahrungs- und Waschraum: 1.5 HP.[30]

However, it is not an original document, but simply an elucidation by Pressac, as follows
from the comparison with the original plan (Document 22).
However, Pressac confirmed the power output of the motors indicated above.
As a result of this long procedure, the capacity of the air-blowers remained unchanged.
Particularly the two rooms of interest, which concern us most:
• Morgue #1: 4,800 m3 per hour (air blower for intake and exhaust)
• Morgue #2: 10,000 m3 per hour (air-blower).
Morgue #1 measured in meters, was 30 x 7 x 2.40 = 504 cubic meters; Morgue #2 was
49.49 x 7.93 x 2.30 = approx. 903 m3.
The hourly air exchanges foreseen were respectively:
• 4,800 ÷ 504 = approximately 9.5
• 10,000 ÷ 903 = approximately 11.
Morgue #2 (or “L”-Raum) was the alleged “undressing room” of the victims; therefore,
even after the purportedly “criminal” modifications claimed by Pressac, the “undressing
room” remained more ventilated than the “gas chamber”!

III) The increase of the output power of the motors of
the air-blowers
In his second study about Auschwitz, Pressac writes:
“About mid-March, the Central Construction Office received a new Topf
plan for the ventilation, written on March 10th, which was still based on the
first two studies of Dejaco. Schultze distinctly increased the power output of
the electrical motors, and therefore of the intake and exhaust, however
without changing the type of the air-blowers. The new power outputs are
explained as follows:” (My emphases)
We report the relative data in simplified form.[31]
Room

motor power New capacity Previous capacity

B-Keller/intake

3.5 HP

8,000 m3/h

4,800 m3/h

B-Keller/exhaust

3.5 HP

8,000 m3/h

4,800 m3/h

L-Keller/exhaust

7.5 HP

13,000 m3/h

10,000 m3/h

O-Raum/furnace room 4.5 HP

12,000 m3/h

10,000 m3/h

A u. W-Räume

1.5 HP

4,000 m3/h

3,000 m3/h

Whence did Pressac deduce the alleged new capacities of the air-blowers? Apparently,
he based the information on the Topf invoice no. 2134 of December 23, 1943 relative to
the ventilation systems for Crematoria IV and V, to which we will return below. He
refers to this document speaking about Crematoria IV and V:[32]
“For the two gas chambers and for the corridor, representing a volume of
480 m3 almost identical to the one in Morgue I of Crematoria II and III,
Schultze foresaw an exhaust blower of the same power: a pump [soufflerie:
air-blower] Type 450 with a 3.5 HP motor, able to exhaust 8,000 m3 per
hour”.
Footnote 21 on page 120 refers indeed to the “preliminary invoice [sic] Topf of
December 23rd 1943”. Here an air-blower of Type 450 with a capacity of 8,000 m3 of air
per hour with a three-phase motor of 3.5 HP is mentioned. If, therefore, it could have
made sense to assume this capacity for Morgue #1 (equipped with two air-blowers Type
450), for the other rooms the values given by Pressac do not have any foundation, being
based solely on simple arithmetical equations between the data relative to the power
output of the motor and the capacity of the air-blowers, for which the results do not
match at all:
10,000 ÷ 2 = x ÷ 3.5; hence x = 8,400.
The above-mentioned document says in fact 8,000, and therefore Pressac was forced to
“rectify” the results of all other equations:
10,000 ÷ 5.5 = x ÷ 7.5; result ca. 13,600, reduced to 13,000
10,000 ÷ 3.5 = x ÷ 4.5; result ca. 12,900, reduced to 12,000
3,000 ÷ 1 = x ÷ 1.5; result 4,500, reduced to 4,000.
Before examining the technical aspects of the issue, it is necessary to solve a preliminary
problem, which can be summarized in this question: why was the power output of the
motors increased? Once this point is clarified, the question has to be examined whether
the increase of the power output of the motors really corresponded to an increase of the
capacity of the air-blowers.
It can be immediately noted that, in the Holocaustic prospective, the alleged increase of
the capacity of the air-blowers in no case could have had any criminal implication, or
rather it could not have borne any relation to the alleged transformation of a normal
morgue room into a homicidal gas chamber. This results irrefutably from the fact that the
increase of the power output of the motors was foreseen by Schultze on March 10, 1942;
a date preceding by many months the date of the alleged idea to transform the “B”Raum, the future Morgue #1, into a homicidal gas chamber. It results, therefore, that the
modifications concerned only a normal hygienic-sanitary facility, such as a crematorium.
The only plausible reason for the increase of the power output of the motors is the
following: Schultze revised the cost estimate based on a verbal order which was given to
the Topf Company during the visit of Oberingenieur Kurt Prüfer in Auschwitz on
October 21 and 22n, 1941.[33] The first drawing of the new crematorium was created on
October 24, 1941.[34] Both Leichenkeller, only outlined, do not present any indication
of ventilation ducts. This applies also to the plan drawn by the architect Werkmann in
November 1941.[35] The first cost estimate of the ventilation system, dated November

4, 1941, was therefore created based on the first or second project, both without any
indication regarding the ventilation systems. Essentially, Schultze revised the cost
estimate at issue knowing neither the structure, nor the path of the ventilation ducts; but
otherwise, he knew all the fundamental technical data: capacity of the air-blowers, total
pressure, voltage, cycles, number of the air-blowers.
It has to be kept in mind that November 4, 1941 was also the day when the Topf
Company confirmed the order by the Construction Office of Auschwitz (placed on
October 22) of five furnaces with three muffles each, two devices for the introduction of
a casket (Sarg-Einführungs-Vorrichtungen), three forced-draft devices (SaugzugAnlagen), and one waste-incineration furnace (Müll-Verbrennungs-Ofen).[36]
In the letter of February 10, 1942, the Topf Company informed the Construction Office
that the “necessary construction drawings for the realization of the brickwork intake and
exhaust ducts” (die notwendigen Bauzeichnungen für die Ausführung der gemauerten
Be- und Entlüftungs-Kanäle) would be ready within 3-4 weeks;[37] obviously they did
not yet exist on November 4, 1941 and this fact confirms that Schultze, when writing the
relative cost estimate, could not possibly have determine exactly the power output of the
air-blower motors. When these drawings were eventually created, probably by Schultze
himself, he recalculated the power output of the engines based on the passive drags of
the system (length, sections, roughness of the internal walls of the ducts, change of
section and direction, presence of 80 small openings inside the room) as it is indicated in
Plan D 59366 of March 10, 1942. We summarize the data in the following table:
Room

Air-blower type Capacity (m3/h) Output power (HP)
diameter (mm)

Date

11/4/41 3/10/42 11/4/41 3/10/42 11/4/41

3/10/42

LK 1 intake

450

450

4,800

4,800

2

3.5

LK 1 exhaust

450

450

4,800

4,800

2

3.5

Furnace room

550

550

10,000

10,000

3.5

4.5

Dissection room, etc. 375

375

3,000

3,000

1

1.5

LK 2

550

10,000

10,000

5.5

7.5

550

The letter of the Friedrich Boos Company to the Central Construction Office of May 24,
1943, which refers to the technical specifications of the Saugzuganlage Type H 13
(aspirated air-supply device Type H13) for a furnace, presents a similar case regarding
the total pressure:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

volume of the gases: 13,500 m³/h
static pressure at the exhaust of the air-blower: 40 mm water column
increase of 10% as specified: 4 mm water column
increase for additional drag: 55 mm water column
difference of the static pressure: 99 mm water column
power demand for the air-blower: 10 HP
number of revolutions of the : 1,435 revolutions per minute.[38]

The nominal value of 40 mm of water column resulted in a real value of 99 mm, and
therefore a power demand of 10 HP was calculated.

IV) Output power of the motors and capacity of the air-

blowers
It remains only to determine, as Pressac claims, whether or not the increase of the output
power of the motors of the air-blowers resulted also in the increase of the capacity of the
air-blowers.
First of all, it has to be noted that no known document states that the capacity of the airblowers of Morgue #1 of Crematoria II and III was increased from 4,800 to 8,000 m3 of
air per hour; incontrovertible data stating exactly the opposite exists: the cost estimate of
the Topf Company of November 4, 1941, claims in fact, for the two air-blowers of the
room at issue, a capacity of 4,800 m3 of air per hour, and this is fully confirmed both by
invoice no. 171 of February 22nd 1943 for Crematorium II, and by invoice no. 729 of
May 27, 1943 for Crematorium III.
The basic technical elements relative to the two air-blowers of Morgue #1 are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

three-phase motor
50 cycles (Hz)
380 volts
925 revolutions per minute
total pressure 40 mm of water column
capacity: 4,800 m3/h.

The three-phase motor (Document 23) is constituted by a stator, which is “the fixed part
where the three main coils are inserted to which the supply voltage is applied”, and by a
rotor, which is located inside the stator, which “due to the ‘activation’ by the magnetic
field generated by the stator coils, starts to rotate”. In the stator more triplets of coils can
be mounted, so that more magnetic fields are generated, one for each triplet.
A motor with one triple set of coils, in technical language, has one polar couple or more
simply, two opposing poles.
And this is the central core of the question, the speed of rotation:[39]
“The speed of rotation of a motor depends on the Rotating Magnetic Field,
which depends on the frequency of the supply voltage. In practice, for a
motor with one polar couple, applying a voltage of 50 Hz, the speed of the
rotor will be 50 revolutions per second, or 3,000 revolutions per minute
[please see below]. When the stator is instead built with more polar couples,
the rotating magnetic field does not rotate at 3,000 revolutions per minute
anymore, but at lower speeds, due to the presence of other magnetic poles,
which enable the rotor to cover a shorter path before finding the pole
attracting it.”
In practice, the rotating speed of a three-phase motor is fixed, because it depends
exclusively on the frequency of the electrical supply and on the number of polar couples,
according to the known formula:
n = ( 60 sec/min × f ) ÷ p
where
n = number of revolutions per minute
f = frequency (50 Hz, “the standard frequency in Europe for the systems of distribution
of alternating current “)

p = number of polar couples.
In our example, we obtain:
n = (60 x 50) ÷ 1 = 3,000 revolutions per minute
Since the frequency of 50 Hz remains unchanged, the speed of rotation is fixed, and it
depends solely on the number of polar couples, as explained by Dal Prà in the following
table:
Number of poles Polar Couples Speed (rpm)
2

1

3000

4

2

1500

6

3

1000

8

4

750

10

5

600

12

6

500

20

10

300

30

15

200

etc.

...

...

The invoices of the Topf Company no. 171 of February 22nd 1943, and no. 729 of May
27, 1943, refer explicitly to the frequency of 50 periods or cycles, that is 50 Hz.
Therefore, increasing the power output of the motor, from 2 to 3.5 HP, the number of the
revolutions would have remained unchanged.
In the cost estimate of November 4, 1941, 925 revolutions per minute instead of 1,000
were indicated, because the rotor does not rotate at the same speed as the stator magnetic
field, but at a speed slightly lower (due to mechanical and cooling losses); the difference
between the stator speed (synchronic speed) and the speed of the rotor, known as run
rate of flow, is set between 3% and 7%. The effective speed, and therefore the effective
number of revolutions, results, consequently, as a little lower. In our specific case the
rate of flow was calculated at 7.5%: 1000 – (0.075 x 1000) = 925 revolutions/min.
The relation between performance, total pressure and used power are explained as
follows:
1. the performance is directly proportional to the number of revolutions
2. the total pressure is directly proportional to the square of the number of
revolutions
3. the used power is directly proportional to the cube of the number of
revolutions.[40]
The cost estimate of November 4, 1941, as it was also stated above, indicates the number
of revolutions of the three-phase motor and therefore of the air-blower as n=925
revolutions/min. If the capacity of the air-blower (intake/exhaust), somehow increases
from 4,800 to 8,000 m3/h, the number of revolutions would increase proportionally from
925 to 1,540; the total pressure would also increase (1540)2 ÷ (925)2 = 2.77 times, and
therefore from 40 to approx. 110 mm of water column, and finally, the used power

would have increased (1540)3 ÷ (925)3 = 4.6 times, or from 2 to 9.2 HP.
This confirms that the increase of capacity, within the conditions described, was
impossible.
Because after increasing the number of revolutions, the total pressure increases (to the
square), it is obvious that the used power also increases (to the cube), because the
friction of the air in the ventilation ducts increases at higher speeds.
This is the only reason why Engineer Schultze, after having created the project of the
whole ventilation system of the new crematorium, changed the power of the motors of
all air-blowers.
This has also a precise technical explanation.
The mechanical performance (Pw) of an air-blower is calculated according to the
formula:
Pw = (Q · pt · 100) ÷ η,
where,
Q = air capacity in cubic meters/second (m3/s)
pt = total pressure in Pa (Pascal: 1 mm H2O = 9.8 Pa)
η = efficiency rate of the air-blower in %.
Knowing that engineer Schultze, in the cost estimate of November 4, 1941, calculated a
performance at the motor shaft of the air-blower of 1.6 HP (= 1,177 W) and of 2 HP for
the three-phase motor; and further knowing the capacity (4800 m3/h = 1.33 m3/s) and
the total pressure (40 mm water column [H2O] = 392 Pa); and finally, knowing that the
centrifugal type air-blowers had an efficiency rate of between 25 and 50%,[41] the
performance of the air-blower results in 0.443:
Pw = (1.33 · 392 · 100) ÷ 44.3 = 1,177 W.
The electrical power (Pe) of the motor used from the electrical power grid is calculated
according to the formula:
Pe = (Pw ÷ ηmot),
where ηmot = is the efficiency rate of the motor in %, which is set between 0.7 and
0.95.[42]
Since the output power of the motor calculated by Schultze was 2 HP, or 1,471 W, it is
obvious that the efficiency rate of the motor was 0.8:
(1,177 ÷ 1,471) = 0.8,
or rather:
1,177 W (1.6 HP) ÷ 0.8 = 1,471 W (2 HP).
Applying the above-mentioned formula for the calculation of the used power of the airblower, knowing the speed (1.33 m3/s), the performance rate of the air-blower (44.3%)
and the efficiency rate of the motor (80%), results in:

3.5 HP (× 735.5 W/HP) 2,574 W; 2,574 x 0.8 = 2,059 W (used power of the motor);
1.33 x P (effective pressure) x 100] ÷ 44 = 2,072;
P = 686 Pa or (686 ÷ 9.8) 70 mm H2O.
In practice, the change of the motor was required to overcome an additional real pressure
of 30 mm H2O, due to the summation of the total friction in the air ducts.
What is explained above is confirmed in a table relative to the low-pressure centrifugal
air-blowers in the Manuale dell’ingegnere Colombo[43] (see Document 24) where the
data of different air-blowers are indicated with intake areas of increasing dimensions,
with variable numbers of revolutions, variable air flow per minute, with variable
effective pressure in mm of water column and used power.
Already the first two data are significant. An air-blower with an intake area of 210 x 210
mm at 600 revolutions/min has a capacity of 18 m3/min, with a pressure of 9 mm H2O
and a used power of 0.07 HP; at 1,450 revolutions, the capacity turns into 50 m3/min,
the pressure to 45 mm and the used power to 1 HP. Therefore, increasing the capacity
(50 ÷ 18) 4.44 times, the used power increased (1 ÷ 0.07) 14.28 times.
In conclusion, Pressac’s hypothesis is technically absurd and necessarily without any
scientific foundation.

V) The air-blower Type 450 planned for Crematoria IV
and V
The fact remains to be explained, noted by Pressac, that the invoice of the Topf
Company no. 132 of December 23rd 1943, referring to “Ventilation devices for
Crematoria IV and V” (Entlüftungsanlagen für die Krematorien IV und V) assigns to an
air-blower Type 450 a capacity of 8,000 m3 of air per hour. First of all, the technical data
written there has to be analyzed (Document 25):
“Gebläse Nr. 450 zur Förderung von stündlich etwa 8000 cbm Abluft gegen
40 mm W.S. Gesamptpressung, Drehstrommotor für 380 Volt, 50 Per. mit
Doppelnutanker, Spreitzwassergeschützt [sic], N = ca. 3,5 PS. n = 925
Upm).”[44]
[“Air-Blower Type 450 with the capacity of approximately 8,000 m3 of stale
air per hour against a total pressure of 40 mm of water column, three-phase
motor of 380 volts, 50 cycles, with rotor with double groove bolt, protected
from water against splashes, output power N = approx. 3.5 HP, n = 925
revolutions per minute” ]
The related cost estimate (Kostenanschlag) of June 6, 1943, (Document 26)[45] reports
the same technical data, but it further clarifies that “das Schaufelrad, welches fliegend
auf Motorwellenstumpf aufgebaut wird” [“the blower wheel was connected directly onto
the motor shaft”]. In other words, this formula characterizes the direct coupling of the
motor shaft and the blower wheel, as shown in Document 27, taken from the drawing of
the Topf Company D 57999 of November 30, 1940.[46] The detail shows the project of
the aspiration device of Crematorium I of Auschwitz: M is the motor directly coupled
through the motor shaft MW to the air-blower G; S is the chimney.
Document 28 shows the connection of the motor to the air-blower Type 450 in the future

Crematorium II.
At the time, there were three types of connections: with a belt (durch Riemen)
(Document 29), with sprocket-gears reducer (Zahnradvorgelege) and with direct
coupling (in direkter Kupplung) (Document 30).[47]
The sprocket gears reducer was formed by two or more cog wheels. For the air-blowers
a special form of this system was the so called “Zentratorkupplung,” which was
designed as a reducer, but it could also be used as a multiplier. The blower wheel had on
its internal part three elastic rings which were mounted on the motor shaft, from which
they received the motion and transmitted it to the blower wheel circulating over a bigger
ring on its inside, as is shown in Document 31.[48]
Because of its configuration, this system was also called “Planetengetriebe” (planetary
gear drive) or “Umlaufrädergetriebe” (circular gear drive) which could also have cogged
pinions instead of the rings as shown in Document 32.
The latter system could also be used as a multiplier of revolutions, that means that it
could induce the number of revolutions of the blower wheel to be greater than that of the
motor shaft; in the case at issue this is excluded since the motor of the air-blower was
directly coupled to the blower wheel.
In comparison to the two air-blowers Type 450 planned for Morgue #1 of Crematoria II
and III, the differences are twofold: the capacity (8,000 m3 instead of 4,800) and the
power output of the motor (3.5 HP instead of 2 HP originally foreseen). All the other
parameters are identical. Since the power output of the motor could not influence the
number of revolutions, which in fact in both cases remained the same (925 revolutions
per minute), there are only two explanations: either one of the two capacities is wrong
(4,800 or 8,000 m3/h), or different models of air-blower Type 450 existed with different
volume capacities for each revolution of the blower wheel.
However, the first option of the dilemma is untenable, because another cost estimate of
the Topf Company, the one of December 9, 1940, referring to a “Ventilation device for
corpse cubicles and dissection room” (Entlüftungs-Anlage für Leichenzellen und
Sezierraum) – the first facility planned for the crematorium of the main camp in
Auschwitz – refers to an air-blower of Type 450 with a capacity of 6,000 m3 of stale air
per hour against a total pressure of 25 mm of water column, powered by a three-phase
motor of 1.5 HP for 220/380 volts, 50 cycles, at 720 revolutions per minute.[49]
The total pressure is related to the number of revolutions, and therefore to the capacity of
the air-blower, and therefore 25 mm of water column is linked to the 720 revolutions. In
practice this fan no. 450, at 720 revolutions per minute, had a capacity of 6,000 m3 of air
per hour.
The alternative remaining (the second option above) is that different models of airblower Type 450 existed, with a different volume capacity, as we will show below.
Returning to the air-blowers Type 450 foreseen for Morgue #1 and for Crematoria IV
and V, it results in fact that the former had a volume capacity of
1) 4,800 ÷ 60 = 80 m3/min;
80 ÷ 925 = 0.086 m3 (of air passing through the air-blower for each revolution of the
motor wheel);

while for the second, the capacity was instead:
2) 8,000 ÷ 60 = 133.3 m3/min
133.3 ÷ 925 = 0.144 m3;
for air-blower Type 450 of the crematorium of the main camp the capacity was:
3) 6,000 ÷ 60 = 100 m3/min
100 ÷ 720 = 0.139 m3.
At 925 revolutions this air-blower would have had a capacity of ([925 x 6,000] ÷ 720 =)
approximately 7,700 m3/h.
This value can be considered identical to Case 2, because the capacity of 8,000 m 3/h was
rounded off (“etwa”, approximately) and probably also the capacity of 6,000 m3/h was
rounded off.
Since the capacity – as explained above – is directly proportional to the number of
revolutions, it is impossible that two identical air-blowers both running at 925
revolutions per minute could have had different capacities; one of 4,800 m3/h, and the
other of 8,000 m3/h; a fact that only enhances the explanation made above.
The only possible explanation is that the air-blower Type 450, while assuming both the
total volume of the casing and the diameter of the intake and exhaust tubes as equal,
appeared in at least two different variants regarding the position of the vanes (concave or
convex) and/or their angulation; this produced a different volume of air movement for
each revolution of the blower wheel.
From the documents, it can be deduced that these models, running at the same numbers
of revolutions, were distinguishable only by the diameters of the casings and by the
capacities of the air-blower:
1. 450/4,800 and
2. 450/8,000.

VI) The deceptions of Richard Green-Jamie McCarthy
and the tacit approval of Robert Jan van Pelt
In any case, it is certain that the increase in power of the motor of air-blower Type 450
from 2 to 3.5 HP does not equate to an increase in the capacity of the air-blower from
4,800 to 8,000 m3/h. On the contrary, this appears patently absurd, because – from
Pressac’s perspective – the increase of power should have induced an increase in the
number of revolutions per minute of the motor (the capacity being conditioned by this
factor), but Topf’s invoice no. 132 of December 23, 1943 mentions clearly the same
number of revolutions in the cost estimate of November 4, 1941 (925 rpm), which
relates to the same capacity in both invoices no. 171 of February 22 and no. 729 of May
27, 1943 (4.800 m3/h).
The significance of the issue discussed above lies in the fact that Robert Jan van Pelt
repeated the error of Pressac, in writing:[50]
“However, Richard Green and Jamie McCarthy have shown that the

ventilation system of the crematoria was able to quickly remove the gas.
The gas chambers of the Crematoria 2 and 3 were 30 m long by 7 m wide
and 2.4 m high, which resulted in a volume of 504 cubic meters. They were
equipped with a ventilation system with both intake and exhaust fans that
were capable of cycling 8000 cubic meters [of air] per hour through the
room. In other words, the system was able to create 8,000 : 604 = 15.8 air
exchanges per hour.”
Van Pelt referred to an article by Richard J. Green and Jamie McCarthy with the title
"Chemistry Is Not the Science: Rudolf, Rhetoric & Reduction".[51] The copyright is
from 1999, but the last revision of the article was done on July 28, 2000.
The two authors write:
“The gas chambers were 30 m long by 7 m wide: 210 sq m. They were 2.4
m high, for a volume of 504 cubic meters.[52] Those same chambers had a
ventilation system with both intake and exhaust fans, capable of cycling
8000 cu m through the room each hour. This is commonly referred to as
8000 ÷ 504 = 15.8 ‘air exchanges per hour.’ Note that the Holocaust-denier,
Carlo Mattogno, has misrepresented these figures in his essay, Auschwitz:
The End of a Legend”.
In the footnote, they explain:
“Mattogno, Carlo, Auschwitz: The End of a Legend, Newport Beach: IHR,
1994, pp. 60-62. Available in German translation as ‘Auschwitz: das Ende
einer Legende’ at www.codoh.com/inter/intnackt/intnackausch3.html
[now at http://holocausthandbuecher.com/dl/14d-anf.pdf; English:
http://holocausthandbooks.com/dl/14-apf.pdf].
Mattogno misrepresents the planned ventilation capacity that was at one
point planned as if it were real:
Consequently, for the supposed homicidal gas chamber, the SS had foreseen
4,800 ÷ 506 = 9.48 air exchanges per hour, while in the supposed changing
room 10,000 ÷ 902.7 = 11 air exchanges per hour: thus the gas chamber was
less ventilated than the changing room!
However, he is at least honest enough to point out (two pages earlier) that a
larger capacity ended up being used:
Pressac states that Leichenkeller 1 of Crematories II and III was actually
equipped with ventilators with a capacity of 8000 m³/h of air (p. 74 and
118), and even mentions the invoice of the ventilation system for Crematory
III: invoice No. 729 of 27 March 1943 (p. 105, note 184).”
Mattogno would also have misrepresented the capacity foreseen in the planned project
(4,800 m3/h) with the alleged one, of the realization of the project (8,000 m3/h) and this
would be the base of his “misrepresentation”.
In reality, a veritable misrepresentation was actually performed by Green and McCarthy.
In the above-mentioned book Auschwitz: The End of a Legend. Critique of Jean-Claude
Pressac[53] (the English translation of Auschwitz. Fine di una leggenda[54]) the
facsimile copies of the Topf invoices no. 171 of February 22nd, and no. 729 of May 27,
1943 are shown,[55] which both, we repeat, state a capacity of 4,800 m3/h. Now a high
degree of brazenness is needed to pretend that invoices, which by definition correspond

to items actually delivered, referred instead to a mere design specification!
What concerns the alleged admission of Mattogno that the effective capacity of the airblowers was of 8,000 m3/h, the two authors maliciously pretended not to understand that
Mattogno simply explained the hypothesis of Pressac, only to later refute it based
precisely on the above-mentioned invoices.[56]
In fact, writing that Pressac “mentions even the invoice of the ventilation device for
Crematorium III: invoice no. 729 of May 27, 1943”, which states a capacity of 4,800
m3/h, Mattogno only intended to underline the simple fact that Pressac was refuting
himself.
In his report, written in 2001 as an expert opinion for the appeal trial of Irving-Lipstadt,
Green returned to the question in these terms:[57]
“Holocaust-denier Carlo Mattogno claims in his essay, "Auschwitz: The
End of a Legend" that the ventilation capacity is 4,800 ÷ 506 = 9.48 air
exchanges per hour based upon what the SS planned to use
originally.[58] Pressac claims that although the SS planned for only 4,800
cu m/hour, they eventually installed ventilation capable of 8000 cu m/hour.
John Zimmerman has recently researched, 502-1-327, a Topf bill dated May
27, 1943, which may refer to Crematorium II (however, the first page in his
copy is missing so he cannot yet be sure); it may indicate that the 4800 cu
m/hour figure is correct”.
Therefore “recently”, that is, allegedly after July 28, 2000, the date of the last revision of
the article mentioned above, Zimmermann found one page only of the invoice no. 729 of
May 27, 1943, for which Mattogno had published in facsimile the complete text already
in 1994! This document is kept in the Museum of Auschwitz (Documents 21c-d). The
other document kept in the Russian State Archive of War in Moscow with the reference
number 502-1-327, pages 16 and 16a, is shown in Documents 21a-b. However, here the
date of May 27, 1943, appears on the first page only; therefore, if the first page was
really missing in the copy found by Zimmermann, how could Green claim that the
invoice was “dated May 27, 1943”? And moreover: how could he mention the capacity
of 4,800 m3/h, since this value is reported only in the first page of the invoice?
It is clear that Zimmermann also found the first page, and he transferred it to Green (who
also stated that it may “refer to Crematory II” only to create further deception). All these
deceptions were needed to avoid public admission that the capacity indicated by
Mattogno was the correct one, and only reluctantly did Green concede that it “may” (!)
be correct.
This excursus shows the incompetence and the dishonesty of the most acclaimed
orthodox holocaust experts regarding the ventilation in the crematoria of Birkenau.
From the revisionist point of view, the significance of the issue relating to the capacity of
the air-blowers remains intact, that after the alleged transformation of Morgue #1 of
Crematorium II into a gas chamber working with hydrogen cyanide (Zyklon B), the
capacity of both air-blowers, the intake and exhaust, still conformed to a normal morgue.
The number of air exchanges planned, approx. 9.5 per hour, was in fact the one
prescribed by the technical manuals of the time, like the one by engineer Wilhelm
Heepke:[59]
“The supply of fresh air is carried out from above. An air exchange rate of
at least 5 times per hour has to be taken into consideration; owing to

circumstances, the figure of 10 air exchanges may be reached due to higher
usage of the room, whereas the higher number of air exchanges shall be
reached by means of an air-blower (Eine Zuführung frischer Luft erfolgt
von oben. Man hat mindestens mit einem 5fachen stündlichen Luftwechsel
zu rechnen; unter Umständen kann man sogar bei stärker Benutzung des
Raumes bis auf 10fachen gehen, welch hohe Luftabfuhr mit Hilfe eines
Ventilators erreicht wird)”.
Paradoxically Engineer Schultze, in the above-mentioned cost estimate of December 9,
1940, stated:[60]
“Für den Sezierraum haben wir einen 10-fachen und für die Leichenzelle
einen 20-fachen Luftwechsel vorgesehen.” [For the dissecting room we
have planned 10 air exchanges and for the corpse cubicle 20 exchanges]

VII) Pressac, destroyer of the “gas chambers” of
Auschwitz
1) The claim of a revisionist and Pressac’s answer
In his first book about Auschwitz, Pressac wanted to respond to the argument of a
revisionist. The title of the “Attachment”, which summarized the objection, is: “GAS
3000 PEOPLE IN LEICHENKELLER I OF KREMATORIUM II? IMPOSSIBLE, THE
BODIES WOULD HAVE BLOCKED THE LOWER AIR EXTRACTION ORIFICES”.
Pressac writes:[61]
“Following the exchange of letters and telephone calls with a correspondent
who doubts the reality of the gas chambers, I have extracted two of his
arguments that appear to me valid.
Describing the ventilation system of Leichenkeller I [of the future
Krematorium II as per the cross-section on drawing 933], he pointed out to
me that the air entered through the upper orifices, then was extracted
through the lower ones, and concluded:
‘This arrangement is perfectly suitable if the room is used as a morgue: the
air entering cools, becomes denser, and is extracted from the lower part.’
He then asked me to imagine:
‘the situation in the LK 1 after the gassing of a large number of people: the
corpses are heaped on top of one another; they block most of the air
extraction orifices; the room is full of warm toxic gas; how can there be
rapid and efficient mechanical ventilation? I would say that it is not
possible...’
These remarks mean that Leichenkeller I used as a gas chamber had a
poorly designed ventilation system and in the case of large-scale gassings
[3000 people in 210 m² according to Nyiszli, or 13.3 per square meter], the
lower orifices being blocked ventilation would become impossible [a model
visible at the Museum illustrates this ‘maximum’ case, though there are
probably no more than one thousand victims depicted].
The figure of 3000 is theoretical and exaggerated, but if we take it as

correct, then so is my correspondent’s hypothesis and the ventilation is
blocked and cannot work.
What would the SS have done in the case of such an ‘incident’?
They would have proceeded in two stages:
1. Open wide the doors giving basement access through the north yard and
those of the undressing room, whose ventilation system working at full
power would prevent the basement being contaminated:
Before putting on their gas masks, the SS would have then ordered two to
four members of the Sonderkommando to put on masks, open the gas
chamber door and drag bodies out into the vestibule until several of the air
extraction orifices had been cleared. Then the gas-tight door would have
been closed again, the ventilation restarted, and to improve its efficiency all
that was required was to open the Zyklon-B introduction covers, but not
until that moment. After verifying by means of a gas detector that there was
no longer any danger of hydrocyanic acid intoxication outside the gas
chamber, operations would have resumed their ‘normal’ course.
2. Once the gas chamber had been emptied, a squad of fitters or bricklayers
would have fixed at the end of the chamber, in the southeast corner a steel
duct of about 20 cm diameter and 2 meters high or built a brick chimney of
about the same dimensions connecting with or protecting one of the lower
air extraction orifices and enabling it to take in warm contaminated air from
above. The time taken for the ‘repair’ would not have been longer than an
afternoon. Such an incident would not have interrupted the ‘operation’ of
the Krematorium. As the documents we possess at present make no mention
of such work we can assume for the moment that the case of the ‘3000’
never occurred, the number of victims from a convoy always being less than
this.
The initial ventilation system of Leichenkeller I, which was designed for a
basement morgue, is not a ‘definitive’ obstacle to using the room as a gas
chamber.” (bold Pressac’s; underscore added here)
The anonymous revisionist was without doubt the engineer Pierre Marais, who published
similar reasonings in a book in 1991.[62] However, he did not presume the impossibility
of the de-aeration from the occlusion of the related openings by a certain number of
victims; he spoke generally of “several hundreds, or also of several thousand.”[63] On
the other hand, he constructed his argument in opposition to the explanations which were
claimed by Georges Wellers in his book Les chambres à gaz ont existé,[64] in which he
published the drawings of the vertical sections of Morgue #1 and 2 of the future
Crematorium II. The written correspondence which Marais had with this orthodox
historian shows that the case of “3,000” was completely outside his scope of
contemplation.
This number was a simple ploy of Pressac in order to somehow extricate himself from a
tight spot. In fact, as will be shown, such an obstacle would have been “crucial” even
with half of the victims considered by Pressac: 1,500 and even less. On the other hand,
Pressac himself, while discussing the claim of Nyiszli, states that 3,000 persons is an
exaggerated number, and that the “real number was without doubt much lower, probably
from 1,000 to 1,500”.[65]

2) An insufficient solution
Could Pressac really have believed that a single opening with a total cross-sectional area
equal to 1/40 of the total planned in the ventilation system of the room, if left
unobstructed, would have allowed a “normal” ventilation of Morgue #1?
Document 33 shows the “chimney” imagined by Pressac in the south-east corner of
Morgue #1. The air would have entered only from above (the same as in the duct
hypothesis) and would have been expelled only through a single opening. Therefore this
“modification” would have been completely insufficient.
In order to overcome the above-mentioned difficulty, it would have been necessary to
keep open all the ventilation openings; the simplest system in order to achieve this
would have been the installation of iron gratings, cemented at the bottom and to the wall,
at an appropriate distance from the wall and to the height of a couple of meters, in order
to protect all the ventilation openings on both sides of the room.
An example of such an iron grating is shown in Documents 34 and 34a.
Such work would have taken longer and also more floor space would have been lost, but
– as we will prove below – without some protection devices of this kind, the homicidal
gassing would have encountered a “crucial” and insurmountable obstacle, not only in the
case of “3,000”, but also with 1,500 victims or 1,000 or even fewer.
The conclusion of Pressac is mind-boggling: because the documents do not mention the
chimerical works imagined by himself, it follows that (!) the case of 3,000 victims never
happened! Therefore the “gas chambers” always worked flawlessly!
It is obvious that, by accepting the reality of the extermination of the Hungarian Jews
during Spring-Summer of 1944, due to their huge inflow in a short period, the case of
3,000 victims had to happen every day. Just to supply evidence, from May 14 to June 7,
1944, 289,357 Jews started from Hungary in the direction of Auschwitz in a period of 24
days, on average more than 12,000 per day. Taking into consideration that, from the
orthodox perspective, during the period mentioned, the number of the alleged-gassed
persons was around 70%, about (12,000 x 0.7 =) 8,400 Jews would have been killed
every day,[66] and would have had to be gassed in the three crematoria in operation (II,
III and V). Therefore, Morgue #1 of Crematoria II and III would have been crowded
every day.

3) The “accident” of clogged ventilation openings
According to Pressac, Morgue #1 in the plan had the following dimensions: length: 30
m, width: 7 m; height: 2.41 m.[67] For the sake of exactitude, the most exact drawing of
the Huta Company 109/13A and 109/14A of September 21st 1943, published by Pressac
himself,[68] shows the presence of 7 concrete pillars to support the ceiling of 40 x 40 cm
and 199 cm high, which support a concrete beam 41 cm high; the height of the room,
indicated as 2.40 m in the drawing of September 21st 1943, is in fact the sum of 1.99 +
0.41.
The 7 pillars occupied a surface of (7 x 0.4 x 0.4) 1.12 m2, and had a volume of (1.12 x
1.99) = 2.22 m3; the beam had a volume of (30 x 0.41 x 0.41) = 5 m3.
In the orthodox scenario, also the surface area of 4 columns for pouring in Zyklon B (4 x
70 x 70 cm, in total 1.96 m2 and had a volume of 1.96 x 2.4 = 4.7 m3) has to be added;
the dimensions thereof were given by the notorious witness Michał Kula in his first

deposition[69] (he reduced the size of these columns down to 24 × 24 cm in a second
deposition[70]).
Therefore, the usable surface area for the victims was (30 x 7) = 210 m2, minus (1.12 +
1.96), or, approx. 3 m2; that is approximately 207 m2.
Rudolf Höss claimed that in this room, 1,500-1,600 victims were crammed (see below).
In a room of 207 m2, 1,500 standing persons have a density of (1,500 ÷ 207), over 7
persons per square meter. Once dead, with no more muscular tension, the persons would
have slumped to the floor, forming a heap whose height can be estimated.
Van Pelt declared during the Irving-Lipstadt trial that the median weight of a victim was
60 kg;[71] most probably he took this number from Pressac, who already earlier
mentioned a median weight of 60 kg.[72] With certainty, it can be assured that the total
weight of the 1,500 victims was (1,500 × 60) = 90,000 kg, which we can consider
equivalent to 90,000 liters or 90 m3.
Theoretically 90 m3 distributed over a surface of 207 m2 correspond to a height of (90 ÷
207) = 43.5 cm, and to a coverage of the floor of 100%. Obviously, the corpses are not
water or sand, and between them some space would have remained, even though small.
If one assumes a double height of 87 cm, the volume and the surface available in
reference to the heap of corpses would also have doubled: 0.87 x 207 = 180 m3, of
which 90 m3 claimed by the corpses and 90 m3 of free space between them. In this case,
the free space would constitute the sum of all interspaces and of all air pockets existing
among the 1,500 corpses; there are thousands of interspaces and air pockets, not
necessarily communicating with each other, for a total height of 87 cm.
This height corresponds more or less to that of conscious adults prone on their knees or
sitting on the floor with an erect torso, as Drawings 1 and 2 of Document 35 show.[73]
The rendering of Crematorium II displayed by the Auschwitz Museum shows the “gas
chamber” full of victims (Document 36). Pressac was referring to this; according to him,
“not more than a thousand victims” are depicted.
In this reconstruction, the air-extraction duct is placed too high, and also the connection
opening to the “gas chamber” is placed too high. The original drawings display in fact
that these openings were located almost at floor level (see Document 2, D, D1, and
Document 37).
In Document 36, Rectangles A, B and C represent three openings in their correct
positions. Even though the heap of corpses appears exceedingly high, it can be
intuitively understood that in a real gassing, all exhaust openings would have been
inevitably obstructed by the corpses to one degree or another. The real scenario would
also be:
• up to 90 m3 piled on top of the openings, penetrated by thousands of interspaces
and air pockets between the corpses (not necessarily communicating with each
other and, if not communicating, impossible to ventilate the trapped vapors of
hydrogen cyanide), which would have hugely increased the friction of the gas
mixture which was supposed to pass through;
• ventilation openings physically obstructed by the corpses lying on the floor.
In these conditions, the ventilation of the room would have been totally ineffective, if
not impossible.

Document 38 depicts visually the “gas chamber” with the layer of corpses of approx. 87
cm in height.
The reasoning related to the height of the corpses is obviously valid only under certain
limitations; it is obvious that, by reducing the number of victims, hypothetically also the
surface available on the floor would have increased. For example, if only 1,000 victims
are considered over a surface of 207 m2, a density of approx. 5 standing persons per
square meter would have resulted; the height of the heap would have been definitely
lower, but still, the corpses would obstruct the ventilation openings. These would remain
more or less unobstructed only with fewer than 1,000 victims. But the number of 1,500
victims reported is claimed even by orthodox Holocaust historians as too small.
Franciszek Piper states in fact that “approximately 2,000 persons were crammed inside
Morgue #1 on average”.[74]
In this perspective, from the numerical point of view, the issue would be perfectly
credible. Based on the Kalendarium of Danuta Czech,[75] from March 14, 1943 (first
“gassing” in the Crematorium II) to the end of the year, the 47 “gassings” numerically
more important would have been distributed like this:
•
•
•
•
•

from 1,000 to 1,500 persons: 9
from 1,500 to 2,000 persons: 16
from 2,000 to 2,500 persons: 14
from 2,500 to 3,000 persons: 6
from 3,500 to 4,000 persons: 2.

The case of the “gassing” of 1,500 persons and more in Crematorium II would also have
happened many times more in the year 1943. The case of the Hungarian Jews’
deportation in 1944 was mentioned earlier.
The deportation of the Jews from the ghetto of Łódź can also be mentioned. According
to Franciszek Piper, 55,000-65,000 persons arrived at Auschwitz from August 15 to
September 2, 1944, in 18 days;[76] this means (55,000-65,000 ÷ 18 =) 3,055-3,610 per
day. Add to this the eight “gassings” of 2,000 persons and the five of 3,000 during 1944
mention in Czech’s Kalendarium.
The rendering of the Auschwitz Museum represents one of the alleged devices which
allowed pouring of the Zyklon B inside the room from above. The most-acclaimed
witness, Kula, painstakingly described the device, and Pressac drew it with some
precision.[77] It was constituted of a kind of small metal casing of tight iron mesh, of
unknown height, which ran inside a larger column made of a net of iron mesh with a
square section of 70 x 70 cm; but its course stopped in the upper part of the larger
column without ever reaching the floor. Zyklon B was poured from above inside the
metal casing, and it remained and evaporated in the upper part of the room, we can
assume between 1.90-2.00 and 2.40 meters (the ceiling height).
Van Pelt disagrees, and he presents his own drawing, in which the casing reaches the
floor.[78] Such a system would have determined in any case the dissipation speed of the
vapors of hydrogen cyanide into the free space above the bodies of the victims. As the
execution progressed, an increasingly dense and high layer of dead bodies would have
blocked the dissipation of more gas into this space.
In this scenario, a gas pocket in the free upper part of the room with an increasingly high
concentration of the gas would have resulted, and it would have been challenging to
remove it.

4) Pressac and van Pelt speculate on the ventilation of Morgue #1
Pressac claims that, “After 15 minutes of ventilation the air in the room would be
completely renewed. A homicidal gassing (using 5 to 7 kg of Zyklon-B for 1,000 to
2,000 persons) would last about 20 minutes: 5 minutes for the action of the HCN
bringing swift death (the quantity introduced being 40 times the lethal dose) and 15
minutes of ventilation BEFORE BEING ABLE TO OPEN THE GASTIGHT DOOR.
[79]
In his book of 1993, Pressac wrote that the ventilation lasted 15-20 minutes and that the
air of the room was “practically exchanged every 3-4 minutes”.[80]
The prerequisite of his reasoning is that 4 air exchanges correspond to a total renewal of
the air of the room (8,000 ÷ 60 x 15 =) 2,000 m3 of air in 15 minutes; 2,000 m3 ÷
approx. 500 m3 = 4 air exchanges in 15 minutes, according to the erroneous conjecture
of Pressac of the increase of the air-blowers’ capacity to 8,000 m3/h; with the real
capacity of 4,800 m3/h, the exchanges in 15 minutes would have been approx. 2.5.
Van Pelt presents two tables in which the residual concentration of hydrogen cyanide in
the “gas chamber” is calculated in ppm (parts per million) as a function of time, as well
as the median concentration to which a person would have been exposed for 15 minutes,
all based on an initial concentration of 1,000 and of 10,000 ppm.
His Table 5.2 contemplates an initial concentration of 10,000 ppm of HCN,[81] which is
the one more consistent with orthodox the Holocaust narrative, even though it is too low.
Rudolf Höss claimed that the gassing of 1,500-1,600 persons in Crematoria II and III
took on average 7 kg of Zyklon B;[82] an amount which in the free space of the room of
approx. 497 m3 (after deduction of the approximately 7 m3 occupied by the pillars and
by the concrete beam) would have generated a theoretical end concentration of hydrogen
cyanide of (7,000 ÷ 497 =) 14 g/m3, equivalent to 11,662 ppm.
The table at issue is as follows:
Time [min] HCN [ppm] HCN [ppm]
after 15 min.
0

10000

3805

10

1908

726

20

364

138

30

70

26

40

13

5

50

2

1

Van Pelt limited himself to taking this data from the above-mentioned description by
Richard J. Green. He used at the time a calculator available on the site of the “American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists” in which the data could be inserted
in order to obtain the results. As he clearly stated and as results from the formula given
by van Pelt, the value of air exchanges was 9.94 per hour, but this value corresponds to a
capacity of 4,800 m3/hour; only some lines above, van Pelt claims, as we saw before,

that the capacity was 8,000 m3/hour, and that the number of air exchanges was 15.8.
Apparently, he did not notice this nonsense.
The reason for these calculations was to refute the statements of Germar Rudolf about
the impossibility to access the “gas chambers” after a homicidal gassing.
The calculations are completely doubtful and inconsistent, because they do not take into
consideration three crucial elements:
1. The “gassing” times declared by the most important witnesses are by far shorter: 3
minutes (J. Weiss), 3-5 minutes (C.S. Bendel), 5 minutes (M. Nyiszli), 3-15
minutes (R. Höss), 3-10 minutes (judge J. Sehn).[83] Immediately after the “gas
chamber” was opened, the removal of the corpses of the victims began.
2. The evaporation of the hydrogen cyanide required extremely longer times to reach
the maximum theoretical concentration, 3 hours at 15°C according to experiments
performed in 1942.[84]
3. The theoretical scenario envisaged by Green and van Pelt presupposes an empty
room, in which nothing obstructs the ventilation. It is then clear that even with
some hundreds of persons inside the “gas chamber” this model would not
correspond anymore to reality, because the corpses would represent a factor of
disturbance – possibly even damaging – to the ventilation.
It is further obvious that the corpses of the victims would have reduced the available
volume with a theoretical increase of the hydrogen-cyanide concentration. In the case of
the 1,500 victims, the concentration would have been (504 – [2.22 + 5][85] - 90[86] ) ca.
406 m3; (7,000 ÷ 406) = 17.24 g/m3, equivalent to 14,361 ppm.
This would also have affected the air exchanges per hour:
(4,800 ÷ 406 =) 11.8 per hour.
But the documents do not mention anything in this regard.
Since the “gas chambers” of Crematoria IV and V allegedly were activated without
ventilation systems, one could ask how, according to van Pelt, the ventilation of the
rooms was achieved, and especially how long it took. His embarrassment about such a
simple question is shown by his silence, and it results even more from his pretense that
Crematoria IV and V were “efficient and economical killing machines”.[87] Efficient?
How could three “gas chambers” with a volume of approximately 521 m3, with 2 doors
of 100 x 200 cm, and 7 small windows of 30 x 40 cm have an efficient ventilation?
The pretense of van Pelt is clearly absurd.

5) Opening the “gas-chamber” door
Pressac imagined that one could correct the unavoidable flow of the gas from Morgue #1
into the other rooms of the basement of the crematorium by opening the access door
from the north court and the one at the end of Morgue #2, and then activating the
ventilation system of this room. This solution does not take into account the fact that the
“gas chamber” with its blocked air-exhaust channels may have been in overpressure (air
blown inside from the intake air-blower, heat generated by the bodies of the victims),
while the furnace room was in double underpressure, both for the air draft of the
chimney and for its own ventilation system; also Morgue #2 was equipped with a similar
ventilation system, and was also in underpressure; in simple terms, an air flow was
constantly moving towards the cremation furnaces and towards the exhaust openings

located on the ceiling of the furnace room; a similar air flow moved into Morgue #2
toward the corresponding air-blower.
By opening the door of the “gas chamber” with its blocked exhaust ducts, a lethal
mixture of gas would have flowed out into the next room (in the drawings “Vorraum”,
vestibule) and would have spread out all over the basement and via the elevator shaft
into the furnace room. As a precautionary measure, and in order to avoid the gas mixture
entering the three rooms of the former Leichenkeller 3 (Cubicles X, Y and Z in
Document 39), it would have been necessary to close this door (but it was not gastight).
How to eliminate the gas pocket of the vapors of hydrogen cyanide? The most rational
system would have been this:
1. keep the door of the corpses chute open in order to let fresh air coming in dilute
the air-vapor mixture coming out of Morgue #1;
2. turn on the exhaust air-blower of the ventilation system of Morgue #2, and wait
for the number of air exchanges necessary to purify its air;
3. in order to prevent the gas mixture from seeping up the elevator shaft, it would
have been necessary to deactivate the cremation furnaces and to avoid using the
furnace room’s exhaust blower during the evacuation of the gas mixture.
This procedure is explained in Document 39.
How can anyone seriously believe that the engineer of the Topf Company and the
Central Construction Office would have been so grossly inept as not to foresee these
gross incongruities?
The danger of intoxication both for the inmates working in the crematoria and for the
German guards watching over them should not be underestimated, since the lethal
concentration of hydrogen cyanide by inhalation is of 300 ppm (0.36 g/m3).[88]
But the main problem is that these discrepancies, unavoidable in the absurd technical
fabrication of the “gas chamber” were never raised by any “eye witness,” and they are
not mentioned in any document of the concentration camp.
These drawbacks would have caused hydrogen cyanide intoxication of inmates and of
SS guards practically during each gassing, but the only two known cases refer to the
general matter of disinfestation; one was mentioned by Höss in the Sonderbefehl of
August 12, 1942;[89] the other happened on December 9, 1943, when a civilian worker
forced his way prematurely into an accommodation barrack which had been disinfested
shortly before.[90]
The logical consequence to be taken from all that has been considered above is that
“gassings” of 1,500 or even of 1,000 or even of some hundreds of persons never took
place. However, because the reality of homicidal “gassings” is claimed only by witness
statements, and these always adduce numbers well above 1,500; and because there
would have been well over 1,500 gassing victims in each claimed batch due to the high
number of Jewish transports arriving in Auschwitz, it can only be deduced that the
claimed “gassings” described by witnesses as simple operations without dangers were
impossible, and therefore they were not real.

Editor’s Remark

Typical air vents (registers)
Click on image to open large version
The screens covering the openings of a ventilation system, also called registers, usually
have slits as openings as shown in the illustrations to the right. The type used in the
Morgues #1 of Crematoria II & III at Auschwitz merely had very small holes, which
increased the drag of the air-intake system considerably. Since these screens were made
by the Auschwitz inmate workshop in early 1943, it is safe to assume that the Topf
employees designing the ventilation system in November 1941 and March 1942,
including its blowers and motors, did not know what these registers would look like.
Rough calculations of the ventilation system’s drag indicate that these vents actually
caused half of the system’s pressure loss.
If the engineers or fitters involved in installing the system wanted to reduced that drag,
thus increase the air flow, the easiest way to accomplish this would have been by
increasing the diameter of the holes in those screen, or by simply merging all holes of a
row into a slit, rather than messing with the masonry ducting by adding additional airintake holes.
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Why Hitler Declared War on the United States
by John Wear

Abstract
Establishment historians state that Adolf Hitler made a mistake when he declared war on
the United States. For example, British historian Andrew Roberts wrote:[1]
“It seems an unimaginably stupid thing to have done in retrospect, a
suicidally hubristic act less than six months after attacking the Soviet
Union. America was an uninvadable land mass of gigantic productive
capacity and her intervention in 1917-18 had sealed Germany’s fate in the
Great War.”
Historian Martin Gilbert wrote in regard to Germany’s declaration of war on the United
States:[2]
“It was perhaps the greatest error, and certainly the single most decisive act,
of the Second World War.”
In this article I will explain why Hitler was forced to declare war on the United States.

American Steps toward War
In his State of the Union address to Congress on January 6, 1941, Roosevelt outlined his
plan for lend-lease aid to the anti-Axis powers. International law has long recognized
that it is an act of war for a neutral government to supply arms, munitions, and
implements of war to a belligerent. But Roosevelt brushed off objections to lend-lease
based on international law. Roosevelt stated:
“Such aid is not an act of war, even if a dictator should unilaterally proclaim
it to be.”
In this same speech, Roosevelt barred the door to suggestions of a negotiated peace:[3]
“We are committed to the proposition that the principles of morality and
considerations of our own security will not permit us to acquiesce in a peace
dictated by aggressors and sponsored by appeasers.”
President Roosevelt signed the Lend-Lease Act into law on March 11, 1941. This
legislation marked the end of any pretense of neutrality on the part of the United States.
Despite soothing assurances by Roosevelt that the United States would not get into the
war, the adoption of the Lend-Lease Act was a decisive move which put America into an
undeclared war in the Atlantic.
It opened up an immediate appeal for naval action to insure that munitions and supplies
procured under the Lend-Lease Act would reach Great Britain.[4]
On April 9, 1941, the United States entered into an agreement with a Danish official for
the defense of Greenland. Roosevelt simultaneously illegally sent American Marines to

occupy Greenland.[5]
In June 1941, Roosevelt agreed with Churchill to relieve the British troops in Iceland,
and this was done with U.S. Marines on July 7, 1941.[6] Also in June 1941, Roosevelt
ordered the closing of all the German and Italian consulates in the United States.[7]
Another step toward war was the adoption on April 24, 1941, by the United States of a
naval patrol system in the Atlantic to insure delivery of munitions and supplies to Great
Britain. The American Navy under this scheme was assigned the responsibility of
patrolling the Atlantic Ocean west of a median point represented by 25º longitude.
American warships and planes within this area would search out German vessels and
submarines and broadcast their position to the British Navy. Roosevelt tried to represent
the naval patrol as a merely defensive move, but it was clearly a hostile act toward
Germany designed to help the British war effort.[8]
The first wartime meeting between Roosevelt and Churchill began on August 9, 1941, in
a conference at the harbor of Argentia in Newfoundland. The principal result of this
conference was the signing of the Atlantic Charter on August 14, 1941. Roosevelt
repeated to Churchill during this conference his predilection for an undeclared war,
saying:
“I may never declare war; I may make war. If I were to ask Congress to
declare war, they might argue about it for three months.”
The Atlantic Charter was in effect a joint declaration of war aims, although Congress
had not voted for American participation in the war. The Atlantic Charter, which
provided for Anglo-American cooperation in policing the world after the Second World
War, was a tacit but inescapable implication that the United States would soon become
involved in the war. This implication is fortified by the large number of top military and
naval staff personnel who were present at the conference.[9]

Roosevelt’s Orders to Shoot-on Sight German Ships
and Submarines
Roosevelt’s next move toward war was the issuing of secret orders on August 25, 1941,
to the Atlantic Fleet to attack and destroy German and Italian “hostile forces.” These
secret orders resulted in an incident on September 4, 1941, between an American
destroyer, the Greer, and a German submarine.[10] Roosevelt falsely claimed in a
fireside chat to the American public on September 11, 1941, that the German submarine
had fired first.
The reality is that the Greer had tracked the German submarine for three hours, and
broadcast the submarine’s location for the benefit of any British airplanes and destroyers
which might be in the vicinity. The German submarine fired at the Greer only after a
British airplane had dropped four depth charges which missed their mark. During this
fireside chat Roosevelt finally admitted that, without consulting Congress or obtaining
congressional sanction, he had ordered a shoot-on-sight campaign against Axis
submarines.[11]
On September 13, 1941, Roosevelt ordered the Atlantic Fleet to escort convoys in which
there were no American vessels.[12] This policy would make it more likely to provoke
future incidents between American and German vessels. Roosevelt also agreed about
this time to furnish Britain with “our best transport ships.” These included 12 liners and
20 cargo vessels manned by American crews to transport two British divisions to the

Middle East.[13]
More serious incidents followed in the Atlantic. On October 17, 1941, an American
destroyer, the Kearny, dropped depth charges on a German submarine. The German
submarine retaliated and hit the Kearny with a torpedo, resulting in the loss of 11 lives.
An older American destroyer, the Reuben James, was sunk with a casualty list of 115 of
her crew members.[14] Some of her seamen were convinced the Reuben James had
already sunk at least one U-boat before she was torpedoed by the German
submarine.[15]
On October 27, 1941, Roosevelt broadcast over nationwide radio his Navy Day address.
Roosevelt began his Navy Day address by stating that German submarines had
torpedoed the U.S. destroyers Greer and Kearny. Roosevelt characterized these incidents
as unprovoked acts of aggression directed against all Americans, and that “history will
record who fired the first shot.”
What Roosevelt failed to mention in his broadcast is that in each case the U.S. destroyers
had been involved in attack operations against the German submarines, which fired in
self-defense only as a last resort. Hitler wanted to avoid war with the United States at all
costs, and had expressly ordered German submarines to avoid conflicts with U.S.
warships, except to avoid imminent destruction. It was Roosevelt’s shoot-on-sight orders
to U.S. Navy vessels that were designed to make incidents like the ones Roosevelt
condemned inevitable.[16]
Despite Roosevelt’s provocations, the American public was still against entering the war.
By the end of October 1941, Roosevelt had no more ideas how to get into a formal and
declared war:[17]
“…He had said everything ‘short of war’ that could be said. He had no
more tricks left. The hat from which he had pulled so many rabbits was
empty.”
Even full-page advertisements entitled “Stop Hitler Now” inserted in major American
newspapers by Roosevelt’s supporters had failed to sway the American public. The
advertisements warned the American people that a Europe dominated by Hitler was a
threat to American democracy and the Western Hemisphere. The advertisements asked:
“Will the Nazis considerately wait until we are ready to fight them? Anyone who argues
that they will wait is either an imbecile or a traitor.” Roosevelt endorsed the
advertisements, saying that they were “a great piece of work.”[18]
Yet the American people were still strongly against war.

Roosevelt Provokes Pearl Harbor Attack
Provoking Japan into an overt act of war was the principal policy that guided
Roosevelt’s actions toward Japan throughout 1941. Lt. Cmdr. Arthur H. McCollum, head
of the Far East desk of the Office of Naval Intelligence, wrote an eight-action
memorandum dated October 7, 1940, outlining how to provoke a Japanese attack on the
United States.[19]
The climax of Roosevelt’s measures designed to bring about war in the Pacific occurred
on July 25, 1941, when Roosevelt froze all Japanese assets in the United States. This
brought commercial relations between the nations to an effective end, including an end
to the export of oil to Japan.

Prince Konoye, the Japanese premier, requested a meeting with Roosevelt to resolve the
differences between the United States and Japan. American Ambassador Grew sent a
series of telegrams to Washington, D.C. in which he strongly recommended that such a
meeting take place. However, Roosevelt steadfastly refused to meet with the Japanese
premier.[20]
Foreign Minister Toyoda made a dispatch to Japanese Ambassador Nomura on July 31,
1941. Since U.S. Intelligence had cracked the Japanese diplomatic code, Roosevelt and
his associates were able to read this message:[21]
“Commercial and economic relations between Japan and third countries, led
by England and the United States, are gradually becoming so horribly
strained that we cannot endure it much longer. Consequently, our Empire, to
save its very life, must take measures to secure the raw materials of the
South Seas… I know that the Germans are somewhat dissatisfied with our
negotiations with the United States, but we wish at any cost to prevent the
United States from getting into the war, and we wish to settle the Chinese
incident.”
This obvious Japanese desire for peace with the United States did not change
Roosevelt’s policy toward Japan. Roosevelt refused to lift the oil embargo against Japan.
The Roosevelt administration was well aware that Japan imported approximately 90% of
her oil, and that 75% to 80% of her oil imports came from the United States. Roosevelt
also knew that the Netherlands East Indies, which produced 3% of the world’s oil output,
was the only other convenient oil producer that could meet Japan’s import needs.[22]
On October 31, 1941, an oil agreement between Japan and the Netherlands East Indies
expired. The Netherlands East Indies had promised to deliver about 11.4 million barrels
of oil to Japan, but actually delivered only half of that amount. The Japanese Navy had
consumed approximately 22% of its oil reserves by the time the war broke out.[23]
By the closing months of 1941, the United States was intercepting and breaking within a
matter of hours almost every code produced by Japan.[24] In the last week of November
1941, President Roosevelt knew that an attack by the Japanese in the Pacific was
imminent.
Roosevelt warned William Bullitt against traveling across the Pacific:[25]
“I am expecting the Japs to attack any time now, probably within the next
three or four days.”
Roosevelt and his administration knew this based on the intercepted Japanese messages.
This information was not given to the commanders at Pearl Harbor to enable them to
prepare for and thwart the Japanese attack.
Adm. Husband Kimmel, commander-in-chief of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, states that if he
had all of the important information then available to the Navy Department, he would
have gone to sea with his fleet and been in a good position to intercept the Japanese
attack.[26] Kimmel concludes in regard to the Pearl Harbor attacks:
When the information available in Washington was disclosed to me I was
appalled. Nothing in my experience of nearly 42 years of service in the
Navy had prepared me for the actions of the highest officials in our
government which denied this vital information to the Pearl Harbor
commanders.

If those in authority wished to engage in power politics, the least that they
should have done was to advise their naval and military commanders what
they were endeavoring to accomplish. To utilize the Pacific Fleet and the
Army forces at Pearl Harbor as a lure for a Japanese attack without advising
the commander-in-chief of the fleet and the commander of the Army base at
Hawaii is something I am wholly unable to comprehend.[27]

The Rainbow Five Plan
On December 8, 1941, President Roosevelt made a speech to Congress calling for a
declaration of war against Japan. Condemning the attack on Pearl Harbor as a “date
which will live in infamy,” Roosevelt did not once mention Germany.
Hitler’s policy of keeping incidents between the United States and Germany to a
minimum seemed to have succeeded. Hitler had ignored or downplayed the numerous
provocations that Roosevelt had made against Germany. Even after Roosevelt issued
orders to shoot-on-sight at German submarines, Hitler had ordered his naval
commanders and air force to avoid incidents that Roosevelt might use to bring America
into the war. Also, since the Tripartite Pact did not obligate Germany to join Japan in a
war initiated by Japan, it appeared unlikely that Hitler would declare war on the United
States.[28]
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor surprised Hitler. Hitler had never wanted Japan to
attack the United States. Germany had repeatedly urged Japan to attack Singapore and
the rest of Great Britain’s Far East Empire, but Japan refused to do so. After the war Col.
Gen. Alfred Jodl said that Hitler had wanted Japan to attack Great Britain and the Soviet
Union in the Far East, which would have set up a two-front war. Hitler thought
Roosevelt would probably not be able to persuade the American public to go to war to
defend Britain’s Asian colonies. Jodl said that Hitler had wanted in Japan “a strong new
ally without a strong new enemy.”[29]
Hitler’s decision to stay out of war with the United States was made more difficult on
December 4, 1941, when the Chicago Tribune carried in huge black letters the headline:
F.D.R.’s WAR PLANS! The Washington Times Herald, the largest paper in the nation’s
capital, carried a similar headline.
Chesly Manly, the Tribune’s Washington correspondent, revealed in his report what
Roosevelt had repeatedly denied: that Roosevelt was planning to lead the United States
into war against Germany. The source of Manly’s information was no less than a
verbatim copy of Rainbow Five, the top-secret war plan drawn up at Roosevelt’s request
by the joint board of the United States Army and Navy. Manly’s story even contained a
copy of President Roosevelt’s letter ordering the preparation of the plan.[30]
Rainbow Five called for the creation of a 10-million-man army, including an
expeditionary force of 5 million men that would invade Europe in 1943 to defeat
Germany. On December 5, 1941, the German Embassy in Washington, D.C., cabled the
entire transcript of the newspaper story to Berlin. The story was reviewed and analyzed
in Berlin as “the Roosevelt War Plan.” On December 6, 1941, Adm. Erich Raeder
submitted a report to Hitler prepared by his staff that analyzed the Rainbow Five plan.
Raeder concluded the most important point contained in Rainbow Five was the fact that
the United States would not be ready to launch a military offensive against Germany
until July 1943.[31]
On December 9, 1941, Hitler returned to Berlin from the Russian front and plunged into
two days of conferences with Raeder, Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel, and

Reichsmarschall Hermann Göring. The three advisors stressed that the Rainbow Five
plan showed that the United States was determined to defeat Germany. They pointed out
that Rainbow Five stated that the United States would undertake to carry on the war
against Germany alone even if Russia collapsed and Britain surrendered to Germany.
The three advisors leaned toward Adm. Raeder’s view that an air and U-boat offensive
against both British and American ships might be risky, but that the United States was
already unquestionably an enemy.[32]
On December 9, 1941, Roosevelt made a radio address to the nation that is seldom
mentioned in the history books. In addition to numerous uncomplimentary remarks
about Hitler and Nazism, Roosevelt accused Hitler of urging Japan to attack the United
States. Roosevelt declared:[33]
“We know that Germany and Japan are conducting their military and naval
operations with a joint plan. Germany and Italy consider themselves at war
with the United States without even bothering about a formal declaration…
Your government knows Germany has been telling Japan that if Japan
would attack the United States, Japan would share the spoils when peace
came. She was promised by Germany that if she came in she would receive
control of the whole Pacific area and that means not only the Far East, but
all the islands of the Pacific and also a stranglehold on the west coast of
North and Central and South America.”
All of the above statements are obviously lies. Germany and Japan did not have a joint
naval plan before Pearl Harbor, and never concocted one for the rest of the war.
Germany did not have foreknowledge and certainly never encouraged Japan to attack the
United States. Japan never had any ambition to attack the west coast of North, Central,
or South America. Germany also never promised anything to Japan in the Far East.
Germany’s power in the Far East was negligible.[34]
Roosevelt concluded in his speech on December 9, 1941:[35]
“We expect to eliminate the danger from Japan, but it would serve us ill if
we accomplished that and found that the rest of the world was dominated by
Hitler and Mussolini. So we are going to win the war and we are going to
win the peace that follows.”
On December 10, 1941, when Hitler resumed his conference with Raeder, Keitel, and
Göring, Hitler said that Roosevelt’s speech confirmed everything in the Tribune story.
Hitler considered Roosevelt’s speech to be a de facto declaration of war. Since war with
the United States was inevitable, Hitler felt he had no choice but to declare war on the
United States. Hitler declared war on the United States in his Reichstag speech on
December 11, 1941, stating among other things:
Since the beginning of the war, the American President Roosevelt has
steadily committed ever more serious crimes against international law.
Along with illegal attacks against ships and other property of German and
Italian citizens, there have been threats and even arbitrary deprivations of
personal freedom by internment and such. The increasingly hostile attacks
by the American President Roosevelt have reached the point that he has
ordered the American navy to immediately attack, fire upon and sink all
German and Italian ships, in complete violation of international law.
American officials have even boasted about destroying German submarines
in this criminal manner. American cruisers have attacked and captured
German and Italian merchant ships, and their peaceful crews were taken
away to imprisonment. In addition, President Roosevelt’s plan to attack

Germany and Italy with military forces in Europe by 1943 at the latest was
made public in the United States, and the American government made no
effort to deny it.
Despite the years of intolerable provocations by President Roosevelt,
Germany and Italy sincerely and very patiently tried to prevent the
expansion of this war and to maintain relations with the United States. But
as a result of his campaign, these efforts have failed.[36]
Hitler ended this speech with a declaration of war against the United States. Roosevelt
had finally gotten a declared war with Germany using Japan as a back door to war.

Closing Thoughts on Hitler’s Declaration of War
against the United States
No nation has ever been led into war with as many soothing promises of peace as the
American public received from President Roosevelt. Most of the American public felt
that the United States had entered the First World War under false pretenses. Polls
consistently showed that the American public did not favor entry into a second war in
Europe. Roosevelt assuaged these fears with statements such as “…I have passed
unnumbered hours, I shall pass unnumbered hours, thinking and planning how war may
be kept from this nation.”[37]
The truth is that Roosevelt did everything in his power to plunge the United States into
war against Germany. Roosevelt eventually went so far as to order American vessels to
shoot-on-sight German and Italian vessels—a flagrant act of war. However, Hitler
wanted to avoid war with the United States at all costs. Hitler expressly ordered German
submarines to avoid conflicts with U.S. warships, except to prevent imminent
destruction. It appeared that Hitler’s efforts would be successful in keeping the United
States out of the war against Germany.
Hitler declared war on the United States only after the leaked Rainbow Five plan
convinced him that war with the United States was inevitable. The extraordinary
cunning of leaking Rainbow Five at the very time he knew a Japanese attack was
pending enabled Roosevelt to overcome the American public’s resistance to entering the
war. It allowed the entry of the United States into World War Two in such a way as to
make it appear that Germany and Japan were the aggressor nations.[38]
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Why the Holocaust Story Was Invented
by John Wear

Abstract
The genocide of European Jewry by National Socialist Germany is considered by many
to be the most thoroughly documented event in human history. Tens of thousands of
books, magazine, and newspaper articles have been written and numerous criminal trials
have been conducted to document the mass extermination of European Jewry. The
crimes of Germany against Jews are considered to be so uniquely evil that the term “the
Holocaust” has been invented to describe the alleged genocide of European Jewry. I
have been asked the questions: “Why was the Holocaust story invented? Who benefits
from this falsification of history?” This article will answer these questions.

Justification for War with Germany
World War II was by far the bloodiest and most destructive war in human history. Many
people wondered whether all of the death and destruction caused by the war had been
necessary.
The so-called Holocaust was used by the Allies to demonize Germany and prove that
their war effort was necessary to defeat such an evil nation.
With the liberation of Ohrdruf, Buchenwald and Dachau by the American army and the
liberation of Bergen-Belsen by British troops, large groups of Western observers
confronted the horrors of the German camps for the first time. The gruesome scenes of
huge piles of dead bodies and emaciated and diseased surviving inmates were filmed and
photographed for posterity by the U.S. Army Signal Corps. Prominent newsmen and
politicians were flown in to Germany to see the harrowing evidence at the camps for
themselves. The horrific scenes in the German camps were used by the Allies to justify
their participation in the war.[1]
Jewish historian Robert Jan van Pelt writes:[2]
“To the Allies, the discovery of the camps proved a final justification of
their war effort. In 1940, Churchill had proclaimed that a Nazi victory
would bring “a new Dark Age made more sinister by perverted science.”
The liberation of the camps proved that Churchill had not exaggerated the
danger. And even though Auschwitz had been liberated by the Russians, the
English and Americans heard many stories about that camp.”

Establishment of Israel
The Holocaust story has also been used to justify the creation of the State of Israel.
Simon Wiesenthal writes:[3]
“The creation of Israel was the only possible and the only correct reaction to
Auschwitz. There had to be a country in the world where the Jews were the
landlords instead of tolerated guests, a place of refuge in the truest meaning

of the word, even for Jews who live in other countries.”
David Ben-Gurion stated at the beginning of World War II that the war should end by
giving the Zionists their own state. After the war, Ben-Gurion and other Israeli leaders
said that the Holocaust had proven once again that the only solution to the Jewish
problem was an independent state in Israel. David Ben-Gurion again mentioned during
Adolf Eichmann’s trial that the Holocaust happened because Jews did not live in their
own country.[4]
Israeli historian Tom Segev explains why the Holocaust story is so important to
Israel:[5]
“Israel differs from other countries in its need to justify—to the rest of the
world, and to itself—its very right to exist. Most countries need no such
ideological justifications. But Israel does—because most of its Arab
neighbors have not recognized it and because most of the Jews of the world
prefer to live in other countries. So long as these factors remain true,
Zionism will be on the defensive. As a justification for the State of Israel,
the Holocaust is comparable only to the divine promise contained in the
Bible: It seems to be definitive proof of the Zionist argument that Jews can
live in security and with full equal rights only in their own country and that
they therefore must have an autonomous and sovereign state, strong enough
to defend its existence.”
Tom Segev further writes:[6]
“The demonization of Nazism and its mythologizing, in general, were also
necessary since the Holocaust served as the main justification for the
creation and existence of the State of Israel.”

Justification of Israeli Violence
There were at least 33 massacres of Palestinian villages during Israel’s “War of
Independence.” Zionist forces were larger and better equipped than their opponents, and
by the end of the war over 750,000 Palestinians were ruthlessly expelled from their
homes.[7] As Tom Segev writes:[8]
“Israel was born of terror, war, and revolution, and its creation required a
measure of fanaticism and of cruelty.”
Entire cities and hundreds of villages in Israel were left empty and repopulated with new
Jewish immigrants. The Jewish immigrants numbered 100,000 in April 1949, most of
them survivors of the so-called Holocaust. The Palestinians lost everything they had and
became destitute refugees, while the Jewish immigrants to Israel stole the Palestinians’
property and confiscated everything they needed.[9]
The Holocaust story has been repeatedly used to justify Israel’s aggression against its
neighbors. Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin justified the demolition of an alleged
Iraqi nuclear facility in June 1981 with the words:[10]
“We must protect our nation, a million and a half of whose children were
murdered by the Nazis in the gas chambers.”
Before Israel’s invasion of Lebanon in June 1982, Begin told his cabinet:[11]

“You know what I have done and what we have all done to prevent war and
loss of life. But such is our fate in Israel. There is no way other than to fight
selflessly. Believe me, the alternative is Treblinka, and we have decided that
there will be no more Treblinkas.”
A few weeks after Israel’s invasion of Lebanon, Begin stated that after the Holocaust the
international community had lost its right to demand that Israel answer for its actions.
Begin declared in the Knesset, “No one, anywhere in the world, can preach morality to
our people.” A similar statement was included in the resolution adopted by Begin’s
cabinet after the massacres in Palestinian refugee camps on the outskirts of Beirut.[12]
By the late 1980s there was hardly a day when the Holocaust story was not mentioned in
one of the Israeli newspapers. Such constant exposure encouraged many Israeli soldiers
to plan ways to exterminate the Arabs. According to Israeli education-corps officer Ehud
Praver, “too many soldiers were deducing that the Holocaust justifies every kind of
disgraceful action.”[13]

German Guilt
The so-called Holocaust has also been effectively used to induce guilt in the German
people. As British historian Ian Kershaw writes:[14]
“Decades would not fully erase the simple but compelling sentiment…‘I am
ashamed to be German.’”
Friedrich Grimm, a renowned German authority on international law, was shown
samples of new leaflets printed soon after the war in German to be distributed by the
Allies throughout Germany. Describing German war crimes, the leaflets were the first
step in the reeducation program designed for Germany. Grimm suggested to an Allied
officer that since the war was over, it was time to stop the libel. The Allied officer
replied:[15]
“Why no, we’re just getting started. We’ll continue this atrocity campaign,
we’ll increase it till no one will want to hear a good word about the
Germans anymore, till whatever sympathy there is for you in other countries
is completely destroyed, and until the Germans themselves become so
mixed up they won’t know what they’re doing!”
The Allied campaign to make Germans feel guilty concerning the so-called Holocaust
has been highly successful. German guilt is so powerful that it has caused the German
government to make enormous reparations and offer humble apologies to the Allies.
Millions of German expellees have paid reparations to survivors of the German
concentration camps even though these German expellees had their land and personal
possessions stolen from them.
James Bacque writes in regard to German feelings of guilt:[16]
“Guilt pervades Germany like a religion. It is the ‘Canossa Republic,’
penitent in pain before its judges. Guilt is so powerful that it has caused the
Canossa Republic repeatedly to deny any intention of reclaiming
sovereignty over the eastern lands, although it is a well-established UN
principle that no government has the right to waive the claims of individuals
to their property. Nor may it impede their right of return to their former
homeland.”

Allied Crimes against Germans
The Holocaust story has also been used to cover up and ignore Allied crimes against
Germans after World War II. German deaths after the war can be divided into three
groups of people. The first group is the German prisoners of war (POW) in both Europe
and the Soviet Union. The second group is the German expellees, and the third group is
the Germans already residing in Germany. While no one will ever know exactly how
many Germans died from 1945 to 1950, it is certain that the deaths far exceed most
traditional estimates. The great majority of these deaths were caused by the lethal
policies imposed by the Allies against Germany after the war.
A conservative estimate of German deaths in the Allied POW camps is 1.5 million. This
includes over 517,000 POW deaths in the Soviet Union, 100,000 POW deaths in
Yugoslavia, Poland and other countries, with the remaining POW deaths in U.S. and
French camps. The Germans who died in these Allied POW camps suffered inutterably
from exposure, disease and slow starvation. This well-documented Allied atrocity is still
ignored or denied by most historians today.
Probably a minimum of 2.1 million German expellees died in what was supposed to be
an “orderly and humane” transfer. The estimate of 2.1 million German expellee deaths is
acknowledged to be valid by most traditional historians. Notable authorities have
estimated a much higher number of German expellee deaths.[17]
An estimated 5.7 million Germans already residing in Germany died from the starvation
policies implemented by the Allies after the war. James Bacque details how this 5.7
million death total is calculated:
The population of all occupied Germany in October 1946 was 65,000,000,
according to the census prepared under the ACC. The returning prisoners
who were added to the population in the period October 1946-September
1950 numbered 2,600,000 (rounded), according to records in the archives of
the four principal Allies. Births according to the official German statistical
agency, Statistisches Bundesamt, added another 4,176,430 newcomers to
Germany. The expellees arriving totaled 6,000,000. Thus, the total
population in 1950 before losses would have been 77,776,430, according to
the Allies themselves. Deaths officially recorded in the period 1946-50 were
3,235,539, according to the UN Yearbook and the German government.
Emigration was about 600,000, according to the German government. Thus,
the population found should have been 73,940,891. But the census of 1950
done by the German government under Allied supervision found only
68,230,796. There was a shortage of 5,710,095 people, according to the
official Allied figures (rounded to 5,700,000).[18]
The sum of 1.5 million German POWs, 2.1 million German expellees, and 5.7 million
German residents equals the minimum estimate of 9.3 million Germans who died
needlessly after the war. This is far more Germans than died during the Second World
War. Millions of these Germans slowly starved to death wwhile the Allies withheld
available food. The majority of these postwar dead Germans were women, children, and
very old men. Their deaths have never been honestly reported by the Allies, the German
government, or most historians. Instead, all that is ever memorialized is the alleged
genocide of European Jewry.

Allied Guilt and Apathy

The Allies have also been declared guilty of not doing more to prevent the so-called
Holocaust. Jewish historian Deborah Lipstadt writes:[19]
“A real antipathy toward Jews certainly affected the Allied response. While
no one among the Allies or in the press wanted to see Jews killed, virtually
no one was willing to advocate that steps be taken to try to stop the carnage.
Many Allied officials in positions of power in London and Washington were
tired of hearing about Jews and even more tired of being asked to do
something about them even though there were steps that could have been
taken.”
Elie Wiesel writes in regard to the Allies’ failure to rescue European Jewry:[20]
“It almost seems as if both diplomats and statesmen spent more time
inventing reasons not to save the Jews than trying to find a way to save
them.”
U.S. Presidents Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan, and George H. W. Bush have all made
statements that the United States will never again fail to act to stop something as evil as
the genocide of European Jewry. At the dedication of the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, President Bill Clinton spoke in a similar vein:[21]
“For those of us here today representing the nations of the West, we must live forever
with this knowledge: Even as our fragmentary awareness of crimes grew into
indisputable facts, far too little was done.”
Michael Goldberg says in regard to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum:[22]
“The museum stands as a grim reminder that for all its purported ideals,
America nevertheless turned its back on Jews fleeing Hitler…Hence, the
museum’s recalling what happened to Jews in the past may move
Americans and their national policymakers in Washington to support Israel
in the present, lest in the future, the same fate lie in store for Jews again—
and the same moral failure await Americans once more.”
President Barack Obama affirmed on the 70th anniversary of the liberation of
Dachau:[23] “…we fervently vow that such atrocities will never happen again” and
“History will not repeat itself.”
Of course, President Obama forgot to tell his audience that most of the inmates at
Dachau died of natural causes. Obama also conveniently failed to mention that the single
biggest atrocity that occurred at Dachau was the mass murder by American troops of 520
German guards on the day Dachau was liberated.[24]

Reparations to Jews
German guilt for the so-called Holocaust has resulted in massive reparations being paid
to Holocaust survivors and the State of Israel. German reparations to Jews were
discussed from the beginning of World War II. Tom Segev writes:[25]
“The idea [of reparations] seems to have been in the air from the time the
war started, apparently sparked by the punitive reparations payments
imposed on Germany at the end of World War I. Ben-Guiron received a
memorandum on the subject as early as 1940. Berl Katznelson spoke of it
publicly toward the end of that year. By December 1942, there was already

a private organization in Tel Aviv called Justicia that offered to help Nazi
victims draft compensation demands.”
Hatred of Germans in Israel was intense after the war. Many advocated a special law
barring Israelis from all social contacts with German citizens. However, since most
Israelis felt that the Germans owed them massive reparations for the so-called
Holocaust, Germany and Israel began negotiating reparations on March 20, 1952. The
Luxembourg Agreement was reached six months later and committed the German
government to paying massive reparations to Holocaust survivors.[26]
Nahum Goldmann said in a 1976 interview that the Luxembourg Agreement
“constituted an extraordinary innovation in the matter of international rights.” Goldmann
also boasted that he had obtained 10 to 14 times more from the Bonn government than
he had originally expected.[27]
Millions of Jews eventually received personal compensation for their pain and suffering
in the so-called Holocaust. The German federal government as of 1998 had paid
reparations to Israel and Third Reich victims of about $61.8 billion. In addition,
Germans had paid many additional billions in private and other public funds to wartime
forced laborers.[28] German reparations to Israel and Jews continue to this day.[29]

Jewish Solidarity
The Holocaust story is described by many Jewish leaders as a uniquely evil event. An
example of this view was expressed by Abraham H. Foxman when he was the National
Director of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith:[30]
“The Holocaust is something different. It is a singular event. It is not simply
one example of genocide but a near successful attempt on the life of God’s
chosen children and, thus, on God Himself. It is an event that is the
antithesis of Creation as recorded in the Bible; and like its direct opposite,
which is relived weekly with the Sabbath and yearly with the Torah, it must
be remembered from generation to generation.”
Michael Goldberg confirms that the Holocaust story has become a religion to many
Jews:[31]
“As the Holocaust has become many contemporary Jews’ master story, so,
too, its perpetual observance has become their paramount Jewish practice,
its veneration their religion. And as with any organized church, this
Holocaust cult has its own tenets of faith, rites, and shrines."
Israelis are obsessed with the history and heritage of the Holocaust. A 1992 study of
Israeli college students found that close to 80% of those asked identified with the
statement, “We are all Holocaust survivors.” The so-called Holocaust has become a way
for secular Jews to feel connected to their Jewish heritage.[32]
The Holocaust, which is remembered ritually through the observance of Holocaust
Remembrance Day, is a major means of creating solidarity among Jews. While some
Jewish communities experience conflicts among Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform
Jews, they set aside their differences and join together to remember the so-called
Holocaust. Any truth in Judaism’s slogan of “Jews Are One” manifests itself ritually on
Holocaust Remembrance Day.[33]

Conclusion

The alleged genocide of European Jewry has been used to justify the Allied war effort,
to establish the State of Israel, to justify Israeli violence against its neighbors, to induce
guilt in both Germans and the Allied nations, to cover up and ignore Allied crimes
against Germans, to allow Jews to receive massive reparations from Germany, and to
create solidarity in the Jewish community. The extreme importance of the Holocaust
story in advancing Zionist/Jewish interests ensures that this falsification of history will
continue in the future.
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Commandant of Auschwitz | CODOH
by Carlo Mattogno, Rudolf Höss

Abstract
From 1940 to 1943, Rudolf Höss was the commandant of the infamous Auschwitz
Camp. Today’s orthodox narrative has it that during this time, some 500,000 people were
killed at Auschwitz in gas chambers. Yet when Höss was captured after the war, he
confessed to having killed some 2,500,000 during that time. 40 years later, it was
revealed that Höss had been severely tortured by his British interrogators. This is an
excerpt of the upcoming study by Carlo Mattogno. It tells the gripping story of Höss’s
capture and mistreatments, and presents the texts of the various “confessions” which the
British extorted from Höss while in their custody.

Introduction
In the Preface to the complete English translation of Rudolf Höss’s notes which he wrote
while in Polish custody in Cracow, Steven Paskuly, editor of the work, writes that they
“are perhaps the most important document attesting the Holocaust” (Paskuly, p. 11). In
his introduction, he adds (ibid., p. 21):
“There are fanatical groups in the United States, France, and even Australia
who call themselves ‘The Revisionist Historians.’ They actually propose
that Höss never wrote these documents – that they are a fraud. They also
stated that even if the documents were written by Höss, they were obviously
done under duress from the ‘Communist authorities’ in Poland. The
‘research’ and the conclusions of these ‘historians’ are absolute rubbish.”
It is not worth responding to accusations apparently arising from crude ignorance, which
extends even to basic notions of current orthodox Holocaust historiography, as I will
show below. It is worthwhile, however, to highlight Paskuly’s statement that the former
commander of Auschwitz “fails to mention that the camp regulations and punishments
were formulated by Höss himself” (ibid., p. 22), where he confounds Höss’s Crakow
writing titled “Lagerordnung für die Konzentrationslager”[1] (translated by Paskuly as
“Rules and Regulations for Concentration Camps”; ibid., pp. 209-218), which Höss had
jotted down from memory (see Chapter III.1.), with the 1941 “Dienstvorschrift für
Konzentrationslager (Lagerordnung)” (“Service Regulations for Concentration Camps
(Camp Regulations)”), of which only the title page and the table of contents are
known.[2]
Already in 1987, I published a book dedicated to Höss’s various post-war statements
(Mattogno 1987). It listed 60 objections characterized by internal contradictions and
insurmountable contradictions to the orthodox holocaust narrative of that time, thus
showing that “the former commander of Auschwitz lied on all essential points of his
‘eye-witness testimony,’ which must therefore be rejected as a vulgar fraud.” The
tortures inflicted by the British on Höss at the time, which in 1987 had already been
documented, were therefore not mentioned a priori in order to invalidate Höss’s
declarations, but a posteriori in order to explain the contradictions and absurdities found
in his statements.

In the present study, for which I had access to an enormously larger documentation, I
approach the topic from a different angle. The fundamental problem which no one has
ever considered is whether the core of Höss’s first statements mirrored reality, or
whether it mirrored some preordained “truth” which the British questioning Höss forced
him to comply with in order to “confirm” it. In other words: did those statements come
from Höss or from his torturers? Hence, are they true or not? And what is the
relationship between Höss’s first statements and those he made later?
This study is a well-founded and documented answer to these questions.

PART ONE: RUDOLF HÖSS’S STATEMENTS
I. Arrest and First Statement to the British
1. The Arrest
On March 15, 1946, the Field Security Section 92 summarized the events of Rudolf
Höss’s arrest with reference to a report dated 13 November 1945:[3]
“After five months of continuous investigations, interrogations and
extensive searches, this Section has succeeded in arresting SS
Obersturmbannfuehrer HOESS Rudolf Franz Ferdinand, who commanded
the notorious AUSCHWITZ Concentration Camp which was built under his
supervision and who, in 1943, became chief of Amt 1 of Amtsgruppe D
(Inspectorate of Concentration Camps) in the SS Wirtschafts und
Verwaltungs Hauptamt. [4]
As mentioned in the above quoted previous report, HOESS’ wife and her five children
were located in this Section’s area (Sugar Factory, ST MICHAELISDONN.
SUEDERDITMARSCHEN).
When last interrogated in November 1945, Frau HOESS stated that she had last seen her
husband in RENDSBURG on 30 April 1945. By assessing various psychological aspects
of her story, members of this Section gained the firm impression that she was lying.
After careful plans for her re-interrogation, based on data accumulated during the
elapsed five months, had been worked out, Frau HOESS was arrested during the night of
5 Mar 46. It was only at 1600 hrs on the 11 Mar 46 that she finally broke down and
admitted having been visited by HOESS in ST MICHAELISDONN in July 1945, that
she had communicated with him later and that she knew his present whereabouts. She
named as his address – GOTTRUPEL near FLENSBURG, c/o the farmer, Hans Peter
HANSEN.”
Höss’s wife, Hedwig, was therefore arrested in the middle of the night, obviously in
order to terrorize her and her five children, and “she finally[!] broke down” six days
later. We will see later what methods were used to achieve this.
The British had been tracking down Höss for months. A “Report on search for
Obersturmbannführer SS – HÖSS and investigation of alleged Nazi cell in ST
MICHAELISDONN,” signed with “Sgt. 92 Field Security Section (Southern SubArea),” undated but written sometime between late October 1945 and prior to Höss’s
arrest, begins with this statement:
“339 FS Section, BRUNSBÜTTEL had received information via Umland
agency, that the wife of SS Obersturmbannführer HÖSS ex-Kommandant of

the notorious AUSCHWITZ Concentration Camp, was living in the Sugar
Factory, ST MICHAELISDONN. Two NCO’s of that Section interviewed
Frau HÖSS, found her in possession of astonishingly large quantities of
dresses, furs, cloth and other valuables, but she disclaimed all knowledge of
the whereabouts of her husband. Some time after this, an officer of JAG
(War Crimes) contacted 339 FSS and was eventually, since this Detachment
had arrived in the area, passed on to us.”
On October 24, 1945, the Field Security Section 92 organized a raid at the sugar factory
of St Michaelisdonn, during which they interviewed all employees as well as Höss’s
wife. She made detailed statements about her husband, but did not reveal his hiding
place. Meanwhile, the British had arrested Karl Sommer, who had been deputy chief of
Office D II of the WVHA.4 Sommer reported that all members of Office Group D had
assumed pseudonyms, and that Höss was now Driver Lang.[5] The former commander
of Auschwitz called himself Franz Lang.
Field Security Section 92, assisted by Section 318, went to Gottrupel on the night of
March 13, where the farm was surrounded at 11 PM. Höss was surprised in pajamas.[6]
“He was forced down immediately and his mouth prised open. The Medical
Officier of 5 RHA, 7 Armd Div rapidly examined him for any hidden
poison as we had obtained information that all members of Amtsgruppe D
had been issued with the same poison with which Reichsfuehrer SS
HIMMLER had succeeded in killing himself after capture.
HOESS was living under the alias of LANG Franz at this farm (see attached
statement[7]) but admitted his true identity within ten minutes of his arrest.
He was brought back to the barracks of 5 RHA in HEIDE. After preliminary
interrogation, it was thought best to submit an interrogation report in the
form of a statement in his own words, signed by him and witnessed by two
NCOs of this Section, who were present throughout the entire proceedings.
HOESS gave his statement in a very matter of fact manner and it appears he
is quite willing to give information.
Rudolf Franz Ferdinand HOESS must be regarded as one of the major War
Criminals. While Commandant of AUSCHWITZ Concentration Camp, he
was entrusted by the Reichsfuehrer SS HIMMLER with the task of
exterminating the Jews of EUROPE.
The Reichsfuehrer communicated this to him in the course of a personal
interview. During this time in Amtsgruppe D as the head of the Politische
Abteilung, he can be held partially responsible for what happened in all
other Concentration Camps – eg: – as recently as April 1945, he was
advising KRAMER of BELSEN on how to cope with the situation.”
On the day of the arrest, Captain William Cross, Chief of Field Security Section 92,
signed the form “War Criminal Arrest Report” of the “Military Government of
Germany,” which provides all the relevant details; in addition to the date and time
(March 11, 1946, at 23 PM), it contains the following statement (see Document 1):
“Ich bin Rudolf Höss und war Kommadant [sic] von Auschwitz, mein Rank
[sic] war SS Obersturmbannfüh[rer].”
“I am Rudolf Höss and was Komma[n]dant of Auschwitz, my rank was SS
Obersturmbannfüh[rer].”

The handwriting has some similarities with that of other manuscripts by Höss, but it
differs from his handwriting in various letters. If the above sentence was indeed written
by Höss, one can be certain that he was not himself.
On March 15, 1946, Höss was handed over to Captain Harvey Alexander of the War
Crimes Investigation Team, which led him to the Rhine Army. On March 30, the
prisoner was transferred to HQ 30 Corps District, in a detention facility called “Tomato”
in Minden.[8]
After his extradition to Poland (May 25, 1946), while in prison at Cracow, Höss
recounted his experience during his arrest:[9]
“I was arrested on 11 March 1946 (at 11 pm). My phial of poison had been
broken two days before. When I was aroused from sleep, I thought at first, I
was being attacked by robbers, for many robberies were taking place at that
time. That was how they managed to arrest me. I was maltreated by the
Field Security Police. I was dragged to Heide where I was put in those very
barracks from which I had been released by the British eight months earlier.
At my first interrogation, evidence was obtained by beating me. I do not
know what is in the protocol, although I signed it. Alcohol and the whip
were too much for me. The whip was my own, which by chance had gotten
into my wife’s luggage. It had hardly ever touched my horse, far less the
prisoners. Nevertheless, one of my interrogators was convinced that I had
perpetually used it for flogging the prisoners.
After some days, I was taken to Minden-on-the-Weser, the main
interrogation center in the British Zone. There I received further rough
treatment at the hands of the 1st English public prosecutor, a major. The
conditions in the prison accorded with this behavior.” (My emphasis)
This description, as Robert Faurisson unambiguously clarified in a valuable article
(Faurisson 1986, 1987), is fully in line with reality. He drew attention to a book
published in 1983: Rupert Butler’s Legions of Death, which recounted Höss’s arrest by
the team of “Bernard Clarke, a British Jew and a sergeant in 92nd Field Security
Section”:
“At 5 pm on 11 March 1946, Frau Hoess opened her front door to six
intelligence specialists in British uniform, most of them tall and menacing
and all of them practised in the more sophisticated techniques of sustained
and merciless investigation.
No physical violence was used on the family: it was scarcely necessary.
Wife and children were separated and guarded. Clarke’s tone was
deliberately low-key and conversational.
He began mildly: ‘I understand your husband came to see you as recently as
last night.’
Frau Hoess merely replied: ‘I haven’t seen him since he absconded months
ago.’
Clarke tried once more, saying gently but with a tone of reproach: ‘You
know that isn’t true.’ Then all at once his manner changed and he was
shouting: ‘If you don’t tell us we’ll turn you over to the Russians and they’ll
put you before a firing-squad. Your son will go to Siberia.’

It proved more than enough. Eventually, a broken Frau Hoess betrayed the
whereabouts of the former Auschwitz Kommandant, the man who now
called himself Franz Lang. Suitable intimidation of the son and
daughter[10] produced precisely identical information” (My emphasis)
And here is the description of the arrest as published by Butler (pp. 235-237):
“Hoess screamed in terror at the mere sight of British uniforms. Clarke
yelled: ‘What is your name?’
With each answer of ‘Franz Lang’, Clarke’s hand crashed into the face of
his prisoner. The fourth time that happened, Hoess broke and admitted who
he was.
The admission suddenly unleashed the loathing of the Jewish sergeants in
the arresting party whose parents had died in Auschwitz following an order
signed by Hoess.
The prisoner was torn from the top bunk, the pyjamas ripped from his body.
He was then dragged naked to one of the slaughter tables, where it seemed
to Clarke the blows and screams were endless.
Eventually, the Medical Officier urged the Captain: ‘Call them off, unless
you want to take back a corpse.’ A blanket was thrown over Hoess and he
was dragged to Clarke’s car, where the sergeant poured a substantial slug of
whisky down his throat. Then Hoess tried to sleep. Clarke thrust his service
stick under the man’s eyelids, and ordered in German: ‘Keep your pig eyes
open, you swine.’ For the first time Hoess trotted out his oft-repeated
justification: ‘I took my orders from Himmler. I am a soldier in the same
way as you are a soldier and we had to obey orders.’
The party arrived back at Heide around three in the morning. The snow was
swirling still, but the blanket was torn from Hoess and he was made to walk
completely nude through the prison yard to his cell.[11] It took three days to
get a coherent statement out of him. But once he started talking, there was
no holding him.”
While in Nuremberg, Höss told psychologist Leon Goldensohn:[12]
“I was in Schleswig-Holstein, barefooted in a cell. When the British
captured me, I was naked, and they just threw a couple of blankets around
me and took me to prison. They didn’t give me any shoes or socks.”
Faurisson noted that the tortures inflicted on Höss had been confirmed by Moritz von
Schirmeister, a former associate of Joseph Goebbels at the Reich’s Ministry of
Propaganda. On May 7, 1948, he wrote a letter to Höss’s wife on request of the former
commander of Auschwitz:[13]
“Of course, it is already more than two years ago that I was brought from
Minden to Nuremberg together with your husband – on March 31 and April
1, 1946. But I promised your husband back then that after my release I
would write you and convey his greetings.”
At Nuremberg, von Schirmeister was a witness to the defense and was about to be
released soon. In the car carrying him, he sat in the backseat together with Höss, with
whom he could speak freely during transit; in particular, he remembered Höss’s

following outburst (see Document 3):
“On the things he is accused of, he told me: ‘Certainly, I signed a statement
that I killed two and a half million Jews. But I could just as well have said
that it was five million Jews. There are certain methods by which any
confession can be obtained, whether it is true or not.’”
Von Schirmeister wrote that Höss thought it was his duty to help his “comrades” by
testifying during the Nuremberg trial that only “very few knew about certain events,” but
added that the future of his wife and children “was the only thing that worried him.”
Although Höss was “treated well” in Nuremberg, meaning that he was no longer
subjected to physical abuse, the threat that his wife and children would be handed over
to the Soviets, which the British may have arranged already, “proved more than
enough.”
While in prison at Minden, Höss was brutally treated to induce him to “confess,” as Ken
Jones reported in 1986 (Mason 1986):
“Mr Ken Jones was then a private with the Fifth Royal Horse Artillery
stationed at Heidi [sic] in Schleswig Holstein. ‘They brought him to us
when he refused to co-operate over questioning about his activities during
the war. He came in the winter of 1945/46 and was put in a small cell in the
barracks,’ recalls Mr Jones. Two other soldiers were detailed with Mr Jones
to join Hoss [sic] in his cell to help break him down for interrogation. ‘We
sat in the cell with him, night and day, armed with axe handles. Our job was
to prod him every time he fell asleep to help break down his resistance,’
said Mr Jones. When Hoss was taken out for exercise, he was made to wear
only jeans and a thin cotton shirt in the bitter cold. After three days and
nights without sleep, Hoss finally broke down and made a full confession to
the authorities.”
This “confession” consists of the interrogation minutes signed by Höss at 2:30 AM on
March 14, 1946.[14] It will be analyzed in Part Two. It had to be expected that this
confession ends with an assertion claiming that it was made voluntarily and is truthful,
but in the light of what was revealed here, this sounds tragically ironic: the document
states indeed that its content corresponds to the statements made by the interrogatee and
constitutes “die reine Wahrheit” – “the pure truth.” This is followed by the signatures of
two witnesses and by Captain William Cross’s assertion that Höss had made this
statement “voluntarily”!
It is worthwhile keeping in mind what Höss wrote about it in his Cracow notes:
“I do not know what is in the protocol, although I signed it.”
Jones mentions another person who would have had a major part in the first
interrogation of former Auschwitz commander: Vera Atkinson, who had appeared during
the TV show “Secret Hunters.” Ella “told how Hoss [sic] made a full and frank
confession to the killing of two-and-a half million inmates of the concentration camp”
(Mason 1986). During a video interview in January 1987, she made the following
statements as reproduced in a 2012 book (Footitt/Kelly, pp. 61f.):
“While she was there [in the British zone], Rudolf Höss was captured and
kept in a small prison in Minden (not far from Bad Oeynhausen). Vera was
asked to act as interpreter at his interrogation because she was the only
trustworthy person who could speak good enough German. Despite her
many years of intelligence work, this experience was not without emotional

consequences for her.
He was disguised as a local countryman, with big moustache disguise. The
interrogation started as: ‘So you are Blinky Blonk – the assumed name’, and
he said ‘Yes!’ ‘and you’ve been on the farm, working on the farm?’ ‘Yes’
‘and you had the lack of feeling to steal a bike from one of the farmers’.
That was what we pretended to accuse him of, and he claimed that that was
absolutely wrong. ‘Well possibly, possibly, possibly that’s true. But we
know that you are not XX, because we know that you are Rudolph [sic]
Höss, former commandant of Auschwitz’. Höss was taken outside to the
courtyard, and the sergeant removed his moustache. He no longer denied
who he was. 1 million 500 thousand people killed under his surveillance
was the accusation, but he claimed that that was their own figure, but the
correct one was over 2 million, about 2 million 300 thousand. We were all
struck silent for a moment.”
This story is clearly imaginative; in addition, Atkinson confused Höss with Pohl, as
derives from her reference to the theft of a bike. Pohl had been arrested on May 27, 1946
on a farm “ostensibly on a charge of stealing a bicycle.”[15]
Thomas Harding reported that a Jewish great uncle of his, the British Army captain
Howard Harvey Alexander, called Hanns, had a prominent role in Höss’s capture.
Earlier, on December 10, 1945, he had arrested Gustav Simon, the former Gauleiter and
chief of the civilian administration in Luxembourg, who committed suicide a week
later.[16] In a report dated “5/DEC/45" [sic] and signed by himself, he reported on the
facts of the arrest. At first, he pointed out his qualifications:[17]
“Report of Captain Alexander H.H. of J.A.G. [Judge Advocate General]
Staff Pool, H.Q. B.A.O.R. [British Army of the Rhine] attached to No. 1
War Crimes Investigation Team, c/o H.Q. 4th Wilts. [4th Battalion of the
Wiltshire Regiment] at Belsen Camp.”
Other documents confirm that Captain Alexander belonged to this unit headquartered at
“Hohne (Belsen) Camp.”17
On March 8, 1946, he went to the headquarters of the British Field Security Section 92
located at Heide. The British had created more than a hundred Field Security Sections,
who controlled the territory of northern Germany with police and counter-espionage
jurisdiction. Alexander explained to Cross, the head of this unit, that he had been put in
charge of tracking down Höss. Although it was unknown where he was hiding, his
family, who lived at an old farm at St. Michaelisdonn, was kept under surveillance.
Cross objected that this was not his unit’s task, but was convinced otherwise by the
importance of the fugitive. A day earlier, hence on March 7th, Alexander had arrested
Höss’s wife Hedwig. She was interrogated in a cell, but refused to reveal her husband’s
hiding place. Then Alexander went to the farm and interrogated Höss’s children, all
minors (3 to 16 years old) who had been left behind alone. Not getting the answers he
wanted, he jailed them as well, but Höss’s wife still wouldn’t talk.[18]
“With their tactics of isolation and intimidation failing to produce a result,
Hanns realised that they must develop an alternative approach. At twilight
on 11 March 1946, a noisy old steam train was driven past the rear of the
prison. Hanns burst into Hedwig’s cell and informed her that the train was
about to take her son to Siberia and that she would never see Klaus again.
Allowing the message to sink in for a few moments, Hanns then added that

she could prevent her son’s deportation if she told him where her husband
was living and under what alias. Hanns then left Hedwig sitting on her cot
with a piece of paper and a pencil. When he returned ten minutes later, he
saw that she had written a note with Rudolf’s location and his alias: the
Kommandant of Auschwitz was living at Hans Peter Hansen’s farm in
Gottrupel under the name ‘Franz Lang’.”
Having obtained that information, Cross and Alexander hatched a plan for Höss’s arrest:
“Over the next hour the men of Field Security Section 92 were assembled
and briefed on the operation. Many of them were German Jews like Hanns,
from the Pioneer Corps – men who had been driven out of their country and
who had lost family members in Auschwitz. Some had kept their original
names, such as Kuditsch and Wiener. Others had taken on British-sounding
names, like Roberts, Cresswell and Shiffers. There were also English-born
soldiers from Jewish families, similarly enraged, men such as Bernard
Clarke, from the south coast, and Karl ‘Blitz’ Abrahams, from Liverpool.”
Alexander also got in touch with the Field Security Section 318 and brought with him a
physician from the 5th Royal Horse Artillery Regiment. This gang, which consisted of
25 men, acted the night of March 11, 1946:
“Rudolf was ‘woken with a start’ by the commotion outside. At first, he was
unconcerned, assuming ‘that it was one of the robberies which were
frequent at this time in the area’. Then he heard a stern voice ordering him
to open up. Realising that he had no alternative, Rudolf opened the door.
Two men in British uniform stood facing him. Rudolf could tell by their
insignia that one was a captain, the other a doctor. Behind them stood at
least twenty soldiers, their guns drawn. He was confused by the lights and
the presence of all these men.
Without warning the tall, handsome, fierce-looking captain thrust a pistol in
his mouth. He was then searched for cyanide pills. ‘Go and see that he is
clean,’ Hanns said to the doctor, holding Rudolf while his mouth was
searched for vials of poison. After a few seconds, the doctor gave the allclear.
The captain began talking in perfect German.[19] It was immediately
obvious to Rudolf that the man was a native speaker. He introduced himself
as Captain Alexander of the British War Crimes Investigation Team, and
demanded his identity documents – Franz Lang, temporary card number
B22595. Hanns had seen this name on the plate next to the barn door, but
knew it to be untrue. The man looked too similar to the figure in the
photograph that he carried with him. Older, sicker, thinner, to be sure, but
similar.
Hanns flashed the photograph and told Rudolf that he believed him to be the
Kommandant of Auschwitz. Again Rudolf denied the claim, pointing once
more at his identity papers. Perhaps he would be able to wriggle out of this:
after all, the British had let him slip through their fingers in the past.
However, Hanns remained convinced. He rolled back the man’s shirtsleeves
to see if there was a blood group tattooed on his arm, but there was nothing.
The conversation went round in circles. Yet Hanns wasn’t going to give up.
His eyes roved about the barn entrance searching for a way to prove the
man’s identity. At last Hanns looked down and noticed his wedding ring.

‘Give it to me,’ he said.
‘I can’t, it has been stuck for years,’ Rudolf answered.
‘No problem,’ Hanns said, ‘I’ll just cut off your finger.’”
Alexander asked one of his soldiers to bring a knife, and at this point Höss caved in and
handed it over. Inside the ring there were the names “Rudolf” and “Hedwig.”
“Having identified his man, Hanns was ready to make the arrest. But he
sensed that his colleagues wanted to vent their hatred. Indeed, he wanted to
join in. He had to make a quick decision: should he allow them free rein, or
should he protect Rudolf? Turning to his men, Hanns said, ‘In ten minutes I
want to have Höss in my car – undamaged’ and walked off. He knew that
this made him responsible for what was about to happen, but he was
prepared to face the consequences.
Rudolf was immediately surrounded by the remaining soldiers, who dragged
him to one of the barn’s slaughter tables, tore the pyjamas from his body
and beat him with axe handles. Rudolf screamed, but the blows kept
coming. After a short period, the doctor spoke to Hanns: ‘Call them off,’, he
said, ‘unless you want to take back a corpse.’
Just as suddenly as it had started, the beating stopped. A rough woollen
blanket was wrapped around Rudolf’s shoulders and he was carried out of
the barn.”
Höss was loaded onto a truck and taken to a prison in Heide. Along the way Alexander
interrogated him. Höss admitted that he had been the commander of Auschwitz and
claimed he was “personally responsible for the deaths of 10,000 people.”
The gang stopped in a bar in the city center to celebrate the arrest (Harding 2013b, pp.
240-244):
“After they were finished celebrating, Hanns walked back to the truck,
pulled Rudolf out of the vehicle, removed the blanket from his shoulders,
and made him walk naked to the prison on the other side of the snowcovered square. Once inside the prison, Hanns, along with a sergeant from
the Field Security Section, began Rudolf’s first formal interrogation.
Alcohol was forced down the prisoner’s throat and they beat him with his
own whip, confiscated from the barn in Gottrupel. A pair of handcuffs were
on his wrists at all times, and with the temperature in the cell well below
freezing, Rudolf’s uncovered feet quickly developped frostbite.”
Here Harding reproduces a very telling photograph captioned “Rudolf Höss, after British
arrest, March 1946” (ibid., p. 244, see Document 4). There are other photographs of the
time, one of which is particularly significant (ibid., p. 245, see Document 4a).
“Three days later, on 15 March 1946, Hanns delivered Rudolf to Camp
Tomato, a British-run prison near the town of Minden. There, Colonel
Gerald Draper – the War Crimes Group’s lawyer – began a further round of
intensive questioning. A few hours afterwards, Rudolf’s statement was
typed into an eight-page confession and a one-paragraph summary. It was
the first time that a concentration camp Kommandant had provided details
of the Final Solution. Rudolf had confessed to coordinating the killing of
two million people.”

The date of March 15 is obviously incorrect, unless it refers to the English translation of
the “confession” (see below).
A Jewish sergeant from Liverpool, Karl Louis Abrahams, was also part of the unit which
arrested Höss. On March 24, 1946, he wrote a letter to his wife, Betty, in which he
informed her of the capture of “the greatest swine that ever was” (Jackman):
“His interrogation was an experience I shall never forget. We were at it for
about three days and two nights on the trot. No sleep – the atmosphere was
weird and unreal as we heard him confessing that he had personally
supervised the gassing and burning of over two and a half million human
beings – mostly our fellow Jews.”
On March 27, 1985, William Cross wrote an informative letter to Colonel Robson on
Höss’s arrest, in which he confirmed the picture outlined above:[20]
“With regard to the interrogation of Frau Hoess, we received information
that this person was living in a flat in a brewery in our area. We knew from
experience that widows usually had photographs of their late husband, and
we visited Frau Hoess and three sons; I think the eldest was about sixteen.
She was asked where her husband was and she replied that he was dead.
Searching the flat we could not find a photograph, and felt that he was alive.
After a few months and no trace of him we decided to arrest her and the
three sons[[21]] and place them in jail, Frau Hoess was put in a separate cell.
For five days she was visited and asked one question – ‘Where is your
husband’, and for five days her answer was ‘He is dead’; we knew this was
untrue.
On the morning of the sixth day we put on an act; the rear of the cells
backed on to a railway line and a train was organised to come to the rear of
the cells with as much noise as possible, and stop outside.
We then informed Frau Hoess that the train outside was there to take her
three sons to Sibera, unless she told us where her husband was and his
aliases; if she did not do this then she could have two minutes to say
goodbye to her sons, or tell us what we wanted to know. We left her for ten
minutes or so with paper and pencil to write down the information we
required. Fortunately our bluff worked; she wrote down the information and
she and her sons were sent home.
That is how Rudolf Hoess, alias Franz Lang was captured.”
Inge-Brigitte, Höss’s youngest daughter, was located and interviewed by Thomas
Harding while he was doing research for his already-mentioned book. In this interview,
she stated (Harding 2013a):
“‘I remember when they came to our house to ask questions,’ she says, her
voice tight. ‘I was sitting on the table with my sister. I was about 13 years
old. The British soldiers were screaming:
‘Where is your father? Where is your father?’ over and over again. I got a
very bad headache. I went outside and cried under a tree. [...]’
The story continues. ‘My older brother Klaus was taken with my mother. He

was beaten badly by the British. My mother heard him scream in pain from
the room next door. Just like any mother, she wanted to protect her son, so
she told them where my father was.’”
2. Statement of March 14, 1946
The history of this document has quite some enigmatic aspects. There is, first of all, a
handwritten text by Höss of 10 pages, with a progressive numbering from 2 to 11 by the
British, but without date and signature. The page numbers are at the top within a
circle.[22] It consists of a duplicate text, that is, a first version going from pages 2 to 5,
and a second, which looks like a neat copy, from pages 6 to 11. Pages 2 and 6, as well as
3 and 7 correspond almost completely to each other (except for minor variations), while
pages 4 and 5 have no match in the second version, and pages 9 and 10 have none in the
first version. Page 8 corresponds to page 11. The second version has an incomplete page
numbering, with the numbers placed at the top left before the text; page 7 has the
number 2, page 9 the number 4, and page 10 the Roman number “II”; the other pages do
not contain numbers.
Next, there is an 8-page typed German-language text that should be the transcript of the
manuscript. The last page has the handwritten date “March 14, 46” and the time, 2:30,
followed by Höss’s signature. Beneath that the following typed phrase appears:
“Ich habe das vorher Angefuehrte gelesen und bestaetige dass es meinen
eigenen Ausfuehrungen entspricht und dass es die reine Wahrheit ist. 14 mar
46.”
“I have read the text written above and confirm that it corresponds to my
statements and that it is the absolute truth. 14 mar 46.”
Underneath this, yet another handwritten date and time as well as Höss’s signature
appear. This is the only page signed by him.
At the bottom, there are two lines with the label “witnessed,” but only the second is
filled out and signed by Sergeant Kudisch and dated, March 14, 1946.
The document closes with this typewritten text (see Document 6):[23]
“I certify that the above-named NCOs – Sjt KUDISCH M and Sjt
ROBERTS HK – were present throughout the entire proceedings whilst the
prisoner Rudolf HOESS made this statement voluntarily. 14 Mar 1946. Capt
CC 92 Field Security Section.”
The main mystery is that this German “transcript” contains fundamental passages – such
as Höss’s meeting with Himmler in Berlin, his visit to Treblinka, and the figure of three
million Auschwitz victims – which have no equivalent passages in the two handwritten
texts. Were these missing passages added later by Höss? But if that is so, then why are
they not in any of the two handwritten texts? Or were they compiled by the British? If
we consider that Höss stated he signed this document without knowing what was in it,
this suggest that the second option is correct. However, the problem of authenticity of
this text is only second in importance to that of its truthfulness, since Höss willingly or
unwillingly supported this transcript by formally certifying it as the “absolute truth.” For
this reason, I consider Höss to be the author of this text when analyzing it in Part Two,
although there are serious doubts about it.
This document was then translated into English. This results from the headline
“Production No. AD/2,” which also appears as a header of the German transcript, where

it is all hand-written. This 8-page typed text is full of handwritten additions in English,
mostly translation of German terms. At the end it is dated March 15, 1946, no doubt the
day the translation was made. As is apparent from the attestations appearing on the last
page, the translation was created in sections by three interpreters:
“I hereby certify that I have truly and accurately translated pages 1 – 3 of
the original statement of Rudolf Hoess.”
This is followed by the signature of B. Grant and his qualification. The second certificate
covers pages 4-6 and is signed by W. Rose. The last one refers to pages 7-8 and has the
signature of P.D. Wuerzburger.
Finally, next to the date, there is the signature of Captain William Cross, Commander of
the “92 Field Security Section” (see Document 7).
This translation then became Nuremberg document NO-1210. At least two official
transcripts of this translation exist. One is preserved at the Centre de Documentation
Juive Contemporaine in Paris and has the archival reference CXXXII-18; the document
is classified as “D/749a 167b.” The text is a transcript of the above-mentioned
typewritten text without the handwritten additions. Another transcript is headed
“Translation of Document No. NO-1210 Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes.”
The text, all typed, also includes the handwritten parts of the original text. At the end,
after the three translation certifications mentioned earlier, there is a “Certificate of
Translation” stating:
“I, Jules N. Beaumont, Civ. No. X-045038, hereby certify that I am
thoroughly conversant with the English and German languages and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the original document No.
NO-1210. Jules N. Beaumont. Civ. No. X-045038.”
The date given (March 15) is clearly wrong. This version contains two handwritten notes
in German that refer to an original. The first, p. 2, says “unsinnige Übersetzung”
(“senseless translation,” next to the sentence: “I was given the order, by a higher
authority the then inspectorate of the concentration camps”), while the other on p. 3,
next to the phrase “(page 2 of the original),” says “Original unleserlich” (“Original
illegible”). This indicates that the person adding these handwritten remarks probably had
the German transcript available, and that he disagreed with the translation. It can be
ruled out that this is Höss’s handwriting, but it cannot be determined with certainty that
it is Beaumont’s, because this translation does not contain his handwritten signature. If
these are Beaumont’s remarks, he obviously was not the author of the translation, as one
would assume from his attestation.
In addition to the three texts mentioned above, there is another translation, unfortunately
without date or signature. The text consists of nine pages, the first of which is torn at the
top margin, so the first two lines read only:[24]
“… Franz LANG – having been duly warned... that the following statements
are true.”
The comparison between this translation and the one appearing in the three documents
mentioned earlier is not of particular interest to this study. Hence, I merely list a few
examples (the first quote is from the text “Production No. AD/2,” the second from the
translation certified by Beaumont):
1) “I was given the order, by an higher authority” (p. 1)

2) “My higher authority, The Inspectorate of Concentration Camps, instructed me” (p.
1).
1) “The Fuehrer ordered the solution of the Jewish question in Europe. A few so-called
Vernichtungslager are existing in the general government (BELZEK near RAWA
RUSKA Ost Polen, Tublinka [sic] near MALINA [sic] on the River Bug, and WOLZEK
near Lublin)” (p. 2).
2) “The Fuehrer has ordered a solution of the Jewish problem in EUROPE. At present
there are already several extermination camps in the territory of the General Government
(BELZEK near RAWA RUSKA, Eastern Poland, TEBLINKA [sic] near MALINA [sic]
on the river BUG and WOLZEK near LUBLIN” (p. 2).
1) “These camps were not very efficient and could not be enlarged. I visited the camp
TREBLINKA in Spring 1942 to inform myself about the conditions” (p. 2)
2) “But the capacity of these camps is very small and they cannot be further extended
(NB – At this point of giving his version of HIMMLER’S instructions, HOESS
remarked “I myself visited the camp TREBLINKA in the spring of 1942 in order to
acquaint myself with the conditions” (p. 2).
1) “In January 1945 there were about 63000 in all camps. In AUSCHWITZ I imagine
about 3,000,000 people were put to death, about 2,500,000 were put through the gaschambers” (p. 6)
2) “630,000[25] inmates was the combined state of all camps in January 1945.
According to my knowledge 3000000 people lost their lives in the concentration camp
AUSCHWITZ. I estimate that of these 2500,000 [sic] have been gassed” (p. 7/19).
2.1. The Two Handwritten Versions

In this subsection, I translate the most important passages of the two handwritten
statements of March 14, 1946:[26]
“[p. 2/6] i/Nov. [in Nov.] 1939 I became leader of the protective custody
camp in that place until my transfer to Auschwitz i.[n] May 1940.
[p. 3/7] [2.] I was commissioned by my superior authority, the former
Inspectorate of Concentration Camps, to create on the grounds of the former
Polish artillery barracks near Auschwitz a quarantine camp for inmates from
Poland. After Himmler had visited the camp in [the spring of] 1941, I
received the order to expand the camp as a large concentration camp for the
east[,] in particular to deploy the inmates in agriculture, which had to be
developed as much as possible, thereby turning the entire swamp and flood
plain near the River Vistula into arable land. Furthermore, he ordered to
make some 8 – 10,000 inmates available for the construction of a new Buna
factory of the I.G. Farben. He concomitantly ordered to create a PoW camp
for some 100,000 Russian PoWs in the Birkenau area. [He concomitantly
ordered the creation of a PoW camp in the Birkenau area for some 100,000
Russian PoWs].
The number of [admitted] inmates grew from day to day. Despite my
objection [objections] that there weren’t enough accommodations, more
internments were allocated to me. Since the sanitary facilities were not
enough [insufficient] in every way, diseases were inevitable,[.] hence
[Hence] mortality rose as well. Since it was not permitted to bury inmates,

crematoria had to be built.
In 1941, the first [large] internments of Jews from Slovakia a. [and] the
district of Upper Sil. [Upper Silesia] were carried out. Those unable to work
were gassed in the vestibule of the crematorium on orders of Himmler,
which he gave me personally.
Also, Russ. PoWs were transferred for gassings by the state police
headquarters of Breslau a. Troppau. [Russ. PoWs were also transferred for
gassings by the state police headquarters of Breslau a. Troppau.]
Since the newly to be erected [4] crematoria were finished only in 1942[,]
the inmates had to be gassed in provisionally erected gassing rooms, and
then cremated in pits in the ground. After the 4 large [lg.] crematoria had
been completed [finished] mass transports commenced from Greece,
France, Belgium a. Holland. All [inmates] capable of working had to be
separated at the transport train.
My objections to the Reichssicherheitshauptamt [RSHA][27] were
rejected[,] always due to an order from Himmler that these operations had to
be carried out expeditiously a. that every SS leader[,] impeding this in any
way should be held responsible.
The physicians tried everything in their power to fight the resulting
epidemics, due to the excessive overcrowding, almost all measures used
were futile.
Of the large transports of Jews, some 90,000 from Slovakia, 65,000 from
Greece, – 110,000 from France – 20,000 from Belgium, 90,000 from
Holland 400,000 from Hungary – 250,000 from Poland a. Upper Silesia
[Upper Sil.], 100,000 from Deutschland a. Theresienstadt were brought to
Auschwitz.
During these operations, usually 2-3 trains of 2,000 each were brought in.
During the Hungary operation as utmost 5 trains, that is, 10,000 people.[28]
[p. 4] Gassing Procedure
a/ in prov. Farmers [houses]
2 old farmhouses made free of gaps and equipped with strong wooden
doors.
The transports are unloaded on a side spur i/ Birkenau. Those who can walk
are selected a. led to the camps all luggage is put down a. later brought to
the property warehouses.
All others on foot to the facilities some 1 km away.
At night all in/truck, during days only the sick and those unable to walk.
All have to undress in front of the farmhouses.
The doors have a sign saying ‘Desinfection room’ then into the rooms
depending on size 2-300

The doors are screwed shut a. through sm. hatches 1-2 cans of Cyclon B
each is thrown in. Duration of exposure depending on weather 3 – 10
minutes.
After 1/2 an hour the corpses are dragged out by a unit – who work there
constantly – a. burned in pits in the ground. Duration 6-7 hours.
Prior to the incineration, gold teeth and rings are removed.
2 instructed medical orderlies throw in the gas cans a physician is present.
[b/] in the lg. crematoria
The transports arrive at a ramp near the 4 cremat. Unloading selection
taking away of luggage as above[.]
Those to be gassed walk into a large underground room provided with
benches a. provisions to keep the clothes. F
After that they walk into the actual gassing room which holds 2000 persons.
It is equipped with water pipes a. showers, creating the impression of a
washing facility. F
While undressing, the people are told that they have to remember exactly
where they put their clothes, so that they find them afterwards.
2 sergeants remain in the gas room until the end to prevent any unrest. At
the last moment, the iron doors are closed and 4-5 Cyclon cans are thrown
in through hatches. The Cyclon [is] a granular blue mass – hydrogen
cyanide – acts instantly – numbing.
After 1/2 an hour the fans are turned on a. the corpses are driven to the
cremation furnaces upstairs
The cremation of some 2000 people in 5 furnaces takes some 12 hours.
[p. 5] There were 2 facilities with 5 double furnaces at Auschwitz
2 facilities w/[ith] 4 large furnaces each.
Moreover 1 temp. facility as described earlier.
All the accruing effects were sorted in the effects warehouse
Valuables each month to the Reichsbank to Berlin.
Clothes after cleaning to armament companies, f. eastern workers a. settlers.
Tooth gold gets smelted and sent to the sanitation office.”
2.2. The Transcript

In this subsection, I translate the most important parts of the typewritten transcript.[29]
“[p. 1] In November 1939, I was deployed as leader of a protective custody
camp in the rank of an SS captain. Until my transfer to AUSCHWITZ on
the first of May 1940.

I was commissioned by my superior authority, the former Inspectorate of
C[oncentration]C[amp]s, to create from the grounds of the former Polish
artillery barracks near AUSCHWITZ, a quarantine camp for inmates from
Poland. After Himmler had visited the camp in 1941, I received the order to
expand the camp as a large concentration camp for the east, in particular to
deploy the inmates in agriculture, which had to be developed as much as
possible, thereby turning the entire swamp and flood plain near the River
Vistula into arable land. Furthermore, he ordered to make some 8 – 10,000
inmates available for the construction of a new Buna factory of the I.G.
Farben. He concomitantly ordered to create a PoW camp for some 100,000
Russian PoWs in the Birkenau area.
The number of inmates grew from day to day despite my objections that
there weren’t enough accommodations, more internments were allocated to
me. Since the sanitary facilities were not sufficient in any way, epidemic
diseases were inevitable. Hence, mortality rose as well. Since it was not
permitted to bury inmates, crematoria had to be built.
In 1941, the first transports of Jews came from SLOVAKIA and the region
of Upper Silesia,[.] Those unable to work were gassed in the vestibule of
the crematorium on orders of Himmler, which he gave me personally. In
June 1941 [p. 2] I was summoned to Himmler in Berlin where he basically
told me the following. The Fuehrer has ordered the solution of the Jewish
question in Europe. Several so-called extermination camps already exist in
the Government General (BELZEK near RAVA RUSKA eastern Poland,
TREBLINKA near MALINA [Malkinia] on the River BUG, and WOLZEK
near LUBLIN). These camps were under the authority of the
Einsatzkommandos [deployment units] of the SECURITY POLICE headed
by high SIPO officers and guard details. These camps had a low capacity,
however, and could not be expanded.
I myself visited the Treblinka camp in spring of 1942 to acquaint myself
with the conditions. The exterminations were conducted using the following
method: There were small chambers the size of rooms which were filled
with gases from vehicle engines through feeding pipes. This method was
unreliable, because the engines consisted of old captured vehicles and tanks,
which therefore failed frequently. Hence, the transports could not be
processed in such a way that an exact implementation of the operational
plan, this was about the evacuation of the Warsaw Ghetto, could be carried
out. According to statements made by the camp leader, some 800,000
people had been gassed at the TREBLINKA camp in the course of half a
year. For all the reasons given above, HIMMLER explained to me that the
only option to expand these facilities so that they matched the general plan
was at AUSCHWITZ, first as a railway junction of 4 transiting lines, and
also because the sparsely populated camp area could be completely
cordoned off. For these reasons, he had decided to move the mass
extermination to AUSCHWITZ, and I had to immediately start with
measures to carry this out. He wished [to see] exact construction plans
conforming to these guidelines within 4 weeks. He stated moreover: This
task is so difficult and serious that he cannot charge just anyone with it[.]
He already intended to entrust another higher SS leader with this task, but
during the construction phase it would not be good if 2 leaders were to give
orders side by side. Hence, I received the clear instruction to carry out the
extermination of the transports sent by the RSHA. Regarding the sequence
of the incoming transports, I had to get in touch with SS

Obersturmbannführer [Lieutenant Colonel] EICHMANN of Office 4
(which was headed by Gruppenführer [Lieutenant General] MÜLLER). At
the same time, the transports of Russian PoWs from the regions of the
Gestapo headquarters BRESLAU, TROPPAU and KATTOWITZ also
arrived, which had to be exterminated at Auschwitz on HIMMLER’s order,
written direction of the Gestapo chief in charge. Since the newly to be
erected cremation facilities were finished only in 1942, the inmates had to
be gassed in provisionally erected gassing rooms, and then cremated in pits
in the ground. I herewith describe the procedure of the gassing procedure
[sic]:
2 old farm houses, located secludedly in the BIRKENAU area, were made
free of gaps and equipped with strong wooden doors. The transports as such
were unloaded on a side spur in BIRKENAU. Inmates fit for work were
selected and taken to the camps, all luggage was put down a. later brought
to the property warehouses. The others destined for gassings went on foot to
the facilities some 1 km away. The sick and those unable to walk were
transported there by truck. During transports arriving at night, all were
carried there by truck. In front of the farmhouses, all had to undress behind
erected brushwood screens. The doors had a sign saying DESINFECTION
ROOM. By means of interpreters, the sergeants in charge had to tell the
people that they ought to pay close attention to their things, so that they
would find them after the delousing. This prevented any agitation right from
the start. Those undressed then went into the rooms, 2 – 300 people,
depending on the size. The doors were screwed shut, and through small
hatches, one to 2 cans of Cyclon B each were spread out[.] This was a
granular mass of hydrogen cyanide. Duration of exposure depending on
weather 3 – 10 minutes. After half an hour, the doors were opened and the
corpses were dragged out by a unit working there constantly and burned in
pits in the ground. Prior to the incineration, gold teeth and rings were
removed, fire wood was stacked up between the corpses, and when a pile
had some 100 corpses in it, the wood was lit using rags soaked with
petroleum. Once the incineration was well under way, other corpses were
thrown to this. The fat collecting at the bottom of the pit was poured back
into the fire with buckets in order to accelerate the incineration process
particularly during wet weather. The duration of the incineration lasted 6-7
hours. During westerly winds, the stench of the burned corpses could be
noticed even inside the camp. After cleaning out the pits, the remaining
ashes were crushed. This happened on a cement slab where inmates
pulverized the remaining bones with wooden pounders. These remains were
then poured into the Vistula at a remote location using trucks.
After erection of the new large cremation facilities, the following procedure
was used:
[p. 3] After the first 2 large-scale crematoria had been finished in 1942 (the
2 others were finished half a year later), mass transports from France,
Belgium, Holland and Greece commenced. The following procedure was
used for this. The transport trains left [sic] at a ramp with 3 tracks which
were built right between the crematoria, property warehouse and the
Birkenau camp. The selection of those fit for work as well as putting down
the luggage happened right on the ramp. Those fit for work were brought to
the various camps, and those to be exterminated to one of the new
crematoria. There they first walked into a large underground room for
undressing. This room was equipped with benches and provisions to hand

up clothes; here, too, the people were told by interpreters that they were led
to take a bath and to be deloused and that they should pay attention to the
location of their clothes. Then they walked into the next room that was also
underground [and] that was equipped with water pipes and showers, which
thus had to create the impression of a bathroom. Until the very end, 2
sergeants had to remain in the room in order to prevent any unrest.
It happened on occasion that inmates realized what this was about,
especially the transports from BELSEN knew, for most of them came from
the east, when the trains had reached the region of Upper Silesia, that they
were most likely led to their extermination. During transports from
BELSEN, security measures were reinforced, and the transports were split
up in small groups, and these groups were then divvied up among the
crematoria to prevent riots. SS men formed a tight chain and pushed
resisters by force into the gassing rooms. This happened only rarely, though,
for the reassuring measures simplified the procedure. I especially remember
one example. A transport from BELSEN had arrived, and after roughly 2/3,
these were mostly men, a mutiny broke out among the remaining third still
present in the undressing room; 3 or 4 of the SS sergeants entered the room
with their weapons in order to expedite the undressing, and because the
inmates of their own cremation unit couldn’t handle this. During this, the
lighting cables were ripped out, the SS men assaulted, one of them stabbed,
and all robbed of their weapons. Since it was completely dark in this room,
a wild shooting broke out between the guards at the exit and the inmates
inside. When I arrived, I ordered the doors shut, the gassing procedure of
the first 2/3 finished, and then [we] went into the room with handheld
searchlights and the pistols and forced the inmates into one corner, from
where they were then led out individually and shot with a small caliber on
my orders.
It often happened repeatedly that women hid their little children among their
underwear and their clothes and didn’t take them along into the gas
chambers. The clothes were searched by the permanent unit of the
cremation inmates under the [supervision of] the SS in charge, and any
children found that way were afterwards also sent to the gas room. After
half an hour, the electric fans in the gassing room were turned on, and the
corpses were driven to the cremation furnaces located upstairs using
elevators. The cremation of some 2,000 people in 5 furnaces lasted roughly
12 hours. At Auschwitz, there were 2 facilities with 5 double furnaces each
and 2 facilities with 4 large furnaces each; furthermore, one temporary
facility existed as described earlier. The second temporary facility had been
eliminated.
All the accruing clothes and effects were sorted in the effects warehouse by
the inmate unit that worked there permanently and was also lodged there.
The valuables went each month to the Reichsbank to Berlin. Clothes after
cleaning to armament companies for the eastern workers working there, and
the settlers. The tooth gold was smelted and sent also every month to the
sanitation office of the Waffen SS. In charge of this was Quartermaster
General SS Gruppenführer BLUMENREUTER. I myself have never
personally shot or beaten anyone.
Due to these mass admissions, the number of inmates fit for work increased
immeasurably. My objections to the RSHA to delay the operations, that is to
say, to let fewer transport trains roll, were always rejected with reference to

an order by the Reichsführer SS that the operations had to be carried out
expeditiously and that every SS leader impeding this in any way would be
held responsible.
Due to this tremendous overcrowding of the existing inmate
accommodations and the at once insufficient sanitary facilities especially in
the BIRKENAU camp, new epidemics of typhus, scarlet fever and
diphtheria flared up over and over again. The physicians tried everything in
their power to fight the resulting epidemics, but almost all employed
measures failed. In military respect, the physicians were subordinate to the
camp commander, but with respect to medical issues, they had their own
office channel and were subordinate to the head of the WVHA’s medical
corps, STANDARTENFÜHRER Dr. Lolling, who himself was subordinate
to REICHSARZT SS-Obergruppenf.[ührer] Dr. GRAWITZ.”
The statement continues that those condemned to death for non-political reasons were
sent to the camp’s Gestapo on orders of the RSHA. They were killed with lethal
injections, including gasoline. Doctors had to draw up normal death certificates giving a
disease as the cause of death. In Auschwitz, several medical experiments were carried
out on detainees by Dr. Karl Clauberg and Dr. Schumacher (sterilizations).
“[p. 4] In order to fight the typhus epidemics, various methods were applied
to exterminate lice. Utterly louse-infested healthy persons were treated with
various remedies, such as LAUSETTO,[30] among other things, an agent
obtained from horse dust, and then it was determined how well the agent
worked.
Dr. WIRTHS Sturmbannf.[ührer] and garrison physician, picked out women
who were suspected of having cancer in order to removed early-stage cancer
surgically. In this regard, he relied on experiences of his brother [which] he
had made at a Hamburg hospital. Furthermore, this physician also [carried
out] experiments to kill persons by means of hydrogen cyanide injections,
[on] such [persons] who had been slated for the death penalty by the
Gestapo.”
The maximum occupancy of the Auschwitz Camp was 140,000 detainees.
The statement goes on to assert that Höss, after his transfer to the WVHA, was assigned
to the Political Department (Politische Abteilung) of Office DI (see Part Two, Chapter
42).
[p. 6] Applications for death penalties (Anträge auf Todestrafen) for grave crimes
committed by detainees “had to be amply substantiated and submitted to HIMMLER,
who had to approve them” “mussten eingehend begrundet HIMMLER vorgelegt werden
der daruber entschied”; furthermore, “applications for corporal punishment were decided
by Himmler only in case of women. Regarding men, that decision was made by Glücks
or his permanent deputy Maurer.” In January of “bei Antragen auf Prugelstrafen
entschied HIMMLER nur bei Frauen. Bei Mannern hatte Glucks dei [die] Entscheidung
bezw. sein standiger Vertreter Maurer.” of 1945, some 630,000 inmates were present in
all camps (the text erroneously states 63000).
The statement then returns to the extermination of the Jews by giving concrete
numbers:[31]
“According to my estimate, some 3,000,000 people perished at Auschwitz
itself. I estimate that of these, 2,500,000 were gassed. Apart from personal

experiences, these numbers were made entirely officially by
Obersturmbannf.[ührer] EICHMANN, the official in charge of Jewish
issues at the RSHA, while reporting to the Reichsführer in April 1945.
These were mainly Jews. I personally remember to have gassed 70,000
Russian PoWs during my time as commander in Auschwitz on the order of
the Gestapo chiefs in charge. The maximum number of gassings on one day
at Auschwitz was 10,000. This was the maximum that could be carried out
on one day with the existing facilities. In personally remember the large
mass transports, 90,000 from Slovakia, 65,000 from Greece, 110,000 from
France, 20,000 from Belgium, 90,000 from Holland, 400,000 from Hungary,
250,000 from Poland and Upper Silesia, 100,000 from Germany and
Theresienstadt.”
I will discuss the alleged assignment entrusted to Höss in March 1945 in Part Two,
Chapter 42.
3. The Other Statements of March 1946
On March 16,1946, Höss signed a handwritten English statement with the following
text:
“Statement made voluntarily at [Minden] Gaol by Rudolf Hoess former
commandant of Auschwitz concentration camp on 16th day of March 1946.
I personally arranged on orders received from Himmler in May 1941 the
gassing of 2 million persons between June/July 1941 and the end of 1943
during which time I was commandant of Auschwitz.”
This is followed by Höss’s signature, together with his rank and his former duty as the
commander of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Camp.[32]
It is evident that the statement’s text was not written by Höss; his handwriting was
different, as can already be seen from the way in which the word “Auschwitz” was
written by him and by the unknown British hand.
One may ask why the British submitted this text to Höss, which is in contradiction to his
alleged statement made two days earlier regarding both the date of Himmler’s order
(May instead of June 1941) and the number of victims (the gassing victims were reduced
from 2,500,000 to 2,000,000). Apparently, the author(s) of these lines did not even know
that Höss had returned to Auschwitz in May 1944 – according to the orthodox holocaust
narrative in order to assist in the “gassing” of the Hungarian Jews, which is the most
significant event, numerically speaking.
Assessing the events ex post facto, it looks like the British needed a brief and incisive
way to attract the attention of the press.
Already on March 17, 1946, the New York Times published an article on page 31 titled
“Nazi Mass Killer Taken; He Used Gas at Oswiecim.” The source given is “British
Army Headquarters, Germany,” dated March 16. The article reads:
“British agents today[33] captured Rudolf Hoess, former commandant of
the Oswiecim concentration camp, ending a nine-month search for the man
they described as probably ‘the greatest individual killer in the history of the
world.’ Hoess was the missing man at the war crimes trial of Josef Kramer,
‘the Beast of Belsen.’ Kramer repeatedly accused him of gassing millions of
Germans [sic] as Heinrich Himmler’s camp administrator.”

On the following days, many newspapers, including German ones, reported on Höss’s
arrest, always accompanied by the alleged gassing of 2 million people.
On March 19, 1946, the Berliner Zeitung carried the front-page headline: “The man who
gassed two million people” (“Der Mann, der zwei Millionen Menschen vergaste”). That
news item, dated March 18, came from an “American news agency” and stated: “During
an interrogation, Hoess confessed to have gassed some two million people at
Auschwitz.”
On the same day, Der Tagespiegel published a front-page article titled “The
Commandant of Auschwitz arrested” (“Der Kommandant von Auschwitz verhaftet”),
also referring to a news item of March 18. The “gassing” story was reported with the
same words.
The next day, the same journal returned to that subject with another front-page article
titled “Confession of the Auschwitz Commandant” (“Geständnis des Auschwitzer
Kommandanten”) that referred to “a remarkable confession” in which Höss had admitted
“that he personally, in carrying out Himmler’s orders, ordered that gassing of two
million people in the time between June 1941 and the end of 1943, during which time he
was commandant of Auschwitz.”
The British newspapers published the statement of March 16, 1946 even in facsimile; so
for instance The Daily Herald, in a front-page article by a certain Denis Martin (“This
Man Killed 2,000,000”), which also very briefly summarized the statement of March 14,
and The Daily Telegraph in a brief article on page 6 without headline.
References to the Belsen Trial were present in all these articles. This confirms that the
British knew perfectly well which things “the greatest individual killer in the history of
the world” had been made to “confess.”
The British clearly aimed at influencing public opinion, especially in Germany, in view
of the future “re-education” following the victors’ paradigms. Höss’s handwritten
signature at the bottom of this document was designed to contribute a lot to this end.
Yet another document, also in English, also dates back to March 16, 1946:
“Statement of Rudolf Hoess. Statement of Rudolf Hoess, male, made
voluntarily at Minden Gaol on 16th March 1946.
1. I was commandant of Auschwitz from May 1941 until December 1943.
2. During this time the camp was visited by the following high-ranking
persons:
Schwerin-Krosigk – Finanzminister
Thierack – Justizminister.
They inspected the camp of Auschwitz, its factories and farms and remained
for approximately 3-4 hours.
3. I held the position of Adjutant and Schutzhaftlagerführer in
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp from 1939 until 1940.
4. During this time I saw the following high ranking persons visit the camp
of Sachsenhausen:

Frick – Innenminister (Minister of the Interior).
The above statement was made voluntarily by me, Rudolf Hoess, at Minden
Gaol, Germany, on this 16th day of March 1946.
Sgd. Rudolf Hoess [only type, no handwritten signature]
Witnessed by me, Capt A. Vollmar, 22 Dragoons, an officier of the Judge
Advocate General’s Branch, HQ, BAOR at Minden Gaol, Germany this
16th day of March 1946.
Sgd. A. Vollmar, Capt, JAG Branch, HQ BACR.”
The declaration closes with this attestation:[34]
“Certified that the above text was read to the said Rudolf Hoess in German
and that he agreed that it was true and voluntarily signed it.”
On March 20, 1946, Höss signed yet another declaration, which is doubtlessly authentic:
“Statement Made voluntarily at Minden Gaol by Rudolf Hoess, former
Commandant of Auschwitz Concentration Camp, on the 20th of March
1946.
1. I was Commandant of the Concentration camp Auschwitz from 1 May
1940 to the first of December 1943.
2. When I took up my duties there were approximately 50 men Waffen SS
as guard platoon and 12-15 men Waffen SS as HQ section.
3. At the time I relinquished my command there were 3000 men Waffen SS
serving as guards, 300 men Waffen SS as Camp staff, and another 200 men
Waffen SS employed on other administrative duties, all told 3500 men
Waffen SS at the Concentration camp Auschwitz.
4. Out of those who served originally at the camp, approximately 2500 men
Waffen SS were posted to field units and replaced by others, so that during
my term of service all told 6000 Waffen SS served at one time or another at
Auschwitz. After my departure this exchange of personnel continued, and I
should say another 1000 men Waffen SS were replaced up to the time of the
evacuation of the Camp in 1945, so that all told approximately 7000 men
Waffen SS have served at one time or another at the Concentration Camp
Auschwitz.
5. Once a man had been selected from the guard troops for service with the
Camp staff, he remained with the staff, unless posted away from the Camp.
[followed by Höss’s signature].
Witnessed by me, Capt. A. Vollmar. XXII Dragoons, an officer of the Judge
Advocate’ General’s Department, HQ, BAOR, at Minden Gaol in Germany
on this 20th day of March 1946” (followed by the signature)
At the end, there is a statement similar to that of the March 16 statement:[35]
“I hereby certify that I have accurately translated this deposition from
English into German to the said deponent Rudolf Hoess and that he fully
agrees the contents thereof.”

As we will see below [in later chapters of this book; Ed.], these are more pieces of
evidence allowing us to reconstruct the history of Höss’s first statement. Schwerin von
Krosigk, by the way, never set foot inside the Auschwitz Camp.
A photocopy of this statement, bearing the stamp “International Military Tribunal”
(IMT), became document D 749 b. On April 15, 1946, during the deposition of Höss at
the IMT in Nuremberg (see below, Section II.10), Colonel Amen presented the
document as Exhibit Number USA-810.[36]
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References to later chapters and sections of the book as well as to documents in the
appendix have been left as they are. The book is currently being translated. It is slated
for publication in late 2017/early 2018.
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The transcript of this text can be found in Vol. 21 of the Höss Trial (AGK,
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The Military Intelligence Museum, Chicksands, Shefford. The copy of this
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YVA, O.51-41.1, pp. 22-26.
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The Military Intelligence Museum, Chicksands, Shefford.
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Statement of March 14, 1946. See the following section.
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AGK, NTN, 104-121; see Document 2.
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Saija, pp. 158f; Broszat, pp. 149f. I will return to Höss’s texts written in
Cracow in Chapter 3.

[10] Höss’s older son was called Klaus-Berndt and was 16 years old (date of birth:
Feb. 6, 1930); his older daughter, Heidetraut, had not yet turned 14 (March 9,
1932)!
[11] This was undoubtedly the reason why Höss had “frozen” feet, according to the
“Detention Report.”
[12] See Subsection II.13.2.
[13] A facsimile of a retyped copy of this letter was published by Vincent
Reynouard on his web site http://sansconcessiontv.org/phdnm/lettre-a-mmehoss/; see Document 3.

[14] The Military Intelligence Museum, Chicksands, Shefford. See Document 2.
Facsimile of the original in YVA, O.51-41.3, pp. 1-8.
[15] “Special interrogation report on SS Ogruf, Gen Lt der Waffen SS Oswald
Pohl.” TNA, WO 311/706, p. 15 of the report.
[16] “Report on arrest of Gustav Simon, alias Hans Woffler formerly Gauleiter of
Luxemburg by Capt H H Alexander, Pioneer Corps War Crimes Investigation
Unit.” TNA, WO 309/1631.
[17] TNA, WO 309/1631.
[18] Harding 2013b, pp. 236-239. In the book, the author calls the two main
characters, Alexander and Höss, by their first names, Hanns and Rudolf.
[19] This is in sharp contrast to Vera Atkinson’s claim that she “was asked to act as
interpreter at his interrogation because she was the only trustworthy person
who could speak good enough German.”
[20] The letter, written by W. Cross to Colonel Robson, the then-curator of the
Museum of Military Intelligence at Chicksands, is located this institute’s
archive without any classification.
[21] Rather one son and two daughters: Klaus-Berndt, 16 years old, Heidetraut,
almost 14 years old, and Inge-Brigitte, 12 years old (born on Aug. 18, 1933).
[22] YVA, O.51-41.1; see Document 5.
[23] The Military Intelligence Museum, Shafford. The document was sent to me
without any archival reference. A carbon copy of this statement (with very few
variations) is in YVA, O.51-41.4.
[24] YVA, O.51-41.1, pp. 13-21.
[25] This is the correct number; 63000 is an error, probably committed during
transcription.
[26] Words in [brackets] indicate text variations of the second version compared to
the first; crossed-out words are only in the first version. Some minor text
variations cannot be transferred into English.
[27] Reich Security Main Office.
[28] In the second version, these two sentences are on p. 10.
[29] AGK, NTN, 103, pp. 2-8.
[30] Lauseto was the German tradename of DDT. It was first used in Auschwitz in
1944. The German licensee and producer was the Bayer Company. They
delivered to Auschwitz 9 metric tons of DDT on April 18, 15 tons on August
21, and 2 tons on October 3, 1944. Setkiewicz 2011, Note 105, p. 72.
[31] Typed declaration by Höss dated March 14, 1946, p. 6. The Military
Intelligence Museum, Shafford.
[32] Facsimile in Russel, outside of numbered pages (between pp. 180 & 181). See
Document 8.
[33] This is evidently wrong.

[34] TNA, WO 309/374, E 2.
[35] TNA, WO 309/374, E 1.
[36] IMT, Vol. XI, p. 412.

Marcel Nadjari's Message in a Bottle
by Hadding Scott

The apparent age and peculiar provenance of the document do not suffice to make it
credible.
Smithsonian “Smart News” of 11 October 2017 and Deutsche Welle of 9 October
reported that a thirteen-page letter from a member of the Sonderkommando at Birkenau,
discovered in 1980, has been rendered legible. Deutsche Welle says that the letter was
written in late 1944, then “stuck in a thermos, wrapped in a leather pouch and buried in
the soil near Crematorium III” before the arrival of the Red Army. Only 10 to 15% of the
letter, written by Greek Jew Marcel Nadjari, was legible when it was found in 1980,
but with multispectral image analysis in 2013, 85 to 90% of the letter became legible.
Pavel Polian, an historian with the Institut für Zeitgeschichte in Munich, says that
Nadjari’s and several other writings found buried at Auschwitz “are the most central
documents of the Holocaust.” The other buried writings, Polian says, were all found
shortly after the Red Army arrived in 1945; only the one written by Nadjari was
discovered much later.
The letter describes the systematic killing of prisoners at Birkenau:
"Underneath a garden, there are two endless basement rooms: one is meant
for undressing, the other is a death chamber. People enter naked and when it
is filled with about 3,000 people, it is closed and they are gassed."
(Deutsche Welle, 9 October 2017)
Deutsche Welle says that the letter was buried near Krema III, where a homicidal gas
chamber has been alleged (which according to revisionist findings was a morgue).
According to original German wartime blueprints, Morgue #1, the alleged homicidal gas
chamber of Crematorium III at Birkenau, was 30 m long and 7 m wide, hence had an
area of 210 m² (2,260 sq ft; ignoring the seven pillars of altogether a little over 1 m²).
Deutsche Welle quotes Nadjari as saying that the prisoners were pressed into the room
“like sardines” by whipping them.
The figure of 3,000 persons packed into the alleged gas chamber of Krema III
happens to correspond to something in the pseudo-memoir of Rudolf Höss (pp. 110,
143), written while in Polish Communist captivity after the war. It says that Krema II
(which is a mirror-image of Krema III and of the same size) could easily accommodate
2,000, but could potentially hold 3,000.
Is it necessary to point out the impossibility of marching 3,000 people into a room of
only 2,260 square feet? Even if they are chased with a whip, it is not going to happen.
Nadjari says that, after one-half hour in the gas chamber (another figure attributed to
Höss), he and others in the Sonderkommando would remove the corpses and take them
to be cremated. Here, again, Nadjari supplies some interesting details. First, Nadjari says
that the corpses were flammable:
“We carried the corpses of these innocent women and children to the

elevator, which brought them into the room with the ovens, and they put
them there in the furnaces, where they were burnt without the use of fuel,
because of the fat they have.” (Smithsonian Smart News, 11 October 2017)
Anybody who has grilled meat over an open flame should know that this is impossible.
Although pure fat is flammable, the fat of a carcass, human or otherwise, contains too
much water to burst into flames. Certainly the people at Smithsonian “Smart News”
should know this!
What remains after the cremation of a human corpse? Nadjari declares:
“a human being ends up as about 640 grams of ashes.” (Deutsche Welle)
That’s 1.41 lbs. Is that a realistic figure? A business that sells paraphernalia related to
cremation has posted online general information about cremation, including a
description of what remains:
"The cremated remains of an adult male will usually weigh around six
pounds while the remains of an adult female will be closer to four pounds.
The height of the deceased rather than their weight has a strong correlation
with the weight of the ashes produced through cremation." (Cremation
Solutions)
The article says that the remains consist mainly of bone fragments, which means that
neither emaciation nor obesity will significantly affect the weight after cremation.
Nadjari’s 640 grams is thus about 28% of the average weight of cremated human
remains. (It is surely possible that European Jews 70 years ago had smaller frames than
present-day inhabitants of the United States, but not that much smaller.)
How does Nadjari say that the death factory of Birkenau disposed of the remains? He
talks about:
“ … bones that the Germans forced us to crush, to then press through a
coarse sieve, and then a car picked it up and poured it into the Vistula River,
which flows by in the area and thus they eliminate all traces. ” (National
Post, 19 October 2017)
Nadjari estimates that about 1.4 million victims were processed in this manner, and he is
praised by Pavel Polian for the relative accuracy of his estimate, since it is much less
than the 4,000,000 that the Auschwitz Museum claimed until 1990.
Even if the powdered bone fragments from each corpse weighed only 1.41 lbs, that
is literally about 1,000 tons of crushed bone poured into the River Vistula. (If we use the
more realistic figure of 4 lbs. per corpse, multiplied by the current official AuschwitzBirkenau death toll of about 1.1 million, that makes 2,200 tons.) By what magic is a
thousand tons or more of bonemeal dumped into the River Vistula not going to leave a
trace?
Also, Nadjari is not even saying that the bones were pulverized: they were "crushed" to
the point of being able to pass through a "coarse sieve," which means that there
would be recognizable fragments of bone in the river.
There are other problems with Nadjari’s account, like the illogical and stupid way that he
says gassings were managed, but the physical impossibilities alone should have been
enough to alert the various major news agencies, and certainly the Smithsonian
Institution, that the buried letter lacked credibility – even if it is one of “the most central

documents of the Holocaust.”
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Probing the Holocaust: The Horror Explained
Transcript
It’s something we were told throughout our entire lives: Six million Jews,
and large numbers of non-Jews, were murdered by the Nazis:
[Clips from various �lm footages:]

“Eleven million people died in Nazi Germany’s death camps. Six
million were Jews.”

“An estimated six million Jews were killed during World War II.”
“Hitler murdered six million Jewish people”
“six million Jews”
“six million died”
“six million people crying from the grave...”
The term Holocaust commonly refers to the systematically planned and
executed extermination of six million Jews by Nazi Germany during World
War Two. Mainstream historians agree that, of these six million Jews,
approximately three million were killed in gas chambers. The vast majority
of them, they say, were killed or died in six extermination centers in Polish
territory. Here is a break-down of these three million alleged gas chamber
victims by each of the six camps.
Camp

Jewish Gas Chamber Victims

Auschwitz/Oświęcim

900,000*

Treblinka

900,000

Bełzec

500,000

Sobibór

210,000

Kulmhof/Chelmno

240,000

Lublin-Majdanek

unknown (thousands)*

Total:

2,750,000 + thousands

* The total Jewish death toll of these camps is higher than the number given due to deaths
resulting from other causes (diseases, exhaustion, executions etc.)

These numbers are averages of �gures found on the websites of two of the

most reputable Holocaust research institutions, the US Holocaust
Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., and the Yad Vashem Museum in
Jerusalem.[1]
The Holocaust is so important that the United Nations even decided to
create a dedicated memorial day for it. Every January 27th, the day when
the infamous Auschwitz Camp was occupied by the Soviet Red Army in
1945, the whole world is reminded to commemorate the victims of the
Holocaust.[2] In 2017, on the occasion of this International Holocaust
Remembrance Day, the White House under U.S. President Donald Trump
released this statement:[3]
[“It is with a heavy heart and somber mind that we remember
and honor the victims, survivors, heroes of the Holocaust. It is
impossible to fully fathom the depravity and horror in�icted on
innocent people by Nazi terror.

Yet, we know that in the darkest hours of humanity, light shines
the brightest. As we remember those who died, we are deeply
grateful to those who risked their lives to save the innocent.
In the name of the perished, I pledge to do everything in my
power throughout my Presidency, and my life, to ensure that the
forces of evil never again defeat the powers of good. Together,
we will make love and tolerance prevalent throughout the
world.”]
Stop the video to read it, if you like. There is nothing unusual about the
statement, except maybe the fact that Jews aren’t mentioned in it. That
triggered quite some vitriolic reactions, for instance from Jonathan
Greenblatt, the current head of the Jewish Anti-Defamation League. He
tweeted on that same day that Trump did not even mention Jews,[4] which
triggered a deluge of similar attacks on the U.S. President for not having
expressly mentioned the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust.[5] The
White House countered a day later that it wasn’t just Jews who died in the
Holocaust, but that �ve million gentiles were killed, too,[6] who also deserve

equal remembrance, referring to an article which had appeared two years
earlier in the Hu�ngton Post.[7] That in turn unleashed a series of attacks
on the president and that 2015 article, claiming that this “�ve-milliongentiles” victim �gure is bogus and vastly over-in�ated. Among those, I may
quote here The Times of Israel’s take on this death toll:[8]

“It’s a statement that shows up regularly in declarations about
the Nazi era. […] It is, however, a number without any scholarly
basis. […] The ‘5 million’ [non-Jewish Holocaust victims] has
driven Holocaust historians to distraction ever since Wiesenthal
started to peddle it in the 1970s. […]
Yehuda Bauer, an Israeli Holocaust scholar […], said he warned
his friend Wiesenthal […] about spreading the false notion that
the Holocaust claimed 11 million victims – 6 million Jews and
5 million non-Jews.
‘I said to him, ‘Simon, you are telling a lie,’’ Bauer recalled in an
interview Tuesday. ‘He said, ‘Sometimes you need to do that to
get the results for things you think are essential.’’
[…] Wiesenthal […] told them that he chose the 5 million number
carefully: He wanted a number large enough to attract the
attention of non-Jews who might not otherwise care about
Jewish suffering, but not larger than the actual number of Jews
who were murdered in the Holocaust, 6 million.

It caught on: […]
Deborah Lipstadt, a professor of Holocaust studies at Emory
University in Atlanta, wrote in 2011 […] ‘this number is simply
inaccurate, in fact made up […].’”
Deborah Lipstadt went over the top, however, by accusing Trump of �irting
with Holocaust denial.[9]

So, here we seem to have a case where a prominent Jew, the late Simon
Wiesenthal, in�ated the number of Holocaust victims for political purposes.
But did Wiesenthal really invent that number? And was he the only one
exaggerating numbers?
During and right after the end of the Second World War, a number of war
propaganda movies were �lmed with the support or even under the control
of the U.S. government. Throughout these propaganda movies, there are
many references to the thousands and even millions of victims of National
Socialist barbarism – yet none of these �lms ever single out Jews as the
primary victims of a “Holocaust.”
The most infamous among those propaganda movies was titled Die
Todesmühlen,[10] which was designed for, and eventually shown to,
German audiences as a tool for shock-and-awe re-education. It was later
also released in an English edition: Death Mills.[11] Both movies mention as
the death toll of National Socialist persecution 20 million without making
any speci�c reference to Jews:[12]

“But these eleven hundred were a small fraction of the twenty
million men, women and children murdered by the Nazis. 20
million human beings, equal to the population of 22 American
states. 20 million corpses.”
In fact, the narrator insists that the victims were

“of all the nations of Europe, of all religious faiths, of all political
beliefs, condemned by Hitler because they were anti-Nazi.” [13]
This is only the most prominent example. There are more which highlight
that death toll claims of National Socialist persecution have a history of
exceeding the six million, and that Jews have been mentioned with
regularity as only one among many victim groups.

This issue is also not just a matter of journalists and propagandists making
up wild �gures. In 2015, in a book about the forensic examination of massmurder locations of the Holocaust, a British archaeologist who has been
working with the leading scientists in the �eld for several years wrote,
quote:[14]

“The exact number of people killed during the Holocaust
remains unknown. Some scholars have suggested a �gure of
around 11 million. Of these, it is estimated that approximately
six million Jews were killed but the number of Roma, Sinti,
disabled people, political prisoners and others killed cannot be
estimated with complete certain[t]y.”
She provides no source for that claim, though. So maybe she merely
repeated what she had heard through Wiesenthal’s grapevine? But is it
really Wiesenthal’s? Interestingly, the very same Washington Holocaust
Museum that, according to just-quoted article in The Times of Israel, issued
a statement on Trump’s text emphasizing the centrality of the annihilation
of the Jews to the understanding of the Holocaust, had announced in 2013
in a press release that their research has revealed that:

“The Nazi Holocaust may have claimed up to 20 million lives,”
while leaving the 6-million Jewish death toll basically unchanged.[15] This
would mean that as many as 14 million non-Jews died in the Holocaust, not
just �ve.
I may also point out that 20 million is not the ceiling of death-toll estimates.
For instance, an article of Sept. 21, 1992, from Germany’s most prestigious
daily newspaper, the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (p. 13), illustrates in a
very useful manner the kind of topic we are dealing with and the problems
that are related to it. The title of the article translates to “Traces of the
Crime; Shoes, Shoes, even Children’s Shoes.” It is a report written by a
student about his visit to the Stutthof concentration camp not far from
Danzig, in postwar Poland, that has been turned into a museum. The author,
in his fourth sentence, states that he cannot imagine what an extermination

camp might look like and talks of, quote, “installations in which ‘6 million
Jews and a total of 26 million detainees […] were killed,’” unquote. So here
we have a combination of the general 20 million victims plus six million
Jews.
At the end of his account the author writes that he found himself facing,
quote “the remains of the most brutal genocide, the highly modern killing
machines of the time, the cruelest crime of humanity,” unquote
By putting things that way, one of the most highly regarded newspapers in
the world has given its de�nition of the Holocaust. The annihilation of a
total of 26 million people by the National Socialists in ultra-modern killing
machines is the cruelest crime in the history of humanity.
So, how many victims were there now? Six million Jews plus a few others,
or eleven in total, or twenty, or even twenty-six million?
At most one of these �gures can be correct, but with all this speculation
going on, it may turn out that they are all wrong. But if that is so, what is the
truth? Can you tell?
One thing is for sure: we obviously cannot believe everything we hear about
the Holocaust, because the things we hear often contradict one another.
Let’s start at the beginning, with the documentary “Nazi Concentration and
Prison Camps” that the Americans introduced during the International
Military Tribunal at Nuremberg in 1945 as proof of Nazi atrocities.
Psychologically speaking, it was one of the most powerful pieces of
evidence submitted, because a picture tells more than a thousand words.
Here are some scenes about the Dachau Camp. Dachau was one of the
�rst major camps the Americans captured toward the end of the war:[16]

“Hanging in orderly rows were the clothes of prisoners who had
been suffocated in a lethal gas chamber. They had been
persuaded to remove their clothing under the pretext of taking a
shower for which towels and soap were provided. This is the

Brausebad, the shower bath. Inside the shower bath, the gas
vents.”
Actually, what you are seeing here are not gas vents but recessed light
�xtures.

“On the ceiling, the dummy showerheads. In the engineer’s
room, the intake and outlet pipes. Push buttons to control
in�ow and outtake of gas. A hand valve to regulate pressure.
Cyanide powder was used to generate the lethal smoke.”
Interestingly, on August 19, 1961, a letter to the editors by German
mainstream historian Martin Broszat was published in Germany’s biggest
weekly newspaper Die Zeit stating, among other things:

“Jews or other inmates were gassed neither in Dachau nor in
Bergen-Belsen nor in Buchenwald. The gas chamber at Dachau
was never fully completed and taken into ‘operation.’”
On January 24, 1993, the famous Nazi hunter Simon Wiesenthal wrote in a
letter to the editors of the U.S. military magazine Stars and Stripes in the
same vein:

“A gas chamber was in the process of being built at Dachau, but
it was never completed.”
Thus, between the 1960s and late 1990s, the Dachau Museum had a sign
displayed inside the Dachau gas chamber stating:

“Gas Chamber, disguised as a shower room never used as a
gas chamber.”
Today, however, this sign is no longer there. Instead, a less-visible text on a

sign outside that room states:

“Gas chamber
This was the center of potential mass murder. The room was
disguised as ‘showers’ and equipped with fake shower spouts
to mislead the victims and prevent them from refusing to enter
the room.”
Currently, the US Holocaust Museum itself admits, quote:[17]

“There is no credible evidence that the gas chamber in Barrack
X was used to murder human beings.”
Barrack X was the o�cial name for the crematorium building where that
sinister room was located.
One of the leading books by mainstream historians on the gas chamber
question, the 1993 collective tome Nazi Mass Murder, states on page
202:[18]

“It has not yet been conclusively proved that killings by poison
gas took place at the Dachau concentration camp.”
And on page 203, we read:

“But during the trial there was only one witness, a Czech
physician assigned to care for the prisoners, Dr. Frantisek
Blaha, who declared that experimental gassings had taken
place in the Dachau gas chamber.”
Blaha signed an a�davit on January 9, 1946, in which he described his
experience with the Dachau gas chamber. It is in German, but an English

translation was read into the record during the Nuremberg Tribunal as
follows:[19]

“Many executions by gas or shooting or injections took place
right in the camp. The gas chamber was completed in 1944,
and I was called by Dr. Rascher to examine the �rst victims. Of
the eight or nine persons in the chamber there were three still
alive, and the remainder appeared to be dead. Their eyes were
red, and their faces were swollen. Many prisoners were later
killed in this way.”
And that’s it. If Blaha was the only witness on trial testifying about the gas
chamber, and if he had no experience whatsoever about the gassing
procedure, then how did the American documentary makers know that the
victims

“had been persuaded to remove their clothing under the pretext
of taking a shower for which towels and soap were provided” ?
Only a few days after the liberation of the Dachau Camp, a number of U.S.
Congressmen visited the camp. Here they are shown inside the gas
chamber. And this is footage taken in 2016. As you can see, the ceiling of
that room is rather low. In fact, the room is roughly 2.15 meters or seven
feet high. Why do I mention this? Because an o�cial U.S. commission
investigated what had transpired at Dachau, and in a report to the U.S.
Congress dated May 15, 1945, compiled by David Chavez, we read, among
other things, that in this room “the ceiling was some 10 feet in height”[20]
How can anyone confuse seven feet with ten feet? But that’s not all,
because that report continues as follows:

“The supply of gas into the chamber was controlled by means
of two valves on one of the outer walls, and beneath the valves
was a small glass-covered peephole through which the
operator could watch the victims die. The gas was let into the

chamber through pipes terminating in perforated brass �xtures
set into the ceiling.”
However, the ceiling did NOT have brass �xtures, but merely zinc-plated
iron showerheads. Furthermore, as can be seen in this photo of a spot
where a showerhead had been removed by the Americans as a piece of
evidence, these were merely fake showerheads – or rather watering can
rosettes such as this – that were not connected to anything. Already the
documentary we watched earlier said that there was

“A hand valve to regulate pressure.”
But there’s a problem. Zyklon B, which was allegedly used for the murder,
was not a gas under pressure that could be fed into pipes. It consisted of
gypsum pellets soaked with liquid hydrogen cyanide, the active ingredient
in Zyklon B. When such a can was opened, its poison evaporated slowly.
In addition, from many cases of accidental poisoning with hydrogen
cyanide, and from executions with that poison as they were carried out in
several U.S. states during the 20th century, we know that the victims Blaha
claimed to have examined cannot have succumbed to Zyklon B. Such
victims do not have red eyes. They do not have swollen faces. Actually, if
they show any symptoms, it is a pinkish-reddish discoloration of their skin
as shown here.
It is clear that the Americans, when making their documentaries and
congressional reports, were jumping to a lot of conclusions, contradicting
each other and the material facts in the process. But what’s the truth here?
The tubing shown in the American documentary is really impressive. Such
heavy tubing with cast-iron hand valves are commonly used for piping large
amounts of chemical liquids or pressurized gas. The design of this tubing
was investigated by the French o�cer Capitaine Fribourg a week after the
camp’s liberation. Here is a sketch drawn by him showing how the piping
worked. According to this, fresh air was sucked in through this intake vent,
which protrudes through the roof. This intake pipe is subsequently led

through a heat exchanger located over the gas chamber in the building’s
attic. Here, the air is heated by the building’s hot-water heating system.
After that, the now-insulated pipe is split into two and led out of the attic
area into the room behind the gas chamber, where both pipes are led in a
semi-circle, each of which equipped with the hand valves shown. Leading
back into the attic area over the gas chamber, Fribourg shows the pipes
being merged back into the outgoing pipe, but that would make no sense at
all, because then the air would go nowhere. Therefore, that’s a mistake. In
fact, a report compiled by German architect Axel Will in the early 2000s, a
copy of which we received from the Dachau Museum, described in detail
that the layout actually looks like this. Will wrote:

“Air is drawn in via a pipeline of 400 mm diameter extending
over the roof, and is then led through a steam-operated heat
exchanger. The pipeline is insulated behind the heat exchanger.
It is split into two lines by means of a y-branch pipe, and leads
with two pipes of 200 mm diameter into the room adjoining the
gas chamber. There the air�ow can be adjusted with a valve
each. Both these and the other two valves of the ventilation
system are made of massive cast iron and carry a $ sign in a
circle. Such valves are common in gas pipelines but not in
ventilation systems.
Behind the valves both pipelines are again led back into the
attic area above the gas chamber and merged back together
into one pipe. This pipe enters a sheet-metal shaft, which again
goes through the adjoining room and leads the heated air to the
air intake at the �oor of the gas chamber.
This sheet-metal shaft is not insulated. This raises questions.
Design logic suggests that this shaft would be the suitable
location to add substances [such as Zyklon B] to the heated air
prior to entering the gas chamber. The examination of the
sheet-metal shaft has so far not revealed any opening for such
a manipulation. Yet the missing insulation points to such a
possibility.”

So much from architect Will.
The air exhaust system starts with two openings in the ceiling. From there,
the two non-insulated exhaust pipes merge into one, and are led toward the
wall to the room behind the gas chamber, where the pipe splits up into two
again. Then it is led outside in a semi-circle equipped with two hand valves,
and led back into the attic area, where it is merged again into one pipe, as
can be seen in this photo taken in the attic of that building. Then that
merged pipe is fed into the electric blower that drives the whole operation,
here visible in another attic photo, and from there out the exhaust chimney,
which exits the roof here.
Now, if that gas chamber was meant to be operated with Zyklon B, it would
have been smart, as architect Will correctly suggested, to equip the sheetmetal shaft running down the wall of the adjacent room with some trap
door – hinted at here with blue lines – allowing for Zyklon B to be inserted
into some kind of basket inside the shaft, hinted at here with the red
meshwork. That way, the constant stream of warm air would have
evaporated the poison gas quickly and would have spread it out inside the
room rapidly. But, as architect Will correctly observed in his report, there is
no trace of any provision to that effect.
So, the poison was neither administered using the false showerheads, as
the congressional report claimed, nor using the ventilation system, as the
U.S. documentary that was shown during the Nuremberg Tribunal
suggested. But how else could it have been done? Here is the story as we
are told today:

“they would pour Zyklon B down these slots right here, and onto
the �oor.”[21]

“Rocks with Zyklon B could be inserted from the outside” [22]
Here are some photos of these slots from the inside and from the outside.
So, the entire sophisticated ventilation system did not serve any other

purpose than moving air around. Why then was it so complicated? It makes
no sense at all! It would have been much easier to simply feed the heated
air directly into the shaft going into the chamber, as shown here, and to
feed the exhaust pipes directly into the blower, using the blower’s speed to
adjust for any needed change in air volume. For now, this entire ventilation
system seems to be a nonsensical mystery.
But that’s not the only one. Fact is, that neither the congressional report nor
the postwar documentary mentions these Zyklon B slots. In fact, David
Chavez, the main author of the congressional report, had compiled an
earlier version of this report that did not get submitted. It stated:[23]

“Gas Chamber. Gas tight doors. Wooden shed believed to
contain pump or compressor.”
This wooden shed located just outside the alleged gas chamber can be
seen in many photos and �lm footages shot right after the liberation. It was
located where today the two Zyklon B slots are located. But according to
Chavez, it did not contain any slots, but rather some not clearly identi�ed
equipment.
The French o�cer Capitaine Fribourg describing the facility on May 25,
1945 as he claims to have seen it on May 5, 1945, hence, a week after the
camp’s capture by the Americans, also mentioned the wooden shed as
follows:

“Right next to the shower room, adjacent to the building, is a
palisade some 2 meters high fencing off a space of 2 m wide. It
was not possible to get inside due to the presence of a pile of
decomposing corpses stacked up against the palisade.”
and

“behind the palisade is said to have existed or exists a
compressor group (?)”
He also described two slots in the wall obscured by this shed from the
outside as follows:

“At about 75 cm from the ground, 2 hoppers connect the
shower room with the outside (palisade side). Each hopper
ends on the inside with a grate, and on the outside with a
movable shutter system.”
That’s also what we see there today. Fribourg even included those hoppers
in one of his sketches.
If we look at the outside of this wall in that location today, we can see these
strange features. It may have been the electrical outlet for the device
operated in that shed.
Looking closer at the Zyklon-B slots, we notice that the mortar around them
is not original. The original mortar used to build Barrack X contains coarse
gravel rather than sand, while any mortar used around the Zyklon-B slots,
and on later repairs and patch-ups, as we can see them here, are made of
mortar containing �ne sand. Here we can even see how some of the new
mortar �owed over the old mortar.
On the inside, it is apparent that the tiles around those slots have been
damaged. In fact, a simple test with the �nger nail shows that these rough
surfaces aren’t even tiles. They are plaster made to look similar to the tiles
around them.
In other words, those slots are not part of the original building. They were
added later on by hacking holes through the existing wall.
Who did that change, and when was it done? Chavez didn’t mention them,

and neither did the U.S. documentary on Dachau of May 3rd. Fribourg saw
them two days later, but he did not claim that they were used to throw in
Zyklon B. That wouldn’t have been a good idea anyway, because a large
amount of the gypsum pellets would have gotten stuck on the grill on the
inside. But what were those slots used for? Or is it a post-war forgery?
And if that is so, what else is?
Here is one hint. This footage was recorded on October 25, 2017 from the
website of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. When
searching their video archive for the term “gas chamber” the �rst result is
this video. It’s titled “Exhumation; inspection of gas chambers; Lt. Hodges.”
This is footage taken after the liberation of Paris of an alleged Gestapo
Torture Chamber near the Eiffel Tower. In the description, we read:

“World War II interiors of gas chamber used by the Germans in
the execution of prisoners. Demonstrating method of securing
prisoners in gas chambers. Various Close-ups, pipes leading
into room.”
And

“hand prints and scratches dug into cement wall of gas
chamber by the victims.”
Here are those ominous pipes. They are rather fancy, but not very
functional. Most of all, they would have been within reach of the victims,
and wouldn’t have survived very long, because they would have been
demolished very quickly. Also notice all those windows illuminating this
room. How long would those window panes have lasted if the victims
inside trashed the place and tried to break out?

For that footage, they even pumped some innocuous, but dramatic-looking
smoke through the pipes.
Here are the handprints in the cement, allegedly created by gassing victims
during their death throes. Needless to say, handprints can only be made in
fresh mortar, and only insane people would use a room as an execution
chamber whose walls had just been plastered.
These gas pipes and handprints are not evidence of Nazi atrocities, they
are evidence of a deliberate Allied psychological warfare campaign to
demonize the defeated Germans. Because this hoax is so obvious, no
mainstream historian has ever taken that claim seriously. That does not
prevent the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum from presenting it to an
unsuspecting audience, though. Unfortunately, most people just accept
whatever the government, media, or religion tell them to believe.
So, what was necessary for the Americans, who had liberated Paris several
months earlier, to create that footage? First of all, they must have had a
plan. Then, they must have had at their disposal the necessary hardware to
create the �lm set: pipes, smoke-generating devices, and some workers
able to install that hardware and to create a cement wall with handprints.
In contrast to that utterly unknown Gestapo torture chamber in Paris,
Dachau was one of the best-known German concentration camps. It was
the �rst one to be opened right after the Nazis came to power. When the
Americans �nally moved in in April 1945, this camp had dominated the
fantasy of Nazi opponents for more than a decade. So, did the American
psychological warfare executives have a plan? You bet they did! And did
they come with hardware and workers to put that plan into action? If they
did it in Paris in January 1945, they surely were even more likely to pull it off
at Dachau, which was a much more promising propaganda stage.
So, let me ask again: why are these fanciful pipes in Dachau so impressive
and even intimidating, but at the same time so completely useless and
pointless?

Before we jump to conclusions, let’s look at some wartime documents.
First, there are the two photos shown earlier taken some time in 1944. On
both, we can see the ventilation chimney that’s part of the gas chamber’s
aeration system. So at least that exhaust chimney was built by the
Germans prior to the end of the war. Next, among the few original
documents available on that building, there are two blueprints of special
interest. This one shows a cross section through the gas chamber. It shows
that the ceiling is indeed only some 7 ft high, not 10 ft, as the rest of the
building.[24] Next, a section enlargement of this document shows the �oor
plan of the gas chamber.[25] As we can see, both doors are 90 cm wide and
consist either of two doors each, one opening inward, the other outward, or
of a swinging door. Either way, such an arrangement would not have been
suitable for a gas chamber, as swinging doors could neither be made gas
tight nor panic-proof, and in case this layout consisted of two doors, the
inner one opening inward could not have been opened if dead bodies were
piled up against it inside the chamber. Such an arrangement is actually
common for morgues. For instance, the blueprints of the morgue in the old
crematorium at Auschwitz show the same type of door design.
Today, this room is equipped with two heavy steel doors of the type that
were quite common for air-raid shelters. The doors are one meter wide and
set in steel frames. The same doors are shown in the U.S. footage recorded
on May 3, 1945, hence just �ve days after the camp was captured by the
Americans. They were therefore most likely built in there long before the
Americans arrived. Also, one of the walls actually consists of two layers
with a hollow space in between, which is typically used as insulation,
something also seen at the above-mentioned Auschwitz morgue.
Hence, it looks like this room was initially meant to serve as a morgue. In
fact, the striking feature of this building is that, if we discard the idea that
this alleged gas chamber served as a morgue, this building has no other
room of a suitable size equipped with a ventilation system.
But if that is so, what about the weird, oversized piping? And what about
those heavy doors? And what about the shafts on the outside, evidently
added after the building was completed?

And what about the peephole in the rear wall which Capitaine Fribourg
described in his report? He even drew a sketch of it. It slanted rather
steeply downward, hence it wouldn’t have allowed anyone to see anything
except for maybe the feet of a few people standing or lying close to that
hole.
The hole inside that gas chamber that is said to have been the other end of
that peephole can be seen to this day, although it is way higher than what
Fribourg reported, who in his sketch placed the peephole below the second
little port visible on that wall, close to the �oor. Today, neither the
peephole’s exit nor the switches are visible in the adjoining room. The
switch panel and switch box are shown in the footage recorded on May 3,
1945 for the U.S. documentary. But that documentary neither shows nor
mentions that peephole. There is, however, a photograph of that area from
May 1945 showing not only the switch panel and switch box plus some of
the insulated pipes and hand valves, but also a crude opening in the wall
just beneath the switch panel. If we compare that image with a still of the
footage just shown, we see:
a) that the lid of the switch box to the left has disappeared;
b), and more importantly, the upper, rugged edge of the hole in the photo
should also be visible in the still, but it isn’t. Therefore, somebody must
have hacked that hole in there after the documentary was shot.
Here is how that hole looks on the inside, seen from the gas chamber. It
does indeed angle upward. In the background you see bricks and mortar
used by the museum to close up that gaping hole in the adjoining room.
Inside this tube runs an electric cable put in there when the room was
prepared as a museum exhibit.

What we see here is the fact that, since the camp’s liberation on April 29,
1945, quite a few people seem to have tampered with the evidence of this
suspected crime scene. It’s di�cult to assess what this hole was really
used for. A peephole, however, would have been installed in the doors, as
was and is common for air-raid shelter doors, rather than hacked through a
thick brick wall, and it most certainly would not have slanted downward.
So, is the Dachau gas chamber a post-war fraud? Considering that the
camp was liberated on April 29 and that the gas chamber was inspected by
four members of the U.S. Congress only 3 days later, on May 2nd, this
seems to be not enough time for a major fraud.
In fact, there is evidence pointing in a different direction. Most importantly,
there is a letter in the German Federal Archives by Dr. Sigmund Rascher to
Heinrich Himmler dated August 9, 1942, which reads:[26]

“As you know, the same facility as at Linz is being built at the
Dachau concentration camp. Since the ‘transports of invalids’
end up in certain chambers anyway, I ask whether the effect of
our various combat gases can be tested on people who are
destined for that anyway? So far, all we have are experiments
with animals, or reports on accidents during the production of
these gases. Because of this paragraph, I am sending my letter
marked ‘Secret.’”
Dr. Rascher was the infamous doctor who conducted medical experiments
on inmates at Dachau, which were among the crimes prosecuted by the
American occupational powers after the war in the famous “Medical Case”
of the Nuremberg Trials of War Criminals. While there was plenty of
evidence for a variety of experiments on human guinea pigs such as
exposure to low air pressure and extended submersion in cold water, tests
of combat gases at Dachau were not among the charges. There was simply
too little evidence to make that case.
We may speculate that Dr. Rascher had indeed tried to re-rig the morgue of
Barrack X for the potential testing of combat gases, with those shafts

perhaps simply serving as air-intake shafts for a better ventilation, since the
room had no windows. But since Dr. Rascher was arrested by the German
police in April 1944 and eventually executed for a number of crimes, child
abduction and murder among them, that project, if it ever existed, ended up
being abandoned at that point at the latest. When the Americans arrived a
year later, the room was nothing more than a morgue, �lled with the victims
of diseases and malnutrition, which could not be cremated due to the lack
of fuel.
For the time being, any answer to the question what these strange objects
were meant for remains speculation to a large degree, because almost the
entire original paperwork regarding the planning and construction of that
building – cost estimates, progress reports, blueprints, invoices etc. – have
disappeared from the Dachau camp archives. Only a few, not very
informative documents are left, such as the ones we just saw plus a few
others. So, either the Nazis destroyed them because they had something to
hide, or the Americans con�scated and/or destroyed them, because they
wanted to prevent anyone from �guring out what that room really looked
like and was used for.
At Dachau, imagery of a gas chamber disguised as a shower room was
driven into our minds.
Dachau is where the world came to believe the rumors and saw what we
believed to be evidence of well-engineered German machinery, capable of
gassing with precision and e�ciency.
So, if that gas chamber wasn’t what we are told, or at least wasn’t used at
all for mass executions, why were there massive amounts of clothes
hanging in its vicinity when the Americans arrived?

“Hanging in orderly rows were the clothes of prisoners, who had
been suffocated in a lethal gas chamber. They have been
persuaded to remove their clothing under the pretext of taking a
shower for which towels and soap were provided.”

Actually, these are clothes airing outside the Dachau disinfestation
chambers. The narrator merely claims that this is the clothing of homicidal
gas chamber victims. Then they deceptively cut to the shower room door,
making the viewer believe they are the same door; the one with the obvious
written gas warnings on it and the supposed gas chamber, disguised as a
shower room, designed to trick those entering.
The hoaxers showed �lm of these disinfestation gas chambers for
fumigating clothing, located at the end of the building. They claimed these
doors, clearly marked with warning signs and skull and crossbones, were
used to gas prisoners.
This is where the disinfestation chambers are and the doors clearly marked
with warnings. But the “shower room,” the alleged gas chamber, is located a
few rooms away. The deception was to trick the average viewer into
thinking, the clearly marked delousing chamber door with skull and
crossbones located at the end of the building was the same as the shower
room door. This dirty deception continues to this day.
For example, take this 2012 documentary on Dachau by �lmmaker Levi
Mierau. After showing the gas chamber and describing how it allegedly
worked, he, too, deceptively cuts to the disinfestation chamber while
continuing his narration about homicidal gassing. Watch it:[27]

“A door labeled shower bath went into a large room, which is
meant to deceive, since the room was not actually a shower
room but a gas chamber. The room consisted of outlets in the
walls, �oor and roof.”
Stoooop! Outlets in the �oor and roof? These showerheads weren’t an
outlet for anything, and those six drains in the �oor are actually real drains,
which indicates that the room was originally designed to handle a lot of
water, not gas.
Fast forward a few seconds, we have this footage:[28]

“Rocks with poison gas pellets named Zyklon B could be
inserted from the outside. Since the gas chambers were only
built during the camp’s last months, only seven were killed in
the gas chambers used as test subjects.”
So, while showing the disinfestation chambers, Levi deceptively talks about
gas chambers, in the plural, used to kill seven people.
The same kind of deception is committed by the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum on its website (capitalization added):

“View of THE door of THE gas chamber in Dachau.”[29]
“An American soldier stands outside of THE gas chamber in
Dachau” [30]
“View of THE door to THE gas chamber at Dachau next to a
large pile of uniforms.”[31]
“THE door to THE gas chamber in Dachau. It is marked
‘showerbath.’”[32]
“View of THE door to THE gas chamber in the Dachau
concentrations camp. A sign above it identi�es it as a
shower.”[33]
The US Holocaust Museum uses the singular “the” to imply, both of these
doors were the same door of the same homicidal gas chamber, disguised
as a shower room.
They show the outside of the clothing fumigation chamber doors, located
at the end of the building, then show the inside of the shower room door,
located all the way over here. There are four disinfestation chambers, not
one.

But they chose photographs which show one door and used the singular
“the” and mix it with images of the shower room. You can see the
disinfestation chambers had warnings not to enter and marks designating
when clothing fumigations started and when it was safe to open the doors
again.
Here they refer to this as “a” gas chamber,[34] of course ignoring that it was
one of the four used to delouse clothing.
The photograph’s caption reveals the early propaganda lies, still perpetrated
today.

“Gas Room – People were hung up in here”
These hooks were not used to hang people in gas chambers. They were
just hooks for clothing, of course.

“View of the hooks outside the door to the gas chambers in
Buchenwald.”[35]
First, this isn’t even Buchenwald. This is a photo of a Dachau delousing
chamber.
The original caption reads:

“Buchenwald was the home of Ilse Koch, wife of the
commandant. She was known as the ‘bitch of Buchenwald,’ an
insult to every dog who ever lived. She had her inmates
tattooed in various designs, then had them killed, then skinned
and their hides tanned to make book bindings, lamp shades,
and other articles. I saw these things! One story has it that she
enjoyed sexual intercourse with her victims – this may be
apocryphal. These ‘meat hooks’ were used on the bodies of
humans!”
Just about every claim in this miscaptioned photo is false. This example
illuminates the typical hysterical propaganda common at the time and still
repeated today by a government-funded institution. In reality, these alleged
“meat hooks” are just hangers for clothes to air out after passing through
the fumigation chambers.
This complex machinery sure looked like it would be something we’d
expect in German-designed death chambers. But because this equipment
could NOT be used to introduce Zyklon-B fumes into the chamber, today we
are told the Germans instead just dumped the pesticide pellets onto the
room’s �oor through these vents in the outside wall. This is quite odd,
because the disinfestation chambers right down the hall actually did have
advanced specially designed mechanisms to properly heat and circulate
cyanide gas from the Zyklon B pesticide pellets.
This was called the DEGESCH circulatory device made by the manufacturer
of Zyklon B.[36] A member of a clothing fumigation crew would put a can of
Zyklon B into the holder. A built-in can opener operated from the outside
with a crank would open the can. The pellets would drop down a chute into
a basket where hot air would be blown through to speed the release of
cyanide gas from the pellets. The pesticide would be spread throughout the
clothing fumigation chamber, and when �nished, the gas would be removed
from the chamber and fresh air blown in.
One should be very skeptical upon learning that today the o�cial story is
that the Germans, rather than using something like this specially designed
device used in the clothing delousing chambers right down the hall, simply

poured Zyklon B pellets through holes in the wall. Such a procedure would
have been very detrimental, because once those pellets were inside the
room, they could not have been removed, unless the room had been cleared
of all the corpses. Since Zyklon B releases its poison for an hour or more,
depending on temperature and humidity,[37] this means that any effort to
swiftly ventilate the room after an execution would have been in vain.
Hence, these shafts, if they were added during the war within the
framework of Dr. Rascher’s testing frenzy, may simply have been designed
to assist the ventilation of that room.
Anyway, this is not exactly the advanced German engineering we are
constantly propagandized with, is it?
In the face of overwhelming evidence that this room was never used to gas
anyone, mainstream historians now claim that the inmates employed to
build this gas chamber managed to sabotage its completion by dawdling
on the job for some three years, or so we read in the original French edition
of Paul Berben’s “o�cial history” of the camp, quote:[38]

“The Dachau gas chamber, however, never functioned because
to a certain extent, it seems, of sabotage carried out by the
team of prisoners given the job to build it.”
So, the narration of the Nuremburg trial evidence �lm “Nazi Concentration
Camps” was completely wrong. This clothing did not belong to inmates
suffocated in the gas chamber. This was just clothing which passed
through the real gas chambers for delousing clothes and was airing out.
This deceptive narration of the Dachau segment is an important part of the
falsehoods in the Nuremberg trials �lm evidence center piece.

This bizarre practice of calling shower rooms gas chambers continues to
this day. We can see on the website of Israel’s Holocaust Museum “Yad
Vashem” a photograph of the actual inmate shower room at the Dachau
Camp captioned

“A gas chamber after the liberation.”[39]
This is just another real shower.

“Flossenbürg, Germany, Gas chambers, which were called
showers.”[40]
This claim is repeated on the “HistoryWiz” web site “The Final Solution”.
The photograph is captioned:[41]

“The �nal destination for those who could not work, the gas
chamber – here, the gas chamber at Flossenburg.”
The hoaxers pulled the same old trick angle in the camera to block out the
many windows of this real working shower room. The top o�cial
authorities today concede this room was a real shower, never used to gas
anyone. Moreover, no mainstream historian has ever claimed that there
was a homicidal gas chamber at the Flossenbürg Camp.
This doesn’t stop Israel’s Holocaust Museum and others from spreading
gas shower nonsense. The “HistoryWiz” website presents an important
quote

“To be ignorant of history is to remain always a child. – Cicero”
That certainly holds true for those who childishly and ignorantly believe
showers were gas chambers.

A major reason we believed in the stories of the showers of death is the
terrible images of corpses taken at the end of the war. But those horri�c
images of emaciated and dead prisoners are not proof of an extermination
program.

“This special presentation of the Oprah Winfrey Show is
brought to you with limited commercial interruption. It is
supported in part by the new AT&T, committed to education.
I am here in Poland at the Auschwitz death camp, where it is
estimated that 1.1 to 1.5 million people perished here in the
Holocaust.”
At an early age, you were probably already exposed to a program like
this.[42] Documentaries such as this one are speci�cally aimed at young
people. You can even see this copy was taken from a website called
“School Tube”. Videos like this shock their audience by showing atrocious
imagery which, if it were �ction, would be rated unsuitable for children.

“That evil has a name: The Holocaust. A systematic mass
murder meticulously planned and executed by Nazi Germany
that brutally wiped millions of people off the face of the earth.
More than six million of those human beings were Jewish.”
But since this imagery is real, it is not rated unsuitable for children,
although it is even more traumatizing exactly because it is real. However,
hardly anyone, let alone a child, has the ability or experience to analyze the
context of this imagery. This horri�c �lm footage of emaciated corpses is
presented with no context other than the claim that they are proof of a
systematic extermination policy.

“The Holocaust. A systematic mass murder meticulously
planned and executed…”

These images, however, were taken at the very end of the war. Mainstream
historians claim, however, that any extermination activity had ceased in
those camps in October of 1944 at the latest, based on an a�davit by
German SS o�cer Kurt Becher, in which he quoted an order allegedly
issued by Himmler in September of 1944 as follows:[43]

“I prohibit any annihilation of Jews with immediate effect, and
on the contrary order the nursing of weak and sick persons. I
hold you (with this, Kaltenbrunner and Pohl were meant)
personally responsible for this, even if this order is not strictly
followed by subordinate departments.”
Both Kaltenbrunner and Pohl were top o�cials of the concentration camp
system. No trace of that Himmler order has ever been found, but that’s
beside the point I want to make here. When we look at what was really
going on in those camps, we are in for a surprise. Here is a chart showing
the number of inmate deaths at Dachau as recorded �rst by the German
authorities and then by the Americans. It clearly shows that mortality
exploded at a time when Hitler’s extermination policy is said to have been
abandoned. The same happened at the Bergen-Belsen Camp, where
mortality exploded only in early 1945, as can be seen from this chart
exhibited today at the Bergen-Belsen museum.
The reason for that was severe overcrowding combined with the disastrous
collapse of food and water supplies as well as medical care and hygienic
measures, which taken together caused malnutrition, starvation, and fatal
diseases such as typhus and dysentery to spread out of control.
In those months, the Allies bombed Germany’s entire infrastructure to
smithereens, including the supply lines into the camps. Shipments of
medicine, sanitation supplies and food into the camps, power plants and
water treatment plants were systematically bombed, and in some cases,
they even bombed the actual camps. Not only Jewish concentration camp
prisoners struggled and perished during the �nal months of World War II.
For months upon months, the German civilian population was the target of
an unprecedented �re-bombing campaign by the western Allies. From
Hamburg to Dresden, tens of thousands of innocent German civilians were

deliberately targeted and murdered. Women and children were burned alive,
and terri�ed families suffocated from poison gas in bomb shelters. They
don’t ever show you these pictures, do they? You should ask why, though.
Anyway, many Germans who survived became refugees running for their
lives, and also struggled to feed themselves.
In the east, German civilian populations were also �eeing the invading
Soviet army which was torturing and murdering civilians en masse. The
Red Army raped untold numbers of German women from young children to
the elderly.
Using these horri�c images, the catastrophic last days of a collapsing
Germany surrounded on all sides and bombed to smithereens, as proof of
deliberate extermination camps is the dirty trick that is the main reason
people believe in the Holocaust.
It’s why many react strongly against those critically investigating
mainstream Holocaust claims. After all, we all saw the bodies, right? These
images were taken in camps liberated by the western Allies, primarily
Dachau, liberated by the Americans, and Bergen-Belsen, liberated by the
British – camps which are today admitted, even by mainstream historians,
not to have served as extermination or death camps.
Today, all of the so-called death camps or extermination camps are
claimed to have been in Polish territories conquered by the Soviet Union.
Early witnesses originally claimed these western-liberated camps also had
homicidal gas chambers, disguised as shower rooms. However, British and
American doctors performed thousands of autopsies on some of the
corpses the Allies discovered in those camps.
Russell Barton, an English medical student who had spent a month in
Belsen after the camp’s liberation and had investigated the reasons for the
camp’s disastrous conditions toward the end of the war, stated, quote:[44]

“German medical o�cers told me that it had been increasingly
di�cult to transport food to the camp for some months.
Anything that moved on the autobahns was likely to be
bombed. […]
I was surprised to �nd records, going back for two or three
years, of large quantities of food cooked daily for distribution. I
became convinced, contrary to popular opinion, that there had
never been a policy of deliberate starvation. This was
con�rmed by the large numbers of well-fed inmates. […] The
major reasons for the state of Belsen were disease, gross
overcrowding by central authority, lack of law and order within
the huts, and inadequate supplies of food, water and drugs.”
Here is an interview Dr. Barton gave to the late Ernst Zündel some ten years
after this article had been published:[45]

“You were on the scene in Belsen as a young man.”
“Yes. I went with a group of medical students. We arrived in
Belsen on May the second 1945, and I �rst went to the camp on
May the third. Himmler ordered the camp to be ceded on April
11th in order to stop typhus, which was an epidemic spreading
throughout Europe. The British came in; a tank division came in
on April the �fteenth at three o’clock, and they did their best to
segregate the typhus[-infected] and the dying from the other.”
“How many people were in the camp at the time when the
British took over the camp?”
“I think there were about �fty-seven or sixty thousand. The
British bombed everything, and the Americans, that moved on
the roads. So getting food there was extremely di�cult. The
water supplies became contaminated with sewage, and the
administration in the camp more or less broke down. The

distribution of food in the individual huts was left to the
inmates, and the inmates, we found out – we were fooled at
�rst, but this was after May, after I got there. The inmates… one
particular group was in control; they would take what they
wanted and then leave whatever food there was left to the rest
of the hut. So that meant, perhaps ten powerful people would
gobble everything, and three hundred and �fty would have
whatever was left. There were, I’d say, all nationalities, mainly
Polish and Russian. Most of them were Jewish.”
“Were there men and women?”
“Yes, there were men and women, and children.”
“And were they segregated?”
“Segregated.”
“Segregated camps. And that was still segregated when you
got there?”
“Yes.”
“Even, let’s say, if the German camp administration had made
maximum effort, and had been given everything at hand, could
they have prevented this?”
“There was no cure for typhus at that time. The British put DDT,
which is an insecticide, over everything and everybody, and in
that way, I think, the typhus was contained. But it was a great
danger. People don’t realize it was typhus. It was… I supposed
50, 60 percent of the people died of typhus.”
“Why are these bodies naked? I mean, some of them are so
emaciated. Why don’t they have their clothing on?”

“Well, they did. When they were pushed outside the huts, they
had clothing on. But clothing was so scarce – everything was
scarce – that the inmates would immediately rush out and take
all the clothing off, because it was a pity to waste it. That’s why
they were naked.”
“Did you see, when you got there two weeks after the British
army took over, any evidence of gas chambers, the way
propaganda has said that the Germans had in these camps? Or
was there any claim made to that effect?”
“No. I don’t think it was ever thought there was a gas chamber
in Belsen-Bergen. People were dying at 500 a day, by the way, a
rate of 500 a day.”
“Even under British administration…”
“Under British administration, yes. And what was happening
mostly, the English soldiers were giving people their food,
people half starved, had very thin stomachs. The stomachs
would burst, and they’d die. The inmates said that the
conditions there, this is what inmates said, that conditions
weren’t too bad until the end of ’44. And then this mass
immigration… But by the time they put in another 50,000, fully
50,000, of course…”
“Were you there during the time when the bulldozers were
actually putting these bodies in the graves, in these long
trenches that we’ve seen?”
“The bulldozers… the bodies were being thrown in. They would
put… a truck went around every day and picked up the bodies
outside the hut, and then they would take them to where the
bulldozer had dug the grave, and they would throw them into
the grave.”

“You are a man born in England. You published this article, I
believe, for an English publication. And the London Times
picked up on what you have published here?”
“That’s right. This was published in November 1968. I was
asked to write it. I was solicited. I had no intention of so doing.”
“Nobody ever interviewed you from any German magazines or
papers?”
“Oh no. No, no.”
“To this day?”
“Not to this day.”
“Did anybody ever, o�cially from Germany, come and contact
you for a kind of historical documentation, of the [???German
Federal] archives in Koblenz and places like that?”
“No.”
“No. Never?”
“Never.”
Similar to this is the account given by Dr. Charles Larson, a U.S. forensic
pathologist working for the U.S. Army’s Judge Advocate General. Right
after the war, Dr. Larson performed autopsies on hundreds of victims in
some twenty former concentration camps. In 1980, a newspaper article
appeared reporting about his wartime experience. We read there:[46]

“Larson has talked little publicly about the war experience. One
reason for his silence has been that his autopsy �ndings

con�icted with the widely held belief that most Jews in Nazi
camps were exterminated by gassing, shooting or poisoning.
‘What we’ve heard is that 6 million Jews were exterminated.
Part of that is a hoax,’ Larson said. […]
Never was a case of poisoning uncovered, he said.”
Larson’s biographer wrote the following about this episode, quote:[47]

“In one grave the bulldozers uncovered an estimated 2,000
bodies, many of which were subjected to autopsy examination
by Major Larson. All of those autopsied had died of various
conditions such as emaciation with starvation, tuberculosis,
typhus or other infectious diseases.
For the next ten days, many nights with only an hour or two of
restless sleep, Larson worked among the dead. He performed
about 25 autopsies a day and super�cially examined another
300 to 1,000 bodies. He autopsied only those bodies that
appeared to have died questionably. ‘Many of them died of
typhus,’ Dr. Larson told me recently.
At Dachau Larson’s work – the pro�le of the prisoner
population that his autopsies projected – indicated that only a
small percentage of the deaths were due to medical
experimentation on humans. It indicated that most of the
victims died from so-called ‘natural causes’ at the time; that is,
of disease brought on by malnutrition and �lth which are the
handmaidens of war.”
Today, these particular camps are admitted not to have had homicidal gas
chambers at all. So, none of the corpses seen in these images were
gassed. What you see in these images are prisoners who died from
desease as well as a lack of appropiate food, water and medical supplies.

A large part of their condition was due to the Allies bombing supply lines to
the camps.
Allied �ghter planes even bombed and strafed trainloads full of prisoners
as they were being evacuated to different camps. Those prisoners who
weren’t hit by bullets or bombs were without appropiate supplies for days
until arriving at their destinantion.
The liberation of Dachau concentration camp is dramatized in the �lm
Shutter Island. The Americans liberating Dachau came across what
became known as “The Dachau Death Trains”. They saw bullet holes in the
sides of the trains and dead prisoners inside in terrible condition, believing
the Germans locked starved prisoners inside the trains, then machine
gunned them, the Americans turned their fury to the capture of German
guards.

“The guards surrendered, we took their guns, and we lined them
up. It wasn’t warfare, it was, it was murder!”
Many of the German guards who surrendered the camp had only recently
been transferred to the camp in the �nal days of the war. Some were just
teenagers from surrounding towns. Ironically, this young German guard
even looks like the young DiCaprio. This young German was not a
deliberate holocauster of Jews or anyone else but a young man tragically
swept into the �nal days of the most brutal war in the history of mankind.
The German soldiers surrendered, and with their hands up, the Americans
shot dozens of captured unarmed German guards. And it didn’t happen in
the heat of the moment either, as this movie suggests. In fact, the
Americans actually brought the guards to the camp’s coal yard, got a heavy
machine gun from their vehicle and brought it into position, and they had
their army photographers take pictures of the event, as this photo and
others prove. It was a war crime. The Americans played judge, jury and
executioner. They even dragged German soldiers from a nearby hospital
and shot them, even though they had nothing to do with the camp at all, let
alone the death trains. Here is the testimony of one of the Americans
involved in this murder:[48]

“I was not prepared for what I saw in Dachau. Nothing could
prepare you for that. Nothing could prepare you for that type of
slaughter that was carried on in that camp. […]
I never liked to see people killed unnecessarily, no matter what
their stripe is or what they have done. We did kill some people
there that I consider unnecessarily. However, given the
circumstances, while I am sorry about it, it was just one of
those things that no one could control. Actually, the people that
we killed died a much easier death than the people that they
tortured and killed as we subsequently found out. Torture and
hangings and executions in various manners was a daily
occurrence. So, in a way, we were kinder to them than they were
to the people that they murdered.”
The only problem is that the people he helped to kill were not those who
had run the camp for many years.
But evidence has come to light that the Germans did not lock prisoners
inside the trains and machine gun them.
The bullets which tore through the trains full of prisoners were not German
bullets but in fact the result of Allied war planes stra�ng the trains.
Here is a Jewish former prisoner talking about the Allies bombing and
shooting his train, killing prisoners on the way to Dachau, explaining their
condition:

“I was ordered to go march out to the railroad station back into
the cattle cars, but this time they had open wagons and regular
cattle cars. But the only difference it was that the railroad
tracks, on one track, the Nazis were retreating with the heavy
artillery, ammunition and all their hardware. In another track the
concentration camp inmates in the train load. The Nazis were
hoping maybe because we are there they will not be bombed.

It would have been a short trip, but it took us almost three days
to get to Dachau. What had happened, we got hit by air raid.
They bombed the both of the tracks, they machine gunned our
train. And in the train were I was sitting – this time it wasn’t so
loaded – we were all squatting down. Both of the fellows
beside me got hit by machine gun �re. And I just, days… by then
the guards were gone. We opened the railroad car and
stumbled out of the car and walked into the woods in nearby,
and hid there. Remember going out on the �elds and dug off
some potatoes for food. But they came back next morning or a
day later with dogs, gathered us together and ordered us back
to the railroad cars. They never removed the bodies. This is how
we arrived to Dachau.”
This Jew’s train was bombed and shot by Allied planes. The prisoners the
Allies killed were left inside the train. Prisoners who weren’t blown up or
shot by the Allies suffered further malnutrition, in part due to the bombing
of train tracks, delaying their journey.
The Allies were directly responsible for killing many on these death trains.
Bullets from Allied air planes tore through the bodies of those prisoners
shortly before the American infantry arrived at Dachau. American infantry,
ignorant of the role of Allied bombing and stra�ng runs contributing to the
deaths of the prisoners inside the death trains, put the blame on the
Germans.
They lined the unarmed, surrendered German guards against a wall and
executed them, committing a war crime, which has gone unpunished to this
day. Misunderstandings, propaganda, falsehoods, blind patriotism,
mistakes, rushing to judgement. How else could millions be driven to killing
their own people, themselves essentially?

“It wasn’t warfare, it was murder.”
The Allies also directly bombed concentration camp prisoners, and today
we are told this is proof of a German planned Holocaust.

This is another segment from the American propaganda �lm “Nazi
Concentration Camps” which was shown at the Nuremberg Trials.

“The slave-labor camp at Nordhausen liberated by the Third
Armored Division, First Army. At least three thousand political
prisoners died here at the brutal hands of SS troops and
hardened German criminals who were the camp guards.
Nordhausen had been a depository for slaves found un�t for
work in the underground V-bomb plants and in other German
camps and factories.”
A deceptively captioned image of Nordhausen appears in Steven
Spielberg’s The Last Days companion book. We see American solders
walking past corpses strewn on the ground. The caption reads:

“The horri�c scene of mass annihilation within the Nordhausen
concentration camp.”
Let’s look closer at the photograph. We can see the buildings have been
bombed. Testimony of former prisoners shows they were lucky to survive
Allied bombing attacks.
This Jewish former prisoner and doctor describes prisoners laying in the
camp hospital sick of tuberculosis in the �nal days of the war.

“And there I had over 4 thousand prisoners laying on
tuberculosis. Sick. What are you doing? It’s tuberculosis. No
medications, nothing, hardly food, it was very meager already.
The Germans didn’t have to eat.”
This former prisoner and doctor described conditions in the camp in the
�nal days of the war. Sick prisoners didn’t have enough supplies. However,
he points out the Germans themselves also didn’t have enough even to eat.
Clearly, the Germans could have killed the sick prisoners at any time, yet

instead treated them in hospitals.

“And all of the sudden, it was April 3rd at 3 o’clock, alarm, and
American air force over us, and dropped the bombs just on our
camp. And the whole camp was entirely destroyed. And out of
this four thousand people, we were 200 survived. Because they
died there. They were in the camps, you know. Hanging in the
ceiling, their bodies and… It was awful. It was burning days and
days. We were still…, the nurses, the doctors, the administration
people, the working administration… we ran away. And the
Americans made a mistake because they didn’t know this is a
concentration camp. They knew it is a military camp. They
emptied the military the month before and in January they put
us in, you see. So, they didn’t know. So, they came back at 9
o’clock in the morning and hit the whole city. The whole city
they �attened. We ran away in the wood, in the �elds, and when
they emptied the planes, they came and strafed us with
machine guns. They didn’t know who it is. They are Germans,
you know. And we went into the woods, and we remained about
a week in the woods. And we ate only the raw potatoes.”
British Royal Air Force bombed the camp, full of sick prisoners. They turned
around and shot survivors running for their lives. They �attened the nearby
town, full of innocent German civilians.
The British are primarily responsible for the scene of, quote, “mass
annihilation.” But images of Nordhausen recently bombed and strafed by
British planes are still used today as proof of a deliberate German-planned
Holocaust.
And it’s important to note that most of those seen in this photograph aren’t
even Jews but primarily non-Jewish political prisoners, including Poles,
Russians and Jehovah’s Witnesses. These majority non-Jewish victims of
Allied bombing at a former labor camp are used to sell a supposed Jewish
Holocaust.

The Oprah program deceptively used two shots of the aftermath of the
British air raid at Nordhausen.

“More than six millions of those human beings were Jewish.”
This victim of the Allies blowing up and stra�ng sick prisoners at
Nordhausen being carried over rubble was in fact likely not Jewish. So,
we’re looking at someone who is both not killed by the Germans but by the
British and who is likely not a Jew.
Here is another clip of Nordhausen. The prisoners of the camp for seriously
ill prisoners were blown up and shot by the British, and were buried in this
mass grave. The soldiers standing at the edge are Americans. But we are
led to assume they are Germans, standing at attention after a job well done.

“[…] that brutally wiped millions of people off the face of the
earth.”
Actually, the British brutally wiped these prisoners off the face of the earth.
The Germans put them in a camp with doctors and nurses.
What’s incredible is that you were shown these images as proof of an
organized, planned, systematic extermination program going according to
plan.

“A systematic mass murder meticulously planned and executed
...”
…when in reality, this was the result of the total disorganization and utter
chaos of a collapsing Germany which was still being bombed relentlessly
into submission.
Rather than do the right thing and accept blame for what could be said is

accidental collateral damage based on faulty intelligence, the Allies instead
just blamed the Germans. Images of a camp full of sick prisoners bombed
and strafed by British planes at Nordhausen are used as proof of a
systematic, planned German extermination program. However, every single
mostly non-Jewish prisoner in this imagery was killed due to a British bomb
or bullet.
The editing of the �lm “Nazi Concentration Camps” was supervised by
Budd Schulberg, born Seymour Schulberg, son of the head of Paramount
Studios. Schulberg was Jewish and a member of the communist party USA
until 1939.
All of these dead were murdered with British bombs or bullets. Yet no
mention is made of that. Schulberg claims they died at the brutal hands of
Germans.

“At least 3 thousand political prisoners died here at the brutal
hands of SS troops and hardened German criminals who were
the camp guards.”
This is a total lie and inversion of history. The �nal shot of the “Nazi
Concentration Camps” �lm shows footage of a prisoner at Nordhausen
who had his head blown off.
A prisoner account describes exactly how this happened and who is
responsible:[49]

“THE APRIL 3 BOMBING. The accounts refer �rst of all to the
Tuesday, April 3 bombing: ‘Right from the �rst blast, I took
shelter under the concrete staircase of the Revier. A bomb hit
the Block and the staircase was demolished. I ran to the middle
of the camp, to a shelter dug right into the ground, where there
were already a dozen civilians, women, children, and also an SS
man – as green from fear as his uniform – who could only
stammer: ‘Schrecklich! Schrecklich!’ (Horrible! Horrible!) And
indeed, it was not a pretty sight; corpses every �ve or six yards,

headless or their innards ripped open.”
Today, images of Nordhausen are widely used as proof of a Jewish
Holocaust. Why is this particular image so popular? The bodies of those
blown up or shot by the British, then pulled out of craters or the rubble of
buildings and lined up in ordered rows by the Americans are meant to imply
an orderly German method of mass murder. Apparently, they want us to
believe the Germans lined all these prisoners up here in neat rows and shot
them where they stood. If these dead people were German soldiers, the
Brits would pat themselves on the back for a job well done. Instead, the
Allies just blamed their bombing and shooting screw up on the Germans.
What a horri�c scam, pulled right in front of our very eyes. Imagery of tragic
deaths which were the direct result of the Allies’ actions are cynically
exploited to sell a lie.
[Footage showing Historian Stephen Ambrose:]

“Adolf Hitler was pure evil. And he was in command of the most
advanced technology and the best-disciplined people and the
best-educated people in the world.”
“In the wrong hands, technology helped turn Europe into a
slaughter house. This was a war that was also a crime.”
“Eisenhower, when he �rst encountered concentration camps,
was shocked and surprised. He hadn’t been told about it. His
immediate reaction was, ‘This is so horrible that there will
inevitably become a revisionist movement some day to say ‘this
never happened; this is propaganda; this is a �gment of
wartime imagination,’ so he insisted that every GI who could be
marched through those camps and he said ‘bring your cameras
with you.’”
This is a classic quote used to attempt to refute revisionists. Eisenhower
said, there would be deniers in the future, so he ordered witnesses march
through camps and �lm them. No one denies these are real bodies. But the

false analysis of their cause of death de�ecting all blame onto Germans is
the propaganda. Every single shot in this news segment was taken at
Nordhausen. All of the footage of murdered prisoners in the sick camp at
Nordhausen shows prisoners blown up or shot by the British.
This is another example of the propaganda formula: supposed expert,
deceptive imagery, plus calling those who question it evil haters. It turns
out this master historian was later accused of plagiarism throughout his
entire career.[50] He even lied about spending hundreds of hours with
Eisenhower and meeting with him daily. O�cial records show he spent �ve
hours on the record with Eisenhower. This is the mentality of these master
historians, promoted to the forefront of the monopoly media. There was no
plan to turn these prisoners into this condition. This was the result of the
catastrophic end to the war. Not everything going perfectly according to an
evil plan.
Up until this time these images of a bulldozer dumping naked emaciated
corpses into a mass grave at Bergen-Belsen were the most horrifying
imagery in the history of �lm. This �lm footage was shown to our
grandparents’ generation on a big screen. It has been shown to you at a
young age. What are you to believe? Some programs such as the Oprah
presentation lead one to assume this is a German driving this bulldozer,
making his quota of gassed Jews for the day, rather than a British solder
pushing epidemic typhus victims into a mass grave.
Until the end of the war, Bergen-Belsen was not a death camp were
Germans deliberately starved to death and murdered prisoners. In fact, it
was originally designated as a recuperation camp, or Krankenlager, where
sick prisoners were sent to improve their health. It wasn’t such a terrible
place until the �nal days of the war, and there is evidence to prove it. Rose
Kahn, a Hungarian Jew, was transported from Auschwitz to Bergen-Belsen
in the summer of 1944. Before Auschwitz was abandoned, and BergenBelsen was severely overcrowded, she describes Bergen-Belsen as not
such a terrible place.

“So, when we arrived to Bergen-Belsen, and they told us to get
out, and the Nazis came with those big, big dogs, with their

wolves, and they asked us who cannot walk, is sick, should tell
‘em, so they gonna put us on a bus. I was afraid to say it. I
couldn’t walk, but I didn’t say it. And if I would say, would been
good, because this was not a bad place. This was not at that
time, at that time.”
“So in other words it wasn’t a trick?”
“No, no.”
“They really would have taken you by bus.”
“Yes, yes, yes.”
“I think you were right, though.”
“Yes, but I was so afraid, so my mother and my friends were
holding me. We had to walk a few miles, quite a few miles to it.
And we arrived there, and we lived in tents and straw, we slept
on straw. And we weren’t treated badly. No, it wasn’t too bad
over there. We were given nice meals. What happened? They
wanted us strong to send out to work, so they didn’t want weak
and sick people.”
Witnesses such as this help prove that Bergen-Belsen was not a specially
designed death camp whatsoever. Before the catastrophic end of the war,
prisoners were routinely fed and decently cared for.
The major trick of the Holocaust promotion industry is to show these
horrible images of emaciated bodies and make you believe that prisoners
were always like this. That the Germans immediately starved them to
death, and this deliberate starvation had been going on for years as part of
their plan of extermination. However, witnesses such as this and others
prove that at times the concentration camps were not so terrible.

“This was not a bad place. This was not at that time.”
It was only as Germany was losing the war, surrounded on all sides by a
terror bombing campaign from the west and marauding Soviets in the east,
that conditions in camps such as Bergen-Belsen deteriorated disastrously.

“And then we stayed there until they started to build barracks
for all the other Auschwitz people when Bergen-Belsen became
hell.”
Bergen-Belsen became hellish at the very end of the war. The major cause
of this was the Allied bombing campaign. As the Allies �re-bombed
German civilian population centers, burning innocent men, women and
children alive and shot at or bombed just about anything that moved on
roads or train tracks, even the Germans themselves had trouble �nding
enough to eat at the time.
[Camp survivors interviewed:]

“…hardly food, it was very meager already. The Germans didn’t
have to eat.”
“Food didn’t improve very much because, simple reason, they
didn’t have very much themselves, so…”
“Did the civilians try to help you at all? Did they trade goods for
things?”
“It’s as I say, we had almost everything what we wanted, from
the soccer teams, from the civilians, from outside civilians.”
The spread of deadly diseases and severe overcrowding exacerbated the
entire situation. Prisoners from areas in the east which were now being

overrun by the Soviets were hastily evacuated west. After days or weeks
journey, often on foot, they wound up in these overcrowded camps full of
deadly diseases. And because the German infrastructure was being
destroyed, this was catastrophic.
In early February 1945, a large transport of Hungarian was admitted to
Bergen-Belsen while the disinfestation facility was out of order. As a result,
typhus broke out and quickly spread beyond control. The hot-air delousing
machine sometimes failed to work for several days. The worst killer was
typhus. But typhoid fever and dysentery also claimed their lives.
There was a breakdown in order and communication throughout the
German system as the Germans were losing the war and �ghting for their
survival. Trainloads of food were destroyed by Allied planes. At BergenBelsen, the �nal factor which guaranteed mass casualties was in the �nal
weeks of the war: The Allies bombed the power plant which supplied
electricity to the facilities that pumped water to the camp.

“Water too had been cut off. And so, the water cart was the
most important thing to arrive. There had be no water supply
for six days. The Germans pleaded it had been cut.”[51]
The electric plant which powered pumps supplying water to Bergen-Belsen
was not cut by some unnamed force. It was blown up by the British. A
destroyed system for providing clean water to the camp compounded
already disastrous hygiene and medical conditions. Clean water, necessary
to shower prisoners, wash clothing and treat dehydrated typhoid fever,
dysentery and typhus patients was indeed cut off by British bombs.

“One might ask why all the inmates surviving were not removed
out of the camp altogether to a large town, for example, where
there would be feeding and housing facilities. The answer is
simply the dread word – typhus.
A mobile bacteriological unit and all medical aid possible
together with 90 medical students from London hospitals were

rushed to the spot to deal with it.
Lack of soap and water brought lice to the inmates, and lice
carry typhus. To get rid of typhus, one must �rst get rid of lice,
so contaminated patients were removed from their huts and
put through a laundry process.”
The British struggled to remedy disastrous conditions in Bergen-Belsen
after liberation. Many thousands died after liberation. In the end, the British
burned the wooden barracks, as they became infested with deadly
epidemic-typhus-carrying body lice. Images of the disastrous situation at
Bergen-Belsen are fraudulently used to portray a deliberate German
extermination policy.
These post-liberation images of Bergen-Belsen as well as Dachau and
Nordhausen have become symbols of German barbarism. But these people
were victims of the larger war, not a deliberate German extermination plan.
The Germans did what they could to keep people alive, and in some cases
contacted the Red Cross for assistance and even turned over some camps
to them. The shameful truth hidden amongst this Holocaust propaganda is
that not only were none of these people gassed, but the Allies played a
major role in their deaths.
As terrible as these images of emaciated prisoners are, images of union
prisoners of the American confederate civil war camp Andersonville show
liberated prisoners also appeared in a similar condition. What happened at
Andersonville was a complete breakdown in hygiene measures due to
inadequate sanitation facilities. Toilets in the overcrowded camp didn’t
drain properly, exposing prisoners to �lth and disease, in particular
dysentery. Symptoms of dysentery include diarrhea and rapid weight loss.
In extreme cases, patients may pass over a liter of �uid per hour. It’s easy to
see how someone who is repeatedly defecating, vomiting and urinating
would quickly lose body weight, especially if food supplies, medicine and
water became scarce.
At Andersonville, as overcrowding increased, so did the death toll. The
confederates also lost the war in a catastrophic way much like the

Germans. So, there is a direct correlation between the images of
Andersonville prisoners and the so-called Holocaust images.
Now, these people at Andersonville aren’t Jews, and never has anyone
alleged the South aimed for a total genocide of Northerners. The
photographs of Andersonville and for instance Bergen-Belsen are quite
similar and correlate with the breakdown in hygiene, overcrowding, the
spread of disease and one side of the war losing catastrophically. What you
see in these images at Bergen-Belsen is primarily the result of typhus.
Typhus is a disease carried by the body louse which is similar to head lice.
But body lice prefer to attach themselves not to the scalp but to the inner
seams of clothing. Typhus was responsible for the deaths of millions
throughout history. Typhus epidemics routinely occurred throughout Europe
during war time. During World War I, more than three million people died
from typhus.
What you see in these images are primarily typhus epidemic victims. The
Germans did not intentionally starve them to death. We can see several
people liberated from the camps. Although not in pristine condition, some
appear well fed, some even fat. They simply didn’t have disease. The
Germans in fact tried to stop the spread of disease. The insecticide Zyklon
B was a pesticide used to kill these deadly typhus-carrying body lice.
There is nothing inherently murderous about Zyklon B. In fact, Zyklon B was
used on the Mexican border to gas the clothing of Mexicans crossing the
border. The delousing process went like this:
Prisoners entering a camp would strip their clothing and get a haircut to
prevent any areas where deadly typhus-carrying body lice could thrive. Then
they would take a hot shower. At the same time, their clothing would be put
into specially designed fumigation chambers where fumigation crews
would use the insecticide Zyklon B to kill deadly typhus-carrying body lice.
The prisoners would then be given clean, lice-free clothing, and enter the
camp. It is easy to see how this life saving delousing process involving real
fumigation chambers for clothing and real showers was misconstrued into

wartime propaganda about showers of gas by prisoners spreading rumors
as well as Soviet propaganda artists deliberately framing their enemies.
One of the �nal exhibits at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
in Washington, D.C. sums up the importance of the information presented
in this video.
Museum visitors are bombarded with �lm clips taken after the Allies
captured concentration and labor camps. These �lms are meant to
represent proof of a deliberate German extermination policy. But you have
now seen many of these clips, explained and debunked.
Near the end of the museum’s main exhibit two banks of three video
monitors �anking a fallen Nazi �ag play �lm footage taken after camps
were captured by the Allies.
Each of the three monitors is dedicated to one of the three major Allied
powers: the Soviet Union, United States and Great Britain.
On this screen is US Army footage taken at Nordhausen, Dachau and
Buchenwald. The caption reads:

“Local German civilians are ordered to tour Buchenwald
Concentration Camp.”
This is an American army o�cial gathering Germans around the supposed
human-skin lamp shade and the table �lled with propaganda props. Visitors
are shown the Dachau death trains full of victims of Allied bombing and
stra�ng attacks. Majdanek, the outside of a real shower facility, “Bath and
Disinfection II,” and the inside of “Bath and Disinfection I” showing the real,
working shower room. Again, the camera is angled away from the many
windows. The caption reads:

“Soviet Army o�cers inspect chambers where prisoners were
killed by poison gas.”
Today, every serious mainstream historian acknowledges this wasn’t a gas
chamber with fake shower heads, it was a real working shower room
designed to keep prisoners alive and free of disease.
Again, the bulldozer pushing epidemic typhus victims into a mass grave at
Bergen-Belsen. A disaster, but not deliberate or planned.
On the last television screen, we’re shown footage of Nordhausen bombed
to smithereens by 500 British warplanes over two days. Much like at the
Nuremberg trials, the �nal shot we are shown before moving on to the
exhibit on post-war trials is the victim of British war planes at Nordhausen
with his exposed brains.
How sick to show gory imagery of Allied air attack victims as proof of the
evilness of Germans.
Mothers rushing their children past this section never question the context
of this imagery. This is powerful, trauma-based mind control used to
brainwash, not by using logic and facts, but by searing these horror images
into a captive audience’s mind, and manipulating emotions with
mendacious narrations.
Real shower rooms, phony planted evidence like this lamp shade, and
victims of Allied bombing are not proof of a genocide using gas chambers,
disguised as shower rooms. We were manipulated, misled and lied to.
We were shown images taken during the �nal days of a destroyed and
collapsed Germany as proof of a systematic, planned extermination
program. Upon further investigation by the western Allies, these claims of
extermination camps equipped with homicidal gas chambers in westernliberated camps have fallen by the wayside.

However, the powerful imagery of these western-liberated, overcrowded,
disease-infested camps, devastated due to the Allied bombing campaign in
the �nal months of the worst war in the history of mankind is still used to
brainwash the public as proof of an extermination program of gas
chambers disguised as shower rooms in camps captured by the Soviet
Union.
In Part 2 of this documentary, we will explore some aspects of the most
infamous of these camps: Auschwitz.

Disclaimer
This documentary is not meant to whitewash the National Socialist regime
of Germany from any of its undisputed wrongdoings. Imprisoning people
without proper due process is a crime. Any authority committing such a
crime ultimately bears responsibility for those in its custody.
However, this crime was not only committed by the German authorities
prior to and during World War II, but during the war also by the U.S.
authorities who imprisoned many Japanese Americans as well as Italian
and German immigrants. The biggest criminal in this regard, however, was
the US’s most important ally of the Second World War, the Soviet Union,
where millions were imprisoned and ultimately murdered prior to, during
and after the war.
Unfortunately, this crime of unlawful incarceration is today again
committed by U.S. authorities in Guantanamo Bay and other similar
facilities.
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Abriss
“Der Holocaust” ist weithin bekannt
als die Ermordung von sechs
Millionen
Juden
durch
das
nationalsozialistische Deutschland,
viele davon in Gaskammern, die
irreführend als Duschräume getarnt
waren.
Wir alle haben die entsetzlichen
Bilder von toten Gefangenen
gesehen, die nach der Befreiung der
Konzentrationslager aufgenommen
wurden. Dieser Dokumentar�lm
zeigt einige der denkwürdigsten
Bilder, die in Lagern wie Dachau,
Nordhausen und Bergen-Belsen
entstanden
sind.
Eine
genauere
Untersuchung
dieses Bildmaterials, dem wir alle
ausgesetzt waren, enthüllt eine ganz andere Geschichte als die, welche
man uns glauben gemacht hat. Überraschenderweise war eine große
Anzahl der Leichen, die uns gezeigt wurden, das direkte Ergebnis von
alliierten Bomben- und Tie�iegerangriffen und nicht etwa Opfer einer
systematisch geplanten Nazi-Vernichtungspolitik.

Prüfung des Holocaust: Das Entsetzen erklärt (Teil
1)
präsentiert überraschende Informationen, die ein neues Licht auf das
entsetzliche Bildmaterial werfen und es vielen Zuschauern zum ersten
Mal ermöglichen, wirklich zu verstehen, was sich am Ende des Krieges
in Deutschland zutrug. Eine unvoreingenommene Betrachtung dieser
Präsentation wird Sie überraschen und ermuntern, selber Fragen zu
stellen.

Diesen Dokumentar�lm herunterladen (1 Std. 36 Min. 40 Sek., 1920 ×
1080):
• ProbingTheHolocaust-Part1-HB25.mp4 (833 MB, komprimiert)
• ProbingTheHolocaust-Part1.mp4 (12.7, unkomprimiert)
• ProbingTheHolocaust-Part1-HB25-EnglSubtitles.mp4
komprimiert, mit englischen Untertiteln)

(889

MB

• ProbingTheHolocaust-Part1-HB25-GerSubtitles.mp4
komprimiert, mit deutschen Untertiteln)

(898

MB,

Untertitel-Dateien herunterladen:
• probingtheholocaust-part1-subtitles-english.srt (141 KB)
• probingtheholocaust-part1-subtitles-deutsch.srt (161 KB)

No video with supported format and MIME type found.

Urheberrechts-Vermerk: Dieser Film wurde für rein bildende Zwecke
öffentlich freigegeben. Er darf ausschließlich kostenfrei kopiert und
verbreitet werden. Keine kommerzielle Verwendung ist erlaubt. Beim
Kopieren und Verbreiten dürfen keine Änderungen am Film vorgenommen
werden ohne das vorherige schriftliche Einverständnis der Filmemacher.
Achtung: Dieses Video ersetzt Eric Hunts Questioning the Holocaust: Why
We Believed, Teil 1, das eine Reihe von Qualitätsproblemen hatte.

Prüfung des Holocaust: Das Entsetzen erklärt
Transkript
Dies wurde uns unsere ganzen Leben lang gesagt: Sechs Millionen Juden
und viele Nichtjuden wurden von den Nazis ermordet:
[Clips von diversen Filmen:]

“Elf Millionen Menschen starben in den Todeslagern von NaziDeutschland. Sechs Millionen waren Juden.”

“Schätzungsweise sechs Millionen Juden wurden während des
Zweiten Weltkriegs getötet.”
“Hitler hat sechs Millionen Juden umgebracht”
“Sechs Millionen Juden”
“Sechs Millionen sind gestorben”
“Sechs Millionen Menschen weinen aus dem Grab…”
Der Begriff Holocaust bezieht sich allgemein auf die systematisch geplante
und durchgeführte Vernichtung von sechs Millionen Juden durch NaziDeutschland während des Zweiten Weltkriegs. Etablierte Historiker sind
sich einig, dass von diesen sechs Millionen Juden ungefähr drei Millionen
in Gaskammern getötet wurden. Die überwiegende Mehrheit von ihnen,
sagen sie, wurden in sechs Vernichtungszentren auf polnischem Gebiet
getötet bzw. sie starben dort. Hier ist eine Aufgliederung dieser drei
Millionen angeblichen Gaskammeropfer auf diese sechs Lager.
Lager

Jüdische Gaskammeropfer

Auschwitz/Oświęcim

900.000*

Treblinka

900.000

Bełzec

500.000

Sobibór

210.000

Kulmhof/Chelmno

240.000

Lublin-Majdanek

unbekannt (Tausende)*

Gesamt:

2.750.000 + Tausende

* Die Gesamtopferzahl der Juden in diesen Lagern ist höher als die angegebene Zahl aufgrund
von Opfern anderer Ursachen (Krankheiten, Erschöpfung, Hinrichtungen usw.)

Diese Daten sind ein Durchschnitt von Zahlen, die auf den Webseiten von
zwei der renommiertesten Holocaust-Forschungseinrichtungen gefunden
wurden, das US Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. und das
Yad Vashem Museum in Jerusalem.[1]
Der Holocaust ist so wichtig, dass sogar die Vereinten Nationen
beschlossen, ihm einen eigenen Gedenktag zu widmen. An jedem 27.
Januar, als das berüchtigte Lager Auschwitz 1945 von der sowjetischen
Roten Armee besetzt wurde, wird die ganze Welt daran erinnert, den Opfern
des Holocaust zu gedenken.[2] Im Jahr 2017, anlässlich dieses
Internationalen Holocaust-Gedenktages, veröffentlichte das Weiße Haus
unter US-Präsident Donald Trump diese Erklärung:[3]
[“Mit schwerem Herzen und trauervollem Geist erinnern und
ehren wir die Opfer, Überlebenden, Helden des Holocaust. Es ist
unmöglich, die Verdorbenheit und den Schrecken, die
unschuldige Menschen durch den Nazi-Terror erlitten,
vollständig zu ergründen.

Aber wir wissen, dass in den dunkelsten Stunden der
Menschheit das Licht am hellsten leuchtet. Wenn wir uns an
diejenigen erinnern, die gestorben sind, sind wir zutiefst
dankbar für diejenigen, die ihr Leben riskierten, um die
Unschuldigen zu retten.
Im Namen derjenigen, die umkamen, verp�ichte ich mich,
während meiner Präsidentschaft und meines Lebens alles in
meiner Macht Stehende zu tun, um sicherzustellen, dass die
Mächte des Bösen nie wieder die Kräfte des Guten besiegen.
Gemeinsam werden wir Liebe und Toleranz auf der ganzen Welt
verbreiten.”]
Stoppen Sie das Video, falls sie es lesen möchten. Es ist nichts
Ungewöhnliches an dieser Erklärung, außer vielleicht die Tatsache, dass
Juden darin nicht erwähnt werden. Das löste einige giftige Reaktionen aus,
zum Beispiel von Jonathan Greenblatt, dem derzeitigen Chef der jüdischen

Anti-Diffamierungsliga. Er schrieb am selben Tag auf Twitter, dass Trump
Juden nicht einmal erwähnt habe,[4] was eine Flut ähnlicher Angriffe auf
den US-Präsidenten auslöste, weil er die sechs Millionen jüdischen Opfer
des Holocaust nicht ausdrücklich erwähnt hatte.[5] Das Weiße Haus
konterte einen Tag später, dass nicht nur Juden im Holocaust gestorben
seien, sondern dass auch fünf Millionen Nichtjuden getötet wurden,[6] die
ebenso eine gleichartige Erinnerung verdienten, mit Bezug auf einen Artikel,
der zwei Jahre zuvor in der Hu�ngton Post erschienen war.[7] Das
wiederum löste eine Reihe von Angriffen auf den Präsidenten und auf
diesen Artikel von 2015 aus mit der Behauptung, diese Opferzahl von “fünf
Millionen Nichtjuden” sei falsch und stark überhöht. Unter diesen Stimmen
möchte ich hier die Times of Israel zitieren:[8]

“Dies ist eine Aussage, die regelmäßig in Erklärungen zur
Nazizeit auftaucht. Diese Zahl hat jedoch keine
wissenschaftliche Grundlage. […] Die ‘5 Millionen’ [nichtjüdische
Holocaustopfer] hat Holocaust-Historiker zum Wahnsinn
getrieben, seit Wiesenthal in den 1970erJahren damit begann,
sie zu verbreiten. […]
Yehuda Bauer, ein israelischer Holocaust-Forscher […], sagte, er
habe seinen Freund Wiesenthal gewarnt […] bezüglich der
Verbreitung der falschen Behauptung, der Holocaust habe 11
Millionen Opfer gefordert – 6 Millionen Juden und 5 Millionen
Nichtjuden.
'Ich sagte zu ihm: Simon, du lügst', erinnerte sich Bauer in
einem Interview am Dienstag. 'Er sagte: 'Manchmal muss man
das tun, um Ergebnisse für Dinge zu bekommen, die man für
wichtig hält.’’
[…] Wiesenthal […] erzählte ihnen, er habe die 5-Millionen-Zahl
sorgfältig gewählt: Er wollte eine Nummer, die groß genug war,
um die Aufmerksamkeit von Nichtjuden zu erregen, denen
jüdisches Leiden ansonsten egal ist, aber nicht größer als die
tatsächliche Anzahl der Juden, die im Holocaust ermordet
wurden, 6 Millionen.

Es machte Schule: […]
Deborah Lipstadt, Professorin für Holocaust-Studien an der
Emory University in Atlanta, schrieb im Jahr 2011 […] ‘diese
Nummer ist schlicht ungenau, ja erfunden […].’”
Deborah Lipstadt ging jedoch zu weit, als sie Trump beschuldigte, mit der
Leugnung des Holocaust zu �irten.[9]
Hier scheinen wir einen Fall zu haben, wo ein prominenter Jude, der
verstorbene Simon Wiesenthal, die Zahl der Holocaust-Opfer für politische
Zwecke übertrieben hat.
Aber hat Wiesenthal diese Zahl wirklich erfunden? Und war er der einzige,
der Zahlen übertrieben hat?
Während und unmittelbar nach dem Ende des Zweiten Weltkriegs wurde
eine Reihe von Kriegspropaganda�lmen gedreht mit der Unterstützung oder
sogar unter der Regie der US-Regierung. In diesen Propaganda�lmen gibt
es viele Hinweise auf Tausende und sogar Millionen von Opfern der
nationalsozialistischen Barbarei – in keinem dieser Filme werden jedoch
Juden als die primären Opfer eines Holocaust genannt.
Der berüchtigtste unter diesen Propaganda�lmen hieß Die
Todesmühlen,[10] der für ein deutsches Publikum entworfen und diesem
auch gezeigt wurde als ein Mittel der schockartigen Umerziehung. Er wurde
später auch in einer englischen Ausgabe veröffentlicht: Death Mills.[11]
Beide Filme erwähnen als Opferzahl der nationalsozialistischen Verfolgung
20 Millionen, ohne Juden ausdrücklich zu erwähnen:[12]

“Aber diese elfhundert waren ein kleiner Bruchteil der zwanzig
Millionen Männer, Frauen und Kinder, die von den Nazis
ermordet wurden. 20 Millionen Menschen, gleich der
Bevölkerung von 22 amerikanischen Staaten. 20 Millionen
Leichen.”

In der Tat besteht der Erzähler darauf, die Opfer entstammten

“allen Nationen Europas, allen religiösen Glaubensrichtungen,
allen politischen Überzeugungen, von Hitler verurteilt, weil sie
antinazistisch waren.”[13]
Dies ist nur das prominenteste Beispiel. Es gibt mehr, die hervorheben, dass
Behauptungen zur Opferzahl nationalsozialistischer Verfolgung die sechs
Millionen oft überstiegen haben, und dass Juden regelmäßig als nur eine
unter vielen Opfergruppen erwähnt wurden.
Dieses Problem ist zudem nicht bloß eine Frage von Journalisten und
Propagandisten, die wilde Zahlen er�nden. Im Jahr 2015, in einem Buch
über die forensische Untersuchung von Massenmordstätten des Holocaust,
schrieb eine britische Archäologin, die mit den führenden Wissenschaftlern
auf diesem Gebiet mehrere Jahre zusammengearbeitet hatte:[14]

“Die genaue Anzahl der während des Holocaust getöteten
Menschen ist unbekannt. Einige Wissenschaftler haben eine
Zahl von ungefähr 11 Millionen vorgeschlagen. Unter diesen
befanden sich schätzungsweise etwa sechs Millionen
ermordete Juden, aber die Zahl der getöteten Roma, Sinti,
Behinderten, politischen Gefangenen und anderen kann nicht
mit vollständiger Gewissheit geschätzt werden.”
Sie gibt jedoch keine Quelle für diese Behauptung an. Vielleicht wiederholte
sie nur, was sie durch Wiesenthals Mundpropaganda erfahren hatte? Aber
ist es wirklich Wiesenthals? Interessanterweise verkündete das gleiche
Washingtoner Holocaust-Museum, das dem gerade zitierten Artikel in der
Times of Israel zufolge eine Erklärung zu Trumps Text abgab, welche die
Zentralität der Judenvernichtung für das Verständnis des Holocaust
betonte, in einer Pressemitteilung im Jahre 2013, seine Forschung habe
ergeben:

“Der Nazi-Holocaust könnte bis zu 20 Millionen Menschenleben

gefordert haben,”
wobei die 6 Millionen jüdischer Todesopfer im Wesentlichen unverändert
blieb.[15]
Dies würde bedeuten, dass im Holocaust 14 Millionen Nichtjuden
gestorben sind, nicht bloß fünf.
Ich darf auch darauf hinweisen, dass 20 Millionen nicht die Obergrenze der
Opferzahl-Schätzungen ist. Zum Beispiel illustriert ein Artikel vom 21.
September 1992 aus Deutschlands renommiertester Tageszeitung, der
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, in sehr nützlicher Weise die Art des
Themas, mit dem wir es zu tun haben, und die Probleme, die damit
verbunden sind. Der Titel des Artikels lautet: “Spuren des Verbrechens:
Schuhe, Schuhe, auch Kinderschuhe.” Es ist der Bericht eines Studenten
über seinen Besuch im KZ Stutthof nicht weit von Danzig, im Polen der
Nachkriegszeit, das in ein Museum umgewandelt wurde. Der Autor schreibt
in seinem vierten Satz, dass er sich nicht vorstellen könne, wie ein
Vernichtungslager aussehen könnte, und spricht von:

“Anlagen, in denen ‘sechs Millionen Juden und insgesamt 26
Millionen Häftlinge […] umgebracht wurden’”
Wir haben hier also eine Kombination der 20 Millionen Opfer plus sechs
Millionen Juden.
Am Ende seines Berichts schreibt der Autor, vor was er sich stehen sah:
“vor den Zeugnissen des brutalsten Völkermords, den damals
hochmodernen Vernichtungsmaschinen, dem grausamsten Verbrechen der
Menschheit.”
Indem sie es so ausdrückte, hat eine der angesehensten Zeitungen der Welt
ihre De�nition des Holocaust dargelegt. Die Vernichtung von insgesamt 26
Millionen Menschen durch die Nationalsozialisten in hochmodernen
Vernichtungsmaschinen ist das grausamste Verbrechen in der Geschichte

der Menschheit.
Also, wie viele Opfer waren es nun? Sechs Millionen Juden plus ein paar
andere, oder insgesamt elf, oder zwanzig, oder sogar sechsundzwanzig
Millionen?
Höchstens eine dieser Zahlen kann stimmen, aber bei all diesen
Spekulationen kann es sein, dass sie alle falsch sind. Aber wenn dem so ist,
was ist die Wahrheit? Wissen Sie es?
Eines ist sicher: Wir können offenbar nicht alles glauben, was wir über den
Holocaust hören, denn die Dinge, die wir hören, widersprechen einander oft.
Fangen wir am Anfang an, mit dem Dokumentar�lm Nazi Konzentrationsund Gefangenenlager, den die Amerikaner während des Internationalen
Militärgerichtshofs 1945 in Nürnberg als Beweis für Nazi-Gräueltaten
einführten. Psychologisch gesehen war dies eines der beeindruckendsten
Beweisstücke, die eingeführt wurden, denn ein Bild sagt mehr als tausend
Worte. Hier sind einige Szenen über das Lager Dachau. Dachau war eines
der ersten großen Lager, das die Amerikaner gegen Ende des Krieges
eroberten:[16]

“In geordneten Reihen hingen die Kleider der Gefangenen, die in
einer tödlichen Gaskammer erstickt worden waren. Sie waren
überredet worden, ihre Kleidung auszuziehen unter dem
Vorwand zu duschen, wofür Handtücher und Seife zur
Verfügung gestellt wurden. Dies ist das Brausebad, das
Duschbad. Im Inneren des Duschbads: die Gasöffnungen.”
Was Sie hier wirklich
eingelassene Lampen.

sehen

sind

keine

Gasöffnungen,

sondern

“An der Decke die falschen Duschköpfe. Im Ingenieursraum die
Einlass- und Auslassrohre. Drucktasten zum Steuern des Zuund Ab�usses von Gas. Ein Handventil, um den Druck zu

regulieren. Cyanidpulver wurde verwendet, um den tödlichen
Rauch zu erzeugen.”
Interessanterweise wurde am 19. August 1961 ein Leserbrief des
etablierten deutschen Historikers Martin Broszat in Deutschlands größter
Wochenzeitung Die Zeit veröffentlicht, worin es unter anderem hieß:

“Weder in Dachau noch in Bergen-Belsen noch in Buchenwald
sind Juden oder andere Häftlinge vergast worden. Die
Gaskammer in Dachau wurde nie ganz fertiggestellt und ‘in
Betrieb’ genommen.”
Am 24. Januar 1993 schrieb der berühmte Nazijäger Simon Wiesenthal in
einem Leserbrief an das US-Militärmagazin Stars and Stripes im gleichen
Sinne:

“In Dachau war eine Gaskammer im Bau be�ndlich, aber sie
wurde nie vollendet.”
Zwischen den 1960er und den späten 1990er Jahren hatte das Museum
Dachau daher ein Schild in der Dachauer Gaskammer aufgestellt, auf dem
es hieß:

“Gaskammer, getarnt als ‘Brausebad’, war nicht in Betrieb”
Heute ist dieses Schild jedoch nicht mehr da. Stattdessen führt ein weniger
sichtbarer Text auf einem Schild außerhalb des Raumes aus:

“Gaskammer
Hier befand sich das Zentrum des möglichen Massenmords.
Der Raum wurde zur Tarnung als ‘Brausebad’ bezeichnet und
mit Duschköpfen ausgestattet, die Attrappen waren. Damit

wollte man die Opfer irreführen und verhindern, dass sie sich
weigerten, den Raum zu betreten.”
Derzeit gibt das US Holocaust Museum selbst zu:[17]

“Es gibt keine glaubwürdigen Beweise, dass die Gaskammer in
Baracke X zur Tötung von Menschen benutzt wurde.”
Baracke X war der o�zielle Name für das Krematoriumsgebäude, wo sich
dieser unheilvolle Raum befand.
Eines der führenden Bücher etablierter Historikern zur Gaskammerfrage,
der 1993 [deutsch: 1983] erschienene Sammelband NS-Massentötungen,
führt auf Seite 202 [277] aus:[18]

“Ob im Konzentrationslager Dachau Tötungen durch Giftgas
vorgenommen wurden, ist bis heute nicht schlüssig
nachgewiesen.”
Und auf Seite 203 [279] lesen wir:

“In dem gesamten Verfahren gab es nur einen Zeugen, den
tschechischen Häftlingsarzt Dr. Frantisek Blaha, der aussagte,
daß in der Gaskammer des Konzentrationslagers Dachau
Versuchsvergasungen durchgeführt worden waren.”
Blaha unterzeichnete am 9. Januar 1946 eine eidesstattliche Erklärung, in
der er seine Erfahrungen mit der Dachauer Gaskammer beschrieb. Sie ist
auf Deutsch, aber eine englische Übersetzung wurde wie folgt zu Protokoll
gegeben während des Nürnberger Tribunals:[19]

“Viele Hinrichtungen durch Gas, Erschiessungen und Injektion
fanden im Lager statt. Die Gaskammer wurde im Jahre 1944

vollendet, ich wurde von Dr. Rascher gerufen um die ersten
Opfer zu untersuchen. Von den 8 bis 9 Personen die in der
Kammer waren, waren drei noch am Leben und die anderen
schienen tot zu sein. Ihre Augen waren rot und ihre Gesichter
aufgedunst. Viele Gefangene wurden spaeter auf diese Art und
Weise getoetet.”
Und das ist alles. Wenn Blaha der einzige Zeuge beim Prozess war, der über
die Gaskammer aussagte, und wenn er überhaupt keine Erfahrung mit dem
Vergasungsverfahren hatte, woher wussten dann die US- Dokumentar�lmer,
dass die Opfer

“überredet worden waren, ihre Kleidung auszuziehen unter dem
Vorwand zu duschen, wofür Handtücher und Seife zur
Verfügung gestellt wurden” ?
Nur wenige Tage nach der Befreiung des Lagers Dachau besuchte eine
Reihe von US-Kongressabgeordneten das Lager. Hier sind sie in der
Gaskammer. Und das sind Aufnahmen aus dem Jahr 2016. Wie Sie sehen
können, ist die Decke dieses Raumes ziemlich niedrig. Tatsächlich ist der
Raum ungefähr 2,15 Meter oder sieben Fuß hoch. Warum erwähne ich das?
Weil eine o�zielle US-Kommission untersuchte, was in Dachau passiert
war, und in einem Bericht für den US-Kongress vom 15. Mai 1945,
zusammengestellt von David Chavez, lesen wir unter anderem, dass in
diesem Raum

“die Decke ungefähr 10 Fuß hoch war.”[20]
Wie kann man sieben Fuß mit zehn Fuß [3 m] verwechseln? Aber das ist
noch nicht alles, denn dieser Bericht fährt wie folgt fort:

“Die Gaszufuhr in die Kammer wurde kontrolliert mittels zweier
Ventile an einer der Außenwände, und unter den Ventilen
befand sich ein kleines verglastes Guckloch, durch das der
Betreiber die Opfer sterben sehen konnte. Das Gas wurde durch

Rohre in die Kammer eingelassen, die in perforierten
Messingbeschlägen in der Decke enden.”
Die Decke hatte jedoch keine Messingbeschläge, sondern lediglich
verzinkte Eisenduschköpfe. Außerdem, wie auf diesem Foto von einer Stelle
zu sehen ist, wo ein Duschkopf von den Amerikanern als Beweisstück
entfernt worden war, waren dies nur falsche Duschköpfe – oder besser
gesagt Gießkannenrosetten – die mit nichts verbunden waren. Schon der
Dokumentar�lm, den wir zuvor gesehen haben, sagte, es gab dort

“Ein Handventil, um den Druck zu regulieren.”
Doch gibt es da ein Problem. Zyklon B, das angeblich für den Mord
verwendet wurde, war kein unter Druck stehendes Gas, das in Rohre
eingeleitet werden konnte. Es bestand aus Gips-Granulat, das mit �üssiger
Blausäure getränkt war, dem Wirkstoff in Zyklon B. Wenn solch eine Dose
geöffnet wurde, verdunstete ihr Gift langsam.
Zudem wissen wird aus vielen Vergiftungsunfällen mit Blausäure und von
Hinrichtungen mit diesem Gift, wie sie während des 20. Jahrhunderts in
mehreren US-Staaten durchgeführt wurden, dass die Opfer, die Blaha
untersucht haben will, keine Zyklon-B-Opfer gewesen sein können. Solche
Opfer haben keine roten Augen. Sie haben keine aufgedunsenen Gesichter.
Falls sie überhaupt irgendwelche Symptome zeigen, so ist es eine rosarötliche Verfärbung ihrer Haut, so wie hier gezeigt.
Es ist klar, dass die Amerikaner, als sie ihre Dokumentar�lme und
Kongressberichte anfertigten, zu vielen voreiligen Schlüssen kamen, wobei
sie einander sowie den materiellen Fakten widersprachen. Aber was ist die
Wahrheit hier?
Die im amerikanischen Dokumentar�lm gezeigten Rohre sind wirklich
beeindruckend. Solche schweren Rohre mit gusseisernen Handventilen
werden üblicherweise verwendet, um darin große Mengen chemischer
Flüssigkeiten oder Gase unter Druck zu leiten. Die Auslegung dieser Rohre
wurde vom französischen O�zier Capitaine Fribourg untersucht, und zwar

eine Woche nach der Befreiung des Lagers. Hier ist eine Skizze von ihm, die
zeigt, wie die Rohrleitungen funktionierten. Demnach wurde Frischluft
durch diese Öffnung angesaugt, welches durch das Dach ragt. Dieses
Ansaugrohr wird anschließend durch einen Wärmetauscher geführt, der
sich über der Gaskammer im Dachgeschoss des Gebäudes be�ndet. Hier
wird die Luft durch die Warmwasserheizung des Gebäudes erwärmt.
Danach wird das jetzt isolierte Rohr in zwei Teile geteilt und aus dem
Dachboden in den Raum hinter der Gaskammer geführt, wo beide Rohre in
einem Halbkreis geführt werden, von denen jeder mit den gezeigten
Handventilen ausgestattet ist. Dann gehen sie zurück in den Dachboden
über der Gaskammer, wo Fribourg zeigt, dass die Rohre wieder in das
auslaufende Rohr einmünden, was aber überhaupt keinen Sinn ergeben
würde, denn dann würde die Luft nirgendwohin gehen. Das ist daher ein
Fehler. Ein Bericht des deutschen Architekten Axel Will aus den frühen
2000er Jahren, von dem wir eine Kopie vom Museum Dachau erhielten,
beschreibt ausführlich, dass die Ausführung tatsächlich so aussieht. Will
schrieb:

“Über eine Rohrleitung von 400mm Durchmesser, die über das
Dach hinausragt, wird Luft angesaugt und durch einen
dampfbeaufschlagten Wärmetauscher geleitet. Nach dem
Wärmetauscher ist die Leitung isoliert. Sie wird durch ein
Hosenrohr in zwei Stränge geteilt und führt mit zwei Rohren von
200mm Durchmesser in den Nebenraum der Gaskammer. Dort
ist der Luftstrom in den beiden Rohren mit jeweils einem
Schieber regulierbar. Sowohl diese als auch die beiden weiteren
Schieber der Lüftungsanlage sind massiv in Gußeisen
ausgeführt und tragen als Signatur ein ‘$’ in einem Kreis. Solche
Schieber �nden üblicherweise Verwendung in Gasleitungen,
nicht aber in Lüftungsanlagen.
Die beiden Rohre werden nach dem Schieber wieder in den
Dachraum oberhalb der Gaskammer zurückgeführt und dort zu
einem Rohr zusammengefaßt. Dieses Rohr mündet in einen
Blechschacht, der nun wiederum im Nebenraum die erwärmte
Luft zum Lufteinlaß über dem Boden der Gaskammer führt.

Der Blechschacht ist nicht isoliert. Das wirft Fragen auf. Von
der Planungslogik her wäre dieser Schacht der geeignete Ort,
dem warmen Luftstrom vor seinem Eintritt in die Gaskammer
Substanzen [wie Zyklon B] beizufügen. Die bisherige
Überprüfung des Blechschachtes ließ keine Öffnungen für eine
solche Manipulation erkennen. Trotzdem deutet die fehlende
Isolierung auf diese Möglichkeit hin.”
Soweit Architekt Will.
Die Abluftanlage beginnt mit zwei Öffnungen in der Decke. Danach werden
die beiden nicht isolierten Abluftrohre zu einem zusammengefasst, und
werden zur Wand zum Raum hinter der Gaskammer geführt, wo das Rohr
sich wieder in zwei teilt. Dann nach draußen geführt und in einem Halbkreis
mit zwei Handventilen, und dann zurück in den Dachboden geführt, wo sie
wieder zu einem Rohr zusammengefasst werden, wie auf diesem Foto des
Dachbodens dieses Gebäudes zu sehen ist. Dann wird dieses
zusammengefasste Rohr in das elektrische Gebläse eingespeist, das den
gesamten Vorgang antreibt, hier sichtbar in einem anderen Dachbodenfoto,
und von dort in den Abluftkamin, der hier durch das Dach stößt.
Falls diese Gaskammer für den Betrieb mit Zyklon vorgesehen war, wäre es
geschickt gewesen, wie Architekt Will richtig nahegelegt hat, den
Blechschacht, der die Wand des angrenzenden Raumes hinunterlief, mit
einer Klappe auszustatten – hier mit blauen Linien angedeutet – damit
Zyklon B in eine Art Korb im Schacht hinzugefügt werden konnte, hier
angedeutet mit dem roten Ge�echt. Auf diese Weise hätte der konstante
Strom warmer Luft das Giftgas schnell verdampft und �ugs im Raum
verteilt. Wie Architekt Will in seinem Bericht aber richtig bemerkte, gibt es
von einer entsprechenden Vorrichtung keine Spur.
Demnach wurde das Gift weder durch die falschen Duschköpfe verabreicht,
wie der Kongressbericht behauptete, noch durch das Lüftungssystem, wie
es der US-Dokumentar�lm nahelegte, der während des Nürnberger
Tribunals gezeigt wurde. Aber wie hätte es sonst noch gemacht werden
können? Hier ist die Geschichte, wie man sie uns heute erzählt:

“Sie würden Zyklon B durch diesen Schacht hier und auf den
Boden schütten.”[21]

“Steine mit Giftgasgranulat namens Zyklon B konnten von
außen eingeführt werden.”[22]
Hier sind einige Fotos dieser Schächte von innen und von außen. Demnach
diente das gesamte ausgeklügelte Lüftungssystem keinem anderen Zweck,
als Luft zu bewegen. Warum war es dann so kompliziert? Das ergibt
überhaupt keinen Sinn! Es wäre viel einfacher gewesen, die erwärmte Luft
einfach direkt in den in die Kammer eintretenden Schacht zu führen, wie
hier gezeigt, und die Abluftrohre direkt in das Gebläse zu führen, und die
Gebläsegeschwindigkeit zu nutzen, um die erwünschte Luftfördermenge
anzupassen. Dieses gesamte Belüftungssystem scheint vorerst ein
unsinniges Geheimnis zu sein.
Es jedoch ist nicht das einzige. Tatsache ist, dass weder der
Kongressbericht noch der Nachkriegsdokumentar�lm diese ZyklonB-Schächte erwähnt. Tatsächlich hatte David Chavez, der Hauptautor des
Kongressberichts, eine frühere Version dieses Berichts zusammengestellt,
die nicht eingereicht wurde. Es heißt dort:[23]

“Gaskammer. Gasdichte Türen. Holzschuppen, der eine Pumpe
oder einen Kompressor enthalten soll.”
Dieser Holzschuppen, der sich direkt außerhalb der angeblichen
Gaskammer befand, kann auf vielen Fotos und Filmaufnahmen gesehen
werden, die gleich nach der Befreiung gemacht wurden. Er befand sich dort,
wo heute die beiden Zyklon-B-Schächte sind. Aber laut Chavez enthielt er
keine Schächte, sondern irgendeine nicht eindeutig identi�zierte
Ausrüstung.
Der französische O�zier Capitaine Fribourg beschrieb die Anlage am 25.
Mai 1945, wie er sie am 5. Mai 1945 gesehen haben will, also eine Woche
nach der Eroberung des Lagers durch die Amerikaner, und auch er

erwähnte den Holzschuppen wie folgt:

“Direkt neben dem Duschraum, neben dem Gebäude, ist eine
etwa 2 Meter hohe Palisade von 2 m Breite. Man konnte nicht
hineingehen wegen des Vorhandenseins eines Haufens
verwesender Leichen, die gegen die Palisade aufgestapelt
sind.”
und

“Hinter der Palisade soll eine Kompressorgruppe bestanden
haben oder bestehen (?).”
Er beschrieb auch zwei Schächte in der Wand, die von außen von diesem
Schuppen vorborgen waren, wie folgt:

“Etwa 75 cm über dem Boden verbinden zwei Trichter den
Duschraum mit der Außenseite (Palisadenseite). Jeder Trichter
endet innen mit einem Rost und außen mit einem beweglichen
Verschlusssystem.”
Das sehen wir auch heute noch dort. Fribourg hat sogar diese Trichter in
eine seiner Skizzen aufgenommen.
Wenn man heute an dieser Stelle die Außenseite dieser Mauer betrachtet,
sieht man diese merkwürdigen Strukturen. Dies könnte der Stromanschluss
für das in diesem Schuppen betriebene Gerät gewesen sein.
Sieht man sich die Zyklon-B-Schächte genauer an, so erkennt man, dass der
Mörtel um sie herum nicht original ist. Der ursprüngliche Mörtel, der zum
Bau der Baracke X verwendet wurde, enthält grobkörnigen Splitt statt Sand,
während der Mörtel, der um die Zyklon-B- Schächte herum verwendet
wurde sowie bei späteren Reparaturen und Ausbesserungen, wie wir sie
hier sehen können, aus Mörtel mit feinem Sand bestehen. Hier sieht man

sogar, wie ein Teil des neuen Mörtels über den alten Mörtel ge�ossen ist.
Auf der Innenseite ist es offensichtlich, dass die Fliesen um diese Schächte
herum beschädigt wurden. Tatsächlich zeigt sich ein einfacher Test mit
dem Fingernagel, dass diese rauen Ober�ächen nicht einmal Fliesen sind.
Sie bestehen aus Verputz und ähneln den Fliesen um sie herum.
Mit anderen Worten, diese Schächte sind nicht Teil des ursprünglichen
Gebäudes. Sie wurden später hinzugefügt, indem Löcher durch die
vorhandene Wand gehackt wurden.
Wer hat das geändert, und wann wurde es gemacht? Chavez erwähnte sie
nicht, und auch nicht der US-Dokumentar�lm über Dachau vom 3. Mai.
Fribourg sah sie zwei Tage später, aber er behauptete nicht, dass sie
benutzt wurden, um Zyklon B einzuwerfen. Das wäre ohnehin keine gute
Idee gewesen, weil eine große Menge des Gips-Granulats an dem Gitter auf
der Innenseite stecken geblieben wäre. Aber wozu dienten diese Schächte?
Oder ist dies eine Nachkriegsfälschung?
Und wenn das so ist, was ist sonst noch gefälscht?
Hier ist ein Hinweis. Diese Aufnahme wurde am 25. Oktober 2017 gemacht,
und zwar von der Website des United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.
Sucht man deren Videoarchiv nach dem Begriff “Gaskammer” ab, so ist
dieses Video das erste Ergebnis. Es trägt den Titel “Exhumierung;
Inspektion von Gaskammern; Lt. Hodges.”
Dies sind Aufnahmen, angefertigt nach der Befreiung von Paris, von einer
angeblichen Folterkammer der Gestapo in der Nähe des Eiffelturms. In der
Beschreibung lesen wir:

“Inneres von Gaskammer des Zweiten Weltkriegs, von den
Deutschen benutzt zur Hinrichtung von Gefangenen.
Demonstration der Methode zur Sicherung von Gefangenen in
Gaskammern. Verschiedene Nahaufnahmen, Rohre, die in den
Raum führen.”
Und

“Handabdrücke und Kratzer, von den Opfern in die Zementwand
der Gaskammer gegraben.”
Hier sind diese ominösen Rohre. Sie sehen recht schnieke aus, sind aber
nicht sehr funktionell. Vor allem wären sie in Reichweite der Opfer gewesen
und hätte nicht sehr lange überlebt, weil sie sehr schnell abgerissen worden
wären. Man beachte zudem all diese Fenster, die diesen Raum erhellten.
Wie lange würden diese Fensterscheiben bestanden haben, wenn die Opfer
drinnen alles verwüsteten und versuchten auszubrechen?
Für dieses Filmmaterial pumpten sie sogar etwas harmlosen, aber
dramatisch aussehenden Rauch durch die Rohre.
Hier sind die Handabdrücke im Zement, angeblich von Vergasungsopfern
während ihres Todeskampfes geschaffen. Freilich kann man Handabdrücke
nur in frischem Mörtel machen, und nur wahnsinnige Leute würden einen
Raum als Hinrichtungskammer benutzen, dessen Wände gerade verputzt
worden waren.
Diese Gasrohre und Handabdrücke sind kein Beweis für Nazi-Gräueltaten,
sondern Beweise für eine vorsätzliche psychologische Kriegsführung der
Alliierten zur Dämonisierung der besiegten Deutschen. Weil dieser
Schwindel so offensichtlich ist, wurde er nie von irgendeinem etablierten
Historiker ernst genommen. Das hindert jedoch das US-HolocaustGedenkmuseum nicht daran, ihn einem ahnungslosen Publikum
vorzuführen. Leider akzeptieren die meisten Leute schlicht, was auch
immer die Regierung, Medien oder Religion ihnen vorgeben zu glauben.

Also, was brauchten die Amerikaner, die einige Monaten zuvor Paris befreit
hatte, um dieses Filmmaterial zu erstellen? Zunächst müssen sie einen
Plan gehabt haben. Dann mussten sie zur Verfügung haben: die
notwendige Ausrüstung für die Kulissen, also Rohre, raucherzeugende
Geräte, und einige Arbeiter, um die Ausrüstung zu installieren und um eine
Zementwand mit Handabdrücken zu schaffen.
Im Gegensatz zu dieser völlig unbekannten Gestapo-Folterkammer in Paris
war Dachau eines der bekanntesten deutschen Konzentrationslager. Es war
das erste, das unmittelbar nach der Machtergreifung der Nazis eröffnet
wurde. Als die Amerikaner im April 1945 einmarschierten, hatte dieses
Lager die Fantasie der Nazi-Gegner mehr als ein Jahrzehnt lang dominiert.
Also, hatten die amerikanischen Führungskräfte der psychologischen
Kriegsführung einen Plan? Darauf können Sie wetten! Und kamen sie mit
der Ausrüstung und den Arbeitern, um diesen Plan umzusetzen? Da sie es
im Januar 1945 in Paris taten, war es noch wahrscheinlicher, dass sie es in
Dachau durchzogen, das eine noch vielversprechendere Propagandabühne
war.
Lassen Sie mich die Frage also noch einmal stellen: Warum sind diese
komplexen Rohre in Dachau so beeindruckend und sogar einschüchternd,
zugleich aber so völlig nutzlos und sinnlos?
Bevor wir voreilige Schlüsse ziehen, schauen wir uns einige Dokumente der
Kriegszeit an. Zunächst gibt es die zwei zuvor gezeigten Fotos, die 1944
aufgenommen wurden. Auf beiden sehen wir den Lüftungskamin, der Teil
des Lüftungssystems der Gaskammer ist. Zumindest dieser Abluftkamin
wurde also vor Kriegsende von den Deutschen gebaut. Sodann be�nden
sich unter den wenigen Originaldokumenten, die es zu diesem Gebäude
gibt, zwei Pläne von besonderem Interesse. Dieser zeigt einen Querschnitt
durch die Gaskammer. Er zeigt, dass die Decke tatsächlich nur etwa 2
Meter hoch ist, nicht 3 m wie der Rest des Gebäudes.[24] Als nächstes
zeigt eine Ausschnittvergrößerung dieses Dokuments den Grundriss der
Gaskammer.[25]
Wie wir sehen können, sind beide Türen 90 cm breit und bestehen entweder
aus zwei Türen, von der eine nach innen, die andere nach außen aufgeht,

oder einer Schwingtür. In jedem Fall wäre eine solche Anordnung für eine
Gaskammer ungeeignet gewesen, da Schwingtüren weder gasdicht noch
paniksicher gemacht werden können, und falls diese Anordnung aus zwei
Türen bestand, so hätte die innere, nach innen aufgehende nicht geöffnet
werden können, wenn sich in der Kammer Leichen davor häuften. Eine
solche Anordnung ist tatsächlich für Leichenhallen üblich. Zum Beispiel
zeigen die Pläne der Leichenhalle des alten Krematoriums von Auschwitz
die gleiche Türbauweise.
Heute ist dieser Raum mit zwei schweren Stahltüren ausgestattet von der
Art, wie sie für Luftschutzbunker recht üblich waren. Die Türen sind einen
Meter breit und in Stahlrahmen gefasst. Dieselben Türen werden in den USAufnahmen vom 3. Mai 1945 gezeigt, also nur fünf Tage, nachdem das
Lager von den Amerikanern erobert wurde. Sie wurden daher
höchstwahrscheinlich lange vor Ankunft der Amerikaner dort eingebaut.
Außerdem besteht eine der Wände genau genommen aus zwei Schichten
mit einem Hohlraum dazwischen, der typischerweise der Isolierung dient,
was auch in der oben erwähnten Leichenhalle von Auschwitz zu erkennen
ist.
Daher sieht es so aus, als ob dieser Raum ursprünglich als Leichenhalle
dienen sollte. In der Tat ist das auffallende Merkmal dieses Gebäudes,
dass, wenn wir die Idee verwerfen, dass diese angebliche Gaskammer als
Leichenhalle diente, dieses Gebäude keinen anderen Raum von geeigneter
Größe hat, der mit einem Lüftungssystem ausgestattet ist.
Aber wenn dem so ist, was ist dann mit den seltsamen, übergroßen
Rohren? Und was ist mit diesen schweren Türen? Und was ist mit den
Schächten in der Außenmauer, die offenbar hinzugefügt wurden, nachdem
das Gebäude fertiggestellt wurde?
Und was ist mit dem Guckloch in der Rückwand, das Capitaine Fribourg in
seinem Bericht beschrieb? Er zeichnete davon sogar eine Skizze. Es ist
ziemlich steil nach unten geneigt, weshalb es niemandem erlaubt hätte,
etwas zu sehen, außer vielleicht die Füße von ein paar Leuten, die nahe
diesem Loch standen oder lagen.

Das Loch in dieser Gaskammer, welches das andere Ende dieses
Gucklochs gewesen sein soll, ist bis heute dort zu sehen, obwohl es viel
höher liegt als Fribourg es berichtete, der in seiner Skizze das Guckloch
unterhalb des zweiten kleinen Lochs platzierte, das in dieser Wand sichtbar
ist, nahe dem Boden. Heute sind im Nebenraum weder der Austritt des
Gucklochs noch die Schalter zu sehen. Die Schalttafel und der Schaltkasten
sind im Filmmaterial zu sehen, das am 3. Mai 1945 für den USDokumentar�lm aufgenommen wurde, doch wird dieses Guckloch im
Dokumentar�lm weder gezeigt noch erwähnt. Es gibt jedoch ein Foto von
diesem Bereich vom Mai 1945, das nicht nur die Schalttafel und den
Schaltkasten zeigt sowie Teile der isolierten Rohre und Handventile,
sondern zudem eine grobe Öffnung in der Wand direkt unter der Schalttafel.
Wenn wir dieses Bild mit einem Standbild des gerade gezeigten Films
vergleichen, sehen wir:
a) dass der Deckel des Schalterkastens links verschwunden ist;
b) und noch wichtiger, die obere, grobe Kante des Lochs im Foto sollte auch
im Standbild sichtbar sein, ist es aber nicht. Daher muss jemand das Loch
dort hineingehauen haben, nachdem der Dokumentar�lm gedreht wurde.
Hier sieht man, wie das Loch von der Gaskammer gesehen aussieht. Es ist
tatsächlich nach oben geneigt. Im Hintergrund sieht man Ziegel und Mörtel,
die das Museum benutzte, um das klaffende Loch im Nebenraum zu
schließen. In dieser Röhre verläuft ein elektrisches Kabel, das dort verlegt
wurde, als der Raum als Museumsstück vorbereitet wurde.
Was wir hier sehen, ist die Tatsache, dass seit der Befreiung des Lagers am
29. April 1945 einige Leute die Beweise dieses mutmaßlichen Tatorts
manipuliert zu haben scheinen. Es ist schwierig zu beurteilen, wofür dieses
Loch wirklich verwendet wurde. Ein Guckloch wäre jedoch in den Türen
installiert worden, wie es für Luftschutztüren üblich war und ist, anstatt es
durch eine dicke Mauer zu hauen, und es wäre sicherlich nicht nach unten
geneigt gewesen.
Ist die Dachauer Gaskammer also ein Nachkriegsbetrug? In Anbetracht
dessen, dass das Lager am 29. April befreit wurde und dass die

Gaskammer nur 3 Tage später, am 2. Mai, von vier Mitgliedern des USKongresses inspiziert wurde, scheint für einen größeren Betrug nicht
genügend Zeit gewesen zu sein.
Tatsächlich gibt es Hinweise, die in eine andere Richtung weisen. Vor allem
gibt es einen Brief im deutschen Bundesarchiv von Dr. Sigmund Rascher an
Heinrich Himmler vom 9. August 1942, worin man liest:[26]

“Wie Sie wissen, wird im KL Dachau dieselbe Einrichtung wie in
Linz gebaut. Nachdem die ‘Invalidentransporte’ sowieso in
bestimmten Kammern enden, frage ich, ob nicht in diesen
Kammern an den sowieso dazu bestimmten Personen die
Wirkung unserer verschiedenen Kampfgase erprobt werden
kann? Bis jetzt liegen nur Tierversuche bez. Berichte über
Unfälle bei Herstellung dieser Gase vor. Wegen dieses Absatzes
schicke ich den Brief als ‘Geheimsache’.”
Dr. Rascher war jener berüchtigte Arzt, der an Insassen in Dachau
medizinische Experimente durchführte, die zu jenen Verbrechen gehörten,
die nach dem Krieg von der US-Besatzungsmacht verfolgt wurden im
berühmten “Medical Case” der Nürnberger Kriegsverbrecherprozesse.
Während es viele Beweise gab für eine Vielzahl von Experimenten an
Versuchspersonen wie zum Beispiel Aussetzung an niedrigem Luftdruck
und langes Eintauchen in kaltes Wasser, waren Tests mit Kampfgasen in
Dachau nicht Teil der Anklage. Für diesen Vorwurf gab es einfach zu
wenige Beweise.
Man kann darüber spekulieren, ob Dr. Rascher tatsächlich versucht hat, die
Leichenhalle von Baracke X umzubauen für mögliche Versuche mit
Kampfgasen,
wobei
diese
Schächten
vielleicht
schlicht
als
Lufteinlassschächte für eine bessere Lüftung dienten, da der Raum keine
Fenster hatte. Aber da Dr. Rascher im April 1944 von der deutschen Polizei
festgenommen und schließlich für eine Reihe von Verbrechen hingerichtet
wurde, unter anderem für Kindesentführung und Mord, wurde dieses
Projekt, so es jemals existierte, spätestens zu diesem Zeitpunkt
aufgegeben. Als die Amerikaner ein Jahr später eintrafen, war der Raum
nichts anderes als eine Leichenhalle, gefüllt mit den Opfern von

Krankheiten und Unterernährung, die wegen Brennstoffmangels nicht
eingeäschert werden konnte.
Vorerst bleibt jede Antwort auf die Frage, wofür diese seltsamen Objekte
gedacht waren, zum großen Teil Spekulation, weil fast alle
Originaldokumente hinsichtlich der Planung und des Baus dieses Gebäudes
– Kostenvoranschläge, Fortschrittsberichte, Baupläne, Rechnungen usw. –
aus dem Dachauer Lagerarchiv verschwunden sind. Nur noch wenige, nicht
sehr informative Dokumente sind übrig, wie jene, die wir gerade gesehen
haben, sowie ein paar andere. Entweder haben die Nazis sie vernichtet, weil
sie etwas zu verbergen hatten, oder die Amerikaner beschlagnahmten
und/oder vernichteten sie, weil sie verhindern wollten, dass jemand
heraus�nden konnte, wie dieser Raum wirklich aussah und wofür es
benutzt wurde.
In Dachau wurde uns die Vorstellung einer als Duschraum getarnten
Gaskammer eingeprägt.
Wegen Dachau �ng die Welt an, an Gerüchte zu glauben, und sie sah, was
wir für Beweise einer ausgereiften deutschen Maschinerie hielten, die fähig
war, mit Präzision und E�zienz zu vergasen.
Wenn jedoch diese Gaskammer nicht das ist, was uns gesagt wurde, oder
zumindest gar nicht für Massenhinrichtungen benutzt wurde, warum hingen
dort riesige Mengen an Kleidung in ihrer Nähe, als die Amerikaner
ankamen?

“In geordneten Reihen hingen die Kleider der Gefangenen, die in
einer tödlichen Gaskammer erstickt worden waren. Sie waren
überredet worden, ihre Kleidung auszuziehen unter dem
Vorwand zu duschen, wofür Handtücher und Seife zur
Verfügung gestellt wurden.”
Tatsächlich sind das jedoch Kleider, die außen vor den
Entwesungskammern von Dachau auslüften. Der Erzähler behauptet
lediglich, dies sei die Kleidung von Opfern der Menschengaskammer. Dann

blenden sie irreführend zu der Duschraumtür, womit sie den Zuschauern
glauben machen, dies seien dieselben Türen; jene mit den offensichtlichen
Gaswarnungen darauf und die angebliche Gaskammer, getarnt als
Duschraum, dazu bestimmt, die Eintretenden auszutricksen.
Die Betrüger zeigten einen Film von diesen Entwesungsgaskammern zur
Kleiderentwesung, die sich am Ende des Gebäudes be�ndet. Sie
behaupteten, diese Türen, die deutlich mit Warnzeichen und Totenkopf
gekennzeichnet sind, seien benutzt worden, um Gefangene zu vergasen.
Die Entwesungskammern und die deutlich mit Warnungen markierten Türen
be�nden sich hier. Aber der “Duschraum”, die angebliche Gaskammer,
be�ndet sich ein paar Räume entfernt. Die Täuschung lag darin, den
durchschnittlichen Betrachter dazu zu bringen, dass er glaubt, die deutlich
markierte Entlausungskammertür mit Totenkopf am Ende des Gebäudes
war
die
gleiche
wie
die
Duschraumtür.
Dieses
dreckige
Täuschungsmanöver dauert bis heute an.
Man nehme zum Beispiel diesen Dokumentar�lm über Dachau vom
Filmemacher Levi Mierau. Nachdem er die Gaskammer gezeigt hat und
beschrieb, wie sie angeblich funktionierte, blendet auch er irreführend zu
den Entwesungskammern über, während er seine Erzählung über
Menschenvergasungen fortsetzt. Schauen Sie nur:[27]

“Eine als Brausebad ausgezeichnete Tür ging in einen großen
Raum, der täuschen soll, denn der Raum war in Wirklichkeit kein
Duschraum, sondern eine Gaskammer. Der Raum bestand aus
Auslässen in den Wänden, dem Boden und dem Dach.”
Stooooop! Auslässe im Boden und im Dach? Diese Duschköpfe waren
Auslässe für rein gar nichts, und diese sechs Ab�üsse im Boden sind
tatsächlich echte Ab�üsse, was darauf hindeutet, dass der Raum
ursprünglich für viel Wasser und nicht für Gas ausgelegt war.
Wir überspringen ein paar Sekunden, wonach es diese Szene gibt:[28]

“Steine mit Giftgasgranulat namens Zyklon B konnten von
außen eingeführt werden. Da die Gaskammern nur während der
letzten Monate des Lagers gebaut wurden, wurden nur sieben
in den Gaskammern getötet, die als Testpersonen verwendet
wurden.”
Während er also die Entwesungskammern zeigt, spricht Levi irreführend
von Gaskammern im Plural, in denen sieben Menschen getötet wurden.
Die gleiche Art von Irreführung wird vom Holocaust Memorial Museum der
USA auf seiner Webseite begangen: (Großbuchstaben hinzugefügt):

“Blick auf DIE Tür der Gaskammer in Dachau.”[29]
“Ein amerikanischer Soldat steht außerhalb DER Gaskammer in
Dachau” [30]
“Blick auf DIE Tür zur Gaskammer in Dachau neben einem
großen Haufen Uniformen.”[31]
“Die Tür zu DER Gaskammer in Dachau. Sie ist als ‘Duschbad’
ausgezeichnet.”[32]
“Blick auf DIE Tür zur Gaskammer im KZ Dachau. Ein Schild
darüber gibt sie als Dusche aus.”[33]
Das US-Holocaust-Museum nutzt die Einzahl “die”, um zu unterstellen, dass
diese beiden Türen dieselbe Tür derselben Menschengaskammer waren,
die als Duschraum getarnt war.
Sie zeigen die Außenseite der Kleiderentwesungskammertüren, die am
Ende des Gebäudes liegen, dann zeigen sie das Innere der Duschraumtür,
die ganz hier drüben liegt. Es gibt vier Entwesungskammern, nicht bloß
eine.

Aber sie wählten Fotos, die nur eine Tür zeigen, und benutzen die Einzahl
“die” und vermengen diese mit Bildern des Duschraums. Wie man sieht,
hatten die Entwesungskammern Warnungen, diese nicht zu betreten, und
Markierungen, die angaben, wann Kleiderbegasungen begonnen hatten,
und wann es sicher war, die Türen wieder zu öffnen.
Hier bezeichnen sie dies als “eine” Gaskammer,[34]
freilich übergehend, dass dies eine von vieren war, die verwendet wurden,
um Kleider zu entlausen.
Die Bildunterschrift zeigt die frühen Propagandalügen, die heute noch
verbreitet werden.

“Gasraum – Leute wurden hier aufgehängt”
Diese Haken wurden nicht benutzt, um Menschen in Gaskammern
aufzuhängen. Dies waren freilich bloß Kleiderhaken.

“Blick auf die Haken vor der Tür zu den Gaskammern in
Buchenwald.”[35]
Erstens ist das noch nicht einmal Buchenwald. Dies ist ein Foto einer
Entlausungskammer in Dachau.
Die ursprüngliche Beschriftung lautet:

“Buchenwald war die Heimat von Ilse Koch, Frau des
Kommandanten. Sie war bekannt als die Hündin von
Buchenwald. eine Beleidigung für jeden Hund, der je gelebt hat.
Sie ließ ihre Insassen mit verschiedenen Motiven tätowieren,
ließ sie dann töten, dann häuten und ihre Häute gerben, um
daraus Buchumschläge, Lampenschirme und andere
Gegenstände herzustellen. Ich habe diese Dinge gesehen! Eine

Geschichte erzählt, dass sie Geschlechtsverkehr mit ihren
Opfern genoss – das mag zweifelhaft sein. Diese ‘Fleischhaken’
wurden an den Körpern von Menschen eingesetzt!”
So ziemlich jede Behauptung in diesem falsch beschrifteten Foto ist falsch.
Dieses Beispiel beleuchtet die typische hysterische Propaganda, die
damals üblich war und heute noch von einer staatlich �nanzierten
Institution wiederholt wird. In Wirklichkeit sind diese angeblichen
“Fleischhaken” nur Haken für Kleider, um diese nach Behandlung in den
Begasungskammern auszulüften.
Diese komplexe Maschinerie sah sicher so aus wie etwas, was wir von
Todeskammern Made in Germany erwarten würden. Da diese Ausrüstung
jedoch NICHT dazu verwendet werden konnte, um Zyklon-B-Dämpfe in die
Kammer einzuführen, sagt man uns heute, die Deutschen hätten das
Pestizidgranulat einfach hineingeworfen, und zwar durch diese Öffnungen
in der Außenwand auf den Boden des Raumes. Das ist ziemlich
merkwürdig, weil die Entwesungskammern am Ende des Flurs tatsächlich
speziell entwickelte, fortschrittliche Vorrichtungen besaßen, um das
Blausäuregas sachgemäß zu erwärmen und zu zirkulieren, das aus dem
Zyklon-B-Pestizidgranulat kam.
Dies wurde als DEGESCH-Kreislaufgerät bezeichnet, gebaut vom Hersteller
von Zyklon B.[36]
Ein Mitglied einer Kleiderbegasungsmannschaft stellte eine Zyklon-B-Dose
in den Halter. Ein eingebauter Dosenöffner, der von außen mit einer Kurbel
bedient wurde, öffnete die Dose. Das Granulat �el über eine Rutsche in
einen Korb, durch den heiße Luft geblasen wurde, um die Freisetzung von
Blausäuregas aus dem Granulat zu beschleunigen. Das Pestizid wurde in
der Kleiderbegasungskammer verteilt, und nach Abschluss wurde das Gas
aus der Kammer entfernt und Frischluft hineingeblasen.
Man sollte skeptisch werden, wenn man erfährt, dass die Deutschen laut
der heutigen o�zielle Geschichte, anstatt etwas Ähnliches zu verwenden
wie
dieses
speziell
entworfene
Gerät,
das
in
den
Kleidungentlausungskammern am Ende des Flurs eingesetzt wurde,

einfach Zyklon-B-Granulat durch Löcher in der Wand geschüttet haben
sollen. Ein solches Verfahren wäre sehr nachteilig gewesen, denn sobald
dieses Granulat im Raum war, hätte es nicht entfernt werden können, es sei
denn, der Raum war von allen Leichen geräumt. Da Zyklon B sein Gift eine
Stunde lang oder länger abgibt, je nach Temperatur und
Luftfeuchtigkeit,[37]
bedeutet dies, dass jeder Versuch, den Raum nach einer Hinrichtung
schnell zu lüften, vergeblich gewesen wäre.
Daher mögen diese Schächte, falls sie während des Krieges im Rahmen
von Dr. Raschers Testwahn hinzugefügt wurden, einfach dafür vorgesehen
gewesen sein, die Lüftung dieses Raumes zu unterstützen.
Auf jeden Fall ist das nicht gerade die fortgeschrittene deutsche
Ingenieurskunst, mit der man ständig Propaganda macht, oder?
Angesichts der überwältigenden Beweise, dass dieser Raum niemals
benutzt wurde, um irgendjemanden zu vergasen, behaupten etablierte
Historiker nun, den zum Bau dieser Gaskammer eingesetzten Häftlinge sei
es gelungen, seine Fertigstellung zu sabotieren, indem sie drei Jahre lang
bei der Arbeit herumtrödelten, so lesen wir es jedenfalls in der
französischen Originalausgabe von Paul Berbens “o�zieller Geschichte”
des Lagers:[38]

“Die Dachauer Gaskammer hat jedoch nie funktioniert, in
gewissem Maße, wie es scheint, aufgrund von Sabotage durch
das Häftlingsteam, dem es oblag, sie zu bauen.”
Die
Schilderung
des
Nürnberger
Prozessbeweis�lms
“NaziKonzentrationslager” war also völlig falsch. Diese Kleidung gehörte keinen
Insassen, die in der Gaskammer erstickt wurden. Das war lediglich
Kleidung, welche die echten Gaskammern für Kleiderentlausung passiert
hatte und auslüftete.
Diese irreführende Schilderung des Dachau-Segments ist ein wichtiger Teil

der Unwahrheiten im zentralen Film-Beweisstück der Nürnberger Prozesse.
Diese abenteuerliche Praxis, Duschräume Gaskammern zu nennen, dauert
bis heute an. Auf der Webseite von Israels Holocaust-Museum “Yad
Vashem” sieht man ein Foto des tatsächlichen Häftlingsduschraums im
Lager Dachau wie folgt beschriftet:

“Eine Gaskammer nach der Befreiung.”[39]
Dies ist bloß eine weitere echte Dusche.

“Flossenbürg, Deutschland, Gaskammern, die Duschen genannt
wurden.”[40]
Diese Behauptung wird auf der “HistoryWiz”-Webseite “Die Endlösung”
wiederholt. Die Bildunterschrift lautet:[41]

“Das letzte Ziel für diejenigen, die nicht arbeiten konnten, die
Gaskammer – hier die Gaskammer in Flossenburg.”
Die Fälscher wandten den gleichen alten Trick mit dem Kamerawinkel an,
um die vielen Fenster dieses echten Duschraums auszublenden. Die
höchsten o�ziellen Fachleute geben heute zu, dass dieser Raum eine echte
Dusche war, die nie benutzt wurde, um irgendjemanden zu vergasen.
Darüber hinaus hat kein etablierter Historiker jemals behauptet, es habe im
Lager Flossenbürg eine Gaskammer gegeben.
Das hält Israels Holocaust-Museum und andere nicht davon ab,
Gasduschen-Unsinn zu verbreiten. Die “HistoryWiz”-Website präsentiert ein
wichtiges Zitat:

“Die Geschichte nicht zu kennen heißt, immer ein Kind zu
bleiben. – Cicero”

Das gilt sicherlich für jene, die kindischer- und ignoranterweise glauben,
dass Duschen Gaskammern waren.
Ein Hauptgrund, warum wir die Geschichten über die Todesduschen
glaubten, sind bei Kriegsende aufgenommene schrecklichen Bilder von
Leichen. Aber diese entsetzlichen Bilder von abgemagerten und toten
Gefangenen sind kein Beweis für ein Vernichtungsprogramm.

“Diese Sonderausgabe der Oprah-Winfrey-Show wird Ihnen mit
eingeschränkten Werbeunterbrechungen gezeigt. Sie wird
teilweise von der neuen AT&T unterstützt, die sich für Bildung
einsetzt.”
“Ich bin hier in Polen im Todeslager Auschwitz, wo
schätzungsweise
1,1
bis
1,5
Millionen
Menschen
umgekommen sind, hier, im Holocaust.”
Bereits in jungen Jahren waren Sie wahrscheinlich einem solchen
Programm ausgesetzt.[42] Dokumentar�lme wie dieser sind speziell auf
junge Leute ausgerichtet. Sie können sogar sehen, dass diese Kopie von
einer Webseite namens “School Tube” stammt. Videos wie dieses
schockieren ihr Publikum, indem sie grausame Bilder zeigen, die, wenn sie
Fiktion wären, als jugendgefährdend eingestuft wären.

“Dieses Böse hat einen Namen: Der Holocaust. Ein von NaziDeutschland
minutiös
geplanter
und
ausgeführter
systematischer Massenmord, der Millionen von Menschen
brutal vom Angesicht der Erde hinweggefegt hat. Mehr als
sechs Millionen dieser Menschen waren Juden.”
Aber da dies wirkliche Bilder sind, werden sie nicht als jugendgefährdend
eingestuft, obwohl sie noch weitaus traumatisierender sind, gerade weil sie
echt sind. Aber kaum jemand, geschweige denn ein Kind, hat die Fähigkeit
oder Erfahrung, den Zusammenhang dieser Bilder zu bewerten. Dieses
entsetzliche
Filmmaterial
ausgemergelter
Leichen
wird
ohne

Zusammenhang vorgestellt, abgesehen von der Behauptung, dass es eine
systematische Vernichtungspolitik beweist.

“Der Holocaust. Ein sorgfältig geplanter und ausgeführter
systematischer Massenmord…”
Diese Bilder wurden jedoch am Ende des Krieges aufgenommen. Etablierte
Historiker behaupten allerdings, dass jedwede Vernichtungstätigkeit in
diesen Lagern spätestens im Oktober 1944 aufgehört hatte, gestützt auf
eine eidesstattliche Erklärung des deutschen SS-O�ziers Kurt Becher, in
der er einen angeblich von Himmler im September 1944 erlassenen Befehl
wie folgt zitiert:[43]

“Ich verbiete mit sofortiger Wirkung jegliche Vernichtung von
Juden, und befehle im Gegenteil die P�ege von schwachen und
kranken Personen. Ich halte Sie (damit waren Kaltenbrunner
und Pohl gemeint) persönlich dafür verantwortlich, auch wenn
dieser Befehl von untergeordneten Dienststellen nicht strikt
befolgt wird.”
Sowohl Kaltenbrunner als auch Pohl waren Spitzenfunktionäre des KZSystems. Keine Spur wurde je von diesem Himmler-Befehl gefunden, aber
darauf kommt es mir hier nicht an. Wenn wir uns anschauen, was wirklich
in diesen Lagern vor sich ging, werden wir überrascht sein. Hier ist eine
Gra�k, welche die Zahl der Todesfälle von Insassen in Dachau zeigt, wie sie
zuerst von den deutschen Behörden und dann von den Amerikanern
aufgezeichnet wurden. Sie zeigt deutlich, dass die Sterblichkeit zu einer Zeit
explodierte, als Hitlers Vernichtungspolitik aufgegeben worden sein soll.
Das gleiche geschah im Lager Bergen-Belsen, wo die Sterblichkeit erst
Anfang 1945 explodierte, wie aus dieser heute im Museum Bergen-Belsen
ausgestellten Gra�k hervorgeht.
Der Grund dafür war eine starke Überbelegung kombiniert mit dem
katastrophalen Zusammenbruch der Nahrungs- und Wasserversorgung
sowie
medizinischer
und
hygienischer
Maßnahmen,
was
zusammengenommen dazu führte, dass sich Unterernährung, Hunger, und

tödliche Krankheiten
ausverbreiteten.

wie

Fleck�eber

und

Ruhr

unkontrolliert

In jenen Monaten zerbombten die Alliierten die gesamte deutsche
Infrastruktur, einschließlich der Versorgungslinien in die Lager. Lieferungen
von Medikamenten, Hygieneartikeln und Nahrungsmitteln in die Lager,
Kraftwerke und Wasseraufbereitungsanlagen wurden systematisch
bombardiert, und in einigen Fällen bombardierten sie sogar die Lager
selbst. Nicht nur jüdische KZ-Häftlinge taten sich schwer und kamen um
während der letzten Monate des Zweiten Weltkriegs. Monatelang war die
deutsche
Zivilbevölkerung
Zielscheibe
einer
beispiellosen
Feuerbombenkampagne der westlichen Alliierten. Von Hamburg bis
Dresden wurden Zehntausende unschuldiger deutscher Zivilisten gezielt ins
Visier genommen und ermordet. Frauen und Kinder wurden lebendig
verbrannt, und verängstigte Familien erstickten in Luftschutzbunkern an
Giftgas. Diese Bilder zeigt man Ihnen nie, oder? Sie sollten sich jedoch
fragen warum.
Jedenfalls wurden viele Deutsche, die das überlebten, zu Flüchtlingen, die
um ihr Leben rannten, und die es ebenfalls schwer hatten, sich zu ernähren.
Im Osten �ohen deutsche Zivilisten zudem vor der einfallenden
sowjetischen Armee, die massenhaft Zivilisten folterte und ermordete. Die
Rote Armee vergewaltigte unzählige deutsche Frauen, von kleinen Kindern
bis zu älteren Menschen.
Diese schrecklichen Bilder der katastrophalen letzten Tage eines
kollabierenden Deutschlands, von allen Seiten umzingelt und in Schutt und
Asche bombardiert, werden als Beweis für vorsätzliche Vernichtungslager
vorgebracht. Dieser schmutzige Trick ist der Hauptgrund dafür, dass die
Leute an den Holocaust glauben.
Deshalb reagieren viele sehr feindlich gegen jene, die etablierte
Behauptungen zum Holocaust kritisch untersuchen. Schließlich haben wir
alle die Leichen gesehen, oder? Diese Bilder wurden in Lagern gemacht, die
von den westlichen Alliierten befreit wurden, hauptsächlich Dachau, befreit
von den Amerikanern, und Bergen-Belsen, befreit von den Briten – Lager,

von denen heute sogar von etablierten Historikern zugegeben wird, dass sie
nicht als Vernichtungs- oder Todeslager gedient haben.
Heute wird behauptet, alle sogenannten Todes- bzw. Vernichtungslager
sollen in den von der Sowjetunion eroberten polnischen Gebieten gelegen
haben.
Frühe Zeugen haben ursprünglich behauptet, auch in diesen westlich
befreiten Lagern habe es Menschengaskammern gegeben, getarnt als
Duschräume. Britische und amerikanische Ärzte führten jedoch Tausende
von Autopsien an einige dieser Leichen durch, die die Alliierten in diesen
Lagern entdeckten.
Russell Barton, damals ein englischer Medizinstudent, der nach der
Befreiung des Lagers einen Monat in Belsen verbracht und die Gründe für
die katastrophalen Bedingungen des Lagers untersucht hatte, die dort
gegen Ende des Krieges herrschten, schrieb:[44]

“Deutsche Sanitätso�ziere sagten mir, dass es seit Monaten
zunehmend schwieriger geworden sei, Lebensmittel ins Lager
zu transportieren. Alles, was sich auf den Autobahnen bewegte,
war in Gefahr, bombardiert zu werden. […]
Ich war überrascht, Unterlagen zu �nden, die zwei oder drei
Jahre zurückreichten, über große Mengen an Lebensmitteln, die
täglich zur Ausgabe gekocht wurden. Ich überzeugte mich,
entgegen der öffentlichen Meinung, dass es nie eine Politik des
vorsätzlichen Verhungerns gegeben hatte. Dies wurde durch die
große Anzahl gut genährter Insassen bestätigt. […] Die
Hauptgründe für den Zustand von Belsen waren Krankheit,
massive Überbelegung durch zentrale Behörden, Mangel an
Recht und Ordnung in den Hütten, und unzureichende
Versorgung mit Lebensmitteln, Wasser und Medikamenten.”
Hier ist ein Interview, das Dr. Barton dem verstorbenen Ernst Zündel gab,
und zwar etwa zehn Jahre nach Veröffentlichung dieses Artikels:[45]

“Sie waren als junger Mann vor Ort in Belsen.”
“Ja. Ich ging mit einer Gruppe von Medizinstudenten. Wir
kamen am 2. Mai 1945 in Belsen an, und ich ging zum ersten
Mal am 3. Mai ins Lager. Himmler ließ das Lager am 11. April
übergeben, um das Fleck�eber zu stoppen, was eine Epidemie
war, die sich in ganz Europa ausbreitete. Die Briten kamen rein;
eine Panzerdivision marschierte am 15. April um drei Uhr rein,
und sie taten ihr Bestes, um die Fleck�eber[-in�zierten] und die
Sterben von den anderen zu trennen.”
“Wie viele Leute waren zu der Zeit im Lager, als die Briten das
Lager übernahmen?”
“Ich denke, es waren ungefähr siebenundfünfzig- oder
sechzigtausend. Die Briten bombardierten alles, und die
Amerikaner, was sich auf den Straßen bewegte. Lebensmittel
dorthin zu bekommen war extrem schwierig. Die
Wasserversorgung wurde mit Abwasser verunreinigt, und die
Verwaltung im Lager brach mehr oder weniger zusammen. Die
Verteilung von Essen in den einzelnen Hütten wurde den
Insassen überlassen, und die Insassen, wir fanden heraus – wir
wurden zuerst getäuscht, aber das war nach dem Mai,
nachdem ich dort angekommen war. Die Insassen… eine
bestimmte Gruppe hatte die Kontrolle. Sie nahmen sich, was sie
wollten, und überließen dann dem Rest der Hütte, was übrig
geblieben war. Das heißt also, vielleicht zehn mächtige Leute
würden alles verschlingen, und dreihundertfünfzig würden
kriegen, was dann noch übrig war. Es gab, ich würde sagen, alle
Nationalitäten, hauptsächlich Polen und Russen. Die meisten
von ihnen waren Juden. “
“Gab es Männer und Frauen?”
“Ja, da waren Männer und Frauen, und Kinder.”

“Und waren sie getrennt?”
“Getrennt.”
“Getrennte Lager. Und das war immer noch getrennt, als Sie
dort ankamen?”
“Ja.”
“Selbst, sagen wir mal, falls die deutsche Lagerverwaltung sich
aufs Äußerste bemüht hätte, und alles zur Verfügung
bekommen hätte, hätten sie das verhindern können?”
“Fleck�eber war damals unheilbar. Die Briten sprühten DDT, ein
Insektizid, über alles und jeden, und auf diese Weise, denke ich,
wurde das Fleck�eber eingedämmt. Aber es war eine große
Gefahr. Den Leuten ist nicht klar, dass es Fleck�eber war. Es
war… ich glaube 50, 60 Prozent der Leute sind an Fleck�eber
gestorben.”
“Warum sind diese Leichen nackt? Ich meine, einige von ihnen
sind so abgemagert. Warum haben sie ihre Kleidung nicht an? “
“Nun, sie hatten es an. Als sie aus den Hütten gebracht wurden,
hatten sie Kleidung an. Aber Kleidung war so knapp – alles war
knapp – dass die Häftlinge sofort rausstürzen und alle Kleidung
auszogen, weil es zu schade war, sie zu verschwenden.
Deshalb waren sie nackt. “
“Haben Sie, als Sie zwei Wochen nach der Übernahme durch die
britische Armee dort ankamen, irgendeinen Hinweis auf
Gaskammern gesehen, die die Deutschen in diesen Lagern
hatten, wie es die Propaganda gesagt hat? Oder gab es
irgendeine derartige Behauptung?”

“Nein. Ich glaube nicht, dass je davon ausgegangen wurde, es
habe in Belsen-Bergen eine Gaskammer gegeben. Die Leute
starben übrigens 500 am Tag, mit einer Rate von 500 pro Tag.”
“Selbst unter britischer Verwaltung…”
“Unter britischer Verwaltung, ja. Und was sich überwiegend
zutrug, ist, dass die englischen Soldaten den Menschen ihre
Lebensmittel gaben. Halb verhungerte Leute hatten sehr dünne
Mägen. Die Mägen platzten, und sie starben. Die Insassen
sagten, dass die Bedingungen dort, das sagten die Insassen,
dass die Bedingungen bis Ende 44 nicht allzu schlecht waren.
Und dann diese Masseneinweisung… Aber als sie 50.000
zusätzliche, ganze 50.000, dann freilich…”
“Waren sie zugegen, als die Planierraupen diese Leichen in die
Gräber schoben, in diese langen Gräben, die wir gesehen
haben?”
“Die Planierraupen… Die Leichen wurden hineingeworfen. Sie
taten… ein Lastwagen fuhr jeden Tag herum und lud die Leichen
vor der Hütte auf, und dann brachten sie sie dorthin, wo die
Planierraupe das Grab gegraben hatte, und sie warfen sie ins
Grab.”
“Sie sind ein Mann, der in England geboren wurde. Sie haben
diesen Artikel, glaube ich, für eine englische Publikation
veröffentlicht? Und die Londoner Times hat das aufgegriffen,
was Sie hier veröffentlicht haben?”
“Das stimmt. Dies wurde im November 1968 veröffentlicht. Ich
wurde gebeten, es zu schreiben. Ich wurde darum gebeten. Ich
hatte das nicht beabsichtigt.”
“Niemand von deutschen Zeitschriften oder Zeitungen hat sie je

interviewt?”
“Ach nein. Nein, nein. “
“Bis heute?”
“Bis heute nicht.”
“Ist jemals jemand, o�ziell aus Deutschland, gekommen und
hat Sie kontaktieren bezüglich einer Art historischer
Dokumentation, vom [unverständlich] deutschen Bundesarchiv
in Koblenz und von ähnlichen Orten?”
“Nein.”
“Nein. Nie?”
“Nie.”
Ähnlich ist die Darlegung von Dr. Charles Larson, einem USGerichtsmediziner, der für die oberste Militärstaatsanwaltschaft der USArmee arbeitete. Gleich nach dem Krieg führte Dr. Larson Autopsien an
Hunderten von Opfern durch in etwa zwanzig ehemaligen
Konzentrationslagern. 1980 erschien ein Zeitungsartikel über seine
Erfahrungen im Krieg. Wir lesen dort:[46]

“Larson hat über seine Kriegserfahrung wenig öffentlich
gesprochen. Ein Grund für sein Schweigen war, dass seine
Autopsiebefunde im Widerspruch zu der weit verbreiteten
Überzeugung stehen, die meisten Juden seien in den NaziLagern durch Vergasung, Erschießung oder Vergiftung
ausgerottet worden.

‘Wir haben gehört, dass 6 Millionen Juden ausgerottet wurden.
Ein Teil davon ist ein Schwindel’, sagte Larson. […]
Es sei nie ein Fall von Vergiftung aufgedeckt worden, sagte er.”
Larson’s Biograph schrieb Folgendes über diese Episode:[47]

“In einem Grab haben die Planierraupen schätzungsweise 2000
Leichen aufgedeckt, von denen viele durch Larson einer
Autopsieuntersuchung unterzogen wurden. Alle autopsierten
Leichen waren an verschiedenen Krankheiten gestorben, wie
Auszehrung mit Hunger, Tuberkulose, Fleck�eber oder andere
Infektionskrankheiten.
Die nächsten zehn Tage, viele Nächte mit nur ein oder zwei
Stunden ruhelosem Schlaf, arbeitete Larson unter den Toten. Er
führte ungefähr 25 Autopsien pro Tag durch und untersuchte
ober�ächlich weitere 300 bis 1000 Leichen. Er autopsierte nur
jene Leichen, die eines fraglichen Todes gestorben zu sein
schienen. ‘Viele von ihnen starben an Fleck�eber’, erklärte mir
Dr. Larson neulich.
In Dachau zeigte Larsons Arbeit – das Pro�l der
Häftlingspopulation, das seine Autopsien projizierten –, dass
nur ein kleiner Prozentsatz der Todesfälle auf medizinische
Experimente an Menschen zurückzuführen waren. Es wies
darauf hin, dass die meisten Opfer damals an sogenannten
‘natürlichen Ursachen’ starben, sprich an Krankheiten, die durch
Unterernährung und Schmutz verursacht wurden, den
Handlangern des Krieges.”
Heute wird zugegeben, dass genau diese Lager überhaupt keine
Menschengaskammern hatten. Demnach wurde keine der in diesen Bildern
gezeigten Leichen vergast. Was Sie in diesen Bildern sehen, sind
Gefangene, die an Krankheiten gestorben sind sowie aus Mangel an

angemessenem Essen, Wasser und medizinischer Versorgung. Ihr Zustand
wurde größtenteils verursacht durch die alliierte Bombardierung der
Versorgungslinien in die Lager.
Alliierte Kamp�ugzeuge bombardierten und beschossen sogar
Zugladungen voller Gefangener, als diese in verschiedene Lager evakuiert
wurden. Die Gefangenen, die nicht von Kugeln oder Bomben getroffen
wurden, waren tagelang ohne ausreichende Versorgung, bis sie ihren
Bestimmungsort erreichten.
Die Befreiung des KZ Dachau wird im Film Shutter Island dramatisiert. Die
Amerikaner, die Dachau befreiten, stießen auf das, was als “die Todeszüge
von Dachau” bekannt wurde. Sie sahen Einschusslöcher in den Seiten der
Waggons und in den Waggons tote Gefangene in einem schrecklichen
Zustand. Da die Amis glaubten, die Deutschen hätten hungernde
Gefangene in die Züge gesperrt und sie dann mit Maschinengewehren
beschossen, richteten sie ihre Wut auf die Ergreifung deutscher Wachleute.

“Die Wachleute ergaben sind, wir nahmen ihnen ihre Waffen
weg, und wir ließen sie antreten. Das war kein Krieg, das war,
das war Mord!”
Viele der deutschen Wachleute, die das Lager übergaben, war erst in den
letzten Kriegstagen in das Lager überstellt worden. Einige waren bloß
Teenager aus umliegenden Städten. Ironischerweise sieht dieser junge
deutsche Wachmann sogar wie der junge DiCaprio aus. Dieser junge
Deutsche war kein vorsätzlicher Holocauster von Juden oder sonst
jemandem, sondern ein junger Mann, der tragischerweise in die letzten
Tage des brutalsten Krieges der Menschheitsgeschichte gefegt wurde. Die
deutschen Soldaten ergaben sich, und mit erhobenen Händen erschossen
die Amerikaner Dutzende unbewaffneter deutscher Wächter. Und dies
geschah auch nicht in der Hitze des Gefechts, wie es dieser Film suggeriert.
Tatsächlich brachten die Amerikaner die Wachen in den Kohlenhof des
Lagers, holten ein schweres Maschinengewehr aus ihrem Fahrzeug und
brachte es in Stellung, und sie ließen ihre Armeefotografen Bilder von dem
Ereignis machen, wie dieses Foto und andere beweisen. Es war ein
Kriegsverbrechen. Die Amerikaner spielten Richter, Geschworene und

Henker. Sie zerrten sogar deutsche Soldaten aus einem nahe gelegenen
Krankenhaus und erschossen sie, obwohl die rein gar nichts mit dem Lager
zu tun hatten, geschweige denn mit den Todeszügen. Hier ist das Zeugnis
eines der Amerikaner, der an diesem Mord beteiligt war:[48]

“Ich war nicht darauf vorbereitet, was ich in Dachau sah. Nichts
konnte dich darauf vorbereiten. Nichts konnte dich auf diese
Art von Schlächterei vorbereiten, die in diesem Lager
durchgeführt wurde. […]
Ich habe es nie gemocht, Menschen unnötig getötet zu sehen,
egal, von welchem Schlag sie sind oder was sie getan haben.
Wir haben dort einige Leute getötet, was ich für unnötig halte.
Aber angesichts der Umstände, während es mir leidtut, es war
halt eines jener Dinge, die niemand kontrollieren konnte.
Tatsächlich haben die Menschen, die wir getötet haben, einen
viel leichteren Tod erlitten als die Menschen, die diese gefoltert
und getötet haben, wie wir später herausfanden. Folter und
Erhängungen und Hinrichtungen auf verschiedene Arten waren
tägliche Vorkommnisse. Wir waren daher ihnen gegenüber in
gewisser Weise gütiger, als diese es gegenüber jenen waren,
die sie ermordet hatten.”
Das einzige Problem ist, dass die Leute, bei deren Tötung er mithalf, nicht
diejenigen waren, die das Lager jahrelang geführt hatten.
Es sind jedoch Beweise ans Licht gekommen, dass die Deutschen die
Gefangenen nicht in Züge eingesperrt und mit Maschinengewehre
beschossen.
Die Kugeln, die durch die Züge voller Gefangener rasten, waren keine
deutschen Kugeln, sondern tatsächlich das Resultat alliierter
Kamp�ugzeugen, die die Züge beschossen.
Hier spricht ein ehemaliger jüdischer Häftling über die Bombardierung und
Beschießung seines Zuges durch die Alliierten, wodurch Häftlinge auf dem

Weg nach Dachau getötet wurden, was ihren Zustand erklärt:

“Mir wurde befohlen, zum Bahnhof zu marschieren, zurück in
die Viehwaggons, aber diesmal hatten sie offene Waggons und
normale Viehwagen. Aber der einzige Unterschied war, dass die
Eisenbahnschienen, auf einer Spur zogen sich die Nazis zurück
mit der schweren Artillerie, Munition und all ihre Ausrüstung.
Auf dem anderen Gleis waren die KZ-Häftlinge in der
Zugladung. Die Nazis hofften, weil wir dort sind, werden sie
vielleicht nicht bombardiert.
Es wäre eine kurze Fahrt gewesen, aber wir brauchten fast drei
Tage, um nach Dachau zu kommen. Was passiert war, wir
wurden einem Luftangriff ausgesetzt. Sie bombardierten beide
Gleise, sie beschossen unseren Zug mit MGs. Und im Zug, wo
ich saß – diesmal war er nicht so voll beladen – wir hockten
uns alle nieder. Die beiden Kameraden neben mir wurden von
Maschinengewehrsalven getroffen. Und ich halt, Tage…
inzwischen waren die Wachen weg. Wir öffneten die
Eisenbahnwaggons und stolperten aus den Waggons und ging
in den Wald in der Nähe und versteckte uns dort. Erinnere mich
daran, wie wir raus in die Felder gingen und Kartoffeln zum
Essen ausgruben. Aber sie kamen am nächsten Morgen oder
einen Tag später mit Hunden zurück, sammelten uns ein und
befahlen uns zurück in den Waggons. Sie haben die Leichen nie
entfernt. So kamen wir in Dachau an.”
Dieser Zug des Juden wurde von alliierten Flugzeugen bombardiert und
beschossen. Die von den Alliierten getöteten Gefangenen wurden im Zug
zurückgelassen. Gefangene, die von den Alliierten nicht gesprengt oder
erschossen wurden, erlitten weitere Unterernährung, zum Teil wegen der
Bombardierung von Bahngleisen, was ihrer Reise verzögerte.
Die Alliierten waren für die Tötung von vielen Opfern dieser Todeszüge
direkt verantwortlich. Kugeln alliierter Flugzeuge zerfetzten die Körper
dieser Gefangenen kurz bevor die amerikanische Infanterie in Dachau
ankam. US-Infanteristen, die keine Ahnung über die Rolle alliierter Bomben-

und Tie�iegerangriffe hatten, die zum Tod der Gefangenen in den
Todeszügen beigetragen hatten, gaben den Deutschen die Schuld.
Sie ließen die unbewaffneten deutschen Wachen, die sich ergeben hatten,
an einer Mauer antreten und richteten sie hin. Sie begingen ein
Kriegsverbrechen,
das
bis
heute
ungesühnt
geblieben
ist.
Missverständnisse, Propaganda, Unwahrheiten, Blinder Patriotismus,
Fehler, voreilige Schlussfolgerungen. Wie sonst konnten Millionen dazu
gebracht werden, ihre eigenen Leute zu töten, im Wesentlichen sich selbst?

“Das war kein Krieg, das war Mord.”
Die Alliierten bombardierten auch direkt KZ-Häftlinge, und heute wird uns
gesagt, dies sei ein Beweis für einen deutschen geplanten Holocaust.
Dies ist ein weiterer Auszug aus dem US- Propaganda�lm “Nazi
Konzentrationslager”, der während des Nürnberger Tribunals gezeigt wurde.

“Das Sklavenarbeitslager in Nordhausen, befreit von der 3.
Panzerdivision der 1. Armee. Mindestens dreitausend politische
Gefangene starben hier durch die brutalen Hände von SSTruppen und deutschen Gewohnheitsverbrechern, die die
Lagerwachen stellten. Nordhausen war ein Aufbewahrungsort
für Sklaven, die nicht fähig waren, in den unterirdischen
V-Bombenanlagen zu arbeiten bzw. in anderen deutschen
Lagern und Fabriken.”
Eine irreführende Bildunterschrift zu Nordhausen be�ndet sich im
Begleitbuch zu Steven Spielbergs Film The Last Days. Wir sehen
amerikanische Soldaten, die an Leichen vorbeilaufen, die auf dem Boden
verstreut sind. Die Bildunterschrift lautet:

“Die entsetzliche Szene der Massenvernichtung im KZ
Nordhausen.”

Schauen wir uns das Foto genauer an. Wir können erkennen, dass die
Gebäude bombardiert wurden. Aussagen einstiger Insassen zeigen, dass
sie Glück hatten, alliierte Bombenangriffe zu überleben.
Dieser ehemalige jüdische Häftling und Arzt beschreibt Häftlinge, die in den
letzten Kriegstagen mit Tuberkulose im Lagerkrankenhaus lagen.

“Und dort hatte ich über viertausend Gefangene mit
Tuberkulose. Krank. Was will man machen? Es ist Tuberkulose.
Keine Medikamente, nichts, kaum Essen, es war schon sehr
dürftig. Die Deutschen hatten nichts zu essen.”
Dieser ehemalige Gefangene und Arzt beschrieb Bedingungen im Lager in
den letzten Tagen des Krieges. Kranke Häftlinge hatten nicht genug
Versorgungsgüter. Allerdings weist er darauf hin, dass auch die Deutschen
selbst nicht genug zu essen hatten. Es ist klar, dass die Deutschen die
kranken Gefangenen jederzeit hätten töten können, doch behandelte sie
diese stattdessen in Krankenhäusern.

“Und plötzlich, es war der 3. April um 3 Uhr, Alarm und
amerikanische Luftwaffe über uns, und warf die Bomben just
auf unser Lager. Und das ganze Lager wurde völlig zerstört.
Und von diesen viertausend Menschen, wir waren 200 [die]
überlebten. Weil sie dort gestorben sind. Sie waren in den
Lagern, nicht wahr? Sie hingen an der Decke, ihre Körper und…
Es war furchtbar. Es brannte tagelang. Wir waren immer noch…,
die Krankenp�eger, die Ärzte, die Verwaltungsleute, die
arbeitende Verwaltung… wir sind weggelaufen. Und die
Amerikaner machten einen Fehler, weil sie nicht wussten, dass
dies ein Konzentrationslager ist. Sie kannten es als eine
Kaserne. Man hatte das Militär im Vormonat geräumt, und im
Januar haben sie uns reingelegt, verstehen Sie? Sie wussten es
also nicht. Sie kamen dann um 9 Uhr morgens zurück und
bombardierten die ganze Stadt. Die ganze Stadt haben sie platt
gemacht. Wir sind in den Wald, in die Feldern gelaufen, und als
sie die Flugzeuge geleert hatten, kamen sie und beschossen

uns mit Maschinengewehren. Sie wussten nicht, wer das ist.
Sie sind Deutsche, weißt du? Und wir gingen in den Wald, und
wir blieben ungefähr eine Woche im Wald. Und wir haben nur
die rohen Kartoffeln gegessen.”
Die britische Royal Air Force bombardierte das Lager voller kranker
Häftlinge. Sie kehrten zurück und schossen auf Überlebende, die um ihr
Leben rannten. Sie zerbombten die nahegelegene Stadt voller unschuldiger
deutscher Zivilisten.
Die Briten sind in erster Linie verantwortlich für diese Szene der
“Massenvernichtung”. Bilder des kurz zuvor von britischen Flugzeugen
bombardierten und beschossenen Nordhausen werden jedoch heute noch
als Beweis für einen vorsätzlichen deutsch-geplanten Holocaust benutzt.
Und es ist wichtig festzuhalten, dass die meisten derjenigen, die auf
diesem Foto zu sehen sind, keine Juden sind, sondern in erster Linie
nichtjüdische politische Gefangene, einschließlich Polen, Russen und
Zeugen Jehovas. Diese mehrheitlich nichtjüdischen Opfer alliierter
Bombardements eines ehemaligen Arbeitslagers werden missbraucht, um
einen angeblichen jüdischen Holocaust zu verhökern.
Das Oprah-Programm verwendete irreführenderweise zwei Szenen der
Auswirkungen des britischen Luftangriffs auf Nordhausen.

“Mehr als sechs Millionen dieser Menschen waren Juden.”
Dieses Opfer alliierter Bombardierung und Beschießung kranker Häftlinge
in Nordhausen, das über Trümmern getragen wird, war wahrscheinlich kein
Jude. Wir sehen hier also jemanden, der nicht etwa von den Deutschen
getötet wurde, sondern von den Briten, und der wahrscheinlich kein Jude
ist.
Hier ist eine weitere Szene von Nordhausen. Die Gefangenen des Lagers für
schwerkranke Insassen wurden von den Briten zerbombt und zerschossen

und wurden in diesem Massengrab beerdigt. Die Soldaten, die am Rand
stehen, sind Amerikaner. Aber uns suggeriert man, dies seien Deutsche, die
nach gut getaner Arbeit strammstehen.

“[…] der Millionen von Menschen brutal vom Angesicht der Erde
hinweggefegt hat.”
Tatsächlich haben die Briten diese Gefangenen brutal vom Angesicht der
Erde gefegt. Die Deutschen steckten sie in ein Lager mit Ärzten und
Krankenp�egern.
Es ist wirklich unglaublich, dass Ihnen diese Bilder als Beweis für ein
organisiertes, geplantes, systematisches Vernichtungsprogramm gezeigt
wurden, das nach Plan verlief.

“Ein […] minutiös geplanter und ausgeführter systematischer
Massenmord, […]”
… in Wirklichkeit war dies das Ergebnis der totalen Desorganisation und des
völliges Chaos eines kollabierenden Deutschlands, das immer noch
gnadenlos in die Unterwerfung bombardiert wurde.
Anstatt das Richtige zu tun und ihre Schuld anzuerkennen für das, was man
als versehentlichen Kollateralschaden bezeichnen könnte, verursacht durch
fehlerhafte Informationen, wälzten die Alliierten ihre Schuld einfach auf die
Deutschen ab. Bilder eines Lagers voller kranker Häftlinge, die von
britischen Flugzeugen in Nordhausen bombardiert und beschossen wurden,
dienen als Beweis für ein systematisches, geplantes deutsches
Vernichtungsprogramm. Allerdings wurde jeder einzelne, zumeist
nichtjüdische Gefangene in diesen Bildern von einer britischen Bombe oder
Kugel getötet.
Die Bearbeitung des Films Nazi-Konzentrationslager wurde von Budd
Schulberg beaufsichtigt, geborener Seymour Schulberg, Sohn des Chefs der
Paramount Studios. Schulberg war Jude und bis 1939 Mitglied der

Kommunistischen Partei USA.
All diese Toten wurden mit britischen Bomben oder Kugeln ermordet. Aber
das wird nicht erwähnt. Schulberg behauptet, sie seien durch die brutalen
Hände der Deutschen gestorben.

“Mindestens dreitausend politische Gefangene starben hier
durch die brutalen Hände von SS-Truppen und deutschen
Gewohnheitsverbrechern, die die Lagerwachen stellten.”
Dies ist eine totale Lüge und Umkehrung der Geschichte. Die letzte
Aufnahme des Films Nazi-Konzentrationslager zeigt Aufnahmen eines
Gefangenen in Nordhausen, dessen Kopf zertrümmert wurde.
Die Erzählung eines Gefangenen beschreibt genau, wie dies geschah und
wer dafür verantwortlich ist:[49]

“Das Bombardement vom 3. April. Die Berichte beziehen sich
allem voran auf die Bombardierung vom Dienstag, 3. April:
‘Schon bei der ersten Explosion ging ich unter der Betontreppe
des Reviers in Deckung. Eine Bombe traf den Block, und die
Treppe wurde zerstört. Ich rannte in die Mitte des Lagers, zu
einem Bunker, der direkt in den Boden gegraben wurde, wo
schon ein Dutzend Zivilisten, Frauen, Kinder und auch ein SSMann waren – so grün vor Angst wie seine Uniform – der nur
stammeln konnte: ‘Schrecklich! Schrecklich!’ Und es war
tatsächlich kein schöner Anblick; Leichen alle fünf oder sechs
Meter, kop�os oder ihre Eingeweide aufgerissen.”
Bilder von Nordhausen sind heute als Beweis für einen jüdischen Holocaust
weit verbreitet. Warum ist gerade dieses Bild so beliebt? Die Leichen, die
von den Briten gesprengt oder erschossen, dann aus Kratern oder
Gebäudetrümmern gezogen und von den Amerikanern in Reih und Glied
hingelegt wurden, sollen eine geordnete deutsche Methode des
Massenmordes suggerieren. Offenbar will man uns glauben machen, die

Deutschen hätten diese Gefangenen hier in Reih und Glied antreten lassen
und hätten sie erschossen, wo sie standen. Wären diese Toten deutsche
Soldaten, würden sich die Briten für diese glänzende Leistung auf die
Schulter klopfen. Stattdessen schoben die Alliierten die Schuld an ihrer
Bombardierungs- und Beschießungspanne schlicht auf die Deutschen ab.
Was für ein entsetzlicher Betrug, der direkt vor unseren Augen abgezogen
wird. Bilder von tragischen Todesfällen, die das direkte Ergebnis alliierter
Handlungen waren, werden zynisch ausgebeutet, um eine Lüge zu
verkaufen.
[Bildmaterial mit US-Historiker Stephen Ambrose:]

“Adolf Hitler war das Böse schlechthin. Und er war der
Oberbefehlshaber der fortschrittlichsten Technologie und des
am besten disziplinierten Volkes und des am besten
ausgebildeten Volkes der Welt.”
“In den falschen Händen trug Technologie dazu bei, Europa in
ein Schlachthaus zu verwandeln. Das war ein Krieg, der zudem
ein Verbrechen war.”
“Eisenhower, als er das erste Mal Konzentrationslagern
begegnete, war schockiert und überrascht. Er hatte davon
nichts erfahren. Seine unmittelbare Reaktion war, ‘Das ist so
schrecklich, dass es eines Tages unweigerlich zu einer
revisionistischen Bewegung kommen wird, die sagen wird, ‘das
ist nie passiert; das ist Propaganda; das ist ein Fantasiegebilde
der Kriegszeit,’ weshalb er darauf bestand, dass jeder
abkömmliche US-Soldat durch diese Lager geschleust wird, und
er sagte: ‘Bringt Eure Kameras mit.’”
Dies ist ein klassisches Zitat, das verwendet wird, um Revisionisten zu
widerlegen. Eisenhower sagte, es würde in Zukunft Leugner geben, weshalb
er Zeugen befahl, durch die Lager zu gehen und sie zu �lmen. Niemand
bestreitet, dass dies echte Leichen sind. Aber die falsche Analyse ihrer
Todesursache, den Deutschen die Schuld dafür unterzuschieben, das ist die

Propaganda. Jede einzelne Szene in dieser Nachrichtensendung wurde in
Nordhausen aufgenommen. Alle Aufnahmen von ermordeten Gefangenen
im Krankenlager von Nordhausen zeigen die von den Briten gesprengten
oder erschossenen Gefangenen.
Dies ist ein weiteres Beispiel für die Propagandaformel: angeblicher
Experte, irreführende Bilder, und all jene bösartige Hasser nennen, die Frage
stellen. Es hat sich gezeigt, dass dieser Meisterhistoriker später des
Plagiats beschuldigt wurde, durchgeführt während seiner gesamten
Karriere.[50]
Er log sogar über Hunderte mit Eisenhower verbrachte Stunden und über
tägliche Treffen mit ihm. O�zielle Unterlagen zeigen, dass er mit
Eisenhower o�ziell fünf Stunden verbrachte. Das ist die Mentalität dieser
Meisterhistoriker, die an die Spitze der Monopolmedien befördert wurden.
Es gab keinen Plan, diese Gefangenen in diesen Zustand zu versetzen. Dies
war das Ergebnis des katastrophalen Endes des Krieges. Nicht alles verlief
perfekt nach einem bösartigen Plan.
Bis heute sind diese Bilder von einer Planierraupe, die nackte,
ausgemergelte Leichen in ein Massengrab in Bergen-Belsen schiebt, die
schrecklichsten Bilder in der Geschichte des Films. Dieses Filmmaterial
wurde unserer Großelterngeneration auf einer großen Leinwand gezeigt. Es
wurde Ihnen in jungen Jahren gezeigt. Was sollen Sie glaubst? Einige
Programme wie die Oprah-Präsentation verleiten einen dazu anzunehmen,
dies sei ein Deutscher, der diese Panierraupe fährt und sein Tagessoll an
vergasten Juden macht, anstatt eines britischen Soldaten, der die Opfer der
Fleck�eberepidemie in ein Massengrab schiebt.
Bis zum Ende des Krieges war Bergen-Belsen kein Todeslager, wo Deutsche
absichtlich Gefangene verhungern ließen und ermordeten. Tatsächlich
wurde es ursprünglich als Erholungslager bezeichnet, bzw. als
Krankenlager, wo kranke Häftlinge hingeschickt wurden, um ihre
Gesundheit zu verbessern. Bis zu den letzten Kriegstagen war dies kein so
schrecklicher Ort, und es gibt Beweise, die dies untermauern. Rose Kahn,
eine ungarische Jüdin, wurde im Sommer 1944 von Auschwitz nach
Bergen-Belsen transportiert. Bevor Auschwitz aufgegeben und Bergen-

Belsen stark überfüllt wurde, beschreibt sie Bergen-Belsen als keinen so
schrecklichen Ort:

“Als wir also in Bergen-Belsen ankamen, und sie uns sagten, wir
sollten raus, und die Nazis mit diesen großen, großen Hunden
kamen, mit ihren Wölfen, und sie uns fragten, wer nicht laufen
kann, krank ist, der sollte es ihnen sagen, damit sie uns in einen
Bus setzen. Ich hatte Angst, es zu sagen. Ich konnte nicht
laufen, aber ich sagte es nicht. Und wenn ich es gesagt hätte,
wäre es gut gewesen, denn das war kein schlechter Ort. Das
war es nicht zu dieser Zeit, zu jener Zeit.”
“Also mit anderen Worten, es war kein Trick?”
“Nein, nein.”
“Die hätten Sie wirklich mit dem Bus genommen.”
“Ja, ja, ja.”
“Ich denke du hattest recht.”
“Ja, aber ich hatte solche Angst, so dass meine Mutter und
meine Freunde mich hielten. Wir mussten ein paar Meilen
laufen, etliche Meilen dahin. Und wir kamen dort an, und wir
lebten in Zelten und Stroh, wir schliefen auf Stroh. Und wir
wurden nicht schlecht behandelt. Nein, es war nicht so schlimm
dort drüben. Wir bekamen gute Mahlzeiten. Was ist passiert?
Sie wollten uns kräftig haben, um uns zur Arbeit zu schicken,
weshalb sie keine schwachen und kranken Menschen wollten.”
Zeugen wie diese helfen zu beweisen, dass Bergen-Belsen in keinerlei
Hinsicht ein speziell ausgelegtes Todeslager war. Vor dem katastrophalen
Ende des Krieges wurden die Gefangenen routinemäßig ernährt und
anständig betreut.

Der große Trick der Holocaust-Werbeindustrie besteht darin, diese
schrecklichen Bilder ausgemergelter Körper zu zeigen und Sie glauben zu
machen, dass die Gefangenen immer so aussahen; dass die Deutschen sie
sofort verhungern ließen, und dass dieses vorsätzliche Verhungern seit
Jahren vor sich ging als Teil ihres Vernichtungsplans. Zeugen wie diese und
andere beweisen jedoch, dass die Konzentrationslager manchmal nicht gar
so schrecklich waren.

“Das war kein schlechter Ort. Das war es nicht zu dieser Zeit.”
Erst als Deutschland den Krieg verlor, auf allen Seiten umzingelt von einem
Terrorbombenfeldzug vom Westen und von marodierenden Sowjets im
Osten, verschlechterten sich die Bedingungen in Lagern wie Bergen-Belsen
katastrophal.

“Und dann blieben wir dort, bis sie begannen, Baracken zu
bauen für all die anderen Auschwitz-Leute, als Bergen-Belsen
zur Hölle wurde.”
Bergen-Belsen wurde ganz am Ende des Krieges zur Hölle. Der Hauptgrund
dafür war der Bombenfeldzug der Alliierten. Als die Alliierten deutsche
Bevölkerungszentren bombardierten und dabei unschuldige Männer, Frauen
und Kinder lebendig verbrannten und so ziemlich alles beschossen oder
bombardiert, was sich auf Straßen oder Bahngleisen bewegte, hatten selbst
die Deutschen damals Schwierigkeiten, genug zu essen zu �nden.
[Interviews mit Lagerüberlebenden:]

“… kaum Essen, es war schon sehr dürftig. Die Deutschen
hatten nichts zu essen.”
“Das Essen hat sich nicht sehr verbessert, weil, einfacher
Grund, sie hatten selbst nicht viel, daher…”

“Haben die Zivilisten überhaupt versucht, Ihnen zu helfen?
Haben sie Waren gegen Dinge eingetauscht?”
“Es ist wie ich’s sage. Wir hatten fast alles, was wir wollten, von
den Fußballmannschaften, von den Zivilisten, von Zivilisten
draußen.”
Die Ausbreitung tödlicher Krankheiten und starke Überbelegung
verschlimmerten die ganze Lage. Gefangene aus Gebieten im Osten, die
jetzt von den Sowjets überrannt wurden, wurden hastig nach Westen
evakuiert. Nach tage- oder wochenlanger Reise, oft zu Fuß, verschlug es sie
letztlich in jene überfüllten Lager voll tödlicher Krankheiten. Und weil die
deutsche Infrastruktur zerstört wurde, war das katastrophal.
Anfang Februar 1945 wurde ein großer Transport von Juden in BergenBelsen eingewiesen, während die Entwesungsanlage außer Betrieb war.
Infolgedessen brach Fleck�eber aus und verbreitete sich schnell
unkontrolliert. Die Heißluft-Entlausungsmaschine arbeitete manchmal
mehrere Tage lang nicht. Der schlimmste Mörder war das Fleck�eber.
Typhus und Ruhr forderten aber auch Leben.
Ordnung und Kommunikation im gesamten deutschen System brachen
zusammen, als die Deutschen den Krieg verloren und um ihr Überleben
kämpften. Zugladungen von Lebensmitteln wurden von alliierten
Flugzeugen zerstört. Der letzte Faktor, der in Bergen-Belsen massenhaft
Opfer garantierte, kam in den letzten Wochen des Krieges hinzu: Die
Alliierten bombardierten das Kraftwerk, das die Anlagen mit Strom
versorgte, die Wasser ins Lager pumpte.

“Wasser war ebenfalls abgestellt worden. Daher war der
Wassertankwagen das Wichtigste, das ankam. Sechs Tage lang
gab es keine Wasserversorgung. Die Deutschen machten
geltend, es sei abgestellt worden.”[51]
Das Kraftwerk, das die Pumpen mit Strom versorgte, die Bergen-Belsen mit

Wasser versorgten, wurde nicht etwa von einer unbekannten Macht
abgestellt. Es wurde von den Briten gesprengt. Ein zerstörtes System zur
Versorgung des Lagers mit sauberem Wasser verschlimmerte die bereits
katastrophalen hygienischen und medizinischen Zustände. Sauberes
Wasser, das notwendig war, um Gefangene zu duschen, Kleider zu waschen
und durstenden Typhus-, Ruhr- und Fleck�eberpatienten etwas zum Trinken
zu geben, wurde tatsächlich von britischen Bomben abgestellt.

“Man könnte fragen, warum nicht alle überlebenden Insassen
vollständig aus dem Lager etwa in eine große Stadt verlegt
wurden, wo es Ernährungs- und Wohnanlagen geben würde. Die
Antwort ist schlicht das furchtbare Wort – Fleck�eber.
Eine mobile bakteriologische Einheit und alle möglichen
medizinischen Hilfsmittel wurden zusammen mit 90
Medizinstudenten aus Londoner Krankenhäusern rasch zur
Stelle gebracht, um damit fertig zu werden.
Mangel an Seife und Wasser brachte den Insassen Läuse ein,
und Läuse übertragen Fleck�eber. Um das Fleck�eber
loszuwerden, man muss zuerst die Läuse loswerden, weshalb
kontaminierte Patienten aus ihren Hütten entfernt wurden und
eine Reinigungsprozedur durchliefen.”
Die Briten hatten Mühe, die katastrophalen Zustände in Bergen-Belsen nach
der Befreiung zu verbessern. Viele Tausende starben nach der Befreiung.
Am Ende verbrannten die Briten die Holzbaracken, da sie mit tödlichen
Fleck�eber-übertragenden Körperläusen verseucht waren. Bilder von der
katastrophalen Lage in Bergen-Belsen werden irreführend benutzt, um eine
absichtliche deutsche Vernichtungspolitik zu illustrieren.
Diese nach der Befreiung aufgenommenen Bilder von Bergen-Belsen sowie
Dachau und Nordhausen sind zu Symbolen der deutschen Barbarei
geworden. Aber diese Menschen waren Opfer des größeren Krieges, nicht
einer vorsätzlichen deutschen Vernichtungspolitik. Die Deutschen taten,
was sie konnten, um die Menschen am Leben zu erhalten, und in einigen

Fällen kontaktierte sie das Rote Kreuz um Hilfe und übergaben ihnen sogar
einige Lager. Die beschämende Wahrheit, die sich hinter dieser HolocaustPropaganda verbirgt, ist nicht nur, dass keine diese Leute vergast wurden,
sondern dass die Alliierten eine wichtige Rolle bei ihrem Tod spielten.
So schrecklich diese Bilder ausgemergelter Gefangener auch sind, Bilder
von Nordstaaten-Gefangenen im Bürgerkriegslager Andersonville der
Südstaaten zeigen auch befreite Häftlinge, die in einem ähnlichen Zustand
erscheinen. Was in Andersonville passierte, war ein völliger
Zusammenbruch der Hygienemaßnahmen aufgrund unzureichender
sanitärer Einrichtungen. Toiletten im überfüllten Lager �ossen nicht richtig
ab, so dass die Gefangenen Schmutz und Krankheiten ausgesetzt waren,
insbesondere Ruhr. Symptome von Ruhr sind Durchfall und schneller
Gewichtsverlust. In extremen Fällen können Patienten einen Liter
Flüssigkeit pro Stunde verlieren. Es ist leicht einzusehen, wie jemand, der
wiederholt defäkiert, sich übergibt und uriniert, schnell an Körpergewicht
verliert, vor allem, wenn Nahrungsmittel, Medikamente und Wasser knapp
wurden.
Mit zunehmender Überbelegung stiegen ebenso die Opferzahlen in
Andersonville. Auch die Südstaaten verloren den Krieg auf eine
katastrophale Weise, ähnlich wie die Deutschen. Es gibt also einen direkten
Zusammenhang zwischen den Bildern von Gefangenen in Andersonville
und den sogenannten Holocaust-Bildern.
Nun sind diese Menschen in Andersonville keine Juden, und niemand hat je
behauptet, die Südstaaten hätten einen totalen Völkermord an den
Nordstaatlern angestrebt. Die Fotogra�en von Andersonville und zum
Beispiel von Bergen-Belsen sind sich sehr ähnlich und korrelieren mit dem
Zusammenbruch von Hygiene, mit Überbelegung, der Ausbreitung von
Krankheiten und mit der katastrophalen Niederlage von einer Seite des
Krieges. Was Sie in diesen Bildern in Bergen-Belsen sehen, ist in erster Linie
das Ergebnis von Fleck�eber.
Fleck�eber ist eine Krankheit, die von der Körperlaus übertragen wird, die
Kop�äusen ähnelt. Körperläuse bevorzugen es jedoch, sich nicht an der
Kopfhaut anzulagern, sondern in den inneren Nähten der Kleidung. Das

Fleck�eber war im Laufe der Geschichte für den Tod von Millionen
verantwortlich. Fleck�eberepidemien traten in Kriegszeiten regelmäßig in
ganz Europa auf. Während des Ersten Weltkriegs starben mehr als drei
Millionen Menschen an Fleck�eber.
Was Sie in diesen Bildern sehen, sind in erster Linie Opfer einer Fleck�eberEpidemie. Die Deutschen haben sie nicht absichtlich verhungern lassen. Wir
können etliche Personen sehen, die aus den Lagern befreit wurden. Obwohl
sie nicht in tadellosem Zustand sind, sind etliche gut genährt, einige sogar
fett. Sie hatten einfach keine Krankheit. Die Deutschen versuchten
tatsächlich, die Ausbreitung von Krankheiten zu stoppen. Das Insektizid
Zyklon B war ein Pestizid, das verwendet wurde, um diese tödlichen
Fleck�eber-übertragenden Körperläuse zu töten.
Zyklon B hat von Natur aus nichts Mörderisches an sich. Zyklon B wurde
sogar an der mexikanischen Grenze eingesetzt, um die Kleidung von
Mexikanern zu begasen, die die Grenze [zur USA] überschritten. Der
Entlausungsvorgang lief wie folgt ab:
Gefangene, die in ein Lager kamen, zogen ihre Kleidung aus und bekamen
einen Haarschnitt, um Bereiche zu verhindern, wo tödliche Fleck�eberübertragende Körperläuse gedeihen könnten. Dann duschten sie heiß.
Gleichzeitig wurde ihre Kleidung in speziell dafür ausgelegten
Begasungskammern behandelt, wo Begasungsmannschaften das
Insektizid Zyklon B verwendeten, um tödliche Fleck�eber-übertragende
Körperläuse zu töten.
Die Gefangenen bekamen dann saubere, läusefreie Kleidung und betraten
das Lager. Man erkennt leicht, wie dieser lebensrettende
Entlausungsvorgang mit echten Begasungskammern für Kleidung und
echten Duschen zu Kriegspropaganda über Gasduschen umgedeutet
wurde, und zwar von Gefangenen, die Gerüchte verbreiten, wie auch von
sowjetische Propagandisten, die ihre Feinde absichtlich verleumdeten.
Eines der letzten Exponate im Holocaust Memorial Museum der
Vereinigten Staaten in Washington, D.C. fasst die Bedeutung der in diesem
Video dargelegten Informationen zusammen.

Museumsbesucher werden mit Filmszenen bombardiert, die aufgenommen
wurden, nachdem die Alliierten Konzentrations- und Arbeitslager erobert
hatten. Diese Filme sollen Beweise für eine gezielte deutsche
Vernichtungspolitik darstellen. Doch haben Sie jetzt viele dieser Szenen
gesehen, erklärt und widerlegt bekommen.
Gegen Ende der Hauptausstellung des Museums gibt es zwei Sätze von je
drei Videomonitoren, die eine gefallene Nazi�agge �ankieren. Sie zeigen
Filmaufnahmen, die nach Eroberung der Lager durch die Alliierten
aufgenommen wurden.
Jeder der drei Monitore ist einer der drei großen alliierten Mächte
gewidmet: die Sowjetunion, die Vereinigten Staaten und Großbritannien.
Auf diesem Bildschirm sind Aufnahmen der US-Armee aus Nordhausen,
Dachau und Buchenwald zu sehen. Der Untertitel lautet:

“Ortsansässigen deutschen Zivilisten wird befohlen, das KZ
Buchenwald zu besuchen.”
Dies ist ein amerikanischer Armeeo�zier, der Deutsche um einen angeblich
aus Menschenhaut gemachten Lampenschirm versammelt sowie um einen
mit Propaganda-Requisiten gefüllten Tisch. Den Besuchern werden die
Dachauer Todeszüge gezeigt, die gefüllt sind mit Opfern alliierter Bombenund Tie�iegerangriffe. Majdanek, die Außenansicht einer echten
Duschanlage “Bad und Desinfektion II”, und das Innere von “Bad und
Desinfektion I”, dessen echten, funktionierenden Duschraum zeigend. Auch
hier ist die Kamera von den vielen Fenstern abgewandt. Der Untertitel
lautet:

“O�ziere der Sowjetarmee inspizieren Kammern, in denen
Gefangene durch Giftgas getötet wurden.”
Heute räumt jeder ernsthafte etablierte Historiker ein, dass dies keine
Gaskammer mit falschen Duschköpfen war, sondern ein echter,

funktionierender Duschraum, dazu ausgelegt, um Gefangene am Leben und
frei von Krankheiten zu halten.
Und wieder die Planierraupe, die Opfer der Fleck�eberepidemie in BergenBelsen in ein Massengrab schiebt. Eine Katastrophe, aber weder
beabsichtigt noch geplant.
Auf dem letzten Bildschirm zeigt man uns Aufnahmen von Nordhausen,
das von 500 britischen Bombern zwei Tage lang völlig zerbombt wurde.
Ähnlich wie beim Nürnberger Prozess zeigt man uns in der letzten Szene,
bevor wir zur Ausstellung über Nachkriegsprozesse gehen, das Opfer
britischer Bomber in Nordhausen mit seiner offenen Hirnschale.
Wie makaber, bluttriefende Bilder alliierter Luftangriffsopfern als Beweis für
die Bosheit der Deutschen zu zeigen.
Mütter scheuchen ihre Kinder an diesem Exponat vorbei, ohne je den
Zusammenhang dieser Bilder in Frage zu stellen. Dies ist beeindruckende,
traumatisierende Gedankenkontrolle zwecks Gehirnwäsche, nicht mittels
Logik und Fakten, sondern indem man diese Horrorbilder in das Gedächtnis
des gefesselten Publikums einbrennt, um Gefühle mit verlogenen
Schilderungen zu manipulieren.
Echte Duschräume, gefälschte, untergeschobene Beweise wie dieser
Lampenschirm und Opfer der alliierten Bombardierung sind keine Beweise
für einen Völkermord mit Gaskammern, die als Duschräume getarnt waren.
Wir wurden manipuliert, irregeführt und belogen. Bilder, die während der
letzten Tage eines zerstörten und zusammengebrochenen Deutschlands
aufgenommen wurden, wurden uns als Beweis für ein systematisches,
geplantes Vernichtungsprogramm gezeigt. Nach weiteren Untersuchungen
durch die Westalliierten sind diese Behauptungen von mit
Menschengaskammern ausgestattet Vernichtungslagern in den vom
Westen befreiten Lagern auf der Strecke geblieben.
Die beeindruckenden Bilder dieser vom Westen befreiten, überfüllten,

krankheitsverseuchten Lager, die in den letzten Monaten des schlimmsten
Krieges der Menschheitsgeschichte durch den alliierten Bombenfeldzug
verwüstet wurden, werden jedoch immer noch dazu benutzt, um die
Öffentlichkeit einer Gehirnwäsche zu unterziehen als Beweis für ein
Vernichtungsprogramm mit Gaskammern, die als Duschräume getarnt sind,
in Lagern, die von der Sowjetunion erobert wurden.
Im Teil 2 dieses Dokumentar�lms werden wir einige Aspekte des
berüchtigtsten dieser Lager untersuchen: Auschwitz.

Erklärung
Dieser Dokumentar�lm will das nationalsozialistische Regime
Deutschlands nicht von irgendwelchen seiner unbestrittenen Missetaten
reinwaschen. Die Inhaftierung von Personen ohne ordnungsgemäße
Verfahren ist ein Verbrechen. Jede Behörde, die ein solches Verbrechen
begeht, trägt letztlich die Verantwortung für diejenigen, die sich in seiner
Obhut be�nden.
Dieses Verbrechen wurde jedoch nicht nur von den deutschen Behörden vor
und während des Zweiten Weltkriegs begangen, sondern während des
Krieges auch von US-Behörden, die viele japanische Amerikaner
inhaftierten sowie italienische und deutsche Einwanderer. Der größte
Verbrecher in dieser Hinsicht war jedoch der wichtigste Verbündete der
USA des Zweiten Weltkriegs, die Sowjetunion, wo Millionen eingesperrt und
schließlich ermordet wurden, und zwar vor, während und nach dem Krieg.
Leider wird dieses Verbrechen der ungesetzlichen Inhaftierung von USBehörden heute wieder begangen in Guantanamo Bay und anderen
ähnlichen Einrichtungen.
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Some More Testimonies from Greece
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Abstract
Continuing from the previous article, we will examine some more Greek testimonies,
this time from the book The Holocaust in the Testimonies of the Greek Jews (To
olokautoma stis martyries ton ellinon evraion). This book contains excerpts from
published testimonies as well as oral ones. We will examine the most important
concerning the extermination claims.

Marcel Nadjari

This witness was recently in the news because researchers have managed to read a letter
he supposedly buried in Birkenau where he suposedly worked as a member of
a Sonderkommando (see this paper). According to the book, Nadjari wrote two
manuscripts (A and B). Manuscript A was written in 1944 and is the aforementioned
letter. Only a short paragraph is reproduced in the book, in which the author states that
the Nadjari family has been murdered by the Germans and now he expects to die. No
details are given.
Manuscript B was written in 1947. It is quite detailed, but curiously Nadjari does not
mention the letter he buried. Anyway, let’s see what he has to say. Upon arrival at the
camp:

“At first sight everything looked normal, and in fact the Germans that
received us at the station were quite good. We did not see them beating
anyone, on the contrary they were all good.” (p. 53)
Then the selection followed. Old and disabled who could not walk were loaded onto
trucks and driven off. He never saw them again. He and the rest went to Birkenau on
foot for the shower and the haircut. They stayed in quarantine for a month, as to which
he writes:
“Various rumors began to circulate, that those that have gone left in the
trucks after we disembarked from the train have been burned, after they
killed them. Of course we did not believe it and thought that the Poles in the
camp were telling us this to demoralize us, make us ill and take our bread.”
(p. 57)
He also describes the leader of his block, a Pole from France, large, always shaved and
the “worst man you could imagine”, who beat them every day. Finally, he was
transferred to Crematorium III (he refers to it as II as he doesn’t count the crematorium
in Auschwitz) where he realized that the rumors were true. He describes the gassings as
follows:
“Then, after it was filled and everyone had entered the gas room, the door
was closed and, immediately afterwards, the two experts on the gas climbed
above and opened four cans and emptied them from above either laughing
or chatting about other things. They put back the concrete slab. Many times
they came down to the small scuttle on the door, watching, with a stopwatch
in hand, the minutes needed so that none remains alive (a matter of 6-7
minutes).” (p. 62)
Despite the fact that it is impossible to kill 2,500 people in 6-7 minutes, this description
is in disagreement with the official claims. Nadjari speaks of ONE opening covered by a
concrete slab, where there should have been four. Furthermore, the SS are supposed to
have introduced the Zyklon in a basket which was then lowered into the chamber
through iron-mesh columns. After the execution the Zyklon was removed by pulling the
basket back up. But Nadjari has them simply emptying the cans in the hole.
After the execution the bodies had to be cremated. Nadjari first writes:
“The crematories were working constantly. Two or three trains came every
day, and each train had from 2,500 to 3,000 people. In crematoriums I or II,
it took about 24 hours to cremate 2,500 people, depending on the bodies.”
(p. 61)
Crematoriums II and III had 15 muffles each (five triple-muffle furnaces), capable of
cremating 15 bodies per hour. So in theory they could not cremate more than 300-400
bodies a day. We could push this to 500 or more and still it would be very far from
2,500. So how was this done? Nadjari claims they burned three bodies in 30 minutes in
each muffle, with one of the bodies being always female as the burning was thus faster.
Every six hours they removed the ashes (p. 64). Except for the fact that all this is
impossible, even by his description and allowing around one hour for cleaning every six
hours, they could cremate about 1,800 bodies, not 2,500 and certainly not 3,000.
In summary, this witness doesn’t say anything new when it comes to gassings and
cremations, not taking into account the contradictions. Not only that, but claims such as
the following are enough to shatter his credibility:

“As head of all the crematories they put Molle. […] He was the terror of the
camp and Kramer himself. […] Once, he threw an entire truck loaded with
patients, alive in the pit where they burned alive, in horrible pain.” (p. 60)

Albert Menasche
Menasche was a doctor. His memoir titled Memories of an Eyewitness: How 72,000
Greek Jews Perished was first published in 1947. But his narrative reads more like a
novel than a report. Here is an example:
“Around the middle of May, work proceeds to a nightmarish rate. Every
three hours, a train empties its wave of travelers. Usually, while the previous
train has not yet left the station, another one comes and stops at the parallel
track. Tireless, the doctor of the SS performs the selection. Endless lines of
old men, women and children walk towards the ghastly ovens. During the
24 hours of the day, the sad parade continues. Chimneys of the crematories
and pits burn non-stop. The sky is constantly black from the smoke. Night
acquires a reddish hue that covers the entire camp with a horrid glow. The
smell of burning flesh is choking us.” (p. 77)
So what about the facts? Well, here’s one:
“A truck is immediately sent to receive the sick. After a few minutes the
load is emptied in the burning pit. It’s unnecessary to poison the sick with
gas. It is, after all, much faster to throw them alive into the flames.” (p. 78)
The following illuminates even more the (in)credibility of this witness:
“We saw that in Birkenau there were four crematories, each equipped with
four ovens. Each oven burned three bodies in three minutes. At such a rate
Moloch gobbled up 144 victims every three minutes.” (p. 76)
Yes, you read correctly. Three MINUTES.

Mark Nahon
Also a doctor. His testimony was first published in 1949 in a newspaper. As with the
previous witness, he has a hard time writing an objective account. For example:
“The crematory is, one would say, a savage and ravenous beast with great
similarity to the beasts of mythology. It’s a kind of Minotaur, feeding on
human victims. When there’s no transport, and therefore no food, it attacks
the prisoners of the camp. It is not enough for it then to devour all the sick,
what it needs is a specific number of people to devour, whether disabled or
perfectly healthy. In order to satisfy its ravenous hunger, in order to
preserve, one would say, in good condition its monstrous organs, it asks for
two, three, four thousand victims, at once.” (p. 96)
According to him, after a transport arrived, the camp doctor sent to the crematory about
75% of the deportees. Every day more than 15,000 (!) people were burned. In addition
to crematories, there were also two enormous pits where the Jews were burned with logs.
More than 200 train cars with logs were always available for this. The prisoners, as they
unloaded the logs from the train, were saying in all seriousness:
“This is my log. It will be used to burn me!” (p. 99)

The witness also gives the testimony of one of his friends, a reporter in a newspaper,
who worked as a Sonderkommando. He describes a gassing in Crematorium II as
follows:
“This door closes hermetically. Above it there is an electric clock and some
kind of skylight which is closed with a very thick glass. An SS man opens
the box and takes out two bottles, similar to heat-insulating bottles. They are
bottles with asphyxiant gasses. He opens the skylight, throws with force the
bottles, and he closes it quickly. The electric clock shows 8:05. As they fall,
the bottles are smashed, and they cause a detonation. Immediately I hear a
second sound, like hundreds of snakes hissing. Desperate voices and
horrible screams are getting stronger. Am I in hell? The walls of the gassing
room are shaking from the desperate hits of the suffocating unfortunate
victims. Hands hit the glass of the skylight intending to break it. […] Then
there is absolute silence. How long did this last? Three minutes, five
minutes? The SS man looks at the clock and presses a button. Inside the
gassing room a fan clears the atmosphere. They open the door. What a
dreadful sight!” (p. 102)
Needless to say, this description is entirely fictional. Suffice it to point out that it is
completely at odds with the official version (see above).

Solomon Benadon
One final testimony that appeared in a Jewish newspaper on January 4, 1946. Officially,
the Hungarian Operation involved some 400,000+ Jews. Here’s what this witness states
about this with characteristic drama:
“The macabre transports of the Hungarians had started to arrive. In 3-4
weeks, the trains arrived day and night, and vomited their innocent cargo in
the voracious mouths of the ovens of Birkenau. More than 800,000 new
victims were thrown as prey to the Nazi beast during this time. The 60
mouths of hell were constantly devouring at the fastest possible rate.” (p.
106)
As these were not enough “mouths of hell,” two pits had to be opened. But the
description is quite original:
“To accelerate the job, they had made two ‘bunkers’ (that name had various
usages at the camps), gigantic. Those that worked there describe them as 2
huge concrete pools which had at their edges one Decauville railway track.
At the bottom they placed large planks, on which they placed the corpses
brought by the rail wagons, which came directly from the suffocation
chambers, then a second layer of firewood, new corpses, then a third, fourth
and so on, until the pit was full. They sprinkled everything with plenty of
gasoline, and they set fire. Each bunker, which was divided into 4
compartments, could hold more than 500 bodies. The flames could be seen
from many kilometers away. When someone would first see the fire, he
would think that the forest around the macabre place was on fire. That time,
spring of ’44, there was a shortage of Zyklon (the asphyxiant gas) for 2
weeks. During that time, they would throw the victims alive into the
flames.” (p. 107)
This description is also totally at odds with the official version and entirely fictional. The
pits that were supposedly used for the cremation of the bodies were just trenches, not

concrete structures like a pool (and with compartments!).

Summary
In the Preface we read:
“According to Roman justice, to prove a crime two witnesses were
necessary. For the crimes of Nazism, the numerous testimonies (18,000 by
1960) replaced the evidence that the perpetrators tried meticulously to
eliminate.” (p. 8)
And yet, the more we examine these testimonies, the more we fail to find reliable
information regarding the planned extermination of camp prisoners with poison gas. In
fact the survivors above who claim to be actually eyewitnesses, apart from their
nonsensical statements, contradict both themselves and the official story. What would a
Roman judge rule with testimonies such as these?
Fragkiski Ampatzopoulou (ed.), To olokautoma stis martyries ton ellinon evraion,
Thessaloníki: Epikentro 2007 (978-9604581382)
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Abstract
Oral Testimonies of the Jews from Thessaloniki about the Holocaust. What’s this you
ask? This is the book we are going to focus on this time. As survivor testimonies are
very important for the official storyline, it’s clear that the more of them we examine, the
closer we get to the truth. Testimonies are also a big hurdle for many people to even
consider taking a look at Holocaust revisionism, as they tend to think that so many
survivors cannot possibly be lying. They can’t be blamed for that, and indeed, most of
the survivors are certainly not lying. The problem is that very few people have actually
read a single testimony, and those that have done so, did not do it carefully. So, let’s get
down to it.

The Numbers

There are 51 interviews in the book (26 women, 25 men). Except for two, the rest have
been in Auschwitz–Birkenau. Now, here is the interesting part: 39 out of these 51 never
mention gas chambers. Not once. On the other hand, almost all of them know about the
crematories (45 out of 51). This is quite unexpected. But let’s ignore this for now and see
what the survivors have to say.

The Rumor Factory
As we know, upon arrival at the camp, there was a selection, and many would go on

their separate ways. The survivors describe in detail the numerous hardships they have
suffered, and how they lost their relatives. But how do they know this? When we look
for an answer, we realize that they did not actually see them die. One witness puts it this
way:
“I learned it in the camp. We were asking where are our moms, our dads and
they were telling us: They are gone... […] Since we did not see anyone, we
believed it.” (p. 58)
Another:
“We learned it at the camp from the blockälteste, who told us to look after
ourselves, because our people are no longer alive.” (p. 92)
Another:
“We have not yet learned anything about our parents. We could see smoke
rising from afar and were wondering what it is. Until a prisoner, Slovak or
Polish, in broken French, told us: ’What are you waiting for? There are your
mothers. They have burned them. There are no more.’ That’s how we
learned about the great tragedy. At first we did not believe her. We thought
she was crazy. But later we learned it for real!” (p. 118)
Another:
“We found out when we entered the camp. They were other older Greek
women, who came before us. […] They told us that they are burning them
in the crematoria. […] Since they who had been in the camp a long time
were telling us this, of course I believed it.” (p. 176)
Another:
“After we went there, we were asking the Polish who were political
prisoners, what is it that’s burning? For 5-10 days they were telling us it’s
rye bread they are making, and then they told us it’s our families.” (p. 242)
Another:
“At first I did not believe it. ’Impossible’, I said. ’We are being duped’. But
when after a week we heard other prisoners confirming it, most of them
long-term inmates, French, Polish, Jews from Russia, we believed it.” (p.
289)
And another:
“We were seeing the ovens and they told us that they went to the ovens. The
other prisoners told us this.” (p. 271)
And on and on. Those of us who have served in the military know very well what kind
of a rumor factory a camp can be. All sorts of things are spread from one person to the
next. Nobody questions what he hears, and usually he asks someone else for
confirmation who is just as clueless. Needless to say, the misinformation problem was
much worse in a concentration camp with the crematories next door, in the middle of a
war. And the prisoners had no way of knowing the truth.
Now, what is most interesting is that there are two women who actually saw their fathers
after they had been told that they were dead. The first talked with him for a while and

later received a note from him before eventually losing all contact (p. 27). The second
found out that her father was at Buna and perished during the retreat (p. 143).
So, most of the survivors are not lying. They fell victim to the rumors that were rampant
at the camps. Here is another well-known rumor:
“Then they gave us a little soap and told us it’s from the ashes of our
parents. We did not even touch those soaps.” (p. 29)

The Selections
Then, we have the selections. Selections were going on all the time at the camp. The
prisoners went through numerous ones, and of course they were certain that these were
life-or-death situations:
“Indeed, we knew very well then that whomever they picked not for work,
he was to be burned; we had understood this well. Not only had we
understood it, but it was deep in our minds that whoever was not for work
was for burning.” (p. 27)
Or more simply:
“If someone got sick, he was immediately sent to the crematory.” (p. 147)
And yet in the same book we read about some prisoners who got seriously sick at the
camp, but they did not “burn”. For example, one woman says:
“I contracted typhus at Birkenau. The Germans came every day to take for
the oven. I wasn’t the only one at the hospital. There were others...” (p. 55)
Despite that, nobody sent her to the furnace. Instead, she was later sent to Auschwitz
where she spent another two months in bed. She was eventually transferred to BergenBelsen.
Another woman suffered from scabies. She was treated at the Auschwitz hospital and
recovered. And yet she seems to believe that:
“In Birkenau they would have never given me medicine, they would have
put me to the gas.” (p. 196)
Finally, a prisoner was accidentally shot in the leg by an SS man. But no gas for him. He
was sent to the hospital, where they removed the bullet. He also had an operation for a
hernia in his stomach. He stayed four months at the hospital (p. 392). Quite a lot of
trouble the Germans went through for one man, right? But the prisoners were so
convinced that their lives were constantly in danger that they misinterpreted everything:
“If the German took your card with him, tomorrow morning you were going
to burn. They were saying that they will send you to a better camp to
recover some of your strength. They did this once to fool us. A transport
that left for the crematorium, came back after a month.” (p. 329)
So, it was all just an evil German trick! But the prisoners were too smart for that. Still,
sometimes they realized they were wrong. A prisoner went voluntarily through a
selection in order to be transferred to Germany. He thought that those who were left
behind were going to be killed. But:

“The rest were not murdered then. Some of course died later. But some were
liberated six months before me. It wasn’t a selection for the crematoria, as
we thought. They wanted only the strongest to be sent to Germany, while
they kept the weakest at the camp. But who knew this back then?” (p. 260)
Indeed. And this is why we should never jump to conclusions.

Summary
In the Preface, one of the editors writes:
“It was the year of 1989. Suddenly within a week two ’hostages’ had died,
and the number of survivors from the Auschwitz and Birkenau camps was
shrinking fast. At the same time, I was reading and hearing more and more
about disputes on the number of the victims of the genocide of the Jews, and
even on the events themselves. It became an obsession to me that I had to,
as they were still alive, write down their testimonies. Nobody had ’talked’
by then; nobody wanted to open the ’box’ of his most terrible memories,
which he had buried so deeply. And yet, while there are still those few
survivors, others dare to dispute the undeniable facts of those times.” (p. 7)
So, the editors’ goal was to preserve the memories of the survivors in order to combat
the growing doubt about the “undeniable facts.” They should be thanked for their efforts,
of course, but despite what they believe, a critical reading reveals that these testimonies
poke quite a few holes in the official version of events. The survivors suffered a lot, but
when it comes to planned mass extermination, not only are there many inconsistencies,
but even the infamous gas chambers very rarely appear. In time, this work might prove
to be another nail in the coffin of the official storyline.
If the editors hadn't passed away, the only way to show our gratitude would be by
wishing that they would not be around to see it.
Erika Kounio-Amarilio, Almpertos Nar (eds.), Prophorikes martyries Hevraiōn tēs
Thessalonikēs gia to Holokautōma (Oral Testimonies of the Jews from Thesssaloniki
about the Holocaust), Thessaloniki: Paratērētēs 1998, 494 pages, ISBN:
978-9602609408 (newer edition: Athens: Ekdoseis Eurasia, 2015; ISBN
9786185027506, 516 pp.)
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Defenders of the Holocaust story have attempted to discredit scientific reports which
disprove the existence of homicidal gas chambers at German camps during World War
II. For example, Deborah Lipstadt’s defense attorney, Richard Rampton, referred in
court to The Leuchter Report as “…a piece of so-called research which is not worth the
paper it is written on…”[1]
Dr. Richard Green states about Germar Rudolf:[2]
“Owing to the fact that he actually has some understanding of chemistry,
many of his deceptions are more sophisticated than other Holocaust deniers.
[…] Ultimately, he engages in the same deceptions and specious arguments
as [Fred] Leuchter and [Walter] Lüftl , but the case he makes for those
deceptions and arguments involves more difficult chemistry.”
This article will discuss attempts by chemists to discredit scientific reports which
disprove the existence of homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau during World
War II.

Historical Background
In 1988, the Canadian government put Ernst Zündel on trial a second time for the
criminal offense of knowingly disseminating false news about “the Holocaust.” As part
of his defense in this trial, Zündel commissioned the U.S. gas-chamber expert Fred
Leuchter to make a scientific examination of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek. The resulting Leuchter Report is the first scientific
study of the alleged German homicidal gas chambers.[3]
In addition to reporting that the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau
and Majdanek were structurally unsuitable for gassing, Leuchter researched the chemical
properties of the Zyklon B fumigant. Leuchter found that Zyklon B is a highly toxic
compound that releases deadly hydrogen-cyanide gas. The released hydrogen-cyanide
gas clings to surfaces and reacts chemically with materials containing iron, forming
ferrocyanide compounds that have a distinctive blue color called Prussian Blue. Since
building materials normally contain a certain amount of rust (iron oxide, usually
between one and four percent), repeated exposure to hydrogen-cyanide gas would result
in Prussian Blue staining on the walls of the alleged gas chambers.[4]

Leuchter took forensic samples from the alleged gas chambers at the visited sites and a
control sample from the delousing facility at Birkenau. The samples were analyzed by an
independent laboratory in the United States. The laboratory found no significant
ferrocyanide compound traces in the samples taken from the alleged homicidal gas
chambers, but the sample from a wall of the Birkenau delousing facility had heavy
concentrations of the ferrocyanide compounds. Leuchter concluded that this result would
be impossible if the alleged homicidal gas chambers had been repeatedly exposed to
hydrogen-cyanide gas.[5]
Germar Rudolf, a certified chemist, expanded on Leuchter’s work by writing the Rudolf
Report in the spring of 1992. The Rudolf Report, which has been updated and revised
several times, focused on engineering and chemical aspects of the alleged homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz and Birkenau. Rudolf observed in his on-site examinations that
all of the delousing facilities at Auschwitz, Birkenau, Stutthof and Majdanek have one
thing in common: their walls are permeated with Prussian Blue. Not only the inner
surfaces, but also the exteriors of the walls and the mortar between the bricks of the
delousing facilities have Prussian Blue staining. Nothing of this sort can be observed in
any of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz and Birkenau.
Rudolf also took samples from the alleged homicidal gas chambers and the delousing
facilities at Auschwitz and Birkenau. Similar to Leuchter’s samples, the alleged
homicidal gas chambers exhibit only insignificant traces of ferrocyanide residue on the
same order of magnitude as found in any other building. The samples from the delousing
chambers, however, all showed very high ferrocyanide residues. Rudolf determined that,
if mass execution gassings with hydrocyanic acid had taken place in the alleged
homicidal gas chambers, the rooms in the alleged homicidal gas chambers would exhibit
similar ferrocyanide residue as the delousing chambers. Therefore, Rudolf concluded
that mass gassings with Zyklon B did not occur in the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz and Birkenau.[6]

Kraków Institute of Forensic Research
The Kraków Institute of Forensic Research published results in 1994 that attempted to
refute the Leuchter Report. The team from this forensic institute led by Dr. Jan
Markiewicz claims not to have understood how it was possible for Prussian Blue to have
formed in walls as a result of their being exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas. The
researchers therefore excluded Prussian Blue and similar iron-cyanide compounds from
their analyses, resulting in much lower cyanide traces for the delousing chambers. Their
analysis made it practically impossible to distinguish between rooms massively exposed
to hydrogen cyanide and those which were not: all would have a cyanide residue of close
to zero. The Kraków researchers concluded from their analysis that since the gas
chambers and delousing facilities all had the same amount of cyanide residues, humans
were gassed in the gas chambers.
Watch the video on The Chemistry of Auschwitz
Germar Rudolf gave the Kraków researchers irrefutable proof that Prussian Blue can be
formed in walls exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas, citing a case document in expert
literature.[7] The authors of the Kraków report refused to change their report and admit
they made a mistake. Rudolf writes:[8]
“The only ‘scientific’ attempt to refute Frederick A. Leuchter’s most
intriguing thesis turns out to be one of the biggest scientific frauds of the
20th century. How desperate must they be—those who try to defend the
established version of the Holocaust, i.e., the alleged systematic

extermination of Jews in homicidal ‘gas chambers’, that they resort to such
obviously fraudulent methods?”
British science historian Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom also refuted the Kraków Institute of
Forensic Research report, as succinctly summarized by the retired professor of the
philosophy of science Dr. James H. Fetzer:[9]
“When the Auschwitz museum was confronted with the fact that the
innocuous delousing chambers at Auschwitz have blue walls – due to being
saturated with blue iron cyanide compounds – but the alleged homicidal gas
chambers have not, they commissioned their own chemical research. Instead
of testing wall samples for the chemicals that had caused the blue stains, the
researchers they commissioned simply excluded those chemicals from their
analysis by employing a procedure that could not detect them. They justified
this measure with the claim that they did not understand exactly how these
compounds could form and that they might therefore be mere artifacts.
Researchers who don’t understand what they are investigating have no
business becoming involved. In this case, however, it appears to be
deliberate. They have deliberately ignored an obvious explanation--that
Zyklon B was only used for delousing--which would have remedied their
lack of comprehension. As a result of this failure to adhere to the principles
of science, they produced a report of no scientific value, which they used to
arrive at a predetermined conclusion.”
Dr. Arthur Robert Butz writes in regard to the Kraków Institute of Forensic Research
report:[10]
“The argument, to the extent that it was intelligible enough to be
summarized at all, was that they did not understand how the iron-cyanide
compounds got to be there, so they decided to ignore them in reaching their
conclusions. I don’t understand how the moon got there, so I will ignore all
effects associated with it, such as tides. I hope I don’t drown.”

Dr. James Roth
Dr. James Roth testified at the 1988 Ernst Zündel trial that he received samples from
Fred Leuchter in his capacity as an Analytical Chemist at Alpha Analytical Laboratories.
The purpose of the tests was to determine the total iron and cyanide content in the
samples. Dr. Roth testified that the Prussian Blue produced by a reaction of the iron and
hydrogen cyanide could penetrate deeply in porous materials such as brick and iron.[11]
Dr. Roth later changed his testimony in a documentary movie titled Mr. Death produced
by Errol Morris. Dr. Roth states in this movie:[12]
“Cyanide is a surface reaction. It’s probably not going to penetrate more
than 10 microns. Human hair is 100 microns in diameter. Crush this sample
up, I have just diluted that sample 10,000; 100,000 times. If you’re going to
go looking for it, you’re going to look on the surface only. There’s no reason
to go deep, because it’s not going to be there.”
Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom writes that Dr. Roth’s statements in Mr. Death are wrong:[13]
“The 1999 film about Leuchter features an interview with the chemist [Dr.
James Roth] who had done the analysis of his wall-samples back in 1988.
He had done this 'blind,’ i.e. with no knowledge of where they had come

from, which was correct scientific procedure. During the second Zündel trial
in Toronto in 1988 he testified under oath concerning the method used and
what Leuchter had sent him. He said back then that hydrogen cyanide can
easily penetrate into brick and mortar. But then, when he was interviewed
again by Morris for his documentary, he suddenly stated that the results
were quite meaningless, because the cyanide could only have soaked a few
microns into the brickwork. Wow, that was quite a whopper. Mortar and
brickwork are highly porous to hydrogen cyanide, obviously so because the
delousing chambers were more or less equally blue inside and out, it had
soaked right through. But you can watch him on video explaining this, as if
he were confusing brick and mortar with rock. The latter will only absorb
cyanide to a few microns of its surface.”
Germar Rudolf writes in regard to Dr. Roth’s statements in Mr. Death:[14]
“It can be shown that Prof. Dr. James Roth is wrong for the following
reasons:
1. It is a fact that the walls of the disinfestation chambers in Auschwitz,
Birkenau, Stutthof, and Majdanek are saturated with cyanide compounds,
and this not only superficially, but into the depth of the masonry, as I have
demonstrated by taking samples from different depths of the wall. Compare
in this regard my mortar and plaster Sample Pairs 9 & 11, 12 & 13, 19a &
b. […], which were each taken at the same spot but at different depths, as
well as Sample 17, taken from below the overlying lime plaster (which is
thus similar to 19b).
These values prove that hydrogen cyanide can rather easily reach deep
layers of plaster and mortar. But even the other samples taken from the
surface prove that Prof. Roth’s allegation is wrong: Provided that most of
the cyanide detectable today is present in the form of iron cyanide (Iron
Blue and other cyanoferrates), as Prof. Roth assumes himself, his thesis
would mean that 10% to 75% of the iron content of these samples are
located in the upper 10 micrometers thin layer of the samples (0.010 mm),
i.e., they are located in less than 1% of the entire sample mass. The rest of
the samples, however, would have been massively deprived of iron. How
this migration of a major portion of iron to a thin surface layer would have
happened is inexplicable to me. Fact is that this simply could not happen.
2. Furthermore, expert literature is detailed about the following:
a. Hydrogen cyanide is an extremely mobile chemical compound with
physical properties comparable to water. […]
b. Water vapor can quite easily penetrate masonry material, and thus also
hydrogen cyanide. […]
c. Hydrogen cyanide can easily penetrate thick, porous layers like
walls. […]
3. In addition, it is generally known that cement and lime mortar are highly
porous materials, comparable for instance to sponges. In such materials,
there does not exist anything like a defined layer of 0.01 mm beyond which
hydrogen cyanide could not diffuse, as there can also be no reason, why
water could not penetrate a sponge deeper than a millimeter. Steam, for
example, which behaves physically comparable to hydrogen cyanide, can

very easily penetrate walls.
4. Finally, the massive discolorations of the outside of the walls of the
disinfestation chambers in Birkenau and Stutthof, as shown in this expert
report, are clearly visible and conclusive evidence for the fact of how easily
hydrogen cyanide and its soluble derivatives can and do penetrate such
walls.
As a professor of analytical chemistry, Prof. Roth must know this, so one
can only wonder why he spreads such outrageous nonsense. That Prof. Roth
is indeed a competent chemist can be seen from what he said during his
testimony under oath as an expert witness during the above mentioned
Zündel trial.:
‘In porous materials such as brick or mortar, the Prussian blue [recte:
hydrogen cyanide] could go fairly deep as long as the surface stayed open,
but as the Prussian blue formed, it was possible that it would seal the porous
material and stop the penetration.’
[…] It is also revealing that Prof. Roth mentioned during this interview that,
if he had known where Leuchter’s samples originated from, his analytical
results would have been different. Does that mean that Prof. Roth
manipulates his result according to whether or not he likes the origin of
certain samples? Such an attitude is exactly the reason why one should
never tell an ‘independent’ laboratory about the origin of the samples to be
analyzed, simply because ‘independence’ is a very flexible term when it
comes to controversial topics. What Prof. Dr. Roth has demonstrated here is
only his lack of professional honesty.”

Dr. Richard Green
Dr. Richard Green, who has a Ph.D. in chemistry from Stanford University, agrees with
Germar Rudolf that the Prussian Blue found in the delousing chambers is the result of
gassings with hydrogen cyanide. However, Dr. Green offers a possible alternative
explanation for why the outside walls of the delousing chambers have blue staining.
Green writes:[15]
“[…] the discoloration on the outside of walls [of the delousing chambers],
ought to make one consider what possible processes could have taken place
outside of the delousing chambers. For example, is it possible that materials
that had been soaked with aqueous solutions of HCN were leaned against
the outside of the buildings? Not enough is known, but it is premature to
conclude that the staining on the outside of buildings owes its origins to
processes that took place within those buildings.”
Dr. Green’s speculation is absurd. Why would the Germans lean materials that had been
soaked with aqueous solutions of HCN against the outside walls of the delousing
chambers? Dr. Green is desperate to find an alternative reason for the heavy blue
staining on the outside walls of the delousing chambers.[16]
Germar Rudolf writes in regard to Dr. Green’s speculation:[17]
“One major rule of science is that it is impermissible to immunize a theory
against refutation, here in particular by inventing untenable auxiliary
hypotheses to shore up an otherwise shaky thesis. […] This is exactly what

Dr. Green is doing: coming up with a ludicrous attempt at explaining a fact
which does not fit into his theory. Yet instead of fixing his theory, he tries to
bend reality.”
Dr. Green also challenges the possibility of formation of any noticeable quantities of
Prussian Blue in the alleged homicidal gas chambers. Dr. Green writes:[18]
“The difference in total cyanides (Prussian blue + non-Prussian blue) owes
to the fact that Prussian blue formed efficiently in the case of the delousing
chambers but not in the homicidal gas chambers, and Prussian blue once
formed is likely to remain.”
Dr. Green is not able to provide any convincing evidence why Prussian Blue would not
form efficiently in the homicidal gas chambers. For example, Dr. Green states that
masonry in the alleged homicidal gas chambers has a neutral pH value which does not
allow for the formation of cyanide salts. Germar Rudolf writes:[19]
“But if that were true, how come huge amounts of cyanides did accumulate
in the walls of the disinfestation chambers?”
Rudolf has documented with expert literature on the chemistry of building materials that
the cement mortars and concretes used in the alleged homicidal gas chambers are
noticeably alkaline for many weeks, months, or even years. These walls would have
been very much inclined to accumulate cyanide salts and to form Prussian Blue, even
more so than the lime plaster of the disinfestation chambers.[20]

Conclusion
The alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau could not have been used to
exterminate hundreds of thousands of people as described in pro-Holocaust literature for
numerous reasons:[21]
1. they did not have escape-proof doors and windows;
2. they did not have panic-proof fixtures;
3. they did not have technically gastight doors and shutters;
4. they had no provision to quickly release and distribute the poison gas; and
5. they had no effective device to ventilate or otherwise render ineffective the poison
gas after the execution.
By contrast, Germany built highly sophisticated and expensive disinfestation facilities at
Auschwitz/Birkenau to kill lice and save inmate lives. By one estimate, the SS at
Auschwitz spent almost $1 billion in today’s values to bring the typhus epidemics raging
there under control.[22] An enormous amount of information exists concerning these
German delousing facilities[23], but no similar information exists regarding the alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau.[24]
The roof of the semi-underground Morgue #1 of Crematorium II at Birkenau, which is
said to have been the building’s homicidal gas chamber, remains intact to some degree
today. Contrary to eyewitness testimony, that roof has no Zyklon-B-introduction holes.
This has been acknowledged by pro-Holocaust researcher Robert Jan van Pelt. Since it is
impossible to close holes measuring 70 x 70 cm from a concrete roof without leaving
clearly visible traces, it is certain that no Zyklon-B-introduction holes ever existed at
Crematorium II. Consequently, Zyklon B could not have been introduced through the
roof at this morgue as alleged by pro-Holocaust supporters.[25]

As documented in this article, chemists adhering to the orthodox Holocaust narrative
have failed to explain why the walls of the delousing facilities at Auschwitz/ Birkenau
are permeated with Prussian Blue, while nothing of this sort can be observed in any of
the alleged homicidal gas chambers. The only reasonable explanation is that Zyklon B
was never used in the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau. Nicholas
Kollerstrom writes:[26]
“[…] for any alleged human gas chamber found in a German World War II
labour camp let us merely measure cyanide in the walls: if it’s not there, it
didn’t happen.”
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Abstract
British historian Laurence Rees, the former Creative Director of History Programmes for
the BBC, has written a new "magnum opus": The Holocaust: A New History. This
review lays bare a few of the shortcomings of this old wine in new wineskins.
Greetings dear readers, we’re back again with another episode of our loveable historian
and award winner Laurence Rees. (For the first episode see here). This time we are
going to have a look at his newest addition in the Holocaust arsenal – his magnum opus
The Holocaust: A New History (Penguin Books, 2017). So fasten your seat belts because
the ride is about to begin!

First Impression

The book itself is not impressive. Rather small in size (20x13 cm), 509 pages, simple
cover design, low-quality paper. Not exactly what you would expect from an opus
magnum. But perhaps there is more inside. Here are the contents:
1. Origins of Hate
2. Birth of the Nazis (1919-1923)
3. From Revolution to Ballot Box (1924-1933)

4. Consolidating Power (1933-1934)
5. The Nuremberg Laws (1934-1935)
6. Education and Empire-Building (1935-1938)
7. Radicalization (1938-1939)
8. The Start of Racial War (1939-1940)
9. Persecution in the West (1940-1941)
10. War of Extermination (1941)
11. The Road to Wannsee (1941-1942)
12. Search and Kill (1942)
13. Nazi Death Camps in Poland (1942)
14. Killing and Persuading Others to Help (1942-1943)
15. Oppression and Revolt (1943)
16. Auschwitz (1943-1944)
17. Hungarian Catastrophe (1944)
18. Murder to the End (1944-1945)
Rees starts with early anti-Semitism in Germany, Hitler’s rise to power, the Nuremberg
Laws, the first concentration camps, and the deportations. These are not in dispute, so
we can skip them. What we want to know is what Rees has to say about the
extermination claims. Most importantly, is there anything really new?

Give Me an Order
As there is no written order for the Holocaust, historians have been struggling for years
to find a way around this. Rees concludes with the following:
“From quite early in my interaction with this history I had seen how some
people had decided that, because the crime of the extermination of the Jews
was so horrendous, it must have been orchestrated and planned at one
monumental moment. But it seemed to me that this was a mistaken leap. As
I hope this book demonstrates, the journey to the Holocaust was a gradual
one, full of twists and turns, until it found final expression in the Nazi
killing factories.” (p. 429)
So let’s examine some specific points about this. Regarding Hitler’s Prophecy, a speech
he gave on 30 September 1939 (where he stated that if the Jewish financiers plunge
mankind into another world war, the result will be the annihilation of the Jewish race in
Europe), Rees comments as follows:
“What exactly did Hitler mean by this? A serious threat against the Jews,
certainly. But did he explicitly mean that he intended to kill the Jews in the
event of a world war? That is debatable, especially since there is no
evidence that he had a detailed plan of destruction in mind for the Jews as
he uttered these words. An alternative, more persuasive interpretation is that
by ’annihilation’ Hitler meant ’elimination’, and thus one possible ’solution’
to the Nazis’ Jewish ’problem’ remained the destruction of the Jews in
Europe by forcibly removing them from the continent.” (p. 147)
Rees backs this up with other Hitler statements, thus poking another hole in the
Holocaust storyline. Harsh words like these appear all the time as proof, but clearly they
are not enough anymore. But Rees still has to explain the absence of a written order. He
tries with the following trick:
“Much better, from Hitler’s perspective, to make sure that no order in his
name about this sensitive project ever existed. He was well aware that

written orders could come back and haunt the sender. That is one reason he
remarked in October 1941: it’s much better to meet than to write, at least
when some matter of capital importance is at issue.” (p. 230)
That statement is from Hitler’s Table Talk (2000, p. 56). But if someone checks the
source, he will realize that Hitler did not talk about orders at all, but how he... managed
his mail! Here is the full passage:
“I dictate my mail, then I spend a dozen hours without bothering about it.
Next day I make a first set of corrections, and perhaps a second set the day
after. In doing so, I’m being very prudent. Nobody can use a letter in my
own hand against me. Besides, it’s my opinion that, in an age when we have
facilities like the train, the motor-car and the aircraft, it’s much better to
meet than to write, at least when some matter of capital importance is at
issue.”
Ohhh Rees, that trickster. And it doesn’t end here. It has just begun. A few pages later
we arrive at this:
“But does all this mean that Hitler made a decision in autumn 1941 to
exterminate the Jews? Is this when the Holocaust as we know it began? A
number of new initiatives certainly came together at this time, including not
only the decision to deport Jews from the Old Reich and Protectorate to the
east, and the construction of killing installations at Chelmno and Belzec in
Poland, but also Hitler’s own comments in private that October about the
Jews. Ominously, he quoted from the ’extermination’ speech he had given
in January 1939. ’From the rostrum of the Reichstag’, he said on 25 October
1941, ’I prophesied to Jewry that, in the event of war’s proving inevitable,
the Jew would disappear from Europe. That race of criminals has on its
conscience the two million dead of the First World War, and now already
hundreds of thousands more... It’s not a bad idea, by the way, that public
rumour attributes to us a plan to exterminate the Jews.’” (p. 237)
This is the quote from Hitler’s Table Talk (p. 87) that Rees had previously falsified in his
book on Auschwitz. This time he quotes it correctly but as can be seen he omits
something. He also quotes it in a previous chapter with the same omission (p. 32). The
unsuspected reader will not notice this, and it’s actually the most important part:
“Let nobody tell me that all the same we can’t park them in the marshy parts
of Russia!”
As this sentence did not fit with the extermination claim, it had to go. In the same book
we also find Hitler’s statement on the Jews one week after the Wannsee Conference:
“The Jews must pack up, disappear from Europe. Let them go to Russia.
Where the Jews are concerned, I’m devoid of all sense of pity.” (p. 260)
This is the first tactic of the official historians: Suppress the evidence when possible.
The other? What else? The “code language”:
“On 19 July 1942, on a visit to Poland, Himmler ordered that the
’resettlement of the entire Jewish Population of the General Government’
should be ’carried out and completed by 31 December 1942.’ According to
Himmler, a ’comprehensive clearing out’ was necessary. This was a
euphemistic way of saying that he wanted virtually all of these Jews to be
murdered by the end of the year.” (p. 295)

No historian ever bothers to explain this simple contradiction (they just hope you won’t
notice). What’s the point for the Germans to hide their words but not their actions? Rees
himself admits:
“The Nazis did not hide the concentration camps. Their existence was well
known and newspapers across the world carried stories about them.” (p. 73)
And if we suppose that nobody paid attention:
“The dead bodies were burnt in ditches and the smoke that filled the sky
was noticeable for miles around.” (p. 305)
Simple facts like these are enough to throw any claims about a code language in the
garbage.

The Death Camps
A quick note on the death camps. Chelmno, Belzec and Sobibor are briefly discussed in
Chapter 11 (2 or 3 pages each). Chapter 13 is about the death camps in Poland, but it
mostly focuses on Treblinka and Majdanek. Auschwitz gets the largest share of the pie,
with the events concerning it spreading from Chapter 11 to Chapter 17. But Rees offers
nothing new at all. He simply repeats what can be found in all other books.

The Photos
There are 49 photos in the book. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

27 photos of Hitler, Nazis or other Germans.
6 photos of camp prisoners or deportees.
4 photos of Jews in ghettos or elsewhere.
1 photo of a smashed shop after Kristallnacht.
1 photo of a burning synagogue.
1 photo of a Jewish ID.
1 photo of Chaim Rumkowski (ghetto leader).
1 photo of Pope Pius XII.
1 photo of a shooting at the eastern front.
1 photo of captured Soviet soldiers.
1 photo of Auschwitz (main gate).
3 photos of Birkenau (one air photo and two of the crematories).
1 photo of Bergen Belsen (a ditch with corpses).

For the most-documented event in human history we might expect something more. But
still, that’s better than nothing, right?

Witness Please!
The witnesses are of course indispensable in the official story. So how does Rees make
use of them? This is quite interesting. First, he quotes a few known witnesses like
Rudolf Reder, Samuel Willenberg and Jan Karski. But other major witnesses are totally
absent. Names like Kurt Gerstein, Henryk Tauber, David Olère and Elie Wiesel are
nowhere to be found. And even the rest that manage to have their 15 seconds of fame do
not fare much better.
Rudolf Höss appears on several pages, but when it comes to gas chambers (details,

construction, executions), his testimony is simply non-existent. Miklos Nyiszli, another
top witness, appears three times. But what did Rees consider worthy of mentioning? A
dinner (p. 326), a football game (p. 328) and an experiment of Mengele (p. 359). You
read that right. Next witness, Yankel Wiernik: only one quote (p. 345), and that
regarding the escape from the camp. So on to Rudolf Vrba, where we find this:
“But the Vrba-Wetzler report left no room for doubt about the real purpose
of Auschwitz. It accurately described the opening of the new crematoria/gas
chamber complexes at Birkenau in 1943 and the way in which the murders
were conducted. It wasn’t surprising that the report was so authentic,
because one of the Sondercommandos working in the crematoria, Filip
Muller, had told the two Slovaks exactly what went on there.” (p. 400)
Nothing could be further from the truth, as that report is full of errors and a completely
made-up plan of the crematories. Of course, the history-award winner Rees can’t let you
know that. As for Müller (Hilberg’s star witness who among other things saw buckets
jumping around because of still-living pieces of flesh inside), he appears one more time
with an unimportant sentence (p. 406) before he vanishes into oblivion. That’s all folks.
So what’s new? A few unpublished testimonies here and there. These are basically the
reason Rees chose the title A New History. But there is really no new information
obtained from them. They’re just same old, same old.

Hitler’s Testament
One final note. Rees writes about Hitler’s political testament:
“He also hinted that he was responsible for – indeed proud of – the
extermination of the Jews. He said that he had ’never left any doubt’ that the
’actual guilty party’ for starting the war would be ’held responsible’. This
was, according to him, ’the Jews’. ‘Further,’ he said, ’I have not left
anybody in the dark about the fact that this time, millions of adult men
would not die, and hundreds of thousands of women and children would not
be burnt or bombed to death in the cities, without the actual culprit, albeit by
more humane means, having to pay for his guilt.’ […] Hitler was not sorry
for the destruction he had brought into the world. Far from it. […] He was
pleased, even as Germany came crashing down about him, that he had
brought about the death of 6 million Jews.” (p. 421)
Needless to say, Rees misquotes again. Here is the actual passage (3569-PS):
“I also made it quite plain that, if the nations of Europe are again to be
regarded as mere shares to be bought and sold by these international
conspirators in money and finance, then that race, Jewry, which is the real
criminal of this murderous struggle, will be saddled with the responsibility. I
further left no one in doubt that this time not only would millions of
children of Europe’s Aryan peoples die of hunger, not only would millions
of grown men suffer death, and not only hundreds of thousands of women
and children be burnt and bombed to death in the towns, without the real
criminal having to atone for this guilt, even if by more humane means.”
Spot the difference.

Summary

For anyone ignorant of the official storyline, this book is a good place to start. Cheap,
not very long, and easy to read. For anyone already familiar with it, it would seem that
historians have reached a dead end. They cannot move even one step further beyond
Hilberg and Pressac. So, a good Holocaust book. But as a history book, I would say that
the author’s initials may have something to suggest:
L. R. = LiaR

by Germar Rudolf
Published: 2017-10-17
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Abstract
With her book Denying the Holocaust, Deborah Lipstadt tried to show
the �awed methods and extremist motives of “Holocaust deniers,” who,
so the book’s description claims, have “no more credibility than the
assertion that the earth is �at.”
The following is the transcript a video documentary based on the book
Bungled: “Denying the Holocaust.” How Deborah Lipstadt Botched Her
Attempt to Demonstrate the Growing Assault on Truth and Memory.” It
demonstrates that Dr. Lipstadt clearly has neither understood what the
principles and methods of science and scholarship are, nor has she any
clue about the historical topics she is writing about. She misquotes,
mistranslates, misrepresents, misinterprets, and makes a plethora of
wild claims without backing them up with anything. Among other
things, she utterly fails to use generally recognized standards of
evidence. Given the way she handles documents and data, it is clear
that she has no interest in scholarship or reason. In fact, truth has been
the antithesis of her enterprise.

Rather than dealing thoroughly with factual arguments, Lipstadt’s book
is full of ad hominem attacks on her opponents. It is an exercise in antiintellectual pseudo-scienti�c arguments, an exhibition of ideological
radicalism that rejects anything which contradicts its preset
conclusions.
Since she admits herself that her opponents’ motives are irrelevant, as
an inescapable consequence, so is her book.
(Part 1 of this video can be viewed here.)

Below, we have posted the transcript of this presentation, which you can
also download as an *.srt subtitle �le to load into your video player capable
of rendering subtitles (like VLC).
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�. Introduction
Dr. Deborah Lipstadt, April 7th, 2017, TED-x Talks, Sheldonian Theatre,
University of Oxford, England:

“The �rst time I heard about Holocaust denial, I laughed. […]
Fast forward, a little over a decade, and two senior scholars,
scholars of the Holocaust, two most prominent historians of
the Holocaust approached me and said; ‘Deborah, let’s have
coffee. We have a research idea that we think is perfect for you.’
Intrigued, and �attered that they came to me with an idea and
thought me worthy of it, I asked, ‘What is it?’ And they said:
‘Holocaust denial,’ and for the second time, I laughed.
‘Holocaust denial? The �at-earth folks? The Elvis-is-alive
people? I should study them?’”
youtu.be/wgPLG_1BvQo; 00:25-00;29; 2:29-3:07
Dr. Lipstadt, professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust studies at
Emory University, ended up accepting this research assignment, and it
turned into a book that was to have major consequence. It �rst appeared in
1993 with the title Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth
and Memory.[1]
In it, Ms. Lipstadt gives her perspective of the political background, motives
and, what she calls the quote-unquote “spurious methodology” (p. 111) of
the revisionists, and also tries to deal with some revisionist arguments.[2]
One of the persons whose political background, motives and methods
Lipstadt brie�y mentions in the book is the British historian David Irving.
Lipstadt depicts him in her book as a racist, anti-Semitic Holocaust denier.
Irving didn’t like his reputation smeared, so he decided to sue her and her
publisher for defamation:[3]

“And the problem then is, if you have a 30-year writing career,
and the press gets to know that you don’t defend yourself, they
think it’s open season. And by 1996, I could see, as I stood at
the bottom of this alley, a mudslide thundering down the slopes
towards me and threatening to engulf me. And the only way to
stop that mudslide was to start frantically hammering pegs into
the countryside, which I did with these writs. I issued a writ

against Deborah Lipstadt for the book that she wrote attacking
me called ‘Denying the Holocaust.’ […] Nothing that I write is
good. Everything that I write is bad, mendacious, distorted,
lying, fallacious, deliberately following a political agenda. All the
accusations that were made against me by Deborah Lipstadt.
And now they are surprised and pained to �nd themselves at
the receiving end of a libel writ since 1996. And they are hoping
that I go away. And to their horror, I am not going away, because
I have just issued fresh steps in that particular action. And we
are going through that whole hell again next year or the year
after, because I don’t lie down.”
The libel suit unfolding in London at the turn of the millennium, however,
ended in a complete disaster for Irving, since, according to the verdict,
Lipstadt and her publisher managed to prove most of the claims made
against Irving as true.[4]
As a consequence, a number of books appeared documenting not only
Irving’s defeat but also claiming that quote-unquote “Holocaust denial” has
�nally been exposed as a pseudo-historical movement driven by ulterior
political motives and with no basis in factual reality.[5]
Lipstadt’s case became so famous – or was considered so important to
and by the mainstream – that her own account of the trial as published in
her book History on Trial: My Day in Court with a Holocaust Denier [6] has
been turned into a movie which was released in September 2016; parallel to
this, her book telling the story of the trial was reissued under the same title
as the movie: Denial: Holocaust History on Trial.[7]
Lipstadt’s original work that triggered all this was also reissued,
emphasizing the fact that the mainstream still considers this 24-year-old
book to be highly relevant and topical. This new edition was released in
December 2016. You can �nd it on Amazon[8] and anywhere else books
can be bought.
In this documentary, we will neither deal with Irving’s libel suit against
Lipstadt nor with any of the publications based on it. Instead, we will go

back to the roots of this entire affair, to Lipstadt’s 1993 book Denying the
Holocaust. Since for the new, 2016 edition no textual changes were made,
what is said about the original edition is also true for the latest edition.
This presentation is divided into 4 parts:
In the �rst part, we will brie�y discuss what science is, and how we can
distinguish it from fake science, pretend science, or, to put it in Greek,
pseudo-science. In the second part, we will brie�y address Lipstadt’s
exposé of the evil denier’s motives and their allegedly mendacious
methods, while the third part discusses some of Lipstadt’s claims about a
few Holocaust deniers, or Holocaust revisionists, as they call themselves.
In the last part, we will focus on some factual arguments proffered by Dr.
Lipstadt about the Holocaust.
It goes without saying that we cannot discuss every claim Dr. Lipstadt
made in her book, or else this documentary would last many hours. So we
had to keep it brief here. A much more-thorough analysis of Dr. Lipstadt’s
claims appeared in a book of its own which, at least for now, is also
available on Amazon and anywhere else books can be bought.[9]

�. Science and Pseudo-Science
Dr. Lipstadt claims numerous times that revisionist authors and
organizations, the writings they publish and the arguments they proffer, are
not scholarly in nature, but that they are only “pseudo-scienti�c” or “pseudoacademic,” and that what revisionists write is merely “pseudo-history.” In
fact, her book is riddled with “pseudo” terms which we �nd on these pages
in the 2016 edition of her book: 8, 29f., 35, 65, 137, 199, 225, 236, 243, 250,
252. Consequently, she calls the revisionists’ method of writing history
“spurious” (p. 127) and “fallacious” (pp. 183, 204; all page numbers given in
this presentation refer to the 2016 edition).
Unfortunately, Lipstadt never explains what sets apart proper science and
scholarship from sham science and fraudulent scholarship. So let us give a
crash course on how to distinguish the two. We’ve taken our de�nitions

loosely from Sir Karl Popper,[10] one of the most famous and prestigious
philosophers of science of modern times. Of course, you can take any other
one, but the result wouldn’t be all that different.
Here are seven principles of science and scholarship.
1. Freedom of Hypothesis
2. Undetermined Outcome
3. Veri�able, Legitimate Evidence
4. Hierarchy of Evidence
5. Source Criticism
�. Welcoming Criticism
7. No Data Rigging
We’ll say something brie�y about each one.
�. Freedom of Hypothesis
The �rst principle concerns the �rst step in the creation of knowledge. It
means that we are allowed and are even encouraged to ask any question
that comes to our mind. Whatever curiosity drives us to investigate, or
doubts make us explore, if we have a scienti�c mind, we welcome that. The
opposite, pseudo-scienti�c mindset declares certain topics taboo, tends to
stigmatize doubters, and bans certain questions from being asked. True
scholars, on the other hand, are opponents of dogmas and taboos.
�. Unpredetermined Outcome

Now to the second point. It means that the answers to research questions
can be determined exclusively by veri�able evidence, not by authority
�gures, not by social taboos, by political correctness, or even by penal law.
So, when we are doing any scholarly activity, both the starting point and the
end point of that activity – the initial question or assumption and the �nal
conclusion – ought to be completely free of external constrictions. That’s
at least the ideal situation. Of course, scientists are only human, and so
they bend and buckle occasionally, giving way to all kinds of pressure, but
that aspect of their work is what actually tarnishes their work.
The path, however, which a scholar takes to get from his initial question to
the �nal answer, that is to say, the way we gather and evaluate evidence,
that is where a lot of strictures apply.
�. Veri�able, Legitimate Evidence
And that’s our next point. Claiming something without proving it is
profoundly unscienti�c. The way we prove things shows how our work lives
up to scholarly standards. In essence, evidence we present must be
veri�able by others. If others cannot locate, reproduce or recalculate the
evidence we present, then we have failed. As mentioned before, there are
certain methods and rules we have to comply with while collecting and
interpreting our data.
To give an example, quoting a private collection of otherwise-unsourced
newspaper clippings as proof for one’s claim is unacceptable, because that
private collection is inaccessible to anyone else. Likewise, saying that “Mr.
So-and-so told me so” is also unacceptable, because anyone can claim this,
and no one can verify that it is true.
�. Hierarchy of Evidence
Not all types of evidence are created equal. In general, the less a piece of
evidence depends on human fallibility, the more reliable it usually is. In a
hierarchy of the probative value of types of evidence, logic, natural laws,
and then material or physical evidence reign supreme, while party
testimony is the least reliable. DNA tests in court cases of parenthood or
sexual abuse are a case in point. Any scienti�c mind weighing the results of

a DNA test against that of the testimonies by the defendant or the litigant in
a trial would side with the DNA test. Parties in a trial can lie and err. As a
matter of fact, they often do, but independently performed DNA tests are
almost bulletproof.
Of course, not all cases are that straight forward, but you get the idea. Here
is a pyramid of the various kinds of evidence, with the most reliable at the
top and the least reliable at the bottom.
The lowest layer, stories told by people
emotionally affected by the issue at
hand, is unfortunately also the most
common type of evidence adduced
when it comes to the Holocaust. Just
because we have many of these
stories doesn’t mean they are any
more reliable. After all, hundreds of Hierarchic pyramid of the probative value of
years ago the courts in Europe types of evidence, with the most reliable at
collected thousands of witness
the top.
accounts con�rming that witnesses
saw witches riding on broomsticks
through the air and having sex with the devil. But such anecdotes don’t get
more reliable just because thousands swear to them.
�. Source Criticism
This brings up our next point: source criticism. A criticial attitude is the core
of any scienti�c endeavour. No critical researcher should take evidence at
face value. Even though material and documentary evidence have the
highest value, there is always the possibility that they were simply
misinterpreted, or that artifacts have been planted, evidence has been
manipulated, and documents fabricated or tampered with. The more that is
at stake, politically speaking, the more likely such manipulations usually
are.
In addition, just because a genuine document claims something, this
doesn’t make that claim automatically true. Whoever created that
document may have been dishonest, misinformed or simply sloppy.

The greatest skepticism, however, is due when dealing with anecdotal
evidence, that is to say, witness accounts. Not only is our human memory
very fallible, we are also known to give our stories twists and turns that
aren’t always in accordance with the truth. It is therefore of great
importance to embed witness statements in a framework of evidence that
is more reliable, hence any of the other layers in our pyramid.
If a witness statement does not �t into that framework, it’s most likely
untrue, for whatever reasons.
�. Welcoming Criticism
Next, a true scientist wants to see his theories exposed to criticism,
because that’s the only way to �nd out whether they hold any water. After
all, a scientist doesn’t want to be right, he wants to get it right. The more
critical helpers he has, and the tougher those helpers test his theories, the
better for him. A true scientist therefore wants to get involved in
discussions with those who disagree with his theories. He listens to those
with other views.
�. No Rigging of Data
Finally, there are many ways of rigging one’s data and evidence in order to
force them to �t one’s theory. All of them are hallmarks of an anti-scienti�c
attitude. Here are those relevant to our topic:
First, ad-hominem attacks. Attacking opponents instead of their ideas by
calling them names, imputing bad intentions, immoral motives, unpopular
political convictions etc., is a big no-no. This tactic is probably the most
commonly used and also the most effective, as most of us are inclined not
to listen to arguments anymore if we consider the person making them to
be despicable. It remains a fact, however, that such tactics are
unacceptable and themselves morally de�cient.

Censorship in Europe: The red countries have outlawed the dissemination of revisionist research results on t
Holocaust.

Next on our list is suppressing or ignoring unwanted data, which amounts
to forgery, pure and simple. We don’t have to explain that in detail. However,
there is a form of suppressing unwanted data that is particularly vicious,
and that is when governments outlaw certain research results, punish
scholars for disseminating them, and destroy unwelcome research
publications. Believe it or not, but that’s exactly what happens in many
Western countries today when it comes to the Holocaust. Here is a map of

Europe. All the red countries destroy any research results and data that
runs contrary to the o�cial Holocaust dogma.
Last on our list is shifting the de�nition of terms, which means basically
shifting the goalpost. That’s a way of cheating. We all know it when it
comes to playing games. It also happens in science and scholarship,
however. It usually starts by not de�ning terms properly, or by changing the
de�nition to make it �t one’s agenda.
So, what, then, is pseudo-science, you might ask. Well, pseudo-science is
analysis that pretends to be science but is not, because it fails to meet
many if not most of the criteria just explained. There is, of course, a
continuum between science and pseudo-science. The less the justmentioned principles are maintained, the worse – and more-likely false – is
the corresponding science.
In fact, “pseudo-science” is more frequent than established academia is
willing to admit, in particular in the quote-unquote “soft” disciplines of the
social sciences whose evidentiary rules aren’t as rigorous as those of the
quote-unquote “exact” sciences, such as math, technology and the natural
sciences. History, of course, is a social science, hence more prone to fall
prey to the fallacies of pseudo-science than, say, physics or chemistry. This
is especially true for Modern History due to political and at times even legal
pressure.

�. Motives and Methods
Let’s now turn to Dr. Lipstadt’s claims regarding the Holocaust deniers’
motives and methods. About the revisionists’ motives, she writes in her
introduction on page sixteen, quote:

“In the 1930s Nazi rats spread a virulent form of antisemitism
that resulted in the destruction of millions. Today the bacillus
[meaning anti-Semitism] carried by these rats [referring to the
deniers aka revisionists] threatens to ‘kill’ those who already
died at the hands of the Nazis for a second time by destroying

the world’s memory of them.” – unquote
Hence, in her introduction, Lipstadt equates revisionists with rats. Once the
Nazis equated Jews with vermin like rats, lice or bacilli. Lipstadt uses the
same terms to indiscriminately disparage all persons holding certain
opinions she disagrees with. A worse attack on the humanity of her fellow
humans can hardly be conceived. This sentence alone should destroy her
reputation as a scholar, but of course, it is politically correct to say these
things, so she actually gets applause for it even from many scholars.
Lipstadt equates Holocaust revisionists with Nazis and fascists:

“[The deniers] are a group motivated by a strange conglomeration of
conspiracy theories, delusions, and neo-Nazi tendencies.” (p. 28)
“at their core [the revisionists] are no different from these neofascist groups.” (p. 245)
Interestingly, Dr. Lipstadt claims that it is the deniers who engage in ad
hominem attacks on their opponents. To support her claim, she relates a
fanciful story which we won’t read here, because it’s a waste of time.

“The deniers understand how to gain respectability for
outrageous and absolutely false ideas. […] Professor X
publishes a theory despite the fact that reams of documented
information contradict his conclusions. In the ‘highest moral
tones’ he expresses his disregard for all evidence that sheds
doubt on his �ndings. He engages in ad hominem attacks on
those who have authored the critical works in this �eld and on
the people silly enough to believe them. The scholars who have
come under attack by this professor are provoked to respond.
Before long he has become ‘the controversial Prof. X’ and his
theory is discussed seriously by nonprofessionals, that is,
journalists. He soon becomes a familiar �gure on television and
radio, where he ‘explains’ his ideas to interviewers who cannot

challenge him or demonstrate the fallaciousness of his
argument.” (pp. 31f.)
She simply made that up. There is no evidence that any revisionist scholar
ever did what she claims here, since Lipstadt gives no example and quotes
no source. You just have to believe her! Fact is, however, that
a. those living in glass houses should not throw stones; and
b. making sweeping accusations without proving them is profoundly
unscholarly.
On page one, Lipstadt opines that “Holocaust denial is” an “antisemitic
ideology” rather than “responsible historiography.” It is a “purely ideological
exercise,” and the revisionists merely appear to be “engaged in a genuine
scholarly effort when, of course, they are not” (p. 2). Of course. Proof
offered? None.
And so it goes on. We could quote a zillion similar passages where she
pours out her disdain and contempt for dissidents of Third Reich History,
but again, we don’t want to waste your time. It must su�ce here to say that
her main goal is to portray revisionists as people who hate Jews, because
she uses terms like “antisemitism,” “antisemite” and “antisemitic” 182 times
in her book, so on average almost on every single page. Here is a table
showing how often she uses certain insults in her book.

Occurrence of Insults in Lipstadt’s Denying the Holocaust
anti-Semite/ic/ism

182

extremist/ism

68

conspiracy/ies

51

racist + racism

56

fascist/ism

43

[Nazi

332]

The number of times she uses the term “Nazis” includes many references
to the actual historical National Socialists, so that number isn’t really telling
much.
Anyway, this list shows what Lipstadt’s book is really about. If you’re hellbent on reading an avalanche of mental diarrhea, simply get a copy of her
book.
The question is, of course: where is the link between these political
insinuations and Holocaust revisionism? While it is certainly true that some
people holding revisionist views also have certain political views most
people detest, it’s not true for all revisionists, simply because revisionism is
primarily an attitude toward evidence, not politics. Hence, regarding the
Holocaust, revisionism means simply that you think the orthodox narrative
needs revision due to new, overlooked, misrepresented or misunderstood
evidence.
We could and maybe even should de�ne all the terms Dr. Lipstadt throws at
her readers in order to disparage her opponents, so that we can
demonstrate how arbitrarily she uses them. But time is precious, and since
a more thorough analysis can be found in the Bungled book mentioned
earlier,[9] we want to focus on the essentials here, so let us give you just
one example, and that is her use of the term “extremism.” The word
extreme, derived from the superlative form of the Latin adjective exter,
meaning outside, denotes ideas that are at the far end of a spectrum. In the
political context it commonly refers to individuals who are ready to violate
the law in pursuit of their ideas. How liberally Dr. Lipstadt uses that term
can be seen when she discusses U.S. writer Freda Utley, whom she calls an
extremist on page 50 of her book. Needless to say, Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t
de�ne the term, and she also gives no hint in which way Utley was ever
willing to violate any laws. In fact, Utley merely critcized others for violating
international law.
The politically correct online encyclopedia Wikipedia has the following to
say about Utley, quote:[11]

“Winifred Utley […], commonly known as Freda Utley, was an
English scholar, political activist and best-selling author. After
visiting the Soviet Union in 1927 as a trade union activist, she
joined the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1928. Later,
married and living in Moscow, she quickly became disillusioned
with communism. When her Russian husband, Arcadi
Berdichevsky, was arrested in 1936, she escaped to England
with her young son. (Her husband would die in 1938.)

In 1939, the rest of her family moved to the United States,
where she became a leading anticommunist author and
activist.” – unquote
Read her entire biography on Wikipedia and you realize that she was
anything but an extremist. So why would Lipstadt call her that? Well, in
1948, Freda Utley published a book titled The High Cost of Vengeance
where she documented the crimes against humanity committed by the
Allied occupational forces in Germany during the �rst three years after the
war.[12] These are historical facts which Dr. Lipstadt would like to see
erased, but since she cannot refute them, she stigmatizes the author
instead – a typical pseudo-scienti�c tactic.
Let’s move on to what Dr. Lipstadt thinks about the methods used by the
revisionists.
First, there are truth and memory. On page 23 she states that, quote

“at its core [Holocaust denial] poses a threat to all who believe
that knowledge and memory are among the keystones of our
civilization.” – unquote.
Here are a number of quotes from her book which suggest that Dr. Lipstadt
wants her readers to believe in the equivalence of “truth” with “memory”:

• Subtitle: “The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory”
• p. xvi: “truth and memory are exceedingly fragile,”
• p. 236: “the deniers may have an impact on truth and memory”
• p. 244: “the fragility of memory, truth, reason, and history”
• p. 245: “the destruction of truth and memory”
Considering the fallibility of our senses and our memories, it goes without
saying that memory and truth are two distinct things. Dr. Lipstadt
acknowledges that on page 151, although she gives it her own twist to
make it �t into her agenda, quote:

“It is axiomatic among attorneys, prosecutors, and judges that
human memory is notoriously bad on issues of dimensions and
precise numbers but very reliable on the central event.” –
unquote
And guess how Lipstadt backs up this alleged axiom of the legal
profession: not at all. It is not only unsubstantiated but also wrong, as
Elizabeth Loftus has demonstrated with her vast research: Human memory
can be utterly corrupted in just about any regard. You merely have to apply
su�ciently suggestive techniques to achieve it.[13]

“In one of the �rst studies we did, we used suggestion, a
method inspired by the psycho-therapy we saw in these cases.
We used this kind of suggestion and planted a false memory
that, when you were a kid, �ve or six years old, you were lost in
a shopping mall. You were frightened. You were crying. You
were ultimately rescued by an elderly person and reunited with
the family. And we succededed in planting this memory in the
minds of about a quarter of our subjects. And you might be
thinking, ‘Well, that’s not particularly stressful.’ But we and other
investigators have planted rich false memories of things that
were much more unusual and much more stressful. So, in a
study done in Tennessee, researchers planted the false
memory that, when you were a kid, you nearly drowned and had

to be rescued by a lifeguard. And in a study done in Canada,
researchers planted the false memory that, when you were a
kid, something as awful as being attacked by a vicious animal
happened to you, succeeding with about half of their subjects.”
All this apart from the fact that what people remember and what they tell
isn’t always the same thing, either. In fact, there is plenty of research
showing just how much we all lie – to others and also to ourselves.[14]

“So, I want to talk a little bit about dishonesty. How many
people here have lied at least once this year? Ok. How about
the last week? I am not going to ask you about the last day and
the last hour (laughter). But there is a very distubring study in
which they take two people who don’t know each other, put
them in a room and say, ‘Talk to each other for ten minutes.
Introduce yourself to the other person.’ And then, they put them
into separate rooms and say, ‘Did you lie to the other person?’
And almost everybody says, ‘No.’ And they say, ‘Well, luckily we
taped your discussion. Let’s play it back to you sentence by
sentence, and let’s get your reaction to each sentence.’ And on
average, peopled admit to have lied between two and three
times in those ten minutes.”
Under these circumstances, source criticism of testimony is a very
important hallmark of scholarly works, particularly when it comes to the
Holocaust, about which survivors, bystanders and alleged perpetrators
simply have got to remember what the public expects them to, often under
threat of severe social or even legal consequences. Taking any testimony
about the Holocaust at face value is therefore not only unscienti�c, it is
also dangerous, because only a critical listener encourages a witness to
stick to the facts, whereas a credulous listener often gets what he
deserves, or as Dr. Susan Haack, professor of philosophy and law at the
University of Miami, put it:[15]

“Okay. I think this is probably the best line ever written on the
subject of credulity, by William Kingdon Clifford: ‘The credulous

man is father to the liar and the cheat.’ What a great line! What
he means, I take it, is that a credulous population creates the
market for conmen, crooks, fakers etc., and for everykind of
deceptive and misleading claim.”
Here is Dr. Lipstadt’s approach to the matter:
First, she admits that the orthodox Holocaust narrative rests almost
exclusively on testimony:

“Given the preponderance of evidence from victims, bystanders,
and perpetrators, […].” (p. 28)
Next, she fears that, once the wartime generation has died off, there will be
no one left to attest to the truth:
The revisionists’ “objective […] will bear fruit […] when there are
no more survivors or eyewitnesses alive to attest to the truth.”
(p. 29)
Again, she equates testimony with the truth, a typical, anti-scientifc stance.
Then she lashes out against anyone shedding doubt on what quoteunquote “eyewitnesses” say, although science outright demands that kind
of source criticism.
Buchanan’s “attacks on the credibility of survivors’ testimony
are standard elements of Holocaust denial.” (p. 7)

Butz “tried to shed doubt on the credibility of witnesses in
general by declaring all testimony inferior to documents.” (p.
145)

Note here her use of the word “attack,” insinuating an aggression where
there is none.
Finally, she tells her readers outright lies, such as the one we just discussed
about the alleged reliability of human memory:

“It is axiomatic […] that human memory is […] very reliable on
the central event.” (p. 151)
Or worse still, that the revisionists are the ones violating evidentiary
standards, when in fact the shoe is on the other foot:

“Normal and accepted standards of scholarship, including the
proper use of evidence, are discarded” by revisionists. (p. 32)
What Dr. Lipstadt insists on is to turn the hierarchical pyramid on its head,
giving “survivor testimony” absolute priority. Nowhere in her books does
she de�ne what “the proper use of evidence” is. Hence, she is shifting the
goalpost here again to make it �t into her agenda.
In 1996, the French mainstream historian Jacques Baynac said the
following about the priority of documents over testimony, quote:[16]

“For the scienti�c historian, an assertion by a witness does not
really represent history. It is an object of history [that is to say, it
requires source criticism]. And an assertion of one witness
does not weigh heavily; assertions by many witnesses do not
weigh much more heavily, if they are not shored up with solid
documentation. The postulate of scienti�c historiography, one
could say without great exaggeration, reads: no paper(s), no
facts proven […].

Either one gives up the priority of the archives, and in this case

one disquali�es history as a science, in order to immediately
reclassify it as �ction; or one retains the priority of the archive,
and in this case one must concede that the lack of traces
brings with it the incapability of directly proving the existence of
homicidal gas chambers.” – unquote
Having said all this, it should be clear whose attitude is a real threat to “the
keystones of our civilization,” because that civilization depends on critical,
reasoned thinking, not dogmatic belief in what someone claims to be
quote-unquote memory. Here is what Popper said about this when relating
how the founders of Western civilization, the ancient Greeks, developed
that keystone, the new tradition of criticizing theories:[17]

“Now what is new in Greek philosophy, […is] a new attitude
towards the myths. […]
The new attitude I have in mind is the critical attitude. In the
place of a dogmatic handing on of the doctrine […] we �nd a
critical discussion of the doctrine. Some people begin to ask
questions about it; they doubt the trustworthiness of the
doctrine; its truth.
Doubt and criticism certainly existed before this stage. What is
new, however, is that doubt and criticism now become, in their
turn, part of the tradition of the school. A tradition of a higher
order replaces the traditional preservation of the dogma: in the
place of traditional theory – in place of the myth – we �nd the
tradition of criticizing theories […].”
Not having de�ned what the “keystones of our civilization” are, Lipstadt can
again shift the goalpost by declaring that a critical attitude to testimony is,
quote,
“[…] a threat to all who believe in the ultimate power of reason.
It repudiates reasoned discussion […] it is an irrational animus

[…] Holocaust denial is the apotheosis of irrationalism.” –
unquote (p. 23)
So, because revisionists insist on an intellectual, rational, evidence-based,
reasoned investigation of the reliability of witness testimony, they turn
irrationalism into their god – because that’s what apotheosis means! She
really got it all upside down. If she knows it, she is a liar. If she doesn’t, she
has no clue what scholarship is all about.
In the same vein, she writes on page 245, quote

“They [meaning the revisionists] attempt to project the
appearance of being committed to the very values that they in
truth adamantly oppose: reason, critical rules of evidence, and
historical distinction.” – unquote
After all that we have explained so far, it ought to be clear that she’s talking
about herself here.
Her steadfast refusal to debate those who subject her narrative of the
Holocaust to tough attempts at refutation is legendary:

“Whenever the plans include inviting a denier I categorically
decline to appear [on TV talk shows]. As I make clear in these
pages the deniers want to be thought of as the ‘other side.’
Simply appearing with them on the same stage accords them
that status. […] Refusal to debate the deniers thwarts their
desire to enter the conversation as a legitimate point of view.”
(pp. xi)

“I explained repeatedly that I would not participate in a debate
with a Holocaust denier. The existence of the Holocaust was
not a matter of debate.” (p. 1)

“Second, they are contemptuous of the very tools that shape
any honest debate: truth and reason. Debating them would be
like trying to nail a glob of jelly to the wall.” (p. 250)
“Time need not be wasted in answering each and every one of
the deniers’ contentions. It would be a never-ending effort to
respond to arguments posed by those who falsify �ndings,
quote out of context, and dismiss reams of testimony because
it counters their arguments. It is the speciousness of their
arguments, not the arguments themselves, that demands a
response.” (p. 33)
Of course, she has the right not to talk to or even be seen with people she
dislikes. She even has the right not to address arguments she detests,
which is exactly her approach, as she writes on page 33. Stop this video to
read it. If you do, note again that she mentions only “reams of testimony,”
but no documents or physical evidence.
Later in her book, however, she does discuss some revisionist arguments,
which we will address later.
As we pointed out earlier, refusing to expose one’s own theory to serious
attempts of refutation is a hallmark of a pseudo-scholarly attitude.
Refusing to take opposing arguments into serious consideration sheds a
bad light on those who do this – not on the arguments they reject out of
hand.
In addition, claiming that certain things are simply not up for debate is also
a clear and present sign of an unscholarly attitude, not to say sheer bigotry.
Although Dr. Lipstadt admits that there are many aspects of the Holocaust
that are debated among mainstream historians, she insists that – quote

“There is a categorical difference between debating these types
of [mainstream] questions [about the Holocaust] and debating
the very fact of the Holocaust.” – unquote (p. xii)

Well, we hate to tell you, Dr. Deborah, but the freedom of hypothesis is a
fundamental principle of science. Just because you don’t like it doesn’t
mean you can ignore its existence and still claim to be a scholar. You have
to ma ke up your mind.
Apart from all this, Lipstadt’s warning that debating revisionists would
improve their public reputation is not even true, because if the evidence for
the Holocaust is as overwhelming and the claims of revisionists as
untenable as Dr. Lipstadt claims, engaging them in a debate would be a
golden opportunity to expose their alleged quackery and stupidity. Only if
revisionism has intrinsic validity would it gain stature by a public hearing.
Here is the real reason why Lipstadt won’t debate revisionists:[18]
“[Lipstadt:] ‘I will not debate you. Not here, not now, not ever!’
[Iring:] ‘Because you can’t!’”
We could easily turn the tables on Dr. Lipstadt by demonstrating that her
primary motive is not historical accuracy but shoring up Jewish identity and
group cohesion. But since we consider motives to be only of passing
interest, and because they do not in any way invalidate factual arguments,
we won’t waste our time with this. Dr. Lipstadt, by the way, agrees that at
the end of the day, motives are rather irrelevant when she writes on page
232 – quote:

“But on some level [U.S. historian Dr.] Carl Degler was right:
[The revisionists’] motives are irrelevant.” – unquote
But if that is so, then why write a whole book on proclaiming the
revisionist’s motives?
When it comes to Lipstadt’s motives, there is one topic we have to brie�y
mention here. As stated before, Dr. Lipstadt considers anti-Semitic and
related leanings to be abominable motives. Interestingly, she puts at the
same level of abomination another attitude, and that is philo-Germanism.

She uses that term frequently together with anti-Semitism, racism and/or
Nazism. Here are the quotes, which we won’t read to you. You can stop the
video if you want to take them in.

“The roots of Barnes’s views about the Holocaust and his
attitudes toward Israel go beyond his deep-seated
Germanophilia and revisionist approach to history: They can be
found in his antisemitism.” (p. 91)
“Butz’s book is replete with the same expressions of traditional
antisemitism, philo-Germanism and conspiracy theory as the
Holocaust denial pamphlets printed by the most scurrilous neoNazi groups.” (p. 141)
“Most people who were aware of [the IHR’s] existence
dismissed it as a conglomeration of Holocaust deniers, neoNazis, philo-Germans, right-wing extremists, antisemites,
racists, and conspiracy theorists.” (p. 154)
“With the zeal of a convert, [Austin App] moved to the
isolationist, pro-German end of the political spectrum and
stayed there for the rest of his life.” (p. 76)
These statements indicate that, for Dr. Lipstadt, having positive feelings for
Germany or the German people is just as odious as being anti-Semitic or
racist. To put the shoe on the other foot: what do you think the average
person would think of us if we stated that it is odious to have pro- Jewish
feelings? We’d be labeled an anti-Semite, right? But that stance would not
be different than Dr. Lipstadt’s attitude.
How crazy her attitude toward Germans and Germany really is can be seen
from two more quotes. In one, she seriously states that Germany has the
moral obligation to welcome anyone seeking refuge there:

“If Germany was also a victim of a ‘downfall,’ and if the

Holocaust was no different from a mélange of other tragedies,
Germany’s moral obligation to welcome all who seek refuge
within its borders is lessened.” (p. 243)
And in another one she states that she feels obligated to take charge of
how the Germans look at their own history:

“We [historians] did not train in our respective �elds in order to
stand like watchmen and women on the Rhine. Yet this is what
we must do.” (p. 222)
Considering that there are currently around a billion people on this planet
who, due to war, famine, poverty and civil unrest, are inclined to seek refuge
elsewhere,[19] and if we keep in mind that one favorite destination of those
migrants is Germany, is Dr. Lipstadt seriously saying that Germany has the
moral obligation to welcome a billion people, if they decide to come? Is she
out of her mind? And why exactly does Germany have that obligation, but
Israel does not?
To top it off, Dr. Lipstadt’s father was German. That explains her last name,
which is a town in Westphalia, Germany.[20] So what we have here is an
ethnic German of the Jewish faith who hates her own ethnicity. It’s a selfhating Jew of a different kind. Actually, many if not most Jews have some
German blood running in their veins, and quite a few of them hate that fact
with a passion. It’s worth some psychiatric analysis, but we won’t go there.

�. Lies about Revisionists
Let’s now turn to some false claims Dr. Lipstadt makes about Holocaust
revisionists and what they claim. Actually, let us rename this section the
Straw-Man Fallacy, because that’s what we are dealing with here. And here
is how it works. First, you ignore the real arguments, or even the persons
making the real, hard-hitting arguments. Then you either create a made-up,
pretend argument, or you refute the weak arguments of some person who
is only a marginal �gure in the area of contention. Then you defeat that

made-up or weak argument, and �nally you declare victory over the entire
area of contention. This table, broken into two parts, lists in the left column
the people whom Dr. Lipstadt deals with in her book, and in the right
column the people who have contributed major scholarly works to
Holocaust revisionism as of 1992.
#

Persons in
Dr. Lipstadt’s Focus

Major Contributor to
Holocaust Revisionism

1

Maurice Bardèche

–

2

Paul Rassinier

Paul Rassinier

3

Harry E. Barnes

–

4

David Hoggan

–

5

Austin App

–

6

Richard Harwood

–

7

Arthur R. Butz

Arthur R. Butz

8

Robert Faurisson

Robert Faurisson

9

Willis A. Carto

–

10

Ernst Zündel

–

11

Fred Leuchter

Fred Leuchter

12

David Irving

–

#

Persons in
Dr. Lipstadt’s Focus

Major Contributor to
Holocaust Revisionism

13

Bradley R. Smith

–

14

Ernst Nolte

–

15

Mark Weber

Mark Weber

16

–

Franz J. Scheidl

17

–

Emil Aretz

18

–

Wilhelm Stäglich

19

–

Udo Walendy

20

–

Walter N. Sanning

21

–

Carlo Mattogno

22

–

John C. Ball

23

–

Friedrich P. Berg

24

–

Enrique Aynat Ecknes

25

–

Brian Renk

26

–

Henri Roques

27

–

Serge Thion

As you can see, of the 25 individuals listed, only �ve are a hit. Ten of the
people Lipstadt discusses have never contributed anything of scholarly
value to Holocaust revisionism. The late mainstream historian Dr. Nolte
isn’t even a revisionist by any stretch of the imagination. He got into Dr.
Lipstadt’s crosshairs only because he basically insisted that any historian
claiming to be a scholar has to take the revisionists and their arguments
seriously rather than ignore or malign them. Most of the others – Barnes,
Hoggan, App, Carto, Zündel, Irving and Smith – have polemicized about the
Holocaust, but not a single one of them has ever written even a single
thoroughly researched and referenced article on the Holocaust, let alone a
monograph. Lipstadt therefore cherry-picked these individuals exactly
because they polemicized, which makes them an easy target. Bardèche
even believed in the gas chambers and thus a Holocaust, in spite of
Lipstadt’s false claim to the contrary on her page 56.[21]

Ten persons who did contribute major scholarly works as of late 1992 are
not on Dr. Lipstadt’s list. And we apologize in case we missed anyone.[22]
Not all of them are of equal value, and we are listing them here only to
show that Dr. Lipstadt either has no clue what Holocaust revisionism is all
about, or that she is maliciously hiding it from her readers.
In any case, she took a grotesque misrepresentation of Holocaust
revisionism in order to show that it has no scholarly merits, and that
revisionists are merely driven by detestable motives. And ever since, the
Holocaust orthodoxy has declared victory over revisionism as such.
Had Dr. Lipstadt done her homework, she would have had no problem
�nding out which revisionist publications existed back then, because in
1988, Italian Holocaust researcher Carlo Mattogno published a paper on
the birth, development and criticism of Holocaust revisionism.[23] It lists all
major revisionist works published in all languages which had appeared by
the time that article was �nalized, and it also lists reactions by mainstream
authors to those publications. Dr. Lipstadt knew the English-language
journal where that paper was published, because she mentions and quotes
papers from it in her book many times.
Dr. Lipstadt wrote her book at a time when Holocaust revisionism
underwent a paradigm shift. Triggered by Fred Leuchter’s expert report,[24]
many new researchers joined that school of thought and gave it a major
boost, resulting in a wide range of publications. Here is a list of the most
important authors among them. Again, apologies in case we missed
anyone.
• Jürgen Graf
• Jean Plantin
• Joseph Halow
• Germar Rudolf
• Jean-Marie Boisdefeu
• Willy Wallwey (using pen names)
• Don Heddesheimer

• Thomas Dalton
• Samuel Crowell
• Santiago Alvarez
• Nicholas Kollerstrom
• Warren B. Routledge
• Franco Deana
• Klaus Schwensen
• Paul Grubach
• Friedrich Jansson
• Thomas Kues
• Vincent Reynouard
At least the most important ones among them ought to have played some
role in the 2016 edition of Lipstadt’s book, but they didn’t.
So much for Dr. Lipstadt’s picking the wrong people. Let us now turn to
some of the few hits she made. Four of them are of relevance here:
• Prof. Robert Faurisson,
• Mark Weber,
• Prof. Arthur Butz and
• Fred A. Leuchter
Let’s deal with Prof. Faurisson �rst. By the time Ms. Lipstadt wrapped up
her typescript in late 1992, Faurisson had published a monograph where he
summarized his case,[25] a response to a major critic of his,[26] and a
number of papers that deserve to be called “scholarly” in their
approach,[27] although most of them in French, and some written under a
pen name.[28] Dr. Lipstadt mentions none of them. In her footnote 14 on
page 293, she does quote – although incompletely – one paper by
Faurisson which summarizes his reason as to why the hypothesis that the
Nazis used gas chambers to mass murder people is a problem, hence the

title of the paper:[29] “The ‘Problem of the Gas Chambers.’” Considering the
brevity and dearth of references of that paper, we hesitate calling it
scholarly in nature. It’s more of a provocation and a mission statement, if
you wish. But be that as it may, doing Faurisson justice in 1992 would have
meant taking on his 280-page monograph Mémoire en defense and the
sequel Réponse à Pierre Vidal-Naquet. But instead, Lipstadt focuses on
polemical statements Faurisson made over the years.
When it comes to revisionist historian Mark Weber, Lipstadt mentions only
one of his many papers on the Holocaust, of which we list here only the
major ones:
• Weber, Mark, “Buchenwald: Legend and Reality,” Journal of
Historical Review, 7(4) (1986), pp. 405-417
• Weber, Mark, “Jewish Soap,” Journal of Historical Review , 11(2)
(1991), pp. 217-227
• Weber, Mark, “The Nuremberg Trials and the Holocaust,” Journal
of Historical Review, 12(2) (1992), pp. 167-213
• Weber, Mark, “Bergen-Belsen Camp: The Suppressed Story,”
Journal of Historical Review, 15(3) (1995), pp. 23-30
• Weber, Mark, “High-Frequency Delousing Facilities at Auschwitz,”
Journal of Historical Review, 18(3) (1999), pp. 4-12
The paper highlighted here is mentioned by Lipstadt, but all she has to say
about it is that Weber – quote

“blamed the postwar spread of the rumor that the Nazis made
Jews into soap on Simon Wiesenthal and Stephen Wise – a
claim that has no relationship to reality.” – unquote (pp. 226f.)
That’s not merely a straw-man fallacy, it’s one of the many lies Lipstadt
spreads. Here is what Weber wrote, after having shown that Wiesenthal and
Wise, among many others, spread the soap lie during and after the war.
Quote:

“In April 1990, professor Yehuda Bauer of Israel’s Hebrew
University, […] had the chutzpah to blame the [soap] legend on
‘the Nazis.’
In fact, blame for the soap story lies rather with individuals
such as [!!!] Simon Wiesenthal and Stephen Wise, organizations
like the World Jewish Congress, and the victorious Allied
powers, none of whom has ever apologized for promoting this
vile falsehood.” – unquote (pp. 222f.)
Let’s now turn to Prof. Butz. Since his one and only monograph on the
Holocaust is rather famous, Lipstadt couldn’t dodge that bullet, but she
chose to ignore the main points of Butz’s book and focus on minor issues
instead. Some of them she misrepresents, and by so doing, she turns her
own argument into a straw-man fallacy. If you are interested in details, get
the Bungled book shown. Here, we will focus on Butz’s two main arguments
which Lipstadt completely ignores.
Butz’s �rst main argument goes as follows:
Germany’s enemies owned or had access to many dense information
networks in German-occupied Europe: secret-service agents, underground
resistance organizations, the Catholic Church, Jewish organizations, the
Red Cross, to name only a few. Had a Holocaust been going on, they would
have known. Yet the way they acted clearly indicates that they had no
serious, trustworthy, reliable information about it.
In a 1982 paper, which Dr. Lipstadt also ignored, Dr. Butz summarized his
thesis again, which is at times somewhat awkwardly presented in his book.
The main points he makes in his book can be gleaned from the headlines
he used in this article. Stop the video to read them.[30]

• “Both the wartime records and behavior of the Jews in
occupied Europe show that they had no information of an
extermination program.”

• “Jewish bodies outside occupied Europe […] did not act as
though they believed their own claims of ‘extermination.’”
• “Allied governments and their o�cials did not act as though
they believed the extermination claims, and their intelligence
services never produced any information corroborative of the
claims.”
• “The Vatican did not believe the extermination claims.”
• “The actions and reports of the International Red Cross do not
harmonize with the extermination claims.”
• “The German resistance to Hitler, including the substantial
part that was lodged in German military intelligence, was not
cognizant in any way of a program of exterminating Jews.”
• “The German documents speak not of extermination, but
basically of a program of expulsion and resettlement in the
east. There is nothing about ‘gas chambers’ in the
concentration camp or other German records.’”
Butz’s second main argument is that the Holocaust myth rests on the dual
interpretation of innocuous items or events whose meaning the creators of
the myth turned into something ill-boding. In the preface to the 2015 edition
of his book, Butz writes about that – quote:[31]

“I analyzed the speci�cs of the alleged extermination process
at Auschwitz. I showed that all of the speci�c material facts
required a dual interpretation of relatively mundane facts, e.g.
transports, selections, showers, shaving hair, Zyklon B,
crematoria, etc., all real and all relatively mundane, had been
given a second [devious] interpretation.” – unquote
Hence, the questions are:
• Were the Jews transported to be killed, or to be expelled and put
to slave labor?
• On arrival in the camps, were fragile Jews selected to be killed, or
to be sent elsewhere?

• Were the showers fake to camou�age gas chambers, or real to
give the inmates a bath?
• Was the inmates’ hair shaved off to exploit even the least body
part before killing them, or to combat lice infestations?
• Was Zyklon B a mass-murder weapon, or was it used to kill lice,
hence save inmates’ lives?
• Were crematoria used to erase evidence of mass murder, or to
prevent the spread of diseases?
There is much more in Butz’s trail-blazing book which Lipstadt evidently
cannot handle, some of which we can mention here only brie�y, as for
instance the issue of false confessions by alleged perpetrators. Lipstadt
hides from her readers that
a. the Allies systematically tortured their German prisoners after the
war to extract quote-unquote “confessions,” and that
b. the Allies presented during the Nuremberg Tribunal quote-unquote
“evidence”, such as extorted confessions, fraudulent expert
reports and �lm footage with mendacious narrations, which
quote-unquote “convinced” some of the defendants that the
Holocaust claims were true.
Lipstadt hides or misrepresents these and other facts laid out by Dr. Butz
as well. See the Bungled book for more details.
The other individual discussed by Lipstadt who wrote a signi�cant
revisionist study is Fred Leuchter, the former U.S. expert on execution
technologies. A lot of things that Lipstadt writes on him, however, are ad
hominem attacks. But because that is completely beside the point, we’ll
simply ignore that here and will focus only on factual arguments. For this,
let’s turn again to her endnotes. Her chapter on Leuchter has a whopping
114 of them. How many of them refer to sources that address in any
technical or scienti�c way any of the technical and toxicological issues
raised by Leuchter? Basically only 13. One of them is an article by Robert
Faurisson, which we can ignore, as Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t quote it to support
her own case. The other twelve are from three works by the French

pharmacist Jean-Claude Pressac (notes 56, 58, 62-65, 85, 87-90).
We will again encounter the same pattern later when addressing the way
Lipstadt discusses actual revisionist arguments about the alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. There, too, she relies exclusively on
Pressac: of the 29 endnotes referencing her discussion about the gas
chambers, 28 refer to Pressacs’s �rst book,[32] and one to a revisionist
book by Faurisson – which, again, cannot be counted.
Such a referential monoculture is truly pitiful. Dr. Lipstadt basically has only
one leg to stand on. How can any scholar seriously write a treatise when
there is only one relevant work to quote from?
We’ll postpone discussing Lipstadt’s at-times-fallacious arguments to the
last section of this documentary when dealing with all the rest of them.
In closing this section on revisionist personalities, let us brie�y mention
Bradley Smith, the founder of the Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust. Lipstadt’s chapter on him is the core of her book, but it is also
the least substantiated. First of all, as we mentioned earlier, Smith never
really wrote anything of substance on the Holocaust, which makes him an
easy straw-man target. Next, Smith merely applies the Western ideal of the
open marketplace of ideas to a topic where Lipstadt and her ilk don’t want
it applied. For decades, Smith has argued that – quote

“Anyone should be encouraged to investigate critically the
Holocaust story in the same way they are encouraged to
investigate every other historical event. This is not a radical
point of view. The culture of critique was developed millennia
ago by Greek philosophers like Socrates, and was renewed
centuries ago during the Enlightenment.” – unquote (from a
CODOH Campus Project ad, 1991)
What’s wrong with that? Smith managed to place hundreds of these ads in
campus newspapers, followed up by radio interviews and even TV shows.
That’s what caused the two mainstream historians mentioned by Dr.

Lipstadt to worry and ask her to research the matter. In fact, the cover art of
the 1993 hardcover edition features press clippings from media reactions
which Bradley Smith triggered with his Campus Project, that is to say, his
attempt to bring Holocaust revisionism to the attention of college and
university students as well as professors throughout the United States.
As results from what Lipstadt writes and from all the organizations
supporting her, her book was primarily geared toward being part of a
concerted effort to thwart Smith’s Campus Project. Smith felt the effects
early on. He describes it in his autobiography Break His Bones, which you
can read online at the address shown.[33] If you are interested in �nding
out what motivated Smith to do this, and what he experienced as backlash
from the establishment, we highly recommend reading it. But here is a brief
video clip from the documentary El Gran Tabu.[34]
“[…] American ex-patriot living in Mexico. In the 1950s, Bradley,
then a bookseller, was prosecuted by the U.S. government for
selling the Henry Miller book Tropic of Cancer.

‘My man’s bringing my gear.’
It was then considered pornographic, even though now it is
considered to be a great work of literature. Since then, Bradley
has been a strong advocate for free speech and intellectual
freedom. He travels North America speaking to college
students about the persecution of Holocaust revisionists.
‘The way I look at it, the ideal of intellectual freedom is the one
great idea of American culture. There may be others, but that’s
the one great one. It didn’t originate with the constitution. It
came out of the renaissance, it came out of the Greek culture,
and it came out of the British. And it was institutionalized in our
constitution in the First Amendment. The First Amendment is
rather peculiar, because things like it are not available, even in
Canada. They don’t have the equivalent of our First
Amendment. We can’t have intellectual freedom, if we don’t
have the right to dissent. It’s just not possible. If you can’t

dissent from an orthodox opinion, you’re not free to think about
that view. Or if you’re free to think about it, you have to keep it to
yourself. But it’s not a culture of intellectual freedom if you don’t
have the right to dissent. The professorial class is not in
complete agreement with that. The professorial class believes
that, in my experience, that most people have the right to
dissent, but some don’t.
Revisionist arguments with regard to the Holocaust are being
criminalized in country after country after country in Europe,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the laws have already
been drawn up to criminalize revisionist arguments here in
America. And it’s done by people who are sincere.’”
Lipstadt’s chapter on Smith is a telling exposé of how she has been and
keeps conspiring with her like-minded colleagues to suppress Smith’s
campaign for intellectual freedom and open debate on the Holocaust.
Lipstadt claims that this is not a matter of First Amendment rights,
because the First Amendment merely prevents the United States
government from passing laws to limit free speech. While this is formally
correct, it is also like saying that, while the U.S. government has to abide by
the law, we normal people can act as we damn well please. In contrast, the
Bill of Rights should be a moral example of how any responsible, powerful
group of people should behave. Lipstadt’s excuse on page 215 that, if the
revisionists get turned down by one media outlet, quote, “there are always
other publications,” unquote, is a bad joke, because it’s been her and her
comrades’ mission in life to make sure that there isn’t any, quote, “other
publication,” unquote, except for those the revisionists publish themselves,
and then Lipstadt and company strive to make sure that the sale of this
revisionist material is banned everywhere else, too. It’s like saying: “Yeah,
you have the right to speak, but only to yourself!” Hence, this is not just
about having the right to speak freely, but also for everyone to decide for
themselves who they want to listen to. Using power the way Dr. Lipstadt
and her ilk have been using it for decades in order to prevent others from
being able to hear is a violent act. It’s like locking you up in a soundproof
room.

Smith has described how it works – quote:[35]

“Every professor and working reporter understands perfectly
well that, once he or she is smeared with the neo-Nazi [or antiSemite] label […] they know they are dead ducks. They know
that from that moment on they are going to have to get a job at
McDonalds or at a car wash someplace because no newspaper
and no university will ever again employ them.” – unquote
That’s the power Lipstadt and her ilk wield, and her chapter on Smith proves
that they misuse it wherever they see �t to destroy freedom of science and
scholarship on this matter.
Lipstadt justi�es that by claiming that Holocaust revisionists don’t have
opinions but mere prejudices, as for instance about Smith on page 215. In
essence, she lobbies for the idea that there should not be a freedom to
express prejudices:

“Opinion must be grounded in fact. Facts inform opinions and
opinions, inspired by different interests and passions, can differ
widely and still be legitimate as long as they respect factual
truth. Freedom of opinion is a farce unless factual information
is guaranteed and the facts themselves are not in dispute.” (p.
xiv)
But how can we distinguish between facts on the one hand and errors or
lies on the other? Lipstadt just throws these terms at us and thinks that
solves the issue, when in fact it merely confounds it. In other words, she is
shifting the goalpost again.
If we wanted to cut out from a free exchange of ideas all those utterings
that are not su�ciently based on facts, then the questions arise:
a. How do we reliably measure the degree to which an opinion is
based on facts?

b. Who sets the limit below which we cut out non-eligible utterings?
And
c. And most importantly: Who de�nes authoritatively what counts as
a fact? A Ministry of Truth? Or Dr. Lipstadt?
And there’s the rub. Dr. Lipstadt would like to play Goddess Almighty by
deciding what is fact and what is not. To �nd out what is fact and what is
not was exactly the purpose of Smith’s campus advertisement project: get
the smartest brains of the nation to mull it over – without being threatened
by Dr. Lipstadt and her comrades, should they come to iconoclastic results.
There’s nothing wrong with Smith’s approach. There is everything wrong
with thwarting that process though, as is Dr. Lipstadt’s goal. It is profoundly
anti-academic, anti-intellectual, anti-scholarly, anti-scienti�c. It’s dogmatic,
taboo-driven, arrogant, imperious and overbearing.
The right to free inquiry, and even the obligation to inquire, is at the heart of
academia. That is the �rst, most profound and most important thing that
every professor should publicly profess. If they don’t profess that, they are
not professors. Period.

�. Discussing Arguments
Let’s now turn to historical arguments themselves, which aren’t the core of
Lipstadt’s book, but they are the core of the issue at hand. Before doing
that, let us summarize how Dr. Lipstadt backs up factual claims. When
analyzing her endnotes, we �nd that she relies heavily on political
propaganda material, to a large degree written by the political pressure
group ADL; she very frequently doesn’t quote the source itself but thirdparty publications writing about them;[36] she cites source material that is
utterly “unquotable,” most prominent among them a collection of
newspaper clippings,[37] and relies on only one author – Pressac – when
discussing the core issue: were there homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz to exterminate the Jews? In many cases, however, she makes
claims which she doesn’t back up with anything at all.
As a result of her not going back to the sources, she commits major

blunders, for instance in her section where she discusses claims allegedly
made by the late German historian Dr. Ernst Nolte, whose writings Lipstadt
evidently has never read. Most of what she claims, Nolte in fact never wrote
or said.
Now we’ll delve deeper into the factual discussion to see whether the same
pattern can be found there. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!

�.�. The Chemistry of Auschwitz
In his famous report, Leuchter claimed that the active ingredient in Zyklon
B, hydrogen cyanide, reacts with iron compounds present in masonry to
form a very stable pigment called Prussian Blue, as it did in these walls of
two Auschwitz fumigation chambers, and that this pigment ought to be
present to this day in the walls of the claimed homicidal gas chambers of
Auschwitz, where Zyklon B is said to have been used for mass murder.
Lipstadt disputes that claim on pages 188-190. We wonder, though, what
knowledge or education might permit her to make any statement in this
regard. She is a specialist in Jewish history, not in chemistry, and she
doesn’t even try to shore up any of her claims with any references to
chemical literature.
Since that issue has been dealt with in a separate, 100-minute
documentary,[38] we take a pass here and direct the interested viewer to
that video instead which was recently put into quarantine by YouTube, by
the way. Su�ce it here to say that Dr. Lipstadt isn’t even aware of the many
issues and aspects involved.

�.�. The Diesel Controversy
Next, let’s turn to diesel gas chambers. In her �rst chapter, Dr. Lipstadt
relates the controversy surrounding a statement made by U.S. journalist Pat
Buchanan about the possibility of committing mass murder with dieselengine exhaust, a method claimed for the so-called extermination camps at
Treblinka and Belzec. Stop the video to read what she wrote about it.

“Patrick Buchanan, one of the foremost right-wing conservative
columnists in the country, used his widely syndicated column to
express views that come straight from the scripts of Holocaust
deniers. He argued that it was physically impossible for the gas
chamber at Treblinka to have functioned as a killing apparatus
because the diesel engines that powered it could not produce
enough carbon monoxide to be lethal. Buchanan’s ‘proof’ was a
1988 incident in which ninety-seven passengers on a train in
Washington, D.C., were stuck in a tunnel as the train emitted
carbon monoxide fumes. Because the passengers were not
harmed, Buchanan extrapolated that the victims in a gas
chamber using carbon monoxide from diesel engines would
also not have been harmed. He ignored the fact that the
gassings at Treblinka took as long as half an hour and that the
conditions created when people are jammed by the hundreds
into small enclosures, as they were at Treblinka, are
dramatically different from those experienced by a group of
people sitting on a train.” (pp. 6f.)
We won’t bother going into the details here, because, heck, it’s just a
comment a journalist made. Lipstadt gets all upset about it, but in her
discussion she completely fails to even mention the actual scienti�c paper
upon which that debate is based.[39] We show some relevant publications
here, just in case you are curious.[40] None of them can be found in
Lipstadt’s book. She just produced hot air.

�.�. Cremation Capacities
The next topic concerns the capacity of the crematoria at Auschwitz. If you
wanted to �gure out what the features of a cremation furnace are, what
would you do? Well, any reasonable person would consult expert literature
on cremation, and if push comes to shove, engineering calculations and
experiments could also be performed. But not so our Debbie. She instead
refers to a simple letter by the Auschwitz administration. Again, stop the
video to read her ramblings, if you care to.

“Leuchter was unaware of a host of documents pertaining to
the installation and construction of the gas chambers and
crematoria. He did not know of a report �led in June 1943 by
the Waffen-SS commandant of construction at Auschwitz on
the completion of the crematoria. The report indicated that the
�ve crematoria had a total twenty-four-hour capacity of 4,756
bodies. Leuchter had stated that the crematoria had a total
capacity of 156 bodies in the same period of time. Even if the
SS’s calculation was overly ‘optimistic,’ the difference between
it and Leuchter’s was staggering.” (pp. 187)
What’s her source for that letter? The transcript of the Second Zündel
Trial.[41] Needless to say, that document isn’t part of the trial transcript. A
proper historian would give an archival reference for the document
itself[42] or some secondary literature where it can be found.[43]
Logic – that is to say, math – natural laws that govern incineration
processes, technical cremation possibilities at the time, and the expert
evaluation of physical evidence, such as experiments and still-existing
crematories, as well as documentary evidence, such as construction plans,
operating instructions and cremation logs, play no role in her argument at
all. She might as well have quoted “survivor testimonies,” some of which
claim absolutely absurd cremation capacities. That’s Dr. Lipstadt’s world of
lala-science, also called pseudo-science.
If you want to read a book dealing with that topic, for which the authors
have gone through all the above steps to separate fact from �ction, then
look at this 3-volume work written by the late Italian engineer Dr. Franco
Deana together with Italian historian Carlo Mattogno.[44] In this massive
work, the authors concluded that the actual cremation capacity of
Auschwitz roughly coincided with the recorded death toll of registered
inmates who died mainly of diseases, as documented in the Auschwitz
death records.[45] We’ll leave it at that, because the cremation issue is too
huge to be covered here in detail.

�.�. Untenable Technical Claims

When it comes to the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Dr.
Lipstadt makes a number of claims, every single one of which is both
unsubstantiated and untrue.
• the homicidal gas chambers had “powerful” (pp. 168, 253) or
“sophisticated ventilation systems” (p. 195), “especially designed”
for that purpose (p. 253)
• the delousing chambers “were constructed in the same fashion as
the [alleged] homicidal gas chambers” (p. 189).
• the Germans used “advanced technology for the purposes of
mass murder” (p. 102) by building “technologically advanced
instruments” (p. 106)]
We won’t bother proving this here, for one because the next documentary
slated for production – Questioning the Holocaust: Why We Believed, Part 2
– will deal with all these issues in depth, and also because we’ve taken up
too much of your time already.
One of Lipstadt’s favorite expressions is that there are “reams” of
documents which allegedly refute what revisionists claim (p. 196). As
mentioned before, she relies in this regard entirely on Pressac’s 1989 book
on Auschwitz,25 as she admits on page 255.

“The next few pages contain a brief summary of Pressac’s
extensive �ndings. Those who have found the deniers’ claims
about gas chambers the least bit troubling should have their
doubts set aside. Those who have never been persuaded in the
least by this assault on the truth will �nd the documents
overwhelming proof of the degree to which the deniers distort
history and lie about the evidence.”
And that’s where Lipstadt goes terminally bust. Pressac’s vacuous
ramblings have been dissected and refuted in the most minute and
comprehensive manner possible in two separate monographs which,
admittedly, appeared only after the �rst edition of Lipstadt’s book had come

out.[46] The new, 2016 edition should have taken that into account, but nay,
Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t need to pay attention to what’s going on in the real
world. She has the backing of the rich and mighty, and that’s good enough
for her.
Pressac’s claims, which have reinforced the belief of millions in the myth,
will be one of the main focuses of the upcoming documentary Questioning
the Holocaust: Why We Believed, Part 2, to which we referred.

�. Conclusion
We have never read such shoddy quote-unquote “scholarship” in our lives
as in Dr. Lipstadt’s book. She clearly has neither understood what the
principles and methods of science and scholarship are, nor has she any
clue about the historical topics she is writing about. She misquotes,
mistranslates, misrepresents, misinterprets, and makes a plethora of wild
claims without backing them up with anything. No wonder she refuses to
debate the revisionists
“[Lipstadt:] ‘I will not debate you. Not here, not now, not ever!’
[Iring:] ‘Because you can’t!’”
In fact, Dr. Lipstadt herself has proclaimed the judgment in her own case.
All we have to do is quote her:
“[T]ruth has been the antithesis of [her] enterprise.” (p. 57)

“Given the way [she] handle[s] documents and data, it is clear
that [she has] no interest in scholarship or reason.” (p. 232)

Holocaust Handbooks, the world’s leading book series critically exploring
what the powers that be don’t want examined. Mesmerizing comprehensive

presentations, such as Lectures on the Holocaust, as well as cutting-edge
research results, such as The Real Case for Auschwitz. Read most of our
books free of charge at HolocaustHandbooks.com, where you can also
watch our riveting documentaries. All this high-quality content was made
possible by viewers like you. Please consider making a donation to help us
create more of this content. We cannot do it without you!
Thank you!
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Abstract
With her book Denying the Holocaust, Deborah Lipstadt tried to show
the �awed methods and extremist motives of “Holocaust deniers,” who,
so the book’s description claims, have “no more credibility than the
assertion that the earth is �at.”
Rather than dealing thoroughly with factual arguments, Lipstadt’s book
is full of ad hominem attacks on her opponents. It is an exercise in antiintellectual pseudo-scienti�c arguments, an exhibition of ideological
radicalism that rejects anything which contradicts its preset
conclusions.
Since she admits herself that her opponents’ motives are irrelevant, as
an inescapable consequence, so is her book.
(Part 1 of this video can be viewed here.)

Below, we have posted the transcript of this presentation, which you can

also download as an *.srt subtitle �le to load into your video player capable
of rendering subtitles (like VLC).

�. Introduction
Dr. Deborah Lipstadt, April 7th, 2017, TED-x Talks, Sheldonian Theatre,
University of Oxford, England:

“The �rst time I heard about Holocaust denial, I laughed. […]
Fast forward, a little over a decade, and two senior scholars,
scholars of the Holocaust, two most prominent historians of
the Holocaust approached me and said; ‘Deborah, let’s have
coffee. We have a research idea that we think is perfect for you.’
Intrigued, and �attered that they came to me with an idea and
thought me worthy of it, I asked, ‘What is it?’ And they said:
‘Holocaust denial,’ and for the second time, I laughed.
‘Holocaust denial? The �at-earth folks? The Elvis-is-alive
people? I should study them?’”
youtu.be/wgPLG_1BvQo; 00:25-00;29; 2:29-3:07
Dr. Lipstadt, professor of Modern Jewish History and Holocaust studies at
Emory University, ended up accepting this research assignment, and it
turned into a book that was to have major consequence. It �rst appeared in
1993 with the title Denying the Holocaust: The Growing Assault on Truth
and Memory.[1]
In it, Ms. Lipstadt gives her perspective of the political background, motives
and, what she calls the quote-unquote “spurious methodology” (p. 111) of
the revisionists, and also tries to deal with some revisionist arguments.[2]
One of the persons whose political background, motives and methods
Lipstadt brie�y mentions in the book is the British historian David Irving.
Lipstadt depicts him in her book as a racist, anti-Semitic Holocaust denier.

Irving didn’t like his reputation smeared, so he decided to sue her and her
publisher for defamation:[3]

“And the problem then is, if you have a 30-year writing career,
and the press gets to know that you don’t defend yourself, they
think it’s open season. And by 1996, I could see, as I stood at
the bottom of this alley, a mudslide thundering down the slopes
towards me and threatening to engulf me. And the only way to
stop that mudslide was to start frantically hammering pegs into
the countryside, which I did with these writs. I issued a writ
against Deborah Lipstadt for the book that she wrote attacking
me called ‘Denying the Holocaust.’ […] Nothing that I write is
good. Everything that I write is bad, mendacious, distorted,
lying, fallacious, deliberately following a political agenda. All the
accusations that were made against me by Deborah Lipstadt.
And now they are surprised and pained to �nd themselves at
the receiving end of a libel writ since 1996. And they are hoping
that I go away. And to their horror, I am not going away, because
I have just issued fresh steps in that particular action. And we
are going through that whole hell again next year or the year
after, because I don’t lie down.”
The libel suit unfolding in London at the turn of the millennium, however,
ended in a complete disaster for Irving, since, according to the verdict,
Lipstadt and her publisher managed to prove most of the claims made
against Irving as true.[4]
As a consequence, a number of books appeared documenting not only
Irving’s defeat but also claiming that quote-unquote “Holocaust denial” has
�nally been exposed as a pseudo-historical movement driven by ulterior
political motives and with no basis in factual reality.[5]
Lipstadt’s case became so famous – or was considered so important to
and by the mainstream – that her own account of the trial as published in
her book History on Trial: My Day in Court with a Holocaust Denier [6] has
been turned into a movie which was released in September 2016; parallel to
this, her book telling the story of the trial was reissued under the same title

as the movie: Denial: Holocaust History on Trial.[7]
Lipstadt’s original work that triggered all this was also reissued,
emphasizing the fact that the mainstream still considers this 24-year-old
book to be highly relevant and topical. This new edition was released in
December 2016. You can �nd it on Amazon[8] and anywhere else books
can be bought.
In this documentary, we will neither deal with Irving’s libel suit against
Lipstadt nor with any of the publications based on it. Instead, we will go
back to the roots of this entire affair, to Lipstadt’s 1993 book Denying the
Holocaust. Since for the new, 2016 edition no textual changes were made,
what is said about the original edition is also true for the latest edition.
This presentation is divided into 4 parts:
In the �rst part, we will brie�y discuss what science is, and how we can
distinguish it from fake science, pretend science, or, to put it in Greek,
pseudo-science. In the second part, we will brie�y address Lipstadt’s
exposé of the evil denier’s motives and their allegedly mendacious
methods, while the third part discusses some of Lipstadt’s claims about a
few Holocaust deniers, or Holocaust revisionists, as they call themselves.
In the last part, we will focus on some factual arguments proffered by Dr.
Lipstadt about the Holocaust.
It goes without saying that we cannot discuss every claim Dr. Lipstadt
made in her book, or else this documentary would last many hours. So we
had to keep it brief here. A much more-thorough analysis of Dr. Lipstadt’s
claims appeared in a book of its own which, at least for now, is also
available on Amazon and anywhere else books can be bought.[9]

�. Science and Pseudo-Science
Dr. Lipstadt claims numerous times that revisionist authors and
organizations, the writings they publish and the arguments they proffer, are
not scholarly in nature, but that they are only “pseudo-scienti�c” or “pseudo-

academic,” and that what revisionists write is merely “pseudo-history.” In
fact, her book is riddled with “pseudo” terms which we �nd on these pages
in the 2016 edition of her book: 8, 29f., 35, 65, 137, 199, 225, 236, 243, 250,
252. Consequently, she calls the revisionists’ method of writing history
“spurious” (p. 127) and “fallacious” (pp. 183, 204; all page numbers given in
this presentation refer to the 2016 edition).
Unfortunately, Lipstadt never explains what sets apart proper science and
scholarship from sham science and fraudulent scholarship. So let us give a
crash course on how to distinguish the two. We’ve taken our de�nitions
loosely from Sir Karl Popper,[10] one of the most famous and prestigious
philosophers of science of modern times. Of course, you can take any other
one, but the result wouldn’t be all that different.
Here are seven principles of science and scholarship.
1. Freedom of Hypothesis
2. Undetermined Outcome
3. Veri�able, Legitimate Evidence
4. Hierarchy of Evidence
5. Source Criticism
�. Welcoming Criticism
7. No Data Rigging
We’ll say something brie�y about each one.
�. Freedom of Hypothesis
The �rst principle concerns the �rst step in the creation of knowledge. It
means that we are allowed and are even encouraged to ask any question
that comes to our mind. Whatever curiosity drives us to investigate, or
doubts make us explore, if we have a scienti�c mind, we welcome that. The
opposite, pseudo-scienti�c mindset declares certain topics taboo, tends to
stigmatize doubters, and bans certain questions from being asked. True
scholars, on the other hand, are opponents of dogmas and taboos.

�. Unpredetermined Outcome
Now to the second point. It means that the answers to research questions
can be determined exclusively by veri�able evidence, not by authority
�gures, not by social taboos, by political correctness, or even by penal law.
So, when we are doing any scholarly activity, both the starting point and the
end point of that activity – the initial question or assumption and the �nal
conclusion – ought to be completely free of external constrictions. That’s
at least the ideal situation. Of course, scientists are only human, and so
they bend and buckle occasionally, giving way to all kinds of pressure, but
that aspect of their work is what actually tarnishes their work.
The path, however, which a scholar takes to get from his initial question to
the �nal answer, that is to say, the way we gather and evaluate evidence,
that is where a lot of strictures apply.
�. Veri�able, Legitimate Evidence
And that’s our next point. Claiming something without proving it is
profoundly unscienti�c. The way we prove things shows how our work lives
up to scholarly standards. In essence, evidence we present must be
veri�able by others. If others cannot locate, reproduce or recalculate the
evidence we present, then we have failed. As mentioned before, there are
certain methods and rules we have to comply with while collecting and
interpreting our data.
To give an example, quoting a private collection of otherwise-unsourced
newspaper clippings as proof for one’s claim is unacceptable, because that
private collection is inaccessible to anyone else. Likewise, saying that “Mr.
So-and-so told me so” is also unacceptable, because anyone can claim this,
and no one can verify that it is true.
�. Hierarchy of Evidence
Not all types of evidence are created equal. In general, the less a piece of
evidence depends on human fallibility, the more reliable it usually is. In a
hierarchy of the probative value of types of evidence, logic, natural laws,
and then material or physical evidence reign supreme, while party
testimony is the least reliable. DNA tests in court cases of parenthood or

sexual abuse are a case in point. Any scienti�c mind weighing the results of
a DNA test against that of the testimonies by the defendant or the litigant in
a trial would side with the DNA test. Parties in a trial can lie and err. As a
matter of fact, they often do, but independently performed DNA tests are
almost bulletproof.
Of course, not all cases are that straight forward, but you get the idea. Here
is a pyramid of the various kinds of evidence, with the most reliable at the
top and the least reliable at the bottom.
The lowest layer, stories told by people
emotionally affected by the issue at
hand, is unfortunately also the most
common type of evidence adduced
when it comes to the Holocaust. Just
because we have many of these
stories doesn’t mean they are any
more reliable. After all, hundreds of Hierarchic pyramid of the probative value of
years ago the courts in Europe types of evidence, with the most reliable at
collected thousands of witness
the top.
accounts con�rming that witnesses
saw witches riding on broomsticks
through the air and having sex with the devil. But such anecdotes don’t get
more reliable just because thousands swear to them.
�. Source Criticism
This brings up our next point: source criticism. A criticial attitude is the core
of any scienti�c endeavour. No critical researcher should take evidence at
face value. Even though material and documentary evidence have the
highest value, there is always the possibility that they were simply
misinterpreted, or that artifacts have been planted, evidence has been
manipulated, and documents fabricated or tampered with. The more that is
at stake, politically speaking, the more likely such manipulations usually
are.
In addition, just because a genuine document claims something, this
doesn’t make that claim automatically true. Whoever created that

document may have been dishonest, misinformed or simply sloppy.
The greatest skepticism, however, is due when dealing with anecdotal
evidence, that is to say, witness accounts. Not only is our human memory
very fallible, we are also known to give our stories twists and turns that
aren’t always in accordance with the truth. It is therefore of great
importance to embed witness statements in a framework of evidence that
is more reliable, hence any of the other layers in our pyramid.
If a witness statement does not �t into that framework, it’s most likely
untrue, for whatever reasons.
�. Welcoming Criticism
Next, a true scientist wants to see his theories exposed to criticism,
because that’s the only way to �nd out whether they hold any water. After
all, a scientist doesn’t want to be right, he wants to get it right. The more
critical helpers he has, and the tougher those helpers test his theories, the
better for him. A true scientist therefore wants to get involved in
discussions with those who disagree with his theories. He listens to those
with other views.
�. No Rigging of Data
Finally, there are many ways of rigging one’s data and evidence in order to
force them to �t one’s theory. All of them are hallmarks of an anti-scienti�c
attitude. Here are those relevant to our topic:
First, ad-hominem attacks. Attacking opponents instead of their ideas by
calling them names, imputing bad intentions, immoral motives, unpopular
political convictions etc., is a big no-no. This tactic is probably the most
commonly used and also the most effective, as most of us are inclined not
to listen to arguments anymore if we consider the person making them to
be despicable. It remains a fact, however, that such tactics are
unacceptable and themselves morally de�cient.

Censorship in Europe: The red countries have outlawed the dissemination of revisionist research results on t
Holocaust.

Next on our list is suppressing or ignoring unwanted data, which amounts
to forgery, pure and simple. We don’t have to explain that in detail. However,
there is a form of suppressing unwanted data that is particularly vicious,
and that is when governments outlaw certain research results, punish
scholars for disseminating them, and destroy unwelcome research
publications. Believe it or not, but that’s exactly what happens in many
Western countries today when it comes to the Holocaust. Here is a map of

Europe. All the red countries destroy any research results and data that
runs contrary to the o�cial Holocaust dogma.
Last on our list is shifting the de�nition of terms, which means basically
shifting the goalpost. That’s a way of cheating. We all know it when it
comes to playing games. It also happens in science and scholarship,
however. It usually starts by not de�ning terms properly, or by changing the
de�nition to make it �t one’s agenda.
So, what, then, is pseudo-science, you might ask. Well, pseudo-science is
analysis that pretends to be science but is not, because it fails to meet
many if not most of the criteria just explained. There is, of course, a
continuum between science and pseudo-science. The less the justmentioned principles are maintained, the worse – and more-likely false – is
the corresponding science.
In fact, “pseudo-science” is more frequent than established academia is
willing to admit, in particular in the quote-unquote “soft” disciplines of the
social sciences whose evidentiary rules aren’t as rigorous as those of the
quote-unquote “exact” sciences, such as math, technology and the natural
sciences. History, of course, is a social science, hence more prone to fall
prey to the fallacies of pseudo-science than, say, physics or chemistry. This
is especially true for Modern History due to political and at times even legal
pressure.

�. Motives and Methods
Let’s now turn to Dr. Lipstadt’s claims regarding the Holocaust deniers’
motives and methods. About the revisionists’ motives, she writes in her
introduction on page sixteen, quote:

“In the 1930s Nazi rats spread a virulent form of antisemitism
that resulted in the destruction of millions. Today the bacillus
[meaning anti-Semitism] carried by these rats [referring to the
deniers aka revisionists] threatens to ‘kill’ those who already
died at the hands of the Nazis for a second time by destroying

the world’s memory of them.” – unquote
Hence, in her introduction, Lipstadt equates revisionists with rats. Once the
Nazis equated Jews with vermin like rats, lice or bacilli. Lipstadt uses the
same terms to indiscriminately disparage all persons holding certain
opinions she disagrees with. A worse attack on the humanity of her fellow
humans can hardly be conceived. This sentence alone should destroy her
reputation as a scholar, but of course, it is politically correct to say these
things, so she actually gets applause for it even from many scholars.
Lipstadt equates Holocaust revisionists with Nazis and fascists:

“[The deniers] are a group motivated by a strange conglomeration of
conspiracy theories, delusions, and neo-Nazi tendencies.” (p. 28)
“at their core [the revisionists] are no different from these neofascist groups.” (p. 245)
Interestingly, Dr. Lipstadt claims that it is the deniers who engage in ad
hominem attacks on their opponents. To support her claim, she relates a
fanciful story which we won’t read here, because it’s a waste of time.

“The deniers understand how to gain respectability for
outrageous and absolutely false ideas. […] Professor X
publishes a theory despite the fact that reams of documented
information contradict his conclusions. In the ‘highest moral
tones’ he expresses his disregard for all evidence that sheds
doubt on his �ndings. He engages in ad hominem attacks on
those who have authored the critical works in this �eld and on
the people silly enough to believe them. The scholars who have
come under attack by this professor are provoked to respond.
Before long he has become ‘the controversial Prof. X’ and his
theory is discussed seriously by nonprofessionals, that is,
journalists. He soon becomes a familiar �gure on television and
radio, where he ‘explains’ his ideas to interviewers who cannot

challenge him or demonstrate the fallaciousness of his
argument.” (pp. 31f.)
She simply made that up. There is no evidence that any revisionist scholar
ever did what she claims here, since Lipstadt gives no example and quotes
no source. You just have to believe her! Fact is, however, that
a. those living in glass houses should not throw stones; and
b. making sweeping accusations without proving them is profoundly
unscholarly.
On page one, Lipstadt opines that “Holocaust denial is” an “antisemitic
ideology” rather than “responsible historiography.” It is a “purely ideological
exercise,” and the revisionists merely appear to be “engaged in a genuine
scholarly effort when, of course, they are not” (p. 2). Of course. Proof
offered? None.
And so it goes on. We could quote a zillion similar passages where she
pours out her disdain and contempt for dissidents of Third Reich History,
but again, we don’t want to waste your time. It must su�ce here to say that
her main goal is to portray revisionists as people who hate Jews, because
she uses terms like “antisemitism,” “antisemite” and “antisemitic” 182 times
in her book, so on average almost on every single page. Here is a table
showing how often she uses certain insults in her book.

Occurrence of Insults in Lipstadt’s Denying the Holocaust
anti-Semite/ic/ism

182

extremist/ism

68

conspiracy/ies

51

racist + racism

56

fascist/ism

43

[Nazi

332]

The number of times she uses the term “Nazis” includes many references
to the actual historical National Socialists, so that number isn’t really telling
much.
Anyway, this list shows what Lipstadt’s book is really about. If you’re hellbent on reading an avalanche of mental diarrhea, simply get a copy of her
book.
The question is, of course: where is the link between these political
insinuations and Holocaust revisionism? While it is certainly true that some
people holding revisionist views also have certain political views most
people detest, it’s not true for all revisionists, simply because revisionism is
primarily an attitude toward evidence, not politics. Hence, regarding the
Holocaust, revisionism means simply that you think the orthodox narrative
needs revision due to new, overlooked, misrepresented or misunderstood
evidence.
We could and maybe even should de�ne all the terms Dr. Lipstadt throws at
her readers in order to disparage her opponents, so that we can
demonstrate how arbitrarily she uses them. But time is precious, and since
a more thorough analysis can be found in the Bungled book mentioned
earlier,[9] we want to focus on the essentials here, so let us give you just
one example, and that is her use of the term “extremism.” The word
extreme, derived from the superlative form of the Latin adjective exter,
meaning outside, denotes ideas that are at the far end of a spectrum. In the
political context it commonly refers to individuals who are ready to violate
the law in pursuit of their ideas. How liberally Dr. Lipstadt uses that term
can be seen when she discusses U.S. writer Freda Utley, whom she calls an
extremist on page 50 of her book. Needless to say, Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t
de�ne the term, and she also gives no hint in which way Utley was ever
willing to violate any laws. In fact, Utley merely critcized others for violating
international law.
The politically correct online encyclopedia Wikipedia has the following to
say about Utley, quote:[11]

“Winifred Utley […], commonly known as Freda Utley, was an
English scholar, political activist and best-selling author. After
visiting the Soviet Union in 1927 as a trade union activist, she
joined the Communist Party of Great Britain in 1928. Later,
married and living in Moscow, she quickly became disillusioned
with communism. When her Russian husband, Arcadi
Berdichevsky, was arrested in 1936, she escaped to England
with her young son. (Her husband would die in 1938.)

In 1939, the rest of her family moved to the United States,
where she became a leading anticommunist author and
activist.” – unquote
Read her entire biography on Wikipedia and you realize that she was
anything but an extremist. So why would Lipstadt call her that? Well, in
1948, Freda Utley published a book titled The High Cost of Vengeance
where she documented the crimes against humanity committed by the
Allied occupational forces in Germany during the �rst three years after the
war.[12] These are historical facts which Dr. Lipstadt would like to see
erased, but since she cannot refute them, she stigmatizes the author
instead – a typical pseudo-scienti�c tactic.
Let’s move on to what Dr. Lipstadt thinks about the methods used by the
revisionists.
First, there are truth and memory. On page 23 she states that, quote

“at its core [Holocaust denial] poses a threat to all who believe
that knowledge and memory are among the keystones of our
civilization.” – unquote.
Here are a number of quotes from her book which suggest that Dr. Lipstadt
wants her readers to believe in the equivalence of “truth” with “memory”:

• Subtitle: “The Growing Assault on Truth and Memory”
• p. xvi: “truth and memory are exceedingly fragile,”
• p. 236: “the deniers may have an impact on truth and memory”
• p. 244: “the fragility of memory, truth, reason, and history”
• p. 245: “the destruction of truth and memory”
Considering the fallibility of our senses and our memories, it goes without
saying that memory and truth are two distinct things. Dr. Lipstadt
acknowledges that on page 151, although she gives it her own twist to
make it �t into her agenda, quote:

“It is axiomatic among attorneys, prosecutors, and judges that
human memory is notoriously bad on issues of dimensions and
precise numbers but very reliable on the central event.” –
unquote
And guess how Lipstadt backs up this alleged axiom of the legal
profession: not at all. It is not only unsubstantiated but also wrong, as
Elizabeth Loftus has demonstrated with her vast research: Human memory
can be utterly corrupted in just about any regard. You merely have to apply
su�ciently suggestive techniques to achieve it.[13]

“In one of the �rst studies we did, we used suggestion, a
method inspired by the psycho-therapy we saw in these cases.
We used this kind of suggestion and planted a false memory
that, when you were a kid, �ve or six years old, you were lost in
a shopping mall. You were frightened. You were crying. You
were ultimately rescued by an elderly person and reunited with
the family. And we succededed in planting this memory in the
minds of about a quarter of our subjects. And you might be
thinking, ‘Well, that’s not particularly stressful.’ But we and other
investigators have planted rich false memories of things that
were much more unusual and much more stressful. So, in a
study done in Tennessee, researchers planted the false
memory that, when you were a kid, you nearly drowned and had

to be rescued by a lifeguard. And in a study done in Canada,
researchers planted the false memory that, when you were a
kid, something as awful as being attacked by a vicious animal
happened to you, succeeding with about half of their subjects.”
All this apart from the fact that what people remember and what they tell
isn’t always the same thing, either. In fact, there is plenty of research
showing just how much we all lie – to others and also to ourselves.[14]

“So, I want to talk a little bit about dishonesty. How many
people here have lied at least once this year? Ok. How about
the last week? I am not going to ask you about the last day and
the last hour (laughter). But there is a very distubring study in
which they take two people who don’t know each other, put
them in a room and say, ‘Talk to each other for ten minutes.
Introduce yourself to the other person.’ And then, they put them
into separate rooms and say, ‘Did you lie to the other person?’
And almost everybody says, ‘No.’ And they say, ‘Well, luckily we
taped your discussion. Let’s play it back to you sentence by
sentence, and let’s get your reaction to each sentence.’ And on
average, peopled admit to have lied between two and three
times in those ten minutes.”
Under these circumstances, source criticism of testimony is a very
important hallmark of scholarly works, particularly when it comes to the
Holocaust, about which survivors, bystanders and alleged perpetrators
simply have got to remember what the public expects them to, often under
threat of severe social or even legal consequences. Taking any testimony
about the Holocaust at face value is therefore not only unscienti�c, it is
also dangerous, because only a critical listener encourages a witness to
stick to the facts, whereas a credulous listener often gets what he
deserves, or as Dr. Susan Haack, professor of philosophy and law at the
University of Miami, put it:[15]

“Okay. I think this is probably the best line ever written on the
subject of credulity, by William Kingdon Clifford: ‘The credulous

man is father to the liar and the cheat.’ What a great line! What
he means, I take it, is that a credulous population creates the
market for conmen, crooks, fakers etc., and for everykind of
deceptive and misleading claim.”
Here is Dr. Lipstadt’s approach to the matter:
First, she admits that the orthodox Holocaust narrative rests almost
exclusively on testimony:

“Given the preponderance of evidence from victims, bystanders,
and perpetrators, […].” (p. 28)
Next, she fears that, once the wartime generation has died off, there will be
no one left to attest to the truth:
The revisionists’ “objective […] will bear fruit […] when there are
no more survivors or eyewitnesses alive to attest to the truth.”
(p. 29)
Again, she equates testimony with the truth, a typical, anti-scientifc stance.
Then she lashes out against anyone shedding doubt on what quoteunquote “eyewitnesses” say, although science outright demands that kind
of source criticism.
Buchanan’s “attacks on the credibility of survivors’ testimony
are standard elements of Holocaust denial.” (p. 7)

Butz “tried to shed doubt on the credibility of witnesses in
general by declaring all testimony inferior to documents.” (p.
145)

Note here her use of the word “attack,” insinuating an aggression where
there is none.
Finally, she tells her readers outright lies, such as the one we just discussed
about the alleged reliability of human memory:

“It is axiomatic […] that human memory is […] very reliable on
the central event.” (p. 151)
Or worse still, that the revisionists are the ones violating evidentiary
standards, when in fact the shoe is on the other foot:

“Normal and accepted standards of scholarship, including the
proper use of evidence, are discarded” by revisionists. (p. 32)
What Dr. Lipstadt insists on is to turn the hierarchical pyramid on its head,
giving “survivor testimony” absolute priority. Nowhere in her books does
she de�ne what “the proper use of evidence” is. Hence, she is shifting the
goalpost here again to make it �t into her agenda.
In 1996, the French mainstream historian Jacques Baynac said the
following about the priority of documents over testimony, quote:[16]

“For the scienti�c historian, an assertion by a witness does not
really represent history. It is an object of history [that is to say, it
requires source criticism]. And an assertion of one witness
does not weigh heavily; assertions by many witnesses do not
weigh much more heavily, if they are not shored up with solid
documentation. The postulate of scienti�c historiography, one
could say without great exaggeration, reads: no paper(s), no
facts proven […].

Either one gives up the priority of the archives, and in this case

one disquali�es history as a science, in order to immediately
reclassify it as �ction; or one retains the priority of the archive,
and in this case one must concede that the lack of traces
brings with it the incapability of directly proving the existence of
homicidal gas chambers.” – unquote
Having said all this, it should be clear whose attitude is a real threat to “the
keystones of our civilization,” because that civilization depends on critical,
reasoned thinking, not dogmatic belief in what someone claims to be
quote-unquote memory. Here is what Popper said about this when relating
how the founders of Western civilization, the ancient Greeks, developed
that keystone, the new tradition of criticizing theories:[17]

“Now what is new in Greek philosophy, […is] a new attitude
towards the myths. […]
Doubt and criticism certainly existed before this stage. What is
new, however, is that doubt and criticism now become, in their
turn, part of the tradition of the school. A tradition of a higher
order replaces the traditional preservation of the dogma: in the
place of traditional theory – in place of the myth – we �nd the
tradition of criticizing theories […].”
Not having de�ned what the “keystones of our civilization” are, Lipstadt can
again shift the goalpost by declaring that a critical attitude to testimony is,
quote,
“[…] a threat to all who believe in the ultimate power of reason.
It repudiates reasoned discussion […] it is an irrational animus
[…] Holocaust denial is the apotheosis of irrationalism.” –
unquote (p. 23)
So, because revisionists insist on an intellectual, rational, evidence-based,
reasoned investigation of the reliability of witness testimony, they turn
irrationalism into their god – because that’s what apotheosis means! She

really got it all upside down. If she knows it, she is a liar. If she doesn’t, she
has no clue what scholarship is all about.
In the same vein, she writes on page 245, quote

“They [meaning the revisionists] attempt to project the
appearance of being committed to the very values that they in
truth adamantly oppose: reason, critical rules of evidence, and
historical distinction.” – unquote
After all that we have explained so far, it ought to be clear that she’s talking
about herself here.
Her steadfast refusal to debate those who subject her narrative of the
Holocaust to tough attempts at refutation is legendary:

“Whenever the plans include inviting a denier I categorically
decline to appear [on TV talk shows]. As I make clear in these
pages the deniers want to be thought of as the ‘other side.’
Simply appearing with them on the same stage accords them
that status. […] Refusal to debate the deniers thwarts their
desire to enter the conversation as a legitimate point of view.”
(pp. xi)

“I explained repeatedly that I would not participate in a debate
with a Holocaust denier. The existence of the Holocaust was
not a matter of debate.” (p. 1)

“Time need not be wasted in answering each and every one of
the deniers’ contentions. It would be a never-ending effort to
respond to arguments posed by those who falsify �ndings,
quote out of context, and dismiss reams of testimony because
it counters their arguments. It is the speciousness of their
arguments, not the arguments themselves, that demands a
response.” (p. 33)
Of course, she has the right not to talk to or even be seen with people she
dislikes. She even has the right not to address arguments she detests,
which is exactly her approach, as she writes on page 33. Stop this video to
read it. If you do, note again that she mentions only “reams of testimony,”
but no documents or physical evidence.
Later in her book, however, she does discuss some revisionist arguments,
which we will address later.
As we pointed out earlier, refusing to expose one’s own theory to serious
attempts of refutation is a hallmark of a pseudo-scholarly attitude.
Refusing to take opposing arguments into serious consideration sheds a
bad light on those who do this – not on the arguments they reject out of
hand.
In addition, claiming that certain things are simply not up for debate is also
a clear and present sign of an unscholarly attitude, not to say sheer bigotry.
Although Dr. Lipstadt admits that there are many aspects of the Holocaust
that are debated among mainstream historians, she insists that – quote

“There is a categorical difference between debating these types
of [mainstream] questions [about the Holocaust] and debating
the very fact of the Holocaust.” – unquote (p. xii)
Well, we hate to tell you, Dr. Deborah, but the freedom of hypothesis is a
fundamental principle of science. Just because you don’t like it doesn’t
mean you can ignore its existence and still claim to be a scholar. You have

to ma ke up your mind.
Apart from all this, Lipstadt’s warning that debating revisionists would
improve their public reputation is not even true, because if the evidence for
the Holocaust is as overwhelming and the claims of revisionists as
untenable as Dr. Lipstadt claims, engaging them in a debate would be a
golden opportunity to expose their alleged quackery and stupidity. Only if
revisionism has intrinsic validity would it gain stature by a public hearing.
Here is the real reason why Lipstadt won’t debate revisionists:[18]
“[Lipstadt:] ‘I will not debate you. Not here, not now, not ever!’

We could easily turn the tables on Dr. Lipstadt by demonstrating that her
primary motive is not historical accuracy but shoring up Jewish identity and
group cohesion. But since we consider motives to be only of passing
interest, and because they do not in any way invalidate factual arguments,
we won’t waste our time with this. Dr. Lipstadt, by the way, agrees that at
the end of the day, motives are rather irrelevant when she writes on page
232 – quote:

“But on some level [U.S. historian Dr.] Carl Degler was right:
[The revisionists’] motives are irrelevant.” – unquote
But if that is so, then why write a whole book on proclaiming the
revisionist’s motives?
When it comes to Lipstadt’s motives, there is one topic we have to brie�y
mention here. As stated before, Dr. Lipstadt considers anti-Semitic and
related leanings to be abominable motives. Interestingly, she puts at the
same level of abomination another attitude, and that is philo-Germanism.
She uses that term frequently together with anti-Semitism, racism and/or
Nazism. Here are the quotes, which we won’t read to you. You can stop the
video if you want to take them in.

“The roots of Barnes’s views about the Holocaust and his
attitudes toward Israel go beyond his deep-seated
Germanophilia and revisionist approach to history: They can be
found in his antisemitism.” (p. 91)
“Most people who were aware of [the IHR’s] existence
dismissed it as a conglomeration of Holocaust deniers, neoNazis, philo-Germans, right-wing extremists, antisemites,
racists, and conspiracy theorists.” (p. 154)
“With the zeal of a convert, [Austin App] moved to the
isolationist, pro-German end of the political spectrum and
stayed there for the rest of his life.” (p. 76)
These statements indicate that, for Dr. Lipstadt, having positive feelings for
Germany or the German people is just as odious as being anti-Semitic or
racist. To put the shoe on the other foot: what do you think the average
person would think of us if we stated that it is odious to have pro- Jewish
feelings? We’d be labeled an anti-Semite, right? But that stance would not
be different than Dr. Lipstadt’s attitude.
How crazy her attitude toward Germans and Germany really is can be seen
from two more quotes. In one, she seriously states that Germany has the
moral obligation to welcome anyone seeking refuge there:

“If Germany was also a victim of a ‘downfall,’ and if the
Holocaust was no different from a mélange of other tragedies,
Germany’s moral obligation to welcome all who seek refuge
within its borders is lessened.” (p. 243)
And in another one she states that she feels obligated to take charge of
how the Germans look at their own history:

“We [historians] did not train in our respective �elds in order to

stand like watchmen and women on the Rhine. Yet this is what
we must do.” (p. 222)
Considering that there are currently around a billion people on this planet
who, due to war, famine, poverty and civil unrest, are inclined to seek refuge
elsewhere,[19] and if we keep in mind that one favorite destination of those
migrants is Germany, is Dr. Lipstadt seriously saying that Germany has the
moral obligation to welcome a billion people, if they decide to come? Is she
out of her mind? And why exactly does Germany have that obligation, but
Israel does not?
To top it off, Dr. Lipstadt’s father was German. That explains her last name,
which is a town in Westphalia, Germany.[20] So what we have here is an
ethnic German of the Jewish faith who hates her own ethnicity. It’s a selfhating Jew of a different kind. Actually, many if not most Jews have some
German blood running in their veins, and quite a few of them hate that fact
with a passion. It’s worth some psychiatric analysis, but we won’t go there.

�. Lies about Revisionists
Let’s now turn to some false claims Dr. Lipstadt makes about Holocaust
revisionists and what they claim. Actually, let us rename this section the
Straw-Man Fallacy, because that’s what we are dealing with here. And here
is how it works. First, you ignore the real arguments, or even the persons
making the real, hard-hitting arguments. Then you either create a made-up,
pretend argument, or you refute the weak arguments of some person who
is only a marginal �gure in the area of contention. Then you defeat that
made-up or weak argument, and �nally you declare victory over the entire
area of contention. This table, broken into two parts, lists in the left column
the people whom Dr. Lipstadt deals with in her book, and in the right
column the people who have contributed major scholarly works to
Holocaust revisionism as of 1992.
#

Persons in
Dr. Lipstadt’s Focus

Major Contributor to
Holocaust Revisionism

1

Maurice Bardèche

–

2

Paul Rassinier

Paul Rassinier

3

Harry E. Barnes

–

4

David Hoggan

–

5

Austin App

–

6

Richard Harwood

–

7

Arthur R. Butz

Arthur R. Butz

8

Robert Faurisson

Robert Faurisson

9

Willis A. Carto

–

10

Ernst Zündel

–

11

Fred Leuchter

Fred Leuchter

12

David Irving

–

#

Persons in
Dr. Lipstadt’s Focus

Major Contributor to
Holocaust Revisionism

13

Bradley R. Smith

–

14

Ernst Nolte

–

15

Mark Weber

Mark Weber

16

–

Franz J. Scheidl

17

–

Emil Aretz

18

–

Wilhelm Stäglich

19

–

Udo Walendy

20

–

Walter N. Sanning

21

–

Carlo Mattogno

22

–

John C. Ball

23

–

Friedrich P. Berg

24

–

Enrique Aynat Ecknes

25

–

Brian Renk

26

–

Henri Roques

27

–

Serge Thion

As you can see, of the 25 individuals listed, only �ve are a hit. Ten of the
people Lipstadt discusses have never contributed anything of scholarly
value to Holocaust revisionism. The late mainstream historian Dr. Nolte
isn’t even a revisionist by any stretch of the imagination. He got into Dr.
Lipstadt’s crosshairs only because he basically insisted that any historian
claiming to be a scholar has to take the revisionists and their arguments
seriously rather than ignore or malign them. Most of the others – Barnes,
Hoggan, App, Carto, Zündel, Irving and Smith – have polemicized about the
Holocaust, but not a single one of them has ever written even a single
thoroughly researched and referenced article on the Holocaust, let alone a
monograph. Lipstadt therefore cherry-picked these individuals exactly
because they polemicized, which makes them an easy target. Bardèche
even believed in the gas chambers and thus a Holocaust, in spite of
Lipstadt’s false claim to the contrary on her page 56.[21]
Ten persons who did contribute major scholarly works as of late 1992 are
not on Dr. Lipstadt’s list. And we apologize in case we missed anyone.[22]
Not all of them are of equal value, and we are listing them here only to
show that Dr. Lipstadt either has no clue what Holocaust revisionism is all
about, or that she is maliciously hiding it from her readers.
In any case, she took a grotesque misrepresentation of Holocaust
revisionism in order to show that it has no scholarly merits, and that

revisionists are merely driven by detestable motives. And ever since, the
Holocaust orthodoxy has declared victory over revisionism as such.
Had Dr. Lipstadt done her homework, she would have had no problem
�nding out which revisionist publications existed back then, because in
1988, Italian Holocaust researcher Carlo Mattogno published a paper on
the birth, development and criticism of Holocaust revisionism.[23] It lists all
major revisionist works published in all languages which had appeared by
the time that article was �nalized, and it also lists reactions by mainstream
authors to those publications. Dr. Lipstadt knew the English-language
journal where that paper was published, because she mentions and quotes
papers from it in her book many times.
Dr. Lipstadt wrote her book at a time when Holocaust revisionism
underwent a paradigm shift. Triggered by Fred Leuchter’s expert report,[24]
many new researchers joined that school of thought and gave it a major
boost, resulting in a wide range of publications. Here is a list of the most
important authors among them. Again, apologies in case we missed
anyone.
• Jürgen Graf
• Jean Plantin
• Joseph Halow
• Germar Rudolf
• Jean-Marie Boisdefeu
• Willy Wallwey (using pen names)
• Don Heddesheimer
• Thomas Dalton
• Samuel Crowell
• Santiago Alvarez
• Nicholas Kollerstrom
• Warren B. Routledge
• Franco Deana

• Klaus Schwensen
• Paul Grubach
• Friedrich Jansson
• Thomas Kues
• Vincent Reynouard
At least the most important ones among them ought to have played some
role in the 2016 edition of Lipstadt’s book, but they didn’t.
So much for Dr. Lipstadt’s picking the wrong people. Let us now turn to
some of the few hits she made. Four of them are of relevance here:
• Prof. Robert Faurisson,
• Mark Weber,
• Prof. Arthur Butz and
• Fred A. Leuchter
Let’s deal with Prof. Faurisson �rst. By the time Ms. Lipstadt wrapped up
her typescript in late 1992, Faurisson had published a monograph where he
summarized his case,[25] a response to a major critic of his,[26] and a
number of papers that deserve to be called “scholarly” in their
approach,[27] although most of them in French, and some written under a
pen name.[28] Dr. Lipstadt mentions none of them. In her footnote 14 on
page 293, she does quote – although incompletely – one paper by
Faurisson which summarizes his reason as to why the hypothesis that the
Nazis used gas chambers to mass murder people is a problem, hence the
title of the paper:[29] “The ‘Problem of the Gas Chambers.’” Considering the
brevity and dearth of references of that paper, we hesitate calling it
scholarly in nature. It’s more of a provocation and a mission statement, if
you wish. But be that as it may, doing Faurisson justice in 1992 would have
meant taking on his 280-page monograph Mémoire en defense and the
sequel Réponse à Pierre Vidal-Naquet. But instead, Lipstadt focuses on
polemical statements Faurisson made over the years.

When it comes to revisionist historian Mark Weber, Lipstadt mentions only
one of his many papers on the Holocaust, of which we list here only the
major ones:
• Weber, Mark, “Buchenwald: Legend and Reality,” Journal of
Historical Review, 7(4) (1986), pp. 405-417
• Weber, Mark, “Jewish Soap,” Journal of Historical Review , 11(2)
(1991), pp. 217-227
• Weber, Mark, “The Nuremberg Trials and the Holocaust,” Journal
of Historical Review, 12(2) (1992), pp. 167-213
• Weber, Mark, “Bergen-Belsen Camp: The Suppressed Story,”
Journal of Historical Review, 15(3) (1995), pp. 23-30
• Weber, Mark, “High-Frequency Delousing Facilities at Auschwitz,”
Journal of Historical Review, 18(3) (1999), pp. 4-12
The paper highlighted here is mentioned by Lipstadt, but all she has to say
about it is that Weber – quote

“blamed the postwar spread of the rumor that the Nazis made
Jews into soap on Simon Wiesenthal and Stephen Wise – a
claim that has no relationship to reality.” – unquote (pp. 226f.)
That’s not merely a straw-man fallacy, it’s one of the many lies Lipstadt
spreads. Here is what Weber wrote, after having shown that Wiesenthal and
Wise, among many others, spread the soap lie during and after the war.
Quote:

“In April 1990, professor Yehuda Bauer of Israel’s Hebrew
University, […] had the chutzpah to blame the [soap] legend on
‘the Nazis.’

Let’s now turn to Prof. Butz. Since his one and only monograph on the
Holocaust is rather famous, Lipstadt couldn’t dodge that bullet, but she

chose to ignore the main points of Butz’s book and focus on minor issues
instead. Some of them she misrepresents, and by so doing, she turns her
own argument into a straw-man fallacy. If you are interested in details, get
the Bungled book shown. Here, we will focus on Butz’s two main arguments
which Lipstadt completely ignores.
Butz’s �rst main argument goes as follows:
Germany’s enemies owned or had access to many dense information
networks in German-occupied Europe: secret-service agents, underground
resistance organizations, the Catholic Church, Jewish organizations, the
Red Cross, to name only a few. Had a Holocaust been going on, they would
have known. Yet the way they acted clearly indicates that they had no
serious, trustworthy, reliable information about it.
In a 1982 paper, which Dr. Lipstadt also ignored, Dr. Butz summarized his
thesis again, which is at times somewhat awkwardly presented in his book.
The main points he makes in his book can be gleaned from the headlines
he used in this article. Stop the video to read them.[30]

• “Both the wartime records and behavior of the Jews in
occupied Europe show that they had no information of an
extermination program.”
• “Jewish bodies outside occupied Europe […] did not act as
though they believed their own claims of ‘extermination.’”
• “Allied governments and their o�cials did not act as though
they believed the extermination claims, and their intelligence
services never produced any information corroborative of the
claims.”
• “The Vatican did not believe the extermination claims.”
• “The actions and reports of the International Red Cross do not
harmonize with the extermination claims.”
• “The German resistance to Hitler, including the substantial
part that was lodged in German military intelligence, was not
cognizant in any way of a program of exterminating Jews.”

• “The German documents speak not of extermination, but
basically of a program of expulsion and resettlement in the
east. There is nothing about ‘gas chambers’ in the
concentration camp or other German records.’”
Butz’s second main argument is that the Holocaust myth rests on the dual
interpretation of innocuous items or events whose meaning the creators of
the myth turned into something ill-boding. In the preface to the 2015 edition
of his book, Butz writes about that – quote:[31]

“I analyzed the speci�cs of the alleged extermination process
at Auschwitz. I showed that all of the speci�c material facts
required a dual interpretation of relatively mundane facts, e.g.
transports, selections, showers, shaving hair, Zyklon B,
crematoria, etc., all real and all relatively mundane, had been
given a second [devious] interpretation.” – unquote
Hence, the questions are:
• Were the Jews transported to be killed, or to be expelled and put
to slave labor?
• On arrival in the camps, were fragile Jews selected to be killed, or
to be sent elsewhere?
• Were the showers fake to camou�age gas chambers, or real to
give the inmates a bath?
• Was the inmates’ hair shaved off to exploit even the least body
part before killing them, or to combat lice infestations?
• Was Zyklon B a mass-murder weapon, or was it used to kill lice,
hence save inmates’ lives?
• Were crematoria used to erase evidence of mass murder, or to
prevent the spread of diseases?
There is much more in Butz’s trail-blazing book which Lipstadt evidently
cannot handle, some of which we can mention here only brie�y, as for
instance the issue of false confessions by alleged perpetrators. Lipstadt

hides from her readers that
a. the Allies systematically tortured their German prisoners after the
war to extract quote-unquote “confessions,” and that
b. the Allies presented during the Nuremberg Tribunal quote-unquote
“evidence”, such as extorted confessions, fraudulent expert
reports and �lm footage with mendacious narrations, which
quote-unquote “convinced” some of the defendants that the
Holocaust claims were true.
Lipstadt hides or misrepresents these and other facts laid out by Dr. Butz
as well. See the Bungled book for more details.
The other individual discussed by Lipstadt who wrote a signi�cant
revisionist study is Fred Leuchter, the former U.S. expert on execution
technologies. A lot of things that Lipstadt writes on him, however, are ad
hominem attacks. But because that is completely beside the point, we’ll
simply ignore that here and will focus only on factual arguments. For this,
let’s turn again to her endnotes. Her chapter on Leuchter has a whopping
114 of them. How many of them refer to sources that address in any
technical or scienti�c way any of the technical and toxicological issues
raised by Leuchter? Basically only 13. One of them is an article by Robert
Faurisson, which we can ignore, as Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t quote it to support
her own case. The other twelve are from three works by the French
pharmacist Jean-Claude Pressac (notes 56, 58, 62-65, 85, 87-90).
We will again encounter the same pattern later when addressing the way
Lipstadt discusses actual revisionist arguments about the alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. There, too, she relies exclusively on
Pressac: of the 29 endnotes referencing her discussion about the gas
chambers, 28 refer to Pressacs’s �rst book,[32] and one to a revisionist
book by Faurisson – which, again, cannot be counted.
Such a referential monoculture is truly pitiful. Dr. Lipstadt basically has only
one leg to stand on. How can any scholar seriously write a treatise when
there is only one relevant work to quote from?

We’ll postpone discussing Lipstadt’s at-times-fallacious arguments to the
last section of this documentary when dealing with all the rest of them.
In closing this section on revisionist personalities, let us brie�y mention
Bradley Smith, the founder of the Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust. Lipstadt’s chapter on him is the core of her book, but it is also
the least substantiated. First of all, as we mentioned earlier, Smith never
really wrote anything of substance on the Holocaust, which makes him an
easy straw-man target. Next, Smith merely applies the Western ideal of the
open marketplace of ideas to a topic where Lipstadt and her ilk don’t want
it applied. For decades, Smith has argued that – quote

“Anyone should be encouraged to investigate critically the
Holocaust story in the same way they are encouraged to
investigate every other historical event. This is not a radical
point of view. The culture of critique was developed millennia
ago by Greek philosophers like Socrates, and was renewed
centuries ago during the Enlightenment.” – unquote (from a
CODOH Campus Project ad, 1991)
What’s wrong with that? Smith managed to place hundreds of these ads in
campus newspapers, followed up by radio interviews and even TV shows.
That’s what caused the two mainstream historians mentioned by Dr.
Lipstadt to worry and ask her to research the matter. In fact, the cover art of
the 1993 hardcover edition features press clippings from media reactions
which Bradley Smith triggered with his Campus Project, that is to say, his
attempt to bring Holocaust revisionism to the attention of college and
university students as well as professors throughout the United States.

As results from what Lipstadt writes and from all the organizations
supporting her, her book was primarily geared toward being part of a
concerted effort to thwart Smith’s Campus Project. Smith felt the effects
early on. He describes it in his autobiography Break His Bones, which you
can read online at the address shown.[33] If you are interested in �nding
out what motivated Smith to do this, and what he experienced as backlash
from the establishment, we highly recommend reading it. But here is a brief
video clip from the documentary El Gran Tabu.[34]
“[…] American ex-patriot living in Mexico. In the 1950s, Bradley,
then a bookseller, was prosecuted by the U.S. government for
selling the Henry Miller book Tropic of Cancer.

It was then considered pornographic, even though now it is
considered to be a great work of literature. Since then, Bradley
has been a strong advocate for free speech and intellectual
freedom. He travels North America speaking to college
students about the persecution of Holocaust revisionists.
‘The way I look at it, the ideal of intellectual freedom is the one
great idea of American culture. There may be others, but that’s
the one great one. It didn’t originate with the constitution. It
came out of the renaissance, it came out of the Greek culture,
and it came out of the British. And it was institutionalized in our
constitution in the First Amendment. The First Amendment is
rather peculiar, because things like it are not available, even in
Canada. They don’t have the equivalent of our First
Amendment. We can’t have intellectual freedom, if we don’t
have the right to dissent. It’s just not possible. If you can’t
dissent from an orthodox opinion, you’re not free to think about
that view. Or if you’re free to think about it, you have to keep it to
yourself. But it’s not a culture of intellectual freedom if you don’t
have the right to dissent. The professorial class is not in
complete agreement with that. The professorial class believes
that, in my experience, that most people have the right to
dissent, but some don’t.

Revisionist arguments with regard to the Holocaust are being
criminalized in country after country after country in Europe,
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the laws have already
been drawn up to criminalize revisionist arguments here in
America. And it’s done by people who are sincere.’”
Lipstadt’s chapter on Smith is a telling exposé of how she has been and
keeps conspiring with her like-minded colleagues to suppress Smith’s
campaign for intellectual freedom and open debate on the Holocaust.
Lipstadt claims that this is not a matter of First Amendment rights,
because the First Amendment merely prevents the United States
government from passing laws to limit free speech. While this is formally
correct, it is also like saying that, while the U.S. government has to abide by
the law, we normal people can act as we damn well please. In contrast, the
Bill of Rights should be a moral example of how any responsible, powerful
group of people should behave. Lipstadt’s excuse on page 215 that, if the
revisionists get turned down by one media outlet, quote, “there are always
other publications,” unquote, is a bad joke, because it’s been her and her
comrades’ mission in life to make sure that there isn’t any, quote, “other
publication,” unquote, except for those the revisionists publish themselves,
and then Lipstadt and company strive to make sure that the sale of this
revisionist material is banned everywhere else, too. It’s like saying: “Yeah,
you have the right to speak, but only to yourself!” Hence, this is not just
about having the right to speak freely, but also for everyone to decide for
themselves who they want to listen to. Using power the way Dr. Lipstadt
and her ilk have been using it for decades in order to prevent others from
being able to hear is a violent act. It’s like locking you up in a soundproof
room.
Smith has described how it works – quote:[35]

“Every professor and working reporter understands perfectly
well that, once he or she is smeared with the neo-Nazi [or antiSemite] label […] they know they are dead ducks. They know
that from that moment on they are going to have to get a job at
McDonalds or at a car wash someplace because no newspaper
and no university will ever again employ them.” – unquote
That’s the power Lipstadt and her ilk wield, and her chapter on Smith proves
that they misuse it wherever they see �t to destroy freedom of science and
scholarship on this matter.
Lipstadt justi�es that by claiming that Holocaust revisionists don’t have
opinions but mere prejudices, as for instance about Smith on page 215. In
essence, she lobbies for the idea that there should not be a freedom to
express prejudices:

“Opinion must be grounded in fact. Facts inform opinions and
opinions, inspired by different interests and passions, can differ
widely and still be legitimate as long as they respect factual
truth. Freedom of opinion is a farce unless factual information
is guaranteed and the facts themselves are not in dispute.” (p.
xiv)
But how can we distinguish between facts on the one hand and errors or
lies on the other? Lipstadt just throws these terms at us and thinks that
solves the issue, when in fact it merely confounds it. In other words, she is
shifting the goalpost again.
If we wanted to cut out from a free exchange of ideas all those utterings
that are not su�ciently based on facts, then the questions arise:
a. How do we reliably measure the degree to which an opinion is
based on facts?
b. Who sets the limit below which we cut out non-eligible utterings?
And

c. And most importantly: Who de�nes authoritatively what counts as
a fact? A Ministry of Truth? Or Dr. Lipstadt?
And there’s the rub. Dr. Lipstadt would like to play Goddess Almighty by
deciding what is fact and what is not. To �nd out what is fact and what is
not was exactly the purpose of Smith’s campus advertisement project: get
the smartest brains of the nation to mull it over – without being threatened
by Dr. Lipstadt and her comrades, should they come to iconoclastic results.
There’s nothing wrong with Smith’s approach. There is everything wrong
with thwarting that process though, as is Dr. Lipstadt’s goal. It is profoundly
anti-academic, anti-intellectual, anti-scholarly, anti-scienti�c. It’s dogmatic,
taboo-driven, arrogant, imperious and overbearing.
The right to free inquiry, and even the obligation to inquire, is at the heart of
academia. That is the �rst, most profound and most important thing that
every professor should publicly profess. If they don’t profess that, they are
not professors. Period.

�. Discussing Arguments
Let’s now turn to historical arguments themselves, which aren’t the core of
Lipstadt’s book, but they are the core of the issue at hand. Before doing
that, let us summarize how Dr. Lipstadt backs up factual claims. When
analyzing her endnotes, we �nd that she relies heavily on political
propaganda material, to a large degree written by the political pressure
group ADL; she very frequently doesn’t quote the source itself but thirdparty publications writing about them;[36] she cites source material that is
utterly “unquotable,” most prominent among them a collection of
newspaper clippings,[37] and relies on only one author – Pressac – when
discussing the core issue: were there homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz to exterminate the Jews? In many cases, however, she makes
claims which she doesn’t back up with anything at all.
As a result of her not going back to the sources, she commits major
blunders, for instance in her section where she discusses claims allegedly
made by the late German historian Dr. Ernst Nolte, whose writings Lipstadt
evidently has never read. Most of what she claims, Nolte in fact never wrote

or said.
Now we’ll delve deeper into the factual discussion to see whether the same
pattern can be found there. Buckle up and enjoy the ride!

�.�. The Chemistry of Auschwitz
In his famous report, Leuchter claimed that the active ingredient in Zyklon
B, hydrogen cyanide, reacts with iron compounds present in masonry to
form a very stable pigment called Prussian Blue, as it did in these walls of
two Auschwitz fumigation chambers, and that this pigment ought to be
present to this day in the walls of the claimed homicidal gas chambers of
Auschwitz, where Zyklon B is said to have been used for mass murder.
Lipstadt disputes that claim on pages 188-190. We wonder, though, what
knowledge or education might permit her to make any statement in this
regard. She is a specialist in Jewish history, not in chemistry, and she
doesn’t even try to shore up any of her claims with any references to
chemical literature.
Since that issue has been dealt with in a separate, 100-minute
documentary,[38] we take a pass here and direct the interested viewer to
that video instead which was recently put into quarantine by YouTube, by
the way. Su�ce it here to say that Dr. Lipstadt isn’t even aware of the many
issues and aspects involved.

�.�. The Diesel Controversy
Next, let’s turn to diesel gas chambers. In her �rst chapter, Dr. Lipstadt
relates the controversy surrounding a statement made by U.S. journalist Pat
Buchanan about the possibility of committing mass murder with dieselengine exhaust, a method claimed for the so-called extermination camps at
Treblinka and Belzec. Stop the video to read what she wrote about it.

“Patrick Buchanan, one of the foremost right-wing conservative
columnists in the country, used his widely syndicated column to
express views that come straight from the scripts of Holocaust

deniers. He argued that it was physically impossible for the gas
chamber at Treblinka to have functioned as a killing apparatus
because the diesel engines that powered it could not produce
enough carbon monoxide to be lethal. Buchanan’s ‘proof’ was a
1988 incident in which ninety-seven passengers on a train in
Washington, D.C., were stuck in a tunnel as the train emitted
carbon monoxide fumes. Because the passengers were not
harmed, Buchanan extrapolated that the victims in a gas
chamber using carbon monoxide from diesel engines would
also not have been harmed. He ignored the fact that the
gassings at Treblinka took as long as half an hour and that the
conditions created when people are jammed by the hundreds
into small enclosures, as they were at Treblinka, are
dramatically different from those experienced by a group of
people sitting on a train.” (pp. 6f.)
We won’t bother going into the details here, because, heck, it’s just a
comment a journalist made. Lipstadt gets all upset about it, but in her
discussion she completely fails to even mention the actual scienti�c paper
upon which that debate is based.[39] We show some relevant publications
here, just in case you are curious.[40] None of them can be found in
Lipstadt’s book. She just produced hot air.

�.�. Cremation Capacities
The next topic concerns the capacity of the crematoria at Auschwitz. If you
wanted to �gure out what the features of a cremation furnace are, what
would you do? Well, any reasonable person would consult expert literature
on cremation, and if push comes to shove, engineering calculations and
experiments could also be performed. But not so our Debbie. She instead
refers to a simple letter by the Auschwitz administration. Again, stop the
video to read her ramblings, if you care to.

“Leuchter was unaware of a host of documents pertaining to
the installation and construction of the gas chambers and
crematoria. He did not know of a report �led in June 1943 by
the Waffen-SS commandant of construction at Auschwitz on

the completion of the crematoria. The report indicated that the
�ve crematoria had a total twenty-four-hour capacity of 4,756
bodies. Leuchter had stated that the crematoria had a total
capacity of 156 bodies in the same period of time. Even if the
SS’s calculation was overly ‘optimistic,’ the difference between
it and Leuchter’s was staggering.” (pp. 187)
What’s her source for that letter? The transcript of the Second Zündel
Trial.[41] Needless to say, that document isn’t part of the trial transcript. A
proper historian would give an archival reference for the document
itself[42] or some secondary literature where it can be found.[43]
Logic – that is to say, math – natural laws that govern incineration
processes, technical cremation possibilities at the time, and the expert
evaluation of physical evidence, such as experiments and still-existing
crematories, as well as documentary evidence, such as construction plans,
operating instructions and cremation logs, play no role in her argument at
all. She might as well have quoted “survivor testimonies,” some of which
claim absolutely absurd cremation capacities. That’s Dr. Lipstadt’s world of
lala-science, also called pseudo-science.
If you want to read a book dealing with that topic, for which the authors
have gone through all the above steps to separate fact from �ction, then
look at this 3-volume work written by the late Italian engineer Dr. Franco
Deana together with Italian historian Carlo Mattogno.[44] In this massive
work, the authors concluded that the actual cremation capacity of
Auschwitz roughly coincided with the recorded death toll of registered
inmates who died mainly of diseases, as documented in the Auschwitz
death records.[45] We’ll leave it at that, because the cremation issue is too
huge to be covered here in detail.

�.�. Untenable Technical Claims
When it comes to the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Dr.
Lipstadt makes a number of claims, every single one of which is both
unsubstantiated and untrue.

• the homicidal gas chambers had “powerful” (pp. 168, 253) or
“sophisticated ventilation systems” (p. 195), “especially designed”
for that purpose (p. 253)
• the delousing chambers “were constructed in the same fashion as
the [alleged] homicidal gas chambers” (p. 189).
• the Germans used “advanced technology for the purposes of
mass murder” (p. 102) by building “technologically advanced
instruments” (p. 106)]
We won’t bother proving this here, for one because the next documentary
slated for production – Questioning the Holocaust: Why We Believed, Part 2
– will deal with all these issues in depth, and also because we’ve taken up
too much of your time already.
One of Lipstadt’s favorite expressions is that there are “reams” of
documents which allegedly refute what revisionists claim (p. 196). As
mentioned before, she relies in this regard entirely on Pressac’s 1989 book
on Auschwitz,25 as she admits on page 255.

“The next few pages contain a brief summary of Pressac’s
extensive �ndings. Those who have found the deniers’ claims
about gas chambers the least bit troubling should have their
doubts set aside. Those who have never been persuaded in the
least by this assault on the truth will �nd the documents
overwhelming proof of the degree to which the deniers distort
history and lie about the evidence.”
And that’s where Lipstadt goes terminally bust. Pressac’s vacuous
ramblings have been dissected and refuted in the most minute and
comprehensive manner possible in two separate monographs which,
admittedly, appeared only after the �rst edition of Lipstadt’s book had come
out.[46] The new, 2016 edition should have taken that into account, but nay,
Dr. Lipstadt doesn’t need to pay attention to what’s going on in the real
world. She has the backing of the rich and mighty, and that’s good enough
for her.

Pressac’s claims, which have reinforced the belief of millions in the myth,
will be one of the main focuses of the upcoming documentary Questioning
the Holocaust: Why We Believed, Part 2, to which we referred.

�. Conclusion
We have never read such shoddy quote-unquote “scholarship” in our lives
as in Dr. Lipstadt’s book. She clearly has neither understood what the
principles and methods of science and scholarship are, nor has she any
clue about the historical topics she is writing about. She misquotes,
mistranslates, misrepresents, misinterprets, and makes a plethora of wild
claims without backing them up with anything. No wonder she refuses to
debate the revisionists
“[Lipstadt:] ‘I will not debate you. Not here, not now, not ever!’

In fact, Dr. Lipstadt herself has proclaimed the judgment in her own case.
All we have to do is quote her:
“[T]ruth has been the antithesis of [her] enterprise.” (p. 57)

Holocaust Handbooks, the world’s leading book series critically exploring
what the powers that be don’t want examined. Mesmerizing comprehensive
presentations, such as Lectures on the Holocaust, as well as cutting-edge
research results, such as The Real Case for Auschwitz. Read most of our
books free of charge at HolocaustHandbooks.com, where you can also
watch our riveting documentaries. All this high-quality content was made
possible by viewers like you. Please consider making a donation to help us
create more of this content. We cannot do it without you!
Thank you!
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The Malmedy trial took place from May 16 to July 16, 1946 at Dachau before a military
tribunal of American officers operating under rules established by the Nuremberg
International Military Tribunal.[1] American historian Steven P. Remy has written a
book titled The Malmedy Massacre which disputes that the 73 German defendants in this
trial were improperly convicted.
Remy states in his book’s conclusion that American interrogators did not use physical or
psychological pressure to obtain information at any of their postwar trials. Remy
writes:[2]
“There is no evidence that in the North African, European, or Pacific
theaters American interrogators relied on systematic forms of physical and
psychological pressure to obtain information from combatants or civilians.
Nor is there convincing evidence that they did so in war crimes
investigations after the war.”
This article will document some of the physical and psychological pressure used in the
Malmedy and other American-run postwar trials.

Improper Postwar Interrogations

Scene from the Malmedy Show Trial

Contrary to Remy’s statement, physical and psychological pressure was frequently used
by interrogators in American-run postwar trials. Benjamin Ferencz, a Jewish American
war crimes investigator who received a Harvard law degree in 1943, was assigned to
investigate the concentration camps at Buchenwald, Mauthausen and Dachau.[3]
Ferencz admits that he used threats to obtain confessions. Ferencz relates a story
concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel in which he took out his pistol in order to
intimidate him:[4]
“What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen (shot while trying to escape)… I said ‘you are in a
filthy uniform sir, take it off!’ I stripped him naked and threw his clothes out
the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls with
his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be. Then
I said ‘now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right now. I
am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der Flucht
erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are gonna sit
down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the camp,
who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about it. Or,
you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can write a
note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…’ (Ferencz gets
the desired statement and continues:) I then went to someone outside and
said ‘Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a coerced
confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him re-write it.’
The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second one and
destroy the first one. That was it.”
The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his
superior officer indicates that he operated in a culture where such illegal methods were
acceptable.[5] Any Harvard law graduate knows that such evidence is not admissible in
a legitimate court of law.
The defense counsel at the Mauthausen trial in Dachau insisted that signed confessions
of the accused, used by the prosecution to great effect, had been extracted from the
defendants through physical abuse, coercion, and deceit.[6] Ferencz admits that these
defense counsel’s claims were correct:[7]
“You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say,
an American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line
everyone up against the wall. Then I’d say, ‘Anyone who lies will be shot
on the spot.’ It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress
would be invalid.”
Robert Kempner was the American chief prosecutor in the Ministries Trial in which 21
German government officials were defendants. Kempner was a German Jew who had
lost his job as Chief Legal Advisor of the Prussian police department because of
National Socialist race laws. He was forced to emigrate first to Italy and then to the
United States. Kempner was bitter about the experience and was eager to prosecute and
convict German officials in government service.[8]
Kempner bribed German Under Secretary Friedrich Wilhelm Gaus to testify for the
prosecution in the Ministries Trial. The transcript of Kempner’s interrogation of Gaus
reveals that Kempner persuaded Gaus to exchange the role of defendant for that of
collaborator with the prosecution. Gaus was released from isolation, and a few days later
a German newspaper reported a long handwritten declaration from Gaus in which he

confessed the collective guilt of the German government service. Kempner had given
Gaus’s confession to the newspaper.[9] Kempner had also threatened to turn Gaus over
to the Soviets unless Gaus was willing to cooperate with the prosecution.[10]
Attorney Charles LaFollete said that Kempner’s “foolish, unlawyer-like method of
interrogation was common knowledge in Nuremberg all the time I was there and
protested by those of us who anticipated the arising of a day, just such as we now have,
when the Germans would attempt to make martyrs out of the common criminals on trial
in Nuremberg.”[11]
Kempner also attempted to bribe German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker during
the Ministries Trial. However, von Weizsäcker courageously refused to cooperate.
Richard von Weizsäcker, who helped defend his father at the trial, wrote: “During the
proceedings Kempner once said to me that though our defense was very good, it suffered
from one error: We should have turned him, Kempner, into my father’s defense
attorney.” Richard von Weizsäcker felt Kempner’s words were nothing more than pure
cynicism.[12]

Torture of Defendants
Allied prosecutors often used torture to help convict the defendants at Nuremberg and
other postwar trials. A leading example of the use of torture to obtain evidence is the
confession of Rudolf Höss, the former commandant at Auschwitz. Höss’s testimony at
the Nuremberg trial was the most important evidence presented of a German
extermination program. Höss said that more than 2.5 million people were exterminated
in the Auschwitz gas chambers, and that another 500,000 inmates had died there of other
causes.[13] No defender of the Holocaust story today accepts these inflated figures, and
other key portions of Höss’s testimony at Nuremberg are widely acknowledged to be
untrue.
In 1983 the anti-Nazi book Legions of Death by Rupert Butler stated that Jewish Sgt.
Bernard Clarke and other British officers tortured Rudolf Höss into making his
confession. The torture of Höss was exceptionally brutal. Neither Bernard Clarke nor
Rupert Butler finds anything wrong or immoral in Höss’s torture. Neither of them seems
to understand the importance of their revelations. Bernard Clarke and Rupert Butler
prove that Höss’s testimony at Nuremberg was obtained by torture, and is therefore not
credible evidence in establishing a program of German genocide against European
Jewry.[14]
Bernard Clarke was not the only Jew who tortured Germans to obtain confessions.
Tuviah Friedman, for example, was a Polish Jew who survived the German
concentration camps. Friedman by his own admission beat up to 20 German prisoners a
day to obtain confessions and weed out SS officers. Friedman stated that “It gave me
satisfaction. I wanted to see if they would cry or beg for mercy.”[15]
Joseph Kirschbaum was also accused of physical abuse at the Malmedy trial when
German prisoner Otto Eichler accused Kirschbaum of beating him. A review of the
medical records indicated that Eichler had received an injury, but it could not be proven
that Kirschbaum had caused the injury.[16]

False and Perjured Witness Testimony
False witnesses were used at most of the Allied war-crime trials. Stephen F. Pinter
served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American trials of Germans at

Dachau. In a 1960 affidavit Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were used
to charge Germans with false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated, “Unfortunately, as a
result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were convicted and some
were executed.”[17]
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, later described
some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:[18]
“…the major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as ‘professional
witnesses,’ and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
‘Professional,’ since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question...”
As is easily demonstrated by studying the Franz Kofler trial, these witnesses had often
never laid eyes on the men against whom they were testifying! That they lied in court is
clear from a close reading of the proceedings of the trials, for their testimony is
frequently full of contradictions and inconsistencies.[19]
An embarrassing example of perjured witness testimony occurred at the Dachau trials.
U.S. investigator Joseph Kirschbaum brought a former concentration- camp inmate
named Einstein into the court to testify that the defendant, Menzel, had murdered
Einstein’s brother. Menzel, however, foiled this testimony—he had only to point to
Einstein’s brother sitting in the court room listening to the story of his own murder.
Kirschbaum thereupon turned to Einstein and exclaimed, “How can we bring this pig to
the gallows, if you are so stupid as to bring your brother into the court?”[20]
The use of false witnesses has been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was an
ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from 1941
to 1945. Neuhäusler wrote that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[21]

Willis N. Everett, Jr.
American attorney Willis N. Everett, Jr. was the lead defense counsel at the Malmedy
trial. Everett was convinced that the Malmedy trial had been an ethical abomination.
Approximately 100 of Everett’s friends and some additional American military officers
advised Everett to forget about the Malmedy case and live in the present. Everett’s sense
of ethics, however, set him on a mission to obtain justice for the Malmedy
defendants.[22]
Everett and another defense-team member prepared a 228-page critique of the
investigation and trial, stating that the Malmedy convictions had been secured primarily
on the basis of “illegal and fraudulently procured confessions.” The petition also argued
that the trial was a travesty of justice to German soldiers since the Allies were also guilty
of the same violations of international law. Everett sent this document to Lt. Col. Clio
Straight’s office for inclusion in the internal review process that was mandatory before
verdicts and sentences became final.[23]

Everett began a multipronged campaign of judicial appeal, publicity and congressional
pressure to get a retrial of the Malmedy case. Everett filed an unsuccessful petition with
the U.S. Supreme Court to rehear the Malmedy case. Everett then prepared an appeal to
the International Court of Justice in The Hague (ICJ). Everett knew there was little
chance the ICJ would accept his case since only states could be parties to cases before
the ICJ. The ICJ predictably refused to hear Everett’s appeal of the Malmedy case.[24]
Everett made a huge personal and financial sacrifice to free the Malmedy defendants.
The physical and emotional stress from the appeal process caused Everett to suffer from
declining health and at least one heart attack. Everett estimated his out-of-pocket
expenses to be as much as $50,000, to which must be added the income lost through his
neglect of his law practice. The West German consul in Atlanta later presented Everett
with a check for $5,000 as a gesture of appreciation for his inexhaustible efforts on
behalf of the Malmedy defendants.[25]
Why did Everett make such a huge personal and financial sacrifice? Remy writes:[26]
“Everett also believed the army had treated him shabbily. He had been given
an assignment for which he did not have the requisite experience or enough
time, in his view, to prepare the case. Though he and the other defense
lawyers had nonetheless mounted a vigorous defense, they lost the case, and
badly. Facing the prospect of returning to his struggling Atlanta law firm
and professional obscurity, he viewed a challenge to the outcome of the
Malmedy trial as an opportunity for personal and professional redemption.
Not least, there was the possibility of considerable financial gain, as he
believed he had a story worth a great deal of money to the press.”
Remy provides no documentation for his contention that Everett challenged the outcome
of the Malmedy trial “as an opportunity for personal and professional redemption” and
“the possibility of considerable financial gain.” Everett had more to gain financially and
professionally by forgetting the Malmedy trial and working full time in his law firm.
Remy by his unsubstantiated statements is attempting to discredit Everett’s motives for
challenging the Malmedy verdict.

Conclusion
Steven Remy writes:[27]
“The creation and perpetuation of self-serving myths about the past remains
one of the most powerful cultural and political forces in the modern world.
Gone unchallenged, such myths harden hearts and impede dialog and
reconciliation between individuals, communities, and entire nations. They
block the flow of honest and open-ended argument about the past and its
significance to the present. Understanding the relationship between conflict
and memory—individual and collective—will always be difficult and
inconclusive. The point is to keep having the arguments.”
Remy is correct that we should keep having the arguments. These arguments should
include the following from American attorney Warren Magee, who served as defense
counsel in the Ministries Trial:[28]
“‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’ is the driving force behind the
prosecutions at Nuremberg. While it grieves me to say this, the prosecution
staff, its lawyers, research analysts, interpreters, clerks, etc. is largely
Jewish. Many are Germans who fled their country and only recently took

out American citizenship. Jewish influence was even apparent at the first
trial, labeled the IMT. Atrocities against Jews are always stressed above all
else… With persecuted Jews in the background directing the proceedings,
the trials cannot be maintained in an objectivity aloof from vindictiveness,
personal grievances, and racial desires for revenge… Basic principles have
been disregarded by ‘new’ Americans, many of whom have imbedded in
their very beings European racial hatreds and prejudices.”
The arguments should also include the following from Benjamin Ferencz:[29]
“I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials. For example, they might bring in 20 or 30 people,
line them up, each one with a number on a card tied around his neck. The
court would consist of three officers. None of them had any legal education
as far as I could make out; it was coincidental if they did. One officer was
assigned as defense counsel, another as prosecutor, the senior one presiding.
The prosecutor would get up and say something like this: We accuse all of
you of being accomplices to crimes against humanity and war crimes and
mistreatment of prisoners of war and other brutalities in the camp, between
1942 and 1943, what do you have to say for yourself? Each defendant
would be given about a minute to state his case, which was usually, not
guilty. One trial for instance, which lasted two minutes, convicted 10 people
and sentenced them all to death. It was not my idea of a judicial process. I
mean, I was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.”
Ferencz states that nobody including himself protested against such procedures in these
Dachau trials.[30]
The Malmedy trial was probably closer to a fair judicial process than Ferencz’s
aforementioned description. However, the Malmedy trial was not a fair and impartial
hearing. The lack of documentary evidence, the use of mock trials and interrogation
methods designed to produce false confessions, military judges with little or no legal
training, and unreliable eyewitness testimony assured the conviction of all 73 German
defendants in the Malmedy trial.[31]
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Censorship with a Capital “C”
by Ken Meyercord

Censorship can take many forms. There’s the government censorship we associate with
socialist regimes (a notable exception being Israel, which has been under military
censorship for its entire existence). Take Cuba, for instance, which exercises tight
control over the access its citizens have to the internet. We are encouraged to attribute
this restriction to the fear Cuba’s leaders have that, if they allow information from
outside to seep through, their citizens will rise up in anger over being denied the rights
of a free people: inflammatory trolls, click-bait ads, and women-degrading pornography.
A recent episode in our relations with that feisty little island suggests the Cuban
government may have a different reason for limiting internet access. Back in 2010, the
US government—through that clandestine CIA-front organization, the US Agency for
International Development—attempted to take advantage of the Cuban government’s
decision to allow its citizens to own cellphones. USAID sponsored a team of geeks to
send text messages to the newly linked-in Cuban populace through a service they called
ZunZuneo, a sort of Cuba-specific Twitter.
The messages were initially apolitical so as not to arouse the suspicion of either the
Cuban authorities or Zunzuneo’s Cuban subscribers as to who might be behind the site.
Zunzuneo proved very successful initially, garnering 40,000 subscribers in just its first
year. But, in the long run, Zunzuneo proved ineffective in achieving its covert objective
—fomenting rebellion—especially after the Cuban government noticed it and started
blocking the site. In 2012 the operation was defunded and shut down (partly because
USAID was paying a large amount in text-messaging fees to the Cuban telephone
company, Cubacel).*
This spy-vs-spy saga lends legitimacy to foreign governments who have incurred our
displeasure constraining their citizens’ access to information from abroad. If we can get
so paranoid about a rinky-dink operation in Russia directing a miniscule number of
innocuous tweets our way, think how the Cubans feel, especially as in the case of the
USA versus Cuba, it’s asymmetric cyberwarfare. Think of the Russian meddlers being a
hundred times more powerful than they were (like our NSA) and us having onehundredth our true capability to counter their subversion (like Cuba), how would you
want our government to react?
Whatever your answer, no need to speculate on how our government would respond as
we have evidence from another covert action event. In 2014, Udo Ulfkotte, a German
journalist who at one time worked as an editor at one of Germany’s leading newspapers,
the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, published a memoir in which he claimed virtually
the entire German press corps was on the payroll of the CIA. He had personal
knowledge of this as he himself had been a beneficiary of CIA largesse.
The book, Gekaufte Journalisten (“Bought Journalists”), became a bestseller in
Germany despite the German media being banned from mentioning it. An English
edition, entitled Journalists for Hire, came out last spring but was immediately
suppressed. It’s listed on Amazon, but the only copy available sells for $997.09 (plus
$3.99 shipping!). I myself preordered the book a month before it was due out but have
yet to receive my copy (Amazon owes me $13.95).

The Canadian house which published the book, Tayen Lane, has removed it from its list
of publications without offering any explanation. Obviously, some very powerful
censors have managed to deny the English-speaking world the benefit of Mr. Ulfkotte’s
revelations, and we can’t hear from him directly any more as he died of a heart attack
last year at age 56.
When I was living in Lebanon a while ago, a line popular amongst the Lebanese was,
“The American media treats the American people as if they were raising mushrooms:
they keep them in the dark and feed them bullshit.” The fate of Journalists for Hire
illustrates the dark, malodorous, spore-filled trays in which we Americans are cultivated.
Who needs socialist-style government censorship when capitalists do such an effective
job censoring themselves? Look at how accommodating Amazon is in removing
unacceptable books from its shelves, or Google in doctoring its search results, Facebook
in blocking unacceptable pages, YouTube in censoring controversial videos, and Twitter
in deleting provocative tweets and twitters (unless presidential)—all with just a little
prodding from an insecure, hypocritical government.
(If you’d like to read Journalists for Hire in our native tongue, demand the cause be
taken up by such selectively indignant protectors of press freedom as PEN America,
which claims to “defend writers and protect free expression in the United States and
around the world”; the Newseum-linked Freedom House where “freedoms of
expression, association, and belief … are guaranteed”; and George Soros’s sovereigntyinfringing Open Society, which believes in “encouraging critical debate and respecting
diverse opinions”.)
* The information on ZunZuneo came from an article in the UK’s Guardian newspaper. Before you give
The Guardian—and by extension the capitalist press in general—credit for exposing a reprehensible
covert action, consider the ulterior motive they might have had for doing so. They may have sought to
misdirect the Cuban government by claiming a mole within the Cuban telephone company provided the
numbers of Cuba’s half-million cellphone users when the numbers were actually obtained by hacking into
Cubacel’s computer. Also, the article suggests Spanish authorities were unaware a company operating on
their territory was violating Spanish law by collecting politically-oriented personal data, when, more
likely, the Spaniards were quite cooperative (which would justify the Cubans responding in kind). In any
case, revealing the Zunzuneo scheme was harmless, as the Cubans were onto it and the operation had been
terminated (replaced by something more sophisticated and better funded?).

Christian Gerlach's The Extermination of the
European Jews
by Panagiotis Heliotis

This time we will take on the latest comprehensive elaboration on the Holocaust written
by a mainstream historian: The Extermination of the European Jews (Cambridge
University Press, 2016) by German historian Christian Gerlach, professor of modern
history at the University of Bern and associate editor of the Journal of Genocide
Research. The book’s content is organized as follows:
1. Introduction
Part I: Persecution by Germans
2. Before 1933
3. From enforced emigration to territorial schemes: 1933–41
4. From mass murder to comprehensive annihilation: 1941–42
5. Extending mass destruction: 1942–45
6. Structures and agents of violence
Part II: Logics of persecution
7. Racism and anti-Jewish thought
8. Forced labor, German violence and Jews
9. Hunger policies and mass murder

10. The economics of separation, expropriation, crowding and removal
11. Fighting resistance and the persecution of Jews
Part III: The European dimension
12. Legislation against Jews in Europe: A comparison
13. Divided societies: Popular input to the persecution of Jews
14. Beyond legislation: Non-German policies of violence
15. In the labyrinths of persecution: Survival attempts
16. Conclusion: Group destruction in extremely violent societies
The Holocaust, that is to say its major events, is basically covered in Part I (140 pages),
so we will focus on that. Parts II and III deal with other topics.

Imagined Solutions
Gerlach starts with the situation before 1933. In a sub-chapter titled “Imagined
‘Solutions’” he writes:
“It is often said that everybody should have known before 1933 that Hitler
and the Nazis wanted to destroy the Jews. However, relevant documents do
not make this so obvious. According to the 1920 program of the Nazi Party,
which was later declared ‘unchangeable,’ Jews should be stripped of their
German citizenship, all Jews should be legally regarded as foreigners, and,
as such, Germans should have priority over them with regard to
employment, with the suggestion of a possible option to expel Jewish
competitors. Jews were to be removed from the civil service, from
journalism and from ownership of journals and newspapers; all immigration
was to be outlawed and all immigrants (not just Jews) arriving after August
2, 1914, were to be expelled. […] In his book, Mein Kampf, Hitler did not
explicitly say that he wanted to kill the Jews. His likening of Jews to vermin
on several occasions was suggestive of this fact, but not unheard of in
German anti-Jewish discourse.” (p. 33)
He also notes:
“German activists were not alone in wanting to evict Jews from their
country or from all of Europe. A number of public figures in Europe
advocated this. In fact, some intellectuals had imagined removing all Jews
from Europe since the late eighteenth century. Paul de Lagarde seems to
have been the first – in the late 1800s – to suggest Madagascar explicitly as
a possible destination, a thought that became widespread later and was taken
up by the Nazis in 1940–41. By the 1930s, however, many other Jewish
settlement areas were being discussed.” (p. 35)
And what was the policy after 1933?
“If there was one overarching goal of the central authorities after 1933, it
was emigration. All Jews were supposed to leave Germany, and actions in
the country were supposed to serve that goal.” (p. 48)
After the outbreak of the war, that policy was changed. Resettlement instead of
emigration was the new plan:
“Such thinking was not exclusively German. US, British, French, Polish and

Japanese politicians suggested resettlement schemes. The Polish Prime
Minister in exile, Władysław Sikorski, suggested the resettlement of 3.5
million Polish Jews to the British Foreign Minister, Anthony Eden, as late
as in January 1942. Other deportation destinations suggested were Alaska,
Dutch Guyana and various other South American countries, Manchuria,
Angola, Ethiopia, Northern Rhodesia and the Philippines. Jewish emigration
to Palestine added to the territorial resettlement options. During the Evian
conference, Polish and Romanian diplomats urged President Roosevelt of
the US (unsuccessfully) to include the emigration of their Jewish nationals
in the work of the Intergovernmental Committee on Political Refugees.” (p.
60)
So far, so good. But when and how did this change to total extermination?

The Road to Extermination
Gerlach describes the evolution of the Nazi policy on the Jews as follows:
“Within one-and-a-half years, from the spring of 1941 to the late summer of
1942, the imaginations about schemes for the territorial concentration of the
Jews came to include more and more violence combined with ideas for the
selective mass murder of Jews in the Soviet Union that was to be occupied.
This led to intentions to kill virtually all Soviet Jews; to which were then
added plans to murder those Polish Jews who were regarded as
unproductive, until, finally, the plan to kill all European Jews by 1943 was
developed. Such policies came about through a complex process involving
different central and regional authorities and agencies – at different levels of
their hierarchies – and were the result of a number of intertwined motives.
Practice evolved accordingly, though in regionally uneven ways – from
selective mass shootings to almost complete annihilation in the occupied
Soviet territories in 1941, though in some regions large numbers of Jews
were spared for a year or longer; and from selective deportations from many
countries to newly built extermination centers; and then the almost complete
wiping out of Jewish communities in 1942.” (p. 66)
According to Gerlach, the Nazi system was “semi-decentralized and permitted a good
deal of flexibility, informal coordination and autonomy” (p. 119). He concludes:
“Historians have paid much attention to this German decision-making
process, and to changes in anti-Jewish policies. Following decades of
research it has become clear that there was no Nazi master plan from the
beginning and that decision-making was a complex and drawn-out process
involving many actors at many levels.” (p. 438)
Hence in short, Gerlach is basically in line with Hilberg. There was no central plan, no
budget, no special agency to exterminate the Jews. There were “ideas”, “intentions”,
“complex processes”, “different regional authorities and agencies”, “intertwined
motives” and “many actors”. If all this sounds confusing, it’s because it is.

Hitler’s Decision
Nevertheless, there had to be some sort of decision by Hitler to kill all of the European
Jews. Indeed, in his sub-chapter “Hitler’s decision in principle to kill all of the European
Jews” Gerlach informs us that:

“As a batch of documents shows, Hitler announced his decision in principle
to murder all of Europe’s Jews on or around December 12, 1941.” (p. 80)
But the reader will wait in vain for Gerlach to produce this “batch” (in his footnotes
actually he cites mostly authors, not documents). Instead, he quotes the following entry
from Goebbels’s diary:
“Regarding the Jewish question the Führer is determined to clear the table.
He warned the Jews that if they were to cause another world war, it would
lead to their own destruction. Those were not empty words. Now the world
war has come. The destruction of the Jews must be its necessary
consequence. We cannot be sentimental about it.” (ibid.)
Of course, Gerlach keeps silent about later entries which explain what Goebbels meant
by destruction, like the one on December 14, 1941:
“I speak with the Führer regarding the Jewish Question. He is determined to
take consistent action and not be deterred by bourgeois sentimentality.
Above all, the Jews must leave the Reich.”
Or that on February 5, 1942:
“The Jewish Question is again giving us a headache; this time, however, not
because we have gone too far, but because we are not going far enough.
Among large sections of the German people the idea is gaining headway
that the Jewish Question cannot be regarded as solved until all Jews have
left the Reich.”
Looking for some hard evidence, we move on to the sub-chapter “Toward a plan for
swift, direct extermination” where we read:
“Hitler’s decision in principle did not immediately lead to mass murder or
the erection of new extermination centers. The infamous Wannsee
conference of January 20, 1942 – a high-level interagency meeting about the
persecution of Jews – sheds light on why not. It provides insights into the
structures of the political process. But because the conference does not fit
well with many historians’ periodizations, some have been embarrassed by
it and have concluded as a result that it was not very important.” (p. 84)
Fortunately, Gerlach is here to save the day. He continues:
“At the conference Heydrich presented only vague plans for ‘combing out
Europe from West to East,’ bringing the captured Jews to eastern Europe,
letting most of them die during transport and forced labor, and then killing
the rest.” (p. 85)
Unfortunately, there is no mention of killings in the Wannsee Protocol. The only words
that appear are expulsion and emigration. Gerlach knows this, so he does not quote
anything from it. In fact, the passage he refers to says:
“In the course of the practical execution of the final solution, Europe will be
combed through from west to east. Germany proper, including the
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, will have to be handled first due to
the housing problem and additional social and political necessities. The
evacuated Jews will first be sent, group by group, to so-called transit
ghettos, from which they will be transported to the East.”

Casualties through labor are mentioned in the preceding passage:
“Under proper guidance, in the course of the final solution the Jews are to
be allocated for appropriate labor in the East. Able-bodied Jews, separated
according to sex, will be taken in large work columns to these areas for
work on roads, in the course of which action doubtless a large portion will
be eliminated by natural causes. The possible final remnant will, since it
will undoubtedly consist of the most resistant portion, have to be treated
accordingly, because it is the product of natural selection and would, upon
release (bei Freilassung), act as the seed of a new Jewish revival.”
Despite what the historians would like us to believe, there is no plan for mass murder
here. The text actually refers only to able-bodied Jews who will manage to survive the
harsh conditions, and upon release, help in the Jewish revival. So, they must be kept
detained, not killed.
Gerlach furthermore writes:
“Josef Bühler, the State Secretary of the General Government, and Alfred
Meyer, the Deputy Minister for the occupied Soviet territories, called for the
extermination to be carried out first in their territories because – as one of
Bühler’s remarks was summed up, ‘motives of labor policy would not
impede the course of this action.’” (ibid.)
Here’s what the Protocol actually says about Bühler:
“State Secretary Dr. Buehler stated that the General Government would
welcome it if the final solution of this problem could be begun in the
General Government, since on the one hand transportation does not play
such a large role here nor would problems of labor supply hamper this
action. Jews must be removed from the territory of the General Government
as quickly as possible, since it is especially here that the Jew as an epidemic
carrier represents an extreme danger and on the other hand he is causing
permanent chaos in the economic structure of the country through continued
black market dealings.”
It is clear that Gerlach is misleading the reader by cherry picking phrases and stitching
them together in his extermination scenario, a tactic much favored by Holocaust
historians. Even worse, he does not hesitate to resort to indirect falsifications. For
example:
“On July 19 Himmler ordered that the only Jews remaining in the General
Government by the end of the year should be confined in five large labor
camps. This was necessary, he argued, for the ‘separation of races and
peoples necessary for a new order in Europe,’ for security reasons, and
because Jews were a ‘moral and physical source of infection.’” (p. 91)
That order was directed at SS Obergruppenführer Krüger and it says (NO-5574):
“I herewith order that the resettlement of the entire Jewish population of the
General Government be carried out and completed by December 31, 1942.
From December 31, 1942, no persons of Jewish origin may remain within
the General Government, unless they are in concentration camps in Warsaw,
Cracow, Czestochowa, Radom, and Lublin. All other work on which Jewish
labor is employed must be finished by that date, or, in the event that this is
not possible, it must be transferred to one of the concentration camps.”

But a few pages later referring to the same order Gerlach writes:
“On July 19, 1942, Himmler had ordered that all of the Jews in the General
Government were either to be murdered or brought to SS camps by
December 31.” (p. 107)
The underlined text is a sly addition by Gerlach. He uses the same trick a little further on
with another order by Himmler on June 21, 1943. The order says (NO-2403):
“1) I order that all Jews still remaining in ghettos in the Ostland area be
collected in concentration camps. 2) I prohibit the withdrawal of Jews from
concentration camps for [outside] work from August 1, 1943. 3) A
concentration camp is to be built near Riga to which will be transferred the
entire manufacture of clothing and equipment now operated by the
Wehrmacht outside. All private firms will be eliminated. The workshops are
to be solely concentration camp workshops. The Chief of the SS Economic
and Administrative Main Office is requested to see to it that there will be no
shortfall in the production required by the Wehrmacht as the result of this
reorganization. 4) Inmates of the Jewish ghettos who are not required are to
be evacuated to the East. 5) As many male Jews as possible are to be taken
to the concentration camp in the oil-shale area for the mining of oil-shale. 6)
The date set for the reorganization of the concentration camps is August 1,
1943.”
And here’s what Gerlach claims:
“On June 21 he ordered that all of the ghettos in Reich Commissariat
Ostland be emptied by August 1 and that a certain proportion of their
inhabitants be killed, with the rest transferred to concentration camps.” (p.
110)
Needless to say, no source is given.

The Death Camps
Surprisingly, in a book about the Holocaust, the death camps rarely appear. There is a
very brief description about the killing operations in Belzec, Sobibor and Treblinka (p.
92), and a few other references like this:
“Under direct German administration the removal of German, Austrian and
Czech Jews, including many of those in Theresienstadt, was largely
completed by August 1943. Most of these were murdered at Auschwitz.
Repeatedly, the Jews remaining in Polish and Soviet territories occupied by
Germany were sorted according to skill or ability to work. Large numbers
were killed in the process and the rest were gradually moved to camps. Most
of the ghettos were dissolved.” (p. 102)
Or this:
“Large-scale deportations started on May 15, 1944, only two months after
the German invasion, and 430,000 Hungarian Jews were shipped to
Auschwitz within just eight weeks; about 75% were killed immediately
upon arrival.” (p. 114)
Or this:

“The first murders in the gas chambers at Belzec started in March 1942,
targeting Jews from the districts of Lublin and Galicia. They were designed
to kill people unfit for work – about 60% of the population, excluding those
aged between sixteen and thirty-five years old.” (p. 243)
There is also a table with some basic information (p. 120). Gerlach lists five of the six
death camps (he leaves Majdanek out), their area of responsibility, the murder method,
the construction date, the operation period, and the numbers and origins of Jews killed.
And that’s all. No details, no photos and of course, no witnesses. He merely quotes
books written either by himself or by similar historians, such as Berger, Browning, Pohl,
Schelvis and Tuchel.
Gerlach has a response for this (well, sort of):
“Why does this book not analyze methods of violence or killing in more
detail? The comparison of violence against a variety of groups suggests
caution for the following reasons. First, a wide array of forms of violence
were applied to the same group (for example, the Jews in Ukraine). Second,
the same method of violence was used against different groups (for
example, disabled people, Jews, Soviet POWs, Roma and Polish and Soviet
political opponents were all gassed). Third, the same unit or individual
might use various methods of violence. Also, inasmuch as people other than
those in the killing units determined who was to be killed or deported, and
when, the ways in which the killings occurred do not explain the events. All
this implies that the methods of violence employed do not necessarily say
much about the relationship between perpetrator and victim, and do little to
explain why an act of violence took place.” (p. 140)
But before explaining why something happened, we must know what exactly happened.
Unfortunately, the author does not help, most probably for reasons very different than
those stated.

Summary
This book should have been titled The Persecution of the European Jews, as very little
space is devoted to the extermination part (not even the word Zyklon appears), and that
part is also quite confusing. Gerlach uses the usual tricks employed by Holocaust
historians: Cherry picking, suppression of evidence, omissions, falsifications. But he
puts forth an interesting question:
“Why did so few oppose mass extermination? It is true that the authorities
did not announce the destruction publicly, and that most people within
Germany heard only rumors, snippets of information or the claims broadcast
on enemy radio stations. In the occupied countries, however – where most
of the mass murder took place – the widespread, active support and almost
total lack of opposition is remarkable. Fully explaining this remains a task
for future research.” (p. 446)
For revisionists the answer is easy: There was no mass extermination to oppose. But for
orthodox historians, well, good luck with that.

From Athens to Auschwitz | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Are our readers ready to look into yet another testimony? Sit back and relax. Tonight’s
guest of honor is Errikos Sevillias. So let’s go.

Sevillias was deported from Athens to Auschwitz and then Birkenau in 1944 at the age
of 43. His memoir Athens-Auschwitz was published first in English in 1983 (Lycabettus
Press, Athens) and then in Greek in 1995 (Αθήνα - Άουσβιτς, Vivliopōleion tēs
“Hestias,” Athens). His account is generally believable. Simple, clear, and with no
verbalisms. After his stay in Birkenau, he was transferred to Breslau which proved to be
much worse as he had to work at night shifts in the freezing cold. He suffered severely
from hunger, frostbites and lice, as there were no cleaning measures (in Birkenau he
received clean clothes every week). Upon liberation, he was 32 kg and at the brink of
death. He slowly recovered and returned to Greece. So let’s see what he has to say about
the extermination claims.

The Selections
On his second day in Auschwitz he asked another prisoner about the selection he had
went through the previous day:
“After I ate, I went out with my son-in-law to find out what happened to the
others who had come with us and I asked one of the Greeks who had been
there for a long time. I said to him, ‘You, as a long-term inmate, should
know where they sent the others who had come with us.’ He laughed

bitterly and told me: ‘If you wish to know, look there, that big chimney with
the big flame. They all went there, the old, the sick and the mothers with the
children.’ I could not understand a thing, new as I was. And he told me,
‘There are the crematories, that is the place where they kill and then burn
whoever is unfit for work. And they send all the mothers who have little
children.’ When I heard it, I froze out of horror and started crying painfully
for my little nephew who had gone with them.” (p. 60)
Once again we see the rumor factory at work. From one prisoner to the next, everyone
repeated what they had heard. So Sevillias, for the rest of his internment, every time he
witnessed a selection he thought that those selected had been sent to the crematory.

The Gas Chambers

Sevillias has no personal experience with gas chambers. His information is derived from
his son-in-law who supposedly worked at Crematorium II or III. Here is his description:
“Every day they killed thousands of people. When they were bringing them
into the crematorium, they put them in a large underground room that had
numbered hangers on the walls, and they said to them: ‘Now you have to
take off your clothes, and each of you place it on a hanger remembering the
number, so you can find them when you exit the shower.’ They were telling
them this so that they would not suspect what awaited them, but they were
all shaking from fear. When they had undressed, a door opened leading to
another room – about 8 x 8 meters – and they ordered them to go in. When
the first ones entered and saw that there were no showers but merely four
empty walls, they realized that their time had come, and they started crying
and shouting. The rest, hearing the cries, would not enter, they resisted.
Then the Germans beat them mercilessly with a whip, and they had to go in.
But as there were too many and they could not all fit inside, they squeezed
them to the point that they had to raise their arms up to fit inside; that is
because they were always more than a thousand persons, and it was almost

impossible to fit them in. In the end, they grabbed the little kids left and
threw them above the heads of the adults. When everyone was finally
inside, they sealed the door and channeled a poisonous gas into the room,
that killed them within three minutes.” (p. 79)
Not only has he no idea what kind of gas they used or how, but his description of the gas
chamber is totally wrong. The room in question was actually 30 × 7 meters in size, with
seven concrete pillars, and according to official history, four wire-mesh columns as well
as fake shower heads. Therefore, whoever provided him with this information had never
set foot in that basement and wasn’t familiar with the mainstream narrative either.

The Crematories
Now here’s the description of the cremation ovens:
“They were not any different than the usual furnaces, only they were much
larger, they were about 80 meters in length, and in every two meters there
was an opening. In front of each opening there was a worker; he took the
bodies left by the little rail cars as they passed by and threw them in the
furnace. This went on until they were none left. Within two hours more than
a thousand people had been killed and thrown into the furnaces, and the gas
room was ready for new victims, and then more and more. Sometimes the
four crematories operated day and night, because ten or fifteen thousand
people happened to arrive a day, who all had to be executed.” (p. 80)
Furnaces 80 meters long? An opening every two meters? Little rail cars passing by?
Throwing corpses into furnaces? The furnace room of the largest crematoria in
Auschwitz, nos. II and III, was 30 meters long. It was equipped with five furnaces that
were 3.5 m wide each with three openings whose center was some 1.2 m apart. No carts
were running on rails or otherwise to deliver the corpses, because that room was on the
ground floor, while the alleged gas chamber was in the basement. They were linked only
by a freight elevator.[1] Furthermore, corpses had to be introduced into the cremation
muffle through the 60-cm narrow and even lower opening using a steel stretcher. They
could not have been “thrown.” It is therefore evident that the informant had never even
been near any of the Birkenau crematoria. And here’s the most interesting
“information”:
“When the corpses they had put in the furnaces were completely burnt, the
fat from them was sent through pipes in a pit behind the furnace. From there
they were put into barrels and taken to cars. Where they went and what they
did with it, I did not know.” (p. 81)
In the presence of a spark or flame, body fat catches fire at temperatures exceeding
184°C (its flash point).[2] Considering that the inside of a cremation muffle needs to be
at least 800°C hot to function properly, there is no way any fat could have oozed from a
body lying in a cremation muffle, let alone drip off, without instantly catching fire and
burning off quickly.

The Revolt
Finally, Sevillias offers some interesting information regarding the alleged
Sonderkommando revolt (which he places on October 6). According to the orthodox
narrative,[3] on October 7, 1944, 300 members of the Sonderkommando in Birkenau
slated to be put on a transport – which they thought was equivalent to their impending

execution – planned a mass escape. This plan, however, was betrayed by another inmate,
so a premature, spontaneous revolt broke out instead, during which Sonderkommando
members at Crematorium IV attacked their SS guards with hammers, axes and stones.
They set Crematorium IV ablaze and threw a few self-made grenades at the arriving SS
reinforcement. The Sonderkommando members of Crematorium II joined the uprising,
while the crews of the other crematoria remained inactive. Some of the insurgents
managed to reach the grove behind Crematorium IV, where most of them were killed in
the ensuing fight against SS guards. A few escaped, but most of them were later
captured. Three SS men were killed in this revolt.
About this event, Sevillias writes that on October 5 his son-in-law told him that they
would attempt a mass escape “tomorrow afternoon.” Here’s what followed:
“On October 6, I went as usual to work, and at some point, when I saw him
through the wires, he told me that everything was fine. When noon had
passed, we started waiting anxiously for the signal. We were all nervous, but
we had all made up our minds. But at 2 o’clock, as we were working, we
heard many cries from the crematorium. This worried me, and in a moment
we saw the internal workers coming furiously out with axes in hand, cutting
the wires and running away from the crematorium. We were at a loss not
knowing what to do, and we stayed there still.” (p. 94)
Then the Germans arrived shooting anyone moving. Many prisoners were killed, and the
escape failed. Sevillias learned later that the operation had been betrayed by another
prisoner hoping for a reward. When the workers in the crematorium realized this, they
grabbed the axes and tried to run away, but the Germans caught up with them.
The above seems to be largely corroborated by a few German wartime documents
confirming that this revolt took place, indeed, including a garrison order naming the
three SS casualties,[4] and by an escape report of the Gestapo published by the
Auschwitz Museum. The hour is exactly the same mentioned by Sevillias, the only
difference being the date (September 7),[5] but that seems to be an error of the
document, as other German wartime documents put that event firmly on October 7, so
for instance the just-mentioned garrison order and a telegram sent by the Auschwitz
camp headquarters to the local Gestapo office saying:[6]
“On October 7, [19]44 the Kommandos of the crematoria here attempted a
mass escape. Through the swift and decisive intervention of the guard staff
here, however, it was possible to prevent this. The vast majority of these
prisoners were shot while fleeing. At present the following [4] prisoners are
still unaccounted for: […]”
Of course, we cannot expect to find any details of the event in German wartime
document, so we will probably never know whether the details of the orthodox narrative
as recounted by Czech based on a number of testimonies (such as those by S. Lewenthal,
H. Mandelbaum) are correct. But the general framework of the event seems to be firmly
established.

Summary
This witness can be considered mostly credible with regard to events he personally
experienced, as it agrees with solidly documented facts, while unverified rumors he
received from others are clearly false, in particular when it comes to the alleged gas
chambers and the claimed equipment and operation of the crematoria.

Hence once again, another witness does not offer reliable information about mass
killings in gas chambers.

Notes
[1] See the blueprints in Jean-Claude Pressac, Auschwitz: Technique and Operation
of the Gas Chambers, Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, New York, 1989, esp. p. 277.
[2] J.H. Perry, Chemical Engineer’s Handbook, Wilmington, Delaware, 1949, p.
1564.
[3] Danuta Czech, Kalendarium der Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager AuschwitzBirkenau 1939-1945. Rowohlt Verlag, Reinbek bei Hamburg 1989, pp. 899f.
[4] Standortbefehl (Garrison Order) No. 26/44 of October 12, 1944, names as
casualties SS Unterscharführer Rudolf Erler, Willi Freese and Josef Purke; N.
Frei et al. (eds.), Standort- und Kommandanturbefehle des
Konzentrationslagers Auschwitz 1940-1945, K. G. Saur, Munich 2000, p. 499.
[5] Carlo Mattogno, Curated Lies: The Auschwitz Museum’s Misrepresentations,
Distortions and Deceptions, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield 2016, pp. 97-99 &
Doc. 19, p. 222.
[6] The first page of this document was published in 2015 by Igor Bartosik in his
short 2015 monograph Bunt Sonderkommando. 7 października 1944 roku (The
Sonderkommando Revolt: 7 October 1944, Państwowe Muzeum AuschwitzBirkenau, Auschwitz), p. 33, without archival reference. The entire document
was subsequently made available online at: http://auschwitz.ru/en/auschwitz
/resistance/sonderkommando/#popup[gallery_2]/0/ (last accessed on Jan. 24,
2018).

From Greece to Birkenau | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Without a doubt the most important piece of evidence regarding the Holocaust are the
testimonies of the members of the so-called Sonderkommandos. They were the workers
in the crematories who allegedly took the bodies from the gas chambers to be cremated.
Normally, such witnesses should not exist, as the orthodox narrative has it that they were
killed every few months to be replaced by others. And yet they do, even claiming that
they were Sonderkommando members for many months, even years.

Enter Leon Cohen. He was deported to Auschwitz in the middle of April 1944. He was
then transferred to Birkenau where he received the registration number 182,492, and
soon he was put to work in the Sonderkommando. He claims to have remained there for
11 months (which is impossible, as the crematories went out of service in November
1944). Strangely, he and his co-workers were not killed, and after the evacuation, he was
sent to Mauthausen and other camps, where he was liberated by the Americans on May
5, 1945. He returned to Greece, and in 1980 he migrated to Israel.
His memoir From Greece to Birkenau: The Crematoria Workers’ Uprising was first
published by the Salonika Jewry Research Center in Tel Aviv in 1996 (English edition).
He is one of three Sonderkommando members, along with Marcel Nadjari and Filip
Müller, to have written their memoirs. Let’s see what this most important witness has to
say.

Gas Chambers and Crematories

Cohen gives a detailed description of the crematories and the procedures followed (pp.
111-114):
“There were four brand new crematories. They were numbered from 1 to 4
and they were built on the two sides of the buildings. Number 1 was in front
of number 2, and, similarly, number 3 was in front of number 4. Between
them there was a distance of 250 meters. The whole setting was quite
uniform, except for Crematories 3 and 4 which were located at the center of
the camp, whereas the first two were at its corner. Each crematory had its
own basement, ground floor and upper floor.”
The first two major mistakes. Crematories 3 and 4 (IV-V) were not at the center of the
camp but at the north-west corner. Furthermore, they did not have a basement or an
upper floor. Cohen seems to think that all four were similar in design.
“One could reach the basement by walking down twelve steps four meters
wide, which led to an anteroom 250 m2, about 20 x 12 meters.”
The stairway that led to the basement had actually 10 steps and it was about 2 meters
wide. As for the anteroom (Leichenkeller or Morgue #2), it was about 50 meters long
and 8 meters wide.
“When the people arrived at the basement, they were told that they would
have a shower, so to disinfect them and their clothes. Then they would enter
a room with showers, in which the only visible thing was a fake spout nailed
on the ceiling. They all had to undress. For reasons of decency, women and
children entered first, then men. When a group was ready, the door of the
anteroom was opened, which was 16 m2. That room led from the shower to
the gas chamber.”
This account totally contradicts the orthodox version. The gas chamber itself was
supposed to be the fake shower room, but according to Cohen the fake shower room was
in the undressing room – and with only one fake shower head!
“This diabolical chamber was about 30 meters long, 15 meters wide and 3.5
meters high.”
Actual dimensions of Morgue #1 said to have been that “chamber”: 30 x 7 x 2.4 m.
“Its maximum capacity was 500 people, but we managed to squeeze up to
750.”
An interesting divergence from the usual claims of about 2,000 to 3,000 people. Cohen
gives more realistic figures, putting 750 people in a chamber of 30 x 15 m. Obviously
he’s done the math.
“Inside there were hollow pillars, placed every 8 meters. The pillars were
covered with pierced metal plates, which had holes of 15 mm and through
them the gas entered the chamber.”
Curiously, instead of just saying the number of pillars, he places one pillar every 8
meters. In a room 30 meters long, that would mean 3 pillars in total, but only if there
was only one row. With a second row, there would have been 6 pillars. And he doesn’t
seem to notice that there were also 7 concrete pillars supporting the roof.
Also, in another divergence, he claims that the pillars were covered (probably referring

to their sides) with iron plates which had small holes, whereas they were supposedly
made of several layers of iron wire-mesh with a wire-mesh insert for inserting and
removing the Zyklon B pellets.
“The prisoners would remove the slab from outside and the soldiers added
the frozen gas, which was in the form of liquid crystals weighing about one
kilogram. From closure till the crystals turned to gas, about one hour passed.
In the winter we would first preheat the chamber, setting fire with coals to
accelerate the evaporation. To make sure that they were all dead, we had to
wait one more hour before opening the door.”
Cohen seems to be aware that high temperatures were needed in the gas chamber but his
description of Zyklon (which he does not name) is wrong. It implies that it was in the
form of ice crystals which melted and turned to gas, whereas it was gypsum granules
soaked with hydrogen cyanide that slowly evaporated upon opening the can.
Furthermore, he gives two full hours for an execution (followed by two more hours for
ventilation), again a realistic figure, but in total contradiction with all the witnesses who
speak of only a few minutes up to half an hour at most for the whole procedure.
“Strangely, the corpses near the pillars were completely bruised, almost
black, while those further away were pink. I suppose this was due to the
amount of gas they had inhaled but as I am not a scientist nor a doctor, I
cannot draw a conclusion.”
Cyanide poisoning causes a pink discoloration, a fact that almost all witnesses get
wrong. Cohen seems to get it right. But does he? Other Sonderkommando members like
Dario Gabbai have claimed that the bodies were black and blue. Cohen’s statement looks
like an attempt to reconcile those claims with reality.

The Cremation
We now move to the cremation of corpses (pp. 115-118).
“As for the third stage, the 35 meters long chamber-furnace was divided in
two sections. The crematories were in the first section, which was the
largest. The second, smaller section, was about 10 meters long and it had
been converted to a luxurious chrome-plated paved bathroom.”
Cohen does not explain what was supposed to be the purpose of that bathroom. In fact,
there was no such bathroom. Next to the furnace room there were several rooms: The
coke bunker, the commanding officer’s office, a toilet, and the quarters of the workers.
“Two groups of workers worked there, each on a twelve hour shift, from six
to six. The burning, that is, would continue non-stop round the clock. The
ovens had been assembled in units of three and were about five meters
apart. Each oven could take five corpses. The capacity, that is, was 15
corpses per unit and 75 in total. The procedure lasted for half an hour. […]
In short, within 24 hours and if there was no stop, 3,600 corpses could be
cremated.”
Cohen describes correctly the ovens (five triple-muffle furnaces), but his other data is
absurd. It was physically impossible to fit five corpses into one muffle, as they were
designed only for one corpse each. But even if it had been possible, the cremation would
have lasted several hours, because so many corpses would have clogged the muffle and
overtaxed the coke hearths, making a proper cremation impossible.[1]

“Although the male corpses were more than the female ones in an analogy
three to two, when the crematory was full, the surplus of the female fat was
absolutely capable by itself to keep the fire going.”
This is absolute nonsense. Fat is flammable, but the amount of fat contained in a normal
body is not enough to keep a cremation going in the kind of furnaces installed at
Auschwitz. They were neither insulated nor had any means of recovering the heat from
the exhaust gases. Without additional fuel, the muffles would have swiftly cooled down,
and the cremation would have stopped.
Finally, according to Cohen the cremation ashes weigh 700 grams, a figure close to
Nadjari’s 640 grams. But their actual weight is 2 to 3 kg.

The Pits
The orthodox narrative has it that during the deportation of the Hungarian Jews in late
spring and summer of 1944, the crematories could not keep up with the thousands of
corpses. So some pits were dug in the northern backyard of Crematorium V to burn
them, in addition to similar burning pits dug near the so-called Bunker 2 outside of the
camp proper. What does Cohen have to say about this?
Well, for starters he does give neither their number nor their location. Additionally, he
claims that pits were regularly used:
“Under normal circumstances, the corpses were burned in the crematories.
But whenever too many prisoners arrived at the same time, it was
impossible to squeeze them all in the crematories and the burning had to be
done inside the pits.” (p. 119)
He also adds that pits and crematories were working for 10 months (p. 122). Now here’s
the description of a pit:
“A pit was a trench five meters deep, with a gradually narrowing width from
about six meters to one meter. It was full to the top with alternating layers of
fir and pine branches and of corpses. As soon as it was full, they would pour
oil and set fire. To speed up the cremation procedure, the
Sonderkommandos were standing at both sides of the pit poking the fire
with long stakes. The completion of the job on each pit usually lasted two
days and two nights. When the fire went off due to shortage of fuel, the
trench had to be cleared from the remains, like the half-burned branches and
the accumulated fat.” (p. 119)
In the swamp that was Birkenau, it would be impossible to dig a pit five meters deep.[2]
Also the heat would have been so intense (he speaks of flames five to six meters high)
that approaching the fire would have caused severe burnings if not death. Finally, even
more ridiculous is the claim about the accumulated fat. The same fat that was allegedly
enough to keep the cremation going in the cremation furnaces did not burn off in the pits
but rather gathered to such a degree that it had to be cleared out?

Gas Vans?
As it turns out, gas chambers, crematories and flaming pits were not enough for Cohen,
so he discovered gas vans at Birkenau, of which the orthodox narrative knows nothing:

“The trucks were permanently parked at the center of the fields, about 300
meters from the trenches. In there up to 100 people were squeezed, and half
an hour after the doors were closed, the gas would enter through a small
opening, that closed afterwards. Hearing those unfortunate people
screaming and hitting the walls was unbearable. All this lasted ten to fifteen
minutes and then, all of a sudden, there was a terrifying silence. Fifteen
minutes later, we opened the back door of the truck and loaded the corpses
on special carts, which we pushed on the temporary railways to the trenches.
When we reached there, we tipped over the carts and emptied the corpses
into the trenches.” (p. 121)

Commander Wire
Leaving aside for a moment the gas chambers and the fires, let’s have a look at another
example that highlights the historical value of this book. Before his deportation, Cohen
was held at a camp in Haidari, a suburb of Athens. As they did not know the
commander’s name (in a footnote the editor writes that it was Paul Radomski), they had
named him Wire (from a Greek expression). Later, on one day while in Birkenau, they
were ordered to clean the crematorium, because the new camp commander was about to
come any time soon. Several days later, a black Mercedes arrived and an officer with a
uniform full of medals and a whip in hand got out. And what a surprise, it was Wire
himself! Long time, no see...

The Uprising
Finally, let’s see what Cohen has to tell us about the famous uprising of the
Sonderkommandos, which is officially placed on October 7, 1944.
First, he seems to be quite confused regarding the date. In the Introduction he claims it
was on July 7 (p. 21). Then he writes it was on October 7 (p. 128). Lastly, when he starts
describing the event (p. 151), he places it on September 7! Anyway, here’s what
allegedly happened (pp. 155f.):
“At two o’clock the prisoners were ordered to gather in the furnace room
and submit a report at the Disinfection Unit. At that point, a Greek yelled:
Upon them! That was the starter to begin the uprising. The other Greeks
responded immediately and charged at two guards to grab their weapons.
However, the expected help from the rest never came. On the contrary, in
fact, some non-Greek prisoners tried to take the weapons from the rebels
and give them back to the Germans. I still cannot understand their attitude.
There were some shootings in the air and amidst the panic a group of 25
Greeks ran towards the exit. They ran a distance of 50 meters to
Crematorium 3 and grabbed the weapons of two more Germans.
Subsequently they let the Germans go, fortified themselves in the crematory
and waited. All the prisoners, Greek or not, waited with them. [...] The
Germans responded quickly. One or two minutes later one of the soldiers of
Crematorium 4 regained his nerve, ran to the watchtowers and raised the
alarm. [...] Within 15 minutes trucks full of armed soldiers arrived, who
surrounded the crematory and ordered the rebels to surrender. They
responded with a fusillade of bullets. Obviously, some of the rebels’ bullets
had hit their target, because the Nazis stopped shooting and in a few minutes
ambulances arrived. Soon they started shooting again. [...] The battle,
however, could not go on forever. The Germans started throwing grenades
and opening holes on the walls. [...] The next step was to set the crematory

on fire. Within a few minutes, Crematorium 3 was engulfed in flames and
all Greeks perished.”
A number of German wartime documents have surfaced in the meantime proving that an
attempt at mass escape did indeed happen on October 7, 1944, which was thwarted by
the camp authorities.[3]
This confirms an attempted mass escape. The usual narrative about this event, however,
has it that the prisoners blew up Crematorium IV themselves and set it on fire, and that
most participants of this attempted escape were shot while trying to flee, or during
subsequent reprisals.[4]

Summary
The witness obviously lacks any credibility. His book is quite similar to Eyewitness
Auschwitz by Filip Müller: Full of errors, contradictions, fictional events and outrageous
claims. Cohen writes that one reason for putting his experiences to paper is because of
the intense allusions that the Holocaust is a myth. Unfortunately his book provides even
more fuel to these allusions.

Notes
[1] The hearths, also designed for only one corpse per muffle at a time, had to
provide the heat and combustion gases needed for the cremation. On the
Auschwitz cremation devices see C. Mattogno, F. Deana, The Cremation
Furnaces of Auschwitz: A Technical and Historical Study, Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield 2015.
[2] On this see Carlo Mattogno: Auschwitz: Open-Air Incinerations, 2nd ed., Castle
Hill Publishers, Uckfield 2016, in particular the three contributions on that
problem in the appendix.
[3] See Carlo Mattogno, Miklós Nyiszli, An Auschwitz Doctor’s Eyewitness
Account: The Bestselling Tall Tales of Dr. Mengele’s Assistant Analyzed, Castle
Hill Publishers, Uckfield 2018, Section 3.6.2.
[4] See Danuta Czech, Kalendarium der Ereignisse im Konzentrationslager
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Revisionists are well aware of the fact that orthodox historians avoid discussing
Holocaust denial. But there are exceptions. Today we will take a look at the most recent:
The book Holocaust and Genocide Denial: A Contextual Perspective, edited by Paul
Behrens, Nicholas Terry and Olaf Jensen.
Before proceeding with the content, it should be noted that its price is inexplicably high
(if not insane): $123 for 270 pages! What the... did they use gold ink or something? Who
exactly is supposed to read it? Do they even want people to read it? Who knows...
Anyway, here are the contents:
Introduction
PART I Development and concept of genocide denial
1. Alexander Ratcliffe: British Holocaust denial in embryo
2. Countering Holocaust denial in relation to the Nuremberg trials

3. Holocaust denial in the age of web 2.0: negationist discourse since the
Irving-Lipstadt trial
PART II Holocaust and genocide denial around the world
4. Silence and denial in Gulag testimonies: listening for the unspeakable
5. The presence of the past: on the significance of the Holocaust and the
criminalisation of its negation in the Federal Republic of Germany
6. The prohibition of ‘glorification of National Socialism’ as an addition to
the criminal provision on genocide denial: (Sect. 130 (4) of the German
Criminal Code)
7. Reckoning with the past?: Rwanda’s revised Genocide Ideology Law and
international human rights law on freedom of expression
8. A view of the impact of genocide denial laws in Rwanda
9. Confronting genocide denial: using the law as a tool in combating
genocide denial in Rwanda
10. Srebrenica and genocide denial in the former Yugoslavia: what has the
ICTY done to address it?
11. Holocaust denial in Iran: Ahmadinejad, the 2006 Holocaust conference
and international law
12. A centenary of denial: the case of the Armenian genocide
PART III Dealing with Holocaust and genocide denial
13. From introduction to implementation: first steps of the EU Framework
Decision 2008/913/JHA against racism and xenophobia
14. Combating genocide denial via law: état des lieux of anti-denial
legislation
15. Why not the law? Options for dealing with genocide and Holocaust
denial
Concluding thoughts
And here are the contributors along with some basic info:
Elisabeth Anstett, PhD, is a social anthropologist and researcher at the
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) working at the IRIS
(Institut de recherche interdisciplinaire sur les enjeux sociaux) in Paris.
Niamh Barry, BL, BCL, LLM, is a practising barrister in Ireland.
Paul Behrens, PhD, LLM, is a reader (associate professor) in Law at the
University of Edinburgh.
Björn Elberling, Dr. jur., is attorney (Rechtsanwalt) in Kiel and a former
research fellow at the Walther Schücking Institute for International Law,
University of Kiel.

Caroline Fournet, PhD, LLM, is associate professor and Rosalind Franklin
fellow at the Department of Criminal Law and Criminology at the
University of Groningen, where she holds a Chair in Comparative Criminal
Law.
Nariné Ghazaryan, PhD, is an assistant professor in Law at the University
of Nottingham. She was previously lecturer at Brunel University, London.
Mark Hobbs, PhD, MA, is a lecturer in the Humanities at the University of
East Anglia. Dr Hobbs specialised in genocide and ‘ethnic cleansing’ in the
Balkans during the late 1980s and 1990s.
Alexander Hoffmann is attorney (Rechtsanwalt) in Kiel and a former
research fellow at the Universities of Kiel and Regensburg.
Olaf Jensen, PhD, is an honorary associate member of the Stanley Burton
Centre for Holocaust and Genocide Studies at the University of Leicester, of
which he was director for several years.
Freda Kabatsi, LLM, LLB, Dip. LP., is currently a lecturer at the Catholic
University of Eastern Africa, Nairobi, Kenya.
Paolo Lobba, PhD, LLM, is a legal officer in the Supreme Court Chamber
of the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia.
Christian Mentel, MA, is an associated researcher at the Zentrum für
Zeithistorische Forschung Potsdam, Germany (ZZF), and a member of
Zeitgeschichte-Online’s editorial staff.
Sejal Parmar, PhD, LLB, is assistant professor at the Department of Legal
Studies and a core faculty member of the Centre for Media, Data and
Society at the Central European University (CEU).
Clotilde Pégorier, PhD, LLM, DESS, is a lecturer in the School of Law at
the University of Essex.
Martin Petrov, LLM, is a former chief of the Office of the Registrar at the
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), where he
oversaw external communication and outreach, among other things, and
maintained extensive contacts with the countries of the former Yugoslavia.
Dejana Radisavljevic, LLM, is a PhD candidate at the University of
Sheffield, where her research is concerned with international criminal
sentences.
Michael Salter, PhD, LLB, is professor at the University of Central
Lancashire (since 2000). He has published over 40 refereed articles and four
books, the most recent on the Holocaust and the Nuremberg Trials (Nijhoff
2009, 2 vols).
Nicholas Terry, PhD, is a lecturer in Modern European History in the
Department of History at the University of Exeter.
With such an array of scholars, is this the end for revisionism? Well, not really. This
book is not an attempt at refuting revisionism. It’s an analysis of its history, the methods
employed by various countries to counter it, and other relevant matters. As the editors
state:

“It is not the purpose of this book to engage in a debate with deniers, and it
does not aim to elevate their statements to the level of academic
discussion.” (p. 3)
So the question is, can we expect an objective presentation? The answer is probably a
clear No, but let’s make sure. Holocaust denial and revisionists are basically covered in
Part I. The rest of the book is mostly legal discussions. Let’s get going.

Introduction
The Introduction begins with the usual preaching:
“The facts of the Holocaust are clear; the suffering of its millions of victims
is beyond reasonable dispute. It is evidenced by the words and writings of
those who escaped the machinery of death, and indeed of those who devised
it and kept it in running order. The documentary and architectural proof is
overwhelming. Films demonstrate the conditions of the concentration
camps; there are witness statements of those who liberated Bergen-Belsen,
Auschwitz and the other places in which the human capacity for evil had
been given a new definition. As if that were not enough, the events have
been subjected to judicial examination – ranging from the trial of the
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg to trials in the 21st century;
proceedings in which the killings, torture and mistreatment received
meticulous examination and had to withstand scrutiny under adversarial
systems.” (p. 1)
It continues:
“In light of this, it is legitimate to ask why Holocaust and genocide denial
would merit a study in its own right. The claims of deniers, after all, carry a
degree of absurdity which puts them well within the ranks of those who
maintain that the landing on the Moon was a hoax and that the Earth is flat.
And there is the risk that even the mention of such claims gives them a
prominence that they do not deserve. Ignoring them seems the safer option
and in due time, so the thinking goes, they will wither away. In that regard,
however, the denial of mass violence is a rather different matter. There is
nothing trivial about it. To the survivors of the events and their families,
denial causes renewed suffering. It targets one of the few things that they
salvaged from the horrors of the time: their right to the memory of the
events, which is an integral part of their personalities. It typically attacks
their dignity, for the denial of mass violence carries the implied message
that the reports of these events had been an invention.” (ibid.)
And:
“Nor is such denial the pastime of a few eccentric individuals. Holocaust
denial in particular has become an industry. The denialist movement has
held conferences, publishes journals and has established organisations such
as the ‘Institute for Historical Review’ and the ‘Committee for Open Debate
on the Holocaust’. Its followers are keen to occupy the spotlight in print
media and on the internet.” (p. 2)
Norman Finkelstein, author of The Holocaust Industry, would probably burst out with
neurotic laughter upon reading this. An industry by definition involves products, lots of
advertising and publicity from the media and, of course, tons of money. A few journals,

some conferences and a website are absolutely not up to par. And let us not forget that
we read this in a book costing $123, when revisionists give most of their books away for
free. So it is already clear that this book is not aimed at anyone familiar with
revisionism. Now let’s have a closer look.

Denial and Its Purpose
We begin with two excerpts from Chapter 1, written by Mark Hobbs. After giving a brief
history of Holocaust denial in Britain, our professor assures us that:
“Indeed, it seems today as if Holocaust denial is the main aspect of the far
right ‘history’ and conspiracy theory, and that other conspiracy theories
about Jews stem from this idea rather than the other way around.” (p. 12)
Of course, it’s a usual slander to call Holocaust denial a conspiracy theory. But here’s
how you turn the tables (literally): Go to the Nuremberg trial records, the so-called Blue
Series, and read Count One of the Indictment (Vol. 1, pp. 29-41). The title is THE
COMMON PLAN OR CONSPIRACY, and in the text the word conspiracy appears no
less than 15 times. The word conspirators appears 60 times! And as for the Holocaust:
“Of the 9,600,000 Jews who lived in the parts of Europe under Nazi
domination, it is conservatively estimated that 5,700,000 have disappeared,
most of them deliberately put to death by the Nazi conspirators.”
In fact, the Holocaust itself, from the supposed code language of the Nazis to the
complete erasure of the traces of the crime, fits much more with the concept of a
conspiracy theory. Regardless, what is the purpose of this denialist “conspiracy theory”?
“Holocaust denial therefore provides a different mantle. It has been used, of
course, to expunge the crimes of the Nazis and to present fascism and
Nazism as legitimate alternatives to democratic institutions, as argued by
Lipstadt. Today it is used as a flag to attract like-minded individuals and
followers to its cause. Holocaust revisionism and negationism almost stand
as an expression of anti-Semitic hatred which carefully camouflages overt
anti-Semitic rhetoric, allowing its proponents to present a public face with
the label of ‘legitimate historical revisionism’ while keeping the more ugly
side of their anti-Semitic views behind closed doors and away from a public
audience.” (p. 19)
As argued by Deborah Lipstadt? Instead of addressing it here, I refer the reader to a
relevant article and documentary[1] with no further comment.

Denial and Nuremberg
Chapter 2 was written by Michael Salter, and it’s about countering Holocaust denial in
relation to the Nuremberg trials. Salter first informs us that:
“Such denial includes specific claims that, notwithstanding well-established
historical facts to the contrary, the Nazis did not murder c.[a?] 6 million
Jews, that the notion of murderous gas chambers is a myth, and that any
deaths of Jews occurring under the Nazis took place only because of
wartime privations. Such denial persists despite the fact that this genocide is
one of the best-documented instances, with a broad range of mutually
corroborating and compelling evidence reaffirming its various elements.”

(p. 22)
For this “compelling evidence” Salter refers us to Evans, Lipstadt, van Pelt, Pressac,
Rees and Shermer/Grobman. Unfortunately for Salter, not only have all of the above
authors’ arguments been refuted, but some of them also have been proven to be liars and
falsifiers. Perhaps this is why this accursed denial persists?
“Attempts at genocide denial are clearly flying in the face of proven
historical evidence consisting of hundreds of original documents and
witness testimony. The latter’s authenticity was vindicated by a trial process
in which defence lawyers found it nearly impossible to challenge, let alone
discredit, their authenticity, other than in two or three irrelevant instances.”
(p. 26)
Well, this is no surprise considering Article 21 of the Tribunal’s Charter:
“The Tribunal shall not require proof of facts of common knowledge but
shall take judicial notice thereof. It shall also take judicial notice of official
governmental documents and reports of the United Nations, including the
acts and documents of the committees set up in the various allied countries
for the investigation of war crimes, and of records and findings of military
or other Tribunals of any of the United Nations.”
But don’t wait for Salter to tell you about that (he doesn't). He continues as follows:
“Outside these ‘common sense’ reactions to instances of denial, virtually
every serious scholarly study of the Nuremberg evidence and its
implications is able to provide a mass of reasons discrediting Holocaust
denial.” (ibid.)
No kidding. Well, in the words of Carlos Porter, all one needs to do in order to endanger
the Holocaust a bit further, or perhaps even drive it into extinction, is to get the
Nuremberg Trial transcript and read some of it. There one will discover “compelling
evidence” such as the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steam chambers.
Floors with electric current.
Soap made from human fat.
Lampshades, book covers and gloves made from human skin.
Shrunken heads of inmates.
Poisoning an entire city with poisoned soft drinks.
Forcing prisoners to climb trees, then cut the trees down.
Blast an entire village of 20,000 Jews with a sort of A-bomb.
1.5 million Majdanek victims.
4 million Auschwitz victims.

All this (and many, many more) are today in the trash can of history. In short, a study of
the IMT transcript provides an insuperable mass of reasons discrediting Nuremberg
“evidence”.
So, what does Salter think is the best way to counter denial?
“Nevertheless, it would, I suggest, prove counterproductive to engage in an
open and public debate with David Irving et al. To do so would risk
suggesting that established academic historians are recognising his work as
the embodiment of genuine scholarship with which one is having merely an

academic disagreement for purely scholarly reasons. This is already an
excessive and unwarranted concession, which bears little relationship to
reality. Attempts by genocide deniers to attract attention to their absurd and
politically motivated claims by either involving or provoking public debates
with established academics, thus need to be resisted. They must be rejected
out of a concern that the very attempt at engagement contains an implicit
endorsement that such claims somehow demand scholarly reactions,
analysis. It presumes that they are at least potentially legitimate
contributions to academic historical debate, which they are clearly not. The
idea of my own work directing readers to take seriously Irving’s claims as a
debating partner is repugnant at every imaginable level: cognitive, political
and ethical.” (p. 28)
Does this sound like a professor, or a religious zealot? Salter seems to sense this, so he
tries to salvage something from the wreckage in the next paragraph:
“On the other hand, there are dangers in simply passing over in silence the
claims of negationists when one has already secured full copies of original
documentation that refutes them. This is particularly true where the latter’s
implications are, when read in context, almost the opposite of that which
Irving ascribes to them – for example in relation to the ‘tampering with
evidence’ claim. In my view, there is a lot to be said for Lipstadt’s response
in her 1993 book Denying the Holocaust. This focuses not on debating the
truth-quality of the claims, as if these were legitimate contributions to
academic debate. Instead, it concentrates on uncovering the questionable
pseudo-analytical methods Irving and other Holocaust deniers deploy to
falsify the historical record. At least as an instructive act of immunisation,
there remains merit in highlighting the methods and techniques through
which such polemical works deliberately misrepresent empirical archival
evidence.”
The problem with this claim is that a detailed revisionist study of Lipstadt’s book shows
precisely that these characterizations fit Lipstadt’s own book perfectly: She is the one
who uses “questionable pseudo-analytical methods” in order “to falsify the historical
record,” “and techniques through which” she “deliberately misrepresents empirical
archival evidence.”
And what does Salter think of criminalization of denial?
“Should the State promote a mandatory core of basic truths about historical
genocides in ways that are analogous to the social values defended by other
laws against blasphemy, sedition, treason and defamation? If we accept the
policy of granting such historical facts a privileged status of this kind, if
only as the lesser evil, this would still provoke familiar human rights
objections based on liberal objections to any form of ‘censorship’. In
response, it is arguable that our participation in the public discourse of a
liberal democratic State presupposes a minimal commitment to regulating
truthtelling, good faith and respect for empirical evidence. In turn, such a
democratic value commitment requires at least a symbolic form of legal
enforcement, particularly in the extreme case represented by expressions of
genocide denial oriented towards a fascistic politics.” (p. 31)
A “symbolic” form of legal enforcement? What exactly is symbolic with heavy fines,
jail terms, family tragedies, along with professional and social ostracism, just for
expressing an opinion on a historical matter? For the likes of Professor Salter, in order to

prevent a fascistic politics, it is fine to apply fascistic politics as long as one is
committed to democratic values!
Anyway, after going back and forth, Salter proposes this:
“Perhaps the best antidote to expressions of denial that falsely claim to be
rooted firmly in historical fact is well-researched empirical/archival studies,
which are clearly detached from any Zionist political agenda. The overall
effect of such studies upon their readership is surely to place the issues
raised by deniers into the same category of those of the flat Earth society.”
(p. 32)
Keeping in mind the esteemed professor’s name, let’s take this with a grain of salt.

Denial and the Web
Chapter 3 is about Holocaust denial in the age of the Worldwide Web, and was written
by Nick Terry. Offering a brief history of the movement after the Irving-Lipstadt trial, it
begins with the following:
“Twenty-four years ago, Deborah Lipstadt labelled Holocaust denial a
‘growing assault on truth and memory’. How has the phenomenon of
Holocaust denial developed in recent years? At first glance, denial appears
to be everywhere on the internet. Tap the words into Google, and the
curious internet surfer will be rewarded with more than 3.4 million hits to
web pages within the English speaking world alone. Yet raw search engine
results tell us little about the true size of actually existing Holocaust denial,
or about the vitality of so-called ‘Holocaust Revisionism’ in the present day.
Closer scrutiny of Holocaust denial on the internet suggests that despite a
spate of highly publicised news stories, far from growing in recent years, the
‘Revisionist’ movement is arguably in relative decline.” (p. 34)
He also adds:
“Thus, while Holocaust denial continues to have great brand recognition, it
now has surprisingly few customers.” (p. 35)
First of all, science is not a restaurant. It is the evidence that matters, not the customers.
The soap story still has plenty of customers, but still, that doesn’t make it true. Now for
the rest, Terry argues that after 2002 the Revisionist movement has been in decline
(although earlier we were told it has become an industry), with his arguments focusing
on the demise of IHR, the death or quitting of some revisionists, and the low Internet
traffic of revisionist websites. Although some of this is true, are they enough to
substantiate the claim?
The first thing to consider is that even before 2002 revisionism had never been even
remotely “big.” It has always had only a few researchers with even fewer resources (and
this has not changed). Sometimes it received more attention in the media (Faurisson,
Zündel), but aside from that, it has never been a “movement” that could be described as
skyrocketing. With the arrival of the Internet, however, revisionism became known and
accessible to a much wider audience. So, what can we say about the present state of
revisionism?
Let’s begin with the “customer” issue. An ADL survey in 2014 gave the following
results:

If we are to trust the ADL, not only are there still many people who have never even
heard of the Holocaust, but a remarkable 32% express doubts about it or clearly rejects
it. Because of this, bombastic headlines such as “The World is Full of Holocaust
Deniers” appeared on some web pages such as The Atlantic.[2]
A percentage of 32% is still a minority, but a significant one that cannot be the result of
a decline.
So what about the research state of revisionism? Of this, there can be no doubt. From the
pioneer studies of Rassinier and Butz, the era after 2002 saw the publication of dozens of
revisionist works (books and videos) that are still growing, focusing on all aspects of the
Holocaust, not at all a sign of decline. And there is more. On March 2017, all revisionist
books, numbering in the hundreds, were BANNED from Amazon. Clearly, there are
people out there, much more influential than Terry, who do not at all endorse his claims
about a revisionist decline. And Terry does not utter a single word about this.
Here is how Terry summarizes his reasons for the alleged revisionist decline (p. 53):
1. Consistent social disapproval
2. Its political ineffectiveness
3. The ease of finding other ways of expressing anti-Semitism or delegitimising
Israel
4. Loss of “market share” to other conspiracy theories
5. Inability to cope with the volume of recent Holocaust research
6. Lack of novelty
7. The ageing of the “movement”
Reasons 2 and 3 concern only neo-Nazi parties and the like. If they abandon Holocaust
denial in order to become more mainstream, revisionism has nothing to lose, as it does
not owe them anything in the first place. Reason 4 is unsubstantiated. Reasons 5 and 6
are wishful thinking, and they apply perfectly to the orthodox historians themselves. As
for Reason 7, people may age, but ideas do not. Especially when they are backed up by
the evidence.
Interestingly, the most important reason why revisionism is prevented from growing and
succeeding is not listed – unless we force it into his first point of “social disapproval,”
which would be a major downplaying of the issues involved:
• censorship by governments, social media platforms, media distributors and
retailers, and the mass media
• denial of service by credit-card processing firms, banks, Internet service providers,
etc.
• persecution through cancellation of tenancy agreements, labor and employment
contracts, denial and revocation of academic degrees, etc.
• prosecution in a steadily growing number of countries, ending with fines and
imprisonment of revisionists, which labels them “criminals,” turning them into the
ultimate pariahs and outcasts.
• physical attacks by thugs, with government authorities looking the other way.
Now let’s see what Terry has to say about the revisionists themselves.
“Central to the codification of ‘Revisionism’ as the outright denial of the
Holocaust was the French author Paul Rassinier, whose writings took on an
implacably negationist stance from the end of the 1950s.” (p. 35)
Terry does not inform the reader that Rassinier had actually been a camp prisoner

himself, because that would spoil his soup. He continues:
“A series of public scandals in France together with two widely publicised
trials of Canadian neo-Nazi activist Ernst Zündel in 1985 and 1988
convinced ‘Revisionists’ that they now had momentum, a belief bolstered
by the conversion of the right-wing popular historian David Irving to the
‘Revisionist’ cause and by a new-found emphasis on physical evidence.” (p.
36)
Those trials proved beyond any doubt that revisionism was something more than a silly
conspiracy theory. Survivors were cross-examined for the first time, as well as the
“Holocaust Pope” himself, Raul Hilberg. The pressure put on them by the defense
attorney by a fusillade of precise questions was so much that both refused to appear for
the second trial. Unsurprisingly, Terry neglects to mention any of this.
“This ‘forensic turn’ in negationism, exemplified by the infamous Leuchter
report and its tests of cyanide traces in the ruins of the gas chambers of
Birkenau, marked a shift from the pseudohistory of Rassinier and Faurisson
towards pseudoscientific argumentation. After the errors of the Leuchter
report were swiftly exposed, German negationists tried to improve on the
gambit with a new forensic report by a young German doctoral student of
chemistry, Germar Rudolf, whose ‘Rudolf Report’ helped sustain a
prolonged propaganda offensive in reunified Germany during the first half
of the 1990s.” (p. 37)
Terry does not bother to explain what exactly is pseudoscientific about focusing on
physical evidence. Furthermore, the Leuchter Report, aside from some deficiencies,
remains in principle unrefuted, as well as the Rudolf Report.
“Since 2000, the most prominent negationist researchers have been the
Italian negationist Carlo Mattogno, active since 1985, the Swiss anti-Semite
Jürgen Graf, active since the early 1990s, and the Swedish writer Thomas
Kues (a pseudonym), the sole author of any note to emerge in third-phase
‘Revisionism’. Mattogno in particular stands out for his hyperproductivity,
having authored or co-authored close to 50 books and pamphlets in 30
years. Unlike the overwhelming majority of ‘Revisionist’ authors,
Mattogno, Graf and Kues (MGK) cite primary sources and have conducted
archival research, yet none of them is in fact a properly trained historian,
nor does any of them possess more than a Master’s degree in any other
discipline. Thus, while MGK have undoubtedly raised the quality of
negationist research to a new level, this has come at the expense of an
increasing isolation and inability to communicate their ideas to other
‘Revisionists’, much less mainstream academics.” (p. 41)
Here we go again. Don’t pay attention to those deniers, they are not real historians, blah,
blah, blah. Unfortunately, there is one little problem with this – or rather, there are three
little problems:
One: This knife cuts both ways. Neither Hilberg nor Pressac, Lipstadt, Rees, van Pelt or
Shermer, to name only a few, are “properly trained” historians. Yet this doesn’t stop their
works from being considered “standard” in the field.
Two: Many times being a properly trained historian is not nearly enough. When a plane
crashes, we do not turn to historians for answers. It’s the job of the qualified
investigators to find out what happened. The same is true for any event. The situation
may call for a trained chemist, physicist, doctor, archaeologist, navigator, engineer,

geologist, astronomer, etc. Not only do orthodox Holocaust historians possess none of
these qualifications, they never even bother with such things. They are, as Dr. Faurisson
put it, only paper historians.
Three: Something overlooked and always taken for granted: The most important
qualification of a historian, and a scientist in general, is SINCERITY. No university in
the world will train you to tell the truth. There is no degree in Sincerity. Training will
give you the tools and some of the knowledge. But these won’t stop you from lying if
you wish – or if “social disapproval” – meaning threats of persecution and prosecution –
move you to lie.
As for Terry’s remark of MGK being unable to communicate their ideas to other
revisionists and mainstream academics, it’s one more instance of his wishful thinking.
Revisionists know from anonymous and confidential feedback that some mainstream
academics are listening. They don’t speak out because they all realize they have to
remain silent or even keep lying in order to avoid falling victim to “social disapproval.”
“Pseudoscholarly ‘Revisionism’ bears all the hallmarks of a ‘degenerating
research programme’, to use the terminology of the philosopher of science
Imre Lakatos. In this regard, negationism mirrors a common tendency
among conspiracy theory pseudoscholarship more generally. Not only are
there simply fewer ‘Revisionist’ researchers, but their books have
lengthened as the gurus are forced to confront a larger body of evidence for
the Holocaust. Moreover, denier research remains resolutely negationist,
with significantly more effort expended attacking eyewitnesses, documents
and forensic evidence generally thought to prove mass murder than in
locating any evidence that might support ‘Revisionist’ conspiracy claims
about Allied and Soviet manipulation, or which might prove an alternative
explanation of the fate of the Jews in Nazi and Axis hands.” (p. 42)
First, there is no “larger body of evidence for the Holocaust.” Revisionists simply cover
more and more topics in greater detail, while orthodox historians keep repeating the
same things again and again. Second, the term “negationist” is clear misinformation. A
real negationist stance is usually expressed in the form “I don’t believe this”. You can’t
fill book after book with such a stance. Revisionism is about setting the record straight.
What happened and what did not. Zyklon was for killing lice, not prisoners. Furnaces
were for cremation, not erasing the traces. Or put more simply: Santa Claus does not
bring the presents. The parents do. Third, Terry’s hallucinations on “‘Revisionist’
conspiracy claims about Allied and Soviet manipulation” are misleading. Revisionists
researchers don’t claim that there was such a conspiracy. The development of the
orthodox Holocaust narrative was a highly complex process which cannot be explained
by any kind of conspiracy.
“All of the remaining negationist gurus combine a deep and abiding
ignorance of the overwhelming majority of recent Holocaust research with
ad hominem attacks on historians and an obsessive ‘refutational’ style
aimed at real or hallucinated debate partners, something which also marks
out other ‘revisionist’ schools of history writing. Yet these arguments are
largely howled into the void, since the response to MGK’s work has been a
deafening silence from academics. This in turn has led MGK to believe they
are really onto something, in a classic illustration of the topsy-turvy circular
logic of fringe pseudoscholars, since the lack of response from academics
must mean that historians cannot refute the negationist gurus.” (p. 43)
Of course, Terry does not give any examples of these supposed ad hominem attacks

against historians. As for the deafening silence of academics, revisionists do not need
any topsy-turvy logic. The at-best-average response by Shermer and Grobman as well as
the way-below-average response by Lipstadt prove that academics have thrown in the
towel.
So finally, who is this Nick Terry anyway? How many customers does he have? Well,
despite being a university lecturer, for many years Terry has been nothing but a blogger.
His output is practically zero. His only contribution is a response to revisionists
available only as a downloadable pdf file. Academics totally ignore him. The
revisionists, on the other hand, not being so cruel, devoted a considerable effort to his
work, publishing an entire two-volume book in response. On this, Terry comments in a
footnote:
“A 1396-page response appeared in the autumn of 2013, bloated to more
than twice the length of the refutation by ‘fisking’ it paragraph by
paragraph, rendering the response largely unreadable.” (p. 43)
Too long to be readable? Is that what properly trained historians are taught? Well, send
him a postcard next time.
As a final note, Terry was supposed to publish the book Auschwitz: The Practice of
Extinction in 2016. So far it appears on Amazon UK with no price and as “Currently
Unavailable.” Of course, we'll be here if and when it eventually becomes available. Until
then, so much for the properly trained historian Dr. Terry.

Dealing with Denial
As already noted, the rest of the book is about legal matters. But a few things from
Chapter 15 written by Paul Behrens are worth mentioning. First, Behrens begins with the
following:
“The disturbing effect of denialism manifests itself in various forms. One of
its most troubling aspects must be seen in the implied message that it
typically carries: that the survivors of grave atrocities are dishonest about
their own experiences. Where such statements are made publicly or are
directly addressed at victims, their consequences can be devastating: they
impose new suffering on those who already have to deal with the traumatic
consequences of the inhumane treatment to which they had been subjected
in the past.” (p. 230)
Revisionists avoid implying. They justify their claims with documented facts. And as
has been shown, most of the survivors are not deliberately dishonest. They are just
victims of rumors and hearsay. But there have been deliberately dishonest individuals as
well. A recent example is one Joseph Hirt[3] who gave public speeches in schools
claiming to be an Auschwitz survivor. But his story turned out to be a complete
fabrication. He was exposed by a history teacher who obviously would not agree with
Behrens. Unfortunately, in science, logic comes before sentiment, whether we like it or
not.
“For one, the ideas to which deniers subscribe do not disappear merely
because their expression has been made punishable. Lechtholz-Zey is right
when she points out that, in the age of the internet, the relevant ideas remain
merely a mouse click away, and with that, the recruitment of new followers
remains a reality. But even in societies in which denialism has no strong
basis in the population, the link between the weakness of the movement and

the threat of legal sanction is not a foregone conclusion. The fact that an
average member of society might not fall prey to the efforts of deniers, may
indeed have more to do with the educational efforts of the State (and the
overwhelming force of the facts) than with the adoption of criminalisation.
Crediting the criminal justice system with successes of this kind, means
putting confidence in the law which the law may not deserve.” (p. 241)
To his credit, Behrens admits that laws against denial may not have the desired effect.
His suggestions are worth quoting in full:
“But if the law is not the solution, alternatives must be offered that may
achieve more efficient results. Various options have been explored in this
chapter, but the most convincing approach might require a combination of
several methods. It is suggested that the following aspects have an impact
on this consideration. First, genocide and Holocaust denial takes place in
different societies and in different contexts. The identification of the most
appropriate ratio of methods to counter denialism is therefore dependent on
situational parameters. In some societies, the widespread nature of denial
may require more of a communal effort, including a heightened emphasis on
public education and the establishment of institutions capable of reaching
out to society as a whole. Where denialism is promoted merely by a small
minority within a society, the focus might shift to options for dealing with
the leaders and followers of that movement. Second, not all deniers are cut
from the same cloth. The political leader who built a following on
denialism, the author whose prominence relies on denialist ideology, act
from motivations which differ from those at the bottom of the movement,
who may often not have given much thought to the evidence of the
atrocities or indeed to the consequences of denialist activities. Genuine
curiosity may occasionally be encountered in the latter group, but cannot be
expected in the former, and the appropriate methods of dealing with the
conduct of deniers will therefore have to vary accordingly. Third, even
within a particular target group, a detailed assessment of the available
methods is indispensable. The impact of an academic article on a juvenile
delinquent may be doubted; the showing of a film on the atrocities that he
denied might be more effective; the confrontation with actual physical
remnants of international crimes and meetings with survivors have carried
some success in the past. Fine-tuning these approaches is key to the
development of a persuasive response mechanism; and that in turn requires
a certain insight into the psychological conditioning of the followers of
denialism. Since the disassociation from ‘mainstream society’ is often at the
core of their ideology, the success of any option to counter denialism might
well be measured not by the degree to which their exclusion from the
community has been achieved, but by the degree to which society has
managed to effect their reintegration.” (p. 249)
Very good. If only Professor Behrens could convince some politicians...

Conclusion
This is a quite predictable book. There is no attempt to refute the revisionists, nor a clear
presentation of their ideas. Instead we find the usual misinformation and slanders, and
all this, sadly, by university professors and academics. Some contributors try to save the
day, although not much. But then again, considering the threat of “social disapproval”
hanging over everyone who doesn’t scream “bloody murder” at the sight of a revisionist,

that’s probably all we could expect. At least the cover design is pretty neat.

Notes

Homage to Fred Leuchter, the Alleged Impostor
and True Engineer
by Andrea Carancini

Abstract
This year, 2018, marks the 30th anniversary of the Leuchter Report, the expert report
compiled by Fred A. Leuchter on the rooms at the Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek
Camps commonly referred to as “gas chambers.” In this contribution, I will not deal with
the merits of Leuchter’s Report, on which rivers of ink have been poured out. In this
regard, I limit myself to pointing all interested parties to the critical edition of Leuchter’s
reports edited by Germar Rudolf. What I propose, instead, is to examine Leuchter’s
professional qualifications, about which many falsehoods have been promoted in an
attempt to denigrate and discredit the aforementioned Report.

The Genesis of the Leuchter Report

It all started with the trials staged in the 1980s against Canadian revisionist of German
origin Ernst Zündel. In 1981, Zündel – who died a few months ago, in August 2017 –
had republished Richard Harwood’s revisionist brochure: Did Six Million Really Die?.
During a first trial, in 1985, Zündel was sentenced to fifteen months in prison. The
verdict was overturned in 1987. A new trial began in January 1988. Zündel instructed his
lawyer’s assistant Barbara Kulaszka to contact the chief wardens of several U.S. prisons
in an attempt to convince them to come to court and to explain to the jury the operation
of a homicidal gas chamber. Bill Armontrout, head warden of the Jefferson City
(Missouri) penitentiary agreed to come and testify that no one in the United States knew
more about how gas chambers worked than the Boston technician Fred Leuchter.
Subsequently, the French professor Dr. Robert Faurisson, who at the time was Zündel’s
defense advisor, went to visit Leuchter. Leuchter agreed to come to Toronto to examine
the documentation on the Nazi “gas chambers” collected by Zündel and Faurisson. Then,
as Faurisson writes:[1]
“After that, at Zündel's expense, he [Leuchter] left for Poland with a
secretary (his wife), a draftsman, a video-cameraman and an interpreter. He
came back and drew up a 192-page report (including appendices). He also
brought back 32 samples taken, on the one hand, from the crematories of

Auschwitz and Birkenau at the site of the homicidal ‘gassings’ and, on the
other hand, in a disinfection gas chamber at Birkenau. His conclusion was
simple: there had never been any homicidal gassings at Auschwitz,
Birkenau, or Majdanek.
On April 20 and 21, 1988, Fred Leuchter appeared on the witness stand in the Toronto
courtroom. He told the story of his investigation and presented his conclusions.”

Fred Leuchter According to Wikipedia
Some falsehoods on behalf of Fred Leuchter can be found in the homonymous entry at
Wikipedia. Before examining them, however, it is pertinent to make a caveat. The
Wikipedia text contains expressions such as “practicing engineering” and “professional
engineer.” It must be kept in mind that in most other languages, the term engineer refers
exclusively to individuals who have an academic degree in engineering, whereas in the
English language it has a far broader meaning. In addition to academic engineers, the
term can also refer to any kind of technician.[2]
Let’s now see what Wikipedia writes in the paragraph “Education and career” (all
emphases are mine):
“Leuchter received a Bachelor of Arts degree in history from Boston
University in 1964. He holds patents for a geodetic instrument and an
electronic sextant. In 1991 Leuchter faced charges of practicing engineering
without a license issued by the Board of Registration of Professional
Engineers and of Land Surveyors, which regulates professional engineers, a
violation of Massachusetts law. As a result of those charges, Leuchter
signed a consent decree with the board, in which he stated that he was not
and had never been registered as a professional engineer, despite having
represented himself as one. He settled with prosecutors by serving two years
of probation and agreeing to stop disseminating documents in which he
presented himself as an engineer, including the Leuchter Report. In a speech
given over a year later, Leuchter claimed that:
a spurious criminal complaint was filed against me in the Massachusetts
court system with the intent of destroying my reputation by putting me in
prison for three months.
In point of fact, a license is not required in Massachusetts, or any other
state, unless the engineer is involved in construction of buildings, and is
certifying compliance with specifications. […]
As confirmation of the spurious nature of this charge, it should be pointed
out there are more than fifty thousand practicing engineers in
Massachusetts, of whom only five thousand are licensed. Although the
state’s licensing law has been in effect since 1940, there has been no record
of any prosecution for this offense.”
On all this, I contacted – via Facebook – the same Leuchter, and here’s what he
answered:[3]
“I was illegally charged with practicing as a licensed engineer. You needn’t
be licensed to be an engineer. I never represented myself as licensed. There
was a consent agreement between myself, the DA [District Attorney] and
the Board of Engineers. Since I never represented myself as licensed, that

did and does not apply. The Agreement prevented the DA and the Jewish
organization from persecuting me. I agreed never to say I was licensed for a
two year period unless I became licensed. The Licensing Board was
required to accept my application for licensing and to issue said license
based on my background, if I applied. I did not wish to be licensed then or
now (state interference).”
So much from Leuchter. For my part, I observe that the document signed at the time by
Leuchter was a consent decree, a settlement agreement that does not include an
admission of guilt on the part of the person concerned. Therefore, it seems unlikely that
he was given “probation,” which instead presupposes guilt (and a conviction).

Francesco Rotondi’s Slanders

In November 2005, Francesco Rotondi, cardiologist at the San Giuseppe Moscati
Hospital in Avellino, published a book titled Honeymoon at Auschwitz: Reflections on
Holocaust Denial.[4] It is a full-fledged anti-revisionist libel, filled not only with
falsehoods, but also with pure slander against revisionists. At the time, Carlo Mattogno
responded to this book for his part. Mattogno’s answer, however exhaustive it may be,
concerned almost exclusively the objections brought against his own work. It did not
take into consideration the poisonous ad hominem attacks made by Rotondi against
Zündel and Leuchter.[5] I try to respond to these, despite the time that has passed, first
of all because Rotondi’s book was favorably received by Italy’s academia (before being
published by an Italian science publisher, it had been presented as a thesis) and also
because I think it is always useful to show the bias of revisionism’s detractors.
The two sections of Rotondi’s book that interest us here are as follows:

1. “The Leuchter Report or the Honeymoon at Auschwitz by a So-called Engineer”
(“Il Rapporto Leuchter ovvero la luna di miele ad Auschwitz di un sedicente
ingegnere,” pp. 67-70) and
2. “Leuchter’s credibility” (“La credibilità di Leuchter,” pp. 70-73).
Rotondi begins as follows (all emphases are mine):
“It is the well-known French revisionist, the scholar Robert Faurisson, who
comes up with the idea of scientifically demonstrating the inexistence of the
gas chambers, a subject he had been working on for some time. He chooses
as an ‘expert’ the American Fred A. Leuchter, who called himself a chief
engineer, although he never graduated in engineering, and who presented
himself as a ‘specialist in the design and manufacture’ of gas chambers
intended for the implementation of capital punishment in the USA. In
February 1988, thanks to a large sum paid by neo-Nazi Ernst Zündel, he
was sent to Poland. His fresh bride Carolyn, an industrial designer who
incredibly speaks of it as her honeymoon, an interpreter and a cameraman, a
friend of Zündel, also participate in the expedition.”
In a footnote, Rotondi defines the agreement between Leuchter and the Board of
Engineers as “judicial plea bargain.”
In the second section under review here, Rotondi’s claim that Leuchter boasted to have a
degree in engineering is the first slander in that section. From the text of the agreement it
is clear that the dispute did not concern a graduate degree but Leuchter’s failure to
register with the Board of Engineers. If Leuchter had indeed boasted of such a degree,
there would have been no agreement, and he would have gone straight to prison. From
this point of view, it is also tendentious to have defined the aforementioned “Consent
Decree” as a “judicial plea bargaining,” which instead presupposes both an admission of
guilt and a subsequent conviction.
From the choice of sources on which Rotondi based his study, I conclude that he knows
the English language. But then, he should know that the English term “engineer”
corresponds only partially to what Europeans mean when using that term. That the
English term “engineer” can also refer to a “specialized technician” is stated in all
dictionaries. Hence, Rotondi has no excuse whatsoever. As to the fact that Leuchter has
defined the expedition to Poland as his honeymoon, we need to clarify: Rotondi’s source
for this is evidently Errol Morris’s movie Mr. Death: The Rise and Fall of Fred A.
Leuchter Jr., a documentary that has Leuchter as its protagonist. Well, Rotondi omits to
report the full sentence stated by Leuchter (starting at 31:04):
“We were married for less than a month when we went. Although she
doesn’t like to hear it, I normally tell her: that was her honeymoon. That’s
not a particular good place to go for a honeymoon – Poland.”
When it comes to putting a revisionist in a bad light, they evidently latch on to
everything. Rotondi then continues by targeting the person who had commissioned the
Leuchter Report (all emphases mine):
“Ernst Zündel is a folkloric and boisterous German neo-Nazi fugitive in
Canada, who was being prosecuted at the time for spreading Harwood’s
negationist booklet Did six million really die?, a big man who likes to
perform in public dressed up in various carnival attires and who protests,
surrounded by equally ridiculous bodyguards, by parading with a cross on
his shoulders or even by wearing a Jewish camp uniform, with the telephone
number on a hard hat.”

To complete his denigration of Zündel, Rotondi adds in a footnote that “Zündel is,
among other things, the author of two curious volumes: UFO’s: Nazi Secret Weapons,
and The Hitler We Loved and Why, whose titles alone are indicative.”
First of all, Zündel did not “flee” to Canada but emigrated there (from Germany).
Rotondi could have easily found this fact even on Wikipedia’s entry dedicated to Ernst
Zündel. In fact, it seems unlikely that he did not consult that entry, but as Francesco
Bacone used to say: “slander, slander, something will remain.” To fathom the pettiness
of Rotondi’s polemics, however, we need to say a few words about Zündel’s life. Ernst
Zündel was a talented (and successful) graphic designer who could have comfortably
enjoyed the fruits of his profession (even financially), but because of his intellectual
generosity, he ended up being persecuted and prosecuted for a good part of his life. In
1984, Sabina Citron, a Jewess who is the founder and spokesman of the Canadian
Holocaust Remembrance Association, provoked violent demonstrations against him in
Canada. As Prof. Faurisson wrote:[6]
“The Canadian postal service, treating Revisionism the way it treats
pornography, refused him all service and all right to receive mail. Zündel
only recovered his postal rights after a year of judicial procedures. In the
meantime, his business has failed. At the instigation of Sabina Citron, the
Attorney General of Ontario filed a complaint against Zündel for publishing
a ‘false statement, tale or news.’ The charge was based on the following
reasoning: the defendant had abused his right to freedom of expression; by
distributing the Harwood pamphlet, he was spreading information that he
knew was false; in fact, he could not fail to be aware that the ‘genocide of
the Jews’ and the ‘gas chambers’ were an established fact.”
Rotondi speaks of boisterous behaviors and “carnival” attire, but we must understand
that at the time Zundel was fighting for his life. He survived at least three attacks on his
person, including a devastating arson attack against his home. It is true that he paraded
with a cross on his shoulders (as you can see in the aforementioned film by Morris), but
Rotondi “forgets” to mention a significant detail: on the cross brought by Zündel there
was a scroll saying “Freedom of Speech,” the very freedom of speech that Jewish
organizations wanted and still want to deny anyone who dares to challenge their power.
Zündel’s bodyguards were anything but ridiculous, since every time he entered the court,
Zündel risked physical assault. But I am unaware that he ever wore a Jewish camp
uniform; there is no trace of it in Morris’s film. As for the two volumes “whose titles
alone are indicative” according to Rotondi: the first one on UFOs “was nothing more
than popular fiction to build publicity for Samisdat,” as Zündel stated in an interview:
“I realized that North Americans were not interested in being educated.
They want to be entertained. The book was for fun. With a picture of the
Führer on the cover and flying saucers coming out of Antarctica it was a
chance to get on radio and TV talk shows. […] And that was my chance to
talk about what I wanted to talk about."
As to the second book, the Italian Wikipedia entry on Zündel states that he denied
authorship of that book. It is not easy to be more biased than Wikipedia when it comes to
revisionism, but Rotondi evidently succeeded in that.
Let’s go back to Leuchter. Rotondi wrote (p. 69):
“Leuchter’s ‘expert report’ would not suffice to save him [Zündel] from a
9-month prison term, because it was to be rejected by the judges of the
Toronto Court for the following reason: He was not any expert (was not
competent).”

In a footnote, Rotondi reports: “Official transcript of the Zündel Trial, p. 9052.”

In this regard I contacted Rotondi via Facebook and I asked him to send me a scan of the
aforementioned transcript page, but Rotondi evidently believed it was better not to
respond. The reason for this may be, because he culled that quote from another source
without due verification? In any case, reading Barbara Kulaszka’s book ‘Did Six Million
Really Die?’ (not to be confused with Harwood’s booklet), which is a meticulous and
very extensive documentation of that trial, reality seems to be a little different. As for
Fred Leuchter’s testimony, there are three paragraphs that deserve to be quoted in
full:[7]
“[Judge] Thomas held that Leuchter could give oral evidence but that the
report itself was not going to be filed. (32-9032) He held Leuchter was not a
chemist or a toxicologist. (32-9034) He further held that Leuchter was an
engineer because he had made himself an engineer in a very limited area.
(32-9048)
Thomas stated that Leuchter’s opinion in the report was that there were
never any gassings or exterminations carried on in the facilities. He held
that Leuchter was not capable of giving that opinion. (32-9049) Nor was he
capable of testifying regarding the results of the analysis of the samples. His
testimony was restricted to the taking of the samples and who he turned
them over to. (32-9047, 9048) Leuchter was allowed to testify with respect
to his own work, his observations of the camps and the information he had
gathered concerning the facilities, and whether the facilities were feasible as
gas chambers. (32-9054) Defence counsel was instructed not to refer to the
Leuchter Report during the in-chief examination. Thomas held that Leuchter
had no expertise whatsoever in crematories and disallowed any testimony
relating to crematories. (32-9052, 9054)
Fred A. Leuchter was qualified as an expert in the design, construction,
maintenance and operation of execution gas chambers. He was allowed to
give opinion evidence on the operation of gas chambers and the suitability
of the facilities he inspected in Poland to operate as gas chambers. (32-9062,

9063)”
“Thomas held that Leuchter had no expertise whatsoever in crematories and disallowed
any testimony relating to crematories.” This is the entire sentence that Rotondi
speciously truncated in half. Moreover, the same Judge Thomas, although far from being
well-disposed toward the defense, recognized that Leuchter had the qualification of an
engineer and was expert on gas chambers. And Rotondi cannot claim that he does not
know Kulaszka’s book, since he mentions it in a note on page 68!
But that’s not all. As for his qualifications as an engineer, Leuchter specified during the
cross-examination conducted by the public prosecutor[8] that the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and the Department of Drug Enforcement had recognized him by issuing
two medical licenses, and also “the United States Navy in all of the work he had done
with them on navigational instrumentation.”
Continuing with what Rotondi wrote, we find another slander against the American
engineer on p. 71 of his section on Leuchter’s credibility:
“Even the simple qualification, which is self-attributed, of being an ‘expert
specializing in the design and manufacture of devices for capital
punishment,’ above all by means of gas chambers, belongs into the realm of
fairy tales.”
We have just seen how Leuchter’s qualification in this regard was recognized by Judge
Thomas. But, also during the Toronto trial, there was yet another element that Rotondi
hides from his readers: the testimony of Bill M. Armontrout, at that time chief warden at
the Missouri State Penitentiary in Jefferson City:[9]
“Armontrout testified that there was only one consultant in the United States
that he knew of in the design, operation, and maintenance of gas chambers.
That consultant was Fred Leuchter. (32-8896)”
Even the New York Times recognized Leuchter’s expertise in this regard in a prominent
article of October 13, 1990, and in a follow-up article on June 13, 1991 about the
settlement between Leuchter and the Massachusetts Board of Registration of
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors, the New York Times wrote, “was once one
of the nation’s leading advisers on the administering of capital punishment.” The
problem for Leuchter was that, the NYT writer stated right afterwards, that Leuchter
“angered Holocaust survivors with articles in which he contended that historians had
inflated the number of victims of the Nazis.”[10]
Rotondi, however, insists (p. 71):
“In his Report and later in his testimony during the Zündel Trial, he had
declared before the Court that he had worked, by virtue of his skills, as a
consultant for Missouri, California and North Carolina. The director of the
St. Quentin prison (California), Vasquez, quoted by Leuchter, stated instead
that his prison had never had any relationship with him, and Gary T. Dixon,
director of the North Carolina prison, argued that his penitentiary had never
used Leuchter’s assistance either.”
Let’s start by saying that, in his Report, Leuchter does not name any of the prisons cited
by Rotondi. He claims only that he designed hardware in the United States used in the
execution of convicts using hydrogen cyanide gas. As for his testimony during the
Zündel Trial, Leuchter testified:[11]

“Leuchter testified that he was a consultant to the states of South Carolina
and Missouri with respect to the operation of gas chambers used for prisoner
executions, and was currently under contract with the state of Missouri to
completely reconstruct their gas chamber.”
Kulaszka’s documentation contains neither a trace of Vasquez’s testimony nor of
Dixon’s testimony. Rotondi refers in this regard to an entry of the anti-revisionist Nizkor
website, which claims to quote the persons in question without, however, giving any
sources for it. Rather, it must be kept in mind that at that time the prison wardens with
whom Leuchter worked were warned and threatened by Jewish organizations, as
Leuchter himself reported:[12]
“I have been vilified both privately and publicly in all forms of the media.
My clients have been cajoled and threatened into not dealing with me. […]
At Klarsfeld’s initiative, […] they began to threaten prison wardens with
political consequences if they dealt with me.”
Revisionist historian Mark Weber wrote in the same vein:[13]
“The most insidious (and effective) effort has been a behind-the-scenes
campaign to destroy his livelihood by pressuring state governments to stop
employing him as their execution hardware engineer. To allow Leuchter to
continue working for the state, declared Illinois Representative Ellis Levin
(D-Chicago), ‘would be an affront to the Jewish community.’ (Chicago
Daily Law Bulletin, August 17, 1990.)”
There is no trace of all this in Rotondi’s book. He instead writes (pp. 71f.):
“Leuchter is a strange guy, has a raspy voice and chuckles continuously for
no reason, showing his teeth yellowed by nicotine ... He takes selfies
without restraint with a noose around his neck and tied up in an electric
chair, boasting with contract relationships, expert reports and degrees
without worrying the least about being exposed as a liar.”
That sentence is not criticism but real character assassination. And yet, in this case it is
Rotondi himself who is not the least worried about being exposed as a liar. Even in this
sentence, there is no dearth of lies. Anyone who has watched Errol Morris’s
documentary will have noticed that Leuchter’s voice is absolutely normal, and that he
does not chuckle continuously for no reason. (I am also unaware whether Leuchter has
ever been photographed with the noose around his neck).
Finally, I venture to doubt that Faurisson, in an article for the French weekly Rivarol,
spoke of Leuchter as a “genius” (p. 72). Rotondi provides neither the issue nor the page
number. Another copied and pasted quote without verification?

Rotondi’s Libels Regurgiated by Prof. Aldo Giannuli

In 2009, Italian scholar Aldo Giannuli published a book titled The Public Abuse of
History: How and Why Political Power Falsifies the Past.[14] As we read on the Book’s
flaps, Prof. Giannuli is a researcher of contemporary history at the University of
Milan.[15] He was a consultant for the prosecutor’s offices in Bari, Milan (on the Piazza
Fontana massacre), Pavia, Brescia (on the Piazza della Loggia massacre), Rome and
Palermo. From 1994 to 2001, he collaborated with the Italian Parliamentary Commission
of Inquiry on Terrorism in Italy and on the causes of the failure to identify those
responsible for the massacres.
Therefore, he is not an “amateur” (as is the self-confessing Rotondi) but a scholar of
clear fame. Unfortunately, however, the level of his approach to revisionism (and, in
particular, to Leuchter) is identical to that of Rotondi, and indeed, it seems that he took
cues from him. In Giannuli’s book, the third chapter, which is dedicated to the (alleged)
refutation of revisionism is titled “The Tribunalization of History” (“La
tribunalizzazione della storia”). Giannuli deals with the Leuchter Report on pages
115-117, from which I take the following quote (all emphases are mine):
“On examining its merit, this report has been taken apart completely.
Moreover, Leuchter admitted not to be an engineer but a graduate in
philosophy, that he based his research exclusively on the works of Robert
Faurisson, and that the publisher Zündel commissioned and financed his trip
to Poland. In short, Leuchter was merely an indisputable crook. In spite of
this, his report has nevertheless remained one of the deniers’ basic texts.
Leuchter’s affirmations prompted understandable indignation of camp
survivors; his false credentials moreover attracted the mass media’s
attention, overshadowing the issue of merit. On the other hand, this is in the
logic of the mass media: saying that a certain guy is an impostor who boasts
to have titles he does not possess takes a headline of two lines, but in order
to say that in the gas chambers of Auschwitz five times more people could

enter than Leuchter counted, a headline is not enough.”
One single observation is due here: if anyone is a crook and an impostor here, it surely is
not Leuchter. Moreover, it is not true that Leuchter based his research exclusively “on
the works of Robert Faurisson.” Actually, Leuchter wrote four expert reports in total,
and his fourth report is dedicated to a technical evaluation of Jean-Claude Pressac’s
magnum opus, Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers.[16]
To conclude, although it certainly is true that a headline does not suffice to elaborate on
the problems raised by the (first) Leuchter Report, the three paltry – and pitiful – pages
dedicated to it by Giannuli aren’t enough either, just as the other three pages dedicated
by Giannuli to revisionism in general (his pages 112-114) are not enough compared to
the monumental historiographical and scientific work published in recent years by
authors such as Carlo Mattogno and Germar Rudolf.
Rather, one wonders: how come, when it comes to revisionism, even authors like
Giannuli (but I also think of Giovanni Fasanella) who are used to “flying high,” end up
sinking below sea level?

On Leuchter’s Competence
Fred Leuchter is not only an engineer but also an inventor who owns several patents. I
found interesting news about him in the article by Mark Weber titled “Fred Leuchter:
Courageous Defender of Historical Truth”:[17]
“Since 1965, he has worked as an engineer on projects having to do with
electrical, optical, mechanical, navigational and surveying problems. He
holds patents in the fields of optics, navigation, encoding, geodetic
surveying and surveying instrumentation, including patents on sextants,
surveying instruments and optical instrument encoders.
From 1965 through 1970 he was the technical director for a firm in Boston,
where he specialized in airborne, opto-electronic, and photographic
surveillance equipment. He designed the first low-level, color, stereomapping system for use in a helicopter, which has become an airborne
standard.
In 1970, he formed an independent consulting firm. During his period with
this firm, he designed and built the first electronic sextant and developed a
unique, light-weight, compact and inexpensive optical drum sector encoder
for use with surveying and measuring instruments. He also built the first
electronic sextant for the US Navy. He has worked on and designed astro
trackers utilized in the on-board guidance systems of ICBM missiles.
Because of his work in navigational devices he has had hands-on experience
with surveying and geodetic measuring equipment and a thorough
knowledge of map-reading and cartography. He is trained in reading and
interpreting aerial photographs. He designed a computerized transit for
surveying use, and several years ago he developed the first low-cost
personal telephone monitor.”

Conclusion
Since it was written, the Leuchter Report has been the object of many criticisms:

sometimes honest, often dishonest. Of course, it contains some flaws which the
revisionists themselves have detected, but being a pioneering work, this was inevitable.
What I wanted to point out here, however, is that it is still the work of an expert who had
every right to express his dispassionate opinion, a right that Jewish organizations and
many societies have tried ruthlessly to infringe upon as a warning to everyone, experts
and non-experts alike, who dares to speak out freely and frankly on the greatest taboo of
our time.
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How the Standard Holocaust Narrative Got off the Ground
by Ezra Macvie

Commandant in Auschwitz: Rudolf Höss, His Torture and His Forced Confessions. Carlo Mattogno and
Rudolf Höss, English translation by Germar Rudolf. Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield, U.K, 2017, trade
paperback, 402 pp.

Carlo Mattogno, Rudolf Höss, Commandant of Auschwitz: Rudolf Höss, His Torture and His Forced
Confessions, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield, UK, Nov. 2017; 402 pages pb, 6"×9", bibliography, index,
ISBN: 9781591481911. Read it free of charge or purchase a hard copy here.
Hellishly flaming crematoria. Lines of doomed Jews trudging through the snow from cattle cars. Heartless
selektions. Gas chambers! It’s all part of the gruesome furniture with which the minds of going on three
generations of Westerners have been filled since the swastika flag finally came down for the last time. The
insanely cruel and destructive assault upon Jewry by every non-Jew in Germany is indelibly branded upon
the knowledge of every Westerner—including Germans—from childhood.
Like success itself, the wildly successful story of the Six Million has many authors,[1] whose ranks at this
late remove still show no signs of slowing in their phenomenal growth. But pride of place in the
composition and certification of the Greatest Crime in History may belong to the unfortunate SS
Lieutenant Colonel from Baden-Baden whom the British nabbed in occupied Germany almost a year after
the end of the war and charged with crimes committed during his tenure as commandant of the
concentration camp at Auschwitz. Over the ensuing 401 days and nights, Obersturmbannführer Höss
admitted to practically all the charges and obligingly if not credibly supplied virtually the entire outline of
the Holocaust Story that reigns (literally, by law) supreme everywhere in the Western world to this day.
He not only authoritatively supplied the horrifying, fascinating details, he did it mostly in 1946, that is,
very early in the game, and he willingly signed a total of 85 affidavits and depositions in German, English
and Polish—so many in fact that voluminous quotations from these qualify him to be named as co-author
of the book here reviewed. His own co-author, maestro massimo of the Holocaust Carlo Mattogno, was
born six years after Höss’s death by hanging at the hands of Polish executioners in that very same
Auschwitz—by then reverted to its Polish name of Oswiecim—of which he had had charge for years
during World War II.
Few authors indeed in the history of the written word could be said to have as profoundly influenced the
content of popular belief around the world than this devoted family man who resided with his wife and
five children in a house on the very grounds of the “death camp” he is said to have commanded during the

war. Just how this came to be in the years following his execution would be a fascinating chronicle whose
particulars would surely rival those of the aftermath of the Crucifixion, though with execration, rather
than veneration, for the martyr at the heart of the story. But that is not the book here reviewed.
The first matter addressed by this paragon of meticulous historiography is exactly what Höss said (wrote,
attested to), how he said it, where and when. The full-depth approach taken here—the signature approach
taken by Mattogno in whatever subject he investigates—enables the reader both to trace the unfolding of
what is largely Höss’s creation and to observe the glaring inconsistencies between successive
presentations of the same subject, a process the author defers to Part II, the larger part by a slight margin
of this magisterial work. Doing this obviously required, along with inexhaustible patience, careful scrutiny
and a steel-trap memory for thousands of details, but fluency in at least English, German and Polish.
Mattogno wrote in Italian and did not rely on translators for the source languages. English-language
material is quoted verbatim, while translations from source material in other languages was translated into
English directly from the source language.
It is chiefly in Part I that the damning specifics of Höss’s odyssey through the horror-house of vengeance
erected and operated by the victorious Allies in Europe is described, beginning with the terrorization of
Höss’s wife and children to extract information permitting Höss’s own capture and continuing with the
torture that dominated the first weeks of Höss’s time in Allied captivity. The lessons taught Höss in the
benefits of cooperation with his captors are vividly portrayed in the descriptions of his handling. By the
time in late 1946 when Höss was transferred to (Communist) Polish authorities, Höss had apparently
mastered the life-or-death art of eliciting less-cruel, if not actually gentle, treatment from those who
obviously wanted crackling good testimony from their prize captive. If only in behalf of his stillthreatened family, Höss seems to have developed a large appetite for decent treatment; that in satisfying it,
he condemned present and future generations of his countrymen to inextinguishable guilt and calumny
seems not to have occurred to him, and indeed it would seem that such an outlandish eventuality would
not have occurred to any reasonable person, even one not subject to the irresistible incentives that
Defendant Höss was subject to.
The scholarly “heavy lifting” is undertaken in Part II, where the content of Höss’s testimony is analyzed
both in relation to the context of events surrounding the testimony and to other testimony given by Höss
on related matters—the fitting together of the pieces, to use the analogy of a puzzle or other such
integrated whole. It is in this process that the image of a “motivated witness” becomes apparent, and the
artifacts of fictional creativity emerge. Not until the last section (Conclusions) does Mattogno voice his
interpretation that the “star witness” had indeed become starstruck in his role as the center of attention.
Mattogno here implicitly neglects the fact that Höss remained as much concerned as ever not only for
sparing himself any reprise of the torture to which he had been prolongedly subjected the previous year,
but also for the continued safety of his wife and five children. Mattogno further ignores the Grand Prize to
be at least theoretically hoped for by anyone in Höss’s predicament: clemency, or even mere delay in the
imposition of the ultimate punishment.
Höss was ultimately hanged, and if Mattogno overlooked the notion that Höss might however
unrealistically have hoped to be spared this outcome, perhaps it might be noted that Mattogno ruthlessly
suppresses and expunges any and every flight of imagination from his exacting analyses without fail.
Mattogno’s legendary scrupulousness in analysis of facts may be the very thing that limits him in the
necessarily speculative contemplation of counterfact. But counterfact everywhere and always ultimately
drives fact, so I will cite Jett Rucker’s insightful analysis on codoh.com titled “Telling Stories to Stay
Alive: Rudolf Höss vs. Scheherazade,” which lays out the theory quite adequately.
In a final letter to his wife, reproduced in this book, Höss contritely tells her not only that he expects to be
executed, but that he deserves to be executed. He expressed such thoughts on other occasions also
recorded and cited in the book. He presumably did expect to be executed. But his saying so did not in any
way increase the likelihood that he would be executed. To the contrary, if they had any effect at all on the
likelihoods in play at the time, they would have militated against finally executing him. Ruling such
strategies out of the condemned man’s mind would contradict Samuel Johnson’s famous quip, “Depend

upon it, Sir, when a man knows he is to be hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind wonderfully.”

[1] Aside from outright frauds such as Binjamin Wilkomirski, the opportunists riding this “juggernaut of
conscience” include Rainer Höss, grandson of the commandant, who claims that, if magically he could
somehow meet his grandfather, he would kill him.

Memories of a Thessalonian Jewess
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Erika Kounio was the editor of the book Oral Testimonies of the Jews from Thessaloniki
about the Holocaust examined in an earlier article. As she was also a Holocaust
survivor, we will now have a look at her own memoir, 50 Years Later: Memories of a
Thessalonian Jewess.[1]

Kounio was deported along with her family to Birkenau on March 20, 1943 at age 15.
Since she and her parents could speak German, they worked as interpreters. Later she
was transferred to Auschwitz where she worked as a secretary, filling in the death
registers. On January 18, 1945, when the camp was evacuated, she was sent on a “death
march” to Ravensbrück, and later from there to an unknown destination. Along with
other prisoners, they managed to escape and hid in a deserted barn. The Russians found
them a few days later, and she eventually returned to Greece.
Despite working as a secretary, she had a really hard time at Auschwitz. But what
exactly does she tell us regarding the extermination claims?

Radio Propaganda
The first interesting incident she reports is about her grandfather, before the deportation.
Her grandparents lived in the Sudetenland. In 1939, they fled the country to escape the
Germans, and came to Greece. Here is what happened one night:
“It must have been November, always in 1942, when in the evening – as
every evening – we heard on the radio the BBC news. Everything was

closed in the room, and the front door was locked. At one point, we heard
the speaker saying indifferently that two Polish Jews had come to the radio
station that morning who had escaped from a ‘camp’ named ‘Lublin.’ There
– the speaker continued just as indifferently – they were mass killing the
Jews. With no further comment, he continued with the rest of the news. I
will never forget the face of my grandpa. He rose all red with eyes popped
out and turned off the radio. He turned to my parents and said, ‘This is
English propaganda.’ He had arrived here three years earlier, a hunted
refugee, to find shelter in Greece, at the house of his daughter, and yet he
still believed that the Germans were a superior people! And all that from
London was propaganda!” (p. 64)
Perhaps her grandpa knew better?

Selection Time
After arriving at Birkenau, the usual procedure followed. Children, sick and the old were
loaded onto waiting trucks:
“The people kept going onto the trucks, which left as soon as they were full.
Where did they go? Unknown!” (p. 87)
When they arrived later at their block, they asked the other prisoners about this. Once
again they received the all too common reply:
“For a minute there was dead silence; some started going away from us, and
two or three told us the unbelievable, the unheard of: ‘They are no more;
they burned them all; they turned into smoke coming out of the chimneys...’
Crazy, I thought, totally crazy, they’ve lost it, they don’t know what they’re
saying.” (p. 91)
But as usual, it didn’t take too long for her to believe it as well.

The Special Treatment
Kounio gives some interesting information regarding those that were supposed to be sent
to the gas chambers:
“Near the ‘office’ there was Block 25. It was also a barracks where they
collected all those women that had gone through a ‘selection.’ Many times
they were kept there for as much as three or four days, until they were led to
the gas chamber. […] The lists with the names of those that had gone to
Block 25 had to be filled, the names had to be written quickly and correctly.
[…] Here’s another sample of the German meticulousness. Compose the
lists with the names of ‘candidates to die,’ with their names written
correctly, and insert them into their files.” (p. 107)
She claims that this was done on every selection, whether it was a mass selection among
new arrivals, or one of those carried out daily before and after work. A few pages later
she adds:
“The names of all those that had gone through a selection at the Birkenau
and Auschwitz camps were recorded on lists which were sent at the central
offices of the P. A. [Politische Abteilung, the camp’s police section] where

we worked, for registration. On each one of those lists there were also
written the discreet letters S.B., which means Sonder Behandlung, that is
‘special treatment.’ Those people who were on the S.B. lists were ‘specially
treated’, that is killed with gas.” (p. 114)
But according to the orthodox narrative, those arriving at the camp who were allegedly
selected for the gas chambers were not registered anywhere. If people who had been
selected were “meticulously” registered, that can only mean they were not about to enter
a gas chamber. As for special treatment, and the word special in general, it appears on
many documents that have nothing to do with killings.[2] Kounio also writes:
“Every time a child was born it would receive its serial number and the lists
of newborns would arrive at our offices for the archives.” (p. 139)
It could hardly be worse! Registration of newborns? How can this be reconciled with the
extermination of the unfit?

The Extermination
So, we arrive at the main point: Extermination with poison gas. But on this critical issue,
Kounio has absolutely nothing specific to say. Nothing on the gas chambers, nothing on
the crematories. Number, location, operation, anything at all, are totally absent. There
are only vague descriptions like this:
“They lived for some months there, when one day we learned that the
Gypsy Camp had been emptied. They sent them all to the gas chambers.” (p.
139)
Or this:
“Almost every day there were new arrivals, thousands. The percentage of
those who entered the camp was about the same on every transport, about
200 to 500 persons at most, men and women together. The rest of the
thousands went directly to the gas chambers.” (p. 141)
On the same page, regarding the deportation of the Hungarian Jews in spring/summer
1944, we read:
“Thousands, many thousands arrive daily at the ‘ramp’ of Birkenau. From
many cars they do not disembark at once, they wait endless hours inside for
their turn. A ‘road’ was created leading from the ramp directly to the gas
chambers, without passing with the trucks through the camp. The
crematories are working non-stop and cannot keep up. They opened large
pits; they throw wood, corpses, and set fires. They burn them there, because
the crematories are not enough.”
Not only the description is vague but the story about a newly built road right from the
railway ramp to the gas chambers makes no sense. In fact, the railway line itself was
extended in early 1944 to enter the camp alongside the camp’s main road, there forming
a new ramp. It ended right next to Crematoria II and III at the western end of the main
road. It’s clear that Kounio is repeating mere hearsay. She admits it herself:
“Another time, a woman brought us the news that infants, babies up to two
or three years old, were thrown alive into the flames by the SS, into the pits
they had prepared.” (p. 142)

Needless to say, she believed that as well.

Summary
Kounio’s memoir was first published in 1996. As she states, she decided to write 50
years after the events because more and more people were disputing the Holocaust, and
there had to be a way to refute them. But if someone actually reads her book, the
conclusion he will draw is that perhaps it would have been better if she had kept silent.
Her own experiences do not confirm the orthodox storyline. It should be added that both
she and her mother got seriously sick at the camp (her mother contracted typhus), and
yet they were sent to the hospital, not the gas chamber, and they were given all the care
needed to recover. Regarding her extermination claims, she does not offer any reliable
information. Hence, we have yet another credible witness whose fear prevailed over
reason.
Let’s close with this illuminating incident:
“A kid in elementary school who visited the exhibition organized by our
community in 1993 with documents, photos and various objects, all about
the Holocaust, asked in his father full puzzlement: Were the Germans so
dumb and kept all this evidence?” (pp. 89f.)

Notes
[1] Erika Kounio-Amarilio, 50 χρόνια μετά: Αναμνήσεις μιας Θεσσαλονικιώτισσας
εβραίας (50 chronia meta: Anamneseis mias Salonikiotissas Hebraias),
Parateretes, Thessaloniki 1996/Ianos, Thessaloniki, 2006.
[2] See Carlo Mattogno, Special Treatment in Auschwitz: Origin and Meaning of a
Term, 2nd ed., Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield 2016; and idem, Healthcare in
Auschwitz: Medical Care and Special Treatment of Registered Inmates, ibid.

Myths and Their Murderers: Lorenzo Valla and Arthur Butz
by Jett Rucker

Throughout the Middle Ages and well into the Renaissance, respectable opinion held that Emperor Constantine
had, sometime early in the Fourth Century AD, given his sovereignty over Rome and much of Italy to the Christian
Pope of his day, Sylvanus, with the intent that this sovereignty should devolve, as time went on, to pope after pope,
rather than from emperor to emperor, as it had up to that time (Constantine’s imperial successors clung to this
sovereignty, allegedly in contravention of this Donation, as it became known). This was, during most of the period
in which it reigned, a matter of profound significance to the geopolitical contests of the day, in which popes
continued to vie for territorial hegemony in much of Italy.

Lorenzo Valla (1407-1457)
(https://fineartamerica.com, photograph by Granger).
The document with which this was purportedly done was a fraud, concocted in the Eighth Century, and a priest
named Lorenzo Valla published a book, De falso credita et ementite Constantiti, in 1440 that proved this
conclusively. Over a century later, long after Valla’s death in 1457, his book was placed on the Catholic Church’s
Index Librorum Prohibitorum, the list of books, issuing forth from the newfangled invention the printing press, that
it was a sin to produce, distribute, buy, sell, or read (this fearsome new medium was not a factor in Valla’s lifetime)
in 1558. The counterfeit nature of the Donation is today subscribed to by the cognizant scholars with at least the
unanimity with which climate scientists support the concept of anthropogenic global warming.
The actual death of the Myth of the Donation of Constantine is dated to about 1600, when a prominent Catholic
authority declared it a nullity—160 years or more after Valla had done the job insofar as research and commitment
to writing are concerned.
Arthur R. Butz[1], then a professor of electrical engineering at Northwestern University, put the myth of what had
only recently then acquired the name “Holocaust” to rest in 1976, when he published, with that damn printing press
again, The Hoax of the Twentieth Century: The Case against the Presumed Extermination of European Jewry. Butz
at the time was 44 years old, while Valla was 33 when his jeremiad came out. Valla at the time was an ordained
priest.
It would seem, then, that the definitive work that kills the anointed myth enjoys an initial period of acceptance (or
perhaps of being ignored), and thereafter encounters (or engenders) countermeasures, especially if, after the initial
assault, new media (the printing press, the Internet) come to the fore with which such “alternate” points of view can
gain a hearing that was once denied them.
Valla was long dead when his opus made the “enemies list” in 1559. Butz, on the contrary, was very much alive
when his work, after being carried for more than 20 years, was struck from Amazon.com’s offerings on March 6,
2017. He is, as author of one of the 155 revisionist books delisted by Amazon on that day, a pariah in his own
time—41 years after publication, not that he hasn’t been abundantly attacked less-effectively throughout that period
by the enemies of sound history.
Like Valla’s, Butz’s work fell victim to (or benefitted from, depending on how you look at it) technological
improvements in the dissemination of information subsequent to initial publication. Valla’s opus appeared in 1440,
some years before the printing press, and spreading literacy, enabled his words to spread farther and faster. The
Pauline Index first appeared in 1559, after the printing press and its products—books, newspapers, pamphlets,
etc.—had diffused to a considerable extent, and Valla’s work made the cut[2]. Butz’s work made it onto the
Amazon bandwagon safely enough (Amazon started up in 1994), but its (downloadable) Kindle edition came along
around the time of what might be deemed the Holocaust’s current “supernova” period beginning perhaps around
1992, when Germany enacted its first law criminalizing Holocaust denial, and it all got to be too much for those
institutions, such as the Yad Vashem Holocaust Memorial and Museum, and the Index of the Twenty-First Century
finally came crashing down.
Yes, history does not repeat itself, but it sure as hell rhymes. Valla was a priest, and had no apparent wife or
children. Butz likewise seems to be quite innocent of such relations, a condition common among people who
challenge entrenched social mores. Both authors wrote their books before the lists (the Index and Amazon,
respectively) came out, and both got their books on the lists (automatically). But the lists, of course, were opposite:
the Index was a black list (don’t buy/read this) and Amazon is now, whatever it was initially, a white list (you may
buy/read these). The sales of Valla’s book aren’t known, neither before nor after its listing, and the sales of Butz’s
book before and after its first listing on Amazon aren’t known to me even if they are to Butz or someone else.
But the occasion for this article is the eventual removal of Butz’s book from the list that was once (still?) reputed to
contain “every” book. It seems safe to assume that a low level of sales was succeeded on March 6, 2017 by a stilllower level of sales, hardly uncommon for a book in its 42nd year of publication (and its fourth edition). Valla’s
book, for its part, is not only still in print (at least in English and German translations), but proudly offered for sale

on … Amazon! There’s nothing against heresy in Amazon’s choices (and they are now very much choices) of what
to sell; it’s just that some heresies aren’t allowed (anymore). Maybe the older ones that have finally won the day
are OK. The ones still struggling … well, which way is the political wind blowing?
Valla and Butz were both important intellectual figures entirely aside from their heretical writings. Valla was a
leading scholar of ancient Greek and Latin and a master of Latin grammar who may never since have been
overtopped by any later generation. Butz’s contributions lie in a field far removed from any at issue in the present
contemplations, something I would like in my ignorance to call “computational electronics.” Whether their
heretical writings here discussed constituted the crowning, or most-significant accomplishments of their lives
would be something for each of their admirers (and detractors) to decide for themselves. It is clear that Butz went
on teaching electrical engineering at Northwestern University until his retirement, and that the Hoax did not visibly
dominate his life during that time. As to Valla, a number of his works postdate de falso credita, so it would appear
that his own contribution, as in Butz’s case, did not quite take over his career or brief remaining life after its
creation.
So Valla’s book enjoyed, if only from neglect by the authorities, acceptability at least until such time as it was set in
type and printed and/or translated into the rising vernacular languages in Europe (Valla died during this period).
Then it was blacklisted, then it might have been taken off the blacklist at some point, and it had become the
forerunner of dominant opinion by 1600 or so. Butz’s book seems to have enjoyed some favorable notoriety along
with the unfavorable type to be expected, and Butz addressed several annual conferences of the Institute for
Historical Review in the early to mid Eighties. While Butz’s book had the stage for revisionist books (again, in
English) virtually to itself for its first decade or two, the subsequent appearance of dozens upon dozens of new
books and translations of older books have still not dislodged it from its place of pride at the head of the list of
scholarly books on the Holocaust. If mere quality and extent of scholarship really mattered in the impact such
works have, the Holocaust legend would not have survived past 1980.
As it is, of course, the Holocaust is very much alive today in 2018 and enjoying the rudest of health, thank you very
much, protected by both censorship and criminal penalties against disputation in twenty countries or more. Arthur
Butz today is 84 years old. He is probably resigned to the fate that befell his predecessor of the Sixteenth Century,
of dying before the ultimate demise of the monster he so early found and so valiantly took on. But we will prevail,
and on that happy day, if I should still be alive, I know I will be far from alone in remembering Arthur Butz’s
signal deed.
Someday, very quietly I am sure, Butz’s book will be taken up once again by Amazon. I wonder if they’re saving
the hundreds of reviews and ratings received by the past incarnation of the title on their august pages, to restore
when that inevitable day comes. Most likely, at the time of this anticipated event, people will care much less than
they do now about the Holocaust whether they believe in it, decline to believe, or have never even heard of it. By
that time, people may not care very much about Amazon’s whitelist of books, either.
Pope Paul VI abolished the Index Librorum Prohibitorum in 1966. The act received little note.

[1] I am indebted to Dr. Butz for describing the case of the Donation of Constantine and the roles of Lorenzo Valla
and others at some length in his magnum opus. I had previously been aware of none of it, but I could say the same
for his landmark revelations concerning the Holocaust, quite as well.
[2] The linked-to list is by author name, and the author in question is listed under the letter “L” as Laurentij Vallæ.

Telling Stories to Stay Alive: Rudolf Höss vs.
Scheherazade
by Jett Rucker

Commandant in Auschwitz: Rudolf Höss, His Torture and His Forced Confessions. Carlo
Mattogno and Rudolf Höss, English translation by Germar Rudolf. Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield, U.K, 2017, trade paperback, 402 pp.

Carlo Mattogno, Rudolf Höss, Commandant of Auschwitz: Rudolf Höss, His Torture and
His Forced Confessions, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield, UK, Nov. 2017; 402 pages pb,
6"×9", bibliography, index, ISBN: 9781591481911. Read it free of charge or purchase a
hard copy here.
After his capture on March 11, 1946 by British occupation troops, Rudolf Höss stayed
alive for 401 days and nights, largely on the strength of the (in)credible stories he
supplied concerning genocide conducted at the Auschwitz concentration camp during his
tours as commandant of the camp. History contains many precedents for every element
of Höss’s dolorous fate from the time of his capture. For example, in 2010, I reported
remarkable similarities between Höss’s case and that of Henry Wirz, former
commandant of the Confederate POW camp at Andersonville Station, Georgia, whose
execution in 1865 by the US Army was the only execution of a war criminal to follow
the US War between the States.
The framing story of A Thousand and One Arabian Nights itself may or may not be truly
historical, but the story itself, even many of the stories within the story, have been so
celebrated, so studied, translated, published, perhaps even in some cases believed, that
the entire subject has very truly attained historical stature quite equal to many accounts
of actual historical events and exceeding that of many, many more. Briefly, of course,
there was in antiquity a king of Persia whose wife had been unfaithful to him and after
he had her executed, he remarried and had his new bride executed on the day after their
wedding night so as to eliminate the possibility of her being unfaithful to him. The king
repeated this gruesome practice many times, never allowing his successive wives to
survive for more than 24 hours after their weddings, until Scheherazade submitted
herself as a bride with a secret plan to stop the carnage of innocent women.

The king duly married her, with his plan to continue his well-known practice very much
in mind. But Scheherazade told her murderous husband the beginning of a story on their
wedding night that so fascinated the king that he allowed her to survive until the next
night so that he could hear the end of the story. It is not stated whether the king, or
anyone else, actually believed the story(ies), which include such chestnuts as “Aladdin
and the Magic Lamp,” “The Flying Carpet” and other charming fantasies. Scheherazade,
who has gone down in (cultural) history as the consummate storyteller, finished her first
story on that second night, but before turning out the lamps, she started a second story,
which again captivated the king. Thus our raconteuse continued through the succeeding
thousand nights, the while bearing her auditor three sons, after which the king finally
abandoned his lethal plans and allowed the mother of his sons to remain alive as his
queen for the rest of her natural life.
Although Rudolf Höss’s real-life (and -death) story of 1946-47 was true, the stories he
told were much more like Scheherazade’s—that is, contrived so as to prolong his life.
How could they not have been? At first, it is incontrovertibly known, he was tortured,
and he made up stories such as the ones his torturers wished to hear so as to stop the
insufferable pain he was subjected to. Then, besides the relief from the pain, his
tormentors improved the circumstances of his day-to-day (the days as captive of your
malefactors can be so long). Höss began, as only an idiot could fail to do, to see the way
to a bearable future, however short or long it might ensue to being: tell stories
—wondrous stories, impossible stories, anything to delight and fulfill the vengeful men
who controlled the air you breathed, the food you ate, the cold you suffered, the light
you saw. One wonders whether the precedent of Scheherazade, surely known to Höss,
might have occurred to him. Either way, the path to survival, at least to tomorrow, lay
down the path of incredible, horrific stories and signing the affidavits that made them
documented truth, at least for the gullible, the vindictive, and those who, ultimately, had
further uses for the “information,” including those who would found a new state upon

it—a state today secretly numbered among those capable of raining thermonuclear
destruction upon the innocent billions who live within a certain distance from the seas
traversed by their submarines.
Höss had, and knew he had, far more at stake than his own flayed and bleeding skin. His
arrest itself had been enabled by the capture and incarceration of his wife and three
children; these remained pawns in the control of the occupying victors to do with as
might best serve to elicit the desired testimony from the trembling, fear- and painwracked shell of a man who knew not what awaited him or his beloved family by the
next dawn. That he retained the use of his formidable powers of imagination and
creativity is at today’s remove an object of deserved wonderment. And he rewarded his
“king” bounteously, with lurid and detailed accounts of the slaughter of millions of his
hapless charges in the hell-pit of Auschwitz that he had erected and operated with
hideous efficiency at the behest of Heinrich Himmler, the Reichsführer-SS himself.
Scheherazade has been toppled from her perch enjoyed until then as the world’s mostcreative, if not most-desperate spinner of tall tales to preserve her very life.
But Scheherazade’s tales inhabit the domain of fairy tales—no one believes in flying
carpets, nor are there any laws providing prison terms for anyone announcing that they
decline to believe in such things.
Rudolf Höss’s desperate flights of fancy, however, inhabit a very different domain. Upon
the strength, largely, of the sworn testimony of Obersturmführer Höss, a legend has
arisen to challenge such as the Immaculate Conception of Christ, the Parting of the Red
Sea, even the bearing of the entire earth upon the mighty shoulders of Atlas. And this
body of legend has teeth: since 1952, Germany has paid over $89 billion to victims of
the Holocaust. Israel continually invokes this Holocaust, attested to by Rudolf Höss and
many others under similar duress and, like Höss, subsequently executed for their
troubles, in expiation of the atrocities Israel visits upon the luckless inhabitants of
Palestine in the Jewish state’s relentless drive to conquer Lebensraum in the Holy Land
for the Jews of today and tomorrow.
The fruits of Rudolf Höss’s last 401 nights are fully detailed in Carlo Mattogno’s 2017
Commandant of Auschwitz—Rudolf Höss, His Torture and His Forced Confessions,
though Mattogno concludes that Höss, rotting in a prison cell and in fear for his wife and
three children, is more motivated by gratification in being the center of much attention
than by anything that might be called a Scheherazade Syndrome. Perhaps the two aren’t
entirely different in the first place. But I think the Scheherazade Syndrome might, for
such situations, take its place alongside, for example, the Stockholm Syndrome.
Ultimately, as with so many things about that so-called Holocaust with all its testimonies
and sworn affidavits, we’ll never know. Rudolf Höss was hanged at Auschwitz on April
16, 1947. We wouldn’t have known even if he hadn’t been hanged. The Truth is everelusive.
Ever elusive.

The Diary of Prisoner Number 109565
by Panagiotis Heliotis

We examined the memoir of Erika Kounio earlier. This time is the turn of her brother,
Heinz Kounio, who also wrote a memoir: A Liter of Soup and Sixty Grams of Bread: The
Diary of Prisoner Number 109565 (first published in Greek in 1981 under the title I
Lived Death and later in English and German).

Kounio was deported to Auschwitz on March 20, 1943 at the age of 15. He and his
father were sent to work at the tailor shop where they stayed until the evacuation in
January 1945. Afterwards he was sent to Mauthausen, then Melk, and finally Ebensee,
where he was liberated by the Americans on May 6, 1945. While at Melk he started
keeping a diary which served as the basis for his book.
Kounio’s experience is typical of most Holocaust survivors: Hard work, illness,
beatings, anguish and extreme hunger. But what does he have to say about the
extermination story?

Says Who?
As usual, after arriving at the camp, it wasn’t long before Kounio heard rumors about the
mass killings:
“From the very beginning we had asked ourselves what was this

concentration camp. Would we see our loved ones again? They had been so
abruptly taken from us. We had not even had the chance to say good-bye.
We had heard that they had been killed, that there were crematories where
the corpses were burned, but we did not want to believe such rumors. We
thought that these stories were just another means of terrifying us. However,
these rumors were true!” (p. 17)
Yet he does not explain how he verified that the rumors were true. He limits himself to
adding:
“The transports from Greece arrived one after the other. Every third day, or
once a week, we learned of a new transport, and of how many had been
burned and how many new arrivals entered the camp.” (ibid.)
Meaning, the rumor factory was working full time.

Not a Day without a Selection
Like the rest of the witnesses, Kounio claims that a selection’s purpose was to decide
who would live and who would die:
“What did this traumatic word mean? In order to understand, you must
realize that each day a new transport arrived, with new arrivals entering the
camp. They were brought there from all parts of Europe. From each
dispatch, only 10% were selected to live. The rest were destined for the
crematories.” (p. 20)
And like the rest of the witnesses, he had no way of confirming this. However, he gives
an interesting piece of information regarding the hospital selections:
“The women also had to pass naked in front of the Doctor. He examined
them with the same indifference as he did the men. Many times, even if an
inmate did not show any signs of weakness, he still fell victim to the
malevolent doctor. Both men and women were led to the crematories, even
though they showed no signs of defect.” (p. 22)
But if they showed no signs of defect, wasn’t it possible that they were really sent
somewhere else? After all, if you kill those unfit for work, why do you need a hospital in
the first place?
By the way, here’s Kounio’s own experience:
“I personally survived seven selections. During the last one I was so weak. I
was overcome by fear. Only my faith in God helped me to survive.” (ibid.)

The Crematories
Kounio gives quite a few details on the crematories and their function (pp. 34-37). So
let’s see how the cremations that they “learned” about every third day were done.
“The crematories were constructed with the express purpose of preventing
any delay in the extermination of as many Jews as possible. It was here that
the corpses of the prisoners were burned. The prisoners were sent to their
death in large groups inside the same buildings that housed the crematories.
They were killed by poisonous gas. The gas used was Zyklon. It was

preferred because it would spread quickly into the air and kill with great
speed. Within 10 minutes there was no sign of life.”
However, the characteristic of Zyklon B was its slow evaporation. It was certainly not a
gas that could be described as spreading quickly.
“Each crematory was housed in a building containing three floors. On the
lowest level there were two large rooms internally connected by a metal
door. In the first room there was a large cabinet filled with soap. Alongside
there were about 150 showers, one foot apart. It was the infamous gas
chamber. No one ever came out of there alive, nor did you ever hear of
anyone being rescued by a miracle. At the far end of the hallway there was a
moveable door that led to a lift, connecting it to the floor above.”
This description fits partially with Crematoriums II-III (Kounio seems to ignore that the
rest were of a different design). In the basement there were actually four rooms forming
a Γ shape: Morgue #1 (the alleged gas chamber), Morgue #2 (the alleged undressing
room), Morgue #3 (later subdivided into smaller office and utility rooms), and a hallway
connecting them all with the elevator leading upstairs.[1] Also, Kounio places a cabinet
with soaps in the gas chamber, not mentioned by any other witness.
“At normal functioning, the crematory had the potential to burn over 2,000
corpses a day. All the crematories together had the capacity to burn over
10,000 human beings a day.”
Needless to say, these numbers have nothing to do with reality. All four Birkenau
crematoria had 46 muffles in total, although they were never all operable at any one
time. These muffles could cremate one corpse per hour, hence all muffles together could
theoretically dispose of a maximum of about 1,000 corpses a day, hence a tenth of what
Kounio claims.[2] And that is not all. Describing the deportation of the Hungarian Jews
in late spring/early summer 1944, Kounio gives even more outrageous numbers:
“During the spring and summer of 1944, when the Jews of Hungary, France
and Belgium were being annihilated in mass, the crematories worked at full
capacity. The furnaces alone were insufficient to burn such a large quantity
of people. There were 100’s of thousands who were gassed to death, and the
Germans forced prisoners to dig large holes alongside the crematories. This
is where the leftover corpses were burned. Many times they actually threw
live babies into the pyres! During this time, the number of burned corpses
rose to 25,000 a day. This lasted until the end of the summer of 1944. After
this operation was completed, they concealed the pits. The number of
burned corpses never went lower than 5,000 a day. In this way, more than
1,500,000 human beings disappeared in the crematories of Auschwitz, and
this was only one of the concentration camps.”
Air photos taken during that time, however, show no trace of these gigantic pyres.[3]

The Gassing
Now let’s see how the execution was done (pp. 39-41).
“In the adjacent chamber were the so-called ’baths.’ Here, up to 1,500
people were crammed together in a suffocating environment. They were
placed under the ‘shower,’ and were told to prepare themselves for a bath.
From the moment that the heavy metal door closed, their death was only

minutes away. For those of us who were outside, it seemed like an eternity.
The gas pellets were in a container that was screwed into a hole in the
middle of the ceiling. When the door was closed, they unscrewed the cap
and opened the gas container. Small blue stones began to fall from the
container. The gas, called ’Zyklon,’ began to spread rapidly into the air.”
This description is totally at odds with the orthodox narrative. The Zyklon-B pellets
were supposedly poured from opened cans through holes in the roof (Crematoria II + III)
or the walls (Crematoria IV + V). The cans were in no way “screwed” into the ceiling.
After all, had this been the case, how could they have unscrewed the can’s cap from the
outside?
“After 10 minutes had passed, the SS officers, who had been observing from
a small window in the door, opened the door. Wearing gas masks, they
quickly opened the vents in order to remove the gas.”
It’s clear that Kounio has no idea how a gas chamber works, real or imaginary. Any
indispensable, efficient gas-chamber ventilation would have been mechanical in nature.
To start it, no vents had to be opened, only electric motors had to be switched on. And
any execution gas chamber would have had to be ventilated out a long time before any
door could have been opened safely. Even in case of the ground-floor rooms of
Crematoria IV + V that purportedly served as homicidal gas chambers, their wall
openings allegedly used to both throw in Zyklon B and to ventilate the rooms afterwards
were closed with wooden shutters that were operated from the outside.
“Afterwards, they entered with a group of prisoners from the
Sonderkommando. These prisoners were changed every half hour. The
prisoners were in two teams: 4 members of the team separated the corpses
that had become enmeshed together and then threw them to 2 others, who
stacked them near the lift and then threw them into it. When the number of
corpses reached fifty, they were lifted to the floor above, where two other
prisoners were waiting.”
The makeshift freight elevator in Crematorium II was actually rather small and had a
permissible maximum load of just 300 kg, or 5 to 6 corpses. In Crematorium II, an
elevator with a higher maximum load may have been installed, but even that could not
carry more than maybe 20 corpses at a time.[4] 50 corpses is a totally imaginary number.
But Kounio is not done. As he informs us, the Nazis used also other types of
extermination:
“If the number of condemned prisoners was small in number, they did not
kill them with gas. First, the prisoners had to strip naked and were placed in
a chamber. One of the members of the Sonderkommando lined them up one
behind the other. Another Sonderkommando then took each one by the ear
and led him to another chamber. An SS officer was hiding behind the door.
He shot each one in the temple. The pistol had a silencer on it. When the
condemned prisoner fell, two other inmates would transport him to the lift.
If the number of condemned prisoners were extremely small, the Germans
did not use gas or a pistol to kill them. They would burn them alive,
throwing them into the fire.”
And this brings us to the most important question: How did Kounio know all this? He
worked as a tailor in Auschwitz and never even set foot in Birkenau. Who provided him
with that information? A member of the Sonderkommando? Probably not, because not
only the information is wrong, but he also states:

“It is not easy to describe the work that the Sonderkommando did. Only
those who survived this hell would be able to tell us. On the other hand,
what would someone actually remember, after having survived this unheard
of, unimaginable hell?”
That leaves other prisoners as the possible source. But who exactly? He does not say.
Only later when he describes two uprisings at the camp he writes that the narrative
comes from a “personal acquaintance” working in the crematories who survived and
conveyed the information to him (p. 66). And again, the information is wrong, as he
claims that during the Sonderkommando revolt of October 7, 1944, Crematoria II and
III were set on fire, when in fact it was Crematorium IV. So we have wrong information
from an unknown source. And that’s all there is to it.

Summary
After the Epilogue, Kounio explains the reasons for writing his book as follows:
“This book was published after many years of silence. It was published after
I went back and revisited those Nazi concentration camps where I had been
a prisoner. I decided to publish this book for three reasons: my personal
response to Holocaust denial, out of respect for the memory of those that did
not survive, and in response to my children’s pleas.” (p. 167)
He further adds:
“I am not a historian, and there is no way that I can relate everything that
happened during these years. I can only relate what I myself experienced.”
(p. 168)
And yet his book has plenty of things that he most certainly did not experience, things
which are all wrong, and he does not even try to back them up. That neither helps his
credibility nor his response to Holocaust denial. It just makes it worse.

Notes
[1] On the layout of these crematoria see the various blueprints reprinted in JeanClaude Pressac, Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers,
Beate Klarsfeld Foundation, New York, 1989, e.g. p. 277
[2] On the furnaces capacity see Carlo Mattogno, Franco Deana, The Cremation
Furnaces of Auschwitz: A Technical and Historical Study, Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield 2015.
[3] See Germar Rudolf (ed.), Air Photo Evidence: World War Two Photos of
Alleged Mass Murder Sites Analyzed, 5th ed, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckfield,
UK, 2018, pp. 103-106.
[4] On the elevators see C. Mattogno, The Real Case for Auschwitz, Castle Hill
Publishers, Uckfield 2016, pp. 49-54.

The Violinist | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Do you ever go to concerts? Meet Jacob (Jacques) Stroumsa, the violinist of Auschwitz.

Stroumsa was an electrical engineer and an amateur violinist. He arrived at Birkenau on
May 8, 1943. After spending one month in the camp orchestra, he was transferred to
Auschwitz where, after some gardening duties, he managed to find a job fitting his
expertise: in a metal factory. In January 1945 he was sent to Mauthausen on a “death
march,” then to Gusen, then back to Mauthausen, then Gusen II where he was liberated
by the Americans on May 8, 1945. After the war, he lived in Paris before emigrating to
Israel in 1967.
His memoir Geiger in Auschwitz was published in 1993, in English in 1996, and in
Greek in 1997 under the title I Chose Life.[1] Let’s see what we can find in it that either
supports or undermines the orthodox narrative.

Where did they Go?
As with other witnesses, Stroumsa never actually saw any extermination of prisoners.
On his first day at Birkenau, after a first questioning from an officer regarding his age,
skills etc., he was sent to another room for a medical examination. There he found a
doctor who was a friend of his from Thessaloniki. The doctor told him:
“Right now, your parents, your wife and her parents have already been

gassed in a gas chamber, and then they will burn them in the crematorium
furnaces. The young have a small chance of staying alive, if they don’t get
sick. They will have to work, each according to his expertise, until the end
of the war.” (p. 46)
At first, Stroumsa thought he was crazy and delirious. But in the end, that was it.
Stroumsa believed that those unfit for work were gassed. He writes about his cousin:
“He was sick. The cause was a hangnail on his finger that had festered.
Jacques was at the Revier, the camp hospital, and there, in a Selektion, that
is selection, they took him for the gasses.” (p. 14)
But as he clearly states (p. 145), the only thing he ever actually saw was the chimneys of
the crematoria.

At the Hospital
After his transfer to Auschwitz, Stroumsa felt during a night a sharp pain in his lower
abdomen. He went to the hospital, where an SS doctor diagnosed a hernia and ordered
surgery. Stroumsa was trembling with fear and could not sleep at night. On the next day
he was in the surgery room. They told him not to be afraid as they would administer a
local anesthetic. After the injection, they tied him to the table. As he was lying there
watching everything he wondered:
“I could not understand the mindset of our executioners. On the one hand
they beat, killed, sent anyone to the gas chamber for the most trivial reasons,
like for example a hangnail on the finger. And on the other hand they had
orchestra, a hospital with a real surgical room, they gave you anesthesia so
that you would not suffer, intending to cure a hernia and be useful to them
again for work. All this seemed unbelievable!” (p. 62)
This is very important. The prisoners were so convinced about things they had not seen
that they had trouble believing what they actually did see.

The Trial
Here’s another “unbelievable” incident. Stroumsa had made friends at work with a
Polish Catholic. One night, the Pole invited him to his house when the war would be
over. He gave him his address on a piece of paper. But when later an SS technician
searched him and found the paper, the SS men accused him of planning to escape.
Stroumsa was immediately locked up in Block 11, and two days later he was put on trial.
First, the SS judge asked him politely whether he would like to have an interpreter.
Stroumsa, being quite familiar with German, declined. He answered calmly all their
questions. Here’s what followed:
“Then, an unbelievable thing, the court, after consultation, set me free and
sent me back to work, in fact they also gave me a day off.” (p. 79)
Many years later, in the book Secretaries of Death by Lore Shelley,[2] Stroumsa found
out, along with some biographical information, who the SS judge was: SS
Unterscharführer Klaus Dylewski.
“Dylewski was responsible for the murder of prisoners at Block 11, and also
took part at the ‘selektion’ at the train platform. He was arrested on April

1959 and sentenced to imprisonment by the Frankfurt court. But he saved
my life by sending me back to my work.” (p. 80)

What about the Gas Chambers?
In the main text of the book, Stroumsa does not give any information on the gas
chambers. Only in the appendix does he give the testimony of a friend, Hazan Saul, who
claims to have worked in the Sonderkommando. Starting on page 143, we read the
following:
“When the Jews disembarked from the train, after the first selection, they
took those soon to die into the gas room, which could take in around 3,000
people. Inside along the walls there were benches, and above them hangers,
and above each hanger a number. They were told to undress and hang their
clothes, and remember the number where each had hung his things. In the
ceiling they could see the shower heads, in order to have the illusion that
soon water would come out. As soon as the room was full, the doors were
hermetically closed. An SS man came on a motorcycle bringing two cans of
Cyclon. He put on a mask, opened the cans, and poured the content through
two openings. One or two skylights allowed him to see into the room to
observe the procedure that lasted around half an hour. Finally, they opened
the door and turned on special fans to remove the poisonous gasses.”
Here we have some common contradictions to the orthodox narrative. The facility
described closely resembles Crematoria II & III, but there, Zyklon was allegedly not
poured directly into the chamber but into some contraptions; it allegedly had not two but
four openings through which Zyklon B was poured, and observation is said to have
occurred through a peephole in the door, not through non-existing skylights.
Furthermore, the story contains two physical impossibilities: 3,000 people cannot fit into
a space of some 210 m², and ventilation would have had to occur for an extended period
of time long before the door could have been opened. But the most egregious mistake in
this description is that it seems to imply that the undressing room and the gas chamber
were one and the same room.
As for the crematoria, no details are given. There is only the much-repeated fairy tale of
trucks unloading sick prisoners directly into fiery pits, as the crematoria allegedly could
not keep up (p. 143).

Summary
The witness is certainly credible. His doctor friend had told him that there was a chance
of surviving if you didn’t get sick, but his experience proves otherwise. His trial also
delivers a heavy blow to the portrayal of the SS as bloodthirsty monsters who tortured
and killed prisoners for fun. And once again there is no first-hand knowledge of mass
killings. Once more, it is quite an irony that testimonies offered in favor of the
extermination thesis turn out to support the revisionist viewpoint.

Notes
[1] Jacques Stroumsa, Geiger in Auschwitz: Ein jüdisches Überlebensschicksal aus
Saloniki 1941–1967, Hartung-Gorre, Konstanz 1993; idem, Violinist in
Auschwitz: From Salonica to Jerusalem, 1913-1967, ibid., 1996; Διαλεξα τη

ζωη: Απο τη Θεσσαλονικη στο Αουσβιτς, Parateretés, Thessaloniki 1997.
[2] Lore Shelley, Secretaries of Death: Accounts by Former Prisoners Who Worked
in the Gestapo of Auschwitz, Shengold, New York 1986.

Voices of the Holocaust | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

We will continue our search through the testimonies by having a look
at the book Remembering: Voices of the Holocaust (Carroll & Graf,
New York 2006) edited by Lyn Smith. The foreword is by Laurence
Rees who, explaining the reasons for publishing this book, writes:
“There’s one ﬁnal reason, of course, why the world is a
better place for this book being in it; which is that there are
still those who want to pretend none of this ever happened.
Recently, at a talk I gave about my Auschwitz book, I was
confronted by a Holocaust denier who started screaming at
me. He would not listen to argument and was high on
insane conspiracy theories. Such people really do exist. And
there is always the chance that once everyone personally
involved in this terrible history has died, more attempts will
be made to diminish or deny what really happened. Each of
the people who agreed to give their testimony to this
project ﬁghts back personally against such a calumny. Each
of them bears witness to the truth that there existed in
Europe in the middle of the twentieth century a criminal
regime like no other in history. Each of them preserves the
memory of their suﬀering forever.” (p. 3)

Of course, we have every reason to suspect that Rees, being the
trickster that he is, does not tell us everything about this denier who
would not listen to his “argument.” Nevertheless, let’s move on.
The book has more than 100 testimonies, mostly Jews and some nonJews, but not in the form of individual interviews. They are divided by
topic as follows:
1933-36: Persecution
1937-39: The Search for Refuge
1939: War
1940-41: The Third Reich Expands
1939-42: The Ghetto (i)
1943-44: The Ghetto (ii)
1940-44: The Camps (i)
Resistance
1944-45: The Camps (ii)
1945: Death March
1945: Liberation
Aftermath
In every chapter there is a statement by some witnesses, usually a
paragraph long. So, what do they have to oﬀer in the ﬁght against the
calumny of Holocaust denial?

Rumors, Rumors, and More Rumors
Reading through the testimonies, we once again notice that the
survivors did not have any ﬁrst-hand knowledge about the supposed
extermination at the camps. First, Michael Etkind, a Polish Jew,
writes about the Lodz Ghetto:
“By the end of 1941, more and more people who were not
working were being sent out of the ghetto. They got notices
and their food was cut oﬀ, and they were ordered to the
railway station to be moved out in cattle trucks. Nobody
knew exactly what was happening, but nobody wanted to be
sent out of the ghetto. As a postman, I was the one who was
bringing those notices to those people. We were nicknamed
the ‘Malchamoves’ – the biblical ‘angel of death.’ It wasn’t
pleasant because when you gave the notices, the people
would burst into tears. These were the people who couldn’t
work: too old or too young or just incapable because they
were so weak from starvation. Sometimes you’d see a piece
of soap with a letter RIF on it, and the joke which spread
through the ghetto was that this RIF was Yiddish for ‘Real
Jewish Fat’: Jews were being evacuated and turned into
soap. Those jokes started at the end 1941, beginning 1942,
so rumours that Jews were being exterminated were about
even then.” (p. 120)
Next, Anna Bergman, a Czech and inmate at Auschwitz:

“I was with a friend whose parents were in the same
transport but had been sent to the other side during the
selection by Mengele. When we got into our barrack, she
asked the women already there, ‘Where are my parents?
When will I see them again?’ And they all started screaming
with laughter, ‘You stupid idiot, they are in the chimney by
now!’ We thought they were mad, and they thought we
were mad.” (p. 162)
Jan Hartman, a Czech Jew:
“What struck me about the camp was the smell. By then we
knew it was an extermination camp: we saw chimneys and
the ﬁre was very high. ‘You go through the chimney’ – that
was the standard saying. I never heard about the gas
chambers, so I didn’t know how people were killed. But we
saw the chimneys and we associated the ﬂames with the
transports coming in...” (ibid.)
Never mind that by design no ﬂames could emanate from the
crematorium chimneys at Auschwitz.[1] Clive Teddern, a German
Jewish soldier, after arriving with his unit at Hamburg on May 8,
1945, started looking for his parents:
“Of course, I was there asking people if they knew my
parents and if they knew what had happened to them. And
those from Theresienstadt told me, ‘Your parents were sent
from Theresienstadt to Auschwitz, to the gas chambers.
They’re not coming back.’ And that’s how I found out.” (p.
290)
Fritz Moses, a German civilian from Munich:
“We hadn’t known about the full extent of the murders; we
only knew that something had happened. But this selection,
this perfection, I don’t think that was known by the mass of
the people; only a few knew. But the fact that people knew
about it could be concluded from a few things. Like, there
was a certain kind of soap, the size of this packet of
cigarettes, a terrible grey-green colour and stamped with
the initials ‘R I F’ and the meaning most people applied to
this was ‘Ruhe in Frieden’ – ‘Rest In Peace,’ because it was
made out of the fat of Jews. I mean, when something like
that was spoken, there has to be something to it. So now
people are supposed to be saying that they didn’t know
about it – right? That is the proof ... very macabre.” (p. 303)
Others, like Leon Greenman, a British Jew, are more assertive:
“Then one of the prisoners in a striped uniform commanded
us to follow him. Well, we turned to the left and walked a
little way for two or three minutes. A truck arrived, stopped
near us and on the truck were all the women, children,
babies and in the centre my wife and child standing up.

They stood up to the light as if it was meant to be like that –
so that I could recognise them. A picture I’ll never forget.
All these were supposed to have gone to the bathroom to
have a bath, to eat and to live. Instead they had to undress
and go into the gas chambers, and two hours later those
people were ashes, including my wife and child.” (p. 159)
This is similar to the statement by Dennis Avey, a British POW:
“Now dreadful things were happening in AuschwitzBirkenau during 1944. They were gassing and burning
thousands of people who couldn’t work anymore because of
their failing strength; I knew practically everything that
was going on there. I knew that from all over the continent
people would be brought to Auschwitz-Birkenau: men,
women, children, old people; then they were sorted out and
some were gassed right away. There were heaps and heaps
of clothing, glasses, footwear – huge warehouses full of
possessions taken from these people. They just put them
into the gas chambers using this Zyklon B gas and then
they were burned. And this happened day in and day out.”
(p. 210)
How does he know this, he does not explain. He just knew.
We move on to Michael Honey, a Czech Jew, who has some better
“information,” as he got in touch with a member of the
Sonderkommando. And once again, the “information” is all wrong:
tipper trolleys on rails, “rows” of furnaces, each taking three bodies
at once, and using their fat as fuel:
“The Sonderkommando (special Jewish crews forced to
work in the gas chambers and crematoria) foreman told me,
‘We have to empty the gas chamber by loading the bodies
onto trolleys, rail trolleys like you use on building sites. You
have to heave them onto these trolleys because they are not
ﬂat trolleys, they are tipper trucks. So we have to heave
them high into these tipper trucks then by rail take them to
the crematorium where they are burnt. There are rows of
ovens, each oven is big enough to take three. So we take a
fat man or a fat woman, a smaller person and a child. This
is how we save fuel. The fat of the fat person helps to burn
the others.’ He said the hardest thing is to dispose of those
who come from the camp and die of natural causes because
they are so emaciated, there is no fat on them. They take so
much fuel that the Germans stop the burning and leave the
bones on the plate so that the next lot will burn the bones
until there are only ashes left.” (p. 164)

Those Selections Again
The orthodox narrative has it that, after a selection, those unﬁt to
work were sent to the gas chambers, some of which were disguised

as shower rooms. But again, some witnesses have quite a diﬀerent
story to tell.
First, here’s the account of Anita Lasker, a German Jewish cellist:
“What I remember about arriving in Auschwitz, June 1943,
was a lot of noise, a lot of dogs barking, screaming,
shouting and waiting all night for something – we didn’t
know what. Then when morning came we were shoved in
another barrack and all the ceremony was started: you
know, the hair was shaved, the number tattooed and your
clothes were taken oﬀ you. All this was done by prisoners
not SS people. Auschwitz was run by the inmates, the SS
were on the fringe, but the actual work was done by the
inmates. The person who processed me asked a lot of
questions: What is going on outside? How is the war
going?Where do you come from? What do you do? I told her
where I came from and for some reason I said that I played
the cello. ‘Oh,’ she said, ‘that’s fantastic! Stand here to the
side.’ Everybody else was going through and I was still
standing there... I waited and waited and I didn’t know
what I was waiting for. I knew the gas chamber looked like
a shower room and I was in a shower room – I thought:
that’s probably it. But it wasn’t, because into this room
marched a lady who introduced herself as Alma Rosé who
was the conductor of the camp orchestra. […] Now I hadn’t
touched the cello for two years and I asked for ﬁve minutes’
practice time and then played her something. And I became
a member of the famous orchestra.” (p. 180)
And here’s what happened later:
“Eventually in 1944, the day came when someone came to
our block – the music block was the only block where Jews
and non-Jews were mixed. Then came the dreaded moment,
‘Aryans to one side, Jews to the other.’ We thought, ‘Now
we’ll be sent to the gas chamber.’ But that was when they
sent us to Bergen-Belsen.” (p. 221)
Second, Barbara Stimler, a Polish Jewess:
“One day Mengele comes to the block and we all stand on
one side, a thousand of us. He stands with two SS men near
the door. It is September 1944 and the sun is shining. We
have to undress, we hold our clothes on our arms. He takes
us by the hand, turns us front and back. One woman is sent
to the other side of the block, and one is sent outside. Now,
which is which? We are sent outside, looking behind to see
where the fat ones are going and where the thin. We can’t
do anything: if we have to go, we have to go. They take us
to the shower. Now, what is going to come out: will it be
water or will it be gas? We are holding our hands, praying
to God. Water comes out. We all sigh with relief. They give
us clothes: a dress, stockings, clogs and a coat and they

take us to Pirschcow, a farm in Germany, to dig antitank
ditches.” (p. 223)
And third, Roman Halter, a Polish Jew:
“Mengele and his oﬀicers came to the block and a rope was
put down longitudinally. We were all put on one side of it.
The order was that everyone had to go up to the rope,
stretch out our arms and then on a certain order turn them
over palm up. Everybody thought the strongest and best
would be selected for work, so they came to the forefront.
Mengele would then walk along the rope, looking at the
palms saying, ‘You are a metal worker with such soft
hands? What did you really do in Lodz Ghetto, you are
lying.’ And they would be marked and dealt with. So we
behind quickly spat on our hands and rubbed them in the
ﬂoor in order to get dirt into our palms and we sighed with
relief when we were marked OK. Those who were marked
thought they were for certain death, but nothing happened
– it was simply a sadistic thing which was Mengele’s way of
dealing with people.” (ibid.)
Leaving aside the fact that fooling the Germans by putting dirt on the
hands sounds silly, what exactly was sadistic if nothing happened?

The Eyewitnesses
There are two witnesses who claim to have actually seen gassings at
Auschwitz. But their credibility is far from established. First, there is
Kitty Hart, a Polish Jewess:
“What I observed was that the women and children had
been separated from the men and were sitting in the small
wood just across from our barrack; the children would pick
ﬂowers, the women would sit and picnic and give the
children the food and drink they still had. Then a group
would be led into the low building which was Crematorium
4, and you heard a sort of muﬄed sound. Then from one of
the windows from my barrack I could see a person walking
up a ladder wearing a gas mask and he would empty a tin
into an opening, a sort of skylight, at the top, and he would
run down the ladder very quickly. You couldn’t hear a lot,
other than the muﬄed sound; sometimes you could actually
hear screams. After a pause you could see smoke coming
out of the chimney of Crematorium 4, and a while later
activity could be seen at the rear of the crematorium; ash
was being dumped at the back into a pond.” (p. 214)
Overlooking the fact that the tiny openings in Crematorium IV were
barred, thus preventing any introduction of Zyklon B,[2] Hart’s
account cannot be true because, according to her story, all the work –
gassing, ventilating, corpse removal, cremation, clearing, dumping –
was completed in only a few minutes.

The second witness is Antonin Daniel, a Czech gypsy:
“Then they went into the gas chamber, a place like a
shower, until there were lots of them and then it was
locked. They didn’t know anything about it. The gas was
switched on and that was the end. There was a sort of peephole there. We were able to watch. I saw, I saw; but if that
Kapo had caught us, he would have beaten us to death.
They fell like ﬂies. It took ﬁfteen minutes and some, well
many of them were still alive, they were still breathing. We
opened it up to make the gas go away and then we dragged
them out. Those who were still breathing, they beat to
death. […] There were about two to three hundred in the
chamber, it was not always the same. They were Jews:
women, children and men too – whole families, yes, yes.
They did not put Roma (gypsies) there. When Roma died,
yeah, they would throw them into the furnace. After the
gassing we dragged the corpses from there. They gave us
kinds of belts, we had to tie them to a leg and pull it to that
crematorium. Only Jews were selected (for work in the
crematorium), they were very strong kids, see, young. They
got more to eat; at the most they were there three or four
months; then ﬁnished, sent to the gas chambers and others
took their place. I had already learned my lesson. I had
grown accustomed to it. It did not do anything to me.” (p.
218)
Again, an obviously problematic and contradictory account. The gas
is described as being “switched on” – rather than Zyklon B being
thrown in – causing the victims to fall “like ﬂies,” and yet many of
them were still breathing after 15 minutes (which would have been
impossible to discern by looking through a tiny peep-hole). Then the
chamber was opened “to make the gas go away,” and those still alive
were beaten to death. Why not wait for the gas to take eﬀect?
Furthermore, just opening a room doesn’t make any gas contained in
it “go away.” Such a “natural ventilation” would have taken many
hours, yet the description implies nothing of the sort.
Furthermore, why were only Jews and not also gypsies sent into the
gas chamber? In fact, the orthodox, heavily ﬂawed narrative has it
that all gypsies admitted to Auschwitz were eventually gassed.[3]
And if only Jews were selected to work in the crematorium, how come
he worked there? And ﬁnally, how did he survive, if these workers
were “ﬁnished” oﬀ after “three or four months”?

Where Are They, Then?
In an eﬀort to counter revisionism, one much repeated question is of
course, if the Jews were not murdered at the camps, where are they?
As Hilberg once put it, they are certainly not hiding in China!
Well, perhaps the following statement by Jan Imich, a Polish Jew
living in the UK, can shed some light on this:

“I never spoke to anybody about my experiences. Jean, my
wife, didn’t know that I was Jewish for something like four
or ﬁve years after we got married. It was only through
psychoanalysis that I slowly started to come out of the shell
as it were. I can see us at that particular moment: we were
actually on holiday in the country by the sea, sitting on the
grass, and I ﬁnally blurted it out. And Jean was wonderful
about it. But it wasn’t for many, many years after, that
anybody else knew. It was only in the last ten years that I’ve
been fairly free and easy, telling my best friends. I suppose
I was scared in case people turned against me; maybe I was
ashamed of being a Jew. God knows why when I think of it
now! It could also have been an outcome of the Nazi antiSemitism. I know for a fact that, for instance, at this point
in time, there are just under two hundred Jews living in
Krakow, but there are ﬁve or six more times [sic] that
number of Jews that don’t admit it, people who might even
have changed their names; but they are there, I know that
for a fact because a lot of friends and acquaintances of my
friends in Krakow are Jewish but nobody knows.” (p. 320)

Summary
In the Acknowledgments, the editor writes:
“My greatest debt is to the survivors and witnesses who
have given their testimony and allowed the use of tapes and
photographs. To survivors in particular, I’d like to say what
a privilege it has been to record and present your voices. I
realise that each voice deserves its own book, and for every
voice presented here, there are hundreds of others of equal
worth and interest. The good thing is that they are all
preserved for posterity in the Sound Archive, potent
evidence against Holocaust denial.” (p. xvi)
Potent evidence against Holocaust denial? Actually, in the above
testimonies we ﬁnd statements clearly at odds with the orthodox
narrative while we fail to ﬁnd reliable information regarding these
elusive gas chambers. If these testimonies are representative of the
whole, then they are certainly potent evidence in favor of Holocaust
denial.

Notes
[1] In Crematoria II & III, the length of the smoke ducts and the
chimney height together was some 30 meters. It was only
marginally shorter for Crematoria IV & V. There was no way
any ﬂame could have been long enough to reach from the
muﬄe all the way out the chimney. See Carlo Mattogno,
“Flames and Smoke from the Chimneys of Crematoria, Optical
Phenomena of Actual Cremations in the Concentration Camps

of the Third Reich,” The Revisionist, Vol. 2, No. 1 (2004), pp.
73-78; https://codoh.com/library/document/1662/.
[2] See G. Rudolf, The Chemistry of Auschwitz: The Technology
and Toxicology of Zyklon B and the Gas Chambers – A CrimeScene Investigation, Castle Hill Publishers, Uckﬁeld 2017, pp.
164, 406f.
[3] See C. Mattogno, “The ‘Gassing’ of Gypsies in Auschwitz on
August 2, 1944,” The Revisionist, Vol. 1, No. 3 (2003), pp.
330-332; https://codoh.com/library/document/1488.

Babi Yar | CODOH
by John Wear

One of the worst atrocities attributed to the Einsatzgruppen was the Babi Yar
massacre, which allegedly occurred in a large ravine outside Kiev in the Ukraine. The
allegation is that Einsatzgruppe C rounded up 33,771 Jews in Kiev and shot all of them
over the period September 29-30, 1941.[i] German Reserve Police Battalion 45 and
Police Battalion 303 are said to have assisted in the operation.[ii] This article will
examine the veracity of these allegations.

Einsatzgruppen Report
The figure of 33,771 Jews murdered at Babi Yar comes from Einsatzgruppen Event
Report 106 of October 7, 1941.[iii] That the Germans let copies of the Einsatzgruppen
reports fall into the hands of the Allies is strikingly odd. They could have easily burned
these few stacks of incriminating papers before the Allies conquered Germany.[iv] The
authenticity of the Einsatzgruppen reports has also been questioned because, like so
much other “evidence” of Nazi atrocities, the documents emerged from the Soviet
occupation zone.[v]
The Einsatzgruppen reports that have been produced are copies which often show
clear signs of postwar additions, inaccurate and inflated figures, and rare signatures
which appear on non-incriminating pages. Such reports would not constitute valid proof
to historians or a legitimate court of law.[vi] It is also surprising that the alleged mass
murder at Babi Yar took place almost four months prior to the Wannsee Conference,
where the mass killing of Jews was allegedly first planned.[vii]
The very few figures given in Event Report 106 are provable fabrications. This
report claims that there were about 300,000 Jews in Kiev at the time the report was
made. The population of Kiev at the time of the report, however, had shrunk from
850,000 or more persons to about 305,000 due to evacuations. So if there had still been
300,000 Jews in Kiev on October 7, 1941, there would have been practically no one in
Kiev who was not Jewish. The German experts who made the Einsatzgruppen reports
would not have made such a major mistake in their report.[viii]

Cremation Eyewitness
Today there are no remains to be found of the tens of thousands of Jews allegedly
murdered by the Einsatzgruppen at Babi Yar. The official Holocaust story claims that the
Nazis sent a special team back to the site in 1943 to exhume and burn the bodies.[ix]
The Jew Vladimir K. Davidov is apparently the only survivor who claims to have
participated in the cremation of bodies at Babi Yar. Davidov stated that on August 18,
1943, he and 99 other prisoners were taken to Babi Yar and forced to dig up the bodies
of the Jews shot in 1941. He claimed that 70,000 bodies had been buried in the mass
graves of Babi Yar. Davidov said that he and about 35 to 40 other prisoners escaped their
own murders during the night of September 29. About 10 of his comrades were killed
during this escape.[x]
According to Davidov, the prisoners exhumed the dead bodies and later burned them

on grilles that consisted of granite blocks with train rails laid upon them. A layer of
wood was piled on top of these grilles with the dead bodies piled on top of the wood.
This resulted in an enormous stack of bodies 10 to 12 meters high. According to
Davidov, there was only a single grille in the beginning, but later 75 grilles were
built.[xi]
Davidov said that the cremation of the bodies at Babi Yar was finished on September
25 or 26, 1943. The German Luftwaffe took an aerial photograph of the area around Babi
Yar on September 26, 1943.[xii] John C. Ball, a Canadian mineral-exploration geologist
with experience interpreting air photos, has published this photograph with the following
commentary:
Photo 2—September 26th, 1943:
This photo was taken one week after the end of the supposed mass
cremations in the ravine. If 33,000 people were exhumed and burned
evidence of vehicle and foot traffic to supply fuel should be evident in the
area where the Jewish cemetery meets Babi Yar ravine, however there is no
evidence of traffic either on the end of the narrow road that proceeds to the
ravine from the end of Melnik Street, or on the grass and shrubbery or on
the sides of the cemetery.[xiii]
Ball writes regarding an enlarged section of the same photograph:
An enlargement reveals no evidence that 325 people were working in the
ravine finishing the cremation of 33,000 bodies just one week earlier, for
many truckloads of fuel would have had to be brought in, and there are no
scars from vehicle traffic either on the grass and shrubs at the side of the
Jewish cemetery or in the ravine where the bodies were supposedly burned.
1943 air photos of Babi Yar Ravine and the adjoining Jewish cemetery
in Kiev reveal that neither the soil nor the vegetation is disturbed as would
be expected if materials and fuel had been transported one week earlier to
hundreds of workers who had dug up and burned tens of thousands of
bodies in one month.[xiv]
Ball’s findings are all the more valuable since according to Davidov the cremation of
the bodies at Babi Yar was completed on the same day or the day before the photo of
September 26, 1943 was taken. This would have left behind clear evidence from the
cremation of the bodies that would have shown on the photo. Carlo Mattogno and Jürgen
Graf write:
[T]he cremation of 33,771 bodies would have required approximately
4,500 tons of firewood and approximately 430 tons of wood ashes and about
190 tons of human ashes would have been generated by the process.
Moreover, several dozen tons of granite (gravestones and monuments)
would have had to have been transported from the Jewish cemetery to Babi
Yar and back again in order to construct the support for the 75 “ovens.” If
the claims put forward about Babi Yar were true, all of this would have had
to leave behind unmistakable traces on the air photo of September 26,
1943.[xv]
If 33,771 Jews had been shot at Babi Yar, large numbers of rifle bullets would have
also remained at the site. To shoot people with rifles, one needs at least twice as many
bullets as there are people to be shot. Since the lead core of bullets survives practically
forever, finding the remains of these bullets would have been an easy matter.[xvi]

No one ever conducted a detailed forensic investigation to confirm the witness
statements and allegations at Babi Yar. Why was no detailed forensic investigation ever
conducted at Babi Yar? The only reasonable answer is that the mass shootings of Jews at
Babi Yar never took place. Since there is no material evidence for the mass shootings
and cremation of the bodies at Babi Yar, and since the photograph of September 26,
1943 disproves these allegations, Davidov’s eyewitness testimony is clearly inaccurate.
[xvii]

Survivor Eyewitnesses
Some Jewish survivors and authors have described the massacre at Babi Yar. Elie
Wiesel wrote in one of his books that after Jews were executed at Babi Yar: “Eye
witnesses say that for months after the killings the ground continued to spurt geysers of
blood. One was always treading on corpses.”[xviii] Wiesel later repeated this claim with
some embellishment: “Later, I learn from a witness that, for month after month, the
ground never stopped trembling; and that, from time to time, geysers of blood spurted
from it.”[xix] This story lacks all credibility.
A. Anatoli Kuznetsov wrote a novel titled Babi Yar to document the alleged Babi
Yar massacre. The author was born in Kiev on August 18, 1929.[xx] Thus, he was only
12 years old when the alleged massacre of Jews at Babi Yar took place. This is a
relatively young age and tends to lessen his credibility.
Kuznetsov wrote: “On September 29th, 1941, for example, every single eye witness
of what happened in Babi Yar was executed, but the people of Kurenyovka knew all
about it an hour after the first shots had been fired.”[xxi] So Kuznetsov says that he
knows of no living eyewitnesses to the massacre of some 33,771 Jews at Babi Yar.
Kuznetsov attempts to document the alleged atrocity at Babi Yar with almost exclusively
hearsay evidence.
Dina Mironovna Pronicheva was a Jewess who says she survived the alleged
massacre at Babi Yar. She is the only person believed to have fallen into the ravine
unwounded and feigned death. Assuming various non-Jewish identities, she survived the
German occupation of the Soviet Union during World War II. While nobody seems to
have interviewed Pronicheva with a tape recorder, there are 12 written records of her
testimony dating back to the 1940s. These records differ in substance, and most of the
texts fail to meet the standards of contemporary oral history interviews.[xxii]
Despite the inconsistencies in her testimony, historian Karel C. Berkhoff writes that
historians of the alleged Babi Yar massacre should use Pronicheva’s and other
testimonies much more extensively. Berkhoff writes: “The fact remains that only very
few sources come as close as Pronicheva’s testimonies do to the horrendous details of
Kiev’s Jewish Holocaust.”[xxiii]
Berkhoff and other historians fail to acknowledge the extreme disparity in the
eyewitness testimonies regarding the events at Babi Yar. For example, Pronicheva’s
accounts emphasize guns and rifles as the murder weapons. Other eyewitness accounts
have included clubs, rocks, rifle butts, tanks, mines, hand grenades, gas vans, bayonets
and knives, burial alive, drowning, injections, and electric shock as the murder weapons
at Babi Yar. Herbert Tiedemann asked: “What would an unbiased court do if it had to
pass judgement on an alleged mass murderer, if the witnesses were in such thorough
disagreement?”[xxiv]
Jürgen Graf writes concerning the contradictory testimony of witnesses at Babi Yar:

According to the established version of the facts, these 33,711 Jews
were shot and their bodies thrown into the ravine of Babi Yar on 29
September 1941. But the first witnesses told completely different stories:
The massacre was perpetrated in a graveyard, or near a graveyard, or in a
forest, or in the very city of Kiev, or on the banks of the Dnieper. As to the
murder weapons, the early witnesses spoke of rifles, or machine guns, or
submachine guns, or hand grenades, or bayonets, or knives; some witnesses
claimed that the victims had been put to death via lethal injections whereas
others asserted that they had been drowned in the Dnieper, or buried alive,
or killed by means of electric current, or squashed by tanks, or driven into
minefields, or that their skulls had been crushed with rocks, or that they had
been murdered in gas vans.[xxv]

Conclusion
Witness testimonies of the alleged Babi Yar massacre have been given full credence
by historians even though these testimonies contradict each other and claim the most
ridiculous impossibilities. Also, no one ever tried to secure any evidence in order to
prove the murders. The Soviets after the end of the war turned the ravine of Babi Yar
into a municipal garbage dump, and later into a garbage-incineration site. It is no less
incomprehensible that the Soviets intended to build a sports facility over this site of the
alleged mass murder of 33,771 Jews.[xxvi]
The air photo taken of the ravine of Babi Yar on September 26, 1943 shows a placid
and peaceful valley. Neither the vegetation nor the topography has been disturbed by
human activity. There are no burning sites, no smoke, no excavations, no fuel depots,
and no access roads for the transport of humans or fuel. We can conclude with certainty
from this photo that no part of Babi Yar was subjected to topographical changes of any
magnitude right up to the Soviet reoccupation of the area. Hence, the mass graves and
mass cremations attested to by witnesses at Babi Yar did not take place.[xxvii]
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Escape from Auschwitz | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

When it comes to Holocaust survivors we almost always tend to think about Jews. It
can’t be helped actually as it is only Jews who appear on the media. But Jews were not
the only ones sent to concentration camps. There were others as well. Today we will
have a look at the testimony of one of them: Russian POW Andrei Pogozhev and his
book Escape from Auschwitz (Pen & Sword, 2007).
Pogozhev was sent to Auschwitz in October 1941 and then transferred to Birkenau. In
November 1942 he managed to escape along with other prisoners and in 1965 he
testified at the Auschwitz Trial. Let’s see what he witnessed regarding the
exterminations.
It’s May 1942 and Pogozhev writes:
“It was in those days of pan Olek’s sickness, during visits from his
numerous comrades, that I first discovered the Fascists had begun mass
extermination – not only of prisoners but also of whole transports of people.
Apparently the main extermination effort had shifted to Birkenau. They’d
set up a ‘bath-house’ with pipes and a ‘shower’ grid and turned it into a gas
chamber. People would be sent inside as if for a shower, then locked in and
gassed. […] Fires cremating corpses after gassings in the ‘bath-house’
burned day and night at Birkenau. The fires and gas chambers were serviced
by ‘Sonderkommandos’ [‘Special Units’ – trans.], specially formed from

prisoners held outside the camp. No one knew exactly who they were.” (p.
97)
In 1942 there were no crematoriums in Birkenau and the only gas chambers according to
the official story were Bunkers 1 and 2, or Little Red House and Little White House.
Those were simple farmhouses outside the camp that had been converted into gas
chambers. The corpses were then buried in pits. Pogozhev continues:
“Early July 1942. Birkenau is meshed with barbed wire, giving it the
appearance of a huge spider’s web. I can see that a central road divides the
camp in two. On the right sprawls a vast area under construction – the
gouged ground ready for new drains and foundations. Meanwhile,
prefabricated wooden huts stand already completed. On each of them shines
a bright enamelled square containing large, black German script: ‘Pferde
Baracken’ – ‘Horse Barracks’. On the left of the road I see the entrance to
the women’s camp. Behind it, separated by barbed wire, is that of the men.
In both these compounds big new structures have been built alongside the
original brick barracks – they look just like the stables opposite. Now I look
straight ahead: the only road crossing the camp from east to west terminates
at a small grove immediately beyond its limits – the gas chambers and
crematorium are situated there. This is the appearance of the Birkenau camp
– ‘Auschwitz II’ – as our truck approaches. I am one of a large group of
prisoners being driven from Central Auschwitz ...” (p. 104)
Here a map (of reality on the ground) is needed (North to the right):

As one would enter the camp, the women’s barracks was on the left of the road but the
men’s was on the right and not behind them. Also the grove was not visible from the
main road as it was a little further to the north. Referring to Bunker 2, Pogozhev places
also a crematorium there which he clearly distinguishes from the pits. For example:
“Away to our left, pyres were blazing deep in the Secret Grove. Further
beyond, the crematorium was puffing out black smoke.” (p. 146)
He continues on the Sonderkommandos and their duties (pp. 115-122):
“The first Sonderkommando was formed at the end of 1941. It dug pits and

carried out mass burials of bodies which, for some reason, hadn’t been taken
to the crematorium. The burials were done in Birkenau. The second
Sonderkommando was formed in March 1942. The men of the
Sonderkommandos lived in isolation in the main camp, so no one could tell
what they were doing in the forest, which grew right up to the camp grounds
on its northwestern side. This secrecy led to the most incredible rumours –
many of them contradictory. Even we, who’d grown used to atrocities,
couldn’t believe these horror stories. Some rumours reached my ears when I
was in the hospital, and there we had even less idea what was going on in
Birkenau.”
But despite the secrecy he claims that:
“We quickly got acquainted with the Sonderkommandos and established
good relations, not only with the Kapos of the teams, Weiss and Goldberg,
but also with many ordinary crew members, who knew Polish and Russian.”
Now here’s what he claims he witnessed:
“On my return to Birkenau I’d been placed in the ‘Wascherei’ crew – in the
washhouse. My duty was to hang out linen to dry after washing. The
washhouse was situated in the south-western corner of the men’s camp, and
watching over the drying linen I could see the adjacent grove. There, hidden
behind the trees, I could make out silhouettes of people and the outline of a
building. Black puffs of smoke – sometimes with bright tongues of fire –
rose from this wooded area behind the camp day and night, dissipating in
the air or settling on the ground as a grey coating. We nicknamed this place
where pyres were burning the ‘Secret Village’ or ‘Secret Grove’.”
As we already saw in the map, the men’s camp was far from the grove. The only way to
observe the site of Bunker 2 would be from the Sauna, which was behind the Kanada
section and right next to the camp fence.
“At the end of July 1942 (or the beginning of August) both
Sonderkommandos were merged and transferred to permanent
accommodation in Birkenau. They were allocated a separate barracks-stable
next to the fence. One end of the barracks was boarded up, the other faced a
watch tower with an SS guard. Two men were chosen from the Soviet
POWs for around-the-clock guard duty at the Sonderkommando barracks.
To my great surprise one of those two happened to be myself. […] After a
few days, in spite of the strict prohibition, we – and not only we – knew at
first-hand what was happening in the ‘Secret Grove’ behind the camp; knew
what the Sonderkommandos were doing and who was involved. The
rumours were fully confirmed. One Sonderkommando – more numerous
than the other – dug pits for mass graves – burying the evidence from pyres,
gas chambers and crematoria. The other one serviced the first gas chamber,
which was set up like a bath-house. Corpses were burned in the crematoria
and on pyres. Everyone in the crew had his duties clearly spelled out. Each
man knew what he was supposed to be doing. And no corpse would be
burned (either in the crematorium or on the pyres) until it had undergone a
thorough examination.”
Of course there never was any crematorium there, proving that the rumors were not
fully confirmed but fully worthless. And an even better example for this can be found a
few paragraphs later:

“Here was an astonishing puzzle! We’d heard stories from
Sonderkommando crewmen about how the gas dosage used for mass
extermination – fatal for adults – sometimes failed to kill babies. Indeed, the
younger they were, the more signs of life these infants displayed: they’d
lose their voice and move their arms and legs silently. The Bull could
casually finish those kids off with his pistol. There were cases when he and
another SS-Mann took kids by the legs and threw them into the flames of a
pyre. Few could witness this kind of sadism and remain sane.”

Summary
With a rather sensational book cover Pogozhev gives us a sensational account of his
experiences but with surprisingly few details on the crimes committed. Whereas in other
parts of the book there are tedious details about all sorts of things (even entire long
verbatim dialogues between prisoners), the extermination part is much briefer despite his
claimed close contact with the Sonderkommandos. Pogozhev is unaware of the term
Bunker, their number, their internal arrangement, the gassing method, or the location or
number of pits, not to mention the claim of a non-existent crematorium.
Finally in the Epilogue he concludes:
“Auschwitz! The whole world knows that name: the place where Fascists
exterminated 4 million people from all over Europe in four years.” (p. 167)
With rumors, contradictions, and horror stories, Andrei Pogozhev proves himself to be a
worthy servant of the Motherland.

Jewish Survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau | CODOH
by John Wear

In addition to numerous Jewish survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau I have met, it is
amazing how many survivors of these camps are mentioned in pro-Holocaust books and
other mainstream sources. This article will discuss some of these Jewish survivors and
other eyewitnesses who prove that genocide did not take place at Auschwitz-Birkenau.

Famous Jewish Survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau
The fate of Anne Frank, who is known around the world for her famous diary, is typical
of many Jews who died in German camps during the war. Anne and her father were first
deported from the Netherlands to Auschwitz-Birkenau in 1944. Anne’s father, Otto
Frank, contracted typhus and was sent to the camp hospital to recover. He was one of
thousands of Jews who remained at Auschwitz-Birkenau when the Germans abandoned
the camp in January 1945. He survived the war and died in Switzerland in August
1980.[1]
If Auschwitz-Birkenau had been a place of mass exterminations, why would the German
authorities leave behind thousands of disabled Jews such as Otto Frank to testify to their
genocide? The SS would have easily been able to gas and cremate these Jewish inmates
in Crematorium V at Birkenau during the first week of January 1945.[2]
In the face of the advancing Soviet army, Anne Frank was evacuated to Bergen-Belsen,
where she died from typhus in March 1945. While Anne Frank’s fate was tragic, her
story is not consistent with a German program of extermination against the Jews. Along
with thousands of other Jews at Bergen-Belsen, Anne died from a typhus epidemic and
not from a German plan to commit genocide against European Jewry.[3]
Elie Wiesel, whose autobiography Night written in 1956 helped him win the Nobel
Peace Prize, never mentioned homicidal gas chambers at Birkenau in his book. Instead,
Wiesel wrote that Jews were killed en masse by being thrown alive in burning pits.[4]
Wiesel also mentioned in Night that he had surgery on an infected foot in January 1945.
The German authorities at Birkenau gave Wiesel and other hospital patients unfit to
travel the option to remain in the camp. Wiesel and his father decided to evacuate
Birkenau and travel to Buchenwald with the Germans rather than be liberated by the
Russian army.[5]
Viktor Frankl’s book Man’s Search for Meaning has been ranked by the Library of
Congress as one of the 20th century’s 10 most influential books in the United States.
Frankl described his experiences at Auschwitz in this book as if he had spent many
months there. In reality, Frankl was in Auschwitz only for a few days in October 1944
while in transit from Theresienstadt to a sub-camp of Dachau.
Frankl has admitted this to the American evangelist Robert Schuller: “I was in
Auschwitz only three or four days…I was sent to a barrack, and we were all transported
to a camp in Bavaria.”[6] Frankl’s short time in Auschwitz is substantiated by the
prisoner log from the sub-camp of Dachau, Kaufering III, which listed Frankl’s arrival
on October 25, 1944, six days after his departure from Theresienstadt.[7] Thus, Frankl’s

descriptions of his long stay at Auschwitz in Man’s Search For Meaning are false and
inaccurate.
Primo Levi was a Jewish Communist who one would think would have been executed at
Auschwitz-Birkenau. However, along with about 7,000 to 8,000 additional disabled
Jews, Levi was left behind in Auschwitz. Although the Germans could have executed
Levi and the other Jews in a few days, the Germans let them survive to tell their story
about Auschwitz-Birkenau.[8]

Young Jewish Survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau
Numerous Jewish survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau have publicly described a German
policy of genocide. I will discuss in this section Jewish inmates of Auschwitz-Birkenau
who were so young that one would not expect them to survive if there had been a
German policy of genocide.

Thomas Buergenthal
Thomas Buergenthal is a Jewish survivor of Auschwitz-Birkenau and Sachsenhausen as
well as the Polish ghetto of Kielce. Buergenthal, a Harvard-educated lawyer who served
on the International Court of Justice at The Hague, was only 10 years old when he
arrived in Auschwitz. Buergenthal claims in his memoir, A Lucky Child, that his group
was spared the selection process because it luckily arrived in Auschwitz instead of
Birkenau.[9]
Buergenthal writes that he was later transferred to Birkenau and lived in Camp Sector E,
which had housed many thousands of Gypsy families.[10] Buergenthal explains how he
was spared the selection process at Birkenau:[11]
“Soon after we had arrived in Auschwitz, my father, seeing how routine
selections were conducted and that children were most at risk, came up with
a strategy to beat the system. Every morning when we had to line up for the
daily counting exercise, I would try to stand all the way in the back and very
close to the entrance of the barrack. As soon as we had been counted and if
it appeared that there might be a selection, I would try to slip back into the

barrack and hide. That strategy saved me a number of times. It was not
always easy to execute, however, because I had to disappear without being
seen by the SS or the barrack boss, but I was never caught.”
Buergenthal says he escaped other random selections by obtaining a job as an errand boy
for a Kapo friend. In late October 1944, Buergenthal says, he was then sent to a barrack
at a hospital camp.[12] The SS one night dragged out all the people in this barrack to be
gassed, but Buergenthal says he was lucky again. Buergenthal writes:[13]
“It was a miracle, I thought, that the SS had not found me. Soon, though, I
learned how I had been saved. When we first arrived at this barrack, a red X
had been placed on the backs of our individual index cards. My friend, the
young Polish doctor, apparently tore up my card and issued me a new one
without the red X. When the SS came in and demanded the cards with the
red mark, my card was not among them. The doctor had saved my life, and
my nightmares saved me from witnessing what was happening that night
and possibly giving myself away.”
A week or two later Buergenthal was moved to the children’s hospital in camp D.
Buergenthal thus confirms what Holocaust revisionists know; numerous children were
also “lucky” and survived the alleged selection processes at Birkenau.[14]
Bernard Marks is a Jewish survivor of Auschwitz and Dachau who says he spent five
and one-half years in these camps. Marks was 87 years old when he made this statement
in March 2017, which means he would have been at most 10 years old when he entered
Auschwitz. Similar to Thomas Buergenthal, Marks survived Auschwitz even though he
was only a 10-year-old child at the time.[15]
A Jewish man in a video on Facebook claims he was sent to Auschwitz at age 10 and
survived. The man says that Dr. Mengele would make selections to determine who went
to the gas chambers. He claims he told Dr. Mengele that he was 17 years old, and his life
was saved because Dr. Mengele miraculously let him live. The man also claims in this
video that 1.5 million children were killed in the gas chambers at Auschwitz. If this man
survived at age 10, however, certainly many other Jewish children survived as well.[16]
On January 21, 2015, Reuters listed numerous Jewish survivors who were young
children while in Auschwitz-Birkenau. These include Jacek Nadolny, who was only age
seven when sent to Auschwitz-Birkenau, and Zofia Wareluk, who was born in
Auschwitz two weeks before the camp was liberated. Other Jewish survivors who were
no older than age 10 while in Auschwitz-Birkenau include Elzbieta Sobczynska, Henryk
Duszyk, Danuta Bogdaniuk-Bogucka, Janina Reklajtis and Barbara Doniecka.[17] The
survival of so many young Jewish children at Auschwitz-Birkenau is not consistent with
a German policy of genocide against the Jews.
The survival of young children at Auschwitz-Birkenau is not surprising since
Auschwitz-Birkenau served as a transit camp for detainees unfit for work. This is proven
by a note dated July 21, 1942, concerning a telephone conversation that took place the
day before. SS Hauptsturmführer Theodor Dannecker wrote:[18]
“The question of the evacuation of children was discussed with SSObersturmbannführer Eichmann. He decided that transports of children are
to take place as soon as transports into the General Government are again
possible. SS-Obersturmbannführer Nowak promised to provide about six
transports to the General Government at the end of August/beginning of
September, which may contain Jews of all kinds (also those unfit for work
and old Jews).”

Eyewitness Testimony
A credible eyewitness who states that genocide did not take place at Birkenau is the
Austrian-born Canadian Maria Van Herwaarden, who was interned at Birkenau from
December 2, 1942 to January 1945. Van Herwaarden testified at the 1988 Ernst Zündel
trial that she saw nothing at Birkenau that resembled mass murder. The Jewish prisoners
she saw at Birkenau were not treated differently from the other prisoners. She also
testified that many of the inmates at Birkenau died of diseases, and some inmates
committed suicide.[19]
Joseph G. Burg, a Jewish author who wrote several books on the Holocaust story,
testified at the 1988 Zündel trial that he had spoken to hundreds of people who had been
at Auschwitz-Birkenau when he visited the camp in the fall of 1945. Burg formed the
opinion that there were no German extermination camps, the gas chambers had never
existed, and there was no plan to exterminate the Jews of Europe.
Joseph Burg also testified at the 1988 Zündel trial that he spoke to hundreds of people
who serviced and operated the crematoria, but he could not find anyone who had
operated homicidal gas chambers. Burg testified that the crematoria had been established
for hygienic purposes as a result of typhus and other diseases. Burg also testified that he
attended the Nuremberg trials in 1946 and met Ilya Ehrenburg, who had visited
Auschwitz-Birkenau, as well as a Jewish publisher who had been interned in Auschwitz
for several years. Both Ehrenburg and the Jewish publisher said they did not see any
homicidal gas chambers while at Auschwitz-Birkenau.[20]
Thies Christophersen was another witness who said the alleged genocide of Jews during
the war never happened. Christophersen supervised about 300 workers, many of them
Jewish, at Auschwitz from January to December 1944. On a number of occasions during
this period he visited Birkenau where allegedly hundreds of thousands of Jews were
being gassed to death. In The Auschwitz Lie, a memoir first published in Germany in
1973, Christophersen wrote that during the time he was at Auschwitz he did not notice
the slightest evidence of mass gassings. He also successfully answered numerous
pointed questions by the prosecuting attorney at the 1988 Ernst Zündel trial about his
experiences at Auschwitz.[21]
The prosecutors in the 1985 and 1988 Ernst Zündel trials were not able to find any
credible witnesses. In fact, the prosecution witnesses in the 1985 Zündel trial were so
bad that the prosecutors did not call any witnesses in the 1988 Zündel trial. Even Sabina
Citron, a Jewish Auschwitz survivor who originally filed the criminal complaint against
Zündel, did not take the witness stand in either of these two trials.[22]
The failure of the prosecutors in the Ernst Zündel trials to find credible witnesses caused
Robert Kahn to write:[23]
“If the concept of ‘symbolic victory’ is sometimes difficult to apply
precisely, the 1985 prosecution of Ernst Zündel clearly backfired. What had
been an attempt to silence Zündel, and possibly use the legal system to
repudiate denial, became instead a public relations coup for the Toronto
publisher and his supporters.”
Alan Dershowitz concurs, calling the Zündel trials “a total victory for Holocaust deniers
and a total disaster for Holocaust survivors and the Jewish people.”[24]
Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich also wrote that he did not see any evidence of genocide of the Jews
at Auschwitz. Stäglich, a German judge, visited Auschwitz several times during the

Second World War as a German orderly officer of an anti-aircraft detachment. Dr.
Stäglich published an account of his visits to Auschwitz in which he stated that on none
of these visits did he see gassing installations, instruments of torture, or similar horrors.
Stäglich wrote:[25]
“None of the inmates behaved as though they were in fear of mistreatment,
let alone death.”
Violette Fintz, a Jewish woman who had been deported from the island of Rhodes to
Auschwitz in mid-1944, and then to Dachau and then to Belsen in early 1945, said that
from her experience Belsen was worse than Auschwitz. Fintz is another Jew who
survived Auschwitz and lived to describe her experiences at the camp.[26]

Conclusion
The large number of Jewish survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau and other German camps
makes impossible a program of genocide against European Jewry. These Jewish
survivors include many children who were obviously too young to be good workers and
contribute to the German war effort. Dr. Arthur Robert Butz writes in regard to the large
number of Jewish survivors of the so-called Holocaust:[27]
“The simplest valid reason for being skeptical about the extermination claim
is also the simplest conceivable reason; at the end of the war they were still
there.”
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Manny Steinberg’s Outcry | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Welcome back dear readers for our next inquiry into a Holocaust memoir. Today’s guest
is Manny Steinberg and his memoir is Outcry: Holocaust Memoirs (Amsterdam
Publishers, 2015). Approaching 1,400 reviews with 81% rating it five stars on Amazon,
this merits a look.
Mendel “Manny” Steinberg was born in 1925 in Radom, Poland. In 1942 his ghetto was
liquidated and he spent the rest of the war years in various camps including Auschwitz,
Vaihingen and Neckagerach. After liberation he moved to America in 1946 along with
his father and brother.
Before we move on with the content, two things should be pointed out. First, Steinberg
begins with this declaration:
“The following pages recount my real-life experiences and memories, but
the names in my story have all been fictionalized.” (p. 2)
Usually this is for privacy protection, although he does not explain why it is needed, or if
there is some other reason.
Second, there are problems with the chronology as given. Born in 1925, Steinberg would
have been 16-17 years old in 1942. He mentions this year of his first deportation as
follows:
“Our miserable existence in the Ghetto ended in June of 1942.” (p. 63)

But after this he claims several times that he was 14 years old. Later he writes:
“Three long years had been spent in this prison camp and now I was to
leave it, destination unknown. I had reached the age of seventeen, and
although I would have still been considered a boy, the experience of living
through this hell had aged me considerably.” (p. 94)
So we arrive at 1945 and yet after a few pages we read the following:
“After several days, we finally reached our mysterious destination. It was
Auschwitz, the most infamous of the concentration camps. Here the gas
chambers were said to work day and night to keep up with the mass
murdering.” (p. 100)
This is impossible as the camp had been evacuated in January of that year. If Steinberg
was indeed 17 when he was sent to Auschwitz, this was in 1942 and he could not have
spent 3 years in the first camp (near Radom) as he claims. The confusion continues with
one last remark:
“I was nineteen years of age and in many ways still a boy.” (p. 164)
This after he moved to New York in 1946, when he was 21 years old. So it seems that at
least Steinberg has not reconciled his dates/ages. Anyway, let’s see what he has to say on
the extermination story.
The first time he hears about it is as follows:
“Some of the Polish men working on the trains were in sympathy with the
Jews and passed on information. They told of how a chemical that smelled
like chlorine would be sprinkled inside the cars. When the prisoners
urinated, a deadly gas would form, suffocating them to death.” (p. 74)
This is the story of the “trains of death” made known by Jan Karski[1] which was
nothing but propaganda and today has vanished from history, although Karski himself
still appears here and there.
After this, Steinberg heard from a friend that his mother and his youngest brother had
been killed at Treblinka. When he asked for proof his friend told him what he had
learned from another friend working on the railroads. The train had gone to Treblinka,
where only 40% of the people arrive alive to be delivered “to the gas chambers and
crematorium” (p. 75). In short, the proof came from the information of a friend, of a
friend, of a friend...
So, what was Steinberg’s own experience?
“At the gate to Auschwitz was a group of German doctors. They were
wearing white aprons spotted with blood. They resembled butchers, and that
is exactly what they were. Only the meat was now human instead of animal.
I watched their bloody hands and thought of the Jewish people they had
tortured, killed, mutilated and experimented on. They had no feelings about
us. We were just another group of Jews to be sorted. The young separated
from the old, the well from the sick. Then another gas lever to be pulled for
the unfortunate ones selected to die.” (p. 100)
Doctors with aprons stained by blood at the selections remind one more of a horror film,
not to mention that such a detail would not have gone unnoticed by others. Even Elie

Wiesel with his geysers-of-blood stories never wrote anything quite like that. Steinberg
continues in the next paragraph:
“We were told to remove our clothes and put them in a pile at our feet so
that a physical examination could be carried out. I heard someone be
addressed as Dr. Mengele and knew that this was the end.”
Clothing removal during the selections is also unheard-of. Furthermore if Steinberg was
deported in 1942 he could not have seen Mengele who was at Birkenau after May 1943.
But Steinberg gives even more fanciful details. After the selection, in order to drown the
cries of those selected to die, a group of naked (!) Gypsy women banged on drums (p.
101)! And here’s what followed:
“For the first time I saw the tall chimneys with the reddish smoke billowing
out from the top. They were the crematoriums. As soon as people arrived in
the cattle cars, they were taken to the gas chambers. Older people that were
too weak to walk or young children who had not learned to walk yet were
thrown onto trucks with hydraulic lifts. The trucks would drive over to the
crematorium, reverse up to it, and then use the hydraulic lift to make the
people slide to a fiery death. Prisoners were given a piece of soap and told
that we could take a bath if we wanted. This would have been a great treat,
but of course we were afraid. We knew that this had been used to lure
people into the gas chambers. On the soap were the letters ‘RJF’. The ‘R’
was for ‘Rein’, German for pure. The ‘J’ for ‘Jew’ and the ‘F’ for ‘Fett’,
German for flesh.” (p. 102)
He also adds that he had the task of removing the gold teeth from the dead as well as
cutting the hair of the women killed but stops right there without further details.
Anyway, after these “questionable” statements, here is something more believable. It’s
January 1945 and Steinberg is in another prison camp:
“One day a group of German officers arrived in the camp and began making
a special selection of prisoners. We were given a medical examination and I
was one among some six hundred who were loaded onto trucks and hauled
away. As usual, we had no idea where we were going. One thing I did
know: we were all sick. Some of us were skeletons, others had an unhealthy
bloated appearance, but all were undernourished and in rags. We were a sad
sight. We were all sure that we were on the way to be exterminated at last.
What else were we good for? We said our goodbyes to each other and
waited for the ordeal to be over. Just let this death sentence be quick, I
prayed. During this trip, we talked about what we had done before the war,
where we had lived, about our families and our lives before we had been
forced into concentration camps. Each person talking in their own language,
with everyone’s words intermingling. We all held hands and there was much
sobbing. Suddenly the long line of trucks came to an abrupt halt. I tried to
peek under the canvas to see where our journey had ended.” (p. 130)
Thinking that the gas chamber was waiting for him, he hesitated. But:
“The canvas cover was taken off the truck. My heart was beating very fast. I
clasped the hand of the prisoner next to me and tearfully said goodbye. As
my eyes adjusted to the light my mouth dropped open at the sight before
me. Stretchers! A long line of stretchers with men waiting to help us! My
God! Could this really be true? Was help here at last? Immediately I was
lifted, yes lifted, off the truck, placed on a stretcher, covered with a blanket;

a warm blanket and taken to wooden barracks that were set up as part of a
recuperation center. As we moved along, I realized that I would be given
medical help, perhaps more food, that I now had the chance to live. I
thanked God silently. As I was carried into the barracks, my eyes caught
sight of the supplies and equipment intended for us. There were rows of
bunks, and in each bunk was an occupant covered with their very own
blanket. There were windows, it was clean and attendants were waiting on
the prisoners. I closed my eyes for a minute and thought perhaps I had died
and gone to heaven. The feeling of a real blanket over my body, the first one
in five years, gave me a sense of real luxury. I snuggled into it and tears of
joy ran down my face. A little human kindness after all the years of cruel
treatment. This was more than I could stand without giving way to my
feelings. For the first time in all these long and torturous years I felt safe; all
was well and I would survive. The danger of extermination and fear
vanished. Surely they would not go to the trouble of getting me well and
then exterminate me. My chances of survival seemed better than at any
other time. A feeling of great happiness came to me and I slept.” (p. 131)

Summary
Books like this are praised to the skies and offered all the time as evidence of the
Holocaust. And yet a simple reading of them reveals passages that would make any
historian run away. The single fact that in 2015 the soap story is still offered as
eyewitness testimony without even an editor’s comment, proves the total bankruptcy of
the Holocaust story.
Editor's note: Amsterdam Publishers is not a publisher in the traditional sense; it is a
provider of publishing services to authors publishing their own works, their website
explains. Before the advent of the Internet, such operations were called "vanity
publishers." Instead of paying their authors, their authors pay them.
[1] https://codoh.com/library/document/398/?lang=en

The Artist within the Warlord
by R.T. Sloane

The Artist within the Warlord: An Adolf Hitler You've Never Known, Wilhelm
Kriessmann Ph.D and Carolyn Yeager (The Barnes Review, Washington D.C.) 2017.

Do we need a reappraisal of Adolf Hitler? Yes, we do. Though the so-called factual basis
of the Holocaust has been debunked by revisionists … The homicidal gas chambers,
gone ... The intention and plan to kill all of Europe's Jews, never found, doesn't exist ...
The 6,000,000 murdered Jews. an impossible fantasy number used again and again since
before WWI … yet in spite of the loss of all that, we're still left with the commonly-held
belief in a criminal Adolf Hitler.
The justification for this rests on a vague notion that Hitler was a “bad guy” and
therefore we don't want any more Hitlers to get power. This notion is generally based on
the idea that nationalism is bad (encourages wars), democracy is good (encourages
cooperation), populism is dangerous (encourages mob rule). With such beliefs, there is
little incentive to reassess the poisoned popular portrayal of this man in light of new or
other information.
A book has just come out that can be classed as one of the other portraits of Hitler the
man. Back in 1977, Adolf Hitler's architect, Munich-born Hermann Giesler published
his 500-page memoir titled Ein Anderer Hitler (Another Hitler), after which it remained
untranslated into other languages and little known outside Germany. That is, until the
translations by Wilhelm Kriessmann Ph.D. and Carolyn Yeager were turned into the

book I'm reviewing here. The Artist Within the Warlord: An Adolf Hitler You've Never
Known is mostly comprised of the last one hundred pages of Giesler's memoir, dealing
with Giesler's time as Hitler's guest at the various Fuehrer headquarters between
1940-1945. In these pages, we learn of a Hitler who, though he was forced to wage
limited war to bring back the Germany that existed prior to the Great War and the
robbery by the Versailles Treaty—a high priority for him—was yet always seeking peace
so he could accomplish the architectural restructuring of German cities according to his
long-held vision.

Hitler and his entourage enter the Paris Opera in the pre-dawn hours on June 22, 1940.
Kriessmann and Yeager's book begins with the short flight to Paris from the Western
military headquarters at Bruly de Peche on June 22. 1940, on the eve of the signing of
the armistice after the German victory over France. Hitler had already planned this
“sight-seeing” trip before the French campaign began and had promised Giesler,
architect Albert Speer and sculptor Arno Breker that he would take them along. The
purpose was to look at the most important architectural sites in Paris in advance of the
planning of major renovation to the city centers of Berlin and Munich. Hitler is seeing
everything with an eye to how the architecture and street layouts work in Paris and how
they will do it in their German cities. Among Hitler's spoken words that Giesler records
from this trip, one statement sticks with me:
“Planning our architecture, we will aim at a classicism of stricter, sharper
forms, according to our character.” (p. 17)
Hitler was as serious as can be about the city-building he wanted to do. Giesler leaves us
in no doubt that Adolf Hitler was a true, a genuine artist. This runs throughout the book
and others have reported the same thing. So this is one aspect of his personality, a very
important one, that is disregarded in the mainstream presentation of him. Another one is
his humanism, and another his kindness and thoughtfulness.
His humanism is seen on a number of occasions in the book, but particularly in regard to
Dunkirk. In June 1940, Hitler saw the British as decisively beaten and the possibility of
reaching a peace agreement in the West, enabling him to concentrate his forces in the

East as he wished to do. On humanitarian grounds, he didn't like the idea of destroying
or capturing and holding in poor conditions what turned out to be around 350,000 British
soldiers. He had also been misinformed that there were influential men in Britain who
wanted to end the war with Germany. (There were some but they had lost their influence
by then.) In addition, he was desirous of getting the conflict resolved before the United
States entered into it, which he knew Roosevelt was working toward. Based on all this,
plus real military considerations by his top advisers, he made his Dunkirk decision. He
told Giesler in 1942:
“And did not a slight possibility of peace still exist, even though a vague
one, which I might have obstructed by a pitiless defeat of the Dunkirk
army?” (p. 49)

Adolf Hitler offers design ideas for the Linz Development of the Banks model while
architect Hermann Giesler (left) looks on.
But he was let down on that and nothing materialized from it. When he was forced to
invade the Soviet Union in a preemptive strike, without having achieved peace in the
West, he knew he must defeat the Red Army quickly, and so laid down much harsher
guidelines for the battles and rules for dealing with political commissars, saboteurs and
irregular fighters. This is largely responsible for the reputation Hitler has been given for
brutality and even “war crimes.” Unfortunately, his own generals were sometimes
unwilling to carry out these orders, causing greater difficulties and losses for German
soldiers. Parts of the book are about these conflicts and disagreements which led to
assassination attempts against the Fuehrer hatched by a faction within the Army. Four
chapters out of thirteen describe in detail the extent and ramifications of the Valkyrie
plot of 1944. Giesler wrote of these officers:
“[T]hey were still entrenched in the 19th century. They hadn't learned
anything at all. They hadn't recognized that this is a war of life or death, not
restricted to soldiers, folk or the nation. […] a fateful struggle in a
revolutionary fight for the existence of Europe—in a battle for a new idea of
life.” (p. 190)
The prophetic sense of a fateful struggle for Europe was exactly right, considering how
Europe is being destroyed in our present century by the replacement of our race with
huge flows of migrants from the Third World. This is what happens when international
concerns take the place of national concerns.
After the two massive firestorm-and-phosphorous bombing raids on Dresden on the

night of February 13, 1945, very late that night Hitler said in Giesler's company:
“What was possible after the terror attack at Hamburg, Cologne, Berlin and
wherever else—to trace the victims—at Dresden is impossible. […] I think
back to the situation in 1940. The defeated French and English forces were
encircled at Dunkirk. At that time I was pondering, realistic and responsible,
as a soldier (1st WW) and politician. Should I admit that an ethical thought
might have been involved in my deliberating? It is not easy to order the
annihilation of hundreds of thousands.
Today, my decision is considered a mistake, stupidity or weakness.
Naturally, after the years of armed clashes degenerating into actions of
terrible destruction—today, after Dresden, I would react differently.
During the lucky, but also during the hard, unlucky battles of those war
years, I tried to be sensible. I made the effort to hold on to some kind of
humanity—if one could react that way responsibly in the middle of a
relentless war. I did not lead a war of destruction against cities and cultural
institutions, neither when occupying a place nor moving out—Rome,
Florence or Paris. They should not pretend keeping Paris undamaged was
the merit of the resistance or even the Allied forces. If I would have thought
the defense of the city would have been necessary, that would have
happened. And if I wanted the destruction of Paris, a battle-experienced
commander with a division would have been enough.” (pp. 228f.)

Herman Giesler (left) and Adolf Hitler stand on the bank of the Danube River looking
across to Linz.
There are numerous examples of Hitler's thoughtfulness, his acts of friendship and
kindness. One is on page 13, when after viewing the crypt of Napoleon in the Dome des
Invalides in Paris, Hitler orders Bormann to see that the body of Napoleon's son by the
Austrian princess Maria Luisa, buried in the Habsburg royal tomb in Vienna, is removed

to his father's crypt in Paris, as a gift to the French people.
In October 1940, Giesler meets Hitler for lunch at a Munich restaurant as the latter is en
route from Spain to Italy. The subject of Rudolf Hess comes up and Hitler confides that
the is worried about Hess's hypochondria and state of mind, not only because of Hess'
high position but because he is sincerely fond of him.
“That I keep him in such high esteem, that I feel an obligation, well, he is
the 'Faithful' since the beginning of the National Socialist struggle.” (p. 76)
On one visit to Winniza in 1942, Hitler said to him after lunch.:
“Giesler, you are not only exhausted but you also have not had enough
sleep. I can see it. You will now take a walk – naturally with company – and
then go to the sauna and you will sleep well. I'm very busy with military
discussions and deadlines; no planning talks today. I'll see you at tea-time,
late evening after the Lage.” (p. 52)
Hitler always defended Martin Bormann from the criticism he received for shielding the
'Chief' from so many who wanted appointments with him. On one occasion, Giesler
quotes Hitler as saying, “Please go along with Bormann” and “He relieves me, he is
steady, unshakable and an achiever—I can depend on him.” Another time, Hitler told
Giesler:
“If you want to drive away from here early, mad because of Bormann—but
you are Mrs. Bormann's guest, and you are also my guest—no, you cannot
do that to us. By the way, let it be said to you, in that case Bormann acted
absolutely correctly. He naturally should have given you some explanation,
which I herewith do now ...”
Giesler writes:
“In restrospect, I always found out on my own that Bormann was correct to
get tough on me, or that he acted on Hitler's order.” (pp. 142f.)
When Giesler was staying in the Fuehrerbunker in Berlin in February 1945, he got a call
from his brother telling him his mother had been killed by the guns of an American
bomber in Munich. When he went to give word to Hitler that he was leaving, Hitler
walked out of the military meeting to greet him and give his condolences. Then the
Fuehrer told him he would not allow him to travel alone, took him into the meeting room
until it was finished, then walked with him back to the bunker, telling him that
Kaltenbrunner, the Reich security chief, would take him to Munich in his own train, as
he was going there that night. When Kaltenbrunner arrived, the two said goodbye.
“Hitler gave his hand and, as so often, he laid his left hand on my arm.
Wordlessly, I looked into Hitler's eyes for the last time.” (pp. 231-233)
Because Hermann Giesler spent a considerable amount of time with Adolf Hitler both
alone and in the company of others, in the various Fuehrer military headquarters as well
as on trips to cities in connection with architectural work, what he tells us should carry
some weight. This book is packed with interesting tidbits about the German Fuehrer, as
well as long conversations with him. Often, he is quoted at length. Getting at the truth
will come from expanding our sources of information past the usual court historians. A
careful reading of this book can be a start of that.
The Artist Within the Warlord: An Adolf Hitler You Never Knew can be purchased at

BarnesReview.org and from these other online outlets
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Historical Background
The Einsatzgruppen trial was the ninth of 12 American-run trials held after the
International Military Tribunal (IMT) at the Palace of Justice in Nuremberg, Germany.
The trial was officially titled “The United States of America v. Otto Ohlendorf et al.”
and lasted from September 29, 1947 to April 10, 1948. The court indicted 24
Einsatzgruppen leaders on three counts of criminality: crimes against humanity, war
crimes, and membership in organizations declared criminal by the IMT. Only 22
defendants were tried because one committed suicide and another had to be excluded for
health reasons.[1]
Benjamin Ferencz, a 27-year-old Harvard-educated attorney, was appointed by Telford
Taylor as chief prosecutor in the case. The prosecution’s case was based primarily on the
Einsatzgruppen reports his team had discovered in Berlin. Ferencz later said about the
Einsatzgruppen reports:[2]
“So we had the names of each town and village, the date, the number of
people killed, the name of the unit, the officer in charge, and other officers. I
sat down in my office with a little adding machine, and I began to count the
people that were murdered in cold blood. When I reached a million, I said
that’s enough for me. I flew from Berlin to Nuremberg, to see Telford
Taylor, who by then was a general. And I said, we’ve got to put on another
trial.”
Ferencz said the Einsatzgruppen trial would not have taken place if his team had not had
the extraordinary luck of finding these reports.[3]
The presentation of the prosecution’s evidence lasted less than two days and consisted
mainly of excerpts from the Einsatzgruppen reports. Ferencz and the four attorneys
assisting him called no prosecution witnesses and presented no films during the trial.
Thus, the Nuremberg prosecutors set out to prove by documentation alone that the
defendants had participated in some of the worst crimes of the National Socialist
regime.[4] Since the Einsatzgruppen reports were crucial to the prosecution’s case, we
will examine the validity of these reports.

The Einsatzgruppen Reports

The Einsatzgruppen sent reports of their activities back to Berlin by radio. These reports
were transcribed and edited by civil servants and distributed in summary format to nonSS offices such as the German Foreign Office. None of these reports exist today in the
original—all of them are copies.[5]
That the Germans let copies of the Einsatzgruppen reports fall into the hands of the
Allies is strikingly odd. They could have easily burned these few stacks of incriminating
papers before the Allies conquered Germany.[6] The authenticity of the Einsatzgruppen
reports has also been questioned because, like so much other “evidence” of Nazi
atrocities, the documents emerged from the Soviet occupation zone.[7]
The copies of the Einsatzgruppen reports which have been produced show clear signs of
postwar additions. A typical example is Einsatzgruppen Report No. 111. Peter Winter
writes that this report contains not only completely garbled wording, but also a clear
addition to the end of a paragraph (highlighted in italics below)[8]:
These were the motives for the executions carried out by the Kommandos:
Political officials, looters and saboteurs, active Communists and political
representatives, Jews who gained their release from prison camps by false
statements, agents and informers of the NKVD, persons who, by false
depositions and influencing witnesses, were instrumental in the deportation
of ethnic Germans, Jewish sadism and revengefulness, undesirable
elements, partisans, Politruks, dangers of plague and epidemics, members of
Russian bands, armed insurgents—provisioning of Russian bands, rebels
and agitators, drifting juveniles, Jews in general.
Dr. Arthur Robert Butz also questions the authenticity of the Einsatzgruppen reports.
Butz writes [9]:
They [the documents] are mimeographed and signatures are most rare and,
when they occur, appear on non-incriminating pages. Document NO-3159,
for example, has a signature, R. R. Strauch, but only on a covering page
giving the locations of various units of the Einsatzgruppen. There is also
NO-1128, allegedly from Himmler to Hitler reporting, among other things,
the execution of 363,211 Russian Jews in August-November 1942. This
claim occurs on page four of NO-1128, while initials said to be Himmler’s
occur on the irrelevant page one. Moreover, Himmler’s initials were easy to
forge: three vertical lines with a horizontal line drawn through them.
Carlo Mattogno has shown that the figures quoted in the Einsatzgruppen reports are
inaccurate. Mattogno writes [10]:
For example, in the summary of the activity of Einsatzgruppe A (October
16, 1941, to January 31, 1942) the number of Jews present in Latvia at the
arrival of the German troops is 70,000, but the number of Jews shot is
reported as being 71,184! Furthermore, another 3,750 Jews were alive in
work camps. In Lithuania, there were 153,743 Jews, of which 136,421 were
allegedly shot, whereas 34,500 were taken to the ghettos at Kaunas, Wilna,
and Schaulen, but the total of those two figures is 170,921 Jews!
The British trial of German Field Marshall Erich von Manstein in Hamburg, Germany
also proved the inaccuracy of the Einsatzgruppen reports. The prosecution’s case was
based on the reports showing that Einsatzgruppe D under the command of Otto
Ohlendorf had executed some 85,000 Jews in four and one-half months. Manstein’s
defense attorney, Reginald T. Paget, wrote that these claims seemed quite
impossible[11]:

In one instance we were able to check their figures. The S.D. claimed that
they had killed 10,000 in Simferopol during November and in December
they reported Simferopol clear of Jews. By a series of cross checks we were
able to establish that the execution of the Jews in Simferopol had taken
place on a single day, 16th November. Only one company of S.D. was in
Simferopol. The place of execution was 15 kilometers from the town. The
numbers involved could not have been more than about 300. These 300
were probably not exclusively Jews but a miscellaneous collection of people
who were being held on suspicion of resistance activity…
It was indeed clear that the Jewish community had continued to function
quite openly in Simferopol and although several of our witnesses had heard
rumors about an S.D. excess committed against Jews in Simferopol, it
certainly appeared that this Jewish community was unaware of any special
danger…
By the time we had finished with the figures and pointed out the repeated
self-contradiction in the S.D. reports, it became probable that at least one
“0” would have to be knocked off the total claimed by the S.D. and we also
established that only about one-third of Ohlendorf’s activities had taken
place in von Manstein’s area. It is impossible to know even the approximate
number of murdered Jews, for not only was Ohlendorf lying to his superiors
but as we were able to show, his company commanders were lying to him.
Von Manstein testified that he had no knowledge that Einsatzgruppe D or the German
army had a policy of murdering Jews. The court believed Manstein and found him
innocent of murdering Jews.[12]

Benjamin Ferencz’s Credibility
Benjamin Ferencz has made statements that call into question his independence and
integrity. For example, the defense counsel at the Mauthausen trial in Dachau insisted
that signed confessions of the accused, used by the prosecution to great effect, had been
extracted from the defendants through physical abuse, coercion and deceit.[13]
Benjamin Ferencz admits in an interview that these defense counsel’s claims were
correct[14]:
You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say, an
American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line everyone
up against the wall. Then I’d say, “Anyone who lies will be shot on the
spot.” It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress would be
invalid.
In the same interview, Ferencz admits that he observed the torturing and execution of a
captured Nazi at a concentration camp[15]:
I once saw DPs [Displaced Persons] beat an SS man and then strap him to
the steel gurney of a crematorium. They slid him in the oven, turned on the
heat and took him back out. Beat him again, and put him back in until he
was burnt alive. I did nothing to stop it. I suppose I could have brandished
my weapon or shot in the air, but I was not inclined to do so. Does that
make me an accomplice to murder?
Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world-peace advocate, further
relates a story concerning the interrogation of an SS colonel. Ferencz explains that he

took out his pistol in order to intimidate him[16]:
What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen [shot while trying to escape]…I said “you are in
a filthy uniform sir, take it off!” I stripped him naked and threw his clothes
out the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls
with his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be.
Then I said “now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right
now. I am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der
Flucht erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are
gonna sit down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the
camp, who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about
it. Or, you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can
write a note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…”
[Ferencz gets the desired statement and continues:] I then went to someone
outside and said “Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a
coerced confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him rewrite it.” The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second
one and destroy the first one. That was it.
Peter Winter asks the question: “Is this the sort of ‘objective’ legal person who can be
relied upon to produce evidence at a major trial?”[17] The fact that Ferencz threatened
and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his superior officer indicates that he
operated in a culture where such illegal methods were acceptable.[18] Any lawyer
knows that such evidence is not admissible in a legitimate court of law.

Defendants’ Testimony
Otto Ohlendorf testified at the IMT that Einsatzgruppe D, the mobile security unit he
commanded in the Crimea between June 1941 and 1942, was responsible for the murder
of approximately 90,000 people. Ohlendorf’s testimony horrified the court and had a
depressing effect on the defendants. Dr. Gustav M. Gilbert, the American prison
psychologist, wrote that Ohlendorf’s testimony established “the inescapable reality and
shame of mass murder…by the unquestionable reliability of a German official.”[19]
British attorney Reginald Paget, however, questioned the validity of Ohlendorf’s
testimony at the IMT. Paget wrote: “Ohlendorf had reported that not only Simferopol but
the whole Crimea was cleared of Jews. He was clearly a man who was prepared to say
anything that would please his employers. The Americans, also, had found him the
perfect witness.”[20]
Otto Ohlendorf at the Einsatzgruppen trial retracted his earlier testimony at the IMT that
there had been a specific policy to exterminate Jews on racial or religious grounds.
Under cross examination, Ohlendorf testified that any Jews or Gypsies killed by his
Group D were killed as part of anti-partisan activities. Ohlendorf also testified that only
40,000 people had been executed by his Group D instead of the 90,000 that he had
testified to at the IMT.[21]
Another defendant at the Einsatzgruppen trial, Walter Haensch, testified that he knew
nothing of the murder of the Jews and denied any criminal wrongdoing by his
Kommando while he was its leader. Haensch claimed he first learned of the murder of
Jews in July 1947 when his interrogator at Nuremberg told him of the Final Solution.
Haensch testified that the Einsatzgruppen reports that contradicted his testimony were
inaccurate. After the trial, Haensch became so obsessed with proving his innocence that

he refused to apply for parole, hoping that American officials would see their error and
grant him the clemency he deserved.[22]
Benjamin Ferencz claims the Einsatzgruppen reports were definitive proof that the
Einsatzgruppen had mass murdered Jews. Ferencz states: “There were times when I felt
outraged. For example, the day one defendant, a colonel, said: ‘What, Jews were shot? I
hear that in this courtroom for the first time.’ We had the records of every day that man
was out murdering, and he had the gall to say that. I was ready to jump over the bar and
poke my fingers into his eyes.”[23]
Michael Musmanno, the presiding judge, provided the defendants with wide latitude in
their presentation of evidence in the Einsatzgruppen trial. However, Ferencz writes that
Musmanno was convinced early on of the defendants’ guilt[24]:
The judge handed down worse sentences than I would have imposed. So he
had made up his mind, early on, that he wasn’t going to be deceived. For
him the question was how to sentence them. He was a devout Catholic, and
he went into a monastery for a week before sentencing. He convicted all 22
people, and of these he sentenced 13 to death by hanging. During the trial,
he had let everyone say whatever they wanted to say. He gave so much
leeway; he was leaning over backwards to show the world that it was a fair
trial.

Conclusion
Four Einsatzgruppen units altogether numbering 3,000 men—including non-combat
troops such as drivers, interpreters, and radiomen—became operational soon after the
German invasion of the Soviet Union. One of their missions indisputably consisted of
fighting against partisans, and in pursuit of this mission they performed numerous mass
shootings.[25]
The official Holocaust historiography, however, claims that the Einsatzgruppen had the
additional task of committing genocide against Soviet Jews. The Einsatzgruppen reports,
which fall into the period from June 1941 to May 1942, are the primary proof of this
alleged genocide. The Einsatzgruppen reports that have been produced are copies which
show clear signs of postwar additions, inaccurate and inflated figures, and obscure
signatures appearing on non-incriminating pages. Such reports would not constitute
valid proof for legitimate historiography or a legitimate court of law.[26]
The defendants at the Einsatzgruppen trial did not receive a fair hearing. The shootings
carried out by the Einsatzgruppen were not nearly as extensive as claimed at the trial, for
the numbers mentioned in the Einsatzgruppen reports cannot be objectively confirmed
and in many cases are demonstrably exaggerated. These reports provide no basis in
justice or fact to convict the Einsatzgruppen defendants of genocide against Soviet
Jewry.[27]
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The Manuscripts of Marcel Nadjari
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Μαρσέλ Νατζαρή (Marcel Nadjari), Χειρόγραφα 1944-1947: Από τη Θεσσαλονίκη στο
Ζόντερκομάντο του Άουσβιτς (Hirografa 1944-1947: Apo ti Thessaloniki sto Sonderkommando
tou Aousvits), Alexandria Publications, Athens 2018, 978-960-221-768-9, 21 cm × 14 cm, 240
pages, €14.-

Greetings to all. Remember Marcel Nadjari? He was a Greek Jew deported to Auschwitz in
April 1944 where he supposedly worked in the Sonderkommando of Crematorium III. After the
evacuation of the camp, he was sent to Mauthausen, then Melk, then Gusen II, then back to
Mauthausen before liberation. In 1951, he moved to New York where he died in 1971 at age 54.
Previously we had but a brief look at his testimony from a book that contained excerpts from his
memoir Chronicle 1941-1945 (Etz Ahaim, 1991), which, it should be noted, was never
distributed commercially.[1] But a few weeks ago an updated edition was published under a new
title: Manuscripts 1944-1947 – From Thessaloniki to the Auschwitz Sonderkommando
(Alexandria, 2018). So now we can have an overall look. Let’s begin.

Manuscript A
As already mentioned, Nadjari wrote two manuscripts, A and B. A was written in November 3,
1944, and it’s a letter to a friend. It was found buried in the camp in 1980. Recently it was about
90% restored and it is published here for the first time, page by page (pp. 39-50). The content is
as follows (with comments when necessary).
PAGE 1
“Bitte diessen Brief

Senden am […]
[…] Griechischen
Konsulat.
#
Bardzo proszę […]
w konsulatie Grecji
[…] ce quelque mots
[…] mort
[…] plus
[…] Consulat de Grece afin que
[…] ahier […] et a są destin
Dimitrios A. Stefanides
Rue Kroussovo No 4
Thessaloniki
GRECE”
The first page is not in Greek but it appears as above. It seems to be instructions in various
languages for sending the letter.
PAGE 2
“To my beloved ones,
Dimitrios Athan. Stefanides,
Elias Cohen – Georgios Gounaris.
My dear company, Smaro Efremidou (of Athens) and so many others which I
always remember, and to finish, to my dear homeland GREECE, to which I have
always been a good citizen.
We started from our Athens on April 2, 1944 after I was snitched on at the camp in
Haidari, where I would always receive the packages of the good Smaro and her
efforts for me that are unforgettable in these hard days I am going through. I will
[…] always to […] look for […] my Metsos and sometimes […] to […] but take
care of […] her address […] our Elias and always take care of him […] and that
Manolis has not forgotten them.”
Metsos refers to Dimitrios Stefanides, and Manolis (Emmanuel) is the real first name of Nadjari.
PAGE 3
“And even more that as it unfortunately seems we will never meet again.
After ten days of travel, on April 11 we arrived at Auschwitz where we were sent to
the Birkenau camp stayed about one month in quarantine and from there they took
the healthy and strong. Where? Where? My Metsos? To a crematory, I will explain
further on the nice work that the Almighty wished for us to do.
There is a large building with a wide smokestack with 15 (fifteen) furnaces.
Underneath a garden there are two large underground vast chambers. The one is
used to undress and the other chamber of death where the people enter naked and
after it’s full with about 3,000 persons it is closed and they gas them, they give up
the spirit.
Our job was first to receive them. Most of them”
There are serious inaccuracies here for someone who spent 8 months at the camp.

First, he speaks of one large building with 15 furnaces where there were two. Second, the
chambers were not underneath a garden as there was no garden and the chambers were not
completely underground, as their roof was one meter above ground. Third, they were large but
certainly not “vast”. The room that served as the gas chamber was 30 meters long, a little more
than a basketball field (28 meters). It had a surface area of some 210 m². If we assume a
maximum possible packing density of some 10 persons per square meter, that would amount to
2,100 people. But that would require military-style discipline to achieve!
This description doesn’t seem to stem from direct observation.
PAGE 4
“did not know the reason, they cried when they were told that they were going to
take a shower and they went ignorant towards death. Until today […] said they are
for the oven […] tell them lies I would only say I did not understand the language
they speak and to the people, men and women that I saw were doomed, would say
the truth. After […] all naked they walked to the chamber of death. In there the
Germans had placed pipes on the ceiling […] to make them think they prepare the
shower. With whip in hand the Germans forced them to pack so it fits as many as
possible, a real sardine can of humans, then they closed the door hermetically. The
gas cans would come with the car of the Germ. Red Cross with two S.S. […] They
are gas men who through some”
These statements are confusing. First, Nadjari claims that their first task was to receive the
victims (implying in the undressing room) where he spilled the beans to those who were
doomed to die, while playing dumb with the rest. But what were they doing there? Only those
unfit for work were sent to the crematorium. Also, the victims appear crying upon hearing about
the shower, but at the same time remain ignorant as they enter. This does not make any sense,
and as we will soon see the details of this story are different in the second manuscript.
PAGE 5
“openings would throw at them the gas.
After half an hour we would open the doors and our work would begin. We would
transport the corpses of these innocent women and children to the elevator that
would take them to the furnaces chamber and from there they would place them in
the furnaces where they would burn without the use of fuel because of the fat they
contained. From a human around 640 grams of ash only would be produced […]
which the Germans forced us to smash, pass through a thick sieve and then a car
would take it to throw it in the river near us, Vistula, and this is how they erase
every trace.
The dramas that my eyes have seen are indescribable. In front of my eyes they have
passed about 600,000 (six hundred thousand) Jews from Hungary – French – Polish
from Litsmanstad, about 80,000 and recently”
Except for the fact that the gassing description is pretty vague, the claim about furnaces working
without fuel is so nonsensical that casts even more doubt that Nadjari ever worked in a
crematorium. In addition, it is a well-known fact that the ashes remaining form the cremation of
a body amount to some 5% of the body’s original weight.[2] Assuming an average weight of 60
kg, the ashes would have amounted to some 3 kg, not just 640 grams. However, if the cremation
remains had to be smashed and sieved, this indicates an incomplete cremation, hence an even
larger amount of cremation remains.
PAGE 6
“they are starting to arrive about 10,000 (ten thousand) Jews from Theresienstadt in

Czechoslovakia. Today a transport from Theresienstadt arrived but thank God they
did not bring them to us, they kept them in a lager, they say an order came not to
kill Jews anymore and it appears to be true, now in the end they changed their
mind, but now no Jew is left in Europe. But for us it’s different, we must disappear
from the Earth because we know too much of their unimaginable ways of abuse and
revenge.
Our own commando is called Sonder kommando (special commando), initially it
was made up of 1,000 (a thousand) 200 of them Greeks and the rest Polish, and
Hungarians and after a Heroic Resistance because they wanted to remove 800
(eight hundred) the one hundred all fell outside the camp”
PAGE 7
“and the others inside.
My good friends Vicko Vrudo and Mois Aaron from Thessaloniki fell.
Now that this order came they will also remove us, we are 26 Greeks in all and the
rest are Polish. At least for the Greeks we are determined to die like real Greeks, as
every Greek knows how to die, showing up to these last moments, despite the
villains’ superiority, that Greek blood runs through our veins as we showed in the
Italian war.
My dear ones you will wonder by reading the work I did, how could I Manolis or
anyone else do this work burning my coreligionists, I wondered the same in the
beginning, I thought many times to go”
PAGE 8
“with them to end it but revenge always kept me. I wished and I wish to live to
avenge the death of Dad, Mom and my dear sister Nellie. I am not afraid of death,
how could I be afraid of him after everything my eyes have seen? Because of this
my Elias, my dear cousin, if I am gone you and all my friends should know your
duty. I learned from my little cousin, Sarrika Houli (you remember her in my
house), she lives today, that Nellie was with your little sister Errika during her last
moments.
My only wish is for your hands to receive what I am writing.”
PAGE 9
“My family’s fortune I leave to you Metsos – Dimitrios Athanasiou Stefanides –
with the request to take with you my cousin Elias.
Elias is a Cohen, and consider him as if you had myself, always take care of him
and if by any chance Sarrika Houli returns, my cousin, do to her my Metsos
whatever you did to your dear to me niece Smaragda, because we are all suffering
here as no man’s mind can imagine.
Remember me sometimes as I remember you.
It wasn’t meant for me to see our Greece free as you saw it in 12/10/44.
Whoever asks about me tell him that I am no more and that I went as a real Greek.
Help, my Metsos, those who return from the camp”
PAGES 10-11

“at Birkenau. I am not sorry, my Metsos, that I will die, but that I will not be able to
avenge as I want and know.
If you receive any letter from our relatives abroad reply appropriately that the A.
Nadjari family perished murdered by the civilized Germans (New Europe), my
George do you remember?
The piano of my Nellie, Metsos, take it from the Sionidou family and give it to
Elias to have it with him always so he can remember her, he loved her so much, and
she also.
Almost every time they kill I wonder if there is a God and nevertheless I always
believed in him and I still believe that God wants it, let his will be done.
I die happy knowing that right now our Greece is Free, I will not live, let the others
live, my last word will be Long Live Greece.
Marcel Nadjari”
PAGE 12
“It’s been about four years that they kill the Jews […] killed Polish, Czechs,
French, Hungarians, Slovaks, Dutch, Belgians, Russians and all of Thessaloniki
except from some 300 who live until today in Athens, Arta, Corfu, Kos and
Rhodes.
About 1,400,000 in all. General […] my beloved ones.
#
[…] in 3/11/44.
[…] my beloved uncle […] Gabbai or Evangelos Fragiades […] (Pericles 52)
(Stadiou 60) Athens.
These are my last words and […] I am happy […] that you stay and your loved one
[…] in the New Truth [...]”
PAGE 13
“The Venerable Greek Embassy upon receiving this note is urged by a good Greek
Civilian named Emmanuel or Marcel Nadjari from Thessaloniki ex resident Italy
Street No 9 in Thes/niki,
To send this note to the address below.
Dimitrios Athanasiou Stefanides
Kroussovo Street No 4
Thessaloniki
Greece
This is my last wish, condemned to death, by the Germans because my religion is
Jewish.
Thankful
M. Nadjari”

Manuscript B

Now let’s have a look at Manuscript B. This one is a more detailed memoir written in 1947. As
Nadjari writes, after arrival at Birkenau, they first went to the Sauna, where they handed over
their clothes and valuables. The next morning, they received their tattoos before going for a
shower and a full haircut (head and body). Afterwards they stayed in quarantine for a month. It
was then that Nadjari first heard about the mass killings:
“Various rumors began to circulate, that those who have gone left in the trucks after
we disembarked from the train have been burned, after they killed them. Of course
we did not believe it and thought that the Poles in the camp were telling us this to
demoralize us, make us ill and take our bread.” (p. 76)
Finally he was sent to Block 13, the block of the Sonderkommandos, where he was assigned to
work in Crematorium III. So let’s see the description of a gassing (pp. 86-91). The first stage
was as follows:
“They would arrive at our yard and then go down the stairs to the
Auskleidungsraum where we received them. We would first tell them to sit to rest
for a while, if of course the German wasn’t looking, then the Germans would shout
followed by us Ausziehen, that is undress. The little girls were ashamed and had a
lot of trouble undressing, they would cry out of shame and not because they would
die in a few minutes as they did not know that. Other women would give us gold
coins saying it’s a gift. We would take them, although we had no use for them, so
that the Germans who were wandering around like crows would not have them.
Still other women more mature and smart would come at us asking if they were
going to die. I would always say that I did not understand German or any other
language but Greek.”
The second stage followed:
“When the women had finished undressing, they would enter through the door in
groups of five, naked, with shoes in hand and many with a soap. […] Afterwards,
the men would go down to the undressing room, wondering how they could get
their clothes back, since they had all turned into a sea, the same procedure would
follow, and they would also enter the gas room. Then, after it was filled and
everyone had entered the gas room, the door was closed and, immediately
afterwards, the two gas experts climbed above and opened 4 cans and emptied them
from above either laughing or chatting about various irrelevant things. They put
back the concrete slab. Many times they came down to the small scuttle on the
door, watching, with a stopwatch in hand, the minutes needed so that none remains
alive (a matter of 6-7 minutes). The moment the door was shut well and they threw
the first gas can from the hole, the people realized they were going to die.”
The contradictions with the official storyline have already been pointed out in the previous
article. What remains are two contradictions with Manuscript A.
First, in that manuscript the Germans force the victims into the chamber with whips whereas
here they use deception. And second, in A we read about “openings” while here there is only
one “hole”.
“After about one hour of the killing of these people, special airing devices which
we had […] would suck the polluted air so by opening the door we would only hear
the clatter of the bodies gathered around the door which would fall violently on the
cement floor.”
In Manuscript A the door opens after half an hour and the work begins right away. Here the
ventilation starts after one hour and it works for an unspecified amount of time before the door
opens.
“They were all calm. In this human sea we would observe such a serenity that I had
doubts whether these indeed were the ones who a while ago were talking with us,

who shouted, whose faces had the expression of fear, of terror. Now they looked
calm as if they were resting, many were still looking upwards and pointing with
their index finger at the sky.”
As the Italians would say, se non è vero, è ben trovato (even if it is not true, it is well
conceived).
One last noteworthy fact before moving on to the matter of Nadjari’s own survival. Original
pages of the manuscript are reproduced in the book. In some of them the text is accompanied by
sketches. Two examples:

Pages 26 and 29 of the original.
On the left is the Sauna where Nadjari indicates with numbers all the rooms he went through
while on the right there are the barracks with the triple bunk beds. So here is the question: How
many sketches of the crematoriums are there?
Answer: None! For reasons unknown, Nadjari neglected to depict the most important part of his
testimony. He has also drawn a rough sketch of Bunker 2, as well as a map of the camp which
fills an entire page, yet the crematoriums are nowhere to be found???
So finally, if Nadjari was a member of the Sonderkommando, how did he survive? Well, the
information he gives about this is peculiar. First, on the demolition of the Crematoriums II and
III (with the help of some girls) he writes:
“I, in every way, was trying to explain to Ninetta and the other girls how the
Germans killed so many thousands, the mode of operation, how we were burning
the bodies. Although they would see them in front of them, they could not believe
it. I was explaining them this because we of the Sonderkommando were certain that
we would not live, they would kill us beforehand, before liberation, because our
eyes had seen more than they should have. This was not a reason not to be cheerful,
and in fact I pretty much was. I would even set up a theater and they were all
excited, specifically in fact, on January 1, 1945, I performed in the
Auskleidungsraum of Crematorium I, where Ninetta and Paulina were present. As it
seemed all of them were very pleased.” (p. 101)

One wonders which one is harder to believe: That Nadjari was in such a good mood or that he
set up a show in the crematorium?
“On January 18, 1945 the evacuation of Birkenau Auschwitz was at an end. We,
since morning, had been shut away in Block 13. We were a hundred. Our anguish
was indescribable. While the others were leaving the camp, we were locked up.
They had emptied the entire camp, the only ones left were us and some other little
departments and almost all of the Germans. Every so often we would hear blasting
around us and especially in the crematoriums. Around dusk, we suddenly see a
huge column of prisoners who had left at noon returning back to the camp. We
could not stand it anymore being shut away, we exited the Block and intermingled
with the others. They looked for us a couple of times but none of us showed up.” (p.
102)
So this is how they escaped. They intermingled with other prisoners and the Germans lost them.
Even if this was possible Nadjari forgot to explain something very simple: How exactly did they
exit the block if they were locked up?

Summary
Nadjari’s manuscripts contradict both themselves and the official storyline, and even make it
hard to determine whether he actually worked in a crematorium. What is certain is that they
contain obviously false statements that any historian would pretend were never there.

Notes
[1] https://codoh.com/library/document/5161/?lang=en
[2] W. Huber, Die Feuerbestattung – ein Postulat kultureller Entwicklung, und das St.
Galler Krematorium, self-published by the author, St. Gallen 1903, p. 17.

What the Germans Knew | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Another important issue regarding the Holocaust is the awareness of the German public
about it, either civilians or soldiers. What did the Germans know? Two researchers,
historian Eric A. Johnson and sociologist Karl-Heinz Reuband, started searching for
answers in 1993. After nearly 3,000 written surveys and 200 interviews the result was
the book What We Knew: Terror, Mass Murder, and Everyday Life in Nazi Germany
(Basic Books, 2006). It’s time to have a look at their findings, so brace yourselves dear
readers as this will be one hell of a long ride! Contents follow:
Acknowledgments
Introduction
Part One: Jewish Survivors’ Testimonies
1 Jews Who Left Germany before Kristallnacht
2 Jews Who Left Germany after Kristallnacht
3 Jews Who Were Deported from Germany during the War
4 Jews Who Went into Hiding
Part Two: “Ordinary Germans’” Testimonies

5 Everyday Life and Knowing Little about Mass Murder
6 Everyday Life and Hearing about Mass Murder
7 Witnessing and Participating in Mass Murder
Part Three: Jewish Survivors’ Survey Evidence
8 Everyday Life and Anti-Semitism
9 Terror
10 Mass Murder
Part Four: “Ordinary Germans’” Survey Evidence
11 Everyday Life and Support for National Socialism
12 Terror
13 Mass Murder
Conclusion: What Did They Know?
The authors not only interviewed Germans but also Jews, including eventually 20
interviews of each group, while changing the names of the interviewees to safeguard
their anonymity. So we open the book and ask: What did you know about the mass
murder of the Jews?

The Jews
We begin with Margaret Leib who, before fleeing to the US in 1941, was involved in
communist resistance activities in Berlin.
“Before 1941, you hadn’t heard anything. Between 1942 and 1945, I was
already here [in America]. I arrived here with great difficulty with my
mother on September 12, 1941. My mother had gone to France right after
my father’s death. My sister was nine years younger than me. She was
killed. [While] they were still in Marseilles, she had a baby. Eventually she
couldn’t feed her child any longer and she didn’t want to go on anymore. So
she took the child to a children’s home. Then she was picked up during a
raid and sent to a temporary camp in Nancy, and from there to Poland and
the gas chamber. That she was deported is something I only know about
from books.” (p. 13)
Only from books. No comment necessary. Next, Henry Singer, who fled to Italy in 1938.
He doesn’t seem to know much as he states only the following:
“It’s not only the Germans that hated Jews. Almost the whole world hated
Jews. The concentration camps – Auschwitz, Dachau, Buchenwald – Britain
knew about it, France knew about it, the Americans knew about it. They
could have done something about it. They could have bombed the camps
because they were burning the bodies anyway. But they didn’t do it. You
know why? Because they said, ’Leave Hitler alone because he’s doing a
good job for us killing all the Jews. He gets the blame and we get what we
want.’ That’s it in a nutshell, and nobody’s going to tell me any different.”

(p. 18)
On the other hand he admits:
“But in all honesty I want to say that not all Germans were as bad as you see
being depicted in the movies and the films. The majority was, but there
were some that were not. So it’s not fair to accuse all of them.” (p. 17)
We now move to Rebecca Weisner who was sent to Auschwitz in October 1942 at the
age of 16:
“We already knew by late July, August. One came from this camp, one
came from that camp. Somehow we knew those things were more or less
going on – that there was Auschwitz and that they had gas ovens to gas all
the people, children and so. We knew that.” (p. 51)
Once again, they “somehow” knew. But Ernst Levin who was also deported to
Auschwitz in January 1943, has a few more things to say (pp. 73-75):
“Word was filtering out. It was also filtering out that transports were leaving
for the east from the ghettos. It was known at that time that these transports
went directly to Treblinka or Auschwitz. Terrible, terrible! But people didn’t
want to talk about it. When the German Jews learned about it, they really
refused to believe a lot of it. The German Jews themselves would say, ’This
is atrocity propaganda. That can’t be so. After all, it’s the twentieth century
and we’re German.’ Many of them still considered themselves German.
They didn’t believe it primarily because they didn’t want to believe it. Who
can blame them? In Breslau the transports started in 1941. My grandmother
had sisters, all of whom were sent on these transports. These people were
taken away and they had nothing but their baggage. They left behind all
their belongings, apartments, rooms, whatever they had. There were some
vague rumors that they were going to the east to work. My grandmother’s
sisters at that time were in their sixties. How were they going to work in the
east? There were sick people. ’What is happening to them?’ they wondered.
It was very disturbing, yet nothing was known for certain. Nobody knew of
the gas chamber in Auschwitz at that time. Breslau had a very large Jewish
community, the second or third largest in Germany. The only Jews left in
Breslau at the end of 1942 were those who were integrated in the German
war effort.”
He further adds:
“I was on the last transport when Breslau decided to become judenfrei [Jew
free]. I think it was in January 1943. This German guy I was working with –
he was actually a Meister, but he had not been drafted because he was
already too old – then gleefully said: “Na ja, jetzt geht Ihr mal Steine
kloppen in Russland!” [Oh yeah, now you are going to go break rocks in
Russia!] I figured that this was going to be our fate. In general it was said
that we were going to be relocated to the east – to work in the east. Just
about four weeks before I went on my transport, there was one transport
before mine and a friend of mine named Helmut went on that transport. That
transport wound up in Treblinka. In a place near Treblinka, there was also a
contingent of Germans working, one of whom we had known. Helmut wrote
a letter and gave it to this man and said: ’Send it to my Ernst.’ I got this
letter. I never knew who sent it or how they got it out. He told me in this
letter that he was near Treblinka and ‘hier ist ein Lager, wo die Menschen

chemisch behandelt werden.’ [Here is a camp where the people are being
treated with chemicals.] It is amazing that even at that time he wouldn’t say
that they were gassed. Isn’t that amazing? I was thinking, ‘What the heck
does he mean?’ I guess he eventually was gassed. He certainly didn’t
survive. Therefore I would have known four weeks before I was arrested
that something was going wrong.”
So in a worksite near Treblinka his friend Helmut heard about people being “treated”
with “chemicals”. Leaving aside the fact that he could even send a letter, this sounds
more like a delousing procedure. As Levin himself thought, why didn’t he just say that
they were gassed?
Next is Ruth Mendel, deported to Auschwitz in April 1943, when she was only 14 years
old.
“As it turned out, women and children arriving in Auschwitz were gassed.
But we were not. We were taken into Auschwitz and the other prisoners that
had been there already knew their way around and said to us that the reason
we weren’t gassed was that they thought, ’Well they’ll die soon anyway, so
it doesn’t pay to run gas into the trains for just a few people.’ When we
arrived, the SS was there with the dogs and the white gloves and the whips
in their hands and beautifully pressed uniforms. At the time there were no
selections. We were taken to the women’s camps.” (p. 87)
This shows how silly the rumors could be. Despite her age she was put to work on
digging ditches. Here’s what she supposedly saw:
“That whole summer the crematorium was going day and night. During the
day it was all smoke and at night you could see flames coming up. You
could really see it. You could see it from miles away. In Birkenau I stayed
with my mother the whole time in a big barracks, sleeping on boards with
three pieces of straw or whatever that were infested with lice and fleas. I
wouldn’t be alive if not for my mother. The crematorium was going and the
flames were coming out. At night you would see it red. During the day it
was black because of the smoke. There were little pieces, chips of bone,
flying all over the place.” (p. 88)
We can be pretty sure that there is some poetic license here. And here’s how she left the
camp:
“They put us on a train on November 1, 1944. We had no idea how we were
picked to go on this train. Someone told us it was not to go anywhere – at
the end of the tracks was the crematorium, a few yards or so away. But
someone else told us, ’No, you are supposed to go to Germany as laborers.’
Of course you couldn’t trust this, but it turned out to be true.” (p. 89)
Well what do you know? Now it’s Helmut Grunewald’s turn who has some really
interesting things to say. Born in 1918 to a Jewish father and a Catholic mother, he was
deported to Auschwitz on March 1943. His father had been arrested by the Gestapo in
1942. Here’s what happened at the interrogation:
“This had all happened half a year before my arrest. But [when I was finally
arrested,] my father was already there. While he was being interrogated [at
Gestapo headquarters] by Bόttner and two other officers, he said to them, ’I
don’t know why you want to interrogate me. I know that I’ll be sent to
Auschwitz and be gassed anyway.’ […] But then they said to him, ’What

kind of atrocity story is this that you are telling us? What makes you think
that they are killing people there? How do you get that idea?’ ’Ah, you
don’t have to tell me that,’ my father said. ’I know that. I know exactly
what’s going on there.’” (p. 95)
But how did he know that?
“My father was extremely well connected, also in non-Jewish circles. That
people were being murdered in Auschwitz and in Poland in general was
evident anyway. And it was also already known that Auschwitz was very
clearly an extermination camp.” (p. 96)
How about that. It was “evident”. Well, no matter how evident here’s the rest of the
story. The Gestapo let him go!
“We believed it. We knew that it was true. It was just as my father had said
to them when they had asked him, ’What makes you say that? What’s with
this nonsense?’ He replied to them, ’You don’t have to tell me anything. I
know that. So why do you want to interrogate me for so long?’ After this,
they sent him back home to demonstrate that all of that was not true, and
then my father went immediately into hiding. He went to the Eifel, to my
grandfather’s birthplace, and was hidden there.” (p. 97)
Now Herbert Klein, deported to Theresienstadt in June 1943. In contrast to Grunewald,
he claims that the Jewish community did not know of the mass murders. And as for the
Germans he says:
“But nobody knew that [the Jews were being systematically murdered].
Nobody knew that because when my sister was deported from
Theresienstadt to Auschwitz, first of all, we didn’t know it was Auschwitz.
Still I’m sure certain things must have been known. When the Germans say
they never heard anything, that’s a lie. One knew Dachau was a
concentration camp. One knew they killed people. One knew that
Sachsenhausen was a concentration camp. One knew about Buchenwald and
about quite a lot of them. So, if someone said they didn’t know anything
about it, that’s a lie. But if they say they did not particularly know that the
Jews were murdered by the millions in Poland, that I accept. Even so, it is
very difficult to accept.” (p. 107)
Next, Hannelore Mahler, deported to Theresienstadt in 1944. Asked when did she first
hear of the mass murders she replied:
“That was actually more or less in the camp. In Berlin, one had whispered
about it, and one was always questioning whether it was true or not. But
nobody had dared to say anything openly about it, so it was still only a kind
of assumption. That is the way that it is when you yourself are in a situation
where you can be sent away on a transport at any time. You don’t want to
believe it.” (p. 117)
Asked one more time, she replied:
“In effect, we knew nothing. Sure, we said, ’Where are they? What’s
happened to them? And so on.’ But this was among ourselves, and
afterward there wasn’t anybody left whom one could talk to. Yes, we
suspected that those who had been sent away had not been sent to a
sanatorium. But, since we ourselves could have been the next ones, or were

– we were practically on the list to be mowed down – we didn’t want to
believe it, because we could have been next. Do you understand what I am
trying to say? We talked a lot about this afterward in retrospect. In
retrospect, we said that we had suspected it and left it unspoken during the
war. Everyone knew it. Everyone had thought that it was so. But we did not
want to talk about it, because you could be there yourself. When one
suspects that those who had been arrested and taken away and had never
been heard from again, had not been sent to a sanatorium, you can almost
compare that with someone who is about to be tested for cancer. One just
doesn’t talk about it, even though everyone knows that it is so. Do you
understand? One just doesn’t talk about it.” (p. 119)
Next are the testimonies of Jews who went into hiding and the first is Ilse Landau, who
was arrested in 1943 for distributing leaflets in Berlin. She was sent to Auschwitz but
she managed to escape by jumping off the train. Her replies are worth quoting in full:
“When did you first hear about the mass murder of the Jews? Was it
before you were put on the train to Auschwitz or after that?
We had heard already that the other people were murdered in those other,
nearer by, concentration camps like Bergen-Belsen and Sachsenhausen.
There was a lot we had heard about.
When you were on the train going to Auschwitz, did you know that
you’d go to Auschwitz?
Yes.
What did you know about Auschwitz at that time?
That they all would be gassed. Only a few who could work [might survive].
They were to dig the graves, cook for them, clean the toilets, or whatever
there was to be done as work. That was the same as in Theresienstadt. My
father died in Theresienstadt, and my aunt saw it with her own eyes that
they had nothing to eat.
When did you first hear about the gassing of Jews and from whom?
That I can’t tell you.
Was it from other Jews, or from Gentiles, or from the radio?
From radio maybe. But I didn’t listen to the radio, my husband did. I went
to sleep. I had to sleep. I wasn’t able to listen. A man is still stronger, you
know. ” (p. 125)
Another Jewess, Lore Schwartz, describes Theresienstadt and Auschwitz as transport
camps:
“We did know, because we had worked before in those transport camps. The
old people and the war wounded and the Jewish community employees
went to Theresienstadt, so you knew that there was a preference, that there
must have been something special about it. Auschwitz, I was there, so I
knew. I was there as a visitor. I also knew that my father was in Buchenwald
and that he died a few days after he was released. We knew that it was no
picnic whatever was there. How much the Germans knew, I don’t know. But

I can tell you that later on when I was in a work camp that you marched
there in the wintertime without hair and without clothes. So they must have
known, too. Definitely! If anybody tells me they didn’t, they did.” (p. 131)
Finally, Rosa Hirsch also claims ignorance on mass murders:
“In the beginning, you really thought they were going to work camps. I
guess they didn’t want to admit it to themselves. Nobody knew for sure. I
mean, at least nobody of the people I knew. We knew that it was something
horrible. When the mail came back from my aunt’s with address unknown,
we knew they were not alive anymore. But nobody knew about gassing. I
don’t think anybody knew that. I mean, maybe they thought they died of
hunger or maybe they died of something else. We didn’t know.” (p. 137)
This concludes the Jewish testimonies.

The Germans
We begin with Hubert Lutz who was born in 1928 and was a member of the Hitler Youth
from ages 7 to 17. Regarding the murder of Jews he first states:
“We heard about a transport of people going out. There were rumors that
people were killed, but there was never any mention of gas chambers. There
were rumors that said people were squeezed together in these camps and
most died of typhoid fever. And that was in essence the execution style.
Now, about shootings, that was in connection with the partisans.
Nevertheless, I am sure that they rounded up Jewish people and executed
them along with the other partisans. I didn’t really give it any thought. I was
fifteen, sixteen years old. We heard this on the periphery. That was not, to
kids of my age at the time, our primary interest.” (p. 147)
Then follows this:
“When did you first hear that Jews were being murdered in great
numbers?
In great numbers, I would say 1948, 1949. We knew about concentration
camps. In 1945 after the war there were a lot of people running around and
showing their numbers, their tattoo numbers. There were some pictures that
were shown right at the end of the war, like when they liberated Dachau,
Buchenwald. But that to us was almost understandable because the pictures
they showed were of people that had obviously died from starvation. You
could see their skeletons. We had not been through that kind of a starvation,
but we knew how quickly you lose your weight. And there was also the
word that most of these people had died from typhoid fever. And there were
many other typhoid cases, for instance, in France and in Buchenwald. So,
yes, that was not excusable. On the other hand, there were times at the end
of the war when a lot of our people didn’t have anything to eat.
What about the gassing and the shootings?
We tried not to believe it. We simply said, ’No, that’s too brutal, too
gruesome, too organized.’ Quite frankly, I began to read more and study
more about it when I was in this country after 1959. A lot of people asked
me, ’How come you guys didn’t know this? You claim you didn’t know
anything about it.’ And, I asked myself, ’Well, how come you didn’t know

this?’ So I started reading a lot and I started, well, maybe reading with a
biased mind, hoping that I would find reason to believe that it was not true.
But the evidence piled up. This became more convincing by the day. So I
also asked myself, ’Could we have done anything different? Where did the
responsibility lie?’ My conclusion was the responsibility lies in the fact that
people didn’t do anything about it. They just stood by and closed their eyes
and ears. And I think that is true. People just didn’t want to believe it. They
didn’t.” (p. 150)
Now a daughter of a former policeman, Gertrud Sombart, who lived in Dresden during
the Nazi period had this to say:
“Did you know anything about the mass murder of the Jews?
Not about the mass murder. We heard from my mother, who had heard from
a female patient at the hospital, that there were such camps. But we thought
they were labor camps because one had put them to work in the war
industry. Nevertheless, she had provided some hints about that, but not
anything specific. We did, however, get some more specific information
from an acquaintance of ours. He had been working at a large power plant in
Poland. He wore the Order of Blood decoration, which was for those who
had been with the Nazis from the very beginning. Nevertheless, he was
basically a good man, hardworking and industrious. We were friends with
him and he knew what our views were. He would never trick us. While he
was over there in Poland, he had seen how Jews were forced to shovel out
ditches and were then shot. After that he said to himself that he was not
going to go along with that, and then he returned [to Dresden] and talked
about this.
But you apparently didn’t know until after the war that people were
being killed in those camps?
Yes. There was, however, the time when I did see this one group. They were
Jews and had probably been in such a camp. That was here in Dresden.
Nevertheless, there were around fifty of them at least. They looked like
starving wretches, haggard, and were merely able to shuffle themselves
along. The population thought they were criminals. They looked like
criminals.” (p. 161)
Next, Anna Rudolf who worked in Berlin at a film duplication laboratory:
“Did you know before the end of the war about the concentration
camps?
No. You would often hear things like, ’He has been taken to a labor camp.
He did something and he’s been taken to a labor camp.’ But everything was
covered up and kept concealed. Nobody knew anything specific. And then
we’d hear again, ’They packed that guy off to Dachau.’ My parents had
thought that Dachau was a labor camp until it got around what kind of camp
it really was. After that, everybody was afraid and nobody dared say to
anything.
Did you know from rumors before the end of the war about what had
happened to the Jews?
Yes, even already during the war. That was all certainly talked about. But, as

I was saying, it was always just said, ’They are going to a labor camp.’ That
they were gassed, and so forth, nobody had thought that. Nobody had
thought that. Afterward, after the war, I worked with a Jewish woman
whose father was a tailor. Her entire family had been taken away and her
father had been forced to make and mend clothes in a concentration camp.
But her brothers and her sister and her mother were all gassed. She herself
had been hidden and so both she and her father survived. Anyway, she told
me all about what went on there, how they were beaten, and how they had
to do all that work. That was certainly horrible.” (p. 170)
It’s the same old story all over again. Someone was put to work while the rest of the
family was gassed.
Peter Reinke follows, the son of a plasterer, born in 1925. He joined the navy in 1942
and he stated the following:
“While you were in the military, did you hear anything about the
concentration camps or the deportations?
No, no. Not much. Not much. It was said that the Jews who hadn’t been
deported had been made to work. That was what the [Nazis] had publicly
told the people. What was done there, nobody knew. But we did indeed see
how concentration camp prisoners had been forced to work, such as, for
example, the Hiwis. These were Russians, White Russians, or Ukrainians,
who had to carry out all sorts of functions. They had to work. They had to
load and unload and perform all the menial tasks that needed to be done
anywhere in the Wehrmacht, in any unit.
Did you ever hear any rumors or other things about mass executions?
No, no. I didn’t know about that. During the war we didn’t hear anything
about that. We were seldom on land, only for loading up supplies. [But there
was this one time] when we were in Libau [Latvia]. The naval base lay
outside the city – at the point where the open territory began – and there was
a lot of shooting. Then a rumor went around that they were shooting
Russians. But then, we knew that the Waffen SS didn’t take any prisoners
when they were dealing with the Russians. On the other hand, Waffen-SS
men were shot by the Russians. There was so much shooting going on in the
area – the front was only fifteen kilometers away – that you couldn’t really
tell who was shooting whom and where the shooting came from.” (p. 176)
Next is Werner Hassel, who grew up in Upper Silesia, and listened to the BBC both at
home and in the military. Yet he knew nothing about exterminations (p. 182):
“The soldiers out there on the front knew effectively nothing about the
concentration camps and the mass murder of the Jews. I cannot imagine that
[they had known]. I would have been aware of that. Especially since I came
from a very different political past, I would have heard about that. A large
number of people really didn’t know anything. I myself didn’t know where
Sachsenhausen was or Auschwitz. That really was only known by people
with inside information. When we were in Poland, we heard absolutely
nothing [about the murder of the Jews], no rumors, absolutely nothing.”
Now let’s hear Hiltrud Kühnel, a student of dentistry during the war at the University of
Frankfurt. Pay attention to her replies, one by one:

“Back then, what did you imagine concentration camps to be?
Extermination camps. That’s what I imagined concentration camps to be.
You didn’t simply think of something like a labor camp?
No, no. Extermination camps! You knew that was what they were. Hence, if
someone says today that he had never known that, it is absolutely not true.
Do you mean to say that not only you knew about that but others did as
well?
That was known by others as well.
How did one know that?
From the circle of acquaintances that you had, from the clergy and from
good friends who shared our political views. It was talked around about
what they were doing there. Those were indeed real extermination camps.
When did you hear about extermination camps for the first time? Can
you give an exact date?
That must have been 1938 to 1939 at the time of Kristallnacht. That was in
November 1938. We were sent home from school. That morning our school
principal said to us, ’Please go home immediately, all of you. Horrible
things have happened.’ I had to go back home with my schoolmate, from
Frankfurt to where I lived in Hochst. Anyway, that was horrible for me.
They had taken the cakes from Jewish pastry shops and thrown them onto
the street. They cut open the Jewish families’ down blankets. There were a
lot of Jews in Frankfurt. You could see the feathers floating around in the
street. The cigars, the pipes from the tobacco shops, everything was lying in
the street. The windowpanes were smashed in. I came home crying. We
really could only cry. And then we said, ’Those are beasts. Human beings
don’t do things like that.’
But that isn’t exactly the extermination of human beings.
No, but that was the beginning of the disregard of a race. They classified
them as inferior. I would say that is when one started to know about it all.
But, for heaven’s sake, you weren’t allowed to talk about it.
But how did one hear about it then, if one wasn’t allowed to talk about
it?
For example, from a clergyman who was often at our place and from some
others, whose names I can’t recall, who said, ’We heard that...’ That’s how.
But what had they heard exactly?
That the Jews were being gassed, and the foreigners. Indeed, one knew
about the gassing.
One heard this expression exactly?
Gassing. Yes.

That they were being gassed, you heard this from clergymen? In your
own home?
Yes, in our home. I already said that this was a kind of meeting place that
the Nazis were aware of. They were aware that anti-Nazi groups were still
meeting with my father.
Did you hear about this from the clergymen yourself?
Yes. Politics was the only thing they discussed at our place, whether it was
over lunch or otherwise. I can really only recall political conversations at
our home. That’s how I grew up. The clergymen knew that at our place they
would never be named as a traitor or anything like that because of what they
had made known there.
I wonder how the clergymen got their information. Did they say how
they found out?
No, they didn’t tell us that. It only came up in the course of conversation as
yet another atrocity that was known.” (pp. 187-189)
On to Ruth Hildebrand, the daughter of a civil servant in Berlin. Regarding the
concentration camps she knew the following:
“Only that the Jews were being sent there. That the Jews were being gassed,
they didn’t say. They didn’t go as far as that. The soldiers who had escorted
the trains with the Jews had to get off just before the gates [of the camps],
and then they rode back again with the train that was now empty. That’s
what they said, and my husband told me about this late one evening. It
depressed him so. It weighed heavily on him, and also, of course, on me.
That they were gassed came out later. It did leak out slowly, however, that
they had somehow met their death there. But one did not hear anything
specific.” (p. 194)
On these rumors about the camps, Ekkehard Falter from Dresden comments:
“One knew that there were concentration camps. The Dresden members of
the Communist Party were incarcerated at the Hohenstein Castle. In 1933,
after the Nazis took power, they were collected there, and the population of
Dresden knew that there was a concentration camp where members of the
Communist Party were incarcerated. At that time there weren’t any
concentration camps where Jews were being held, unless they were
politicians. Only in 1943 did it become clear to me that Jews were being
incarcerated in large numbers. They disappeared without any ado, picked up
one by one. I knew that there was a special stratum of Jews here in Dresden
that was richer than others who had pensions or had emigrated. But in the
inner city, there were also poorer Jews from sections of the city where less
affluent people lived because rents were cheaper. They didn’t have the
money to emigrate.” (p. 198)
Asked when did he hear for the first time about the mass murders, the only thing he
knew about was the mass shootings as he had learned from an SS sergeant:
“At night he would tell me about things they had done. Because it was all so
horrible I couldn’t sleep anymore. It would be a chapter in and of itself, and
I don’t now want to talk about what he and his combat unit did to the

population, like hoisting them up into the air with their feet and then
shooting them. He told me that he didn’t understand how that could have
happened. He said that there had been people with them who had passed
their university qualification exams and had come from solid middle-class
homes, but in only half a year they had been reeducated to the point that
they no longer were bothered by what they were doing. [For example,] they
had rounded up all the people in a Polish village, women and children,
locked them up in a church, and then shot at them from the church’s gallery
before setting the church on fire. ’We then lay around the church in radiant
sunshine while the church burned. Those who had not gotten out were
screaming, and then the door suddenly opened and a small child came out.
One guy then got up, rat-a-tat-tat, dead. [Having been involved in all of
this,] can you imagine that I am now going to remain here?’ And then, with
the pin that had been just implanted in his leg and in a cast, he got up and
took off. He even told me about things that were still worse. I don’t want to
talk about them here. They are that dreadful.” (p. 199)
Stefan Reuter from a working-class family in Berlin, was asked if he had heard what was
happening to the Jews during the war. Here’s his response:
“No, as crazy as it is. Sure, it was talked about, but I didn’t have any solid
proof. At the time when my wife was to be picked up, one heard in
communist circles that numbers of Jews were being gassed. There were
these rumors, but there was no direct proof. After all, one can talk a lot. My
thoughts leaned more toward the view that it could really have been
possible.” (p. 203)
Then we have Ernst Walters, from a small town in the Saar region, who became a Nazi
Party cell leader in 1937, and declares that he was already aware of the fate of the Jews
in 1935. After this he states the following:
“[During the war] my parents [were evacuated and] were in Hameln and I
somehow got the news that they were there. Since I had my motorcycle, I
decided to drive there – I even had somebody riding on the back of the
motorcycle with me. And then on the way back, we drove through
Thuringia. I don’t know what town it was, as I didn’t take notice of it. But,
anyway, we made a stop there and the place was stinking: ’What is that
smell?’ ’Over there is a concentration camp, that’s where the corpses are
being burned, where soap is being made from the Jews.’ In the
concentration camps, [there were] Jews, and not only Jews. There were also
communists. And there were also some in our town who disappeared. There
were some who disappeared who were sick. That [all] was managed by the
party. The party had them disappear.” (p. 208)
Weird smells were enough for the imagination to go wild. But in the end everything
turns out to be endless hearsay. Effie Engel was from a working-class family with
communist leanings in Dresden. Here’s how she learned about the mass murders:
“I heard about this from my mother, who had heard about it from her friend
– they were actually not supposed to talk about it, as it was all strictly
confidential. Just before the end of the war, he was given leave and he came
to visit us and he said, ’Listen, I have to tell you this. I can hardly stand it
any longer. It is impossible how those people are being abused there. They
have driven them down into those tunnels and forced them to work under
SS supervision, and one after another of them is dropping dead because they

simply don’t get enough to eat.’ And then he also went on to tell us about
how they had been in camps, and about how they were so decimated that
there were ever fewer and fewer of them. Only the strongest were sent to
work; the others were annihilated. That was something he knew about
already, and that was how I heard about it.” (p. 218)
Winfried Schiller was from the city of Beuten in Upper Silesia. His father was a doctor
and had some connections with Auschwitz which was not far from them:
“In any event, Auschwitz was less than one hundred kilometers from us.
Every now and then, one thing or another got through to us about how the
Nazis had numerous people in the camp. But, about the actual gassing or the
elimination of the Jews, that was not known right up until the last days of
the war. But that the Nazis interned people there, that the camp was full of
people, that was definitely known.” (p. 222)
Regarding the rumors he adds:
“Only in the last years of the war was when the rumors got through about
things like the concentration camp inmates being tortured and that they were
dying so wretchedly. About the actual consistent gassing, we did not know.
Then, when the Russian invasion came and the German army had to retreat,
the concentration camp was evacuated. Then there came a great flood of
concentration camp inmates in their striped clothes. It ran through Beuten
toward Silesia. It was only then that the extent really became known.” (p.
223)
Next witness, Αdam Grolsch, a radio operator in the German army on the Russian front.
Asked about the mass murder of the Jews, he first spoke of a mass shooting of 25,000
Jews in Pinsk within two days in October 1942. This was done on German orders but by
Cossacks, Lithuanians and Latvians. Although the shootings are a fact, the number he
claims is way too high to be believable.
Anyway he was finally asked if he had heard BBC reports about gassings, to which he
replied:
“Yes, I heard that as well. I can still remember this because I later saw those
[gas] vans. But I heard about it too. I had by chance seen those vans. They
were parked in Rowno [Rivne] and nobody knew what they were. They
were those large and long mobile trailers attached to trucks. That is to say,
they were mobile gas chambers for smaller operations. My attention was
drawn to it by the BBC. Where I saw it was in Rowno. Rowno was in the
middle of the Ukraine. But previously we had heard about such things from
the BBC, like about mass shootings of Russians. That was what I knew
about the best. They had also explained how they had also done that with
small groups [of people] and with such vehicles as well. That was such a
thing to hear that you wanted to see for yourself if that was really the case.
And then I ended up seeing two or three of those things in Rowno, parked
near the harbor. I often had to go to Rowno to get replacement parts for the
radio post. That could have been in 1943.” (p. 237)
But according to the official story, those mobile gas chambers were single trucks, not the
long trailers attached to trucks. And of course he never witnessed any of them in
operation. He only made the connection because of the BBC.
So finally we arrive at the last witness, Walter Sanders, who was a communications

officer on the Russian front. He concludes his interview with the following:
“For the sake of those who say today that they didn’t know anything about it
– a large part of the population did know about it. Perhaps [they didn’t
know] that it was quite as brutal as it was in reality. But they knew that there
were concentration camps. They knew that Jews were kept there. And later,
word got around that they were gassed. It wasn’t for nothing that it was said
in those years, ’Take care, otherwise you’ll go up the chimney.’ That was a
familiar figure of speech. It circulated everywhere in Germany. [An
expression like] ‘otherwise, you’ll go through the chimney’ doesn’t come
about by chance.” (p. 259)
Nope. Not by chance. But a figure of speech it was.

Summary
From the revisionist viewpoint, not one of the above statements is unexpected or
unprecedented. They all add up to the point that the rumors about mass killings were
running wild, although not everyone had heard about them or believed them. They also
illuminate the mindset of those who did believe them, some of them almost religiously.
Of course there was hard labor and mass shootings. But after decades of research, it can
be stated with certitude that it is the extermination story that has gone up the chimney.

American Jurists and Attorneys Opposing Injustice
at Nuremberg
by John Wear

The Nuremberg and later trials were organized primarily for political purposes rather
than to dispense impartial justice. This article will discuss the efforts of three American
attorneys to expose and correct the injustice of these trials.

Charles F. Wennerstrum

Iowa Supreme Court Justice Charles F. Wennerstrum, who served as the presiding judge
in the Nuremberg trial of German generals, resigned his appointment in disgust at the
proceedings. In an interview with the Chicago Tribune, he criticized the one-sided
handling of evidence in the trials. Wennerstrum said that selection of the evidence in the
trials was made by the prosecution from the large tonnage of captured German records.
The defense had access only to those documents which the prosecution considered
material to the case.[1]
Justice Wennerstrum also said that the prosecution and staff at Nuremberg were more
interested in revenge than justice. He stated: “The prosecution has failed to maintain
objectivity aloof from vindictiveness, aloof from personal ambitions for
convictions...The trials were to have convinced the Germans of the guilt of their leaders.
They convinced the Germans merely that their leaders lost the war to tough
conquerors.”[2]
Wennerstrum stated: “The entire atmosphere is unwholesome…Lawyers, clerks,
interpreters, and researchers were employed who became Americans only in recent
years, whose backgrounds were embedded in Europe’s hatreds and prejudices…If I had
known seven months ago what I know today, I would never have come here…The high
ideals announced as the motives for creating these tribunals have not been evident.” The
lack of appeal in the Nuremberg cases left Wennerstrum “with a feeling that justice has
been denied.”[3]

Edward L. Van Roden
Pennsylvania judge Edward L. Van Roden and Texas Supreme Court Justice Gordon
Simpson were members of a three-man commission to investigate the torture and abuse
of German defendants in American-run war-crimes trials. Their Simpson Commission
report examined the 139 death sentences against Germans which at that time had not
been carried out. The cases against the 139 doomed men fell into three groups: Germans
accused of involvement in crimes at the Dachau Concentration Camps, in the killing of
the crews of downed American warplanes, or in the Malmédy incident.
Van Roden was quoted in an article in The Progressive magazine that he was shocked at
the methods used to obtain confessions from German defendants:
The statements which were admitted as evidence were obtained from men
who had first been kept in solitary confinement for three, four, and five
months. They were confined between four walls, with no windows, and no
opportunity of exercise. Two meals a day were shoved in to them through a
slot in the door. They were not allowed to talk to anyone. They had no
communication with their families or any minister or priest during that time.
This solitary confinement proved sufficient in itself in some cases to
persuade the Germans to sign prepared statements. These statements not
only involved the signer, but often would involve other defendants.
Our investigators would put a black hood over the accused’s head and then
punch him in the face with rubber hose. Many of the German defendants
had teeth knocked out. Some had their jaws broken.
All but two of the Germans, in the 139 cases we investigated, had been
kicked in the testicles beyond repair. This was Standard Operating
Procedure with American investigators.[4]
Van Roden stated that German prisoners who still refused to sign false statements faced
more-severe improper treatment:
Sometimes a prisoner who refused to sign was led into a dimly lit room,
where a group of civilian investigators, wearing U.S. Army uniforms, were
seated around a black table with a crucifix in the center and two candles
burning, one on each side. “You will now have your American trial,” the
defendant was told.
The sham court passed a sentence of death. Then the accused was told, “You
will hang in a few days, as soon as the general approves this sentence: but in
the meantime sign this confession and we can get you acquitted.” Some still
wouldn’t sign.
We were shocked by the crucifix being used so mockingly.[5]
Van Roden concluded: “Unless these crimes committed by Americans are exposed by us
at home, the prestige of America and American justice will suffer permanent and
irreparable damage.”[6]

Willis N. Everett, Jr.
American attorney Willis N. Everett, Jr. was assigned to defend the 74 German

defendants accused in the Malmédy incident. The trial took place from May 16 to July
16, 1946 before a military tribunal of senior American officers operating under rules
established by the Nuremberg International Military Tribunal.[7]
Everett and his defense staff of lawyers, interpreters and stenographers divided into
several teams to interview the defendants. Everett wrote to his family of the experience:
Several defendants today said they thought they had had a trial…a Col. sat
on the Court and his defense counsel rushed the proceedings through and he
was to be hanged the next day so he might as well write up a confession and
clear some of his fellows seeing he would be hanged…another kind of court
had black curtains…The Lt. Col. sat as judge at a black-draped table which
had a white cross on it and the only light was two candles on either end. He
was tried and witnesses brought in and he was sentenced to death, but he
would have to write down in his own handwriting a complete confession.
Then the beatings and hang-man’s rope, black hood, eye gougers which they
claimed would be used on them unless they confessed. Not a one yet wrote
out his statement but each stated that the prosecution dictated their
statements and they said it made no difference anyway as they would die the
next day. So on and on it goes with each one of the defendants. The story of
each must have some truth because they have each been in solitary
confinement.[8]
Jochen Peiper, the lead defendant in the Malmédy trial, made an extremely favorable
impression on Everett. Peiper testified at the trial of the beating he received while being
interrogated:
On the last day of my stay in Schwäbisch Hall I was called for interrogation
and received, as usual, a black hood over my head. And I had to wait down
there in the hall of the prison for about five minutes, since the American
sergeant who came for me went to get some other comrades of mine from
their cell. During this occasion when I was standing there quietly waiting, I
was struck in the face by a person unknown to me, and several times in my
sexual parts with a stick.[9]
All of the defendants at the Malmédy trial were found guilty, with Peiper and 42 other
defendants sentenced to death by hanging. Peiper wrote a letter to Willis Everett after the
trial expressing his gratitude for Everett’s work as his defense attorney:
Before our steps separate, I want to thank you especially for all help you
gave us as a human being, as a soldier and chief counsel of the defense
during the past eight weeks. In a time of deepest human disappointment,
you and [Lt. Col. Harold] McCown have returned to me much faith I
already had lost. This will remain one of the best remembrances and was
worth the whole procedure of the Malmédy case.[10]

Willis Everett on a Mission
Willis Everett was convinced that the Malmédy trial had been a justicial travesty.
Approximately 100 of Everett’s friends and some additional American military officers
advised Everett to forget about the Malmédy case and live in the present. Everett’s
outrage, however, set him on a mission to obtain justice for the Malmédy
defendants.[11]
Everett and another defense-team member prepared a 228-page critique of the

investigation and trial, stating that the Malmédy convictions had been secured primarily
on the basis of “illegal and fraudulently procured confessions.” The petition also argued
that the trial was a travesty of justice to German soldiers since the Allies were also guilty
of the same violations of international law. Everett sent this document to Lt. Col. Clio
Straight’s office for inclusion in the internal review process that was mandatory before
verdicts and sentences became final.[12]
Everett began to muster forces for a concerted campaign to reverse the Malmédy verdict.
Everett read Charles Wennerstrum’s article in the Chicago Tribune, and wrote to
Wennerstrum of his struggle to get a rehearing in the Malmédy case:
Consistently I have told the Commanding General EUCOM that I was going
to the U.S. Supreme Court and the papers if they do not send the case back
for retrial. Frankly I know of no way to get to the Supreme Court but have
done a lot of “bluffing” along this line to force them to send the case back
for retrial…We both think alike about war crimes trials except that I am a
Rebel on the subject and you were gentle in your manner.[13]
Wennerstrum served as a source of sympathetic and judicious counsel for Everett in the
months to come, and provided Everett with introductions to potentially supportive
Midwestern politicians. Everett continued with a multipronged campaign of judicial
appeal, publicity and congressional pressure to get a retrial of the Malmédy case.[14]
The U.S. Supreme Court refused a petition from Everett to rehear the Malmédy case.
Everett then prepared an appeal to the International Court of Justice in The Hague (ICJ).
Everett knew there was little chance the ICJ would accept his case since only states
could be parties to cases before the ICJ. Everett discussed with Wennerstrum the
innovative notion of arguing that since there was no German national government after
Germany’s unconditional surrender, there was no one but Everett to make the appeal.
Both lawyers agreed it was worth a try.
Wennerstrum also advised that they add the even more adventurous argument that, while
the court statute might prohibit individuals from filing cases, “international common
law” might be alleged to require it.[15]
The ICJ predictably refused to hear Everett’s appeal of the Malmédy case. Everett also
received word on or about December 29, 1948, that some of the death sentences in the
Malmédy case had been approved by Gen. Lucius Clay. Everett despaired that the U.S.
Army was determined to protect itself at all costs, even at the price of hanging innocent
men.[16]

Justice Prevails, Late
The Simpson Commission report recommended that all of the death sentences not yet
carried out in the Malmédy case be commuted to life imprisonment. The report affirmed
Everett’s misgivings about the mock trials and stated that the pretrial investigation had
not been properly conducted. The turmoil resulting from the commission report along
with the aforementioned article by Edward L. Van Roden caused the U.S. Senate to
investigate the Malmédy trial.[17]
The investigation of the Malmédy trial conducted by the Senate Committee on Armed
Services determined that there was “little or no evidence” to support Van Roden’s claim
that the Malmédy defendants had been physically abused.[18] Judge Edward L. Van
Roden testified at this hearing that he never said that 137 of 139 German prisoners had
their testicles damaged beyond repair as reported in The Progressive magazine.[19]

However, the committee determined that improper pretrial procedures such as mock
trials had adversely influenced the trial process, if not the outcome.[20]
On January 30, 1951, Gen. Thomas T. Handy, commander-in-chief of the U.S. European
Command, commuted the death sentences not yet carried out of the Malmédy defendants
to life in prison. Handy alluded to the fact that the killings had taken place in a confused
and desperate combat situation to justify the commutation of the Malmédy
sentences.[21]
Handy’s decision produced jubilation among Malmédy critics and convicts. Peiper wrote
to Everett:
We have received a great victory and next to God it is you [from] whom our
blessings flow. In all the long and dark years you have been the beacon
flame for the forlorn souls of the Malmédy boys, the voice and the
conscience of the good America, and yours is the present success against all
the well-known overwhelming odds. May I therefore, Colonel, express the
everlasting gratitude of the red-jacket [worn by prisoners sentenced to
death] team (retired) as well as of all the families concerned.[22]
The Malmédy defendants were gradually released from prison courtesy of the Annual
Review Board and tensions resulting from the Cold War with the Soviet Union. Jochen
Peiper was the last Malmédy defendant to leave prison, receiving his release on
December 22, 1956.[23]

Sacrifices by American Attorneys
Advocating the freeing of the Malmédy defendants had required great courage and
personal sacrifice on the part of the American attorneys. Gen. Telford Taylor, chief
counsel for war crimes at Nuremberg, publicly castigated Judge Charles Wennerstrum
for having made statements “subversive of the interests and politics of the United
States.” In an open letter to Wennerstrum, Gen. Taylor said that Wennerstrum had made
a “deliberate, malicious, and totally unfounded attack on the trials.” Taylor’s letter to
Wennerstrum concluded: “If you in fact held the opinions you are quoted as expressing,
you were guilty of grave misconduct in continuing to act in the case at all.”[24]
Edward L. Van Roden told Everett that he also paid a price for his involvement in the
Malmédy case. Strong circumstantial evidence indicates that Van Roden had been
blacklisted by the judge advocate general’s office and denied further active duty in the
army reserves, with likely adverse effects on his retirement prospects.[25]
Willis Everett also made a huge personal and financial sacrifice to free the Malmédy
defendants. The physical and emotional stress from the appeal process caused Everett to
suffer from declining health and at least one heart attack. Everett estimated his out-ofpocket expenses to be as much as $50,000, to which must be added the income lost
through his neglect of his law practice. The West German consul in Atlanta later
presented Everett with a check for $5,000 as a gesture of appreciation for his exhaustive
efforts on behalf of the Malmédy defendants.[26]
For American attorneys Charles Wennerstrum, Edward L. Van Roden, and Willis
Everett, an old-fashioned sense of justice far outweighed the personal sacrifices they
faced in criticizing the American-run war-crimes trials. Their actions on an ethical
imperative and sense of moral values were greatly appreciated by many Germans.
Jochen Peiper wrote to Willis Everett: “You have been America’s best ambassador to
Germany, setting an example that was respected and recognized far beyond the

defendants of the Malmédy case.”[27]

Correction
This article was corrected October 27, 2019 to include Edward L. Roden's denial of
having claimed testicular injuries of 137 of 139 German prisoners.
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Bad Nenndorf is a bathing resort in the fringe of the uplands of the River Weser’s
watershed where people with joint ailments are treated with mud baths and soaks in
sulfurous waters. On the grounds of the spa suffused with sulfur fumes stands a stately
mud-bath house from the 19th Century. At the entrance, cure-seekers are greeted by the
goddess Hygeia. Late in the 1920s, the bathhouse was extended into a massive complex
with innumerable bathing huts.

War-Criminal Headquarters
After the end of the war, Bad Nenndorf wound up in the British Zone of occupation. In
violation of the Hague Convention for Land Warfare, the occupiers subjugated the civil
order and persecuted civilians, in particular political leaders, of the conquered land. In
the Potsdam Protocol of August 2, 1945, the following is proclaimed:[1]
War criminals and those who have participated in planning or carrying out Nazi
enterprises involving or resulting in atrocities or war crimes shall be arrested and
brought to judgment. Nazi leaders, influential Nazi supporters and high officials of Nazi
organizations and institutions and any other persons dangerous to the occupation or its
objectives shall be arrested and interned.
In accordance therewith, the area surrounding the mud-bath house was designated a
Civil Internment Camp[2] in early August 1945. 1200 residents of the area had to vacate
their houses. The area was fenced off with barbed wire. The mud-bath house received a
new function: registration center and prison for Germans who were to be charged as war
criminals. In the bathing huts, the fixtures were removed and the tubs in the floors
cemented over. From this resulted functional prison cells with tiled walls.
NSDAP functionaries, members of the SS, officers from every branch of the Wehrmacht,
diplomats and industrialists were confined in the cells in order to be “prepared” for the
coming war-criminal trials. But here also were kept defecting Soviet officers and mere
illegal immigrants who were suspected of being spies for the Soviet Union—that same
Soviet Union that was still an ally of Great Britain in 1945 and 1946.
The guard staff consisted of members of a British punishment company, who hoped by
faithful performance in this assignment to recover the ranks that they had been stripped
of.

The mud-bath house at Bad Nenndorf

Report of Victim Oswald Pohl
There are only two reports of conditions in the mud-bath house at Bad Nenndorf. One
report comes from the head of the Wirtschafts- und Verwaltungshauptamt of the SS
(Economic and Administrative Main Office), SS General Oswald Pohl, who was
confined for a time at Camp Bad Nenndorf at the end of May 1945. In the last
communication before his execution, he wrote:[3]
“Our treatment by the English in Bad Nenndorf was inhuman. I was
confined alone in a cell in which there were four plank beds. My handcuffs
were not removed in the locked and watched cell neither by day nor by
night, neither when I ate nor when I attended to bodily needs. Indeed, at
night with my hands still tied, I was bound by yet another fetter to the posts
of the plank bed so that I could not move and for that reason was unable to
sleep. I was hustled to my interviews down a long corridor to the
interrogation room, during which some of the warders pushed me from
behind, and others were to either side, who occasionally knocked me down
with tripping and kicks. In front of the door of the interrogation room, I was
forced to run in place until the beginning of the interview, which the
warders forced to an ever-higher tempo by kicks in the ass and curses and
threats. All this happened under the gaze of the sergeant posted at the scene.
The way back to my cell consisted of the same gauntlet, wherein I was often
knocked down by tripping, and ran headlong into the wall. On the second
day, a chair was brought into my cell. I had to site down to be 'shaved.' Even
though I was shackled, two warders held me down on the chair while a third
pulled my head back unmercifully by the hair so that I fell backward several
times.
A fourth warder smeared my face with something that burned like acid
while he slapped my face back and forth. After he had thoroughly 'lathered'
me, he scraped my face with a dull razor so roughly that my blood dripped
onto my jacket. During this procedure, his helpers continually spewed
violent threats and imprecations in my face.
Finally, as though on command, everyone in the cell—there must have been
eight or ten of them—set upon me, yanked me up, and pummeled me

blindly, bound and defenseless as I was. Blows of fists rained down on my
head and kicks hit me in every part of my body. Tottering on my legs, I
careened from corner to corner until I collapsed unconscious from a massive
blow or kick to the area of the stomach.
When I came to, all was quiet in my cell. I lay on a plank bed and I noticed
that two doctors were attending me, one of whom took my pulse. My
handcuffs were off. I passed out again.
I was only able to guess how long all this had taken after night had fallen.
Since it was almost dark when I woke up, it must have been around eight
o’clock; the beating must have begun around five. Someone handed me a
cup of strong coffee and then I was brought to my last interview, this time
without having to run a gauntlet. This interrogation lasted until long past
midnight. The interrogating officer, noting my condition, inquired as to how
it had come about. I gave him a brief account of the above. He stood up
outraged and apologized in the name of the British Army. Then he left the
room for a long while to—as he assured me—arrange with the commandant
for punishment of the perpetrators. The affray had caused me the loss of an
incisor and a molar.
The next morning at 7 o’clock I was transported, bound, in a truck to
Nuremberg.”

Another Report
The second report comes from the hand of the Nenndorfer Heinrich Steinmeyer and his
wife Marie. The report was published in 1952 in in the magazine Quick[4] and further
circulates in Bad Nenndorf in various reproductions. Heinrich Steinmeyer was an inmate
of the prison and died in 1948 from the effects of his imprisonment.
“British Interrogation Camp Bad Nenndorf 1945 – 1947
[…] the bathhouse [was] hermetically sealed away from the rest of the
world. Except for the British officers, who automatically had clearance, and
those British warders to whom clearance had been issued, no one knew of
the existence of any such prison as this one. The Germans, of course, least
of all, since whoever was consigned to this inferno was immediately
rendered mute, invisible, obliterated.
No reports ever came out to next of kin from Bad Nenndorf. The British
authorities, who were situated in Herford, gave information neither to next
of kin, to the Red Cross which had been tipped off, nor even to the Quakers,
who wished mercifully to provide aid. They even denied, when specific
identification of a prisoner was submitted, that the man was even in
Nenndorf…
[The tiled walls of the cells] became […] a great source of fun for the
British watchstanders, and a source of misery for the prisoners because the
soldiers systematically smeared the walls with feces and the prisoners then
had to clean the walls spotlessly with their fingers or a toothbrush. The
individual cells were never heated and in the bitter cold winter of 1946-47,
the water faucet in the dayroom froze up. The floors and walls were icy
cold. One plank bed. No sack of straw. Two sheets. And all night long, the
electric light was on, and every hour the guard noisily opened the door and

two times every night came officer’s rounds. The prisoners had to get up,
stand still and give their number. For twenty minutes, one had to hear the
slamming of the doors, the tramping of the guards, the bellowing of the
accompanying soldiers.
This Is How They Passed Their Days …
The guard staff were a hand-picked motley crew of thugs who probably
possessed but little feeling, and certainly never any sympathy whatsoever.
They were all members of a penal company who had to atone for a criminal
offense, and here worked out their obligated tours of duty. And they made
their remaining time as entertaining and pleasant for themselves as they
possibly could. Now and then they had wild disputes among themselves and
the prisoners then heard some of the grievances the boys nursed, and they
realized in whose hands they lay. Sodomy, thievery, fraud, burglary,
attempted murder, desertion. The threat to the prisoners lay in the fact that
for every one of these brigands, a shining reward lay in the offing. A fierce
struggle for survival drove them back and forth.
Each had earlier held a military rank. And each had a chance to win their
honor back. But to the detriment of the inmates, this opportunity lay in
subjecting the inmates to the roughest and most-brutal treatment possible.
For this reason, the boys worked up the most-sadistic, private methods each
of them could by which to torture the prisoners.
Every prisoner at Nenndorf reported that, after having fallen asleep with
great effort, he was then awakened in great disturbance. In between were
days, one like the other.
Rising time was 4:30. If the sergeant was in a bad mood, he came around at
3:30 or 4:00. The prisoners stumbled out of bed—that is, from their plank
beds. Five minutes later, both sheets were to be drawn drum-tight across the
bed. During the day, none was to sit, nor to lie. If any poor sod happened to
sit or lie for a second or two—denial of food.
The day consisted of pacing back and forth in their cells from 4 in the
morning to 9:30 at night, or standing against the wall. They stood against
the wall until they felt they would go crazy.
Every prisoner knew within minutes of his arrival at Nenndorf that he was
lost here, since 5 minutes after his arrival he stood in the intake room, where
a sergeant tore the clothes from his body. It may be said of the Nenndorf
garb that every arrival looked like a clown—jacket too small, pants too wide
or too narrow, and everything stiff with dirt. Laundry was never done. In the
issuance of shoes, the sergeant in charge was not satisfied unless the size of
shoes issued was at least four sizes too large. That sounds harmless enough,
but it gave rise to unimaginable torture. There were no shoelaces, our shoes
just hung on our feet, and since every step we took outside our cells had to
be on the double, we constantly stumbled and fell, the while driven onward
with screams and pokes with rifle butts. After 3-4 hours: weak tea and
perhaps a little porridge. After this, standing or pacing in the cell until one
again thought oneself driven to madness.
The Man with the Uppercut

Before the evening officer’s rounds, we had to take off our jackets, pants,
and shoes and lay them in front of our cells, standing behind them in shirt
and underpants. The commandant of Nenndorf, whose name no one will
ever forget, Colonel Stevens, took pleasure in conducting the evening
harangue. Rotund with broad shoulders and a face that was always dark red
and many campaign ribbons on his chest, he looked askance at the pitiable,
half-frozen forms in their underclothes with his small, cold eyes. Now and
then he would randomly shout at one or another. This inarticulate yelp
contained a question, which the prisoner invariably could not understand.
Colonel Stevens would never wait for an answer, but rather immediately
strike the man under the chin with his fist.
Then began a vicious ceremony under the gaze of the watchstanders. As
soon as this tour was over, two or three prisoners were fetched from their
cells. They had to sluice water, that had been placed specifically for this
fiendish routine, down the long corridor and just so that the insensate bodies
of the prisoners were soaked in the filthy froth. So their clothes, if they
could be called clothes, lay until dawn in the swill until they awoke and had
to clutch the totally besmirched and frozen rags against their bodies.
Of course there were interviews and interrogations. A huge number of
witnesses have testified that British officers punched and kicked German
army officers, officers of the Waffen SS and party functionaries mercilessly
until they received the testimony they desired. Every prisoner in his cell
either held his ears shut or trembled in every fiber of his body or ran
uncontrollably back and forth in his narrow space whenever the deafening
yelling, screaming, howling, crying and babbling of the tortured prisoners
inescapably echoed down the corridor from the interrogation rooms,
punctuated by the ferocious curses of the British interrogation officers.
Experiences in Hell
SS Obersturmbannführer Dr. Oebsger-Roeder was beaten unconscious by
several British officers on Good Friday 1946, such that he had to be carried
back to his cell. It took months for his grave injuries to heal.
SS Sturmbannführer Dr. Hahnke, chief of legations in the cultural-political
section of the foreign ministry was so badly beaten up that for the rest of his
life he had a game leg.
The last head of the film department of the propaganda ministry, Parbel, not
only was flogged upon his arrival, but was consigned by a British major, a
former German, to the feared and notorious Cell 12. In this place, buckets of
water were continually poured so that the prisoner, barefoot in only a shirt
and pants, had to either stand or pace back and forth all night in the wet. The
poor soul spent fully eight days and nights in this hell and his condition
even moved the minimal pity of one of the warders, who secretly took him
out, gave him shoes and let him rest for an hour on the seat of the privy.
Captain Langham presided over most of the beating incidents. His name is
unforgettable to Nenndorfers. He made sure that the unconscious were taken
to the shower, there to be revived so that the beatings could resume.
Most of the torturers were sergeants. It speaks for the gallows humor of the
prisoners that in the midst of this misery, they made up nicknames for one

and another of these hangmen. One of these was called Henry VIII because
he was bursting at the seams and continually roaring with a purple face.
Another was called Red-eye for reasons that require no explanation.
Another was called Smiley, and he was the worst of the beasts since he
would appear in their cells in the middle of the night wearing an ice-cold
smile, sweep them out of their bunks and make them do strenuous exercises
until they were half-broken.
Escape attempts were hopeless, but nonetheless two prisoners who lived in
the day room tried it: one of them got away; the other was caught near the
camp in the search that ensued the detection of their absence, in which the
entire guard staff took part. The unfortunate was interrogated at length and
was so beaten that he finally gave away who had supplied him with civilian
clothes. This was a miner who worked during the day in Barsinghausen, and
on whose door the fugitive knocked one night. As the miner hesitated, his
wife said to him, 'Help him, for Christ’s sake.' The miner was detained a few
weeks and what this man, an old Social Democrat, had to undergo in that
period was cruel in the extreme. He had to throw up at every meal; by the
time of his release he also was a complete wreck. The escapee himself was
beaten thoroughly and then his handcuffs were chained to the shackles on
his legs so that to get around, he had to walk or stagger completely bent
over. Many saw him in this condition.
No Nenndorfer will ever forget the British 'military doctor' assigned to look
after them, Captain Smith. A haggard, grizzled, emaciated figure that
personified resignation. He would glance into each cell, listen absentmindedly when anyone complained about this or that, and then growl, ‘No
personal remark.’ (Nothing to report.)
Anyone who had a toothache was entirely neglected, and many had
toothaches from being struck repeatedly in the mouth. There was no dentist.
The dentures of Dr. H. C. Winkler, that venerable Mayor Winkler, who had
directed the film industry and financed other major enterprises of the Third
Reich, broke when he was thrown into jail at the age of 72. He could no
longer chew. Captain Smith listened to the old man, who finally said he
would starve to death. Smith responded drily, ‘Then you’ll starve to death.’
Oh, You Holy Christmastime
Anyone who spent Christmastime 1945 in Bad Nenndorf will never forget it
their whole life.
The prisoners employed in the kitchen had scrimped and expended the most
strenuous efforts to produce a little cheer on that evening. They had
managed to produce ginger bread from their meager resources. And on that
Christmas Eve, a faint glimmer of light in the thick fog of mutual hostility
appeared. One of the guards, of Polish descent, visited each cell and to its
occupant wished a 'Merry Christmas' in his heavily accented English.
His own people had received gross mistreatment in the war, perhaps he
himself, maybe even by some of those that night confined in this prison, but
this night, he spoke from his heart.
He had no inkling what a wave of Hell was about to break over the heads of
the prisoners in a few hours. The entire British staff, falling-down drunk,

wandered from cell to cell and beat, punched, and kicked anything that
came between their fists and their boots, the whole night through. A night of
much […]
A Certain Type Must Be Eliminated
Verbatim quotation from an interrogation: ‘We know very well that you and
your friends weren’t Nazis. But you’re out of luck. You’re of a type that we
want to eliminate even more than we do the Nazis.’
It was the mill of collective guilt
But there were also God’s mills, which grind slowly but surely what is cried
to Heaven to spread it by rumor throughout the rest of the world. Prisoners
who were released, spoke. And it became clear that in Nenndorf, things
happened at the hands of the English that were as bad as, even worse than,
since they were committed in the name of liberation and democracy, things
for which Germans at Nuremberg were hanged or sentenced to prison.
Many of the prisoners had been sworn to silence. But many were not silent.
The ball started rolling. The Catholic camp chaplain of Civil Internment
Camp III in Fallingbostel, Vicar Magar, heard the rumors and sought
particulars of another Nenndorfer, Mr. Parbel, which he immediately passed
on to the bishop of Hildesheim. And within a few weeks, this venerated
dignitary came to Nenndorf and held mass in full regalia and delivered
himself of the most scathing condemnation of the torture huts operated by
the Britons as described by several prisoners. He swore to relay the
information in full force to Cardinal Griffy in England.
On the first Pentecost of 1947, the deputized member of Parliament Stokes
stood at the door of Bad Nenndorf and demanded admittance. The British
officers, feigning all innocence, had to let him in. The deputy went from cell
to cell and made report of all. What he saw was enough: pitiful, beaten,
half-starved, sick, intimidated, broken shells of persons.
On the same evening, the British guard staff, who had for more than a year
plagued and tortured the defenseless, came on the run with friendly but
distracted faces from cell to cell and shared out their own rations of
cigarettes, chocolate and bon-bons. But the ball was still rolling…
Senior officers of the London constabulary Scotland Yard appeared and
gathered evidence as to the conditions theretofore. They made no secret of
the fact that they were preparing for a trial of the commandant and guard
staff of the English interrogation camp […]
Acquittal for the Torturers: 'I Didn’t Know,' and 'I Followed Orders'
The trial in London went on and on. The defendants included the
commandant of Camp Bad Nenndorf, Colonel Stevens, one of the mostbrutal interrogation officers, First Lieutenant Langham, the camp doctor
Captain Smith and some other offenders. It was embarrassing for Lieutenant
Langham in that he was shown to be a former citizen of Germany. But much
more was amiss. The commandant of the camp Colonel Stevens was let off
on the grounds that he didn’t know about the brutality […] Even the
sergeants Red-Eye, Henry VIII and Smiley were acquitted, and on no less

than the excuse that they were just carrying out orders [...] The only
sentence arising from the trials was that passed on Captain Smith. His
sentence consisted of his being discharged from the British Army. It was no
punishment, since Captain Smith was an old man, long ready for departure,
long since not an active military doctor, and he fastened upon this basis for
mitigation […]”

Behind the Scenes of the Postwar Period
The Third Degree
The Allies have finally agreed to a review of the sentences passed against real and
supposed war criminals. Quick has moved at this time to publish this report so that the
judges of these crimes, faced with the unconscionable implications of the decisions that
lay in their hands, are made aware that not all the war criminals were German, but that
judgment of such crimes depends essentially upon which side the criminals were on.
Introduction to the mentioned article in the German weekly magazine Quick of 1952,
Vol. 5, No. 10, March 9, 1952, pp. 28–31.
After the trial in London, Camp Nenndorf was liquidated in August 1947.

Victor and Vanquished
The British co-victors exacted their revenge on the enemy in their fashion, whom they
were able to conquer only with the help of foreigners and the sacrifice of their empire. It
was the revenge of collapse. The conquered have long since absorbed the revenge and
still bear the onus of the guilty. Since the “confessions” of those tortured not only in Bad
Nenndorf but in many, many other places have formed the basis for the present comity
among us, it is now considered very bad form to speak of that torture.
In the mud-bath house of Nenndorf, Hygeia has been cleansed, and the bathing huts have
been restored to their original state. The screams of pain of its captives are long-since
died away.

Died away to Where?
No seekers of cures come to Bad Nenndorf. It is quiet in the long halls of the mud-bath
house. Seniors who practice their last steps with walkers on the promenade now occupy
the clinics. Turkish boys now romp through the flowerbeds. Businesses are shuttered.
The ground on which the fatherland has rested since the end of the war is moldering. It
even suffuses Bad Nenndorf with a foul odor that does not come from healing sulfur.
Furtively, as though in the commission of a sin, the report of the Steinmeyer couple is
passed from hand to hand.

Notes
First published in German as “Die britischen Folterungen in Bad Nenndorf”
in: Vierteljahreshefte für freie Geschichtsforschung. Vol. 9 (2005), No. 1, pp. 14-19;
translated by N. Joseph Potts.
[1] III A, Para. 5.
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Eyewitnesses to the Treblinka “Gas
Chambers”
by John Wear

EYEWITNESSES TO THE TREBLINKA “GAS
CHAMBERS”
Traditional Holocaust historians state that Treblinka was a pure
extermination camp in which approximately 870,000 Jews were
murdered. The number of Jewish survivors of Treblinka is generally
thought to have been between 40 and 70, and probably closer to the
lower ﬁgure.[1] This article will examine the credibility of several
Jewish survivors of Treblinka.

CHIL RAJCHMAN
Chil Rajchman was a Jewish survivor of Treblinka who was
interviewed by the US Oﬀice of Special Investigations in 1980. He
later traveled to the United States to appear as a witness for the
prosecution in the extradition trial of John Demjanjuk. Rajchman also
took the witness stand in Jerusalem where Demjanjuk was put on trial
for allegedly being a murderous guard at Treblinka.[2] The Israeli
Supreme Court ruled that Demjanjuk’s guilt had not been proven,
and that the eyewitness testimony of Rajchman and four other
witnesses failed to identify Demjanjuk credibly.[3]
Rajchman described the gas chambers at Treblinka in his memoirs:
The Schlauch road is not long. In a few minutes you ﬁnd
yourself in a white structure, on which a Star of David is
painted. On the steps of the structure stands a German,
who points to the entrance and smiles—Bitte, bitte! The
steps lead to a corridor lined with ﬂowers and with long
towels hanging on the walls.
The size of the gas chamber is seven by seven meters.
In the middle of the chamber there are shower-heads
through which the gas is introduced. On one of the walls a
thick pipe serves as an exhaust to remove the air. Thick felt
around the doors of the chamber renders them airtight.
In this building there are some 10 gas chambers. At a
short distance from the main structure there is a smaller
one with three gas chambers. By the doors stand several

Germans who shove people inside. Their hands do not rest
for a moment as they scream ﬁendishly—Faster, faster, keep
moving![4]
Rajchman wrote that exhaust gas from a Diesel engine was piped
into the gas chambers.[5] However, Austrian engineer Walter Lüftl
and American engineer Friedrich Paul Berg have both documented
that exhaust from Diesel engines could not have been used for mass
executions at Treblinka. Lüftl concludes in his report that the stories
of gas chambers with Diesel engines and gas vans at places such as
Treblinka can only be disinformation.[6]
Berg writes: “However, the story [of mass gassings] becomes
even more incredible when one discovers that far better sources of
carbon monoxide, better even than gasoline engines, were readily
available to the Germans. Those other sources did not require either
Diesel fuel or gasoline.”[7]
Rajchman in his memoirs also reported the following horriﬁc
incident:
It once happened that an oven was brought next to a
huge grave, where perhaps a quarter of a million people
were buried. As usual the oven was loaded with the proper
number of bodies and in the evening it was lit. But a strong
wind carried the ﬁre over to the huge grave and engulfed it
in ﬂames. The blood of some quarter of a million people
began to ﬂare, and thus burned for a night and a day. The
whole camp administration came to look upon this marvel,
gazing with satisfaction at the blaze. The blood came up to
the surface and burned as if it were fuel.[8]
Since blood consists mostly of water and is nonﬂammable,
Rajchman’s story that blood burned as if it were fuel is totally
absurd.[9]
Rajchman also reported other instances when the blood from
gassed victims rose to the surface: “I remember that every morning
when we went out to work, we would notice that the surfaces of the
pits had burst in dozens of places. By day the ground was ﬁrmly
trodden down, but at night the blood pressed up to the surface…The
blood of tens of thousands of victims, unable to rest, thrust itself up
to the surface.”[10]
Rajchman’s story that blood “pressed up to the surface” at
night but was trodden down during the day is ludicrous. Rajchman’s
memoirs about his stay in Treblinka are no more credible than his
testimony at the John Demjanjuk trial.

RICHARD GLAZAR
Richard Glazar was a Jew sent to Treblinka at the beginning of
October 1942. He said he spent 10 months in Treblinka before
escaping from the camp.[11] Glazar in his memoirs also stated that

exhaust gasses from motors were used in the gas chambers at
Treblinka:
The gas chambers are the only brick buildings in the
entire camp. Actually, they comprise two structures. At ﬁrst
was built—somewhat farther from the entrance—a smaller
structure with three gas chambers, each about ﬁve by ﬁve
meters. Sometime in the fall of 1942 the second building,
containing 10 gas chambers, was completed. This building
is located very close to the Pipeline, at the point where it
opens into the second part of the camp. There is a hallway
running all the way down the middle of the new building.
One enters the gas chambers, ﬁve on either side, from this
hallway. The new gas chambers measure about seven by
seven meters. The motor room is built onto the back wall,
where the hallway ends. The exhaust gases from the motors
are pumped into the gas chambers through conduits in the
ceilings of the chambers. These conduits are disguised as
showers.[12]
Glazar made two major errors in his book. First, Glazar wrote that
the Germans started to burn the corpses “one overcast November
afternoon” in 1942.[13] This statement contradicts the standard
Holocaust literature, which claims the incineration of corpses did not
start until March/April 1943.[14]
Second, Glazar said that he was part of a camouﬂage unit that
performed forestry work in the vicinity of Treblinka. Glazar wrote:
The camouﬂage unit is the only one of the old work
squads that still has enough real work to do…Several times
a day…some part of the 25-man unit has to go out into the
forest, climb into the trees, harvest large branches, and
carry them back into the camp, where they will be used for
repairs. The other part of the unit straightens and ﬁrms up
the posts, tightens the barbed wire, and weaves the new
pine boughs into the fence until there are no longer any
gaps in the dense green wall.[15]
Thus, according to Glazar, 25 inmates supplied Treblinka with its
greenery for concealment. The “camouﬂage unit” would have been
much larger if wood from the forest had been used to cremate the
870,000 corpses in Treblinka. The camouﬂage unit would also have
chopped down the trees and then cut oﬀ the branches rather than
engaging in tree-climbing activities. Yet Glazar apparently opines that
such tree-felling never occurred during his time at Treblinka. Since
historians universally state that there were no crematoria at
Treblinka, this rules out the cremation of some 870,000 corpses using
ﬁrewood.[16]
Air-photo evidence also indicates that the massive deforestation
necessary to cremate 870,000 bodies never took place around
Treblinka. Thomas Kues writes:

By comparing a detailed 1936 map of the Treblinka area
with air photos taken by the Luftwaﬀe in May and
November 1944 we are able to estimate the scope of
contemporary deforestation in the area. If 870,000 bodies
had really been burned at Treblinka, then the procurement
of the required fuel would have denuded the entire wooded
area north of the camp site. The air photos show that this is
clearly not the case. Rather, the visible possibly deforested
areas—amounting to less than 10 hectares—indicate the
cremation of at most some ten thousands of bodies.[17
The argument that only a fraction of the corpses were burned is
not valid, since the Soviet and Polish forensic examinations of
Treblinka would have discovered hundreds of thousands of corpses.
The Allies would have shown these corpses to the world as proof of
German genocide.
The only remaining conclusion is that most Jews at Treblinka
were sent somewhere else, most likely to German-occupied Soviet
territory. Richard Glazar’s memoirs inadvertently conﬁrmed the
revisionist thesis that Treblinka was a transit camp.[18]

JANKIEL WIERNIK
Jankiel Wiernik escaped from Treblinka and published a
document in May 1944 describing his experiences at Treblinka.
Wiernik wrote:
A Jew had been selected by the Germans to function as
a supposed “bath attendant.” He stood at the entrance of
the building housing the chambers and urged everyone to
hurry inside before the water got cold. What irony! Amidst
shouts and blows, the people were chased into the
chambers.
As I have already indicated, there was not much space in
the gas chambers. People were smothered simply by
overcrowding. The motor which generated the gas in the
new chambers was defective, and so the helpless victims
had to suﬀer for hours on end before they died. Satan
himself could not have devised a more ﬁendish torture.
When the chambers were opened again, many of the
victims were only half dead and had to be ﬁnished oﬀ with
riﬂe butts, bullets or powerful kicks.
Often people were kept in the gas chambers overnight
with the motor not turned on at all. Overcrowding and lack
of air killed many of them in a very painful way. However,
many survived the ordeal of such nights; particularly the
children showed a remarkable degree of resistance. They
were still alive when they were dragged out of the
chambers in the morning, but revolvers used by the
Germans made short work of them…[19]

So according to Wiernik, the gas chambers at Treblinka were not
very eﬀicient. Many victims suﬀocated or had to be killed with
bullets, riﬂe butts or powerful kicks.
Jankiel Wiernik wrote: “Between 10,000 and 12,000 people were
gassed each day.”[20] Wiernik also wrote: “The number of transports
grew daily, and there were periods when as many as 30,000 people
were gassed in one day…”[21] This is an incredibly large number of
people killed by a defective motor that took “hours on end” to kill the
victims and which was frequently left oﬀ overnight.
Wiernik also wrote that handsome Bulgarian Jews were
discriminated against: “These handsome Jews were not permitted an
easy death. Only small quantities of gas were let into the chambers,
so that their agony lasted through the night.”[22] This would have
made the gassing process at Treblinka even more ineﬀicient. I
wonder how 870,000 Jews could have been killed by such ineﬀicient
methods.
Wiernik described the corpses of the alleged gassing victims: “All
were equal. There was no longer any beauty or ugliness, for they
were all yellow from the gas.”[23] Actually, victims of carbonmonoxide poisoning exhibit a cherry-red or rosy red coloring.[24]
Wiernik’s statement that the victims were “all yellow from the gas” is
obviously false.
Wiernik wrote in regard to the cremation of corpses: “It turned
out that bodies of women burned more easily than those of men.
Accordingly, the bodies of women were used for kindling the ﬁres…
When corpses of pregnant women were cremated, their bellies would
burst open. The fetus would be exposed and could be seen burning
inside the mother’s womb.”[25] The absurdities promulgated by
Wiernik are really beyond description, yet he is probably the most
prominent witness to the alleged gassings at Treblinka.[26]

ABRAHAM GOLDFARB
Abraham Goldfarb arrived in Treblinka on August 25, 1942, and
escaped from Treblinka during the revolt in 1943.[27] Goldfarb
described the gassings at Treblinka:
On the way to the gas chambers Germans with dogs
stood along the fence on both sides. The dogs had been
trained to attack people; they bit the men’s genitals and the
women’s breasts, ripping oﬀ pieces of ﬂesh. The Germans
hit the people with whips and iron bars to spur them on, so
that they would press forward into the “showers” as quickly
as possible. The screams of the women could be heard far
away, even in the other parts of the camp. The Germans
drove the running victims on with shouts of “Faster, faster,
the water is getting cold, and others still have to take a
shower!” To escape from the blows, the victims ran to the

gas chambers as quickly as they could, the stronger ones
pushing the weaker ones aside. At the entrance to the gas
chambers stood the two Ukrainians, Ivan Demjaniuk and
Nikolai, one of them armed with an iron bar, the other with
a sword. Even they drove the people inside with blows…
As soon as the gas chambers were full, the Ukrainians
closed the doors and started the engine. Some 20 to 25
minutes later an SS man or a Ukrainian looked through a
window in the door. When he had made sure that everyone
had been asphyxiated, the Jewish prisoners had to open the
doors and remove the corpses. Because the chambers were
overcrowded and the victims had held onto one another,
they were all standing upright and were like one single
mass of ﬂesh.[28]
Goldfarb stated that dogs at Treblinka attacked the men’s
genitals and the women’s breasts while the victims ran to the gas
chambers. I wonder why the other survivors didn't report these
vicious dog attacks of the gassing victims. Goldfarb’s story is highly
suspect.
Goldfarb’s statement that the victims “were all standing upright
and were like one single mass of ﬂesh” is also not credible. Many of
the dead victims would have fallen to the ﬂoor no matter how
crowded the gas chambers. The dead victims would not have been
“like one single mass of ﬂesh.”

CONCLUSION
No documentary or credible material trace exists of the alleged
gas chambers at Treblinka. We would know nothing about the
Treblinka gas chambers except for the testimony of a small number
of eyewitnesses.
A November 15, 1942 report produced by the resistance
movement of the Warsaw ghetto originally stated that steam
chambers were used to kill Jews at Treblinka. In 1944, Jankiel
Wiernik converted the embarrassing “steam chambers,” which
characterized the ﬁrst phase of the Treblinka atrocity propaganda,
into “gas chambers.” Oﬀicial historiography now considers the gas
chambers of Treblinka as established historical fact.[29]
However, as discussed in this article, the eyewitness testimony of
the Treblinka gas chambers is not credible. Such testimony cannot be
used to prove that Germany mass murdered Jews at Treblinka.
Germar Rudolf writes:
Thus, if 100 witnesses and 100 confessions state that
the moon is made of green cheese or that 870,000 corpses
can be burned within a few months without fuel and
without leaving traces, both assertions being of a similar
intellectual quality, then we have to conclude—in light of all
the forensic evidence—that the witnesses and the

defendants are wrong. Like it or not![30]
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Nobody Denied It Happened? | CODOH
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Hello everyone. Last year Professor Deborah Lipstadt gave a lecture about Holocaust
denial at the University of Oxford. There she stated:
“In not one war-crimes trial since the end of World War Two has a
perpetrator of any nationality ever said it didn’t happen.” (1:55)
There are many, many people in fact who are under the same impression; they are quite
certain that during the trials all the Nazis fell to their knees exclaiming “We did it!”. But
is this true?
In order to find out we will have a look at several Nazi testimonies from the
International Military Tribunal (IMT) and Nuremberg Military Tribunal (NMT)
transcripts regarding the alleged attempt to exterminate the Jews – testimonies you will
never find in history books.
We begin with Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel (IMT, v. 10, p. 594, 598):
“DR. LATERNSER: Do you know whether the higher military
commanders at any time were informed of the intention of Hitler or
Himmler to kill the Jews?
KEITEL: According to my opinion, that was not the case, since I
personally was not informed either. […]
DR. HORN: In connection with the testimony by General Lahousen, I want
to ask you one question. At the time of the Polish campaign, was there a
directive or an order by Hitler to exterminate the Jews in the Polish
Ukraine?
KEITEL: I cannot recall any such things. I know only that during the
occupation of Poland – that is after the occupation – the problem of the
Polish Jews played a part. In that connection I also put a question once to
Hitler to which, I believe, he answered that that area was well suited for
settling the Jews there. I do not know or remember anything else.”
We continue with Reichskommissar Arthur Seyss-Inquart (v. 16, p. 19):
“DR. HAENSEL: You said in your interrogation that a decree of
Heydrich’s caused you to have Jews transported from Holland. Did you see
Hitler's decree to Heydrich?
SEYSS-INQUART: I think so – a decree from Hitler to Heydrich alone
would not have been for Heydrich.
DR. HAENSEL: You picture the situation as if Heydrich had told you that
he had this decree.
SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, he told me that, and a few weeks later he sent me
this decree.

DR. HAENSEL: Was it in writing?
SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, it was in writing.
DR. HAENSEL: And what did the decree say?
SEYSS-INQUART: That he had complete charge of the final solution of
the Jewish question as well as other matters dealing therewith.
DR. HAENSEL: And when was this? 1941? 1940?
SEYSS-INQUART: It was at about the time when the evacuations started.
That was in 1942.
DR. HAENSEL: That must be wrong. It was 1941, not later.
SEYSS-INQUART: Perhaps he showed me the decree later. I do not know
the date of the decree.
DR. HAENSEL: That must be the case. But this decree, you said, was
conceived in general terms?
SEYSS-INQUART: General terms.
DR. HAENSEL: It could be interpreted one way or another? I mean, you
know...
SEYSS-INQUART: Yes, I had the impression that in the occupied
territories Heydrich was to carry through the evacuation, and at that time I
was not quite sure whether that was to be a final evacuation – which,
however, was possible. The most extreme possibility was that the Jews
would be collected in camps and after the end of the war settled somewhere.
DR. HAENSEL: I beg your pardon, Witness, the most extreme possibility
would certainly be that the Jews would be destroyed, is that not so?
SEYSS-INQUART: I am speaking of the most extreme possibility which I
thought of at the time.”
He also added (p. 20):
“DR. HAENSEL: Before 1943 did you discuss these problems with Hitler?
SEYSS-INQUART: I was merely present when Hitler talked about these
problems. It was always along this line, to eliminate the Jews from the
German population and to send them somewhere abroad.
DR. HAENSEL: But there was no talk at all about destruction of the Jews?
SEYSS-INQUART: Never.”
Now we turn to the Chief of the Reich Chancellery Hans Lammers (v. 11, pp. 50-53):
“DR. THOMA: I have only one more question. Did you know anything
regarding the fact that Hitler had decided to solve the Jewish question by the
final solution, that is, by the annihilation of the Jews?
LAMMERS: Yes, I know a great deal about that. The final solution of the

Jewish question became known to me for the first time in 1942. That is
when I heard that the Führer supposedly, through Göring, had given an
order to the SS Obergruppenführer Heydrich to achieve a solution of the
Jewish question. I did not know the exact contents of that order and
consequently, since this did not come within my jurisdiction, at the
beginning I took a negative attitude, but then as I wanted to know something
I, of course, had to contact Himmler. I asked him what was really meant by
the idea of the final solution of the Jewish question. Himmler replied that he
had received the order from the Führer to bring about the final solution of
the Jewish problem – or rather Heydrich and his successor had that order –
and that the main point of the order was that the Jews were to be evacuated
from Germany. With that statement I was satisfied for the time and waited
for further developments, since I assumed that I would now in some way – I
really had no jurisdiction here – I would obtain some information from
Heydrich or his successor, Kaltenbrunner. Since nothing did come I wanted
to inform myself about this, and back in 1942 I announced a report to the
Führer, whereupon the Führer told me that it was true that he had given
Himmler the order for evacuation but that he did not want any further
discussion about this Jewish question during the war. […]
In the meantime I once more turned to Herr Himmler. He was of the opinion
that it was necessary to discuss this question since a number of problems
would have to be solved, particularly since the intention of achieving a final
solution of the Jewish question would probably extend to persons of mixed
blood, first grade, and would also extend to the so-called “privileged”
marriages, that is to say, marriages where only one party was Aryan whereas
the other party was Jewish. The Führer stated once more that he did not
wish to have a report on it but that he had no objections to consultation on
these problems. That some evacuations had taken place in the meantime had
become known to me. At that time, at any rate, not the slightest thing was
known, about the killing of Jews; if crass individual cases came up, I always
addressed myself to Himmler and he was always very willing to settle these
individual cases. Finally, however, in 1943, rumors cropped up that Jews
were being killed. I had no jurisdiction in this field; it was merely that I
occasionally received complaints and on the basis of these complaints I
investigated the rumors. But, as far as I could tell, at any rate, these rumors
always proved to be only rumors. Every one said he had heard it from
somebody else and nobody wanted to make a definite statement. I am, in
fact, of the opinion that these rumors were based mostly on foreign
broadcasts and that the people just did not want to say from where they had
the information. That caused me once more to undertake an investigation of
this matter. First of all, since I, for my part, could not initiate investigations
of matters under Himmler’s jurisdiction, I addressed myself to Himmler
once again. Himmler denied any legal killings and told me, with reference
to the order from the Führer, that it was his duty to evacuate the Jews and
that during such evacuations, which also involved old and sick people, of
course there were cases of death, there were accidents, there were attacks by
enemy aircraft. He added too, that there were revolts, which of course he
had to suppress severely and with bloodshed, as a warning. For the rest, he
said that these people were being accommodated in camps in the East. He
brought out a lot of pictures and albums and showed me the work that was
being done in these camps by the Jews and how they worked for the war
needs, the shoemakers shops, tailors shops, and so forth. He told me:
“This is the order of the Führer; if you believe that you have to take action

against it then tell the Führer and tell me the names of the people who have
made these reports to you.”
Of course, I could not tell him the names, first of all because they did not
want to be named, and secondly, they only knew these things from hearsay,
so as I said, I could not have given him any definite material at all.
Nevertheless, I once again reported this matter to the Führer, and on this
occasion he gave me exactly the same reply which I had been given by
Himmler. He said, “I shall later on decide where these Jews will be taken
and in the meantime they are being cared for there.” […]
DR. THOMA: But, Witness, please be quite brief. I am now putting this
question to you: Did Himmler ever tell you that the final solution of the
Jewish problem would take place through the extermination of the Jews?
LAMMERS: That was never mentioned. He talked only about evacuation.
DR. THOMA: He talked only about evacuation?
LAMMERS: Yes, only about evacuation.
DR. THOMA: When did you hear that these 5 million Jews had been
exterminated?
LAMMERS: I heard of that here a while ago.”
And later (p. 115):
“MAJOR JONES: Are you, as the head of the Reich Chancellery, the man
who knew all the secrets of the Third Reich, saying to this Tribunal that you
had no knowledge of the murder of millions and millions who were
murdered under the Nazi regime?
LAMMERS: I mean to say that I knew nothing about it until the moment of
the collapse, that is, the end of April 1945 or the beginning of May, when I
heard such reports from foreign broadcasting stations. I did not believe them
at the time, and only later on I found further material here, in the
newspapers. If we are speaking now of the elimination of a harmful
influence that is far from meaning annihilation. The Führer did not say a
word about murder; no mention was ever made of such a plan.”
Lammers also testified at the Ministries Case (NMT, v. 13). Asked again about the Final
Solution he affirmed (pp. 419-421):
“Q. Witness, I must return to the killings of Jews. You stated that you had
no knowledge of that. But I must nevertheless ask you, didn’t you at least
hear rumors of such killings of Jews, and what did you undertake on hearing
them?
A. Only in the year 1943 did such rumors come to my knowledge and this
happened through private conversations and through a few anonymous and
pseudonymous letters. But for me these rumors remained rumors. I looked
into them. However, I never succeeded in ascertaining anything positive
regarding the truth of such alleged facts. People bringing me such rumors
never wished to stand their ground and withdrew when I tried to pin them
down to their statements. It always turned out that they would name their

informants or did not wish to and that they themselves were not
eyewitnesses. I myself always had the impression that such rumors rested
solely on the listening to foreign radios which was strictly forbidden and
punishable and in the last analysis no one wished to confess this activity. So
far as I looked into letters that were actually signed, I found out that these
were pseudonymous letters, and so far as I wished to pin any individual
down to an actual deposition of facts, that never came about because the
persons did not wish to stick to their stories and could produce no actual
recounting of facts, and were themselves not eyewitnesses. […]
Q. In what then did the problem of the final solution consist so far as you
understood that term at that time and I emphasize your understanding of the
term at that time?
A. The solution was to lie in the evacuation of full-blooded Jews, and
secondly, a regulation of some sort concerning the privileged Jews and the
half-Jews.
Q. Witness, on the basis of the minutes of the three meetings of 20 January
1942, 6 March 1942, and 27 October 1942 put in by the prosecution, are
you stilI of the opinion that no program for exterminating the Jews was ever
set up and that, secondly, with regard to including half-Jews and privileged
Jews in the evacuation or other measures, no program was set up?
A. Yes. I am of that opinion. At least this program never came to my
attention. The program cannot have been set up.”
Minister of Finance Schwerin von Krosigk and Secretary of the Foreign Office Ernst
von Weizsäcker were also examined during that trial. On the Final Solution, von Krosigk
stated (p. 406):
“Q. With reference to the problem of the treatment of the Jews I have one
more question. These matters have been repeatedly discussed here. I would
only like to hear your personal attitude. What did you know about the socalled Final Solution [Endloesung] of the Jewish Question?
A. I cannot remember ever having heard the term at all before the collapse.
At any rate I was not aware of any physical extermination as a solution of
the Jewish question.
Q. The prosecution naturally says that many people in Germany knew it and
asks why you, as a minister, did not know it. Is it possible for you to explain
that?
A. Of course it could not remain hidden from me that in wartime Jews were
evacuated from Germany. All the less since the property they left behind
them was transferred to my financial authority for administration and
evaluation. But as far as a plan, the execution of such a plan went, that this
evacuation was to lead to extermination, that is something of which I never
heard anything at all. When I asked I was always told that these measures
were equivalent to the internment of enemy nationals in wartime for
security reasons.
Q. At that time were you ever given the name of a place where they were
taken?

A. The East was mentioned quite generally. I only heard one name. That
was Theresienstadt. That was given to me as a place which had been
evacuated by other inhabitants and made available for the settlement of
German Jews.”
And von Weizsäcker (p. 437):
“Q. Were you kept currently informed about what was happening to the
Jews and what extent the extermination [Vernichtung] had assumed?
A. From the very beginning I considered many atrocious actions possible,
but my imagination did not suffice to picture what I actually learned after
the collapse.
Q. Didn’t you know of the plan of the so-called Final Solution
[Endloesung], I mean the plan regarding the final extermination of all the
Jews who were reported to the East?
A. This plan was completely unknown to me.”
We return to Nuremberg with the testimony of Julius Streicher (IMT, v. 12, p. 374):
“LT. COL. GRIFFITH-JONES: We will go on. Now, I just want to put
one or two further articles of your own to you. You remember what I am
suggesting, that you are inciting the German people to murder. We know
now that at least you had read one article in the Israelitisches Wochenblatt
where murder is mentioned. I just want to see what you go on to publish in
your own paper after that date. Would you look at Page 47-A. This is an
article by yourself on 6 January 1944. This is after you had been living on
your estate for some time.
“After the National Socialist uprising in Germany, a development began in
Europe, too, from which one can expect that it will free this continent for all
time of the Jewish disintegrator and exploiter of nations; and, over and
above this, that the German example will, after a victorious termination of
the second World War, bring about the destruction of the Jewish world
tormentor on the other continents as well.”
What example was the German nation setting to the other nations of the
world? What example do you mean there?
STREICHER: This article corroborates what I have been saying all along.
I spoke of an international solution of the Jewish question. I was convinced
that if Germany had won this war or had been victorious over Bolshevism,
then the world would have agreed that an understanding should be reached
with the other nations for an international solution of the Jewish question. If
I wrote here about destruction, it is not to be understood as destruction by
mass killing; as I have said, that is an expression; I have to point out that I
[1]
do not believe that Erich Kauffmann really wanted to kill the German
people by sterilization, but he wrote it, and we sometimes wrote in the same
manner, echoing the sounds that we heard in the other camp.
LT. COL. GRIFFITH-JONES: You have not yet told us what is this
international solution that you are advocating by talking about
extermination; if it is not murder, what is it? What is the solution?

STREICHER: I have already said that I founded the Anti-Semitic Union,
and through this Anti-Semitic Union we wanted to create movements
among the nations which should, above and beyond governments, act in
such a way that an international possibility would be created, such as has
been represented today here in this Trial – thus I conceived it, to form an
international congress center which would solve the Jewish question by the
creation of a Jewish state and thereby destroy the power of the Jews within
the nations.
LT. COL. GRIFFITH-JONES: That is your answer – that you were
advocating a Jewish state? Is that all that this comes to? Is it simply that you
were advocating a Jewish national home? Is that what you have been talking
about in all these extracts that we have read? Is that the solution which you
are advocating?
STREICHER: Well, I do not know what you want with that question. Of
course, that is the solution.
LT. COL. GRIFFITH-JONES: Very well. Let us just go on now. Turn to
Page 48-A now, will you? This is 24 January 1944, “Whoever does what a
Jew does is a scoundrel, a criminal, and he who repeats and wishes to copy
him deserves the same fate – annihilation, death.”
Are you still advocating a national Jewish home?
STREICHER: Yes, that has nothing to do with the big political plan. If you
take every statement by a writer, every statement from a daily newspaper, as
an example, and want to prove a political aim by it, then you miss the point.
You have to distinguish between a newspaper article and a great political
aim.”
Next, Chief of the Wehrmacht Alfred Jodl (v. 15, p. 332):
“DR. EXNER: As we are just talking of the Jews, will you tell the Court
what you knew about the extermination of Jews? I remind you that you are
under oath.
JODL: I know just how improbable these explanations sound, but very
often the improbable is true and the probable untrue. I can only say, fully
conscious of my responsibility, that I never heard, either by hint or by
written or spoken word, of an extermination of Jews. On one single
occasion I had doubts, and that was when Himmler spoke about the revolt in
the Jewish Ghetto. I did not quite believe in this heroic fight; but Himmler
immediately supplied photographs showing the concrete dugouts which had
been built there, and he said, “Not only the Jews but also Polish Nationalists
have taken refuge there and they are offering bitter resistance”. And with
that he removed my suspicions.
THE PRESIDENT: Are you speaking of Warsaw? What example was the
German nation setting to the other nations of the world? What example do
you mean there?
JODL: I am speaking of the uprising in the Warsaw Ghetto of which I
heard through a personal report from Himmler given in our presence, in the
presence of soldiers at the Fuehrer’s headquarters. Himmler spoke only of
an uprising and of bitter fighting. As far as the activities of the Police are

concerned, of the so-called action groups, Einsatzgruppen and
Einsatzkommandos – a conception, incidentally, of which I first heard here
in detail – there was never any explanation through the Fuehrer himself
other than that these police units were necessary to quell uprisings,
rebellions, and partisan actions before they grew into a menace. This was
not a task for the Armed Forces, but for the Police, and for that reason the
Police had to enter the operational areas of the Army. I have never had any
private information on the extermination of the Jews; and on my word, as
sure as I am sitting here, I heard all these things for the first time after the
end of the war.”
We continue with Alfred Rosenberg (v. 22, p. 382):
“The thought of a physical annihilation of Slavs and Jews, that is to say, the
actual murder of entire peoples, has never entered my mind and I most
certainly did not advocate it in any way. I was of the opinion that the
existing Jewish question would have to be solved by the creation of a
minority right, by emigration, or by settling the Jews in a national territory
over a ten-year period of time. The White Paper of the British Government
of 24 July 1946 shows how historical developments can bring about
measures which were never previously planned.”
And finally, Reich Marshal Hermann Goering (v. 9, p. 619):
“SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: You heard what I read to you about
Hitler, what he said to Horthy and what Ribbentrop said, that the Jews must
be exterminated or taken to concentration camps. Hitler said the Jews must
either work or be shot. That was in April 1943. Do you still say that neither
Hitler nor you knew of this policy to exterminate the Jews?
GOERING: For the correctness of the document.
SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: Will you please answer my question. Do
you still say neither Hitler nor you knew of the policy to exterminate the
Jews?
GOERING: As far as Hitler is concerned, I have said I do not think so. As
far as I am concerned, I have said that I did not know, even approximately,
to what extent these things were taking place.
SIR DAVID MAXWELL-FYFE: You did not know to what degree, but
you knew there was a policy that aimed at the extermination of the Jews?
GOERING: No, a policy of emigration, not liquidation of the Jews. I knew
only that there had been isolated cases of such perpetrations.”
So here is the question: Is Dr. Deborah Lipstadt aware of all this? If yes, then she is
deliberately misleading the public. If not, she is just an ignoramus who should probably
stick to giving lectures on making birthday cakes.

[1]

Theodore N. Kaufman, author of Germany Must Perish

Robert Faurisson, 1929 – 2018
by Arthur R. Butz

For the occasion of Robert Faurisson’s 75th birthday, in 2004, I wrote a little piece
(https://codoh.com/library/document/1643/) assessing his revisionist career. Now I must
write his eulogy, but that 2004 piece can be considered part of this eulogy. There is
nothing there to retract, leaving aside one objection he raised (message to me of Feb. 5,
2004: He had in fact published a little monograph I had forgotten, namely Mémoire en
défense contre ceux qui m’accusent de falsifier l’histoire, 1980, with a foreword by
Noam Chomsky).

Robert Faurisson
Also, I should note that, while the sole formal author of the 1980 book Vérité Historique
ou Vérité Politique? was Serge Thion, it would be more realistic to consider Faurisson at
least co-author. The book presented Faurisson’s analysis of The Diary of Anne Frank, by
Otto Frank.
My earlier concern that his work has not been adequately expressed or summarized
remains. He left us with the situation largely unchanged in that respect, but it may now
be possible to create a summary of his work that will satisfy us, though not Robert,
wherever he is.
Let me explain.
Revisionists are difficult people. Their characters are necessarily individualistic and they
are the last to agree on anything for the sake of harmony. Flipping through a dictionary, I
wondered if I should describe Robert as not being a “concordant” person, but I kept
thinking only an idiom would do: he was “not a team player”. It is not difficult to see

why it is inevitable that revisionists are temperamentally difficult. We must accept them
on these terms; otherwise, we would not have them. A compliant or agreeable revisionist
is no more possible than a married bachelor.
I am proud to say I share some of those features, and I realized very early that any
significant joint project with Robert, such as coauthoring an article, was out of the
question. The little bit of friction I had with him, over the more than forty-two years of
our relationship, was handled in brief private communications, but I know of cases of
sincere comrades trying close cooperation with explosive results, creating significant
periods of actual hostility, and provoking the lash of Robert’s words.
Now that he has gone where we are all headed, publication of a summary or
condensation of his work, written by a very able revisionist, may be possible.
Robert’s passing will even be furtively upsetting to his enemies, as he played a role in
France unlike anything we know in the USA. Everybody knew who Robert Faurisson
was (Marine Le Pen called the 1990 Fabius-Gayssot law the “loi Faurisson” – RF mail
of 2/27/18), because he was Goldstein for the media hyenas and pseudo-intellectual
poseurs. On 23 August 2012, I wrote Germar Rudolf and others in connection with an
article published by Ariane Chemin in Le Monde, and which Faurisson challenged in
court (of course he eventually lost the case in June 2017 and appealed, unsuccessfuly, in
February 2018). I noted
“RF is their Goldstein. They would be lost if he were to pass from the
scene.”
I once read an account of a meeting in Paris during which, it seemed to me, each speaker
tried to outdo the others in denouncing Robert, thereby reminding me of Orwell’s “two
minutes hate.” I could easily imagine a participant heaving a volume of the Grand
Larousse (The dictionary has 7 volumes; the encyclopedia has 10 volumes) at a TV
screen depicting Robert-as-Goldstein on horseback, at the head of a column of Nazi
soldiers passing through the Arc de Triomphe. In fact, I could even imagine each
speaker given his own volume to heave.
Given those considerations, consider an article that appeared in Le Monde on 8 February
2018, about Faurisson’s appeal against the Ariane Chemin article, entitled “The final
battle [L’ultime bataille] of the Holocaust denier Robert Faurisson.” Early in the story, it
was noted Faurisson was 89. I could not help but interpret this story as expressing,
among other things, both glee and regret that this Goldstein would soon be gone. To
paraphrase a recent US president, they won’t have Robert Faurisson to kick around
anymore.
It will take time for his departure to sink in. Then there will be an awful void for many
American revisionists; it could seem France no longer exists. On the other hand, it may
now be possible for an able revisionist to attempt to summarize his work, but that person
should be forewarned: an angry voice may come down from the clouds booming “Idiot!
You have not understood at all!”
Arthur R. Butz, 22 October 2018

The Adolf Eichmann Trial | CODOH
by John Wear

This video (52 minutes) shows one of the Hitler's Henchman series (on Eichmann). and
shows the contrast between the nonsense of the "Holocau$t" as presented to the public
and the facts as shown in the article below.
The Adolf Eichmann trial created hugely increased public awareness of the so-called
Holocaust in Israel and worldwide.[1] Deborah Lipstadt writes: “This trial, whose main
objective was bringing a Nazi who helped organize and carry out genocide to justice,
transformed Jewish life and society as much as it passed judgment on a murderer.”[2]
Law professor Lawrence Douglas writes: “The Eichmann trial…remains the Great
Holocaust Trial—the legal proceeding in which the tasks of doing justice to
unprecedented crimes, clarifying a tortured history, and defining the terms of collective
memory conjoined and collided in the most provocative fashion. Indeed, the Eichmann
trial served to create the Holocaust…”[3]
This article will show that the Eichmann trial was instead an unjust proceeding that
augmented an already-false history of the so-called Holocaust.

Historical Background
Adolf Eichmann was abducted by Israeli agents in Argentina in May 1960. Given a
choice between instant death or a trial, Eichmann chose to be the defendant in a criminal
trial in Jerusalem that began on April 11, 1961.[4]
The defense strategy in Eichmann’s trial is summarized on the Yad Vashem website:
The defense team [was] comprised of Dr. Robert Servatius and his
assistant, Dieter Wechtenbruch. The defense did not contest the facts
included in the indictment, opting instead to play down the responsibility of
the accused for the crimes of the Nazi regime against the Jews. The defense
depicted the accused as “a small cog in the state apparatus,” lacking
influence upon the planning and operation of the murder machine. This line
of defense stressed Eichmann’s hierarchical inability to defy the instructions

of his superiors, and the fact that it was the heads of the Nazi regime, rather
than Eichmann, who adopted the decisive criminal decisions.[5]
As in the Nuremberg trials, almost all of the available documents were controlled by
the prosecutors. With only two men on his defense team, Eichmann worked very hard
throughout his trial and became the chief assistant to his defense counsel.[6]
The Israeli Mossad also spied on Dr. Servatius, and all of his consultations with
Eichmann were closely monitored. This made it virtually impossible for the defense to
spring any surprises during the trial.[7]
Eichmann underwent months of interrogation before securing defense counsel.
Eichmann seemed to think at first that he would be kept alive in Israeli captivity only so
long as he talked to his interrogator, Avner Less. The result of Eichmann’s interrogations
was 275 hours of tape and a transcript running to 3,564 pages.[8]
Consequently, the prosecution team had a huge advantage in Eichmann’s trial.
Former Israeli Supreme Court Judge Gabriel Bach states: “We were three prosecutors.
We gathered millions of pages of documentation and read a great deal of background
sources. I don’t think I slept more than three hours every night throughout the trial...The
German government was very cooperative and sent us a great deal of material.”[9]
Servatius stated at the opening of Eichmann’s trial that a fair trial was not possible in
Israel. Servatius contested the legal basis of the trial and asked that the case against
Eichmann be dismissed. Israeli Attorney General and chief prosecutor Gideon Hausner
spent two and a half days rebutting Servatius’s numerous challenges to Israel’s legal
right to conduct the trial. The three Israeli judges predictably ruled against Servatius and
ordered the trial to continue.[10]

Eyewitness Testimony
The prosecution called 112 witnesses in Eichmann’s trial. Testimony from Jewish
eyewitnesses constituted the central element of the prosecution’s case, with only one
non-Jewish eyewitness called to testify.[11]
Gideon Hausner called numerous witnesses who had no connection with Adolf
Eichmann. While much of this testimony was based on hearsay, the Jewish eyewitnesses
transformed the trial from an important war-crimes trial to one that would have enduring
significance.[12]
Dr. Servatius knew under the trial conditions in Israel he could not contest the
official Holocaust story. Servatius, who was supposed to be defending Eichmann, was
also fully aware that he could not garner sympathy for his client by aggressively
challenging the Jewish eyewitnesses. Servatius thus decided to conduct almost no crossexaminations of the prosecution witnesses.[13]
Hannah Arendt confirmed that that the prosecution witnesses were seldom crossexamined. Arendt wrote:
…the defense hardly ever rose to challenge any testimony, no matter how
irrelevant and immaterial it might be” and “…the witnesses for the
prosecution were hardly ever cross-examined by either the defense or the
judges...[14]
When Dr. Servatius did contest a witness’s testimony, his goal was to show that it
had no relevance to Eichmann’s activities. For example, when parts of Hans Frank’s

diary were read into evidence, Servatius did not object to the diary’s admission or the
readings from it. On cross-examination of the witness through whom the diary was put
into evidence, Servatius asked only one question: Was the name of Adolf Eichmann
mentioned in any of these 29 volumes? Since the answer was no, Servatius was
satisfied.[15]
Servatius also did not call any defense witnesses in Eichmann’s trial. Most of the
potential defense witnesses had been members of the Nazi Party, SD or SS. This meant
that if they set foot in Israel they could be arrested under the same law under which
Eichmann was being tried, and any testimony they gave in court was likely to be selfincriminating.[16]
The prosecution did allow affidavits from pertinent defense witnesses despite the
fact that the prosecution would be unable to cross-examine these witnesses in court.[17]
Several defense depositions were taken in German courts with Dieter Wechtenbruch
appearing as Eichmann’s defense counsel. However, these defense witnesses, who could
be subject to prosecution in Germany for any incriminating statements made in their
depositions, were of no help to Eichmann’s defense.[18]

Nuremberg Testimony
The prosecution also used testimony and affidavits from the International Military
Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg to convict Adolf Eichmann. For example, the prosecution
entered into evidence Rudolf Höss’s affidavit from the IMT that implicated Eichmann in
the workings of Auschwitz-Birkenau. Rudolf Höss’s memoirs, which stated that
Eichmann had visited him in the summer of 1941 to discuss the use of poison gas, were
also introduced into evidence.[19]
Rudolf Höss’s testimony and affidavit should not have been allowed into evidence in
Eichmann’s trial because Höss underwent particularly brutal torture upon his arrest.
Höss stated in his memoirs: “At my first interrogation, evidence was obtained by beating
me. I do not know what is in the record, although I signed it.”[20]
Additional proof that the torture of Rudolf Höss was exceptionally brutal is
contained in the book Legions of Death. This book states that Sgt. Bernard Clarke and
other British officers tortured Rudolf Höss into making his confession.[21] Obviously,
such testimony obtained through torture should never have been admissible as evidence
in Eichmann’s trial.
The testimony of Dieter Wisliceny at the IMT was also used against Eichmann.
Wisliceny claimed at the IMT that Eichmann showed him a written order signed by
Heinrich Himmler for the physical extermination of the Jews.[22] The prosecution at the
Eichmann trial used Wisliceny’s testimony even though no written order from Himmler
or anyone else to exterminate European Jewry has ever been found.

Film Evidence Presented at Trial
An excerpted and sliced version of Nazi Concentration Camps, the U.S. Army
Signal Corps documentary shown to dramatic effect at the IMT, was shown in the 70th
session of the Eichmann trial. This documentary was shown without soundtrack, and
provided visual proof of the crimes of the so-called Holocaust. Gideon Hausner
described the emaciated prisoners of war as “figures of Musselmänner”—that is, the
death-camp inmates destined for the gas chamber because of their broken physical and
psychological state.”[23]

The prosecution at the Eichmann trial failed to mention that most of the inmates in
these camps died of natural causes. When American and British forces took control of
the German concentration camps, they were followed by military personnel charged with
documenting evidence of German war crimes.
One of these was Dr. Charles P. Larson, an American forensic pathologist, who
performed autopsies at Dachau and some of its sub-camps. Dr. Larson performed about
25 autopsies a day for 10 days at Dachau and superficially examined another 300 to
1,000 bodies. He autopsied only those bodies that appeared to be ambiguous. Dr. Larson
stated in regard to these autopsies:
Many of them died from typhus. Dachau’s crematoriums couldn’t keep
up with the burning of the bodies. They did not have enough oil to keep the
incinerators going. I found that a number of the victims had also died from
tuberculosis. All of them were malnourished. The medical facilities were
most inadequate. There was no sanitation…
A rumor going around Dachau after we got there was that many of the
prisoners were poisoned. I did a lot of toxicological analysis to determine
the facts and removed organs from a cross-section of about 30 to 40 bodies
and sent them into Paris to the Army’s First Medical laboratory for analysis,
since I lacked the proper facilities in the field. The reports came back
negative. I could not find where any of these people had been poisoned. The
majority died of natural diseases of one kind or another.…[24]
Dr. Larson did report that a number of inmates had been shot at some of the German
camps, and that the living conditions in the camps were atrocious.[25]
Dr. John E. Gordon, M.D., Ph.D., a professor of preventive medicine and
epidemiology at the Harvard University School of Public Health, was also with U.S.
forces at the end of World War II. Dr. Gordon determined that disease, and especially
typhus, was the Number One cause of death in the German camps.[26]
This and other medical evidence proving that most of the inmates in the Signal Corps
documentary died of natural causes was not presented at Eichmann’s trial. Obviously,
such evidence would have undermined the prosecution’s contention that inmates in the
German camps died from a German policy of genocide.

Eichmann’s Testimony
Eichmann sent a note to Servatius before his trial stating that he had few hopes of
getting out alive. However, Eichmann wanted to tell the truth for the sake of his
descendants. Eichmann stated: “They will know that their father, great-grandfather, and
so on was no murderer. That alone matters for me, not just to survive.”[27]
Eichmann emphasized in his testimony that he was obliged to follow orders and
never acted on his own initiative. Eichmann could not testify that Germany did not have
a program of genocide, since the Israeli judges would never have allowed such
testimony. Instead, Eichmann portrayed himself as a cog in a machine who had always
sought peaceful solutions rather than a murder program. Many news sources reported
that Eichmann did a good job in answering Servatius’s questions.[28]
Gideon Hausner’s cross-examination of Eichmann lasted two weeks and turned ugly
from the outset. A New York Times article stated that Hausner’s “shrillness and
posturing” made Eichmann look like a “clever and wily opponent.”[29] A Dutch

reporter observed: “…Eichmann has won on points. He turned out to be of greater
stature as a defendant than Hausner as a prosecutor.”[30] Despite his best efforts,
Hausner was never able to get Eichmann to admit his guilt.
The three Israeli judges took turns asking Eichmann questions after Hausner’s crossexamination. Eichmann told the Israeli judges that he was not an anti-Semite, and in a
few cases had attempted to help Jews. Eichmann stated that he had to follow the “orders
by a supreme head of state,” and that he did the best he could under these circumstances.
Eichmann’s testimony would seem not to have convinced the judges of his
innocence.[31]

Conclusion
On December 11, 1961, the presiding judge in Eichmann’s trial handed down the
death sentence. Adolf Eichmann was hanged six months later. Eichmann’s execution
was the first in Israel’s history.[32]
Hannah Arendt wrote in regard to the Eichmann trial:
In Israel, as in most other countries, a person appearing in court is
deemed innocent until proved guilty. But in the case of the Eichmann trial
this was an obvious fiction. If he had not been found guilty before he
appeared in Jerusalem, guilty beyond any reasonable doubt, the Israelis
would never have dared, or wanted, to kidnap him; Prime Minister BenGurion, explaining to the president of Argentina, in a letter dated June 3,
1960, why Israel had committed a “formal violation of Argentine law,”
wrote that “it was Eichmann who organized the mass murder [of six million
of our people], on a gigantic and unprecedented scale, throughout Europe.”
In contrast to normal arrests in ordinary criminal cases, where suspicion of
guilt must be proved to be substantial and reasonable but not beyond
reasonable doubt--that is the task of the ensuing trial—Eichmann’s illegal
arrest could be justified, and was justified in the eyes of the world, only by
the fact that the outcome of the trial could be safely anticipated.[33]
The three Israeli judges in Eichmann’s trial were also biased. This is implicitly
acknowledged in the book Eichmann Interrogated, “It was a fair trial as far as the
feelings of the judges permitted.”[34] Law professor Frank Tuerkheimer writes
concerning Eichmann’s judges: “Aside from what they knew as educated persons, each
of the three judges had left Germany for Palestine in the 1930s and it would be unusual
if none of their extended families had emerged unscathed from the Holocaust.”[35]
In Israel, where emotions ran high concerning the so-called Holocaust, it was of
course impossible for Eichmann to get a fair trial. The prohibition of the defense to
question the reality of the Holocaust story, to cross-examine prosecution witnesses, to
consult with Eichmann in confidence, to have the case heard by impartial judges, to
contest testimony and evidence from the IMT, and the routine admission of hearsay
evidence all ensured Adolf Eichmann’s conviction. The result was an unjust verdict that
augmented a false history of the so-called Holocaust.
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The Man in the Glass Cage
by Jett Rucker

Probably the most-famous man-in-a-glass-cage in history was Adolf Eichmann, an exlieutenant colonel of National-Socialist Germany’s vaunted Schutzstaffel, better known
as the SS. His 1961 Jerusalem trial for crimes alleged to have been committed outside
Israel before the creation of the Israeli state was broadcast in near-real time over
television, making it one of the first such events so televised. The black-and-white
images of Eichmann pleading for his life were common on television screens all over the
world for the trial’s 125-day duration, and so was the sight of the famous glass enclosure
that Eichmann was placed in to give his testimony. Of course, denying, even minimizing
his crimes would obviously not have gained him a reprieve from being hanged, so much
of his testimony was confessional in nature, but so stage-managed as not to resemble
too-closely the mawkish self-accusation made familiar to observers everywhere in hamhanded Soviet productions such as the 1936-38 Moscow Trials, in which conspirators
against the Soviet state propounded their sins so fulsomely as to reveal their
contrivedness to all but the most-blinkered of spectators.
The glass enclosure was said to be bullet-proof, and although it was never tested with
actual gunfire, there would seem to be little reason to suppose that it wasn’t bullet-proof.
But it was also soundproof, or nearly so. The structure had a metal roof, which might be
justified on grounds of providing it with structural strength, but it also contributed to the
enclosure’s sound-proofness, such that Eichmann had to speak into a microphone in
order to be heard outside the booth. If the system had any kill switch(es), it does not
appear that any such was actually used during the proceedings.
However, Eichmann was in a position to reveal damning testimony against a number of
then-prominent Israeli leaders over collaboration with Eichmann’s National-Socialist
German government that occurred in the late 1930s, before Germany and Great Britain
declared war on each other. Obviously, any such testimony was scrupulously not elicited
in the questioning Eichmann was subjected to, nor would the slightest trace of any such
thing have appeared in whatever scripts Eichmann was made to recite. This
collaboration is referred to in some detail in an extended book review by Ron Unz

published on August 6, 2018 in the Unz Review, in which Unz poses questions like the
following:
A more cynical observer might find it a very odd coincidence that the first
prominent Nazi the Israelis made such an effort to track down and kill had
been their closest former political ally and collaborator.
Observers remembering the past alliances of the US with Antonio Noriega of Panama,
Saddam Hussein of Iraq and/or Osama bin Laden of al Queda might find something
familiar in this turn of events. The constant presence of two burly guards in the booth
with Eichmann accords well with this scenario; one imagines that all their “labor” might
have been obviated by the simple expedient of chaining Eichmann’s ankles to the floor,
safely concealed from sight by the non-glass lower panels of his “bullet-proof”
enclosure. It’s easy to suppose that the guards, either of whom obviously could have
overpowered Eichmann, disposed of a gag, handcuffs and other means of swiftly
silencing any off-script utterances Eichmann might have attempted in a suicidal
paroxysm. But such “trials” are quite nothing if not theater. Shoah trials, they might be
called from today’s perspective.
I cannot claim credit for the riveting speculation that the real purpose of the enclosure,
and the guards, was to make certain Eichmann stayed on-script with his every word. The
notion appears in Unz’s book review:
Presumably, harsh means were employed to persuade him not to reveal any
of these dangerous pre-war secrets at his Jerusalem trial, and one might
wonder if the reason he was famously kept in an enclosed glass booth was
to ensure that the sound could quickly be cut off if he started to stray from
the agreed upon script.
The scenario of a “Nazi” captive being made to sing for his life and then executed for his
troubles is as old as … how old might such a sequence be? As old as Scheherazade and a
thousand-and-one Arabian nights? However old, how could its age dissuade a potential
victim from trying, against all trying, to win a last, final fingerhold on life, precious life,
if only for one hour more, one minute, one…?
Interestingly, half a century after the trial for which it was built, the enclosure itself has
acquired a certain celebrity of its own. At the initiative of entertainment mogul Milton
Maltz, namesake of Cleveland’s Maltz Museum of Jewish Heritage, “the” enclosure (it
isn’t clear whether it really was the enclosure, or a replica) toured New York and
Cleveland. Its “debut” at least outside Israel, was on February 17, 2016 at Maltz’s
Cleveland establishment. This article promises that the exhibit, which presents
Eichmann’s abduction and his sentencing and execution, will travel to various other
cities in the US. As of October 19, 2018, the exhibit is in South Florida, and a person at
the host museum in Dania, Florida informed me over the telephone that the enclosure on
display is in fact a “replica” of the original—perhaps understandable in view of how
heavy it would be if in fact all “bullet-proof” glass and tellingly in keeping with the
replica nature of the gas chambers in “Nazi death camps” and other artifacts of the
savage treatment purportedly visited upon Europe’s Jews by the National-Socialist
Germans who lost World War II.
The knowledge in Eichmann’s memories, which he disclosed neither in his trial
testimony nor in the two-part series in Life Magazine in which he recounted his activities
carefully compartmented from those in which he conspired with Zionist leaders against
the British occupiers of the coveted homeland of Zion, Palestine, was a veritable atomic
bomb to the moral legitimacy of the Zionist movement that had secured the
establishment of Israel a mere 12 years before his abduction. Eichmann had to be

controlled, to sing the Israeli song, and thereafter to be hanged, as he was, in Israel’s
prison at Ramla in 1962.
Comparisons with the 1946 performances of Rudolf Hֲöss, former commandant of the
Auschwitz Concentration Camp, are irresistible, unless, of course, you feel Höss was
spouting accurate (and informed) truths, instead of contrived stories, á la Scheherazade,
to prolong or even save his life in the face of lethal charges by actors who had complete
disposition not only of his own life, but of those (he was at least led to believe) of those
whom he held most-dear, his wife and children.
Eichmann’s Israeli captors, so far as is known, did not threaten Eichmann’s family
members (still in Argentina), but the proposition that they did not offer him ways of
deferring, or eliminating, the power of (his) life or death of which they disposed is
simply inadmissible. Eichmann “acted” for his life, and lost.
The outcome was foreordained. And if, bound and gagged as he effectively was, he had
sought, like Icarus, to fly too close to the sun, he would have plummeted to the hard
earth, his wings melted as surely as the gag would have been placed across his mouth.
By such are we “informed” of the sins of those who lost the war.

Gleiwitz: A False, False Flag?
by Veronica Clark

Nothing unusual happened at the Gleiwitz transmitter station on the night/early morning
of 31 August. There was certainly no false-flag event initiated by SS or SD troops there.
However, a few vexing questions remain unanswered

According to most historians, the Gleiwitz Incident is the “false flag” that touched off
World War II in Europe. Put simply, it was the Nazis’ casus belli “heard ‘round the
world.” This is what most of us accept as true. The reality is far simpler and less
exciting, however...
Nothing unusual happened at the Gleiwitz transmitter station in Germany near the Polish
border on the night/early morning of 31 August. There was certainly no false-flag event
initiated by SS or SD troops there. However, a few vexing questions remain unanswered.
I will ask and try to answer a few right now, and then I will ask and offer a few more
alternative answers later on as we proceed through the sordid details.
Before I proceed, a brief word about the White Book. The German White Book (Das
Deutsche Weißbuch) was one of several official records produced and kept by the
German government. In fact, the White Book concept dates back to World War I. It
contains reports, memos, etc. of German officials, such as Joachim von Ribbentrop, in
support of the German government and its agenda. The White Book we are concerned
with in this case was produced by the Auswärtiges Amt (Foreign Office).
Incidentally, Ernst Heinrich Freiherr von Weizsäcker, a traitor and anti-Hitler
conspirator, served as State Secretary at the Foreign Office from 1938 to 1943. Together
with Admiral Wilhelm Canaris and General Ludwig Beck, Mr. Weizsäcker was a leader
of the “anti-war” group in the German government. The relevance of these details will
become clear as we proceed, since Weizsäcker and Canaris may have originated and/or
fabricated the ‘Gleiwitz Incident’ report as documented in the White Book.[1] In the
light of the evidence I have researched, this is the most compelling circumstantial case
thus far.
Firstly, we do not know who the source for the official White Book report is for this
purported event. There is an entry in the White Book for 31 August 1939 which is
attributed to the police president of Gleiwitz. There is a problem with this, however. The
police president at the time was a certain Mr. Schade, and he was murdered in a postwar

Polish camp after his IMT (International Military Tribunal) interrogation in 1945.[2] He
was never cross-examined during the trial,[3] so his testimony to confirm that he is the
actual source will not be had. It is possible that this man was in cahoots with the SS men
who appeared at the transmitter station to conduct a brief (and seemingly innocent) radio
exercise over the weather channel and who then promptly left. (More about them later).
Did Mr. Schade (have to) take a vow of silence in this regard? If this is the case, then the
report as well as the broadcast about a supposed “shootout and fatal wounding” at the
station were SS fabrications. In any case, they were bogus. Nothing happened and the
fake report was planted to deceitfully implicate Poland in a scuffle and fatal shootout at
the station, an event and death which never happened but which the Allies claimed did
happen. Put simply, this was a fictitious report and broadcast that ultimately backfired on
the SS and was in fact used against them with all kinds of lurid details added post facto
by the Allies. This is a possible explanation. But there is another possible explanation.
What if these SS men were not actually SS men, but imposters with fake credentials?
Without Schade’s honest account, we will likely never know if either of these
explanations is correct.
Secondly, we do not know the source for the presumably live broadcast from nearby
Breslau supporting the claim that the station was in Polish hands and that some sort of
commotion was happening there at 20:00 hours. There was a Breslau broadcast in this
regard because Captain Otto Radek[4], whom we will revisit later on, and a few other
“earwitnesses” heard the broadcast. They got all excited about it since there were
reportedly numerous such separate border shootouts/events that took place that night—
none of which Hitler mentioned by name in his “infamous” war-proclamation speech the
following day. At any rate, unless the “few SS men” were responsible for this broadcast
and the station personnel on duty that night were in cahoots with them to keep quiet
about it, then they cannot be the source for this broadcast. All we know is that
eyewitnesses at the station, including Radek’s own subordinates with whom he spoke
that night, testified that “a few SS men” showed up and conducted a radio exercise there
at the station and then promptly left. There was no shooting, no disturbance, nothing. All
was quiet, they asserted. If this is the case, then these SS men were innocent of creating
a fictitious commotion and broadcast, and some other source is responsible. The
questions to ask given this scenario are who was it and how was it done? We may never
be able to answer these questions, but they must be asked since we do not have sufficient
answers.
There is one other problem I must mention up front. Unlike the SS, the Grenzpolizei is
mentioned by name in the White Book entry regarding the Gleiwitz transmitter station. It
turns out that the Grenzpolizei worked intimately with Admiral Wilhelm Canaris’s
Abwehr (German Military Intelligence Service) on sabotage missions against Poland
prior to the outbreak of war.[5] The significance of this oft-overlooked detail will
become clear as we delve into the details of the incident at Mosty.
One can see how and why the official record is so convoluted. The official narrative
actually consists of many conflicting narratives featuring a whole range of improbable
characters. We won’t get into all the details here, but suffice it to say that the official
story is nothing more than fanciful fiction. And poorly written fiction at that!
Let us briefly examine just a few details to unscramble this mess as best as possible.
Historians overwhelmingly accept as true, as do most people who know of this
“incident,” that the SS, SD and Gestapo worked together to concoct an elaborate fake
raid on the radio-transmitter station located in Gleiwitz (now known as Gliwice[6]), a
small border town located on the Polish-German frontier. By most accounts, a handful of
either SS or SD men—historians are unable to agree on which—purportedly dressed up
as “Polish soldiers” or “insurgents” and staged a shootout at the transmitter station. This

shootout was purportedly led by the notorious Nazi turncoat Alfred Naujocks[7], the
sole source behind the Nuremberg account of the raid. These SS and/or SD men were
supposed to have left a body—only recently identified as a Polish citizen of German
descent named Franz Honiok (minus any proof)[8]—at the scene as evidence that much
more than just a scuffle took place there.[9] However, some historians, such as Dennis
Whitehead, seem to think that the SS/SD shot and killed a few of their own men to
make the whole thing seem real, and that in fact hundreds of men took place in this
whole covert operation (300, to be exact)—which includes two other “false-flag” raids at
Hohenlinden or Hochlinden (henceforth, H/H; historians cannot agree on which location
it was) and Pitschen. In a nutshell, Mr. Whitehead merged several contradictory versions
of the Gleiwitz Incident in an attempt to sell the entire “Nazi false-flag” story as legit.
He failed in his mission because two (or more) fictional accounts are no better than one.
My own research into this incident, and the other two purported false flags at H/H and
Pitschen, proves that not a single one of these historians’ claims is verified. Not a single
one.
As it stands, the Gleiwitz Nazi “false-flag” incident is nothing more than a hoax. It is a
media fabrication that may have originated with (and/or been expanded upon by) the
traitorous Wilhelm Canaris and Co. residing safely behind the security of the muchrespected Abwehr[10], abetted by fellow traitors such as General Halder, Erwin
Lahousen, Herbert Mehlhorn, Hans Oster, and a handful of other traitors and sellouts
during and after the war. I say this with relative confidence because the official account
of what happened at Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen is nearly identical to the real story of
the incident at Mosty. I will recount this incident now, minus the fine details.
Wilhelm Canaris’s Abwehr SO- and KO-Groups were entrusted to destroy or secure
certain strategic points behind enemy lines prior to Germany’s official invasion of
Poland. At the last minute, and much to Canaris’s chagrin if his surviving colleagues are
to be believed, Hitler called off the invasion awaiting an answer from Italy concerning
support for his Polish endeavor. Canaris’s Abwehr men had to scramble back out of
Poland and retreat to Slovakia pending further notice from above. One of Canaris’s men
was caught (Josef Kulik), however, and an official inquiry was conducted by Polish
military authorities as to why this German was cavorting about in their territory. He was
able to assuage the Poles by feigning to have gotten lost and confused as to the border
demarcations between Poland and Slovakia, and after a brief interrogation and
investigation he was apparently released. This is so uncannily similar to how the story of
Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen is told by Mr. Whitehead and other historians that one is
impelled to take a second look and to compare them. Upon doing this, I have concluded
that the Gleiwitz/H/H/Pitschen macro-incident is nothing more than a tall tale modeled
on the real incident at Mosty, perhaps to clear the name of Canaris and the reputation
of the Abwehr, instead indicting and condemning specifically “Nazi” state organs (SS,
SD and Gestapo). In other words, the Gleiwitz White Book report may be a case of
cover (for the Abwehr) and projection (onto the Nazis). (I explain in my two-volume
book a range of possible Allied motives for doing this.) If correct, this may explain why
“Abwehr” and “Grenzpolizei”[11] are both mentioned in that White Book entry and why
zero references to the SS, SD or Gestapo are present in that same entry.[12] There is zero
doubt that Abwehr traitors and fellow travelers expanded upon the fictitious incident
with wild and lurid details implicating every Nazi organ they possibly could during and
after the war, most notably during the IMT. This is beyond any doubt. But, moving along
here, also curiously missing from this entry is Captain Otto Radek and 3rd Company of
Border Guard Battalion 1/68.[13] He and his border guard, not the border/frontier police
or anyone else, were in charge of station security that evening. Thus, when Capt. Radek
heard some sort of commotion at the station via the nightly Breslau broadcast, he was
taken aback and immediately made for the station via motorcar. To his complete
surprise, all was quiet upon his arrival and his fellow guardsmen reported that nothing

had happened there. The traitorous Abwehr appears to be the missing link that makes
sense amidst all the conflicting information surrounding this entry and the purported
“Nazi false flag” at Gleiwitz,[14] which I thoroughly explain and explore in my two
books.[15] One has to read both books to piece the entire case against the Abwehr and
other traitors together, as there are many layers to this rotten onion.
In this instance, “Abwehr” is an inapposite term to use in this entry seeing as how Die
Abwehr was the name of Germany’s military intelligence service at the time. We are
expected to accept without question that no other term was appropriate in this entry and
context. It just strikes me as odd. And again, this particular entry is attributed to none
other than Police President W. Schade, a man murdered not by Nazis but, as I will
address again later, by Poles in a postwar concentration camp in 1945.[16] After the war,
when Capt. Radek attempted to properly investigate what did take place at the station
that night, if anything, his efforts were thwarted in interesting ways.[17] It seems
obvious who was silencing whom here.
Permit me to further speculate about the transmitter entry as a possible
Abwehr/Grenzpolizei fake. The source for the White Book entry must also have been the
source (or was in close touch with the source) for the Gleiwitz incident news
stories/reports put out by the DNB (Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro[18]) and the Völkischer
Beobachter (VB). Whoever that source was, it seems to me, was trying to make the Nazi
press look bad. And it is a fact that several Abwehr traitors along with their allies were
working to subvert Hitler since 1937, especially regarding his diplomacy concerning
Poland. Maybe said source planted this White Book entry knowing that not only the
Nazi press but the Allied press too would pick up on it and use it against Germany (i.e.,
that Hitler had “started the war with a lie”). In other words, maybe the Allied press was
tipped off about this purported “incident” (along with the two others at H/H and
Pitschen, which the British press also reported on) and subsequent White Book report,
and so they could utilize it how they wanted against Germany. Indeed, the British press
had reported on these incidents (Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen) before they were even
completed! As well, both the DNB and VB agencies reported an incident at Gleiwitz
featuring contradictory details to those of the White Book and to those of the Allied
versions (including that of Mr. Naujocks).
Let’s move on.
Deeper research into the purported Gleiwitz Incident indicates that nothing happened at
the transmitter station aside from the brief SS radio exercise/test. There was no
commotion, no shootout and no fake Polish soldiers or ruffians. The Gleiwitz hoax was
laid to rest for the remainder of the war. Even most mainstream historians refer to it as
“forgotten,” “little known” or “insignificant.” However, it was resurrected for the IMT to
indict the Nazis in particular as the sole guilty party for the outbreak of war with Poland,
and all by most murderous and deceitful means! Germany had to look bad. Because, as
we all know, the USSR really was bad. The worst kind of bad. And Britain was bad too.
The British leadership, notably Sir Winston Churchill, was very interested in war
breaking out on the Continent to the benefit of the Empire’s longstanding “Divide and
Conquer” strategy. Somehow the Nazis had to look worse than everyone else.
The spotlight of condemnation had to remain on Germany. Touching off the world’s
worst war by needless murder and clandestine trickery was the perfect indictment of an
otherwise honorable nation. Throughout the IMT, it only got worse for Germany. Indeed,
this Gleiwitz incident set the stage for the entire Allied casus belli against Germany.
Germany, and Germany alone, was the sole culprit for the outbreak of war. By any
means necessary. I would also venture to guess that the incident at Venlo, during which
the Germans seized two English SIS spies just across the Dutch border, had something to

do with the resurrection of the Gleiwitz hoax for the IMT.[19]
The Gleiwitz fiasco is best known to historians and the public as either Operation
Himmler or Operation Tannenberg. Yes, you read that right folks! Historians cannot
even agree on the name of this “false flag” without which Hitler had no just cause for
war against Poland. Had so many lives not been lost in that conflagration, and had not so
much needless guilt and personal smearing been meted out against otherwise innocent
parties and persons, this whole thing would be comical.
I must digress for just a moment and recap because the following two points need to be
appreciated fully. First, qualified historians cannot even agree on what this “false flag”
operation was called. Yet, without this operation (and the two others that supposedly
went along with it at H/H and Pitschen), (we are told that) Hitler couldn’t even hope to
sell his invasion of Poland to the German people as legit, let alone to the world. It was,
per the official historical record, his “casus belli”. Secondly, historians cannot decide if
it was the Gestapo, SS or SD, or all three(!), that led the three purported border raids, nor
how many men were involved in each. The official narratives are a shambles. Really,
these two points alone establish the untenability of the official historical record
regarding Gleiwitz. And if the record is this problematic, why should Germans (then or
now) bear any guilt in this regard? This is in fact why the truth about what did and did
not happen at the Gleiwitz transmitter station is so important to determine. Germans
have been bearing needless guilt and shame regarding this aspect of World War II. I
believe historian Gerd Schultze-Rhonhof has called it “the war that had MANY
fathers,” not just one father. Moreover, as with Lord Dacre’s Table Talk, which Dr.
Richard Carrier has again blasted as essentially worthless as a record of Hitler’s
utterings[20], real Third Reich history (Real3R) has been eluding the public for decades.
It is high past time to set the entire World War II record straight.
In a nutshell, my tentative conclusion about Gleiwitz is as follows:
The German White Book ‘Gleiwitz Incident’ entry of 31 August 1939 originates with 1)
Abwehr/Grenzpolizei traitors, or 2) Police President W. Schade. Since Herr Schade was
conveniently murdered in a postwar Polish concentration camp in 1945, as aforesaid, he
is not the likeliest suspect. Unfortunately, Canaris was killed by the Nazi state for his
long-time duplicity, so there will likely never be a sure way to confirm who, precisely,
originated this official report. Suffice it to say that in the light of all the evidence, or lack
thereof, as well as the Mosty Incident, which implicates the Abwehr, Grenzpolizei and
Canaris in provable ‘war crimes’ as well as in regard to violation of Poland’s sovereignty
when war was not yet on, the Abwehr, Grenzpolizei and Canaris are the likeliest
suspects. I hardly need mention that Hitler called the war off on 25 August[21], so if he
was going to utilize alleged “false flag” raids at Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen as his
reason(s) for war, why would all three “false flags” only be planned for (and actually
take place on) 31 August and not also on the evening/early morning of 24/25 August as
with Mosty? Talk about playing with fire! Please recall that the invasion took place on 1
September, not on 26 August as originally planned. It was not until recently that the
official narrative tried to mitigate this blatant error. Every single account has asserted
that all three “raids” took place on the evening/early morning of 31 August. Moreover,
why did Hitler neglect to mention a single one of these most-coveted of false-flag events
by name in his declaration of war speech the next day? That’s a huge problem that not a
single historian has addressed. Until now, of course.
I will now ask a couple more vexing questions, which I explore in my two-book set.
The Allied press, specifically in Britain and the US, as well as the Völkischer
Beobachter (official NSDAP newspaper) and the DNB (semi-official news agency with

Allied connections and employees) put out conflicting and disputable versions of the
alleged incident.
Why?
Who delivered the Breslau broadcast about what reportedly happened at the Gleiwitz
transmitter station? Was it a traitor? An Allied mole?
Let’s ponder these possibilities for a moment.
A traitor or mole would be motivated to sabotage Hitler’s war effort and/or to undermine
his credibility and/or honorable conduct. This was in fact one of the earliest goals of the
traitors in the Abwehr (their collective sabotage of Hitler’s diplomatic efforts
commenced in 1937).
The Allied press reported soon after Hitler’s invasion of Poland in 1939 that he had
“started the war with a lie.” Who fed the Allied press this line? That “lie” consisted of
the “false flags” perpetrated by the instruments of the NSDAP itself (Gestapo, SS and
SD) at Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen. However, not one of these “false flags” has any
evidence to support it.
Revisionist historian Carlos W. Porter mentions a “posh Polish-bank branch” near the
border which did “very little business.” It was allowed to exist and operate with the
German authorities’ permission. Oddly, it disappeared right around the time of the
purported Gleiwitz “false flag.” Did any of these folks have British and/or
Abwehr/Grenzpolizei traitor connections or contacts? If so, might their involvement in
this “false-flag” hoax (at the time) explain the murder of Gleiwitz transmitter station
manager Klose (murdered by partisans in 1945) as well as the murder of Gleiwitz police
president Schade? If this Polish-bank branch was involved at any level in this “falseflag” hoax, then my hypothesis accounts for both its existence and sudden
disappearance, something that has thus far eluded historians. Perhaps the Abwehr and/or
Grenzpolizei had something to do with it.
In any event, why was this “false-flag” hoax resurrected after the war, and why did it
receive so much attention during the IMT and after the war as it pertains to the Allied
narrative? (See accompanying appendix of actual IMT testimony.) Remember, it was
“insignificant” and “little known” at the time (even though it was supposed to be Hitler’s
casus belli Number One). One sensible explanation is that the Abwehr’s traitorous agents
—e.g., Erwin Lahousen and Wilhelm Canaris in absentia—as well as SD/SS turncoats,
such as Alfred Naujocks (who defected to the Allies toward the end of the war) and even
Heinrich Himmler’s adjutant Karl Wolff, were needed as star witnesses for the
prosecution (and later on for the Cold War as American agents). As such, these people’s
‘war crimes’ and the Abwehr’s ‘war crimes’ at Mosty et. al were simply dismissed or
apparently attributed to dead men and/or the SS, SD and Gestapo via Gleiwitz, H/H and
Pitschen.
The Abwehr’s and these other traitors’ suspected role in concocting these “false-flag”
reports and stories—either at the time (in 1939) or later on during the IMT, or in postwar
memoirs and magazine interviews like the one featuring Herbert Mehlhorn in Stern in
1952—seems undeniable. The purported “false flags” at Gleiwitz, H/H and Pitschen
mirrored their own sabotage missions in Poland nearly to a tee. That’s uncanny. Not to
mention Alfred Naujocks’s two missions against Formis and the SIS agents resemble the
Gleiwitz scene enough to render Gleiwitz a fictional knock-off.
Lastly, we must ask why Alfred Naujocks’s IMT affidavits mention only two “false flag”
sites (Gleiwitz and Hohenlinden) while the IMT and postwar accounts of other suspected

actors in this hoax (e.g., Lahousen and Mehlhorn) mention three sites, one of which is
incorrect (Hochlinden)? Is this because the IMT “evidence” and postwar “history” had to
match Hitler’s actual 1 September proclamation, wherein he casually mentioned three
sites and not just two? It sure makes one wonder, especially since Hitler failed to name
them specifically. Indeed, he failed to exploit any of them as his casus belli. Instead, he
and Dr. Goebbels’s propaganda machine exploited the Bromberg Massacre (which took
place two days after the invasion on 3 September) and other alleged Polish atrocities and
persecutions against German minorities residing in Poland. Just check out the book Die
polnischen Greueltaten an den Volksdeutschen in Polen: Im Auftrage des
Auswärtigen Amtes auf Grund urkundlichen Beweismaterials zusammengestellt,
bearbeitet und herausgegeben. What’s more, the British already knew Hitler’s real
casus belli, which is featured in the secret Whitehall Report.
I must admit, the Allies were clever. But they were also sloppy. They were equally
sloppy regarding the Crystal Night “telexes” that they concocted out of whole cloth for
the IMT prosecution.
Let’s recap the main points of our inquiry thus far.
The Gleiwitz false flag never took place.
What reportedly did take place was a brief radio exercise or test conducted by a few
purported SS men who properly identified themselves to station personnel on duty that
night. Since the Gleiwitz station’s weather channel was not intended to broadcast far and
wide but only locally (another glaring problem with the official narrative), it was the
perfect station to conduct a relatively private test or exercise. (It was also the perfect
station to serve as setting for a media hoax.) What these SS men’s motives were for
conducting said exercise/test remains unclear. My own research has revealed that
communications were cut or failing all along the frontier leading up to the war, so it may
be that they were simply interested to see whether the station was still functioning as
intended. Perhaps they might need to use it for local communications purposes. It’s hard
to say, but nothing untoward happened at that station and there are several witnesses
who have attested to that. Those who have contradicted this version of what happened
there, or could have contradicted it, are all confirmed traitors and/or IMT prosecution
star witnesses. Or, they were murdered or died untimely deaths.
Convenient, isn’t it?
The Gleiwitz false flag is based on a real Abwehr/Grenzpolizei sabotage (“crime against
peace”) mission behind Polish lines (i.e., the incident at Mosty).
It should not surprise anyone to learn that all of the surviving “stars” of the Gleiwitz,
H/H and Pitschen stories were Abwehr traitors or SD/SS turncoats. What’s more, many
of these same “stars” featured prominently for the IMT prosecution.
What a coincidence, eh?
The Gleiwitz hoax may have originated with Abwehr/Grenzpolizei traitors and was
resurrected during the IMT as revenge for the Venlo affair.
After all, it was none other than Mr. Naujocks who successfully pulled off the
kidnapping of two British SIS agents, Stevens and Best, by brazenly dashing across the
Dutch border and hauling them off by motorcar after a brief scuffle and shootout..
Churchill was furious and had to revamp the entire SIS as a direct result. This affair
embarrassed Britain immensely—to be involved in such shenanigans! What’s more, the
Dutch had violated their own neutrality by allowing said agents to use their country as a

spies’ playground. Hitler exploited this incident for all it was worth, which was quite a
lot. It was such a lethal blow to British prestige and fair play that Winston Churchill and
his fellow British authorities would have had good reason to use the very man who
captured their agents, a man who had caused them so much political pain and
international embarrassment, for their IMT casus belli against Germany. That man was
none other than Mr. Naujocks.
Hence the resurrection of the Gleiwitz hoax for the IMT featuring Alfred Naujocks as
star witness! The IMT scene likely went something like this: “We wrote up these nice
affidavits for you, Mr. Naujocks. You sign your name to them and we let you go. Sound
good?”
After signing off on the Gleiwitz affidavit (along with two others), Naujocks disappeared
—until his strange death in the 1960s. You see, Naujocks was just about to be brought to
trial by the West German government for the death of a man at the Gleiwitz transmitter
station—because that’s what the official 1961 Gleiwitz movie put out by the
communist East German government claimed had happened!!—when he just up and
died. Or he disappeared. Historians are not exactly sure which it was. But the craziest
thing about that trial is that Naujocks was cleared of all charges (in absentia). The man
who was allegedly shot and left for dead at the Gleiwitz station could not be identified.
In fact, the prosecution could not establish that a shooting or murder had even taken
place there! Yeah, the rabbit hole does go deep on this one.
I could go on and on with the curious details of this incident, but that would defeat the
purpose of my two-volume book on this topic. I recommend interested persons read both
books in order to know the Gleiwitz incident, and so much more, inside it and out.
Hitler did not utilize the Gleiwitz incident to make his case for war. Uncanny, really,
seeing as how it was supposed to have made his case for war with Poland and all.
Among the most pressing problems about what purportedly transpired at Gleiwitz, at
least as I see it, is that there are countless versions of this most ‘singular’ event. How is
this possible since there is only ever one version of the truth?
To my knowledge, there is not a single historian who claims that the purported “false
flag” at Gleiwitz was legitimate. Some historians have supported Hitler’s real motives
for invading Poland, which are fully fleshed out in my two-volume book set, though said
historians are few and far between. Most historians condemn every move Hitler and
Germany made because that is what political correctness guides them to do. They are
shackled by the official World War II narrative, which must always be anti-Nazi.
Having said that, Time Magazine ran the following story on Monday, 29 May 1939:
“King Alexander of Yugoslavia and French Foreign Minister Louis Barthou
were murdered at Marseille in 1934 by a professional assassin whose Italian
connections were carefully hushed. Two years ago British Ambassador to
China Sir Hughe M. Knatchbull-Hugessen was machine-gunned and
dangerously wounded by a Japanese plane. During the Spanish Civil War
“pirate” submarines torpedoed British and French merchantmen. If an
incident were needed to start a war, the world has recently had plenty of
them.” (emphasis added)
Yes, the world, including Hitler himself, had witnessed many incidents that could rightly
have been used as pretexts for war. If this was the case, then why were and are Hitler’s
reasons considered “unjust”? The fact of the matter is that Hitler did not need a raid at
the Gleiwitz station to justify invading Poland. In fact, an incident concerning a certain
Mr. Gruebner is recognized by the media here as a valid case for war. The Time

journalist was in fact wondering whether Hitler would use this man’s murder as his
casus belli against Poland.
The Time article went on to report that
“Early this week there was another, this one at Kaltof in highly inflammable
Danzig. Involved was no highly placed ruler or diplomat, but a German
butcher named Gustav Gruebner, who was killed by a shot fired from an
official Polish automobile. Since incidents amount to what nations want to
make them, Führer Adolf Hitler could give Butcher Gruebner a sure niche
in history by deciding that this was just the right kind of provocation he
needed to march into Danzig.”
Hmm…I thought that the Gleiwitz raid was “just the sort of incident” Hitler needed?
What happened to that?
We then read:
“There are always two versions to diplomatic incidents, and l’affaire
Gruebner was no exception. The Polish account: the Polish ViceCommissioner to Danzig went to Kaltof to investigate the sacking of a
Polish customs house by a German mob; his party was attacked, compelling
his chauffeur to fire in self-defense. To this the German version bears little
resemblance: there was merely an orderly demonstration against
‘molestations’ of German girls by Polish officials, and Gustav Gruebner
was plugged for no reason at all. The Nazi-controlled Danzig Government
through the Senate President promptly demanded compensation for Butcher
Gustav’s bereaved relatives, apologies, and the surrender of the ‘murderer.’
The Poles made counter-demands: punishment of those guilty of the attack
on the customs house, compensation for damages and assurances for the
protection of Polish interests.”
As we can see, both sides were antagonizing one another, and both sides had legitimate
grievances. Germany was no more nor less guilty for touching off World War II than
Poland (or Britain, or France, or the US, or the USSR).
As the old saying goes, “it takes two to tango.”[22]

Appendix
(relevant IMT testimony; all emphasis added)
27 Aug. 46
As a Crime against Peace the SD is accused of having staged so-called border incidents
before the outbreak of the war to give Hitler an excuse for starting the war. The
Prosecution, however, referred to only one border incident in which the SD is
alleged to have participated. That is the alleged attack on the Gleiwitz radio station.
In this connection the Prosecution made reference to the affidavit of Alfred Naujocks of
20 November 1945. This is Prosecution Document 2751-PS. The deponent of Document
2751-PS, Alfred Naujocks, was heard before the Commission. On that occasion he
declared that the execution of the attack on the Gleiwitz radio station was not
included in the aims and purposes of Amts III and VI.

The witness further testified that no sections of Amts III and VI were used for the
execution of that border incident in Gleiwitz and that the men who with him attacked
the Gleiwitz station did not belong to the SD, Amt III.
The witness also stated that by the term “SD men” in his affidavit of 20 November
1945 he did not mean the members of any definite office of the RSHA; but common
usage of the term “SD men” referred to RSHA members of all offices which were
subordinate to Heydrich.
The witness further stated that he was charged with the execution of the border incident
at Gleiwitz, not because he belonged to Amt VI and worked there, but that exclusively
personal reasons were responsible for that decision.[23] The witness testified that on
the basis of the conversation he had had with Heydrich he had gained the impression
that Heydrich would have given him that assignment even if he had not been a
member of Amt VI and the SS. The order for the execution of this assignment reached
the witness Naujocks not through the official channels of the chiefs of Aemter III or
VI. The chiefs of Aemter III and VI had no knowledge of this action.
The members of the SD, Amt III and Amt VI, had no knowledge that the attack was
carried out by Naujocks, a member of Amt VI. Particularly the members of the SDLeitabschnitt which was in charge of Gleiwitz, and the outpost of the SD, had no
knowledge of this activity and could not have had, because Naujocks had been
forbidden to get in touch with any members of the SD whatsoever in that territory.
…I also submitted 215 affidavits for the office of the RSHA as well as for all territories
of the SD-Leitabschnitte and the SD-Abschnitte, particularly for those situated in the
regions of Katowice, Danzig, and Saxony. Those affidavits testify that the members of
the SD during the critical time had no knowledge of the faked border incidents or
the participation of the SD in them.
The affidavit by the witness Dr. Mildner (2479-PS) is refuted by the testimony of the
witness Naujocks and Affidavit Number SD-11, Dr. Marx. This subject matter does
not provide sufficient grounds to declare the SD to have been criminal, since this
would presuppose proof of the fact that the SD as an organization was employed in
the aggression, and that its members had cognizance thereof. (Source:
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/08-27-46.asp)
29 Aug. 46
…The Gestapo and SD were likewise involved in the commission of Crimes against
Peace. The very incident that served as an excuse for the invasion of Poland, and
thus set off the entire war, was executed by the Gestapo and the SD. I refer to the
simulated Polish attack on the radio station at Gleiwitz. where concentration camp
prisoners were dressed in Polish, uniforms, murdered, and left as evidence of a
Polish raid, so as to afford Hitler a justification for the attack upon Poland.
(Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/08-29-46.asp)
23 Aug. 46
…In this connection the Indictment makes the charge that the Gestapo, together with
the SD, had artificially created border incidents in order to give Hitler a pretext for
a war with Poland. Two border incidents are cited, the attack on the radio station
at Gleiwitz and a feigned attack by a Polish group at Hohenlinden.
The attack on the radio station at Gleiwitz was not carried out with the
participation of Gestapo officials. The witness Naujocks,

who was the leader of this undertaking but did not belong to the Gestapo, has
confirmed unequivocally that no member of the Gestapo participated in this action.
Instructions for this undertaking emanated directly from Heydrich and were
transmitted orally by him directly to Naujocks.
Instructions concerning the feigned attack at Hohenlinden were transmitted by
Mueller, the chief of Amt IV of the RSHA, to Naujocks; however, Naujocks, who
directed this action, has expressly denied any participation by Amt IV.
Afternoon Session
DR. MERKEL: I had gone as far as the testimony of the witness Naujocks regarding the
attack on the radio station at Gleiwitz and the attack of that group near Hohenlinden. He
stated that, quite naturally, it was not one of the tasks of Amt IV of the RSHA to
engineer border incidents. Nor did Mueller select members of Amt IV for the
purpose of staging the above-mentioned border incident, but only individuals who
were in his confidence; for Heydrich did not trust the Gestapo with respect to secrecy
and reliability.
Naujocks stated literally: “I cannot identify Mueller with the organization of the
Gestapo.” (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/08-23-46.asp)
DR. LATERNSER: Did you have knowledge of the attack on the Gleiwitz radio
station?
VON RUNDSTEDT: No. (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/08-12-46.asp)
DR. FRITZ: Please give us examples of cases wherein you felt you were deceived.
FRITZSCHE: During this Trial the news was discussed which circulated at the
beginning of the Polish war about the attack on the Gleiwitz radio station. At that
time I firmly believed in the truth of the official German news. I need say nothing
about this case. (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/06-27-46.asp)
20 Dec. 45
“3. I went to Gleiwitz and waited there a fortnight. Then I requested permission of
Heydrich to return to Berlin but was told to stay in Gleiwitz. Between the 25th and 31st
of August I went to see Heinrich Muller, head of the Gestapo[24], who was then
nearby at Oppeln. In my presence Muller discussed with a man named Mehlhorn
plans for another border incident, in which it should be made to appear that Polish
soldiers were attacking German troops .... Germans in the approximate strength of a
company were to be used. Muller stated that he had 12 or 13 condemned criminals who
were to be dressed in Polish uniforms and left dead on the ground at the scene of the
incident to show that they had been killed while attacking. For this purpose they were to
be given fatal injections by a doctor employed by Heydrich. Then they were also to be
given gunshot wounds. After the assault members of the press and other persons
were to be taken to the spot of the incident.[25] A police report was subsequently to
be prepared. (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/12-20-45.asp)
4 April 46
DR. NELTE: You know, of course, that this matter was connected with the subsequent
attack on the radio station at Gleiwitz. Do you know anything of this incident?
KEITEL: This incident, this action came to my knowledge for the first time here

through the testimony of witnesses. I never found out who was charged to carry out
such things and I knew nothing of the raid on the radio station at Gleiwitz until I heard
the testimonies given here before the Tribunal. Neither do I recall having heard at that
time that such an incident had occurred. (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu
/imt/04-04-46.asp)
30 Nov. 45
COL. AMEN: Will you explain to the Tribunal the nature of the assistance required?
LAHOUSEN The affair on which I am now giving testimony is one of the most
mysterious actions which took place within the Amt Ausland-Abwehr. A few days, or
sometime before – I believe it was the middle of August – the precise date can be found
in the diary of the division –Abwehr Division I, as well as my division, Abwehr
Division II, were given the task of providing Polish uniforms and equipment such as
identification cards and so on, for an Undertaking Himmler. This request, according
to an entry in the diary of the division which was kept not by me, but by my adjutant,
was received by Canaris from the Wehrmacht Operations Staff or from the National
Defense Department. I believe the name of General Warlimont is mentioned.
COL. AMEN: Do you know where this request originated?
LAHOUSEN: Where the request originated I cannot say, I can only say that it
reached us in the form of an order. It was, to be sure, an order on which we, the
divisional chiefs concerned, already had some misgivings without knowing what, in
the last analysis, it meant. The name Himmler, however, spoke for itself, and that is
also evident from entries of the diary which record my question why Herr Himmler
should come to receive uniforms from us.
COL.AMEN: To whom was the Polish material to be furnished by the Abwehr?
LAHOUSEN: These articles of equipment had to be kept in readiness, and one day some
man from the SS or the SD – the name is given in the official war diary of the division –
collected them.
COL. AMEN: At what time was the Abwehr informed as to how this Polish material
was to be used?
LAHOUSEN: The real purpose was unknown to us then; we do not know its details
even today. All of us, however, had the reasonable suspicion that something entirely
crooked was being planned; the name of the mission was sufficient indictment for
that. (Source: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/11-30-45.asp)
8 March 46
MR. JUSTICE JACKSON: And would you care to tell the Tribunal what you know
about the fictitious incidents along the Polish border?
BODENSCHATZ: I do not know anything positive. I was asked by Colonel Williams
whether I knew in advance about the incident of the Gleiwitz broadcasting section. I
told him I knew nothing about it. It was only that the incidents on the Polish border
were very similar to those which happened on the Czech border. It may have been
presumed – that was only my opinion – that they were perhaps deliberate. But I had no
positive proof that anything had been staged on our part. (Source:
http://avalon.law.yale.edu/imt/03-08-46.asp)

Notes
1] Please consult the English translation of the relevant reports at
http://www.allworldwars.com/German%20White%20Book.html (accessed December
20, 2018).
[2] I am currently inquiring about the testimony of Mr. Schade and I will publish an
update as soon as I have that information. It is possible that Mr. Schade based his report
on what he heard from the Breslau broadcast, assuming he did hear it that night and that
it contained all the necessary details, but without seeing his testimony I cannot confirm
or deny this. We do not know how he got the details for this report. We also do not know
exactly what was said in that broadcast. “Earwitnesses” offer conflicting testimony in
this regard.
[3] Cross-examination is when the defense attorney questions the prosecution’s
witness(es), in this case Mr. Schade, during a trial. Cross-examination allows the defense
to present evidence via witnesses of their choosing.
[4] See footnote 11.
[5] See p. 437 in Vol. 1 of my Gleiwitz book: https://www.amazon.com/gp/product
/1517072921/
[6] Pronounced “Glee-veets-uh”
[7] During an attempted kidnapping gone sour, Alfred Naujocks accidentally shot and
killed Rudolf Formis, the radio technician who was operating an illegal station near
Prague in behalf of Hitler’s personal enemy, Otto Strasser. Reinhard Heydrich, his
superior at the time, was furious. At Venlo, just across the Dutch border, Mr. Naujocks
nearly bungled the kidnapping of two British SIS agents suspected of assisting Georg
Elser in the assassination attempt on Hitler at the Bürgerbräukeller—Mr. Stevens and
Mr. Best. Since Mr. Naujocks did pull off the mission successfully, he was awarded the
Iron Cross by Adolf Hitler.
[8] See Bob Graham, “World War II’s first victim,” August 29, 2009, The Telegraph on
the Web, https://www.telegraph.co.uk/history/world-war-two/6106566/World-War-IIsfirst-victim.html (accessed November 28, 2018).
[9] Most mainstream historians assert that deceased concentration camp inmates
(referred to as Heinrich Müller’s “canned goods”) were left at the scene as opposed to
just a single man. However, few of these historians agree on the number of bodies
purportedly left at the scene; nor does any of these historians support their claims with
reliable evidence. They all rely on conjecture and hearsay. See Heinz Höhne’s thesis, for
example. (Heinrich Müller was Chief of the Gestapo throughout the war. He
disappeared or died in 1945.)
[10] There are two more possibilities as to the origins of the Gleiwitz report/incident,
one of which is that it is an Abwehr/Grenzpolizei fabrication, the other of which it is a
Polish-British fabrication. I explore both hypotheses in detail, accompanied by a wide
range of evidence, in my two-volume book on the topic. Please see Volumes 1 and 2 of
The Gleiwitz Incident: Nazi False Flag or Media Hoax?, which is available directly
from me or from Amazon.
[11] The Abwehr and Grenzpolizei worked intimately together throughout Canaris’s
sabotage mission in Poland prior to the outbreak of war (i.e., leading up to the incident at
Mosty). Unlike the SS, SD and Gestapo, IMT testimony exonerating these three

agencies aside, neither the Abwehr nor the Grenzpolizei was implicated and/or
condemned as criminal organizations during the IMT.
[12] If the SS was trying to be clandestine and circumspect about conducting fake border
incidents, then why are they mentioned by name (SS-Verfügungstruppe) in the official
White Book entry of 31 August 1939 as Entry #5? Were the Nazis so stupid? Not to
mention this border incident happened at Hoflinden, not Hohenlinden or Hochlinden.
[13] Otto Radek, first lieutenant and later captain in World War I, was instructed to set
up the border guard in the Gleiwitz area; he was also appointed commander in charge.
Radek was a reserve officer and public-school teacher, an upstanding citizen. Beginning
on 24 August 1939 the border guard was deployed in full force; they received live
ammunition with the objective to safeguard the region. The Gleiwitz transmitter station
was secured by 3rd Company of Border Guard Battalion 1/68.
[14] Sometime in March 1937, senior Abwehr Officer Paul Thümmel provided much
significant information about the German intelligence services to Czech agents who in
turn, forwarded the data to SIS London. Thümmel also delivered details about “military
capabilities, and intentions” as well as “detailed information on the organization and
structure of the Abwehr and SD” along with “the near-complete order of battle of the
Wehrmacht and Luftwaffe, and German mobilization plans.” He later provided advance
warnings of the German annexation of the Sudetenland as well as the invasions of
Czechoslovakia and Poland.” (See Jeffrey Richelson, Century of Spies: Intelligence in
the Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 85.)
Before Spring 1938 came to an end, the conservative members of the German Foreign
Office and many officers in the military had expressed fears about the risks of a
European war initiated by Hitler. A conspiratorial group formed around General Erwin
von Witzleben and Admiral Canaris as a result. Throughout the process, Canaris and
subordinates such as Helmuth Groscurth worked to prevent war. Canaris participated in
the plots among the military leadership for a coup against Hitler and attempted to
establish covert communication lines with the British. Before the invasion of Poland
occurred, the Abwehr went so far as to send a special emissary, Ewald von KleistSchmenzin, to London in order to warn them. (See Klaus Hildebrand, The Foreign
Policy of the Third Reich (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press,
1973), 70–71; Richard Bassett, Hitler’s Spy Chief: The Wilhelm Canaris Betrayal (New
York: Pegasus Books, 2011), 147–164; and Gerhard Weinberg, Hitler’s Foreign Policy
1933–1939: The Road to World War II (New York: Enigma Books, 2005), 585.
[15] The only rival explanation (i.e., the official revisionist explanation) which is not
without its own problems is that Polish insurgents operating out of a local bank front
(i.e., the “posh Polish-bank branch” as described by Revisionist Carlos Porter) really did
attack the station, and this whole thing was covered up by the Allies post facto. The
incident was then turned around on the Nazis, hence the need for Alfred Naujocks’s
affidavits for the IMT. But this explanation ignores the Mosty parallels completely, and
it does not account for who was behind the Breslau broadcast about a shootout and
scuffle at the radio transmitter station that certain “earwitnesses” claim to have heard. Of
course, not only the shootout and scuffle but the Breslau broadcast in Polish and German
could have been conducted by Polish insurgents, but there are conflicting
eyewitness/earwitness reports asserting that NOTHING at all happened at the station. No
insurgents, no nothing. I explore all possibilities in my books, without committing
myself 100% to any single explanation owing to a few unanswerable questions. My hope
is that my books will prompt further inquiry and perhaps we will get some definitive
answers at last. What I can say with 100% certainty is that the Nazis did not conduct a
false flag there or anywhere else on the border that evening/early morning.

[16] Might Mr. Schade have been working with Abwehr/Grenzpolizei
subversives/traitors in this regard? Yet another possibility. It would certainly explain
why he could not be cross-examined (Abwehr and fellow traitors had to be protected
throughout the IMT for the prosecution’s sake) and why he had to be murdered by the
Allies as quickly as possible, so as not to be further questioned or allowed to talk to the
public or write contradictory memoirs post facto. Bear in mind too that the Gleiwitz
station manager, Herr Klose, was murdered by partisans in 1945. Odd, no?
[17] I detail all of this in my books.
[18] The Deutsches Nachrichtenbüro GmbH (DNB) was the official, central press
agency of the German Reich at the time of National Socialism.
[19] CODOH readers may consult my two-volume set entitled The Gleiwitz Incident:
Nazi False Flag or Media Hoax? for those (and many more) details.
[20] He wrote on his blog, “historians are so annoyed that they don’t have good sources,
that they start unconsciously acting like the sources they do have are good. Because, you
know, “it’s all we have,” and “we have to work with what we have.” Historians all too
often leverage sources with hope rather than fact: a source sucks and is unreliable, but is
all they have, so they treat it as authoritative and reliable. This has happened with
Hitler’s Table Talk: the vast suspicion that surrounds its reliability is ignored, and it
continues to be treated as the verbatim words of Hitler, when in fact it appears actually
to be the words of minions recording their recollections of him, and later editors who
changed up what they wanted.” See Richard Carrier, “History as a Science,” October 7,
2016, https://www.richardcarrier.info/archives/11311 (accessed November 27, 2018).
[21] Hitler had set the invasion of Poland date as August 26, but on August 25 he called
off the attack when he heard that Britain had signed a new treaty with Poland promising
military support.
[22] For much more detail about this Time article and Hitler’s real reasons for war
against Poland, please consult my book co-written with J. A. Sexton entitled The Hitler
Worship Cult: Distortion, Justification & Mythmaking. We have included countless
important details, such as the following: “…the German death figure of about 5,000
blew up into 58,000, and then 300,000 by the time Hitler heard about it…actual
conference minutes of Hitler and his generals confirm the thesis that Hitler was willing
to use force against Poland as early as March 1939 (five months prior to the alleged
‘anti-German massacres and atrocities’ and the physical invasion in August).”
"This Hitler Worship Cult myth just collapsed. Totally. Poland was not in a position to
launch an offensive war against Germany, which is why Hitler used the alleged mass
persecution of ethnic Germans in Poland as his public casus belli. He could not sell his
war to the German (or world) public otherwise.” (p. 29) Hitler never cited the purported
Gleiwitz incident, not privately or publicly.
[23] Why would Heydrich request Naujocks after he (Naujocks) nearly blew the
kidnapping of Stevens and Best at Venlo, and completely blew the mission to kidnap
Formis? Naujocks is unreliable. Period.
[24] But we just read in the afternoon session of 23 August 1946 that “Naujocks stated
literally: ‘I cannot identify Mueller with the organization of the Gestapo’.”
[25] Members of the press and other persons were never taken to the scene of the
incident.

The Betrayal of Honorable Dissent: German
Scientists after World War II
by John Wear

Werner Heisenberg
The end of World War II brought a crisis in Germany that is rarely mentioned in the
history books. The Allied denazification program and extreme economic deprivations in
Germany aroused bitterness among leading German scientists. Even vehemently antiNazi German scientists came to realize that the Allied occupation was a system of
repression no better than what they had experienced under the National Socialist regime.
This article will focus primarily on the reactions after the war of three of Germany’s
greatest scientists: Max von Laue, Otto Hahn, and Werner Heisenberg.
Max von Laue
German Nobel-laureate physicist Max von Laue earned an international reputation
for being courageously anti-Nazi. In a speech at an annual Physicists Conference on
September 18, 1933, von Laue unmistakably implied a comparison of the Nazi
government’s attitude toward Einstein and relativity theory with the attitude of the
Inquisition toward Galileo. When Jewish chemist Fritz Haber died in January 1934, von
Laue published a tribute to his former colleague in two widely read and prestigious
scientific journals. Von Laue’s speech and obituaries resulted in reprimands from the
Prussian Ministry of Education.[1]
Other similar actions made von Laue an international symbol for refusal to cooperate
with the Nazis. Von Laue indicated after the war that he stayed in Germany for a number
of reasons, one of which was not to pre-empt badly needed positions abroad from exiled
Jewish physicists. However, his primary reason for staying in Germany was “I wanted
also to be there once the collapse of the ‘Third Reich’—which I always foresaw and
hoped for—allowed the possibility of a cultural reconstruction upon the ruins this Reich
created.”[2]
Even though he never worked on the German atomic-bomb project, Max von Laue
was interned immediately after the war in England in a house named Farm Hall. Von

Laue returned after his internment to a devastated Germany. Everywhere there were
severe shortages of food, clothing and shelter. German children begged for food while
their parents rummaged through garbage for whatever food they could find. Von Laue
wrote in 1946 to his son Theodore at Princeton: “[The Germans] are immeasurably
depressed. The complete suffering of war makes itself felt only now.”[3]
Max von Laue also soon became disillusioned with the Allied denazification
program. Von Laue wrote to his son: “More ‘denazification’ is going on here. My
colleagues and I are now supposed to fill out our fourth questionnaire, a monster of 12
pages and with 133 questions! We declared that we are refusing to fill it out. The thing is
beginning to get humiliating.”[4] Von Laue also angrily complained to his son that
denazification as practiced by the Americans in particular made “every use of reason
impossible.”[5]
As a courageous anti-Nazi, von Laue was frequently called upon to defend German
scientists after the war. Niels Bohr, the great Danish physicist, wrote to Otto Hahn in
1946 suggesting that German scientists should publicly apologize for the treatment of
scientists in countries occupied by Nazi Germany. Max von Laue responded by writing:
I hardly believe that the Germans coming into consideration would find themselves
ready to do so. In any event, I am against it. Such self-evidences are not said so
specifically, least of all in formal declaration. If our colleagues abroad would like to
hear such declarations, documenting a distancing from the spirit of the Third Reich, they
only need to take a look at the speeches that the presidents at German universities
delivered at the inauguration of the new semester…[6]
Von Laue also defended the motives of German scientists who had worked on the
German atomic-bomb project during the war. In a review of Samuel Goudsmit’s book
Alsos, American physicist Philip Morrison stated that the Germans “worked for the
cause of Himmler and Auschwitz, for the burners of books and the takers of hostages.
The community of science will be long delayed in welcoming the armourers of the
Nazis, even if their work was not successful.” Von Laue wrote in reply that it was a
“monstrous suggestion” that German scientists as a body worked for Himmler and
Auschwitz. Von Laue also said he doubted whether Goudsmit could ever write
objectively about the German atomic-bomb program.[7]
Otto Hahn
German chemist Otto Hahn was also strongly anti-Nazi. Hahn and nine other
German scientists were interned in England for six months after the war in Farm Hall.
On November 16, 1945, the Swedish Royal Academy announced that the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry for 1944 would be given to Otto Hahn for his discovery of fission.[8]
On November 10, 1946, shortly before Hahn’s departure for Sweden to receive his
Nobel Prize, Hahn stated to a Swiss visitor:
You see, I had hoped for years for the time when we would be rid of the heavy mental
burden of National Socialism, and how much I looked forward to being able to work
freely and without hindrance. But now I am sitting here, a head without a body; I am not
allowed to return to my institute because it lies in the French Zone, and I have little idea
about the other institutes, and here come new people every day wanting a job or a
political exonerating certificate or whatever else. I simply cannot help these people.
Formerly, I really used to be a cheerful person and was actually never pessimistic, but if
people just come with demands and one can hardly move for all the restrictions, I simply
cannot go on. And imagine, ludicrous though it may sound, at the moment I don’t even
have a sound pair of shoes to put on. So, what use is it to me if the Nobel Prize is waiting

for me in Sweden, which I am not allowed to pick up because I don’t get a travel permit
and meanwhile, I submit one application after the next for months on end in vain for a
pair of shoe soles? If they would at least send me a pair of shoe soles against the Nobel
Prize account, then I wouldn’t have to walk around with wet feet all the time.[9]
Otto Hahn was initially favorably disposed to the denazification process. However,
by 1947 he had changed his mind. Hahn stated that German scientists “profoundly regret
how the ‘denazification’ is flipping into its obverse through the many measures, pushing
true peace further and further away.” Hahn also criticized the blatant lack of equal
treatment resulting from regional variations and the many alterations to the guidelines of
the denazification process.[10]
Otto Hahn also wrote bitterly about the exiles of German scientists to foreign
countries:
Most of the older professors leave Germany very unwillingly, because they feel that
their place is here. Necessity compels them, because their livelihoods and working
opportunities in their country are taken away from them or else they are left in a
constant state of fear of such an occurrence. All this, after our having experienced well
enough what it means to replace competence with “politically irreproachable”
dilettantes. But more depresses these men: the awareness that it is evidently not a matter
of an honorable appointment to an independent research institution or university of
some rank but (at least according to the American press) forms a part of the
“reparations.” Centuries ago, princes sent their countrymen away as plantation workers
or soldiers. Today, scientists are exported.[11]
Bitterness is a word that appears frequently in the writings of German scientists after
the war. Otto Hahn wrote in 1949: “It is certainly understandable that the factory
dismantlings still taking place four years after the capitulation are being greeted with
bitterness, particularly among the academic youth.”[12]
Werner Heisenberg
Werner Heisenberg was one of the world’s leading physicists before World War II.
Heisenberg was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for 1932, and he received several
job offers from American universities in the summer of 1939. Despite his aversion to
National Socialism and Adolf Hitler, Heisenberg decided to stay in Germany to help
train Germany’s young physicists.[13]
Heisenberg had exuded an air of delighted confidence and appetite for intellectual
combat before World War II. Arnold Sommerfeld, his professor at Munich, called him
healthy, eager, full of hope, uncomplicated. Wolfgang Pauli before the war called
Heisenberg a Boy Scout. Heisenberg was completely changed after the war. Physicist
Victor Weisskopf wrote in his memoirs, “I saw Heisenberg after the war and he was
completely changed from the man I had known…He visibly carried a load.”[14] Several
of Heisenberg’s colleagues after the war also observed that he seemed to suffer from a
perpetual depression.[15]
Heisenberg suffered from his failure to explain his involvement in Germany’s
atomic-bomb program to his former friends. When Heisenberg met with Niels Bohr in
August 1947, the two could not agree on even basic points of their last discussion in
September 1941. Heisenberg had hoped in 1941 that he could obtain Bohr’s help in
reaching an agreement among physicists not to build an atomic bomb during the war.
Bohr had not wanted to pursue Heisenberg’s suggestion, and apparently did not trust
Heisenberg’s motives. Germany had driven many of its leading scientists into exile
before the war, and it seemed to Bohr that Heisenberg was seeking to negate this Allied

advantage in the development of atomic bombs.
Although they had been the closest of friends, Bohr and Heisenberg were unable to
communicate effectively either in September 1941 or in August 1947. After a while the
two great physicists felt it would be better to stop disturbing the spirits of the past. Their
close friendship had been shattered.[16]
An important point to make concerning Heisenberg’s meeting with Bohr in
September 1941 is that Heisenberg had no official authority to tell Bohr anything about
the German atomic-bomb project. Heisenberg had committed an act of treason by
attempting to obtain an international agreement among physicists not to build an atomic
bomb during the war.[17] Heisenberg had courageously risked his life in their meeting.
Heisenberg did not fare any better with his former friend Samuel Goudsmit.
Goudsmit had written a book entitled Alsos that was highly critical of the German
atomic-bomb program. Heisenberg patiently tried to explain the factual misstatements in
Alsos. Goudsmit grudgingly conceded some mistakes he had made in his book, but was
infuriated by Heisenberg’s claim of “a sense of decency” and his insistence that a “moral
decision” was involved in the question of whether German scientists would build a
bomb for Germany.[18]
The remarkable thing about Alsos is that Goudsmit claimed to see documentation
that his parents had died in a German gas chamber. Goudsmit wrote: “The world has
always admired the Germans for their orderliness. They are so systematic; they have
such a sense of correctness. That is why they kept such precise records of their evil
deeds, which we later found in their proper files in Germany. And that is why I know the
precise date my father and my blind mother were put to death in the gas chamber. It was
my father’s 70th birthday.”[19]
Since Goudsmit spoke fluent German and no documentation concerning German gas
chambers has ever been found, Goudsmit is certainly lying about seeing records that his
parents were put to death in a German gas chamber. Yet Goudsmit hypocritically
questioned the morality of the German scientists who worked on the atomic bomb. In his
last letter to Heisenberg in June 1949, Goudsmit wrote he was ending their discussions
because “I am afraid that we might lose our tempers.”[20]
The subject of the German atomic-bomb program continued to remain touchy. In the
fall of 1949, Heisenberg made his first trip to the United States in over 10 years. Victor
Weisskopf, who was then teaching at MIT, held a reception for Heisenberg in
Weisskopf’s home. Approximately half of the guests Weisskopf had invited failed to
appear at the reception. They all gave Weisskopf similar explanations for staying away;
they didn’t want to shake the hand of a man who had tried to build an atomic bomb for
Hitler.[21]
The cold reception continued for years. In the early 1950s, Heisenberg’s wife
Elisabeth sat next to James Franck at a physics conference on Lake Como in Italy.
Elisabeth Heisenberg told Franck that she and Werner felt terribly isolated; people
treated them coldly and blamed them for things they hadn’t done. Franck
unsympathetically replied: “This is the way we Jews were always treated—now the
Germans must live with it.”[22]
Even Heisenberg’s appetite for competition became weakened by years of postwar
humiliation. In a film made in 1965, for example, Heisenberg conceded a discussion
point to Paul Dirac which before the war he would have contested vigorously. [23]
Conclusion

German scientists were not allowed freedom of speech after World War II. The
physicists released from Farm Hall were told what they were allowed to say in public
and initially were allowed only to reside within the British Zone. One scientist wrote to
physicist Walther Gerlach: “People are all so timid, perhaps justifiably so, for one can’t
speak one’s mind as freely now anymore as during the Third Reich.”[24]
German scientists were also filled with bitterness and cynicism after the war. The
Allied denazification program was especially unpopular. One German wrote in his diary:
“These mindless dismissals of all former Nazis could drive one to desperation. The
method only shows that the Americans are no smarter than their predecessors, the Nazis.
What did a reasonable man say to me yesterday? From a mild dictatorship with its faults
we have now arrived at a severe dictatorship.”[25]
Ultimately, even anti-Nazi German scientists regarded the Allied postwar occupation
of Germany as merely a substitution of one hated system of restrictions with
another.[26] The Allied denazification program, the forced transfer of German scientists
to other countries, the restrictions on speech, and the poverty and starvation in postwar
Germany created bitterness and depression among even the most anti-Nazi German
scientists.
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The I. G. Farben Trial
by John Wear

I.G. Farben is the short name of the corporation Interessen Gemeinschaft
Farbenindustrie Aktiengesellschaft, which can loosely be translated as the Community
of Interests of Dye-Making Companies.[1] I.G. Farben was by far the largest German
business organization and one of the largest and most profitable corporations in the
world at the start of World War II.[2]
The original International Military Tribunal (IMT) had planned to indict a prominent
industrialist who typified the complicity of German business in Hitler’s programs.
However, the IMT refused to include an industrialist as a defendant. Instead, the
decision to conduct trials of German industrialists for war crimes was left to each of the
Allies.[3]
The United States filed an indictment on May 3, 1947 against 24 of I.G. Farben’s
leading executives. One of the defendants was dismissed for health reasons. The 60-page
indictment alleged that the defendants were responsible for National Socialist Germany’s
war crimes. The trial, which began on August 27, 1947 in the Palace of Justice at
Nuremberg, was the sixth of 12 war-crimes trials the United States held in its occupation
zone after World War II.[4]
DEFENSE STRATEGY
The 23 defendants at the I.G. Farben Trial were among the industrial elite of
Germany. They had little resemblance to Hitler’s SA and SS members. Instead, they
represented a combination of scientific genius and commercial acumen that made I.G.
Farben preeminent in the world of technology and commerce. Like their counterparts in
other countries, they were among the leading supporters of culture, charity and religion.
They accepted official posts in the spirit of public service when their government called
them.[5]
Their most-effective defense strategy was the “defense of necessity.” This defense
emphasized that so far-reaching were the Reich’s regulations and so stringent was their
enforcement that refusal to comply exposed an industrialist to imprisonment and even
death. In order to survive, the defendants had to obey even the most heinous demands of
Hitler’s government; hence the phrase “defense of necessity.”[6]
Defense attorneys put forth an argument that they thought would persuade the
judges: “Replace IG by ICI for England, or DuPont for America, or Montecatini for Italy
and at once the similarity will be clear to you.” The defendants were honest industrialists
who had worked for their country’s defense—just as any patriotic American in a similar
position would have done on behalf of the United States.[7]
Defense counsel also advantageously used the prevailing atmosphere of the Cold
War. The defense cited Hitler’s opposition to communism to explain their clients’
enthusiastic participation in Germany’s policies and practices. One defense attorney
stated: “How right Hitler was in this outline of his policy…might be confirmed by the
political situation which has developed in recent months in Europe.”[8]
The defendants typically made good witnesses. Diarmuid Jeffreys writes:

In truth, the defendants were rarely tripped up, because they all stuck
broadly to the same line: they were merely simple, patriotic businessmen or
scientists engaged in tasks for the benefit of others. Every incriminating
document had an alternative explanation; every prosecution witness was
misguided or sadly misinformed. When the questioning became too
rigorous they fell back on simple protestations of ignorance. No, they had
never seen the report the prosecution was referring to. No, they had no
recollection of that meeting. If one of their colleagues had told them such a
thing, they could not remember it. It was all such a long time ago. And then,
when released from the stand, they would go back to their places in the dock
and, after a few whispered asides to their colleagues, reassume their pose of
slightly weary detachment. It was as though they were being forced to sit
through shareholders’ questions at an annual general meeting, a tiresome
duty that had to be endured.[9]
PROSECUTION STRATEGY
Josiah DuBois, the chief prosecuting attorney in the I.G. Farben trial, wanted to
make sure the judges fully grasped the enormous power and influence of the
organization the accused men worked for. The prosecution set up huge charts and
diagrams detailing the scale and scope of I.G. Farben, and introduced into evidence a
mass of supporting reports, correspondence, patent licenses and other corporate
documents. However, this proved to be a tactical error. Two of the judges questioned the
relevance of the testimony, and openly complained that the trial was being slowed down
by documents having only the slightest materiality to the charges.[10]
It was not until the prosecution reached the charges of enslavement and mass murder
that it began to have success. The prosecution introduced scores of witnesses who had
been in Auschwitz to support these charges. Through former Auschwitz inmates,
physicians and even some I.G. Farben officials, the prosecution witnesses told stories
that were gruesome but still had the ring of truth. These prosecution witnesses testified
to the horrific conditions at Auschwitz and Monowitz, and many testified that mass
murder had taken place in the two camps.[11]
The defense introduced into evidence 386 affidavits in an attempt to dispute the
validity of the prosecution’s witnesses. The defense also attempted to counteract the
damaging prosecution testimony by introducing affidavits detailing the efforts of the
defendants to protect Jewish employees. For example, the Jew Carl von Weinberg fled to
Italy with the aid of I.G. Farben officials. Weinberg received his pension of 80,000
Reichsmarks throughout the war at great risk to the members of the I.G. Farben
hierarchy who had approved these payments.[12]
THE VERDICT
The I.G. Farben trial ended on May 12, 1948 after an exhausting 152 trial days.
There had been 189 witnesses, and the transcript was almost 16,000 pages long. In
addition to 6,000 documents and 2,800 affidavits introduced into evidence, there had
been a multitude of briefs, motions, rulings and other legal instruments incidental to the
proceeding.[13]
The judges retired on May 28, 1948 to consider their verdict. That same week
Communists took over Czechoslovakia, and the next month the Soviet Union imposed a
blockade on West Berlin. Within a few days the Soviets cut off all traffic by road, rail
and water, and the United States and Great Britain began organizing an airlift. DuBois
tried to reassure himself: “Surely, I thought, the judges would not read from the current
situation the motives of the defendants several years ago.”[14]

On July 29, 1948, the court reconvened to read its opinion and sentence the guilty.
All defendants were found not guilty of Counts One and Four charging defendants with
the preparation, initiation and waging of wars of aggression and conspiracy. The court
stated: “The prosecution…is confronted with the difficulty of establishing knowledge on
the part of defendants, not only of the rearmament of Germany but also that the purpose
of rearmament was to wage aggressive war. In this sphere, the evidence degenerates
from proof to mere conjecture.”[15]
Count Two of the indictment concerning war crimes through the plundering and
spoliation of occupied territories stated: “When action by the owner is not voluntary
because his consent is obtained by threats, intimidation, pressure, or by exploiting the
position and power of the military occupant under circumstances indicating that the
owner is being induced to part with his property against his will, it is clearly a violation
of The Hague regulations.” Nine of the defendants were found guilty of violating Count
Two based on their actions in Poland, France and elsewhere. Fourteen defendants were
acquitted.[16]
Count Three charged the defendants with slavery and murder of the enslaved
persons. The defense of necessity allowed 18 of the defendants to be held not guilty of
this charge. However, five of the I.G. Farben defendants were convicted of count three.
The court stated: “[T]he use of concentration-camp labor and forced foreign workers at
Auschwitz with the initiative displayed by the officials of Farben in the procurement and
utilization of such labor is a crime against humanity and, to the extent that non-German
nationals were involved, also a war crime, to which the slave-labor program of the Reich
will not warrant the defense of necessity.”[17]
The prosecuting attorneys were highly displeased with the court’s verdict. DuBois
left the court in a fury, declaring, “I’ll write a book about this if it’s the last thing I
do.”[18]
DUBOIS’S BOOK
Josiah E. DuBois, Jr. had been the general counsel of the War Refugee Board, and a
strong critic of the Allied failure to rescue European Jewry during World War II. DuBois
published his book The Devil’s Chemists in 1952 denouncing the court’s verdict in the
I.G. Farben trial.[19]
DuBois claimed that the American prosecution was at a major disadvantage in the
case. He quoted prosecuting attorney Jan Charmatz: “The Farben directors have 80
lawyers and hundreds of Farben employees working for them. We have 12 lawyers and
less than 12 interrogators and investigators.” DuBois said that the prosecution attorneys
and staff were overwhelmed.[20] DuBois failed to mention the limitations imposed on
the defense team. For example, if the defense team had been allowed to conduct a
forensic investigation of Auschwitz-Birkenau, it could have proved that there were no
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
DuBois also said it had been reported to him that one of the judges had said: “There
are too many Jews on the prosecution.” DuBois thought this statement indicated a
judicial bias against the prosecution.[21] However, while not a Jew, DuBois was active
in Jewish causes. He was instrumental in forming the War Refugee Board, and
vigorously promoted the official Holocaust narrative.[22]
DuBois then proceeded to accuse the defendants of war crimes without mentioning
that the Allies had committed similar or worse crimes. DuBois wrote: “By 1941 Farben
had already assigned to its plants 10,000 slaves. In 1942, according to Farben figures,
their slave employment rose to 22,000; in 1943 to 58,000; and by 1945 to well over

100,000. These figures represented only the number of slaves at any given time; there
was a tremendous turnover.”[23] DuBois failed to mention in his book that the Allies
(chiefly the Soviet Union, followed by France) used millions of Germans as slave
laborers after the war.
DuBois also wrote: “I.G. Farben had been almost exclusively responsible for
America’s frightening shortages of vital Army supplies after our country went to war
with Japan. By the time of Pearl Harbor, for example, Farben had succeeded in
gathering, through its United States connections, 80% of all magnesium production in
the Western Hemisphere.”[24] DuBois failed to mention that U.S. President Franklin
Roosevelt had banned exports of oil, gasoline, steel and scrap iron, copper, brass,
bronze, zinc, nickel and potash to Japan.[25] These bans initiated shortages in Japan that
caused the Japanese to attack Pearl Harbor, resulting in America’s entry into World War
II.
DuBois wrote that the prosecution introduced evidence that I.G. Farben had stolen
the chemical industries of Norway. I.G. Farben was also accused of dismantling
equipment and installations in Poland and other countries and bringing them back to
Farben’s plants in Germany.[26] DuBois failed to mention that the Allies engaged in
massive confiscation of German plant and equipment after World War II. The Allied
plunder of German property was far worse than anything I.G. Farben was alleged to
have taken during the war.[27]
The prosecution also attempted to show that certain I.G. Farben employees were
involved in illegal typhus experiments on inmates at Auschwitz. Some inmates were
alleged to have died from these unsuccessful experiments.[28] DuBois failed to mention
that the Allies had also been engaged in illegal medical experimentation, including
poison experiments on condemned prisoners in other countries, and cholera and plague
experiments on children.[29]
Finally, DuBois did not believe the defendants when they said they knew nothing
about mass gassings at Auschwitz-Birkenau. DuBois wrote:
Most of the Vorstand [executive board] members were present at the many technicalcommittee meetings when funds for Auschwitz were allocated. The technical men joined
them when they went to the afternoon board meeting, for every member of the technical
committee was also a Vorstand member. The Vorstand had to approve every act of the
technical committee—every decision, every construction, every purchase, every dollar
appropriated.
They knew, all right. Every man in the dock knew.[30]
DuBois did not understand that there were no homicidal gas chambers at AuschwitzBirkenau. The Zyklon-B gas at Auschwitz-Birkenau was used in highly sophisticated
and expensive disinfestation facilities to kill lice and save inmate lives. The alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau could not have been used to mass
murder hundreds of thousands of Jews as claimed by the prosecution.[31]
CONCLUSION
DuBois wrote, “The sentences were light enough to please a chicken thief, or a
driver who had irresponsibly run down a pedestrian.”[32] The I.G. Farben defendants,
however, were guilty of nothing more than helping defend Germany against Soviet
Communism and overwhelming Allied forces.
If DuBois had been concerned with justice, he should have tried U.S. Treasury

Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Jr. for creating and promoting the Morgenthau Plan. The
genocidal Morgenthau Plan resulted in the death of millions of innocent German
civilians after World War II.[33] However, this trial never occurred, if only because
DuBois had worked under Morgenthau in the U.S. Treasury Department during the war
and was a close friend of Morgenthau.[34]
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The “Jewish Threat”: Anti-Semitic Politics of the
U.S. Army. Joseph W. Bendersky. Basic Books,
2000, 586 pp.
by John Wear

The “Jewish Threat”: Anti-Semitic Politics of the U.S. Army by American historian
Joseph W. Bendersky is a well-researched book that documents that many people in
American military intelligence believed in an international Jewish conspiracy to take
over the world. In fact, many officers in the Military Intelligence Division (MID) were
saying essentially the same things about Jews as Adolf Hitler did.
Jewish Bolshevism
Colonel William Godson, one of the American Army’s most-valued intelligence
officers, wrote from Poland: “The connection between the Jews and the Bolsheviki at
Vilna seems to be proven without a shadow of a doubt. When the Bolsheviki entered the
city they were taken to the houses of the wealthy by the Jews and apparently had this
matter arranged beforehand.” Godson wrote two years later: “I am so thoroughly
convinced of the reality of a Jewish movement to dominate the world that I hate to leave
a stone unturned.”[1]
MID File 245 was a special central dossier reserved for data deemed particularly
significant to the “Jewish Question.” Bendersky writes:
During the 1920s, File 245 contained letters between officers, secret agents, state
secretaries, and embassies abroad exchanging the latest information on Jews. Among
these would be interspersed lists compiled of prominent Jews who supposedly dominated
or influenced German banking, industry, and politics. Far more numerous lists would be
gathered of Jews supposedly controlling the Soviet government as MID became
preoccupied with the link between Jews and Bolshevism. Although Zionism and
Palestine received attention, much more concern was displayed toward Jewish refugees
and immigration to the United States. Certain prominent American Jews, including

Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter, and Rabbi Stephen Wise,
were considered sufficiently important to warrant individual scrutiny. Most incredible,
though, were lengthy, meticulously documented reports such as “The Power and Aims of
International Jewry.”[2]
File 245 and other MID records on Jews were stored with other military-intelligence
material and kept classified until the mid-1970s.[3]
International Jewish intrigues began to surface within MID during the summer of
1918. An agent linked the Joint Distribution Committee of Jewish War Relief, the
Federal Reserve Board, New York Jewish bankers, and the American Jewish Committee
with Jewish financiers and centers of propaganda and spying in Germany. The agent also
said that the Jewish Bolsheviks who had seized control of Russia now conspired to
overthrow other governments. Almost all of the top leaders in the Soviet government
were identified as being Jews.[4]
Other American intelligence officers reported that most Bolshevik leaders were
Jews. MID’s New York office reported “that there is now definite evidence that
Bolshevism is an international movement controlled by Jews.” In Bern, an American
agent reported that 90% of those attending secret Bolshevik meetings were Jews. The
British government also obtained evidence that the Bolshevik movement throughout the
world is an international conspiracy of Jews. The official MID viewpoint was that
“Jewish intellectuals have had the leading and commanding part everywhere,” and
because of “the growing power of the Jews,” they practically controlled the Soviet
government.[5]
U.S. General Amos A. Fries told MID’s chief in 1926 that Polish officers believed
that Jewish leaders, most disguised under Russian names, really controlled the Soviet
Union. Fries wrote: “[O]f the Russian Congress some 70% were Jews and the remaining
30% were largely figure-heads…real power…was entirely in the hands of the Jews who
were in it…for what they could get out of it, and very few members…really believe in
the doctrines which they preach.”[6]
General Fries and Eli A. Helmick, inspector general of the army (1919-1927),
viewed Bolshevism as the continuation of an international conspiracy that originated
with the Illuminati in the 18th Century. They told audiences that the Illuminati incited the
great French Revolution of 1789 and “were the influence which led to the bloodshed
during the reign of terror.” The Communist International of Lenin and Trotsky was the
modern form of this conspiracy, from which more bloody destruction could be
expected.[7]
MID argued that both Jewish Bolsheviks and Jews in general in the Soviet Union
profited at the expense of real Russians. Jews monopolized the privileged government
offices and easy “graft jobs,” while confiscating the old regime’s most-valuable riches
and smuggling them out of the country. Jews encouraged bribery and were behind “all
speculation in foodstuffs.” Despite the revolutionary zeal with which Jews dispatched
the Red Army against enemies, one MID informant complained that he never saw a Jew
anywhere close to the front.[8]
Jews in the Roosevelt Administration
It was widely known among U.S. military-intelligence leaders that Jews played a
prominent role in the Roosevelt administration. For this and other reasons, Roosevelt
was widely unpopular among most U.S. army officers. Bendersky writes: “Years later,
the wife of Colonel Truman Smith recounted the ‘exultation’ and ‘fierce delight’ in their

social and political circle upon hearing the news of Roosevelt’s death. Finally, in her
words, ‘The evil man was dead!’ ”[9]
The foreign-born Felix Frankfurter, a close friend and adviser of Roosevelt, had long
been regarded by military intelligence as a dangerous Jewish radical. Frankfurter’s
appointment to the Supreme Court in 1939 and his role in the New Deal was symbolic of
the Jewish control of Roosevelt’s administration. Numerous other Jewish appointments
caused many military officers to suspect Roosevelt of jeopardizing American domesticand foreign-policy interests to accommodate Jews.[10]
U.S. General George Van Horn Moseley was one of the most outspoken critics of
Jews. Bendersky quotes from Moseley’s writings:
Endowed with “objectionable” hereditary traits preserved by strict inbreeding, a
Jew, Moseley wrote, no matter how assimilated, will always remain a Jew, a permanent
“human outcast.” Describing Jews as “crude and unclean, animal-like things,” he
exclaimed, “it is like writing about something loathsome, such as syphilis.” Insidiously,
Jews rise from the underworld to control the economy, then government, making
themselves “all-powerful.” Using international finance simultaneously with communism
to further their selfish ends, they know no loyalty to any country. In the modern world,
their ultimate goal is the “destruction of Christian civilization as we understand it in
America today.”[11]
Congressmen were amazed by Moseley’s outspokenness when he testified before the
House Un-American Activities Committee in June 1939. Moseley stated that America
must learn from the experience of other countries. The “murder squads” of the Jewish
Communists Trotsky and Béla Kun killed “millions of Christians” in the Soviet Union
and Hungary. In Germany, “fortunately, the character of the German people was
aroused” against the “internationalists” who sold them out at Versailles. Moseley stated
that in developing its own refugee policy, America could benefit from the German
response “for settling the problem of the Jew within their borders for all time.”[12]
Although Moseley’s vehemence made it easy for the army to publicly dismiss him as
a crank, Moseley’s assertion of Jewish-Communist subversion was a widely held belief
among American military officers. Moseley’s statements differed very little from the
depictions of Jews by General George S. Patton after World War II. Some retired
generals would also express the same views as Moseley into the 1970s.[13]
Jews Force World War II
Many military-intelligence officers saw Jews as the force behind World War II in
Europe. Throughout the 1930s, many military officers foresaw a situation in which
Jewish influence would involve the United States in a war against Germany.[14]
A colonel at the Army War College asked Harvard historian William Langer why
“all one hears is hostility for Hitler and for Germany.” Langer replied:
I think the Jewish influence has a great deal to do with it. You have to face the fact
that some of our most important American newspapers are Jewish-controlled, and I
suppose if I were a Jew I would feel about Nazi Germany as most Jews feel and it would
be most inevitable that the coloring of the news takes on that tinge. As I read the New
York Times, for example, it is perfectly clear that every little upset that occurs (and after
all many upsets occur in a country of 70 million people) is given a great deal of
prominence. The other part of it is soft-pedaled or put off with a sneer. So that in a
rather subtle way, the picture you get is that there is no good in the Germans
whatever.[15]

John Beaty edited secret daily intelligence reports as a G-2 officer in Washington
between 1941 and 1947. Beaty wrote the book The Iron Curtain over America based on
his insights while inside G-2. He claimed that World War II was an unnecessary war
fostered by Jews. The war was designed to kill as many Germans and Americans as
possible by prolonging the war through demands for unconditional surrender and the
Morgenthau Plan. The uncivilized bombing of German cities was also designed to mass
murder innocent German civilians.[16]
Beaty described the Holocaust as a “fantastic hoax” and United States support for
Israel as a policy fiasco. The Iron Curtain over America received strong support from
many in the military intelligence community. U.S. General George E. Stratemeyer, for
example, said he owed Beaty a great debt, since from Beaty’s book he finally learned
what really occurred back home while he was fighting overseas. Stratemeyer said that
every loyal American should read The Iron Curtain over America.[17]
Many other U.S. military leaders also concluded that Jews had influenced America
to enter World War II. For example, General Albert C. Wedemeyer wrote to retired
Colonel Truman Smith a few years after the war that the British, Zionists, and
Communists made American entry into the war inevitable. Wedemeyer said they were
motivated by selfish interests rather than the welfare of humanity. He stated that “most
of the people associated with Communism in the early days were Jews.” Wedemeyer
also claimed that Roosevelt’s Jewish advisers “did everything possible to spread venom
and hatred against the Nazis and to arouse Roosevelt against the Germans.”[18]
Post World War II
General George Patton was removed from his position as military governor of
Bavaria after the war for showing too much sympathy for Germans. Patton wrote
repeatedly during the next few weeks about the plot by “Jews and Communists” to
remove any officer who stood in the way of their destructive plans for Germany. Fear of
Jewish opinion in the United States made American generals highly sensitive to
criticism that they were treating the Germans too softly. Although most of the civilian
German population consisted of women, children and old men, one general confided that
“we are under constant pressure to kick the Germans around.”[19]
American officers and government officials complained incessantly in private that
German-Jewish “refugees in American uniforms,” together with Jews in the U.S.
government, adversely affected American policy toward Germany. For example, Major
Charles Robertson, the American public safety officer in Wels, Austria, thought Patton
was sacrificed merely to please “the blessed Jews.” Robertson said Jews seized
businesses and property from Austrians merely because the Austrians had been Nazi
Party members. As Robertson portrayed it, Jews had infiltrated the military government
and protected their fellow Jews in all cases.[20]
Other officers confidentially criticized the nonfraternization and harsh occupation
policies, which some considered in large measure Jewish-inspired. American Frank
Mason reported from Germany that some refugee officers let Germans starve, treated
German POWs with extreme cruelty, and sadistically beat SS members. According to
Mason, given U.S. policy and the way the press misled Americans about events in
Germany, disapproving and disgusted officers felt helpless to change the situation.[21]
The emerging Cold War caused military intelligence to resume its surveillance of
Jews and Communists. Confidential intelligence summaries sent to retired General
Ralph Van Deman stated that despite their denials, Jews “made an awful poor showing
in World War II”; they were “powerful enough to pull the strings” necessary to keep
them out of combat. The reports indicated that nefarious Jewish activities were so

numerous that even a small staff could not keep up with them. Jewish organizations had
unlimited funds and “dwarfed…honest, patriotic groups into insignificance.”[22]
General Charles A. Willoughby, MacArthur’s intelligence chief in occupied Japan,
instigated a yearlong investigation of subversive elements in his own headquarters and in
Washington. Willoughby wrote: “There appears to be a racial and geographical affinity
for Communism and uncontrolled immigration has become a channel for subversion.”
Willoughby upon retirement became more explicit in identifying these as Jewish
influences. For example, he complained that an unprincipled Eisenhower had removed
Patton “at the behest of Frankfurter, B’nai B’rith and the Jewish Conspirators.”[23]
Military-intelligence leaders also worked with Merwin K. Hart, the president of the
National Economic Council, who waged a relentless battle against Jews and the AntiDefamation League. Hart argued that left-wing Jews and Communists had worked
closely together against American interests. Hart further stated that Jewish-Communist
power had forced the United States to make the tragic mistake of partitioning Palestine.
That decision cost America oil, alienated its natural Arab allies, and put displaced
Palestinians in a dreadful plight.[24]
Anti-Jewish feelings in the officer corps remained long after World War II. For
example, following a lecture at Duke Law School on October 10, 1974, General George
S. Brown complained that the power of the Israeli lobby was “so strong you wouldn’t
believe it.” The Israelis, Brown stated, say:
“Don’t worry about the Congress. Well take care of the Congress.” Now this is
somebody from another country, but they can do it. They own, you know, the banks in
this country, the newspapers, you just look at where the Jewish money is in this
country.[25]
Bendersky concludes the last chapter of his book by writing: “What can be
established beyond doubt…is that into the late 1970s and beyond, certain retired officers
pursued their crusade to save America from a Jewish threat.”[26] These retired officers
were saying similar things about Jews as Adolf Hitler did when he was in power.
Conclusion
Joseph Bendersky wrote The “Jewish Threat” to show that anti-Semitism permeated
the highest ranks of the U.S. military throughout the last century.[27] Much of the
book’s extensive research and documentation, however, proves the disproportionate
power of Jews in America through their own words and actions. The U.S. militaryintelligence leaders were merely reacting to this disproportionate power as loyal and
patriotic Americans. The “Jewish Threat” thus contributes to the large body of evidence
indicating that a cabal of powerful, interconnected Jews has taken control of America to
the detriment of virtually all of its citizens.
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All the Justice Geld Can Buy: The
Legal Demolition of David Irving
by John Wear

Background to David Irving’s Lawsuit
David Irving was viciously smeared by the media after his testimony at the
1988 Ernst Zündel false-news trial in Canada. Irving’s books disappeared from
many bookshops, he sustained huge ﬁnancial losses, and he was ultimately labeled
as a “Holocaust denier”.[1]
The harassment campaign against David Irving included numerous arrests in
various countries. These arrests do not seem to bother British historian Sir Richard
J. Evans. Evans writes: “One would not have expected a reputable historian to
have run into such trouble, and indeed it was impossible to think of any historian of
any standing at all who had been subjected to so many adverse legal
judgments…”[2]
Richard Evans does not seem to be concerned that David Irving’s arrests were
attributable to the fact that numerous countries make it a felony to dispute the socalled Holocaust. This reﬂects poorly on the countries Irving was arrested in rather
than on Irving’s abilities as a historian. The question is: “What kind of historical
truth needs criminal sanctions to protect it?” The Holocaust story would not need
criminal sanctions to protect it if it were solidly based on historiographic evidence.
Deborah Lipstadt writes in her book Denying the Holocaust that “on some level
Irving seems to conceive of himself as carrying on Hitler’s legacy.” Lipstadt says
scholars have described Irving as a “Hitler partisan wearing blinkers” who
“distort[ed] evidence…manipulat[ed] documents, [and] skew[ed]…and
misrepresent[ed] data in order to reach historically untenable conclusions.”[3]
David Irving ﬁled a libel suit against Deborah Lipstadt and Penguin Books Ltd. in
British courts to attempt to end these and other similar statements.
Financing Deborah Lipstadt’s Defense
Critics of David Irving emphasize that Irving’s libel suit against Deborah
Lipstadt put Lipstadt in great ﬁnancial peril. However, Deborah Lipstadt’s book
History on Trial reveals how easy it was for her to raise money for her defense. The
president of Emory University and the Board of Trustees allocated $25,000 for
Deborah Lipstadt’s defense.[4] Leslie Wexner, a wealthy Jewish retailer, told
Deborah Lipstadt that he would give whatever it took for her defense. Wexner’s

only prerequisite was that Lipstadt must hire the best defense counsel possible.
Wexner committed $200,000 to Lipstadt’s defense after determining she was hiring
top-notch attorneys who would mount an aggressive defense.[5]
Deborah Lipstadt writes that a massive outpouring of funds were contributed
by wealthy Jewish donors:
Soon a collaboration developed between Wexner and Steven
Spielberg, whose own Shoah Foundation was deeply engaged in taking
survivors’ testimonies. This collaboration resulted in the eﬀective
solicitation of a number of $100,000 dollar contributors. Bill Lowenberg,
a survivor who lived in San Francisco, whose daughter—a participant in
the Wexner programs—had briefed him on the case, called [Rabbi
Herbert] Friedman. He said he would raise 20% of the costs and began to
contact members of the Bay Area Jewish community. Ernie Michel, a
survivor who lived in New York, took out his Rolodex and began to call
other survivors. Other people pitched in to help. All of this was done
quietly and without any publicity or fanfare...[6]
Friedman asked David Harris, executive director of the American
Jewish Committee (AJC), to house a defense fund. The committee’s board
agreed and then voted to make a major contribution to the fund. The
Anti-Defamation League and the Simon Wiesenthal Center stepped
forward to contribute. The AJC’s Harris assigned Ken Stern—the
organization’s specialist on antisemitism and extremism—to assist me in
any way he could. Ken, a lawyer, immediately established contact with
Anthony and James. In an unprecedented display of organizational
restraint, none of these organizations publicized what they were doing.
Within weeks other contributions began to arrive. One person quietly
called another. Some of the donations were substantial; many were quite
small. Most came from Jews. Some came from non-Jews. I did not solicit
funds. Wexner had stressed in no uncertain terms, “Our job is to ensure
that you have the means to ﬁght. Your job is to ﬁght.” When someone
called the Wexners to suggest that I follow a particular strategy, they
were told in no uncertain terms, “It’s between Deborah and her lawyers.
She has the best. Let them do their job.”[7]
So within a few weeks, without publicity or any signiﬁcant work on her part,
Deborah Lipstadt had the millions of dollars needed to hire a top-notch defense
team. Lipstadt adds the names Michael Berenbaum, Phyllis Cook, Robert Goodkind,
Miles Lehrman and Bruce Soll as additional people who helped in the drive to
create a fund for her defense.[8]
Deborah Lipstadt writes that her defense team included the following
attorneys:
1. Anthony Julius and James Libson of Mishcon de Reya;
2. These two attorneys were skillfully assisted by Mishcon’s Juliet
Loudon, Laura Tyler, Veronica Byrne, Harriet Benson, Michala Barham,
and Pippa Marshall;
3. Mishcon’s Danny Davis was a source of very wise and generous
counsel after the trial;

4. Richard Rampton, who Lipstadt describes as “one of England’s leading
barristers in the ﬁeld of defamation and libel,” was hired to present her
case. She also describes him as “not only a uniquely gifted barrister, but
the quintessential mench”;
5. Heather Rogers, Penguin’s junior barrister, showed great legal acumen
and an uncanny ability to retrieve a document at precisely the right
moment;
6. Penguin’s legal representatives, Mark Bateman and Kevin Bayes of
Davenport Lyons, were important members of Lipstadt’s legal team;
7. On the American side of the Atlantic, Joe Beck of Kilpatrick Stockton
“oﬀered his services with his typical giving spirit”
8. Lawyers David Minkin and Steve Sidman of Greenberg Traurig were
also zealous in protecting Lipstadt’s interests.[9]
So Deborah Lipstadt acknowledges that she had at least 16 attorneys who
worked on her case. All of these attorneys are described by her as some of the best
money can buy. Penguin also had a team of in-house lawyers, headed by Cecily
Engle, a former libel lawyer, and Helena Peacock, who were at the trial most
days.[10]
Lipstadt’s team of paid expert witnesses included Dr. Richard J. Evans, Dr.
Christopher Browning, Dr. Peter Longerich, Dr. Robert Jan van Pelt, and Dr. Hajo
Funke. Lipstadt writes that these people “constituted the historian’s ultimate
dream team.” Nikolaus Wachsmann, Thomas Skelton-Robinson and Tobias Jersak
were also “critically important components of our research team.”[11]
Lipstadt also mentions Jamie McCarthy, Harry Mazal, Danny Kerem, Richard
Green and the other members of The Holocaust History Project as “exceptionally
forthcoming with their time and expertise.” Lipstadt mentions numerous other
people in her book as providing assistance.[12]
Richard Evans would seem to have been unaware of the ﬁnancial backing
Lipstadt received from mostly wealthy Jewish donors when he wrote his book Lying
about Hitler. Evans writes:
Throughout the trial and long afterwards, Irving continually claimed
on his website that the defense was being bankrolled by Jews, both
wealthy individuals and organized groups, across the world. In fact, of
course, there was no secret about the fact that the bulk of the funds
came from Penguin Books Ltd., and Penguin’s insurers. “Despite Irving’s
assertion to the contrary,” noted Mark Bateman, Penguin’s solicitor, “it
was Penguin that paid the fees of the experts, leading counsel, junior
counsel and my ﬁrm.” They had also paid the fees of all the researchers.
Mishcon de Reya, Anthony Julius’s ﬁrm of solicitors, had indeed worked
for the ﬁrst two years of the case, in 1996 and 1997, pro bono, for no fee
at all. They had only started to charge fees when the ﬁnal preparations
for and conduct of the case began to consume major resources within the
ﬁrm (at one time, nearly 40 people were working on the case, many of
them full-time). It was solely for these costs that Deborah Lipstadt was
obliged to pay, and for which she received ﬁnancial backing from

supporters such as Steven Spielberg, amounting in total to no more than
a fraction of the overall costs.[13]
Neither Deborah Lipstadt nor Richard Evans details the total costs incurred to
defend against David Irving’s libel suit. Lipstadt writes that a large envelope
presented to her from Anthony Julius before the trial showed a bill of $1.6 million
payable to Anthony Julius’s law ﬁrm.[14] This amount is “more than a fraction of
the overall costs” of her trial as represented by Richard Evans. David Irving is
clearly correct that a substantial portion of Lipstadt’s defense was bankrolled by
wealthy Jews across the world.
The Trial
David Irving in his opening address at the trial claimed that his career had
been torpedoed by the defendants. Irving stated: “By virtue of the activities of the
Defendants, in particular of the Second Defendant, and of those who funded her
and guided her hand, I have since 1996 seen one fearful publisher after another
falling away from me, declining to reprint my works, refusing to accept new
commissions and turning their back on me when I approach.” Irving claimed this
had been done as “part of an organized international endeavor.”[15]
Deborah Lipstadt’s attorney Richard Rampton opened with the defense’s
bottom line: “My Lord, Mr. Irving calls himself an historian. The truth is, however,
that he is not an historian at all but a falsiﬁer of history. To put it bluntly, he is a
liar.” Rampton stated that the case was not about competing versions of history,
but about truth and lies.[16]
David Irving’s biggest mistake in his case was choosing to be his own lawyer.
Germar Rudolf writes: “Those who choose to be their own lawyer choose a
fool.”[17] Irving was at a major disadvantage in his case because he was up against
a huge and experienced legal team with only himself as his attorney. Even though
Irving testiﬁed that he was not an Holocaust historian,[18] much of the testimony
in the trial involved the Holocaust story.
Judge Charles Gray’s adverse judgement against Irving in the case was based
on ludicrous conclusions. For example, Judge Gray found the Sonderkommando
testimony presented in the case to be highly credible. Gray remarked: “The
account of, for example, [Sonderkommando Henryk] Tauber, is so clear and
detailed that, in my judgment, no objective historian would dismiss it as invention
unless there were powerful reasons for doing so. Tauber’s account is corroborated
by and corroborative of the accounts given by others such as Jankowski and
Dragon.”[19] However, as I have previously written, there are indeed numerous
and powerful reasons for rejecting the Sonderkommando testimony as pure
invention.[20]
Judge Gray in his decision concluded that “no objective, fair-minded historian
would have serious cause to doubt” the existence of homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz.[21] However, even with Gray’s dismissal of the Leuchter Report, the
reports and testimony of Germar Rudolf, Walter Lüftl, Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr.
William B. Lindsey, Dr. Arthur Robert Butz and other scientists were never refuted
at the trial. Deborah Lipstadt and her team of experts were also not able to show
how a homicidal gas chamber at Auschwitz actually operated.
Judge Gray also concluded that Irving’s treatment of the historical evidence

“fell far short of the standard to be expected of a conscientious historian” and that
his estimate of “100,000 and more deaths [in Dresden]…lacked any evidential basis
and were such as no responsible historian would have made.”[22] Gray based his
conclusion primarily on the testimony of Richard Evans. However, as I have
discussed in a previous article, the death toll at Dresden could have easily been as
high as 250,000 people.[23]
Aftermath of Trial
After the trial, in front of numerous cameras and reporters in a hotel ballroom,
Lipstadt described Judge Gray’s decision as a victory for all those who ﬁght hatred
and prejudice. She paid tribute to Penguin for “doing the right thing” and to her
magniﬁcent legal team. Lipstadt said she had no pity for David Irving, as it had
been her own life and work that had been disrupted by the trial. Lipstadt said that
what she would write now would be far harsher than what she originally wrote in
her book.[24]
The trial was the lead headline the next day in every single British daily as well
as many foreign papers. A sample of these headlines reads:

THE GUARDIAN:
“Irving: Conﬁned to History as a Racist Liar”

THE INDEPENDENT:
“Racist. Antisemite. Holocaust Denier. How History Will Judge David Irving”
“David Irving lost his case—and we can celebrate a victory for free speech”

THE LONDON TIMES:
“Racist who twisted the truth”
“David Irving’s reputation as an historian is demolished”
Numerous editorials in the papers hailed the verdict.[25]
Not surprisingly, even though David Irving never claimed to be an Holocaust
historian, Lipstadt writes: “Virtually all the claims by Holocaust deniers prior to the
spring of 2000 had been demolished.”[26] Lipstadt fails to explain how a decision
by a British judge in a case not involving an Holocaust revisionist historian
demolished Holocaust revisionist claims.
In regard to David Irving, the harassment campaign against him continued
after he lost his libel suit. For example, Irving spent over a year in jail in Austria
from 2005-2006 for expressing his views on the so-called Holocaust. Publishers and
bookstore owners are still afraid to promote and sell his books for fear of the
backlash from Zionist organizations. Of course, some people will still call you an
anti-Semite for mentioning these facts; they claim that Zionist groups and
organizations could not possibly have such power. Unfortunately, as David Irving
made clear in his lawsuit, Zionist organizations do have such power.[27]
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Bobby Fischer, Grand Master of Revisionism
by John Wear

Chess Prodigy
Robert James “Bobby” Fischer began playing chess at Age Six when his mother
Regina bought him a chess set at a candy store. Fischer and his older sister Joan learned
the rules from the enclosed manual. Bobby and his sister began playing with each other,
but Joan soon wasn’t a match for Bobby.[i]
Fischer’s potential was discovered by Carmine Nigro, the newly elected president of
the Brooklyn Chess Club. Although seven-year-old Bobby lost his first exhibition game
with a local chess master, Nigro was impressed with the sensible moves Bobby made in
the game. Nigro approached Regina and Bobby after the game and invited Bobby to join
the Brooklyn Chess Club. Bobby became a regular member of the club, and Nigro, an
expert player of near-master strength, became Bobby’s first tutor and mentor.[ii]
Bobby was a dedicated chess student with an insatiable desire to read chess
literature. One chess master said of him: “Bobby virtually inhaled chess literature. He
remembered everything and it became a part of him.”[iii]
Bobby at Age 12 became the youngest member in the history of the Manhattan
Chess Club. The Manhattan Chess Club was the strongest chess club in the country, and
afforded Bobby the opportunity to play chess 12 hours a day, seven days a week. Bobby
would play as many as 100 speed games a day. With additional tutoring from Jack
Collins, one of the great teachers of chess, Fischer at Age 13 became the youngest
American ever to achieve the ranking of chess master.[iv]
Fischer became the United States Chess Champion at Age 14[v], eventually winning
the U.S. title a total of eight times. In December 1963, Fischer won every game in the
U.S. Chess Championship against 11 of the highest-ranked players in the country. It was
an awesome performance; Fischer had proven himself to be in a different league.
Everyone realized that Fischer posed a threat to Soviet supremacy in chess, and the
world buzzed in anticipation of his future performances.[vi]
World Champion
American Chess Grandmaster Pal Benkö generously gave Fischer the opportunity to
play for the 1972 World Chess Championship. Benkö explains:
It was like this: Fischer did not play in the American championship

because of some quarrel. That automatically meant that he could not play in
the interzonal tournament in Palma de Mallorca. The winner of that
tournament had the possibility through all kinds of matches to challenge the
world champion in the end. I ceded my place to him because I thought he
had a better chance. That turned out to be correct. He won in Mallorca and
after that beat Taimanov, Larsen and Petrosian and finally had the right to
play against Spassky.[vii]
Fischer still almost did not make it to Reykjavik, Iceland to challenge Soviet Chess
Grandmaster Boris Spassky for the World Chess Championship. A call from U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and additional prize money from millionaire
businessman James Slater were factors that finally persuaded Fischer to make the
trip.[viii]
Even with Fischer in Iceland the championship almost did not take place. Fischer
forfeited the second game and continued to make incessant demands of tournament
officials. The joke making the rounds in Reykjavik was that Fischer had demanded the
setting of the sun three hours earlier. Fortunately, Boris Spassky was a gentleman and
true sportsman throughout the match. Spassky capitulated to most of Fischer’s demands
and allowed the match to continue.[ix]
American Chess Grandmaster Isaac Kashdan stated: “In a contest for the nicest guy
in chess, Bobby Fischer would finish out of the money. But he is definitely the best
chess player in the world.” Fischer won the World Chess Championship by a 12 ½ to 8
½ margin over Spassky.[x] Spassky and Fischer became lifelong friends after their
match.[xi]
Fischer returned to New York City two weeks after his win to a hero’s welcome.
Mayor John Lindsay saluted Fischer as “the grandest master of them all” and Fischer
was offered the key to the city. The celebrations found Fischer in a relaxed state of mind.
Fischer was eager to sign autographs and even made a joke during his speech. There was
a widespread consensus that Fischer would soon enter the multi-millionaires’ club. The
future of world championship chess seemed assured.[xii]
Retirement
Attractive financial offers were made to Bobby Fischer after he won the World Chess
Championship. However, except for a relatively modest offer to be the guest of honor at
the First Philippine International Chess Tournament in 1973, Fischer turned them all
down.[xiii] Fischer also refused to play competitive chess for the next 20 years.
So what did Fischer do with his free time? Fischer biographer Frank Brady writes:
Many people who haven’t been formally educated awaken later in life
with a desire to progress and deepen their view of the world, to go back to
school or self-educate themselves. Bobby joined their ranks out of an
essential self-awareness…
Bobby’s lack of traditional institutional education was well known and
continually reported in the press, but what wasn’t common knowledge was
that after he won the World Championship at age 29, he began a systemized
regimen of study outside chess. History, government, religion, politics, and
current events became his great interests, and during the 33-year interval
from his first Reykjavik stay to his second he spent most of his spare time
reading and amassing knowledge.[xiv]

Fischer began to develop politically incorrect ideas from his readings. Fischer read
The Protocols of the Elders of Zion and many other conspiracy books. He also became
convinced that the so-called Holocaust was a major fraud. Fischer’s Jewish mother
Regina wrote him stating that Nazi Germany had murdered children like vermin in
homicidal gas chambers. Fischer, however, remained an outspoken critic of the
Holocaust story.[xv]
Fischer would even tell first-time acquaintances that the Holocaust was a hoax. For
example, Dutch Chess Grandmaster Jan Timman writes about his only meeting with
Bobby Fischer in 1990 in Brussels: “It was inevitable that the conversation would touch
on the Holocaust. ‘It is a hoax,’ he said very softly, almost mumbling.”[xvi]
Fischer had been embraced as the prodigal son by the Worldwide Church of God
after winning the World Chess Championship. However, Fischer left the church, stating
in 1977: “They cleaned out my pockets. Now my only income is a few royalty checks
from my books. I was really very foolish.”[xvii]
Fischer eventually found a way to make money by agreeing to a rematch with Boris
Spassky in 1992.
Fischer Returns to Chess
The Fischer rematch with Spassky took place in war-ravaged Yugoslavia. Fischer
received a letter from the U.S. Department of the Treasury 10 days before the match
began stating that as a U.S. citizen he would be prohibited from playing the match under
Executive Order 12810. Violations of this Executive Order would be punishable by civil
and criminal penalties and up to 10 years in prison.[xviii]
Fischer despised the U.S. government and disregarded the Treasury Department’s
letter. In a press conference held the night before the match, Fischer was asked: “Are
you worried by U.S. government threats over your defiance of the sanctions?” Fischer
responded:
One second here. [He then removed a letter from his briefcase and held
it up.] This is the order to provide information of illegal activities, from the
Department of the Treasury in Washington, D.C., August 21, 1992. So this
is my reply to their order not to defend my title here. [He then spat on the
letter, and applause broke out.] That is my answer.[xix]
Fischer continued to make controversial statements during the press conference.
When asked about Communism, he said, “Soviet Communism is basically a mask for
Bolshevism which is a mask for Judaism.” Denying that he was an anti-Semite, Fischer
responded that Arabs were Semites too, “And I am definitely not anti-Arab.”[xx]
The chess match was somewhat anticlimactic, with Fischer beating Spassky and
collecting the winner’s prize of $3.5 million. After receiving the money due him,
Fischer’s sister took most of the money and opened an account in Fischer’s name at the
Union Bank of Switzerland. On December 15, 1992, an indictment was issued against
Bobby Fischer in federal court by a grand jury for violating Executive Order 12810. U.S.
federal officials issued a warrant for his arrest.[xxi]
Exile
Fischer spent most of the next eight years in Hungary. He was the frequent guest of
Laszlo Polgar and his three outstanding chess-playing daughters, Zsuzsa, Zsofia and
Judit Polgar. While the Polgars all enjoyed playing and analyzing chess with Fischer,

they eventually grew tired of his Holocaust revisionism and strong statements against
the United States government. After a few years they went their separate ways.[xxii]
Fischer was also the frequent guest in Budapest of Chess Grandmaster Andrei
Lilienthal and his wife Olga. Listening to Lilienthal was like reading a book of chess
history, and Fischer greatly enjoyed being with these genial hosts. However, after a few
years a couple of unfortunate incidents ruined their friendship.[xxiii]
The loss of friends never prevented Fischer from expressing his views. Fischer once
refused to allow a Jewish chess player to enter his car until the man was willing to
proclaim that the Holocaust was fraudulent. On January 13, 1999, during a live radio
broadcast in Budapest, Fischer declared, “As Adolf Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf , the
Jews are not the victims, they are the victimizers!”[xxiv]
Fischer eventually felt safe enough to travel to many countries. While living in
Tokyo he was called by Radio Baguio in the Philippines shortly after the 9/11 attacks in
the United States. Fischer later said about this 9/11 interview: “I was tricked.” Fischer
was not in a stable condition when the Filipino radio station phoned him, and they knew
what to expect from him.[xxv]
In a profanity-laced tirade, Fischer said among other things that the World Trade
Center attacks were wonderful news and he wanted the United States to be wiped
out.[xxvi] Although aired over a small station in Baguio City, his interview went viral
over the Internet. Numerous letters were sent to the White House and the Justice
Department demanding Fischer’s arrest; many of these letters stated that Fischer’s arrest
was long overdue.[xxvii]
Final Years
Bobby Fischer was arrested on July 13, 2004, when he went to an airport in Tokyo to
board a plane bound for Manila. He was shackled and sent to a local jail. Several people
formed a committee called “Free Bobby Fischer” and worked with others attempting to
free Fischer from prison. Fischer and his supporters began contacting numerous
countries to determine if they would offer him asylum. Iceland was the only country that
expressed an interest. The Icelanders not only had the ability to offer Fischer asylum, but
also to secure it and extricate him from prison.[xxviii]
The process to free Fischer advanced slowly. Boris Spassky sent the following
telegram to an Icelandic official near the end of 2004:
Now when the whole chess world is cowardly silent, Icelandic people
made a natural and brave move to help Bobby. Congratulations. And my
applause! If you need my assistance or help, please let me know. I will join
with great pleasure the group of brave Icelandic people. I take the
opportunity to wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year.[xxix]
Bobby Fischer was granted Icelandic citizenship on March 21, 2005, by a special
measure of the Icelandic parliament. No one in the Icelandic parliament opposed the
measure.[xxx] On March 23, 2005, Fischer was released from jail, given his Icelandic
passport, and flew to Iceland. Fischer was now in a country that truly wanted him, and
for the first time in 13 years he felt safe.[xxxi]
Fischer lived out his final years in Iceland. He spent most of his time reading, and
eventually became bored living on the small island. Fischer died from kidney failure on
January 17, 2008.[xxxii]

Conclusion
Russian Chess Grandmaster Garry Kasparov pays tribute to Bobby Fischer:
There are few names in the history of sport that have transcended the
earthly title of world champion and become legend. Fewer still have
achieved this while active, or while still living for that matter. Bobby
Fischer was a member of this select group. He possessed an aura beyond
chess and personality, beyond even his status as a symbol of Cold War
confrontation…
Today we have books and databases full of his games, but the best
annotations cannot transmit the pressure his opponents must have felt at the
board. Over and over in Fischer’s games you see the strongest players in the
world crack, often making mistakes you wouldn’t believe them capable of
making—against anyone but Fischer…Despite his short reign, he dominated
his era to such a degree that it will always bear his name…
Fischer’s legacy extends well beyond the 64 squares. Throughout his
career he was, in the excellent phrase of Spassky’s, “the honorary chairman
of our trade union.” He believed our game and its players deserved far better
treatment than it received, and he got results. His demands, often criticized
as outrageous at the time, led to better conditions and prizes for all.[xxxiii]
Bobby Fischer was widely criticized for his controversial statements outside of
chess. For example, Dick and Jeremy Schaap questioned Fischer’s sanity, while Charles
Krauthammer wrote that “he’s clearly a sick man.”[xxxiv] However, it would be more
accurate to state that Fischer used his prodigious intellect to read widely and deeply to
discover many of the lies that pervade our society. His exposure of the Holocaust hoax is
especially praiseworthy. Bobby Fischer was truly an authentic American hero.
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Building Monuments - and Tearing Them Down
by N. Joseph Potts

Even as New Orleans dismantles and sequesters
the 1877 statue of Robert E. Lee adorning the center of “Lee Circle” in New Orleans,
ground is being broken in London’s Victoria Tower Gardens Park for a memorial to the
victims of the Holocaust.
Memorials come, memorials go. In the former Soviet Union, statues of Stalin and Lenin
are pulled down, and movements arise for restoring some of them, at some times, and in
some places.
Who, indeed, wants what memorialized, and why? And when? And who gets their way,
and how, and when and why? The memorial-destroyers and the memorial-builders have
at least one thing in common: their side won the war. So, they must be in the right.
They had the most guns (and bombs), and had used them most-destructively. They had
better soldiers, or more of them, or both.
After the Allied occupation of Germany in 1945, no monuments to Hitler were erected;
indeed, Germany’s “own” government enacted strict laws against “glorifying” the
National-Socialist regime of 1933-1945, and has enforced them with a vengeance
through all the seven decades since Germany’s defeat and occupation.
The American Union’s occupation of its southern states that sought to leave the union
may, in the long term, have been gentler. Those monuments, like Lee’s, were put up after
the end of what is called Reconstruction. In those days. The birthdays of Robert E. Lee,
and perhaps Jefferson Davis, were school holidays. The barefoot children of the South
did not have to attend school on those days—presumably not even the “colored” ones,
who at the time increasingly did have “their own” schools.
The school holidays for Confederate heroes seem to have faded away somehow. By my
time in Florida’s school system in 1950, I remember no such thing, but … what is
memory? Maybe I did get those days off in my first few years of elementary school.
The past is a foreign country, and I was a child, and what do children know of such
things?
But the statues. There was no fuss from anyone about the statues until recently. Indeed,
there was no movement to erect Holocaust memorials until … when? The Soviet
occupiers of Auschwitz, of course, put up the odd plaque in the camp claiming that the
Nazis had murdered 4 million or so “people” at Auschwitz, but no one seems to have

paid any attention to that, even after they walked the claimed number back to 1.2 million
or so. The first Holocaust memorial outside Israel would seem to have been that erected,
precociously, in Paris in 1956. France was, in 1990, the first country to enact laws (the
Loi Gayssot) criminalizing the minimization or denial of the crimes said to have been
committed against Jews by the National-Socialist regime of Germany during and prior to
World War II.
So … there would seem to have been a hiatus of sorts between the commission of the
Nazis’ heinous deeds and the memorialization of the victims. Not all monuments to
figures (specific ones or figurative ones such as “soldiers who gave their lives for the
Confederate cause”) sprang up immediately after the War between the States, either. A
study by the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) indicates the year 1909 as the alltime peak of building and erecting Confederate monuments, or some 44 years after the
end of the conflict. Forty-four years after the end of the Holocaust works out to 1989, a
year during which, to be sure, many Holocaust memorials will have been opened, but a
casual tally (no such study as that of the SPLC of Confederate memorials would seem as
yet to have been conducted) of members of the Holocaust Association reveals, as of
March 2019, members in 36 countries amounting to 244 institutions. Holocaustmemorial institutions, obviously, quite overflowed the nexus of the Holocaust itself
(there are monuments in Suriname, as well as in China), while Confederate memorials
are confined largely to the Southeast United States, with a few exceptions.
There is, for example, an entire community of Confederados in Santa Bárbara d’Oeste,
Sāo Paulo State, Brazil, complete with a festa put on by the descendants of American
Southerners who emigrated to Brazil after the Confederate States of America lost its
desperate battle for the right to exist. The SPLC has not as yet targeted this group or its
memorial and cemetery, but pictures from recent festas suggest that, what with the
Internet and all that, the displays of recognizable confederatalia have been suppressed or
altered out of all recognition to zealous norte monitors seeking to eradicate all signs of
what they interpret to the rest of us as racial “hatred.”
For a war, or even a Holocaust, 44 years might be about the time the largest numbers of
veterans (the term is as apposite for Holocaust veterans as for war veterans, neither of
whom is necessarily a willing volunteer) were dying natural deaths. Those either
mourning their fathers and brothers and those seeking to claw martyrdom back from the
dead onto themselves might perceive the greatest impetus, or opportunity, to erect
memorials, to their beloveds, or to the involuntary donors of vicarious martyrdom.
Confederate memorials and Holocaust memorials share many things in common, one of
the most-notable of which is that they are built on “donated” public land. The memorials
themselves, with the notable exception of the US Holocaust Museum and Memorial in
Washington, DC, were built with private funds raised by organizations such as the
Daughters of the Confederacy. A question that arises frequently with regard to the older
cohort (the Confederate) of memorials is: why didn’t “offended” groups, such as Blacks,
object to the emplacement of the memorials and, once the memorials were in place, why
did several generations pass before “they” (or sympathetic groups of others) raised
objections to them?
The reasons are manifold, and obvious to those who afford adequate attention to
differences between the present times and the times in question when the Confederate
memorials were raised, and stood in place for so many peaceful decades. No one alive
today has observed all this period at first hand, but it’s known that before, say, 1950,
most Southern Blacks were disenfranchised in one way or another, so they couldn’t vote
against the use of public land for these purposes. Something that might be less wellremembered is that, before, say, 1950, Blacks were simply not allowed in public parks

that Whites used (today, many of the same parks are predominantly used by Blacks, to
the exclusion [by themselves] of Whites). And finally, it might not have been until, say,
1950 that most American Blacks (to say nothing of their White compatriots) could be
counted as able to read the inscriptions engraved on the plinths of the statues in the park.
Yes, mandatory education funded by taxpayers has indeed brought us together.
Once they could (and increasingly did) visit the parks, and once it was known that they
could read the inscriptions on the monuments, hallelujah! A Cause Is Born. And a
certain segment of the American political bestiary, ever lusting for a cause, put on their
motorcycle helmets, picked up their baseball bats, and got on those buses that
transported them into the heart of the enemy’s territory, there to do battle with assorted
bigots and neo-Nazis who wished the statues of yore not to be taken away and smelted.
The times, as various singers have sung, they are a’changing. For the worse? No. For the
better? No. But they are a’changing. And according to your values and your attachments,
you may lament this, or you may celebrate it.
But change itself … Well, you’ll be gone yourself, someday, and so will I.

How Danuta Czech Invented 100,000 Gassing Victims
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
Danuta Czech’s Auschwitz Chronicle are one of the most important secondary sources on the history
of the Auschwitz Camp.[1] The information found in it is a major basis for a large body of literature
dealing with the Auschwitz Camp. All the more important it is, then, to verify whether the data
contained in it is accurate. The following paper looks into the reliability of data contained in the
Chronicle dealing with mass deportations mainly of Jews[2] from all over Europe to Auschwitz in
1942. It compares the data contained in the primary sources quoted by Czech with what Czech herself
claims about them.

Previous Research
Already in 1994, the Spanish revisionist Enrique Aynat published a booklet that contains a critical
article on the way Danuta Czech determined the fate of the Jews deported from France and Belgium
to Auschwitz in 1942.[3] He pointed out that the only source Czech relied upon regarding arrivals at
Auschwitz were handwritten lists of registration numbers assigned to the deportees which were
clandestinely compiled by inmates and smuggled out of the camp in 1944. These lists contain the date
of an arriving transport, the registration numbers assigned to male and female deportees, and in many
but not all cases the location whence these transports had come. It is not known how reliable these
lists are. After all, they were compiled by individuals naturally hostile to their captors. It is important
to emphasize, however, that these lists do not contain any information about inmates arriving at the
camp who were not registered, and if such deportees existed, what their fates were.
Extant documents from the German wartime authorities in France, Belgium and the Netherlands are
more detailed about the persons deported to Auschwitz, since among them are lists containing not
only the exact number of deportees sent to Auschwitz with every transport, but also the deportees’
names, among other things. Hence it is known that not every person deported on a certain train to
Auschwitz was admitted to that camp on the train’s arrival (the journey usually took two days). The
central question is: what happened to the persons put on a train at the point of origin who were not
registered at the Auschwitz Camp? The (obligatory) mainstream hypothesis is that, by and large,
these persons simply perished “in the gas chambers” at Auschwitz.
In his 1994 paper, Aynat put forward a number of arguments disputing that claim, among them
German wartime documents indicating that Jews fit for labor where sent to Auschwitz for the purpose
of labor deployment, whereas those unfit for work were meant to be deported not to Auschwitz but to
the “Government General”, i.e., occupied Poland. Since during the war Germany had incorporated the
area around Auschwitz into its province of Upper Silesia, in their eyes Auschwitz was a part of
Germany, not of occupied Poland.
Aynat discusses in some detail the fact that, for the various resistance movements highly active inside
and outside the camp, Auschwitz was virtually transparent, as information about what was going on
inside the camp was frequently and easily reported to the various headquarters of the resistance. In
other words: nothing could be kept a secret at Auschwitz. However, when analyzing the documents
produced by the Polish government in exile regarding Auschwitz, it becomes clear that the
sensational news of conveyor-belt mass murder in chemical slaughterhouses does not play a major
role, and that the claims (not) made in these documents to a large degree undercut today’s mainstream
narrative.[4] Aynat also discusses several wartime sources and documents pointing to the fact that
Jews sent to Auschwitz were in some cases shipped further east.
A year after Aynat’s initial book on the topic was published, the Auschwitz Museum published a fivevolume work on the so-called Death Books (Sterbebücher) of Auschwitz containing detailed
information on almost 69,000 inmates incarcerated at Auschwitz – meaning officially registered there
– who had died there. Aynat subsequently did the Herculean work of matching, one by one, the names

listed on the deportation lists of transports originating in France with those listed in the Death Books
in order to match them, so the fate of these deportees could be determined. His results show that
many if not most of the French Jews deported to and registered at Auschwitz tragically died there,
probably mainly due to the catastrophic typhus epidemic which raged in this camp starting in early
1942.[5]
The present paper will look in a more-detailed fashion into how Danuta Czech handled the sources
she had at her disposal to come to the claims she made in her Chronicle about the number of
Auschwitz deportees allegedly killed in gas chambers. I will focus here exclusively on deportees sent
to the camp with major deportation transports organized by Germany’s Reichssicherheitshauptamt
(RSHA, Reich Security Main Office), the National-Socialist equivalent to the current U.S.
Department of Homeland Security, so to speak. A considerable number of deportees from these
transports are said to have been sent, without registration, straight from the railway ramp to the gas
chambers. I will establish in this paper how Czech makes that determination based on the evidence
adduced. I will not discuss the many claimed gassings of usually smaller batches of inmates which
had been properly admitted to and registered in the camp but which are said to have met their
gruesome end in the gas chambers later due to some more-or-less-arbitrary decision by the SS
administration or some SS physician. The gassings resulting from these so-called “selections” among
regular prisoners have been thoroughly discussed elsewhere by Carlo Mattogno, where he shows how
the extant documentation in many cases clashes with claims of mass murder.[6]

The Data
The following table contains data about all the entries in Czech’s Chronicle referring to arrivals of
deportation transports at Auschwitz which are mentioned either in extant documents by the German
authorities responsible for these deportation trains, and/or in the clandestinely compiled list of
registered arrivals mentioned earlier.[7] The meaning of each column is as follows:
Column 1: The train’s date of arrival at Auschwitz; also the respective entry in Czech’s Chronicle.
Column 2: Number of arriving inmates according to D. Czech. In some case, Czech either gives no
number or indicates by the way she expresses herself that she does not know how many inmates were
on that transport (“etwa” in the German edition; “approximately” in the English edition). In these
cases, I entered three question marks for cases where Czech makes no assumptions, followed with a
number in parentheses in cases where she speculates about the total number of deportees.
Column 3: point of origin; this derives either from the clandestine list of assigned registration
numbers or from other extant wartime documentation. In some cases, this is based merely on
temporal correlation with an event claimed elsewhere (Norway, Luxemburg). In that case, I have
entered a question mark with Czech’s speculation given in parentheses.
Column 4: number of registered females according to the clandestinely compiled lists of registration
numbers.
Column 5: number of registered males, as above.
Column 6: sum of previous two columns.
Column 7: percentage of deported inmates registered at Auschwitz.
Column 8: Number of deportees not registered at Auschwitz with unknown fate.
Column 9: fate of claimed unregistered deportees according to Czech.
Column 10: proof adduced by Czech to support here claim about the fate of unregistered deportees. In
case the total number of deportees is unknown/uncertain but she makes a claim in this regard anyhow,
her source for that number is given, if she has any.
Date
3/26/1942

arrivals
999

from
Slovakia

reg. male

reg.
female
999

reg.
total
999

reg.
%

unreg.

100% 0

unreg. proof
fate

Date

arrivals

from

3/28/1942

798

Slovakia

3/30/1942

1112

France

4/2/1942

965

Slovakia

4/3/1942

997

Slovakia

4/19/1942

1000

Slovakia

4/23/1942

1000

4/24/1942

reg. male

reg.
female
798

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

798

100% 0

1112

100% 0

965

965

100% 0

997

997

100% 0

464

536

1000

100% 0

Slovakia

543

457

1000

100% 0

1000

Slovakia

442

558

1000

100% 0

4/29/1942

723

Slovakia

423

300

723

100% 0

5/22/1942

1000

Slovakia

1000

100% 0

6/7/1942

1000

France

1000

100% 0

20/6/1942

659

Slovakia

404

255

659

100% 0

6/24/1942

999

France

933

66

999

100% 0

6/27/1942

1000

France

1000

1000

100% 0

6/30/1942

1038

France

1004

34

1038

100% 0

7/4/1942

???

Slovakia

264

108

372

-

7/8/1942

1170*

France

1170

100% 0

7/11/1942

???

Slovakia

182

148

330

-

7/17/1942

2000

Netherlands

1251

300

1551

7/18/1942

???

Slovakia

327

178

7/19/1942

928

France

809

7/21/1942

1000

France

7/22/1942

931

7/23/1942

1112

“rest”

unreg. proof
fate

gassed

none

“rest”

gassed

none

78%

449

gassed

Höss

505

-

“rest”

gassed

none

119

928

100% 0

504

121

625

63%

375

gassed

none

Netherlands

479

297

776

83%

155

gassed

none

827

France

411

390

801

97%

26

gassed

none

7/24/1942

1000

France

615

385

1000

100% 0

7/25/1942

???

Slovakia

192

93

285

-

“rest”

gassed

none

7/25/1942

1000

Netherlands

516

293

809

81%

191

gassed

none

7/26/1942

1000

France

370

630

1000

100% 0

7/28/1942

1010

Netherlands

473

315

788

78%

gassed

none

7/29/1942

990

France

248

742

990

100% 0

7/30/1942

1000

France

270

514

784

78%

216

8/1/1942

???

Slovakia

165

75

240

-

“rest”

gassed

none

8/2/1942

1052

France

693

359

1052

100% 0

8/4/1942

1013

Netherlands

429

268

697

69%

316

gassed

none

8/5/1942

1034

France

22

542

564

55%

470

gassed

none

8/5/1942

998

Belgium

426

318

744

75%

254

-

222

Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg. proof
fate

8/7/1942

1014

France

214

96

310

31%

704

gassed

none

8/7/1942

987

Netherlands

315

149

464

47%

523

gassed

none

8/9/1942

1069

France

63

211

274

26%

795

gassed

none

8/11/1942

559

Netherlands

164

131

295

53%

264

gassed

none

8/12/1942

1006

France

140

100

240

24%

766

gassed

none

8/13/1942

999

Belgium

290

228

518

52%

481

gassed

none

8/14/1942

1007

France

233

62

295

29%

712

gassed

none

8/15/1942

505

Netherlands

98

79

177

35%

328

gassed

none

8/16/1942

991

France

115

0

115

12%

876

gassed

none

8/17/1942

1000

Belgium

157

205

362

36%

638

gassed

none

8/18/1942

???

Yugoslavia

87

69

156

-

0

-

8/18/1942

506

Netherlands

319

40

359

71%

147

gassed

none

8/19/1942

997

France

65

35

100

10%

897

gassed

none

8/20/1942

998

Belgium

104

71

175

18%

823

gassed

none

8/21/1942

1000

France

138

45

183

18%

817

gassed

none

8/22/1942

???

Yugoslavia

110

86

196

-

0

-

8/22/1942

1008

Netherlands

411

217

628

62%

380

gassed

none

8/23/1942

1000

France

90

18

108

11%

892

gassed

none

8/25/1942

519

Netherlands

231

38

269

52%

250

gassed

none

8/26/1942

???

Yugoslavia

71

88

159

-

0

-

8/26/1942

1000

France

92

92

9%

908

gassed

8/27/1942

???

?
(Luxemburg)

82

82

-

0

-

8/27/1942

995

Belgium

101

114

215

22%

780

gassed

none

8/28/1942

1000

France

227

36

263

26%

737

gassed

none

8/30/1942

608

Netherlands

0

0

0

0%

608

-

8/30/1942

???

Yugoslavia

45

31

76

-

unknown gassed? none

8/31/1942

1000

France

253

71

324

32%

676

gassed

none

8/31/1942

1000

Belgium

200

200

20%

800

gassed

none

9/1/1942

608

Netherlands

0

0

0

0%

608

-

9/2/1942

1000

France

212

27

239

24%

761

gassed

none

9/3/1942

1000

Belgium

210

86

296

30%

704

gassed

none

9/4/1942

1000

France

210

113

323

32%

677

gassed

none

9/5/1942

714

Netherlands

53

0

53

7%

661

gassed

none

9/6/1942

1013

France

216

38

254

25%

759

gassed

none

none

Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg. proof
fate

9/8/1942

930

Netherlands

206

26

232

25%

698

gassed

none

9/9/1942

1000

France

259

52

311

31%

689

gassed

none

9/10/1942

1000

Belgium

221

64

285

29%

715

gassed

none

9/11/1942

1000

France

223

68

291

29%

709

gassed

none

9/12/1942

874

Netherlands

226

34

260

30%

614

gassed

none

9/12/1942

1000

France

302

78

380

38%

620

gassed

none

9/14/1942

1000

Belgium

295

105

400

40%

600

gassed

none

9/16/1942

902

Netherlands

247

29

276

31%

626

gassed

none

9/16/1942

1000

France

306

49

355

36%

645

gassed

none

9/17/1942

1048

Belgium

230

101

331

32%

717

gassed

none

9/18/1942

1003

France

300

147

447

45%

556

gassed

none

9/19/1942

???

Slovakia

206

71

277

-

“rest”

gassed

none

9/20/1942

1002

Netherlands

301

111

412

41%

590

gassed

none

9/20/1942

1000

France

231

110

341

34%

659

gassed

none

9/22/1942

713

Netherlands

133

50

183

26%

530

gassed

none

9/23/1942

???

Slovakia

294

67

361

-

“rest”

gassed

none

9/24/1942

1000

France

215

144

359

36%

641

gassed

none

9/25/1942

1000

France

399

126

525

53%

475

gassed

none

9/26/1942

928

Netherlands

129

50

179

19%

749

gassed

none

9/27/1942

1004

France

215

91

306

30%

698

gassed

none

9/28/1942

1742

Belgium

286

58

344

20%

1398

gassed

none

9/29/1942

904

France

223

48

271

30%

633

gassed

none

9/30/1942

610

Netherlands

37

119

156

26%

454

gassed

none

10/2/1942

210

France

34

22

56

27%

154

gassed

none

10/3/1942

1014

Netherlands

329

33

362

36%

652

gassed

none

10/7/1942

2012

Netherlands

540

58

598

30%

1414

gassed

none

10/11/1942 1703

Netherlands

344

108

452

27%

1251

gassed

none

10/12/1942 1674

Belgium

28

88

116

7%

1558

gassed

none

10/14/1942 1711

Netherlands

351

69

420

25%

1291

gassed

none

10/18/1942 1710

Netherlands

0

116

116

7%

1594

gassed

none

10/21/1942 ???

Slovakia

121

78

199

-

“rest”

gassed

none

10/21/1942 1327

Netherlands

497

0

497

37%

830

gassed

none

10/25/1942 988

Netherlands

21

32

53

5%

935

gassed

none

10/26/1942 1471

Belgium

460

116

576

39%

895

gassed

none

10/27/1942 841

Netherlands

224

205

429

51%

412

gassed

none

Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg. proof
fate

10/28/1942 1866

Theresienstadt 215

32

247

13%

1619

gassed

none

11/1/1942

659

Netherlands

0

0

0

0%

659

gassed

none

11/1/1942

1014

Germany

0

37

37

4%

977

gassed

none

11/3/1942

1696

Belgium

702

75

777

46%

919

gassed

none

11/4/1942

954

Netherlands

0

50

50

5%

904

gassed

none

11/6/1942

1000

France

269

92

361

36%

639

gassed

none

11/7/1942

???
(2000)

Zichenau

465

229

694

35%

1306

gassed

none

11/7/1942

465

Netherlands

0

0

0

0%

465

gassed

none

11/8/1942

???
(1000)

Zichenau

0

0

0

0%

1000

gassed

none

11/8/1942

1000

France

145

82

227

23%

773

gassed

none

11/9/1942

???
(1000)

Białystok

190

104

294

29%

706

gassed

none

11/11/1942 1000

France

150

100

250

25%

750

gassed

none

11/12/1942 758

Netherlands

3

48

51

7%

707

gassed

none

11/13/1942 745

France

112

34

146

20%

599

gassed

none

11/14/1942 ???
(2500)

Zichenau

633

135

768

31%

1732

gassed

none

11/14/1942 ???
(1500)

Białystok

282

379

661

44%

839

gassed

none

11/18/1942 ???
(209)

? (Norway)

8

22

30

-

-

gassed

none

11/18/1942 ???
(1000)

Białystok

165

65

230

23%

770

gassed

none

11/19/1942 ???
(1500)

Zichenau

532

361

893

60%

607

gassed

none

11/21/1942 726

Netherlands

47

35

82

11%

644

gassed

none

11/22/1942 ???
(1500)

Zichenau

300

132

432

29%

1068

gassed

none

11/25/1942 ???
(2000)

Grodno
Ghetto

305

128

433

22%

1567

gassed

none

11/26/1942 709

Netherlands

0

42

42

6%

667

gassed

none

11/28/1942 ???
(1000)

Zichenau

325

169

494

49%

506

gassed

none

11/30/1942 ???
(1000)

Zichenau

130

37

167

17%

833

gassed

none

12/1/1942

532

Norway

186

0

186

35%

346

gassed

none

12/2/1942

826

Netherlands

77

0

77

9%

749

gassed

none

Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg. proof
fate

178

60

238

24%

762

gassed

none

12/2/1942

???
(1000)

Grodno
Ghetto

12/3/1942

???
(1000)

Płonsk Ghetto 347

0

347

35%

653

gassed

none

12/6/1942

811

Netherlands

0

16

2%

795

gassed

none

12/6/1942

???
(2500)

Mława Ghetto 406

0

406

16%

2094

gassed

none

12/8/1942

???
(1000)

Grodno
Ghetto

231

60

291

27%

769

gassed

none

12/10/1942 927

Netherlands

39

3

42

5%

885

gassed

none

12/10/1942 1060

Germany

137

25

162

15%

898

gassed

none

12/10/1942 ???
(2500)

Małkinia

524

0

524

21%

1976

gassed

none

12/12/1942 ???
(2000)

Małkinia

416

6

422

21%

1578

gassed

none

12/14/1942 757

Netherlands

121

0

121

16%

636

gassed

none

12/14/1942 ???
(1500)

N.D. Mazow.

580

0

580

39%

920

gassed

none

12/17/1942 ???
(2000)

Płonsk Ghetto 523

257

780

39%

1220

gassed

none

Totals:

16

143,209

60,815 43%

82,394

* Acc. to Czech, this transport actually contained political detainees from France, some of whom may have been Jews.

Danuta Czech also lists a number of deportations for which no entries exist in the clandestinely
compiled registration lists. They all come from either of two sources:
1. A book by the Polish author Natan E. Szternfinkiel (Zagłada Żydow Sosnowca, Centralna
Żydowska Komisja Historyczna, Katowice 1946).
2. Martin Gilbert’s atlas on the Holocaust (Endlösung: Die Vertreibung und Vernichtung der Juden.
Ein Atlas, Rowohlt, Reinbek 1982).
The first book is marked by anti-German propaganda and is devoid of any reference to any sources
regarding its claims on deportation of Jews from Ilkenau and Sosnowiec (German Sosnowitz) to
Auschwitz. The second is marked by the total absence of any source references. In other words: both
books back up their claims with – nothing. Here are these claimed deportations backed up by nothing:
Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg.
fate

proof

5/5/1942

5200

???

0

0

0

0%

5,200

gassed Gilbert

5/12/1942

1500

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

1,500

gassed Szternfinkiel

6/2/1942

???

Ilkenau

0

0

0

0%

???

gassed Szternfinkiel

6/17/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

2,000

gassed Szternfinkiel

6/20/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

2,000

gassed Szternfinkiel

1/8/1942

5000

Bendsburg 0

0

0

0%

5,000

gassed Gilbert

Date

arrivals

from

reg. male

reg.
female

reg.
total

reg.
%

unreg.

unreg.
fate

proof

8/15/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 27

75

102

5%

1,898

gassed Szternfinkiel

8/16/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

2,000

gassed Szternfinkiel

8/17/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

2,000

gassed Szternfinkiel

8/18/1942

2000

Sosnowitz 0

0

0

0%

2,000

gassed Szternfinkiel

Subtotals: 23,700

102

Totals:

60,917 36% 105,992

166,909

23,598

All deportees of these transports are said to have been killed in gas chambers, with only one
exception: the entry of August 15, for which Czech gives a number of registered inmates which she
must have derived from the registration lists. However, there is nothing in these documents
confirming that the transport with which these 102 admitted deportees arrived consisted of 2,000
inmates, let alone that 1898 of them were killed. In fact, Szternfinkiel insists in all cases that the
deportees were killed all and sundry, hence Czech’s correction here is a manipulation of the source.

Data Analysis
Idle Bunker 1
The mass murder of the Jews at Auschwitz using gas chambers is said to have started sometime in
early 1942. For this purpose, the interior of an old farmhouse in the vicinity of the Birkenau Camp is
said to have been converted into a set of homicidal gas chambers. Czech claims that this building was
put into operation on March 20. The sources she quotes for this event (statements by R. Höss and P.
Broad), however, do not confirm her date. In fact, the sources are not specific regarding the exact date
and contradict each other to some degree.
A more important question is: who was killed in these gas chambers? If we look at the first table
containing deportation transports for whose existence there is at least some documentary evidence,
we realize that, until early July 1942, every single person deported to Auschwitz with those transport
was properly registered and admitted to the camp. Czech even says so explicitly in a footnote to her
entry of March 26, 1942 about the first transport arriving at Auschwitz (from Slovakia), explaining
that only individuals fit for labor were sent. This proves that at least until early July 1942, deportees
were sent to Auschwitz with the exclusive aim to deploy them as slave laborers. There was no policy
of extermination in place.
The only way of supporting the claim that Jews were killed en masse at Auschwitz during the first
half of 1942 is the use of dubious sources full of wild claims without any support in the extant
documentation: Gilbert’s and Szternfinkiel’s wholly invented mass gassings as listed in the second
table, plus a few gassing events among registered inmates whose reality is confirmed only by selfproclaimed “eyewitnesses” who testified during the Polish show trials against Rudolf Höss and
members of the Auschwitz camp garrison.[8] Since each death of a registered inmate was recorded
numerous times and in a number of ways by the various Auschwitz authorities, and because these
documents do not reflect these mass murders, as Mattogno has aptly shown, it is quite safe to say that
these events are based merely on witness fantasies and are simply untrue.
In other words, no gassing happened at Auschwitz before early July 1942. Hence, the so-called
Bunker 1 would not have served any purpose. This jibes well with the results of Carlo Mattogno’s
detailed research into the question of whether or not this “Bunker 1” existed in the first place: it did
not. It, too, is a mere figment of the imagination.[9]
In early July, things are said to have changed drastically, though. Czech writes that on June 30, the
second gas-chamber building – Bunker 2 – became operational. She supports her claim by again
quoting Rudolf Höss’s post-war statements, which are of little value, however, due to the
circumstances of coercion under which they were made and due to their internal inconsistencies and
blatant contradictions to external, more-reliable sources.[10] Since Czech’s claims about Bunker 1 are

obviously bogus, how can we take such lore seriously anymore? The fact of the matter is that, after
July 1942, not all deportees sent toward Auschwitz were being taken into the camp anymore. So what
happened in July 1942 that changed things?
There were actually at least two factors that changed the way the deportees were being processed.

Typhus
In her entry for April 6, 1941, Danuta Czech mentions that typhus was introduced to the Auschwitz
Camp by inmates transferred from Lublin. However, she does not support her claim with any
contemporaneous documents. Her next entry mentioning the dreaded disease is more than a year later,
on May 10, 1942, where she remarks that the Auschwitz garrison physician Dr. Siegfried Schwela
died of the disease. Hence, not only the inmates, but also the SS personnel were affected by the
epidemic. Dr. Schwela’s successor, Dr. Kurt Uhlenbrok, got infected as well and, being unable to
perform his duties, was relieved of the post only a month later, on June 9 (although Czech reports
about this only in her entry for August 17). Thus, the pivotal post of garrison physician, responsible
for the camp’s hygiene, was pretty much unoccupied until after the peak of the epidemic. The camp’s
health and sanitary situation started to improve only after Dr. Eduard Wirths, previously posted as
garrison physician of the Dachau Camp, showed up at Auschwitz on September 6 to take over
Uhlenbrok’s position.[11]

Figure 1: Monthly deaths at Auschwitz.
If we look at the trend of the camp’s mortality in 1942 as reflected in the Death Books, see Figure 1,
we clearly recognize the catastrophic rising tide peaking in August of 1942, with daily deaths
reaching a maximum of almost 500 on certain days.[12] The disease was brought somewhat under
control in late 1942, but flared up again in early 1943 and then once more, although less
pronouncedly, during the winter of 1943/1944.
Considering the crucial role the Auschwitz camp system was supposed to play as a provider of slave
labor for the region’s war-related industries, the Auschwitz camp authorities reacted rather sluggishly
to this disaster, to put it mildly. As Czech reports, Commandant Höss imposed a partial camp
lockdown (Lagersperre) only on July 10. A week later, Heinrich Himmler arrived for a two-days’
visit to inspect the SS’s undertakings in the area. During that visit, it would have been impossible to
hide the disastrous situation from him.
Although Czech, in her entry for July 17, has Himmler attend a mass gassing of 499 deportees from
the Netherlands on that day, an inspection of Himmler’s diary shows that he never went to Birkenau

at all. Since that camp was the hotbed of typhus and other infectious diseases – unsurprisingly, since
at that time it was still under construction and lacked any proper sanitary facilities – it would have
been highly dangerous for him to go there. That he in fact did not go there also results from the fact
that Rudolf Höss’s claim of Himmler having attended the entire procedure – from unloading the
transport train until the clearing of the victims’ bodies from the gas chambers[13] – cannot be true,
because the train from the Netherlands arrived at Auschwitz already in the evening of July 16, and the
newly admitted inmates showed up in the camp’s record already during the morning roll call of July
17. Himmler, however, arrived at Kattowitz Airport only at 3:15 pm on July 17, but did not get to the
camp itself before late afternoon.[14] Considering that the primary source upon which the tale of
Himmler’s attendance of a gassing rests is none other than Rudolf Höss’s postwar fairy tales, the
entire episode can be dismissed safely as just another myth cooked up by Höss in an attempt to
directly implicate Himmler in what supposedly transpired at Auschwitz under Höss’s command.
Interestingly, this mass gassing of deportees from an incoming transport is the only one of 1942 for
which Czech provides a source to back it up – and what a source it is: the tortured Rudolf Höss facing
the noose.
This transport of July 17 is also the very first one arriving at Auschwitz for which we know with
some certainty that not all deportees who boarded the train were registered at Auschwitz, for we
know how many were on that train (2000, 1551 of whom were registered). Although Czech claims
that an unspecified (hence unknown) number of deportees from two earlier transports from Slovakia
were gassed in “the bunker” (July 4 and 11), we have no record of how many deportees were on these
trains. I’ll get back to this later.

Crematorium I
When the typhus epidemic struck in the spring of 1942, the only cremation facility operational at
Auschwitz was the old crematorium with its three double-muffle furnaces. Each muffle could cremate
a normal corpse on average within roughly an hour, meaning that, for a 20-hour workday, this facility
could cremate a theoretical maximum of (6×20=) some 120 corpses.[15] In July 1942, the death rate
exceeded 4,000, or 130 corpses per day on average. But already the load put on that facility in the
months prior to July led to such massive strain that some of the refractory lining of the flues had to be
replaced in mid-May 1942; a few weeks later, it was noticed that the chimney was deteriorating to
such a degree that it was decided to tear it down entirely and rebuild it. That work was done between
July 12 and August 8, 1942. During these almost four weeks, the crematorium was by necessity out
of operation, meaning that, when the typhus epidemic approached its cataclysmic peak, Auschwitz
had no cremation capacity at all.[16] After Crematorium I went back into operation in mid-August,
the death rate was more than twice the number of theoretically possible cremations. What happened
to all these corpses that could not be burned? Although the situation improved considerably in
November and December, things got out of hand again in January 1943, with no additional cremation
capacity ready to help out until mid-March of that year (when Crematorium II went operational
briefly, was overloaded and was shut down again a few weeks later for major repairs…). At any rate,
witnesses (among them Höss) state that these “excess corpses” were buried in mass graves but later
exhumed and burned on pyres, because the corpses were lying in the groundwater threatening to
poison the drinking-water supply of the entire region. Considering all the circumstances, this part of
the witnesses’ story is most likely true.
In the context of the present study, we need not concern ourselves with the particulars of this
situation. Fact is that, when Himmler visited Auschwitz on July 17 and 18, 1942, he saw his plans to
turn this camp into a main hub of Germany’s exploitation of slave labor for the war effort seriously
threatened. In fact, Himmler saw the camp at its worse, with the typhus epidemic raging out of
control, with no garrison physician in charge, with few, if any sanitary installations, with no capacity
to cremate the victims, with corpses piling up everywhere by the hundreds.
In this situation, it is claimed that at that very time the mass murder of thousands of deportees in gas
chambers started, that in fact a new gassing facility (Bunker 2) went into operation. In view of the
fact that the camp authorities had lost control of the epidemic and could not even handle the corpses
resulting from the disease, how likely is it that they could have even thought of making this already
uncontrollable situation even worse by adding thousands of additional corpses every month which
they wouldn’t have been able to process in any way either?
Himmler’s reaction to the situation in Auschwitz is not known but may be inferred from the fact that

his subordinate Richard Glücks demanded only five days later, on July 23, that Höss put the entire
Auschwitz Camp on a total camp lockdown.[17] Thus, Auschwitz, at that time a death camp quite
literally, had been quarantined.

Deportation of Individuals Unfit for Labor
While initially the German authorities deported only such individuals to Auschwitz they deemed
capable of working, this policy gradually changed in July 1942, first by expanding the age range
upward, then by increasingly including individuals unfit for labor (primarily children), as Aynat has
shown in his 1994 study. The mainstream narrative has it that these individuals were primarily those
who were not registered on their arrival at the Auschwitz camp but were killed in gas chambers.

Cosel
In her entry for August 28, 1942, Czech writes that some 200 deportees fit for work were taken off
the deportation train at Cosel in Upper Silesia (halfway between Gleiwitz and Oppeln, some 50 km
northwest of Auschwitz) in order to be deployed as slave laborers in Upper Silesian industry. There is
evidently no direct documentary support for this claim, but considering that Auschwitz had been put
under a camp lockdown, and that sending even deportees fit for labor there seems rather unwise, it
stands to reason that the German authorities tried to send as many deportees as possible to other
places not threatened by typhus. We know of the Cosel case only indirectly because some of the
deportees taken off there were later admitted to the Auschwitz Camp after all. Czech handles this
situation by arbitrarily subtracting invented numbers of deportees from several trains coming from
France, Belgium and the Netherlands:
Arrival Date # of Deportees

from

detrained at Cosel

8/28/1942

1000

France

200

9/2/1942

1000

France

200

9/3/1942

1000

Belgium

200

9/4/1942

1000

France

200

9/6/1942

1013

France

200

9/8/1942

930

Netherlands 200

9/9/1942

1000

France

200

9/10/1942

1000

Belgium

200

9/11/1942

1000

France

200

9/12/1942

874

Netherlands 200

9/12/1942

1000

France

300

9/14/1942

1000

Belgium

250

9/16/1942

902

Netherlands 200

9/16/1942

1000

France

250

9/18/1942

1003

France

300

9/20/1942

1002

Netherlands 200

9/22/1942

1000

France

200

9/24/1942

1000

France

150

9/27/1942

1004

France

175

9/29/1942

904

France

100

Arrival Date # of Deportees

from

detrained at Cosel

10/3/1942

1014

Netherlands 300

10/7/1942

2012

Netherlands 500

Total:

4925

Hence, in total Czech claims that, during 1942, some 4925 deportees were taken off the trains
travelling through Cosel. This is pure conjecture. For all we know, the number of inmates taken off at
Cosel could have been lower or higher, or could have included even all of the inmates that were not
registered at Auschwitz.
Although the same could have happened to any train coming from the western Europe, Czech limits
this procedure arbitrarily to only a select few of them, and without foundation denies it for the rest.
It may well be that the trains approaching Auschwitz made other stops elsewhere as well where
deportees were also taken off in order to be employed in local enterprises – including trains coming
from other countries such as Slovakia, Poland, Belarus (Grodno) etc. And it may well be that some
deportees did not finish their journey when arriving at Auschwitz, but that they left again – without
having been registered – on other trains or by other means of transportation to be sent either to labordeployment sites around Auschwitz or farther to the East, or to some ghetto, for instance.
That this is closer to the truth than what Czech conjectures can be demonstrated with the transport of
Dutch Jews arriving at Auschwitz on Oct. 18. Here is what Carlo Mattogno has found out about that
particular transport:[18]
“According to Czech’s Auschwitz Chronicle, a Jewish transport from Holland arrived on
October 18, 1942, with 1,710 deportees, of whom only 116 women were registered, and
the remaining 1,594 persons are said to have been gassed. The ‘special operation’
mentioned by [Johann] Kremer allegedly refers to this claimed gassing.
According to a Dutch Red Cross report, the transport in question, comprising 1,710
persons, departed from Westerbork on October 16 and stopped first in Kosel, where 570
[sic!] persons were taken off. The rest continued on to the following camps:
‘St. Annaberg or Sakrau – Bobrek or Malapane – Blechhammer and further some to
Bismarckhütte/Monowitz. A separate group into the Groß-Rosen zone.’
A list of the transports from Westerbork to the east – probably prepared by Louis de Jong
– names as the destinations of the October 16, 1942, transport ‘Sakrau, Blechhammer,
Kosel.’
For its false assertions regarding this transport, Czech’s Auschwitz Chronicle again cites
the Kremer diary! Thus only a small percentage of the Jews deported from Holland on
October 16, 1942, actually arrived in Auschwitz.”
So it wasn’t just Cosel where the trains stopped and deportees got off; they detrained at many
stations.
While it is to some degree speculative to apply this pattern generously to all transports where we
don’t know the fates of deportees not arriving at Auschwitz or at least not having been registered
there, Czech’s procedure of picking a few transports and taking a few inmates off at Cosel is at least
as speculative, and even more so her utterly unsupported claim that the difference between deportees
boarding a train and those registered at Auschwitz (plus those taken off at Cosel) equals the number
of deportees gassed on arrival.
One thing is for certain, however: Considering that Auschwitz had turned into a deathtrap due to the
raging typhus epidemic, it would have made perfect sense for the German authorities to send as many
deportees elsewhere rather than to let them perish at Auschwitz.

Some Honesty

I mentioned earlier that Czech claims that an unspecified number of deportees from two transports
from Slovakia were gassed in “the bunker” (July 4 and 11). The only extant document for this
transport is the clandestinely compiled list of registration numbers assigned to deportees on these
transports (372 and 330, respectively). These lists tell us neither how many deportees were on these
trains altogether nor what happened to those that were not registered, if any deportees were left
unregistered in the first place. Czech repeats this same arbitrary procedure of simply claiming,
without any proof or trace, that there was an unregistered rest subsequently gassed in each instance
where the clandestine lists mention registration numbers assigned to deportees from Slovakia:
Date

arrivals

from

registered registered registered unregistered unregistered proof
males
females
total
fate

7/4/1942

???

Slovakia 264

108

372

“rest”

gassed

none

7/11/1942

???

Slovakia 182

148

330

“rest”

gassed

none

7/18/1942

???

Slovakia 327

178

505

“rest”

gassed

none

7/25/1942

???

Slovakia 192

93

285

“rest”

gassed

none

8/1/1942

???

Slovakia 165

75

240

“rest”

gassed

none

9/19/1942

???

Slovakia 206

71

277

“rest”

gassed

none

9/23/1942

???

Slovakia 294

67

361

“rest”

gassed

none

10/21/1942 ???

Slovakia 121

78

199

“rest”

gassed

none

It would have been much more honest to state right away that we don’t know how many deportees
were on these trains, hence that it is unknown how many deportees were gassed, if any at all. This is
the procedure she applies to transports coming from Yugoslavia, of which we also have merely the
range of registration numbers assigned. For the first three instances she doesn’t even mention any
unregistered deportees, let alone their presumed fates, while her last entry for Yugoslavia states
expressly that it is unknown how many perished in the gas chambers:
Date

arrivals

from

registered registered registered unregistered unregistered
males
females
total
fate

8/18/1942 ???

Yugoslavia 87

69

156

-

-

8/22/1942 ???

Yugoslavia 110

86

196

-

-

8/26/1942 ???

Yugoslavia 71

88

159

-

-

8/30/1942 ???

Yugoslavia 45

31

76

unknown

gassed?

She always states, however, that the registered inmates were admitted into the camp “after a
selection,” implying that some inmates might have been selected not to get registered. These entries
are probably the only ones in her entire book which come close to being honest, together with a few
exotic ones about which she evidently didn’t dare make gassing speculation for lack of any
documentary evidence or even anecdotal hints by self-proclaimed witnesses (Aug. 27: 82 registered
deportees from Luxemburg; Nov. 18: 30 registered deportees of unknown origin).[19]
There are many other cases of registration numbers assigned to inmates coming from eastern Europe
where Czech is less prudent and simply speculates wildly as to the numbers of deportees contained in
the respective deportation trains. I highlighted them in my first table by rendering the number of
alleged unregistered deportees – Czech’s gassing victims – in bold. Here they are once more:
Arrival
date

Claimed
deportees

from

registered

registered
%

unregistered

11/7/1942

2000

Zichenau

694

35%

1306

11/8/1942

1000

Zichenau

0

0%

1000

Arrival
date

Claimed
deportees

from

registered

registered
%

unregistered

11/9/1942

1000

Białystok

294

29%

706

11/14/1942

2500

Zichenau

768

31%

1732

11/14/1942

1500

Białystok

661

44%

839

11/18/1942

1000

Białystok

230

23%

770

11/19/1942

1500

Zichenau

893

60%

607

11/22/1942

1500

Zichenau

432

29%

1068

11/25/1942

2000

Grodno Ghetto

433

22%

1567

11/28/1942

1000

Zichenau

494

49%

506

11/30/1942

1000

Zichenau

167

17%

833

12/2/1942

1000

Grodno Ghetto

238

24%

762

12/3/1942

1000

Płonsk Ghetto

347

35%

653

12/6/1942

2500

Mława Ghetto

406

16%

2094

12/8/1942

1000

Grodno Ghetto

291

27%

769

12/10/1942

2500

Małkinia

524

21%

1976

12/12/1942

2000

Małkinia

422

21%

1578

12/14/1942

1500

Nowy Dwór
Mazowiecki Ghetto

580

39%

920

12/17/1942

2000

Płonsk Ghetto

780

39%

1220

Total of claimed gassing victims:

20906

Note that in lack of any extant document regarding these transports there is no evidence regarding the
number of deportees contained in them. Hence, Czech’s numbers (here in the second column) are
arbitrary at best, and, perforce, so are the numbers of alleged unregistered deportees, all of whom
Czech lists as gassing victims with the exact number, in spite of the fact that she starts out with a
made-up estimate. It’s all hocus-pocus.

Małkinia
There are two particularly interesting deportation cases in the above table: those arriving at
Auschwitz on December 10 and 12. They came from Małkinia, which was a camp near the infamous
Treblinka camp. Here is the question: if the vast majority of Jews coming from Małkinia (Czech
claims that 79% of them were gassed at Auschwitz) were really slated to perish in gas chambers, why
did the German authorities in charge of shipping Jews around Europe not select them right in
Małkinia and send those unfit for labor – or unworthy of living, whatever the case may be – around
the corner to the claimed highly efficient gassing facilities at the Treblinka extermination camp?
Maybe because there was no such thing as a Treblinka extermination camp?[20] Or maybe because
no Jew deported from Małkinia to Auschwitz was killed at Auschwitz? You decide.

Conclusions
The number of Jews killed in the gas chambers of Auschwitz right after arriving at the camp, hence
without any registration, amounted to 105,992 for the entire year of 1942, if we are to take Danuta
Czech’s words as printed in her Auschwitz Chronicle at face value. However, she has literally nothing
in terms of documentation to back up her claims. Where there is a difference proven by documents
between the number of deportees who boarded a train and the number of those who were registered at
Auschwitz, she always claims that all of them were killed in the gas chambers (except for those who

she speculates left the train in Cosel), although there are plenty of other explanations possible for this
numerical difference, be it that more deportees than she assumes detrained at Cosel, that there were
other stations along the journey where deportees were taken off, or that for some of the deportees
arriving at Auschwitz their journey simply hadn’t come to an end yet, meaning that they were
deported farther east, either to other locations of labor deployment or to places of ghettoization.
Any serious scholar wishing to write history based only on verifiable data must conclude that, for the
year 1942, there is not a shred of evidence for even one single deportee arriving at Auschwitz and
being led straight to the gas chambers without prior registration and admission to the camp. This
analysis confirms Mattogno’s conclusion that there never were any homicidal gassing “bunkers” at
Auschwitz.9 There simply was no need for them, as there is no evidence for any such gassings.
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How Many Germans Died under RAF Bombs at
Dresden in 1945?
by John Wear

Introduction

The bombing of
Dresden remains one of the deadliest and morally most-problematic raids of World War
II. Three factors make the bombing of Dresden unique: 1) a huge firestorm developed
that engulfed much of the city; 2) the firestorm engulfed a population swollen by
refugees; and 3) defenses and shelters even for the original Dresden population were
minimal.[1] The result was a high death toll and the destruction of one of Europe’s most
beautiful and cultural cities.
Many conflicting estimates have been made concerning the number of deaths during
the raids of Dresden on February 13-14, 1945. Historian Richard J. Evans estimates that
approximately 25,000 people died during these bombings.[2] Frederick Taylor estimates
that from 25,000 to 40,000 people died as a result of the Dresden bombings.[3] A
distinguished commission of German historians titled “Dresden Commission of
Historians for the Ascertainment of the Number of Victims of the Air Raids on the City
of Dresden on 13/14 February 1945” estimates the likely death toll in Dresden at around
18,000 and definitely not more than 25,000.[4] This later estimate is considered
authoritative by many sources.
While exact figures of deaths in the Dresden bombings can never be obtained, some
Revisionist historians estimate a death toll at Dresden as high as 250,000 people. Most
establishment historians state that a death toll at Dresden of 250,000 is an absolute
impossibility. For example, Richard Evans states:

Even allowing for the unique circumstances of Dresden, a figure of
250,000 dead would have meant that 20% to 30% of the population was
killed, a figure so grossly out of proportion to other comparable attacks as to
have raised the eyebrows of anyone familiar with the statistics of bombing
raids…even if the population had been inflated by an influx of refugees
fleeing the advance of the Red Army.[5]
Population of Dresden
Historians generally agree that a large number of German refugees were in Dresden
during the night of February 13-14, 1945. However, the estimate of refugees in Dresden
that night varies widely. This is a major reason for the discrepancies in the death toll
estimates in the Dresden bombings.
Marshall De Bruhl states in his book Firestorm: Allied Airpower and the Destruction
of Dresden:
Nearly every apartment and house [in Dresden] was crammed with
relatives or friends from the east; many other residents had been ordered to
take in strangers. There were makeshift campsites everywhere. Some
200,000 Silesians and East Prussians were living in tents or shacks in the
Grosser Garten. The city’s population was more than double its prewar size.
Some estimates have put the number as high as 1.4 million.
Unlike other major German cities, Dresden had an exceptionally low
population density, due to the large proportion of single houses surrounded
by gardens. Even the built-up areas did not have the congestion of Berlin
and Munich. However, in February 1945, the open spaces, gardens, and
parks were filled with people.
The Reich provided rail transport from the east for hundreds of
thousands of the fleeing easterners, but the last train out of the city had run
on February 12. Transport further west was scheduled to resume in a few
days; until then, the refugees were stranded in the Saxon capital.[6]
David Irving states in The Destruction of Dresden:
Silesians represented probably 80% of the displaced people crowding
into Dresden on the night of the triple blow; the city which in peacetime had
a population of 630,000 citizens was by the eve of the air attack so crowded
with Silesians, East Prussians and Pomeranians from the Eastern Front, with
Berliners and Rhinelanders from the west, with Allied and Russian
prisoners of war, with evacuated children’s settlement, with forced laborers
of many nationalities, that the increased population was now between
1,200,000 and 1,400,000 citizens, of whom, not surprisingly, several
hundred thousand had no proper home and of whom none could seek the
protection of an air-raid shelter.[7]
A woman living on the outskirts of Dresden at the time of the bombings stated: “At
the time my mother and I had train-station duty here in the city. The refugees! They all
came from everywhere! The city was stuffed full!”[8]
Frederick Taylor states in his book Dresden: Tuesday, February 13, 1945 that
Dresden had been accepting refugees from the devastated cities of the Ruhr, and from
Hamburg and Berlin, ever since the British bombing campaign began in earnest. By late
1943 Dresden was already overstretched and finding it hard to accept more outsiders. By

the winter of 1944-1945, hundreds of thousands of German refugees were traveling from
the east in an attempt to escape the Russian army.[9]
The German government regarded the acceptance of Germans from the east as an
essential duty. Der Freiheitskampf, the official German organ for Saxony, urged citizens
to offer temporary accommodation:
There is still room everywhere. No family should remain without
guests! Whether or not your habits of life are compatible, whether the
coziness of your domestic situation is disturbed, none of these things should
matter! At our doors stand people who for the moment have no home—not
even to mention the loss of their possessions.[10]
However, Taylor states that it was general policy in Dresden to have refugees on
their way to the west to continue onwards within 24 hours. Fleeing the Russians was not
a valid justification for seeking and maintaining residence in Dresden. Taylor states that
the best estimate by Götz Bergander, who spent time on fire-watching duties and on
refugee-relief work in Dresden, was that approximately 200,000 nonresidents were in
Dresden on the night of February 13-14, 1945. Many of these refugees would have been
living in quarters away from the targeted center of Dresden.[11]
The Dresden historian Friedrich Reichert estimates that only 567,000 residents and
100,000 refugees were in Dresden on the night of the bombings. Reichert quotes
witnesses who state that no refugees were billeted in Dresden houses and that no
billeting took place in Dresden’s parks or squares. Thus, Reichert estimates that the
number of people in Dresden on the night of the bombings was not much greater than
the official figure of Dresden’s population before the war.[12]
Reichert’s estimate of Dresden’s population during the bombings is almost certainly
too low. As a RAF memo analyzed it before the attack:
Dresden, the seventh largest city in Germany and not much smaller than
Manchester is also [by] far the largest unbombed built-up area the enemy
has got. In the midst of winter with refugees pouring westwards and troops
to be rested, roofs are at a premium, not only to give shelter to workers,
refugees and troops alike, but also to house the administrative services
displaced from other areas…[13]
Alexander McKee states in regard to Dresden:
Every household had its large quota of refugees, and many more had
arrived in Dresden that day, so that the pavements were blocked by them, as
they struggled onwards or simply sat exhausted on their suitcases and
rucksacks. For these reasons, no one has been able to put a positive figure to
the numbers of the dead, and no doubt no one ever will.[14]
The report prepared by the USAF Historical Division Research Studies Institute Air
University states that “there may probably have been about 1,000,000 people in Dresden
on the night of the 13/14 February RAF attack.”[15] I think the 1 million population
figure cited in this report constitutes a realistic and conservative minimum estimate of
Dresden’s population during the Allied bombings of February 13-14, 1945.
Did Only 25,000 People Die?
If the 25,000 death-toll estimate in Dresden is accurate, we are left with the odd
result that Allied air power, employed for textbook purposes to its full measure and with

no restrictions, over an especially vulnerable large city near the end of the war, when
Allied air superiority was absolute and German defenses nearly nonexistent, was less
effective than Allied air power had been in previous more-difficult operations such as
Hamburg or Berlin. I think the extensive ruins left in Dresden suggest a degree of
complete destruction not seen before in Germany.
The Dresden bombings created a massive firestorm of epic proportions, and were in
no way a failed mission with only a fraction of the intended results. The fires from the
first raid alone had been visible more than 100 miles from Dresden.[16] The Dresden
raid was the perfect execution of the Bomber Command theory of the double blow: two
waves of bombers, three hours apart, followed the next day by a massive daylight raid
by more bombers and escort fighters. Only a handful of raids ever actually conformed to
this double-strike theory, and those that did were cataclysmic.[17]
Dresden also lacked an effective network of air-raid shelters to protect its
inhabitants. Hitler had ordered that over 3,000 air-raid bunkers be built in 80 German
towns and cities. However, not one was built in Dresden because the city was not
regarded as being in danger of air attack. Instead, the civil air defense in Dresden
devoted most of its efforts to creating tunnels between the cellars of the housing blocks
so that people could escape from one building to another. These tunnels exacerbated the
effects of the Dresden firestorm by channeling smoke and fumes from one basement to
the next and sucking out the oxygen from a network of interconnected cellars.[18]
The vast majority of the population of Dresden did not have access to proper air-raid
shelters. When the British RAF attacked Dresden that night, all the residents and
refugees in Dresden could do was take refuge in their cellars. These cellars proved to be
death traps in many cases. People who managed to escape from their cellars were often
sucked into the firestorm as they struggled to flee the city.[19]
Dresden was all but defenseless against air attack, and the people on the ground in
Dresden suffered the consequences. The bombers in the Dresden raids were able to
conduct their attacks relatively free from fear of harassment by German defenses. The
master bombers ordered the bombers to descend to lower altitudes, and the crews felt
confident in doing so and in maintaining a steady altitude and heading during the
bombing runs. This ensured that the Dresden raids were particularly concentrated and
thus particularly effective.[20] The RAF conducted a technically perfect fire-raising
attack on Dresden.[21]
The British were fully aware that mass death and destruction could result from the
bombing of Germany’s cities. The Directorate of Bombing Operations predicted the
following consequences from Operation Thunderclap:
If we assume that the daytime population of the area attacked is
300,000, we may expect 220,000 casualties. Fifty per cent of these or
110,000 may expect to be killed. It is suggested that such an attack resulting
in so many deaths, the great proportion of which will be key personnel,
cannot help but have a shattering effect on political and civilian morale all
over Germany.”[22]
The destruction of Dresden was so complete that major companies were reporting
fewer than 50% of their workforce present two weeks after the raids.[23] By the end of
February 1945, only 369,000 inhabitants remained in the city. Dresden was subject to
further American attacks by 406 B-17s on March 2 and 580 B-17s on April 17, leaving
an additional 453 dead.[24]
Comparison to Pforzheim Bombing

A raid that closely resembles that on Dresden was carried out 10 days later on
February 23, 1945 at Pforzheim. Since neither Dresden nor Pforzheim had suffered
much damage earlier in the war, the flammability of both cities had been preserved.[25]
A perfect firestorm was created in both of these defenseless cities. These cities also
lacked sufficient air-raid shelters for their citizens.
The area of destruction at Pforzheim comprised approximately 83% of the city, and
20,277 out of 65,000 people died according to official estimates.[26] Sönke Neitzel also
estimates that approximately 20,000 out of a total population of 65,000 died in the raid
at Pforzheim.[27] This means that over 30% of the residents of Pforzheim died in one
bombing attack.
The question is: If more than 30% of the residents of Pforzheim died in one bombing
attack, why would only approximately 2.5% of Dresdeners die in similar raids 10 days
earlier? The second wave of bombers in the Dresden raid appeared over Dresden at the
very time that the maximum number of fire brigades and rescue teams were in the streets
of the burning city. This second wave of bombers compounded the earlier destruction
many times, and by design killed the firemen and rescue workers so that the destruction
in Dresden could rage on unchecked.[28] The raid on Pforzheim, by contrast, consisted
of only one bombing attack. Also, Pforzheim was a much smaller target, so that it would
have been easier for the people on the ground to escape from the blaze.
The only reason why the death-rate percentage would be higher at Pforzheim versus
Dresden is that a higher percentage of Pforzheim was destroyed in the bombings. Alan
Russell estimates that 83% of Pforzheim’s city center was destroyed versus only 59% of
Dresden’s.[29] This would, however, account for only a portion of the percentage
difference in the death tolls. Based on the death toll in the Pforzheim raid, it is
reasonable to assume that a minimum of 20% of Dresdeners died in the British and
American attacks on the city. The 2.5% death rate figure of Dresdeners estimated by
establishment historians is an unrealistically low figure.
If a 20% death rate figure times an estimated population in Dresden of 1 million is
used, the death-toll figure in Dresden would be 200,000. If a 25% death-rate figure times
an estimated population of 1.2 million is used, the death toll figure in Dresden would be
300,000. Thus, death-toll estimates in Dresden of 250,000 people are quite plausible
when compared to the Pforzheim bombing.
How Were the Dead Disposed Of?
Historian Richard Evans asks:
And how was it imaginable that 200,000 bodies could have been
recovered from out of the ruins in less than a month? It would have required
a veritable army of people to undertake such work, and hundreds of sorely
needed vehicles to transport the bodies. The effort actually undertaken to
recover bodies was considerable, but there was no evidence that it reached
the levels required to remove this number.[30]
Richard Evans does not recognize that the incineration of corpses on the Dresden
market square, the Altmarkt, was not the only means of disposing of bodies at Dresden.
A British sergeant reported on the disposal of bodies at Dresden:
They had to pitchfork shriveled bodies onto trucks and wagons and cart
them to shallow graves on the outskirts of the city. But after two weeks of
work the job became too much to cope with and they found other means to
gather up the dead. They burned bodies in a great heap in the center of the

city, but the most effective way, for sanitary reasons, was to take
flamethrowers and burn the dead as they lay in the ruins. They would just
turn the flamethrowers into the houses, burn the dead and then close off the
entire area. The whole city is flattened. They were unable to clean up the
dead lying beside roads for several weeks.[31]
Historians also differ on whether or not large numbers of bodies in Dresden were so
incinerated in the bombing that they could no longer be recognized as bodies. Frederick
Taylor mentions Walter Weidauer, the high burgomaster of Dresden in the postwar
period, as stating
[T]here is no substance to the reports that tens of thousands of victims
were so thoroughly incinerated that no individual traces could be found. Not
all were identified, but—especially as most victims died of asphyxiation or
physical injuries—the overwhelming majority of individuals’ bodies could
at least be distinguished as such.”[32]
Other historians cite evidence that bodies were incinerated beyond recognition.
Alexander McKee quotes Hildegarde Prasse on what she saw at the Altmarkt after the
Dresden bombings:
What I saw at the Altmarkt was cruel. I could not believe my eyes. A
few of the men who had been left over [from the Front] were busy shoveling
corpse after corpse on top of the other. Some were completely carbonized
and buried in this pyre, but nevertheless they were all burnt here because of
the danger of an epidemic. In any case, what was left of them was hardly
recognizable. They were buried later in a mass grave on the Dresdner
Heide.[33]
Marshall De Bruhl cites a report found in an urn by a gravedigger in 1975 written on
March 12, 1945, by a young soldier identified only as Gottfried. This report states:
I saw the most painful scene ever….Several persons were near the
entrance, others at the flight of steps and many others further back in the
cellar. The shapes suggested human corpses. The body structure was
recognizable and the shape of the skulls, but they had no clothes. Eyes and
hair carbonized but not shrunk. When touched, they disintegrated into ashes,
totally, no skeleton or separate bones.
I recognized a male corpse as that of my father. His arm had been
jammed between two stones, where shreds of his grey suit remained. What
sat not far from him was no doubt mother. The slim build and shape of the
head left no doubt. I found a tin and put their ashes in it. Never had I been
so sad, so alone and full of despair. Carrying my treasure and crying I left
the gruesome scene. I was trembling all over and my heart threatened to
burst. My helpers stood there, mute under the impact.[34]
The incineration of large numbers of people in Dresden is also indicated by estimates
of the extreme temperature reached in Dresden during the firestorm. While no survivor
has ever reported the actual temperature reached during the Dresden firestorm, many
historians estimate that temperatures reached 1,500° Centigrade (2,732° Fahrenheit).[35]
Since temperatures in a cremation chamber normally reach only 1,400 degrees to 1,800
degrees Fahrenheit[36], large numbers of people in Dresden would have been
incinerated from the extreme heat generated in the firestorm.
Historians also differ on whether or not bodies are still being recovered in Dresden.

For example, Frederick Taylor states: “Since 1989—even with the extensive excavation
and rebuilding that followed the fall of communism in Dresden—no bodies have been
recovered at all, even though careful archaeological investigations have accompanied the
redevelopment.”[37]
Marshall De Bruhl does not agree with Taylor’s statement. De Bruhl notes that
numerous other skeletons of victims were discovered in the ruins of Dresden as rubble
was removed or foundations for new buildings were dug. De Bruhl states:
One particularly poignant discovery was made when the ruins adjacent
to the Altmarkt were being excavated in the 1990s. The workmen found the
skeletons of a dozen young women who had been recruited from the
countryside to come into Dresden and help run the trams during the war.
They had taken shelter from the rain of bombs in an ancient vaulted
subbasement, where their remains lay undisturbed for almost 50 years.[38]
Conclusion
The destruction from the Dresden bombings was so massive that exact figures of
deaths will never be obtainable. However, the statement from the Dresden Commission
of Historians that “definitely no more than 25,000” died in the Dresden bombings is
probably inaccurate. An objective analysis of the evidence indicates that almost certainly
far more than 25,000 people died from the bombings of Dresden. Based on a comparison
to the Pforzheim bombing and the other similar bombing attacks, a death toll in Dresden
of 250,000 people is easily possible.
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Israel's Discriminatory History | CODOH
by John Wear

The Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
(BDS) movement has been formed to peacefully put pressure on Israel to end its
discriminatory practices against Palestinians. Various Zionist/Jewish groups have been
established to oppose the BDS strategy. One such organization is The Academic
Engagement Network (AEN), which states that it is an active organization of American
college and university faculty opposing the BDS movement.[1]
Mark Yudof, Chair of AEN’s Advisory Board, states: “[T]he BDS strategy is also a
blatant attempt to co-opt the language of human rights: Israel is a settler nation, a bastion
of white privilege, a racist and apartheid state, and a perpetrator of alleged genocide.”[2]
This article will analyze whether Yudof’s criticism of the BDS strategy is historically
accurate.

Israel Formed by Ethnic Cleansing
Israel was formed by the ethnic cleansing of the indigenous Palestinian population.
There were 600,000 Jewish Palestinians and 1.3 million Arab Palestinians in December
1947. Jews owned less than 7% of the land, and almost all of the cultivated land was
owned by Arab Palestinians. Because of this demographic and geographical balance, the
Arab Palestinians regarded any plan which did not allow them to decide their future as
being unacceptable and immoral.[3]
The United Nations decided to appease Jewish leader David Ben-Gurion by allowing an
unlimited immigration of Jews and granting 55% of Palestine’s land to the Jewish state.
The Jewish community knew when it agreed to this U.N. plan that the Palestinians
would reject such an unfair agreement. Israeli propaganda, however, has repeatedly used
its acceptance of the U.N. plan and the Palestinian rejection to indicate Israel’s peaceful
intentions towards the Palestinians.[4]
The Arab world did not have the military means to stop Zionist military aggression.
Three months before Arab armies entered Palestine in May 1948, the Zionist military

forces began to ethnically cleanse Palestinians from their houses, fields and land. In the
process, Zionist military forces added another 23% of Palestine’s land to the 55%
granted to them by the U.N. Israel as a state covered almost 80% of Palestine by January
1950.[5]
New documents released in 1998 from the archives of the Israel Defense Forces prove
the planned massive, intentional expulsions of Palestinians.[6] The Zionist takeover of
Palestine was aided by detailed files of every Palestinian village prepared by Haganah,
the main Zionist underground militia in Palestine. These files, which included aerial
photographs indicating the best access and entry points to each village as well as the
number of weapons held in each home, enabled the Zionists to know how to best attack
Palestinian villages.[7]
There were dozens of massacres in Palestinian villages during Israel’s “War of
Independence.” Zionist forces were larger and better equipped than their opponents, and
by the end of the war approximately 750,000 Palestinians were ruthlessly expelled from
their homes. Half of the Palestinian villages were destroyed by the spring of 1949,
flattened by Israeli bulldozers which had been at work since August 1948.[8] Israeli
historian Tom Segev writes, “Israel was born of terror, war, and revolution, and its
creation required a measure of fanaticism and of cruelty.”[9]
Entire cities and hundreds of villages in Israel were left empty and repopulated with new
Jewish immigrants. The Palestinians lost everything they had and became destitute
refugees, while the Jewish immigrants stole the Palestinians’ property and confiscated
everything they needed.[10] Israeli historian Ilan Pappé writes that the Zionist takeover
of Palestine “was a clear-cut case of an ethnic cleansing operation, regarded under
international law today as a crime against humanity.”[11]
Norman Finkelstein writes: “The injustice inflicted on Palestinians by Zionism was
manifest and, except on racist grounds, unanswerable: their right to self-determination,
and perhaps even to their homeland, was being denied.”[12] Finkelstein concludes that
“the scholarly consensus is that Palestinians were ethnically cleansed in 1948.”[13]
Israel claimed that the majority of Palestinian refugees voluntarily fled and were not
expelled. However, Israel did not allow the Palestinians to return to their homes as
demanded by a U.N. resolution shortly after the 1948 war. The State of Israel was clearly
formed through the ethnic cleansing of its indigenous Palestinian inhabitants.[14]

Israel Enforces Jewish Supremacy
Israeli leaders established a racist nation set up exclusively for Jews. A Palestinian who
was born within the boundaries of what is now Israel cannot return to his homeland and
become a citizen of Israel. By contrast, a Jew born outside of Israel can immigrate to
Israel and be granted instant citizenship with numerous benefits. Israel has segregated
housing areas, schools and recreational facilities where Palestinians are not allowed. The
legality of marriage between Jews and Palestinians is also not recognized by Israeli
law.[15]
Dr. Israel Shahak, a survivor of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, chaired the
Israel League for Human and Civil Rights. Citing laws and regulations that have been
rigorously enforced in Israel, Shahak contended that “the State of Israel is a racist state
in the full meaning of this term because people are discriminated against, in the most
permanent and legal way and in the most important areas of life, only because of their
origin…one who is not a Jew is discriminated against, only because he is not a Jew.”
Shahak denounced the “grave social discrimination visited upon any Israeli citizen every

day of his life if his mother is not a Jewess.”[16]
The ethnic cleansing of Palestinians continued in June 1967 after the Six-Day War,
which Israeli military leaders and American intelligence knew Israel would quickly
win.[17] Israel conquered and occupied the West Bank from Jordan, the Gaza Strip from
Egypt, and the Golan Heights from Syria. These territories are still occupied by Israel
today.[18] As an ethnocentric state, Israel denies voting rights and other political and
civil liberties to the more than 4 million Palestinians in the occupied territories because
of their non-Jewish ethnicity.
Approximately 300,000 Palestinians fled or were driven into exile as Israel conquered
the West Bank and Gaza. Hundreds of villages were systematically razed, and over
2,000 Palestinian homes were demolished or sealed without charges or trial. The Israeli
government confiscated fully 50% of the land and 80% of the water reserves in these
territories. Approximately 100,000 Jews settled in the West Bank and Gaza to replace
the exiled Palestinians.[19] These actions were in violation of U.N. Security Resolution
242, which demanded that Israel withdraw from all of the occupied territories in
1967.[20]
Palestinian Gaza has been turned into a massive prison ghetto. Surrounded by electronic
fences and military posts, tightly sealed from the outside world, Palestinians in Gaza are
forced to live in extreme poverty. Israeli linguistics professor Tanya Reinhart wrote:
“What we are witnessing in the occupied territories—Israel’s penal colonies—is the
invisible and daily killing of the sick and wounded who are deprived of medical care, of
the weak who cannot survive in the new poverty conditions, and of those who are
approaching starvation.”[21]
Israeli leaders proceeded to implement throughout the West Bank their model of control
perfected in Gaza. Since May 2002, Israel has been constructing a wall in the West Bank
which will make this system of control a reality when completed. Along the route under
construction, Israel is dispossessing Palestinian farmers of their land and pushing them
into small enclaves between fences and walls. Eventually Palestinians in the West Bank
will be surrounded on all sides as Palestinians currently are in Gaza.[22]
Ilan Pappé writes, “On the ground, the occupied territories have become a mega-prison
under strict military rule—which in many ways continues to this day.”[23] Steve
Quester, a member of Jews against the Occupation, states that “[A]ll of the West Bank is
a jail…”[24]
The Israeli Knesset has enacted numerous laws in recent years that discriminate against
Palestinians. The Nakba Law of 2009, for example, stipulated that whoever would
commemorate Israel’s day of independence as a day of mourning would be arrested.
This law was slightly revised under international pressure: arrest was replaced by the
denial of public funding to any entity that commemorates the Nakba. Since virtually all
Palestinian institutions and homes remember and commemorate the Nakba, this law is
highly discriminatory against Palestinians.[25]

Israel Perpetuates Incremental Genocide
Israel’s occupation and its settlements have been maintained through the organized and
systematic use of violence. The rights of Palestinians have been ignored. Israeli Prime
Minister Golda Meir justified Israel’s violent policies when she infamously stated that
“[t]here were no such things as Palestinians” and asserted, “It was not as though there
was a Palestinian people in Palestine considering itself as a Palestinian people and we
came and threw them out and took their country away from them. They did not

exist.”[26]
Living in a moral universe in which Israeli Jews are the permanent victims and
Palestinians are invisible allows Israel to justify almost any measure. Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin declared in the Knesset after Israel’s invasion of Lebanon,
“No one, anywhere in the world, can preach morality to our people.” A similar statement
was included in a resolution adopted by Begin’s cabinet after massacres in Palestinian
refugee camps on the outskirts of Beirut.[27]
The Israeli military’s occupation of the West Bank and Gaza has resulted in arbitrary
killings and destruction on a daily basis. Amira Hass wrote in January 2005 that the
Israeli army “controls Gaza through its fortified positions, which dominate densely
populated residential areas; it controls Gaza with its airborne drones and their unceasing
buzzing; the bulldozers that have not ceased demolishing, flattening, exposing,
uprooting for the last four years; the helicopters that fire missiles; the military orders that
turn roads and farmlands and half the coastline into areas ‘prohibited to Palestinians’ so
that any Palestinian using them ends up dead; orders that close all the passages into
Gaza; the tanks that fire into civilian neighborhoods with…tank shells and other forms
of munitions with a frequency that makes it impossible to count them…”[28]
Ilan Pappé writes that what the Israeli army has been doing in the Gaza Strip since 2006
can appropriately be called an incremental genocide. Israeli military operations have
been steadily escalating in every area. Ilan Pappé writes:[29]
Firstly, there was the disappearance of the distinction between “civilian”
and “non-civilian” targets: the senseless killing had turned the population at
large into the main target of the operation. Secondly, there was the
escalation in the employment of every possible killing machine the Israeli
army possesses. Thirdly, there was the conspicuous rise in the number of
casualties. Finally, and most importantly, the operations gradually
crystallized into a strategy, indicating the way Israel intends to solve the
problem of the Gaza Strip in the future: through a measured genocidal
policy. The people of the Strip, however, continued to resist. This led to
further genocidal Israeli operations, but still today a failure to reoccupy the
region.
A 2015 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) report
states: “Three Israeli military operations in the past six years, in addition to eight years
of economic blockade, have ravaged the already debilitated infrastructure of Gaza,
shattered its productive base, left no time for meaningful reconstruction or economic
recovery and impoverished the Palestinian population in Gaza.” This UNCTAD report
forecast that on the present trajectory, “Gaza will be unlivable” in 2020.[30]
The Israeli blockade is the cause of Gaza’s desperate plight. UNCTAD states in a followup report a year later: “Full recovery of the Gaza Strip is challenging without a lifting of
the blockade, which collectively negatively affects the entire 1.8 million population of
Gaza and deprives them of their economic, civil, social and cultural rights, as well as the
right to development.” This Israeli siege constitutes a form of collective punishment and
is a flagrant violation of international law.[31]

BDS Movement
Norman Finkelstein discusses the only realistic strategy for Gaza to end the Israeli
blockade:[32]

A strategy of mass nonviolent resistance…might yet turn the tide. Gaza’s
richest resources are its people, the truth, and public opinion. Time and
again, and come what may, the people of Gaza have evinced a granite will,
born of a “sheer indomitable dignity”… not to be held in bondage… Truth
is on the side of Gaza. If this book rises to a crescendo of anger and
indignation, it’s because the endless lies about Gaza by those who know
better cause one’s innards to writhe. Gandhi called his doctrine of
nonviolence satyagraha, which he translated as “Hold on to the Truth.” If
the people of Gaza, in their multitudes, hold on to the truth, it’s possible
—which is not to say probable, let alone certain, just possible, and not
without immense personal sacrifice, up to and including death—that Israel
can be forced to lift the suffocating blockade.
The BDS movement is a nonviolent way for the international community to educate
others and put pressure on Israel to treat Palestinians fairly. According to Jewish-Israeli
BDS activist Jeff Halper, Israel’s Occupation and Wall classify as apartheid because they
meet precisely the definition of the word: separation of populations in a regime in which
one population permanently dominates another.[33] However, Israel’s discriminatory
policies go beyond separation of populations.
Jewish-American BDS activist Anna Baltzer explains why BDS is needed:[34]
When a country violating human rights does not respond to decades of
pressure through diplomatic efforts, international law, or rulings by the
International Court of Justice, another level of pressure is needed. For
example, when member states repeatedly violate resolutions, the United
Nations often imposes sanctions like those currently being imposed on
Sudan for occupation in Darfur.
Israel has now violated more U.N. resolutions than any other country in the
U.N. Nevertheless, any U.N. proposal to remove international complicity in
Israel’s transgressions has been systematically opposed by the United States
through its veto in the U.N. Security Council. The question is not whether
Israel should be singled out for BDS, but whether it should be immune to
the standard to which other countries are held.
The world cannot wait for Israel to begin to treat Palestinians fairly. Israel will not
change unless it has to. Norman Finkelstein writes: “…Israel will withdraw from the
Occupied Territories only if Palestinians (and their supporters) can summon sufficient
force to change the calculus of costs for Israel: that is, making the price of occupation
too high. The historical record sustains this hypothesis.”[35]

Conclusion
The historical record indicates that Israel is a racist, apartheid ethnostate formed through
the ethnic cleansing of the indigenous Palestinian population. Israel has a horrific human
rights record, has violated more U.N. resolutions than any other country in the U.N.[36],
and has mass murdered and tortured Palestinian civilians with impunity.
A grave injustice has been done to the Palestinian people. Alfred Lilienthal quoted
Israeli humanist Rabbi Benjamin:
In the end, we must come out publicly with the truth: that we have no moral
right whatever to oppose the return of the Arabs to their land…Until we
have begun to redeem our sin against the Arab refugees, we have no right to

continue the in-gathering of the exiles. We have no right to settle in a land
that has been stolen from others while the owners of it are homeless and
miserable.
We had no right to occupy the house of an Arab if we had not paid for it at
its value. The same goes for fields, gardens, stores, workshops. We had no
right to build a settlement and to realize the kind of Zionism with other
people’s property. To do this is robbery. Political conquest cannot abolish
private property.[37]
The AEN has the opportunity to make these facts known to university students.
However, with pro-Zionist Advisory Board members such as Mark Yudof, Lawrence
Summers and Deborah Lipstadt, these facts will probably not be a part of AEN’s
narrative. Yudof’s statement that no hypocrisy or double standards will apply in regard
to Israel[38] will almost certainly be empty rhetoric.
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Laurel Canyon: Haven of Peace, Love
and Military Intelligence
by John Wear

During the ﬁrst
week of August 1964, warships under the command of U.S. Adm.
George Stephen Morrison allegedly came under attack while
patrolling the Tonkin Gulf oﬀ Vietnam. This attack was later called
the Tonkin Gulf Incident. Although this attack probably never took
place, it was used as an excuse to start the Vietnam War.[1]
Meanwhile, in the early months of 1965, an astounding number of
musicians, singers and songwriters suddenly moved to a
geographically and socially isolated community known as Laurel
Canyon in Los Angeles. Within months, the “hippie/ﬂower child”
movement started in Laurel Canyon and began to protest the Vietnam
War.[2] This article will show that this so-called peace movement was
likely controlled by the same military/intelligence community that
instigated the Vietnam War.
Musicians
One of the most iconic, controversial, critically acclaimed and
inﬂuential ﬁgures to take up residence in Laurel Canyon was Jim
Morrison of the band the Doors. Jim Morrison also happens to be the
son of the aforementioned Adm. George Stephen Morrison. So while
the father actively conspired to fabricate an incident that started the
Vietnam War, his son moved to Laurel Canyon and became an icon of
the peace/anti-war movement.[3]
John Phillips also moved to Laurel Canyon and played a major
role in spreading the emerging “counterculture” across America.
Phillips helped organize the Monterey Pop Festival and wrote the
popular song San Francisco, which were both instrumental in luring
the disaﬀected to San Francisco to create the Haight-Ashbury

phenomenon and the 1967 Summer of Love. John Phillips was the son
of U.S. Marine Corps Capt. Claude Andrew Phillips, and attended a
series of elite military prep schools in the Washington, D.C. area,
culminating in his appointment to the U.S. Naval Academy at
Annapolis.[4]
Ellen Naomi Cohen, better known as Cass Elliot, was a childhood
friend of John Phillips’s nephew. Elliot was born in Baltimore but
grew up in Alexandria and attended the same high school as Phillips.
John Phillips, Michelle Phillips, Denny Doherty and Cass Elliot formed
the highly popular Laurel Canyon band the Mamas and the Papas.[5]
Stephen Stills was a founding member of two of Laurel Canyon’s
most-acclaimed and beloved bands: Buﬀalo Springﬁeld and Crosby,
Stills & Nash. He was the product of yet another career military
family, and was educated primarily at schools on military bases and at
elite military academies. Stephen Stills claimed to have served in
Vietnam before moving to Laurel Canyon and becoming an icon of the
peace movement.[6]
David Crosby was one of Laurel Canyon’s most-ﬂamboyant
residents and a founding member of the Byrds as well as Crosby,
Stills & Nash. Crosby is the son of World War II military-intelligence
oﬀicer and Annapolis graduate Maj. Floyd Delaﬁeld Crosby. Crosby’s
family tree includes numerous U.S. senators and congressmen,
governors, mayors, Supreme Court justices, members of the
Continental Congress, and high-ranking Masons. If there is a network
of elite families that has shaped national and world events for
generations, it is likely that David Crosby is a bloodline member of
that network.[7]
Jackson Browne, who became a star of the Laurel Canyon scene a
few years later, is also the scion of a career military family. Browne
was born in a military hospital in Heidelberg, Germany because his
father had been assigned to postwar reconstruction work in
Germany.[8]
The three members of the band America—Gerry Beckley, Dan
Peek and Dewey Bunnell—were also Laurel Canyon residents whose
fathers were all members of the military/intelligence community. The
three met in West Ruislip near London, where their fathers worked at
the West Ruislip U.S. Air Force base, a facility deeply involved in
intelligence operations.[9]
Mike Nesmith of the Monkees and Cory Wells of Three Dog Night
both arrived in Laurel Canyon after serving with the U.S. Air Force.
Gram Parsons, who brieﬂy replaced David Crosby in the Byrds, was
also a Laurel Canyon resident and the son of a decorated military
oﬀicer and bomber pilot.[10]
Frank Zappa was Laurel Canyon’s father ﬁgure during the early
years of its heyday. Although many of his recording artists were
obscure, some such as psychedelic rocker Alice Cooper went on to

superstardom. Zappa’s father was a chemical-warfare specialist
assigned to the Edgewood Arsenal near Baltimore, Maryland. The
Edgewood Arsenal is the longtime home of America’s chemicalwarfare program and is frequently cited as being enmeshed in
MK/ULTRA operations.[11]
Brian Wilson of the Beach Boys bought his ﬁrst real home in
Laurel Canyon in 1965. Wilson was heavily inﬂuenced by the work of
Phil Spector, whose crack team of studio musicians, dubbed the
Wrecking Crew, provided the instrumental tracks for countless
albums by Laurel Canyon bands.[12]
David McGowan wrote:
All these folks gathered nearly simultaneously along the
narrow, winding roads of Laurel Canyon. They came from
across the country—although the Washington, D.C. area
was noticeably over-represented—as well as from Canada
and England, and, in at least one case, all the way from
Nazi Germany. They came even though, at the time, there
was no music industry in Los Angeles. They came even
though, at the time, there was no live music scene to speak
of. They came even though, in retrospect, there was no
discernible reason for them to do so.[13]
Film
Lookout Mountain Laboratory was also located in Laurel Canyon.
Originally envisioned as a fortiﬁed air-defense center, this facility by
1947 featured a fully operational movie studio that included sound
stages, screening rooms, ﬁlm-processing labs, editing facilities, an
animation department and 17 climate-controlled ﬁlm vaults. This
studio produced approximately 19,000 classiﬁed motion pictures over
its lifetime—more than all the Hollywood studios combined.[14]
Lookout Mountain Laboratory apparently had an advanced
research and development department that was on the cutting edge
of new ﬁlm technologies such as 3-D eﬀects. Hollywood luminaries
including John Ford, Jimmy Stewart, Howard Hawks, Ronald Reagan,
Bing Crosby, Walt Disney, Hedda Hopper and Marilyn Monroe worked
at the facility on undisclosed projects. The facility also employed up
to 250 producers, directors, technicians, editors, animators, etc.—all
with top security clearances.[15]
Laurel Canyon in the 1950s was home to leading actors such as
Marlon Brando, James Dean, and James Coburn. It was also home to
Natalie Wood, who lived in the same home that Cass Elliot would
later turn into a Laurel Canyon party house. Other former Laurel
Canyon residents connected to the ﬁlm industry include W.C. Fields,
Mary Astor, Roscoe Arbuckle, Errol Flynn, Orson Welles and Robert
Mitchum.[16]
A group that played a key role in promoting the new Laurel
Canyon bands was Hollywood’s so-called Young Turks. This group

included Peter Fonda, Jack Nicholson, Bruce Dern, Dennis Hopper
and Warren Beatty, along with their female counterparts such as Jane
Fonda, Nancy Sinatra and Sharon Tate. Many of these Hollywood
stars forged very close bonds with the Laurel Canyon musicians, and
some purchased homes in Laurel Canyon so that they could live and
party among the rock stars.[17]
As with the Laurel Canyon musicians, the Young Turks had
impressive establishment credentials. Bruce Dern’s godparents were
Eleanor Roosevelt and two-time Democratic presidential nominee
Adlai Stevenson. Dern’s mother was the sister of Archibald MacLeish,
who held several oﬀices in the Roosevelt Administration and was a
member of the Skull and Bones society.[18]
Peter and Jane Fonda’s father, Henry Fonda, was a decorated U.S.
Naval Intelligence oﬀicer during World War II and was once married
to a Rothschild descendent. Dennis Hopper’s father was employed by
military intelligence and was in the OSS during World War II. Sharon
Tate was the daughter of career U.S. Army intelligence oﬀicer Lt. Col.
Paul Tate, and Nancy Sinatra’s father, Frank Sinatra, had many
associations with known Maﬁa ﬁgures.[19]
David McGowan wrote:
Let’s wrap up this chapter with a quick review of what
we have learned about the people populating Laurel
Canyon in the mid-to-late 1960s. We know that one subset
of residents was a large group of musicians who all
decided, nearly simultaneously, to ﬂood into the canyon.
The most prominent members of this group were, to an
overwhelming degree, the sons and daughters of the
military/intelligence community. We also know that mingled
in with them were the young stars of Hollywood, who also
were, to an astonishing degree, the sons and daughters of
the military/intelligence community. And, ﬁnally, we know
that also in the mix were scores of military/intelligence
personnel who operated out of the facility known as
Lookout Mountain Laboratory.
I’ve got to say that, given the relatively small size of
Laurel Canyon, I’m beginning to wonder if there was any
room left over for any normal folks who might have wanted
to live the rock’n’roll lifestyle.[20]
Deaths
The “hippie/ﬂower child” movement was supposed to be about
peace, love and gentleness. Unfortunately, an astonishingly large
number of Laurel Canyon residents suﬀered premature and often
violent deaths.
The Charles Manson Family murders of Sharon Tate, Stephen
Parent, Jay Sebring, Voytek Frykowski and Abigail Folger at 10050
Cielo Drive in Benedict Canyon had deep ties to Laurel Canyon.

Frykowski and Folger lived in Laurel Canyon, and Jay Sebring’s hair
salon sat right at the mouth of Laurel Canyon. Sharon Tate frequently
visited friends in Laurel Canyon such as John Phillips, Cass Elliot and
Abigail Folger, and when Tate wasn’t in Laurel Canyon, many of the
Laurel Canyon residents visited her place on Cielo Drive.[21]
The unsolved murder of four people on July 1, 1981 at
Wonderland Avenue in Laurel Canyon is regarded by Los Angeles
homicide detectives as the most-brutal multiple murder in the city’s
history. Ron Launius, Billy Deverell, Joy Miller and Barbara
Richardson all died from extensive blunt-force trauma injuries. Only
Launius’s wife, Susan Launius, miraculously survived the attack.[22]
These murders are hardly unique. For example, Diane Linkletter
(daughter of Art Linkletter), comedian Lenny Bruce, actor Sal Mineo,
actress Inger Stevens, and actor Ramon Novarro were all found dead
in their homes, either in or at the mouth of Laurel Canyon, in the
decade between 1966 and 1976. While only two of these people are
oﬀicially listed as murder victims, it is likely that all ﬁve were
murdered in their Laurel Canyon homes.[23]
Numerous other people connected to Laurel Canyon died during
this period, often under very questionable circumstances. The list
includes, but is certainly not limited to, all of the following people:
1) Marina Elizabeth Habe, whose body was carved up and tossed into
the heavy brush in Laurel Canyon on December 30, 1968;
2) Christine Hinton, a girlfriend of David Crosby, who was killed in a
head-on collision on September 30, 1969;
3) Jane Doe #59, a teenage girl who was never identiﬁed, found
dumped into the heavy undergrowth of Laurel Canyon in November
1969. She had been stabbed 157 times in the chest and throat;
4) Alan Wilson of the Laurel Canyon band Canned Heat was found
dead on September 3, 1970 at age 27. Wilson had moved to Topanga
Canyon after the band’s Laurel Canyon home burned to the ground.
Wilson’s former bandmate, Bob Hite, also died of a heart attack at
age 36;
5) Brandon DeWilde, a friend of David Crosby and Gram Parsons,
died in a freak accident in Colorado on July 6, 1972;
6) Christine Frka, the Zappa family’s former housekeeper, died in her
early twenties of an alleged drug overdose;
7) Danny Whitten, who was with Neil Young’s band Crazy Horse, died
of an overdose on November 18, 1972 at age 29;
8) Bruce Berry, a roadie for Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young, died of a
heroin overdose in June 1973;
9) Clarence White, a 29-year-old guitarist who had played with the

Kentucky Colonels and the Byrds, was run over and killed on July 14,
1973;
10) Gram Parsons allegedly overdosed on a speedball on September
19, 1973;
11) Amy Gossage, Graham Nash’s 20-year-old girlfriend, was stabbed
to death in her San Francisco home on February 13, 1975;
12) Tim Buckley, a singer/songwriter signed to Frank Zappa’s record
label, died of a reported overdose on June 29, 1975;
13) Phyllis Major Browne, the 30-year-old wife of Jackson Browne,
reportedly overdosed on barbiturates on March 25, 1976;
14) Cass Elliot died in London at age 32, allegedly of heart failure.
Some think she was killed because she knew too much;
15) Judee Sill, who sold a song to the Laurel Canyon band the Turtles
and worked on an album in Mike Nesmith’s recording studio, died in
November 1979 at age 35;
16) Steve Brandt, a friend of John Phillips, allegedly overdosed on
barbiturates in November 1969;
17) Ricky Nelson, who had lived in Laurel Canyon, died in an unusual
plane crash on December 31, 1985;
18) John Denver, whose father was a career U.S. Air Force oﬀicer,
moved to Los Angeles in 1964 and became part of the Laurel Canyon
scene. Denver died in 1997 when his self-piloted plane crashed soon
after taking oﬀ from Monterey Airport;
19) Sonny Bono, who began his Hollywood career as a lieutenant for
Phil Spector, died on January 5, 1998, after purportedly skiing into a
tree;
20) Phil Hartman, who had substantial ties to the early Laurel
Canyon scene, was murdered in his Encino home on May 28, 1998;
21) Lawrence Eugene “Larry” Williams was found dead in his Laurel
Canyon home on January 7, 1980, with a gunshot wound to his head;
22) Brian Cole, bass player for the Laurel Canyon band the
Association, was found dead on August 2, 1972, of a reported heroin
overdose;
23) Lowell George, who had worked with Frank Zappa, died of a
heart attack on June 29, 1979 at age 34;
24) Tim Hardin, a Laurel Canyon musician and close associate of
Frank Zappa, died of a reported drug overdose on December 29,
1980 at age 39;
25) Natalie Wood, who died on November 29, 1981 in a drowning

incident at Catalina Island that has never been adequately explained.
Wood was 43 when she was laid to rest.
Also, as is widely known, Jim Morrison, Jimi Hendrix and Janis
Joplin all died at Age 27 under questionable circumstances.[24]
On December 6, 1969, occasional Laurel Canyon residents Mick
Jagger and Keith Richards along with permanent Laurel Canyon
residents Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young staged a free concert at a
desolate speedway known as Altamont. Four people died and another
850 people were injured at this concert. These deaths and injuries
were caused mostly by members of the Hell’s Angels, who had
ostensibly been hired by the Rolling Stones to provide security. Since
it was widely known that the Hell’s Angels club was openly hostile to
hippies and anti-war activists, the selection of this motorcycle club to
provide security was probably done for malicious reasons.[25]
Conclusion
Many of the Laurel Canyon stars were openly using and dealing
in illegal substances. The state could have utilized its lawenforcement and criminal-justice powers to silence many of its most
prominent voices. However, that never happened. For example, David
Crosby acknowledged that “the DEA could have popped me for
interstate transport of dope or dealing lots of times and never did.”
John Phillips, who was busted for drug traﬀicking and thought he
would receive a 45-year sentence, served only 24 days in a minimumsecurity prison.[26]
The state also could have used the draft to silence its war critics.
After all, there was a war going on, and hundreds of thousands of
young men were being sent to Vietnam. However, none of the Laurel
Canyon stars had their careers interrupted by the Vietnam War. The
tricks used unsuccessfully by thousands of young men across the
country to avoid the draft always seemed to work for the Laurel
Canyon crowd.[27]
The state, working hand-in-hand with corporate America, also had
the power to prevent the musical icons of the 1960s from ever
becoming the megastars they became. The mass media could have
easily prevented the entire countercultural movement from getting
oﬀ the ground since it controlled the channels of communication.
Instead, the mass media actively promoted the Laurel Canyon
stars.[28] Books such as The Greening of America were even written
to promote the ridiculous idea that the new countercultural icons
were representatives of an advanced social consciousness.[29]
Vladimir Lenin once stated: “The best way to control the
opposition is to lead it ourselves.”[30] The evidence indicates that the
peace movement of the 1960s was not a grass-roots challenge to the
Vietnam War. Rather, the “hippie/ﬂower-child” movement was a fake
opposition that could be easily controlled and neutralized. The Laurel
Canyon musicians and other leaders of the countercultural movement

were typically as much a part of the military/intelligence community
as the people they were supposedly opposing.[31]

A version of this article appeared previously in the Barnes Review.
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(Many?) Jews Transited through Treblinka
by Panagiotis Heliotis

If the Holocaust never happened, what happened to the Jews of Europe? If the camps were
labor or transit camps, where did the Jews go? Give us the name of one single Jew who
was transited through these camps.
These are the kind of responses you usually hear from people who encounter revisionism
and realize that the story they’ve heard is not as bulletproof as they thought. As they do
not want to admit it, they have to resort to these desperate, but logical questions. So, let’s
see. Can we find evidence that Jews were transited through these supposed extermination
camps? As a matter of fact, we can. And not in some secret vault or anything, but in the
database of the USHMM itself! And by searching through the survivor testimonies, we
actually find quite a few from one of the most-infamous death camps of all, Treblinka.
Orthodox historians claim that this was a camp where all who were deported there were
killed upon arrival. Nobody survived except those who managed to escape. But the
survivors have a different story to tell. They were simply moved from camp to camp, with
all of the camps clearly listed in the database.
First, here is the entry for Vivian Chakin:

As we can see, starting with Treblinka, she went through no less than eight camps,
including Birkenau. And of course she wasn’t alone on the train. Next is Michael
Gerstman, who was also deported to Treblinka before being sent to six other camps:

Martin Grynberg went to three camps after Treblinka:

Josef Szajman was in five camps:

Five camps also in total for Allen Seder:

And another five camps for Esther Stupnik:

And last, Linda Penn with eight camps:

Notice that some of them were also sent to Birkenau and Majdanek, two other well-known
death camps, but again they continued alive.
So there you have it. Deportees to death camps according to the USHMM, alive and well
and giving interviews. Did we miss something?

Medical Experimentation at Dachau |
CODOH
by John Wear

The onset and escalation of World War II provided the rationale for
most of Germany’s illegal human medical experimentation. Animal
experimentation was known to be a poor substitute for experiments
on humans. Since only analogous inferences could be drawn from
animal experiments, the use of human experimentation during the
war was deemed necessary to help in the German war eﬀort.
Applications for medical experimentation on humans were usually
approved on the grounds that animal tests had taken the research
only so far. Better results could be obtained by using humans in the
medical experiments.[1]
Inmates at the Dachau Concentration Camp were subjected to
medical experimentation involving malaria, high altitudes, freezing
and other experiments. Such has been documented in the so-called
Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg, which opened on December 9, 1946,
and ended on July 19, 1947. Also, Dr. Charles P. Larson, an American
forensic pathologist, was at Dachau and conducted autopsies,
interviews, and a review of the remaining medical records to
determine the extent of the medical experimentation at the camp.

Malaria Experiments

Dr. Schilling at Trial
The malaria experimentation at Dachau was performed by Dr. Klaus
Karl Schilling, who was an internationally famous parasitologist. Dr.
Schilling was ordered by Heinrich Himmler in 1936 to conduct
medical research at Dachau for the purpose of immunizing

individuals speciﬁcally against malaria. Dr. Schilling admitted to Dr.
Larson that between 1936 and 1945 he inoculated some 2,000
prisoners with malaria. The medical supervisor at Dachau would
select the people to be inoculated and then send this list of people to
Berlin to be approved by a higher authority. Those who were chosen
were then turned over to Dr. Schilling to conduct the medical
experimentation.[2]
At the Doctors’ Trial it was determined that Dr. Schilling’s
experiments were directly responsible for the deaths of 10
prisoners.[3] Dr. Charles Larson stated in his report concerning Dr.
Schilling:
It was very diﬀicult to know where to draw the line as to
whether or not Dr. Schilling was a war criminal. Certainly
he fell into that category inasmuch as he had subjected
people involuntarily to experimental malaria inoculations,
which, even though they did not produce many deaths,
could very well have produced serious illness in many of the
patients. He defended himself by saying he did all this work
by order from higher authority; in fact, Himmler himself.
In my report, I wrote: “In view of all he has told me, this
man, in my opinion, should be considered a war criminal,
but that he should be permitted to write up the results of
his experiments and turn them over to Allied medical
personnel for what they are worth. Dr. Schilling is an
eminent scientist of world-wide renown who has conducted
a most important group of experiments; their value cannot
properly be ascertained until he has put them into writing
for medical authorities to study. The criminal acts have
already been committed, and since they have been
committed, if it were possible to derive some new
knowledge concerning immunity to malaria from these acts,
it would yet be another crime not to permit this man to
ﬁnish documenting the results of his years of research.”
But my attempt to save Dr. Schilling’s life failed. Our High
Command felt it had to make a public example of him—
most of the other high-ranking Nazis connected with
Dachau had already been executed—and made his wife
watch the hanging. I did everything I could to stop it. I
implored our military government not to pass sentence on
him until he’d had a fair hearing, because I was just
beginning to win his conﬁdence, and get through to him.
Looking back, I am sure that the execution of Dr. Schilling
deprived the world of some very valuable scientiﬁc
information—no matter how distasteful his research and
experimentation may have been.[4]
Dr. Larson concluded in regard to Dr. Schilling: “…Dr. Schilling, who
was 72 [actually 74], should have lived. He never tried to run. He
stayed in Dachau and made a full statement of his work to me; he

cooperated in every way, and was the only one who told the
truth…”[5]
The defense in the Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg submitted evidence
of doctors in the United States performing medical experiments on
prison inmates and conscientious objectors during the war. The
evidence showed that large-scale malaria experiments were
performed on 800 American prisoners, many of them black, from
federal penitentiaries in Atlanta and state penitentiaries in Illinois
and New Jersey. U.S. doctors conducted human experiments with
malaria tropica, one of the most dangerous of the malaria strains, to
aid the U.S. war eﬀort in Southeast Asia.[6]
Although Dr. Schilling’s malaria experiments were no more
dangerous or illegal than the malaria experiments performed by U.S.
doctors, Dr. Schilling had to atone for his malaria experiments by
being hanged to death while his wife watched. The U.S. doctors who
performed malaria experiments on humans were never charged with
a crime.

High-Altitude and Hypothermia Experiments
Germany also conducted high-altitude experiments at Dachau. Dr.
Sigmund Rascher performed these experiments beginning February
22, 1942 and ending around the beginning of July 1942.[7] The
experiments were performed in order to know what happened to air
crews after failure of, or ejection from, their pressurized cabins at
very high altitudes. In this instance, airmen would be subjected
within a few seconds to a drop in pressure and lack of oxygen. The
experiments were performed to investigate various possible lifesaving methods. To this end a low-pressure chamber was set up at
Dachau to observe the reactions of a human being thrown out at
extreme altitudes, and to investigate ways of rescuing him.[8] The
victims were locked in the chamber, and the pressure in the chamber
was then lowered to a level corresponding to very high altitudes. The
pressure could be very quickly altered, allowing Dr. Rascher to
simulate the conditions which would be experienced by a pilot
freefalling from altitude without oxygen.
Dr. Rascher received authority to conduct these high-altitude
experiments when he wrote to Heinrich Himmler and was told that
prisoners would be placed at his disposal. Dr. Rascher stated in his
letter that he knew the experiments could have fatal results.
According to Walter Neﬀ, the prisoner who gave testimony at the
Doctors’ Trial, approximately 180 to 200 prisoners were used in the
high-altitude experiments. Approximately 10 of these prisoners were
volunteers, and about 40 of the prisoners were men not condemned
to death. According to Neﬀ’s testimony, approximately 70 to 80
prisoners died during these experiments.[9] A ﬁlm showing the
complete sequence of an experiment, including the autopsy, was
discovered in Dr. Rascher’s house at Dachau after the war.[10]
Dr. Rascher also conducted freezing experiments at Dachau after the

high-altitude experiments were concluded. These freezing
experiments were conducted from August 1942 to approximately May
1943.[11] The purpose of these experiments was to determine the
best way of warming German pilots who had been forced down in the
North Sea and suﬀered hypothermia.
Dr. Rascher's subjects were forced to remain outdoors naked in
freezing weather for up to 14 hours, or the victims were kept in a
tank of ice water for three hours. Their pulse and internal
temperature were measured through a series of electrodes. Warming
of the victims was then attempted by diﬀerent methods, most usually
and successfully by immersion in very hot water. It is estimated that
these experiments caused the deaths of 80 to 90 prisoners.[12]
Dr. Charles Larson strongly condemned these freezing experiments.
Dr. Larson wrote:
A Dr. Raschau [sic] was in charge of this work and…we
found the records of his experiments. They were most inept
compared to Dr. Schilling’s, much less scientiﬁc. What they
would do would be to tie up a prisoner and immerse him in
cold water until his body temperature reduced to 28
degrees centigrade (82.4 degrees Fahrenheit), when the
poor soul would, of course, die. These experiments were
started in August, 1942, but Raschau’s [sic] technique
improved. By February, 1943 he was able to report that 30
persons were chilled to 27 and 29 degrees centigrade, their
hands and feet frozen white, and their bodies “rewarmed”
by a hot bath….
They also dressed the subjects in diﬀerent types of
insulated clothing before putting them in freezing water, to
see how long it took them to die.[13]
Dr. Rascher and his hypothermia experiments at Dachau were not
well regarded by German medical doctors. In a paper titled “Nazi
Science—The Dachau Hypothermia Experiments,” Dr. Robert L.
Berger wrote:
Rascher was not well regarded in professional circles…and
his superiors repeatedly expressed reservations about his
performance. In one encounter, Professor Karl Gebhardt, a
general in the SS and Himmler’s personal physician, told
Rascher in connection with his experiments on hypothermia
through exposure to cold air that “the report was
unscientiﬁc; if a student of the second term dared submit a
treatise of the kind [Gebhardt] would throw him out.”
Despite Himmler’s strong support, Rascher was rejected for
faculty positions at several universities. A book by German
scientists on the accomplishments of German aviation
medicine during the war devoted an entire chapter to
hypothermia but failed to mention Rascher’s name or his
work.[14]

Blood-Clotting Experiments
Dr. Rascher also experimented with the eﬀects of Polygal, a
substance made from beet and apple pectin, which aided blood
clotting. He predicted that the preventive use of Polygal tablets
would reduce bleeding from surgery and from gunshot wounds
sustained during combat. Subjects were given a Polygal tablet and
were either shot through the neck or chest, or their limbs were
amputated without anesthesia. Dr. Rascher published an article on
his use of Polygal without detailing the nature of the human trials. Dr.
Rascher also set up a company staﬀed by prisoners to manufacture
the substance.[15] Dr. Rascher’s nephew, a Hamburg doctor, testiﬁed
under oath that he knew of four prisoners who died from Dr.
Rascher’s testing Polygal at Dachau.[16]
Obviously, Dr. Rascher’s medical experiments constitute major war
crimes. Dr. Rascher was arrested and executed in Dachau by German
authorities shortly before the end of the war.[17]

Infectious Diseases, Biopsies and Salt-Water Tests
Phlegmons were also induced in inmates at Dachau by intravenous
and intramuscular injection of pus during 1942 and 1943. Various
natural, allopathic and biochemical remedies were then tried to cure
the resulting infections. The phlegmon experiments were apparently
an attempt by National Socialist Germany to ﬁnd an antibiotic similar
to penicillin for infection.[18]
All of the doctors who took part in these phlegmon experiments were
dead or had disappeared at the time of the Doctors’ Trial. The only
information about the number of prisoners used and the number of
victims was provided by an inmate nurse, Heinrich Stöhr, who was a
political prisoner at Dachau. Stöhr stated that seven out of a group of
10 German subjects died in one experiment, and that in another
experiment 12 out of a group of 40 clergy died.[19]
Oﬀicial documents and personal testimonies indicate that physicians
at Dachau performed many liver biopsies when they were not needed.
Dr. Rudolf Brachtl performed liver biopsies on healthy people and on
people who had diseases of the stomach and gall bladder. While
biopsy of the liver is an accepted and frequently used diagnostic
procedure, it should only be performed when deﬁnite indications
exist and other methods fail. Some physicians at Dachau performed
liver biopsies simply to gain experience with its techniques. These
Dachau biopsies violated professional standards since they were
often conducted in the absence of genuine medical indication.[20]
The Luftwaﬀe had also been concerned since 1941 with the problem
of shot-down airmen who had been reduced to drinking salt water.
Sea water experiments were performed at Dachau to develop a
method of making sea water drinkable through desalinization.
Between July and September 1944, 44 inmates at Dachau were used
to test the desirability of using two diﬀerent processes to make sea

water drinkable. The subjects were divided into several groups and
given diﬀerent diets using the two diﬀerent processes.[21] During the
experiments one of the groups received no food whatsoever for ﬁve to
nine days. Many of the subjects became ill from these experiments,
suﬀering from diarrhea, convulsions, foaming at the mouth, and
sometimes madness or death.[22]

Most Deaths from Natural Causes
Dr. Charles Larson’s forensic work at Dachau indicated that only a
small percentage of the deaths at Dachau were due to medical
experimentation on humans. His autopsies showed that most of the
victims died from natural causes; that is, of disease brought on by
malnutrition and ﬁlth caused by wartime conditions. In his
depositions to Army lawyers, Dr. Larson made it clear that one could
not indict the whole German people for the National Socialist medical
crimes. Dr. Larson sincerely believed that although Dachau was only
a short ride from Munich, most of the people in Munich had no idea
what was going on inside Dachau.[23]
Dr. Larson’s conclusions are reinforced by the book Dachau,
1933-1945: The Oﬀicial History by Paul Berben. This book states that
the total number of people who passed through Dachau during its
existence is well in excess of 200,000.[24] The author concludes that
while no one will ever know the exact number of deaths at Dachau,
the number of deaths is probably several thousand more than the
quoted number of 31,951.[25] This book documents that
approximately 66% of all deaths at Dachau occurred during the ﬁnal
seven months of the war.
The increase in deaths at Dachau was caused primarily by a
devastating typhus epidemic which, in spite of the eﬀorts made by
the medical staﬀ, continued to spread throughout Dachau during the
ﬁnal seven months of the war. The number of deaths at Dachau also
includes 2,226 people who died in May 1945 after the Allies had
liberated the camp, as well as the deaths of 223 prisoners in March
1944 from Allied aerial attacks on work parties.[26] Thus, while
illegal medical experiments were conducted on prisoners at Dachau,
Berben’s book clearly shows that the overwhelming majority of
deaths of prisoners at Dachau were from natural causes.

Allied Medical Experimentation
Dr. Karl Brandt and the other defendants were infuriated during the
Doctors’ Trial at the moral high ground taken by the U.S. prosecution.
Evidence showed that the Allies had been engaged in illegal medical
experimentation, including poison experiments on condemned
prisoners in other countries, and cholera and plague experiments on
children.[27]
Dr. Bettina Blome, the wife of the defendant Dr. Kurt Blome,
meticulously researched experiments that were conducted by the U.S.
Oﬀice of Scientiﬁc Research and Development (OSRD) during the

war. In addition to malaria experiments on Terre Haute Federal
Prison inmates, she also uncovered Dr. Walter Reed’s 19th-century
yellow fever research for the U.S. Army, in which volunteer human
test subjects had died. Blome’s research was entered into evidence at
the Doctors’ Trial.[28]
Defense attorney Dr. Robert Servatius expanded on the theme of U.S.
Army human experimentation. American journalist Annie Jacobsen
writes:
Servatius had located a Life magazine article, published in
June of 1945, that described how OSRD conducted
experiments on 800 U.S. prisoners during the war.
Servatius read the entire article, word for word, in the
courtroom. None of the American judges was familiar with
the article, nor were most members of the prosecution, and
its presentation in court clearly caught the Americans oﬀ
guard. Because the article speciﬁcally discussed U.S. Army
wartime experiments on prisoners, it was incredibly
damaging for the prosecution. “Prison life is ideal for
controlled laboratory work with humans,” Servatius read,
quoting American doctors who had been interviewed by
Life reporters. The idea that extraordinary times call for
extraordinary measures, and that both nations had used
human test subjects during war, was unsettling. It pushed
the core Nazi concept of the Untermenschen to the side.
The Nuremberg prosecutors were left looking like
hypocrites.[29]
The U.S. prosecution ﬂew in Dr. Andrew Ivy to explain the diﬀerences
in medical ethics between German and U.S. medical experiments.
Interestingly, Dr. Ivy himself had been involved in malaria
experiments on inmates at the Illinois State Penitentiary. When Dr.
Ivy mentioned that the United States had speciﬁc research standards
for medical experimentation on humans, it turned out that these
principles were ﬁrst published on December 28, 1946. Dr. Ivy had to
admit that the U.S. principles on medical ethics in human
experimentation had been made in anticipation of Dr. Ivy’s testimony
at the Doctors’ Trial.[30]
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Review of Auschwitz Forensically Examined
by John Wear

Cyrus Cox. Auschwitz—Forensically Examined. Castle Hill Publications, Uckfield, UK,
114 pp., £8/$10.

Auschwitz—Forensically Examined by Cyrus Cox summarizes the forensic evidence
proving that Auschwitz was not an extermination camp. This article will review some of
the important points mentioned in this book.

The Chemistry of Auschwitz
Forensic tests show that all of the delousing facilities at Auschwitz, Birkenau, Stutthof
and Majdanek have one thing in common: their walls are permeated with Prussian Blue,
a compound of cyanide and iron readily discernible by a distinctive deep blue color. Not
only the inner surfaces, but also the outside walls and the mortar between the bricks of
the delousing facilities have Prussian Blue staining. On the other hand, nothing of this
sort can be observed in any of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz/Birkenau.[1]
Cyrus Cox writes:
While there is an enormous presence of cyanide residue in the masonry of
the disinfestation chambers, in the alleged homicidal gas chambers there is
no significant presence at all… The simplest explanation for this is that
there were no gassings with Zyklon B in the alleged homicidal gas
chambers, plain and simple.[2]

Proponents of the orthodox Holocaust story, however, cannot concede that there were no
gassings with Zyklon B in the alleged-homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau.
They have made the following attempts to explain away the results of forensic tests
showing no significant cyanide residues in the alleged gas chambers at
Auschwitz/Birkenau:[3]
1) The Kraków Institute of Forensic Research published results in 1994 that claimed
not to have understood how it was possible for Prussian Blue to have formed in walls as
a result of their being exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas. The researchers therefore
adopted methods that excluded Prussian Blue and similar iron/cyanide compounds from
their analyses. Their assumptions made it practically impossible to distinguish between
rooms massively exposed to hydrogen cyanide and those which were not: all would have
a “cyanide residue” of close to zero. The Kraków researchers concluded from their
deliberately crippled analyses that, since the gas chambers and delousing facilities all
had similar amounts of cyanide residues, humans were gassed in the gas chambers at
Auschwitz/Birkenau.[4]
Cox dismisses this Kraków Institute of Forensic Research report:
The cockeyed blabber about not understanding or about blue wall paint is
egregious flimflam at best; in reality, however, it is a lie to confuse the
audience.[5]
2) Dr. James Roth testified at the 1988 Ernst Zündel trial that he received samples from
Fred Leuchter in his capacity as the laboratory manager of Alpha Analytical
Laboratories. The purpose of the tests was to determine the total iron and cyanide
content in the samples. Dr. Roth testified that the Prussian Blue produced by a reaction
of the iron and hydrogen cyanide could penetrate deeply into porous materials such as
brick and iron.[6]
Dr. Roth later changed this testimony in a 1999 movie titled Mr. Death produced by
Errol Morris. Dr. Roth states in this movie:
Cyanide is a surface reaction. It’s probably not going to penetrate more than
10 microns. Human hair is 100 microns in diameter. Crush this sample up, I
have just diluted that sample 10,000; 100,000 times. If you’re going to go
looking for it, you’re going to look on the surface only. There’s no reason to
go deep, because it’s not going to be there.[7]
Cox writes in regard to Dr. Roth’s statement in Mr. Death:
That was a lie. To hydrogen-cyanide gas, plaster and mortar are as
permeable as a sponge is to water… Roth knows this, because when he
testified under oath at the 1988 Zündel trial, he truthfully said: ‘In porous
materials such as brick and mortar, [hydrogen cyanide] could go fairly deep
as long as the surface stayed open’…[8]
3) Dr. Richard Green, who says “I am not embarrassed to call Holocaust denial hate
speech,” agrees with Germar Rudolf that the Prussian Blue found in the delousing
chambers is the result of gassing with hydrogen cyanide. However, Dr. Green offers a
possible alternative explanation for why the outside walls of the delousing chambers
have blue staining. Green writes:
[T]he discoloration on the outside of walls [of the delousing chambers],
ought to make one consider what possible processes could have taken place
outside of the delousing chambers. For example, is it possible that materials

that had been soaked with aqueous solutions of HCN were leaned against
the outside of the buildings? Not enough is known, but it is premature to
conclude that the staining on the outside of buildings owes its origins to
processes that took place within those buildings.[9]
Cox writes concerning Dr. Green’s statement:
Which absurd auxiliary thesis will come next? Maybe the one by Dr.
Richard Green, who seriously proposed that the cyanide residues in the
disinfestation chambers did not stem from fumigations, but were caused by
objects leaning against the wall which had been soaked in a “hydrogencyanide solution”? Where then do the cyanide residues close to the ceiling,
in the middle and outside of the wall come from?[10]
4) French biochemist and Auschwitz veteran Dr. Georges Wellers provides another
explanation by stating that humans are considerably more sensitive to hydrogen cyanide
than insects. The homicidal gassings at Auschwitz/Birkenau thus were conducted with
smaller amounts of hydrogen cyanide over shorter times. Wellers says the victims would
have inhaled almost all of the hydrogen cyanide, so there presumably was nothing left to
react with the masonry.[11]
Cox writes that Wellers’s explanation overlooks several things:
1. Executions in U.S. gas chambers took on average around nine minutes before the
victims were dead;
2. The Zyklon B used in Auschwitz/Birkenau slowly discharges its toxin over a
period of one to two hours, in contrast to US methods, in which a cyanide “egg”
virtually “boils” in a pot of pure sulfuric acid;
3. None of the alleged-homicidal gas chambers used in Auschwitz/Birkenau had
devices such as warm-air blowers to aid evaporation of the hydrogen cyanide.
Such devices were part of the standard equipment of the disinfestation chambers
used in that period (the gas chambers are said to have used precisely the same
form of Zyklon B as did the disinfestation chambers);
4. The concentration of toxic gas in the chambers would have steadily increased for
one or two hours; therefore, ventilation of the chamber before the complete
evaporation of the hydrogen cyanide would have been of no avail; and
5. The victims before dying could have inhaled only an insignificant part of the
hydrogen-cyanide gas that would have been in the homicidal gas chambers.[12]
Cox lists several additional factors indicating that the alleged-homicidal gas chambers
had a significantly higher tendency of forming long-term-stable cyanide residue than the
disinfestation buildings. He concludes:
In the masonry samples of the underground morgue, we should find
approximately similar residues as in the disinfestation chambers, if not even
more, provided that the stories told by the witnesses are true.[13]

The Cremations of Auschwitz
Cyrus Cox debunks eyewitness testimony claiming that gigantic flames burst from the
chimneys of the crematories of Auschwitz/Birkenau. The construction blueprints show
that the flues and the chimney of the largest crematories in Auschwitz/Birkenau each
had a length of about 15 meters. The coke and coal used to fuel the furnaces burn with a
short flame not exceeding half a meter. This fuel could not even have produced flames
that protruded out of the cremation muffles.[14]

Many witnesses also claim that smoke constantly covered all of Auschwitz/Birkenau.
However, none of the aerial photos taken of Birkenau by Allied reconnaissance planes
since late May 1944 shows a column of smoke from any of the crematories. This is so
even though these facilities were allegedly cremating the Jews deported from Hungary at
their peak capacity.[15]
The capacity of the Auschwitz/Birkenau crematories has also been exaggerated by
proponents of the official Holocaust story. The crematories of Auschwitz/Birkenau had
muffles with doors 1.97 feet in width and height, and were meant to cremate only one
corpse at a time without casket. The full incineration of a single corpse took about an
hour.[16] If one considers that the furnace had to be cleaned daily from ash and cinders,
a coke-fired crematory could be operated for a maximum of only about 20 hours per
day.[17]
There effectively were never more than 38 cremation muffles concurrently operating at
Auschwitz/Birkenau. Their theoretical maximum daily capacity on a 20-hour-per-day
operational schedule amounts to:
38 muffles x 20 hours x 1 corpse/hour = 760 corpses.
Since single furnaces or even complete crematories had to be shut down on occasion for
necessary repairs, and since the furnaces were often operated by unskilled detainees, one
can assume that the actual cremation capacity at Auschwitz/Birkenau was significantly
lower.[18] There was never enough capacity at Auschwitz/Birkenau to cremate 4,800
corpses per day as alleged by pro-Holocaust historians.[19]
A set of documents has been preserved showing the quantities of coke delivered to
Auschwitz/Birkenau in the period from February 1942 to October 1943. These
documents show that the new crematories at Birkenau weren’t used as intensively as the
old one at the Auschwitz main camp, and that there was not enough fuel delivered to
cremate the additional hundreds of thousands of corpses claimed to have accrued at
Auschwitz/Birkenau. These documents also show that coke deliveries starting in March
1943 approximately match the numbers of dead reported in the Auschwitz/Birkenau
Death Books. [20]
Cox does acknowledge that approximately 13,000 corpses were buried in mass graves in
Birkenau in 1942 because deaths from a typhus epidemic exceeded the limited cremation
capacity in the camp at the time. Most of these bodies were later exhumed, with many
bodies probably directly burned on pyres.[21] However, Cox says a photograph taken of
Birkenau on May 31, 1944 provides irrefutable proof that the alleged incineration of
Hungarian Jews on enormous outdoor pyres has been nothing other than a gigantic
propaganda lie.[22]
Carlo Mattogno agrees with Cox’s analysis. In his book Auschwitz: The End of a
Legend, Mattogno states in regard to Allied aerial photographs taken at Birkenau on
May 31, 1944:
It is pointed out also that the aerial photographs taken by the Allied military
on 31 May 1944, at the crucial time of presumed extermination, on the day
of the arrival at Birkenau of about 15,000 deportees, and after 14 days of
intense arrivals (184,000 deportees, averaging 13,000 per day) and with an
extermination toll (according to Pressac’s hypothesis) of at least 110,000
homicidally gassed, which would have had to average 7,800 per day, every
single day for 14 consecutive days; after all of that, the photographs do not
show the slightest evidence of this alleged enormous extermination: No
trace of smoke, no trace of pits, crematory or otherwise, burning or not, no

sign of dirt extracted from pits, no trace of wood set aside for use in pits, no
sign of vehicles or any other type of activity in the crucial zones of the
courtyard of Crematory V nor in the earth of Bunker 2, nor in Crematories
II and III. These photographs constitute irrefutable proof that the story of
extermination of the Hungarian Jews is historically unfounded.[23]

Suppressing Evidence
Cox describes the first independent forensic report on Auschwitz:
In 1972, the two architects Walter Dejaco and Fritz Ertl, who were involved
in the planning and construction of the crematoria at Auschwitz-Birkenau,
had to stand trial in Vienna for assisting in mass murder. The Auschwitz
Museum had sent the Viennese court the construction plans of these
buildings. Because the judges found themselves incompetent to evaluate
these plans, they tasked the Viennese architect Gerhard Dubin, a certified
engineer, to examine these designs to ascertain whether the spaces denoted
by the Auschwitz Museum as execution chambers could have been used as
such or could have been restructured for such use. Dubin answered “No” to
both questions in his expert report. This was one of the reasons why both
defendants were ultimately acquitted by the jury. Subsequently, an unknown
person removed Dubin’s embarrassing (for the orthodoxy) expert report
from the trial records, because today it is not to be found there. This
destruction of evidence is not only grossly anti-scientific, it is also a
criminal act.[24]
The Holocaust orthodoxy continues to suppress evidence to this day. Publicly disputing
the official Holocaust narrative is a crime in some 19 countries. Moreover, in Germany it
is prohibited by threat of punishment to file a motion with the court to admit evidence
seeking to prove that revisionist statements are correct. The reason given is that such
motions constitute “Holocaust denial” and would therefore be a criminal act during a
public trial. Accordingly, several defense lawyers have been sentenced simply because
they filed such a motion.[25]
Holocaust revisionist writings cannot even be read in court in modern-day Germany.
Cox writes:
In order to keep the public in the dark about the fact that the defendants are
being sent to the dungeon for entirely harmless and scientifically well-based
statements, their writings for which they are on trial are moreover not read
out in the courtroom, which would normally be obligatory, but the trial
participants—judges, prosecution, defense—are ordered to read the material
by themselves at home.
Ever since the introduction of these measures, silence has been once more
every citizen’s primary duty in German courtrooms. Shut up, and don’t you
dare protest![26]

Conclusion
Auschwitz—Forensically Examined provides an excellent introduction to the forensic
evidence proving that Auschwitz/Birkenau was not an extermination camp. Readers who
are interested in a more detailed analysis of the forensic evidence can read books written
by Germar Rudolf and Carlo Mattogno to gain additional insights.

Cyrus Cox states the primary reason for knowing that there were no homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau: “While there is an enormous presence of cyanide
residue in the masonry of the disinfestation chambers, in the alleged homicidal gas
chambers there is no significant presence at all.”[27] Pro-Holocaust historians have yet
to provide a credible explanation why no significant presence of cyanide residue has
been found in the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz/Birkenau.
Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom writes: “…for any alleged human gas chamber found in a
German World War II labour camp let us merely measure cyanide in the walls: if it’s not
there, it didn’t happen.”[28]
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Roosevelt Conspired to Start World War II in
Europe
by John Wear

We Elected Their Nemesis ... But He Was Ours
Establishment historians claim that U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt never wanted
war and made every reasonable effort to prevent war. This article will show that contrary
to what establishment historians claim, Franklin Roosevelt and his administration
wanted war and made every effort to instigate World War II in Europe.

THE SECRET POLISH DOCUMENTS
The Germans seized a mass of documents from the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
when they invaded Warsaw in late September 1939. The documents were seized when a
German SS brigade led by Freiherr von Kuensberg captured the center of Warsaw ahead
of the regular German army. Von Kuensberg’s men took control of the Polish Foreign
Ministry just as Ministry officials were in the process of burning incriminating
documents. These documents clearly establish Roosevelt’s crucial role in planning and
instigating World War II. They also reveal the forces behind President Roosevelt that
pushed for war.[1]
Some of the secret Polish documents were first published in the United States as The
German White Paper. Probably the most-revealing document in the collection is a secret
report dated January 12, 1939 by Jerzy Potocki, the Polish ambassador to the United
States. This report discusses the domestic situation in the United States. I quote (a
translation of) Ambassador Potocki’s report in full:
There is a feeling now prevalent in the United States marked by growing
hatred of Fascism, and above all of Chancellor Hitler and everything
connected with National Socialism. Propaganda is mostly in the hands of
the Jews who control almost 100% [of the] radio, film, daily and periodical
press. Although this propaganda is extremely coarse and presents Germany
as black as possible--above all religious persecution and concentration
camps are exploited--this propaganda is nevertheless extremely effective
since the public here is completely ignorant and knows nothing of the
situation in Europe.
At the present moment most Americans regard Chancellor Hitler and
National Socialism as the greatest evil and greatest peril threatening the
world. The situation here provides an excellent platform for public speakers
of all kinds, for emigrants from Germany and Czechoslovakia who with a
great many words and with most various calumnies incite the public. They
praise American liberty which they contrast with the totalitarian states.
It is interesting to note that in this extremely well-planned campaign which
is conducted above all against National Socialism, Soviet Russia is almost
completely eliminated. Soviet Russia, if mentioned at all, is mentioned in a
friendly manner and things are presented in such a way that it would seem
that the Soviet Union were cooperating with the bloc of democratic states.

Thanks to the clever propaganda the sympathies of the American public are
completely on the side of Red Spain.
This propaganda, this war psychosis is being artificially created. The
American people are told that peace in Europe is hanging only by a thread
and that war is inevitable. At the same time the American people are
unequivocally told that in case of a world war, America also must take an
active part in order to defend the slogans of liberty and democracy in the
world. President Roosevelt was the first one to express hatred against
Fascism. In doing so he was serving a double purpose; first he wanted to
divert the attention of the American people from difficult and intricate
domestic problems, especially from the problem of the struggle between
capital and labor. Second, by creating a war psychosis and by spreading
rumors concerning dangers threatening Europe, he wanted to induce the
American people to accept an enormous armament program which far
exceeds United States defense requirements.
Regarding the first point, it must be said that the internal situation on the
labor market is growing worse constantly. The unemployed today already
number 12 million. Federal and state expenditures are increasing daily. Only
the huge sums, running into billions, which the treasury expends for
emergency labor projects, are keeping a certain amount of peace in the
country. Thus far only the usual strikes and local unrest have taken place.
But how long this government aid can be kept up it is difficult to predict
today. The excitement and indignation of public opinion, and the serious
conflict between private enterprises and enormous trusts on the one hand,
and with labor on the other, have made many enemies for Roosevelt and are
causing him many sleepless nights.
As to point two, I can only say that President Roosevelt, as a clever player
of politics and a connoisseur of American mentality, speedily steered public
attention away from the domestic situation in order to fasten it on foreign
policy. The way to achieve this was simple. One needed, on the one hand, to
enhance the war menace overhanging the world on account of Chancellor
Hitler, and, on the other hand, to create a specter by talking about the attack
of the totalitarian states on the United States. The Munich pact came to
President Roosevelt as a godsend. He described it as the capitulation of
France and England to bellicose German militarism. As was said here:
Hitler compelled Chamberlain at pistol-point. Hence, France and England
had no choice and had to conclude a shameful peace.
The prevalent hatred against everything which is in any way connected with
German National Socialism is further kindled by the brutal attitude against
the Jews in Germany and by the émigré problem. In this action Jewish
intellectuals participated; for instance, Bernard Baruch; the Governor of
New York State, Lehman; the newly appointed judge of the Supreme Court,
Felix Frankfurter; Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, and others who
are personal friends of Roosevelt. They want the President to become the
champion of human rights, freedom of religion and speech, and the man
who in the future will punish trouble-mongers. These groups, people who
want to pose as representatives of “Americanism” and “defenders of
democracy” in the last analysis, are connected by unbreakable ties with
international Jewry.
For this Jewish international, which above all is concerned with the interests

of its race, to put the President of the United States at this “ideal” post of
champion of human rights, was a clever move. In this manner they created a
dangerous hotbed for hatred and hostility in this hemisphere and divided the
world into two hostile camps. The entire issue is worked out in a mysterious
manner. Roosevelt has been forcing the foundation for vitalizing American
foreign policy, and simultaneously has been procuring enormous stocks for
the coming war, for which the Jews are striving consciously. With regard to
domestic policy, it is extremely convenient to divert public attention from
anti-Semitism which is ever growing in the United States, by talking about
the necessity of defending faith and individual liberty against the onslaught
of Fascism.[2]
On January 16, 1939, Potocki reported to the Warsaw Foreign Ministry a conversation
he had with American Ambassador to France William Bullitt. Bullitt was in Washington
on a leave of absence from Paris. Potocki reported that Bullitt stated the main objectives
of the Roosevelt administration were:
1. The vitalizing foreign policy, under the leadership of President
Roosevelt, severely and unambiguously condemns totalitarian countries.
2. The United States preparation for war on sea, land and air which will be
carried out at an accelerated speed and will consume the colossal sum of
$1,250 million.
3. It is the decided opinion of the President that France and Britain must
put [an] end to any sort of compromise with the totalitarian countries. They
must not let themselves in for any discussions aiming at any kind of
territorial changes.
4. They have the moral assurance that the United States will leave the
policy of isolation and be prepared to intervene actively on the side of
Britain and France in case of war. America is ready to place its whole
wealth of money and raw materials at their disposal.”[3]
Juliusz (Jules) Łukasiewicz, the Polish ambassador to France, sent a top-secret report
from Paris to the Polish Foreign Ministry at the beginning of February 1939. This report
outlined the U.S. policy toward Europe as explained to him by William Bullitt:
A week ago, the Ambassador of the United States, W. Bullitt, returned to
Paris after having spent three months holiday in America. Meanwhile, I had
two conversations with him which enable me to inform Monsieur Minister
on his views regarding the European situation and to give a survey of
Washington’s policy….
The international situation is regarded by official quarters as extremely
serious and being in danger of armed conflict. Competent quarters are of the
opinion that if war should break out between Britain and France on the one
hand and Germany and Italy on the other, and Britain and France should be
defeated, the Germans would become dangerous to the realistic interests of
the United States on the American continent. For this reason, one can
foresee right from the beginning the participation of the United States in the
war on the side of France and Britain, naturally after some time had elapsed
after the beginning of the war. Ambassador Bullitt expressed this as follows:
“Should war break out we shall certainly not take part in it at the beginning,
but we shall end it.”[4]

On March 7, 1939, Ambassador Potocki sent another remarkably perceptive report on
Roosevelt’s foreign policy to the Polish government. I quote Potocki’s report in full:
The foreign policy of the United States right now concerns not only the
government, but the entire American public as well. The most important
elements are the public statements of President Roosevelt. In almost every
public speech he refers more or less explicitly to the necessity of activating
foreign policy against the chaos of views and ideologies in Europe. These
statements are picked up by the press and then cleverly filtered into the
minds of average Americans in such a way as to strengthen their already
formed opinions. The same theme is constantly repeated, namely, the danger
of war in Europe and saving the democracies from inundation by enemy
fascism. In all of these public statements there is normally only a single
theme, that is, the danger from Nazism and Nazi Germany to world peace.
As a result of these speeches, the public is called upon to support
rearmament and the spending of enormous sums for the navy and the air
force. The unmistakable idea behind this is that in case of an armed conflict
the United States cannot stay out but must take an active part in the
maneuvers. As a result of the effective speeches of President Roosevelt,
which are supported by the press, the American public is today being
conscientiously manipulated to hate everything that smacks of
totalitarianism and fascism. But it is interesting that the USSR is not
included in all of this. The American public considers Russia more in the
camp of the democratic states. This was also the case during the Spanish
civil war when the so-called Loyalists were regarded as defenders of the
democratic idea.
The State Department operates without attracting a great deal of attention,
although it is known that Secretary of State [Cordell] Hull and President
Roosevelt swear allegiance to the same ideas. However, Hull shows more
reserve than Roosevelt, and he loves to make a distinction between Nazism
and Chancellor Hitler on the one hand, and the German people on the other.
He considers this form of dictatorial government a temporary “necessary
evil.” In contrast, the State Department is unbelievably interested in the
USSR and its internal situation and openly worries itself over its
weaknesses and decline. The main reason for the United States interest in
the Russians is the situation in the Far East. The current government would
be glad to see the Red Army emerge as the victor in a conflict with Japan.
That’s why the sympathies of the government are clearly on the side of
China, which recently received considerable financial aid amounting to 25
million dollars.
Eager attention is given to all information from the diplomatic posts as well
as to the special emissaries of the President who serve as ambassadors of the
United States. The President frequently calls his representatives from abroad
to Washington for personal exchanges of views and to give them special
information and instructions. The arrival of the envoys and ambassadors is
always shrouded in secrecy and very little surfaces in the press about the
results of their visits. The State Department also takes care to avoid giving
out any kind of information about the course of these interviews. The
practical way in which the President makes foreign policy is most effective.
He gives personal instructions to his representatives abroad, most of whom
are his personal friends. In this way the United States is led down a
dangerous path in world politics with the explicit intention of abandoning

the comfortable policy of isolation. The President regards the foreign policy
of his country as a means of satisfying his own personal ambition. He
listens carefully and happily to his echo in the other capitals of the world. In
domestic as well as foreign policy, the Congress of the United States is the
only object that stands in the way of the President and his government in
carrying out his decisions quickly and ambitiously. One hundred and fifty
years ago, the Constitution of the United States gave the highest
prerogatives to the American parliament which may criticize or reject the
law of the White House.
The foreign policy of President Roosevelt has recently been the subject of
intense discussion in the lower house and in the Senate, and this has caused
excitement. The so-called Isolationists, of whom there are many in both
houses, have come out strongly against the President. The representatives
and the senators were especially upset over the remarks of the President,
which were published in the press, in which he said that the borders of the
United States lie on the Rhine. But President Roosevelt is a superb political
player and understands completely the power of the American parliament.
He has his own people there, and he knows how to withdraw from an
uncomfortable situation at the right moment.
Very intelligently and cleverly he ties together the question of foreign policy
with the issues of American rearmament. He particularly stresses the
necessity of spending enormous sums in order to maintain a defensive
peace. He says specifically that the United States is not arming in order to
intervene or to go to the aid of England or France in case of war, but
because of the need to show strength and military preparedness in case of an
armed conflict in Europe. In his view this conflict is becoming ever more
acute and is completely unavoidable.
Since the issue is presented this way, the houses of Congress have no cause
to object. To the contrary, the houses accepted an armament program of
more than 1 billion dollars. (The normal budget is 550 million, the
emergency 552 million dollars). However, under the cloak of a rearmament
policy, President Roosevelt continues to push forward his foreign policy,
which unofficially shows the world that in case of war the United States will
come out on the side of the democratic states with all military and financial
power.
In conclusion it can be said that the technical and moral preparation of the
American people for participation in a war--if one should break out in
Europe--is proceeding rapidly. It appears that the United States will come to
the aid of France and Great Britain with all its resources right from the
beginning. However, I know the American public and the representatives
and senators who all have the final word, and I am of the opinion that the
possibility that America will enter the war as in 1917 is not great. That’s
because the majority of the states in the mid-West and West, where the rural
element predominates, want to avoid involvement in European disputes at
all costs. They remember the declaration of the Versailles Treaty and the
well-known phrase that the war was to save the world for democracy.
Neither the Versailles Treaty nor that slogan have reconciled the United
States to that war. For millions there remains only a bitter aftertaste because
of unpaid billions which the European states still owe America.[5]
These secret Polish reports were written by top-level Polish ambassadors who were not

necessarily friendly to Germany. However, they understood the realities of European
politics far better than people who made foreign policy in the United States. The Polish
ambassadors realized that behind all of their rhetoric about democracy and human rights,
the Jewish leaders in the United States who agitated for war against Germany were
deceptively advancing their own interests.
There is no question that the secret documents taken from the Polish Foreign Ministry in
Warsaw are authentic. Charles C. Tansill considered the documents genuine and stated,
“Some months ago I had a long conversation with M. Lipsky, the Polish ambassador in
Berlin in the prewar years, and he assured me that the documents in the German White
Paper are authentic.”[6]
William H. Chamberlain wrote, “I have been privately informed by an extremely reliable
source that Potocki, now residing in South America, confirmed the accuracy of the
documents, so far as he was concerned.”[7] Historian Harry Elmer Barnes also stated,
“Both Professor Tansill and myself have independently established the thorough
authenticity of these documents.”[8]
Edward Raczyński, the Polish ambassador to London from 1934 to 1945, confirmed in
his diary the authenticity of the Polish documents. He wrote in his entry on June 20,
1940: “The Germans published in April a White Book containing documents from the
archives of our Ministry of Foreign Affairs, consisting of reports from Potocki from
Washington, Łukasiewicz in Paris and myself. I do not know where they found them,
since we were told that the archives had been destroyed. The documents are certainly
genuine, and the facsimiles show that for the most part the Germans got hold of the
originals and not merely copies.”[9]
The official papers and memoirs of Juliusz Łukasiewicz published in 1970 in the book
Diplomat in Paris 1936-1939 reconfirmed the authenticity of the Polish documents.
Łukasiewicz was the Polish ambassador to Paris, who authored several of the secret
Polish documents. The collection was edited by Wacław Jędrzejewicz, a former Polish
diplomat and cabinet member. Jędrzejewicz considered the documents made public by
the Germans absolutely genuine, and quoted from several of them.
Tyler G. Kent, who worked at the U.S. Embassy in London in 1939 and 1940, has also
confirmed the authenticity of the secret Polish documents. Kent says that he saw copies
of U.S. diplomatic messages in the files which corresponded to the Polish documents.
[10]
The German Foreign Office published the Polish documents on March 29, 1940. The
Reich Ministry of Propaganda released the documents to strengthen the case of the
American isolationists and to prove the degree of America’s responsibility for the
outbreak of war. In Berlin, journalists from around the world were permitted to examine
the original documents themselves, along with a large number of other documents from
the Polish Foreign Ministry. The release of the documents caused an international media
sensation. American newspapers published lengthy excerpts from the documents and
gave the story large front-page headline coverage.[11]
However, the impact of the released documents was far less than the German
government had hoped for. Leading U.S. government officials emphatically denounced
the documents as not being authentic. William Bullitt, who was especially incriminated
by the documents, stated, “I have never made to anyone the statements attributed to me.”
Secretary of State Cordell Hull denounced the documents: “I may say most emphatically
that neither I nor any of my associates in the Department of State have ever heard of any
such conversations as those alleged, nor do we give them the slightest credence. The
statements alleged have not represented in any way at any time the thought or the policy

of the American government.”[12] American newspapers stressed these high-level
denials in reporting the release of the Polish documents.
These categorical denials by high-level U.S. government officials almost completely
eliminated the effect of the secret Polish documents. The vast majority of the American
people in 1940 trusted their elected political leaders to tell the truth. If the Polish
documents were in fact authentic and genuine, this would mean that President Roosevelt
and his representatives had lied to the American public, while the German government
told the truth. In 1940, this was far more than the trusting American public could accept.

MORE EVIDENCE ROOSEVELT INSTIGATED WORLD WAR II
While the secret Polish documents alone indicate that Roosevelt was preparing the
American public for war against Germany, a large amount of complementary evidence
confirms the conspiracy reported by the Polish ambassadors. The diary of James V.
Forrestal, the first U.S. secretary of defense, also reveals that Roosevelt and his
administration helped start World War II. Forrestal’s entry on December 27, 1945 stated:
Played golf today with Joe Kennedy [Roosevelt’s Ambassador to Great
Britain in the years immediately before the war]. I asked him about his
conversations with Roosevelt and Neville Chamberlain from 1938 on. He
said Chamberlain’s position in 1938 was that England had nothing with
which to fight and that she could not risk going to war with Hitler.
Kennedy’s view: That Hitler would have fought Russia without any later
conflict with England if it had not been for Bullitt’s urging on Roosevelt in
the summer of 1939 that the Germans must be faced down about Poland;
neither the French nor the British would have made Poland a cause of war if
it had not been for the constant needling from Washington. Bullitt, he said,
kept telling Roosevelt that the Germans wouldn’t fight; Kennedy that they
would, and that they would overrun Europe. Chamberlain, he says, stated
that America and the world Jews had forced England into the war. In his
telephone conversations with Roosevelt in the summer of 1939 the President
kept telling him to put some iron up Chamberlain’s backside. Kennedy’s
response always was that putting iron up his backside did no good unless
the British had some iron with which to fight, and they did not….
What Kennedy told me in this conversation jibes substantially with the
remarks Clarence Dillon had made to me already, to the general effect that
Roosevelt had asked him in some manner to communicate privately with the
British to the end that Chamberlain should have greater firmness in his
dealings with Germany. Dillon told me that at Roosevelt’s request he had
talked with Lord Lothian in the same general sense as Kennedy reported
Roosevelt having urged him to do with Chamberlain. Lothian presumably
was to communicate to Chamberlain the gist of his conversation with
Dillon.
Looking backward there is undoubtedly foundation for Kennedy’s belief
that Hitler’s attack could have been deflected to Russia….”[13]
Joseph Kennedy is known to have had a good memory, and it is highly likely that
Kennedy’s statements to James Forrestal are accurate. Forrestal died on May 22, 1949
under suspicious circumstances when he fell from his hospital window.
Sir Ronald Lindsay, the British ambassador to Washington, confirmed Roosevelt’s secret
policy to instigate war against Germany with the release of a confidential diplomatic

report after the war. The report described a secret meeting on September 18, 1938
between Roosevelt and Ambassador Lindsay. Roosevelt said that if Britain and France
were forced into a war against Germany, the United States would ultimately join the war.
Roosevelt’s idea to start a war was for Britain and France to impose a blockade against
Germany without actually declaring war. The important point was to call it a defensive
war based on lofty humanitarian grounds and on the desire to wage hostilities with a
minimum of suffering and the least possible loss of life and property. The blockade
would provoke some kind of German military response, but would free Britain and
France from having to declare war. Roosevelt believed he could then convince the
American public to support war against Germany, including shipments of weapons to
Britain and France, by insisting that the United States was still neutral in a non-declared
conflict.[14]
President Roosevelt told Ambassador Lindsay that if news of their conversation was
ever made public, it could mean Roosevelt’s impeachment. What Roosevelt proposed to
Lindsay was in effect a scheme to violate the U.S. Constitution by illegally starting a
war. For this and other reasons, Ambassador Lindsay stated that during his three years of
service in Washington he developed little regard for America’s leaders.[15]
Ambassador Lindsay in a series of final reports also indicated that Roosevelt was
delighted at the prospect of a new world war. Roosevelt promised Lindsay that he would
delay German ships under false pretenses in a feigned search for arms. This would allow
the German ships to be easily seized by the British under circumstances arranged with
exactitude between the American and British authorities. Lindsay reported that
Roosevelt “spoke in a tone of almost impish glee and though I may be wrong the whole
business gave me the impression of resembling a school-boy prank.”
Ambassador Lindsay was personally perturbed that the president of the United States
could be gay and joyful about a pending tragedy which seemed so destructive of the
hopes of all mankind. It was unfortunate at this important juncture that the United States
had a president whose emotions and ideas were regarded by a friendly British
ambassador as being childish.[16]
Roosevelt’s desire to support France and England in a war against Germany is discussed
in a letter from Verne Marshall, former editor of the Cedar Rapids Gazette, to Charles C.
Tansill. The letter stated:
President Roosevelt wrote a note to William Bullitt [in the summer of
1939], then Ambassador to France, directing him to advise the French
Government that if, in the event of a Nazi attack upon Poland, France and
England did not go to Poland’s aid, those countries could expect no help
from America if a general war developed. On the other hand, if France and
England immediately declared war on Germany, they could expect “all aid”
from the United States.
F.D.R.’s instructions to Bullitt were to send this word along to “Joe” and
“Tony,” meaning Ambassadors Kennedy, in London, and Biddle, in Warsaw,
respectively. F.D.R. wanted Daladier, Chamberlain and Josef Beck to know
of these instructions to Bullitt. Bullitt merely sent his note from F.D.R. to
Kennedy in the diplomatic pouch from Paris. Kennedy followed Bullitt’s
idea and forwarded it to Biddle. When the Nazis grabbed Warsaw and Beck
disappeared, they must have come into possession of the F.D.R. note. The
man who wrote the report I sent you saw it in Berlin in October, 1939.[17]
William Phillips, the American ambassador to Italy, also stated in his postwar memoirs
that the Roosevelt administration in late 1938 was committed to going to war on the side

of Britain and France. Phillips wrote: “On this and many other occasions, I would have
liked to have told him [Count Ciano, the Italian Foreign Minister] frankly that in the
event of a European war, the United States would undoubtedly be involved on the side
of the Allies. But in view of my official position, I could not properly make such a
statement without instructions from Washington, and these I never received.”[18]
When Anthony Eden returned to England in December 1938, he carried with him an
assurance from President Roosevelt that the United States would enter as soon as
practicable a European war against Hitler if the occasion arose. This information was
obtained by Senator William Borah of Idaho, who was contemplating how and when to
give out this information, when he dropped dead in his bathroom. The story was
confirmed to historian Harry Elmer Barnes by some of Senator Borah’s closest
colleagues at the time.[19]
The American ambassador to Poland, Anthony Drexel Biddle, was an ideological
colleague of President Roosevelt and a good friend of William Bullitt. Roosevelt used
Biddle to influence the Polish government to refuse to enter into negotiations with
Germany. Carl J. Burckhardt, the League of Nations High Commissioner to Danzig,
reported in his postwar memoirs on a memorable conversation he had with Biddle. On
December 2, 1938, Biddle told Burckhardt with remarkable satisfaction that the Poles
were ready to wage war over Danzig. Biddle predicted that in April a new crisis would
develop, and that moderate British and French leaders would be influenced by public
opinion to support war. Biddle predicted a holy war against Germany would break
out.[20]
Bernard Baruch, who was Roosevelt’s chief advisor, scoffed at a statement made on
March 10, 1939 by Neville Chamberlain that “the outlook in international affairs is
tranquil.” Baruch agreed passionately with Winston Churchill, who had told him: “War
is coming very soon. We will be in it and you [the United States] will be in it.”[21]
Georges Bonnet, the French foreign minister in 1939, also confirmed the role of William
Bullitt as Roosevelt’s agent in pushing France into war. In a letter to Hamilton Fish
dated March 26, 1971, Bonnet wrote, “One thing is certain is that Bullitt in 1939 did
everything he could to make France enter the war.”[22]
Dr. Edvard Beneš, the former president of Czechoslovakia, wrote in his memoirs that he
had a lengthy secret conversation at Hyde Park with President Roosevelt on May 28,
1939. Roosevelt assured Beneš that the United States would actively intervene on the
side of Great Britain and France against Germany in the anticipated European war.[23]
American newspaper columnist Karl von Wiegand, who was the chief European
newspaper columnist of the International News Service, met with Ambassador William
Bullitt at the U.S. embassy in Paris on April 25, 1939. More than four months before the
outbreak of war, Bullitt told Wiegand: “War in Europe has been decided upon. Poland
has the assurance of the support of Britain and France, and will yield to no demands
from Germany. America will be in the war soon after Britain and France enter it.”[24]
When Wiegand said that in the end Germany would be driven into the arms of Soviet
Russia and Bolshevism, Ambassador Bullitt replied: “What of it. There will not be
enough Germans left when the war is over to be worth Bolshevizing.”[25]
On March 14, 1939, Slovakia dissolved the state of Czechoslovakia by declaring itself
an independent republic. Czechoslovakian President Emil Hácha signed a formal
agreement the next day with Hitler establishing a German protectorate over Bohemia
and Moravia, which constituted the Czech portion of the previous entity. The British
government initially accepted the new situation, reasoning that Britain’s guarantee of
Czechoslovakia given after Munich was rendered void by the internal collapse of that

state. It soon became evident after the proclamation of the Protectorate of BohemiaMoravia that the new regime enjoyed considerable popularity among the people living in
it. Also, the danger of a war between the Czechs and the Slovaks had been averted.[26]
However, Bullitt’s response to the creation of the German protectorate over Bohemia
and Moravia was highly unfavorable. Bullitt telephoned Roosevelt and, in an “almost
hysterical” voice, Bullitt urged Roosevelt to make a dramatic denunciation of Germany
and to immediately ask Congress to repeal the Neutrality Act.[27]
Washington journalists Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen reported in their nationally
syndicated column that on March 16, 1939, President Roosevelt “sent a virtual
ultimatum to Chamberlain” demanding that the British government strongly oppose
Germany. Pearson and Allen reported that “the President warned that Britain could
expect no more support, moral or material through the sale of airplanes, if the Munich
policy continued.”[28]
Responding to Roosevelt’s pressure, the next day Chamberlain ended Britain’s policy of
cooperation with Germany when he made a speech at Birmingham bitterly denouncing
Hitler. Chamberlain also announced the end of the British “appeasement” policy, stating
that from now on Britain would oppose any further territorial moves by Hitler. Two
weeks later the British government formally committed itself to war in case of GermanPolish hostilities.
Roosevelt also attempted to arm Poland so that Poland would be more willing to go to
war against Germany. Ambassador Bullitt reported from Paris in a confidential telegram
to Washington on April 9, 1939, his conversation with Polish Ambassador Łukasiewicz.
Bullitt told Łukasiewicz that although U.S. law prohibited direct financial aid to Poland,
the Roosevelt administration might be able to supply warplanes to Poland indirectly
through Britain. Bullitt stated: “The Polish ambassador asked me if it might not be
possible for Poland to obtain financial help and airplanes from the United States. I
replied that I believed the Johnson Act would forbid any loans from the United States to
Poland, but added that it might be possible for England to purchase planes for cash in the
United States and turn them over to Poland.”[29]
Bullitt also attempted to bypass the Neutrality Act and supply France with airplanes. A
secret conference of Ambassador Bullitt with French Premier Daladier and the French
minister of aviation, Guy La Chambre, discussed the procurement of airplanes from
America for France. Bullitt, who was in frequent telephonic conversation with
Roosevelt, suggested a means by which the Neutrality Act could be circumvented in the
event of war. Bullitt’s suggestion was to set up assembly plants in Canada, apparently on
the assumption that Canada would not be a formal belligerent in the war. Bullitt also
arranged for a secret French mission to come to the United States and purchase airplanes
in the winter of 1938-1939. The secret purchase of American airplanes by the French
leaked out when a French aviator crashed on the West Coast.[30]
On August 23, 1939, Sir Horace Wilson, Chamberlain’s closest advisor, went to
American Ambassador Joseph Kennedy with an urgent appeal from Chamberlain to
President Roosevelt. Regretting that Britain had unequivocally obligated itself to Poland
in case of war, Chamberlain now turned to Roosevelt as a last hope for peace. Kennedy
telephoned the State Department and stated: “The British want one thing from us and
one thing only, namely that we put pressure on the Poles. They felt that they could not,
given their obligations, do anything of this sort but that we could.”
Presented with a possibility to save the peace in Europe, President Roosevelt rejected
Chamberlain’s desperate plea out of hand. With Roosevelt’s rejection, Kennedy reported,
British Prime Minister Chamberlain lost all hope. Chamberlain stated: “The futility of it

all is the thing that is frightful. After all, we cannot save the Poles. We can merely carry
on a war of revenge that will mean the destruction of all Europe.”[31]

Conclusion
U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt and his advisers played a crucial role in planning and
instigating World War II. This is proven by the secret Polish documents as well as
numerous statements from highly positioned, well-known and authoritative Allied
leaders who corroborate the contents of the Polish documents.
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The Genocide of the German People
by John Wear

Invention of the Word Genocide
The word “genocide” was first used in 1944 by the Jewish Pole Raphael Lemkin in his
book Axis Rule in Occupied Europe.[1] Lemkin stated in regard to his self-coined
neologism “genocide”: “By ‘genocide’ we mean the destruction of a nation or of an
ethnic group. This new word, coined by the author to denote an old practice in its
modern expression, is made from the ancient Greek word genos (race, tribe) and the
Latin cide (killing), thus corresponding in its formation to such words as tyrannicide,
homocide [sic], infanticide, etc.”[2]
Most people today use this narrow definition and define the word “genocide” as the
deliberate destruction of national, racial, religious or ethnic groups. However, Lemkin
intended the word “genocide” to have a much broader meaning. Lemkin wrote:
“Genocide has two phases: one, destruction of the national pattern of the oppressed
group; the other, the imposition of the national pattern of the oppressor.”[3]
Raphael Lemkin’s invention received spectacular usage at the Nuremberg trials.
Historian James J. Martin stated: “Its use by both the principal British figures of the
prosecution, Maxwell-Fyfe and Sir Hartley Shawcross, the attorney general of Great
Britain, to castigate the Nuremberg defendants collectively, was more than Lemkin
expected.”[4]
In this article I will show that Raphael Lemkin’s new word “genocide” more
appropriately applies to the Allied treatment of the German people after World War II
than it does to the historical memes to which it is much more commonly applied.

Denazification of Germans
Denazification was an Allied program launched after the war to punish National
Socialist party members and to remove them from public and semi-public office.
Hypocritically disregarding the horrendous crimes they committed against the Germans,
the Allies determined that the National Socialist party was so criminal that it had to be
extinguished, and its members consigned to oblivion, if not penury or worse.
German leaders in all walks of life had found it necessary or expedient to join the
National Socialist party or one or more of its affiliated organizations. Membership in the
National Socialist party expanded rapidly immediately preceding and during the war.
Party and nation became so closely identified during the war that to join was to display
patriotism; to refuse membership was to invite penalization for disloyalty. The Allied
program of denazification set out to ruin the lives of millions of Germans simply
because Germans who joined the National Socialist party had made a political
mistake.[5]
The Potsdam Agreement permanently dissolved the National Socialist party and its
affiliated organizations and institutions. The denazification decrees authorized in the
Potsdam Agreement were inconsistent with the Potsdam declaration that “discrimination
on the grounds of…political opinion shall be abolished.” The Potsdam Agreement

commanded that “Nazi leaders, influential Nazi supporters and high officials of Nazi
organizations and institutions…shall be arrested and interned” and that all lesser Nazis
“shall be removed from public and semi-public office and former positions of
responsibility in private undertakings.”[6]
The chief instrument of denazification was a 12-page questionnaire consisting of 133
questions. As many as 13 million of these questionnaires were printed and handed out
either to Germans with questionable pasts or to those seeking employment. While many
of the Germans found the questions absurd and comical, the questionnaire still had to be
properly completed and returned before a German could return to normal life. A German
had to properly complete the form with its “sometimes stupid questions” in order to
survive. Otherwise he was out of work and deprived of ration tickets. If he was not
careful, he could also be arrested and declared a war criminal.[7]
The Americans were hell-bent on purging National Socialist party members from
German politics. The Americans led the way with denazification, trying 169,282 cases,
while the Russians and French tried a total of 18,328 and 17,353 cases respectively. The
British showed less interest in denazification, trying only 2,296 cases in their zone. The
Allied denazification process was flawed because there were too many cases and the
witnesses were unreliable. The witnesses knew they might be under the microscope
themselves, so the most important thing for them was to deny any culpability on their
own parts.[8]
The high number of arrests and tough denazification policy created serious obstacles for
the smooth running of postwar Germany. As one American major reported in July 1945,
“great difficulty has been encountered in finding competent and politically clean
personnel from Civil Administration.” Wholesale dismissals as a result of denazification
made it difficult for cities and towns throughout Germany to carry on business in an
orderly manner. The gaps left by the dismissals were particularly large in the German
public school system. In the American Zone 65% of all primary school teachers were
removed, and most of the remaining teachers were approaching retirement.[9]
The many problems that arose as a result of the denazification process caused General
George Patton, at that time military governor of Bavaria, to call for a less rigorous
approach. He claimed that trained staff were being removed from their administrative
posts and replaced with less experienced and less capable personnel. Patton asserted: “It
is no more possible for a man to be a civil servant in Germany and not to have paid lip
service to Nazism than it is for a man to be a postmaster in America and not have paid at
least lip service to the Democratic Party or Republican Party when it is in power.”[10]
Patton was transferred after his views surfaced in the New York Times. General Dwight
Eisenhower stuck to a tough denazification program.[11]
For millions of Germans the worst part of the denazification process came after the
mandatory questionnaire had been completed. After reviewing the answers, Allied
intelligence officers would frequently visit German homes for additional examinations
and interrogations. Many of these intelligence officers were German Jews who had fled
Nazi discrimination in the late 1930s, and had old scores to settle. The follow-up
interrogations were often carried out so as to inflict as much pain and suffering as
possible, and often resulted in imprisonment or even execution.[12]
The interrogations in the Russian zone were particularly brutal and inhumane. A German
physician reported his experience of the interrogations at a Russian camp:
The cellars of all the barracks are crammed with people, about four
thousand men and women, many of whom are interrogated every night by
the NKVD officials. The purpose of these interrogations is not to worm out

of the people what they knew—which would be uninteresting anyway—but
to extort from them special statements. The methods resorted to are
extremely primitive: people are beaten up until they confess to having been
members of the Nazi Party. But the result is almost the opposite of what
most of the people probably expect, that is, that those who hadn’t been party
members would come off better. The authorities simply assume that,
basically, everybody has belonged to the Party. Many people die during and
after these interrogations, while others, who admit at once their party
membership, are treated more leniently.[13]
Even well-known anti-Nazis such as Freddy and Lali Horstmann encountered
mistreatment in the Russian Zone. Lali stated that after the war Russian officers
unexpectedly visited their home and searched its contents. Her husband Freddy was
taken to the headquarters of the NKVD to be asked a few questions about his work in the
Foreign Office. Lali was told that she could not accompany her husband to the
interrogation. The officers repeatedly told Lali that she had nothing to fear. Lali said she
never saw her husband again.[14]
Many Germans also reported abuse in the American Zone. Ernst von Salomon was
arrested and thrown into an internment camp north of Munich with his Jewish girlfriend
and other prisoners. The men were promptly beaten and the women raped by the military
police while a cheering audience of American GIs watched through a window. Von
Salomon had his teeth knocked out during his beating. When he picked himself up off
the floor, his face pouring blood, von Salomon gasped to an officer, “You are no
gentleman.” The attackers roared with laughter at this remark. “No, no, no! We are
Mississippi boys!” the officer proudly responded.[15]
Von Salomon was imprisoned for 18 months in the camp without any charge against him
or any interrogation being conducted. When he was finally released he was so emaciated
that he looked like a skeleton. Other inmates have confirmed von Salomon’s description
of the American internment camps. For example, Karl Blessing, later president of the
Bundesbank, reported that he had been treated in exactly the same way.[16]
While denazification efforts were less stringent in the British Zone, the British issued
directives to their soldiers to keep Germans in their place. One postwar pamphlet issued
to British troops read:
Do play your part as a representative of a conquering power and keep the
Germans in their place. Give orders—don’t beg the question. Display cold,
correct, dignified curtness and aloofness. Don’t try to be kind—it will be
regarded as weakness. Drop heavily on any attempt to take charge or other
forms of insolence. Don’t be too ready to listen to stories from attractive
women—they may be acting under orders. Don’t show any aversion to
another war if Germany does not learn her lesson this time.[17]
The Jewish Brigade, which was part of the British Eighth Army, also murdered many
disarmed and defenseless German officers. The Jewish Brigade followed behind the
British army and killed senior German officers who were typically not guilty of anything
except having served in defense of their country. Morris Beckman wrote in his book The
Jewish Brigade: “These were the first post-war executions of selected top Nazis. There
were several dozen revenge squads operating; the highest estimate of executions was
1,500. The exact figure will never be known.”[18]
The so-called denazification of Germany was in reality a concerted effort to remove all
vestiges of pride in Germans in their own nation and culture. The program was
hypocritically administered by the Allies with a total disregard for justice. Hans Schmidt

stated in regard to denazification:
If one takes away from a nation and people their sovereignty, their
independence; their right to self-determination; their right for justice and the
truth; their right for an independent, impartial and fair judiciary; their right
to be governed by persons (politicians or princelings) that have always the
best interests of their own country in mind; their right to retain their own
culture; their self-esteem, and even their own currency; their right to defend
their blood lines, and finally, their identity, then this folk and nation is
condemned to annihilation from this earth.[19]

Successful Guilt Campaign in Germany
Upon Germany’s unconditional surrender in May 1945, the Allies initiated a highly
successful campaign to brainwash Germans and make them feel guilty about their
actions, even inaction, during World War II. The Allied perpetual campaign of negative
publicity has prevented an objective analysis of Germany’s involvement in the war. The
fact that the Allies forced Germany into World War II has been almost totally removed
from public discussion.
Friedrich Grimm, a renowned German authority on international law, was shown
samples of new leaflets printed soon after the war in German to be distributed by the
Allies throughout Germany. Describing German war crimes, the leaflets were the first
step in the reeducation program designed for Germany. Grimm suggested to an Allied
officer that since the war was over, it was time to stop the libel. The Allied officer
replied: “Why no, we’re just getting started. We’ll continue this atrocity campaign, we’ll
increase it till no one will want to hear a good word about the Germans anymore, till
whatever sympathy there is for you in other countries is completely destroyed, and until
the Germans themselves become so mixed up they won’t know what they’re doing!”[20]
Guilt pervades Germany’s people as a result of the Allied propaganda campaign.
German guilt is so powerful that it has caused the German government to pay enormous
reparations and offer humble apologies to the Allies, despite the atrocities committed by
the Allies against the German people. Millions of German expellees have paid
reparations to survivors of the German concentration camps even though these German
expellees had their land and personal possessions stolen from them. German
schoolchildren are repeatedly taught about crimes committed by National Socialist
Germany, with virtually nothing ever taught about the crimes committed against their
ancestors after the war.[21]
German children are taught from early childhood to view the Third Reich as solely bad,
wrong, criminal and despicable. In the spring of 2001, Anna Rau, the 17-year-old
daughter of German President Johannes Rau, was interviewed by a German television
station. Anna Rau discussed what was taught in school about history:
As to the question what we are learning in school when history is taught, I
can answer simply with the term National Socialism. Nothing else seems to
matter. Everything about the Second World War really gets on my nerves. It
is always the same. They start with Hitler, then we talk about Anne Frank,
and on the day when we should take a walk in the forest, we have to go and
see the movie Schindler’s List instead. And this continues when we go to
church where in place of learning our religious confirmation instructions we
are taught more about the “Holocaust.” The final result is obviously that we
just don’t want to hear about that stuff anymore. It drains us emotionally,
and eventually leads to callousness.[22]

Most people have heard of the National Socialist book burning. It happened on May 10,
1933, when mostly pornographic and literature considered to be anti-German was
publicly set afire. Few people realize that the Allies removed and then destroyed no
fewer than 34,645 titles of books and brochures from German libraries and bookstores
after they conquered Germany. This is many times more books than were destroyed by
National Socialist Germany. Even today possession of books doubting the Holocaust
story can lead to a house search and confiscation of the incriminating literature, with
fines and jail time meted out to the owner of the books.[23]
It is against the law in present-day Germany to defend the Third Reich in any form or
manner. The showing of a swastika is a criminal offense in Germany. German National
Socialists who acted admirably during World War II cannot be praised, and many
honorable Germans have had their graves desecrated.[24]
Rudolf Hess, for example, was not allowed to stay buried in his chosen Bavarian town of
Wunsiedel. Hess, who died in Spandau Prison on August 17, 1987, took the risk of
flying to Scotland to negotiate peace with Great Britain. The town of Wunsiedel became
the scene of pilgrimages for people who wanted to honor Hess for his courageous effort.
On July 20, 2011, Hess’s grave was reopened and his remains were exhumed and then
cremated. His ashes were scattered at sea, and his gravestone, which bore the epitaph “I
took the risk” was destroyed.[25]

Mass Murder of the German People
The Allied postwar treatment of Germany probably resulted in more German deaths than
occurred during the Second World War. While the exact number of casualties will never
be known, the number of German military and civilian deaths during World War II is
probably at most 6.5 million.[26] The total number of German postwar deaths from 1945
to 1950 almost certainly exceeds this figure.
The Allies were able to conceal their murderous policies toward the Germans since they
controlled everything of consequence in Germany. The statistics of German deaths after
the war were all under the control of the Allies. There was no independent German
government to produce figures of its own. The U.S. Military Governor reports were
designed to reflect favorably on the Allied postwar treatment of Germany, and have been
widely used ever since to determine our view of Germany’s postwar treatment. These
reports showed figures indicating no large number of Germans died either among the
expellees or among resident Germans of the three Western zones from 1945 to 1950.[27]
German deaths after the war can be divided into three groups. The first group is the
German prisoners of war (POWs) in both Europe and the Soviet Union. The second
group is the German expellees from territory given over to Russia, Poland and
Czechoslovakia, and the third group is the Germans already residing in Germany. While
no one will ever know how many Germans died from 1945 to 1950, it is certain that the
deaths far exceed most traditional estimates. The great majority of these deaths were
caused by the lethal policies imposed by the Allies against the Germans.
A conservative estimate of German deaths in the Allied POW camps is 1.5 million. This
includes over 517,000 POW deaths in the Soviet Union, 100,000 POW deaths in
Yugoslavia, Poland and other countries, with the remaining POW deaths in U.S. and
French camps. The Germans who died in these Allied POW camps suffered miserably
from exposure, disease and slow starvation. This Allied atrocity is still denied by most
historians today.
Probably a minimum of 2.1 million German expellees died in what were supposed to be

“orderly and humane” transfers. The estimate of 2.1 million German expellee deaths is
acknowledged to be valid by most traditional historians. Notable authorities have
estimated a much higher number of German expellee deaths.[28] For example, Konrad
Adenauer, the first chancellor of West Germany, estimated that 6 million German
expellees died. Adenauer stated:
According to American figures a total of 13.3 million Germans were
expelled from the eastern parts of Germany, from Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, and so on. 7.3 million [German expellees] arrived in the Eastern
Zone and the three Western zones, most of these in the latter. Six million
Germans have vanished from the earth. They are dead, gone. Most of the
7.3 million who stayed alive are women, children, and old people.[29]
An estimated 5.7 million Germans already residing in Germany died from the starvation
policies implemented by the Allies. James Bacque details how this 5.7-million death
total is calculated:
The population of all occupied Germany in October 1946 was 65 million
according to the census prepared under the ACC. The returning prisoners
who were added to the population in the period October 1946-September
1950 numbered 2,600,000 (rounded), according to records in the archives of
the four principal Allies. Births according to the official German statistical
agency, Statistisches Bundesamt, added another 4,176,430 newcomers to
Germany. The expellees arriving totaled 6 million. Thus the total population
in 1950 before losses would have been 77,776,430, according to the Allies
themselves. Deaths officially recorded in the period 1946-50 were
3,235,539, according to the UN Yearbook and the German government.
Emigration was about 600,000, according to the German government. Thus
the population found should have been 73,940,891. But the census of 1950
done by the German government under Allied supervision found only
68,230,796. There was a shortage of 5,710,095 people, according to the
official Allied figures (rounded to 5,700,000).[30]
Bacque’s calculations have been confirmed by Dr. Anthony B. Miller, who is a worldfamous epidemiologist and head of the Department of Preventive Medicine and
Biostatistics at the University of Toronto. Miller read the whole work, including the
documents, and checked the statistics, which he says “confirms the validity of
[Bacque’s] calculations...” Miller states: “These deaths appear to have resulted, directly
or indirectly, from the semi-starvation food rations that were all that were available to
the majority of the German population during this time period.”[31]
The sum of 1.5 million German POWs, 2.1 million German expellees, and 5.7 million
German residents equals the minimum estimate of 9.3 million Germans who died
needlessly after the war. This is far more Germans than died during the Second World
War. Millions of these Germans slowly starved to death while the Allies withheld
available food. The majority of these postwar-dead Germans were women, children and
very old men. Their deaths have never been honestly reported by the Allies, the German
government or most historians.
The German dead do not tell the entire story of the genocide that was inflicted on
Germans after World War II. German women who had been repeatedly raped had to bear
the physical and psychological scars for the rest of their lives. Millions of German
expellees who lost all of their real estate and most of their personal property were never
compensated by the Allies. Instead, they had to live in abject poverty in Germany after
expulsion from their ancestral homes. Millions of other Germans had their property

stolen or destroyed by Allied soldiers.
The Allied postwar depredation of Germany is surely one of the most brutal, criminal
and unreported atrocities in world history.

Conclusion
The word “genocide” has been used repeatedly by the media and in history books to
describe the treatment of Jews by National Socialist Germany during World War II.
Raphael Lemkin’s invented word “genocide” applies more appropriately to the Allied
treatment of the German people after World War II.
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Why Germany Invaded Poland | CODOH
by John Wear

Great Britain’s Blank Check to Poland
On March 21, 1939, while hosting French Prime Minister Édouard Daladier, British
Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain discussed a joint front with France, Russia and
Poland to act together against German aggression. France agreed at once, and the
Russians agreed on the condition that both France and Poland sign first. However, Polish
Foreign Minister Józef Beck vetoed the agreement on March 24, 1939.[1] Polish
statesmen feared Russia more than they did Germany. Polish Marshal Edward ŚmigłyRydz told the French ambassador, “With the Germans we risk losing our liberty; with the
Russians we lose our soul.”[2]
Another complication arose in European diplomacy when a movement among the
residents of Memel in Lithuania sought to join Germany. The Allied victors in the
Versailles Treaty had detached Memel from East Prussia and placed it in a separate
League of Nations protectorate. Lithuania then proceeded to seize Memel from the
League of Nations shortly after World War I. Memel was historically a German city
which in the seven centuries of its history had never separated from its East Prussian
homeland. Germany was so weak after World War I that it could not prevent the tiny
new-born nation of Lithuania from seizing Memel.[3]
Germany’s occupation of Prague in March 1939 had generated uncontrollable
excitement among the mostly German population of Memel. The population of Memel
was clamoring to return to Germany and could no longer be restrained. The Lithuanian
foreign minister traveled to Berlin on March 22, 1939, where he agreed to the immediate
transfer of Memel to Germany. The annexation of Memel into Germany went through
the next day. The question of Memel exploded of itself without any deliberate German
plan of annexation.[4] Polish leaders agreed that the return of Memel to Germany from
Lithuania would not constitute an issue of conflict between Germany and Poland.[5]
What did cause conflict between Germany and Poland was the so-called Free City of
Danzig. Danzig was founded in the early 14th century and was historically the key port
at the mouth of the great Vistula River. From the beginning Danzig was inhabited almost
exclusively by Germans, with the Polish minority in 1922 constituting less than 3% of
the city’s 365,000 inhabitants. The Treaty of Versailles converted Danzig from a German
provincial capital into a League of Nations protectorate subject to numerous strictures
established for the benefit of Poland. The great preponderance of the citizens of Danzig
had never wanted to leave Germany, and they were eager to return to Germany in 1939.
Their eagerness to join Germany was exacerbated by the fact that Germany’s economy
was healthy while Poland’s economy was still mired in depression.[6]
Many of the German citizens of Danzig had consistently demonstrated their unwavering
loyalty to National Socialism and its principles. They had even elected a National
Socialist parliamentary majority before this result had been achieved in Germany. It was
widely known that Poland was constantly seeking to increase her control over Danzig
despite the wishes of Danzig’s German majority. Hitler was not opposed to Poland’s
further economic aspirations at Danzig, but Hitler was resolved never to permit the
establishment of a Polish political regime at Danzig. Such a renunciation of Danzig by

Hitler would have been a repudiation of the loyalty of Danzig citizens to the Third Reich
and their spirit of self-determination.[7]
Germany presented a proposal for a comprehensive settlement of the Danzig question
with Poland on October 24, 1938. Hitler’s plan would allow Germany to annex Danzig
and construct a superhighway and a railroad to East Prussia. In return Poland would be
granted a permanent free port in Danzig and the right to build her own highway and
railroad to the port. The entire Danzig area would also become a permanent free market
for Polish goods on which no German customs duties would be levied. Germany would
take the unprecedented step of recognizing and guaranteeing the existing German-Polish
frontier, including the boundary in Upper Silesia established in 1922. This later
provision was extremely important since the Versailles Treaty had given Poland much
additional territory which Germany proposed to renounce. Hitler’s offer to guarantee
Poland’s frontiers also carried with it a degree of military security that no other nonCommunist nation could match.[8]
Germany’s proposed settlement with Poland was far less favorable to Germany than the
Thirteenth Point of Wilson’s program at Versailles. The Versailles Treaty gave Poland
large slices of territory in regions such as West Prussia and Western Posen which were
overwhelmingly German. The richest industrial section of Upper Silesia was also later
given to Poland despite the fact that Poland had lost the plebiscite there.[9] Germany
was willing to renounce these territories in the interest of German-Polish cooperation.
This concession of Hitler’s was more than adequate to compensate for the German
annexation of Danzig and construction of a superhighway and a railroad in the Corridor.
The Polish diplomats themselves believed that Germany’s proposal was a sincere and
realistic basis for a permanent agreement.[10]
On March 26, 1939, the Polish Ambassador to Berlin, Joseph Lipski, formally rejected
Germany’s settlement proposals. The Poles had waited over five months to reject
Germany’s proposals, and they refused to countenance any change in existing
conditions. Lipski stated to German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop that “it
was his painful duty to draw attention to the fact that any further pursuance of these
German plans, especially where the return of Danzig to the Reich was concerned, meant
war with Poland.”[11]
Polish Foreign Minister Józef Beck accepted an offer from Great Britain on March 30,
1939, to give an unconditional guarantee of Poland’s independence. The British Empire
agreed to go to war as an ally of Poland if the Poles decided that war was necessary. In
words drafted by British Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax, Chamberlain spoke in the
House of Commons on March 31, 1939:
I now have to inform the House…that in the event of any action which
clearly threatened Polish independence and which the Polish Government
accordingly considered it vital to resist with their national forces, His
Majesty’s Government would feel themselves bound at once to lend the
Polish Government all support in their power. They have given the Polish
Government an assurance to that effect.[12]
Great Britain for the first time in history had left the decision whether or not to fight a
war outside of her own country to another nation. Britain’s guarantee to Poland was
binding without commitments from the Polish side. The British public was astonished by
this move. Despite its unprecedented nature, Halifax encountered little difficulty in
persuading the British Conservative, Liberal and Labor parties to accept Great Britain’s
unconditional guarantee to Poland.[13]
Numerous British historians and diplomats have criticized Britain’s unilateral guarantee

of Poland. For example, British diplomat Roy Denman called the war guarantee to
Poland “the most reckless undertaking ever given by a British government. It placed the
decision on peace or war in Europe in the hands of a reckless, intransigent,
swashbuckling military dictatorship.”[14] British historian Niall Ferguson states that the
war guarantee to Poland tied Britain’s “destiny to that of a regime that was every bit as
undemocratic and anti-Semitic as that of Germany.”[15] English military historian
Liddell Hart stated that the Polish guarantee “placed Britain’s destiny in the hands of
Poland’s rulers, men of very dubious and unstable judgment. Moreover, the guarantee
was impossible to fulfill except with Russia’s help.…”[16]
American historian Richard M. Watt writes concerning Britain’s unilateral guarantee to
Poland: “This enormously broad guarantee virtually left to the Poles the decision
whether or not Britain would go to war. For Britain to give such a blank check to a
Central European nation, particularly to Poland—a nation that Britain had generally
regarded as irresponsible and greedy—was mind-boggling.”[17]
When the Belgian Minister to Germany, Vicomte Jacques Davignon, received the text of
the British guarantee to Poland, he exclaimed that “blank check” was the only possible
description of the British pledge. Davignon was extremely alarmed in view of the
proverbial recklessness of the Poles. German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker
attempted to reassure Davignon by claiming that the situation between Germany and
Poland was not tragic. However, Davignon correctly feared that the British move would
produce war in a very short time.[18]
Weizsäcker later exclaimed scornfully that “the British guarantee to Poland was like
offering sugar to an untrained child before it had learned to listen to reason!”[19]

The Deterioration of German-Polish Relations
German-Polish relationships had become strained by the increasing harshness with
which the Polish authorities handled the German minority. The Polish government in the
1930s began to confiscate the land of its German minority at bargain prices through
public expropriation. The German government resented the fact that German landowners
received only one-eighth of the value of their holdings from the Polish government.
Since the Polish public was aware of the German situation and desired to exploit it, the
German minority in Poland could not sell the land in advance of expropriation.
Furthermore, Polish law forbade Germans from privately selling large areas of land.
German diplomats insisted that the November 1937 Minorities Pact with Poland for the
equal treatment of German and Polish landowners be observed in 1939. Despite Polish
assurances of fairness and equal treatment, German diplomats learned on February 15,
1939, that the latest expropriations of land in Poland were predominantly of German
holdings. These expropriations virtually eliminated substantial German landholdings in
Poland at a time when most of the larger Polish landholdings were still intact. It became
evident that nothing could be done diplomatically to help the German minority in
Poland.[20]
Poland threatened Germany with a partial mobilization of her forces on March 23, 1939.
Hundreds of thousands of Polish Army reservists were mobilized, and Hitler was warned
that Poland would fight to prevent the return of Danzig to Germany. The Poles were
surprised to discover that Germany did not take this challenge seriously. Hitler, who
deeply desired friendship with Poland, refrained from responding to the Polish threat of
war. Germany did not threaten Poland and took no precautionary military measures in
response to the Polish partial mobilization.[21]

Hitler regarded a German-Polish agreement as a highly welcome alternative to a
German-Polish war. However, no further negotiations for a German-Polish agreement
occurred after the British guarantee to Poland because Józef Beck refused to negotiate.
Beck ignored repeated German suggestions for further negotiations because Beck knew
that Halifax hoped to accomplish the complete destruction of Germany. Halifax had
considered an Anglo-German war inevitable since 1936, and Britain’s anti-German
policy was made public with a speech by Neville Chamberlain on March 17, 1939.
Halifax discouraged German-Polish negotiations because he was counting on Poland to
provide the pretext for a British pre-emptive war against Germany.[22]
The situation between Germany and Poland deteriorated rapidly during the six weeks
from the Polish partial mobilization of March 23, 1939, to a speech delivered by Józef
Beck on May 5, 1939. Beck’s primary purpose in delivering his speech before the Sejm,
the lower house of the Polish parliament, was to convince the Polish public and the
world that he was able and willing to challenge Hitler. Beck knew that Halifax had
succeeded in creating a warlike atmosphere in Great Britain, and that he could go as far
as he wanted without displeasing the British. Beck took an uncompromising attitude in
his speech that effectively closed the door to further negotiations with Germany.
Beck made numerous false and hypocritical statements in his speech. One of the most
astonishing claims in his speech was that there was nothing extraordinary about the
British guarantee to Poland. He described it as a normal step in the pursuit of friendly
relations with a neighboring country. This was in sharp contrast to British diplomat Sir
Alexander Cadogan’s statement to Joseph Kennedy that Britain’s guarantee to Poland
was without precedent in the entire history of British foreign policy.[23]
Beck ended his speech with a stirring climax that produced wild excitement in the Polish
Sejm. Someone in the audience screamed loudly, “We do not need peace!” and
pandemonium followed. Beck had made many Poles in the audience determined to fight
Germany. This feeling resulted from their ignorance which made it impossible for them
to criticize the numerous falsehoods and misstatements in Beck’s speech. Beck made the
audience feel that Hitler had insulted the honor of Poland with what were actually quite
reasonable peace proposals. Beck had effectively made Germany the deadly enemy of
Poland.[24]
More than 1 million ethnic Germans resided in Poland at the time of Beck’s speech, and
these Germans were the principal victims of the German-Polish crisis in the coming
weeks. The Germans in Poland were subjected to increasing doses of violence from the
dominant Poles. The British public was told repeatedly that the grievances of the
German minority in Poland were largely imaginary. The average British citizen was
completely unaware of the terror and fear of death that stalked these Germans in Poland.
Ultimately, many thousands of Germans in Poland died in consequence of the crisis.
They were among the first victims of British Foreign Secretary Halifax’s war policy
against Germany.[25]
The immediate responsibility for security measures involving the German minority in
Poland rested with Interior Department Ministerial Director Waclaw Zyborski. Zyborski
consented to discuss the situation on June 23, 1939, with Walther Kohnert, one of the
leaders of the German minority at Bromberg. Zyborski admitted to Kohnert that the
Germans of Poland were in an unenviable situation, but he was not sympathetic to their
plight. Zyborski ended their lengthy conversation by stating frankly that his policy
required a severe treatment of the German minority in Poland. He made it clear that it
was impossible for the Germans of Poland to alleviate their hard fate. The Germans in
Poland were the helpless hostages of the Polish community and the Polish state.[26]

Other leaders of the German minority in Poland repeatedly appealed to the Polish
government for help during this period. Sen. Hans Hasbach, the leader of the
conservative German minority faction, and Dr. Rudolf Wiesner, the leader of the Young
German Party, each made multiple appeals to Poland’s government to end the violence.
In a futile appeal on July 6, 1939, to Premier Sławoj-Składkowski, head of Poland’s
Department of Interior, Wiesner referred to the waves of public violence against the
Germans at Tomaszów near Lódz, May 13-15th, at Konstantynów, May 21-22nd, and at
Pabianice, June 22-23, 1939. The appeal of Wiesner produced no results. The leaders of
the German political groups eventually recognized that they had no influence with Polish
authorities despite their loyal attitudes toward Poland. It was “open season” on the
Germans of Poland with the approval of the Polish government.[27]
Polish anti-German incidents also occurred against the German majority in the Free City
of Danzig. On May 21, 1939, Zygmunt Morawski, a former Polish soldier, murdered a
German at Kalthof on Danzig territory. The incident itself would not have been so
unusual except for the fact that Polish officials acted as if Poland and not the League of
Nations had sovereign power over Danzig. Polish officials refused to apologize for the
incident, and they treated with contempt the effort of Danzig authorities to bring
Morawski to trial. The Poles in Danzig considered themselves above the law.[28]
Tension steadily mounted at Danzig after the Morawski murder. The German citizens of
Danzig were convinced that Poland would show them no mercy if Poland gained the
upper hand. The Poles were furious when they learned that Danzig was defying Poland
by organizing its own militia for home defense. The Poles blamed Hitler for this
situation. The Polish government protested to German Ambassador Hans von Moltke on
July 1, 1939, about the Danzig government’s military-defense measures. Józef Beck told
French Ambassador Léon Noël on July 6, 1939, that the Polish government had decided
that additional measures were necessary to meet the alleged threat from Danzig.[29]
On July 29, 1939, the Danzig government presented two protest notes to the Poles
concerning illegal activities of Polish custom inspectors and frontier officials. The Polish
government responded by terminating the export of duty-free herring and margarine
from Danzig to Poland. Polish officials next announced in the early hours of August 5,
1939, that the frontiers of Danzig would be closed to the importation of all foreign food
products unless the Danzig government promised by the end of the day never to interfere
with the activities of Polish customs inspectors. This threat was formidable since Danzig
produced only a relatively small portion of its own food. All Polish customs inspectors
would also bear arms while performing their duty after August 5, 1939. The Polish
ultimatum made it obvious that Poland intended to replace the League of Nations as the
sovereign power at Danzig.[30]
Hitler concluded that Poland was seeking to provoke an immediate conflict with
Germany. The Danzig government submitted to the Polish ultimatum in accordance with
Hitler’s recommendation.[31]
Józef Beck explained to British Ambassador Kennard that the Polish government was
prepared to take military measures against Danzig if it failed to accept Poland’s terms.
The citizens of Danzig were convinced that Poland would have executed a full military
occupation of Danzig had the Polish ultimatum been rejected. It was apparent to the
German government that the British and French were either unable or unwilling to
restrain the Polish government from arbitrary steps that could result in war.[32]
On August 7, 1939, the Polish censors permitted the newspaper Illustrowany Kuryer
Codzienny in Kraków to feature an article of unprecedented candor. The article stated
that Polish units were constantly crossing the German frontier to destroy German

military installations and to carry captured German military materiel into Poland. The
Polish government failed to prevent the newspaper, which had the largest circulation in
Poland, from telling the world that Poland was instigating a series of violations of
Germany’s frontier with Poland.[33]
Polish Ambassador Jerzy Potocki unsuccessfully attempted to persuade Józef Beck to
seek an agreement with Germany. Potocki later succinctly explained the situation in
Poland by stating “Poland prefers Danzig to peace.”[34]
President Roosevelt knew that Poland had caused the crisis which began at Danzig, and
he was worried that the American public might learn the truth about the situation. This
could be a decisive factor in discouraging Roosevelt’s plan for American military
intervention in Europe. Roosevelt instructed U.S. Ambassador Biddle to urge the Poles
to be more careful in making it appear that German moves were responsible for any
inevitable explosion at Danzig. Biddle reported to Roosevelt on August 11, 1939, that
Beck expressed no interest in engaging in a series of elaborate but empty maneuvers
designed to deceive the American public. Beck stated that at the moment he was content
to have full British support for his policy.[35]
Roosevelt also feared that American politicians might discover the facts about the
hopeless dilemma which Poland’s provocative policy created for Germany. When
American Democratic Party Campaign Manager and Post-Master General James Farley
visited Berlin, Roosevelt instructed the American Embassy in Berlin to prevent
unsupervised contact between Farley and the German leaders. The German Foreign
Office concluded on August 10, 1939 that it was impossible to penetrate the wall of
security around Farley. The Germans knew that President Roosevelt was determined to
prevent them from freely communicating with visiting American leaders.[36]

Polish Atrocities Force War
On August 14, 1939, the Polish authorities in East Upper Silesia launched a campaign of
mass arrests against the German minority. The Poles then proceeded to close and
confiscate the remaining German businesses, clubs and welfare installations. The
arrested Germans were forced to march toward the interior of Poland in prisoner
columns. The various German groups in Poland were frantic by this time; they feared the
Poles would attempt the total extermination of the German minority in the event of war.
Thousands of Germans were seeking to escape arrest by crossing the border into
Germany. Some of the worst recent Polish atrocities included the mutilation of several
Germans. The Polish public was urged not to regard their German minority as helpless
hostages who could be butchered with impunity.[37]
Rudolf Wiesner, who was the most prominent of the German minority leaders in Poland,
spoke of a disaster “of inconceivable magnitude” since the early months of 1939.
Wiesner claimed that the last Germans had been dismissed from their jobs without the
benefit of unemployment relief, and that hunger and privation were stamped on the faces
of the Germans in Poland. German welfare agencies, cooperatives and trade associations
had been closed by Polish authorities. Exceptional martial-law conditions of the earlier
frontier zone had been extended to include more than one-third of the territory of
Poland. The mass arrests, deportations, mutilations and beatings of the last few weeks in
Poland surpassed anything that had happened before. Wiesner insisted that the German
minority leaders merely desired the restoration of peace, the banishment of the specter of
war, and the right to live and work in peace. Wiesner was arrested by the Poles on
August 16, 1939 on suspicion of conducting espionage for Germany in Poland.[38]
The German press devoted increasing space to detailed accounts of atrocities against the

Germans in Poland. The Völkischer Beobachter reported that more than 80,000 German
refugees from Poland had succeeded in reaching German territory by August 20, 1939.
The German Foreign Office had received a huge file of specific reports of excesses
against national and ethnic Germans in Poland. More than 1,500 documented reports had
been received since March 1939, and more than 10 detailed reports were arriving in the
German Foreign Office each day. The reports presented a staggering picture of brutality
and human misery.[39]
W. L. White, an American journalist, later recalled that there was no doubt among wellinformed people by this time that horrible atrocities were being inflicted every day on
the Germans of Poland.[40]
Donald Day, a Chicago Tribune correspondent, reported on the atrocious treatment the
Poles had meted out to the ethnic Germans in Poland:
…I traveled up to the Polish corridor where the German authorities
permitted me to interview the German refugees from many Polish cities and
towns. The story was the same. Mass arrests and long marches along roads
toward the interior of Poland. The railroads were crowded with troop
movements. Those who fell by the wayside were shot. The Polish
authorities seemed to have gone mad. I have been questioning people all my
life and I think I know how to make deductions from the exaggerated stories
told by people who have passed through harrowing personal experiences.
But even with generous allowance, the situation was plenty bad. To me the
war seemed only a question of hours.[41]
British Ambassador Nevile Henderson in Berlin was concentrating on obtaining
recognition from Halifax of the cruel fate of the German minority in Poland. Henderson
emphatically warned Halifax on August 24, 1939, that German complaints about the
treatment of the German minority in Poland were fully supported by the facts.
Henderson knew that the Germans were prepared to negotiate, and he stated to Halifax
that war between Poland and Germany was inevitable unless negotiations were resumed
between the two countries. Henderson pleaded with Halifax that it would be contrary to
Polish interests to attempt a full military occupation of Danzig, and he added a
scathingly effective denunciation of Polish policy. What Henderson failed to realize is
that Halifax was pursuing war for its own sake as an instrument of policy. Halifax
desired the complete destruction of Germany.[42]
On August 25, 1939, Ambassador Henderson reported to Halifax the latest Polish
atrocity at Bielitz, Upper Silesia. Henderson never relied on official German statements
concerning these incidents, but instead based his reports on information he received
from neutral sources. The Poles continued to forcibly deport the Germans of that area,
and compelled them to march into the interior of Poland. Eight Germans were murdered
and many more were injured during one of these actions.
Hitler was faced with a terrible dilemma. If Hitler did nothing, the Germans of Poland
and Danzig would be abandoned to the cruelty and violence of a hostile Poland. If Hitler
took effective action against the Poles, the British and French might declare war against
Germany. Henderson feared that the Bielitz atrocity would be the final straw to prompt
Hitler to invade Poland. Henderson, who strongly desired peace with Germany, deplored
the failure of the British government to exercise restraint over the Polish authorities.[43]
On August 23, 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union entered into the MolotovRibbentrop agreement. This non-aggression pact contained a secret protocol which
recognized a Russian sphere of influence in Eastern Europe. German recognition of this
Soviet sphere of influence would not apply in the event of a diplomatic settlement of the

German-Polish dispute. Hitler had hoped to recover the diplomatic initiative through the
Molotov-Ribbentrop nonaggression pact. However, Chamberlain warned Hitler in a
letter dated August 23, 1939, that Great Britain would support Poland with military force
regardless of the Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement. Józef Beck also continued to refuse to
negotiate a peaceful settlement with Germany.[44]
Germany made a new offer to Poland on August 29, 1939, for a last diplomatic
campaign to settle the German-Polish dispute. The terms of a new German plan for a
settlement, the so-called Marienwerder proposals, were less important than the offer to
negotiate as such. The terms of the Marienwerder proposals were intended as nothing
more than a tentative German plan for a possible settlement. The German government
emphasized that these terms were formulated to offer a basis for unimpeded negotiations
between equals rather than constituting a series of demands which Poland would be
required to accept. There was nothing to prevent the Poles from offering an entirely new
set of proposals of their own.
The Germans, in offering to negotiate with Poland, were indicating that they favored a
diplomatic settlement over war with Poland. The willingness of the Poles to negotiate
would not in any way have implied a Polish retreat or their readiness to recognize the
German annexation of Danzig. The Poles could have justified their acceptance to
negotiate with the announcement that Germany, and not Poland, had found it necessary
to request new negotiations. In refusing to negotiate, the Poles were announcing that
they favored war. The refusal of British Foreign Secretary Halifax to encourage the
Poles to negotiate indicated that he also favored war.[45]
French Prime Minister Daladier and British Prime Minister Chamberlain were both
privately critical of the Polish government. Daladier in private denounced the “criminal
folly” of the Poles. Chamberlain admitted to Ambassador Joseph Kennedy that it was the
Poles, and not the Germans, who were unreasonable. Kennedy reported to President
Roosevelt, “frankly he [Chamberlain] is more worried about getting the Poles to be
reasonable than the Germans.” However, neither Daladier nor Chamberlain made any
effort to influence the Poles to negotiate with the Germans.[46]
On August 29, 1939, the Polish government decided upon the general mobilization of its
army. The Polish military plans stipulated that general mobilization would be ordered
only in the event of Poland’s decision for war. Henderson informed Halifax of some of
the verified Polish violations prior to the war. The Poles blew up the Dirschau (Tczew)
bridge across the Vistula River even though the eastern approach to the bridge was in
German territory (East Prussia). The Poles also occupied a number of Danzig
installations and engaged in fighting with the citizens of Danzig on the same day.
Henderson reported that Hitler was not insisting on the total military defeat of Poland.
Hitler was prepared to terminate hostilities if the Poles indicated that they were willing
to negotiate a satisfactory settlement.[47]
Germany decided to invade Poland on September 1, 1939. All of the British leaders
claimed that the entire responsibility for starting the war was Hitler’s. Prime Minister
Chamberlain broadcast that evening on British radio that “the responsibility for this
terrible catastrophe (war in Poland) lies on the shoulders of one man, the German
Chancellor.” Chamberlain claimed that Hitler had ordered Poland to come to Berlin with
the unconditional obligation of accepting without discussion the exact German terms.
Chamberlain denied that Germany had invited the Poles to engage in normal
negotiations. Chamberlain’s statements were unvarnished lies, but the Polish case was so
weak that it was impossible to defend it with the truth.
Halifax also delivered a cleverly hypocritical speech to the House of Lords on the

evening of September 1, 1939. Halifax claimed that the best proof of the British will to
peace was to have Chamberlain, the great appeasement leader, carry Great Britain into
war. Halifax concealed the fact that he had taken over the direction of British foreign
policy from Chamberlain in October 1938, and that Great Britain would probably not be
moving into war had this not happened. He assured his audience that Hitler, before the
bar of history, would have to assume full responsibility for starting the war. Halifax
insisted that the English conscience was clear, and that, in looking back, he did not wish
to change a thing as far as British policy was concerned.[48]
On September 2, 1939, Italy and Germany agreed to hold a mediation conference among
themselves and Great Britain, France and Poland. Halifax attempted to destroy the
conference plan by insisting that Germany withdraw her forces from Poland and Danzig
before Great Britain and France would consider attending the mediation conference.
French Foreign Minister Bonnet knew that no nation would accept such treatment, and
that the attitude of Halifax was unreasonable and unrealistic.
Ultimately, the mediation effort collapsed, and both Great Britain and France declared
war against Germany on September 3, 1939. When Hitler read the British declaration of
war against Germany, he paused and asked of no one in particular: “What now?”[49]
Germany was now in an unnecessary war with three European nations.
Similar to the other British leaders, Nevile Henderson, the British ambassador to
Germany, later claimed that the entire responsibility for starting the war was Hitler’s.
Henderson wrote in his memoirs in 1940: “If Hitler wanted peace he knew how to insure
it; if he wanted war, he knew equally well what would bring it about. The choice lay
with him, and in the end the entire responsibility for war was his.”[50] Henderson forgot
in this passage that he had repeatedly warned Halifax that the Polish atrocities against
the German minority in Poland were extreme. Hitler invaded Poland in order to end
these atrocities.

Polish Atrocities Continue against German Minority
The Germans in Poland continued to experience an atmosphere of terror in the early part
of September 1939. Throughout the country the Germans had been told, “If war comes
to Poland you will all be hanged.” This prophecy was later fulfilled in many cases.
The famous Bloody Sunday in Toruń on September 3, 1939, was accompanied by
similar massacres elsewhere in Poland. These massacres brought a tragic end to the long
suffering of many ethnic Germans. This catastrophe had been anticipated by the
Germans before the outbreak of war, as reflected by the flight, or attempted escape, of
large numbers of Germans from Poland. The feelings of these Germans were revealed by
the desperate slogan, “Away from this hell, and back to the Reich!”[51]
Dr. Alfred-Maurice de Zayas writes concerning the ethnic Germans in Poland:
The first victims of the war were Volksdeutsche, ethnic German civilians
resident in and citizens of Poland. Using lists prepared years earlier, in part
by lower administrative offices, Poland immediately deported 15,000
Germans to Eastern Poland. Fear and rage at the quick German victories led
to hysteria. German “spies” were seen everywhere, suspected of forming a
fifth column. More than 5,000 German civilians were murdered in the first
days of the war. They were hostages and scapegoats at the same time.
Gruesome scenes were played out in Bromberg on September 3, as well as
in several other places throughout the province of Posen, in Pommerellen,
wherever German minorities resided.[52]

Polish atrocities against ethnic Germans have been documented in the book Polish Acts
of Atrocity against the German Minority in Poland. Most of the outside world dismissed
this book as nothing more than propaganda used to justify Hitler’s invasion of Poland.
However, skeptics failed to notice that forensic pathologists from the International Red
Cross and medical and legal observers from the United States verified the findings of
these investigations of Polish war crimes. These investigations were also conducted by
German police and civil administrations, and not the National Socialist Party or the
German military. Moreover, both anti-German and other university-trained researchers
have acknowledged that the charges in the book are based entirely on factual
evidence.[53]
The book Polish Acts of Atrocity against the German Minority in Poland stated:
When the first edition of this collection of documents went to press on
November 17, 1939, 5,437 cases of murder committed by soldiers of the
Polish army and by Polish civilians against men, women and children of the
German minority had been definitely ascertained. It was known that the
total when fully ascertained would be very much higher. Between that date
and February 1, 1940, the number of identified victims mounted to 12,857.
At the present stage investigations disclose that in addition to these 12,857,
more than 45,000 persons are still missing. Since there is no trace of them,
they must also be considered victims of the Polish terror. Even the figure
58,000 is not final. There can be no doubt that the inquiries now being
carried out will result in the disclosure of additional thousands dead and
missing.[54]
Medical examinations of the dead showed that Germans of all ages, from four months to
82 years of age, were murdered. The report concluded:
It was shown that the murders were committed with the greatest brutality
and that in many cases they were purely sadistic acts—that gouging of eyes
was established and that other forms of mutilation, as supported by the
depositions of witnesses, may be considered as true.
The method by which the individual murders were committed in many cases
reveals studied physical and mental torture; in this connection several cases
of killing extended over many hours and of slow death due to neglect had to
be mentioned.
By far the most important finding seems to be the proof that murder by such
chance weapons as clubs or knives was the exception, and that as a rule
modern, highly-effective army rifles and pistols were available to the
murderers. It must be emphasized further that it was possible to show, down
to the minutest detail, that there could have been no possibility of execution
[under military law].[55]
The Polish atrocities were not acts of personal revenge, professional jealously or class
hatred; instead, they were a concerted political action. They were organized mass
murders caused by a psychosis of political animosity. The hate-inspired urge to destroy
everything German was driven by the Polish press, radio, school and government
propaganda. Britain’s blank check of support had encouraged Poland to conduct
inhuman atrocities against its German minority.[56]
The book Polish Acts of Atrocity against the German Minority in Poland explained why
the Polish government encouraged such atrocities:

The guarantee of assistance given Poland by the British Government was
the agent which lent impetus to Britain’s policy of encirclement. It was
designed to exploit the problem of Danzig and the Corridor to begin a war,
desired and long-prepared by England, for the annihilation of Greater
Germany. In Warsaw moderation was no longer considered necessary, and
the opinion held was that matters could be safely brought to a head. England
was backing this diabolical game, having guaranteed the “integrity” of the
Polish state. The British assurance of assistance meant that Poland was to be
the battering ram of Germany’s enemies. Henceforth Poland neglected no
form of provocation of Germany and, in its blindness, dreamt of “victorious
battle at Berlin’s gates.” Had it not been for the encouragement of the
English war clique, which was stiffening Poland’s attitude toward the Reich
and whose promises led Warsaw to feel safe, the Polish Government would
hardly have let matters develop to the point where Polish soldiers and
civilians would eventually interpret the slogan to extirpate all German
influence as an incitement to the murder and bestial mutilation of human
beings.[57]
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Albert Einstein: Time Magazine’s Undeserving
Person of the Century
by John Wear

In 1999 Albert Einstein was named Time Magazine’s person of the 20th century.[1] This
article will discuss whether Einstein deserved this award.

Physicist
Albert Einstein is regarded by many people as the greatest physicist of the 20th
century.[2] His unique contributions are said to have revolutionized physics.
However, many physicists dispute the revolutionary nature of Einstein’s discoveries.
Physicist Frank J. Tipler writes:
Most physicists now recognize that Einstein’s theory of relativity is not a
revolutionary theory at all but a completion of classical physics. Einstein's
most subtle biographer, Abraham Pais, has conceded this, but also
maintained that Einstein's invention of quantum mechanics, in his 1905
paper on the photoelectric effect, was still revolutionary.
I disagree. Einstein’s invention of quantum mechanics was, once again, a
conservative innovation—conservative in the traditional sense of preserving
the classical structure of Newtonian physics.”[3]
Christopher Jon Bjerknes accuses Einstein of plagiarism. Bjerknes writes:
Many people knew that Einstein did not hold priority for much of what he
wrote. He, himself, was keenly aware of it. It is not uncommon for
grandiose myths to accrue to overly idealized popular figures, such as
Albert Einstein. Theoretical Physics, as a field, was small, and not well
known in the period from 1905-1919. Theoretical physicists were not well
known, and, since those in the field knew that Einstein was a plagiarist, they
largely ignored him…
Einstein evinced a career-long pattern of publishing “novel” theories and
formulae after others had already published similar words, then claimed
priority for himself. He did it with E = mc². He did it with the so-called
special theory of relativity and he did it with the general theory of
relativity.[4]
While I don’t understand physics well enough to know if Bjerknes’s analysis is accurate,
it is certain that many physicists had little regard for Einstein in his later years. Robert
Oppenheimer, for example, visited the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton in
January 1935. In a letter to his brother Frank, Oppenheimer conveyed his reaction to the
occupants of Fine Hall at Princeton: “Princeton is a madhouse: its solipsistic luminaries
shining in separate & helpless desolation. Einstein is completely cuckoo…”[5]
Oppenheimer also said in private that Einstein had no understanding of or interest in

modern physics, and that Einstein had been wasting his time trying to unify gravitation
and electromagnetism.[6]
Physicist Freeman Dyson was a colleague of Einstein’s from 1948 to 1955 at the
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton. Dyson had a strong desire to meet and know
Einstein when he arrived at the Institute. However, after reading Einstein’s recent
scientific papers, Dyson decided they were junk. Dyson spent the next seven years
avoiding Einstein so that he would not have to tell Einstein his work was junk.[7]
Physicist David Bodanis writes about Einstein’s later years: “Einstein’s peers regarded
him as a has-been. Even many of his closest friends no longer took his ideas
seriously.[8]

Einstein Supported Zionism
In an article published in the November 26, 1938 edition of Collier’s magazine, Albert
Einstein explained how the social creed and morality inbred in most Jews, which he
attempted to live by, was part of a long and proud tradition. Einstein wrote: “The bond
that has united the Jews for thousands of years and that unites them today is, above all,
the democratic ideal of social justice coupled with the ideal of mutual aid and tolerance
among all men.”[9] Einstein later wrote that Karl Marx lived and sacrificed himself for
the ideal of social justice.[10]
Einstein wrote about the Jewish tradition: “The pursuit of knowledge for its own sake,
an almost fanatical love of justice, and the desire for personal independence—these are
the features of the Jewish tradition which make me thank my stars that I belong to
it.”[11]
Einstein came to embrace the cause of Zionism. He wrote to a friend in October 1919:
“One can be an internationalist without being indifferent to members of one’s tribe. The
Zionist cause is very close to my heart…I am glad that there should be a little patch of
earth on which our kindred brethren are not considered aliens.” Einstein further
declared: “I am, as a human being, an opponent of nationalism. But as a Jew, I am from
today a supporter of the Zionist effort.”[12]
Einstein worked hard to promote Zionism and to establish the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. He wrote to German/Jewish chemist Fritz Haber:
Despite my emphatic internationalist beliefs, I have always felt an
obligation to stand up for my persecuted and morally oppressed tribal
companions. The prospect of establishing a Jewish university fills me with
particular joy, having recently seen countless instances of perfidious and
uncharitable treatment of splendid young Jews with attempts to deny their
chances of education.[13]
Einstein traveled to America, Singapore and other places to help secure funding for
Hebrew University.[14]
Einstein was an enthusiastic supporter of Israel. He wrote after Israel was founded:
In this hour one thing, above all, must be emphasized: Judaism owes a great
debt of gratitude to Zionism. The Zionist movement has revived among
Jews the sense of community. It has performed productive work surpassing
all the expectations any one could entertain. This productive work in
Palestine, to which self-sacrificing Jews throughout the world have

contributed, has saved a large number of our brethren from direct need. In
particular, it has been possible to lead a not inconsiderable part of our youth
toward a life of joyous and creative work.
Now the fateful disease of our time—exaggerated nationalism, borne up by
blind hatred—has brought our work to a most difficult stage. Fields
cultivated by day must have armed protection at night against fanatical Arab
outlaws. All economic life suffers from insecurity.[15]
Einstein ignored in this writing that Israel was formed through the ethnic cleaning of
approximately 750,000 Palestinians who were ruthlessly expelled from their homes.
Entire cities and hundreds of villages in Israel were left empty and repopulated with new
Jewish immigrants. The Palestinians lost everything they had and became destitute
refugees, while the Jewish immigrants stole the Palestinians’ property and confiscated
everything they needed.[16] This is why the “fanatical Arab outlaws” Einstein referred
to arose to counteract these illegal Zionist actions.
Einstein also praised the great and lasting contributions of Rabbi Stephen Wise to the
cause of Zionism. Einstein wrote about Wise: “There are those who do not love him, but
there is no one who has ever denied him recognition and respect, for everybody knows
that behind the enormous labors of this man there has always been the passionate desire
to make mankind better and happier.”[17]
Einstein was even invited by Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion on November 16,
1952 to become President of Israel if elected by the Parliament. Einstein turned down
this offer because the Presidential office required an understanding of human relations
—something Einstein felt he was deficient in. Einstein wanted to deal only with science
and nature.[18]

Einstein Hated Germans
Albert Einstein hated the German people. Einstein wrote to an old Jewish friend in the
summer of 1942: “Due to their wretched traditions the Germans are such a badly
messed-up people that it will be very difficult to remedy the situation by sensible, not to
speak of humane, means. I keep hoping that at the end of the war, with God’s benevolent
help, they will largely kill each other off.”[19]
In a tribute “To the Heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto,” Einstein wrote in 1944 that the
Germans “deliberately used the humanity of others to make preparation for their last and
most grievous crime against humanity.” Einstein held the German people responsible for
electing Adolf Hitler and acquiescing in what Einstein felt was Hitler’s unutterable
crimes. He could not find forgiveness in his heart for such “calculated moral
degradation.”[20]
Einstein believed in the official Holocaust story[21], and his hatred of Germans
continued after the war. Jamie Sayen writes:
Personally, he could not bring himself to forgive the Germans for the crimes
of the Nazis and he rejected all reconciliatory efforts. In 1951 President
Theodor Heuss of the Federal Republic of Germany (West Germany)
invited Einstein to join the Peace Section of the old Prussian order Pour le
mérite. Einstein had been a member prior to 1933 but, in accordance with
his postwar refusal to be associated publicly with any German organization
he declined Heuss’s invitation. “Because of the mass murder which the
Germans inflicted upon the Jewish people,” he explained, “it is evident that

a self-respecting Jew could not possibly wish to be associated in any way
with any official German institution.”[22]
Einstein was convinced that militarism was so deeply ingrained in the spirit of the
German people that world peace was not possible while Germany possessed an army. He
thought the Germans could not learn through experience because they always managed
to rationalize their failures with irrational explanations. Einstein warned a woman about
Germans after the war: “You will find them affable, intelligent, and they will seem to
agree with you, but you must not believe a one of them.”[23]
Einstein supported the Morgenthau Plan and wanted to see Germany transformed from
an industrial nation into an agricultural country. He wrote to his Jewish friend James
Franck: “I am firmly convinced that it is absolutely indispensable to prevent the
restoration of German industrial power for many years…I firmly object to any attempt
from Jewish quarters to reawaken the kind of soft sentimental feelings which permitted
Germany to prepare a war of aggression without any interference on the part of the rest
of the world—and this long before the Nazis came to power…”[24]
Einstein would not even permit his books to be sold in Germany after the war. Einstein
wrote to German chemist Otto Hahn: “The crimes of the Germans are really the most
abominable ever to be recorded in the history of the so-called civilized nations. The
conduct of the German intellectuals—viewed as a class—was no better than that of the
mob.”[25] Einstein also protested the American use of German scientists after the war to
help in the “war on communism.”[26]
Einstein’s national and tribal kinship became starkly clear in his own mind as World War
II ended. He wrote: “I am not a German but a Jew by nationality.”[27] In a letter dated
October 12, 1953 to Jewish physicist Max Born, Einstein referred to Germany as the
“land of the mass-murderers of our kinsmen.”[28] This was Einstein’s opinion, and he
never deviated from it.[29]

Alleged Pacifist
Albert Einstein decided to live in the United States and not return to Germany after
Hitler obtained power. He said in a widely reported public statement: “As long as I have
any choice in the matter, I shall live only in a country where civil liberty, tolerance, and
equality of all citizens before the law prevail…These conditions do not exist in Germany
at the present time.”[30]
Einstein felt close to the American Friends of Peace and regarded himself as a pacifist.
However, his emphasis shifted toward ensuring peace “through the creation of an
international organization embracing all major states…with a sufficiently strong
executive power at its disposal.” Einstein thought a world government was the best
defense against fascism.[31]
Einstein’s deep distrust of Germany caused him to forsake his alleged pacifism. Jürgen
Neffe writes:
He imagined the country “Barbaria” capable of anything. A “uranium
bomb” in the hands of Germans would be like an “axe in the hands of a
pathological criminal.” He had not forgotten how consistently the Germans
had adapted scientific achievements in employing poison gas for military
purposes in World War I under the leadership of his friend Fritz Haber. He
declared on the spot that he was prepared to go to the top level of the
administration to warn of the danger.[32]

Einstein wrote a letter in conjunction with physicists Edward Teller and Leo Szilard that
President Roosevelt received on October 3, 1939. This letter warned of the possibility
that an atomic bomb using uranium might be built. On March 7, 1940, Einstein followed
up with a more-urgent second letter to Roosevelt which stated: “Since the outbreak of
war, interest in uranium has intensified in Germany. I have now learned that research
there is carried out in great secrecy and that it has been extended to another of the Kaiser
Wilhelm Institutes, the Institute of Physics.”[33]
The fact that two atomic bombs later hit Japan and not Germany was in Einstein’s view a
great catastrophe. Germany was the only country against which Einstein would have
condoned using the atomic bomb. Any degree of force was acceptable to Einstein to
defeat Germany--even the atomic bomb, even war to achieve peace. After Germany’s
defeat, which Einstein regarded as a necessary conquest of the Germans collectively
embroiled in guilt, the use of the atomic bomb was no longer justified.[34]
Einstein returned to his alleged pacifism after World War II. Since the only justifiable
war—the one against the Nazis—had ended, Einstein felt obliged more than ever to
voice his advocacy for world peace.[35]

Conclusion
Einstein was selected as Time magazine’s person of the 20th century primarily because
of his contributions to physics early in his career.[36] Many physicists, however, had
little regard for Einstein as a physicist in the later part of his career. Also, several
quantum physicists made major contributions to the advancement of physics and were as
qualified as Einstein to be selected for Time magazine’s award.
Einstein made repeated racist statements about Germans while extolling the virtues of
his Jewish tribe. With the exception of a few German scientists, Einstein considered all
non-Jewish Germans to be a bad breed and referred to Germans as “the blond
beast.”[37] Einstein had hoped at the end of World War II that the Germans, with God’s
benevolent help, would largely kill each other off. Einstein’s statements about Germans
were deeply racist, yet Time magazine ignored Einstein’s racism and chose him to be its
person of the 20th century.
Albert Einstein did not deserve Time Magazine’s award. The mass media has promoted
Einstein into an almost God-like figure. Christopher Jon Bjerknes writes:
It appears that the physics community and the media invented a comic book
figure, “Einstein”, with “E=mc²” stenciled across his chest. The media and
educational institutions portray this surreal and farcical image as a
benevolent god to watch over us…
To question “Einstein”, the god, either “his” theories, or the priority of the
thoughts he repeated, has become the sin of heresy. “His” writings are
synonymous with truth, the undecipherable truth of a god hung on the wall
as a symbol of ultimate truth, which truth is elusive to mortal man—no one
is to understand or to question the arcana of “Einstein”, but must let the
shepherd lead his flock, without objection. Do not bother the believers with
the facts![38]
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An Awful Revenge: The Eastern Victors’
Concentration Camps after World War
II
by John Wear

The eastern victors continued to operate many formerly
German concentration camps after World War II. Additional camps to
intern ethnic Germans were established in Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. The existence and operation of
these postwar camps is a matter of major historical signiﬁcance.
While the population of the German concentration-camp system had
grown to a record peak of 700,000 by the beginning of 1945, the
number of Germans incarcerated across Europe in similar camps by
the end of 1945 was possibly even higher.[1]

Soviet-Run Camps
The German concentration camps at Buchenwald, Sachsenhausen,
Mühlberg, Fürstenwalde, Liebe-Roze, Bautzen and other locations
were taken over by the Russian Gulag Archipelago. The camp at
Buchenwald, for example, was transformed into “Special Camp No.
2” and was operated by the Soviet Union until 1950.[2] Conditions at
the camps under Soviet control were atrocious. The camps were
labeled “special” because the Soviets insisted that the internees be
cut oﬀ completely from the civilian population.[3] Even Gen.
Merkulov, the Soviet oﬀicial in charge of the concentration camps in
Germany, acknowledged the severe lack of order and cleanliness,
particularly at Buchenwald.[4]
One former inmate described his ﬁve years in the Soviet-run
Buchenwald Camp:
People were mere numbers. Their dignity was consciously
trampled upon. They were starved without mercy and
consumed by tuberculosis until they were skeletons. The
annihilation process, which had been well tested over
decades, was systematic. The cries and groans of those in
pain still echo in my ears whenever the past comes back to
me in sleepless nights. We had to watch helplessly as
people perished according to plan—like creatures sacriﬁced
to annihilation.
Many nameless people were caught up in the annihilation
machinery of the NKVD after the collapse of 1945. They

were herded together like cattle after the so-called
liberation and vegetated in the many concentration camps.
Many were systematically tortured to death. A memorial
was built for the dead of the Buchenwald Concentration
Camp. A ﬁgure of death victims was chosen based on
fantasy. Intentionally, only the dead of the 1937-1945 period
were honored. Why is there no memorial honoring the dead
of 1945 to 1950? Countless mass graves were dug around
the camp in the postwar period.[5]
While no one can know the exact number of inmates and deaths at
Buchenwald, it is reasonably certain a higher percentage of inmates
died under Soviet control than under German control. Viktor Suvorov
estimates that 28,000 people were imprisoned by the Soviets at
Buchenwald from 1945-1950, of whom 7,000 (25%) died. By
comparison, he estimates that 250,000 people were imprisoned by
the Germans at Buchenwald from 1937 to 1945. Of that number,
Suvorov estimates that 50,000 (20%) died. The Soviet-run
Buchenwald had a higher estimated death rate than the German-run
Buchenwald.[6]
Suvorov’s estimates of deaths at Soviet-run Buchenwald are probably
understated. Some sources estimate that at least 13,000 and as many
as 21,000 persons died in Soviet-run Buchenwald.[7] Also, a detailed
June 1945 U.S. government report on German-run Buchenwald put
the total deaths at a lower number of 33,462, of whom more than
20,000 died in the ﬁnal chaotic months of the war. These total deaths
include at least 400 inmates killed in British bombing raids.[8] Thus,
the death-rate percentage at the Soviet-run Buchenwald versus the
German-run Buchenwald is probably substantially higher than
Suvorov’s estimates.
Russian estimates show a total of 122,671 Germans passed through
Soviet-run camps in the Soviet Zone after the end of the war. Of this
total, 42,889 Germans died, or approximately 35%. The oﬀicial Soviet
statistics probably underestimate the true number of dead in the
Soviet-run camps. American military intelligence units and Social
Democratic Party groups in the late 1940s and 1950s estimate that a
much higher total of 240,000 German prisoners passed through
Soviet-run camps. Of these, an estimated 95,643 died, or almost 40%.
In these revisions there were 60,000 prisoners at Sachsenhausen,
where 26,143 died; 30,600 prisoners at Buchenwald, where 13,200
did not survive; and 30,000 prisoners at Bautzen, where 16,700 died.
These higher death counts are supported by discoveries of numerous
mass graves of Germans buried near the Soviet-run camps.[9]
No one has ever been punished for the deaths and mistreatment of
German inmates in the postwar Soviet-run camps. The hundreds of
thousands of visitors who visit the Buchenwald campsite each year
only see museums and memorials dedicated to the “victims of
fascism.” There is nothing at Buchenwald to remind visitors of the
thousands of Germans who perished miserably in Buchenwald after

the war when the camp was run by the Soviet Union.[10]

Polish-Run Camps
Many of the Germans in Poland were also sent to former German
concentration camps. In March 1945, the Polish military command
declared that the entire German people shared the blame for starting
World War II. Over 105,000 Germans were sent to labor camps in
Poland before their expulsion from Poland. The Polish authorities
soon converted concentration camps such as Auschwitz-Birkenau,
Łambinowice (called Lamsdorf by its German occupants) and others
into internment and labor camps. In fact, the liberation of the last
Jewish inmates at the Auschwitz main camp and the arrival of the
ﬁrst ethnic Germans to Auschwitz were separated by less than two
weeks.
When the camps in Poland were ﬁnally closed, it is estimated that as
many as 50% of the German inmates, mostly women and children,
had died from ill-treatment, malnutrition and diseases.[11]
In a conﬁdential report concerning the Polish concentration camps
ﬁled with the Foreign Oﬀice, R.W.F. Bashford wrote: “[T]he
concentration camps were not dismantled, but rather taken over by
new owners. Mostly they are run by Polish militia. In Świętochłowice,
prisoners who are not starved or whipped to death are made to stand,
night after night, in cold water up to their necks, until they perish. In
Breslau there are cellars from which, day and night, the screams of
victims can be heard.”[12]
Lamsdorf in Upper Silesia was initially built by Germany to house
Allied prisoners of war. This camp’s postwar population of 8,064
Germans was decimated through starvation, disease, hard labor and
physical mistreatment. A surviving German doctor at Lamsdorf
recorded the deaths of 6,488 German inmates in the camp after the
war, including 628 children.[13]
A report submitted to the U.S. Senate dated August 28, 1945 reads:
“In “Y” [code for a camp, from the original document], Upper Silesia,
an evacuation camp has been prepared which holds at present 1,000
people….A great part of the people are suﬀering from symptoms of
starvation; there are cases of tuberculosis and always new cases of
typhoid….Two people seriously ill with syphilis have been dealt with
in a very simple way: They were shot….Yesterday a woman from “K”
[another camp] was shot and a child wounded.”[14]
Zgoda, which had been a satellite camp of Auschwitz during the war,
was reopened by the Polish Security Service as a punishment and
labor camp. Thousands of Germans in Poland were arrested and sent
to Zgoda for labor duties. The prisoners were denied adequate food
and medical care, the overcrowded barrack buildings were crawling
with lice, and beatings were a common occurrence. The camp
director, Salomon Morel, told the prisoners at the gate that he would
show them what Auschwitz had meant. A man named Günther Wollny,

who had the misfortune of being an inmate in both Auschwitz and
Zgoda, later stated, “I’d rather be 10 years in a German camp than
one day in a Polish one.”[15]

Sexual Assaults in Polish Camps
A notable element of the postwar Polish camp system was the
prevalence of sexual assault as well as ritualized sexual humiliation
and punishment suﬀered by the female inmates. The practice at
Jaworzno, as reported by Antoni Białecki of the local Oﬀice of Public
Security, was to “take ethnically German women at gunpoint home at
night and rape them.” The camp functioned as a sexual supermarket
for its 170-strong militia guard contingent.
The sexual humiliation of female prisoners in the Polish camp at
Potulice had become an institutional practice by the end of 1945.
Many of the women were sexually abused and beaten, and some of
the punishments resulted in horriﬁc injuries. The sexual exploitation
of women in Polish-run camps contrasts to the experience of women
in German-run concentration camps. Rape or other forms of sexual
mistreatment was an extremely rare occurrence at German
concentration camps, and severely punished by the authorities if
detected.[16]
The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) attempted to
send a delegation to investigate the atrocities reported in the Polish
camps. It was not until July 17, 1947, when most Germans had either
died or had been expelled from the camps, that ICRC oﬀicials were
ﬁnally allowed to inspect a Polish camp. Yet even at this late date
there were still a few camps the ICRC was not allowed to
investigate.[17]
Jewish journalist John Sack has conﬁrmed the torture, murder and
sexual assaults of German prisoners in postwar Polish camps
operated by the Oﬀice of State Security. Most of the camps were
staﬀed and run by Jews, with help from Poles, Czechs, Russians and
concentration-camp survivors. Virtually all of the personnel at these
camps were eager to take revenge on the defeated Germans. In three
years after the war, Sack estimates that from 60,000 to 80,000
Germans died in the Oﬀice’s camps.[18]
Eﬀorts to bring perpetrators in Polish camps to justice were largely
unsuccessful. Czesław Gęborski, director of the camp at Lamsdorf,
was indicted by the Polish authorities in 1956 for wanton brutality
against the German prisoners. Gęborski admitted at his trial that his
only goal in taking the job was “to exact revenge” on the Germans.
On October 4, 1945, Gęborski ordered his guards to shoot down
anyone trying to escape a ﬁre that engulfed one of the barracks
buildings; a minimum of 48 prisoners were killed that day. The guards
at Lamsdorf also routinely beat the German prisoners and stole from
them. German prisoners in Lamsdorf died of hunger and diseases in
droves; guards recalled scenes of children begging for scraps of food
and crusts of bread. Gęborski was found not guilty despite strong

evidence of his criminal acts.[19]

Czech-Run Camps
The Theresienstadt concentration camp in Czechoslovakia was used
by Germany during the war to intern many of Germany’s, Austria’s
and Czechoslovakia’s most-famous or -talented Jews. On May 24,
1945, the Czech government decided to use the Theresienstadt Camp
to imprison 600 Germans from Prague. Within the ﬁrst few hours of
their arrival, between 59 and 70 of these Germans were brutally
beaten to death. Two hundred more Germans were reported to have
died from torture and beatings within the next few days. The camp
commandant, Alois Pruša, took great pleasure in the beatings, and
reportedly used at least one of his daughters to assist him in killing
the German inmates. Pruša and his assistant told the remaining
surviving Germans that they would never leave the camp.[20]
Torture appears to have been the rule in Czech-run Theresienstadt.
Guards at Theresienstadt used a variety of instruments for beating
and lashing their victims: steel rods sheathed with leather, pipes,
rubber truncheons, iron bars and wooden planks. One woman in
Theresienstadt observed and still remembers the screams from a
female SS member forced to sit astride an SA dagger. Dr. E. Siegel, a
Czech-speaking medical doctor working for the ICRC, was also
subjected to extensive torture in Theresienstadt. Dr. Siegel thought
the guards were ordered from above to commit their acts of torture,
because the methods used in all Czech-run camps were broadly
similar.[21]
Some of the savagery at Theresienstadt stopped when Pruša was
replaced by a Maj. Kálal.[22] However, one secret Soviet report said
that the German inmates at Theresienstadt repeatedly begged the
Russians to stay at the camp. The report states: “We now see the
manifestations of hatred for the Germans. They [the Czechs] don’t kill
them, but torment them like livestock. The Czechs look at them like
cattle.” The horrible treatment at the hands of the Czechs led to
despair and hopelessness among Czechoslovakia’s ethnic Germans.
According to Czech statistics, 5,558 ethnic Germans committed
suicide in 1946 alone.[23]
Czech author Dr. Hans Guenther Adler, a Jew who was imprisoned
during the war in Theresienstadt, conﬁrmed that conditions in Czechrun Theresienstadt were deplorable for Germans. Adler wrote:
Certainly there were those among them who, during the
years of occupation, were guilty of some infraction or other,
but the majority, among them children and adolescents,
were locked up simply because they were German. Just
because they were German…? That phrase is frighteningly
familiar; one could easily substitute the word “Jew” for
“German.” The rags given to the Germans as clothes were
smeared with swastikas. They were miserably
undernourished, abused….The camp was run by Czechs, yet

they did nothing to stop the Russians from going in to rape
the captive women….[24]
After the war, the ICRC reported that the sexual abuse of female
inmates in Czech-run camps was pervasive and systematic. A foreign
observer of one Czech camp noted that the women were “treated like
animals. Russian and Czech soldiers come in search of women for
purposes which can be imagined. Conditions there for women are
deﬁnitely more unfavorable than in the German concentration camps,
where cases of rape were rare.” In another Czech-run camp, the
soldiers would “take away the prettiest girls, who would often
disappear without trace.”
Jean Duchosal, secretary general of the ICRC, reported that girls
were often raped at the Matejovce Camp in Slovakia, and that
beatings were daily occurrences. The same was true of the Czech-run
camp of Patrónka. A Prague police report of June 1945 mentioned
that Revolutionary Guards were in the habit of “exposing women’s
body parts and burning them with lighted cigarettes.”[25]
A common feature of most Czech-run camps was the provision of so
little food as to make not merely malnutrition but actual starvation
largely a function of the length of incarceration. The Czech
government in 1945 and 1946 instituted a policy that there would be
no improvement in the food rations provided to ethnic German
inmates regardless of the availability of food. For example, despite
the fact that malnutrition-related deaths were occurring at a rate of
three per day, none of the 4.5 tons of food the ICRC delivered to the
Hagibor camp shortly before Christmas 1945 was issued to the
inmates. Richard Stokes, the prominent British Parliament member,
visited Hagibor in September 1946 and calculated the daily food
ration at Hagibor to be “750 calories per day, which is below Belsen
level.”[26]
The ICRC found that published regulations regarding the dietary
requirements of inmates in Czech-run camps were almost invariably
ignored. Pierre W. Mock, head of the ICRC delegation in Bratislava,
calculated the daily caloric intake of prisoners at Petržalka I Camp at
664 per person during the third week of October 1945. The daily
caloric intake had declined to 512 per person when Mock returned to
the Petržalka I Camp in the last week of December 1945. At Nováky,
a former German concentration camp, Mock found the milk and
bread ration to be woefully inadequate to feed the population of more
than 5,000.
An ICRC visitor at the Hradištko camp near Prague was informed by
the guard in charge of food distribution that the inadequate food
ration issued to the inmates was ﬁxed by law and unchangeable. The
guard also told the ICRC visitor that the few Czech children at
Hradištko received twice as much food as the German inmates. A
social worker attempting to ameliorate the worst elements of the
Czechoslovak camp system conﬁdentially advised the British Foreign
Oﬀice that the Czech government would not permit relief supplies to

be distributed to the needy German civilian inmates.[27]
German prisoners at Svidník camp in Czechoslovakia were also
forced to clear away mine ﬁelds. Strong protests from the ICRC at
Bratislava eventually succeeded in having this practice stopped.[28]
The ICRC sent a general memorandum to the Prague government on
March 14, 1946, stating that its duty was to carry out the German
expulsions as humanely as possible. In view of the unsatisfactory
condition of the Czech-run camps, the ICRC recommended that
provisional internment of Germans in Czechoslovakia end as soon as
possible.[29]

Conclusion
The German prisoners in postwar Soviet, Polish and Czech
concentration camps were subject to brutal treatment resulting in the
loss of many tens of thousands of lives. Their treatment was probably
worse than the treatment of prisoners in German-run concentration
camps during World War II.
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Dachau’s 800-Pound Kangaroo (Court) | CODOH
by John Wear

The Dachau trial began on November 15, 1945 and
ended four weeks later on December 13. All 40 of the defendants were convicted, with
36 being sentenced to death by hanging.[1] This article will examine whether the
defendants at the Dachau trial received a fair hearing.

Unjustness of the Dachau Trials
The Dachau tribunal was composed of eight senior U.S. military officers with the rank
of at least full colonel. The president of the court, Brig. Gen. John M. Lentz, was the
former commanding general of the 3rd Army’s 87th Infantry Division.[2] These U.S.
military officers, with no formal legal training, were not qualified to objectively review
the evidence presented in the trial.
William Denson, the chief prosecuting attorney, used a legal concept called “common
design” for establishing that camp personnel at Dachau were guilty of violating the laws
and usages of war. The Dachau tribunal accepted Denson’s legal concept of common
design. In common design, Denson exploited a legal concept broad enough to apply to
everyone who had worked in Dachau.[3] In essence, every Dachau defendant was guilty
unless proven innocent (a verdict most-unlikely to ensue).
The rules of evidence used at the Dachau trial were also atrociously lax. For example,
hearsay evidence presented by the prosecution was routinely allowed by the “judges.”
Such testimony was permitted at the Dachau trials if it seemed “relevant to a reasonable
man.” This departure from normal Anglo-Saxon law was intended to compensate for the
fact that some potential eyewitnesses had died in captivity.[4]
False witnesses were used at most of the American-run war-crimes trials at Dachau.
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, described some
of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:
[T]he major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as “professional
witnesses,” and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
“Professional,” since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.

Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.[5]
Stephen F. Pinter, an American lawyer who served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney
at the American-run trials of Germans at Dachau, confirmed Halow’s statement. In a
1960 affidavit Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were used to convict
Germans of false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated, “Unfortunately, as a result of
these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were convicted and some were
executed.”[6]
The use of false witnesses has also been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was
an ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from
1941 to 1945. Neuhäusler stated that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[7]
Lt. Col. Douglas T. Bates, the chief defense attorney, was also not permitted to fully
cross-examine all of the prosecution witnesses. For example, prosecution witness Arthur
Haulot, a 32-year-old journalist and former lieutenant in the Belgian army, threatened to
leave the trial after being aggressively cross-examined by Bates. An hour later, Bates
and the other defense lawyers met with Haulot outside of the courtroom. Bates put a
friendly arm around Haulot’s shoulder and said: “We just want to thank you. By
speaking up, you got us properly scolded. We were doing what we had to do, and frankly
it disgusted us. You won’t be bothered like that again.”[8]
Such a concession by the defense counsel could never have occurred if the trial had
taken place in a court in America. However, at Dachau the defense attorneys were
soldiers who took seriously reprimands from their superior officers, who were judges in
the trial.[9]
Signed confessions by the defendants were often used to obtain convictions at the
Dachau trial. Evidence was presented that many of the defendants in the Dachau trial
made their confessions under torture. For example, defendant Johann Kick testified:
I was under arrest here in Dachau from sixth to 15th of May. During this
time I was beaten all day and night. I had to stand at attention for hours. I
had to kneel down on pointed objects. I had to stand under a lamp for hours
and look into the light, at which time I was also beaten and kicked. As a
result of this treatment my arm was paralyzed for about 10 weeks.[10]
Kick testified that as a result of these beatings, he signed the confession presented to him
by U.S. Lt. Paul Guth.[11] Kick’s report regarding his torture, however, made no
difference to the eight U.S. military officers who presided as judges in the trial.

Common Design
The prosecution used the legal device of common design to establish that (wartime)
camp personnel at Dachau were guilty of violating the laws and usages of war. Defense
attorney Douglas Bates in his closing statement challenged the court’s use of common
design. Bates said:
The most talked-of phrase has been “common design.” Let us be honest and
admit that common design found its way into the judgment for the simple
expedient of trying 40 defendants in one mass trial instead of having to try

one each in 40 trials. Where is the common design? Conspicuous by its
absence, established for the purpose of trapping some defendants against
whom there was a shortage of proof—by arguing, for example, that if
Schoep was a guard in the camp, then he was equally responsible for
everything that went on. There are guards at each gate of this American post
today. Is it not far-fetched to say they are responsible for crimes that may be
committed within the confines of this large area? If every one of the
defendants is guilty of participating in that large common design, then it
becomes necessary to hold responsible every member of the Nazi Party and
every citizen of Germany who contributed to the waging of total war—and I
submit that can’t be done.
I read this in Life magazine today: “Justice cannot be measured
quantitatively. If the whole of Germany is guilty of murder, no doubt it
would be just to exterminate the German people. The real problem is to
know who is guilty of what.” Perhaps the prosecution has arrived at a
solution as to how an entire people can be indicted as an acting part of a
mythical common design.
And a new definition of murder has been introduced along with common
design. This new principle of law says, “I am given food and told to feed
these people. The food is inadequate. I feed them with it, and they die of
starvation. I am guilty of murder.” Germany was fighting a war she had lost
six months before. All internal business had completely broken down. I
presume people like Filleboeck and Wetzel should have reenacted the
miracle at Galilee, where five loaves and fishes fed a multitude.
There has been a lot of impressive law read by the chief counsel, and it is
good law—Miller, Wharton. The sad thing is that little of it is applicable to
the facts in this case. Perhaps we have not been diligent enough in seeking
applicable law. Some think the prosecution has found applicable law in the
Rules of Land Warfare on the doctrine of superior orders. We have no
intention of arguing that executions by the German Reich were due process.
Nevertheless, we contend that executions were the result of law of the then
recognized regime in Germany and that members of the firing squad were
simple soldiers acting in the same capacity as in any military organization in
the world….
If law cloaks a bloodbath in Germany, the idea of law will be the real
victim. Lynch law, of which we have known a good deal in America, often
gets the right man. But its aftermath is a contempt for the law, a contempt
that breeds more criminals. It is far, far better that some guilty men escape
than that the idea of law be endangered. In the long run, the idea of law is
our best defense against Nazism in all its forms
In closing, I ask permission to paraphrase a great statesman. Never in the
history of judicial procedure has so much punishment been asked against so
many on so little proof.[12]
Despite its injustice, William Denson refused to acknowledge that the legal concept of
common design should not apply in this case. Denson stated: “I do not want the court to
feel that it is necessary to establish individual acts of misconduct to show guilt or
innocence. If he participated in this common design, as evidence has shown, it is
sufficient to establish his guilt.”[13]

The Case of Dr. Schilling
The injustice and hypocrisy of the Dachau trial is illustrated by the case of Dr. Klaus
Karl Schilling (pictured at his execution). Malaria experiments at Dachau were
performed by Dr. Schilling, who was an internationally famous parasitologist. Dr.
Schilling was ordered by Heinrich Himmler in 1936 to conduct medical research at
Dachau for the specific purpose of immunizing individuals against malaria. The medical
supervisor at Dachau would select the people to be inoculated and then send this list of
people to Berlin to be approved by a higher authority. Those who were chosen were then
turned over to Dr. Schilling to conduct the medical experimentation.[14]
Dr. Schilling acknowledged in court that he had performed malaria experiments on
inmates in Dachau. When asked why these experiments had not been performed on
animals, Dr. Schilling replied:
I have been asked hundreds of times why I do not work with animals. The
simple answer is that malaria of the human being cannot be transmitted to
animals. Even highly developed apes and chimpanzees are not receivers of
malaria. That is a recognized principle of malaria experiments.[15]
William Denson stated that Dr. Schilling was “nothing more than a common murderer”
whose medical experimentation could not be compared to that performed in the United
States.[16]
However, evidence in the later Doctors’ trial in Nuremberg showed that doctors in the
United States performed medical experiments on prison inmates and conscientious
objectors during the war. The evidence showed that large-scale malaria experiments
were performed on 800 American prisoners, many of them black, from federal
penitentiaries in Atlanta and state penitentiaries in Illinois and New Jersey. U.S. doctors
conducted human experiments with malaria tropica, one of the most dangerous of the
malaria strains, to aid the U.S. war effort in Southeast Asia.[17]
Although Dr. Schilling’s malaria experiments were no more-dangerous or illegal than the
malaria experiments performed by U.S. doctors, Dr. Schilling had to pay for his malaria
experiments by being hanged to death while his wife watched.[18] The U.S. doctors who
performed malaria experiments on humans were never charged with any crime.

Verdict
It took the Dachau tribunal only 90 minutes to convict all 40 defendants. Joshua Greene
writes: “Even if history looked back and judged his work charitably, Denson might have
imagined one hour and 30 minutes to be a shockingly short time in which to determine
the fate of 40 men.”[19]
William Denson had no doubt that the U.S. Army tribunal would find the German
defendants guilty of war crimes.[20] The 90 minutes it took to convict the 40 defendants
was also probably not a surprise to Denson. In fact, in the later Mauthausen trial in
which Denson was the lead prosecutor, the American military tribunal took only 90
minutes to find all 61 defendants guilty.[21]
Historian Tomaz Jardim writes concerning these verdicts: “Given the brevity of
deliberations, it is clear that the judges spent no significant amount of time reviewing the
evidence, examining legal precedent, or evaluating the issues surrounding the common-

design charge that defense counsel had raised. In all likelihood, the judges had begun
deliberations with their minds made up.”[22]

Conclusion
Benjamin Ferencz acknowledges the injustice of the Dachau trial:
I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials…It was not my idea of a judicial process. I mean, I
was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.[23]
Ferencz states that nobody including himself protested against such procedures in the
Dachau trials.[24]
The defendants did not receive a fair and impartial hearing in the Dachau trial. The use
of interrogation methods designed to produce false confessions, lax rules of evidence
and procedure, the presumption that the defendants were guilty unless proven innocent,
American military judges with little or no legal training, unreliable eyewitness
testimony, the nonexistence of an appeals process, and the inability of defense counsel to
aggressively cross-examine some of the prosecution witnesses ensured the conviction of
all of the defendants in the Dachau trial.
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Introduction
One of the great tragedies of the 20th century was
the forced expulsion of ethnic Germans from their
ancestral homes in Europe after the end of World
War II. The Allies carried out the largest forced
population transfer—and perhaps the greatest
single movement of people—in human history. A
minimum of 12 million and possibly as many as
18.1 million Germans were driven from their
homes because of their ethnic background.
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Probably 2.1 million or more of these German
expellees, mostly women and children, died in
what was supposed to be an “orderly and humane”
expulsion.[1]
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Historical and Legal Bases for
Expulsions
The mass expulsion of entire populations after the
conclusions of armed con�icts was not in the
European tradition. With the exception of the
Treaty of Lausanne in July 1923, which sanctioned
mutual expulsions after the Greek-Turkish war of
1921-1922, European nations did not contemplate
nor carry out resettlement schemes prior to World
War II. The Poles and Czechs, however, were
determined to forcibly expel their minority
populations under the auspices of international
organizations. These two governments-in-exile,
located in London during most of the war, sought
approval from the victorious Allies for the forced
expulsion of their German minorities.[3]
The Polish and Czechoslovak governments-in-exile
found that the Allies were in complete agreement
that the Germans should be expelled from both
postwar Poland, which had annexed major
portions of the former Germany, and the former
Sudetenland. Documents from the Russian
archives make it clear that Stalin and Molotov
were fully informed about the Polish and Czech
plans to deport their Germans. The Soviet leaders
told the Czechs and Poles that they not only had
no objection in principle to the deportations, but
that they also thought positively about them.
Stalin unambiguously endorsed the expulsions in a
June 28, 1945 conversation with the Czechoslovak
prime minister and deputy foreign minister: "We
won't disturb you. Throw them out." Stalin gave the
Polish communist leader Władysław Gomułka
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advice on how to get the Germans to leave, “You
should create such conditions for the Germans
that they want to escape themselves.”[4]
Some provisional decisions concerning the
expulsion of Germans had been made at the
Tehran Conference in December 1943. Stalin
wanted to keep the eastern half of Poland which
he had acquired pursuant to the terms of the
Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact made with Germany. In
order to compensate Poland for her lost territory,
East Prussia and perhaps Upper Silesia would be
ceded to Poland. Poland would gain back in the
west the same amount of territory she lost in the
east. Churchill demonstrated to Stalin his thoughts
on a Poland shifted westward with three
matchsticks. Stalin was pleased with Churchill’s
demonstration.[5]
Edvard Beneš, the president of the Czechoslovak
government, justi�ably claimed that he had
received the blessings of Roosevelt and Churchill
for the transfers. Both the American and British
governments
were
sympathetic
to
the
Czechoslovak and Polish cases for expulsion of
the Germans and, like the Soviets, had no
objection in principle.
Churchill was especially callous on the subject of
German expulsions. On October 9, 1944, Churchill
remarked to Stalin that 7 million Germans would
be killed in the war, thus leaving plenty of room for
Germans driven out of Silesia and East Prussia to
move into rump Germany. On February 23, 1945,
Churchill dismissed the di�culties involved in
transferring the German population to the west.
Churchill insisted that the transfers would be easy
to make since most of the Germans in the
territories now taken by the Russians had already
left.[6]
The question is: What moral or legal basis
would
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allow the Allies to expel the ethnic Germans from
their homes? The forced expulsion of millions of
Germans was a clear violation of the Atlantic
Charter signed by the United States and Great
Britain in August 1941. The Atlantic Charter had
promised in Point Two that there would be no
territorial changes that do not accord with the
freely expressed wishes of the people concerned.
However, the Sudetenland Germans, East
Prussians and Silesians were not asked if they
wanted to stay in their 700-year-old homelands.
They were thrown out against their will.[7]
British statesmen decided to repudiate the noble
principles of the Atlantic Charter. In March 1944,
the Earl of Mans�eld stated before the British
House of Lords: “The Atlantic Charter will not
apply to Germany, and therefore there is no reason
whatever why we should not contemplate, if not
with equanimity, at least without consternation,
any unavoidable sufferings that may be in�icted
on German minorities in the course of their
transference.”[8]
Other British statesmen including Churchill made
similar statements that the Atlantic Charter did not
apply to Germany. During a debate in the House of
Commons on February 23, 1944, Anthony Eden
expressed his view of the Atlantic Charter: “There
are certain parts of the Atlantic Charter which refer
in set terms to victor and vanquished alike. Article
Four does so. But we cannot admit that Germany
can claim, as a matter of right on her part,
whatever our obligation, that any part of the
Charter applies to her.”
A British Labor MP later acknowledged on March
1, 1945, before the House of Commons: “We
started this war with great motives and high
ideals. We published the Atlantic Charter and then
spat on it, stomped on it and burnt it, as it were, at
the stake, and now nothing is left of it.”[9]
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The expulsion of ethnic Germans can be viewed in
the United States as both a repudiation of the
Atlantic Charter and the adoption of the
Morgenthau Plan. Section Two of the Morgenthau
Plan, which dealt with the “New Boundaries of
Germany,” stated: “Poland should get that part of
East Prussia which doesn’t go to the USSR and the
southern portion of Silesia.” However, the drastic
territorial changes �nalized at the Potsdam
Conference on August 2, 1945 went beyond what
even Morgenthau had envisioned. It was agreed at
the Potsdam Conference that all German land east
of the Oder-Neisse Rivers that was not under
Soviet administration “shall be under the
administration of the Polish state.”[10]
The Potsdam Conference was held from July 17 to
August 2, 1945, to decide how to administer
Germany after her unconditional surrender to the
Allies. The goals of the conference included the
establishment of postwar order, peace-treaty
issues, and remedying the effects of the war, at
least on its victors. Participants were the United
States represented by President Harry S. Truman,
the Soviet Union represented by Joseph Stalin, and
Great Britain represented �rst by Winston Churchill
and later by Clement Attlee. In a bitter blow to
French pride, France was not invited to the
Potsdam Conference. Although the Allies had
independently agreed on the need to move the
Germans out of Eastern Europe, the discussions at
Potsdam indicated that the Americans and British
had second thoughts on the expulsion of the
Germans.[11]
President Truman at Potsdam expressed his
concerns about where 9 million Germans would
go. Stalin reassured Truman that most of the
Germans had already left. Stalin later noted that
the Poles had retained some Germans to work in
the �elds, but that the Poles would expel them
once the harvest was in.
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Churchill also stated somewhat disingenuously
that “I have grave moral scruples regarding great
movements and transfers of populations.”
Churchill then added that perhaps the Germans
who had left Silesia should be allowed to go back.
Stalin told Churchill that the Poles would hang the
Germans if they returned. Stalin also said that the
Germans had already been driven out of
Czechoslovakia, and that there was no need to
contact President Beneš about the German
expulsion.[12]
Despite the reservations of the Western Allies, at
the conclusion of the Potsdam Conference all
parties agreed to the transfer of the Eastern
Germans. The Western Allies could have said no,
but they wanted to avoid any breach with the
Soviets. Sir Denis Allen, a member of the British
delegation, recalled:

We were then all too well aware—and
to a degree hard to picture in
retrospect—of our ignorance of what
was really happening in Eastern
Europe and still more of our inability to
in�uence events there.

The Potsdam Conference adopted Article IX of the
Potsdam Protocol regarding the German-Polish
border and Article XIII regarding the transfer of the
Eastern Germans to what was left of Germany. The
�rst paragraph of Article XIII reads: “The Three
Governments having considered the question in all
its aspects, recognize that the transfer to Germany
of German populations, or elements thereof,
remaining in Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary
will have to be undertaken. They agree that any
transfers that take place should be effected in an
orderly and humane manner.”[14]
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Article XIII of the Potsdam Protocol was intended
to bring the then-ongoing expulsions under a
regulated procedure. According to Paragraphs
Two and Three of Article XIII, the Allied Control
Council in Berlin was to determine how many
Germans were to be resettled. Until then a
moratorium on expulsion of the Germans was to
be in effect. However, the moratorium was ignored,
and the expulsions continued just as before, and
during the conference itself.[15]
At Nuremberg the mass deportations perpetrated
by the Nazis were included as part of the crimes
allegedly committed by the National Socialist
government of Germany. On November 20, 1945,
Pierre Mounier, assistant prosecutor for France,
reproached the accused for having ordered the
mass deportations. Mounier stated: “These
deportations were contrary to the international
conventions, in particular to Article 46 of The
Hague Regulations 1907, the laws and customs of
war, the general principles of criminal law as
derived from the criminal laws of all civilized
nations, the internal penal laws of the countries in
which such crimes were committed, and to Article
6(b) of the Charter.” France’s chief prosecutor at
Nuremberg
also
denounced
the
mass
deportations perpetrated by the Nazis as “one of
the horrors of our century.”[16]
The Nuremberg court expressed the opinion that
even in a total war, when a country must �ght for
its very existence, civil rights and in particular The
Hague Convention and its Regulations on Land
Warfare place restraints upon those waging war.
The mass deportations perpetrated by National
Socialist Germany were held to be both a war
crime and a crime against humanity. The irony is
that while the Nuremberg trials were in progress,
the mass deportation of millions of Germans was
occurring under the sanction of the same powers
whose prosecutors and judges were condemning
the mass deportations perpetrated Report
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the

Germans.[17]
Bertrand Russell criticized the expulsion of the
Germans in a letter to the London Times:

In eastern Europe now mass
deportations are being carried out by
our allies on an unprecedented scale,
and an apparently deliberate attempt is
being made to exterminate many
millions of Germans, not by gas, but by
depriving them of their homes and of
food, leaving them to die by slow and
agonizing starvation. This is done not
as an act of war, but as part of a
deliberate policy of “peace.”

American historian Ralph Franklin Keeling
commented on the hypocrisy of the Potsdam
Agreement:

Potsdam calls for annulment of all
Nazi
laws
which
established
discrimination on grounds of race and
declares: “No such discrimination,
whether legal, administrative or
otherwise, shall be tolerated.” Yet
these forced migrations of German
populations are predicated squarely on
rank racial discrimination. The people
affected are mostly wives and children
of simple peasants, workers, and
artisans whose families have lived for
centuries in the homes from which
they have now been ejected, and
whose only offense is their German
blood. How “orderly and humane” their
banishment has been is now a matter
of record.[19]
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The Early Expulsions of Germans
For more than three months prior to the Potsdam
Agreement on August 2, 1945, the Polish
government was expelling German citizens from
what it now called the “Recovered Territories”—a
reference to the fact that Poland once ruled Silesia
and Pomerania under the Piast dynasty 600 years
earlier. Czechoslovakia had been expelling German
civilians since mid-May 1945. Although Yugoslavia
and Romania had neither asked for nor received
permission from the Allies to expel their German
citizens, both of these countries soon began largescale deportations of their German populations.
While the expulsions of the Germans were crude
and disorganized, they were neither spontaneous
nor accidental. Instead, the expulsions were
carried out according to a premeditated strategy
devised by each of the governments concerned
well before the end of the war.[20]
The expelling nations relied almost exclusively on
the use of terror to propel their German minorities
across the frontiers. Except for a very few
instances, deportations as a result of mob actions
did not cause the German expulsions. Rather, the
so-called “wild expulsions” were carried out
primarily by troops, police and militia acting under
orders and policies originating at the highest levels
of the expelling governments.
So chaotic was the process of expelling the
German minorities that many foreign observers,
and even many people in the expelling countries
themselves, mistook the violent events of the late
spring and summer of 1945 as a spontaneous
process from below. The expelling governments
were more than happy to allow the myth of the
“wild expulsions” to grow, since this myth enabled
them to disclaim responsibility for the atrocities
that were essential components of the
expulsions.[21]
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The worst of the violence in Poland occurred
between mid-June and mid-July 1945, particularly
in the districts bordering the Oder-Neisse
demarcation line, which were designated by the
Polish Army Command as a military settlement
area. The commander of the Polish Second Army
expressed on June 24, 1945 the Polish position on
the rapid transfer of the Germans:

We are transferring the Germans out of
Polish territory and we are acting
thereby in accordance with directives
from Moscow. We are behaving with
the Germans as they behaved with us.
Many already have forgotten how they
treated our children, women and old
people. The Czechs knew how to act
so that the Germans �ed from their
territory of their own volition.

The Germans who were forced to resettle were
usually allowed to take only 20 kilograms of
baggage with them, and were escorted to the
border by squads of Polish soldiers. In late June
1945, at least 40,000 Germans were expelled
within a few days. One commentator described
what this meant to the Germans living near the
Oder-Neisse line:

The evacuation of individual localities
usually began in the early morning
hours. The population, torn from their
sleep, had scarcely 15 to 20 minutes to
snatch
the
most
necessary
belongings, or else they were driven
directly onto the street without any
ceremony. Smaller localities and
villages were evacuated at gunpoint by
small numbers of soldiers, frequently
only a squad or a platoon. Due to the
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proximity of the border, for the sake of
simplicity the Germans were marched
on foot to the nearest bridge over the
river, driven over to the Soviet side [i.e.,
into the Soviet Occupation Zone of
Germany] and there left to their own
fate.[23]
The German expellees were frequently robbed by
members of the Polish militia and military units
that carried out the expulsions. Food supply
became an acute problem, and the uprooted
Germans were often destitute and exhausted
when they arrived in the Soviet Occupation Zone of
Germany. The German expellees became easy
prey for Soviet occupation troops, who often stole
the few belongings the Germans had brought with
them. Some Germans were beaten and raped,
forced to perform humiliating acts, and some were
randomly killed.[24]
Not all of the cross-border tra�c of Germans was
in a single direction. At the end of the war, many
hundreds of thousands of Germans from the
Recovered Territories who had �ed the Red Army’s
advance to the west now returned to their homes.
The returning Germans did not understand that
there was not going to be a return home. The
alarming spectacle of the population in the
Recovered Territories of Poland actually increasing
in the weeks after V-E Day was one of the factors
spurring local authorities to quickly proceed with
“wild expulsions” of the Germans. Polish troops
and government o�cials used aggressive and
often violent measures to prevent the unwanted
Germans from returning to their homes.[25]
However great the hazards and miseries of life on
the road were for the German expellees, they were
usually preferable to the expulsion trains the
Polish authorities began to operate. Taking up to
two weeks to reach Berlin, the trains were
typically
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not provisioned and lacked the most basic
amenities. As a result the death rate on the trains
soared. One passenger wrote:

In our freight wagon there were about
98 people, and it is no exaggeration to
say that we were squeezed against
each other like sardines in a can. When
we reached Allenstein people started
to die, and had to be deposited along
the side of the rails. One or more dead
bodies greeted us every morning of
our journey after that; they just had to
be abandoned on the embankments.
There must have been many, many
bodies left lying along the track….

A German priest who witnessed the arrival of
German expellees at the border described what he
saw:

The people, men, women, and children
all mixed together, were tightly packed
in the railway cars, these cattle
wagons themselves being locked from
the outside. For days on end, the
people were transported like this, and
in Görlitz the wagons were opened for
the �rst time. I have seen with my own
eyes that out of one wagon alone 10
corpses were taken and thrown into
co�ns which had been kept on hand. I
noted further that several persons had
become deranged…The people were
covered in excrement, which led me to
believe that they were squeezed
together so tightly that there was no
longer any possibility for them to
relieve themselves at a designated
place.[27]
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The worst of the violence appears to have been
taken against the German minority in
Czechoslovakia. A brief but intense outbreak of
revenge-taking occurred across Czechoslovakia in
May and June 1945 in response to the
determination of German forces to continue
�ghting up to, and even after, V-E Day. Foreign
observers and some Czechs themselves were
shocked by the scale, the intensity, and the lack of
discrimination of the reprisals against German
civilians. One person wrote:

The end of the occupation was the
beginning of the expulsion of German
civilians, if they had survived the �rst
hours and days of brutality. Retaliation
was blind. An old woman was
defenestrated; a member of a visiting
German orchestra was beaten to death
in the street because he could not
speak Czech; others, not all of them
Gestapo members, were hanged,
doused with gas and lit, as living
torches. Enraged mobs roamed
through hospitals to �nd easy victims
there. One [of those murdered] was a
Czech patient, who happened to be the
father of the writer Michael Mareš, but
his papers listed a Sudeten birthplace.
From May until mid-October o�cial
statistics listed 3,795 suicides of
Germans in Bohemia.[28]
The Ministry of Education, the Military Prison, the
Riding School, the Sports Stadium and the Labor
Exchange in Prague were set aside as prisons for
German civilians. The Scharnhorst School was the
scene of a massacre in which groups of 10
Germans were led down to the courtyard and shot.
In Strahov as many as 10,000 to 15,000 Germans
were herded into the football stadium. Here the
Czechs forced 5,000 prisoners to run for their
lives
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as guards �red on them with machine guns. Some
Germans were shot in the latrines. As a general
rule all SS men were shot, either by a shot in the
back of the neck or to the stomach. Even after May
16, 1945, when order was meant to be restored, 12
to 20 Germans died daily at the Strahov Stadium.
Most of the victims had been tortured �rst.[29]
The worst atrocities during this period in
Czechoslovakia were perpetrated by troops, police
and others acting under color of authority. In a
compound at Postoloprty in northern Bohemia,
parties of up to 250 Germans at a time were
removed and shot by Czechoslovak soldiers on
June 5 and 6. The precise number of Germans
killed ranges from a low of 763 (the number of
bodies unearthed in 1947) to a high of 2,000. In a
similar incident at Kaunitz College in Brno a
Czechoslovak investigation found that at least 300
Germans died as a result of torture, shooting or
hanging in May and June 1945.
On June 18, 1945, Czechoslovak troops shot 265
German civilians in the back of the neck and
buried them in a mass grave the Germans had �rst
been forced to dig beside a railway station. At
Lanškroun, a two-day “People’s Tribunal”
conducted by a prominent member of Beneš’s
party resulted in 20 people who were shot; two
hanged; others tortured; and others drowned in the
town’s �re pool. In the city of Chomutov on the
morning of June 9, up to a dozen Germans were
tortured to death in a “cleansing operation”
conducted by Staff Captain Karel Prášil on a
sports �eld in full view of sickened Czech
passersby.[30]
On May 30, 1945, under threat from a trade union
headed by the Communist activist Josef Kapoun,
the mayor of Brno agreed to an expulsion action
against German civilians that same evening. The
�rst column of expellees was marched off in the
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general direction of the Austrian frontier. A second
group of German expellees, rounded up from
neighboring villages and towns, followed them a
few hours later. The German expellees, who by
now numbered some 28,000, were denied
permission to cross into Austria by the Allied
occupation authorities. Rather than allowing the
Germans to return home, the Brno activists
responsible for the expulsion con�ned them in a
collection of impromptu camps in the border
village of Pohořelice. Lacking food, water or
sanitary facilities, 1,700 Germans are estimated to
have died in these camps.[31] A Red Cross nurse
estimated that an additional 1,000 expellees died
on the march to the camps.[32]
In light of the euphemistically styled “excesses” of
May and June, some Czechoslovak policymakers
and western correspondents began to criticize the
Czech actions. For example, F.A. Voigt, longtime
diplomatic correspondent of the Manchester
Guardian, wrote that the Czechs themselves were
adopting “a racial doctrine akin to Hitler’s…and
methods that are hardly distinguishable from
those of Fascism. They have, in fact, become Slav
National
Socialists.”[33]

The Czechoslovak government, however, never
seriously attempted to rein in the agencies over
which it exercised control. Czech leaders realized
that nothing but the application of force on a
massive scale could rid Czechoslovakia of its
German population. Too much terror might result
in at worst some embarrassment abroad; too little
terror would prevent the success of the operation.
Beneš implicitly acknowledged as much in a
speech broadcast on Radio Prague: “We are
accused of simply imitating the Nazis and their
cruel and uncivilized methods. Even if these
reproaches should be true in individual cases, I
state categorically: Our Germans must go
the
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The
Czechoslovak
government
introduced
numerous measures discriminating against their
German minority. Germans could go out only at
certain times of day; they were forced to wear
white armbands, sometimes emblazoned with an
“N” for Nĕmec or German; they were forbidden
from using public transportation or walking on the
pavement; they could not send letters or go to the
cinema, theater, or pub; and they could not own
jewelry, gold, silver, precious stones and other
items. They were issued with ration cards, but
were not allowed meat, eggs, milk, cheese or fruit,
and had restricted times for buying food. The
Germans were also sometimes forced to work as
slaves on farms, in industry, or in the mines.[35]
For many Germans an aspect of the expulsions
was blatant theft. Czech president Edvard Beneš
was quoted as saying: “Take everything from the
Germans. Leave them only a handkerchief to sob
into.”[36] Beneš declared all Germans and
Hungarians to be politically unreliable and their
possessions were therefore to fall to the Czech
state.[37]
The Czech partisans frequently took anything that
appealed to them, and sometimes simply moved
into a German’s house, appropriating the former
owner’s possessions. In 1945 there were many
instances of farmworkers appropriating German
farms, junior doctors taking over German medical
practices, and junior managers taking over
German businesses. There were cases of pure
opportunism: Czechs who had formerly moved in
German circles suddenly became the apostles of
Czech nationalism and hunted down former
German acquaintances. Once the wilder days were
over, the new Czech Republic moved to regulate
the plunder of German property so that the booty
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reverted to the state.[38]
Throughout the summer of 1945, trains of German
expellees continued to pour into Berlin and other
German and Austrian cities. The Western
journalists who had traveled to Berlin to cover the
Potsdam Conference were aghast at the scenes
they encountered at the railroad stations, with
dead and dying littering the platforms. Charles
Bray, Germany correspondent of the London Daily
Herald, described �nding four dead Germans on a
visit to Stettin Station, with “another �ve or six…
lying alongside them, given up as hopeless by the
doctor, and just being allowed to die.” Bray
discovered the suffering of the German expellees
“gave me no satisfaction, although for years I have
hoped that the Germans would reap the seeds they
had sown.”[39]
Several observers compared the fate of the
German expellees to the victims of the German
concentration camps. Maj. Stephen Terrell of the
Parachute Regiment stated: “Even a cursory visit
to the hospitals in Berlin, where some of these
people have dragged themselves, is an experience
which would make the sights in the Concentration
Camps appear normal.”[40]
Adrian Kanaar, a British military doctor working in
a Berlin medical facility, reported on an expellee
train from Poland in which 75 had died on the
journey due to overcrowding. Although Kanaar had
just completed a stint as a medical o�cer at the
Bergen-Belsen concentration camp, what he
witnessed of the expellees’ plight so distressed
him that he declared his willingness to face a court
martial if necessary for making the facts known to
the press. Kanaar declared that he had not “spent
six years in the army to see a tyranny established
which is as bad as the Nazis.”[41]
Gerald Gardiner, later to become Lord Chancellor
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of Great Britain, had been a member of a volunteer
ambulance unit working with concentration camp
survivors. Gardiner stated with regard to the
expellee trains arriving in the late summer and
autumn of 1945 from the Recovered Territories,
“The removal of the dead in carts from the railway
stations was a grim reminder of what I saw in early
days in Belsen.”[42]
Robert Murphy, a career diplomat who had served
as Gen. Eisenhower’s political advisor and was
now the State Department’s senior representative
in Germany with the rank of ambassador, became
concerned about the Allied mistreatment of the
German expellees. Murphy stated with regard to
the German expellees:

In viewing the distress and despair of
these wretches, in smelling the odor of
their �lthy condition, the mind reverts
instantly to Dachau and Buchenwald.
Here is retribution on a large scale, but
practiced not on the Parteibonzen
[Party leaders], but on women and
children, the poor, the in�rm. The vast
majority are women and children….
Now the situation is reversed. We �nd
ourselves in the invidious position of
being partners in this German
enterprise and as partners inevitably
sharing the responsibility.[43]
An eyewitness report of the arrival in Berlin of a
train which had left Poland with 1,000 German
expellees aboard reads:

Nine hundred and nine men, women,
and children dragged themselves and
their luggage from a Russian railway
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train at Leherte station today, after

days traveling in boxcars from Poland.
The refugee train was like a macabre
Noah’s ark. Every car was jammed with
Germans…the families carry all their
earthly belongings in sacks, bags, and
tin trucks…Nursing infants suffer the
most, as their mothers are unable to
feed them, and frequently go insane as
they watch their offspring slowly die
before their eyes. Today four
screaming, violently insane mothers
were bound with rope to prevent them
from clawing other passengers.
“Many women try to carry off their
dead babies with them,” a Russian
railway o�cial said. “We search the
bundles whenever we discover a
weeping woman, to make sure she is
not carrying an infant corpse with
her.”[44]
The stated rationale during the war for the
transfers had been to remove a cohort of
dangerous Germans—above all, �t men of military
age—who might threaten the security of the
countries in which they lived. Instead, it was
women, children, and old men who were deported,
while the �t men had been held back for slave
labor.
Earl Ziemke wrote of the expelled Germans: “…Only
12% could be classi�ed as fully employable; 65%
needed relief. Contrary to agreements made
before the movement to keep families together,
the countries expelling Germans were holding
back the young, able-bodied men. Of the arrivals
54% were women, 21% were children under 14
years, and only 25% men, many of them old or
incapacitated.”[45]
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The period of the “wild expulsions” had involved
massive state-sponsored programs of targeted
violence, resulting in a death toll of many hundreds
of thousands of Germans. Yet it was an episode
that escaped the notice of many Europeans and
virtually all Americans. From its signing on August
2, 1945, the Allies would attempt to administer the
expulsions in the “orderly and humane” manner
speci�ed by the Potsdam Agreement. However,
the so-called organized expulsions turned out to
be no more orderly and humane than the “wild
expulsions” had been.
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Half-Way Revisionism: David Cesarani’s Last
Stand
by Panagiotis Heliotis

David Cesarani (1956-2015) was an English historian specializing in Jewish history. He
held posts at various universities including the University of Leeds, the University of
Southampton and the University of London. This article will deal with his swan song—
the book Final Solution: The Fate of the Jews 1933-1949 (Macmillan, 2016).
At more than 1,000 pages, this is a work that clearly rivals Raul Hilberg’s magnum opus.
And taking on such an oeuvre seems like a David-vs-Goliath contest. Nevertheless, we
will stay the course! Contents are as follows:
Prologue
One THE FIRST YEAR 1933
Two JUDENPOLITIK 1934–1938
Three POGROM 1938–1939
Four WAR 1939–1941
Five BARBAROSSA 1941
Six FINAL SOLUTION 1942
Seven TOTAL WAR 1943
Eight THE LAST PHASE 1944–1945
Epilogue
Conclusion
So, in a new book about the Holocaust, two basic questions come to mind: Why did the

author write it and what does he have to say about the extermination of the Jews? Let’s
examine these questions.

Why This Book?
In the Introduction Cesarani first makes the following remark:
“However there is a yawning gulf between popular understanding of this
history and current scholarship on the subject. This is hardly surprising
given that most people acquire their knowledge of the Nazi past and the fate
of the Jews through novels, films, or earnest but ill-informed lessons at
school, which frequently rely on novels for young adults or their filmic
versions. Misconceptions are reinforced by the edited and instrumentalized
versions purveyed by campaigning bodies and the constellation of
organizations devoted to education and commemoration. Although these
efforts are made in good faith, they are subordinate to extraneous agendas,
be it the desire to cultivate an inclusive national identity or the laudable
determination to combat anti-Semitism, racism, homophobia and other
forms of political, religious or ethnic intolerance.” (p. xxv)
Then he explains his reasons as follows:
“This book grew out of a concern about the discord between, on the one
side, evocations of The Holocaust in popular culture, education and its
commemoration and, on the other, the revelations by researchers in many
disciplines, operating within and outside an academic framework.” (p.
xxviii)
In other words, let’s set the record straight. But does this mean we can expect any kind
of revisions of the official story? Actually, yes:
“Unlike most previous narratives, this account contests whether Nazi antiJewish policy was systematic, consistent or even premeditated. […] While it
is possible to locate programmatic statements from key players, particularly
in the SS, there was no overall, centralized, coherent policy or practice until
late 1938. While there may have been a broad anti-Semitic consensus within
the Nazi movement and throughout the institutions of government, and even
if policy tended in one direction towards ever-harsher measures, this does
not mean that one thing led to another logically, necessarily, or even
deliberately.” (p. xxxi)
As a matter of fact, Cesarani is even more explicit. He writes that it was the course of
the war rather than any preconceived plan that triggered the descent into a Europe-wide
genocide (p. xxxvi). But then an obvious question arises: Would there still have been a
genocide if the Germans were victorious? Cesarani ignored such a question. So let’s
move on with what he has to say about the Holocaust.

The Plan
As we can see, Cesarani begins his narrative by going all the way back to 1933, and his
first remark regarding Hitler’s policy towards the Jews is as follows:
“Hitler’s priority on taking office was to make good his promise to repair
the economy and restore national unity. Terminating parliamentary

democracy was both a means to this end and a fundamental Nazi objective.
Hitler did little that appeared immediately relevant to Germany’s Jews as
Jews. The drastic restrictions on individual rights and the extension of
police powers seemed more to do with political warfare. In those first heady
weeks there was nothing to suggest that the state posed a threat to innocent
citizens who belonged to an innocuous religious minority.” (p. 35)
After this, the book focuses on the various forms of persecution, the laws, the
expulsions, the ghettos, the confiscations and such, where Cesarani gives quite a few
details, and finally of course, the plan to expel all of the Jews from Europe. Regarding
this, he writes:
“On 25 May 1940, Heinrich Himmler submitted to Hitler a memorandum
entitled ‘Some Thoughts on the Treatment of the Alien Population in the
East’. It contained his suggestions for the Germanization of annexed Poland.
Himmler recommended that the indigenous population should be
reorganized into ethnic categories, although no national consciousness
should be permitted. Small minorities of all these peoples could be used to
provide mayors and local police officials; Poles should receive only the
most elementary education. They should be taught simple arithmetic and
basic religious precepts such as ‘God’s commandment to be obedient to the
Germans’. Children ‘of our blood’, opined Himmler, should be taken to the
Reich where they would be raised as members of the Volk, whether their
parents agreed or otherwise. The ‘inferior remnant’ would end up in the
General Government, where it would provide a reservoir of cheap, unskilled
labour. Some ethnic groups would simply disappear. Significantly, he
mentioned, as an aside, that this would be the fate of the Jews. ‘I hope to see
the term “Jew” completely eliminated through the possibility of large-scale
emigration of all Jews to Africa or to some colony.’” (p. 299)
He continues:
“Hans Frank was informed of the project by Hitler personally on 8 July
1940. He was thrilled at the thought, not least because the prospect of an
imminent solution meant that Hitler agreed to suspend further deportations
of Jews into his domain. A few days later Frank reported to his subordinates
in Cracow, ‘It is planned after the peace to transport the whole Jewish gang
from the Reich, the General Government, and the Protectorate as soon as
possible to some African or American colony. Madagascar, which France
would have given up for this purpose, is what is foreseen ... I shall try to
arrange that the Jews from the General Government are also able to make
use of this chance to build their own life for themselves in this territory.’
The Madagascar project therefore had an immediate effect in Poland.” (p.
301)
And later:
“Ribbentrop met Hitler on 17 September and proposed that Germany
retaliate by uprooting the Jews of central Europe to the eastern territories.
Thus, between 15 and 17 September, Hitler finally ordered the deportation
of Jews from the Reich and the Protectorate. The solution of the Jewish
problem would go ahead regardless of what transpired on the eastern front.
As he had predicted: the Jews would pay.” (p. 423)
Very well. So how did this evolve into the Holocaust as we know it? For answers, we
turn to Chapter Six on the Final Solution (p. 450) where Cesarani begins with a

discussion of the Wannsee Conference:
“However, Heydrich then reverted to more prosaic matters. Drawing on a
statistical summary drafted by Eichmann, he gave a ‘review of the struggle
conducted up to now against this foe’. That is to say, he gave an overview of
the development of Judenpolitik in the Third Reich from social and
economic exclusion to forcing Jews out of German living space. It was as if
he went back to reading from a script that had been composed only about
Jews in the Reich. As he explained, accelerated emigration had been the
‘only possible provisional solution’ and it was taken in hand by the Sipo-SD
through the central emigration office for the Reich. Despite various
difficulties, over 530,000 Jews had departed legally from Germany, Austria
and the Protectorate. But with the coming of war, forced emigration had run
its course. It was to be replaced by ‘evacuation of the Jews to the East, as a
further possible solution, with the appropriate prior authorization by the
Führer’.” (p. 455)
As expected, it doesn’t take long for him to play the well-worn code-language card:
“Jews would be ‘utilized for work in the east’, gathered into large labour
columns segregated by gender, and deployed for road construction. They
would move ever further east as the roads extended. In the process, all but
the fittest would expire ‘through natural reduction’ and the remnant would
be subject to ‘special treatment’. In the concentration camps,
Sonderbehandlung or ‘special treatment’ was already a euphemism for
execution. He then spelled out why: history showed that the survivors of the
road-building programme could become the germ cell of a ‘new Jewish
revival’. So, although the evacuation was not intended to deliver Jews to
their deaths immediately it would ultimately eventuate in the destruction of
the Jewish people.” (p. 456)
Regarding those survivors, the translation of the Protocol entered into the record of the
International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg actually states:
“Under proper guidance, in the course of the final solution the Jews are to
be allocated for appropriate labor in the East. Able-bodied Jews, separated
according to sex, will be taken in large work columns to these areas for
work on roads, in the course of which action doubtless a large portion will
be eliminated by natural causes. The possible final remnant will, since it
will undoubtedly consist of the most resistant portion, have to be treated
accordingly, because it is the product of natural selection and would, upon
release [bei Freilassung], act as the seed of a new Jewish revival.”
The phrase upon release means that these people will have to be kept detained, not
killed (nor released). Cesarani of course, employing the standard sleights of the
Holocaust historians, omits it. Nevertheless, he still admits:
“There are numerous, puzzling features of the meeting in Wannsee. While
mass killing using gas vans was already under way in Chelmno and an
extermination camp, Vernichtungslager, with fixed-site gas chambers was
under construction at Belzec in the General Government, Heydrich did not
connect his plan with their operations – not even by means of cautious
euphemisms. Then again, these murderous facilities could barely have
handled deportees coming from all over Europe for ‘special treatment’. In
actuality, none of the killing sites that took shape over the following months
was suited to the purposes laid out by the man directing the ‘final solution’.

Nor were many resources devoted to preparing for such a gargantuan
enterprise.” (p. 458)
He also adds this highly illuminating statement:
“Compared to the construction of coastal fortifications in north-west
Europe, flak defences in the Reich, or practically any other aspect of the war
effort, in material terms the war against the Jews was a sideshow. It was illplanned, under-funded, and carried through haphazardly at breakneck
speed.” (p. 459)
Yes, you read correctly. The war against the Jews was a SIDESHOW with no plan and
no funds. And that’s it! With no other commentary, Cesarani simply moves on.

The Camps
Regarding the extermination part, that is, the death camps, Cesarani offers a very brief
discussion of Chelmno, followed by Belzec with some more details and Sobibor a few
pages later. A longer discussion is devoted on Treblinka while Auschwitz gets the largest
share with several pages and quite a lot of details. But for the above, Cesarani has
absolutely nothing new to contribute, relying mainly on other historians (Van Pelt, Piper,
Arad, Browning, Longerich, etc) and occasionally calling out some witnesses, like the
not so credible Rudolf Reder on Belzec or the even more incredible Filip Müller on
Auschwitz. He also calls Rudolf Vrba and Alfred Wetzler:
“The first successful escape with this end in mind was made by Alfred
Wetzler and Rudolf Vrba, two Slovak Jews who had arrived in Birkenau in
spring 1942. On 7 April 1944 they entered the partly built extension of
Birkenau known as ‘Mexico’ and concealed themselves under a pile of
timber. Their carefully thought-out plan was to remain in the hideout for
three days until the Germans lifted the blockade around the camp that
customarily trapped escapees. When the hue and cry died down, they made
their move. Wetzler took with him the label from a can of Zyklon-B
obtained at great risk by Filip Müller. Vrba, who had worked in the Canada
compound for over a year and then in the registry office of the quarantine
camp, carried in his head an astonishingly accurate summary of arrivals and
the number of those murdered. After a walk lasting eleven days the pair
reached Slovakia and made contact with the Jewish community, passing on
all they knew and urging the Slovak Jewish leadership to inform the world.”
(p. 743)
Unfortunately, Cesarani does not tell us anything more about this “astonishingly accurate
summary,” possibly because of the fact that the said report is completely bogus.
As for Treblinka, Cesarani repeats the tall tales of Yankiel Wiernik, like the one about
bodies used as fuel:
“Dead bodies were heaped on top of the grille, and the pyre was then
doused in petrol and set alight. Once there was sufficient heat the flesh
began to thaw, then melt and produce fat that pooled at the bottom of the pit.
‘It turned out that women burned easier than men,’ Yankiel Wiernik
remembered. ‘Accordingly, corpses of women were used for kindling the
fires.’ When the fat ignited, the pyre generated enormous heat and
consumed the carcasses that were tossed on top.” (p. 641)

There’s an armchair historian for you. And as we have already noted, for Cesarani the
extermination of the Jews was a sideshow and not the main goal of the Germans. So for
the Hungarian Operation, when supposedly 400,000 Hungarian Jews were deported to
Birkenau and murdered, he writes:
“The deportation of Jews was routinely stopped to ensure that supplies
flowed to the front but no military action was ever suspended to ensure that
the shipment of Jews to the gas chambers continued without interruption.
When the shortage of labour in the Reich became acute, the Jews were
perceived as a valuable resource. The Germans occupied Hungary in March
1944 partly to get their hands on Jewish labour; military exigencies drove
anti-Jewish policy, not the other way round.” (p. xxxiii)
So finally, how many Jews perished according to Cesarani? This is interesting. First, the
six million figure is nowhere to be found (actually it appears once but refers to
Germans). In the Introduction Cesarani writes that around 1.5 million Jews were shot on
the eastern front while 960,000 were murdered at Auschwitz, although at the end of the
book he puts the number at 900,000 (p. 747). Along with 1,700,000 Jews killed at the
“Aktion Reinhard” camps and 97,000+ at Chelmno, this adds up to a number of around
4,200,000. Meaning that according to the mainstream academics, we can rest assured
that the 6,000,000 number is gone for good. Perhaps this will be the tactic from now on.
Focus on the numbers piecemeal and avoid totals.

The Photos
Suppose that a reader wants to get an idea about the book’s contents. He opens it and
flips through the photos (48 in total). Here’s what he will find:
1. Hitler and Hindenburg shake hands at ‘The Day of Potsdam’ on 21 March 1933.
2. A stormtrooper enforces the boycott of Jewish shops, 1 April 1933.
3. [An anti-Semitic poster in a Berlin street].
4. A sign on the outskirts of a German village declaring that ‘Jews are our misfortune.’
5. Jews made to clean pavements in Vienna on 13 March 1938.
6. The mass arrest of Jewish men in Oldenburg, 9 November 1938.
7. The Horovitz Synagogue on Frankfurt’s Bornestrasse in flames...
8. The aftermath of ‘Kristallnacht’ in Magdeburg.
9. Medical examination of Jewish refugee children in the Netherlands, autumn 1938.
10. Jewish refugee girls from Germany being inspected by a British policeman, autumn
1938.
11. Raymond-Raoul Lambert [a French war veteran].
12. Norbert Troller [a Czech war veteran].
13. Philip Mechanicus [a Dutch journalist].
14. Ruth Maier [a schoolgirl deported to Auschwitz].

15. Abraham Krouwer, Abraham Asscher and David Cohen.
16. Victor Klemperer [a Protestant convert from Judaism who recorded daily life under
the Nazis].
17. Philipp Manes [a German war veteran].
18. Hélène Berr [a student at the Sorbonne].
19. Mary Berg [a schoolgirl from Lodz].
20. Adam Czerniaków [Polish engineer and head of the Warsaw Ghetto].
21. The gate to the Riga Ghetto, from outside the ghetto fence.
22. Jewish children in Lublin … c. 1941.
23 & 24. Scenes from a market in the Warsaw Ghetto … early 1940s.
25. A Lodz Ghetto stamp, bearing a portrait of Chaim Rumkowski.
26. A workshop in the Lodz Ghetto, c. 1941–42.
27. A group of Jewish Latvian women forced to undress shortly before being shot by
German troops in Liepaja, 15 December 1941.
28. A Jewish woman being abused during the pogrom in Lvov, 30 June to 3 July 1941.
29. Jewish women from Kishinev assembled under Romanian military guard.
30. Jews in the Kaunus Ghetto are boarded onto trucks during a deportation action .
31. The commandant of Sachsenhausen is greeted … at roll call, February 1941.
32. Jewish prisoners at Drancy Internment Camp in Paris, 1942.
33. Members of the Ordedienst (Jewish Order Service) assist Jewish prisoners onto a
deportation train in the Westerbork Transit Camp c. 1942/43.
34. Hungarian Jews rescued from deportation by Raoul Wallenberg, 1944.
35. A prison choir performing in a courtyard at Theresienstadt, c. 1943.
36. Jewish inmates of Theresienstadt, early 1945.
37. Aerial photograph of Auschwitz-Birkenau …, 1944.
38. Hungarian women and children arriving at Auschwitz, May/June 1944.
39. An elderly Jewish man arriving at Auschwitz, May/June 1944.
40. A transport of Hungarian women arriving at Auschwitz, May/June 1944.
41. Victims being selected at Auschwitz, May/June 1944.
42. One of the barracks at Bergen-Belsen shortly after the camp’s liberation in 1945.
43. Female SS guards … burying victims of Bergen-Belsen … in a mass grave.

44. Aerial shot of the approaches to Treblinka, c. 1943.
45. Cover of the 1946 publication of Rudolf Reder’s testimony from Belzec...
46. Displaced Persons’ camp at Potsdamer Chaussee in Berlin-Zehlendorf, 1946.
47. Jewish detainees in a Cyprus internment camp … 1948.
48. The first train carrying Jews bound for Palestine … c. 1947.
Ten of these 48 pictures are of, or in, concentration camps. One picture’s caption alleges
that the subjects are about to be shot. No pictures of gas chambers, nor any even of
crematoria. As can be seen, the Holocaust is basically absent. This not at all surprising;
all establishment historians employ the same tactic when it comes to photos. They either
omit them entirely or show some irrelevant ones. Because they know that a picture is
worth a thousand words. In this case, its absence is worth even more.

Summary
The reader may have noticed that words like Holocaust, extermination or destruction do
not appear in the book’s title or even the chapters. This is supposed to be an allencompassing work, including the Holocaust but not focusing too much on it. For
Cesarani, even the word itself is out of date. In his own words “the term is arguably well
past its sell-by date” (p. xxix). Revisionists would add “and not only that”.
So, from the revisionist viewpoint, Professor Cesarani proves to be far less than a
Goliath. His book is written in an easy-to-read style and it certainly serves its purpose to
give an overall account of the fate of the Jews during World War 2, but when it comes to
countering revisionism, there is simply nothing. Cesarani, as expected, keeps quiet about
revisionists, and obviously cannot offer anything new even inadvertently nor covertly.
On the contrary, his various omissions and even more his explicit declarations show his
awareness that the official story is shaky and that the only thing historians can do to
sustain it is recycle its dwindling content again and again hoping to keep this sinking
ship afloat.

Mortality of Soviet Prisoners of War in German
Captivity during World War II
by John Wear

Why Germany Invaded the Soviet Union
Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941 is widely interpreted by
historians as an unprovoked act of aggression by Germany. Adolf Hitler is typically
described as an untrustworthy liar who broke the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact he had
signed with the Soviet Union. Historians usually depict Josef Stalin as an unprepared
victim of Hitler’s aggression who was foolish to have trusted Hitler.[1] Many historians
think the Soviet Union was lucky to have survived Germany’s attack.
This standard version of history does not incorporate information from the Soviet
archives, which shows that the Soviet Union had amassed the largest and best equipped
army in history. The Soviet Union was on the verge of launching a massive military
offensive against all of Europe. Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union was a desperate
preemptive attack that prevented the Soviet Union from conquering all of Europe.
Germany was totally unprepared for a prolonged war against an opponent as powerful as
the Soviet Union.
Viktor Suvorov, a former Soviet military-intelligence operative who defected to the
United Kingdom in 1978, wrote a research paper titled “The Attack of Germany on the
Soviet Union on June 22, 1941” while he was a student at the Soviet Army Academy.
Suvorov explained his interest in the subject by saying he wanted to study how Germany
prepared for the attack so that a horrible tragedy of this kind would never happen again.
The topic of Suvorov’s research was approved, and he was given access to closed Soviet
archives.[2]
Suvorov discovered in the Soviet archives that the concentration of Soviet troops on the
German border on June 22, 1941 was frightful. If Hitler had not invaded the Soviet
Union, the Soviet Union would have easily conquered all of Europe. German
intelligence correctly saw the massive concentration of Soviet forces on the German
border, but it did not see all of the Soviet military preparations. The real picture was
much graver even than Germany realized. The Red Army in June 1941 was the largest
and most-powerful army in the history of the world.[3]
Suvorov writes in his book The Chief Culprit that Hitler launched his invasion of the
Soviet Union without making reasonable preparations for the invasion. Hitler realized
that he had no choice but to invade the Soviet Union. If Hitler had waited for Stalin to
attack, all of Europe would have been lost.[4]
Suvorov also writes that both German and Soviet forces were positioned for attack on
June 22, 1941. The position of the divisions of the Red Army and the German army on
the border mirrored each other. The airfields of both armies were moved all the way up
to the border. From the defensive point of view, this kind of deployment of troops and
airfields by both armies was suicidal. Whichever army attacked first would be able to
easily encircle the troops of the other army. Hitler attacked first to enable German troops
to trap and encircle the best units of the Red Army.[5]

The German army quickly captured millions of Soviet soldiers after its invasion of the
Soviet Union. Hitler soon looked for help in feeding these captured Soviet POWs.

Stalin’s Betrayal of Soviet POWs
The Soviet Union was not a party to The Hague Conventions. Nor was the Soviet Union
a signatory of the Geneva Convention of 1929, which defined more precisely the
conditions to be accorded to POWs. Germany nevertheless approached the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) immediately after war broke out with the Soviet
Union to attempt to regulate the conditions of prisoners on both sides. The ICRC
contacted Soviet ambassadors in London and Sweden, but the Soviet leaders in Moscow
refused to cooperate. Germany also sent lists of their Russian prisoners to the Soviet
government until September 1941. The German government eventually stopped sending
these lists in response to the Soviet Union’s continued refusal to reciprocate.[6]
Over the winter Germany made further efforts to establish relations with the Soviets in
an attempt to introduce the provisions of The Hague and Geneva Conventions
concerning POWs. Germany was rebuffed again. Hitler himself made an appeal to Stalin
for prisoners’ postal services and urged Red Cross inspection of the camps. Stalin
responded: “There are no Russian prisoners of war. The Russian soldier fights on till
death. If he chooses to become a prisoner, he is automatically excluded from the Russian
community. We are not interested in a postal service only for Germans.”[7]
British historian Robert Conquest confirmed that Stalin adamantly refused to cooperate
with repeated German attempts to reach mutual agreement on the treatment of POWs by
Germany and the Soviet Union. Conquest wrote:
When the Germans approached the Soviets, through Sweden, to negotiate
observance of the provisions of the Geneva Convention on prisoners of war,
Stalin refused. The Soviet soldiers in German hands were thus unprotected
even in theory. Millions of them died in captivity, through malnutrition or
maltreatment. If Stalin had adhered to the convention (to which the USSR
had not been a party) would the Germans have behaved better? To judge by
their treatment of other “Slav submen” POWs (like the Poles, even
surrendering after the Warsaw Rising), the answer seems to be yes. (Stalin’s
own behavior to [Polish] prisoners captured by the Red Army had already
been demonstrated at Katyn and elsewhere. German prisoners captured by
the Soviets over the next few years were mainly sent to forced labor
camps.)[8]
The ICRC soon became aware of the Soviet government’s callous abandonment of their
soldiers who fell into German hands. In August 1941, Hitler permitted a Red Cross
delegation to visit the German camp for Soviet POWs at Hammerstadt. As a result of
this visit, the Red Cross requested that the Soviet government permit the delivery of
food parcels to the Soviet POWs. The Soviet government adamantly refused. It replied
that sending food in this situation and under fascist control was the same as making
presents to the enemy.[9]
In February 1942, the ICRC told Molotov that Great Britain had given permission for
the Soviet Union to buy food for captured Soviet prisoners in her African colonies. Also,
the Canadian Red Cross was offering a gift of 500 vials of vitamins, and Germany had
agreed to collective consignments of food for POWs. The Red Cross reported: “All these
offers and communications from the ICRC to the Soviet authorities remained
unanswered, either directly or indirectly.” All other appeals by the ICRC and parallel
negotiations undertaken by neutral or friendly nations met with no better response.[10]

The Soviet refusals to accept aid came as a surprise to the Red Cross, which had not read
Stalin’s Order No. 270 published on August 16, 1941. This order stated in regard to
captured Soviet POWs:
If…instead of organizing resistance to the enemy, some Red Army men
prefer to surrender, they shall be destroyed by all possible means, both
ground-based and from the air, whereas the families of the Red Army men
who have been taken prisoner shall be deprived of the state allowance and
relief.
The commanders and political officers…“who surrender to the enemy shall
be considered malicious deserters, whose families are liable to be arrested
[the same] as the families of deserters who have violated the oath and
betrayed their Motherland.”[11]
Order No. 270 reveals Stalin’s great hatred for Soviet soldiers captured by German
forces. It also reveals the danger to innocent children and relatives of Soviet POWs.
Hundreds of thousands of Russian women and children were murdered simply because
their father or son had been taken prisoner. Given Stalin’s attitude, the German leaders
resolved to treat Soviet prisoners no better than the Soviet leaders were treating captured
German prisoners.[12]

Mortality of Soviet POWs
The result was disastrous for surrendered Russian soldiers in German camps. Captured
Red Army soldiers had to endure long marches from the field of battle to the camps.
Prisoners who were wounded, sick, or exhausted were sometimes shot on the spot. When
Soviet prisoners were transported by train, the Germans usually used open freight cars
with no protection from the weather. The camps also often provided no shelter from the
elements, and the food ration was typically below survival levels. As a result, Russian
POWs died in large numbers in German camps. Many Russian survivors of the German
camps described them as “pure hell.”[13]
One German officer described the conditions for captured Soviet POWs in the German
camps:
The abject misery in the prisoner-of-war camps had now passed all bounds.
In the countryside one could come across ghost-like figures, ashen grey,
starving, half naked, living perhaps for days on end on corpses and the bark
of trees…I visited a prison camp near Smolensk where the daily death rate
reached hundreds. It was the same in transit camps, in villages, along the
roads. Only some quite unprecedented effort could check the appalling
death toll.[14]
By one estimate, 5,754,000 Russians surrendered to German forces during World War II,
of whom 3.7 million died in captivity.[15] Another source estimates that 3.1 million
Soviet POWs died in German captivity. The starvation of Russian soldiers in German
camps stiffened the resistance of the Red Army, since soldiers would rather fight to the
death than starve in agony as German captives. As knowledge of German policies
spread, Timothy Snyder writes that some Soviet citizens began to think that Soviet
control of their country was preferable to German control.[16]
The death of millions of Russian POWs in German captivity constitutes one of the major
war crimes of the Second World War. However, much of the blame for the terrible fate
of these Soviet soldiers was due to the inflexibly cruel policies of Joseph Stalin. A major

portion of the Soviet POWs who died from hunger could have been saved had Stalin not
called them traitors and denied them the right to live. By preventing the ICRC from
distributing food to the Soviet POWs in German captivity, Stalin needlessly caused the
death of a large percentage of these Soviet POWs.[17]
A Red Army sergeant who was captured by the Germans when he was dug out
unconscious from the ruins of Odessa later joined Gen. Andrei Vlasov’s Russian
Liberation Army. The sergeant, who had been decorated twice, bitterly complained of
the Soviet Union’s betrayal of its POWs:
You think, Captain, that we sold ourselves to the Germans for a piece of
bread? Tell me, why did the Soviet Government forsake us? Why did it
forsake millions of prisoners? We saw prisoners of all nationalities, and they
were taken care of. Through the Red Cross they received parcels and letters
from home; only the Russians received nothing. In Kassel I saw American
Negro prisoners, and they shared their cakes and chocolates with us. Then
why didn’t the Soviet Government, which we considered our own, send us
at least some plain hard tack?.... Hadn’t we fought? Hadn’t we defended the
Government? Hadn’t we fought for our country? If Stalin refused to have
anything to do with us, we didn’t want to have anything to do with
Stalin![18]
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn also complained of the shameful betrayal of Soviet soldiers by
the Russian Motherland. Solzhenitsyn wrote:
The first time she betrayed them was on the battlefield, through ineptitude…
The second time they were heartlessly betrayed by the Motherland was
when she abandoned them to die in captivity. And the third time they were
unscrupulously betrayed was when, with motherly love, she coaxed them to
return home, with such phrases as “The Motherland has forgiven you! The
Motherland calls you!” and snared them the moment they reached the
frontiers. It would appear that during the one thousand one hundred years of
Russia’s existence as a state there have been, ah, how many foul and terrible
deeds! But among them was there ever so multimillioned foul a deed as this:
to betray one’s own soldiers and proclaim them traitors?[19]

Repatriation of Soviet POWs
Stalin’s hatred of Soviet former POWs continued after the war. Stalin publicly warned
that “in Hitler’s camps there are no Russian prisoners of war, only Russian traitors and
we shall do away with them when the war is over.” Stalin’s position was supported at the
Yalta Conference in February 1945, where Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill
both agreed to repatriate “without exception and by force if necessary” all former Soviet
POWs.[20]
Many of the Soviet prisoners who were to be repatriated to the Soviet Union after the
war begged to be shot on the spot rather than be delivered into the hands of the Soviet
NKVD. Other Soviet prisoners committed suicide so as not to be tortured and executed
by the Soviets. A shock force of 500 American and Polish guards was required at
Dachau to forcibly repatriate the first group of Soviet prisoners to the Soviet Union.
What followed is described in a report submitted to Robert Murphy:
Conforming to agreements with the Soviets, an attempt was made to entrain
399 former Russian soldiers who had been captured in German uniform,
from the assembly center at Dachau on Saturday, January 19 [1946].

All of these men refused to entrain. They begged to be shot. They resisted
entrainment by taking off their clothing and refusing to leave their quarters.
It was necessary to use tear-gas and some force to drive them out. Tear-gas
forced them out of the building into the snow where those who had cut and
stabbed themselves fell exhausted and bleeding in the snow. Nine men
hanged themselves and one had stabbed himself to death and one other who
had stabbed himself subsequently died; while 20 others are still in the
hospital from self-inflicted wounds. The entrainment was finally effected of
368 men who were set off accompanied by a Russian liaison officer on a
train carrying American guards. Six men escaped en route…[21]
The report ended: “The incident was shocking. There is considerable dissatisfaction on
the part of the American officers and men that they are being required by the American
Government to repatriate these Russians…”[22] Thus, for most Soviet POWs, being
shot in a German concentration camp was preferable to being tortured and executed on
their return to the Soviet Union.
A number of Soviet POWs held in British camps also committed suicide rather than
being repatriated to the Soviet Union. The British Foreign Office carefully concealed the
forced repatriations of Soviet POWs from the British public in order to avoid a
scandal.[23]
Soviet POWs held at Fort Dix, New Jersey also resorted to desperate measures when
informed they were to be repatriated to the Soviet Union. The Russian POWs barricaded
themselves inside their barracks. Many of the Soviet POWs committed suicide, while
other Soviet POWs were killed fighting the American soldiers attempting to take them to
the ship bound for the USSR. The surviving Soviet POWs stated that only the prompt
use of tear gas by the Americans prevented the entire group of 154 Soviet POWs from
committing suicide.[24]

Conclusion
American historian Timothy Snyder writes: “After Hitler betrayed Stalin and ordered the
invasion of the Soviet Union, the Germans starved the Soviet prisoners of war…”[25]
Snyder incorrectly states that Hitler betrayed Stalin. Hitler’s preemptive invasion of the
Soviet Union prevented Stalin from conquering all of Europe. Hitler’s attack was not for
Lebensraum or any other malicious reason. This is why volunteers from 30 nations
enlisted to fight in the German armed forces during World War II.[26] These volunteers
knew that the Soviet Union, which Viktor Suvorov calls “the most criminal and most
bloody empire in human history,”[27] could not be allowed to conquer all of Europe.
Snyder also fails to recognize that a major portion of the Soviet POWs who died in
German captivity could have been saved had Stalin not called them traitors and denied
them the right to live. Stalin prevented the ICRC from distributing food to the Soviet
POWs held in German captivity, thereby needlessly causing the deaths of many of these
Soviet POWs. Many Soviet POWs who survived German captivity were also brutally
tortured and murdered by Stalin when they were repatriated to the Soviet Union after the
war.
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Starvation of Germany after World War II
by John Wear

Allied Policies Force Starvation
Capt. Albert R. Behnke, a U.S. Navy medical doctor, stated in regard to Germany:
“From 1945 to the middle of 1948 one saw the probable collapse, disintegration and
destruction of a whole nation…Germany was subject to physical and psychic trauma
unparalleled in history.” Behnke concluded that the Germans under the Allies had fared
much worse than the Dutch under the Germans, and for far longer.[1]
Normal adult Germans in the American and British Zones were rationed only 1,550
calories per day. The average official calorie ration for Germans in the French Zone was
only 1,400 per day. The actual calories received in the American, British and French
Zones were often far less than these official amounts, and it was well known that these
official ration amounts were not sufficient to maintain a healthy population. Herbert
Hoover told President Truman that “the 1,550 ration is wholly incapable of supporting
health.”[2] Hoover estimated that 2,200 calories per day “is a minimum in a nation for
healthy human beings.”[3]
The destruction of the German infrastructure during the war had made it inevitable that
some Germans would starve to death before roads, rails, canals and bridges could be
restored. However, even when much of the German infrastructure had been repaired, the
Allies deliberately withheld food from Germany. Continuing the policies of their
predecessors, U.S. President Harry Truman and British Prime Minister Clement Attlee
allowed the spirit of Henry Morgenthau and the Yalta Conference to dictate their policies
toward Germany. The result was that millions of Germans were doomed to slow death
by starvation.[4]
The Allies had studied German food production during the war, so they knew what to
expect once Germany was defeated. The Allies knew that to strip off the rich farmlands
of the east and give them to the Poles and Russians deprived Germany of over 25% of
her arable land. Germans also starved in the east because the Russians confiscated so
much food and virtually all of the factories. The French forced famine in their zone by
the seizure of food and housing. The famine in the French Zone went on for years.[5]
The danger of hunger and starvation was slow to abate throughout Germany. The famine
that began in Germany in 1945 spread over all of occupied Germany and continued into
1948. This famine was camouflaged as much as possible by the Allied armies and
governments.[6]
Many Germans were prepared to see the Allies as liberating angels at first, but they soon
realized that the Allies were adopting policies designed to hurt Germany’s recovery. The
drastic reduction of fertilizer production under the Morgenthau Plan, for example, hurt
Germany’s capacity to grow her own food. The use of German prisoners as slave labor
in Allied countries subtracted from the labor force needed to bring in the reduced
harvest. German prisoners who worked as slave laborers in the United Kingdom and
France were horrified upon arriving home to find their families starving.[7]
Unable to feed themselves adequately from home production, the Germans tried

desperately to increase production for export. However, the Germans were seriously
hampered by the Allied reparations policy, which prevented them from exporting goods
to increase the shrunken German food supply. The Allies had decided to take huge
reparations amounting to at least $20 billion ($279 billion in 2018 dollars). Even as late
as 1949, 268 factories were removed from Germany wholly or in part. The reduction in
exports for food ensured that the German people would keep on starving.[8]
The Allies not only prevented the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
from distributing food to German POWs, but they also refused requests by the ICRC to
bring provisions into Germany for civilians. In the winter of 1945, ICRC donations to
Germany were returned with the recommendation that the donations be used in other
parts of war-torn Europe. The return of ICRC donations was made even for Irish and
Swiss contributions that had been specifically raised to benefit Germany. It was not until
March 1946 that ICRC donations were permitted to reach the American Zone in
Germany.[9]
The Allies also prevented various private relief agencies from providing food to German
civilians. For example, the Swiss Relief Fund started a charity to feed a meal once a day
to a thousand Bavarian children for two months. The American Zone occupation
authorities decided that this aid should not be accepted. One Quaker attempting to
provide relief to Germans said, “The U.S. Army made it difficult for relief.” In the
United Kingdom in October 1945, “even the concept of voluntary aid via food parcels
from Britain’s civilians was anathema to Whitehall.” Such aid to Germany was strictly
forbidden.[10]
U.S. Pvt. Martin Brech describes the famine conditions in Germany in 1945:
Famine began to spread among the German civilians also. It was a common
sight to see German women up to their elbows in our garbage cans looking
for something edible—that is, if they weren’t chased away.
When I interviewed mayors of small towns and villages, I was told their
supply of food had been taken away by “displaced persons” (foreigners who
had worked in Germany), who packed the food on trucks and drove away.
When I reported this, the response was a shrug. I never saw any Red Cross
at the camp or helping civilians, although their coffee and doughnut stands
were available everywhere else for us. In the meantime, the Germans had to
rely on the sharing of hidden stores until the next harvest.[11]
American soldiers also stole from the German people and let German children go
hungry. American aviation hero Charles Lindbergh wrote:
German children look in through the window. We have more food than we
need, but regulations prevent giving it to them. It is difficult to look at them.
I feel ashamed, of myself, of my people, as I eat and watch those children.
They are not to blame for the war. They are hungry children. What right
have we to stuff ourselves while they look on—well-fed men eating, leaving
unwanted food on plates, while hungry children look on?...There is an
abundance of food in the American Army, and few men seem to care how
hungry the German children are outside the door.[12]
The Allies adopted additional policies that caused starvation in Germany. Food
production and food imports came under specific attack when the German fishing fleet
was prevented from going to sea for a year. The Allies also used false accounting to not
credit the value of some German exports to the German account, making it impossible
for Germans to earn foreign currency to buy food. Simply stated, many valuable goods

were stolen from Germans beyond the reparations agreed upon by the Allies.[13]
The German people put up a brave struggle for survival despite the harsh conditions.
Malcolm Muir, publisher of Business Week, stated after a five-week tour of Europe,
including Germany: “The Germans are making every effort to help themselves…It is not
unusual to see a milch cow hitched to a plow, a woman leading the cow and a small boy
guiding the plow.” However, despite the best efforts of German farmers, the food
situation became critical and then catastrophic.[14]
An official of the Food Branch of the American Military Government made the
following report concerning the conditions in Germany:
The greatest famine catastrophe of recent centuries is upon us in central
Europe. Our Government is letting down our military government in the
food deliveries it promised, although what Generals Clay, Draper, and
Hester asked for and were promised was the barest minimum for survival of
the people. We will be forced to reduce the rations from 1,550 calories to
1,000 or less calories.
The few buds of democracy will be burned out in the agony of death of the
aged, the women, and the children.
The British and we are going on record as the ones who let the Germans
starve. The Russians will release at the height of the famine substantial food
stores they have locked up (300,000 to 400,000 tons of sugar, large
quantities of potatoes).
Aside from the inhumanity involved, it is so criminally stupid to give such a
performance of incredible fumbling before the eyes of the world. It makes
all the many hard-working officers of the Office of Military Government,
Food and Agricultural Branch, ashamed.[15]
American journalist and radio broadcaster Dorothy Thompson wrote:
The children of Europe are starving. Six years of war, indescribable
destruction, and the lunatic policies which have added to the disintegration
inherited from the collapse of the Nazi regime have done their work.
Germany, and with it Europe, is skidding into the abyss.
The facts are at last being revealed through what has amounted to a
conspiracy of silence here…This war was fought by the West in the name of
Christian civilization, the Four Freedoms, and the dignity of man against
those who were perpetrating crimes against humanity. But policies which
must inevitably result in the postwar extermination of tens of thousands of
children are also “crimes against humanity.”[16]
The desperation of the German population for food was observed by Kathryn Hulme, the
deputy director of one of Bavaria’s many displaced persons camps. She wrote about the
scramble for Red Cross packages at the Wildflecken Camp:
It is hard to believe that some shiny little tins of meat paste and sardines
could almost start a riot in the camp, that bags of Lipton’s tea and tins of
Varrington House coffee and bars of vitaminized chocolate could drive men
almost insane with desire. But this is so. This is as much a part of the
destruction of Europe as are those gaunt ruins of Frankfurt. Only this is the
ruin of the human soul. It is a thousand times more painful to see.[17]

One survey in the American Zone concluded that 60% of the Germans were living on a
diet that would lead to disease and malnutrition. By October 1945, random weighing of
German adults revealed a falloff of body weight of 13-15%. Children, pregnant women
and the elderly suffered the most. Their diets were lacking sufficient protein and
vitamins, and cases of rickets were common among German infants.[18]
The German Central Administration of Health reported the deadly effects of
malnutrition:
The people hunger…They are emaciated to the bone. Their clothes hang
loose on their bodies, the lower extremities are like the bones of a skeleton,
their hands shake as though with palsy, the muscles of the arms are
withered, the skin lies in folds, and is without elasticity, the joints spring out
as though broken.
The weight of the women of average height and build has fallen way below
110 pounds. Often women of child-bearing age weigh no more than 65
pounds. The number of still-born children is approaching the number of
those born alive, and an increasing proportion of these die in a few days.
Even if they come into the world of normal weight, they start immediately
to lose weight and die shortly. Very often the mothers cannot stand the loss
of blood in childbirth and perish. Infant mortality has reached the horrifying
height of 90%.[19]
The German people starved while the Americans around them lived in luxury. American
historian Ralph Franklin Keeling wrote:
While the Germans around them starve, wear rags, and live in hovels, the
American aristocrats live in often unaccustomed ease and luxury. Their
wives must be specially marked to protect them from licentious advances;
they live in the finest homes from which they drove the Germans; they
swagger about in fine liveries and gorge themselves on diets three times as
great as they allow the Germans, and allow “displaced persons” diets twice
as great. When we tell the Germans their low rations are necessary because
food is so short, they naturally either think we are lying to them or regard us
as inhuman for taking the lion’s share of the short supplies while they and
their children starve.[20]
George Kennan was also outraged by the disparity in living conditions between the
Germans and Americans in Germany. Kennan stated:
Each time I had come away with a sense of sheer horror at the spectacle of
this horde of my compatriots and their dependents camping in luxury amid
the ruins of a shattered national community, ignorant of the past, oblivious
to the abundant evidences of tragedy all around them, inhabiting the same
sequestered villas that the Gestapo and SS had just abandoned, and enjoying
the same privileges, flaunting their silly supermarket luxuries in the face of
a veritable ocean of deprivation, hunger and wretchedness, setting an
example of empty materialism and cultural poverty before a people
desperately in need of spiritual and intellectual guidance.[21]

U.S. Senators and British Humanitarians Protest
Starvation Policies

Some informed political leaders spoke out against the Allied policy of mass starvation of
the German people. In an address before the U.S. Senate on February 5, 1946, Sen.
Homer E. Capehart of Indiana said in part:
The fact can no longer be suppressed, namely, the fact that it has been and
continues to be, the deliberate policy of a confidential and conspirational
clique within the policy-making circles of this government to draw and
quarter a nation now reduced to abject misery.
In this process this clique, like a pack of hyenas struggling over the bloody
entrails of a corpse, and inspired by a sadistic and fanatical hatred, are
determined to destroy the German nation and the German people, no matter
what the consequences.
At Potsdam the representatives of the United States, the United Kingdom,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics solemnly signed the following
declaration of principles and purposes: “It is not the intention of the Allies
to destroy or enslave the German people.”
Mr. President, the cynical and savage repudiation of these solemn
declarations which has resulted in a major catastrophe, cannot be explained
in terms of ignorance or incompetence. This repudiation, not only of the
Potsdam Declaration, but also of every law of God and men, has been
deliberately engineered with such a malevolent cunning, and with such
diabolical skill, that the American people themselves have been caught in an
international death trap.
For nine months now this administration has been carrying on a deliberate
policy of mass starvation without any distinction between the innocent and
helpless and the guilty alike.
The first issue has been and continues to be purely humanitarian. This
vicious clique within this administration that has been responsible for the
policies and practices which have made a madhouse of central Europe has
not only betrayed our American principles, but they have betrayed the GIs
who have suffered and died, and they continue to betray the American GIs
who have to continue their dirty work for them.
The second issue that is involved is the effect this tragedy in Germany has
already had on the other European countries. Those who have been
responsible for this deliberate destruction of the German state and this
criminal mass starvation of the German people have been so zealous in their
hatred that all other interests and concerns have been subordinated to this
one obsession of revenge. In order to accomplish this it mattered not if the
liberated countries in Europe suffered and starved. To this point this clique
of conspirators has addressed themselves: “Germany is to be destroyed.
What happens to other countries of Europe in the process is of secondary
importance.”
Sen. Capehart’s remarks were interspersed with a mass of supporting evidence.[22]
In a speech to the U.S. Senate on December 3, 1945, Sen. James Eastland of Mississippi
spoke of the great difficulty he had encountered in gaining access to the official report
on conditions in Germany. Sen. Eastland stated:
There appears to be a conspiracy of silence to conceal from our people the

true picture of conditions in Europe, to secrete from us the fact regarding
conditions of the continent and information as to our policies toward the
German people…Are the real facts withheld because our policies are so
cruel that the American people would not endorse them?
What have we to hide, Mr. President? Why should these facts be withheld
from the people of the United States? There cannot possibly be any valid
reason for secrecy. Are we following a policy of vindictive hatred, a policy
which would not be endorsed by the American people as a whole if they
knew true conditions?
Mr. President, I should be less than honest if I did not state frankly that the
picture is so much worse, so much more confused, than the American
people suspect, that I do not know of any source that is capable of
producing the complete factual account of the true situation into which our
policies have taken the American people. The truth is that the nations of
central, southern, and eastern Europe are adrift on a flood of anarchy and
chaos.[23]
Sen. William Langer of North Dakota stated in the U.S. Senate:
History already records that a savage minority of bloody bitter-enders
within this government forced the acceptance of the brutal Morgenthau Plan
upon the present administration. I ask, Mr. President, why in God’s name
did the administration accept it?...Recent developments have merely
confirmed scores of earlier charges that this addlepated and vicious
Morgenthau Plan had torn Europe in two and left half of Germany
incorporated in the ever-expanding sphere of influence of an oriental
totalitarian conspiracy. By continuing a policy which keeps Germany
divided against itself, we are dividing the world against itself and turning
loose across the face of Europe a power and an enslaving and degrading
cruelty surpassing that of Hitler’s.[24]
The Senate warmly applauded Sen. Langer’s speech.
The Senate approved a resolution proposed by Sen. Kenneth Wherry of Nebraska to
establish a group with a budget to study and report in detail the conditions in Germany.
Wherry stated:
“Terrifying reports are filtering through the British, French and
American occupied zones, and even more gruesome reports from the Russian occupied
zone, revealing a horrifying picture of deliberate and wholesale starvation.” Wherry
criticized the Truman administration for doing nothing despite the pleas for intercession
to prevent a major tragedy. Wherry also questioned Governor Lehman, the person in
charge of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), who
admitted that the UN aid was not going to the starving Germans. Finally, Wherry said,
“The truth is that there are thousands upon thousands of tons of military rations in our
surplus stock piles that have been spoiling right in the midst of starving
populations.”[25]
Sen. Langer received new information which caused him to speak in the Senate on
March 29, 1946:
[We] are caught in what has now unfolded as a savage and fanatical plot to
destroy the German people by visiting on them a punishment in kind for the
atrocities of their leaders. Not only have the leaders of this plot permitted
the whole world situation to get…out of hand…but their determination to
destroy the German people and the German Nation, no matter what the

consequences to our own moral principles, to our leadership in world
affairs, to our Christian faith, to our allies, or to the whole future peace of
the world, has become a world scandal…We have all seen the grim pictures
of the piled-up bodies uncovered by the American and British armies, and
our hearts have been wrung with pity at the sight of such emaciation
—reducing adults and even little children to mere skeletons. Yet now, to our
utter horror, we discover that our own policies have merely spread those
same conditions even more widely…among our former enemies.[26]
Sen. Albert W. Hawkes of New Jersey urged President Truman to allow private relief
packages to be sent to Germany to prevent mass starvation of the German people.
Truman in a reply dated December 21, 1945, stated “there is as yet no possibility of
making deliveries of packages in Germany” because “the postal system and the
communications and transportation systems of Germany are in the state of total
collapse.” Truman then said:
Our efforts have been directed particularly toward taking care of those who
fought with us rather than against us—Norwegians, Belgians, the Dutch, the
Greeks, the Poles, the French. Eventually the enemy countries will be given
some attention.
While we have no desire to be unduly cruel to Germany, I cannot feel any
great sympathy for those who caused the death of so many human beings by
starvation, disease, and outright murder, in addition to all the destruction
and death of war. Perhaps eventually a decent government can be
established in Germany so that Germany can again take its place in the
family of nations. I think that in the meantime no one should be called upon
to pay for Germany’s misfortune except Germany itself.
Until the misfortunes of those whom Germany oppressed are oblivated (sic),
it does not seem right to divert our efforts to Germany itself. I admit that
there are, of course, many innocent people in Germany who had little to do
with the Nazi terror. However, the administrative burden of trying to locate
these people and treat them differently from the rest is one which is almost
insuperable.[27]
British intellectuals such as Bertrand Russell and Victor Gollancz also worked to
publicize the suffering and mass starvation of the German people. Gollancz objected to
the contrast he saw between the accommodations and food in the British officers’ mess
and the miserable, half-starved hovels outside. In March 1946 the average calories per
day in the British Zone had fluctuated between 1,050 and 1,591. British authorities in
Germany were proposing to cut the rations back to 1,000 calories per day. Gollancz
pointed out that the inmates at Bergen-Belsen toward the end of the war had only 800
calories per day, which was not much less than the British proposal.[28]
Gollancz made a six-week tour of the British Zone in October and November 1946. In
January 1947 Gollancz published the book In Darkest Germany to document what he
saw on this trip. Assisted by a photographer, Gollancz included numerous pictures to
allay skepticism of the veracity of his reports. The pictures show Gollancz standing
behind naked boys suffering from malnutrition; or holding a fully worn and unusable
child’s shoe; or comforting a crippled, half-starved adult in his hovel. The point was to
show that Gollancz had seen these things with his own eyes and had not merely accepted
other people’s reports. Gollancz also wrote to a newspaper editor: “Youth [in Germany]
is being poisoned and re-nazified: we have all but lost the peace.”[29]
Victor Gollancz concluded: “The plain fact is when spring is in the English air we are

starving the German people…Others, including ourselves, are to keep or be given
comforts while the Germans lack the bare necessities of existence. If it is a choice
between discomfort for another and suffering for the German, the German must suffer; if
between suffering for another and death for the German, the German must die.”[30]
Months after the war had ended and the Allies had assumed complete control of the
German government, the Bishop of Chichester, quoting a noted German pastor, said:
“Thousands of bodies are hanging in the trees in the woods around Berlin and nobody
bothers to cut them down. Thousands of corpses are carried into the sea by the Oder and
Elbe Rivers—one doesn’t notice it any longer. Thousands and thousands are starving in
the highways…Children roam the highways alone, their parents shot, dead, lost.”[31]

Starvation Policies Continue
Despite the efforts of U.S. senators and British humanitarians, the Allied starvation
policies continued through 1946 and into 1947. A group of German doctors reported in
1947 that the actual daily calorie ration issued for three months in the Ruhr section of the
British Zone averaged only 800 per person. Dr. Gustav Stolper, a member of the Hoover
Commission fact-finding team, reported that the ration in both the British and American
Zones for “a long time in 1946 and 1947 dropped to between 700 and 1,200 calories per
day.”[32]
U.S. Secretary of War Robert Patterson wrote to U.S. Secretary of State George C.
Marshall concerning the famine in Germany in 1947: “[Our] occupation has no chance
of success if these [famine] conditions continue. This state of affairs has been foreseen,
and I have urged repeatedly that priority be recognized for food shipments to Germany.
The basis for the priority is the prevention of famine in the US-UK zones of
Germany…”[33]
Germany was still being operated under the Morgenthau Plan and the Potsdam
Agreement. These two programs shared a crucial conceptual flaw: central to both
schemes was the paradoxical policy of transforming Germany into an agricultural
economy while at the same time depriving Germany of her most valuable agricultural
regions and displacing the population of these regions into rump Germany. These
policies made it impossible for Germany to feed her population. Germany would have to
industrialize to be able to export something to buy a minimum diet for her people. By
taking away a quarter of Germany’s arable land, the Allies created a situation in which
Germany’s existence would necessarily be even more dependent on industrialization
than before the war.[34]
The economic disruptions caused by Germany’s zonal partition also hurt the German
economy. The Soviet Zone oriented itself more and more toward the East and continued
to extract maximum reparations out of its zone. The French Zone stagnated because of
France’s unwillingness to cooperate in any all-German program until the question of the
Saar was solved in France’s favor. France also feared a revival of Germany’s economic
strength.[35]
The refusal to feed the Germans—or allow anyone else to feed them—gave rise to
extremely negative feelings among Germans toward the Allies. Carl Zuckmayer reported
conversations he overheard in bread lines in the American Zone: “Yes, Hitler was bad,
our war was wrong, but now they are doing the same wrong to us, they are all the same,
there is no difference, they want to enslave Germany in exactly the same way as Hitler
wanted to enslave the Poles, now we are the Jews, the “inferior race”, they are letting us
starve intentionally, can’t you see that is their plan, they take away all our sources of
income and let us die slowly, the gas chambers worked quicker…”[36]

German Protestant Church president and former Dachau prisoner Martin Niemöller
spoke of the suffering and starvation of Germans after the war. Niemöller said to an
American audience when he toured the United States from December 1946 to April
1947:
The offices of our [American] military government are very nicely and
cozily heated and our military government people live a good life as far as
nourishment and everything else, even housing, is concerned. But they don’t
know how people really think and react who are hungry, who are on the way
to starving.
Niemöller said Germans were receiving no better than “the lowest ration ever heard of in
a Nazi concentration camp.”[37]
Although Niemöller raised more money than expected from his American tour, he was
disappointed in its outcome because he was not able to improve U.S. occupation policies
in Germany. After months in America, Niemöller’s return to war-ravaged Germany
came as a shock. Niemöller wrote to Pastor Ewart Turner:
The winter is over, but you feel it everywhere—in the cold which is still
harboring in the rooms, especially in this old castle with its thick stone
walls. The water pipes are broken. No running water in kitchen or toilet.
Sitting at my desk I shiver from cold even now, and the only place where I
feel some relief is once again in the bed. The food situation is more than
difficult, and I scarcely dare to take a slice of bread, thinking that Hertha,
Tini, and Hermann [his children] are far more in need of having it than I,
and I can’t help feeling guilty for being so well fed [in the United States].
The whole aspect of life is grim and dark; you see the traces of progressive
starvation in every face you come to see.[38]
The physical and emotional toll of hunger, cold and disillusionment made life in
Germany intolerable for Niemöller. Niemöller’s wife Else bemoaned when they got back
to Germany from America that, “It was so much easier there than here.” Niemöller told
Pastor Turner that if things didn’t improve, “I should prefer to be back in my cell
number 31 at Dachau.” Niemöller blamed “the followers of the Morgenthau Plan” who
had moved their “headquarters from Washington to the American Zone.”[39]
In another letter to Turner in the fall of 1947, Niemöller wrote:
The [coming] winter will be a very severe test for all of us. The rations in
fat and meat have been cut again to 25 grams of butter and 100 grams of
meat a week! And no potatoes. The normal consumer probably will die this
winter, and that Jew [in the occupation forces] will have been right who
answered my question, what would become of the too many people in the
Western Zones, by saying: “Don’t worry, we shall look after that and the
problem will be solved in quite a natural way!”
Niemöller understood the Jewish official’s phrase “a natural way” to mean death by
starvation.[40]

Starvation Policies End
What finally led the Western Allies to a revision of their occupation policy in Germany
was the fear of a Communist takeover of Europe. The Western Allies feared that if
Germany remained Europe’s slum, social unrest would force it into the Communist

camp and the rest of Europe would follow. The anti-Communists in Poland had already
been forced out of power, with only a few anti-Communists escaping to safety. Similar
undemocratic developments were subverting Romania, Hungary and Czechoslovakia.
The Communist parties in France and Italy were gaining strength and had caused several
general strikes. Europe was ripe for a Communist takeover, and the Western Allies
realized that something needed to be done to stop it.[41]
The threat of a Communist takeover in Europe had long been recognized by Allied
leaders. French Marshal Alphonse Juin stated to Gen. George Patton at a dinner in Paris
in August 1945: “It is indeed unfortunate that the English and Americans have destroyed
the only sound country in Europe--and I do not mean France--therefore the road is now
open for the advent of Russian communism.”[42]
Patton himself had warned of the danger of Russian communism resulting from the
destruction of Germany. Patton stated, “What we are doing is to utterly destroy the only
semi-modern state in Europe so that Russia can swallow the whole.”[43]
After an unsuccessful Moscow meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers in March
1947, the Western Allies realized the necessity of setting a new course independent of
the Soviet Union. George F. Kennan observed, “It was plain that the Soviet leaders had a
political interest in seeing the economies of the Western European peoples fail under
anything other than communist leadership.” With total economic disintegration in
Europe imminent, a new plan was needed to shore up the ailing European
economies.[44]
The European Recovery Program, better known as the Marshall Plan, was originally
envisaged by U.S. Secretary of State George Marshall to promote the economic recovery
of Europe on both sides of the iron curtain. However, the Soviet Union took steps to
prevent any of the Eastern European countries from participating in the Marshall Plan.
The Soviet Union organized a rival program for recovery in Eastern Europe known as
the Molotov Plan. The Soviet-dominated Cominform urged Communists everywhere to
help defeat the Marshall Plan, which it described as an instrument for “world domination
by American imperialism.”[45]
The Marshall Plan withstood the Soviet challenge. For the period from April 3, 1948 to
June 30, 1952, the Marshall Plan allocated $3.176 billion to the United Kingdom, $2.706
billion to France, and $1.474 billion to Italy. Only $1.389 billion went to West Germany,
of which Germany later repaid approximately $1 billion. However, the German economy
was helped the most by the aid. One commentator described the effect of the Marshall
Plan on West Germany:
The effects had been prodigious, equaled in no other European country,
although Germany got only a relatively small portion of Marshall Plan aid.
Europe received in all $20 billion from the United States; in 1954 the
figures per capita had amounted to $39 for Germany as against $72 for
France, $77 for England, $33 for Italy and $104 for Austria. But in
Germany the help came at precisely the right time, when the accumulated
pressures for both physical and psychological reconstruction had reached a
bursting point.[46]
The effect of the Marshall Plan in Germany was almost magical. The German economy
was plainly reviving within months; within a year it was expanding faster than any other
economy in Europe; and within a decade Germany was close to the richest country in
Europe. The growth of Germany’s economy put an end to the starvation of the German
people. According to Gen. Maurice Pope, who in 1948 was with the Canadian Military
Mission in Germany, “conditions improved overnight…[soon] the modest corner

grocery store was displaying delicacies of all kinds and at quite reasonable prices.”[47]

How Many Germans Starved to Death after World
War II?
The death-rate figures reported in the U.S. Military Governor reports indicate that very
few Germans died among the expelled or non-expelled Germans of the three Western
zones. These widely disseminated U.S. Military Governor reports have been accepted by
most historians, and are the basis for the belief today that the death rate among Germans
was not unusually high after World War II.
The falsity of these reports is shown by comparing the 1947 report, which was a year of
extreme starvation and misery remembered by Germans as the Hunger Year, to other
peacetime years in Germany. The U.S. Military Governor report in December 1947
stated that the death rate among German civilians was 12.1 per year per thousand. This
is only slightly higher than the death rate among Germans before the war, and is less
than the death rate of 12.2 per thousand per year during the two prosperous years of
1968-1969. The death-rate figure in the 1947 U.S. Military Governor report of 12.1 per
year per thousand cannot possibly be accurate.[48]
The reality is that millions of resident German civilians died after the end of World War
II. James Bacque estimates 5.7 million Germans already residing in Germany died from
the starvation policies implemented by the Allies after the war. Bacque details how this
5.7 million death total is calculated:
The population of all occupied Germany in October 1946 was 65,000,000,
according to the census prepared under the ACC. The returning prisoners
who were added to the population in the period October 1946-September
1950 numbered 2,600,000 (rounded), according to records in the archives of
the four principal Allies. Births according to the official German statistical
agency, Statistisches Bundesamt, added another 4,176,430 newcomers to
Germany. The expellees arriving totaled 6,000,000. Thus the total
population in 1950 before losses would have been 77,776,430, according to
the Allies themselves. Deaths officially recorded in the period 1946-50 were
3,235,539, according to the UN Yearbook and the German government.
Emigration was about 600,000, according to the German government. Thus
the population found should have been 73,940,891. But the census of 1950
done by the German government under Allied supervision found only
68,230,796. There was a shortage of 5,710,095 people, according to the
official Allied figures (rounded to 5,700,000).[49]
Bacque’s calculations have been confirmed by Dr. Anthony B. Miller, who is a worldfamous epidemiologist and Head of the Department of Preventive Medicine and
Biostatistics at the University of Toronto. Miller read the whole work, including the
documents, and checked the statistics, which he says “confirms the validity of
[Bacque’s] calculations...” Miller states: “These deaths appear to have resulted, directly
or indirectly, from the semi-starvation food rations that were all that were available to
the majority of the German population during this time period.”[50]

Conclusion
The millions of Germans who starved to death do not constitute the entire story of the
crime that was committed on Germany after World War II. German women who had

been repeatedly raped by Allied soldiers had to bear the physical and psychological scars
for the rest of their lives. Millions of German expellees who lost all of their real estate
and most of their personal property were never compensated by the Allies. Instead, they
had to live in abject poverty in Germany after being expelled from their homes. Millions
of other Germans had their property stolen or destroyed by Allied soldiers. The Allied
postwar treatment of Germany is surely one of the most brutal, criminal and unreported
tragedies in world history.
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All That for … This?
by John Wear

The Red Army brought Moscow-trained secret policemen into every Soviet-occupied
country, put local communists in control of the national media, and dismantled youth
groups and other civic organizations. The Soviets also brutally arrested, murdered and
deported people whom they believed to be anti-Soviet, and enforced a policy of ethnic
cleansing.[1]
On March 5, 1946, less than 10 months after the defeat of Germany, Winston Churchill
made his dramatic “Iron Curtain” speech in Fulton, Missouri. Churchill stated in this
speech: “A shadow has fallen upon the scenes so lately lighted by the Allied victory…
The Communist parties, which were very small in all these Eastern states of Europe,
have been raised to pre-eminence and power far beyond their numbers and are seeking
everywhere to obtain totalitarian control.”[2] Churchill thus acknowledged that the
Soviet Union was obtaining control of Eastern Europe. A war allegedly fought for
democracy and freedom had turned into an enduring nightmare for the people of the
Eastern European nations.

World War II’s Historical Legacy
The end of World War II inexorably led to the start of the Cold War. Germany’s mortal
enemy during the war—the Soviet Union—soon became the tacit or declared enemy of
every non-communist nation in Europe and North America. However, even after the
exposure of the evil nature of the Soviet Union, historians continued to write that
Germany bore sole responsibility for starting World War II in Europe. History is written
by the victors, and the victors did everything possible to make their actions look good.
As Winston Churchill famously stated in the late 1940s, “History will be kind to me
because I intend to write it.”[3]
Powerful vested entrenched interests organized to frustrate and hide the truth concerning
the origins of World War II. The methods followed by the various groups interested in
blacking out historical truth fell into four main categories: 1) denying revisionist
historians access to public documents which were freely available to establishment
historians; 2) intimidating publishers from publishing revisionist books and articles; 3)
ignoring or obscuring revisionist publications; and 4) smearing revisionist authors and
their books. As a result, history became the chief intellectual casualty of World War
II.[4]
The archives in the West have been managed to present a version of history acceptable to
the established authority. Documents and photographs damaging to the Allies have
conveniently disappeared from the archives. As one American professor states: “In my
30 years as a scholar of American history, I have never known the archives to appear to
be so much of a political agency of the executive branch as it is now. One used to think
of the archivist of the United States as a professional scholar. Now he has become
someone who fills a political bill.” The cover-up goes on to the present day.[5]
Historians who questioned the official version of the origins of World War II placed in
jeopardy both their professional reputation and their livelihood. In this regard, Harry
Elmer Barnes wrote:

In all essential features, the United States has moved over into the Nineteen
Eighty-Four pattern of intellectual life. But there is one important and
depressing difference. In Nineteen Eighty-Four, Orwell implies that
historians have to be hired by the government and forced to falsify facts. In
this country, today, and it is also true of most other nations, the professional
historians gladly falsify history quite voluntarily, and with no direct cost to
the government. The ultimate and direct cost may, of course, be a potent
contribution to incalculable calamity….
A state of abject terror and intimidation exists among the majority of
professional American historians whose views accord with the facts on the
question of responsibility for the Second World War. The writer of this
review has published a brief brochure on “The Struggle against the
Historical Blackout,” which endeavors to set forth a few of the salient facts
about the attempts to suppress the truth in this matter. Several leading
publicists have written the author stating that, on the basis of their personal
experience, it is an understatement of the facts. Yet, the majority of the
historians to whom this has been sent and are personally known to the
author to share his views have feared even to acknowledge the receipt or
possession of the brochure. Only a handful have dared to express approval
and encouragement. It is no exaggeration to say that the American
Smearbund, operating through newspaper columnists, radio commentators,
pressure-group intrigue and espionage, and academic pressures and fears,
has accomplished about as much in the way of intimidating honest
intellectuals in this country as Hitler, Goebbels, Himmler, the Gestapo and
the concentration camps were able to do in Nazi Germany.[6]
Harry Elmer Barnes wrote that the dogma surrounding Hitler’s sole responsibility for
starting World War II is unprecedented in modern history. Barnes said: “It is unlikely
that there has been any vested interest in dogma, opinion and politics since the birth,
death and resurrection of Jesus Christ equal in intensity to that built up around the
allegation that Hitler was solely responsible for the outbreak of war in 1939.”[7]
The Allied atrocities associated with World War II also became a dangerous topic to
examine too thoroughly. Only atrocities committed by the Germans were subjected to
intensive investigation and given worldwide publicity. Historians have denied or ignored
many atrocities committed by the Allies during and after World War II.[8]
For example, traditional historians have dismissed James Bacque’s research which
documents that approximately 1 million German prisoners of war (POWs) were
murdered in American and French POW camps. One historian who disputes Bacque’s
work states: “He placed responsibility for these supposed deaths firmly at the feet of the
American leadership, whom he accused of pursuing a deliberate policy of revenge, and
then concealing the ‘truth’ beneath layers of creative accounting. Bacque’s claims not
only called into question the strongly held American belief that they had fought a moral
war, but effectively accused American leaders of crimes against humanity.”[9]
The evidence, however, is overwhelming that the Western Allies murdered many
hundreds of thousands of Germans in their POW camps. American leaders were guilty
of enormous crimes against the German people after World War II. The United States
also did not fight a moral war against Germany. President Roosevelt misled the
American public into supporting the war, and prolonged the war with his policy of
unconditional surrender. Eisenhower and American military leaders also intentionally
allowed the Soviet Union to take over Eastern Europe, thereby subjecting its people to
the terrible tyranny of Soviet rule.

In a monstrous absurdity, a $120-million American-taxpayer-funded memorial to
Dwight Eisenhower is currently under construction. How Eisenhower has become a
national hero is a testament to the power of carefully crafted historical propaganda.
Eisenhower personally oversaw the deliberate mass murder of hundreds of thousands of
German POWs who were starved to death or died of disease and exposure. He should be
remembered as a major war criminal rather than as an American hero.[10]

The Historical Blackout Gets Worse
Harry Elmer Barnes, who died in 1968, did not foresee that the historical blackout would
become even worse in regard to the Holocaust story. Initially relatively little was written
about the alleged genocide of European Jewry. For example, three of the best-known
works on World War II history are Gen. Eisenhower’s 559-page Crusade in Europe,
Winston Churchill’s six-volume The Second World War (4,448 pages total), and Gen. de
Gaulle’s three-volume Mémoires de guerre (2,054 pages total). Published from 1948 to
1959, these books in 7,061 pages of writing make no mention of anything related to the
“Holocaust”.[11]
Most of what was written about the Holocaust story was based on eyewitness testimony
from claimed Jewish survivors of the German camps. The historical blackout forces
sought to intimidate German eyewitnesses from writing about their observations in the
German concentration camps. When Thies Christophersen published The Auschwitz Lie
in 1973, he was charged with “popular incitement,” “contempt against the state,” and
defamation of the Jews. Christophersen spent a year in prison even though the charge of
popular incitement was eventually dropped. All Christophersen had done was to write
about his experiences while he was working in Auschwitz in 1944.[12]
German Judge Wilhelm Stäglich later published an account of his Auschwitz
observations in the October 1973 issue of the magazine Nation Europa. Stäglich’s public
challenge to the official version of life at Auschwitz brought forth severe reprisals from
the German government. Stäglich was induced to resign his job as a judge in Hamburg,
his health having been affected by a harassment campaign against him. German
authorities also attempted to deprive Stäglich of his pension, eventually settling on a
20% reduction in his pension for a five-year period. Finally, in a crowning absurdity,
Stäglich was deprived of the doctoral degree he had earned at the University of
Göttingen in 1951.[13]
Prematurely retired, Stäglich worked for several years on an extensive study of the
evidence supposedly substantiating systematic murder by gassing at Auschwitz. The
book resulting from his study, Der Auschwitz Mythos, disputes the various “proofs”
offered for the Auschwitz myth and is a damning analysis of the postwar trials staged by
the Allies. The publication of Der Auschwitz Mythos in West Germany in 1979 caused
the defenders of the Holocaust story to censor Stäglich’s book. Nevertheless, all but
seven of the 10,000 copies of the first edition of Der Auschwitz Mythos had been sold by
the time the book was ordered seized by the German government.[14]
Wilhelm Stäglich wrote in 1984 concerning the intellectual subservience and guilt
inculcated in most Germans since the end of World War II:
We Germans, in spite of the repeated assurances to the contrary of our
puppet politicians, are politically and intellectually no longer a sovereign
nation since our defeat in the Second World War. Our political subservience,
which is apparent in the fact of the breaking up of the Reich and the
incorporation of the individual pieces into the extant power blocks of the
East and of the West, has had as its consequence a corresponding

subservience. Escape from this intellectual subservience is prevented
primarily by the guilt complex inculcated in most Germans through the
“reeducation” instituted in 1945. This guilt complex is based primarily on
the Holocaust Legend. Therefore for we Germans the struggle against what
I have called the “Auschwitz Myth” is so frightfully important.[15]
Germany passed laws soon after the publication of Stäglich’s book making it a felony to
dispute any aspect of the Holocaust story. Similar laws were eventually passed in the
following countries: Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Czech Republic,
France, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Russia, Spain, Switzerland and the European Union.[16] The
obvious question is: What kind of historical truth needs criminal sanctions to protect it?
The Holocaust story would not need criminal sanctions to protect it if it was historically
accurate.
European scholars who have questioned the Holocaust story have suffered tremendous
hardships. For example, French revisionist Dr. Robert Faurisson lost his professorship in
1991, was viciously beaten by thugs who were never caught or prosecuted, and was the
defendant in numerous law suits. Faurisson believed that revisionist historians are up
against a religion. Faurisson said: “The belief in the Holocaust is a religion. We have to
fight against this religion, but I don’t know how to fight a religion. Revisionists can look
at demographic figures, historical documents, forensic evidence, etc., but there is no
example in history of reason destroying a religion.”[17]
Revisionists have also been persecuted in countries where questioning the Holocaust
story is still legal. Canadian revisionist Ernst Zündel was tried in 1985 and 1988 in
Toronto, Canada for the alleged crime of knowingly publishing “false news.” All Zündel
had ever done was publicly dispute the Holocaust story. Even though Zündel won both
cases on appeal, he continued to be attacked and persecuted in Canada. In 1995 his
Toronto residence was the target of an arson attack resulting in over $400,000 of
damages. Zündel was also the recipient of a parcel bomb that was defused by the
Toronto Police bomb squad.
Zündel later moved to rural Tennessee to live with his wife Ingrid Rimland. In February
2003 Zündel was arrested in Tennessee for alleged immigration violations and deported
back to Canada. Zündel was forced to spend over two years in solitary confinement in a
small Toronto jail cell even though he was never charged with a crime. Zündel was
deported to Germany in March 2005, where he was tried and convicted of inciting racial
hatred and defaming the memory of the dead. Zündel spent five years in prison in
Germany and thereafter was barred from returning to the US, even just to visit his wife
in Tennessee.
Zündel’s persecution illustrates the power of the historical-blackout forces. Zündel wrote
from his Toronto jail cell:
The media and educational system have dumbed the people down to a level
hitherto unknown in the civilized world. They are modern-day zombie
populations, led around by the nose—mentally so manipulated that they
cannot think straight, much less act in their own self-interest, either as
individuals or as societies and states. Both in spirit and in reality, they have
become the tax-paying cash cows and playthings of an alien oligarchy.[18]
Some people in the United States have been forced to abandon their revisionist work
even though U.S. citizens enjoy the First Amendment right to free speech. For example,
David Cole, whose parents are both Jewish, was very effective in the 1990s in
promulgating revisionist viewpoints. He was so effective that the Jewish Defense

League threatened him into recanting his views. In January 1998 Cole changed his name
to David Stein to protect himself, and he became publicly known as a right-wing
Hollywood Republican. In May 2013 David Cole was exposed by a former friend and is
now using his original name again. Hopefully his right to free speech will be respected
in the future.
Traditional historians and academics are all forced to uphold the Holocaust story to keep
their jobs. Most historians write as if all aspects of the Holocaust story are well
documented and irrefutable. For example, one historian who laments the outlawing of
Holocaust revisionism states: “The Holocaust is an incontestable fact.”[19] However,
major aspects of the Holocaust story are easily contestable. It is a felony in many
European countries to question the Holocaust story because major aspects of the
Holocaust story are easy to disprove.
Defenders of the Holocaust story have also taken extreme measures to prosecute
perpetrators of the alleged crimes. John Demjanjuk, for example, was found not guilty
by the Israeli Supreme Court in 1993 of being “Ivan the Terrible” at Treblinka.
Demjanjuk returned to his home in Cleveland, Ohio and looked forward to a peaceful
retirement after spending years on death row in Israel. Unfortunately, in 2001 Demjanjuk
was charged again on the grounds that he had allegedly been a guard named Ivan
Demjanjuk at the Sobibór camp in Poland.
On May 11, 2009, Demjanjuk was deported from Cleveland to be tried in Germany. On
May 12, 2011, Demjanjuk was convicted by a German criminal court as an accessory to
the murder of 27,900 people at Sobibór and sentenced to five years in prison. No
evidence was presented at Demjanjuk’s trial linking him to specific crimes. Instead,
Demjanjuk was convicted under a new line of German legal thinking that a person who
served at an alleged death camp can be charged as an accessory to murder because the
camp’s sole function was to kill people. No proof of participation in a specific crime is
required. Demjanjuk died in Germany before his appeal could be heard by a German
Appellate Court.[20]
This new line of German legal standards is breathtaking in its unfairness. It incorrectly
assumes that some German concentration camps were used for the sole purpose of
exterminating people when, in fact, none of them was. Moreover, this proposed German
law finds a person guilty merely for being at a certain camp. People can be found guilty
of a crime even when no evidence is presented that they committed a crime. The Simon
Wiesenthal Center continued to help prosecute other elderly veteran German guards
under this new line of German legal thinking after Demjanjuk’s conviction.[21]
The Holocaust story is being used to increasingly restrict free speech. Moshe Kantor,
president of the European Jewish Congress, spoke at the International Holocaust
Remembrance Day at the European Parliament ceremony in Brussels on January 27,
2014. Kantor rejected free speech arguments over what he called the worldwide spread
of anti-Semitism. Anti-Semitism is “not an opinion—it’s a crime,” he said. Kantor
apparently wants to criminalize any speech, symbols or gestures that Jews consider to be
anti-Semitic.[22]

Successful Guilt Campaign in Germany
Upon Germany’s unconditional surrender in May 1945, the Allies initiated a highly
successful campaign to brainwash Germans and make them assume guilt for many of
their actions before and during World War II. The Allied perpetual campaign of negative
publicity has prevented an objective analysis of Germany’s involvement in the war. The
fact that the Allies forced World War II onto Germany has been almost totally removed

from public discussion.
Friedrich Grimm, a renowned German authority on international law, was shown
samples of new leaflets printed soon after the war in German to be distributed by the
Allies throughout Germany. Describing German war crimes, the leaflets were the first
step in the reeducation program designed for Germany. Grimm suggested to an Allied
officer that since the war was over, it was time to stop the libel. The Allied officer
replied: “Why no, we’re just getting started. We’ll continue this atrocity campaign, we’ll
increase it till no one will want to hear a good word about the Germans anymore, till
whatever sympathy there is for you in other countries is completely destroyed, and until
the Germans themselves become so mixed up they won’t know what they’re
doing!”[23]
Guilt pervades Germany as a result of the Allied propaganda campaign. German guilt is
so powerful that it has caused the German government to make enormous reparation
payments and offer humble apologies to the Allies, while ignoring the atrocities
committed by the Allies against the German people. Millions of German expellees have
paid reparations to survivors of the German concentration camps even though these
German expellees had their land and personal possessions taken from them without
compensation. German schoolchildren are repeatedly taught about crimes committed by
National Socialist Germany, with little or nothing ever taught about their ancestors’
tragic sufferings.[24]
German children are taught from early childhood to view the Third Reich as solely bad,
wrong, criminal and despicable. In the spring of 2001, Anna Rau, the 17-year-old
daughter of German president Johannes Rau, was interviewed by a German TV station.
Anna Rau discussed what was taught in school about history:
As to the question what we are learning in school when history is taught, I
can answer simply with the term National Socialism. Nothing else seems to
matter. Everything about the Second World War really gets on my nerves. It
is always the same. They start with Hitler, then we talk about Anne Frank,
and on the day when we should take a walk in the forest, we have to go and
see the movie Schindler’s List instead. And this continues when we go to
church where in place of learning our religious confirmation instructions we
are taught more about the “Holocaust.” The final result is obviously that we
just don’t want to hear about that stuff anymore. It drains us emotionally,
and eventually leads to callousness.[25]
Most people have heard of the National-Socialist book burning. It happened on May 10,
1933, when literature considered pornographic and anti-German was publicly set afire.
Few people realize that the Allies removed and then destroyed no fewer than 34,635
titles of books and brochures from German libraries and bookstores after they conquered
Germany. This is many times more books destroyed by the Allies than were destroyed
by National Socialist Germany. Even today books evincing doubt of the Holocaust story
can lead to a house search and confiscation of the incriminating literature, with fines and
jail time meted out to the owner of the books.[26]
The destruction of large sections of German literature was part of the Allied re-education
program for Germany. Hans Schmidt described his experience of the Allied treatment of
Germans after World War II:
As far as the German people were concerned, the victors wanted only a
malleable mass of dispirited, destitute, hungry, cowering and defenseless
Teutons who knew the way to physical survival was to placate every whim
of the victors. A still proud German was (always!) immediately branded

a…Nazi; worse than a criminal….
I still vividly remember that soon after our defeat the victors set about to
destroy all traditions and institutions that represented Germany. They did
this under the spurious concept encased into even more spurious laws “to
free the German people from Militarism and National Socialism.”
Absolutely no organization except the Roman Catholic Church was allowed
to continue functioning: not even the Red Cross, nor any other charitable
organization, no public or private administration, no bank, no newspaper or
magazine, no radio station---the list went on….
To me personally it was also disturbing to see that all well-known traditional
publications (newspapers and magazines) had been forced out of existence,
and new firms with new names appeared on the horizon. In addition all that
which we consider part of a nation’s historic tradition was purposely
destroyed, eradicated or forbidden in Germany, usually under the guise of
an alleged de-militarization. Memorials to our fallen soldiers of long ago
wars disappeared, the monuments to Kaisers and kings were removed from
their pedestals and melted down, and time-honored memorial days could not
be found on the new calendars. Instead, many of the current memorial days
in the Bundesrepublik are days where the Germans have to pay obeisance to
the victors. To this day it is a rarity to find memorials to the dead heroes of
World Wars I and II on German soil. Instead, traitors, deserters and antiGerman Germans and others…are being honored. When Germans want to
see and admire the changing of the honor guard at a grave for the unknown
soldier, or pay homage to the war dead, they have to travel to Paris, London,
Warsaw, Moscow or Washington.[27]
It is against the law in present-day Germany to praise the Third Reich in any form or
manner. The showing of a swastika is a criminal offense in Germany. German National
Socialists who acted admirably during World War II cannot be praised, and many
honorable Germans have had their graves desecrated.[28]
The body of Rudolf Hess, for example, was not allowed to stay buried in his chosen
Bavarian town of Wunsiedel. Hess, who died in Spandau prison on August 17, 1987,
took the risk in 1940 of flying to Scotland to negotiate peace with Great Britain. The
town of Wunsiedel became the scene of pilgrimages for people who wanted to honor
Hess for his courageous effort. On July 20, 2011, Hess’s grave was reopened and his
remains were exhumed and then cremated. His ashes were scattered at sea, and his
gravestone which bore the epitaph “I took the risk” was destroyed.[29] Apparently it is
now hoped that Hess’s courageous effort to negotiate peace with Great Britain will be
forgotten.
There have been numerous other instances when the graves of German war heroes were
officially desecrated or destroyed. In the summer of 2003, Maj. Walter Nowotny’s
remains were removed from the grave of honor at the Vienna Central Cemetery where
they had been placed soon after the 24-year-old pilot crashed in November 1944. An
article in the July 13, 2003, edition of the British Sunday Telegraph noted that the
Luftwaffe hero’s remains had been removed from a plot of honor to a pauper’s
grave.[30]
The Allied charge of bellicosity of the German people that justifies such desecration
does not accord with the facts. Pitirim Sorokin in his book Social and Cultural
Dynamics shows that from the 12th century to 1925 the percentage of years in which
leading European powers have been at war is as follows: Spain, 67%; Poland and

Lithuania, 58%; Greece, 57%; England, 56%; France, 50%; Russia, 46%; Holland, 44%;
Austria, 40%; Italy, 36%; and Germany, 28%. Sorokin concludes that Germany has had
the smallest percentage of years at war of leading European countries.[31]

Germany Still Militarily Occupied
U.S. President Harry Truman joined Gens. Dwight Eisenhower and Omar Bradley on
July 20, 1945, to watch the American flag officially being raised over the U.S. Sector of
Berlin. Speaking without notes, Truman told the American soldiers: “We are not fighting
for conquest. There is not one piece of territory or one thing of a monetary nature that
we want out of this war.”[32]
It is possible that President Truman believed these words when he spoke them. However,
billions of dollars in gold, silver, currency, priceless paintings and art works were stolen
from Germany and shipped to the United States. More importantly, German patents and
trademarks, completed drawings of German technological advances, and tons of secret
documents were stolen by the Allies. Hundreds of German scientists were compelled to
immigrate to the United States. As one U.S. government agency admitted, “Operation
Paper-Clip” was the first time in history wherein conquerors attempted to bleed dry the
inventive power of an entire nation.[33]
The United States did provide financial assistance to Germany via the Marshall Plan.
However, the Marshall Plan assistance was mostly a loan, and this loan was paid back in
full with interest in the succeeding years. By one estimate the United States confiscated
10 times more German national wealth than the entire amount of Marshall Plan
assistance.[34] Another writer estimates that the Americans took from Germany at least
20 times the amount the Germans received under the Marshall Plan.[35]
The Allies also retained control of the German government. Few Americans are aware
that no peace treaty concluding World War II was ever signed between Germany and the
Allies. The German government from the end of World War II until today has always
been a vassal government of the United States. Germany to this day has also always
been militarily occupied by the United States. Tens of thousands of American soldiers
are stationed in Germany not so much because of the strategic necessities of NATO, but
because powerful interests want to make certain that Germany does not “go it alone.”
American troops will stay in Germany for as long they are needed to maintain control of
Germany.[36]
Although Germany claims to be a democracy in which the will of the people counts,
there is no realistic chance that a truly independent party could take power through the
election process in Germany. The present German constitution imposed on Germany in
1949 by the victorious Allies ensures that a genuinely patriotic party having the true
interests of the German people at heart will never come to power. Treaties later imposed
upon Germany by the Allies also require that Germany accept even the most egregious
occupation laws as still binding. The German government could not expel the American
troops even if it wanted to.[37]
The brainwashing and reeducation of the Germans will probably not cease until the last
U.S. soldier and CIA agent leave German soil. They are not stationed in Germany to
safeguard the interests of the people of the United States or of Germany. Instead, they
are there to suppress freedom of expression regarding important topics in Germany. The
ultimate goal is to destroy the great cultural nation of Germany through the falsification
of history and the deliberate estrangement of Germans from their identity in a controlled
pseudo-democratic system.[38]
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Clergy Imprisoned in Dachau during
and after World War II
by John Wear

Dachau was used partially as a detainment facility for Christian
clergy in Europe. There were more than 1,000 clergymen in Dachau
in 1940, which was about 4% of the inmates in Dachau that year.
After 1940 all priests imprisoned by Germany were relocated to
Dachau, with a total of 2,762 clergymen imprisoned in Dachau by the
end of the war. Catholics made up 2,579 of this total, while the rest
were mostly Protestant ministers.[1]
The largest national contingent was from Poland (1,780, or 64%),
with the Germans (447, or 16%) and other nationalities following far
behind. The clergymen were housed in Barracks Nos. 26, 28 and 30
in the northwest corner of the camp. They were initially allowed to
convert one room of Barracks 26 into a chapel, but after 1941 the
Polish priests in Barracks 28 were barred from using this chapel.[2]

Medical Experimentation
Dachau was used as a center for medical experimentation on humans
involving malaria, high altitudes, freezing, phlegmon and other
experiments. This has been corroborated by hundreds of documents
and by witnesses in the Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg, which opened
on December 9, 1946, and ended on July 19, 1947.[3]
The malaria experimentation at Dachau was performed by Dr. Klaus
Karl Schilling, who was an internationally famous parasitologist. Dr.
Schilling was ordered by Heinrich Himmler in 1936 to conduct
medical research at Dachau for the purpose of speciﬁcally
immunizing individuals against malaria. The medical supervisor at
Dachau would select the people to be inoculated and then send this
list of people to Berlin to be approved by a higher authority. Those
who were chosen were then turned over to Dr. Schilling to conduct
the medical experimentation.[4]
A total of 176 Polish priests, four Czech and ﬁve German clergymen
were subjected to malaria experimentation at Dachau. Two priests
died as a result of these malaria experiments: Father Josef Horky
from Czechoslovakia, and Father Francis Dachtera from Poland. It is
also possible that other clergymen died from indirect pathologies
such as tuberculosis or renal failure induced by these malaria
experiments.[5]

Phlegmons were induced in inmates at Dachau by intravenous and
intramuscular injection of pus. Various natural, allopathic and
biochemical remedies were then used to attempt to cure the resulting
infections. The phlegmon experiments were conducted by National
Socialist Germany to ﬁnd an antibiotic similar to penicillin for the
infection.[6] A total of 40 clergymen in Dachau were subject to
phlegmon experiments. Eleven out of this group died, and many of
the survivors suﬀered adverse health eﬀects from these
experiments.[7]
Another Catholic priest who had survived malaria experimentation,
Father Leo Michalowski, was selected to undergo tests of his
resistance to immersion in ice water. Although Michalowski survived
this experiment, it left him with a weak heart for the rest of his
life.[8]

Typhus
The ﬁrst typhus epidemic at Dachau began in December 1942.
Quarantine measures were taken to prevent its spread. The end of
this typhus epidemic was declared on March 14, 1943, with the
disease killing between 100 and 250 inmates in the camp.[9]
The second typhus epidemic struck Dachau in December 1944 and
was much more widespread. This outbreak of endemic typhus caused
the 15 blocks in the eastern part of the camp to be isolated from the
rest of the camp. Many of the priests in Dachau volunteered to
alleviate the suﬀerings of these sick Dachau inmates. These volunteer
priests were all contaminated by typhus, and most of them died as a
result.[10]
Typhus was the primary reason for the huge piles of dead bodies at
Dachau when U.S. troops entered the camp. Dr. Charles P. Larson, an
American forensic pathologist, was at Dachau and conducted
hundreds of autopsies at Dachau and some of its sub-camps. Dr.
Larson stated in regard to these autopsies: “Many of them died from
typhus. Dachau’s crematoriums couldn’t keep up with the burning of
the bodies. They did not have enough oil to keep the incinerators
going. I found that a number of the victims had also died from
tuberculosis. All of them were malnourished. The medical facilities
were most inadequate. There was no sanitation…”[11]
Dr. John E. Gordon, M.D., Ph.D., a professor of preventive medicine
and epidemiology at the Harvard University School of Public Health,
was with U.S. forces at the end of World War II. Dr. Gordon
determined that disease, and especially typhus, was the Number One
cause of death in the German camps. Dr. Gordon explained the
causes for the outbreaks of disease and typhus:
Germany in the spring months of April and May [1945] was
an astounding sight, a mixture of humanity traveling this
way and that, homeless, often hungry and carrying typhus
with them…

Germany was in chaos. The destruction of whole cities and
the path left by advancing armies produced a disruption of
living conditions contributing to the spread of disease.
Sanitation was low grade, public utilities were seriously
disrupted, food supply and food distribution was poor,
housing was inadequate and order and discipline were
everywhere lacking. Still more important, a shifting of
population was occurring such as few times have
experienced.[12]

Famine
The food rations received by inmates in German concentration camps
decreased in May 1942 due to shortages caused by the devastated
German war economy. These shortages became a famine, which
reached its nadir in midsummer 1942. The weights of the clergymen
in Dachau dropped substantially due to the inadequate food
supply.[13] The death rate in Dachau rose substantially, and the
clergy did not escape this general misery.[14]
Conditions began to improve in Dachau when Martin Weiss became
camp commandant in August 1942. Paul Berben wrote:
From November [1942] food parcels could be sent to clergy
and the food situation improved noticeably. Germans and
Poles particularly received them in considerable quantities
from their families, their parishioners and members of
religious communities. In Block 26 100 [parcels] sometimes
arrived on the same day. This all bore witness to the
continuing feeling of Christian fellowship which survived all
persecution…
This period of relative plenty lasted till the end of 1944
when the disruption of communications stopped the
dispatch of parcels. Nevertheless, the German clergy
continued to receive food through the Dean of Dachau,
Herr Pfanzelt, to whom the correspondents sent food
tickets…[15]
As the Allies closed in on the center of Germany toward the end of
the war, large numbers of prisoners were evacuated from camps near
the front and moved to the interior. Dachau, being centrally located,
was a key destination for these transfers. So while food became more
diﬀicult to obtain, the need for food increased with the transfer of
prisoners to Dachau from other camps. This resulted in major food
shortages at Dachau and a major increase in deaths in the camp near
the end of the war.[16]

Polish Priest Deaths
The book The Priest Barracks: Dachau, 1938-1945 by Guillaume
Zeller states that National Socialist Germany was intent on killing the

Polish elite.[17] Zeller claims that 868 out of 1,780 Polish priests died
during their internment in Dachau. This death rate of over 48% of the
Polish priests in Dachau is supported by a book written by Johann
Neuhäusler, who was interned in Dachau from July 1941 to April
1945.[18]
Neuhäusler’s book contains a table indicating that 868 out of 1,780
Polish priests and 166 out of 940 non-Polish clergymen died in
Dachau. However, Neuhäusler did not reference where he obtained
the ﬁgures in his table. Moreover, as a “special prisoner” separated
from the general camp, Neuhäusler wrote that he could not learn all
that happened in Dachau. Neuhäusler’s statistics did not originate
from his personal experience in Dachau.[19]
Jewish historian Harold Marcuse writes about the survival rate of
priests in Dachau:
The 2,579 Catholic clergymen imprisoned in the Dachau
concentration camp had been a special group among the
camp inmates. We recall that in 1940 all of the Christian
clergymen being held in “protective custody” in the Reich—
about 1,000 at that time—were consolidated in Dachau…
About 450 of the ﬁnal number were German or Austrian
(the Poles with 1,780 were the largest national group), and
they had a relatively high survival rate.[20]
In his book Dachau, 1933-1945: The Oﬀicial History, Paul Berben
used Neuhäusler’s table indicating that 868 out of 1,780 Polish
priests in Dachau died.[21] Berben wrote that some 500 Polish clergy,
most of them elderly, arrived in Dachau by train in deplorable
condition on October 29, 1941. Berben said these clergymen were
not issued adequate winter clothes, and that only 82 survived their
internment in Dachau.[22] Zeller writes that more than 300 of these
mostly elderly disabled Polish clergymen were sent to the carbonmonoxide gas chamber at Hartheim Castle in Austria.[23]
Berben also wrote that 304 members of the Polish clergy were
exterminated in various ways, including “liquidated inside the camp,
in the showers or in the Bunker.”[24] Berben did not explain how
Polish priests could have been exterminated in the showers at
Dachau. Historians and former Dachau inmates generally agree that
there were no functioning gas chambers inside Dachau.[25] Berben
in his own book even stated that “the Dachau gas-chamber was never
operated.”[26]

Dachau Clergy Mistreated after
Liberation
The Americans who took over Dachau were intent on exploiting
Dachau for propaganda purposes. Photographers repeatedly visited
Dachau to take pictures and ﬁlm newsreel footage of the dead. Some
clergymen petitioned American authorities to improve their lot. For

example, Father Michel Riquet protested in a letter to Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower, commander-in-chief of the Allied forces:
You will understand our impatience and even our
astonishment at the fact that, more than 10 days after
greeting our liberators, the 34,000 detainees of Dachau are
still prisoners of the same barbed-wire fences, guarded by
sentinels whose orders are still to ﬁre on anyone who
attempts to escape—which for every prisoner is a natural
right, especially when he is told that he is free and
victorious. In the barracks that are visited every day by the
international press, some men continue to stagnate,
stacked in these triple-decker beds that dysentery turns
into a ﬁlthy cesspool, while the lanes between the blocks
continue to be lined with cadavers—135 per day—just like
in the darker times of the tyranny that you conquered.[27]
The German clergymen who left Dachau also discovered that
Germans were facing severe deprivations and starvation after the
war. German Protestant Church president and former Dachau
prisoner Martin Niemöller said to an American audience when he
toured the United States from December 1946 to April 1947:
The oﬀices of our [American] military government are very
nicely and cozily heated and our military government
people live a good life as far as nourishment and everything
else, even housing, is concerned. But they don’t know how
people really think and react who are hungry, who are on
the way to starving.
Niemöller claimed that Germans were receiving no better than “the
lowest ration ever heard of in a Nazi concentration camp.”[28]
Although Niemöller raised more money than expected from his
American tour, he was disappointed in its outcome because he was
not able to improve U.S. occupation policies in Germany. After months
in America, Niemöller’s return to war-ravaged Germany came as a
shock. Niemöller wrote to Pastor Ewart Turner:
The winter is over, but you feel it everywhere—in the cold
which is still harboring in the rooms, especially in this old
castle with its thick stone walls. The water pipes are
broken. No running water in kitchen or toilet. Sitting at my
desk I shiver from cold even now, and the only place where
I feel some relief is once again in the bed. The food
situation is more than diﬀicult, and I scarcely dare to take a
slice of bread, thinking that Hertha, Tini, and Hermann [his
children] are far more in need of having it than I, and I
can’t help feeling guilty for being so well fed [in the United
States]. The whole aspect of life is grim and dark; you see
the traces of progressive starvation in every face you come
to see.[29]
The physical and emotional toll of hunger, cold and disillusionment

made life in Germany intolerable for Niemöller. Niemöller’s wife Else
bemoaned when they got back to Germany from America, “It was so
much easier there than here.” Niemöller told Pastor Turner that if
things didn’t improve, “I should prefer to be back in my cell number
31 at Dachau.” Niemöller blamed “the followers of the Morgenthau
Plan” who had moved their “headquarters from Washington to the
American Zone.”[30]
In another letter to Turner in the fall of 1947, Niemöller wrote:
The [coming] winter will be a very severe test for all of us.
The rations in fat and meat have been cut again to 25
grams of butter and 100 grams of meat a week! And no
potatoes. The normal consumer probably will die this
winter, and that Jew [in the occupation forces] will have
been right who answered my question, what would become
of the too many people in the Western Zones, by saying:
“Don’t worry, we shall look after that and the problem will
be solved in quite a natural way!”
Niemöller understood the Jewish oﬀicial’s phrase “a natural way” to
mean death by starvation.[31]
Almost 150 German and Austrian priests were released from Dachau
between March 27 and April 11, 1945. Among the liberated priests
were several well-known individuals, including the chaplain Georg
Schelling; Father Otto Pies, Pallotine Father Josef Kentenich, founder
of the Schoenstatt Movement; and Father Corbinian Hofmeister,
Abbot of the Benedictine Abbey in Metten, who was detained in the
bunker of honor. These priests did not have to wait for the Americans
to take over the camp.[32]

Positive Aspects of Dachau Internment
Many clergymen in Dachau came to view their imprisonment in
Dachau as a positive experience. Father Leo de Coninck summarized
his stay in Dachau: “Three years of experiences that I would not have
missed for anything in the world.” While Father de Coninck’s
statement may be surprising, his statement recurs in the testimonies
of many clergymen imprisoned in Dachau.[33]
Martin Niemöller, for example, had some favorable memories of
Dachau. On his speaking tour in America, Niemöller recalled sharing
quarters with three Catholic priests in Dachau and praying together
“according to the Roman customs every morning, every noontime,
and every night.” Niemöller said: “We became brethren in Christ not
only by praying together but by common listening to the Word of
God.” Without fail, Niemöller told and retold the story of his
international and multi-denominational congregation on Christmas
Eve 1944 in Dachau.[34]
Catholic Bishop Johannes Neuhäusler also preferred not to think
about his bad experiences in Dachau. Neuhäusler said: “I prefer to

speak about the nice memories associated with the name Dachau,”
such as the ecumenical Bible readings in the camp, and the
Christmas tree the SS set up for prisoners in 1941.[35]
Father Maurus Münch said: “Dachau was, in the designs of
Providence, the cradle of ecumenism lived out completely. Never in
the history of the people of God had there been so many secular and
religious priests of all Christian confessions, [who were] united in a
community of life and suﬀering, as during the great witness of
Dachau.” While Catholic priests made up the vast majority of
clergymen in Dachau, they established friendly and fraternal
relations with Protestant pastors and clergymen of other faiths.[36]
Dachau became a laboratory for ecumenical dialogue. Father Münch
wrote:
In Dachau, we were united fraternally in the breath of the
Holy Spirit, strengthened in Christ to serve Him behind the
watchtowers, the electriﬁed fences and the barbed wire. We
sought unity in our discussions and our dialogues….In
authentic fraternity and common prayer, we laid the
foundations for new relations between the diﬀerent
churches….The priests in Dachau and the Christian laymen
took home with them, to their churches and their families,
the lived experience of unity.[37]
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which destinations expellees would be removed
were conducted among representatives of the
Polish and Czechoslovak governments and the
United States, the Soviet Union, France and Great
Britain. A �nal agreement was approved on
November 20, 1945 by the Allied Control Council
(ACC), the occupying countries’ temporary
governing body for Germany. The so-called ACC
Agreement, a skeletal accord less than two pages
in length, speci�ed the approximate timing of the
expulsions and the number of expellees to be sent
to each zone of occupation. The ACC Agreement
did not create any international machinery for
carrying out the transfers or for supervising their
execution. In truth, the ACC Agreement was an
almost meaningless document.[2]
A serious attempt to come to grips with the
expulsion problem would be expected to include
the appointment of an executive body to conduct
and oversee the operation; a description of the
means to be used; and the assignment of
responsibility
for
making
the
necessary
preparations for assembly, embarkation, reception
and assimilation of the German expellees. The
ACC Agreement contained none of these
provisions. The primary purpose of the ACC
Agreement was to reassure an increasingly
anxious public that the Allies were �nally
addressing the expulsion problem, and to de�ect
further public and media criticism. In this regard,
the ACC Agreement prevented Robert Murphy
from generating an o�cial U.S. protest over the
means by which the Poles in particular had been
clearing the Recovered Territories of their German
population.[3]
The ACC did set up an agency called the
Combined Repatriation Executive (CRX) on
October 1, 1945. The CRX was designed to impose
order on the expulsion process, and it became the
closest thing to an international apparatus to cope
with the enormous transport challenges
the
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expulsions would involve. The CRX ran into
problems when it attempted to determine the start
dates for the organized expulsions and the
minimum welfare standards to be maintained
throughout the operation. The interests of the
expelling and receiving countries diverged in both
respects, with the expelling countries desiring to
both begin the expulsions as soon as possible and
retain as much German expellee property as
possible.
The organized expulsions rapidly degenerated into
a race against time. The expelling governments
sought to rid themselves of as many unwanted
Germans as possible before the receiving
countries called a halt to further transfers. Given
the minimal resources dedicated to the expulsion
operations, the breakneck pace at which they were
conducted,
and
the
expelling
countries’
ambivalence over whether the e�cient removal of
the expellees should in any way hamper their
collective punishment, it could hardly have been
expected that the expulsion process would be
“orderly and humane.”[4]
Numerous journalists, military, and government
leaders continued to report problems with the
expulsion process. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower
telegraphed Washington, D.C. on October 18, 1945,
to warn of the dangers of the German expulsions:

In Silesia, Polish administration and
methods are causing a mass exodus
westward of German inhabitants.
Germans are being ordered out of their
homes and to evacuate New Poland.
Many unable to move are placed in
camps on meager rations and under
poor sanitary conditions. Death and
disease rate in camps extremely high.
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Breslau death rate increased tenfold

and death rate reported to be 75% of
all births. Typhoid, typhus, dysentery,
and diphtheria are spreading.
Total number potentially involved in
westward movement to Russian zone
of Germany from Poland and
Czechoslovakia in range of 10 million…
No coordinated measures yet taken to
direct stream of refugees into speci�c
regions or provide food and shelter.

…[There exists] serious danger of
epidemic of such great proportion as
to menace all Europe, including our
troops, and to probability of mass
starvation [on an] unprecedented
scale.[5]
Eisenhower’s primary concern in sending this
telegraph was probably the danger of epidemics in
such great proportion as to menace all of Europe,
including the Allied troops. Eisenhower had
repeatedly stated that he hated the Germans and
wanted to be extremely hard on them after the
war.[6]
Donald Mackenzie, a New York Daily News
correspondent, reported from Berlin:

In the windswept courtyard of the
Stettiner Bahnhof, a cohort of German
refugees, part of 12,000,000 to
19,000,000 dispossessed in East
Prussia and Silesia, sat in groups
under a driving rain and told the story
of their miserable pilgrimage, during
which more than 25% died by the
roadside and the remainder were so
starved they scarcely had strength to
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walk.
A nurse from Stettin, a young, goodlooking blond, told how her father had
been stabbed to death by Russian
soldiers who, after raping her mother
and sister, tried to break into her own
room. She escaped and hid in a
haystack with four other women for
four days….
On the train to Berlin she was pillaged
once by Russian troops and twice by
Poles…Women who resisted were shot
dead, she said, and on one occasion
she saw a guard take an infant by the
legs and crush its skull against a post
because the child cried while the guard
was raping its mother.
An old peasant from Silesia said…
victims were robbed of everything they
had, even their shoes. Infants were
robbed of their swaddling clothes so
that they froze to death. All the healthy
girls and women, even those 65 years
of age were raped in the train and then
robbed, the peasant said.[7]
Robert Greer, a Canadian lieutenant, wrote of his
visit to Berlin in late 1945:

…In driving about [Berlin] on Sunday
morning, we came to the Stettiner
Bahnhof. It’s a complete wreck of
course, the great arched glassway
broken and twisted. I went down to the
ground level and looked. There were
people. Sitting on bundles of clothes,
crouched by handcarts and little
wagons were people…they were
all
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exhausted and starved and miserable.
You’d see a child sitting on a roll of
blankets, a girl of perhaps four or �ve,
and her eyes would be only half open
and her head would loll occasionally
and her eyes blink slowly as though
she were only half alive. Beside her, her
mother apparently, a woman with her
head on her outstretched arm in the
most terrible picture of despair and
exhaustion and collapse I’ve seen. You
could see in the line of her body all the
misery that was possible for her to
feel…no home, no husband, no food, no
place to go, no one to care, nothing,
nothing, absolutely nothing but a piece
of the �oor of the Stettiner Bahnhof
and a night of weary hunger. In another
place, another woman, sitting with her
head in her hands…my God, how often
have I sat like that with my stomach
sick within me and felt miserable and
helpless and uncaring…yet always I
had someone to help, or a bed to rest
on and a meal to eat and a place to go.
For her there was nothing. Even when
you see it it’s impossible to believe.
What can you do when you have
nothing? Where can you go, what can
you do, when you have no strength left
and hunger is a sickness in your belly?
God it was terrible.[8]
Greer saw no men, only women and children. The
people Greer described had survived the
expulsions in their eastern homelands, where
conditions were often even worse. They were
wasted, half-dead people.[9]
Anne O’Hare McCormick, special correspondent to
the New York Times, reported from Germany on
February 4, 1946: “…it was also agreed at Potsdam
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out ‘in

a humane and orderly manner.’ Actually, as
everyone knows who has seen the awful sights at
the reception centers in Berlin and Munich, the
exodus takes place under nightmarish conditions,
without any international supervision or any
pretense of humane treatment. We share
responsibility for horrors only comparable to Nazi
cruelties….”[10]
On December 8, 1945, Bertrand Russell, writing in
the New Leader, protested the German expulsions
again:

It was agreed at Potsdam that these
expulsions should take place “in a
humane and orderly manner,” but this
provision has been �outed. At a
moment’s notice, women and children
are herded into trains, with only one
suitcase each, and they are usually
robbed on the way of its contents. The
journey to Berlin takes many days,
during which no food is provided.
Many are dead when they reach Berlin;
children who die on the way are thrown
out of the window. A member of the
Friends’ Ambulance Unit describes the
Berlin station at which these trains
arrive as “Belsen over again—carts
taking the dead from the platform, etc.”
A large proportion of those ejected
from their homes are not put into
trains, but are left to make their way
westward on foot. Exact statistics of
the numbers thus expelled are not
available, since only the Russians
could provide them. Ernest Bevin’s
estimate is 9,000,000. According to a
British o�ce now in Berlin, populations
are dying, and Berlin hospitals “make
the sights of the concentration camps
appear normal.”[11]
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In Czechoslovakia and Poland, foreign diplomats
and media representatives were invited to witness
the staged conditions of the initial organized
expulsions. The Czechoslovak government was
most successful in arranging a suitably reassuring
spectacle for the observers. The foreign
dignitaries who were present at the initial
organized expulsion on January 25, 1946 marveled
at the effort Czechoslovak authorities took to
ensure the safe passage of the German expellees.
A week’s ration of food was immediately issued to
each expellee, with an additional three days’
supply of food held in reserve. All passengers were
�rst medically examined by a medical doctor, and
the train included a “Red Cross” compartment
staffed by German nurses. The Czech
commandant
overseeing
the
proceedings
con�rmed that none of the expellees’ possessions
had been con�scated, and those who arrived
lacking adequate clothing were provided with what
they needed by the Czechoslovaks themselves. A
British journalist who witnessed another staged
Czechoslovak transport found the scene “more like
the end of a village garden-party than part of a
great transfer of population.”[12]
The reality of the organized expulsions from
Czechoslovakia was not nearly as favorable as the
staged transports indicated. A very large number
of German expellees were transported while
suffering from infectious diseases contracted in
the camps. The Red Army repeatedly complained
that the trains from Czechoslovakia were
consistently dispatched with insu�cient food
rations for the journey. The trains were often
supplied with unusable, incompatible, or obsolete
wagons, making it impossible to transport
expellees’ baggage. O�cial reports spoke of
systematic pillage of expellees by both military
and civilian personnel, and local authorities
continued unauthorized expulsions under the
guise of “voluntary transfers.” Productive
individuals were also held in Czechoslovakia
in
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violation of the requirement that families not be
separated. The number of able-bodied and skilled
workers included in the expulsions was extremely
low.[13]
Poland was not nearly as successful in convincing
foreign observers that her organized expulsions
were orderly and humane. Expulsions from the
Recovered Territories in Poland to the British Zone
of Germany had been given the designation of
“Operation Swallow.” A correspondent of the
Manchester Guardian, who met a transport from
Poland on March 3, 1946, found that 250 of the
expellees were so seriously ill as to require
immediate hospitalization; two of the expellees
were dead on arrival. The correspondent stated, “In
later transports the �gures have been higher.”
A considerable portion of the expellees from
Poland had eaten no food for up to a week. The
women bore marks of systematic maltreatment
over a long period, with the scars of physical and
sexual abuse much in evidence. A British medical
o�cer who examined the German expellees
determined that “most of the women had been
violated, among them a girl of 10 and another of
16.”[14]
Reports of systematic maltreatment of the
German expellees from Poland began to �ood in
from Allied reception centers. Of 4,100 expellees
on three Swallow trains, 524 were admitted
directly to the hospital. The camp commandant
reported that most of the women in these
transports were multiple rape victims, as were
some of the children.
A British army colonel who met a Polish expellee
train in April 1946 reported that nearly all the
passengers had been “severely ill-treated,”
exhibiting “deep scars in the skull bone, �ngers
crippled by ill-treatment, fractures of theribs
which
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were more or less healed, and partly large [sic]
bloodshot spots on their backs and their legs. The
latter was also seen with women.” The British also
reported that the Polish authorities consistently
failed to provide rations for the expellees during
their journey or for the day of their arrival in
Germany, as their agreement with CRX obligated
them to do.[15]
After only two months of the Polish organized
expulsions, the operation had become so chaotic
that o�cials in the reception areas had begun to
press for its immediate suspension. O�cials in
London noted the deplorable condition in which
the expellees were arriving was an observable fact
with which British authorities in the reception
areas were struggling to cope. However, British
representatives on CRX did not seek to restrict the
intake of expellees to a level that could be
accommodated, since such a policy would have
prolonged the transfer operation into the inde�nite
future. Instead, CRX o�cials agreed to a Polish
request at the end of April 1946 to increase the
daily rate of transfers from 5,000 to 8,000. This
decision eliminated the prospect of imposing a
degree of control over the conditions under which
the expulsions took place. The result was a
perpetual crisis atmosphere, with increased
suffering and higher mortality among the German
expellees from the Recovered Territories.[16]
The problem of overcrowding of the camps, the
trains, and the reception areas was prevalent
throughout
Operation
Swallow’s
year-long
existence. The expulsions from Poland hardly ever
followed an orderly pattern. Soviet and Polish
employers were often reluctant to part with their
cheap or free German labor, and would often hide
their German workers so that they would not be
expelled according to plan. A more-common
problem was Germans who showed up at
assembly camps ahead of schedule. Sometimes
these Germans were forced to the camps
bya problem
local
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Polish authorities or militia units who took matters
into their own hands and cleared their districts of
Germans. Other Germans, lacking ration cards or
means of support, showed up at assembly camps
as their only alternative to starvation. Just as
often, though, Germans who had already resigned
themselves to leaving Poland decided that the
sooner they arrived in postwar Germany the
better.[17]
The assembly camps themselves were no safe
haven for the German expellees. The British
ambassador who visited an assembly camp at
Szczecin in October 1946 stated, “Since I have
been promoted to Ambassador I have smelt many
nasty smells, but nothing to equal the immense
and over-powering stench of this camp.” The
ambassador advised the camp commandant that
this assembly camp at Szczecin should be closed
down, fumigated, and repaired.[18]
The assembly camps became centers of hunger
and disease, and the resulting mortality was on a
signi�cant scale. During the month of January
1947 alone, 52 inmates at the Gumieńce Camp in
Szczecin died “mainly through undernourishment
but [in] one or two cases…also through frost-bite.”
Ninety-�ve inmates died of disease in one month
at the Dantesque facility at Świdwin, which lacked
water, heat, bedding, intact roofs and medical
supplies. Nearly 3,500 cases of illness were
reported in this camp during the same month.[19]

Expulsions of Germans from
Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia
Since Hungary was an ex-enemy state, the ACC
issued directives concerning expulsions rather
than engaging in discussions with the interim
Budapest government. The �rst expulsion of
Germans from Hungary, the so-called Swabians,
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was ordered to be made on December 15, 1945 to
the American Zone. Contrary to the government’s
plans, the �rst group of deportees from Hungary
had in some cases been given no more than 10
minutes’ notice of their removal. The system of
medical screening prior to departure broke down
and was abandoned, and the train took nearly
three days to cover the 160 miles between
Budapest and its initial stop in Vienna. Since no
food had been provided for the journey, the
passengers were seriously affected by hunger.
Taking all the various breaches into account,
inspectors who met the train in the U.S. Zone
concluded that the transport had taken place
under inhumane conditions.[20]
The expulsion operations from Hungary continued
in a disorganized and inhumane manner. The
promised transit camps were never built; instead,
villages were designated as assembly areas from
which expellees could be sent. Trains were
routinely dispatched without food for the
passengers, and no notice of any kind was
provided before the appearance of many
transports in the U.S. Zone. Only 15 trains, many of
which were in deplorable condition, were available
for the operation. Gen. Clay said that “a majority of
Swabians arriving in the U.S. Zone are for all
intents and purposes destitute and penniless.” In a
March 1990 resolution, the Hungarian Parliament
admitted that the expulsion of the Swabians from
Hungary was an “unjust action.”[21]
For the two smallest expelling countries, Romania
and Yugoslavia, all removals of Germans were by
de�nition “wild expulsions” since the Allies never
invited these nations to expel their ethnic Germans
into occupied Germany or Austria. Uniquely, the
Romanian government never formally demanded
expulsion nor issued an expulsion decree against
its German minority. In fact, the Romanian
government in January 1945 formally protested
the �rst move by the Soviet military authorities
to
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expel Romania’s ethnic Germans.
However, the Soviet military required the Romanian
government to round up all ethnic German males
between the ages of 18 and 45, and females
between 18 and 30, for transportation to the Soviet
Union as slave laborers. In the predawn hours of
January 11, 1945, combined Soviet and Romanian
patrols began roundups requiring deportees to be
ready within 15 minutes with su�cient food and
clothing for 10 days. Up to 75,000 Germans were
removed from Romania by these means. Other
Germans were taken into internment camps to
facilitate the redistribution of their property.[22]
After the Soviets took control of the Romanian
government in March 1945, a pair of decrees
forfeited ethnic Germans’ real property to the state
and stripped most ethnic Germans of their
Romanian citizenship. The new Romanian
government denied the Red Cross the right to
extend charitable assistance to the Germans “on
the ground that these people had lost Romanian
nationality.” Romania’s Germans were o�cially
classi�ed as illegal immigrants, and ethnic
Romanians began taking over the Germans’ former
homes.
The ICRC reported that returning German
deportees “generally camp out in the open air or in
cellars and sometimes they have nothing to eat
but what they can grow in the �elds.” The ICRC
also reported that the Germans who had escaped
deportation “have literally been put out into the
street….Usually, their houses were given to Gypsies
who, often, employ the former owners as domestic
servants.” Deprived of the means of existence, the
Germans were in the position of having been
constructively expelled from Romania. By August
1945, substantial numbers of Germans from
Romania had made their way to Germany and
Austria, most having arrived in a very poor state of
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health.[23]
Romania was the �rst expelling country to intern
her German minority. By June 1946, so many
Germans had been expelled that Romania reported
to the Red Cross that all of Romania’s internment
camps had been closed. The expulsion of the
Germans had an adverse effect on Romania’s
agricultural production. An Allied o�cer who
toured the Romanian countryside where the
Germans had been deported found “large areas of
valuable agricultural land…just lying idle.
Glasshouses producing tomatoes, lettuces and
other crops were likewise in a state of
abandonment and in some cases would need
quite a fair amount of capital to renew and repair
the damages caused by the winter frosts.”
A Reuters journalist who interviewed the native
Romanians of the region in 1946 reported: “[A]ll
said that they sympathized with the Saxons
[Germans] and were sorry that they had their land
property con�scated under agrarian reform, since
this land had been given to gypsies to purchase
support for the Government, and the gypsies were
very lazy and left the land uncultivated.”[24]
The Germans in Yugoslavia were subject to
exceptionally brutal treatment and expulsions.
They were dispossessed of all their property by
law. The internment camps erected for Germans
by the Tito government in Yugoslavia were
decidedly not mere assembly points for group
expulsion; rather, they were consciously and
o�cially recognized as extermination centers for
many thousands of ethnic Germans. There was
little or no food or medical care in the internment
camps, and internees were left to starve to death
or perish from rampant disease. The primary
purpose of these internment camps appears to
have been to in�ict misery and death on as many
ethnic Germans as possible.[25]
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The Tito regime in November 1944 issued an edict
that provided for the internment of all Yugoslav
Germans except those who had played an active
part in the struggle against Nazi occupation. The
internment camps in Yugoslavia for Germans are
widely considered to be the worst of all the
expelling nations. The British Embassy in Belgrade,
which secured the release of a Canadian woman
with dual nationality in the summer of 1946,
reported that her food ration at the Riđica Labor
Camp “consisted of watery soup, and 200
grammes of maize bread, of so rock-like a
consistency that it had to be soaked in water to be
edible….At the end of January, [she] was
transferred to the internment camp at Kruševlje,
where work was not compulsory and where
consequently the food consisted of two wooden
spoonfuls of maize porridge a day and nothing
else. In this camp there was a mortality rate,
especially among children, as high as 200 a day.”
The embassy noted that this account was
consistent with other reports it had received from
various sources concerning the Yugoslav
internment camps for Germans.[26]
In a dispatch that was circulated to Attlee’s
cabinet, the British Embassy in Belgrade reported
in 1946 that “conditions in which Germans in
Yugoslavia exist seem well down to Dachau
standards.” The embassy staff added that there
was little to be lost by placing these facts before
the public “as it will hardly be possible for the
position of those that are left in camps to
deteriorate thereby.” The British Embassy further
stated that the “indiscriminate annihilation and
starvation” of the Yugoslav Volksdeutsche “must
surely be considered an offence to humanity” and
warned that “if they have to undergo another
winter here, very few will be left.”[27]
Yugoslavia had to dissolve several camps—notably
Bački Jarak, Sekić, and Filipovo—because their
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them no

longer viable. The Yugoslav government took initial
steps to wind down its internment operations early
in 1947. In the process, the Yugoslav government
began forcing its remaining German inmates to
pay the Yugoslav government money to obtain
their release from the camps.
According to British intelligence o�cers, some
German inmates bought their way out of Yugoslav
camps by using the services of human-tra�cking
networks which would pay off the camp
authorities. Other German inmates paid the higher
price of 1,000 dinars per person to the camp staff,
who would conduct groups of about 60 inmates at
night to the border. In the summer of 1947, these
operations caused the number of Yugoslav
Germans illegally crossing into Austria via Hungary
to more than double. Rudolfsgnad, the last
remaining camp for ethnic Germans in Yugoslavia,
closed in March 1948, although many former
inmates still had to perform slave labor in state
“enterprises” or farms.[28]
The expulsion of Yugoslavia’s ethnic Germans had
a long-term adverse effect on Yugoslavia’s
economy. Tito’s vice premier, Edvard Kardelj, later
observed to Milovan Djilas that in expelling its
ethnic Germans, Yugoslavia had deprived itself of
“our most-productive inhabitants.”[29]

Fate of German Children
German children in Eastern Europe suffered major
hardships and deprivations prior to and during the
expulsion process. From August 1945, the Czech
government allocated to German children under
the age of six only half the allowance of milk, and
less than half the allowance of barley allocated to
their Czech counterparts. German children
received no meat, eggs, jam, or fruit syrup at all,
these being allocated entirely to children of the
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Czech majority.
One example of the prevailing mood in
Czechoslovakia toward German children was
expressed by the Prague newspaper Mladá Fronta,
which ran a ferocious campaign against British
proposals to provide a temporary haven for
thousands of starving German children during the
winter of 1945-1946. When an announcement was
made that the scheme would not go ahead, the
newspaper’s headline read: “British Will Not Feed
Little Hitlerites: Our Initiative Crowned with
Success.”[30]
In the Recovered Territories, food-ration cards
were progressively withdrawn from the entire
German population. Like their parents, German
children found that they were entitled to no rations
at all. The head of the Szczecin-Stołczyn
Commissariat thus proudly reported that since the
end of November 1945, even German children
under the age of two had their milk allocation
withdrawn from them.
Polish laws designed to protect German children
were typically never enforced. For example, a
directive issued in April 1945 by the Polish Ministry
of Public Security specifying that nobody under the
age of 13 was to be detained was never followed.
More than two years later, the Polish Ministry of
Labor and Social Welfare was complaining that the
regulations against imprisoning children in camps
continued to be “completely ignored.” German
children were illegally detained in Polish
internment camps as late as August 1949.[31]
German children experienced the worst conditions
in the detention centers. Přemsyl Pitter, a social
worker from Prague, quickly found as he visited
the Czechoslovak detention centers that the
overwhelming majority of those who needed his
aid were ethnic Germans. At a  makeshift
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internment camp in Prague, Pitter discovered at
the end of July 1945 “a hell of which passers-by
hadn’t the faintest notion.” More than a thousand
Germans, the great majority women and children,
were “crowded together in an indescribable tangle.
As we brought emaciated and apathetic children
out and laid them on the grass, I believed that few
would survive. Our physician, Dr. E. Vogl, himself a
Jew who had gone through the hell of Auschwitz
and Mauthausen, almost wept when he saw these
little bodies. ‘And here we Czechs have done this in
two and a half months!’ he exclaimed.” Red Cross
o�cials found that the conditions at other Prague
camps were no better.[32]
The youngest German children were mostvulnerable to the conditions in the detention
centers. Their undeveloped immune systems and
lack of physical reserves left them particularly
vulnerable to starvation and its attendant
diseases. A credible account by a female detainee
at Potulice in Poland recorded that of 110 children
born in the camp between the beginning of 1945
and her eventual expulsion in December 1946, only
11 children were still alive by the later date. A high
rate of infant mortality in the camps was also
caused by numerous cases in which German
children were denied medical care because of their
ethnicity.
Investigations by the ICRC found high rates of
infant mortality attributable to malnutrition to be
widespread in Czechoslovakia. When the ICRC
visited a detention center in Bratislava at the end
of 1945, it found that every one of the emaciated
infants and children was “suffering from hideous
skin eruptions” and that conditions were “in
general so desperate that it is di�cult to �nd
words” with which to comfort the detainees. A
journalist from Obzory, who visited one of the
Prague detention centers in the autumn of 1945,
acknowledged that “mortality has increased to a
horrifying degree” among the children.
The
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journalist attributed the high mortality among the
infants to the complete absence of infant formula
and the fact that the majority of nursing mothers
were too emaciated to breastfeed their
newborns.[33]
Authorities generally did little to shield children
from the harsher aspects of camp life. Germans in
Czechoslovakia typically became forced laborers
on their 14th birthday, with some districts requiring
labor services of those aged 10 or above. At
Mirošov in Czechoslovakia, the de�nition of “adult”
for forced labor consisted of all inmates above six
years of age. Children of 10 years of age and
above were also routinely used as forced laborers
in Yugoslavia. In September 1945, the ICRC
complained that in the Czechoslovak camps the
young male guards treated detainees with “the
utmost cruelty,” with widespread beatings of
children as well as adults. Many children were also
subject to psychological abuse, and some children
were compelled—as at Kruševlje in Yugoslavia—to
witness their parents’ torture or execution at the
hands of camp guards.[34]
The Western Allies did not intervene to help ethnic
German children in Eastern Europe since they
regarded all Germans as perpetrators of World War
II. The policies of the Western Allies and the
expelling nations were a violation of their
subscription in 1926 to the International
Declaration of the Rights of the Child, which
stipulated that children were to “be the �rst to
receive relief in times of distress” without taking
into account “considerations of race, nationality or
creed.”
German children were also denied aid from
international relief agencies like UNRRA and the
International Refugee Organization (IRO) as a
matter of policy. Even the UN International
Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF) maintained a
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discriminatory stance against German children,
assigning priority to the children of “victims of
aggression” in the provision of aid. The plight of
children in the expelling countries was additionally
worsened by the expropriation of German religious
and charitable organizations, which caused
German children in orphanages and facilities for
handicapped children to lose their homes. In the
long run, the only hope for most German children
in the expelling countries was their expeditious
removal to Germany.[35]

The Resettlement of Expelled
Germans
The surviving expelled Germans continued to face
unimaginable hardships and suffering in Germany.
The devastation of Germany by total warfare had
demolished its life-sustaining resources. Industrial
production in the American Zone after the war had
gradually risen until it reached a high of about 12%
of the old normal. However, with a cut in food
rations, the industrial production index had begun
to decline again. On May 4, 1946, Brig. Gen.
William H. Draper, Jr., the Allied Military
Government director of economics, reported that
industrial output in the American Zone was “far
below that necessary to maintain the minimum
standard of living.”[36]
By August 1945, the daily death rate in Berlin had
risen from a prewar amount of 150 to 4,000, even
though Berlin’s population in August 1945 was
signi�cantly smaller than before the war. In the
U.S. sector of Berlin, the infant-mortality rate for
infants born in the summer of 1945 was 95%.
Germany also faced an acute shortage of housing
after the war. Even where houses existed, the
inadequacy of water or drainage facilities in them
was giving rise to the grave danger of epidemics.
Because of the high proportion of sick, abused, or
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in�rm expellees, the hospitals and asylums
in

Germany were full to over�owing. This was the
environment into which the Allies proposed to
transfer another 7 to 8 million people.[37]
By September 1945, 45 makeshift reception
camps had been set up in Berlin, employing
barracks, schools, and any other building not
already being used for other purposes. The
number of expellees seeking admission to these
camps greatly exceeded the spaces available.
Thousands of expellees never left the station at
which they had arrived, while thousands more set
up improvised tent villages in city parks or woods
on the outskirts of Berlin. Many expellees died of
hypothermia as the weather turned colder, and the
sight of corpses of people who had spent their last
night outdoors became a common spectacle
during the �rst peacetime winter in Germany. By
the end of 1945, 625 camps of various kinds with
a total population of more than 480,000 had been
established in eastern Germany. The number of
camps in the Western zones of Germany ran into
the thousands.[38]
Conditions in most of the expellee camps were
extremely grim. The records of the occupying
authorities and humanitarian bodies are replete
with descriptions of overcrowded, unheated,
disease-ridden, and even roo�ess facilities in
which expellees languished for months or years.
Unemployment was also a problem for the
expellees. When German expellees could �nd work
at all, it tended to be poorly paid if not positively
exploitative.
As 1946 began drawing to a close, Germany
continued to feel the strain of the so-called
organized expulsions. Col. Ralph Thicknesse, a
senior o�cer administering Operation Swallow,
warned: “At present, we tend to regard occupied
Germany as a waste-paper basket with a limitless
capacity for the unwanted waste of the world. We
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are not convinced that this attitude is correct,
either economically or politically.”[39]
The Western democracies generally disavowed
any responsibility for the suffering that resulted
from the German expulsions, which they claimed
was entirely the concern of the expelling states or
of the Germans themselves. Some o�cers
attached to the Allied Military Government in
Germany even stated that mass deaths among
expellees were a matter of no great signi�cance
compared to the overriding objective of not
offending the Soviet Union. For example, Goronwy
Rees stated on November 2, 1945:

It is inevitable that millions of Germans
must die in the coming winter. It is
inevitable that millions of the nomads
who wander aimlessly in all directions
across Germany should �nd no resting
place but the grave….These facts could
only be altered, if at all, by a universal
effort of philanthropy which would
reverse the result of the war….

While not in the majority, views like these were far
from unusual.
Although most of the German expellees were
Catholic, the Vatican conspicuously refrained from
protesting their mass expulsion. While individual
priests and bishops in the United States and
central Europe vigorously condemned mass
expulsions as inconsistent with the laws of God,
the pope never publicly did so. Nor did the
governing body of any other Christian
denomination protest the mass deportations of
ethnic Germans. The Christian churches were only
prepared to give small-scale assistance to the
expellees out of existing funds. To mount a larger
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have required at least a public announcement on
their behalf, and this was something none of the
Christian churches was prepared to do.[41]
Those
individuals
and
nongovernmental
organizations that sought to mitigate the ill effects
of the German expulsions could make little
headway. The Allies insisted that the German
expellees be excluded from any form of
international protection or assistance. As a result,
humanitarian organizations like the Red Cross
were frequently prevented from extending even
minimal assistance to the German expellees.
In addition to denying food, clothing and shelter to
the German expellees, Allied policy prevented any
organization from representing the expellees to
the expelling states or the Allied governments in
Germany. Nor was there any agency or
organization to which German expellees subject to
inhumane treatment could appeal. Because of this
Allied policy, advocates for the expellees could do
little more than attempt to raise public awareness.
While advocates for the expellees enjoyed limited
success in this regard, it was never enough to
make a difference in the way in which the
expulsions were conducted. None of the expelling
or receiving governments was ever compelled by
the pressure of public opinion to abandon or
modify a policy on which they had previously
decided.[42]
Freda Utley described the treatment of the German
expellees in Germany:

Many of the old, the young, and the
sick died of hunger or cold or exposure
on the long march into what remained
of Germany, or perished of hunger and
thirst and disease in the crowded
cattle cars in which some of the
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survived the journey were thrust upon
the slender resources of starving
occupied Germany. No one of German
race was allowed any help by the
United Nations. The displaced-persons
camps were closed to them and �rst
the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA)
and then the International Refugee
Organization (IRO) was forbidden to
succor them. The new untouchables
were thrown into Germany to die, or
survive as paupers in the miserable
accommodations which the bombedout cities of Germany could provide for
those even more wretched than their
original inhabitants.
The estimate of the number of German
expellees, or Flüchtlinge as the
Germans call them, in Rump Germany
is now 8 or 9 million. The International
Refugee Organization (IRO) takes no
account of them, and was expressly
forbidden by act of Congress to give
them any aid. It is obviously
impossible for densely overcrowded
West Germany to provide for them. A
few have been absorbed into industry
or are working on German farms, but
for the most part they are living in
subhuman conditions without hope of
acquiring homes or jobs.[43]
American aid in the form of the Marshall Plan
eventually helped to improve conditions in
Germany. The famous “economic miracle”
achieved two important goals: rapid economic
recovery and the integration of millions of
expellees into the German economy. The expellees
had many years of pain behind them; now they
could rebuild their lives and have a chance to
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begin anew. Unfortunately, even in 1949
many of

the German expellees still had to live in group
housing.[44]
Freda Utley wrote of the discrimination expellees
faced in obtaining adequate housing:

Although the number of displaced
persons in Germany is continually
diminishing and many of the camps
are half empty, the Germans are not
allowed either to regain possession of
the many houses, barracks, and other
buildings occupied by the DP’s, or to
place their own refugees in them.
Exact information is not available
since the German authorities are not
allowed to enter the DP camps but,
according to the estimate of the
Bavarian Minister for Refugees,
between 24,000 and 28,000 beds are
now
unoccupied.
While
this
accommodation is wasted the German
refugees are crowded into unsanitary
huts and other accommodation
unprovided with the most elementary
comforts
and
decencies,
and
frequently have to sleep on the �oor….
Four hundred people at Dachau shared
one washroom and one outdoor latrine
and there was no hot water. No one
had any linen or sheets, and some had
neither shoes nor overcoats.[45]
One positive result of the expulsions is that within
an incredibly few years, the German expellees had
become effectively integrated into the larger
society in both West and East Germany. Instead of
becoming terrorists in order to force the return of
their homelands, the expellees preferred to take
the path of peace and reconstruction. They
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renounced revenge and retaliation and made a
decisive contribution to the post-war recovery of
Europe by means of hard work and sacri�ce. It
should be noted that the expellees’ public
expression against revenge did not merely stem
from a condition of weakness. It has been
maintained ever since, and remains as Germany
has become a respected political and economic
power.[46]
The hard work and sacri�ce of the German
expellees was duplicated by Germans already
living in Germany. With an incredible will and
energy, Germans set out to rebuild their country.
Admiring the hard work of German women, one
American exclaimed: “Did you ever see anything
like it! Aren’t those German women wonderful?”
Another American said: “I used to think that it was
only in China you could see women working like
that; I never imagined white people could do it. I
admire their guts.”[47]
The fact that the German expellees quickly
integrated into German society should not be
viewed as a kind of retrospective vindication of
Allied policy. The costs of the expulsions were all
too apparent. Many hundreds of thousands of
German expellees, most of whom were women
and children, had lost their lives. Millions more of
the expellees were impoverished, without the
assets they had lost in the expelling countries now
enriching those who had taken possession of
them. The economies of entire regions were
disrupted, and the surviving expellees suffered
tremendous hardships both during and after the
expulsions. Tens of thousands of German women
who had been repeatedly raped had to bear the
physical and psychological scars for their entire
life. The legacy of bitterness, recrimination, and
mutual distrust between Germany and her
neighbors from the expulsions still lingers to this
day.[48]
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Closing Thoughts on Expulsions of
Germans
Since the German expulsions were not given
adequate press coverage, most people in the
United States and Great Britain did not know there
were any expulsions at all. However, it was
undoubtedly Anglo-American o�cial adherence to
the principle of population transfers that made the
catastrophe of the German expulsions possible.
The Allies had knowingly pursued a policy that
would cause great suffering to the expellees, so as
to generate an “educational” effect upon the
defeated German population. Late in 1947, the
ACC asked U.S. o�cials who had administered the
transfers how these transfers might be better
managed in the future. The U.S. o�cials stated
that on the basis of their experience with mass
expulsions:

We recommend that the Control
Council declare its opposition to all
future
compulsory
population
transfers, particularly the forcible
removal of persons from places which
have been their homes for generations,
and that the Control Council refuse, in
the future, to accept into Germany any
persons so transferred, excepting only
repatriated German prisoners of war
and persons who were formerly
domiciled in Germany.

Schweitzer also expressed strong opposition to
the expulsions of Germans. Upon receiving the
Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo on November 4, 1954,
he made an appeal to the conscience of mankind
to repudiate the crime of mass expulsions:
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right based on historical evolution and
of any human right in general is to
deprive populations of their right to
occupy the country where they live by
compelling them to settle elsewhere.
The fact that the victorious powers
decided at the end of World War II to
impose this fate on hundreds of
thousands of human beings and, what
is more, in a most cruel manner, shows
how little they were aware of the
challenge facing them, namely, to
reestablish prosperity and, as far as
possible, the rule of law.[50]
The fate of the German expellees has been
ignored in most universities and high schools. The
extreme hardships and suffering the expellees
experienced have been pushed aside, if not totally
forgotten. People have thus been deprived of an
important history lesson: mass expulsions are
almost invariably unjust and inhumane. American
historian R. M. Douglas writes:

The most important lesson of the
expulsion of the Germans, then, is that
if these operations cannot be carried
out under circumstances in which
brutality, injustice, and needless
suffering are inevitable, they cannot be
carried out at all. A �rm appreciation of
this truth, and a determination to be
guided by it at all times and in every
situation, however enticing the
alternative may momentarily seem, is
the most appropriate memorial that
can be erected to this tragic,
unnecessary, and, we must resolve,
never to be repeated episode in
Europe’s and the world’s recent
history.[51]
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Germany’s Invasion of Norway and Denmark
by John Wear

Great Britain Forced Invasion
Germany had no plans to invade Norway or Denmark when hostilities began that later
became known as World War II. Hitler considered it advantageous to have a neutral
Scandinavia. On August 12, 1939, in a conversation with Italian Foreign Minister Count
Ciano, Hitler stated that he was convinced none of the belligerents would attack the
Scandinavian countries, and that these countries would not join in an attack on Germany.
Hitler’s statement was apparently sincere, and it is confirmed in a directive of October 9,
1939.[1]
Hitler eventually became convinced of the need for a preemptive strike to forestall a
British move against Norway. Adm. Erich Raeder in a routine meeting with Hitler on
October 10, 1939 pointed out that the establishment of British naval and air bases in
Norway would be a very dangerous development for Germany. Raeder said that Britain
would be able to control access to the Baltic, and would thus be in a position to hinder
German naval operations in the Atlantic and the North Sea. The flow of iron ore from
Sweden, which passed via Narvik, Norway through the North Sea, would end, and the
Allies would be able to use Norway as a base for aerial warfare against
Germany.[2]
In a meeting on December 18, 1939, Hitler let it be known that his preference was for a
neutral Norway, but if the enemy tried to extend the war into this area, he would be
forced to stop them. Hitler soon had convincing evidence that Britain would not respect
Norwegian neutrality. German naval intelligence in February 1940 broke the British
naval codes and obtained important and accurate information about Allied activities and
plans. The intercepts indicated the Allies were preparing for operations against Norway
using the pretext of helping Finland in its defense against the invasion by the Soviet
Union underway at the time. The intercepts confirmed Adm. Raeder’s fears about British
intentions.[3]
Both Britain and France believed the threat of Germany losing badly needed iron ore
would provoke Germany into opening up military operations in Scandinavia. However,
Britain and France had somewhat different objectives. Britain believed German
operations could be challenged effectively and successfully by the Allies, resulting in
quick military victories for the Allies in a war that had stagnated further south on the
European Continent. France wanted to open a new front in order to divert German
attention and resources from her border. Both Britain and France felt the maritime
blockade of Germany would become more effective once Norway was conquered,
especially if they succeeded in severing the flow of iron ore to Germany from Sweden.
They were willing to accept great military and political risks to this end.[4]
German intelligence reports continued to indicate that the Allies would invade Norway
even after peace was concluded between Finland and the Soviet Union. On March 28,
1940, the Germans learned of the decision taken by the Allied Supreme War Council to
mine Norwegian waters. A diplomat’s report on March 30, 1940, indicated that the
Allies would launch operations in northern Europe within a few days. British mining
operations in Norwegian territorial waters began on April 8, 1940. Although no armed

clashes with Norwegian forces took place, the British mining operations were a clear
violation of Norway’s neutrality and constituted an act of war.[5] The Norwegian
government protested against the mine-laying to the British, giving them 48 hours in
which to sweep up the mines.[6]
Germany’s decision to invade Denmark was based on the strategy of Gen. Nikolaus von
Falkenhorst, who concluded that it would be desirable to occupy Denmark as a “land
bridge” to Norway. Denmark quickly surrendered to German forces on April 9,
1940.[7]
The German invasion of Norway on April 9, 1940 was made to block Britain’s invasion
of Norway, not unlike the Allies’ subsequent invasion of Iceland to block such a move
by the Germans. The Germans achieved most of their objectives in what must be viewed
as a stunning military success. The occupation of Norway complicated British blockade
measures and kept open the door to the Atlantic for possible interference with British
supplies coming from overseas. The air threat to Germany by a British presence in
Norway was also avoided, as was the possibility of Sweden falling under the control of
the Allies. Most importantly, Germany’s source of iron ore was secure, and the German
navy was able to skirt some of the limitations that otherwise might have been imposed
on it by geography.[8]
British hopes that quick victories could be achieved by enticing the Germans into an area
where they would confront enormous British naval superiority were not realized. The
hoped-for British victory in Norway turned into a humiliating defeat. The French
objective of reducing the threat to her homeland by opening a new theater of war was
also not achieved. A protracted war in Norway and the consequent drain on German
resources did not materialize.[9]
U.S. military historian Earl F. Ziemke wrote: “As an isolated military operation the
German occupation of Norway was an outstanding success. Carried out in the teeth of
vastly superior British sea power, it was, as Hitler said, ‘not only bold, but one of the
sauciest undertakings in the history of modern warfare.’ Well planned and skillfully
executed, it showed the Wehrmacht at its best...”[10]
The only major advantage to the Allies was a hardening of public opinion against
Germany in neutral countries, especially in the United States.[11] American physicist
Robert Oppenheimer spoke for many Americans when he said, “We have to defend
Western values against the Nazis.”[12] Most people did not know that Germany’s
invasion of Norway and Denmark had been made to preempt Allied military initiatives
of quite the same nature in Norway.

Confirmation by Establishment Historians
The preemptive nature of Germany’s invasion of Denmark and Norway has been
acknowledged by some establishment historians. For example, historian David Cesarani,
who said he did not believe in freedom of speech regarding the so-called Holocaust,[13]
wrote:
The campaign in the west was triggered by a British naval incursion into
Norwegian waters in February 1940. In an attempt to limit iron ore imports
to Germany, the British next mined Norwegian sea lanes and landed troops
at Trondheim. On 9 April [1940], Hitler responded by launching an invasion
of Norway and ordered the occupation of Denmark. The Danes capitulated
within a day, but land battles in Norway and naval engagements continued
for eight weeks until Allied troops were evacuated.[14]

History is written by the (ultimate) victors, and the (ultimate) victors, like all victors, did
everything possible to make their actions in World War II look good. As Winston
Churchill famously stated in the late 1940s, “History will be kind to me because I intend
to write it.”[15]
However, even Winston Churchill acknowledged British complicity in Germany’s
invasion of Norway. Churchill wrote:
On April 3, the British Cabinet implemented the resolve of the Supreme
War Council, and the Admiralty was authorized to mine the Norwegian
Leads on April 8. I called the actual mining operation “Wilfred,” because by
itself it was so small and innocent. As our mining of Norwegian waters
might provoke a German retort, it was also agreed that a British brigade and
a French contingent should be sent to Narvik to clear the port and advance
to the Swedish frontier. Other forces should be dispatched to Stavanger,
Bergen, and Trondheim, in order to deny these bases to the enemy.[16]
Churchill wrote that Britain implemented these military activities:
The Norwegian Government was…chiefly concerned with the activities of
the British. Between 4:30 and 5 A.M. on April 8, four British destroyers laid
our minefield off the entrance to West Fiord, the channel to the port of
Narvik. At 5 A.M. the news was broadcast from London, and at 5:30 a note
from His Majesty’s Government was handed to the Norwegian Foreign
Minister. The morning in Oslo was spent in drafting protests to London.[17]
Churchill thus acknowledged that Britain was illegally mining Norwegian waters.
Germany’s invasion of Norway was designed to preempt Britain’s military activities in
Norway.

Norwegians Suffer from Invasion
The campaign in Norway lasted 62 days and unfortunately resulted in a substantial
number of casualties. Most sources list about 860 Norwegians killed. Another source
estimates the number of Norwegians killed or wounded at about 1,700, with another 400
civilians estimated to have died during the campaign. Norway also effectively lost her
entire navy, and her people experienced increased hardships during Germany’s five-year
occupation.[18]
Germany during its occupation of Norway sometimes required Norwegians to make
sacrifices to help the German war effort. For example, in October 1941 Germany
demanded that Norwegians surrender their woolen blankets, jackets, knapsacks, tent
outfits, and that all business concerns hand over heavy trousers and other warm clothing.
This merchandise was needed by the German troops who were freezing to death in the
Soviet Union. Failure to comply could be punished by up to three years’
imprisonment.[19]
Living conditions in Norway became worse as the war progressed. Undernourishment
was common because of insufficient and inferior food, which in turn led to an increase
in diseases such as pneumonia, diphtheria and tuberculosis. The lack of clothing and
shoes was also felt more and more as the war progressed.[20]
The winter of 1944 was particularly harsh in Europe, including Norway, affecting both
living conditions and social life. The desperate food shortages and the daily hunt for fuel
were the dominant concerns of the Norwegian civilian population. Oslo suffered its

harshest winter in generations.[21]
The German invasion had a profound effect on Norwegian foreign policies after the war.
Instead of returning to a policy of neutrality, Norway embraced collective security and
became a charter member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. While Norway
never elected to become a member of the European Union, Norwegians still strongly
support the traditional security system that came into being after the war.[22]

Quisling Executed
Leader of Norway’s fascist party Vidkun Quisling, backed by the German occupation
authorities, seized control of the Norwegian government shortly after Germany’s
invasion of Norway. The news of Quisling’s coup in Norway was welcomed in Berlin,
with Hitler recognizing Quisling’s new government immediately. Hitler said to Alfred
Rosenberg on the night of April 10, 1940, “Quisling can form his government.”[23]
Quisling soon became very unpopular in Norway. He had been making anti-Jewish
statements since the 1930s when he condemned both liberalism and Marxism as Jewish
creations. In Frankfurt on March 26, 1941, Quisling said in a lecture that Norway had for
centuries been increasingly undermined by Jewish influence and subversion. Quisling
said that a total of 10,000 Jews and half-Jews were corrupting Norwegian blood like
“destructive bacilli”, and he advocated common European legislation against the
Jews.[24]
Quisling was unpopular among Norwegians for more than his anti-Jewish statements.
The press and public opinion in Norway ruthlessly denounced Quisling and his
movement as treacherous, and kept attacking him for unwarranted collaboration with the
enemy. Before long Quisling’s name replaced the name of Kuusinen as the synonym for
a traitor. His name became a byword for traitor in nearly all languages. At the end of the
war Quisling was reading reports from the international press about “Japan’s Quisling”
and “Russia’s Quisling”.[25]
Quisling was tried in Norway after the war before a judicial tribunal of nine members,
which included four professional judges and five civilians. Erik Solem, a highly
respected judge, served as president of the court responsible for conducting the
proceedings. Quisling’s defense attorney raised an objection to Solem’s presiding as
judge since Solem had expressed strong opposition to Quisling’s policies during the war.
The appellate panel of Norway’s Supreme Court refused to sustain the defense’s
challenge, stating that if this objection was applied broadly, there would hardly be
anyone in Norway qualified to sit in judgement at the trial.[26]
No one had been executed in Norway since 1876, 11 years prior to Quisling’s birth. The
death penalty had been removed from the civilian criminal code in 1902 because of the
public’s opposition to it. However, the death penalty still remained on the books as part
of the military penal code.[27]
Quisling was found guilty by the Norwegian court. To justify the death penalty, the
judgement bluntly stated that all of Quisling’s actions from the summer of 1939 onwards
were guided by a plan to cooperate with Nazi Germany—a plan consisting of
occupation, coup and collaboration. Quisling was executed by a firing squad early in the
morning on October 24, 1945.[28]
Ten years after Quisling’s trial it was established beyond doubt that Quisling had never
played an active role in Hitler’s attack on Norway, as the court had stated in 1945.
Quisling’s image as a monster, as maintained by the prosecution, soon gave way to

more-human images.[29]

Conclusion
Other members of Quisling’s Nasjonal Samling Party were arrested after the war.
Richard Petrow wrote:
The German capitulation brought mass arrests. Thousands of members of
the Nasjonal Samling Party were seized, some whose only “crime” had been
party membership. By July 1 [1945] Norwegian prisons and concentration
camps were filled to overflowing with 14,000 new inmates. By the end of
the year more than 90,000 persons were arrested, investigated, or
interrogated for wartime activities. More than half this number—46,000
—eventually were convicted of wartime offenses…Thirty Norwegian
collaborators and 15 Germans were sentenced to death for wartime treason
or atrocities.[30]
Fortunately, after a few years, Norway was ready to forgive the bulk of its war criminals.
By the summer of 1948, parole was granted to all war criminals who had served at least
half of their sentences. Norwegians sentenced to life imprisonment were released after
serving an average term of eight years and three months. Among those sentenced to
death, however, 12 Germans and 25 Norwegians were executed.[31]
For many in Norway, the word Quisling is still infamous and synonymous with the word
traitor.[32] Most of these Norwegians do not realize that Germany’s invasion of Norway
was made to preempt Britain’s invasion of their country.
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Great Britain Perpetuated World War II to Destroy
Germany
by John Wear

Hitler Admired the British Empire
Adolf Hitler had never wanted war with Great Britain. To Hitler, Great Britain was the
natural ally of Germany and the nation he admired most. Hitler had no ambitions against
Britain or her Empire, and all of the captured records solidly bear this out.[1]
Hitler had also never planned for a world war. British historian A.J.P. Taylor shattered
the myth of a great German military buildup:
In 1938-39, the last peacetime year, Germany spent on armament about 15%
of her gross national product. The British proportion was almost exactly the
same. German expenditure on armaments was actually cut down after
Munich and remained at this lower level, so that British production of
airplanes, for example, was way ahead of German by 1940. When war
broke out in 1939, Germany had 1,450 modern fighter planes and 800
bombers; Great Britain and France had 950 fighters and 1,300 bombers. The
Germans had 3,500 tanks; Great Britain and France had 3,850. In each case
Allied intelligence estimated German strength at more than twice the true
figure. As usual, Hitler was thought to have planned and prepared for a
great war. In fact, he had not.[2]
Taylor further stated that Hitler was not intending or anticipating a major war:
He was not projecting a major war; hence it did not matter that Germany
was not equipped for one. Hitler deliberately ruled out the “rearmament in
depth” which was pressed on him by his technical advisors. He was not
interested in preparing for a long war against the Great Powers. He chose
instead “rearmament in width”—a frontline army without reserves, adequate
only for a quick strike. Under Hitler’s direction, Germany was equipped to
win the war of nerves—the only war he understood and liked; she was not
equipped to conquer Europe…In considering German armament we escape
from the mystic regions of Hitler’s psychology and find an answer in the
realm of fact. The answer is clear. The state of German armament in 1939
gives the decisive proof that Hitler was not contemplating general war, and
probably not intending war at all.[3]
British historian and economist Adam Tooze writes that the share of Germany’s national
output going to the military had risen to almost 20% shortly before the war.[4] However,
Tooze acknowledges that Hitler did not have a plan to defeat the British Empire. Tooze
writes: “We are thus left with the truly vertiginous conclusion that Hitler went to war in
September 1939 without any coherent plan as to how actually to defeat the British
Empire, his major antagonist.”[5]
Hitler did not have a plan to defeat the British Empire because he had never wanted to
go to war against Great Britain. Hitler always dreamed of an Anglo-German alliance.

British historian Alan Bullock writes: “Even during the war Hitler persisted in believing
that an alliance with Germany…was in Britain’s own interest, continually expressed his
regret that the British had been so stupid as not to see this, and never gave up the hope
that he would be able to overcome their obstinacy and persuade them to accept his
view.”[6]

Hitler Sought Peace with Great Britain
Hitler was eager to make peace once Great Britain and France had declared war against
Germany. Hitler confided to his inner circle: “If we on our side avoid all acts of war, the
whole business will evaporate. As soon as we sink a ship and they have sizeable
casualties, the war party over there will gain strength.”[7] Hitler made a peace offer on
October 6, 1939, that was quickly rejected. No doubt the leaders of the Soviet Union,
who wanted a general European war, were relieved by the quick rejection of Hitler’s
offer.
Germany’s offensive against Dunkirk was halted by Hitler’s order on May 24, 1940.
German Field Marshal Gerd von Rundstedt insisted that his hands were tied by Hitler’s
instructions. Hitler talked to von Rundstedt and two key men of his staff, Gens. Georg
von Sodenstern and Günther Blumentritt. As Gen. Blumentritt told the story:
He [Hitler] then astonished us by speaking with admiration of the British
Empire, of the necessity for its existence, and of the civilization that Britain
had brought into the world…He said that all he wanted from Britain was
that she should acknowledge Germany’s position on the Continent. The
return of Germany’s lost colonies would be desirable but not essential, and
he would even offer to support Britain with troops if she should be involved
in any difficulties anywhere.[8]
Hitler told his friend Frau Troost: “The blood of every single Englishman is too valuable
to be shed. Our two people belong together, racially and traditionally—this is and always
has been my aim even if our generals can’t grasp it.”[9]
Hitler stated in his Testament on February 26, 1945: “Churchill was quite unable to
appreciate the sporting spirit of which I had given proof by refraining from creating an
irreparable breach between the British and ourselves. We did, indeed, refrain from
annihilating them at Dunkirk. We ought to have been able to make them realize that the
acceptance by them of the German hegemony established in Europe, a state of affairs to
the implementation of which they had always been opposed, but which I had
implemented without any trouble, would bring them inestimable advantages.”[10]
Having been given the gift of Dunkirk by Hitler, Churchill refused to acknowledge it.
Churchill instead described the evacuation of British troops off the beaches of Dunkirk
as a heroic miracle accomplished by the British Navy. Churchill became even more
bellicose in his determination to continue the war.[11]
Hitler’s desire to preserve the British Empire was expressed on another occasion when
the military fortunes of the Allies were at their lowest ebb. When France appealed for an
armistice, German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop gave the following
summary of Hitler’s attitude toward Great Britain in a strictly private talk with the
Italian Foreign Minister Count Galeazzo Ciano:
He [Ribbentrop] said that in the Führer’s opinion the existence of the British
Empire as an element of stability and social order in the world is very
useful. In the present state of affairs it would be impossible to replace it

with another, similar organization. Therefore, the Führer—as he has also
recently stated in public—does not desire the destruction of the British
Empire. He asks that England renounce some of its possessions and
recognize the fait accompli. On these conditions Hitler would be prepared to
come to an agreement.[12]
After Dunkirk, Ribbentrop wrote that Hitler was enthused with making a quick peace
with England. Hitler outlined the peace terms he was prepared to offer the British: “It
will only be a few points, and the first point is that nothing must be done between
England and Germany which would in any way violate the prestige of Great Britain.
Secondly, Great Britain must give us back one or two of our old colonies. That is the
only thing we want.”[13]
On June 25, 1940, Hitler telephoned Joseph Goebbels to lay out the terms of an
agreement with Great Britain. Goebbels wrote in his diary:
The Führer…believes that the [British Empire] must be preserved if at all
possible. For if it collapses, then we shall not inherit it, but foreign and even
hostile powers take it over. But if England will have it no other way, then
she must be beaten to her knees. The Führer, however, would be agreeable
to peace on the following basis: England out of Europe, colonies and
mandates returned. Reparations for what was stolen from us after the World
War....[14]
Hitler took the initiative to end the war after the fall of France in June 1940. In a victory
speech on July 19, 1940, Hitler declared that it had never been his intention to destroy or
even harm the British Empire. Hitler made a general peace offer in the following words:
In this hour I feel it to be my duty before my conscience to appeal once
more to reason and commonsense in Great Britain as much as elsewhere. I
consider myself in a position to make this appeal, since I am not the
vanquished, begging favors, but the victor, speaking in the name of reason. I
can see no reason why this war must go on.[15]
This speech was followed by private diplomatic overtures to Great Britain through
Sweden, the United States and the Vatican. There is no question that Hitler was eager to
end the war. But Churchill was in the war with the objective of destroying Germany.
Churchill was not concerned with saving the British Empire from destruction. British
Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax also wanted the war to continue, and brushed aside what
he called Hitler’s “summons to capitulate at his will.”[16] Hitler’s peace offer was
officially rejected on July 22, 1940.[17]
Alan Clark, defense aide to Margaret Thatcher, believed that only Churchill’s obsession
with Hitler and “single-minded determination to keep the war going” prevented his
accepting Germany’s offer to end the war in 1940: “There were several occasions when
a rational leader could have got, first reasonable, then excellent terms from Germany.
Hitler actually offered peace in July 1940 before the Battle of Britain started. After the
RAF victory, the German terms were still available, now weighed more in Britain’s
favor.”[18]
On August 14, 1940, during the Battle of Britain, Hitler called his field marshals into the
Reich Chancellery to impress upon them that victory over Britain must not lead to the
collapse of the British Empire:
Germany is not striving to smash Britain because the beneficiaries will not
be Germany, but Japan in the east, Russia in India, Italy in the

Mediterranean, and America in world trade. This is why peace is possible
with Britain—but not so long as Churchill is prime minister. Thus we must
see what the Luftwaffe can do, and wait a possible general election.[19]
Hitler continued to search for a way to end the war he had never wanted. On May 10,
1941, Deputy Führer Rudolf Hess flew in a Messerschmitt 110 to Scotland to attempt to
negotiate a peace settlement with Great Britain. On May 11, 1941, Rudolf Hess told the
Duke of Hamilton why he had flown to Scotland: “I am on a mission of humanity. The
Führer does not want to defeat England and wants to stop fighting.”[20]
While it is impossible to prove that Hess flew to Scotland with Hitler’s knowledge and
approval, the available evidence suggests that he did. The relationship between Hess and
Hitler was so close that one can logically assume that Hess would not have undertaken
such an important step without first informing Hitler. Also, Hess was prohibited from
speaking openly about his mission during the entire 40-year period of his imprisonment
in Spandau Prison. This “gag order” was obviously imposed because Hess knew things
that, if publicly known, would be highly embarrassing to the Allied governments.[21]

Allies Demand Unconditional Surrender
A peaceful settlement of the war was impossible after the announcement of the Allied
policy of unconditional surrender at a press conference in Casablanca on January 23,
1943. The Allied policy of unconditional surrender ensured that the war would be fought
to its bitter end. Maurice Hankey, an experienced British statesman, summed up the
effect of the unconditional surrender policy as follows:
It embittered the war, rendered inevitable a fight to the finish, banged the
door to the possibility of either side offering terms or opening up
negotiations, gave the Germans and the Japanese the courage of despair,
strengthened Hitler’s position as Germany’s “only hope,” aided Goebbels’s
propaganda, and made inevitable the Normandy landing and the subsequent
terribly exhausting and destructive advance through North France, Belgium,
Luxemburg, Holland and Germany. The lengthening of the war enabled
Stalin to occupy the whole of Eastern Europe, to ring down the iron curtain
and so to realize at one swoop a large installment of his avowed aims
against so-called capitalism, in which he includes social democracy…Not
only the enemy countries, but nearly all countries were bled white by this
policy, which has left us all, except the United States of America,
impoverished and in dire straits. Unfortunately also, these policies, so
contrary to the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount, did nothing to strengthen
the moral position of the Allies.[22]
Numerous other historians and political leaders have stated that Great Britain and the
United States made it impossible for Germany to reach a peaceful resolution to the war.
It is widely acknowledged that Hitler did not want a war with either Great Britain or the
United States.[23] Instead, Great Britain and the United States wanted war with
Germany. In this regard, U.S. Rep. Hamilton Fish stated:
If Roosevelt and Churchill had really wished to deliver the world from the
menace of totalitarianism, they had their God-given opportunity on June 22,
1941. England could have withdrawn from the war and made peace with
Hitler on the most favorable terms. Hitler had no designs whatever on the
United States, so we would not have been endangered by this turn of events.
Then Hitler and Stalin would have fought each other into exhaustion. This is
exactly what the Baldwin-Chamberlain foreign policy had originally

envisaged. Mr. Truman, then a senator, strongly supported this policy, as did
Senator Vandenberg and many others. It would have left the United States
and England dominant powers in the world, and they might have kept it a
predominately free world.[24]
Joachim von Ribbentrop had told Rep. Hamilton Fish that cooperation between England
and Germany was essential for the maintenance of peace. Hitler had even “offered to
place 15 German army divisions and the entire fleet at the disposal of the British
government to support her empire in case of war anywhere in the world.” Fish did not
believe this statement from von Ribbentrop at the time, but it was substantiated years
later.[25]
Hitler voiced his puzzlement to the Swedish explorer Sven Hedin at Great Britain’s
refusal to accept his peace offers. Hitler felt he had repeatedly extended the hand of
peace and friendship to the British, and each time they had blacked his eye in reply.
Hitler said, “The survival of the British Empire is in Germany’s interest too because if
Britain loses India, we gain nothing thereby.”[26]
Even a diplomat from Churchill’s own Conservative Party admitted: “To the world at
large, Churchill appeared to be the very embodiment of a policy of war. To have brought
him into the Government when the balance between peace and war was still quivering,
might have definitely tilted the scales on the side of war.”[27]
The refusal of Winston Churchill to negotiate peace with Germany is remarkable in that
Churchill spoke of the evils of communism. Churchill once said of communism:
It is not only a creed; it is a plan of campaign. A Communist is not only the
holder of certain opinions, he is the pledge adept of a well-thought-out
means of enforcing them. The anatomy of discontent and revolution has
been studied in every phase and aspect, and a veritable drill book prepared
in a scientific spirit of sabotaging all existing institutions. No faith need be
kept with non-Communists. Every act of goodwill, or tolerance or
conciliation or mercy or magnanimity on the part of governments or
statesmen is to be utilized for their ruin. Then, when the time is ripe and the
moment opportune, every form of lethal violence, from revolt to private
assassination, must be used without stint or compunction. The citadel will
be stormed under the banners of liberty and democracy, and once the
apparatus of power is in the hands of the Brotherhood, all opposition, all
contrary opinions must be extinguished by death. Democracy is but a tool to
be used and afterwards broken.[28]
Despite his aversion to communism, Churchill ignored all German peace efforts and
joined the Soviet Union in the war against Germany.
On January 20, 1943, former U.S. Ambassador Joseph E. Davies disclosed that Hitler
offered to retire from office if by doing so Great Britain would make peace with
Germany. Churchill and other British leaders refused Hitler’s offer.[29]
Churchill never once attempted to make peace with Germany. In a January 1, 1944,
letter to Stalin, Churchill said: “We never thought of peace, not even in that year when
we were completely isolated and could have made peace without serious detriment to the
British Empire, and extensively at your cost. Why should we think of it now, when
victory approaches for the three of us?”[30]
It is well known that Churchill loved war. The English publicist F. S. Oliver has written
of Churchill: “From his youth up, Mr. Churchill has loved with all his heart, all his mind,

and with all his soul, and with all his strength, three things: war, politics, and himself. He
loved war for its dangers, he loved politics for the same reason, and himself he has
always loved for the knowledge that his mind is dangerous….”[31] Churchill always
wanted to continue the war against Germany rather than negotiate a peaceful settlement.

Conclusion
Even leaders of the German resistance movement discovered that the Allied policy of
unconditional surrender would not change with Hitler dead. On July 18, 1944, Otto John
returned from fruitless negotiations with Allied representatives in Madrid and informed
his fellow plotters that unconditional surrender would remain in place even if they
succeeded in killing Hitler.
Dr. Eugen Gerstenmaier, a conspirator who became president of the West German
Parliament after the war, stated in a 1975 interview: “What we in the German resistance
during the war didn’t really want to see, we learned in full measure afterward; that this
war was ultimately not waged against Hitler, but against Germany.”[32]
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Jewish Men Dying in Jail for Ravaging Young Girls
by N. Joseph Potts

The death in jail of Jeffrey Epstein last month recalls a
very famous death of another jailed Jewish man charged (and convicted and sentenced)
of crimes against a 13-year-old girl in 1913. That case, which involved only one of many
rumored similar victims, involved the lethal abuse of a factory worker named Mary
Phagan by the manager of the factory, 29-year-old pillar of the Atlanta Jewish
community Leo Frank, who, having grown up in Brooklyn, might have seemed rather a
“damn Yankee” to at least some of his neighbors of 106 years ago. Frank’s victim, unlike
any of Epstein’s known victims, was murdered and, while Frank was tried and convicted
and sentenced to death, his guilt continues to be vigorously contested this more-thana-century later, by the successors to the massive and distinctly Jewish campaign to win
his exoneration of the offense.
The two cases, while they have many and important differences, both involve Jewish
men accused of raping[1] underage teenage girls as well as large and enduring
campaigns of national stature to secure the acquittal of the defendants. In Frank’s 1913
case, America’s (then-smaller, but already powerful) Jewry mobilized to support his
exoneration, stimulated by the notion, perhaps manufactured among the larger and moreinfluential Jewry of the northern United States, that Frank was being discriminated
against because he was a Jew in the South, whose Jewish population was then lessinfluential than that of their co-religionists to the north (Frank was, in any case, a “child”
of the North, having grown up in Brooklyn). The establishment of the Anti-Defamation
League in October 1915 is widely credited to the (Jewish) outrage at Frank’s lynching in
August of that year.
Epstein’s case entailed a “conviction” and a much-diluted “prison sentence” in what now
might be called its first phase, one that might reflect his vastly greater influence (read:
wealth) over the juridical apparatus, and no doubt because no one had been found
murdered. Frank’s case had only one phase (including appeals that went all the way to a
petition to the US Supreme Court), but of course did involve a murder, one the guilt for
which satisfied all the jurors on his case, but has never satisfied the jury of “public
opinion” as mediated by media firmly controlled by parties sympathetic to, if not
Frank’s innocence, then at least to his ethnic affiliation.
Frank did not have the means to mount the monumental defense that eventually rose to
his succor, but Jewish moguls of the day such as Albert Lasker saw to it, through
vigorous fund-raising campaigns conducted throughout Jewish communities in the

North, that his justice was indeed the best that money could buy. Epstein had no need of
any such circling of the financial wagons; he was a billionaire in his own right, but in
view of his ability to purchase his defense in the open market, nonetheless Jewish legal
luminaries such as Alan Dershowitz figured large in the phalanx ultimately mustered to
defend him in the 2016 Florida case that led to his sentence to 13 months’
“confinement” in a minimum-security prison near his palatial estate in Palm Beach.
Some of these lawyers, such as Dershowitz, stood among those who might have been
implicated in the crimes committed by, or through the connivance of, Epstein.
Among those ensnared in Epstein’s fiendishly woven net was the United States Attorney
for Southern Florida Alexander Acosta, who arranged for Epstein’s convenient
conviction on a Florida State charge. Later appointed secretary of labor by President
Donald Trump, he subsequently resigned under fire after Epstein was again arrested in
July 2019 by the United States Attorney for Southern New York, the locus of yet more
of the crimes with which Epstein was charged, all of these involving underage teenage
girls.
Epstein’s guilt is not contested, neither as to the ages of his victims, nor even really as to
their numbers (apparently something in the dozens). Neither Epstein nor any of his coconspirators is implicated in any murder. Frank’s guilt, at least of the murder of Mary
Phagan, continues to be very much contested by, among others, the ubiquitous Alan
Dershowitz—yes, the very same Harvard Law School professor who has for many years
now led the star-studded legal team defending Jeffrey Epstein, the Twenty-First
Century’s answer to Leo Frank. Naturally, the metaphorical child of the Frank case, the
Anti-Defamation League, continues to beat its very loud drum to advance the cause of
Leo Frank’s innocence even to the point, in 1986, of securing a posthumous pardon from
the state of Georgia, issued as an apology for having failed to protect its notorious
inmate at its prison in Milledgeville in 1915.
Frank’s lynching was the first and last lynching of a Jew recorded in the annals of
American lynching. American Jewry had, over the two years preceding it, made the case
a cause célèbre, not least in the media, which, even at that early time, were controlled by
Jewish interests not only of ownership, such as Adolph Ochs’s New York Times, but
through the massive and pervasive influence of large-scale advertisers such as
merchandiser Alfred Lasker, whose tentacles reached into the hearts of virtually every
newspaper large and small in the United States. Lasker, having taken the cause very
much to heart, became the unofficial leader of the campaign in Frank’s behalf, a
campaign that may be said to have continued vigorously today well into its second
century.
The Epstein case, unlike the Frank case, did not become a “Jewish” issue despite the
Jewishness of Epstein, Epstein’s “patron” Les Wexner, Dershowitz and many of
Epstein’s other defenders. Indeed, Epstein did not, as Frank did with some distinction,
take part in Jewish religious affairs beyond hobnobbing with ex-prime ministers of Israel
and the like. But the ethnic commonality among Epstein and other Jewish men such as
Harvey Weinstein and Leon Wieseltier was the subject of a recent article by ex-Jew
Gilad Atzmon in the Unz Review, volubly countering this non-ethnic quality of l’affaire
Epstein. However, the non-ethnicity of the matter has seemingly left the ADL out of this
reprise of the case that brought it into existence 104 years ago.
Leo Frank was not, as Jeffrey Epstein was, rich (although his wife did come from a
wealthy family), so he could not, as Epstein easily did, fund his own high-powered team
of defense lawyers. But Frank did indeed enjoy a powerful defense team easily
comparable to the one marshaled around Epstein. It was funded by Alfred Lasker and a
nationwide fundraising campaign conducted largely through Jewish auspices such as

synagogues and chapters of the B’nai B’rith, of whose Atlanta chapter Frank was
president. Indeed, Frank’s team’s successors have managed within the past year to
establish Georgia’s first Conviction Integrity Unit, which has taken on local closed cases
such as that of convicted murderer Wayne Williams, along with a posthumous one, that
of Leo Frank, with full exoneration in view. Unlike also-pardoned ADL beneficiary
Marc Rich, Leo Frank’s supporters haven’t made large donations to foundations of
American presidents, but smaller donations to the foundations and political-campaign
funds of Georgia and Fulton County politicians may produce the desired effects quite
handily. No relatives of Leo Frank are to be found among the public advocates of this
campaign, nor any descendent of anyone who knew him. Relatives of Mary Phagan,
however, oppose the initiative.
Assuming, as is widely done, that Epstein was murdered in jail á la Lee Harvey Oswald,
to keep him from dishing the dirt on many powerful people, Frank’s death at the hands
of a lynch mob that had extracted him from jail would appear to have been committed on
other considerations, notably his Jewishness as continually asserted this past century or
so by the ADL, his supporters, and their latter-day successors such as Alan Dershowitz.
But that idea also is contested, notably by the Historical Research Department of the
Nation of Islam, publisher and author of record of The Secret Relationship between
Blacks and Jews Vol. 3, the Leo Frank Case. This work (long since banned by
amazon.com) advances the proposition (pp. 309-330) that the lynch mob was covertly
orchestrated by the same (Jewish) parties who had supported and defended Frank’s
innocence in the two years preceding the lynching. Why would these same partisans now
wish their beneficiary dead?
Because he might confess. He was alive, in keeping with their wishes, but still
incarcerated, very much against their wishes, if only because there, he might be subject,
á la Rudolf Höss[2] of Holocaust fame, to coercion, or even inducements, to confess to
the crimes of which he was accused. This would certainly never do. In fact, Frank nearly
died in his cell, as Epstein did in his, after a fellow inmate cut his jugular vein with a
butcher knife about one month after the commutation. Perhaps the would-be murderer
was committing a din rodef[3] murder in behalf of Jewish paymasters not unlike those
said to have commissioned Jeffrey Epstein’s death.
Two months elapsed between Governor Slaton’s commutation of Frank’s sentence and
the lynch mob’s carefully arranged transits by car of 150 miles over unpaved roads from
Marietta to Milledgeville, where they picked up their hapless victim, and then back
again to Marietta, chosen because it was the hometown of poor Mary Phagan. None of
the (well-known) participants in the lynching was even charged with the murder of
Frank, much less prosecuted.
One wonders if, a hundred or so years from now, the ADL will secure the exoneration of
Jeffrey Epstein.
Yeah. Those girls were all party-crashing gold diggers. Epstein just got the rap because
he was Jewish.
That’s right. Just because he was a Jew.
[1] As raping is legally defined. In most of the United States today, the legal age of
consent is 18. Sexual relations with a person younger than that age is called “statutory
rape,” intended to cover cases in which the victim gives her consent.
[2] Höss’s Commandant of Auschwitz (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1959), written while he

was in jail, is a pillar of today’s regnant Holocaust narrative.
[3][3] Din rodef is a Talmudic concept holding that it is permissible—indeed, required—
to kill a person whose continued life threatens the life, or reputation, of a Jew, or, as in
Frank’s case, the Jewish community en grosse.

Neither Germany nor Japan “Almost Built” an
Atomic Bomb
by John Wear

Methods of Building an Atomic Bomb
The fissionable material required for a thermonuclear bomb can come from only two
sources: plutonium, or U (uranium)-235. Production of plutonium in quantities sufficient
to build an atomic bomb requires the use of a nuclear reactor. Since everyone agrees that
Germany and Japan did not have a functioning nuclear reactor during World War II, the
only possible way Germany or Japan could have produced an atomic bomb would have
been through the use of U-235.
The separation of U-235 from the uranium (U-238) found as ore proved to be an
enormously complex and expensive process because of the similarity in density of
U-235 versus U-238 (a difference barely over 1 percent). Niels Bohr, the great Danish
physicist, stated in 1939 that the whole of the United States would have to be
transformed into a factory in order to produce the fissionable enriched U-235 required
for a bomb.[4] Indeed, the American atomic-bomb program, known as the Manhattan
Project, was a gigantic industrial and engineering construction effort that used enormous
resources such as were not available to Germany or Japan during World War II.[5]

American Efforts in Producing U-235
Gen. Leslie R. Groves, the head of the Manhattan Project, purchased 59,000 acres of
Appalachian land in Tennessee in September 1942 to construct the factories to produce
fissionable U-235. To build these factories, the U.S. Army had to first improve
communications and build a town. Contractors cut 55 miles of rail roadbed and 300
miles of paved roads and streets, while improving the important county roads to fourlane highways. The newly constructed town of Oak Ridge, initially planned for 13,000
workers, was fenced with barbed wire and controlled through seven guarded gates.[6]
When Gen. Groves first met with a group of scientists in October 1942, he told them that
the atomic-bomb project was of utmost importance to the War Department. Groves told
the scientists that time was more important than money. If there was a choice between
two methods to generate U-235, then use them both. A wrong decision that brought
some results was far better than no decision at all.[7]
The Manhattan Project was plagued by massive imponderables. Gen. Groves in October
1942 asked a group of physicists: With respect to the amount of fissionable material
needed for each bomb, how accurate did the scientists think their estimate was? Groves
demanded an answer correct within 25%, but got one which the physicists steadfastly
admitted might be off by a factor of 10. This was in fact an underestimate, since
calculations regarding the critical mass had so far varied by a factor of 100.[8]
Gen. Groves wrote with regard to this variance in the estimate of fissionable material
needed for an atomic bomb:
This meant, for example, that if they estimated that we would need 100

pounds of plutonium for a bomb, the correct amount could be anywhere
from 10 to 1,000 pounds. Most important of all, it completely destroyed any
thought of reasonable planning for the production plants for fissionable
materials. My position could well be compared to that of a caterer who is
told he must be prepared to serve anywhere between 10 and 1,000 guests.
But after extensive discussion on this point, I concluded that it simply was
not possible then to arrive at a more precise answer.[9]
The plants designed to develop the fissionable U-235 from the U-238 were built at Oak
Ridge, Tennessee. The construction of plants using the electromagnetic process and the
gaseous-diffusion process were authorized late in 1942, and a thermal-diffusion-process
plant was also built in 1944. A full discussion of the Oak Ridge plants and the research
and theory behind them is beyond the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that
construction of these plants was enormously difficult and costly, with no guarantee of
success of any of the processes.[10]
The Manhattan Project proved to be more-difficult and -expensive than anyone had
foreseen. It is estimated that the Oak Ridge plants alone consumed approximately oneseventh of the electricity then generated in the United States.[11] The Manhattan Project
faced major challenges in procuring such large amounts of electricity from a wartime
economy that was only beginning to overcome chronic shortages.[12]
The Manhattan Project was also unique in its manpower requirements and problems.
The Manhattan Project employed nearly 129,000 people in its various operations at its
peak in June 1944. This figure included contractor employment of 84,500 construction
workers and 40,500 operating employees. In addition, there were slightly fewer than
1,800 military personnel assigned to the project, and an equal number of civil-service
employees.[13] The cost of the Manhattan Project reached the then-staggering sum of $2
billion by the end of World War II.[14]
As massive as they were, the installations at Oak Ridge and at Hanford, Washington
were but a part of the full operation of the Manhattan Project. By 1945 there were
factories, laboratories and mines in 39 states as well as Canada and Africa supporting the
operations at Oak Ridge and Hanford.[15] This enormous operation allowed the United
States to successfully construct two atomic bombs by July 1945. While construction of
the atomic bomb could have easily taken longer, it is hard to imagine how this feat could
have been accomplished more quickly.[16]

German Efforts to Construct an Atomic Bomb
German physicists investigated the feasibility of developing an atomic bomb. They got
far enough to realize that the separation of uranium isotopes would require an enormous
industrial effort, and they concluded that such a major industrial effort was not
practicable in wartime Germany.[17]
On June 4, 1942, senior German physicists met with Albert Speer, the minister of
supply, and other government and military officials. Werner Heisenberg spoke openly
about the possibility of building an atomic bomb capable of destroying an entire city.
Albert Speer was impressed, but unable to act on Heisenberg’s report. Adolf Hitler had
recently proclaimed a policy to the effect that no new weapons project could be
embarked upon unless results were guaranteed within six months. Since German
scientists predicted that it would be several years before an atomic bomb could be built,
Speer had to scale down the atomic-bomb program.[18]
British historian and economist Adam Tooze states in regard to the German atomic-

bomb program:
After months of organizational argument, in the summer of 1942 the
physicists made a major presentation to an audience including Albert Speer.
All present were impressed with the extraordinary potential of the scheme,
but, when pressed, Werner Heisenberg and his colleagues confirmed [Gen.]
Fromm’s view that an atomic bomb was a long-term proposition. The
project would come to fruition in two or three years’ time at the earliest and
would require a huge investment. Given Germany’s situation in 1941 that
made it an irrelevance. What the leadership of the Third Reich was looking
for was a decisive success on the Eastern Front in the coming summer.[19]
After the war ten German scientists were detained in England for six months in a house
named Farm Hall. Their conversations were secretly recorded by hidden microphones.
Kurt Diebner explained why it was difficult to get approval for the atomic-bomb
program: “Because the official people were only interested in immediate results. They
didn’t want to work on a long-term policy as America did.”[20]
Max von Laue, a Nobel-laureate physicist interned in Farm Hall, wrote a letter to his son
on August 7, 1945 explaining why Germany never built an atomic bomb:
The main question naturally, is why we did not arrive at the bomb in
Germany. There is this to say: 1) the German physicists would never have
received the means which England and America made available to their
scientists for this purpose. Neither the work force nor the money would
have been obtainable in anything approaching such quantities. For this
reason alone, no physicist seriously considered requesting such means. That
the increasingly severe, continuous bombardment of all cities would have
been a further obstacle is proven by Churchill’s statement that the
production of the atomic bomb was not located in England due to the danger
of air raids. 2) Our entire uranium research was directed toward the creation
of a uranium machine as a source of energy…because no one believed in the
possibility of a bomb in the foreseeable future…[21]
Werner Heisenberg, Germany’s leading theoretical physicist, also stated that building an
atomic bomb was an industrial problem far beyond Germany’s capabilities during World
War II.[22] None of the other German scientists interned in Farm Hall ever mentioned
anything about Germany almost building an atomic bomb during the war. Since the
German scientists at Farm Hall did not know their conversations were being recorded, it
is inconceivable that such discussions would not have taken place if Germany was close
to building an atomic bomb.[23]
The Alsos Mission was a team of United States military, scientific and intelligence
personnel organized to discover German progress in building an atomic bomb. Samuel
Goudsmit was the chief scientific advisor to the Alsos Mission. Goudsmit soon realized
that the German atomic- bomb project was a small, poorly funded, part-time research
project not past Square One.[24] Goudsmit commented: “Sometimes we wondered if our
government had not spent more money on our intelligence mission than the Germans
spent on their whole project.”[25]
Matt Easley concludes: “Simply put, Germany was incapable of developing an atomic
bomb during World War II. They did not have the people. They did not have the
cooperation among the people they did have. They did not have the money. They did not
have the laboratory or factory space. Lastly, late in the war, they did not have the power
to prevent the Allies from destroying what they did have…The industrial and scientific
capability of Germany was insufficient for the scope of this project.”[26]

Japanese Efforts to Construct an Atomic Bomb
US intelligence always knew that Japan did not have the capability of building an atomic
bomb during the war. Gen. Leslie Groves wrote regarding the Japanese atomic-bomb
program:
We did not make any appreciable effort during the war to secure
information on atomic developments in Japan. First, and most important,
there was not even the remotest possibility that Japan had enough uranium
or uranium ore to produce the necessary materials for a nuclear weapon.
Also the industrial effort that would be required far exceeded what Japan
was capable of. Then, too, discussions with our atomic physicists at
Berkeley, who knew the leading Japanese atomic physicists personally, led
us to the conclusion that their qualified people were altogether too few in
number for them to produce an effective weapon in the foreseeable
future.[27]

Conclusion
The United States was the only country in the world with the industrial and technical
resources necessary to build an atomic bomb during World War II. There is no credible
evidence that any other nation produced plutonium or U-235 in sufficient quantities
during the war to build an atomic bomb. While it is possible that some other nations
might have built a type of radioactive “dirty bomb”, for technical reasons these could not
have involved either fission or fusion nuclear reactions.[28]
Journalist Annie Jacobsen speculates that Germany did not build an atomic bomb
because Adolf Hitler regarded atomic physics as Jewish science.[29] However, this is
not the reason why Germany didn’t build an atomic bomb. Germany did not have the
time, people and resources to complete such a mammoth project, and could not have
built an atomic bomb no matter how Hitler felt about atomic physics.
Werner Heisenberg had made wildly inflated estimates of the amount of U-235 needed
to build an atomic bomb at the time he first learned in Farm Hall that the United States
had dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima.[30] Some historians claim this is the reason
why Germany did not build an atomic bomb.[31] However, in a thought-to-be-private
conversation in Farm Hall with German chemist Otto Hahn, Heisenberg said that he had
never worked out the calculation, since Germany had no means of obtaining pure
U-235.[32] Germany could not, he concluded, have built an atomic bomb even if its
scientists had known exactly how much U-235 was needed to build one.
Finally, Thomas Powers in his well-researched book Heisenberg’s War, implies that
Werner Heisenberg intentionally sabotaged the German atomic-bomb project. Powers
writes:
The Farm Hall transcripts offer strong evidence that Heisenberg never
explained fast fission to Gerlach, that he cooked up a plausible method of
estimating critical mass which gave an answer in tons, and that he well
knew how to make a bomb with far less, but kept the knowledge to himself.
Small wonder that with such an adviser the German authorities concluded
that a bomb was beyond them.[33]
While it is true that Heisenberg had never wanted to build an atomic bomb, it is not true
that he intentionally sabotaged the German atomic-bomb project. As documented in this

article, Germany would not seem during the war to have had sufficient resources to
complete such a mammoth project.
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The Soviet Union Conspired to Foment World War
II and Infiltrate the U.S. Government
by John Wear

Stalin’s Plans
Soviet Dictator Joseph Stalin adopted three Five-Year Plans beginning in 1927 designed
to make the Soviet Union the greatest military power in the world. Stalin also conspired
to start a major war in Europe by drawing Great Britain and France into war against
Germany and other countries. Stalin’s plan was to eliminate one enemy with the hands
of another. If Germany entered into a war with Great Britain and France, other countries
would enter into the war and great destruction would follow. The Soviet Union could
then invade Europe and easily take over the entire continent.[1]
Stalin first attempted to start a major war in Europe during the civil war in Spain in
1936. Stalin’s political agents, propagandists, diplomats and spies in Spain all screamed
in outrage that children were dying in Spain while Great Britain and France did nothing.
However, Stalin’s agents were not able to spread the war beyond Spain’s borders. By the
end of 1938, Stalin stopped all anti-Hitler propaganda to calm Hitler and to encourage
him to attack Poland.[2]
Stalin eventually forced war in Europe with the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop
agreement. British and French delegations had arrived in Moscow on August 11, 1939,
to discuss joint action against Germany. During the course of these talks, British and
French delegates told the Soviets that if Germany attacked Poland, Great Britain and
France would declare war against Germany. This was the information Stalin needed to
know. On August 19, 1939, Stalin stopped the talks with Great Britain and France, and
told the German ambassador in Moscow that he wanted to reach an agreement with
Germany.[3]
On that same day, August 19, 1939, a secret meeting of the Politburo took place. The
following are some excerpts from Joseph Stalin’s speech:
If we accept Germany’s proposal about the conclusion of a pact regarding
invasion, she will of course attack Poland, and France and England’s
involvement in this war will be inevitable. Western Europe will be subjected
to serious disorders and disturbances. Under these conditions, we will have
many chances to stay on the sidelines of the conflict, and we will be able to
count on our advantageous entrance into the war…It is in the interest of the
USSR—the motherland of workers—that the war unfolds between the
Reich and the capitalist Anglo-French block. It is necessary to do everything
within our powers to make this war last as long as possible, in order to
exhaust the two sides. It is precisely for this reason that we must agree to
signing the pact, proposed by Germany, and work on making this war, once
declared, last a maximum amount of time.[4]
On August 23, 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop
agreement which led to the destruction and division of Poland and the beginning of
World War II in Europe. The nations of Western Europe became mired in a destructive

war while the Soviet Union remained neutral. Stalin’s role in unleashing World War II
was quickly and thoroughly forgotten. Stalin even received an historically
unprecedented amount of aid from the United States and Great Britain after Germany’s
invasion of the Soviet Union.[5]
American historian John Mosier writes about the Allied aid given to the Soviet Union:
His resources were being augmented daily by the vast flow of British and
American aid coming into the USSR. In the first half of 1943, Stalin had
received 1,775,000 tons of aid; in the second half of the year he received
3,274,000 tons, a considerable increase. Given that aid, and his willingness
to see his citizenry slaughtered, the struggle would be bitter…[6]
Debates on the importance of Allied aid to Stalin have essentially been
comparing the numbers of actual working armored vehicles that the British
and Americans loaded onto ships and transported to the USSR with the
theoretical numbers of armored vehicles that the tank factories claimed they
had produced in order to satisfy Stalin’s demands. Even on that comparison,
however, the shipments were substantial: 12,575 British and American tanks
were sent to the Red Army, enough to equip 273 tank brigades based on the
theoretical Soviet organizational charts of December 1941, an armored force
substantially larger than the one Stalin had lost in the first six months of the
war.[7]

Why Hitler Signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop Agreement
The Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement is remarkable in that Hitler repeatedly stated he
hated Communism and did not trust the leaders of the Soviet Union. Hitler wrote in
Mein Kampf:
It must never be forgotten that the present rulers of Russia are blood-stained
criminals, that here we have the dregs of humanity which, favored by the
circumstances of a tragic moment, overran a great State, degraded and
extirpated millions of educated people out of sheer blood-lust, and that now
for nearly 10 years they have ruled with such a savage tyranny as was never
known before. It must not be forgotten that these rulers belong to a people
in whom the most bestial cruelty is allied with a capacity for artful
mendacity and believes itself today more than ever called to impose its
sanguinary despotism on the rest of the world. It must not be forgotten that
the international Jew, who is today the absolute master of Russia, does not
look upon Germany as an ally but as a State condemned to the same doom
as Russia. One does not form an alliance with a partner whose only aim is
the destruction of his fellow partner. Above all, one does not enter into
alliances with people for whom no treaty is sacred; because they do not
move about this earth as men of honor and sincerity but as the
representatives of lies and deception, thievery and plunder and robbery. The
man who thinks that he can bind himself by treaty with parasites is like the
tree that believes it can form a profitable bargain with the ivy that surrounds
it.[8]
Hitler also wrote in Mein Kampf: “Therefore the fact of forming an alliance with Russia
would be the signal for a new war. And the result of that would be the end of
Germany.”[9]
Hitler repeated his distrust of the Soviet Union in a conversation on March 3, 1938 with

British Ambassador Nevile Henderson. Hitler stated in this conversation that any
limitations on arms depended on the Soviet Union. Hitler noted that the problem was
rendered particularly difficult “by the fact that one could place as much confidence in
the faith in treaties of a barbarous creature like the Soviet Union as in the comprehension
of mathematical formulae by a savage. Any agreement with the U.S.S.R. was quite
worthless….” Hitler added that it was impossible, for example, to have faith in any
Soviet agreement not to use poison gas.[10]
Hitler’s statements in Mein Kampf and to Nevile Henderson were prescient. Stalin had
been planning to take over all of Europe ever since the 1920s. Stalin and the Soviet
Union could not be trusted to uphold any peace agreement. However, Hitler entered into
the Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement because Hitler was desperate to end the atrocities
being committed against the ethnic Germans in Poland. Hitler was hoping that the
Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement would prevent Great Britain and France from declaring
war against Germany.[11]
Hitler also signed the Molotov-Ribbentrop agreement because the negotiations that had
been ongoing between Great Britain, France and the Soviet Union had taken on a
threatening character for Germany. Hitler was confronted with the alternative of being
encircled by this massive alliance coalition or ending it via diplomatic channels. The
Molotov-Ribbentrop Non-Aggression Pact prevented Germany from being encircled by
these three powers.[12]
Stalin stayed out of the war in Europe he had conspired to instigate. Stalin kept the war
in Europe going by supplying much needed-supplies to Germany. However, Hitler’s
swift, surgical victory over France prevented the massive destruction in Europe Stalin
had hoped for. Soviet Foreign Affairs Minister Vyacheslav Molotov was sent to
Germany in November 1940 to announce the Soviet Union’s new territorial demands in
Europe. These new territorial demands effectively ended the Molotov-Ribbentrop
agreement. Hitler was forced to launch a preemptive attack on June 22, 1941, to prevent
the Soviet Union from conquering all of Europe.[13]
The Soviet war effort in the European theater of World War II was enormous. Most
historians underestimate the incredible power of the Soviet military. British historian
Norman Davies writes: “…the Soviet war effort was so overwhelming that impartial
historians in the future are unlikely to rate the British and American contribution to the
European theatre as much more than a supporting role. The proportions were not ‘Fiftyfifty’, as many imply when talking of the final onslaught on Nazi Germany from East
and West. Sooner or later people will have to adjust to the fact that the Soviet role was
enormous and the Western role was respectable but modest.”[14]
A crucial factor that prevented the Soviet takeover of Europe was the more than 400,000
non-German Europeans who volunteered to fight on the Eastern Front. Combined with
600,000 German troops, the 1,000,000-man Waffen SS represented the first truly panEuropean army ever to exist. The heroism of these non-German volunteers who joined
the Waffen SS prevented the planned Soviet conquest of Europe. In this regard, Waffen
SS Gen. Leon Degrelle wrote:
If the Waffen-SS had not existed, Europe would have been overrun entirely
by the Soviets by 1944. They would have reached Paris long before the
Americans. Waffen-SS heroism stopped the Soviet juggernaut at Moscow,
Cherkov, Cherkassy and Tarnopol. The Soviets lost more than 12 months.
Without SS resistance the Soviets would have been in Normandy before
Eisenhower. The people showed deep gratitude to the young men who
sacrificed their lives.[15]

The Soviet Union Infiltrated the U.S. Government
The Soviet Union also conspired to have Japan attack the United States. Harry Dexter
White, later proven to be a Soviet agent, carried out a mission to provoke Japan into war
with the United States. When Secretary of State Cordell Hull allowed the peacemakers
in Roosevelt’s administration to put together a modus vivendi that had real potential,
White drafted a 10-point proposal that the Japanese were certain to reject. White passed
a copy of his proposal to Hull, and this final American offer—the so-called “Hull
Note”—was presented to the Japanese on November 26, 1941.[16]
The Hull Note, which was based on two memoranda from White, was a declaration of
war as far as the Japanese were concerned. The Hull Note destroyed any possible peace
settlement with the Japanese, and led to the Japanese attack on the US fleet at Pearl
Harbor. In this regard, American historian John Koster writes:
Harry Dexter White, acting under orders of Soviet intelligence, pulled the
strings by which Cordell Hull and [State Department expert on Far Eastern
Affairs] Stanley Hornbeck handed the Japanese an ultimatum that was
tantamount to a declaration of war—when both the Japanese cabinet and the
U.S. military were desperately eager for peace.…Harry Dexter White knew
exactly what he was doing. The man himself remains a mystery, but the
documents speak for themselves. Harry Dexter White gave us Pearl
Harbor.[17]
The Soviets had also planted numerous other agents in the Roosevelt administration. For
example, Harold Glasser, a member of Morgenthau’s Treasury staff, provided
intelligence from the War Department and the White House to the Soviets. The Soviet
NKVD deemed Glasser’s reports so important that 74 reports generated from his
material went directly to Stalin. American historian Robert Wilcox writes of the Soviet
infiltration of the U.S. government and its effect on Roosevelt:
These spies, plus the hundreds in other U.S. agencies at the time, including
the military and OSS, permeated the administration in Washington, and,
ultimately, the White House, surrounding FDR. He was basically in the
Soviets’ pocket. He admired Stalin, sought his favor. Right or wrong, he
thought the Soviet Union indispensable in the war, crucial to bringing world
peace after it, and he wanted the Soviets handled with kid gloves. FDR was
star struck. The Russians hardly could have done better if he was a Soviet
spy.[18]
The opening of the Soviet archives in 1995 revealed that more than 300 communist
members or supporters had infiltrated the American government. Working in LendLease, the Treasury Department, the State Department, the office of the president, the
office of the vice president, and even American intelligence operations, these agents
constantly tried to shift U.S. policy in a pro-Soviet direction. During World War II
several of these Soviet agents were well positioned to influence American policy.
Especially at the Tehran and Yalta meetings toward the end of World War II, the Soviet
spies were able to influence Roosevelt to make huge concessions to the Soviet
Union.[19]

The Soviet Union Allowed to Control Eastern Europe
In addition to instigating the war in Europe, the Allied leaders intentionally allowed the
Soviet Union to take over Berlin and Eastern Europe. The Supreme Allied Commander

in the West, Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower, had no intention of occupying Berlin.
According to Nikita Khrushchev’s memoirs, “Stalin said that if it hadn’t been for
Eisenhower, we wouldn’t have succeeded in capturing Berlin.”[20]
Stalin wanted his troops to reach as far into Europe as possible to enable the Soviet
Union to control more of Europe after the war was over. Stalin knew that once Soviet
troops had a stronghold in Eastern Europe, it would be almost impossible to dislodge
them. Soviet hegemony could not be dislodged unless Roosevelt wanted to take on the
Soviet Union after fighting Germany. Stalin said in private: “Whoever occupies a
territory imposes on it his own social system. Everyone imposes his own system as far
as his army can reach.”[21]
The United States could easily have prevented the Soviet Union from marching as far
west into Europe as it did. After defeating Germany in North Africa, the Americans and
British went into Sicily and then Italy. Churchill favored an advance up the Italian or
Balkan peninsulas into central Europe. Such a march would be quicker in reaching
Berlin, but Roosevelt and Stalin opposed this strategy at the Tehran Conference in
November 1943. In general sessions at Tehran with Churchill present, Roosevelt
opposed strengthening the Italian campaign. Instead, Roosevelt wanted troops in Italy to
go to France for the larger cross-Channel attack planned for 1944.[22]
Gen. Mark Clark, the American commander in Italy, later commented on Roosevelt’s
decision: “The weakening of the campaign in Italy in order to invade Southern France,
instead of pushing on into the Balkans, was one of the outstanding mistakes of the
war….Stalin knew exactly what he wanted…and the thing he wanted most was to keep
us out of the Balkans.”[23]
The Allied military leaders also intentionally prevented Gen. George Patton from
quickly defeating Germany in Western Europe. In August 1944, Patton’s Third Army
was presented with an opportunity to encircle the Germans at Falaise, France. However,
Gens. Omar Bradley and Dwight Eisenhower ordered Patton to stop at Argentan and not
complete the encirclement of the Germans, which most historians agree Patton could
have done. As a result, probably 100,000 or more German soldiers escaped to later fight
U.S. troops in December 1944 in the last-ditch counterattack known as the Battle of the
Bulge.[24]
Patton wrote in his diary concerning the halt that prevented the encirclement of Germans
at Falaise: “This halt [was] a great mistake. [Bradley’s] motto seems to be, ‘In case of
doubt, halt.’ I wish I were supreme commander.”[25]
Maj. Gen. Richard Rohmer, who was a Canadian fighter pilot at the time, wrote that if
the gap had closed it “could have brought the surrender of the Third Reich, whose senior
generals were now desperately concerned about the ominous shadow of the great
Russian Bear rising on the eastern horizon of the Fatherland.” Even Col. Ralph Ingersoll,
Gen. Bradley’s own historian, wrote, “The failure to close the Argentan-Falaise gap was
the loss of the greatest single opportunity of the war.”[26]
By August 31, 1944, Patton had put Falaise behind him and quickly advanced his tanks
to the Meuse River, only 63 miles from the German border and 140 miles from the
Rhine River. The German army Patton was chasing was disorganized and in disarray;
nothing could stop Patton from roaring into Germany. However, on August 31, the Third
Army’s gasoline allotment was suddenly cut by 140,000 gallons per day. This was a
huge chunk of the 350,000 to 400,000 gallons per day the Third Army had been
consuming. Patton’s advance was halted even though the way ahead was open and
largely undefended by the German army in retreat.

Siegfried Westphal, Gen. von Rundstedt’s chief of staff, later described the condition of
the German army on the day Patton was stopped: “The overall situation in the West [for
the Germans] was serious in the extreme. The Allies could have punched through at any
point with ease.” The halt of the Third-Army blitzkrieg allowed the Germans to
reposition and revitalize. With the knowledge that they were defending their home soil,
the Germans found a new purpose for fighting. They were not just waging a war, but
were defending their families from what they regarded as revenge-seeking hordes.[27]
Germany took advantage of the overall Allied slowdown and reorganized her troops into
a major fighting force. Germany’s counterattack in the Battle of the Bulge took Allied
forces completely by surprise. The Germans created a “bulge” in the overextended
American line, and the Allies ran the risk of being cut off and possibly annihilated or
thrown back into the sea. Patton had to pull back his Third Army in the east and begin
another full-scale attack on the southern flank of the German forces. Patton’s troops
arrived in a matter of days and were the crucial factor in pushing the German bulge back
into Germany.[28]
Patton was re-enthused after the Battle of the Bulge and wanted to quickly take his Third
Army into the heart of Germany. The German Army had no more reserves and was
definitely on its last legs. However, once again Patton was held back by Gen Eisenhower
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff led by Gen. George Marshall. Patton was dumbfounded.
Patton wrote: “I’ll be damned if I see why we have divisions if not to use them. One
would think people would like to win a war…we will be criticized by history, and rightly
so, for having sat still so long.”[29]
The Western Allies were still in a position to easily capture Berlin. However,
Eisenhower ordered a halt of American troops at the Elbe River, thereby in effect
presenting a gift to the Soviet Union of central Germany and much of Europe. One
American staff officer bitterly commented: “No German force could have stopped us.
The only thing that stood between [the] Ninth Army and Berlin was Eisenhower.”[30]
On May 8, 1945, the day the war in Europe officially ended, Patton spoke his mind in an
“off-the-record” press briefing. With tears in his eyes, Patton recalled those “who gave
their lives in what they believed was the final fight in the cause of freedom.” Patton
continued:
I wonder how [they] will speak today when they know that for the first time
in centuries we have opened Central and Western Europe to the forces of
Genghis Khan. I wonder how they feel now that they know there will be no
peace in our times and that Americans, some not yet born, will have to fight
the Russians tomorrow, or 10, 15 or 20 years from tomorrow. We have spent
the last months since the Battle of the Bulge and the crossing of the Rhine
stalling; waiting for Montgomery to get ready to attack in the North;
occupying useless real estate and killing a few lousy Huns when we should
have been in Berlin and Prague. And this Third Army could have been.
Today we should be telling the Russians to go to hell instead of hearing
them tell us to pull back. We should be telling them if they didn’t like it to
go to hell and invite them to fight. We’ve defeated one aggressor against
mankind and established a second far worse, more evil and more dedicated
than the first.[31]
A few days later Patton shocked everyone at a Paris hotel gathering by saying basically
the same things. At a later gathering in Berlin, when asked to drink a toast with a Soviet
general, Patton told his translator, “tell that Russian sonovabitch that from the way
they’re acting here, I regard them as enemies and I’d rather cut my throat than have a

drink with one of my enemies!”[32]
Patton became known among U.S. and Soviet leaders as a bona-fide menace and a threat
to world peace. In addition, Patton was viewed as insubordinate, uncontrollable, and, in
the eyes of some, treasonous. U.S. Maj. Douglas Bazata claims he was given the order to
assassinate Patton by the Office of Strategic Services, an American military-espionage
unit. Bazata says he shot Patton during a planned auto wreck of Patton’s vehicle on
December 9, 1945. Patton later died in a hospital on December 21, 1945 under very
suspicious circumstances.[33]

Conclusion
The US fought in World War II supposedly to stop fascist aggression and to create
democratic institutions in the liberated nations of Europe. However, within a remarkably
short period after the end of the war, the Soviet Union ruthlessly subjected Eastern
Europe to its totalitarian control. The Red Army brought Moscow-trained secret
policemen into every Soviet-occupied country, put local communists in control of the
national media, and dismantled youth groups and other civic organizations. The Soviets
also brutally arrested, murdered and deported people whom they believed to be antiSoviet, and enforced a policy of ethnic cleansing.[34]
A war allegedly fought for democracy and freedom had turned into a totalitarian
nightmare for the people of the Eastern European nations. This result was not accidental.
The historical record indicates that the Soviet Union actively conspired to instigate
World War II. The U.S. government was also infiltrated by high-level Soviet agents who
influenced Franklin Roosevelt to make huge concessions to the Soviet Union at the
Tehran and Yalta Conferences. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower also prevented Gen. Patton
and other U.S. forces from taking over Berlin and the rest of Eastern Europe before the
Soviets could do so.
The Allies had planned a long and devastating war resulting in the complete destruction
of Germany. This is indicated by a conversation on November 21, 1938 between U.S.
Ambassador to France William Bullitt and Polish Ambassador Jerzy Potocki. According
to what military experts told Bullitt during the fall crisis of 1938, a war lasting at least
six years would break out in Europe. In the military experts’ opinion the war would
result in the complete destruction of Europe, with communism reigning in every
European state. The benefits would accrue to the Soviet Union at the conclusion of the
war. Bullitt, who enjoyed the special confidence of President Roosevelt, also told
Potocki that the United States would take part in the war after Great Britain and France
had made the first move.[35] The complete destruction of Germany and the communist
takeover of Eastern Europe occurred exactly as Bullitt had predicted.
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Field Marshal Erwin Rommel: Genius, Hero,
Martyr … and Traitor?
by John Wear

Erwin Rommel is widely regarded as one of World War II’s best generals. Historian
Daniel Allen Butler writes about Rommel: “In France in 1940, then for two years in
North Africa, then finally back in France once again, in Normandy in 1944, he proved
himself a master of armored warfare, running rings around a succession of Allied
generals who never got his measure and could only resort to overwhelming numbers to
bring about his defeat.”[1]
This article will not focus on Rommel’s military accomplishments, which have been
thoroughly documented in numerous books and publications. Instead, this article will
focus on Rommel’s relationship with Adolf Hitler, whether or not Rommel was involved
in the plot to assassinate Hitler, and why Rommel swallowed poison to end his life.

Rommel’s Relationship with Hitler
Hitler first learned of Rommel’s military expertise when he read Rommel’s book
Infantry in the Attack. This book, published in the summer of 1937, consisted of
Rommel’s recollections of his service during World War I. Rommel’s book went through
multiple editions and sold phenomenally well, earning Rommel a surprisingly large
amount of money.[2]
In the beginning, none of the disdain Hitler displayed to his other generals ever found its
way into his relationship with Rommel. The two shared a camaraderie that did not go
unnoticed by the rest of Hitler’s coterie. Hitler promoted Rommel to general and then
gave him command of the 7th Panzer Division in February 1940. In March 1941, Hitler
personally awarded Rommel the Oakleaves to his Knight’s Cross in recognition of
Rommel’s outstanding leadership of the 7th Panzer Division.[3]
Hitler next sent Rommel to North Africa to lead German forces against the British.
Rommel’s forces soon captured Tobruk in Libya from the British. This victory was
especially important since the number of soldiers captured at Tobruk constituted the
second-largest capitulation by British forces during the war. Hitler showed his esteem
for Rommel by promoting him to field marshal. Rommel at the age of 49 became the
youngest field marshal in the German army, and one of the youngest in German military
history.[4]
Hitler later met with Rommel on November 5, 1943 and assigned Rommel the task of
defending Germany against the Allied invasion from the west. Hitler stressed the job’s
importance for Germany, saying that it will be the moment of decision in the war that
must turn to Germany’s advantage. Rommel drew enormous energy from this meeting
with Hitler. After Rommel flew back to Italy to turn over his command, he wrote about
Hitler: “What power he radiates! And what faith and confidence he inspires in his
people!”[5]
Rommel had major problems with Hitler, however, after the successful Allied landings
in the west. Rommel knew Germany was in a militarily hopeless situation by late June

1944, and he wanted Hitler to negotiate peace with the Western Allies. When Rommel
attempted to discuss the overall political situation at a military conference, Hitler sharply
stopped him and said: “You will deal with your military situation, and nothing else.”
When Rommel attempted again to discuss the overall situation, Hitler asked Rommel to
leave the room.[6]
Rommel signed a grimly uncompromising report on July 15, 1944, documenting
Germany’s hopeless situation in the west. Rommel and the other signers said to Hitler in
this report that the war could not be won militarily, and asked Hitler to draw the
conclusions. Rommel told a German colonel the only thing that mattered now was that
the British and Americans get to Berlin before the Russians do.[7]
On July 17, 1944, Rommel was severely injured when the car he was riding in crashed
after being strafed by Allied airplanes. Rommel was thrown out of the car and suffered a
crushing blow to the left temple and cheekbone that caused a quadruple fracture of the
skull. Never again would Rommel see action on the battlefield.[8]

Negotiated Surrender Sought
Hitler admitted to Rommel in May of 1943 that there was little chance of Germany’s
winning the war, and that he had never wanted war with the West in the first place.
However, since it was not possible to make peace with those in power in the West, Hitler
was determined to continue the war to its bitter end. By contrast, Rommel hoped that
peace with the West could be negotiated.[9] This was the primary source of their
conflict.
Hitler was likely correct that a negotiated surrender with the Western Allies was
impossible. Even leaders of the German resistance movement discovered that the Allied
policy of unconditional surrender would not change with Hitler dead. On July 18, 1944,
German conspirator Otto John returned from fruitless negotiations with Allied
representatives in Madrid and informed his fellow plotters that unconditional surrender
would be in place even if they succeeded in killing Hitler.
Dr. Eugen Gerstenmaier, a former conspirator and president of the West German
Parliament after the war, stated in a 1975 interview: “What we in the German resistance
during the war didn’t want to see, we learned in full measure afterward; that this war
was ultimately not waged against Hitler, but against Germany.”[10]
A peaceful settlement of the war was impossible after the announcement of the Allied
policy of unconditional surrender at a press conference in Casablanca on January 23,
1943. The Allied policy of unconditional surrender ensured that the war would be fought
to its bitter end. Maurice Hankey, an experienced British statesman, summed up the
effect of the unconditional surrender policy as follows:
It embittered the war, rendered inevitable a fight to the finish, banged the
door to the possibility of either side offering terms or opening up
negotiations, gave the Germans and the Japanese the courage of despair,
strengthened Hitler’s position as Germany’s “only hope,” aided Goebbels’s
propaganda, and made inevitable the Normandy landing and the subsequent
terribly exhausting and destructive advance through North France, Belgium,
Luxemburg, Holland and Germany. The lengthening of the war enabled
Stalin to occupy the whole of Eastern Europe, to ring down the iron curtain
and so to realize at one swoop a large installment of his avowed aims
against so-called capitalism, in which he includes social democracy…Not
only the enemy countries, but nearly all countries were bled white by this

policy, which has left us all, except the United States of America,
impoverished and in dire straits. Unfortunately also, these policies, so
contrary to the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount, did nothing to strengthen
the moral position of the Allies.[11]
Thus, Rommel’s hope of ending the war in the west by an armistice while opposing
Soviet advances in the East was not realistic. In fact, the Western Allies deliberately
allowed the Soviet Union to take over Berlin and much of Germany. Eisenhower ordered
a halt of American troops at the Elbe River, thereby presenting a gift to the Soviet Union
of central Germany and much of Europe. One American staff officer bitterly
commented: “No German force could have stopped us. The only thing that stood
between [the] Ninth Army and Berlin was Eisenhower.”[12]

Rommel Implicated
Historians generally agree that Rommel was not a part of the conspiracy that attempted
to assassinate Hitler on July 20, 1944.[13] However, Rommel was soon implicated in
this conspiracy.
Gen. Carl-Heinrich von Stülpnagel, for whom Rommel had always had a close affection,
was summoned by Gen. Wilhelm Keitel to Berlin the day after the failed assassination of
Hitler. Stülpnagel, who was in on the conspiracy, attempted suicide but failed. In his
ensuing delirium, Stülpnagel was heard murmuring Rommel’s name. Stülpnagel was
condemned to death by the People’s Court and hanged on August 29, 1944.[14]
Far more-damaging to Rommel was the testimony of Lt. Col. Caesar von Hofacker.
Hofacker in his interview with the Gestapo put the blame for the assassination attempt
on two field marshals—Rommel and Gen. Hans von Kluge. Kluge committed suicide by
swallowing a cyanide pill rather than facing trial in Germany. Hofacker eventually
signed a lengthy statement alleging that Rommel had guaranteed the conspirators his
active support if the assassination succeeded. Hofacker claimed that Rommel had said,
“Tell your gentlemen in Berlin that when the time comes they can count on me.”[15]
The Gestapo also interrogated Hitler’s new chief of intelligence, Col. Georg Hansen.
Hansen admitted that Claus von Stauffenberg, the assassin, and Hofacker had stated to
their fellow plotters on July 16, 1944, that Kluge and Rommel believed the western front
would collapse within two weeks. Hansen was later tried and executed.[16]
The testimony of Rommel’s close friend and associate, Gen. Hans Speidel, was also
extremely damaging to Rommel. Hitler was correctly convinced that Speidel was guilty,
but Speidel’s superior intellect rescued him time and time again. After the Gestapo
interrogations of Speidel were complete, the army’s Court of Honor was specially
reconvened to hear the evidence against Speidel. Lt. Gen. Heinrich Kircheim’s sworn
affidavit of the hearing recorded Gestapo Chief Ernst Kaltenbrunner as stating:
Speidel has admitted under interrogation that he was informed of the
assassination plot by an emissary from Stülpnagel, but Speidel claims to
have duly reported this to his immediate superior, Field Marshal Rommel,
and he says it is not his fault if the field marshal did not pass his warning
on. In fact—this is Speidel’s case—he did not realize that Rommel kept the
warning to himself.[17]
The case against Speidel strongly incriminated Rommel in the conspiracy. When Keitel
announced, “The Führer has expressed the view that there can be no doubt that Speidel
is guilty,” Kircheim pointed out that the burden of proof was on the prosecution. The

court acquitted Speidel of the conspiracy charges. The effort to convict Rommel
accelerated.[18]
Eugen Maier, the local Party boss, also visited Rommel at his home and confided to
Rommel that the senior SS officer in Ulm had been overheard openly stating that
Rommel no longer believed in Germany’s ultimate victory. Rommel confirmed that he
did not believe a German victory was possible. Rommel said about Hitler: “That damned
fool! You can’t have any faith in him at all! Since I saw the Führer in November 1942
I’ve come to realize that his mental faculties have steadily declined.” Unknown to
Rommel, Maier forwarded Rommel’s statement to his boss, Martin Bormann, who was
Hitler’s personal secretary.[19]

Rommel’s Death
Rommel was out of favor with Hitler after the successful Allied invasion in the west.
Hitler said about Rommel, “He tried to find some other way out than the purely military.
At one time, you know, he was also predicting imminent collapse in Italy; yet it still
hasn’t happened. Events proved him wrong there and justified my decision to leave Field
Marshal Kesselring in charge…I regard Rommel, within certain limitations, as being an
exceptionally bold and also a clever commander. But I don’t regard him as a stayer, and
everybody shares that view.”[20]
Hitler’s statement bespoke disappointment with Rommel, but not a belief in betrayal.
Hitler’s view of Rommel changed, however, when he received the aforementioned
damaging reports against Rommel.[21]
Rommel was unaware of all the witness testimony being made against him. In fact,
Rommel was hoping for a new command in the east. When Rommel’s son Manfred
asked him if he would accept such a command, Rommel replied: “My dear boy, our
enemy in the east is so terrible that every other consideration has to give way before it. If
he [Stalin] succeeds in overrunning Europe, even only temporarily, it will be the end of
everything which has made life appear worth living! Of course I would go.”[22]
Unfortunately, Rommel was never given the opportunity to command in the east. On
October 14, 1944, Gen. Wilhelm Burgdorf and Gen. Ernst Maisel visited Rommel at his
home. Once behind closed doors, Burgdorf came straight to the point: Rommel was
accused of being complicit in the attempt on Hitler’s life. Burgdorf showed Rommel
copies of the interrogations of Stülpnagel, Hofacker and Speidel. A letter from Hitler
gave Rommel two choices: 1) If Rommel believed himself to be innocent of the
allegations against him, then Rommel must report to Hitler in person in Berlin, or 2)
Rommel could take his own life by swallowing a fast-acting poison Burgdorf had
brought with him for that purpose.[23]
Burgdorf told Rommel that Rommel’s treason would never be made public if he
swallowed the poison. Instead, the official story would be that Rommel died of
complications from his wounds. Rommel would be given a state funeral, his wife Lucie
would receive the full pension of a field marshal’s widow, and no reprisals would be
taken against Rommel’s family or members of his household.[24]
After almost an hour spent with Burgdorf and Maisel, Rommel excused himself to speak
to his wife. Rommel said, “In a quarter of an hour I shall be dead. I’m accused of having
taken part in the attempt to kill Hitler…They say von Stülpnagel, Speidel, and von
Hofacker have denounced me. It’s the usual trick. I’ve told them that I don’t believe it
and that it cannot be true, but the Führer has given me the choice of taking poison or

being dragged before the People’s Court. They have brought the poison; they say it will
take only three seconds to act.”[25]
After rejecting Lucie’s advice to fight back, Rommel repeated to Manfred what he had
just told the boy’s mother, and that Manfred was to maintain the strictest silence about
the agreement. Rommel climbed into the back seat of the car waiting for him. The car
drove down the lane for about five minutes and then, at a signal from Burgdorf, pulled
off the road and stopped. Rommel took the poison and was pronounced dead by a doctor
in Ulm.[26]

Conclusion
Erwin Rommel was given a state funeral as promised on October 18, 1944. Lucie
collected her full pension; her entire household was not interfered with in any way by
German authorities; and the fiction that Rommel had died of his wounds was carefully
maintained. The integrity of Rommel’s memory and legacy was preserved for the
German people.[27]
Rommel was the one German field marshal whom all of the Western Allies respected,
and whom many senior British and American officers openly admired. Hans Speidel
successfully emphasized his role as Rommel’s chief of staff to enhance his career in
postwar Germany. Speidel was commissioned as generalleutnant in West Germany in
1955, and two years later he was appointed commander-in-chief of the NATO ground
forces in Central Europe.[28] The possibility that Speidel had lied about Rommel’s
involvement in the conspiracy against Hitler, and that Speidel’s testimony had
contributed to Rommel’s premature death, did not seem to bother the NATO military
leaders.
Rommel was universally admired by his troops and always acted in what he thought was
the best interest of Germany. David Irving writes: “We can remember Rommel’s genius
for the unexpected, his mechanical gifts, [and] his original tactic devices. Combat troops
are not fools; they can sift the charlatans from the great commanders. Without exception,
Rommel’s troops—of whatever nationality—adored him.”[29]
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Germany, Bastion of Europe: Stalin’s War of
Conquest
by John Wear

Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941 is widely presented by
historians as an unprovoked act of aggression by Germany. Adolf Hitler is typically
described as an untrustworthy liar who maliciously abrogated the Molotov-Ribbentrop
Pact he had signed with the Soviet Union. Historians usually depict Joseph Stalin as a
hapless victim of Hitler’s aggression who was foolish to have trusted Hitler. Many
historians think the Soviet Union was lucky to have survived Germany’s attack.
This standard version of history does not incorporate information obtained from the
Soviet archives by Soviet intelligence agent Viktor Suvorov. The Soviet archives show
that the Soviet Union had amassed the largest and most-powerful army in history.
Germany’s invasion of the Soviet Union was a desperate preemptive attack to prevent
the Soviet Union from conquering all of Europe.

Soviet Preparations for Offensive War
In the years 1937-1941, the Soviet Army grew five-fold, from 1.1 million to 5.5
million.[1] An additional 5.3 million people joined the ranks of the Red Army within
one week of the beginning of the war. A minimum of 34.5 million people were used by
the Red Army during the war.[2] This huge increase in the size of the Soviet Army was
accomplished primarily by ratification of the universal military draft in the Soviet Union
on September 1, 1939. According to this new law, the draft age was reduced from 21 to
19, and in some categories to 18. This new law also allowed for the training of 18
million reservists, so that the Soviet Union continued to fill the ranks of the Red Army
with many millions of soldiers as the war progressed.[3]
Three age groups (cohorts aged 18 to 20) were all drafted into the Red Army at the same
time; in essence, all of the young men in the country. The duration of army service for
the majority of the draftees was two years, so the Soviet Union had to enter a major war
within two years. If war did not start by then, all of the young people would have to go
home on September 1, 1941, and then there would be almost nobody left to draft. It is
extremely difficult to maintain an army of this size without a war; the army does not
produce anything and consumes everything produced by the country. Stalin knew when
he established the draft that by two years’ time, in the summer of 1941, the Soviet Union
must enter into a major war.[4]
On January 11, 1939, in preparation for war, the Soviet Union created four new People’s
Commissariats: one for the shipbuilding industry, one for weapons, one for the aviation
industry, and one for ammunition. The Shipbuilding Commissariat undertook strictly
military projects from the moment of its founding. On May 25, 1940, the following
numbers of civilian ships were handed over to the military: 74 to the Baltic fleet, 76 to
the Black Sea fleet, 65 to the North fleet, and 101 to the Pacific fleet. By June 22, 1941,
the Soviet Union also possessed 218 submarines in its ranks and 91 more in shipyards,
all of which matched up to the best world standards.[5]
Stalin’s more than 200 submarines and the rest of his navy were ineffective at the start of

the war because it was an attack fleet. Stalin’s navy was built for aggressive war and
could not be used effectively in a defensive war. Entirely different ships with entirely
different characteristics are needed for defense: submarine hunters, picket boats,
minesweepers and net-layers. The armament of the Soviet ships was also designed
exclusively for participation in a war of aggression. While armed with powerful artillery,
mine and torpedo equipment, Soviet ships had quite weak anti-aircraft armament and
defenses.
Soviet generals had planned to begin the war with a crushing surprise attack against the
enemy’s air bases that would annihilate its aviation. When Germany attacked first, the
Soviet navy’s lack of anti-aircraft defenses was a major liability. The Soviet war effort
was also hurt by the fact that all of the navy’s reserves of shells, mines, torpedoes and
ship fuel had been transported to the German frontier and were quickly seized by the
Germans when they invaded the Soviet Union.[6]
The Ammunition Commissariat was created as a separate ministry to take care
exclusively of the production of ammunition. This ministry had to determine where to
locate all of the new factories that would be producing shells, gunpowder, cartridges,
missiles and other weapons. If Stalin had planned to conduct a defensive war, the new
ammunition factories would have been built either east of the Volga River or even
farther inland in the Ural Mountains. But no defensive options were ever considered.
Since Stalin planned to conduct an offensive operation into a war-devastated and
-weakened Europe, all of the new ammunition factories were built near the western
border regions of the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Union lost almost all industry capable of producing munitions at the
beginning of the war. From August to November 1941, German troops took over 303
Soviet munitions factories as well as mobilization reserves of critical raw materials
stored in those factories. These factories produced 85% of all output from the
Ammunition Commissariat. All of these resources went to Germany and were converted
for use against the Red Army. The Red Army also lost an unthinkable amount of artillery
shells in the frontier regions of the Soviet Union at the start of the war. However, Stalin’s
prewar potential was so great that he was able to build new munitions factories beyond
the Volga River and in the Urals, and produce much of the munitions needed to defeat
the German invasion.[7]
Seizing Stalin’s supplies was a tremendous benefit for Germany, but Hitler needed to
shift Germany’s own industry to a wartime footing. Hitler waited until January 1942
before he made the decision to gradually shift industry from a peacetime to a wartime
stance. Stalin, on the other hand, had begun setting Soviet industry on a wartime regime
back in January 1939. Despite losing 85% of the munitions of the Ammunition
Commissariat, the Red Army expended 427 million shells and artillery mines and 17
billion cartridges during the war. To this one can add innumerable hand grenades, land
mines and aerial bombs. Imagine what the outcome of World War II would have been if
Stalin had been able to use 100% of his munitions arsenal.[8]
In the summer of 1940, Stalin forced Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania into the Soviet
Union, and concentrated forces in that region on the border of East Prussia (then part of
Germany). The occupation of these Baltic countries by the Red Army was impelled by
plans for an aggressive war against Germany. The Red Army established air bases at the
very front edge of the German border. From the air bases in Lithuania the Soviet air
force could support the advance of Soviet troops to Berlin. The Soviet navy also
transferred primary forces and reserves to naval bases established in Tallinn, Riga and
Liepāja. Since it was a short distance from Liepāja to the routes taken by German vessels
carrying ore, nickel, and wood to Germany, a strike from this area could be sudden and

devastating.[9]
The Soviet Union annexed Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina in 1940. From Bessarabia
the Soviet air force could keep the Romanian oil industry, which was the main supplier
of oil to Germany, under constant threat. Northern Bukovina was needed because it had
a railroad of strategic importance that had a narrow-gauge track which enabled it to be
used by railroad cars from all over Europe. The Soviet Union used a broad-gauge track.
Soviet locomotives and trains could therefore not be used on the narrow-gauge tracks of
Central and Western Europe. In a Soviet invasion of Europe, Stalin would need many
locomotives and trains with a narrow gauge to supply his troops that were quickly
moving westward.
During the course of the Bessarabia campaign, the Soviet Union captured 141
locomotives, 1,866 covered train cars, 325 half-covered train cars, 45 platforms, 19
cisterns, 31 passenger cars, and two luggage cars. But this was not enough for Stalin. At
the Soviet-Romanian talks in July 1940, Soviet representatives demanded that Romania
return all captured mobile railroad units. On July 31, 1940, Romania agreed to transfer
175 locomotives and 4,375 cars to the Soviet Union by August 25, 1940. None of these
trains would have been of any use in a defensive war. Stalin needed these trains seized in
Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina for an offensive war designed to take over all of
Europe.[10]
In the summer of 1941, the Red Army began using the new multiple-launcher rocket
weapons BM-8 and BM-13. These unusual weapons were called “Stalin’s Pipe Organs”
or “Katyusha.” In August 1941, the Red Army added the BM-8-36 multiple-launcher
rocket-artillery system, and in the summer of 1942, the BM-8-48 rocket-artillery system
was added. A salvo from one BM-13 was 16 rocket-propelled rounds of 132-mm caliber,
while a salvo from the BM-8 was 36 rocket-propelled rounds of 82-mm caliber. One
battery consisted of four to six BM-8s or BM-13s. Usually one target was fired upon by
a group of batteries or regiments. Hundreds or even thousands of missiles could blanket
a huge area almost simultaneously, creating an avalanche of fire accompanied by a wild
roar and noise. The devastating psychological impact of these terrible weapons was a
highly unpleasant memory for any German soldier who was on the Eastern Front.[11]
Despite losses sustained in the German invasion of the Soviet Union, the Red Army
continued to expand its use of the multiple-launcher rocket weapons BM-8 and BM-13
during the war. On June 1, 1941, the Red Army had seven BM-13 rocket-launcher
vehicles. By September 1, 1941, the Red Army had 49 of these weapons. By October 1,
1941, the Red Army had 406 BM-8s and BM-13s. The count would eventually mount
into the thousands, and this weapon became a true weapon of mass destruction. The
Soviet Union managed to quickly supply its army with the new system of multiplelauncher rocket weapons despite heavy losses in its industrial and raw-materials
bases.[12]
The Soviet Union in 1941 was preparing for an offensive war against Europe. In the first
half of June 1941, the Soviet 9th Army was the most-powerful army in the world. The
9th Army appeared on the Romanian border on June 14, 1941, in the exact place where a
year ago it had “liberated” Bessarabia. If the Soviet 9th Army had attacked Romania,
Germany’s main source of oil would have been lost and Germany would have been
defeated. Hitler’s attack of the Soviet Union prevented this from happening. The
otherwise-unjustified concentration of Soviet troops on Romanian borders presented a
clear danger to Germany, and was a major reason for the German invasion of the Soviet
Union.[13]
On May 5, 1941, Stalin made it clear to his generals that the Soviet Union would be the

aggressor in a war with Germany. At a banquet a Soviet general toasted Stalin’s peaceful
foreign policy. Stalin intervened:
Allow me to make a correction. A peaceful foreign policy secured peace in
our country. A peaceful foreign policy is a good thing. For a while, we drew
a line of defenses until we rearmed our army [and] supplied it with modern
means of combat. Now, when our army has been rebuilt, our technology
modernized, [now that we are] strong [enough] for combat, now we must
shift from defense to offense. In conducting the defense of our country, we
are compelled to act in an aggressive manner. From defense we have to shift
to a military policy of offense. It is indispensable that we reform our
training, our propaganda, our press to a mindset of offense. The Red Army
is a modern army, and the modern army is an army of offense.
The general who had made the toast to Stalin’s peaceful foreign policy was discharged a
few days after the banquet.[14]
On June 13, 1941, TASS broadcast that “Germany was following the conditions of the
Soviet-German pact as flawlessly as the Soviet Union,” and that rumors of an impending
German attack on the USSR “were clumsily fabricated propaganda by the enemies of
Germany and the USSR, interested in broadening and prolonging the war.” The TASS
announcement also stated, “Rumors that the USSR is preparing for war against Germany
are false and provocative.…” However, the reality is that Soviet troops were already
traveling to the western border. June 13, 1941, marked the beginning of the biggest
organized movement of troops, arms, ammunition and other military supplies in history.
For example, the First Strategic Echelon of the Red Army had 170 tank, motorized,
cavalry, and rifle divisions. Fifty-six of them were already located right on the border
and could not move any farther ahead. All of the remaining 114 divisions began to move
toward the border in the wake of the reassuring TASS announcement on June 13, 1941.
This massive troop movement could not have been defensive. Troops preparing for
defense dig themselves into the ground, close off roads, establish barbed-wire barriers,
dig anti-tank trenches, and prepare cover behind the barricades. The Red Army did none
of these things. Instead, the additional Soviet divisions began to hide in the border
forests just like the German troops across the border preparing to invade. The TASS
announcement was made solely in an attempt to falsely allay German fears of a pending
Soviet invasion of Europe.[15]
Suvorov also dismisses claims that the Soviet Union did not have enough qualified
military leaders in 1941. Stalin did conduct a purge of the military from 1937-1938, but
reports that 40,000 military commanders were executed is an exaggeration. Soviet
documents show that 1,654 military commanders were either executed or died in prison
while awaiting trial during 1937-1938. Since the officer corps of the Red Army in
February 1937 numbered 206,000, less than 1% of the Soviet Union’s officers were
eliminated in Stalin’s purge. Soviet military commanders in 1941 were quite numerous
enough to lead Stalin’s war of aggression against Europe.[16]
Suvorov also mentions that Soviet soldiers and officers were issued Russian-German
and Russian-Romanian phrase books as part of their preparations for an invasion of
Europe. Thousands of Soviet troops did not dispose of this compromising evidence
when they were captured in the German invasion of the Soviet Union. The RussianGerman phrase books were composed very simply: a question in Russian, followed by
the same question in German written in Russian letters, then in German in Latin letters.
If the Soviet soldier did not know how to pronounce the needed German phrase, he
could point to the corresponding lines in the book and the Germans could read the lines

themselves.
The phrases indicated that the Soviets were planning to conduct an offensive war in
Europe. For example, some phrases asked: “Where is the Bürgerermeister? Is there an
observation point on the steeple?” There were no Bügerermeisters or steeples in the
Soviet Union. These questions are relevant only if the Soviet soldiers were in Germany.
Here are other examples: “Where is the fuel? Where is the garage? Where are the stores?
Where is the water? Gather and bring here [so many] horses [farm animals], we will
pay!” These questions and phrases would not be relevant on Soviet soil. Other revealing
phrases are the following: “You do not need to be afraid. The Red Army will come
soon!” These phrases are also not relevant for a war conducted on Soviet soil.[17]

Soviet Military Prowess Prior to Germany’s Invasion
The Soviet Union engaged in a number of military operations prior to Germany’s
invasion on June 22, 1941. All of these operations showed substantial military strength
that the Soviet Union managed to conceal from most of the world.
In the beginning of May 1939, an armed conflict occurred between Soviet and Japanese
troops on the border between Mongolia and China near the River Khalkhin-Gol. The
Soviet Union controlled Mongolia. Japan occupied the adjoining Chinese territory.
Nobody declared war, but the conflict escalated into battles fought with the use of
aircraft, artillery and tanks. On June 1, 1939, the Soviet Union officially declared, “We
will defend the borders of the Mongolian People’s Republic as we defend our own.” The
next day Gen. Zhukov flew from Moscow to Mongolia to take command of the Soviet
and Mongolian troops.[18]
Stalin armed Soviet troops in Mongolia with the most-modern weapons, including the
BT-5 and BT-7 tanks, all armed with the most-powerful tank cannon of that time. Soviet
armored cars were also armed with the same powerful cannon. Some of the best Soviet
pilots were sent to Mongolia and established air superiority above the theater of
operations. The Red Army used long-range bombers, and for the first time I-16 fighters
successfully used air-to-air RS-82 rocket missiles. The Red Army also had the newest
and best artillery, howitzers and mortars in the world.[19]
During the course of many inconclusive battles, Zhukov decided to end the conflict with
a sudden and crushing defeat of the Japanese army. On August 20, 1939, at 5:45 AM,
153 Soviet bombers escorted by a corresponding number of fighters carried out a
surprise raid over Japanese air bases and command posts. An extremely intense and
powerful artillery barrage joined in immediately and lasted almost three hours. Soviet
aircraft carried out a second raid during the course of the artillery action, and at 9:00 AM
Soviet tank units broke through Japanese defenses. Zhukov had conducted a classic
encirclement operation. On the fourth day of the attack, the circle drawn around
Japanese troops was tightened and the rout of the Japanese army began. There had never
been such a crushing defeat in all of Japanese military history.[20]
The Soviet operation at Khalkhin-Gol, which is sometimes referred to as the Nomonhan
Incident, was brilliant in its planning and execution. It totally surprised the Japanese
—during the first hour-and-a-half of the attack, the Japanese artillery did not fire a single
shot and not a single Japanese plane rose into the air. Khalkhin-Gol was the first
Blitzkrieg of history. It was the first time in history that large masses of tanks were used
effectively to strike in depth, and it was a prime example of the use of concealed
concentration of artillery in tight areas of the front. The defeat of the Japanese Army on
the Khalkhin-Gol checked Japanese aggression in the direction of Mongolia and the
Soviet Union. In the fall of 1941, during months critical for the Soviet Union, the

Japanese remembered Khalkhin-Gol and did not hazard to attack the Soviet Union.[21]
For obvious reasons, the Japanese did not report their defeat in Mongolia to the world.
Since there were no international observers nor journalists in Mongolia, few knew about
the operation at the time. Stalin also ordered silence concerning the impressive Soviet
defeat of the Japanese army. Stalin ordered silence because he was preparing the same
sort of defeat on a much grander scale for all of Europe. Stalin’s interest lay in
concealing the might of the Red Army, and letting the world believe that the Soviet
Army was not able to conduct technologically advanced warfare. Stalin wanted to catch
Hitler and the rest of Europe off-guard and not alert them.[22]
On August 23, 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union signed a nonaggression agreement
called the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. This agreement guaranteed that Hitler would not
have to fight the Soviet Union if Germany invaded Poland. A secret codicil also
stipulated the division of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union in the event of
war.[23]
Hitler attacked Poland on September 1, 1939, and Great Britain and France declared war
on Germany on September 3, 1939. The Soviet Union waited until September 17, 1939
to attack Poland from their side (the east). Stalin’s troops committed similar or worse
atrocities in Poland than Germany, but Great Britain and France never declared war on
the Soviet Union for invading their guarantee, Poland. The fault for beginning the war
was laid upon Germany, and world opinion supposed the Soviet Union to be innocent in
instigating the war.
Suvorov states that even the German Blitzkrieg in Poland faltered. On September 15,
1939, two weeks after the German attack, the activity level of the Luftwaffe fell
substantially, and the German army was almost completely out of fuel. The Soviet Army
invaded Poland on September 17, 1939 to rescue the German Blitzkrieg and enable the
partition of Poland between Germany and the Soviet Union.[24]
Another reason the Soviets waited until September 17, 1939 to invade Poland is that the
ceasefire with Japan ending the Nomonhan Incident was not signed until September 15,
1939. The Soviets wanted to ensure that they were no longer at war with Japan before
they invaded Poland.[25]
In October 1939, Stalin’s diplomats continued the Soviet Union’s territorial
aggrandizement by demanding the cession of the Karelian Isthmus from Finland in
exchange for a territory elsewhere that happened to be twice the size of the isthmus.
Finland rejected Stalin’s demands because the Karelian Isthmus is the direct gateway to
the capital of Finland. The geographical disposition of Finland is such that any
aggression against Finland from the Soviet Union could come only through the Karelian
Isthmus. For this reason, starting in 1918, Finland began an extensive buildup of
defensive fortifications and obstructions on the Karelian Isthmus known as the
Mannerheim Line. Finland spent practically all of her military budget for the 10 years
preceding the war on the construction of the Mannerheim Line. Stalin’s diplomats in
essence had demanded that Finland hand over to the Red Army all of her heavily
fortified defenses in exchange for swampland and marshy woods which no one needed
or wanted.[26]
Stalin issued the order to crush Finland when Stalin’s demands were rejected. After a
brief but intense artillery softening-up, the Red Army crossed the Finnish border on
November 30, 1939. The Red Army first encountered a security pale full of traps,
barricades, obstacles and minefields. The entire space was filled with granite boulders,
concrete blocks, forest blockages, scarps and counterscarps, anti-tank trenches, and
bridges wired with explosives ready to be blown up by the Finnish border patrol. Finnish

snipers and light mobile squads were highly active and operating at full capacity. The
Red Army took two weeks and suffered heavy casualties before it passed through the
security pale.
After overcoming the security pale, the Red Army reached Finland’s main line of
defense—the Mannerheim Line. The line was a brilliantly camouflaged defense
structure, well integrated into the surroundings, and stretching up to 30 kilometers in
depth. In addition to innumerable minefields and anti-tank trenches, the Mannerheim
Line contained 2,311 concrete, ironclad, and timber defense structures, as well as granite
boulders and hundreds of rows of thick barbed wire on metal stakes connected to mines.
The fighting on the Mannerheim Line was especially tenacious. The Red Army finally
broke through the Mannerheim Line on March 12, 1940 after suffering colossal
casualties: 126,875 soldiers and officers killed, 188,671 wounded, 58,370 ill, and 17,867
frostbitten.[27]
All military experts prior to Finland’s defense against the Soviet Union had declared that
breaking through the Mannerheim Line could not be done by any army. The Red Army
had done the impossible. Furthermore, the Red Army broke through the Mannerheim
Line impromptu in winter without any preparation for such limiting conditions. The
military experts of the West should have recognized the powerful offensive capabilities
of the Red Army. If the Red Army could break through the Mannerheim Line in winter,
then it was capable of crushing Europe and whoever else got in its way. Instead, the
military experts of the West declared the Red Army to be unfit and unprepared for
war.[28]
Only three months after the Soviet Union concluded military operations in Finland, the
three Baltic nations, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia, surrendered to Stalin and became
Soviet Republics of the Soviet Union. The governments and military leadership of these
three Baltic countries had carefully watched the war in Finland. They correctly
concluded that the Red Army could not be stopped by any number of casualties, and that
resistance to the Soviet Union was futile. Therefore, the three Baltic nations surrendered
without firing a shot. With the addition of these three neutral countries, the Soviet Union
advanced its borders to the west, which made it easier for the Soviet Union to invade
Europe.[29]
Stalin also issued an ultimatum to the government of Romania to cede Bessarabia.
Realizing that resistance was futile, Romania handed over both Bessarabia and Northern
Bukovina to the Soviet Union without even organizing lengthy talks.[30] Thus, within
less than a year, the Soviet Union had destroyed a Japanese army in Mongolia, taken
over the eastern part of Poland by military force, conducted an extremely difficult but
successful invasion of Finland, forced the Baltic nations of Estonia, Lithuania, and
Latvia to join the Soviet Union against their will, and taken over possession of
Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina from Romania.
These Soviet conquests and ultimata expanded the Soviet Union’s territory by 426,000
square kilometers, an area approximately equal to the surface area of the German Reich
in 1919.[31] These Soviet military operations prove that the Soviet Union was extremely
powerful and aggressive. The Soviet Union was well-positioned after these conquests to
launch a massive offensive against the rest of Europe.

Confirmation from Hitler
Suvorov’s book The Chief Culprit fails to mention Adolf Hitler’s speech on December
11, 1941 declaring war on the United States. This speech provides important
corroborating evidence why Hitler attacked the Soviet Union. Hitler stated in this

speech:
When I became aware of the possibility of a threat to the east of the Reich in
1940 through reports from the British House of Commons and by
observations of Soviet Russian troop movements on our frontiers, I
immediately ordered the formation of many new armored, motorized and
infantry divisions. The human and material resources for them were
abundantly available….
We realized very clearly that under no circumstances could we allow the
enemy the opportunity to strike first into our heart. Nevertheless, the
decision in this case was a very difficult one. When the writers for the
democratic newspapers now declare that I would have thought twice before
attacking if I had known the strength of the Bolshevik adversaries, they
show that they do not understand either the situation or me.
I have not sought war. To the contrary, I have done everything to avoid
conflict. But I would forget my duty and my conscience if I were to do
nothing in spite of the realization that a conflict had become unavoidable.
Because I regarded Soviet Russia as a danger not only for the German Reich
but for all of Europe, I decided, if possible, to give the order myself to
attack a few days before the outbreak of this conflict.
A truly impressive amount of authentic material is now available which
confirms that a Soviet Russian attack was intended. We are also sure about
when this attack was to take place. In view of this danger, the extent of
which we are perhaps only now truly aware, I can only thank the Lord God
that He enlightened me in time and has given me the strength to do what
must be done. Millions of German soldiers may thank Him for their lives,
and all of Europe for its existence.
I may say this today: If this wave of more than 20,000 tanks, hundreds of
divisions, tens of thousands of artillery pieces, along with more than 10,000
airplanes, had not been kept from being set into motion against the Reich,
Europe would have been lost.
Several nations have been destined to prevent or parry this blow through the
sacrifice of their blood. If Finland had not immediately decided, for the
second time, to take up weapons, then the comfortable bourgeois life of the
other Nordic countries would have been quickly ended.
If the German Reich, with its soldiers and weapons, had not stood against
this opponent, a storm would have burned over Europe which would have
eliminated once and for all time the laughable British idea of the European
balance of power in all its intellectual paucity and traditional stupidity.
If the Slovaks, Hungarians and Romanians had not also acted to defend this
European world, then the Bolshevik hordes would have poured over the
Danube countries as did once the swarms of Attila’s Huns, and [Soviet]
Tatars and Mongols would [then] force a revision of the Treaty of Montreux
on the open country by the Ionian Sea.
If Italy, Spain and Croatia had not sent their divisions, then a European
defense front would not have arisen which proclaims the concept of a new
Europe and thereby effectively inspires all other nations as well. Because of
this awareness of danger, volunteers have come from northern and western

Europe: Norwegians, Danes, Dutch, Flemish, Belgians and even French.
They have all given the struggle of the allied forces of the Axis the character
of a European crusade, in the truest sense of the word.[32]
Hitler’s speech confirms Suvorov’s thesis that the German invasion of the Soviet Union
was for preemptive purposes. Hitler’s attack was not for Lebensraum or any other
ambitious reason.
Hitler’s speech also mentions an important point not discussed in The Chief Culprit:
numerous brave men from northern and western Europe volunteered to join Germany in
its fight against the Soviet Union. Volunteers from 30 nations enlisted to fight in the
German armed forces during World War II.[33] These volunteers felt that the Soviet
Union, which Suvorov calls “the most criminal and most bloody empire in human
history,”[34] must not be allowed to conquer all of Europe.

Conclusion
Viktor Suvorov in his book The Chief Culprit makes it clear that Hitler’s preemptive
attack on the Soviet Union prevented Stalin from conquering all of Europe.[35] Suvorov
also clearly shows that it was Stalin and not Hitler who abrogated the MolotovRibbentrop Agreement. As Frederick the Great of Prussia stated, “The attacker is the one
who forces his adversary to attack.”[36]
Stalin’s plans for offensive war are also confirmed through his son. During the German
invasion of the Soviet Union in June 1941, Yakov Iosifovich Dzhugashvili, the son of
Stalin, was taken prisoner by the Germans. Stalin’s son was searched and questioned. A
letter from another officer dated June 11, 1941 was found in his pockets stating: “I am at
the training camps. I would like to be home by fall, but the planned walk to Berlin might
hinder this.” German intelligence officers asked Dzhugashvili to clarify the statement
about the “planned walk to Berlin.” Stalin’s son read the letter and quietly muttered:
“Damn it!” Obviously, the letter indicates that Soviet forces were planning to invade
Germany later that year.[37]
German intelligence officers also asked Stalin’s son why the Soviet artillery, which had
the best cannon and howitzers in the world, aimed so inaccurately. Stalin’s son truthfully
answered: “The maps let the Red Army down, because the action, contrary to
expectations, unfolded to the east of the state border.” The Soviet maps were of areas the
Red Army planned to invade, but were useless for defending their own country. In 1941,
the Red Army fought without (the relevant) maps, and so the Soviet artillery couldn’t
find its targets.[38]
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Herald of the Victors’ Shame: James Bacque,
1929-2019
by John Wear

James Bacque died peacefully on September 13, 2019, surrounded by his family after
suffering multiple strokes. His wife Elisabeth says James was lucid and listening to the
end, and that his sense of humor never failed him.
Bacque had a long literary career as a journalist, an editor and a publisher. His first
books were novels followed by short stories, history, a biography, essays and a play. His
final novel Our Fathers’ War portrays World War II from both sides of the conflict.
While researching a book about Raoul Laporterie, a French Resistance hero, Bacque
interviewed a former German soldier who had become a friend of Laporterie. Laporterie
had taken this man, Hans Goertz, and one other, out of a French prison camp in 1946 to
give them work as tailors in his chain of stores. Goertz declared that “Laporterie saved
my life, because 25% of the men in that camp died in one month.” What had they died
of? “Starvation, dysentery, disease.”
Checking as far as possible the records of the camps where Goertz had been confined,
Bacque found that it had been one of a group of three in a system of 1,600, all equally
bad, according to the International Committee of the Red Cross reports in the French
army archives at Vincennes, Paris. Soon Bacque came upon the first hard evidence of
mass deaths in U.S.-controlled camps. This evidence was found in army reports under
the bland heading “Other Losses.”
In the spring of 1987, Bacque and Dr. Ernest F. Fischer, Jr., a retired colonel in the U.S.
Army and a distinguished army historian, met in Washington, D.C. They worked
together over the following months in the National Archives and in the George C.
Marshall Foundation in Lexington, Virginia, piecing together the evidence they
uncovered. In the United States National Archives on Pennsylvania Avenue, Bacque
found the documents with the heading Weekly Prisoner of War and Disarmed Enemy
Forces Report. In each report was the heading "Other Losses," which resembled the
statistics he had seen in France.
Bacque reviewed these reports with Col. Philip S. Lauben, who had been chief of the
German Affairs Branch of Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force in charge
of prisoner transfers and repatriation. Bacque and Lauben went over the headings in the
reports one by one until they got to the heading Other Losses. Lauben said, “It means
deaths and escapes.” When Bacque asked how many escapes, Lauben answered “Very,

very minor.” Bacque later learned that the escapes were less than one-tenth of 1%.[1]
Bacque wrote that because some prisoner documents were deceptive when made, and
because many records were destroyed in the 1950s or hidden in euphemisms, the number
of dead will always be in dispute. However, there is no question that enormous numbers
of men of all ages, plus some women and children, died of starvation, exposure,
unsanitary conditions and disease in American and French prisoner-of-war (POW)
camps in Germany and France starting in April 1945.
Bacque estimated in his book, aptly titled Other Losses, that German POW deaths
undoubtedly number over 790,000, almost certainly over 900,000, and quite likely over
a million. The prisoners’ deaths were knowingly caused by army officers who had
sufficient resources to keep these German POWs alive. Relief organizations such as the
Red Cross that attempted to help prisoners in the American camps were refused
permission by the Army.[2]
James Bacque wrote that the response he received following the original publication of
Other Losses was amazing. Bacque stated: “Most gratifying has been the huge response
from thousands of ex-prisoners who have written to me, or telephoned, sent faxes or
e-mail, or even called at my door, to thank me for telling a story they feared would die
with them. They continue to send me diaries, letters, Tagebücher, self-published books,
typescripts of memoirs, in three or four languages, along with photographs, maps,
drawings, paintings and even a few artifacts.”[3]
However, Bacque also sustained vociferous criticism from establishment historians and
the mass media after the publication of Other Losses. Bacque was never intimidated by
such criticism, and later found corroborating evidence in the Soviet archives. Bacque
wrote: “Among all of the many editors, writers, TV producers and professors all over
Europe and North America who have furiously denounced the author of Other Losses
since 1989, not one has ever commented on his subsequent amazing discoveries in the
Soviet archives.”[4]
James Bacque ended Other Losses with an appeal for open-mindedness and
understanding. Bacque wrote: “Surely it is time for the guesswork and the lying to stop.
Surely it is time to take seriously what the eye-witnesses on both sides are trying to tell
us about our history. All over the Western world, savage atrocities against the
Armenians, the Ukrainians and the Jews are known. Only the atrocities against the
Germans are denied. Are Germans not people in our eyes?”[5]
Bacque later expanded on his historical work with the book Crimes and Mercies: The
Fate of German Civilians under Allied Occupation 1944-1950. He wrote that the Allies
were able to conceal their murderous policies toward the Germans since they controlled
everything of consequence in Germany. The statistics of German deaths after the war
were all under Allied control, and there was no independent German government to
dispute the Allied figures. The U.S. Military Governor reports were designed to reflect
favorably on the Allied postwar treatment of Germany. These U.S. reports, which have
been widely used to determine Westerners’ view of Germany’s postwar history, showed
figures indicating no large number of Germans died in the three Western zones from
1945 to 1950.[6]
German deaths after the war can be divided into three groups of people. The first group
is the German POWs in both Europe and the Soviet Union. The second group is the
Germans forcibly expelled from Eastern and Central Europe, and the third group is the
Germans already residing in Germany. While no one will ever know how many Germans
died from 1945 to 1950 as a result of the Allies’ policies, it is certain that the deaths far
exceed most traditional estimates. The great majority of these deaths were caused by the

lethal policies imposed by the four victorious Allies after the war.[7]
Bacque estimated that a minimum of 1.5 million German POWs, 2.1 million German
expellees, and 5.7 million German residents died needlessly after the war. This minimum
estimate of 9.3 million German deaths is far more than the number of Germans who died
during World War II. Millions of these Germans slowly starved to death while the Allies
withheld available food. The majority of these postwar dead Germans were women,
children and very old men. Their deaths have never been honestly reported by the Allies,
the German government or most historians.[8]
The world owes James Bacque a huge debt of gratitude for his outstanding and
groundbreaking research into this painful, controversial and underreported period of
history. Bacque’s friend, American historian Alfred-Maurice de Zayas, writes: “We owe
James Bacque our recognition for his courage to raise new and uncomfortable questions.
We thank him for the answers he proposes. Let the debate begin.”[9]
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Martin Niemöller, Scourge of Tyranny
by John Wear

First they came for the Germans, and I did not speak out—for I was not a German.
Then they came for the Palestinians, and I did not speak out—for I was not a Palestinian.
Then they came for the Holocaust revisionists, and I did not speak out—for I was not a Holocaust
revisionist.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak out for me.
This article will discuss the life and career of the man who produced the famous confession parodied
above—Martin Niemöller.

Early Career
Martin Niemöller’s career began in the Imperial German Navy. After his initial training at the FlensburgMürwik Naval College, 18-year-old Niemöller became an officer-cadet and took the requisite oath of
loyalty to the kaiser on May 7, 1910. When war broke out in August 1914, Niemöller was assistant
torpedo officer on the Battleship Thüringen.[1]
Niemöller next served as navigator on several German U-boats during World War I. By the end of June
1918, Niemöller was assigned command of the Submarine UC67. Niemöller learned that Germany had
surrendered to the Allies while on patrol as commander of the UC67. Niemöller later documented his
experiences in the First World War in a book titled From U-Boat to Pulpit.[2]
Niemöller resigned from the German Navy and married his fiancée Else on Easter Sunday, 1919. After
briefly working as a farmer, Niemöller enrolled as a theology student at the University of Münster.
Niemöller worked at several jobs to support his growing family during the years he studied to become a
pastor. Niemöller completed his final church examination at the beginning of May 1924, and was soon
ordained as a pastor in the Church of the Redeemer in Münster.[3]
Niemöller worked the next seven years for the Westphalia Inner Mission. One part of Niemöller’s job was
to coordinate the 49 youth and welfare organizations that existed in Westphalia, a task that kept Niemöller
away from home every other day of the year. Niemöller learned much from this work and developed
valuable abilities in organizing people and institutions. He left the Inner Mission to become the third
pastor of the Parish of Dahlem.[4]
Martin and Else Niemöller and their six children moved into a pastor’s house in Dahlem the last week of
June 1931. Niemöller voted National Socialist in 1933 in hopes of a stronger alliance between the church
and state. Niemöller said:
Among many sections of our people the hope has sprung up that there will now be a new
meeting between our nation and the Christian church, between our nation and God. And we
hope from our hearts that through the movement which is at present developing in our church,
obstacles will be swept away and the way made clear.[5]

Conflict with Hitler
Niemöller devoted the next several years to the tasks which were the essence of his calling—preaching
and the salving of souls. In November 1932, church elections brought Niemöller into contact for the first

time with the “German Christians”, an organization established only five months previously. The German
Christians openly sought to subordinate Christianity and the Protestant churches to the National-Socialist
regime.[6]
Church elections resulted in Friedrich von Bodelschwingh becoming the first reich bishop, with Niemöller
and another colleague named as Bodelschwingh’s assistants. However, Bodelschwingh resigned four
weeks later when he became convinced that Hitler’s intention was to subordinate German churches to his
supreme control.[7]
New elections enabled the German Christians to gain control of the German churches. Three weeks later,
Niemöller mailed a circular letter to all German pastors inviting them to join the Pastors’ Emergency
Union. The response exceeded all expectations. By January 1934, 7,000 of the 15,000 pastors in Germany
had joined the Union. Niemöller almost overnight became the mouthpiece of the German churches’
opposition to Hitler’s ambitions concerning the church.
Niemöller issued a directive to the members of the Emergency Union urging that they boycott a
questionnaire which the government had circulated to all clergy on the subject of their racial ancestry.
Niemöller said the distinction between an Aryan and a non-Aryan was meaningless to a Christian, for
“here is neither Jew, nor Greek, but all are one in Jesus Christ.” Niemöller’s motive was to prevent the
introduction of National-Socialist racial laws into the Protestant church.[8]
On January 25, 1934, Hitler summoned Niemöller and other leaders of the Protestant churches to a
conference. Hermann Göring at the start of the conference read a transcript of a telephone conversation
Niemöller had made earlier that morning. Niemöller explained to Hitler after Göring read the transcript
that this telephone conversation had been a private one, and his secretary’s comment about extreme
unction at the end had been made for the sole reason of ending the conversation. Niemöller said his work
had no other objective than the welfare of the church, the state and the German people.[9]
On his way out, Niemöller asked Göring when had it become customary in Germany to listen in on
people’s private telephone conversations. Niemöller asked Göring: “And what led you to make the charge
that the Emergency Union receives financial support from abroad?” Göring said he would send Niemöller
proof of his allegation. Gestapo men ransacked Niemöller’s rectory for incriminating material that same
evening.[10]
Niemöller never deviated in his uncompromising position against the German Christians. His creation of
the “Confessing Church” from his Pastors’ Emergency Union provided Niemöller a platform from which
to denounce the German Christians in his sermons and speeches, in the press and in his private
correspondence. In June 1937, most of the leaders of the Confessing Church were arrested by the Gestapo.
Time was running out for Niemöller.[11]

Hitler’s Prisoner
Martin Niemöller was arrested on July 1, 1937 and brought to the secret-police headquarters in
Alexanderplatz. He was not interrogated, but brought to Moabit Prison, where he occupied a small cell.
Niemöller had to wait more than seven months while evidence was gathered to prosecute him at his
trial.[12]
Niemöller’s trial opened on February 7, 1938. The defense emphasized the pastor’s patriotism and
personal loyalty to the state. Niemöller recounted his war service, and described himself as a completely
unpolitical man who had no personal animosity against the National Socialists. Niemöller insisted that
obedience to God’s word governed his actions and took precedence over any other obligation. Numerous
defense witnesses also testified effectively on Niemöller’s behalf. [13]
It became clear during the trial that the prosecution had a weak case. On March 2, 1938, the judge found
Niemöller guilty only of misusing the pulpit, and sentenced him to seven months in prison and a fine of

1,500 marks. Since Niemöller had already served seven months in jail, the prison sentence was waived
and Niemöller was free to go home.[14]
However, Hitler ordered Niemöller placed in “protective custody” in Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp,
where Niemöller was kept most of the time in solitary confinement. Niemöller’s acquittal, re-arrest and
incarceration in Sachsenhausen produced an international scandal. U.S. Protestants regarded Niemöller as
a hero of the faith, while reporters and journalists described Niemöller as a heroic figure in the struggle
against Nazism.15]
On July 11, 1941, Niemöller was transferred from Sachsenhausen in the Protestant north to the Dachau
Concentration Camp in the Catholic south, where he was housed with three Catholic priests: Johannes
Neuhäusler, Nikolaus Jansen and Michael Höck. Daily contact and conversation with these and other
clerics in Dachau revived Niemöller. The move to Dachau also increased Niemöller’s popularity abroad.
Numerous books exalting his piety and courage were published in the United States in the early 1940s,
making Niemöller a world-famous person.[16]

Conflict with the Allies
Martin Niemöller was flown to Naples after the war, and then as a special prisoner was flown to France to
spend a couple of days in an internment camp near Versailles. He next was flown to Frankfurt and was
then taken to an interrogation center in Wiesbaden. It was now mid-June 1945, and the occupying powers
were proposing to confine him in Wiesbaden. Niemöller went on a hunger strike to gain his freedom. Four
days later, Niemöller was released by the Allies and finally made it home on June 24, 1945.[17] Else told
her husband that the eight weeks between his release from German custody and their reunion, during
which she waited every hour for his return, were “worse than the whole eight years before.”[18]
The American infatuation with Niemöller was severely tested by an interview he gave in Naples on June
5, 1945 to dozens of British and American war correspondents. Niemöller said his objections to Nazism
were religious and not political, which is why he had offered his services to the German Navy when
World War II broke out. Niemöller said that honest Germans did not feel responsible for the German
concentration camps. Niemöller further said that the German people were ill suited to live under a Western
form of democracy; indeed, in many ways Germans preferred authoritarian rule.[19]
Niemöller faced harsh criticism from Eleanor Roosevelt after this interview. The former first lady wrote:
“Pastor Niemöller sounds to me like a gentleman who believes in the German doctrine of the superiority
of race” and described his Naples interview as sounding “almost like a speech by Mr. Hitler.” Niemöller
later wrote that Eleanor Roosevelt and her friends were investigating and highlighting his past, saying that
he had been “an anti-Semite, a militarist and even a Nazi!”[20]
Niemöller became exasperated by repeated assaults on his honor by the Allies. He yearned for the life of a
simple pastor. Niemöller wrote to an American friend: “Else and I are rather tired of the whole thing, and I
am thinking earnestly of leaving Germany for good and of taking a small congregation in England or in
your country. You see, there is not much left of the old ‘fighting pastor,’ at least of my old resistance.”[21]

Origin of Famous Confession
Martin Niemöller is internationally and historically famous for the following confession:
First they came for the Communists, and I did not speak out—for I was not a Communist.
Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak out—for I was not a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—for I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak out for me.[22]
The origin of this “Niemöller’s Confession” lies in speeches Niemöller made in Germany in 1946, where

he admitted his own complacency in Germany’s crimes. Like most Germans, Niemöller did not realize
that he had been lied to by the Allies concerning the “Holocaust” and the origins of World War II.
Historian Matthew Hockenos writes concerning Niemöller’s famous confession:
There is no hint of the poetic and rhythmical recitation of groups and actions that makes the
famous confession so captivating, but its basic structure is apparent. In a January address in
Frankfurt, for example, he lists Communists, the incurably ill, and Jews as groups the Nazis
assailed while he and other Germans passively watched with disinterest, if not silent
approval. In another speech from this period, he added to his list Jehovah’s Witnesses, who
had been attacked by the Nazis because of their international connections, their refusal to
serve in the military, and their emphasis on the Old Testament.[23]
Historians have frequently speculated that Niemöller gave voice to his famous confession during his U.S.
tour from December 1946 to late April 1947. However, this is not the case. Niemöller traveled to America
to solicit American aid to alleviate the harsh conditions in Germany after the war. He did not travel to the
United States to highlight his nor other Germans’ failure to resist Hitler’s attacks on communists, Jews
and other people. That message was not apposite for American audiences in the immediate postwar
years.[24]

Helping Germans
Martin Niemöller opposed Allied denazification programs from the moment the policy was launched in
1945 to its demise in 1948. When asked in December 1945 what he thought was the most-serious problem
facing the German churches, Niemöller mentioned the tyrannical denazification policies that had resulted,
in the American Zone alone, in the arrest and internment of some 117,000 Germans who had been
members of Nazi organizations. Niemöller in early 1946 joined other church leaders in sending a
declaration to the American Military Government criticizing the denazification process.[25]
Historian Steven Remy writes concerning Niemöller’s opposition to denazification: “In early 1948…
Martin Niemoeller went so far as to insist that Protestants stop assisting the prosecution and forbade
clergy in Hesse-Nassau from “justify[ing] this scandal any longer by doing any work in connection with
denazification.”[26]
Niemöller was also a strong critic of the Allied-run postwar war-crimes trials in Germany. Along with
four other leading German clergymen, Niemöller sent a long letter to U.S. Gen. Lucius Clay denouncing
the International Military Tribunal (IMT). The signatories argued that the defense attorneys had been
hobbled at the IMT, witnesses had been “interrogated under the duress of extradition to Eastern states,”
international law was being applied only to the vanquished, and there was no court of appeal. Niemöller
also vigorously protested the unfairness of other American-run postwar trials in Germany.[27]
Niemöller and his family suffered extreme hardships after the war. Niemöller told his friend Pastor Ewart
Turner that if things didn’t improve, “I should prefer to be back in my cell Number 31 at Dachau.”
Niemöller blamed “the followers of the Morgenthau Plan” who had moved their “headquarters from
Washington to the American Zone.”[28]
During his American speaking tour, Niemöller told American audiences that Germans were receiving no
better than “the lowest ration ever heard of in a Nazi concentration camp.”[29] Although Niemöller raised
more money than expected from his American tour, he was disappointed in its outcome because he was
not able to improve U.S. occupation policies in Germany. Starvation conditions continued in Germany
after Niemöller’s American tour.[30]

Conclusion

Martin Niemöller is remembered today as the pastor who resisted the Nazis and made the famous postwar
confession, “First they came for the Communists….” Niemöller’s reputation is not without merit.
Niemöller defied Hitler’s attempt to control the Protestant church, and he was imprisoned for almost eight
years on Hitler’s personal orders.[31]
But Niemöller should also be remembered as an effective orator, a skilled administrator and a tireless
worker for whatever cause he was working for at a given time. He dedicated his later life to the service of
justice, peace, and love for one’s neighbor, and encouraged people to speak out whenever other human
beings were being persecuted.[32]
Niemöller was also a patriotic German who did what he thought was best for Germany. He volunteered to
fight in the German Navy during World War II even though Hitler had imprisoned him in Sachsenhausen
and Dachau. Niemöller also vigorously opposed Allied denazification policies, protested the injustice of
the Allied-run postwar trials in Germany, and sought to alleviate the draconian deprivations imposed by
the Allies on Germans after World War II.
Many people have criticized Niemöller for his German patriotism; other people have criticized him for his
confession, which was used by Allied propagandists to demonize Germans. In regard to his famous
confession, Niemöller did not realize that he had been deceived by the Allies concerning the so-called
Holocaust and the origins of World War II. Like most Germans, Niemöller was a victim of the supreme
Allied atrocity campaign, the one designed to induce guilt in Germans for the acts, actual, alleged, and
mischaracterized, of their state before and during the war.[33]
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The Genocide of Captive German
Soldiers
by John Wear

People in the countries that won World War II often referred to it as
the “Good War,” a morally clear-cut conﬂict between good and evil.[1]
This “Good War” is also claimed to have led to a good peace. After a
period of adjustment, the United States generously adopted the
Marshall Plan to help the Germans back onto their feet. Germany
with the help of the Allies soon became a prosperous democracy that
took its place among the family of good nations.
The above mistaken description ignores the Allies’ horriﬁc
mistreatment of Germans after the end of the Second World War. This
article will examine the mass murder of captured German soldiers in
the French and American prisoner-of-war camps.

Introduction to the Allied Prisoner-of-War
Camps
On July 27, 1929, the future Allied powers of World War II extended
the Protective Regulations of the Geneva Convention for Wounded
Soldiers to include prisoners of war (POWs). These regulations state:
“All accommodations should be equal to the standard of their troops.
The Red Cross supervises. After the end of the hostilities the POWs
should be released immediately.” On March 10, 1945, Dwight
Eisenhower, the supreme Allied commander of the Allied
Expeditionary Force, disregarded these regulations by classifying
German prisoners captured on German territory as “Disarmed Enemy
Forces” (DEFs). The German prisoners were thereby at the mercy of
the Allies and were not protected by international law.[2]
The Western Allies deliberately murdered approximately 1 million
disarmed German POWs by means of starvation, exposure and illness.
This Allied atrocity was ﬁrst publicly exposed in 1989 in the book
Other Losses by James Bacque. Dr. Ernest F. Fisher, Jr., a retired
colonel in the U.S. Army and a distinguished army historian, wrote
the following foreword to the third edition of Other Losses:
Over most of the Western Front in late April 1945, the
thunder of artillery had been replaced by the shuﬄing of
millions of pairs of boots as columns of disarmed German
soldiers marched wearily towards Allied barbed wire
enclosures. Scattered enemy detachments ﬁred a few

volleys before fading into the countryside and eventual
capture by Allied soldiers.
The mass surrenders in the west contrasted markedly with
the ﬁnal weeks on the Eastern Front where surviving
Wehrmacht units still fought the advancing Red Army to
enable as many of their comrades as possible to evade
capture by the Russians.
This was the ﬁnal strategy of the German High Command
then under Grand Admiral Doenitz who had been
designated Commander-in-Chief by Adolf Hitler following
Reich Marshall Goering’s surrender to the west.
From the German point of view, this strategy delivered
millions of German soldiers to what they believed would be
the more merciful hands of the Western Allies under
supreme military commander General Dwight Eisenhower.
However, given General Eisenhower’s ﬁerce and obsessive
hatred not only of the Nazi regime, but indeed of all things
German, this belief was at best a desperate gamble. More
than 5 million German soldiers in the American and French
Zones were crowded into barbed wire cages, many of them
literally shoulder to shoulder. The ground beneath soon
became a quagmire of ﬁlth and disease. Open to the
weather, lacking even primitive sanitary facilities, underfed,
the prisoners soon began dying of starvation and disease.
Starting in April 1945, the United States Army and the
French army casually annihilated about 1 million men, most
of them in American camps. Not since the horrors of the
Confederate-administered prison at Andersonville during
the American Civil War had such cruelties taken place
under American military control. For more than four
decades this unprecedented tragedy lay hidden in Allied
archives.
How at last did this enormous war crime come to light? The
ﬁrst clues were uncovered in 1986 by the author James
Bacque and his assistant. Researching a book about Raoul
Laporterie, a French resistance hero who had saved about
1,600 refugees from the Nazis, they interviewed a former
German soldier who had become a friend of Laporterie in
1946. Laporterie had taken this man, Hans Goertz, and one
other, out of a French prison camp in 1946 to give them
work as tailors in his chain of stores. Goertz declared that
“Laporterie saved my life, because 25% of the men in that
camp died in one month.” What had they died of?
“Starvation, dysentery, disease.”
Checking as far as possible the records of the camps where
Goertz had been conﬁned, Bacque found that it had been
one of a group of three in a system of 1,600, all equally bad,
according to ICRC reports in the French army archives at

Vincennes, Paris. Soon they came upon the ﬁrst hard
evidence of mass deaths in U.S.-controlled camps. This
evidence was found in army reports under the bland
heading Other Losses. The terrible signiﬁcance of this term
was soon explained to Bacque and me by Colonel Philip S.
Lauben, a former chief of the Germany Aﬀairs Branch of
SHAEF.
In the spring of 1987, Mr. Bacque and I met in Washington.
Over the following months, we worked together in the
National Archives and in the George C. Marshall
Foundation in Lexington, Virginia, piecing together the
evidence we uncovered. The plans made at the highest
levels of the U.S. and British governments in 1944
expressed a determination to destroy Germany as a world
power once and for all by reducing her to a peasant
economy, although this would mean the starvation of
millions of civilians. Up until now, historians have agreed
that the Allied leaders soon canceled their destructive plans
because of public resistance.
Eisenhower’s hatred, passed through the lens of a
compliant military bureaucracy, produced the horror of
death camps unequaled by anything in American military
history. In the face of the catastrophic consequences of this
hatred, the casual indiﬀerence expressed by the SHAEF
oﬀicers is the most painful aspect of the U.S. Army’s
involvement.
Nothing was further from the intent of the great majority of
Americans in 1945 than to kill oﬀ so many unarmed
Germans after the war. Some idea of the magnitude of this
horror can be gained when it is realized that these deaths
exceed by far all those incurred by the German army in the
west between June 1941 and April 1945. In the narrative
that follows, the veil is drawn from this tragedy.[3]
Col. Fisher sat on a U.S. Army commission investigating allegations of
war crimes committed by American soldiers in 1945. He later said
that the commission was “a whitewash.”[4]
After conducting his research in France, James Bacque realized that
a catastrophe had been unleashed in the American and French POW
camps. In the United States National Archives on Pennsylvania
Avenue, Bacque found the documents with the heading Weekly
Prisoner of War and Disarmed Enemy Forces Report. In each report
was the heading Other Losses, which paralleled the statistics he had
seen in France.
Bacque reviewed these reports with Col. Philip S. Lauben, who had
been chief of the Germany Aﬀairs Branch of Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) in charge of prisoner transfers
and repatriation. Bacque and Lauben went over the headings in the
reports one by one until they got to the heading Other Losses.

Lauben said, “It means deaths and escapes.” When Bacque asked
how many escapes, Lauben answered “Very, very few.” Bacque later
learned that the escapes were less than one-tenth of 1%.[5]
Bacque states that because some prisoner documents were false or
ambiguous when made, and because many records were destroyed in
the 1950s or hidden in euphemisms, the number of dead will always
be in dispute. However, there is no question that enormous numbers
of men of all ages, plus some women and children, died of starvation,
exposure, unsanitary conditions and disease in American and French
POW camps in Germany and France starting in April 1945.
Bacque estimates in Other Losses that the victims undoubtedly
number over 790,000, almost certainly over 900,000, and quite likely
over a million. The prisoners’ deaths were knowingly induced by
army oﬀicers who had ample resources to keep these prisoners alive.
Relief organizations such as the Red Cross that attempted to help
prisoners in the American camps were refused permission by the
army.[6]

How Could Such Atrocities Be Concealed?
After the Allies defeated Germany in 1945, the press in Germany was
directly licensed and censored by the victors. Eisenhower or his
deputies ran everything inside Germany, so censorship was extremely
easy to maintain. The Allies established a client government in which
journalists, writers, artists and academics all supported “the
West.”[7] Both the German and Allied presses refused to publish
anything concerning Allied atrocities, while stories about German
atrocities were frequently published.
For example, Gens. George Patton, Omar Bradley and Dwight
Eisenhower toured the German concentration camp at Ohrdruf on
April 12, 1945. They saw more than 3,200 naked, emaciated dead
bodies ﬂung into shallow graves, with many more dead bodies lying
in the streets where they had fallen. Soon after seeing Ohrdruf,
Eisenhower ordered every unit nearby that was not in the front lines
to tour the camp. Eisenhower stated: “We are told that the American
soldier does not know what he is ﬁghting for. Now, at least, he will
know what he is ﬁghting against.”
Eisenhower also cabled London and Washington, urging delegations
of oﬀicials and newsmen to be eyewitnesses to the camps.
Eisenhower’s message to Washington read: “We are constantly
ﬁnding German camps in which they have placed political prisoners
where unspeakable conditions exist. From my own personal
observation, I can state unequivocally that all written statements up
to now do not paint the full horrors.”[8]
The tour of “liberated” concentration camps became a ritual in the
occupied Germany of late April and early May. American oﬀicers
forced local citizens and German POWs to tour the camps. German
civilians were paraded against their will in front of the sickening piles

of dead bodies found in the camps.
A long series of oﬀicial visitors also began to answer Eisenhower’s
call for witnesses to the horrors in the camps. Congress chose a
bipartisan joint committee to tour the sites of the camps, and the
Congressmen were all shocked at the conditions in the camps. In
addition to the Congressional tour, Eisenhower arranged for a
committee of distinguished American journalists to make a similar
inspection of the camps. The American journalists all dutifully
reported the horrors they had witnessed at the camps.[9]
Joseph Pulitzer, a German-American in the heavily German-American
city of St. Louis, was so incensed by what he saw at the camps that
he launched a campaign of public education. Pulitzer sought to dispel
the belief in America that this talk of German atrocities was mostly
propaganda. In cooperation with the federal government, Pulitzer’s
St. Louis Post-Dispatch conducted an exhibition of life-size
photomurals made from the Signal Corps photographs of the camps.
The photo exhibit was coupled with the showing of an hour-long
motion picture documentary on the camps produced by the Signal
Corps.[10] Soon virtually everyone in the civilized world had seen
pictures of the horriﬁc conditions in the German concentration
camps.
Eisenhower could have allowed a very similar public exposure of the
DEF camps he ran in Germany. For obvious reasons he did not.
Censorship by SHAEF under Eisenhower’s command was stricter
than it had been during the war itself. The New York Times argued
vigorously against this policy in a front-page news story on May 27,
1945: “The American people are being deprived of information to
which they are entitled…It seems almost as though now that there is
no enemy to ﬁght, high Army oﬀicers are spending a large part of
their time writing directives to circumscribe the movements and
activities of war correspondents.”[11]
The U.S. Army kept close watch over what the press was saying.
Eisenhower and his staﬀ carefully monitored and controlled how their
reputations were treated by the press. Eisenhower even told a
meeting of American newspaper editors, “I have always considered
as quasi-staﬀ oﬀicers, correspondents accredited to my
headquarters.” According to Gen. Patton, Eisenhower expected
complete loyalty and solidarity in the event any of them was called
before a congressional committee. Why was Eisenhower so wary of
public opinion? Gen. Patton suggests an answer: because Eisenhower
was using “practically Gestapo methods” against Germany.[12]
The United States government also refused to allow the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) to visit the German POWs, in
direct abrogation of American obligations under the Geneva
Convention. The ICRC under the Geneva Convention was supposed to
visit the POWs in the camps and then report in secret to the Holding
Power and the Protecting Power. On May 8, 1945, V-E day, the U.S.
State Department informed the Swiss government that its role as

Protecting Power for the disintegrated German government was void.
With this done, the U.S. State Department informed the ICRC that
there was no need to continue visits in Germany as the Protecting
Power had been abolished. While ignoring the requirements of the
Geneva Convention, the U.S. State Department informed the Swiss
that the U.S. would continue to treat the POWs “in accordance with
the provisions of the Geneva Convention.”[13]
The exclusion of the ICRC and the Swiss government had disastrous
consequences for the German POWs. The German POWs lost all
means to tell impartial observers in private what was happening to
them. The right to send and receive mail also disappeared with the
ejection of the Swiss. The U.S. War Department imposed the mostdamaging ban of all, covering all the U.S. camps, when it barred Red
Cross parcels for the prisoners. This cut oﬀ the ability of German
POWs to get food as well as to send news of their treatment to others
and to receive news from home. No news from the camps would leak
out to disinterested observers. This allowed the treatment of German
POWs to be conducted for many years in a secrecy that was
maintained against all but the victims.[14]
Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King of Canada made the
only important protest on the Allied side against the removal of the
ICRC from Germany. King’s protest was quickly squelched by the
British, who pointed out that the other Allies had all agreed that the
German government was to be extinguished, and that to leave
provisional representation of POW interests by the Swiss might be
dangerous. Of course, what it would be dangerous to were the
French and American governments. The mass murder of German
POWs could not have continued if the ICRC had not been barred from
visiting the Allied POW camps in Germany.[15]
Germans have been permitted to dig up mass graves of POWs at
former Russian camps, but the German government has prevented
the uncovering of evidence from the French and American POW
camps. For example, Otto Tullius, a German prisoner who survived
Bretzenheim, was a farmer who owned some of the land on which he
was imprisoned with thousands of other POWs. After the camp was
closed, the land was returned to Tullius, and he began farming there
again. As Tullius plowed the land, he kept turning up detritus from
the prisoners in the camp such as ﬂasks, belt buckles, and tin dishes.
In the 1980s, Otto Schmitt began to excavate on the land beside the
Tullius house, searching for more artifacts or even bodies from the
camp. Schmitt was forced to stop his excavation work when the
police threatened him with a ﬁne of 250,000 DM.[16]
At Rheinberg, German construction crews in the 1950s and
gravediggers in the 1980s discovered human remains with German
Army World War II identiﬁcation discs. These human remains were
jumbled closely together in common graves with no sign of any coﬀin
or grave marker.[17]
Other evidence of mass graves of German POWs at American-run

camps has been found at Lambach in Austria in early 1996. Horst
Littmann, an expert recommended by the Austrian Ministry of the
Interior, concluded that the bodies were from American POW camps
at Hofau, Grüberfeld, and Kuhweide.[18] However, this evidence of
mass death of German POWs was not reported to the public by any
media.
Another example of Allied censorship is when Jean-Pierre Pradervand
of the ICRC gave Gen. Bedell Smith, Eisenhower’s chief of staﬀ,
pictures of starved, dying German prisoners at Thorée les Pins. These
prisoners had recently been transferred from the Americans to the
French. Pradervand’s photographs disappeared into Eisenhower’s
oﬀice, not to be seen again until they reappeared as evidence of
atrocities in French POW camps. Then the photographs disappeared
forever. They are not preserved among the many photographs in the
Smith collection at Abilene. The world press issued a story
exonerating the U.S. Army, and the German POWs kept on dying.[19]

Closing Remarks
One critic of Other Losses asks: “How could the bodies disappear
without one soldier’s coming forward in nearly 50 years to relieve his
conscience?”[20] The answer to this question is that numerous
American soldiers and oﬀicers did come forth to witness the
atrocious death rate in the American and French POW camps. From
low-ranking soldiers such as Martin Brech, Daniel McConnell, and
Merrill W. Campbell, through middle-rank oﬀicers such as Ben H.
Jackson, Frederick Siegfriedt, and Lee Berwick, to high-ranking
oﬀicers such as Richard Steinbach, Henry W. Allard, James B. Mason,
Charles H. Beasley, Mark Clark, and Herbert Pollack, Americans have
described the murderous conditions in the American and French
POW camps. All of the American eyewitness reports are extended and
conﬁrmed by the thousands of Germans who have written letters,
books and articles showing beyond reasonable doubt a high death
rate in the Allied POW camps.
Gen. Eisenhower had deplored the Germans’ futile resistance at the
end of World War II because of the waste of their own lives. However,
the Germans died faster in the French and American POW camps
after they surrendered than they had during the war. By one
estimate, ten times as many Germans died in the French and
American POW camps as were killed in all combat on the Western
Front in northwest Europe from June 1941 to April 1945.[21]
James Bacque ends his seismic report with an appeal for openmindedness and understanding. Bacque writes: “Surely it is time for
the guesswork and the lying to stop. Surely it is time to take seriously
what the eye-witnesses on both sides are trying to tell us about our
history. All over the Western world, savage atrocities against the
Armenians, the Ukrainians and the Jews are known. Only the
atrocities against the Germans are denied. Are Germans not people in
our eyes?”[22]

Whenever a historian denies that the Western Allies mass murdered
German POWs, I recall a conversation I had with an elderly German
couple in the late 1990s. After the wife told me she had been in Berlin
when the Red Army captured the city, I asked them the following
question: Did you know that the Western Allies, led by the United
States of America, intentionally starved to death approximately 1
million German prisoners of war after the war was over?
An agonized look of pain overtook the husband as they both said
“Yes.” The agonized look of pain on his face did not result from his
merely having read a book. His pain came from lived experience.
Unfortunately, since he is a German, most historians ignore his pain,
suﬀering and peril to his life.
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The Mauthausen Trial: A Disgrace to American
Justice
by John Wear

The Mauthausen trial began on March 29, 1946 and ended on May 13, 1946. It was
among the biggest and most-important of the Dachau trials, proceeding against 61
defendants, including camp personnel, prisoner functionaries and civilian workers. The
Mauthausen trial is noteworthy in that it produced more death sentences than any other
trial in American history.[1]
This article will document the extreme unfairness and injustice of the Mauthausen trial.

Prosecution Witnesses
Chief prosecutor Lt. Col. William D. Denson argued that simply serving in any capacity
at Mauthausen or any of its sub-camps constituted a war crime. Denson contended that
Mauthausen was a “Class III extermination camp” with a common design to torture and
kill its prisoners. Denson implied that any defendant who had served at Mauthausen was
guilty unless proven innocent.[2]
The prosecution’s first witness, U.S. Navy Lt. Jack Taylor, had been a prisoner in
Mauthausen beginning April 1, 1945. Taylor testified that his first job in Mauthausen
was setting tile in the new crematorium. When asked if he had any judgement as to the
number that died daily by violent means, Taylor replied: “Only that the regular
procedure for the gas chamber was twice a day, 120 at a time. I would say that the new
crematorium increased the facilities to 250 a day.”[3]
When asked to describe the gas chamber, Taylor replied: “It was rigged up like a shower
room with shower nozzles in the ceiling. New prisoners thought they were going in to
have their bath. They were stripped and put in this room naked. Then gas came out of
the shower nozzles.” Jack Taylor further testified that prussic acid was the gas used to
kill inmates in Mauthausen.[4]
William Denson conducted the pretrial investigation of Eduard Krebsbach, the chief
doctor at Mauthausen. Krebsbach told Denson that he was ordered to kill “all those
unable to work or hopelessly sick.” When Denson asked how he carried out his order,
Krebsbach replied: “As far as the hopelessly sick were concerned or those absolutely
unfit for work, most of them were gassed. Some of them were killed through gasoline
injections.”[5]
Wilhelm Ornstein, a Polish inmate assigned to the crematory in Mauthausen, also
testified that there was a gas chamber at Mauthausen as described by Jack Taylor.
Ornstein described other means of executing inmates, including so-called neck shots and
hangings.[6]
These eyewitness statements that prussic acid was streamed through shower heads into
homicidal gas chambers at Mauthausen are not credible. Germar Rudolf writes:
Zyklon B consists of the active ingredient, hydrogen cyanide, adsorbed on a
solid carrier material (gypsum) and only released gradually. Since it was

neither a liquid nor a gas under pressure, the hydrogen cyanide from this
product could never have traveled through narrow water pipes and shower
heads. Possible showers, or fake shower heads, could therefore only have
been used to deceive the victims; they could never have been used for the
introduction of this poison gas. There is general unanimity as to this point,
no matter what else might be in dispute.[7]
Historian Tomaz Jardim writes that “Mauthausen had the infamous distinction of
containing the last gas chamber to function during the Second World War.”[8] However,
even many Jewish historians have acknowledged that Mauthausen never had a homicidal
gas chamber.[9]

False Witness Testimony
False witnesses were used at most of the American-run war-crimes trials. Stephen F.
Pinter served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American-run trials of Germans
at Dachau. In a 1960 affidavit, Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were
used to charge Germans with false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated, “Unfortunately,
as a result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were convicted and
some were executed.”[10]
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, later described
some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:
[T]he major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as “professional
witnesses,” and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
“Professional,” since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.[11]
The use of false witnesses has been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was an
ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from 1941
to 1945. Neuhäusler stated that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[12]
In regard to the Mauthausen trial, numerous prosecution witnesses used hearsay
evidence to convict the defendants. The court consistently rejected attempts by defense
counsel to have such testimony stricken from the record. Tomaz Jardim writes:
Mass atrocities, the prosecution showed, were seldom committed in clear
view of other prisoners, but were perpetrated rather in selected areas of the
camp and especially in the basement of the bunker. Testimony of the sort
[prosecution witness] Marsalek gave, though not in conformity with
commonly applied rules of evidence, was therefore the best the court could
hope for. As guidelines set out for the courts at Dachau made clear,
accepting such evidence was well within the purview of military
judges.[13]

Forced Confessions
Benjamin Ferencz, a Harvard-educated attorney, was one of the first American warcrimes investigators to enter Mauthausen. Ferencz was drawn to war-crimes work and to
the “action” to be found in the liberated camps. He had no qualms both humiliating and
threatening the lives of those he interrogated in order to get forced confessions.[14]
Ferencz relates a story concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel in which he
unholstered his pistol in order to intimidate him:
What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen [shot while trying to escape]…I said “you are in a
filthy uniform sir, take it off!” I stripped him naked and threw his clothes
out the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls
with his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be.
Then I said “now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right
now. I am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der
Flucht erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are
gonna sit down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the
camp, who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about
it. Or, you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can
write a note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…” [Ferencz
gets the desired statement and continues:] I then went to someone outside
and said “Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a
coerced confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him rewrite it.” The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second
one and destroy the first one. That was it.[15]
Jardim writes: “The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his subject and then
reported as much to his superior officer is instructive. While one cannot assume that
other war crimes investigators used similar interrogation methods as Ferencz, it does
point to the existence of a culture in which such methods were deemed acceptable.”[16]
U.S. Lt. Paul Guth used cleverer means to obtain signed statements from the
Mauthausen defendants. Guth employed to stunning effect techniques he had learned
while training both at Camp Ritchie in Maryland and the 21st Army Group Intelligence
Center in Divizes, England. Rather than intimidate, Guth often used flattery or the
promise of better treatment to obtain written confessions from the defendants. As Guth
later explained “…The prospect of clemency is a powerful inducement.”[17]
Jardim writes: “Though the methods used to extract confessions from all of those
brought before military commission courts at Dachau would later cause considerable
scandal in Washington, the statements of the Mauthausen defendants would be thrust to
the fore by Denson and his team….[T]hese signed confessions had a major impact on
the proceedings at Dachau and would contribute significantly to the conviction of the
accused.”[18]

Defense Witnesses
Defense witnesses repeatedly testified to improper interrogation techniques used by the
prosecution. Defendant Viktor Zoller, the former adjutant to Mauthausen Commandant
Franz Ziereis, testified that Paul Guth said, “I received special permission and can have
you shot immediately if I want to.” When Zoller refused to sign a confession, Guth acted

as if he was going to shoot Zoller. Zoller still refused to sign the confession and wrote:
“I won’t say another word even though the court might think I am a criminal who
refused to talk.”[19]
Defendant Georg Goessl testified that Guth told him to add the words “and were injected
by myself” to his statement. If Goessl did not write down what Guth dictated, Guth
visually demonstrated to Goessl that he would be hanged. Goessl testified that he then
signed the false statement and planned to clear up the matter in court.[20]
Defendant Willy Frey testified that the prosecution witnesses had never seen him before
and wouldn’t be able to identify him if he didn’t have a sign bearing a number hanging
around his neck. Frey testified that he had been severely beaten in Mossburg by an
American officer. Frey signed his confession only because he was afraid he would be
beaten again.[21]
Defendant Johannes Grimm testified that he signed a false statement that Lt. Guth had
dictated to Dr. Ernst Leiss. When asked why he signed this false statement, Grimm
replied: “I already described my mental condition on that day. I had memories of the
previous interrogations. My left cheekbone was broken and four of my teeth were
knocked out….” Grimm further testified, “The only superior I had to obey was Lt. Guth
telling me to write this sentence.”[22]
Defense Attorney Lt. Patrick W. McMahon in his closing argument to the court said
there was grave doubt that the defendants’ statements were freely given. Further, the
striking similarity of the language made it obvious the statements contained only
language desired by the interrogators. McMahon cited numerous examples in which
defendants used similar language to say crimes committed at Mauthausen could not be
ascribed to any one leader. In regard to shootings to prevent further escapes, McMahon
also cited several examples where similar language was used in the defendants’
statements.[23]
McMahon said in his closing argument:
And so it goes with Drabek, Entress, Feigl, with Trauner, Niedermeyer,
Haeger, Miessner, Riegler, Zoller, with Blei, with Eckert, with Striegel, with
Eigruber, with Eisenhoefer, with Mack and Riegler. Let the court also note
the unbelievable accusations that the affiants make against themselves. It is
contrary to normal human conduct. People just don’t talk that way about
themselves. Beyond any doubt, threats and duress were used to induce the
signing of the untruthful statements in evidence.[24]

The Verdicts
It took 90 minutes for the seven judges to decide the fate of the 61 defendants in the
Mauthausen trial. Major Gen. Fay B. Prickett announced the court’s decision:
The court finds that the circumstances, conditions, and the very nature of
Mauthausen and its by-camps were of such a criminal nature as to cause
every official, governmental, military, and civil, and every employee thereof
to be culpably and criminally responsible. The court further finds that it was
impossible for a guard or a civilian employee to have been employed in
aforesaid concentration camp without having acquired a definite knowledge
of the criminal practices and activities therein. The court therefore declares
that any official, governmental, military, or civil, whether he be a member

of the Waffen SS, Allgemeine SS, or any guard or civil employee of
Mauthausen or any of its by-camps, is guilty of a crime against the
recognized laws, customs, and practices of civilized nations and the letter
and spirit of the laws and usages of war, and by reason thereof is to be
punished. As I read the following names, I want the accused to rise.[25]
The Germans in the dock rose one by one as their names were called. Prickett took only
35 seconds to sentence each defendant. Fifty-eight of the 61 German defendants were
sentenced by the American military tribunal to be hanged. The other three defendants
were sentenced to life imprisonment. Two of the defendants collapsed and had to be
helped from the courtroom when they learned they were going to be hanged.[26]
Jardim writes concerning these verdicts: “Given the brevity of deliberations, it is clear
that the judges spent no significant amount of time reviewing the evidence, examining
legal precedent, or evaluating the issues surrounding the common-design charge that
defense counsel had raised. In all likelihood, the judges had begun deliberations with
their minds made up.”[27]

Conclusion
Benjamin Ferencz acknowledges the unfairness of the Dachau trials:
I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials…It was not my idea of a judicial process. I mean, I
was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.[28]
Ferencz states that nobody including himself protested against such procedures in the
Dachau trials.[29]
As with the other trials conducted at Dachau, the Mauthausen trial was a blatant showand revenge-trial—that is, no trial at all. The use of torture and deception to produce
false confessions, lax rules of evidence and procedure, the presumption that defendants
were guilty unless proven innocent, American military judges with little or no legal
training, obviously false eyewitness testimony, the nonexistence of any appeal, and the
nonexistence of any independent reviewing authority ensured the conviction of all the
Mauthausen defendants and the execution of most of them.
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Germany’s Invasion of Greece and
Crete
In August 1940, German Foreign Minister Joachim
von Ribbentrop twice repeated to Italian
Ambassador Dino Al�eri that Hitler wanted to keep
peace in the Balkans. Despite these and other
German warnings, Italian Prime Minister Benito
Mussolini decided to attack Greece from occupied
Albania on October 28, 1940. The Italians deemed
the Greek army to be weak, and Mussolini
expected a swift victory. Instead, the Greek forces
fought valiantly, helped by good organization,
knowledge of di�cult terrain, and the superior
motivation of troops protecting their homeland.
The Italian campaign rapidly became a �asco, and
what was supposed to have been an easy victory
turned into a humiliation for Mussolini’s forces.[2]
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Within little over a week the Italians were forced to
halt their offensive in Greece, and by a week later
they were being pushed back over the Albanian
border by a Greek counterattack. The Italian front
�nally stabilized about 30 miles inside Albania. To
make matters worse, the Italian �eet anchored at
Taranto in southern Italy was severely damaged by
a British aerial attack in November 1940. Half of
the Italian warships were put out of action, and
Italian dreams of empire sank along with the
ships. The balance of naval power in the
Mediterranean was decisively altered with this
highly successful attack.[3]
The military situation in Greece could only be
remedied with German help. This was a situation
that Hitler had hoped to avoid. Hitler had wanted
the Balkans to remain quiet, but he could not
ignore the threat now posed by intensi�ed British
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military involvement in Greece. Hitler eventually
decided in March 1941 that a major military
operation would be necessary to evict the British
from the European mainland. The German invasion
of Greece to bail out Mussolini’s ill-fated invasion
resulted in Greece’s surrender on April 23,
1941.[4]
Hitler in his last testament in 1945 stated his
displeasure with Italy’s attack on Greece: “But for
the di�culties created for us by the Italians and
their idiotic campaign in Greece, I should have
attacked Russia a few weeks earlier.”[5] Hitler had
unquestionably wanted Greece and the other
Balkan countries to stay neutral during the war.
The remaining Greek, British and other Allied
forces as well as the Greek government and king
retreated to Crete. German airborne forces landed
in Crete on May 20, 1941, and quickly seized
control of the main air�elds. A chaotic evacuation
of British forces began on May 26, 1941, but more
than 11,000 British troops were captured and
nearly 3,000 British soldiers and sailors died. The
whole operation was a disaster for Great Britain.
Churchill and his advisors conceded it had been a
mistake to send troops to Greece in the �rst
place.[6]

Adverse Developments in the
Occupation of Greece
When the German army took control of Greece in
April 1941, German supply o�cers seized large
quantities of olive oil, rice, oranges, lemons and
other foodstuffs. As tired and hungry German
troops entered Athens, they began to demand free
meals in restaurants and loot houses and passersby of their belongings. Soon hunger and
malnutrition were prevalent in Greece. While the
Italians began to send in extra supplies to Greece
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to alleviate the situation, Germany refused to
follow suit, arguing that this would jeopardize the
food situation in Germany.[7]
Greece was predominantly a rural country; it
produced mainly cash crops such as olive oil,
tobacco and currants. Greece was dependent on
the annual import of 450,000 tons of American
grain for one-third of its food, but the British
blockade of occupied Europe cut Greece off from
all imports. In the summer of 1941, the Red Cross,
the U.S. government and groups within Great
Britain all urged the British government to revise
its blockade policy and allow food aid to reach
Greece. Churchill initially refused to lift the
blockade. Herbert Hoover described Churchill as “a
militarist of the extreme school who held that
incidental starvation of women and children was
justi�ed.”[8]
The famine in Greece was on such a vast scale
that Churchill eventually allowed food aid for
Greece through the blockade. This was the only
signi�cant exception Churchill made to the
blockade against occupied Europe during the war.
In January 1942 shipments of wheat were allowed
through the blockade, and from April 1942 regular
cargoes of wheat and other foodstuffs where
allowed to enter Greek ports.
The food imported from the Allies was never
enough to feed the Greek people. Although the
Allied food imports blunted the large-scale urban
famine, Greeks continued to die of starvation. The
German army denied food aid to villagers in those
areas where Greek partisans were active, and in
1943 and 1944 much of the Greek countryside
starved. By one estimate half a million Greeks died
from hunger and associated diseases during
World War II.[9] Another historian estimates that
300,000 Greeks died of starvation during the
German occupation.[10]
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The starvation of so many Greek civilians was one
of the great tragedies of World War II. The Greek
famine was caused by a combination of factors.
First, Italy’s ill-advised invasion of Greece
expanded the war into a region that should have
remained peaceful throughout the war. Second,
Germany’s initial con�scation of food and later
refusal to supply food meant that famine would
stalk the Greeks. Finally, Great Britain’s initial
refusal to end its blockade of imports into Greece
caused unnecessary starvation in a country
dependent on imported food.[11]
German reprisals against anti-partisan activity
were also brutal in Greece. Since the Germans in
Greece did not have occupying forces large
enough to take full control of all areas, terror
against the civilian population was deemed
necessary to discourage insurgency. In December
1943, German troops rounded up all of the men
found in the mountain town of Kalavryta and shot
them. This massacre of at least 500 men was a
reprisal for the kidnapping and murder of German
soldiers by Greek partisans. Waffen-SS soldiers
did not even spare women and children in later
counter-insurgency reprisals the following spring
in central Greece.[12]

Germany’s Invasion of North Africa
Italian military overreach was also the reason
Hitler sent troops to north Africa. Italy’s attempt to
invade British-held Egypt from the Italian colony of
Libya in December 1940 had been repulsed by a
well-trained Anglo-Indian force of 35,000 men.
Britain took 130,000 Italian prisoners and captured
380 tanks in this con�ict. In April 1941, a force of
92,000 Italian and 250,000 Abyssinian soldiers
was defeated at the Ethiopian capital of Addis
Ababa by 40,000 British-led African troops. The
Allies took control of Addis Ababa and the whole
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northeast part of Africa after this con�ict.
Gen. Erwin Rommel arrived in Africa on February
12, 1941 with the assignment to rescue the
situation in North Africa. Appointed to head the
newly formed Afrika Korps, Rommel was told to
prevent any further Italian collapse in Libya.
Building on his previous experience of coordinated
air-and-armor warfare, Rommel’s troops took the
key Libyan seaport of Tobruk in June 1942 and
forced the British back deep into Egypt. Rommel
was within striking distance of the Suez Canal,
threatening a major British supply route along with
the potential to gain access to the vast oil�elds of
the Middle East.[13]
British interdiction of supplying his troops by either
land or sea eventually weakened Rommel’s
position in North Africa. The British held their
ground at El Alamein, and the Allies recaptured
Tobruk in November 1942. Rommel returned to
Germany on sick leave in March 1943. Defeat in
North Africa was complete when 250,000 Axis
troops, half of them German, surrendered to the
Allies in May 1943.[14] The German invasion of
North Africa had been designed to shore up Italian
forces and later to possibly disrupt British oil
supplies and gain access to Middle East oil.
Germany’s activity in North Africa was not about
German territorial expansion.
After Germany’s defeat in North Africa, Rommel
met with Mussolini and told him that he blamed
Mussolini for the Axis defeat in North Africa.[15] A
notable positive aspect of Germany’s war in North
Africa is that it was widely regarded as a “clean”
war. Rommel was the one German �eld marshal
whom all of the Western Allies respected, and
whom many senior British and American o�cers
openly admired. Hans Speidel, Rommel’s chief of
staff, successfully exploited his association with
Rommel to enhance his career in postwar
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Germany.[16]

Germany’s Invasion of Yugoslavia
The German invasion of Yugoslavia was in
response to an unexpected military takeover of
that country. On the night of March 26-27, 1941, a
group of Serb o�cers executed a coup and
established military control of the Yugoslav
government. Hitler stated in regard to the
Yugoslavia coup:

Although Britain played a major role in
that coup, Soviet Russia played the
main role. What I had refused to Mr.
Molotov during his visit to Berlin, Stalin
believed he could obtain indirectly
against our will by revolutionary
activity. Without regard for the treaties
they had signed, the Bolshevik rulers
expanded their ambitions. The [Soviet]
treaty of friendship with the new
revolutionary regime [in Belgrade]
showed very quickly just how
threatening
the
danger
had
become.[17]
The coup in Yugoslavia divided an already
politically unstable country and provoked the
Germans to denounce the illegitimate new
government. Germany attacked Yugoslavia on
April 6, 1941, and defeated the Yugoslav military in
12 days. The defeat of Yugoslavia was made
easier because Yugoslavia was not a nationally
uni�ed country, and large portions of its population
did not support the new government. The Yugoslav
army’s feeble resistance resulted in only 151
German fatalities during the brief campaign.[18]
Yugoslavia and other regions in the Balkans
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experienced severe German anti-partisan reprisals
during the war. For example, a partisan attack on a
German unit in Serbia prompted the Germans on
October 20-21, 1941 to round up nearly 10,000
men in the town of Kragujevac and shoot 2,300 of
them in batches. Another 1,736 men were
executed in the town of Kraljevo. The shock of
these German measures caused many Serbs to
cease partisan operations to avoid further
reprisals on the civilian population.[19]
It should be noted that while German anti-partisan
units committed numerous atrocities in the
Balkans during the war, the partisan activities
against German forces were also illegal, brutal and
barbaric. Gen. Alfred Jodl summarized the German
position regarding anti-partisan warfare in his
closing address at the main Nuremberg trial: “In a
war like this, in which hundreds of thousands of
women and children were killed by saturation
bombing and in which partisans used every—and I
mean every—means to their desired end, tough
methods,
however
questionable
under
international law, do not amount to crimes of
morality or conscience.”[20]
The war in Yugoslavia created extremely hard
feelings, and German civilians in Yugoslavia were
subjected to brutal treatment and expulsions after
the war. Ethnic Germans were dispossessed of all
their property by law. The internment camps
erected for Germans by the Tito government in
Yugoslavia were decidedly not mere assembly
points for group expulsion; rather, they were
consciously and o�cially recognized as
extermination centers for many thousands of
ethnic Germans. There was little or no food or
medical care in these internment camps, and
internees were left to starve to death or perish
from rampant disease. The primary purpose of
these internment camps appears to have been to
in�ict misery and death on as many ethnic
Germans as possible.[21]
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In a dispatch that was circulated to British Prime
Minister Clement Attlee’s cabinet, the British
Embassy in Belgrade reported in 1946 that
“conditions in which Germans in Yugoslavia exist
seem well down to Dachau standards.” The
embassy staff added that there was little to be lost
by placing these facts before the public “as it will
hardly be possible for the position of those that
are left in camps to deteriorate thereby.” The
British Embassy further stated that the
“indiscriminate annihilation and starvation” of the
Yugoslav Volksdeutsche “must surely be
considered an offence to humanity” and warned
that “if they have to undergo another winter here,
very few will be left.”[22]
The forced expulsion of Yugoslavia’s ethnic
Germans had a long-term adverse effect on
Yugoslavia’s economy. Tito’s vice premier, Edvard
Kardelj, later observed to Milovan Djilas that in
expelling its ethnic Germans, Yugoslavia had
deprived itself of “our most productive
inhabitants.”[23]

Conclusion
Mussolini’s unbidden invasion of Greece and
Italian military ineffectuality were the sole reasons
why Germany invaded Greece. Hitler had wanted
the Balkans to remain quiet, but he could not
ignore the threat posed by intensi�ed British
military involvement in Greece. Germany was
forced to invade Greece and later Crete to remove
the strategic threat posed by the British Army.
Italian military incompetence also moved Hitler to
send Gen. Erwin Rommel to North Africa to rescue
the collapsing Italian army. Although Rommel was
eventually forced out of North Africa, he
succeeded in tying up superior British forces.
British historian David Irving writes: “History
will
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not forget that for two years he withstood the
weight of the entire British Empire on the only
battle�eld where it was then engaged, with only
two panzer divisions and a handful of other illarmed and undernourished forces under his
command.”[24]
The German invasion of Yugoslavia was made
necessary by a Soviet-sponsored coup which
established military control of Yugoslavia.
Germany was forced to invade Yugoslavia to
eliminate this strategic threat. Similar to Greece,
Crete and North Africa, Hitler sent German troops
into a country in which he had never wanted to be
militarily involved.
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American Witnesses to the American and French
POW Camps after World War II
by John Wear

James Bacque in his book Other Losses writes that approximately 1 million German
prisoners of war (POWs) died in American and French camps after World War II. One
critic of this book asks: “How could the bodies disappear without one soldier’s coming
forward in nearly 50 years to relieve his conscience?”[1]
The answer to this question is that numerous soldiers have come forward to witness the
atrocious death rate in the American and French POW camps after World War II. This
article documents the testimony of American soldiers who witnessed the lethal nature of
these camps.

Martin Brech
One of the most-credible and -informative American witnesses is Martin Brech. The
following is the major portion of his testimony:
In October, 1944, at age 18, I was drafted into the U.S. army…In late March
or early April, 1945, I was sent to guard a POW camp near Andernach along
the Rhine. I had four years of high school German, so I was able to talk to
the prisoners, although this was forbidden. Gradually, however, I was used
as an interpreter and asked to ferret out members of the S.S. (I found none).
In Andernach about 50,000 prisoners of all ages were held in an open field
surrounded by barbed wire. The women were kept in a separate enclosure I
did not see until later. The men I guarded had no shelter and no blankets;
many had no coats. They slept in the mud, wet and cold, with inadequate slit
trenches for excrement. It was a cold, wet spring and their misery from
exposure alone was evident.
Even more shocking was to see the prisoners throwing grass and weeds into
a tin can containing a thin soup. They told me they did this to help ease their
hunger pains. Quickly, they grew emaciated. Dysentery raged, and soon
they were sleeping in their own excrement, too weak and crowded to reach
the slit trenches. Many were begging for food, sickening and dying before
our eyes. We had ample food and supplies, but did nothing to help them,
including no medical assistance.
Outraged, I protested to my officers and was met with hostility or bland
indifference. When pressed, they explained they were under strict orders
from “higher up.” No officer would dare do this to 50,000 men if he felt that
it was “out of line,” leaving him open to charges. Realizing my protests
were useless, I asked a friend working in the kitchen if he could slip me
some extra food for the prisoners. He too said they were under strict orders
to severely ration the prisoners’ food and that these orders came from
“higher up.” But he said they had more food than they knew what to do with
and would sneak me some.

When I threw this food over the barbed wire to the prisoners, I was caught
and threatened with imprisonment. I repeated the “offense,” and one officer
angrily threatened to shoot me. I assumed this was a bluff until I
encountered a captain on the hill above the Rhine shooting down at a group
of German civilian women with his .45 caliber pistol. When I asked,
“Why?” he mumbled, “Target practice,” and fired until his pistol was empty.
I saw the women running for cover, but, at that distance, couldn’t tell if any
had been hit.
This is when I realized I was dealing with cold-blooded killers filled with
moralistic hatred. They considered the Germans subhuman and worthy of
extermination; another expression of the downward spiral of racism.
Articles in the G.I. newspaper, Stars and Stripes, played up the German
concentration camps, complete with photos of emaciated bodies; this
amplified our self-righteous cruelty and made it easier to imitate behavior
we were supposed to oppose. Also, I think, soldiers not exposed to combat
were trying to prove how tough they were by taking it out on the prisoners
and civilians.
These prisoners, I found out, were mostly farmers and workingmen, as
simple and ignorant as many of our own troops. As time went on, more of
them lapsed into a zombie-like state of listlessness, while others tried to
escape in a demented or suicidal fashion, running through open fields in
broad daylight towards the Rhine to quench their thirst. They were mowed
down.
Some prisoners were as eager for cigarettes as for food, saying they took the
edge off their hunger. Accordingly, enterprising G.I. “Yankee traders” were
acquiring hordes of watches and rings in exchange for handfuls of cigarettes
or less. When I began throwing cartons of cigarettes to the prisoners to ruin
this trade, I was threatened by rank-and-file G.I.s too.
The only bright spot in this gloomy picture came one night when I was put
on the “graveyard shift,” from two to four A.M. Actually, there was a
graveyard on the uphill side of this enclosure, not many yards away. My
superiors had forgotten to give me a flashlight and I hadn’t bothered to ask
for one, disgusted as I was with the whole situation by that time. It was a
fairly bright night and I soon became aware of a prisoner crawling under the
wires towards the graveyard. We were supposed to shoot escapees on sight,
so I started to get up from the ground to warn him to get back. Suddenly I
noticed another prisoner crawling from the graveyard back to the enclosure.
They were risking their lives to get to the graveyard for something; I had to
investigate.
When I entered the gloom of this shrubby, tree-shaded cemetery, I felt
completely vulnerable, but somehow curiosity kept me moving. Despite my
caution, I tripped over the legs of someone in a prone position. Whipping
my rifle around while stumbling and trying to regain composure of mind
and body, I soon was relieved I hadn’t reflexively fired. The figure sat up.
Gradually, I could see the beautiful but terror-stricken face of a woman with
a picnic basket nearby. German civilians were not allowed to feed, nor even
come near the prisoners, so I quickly assured her I approved of what she
was doing, not to be afraid, and that I would leave the graveyard to get out
of the way.

I did so immediately and sat down, leaning against a tree at the edge of the
cemetery to be inconspicuous and not frighten the prisoners. I imagined
then, and still do now, what it would be like to meet a beautiful woman with
a picnic basket, under those conditions as a prisoner. I have never forgotten
her face.
Eventually, more prisoners crawled back to the enclosure. I saw they were
dragging food to their comrades and could only admire their courage and
devotion.
On May 8, V.E. Day, I decided to celebrate with some prisoners I was
guarding who were baking bread the other prisoners occasionally received.
This group had all the bread they could eat, and shared the jovial mood
generated by the end of the war. We all thought we were going home soon, a
pathetic hope on their part. We were in what was to become the French
Zone, where I soon would witness the brutality of the French soldiers when
we transferred our prisoners to them for their slave labor camps.
On this day, however, we were happy.
As a gesture of friendliness, I emptied my rifle and stood it in the corner,
even allowing them to play with it at their request. This thoroughly “broke
the ice,” and soon we were singing songs we taught each other or I had
learned in high school German (“Du, du liegst mir im Herzen”). Out of
gratitude, they baked me a special small loaf of sweet bread, the only
possible present they had left to offer. I stuffed it in my “Eisenhower jacket”
and snuck it back to my barracks, eating it when I had privacy. I have never
tasted more delicious bread, nor felt a deeper sense of communion while
eating it. I believe a cosmic sense of Christ (the Oneness of all Being)
revealed its normally hidden presence to me on that occasion, influencing
my later decision to major in philosophy and religion.
Shortly afterwards, some of our weak and sickly prisoners were marched off
by French soldiers to their camp. We were riding on a truck behind this
column. Temporarily, it slowed down and dropped back, perhaps because
the driver was as shocked as I was. Whenever a German prisoner staggered
or dropped back, he was hit on the head with a club until he died. The
bodies were rolled to the side of the road to be picked up by another truck.
For many, this quick death might have been preferable to slow starvation in
our “killing fields.”
When I finally saw the German women in a separate enclosure, I asked why
we were holding them prisoner. I was told they were “camp followers,”
selected as breeding stock for the S.S. to create a super-race. I spoke to
some and must say I never met a more spirited or attractive group of
women. I certainly didn’t think they deserved imprisonment.
I was used increasingly as an interpreter, and was able to prevent some
particularly unfortunate arrests. One rather amusing incident involved an old
farmer who was being dragged away by several M.P.s. I was told he had a
“fancy Nazi medal,” which they showed me. Fortunately, I had a chart
identifying such medals. He’d been awarded it for having five children!
Perhaps his wife was somewhat relieved to get him “off her back,” but I
didn’t think one of our death camps was a fair punishment for his
contribution to Germany. The M.P.s agreed and released him to continue his
“dirty work.”

Famine began to spread among the German civilians also. It was a common
sight to see German women up to their elbows in our garbage cans looking
for something edible—that is, if they weren’t chased away.
When I interviewed mayors of small towns and villages, I was told their
supply of food had been taken away by “displaced persons” (foreigners who
had worked in Germany), who packed the food on trucks and drove away.
When I reported this, the response was a shrug. I never saw any Red Cross
at the camp or helping civilians, although their coffee and doughnut stands
were available everywhere else for us. In the meantime, the Germans had to
rely on the sharing of hidden stores until the next harvest.
Hunger made German women more “available,” but despite this, rape was
prevalent and often accompanied by additional violence. In particular I
remember an 18-year-old woman who had the side of her face smashed with
a rifle butt and was then raped by two G.I.s. Even the French complained
that the rapes, looting and drunken destructiveness on the part of our troops
was excessive. In Le Havre, we’d been given booklets warning us that the
German soldiers had maintained a high standard of behavior with French
civilians who were peaceful, and that we should do the same. In this we
failed miserably.
“So what?” some would say. “The enemy’s atrocities were worse than
ours.” It is true that I experienced only the end of the war, when we were
already the victors. The German opportunity for atrocities had faded; ours
was at hand. But two wrongs don’t make a right. Rather than copying our
enemy’s crimes, we should aim once and for all to break the cycle of hatred
and vengeance that has plagued and distorted human history. This is why I
am speaking out now, 45 years after the crime. We can never prevent
individual war crimes, but we can, if enough of us speak out, influence
government policy. We can reject government propaganda that depicts our
enemies as subhuman and encourages the kind of outrages I witnessed. We
can protest the bombing of civilian targets, which still goes on today. And
we can refuse ever to condone our government’s murder of unarmed and
defeated prisoners of war.
I realize it is difficult for the average citizen to admit witnessing a crime of
this magnitude, especially if implicated himself. Even G.I.s sympathetic to
the victims were afraid to complain and get into trouble, they told me. And
the danger has not ceased. Since I spoke out a few weeks ago, I have
received threatening calls and had my mailbox smashed. But it’s been worth
it. Writing about these atrocities has been a catharsis of feeling suppressed
too long, a liberation, and perhaps will remind other witnesses that “the
truth will make us free, have no fear.” We may even learn a supreme lesson
from all this: only love can conquer all.[2]
Martin Brech saw bodies go out of the camp by the truckload, but he never discovered
how many there were, nor where and how they were buried.[3] Brech said in 1995
regarding the U.S. Army, “It is clear that in fact it was the policy to shoot any civilians
trying to feed the prisoners.” Brech has also confirmed that Gen. Eisenhower’s
starvation policy was harshly enforced down to the lowest level of camp guard.[4]

Other American Witnesses
Many other U.S. Army officers and NCOs have stated that the conditions in the Allied

POW camps were lethal for the Germans. Cpl. Daniel McConnell suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder caused by his experiences in a U.S. Army camp at Heilbronn.
McConnell had been ordered, despite his total lack of training in medicine, to take over
Baker #4, a “hospital” tent at Heilbronn. McConnell writes: “One day while working on
a coal detail, I was summoned to the office of the First Sergeant who said, ‘We see from
your 201 file you know some German—the guy out in the prison camp is messing up.
We’re sending you out to straighten things out.’ ”
The hospital had no medical facilities beyond bottles of aspirin. McConnell writes:
“After a tour of inspection, I saw that Baker #4 was a hospital in name only. Not even
the most elementary standards of cleanliness were maintained or enforceable. Cleaning
compounds and disinfectants were unavailable, not to mention medical and surgical
[supplies]…The odor was unendurable…Operations were performed without
anesthesia…At night the chatter of a machine gun or the crack of a rifle could be heard
as a POW went for the wire to escape.”[5]
The mud-floored tent was simply a way to assemble dying prisoners conveniently to the
trucks that would soon take away their corpses. McConnell saw the prisoners die en
masse in this camp, and saw the prisoners buried by bulldozers in mass graves.
McConnell states: “When a POW died, his remains were taken in a gunny sack to a tent
near the main gate. There a medical officer would sign a death certificate, which I would
witness. A number of bodies would be taken to a long slit trench outside the camp for
mass burial. If next of kin were present (a rare event), a few words were spoken by a
clergyman, then a bulldozer would start up and cover the bodies with earth.”
Since McConnell was ordered to supervise all of this without being able to stop it, his
guilt never left him. After 50 years McConnell’s mental condition eventually made him
physically ill. The Veterans Administration, which in 1998 awarded McConnell a 100%
medical pension, admitted that McConnell had been injured for life by the horrors he
had witnessed in the camp but could not prevent.[6]
Probably the most-eminent of the American eyewitnesses to the camps is Maj. Gen.
Richard Steinbach (then a colonel), who was ordered to take over administration of
several U.S. Army prison camps near Heilbronn. In his memoirs, Steinbach says that on
an inspection tour he found that the conditions in the American camps were terrible. The
great majority of the prisoners had no shelter. Most of the prisoners had lost weight,
some were suffering from illness, and some were gradually losing their minds. Often far
less than the official food allotment of 1,000 calories per day was given to the prisoners,
even though Steinbach soon found that sufficient food was available.[7]
Steinbach knew what had caused the terrible conditions in the American POW camps:
“This was caused by the Morgenthau Plan…Morgenthau was venting his pent-up
feelings on Germany by starving these men…[His] objective was vengeance rather than
promoting U.S. national objectives. Of course, Franklin D. Roosevelt, the president who
approved this plan, was also responsible. Worse even than the starvation was the
idleness enforced on these people. I was amazed and disgusted at the same time. Was
this the American way to treat people, even though some might be criminals? ...
Obviously it was not. I directed the U.S. camp commander to send to the railhead and
draw supplementary rations.” Steinbach said that the food and tents were delivered
immediately from supplies nearby.[8]
Gen. Withers Alexander Burress, like Steinbach a member of the Sixth Army Command,
found the same conditions in his camps. Steinbach says he saw the same things
elsewhere: “I inspected other camps and found the same situation, ordering the same
remedial action…As soon as I returned to our headquarters, I met with Gen. Burress. He

said that the German POW camp was something beyond his comprehension.”
Unfortunately, Steinbach was transferred early the next year, and conditions at Heilbronn
deteriorated again according to Cpl. Daniel McConnell.[9]
American prison camps in France were operated far below the standards set by the
Geneva Convention. Lt. Col. Henry W. Allard, who was in charge of some camps in
France from late 1944 through May 1945, says that only food rations were sent to the
camps. Supplies such as medicine, clothing, fuel, mess kits, and stoves were denied to
the prisoners. Allard describes the camps’ conditions: “The standards of PW [prisoner of
war] camps in the ComZ [the U.S. Army’s rear zone] in Europe compare as only slightly
better or even with the living conditions of the Japanese PW camps our men tell us
about, and unfavorably with those of the Germans.”[10]
In the period following the war, conditions in the American camps grew steadily worse.
Col. Philip Lauben later said that the American and French camps in the Vosges region
in France were so bad that “the Vosges was just one big death camp.”[11]
Disastrous overcrowding, disease, exposure and malnutrition were the rule in the U.S.
camps in Germany beginning in 1945. U.S. Army Cols. James B. Mason and Charles H.
Beasley observed the conditions in the American camps along the Rhine in April 1945:
April 20 was a blustery day with alternate rain, sleet and snow and with
bone-chilling winds sweeping down the Rhine valley from the north over
the flats where the enclosure was located. Huddled close together for
warmth, behind the barbed wire was a most awesome sight—nearly 100,000
haggard, apathetic, dirty, gaunt, blank-staring men clad in dirty field grey
uniforms, and standing ankle-deep in mud. Here and there were dirty white
blurs which, upon a closer look were seen to be men with bandaged heads
or arms or standing in shirt sleeves! The German Division Commander
reported that the men had not eaten for at least two days, and the provision
of water was a major problem—yet only 200 yards away was the river
Rhine running bank-full.[12]
The view from inside the camps was even worse. The inmates suffered from unremitting
hunger and thirst, and large numbers died from starvation, dysentery and exposure to the
elements. Capt. Ben H. Jackson said that when he approached one of the camps along
the Rhine: “I could smell it a mile away. It was barbaric.”[13]
A Jewish intelligence lieutenant at Bad Kreuznach stated: “I’ve been interrogating
German officers for the War Crimes Commission, and when I find them half-starved to
death right in our own P.W. cages and being treated like you wouldn’t treat a dog, I ask
myself some questions. Sometimes I have to get them fed up and hospitalized before I
can get a coherent story out of them….All these directives about don’t coddle the
Germans have thrown open the gates for every criminal tendency we’ve got in
us.”[14]
Gen. Mark Clark, the U.S. political commissioner in Austria, was horrified by the
conditions in the U.S. camps when he arrived in Austria. Clark took the unusual step of
writing a memo “for files.” This was probably to exculpate himself before history
without offending his superior, Gen. Dwight Eisenhower. Clark wrote:
When I first came to Austria from Italy, General Keyes told me of the
deplorable conditions which existed in the Ebensee Camp, mostly due to
over-crowding and to lack of proper nourishment. He told me he was taking
corrective steps…I…sent for Colonel Lloyd, my Inspector-General, and told
him to make an inspection at this camp. Later Gen. Hume came in with a

detailed report showing the critical situation which exists there. I
immediately directed the overcrowding be released, and that the caloric
value of the ration be increased to approximately 2800 calories. I am not
sure that I have the authority to do this, but will do it anyway because some
immediate action must be taken. What astounds me is my lack of
information on this camp from my staff officers.[15]
The deplorable condition of the Austrian camps is confirmed by a special investigation
held in September 1945 under the command of U.S. Lt. Col. Herbert Pollack. Pollack
found starvation conditions and severe malnutrition problems among many of the
prisoners in U.S. camps in Austria.[16]
U.S. Sgt. Merrill W. Campbell writes of a mass atrocity he witnessed in southern
Germany:
There [were] 10,000 or more German prisoners in this open field, standing
shoulder to shoulder. This bunch of prisoners [was] there for three days or
more with no food or water, no shelter. There was little concern for these
people. There [were] no German civilians around. As for food and water, I
personally think it could have been provided to them. Most of the guards
were very brutal. As I was not in charge of this camp, there was little I could
do. On the morning the prisoners were moved out, my company had orders
to leave and go to Garmisch as my company was leaving the area. I looked
back where they were moving the prisoners out; mud was deep as far as I
could see. Heads, arms and legs of the dead were sticking out of the mud. It
made me sick and disgusted.[17]
U.S. Capt. Frederick Siegfriedt was detailed in eastern France near Zimming in
December 1945, where there were about 17,000 German prisoners. Capt. L., a lifelong
friend of Siegfriedt’s, was medical officer of the detachment. Siegfriedt wrote:
Capt. L. had been an extremely hard working and conscientious person all
his life. It was evident that he was under extreme stress trying to cope with
the conditions at CCE 27 and receiving no cooperation, no help, no
understanding, was helpless, and had not even anyone to talk to. I was able
to serve to fill the [last] need. He explained to me that most of the men had
dysentery and were suffering from malnutrition. Some men in the cages had
as many as 17 bloody stools a day, he said. He took me to one of the former
French barracks that served as the hospital. It had 800 men lying all over, on
the cold concrete floors as well as the beds. It just broke your heart to see
it…Almost without exception the other [U.S.] officers were reclassified
because of alcoholism or psychiatric problems…The operation of CCE 27
seemed typical of the entire system. When an enclosure got a bunch of
prisoners they didn’t know what to do with, or could not otherwise handle,
they were shipped unannounced to another enclosure…I have no idea how
many died [or] where they were buried. I am sure the Americans did not
bury them and we had no such thing as a bulldozer. I can only assume that a
detail of German PWs would bury them. I could look out of the window of
my office and tell if the body being carried by was alive or dead by whether
or not there was a fifth man following with the man’s personal possessions.
The number could have been from five to 25 a day.[18]
Siegfriedt concluded that “…the [American] staff was much more concerned with living
the luxurious life than it was about the operation of the prison camps.”[19]
An American officer, who requested anonymity for fear of reprisals, said: “The

conditions you so aptly described were exactly as it was in Regensburg, Moosburg and
other camps throughout lower Bavaria and Austria. Death was commonplace and savage
treatment given by the Polish guards under American officers.”[20]
Many German POWs “accidentally suffocated” in Allied boxcars while being
transported. U.S. Lt. Arthur W. von Fange saw about 12 locked boxcars filled with men
parked on a siding near Remagen in March 1945. He heard cries from within which
gradually died down. Von Fange said, “I don’t imagine they lasted three days.”[21]
Several times in March 1945, American guards opening rail cars of prisoners arriving
from Germany found the prisoners dead inside. At Mailly le Camp on March 16, 1945,
104 prisoners were found dead. A further 27 German prisoners were found dead at
Attichy.[22]
Soon after Germany surrendered on May 8, 1945, Gen. Eisenhower sent an urgent
courier throughout the huge area that he commanded. The message reads in part: “The
military government has requested me to make it known, that, under no circumstances
may food supplies be assembled among the local inhabitants, in order to deliver them to
the German prisoners of war. Those who violate this command and nevertheless try to
circumvent this blockade, to allow anything to come to the prisoners, place themselves
in danger of being shot...”[23] Copies of this order have been found in many towns and
villages in Germany.[24]
An American sergeant (who has asked to remain anonymous), saw this order to civilians
posted in German and English on the bulletin board of the U.S. Army Military
Government Headquarters in Bavaria, signed by the Chief of Staff of the Military
Governor of Bavaria. The order was even posted in Polish in Straubing and Regensburg,
because there were a lot of Polish guards at those camps. The American sergeant said
that it was the intention of army command from May 1945 through the end of 1947 to
exterminate as many German POWs in the U.S. Zone as the traffic would bear without
attracting international scrutiny. This sergeant, who at the time was in Military
Intelligence in the U.S. Army of Occupation, witnessed the lethal conditions inflicted on
German prisoners at several camps, including Regensburg near Munich.[25]
Oscar E. Plummer of Clinton, Illinois wrote of the lethal conditions he observed in
American POW camps:
I served in the U.S. Army during World War II, and was wounded in
Belgium. I spent a lot of time in Germany during and after the war.
Many people are reluctant to believe that the United States could have
mistreated German prisoners in the way that James Bacque relates in his
book, Other Losses. I can attest to the fact that the U.S. Army did have
those inhumane holding pens for German prisoners: I saw them! These were
guarded, fenced-in areas with thousands of German prisoners of war inside,
and there were no interior buildings or shelters. The POWs looked very thin
and drawn. This was months after the war was over. They should have been
released when the war was over.[26]

Conclusion
Despite the testimony of these American soldiers and the additional testimony of
thousands of German and French soldiers, most historians still deny that the Western
Allies mass murdered German POWs after World War II. For example, historian Keith
Lowe writes concerning Bacque’s thesis in Other Losses: “This was a classic conspiracy
theory, and would not be worth mentioning were it not for the controversy the book

caused when it was published.”[27] Such denial constitutes a flagrant disregard of
historical truth.
James Bacque ends his outstanding book with an appeal for fair-mindedness and
understanding. Bacque writes: “Surely it is time for the guesswork and the lying to stop.
Surely it is time to take seriously what the eye-witnesses on both sides are trying to tell
us about our history. All over the Western world, savage atrocities against the
Armenians, the Ukrainians and the Jews are known. Only the atrocities against the
Germans are denied. Are Germans not people in our eyes?”[28]
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Did German Homicidal Gas Chambers Exist?
by John Wear

A relative of a prominent Holocaust revisionist recently said that the argument
Holocaust supporters fear most is “the physical, chemical, topographical, architectural,
and documentary evidence of the impossibility of the homicidal gas chamber.” She
writes, “And, believe me, the only thing they fear is that people may learn that there
were no homicidal gas chambers, and that Jews have lied about that particular point.”
This article discusses some of the evidence proving that there were no homicidal gas
chambers in any of the German camps during World War II.

Scientific Evidence Refuting Homicidal Gas Chambers
In every murder trial the prosecution has the burden of proof to show the cause of death.
Scientific evidence is the most-dispositive evidence to show the cause of death because
physical evidence and scientific analysis thereof can be verified in an objective manner.
Incredibly, in the biggest and most-publicized war-crimes trials of all time, the
prosecution at the International Military Tribunal produced no autopsy reports nor expert
reports on the existence and operation of the alleged homicidal gas chambers. Even in
the Auschwitz Trial in Frankfurt in the mid-1960s and the Majdanek Trial in Düsseldorf
in the late 1970s, the defense never thought to request a report on the alleged murder
weapons, of which partial evidence remains today. In all of these trials the prosecution
relied almost exclusively on eyewitness testimony to convict the defendants of
murder.[1]
Dr. Robert Faurisson of France began to question the official Holocaust story and the
existence of homicidal gas chambers in the German camps during World War II.
Faurisson discovered that executions using hydrocyanic gas were first carried out in the
United States in 1924. However, as late as 1988, major difficulties still existed in the
construction of American homicidal gas chambers, including the problem of leakage.
Since it was so difficult to execute just one person at a time in American gas chambers,
Dr. Faurisson became convinced that the execution of hundreds of thousands of people
in German homicidal gas chambers was not possible. Faurisson recommended that a
scientific study be conducted by an American-gas-chamber expert to prove his
conclusion.[2]
A scientific study was eventually conducted in 1988 concerning the homicidal gas
chambers allegedly used in the German concentration camps. The Canadian government
had charged Ernst Zündel with the criminal offense of knowingly disseminating false
news (history, in this case) about “the Holocaust.” As part of his defense in this trial,
Zündel commissioned the American-gas-chamber expert Fred Leuchter to make a
scientific examination of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau
and Majdanek. The resulting Leuchter Report is the first scientific study of the alleged
German homicidal gas chambers.[3]
Leuchter, who before this assignment had believed in the existence of the gas chambers
and the German genocide of European Jewry, was the leading expert in the United States
on the construction and use of execution equipment. Leuchter had designed and
manufactured execution equipment of all types prior to this assignment, including

electrocution systems, lethal injection equipment, gallows, and gas-chamber hardware.
He had worked with most of the states in the United States that had capital
punishment.[4]
As a result of his on-site examination of the alleged German homicidal gas chambers,
Fred Leuchter writes: “After reviewing all of the material and inspecting all of the sites
at Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek, your author finds the evidence to be
overwhelming. There were no execution gas chambers at any of these locations. It is the
best engineering opinion of this author that the alleged gas chambers at the inspected
sites could not have been, or now be, utilized or seriously considered to function as
execution gas chambers.”[5]
In addition to reporting that the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau
and Majdanek were structurally unsuitable for gassing conscious victims, Leuchter
researched the chemical properties of the Zyklon B fumigant. Leuchter found that
Zyklon B is a highly toxic compound that, when exposed to air releases deadly
hydrogen-cyanide gas. The released hydrogen-cyanide gas clings to surfaces and reacts
chemically with materials containing iron, forming ferrocyanide compounds that have a
distinctive blue color called Prussian Blue. Since masonry building materials normally
contain a certain amount of rust (iron oxide, usually between 1% and 4%), repeated
exposure to hydrogen-cyanide gas would result in Prussian Blue staining on the walls of
the alleged gas chambers.[6]
Leuchter took forensic samples from the masonry of the alleged homicidal gas chambers
at the visited sites and a control sample from the delousing facility at Birkenau. The
samples were analyzed by an independent laboratory in the United States. The
laboratory found no significant ferrocyanide compound traces in the samples taken from
the alleged homicidal gas chambers, but the samples from the walls of the disinfection
chamber had heavy concentrations of the ferrocyanide compounds. Leuchter concluded
that this result would be impossible if the alleged homicidal gas chambers had been
repeatedly exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas.
Leuchter also observed that the delousing chambers were airtight, well-made and
designed for safety in their use with Zyklon B. By comparison the alleged homicidal gas
chambers were not airtight, were poorly constructed, and would have been dangerous for
the operators. Why would gas chambers designed to kill lice be properly constructed and
engineered, while gas chambers designed and used to kill millions of people be
improperly constructed and engineered and dangerous for the operators? Leuchter
concludes: “After a thorough examination of the alleged execution facilities in Poland
and their associated crematories, the only conclusion that can be arrived at by a rational,
responsible person is the absurdity of the notion that any of these facilities were ever
capable of, or were utilized as, execution gas chambers.”[7]
Germar Rudolf, a degreed chemist, expanded on Leuchter’s work by producing the
Rudolf Report in the spring of 1992. The Rudolf Report, which has been updated and
revised several times, focused on engineering and chemical aspects of the alleged
homicidal gas operations at Auschwitz and Birkenau. Rudolf observed in his on-site
examinations that all of the delousing facilities at Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek
have one thing in common: their walls are permeated with Prussian Blue. Not only the
inner surfaces, but even the outside walls (through soakage) and the mortar between the
bricks of the delousing chambers have Prussian Blue staining. Nothing of this sort can
be observed in or around any of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz and
Birkenau.
Rudolf also took samples from the alleged homicidal gas chambers and the delousing

facilities at Auschwitz and Birkenau. Similar to Leuchter’s samples, the alleged
homicidal gas chambers exhibit only insignificant traces of ferrocyanide residue on the
same order of magnitude found in any other building. The samples from the delousing
chambers, however, all showed very high ferrocyanide residues. Rudolf determined that
if mass execution gassings with hydrocyanic acid had taken place in the alleged
homicidal gas chambers, the rooms in the alleged homicidal gas chambers would exhibit
similar ferrocyanide residue as the delousing chambers. Therefore, Rudolf concluded
that mass gassings with Zyklon B could not have occurred in the alleged homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz and Birkenau.[8]
In March 1992, a prominent Austrian engineer named Walter Lüftl made headlines when
a report he had written stated that the stories of mass extermination of Jews in gas
chambers at Auschwitz and Mauthausen are impossible for technical reasons and
because they are contrary to inviolable laws of nature. At the time of his report, Lüftl
was a court-recognized expert engineer who headed a large engineering firm in Vienna.
Lüftl stated that although the hydrocyanic acid contained in Zyklon B can kill humans
quickly and certainly, the handling requirements for Zyklon B rule out any significant
use of Zyklon B for the mass killing of people. Lüftl states that during the ventilation
process after a gassing, Zyklon B would still retain approximately 92% of its
hydrocyanic acid content, and would thus continue releasing hydrocyanic-acid gas. Lüftl
asked: How could the gas chamber operators get rid of the remaining Zyklon B from the
midst of dead corpses, without lengthy ventilation periods, and without causing mass
deaths outside the gas chambers? Lüftl concluded that because of operational and time
considerations, quasi-industrial killing using Zyklon B would be impossible.[9]
Lüftl also stated in his report that mass murder with diesel-exhaust gasses is a sheer
impossibility for reasons of time alone. Lüftl stated that this can be easily proven
experimentally, even today, with a few brave subjects. Therefore, Lüftl concluded that
the stories of gas chambers with diesel engines and gas vans at places such as Treblinka
can only be disinformation. In his report, Lüftl states: “The laws of nature apply both to
Nazis and anti-fascists. Nobody can be killed with diesel-exhaust gas in the manner
described [in the Holocaust literature].”[10]
Friedrich Paul Berg, an American engineer, agreed with Lüftl that diesel gas chambers
are not an effective means of committing mass murder. Berg stated that for any diesel
arrangement to have been even marginally effective for mass murder, it would have
required an exceptionally well-informed team of experts to know and do all that was
necessary. Berg mentioned that even if someone had tried for a time to commit murder
with diesel exhaust, after a few tries it would have become apparent that something
better was needed. Berg concluded that the evidence for diesel gassings in the German
concentration camps fails to meet the most basic standards that credible evidence must
pass to satisfy reasonable people.[11]
Other scientists have concluded that there cannot have been homicidal gas chambers in
the German concentration camps. For example, Dr. William B. Lindsey, a research
chemist employed for 33 years by the DuPont Corporation, testified in the 1985 Ernst
Zündel trial that he considered mass homicidal gassings in the camps to be technically
impossible. Based on his on-site examination of the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz, Birkenau, and Majdanek, Dr. Lindsey stated: “I have come to the conclusion
that no one was willfully or purposefully killed with Zyklon B in this manner. I consider
it absolutely impossible.”[12]
Several attempts have been made by defenders of the Holocaust story to refute
revisionist scientific studies of the alleged homicidal gas chambers. For example, Jean-

Claude Pressac, a French pharmacist, wrote a book published by the Beate Klarsfeld
Foundation entitled Auschwitz: Techniques and Operation of the Gas Chambers.
Pressac’s book actually strengthens the revisionist view of the Holocaust story. Both
explicitly and implicitly, Pressac discredits countless Holocaust claims and testimonies.
Pressac writes: “This study already demonstrates the complete bankruptcy of the
traditional [Holocaust] history…, a history based for the most part on testimonies,
assembled according to the need of the moment, truncated to fit an arbitrary truth and
sprinkled with a few German documents of uneven value and without any connection to
one another.”[13]
Pressac’s book, printed on 564 oversize pages, includes hundreds of good-quality
reproductions of original German architectural plans and diagrams, photographs taken
both during and after the war, and many documents with translations. Remarkably, in the
entire book, Pressac fails to mention anything about the techniques and operation of the
German homicidal gas chambers. The title of his book is totally false. Revisionists say
that since no homicidal gas chambers ever existed in the German concentration camps,
Pressac did not write about the techniques and operation of the gas chambers because
there was nothing to write about.[14]
The Kraków Institute of Forensic Research also published results in 1994 that attempted
to refute the Leuchter Report. The team from this forensic institute claims not to have
understood how it was possible for Prussian Blue to have formed in walls as a result of
their being exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas. The researchers therefore excluded
Prussian Blue and similar iron-cyanide compounds from their analyses, resulting in
much-lower cyanide traces for the delousing chambers. Their analysis made it
practically impossible to distinguish between rooms massively exposed to hydrogen
cyanide and those which were not: all would have a cyanide residue of close to zero. The
Kraków researchers concluded from their analysis that since the gas chambers and
delousing facilities all had the same (negligible) concentration of cyanide residues,
humans might indeed have been gassed in the putative gas chambers.
Germar Rudolf gave the Kraków researchers irrefutable proof that Prussian Blue is
formed in walls repeatedly exposed to hydrogen-cyanide gas, citing a case document in
expert literature.[15] The authors of the Kraków report refused to change their report nor
admit they made a mistake. Rudolf writes: “The only ‘scientific’ attempt to refute
Frederick A. Leuchter’s most-intriguing thesis turns out to be one of the biggest
scientific frauds of the 20th century. How desperate must they be—those who try to
defend the established version of the Holocaust, i.e., the alleged systematic
extermination of Jews in homicidal ‘gas chambers,’ that they resort to such obviously
fraudulent methods?”[16]

Additional Evidence Refuting Homicidal Gas
Chambers
In 1979 the U.S. government released wartime aerial photographs of the Auschwitz and
Birkenau Camps taken on several random days in 1944 during the height of the alleged
extermination period. These photographs are so remarkable in their clarity that vehicles
and even people can be distinguished in them. Many of these photographs were taken at
mid-morning on typical workdays. None of these photos show huge pits nor piles of
bodies, smoking crematory chimneys, masses of Jews awaiting death outside of the
alleged gas chambers, nor the mountains of coke that would have been needed to fuel the
crematoria. All of these would have been visible if Auschwitz and Birkenau had been
the extermination centers they are said to have been.

In his book Auschwitz: The End of a Legend, Carlo Mattogno writes in regard to Allied
aerial photographs taken at Birkenau on May 31, 1944:
It is pointed out also that the aerial photographs taken by the Allied military
on 31 May 1944, at the crucial time of presumed extermination, on the day
of the arrival at Birkenau of about 15,000 deportees, and after 14 days of
intense arrivals (184,000 deportees, averaging 13,000 per day) and with an
extermination toll (according to Pressac’s hypothesis) of at least 110,000
homicidally gassed, which would have had to average 7,800 per day, every
single day for 14 consecutive days; after all of that, the photographs do not
show the slightest evidence of this alleged enormous extermination: No
trace of smoke, no trace of pits, crematory or otherwise, burning or not, no
sign of dirt extracted from pits, no trace of wood set aside for use in pits, no
sign of vehicles or any other type of activity in the crucial zones of the
courtyard of Crematory V nor in the earth of Bunker 2, nor in Crematories
II and III. These photographs constitute irrefutable proof that the story of
extermination of the Hungarian Jews is historically unfounded.[17]
German aerial-reconnaissance photographs taken in 1944 of the Treblinka Camp also
cast serious doubts on the widely accepted story that Treblinka was a mass extermination
center. Discovered in 1989 in the National Archives in Washington, D.C., these
photographs corroborate other evidence indicating that Treblinka was actually a transit
camp. The photographs indicate that Treblinka was an extremely small camp. The
camp’s burial area appears too small to contain the hundreds of thousands of bodies
supposedly buried there. Treblinka was not particularly well guarded or isolated. The
aerial photographs show that fields where local farmers planted and cultivated crops
were directly adjacent to the camp perimeter and were cultivated right up to the edge of
the camp.[18]
John C. Ball, a geologist with experience interpreting aerial photographs, has reviewed
the wartime aerial photos taken of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Treblinka, Belzec, Sobibór,
Majdanek and Babi Yar. Ball concludes: “To this day there is no air photo evidence to
support the alleged mass murder of the Jews at any location in Europe occupied by the
Germans during World War Two. Further, air photo analysis refutes the claim that the
‘Nazis’ had intended, at whatever time, to keep events in the alleged extermination
camps secret. In many cases the air photos provide clear proof that some of the events
attested to by witnesses, such as the destruction of Hungarian Jews or the mass
executions at Babi Yar, did not in fact take place.”[19]
A detailed forensic examination at the Treblinka Camp using sophisticated electronic
ground radar has also found no evidence of mass graves. An Australian team headed by
Richard Krege, a qualified electronics engineer, carried out an examination at the site of
the Treblinka camp. Krege’s team used an $80,000 Ground Penetration Radar (GPR)
device, which returns vertical-cross-sectional profiles to a computer monitor. GPR
devices are routinely used around the world by geologists, archeologists, and police.
GPR detects any major disturbances in the soil to a normal effective depth of four or five
meters.
For six days in October 1999 the team carefully examined the entire Treblinka site,
especially the alleged “mass-graves” portion, and carried out control examinations of
surrounding areas. Krege’s team also carried out visual soil inspections, and used an
auger to take numerous soil samples. They found no soil disturbance consistent with the
burial of hundreds of thousands of bodies, nor even evidence that the ground had ever
been disturbed. In addition, the team found no evidence of individual graves, bone
remains, human ashes, nor wood ashes. Richard Krege concluded from his examination

of the site that Treblinka was never an extermination camp.[20]
Startling evidence was also revealed in 1989 when the Soviets released some of the
Auschwitz death-registry volumes that fell into Soviet hands in January 1945 when the
Red Army captured Auschwitz. The death certificates contained in these volumes were
official German documents issued by Auschwitz camp doctors upon the death of an
inmate. Each death certificate includes the deceased person’s full name, profession and
religion, date and place of birth, pre-Auschwitz residence, parents’ names, time of death,
cause of death, and a camp physician’s signature. The death-registry volumes recorded
the deaths of approximately 69,000 Auschwitz inmates, of whom approximately 30,000
were Jewish. Most of the deaths were caused by disease, although some death
certificates recorded executions by shooting or hanging. None of the death certificates
recorded death by gassing.[21]
The Auschwitz death-registry volumes call into question the existence of homicidal gas
chambers. Why would the German authorities record executions by shooting or hanging
and not record any by gassings? Also, why did the Soviets suppress the release of these
volumes for 44 years? The Auschwitz death-registry volumes are totally inconsistent
with Auschwitz being a center of mass extermination using homicidal gas chambers.[22]
Another important piece of evidence arguing against the existence of homicidal gas
chambers is that the British broke the ultra-secret Enigma code used by the Germans to
encode radio transmisions. During 1942 and 1943 British intelligence intercepted daily
encoded messages from Auschwitz, Buchenwald, Dachau and seven other camps. Every
day the Germans recorded the numbers of dead and the causes of death at each camp.
The transmissions from Auschwitz mentioned illness as the primary cause of death, but
also reported deaths attributable to shootings and hangings. There was no reference to
gassing as a cause of death in any of the decoded messages.[23]
The numbers of dead in the decoded messages from Auschwitz roughly correlate with
the numbers of dead recorded in the Auschwitz death-registry volumes. Since the
Germans made their reports in transmissions using a supposedly indecipherable code,
why would they report deaths from shootings and hangings but not from homicidal
gassings? The Germans would have no reason to hide deaths by homicidal gassings in
their encoded messages if such deaths had actually taken place.
David Cole, a Jewish American, has also produced a very revealing video based on his
visit to Auschwitz in September 1992. Wearing a yarmulke and pretending to be a
“righteous” Jew wanting to answer those who question the Holocaust story, Cole paid
extra for his personal English-language tour guide. The video shows numerous
weaknesses of the alleged homicidal gas chamber at Auschwitz: 1) Obvious marks on
the ceilings and floors where apparently walls had been knocked down; 2) Equally
obvious holes in the floor where bathroom facilities had been; 3) A flimsy wooden door
with a big glass pane in it; 4) A doorway with no door and no fittings for a door leading
to the crematorium furnaces; 5) A big manhole right in the middle of the gas chamber;
and 6) No Zyklon-B staining in the walls. Any reasonable person can tell that the alleged
gas chamber shown in the video could not possibly have functioned as a homicidal gas
chamber.
In response to David Cole’s questions, Cole’s tour guide repeatedly states that the gas
chamber at Auschwitz was in its original state. Unable to answer all of Cole’s questions,
Cole’s tour guide went to get a woman who was introduced as the supervisor of tour
guides for the Auschwitz State Museum. In response to Cole’s question, the Auschwitz
tour supervisor states that the holes in the ceiling of the alleged gas chamber at
Auschwitz were restored after the war. Thus, contrary to statements made by Cole’s tour

guide, the Auschwitz tour supervisor acknowledges that the alleged homicidal gas
chamber at Auschwitz was not in its original state.
David Cole next interviewed Dr. Franciszek Piper, the head of archives and the senior
curator of the Auschwitz State Museum. Dr. Piper explained in the videotaped interview
that the gas chamber shown to tourists at Auschwitz is similar to the one that existed in
1941-1942, but not all details are the same, so that, for example, there are no gas-tight
doors. In other words, the gas chamber is not in its original state but is rather a postwar
reconstruction. Cole’s video documents that the museum officials deceive tourists by
representing that the gas chamber at Auschwitz is in its original state even though the
museum officials know better. The postwar reconstruction they show tourists at
Auschwitz is worthless as proof of anything. Also, there is not a single wartime
document or photograph to confirm what the alleged homicidal gas chamber at
Auschwitz looked like.[24]
Defenders of the Holocaust story have sometimes made concessions to revisionist
researchers. In the book Auschwitz: 1270 to Present, by Robert Jan van Pelt and
Deborah Dwork, the two Jewish authors admit that the gas chamber shown tourists at the
main Auschwitz camp is largely a postwar reconstruction built by the Polish
government. The authors still allege, however, that there were gas chambers at
Birkenau.[25]
There has also been a trend to reduce the importance of the gas chambers in the
Holocaust story. In his book Why Did the Heavens Not Darken?: The “Final Solution”
in History, Princeton University professor Arno J. Mayer wrote: “From 1942 to 1945,
certainly at Auschwitz, but probably overall, more Jews were killed by so-called
‘natural’ causes than by ‘unnatural’ ones.”[26] In the same book Dr. Mayer admits that
“Sources for the study of the gas chambers are at once rare and unreliable.”[27]
In his 2009 book Worse Than War: Genocide, Eliminationism, and the Ongoing Assault
on Humanity, Daniel Jonah Goldhagen writes:
The Germans’ extermination of the Jews is infamous precisely for the gas
chambers and the so-called assembly-line killing. Yet whatever such death
factories’ existential horror and significance, these installations were not
essential for mass murder. This is so obvious it is astonishing that the gas
chambers have been turned into the horror’s central aspect, to the longtime
neglect and exclusion of so much else (particularly the perpetrators and the
victims), as if the gas chambers and technology themselves caused the
killing instead of being the incidental implements of people who wanted to
kill. Modern technology was unnecessary and the Germans knew this. They
killed their victims overwhelmingly without gassing.…[28]
Since the existence of homicidal gas chambers in the German concentration camps has
been scientifically disproven, it is understandable that Goldhagen and Mayer would want
to minimize the importance of homicidal gas chambers in the grand scheme of the
alleged genocide of European Jewry.

Conclusion
Dr. Robert Faurisson was probably the first person to point out that every study of the
alleged German execution gas chambers using Zyklon B should commence with a study
of the American execution gas chambers. Faurisson began his research in 1977 by
obtaining information from six American penitentiaries: San Quentin, California;
Jefferson City, Missouri; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Raleigh, North Carolina; Baltimore,

Maryland; and Florence, Arizona. During the next several years, Faurisson’s numerous
published articles always referred to the American gas chambers. Faurisson also visited
the gas chamber in Baltimore, Maryland in September 1979, and obtained eight
photographs of the chamber and additional documentation.[29]
Ernst Zündel implemented Faurisson’s ideas in his 1988 criminal trial in Toronto by
hiring Fred Leuchter to conduct a forensic examination of Auschwitz, Birkenau and
Majdanek. Leuchter concludes in the Leuchter Report that there were no homicidal gas
chambers at any of these sites. Additional reports, articles, testimony and videos from
Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf, Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr. William B. Lindsey, Carlo
Mattogno, John C. Ball, Richard Krege and David Cole have conclusively shown that
there were no homicidal gas chambers at any of the German camps during World War II.
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Inevitably when anyone questions the genocide of European Jewry, eyewitness
testimony is raised as proof that the genocide happened. This article shows that the
eyewitness accounts of the Holocaust story have proved to be extremely unreliable and
ineffective in proving its validity.

Trial Testimony
John Demjanjuk, a naturalized American citizen, was accused by eyewitnesses of being
a murderous guard at Treblinka nicknamed Ivan the Terrible. Demjanjuk was deported to
Israel, and an Israeli court tried and convicted him primarily based on the eyewitness
testimony of five Jewish survivors of Treblinka. Demjanjuk’s defense attorney
eventually uncovered new evidence proving that the Soviet KGB had framed Demjanjuk
using forged documents inaccurately portraying him as a guard at Treblinka. The Israeli
Supreme Court ruled that the eyewitness accounts were not credible and that Demjanjuk
thus was not guilty.[1]
Another example of false witness testimony of the so-called Holocaust occurred in the
case of Frank Walus, who was a retired Chicago factory worker charged with killing
Jews in his native Poland during World War II. An accusation by Simon Wiesenthal that
Walus had worked for the Gestapo prompted the U.S. government’s legal action. Eleven
Jews testified under oath during Walus’s trial that Walus had murdered Jews during the
war. After a costly four-year legal battle, Walus was finally able to prove that he had
spent the war years as a teenager working on German farms. An American Bar
Association article published in 1981 concluded in regard to Walus’s trial that “…in an
atmosphere of hatred and loathing verging on hysteria, the government persecuted an
innocent man.”[2]
Many of the most-outlandish eyewitness claims have been quietly dropped by defenders
of the Holocaust story. For example, it was claimed at the Nuremberg trials that the
Germans made soap from the bodies of Jews. The judges at Nuremberg stated in their
verdict that “in some instances attempts were made to utilize the fat from the bodies of
the victims in the commercial manufacture of soap.”[3] In April 1990, officials at
Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust Center admitted that the human-soap stories were not
true. Yad Vashem Archives Director Shmuel Krakowski said: “Historians have
concluded that soap was not made from human fat. When so many people deny that the

Holocaust ever happened, why give them something to use against the truth?”[4]
The Buchenwald trial, which opened at Dachau on April 11, 1947, presented evidence
that lampshades had been made from human skin. Kurte Sitte, a 36-year-old doctor of
physics, had been a prisoner in Buchenwald from September 1939 until its liberation.
When asked if a lampshade delivered to Ilse Koch was made of tattooed human skin, she
replied: “Yes, sir, it was.” Former Buchenwald inmate Kurt Froboess was asked if he had
seen Ilse Koch with any tattooed skin in her possession. Froboess replied: “Yes. I saw a
photo album. The cover had a tattoo on it. And on one occasion she was seen wearing
gloves. They were a whitish-yellow color, and a star was tattooed on the back side of the
left glove.”[5]
These and other eyewitness stories of lampshades being made from human skin have
been quietly dropped by supporters of the Holocaust story. Gen. Lucius Clay, military
governor of the American Zone of occupied Germany, stated with regard to the case of
Ilse Koch, “There is no convincing evidence that she selected inmates for extermination
in order to secure tattooed skins or that she possessed any articles made of human
skin.”[6] Years later in an interview about the material used in the lampshades, Gen.
Clay stated: “Well, it turned out actually that it was goat flesh. But at the trial it was
human flesh. It was almost impossible for her to have gotten a fair trial.”[7]
Eyewitness testimony at the 1985 Ernst Zündel trial in Toronto also proved to be
unreliable. Arnold Friedman, a 56-year-old Hungarian Jew, was touted as an eyewitness
to the homicidal gassings at Auschwitz. Friedman testified that while in Auschwitz he
saw “fourteen-foot flames” shooting out of the crematorium chimneys. Douglas Christie,
Zündel’s defense attorney, showed Friedman scientific evidence that the crematoria at
Auschwitz were designed not to give off either smoke, flames, ashes or odors. Friedman
eventually agreed with Christie that he might not have witnessed Jews being burned in
the crematoria buildings at Auschwitz.[8]
Rudolf Vrba, who had escaped from Auschwitz in April of 1944, was a world-famous
eyewitness to the homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. Vrba confessed during his
testimony at Zündel’s trial that his book I Cannot Forgive was “an artistic picture…not a
document for the court.” Vrba testified that he had never actually witnessed anybody
being gassed at Auschwitz, but had merely heard rumors. Furthermore, Vrba admitted
that his written and pictorial descriptions of the Auschwitz crematory were mere
guesswork, based on “what I heard it might look like.” Vrba proved to be an unreliable
witness who could only cite hearsay evidence of the so-called Holocaust.[9]
Another prosecution witness at this trial was Dennis Urstein, who claimed he saw bodies
hauled out of the gas chamber at Auschwitz. Urstein described the bodies as “greyishgreenish” in color. However, persons who have died from Zyklon-B poisoning turn a
bright cherry-red color. Urstein also claimed that he wore no protective clothing when
assisting with the disposal of bodies in the gas chamber. If this had been the case, he
would very soon have died as well. Urstein was exposed by Douglas Christie as a totally
unreliable witness.[10]
Henry Leader was another witness at this trial who got the body color of the alleged
Zyklon-B gas victims wrong. Leader said the color of the gassing victims was blue.[11]
The failure of Jewish eyewitnesses to give credible testimony at the 1985 Ernst Zündel
trial caused Alan Dershowitz to write that the trial was “a total victory for Holocaust
deniers and a total disaster for Holocaust survivors and the Jewish people.”[12]

Three Famous Jewish Survivors

It would be impossible to discuss every eyewitness account of the Holocaust story. To
illustrate the unreliability of eyewitness accounts of the so-called Holocaust, I will
analyze the eyewitness accounts of probably its three most-famous survivors: Elie
Wiesel, Simon Wiesenthal and Viktor Frankl.
Elie Wiesel, whose memoir Night, published in 1958, helped him win the Nobel Peace
Prize, never mentioned homicidal gas chambers in his book. Instead, Wiesel wrote that
Jews were killed en masse by being thrown alive into burning pits.[13] If there had
actually been homicidal gas chambers at Birkenau, one would think that Wiesel would
have mentioned the gas chambers in his autobiography. Also, if there had been burning
pits at Birkenau, these would have shown up in some of the Allied aerial photographs
taken of Birkenau in 1944, around the time he said he saw them.
Wiesel also mentions in Night that he had surgery on an infected foot in January 1945.
The German authorities at Birkenau gave Wiesel and other hospital patients unfit to
travel the option to remain in the camp. Wiesel and his father decided to evacuate
Birkenau and travel to Buchenwald with the Germans rather than be liberated by the
Russian army.[14] If Birkenau had been a place of mass exterminations, why would
Wiesel choose to travel with his supposed killers? Also, why would the German
authorities at Birkenau leave behind thousands of witnesses to their genocide if a policy
of genocide had actually taken place at Birkenau?
That Wiesel survived his internment at Buchenwald is, of course, the result of a miracle.
Wiesel said: “In Buchenwald they sent 10,000 persons to their deaths each day. I was
always in the last hundred near the gate. They stopped. Why?”[15] Today no reputable
historian believes that 10,000 Jews per day were executed at Buchenwald.
A remarkable witness himself, Wiesel assured us that he had met other remarkable
witnesses. Wiesel stated in one of his books that after Jews were executed at Babi Yar in
Ukraine: “Eye witnesses say that for months after the killings the ground continued to
spurt geysers of blood. One was always treading on corpses.”[16] Wiesel later repeated
this claim with some embellishment: “Later, I learn from a witness that, for month after
month, the ground never stopped trembling; and that, from time to time, geysers of
blood spurted from it.”[17] This story lacks all credibility. Wiesel does not seem to know
that photos taken at Babi Yar shortly after the alleged mass executions of Jews show no
indication of any mass grave site or any disturbance of the foliage or ground cover.[18]
Famed Nazi-hunter Simon Wiesenthal also reported a trip to a German camp hospital in
his book The Murderers Among Us. Wiesenthal wrote that he tried to commit suicide by
cutting his wrists while incarcerated by the Germans. Instead of letting him die, the
Germans sent him to the hospital where they nursed him back to health.[19] If the
Germans were intent on committing genocide against European Jewry, why would they
make the effort to send both Wiesel and Wiesenthal to the hospital to restore their
health?
Viktor Frankl’s book Man’s Search for Meaning has been ranked by the Library of
Congress as one of the 20th century’s 10 most influential books in the United States.
Frankl described his experiences at Auschwitz in this book as if he had spent many
months there. In reality, Frankl was in Auschwitz only for a few days in October 1944
while in transit from Theresienstadt to a sub-camp of Dachau. Frankl admitted this to the
American evangelist Robert Schuller: “I was in Auschwitz only three or four days…I
was sent to a barrack and we were all transported to a camp in Bavaria.”[20] Frankl’s
short time in Auschwitz is substantiated by the prisoner log from the sub-camp of
Dachau, Kaufering III, which listed Frankl’s arrival on October 25, 1944, six days after
his departure from Theresienstadt.[21] Thus, Frankl’s descriptions of his long stay at

Auschwitz in Man’s Search for Meaning are false and misleading.

Additional Evidence
The unreliability of eyewitness testimony of the Holocaust story has been commented on
by some historians. Jewish historian Samuel Gringauz criticized what he called the
“hyperhistorical” nature of most Jewish survivor testimony. Gringauz wrote that “most
of the memoirs and reports are full of preposterous verbosity, graphomanic exaggeration,
dramatic effects, overestimated self-inflation, dilettante philosophizing, would-be
lyricism, unchecked rumors, bias, partisan attacks and apologies.”[22]
Shmuel Krakowski, archives director of Israel’s Yad Vashem Holocaust center,
confirmed in 1986 that more than half of the testimonies of Jewish survivors on file
there are unreliable. Krakowski said that many survivors, wanting to be a part of history,
may have let their imaginations run away from them. He stated that many of the
testimonies on file at Yad Vashem were later proved to be inaccurate when locations and
dates could not pass an expert historian’s appraisal. Krakowski commented on the
Jewish survivor testimony, “Many were never in the places where they claimed to have
witnessed atrocities, while others relied on second-hand information given them by
friends or passing strangers.”[23]
Although seldom mentioned in the press, numerous eyewitnesses have reported that they
did not see any evidence of genocide in the German concentration camps. One of the
first to dispute reports of German genocide was Paul Rassinier. Rassinier was a French
professor of history who was arrested during the war for passive resistance activities,
which included helping to smuggle Jews into neutral Switzerland. Rassinier stated that
although he suffered greatly during the war in the Buchenwald and Dora Concentration
Camps, he never saw any evidence of homicidal gas chambers nor any program to
exterminate Jews. After reading sensationalized accounts that he knew were false,
Rassinier felt it was his ethical duty to tell the truth about the camps and refute the false
claims being made in the world’s media.
Rassinier wrote extensively about his own experiences and observations in the German
camps. He also began to research the entire issue of German genocide against Jews
during the war. Rassinier concluded that the death toll in the camps was far lower than
alleged. He also concluded that the deaths in the camps were not caused by a German
program of genocide,[24] but rather primarily by the poor conditions of the camps
attributable to the economic collapse of Germany during a devastating war. Rassinier
had nothing to gain personally from taking his unpopular position, and after suffering
greatly in the German concentration camps, he then suffered intense persecution in
postwar France for his courageous writings after the war.
Thies Christophersen was another witness who said that the alleged genocide of Jews
during World War II never happened. Christophersen, a Wehrmacht private assigned to
Auschwitz, supervised about 300 workers, many of them Jewish, from January to
December 1944. On a number of occasions during this period he visited Birkenau where
allegedly hundreds of thousands of Jews were being gassed to death. In his memoir The
Auschwitz Lie, first published in Germany in 1973, Christophersen wrote that during the
time he was at Auschwitz he did not notice the slightest evidence of mass gassings. In
March 1988 at the Ernst Zündel trial in Toronto, he also successfully answered
numerous pointed questions by the prosecuting attorney about his experiences at
Auschwitz.
After The Auschwitz Lie was published, Christophersen received thousands of letters and
calls. He wrote in regard to these letters and calls:

Many of those who contacted me can confirm my statements, but are afraid
to do so publicly. Some of those are SS men who were brutally mistreated
and even tortured in Allied captivity. I also immediately contacted those
who claimed to know more about mass gassings. My experiences were
precisely the same as those of French professor Paul Rassinier. I have not
found any eyewitnesses. Instead, people would tell me that they knew
someone who knew someone else, who talked about it. In most cases the
alleged eyewitnesses had died. Other supposed eyewitnesses would quickly
begin to stammer and stutter when I asked a few precise questions. Even
Simon Wiesenthal had to finally admit before a Frankfurt district court that
he was actually never in Auschwitz. All of the reports I have heard about
are contradictory. Everyone seemed to tell a different story about the gas
chambers. They couldn’t even agree about where they were supposed to
have been located. This is also true of the so-called scholarly literature,
which is full of contradictions.…[25]
Another eyewitness who did not see any evidence of genocide of the Jews is Dr.
Wilhelm Stäglich. Dr. Stäglich, a German judge, visited Auschwitz several times during
World War II as a German orderly officer of an anti-aircraft detachment. Dr. Stäglich
published the following account of his visits to Auschwitz:
On none of these visits did I see gassing installations, crematoria,
instruments of torture, or similar horrors. The camp gave one the impression
of being well-kept and very well-organized…
The camp reminded me of the German Labor Front camp in which I served
out my six-month stretch in the Labor Service, except that Auschwitz was,
of course, considerably larger...None of the inmates behaved as though they
were in fear of mistreatment, let alone death.
On the later point, one encounter with inmates especially sticks in my
memory. As some comrades and I were standing near the camp one evening,
we caught sight of a big gang of inmates returning to camp from work in the
industrial plants. They were escorted by a relatively small contingent of SSmen—mostly older people—and seemed to be thoroughly undisciplined.
They talked loudly among themselves, laughing all the while. Two or three
inmates dropped out of line when they spotted us, opened their flies, and
made water. Although this gesture could have been interpreted as a sign of
contempt for German men in uniform, the SS guards ignored it completely.
Later, whenever I heard that mortal terror prevailed in the concentration
camps, I had to recall this incident. That is hardly the way people who are in
constant fear of death behave.[26]
Another credible eyewitness is the Austrian-born Canadian Maria Van Herwaarden, who
was interned at Birkenau starting in 1942. Van Herwaarden testified at the 1988 Ernst
Zündel trial that she saw nothing at Birkenau that resembled mass murder. She did
testify, however, that many of the inmates at Birkenau died of typhus and some inmates
committed suicide.[27] No prosecution witnesses were called during this trial because
the prosecution knew of no survivors who could withstand cross examination by
Zündel’s defense attorney.

Conclusion
When asked in 1983 how the extermination of European Jewry took place without an

order, pro-Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg replied:
What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not planned in advance,
not organized centrally by any agency. There was no blueprint and no
budget for destructive measures. They were taken step by step, one step at a
time. Thus came about not so much a plan being carried out, but an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus—mind reading by a far-flung
bureaucracy.[28]
Raul Hilberg confirmed that he said these words in his testimony at the 1985 Ernst
Zündel trial in Toronto.[29] Thus, Hilberg stated that the genocide of European Jewry
was not carried out by an order, a plan, a blueprint, a budget nor any agency, but rather
through an incredible mind reading by a far-flung bureaucracy.
Hilberg also acknowledged in his testimony that there was no autopsy report nor
scientific report showing that anyone was killed in any gas chamber anywhere in
German-occupied territories.[30] Subsequent scientific reports by American-gaschamber expert Fred Leuchter, Austrian court-recognized expert engineer Walter Lüftl,
and certified chemist Germar Rudolf all prove that Zyklon B could not have been used
to exterminate humans in the alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau
and Majdanek.
Today the evidence that the so-called Holocaust happened is based almost entirely on
eyewitness testimony of “Holocaust survivors.” As this article shows, such eyewitness
testimony has consistently proved to be extremely unreliable.
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Great Britain’s Uncivilized Warfare and Postwar
Crimes
by John Wear

World War II is often referred to as the “Good War,” a morally clear-cut conflict between
good and evil.[1] The “Good War” is also claimed to have led to a good peace. Germany
under control of the Allies soon became a prosperous democracy which took her place
among the family of good nations. Historian Keith Lowe expresses this idea as follows:
“The political rebirth that occurred in the west is … impressive, especially the
rehabilitation of Germany, which transformed itself from a pariah nation to a responsible
member of the European family in just a few short years.”[2]
This naive belief that Germany was a pariah among good European nations belies the
uncivilized warfare conducted by the Allies during World War II, as well as the
murderous and criminal treatment of Germans after the war. This article focuses on
crimes committed by Great Britain both during and after the war.

Britain’s Uncivilized Warfare
In addition to ignoring the numerous and generous German peace initiatives, Winston
Churchill and other leaders of Great Britain began to conduct a war of unprecedented
violence. On July 3, 1940, a British fleet attacked and destroyed much of the French
fleet at Oran in northwestern Algeria to prevent it from falling into German hands. The
French navy went to the bottom of the sea, and with it 1,297 French sailors. Churchill
and the British government did not seem to mind that 1,297 of their French ally’s sailors
were killed in the attack. This attack on the French fleet illustrates Churchill’s
determination to defeat Germany “no matter what the cost.”[3]
A shocking detail of the British attack on the French fleet is that low-flying British
aircraft repeatedly machine-gunned masses of French sailors as they struggled in the
water. It is an event still remembered with great bitterness in France. This British war
crime was soon followed by the assassination of French Adm. Francois Darlan by
British agents in Algiers.[4]
Great Britain also began the violation of the cardinal rule of civilized warfare that
hostilities must be limited to the combatant forces. On May 11, 1940, British bombers
began to attack the industrial areas of Germany. The British government adopted a new
definition of military objectives so that this term included any building housing activities
that in any way contributed, directly or indirectly, to the war effort of the enemy. On
December 16, 1940, the RAF conducted a moonlight raid by 134 British planes on
Mannheim designed “to concentrate the maximum amount of damage in the center of
the town.” Great Britain abandoned all pretense of attacking military, industrial or any
other particular kind of target with this raid.[5]
On March 28, 1942, the British air offensive against Germany initiated Frederick
Lindemann’s bombing plan. The Lindemann Plan, which continued with undiminished
ferocity until the end of the war, concentrated on bombing German working-class
housing. The British bombings during this period were simple terror bombing designed
to shatter the morale of the German civilian population and thereby generate a

movement to surrender. The bombings focused on working-class housing built close
together because a higher amount of bloodshed was expected compared to bombing
higher-class houses surrounded by large yards and gardens.[6]
The climax of the British bombing offensive under the Lindemann Plan was reached on
the night of February 13, 1945, when a massive bombing raid was directed against
Dresden. The population of Dresden was swollen by a horde of terrified German women
and children running from the advancing Soviet army. No one will ever know exactly
how many people died in the bombings of Dresden, but estimates of 250,000 civilian
deaths appear to be reasonable. The bombings of Dresden served little military purpose;
they were designed primarily to terrify German civilians and break their will to continue
the war.[7]
A horrifying aspect of the Dresden bombings occurred during the daylight hours of
February 14, 1945. On this day low-flying American fighters machine-gunned helpless
Germans as they rushed toward the Elbe River in a desperate attempt to escape the
inferno. Since Dresden had no air defense, the German civilians were easy targets.[8]
Winston Churchill, the man directly responsible for the Dresden bombings, began to
publicly distance himself from the terror bombings. Churchill said to Sir Charles Portal,
the chief of the British Air Staff, on March 28, 1945:
It seems to me that the moment has come when the question of bombing of
German cities simply for the sake of increasing the terror, though under
other pretexts should be reviewed. The destruction of Dresden remains a
serious query against the conduct of Allied bombing….I feel the need for
more precise concentration upon military objectives, such as oil and
communications behind the immediate battle-zone, rather than on mere acts
of terror and wanton destruction, however impressive.[9]
In spite of Churchill’s protestations, the British terror bombings continued unabated until
the end of the war. On May 3, 1945, the British Royal Air Force attacked the German
Cap Arcona and Thielbek passenger ships. Both of these ships were flying many large
white flags with huge Red Cross emblems painted on the sides of the ships. The British
attacks, which were a violation of international law, resulted in the deaths of
approximately 7,000 prisoners being shipped from the Neuengamme Concentration
Camp to Stockholm. When large numbers of corpses dressed in concentration-camp garb
washed ashore the German coastline a few days later, the British claimed the Germans
had intentionally drowned the prisoners in the Baltic Sea. It took years for the truth of
these illegal British attacks to be made public.[10]

The London Cage
The British routinely secretly recorded conversations among their German prisoners-ofwar (POWs) during World War II. For example, at Trent Park, a luxurious manor a few
dozen miles north of London, the British secretly eavesdropped on the conversations of
63 German generals imprisoned at the facility. Although recording conversations among
prisoners without their consent violated the Geneva Conventions, the British brushed
aside such concerns because they obtained vital military intelligence from these
conversations.[11]
Even-more-serious violations of the Geneva Conventions were committed at the London
Cage, which was a clandestine interrogation center where German POWs were subjected
to “special intelligence treatment” designed to break their will to resist. Located in
Kensington Palace Gardens, an exclusive gated street known as “Millionaires’ Row,” the

London Cage was where German POWs who could not be broken under normal
interrogation methods were brought. The London Cage should have appeared on the
wartime lists of the Red Cross as a transit camp, but did not-- because officially it did
not exist.[12]
Over 3,000 German POWs were ultimately interned in the London Cage at one time or
another. Britain’s Col. Alexander Scotland was in charge of the London Cage, and few
deny that he went too far in breaking the German POWs’ will to resist through rough
interrogation treatment.[13]
Helen Fry writes of German POW Alfred Conrad Wernard’s treatment in the London
Cage:
A wireless operator of U-boat U-187, Wernard spent three weeks in
Kensington Palace Gardens and spoke about threats of execution, sleep
deprivation and daily interrogations at different times in the dead of the
night, always after having been dragged out of bed from a deep sleep. He
was taken blindfolded to a room for interrogation. Interrogators were
particularly interested in information Wernard had concerning a forerunner
of the German radar system. “British Intelligence was interested in it,”
Wernard said. “They even knew that I went on a course about the new
equipment and the instructor’s name…The interrogator knew more about
our U-boat than we did.” When Wernard refused to give information, the
interrogator began to slowly rotate a revolver on the desk between them.
“When it points at you,” he said abruptly, “I pull the trigger.” “I had no way
of telling if he would,” Wernard admitted. Out in the yard, he was shown a
deep trench and was threatened with being shot. “It was all designed to
make us talk…It looked like a prison and there were bars on the windows.”
Back in his room, which Wernard shared with a U-boat companion, the
prisoners discovered a bugging device in the light fitting. “We were careful
what we said,” he commented.[14]
Many German POWs were placed in solitary confinement to break their will to resist. A
basement mirroring a Soviet-style dungeon was reserved for POWs who failed to
cooperate, and with its dark and isolated position, a POW knew that any screams for
help would go unheard. The basement became a place of physical torture. MI19 files
which mention this basement make three independent references to “secret control
gear”—i.e., electric shock equipment and other torture apparatus.[15]
A German POW at the London Cage could also be threatened with Cell 14, which
emanated an overpowering stench of dead rats, wet rags and rotting flesh. Cell 14 was
another part of the psychological war waged by the interrogators to break German
POWs. When a Red Cross official first visited the London Cage in March 1946, he was
not allowed to inspect the premises. Col. Alexander Scotland explained to the British
War Office why inspection of the basement and Cell 14 was not allowed: “The secret
gear which we use to check the reliability of information obtained must be removed
from the Cage before permission is given to inspect this building. This work will take a
month to complete.”[16]

Britain’s Postwar Crimes
The Jewish Brigade, which was part of the British Eighth Army, also murdered many
disarmed and defenseless German officers. The Jewish Brigade was established not to
fight in the war, but to follow behind the British army and kill senior German officers
who were typically not guilty of anything except having served in defense of their

country. Morris Beckman states in his book The Jewish Brigade: “These were the first
post-war executions of selected top Nazis. There were several dozen revenge squads
operating; the highest estimate of executions was 1,500. The exact figure will never be
known.”[17]
Maj. Bernard Caspar, the senior chaplain of the Jewish Brigade, recalled the intense
Jewishness of the Brigade’s soldiers. A Jewish flag flew over the Brigade’s headquarters,
and all signs were written only in Hebrew. Parade commands were given in Hebrew, and
Hebrew was typically spoken in the mess.[18]
The Jewish Brigade’s hatred of German officers and their desire for vengeance was a
constant factor. Zeer Keren, a Brigade avenger who later became a Mossad member,
said:
We were quite happy to do to the Nazis what they did to the Jews. Our goal
was to execute them. I strangled them myself once we got in the forest. It
took three to four minutes. We weighted the bodies with heavy chains, and
threw them into lakes, rivers, streams. They were remote places. We left no
trace of our activities.[19]
The British troops who captured the Bergen-Belsen Concentration Camp on April 15,
1945 also lost no time in mistreating the SS camp personnel. Most of the German guards
were beaten with rifle butts, kicked, stabbed with bayonets, shot or worked to death.[20]
The British liberators in an act of spite expelled the residents of the nearby town of
Bergen, and then permitted the camp inmates to loot the houses and buildings. Much of
the town of Bergen was set on fire even though none of the residents in Bergen was
responsible for any crimes committed at the Bergen-Belsen Camp.[21]
British journalist Alan Moorehead described the treatment of some of the camp
personnel at Bergen-Belsen shortly after the British takeover of the camp:
As we approached the cells of the SS guards, the [British] sergeant’s
language became ferocious…The sergeant unbolted the first door and…
strode into the cell, jabbing a metal spike in front of him. “Get up,” he
shouted. “Get up. Get up, you dirty bastards.” There were half a dozen men
lying or half lying on the floor. One or two were able to pull themselves
erect at once. The man nearest me, his shirt and face splattered with blood,
made two attempts before he got on to his knees and then gradually on to
his feet. He stood with his arms stretched out in front of him, trembling
violently.
“Come on. Get up,” the sergeant shouted [in the next cell]. The man was
lying in his blood on the floor, a massive figure with a heavy head and
bedraggled beard… ”Why don’t you kill me?” he whispered. “Why don’t
you kill me? I can’t stand it anymore.” The same phrases dribbled out of his
lips over and over again. “He’s been saying that all morning, the dirty
bastard,” the sergeant said.[22]
German women, many with children to feed, were also often forced to become slaves
to Allied soldiers in order to survive. Journalist L.F. Filewood wrote in the October 5,
1945 issue of the Weekly Review in London: “Young girls, unattached, wander about and
freely offer themselves, for food or bed…Very simply they have one thing left to sell,
and they sell it…As a way of dying it may be worse than starvation, but it will put off
dying for months—or even years.”[23]
A British soldier acknowledged: “I felt a bit sick at times about the power I had over the

girl. If I gave her a three-penny bar of chocolate she nearly went crazy. She was just like
my slave. She darned my socks and mended things for me. There was no question of
marriage. She knew that was not possible.”[24]

Ethnic Cleansing of Germans
One of the great tragedies of the 20th Century was the forced expulsion of ethnic
Germans from their homes after the end of World War II. The Allies carried out the
largest forced population transfer—and perhaps the greatest single movement of
people—in human history. A minimum of 12 million and possibly as many as 18.1
million Germans were driven from their homes because of their ethnic background.
Probably 2.1 million or more of these German expellees, mostly women and children,
died in what was supposed to be an “orderly and humane” expulsion.[25]
Winston Churchill was especially callous on the subject of the German expulsions. On
October 9, 1944, Churchill remarked to Stalin that 7 million Germans would be killed in
the war, thus leaving plenty of room for Germans driven out of Silesia and East Prussia
to move into rump Germany. On February 23, 1945, Churchill dismissed the difficulties
involved in transferring the German population to the west. Churchill insisted that the
transfers would be easy since most of the Germans in the territories now occupied by the
Russians had already left.[26]
The Potsdam Conference was held from July 17 to August 2, 1945 to decide how to
administer Germany after her unconditional surrender to the Allies. The goals of the
conference included the establishment of postwar order, peace-treaty issues and
mediating the effects of the war.[27] At the conclusion of the Potsdam Conference,
Great Britain, the United States and the Soviet Union all agreed to the transfer of the
Eastern Germans into rump Germany. The parties agreed that the transfers should be
made in an “orderly and humane” manner.[28]
The expulsions of the Eastern Germans into rump Germany were not “orderly and
humane.” Many hundreds of thousands of the German expellees, most of whom were
women and children, lost their lives in these expulsions. Millions more of the expellees
were impoverished, without the assets stolen from them in the expelling countries
necessarily enriching those who took possession of them. The economies of entire
regions were disrupted, and the surviving expellees suffered tremendous hardships both
during and after the expulsions. Tens of thousands of expelled German women were
repeatedly raped and bore the physical and psychological scars for their entire life. The
legacy of bitterness, recrimination and mutual distrust between Germany and her
neighbors from the expulsions lingers to this day.[29]

Starvation of the Germans
Great Britain also participated in the systematic mass starvation of German civilians
after the war. Capt. Albert R. Behnke, a U.S. Navy medical doctor, stated in regard to
Germany: “From 1945 to the middle of 1948 one saw the probable collapse,
disintegration and destruction of a whole nation…Germany was subject to physical and
psychic trauma unparalleled in history.” Behnke concluded that the Germans under the
Allies had fared much worse than the Dutch under the Germans, and for far longer.[30]
British intellectuals such as Victor Gollancz worked to publicize the suffering and mass
starvation of the German people. Gollancz objected to the contrast he saw between the
accommodations and food in the British officers’ mess and the miserable, half-starved
hovels outside. In March 1946, the average calories per day in the British Zone had

fluctuated between 1,050 and 1,591. British authorities in Germany were proposing to
cut the rations back to 1,000 calories per day. Gollancz pointed out that the inmates at
Bergen-Belsen toward the end of the war had only 800 calories per day, which was
hardly less than the British proposal.[31]
Gollancz made a six-week tour of the British Zone in October and November 1946. In
January 1947, Gollancz published the book In Darkest Germany to document what he
saw on this trip. Assisted by a photographer, Gollancz included numerous pictures to
allay skepticism of the veracity of his reports. The pictures show Gollancz standing
behind naked boys suffering from malnutrition; or holding a fully worn and unusable
child’s shoe; or comforting a crippled, half-starved adult in his hovel. The point was to
show that Gollancz had seen these things with his own eyes and had not merely accepted
other people’s reports. Gollancz wrote to a newspaper editor: “Youth [in Germany] is
being poisoned and re-nazified: we have all but lost the peace.”[32]
Victor Gollancz concluded: “The plain fact is when spring is in the English air we are
starving the German people…Others, including ourselves, are to keep or be given
comforts while the Germans lack the bare necessities of existence. If it is a choice
between discomfort for another and suffering for the German, the German must suffer; if
between suffering for another and death for the German, the German must die.”[33]
Millions of resident German civilians starved to death after the end of World War II.
James Bacque estimates 5.7-million Germans already residing in Germany died from the
starvation policies implemented by the Allies after the war. Bacque details how this 5.7million death total is calculated:
The population of all occupied Germany in October 1946 was 65,000,000,
according to the census prepared under the ACC. The returning prisoners
who were added to the population in the period October 1946-September
1950 numbered 2,600,000 (rounded), according to records in the archives of
the four principal Allies. Births according to the official German statistical
agency, Statistisches Bundesamt, added another 4,176,430 newcomers to
Germany. The expellees arriving totaled 6,000,000. Thus the total
population in 1950 before losses would have been 77,776,430, according to
the Allies themselves. Deaths officially recorded in the period 1946-50 were
3,235,539, according to the UN Yearbook and the German government.
Emigration was about 600,000, according to the German government. Thus
the population found should have been 73,940,891. But the census of 1950
done by the German government under Allied supervision found only
68,230,796. There was a shortage of 5,710,095 people, according to the
official Allied figures (rounded to 5,700,000).[34]
Bacque’s calculations have been confirmed by Dr. Anthony B. Miller, who is a worldfamous epidemiologist and head of the Department of Preventive Medicine and
Biostatistics at the University of Toronto. Miller read the whole work, including the
documents, and checked the statistics, which he says “confirm the validity of [Bacque’s]
calculations...” Miller states: “These deaths appear to have resulted, directly or
indirectly, from the semi-starvation food rations that were all that were available to the
majority of the German population during this time period.”[35]

Conclusion
Great Britain and its allies engaged in uncivilized warfare and the mass murder, rape and
ethnic cleansing of German civilians after the end of World War II. The British and
Allied postwar treatment of Germany is surely one of the most brutal, criminal and

unreported tragedies in world history.
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Leni Riefenstahl: Filmdom’s Wrongly Scorned
Creative Genius
by John Wear

Leni Riefenstahl was an extraordinary woman of extraordinary accomplishment in many
creative fields. Angelika Taschen writes of Riefenstahl:
She began as a celebrated dancer in Berlin during the early twenties,
became an actress, then finally directed and produced her own films, several
of which are among the most influential and most controversial in the
history of film. Since the fifties she has traveled frequently to Africa and has
lived for extended periods in the Sudan with the primitive Nuba tribes.
Though long since a legend, she again attracted worldwide attention with
her photographs of the Nuba. Then, at 71, she learned to dive and yet again
turned her experiences into art with photographs of the undersea world.[1]
This article focuses on Riefenstahl’s remarkable career and the impact her association
with Adolf Hitler had on her career, reputation, and life.

Early Career
Leni Riefenstahl showed talent in the arts, gymnastics and physical accomplishment
early. Her first career choice of dance allowed her to merge her athletic abilities with her
artistic powers and desire to express herself. Riefenstahl began dance training at Age 17,
and by Age 21 she was making highly successful public appearances as a dancer. She
traveled throughout Germany and many neighboring countries, scheduling dance
performances almost every third day. In June 1924, she injured a knee during one of her
leaps, forcing a cancellation of her tour. The resulting torn ligament in her knee ended
her dancing career barely eight months after it had begun.[2]
Riefenstahl next pursued a career as an actress in “mountain films,” a genre specific to
Germany which began its heyday in the first half of the 1920s. The self-confident
Riefenstahl was given the lead in the movie The Holy Mountain even though she had
never appeared in a major role. The film opened in December 1926 and enjoyed great
success with both critics and the public. Riefenstahl was celebrated in the press as a new
type of film actress, and the term “sports actress” was coined for her.[3]
After acting in some more mountain movies, Riefenstahl starred in the movie S.O.S.
Iceberg set in Greenland. This film premiered on August 31, 1933 and was a big
success. Everyone wanted to see the first movie ever filmed in the fascinating setting of
Greenland; theaters were sold out days in advance. Few would have guessed this would
be the last film Riefenstahl would act in for many years to come.[4]
Riefenstahl also set out to secure her place in film history by acting as producer, director,
screenwriter, editor and star of the movie The Blue Light. This movie used many real-life
farmers as actors, and included many authentic images of farmhouses, alpine huts and
village churches. The film opened on March 24, 1932 to mixed reviews. However, Adolf
Hitler was highly impressed by the realistic scenes of the farmers in the movie. Hitler
later said, “Riefenstahl does it the right way, she goes to the villages and picks out her

actors herself.”[5]

Hitler’s Filmmaker
Riefenstahl was invited to meet with Hitler on May 22, 1932 at the North Sea Village of
Horumersiel. Strolling on the beach, Hitler and Riefenstahl talked about her films, all of
which Hitler had seen. Hitler said during the conversation, “Once we come to power,
you must make my films.”[6]
Riefenstahl had read Mein Kampf and she agreed to make films for Hitler. Riefenstahl’s
first movie for Hitler was Victory of Faith, which premiered on December 1, 1933. Since
this movie showed repeated scenes of Ernst Röhm laughing or marching at Hitler’s side,
it was withdrawn shortly after Röhm’s murder on July 1, 1934.[7] The film was also not
Riefenstahl’s best work. The photography is mediocre in substantial sections of the film,
and it lacked the overall unity of her later films.[8]
Riefenstahl’s next film for Hitler, Triumph of the Will, was a huge artistic and financial
success. Steven Bach writes:
Ordinary Germans’ response to Triumph of the Will was the measure of
homeland success. The picture played in major theaters and minor, in school
auditoriums and assembly halls, in churches and barracks. Its final revenues
are not known, but Ufa reported that the film had earned back its advance
and gone into profit just two months after its release…Agreement was all
but universal that, at only 32, she had created a new kind of heroic cinema.
With art and craft, she had wed power and poetry so compellingly as to
challenge the artistry of anything remotely similar that had gone before. Her
manipulation of formal elements was virtuosic, her innovations in shooting
and editing set new standards and remain exemplary for filmmakers seven
decades later, when the controversy the film continues to generate is, in
itself, testimony to its effectiveness.[9]
After the opening of Triumph of the Will in March 1935, Riefenstahl made the 28-minute
film Day of Freedom in tribute to the German military. This movie served as a technical
rehearsal for cameramen she had assembled for her next big assignment—the 1936
Berlin Olympics.[10]
Riefenstahl covered all 136 Olympic events because her contract required her to prepare
a sports film archive from which short films could be made for educational use. She
therefore told her extensive team of cameramen and assistants that “everything would
have to be shot and from every conceivable angle.” Her film Olympia premiered on
April 20, 1938, which was Hitler’s 49th birthday. Olympia was universally acclaimed,
and Riefenstahl became the most-celebrated woman in all of Germany.[11]
During World War II, Riefenstahl saved many of her colleagues from conscription by
forming a combat-photographic unit. A “Special Riefenstahl Film Unit” composed of
her handpicked film personnel departed Berlin for the front on September 10, 1939.
When gunfire shredded the canvas of her tent on September 12, Riefenstahl remarked, “I
hadn’t imagined it would be this dangerous.” Riefenstahl resigned her commission after
a German anti-partisan action in Konskie, Poland resulted in the deaths of approximately
30 Polish civilians.[12]
Riefenstahl spent much of the rest of the war working on the film Tiefland. This movie
became one of the most-expensive motion pictures in German film history. War

conditions and Riefenstahl’s erratic health and personal life were major factors in the
record-breaking five years it took to produce the movie. Riefenstahl was taken at the end
of the war to an American detention camp where G.I.s too young to remember her face
on the covers of Time and Newsweek examined her identity papers.[13]

Postwar Injustices
Leni Riefenstahl reunited with her husband, Peter Jacob, shortly after the war. Since
neither Riefenstahl nor her husband nor her mother nor any of her three assistants had
ever joined the Nazi Party, nor had any of them been politically active, she did not
expect any problems from her captors. Unfortunately, she was wrong.[14]
Riefenstahl wrote:
[We] were wakened by the sound of tires screeching, engines stopping
abruptly, orders yelled, general din, and a hammering on the window
shutters. Then the intruders broke through the door, and we saw Americans
with rifles who stood in front of our bed and shone lights at us. None of
them spoke German, but their gestures said: ‘Get dressed, come with us
immediately.’
This was my fourth arrest, but now my husband was with me, and we got to
know the victors from a very different aspect. They were no longer the
casual gangling GIs; these were soldiers who treated us roughly.[15]
Riefenstahl described her fifth arrest:
The jeep raced along the autobahns until…I was brought to the Salzburg
Prison; there an elderly prison matron rudely pushed me into the cell,
kicking me so hard that I fell to the ground; then the door was locked. There
were two other women in the dark, barren room, and one of them, on her
knees, slid about the floor, jabbering confusedly; then she began to scream,
her limbs writhing hysterically. She seemed to have lost her mind. The other
woman crouched on her bunk, weeping to herself.
I found myself in a prison cell for the first time, and it is an unbearable
feeling. I pounded on the door, becoming so desperate that I eventually
smashed my body against it with all my strength, until I collapsed in
exhaustion. I felt that incarceration was worse than capital punishment, and
I did not think I could survive a long term of imprisonment.[16]
Riefenstahl was eventually released from American custody only to be imprisoned by
the French shortly thereafter. The weeks she spent in Innsbruck Women’s Prison caused
her to want to commit suicide. Riefenstahl was arrested at least four times in the French
Zone, and was eventually transferred to the ruins of Breisach, where she suffered from
hunger. She was later transferred to Königsfeld, where the poverty and hunger was as
great as it was in Breisach.[17]
Two years had passed since the end of the war, and no court trial of any kind had been
slated for Riefenstahl. The French military government next transferred Riefenstahl to
Freiburg, where she was locked up in a mental institution. After this three-month
incarceration, she was transferred to Königsfeld, where she was required to report
weekly to the French military authorities in Villingen.[18]
Riefenstahl was eventually forced to attend denazification hearings. Her first hearing

was held in Villingen at the end of 1948. She won her case primarily because she had not
been a party member. The French military government appealed her favorable ruling,
and a second hearing was conducted in Freiburg in July 1949. Riefenstahl was again
judged innocent, and the Baden State Commission on Political Purgation appealed this
ruling. In her third trial, the Baden commission concluded that Riefenstahl, though
innocent of specific crimes, had consciously and willingly served the Reich. She was
classified as a “fellow traveler,” the next-to-lowest of the five degrees of complicity.[19]
Riefenstahl initiated a final hearing in Berlin in spring 1952 to recover her villa in
Dahlem, which had been held by the Allies since the end of the war. The vital matter of
Riefenstahl’s postwar classification as a “fellow traveler” was settled at this hearing.
Since this classification carried no prohibitions or penalties, Riefenstahl was free to
work again, although her film projects were repeatedly thwarted after the war.[20]

Postwar Fortunes
Leni Riefenstahl was widely pilloried for the positive statements she had made about
Hitler before the war. For example, in February 1937 she told a reporter from the Detroit
News: “To me, Hitler is the greatest man who ever lived. He truly is without fault, so
simple and at the same time possessed of masculine strength. He asks nothing, nothing
for himself. He’s really wonderful, he’s smart. He just radiates. All the great men of
Germany—Frederick the Great, Nietzsche, Bismarck—had faults. Nor are those who
stand with Hitler without fault. Only he is pure.”[21]
Despite such glowing statements, Riefenstahl’s association with Hitler was motivated
primarily to advance her artistic career. Jürgen Trimborn writes:
Leni Riefenstahl began making films for the Führer in 1933, a career she
could not have imagined one year before. Her cooperation with Hitler and
the National Socialists was, in the end, based less on her fascination with
their political program than on the opportunities that suddenly opened up to
her in terms of artistic development. Of much greater importance to her than
the “historical mission” of the Führer [were] her own career possibilities.
The “new Germany” promulgated by the National Socialists would also
make room for her, the insufficiently recognized artist.[22]
Riefenstahl when incarcerated by the Allies was frequently forced to inspect pictures
from the German camps, and told that she must have known about these death camps.
Steven Bach writes:
She was forced to look at photographs, images of Dachau. “I hid my face in
my hands,” she recalled, as if the ordeal of viewing them equaled the
horrors they depicted. She was not permitted to look away from the
“gigantic eyes peering helplessly into the camera” from the hells of Dachau,
Auschwitz, Buchenwald, Bergen-Belsen, and other death camps of which,
she told the Americans, she had known nothing.[23]
Riefenstahl was telling the truth when she said she knew nothing about conditions in
these German camps. In fact, the Allies were deceiving Riefenstahl by not telling her
that most of the deaths in these camps occurred from natural causes. The Allies used
these gruesome pictures from the German camps to induce guilt in Riefenstahl and the
rest of the German people.
Riefenstahl was also criticized for still supporting Hitler after witnessing the massacre of
approximately 30 Jewish civilians in Konskie, Poland. This incident occurred after

Polish partisans in Konskie had killed and mutilated a German officer and four soldiers.
While such anti-partisan incidents were common during the war, they did not indicate a
German plan of genocide against the Poles or the Jews. Riefenstahl was not complicit in
this anti-partisan action, and she promptly terminated her film reporting of the war after
this incident.[24]
Riefenstahl was smeared as a “Nazi monster” by many newspapers and magazines long
after the war was over. Riefenstahl wrote:
They forged anything and everything. French newspapers ran love letters
supposedly written by [Julius] Streicher. L’Humanite and East German
magazines put me on the same level as criminal perverts. There was nothing
I wasn’t accused of. Other papers claimed that I had become a “cultural
slave of the Soviets”, and had sold my films to Mos Film in Moscow for
piles of rubles.[25]

Conclusion
Film scholar Dr. Rainer Rother writes: “There is no other famous artist from the period
of the Nazi regime who has exhibited the kind of lasting influence as has Leni
Riefenstahl.”[26]
Riefenstahl’s films will survive. Susan Sontag falsely wrote in regard to Riefenstahl’s
films, “Nobody making films today alludes to Riefenstahl.” Steven Bach writes in
response to Sontag’s statement:
That was true, of course, if you discounted everything from George Lucas’s
Star Wars to the Disney Company’s The Lion King to every sports
photographer alive to the ubiquitous, erotically charged billboards and slick
magazine layouts to media politics that, everywhere in the world, remain
both inspired and corrupted by work Leni perfected in Nuremberg and
Berlin with a viewfinder that a film historian once warned suggested “the
disembodied, ubiquitous eye of God.”[27]
Unfortunately, Riefenstahl’s genius is slighted because she made films for Hitler. Her
stature will be fully restored once it is understood that Hitler had never wanted war and
did not commit genocide against European Jewry.[28] Riefenstahl may then
unreservedly be recognized as one of the greatest film artists of the 20th Century.
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Niels Bohr: Both Sides, Now … or Never
by John Wear

Niels Bohr was a great physicist who was universally admired and respected by his peers. Robert
Oppenheimer said “it would be hard to exaggerate how much I venerate Bohr.” Albert Einstein wrote to
Bohr in 1920, “Not often in life has a human being caused me such joy by his mere presence as you
did.”[1] Paul Dirac described Bohr as “the Newton of the atom” and “the deepest thinker I have ever
met.”[2]
Bohr made pioneering contributions to the understanding of atomic structure and quantum physics. Bohr
also conceived the philosophical principle of complementarity, which he said applied to all important
questions including physics. Edward Teller wrote:
Bohr was the embodiment of complementarity, the insistence that every important question
has opposite sides that appear to be mutually exclusive; understanding of the question
becomes possible only if the reality on both sides is acknowledged.
Bohr’s theory applied to important questions in general, not just those formulated in physics.
He often said that every 18-year-old should master that idea, because without it, he or she
would be incompletely equipped for life.[3]
This article shows that, unfortunately, Bohr failed to apply his complementarity principle to understanding
the origins and aftermath of World War II. For Bohr, the Allied position was always the only true reality.

Bohr Despises Adolf Hitler
Niels Bohr was incensed when Adolf Hitler passed a law in April 1933 preventing Jews from holding jobs
as civil servants in Germany. This law caused well over a thousand German Jews in academic posts to
begin looking for positions abroad. Bohr was tireless in his efforts to find places for Jewish physicists
throughout the 1930s. He wrote letters, headed committees, raised funds, and sent friends to scout job
possibilities in remote places around the world.[4]
Bohr was even angrier when Germany invaded his native Denmark. Germany’s decision to invade
Denmark was based on the plan of Gen. Nikolaus von Falkenhorst, who concluded that it would be
desirable to occupy Denmark as a “land bridge” to Norway. Denmark quickly surrendered to German
forces on April 9, 1940.[5]
Bohr did not know, or ignored the fact, that Germany invaded Denmark and Norway because German
intelligence indicated the Allies were planning to invade Norway. A German diplomat’s report on March
30, 1940 stated that the Allies would launch operations in northern Europe within a few days. German
intelligence also knew the Allied Supreme War Council planned to mine Norwegian waters, and these
operations began on April 8, 1940. These British mining operations were a clear violation of Norway’s
neutrality that constituted an act of war.[6]
Winston Churchill acknowledged the illegal British mining of Norwegian waters:
Between 4.30 and 5 A.M. on April 8 four British destroyers laid our minefield off the
entrance to West Fiord, the channel to the port of Narvik. At 5 A.M. the news was broadcast
from London, and at 5.30 a note from His Majesty’s Government was handed to the
Norwegian Foreign Minister. The morning in Oslo was spent in drafting protests to

London.[7]
Despite this British aggression, Bohr always condemned Hitler for occupying Denmark, and for starting
World War II. Robert Oppenheimer, who spoke at length with Bohr at Los Alamos, explained Bohr’s
position: “Bohr spoke with contempt of Hitler, who with a few hundred tanks and planes had tried to
enslave Europe for a millennium.” Oppenheimer said Bohr encouraged the scientists at Los Alamos to
work on the atomic bomb to prevent such aggression from ever happening again.[8]
Bohr wrote an open letter in 1950 to the United Nations, “When the war ended and the great menaces of
oppression to so many peoples had disappeared, an immense relief was felt all over the world.”[9] Bohr in
this letter implied that Germany had attempted to oppress people in other nations.
However, as documented in the first four chapters of my book Germany’s War, Germany and Hitler had
not wanted war. The Soviet Union, the United States and Great Britain were primarily responsible for
starting World War II.[10] Bohr, who claimed to apply his complementarity principle to all aspects of life,
apparently never considered this reality as even a remote possibility.

Bohr’s Wartime Activities
Bohr, who was one-half Jewish, traveled from German-occupied Copenhagen to Sweden on September
30, 1943 to avoid being deported to a German concentration camp. Bohr flew to London a few days later
where he was informed by British scientists of the massive American and British effort to build atomic
bombs. Bohr soon became involved with the political questions as to what would happen after atomic
bombs became reality.[11]
Bohr applied his complementarity principle to the building of atomic bombs. Bohr thought that because
the destructive power of atomic bombs would make war unendurable, this could be a blessing in that it
could force international cooperation among nations.[12] Bohr’s son Aage wrote:
My father felt more and more strongly what great possibilities the situation offered of finding
new ways for co-operation between the nations. In order to take advantage of this
opportunity, however, it would be of decisive importance to create, at an early stage, an
understanding of the implications of the development. Above all it was essential to reach a
mutual relationship of trust, and therefore an “East-West” contact had to be made on these
problems as soon as possible. He felt that if the matter was raised with the Soviet Union, and
they were told in confidence of the revolutionary developments that faced us all, and of the
vital need for a common effort to safeguard ourselves against the misuse of these new
methods of destruction, there might be hope of an unprejudiced discussion about measures of
control. Furthermore, it seemed likely that the Russians were not entirely ignorant of the fact
that a large atomic energy project was under way in the USA, and if nothing was said about
it, distrust might deepen and make it more difficult to create a basis for co-operation.[13]
Bohr traveled to the United States in December 1943 and discussed his ideas with British Ambassador
Lord Halifax and President Roosevelt’s close friend, Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. Both of
these men were impressed with Bohr’s ideas. Frankfurter informed President Roosevelt of the
perspectives outlined by Bohr. Roosevelt supposedly became so concerned that it “worried him to death”
to find the right way out.[14]
Bohr eventually met with Winston Churchill in May 1944 to discuss his ideas. By all accounts, this
meeting was a complete failure. Churchill was preoccupied with the upcoming Normandy invasion, and
was not in the mood to listen to Bohr. When Bohr asked Churchill at the end of their meeting if he could
write him, Churchill rudely answered, “It would be an honor to receive a letter from you, but not about
politics.”[15]
Bohr’s meeting with Roosevelt later that year in Washington, D.C. appeared to be more successful.

Roosevelt expressed interest in Bohr’s ideas and spoke enthusiastically of “a new era in human history.”
Roosevelt told Bohr that he would take up the whole matter with Churchill in the course of their
forthcoming meeting in Quebec. Bohr eagerly awaited the meeting between Roosevelt and Churchill to
see if his ideas might be implemented.[16]
Roosevelt and Churchill neglected Bohr’s ideas at their meeting. As at their Casablanca Conference,
Roosevelt and Churchill had great fun together discussing the war.[17] They signed a memorandum
containing a paragraph saying that steps should be taken to prevent Bohr from letting any kind of
information leak to the Russians. Churchill said to Lord Cherwell when he returned to London:
The President and I are much worried about Professor Bohr. How did he come into this
business? He is a great advocate of publicity. He made an unauthorized disclosure to Chief
Justice Frankfurter who startled the President by telling him he knew all the details. He said
he is in close correspondence with a Russian professor, an old friend of his in Russia to whom
he has written about the matter and may be writing still. The Russian professor has urged him
to go to Russia in order to discuss matters. What is all this about? It seems to me Bohr ought
to be confined or at any rate made to see he is very near the edge of mortal crimes.[18]
Fortunately, British scientists and politicians came to Bohr’s rescue and convinced Churchill not to take
action against Bohr.[19]

Bohr’s Postwar Activities
Bohr continued to agitate for international control of atomic bombs after the war. When a Soviet physicist
visited his institute in November 1945, Bohr gave the physicist the same lecture he had given to Roosevelt
and Churchill:
All mankind must understand that with the discovery of atomic energy the fates of all nations
have become very closely intertwined. Only international cooperation, the exchange of
scientific discoveries, and the internationalization of scientific achievements, can lead to the
elimination of wars, which means the elimination of the very necessity to use atomic bombs.
This is the only correct method of defense…Either reason will win, or a devastating war,
resembling the end of mankind.[20]
Since the Soviet physicist sent a record of this interview to Josef Stalin, Bohr had communicated his
views to all three major Allied leaders. However, Stalin was no more receptive to Bohr’s ideas than
Roosevelt or Churchill. Stalin was committed to building nuclear weapons after World War II
ended.[21]
Niels Bohr continued to meet with politicians after World War II to advocate an open world and
international cooperation. Winston Churchill visited Copenhagen and met with Bohr in 1950. While
Churchill and Bohr still had divergent viewpoints, Churchill made sure this time that their meeting ended
amicably. After a walk in the park, Churchill extended his hand in friendship to Bohr and referred to Bohr
as “dear friend.”[22]
On June 9, 1950, Bohr’s son Aage delivered Bohr’s “open letter” to the United Nations in New York.
Bohr also assembled representatives of the world press at his honorary residence at Old Carlsberg (now
the Carlsberg Academy) and handed each of them a copy of his letter. Bohr’s letter said that the atomic
bomb’s existence in a divided world was now an imminent threat. A new war between the great powers
could end in world annihilation, and international cooperation was imperative. The world reaction to
Bohr’s letter was negligible.[23]
Bohr traveled to Israel in 1953 and had discussions with Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion. Bohr
was also awarded the Ford Foundation’s “Atoms for Peace” prize in 1957 in the presence of U.S.
President Dwight Eisenhower. Bohr accepted this prize in the hope that the attention attracted by the

award would stimulate interest in his ideas and the drive for openness, which formed the grounds on
which this award was based.[24]
Bohr did not appreciate the criminal nature of the political leaders he was talking to. Winston Churchill,
for example, rejected numerous peace offers from Hitler during the war and had supported the saturation
bombing of German cities such as Dresden. Dwight Eisenhower had overseen the mass murder of
hundreds of thousands of German prisoners-of-war after World War II.[25] David Ben-Gurion was the
leader of a nation formed by the illegal ethnic cleansing of approximately 750,000 indigenous
Palestinians,[26] even as this same nation covertly embezzled the materials and technology for its own
illegal nuclear-weapons program. Bohr was naïve to expect that such murderous and psychopathic
political leaders would be persuaded by his ideas of openness and peaceful cooperation.

Bohr’s Relationship with Heisenberg
Niels Bohr was also unable to communicate effectively with German physicist Werner Heisenberg.
Heisenberg traveled to Copenhagen in September 1941 hoping that he could obtain Bohr’s help in
reaching an international agreement among physicists not to build atomic bombs during the war. Bohr did
not want to pursue Heisenberg’s suggestion, and apparently did not trust Heisenberg’s motives. Germany
had driven many of its leading scientists into exile before the war, and it seemed to Bohr that Heisenberg
was seeking to negate this Allied advantage in the development of atomic bombs.[27]
When Bohr and Heisenberg met in August 1947 at Bohr’s country home in Denmark, the two physicists
completely failed to agree on what they had said to each other during the war. They eventually decided
not to discuss what was said during Heisenberg’s 1941 visit to Copenhagen. The friendship of Werner
Heisenberg and Niels Bohr, once so close and fruitful, was never fully revived. They maintained a polite
and cordial relationship, but their close bond of friendship ended after World War II.[28]
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Heisenberg’s friend and protégé, knew that Heisenberg suffered greatly
from his failure to reach understanding with Bohr. Weizsäcker was sure the problem was simply one of
misunderstanding. However, when Weizsäcker in 1950 broached the subject with Bohr of what
Heisenberg had meant in their 1941 conversation, Bohr cut Weizsäcker off. Bohr brooked no more talk of
what Heisenberg had meant to say to him during the war.[29]
As with other aspects of World War II, Niels Bohr refused to apply his complementarity principle to
understanding Heisenberg’s intentions. Edward Teller wrote: “I believe there is a deep disagreement
between Bohr’s refusal to listen to Heisenberg’s point of view and Bohr’s general [complementarity]
principles…On the basis of his one-sided view, Bohr died without making a rapprochement with his mosttalented and devoted collaborator.”[30]

Conclusion
Although war had shattered their close friendship, Werner Heisenberg said he would always love Bohr.
Robert Oppenheimer said it was Bohr’s wisdom and goodness which won his heart at Los Alamos.[31]
Despite his wisdom and goodness, Bohr was never able to see anything except the Allies’ partisan version
of the war. Bohr, who repeatedly taught the importance of his complementarity principle to all important
questions, never applied this principle to understanding the origins and aftermath of World War II.
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Sigmund Freud: Scientiﬁc Trailblazer
or Huckster?
by John Wear

Sigismund (Sigmund) Schlomo Freud (1856-1939) has been rated as
the sixth-most-inﬂuential scientist in world history.[1] Medical
historian Elizabeth M. Thornton writes: “Probably no single individual
has had a more profound eﬀect on 20th-century thought than
Sigmund Freud.”[2] This article examines whether Freud deserves
such notoriety—or perhaps its opposite.

Early Years and Ambition
Sigmund Freud was born May 6, 1856 at Freiberg in Moravia. As
early as 1872, Freud used the signature Sigmund for his ﬁrst name,
and he never used his middle name. Although not religious, Freud
insisted that he never lost his feeling of solidarity with the Jewish
people. Freud’s Jewish identity was never in question, and he
repeatedly acknowledged it publicly.[3]
Freud moved to an overcrowded Jewish quarter in Vienna at Age
Four. Freud’s parents both agreed that Sigmund was exceptional and
encouraged his future greatness in every possible way. He was the
only member of his family to have the use of his own room for privacy
and study. Freud occupied this room until he moved to hospital
quarters in his 20s.[4]
Freud at Age Nine enrolled at the newly established Sperl
Gymnasium in Leopoldstadt, one year ahead of the normal entrance
age. Freud was commended for his outstanding academic work as
well as for his exemplary conduct at the school. He showed great
talent for language and literature, mastering Latin, Greek, French,
English, and later Spanish and Italian. Freud wrote that he was at the
top of his class for seven years.[5]
Freud from an early age had a passionate desire to achieve fame, to
become a great man, and to be, in his own words, a “hero.” Freud
relied on his powerful linguistic skills to create his heroic self. The
young boy who had lived in the world of books became a masterful
stylist, capable of presenting his ideas in compelling prose. He lived
most intensely when he was writing. Freud used his literary skills to
shape his personal legend as well as the history of the psychoanalytic
movement.[6]
Frederick Crews summarizes the purpose of Freud’s writings:

The aim isn’t to solve a problem but to put Freud himself in
the most favorable light, either as a seasoned inquirer, a
recognized associate of a leading ﬁgure, or a discoverer
who will soon reveal an important truth. In his drive to
become famous for something, Freud saw himself falling
behind the most creative and rigorous thinkers in his ﬁeld.
His only recourse was to attach himself sycophantically to
great reputations and then to undermine them, leaving
himself positioned as our sole guide to a wiser course.[7]
As early as 1885, before Freud had done any work of real
prominence, he was already concerned with obscuring the details of
his life. He wrote to his future wife, Martha Bernays: “I have
destroyed all my notes of the past 14 years, as well as letters,
scientiﬁc excerpts, and the manuscripts of my papers…As for the
biographers, let them worry, we have no desire to make it easy for
them. Each one of them will be right in his opinion of ‘The
Development of the Hero,’ and I am already looking forward to seeing
them go astray.” Freud conducted several later purges of his papers
and, toward the end of his life, attempted to destroy important letters
written in the years of his self-analysis.[8]

Medical Doctor
Freud moved into quarters at the Vienna General Hospital in 1882
and spent the next three years acquiring medical experience. His
training at the general hospital was the equivalent of what would
today be called a medical internship and residency. He acquired
familiarity with diﬀerent conditions and treatment methods in
surgery, internal medicine, dermatology, ophthalmology, psychiatry
and nervous disorders.[9]
Freud opened his medical practice as a neurologist treating mentally
disturbed patients on Easter Sunday in 1886. His new medical
practice grew very slowly.[10] Freud’s concern with the ﬁnancial
status of his patients dominated during his ﬁrst years of practice.
This led him to accept patients he should have referred to other
doctors.[11]
For example, Hugo Thimig, a well-known local actor, contacted Freud
in May 1886 complaining of dysfunction and pain in his wrist. Instead
of referring Thimig to a qualiﬁed orthopedic surgeon, Freud applied
his scalpel to Thimig’s wrist despite his lack of surgical skill.
Predictably, the operation was unsuccessful. Freud had overridden
normal medical precautions, and placed Thimig’s health in needless
jeopardy.[12]
Like other physicians of his time, Freud relied on pain-deadening
drugs to treat both ordinary anxiety and a number of other
conditions. What distinguished Freud from most of his fellow doctors
was the use of cocaine as his panacea of choice. Neither the
disastrous results of the use of cocaine to attempt to treat his friend
Ernst Fleischl von Marxow nor the warnings appearing in the medical

press deterred Freud from continuing to medicate his patients with
cocaine.[13]
Freud used cocaine for a wide variety of conditions. For example,
Freud injected cocaine directly into the aﬀected site of a sciatica
patient over an 11-day period. The patient became euphoric, and
Freud predictably declared the man cured. However, we know for
certain that cocaine does not cure sciatica. Freud spared himself any
unpleasant surprises regarding side eﬀects, addiction, or relapses
from the treatment, and continued to treat his patients with cocaine
for numerous illnesses and disorders.[14]
The most-fundamental defect in Freud’s medical practice, however,
was not his choice of improper remedies; it was his inability to make
correct diagnoses. Freud’s inclination was to diagnose the patient
with whatever ailment was preoccupying Freud at that moment.
From 1887 into the 1890s, his choice was usually hysteria. Even
when a patient was subsequently shown to have an organic disease,
Freud still maintained that hysteria was part of the clinical
picture.[15]

Psychoanalysis
Freud emerged as the world’s ﬁrst psychoanalyst with the publication
of his book The Interpretation of Dreams on November 4, 1899. He
published three of the fundamental texts of psychoanalysis between
1900 and 1905: The Psychopathology of Everyday Life (1901), Three
Essays on the Theory of Sexuality (1905), and Jokes and Their
Relation to the Unconscious (1905). Freud also published numerous
case histories, papers and essays on a variety of clinical and
nonclinical subjects, and in 1913 published Totem and Taboo, which
was his ﬁrst major application of psychoanalysis to another
discipline—in this case, anthropology.[16]

The Psychopathology of Everyday Life, which is probably Freud’s
most-popular and accessible book, introduced to the world the
concept of the Freudian slip. A Freudian slip, also called parapraxis,
includes slips of the tongue (using a diﬀerent word for the one
intended), slips of the pen, misreading, and mishearing. Freud
accepted physical elements as capable of facilitating a parapraxis,
but not as causing one. Freud concluded this book by making the
connection among dreams, neuroses, and parapraxes explicit, and by
stating that we are “all a little neurotic.”[17]
Freud’s book Three Essays on the Theory of Sexuality is primarily
concerned with the sexual instinct, which he called libido and viewed
as a basic biological need like hunger. He later evolved the concept of
the Oedipus complex. The Oedipus complex was deﬁned as a child’s
feelings of desire for his or her opposite-sex parent and jealousy and
anger toward his or her same-sex parent. Freud came to present this
childhood neurosis as the rule, not the exception.[18]
Freud said to his friend Wilhelm Fliess that sexuality is “the key that

unlocks everything.” He acknowledged, however, that he was pretty
much alone in his thinking. Freud stated that his colleagues looked
upon him as pretty much of a monomaniac, although he had the
distinct feeling that he had touched upon one of the great secrets of
nature. Freud was basing his conclusions primarily on his moods and
intuition rather than veriﬁable clinical data.[19]
Freud’s use of moods and intuition forged psychoanalysis into the
artful milieu of an ambiguous science. Freud said to his American
pupil Smiley Blanton: “In developing a new science, one has to make
its theories vague. You cannot make things clear-cut.” In
psychoanalysis, Freud had developed an interpretive free-for-all that
was safely detached from testable propositions.[20]

Psychoanalytic Movement
Freud’s books and lectures began to attract the attention of a small
group of physicians and intellectuals in Vienna. Beginning in the
early 1900s, they came to Freud’s oﬀice on Wednesday evenings for
discussions of psychoanalysis. This “Wednesday Society” generated
lively discussions in which all members participated. The Wednesday
Society by 1906 had grown to almost 20 members, almost all of them
Jewish, about 12 of whom attended on any given evening.[21]
Freud also attracted visitors from other cities. One of them was Carl
Jung, a young psychiatrist on the staﬀ of a hospital in Zurich,
Switzerland, where he was the assistant to the renowned
schizophrenia expert Eugen Bleuler. Jung came to Vienna in 1907 and
was greatly impressed with Freud’s stature and brilliance. Bringing
in Jung and his colleagues in Zurich was important to Freud because
they were all Gentiles, and carried the prestige of oﬀicial
psychiatry.[22]
Freud was concerned that psychoanalysis not be branded as a purely
Jewish science. Jung was extremely important to Freud because Jung
provided a bridge to the Gentile world. Because Jung was a Gentile,
Jung was the only important member of the early group of
psychoanalysts whom Freud thought could command respect from
the outside world.[23]
The Wednesday Society was renamed the Vienna Psychoanalytic
Society in 1908. With contacts in Europe and America, 42
psychoanalysts attended its ﬁrst international meeting in Salzburg,
Austria. Freud’s creative accomplishments in psychoanalysis had
opened up a new world of understanding and therapy. However,
Freud’s intolerance for the ideas of others soon erupted in internal
battles with his colleagues.[24]
Freud had formed the Vienna Society as a forum to discuss his ideas.
Freud was sympathetic to new ideas only if he could appropriate
them into his existing theories. Alfred Adler had worked within the
society from its inception, but as Adler developed his own ideas,
Freud forced him to leave. Freud wrote to Carl Jung: “Rather tired

after battle and victory, I hereby inform you that yesterday I forced
the whole Adler gang to resign from the society.”[25]
When Jung published a book that raised questions about Freud’s
theory of sexuality, Freud again became intolerant and set loose
forces that would destroy their friendship. Freud labeled Jung’s ideas
as “abnormality” and “illness,” and wrote to Jung that “we abandon
our personal relations entirely.” Jung accepted Freud’s proposal, and
Jung was forced out as president of the International Psychoanalytic
Association. Not content to attack Jung solely in his private
correspondence, Freud published books in which he dismissed Jung’s
original contributions as “fairy tales” and “occultism.”[26]
World War I seemed to validate Freud’s vision of man as an irrational,
emotion- and subconscious-driven creature. Psychoanalysis as an
intellectual movement and method of treatment became increasingly
inﬂuential throughout the world. However, Freud continued to
demand unwavering adherence to his doctrines, and associates who
expressed their own ideas soon ran afoul of him. Ultimately, his
daughter Anna Freud became his most loyal and devoted disciple.[27]

Jewish Invention
Freud was in eﬀect the scion of a traditional Hasidic Jewish
environment. His invention of psychoanalysis can be viewed as
originating from Jewish traditions and complexes. For example, Freud
never had the courage to reveal to the world that his famous Oedipus
Complex was in reality a characteristic Jewish complex. As a good
Jew, Freud projected the neuroses of Judaism onto the rest of
humanity, using a Greek legend to facilitate acceptance by the goyim
of his “discovery.”[28]
David Bakan writes: “The basic criticism against the doctrine of the
Oedipus Complex is that it is modeled along the lines of the particular
type of family constellation to be found in Freud’s legacy culture. It is
claimed that Freud committed the fallacy of ethnocentrism, that he
overgeneralized on the basis of a particular culture.”[29] As Bakan
implies, Freud’s Oedipus Complex is in reality a Jewish
speciﬁcity.[30]
David Bakan also demonstrates that psychoanalysis is largely derived
from the methods of the Jewish Kabbalah and the Talmud. He writes,
for example, that the fundamental principles of dream interpretation
used by Freud are already present in the Talmud. Freud virtually said
that in psychoanalysis, he was analyzing a human being just as the
Jews had analyzed the Torah for centuries.[31]
Emmanuel Ratier has stressed Freud’s membership in the Masonic
sect of B’nai B’rith, a branch of Freemasonry reserved exclusively for
Jews. From 1900 to 1902, Freud participated as a founder in the
creation of the second Lodge of B’nai B’rith of Vienna, the Harmony
Lodge.[32]

Yosef Yerushalmi writes that Freud’s psychoanalysis was a Jewish
science:
History made psychoanalysis a “Jewish science.” It
continued to be attacked as such. It was destroyed in
Germany, Italy, and Austria and exiled to the four winds, as
such. It continues even now to be perceived as such by
enemies and friends alike. Of course there are by now
distinguished analysts who are not Jews…But the vanguard
of the movement over the last 50 years has remained
predominantly Jewish, as it was from the beginning.[33]
Dr. Kevin MacDonald writes:
The obvious racialism and the clear statement of Jewish
ethical, spiritual, and intellectual superiority contained in
Freud’s last work, Moses and Monotheism, must be seen
not as an aberration of Freud’s thinking but as central to
his attitudes…I noted that prior to the rise of Nazism an
important set of Jewish intellectuals had a strong racial
sense of Jewish peoplehood and felt racial estrangement
from gentiles; they also made statements that can only be
interpreted as indicating a sense of Jewish racial
superiority. The psychoanalytic movement was an important
example of these tendencies. It was characterized by ideas
of Jewish intellectual superiority, racial consciousness,
national pride, and Jewish solidarity.[34]

Conclusion
Sigmund Freud was a scientiﬁc fraud. American attorney and
political commentator Ben Shapiro writes:
The ﬁrst serious advocate of the position that human beings
were no longer rational, free actors came from Sigmund
Freud (1856-1939). Freud was a charlatan, a phenomenal
publicist but a devastatingly terrible practicing
psychologist. He was a quack who routinely prescribed
measures damaging to patients, then wrote ﬁctional papers
bragging about his phenomenal results. In one 1896
lecture, he claimed that by uncovering childhood sexual
trauma he had healed some 18 patients; he later admitted
he hadn’t cured anyone. Freud himself stated, “I am
actually not at all a man of science, not an observer, not an
experimenter, not a thinker. I am by temperament nothing
but a conquistador—an adventurer, if you want it
translated—with all the curiosity, daring and tenacity
characteristic of a man of this sort.”[35]
Dr. David Duke writes that a major portion of a Philosophy 101
course he took at Louisiana State University centered on Sigmund
Freud. Duke aptly states: “I liked to call him Sigmund Fraud.”[36]
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Were the 1945 Allied Bombings of Dresden Militarily
Justified?
by John Wear

Numerous historians have argued that Dresden was a legitimate military target because it was one of the
greatest commercial and transportation centers in Germany. Other historians state that the Dresden
bombings resulted in needless civilian deaths that were not necessary to advance the Allied cause. This
article discusses whether the Dresden bombings were militarily justified.

Historical Background
The Allied bombings of Dresden created a perfect firestorm that destroyed a city whose population at just
that time was swollen by tens of thousands of refugees. No one can ever say that the firestorm at Dresden
was an accident, or that the decision to bomb Dresden did not originate from the highest levels of the
Allied governments.[1] The 650,000 four-pound incendiary sticks dropped on Dresden were designed to
produce widespread destruction over an extremely large area of the city.[2] Operation Thunderclap, as the
bombing of Dresden and other German cities was known, did not originate merely with Sir Arthur Harris
and British Bomber Command.[3]
The British Royal Air Force (RAF) began the bombing of Dresden on February 13, 1945, between 10:13
P.M. and 10:28 P.M. They dropped a total of 881.1 tons of bombs on the central districts of Dresden
during this first wave, of which 57% by weight were high-explosive bombs and 43% incendiaries. These
bombs included 172 4,000-pound and 26 2,000-pound air mines designed to create huge shock waves of
high-pressure air. These monster bombs blew out large numbers of windows and doors and increased the
through-draft needed for the little fires from tens of thousands of stick incendiaries to spread and combine
as quickly as possible.[4]
As midnight approached, the firestorm from the bombings had the heart of Dresden in its grip, and there
was very little anyone could do about it. One person later exclaimed, “The whole of Dresden was an
inferno!” Most people in Dresden could not have predicted that things would get even worse.[5]
A second wave of 550 RAF bombers—more than twice the number of the first wave—attacked other
sections of Dresden from 1:21 to 1:45 A.M. A mixture of high-explosive and incendiary bombs poured
down on the Grosser Garten, where Dresdeners had gathered after escaping their burning homes. The
British were now bombing the dispossessed and homeless. Other new areas in Dresden hit by the second
wave of RAF bombers included Löbtau and Friedrichstadt, the Südvorstadt and the Hauptbahnhof, and the
suburbs of Räcknitz, Zschernitz and Plauen. An extremely big attack of incendiaries also fed the fires
already created in Johannstadt and Striesen.[6]
The RAF tactic of expanding the attacks in the second wave of bombing created a wider area of intense
devastation, resulting in the greatest area of any city ever destroyed in a single night. It was this second
wave of bombing outside the already-burning areas of the city which turned the raid of Dresden into a
byword for slaughter. Dresden and large areas of its suburbs became killing grounds without compare.[7]
In the two raids, 796 RAF bomber aircraft had dropped a total of 2,659.3 tons of bombs, consisting of
1,477.7 tons of high-explosive bombs and 1,181.6 tons of incendiary bombs. Approximately 13 square
miles of Dresden’s historic center were utterly destroyed in the attacks.[8]
A third wave of 316 B-17s of the U.S. Eighth Air Force approached the blazing ruins of Dresden shortly
after midday on February 14, 1945. This attack was followed the next day by another 211 heavy bombers

from the U.S. Eighth Air Force to complete the destruction of Dresden. While the U.S. Eighth Air Force
had planned to visually bomb the marshaling yard in both of these American raids, the smoke and clouds
from the previous British bombings frustrated these attempts. The American raids became primarily an
exercise in radar bombing, resulting in the majority of their bombs being spread over the city of Dresden.
These last two American raids added an additional 1,235 tons to the total weight of bombs dropped on
Dresden.[9]
The bombing of Dresden killed many tens of thousands of civilians and destroyed one of Europe’s most
beautiful and culture-rich cities. The question is: Did the destruction of Dresden have any military value?

The Case for Military Justification
Many historians say that Dresden was a legitimate military target. Dresden was by any measure an
important rail hub, destination and transfer point. Three important routes of the German railway system
converged at Dresden: Berlin-Prague-Vienna; Munich-Breslau; and Hamburg-Leipzig-Prague. Two main
lines also connected Dresden with Leipzig and Berlin. While the Dresden-Saxony railroad system ranked
only seventh in Germany in trackage, it was third in the country in total tonnage carried.[10]
Dresden was used as a transit point for military traffic. An American prisoner-of-war wrote after the war:
“The night before the RAF/USAFF raids on February 13-14, we were shunted into the Dresden
marshaling yard, where for nearly 12 hours German troops and equipment rolled into and out of Dresden.
I saw with my own eyes that Dresden was an armed camp: thousands of German troops, tanks and
artillery and miles of freight cars loaded with supplies supporting and transporting German logistics
towards the East to meet the Russians.”[11]
A report prepared by the USAF Historical Division Research Studies Institute Air University states:
The Eighth Air Force raids against the city’s railway facilities on 14 and 15 February resulted
in severe and extensive damage that entirely paralyzed communications. The city’s passenger
terminals and major freight stations, warehouses, and storage sheds were, when not totally
destroyed, so severely damaged that they were unusable. Roundhouses, railway repair and
workshops, coal stations, and other operating facilities, were destroyed, gutted, or severely
damaged. The railway bridges over the Elbe river--vital to incoming and outgoing traffic-were rendered unusable and remained closed to traffic for many weeks after the raids.
The report concludes: “Dresden was a legitimate military target…The Dresden bombings
were in no way a deviation from established bombing policies set forth in official bombing
directives.”[12]
The American Air Force also claimed Dresden had 110 factories, machine shops and industrial sites
employing 50,000 workers that were legitimate military targets. Marshall de Bruhl writes:
These installations included dispersed aircraft factories; a poison-gas factory (Chemische
Fabric Goye); an antiaircraft and field gun factory (Lehman); and Germany’s most famous
optical instruments firm (Zeiss-Ikon). There were also manufacturers of electrical products
and X-ray apparatus (Kock and Starzel); small arms (Seidel and Naumann); molds and metal
packings (Anton Reich); gears and differentials (Saxonizwerke); and electric gauges
(Gebruder Bessler).[13]
In justifying the Dresden bombings, British Commander Sir Arthur Harris stated: “Actually Dresden was
a mass of munitions works, an intact government center, and a key transportation center. It is now none of
these things.”[14]
The USAF Historical Division Research Studies Institute Air University report also justifies the bombing
of Dresden:

Dresden was one of the greatest commercial and transportation centers of Germany and the
historic capital of the important and populous state of Saxony. It was, however, because of its
geographical location and topography and as a primary communications center that Dresden
assumed major significance as a military target in February 1945, as the Allied ground forces
moved eastward and the Russian armies moved westward in the great combined operations
designed to entrap and crush the Germans into final defeat.[15]

The Case against Military Justification
In Alexander McKee’s opinion, Dresden was bombed for political rather than military reasons. McKee
writes: “The standard whitewash gambit, both British and American, is to mention that Dresden contained
targets X, Y and Z, and to let the innocent reader assume that these targets were attacked, whereas in fact
the bombing plan totally omitted them and thus, except for one or two mere accidents, they escaped.”
There was a tremendous amount of death and misery at Dresden, but it did not affect the war.[16]
McKee writes that the railway bridge over the Elbe was a single key point which, if knocked out, would
bring rail traffic to a halt for months. However, it was not an RAF target. The rail marshaling yards and
the Autobahn bridge outside of Dresden to the west were also important military targets, but they were not
attacked. There was also a Waffen-SS barracks with some 4,000 German soldiers on the New Town
(Neustadt) area, but this obvious military target was never attacked.[17]
McKee concludes: “The bomber commanders were not really interested in any purely military or strategic
targets, which was just as well, for they knew very little about Dresden; the RAF even lacked proper maps
of the city. What they were looking for was a big built-up area which they could burn, and that Dresden
possessed in full measure. Any ordinary tourist guide made that obvious; indeed this vulnerability was
built into the history of the city.”[18]
Historian Richard J. Evans disputes the statement in the USAF Historical Division report that the railway
bridges over the Elbe River “were rendered unusable and remained closed to traffic for many weeks after
the raids.” Evans writes, “Even the main railway line remained severed for only four days.”[19] Historian
Alan Levine also states that the railway attacks at Dresden were not effective because rail service was
restored to Dresden in three days.[20] Historian Sönke Neitzel agrees, “The railway lines were out of
action for only a few days.”[21]
Philosopher A.C. Grayling examines questions that might be asked about the bombing of Dresden:
Given that the chief point of bombing Dresden was its importance as a transport hub close to
a region where crucial military events were unfolding, why was the bombing effort not
directed at the railways and roads in the environs of the city, or leading to and from the city
along the crucial west-east axis? The aiming-point issued to Bomber Command crews was
not the railway yards, but a stadium close to the city center.
The city was known to be full of tens of thousands of refugees fleeing the approach of the
Soviet troops. Was this a reason to bomb the city? Why was it not, on humanitarian grounds,
a reason not to bomb the city?
Indeed, instead of asking what the reasons were for bombing the city (rather than others
nearby also involved in the movement of troops and refugees), one might ask for the reasons
not to bomb it, and the answer might have been the same that America’s Secretary of State
Henry Stimson gave when he struck Kyoto off the list of possible targets for atom-bomb
attack.[22]
Thus, although Dresden was potentially a legitimate military target, the British bombers dispatched to
Dresden on the night of February 13-14 had the task of simply destroying as much of the vital center of
the city as possible. The attack on Dresden was about creating overwhelming disruption, with the intent of

inflicting a complete state of chaos. While the destruction and disruption of industry in Dresden was
significant, it was less than would have occurred if the British had systematically bombed the industrial
suburbs.[23] The few military targets reported as damaged were relatively unimportant, and the death toll
among the military was low (around 100 people).[24]
Sönke Neitzel writes: “In hindsight it is also perfectly clear that the Allies gained no military advantage as
a result of their attack on Dresden. The bombing illustrates a degree of military incompetence on both
sides. Neither side had the measure of the other. The Allies failed to appreciate Dresden’s lack of
importance. The Germans failed to appreciate the extent of the western Allies’ power and
ruthlessness.”[25]
The bombing of Dresden was area bombing at its worst. The Dresden bombings were designed to kill tens
of thousands of civilians at a time when Germany had already lost the war. A.C. Grayling asks and
answers the following questions in regard to the area bombing of Dresden:
Was area bombing necessary? No.
Was it proportionate? No.
Was it against the humanitarian principles that people have been striving to enunciate as a
way of controlling and limiting war? Yes.
Was it against general moral standards of the kind recognized and agreed in Western
civilization in the last five centuries, or even 2,000 years? Yes.
Was it against what mature national laws provide in the way of outlawing murder, bodily
harm, and destruction of property? Yes.
In short and in sum: was area bombing wrong? Yes.
Very wrong? Yes…
Should airmen have refused to carry out area-bombing raids? Yes.[26]

Conclusion
The Dresden bombings were not militarily justified. While there were some legitimate military targets in
Dresden, the bombing of Dresden constituted area bombing at its worst. The British bombers especially
were not interested in any purely military or strategic targets; instead, they concentrated on destroying as
much of the vital center of Dresden as possible. The Dresden bombings trampled the humanitarian
principles that nations have enacted as a way of controlling and limiting war.
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Accounts of the American and French POW Camps
after World War II
by John Wear

The Western Allies deliberately murdered large numbers of disarmed German prisoners
of war (POWs) after World War II by means of starvation, exposure and withholding
water. This Allied atrocity was first publicly exposed in 1989 in the book Other Losses
by James Bacque. Bacque estimated that the victims undoubtedly number over 790,000,
almost certainly over 900,000, and quite likely over a million. The prisoners’ deaths
were knowingly caused by army officers who had sufficient resources to keep these
prisoners alive. Relief organizations such as the Red Cross were refused permission to
help the German POWs in the Allied-run camps.[1]
Inconvenient History has previously published an article documenting the testimony of
American soldiers who witnessed the lethal conditions in these Allied POW camps.[2]
This article documents the testimony of other witnesses to this Allied atrocity.

Surviving German POWs
Surviving German prisoners have provided testimony of the horrific conditions and
mistreatment they received in the Allied POW camps. Many surviving German prisoners
were badly mistreated even before arriving at the Allied camps. Werner Wilhelm Laska,
a German POW, reported his transfer to an American prison camp:
The American guards who arrived with the truck were nasty and cruel from
the start. I was forced in with kicks and punches to my back. Other German
soldiers were already on board. After a drive of an hour or two we arrived at
an open field on which many German servicemen were already assembled,
in rank and file. As we got off the truck, a large group of Americans awaited
us. They received us with shouts and yells, such as: “You Hitler, you Nazi,
etc...” We got beaten, kicked and pushed; one of those gangsters brutally
tore my watch from my wrist. Each of these bandits already possessed 10 or
20 watches, rings and other things. The beating continued until I reached the
line where my comrades stood. Most of our water-bottles (canteens),
rucksacks etc. were cut off, and even overcoats had to be left on the ground.
More and more prisoners arrived, including even boys and old men. After a
few hours, big trailer-trucks— usually used for transporting cattle—lined up
for loading with human cattle.
We had to run the gauntlet to get into the trucks; we were beaten and kicked.
Then they jammed us in so tightly that they couldn’t even close the hatches.
We couldn’t even breathe. The soldiers drove the vehicles at high speed
over the roads and through villages and towns; behind each trailer-truck
always followed a jeep with a mounted machine gun.
In late afternoon we stopped in an open field again, and were unloaded in
the same manner, with beating and kicking. We had to line up at attention
just like recruits in basic training. Quickly, the Americans fenced us in with
rolls of barbed wire, so there was no space to sit or lie down that night. We

even had to do our necessities in the standing position. Since we received no
water or foodstuffs, our thirst and hunger became acute and urgent. Some
men still had tea in their canteens, but there was hardly enough for
everyone.
Next day the procedure began as on the day before; running the gauntlet
into the cattle-trailers, then transport to the next open field. No drinking and
no eating, but always fenced in--there is an American song: “… Don’t fence
me in…” --as well as the childish behavior of most of the Americans:
Punishing the Nazis! After the first night, when we were loaded again, some
of us stayed on that field, either dead or so weak and sick that they could not
move any more.
We had been approaching the Rhine River, as we noticed, but we had still
one night to pass in the manner related. It was terrible!
All this could not have been a coincidence. It must have been a plan,
because, as we later learned, there was nearly the same treatment in all
camps run by American units. During the war we heard about the
“Morgenthau-Plan” and the “Kaufman-Plan,” and exactly that seemed to
have been happening to us in those moments: the extermination of an entire
people![3]
Laska eventually was sent to France to work in coal mines and other unpleasant places,
where his ordeal continued. On January 7, 1950, the French finally discharged Laska to
Germany.[4]
Several prisoners from the Heilbronn POW Camp wrote Bacque to confirm the lethal
conditions in this camp. One is Anton Pfarrer, who was 16 years old when captured and
imprisoned at Heilbronn. Pfarrer wrote: “I can recall nearly every day of suffering, but I
made it back, although so many thousands never did. There were 3,000 men in my cage
(Al) in May but by the end of August, only 1,500 were left to answer roll call. They had
all died.” There were no discharges from his cage during that time. Pfarrer telephoned
U.S. Gen. Richard Steinbach in 1998 to thank Steinbach for saving his life. Steinbach
had taken over administration of Heilbronn in October 1945 and immediately corrected
the lethal conditions in the camp.[5]
German POW Rudi Buchal was ordered to serve as a medical orderly-clerk in the
“hospital” at Bretzenheim, which was a tent with an earth floor inside the camp. The
hospital had no beds, no medical supplies, no blankets and starvation rations for the first
month or more. American details later obtained a few supplies from the German towns
nearby by American teams. Buchal was told by drivers of the 560th Ambulance
Company that 18,100 POWs had died in the six camps round Bretzenheim in the 10
weeks of American control. Buchal also heard the figure of 18,100 dead from other
American hospital personnel and from Germans who were in charge of the hospital
statistics. The six camps were Bretzenheim, Biebelsheim, Bad Kreuznach, Dietersheim,
Hechtsheim, and Heidesheim.[6]
The reliability of Rudi Buchal was attested to by the U.S. Army itself. Upon his release
Buchal received a paper stating that in the opinion of U.S. Army officers who had
custody of him, “During the above-mentioned period [April-July 1945] he proved
himself to be co-operative, capable, industrious and reliable.” Similar to the experience
of U.S. Cpl. Daniel McConnell, Buchal discovered that these “hospitals” were merely
places to take moribund prisoners rather than places to help the prisoners get well.
Buchal recalled that many of the mortally sick evacuees were taken to Idstein, north of
Wiesbaden. Buchal stated, “And I can remember that from there no prisoners

returned.”[7]
German prisoners who survived Bretzenheim have described arriving there on May 9,
1945. The prisoners saw three rows of corpses along the road in front of the camp. A
total of 135 dead from Bretzenheim were acknowledged by the Americans to have been
buried in Stromberg on May 9 and May 10. Not all of the dead at Bretzenheim were
killed by the usual starvation, disease and exposure.[8]
Johannes Heising, formerly the abbot of a monastery on the Rhine, published a book in
the 1990s about his experiences in the U.S. camp at Remagen. Franz-Josef Plemper,
another former prisoner at Remagen, reminded Heising of an event not described in
Heising’s book: on one night the Americans had bulldozed living men under the earth in
their foxholes. Plemper described the scene to Heising:
One night in April 1945, I was startled out of my stupor in the rain and the
mud by piercing screams and loud groans. I jumped up and saw in the
distance (about 30 to 50 meters) the searchlight of a bulldozer. Then I saw
this bulldozer moving forward through the crowd of prisoners who lay
there. In the front it had a blade making a pathway. How many of the
prisoners were buried alive in their earthholes I do not know. It was no
longer possible to ascertain. I heard clearly cries of “You murderer.”
The horror of this incident had been so painful that Heising had suppressed
it from his memory. Heising remembered this event only after Plemper
reminded him of it.[9]
A similar incident occurred at the American camp at Rheinberg in mid-June 1945.
According to reports from several ex-prisoners, the last act of the Americans at
Rheinberg before the British took over was to bulldoze one section of the camp level
while there were still men living in their holes in the ground.[10] Prisoner Wolfgang Iff
said that in his sub-section of perhaps 10,000 people at Rheinberg, 30 to 40 bodies were
dragged out every day. As a member of the burial commando, Iff was well placed to see
what was going on. Iff saw about 60 to 70 bodies going out per day in other cages of
similar size.[11]
A 50-year-old sergeant with a Ph.D. kept a diary in ink on toilet paper at Rheinberg. He
wrote on May 20, 1945: “How long will we have to be without shelter, without blankets
or tents? Every German soldier once had shelter from the weather. Even a dog has a
doghouse to crawl into when it rains. Our only wish is finally after six weeks to get a
roof over our heads. Even a savage is better housed. Diogenes, Diogenes, you at least
had your barrel.”[12]
Part of the problem at Rheinberg was that for a long time it was overcrowded. A cage
measuring 300 meters by 300 meters was supposed to hold no more than 10,000 people.
However, at the beginning, as many as 30,000 prisoners were forced in, leaving only
about three-square meters per person. Prisoner Thelen told his son through the barbed
wire that 330 to 770 prisoners per day were dying at Rheinberg. The camp then
contained between 100,000 and 120,000 prisoners.[13]
Charles von Luttichau said of his POW camp at Kripp near Remagen:
The latrines were just logs flung over ditches next to the barbed wire fences.
To sleep, all we could do was to dig out a hole in the ground with our hands,
then cling together in the hole. We were crowded very close together.
Because of illness, the men had to defecate on the ground. Soon, many of us
were too weak to take off our trousers first. So our clothing was infected,

and so was the mud where we had to walk and sit and lie down. There was
no water at all at first, except the rain, then after a couple of weeks we could
get a little water from a standpipe. But most of us had nothing to carry it in,
so we could get only a few mouthfuls after hours of lining up, sometimes
even through the night. We had to walk along between the holes on the soft
earth thrown up by the digging, so it was easy to fall into a hole, but hard to
climb out. The rain was almost constant along that part of the Rhine that
spring. More than half the days we had rain. More than half the days we had
no food at all. On the rest, we got a little K ration. I could see from the
package that they were giving us one tenth of the rations that they issued to
their own men. So, in the end we got perhaps five percent of a normal U.S.
Army ration. I complained to the American camp commander that he was
breaking the Geneva Convention, but he just said, “Forget the Convention.
You haven’t any rights.”
Within a few days, some of the men who had gone healthy into the camp
were dead. I saw our men dragging many dead bodies to the gate of the
camp, where they were thrown loose on top of each other onto trucks, which
took them away.[14]
One 17-year-old captive who could see his village in the distance was found shot one
morning at the foot of the barbed wire fence. His body was strung up and left hanging on
the wire by the guards as a warning to the other prisoners. Many prisoners cried out,
“Moerder, moerder [murderer, murderer]!” In retaliation, the camp commander withheld
the prisoners’ meager rations for three days. For prisoners who were already starving
and could hardly move because of weakness, it was frightful; for many it meant death.
The commander also withheld rations at other times to punish the prisoners.[15]
George Weiss, a German tank mechanic, said his camp on the Rhine was so crowded
that “we couldn’t even lie down properly. All night we had to sit up jammed against each
other. But the lack of water was the worst thing of all. For three and a half days we had
no water at all. We would drink our own urine. It tasted terrible, but what could we do?
Some men got down on the ground and licked the ground to get some moisture. I was so
weak I was already on my knees, when finally we got a little water to drink. I think I
would have died without that water. But the Rhine was just outside the wire. The guards
sold us water through the wire, and cigarettes. One cigarette cost 900 marks. I saw
thousands dying. They took the bodies away on trucks.”[16]
German Cpl. Helmut Liebich was captured near Gotha in central Germany by the
Americans on April 17, 1945. The Gotha prison camp had only the usual barbed wire
fences with no tents. The prisoners were forced to run a gauntlet between lines of guards
who hit them with sticks in order to get a small ration of food. On April 27, 1945, the
prisoners were transferred to the American camp at Heidesheim further west, where
there was no food at all for days, and then very little. The prisoners started to die in large
numbers from exposure, starvation and thirst. Liebich saw about 10 to 30 bodies a day
being dragged out of his section, Camp B, which held about 5,200 prisoners.
On May 13, 1945, Liebich was transferred to another American camp at BingenBüdesheim near Bad Kreuznach. Liebich soon fell sick with dysentery and typhus. He
was transferred again, semi-conscious, in an open-topped railway car with about 60
other prisoners. On a detour through Holland, the Dutch stood on bridges to throw
stones down on the heads of the prisoners. After three nights, Liebich’s fellow prisoners
helped him stagger into the American camp at Rheinberg, again without shelter or much
food.

One day in June 1945, Liebich saw the British through the hallucinations of his fever.
The British saved his life in their hospital at Lintfort. Liebich remembered the lifesaving care he received from the British with gratitude for the rest of his life. Liebich
said: “It was wonderful to be under a roof in a real bed. We were treated like human
beings again. The Tommies treated us like comrades.”[17]
Some historians claim that an order from Eisenhower banning civilians from supplying
food to the camps was prompted by an overall threat of a food shortage. However, many
German prisoners and civilians saw American guards burn the food brought by civilian
women to the POWs. Ernest Kraemer. a prisoner at Rheinberg, said: “At first, the
women from the nearby town brought food into the camp. The American soldiers took
everything away from the women, threw it in a heap, and poured gasoline [benzine] over
it and burned it.” Writer Karl Vogel, the German camp commander appointed by the
Americans in Camp 8 at Garmisch-Partenkirchen, opined that Eisenhower himself had
ordered the food to be destroyed. The Americans were destroying food outside the gate
even though the prisoners were getting only 800 calories per day.[18]
German prisoner Herbert Peters stated concerning conditions at the U.S. camp at
Rheinberg: “Even when there was little for us to eat, the provisions enclosure was
enormous. Piles of cartons like bungalows with intersecting streets throughout.”[19]
Former prisoners have also reported numerous instances of prisoners and civilians who
were shot by American and French guards. Paul Kaps, a German soldier who was in the
U.S. camp at Bad Kreuznach, wrote, “In one night, May 8, 1945, 48 prisoners were shot
dead in Cage 9.” Prisoner Hanns Scharf witnessed an especially gruesome killing when a
German woman with her two children asked an American guard at Bad Kreuznach to
give a wine bottle to her husband, who was just inside the wire. The guard drank the
wine himself, and when the bottle was empty the guard killed the prisoner with five
shots. The other prisoners protested, and U.S. Army Lt. Holtsman said: “This is awful.
I’ll make sure there is a stiff court-martial.” No evidence of a court-martial of this or any
other similar incidents has ever been found.[20]
Prisoners and civilian women were shot even though an order from Gen. Eisenhower
gave individual camp commanders a chance to exempt family members trying to feed
relatives through the wire. German prisoner Paul Schmitt was shot in the American
camp at Bretzenheim when he came close to the wire to receive a basket of food from
his wife and young son. Dr. Helmut von Frizberg saw an American guard at Remagen
shoot a German prisoner for talking to his wife through the wire. Frau Agnes Spira was
shot by French guards at Dietersheim in July 1945 for taking food to prisoners. Spira’s
memorial in nearby Büdesheim reads, “On the 31 of July 1945, my mother was suddenly
and unexpectedly torn from me because of her good deed toward the imprisoned
soldiers.”[21]
French Capt. Julien got into serious trouble for quarrelling with a fellow officer, Capt.
Rousseau. Rousseau shot at German women in Julien’s presence, at about the same time
and in the same place as a French officer shot Frau Spira. At Bad Kreuznach, William
Sellner said that at night guards would fire a machine gun at random into the camps,
apparently for sport. Ernst Richard Krische in Bad Kreuznach wrote in his diary on May
4, 1945: “Wild shooting in the night, absolute fireworks. It must be the supposed peace.
Next morning 40 dead as ‘victims of the fireworks,’ in our cage alone, many
wounded.”[22]

Other Witnesses
In an interview conducted in June 1945 with the U.S. Army, Dr. Konrad Adenauer

deplored the U.S. death camps along the Rhine in very strong terms. Adenauer said:
Some of the German PWs are being held in camps in a manner contrary to
all humanitarian principles and flagrantly contrary to the Hague [and
Geneva] Convention. All along the Rhine from Remagen-Sinzig to
Ludwigshafen the German prisoners have been penned up for weeks
without any protection from the weather, without drinking water, without
medical care and with only a few slices of bread to eat. They could not even
lie down on the floor [ground]. These were many hundreds of thousands. It
is said that the same is true in the interior of Germany. These people died by
the thousands. They stood day and night in wet mud up to their ankles!
Conditions have improved during the past few weeks. Of course the
enormous number of prisoners is one of the causes for these conditions but
it is noteworthy that to the best of my knowledge, it took a great many
weeks to improve at least the worst conditions. The impression made on the
Germans by the publication of facts about the concentration camps was
greatly weakened by this fact…I know that in the winter of 1941-1942 the
Russian prisoners were very badly treated by the Germans and we ought to
be ashamed of the fact, but I feel that you ought not to do the same thing.
German prisoners too in camps ate grass and picked leaves from the trees
because they were hungry exactly as the Russians unfortunately did.[23]
Dr. Adenauer’s description of the German men who “stood day and night in wet mud up
to their ankles” as they died by the thousands is similar to the description of the
prisoners in American camps along the Rhine made in April 1945 by U.S. Cols. Charles
Beasley and James Mason, who said that the prisoners were “standing ankle-deep in
mud.”[24]
Dr. Joseph Kirsch, a French volunteer doctor who worked in an evacuation hospital for
moribund prisoners of war, wrote:
I volunteered to the Military Government of the 21st [French] Military
region [near Metz]…I was assigned to the French Military hospital at the
little seminary of Montigny…In May 1945, the Americans who occupied
the hospital at Legouest brought us every night by ambulance, stretchers
loaded with moribund prisoners in German uniforms…These ambulances
arrived by the back door…We lined up the stretchers in central hall. For
treatment, we had nothing at our disposal. We could only perform
elementary superficial examinations (auscultation), only to find out the
anticipated cause of death in the night…for in the morning, more
ambulances arrived with coffins and quicklime…These prisoners were in
such extremely bad condition that my role was reduced to comforting the
dying. This drama has obsessed me since the war; I consider it a horror.[25]
Similar to the experience of U.S. Cpl. Daniel McConnell, Dr. Kirsch discovered that
these “hospitals” were merely places to take moribund prisoners rather than places to
help the prisoners get well.
Prisoners transferred from the American camps to the French camps kept on starving.
Journalist Jacques Fauvet wrote in Le Monde: “As one speaks today of Dachau, in 10
years people throughout the world will speak about camps like Saint Paul D’Eyjeaux,”
where 17,000 prisoners taken over from the Americans in late July were dying so fast
that within a few weeks two cemeteries of 200 graves each had been filled. The death
rate by the end of September was 10 per day, or over 21% per year.
Fauvet challenged the notion of revenge: “People will object that the Germans weren’t

very particular on the matter of feeding our men, but even if they did violate the Geneva
Convention, that hardly seems to justify our following their example…People have often
said that the best service that we could do the Germans would be to imitate them, so they
would one day find us before the judgment of history, but it is to an ideal higher than
mere dignity that France should remain faithful; it is to be regretted that the foreign press
had to remind us of that…We didn’t suffer and fight to perpetuate the crimes of other
times and places.”[26]
Jean-Pierre Pradervand, head of the delegations of the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) in France, went to inspect the French camp at Thorée les Pins in the
late summer of 1945. This camp was already known in the village nearby as
“Buchenwald” after the notorious German camp. Two thousand of the men at the camp
were already so far gone that nothing could save them. Twenty of the prisoners died that
day while Pradervand was there. Approximately 6,000 of the prisoners would soon be
dead unless they were immediately given food, clothing, shelter and medical care. All of
the remaining prisoners were undernourished.
Pradervand first appealed directly to de Gaulle, who repeatedly ignored him. So
Pradervand got in touch with the ICRC in Geneva, asking for action. On September 14,
1945, the ICRC in Geneva sent a devastating document to the State Department in
Washington, D.C. based on Pradervand’s report of the conditions in the camp. The
document requested that the U.S. government take emergency measures to supply the
prisoners with food, medications, clothing, boots, blankets and soap. The ICRC
recommended that the United States increase rations in American camps in Europe to
obviate the prolonged undernourishment of the German prisoners.[27]
Henry W. Dunning, who was in the Prisoner-of-War Department of the American Red
Cross, also wrote on September 5, 1945, to the American Red Cross headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Dunning stated:
the situation of the German prisoners of war in France has become desperate
and shortly will become an open scandal. During the past week several
Frenchmen, who were formerly prisoners of the Germans, have called on
me to protest the treatment being given German prisoners of war by the
French Government. Gen. Thrasher Commanding the Oise Intermediary
sector, asked one of our field workers to come to Paris to see me about the
same matter. Mrs. Dunning, returning from Bourges, reports that dozens of
German prisoners are dying there weekly. I saw Pradervand who told me
that the situation of German prisoners in France in many instances is worse
than in the former German concentration camps. He showed me
photographs of human skeletons and letters from French camp commanders
who have asked to be relieved because they can get no help from the French
government and cannot stand to see the prisoners dying from lack of food.
Pradervand has appealed to everyone in the French government but to no
avail.[28]
The French newspaper Le Figaro reported the horrific conditions of the prisoner camps
in September 1945. The newspaper had been convinced by the testimony of impeccable
witnesses, such as a priest, Father Le Meur, who had actually seen the prisoners starving
in the camps. Le Figaro’s reporter, Serge Bromberger, wrote: “The most serious source
confirmed that the physical state of the prisoners was worse than deplorable. People
were talking a horrifying death rate, not from sickness but starvation, and of men who
weighed an average 35-45 kilos [80-100 pounds]. At first, we doubted the truth of all
this, but appeals came to us from many sources and we could not disregard the testimony
of Father Le Meur, Assistant General Chaplain to the prisoners.”

Le Figaro interviewed French Gen. Louis Buisson, the head of the Prisoner of War
Service, who admitted that the prisoners got only 900 to 1,000 calories per day. Buisson
said, “The doctors told us this was just enough for a man lying in bed never moving not
to die too quickly.”[29]
Le Figaro reported in an article entitled “We Should Not Resemble Them”: “In certain
camps for German prisoners of war…. living skeletons may be seen, almost like those in
German concentration camps, and deaths from undernourishment are numerous. We
learn that prisoners have been savagely and systematically beaten and that some have
been employed in removing mines without protection equipment so that they have been
condemned to die sooner or later.”[30]
Louis Clair reported in The Progressive on the horrible conditions in the French camps
of German POWs:
In a camp in the Sarthe district for 20,000 prisoners, inmates receive 900
calories a day; thus 12 die every day in the hospital. Four to five thousand
are unable to work at all anymore. Recently trains with new prisoners
arrived in the camp: several prisoners had died during the trip, several
others had tried to stay alive by eating coal that had been lying in the freight
train by which they came.
In an Orleans camp, the commander received 16 francs a day per head or
prisoner to buy food, but he spent only nine francs, so that the prisoners
were starving. In the Charentes district, 2,500 of the 12,000 camp inmates
are sick. A young French soldier writes to a friend just returned from a Nazi
camp: “I watch those who made you suffer so much, dying of hunger,
sleeping on cold cement floors, in no way protected from rain and wind. I
see kids of 19, who beg me to give them certificates that they are healthy
enough to join the French Foreign Legion…Yes, I who hated them so much,
today can only feel pity for them.”
A witness reports on the camp in Langres: “I have seen them beaten with
rifle butts and kicked with feet in the streets of the town because they broke
down of overwork. Two or three of them die of exhaustion every week.”
In another camp near Langres, 700 prisoners slowly die of hunger; they
have hardly any blankets and not enough straw to sleep on; there is a
typhoid epidemic in the camp which has already spread to the neighboring
village. In another camp prisoners receive only one meal a day but are
expected to continue working. Elsewhere so many have died recently that
the cemetery space was exhausted and another cemetery had to be built.
In a camp where prisoners work on the removal of mines, regular food
supplies arrive only every second day so that “prisoners make themselves a
soup of grass and some stolen vegetables.” All prisoners of this camp have
contracted tuberculosis. Here and elsewhere treatment differs in no respect
from the Nazi SS brutality. Many cases have been reported where men have
been so horribly beaten that their limbs were broken. In one camp, men
were awakened during the night, crawled out of their barracks and then shot
“because of attempted escape.”
There are written affidavits proving that in certain camps commanding
officers sold on the black market all the supplies that had been provided by
American Army authorities; there are other affidavits stating that the
prisoners were forced to take off their shoes and run the gauntlet. And so on,

and so on…These are the facts.[31]
The ICRC inspecting the French camps in 1945 and 1946 reported time after time that
conditions were “unsatisfactory,” “disturbing,” “alarming,” but very seldom that they
were satisfactory. At the end of October 1946, the ICRC stated that “the situation at
present is more than alarming. More than half the German POWs working are
insufficiently clad and will not be able to stand up to the rigors of winter without running
the gravest risks of disease. In such conditions a high number of deaths in the course of
winter must be expected.” The same dire warnings were repeated in a report by the
ICRC in 1947.[32]
Random shootings of prisoners were common in the French camps. Lt. Col. Valentine
Barnes reported that drunken French army officers at Andernach one night drove their
jeep through the camp laughing and shouting as they blasted the prisoners with their
Sten guns. The result was 47 dead prisoners and 55 wounded. French guards pretending
to notice an escape attempt at another camp shot down 10 prisoners in their cages. The
violence reached such heights in the 108th Infantry Regiment that Gen. Billotte, the
commanding officer of the Region, recommended that the Regiment be dissolved.
Billotte’s recommendation was based on the advice of Lt. Col. de Champvallier, the
Regiment’s CO, who had given up attempting to discipline his men.[33]
French Capt. Julien thought as he walked in the former American camp of 32,000
prisoners at Dietersheim in July 1945, “This is just like Buchenwald and Dachau.” The
muddy ground was “peopled with living skeletons,” some of whom died as he watched,
others huddled under bits of cardboard. Women lying in holes in the ground stared at
him with bulging bellies from hunger edema, old men with long grey hair watched him
feebly, and starving children of six or seven looked at him with lifeless eyes. Julien
could find no food at all in this camp. The two German doctors in the “hospital” were
attempting to take care of the many dying patients stretched out on dirty blankets on the
ground, between the marks of the tents the Americans had taken with them.
The 103,500 prisoners in five camps near Dietersheim were supposed to be part of the
labor force given by the Americans to the French for reparations. However, of these
prisoners the French counted 32,640 who could not work because they were old men,
women, children less than eight years old, boys age eight to 14, terminally sick or
cripples. All of these prisoners were immediately released. The prisoners found at
another former U.S. camp at Hechtsheim were also in lamentable condition. The skeletal
prisoners at Hechtsheim dressed in rags again reminded Capt. Julien of the victims in
German concentration camps. In his report, Julien called the camps “bagnes de mort
lents” or slow-death camps.
Capt. Julien took immediate steps to improve conditions in the camps. The official army
ration had been only 800 calories per person per day. This starvation level, which was
the same as the German concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen when it was liberated, was
all that the French army allocated to POWs from its own supplies. Capt. Julien rounded
up the women from the village, who immediately brought food to the camp. Julien
received additional help in his efforts to improve conditions in the camps from “German
authorities” and the ICRC. By August 1, 1945, over 90% of the prisoners were housed in
tents, food rations were greatly increased, and the death rate had been cut by more than
half. Capt. Julien’s system of improving the camps worked. The U.S. Army could have
adopted Julien’s humanitarian methods, but chose instead to let the German POWs die of
exposure and slow starvation.[34]
On a visit to one prison camp, Robert Murphy, who was the civilian political advisor to
Eisenhower while he served for a few months as Military Governor, “was startled to see

that our prisoners were almost as weak and emaciated as those I had observed in Nazi
prison camps.” The commandant of the camp told Murphy that he had deliberately kept
the inmates on a starvation diet. The commandant explained, “These Nazis are getting a
dose of their own medicine.” Murphy was later able to get the commandant transferred
to another post. It is uncertain how much conditions at the camp improved after the
commandant’s transfer.[35]

Conclusion
James Bacque said the response he received following the original publication of Other
Losses was amazing. Bacque wrote: “Most gratifying has been the huge response from
thousands of ex-prisoners who have written to me, or telephoned, sent faxes or e-mail, or
even called at my door, to thank me for telling a story they feared would die with them.
They continue to send me diaries, letters, Tagebücher, self-published books, typescripts
of memoirs, in three or four languages, along with photographs, maps, drawings,
paintings and even a few artifacts.”[36]
In 2009 Bacque deposited in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library at the University of
Toronto many documents, research materials, transcripts, tapes and letters sent to him by
surviving German POWs and other witnesses.[37] He also lists in the bibliography to the
third edition of Other Losses dozens of books written by German POWs who survived
the Allied POW camps.[38] All of these accounts are extended and confirmed by
numerous testimonies from American soldiers who witnessed the lethal conditions in the
Allied POW camps.
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Breaking the Chains of Versailles
by John Wear

The Treaty of Versailles is sometimes said to have been the beginning of World War II. The Versailles
Treaty crushed Germany beneath a burden of shame and reparations, stole vital German territories, and
rendered Germany defenseless against enemies from within and without. Britain’s David Lloyd George
warned the treaty makers at Versailles: “If peace is made under these conditions, it will be the source of a
new war.”[1]

Unfairness of the Versailles Treaty
In an address to Congress on January 8, 1918, U.S. President Woodrow Wilson set forth his Fourteen
Points as a blueprint to peacefully end World War I. The main principles of Wilson’s Fourteen Points were
a non-vindictive peace, national self-determination, government by the consent of the governed, an end to
secret treaties, and an association of nations strong enough to check aggression and keep the peace in the
future. Germany decided to end World War I by signing an armistice agreement on November 11, 1918,
which bound the Allies to make the final peace treaty conform to Wilson’s Fourteen Points.[2]
The Treaty of Versailles presented to German officials, however, was a deliberate violation of the
armistice agreement. The Allied representatives at Versailles decided that Germany should lose all of her
colonies. All private property of German citizens in German colonies was also forfeited.[3] Even worse,
the Treaty of Versailles forced Germany to cede 73,485 square kilometers of her territory in Europe,
inhabited by 7,325,000 people, to neighboring states. Germany lost 75% of her production of zinc ore,
74.8% of iron ore, 7.7% of lead ore, 28.7% of coal, and 4% of potash. Of her annual agricultural
production, Germany lost 19.7% in potatoes, 18.2% in rye, 17.2% in barley, 12.6% in wheat, and 9.6% in
oats. The Saar and other regions to the west of the Rhine were occupied by foreign troops and were to
remain occupied for 15 years until a plebiscite was held. Germany had to pay the total costs of 3.64 billion
gold marks to fund the Allied occupation of the Saar.[4]
Article 231 of the Treaty of Versailles placed upon Germany the sole responsibility “for causing all the
loss and damage to which the Allied and Associated Governments and their nationals have been subjected
as a consequence of the war imposed upon them by the aggression of Germany and her allies.” This socalled “war-guilt clause” was fundamentally unfair and aroused deep resentment among virtually all
Germans. It linked Germany’s obligations to pay reparations with a blanket self-condemnation to which
almost no German could subscribe.[5]
The Allies under the Versailles Treaty could set reparations at any amount they wanted. In 1920, the Allies
set the final bill for reparations at the impossible sum of 269 billion gold marks. The Allied Reparations
Committee in 1921 lowered the amount of reparations to 132 billion gold marks, or approximately $33
billion—still an unrealistic demand.[6]
The Versailles Treaty also forced Germany to disarm almost completely. The treaty abolished the general
draft, prohibited all artillery and tanks, allowed a volunteer army of only 100,000 troops and officers, and
abolished the air force. The navy was reduced to six capital ships, six light cruisers, 12 destroyers, 12
torpedo boats, 15,000 men and 500 officers. After the delivery of its remaining navy to the Allies,
Germany also had to hand over its merchant ships to the victors with only a few exceptions. All German
rivers had to be internationalized and overseas cables ceded to the victors. An international committee
oversaw the process of Germany’s disarmament until 1927.[7]
Germany eventually signed the Treaty of Versailles on June 28, 1919, because she faced death by

starvation and invasion if she refused to sign the treaty. Germany could not feed her people because U.S.
warships supported an Allied naval blockade against Germany, and Germany’s merchant ships and even
Baltic fishing boats were sequestered. Germany’s request to buy 2.5 million tons of food was also denied
by the Allies. With German families starving, Bolshevik uprisings occurring in several German cities,
Trotsky’s Red Army driving into Europe, Czechs and Poles ready to strike from the east, and Allied forces
prepared to march on Berlin, Germany was forced to sign the treaty.[8]
Despite the unfairness of the Treaty of Versailles, its provisions remained in effect and were formally
confirmed by the Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact of 1928. Germans regarded the provisions of the Versailles
Treaty as chains of slavery that had to be broken. One German commented in regard to the Versailles
Treaty, “The will to break the chains of slavery will be implanted from childhood on.”[9] Adolf Hitler
referred to the Versailles Treaty in Mein Kampf as “…a scandal and a disgrace…the dictate signified an
act of highway robbery against our people.”[10] Hitler was committed to breaking the chains of Versailles
when he came to power in Germany in 1933.

Initial Steps to Break the Chains of Versailles
Hitler’s first success in breaking the chains of Versailles was a legal victory in the Saar plebiscite on
January 13, 1935. This highly industrialized region had been detached from Germany and placed under
the administration of the League of Nations by the Treaty of Versailles. The terms of the Versailles Treaty
called for a plebiscite after 15 years with three choices: return to Germany, annexation by France, or
continuation of League of Nations rule.[11] In an unquestionably free election, the vote was 477,119 in
favor of union with Germany and only 46,613 in favor of the continuance of the existing regime.[12]
Despite offering the Saar citizens a number of tax and customs advantages if they decided to become part
of France, only 0.40% of voters voted to join France; 8.85% voted for independence of the Saar, and
90.75% voted for union with Germany.[13]
The Saar inhabitants, who voted overwhelmingly to return to Germany were mostly industrial workers
—Social Democrats or Roman Catholics. They knew what awaited them in Germany: a dictatorship, the
destruction of trade unions, and restrictions on freedom of expression.[14] They knew of the
establishment of the Dachau Prison Camp and the execution of scores of SA members in the Röhm purge
on June 30, 1934. The German economy in January 1935 was also not substantially better than that of
France or other countries in Europe. The Saar election was evidence that the appeal of German
nationalism was powerful.
Hitler began an assault on the Versailles provisions with the creation of a German air force on March 9,
1935. On March 16, 1935, Hitler announced the restoration of compulsory military service. Germany
regarded the army of the Soviet Union at 960,000 men as excessively large, and France had recently
increased the terms of service in her armies. Hitler wanted to increase German military strength to
550,000 troops because of this Franco-Russian threat.[15]
Germany continued to modify the Versailles provisions by signing the Anglo-German Naval Agreement
on June 18, 1935. This treaty fixed the size of the German fleet at 35% of the total tonnage of the British
Commonwealth of Nations. Germany could also build a submarine force equal to that of Great Britain.
Hitler was elated with this agreement. Hitler had dreamed of an Anglo-German alliance ever since he had
fought Britain in World War I. Britain’s naval treaty with Germany also effectively undermined the Stresa
Front that Britain had established with France and Italy earlier in 1935.[16]
Germany was forbidden under the Treaty of Versailles to build fortifications or maintain troops in a wide
demilitarized zone along its western frontier. This arrangement made the vital Ruhr and Rhineland
industrial areas vulnerable to a swift attack from France. The Treaty of Locarno, of which Britain and
Italy were co-guarantors, also endorsed the demilitarization of the Rhineland. Hitler challenged this
limitation when he sent troops into the Rhineland on March 7, 1936. Although this was a major gamble by
Hitler, France was unwilling to challenge Hitler without British support. Britain was unwilling to
authorize anything resembling war because there was a general feeling in Britain that Germany was only

asserting a right of sovereignty within her own borders.[17]
Germany was now able to protect her western borders by constructing the Siegfried Line. Lloyd George,
the former prime minister of Great Britain, commended Hitler in the House of Commons for having
reoccupied the Rhineland to protect his country:
France had built the most gigantic fortifications ever seen in any land, where, almost a
hundred feet underground you can keep an army of over 100,000 and where you have guns
that can fire straight into Germany. Yet the Germans are supposed to remain without even a
garrison, without a trench…If Herr Hitler had allowed that to go on without protecting his
country, he would have been a traitor to the Fatherland.[18]
On later meeting Hitler, Lloyd George was “spellbound by Hitler’s astonishing personality and manner”
and referred to Hitler as “indeed a great man. Führer is the proper name for him, for he is a born leader—
yes, a statesman.”[19]
Other British statesmen were also impressed with Hitler. In a book published in 1937, Winston Churchill
expressed his “admiration for the courage, the perseverance, and the vital force which enabled [Hitler] to
challenge, defy, conciliate, or overcome, all the authorities or resistances which barred his path.”[20]
Hitler and his Nazis had shown “their patriotic ardor and love of country.”[21]
Churchill also wrote: “Those who have met Herr Hitler face to face have found a highly competent, cool,
well-informed functionary with an agreeable manner, a disarming smile, and few have been unaffected by
a subtle personal magnetism. Nor is this impression merely the dazzle of power. He exerted it on his
companions at every stage in his struggle, even when his fortunes were in the lowest depths.”[22]
By March 1936 Germany had taken important steps in overcoming the provisions of the Versailles Treaty.
Hitler made no more moves in Europe for the next two years. Until 1938, Hitler’s foreign policy moves
had been bold but not reckless. From the point of view of the Western Powers, his methods constituted
unconventional diplomacy whose aims were recognizably in accord with traditional German nationalist
clamor.[23]

The Anschluss
The victors at the Paris Peace Conference had wanted to divide rather than unify Austria and Germany.
Austria had asked Allied permission at the Paris Peace Conference to enter into a free-trade zone with
Germany. Austria’s request was denied. As far back as April and May of 1921, plebiscites on a union with
Germany were held in Austria in the Tyrol and at Salzburg. The votes in the Tyrol were over 140,000 for
the Anschluss and only 1,794 against. In Salzburg, more than 100,000 voted for union with Germany and
only 800 against.[24] Despite the overwhelming desire of Austrians to join with Germany, the Treaty of
St. Germain signed by Austria after World War I prevented the union.
Under the treaties of Versailles and St. Germain, Germany and Austria could not even enter into a customs
union without permission from the League of Nations. In 1931, hard-hit by the Great Depression,
Germany asked again for permission to form an Austro-German customs union. The League of Nations
denied Germany’s request. Germany later requested an end to its obligation to pay war reparations under
Versailles because of Germany’s economic crisis caused by the Great Depression. Germany’s request was
again refused. Many historians believe the resulting economic distress contributed to the rapid rise of
National Socialists to power in Germany.[25] The Allied refusals also frustrated the desire of German and
Austrian nationalists to exercise their right of self-determination.
Edward Frederick Lindley Wood (Lord Halifax) gave Hitler encouragement to peacefully incorporate
Austria into Germany at Berchtesgaden on November 19, 1937. Lord Halifax brought up the important
questions of Danzig, Austria and Czechoslovakia on his own initiative without any prompting from Hitler.
Halifax told Hitler that Great Britain realized that the Paris Treaties of 1919 contained mistakes that had to

be rectified.[26] Halifax stated that Britain would not go to war to prevent an Anschluss with Austria, a
transfer of the Sudetenland to Germany, or a return of Danzig to the Reich. Britain might even be willing
to serve as an honest broker in effecting the return of what rightfully belonged to Germany, if this was all
done in a gentlemanly fashion.[27]
British historian A. J. P. Taylor wrote:
This was exactly what Hitler wanted... Halifax’s remarks, if they had any practical sense,
were an invitation to Hitler to promote German nationalist agitation in Danzig,
Czechoslovakia, and Austria; an assurance also that his agitation would not be opposed from
without. Nor did these promptings come from Halifax alone. In London, Eden told
Ribbentrop: “People in Europe recognized that a closer connection between Germany and
Austria would have to come about sometime.” The same news came from France. Papen, on a
visit to Paris, “was amazed to note” that Chautemps, the premier, and Bonnet, then finance
minister, “considered a reorientation of French policy in Central Europe as entirely open to
discussion…” They had “no objection to a marked extension of German influence in Austria
obtained through evolutionary means”; nor in Czechoslovakia “on the basis of a
reorganization into a nation of nationalities.”[28]
Lord Halifax’s message to Hitler underscores a crucial point in the history of this era: Hitler’s agenda was
no surprise to European diplomats. Any German nationalist would demand adjustments to the frontiers
laid down at Versailles. With Great Britain’s approval of the peaceful annexation of Austria into Germany,
the problem was how to get the Austrians to peacefully agree to unification with Germany. Austrian
Chancellor Kurt von Schuschnigg would soon force the issue.[29]
Since the summer of 1934, Austria had been governed by a conservative dictatorship headed by Dr. Kurt
von Schuschnigg. Schuschnigg persecuted Austrians who favored unification with Germany. Political
dissidents landed in concentration camps, and the regime denied persons of “deficient civic reliability” the
right to practice their occupation.[30]
In January 1938, Austrian police discovered plans of some Austrian National Socialists to overthrow
Schuschnigg in violation of a “Gentlemen’s Agreement” entered into with Germany on July 11, 1936.
Schuschnigg met with Hitler at Berchtesgaden on February 12, 1938, complaining of the attempted
overthrow of his government by Austrian National Socialists. Hitler and Schuschnigg reached an
agreement that day, but Schuschnigg claimed that Hitler had been violent in manner during the first two
hours of conversation.[31] Some accounts of their meeting say that Schuschnigg was bullied by Hitler and
subjected to a long list of indignities.[32]
Schuschnigg began to consider means of repudiating the agreement made with Hitler in their meeting of
February 12, 1938. Schuschnigg’s solution was to hold a rigged plebiscite. On March 9, 1938,
Schuschnigg announced that a plebiscite would be held four days later on March 13, 1938, to decide,
finally and forever, whether Austria was to remain an independent nation.
The planned plebiscite was completely unfair. There was only one question, which asked the voter, “Are
you for a free and German, independent and social, Christian and united Austria, for peace and work, for
the equality of all those who affirm themselves for the people and the Fatherland?” There were no voting
lists; only yes ballots were to be provided by the government; anyone wishing to vote no had to provide
their own ballot, the same size as the yes ballots, with nothing on it but the word no.[33] During
preparations for the election, the government press in Austria announced that anyone voting “no” would
be guilty of treason.[34]
The Austrian government took additional steps to ensure that the vote would swing in their direction. The
qualification age to vote was raised to 24, making it impossible for young National Socialists to register
their views. Schuschnigg and his men also distributed a huge number of flyers, scattering some by aircraft
in Austria’s most-remote and -snowbound corners. Trucks drove around the country transmitting the
message of Austrian independence by loudspeaker. Everywhere the “German” theme was driven home:

Being Austrian was being a good German; being “German” was to be free [of National-Socialist
Germany]. Austrians were better “Germans” than the National Socialists.[35]
Hitler was alarmed by Schuschnigg’s proposed plebiscite. Hitler had hoped for an evolutionary strategy in
Austria that would gradually merge Austria into the Reich. However, Hitler felt humiliated and betrayed
by Schuschnigg, and he could not let the phony plebiscite proceed. After receiving word on March 11,
1938 that Mussolini accepted the Anschluss, Hitler decided to march into Austria with his troops on
March 12, 1938. Hitler was greeted with a joyously enthusiastic reception from the masses of the Austrian
people.[36] Not a shot was fired by Hitler’s army.
Hitler was aware of the bad publicity abroad such an apparent act of force would generate. He had hoped
to assimilate Austria in an obviously legal manner. However, Schuschnigg and his entire cabinet had
resigned from office after Britain, France and Italy all denounced the phony plebiscite. Hitler feared that
Austrian Marxists might take advantage of Austria’s momentary political vacuum and stage an uprising.
Göring also warned of the possibility that Austria’s neighbors might exploit its temporary weakness by
occupying Austrian territory. Hitler decided to militarily occupy Austria to prevent either of these
possibilities from occurring.[37]
On April 10, 1938, joint plebiscites were held in Germany and Austria to approve the Anschluss. All
Germans and Austrians over the age of 20 were eligible to vote, with the exception of Jews and criminals.
The result of the plebiscites was 99.08% of the people in Germany were in favor of the Anschluss, while
99.73% of Austrians were for the Anschluss.[38] The plebiscites might have been manipulated to some
extent as shown by the near-unanimous assent from the Dachau Prison Camp. Also, the ballot was not
anonymous since the voter’s name and address were printed on the back of each ballot. However, there is
no question that the vast majority of people in Germany and Austria approved the Anschluss. Hitler’s aims
had struck a chord with national German aspirations, and the plebiscite reflected Hitler’s popularity with
the German people.[39]
The invasion of Austria had hurt Germany’s public image. British historian A.J.P. Taylor wrote:
Hitler had won. He had achieved the first object of his ambition. Yet not in the way that he
had intended. He had planned to absorb Austria imperceptibly, so that no one could tell when
it had ceased to be independent; he would use democratic methods to destroy Austrian
independence as he had done to destroy German democracy. Instead he had been driven to
call in the German army. For the first time, he lost the asset of aggrieved morality and
appeared as a conqueror, relying on force. The belief soon became established that Hitler’s
seizure of Austria was a deliberate plot, devised long in advance, and the first step towards
the domination of Europe. This belief was a myth. The crisis of March 1938 was provoked by
Schuschnigg, not by Hitler. There had been no German preparations, military or diplomatic.
Everything was improvised in a couple of days—policy, promises, armed force…But the
effects could not be undone…The uneasy balance tilted, though only slightly, away from
peace and towards war. Hitler’s aims might still appear justifiable; his methods were
condemned. By the Anschluss—or rather by the way in which it was accomplished—Hitler
took the first step in the policy which was to brand him as the greatest of war criminals. Yet
he took this step unintentionally. Indeed, he did not know that he had taken it.[40]
Winston Churchill made the following statement in the House of Commons shortly after the Anschluss:
The public mind has been concentrated upon the moral and sentimental aspects of the Nazi
conquest of Austria—a small country brutally struck down, its Government scattered to the
winds, the oppression of the Nazi party doctrine imposed upon a Catholic population and
upon the working-classes of Austria and Vienna, the hard ill-usage of persecution which
indeed will ensue—which is probably in progress at the moment—of those who, this time last
week, were exercising their undoubted political rights, discharging their duties to their own
country.…[41]

Churchill’s statement is a lie. The overwhelming majority of Austrians had desired a union with Germany.
The Anschluss was hugely popular in Austria. Churchill in his speech had begun the warmongering that
led to World War II.

The Czechoslovakia Crisis
At the Paris Peace Conference in 1919, 3.25 million German inhabitants of Bohemia and Moravia were
transferred to the new Czechoslovakia in a flagrant disregard of Woodrow Wilson’s ideal of selfdetermination. The new Czechoslovakia was a multiethnic, multilingual, Catholic-Protestant
conglomerate that had never existed before as a sovereign nation. From 1920 to 1938, repeated petitions
had been sent to the League of Nations by the repressed minorities of Czechoslovakia. By 1938, the
Sudeten Germans were eager to be rid of Czech rule and become part of Germany. In a fair plebiscite, a
minimum of 80% of Sudeten Germans would have voted for the territories they lived in to become part of
the new Reich.[42]
It was clear to Czech leaders that the excitement among the Sudeten Germans after the Anschluss would
soon force the resolution of the Sudeten question. The Czech cabinet and military leaders decided on May
20, 1938 to order a partial mobilization of the Czech armed forces. This partial mobilization was based on
the false accusation that German troops were concentrating on the Czech frontiers. Czech leaders hoped
that the resulting confusion would commit the British and French to support the Czech position before a
policy favoring concessions to the Sudeten Germans could be implemented. Although the plot failed,
Czech leaders granted interviews in which they claimed that Czechoslovakia had scored a great victory
over Germany. An international press campaign representing that Czechoslovakia had forced Hitler to
back down from his planned aggression reverberated around the world.[43]
British Ambassador to Germany Nevile Henderson believed that the Czech mobilization of its army, and
the ridicule heaped upon Hitler by the world press, led directly to the Munich Agreement:
The defiant gesture of the Czechs in mobilizing some 170,000 troops and then proclaiming to
the world that it was their action which had turned Hitler away from his purpose was…
regrettable. But what Hitler could not stomach was the exultation of the press…Every
newspaper in America and Europe joined in the chorus. “No” had been said and Hitler had
been forced to yield. The democratic powers had brought the totalitarian states to heel, etc.
It was, above all, this jubilation which gave Hitler the excuse for his…worst brain storm of
the year, and pushed him definitely over the border line from peaceful negotiation to the use
of force. From May 23rd to May 28th his fit of sulks and fury lasted, and on the later date he
gave orders for a gradual mobilization of the Army, which should be prepared for all
eventualities in the autumn.[44]
By the 1930s, the majority of the British people believed that Germany had been wronged at Versailles.
The British people now broadly supported the appeasement of Germany in regaining her lost territories. If
appeasement meant granting self-determination to the Sudetenland Germans, the British people
approved.[45]
Lord Halifax informed French leaders on July 20, 1938 that a special fact-finding mission under Lord
Runciman would be sent to Czechoslovakia. President Beneš of Czechoslovakia was disturbed by this
news. It was a definite indication that the British might adopt a compromising policy toward Germany in
the crisis. The British mission completed its study in September 1938, and it reported that the main
difficulty in the Sudeten area had been the disinclination of the Czechs to grant reforms. This British
report was accompanied by the final rupture of negotiations between the Sudeten Germans and the Czech
leaders. The Czech crisis was coming to a climax.[46]
British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain flew to Hitler’s mountain retreat at Berchtesgaden to discuss
the Czech problem directly with Hitler. At their meeting Hitler consented to refrain from military action

while Chamberlain would discuss with his cabinet the means of applying the principle of selfdetermination to the Sudeten Germans. The result was a decision to transfer to Germany areas in which
the Sudeten Germans constituted more than 50% of the population. President Beneš of Czechoslovakia
reluctantly accepted this proposal.[47]
A problem developed in the negotiations when Chamberlain met with Hitler a second time. Hitler insisted
on an immediate German military occupation of regions where the Sudeten Germans were more than half
of the population. Hitler also insisted that the claims of the Polish and Hungarian minorities be satisfied
before participating in the proposed international guarantee of the new Czechoslovakian frontier. Several
days of extreme tension followed. Chamberlain announced on September 28, 1938 to the House of
Commons that Hitler had invited him, together with Daladier and Mussolini, to a conference in Munich
the following afternoon. The House erupted in an outburst of tremendous enthusiasm.[48]
The parties signed the Munich Agreement in the early hours of September 30, 1938. Hitler got
substantially everything he wanted. The territories populated by the Sudeten Germans had become a part
of Germany. Chamberlain and Hitler signed a joint declaration that the Munich Agreement and the AngloGerman naval accord symbolized “the desire of our two peoples never to go to war with each other
again.” Chamberlain told the cheering crowd in London that welcomed him home, “I believe it is peace in
our time.”[49] War had been averted in Europe. The chains of Versailles had been completely broken.

British Warmongering
The British war enthusiasts lost no time in launching their effort to spoil the celebration of the Munich
Agreement. On October 1, 1938, First Lord of the Admiralty Alfred Duff Cooper announced that he was
resigning from the British cabinet. In a speech delivered on October 3, 1938, Duff Cooper criticized the
British government for not assuming a definite commitment during the Czech crisis. He asserted that
Great Britain would not have been fighting for the Czechs, but rather for the balance of power, which was
precious to many British hearts. Duff Cooper believed that it was his mission and that of his country to
prevent Germany from achieving a dominant position on the Continent.[50]
Clement Attlee, the new Labor Party leader, spoke of the Munich Agreement as a huge victory for Hitler
and an “annihilating defeat for democracy.” Attlee in his speech included the Soviet Union as a
democracy. Anthony Eden gave a speech in which he criticized Chamberlain on detailed points, and
expressed doubt that Britain would fulfill her promised guarantee to the Czech state. Eden advised the
House to regard the current situation as a mere pause before the next crisis. He claimed that the British
armaments campaign was proceeding too slowly.[51]
In his speech on October 5, 1938, Winston Churchill stated that Hitler had extracted British concessions at
pistol point, and he loved to use the image of Hitler as a gangster. Churchill used flowery rhetoric and
elegant phrases to describe the allegedly mournful Czechs slipping away into darkness. Churchill wanted
to convince his countrymen that National-Socialist Germany was seized of an insatiable desire for world
conquest. The simple and stark purpose of Churchill’s speech was to convince the British people to
eventually accept a war of annihilation against Germany. Churchill was a useful instrument in building up
British prejudice against Germany.[52]
The debate on the Munich Agreement surpassed all other parliamentary debates on British foreign policy
since World War I. Other Conservatives who refused to accept the Munich Agreement included Harold
Macmillan, Duncan Sandys, Leopold Amery, Harold Nicolson, Roger Keyes, Sidney Herbert, and Gen.
Edward Spears. These men were joined by a score of lesser figures in the House of Commons, and they
were supported by such prominent people as Lord Cranborne and Lord Wolmer in the House of Lords.
Chamberlain won the vote of confidence, but he did not possess the confidence of the British
Conservative Party.[53]
The warmongering that led to World War II was increasing in Great Britain. Hitler was dismayed at the
steady stream of hate propaganda directed at Germany. In a speech given in Saarbrücken on October 9,

1938, Hitler said: “…All it would take would be for Mr. Duff Cooper or Mr. Eden or Mr. Churchill to
come to power in England instead of Chamberlain, and we know very well that it would be the goal of
these men to immediately start a new world war. They do not even try to disguise their intents; they state
them openly.”[54]
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Dorothy Thompson: Cassandra Silenced by
(American) Zionism
by John Wear

Dorothy Thompson was an extremely successful reporter, writer, public speaker and
radio broadcaster before and during World War II. This article examines Dorothy’s life
and career, and the precipitous decline in her fortunes after the war.

Early Life
Dorothy Thompson was born on July 9, 1893 in Lancaster, New York, the oldest
daughter of a Methodist minister. Dorothy’s mother died when she was only seven years
old. Although her father soon remarried, Dorothy did not get along with her father’s new
wife. To avoid further conflict, Dorothy moved to Chicago in 1908 to live with her
father’s two sisters.[1]
In Chicago, Dorothy attended a private secondary school and a two-year junior college
where she was introduced to the theater, ballet, music and art exhibitions. She became a
skilled debater, and learned to trust her own judgment while becoming independent of
her father’s influence. Dorothy returned to western New York in the fall of 1912 to
attend Syracuse University. She quickly gained a reputation for intellectual intensity,
graduating cum laude in only two years.[2]
Dorothy first worked at the Buffalo headquarters of the women’s suffrage movement,
where she used her verbal talents and fiery temperament on the road as a spokesperson
and event coordinator. She next joined the National Social Unit Organization, whose
mission was to empower and raise the standard of living for the urban poor.
Disappointed with the results of her efforts, Dorothy on June 19, 1920 went to England
to pursue her dream of becoming a writer.[3]
Dorothy’s first article was rejected. However, after she traveled to Rome and then to
Paris, five months later the International News Service began publishing many of her
articles. She also worked for the American Red Cross, which sent her to Vienna and
Budapest to write for American newspapers and magazines. The editor of the Public
Ledger in Paris also agreed to give Dorothy the title of “special correspondent,” which
enabled her to write articles from central European countries. Within two years, Dorothy
earned a reputation in the trade for a remarkable nose for news.[4]
Dorothy was offered a post in Berlin in late 1924 by the Public Ledger as the first
female head of a news bureau in central Europe. Her narrative style advanced to new
levels with guidance from Sinclair Lewis, her second husband. Lewis also promoted
Dorothy’s work to editors in the United States, and helped her secure a book contract
with his publisher.[5] Dorothy’s stories were now published through the combined
syndicate of the Public Ledger and the New York Evening Post.[6]

Dorothy Despised Hitler
By 1931 Dorothy Thompson had become a star of the foreign press corps, and had

learned how to move audiences as a lecturer. Cosmopolitan assigned her in November
1931 to interview Adolf Hitler. Dorothy described her first meeting with Hitler:
When finally I walked into Adolf Hitler’s salon in the Kaiserhof Hotel, I
was convinced that I was meeting the future dictator of Germany. In
something less than 50 seconds I was quite sure that I was not. It took just
that time to measure the startling insignificance of this man who has set the
whole world agog.[7]
Dorothy said Hitler was “the very prototype of the Little Man.” She found it unlikely
that the German people would be held in thrall by someone she considered to be an
insecure demagogue.[8]
In March 1933, a Jewish news agency unexpectedly assigned Dorothy for an up-to-theminute report on what she called “the German inferno.” After a fire on February 27,
1933 had partially destroyed the Reichstag, Hitler pronounced it a Communist plot. By
decree, President Paul Hindenburg suspended free speech, a free press and other
liberties, leaving National-Socialist storm troopers free to rampage. Dorothy wrote to
Sinclair Lewis:
Hitler gets up and speaks about German unity and German loyalty and the
new era, and the S.A. boys have simply turned into gangs and beat up
people on the streets…and take socialists and communists and pacifists &
Jews into so-called “Braune Etagen” [brown floors] where they are tortured.
Italian fascism was a kindergarten compared to it. It’s an outbreak of
sadistic and pathological hatred. Most discouraging of all is not only the
defenselessness of the liberals but their incredible (to me) docility.[9]
Dorothy was sent to Europe again in July 1934. After only 10 days in Berlin, she was
ordered to leave the country for journalistic activities inimical to Germany. The reasons
given for the order were primarily Dorothy’s Hitler interview, which was published in
1932, and secondarily the reports she had written in 1933 describing and condemning
Hitler’s alleged anti-Semitic campaign. Dorothy decided to leave for Paris by train on
August 25. Her expulsion from Germany was front-page news in America. Dorothy had
the expulsion order framed and hung it on her wall as a proud trophy.[10]

Dorothy Opposed Charles Lindbergh
Dorothy Thompson was deluged with speaking invitations after her dramatic ouster from
Germany. Her lectures drew impressive crowds everywhere she went. Dorothy was often
introduced as the “First Lady of American Journalism” on the speaker’s platform.[11]
She began her own syndicated newspaper column in 1936. For the next four years, most
of what Dorothy wrote took the form of attacks on National-Socialist Germany. Dorothy
also attacked others who downplayed Germany’s threat to the world. She wrote: “The
spectacle of great, powerful, rich, democratic nations capitulating hour-by-hour to
banditry, extortion, intimidation and violence is the most terrifying and discouraging
sight in the world today. It is more discouraging than the aggression itself.”[12]
Dorothy was always passionately anti-Nazi. Following the Austrian Anschluss of 1938,
for example, Dorothy said that she would have given her life to save Austria from the
Nazis. None of her friends doubted she meant it.[13] What Dorothy ignored, however, is
that in a fair and democratic election, Austrian voters would have voted overwhelmingly
to join Germany. Such a fair election never took place because Austrian Chancellor Dr.
Kurt von Schuschnigg did not allow it to happen.[14]

Dorothy felt that war against Germany was a fight between good and evil, and that the
United States had a moral obligation to intercede. The fierceness of her beliefs
contributed to her savage assault on American pacifist Charles Lindbergh. She wrote in
her column that Lindbergh was “a somber cretin,” a man “without human feeling,” and a
“pro-Nazi recipient of a German medal.” While acknowledging that she had no proof,
Dorothy even charged that Lindbergh had “a notion to be the American Fuehrer.”[15]
Dorothy’s column, as well as other press criticism of Lindbergh’s famous antiinterventionist speech at an America First Committee rally, contributed to a torrent of
hate mail against Lindbergh. Lindbergh’s wife, Anne, remembered the tragic kidnapping
and murder of her 20-month-old son in March 1932. Anne Lindbergh wrote in her diary:
“We are thrown back again into that awful atmosphere...One can’t take a chance. I feel
angry and bitter and trapped again. Where can we live, where can we go?”[16]
Despite the threats to his family, Lindbergh was determined to continue his fight against
American involvement in the war. Lindbergh wrote in his journal: “I feel I must do this,
even if we have to put an armed guard in the house. It is a fine state of affairs in a
country which feels it is civilized: people dislike what you do, so they threaten to kill
your children.”[17]
Dorothy also received many threatening letters after her anti-Lindbergh columns.
However, similar to Lindbergh, Dorothy refused to be cowed by these hostile and
menacing letters. She attacked Lindbergh in four columns in 1939, followed by six in
1940, and four in 1941.[18]
Dorothy continued to promote America’s entry into the war. Her syndicated column,
“On the Record,” was carried by 200 newspapers across the country, and had a
tremendous impact. She hammered away three times a week at the necessity for
America’s entry into the war. Dorothy also traveled to Great Britain in the fall of 1941 to
visit bomb shelters, munitions factories, hospitals, orphanages and schools. She even
addressed the House of Commons, and “received” the leaders of the current
governments-in-exile.[19]

War Years
Dorothy undertook an active role once America entered the war. She wrote President
Roosevelt asking for a propaganda assignment with the Office of War Information. In
the Ladies Home Journal, Dorothy wrote that public-funded day-care centers should be
established to help women cope with working in war industries. In the spring of 1942,
Dorothy won her heart’s desire when William Paley at CBS commissioned her to lead an
anti-Nazi propaganda campaign. Paley asked Dorothy to organize a radio project that
would deliver broadcasts via shortwave directly into Germany.[20]
For the CBS radio series, Dorothy brought on board theologian Paul Tillich, Professor
Dietrich von Hildebrand of Fordham University; Max Werner, an expert on Russia and
author of The Great Offensive; and Horst von Baerensprung, a former German police
chief with powerful anti-Nazi credentials. Dorothy’s speeches, which she made in
German, were essentially extended sermons on the evils of Nazism and the inevitability
of German defeat. Dorothy wrote to her agent, “I know that the President wants me on
the air because he told me so.”[21]
Dorothy’s speeches were brimful of argument, history, analysis, and polemic, and carried
with them an air of rippling enjoyment. There is no question that her speeches hit their
mark when they were transmitted into Germany. In his own radio broadcasts, Joseph

Goebbels denounced Dorothy Thompson as “the scum of America,” and wondered in his
diary how “such dumb broads” were permitted to criticize “an historic figure of the
greatness of the Fuehrer.”[22]
As the war went on, however, Dorothy became increasingly averse to Allied policy.
Dorothy dated her “profound alienation” with Allied policy beginning in January 1943,
when Roosevelt and Churchill met in Casablanca and demanded unconditional surrender
by the Germans and the Japanese. She regarded this ultimatum as “a barbarity,” “an
absurdity,” and “an insanity.” She was convinced to the end of her life that this Allied
policy prolonged the war by at least a year, since it deprived “the forces in Germany that
were anxious for peace” of any possible means of achieving it.[23]
In the months to come, Dorothy was forced to realize that she was seriously out of step
with policy in America. In 1944 U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Morgenthau, Jr. devised
a plan to divide Germany when the war was over, with plans to strip Germany of her
industrial capacity, and transform the nation into a purely agricultural state. Dorothy
called Morgenthau “an amorphous ass.” She wondered what Morgenthau proposed to do
“with 30 or 40 million Germans who cannot possibly become peasants. Put them all on
WPA?”[24]
Dorothy was also disgusted with the “Hollywoodizing” of the war. It was forbidden in
the United States, for example, to show film of American soldiers killed on the
battlefield. She was also fearful of the effects of depicting Germans as “stock villains”
and Japanese as “toothy apes.” Dorothy asked: “How did Americans think Hitler had
sold his particular brand of anti-Semitism to the Germans? Her answer: “Through
cartoons, and the cartoon equivalent.”[25]

Postwar Suppression
Having begun the war as America’s undisputed primary agitator against the Nazis,
Dorothy became a strong voice in defense of the (surviving) Germans after the war. She
judged the Yalta Conference, and all of the Allied postwar conferences, to be “a 100%
Russian victory.” Dorothy was horrified that an estimated 15 million German expellees,
of whom at least 2 million died, were forced to leave their ancestral homes after the war.
She was also highly critical of the Nuremberg trials. Dorothy wrote about the
Nuremberg trials, “Everything of which the defendants stood accused and were
convicted, is being done today by one or another of the accusers.”[26]
Dorothy in 1943 had unequivocally endorsed the concept of a Jewish national home.
However, her zeal for the cause evaporated after her visit to Palestine in 1945. Dorothy
learned that organized groups of Jewish extremists were using terror to frighten
Palestinian Arabs and cause large numbers of them to flee their homeland. She began to
voice concern in her column for the Arab refugees, and dismay at the tactics of the
Jewish terrorists. Dorothy’s utterances against Jewish terrorism were viciously resisted
by Zionist organizations.[27]
As a result of these views, the New York Post dropped her column in early 1947,
resulting in the loss of a full quarter of her income. The bitterest blow for Dorothy was
the discovery that Zionists equated criticism of their policies with anti-Semitism.
Dorothy disputed the Zionists’ labeling of her as an anti-Semite, recalling not only her
long record of benevolence to Jewish refugees, but also her steadfast fight against Hitler.
Indeed, in her personal and public life, Dorothy’s stance had always been—and
remained—the antithesis of an anti-Semite.[28]
Dorothy reached the view that a theocracy was inherently wrong, and that the existence

of Israel would lead to endless conflict in the Mideast. Some important papers refused to
publish her most-partisan columns, while many other papers cancelled her contract with
them. Dorothy regarded herself as the persecuted victim of a Zionist conspiracy. By the
1950s, Dorothy was weary and out of sympathy with the society in which she lived, and
she longed for the world of simple Christian values in which she had grown up. One
friend said, “Politically, she was like a great ship left stranded on the beach after the tide
had gone out.”[29]
Dorothy wrote her last column on August 22, 1958. She wrote in her farewell column:
This column has set an endurance record of continuous comment on major
public affairs surpassed only by those written by David Lawrence and
Walter Lippmann. During one third of my life—21 years— “On the
Record” has been written three times a week, and for the last 17 years, 50
weeks annually. For almost as long a time I have contributed a monthly
essay to the Ladies’ Home Journal…. When I became a young foreign
correspondent for the Philadelphia Ledger, I received but one instruction:
Get the news accurately. If possible get it first. Don’t let your likes or
dislikes obscure the facts, and remember the laws of libel and slander.[30]

Conclusion
Eight publishers promptly expressed interest in Dorothy Thompson’s autobiography
after her retirement as a columnist. Weary and suffering from a multitude of physical
ailments, Dorothy never wrote her autobiography. She died in Lisbon on January 30,
1961.[31]
Dorothy’s column “On the Record” was not merely a success; it was a smash hit. At its
peak in 1940, her column was read by seven-and-one-half million people. For a while,
Dorothy was the most quotable of all the national pundits. She was also a highly
successful lecturer, and received a lucrative position as a free-lance radio commentator
with NBC.[32]
Dorothy’s effective popularity declined dramatically once she began to criticize
Zionism. Dorothy wrote in the winter of 1950:
The Zionists would like us all to believe that there is no such thing as an
Arab. They also have adopted the attitude that the State of Israel, unlike
every other state on earth, is sacrosanct, and outside any criticism
whatsoever. This is the more irritating since the Jewish people as a whole
have never been reticent in their criticisms of every other state and society
on the globe.[33]
This and similar statements caused Dorothy to be described in the Jewish press as “a
traitor,” “a Goebbels-minded publicity agent,” and “a mercenary, ill-motivated agent for
the heirs of Nazism.” For her part, Dorothy believed that she was the victim of “a
campaign of character assassination” unmatched in her 30 years of journalism.[34] As
with other writers and researchers, Dorothy Thompson learned that anyone who
criticizes Zionism or Israel will suffer severe consequences from Zionist organizations.
This article was originally published in the January/February 2020 issue of The Barnes
Review.
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Hemingway and Pound: Literary Friends, Wartime
(Criminal?) Opposites
by John Wear

Ernest Hemingway is one of the most famous literary figures of all time and is regarded
by many people as the American writer. He was an exceptional blend of literary talent
and iconoclastic personality, whose persona has become deeply etched in the American
popular consciousness.[1]
Hemingway wrote about the American poet Ezra Pound, “His own writing, when he
would hit it right, was so perfect, and he was so sincere in his mistakes and so enamored
of his errors, and so kind to people that I always thought of him as a sort of saint.”[2]
This article discusses the friendship that developed between these two American literary
icons. It also discusses the dramatic divergence between their lives as a result of their
respective actions during World War II, as well as the mental illnesses they allegedly
developed in their later years.

Friendship
Hemingway at first misjudged Ezra Pound when they met in Paris in 1922. Pound’s
open-throated shirt, unclipped goatee, and the showy blue-glass buttons on Pound’s
jacket convinced Hemingway that Pound was a colossal fake. However, Hemingway
soon realized that Pound was a far more generous and complex person than he had
originally assumed.[3]
Both Hemingway and Pound were passionately devoted to their art and admired each
other’s work. Hemingway, who at this time of his life was both responsive to
constructive criticism and intensely interested in the techniques of poetry and prose,
came to Pound as a pupil. Pound was the first significant writer to recognize
Hemingway’s talent, and he did everything he could to help Hemingway achieve
success.[4]
Pound introduced Hemingway to other writers, they played tennis together, they toured
Italy in February 1923, and Hemingway even attempted to teach Pound how to box.
Hemingway and his wife rented a flat in January 1924 to be near Pound’s home.
Hemingway defended Pound in one of his early poems, and borrowed lines from one of
Pound’s poems in two of his other poems.[5]
Hemingway praised Pound’s generosity, his character and his poetry in his book A
Moveable Feast:
Ezra was kinder and more Christian about people than I was...Ezra was the
most generous writer I have ever known…He helped poets, painters,
sculptors and prose writers that he believed in and he would help anyone
whether he believed in them or not if they were in trouble. He worried about
everyone and in the time when I first knew him he was most worried about
T. S. Eliot who, Ezra told me, had to work in a bank in London and so had
insufficient time and bad hours to function as a poet.[6]

Hemingway was aware of his immense personal and artistic debt to Pound. Pound
promoted Hemingway ceaselessly in the 1920s, and by virtue of being one of the
“founders” of modernism, Pound assured Hemingway a place in the artistic forefront.[7]
Hemingway came to regard Ezra Pound as a lifelong friend.

Hemingway’s War
Ernest Hemingway was an unabashedly patriotic and loyal American during World War
II. By collaborating on the anthology Men at War, written in Cuba in 1942 and dedicated
to his sons, Hemingway was contributing to the global war against fascism.[8]
Hemingway also used his pleasure boat Pilar to become what he would call “a secret
agent of my government.” Hemingway and his crew patrolled the northern coast of Cuba
in Pilar in search of German submarines, which in 1942 were sinking Allied ships in
many parts of the Atlantic. The hope was that the Germans would see a fishing boat
going about its business, and would come alongside to buy or seize fresh fish and water.
The crew of Pilar would be ready to attack with bazookas, machine guns and hand
grenades. While Pilar never encountered any German U-boats at close range,
Hemingway took this project seriously and put his heart into the mission.[9]
Hemingway was a war correspondent for Collier’s magazine beginning in late May
1944. He was in Britain for the days leading up to the Allied invasion of Normandy, and
was allowed to board one of the LCVPs (Landing Craft, Vehicle and Personnel) that
pushed off a ship toward Omaha Beach. Hemingway was not allowed, however, to wade
ashore himself. Regulations required that he stay in the landing craft and watch the
fighting through his binoculars.[10]
Hemingway continued to report on the war in France. He got great satisfaction from his
participation in the war and was very popular among the Allied soldiers. Predictably,
Hemingway bragged about the extent of his combat experience. He later claimed to have
killed many Germans, and while he apparently killed some, he probably killed far fewer
Germans than he claimed.[11]
Allied military authorities were alarmed by reports that Hemingway had carried a
weapon and engaged in combat in France. Hemingway was summoned by the inspectorgeneral of the U.S. Third Army to a judicial investigation on October 6, 1944.
Hemingway at this hearing had to downplay his military prowess in order to avoid being
court-martialed.[12]
Hemingway later wrote about crimes he committed during the war. Hemingway wrote in
a letter to Charles Scribner dated August 27, 1949:
One time I killed a very snotty SS kraut who, when I told him I would kill
him unless he revealed what his escape route signs were said: You will not
kill me, the kraut stated. Because you are afraid to and because you are a
race of mongrel degenerates. Besides it is against the Geneva Convention.
What a mistake you made, brother, I told him and shot him three times in
the belly fast and then, when he went down on his knees, shot him on the
topside so his brains came out of his mouth or I guess it was his nose.
The next SS I interrogated talked wonderfully.[13]
In a letter to Arthur Mizener dated June 2, 1950, Hemingway wrote that he used his M1
to shoot a German youngster riding on a bicycle. Hemingway said the German boy was

about the same age as his son Patrick (then age 16).[14] Although Hemingway felt some
remorse for this killing[15], he could never bring himself to say anything sympathetic to
the Germans.
Hemingway wrote in his letters that he killed 122 Germans, including a captured
German officer who would have been protected by the Geneva Convention.[16] While
Hemingway was probably exaggerating the number of Germans he killed, it is notable
that Hemingway openly bragged in writing about his war crimes without fear of
retribution from the Allies.

Pound’s War
Ezra Pound was an American citizen living in Rome at the time World War II broke out.
Unlike Hemingway, Pound opposed US policy throughout the war. Acting upon his own
volition, Pound received permission from the Italian government to make unpaid
broadcasts from Rome. In February 1940, Pound was heard for the first time on the
“American Hour,” a program beamed to the United States by Radio Rome.[17]
Encouraged by the vigorous “isolationist” movement in America, Pound tried to return
to the United States in the summer of 1941. The United States Embassy accused him of
being an agent of Fascism and would not issue him a visa. Exiled in Italy, Pound
continued his broadcasts and made about 75 radio broadcasts over Radio Rome before
the United States entered the war.[18]
The Italian government became suspicious of Pound’s motives and temporarily stopped
him from broadcasting. The avant-garde expressions and slew of ethnic slang that Pound
employed made the Italian secret service fear that he was sending messages in code to
the U.S. armed forces. Barred from making his broadcasts, Pound decided to return to
the United States. Pound and his wife Dorothy prepared to leave Rome on a diplomatic
evacuation train early in 1942. However, American officials in Rome informed Pound
that he was persona non grata with the United States government, and they refused to let
him and his wife board the train.[19]
The Italian government eventually allowed Pound to make radio broadcasts again. He
continued to make broadcasts strongly denouncing American involvement in the war,
with his last broadcast occurring on May 3, 1945.[20] Eustace Mullins wrote about
Pound:
In the midst of one of the most destructive wars in the history of mankind,
Ezra Pound remained true to his calling. While 50 million human beings
were dying by violence, he went down to Rome and read his poems over the
international wireless. And, as he had been doing all of his life, he
interspersed his poetry with blistering invective against politicians and
usurers.
He was the only Bohemian of the Second World War. In a world gone mad,
he continued to cry out, “Stop it! Stop it!” He has never raised his hand
against another human being.
Pound was duly indicted for treason, but the chief complaint against him
seems to have been that he refused to take part in the slaughter. While so
many millions were dipping their hands in blood, he asked only for
peace.[21]
On May 14, 1942, Pound broadcast “that there was a force inside the United States that

was not only trying to bust up the Monroe Doctrine, not only trying to betray our
tradition of keeping out of the European mess, but trying to start a war in order to get
America into it.” Pound repeatedly said that international Jewish bankers controlled the
democracies and had pushed for the assault on Germany.[22]

Pound Imprisoned
Pound was bound back to the United States and examined by four psychiatrists at St.
Elizabeths Hospital in Washington, D.C. These psychiatrists recommended that Pound
not be compelled to stand trial for treason because the pro-Fascist broadcasts he had
made during the war were the work of a man who had gone insane. Pound, who had
warned British and American citizens that Jewish propagandists had deceived them into
entering the war against the Axis Powers, was declared insane because of his political
opinions.[23]
Pound initially was confined in Howard Hall in St. Elizabeths Hospital. He was
surrounded there by rapists and killers who had been adjudged criminally insane. Pound
was shut away from daylight among men and women who sometimes screamed day and
night, foamed at the mouth, or tried to choke one another. In this environment, it was not
expected that Pound would survive very long. Fortunately, after over a year, protests
from Pound’s visitors enabled him to be transferred to a less-dangerous part of the
hospital.[24]
Ezra Pound’s wife Dorothy learned from the press that her husband was imprisoned in
St. Elizabeths Hospital. Her funds were nearly exhausted when she arrived in
Washington. U.S. officials promptly declared her an “enemy alien,” although she had
been married to Pound, an American citizen, for 42 years, and been of British nationality
before that. As an enemy alien, Dorothy was not allowed to draw upon her savings in
England. Hemingway and another poet advanced money to Dorothy to carry her through
these difficult days.[25]
Dorothy Pound began a vigil that was to last for more than 12 years. She was allowed to
visit her husband only 15 minutes each afternoon, and a guard was present during these
brief meetings. A doctor explained this extra precaution by saying that Pound was under
indictment for the most serious offense in American jurisprudence. Bail was denied to
Pound, and he was forced to stay in St. Elizabeths against his will.[26]
Hemingway could not stand the thought of his old friend being locked up. When
Hemingway received the Nobel Prize in Literature, he frequently mentioned Pound in
the many remarks and interviews he made in the press. Hemingway told a Time reporter
that Pound was a great poet and should be freed. In July 1956, Hemingway sent Pound
$1,000 and paid him a moving tribute, calling Pound “our greatest living poet” and “the
man who taught me, gently, to be merciful and tried to teach me to be kind.”[27]
Hemingway and some of Pound’s other friends continued to campaign for Pound’s
release, and were instrumental in obtaining his release from St. Elizabeths Hospital in
1958. Although Hemingway never saw or wrote to Pound again, Hemingway continued
to speak highly of his old friend.[28] Hemingway also gave Pound $1,500 to help him
relocate to another country.[29]

Final Years
Ezra Pound said to reporters on May 7, 1958, as he left St. Elizabeths Hospital, “All
America is an insane asylum.”[30] Pound returned to Italy, where he was not considered

a traitor. His daughter Mary said that it was always their plan to bring Pound to Italy
after his imprisonment in St. Elizabeths so that Pound might have peace and write
poetry.[31]
Pound continued to work on his poem the Cantos, which he had started many years
previously. Unfortunately, Pound did not finish this epic poem. Some people say Pound
hardly spoke in his last years.[32] However, poet Peter Russell spoke to Pound
frequently in Pound’s last years and says the myth of his absolute silence is sheer
nonsense.[33] Pound died peacefully in Venice in 1972 at the age of 87.
Ernest Hemingway suffered from declining health in his later years. He had always been
accident-prone. In addition to two serious concussions in World War II, he suffered from
a serious accident on Pilar in 1950, as well as concussions in two successive plane
crashes during a 24-hour period in January 1954. Hemingway was not exaggerating
when he told the Nobel Committee that he could not travel to Stockholm to accept their
award.[34]
Hemingway never fully recovered from these injuries. Friends and biographers of
Hemingway say that 1954 marked the start of an irreversible downward spiral which
was aggravated by various other illnesses and deep depression. Hemingway eventually
saw doctors at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, where he underwent
electroconvulsive therapy for his depression. This therapy failed, and Hemingway ended
his life by shooting himself with a double-barreled shotgun early in the morning on July
2, 1961.[35]

Conclusion
Ezra Pound was always sane and never should have been imprisoned in a mental
hospital. He was imprisoned solely because he spoke out against the insanity of World
War II. Peter Russell writes:
Apart from being the unique writer he was, he was a good all-rounder and
had never had any social or personal difficulties that could not be
considered normal. I gather that his comportment in St. Elizabeth’s was
such that he received the respect of all who knew him, save where there was
a difference of opinion on political and social matters. My own view is that
with time, Pound’s basic ideas will be seen to be extremely sane, simple and
even obvious. At the end of the war, I don’t think many of us could see
things clearly.[36]
By contrast, Ernest Hemingway eagerly took part in destroying Germany, even boasting
of murdering a surrendered German soldier in violation of the Geneva Convention.
Assuming Hemingway’s braggadocio is true, he should have been convicted of murder.
Happily, Hemingway and Pound remained lifelong friends despite their strongly
divergent courses during the war.
This article was originally published in the January/February 2020 issue of The Barnes
Review.
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Jews Transited through Belzec & Sobibor
by Panagiotis Heliotis

Welcome back dear readers for another take on the famous “Where did they go?” response of the
Holocaust orthodoxy when facing revisionism. As we know, historians claim that there were certain
camps like Treblinka with the sole purpose of extermination. Revisionists claim that this was not the case
and that these camps were actually transit camps where prisoners were kept for a while before transferred
elsewhere. So defenders of the official story keep demanding the names of Jews transited through these
camps. Well, they can relax, as we aim to please.
Previously we have seen several cases of Jews transited through Treblinka, one of the three supposed
death camps of Operation Reinhard. The other two camps are Belzec and Sobibor on which we will be
focusing today, as the USHMM database has also testimonies from these camps, hidden in plain sight, so
to speak. Just visit the USHMM site and see for yourself. Here’s the link for the testimony of Abram
Baran: https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/vha22389. Once the page is open, just click “About
This Oral History,” and the full list of his camps will appear. The last 5 digits of the link are the interview
number, which are all listed in the table below, so you can view each veteran’s testimony, right from the
site of the USHMM itself. There might be even more - see what you can find yourself!
We begin with Belzec. where we find the following:
- Mr Joseph Himmelstein, whose count of transfers stopped at a whopping 12 camps, including Majdanek
and Birkenau.
- Murray Henick was not far behind with 10 camps.
- Karol Brill follows with 4 camps.
- Stanley Levine (6 camps).
- Henry Rosenstein (6 camps).
- Max Stern (9 camps).
- David Handwohl. 10 camps including Majdanek and the three Auschwitz camps.
- Joseph Freiman (6 camps).
- Aron Fellenbaum (9 camps).
- Gary Flumenbaum (8 camps).
- Jack Borys (5 camps).
- Aharon Markivits (9 camps).
- Szyja Kramer (9 camps).
- Philip Fiksel (6 camps).
- Aaron Rosenzweig (12 camps).

- Morris Pilberg. 11 camps, including Treblinka.
- Bernard Green (6 camps).
- Abram Baran (6 camps).
- Vilem Solar (5 camps).
- Yosef Draylinger (6 camps).
- Motel Malcmacher (9 camps).
- Joseph Gelbart. 3 camps: From Auschwitz to Belzec and back to Auschwitz.
- Morris Borys (6 camps).
And now a few examples from Sobibor.
- Tsiporah Singer (7 camps).
- Moishe Botner (5 camps).
- Isak Rais (2 camps).
- Joseph Schnitzer (3 camps).
- Jules Schelvis (7 camps).
- Saartje Engel (3 camps).
- Lucie Pollak (2 camps).
- Mirjam Mullaart (6 camps).
- Debora Sessler (6 camps).
- And finally, a special guest star: Chayim Layst. Belzec and Sobibor!
Together with the Treblinka veterans, we have the following summary:
Name
Interview # Camps before Treblinka Belzec Sobibor Next camp
Gelbart
42012
2
×
Auschwitz
Seder
8135
0
×
Blizyn
Stupnik
35125
0
×
Blizyn
Borys
3132
1
×
Buchenwald
Botner
36893
?
×
Budzyn
Henick
11920
2
×
Cieszanów
Markiwits 16772
0
×
Cieszanów
Fiksel
8372
0
×
Cieszanów
Rosenstein 21055
1
×
Colditz
Flumenbaum 1861
5
×
Dachau
Solar
7943
0
×
Golleschau
Himmelstein 20123
8
×
Hannover
Fellenbaum 11961
1
×
Janiszow

Camps after
1
4
4
3
4
7
8
5
4
2
4
3
7

Rais
Schnitzer
Draylinger
Levine
Singer
Sessler
Green
Baran
Malcmacher
Mullaart
Gerstman
Szajman
Freiman
Chakin
Penn
Handwohl
Layst
Kramer
Rosenzweig
Borys
Pollak
Stern
Brill
Pilberg
Schelvis
Wynberg
Grynberg

18063
2019
5100
22529
28429
25384
51261
22389
17662
21341
14516
33766
14972
7457
38042
17677
20318
30827
2068
375
1964
9578
25883
1879
6399
7684
8605

0
0
0
3
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
4
0
4
1
1
0
0
1
8
0
0
0

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×

×

×

×
×
×
×
×

×

Krychow
1
Krychow
2
Laurahütte
5
Leitmeritz
2
Lida
6
Lublin
5
Majdanek
5
Majdanek
5
Majdanek
6
Majdanek
5
Majdanek
6
Majdanek
4
Mauthausen
3
Milejow
7
Milejow
8
Mittelbau-Dora
5
n/a
0
Ostrowiec
4
Pocking
10
Pruszków
4
Sawin
1
Schlieben
8
Skarzysko-Kamienna 2
Treblinka
1
Vaihingen
6
Westerbork
2
Zambrów
3

So together with Treblinka we now have at least 40 names of transited Jews through these supposed
extermination centers. And quite remarkably, in the database of the USHMM. No secret files, no
concealed documents, no conspiracies. So where did they go, you ask;
Well, to put it simply, they (and/or their descendants) are here, among us!
PS. According to a recent poll in Italy, Holocaust deniers have increased more than five times over
previous years, from just 2.7% in 2004 to 15% today. And the number will most certainly grow. Locating
the missing Jews was the last line of defense for the orthodoxy. Unfortunately this gap is now beginning
to close, putting the last nail in the coffin. The only thing that’s left now is to inform the public, as the
total collapse is inevitable. It is only a matter of time.

The Thin Internal Walls of Krematorium I at
Auschwitz
by Germar Rudolf

Abstract
The room inside the old crematorium of the Auschwitz Main Camp that was a morgue
according to original war-time plans is said to have been used as a homicidal gas
chamber between late 1941/early 1942 and the first half of 1943. It would seem that
operating a homicidal gas chamber requires the installation of gas-tight, panic-proof
doors to keep both the poisonous fumes and the victims safely inside. While there is no
evidence in the extant documentation pointing to the existence of any such doors,
orthodox historiography points to witness testimony indicating that such doors were in
fact in place. A closer scrutiny of war-time blueprints reveals that the walls of this
morgue which must have supported these doors were extremely thin, hence unable to
support the installation of massive steel doors.

The Impetus for This Paper
On November 20, 2019, I received the following email:
“Hello, my name is Federico Bussone, I’m from Italy. I think I have
discovered an important weak point in the mainstream official story of the
Auschwitz Main Camp crematorium. As far as I know, this weak point has
never been highlighted by any revisionist, and so I would like to share with
you my ‘discovery.’
We have to look at the original blueprint of the Crematorium I of April 10
1942 (but also the one from November 30 1940).
In both these plans, the wall of the left (short) side of the alleged gas
chamber, that is, the wall with the entrance door, is REALLY THIN, it
probably measures no more than 15 centimetres. As an architect, I
understand well that such a partition could only have served as a dividing
wall. It could have never withstand the stresses produced by the opening
and closing of a heavy steel door. Let alone the blows and the pressure
towards the outside exerted by the panicked prisoners.
I would like to emphasize that this type of wall, built of small solid bricks
bound by mortar, became quite resistant only when built in a double row. In
a single row, as it is in our case, it can be easily demolished with a little
sledgehammer by a single worker, for example during house renovation.
It seems to me that this important fact has not been grasped so far. For
example, the 3D models by Eric Hunt have the same (greater) thickness for
all walls. The same for other drawings I have found in revisionist
publications etc.
I hope this mail will be helpful!

Best regards.
Federico”

The Orthodox Narrative
After the former Polish military barracks south of the Polish city of Oswiecim had been
converted into a concentration camp by German authorities following the Polish defeat
in September 1939, the old munitions bunker on the grounds of that camp was converted
into a crematorium for the incineration of the remains of deceased or executed inmates.
In war-time and post-war literature, this building is alternately referred to as either the
old crematorium or Crematorium I. The morgue of this facility is said to have been
converted into a homicidal gas chamber subsequent to an initial test gassing conducted
in the camp’s gaol in September of 1941.[1] This was asserted already two months prior
to the end of World War Two by a combined Polish-Soviet investigative commission,
which stated the following about this in its report:[2]
“In early 1941, a crematorium, designated as Crematorium #1, was started up in the
Auschwitz camp. […] Next to this crematorium there was a gas chamber, which had, at
either end, gas-tight doors with peep-holes and in the ceiling four openings with
hermetic closures through which the ‘Ziklon’ [sic] for the killing of the persons was
thrown. Crematorium I operated until March 1943 and existed in that form for two
years.”
In preparation for the 1947 Polish show trial against former Auschwitz camp
commandant Rudolf Höss, Polish engineer Dr. Roman Dawidowski compiled an expert
report on evidence supporting homicidal gassing claims at Auschwitz, where we read on
this topic:[3]
“One now [in late 1941[4]] began to poison people regularly with Zyklon B and to use
for that purpose the Leichenhalle (morgue) of Crematorium I […]. This chamber […] on
both sides had a gas-tight door.”
Jan Sehn, the Polish judge who led the investigation leading up to the Polish post-war
show trials against former members of the German Auschwitz camp staff, wrote the
following about this in his 1960 book on Auschwitz:[5]
“The mortuary (Leichenkeller)[6] of the first Oswiecim crematorium […] was fitted
with two gas-proof doors.”
Claims about gas-tight doors in that morgue originate from witness testimony. Among
them is Stanisław Jankowski, who stated regarding the doors in that room in a deposition
October 3, 1980:[7]
“The two thick wooden doors of the room, one in the side wall, the other in the end wall,
had been made gas-tight.”
The post-war autobiography by Rudolf Höss, written while in Polish custody awaiting
his execution, contains little information about the doors of this alleged gas chamber,
only that they must have been very sturdy, because:[8]
“When the powder [sic; Zyklon B] was thrown in [to the gas chamber], there were cries
of ‘Gas!’, then a great bellowing, and the trapped prisoners [Russian PoWs to be gassed]
hurled themselves against both the doors. But the doors held.”

Höss moreover speaks repeatedly of the doors being “screwed” shut,[9] which points to
a door with massive steel fixtures not found on usual doors.
In his post-war declaration writing in the summer of 1945, former SS man Pery Broad
was a little more specific about the doors of this claimed homicidal gas chamber, making
it clear that this was a heavy, gas-tight, panic-proof door:[10]
“Suddenly the door was closed. It had been made tight with rubber and secured with iron
fittings. Those inside heard the heavy bolts being secured. They were screwed to with
screws, making the door air-tight. A deadly, paralysing terror spread among the victims.
They started to beat upon the door, in helpless rage and despair they hammered with
their fists upon it.”
While interrogated in preparation of the first Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial, defendant Hans
Stark made the following statements in his deposition about the doors of that room:[11]
“As early as the autumn of 1941 gassings were carried out in a room of the small
crematorium, the room having been fitted for that purpose. It could take in some
200–250 people, was higher than a normal living room, had no windows, and only one
door that had been made [gas] tight and had a lock like the door of an air-raid shelter.”

The Current Material Situation
In the fall of 1944, the section of the old crematorium that contained the morgue, the
washroom and the laying-out/dissecting room was converted into an air-raid shelter for
the SS.[12] For this purpose, the former interior walls of that section as well as the walls
separating it from the furnace room were changed – I will address this in more detail
later – and probably also the doors, as documentation indicates that the shelter’s interior
doors were of a “simple” nature,[13] hence neither gas-tight nor fragment-proof, as was
initially foreseen, nor panic-proof, as would have been required for homicidal
purposes.12

Illustration 1: Sign posted outside the old crematorium at the former Auschwitz Main
Camp juxtaposing the situation before the building’s conversion to an air-raid shelter
(left) to the current situation (right).
In 1947, the freshly established Polish Auschwitz-Museum authorities restructured the
building, among other things by removing some of the former air-raid shelter’s internal
walls. By so doing they tried to recreate the state as it was before the conversion of this
facility to an air-raid shelter. During that process, a number of mistakes were made,
among them the removal of a wall which did exist in the pre-shelter era, separating the
alleged gas chamber from the adjacent washroom. Only one internal wall was left, which
used to separate the washroom from the laying-out/dissecting room. To this very day,

this wall has a “simple interior wall” as installed during the conversion to an air-raid
shelter.
Only after the collapse of the Communist Eastern Bloc did the Polish Auschwitz
authorities start to acknowledge the fact that the facility as presented to visitors today is
not an accurate “reconstruction” of the former alleged gas chamber, although the tour
guides kept misrepresenting it to visitors. A sign hinting at a few of the inaccuracies of
this botched reconstruction was installed near that building only in the early 2000s, see
Illustration 1. The wall originally separating the morgue (or “gas chamber”, marked “c”
on the plans) from the washroom (marked “b” on the plans) is missing today.

The Revisionist Position
Starting from the assumption, caused by the Auschwitz Museum’s decade-long
misrepresentation, that today’s state of the building is an accurate reconstruction of the
situation during the war when homicidal gassing are said to have occurred, revisionists
highlighted the fact that the extant doors (or the lack thereof) in the claimed gas chamber
would never have allowed the claimed mass murder. For instance, Swedish eccentric
revisionist Ditlieb Felderer wrote in 1980:[14]
“The doorposts [of the door separating the alleged gas chamber from the former layingout/dissecting room] are made of wood, and the door itself is made of wood and glass.
The handle and lock are so weak that they keep falling apart. The door opens inwards,
into the ‘gas chamber.’ When we asked Mr. T. Szymanski, the (now retired) curator, how
it was that the gassees did not just smash the window in this door and escape, he advised
us that he had never investigated this door so he could not give us a definite answer!”
Gas-tight steel door
Illustration 2: Gas-tight steel door, type “air-raid shelter”, offered to the Auschwitz
Camp, but never delivered.

Illustration 3: One of the eight wedge locks of a gas-tight steel door, type “air-raid
shelter”, offered to the Auschwitz Camp, but never delivered. The wedging of these
levers into the lock position could rightly be called “screwed shut”.

The famous 1988 Leuchter Report acknowledged that the current state of the building is
not original, “since one wall had been removed,” and therefore did not make any
statement about the door currently visible.[15] However, at the end of a 1994 article,
revisionist Robert Faurisson, ghostwriter of the Leuchter Report, added two images
comparing the massive steel door of a US execution gas chamber with the flimsy
wooden door with window pane which has been visible in the old crematorium since the
wall from the morgue to the washroom had been knocked down in 1947. The caption to
the image showing that door reads:[16]
“One of the three doors of an alleged NS gas chamber for the execution of hundreds of
persons at once with Zyklon B (hydrogen cyanide) (Krematorium I, Auschwitz, Poland,
beginning of the 40’s).”
The same illustration with the same misleading caption can be found in the 2000 and
2003 English editions,[17] but has been removed in the 2019 edition. It is misleading,
because it was well known by the time these books were published that this door was
never part of a homicidal gas chamber, even if the Auschwitz tour guides were still
claiming this in the 1990s and early 2000s, and some may still be doing it today.
In 2005, the English translation of Carlo Mattogno’s monograph on Krematorium I was
published.[18] While it contains most of the witness testimony quoted earlier and goes
into some detail about the various restructurings this building went through, it does not
specifically address the question of the doors presumably installed in that building’s
morgue while allegedly used for homicidal purposes.
The same year also saw the first English (and 2nd German) edition of my Lectures on
the Holocaust, where I briefly addressed the issue of access doors to the morgue, albeit
with a focus on the swing door between the morgue and the furnace room, shown on
several war-time floor plans.[19] The same emphasis on that swing door, with much
more detail, can be found in Eric Hunt’s introductory contribution to C. Mattogno’s 2016
book Curated Lies.[20] While this proves that the blueprints do not reflect any outfitting
of the morgue for homicidal purposes, it can be argued that such secrecy was in fact
intentional, meaning that the floor plans were simply not updated in this regard, in
particular regarding the swing door, in order to conceal the criminal changes made.

Extant Documentation
In a long 1998 article, German architect Willy Wallwey, writing under the pen names of
Hans Jürgen Nowak and Werner Rademacher, summarized what the extant
documentation accessible in various Moscow archives reveals about gas-tight doors
offered to, delivered to and installed in the various buildings at Auschwitz.[21] Wallwey
concluded that the Auschwitz camp authorities did indeed request cost estimates for
sturdy, gas-tight, and probably also panic-proof steel doors, but they were never
delivered. These doors even had so-called wedge locks used to close them in an air-tight
fashion, a closing mechanism that could be called “screwing” the doors shut as described
by witnesses, see Illustration 3.[22]

Illustration 4: Make-shift air-raid-shelter door of Krematorium I made of wood with a
thin sheet metal cover, probably built by inmates in the camp’s workshop.

Illustration 5: Blueprint of the wall anchor for a frame of a sturdy, gas-tight steel door.
The two existing air-raid-shelter doors made for Krematorium I in 1944 during the
building’s conversion to an air-raid shelter are made of wooden planks covered by thin
sheet metal, see Illustration 4. Although these doors were probably built by the local
inmate workshop, so far no documentation about them has been found. This proves that
not everything that was constructed at the Auschwitz Camp left a trace in the
documental record, or if it did, that it has survived. Hence, it is conceivable that sturdy

gas-tight doors similar to those shown in Illustrations 2f. were in fact delivered to
Auschwitz and were subsequently installed there without leaving a documental trace.

The Blueprints

Illustration 6: Inventory plan of Krematorium I, dated April 10, 1942. RGVA,
502-2-146, p. 21. Below: section enlargement of washroom with adjacent walls, rotated
by 90°, with grey circles added to highlight the walls’ width of 15 cm.

While it cannot be ruled out that panic-proof, gas-tight steel doors were indeed delivered
to Auschwitz and may have been installed elsewhere, it can be ruled out, based on wartime floor plans, that any such door could have been installed in the relevant door
openings of the morgue of Krematorium I.
First, we need to be aware that the frame of a massive wooden or even a steel door
designed to withstand a panicking crowd needs to be anchored firmly in the wall.
Illustration 5 shows a hoop steel anchor with a so-called dovetail going some 14 cm (5.5
inches) into the wall.22 Needless to say, the wall itself had to be considerably thicker
than 14 cm.
Turning to the war-time floor plans of this morgue, we see that the wall separating the
morgue from the adjacent washroom and the wall separating it from the furnace room
were both very thin: 15 cm, which is the width of a standard brick plus some plaster on
both sides of it (see Illustration 6). Hence, these walls consisted only of one row of
bricks set lengthwise. The wall separating the morgue from the furnace room consisted
of two such walls with a gap of some 30 cm in between (for thermal insulation).
It is not possible to set a steel anchor into bricks. In such a case, bricks have to be
removed, and then the anchor placed into a block of cement/concrete. However, since
these walls consisted only of one row of bricks – unless they consisted only of a wooden
framework of 2-by-5s plus some boards, in which case we need no longer discuss this
issue – removing a brick to place an anchor embedded in cement in its stead would have
left this chunk of cement held in place by nothing more than the bricks on top and at the
bottom of it. Such a chunk would have become loose very quickly. Any forceful shaking
of the door would have dislodged those anchors, bent the frame, and made the frame
including the door fall out of the wall sooner or later.
In other words, the meager thickness of these walls proves that no sturdy, panic-proof
door of any kind could have been installed in them.
The only option left for the traditionalists is to claim that these walls were reinforced to a
much thicker width at the very moment the morgue is said to have been converted into a
homicidal gas chamber, meaning in September 1941. Yet no evidence exists for this
neither in the documental record nor in witness testimonies known to me.
As the late Dr. Robert Faurisson put it aptly:
“No doors, no destruction.”
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Werner Heisenberg: Germany’s Maligned Scientific
Genius
by John Wear

German physicist Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976) is widely regarded as one of the
greatest physicists in world history.[1] His contributions were crucial to the development
of quantum physics during the first half of the 20th Century. Unfortunately, Heisenberg’s
reputation has been assailed because he worked on Germany’s atomic-bomb project
during World War II. This article shows that Heisenberg’s slighted reputation is not
justified, and that he risked his life in an effort to prevent the use of atomic bombs
during the war.

Scientific Genius
Werner Heisenberg’s scientific genius was apparent at an early age. Heisenberg’s physics
professor at the University of Munich, Arnold Sommerfeld, regarded Heisenberg as a
brilliant student. Sommerfeld paid 20-year-old Heisenberg’s expenses to travel with him
to Göttingen in June 1922 to attend seven lectures by Danish physicist Niels Bohr.
Although it was an unspoken rule that students do not contradict professors in public,
Heisenberg strongly challenged Bohr’s calculations after one of Bohr’s lectures. The
surprised Bohr invited Heisenberg for a long walk after the lecture to get to know
Heisenberg.[2] Thus began a close collaboration and friendship that became central to
progress in quantum physics.[3]
Heisenberg moved to Göttingen in October 1922 to work as Max Born’s physics
assistant. Born wrote a letter to Sommerfeld describing Heisenberg as a person of
“exceptional talent, modest ways, zeal, enthusiasm, and good humor.” Born later
described Heisenberg in a letter to Bohr as “a young boy of rare charm and genius.”[4]
Heisenberg moved to Copenhagen in 1924 to work with Niels Bohr and his group of
outstanding physicists. Physicist Victor Weisskopf wrote about Heisenberg:
Heisenberg had a special intuitive way of getting to the essential point. This,
together with an incredible force of persistence and determination, made
him the most prolific and successful physicist of the recent past. Whenever
important problems turned up in the subsequent development of quantum
mechanics, more often than not, it was Heisenberg who found the solution.
He pointed to the direction of further developments by inventing new ways
of looking at the situation. Apart from his fundamental contributions to the
formulation of the quantum mechanics of the atom, he was able to decipher
the helium spectrum that had puzzled the physicists for decades; he
explained the magnetism of iron and similar metals; he paved the way to get
a profound description of nuclear structure by considering the proton and
the neutron as two states of the same basic particle. These are only a few of
his outstanding contributions.[5]
Heisenberg’s best-known contribution to physics is the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle. This principle states that one cannot simultaneously measure with absolute
precision both the position and the momentum of an electron at any given instant.

Heisenberg stated in his paper, published on March 22, 1927: “The more precisely we
determine the position, the more imprecise is the determination of momentum in this
instant, and vice versa.” This discovery helped Heisenberg win the 1932 Nobel Prize in
Physics.[6]

Physics Professor
Heisenberg was appointed head of theoretical physics at Leipzig University in October
1927. On delivery of his inaugural lecture before the Leipzig faculty on February 1,
1928, Heisenberg became Germany’s youngest full professor at Age 26.[7]
Heisenberg’s genius and reputation attracted a talented group of doctoral students and
research associates to Leipzig. Edward Teller, who earned his doctorate in physics under
Heisenberg’s tutelage, described Heisenberg as an excellent teacher who was kind to
everyone. Teller wrote that openness and sharing characterized Heisenberg’s physics
group; nationality, religion and political opinion had no effect on one’s welcome.[8]
Many physicists left Heisenberg’s group when Adolf Hitler passed a law in April 1933
preventing Jews from holding jobs as civil servants. This law caused well over a
thousand Jews in academic posts to begin looking for positions abroad.[9] Heisenberg
strongly opposed the forced expulsion of Jewish scientists and despaired that he could
do nothing to prevent it. Heisenberg wrote to physicist James Franck in early 1934: “I
fear that a long time will pass before such a time of scientific enthusiasm will be
possible once again in Germany. But I want to hold out here.”[10] Heisenberg was
committed to doing everything in his power to help German science.
Heisenberg also defended himself and theoretical physicists against attacks from
German experimental physicists. The July 15, 1937 issue of the SS Das Schwarze Korps
published an article by German experimental physicist Johannes Stark attacking
Heisenberg as a “white Jew” who must be “eliminated just as the Jews themselves.”
Heisenberg wrote a letter directly to Heinrich Himmler requesting protection from such
threatening attacks. Heisenberg’s mother Annie, who was acquainted with Himmler’s
mother, visited Mrs. Himmler to have her deliver Heisenberg’s letter directly to Heinrich
Himmler.[11]
Heisenberg wrote a point-by-point rebuttal of Stark’s charges in response to a letter from
Himmler. Himmler then set in motion an intensive SS investigation that lasted more than
eight months. Heisenberg made several trips to Berlin to defend his case, and on at least
one trip he was interrogated in the basement chambers of the SS headquarters.
Fortunately, the SS investigators assigned to Heisenberg’s investigation had some
training in physics, and they correctly described Heisenberg as an apolitical academic
who was of great value to German physics. Himmler on July 21, 1938 sent an official
letter to Heisenberg stating: “I do not approve of the attack of Das Schwarze Korps in its
article, and I have proscribed any further attack against you.” Heisenberg was
exonerated and free to work in Germany.[12]
Physicists knew that building an atomic bomb was at least theoretically possible in
January 1939, when they realized the uranium atom had been split when bombarded
with neutrons. American physicists feared that Germany might build an atomic bomb
before them. Heisenberg’s physicist friends offered him several job opportunities in
America when Heisenberg visited the United States in the summer of 1939. Heisenberg
refused them all. He said he had a loyalty to his students and wanted to help rebuild
German science after the war. Heisenberg did not know that his friends would
consider him an enemy once the war started.[13]

Heisenberg’s Atomic-Bomb Work
Heisenberg’s atomic-bomb research began on September 26, 1939, when he was
conscripted to join the War Office’s Nuclear Physics Research Group. Heisenberg
initially thought that only fissionable U-235 could be used to build an atomic bomb. The
separation of U-235 from uranium (U-238) was an enormously complex and expensive
undertaking because of the slight variation in weight of U-235 versus U-238. Niels Bohr
stated in 1939 that the whole of the United States would have to be transformed into a
factory in order to achieve enough fissionable U-235 for an atomic bomb.[14]
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, Heisenberg’s close friend and former student, discovered
the new element plutonium. Weizsäcker and Heisenberg realized that plutonium was
chemically separable from uranium, and that plutonium could be used as fissionable
material in an atomic bomb. Since plutonium could be produced in a nuclear reactor,
they knew construction of an atomic bomb was now feasible.[15]
German physicists decided to have Heisenberg travel to Copenhagen in September 1941
to talk in secret with Niels Bohr. Heisenberg had hoped that he could obtain Bohr’s help
in reaching an international agreement among physicists not to build an atomic bomb
during the war. Bohr did not want to pursue Heisenberg’s suggestion, and apparently did
not trust Heisenberg’s motives. Germany had driven many of its leading scientists into
exile before the war, and it seemed to Bohr that Heisenberg was seeking to negate this
Allied advantage in the development of atomic bombs.[16]
Elisabeth Heisenberg wrote about her husband’s trip to see Niels Bohr:
So what was Heisenberg’s ultimate concern during these discussions with
Bohr? The truth was that Heisenberg saw himself confronted with the
spectre of the atomic bomb, and he wanted to signal to Bohr that Germany
neither would nor could build a bomb. That was his central motive. He
hoped that the Americans, if Bohr could tell them this, would perhaps
abandon their own incredibly expensive development. Yes, secretly he even
hoped that his message could prevent the use of an atomic bomb on
Germany one day. He was constantly tortured by this idea.[17]
An important point concerning Heisenberg’s meeting with Bohr is that Heisenberg had
no official authority to tell Bohr anything about the German atomic-bomb project.
Heisenberg had committed an act of treason by attempting to obtain an international
agreement among physicists not to build an atomic bomb during the war. Heisenberg had
courageously risked his life by so talking to Bohr.[18]
In a meeting on June 4, 1942, Heisenberg and other nuclear scientists told Albert Speer
that Germany did not have the resources to construct an atomic bomb during the war.
Germany focused only on building a nuclear reactor, and this project enabled many
German scientists to avoid military service on the Eastern Front. Heisenberg had guided
Germany’s atomic-bomb program into a small, poorly funded project that posed no
threat to anyone.[19]

Target: Heisenberg
Werner Heisenberg was considered by many to be the world’s greatest practicing
physicist at the start of World War II. It was universally believed Heisenberg was the one
German with the genius to build an atomic bomb. British physicist James Chadwick told
American officials that he considered Heisenberg “the most dangerous possible German

in the field because of his brain power…” Robert Oppenheimer told a young intelligence
officer that “the position of Heisenberg in German physics is essentially unique. If we
were undertaking [a bomb project] in Germany, we would make desperate efforts to
have Heisenberg as a collaborator.”[20]
With so much fear of Heisenberg’s brain, it was inevitable that the Allies would attempt
to solve the problem by getting Heisenberg out of the way. British and American
bombers intentionally targeted buildings in Berlin where Heisenberg and other scientists
were thought to be working. These Allied bombings were made primarily to kill the
German scientists involved in the atomic-bomb project. German scientists were forced to
move their operations outside the city of Berlin as a result of these bombings.[21]
American physicists also proposed illegal means of eliminating Heisenberg. Upon
learning that Heisenberg was visiting neutral Switzerland in December 1942 to give
lectures on S-matrix theory, Victor Weisskopf wrote a three-page letter to Robert
Oppenheimer proposing a plan to kidnap Heisenberg in Switzerland. This kidnapping
plan was discussed and supported by Hans Bethe, Samuel Goudsmit, Edward Teller, Leo
Szilard and Eugene Wigner. Oppenheimer replied thanking Weisskopf for his
“interesting letter,” saying he already knew the central facts and had passed them on to
“the proper authorities.” These Jewish physicists did not care that kidnapping
Heisenberg in neutral Switzerland was against international law, nor did they scruple to
conspire against their former colleague and mentor.[22]
Heisenberg’s kidnapping was not attempted, but American military intelligence devised
a plan to possibly murder Heisenberg when he visited neutral Switzerland in December
1944. OSS agent Moe Berg was assigned to attend Heisenberg’s lecture on S-matrix
theory. Berg had been drilled in physics and understood German. If anything Heisenberg
said convinced Berg that Germany was close to building an atomic bomb, Berg’s
assignment was to kill Heisenberg with a gun Berg had been issued in Washington.[23]
Berg wrote during Heisenberg’s lecture: “As I listen, I am uncertain—see: Heisenberg’s
uncertainty principle—what to do to H…discussing math while Rome burns—if they
knew what I’m thinking.” Fortunately, Berg did nothing. Heisenberg in his lecture and
during a party afterwards gave no indication that Germany was close to building an
atomic bomb. Berg correctly concluded in his report to Washington that there would be
no German atomic bomb.[24]
Heisenberg had been unaware of the potential kidnapping and murder plans against him.
While interned after the war along with nine other German scientists in Farm Hall in
Great Britain, Heisenberg referred to Robert Oppenheimer as a person who means
well.[25] Heisenberg did not know that Oppenheimer and other American physicists had
wanted to illegally kidnap him in neutral Switzerland during the war.

Heisenberg’s Wartime Accomplishments
Almost alone among the great physicists of the world, Werner Heisenberg continued to
do important theoretical research during World War II. Heisenberg wrote several
scientific papers and a book titled Vorträge über Kosmische Strahlung that was
published in 1943.[26]
Heisenberg traveled to the Netherlands in October 1943 to help Dutch physicists.
Heisenberg gave six talks in as many cities and reopened scientific exchanges with
numerous colleagues. More important, Heisenberg quashed a German order to ship
Dutch scientific equipment to Germany, reopened the physics laboratory at the
University of Leiden, and eased travel restrictions that had trapped Dutch colleagues.

Hans Kramers wrote to Heisenberg “to tell you once more how happy your visit has
made me, stimulating again old ideals.” Kramers was not the only Dutch physicist to
express such gratitude.[27]
Heisenberg also prevented Niels Bohr’s institute in Copenhagen from being confiscated
by the German government. After Niels Bohr had escaped to Sweden, a detachment of
German military police seized Bohr’s institute in December 1943. Heisenberg spent
three days in Copenhagen in January 1944 with German officials and persuaded them to
return Bohr’s institute to Danish control. Heisenberg demonstrated how difficult it
would be to dismantle the complex equipment in the institute for shipment to Germany.
He also proved to German officials that none of the institute’s work involved secret war
research. Based on Heisenberg’s recommendations, the institute was returned to Danish
control “without official conditions,” and a physicist who had been imprisoned was
released from jail.[28]
Heisenberg prevented Polish physicist Edwin Gora from being sent to German
concentration camps while also enabling him to complete his Ph.D. thesis. Gora wrote
after Heisenberg’s death:
I contacted Heisenberg, who promptly invited me to come to Leipzig. There
he made arrangements for me to register as a foreign student, and to get a
part time job as a streetcar conductor. As such, I got a foreign laborers’
permit to stay in Germany. This arrangement worked during 1940, and I
could attend classes regularly including Heisenberg’s lectures on relativity.
In early 1941, I was picked up by the Gestapo, but later released, so far as I
know, thanks to Heisenberg’s intervention. Authorities in my hometown had
classified me as a “deutschfeindlicher Pole” (a Pole hostile to Germany),
which normally would have implied a concentration camp and poor chances
for survival. After this, I was no longer permitted to enter Institute premises,
but Heisenberg made arrangements to see me privately, and to keep me
supplied with all the materials needed to complete my thesis, which was
eventually published without Institute address…[29]
Heisenberg also helped save the life of a German man after Allied bombing in Berlin on
March 1, 1943. A young woman who had been calling for help told Heisenberg that her
old father was still up in the attic fighting a losing battle against the flames. Since the
stairway had collapsed, she did not know how her father could be brought down.
Heisenberg scaled the walls to the roof, and managed to get the old man down along the
same route he had clambered up.[30]

Conclusion
A faint hope that the world’s physicists might conspire not to build atomic bombs during
the war brought Werner Heisenberg to visit Niels Bohr in Copenhagen. Under the stress
of war, the two great physicists could not communicate. They eventually decided after
the war not to discuss what was said during Heisenberg’s visit to Copenhagen. The
friendship of Werner Heisenberg and Niels Bohr, once so close and fruitful, was never
fully revived. They maintained a polite and cordial relationship, but their close bond of
friendship ended after World War II.
Despite Heisenberg’s noble actions during World War II, many physicists shunned
Heisenberg after the war because he had worked for Adolf Hitler. As American physicist
John Wheeler wrote, “Heisenberg died in 1976 at the age of 74, with fewer friends than
he deserved.”[31]
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What Happened to Jews Sent to the Aktion
Reinhardt Camps?
by John Wear

Establishment historians state that all Jews sent to the Aktion Reinhardt camps of
Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor were exterminated. It is claimed that a handful of strong
young Jews were temporarily spared to keep the camps running. All other Jews sent to
the Aktion Reinhardt camps were immediately gassed upon arrival without
registration.[1]
Historian Peter Longerich, for example, states in his book Holocaust that 1,274,166 Jews
had been killed in the Aktion Reinhardt camps by the end of 1942. Longerich bases his
statement on the Höfle telegram from January 1943 which shows that this many Jews
had been sent by then to the Aktion Reinhardt camps. Longerich asserts without evidence
that all Jews sent to the Aktion Reinhardt camps were murdered.[2]This article
documents that contrary to what establishment historians state, the Aktion Reinhardt
camps were actually transit camps rather than extermination camps.

Demographics
The German policy of resettling Jews in the areas of Europe east of Germany is
supported by the demographic studies of Eugene M. Kulischer. Kulischer, who was a
member of the International Labor Office in Montreal during World War II, published in
1943 the book The Displacement of Population in Europe.[3]
This book used the work of 24 institutions that had at their disposal a huge network of
channels of information in the various European nations. Kulischer was thus able to base
his demographic studies upon the best existing sources.
Kulischer devoted an entire section of his book to the expulsion and deportation of Jews
during World War II. Kulischer stated:
For the Polish ghettos are not the last stage in the forced eastward migration
of the Jewish people. On 20 November 1941, the Governor General, Hans
Frank, broadcast the information that the Polish Jews would ultimately be
transferred further east. Since the summer of 1942 the ghettos and labour
camps in the German-occupied Eastern Territories have become the
destination of deportees both from Poland and from western and central
Europe; in particular, a new large-scale transfer from the Warsaw ghetto has
been reported. Many of the deportees have been sent to the labour camps on
the Russian front; others to work in the marshes of Pinsk, or to the ghettos
of the Baltic countries, Bielorussia and Ukraine.[4]
Kulischer wrote that removal of the Jews to the east was largely motivated by the wish
to make use of them as forced labor. Jews were not (initially) sent to work in the Reich
because this would violate Hitler’s policy of making Germany free of Jews.
Kulischer stated that “deportation to the east is for Jews the equivalent of the recruitment
for work in the Reich to which the rest of the population of German-controlled Europe is

subject, and their removal further and further eastward is doubtless connected with the
need for supplying the army’s requirements near the front.”[5] Kulischer concluded that
the vast majority of deported Jews “went to the General Government, and further east to
the German and Rumanian-occupied territories of the Soviet Union.”[6]
Nowhere in his book does Kulischer speak of extermination camps or of a German
policy of genocide of the Jews. The demographic evidence does not support such a
conclusion.

Himmler’s Statements
Heinrich Himmler issued orders and made statements indicating that the Aktion
Reinhardt camps were transit camps. For example, on July 5, 1943, Himmler personally
gave the following order:
The transit camp Sobibor is to be converted into a concentration camp. In
the concentration camp a plant for the repair of captured munitions is to be
established.[7]
On September 18, 1941, in a letter to Gauleiter Arthur Greiser, Himmler wrote that, in
accordance with the wishes of the Führer, the Jews were supposed to have been
transported out of the Altreich and the Protectorate “into the eastern territories newly
incorporated into the Reich two years ago,” but merely “as a first stage,” in expectation
of a deportation “still farther to the east.”[8]
On November 18, 1943, in a speech given in Krakow before SS leaders and other
German officials, Himmler spoke of “…these 16 million foreign peoples, whose
numbers were once made even larger by an enormous number of Jews, who of course
now have emigrated or been brought to the east.”[9]
Some Jewish historians dismiss these and other statements by Himmler by saying that
the Nazis used code words to hide their genocide of European Jewry. This theory does
not explain why Himmler used explicit written orders for his other crimes. For example,
Heinrich Himmler authorized in writing many illegal human medical experiments and
executions in the German concentration camps. It is absurd to think that Himmler hid the
genocide of European Jewry behind code words, while his other crimes were clearly
stated in writing.

Jews Sent from Aktion Reinhardt Camps to Auschwitz
and Majdanek
Since the Allies claimed that Nazi Germany had a program of genocide against
European Jewry, numerous documents contradicting the genocide myth were hidden or
destroyed by the Allies. However, enough documents exist to disprove Longerich’s
assertion that all Jews sent to the Aktion Reinhardt camps were exterminated.
Some Jews were sent from the Aktion Reinhardt camps to Auschwitz and Majdanek.
Polish historian Zofia Leszczynska reports that 1,700 Jews left Belzec for Majdanek in
October of 1942. Jewish historians Adam Rutkowski and Tatiana Berenstein state in an
article about Jews at Majdanek: “Some of the transports from Warsaw reached Lublin by
way of Treblinka, where the selection of the deportees took place.” Samuel Zylbersztain
wrote that on April 30, 1942, a transport with 305 Jews arrived at Majdanek from
Treblinka. Such reports give the lie to the claim that Belzec and Treblinka were pure
extermination camps.[10]

The statements of numerous Dutch-Jewish deportees also indicate that Sobibor was a
transit camp. Cato Polak was deported on March 10, 1943 and remained in Sobibor one
or two hours before being transferred to Majdanek. Bertha Jansen-Ensel and Judith
Eliazar, who had arrived in Sobibor on March 10, 1943, were likewise transferred to
Majdanek. Although they alluded to gas chambers and cremations, they declared:
“Sobibor was no camp, rather a transit camp.” Jules Schelvis, who was deported to
Sobibor on June 1, 1943, was transferred three hours after his arrival there and
eventually returned to Holland via Auschwitz.[11]
Sientje and Jetje Veterman were sent to Sobibor on April 6, 1943. They were sorted out
together with 28 other women for work, transferred to Trawniki, and later returned to the
Netherlands by way of Auschwitz-Birkenau. Elias Alex Cohen was deported to Sobibor
on March 17, 1943. Cohen spent only a few hours in Sobibor and was sent on to
Majdanek with 35 other Jews. She eventually returned home to Holland via AuschwitzBirkenau. Sophie Verduin was deported to Sobibor on March 10, 1943, and transferred
to Majdanek a few hours later. Her return home to Holland took place by way of
Auschwitz-Birkenau.[12]
Nearly all of the Dutch Jews who had been transferred from Sobibor to another camp
returned home by way of Auschwitz-Birkenau. The survival of these Dutch Jews proves
that Sobibor was not used solely as an extermination camp.[13]

Forensic Evidence
Forensic evidence indicates that the Aktion Reinhardt camps were not extermination
camps. A detailed forensic examination at the Treblinka Camp using sophisticated
electronic ground radar found no evidence of mass graves. The Australian team that
carried out this forensic examination at the Treblinka Camp was headed by Richard
Krege, a qualified electronics engineer. Krege’s team used an $80,000 Ground
Penetration Radar (GPR) device, which sends out vertical signals whose returns are
visible on a computer monitor. GPR devices are routinely used around the world by
geologists, archaeologists and police. GPR detects any major disturbances in the soil to a
normal effective depth of four to five meters depending on conditions.
For six days in October 1999 the team carefully examined the entire Treblinka site,
especially the alleged “mass graves” portion, and carried out control examinations of the
surrounding area. Krege’s team also carried out visual soil inspections, and used an
auger to take numerous soil samples. They found no soil disturbance consistent with the
burial of hundreds of thousands of bodies, nor even evidence that the ground had ever
been disturbed. In addition, the team found no evidence of individual graves, bone
remains, human ashes or wood ashes. Richard Krege concludes from his examination of
the site that Treblinka was never an extermination camp.[14]
With regard to excavations at Sobibor, Thomas Kues states:
In an article published in The Scotsman on November 26, 2001, we read that
Polish archaeologist A. Kola and his team had discovered seven mass
graves at the Sobibor site…Despite seven years having passed since the
drills and diggings were reportedly made, not a single article, paper or
scientific report has appeared on them, neither in English, Polish, nor in any
other language.[15]
No articles, papers or scientific reports have been published because A. Kola and his
team had nothing to report that would benefit the claim that Sobibor was an
extermination camp.

Defenders of the Holocaust story have sometimes used forensic archaeologist Dr.
Caroline Sturdy Colls and her limited excavation work at Treblinka to prove that
Treblinka was an extermination camp. An analysis of her work shows that she fails to
prove that Treblinka was an extermination camp.[16]

Photographic and Engineering Evidence
German aerial reconnaissance photographs taken in 1944 of the Treblinka Camp also
cast serious doubts on the widely accepted story that Treblinka was a mass extermination
center. Discovered in 1989 in the National Archives in Washington, D.C., these
photographs corroborate other evidence indicating that Treblinka was actually a transit
camp. The photographs indicate that Treblinka was an extremely small camp. The
camp’s alleged burial area is too small to contain the hundreds of thousands of bodies
supposedly buried there. Treblinka was also not particularly well guarded or isolated.
The aerial photographs show that fields where Polish farmers planted and cultivated
crops were directly adjacent to the camp perimeter and were cultivated right up to the
edge of the camp.[17]
John C. Ball, a geologist with experience interpreting aerial photographs, has reviewed
the wartime aerial photos taken of Treblinka, Belzec and Sobibor. Ball concludes:
To this day there is no air photo evidence to support the alleged mass
murder of the Jews at any location in Europe occupied by the Germans
during World War Two. Further, air photo analysis refutes the claim that the
‘Nazis’ had intended, at whatever time, to keep events in the alleged
extermination camps secret.[18]
Of the five camps where carbon monoxide was supposedly used to kill inmates, the vast
majority of victims are said to have been killed in the Aktion Reinhardt camps. Carbon
monoxide was supposedly generated by Diesel engines to kill the victims. However, the
Diesel engine is an inherently poor choice as a source of carbon monoxide. The logical
choice as a source of carbon monoxide would have been the gasoline engine. Any
common, ordinary gasoline engine would easily have given the Germans 10 times more
carbon-monoxide production than any similarly sized Diesel engine.[19]
American engineer Friedrich Paul Berg wrote:
The hoax becomes even more obvious when one discovers that far better
sources of carbon monoxide, better even than gasoline engines, were readily
available to the Germans – and required neither Diesel fuel nor gasoline…
Even if some deranged minds had tried for a time to commit murder with
Diesel exhaust, after a few, many-hours-lasting attempts it would have
become apparent to even the most-demented fiend that something far better
was needed. The idea that the National Socialists actually used such a
method not just for a few fiendish experiments, but continually over many
months in several different locations is too preposterous. It never
happened![20]
Walter Lüftl, a court-recognized expert engineer who headed a large engineering firm in
Vienna, concludes in his report that the stories of gas chambers with Diesel engines and
gas vans at places such as Treblinka can only be disinformation. Lüftl states:
The laws of nature apply both to Nazis and anti-fascists. Nobody can be
killed with diesel exhaust gas in the manner described [in the Holocaust
literature].[21]

Impossibility of Disposing of Bodies
Historians universally acknowledge that none of the Aktion Reinhardt camps had
crematoria. By contrast, German concentration camps such as Buchenwald, BergenBelsen and Dachau had crematoria even though mass killings are not alleged to have
taken place at these camps. Why wouldn’t the Germans have also built crematoria at the
Aktion Reinhardt camps, since such crematoria would have been far more-necessary to
dispose of the bodies of the victims of the mass killings?[22]
According to Holocaust historians, the bodies of Jews gassed at the Aktion Reinhardt
camps were first buried in mass graves. The bodies were later exhumed and burned in
the open air.[23]
Based on several cremation experiments, Carlo Mattogno determines that 160 kg of
wood are needed to cremate a human body weighing 45 kg. He calculates that the
burning of 870,000 bodies at Treblinka would have left 1,950 tons of human ashes, plus
11,100 tons of wood ashes. The total volume of ashes would have amounted to
approximately 48,400 cubic meters. Also, 139,200 metric tons of wood would have been
required for the incineration of the bodies. Since human teeth and bones cannot be
completely destroyed through open air cremations, myriads of teeth and bone fragments
would have accumulated at the site of the former camp.[24]
Even if Mattogno’s calculations are significantly inflated, the mass extermination of
approximately 870,000 people at Treblinka would have left huge amounts of human and
wood ashes as well as teeth and bones. The fact that large quantities of these have not
been found indicates that mass exterminations of inmates did not take place at Treblinka.
Although enormous amounts of fuel would have been needed to cremate the hundreds of
thousands of alleged corpses, there is no credible documentary record or witness
recollection of the great quantities of firewood that would have been required.
According to Polish-Jewish historian Rachel Auerbach, fuel to burn bodies was not
needed at Treblinka because the bodies of women, which had more fat, “were used to
kindle, or, more accurately put, to build the fires among the piles of corpses…” Even
more incredible, she wrote that “blood, too, was found to be first-class combustion
material.”[25] Auerbach’s explanation of how bodies were burned at Treblinka does not
withstand intelligent consideration.

Conclusion
Many Jewish prisoners undoubtedly perished during or after their rail journey to the
Aktion Reinhardt camps. It is also plausible that hundreds and perhaps thousands of Jews
who were too weak or ill to continue the eastbound journey from the camps were killed
by officials acting on their own authority. These prisoners were buried at the Aktion
Reinhardt camps. However, there is no evidence that the Aktion Reinhardt camps were
mass extermination centers in which anyone was systematically put to death.[26]
The Aktion Reinhardt camps were transit camps rather than extermination camps. The
demographic studies, the statements from Heinrich Himmler, the reports of transfers of
Jews from the Aktion Reinhardt camps to Auschwitz and Majdanek, the lack of credible
forensic evidence that mass exterminations occurred at these camps, the photographic
and engineering evidence, the impossibility of disposing of so many bodies in such a
short period of time, the relative lack of secrecy and security in the camps, and the small
size of the areas where the bodies were supposedly buried all refute that the Aktion
Reinhardt camps were death camps.
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A relatively obscure German-language
monthly magazine was published in Buenos Aires from 1947 to 1957
named Der Weg (The Path), published by the Dürer-Verlag there. It
reported the post-war era from abroad – that is, free from the control
and censorship of Germany’s occupiers. Thus, early versions of
revisionist thought and analysis appear in the magazine’s pages that
could not have been published in Germany.[1]
In the August 1956 edition appeared an article by one Olof Svendson
(according to the table of contents, located in Stockholm) under the
title “Nur eine von zehntausend Lügen!” (“Just One among Ten
Thousand Lies!”). The article concerns Prosecution Exhibit 1553-PS
from the Nuremberg War-Crimes Trials, the so-called Gerstein
Report. The greater part of the article is made up of comments –
most-likely from a letter – on this report. These comments are mostremarkable, and were made, according to Svendson, by the Swedish
civil engineer Erhard Fliesberg (1888–1974). Fliesberg seems not to
have been identiﬁed as any sort of early revisionist in the time since.

His article in the Swedish Wikipedia makes no mention of the article
nor of his comments quoted therein. The article does, however,
establish that Erhard Fliesberg was no pseudonym, and states that he
was, indeed, an engineer.[2]
The complete article[3] by Olof Svendson appears (translated) below,
including Fliesberg’s report. This contemporaneous document
establishes, that already in the Fifties, a “key document” was
analyzed from the revisionist perspective and the chief emphasis
thereof fell on the matter of physical impossibilities.
Olof Svendson
Just One among Ten Thousand Lies!
As is well known, the victorious powers brought numerous
Germans to judgment, sentenced them, sent them to jails or
handed them over to the executioners. The sentences
were—we were told—handed down on the basis of
unchallengeable documents and in the name of justice. The
exact wording of the documents was kept secret; they were
not disclosed to the public. The press brought only short
excerpts, which were quite useless. So one wondered what
kind of documents they were. But nothing could be learned
and it seemed as if they were to remain hidden for all time.
Finally, on July 16, 1953, a Mr. Michel Wächter announces
in the Swedish newspaper DAGENS NYHETER the contents
of such a document. In the article, which is titled
“Testimony about the Gas Chambers”, the following can be
read among other things:
… an eyewitness account of some of the German
extermination camps. Document PS-1553-RF-350 was
already available at the Nuremberg trials against the main
war criminals. It was admitted as evidence in the so-called
Doctors’ Trial in January 1947 and played a role in the ﬁrst
German poison-gas trial in January 1949. It is now oﬀicially
published for the ﬁrst time in the second issue of the
Vierteljahreshefte für Zeitgeschichte (Contemporary
History Quarterly) in 1953. It was treated there as a
historical document, dissected and provided with
explanatory notes. A careful, critical examination by the
guarantor has indeed revealed its truthfulness beyond all
doubt.”
To underline the “scientiﬁc reliability” of the document, it is
written at the end of the article:
The publication of this document after scientiﬁc
veriﬁcation, carried out with impeccable enlightening
methods in order to be able to form an opinion on every
detail, should help to prevent the world from sinking once
again into the same barbarism”.

The document in question has been reviewed for credibility
by the Swedish civil engineer Erhard Fliesberg. Let's see
for ourselves what he reports:
An honest and thinking reader, after a really careful study
of the factually critical review that follows here, will ﬁnd
that the true barbarism is to be found in the authors of the
documents, as well as in the 'scientists' who were able to
unite it with their scientiﬁc honor and duty to conﬁrm the
content and credibility of the documents. The same applies
to the judges and courts who claim to have spoken in the
name of justice when they passed their sentence on the
basis of such documents and testimonies. It is undeniable
that hidden forces were in play.
Since the above-mentioned document contains statements
brimming with absurd and fantastic impossibilities, it will
suﬀice to demonstrate such complete irresponsibility by a
critical examination of the most essential points of this
authoritative testimony.I do not want to waste much
attention and time on such trivialities as
1. if there were only one witness, who was also the
author of the document, but who had the good taste to
commit suicide immediately after his capture in 1945;
2. the processions into the gas chambers were led by a
young girl who was of statuesque beauty;
3. the pure ridiculousness that the hair of the killed
people was used as sealing material for submarines.
I just want to nail down the incontrovertible impossibilities:
It is stated twice in the document that 700 to 800 people,
say 750, were driven into the gas chambers that had a ﬂoor
area of 25 square meters = 2500 square decimeters that
had a volume of 45 cubic meters, therefore a height of 1.8
meters or 18 decimeters.
If on average 750 people are crowded together in a space
of 25 square meters = 2500 square decimeters, then each
one has space of:
2500 ÷ 750 = 3.33 square decimeters
Just compare this with the size of the standard German
DIN-format letter sheet of:
2.1 × 2.97 = 6.25 square decimeters
and one can visualize the space available for each person!
The only way to drive 750 people into a space of the abovementioned dimensions and to carry out the gasiﬁcation

would be to use hydraulic presses to form the living beings
into rectangular blocks with the same cross-section from
bottom to top and with a corresponding change in length.
And ﬁguring a volume of 50 Liters with an average weight
of 52 Kilograms each, the length of each rectangular solid
would have to be:
50 ÷ 3.33 = 15 decimeters,
which would ﬁt under the ceiling with 3 decimeters to
spare. But one has to consider that such a human block
becomes a liquid due to the powerful pressure would have
been. But it need not be said that in this mushy liquid of
former humans no human life can exist anymore.
Notwithstanding this, it is claimed that the document has
been subjected to 'meticulous and scientiﬁc scrutiny' and
that we should be subject to such scrutiny. Well, I ask, what
would happen if this ocean of people could still live and
breathe? —
The aforementioned human ﬂuid has a volume of:
750 × 50 L = 37,500 cubic decimeters
When the chambers are ﬁlled and closed, there remains in
them:
45,000 - 37,500 = 7,500 L of air, containing 1,500 L of
oxygen.
The average person consumes, however, 600 liters of
oxygen in 24 hours, therefore:
750 × 600 ÷ 24 ÷ 60 = 312 L/min. of oxygen.
This would mean that the air trapped in the gas chambers
would not sustain the lives of the people locked up in them
for more than 5 minutes at most. After that the air would be
so low in oxygen and so polluted that no human being could
exist in it. The document claims, however, that the people
locked up in these gas chambers had lived for more than 3
hours! This had even been closely monitored with a
stopwatch, which the witness fortunately had with him,
even though exhaust gas from a diesel engine had been
used as a lethal agent for the last half hour.
Just as nonsensical as these brain-bending impossibilities is
the entire content of the document, which has been only
one among many similar ones and has the purpose of
imprinting sadistic barbarism as a method of extermination
devised by Germans on humanity and its conscience.”

[3] Olof Svendson, „Nur eine von zehntausend Lügen!“, Der Weg, Vol.
10, No. 10, pp. 615-617.
▸ Additional information about this document

Henry Ford: Would-Be Champion of the “Good
Jews”
by John Wear

Henry Ford (1863-1947) was born the year of the battle of Gettysburg, and died two
years after atomic bombs were dropped on Japan. His life personified the tremendous
technological changes achieved in that span. Using his innate mechanical abilities, hard
work and exceptional inventiveness, Ford led the transformation of American industry.
Fortune magazine chose Ford as its pick for the best businessman of the 20th century,
while a poll of academic experts rated Ford as the greatest entrepreneur in American
history.[1]
Ford also displayed what some people consider to be a darker side. Ford’s newspaper,
the Dearborn Independent, in 1920 began a series of articles and editorials on the
“international Jew” which ran for 91 consecutive weeks[2]. Ford was greatly admired by
Adolf Hitler, and is the only American mentioned in the text of Mein Kampf.[3] On the
occasion of his 75th birthday in 1938, Ford accepted the German government’s highest
civilian award for a foreigner, The Order of the Grand Cross of the German Eagle.[4]
Ford biographer Vincent Curcio asks, “How could such malignancy, and greatness too,
coexist in one person?”[5] This article attempts to answer this question.

Famous Industrialist
Ford grew up on a farm in Michigan. From the beginning he had little interest in
farming, instead wanting to work with machinery and mechanics. Ford left school at
Age 17 to work in the machine shop of Drydock Engine Works, and worked nights
repairing watches in a jewelry shop. By 1895 he had developed a strong interest in
building cars. However, Ford’s idea of building cars with gasoline engines was rejected
by almost everyone. Ford wrote that his employer said in regard to his experiments with
a gas engine: “Electricity, yes, that’s the coming thing. But gas—no.”[6]
Thomas A. Edison was probably the first person to encourage Ford to use gasoline
engines in cars. At a convention in Atlantic City, Ford described his plans to Edison for
so using an internal-combustion engine. Edison replied:
Yes, there is a big future for any light-weight engine that can develop a high
horsepower and be self-contained. No one kind of motive power is ever
going to do all the work of the country. We do not know what electricity can
do, but I take for granted that it cannot do everything. Keep on with your
engine. If you can get what you are after, I can see a great future.[7]
Ford’s conversation with Edison began a famous friendship that lasted more than three
decades. Ford admired Edison and considered him to be the greatest man in the world.
Edison described Ford as not only a “natural mechanic” and a “natural businessman,”
but that rarest of types, “a combination of the two.”[8]
After two failed attempts at forming a car company, the Ford Motor Company officially
opened for business in June 1903. With the debut of the Model T, Ford had finally built

and sold a car that was well-made and simple to operate. Ford continued to work on
building a car that cost even less and was easier to drive and repair. All of Ford’s ideas
on the ideal automobile came together in 1908 when he created the Model T.[9]
Ford announced in 1909, without any previous warning, that in the future he was going
to build only the Model T. Ford said:
I will build a motor car for the great multitude. It will be large enough for
the family but small enough for the individual to run and care for. It will be
constructed of the best materials, by the best men to be hired, after the
simplest designs that modern engineering can devise. But it will be so low
in price that no man making a good salary will be unable to own one—and
enjoy with his family the blessing of hours of pleasure in God’s great open
spaces.[10]
Ford wrote that the general comment to his announcement was: “If Ford does that, he
will be out of business in six months.”[11] Ford proved his critics wrong. Ford Motor
Company sold 15 million Model Ts by 1927, its last year of production, making Ford a
very wealthy man.[12]
The Model T lived a long time for an automobile. More importantly, the Model T
transformed a nation. American historian Richard Snow writes: “The departing Model T
left us the landscape we know today—gas stations, suburbs, parkways, hot-dog stands
shaped like hot dogs, motels, and much that goes with all that: vacations and spending
money, for instance.”[13]
Not only did Ford build a great car, but in 1914 he also raised the minimum pay for
Ford employees to the then-unheard-of amount of $5 per day. Ford had dramatically
increased wages for his employees while reducing the cost of his car.[14] Ford’s thesis
demanding prosperity for the workers made every laboring person a potential customer.
He proved that corporations can enrich both their employees and their investors at the
same time.[15]

Folk Hero
Henry Ford was not an intellectual. This was revealed in the early summer of 1919,
when Ford took the witness stand at the courthouse in Mount Clemens, Michigan in his
libel suit against the Chicago Tribune. This newspaper had published an editorial a few
years earlier describing Ford as “an ignorant idealist…[and] an anarchistic enemy of the
nation” because Ford opposed President Wilson’s use of the National Guard to patrol the
border against raids from Pancho Villa’s Mexican guerrillas. Ford sued the paper for
libel, and the Tribune’s lawyers set about the task of disproving libel by demonstrating
the truth of Ford’s ignorance.[16]
Under relentless questioning from the Tribune’s chief defense attorney, Ford displayed
an astonishing lack of knowledge. Ford thought that the American Revolution had
occurred in 1812; he defined chili con carne as “a large mobile army”; he said Benedict
Arnold was “a writer, I think”; and he could not identify even the basic principles of
American government. After fumbling question after question, Ford finally said, “I
admit I am ignorant about most things.”[17]
Although the jury heard abundant evidence of Ford’s ignorance, it heard no evidence
proving his anarchism. The jury found that Ford had been libeled. However, the jury
awarded Ford only six cents in damages. When newspapers and magazines reported on
Ford’s lack of knowledge, Ford said regarding newspapers, “I rarely read anything else

except the headlines.” In a private interview with a reporter, Ford said, “I don’t like to
read books; they muss up my mind.” Ford was perfectly content to admit that he was so
focused on work that he had almost no time left for book learning.[18]
In fact, Ford had always been suspicious of book learning. He insisted that real wisdom
lay not in paper abstractions, but in areas where people had to find real solutions to real
problems. Ford said in 1931: “I could never get much from books. When you have to
solve a problem that nobody has yet thought about, how can you learn the solution from
a book?” Ford was an intuitive thinker who arrived at conclusions through flashes of
perception rather than systematic analysis.[19]
To the surprise and consternation of highbrows everywhere, Ford emerged from this
seemingly embarrassing trial an even greater American folk hero than he had been
before. Common people, rather than being scandalized by Ford’s ignorance, seemed to
appreciate it. They admired his refreshing lack of pretension, and sympathized with his
admission that he was too focused on work to get much formal education. Small-town
newspapers urged readers to send sympathetic letters of support to Ford, and tens of
thousands of people did so.[20]

The Dearborn Independent
Ford purchased the Dearborn Independent, a small community weekly, in 1918 when
financial difficulties were about to kill it. He launched the newspaper into the national
arena, and it became a vehicle for bringing his views directly to the American
people.[21] Ford said when he bought the small newspaper, “I have definite ideas and
ideals that I believe are practical for the good of all, and intend giving them to the public
without having them garbled, distorted or misquoted.”[22]
In the January 11, 1919 issue of the Dearborn Independent, Ford stated in an editorial:
“This paper exists to spread ideas, the best that can be found. It aims to furnish food for
thought. It desires to stir ambition and encourage independent thinking.” Ford explained
his own role in the paper, “I have never pretended to be a writer or an editor, but I can
talk with plain Americans in a way that we can understand each other.”[23]
In the spring of 1920, the Dearborn Independent began chronicling the menace of
international Jewry. Many of these articles were later reprinted by Ford in four volumes
called The International Jew. This book was translated into 16 languages, with an
estimated 10 million copies sold in America and millions more in foreign countries. Few
books have ever had such widespread circulation.[24]
The Dearborn Independent articles reported a worldwide conspiracy by Jewish
international capitalists to corrupt and subjugate Gentile societies. The Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion were introduced in the tenth of the 91 articles published by the
Dearborn Independent. The Protocols described a worldwide plot to destroy the Aryan
nations by lending leadership and financial backing to every activity which would
undermine the social and moral institutions of the gentile world. Ford hired an
impressive team to investigate and write his anti-Zionist articles for the Dearborn
Independent.[25]
Jewish and non-Jewish sources protested Ford’s campaign against international Jewry.
Two major Jewish figures, Morris Gest and Lewis Berstein, filed libel suits of $5 million
and $1 million, respectively, against Ford. Aaron Sapiro, a prominent Jewish attorney
and cooperative organizer, also filed a $1 million libel suit aimed not at the newspaper
but at its owner, Henry Ford. Ford eventually settled out of court with Sapiro for an
estimated $140,000, and made a 600-word public retraction as part of the settlement.[26]

Ford closed the Dearborn Independent on December 31, 1927. A major reason for
closing the newspaper is that it was hurting sales of his automobiles. Will Rogers joked,
“He used to have it in for the Jewish people until he saw them in Chevrolets, and then he
said, ‘Boys, I am all wrong.’” Ford’s articles about Jews indelibly stained his reputation
and raised questions about his moral and ideological character.[27]

Source of Alleged Anti-Semitism
Given the fact that Ford was not an intellectual, the question is: How did Ford
become convinced that there was an international Jewish conspiracy? Ford says he
became convinced of the international Jewish conspiracy in the winter of 1915 when he
funded and sailed on a “Peace Ship” to Europe to attempt to end World War I. During
Christmas 1921, Ford told a New York Times reporter in Florence, Alabama:
It was the Jews themselves who convinced me of the direct relationship
between the international Jew and war. In fact, they went out of their way to
convince me.
On the Peace Ship were two very prominent Jews. We had not been at sea
200 miles before they began telling me of the power of the Jewish race, of
how they controlled the world through their control of gold, and that the Jew
and no one but the Jew could end the war. I was reluctant to believe it but
they went into detail to convince me of the means by which the Jews
controlled the war, how they had the money, how they had cornered all the
basic materials needed to fight the war and all that, and they talked so long
and so well that they convinced me.
They said, and they believed, that the Jews started the war, that they would
continue it as long as they wished, and that until the Jews stopped the war it
could not be stopped. I was so disgusted I would have liked to turn the ship
back.[28]
Rosika Schwimmer, who was on the Peace Ship with Ford, quoted Ford as saying even
before the Peace Ship sailed: “I know who caused the war—the German-Jewish bankers!
I have the evidence here”—he patted his breast pocket— “Facts! The German-Jewish
bankers caused the war. I can’t give out the facts now, because I haven’t got them all yet,
but I’ll have them soon.”[29] Thus, Ford probably had some knowledge of an
international Jewish conspiracy even before talking to these two prominent Jews.
Ford unquestionably believed The Protocols of the Elders of Zion were real. Ford said
about the Protocols: “They fit with what is going on. They are 16 years old, and they
have fitted the world situation up to this time. They fit it now.”[30]
Ford also unquestionably believed that an international Jewish conspiracy controlled the
American financial system. An editorial in the Dearborn Independent stated that “the
International Jew invented our financial and interest system, and is today in direct
control of all financial centers of government, including the United States Federal
Reserve System, which he organized and is now perfecting according to his original
plan.”[31]
Ford sincerely believed that he was only attacking “bad” Jews in his newspaper, and that
the “good” Jews would support his efforts to create positive reforms. Ford was genuinely
mystified that good Jews did not see the truth of what he published. For example, Rabbi
Leo Franklin of Detroit had been a neighbor and longtime friend of Ford. Ford had sent
Franklin a new Model T each year for several years, but in the summer of 1920, Franklin

returned the gift because he felt Ford’s articles would “poison the minds of the masses
against the Jews.” Ford telephoned Franklin a few days later and asked: “What’s wrong,
Dr. Franklin? Has something come between us?”[32]
It is also clear that Ford treated fairly the 3,000 or more Jews he employed. For example,
Philip Slomovitz, as editor of Detroit’s Jewish News, had numerous occasions to visit
Ford Motor Company plants. Slomovitz was always struck by the number of Jews who
would come up to him and say, “Henry Ford is a great man. He has always treated us
well.”[33]

Last Years
Henry Ford’s only child, Edsel, suddenly lapsed into a coma on May 25, 1943 while at
home in bed. The next day, the Ford empire was shaken by the news that Edsel Ford had
died during the night. The elder Ford, just shy of his 80th birthday, lamented to friends,
“Maybe I pushed the boy too hard.” Production problems with the B-24 program at Ford
plants had taken a tremendous toll on company President Edsel Ford, whose health had
been rapidly failing for months under the strain.[34]
Henry Ford also suffered from declining health in his last years. In the spring of 1946,
while watching a public-information film called Death Stations showing gruesome
images of the Majdanek Concentration Camp, Ford suffered a massive stroke. Josephine
Gomon, director of female personnel at Ford’s Willow Run Bomber Plant, wrote: “The
man who had pumped millions of dollars of anti-Semitic propaganda into Europe during
the twenties saw the ravages of a plague he had helped to spread. The virus had come
full circle.”[35]
Ford suffered a cerebral hemorrhage just before midnight on April 7, 1947, and died in
his sleep at the age of 83. Every industrial worker in the state of Michigan was asked to
observe a moment of silence on the day of his funeral.[36] Fred Smith, an official of the
Ford Motor Company, described Ford’s funeral: “You never saw anything like it in your
life. People would cry, others would try to touch the coffin, and reach over and touch
him and so forth. People in all walks of life, Negroes, Jews, Gentiles, Chinese, Japanese,
Hindus….came from all over….The traffic was tied up for miles.”[37]
Ford’s eldest grandson, Henry Ford II, had been appointed president of Ford Motor
Company more than a year earlier. Henry II moved to disavow, once and for all, any
remaining vestiges of anti-Semitism on behalf of the company. He publicly stated that
copies of The International Jew were without the authorization of his grandfather, the
Ford Motor Company, or himself. Under Henry Ford II’s leadership, Ford Motor
Company spent millions of dollars advertising in Jewish publications, donated
generously to Jewish causes, and ensured that these initiatives received wide publicity in
the Jewish media.[38]
Ford Motor Company continued to distance itself from Henry Ford’s alleged antiSemitism. On February 23, 1997, NBC broadcast the television premiere of Steven
Spielberg’s movie Schindler’s List. The following announcement accompanied this
broadcast: “By foregoing commercials during the screening, the Ford Division of the
Ford Motor Company will make TV history as the sole sponsor of the program.”[39]

Conclusion
Henry Ford made a major contribution to much of the technological progress achieved in
the last 120 years. Ford’s innovations include the moving assembly line, affordable

automobiles, vertical integration of all aspects of his industry from raw materials to the
shipping of finished products, and fair wages for all employees. The financial legacy of
the Ford Foundation has also benefited many charitable causes.[40]
Ford’s reputation has been badly tarnished by the 91 articles published in the Dearborn
Independent exposing the danger and corruption of international Jewry. Albert Lee, for
example, calls Ford’s articles “the greatest barrage of anti-Semitism in American
history.”[41] However, Ford was hoping that by subjecting good Jews to the light of
truth, they would purge their ranks of the bad Jews. The Dearborn Independent said,
“These articles have always held that the cleansing must come from within Judah
itself.”[42] Ford deserves praise rather than scorn for courageously exposing the evil
tendencies embosomed within the agendas of international Jewry.
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The Global-Warming/Climate-Change Hoax |
CODOH
by John Wear

We have been told repeatedly by governments, institutions and the media that we are
facing a looming environmental disaster of epic proportions due to manmade climate
change. We are told that unless society makes radical changes to our lives, we will face
an increasing number of floods, hurricanes, tornadoes and other environmental
calamities.[1] This article argues that no such threat exists.

Historical Background
The Club of Rome was established in 1968 as part of the Round Table Network that
includes the Bilderberg Group, Trilateral Commission, Council on Foreign Relations and
Britain’s Royal Institute of International Affairs. The Club of Rome instigated the hoax
known as global warming/climate change to provide the excuse for deindustrialization
and international control of nations.[2]
A 1974 Club of Rome report titled Mankind at the Turning Point says:
It would seem that humans need a common motivation…either a real one or
else one invented for the purpose…In searching for a new enemy to unite
us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming,
water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. All these dangers are
caused by human intervention, and it is only through changed attitudes and
behavior that they can be overcome. The real enemy then, is humanity
itself.[3]
The United Nations’ Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was formed in
1988 to provide the governments of the world with scientific guidance on the issue of
anthropogenic (human-caused) climate change. An IPCC report issued in 2007
confidently stated that global warming is now known to be mostly manmade. The
primary goal of most climate research ever since has been the protection of this IPCC
conclusion rather than the advancement of scientific knowledge.[4]
The global-warming/climate-change agenda is part of a United Nations initiative called
the U.N. Sustainable Development Agenda 21, or as it is commonly known around the
world, simply Agenda 21. Agenda 21 was unveiled in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro at the
Earth Summit conducted by the United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development. The United States and 178 other countries adopted Agenda 21 as official
policy at this conference. U.S. President George H.W. Bush was the signer for the
United States.[5]
Maurice Strong, Secretary General of the 1992 Earth Summit, said: “…Current lifestyles
and consumption patterns of the affluent middle class—involving high meat intake, use
of fossil fuels, appliances, home and work air-conditioning, and suburban housing are
not sustainable…A shift is necessary toward lifestyles less geared to environmentallydamaging consumption patterns. The shift will require a vast strengthening of the
multilateral system, including the United Nations.”[6]

The following year U.S. President Bill Clinton began to implement Agenda 21 by
creating the President’s Council on Sustainable Development (PCSD). The PCSD was
made up of cabinet-level government officials, industry leaders (including Ken Lay of
Enron), and non-profit groups such as the Sierra Club. The International Council on
Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) was also created as a non-governmental
organization to implement Agenda 21 locally around the world. The tactic of these
organizations is to keep the public panicked, nervous, anxious and confused about the
nonexistent looming disaster of global warming/climate change.[7]

The Hoax
Nearly 99% of Earth’s atmosphere consists of nitrogen and oxygen. The remaining 1%
consists of several traces gases, including carbon dioxide (CO2), which currently
constitutes just over 0.04% of the atmosphere. Although CO2 is portrayed as the chief
villain in the alleged catastrophic global warming, true science demonstrates that the
slight warming caused by increases in CO2 is overwhelmed by natural climate drivers
that have been active for millions of years. The warming effect of CO2 decreases
logarithmically as its concentration increases.[8]
Every single dire warning about the end-of-the-world consequences of global warming
has turned out to be wrong, which is not surprising since global temperatures measured
from satellite have not risen since 1997/1998.[9] Hans Schreuder wrote: “Despite much
rhetoric and research over the past decades, there is still not a single piece of actual
evidence that the now-maligned carbon-dioxide molecule causes global warming (or
‘climate change’ for that matter).”[10]
By the turn of this century, the polar bear had become an icon for promoting the idea of
catastrophic manmade global warming. Scientists, conservationists and the media
worked together to get everyone riled up, resulting in the polar bear being classified as
“threatened” with extinction. Despite these dire predictions, the global population of
polar bears has continued to increase. Dr. Susan Crockford writes: “In the 21st century,
the biggest conservation challenge may be helping Arctic communities cope with
increasing numbers of potentially deadly and destructive polar bears without having to
kill too many bears.”[11]
Climate scientists have often manipulated data to make human-caused global warming
appear to be real. A particularly notable example of data fixing is the effort to suppress
the data about the Medieval Warming Period of 800 to 1,000 years ago, when
temperatures were much higher than they are today. Global-warming advocates don’t
want people to know about this because, with no significant industrialization at the time,
how can they explain those higher temperatures? Only by deleting the Medieval
Warming Period could global-warming advocates produce their fraudulent “hockeystick” graph, which shows temperatures suddenly skyrocketing immediately after
industrialization.[12]
Carbon dioxide has been demonized by global-warming/climate-change advocates even
though its contribution to greenhouse gasses is extremely small. Dr. Leslie Woodcock
states: “Water is a much more powerful greenhouse gas, and there is 20 times more of it
in our atmosphere, around 1% of the atmosphere, whereas CO2 is only 0.04%. Carbon
dioxide has been made out to be some kind of toxic gas, but the truth is that it’s the gas
of life. We breathe it out, plants breathe it in and it’s not caused by us. Global warming
is nonsense.”[13]
Our current geological period, the Quaternary, has seen the lowest average levels of

carbon dioxide in the Earth’s history. The average CO2 concentration in the Earth’s
preceding 600 million years is more than 2,600 ppm, almost seven times our current
amount and 2.5 times the worst-case scenario predicted by the IPCC for 2100. Rather
than experiencing excessively high levels of carbon dioxide, we are in fact in a period of
CO2 starvation.[14] Elana Freeland writes: “Carbon taxes and emissions trading are
quite the con, given that CO2 is not far above the minimum to sustain plant life and
nations should be increasing CO2 instead of being penalized for the CO2 they do
have.”[15]

Carbon-Dioxide Benefits
Carbon dioxide is necessary for photosynthesis and is essential for life on Earth. The
only reason for believing that carbon dioxide is a “pollutant,” as claimed by globalwarming advocates, is the alleged strong warming effect that extra CO2 produces.[16]
In reality, the increasing CO2 level is providing positive benefits to our planet. More
CO2 means more plant growth and thus helps to feed more people (and animals)
worldwide. Some of the benefits of higher CO2 levels to the world’s food production
include:
• Nearly all plants increase photosynthesis in response to increasing CO2 (“CO2
fertilization”).
• More CO2 makes plants grow faster, and with less stress and less water.
• Forests are growing faster in response to increasing CO2.
• More CO2 stimulates growth of beneficial bacteria in both soil and water.
• CO2 fertilization, leading to more plant growth, means less erosion of nutrient-rich
topsoil.
• More CO2 means bigger crop yields, and more and bigger flowers.
• More CO2 fosters glomalin, a beneficial protein created by root fungi.
• More CO2 means less water loss, less irrigation and more soil moisture.
• More CO2 helps plants to create natural repellants to fight insect predators.[17]
A summary of 270 laboratory studies of 83 food crops shows that increasing CO2
concentrations by 300 ppm will increase plant growth by an average of 46% across all
crops studied. Conversely, many studies show the adverse effects of a low-CO2
environment.[18]
Global warming/climate change has also not caused damage to our forests. The NASA
Earth Observatory in August 2019 stated: “Since NASA satellites program MODIS
began collecting measurements there has been a decrease in the total number of square
kilometers burned each year. Between 2003 and 2019, that number has dropped by
roughly 25%.” On August 26, 2019, Vincent Geloso of the American Institute for
Economic Research said: “News reports about the [Amazon] fire strike a fear that one of
the last great forests is disappearing. That’s completely untrue. Forests are making a
comeback! More precisely, the tree cover of the planet is increasing.”[19]
The world-renowned physicist Freeman Dyson, who questioned most scientific models
predicting a climate-change disaster, said carbon dioxide is making the world greener.
Dyson said it would be crazy to attempt to reduce carbon-dioxide levels. Dyson was
optimistic about our future, and said he could safely make statements questioning
climate change because he was retired and didn’t have to worry about losing his
job.[20]

97% Scientific Consensus?
Climate-change supporters repeatedly state that 97% of scientists agree that humancaused climate change is a threat to humanity. In 1992, U.S. Vice President Al Gore
assured the public that “only an insignificant fraction of scientists deny the global
warming crisis. The time for debate is over. The science is settled.” In 2014, former U.S.
Secretary of State John Kerry claimed that “97% of the world’s scientists” agree and
“tell us this is urgent.” U.S. President Barrack Obama, during and after his time as U.S.
president, has also touted the 97% figure.[21]
The primary paper used to support the 97% consensus was published by John Cook in
2013. This paper falsely claims that 97% of the 11,944 peer-reviewed papers related to
climate change explicitly endorse the opinion that humans are causing the majority of
global warming. However, a closer look at Cook’s data reveals that only a small
percentage of the papers explicitly state that humans are the primary cause of global
warming.[22]
David Legates and his co-authors in 2015 reviewed the actual papers used by Cook.
They found that only 0.3% of the 11,944 abstracts and 1.6% of a smaller sample that
excluded papers expressing no opinion endorsed the opinion that humans are causing the
majority of global warming. Remarkably, Legates found that Cook and his assistants had
themselves marked only 64 papers (0.6%) as explicitly stating that global warming was
mostly manmade. It appears that Cook manipulated the data to present an untrue
narrative of overwhelming scientific support for catastrophic human-caused global
warming.[23]
Global-warming/climate-change advocates note that the National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), the American Geophysical Union (AGU) and the American Meteorological
Society (AMS) have issued statements endorsing the “consensus” view that man is
driving global warming. However, this claim is pure politics. Member scientists are not
allowed to vote on these consensus statements, and are often completely unaware that
the governing board has released a consensus climate statement to the public. Instead, a
few members of the governing board of these institutions produce the “consensus”
statements.[24]
Scientists who dispute the global-warming/climate-change narrative run the risk of
losing their jobs. For example, physicist Peter Ridd was fired by the Australian James
Cook University for speaking out against the global-warming/climate-change hoax.
Fortunately, an Australian federal court recently ruled that Dr. Ridd’s sacking was
unlawful, and he was allowed to retain his position with the university. Ridd states that
he knows other scientists who dispute the global-warming/climate-change narrative, but
they do not speak out publicly for fear of losing their jobs.[25]

Saving Our Progeny
Proponents of the global-warming/climate-change narrative often emotionally evoke our
children and grandchildren to support their agenda. For example, Dr. James Hansen
writes: “Our grandchildren are in for a rough ride.” Hansen predicts that West Antarctica
will begin to shed ice at a substantial rate as climate change continues, and this will
contribute to a dangerously rising sea level in the future.[26] Sea-level-rise rates,
however, have been essentially steady for over a century, with no recent
acceleration.[27]
Journalist Mark Hertsgaard has investigated and written about global warming/climate

change for numerous publications. Hertsgaard says he learned that climate change had
arrived a century earlier than forecast, with adverse effects bound to worsen in the
future. Hertsgaard wrote to his young daughter in 2011: “According to the scientists I
interviewed, many, many things have to happen by 2020 if this planet is to remain a
livable place.”[28] Despite Hertsgaard’s dire warning, our planet is still livable in the
year 2020, with few to none of those things having happened.
Dr. William Calvin wrote in 2008 that climate scientists say we need to stop the growth
in worldwide carbon emissions before 2020, even for a compromise goal that will flood
major coastal cities and make a third of all species extinct. Calvin wrote: “Time has
become so short that we must turn around the annual emissions growth before 2020 to
avoid saddling today’s students with the world of refugees and genocides that results if
we’re too slow.”[29] Despite our lack of political action, the horrific consequences
predicted by Calvin for the year 2020 have not occurred.
Journalist Gary Braasch in 2007 used numerous pictures in his book to supplement
essays stating that climate change is a dire threat to our planet. Braasch, who dedicated
his book to his son, Cedar, and his generation, and the generation to follow, wrote: “Let
me state the goal clearly: No policy should be promulgated, no program initiated, no
alliance sealed, no purchase made, no machine designed or built, no land use permitted,
no product introduced, no law passed, no politician elected unless the action is a step
forward to reduction and reversal of the effect of greenhouse gasses.”[30] The dire
predictions made by Braasch requiring such draconian measures have yet to materialize.
Greta Thunberg, a 17-year-old Swedish girl, has also been recruited by the
media/UN/NGO establishment to promote the climate change narrative. Thunberg says
in regard to the threat of climate change, “I want you to feel the fear that I feel.”
Thunberg is falsely promoted as a brave young girl who is standing up and speaking the
truth to our elected officials and business leaders.[31] In reality, however, she is being
cleverly manipulated.

Conclusion
The climate-change agenda has been promulgated to bring about central planning, global
government, planned recessions and redistributed wealth. It is the most recent in a long
series of eco-scares—overpopulation, deforestation, the ozone hole, resource scarcity,
etc.—for which the solution is always global regulation by central planners. Al Gore
even stated in July 2009 that a climate bill passed by the U.S. House of Representatives
would help bring about “global governance.”[32]
The U.S. government, the United Nations and numerous foundations have given
hundreds of billions of dollars to fund activist climate-change research. Former U.S.
President Dwight Eisenhower presciently warned of the role of money and the elite in
facilitating agenda-driven issues:
The prospect of domination of the nation’s scholars by federal employment,
project allocation, and the power of money is ever present and is gravely to
be regarded. Yet in holding scientific discovery in respect, as we should, we
must also be alert to the equal and opposite danger that public policy could
itself become the captive of a scientific-technological elite.[33]
A scientific-technological elite is driving public policy in regard to climate change. The
climate-change movement is better financed, organized and media-hyped than all of the
previous environmental scares combined. The movement has key institutional support
from the United Nations, academia, many prominent U.S. political figures, and

billionaire activists such as Bill Gates, George Soros and others of their ilk.
Although fears that rising levels of carbon dioxide are a major threat do not hold up to
scientific scrutiny, climate-change supporters do not intend to back down anytime soon.
Their goal is to centralize power in a controlled, highly regulated society.[34]
This article was originally published in the March/April 2020 issue of The Barnes
Review.
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Vengeful Jews Give the Lie to Allied War-Crimes
Trials
by John Wear

The International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg, the 12 secondary Nuremberg
trials (NMT), and numerous other trials are repeatedly cited as proof of the Holocaust
story. For example, Jewish American judge Norbert Ehrenfreund wrote:
Germans of the 21st century know what happened during the Nazi era
because they learn about it in school, through television programs and
various other sources. And this information did not arise from rumor or
questionable hearsay. Nor was it a fabrication of the Jewish people, as
suggested by some anti-Semitic factions. Proof of the Holocaust was based
on the record of solid evidence produced at the [Nuremberg] trial.[1]
This article documents some of the Jewish attorneys, investigators and witnesses whose
words and actions prove that the Allied-run war-crimes trials were politically motivated
proceedings which failed to produce credible evidence of the so-called Holocaust.

Benjamin Ferencz
Benjamin Ferencz, a Jewish American war-crimes investigator, was born in
Transylvania and grew up in New York City before earning his law degree from
Harvard. He secured an appointment to investigate the concentration camps at
Buchenwald, Mauthausen and Dachau after the war.[2]
Ferencz states in an interview that he did not have a high opinion of the Dachau warcrimes trials conducted by the U.S. Army:
I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials. For example, they might bring in 20 or 30 people,
line them up, each one with a number on a card tied around his neck. The
court would consist of three officers. None of them had any legal education
as far as I could make out; it was coincidental if they did. One officer was
assigned as defense counsel, another as prosecutor, the senior one presiding.
The prosecutor would get up and say something like this: We accuse all of
you of being accomplices to crimes against humanity and war crimes and
mistreatment of prisoners of war and other brutalities in the camp, between
1942 and 1943, what do you have to say for yourself? Each defendant
would be given about a minute to state his case, which was usually, not
guilty. One trial for instance, which lasted two minutes, convicted 10 people
and sentenced them all to death. It was not my idea of a judicial process. I
mean, I was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.[3]
Ferencz further states that nobody including himself protested against these procedures
in the Dachau trials.[4] Ferencz later said concerning the military trials at Dachau: “Did

I think it was unjust? Not really. They were in the camp; they saw what happened…But I
was sort of disgusted.”[5]
The defense counsel at the Mauthausen trial and later trials at Dachau insisted that
signed confessions of the accused, used by the prosecution to great effect, had been
extracted from the defendants through physical abuse, coercion and deceit.[6] Benjamin
Ferencz admits in an interview that he used threats and intimidation to obtain
confessions:
You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say, an
American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line everyone
up against the wall. Then I’d say, “Anyone who lies will be shot on the
spot.” It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress would be
invalid.[7]
Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world-peace advocate, further
relates a story concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel. Ferencz explained that he
took out his pistol in order to intimidate him:
What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
“auf der Flucht erschossen” [shot while trying to escape]…I said “you are in
a filthy uniform sir, take it off!” I stripped him naked and threw his clothes
out the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls
with his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be.
Then I said “now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right
now. I am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as “auf der
Flucht erschossen,” but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are
gonna sit down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the
camp, who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about
it. Or, you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can
write a note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…” [Ferencz
gets the desired statement and continues:] I then went to someone outside
and said “Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a
coerced confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him rewrite it.” The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second
one and destroy the first one. That was it.[8]
The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his
superior officer indicates that he operated in a culture where such illegal methods were
acceptable.[9] Any Harvard-law graduate knows that such evidence is not admissible in
a legitimate court of law.

Robert Kempner
Robert Kempner was the American chief prosecutor in the Ministries Trial at Nuremberg
in which 21 German-government officials were defendants. Kempner was a German Jew
who had lost his position as Chief Legal Advisor of the Prussian Police Department
because of National-Socialist race laws. He emigrated first to Italy and then to the
United States. Kempner was bitter about the experience and was eager to prosecute and
convict German officials in government service.[10]
Kempner influenced Under-Secretary Friedrich Wilhelm Gaus, a leading official from
the German foreign office, to testify for the prosecution in the Ministries Trial. The
transcript of Kempner’s interrogation of Gaus reveals that Kempner persuaded Gaus to

switch the role of defendant with that of a prosecution collaborator. Gaus was released
from isolation two days after his interrogation. A few days later a German newspaper
reported a lengthy handwritten declaration from Gaus in which Gaus asserted the
collective guilt of the German government service. Kempner had given Gaus’s
accusation to the newspaper.[11]
Many people became critical of Kempner’s heavy-handed interrogation methods. In the
case of Friedrich Gaus, for example, Kempner had threatened to turn Gaus over to the
Soviets unless Gaus was willing to cooperate.[12] Attorney Charles LaFollete said that
Kempner’s “foolish, unlawyer-like method of interrogation was common knowledge in
Nuremberg all the time I was there and protested by those of us who anticipated the
arising of a day, just such as we now have, when the Germans would attempt to make
martyrs out of the common criminals on trial in Nuremberg.”[13]
Kempner also attempted to influence German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker
during the Ministries Trial. However, von Weizsäcker courageously refused to
cooperate. Richard von Weizsäcker, who helped defend his father at the trial, wrote:
“During the proceedings Kempner once said to me that though our defense was very
good, it suffered from one error: We should have turned him, Kempner, into my father’s
defense attorney.” Richard von Weizsäcker felt Kempner’s words were nothing but pure
cynicism.[14]
Dr. Arthur Robert Butz concludes that “there are excellent grounds, based on the public
record, for believing that Kempner abused the power he had at the military tribunals, and
produced ‘evidence’ by improper methods involving threats and various forms of
coercion.”[15]

Torture of Witnesses
Jewish prosecutors often used torture to help convict the German defendants at
Nuremberg and other postwar trials. A leading example of the use of torture to obtain
evidence is the confession of Rudolf Höss, a wartime commandant at Auschwitz. Höss’s
testimony at the IMT was the key evidence presented of a German extermination
program. Höss said that more than 2.5 million people were exterminated in the
Auschwitz gas chambers, and that another 500,000 inmates had died there of other
causes.[16] No defender of the Holocaust story today accepts these inflated figures, and
other key portions of Höss’s testimony at the IMT are widely acknowledged to be
untrue.
In 1983, the anti-Nazi book Legions of Death by Rupert Butler stated that Jewish Sgt.
Bernard Clarke and other British officers tortured Rudolf Höss into making his
confession. The torture of Höss was notably brutal. Neither Bernard Clarke nor Rupert
Butler finds anything wrong or immoral in the torture of Höss. Neither of them seems to
appreciate the implications of their accounts. Bernard Clarke and Rupert Butler prove
that Höss’s testimony at Nuremberg was obtained by torture, and is therefore not
credible evidence in establishing a program of German genocide against European
Jewry.[17]
Bernard Clarke was not the only Jew who tortured Germans to obtain confessions.
Tuviah Friedman, for example, was a Polish Jew who was an inmate in German
concentration camps. Friedman by his own admission beat up to 20 German prisoners a
day to obtain confessions and uncover SS members. Friedman stated that “It gave me
satisfaction. I wanted to see if they would cry or beg for mercy.”[18]
Many of the investigators in the Allied-run trials were Jewish refugees from Germany

who hated Germans. These Jewish investigators gave vent to their hatred by treating the
Germans brutally to force confessions from them. One Dachau trial court reporter quit
his job because he was outraged at what was happening there in the name of justice. He
later testified to a U.S. Senate subcommittee that the most brutal interrogators had been
three German-born Jews.[19]
In addition to torturing defendants into making confessions, some defendants did not
live to see the beginning of their trials. For example, Richard Baer, the last commandant
of Auschwitz, adamantly denied the existence of homicidal gas chambers in his pre-trial
interrogations at the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial. Baer died in June 1963 under mysterious
circumstances while being held in pretrial custody. An autopsy performed on Baer at the
Frankfurt-am-Main University School of Medicine said that the ingestion of an odorless,
non-corrosive poison could not be ruled out as a cause of death.
It has been widely known ever since the illegal abduction of Adolf Eichmann in
Argentina that the Israeli Mossad has immense capabilities. Given the fact that Chief
Public Prosecutor Fritz Bauer was a Zionist Jew, which should have precluded him from
heading the pretrial investigation, it is quite possible that the forces of international
Jewry were able to murder Richard Baer in his jail. Conveniently, the Auschwitz Trial in
Frankfurt, Germany began almost immediately after Baer’s death. With Baer’s death the
prosecutors at the trial were able to obtain their primary objective—to reinforce the gaschamber myth and establish it as an unassailable historical fact.[20]

False Witness Testimony
False witnesses were used at most of the Allied war-crimes trials. Stephen F. Pinter
served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American trials of Germans at
Dachau. In a 1960 affidavit, Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were used
to convict Germans with false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated, “Unfortunately, as a
result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were convicted and some
were executed.”[21]
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, later described
some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:
“…the major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as “professional
wtinesses,” and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
“Professional,” since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.”[22]
An egregious example of perjured witness testimony occurred at the Dachau trials.
Jewish U.S. investigator Josef Kirschbaum brought a former concentration-camp inmate
named Einstein into the court to testify that the defendant, Menzel, had murdered
Einstein’s brother. Menzel, however, foiled this testimony—he had only to point to
Einstein’s brother sitting in the courtroom listening to the story of his own murder.
Kirschbaum thereupon turned to Einstein and exclaimed, “How can we bring this pig to
the gallows, if you are so stupid as to bring your brother into the court?”[23]

The use of false witnesses has been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was an
ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from 1941
to 1945. Neuhäusler wrote that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[24]
False Jewish-eyewitness testimony has often been used to attempt to convict innocent
defendants. For example, John Demjanjuk, a naturalized American citizen, was accused
by eyewitnesses of being a murderous guard at Treblinka named Ivan the Terrible.
Demjanjuk was deported to Israel, and an Israeli court tried and convicted him primarily
based on the eyewitness testimony of five Jewish survivors of Treblinka. Demjanjuk’s
defense attorney eventually uncovered new evidence proving that the Soviet KGB had
framed Demjanjuk by forging documents supposedly showing him to be a guard at
Treblinka. The Israeli Supreme Court ruled that the five Jewish eyewitness accounts
were not credible and that Demjanjuk was innocent.[25]
Another example of false Jewish-eyewitness testimony of the Holocaust story occurred
in the case of Frank Walus, who was a retired Chicago factory worker charged with
killing Jews in his native Poland during the war. An accusation by Simon Wiesenthal
that Walus had worked for the Gestapo prompted the U.S. government’s legal action.
Eleven Jews testified under oath during the trial that Walus had murdered Jews during
the war. After a costly four-year legal battle, Walus was finally able to prove that he had
spent the war years as a teenager working on German farms. An American Bar
Association article published in 1981 concluded regarding Walus’s trial that “…in an
atmosphere of hatred and loathing verging on hysteria, the government persecuted an
innocent man.”[26]

Jewish Prosecutorial Role in Trials
A Russian asked Benjamin Ferencz why the Americans didn’t just kill the German war
criminals. Ferencz replied: “…we don’t do that. We’ll give them a fair trial.”[27] Robert
Kempner stated that the Nuremberg and other trials resulted in “the greatest history
seminar ever held.”[28] In reality, Germans did not receive fair trials after World War II,
and the “trials” they did receive have played a major role in establishing the fraudulent
Holocaust story.
Jews played a crucial role in organizing the IMT at Nuremberg. Nahum Goldmann, a
former president of the World Jewish Congress (WJC), stated in his memoir that the
Nuremberg Tribunal was the brain-child of WJC officials. Goldmann said that only after
persistent efforts by WJC officials were Allied leaders persuaded to accept the idea of
the Nuremberg Tribunal.[29] The WJC also played an important but less-obvious role in
the day-to-day proceedings of the trial.[30]
Two Jewish U.S. Army officers (commissioned for the purpose) also played key roles in
the Nuremberg trials. Lt. Col. Murray Bernays, a prominent New York attorney,
persuaded U.S. War Secretary Henry Stimson and others to put the defeated German
leaders on trial.[31] Col. David Marcus, a fervent Zionist, was head of the U.S.
government’s War Crimes Branch from February 1946 until April 1947. Marcus was
made head of the War Crimes Branch primarily in order “to take over the mammoth task
of selecting hundreds of judges, prosecutors and lawyers” for the Nuremberg NMT
Trials.[32]
This Jewish influence caused the Allies to give special attention to the alleged
extermination of 6 million Jews. Chief U.S. Prosecutor Robert H. Jackson, for example,
declared in his opening address to the Nuremberg Tribunal: “The most savage and

numerous crimes planned and committed by the Nazis were those against the Jews…It is
my purpose to show a plan and design to which all Nazis were fanatically committed, to
annihilate all Jewish people…The avowed purpose was the destruction of the Jewish
people as a whole…History does not record a crime ever perpetrated against so many
victims or one ever carried out with such calculated cruelty.”[33]
British prosecutor Sir Hartley Shawcross echoed Jackson’s words in his final address to
the IMT. Based on Jewish influence, numerous other Holocaust-related trials were later
held in West Germany, Israel and the United States, including the highly publicized trials
in Jerusalem of Adolf Eichmann and John Demjanjuk.[34]
Jewish influence in Germany has resulted in a defendant being assumed to be guilty
merely for having served in a German concentration camp during the war. For example,
after being acquitted by the Israeli Supreme Court, John Demjanjuk was charged again
on the grounds that he had been a guard named Ivan Demjanjuk at the Sobibor Camp in
Poland. On May 11, 2009, Demjanjuk was deported from Cleveland to be tried in
Germany. Demjanjuk was convicted by a German criminal court as an accessory to the
murder of 27,900 people at Sobibor and sentenced to five years in prison. No evidence
was presented at Demjanjuk’s trial linking him to specific crimes. Demjanjuk died in
Germany before his appeal could be heard by a German appellate court.[35]
This postwar German policy is breathtaking in its duplicity. It incorrectly asserts that
certain German concentration camps were designed and used for the sole purpose of
exterminating Jews when, in fact, none of them was. Moreover, this German law finds a
person guilty merely for having served at any camp. People can be found guilty of a
crime even when no evidence is presented that they committed a crime. Jewish groups
such as the Simon Wiesenthal Center continue prosecuting and convicting other elderly
German guards under this line of German legal doctrine to the present day.[36]

Conclusion
The IMT and later Allied-run war-crimes trials were a travesty of justice organized by
Jews who sought to demonize and punish Germans. These Allied-run trials were
politically motivated proceedings that falsely accused Germans of conducting a policy of
genocide against European Jewry.
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Charles Lindbergh: Wronged American Hero
by John Wear

Charles Lindbergh (1902-1974) became world-famous in May 1927 after he flew solo
his single-engine plane, the Spirit of St. Louis, nonstop across the Atlantic Ocean. When
he returned to New York two weeks later, 4 million people turned out to honor him in a
massive ticker-tape parade. One newspaper wrote, “No conqueror in the history of the
world ever received a welcome such as was accorded Colonel Charles A. Lindbergh
yesterday.”[1] Lindbergh was a national hero, and became Time magazine’s first Man of
the Year.[2]
By the end of 1941, however, Lindbergh had become one of the most-reviled men in
American history. One columnist wrote that Lindbergh had plummeted from “Public
Hero No. 1” to “Public Enemy No. 1.”[3] A 1942 poll showed that only 10% of
Americans had a favorable view of Lindbergh, while 81% had an unfavorable view.[4]
Lindbergh’s sister-in-law, Constance, reflected on America’s new attitude toward
Lindbergh, “Imagine, in just 15 years he has gone from Jesus to Judas!”[5]
This article examines why Lindbergh suffered such a precipitous drop in popularity.

Famous Aviator
Shortly after his trans-Atlantic flight, working nearly 15-hour days for three weeks,
Lindbergh wrote We, his first account of his historic flight. The book sold 190,000
copies in two months. Four days after completing We, Lindbergh left on a three-month
tour of the United States. Flying the Spirit of St. Louis, Lindbergh spent at least one
night in each of the (then) 48 states. When the tour ended in late October 1927, he had
covered 22,340 miles in 260 hours of flying. An estimated 30 million people came to see
Lindbergh, and he gave 147 speeches, was honored at 69 dinners, and traveled 1,285
miles in parades.[6]
On May 27, 1929, Lindbergh married Anne Morrow, whom he had met while on a flying
tour. Anne gave birth to their first son, Charles Augustus Lindbergh, Jr., on June 22,
1930. While the Lindberghs, a nurse and their son were at home, someone abducted their
son on March 1, 1932. The kidnapper left a ransom note demanding $50,000, which was
subsequently raised to $70,000. The Lindbergh baby was eventually found, dead, 72
days after the kidnapping. The child’s alleged murderer, Bruno Richard Hauptmann, was
tried and convicted of first-degree murder in one of the most-famous trials in American
history. Hauptmann was executed on April 3, 1936.[7]
The Lindberghs tried to reestablish their lives. They donated their house to the state of
New Jersey for use as a home for children in need. Unfortunately, after their second son
was born on August 6, 1932, they continued to receive numerous letters threatening to
kidnap their son. The media also continued to harass them. Lindbergh came to loathe the
media, and he concluded it was necessary to leave the United States.
The Lindberghs moved to England because they were told that Englishmen and English
newspapers would respect their rights of privacy. Also, kidnapping and gangsterism such
as they had experienced in the United States were unknown in the British Isles. The
Lindberghs in England began to enjoy the privacy they had longed for. They spent two

years in England before moving to a small island off the coast of France.[8]
The American military attaché in Berlin, Maj. Truman Smith, invited Lindbergh to
inspect and report on the state of German military aviation. Lindbergh accepted the
invitation, and he was impressed with the number of German factories and their
production capabilities. The Lindberghs also attended the opening ceremonies of the
1936 summer Olympics in Berlin. They returned twice to Germany in 1937 and 1938,
and in October 1938, Lindbergh accepted the Service Cross of the German Eagle—
Germany’s second-highest decoration. Many Americans and the American press
questioned Lindbergh’s judgment and politics when he accepted this medal.[9]

Anti-Interventionist
The Lindberghs moved back to the United States in April 1939 as war in Europe
loomed. Lindbergh resigned his commission in the military so that he could speak freely
against America’s involvement in the European war. On September 15, 1939, Lindbergh
made his first radio address explaining why America should remain neutral in the war.
Numerous supportive letters were sent to Lindbergh after this speech. The American
consensus was overwhelmingly against American entry into the European conflict.[10]
Lindbergh continued to make speeches against American intervention in the war. While
most Americans continued to oppose intervention, and Lindbergh was still a hero to
millions, Lindbergh began to be attacked by the pro-interventionist media. Anne
Lindbergh was having trouble coping with the cruel attacks on her husband. She wrote
in her diary during this period:
Bitter criticism. Personal attacks. He has had two threatening letters: He is a
“Nazi.” He will be punished. Our other two children will be taken…I feel
angry and bitter and trapped again. Where can we live, where can we
go?...C. is criminally misunderstood, misquoted, and misused.[11]
Lindbergh faced strong opposition from President Franklin Roosevelt. On May 20, 1940,
the day after Lindbergh made an anti-interventionist radio address, Roosevelt was
having lunch with his treasury secretary, Henry Morgenthau. After a brief discussion of
Lindbergh’s radio address, Roosevelt turned to his trusted cabinet official and said, “If I
should die tomorrow, I want you to know this. I am absolutely convinced that Lindbergh
is a Nazi.”[12]
Roosevelt tried to discredit Lindbergh by ordering an IRS audit of his tax returns. A
newspaperman tipped Lindbergh that this story would break in the press, and asked
Lindbergh if he would care to comment. Surprisingly, Lindbergh said he would be
delighted to talk to the press about his tax returns. Lindbergh told reporters that he
realized it was often difficult to calculate what you really owe for income tax. Therefore,
after calculating his tax each year, he always added 10% to what he thought he owed,
and paid it. Lindbergh said he had been doing this for many years, and had never heard
any complaints from the IRS. He deadpanned that he didn’t expect any rebates, either.
This was the end of what Roosevelt had hoped would be a promising scandal.[13]
Lindbergh also faced harsh criticism for his anti-interventionist testimony in Congress.
The Richmond News Leader wrote: “Millions would vote today to hang Lindbergh or to
exile him…Half the letters that have come to newspapers during the past few days have
been abuse of him. Some of the communications have been so scurrilous that they could
not be printed.” The author wrote that if Lindbergh wanted to boost Nazism and keep
America out of war, he would be more effective by “keeping away from the committee
room and plotting in the background.”[14]

America First Committee
The America First Committee (AFC) was founded in September 1940 and became the
most-powerful isolationist group in the United States. The AFC at its peak had an
estimated 850,000 members. The AFC leadership approached Lindbergh in April 1941
and asked him to become a speaker for the organization. Lindbergh agreed to make
speeches for the AFC, and made it clear that he would not accept any money for
speaking, would pay his own expenses, and would not submit his speeches for approval.
Lindbergh also joined the AFC’s executive committee.[15]
Lindbergh attracted huge crowds wherever he spoke. When Lindbergh spoke for the
AFC in New York City on May 23, 1941, the rally required Madison Square Garden.
Some 25,000 people filled the flag-festooned stadium, and almost as many stood on the
streets, listening to speeches over loudspeakers. Lindbergh’s introduction set off a wave
of applause that practically shook the Garden. Lindbergh stressed that Americans must
demand an accounting from a government that was leading America into war while it
promised peace.[16]
On the night of May 29, 1941, Lindbergh made a speech at the Arena in Philadelphia
before an overflow crowd of 15,000. Lindbergh described President Roosevelt’s foreign
policy as being designed to subtly but steadily engage America in the European war.
Lindbergh said: “First they said, ‘sell us the arms and we will win.’ Then it was ‘lend us
the arms and we will win.’ Now it is ‘bring us the arms and we will win.’ Tomorrow it
will be ‘fight our war for us and we will win.’” Lindbergh reported that AFC’s
membership was increasing by thousands every day, with chapters being formed all
across the country.[17]
The AFC gained momentum through the summer. On June 20, 1941, Lindbergh spoke at
the Hollywood Bowl to an estimated overflow crowd of 80,000—his largest live
audience yet. Lindbergh spoke at San Francisco’s Civic Auditorium eleven nights later.
He underscored the folly of America’s allying with any of the belligerents because of the
fickleness of the European nations toward each other. Lindbergh also warned against an
alliance with the Soviet Union. He said, “An alliance between the United States and
Russia should be opposed by every American, by every Christian, and by every
humanitarian in this country.”[18]
Interventionist groups began to attack Lindbergh. For example, in August and
September 1941, the interventionist group Friends of Democracy prepared an elaborate
28-page pamphlet entitled Is Lindbergh a Nazi? This pamphlet missed no argument in its
attempts to discredit Lindbergh.[19] Libraries across America also pulled Lindbergh’s
books from their shelves, and some cities removed Lindbergh’s name from their streets
and lists of honorary citizens.[20]
By the middle of 1941, the interventionist assaults on Lindbergh were becoming
increasingly vicious and effective. The interventionist attacks on Lindbergh reached
historic proportions in September 1941.[21]

Infamous Speech
On September 11, 1941, more than 8,000 people crowded into the Des Moines Coliseum
to hear Lindberg speak at an AFC rally. Lindbergh had decided to make a “for-therecord” speech identifying the warmakers as he saw them. Lindbergh told his audience:
The three most-important groups who have been pressing this country

toward war are the British, the Jewish, and the Roosevelt administration.
Behind these groups, but of lesser importance, are a number of capitalists,
Anglophiles, and intellectuals, who believe that their future, and the future
of mankind, depend upon the domination of the British Empire. Add to
these the Communistic groups who were opposed to intervention until a few
weeks ago, and I believe I have named the major war agitators in this
country.[22]
This speech was the only public address in which Lindbergh mentioned Jews, as a
group, movement or group exerting influence. Lindbergh in his speech elaborated on the
Jewish group’s influence and motivations:
It is not difficult to understand why Jewish people desire the overthrow of
Nazi Germany. The persecution they suffered in Germany would be
sufficient to make bitter enemies of any race. No person with a sense of
dignity of mankind can condone the persecution of the Jewish race in
Germany. But no person of honesty and vision can look on their pro-war
policy here today without seeing the dangers involved in such a policy, both
for us and for them.
Instead of agitating for war, the Jewish groups in this country should be
opposing it in every possible way, for they will be among the first to feel its
consequences. Tolerance is a virtue that depends upon peace and strength.
History shows that it cannot survive war and devastation. A few far-sighted
Jewish people realize this, and stand opposed to intervention. But the
majority still do not. Their greatest danger to this country lies in their large
ownership and influence in our motion pictures, our press, our radio, and
our Government.
I am not attacking either the Jewish or the British people. Both races I
admire. But I am saying that the leaders of both the British and the Jewish
races, for reasons which are as understandable from their viewpoint as they
are inadvisable from ours, for reasons which are not American, wish to
involve us in the war. We cannot blame them for looking out for what they
believe to be their own interests, but we also must look out for ours. We
cannot allow the natural passions and prejudices of other peoples to lead our
country to destruction.[23]
Rarely has any public address in American history caused more of an uproar than did
Lindbergh’s Des Moines speech. Criticism and denunciations of Lindbergh’s speech
came from all across the United States. Newspapers and organized interventionist groups
joined in savage attacks on Lindbergh. Criticism of Lindbergh’s speech also emanated
from high political levels in the United States. For example, Governor Thomas E.
Dewey of New York called Lindbergh’s speech “an inexcusable abuse of the right of
freedom of speech.”[24]
Anne Lindbergh wrote in her diary concerning Lindbergh’s speech:
He names the “war agitators”—chiefly the British, the Jews, and the
Administration. He does it truthfully, moderately, and with no bitterness or
rancor—but I hate to have him touch the Jews at all. For I dread the reaction
on him. No one else mentions this subject out loud (though many seethe
bitterly and intolerantly underneath). C., as usual, must bear the brunt of
being frank and open. What he is saying in public is not intolerant or
inciting or bitter and it is just what he says in private, while the other softspoken cautious people who say terrible things in private would never dare

be as frank in public as he. They do not want to pay the price. And the price
will be terrible.[25]

Later Years
The AFC disbanded after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, and urged its members to
cease all opposition to the war. Lindbergh wanted to serve in the U.S. military once the
nation was at war. However, members of the Roosevelt administration made it clear that
Lindbergh would have to admit his views had been wrong before his commission could
be reinstated. This Lindbergh refused to do.[26]
Lindbergh’s first applications to be employed in the private sector at Pan Am, CurtissWright and United Aircraft all failed, perhaps due to pressure from the government.
Lindbergh eventually became a consultant to Henry Ford in the production of B-24
bombers, and a year later was hired as a consultant with United Aircraft. Designated as a
civilian observer, Lindbergh was allowed to fly dozens of combat missions in the Pacific
theater near the end of the war. He displayed the skill and exceptional physical attributes
that made him the world’s most famous flyer, and is credited with downing at least one
Japanese plane.[27]
Lindbergh, however, was no longer an American hero immediately after the war.
Historian William O’Neill expressed the view of many Americans: “In promoting
appeasement and military unpreparedness, Lindberg damaged his country to a greater
degree than any other private citizen in modern times. That he meant well makes no
difference…”[28]
Fortunately, Lindbergh’s tarnished image slowly improved after the war. With the help
of his wife, Lindbergh wrote the book The Spirit of St. Louis, which became an
overwhelming bestseller with extremely favorable reviews. Lindbergh won the Pulitzer
Prize for this book in the spring of 1954. On April 7, 1954, based on President
Eisenhower’s nomination and Senate approval, Lindbergh was sworn in as a brigadier
general. Lindbergh also had numerous job offers, most of which he refused, but he did
maintain a series of positions on several boards, at which he worked indefatigably.[29]
President John F. Kennedy invited the Lindberghs to a state dinner at the White House in
1962. This helped Lindbergh reemerge as a hero to many Americans, since by inviting
Lindbergh to the White House, Kennedy affixed his stamp of approval. President
Lyndon Johnson continued Lindbergh’s rehabilitation by inviting the Lindberghs to a
number of official occasions, including a 1968 state dinner with the Apollo 8
astronauts.[30]
Lindbergh in his later years joined several conservation organizations and put all his
energy into the conservation and ecology movement. He died on August 26, 1974 in
Maui, Hawaii of lymphatic cancer.[31]

Conclusion
Lindbergh’s Des Moines speech was a catastrophe for the America First Committee and
Lindbergh personally. Historian Bradley Hart writes: “There is little doubt that if
Lindbergh had died prematurely in the mid-1930s he would be widely admired today.
After 1941 his reputation would be permanently tarred with the stain of anti-Semitism
and Nazi sympathies.”[32]
Lindbergh never apologized for his Des Moines address and felt he had done nothing

wrong. He wrote in his journal four days after his speech: “I felt I had worded my Des
Moines address carefully and moderately. It seems that almost anything can be discussed
in America except the Jewish problem. The mere mention of the word ‘Jew’ is cause for
a storm. Personally, I feel that the only hope for a moderate solution lies in an open and
frank discussion.”[33]
Lindbergh in his Des Moines address had simply expressed publicly what he thought
privately. He wrote in his journal on May 1, 1941: “Most of the Jewish interests in the
country are behind war, and they control a huge part of our press and radio and most of
our motion pictures.”[34] The storm that erupted after his Des Moines speech proves the
truth of what Lindbergh wrote in his journal. In 1941 through today in 2020, anyone
who mentions the influence of Jewish interests or causes on Western media and
governments will be viciously smeared and have their reputation irreparably harmed.
This article was originally published in the September/October 2020 issue of The Barnes
Review.
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Czechoslovakia: How Britain Turned
the Failure of a State into a Cause for
War
by John Wear

The Munich Agreement signed by Germany, the United Kingdom,
France and Italy on September 30, 1938 was meant to mark the
beginning of a new era in European aﬀairs. The Versailles Treaty,
which had been so deleterious to Germany, was now successfully
dismantled without a war. A new epoch, based on equality and mutual
conﬁdence among the four great European Powers, was supposed to
take its place.[1]
British Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain told the cheering crowd
in London that welcomed him home after signing the Munich
Agreement, “I believe it is peace in our time.”[2] Unfortunately, the
mutual conﬁdence that was supposed to arise among the four great
European powers quickly unraveled. This article discusses the events
that led to Germany’s assuming the protection of Czechoslovakia, and
their exploitation by British high oﬀicials to promote war against
Germany.

Historical Background
Public opinion in the Western democracies soon took a hard turn
against Germany shortly after the Munich Agreement was signed. On
the night of November 9-10, 1938, National-Socialist storm troopers
went on a rampage in Germany, including Austria, looting Jewish
shops, smashing windows, burning synagogues, and beating Jews.
Hundreds of Jews were assaulted and dozens perished in what came
to be known as Kristallnacht, the night of broken glass. The United
States recalled its ambassador to Germany because of this atrocity.
Much of the good will garnered by Germany from the 1936 Berlin
Olympics and the Munich Agreement, which the publics of the
democracies still believed had averted war, was washed away by
Kristallnacht.[3]
War propaganda against Germany began to intensify from Great
Britain. The British press in late November 1938 reported rumors
that Germany was massing troops in preparation for an invasion of
Czechoslovakia. These false rumors originated from London. Anthony
Eden, who had opposed the Munich Agreement, was sent to the
United States by British Foreign Secretary Edward Frederick Lindley
Wood (Lord Halifax) in December 1938 to spread rumors about

malign German plans. U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt responded
with a provocative and insulting warning to Germany in his message
to Congress on January 4, 1939.[4]
Lord Halifax secretly circulated rumors both at home and abroad
which presented the foreign policy of Hitler in the worst possible
light. On January 24, 1939, Halifax sent a message to President
Roosevelt in which he claimed to have received “a large number of
reports from various reliable sources which throw a most disquieting
light on Hitler’s mood and intentions.” Halifax claimed that Hitler
had recently planned to establish an independent (of the Soviet
Union) Ukraine, and that Hitler intended to destroy the Western
nations in a surprise attack before he moved against the East. Halifax
further claimed that not only British intelligence, but also “highly
placed Germans who are anxious to prevent this crime” had
furnished evidence of this evil conspiracy. These claims were all lies.
Hitler did not have the remotest intention at the time of attacking in
the East or any Western country.[5]
A crisis developed in Czechoslovakia after the Munich Agreement.
The German, Polish and Hungarian minorities had been successfully
relieved of Czech rule (Poland and Hungary joined Germany in hiving
oﬀ pieces of Czechoslovakia). However, Slovak and Ruthenians
minorities were also eager to escape Czech rule, and they received
encouragement from Poland and Hungary. For about four months
after Munich, Hitler considered the possibility of protecting the
remnants of the Czech state. Hitler gradually came to the conclusion
that the Czech cause was lost in Slovakia, and that Czech cooperation
with Germany could not be relied upon. Hitler eventually decided to
transfer German support from the Czechs to the Slovaks.[6]
Increasingly serious internal diﬀiculties faced the Czech state, and in
early 1939 the Czech problem with Slovakia deteriorated rapidly. The
climax of the Slovak crisis occurred on March 9, 1939, when the
Czech government dismissed the four principal Slovak ministers from
the local government at Bratislava.
Josef Tiso, the Slovakian leader, arrived in Berlin on March 13, 1939,
and met with Hitler in a hurried conference. Hitler admitted to Tiso
that until recently he had been unaware of the strength of the
independence movement in Slovakia. Hitler promised Tiso that he
would support Slovakia if she continued to demonstrate her will to
independence. The Slovakian government proceeded to vote a
declaration of independence from Czechoslovakia on March 14,
1939.[7] Ruthenia also quickly declared independence and became
part of Hungary, dissolving what was left of the Czech state.[8]
German historian Udo Walendy writes concerning the dissolution of
Czechoslovakia: “The disintegration of this multi-cultural creation,
joined together in total disregard of historical and national principles,
happened without any German help and would already have come
about in 1918 had not Russia and Germany been utterly and totally
destroyed.”[9]

Germany’s Protectorate of Czechoslovakia
Czech President Emil Hácha, with prior approval from his cabinet, on
his own initiative traveled to Berlin to see Hitler in the hope of
ﬁnding a solution for this hopeless crisis. President Hácha was
correctly received at Berlin with the full military honors due a visiting
head of state. Hitler met Hácha’s train and presented ﬂowers and
chocolates to Hácha’s daughter, who accompanied her father. After
World War II, Hácha’s daughter denied to Allied investigators that
her father had been subjected to any unusual pressure during his
visit to Berlin. This information is important because Hácha, who had
a history of heart trouble, had a mild heart attack during his visit
with the German leaders. Hácha agreed to accept German medical
assistance, and recovered quickly enough to negotiate the outline of
an agreement with Germany and the Czech state. The details were
arranged between the Czechs and the Germans at Prague on March
15th and 16th.[10]
The occupation of Prague by German troops was legalized by the
agreements signed with the Czech and Slovak leaders. The period of
direct German military rule lasted a little over one month. The new
regime formed by the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia on March 16,
1939 enjoyed considerable popularity among the Czechs. On July 31,
1939, Hitler agreed to permit the Czech government to have a
military force of 7,000 soldiers, which included 280 oﬀicers.[11]
President Hácha had voluntarily placed the fortunes of the Czech
state in the hands of Germany. Hácha and his new cabinet resumed
control of the government on April 27, 1939.[12] Hácha would serve
Hitler faithfully throughout the war. British historian Donald
Cameron Watt writes, “[Hitler] was remarkably kind…to the Czech
Cabinet after the march into Prague, keeping its members in oﬀice
for a time and paying their pensions.”[13]
The motives behind Hitler’s actions in the Czech crisis of March 1939
remain in dispute. British historian A. J. P. Taylor evaluates Hitler’s
motives:
All the world saw in this the culmination of a long-planned
campaign. In fact, it was the unforeseen by-product of
developments in Slovakia; and Hitler was acting against the
Hungarians rather than against the Czechs. Nor was there
anything sinister or premeditated in the protectorate over
Bohemia. Hitler, the supposed revolutionary, was simply
reverting in the most conservative way to the pattern of
previous centuries. Bohemia had always been part of the
Holy Roman Empire; it had been part of the German
Confederation between 1815 and 1866; then it had been
linked to German Austria until 1918. Independence, not
subordination, was the novelty in Czech history. Of course,
Hitler’s protectorate brought tyranny to Bohemia—secret
police, the S.S., the concentration camps; but no more than
in Germany itself…Hitler’s domestic behavior, not his

foreign policy, was the real crime which ultimately brought
him—and Germany—to the ground. It did not seem so at the
time. Hitler took the decisive step in his career when he
occupied Prague. He did it without design; it brought him
slight advantage. He acted only when events had already
destroyed the settlement of Munich. But everyone outside
Germany, and especially the other makers of that
settlement, believed that he had deliberately destroyed it
himself.[14]
American historian David Hoggan wrote: “Hitler’s decision to support
the Slovaks and to occupy Prague had been based on the obvious
disinterest of the British leaders in the Czech situation. There had
been ample opportunities for them to encourage the Czechs in some
way, but they had repeatedly refused to do so. The truth was that the
British leaders did not care about the Czechs. They used Hitler’s
policy as a pretext to become indignant about the Germans.”[15]
Germany’s protectorate of Czechoslovakia eﬀectively precluded
potential military actions against Czech territory by third countries.
Udo Walendy writes: “Dr. Hácha’s decision to agree to the
transformation of his state into a German protectorate was
signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced—quite apart from the purely internal strife—
by an advancing Hungarian army that was, on the eve of 14 March,
taking over and pugnaciously claiming a border strip, but also the
fact that a lightning attack by Poland was feared.”[16]

British Reaction to Prague’s Occupation
Neville Chamberlain originally explained in the House of Commons
on March 15, 1939 that Germany had no obligation to consult Great
Britain in dealing with the Czech-Slovak crisis. The British
government had also never fulﬁlled its promise to guarantee the
Czech state after the Munich Agreement. Chamberlain stated that the
Slovak declaration of independence on March 14, 1939 put an end by
internal disruption to the Czech state, and therefore the British
guarantee to preserve the integrity of Czechoslovakia was no longer
binding.[17] Chamberlain declared in the House of Commons: “With
that [the breaking up of Czechoslovakia from the inside], a situation
has ceased to exist which His Majesty’s government has always
regarded as temporary.”[18] Chamberlain concluded, “Let us
remember that the desire of all the peoples of the world still remains
concentrated on the hopes of peace.”[19]
Lord Halifax now began to take control of British policy toward
Germany. Halifax informed Chamberlain that his speech of March 15,
1939 was unacceptable. President Roosevelt was also highly critical
of Chamberlain’s speech. Two days later, on March 17, 1939,
Chamberlain revealed the ﬁrst sign of a major shift in British policy
toward Germany. In a speech in his home city of Birmingham,
Chamberlain charged Hitler with “a ﬂagrant breach of personal
faith.” Chamberlain presented himself as the victim of German
duplicity, and stated that he would never be able to believe Hitler

again. Chamberlain asked rhetorically if this was a step by Hitler to
attempt to dominate the world by force.[20]
Halifax expressed his hostile views concerning Germany’s occupation
of Prague to German Ambassador Herbert von Dirksen on March 15,
1939. Halifax claimed that Hitler had unmasked himself as a
dishonest person, and that German policy implied a rejection of good
relations with Great Britain. Halifax insisted that Germany was
“seeking to establish a position in which they could by force dominate
Europe, and, if possible, the world.” Halifax stated that he could
understand Hitler’s taste for bloodless victories, but he promised the
German diplomat that Hitler would be forced to shed blood the next
time.[21]
The reports which Ambassador Dirksen sent to Berlin during the next
several days indicate that he was considerably shaken by the
menacing British reaction to the latest Czech crisis. The entire
German Embassy staﬀ was dismayed by the events of March 1939.
Ambassador Dirksen recognized the importance of an Anglo-German
understanding, and he became almost incoherent with grief when
confronted with the collapse of his diplomatic eﬀorts. The British had
allowed the impression that the future of Bohemia was a matter of
complete indiﬀerence to them. Then the British hypocritically turned
around and declared that the events in Bohemia had convinced them
that Hitler was seeking to conquer the world. No wonder the German
diplomats in London were in despair.[22]

Further Eﬀorts to Demonize Germany
Halifax next sought a broader basis than the Czech crisis to justify
Britain’s belligerence toward Germany. Virgil Tilea, the Romanian
Minister to Great Britain, was recruited by Halifax to make false
charges against Germany. Tilea was carefully coached for his role by
Sir Robert Vansittart, Great Britain’s vehemently anti-German chief
diplomatic advisor. On March 17, 1939, Tilea issued a carefully
crafted public statement which charged that Germany was seeking to
obtain control of the entire Romanian economy. Tilea further claimed
that Germany had issued an ultimatum that terriﬁed Romanian
leaders. These false accusations were published by the major British
newspapers. Millions of British-newspaper readers around the world
were aghast at Hitler’s apparently unlimited appetite for conquest.
Tilea’s false accusations produced anxiety and outspoken hostility
toward Germany among the British public.[23]
The British minister to Romania, Reginald Hoare, contacted Halifax
and proceeded to explain in detail the ridiculous nature of Tilea’s
charges. Hoare stated that it was “so utterly improbable that the
Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs would not have informed me that an
immediate (italics his) threatening situation had developed here that
I called on him as soon as your telegrams to Warsaw and Moscow had
been deciphered. He told me that he was being inundated with
enquiries regarding the report of a German ultimatum which had
appeared in The Times and Daily Telegraph today. There was not a

word of truth in it.”[24]
Hoare naturally assumed that his detailed report would move Halifax
to dismiss the false Tilea charges. Nothing of this sort occurred.
Hoare was astonished when Halifax continued to express his faith in
the authenticity of Tilea’s story after its falsehood had been exposed.
The Tilea hoax was crucial to the development of Halifax’s policy of
inciting hatred among the British public (and through it, the entire
Anglosphere and much of world opinion) toward Germany. Halifax
was not concerned with any adverse repercussions of the Tilea hoax
in Romania.[25]
Halifax had lied to the British public about German policy toward
Czechoslovakia after the Munich Agreement, and he had lied to them
about the alleged crisis in Romania. It was only by means of these
palpable falsehoods that the British public had been stirred into a
warlike mood. It was by these means that Halifax would be able to
persuade the British public to support a foreign policy that was both
dangerous and bereft of logic.[26]

Conclusion
The “brutal violation of little, defenseless Czecho-Slovakia” by
Germany was a falsehood which was ceaselessly pounded into the
masses by the opinion-makers of the press. In reality, Dr. Emil Hácha
traveled to Berlin of his own volition in order to prevent chaos from
breaking out in Bohemia and Moravia, which was threatening to
erupt unless the Reich government intervened. Germany’s
protectorate of Czechoslovakia maintained peace in a region that was
facing both internal disruption and potential conquest by neighboring
countries.[27]
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Ernst von Weizsäcker: Last Victim of Germany’s
Vengeful Conquerors
by John Wear

German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker worked tirelessly for peace and had never
wanted Germany to enter into World War II. Weizsäcker fell out of favor with Adolf
Hitler toward the end of the war, and might have been executed if he had not been in
Allied-occupied Rome. Treacherously, he was charged and convicted as a war criminal
by the Allies after the war.

Weizsäcker Works for Peace
Ernst von Weizsäcker served as state secretary in the German Foreign Office from April
1938 until his resignation in April 1943. Establishment historians such as Joachim Fest
state that Weizsäcker sought peace and gave tacit support to resistance cells against
Hitler within his own office.[1] Anton Gill writes that Weizsäcker was “a courageous
man who fought the Party from within, and under whose aegis contacts abroad were
maintained and developed.”[2] Historian Peter Hoffmann writes that Weizsäcker
remained in office in order to restrain Hitler as much as he could.[3]
Professor Carl Jacob Burckhardt, the League of Nations high commissioner for Danzig,
wrote in his memoirs that he spoke to Weizsäcker on September 1, 1938 on how to
defuse the Czechoslovakian crisis. Weizsäcker thought that some blunt, undiplomatic
British general might confront Hitler and get Hitler to listen. Burckhardt stressed that by
saying this, Weizsäcker was “conspiring with a potential enemy for the purpose of
preserving peace—a double game of the utmost peril…Even as early as this, Weizsäcker
was making no secret of his view that the preservation of peace and the salvation of
Germany were only possible if the one ruinous figure, in whose hands all power was
concentrated, should disappear.”[4]
Weizsäcker also attempted to preserve peace by derailing the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact.
Peter Hoffman writes:
In the summer of 1939 Erich Kordt also went to London to try to stop the
Hitler-Stalin pact. This he did with the backing of Weizsäcker who
throughout July and August was trying to sabotage Hitler’s and
Ribbentrop’s foreign policy by warnings and procrastination. In August,
among other things, he reiterated his request of summer 1938 to the British
government that a general be dispatched to Hitler who could talk to him
privately “man to man,” in other words issue a threat which would be
unmistakable and credible even to Hitler.[5]
Historian Klemens von Klemperer wrote concerning Weizsäcker’s position in the
German resistance movement:
Weizsäcker’s position was in many ways analogous to that of Admiral
Canaris. His naval background (1900-20) gave him a special sense of
affinity and intimacy with the intelligence chief [Canaris]. Both Weizsäcker
and Canaris chose to stay rather than to resign. As a matter of fact, it was

General Beck who pleaded with his colleague in the Foreign Office to stay
since in his official capacity he could do something for peace “up to the last
moment.” Also, like Canaris, Weizsäcker, while not in the strict sense
belonging to the Widerstand [German resistance to the National-Socialist
regime], offered obstruction from within and resisted through “feigned cooperation” which amounted, in his own terms, to “conspiracy with the
potential enemy for the purpose of ensuring peace.”[6]
Anton Gill writes:
Ernst von Weizsäcker, another leading Resistance figure who worked as a
principal servant of the Nazi State, was, like Admiral Wilhelm Canaris of
the Abwehr, responsible for a team of conspirators. After Hitler had
appointed Joachim Ribbentrop as Foreign Minister in 1937, Weizsäcker was
given the post of State Secretary to the Foreign Office. He was never a
sympathizer with the regime, but like [Johannes] Popitz he believed that it
was better to work against it from within and try to limit its evils than to
tackle it from the outside. His most important contribution, similar to that of
Canaris, was to provide a “safe area” in which conspirators could operate,
but the latter’s work was of greater significance than his.[7]

Vatican Ambassador
Weizsäcker resigned his post as state secretary in the German Foreign Office at the end
of April 1943, and became the German ambassador to the Vatican. Weizsäcker was glad
to leave his post since he despised German Foreign Minister Joachim von Ribbentrop
and was disenchanted with Hitler’s war policies. His assignment in Rome gave him a
new opportunity to work for peace.[8]
Weizsäcker met with Pope Pius XII and was impressed by his intensely spiritual
personality and real love of Germany. Weizsäcker wrote that the pope has a burning
desire for peace, and suffered from the fact that the contending parties refused to listen
to him. The German Embassy in the Vatican successfully worked to allow the priests of
all enemy states who were in Rome to remain there. Weizsäcker wrote that there were
masses of refugees in the monasteries, and the city of Rome at the time was harboring
almost 1 million more people than usual. Numerous people thanked the German
Embassy for keeping these people in Rome and away from potential harm.[9]
The German Embassy also worked with Gen. Albert Kesselring to preserve churches, art
works, and to prevent the bombing of Rome. Weizsäcker wrote:
Of course, the most important thing was that Rome itself should not be
bombed, but should be declared an “open city.” Field-Marshal Kesselring,
to whom I conveyed this anxious wish on the part of the Vatican, had
reasonable objections from a military point of view. But he put these on one
side and reduced the occupying force in Rome to a ridiculously small
minimum, I think to one battalion. He forbade the troops to march straight
through Rome, and instructed them to go round the city by complicated
detours. It was not the Germans’ fault that nevertheless a few Allied bombs
fell on the city because, so it was said, Rome had become an important base
for the German armed forces…
From June 1943 to June 1944 I had not been able to achieve anything in
Rome in the field of general politics. But we members of the Vatican
Embassy were with some reason credited with having played a part in the

limited sphere of the protection of the Eternal City and of the Church.[10]
Weizsäcker was in Rome when the failed assassination attempt on Adolf Hitler occurred
on July 20, 1944. During questioning before his trial, Adam von Trott mentioned
Weizsäcker as a leader of the opposition group in the Foreign Office. Since the Allies
had occupied Rome in June 1944, however, Weizsäcker could have been recalled to
Germany only with the cooperation of the Allies, and they denied this .[11]
Weizsäcker stayed on as a private guest of the Vatican after the war until the end of
August 1946. He was allowed to travel to Germany to give testimony in defense of
Admiral Erich Raeder, Konstantin von Neurath and others at the main Nuremberg trial.
Weizsäcker returned to Rome until he was called back to Nuremberg in March 1947 for
questioning. To Weizsäcker’s surprise, he was arrested by American officials in July
1947 for alleged war crimes. Weizsäcker was named as the lead defendant in the socalled Wilhelmstrasse or Ministries Trial.[12]

The Ministries Trial
The Ministries case was filed November 15, 1947. The court proceedings ended in
November 1948, but because of the voluminous evidence resulting from 21 German
government officials being named as defendants, the court took five months to file its
833-page judgment. Sentences were not imposed until April 14, 1949, making it the last
Nuremberg trial to conclude.[13]
Robert Kempner was the American chief prosecutor in the Ministries Trial. Kempner
was a German Jew who had lost his job as chief legal advisor to the Prussian police
department because of National-Socialist race laws. He emigrated first to Italy and then
to the United States. Kempner was bitter about the experience and was eager to
prosecute and convict German officials in government service.[14]
Kempner bribed Under Secretary Friedrich Wilhelm Gaus, a leading official from the
German foreign office, to testify for the prosecution in the Ministries Trial. The
transcript of Kempner’s interrogation of Gaus reveals that Kempner induced Gaus to
exchange the role of defendant for that of collaborator with the prosecution. Gaus was
released from isolation two days after his interrogation. A few days later a German
newspaper reported a long handwritten declaration from Gaus in which he accused the
German government service of collective guilt. It was subsequently revealed that
Kempner had leaked Gaus’s accusations to the newspaper.[15]
Many people became critical of Kempner’s heavy-handed interrogation methods. In the
case of Friedrich Gaus, for example, Kempner threatened to turn Gaus over to the
Soviets if Gaus did not cooperate with the prosecution.[16]
American attorney Charles LaFollete said that Kempner’s “foolish, unlawyer-like
method of interrogation was common knowledge in Nuremberg all the time I was there
and protested by those of us who anticipated the arising of a day, just such as we now
have, when the Germans would attempt to make martyrs out of the common criminals
on trial in Nuremberg.”[17]
Kempner also attempted to suborn Ernst von Weizsäcker during the Ministries Trial.
However, Weizsäcker steadfastly refused to cooperate. Richard von Weizsäcker, who
helped defend his father at the trial, wrote: “During the proceedings Kempner once said
to me that though our defense was very good, it suffered from one error: We should have
turned him, Kempner, into my father’s defense attorney.” Richard von Weizsäcker felt
Kempner’s words were no more than pure cynicism.[18]

American attorney Warren Magee, who served as defense counsel in the Ministries Trial,
thought the Nuremberg trials were extremely unjust. Magee wrote to Pope Pius XII:
We all know Jews suffered much under Hitler. We also know that Christian
tenets of “humility, and charity which, together with the Church, have their
source in the Heart of Christ” have no real place in the hearts of many Jews.
“An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth” is the driving force behind the
prosecutions at Nuremberg. While it grieves me to say this, the prosecution
staff, its lawyers, research analysts, interpreters, clerks, etc. is largely
Jewish. Many are Germans who fled their country and only recently took
out American citizenship. Jewish influence was even apparent at the first
trial, labeled the IMT. Atrocities against Jews are always stressed above all
else…With persecuted Jews in the background directing the proceedings,
the trials cannot be maintained in an objectivity aloof from vindictiveness,
personal grievances, and racial desires for revenge…Basic principles have
been disregarded by “new” Americans, many of whom have imbedded in
their very beings European racial hatreds and prejudices.[19]
Weizsäcker was convicted of waging aggressive war for aiding in the invasion and
occupation of Czechoslovakia in March 1939. He was also convicted of complicity in
deporting Jews to alleged German extermination camps such as Auschwitz. Weizsäcker
was sentenced to seven years in prison.[20]

Unjust Conviction
Ernst von Weizsäcker was unjustly convicted at his trial of waging aggressive war and
deporting Jews to alleged German extermination camps. In fact, if he had not been in the
Vatican in July 1944, Weizsäcker could have been convicted and hanged for treason as
were Admiral Wilhelm Canaris and other members of the German resistance.
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker was extremely upset that the Americans were trying his
father. Edward Teller wrote in his memoirs about his conversation with Carl Friedrich in
the latter part of 1948:
I met Carl Friedrich in a small room full of law books. He was worried
about his father, who had been charged with war crimes by the Nuremberg
tribunal. That was the only time I ever saw Carl Friedrich upset. He said, “If
the Americans had come in and shot every tenth German, I could have
understood it. I could have called it justice. The Americans had every reason
to be angry. But I cannot accept ex post facto laws. They have nothing to do
with justice.”[21]
Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker, who was a highly intelligent and well-regarded physicist,
showed his ignorance in this quote of the situation in postwar Germany. The Americans
had already murdered every tenth German by the time he made this statement, primarily
through mass starvation instead of the use of bullets.[22] Germany also never had a
program of genocide against European Jewry as Carl Friedrich implied in this statement
that it had.[23]
Ernst von Weizsäcker’s conviction for crimes against peace was reversed on December
12, 1949 after a series of post-trial defense motions. The new tribunal majority stated:
“After a careful examination of the entire record concerning his conviction with the
aggression against Czechoslovakia, we are convinced that our finding of guilt as to that
crime is erroneous. We are glad to correct it. The judgment of guilt against the defendant
von Weizsaecker as to Count 1 is hereby set aside and he is hereby acquitted under

Count 1.” Weizsäcker’s sentence was reduced from seven to five years.[24]
In mid-October 1950, after three years and three months of imprisonment, Weizsäcker
obtained an early release from prison after a review of his case by John J. McCloy of the
Legislative Affairs Office of the U.S. High Commission for Germany. McCloy
biographer Kai Bird writes: “Von Weizsäcker’s aristocratic lineage and his resume as a
respected member of the old-guard German diplomatic establishment made him a
popular candidate for clemency.”[25]
Weizsäcker died of a stroke less than a year after his release from prison on August 4,
1951 at Age 69.[26]

Conclusion
Ernst von Weizsäcker never should have been convicted of any crime by the American
tribunal at Nuremberg. He had always worked for peace, and certainly was never
involved in any plan of genocide against European Jewry. Like many other Germans,
Weizsäcker was victimized by an American-run trial that was organized primarily for
revenge purposes rather than to dispense impartial justice.
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Pearl Harbor: No Surprise to America’s Devil-in-Chief
by John Wear

Establishment historians state that U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt was surprised by Japan’s attack at
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. In reality, Roosevelt had done all he could to initiate Japan’s attack,
and welcomed it as an excuse to enter the United States into what then became World War II. Roosevelt
and his administration also mendaciously blamed the American military commanders at Pearl Harbor for
the success of Japan’s “surprise” attack.

Historical Background
By the closing months of 1941, the United States was intercepting and breaking within a matter of hours
almost every code produced by Japan.[1] The Army Signal Corps had broken the top Japanese diplomaticmessage code, known as PURPLE, in August 1940. The United States was thus able to decipher and read
all diplomatic messages sent between Tokyo and Japanese officials all over the world. Transcripts of these
and other intercepted messages were circulated to all key administration officials in Washington, D.C.
These messages, known as MAGIC, revealed much crucial information to the recipients.
The United States sent duplicate code machines to London, Singapore and the Philippine Islands to keep
the British and their own Far East forces informed. Hawaii never received a duplicate code machine.
Therefore, the government in Washington, D.C. had a far-greater responsibility to make certain that
Hawaii was properly informed and alerted.[2] However, the two United States commanders at Pearl
Harbor, Rear Adm. Husband Kimmel and Maj. Gen. Walter Short, were never informed of the intercepted
Japanese messages. The Roosevelt Administration withheld these intercepted Japanese messages from
Kimmel and Short because it wanted the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor to have the advantage of
surprise.
In the last week of November 1941, Roosevelt knew that an attack by the Japanese in the Pacific was
imminent. Roosevelt warned American Ambassador William Bullitt against traveling across the Pacific,
“I am expecting the Japs to attack any time now, probably within the next three or four days.”[3]
Roosevelt and his administration knew this based on the intercepted Japanese messages. This information
should have been given to the commanders at Pearl Harbor to enable them to prepare for and thwart the
Japanese attack.

American Military Commanders Scapegoated
The war was only 10 days old before some Congressmen questioned why America’s military leaders at
Pearl Harbor had been unprepared for the Japanese attack. Fearing that a congressional investigation
would harm both his political future and the war effort, Roosevelt appointed a five-man board of inquiry
headed by Associate Justice Owen J. Roberts of the U.S. Supreme Court. In order to maintain military
secrecy, the Roberts Commission did not examine or discuss any of the Japanese naval intercepts. The
Roberts Commission’s report concluded that the Pearl Harbor attack was successful due to failures and
errors of judgment by Adm. Kimmel and Gen. Short. They were both charged with dereliction of duty.
President Roosevelt approved the Roberts Commission’s report on January 24, 1942.[4]
A number of investigations of the Pearl Harbor attack followed the Roberts Commission report. Most of
these investigations were efforts to suppress, mislead, or confuse those who sought the truth. Facts and
files were withheld so as to reveal only those items of information which benefited the Roosevelt
Administration.[5]

Investigations conducted by the Army and Navy boards did eventually exonerate Adm. Kimmel and Gen.
Short from derelictions of duty and failures to act which were adjudged “the effective causes” of the
disaster at Pearl Harbor. In its report released on August 29, 1945, the Navy Court of Inquiry said that
Adm. Harold Stark, the chief of naval operations in Washington, had “failed to display the sound
judgment expected of him” in not transmitting to Adm. Kimmel in 1941 important information. This
important information included warning Kimmel “that an attack in the Hawaiian area might be expected
soon.”[6]
One after-action analyst has noted that those who maintained secrecy, failed to remember, or testified on
behalf of the administration in the Pearl Harbor investigations rose very quickly to high places. These
people include Gen. George Marshall, who was made a permanent five-star general, Col. Walter Bedell
Smith, who became a three-star general, Alben Barkley, who became vice-president under Harry Truman,
Sen. Scott Lucas, who became the Senate majority leader, and John W. Murphy and Samuel H. Kaufman,
who were both appointed to lifetime federal judgeships. On the other hand, virtually no one who testified
in the various hearings as to the facts that were damaging to the Roosevelt Administration and their
superiors was ever promoted or rewarded.[7]
None of the Pearl Harbor investigations was able to prove definitively that the Roosevelt Administration
knew beforehand of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. This is because key evidence began to be
concealed as early as December 11, 1941. On this date Rear Adm. Leigh Noyes, the Navy’s director of
communications, consigned the pre-Pearl Harbor Japanese military and diplomatic intercepts and the
relevant directives to Navy vaults. In August 1945, the Navy blocked public access to the pre-Pearl
Harbor intercepts by classifying the documents TOP SECRET. When the congressional investigation into
the Pearl Harbor attack began on November 15, 1945, only diplomatic messages were released. None of
the details of the interception, decoding, or dissemination of the pre-Pearl Harbor naval messages was
introduced into evidence.[8]
The Freedom of Information Act has since been used by Robert Stinnett to release information not
available in previous Pearl Harbor investigations. Stinnett, a veteran of the Pacific War, conducted 17
years of research involving more than 200,000 documents and interviews. Stinnett concluded that: 1) the
United States provoked Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor; 2) U.S. intelligence knew that the Japanese attack
on Pearl Harbor was coming; and 3) Adm. Kimmel and Gen. Short were deprived of this intelligence.[9]
Stinnett stated: “Seven Japanese naval broadcasts intercepted between November 28 and December 6
[1941] confirmed that Japan intended to start the war and that it would begin at Pearl Harbor. The
evidence that poured into American intelligence stations is overpowering. All the broadcasts have one
common denominator: none ever reached Adm. Kimmel.”[10]
Adm. Robert A. Theobald, who was in port at Pearl Harbor when the Japanese attacked, conducted
extensive research for many years into the Pearl Harbor attack. Theobald concluded that President
Roosevelt forced Japan to war by unrelenting diplomatic-economic pressure. Also, Theobald concluded
that Roosevelt enticed Japan to initiate hostilities with its attack on the U.S. Pacific Fleet in Hawaiian
waters. By withholding information from Adm. Kimmel that would have caused Kimmel to render the
attack impossible, Theobald stated that President Roosevelt brought war to the United States on December
7, 1941. There would have been no Pearl Harbor attack if MAGIC had been made available to the
Hawaiian commanders.[11]
Adm. Theobald lists the following facts to show that the Pearl Harbor attack was in accordance with
President Roosevelt’s plans:
1. President Roosevelt and his military and naval advisors were well aware that Japan had a record of
starting wars with a surprise attack synchronized closely with delivery of their declaration of war;
2. In October 1940, the president stated that, if war broke out in the Pacific, Japan would commit the overt
act which would bring the United States into war;

3. The Pacific Fleet, against contrary naval advice, was moored in Pearl Harbor by order of the president
for the patently invalid reason that the fleet, so located, would exert a restrictive effect upon Japanese
aggression in the Far East;
4. The fleet in Hawaii was neither powerful enough nor in any position to influence Japan’s strategic
decisions, which could only be accomplished by the stationing of an adequate naval force in Far-Eastern
waters;
5. Before the fleet could operate at any distance from Pearl Harbor, its train (tankers, supply and repair
vessels) would have had to be tremendously increased in strength—factors that would not escape the
notice of Japanese intelligence;
6. President Roosevelt gave unmistakable evidence, in March 1941, that he was not greatly concerned
with the Pacific Fleet’s influence upon Japanese strategic decisions when he ordered the reduction of that
fleet, already inferior to that of Japan, by the detachment of three battleships, one aircraft carrier, four
light cruisers and 18 destroyers for duty in the Atlantic—a movement which would immediately be
detected by Japanese espionage in Hawaii and the Panama Canal Zone;
7. Successful neutralization of the Pacific Fleet was the only surprise operation which promised the
Japanese navy sufficiently large results to justify the risk of heavy losses from land-based air attacks if the
surprise failed;
8. Such an operation against the fleet in Hawaii was attended with far greater chances of success,
especially from the surprise standpoint, and far less risk of heavy losses than a similar attack against the
fleet based in U.S. West-Coast ports;
9. The retention of the fleet in Hawaii, especially after its reduction in strength in March 1941, could serve
only one possible purpose, a lure to draw a Japanese attack;
10. The denial to the Hawaiian commanders of all knowledge of MAGIC was vital to the plan for enticing
Japan to deliver a surprise attack upon the fleet in Pearl Harbor, because, as late as Saturday December 6,
Adm. Kimmel could have caused the attack to be cancelled by taking his fleet to sea and disappearing
beyond the range of land-based observation.[12]
Adm. Theobald’s conclusions are reinforced by Adm. William F. Halsey, who was one of three senior
commanders of the Pacific Fleet serving under Adm. Kimmel. Adm. Halsey stated: “…I did not know
then of any of the pertinent ‘Magic Messages.’ All our intelligence pointed to an attack by Japan against
the Philippines or the southern areas in Malaya or the Dutch East Indies. While Pearl Harbor was
considered and not ruled out, the mass of evidence made available to us pointed in another direction. Had
we known of Japan’s minute and continued interest in the exact location and movement of our ships in
Pearl Harbor, as indicated in the ‘Magic Messages,’ it is only logical that we would have concentrated our
thought on meeting the practical certainty of an attack on Pearl Harbor.”[13]
Adm. Kimmel was dumbfounded that the MAGIC messages were never disclosed to him. Kimmel stated
that if he had had all of the important information then available to the Navy Department, he would have
set to sea with his fleet and been in a good position to intercept the Japanese attack.[14] Adm. Kimmel
concluded in regard to the Pearl Harbor attacks:
Again and again in my mind I have reviewed the events that preceded the Japanese attack,
seeking to determine if I was unjustified in drawing from the orders, directives and
information that were forwarded to me the conclusions that I did. The fact that I then thought
and now think my conclusions were sound when based upon the information I received, has
sustained me during the years that have passed since the first Japanese bomb fell on Pearl
Harbor.
When the information available in Washington was disclosed to me I was appalled. Nothing

in my experience of nearly 42 years of service in the Navy had prepared me for the actions of
the highest officials in our government which denied this vital information to the Pearl
Harbor commanders.
If those in authority wished to engage in power politics, the least that they should have done
was to advise their naval and military commanders what they were endeavoring to
accomplish. To utilize the Pacific Fleet and the Army forces at Pearl Harbor as a lure for a
Japanese attack without advising the commander-in-chief of the fleet and the commander of
the Army base at Hawaii is something I am wholly unable to comprehend.[15]
Adm. James O. Richardson agreed with Kimmel’s assessment. Richardson wrote after the war:
I consider that, after Pearl Harbor, Adm. Kimmel received the rawest of raw deals from
Franklin D. Roosevelt…I consider [Harold] “Betty” Stark, in failing to ensure that Kimmel
was furnished with all the information available from the breaking Japanese dispatches, to
have been to a marked degree professionally negligent in carrying out his duties as chief of
naval operations.
This offense was compounded, since in writing he had assured the commander-in-chief of the
United States Fleet twice (both myself and Kimmel) that the commander-in-chief was “being
kept advised on all matters within his own [Stark’s] knowledge” and “you may rest assured
that just as soon as I get anything of definite interest, I shall fire it along.”[16]
The U.S. government and military possessed solid intelligence before December 7, 1941 concerning
Japanese plans to attack the United States. According to the Army Pearl Harbor Board:
Information from informers and other means as to the activities of our potential enemy and
their intentions in the negotiations between the United States and Japan was in possession of
the State, War and Navy departments in November and December of 1941. Such agencies had
a reasonably complete disclosure of Japanese plans and intentions, and were in a position to
know what… Japanese potential moves…were scheduled…against the United States.
Therefore, Washington was in possession of essential facts as to the enemy’s
intentions….This information showed clearly that war was inevitable and late in November
absolutely imminent. It clearly demonstrated the necessity of resorting to every trading act
possible to defer the ultimate day of breach of relations to give the Army and Navy time to
prepare for the eventualities of war.[17]
The Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor was no surprise to the Roosevelt Administration. Adm. Kimmel and
Gen. Short were denied the vital information of a planned Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor because
Roosevelt wanted an excuse to get the United States into the war. Roosevelt made Kimmel and Short the
scapegoats for the Pearl Harbor tragedy. This is consistent with Franklin Roosevelt’s malign and devious
nature. Roosevelt admitted to Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau six months after Pearl Harbor: “You
know I am a juggler, and I never let my right hand know what my left hand does…and furthermore I am
willing to mislead and tell untruths if it will help win the war.”[18]

Roosevelt Conspired to Force America’s Entry into World War II
Numerous historians and political leaders have concluded that Roosevelt conspired to force the United
States into war. Historian Harry Elmer Barnes summarized President Roosevelt’s efforts to involve the
United States in World War II:
Roosevelt “lied the United States into war.” He went as far as he dared in illegal efforts, such
as convoying vessels carrying munitions, to provoke Germany and Italy to make war on the
United States. Failing in this, he turned to a successful attempt to enter the war through the
back door of Japan. He rejected repeated and sincere Japanese proposals that even Hull

admitted protected all the vital interests of the United States in the Far East, by his economic
strangulation in the summer of 1941 forced the Japanese into an attack on Pearl Harbor, took
steps to prevent the Pearl Harbor commanders, General Short and Admiral Kimmel, from
having their own decoding facilities to detect a Japanese attack, kept Short and Kimmel from
receiving the decoded Japanese intercepts that Washington picked up and indicated that war
might come at any moment, and ordered General Marshall and Admiral Stark not to send any
warning to Short and Kimmel before noon on December 7th, when Roosevelt knew that any
warning sent would be too late to avert the Japanese attack at 1:00 P.M., Washington
time.[19]
William Henry Chamberlain also concluded that Roosevelt guided America into the war. Chamberlain
wrote: “The war with Germany was also very largely the result of the initiative of the Roosevelt
Administration. The destroyer deal, the lend-lease bill, the freezing of Axis assets, the injection of the
American Navy, with much secrecy and doubletalk, into the Battle of the Atlantic: these and many similar
actions were obvious departures from neutrality, even though a Neutrality Act, which the President had
sworn to uphold, was still on the statute books.”[20]
Chamberlain further stated that America’s entry into World War II was based on illusions:
America’s Second Crusade was a product of illusions which are already bankrupt. It was an
illusion that that the United States was at any time in danger of invasion by Nazi Germany. It
was an illusion that Hitler was bent on the destruction of the British Empire. It was an illusion
that China was capable of becoming a strong, friendly, Western-oriented power in the Far
East. It was an illusion that a powerful Soviet Union in a weakened and impoverished Eurasia
would be a force for peace, conciliation, stability, and international co-operation. It was an
illusion that the evils and dangers associated with totalitarianism could be eliminated by
giving unconditional support to one form of totalitarianism against another. It was an illusion
that a combination of appeasement and personal charm could melt away designs of conquest
and domination which were deeply rooted in Russian history and Communist philosophy.[21]
Historian Klaus Fischer writes that Roosevelt implemented numerous actions in 1941 that prepared the
United States to enter World War II:
Roosevelt’s actions against both Germany and Japan were positively provocative, including
the previously mentioned programs of cash and carry, lend-lease, neutrality zones, restoring
conscription, increased defense appropriations, and secret war plans. In March 1941
Roosevelt informed the British that they could have their ships repaired in American docks,
and that same month the president ordered the seizure of all Axis vessels in American ports.
On April 10, Roosevelt extended the security zone all the way to the eastern coast of
Greenland, negotiating the use of military bases on the island with a Danish official who did
not have approval from his home government. If we add the various economic sanctions the
president imposed on Japan, it is hard to escape the conclusion that Roosevelt was preparing
the nation for war.[22]
Clare Boothe Luce surprised many people at the Republican Convention in 1944 by saying that Roosevelt
“lied the American people into war because he could not lead them into it.” Once this statement proved to
be true, Roosevelt’s supporters ceased to deny it. Instead, they said Roosevelt was forced to lie to save his
country and the rest of the world.
Sir Oliver Lyttelton, the British minister of productions in Churchill’s cabinet, confirmed that the United
States was not forced into war. Speaking before the American Chamber of Commerce in London in 1944,
Lyttelton stated: “Japan was provoked into attacking the Americans at Pearl Harbor….It is a travesty of
history to ever say America was forced into war.”[23]
On December 8, 1941, Rep. Hamilton Fish made the first speech in Congress asking for a declaration of

war against Japan. Fish later said that if he had known what Roosevelt had been doing to provoke Japan to
attack, he never would have asked for a declaration of war. Fish stated:
FDR deliberately goaded Japan into war….Roosevelt was the main instigator and firebrand to
light the fuse of war, abetted by the five members of his war cabinet. They were all sure that
the Japanese would start the war by an undeclared strategic attack.
Roosevelt, through his numerous campaign pledges and also by the plank of the Democratic
national platform against intervention, had tied himself in unbreakable peace knots. There
was only one way out—to provoke Germany or Japan into attacking us. He tried in every way
possible to incite the Germans to attack, but to no avail. The convoy of ships, and the shootat-sight order, were open and brazen efforts by the president to take the country into war
against Germany, but Hitler avoided the lure.
The delay and virtual refusal to inform our Hawaiian commander is inconceivable, except as
a part of a deceitful and concerted scheme of silence….The tragedy of Pearl Harbor rests with
FDR, not only because of the infamous war ultimatum, but for not making sure that Kimmel
and Short were notified of the Japanese answer to the ultimatum.[24]
If Roosevelt’s secret policies had been known, the public demand for his impeachment would probably
have been unstoppable. Fish wrote: “If the American people had known that they were deliberately tricked
into a foreign war by Roosevelt in defiance of all his promises and pledges, there would have been
political bombs exploding all over the United States, including demands for his resignation or
impeachment.”[25] Fish concluded: “Roosevelt had the opportunity to be a great peacemaker. Instead, he
chose to be a disastrous war maker.”[26]
Even biographers friendly to Roosevelt admit that until the last year when he was weighed down by
physical illness, Roosevelt had never been as happy as during World War II. After the Casablanca
Conference, Roosevelt wrote a letter to George VI: “A truly mighty meeting…As for Mr. Churchill and
myself, I need not tell you that we make a perfectly matched team in harness and out—and incidentally
we had lots of fun together, as we always do.”[27]

Conclusion
Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor was no surprise to Franklin Roosevelt and his administration. The
Roosevelt Administration knew that Japan’s attack was coming, and knowingly withheld information
from the American commanders at Pearl Harbor that would have enabled them to thwart the Japanese
attack. The American commanders were unfairly made the scapegoats for Japan’s successful attack at
Pearl Harbor. What Roosevelt described the next day in his speech as “a date which will live in infamy”
was treacherously created by the Roosevelt Administration.
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Poison Partners: The Alliance of the US and the
Soviet Union
by John Wear

One of the most-incongruous aspects of World War II is the American alliance with the
Soviet Union before and during the war. The U.S. government, which claimed to fight
for democracy and freedom, made common cause with one of the most-brutal
dictatorships the world has ever seen. This article documents the crucial role that
American aid played in the Soviet Union’s victories during World War II.

Historical Background
Josef Stalin is today widely acknowledged to be one of the world’s most-ruthless
dictators and one of the greatest mass murderers in all of history. Stalin launched a
bloody war against Soviet peasants, which was called collectivization. Units of the Red
Army would herd peasants and their families into railroad cattle cars that would roll
them deep into Siberia, the Urals or Kazakhstan, where they were thrown out onto the
cold and barren steppes. This operation was ordered by Stalin and executed by his
deputy Vyacheslav Molotov.
Many years later, when Molotov was asked how many people were transferred during
collectivization, Molotov answered: “Stalin said that we relocated 10 million. In reality,
we relocated 20 million.”[1] The Soviet collectivization of 1932-1933 is estimated to
have resulted in 3.5 million to 5 million deaths from starvation, and another 3 million to
4 million deaths as a result of lethal conditions at the places of exile.[2]
Stalin also greatly expanded the vast network of labor camps known as the Gulag that
began under Lenin’s regime. Mass terror against real and alleged opponents was a part
of the Soviet Revolution from the very beginning, and people (classes) deemed to be
“unreliable elements” were locked up in concentration camps outside major towns.
Thus, from the earliest days of the new Soviet state, people were sentenced not for what
they had done, but for who they were.[3]
Anne Applebaum writes about the Gulag:
From 1929, the camps took on a new significance. In that year, Stalin
decided to use forced labor both to speed up the Soviet Union’s
industrialization, and to excavate the natural resources in the Soviet Union’s
barely habitable far north. In that year, the Soviet secret police also began to
take control of the Soviet penal system, slowly wresting all of the country’s
camps and prisons away from the judicial establishment. Helped along by
the mass arrests of 1937 and 1938, the camps entered a period of rapid
expansion. By the end of the 1930s, they could be found in every one of the
Soviet Union’s 12 time zones.[4]
From 1929, when the Gulag began its major expansion, until Stalin’s death in 1953, an
estimated 18 million people passed through the Soviet Gulag. Fortunately, within days of
Stalin’s death, the camps no longer served as a system of mass forced labor involving
millions of people. Stalin’s successors knew that the Gulag was a source of

backwardness and distorted investment.[5]
Stalin also conducted purges against Communist-Party members during the 1930s. Stalin
purged party members and then arrested, tried, sent to prisons and labor camps, and
executed them according to court sentences with no appeal. These permanent purges of
the party coincided with a continuous process of replacing personnel in the secret police,
as well as in the fields of science, art, literature, industry, trade and agriculture. Stalin’s
terror campaign against his own people created great fear among the general population,
since Soviet citizens who did not follow Stalin typically suffered fates that might include
an agonizing death.[6]

Roosevelt Admires Stalin
Despite Stalin’s record of criminality, Franklin D. Roosevelt was a good friend of Josef
Stalin. Roosevelt indulged in provocative name-calling against the heads of totalitarian
nations such as Germany, Italy and Japan, but never against Stalin or the Soviet
Union.[7] Roosevelt always spoke favorably of Stalin, and American wartime
propaganda referred to Stalin affectionately as “Uncle Joe.”
Roosevelt’s attitude toward Stalin is remarkable considering that his first appointed
ambassador to the Soviet Union warned Roosevelt of the danger of supporting Stalin.
William Bullitt served as America’s first ambassador to the Soviet Union from
November 1933 to 1936. Bullitt left the Soviet Union with few illusions, and by the end
of his tenure he was openly hostile to the Soviet government.
Bullitt stated in his final report from Moscow on April 20, 1936 that the Russian
standard of living was possibly lower than that of any other country in the world. Bullitt
reported that the Bulgarian Comintern leader, Dimitrov, had admitted that the Soviet
popular front and collective-security tactics were aimed at undermining the capitalist
systems of other countries. Bullitt concluded that relations of sincere friendship between
the Soviet Union and the United States were impossible.[8] Bullitt stated in his final
report to the State Department:
The problem of relations with the Government of the Soviet Union is…a
subordinate part of the problem presented by communism as a militant faith
determined to produce world revolution and the “liquidation” (that is to say
murder) of all non-believers. There is no doubt whatsoever that all orthodox
communist parties in all countries, including the United States, believe in
mass murder…The final argument of the believing communist is invariably
that all battle, murder, and sudden death, all the spies, exiles, and firing
squads are justified.[9]
Joseph E. Davies succeeded William Bullitt as ambassador to the Soviet Union. Davies
reported to President Roosevelt on April 1, 1938 that the terror in Russia was “a
horrifying fact.” Davies complained of the crushing Soviet expenditures for defense,
totaling approximately 25% of the Soviet Union’s total income in 1937. Davies reported
that Stalin, in a letter to Pravda on February 14, 1938, had confirmed his intention to
spread Communism around the world. Stalin also promised in his letter that the Soviet
Union would work with foreign Communists to achieve this goal. Stalin concluded in
his letter, “I wish very much…that there were no longer on earth such unpleasant things
as a capitalist environment, the danger of a military attack, the danger of the restoration
of capitalism, and so on.” Davies stated in his report that the Soviet Union could best be
described as “a terrible tyranny.”[10]
Roosevelt was fully aware of the slave-labor system, the liquidation of the kulaks, the

man-made famine, the extreme poverty and backwardness, and the extensive system of
espionage and terror that existed in the Soviet Union. However, from the very beginning
of his administration, Roosevelt sang the praises of a regime which recognized no civil
liberties whatsoever. In an attempt to gain swift congressional approval for Lend-Lease
aid to the Soviet Union, Roosevelt even stated that Stalin’s regime was at the forefront of
“peace and democracy in the world.” At a White House press conference, Roosevelt also
claimed that there was freedom of religion in the Soviet Union.[11]
Henry A. Wallace, vice president during Roosevelt’s third term, joined the chorus hailing
the Soviet Union as a gallant ally whose good faith and good intentions could not be
questioned. Vice-President Wallace preached that the Soviet Union could do no wrong,
and that any criticism of Stalin’s dictatorship was akin to treason.[12] Wallace even
stated in a speech that “There are no more similar countries in the world than the Soviet
Union and the United States of America.”[13]
The Roosevelt Administration’s support for the Soviet Union was also hailed by former
Ambassador Joseph Davies in his book Mission to Moscow. Despite his former harsh
criticism of Stalin’s regime, Davies in his book praised Stalin’s tough-minded ability to
protect himself from internal threat. Published in 1941, Mission to Moscow provided
beguiling assurance to the American public that their government was in alliance with a
fair-minded and trustworthy Soviet leader. The book became a runaway international
success, selling 700,000 copies in the United States alone, and topping the bestseller lists
in the 13 languages into which it was translated.[14]
Among other things, Davies said in his book that the Soviets wanted “to promote the
brotherhood of man and to improve the lot of the common people. They wish to create a
society in which men may live as equals, governed by ethical ideas. They are devoted to
peace.”[15] Mission to Moscow was turned into a Hollywood movie in 1943 at a time
when the American media were celebrating Soviet military triumphs. State Department
experts on the Soviet Union called the movie “one of the most blatantly propagandistic
pictures ever seen.” Stalin awarded Joseph Davies the Order of Lenin in May 1945 for
his contribution to “friendly Soviet-American relations.”[16]
The Soviet Union had been a totalitarian regime since 1920. By the time Hitler’s
National-Socialist Party came to power in 1933, the Soviet government had already
murdered millions of its own citizens. The Soviet terror campaign accelerated in the late
1930s, producing the murder of many more millions of Soviet citizens as well as
thousands of Americans working in the Soviet Union. Many Americans lost their entire
families in the Soviet purge of the late 1930s. Despite these well-documented facts, the
Roosevelt Administration always fully supported the Soviet Union.[17]
By contrast, the Roosevelt Administration’s relationship with Germany steadily
deteriorated due to Roosevelt’s acerbic hostility toward Hitler’s regime. Roosevelt and
his administration made every effort to convince the American public to support war
against Germany even though Hitler had never wanted war with either the United States
or Great Britain.

American Aid in Building Stalin’s Military
The Soviet Union in 1927 adopted a Five-Year Plan for developing heavy industry. The
main focus of the first Five-Year Plan was not the production of arms, but rather the
creation of the industrial base which was required to produce armaments. The military
emphasis was not so noticeable in these first five years. The Red Army had 79 foreignmade tanks at the beginning of the first Plan; at the end of the first Plan it had 4,538
tanks, 3,949 of these produced domestically.[18]

The second Five-Year Plan that began in 1932 was a continuation of the development of
the industrial base. This meant the purchase and installation of furnaces, giant electricity
plants, coal mines, factories, and machinery and equipment. American technology and
hardware were crucial in building the Soviet industrial base. Stalin had plenty of gold in
reserves to pay for technology, and American companies sought the business to help
offset the effects of the Great Depression.[19]
In the early 1930s, American engineers traveled to the Soviet Union and built the largest
and most-powerful enterprise in the entire world—Uralvagonzavod (the Ural Railroad
Car Factory). Americans talk with deserved pride about this giant factory, as it remained
the largest enterprise in the world for the next 60 years. Uralvagonzavod was built in
such a manner that it could at any moment switch from producing railroad cars to
producing tanks. In 1941, an order was issued to produce tanks, and Uralvagonzavod
without any delay began the mass production of tanks. Uralvagonzavod produced 35,000
T-34 tanks and other weapons during World War II.[20]
The third Five-Year Plan, which began in 1937, had as its goal the production of military
weapons of very high quality in enormous quantities. The Soviet Union under Stalin was
highly successful in achieving its goals, and produced superior military weapons on a
huge scale. For example, the Chelyabinsk tractor factory was completed in the Urals,
and similar to Uralvagonzavod, this factory was built in such a way that it could switch
to producing tanks on short notice. It was also built according to American designs and
outfitted with American equipment. The Chelyabinsk tractor factory was called
Tankograd during the course of the war. It built not only the medium T-34 tanks, but also
the heavy IS and KV tank classes.[21]
A third gigantic factory, Uralmash, was built not far away in Sverdlovsk with American
help. This factory is among the top 10 engineering factories in the world. The Soviet
network of steel-casting factories was greatly expanded in order to supply these three
giant factories in the Urals. Magnitogorsk, a “city of metallurgists,” was built in addition
to a huge plant the main output of which was steel armor. In Stalingrad, a tractor factory
was also built that in reality was primarily for producing tanks. Automobile, motor,
aviation, and artillery factories were also erected at the same time.[22]
The most-powerful aviation factory in the world was built in the Russian Far East. The
city Komsomolsk-na-Amure was built in order to service this factory. Both the factory
and the city were built according to American designs and furnished with the mostmodern American equipment. The American engineers sent to Komsomolsk to install
the equipment were astounded by the scope of the construction.[23]
The lives of the people in the Soviet Union were not improved with the Soviet
industrialization. Basic necessities such as pots and pans, rubber boots, plates, furniture,
cheap clothing, nails, home appliances, matches and other goods all became scarce.
People had to wait in long lines outside the stores to obtain these items. Stalin let his
people’s standard of living drop extremely low to focus practically all of the Soviet
Union’s industrial production on military expansion.[24]

American Aid during World War II
The Soviet Union lost almost all of its industry capable of producing ammunition at the
beginning of the war. From August to November 1941, German forces took over 303
Soviet ammunition factories as well as mobilization reserves of valuable raw materials
located in those factories. These factories produced 85% of all output from the
Ammunition Commissariat. All of these resources went to Germany and were used
against the Red Army. The Red Army also lost an unthinkable number of artillery shells

in the border regions of the Soviet Union at the start of the war. However, Stalin’s
prewar potential was so great that he was able to rebuild his ammunition factories
beyond the Volga River and in the Urals.[25]
Stalin was also helped by aid from the United States and its allies. Aid from the United
States and Canada alone to Stalin in the first four months of 1942 averaged 149,500 tons
a month. For the same period in 1943, this average monthly figure increased
dramatically to 270,350 tons. Stalin by February 1943 had already received
approximately $376 million worth of tanks and motor vehicles, and this amount
increased rapidly in succeeding months.[26]
Historian John Mosier writes about the Allied aid to Stalin:
His resources were being augmented daily by the vast flow of British and
American aid coming into the USSR. In the first half of 1943, Stalin had
received 1,775,000 tons of aid; in the second half of the year he received
3,274,000 tons, a considerable increase. Given that aid, and his willingness
to see his citizenry slaughtered, the struggle would be bitter…[27]
Debates on the Allied aid to Stalin have essentially been comparing the
numbers of actual working armored vehicles that the British and Americans
loaded onto ships and transported to the USSR with the theoretical numbers
of armored vehicles that the tank factories claimed they had produced in
order to satisfy Stalin’s demands. Even on that comparison, however, the
shipments were substantial: 12,575 British and American tanks were sent to
the Red Army, enough to equip 273 tank brigades based on the theoretical
Soviet organizational charts of December 1941, an armored force
substantially larger than the one Stalin had lost in the first six months of the
war. So, the notion that this massive injection of armor was insignificant
does not bear scrutiny.[28]
One weakness of the Red Army was that it entered the war lacking the means to
efficiently transport its infantry over rough terrain. This was a critical weakness given
the abysmal nature of Russian roads throughout the entire country. However, the
750,000 trucks and jeeps given to the Red Army by the United States and Great Britain
gave the Soviets a transport capability they had never had before. Beginning in 1944, for
the first time in the war, the Red Army was able to advance more quickly than the
Germans were able to retreat. American aid to the Soviet Union during World War II
was crucial in enabling the Soviets to defeat Germany.[29]

Conclusion
Viktor Suvorov writes:
The Soviet Union was created for war and conquest. It was not adapted for
peacetime. It could either spread over the entire planet and kill off all
normal life, or die. Stalin did not succeed in taking over the world, and this
meant another war or the end of the Soviet Union in the near future. The
Soviet Union was preparing itself for a new war, World War III. It
concentrated all its strength and resources in preparing for a new war, and it
was crushed in 1991 by the burden of its military expenditures.[30]
Even dedicated communists who fought against Germany during World War II were
highly critical of Stalin. For example, Milovan Djilas, a prominent Yugoslavian
resistance leader during the war, said about Stalin: “Every crime was possible to Stalin,

for there was not one he had not considered. Whatever standards we use to take his
measure, in any event, let us hope for all time to come, to him will fall the glory of being
the greatest criminal in history.”[31]
U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt and other American leaders supported Stalin with full
knowledge that Stalin had committed innumerable acts of atrocity against his own
people and against neighboring nations.[32] American leaders even referred to World
War II as the “Good War,” a morally clear-cut conflict between good and evil.[33] In
reality, American support enabled Stalin to win the war and add Eastern Europe to the
domain subject to his ruthless totalitarian control.[34]
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“Sonderkommando Eyewitness”
Testimony to the Holocaust
by John Wear

Promoters of the Holocaust story inevitably raise eyewitness
testimony as “proof” of the genocide of European Jewry during World
War II. A pro-Holocaust supporter told me that witnesses such as Elie
Wiesel, Simon Wiesenthal and Viktor Frankl are not relied upon by
historians to prove the “Holocaust” happened. Instead, testimony
from Sonderkommandos who actually worked at the alleged
homicidal gas chambers constitutes the most-reliable eyewitness
testimony. A Sonderkommando was an inmate who aided the German
camp authorities with disposing of the bodies of inmates who had
died in the camps. Many of them were Jews, and all the “eyewitness”
testimony comes from Jews, some of whom claim that all
Sonderkommando members were Jews.
This article discusses the credibility of several prominent
Sonderkommandos mentioned frequently in the pro-Holocaust
literature.

Henryk Tauber
Henryk Tauber stated in his deposition of May 1945 that he worked
in the crematoria at Birkenau from February 1943 to October 1944.
Pro-Holocaust researcher Robert Jan van Pelt refers to
Sonderkommando Henryk Tauber as “an almost-ideal witness” and
states “we do well to attach the highest evidentiary value” to
Tauber’s testimony.[1] Jean-Claude Pressac stated: “The testimony by
Henryk Tauber is the best that exists on the Birkenau Krematorien.
Being 95% historically reliable, it stands head-and-shoulders above
the rest.”[2] An analysis of Tauber’s testimony, however, shows that it
is utterly dubious.
Tauber said in his deposition: “Generally speaking, we burned four or
ﬁve corpses at a time in one muﬄe, but sometimes we charged a
greater number of corpses. It was possible to charge up to eight
‘muselmanns’ [Camp slang for emaciated inmates]. Such big charges
were incinerated without the knowledge of the head of the
crematorium during air-raid warnings in order to attract the
attention of airmen by having a bigger ﬁre emerging from the
chimney. We imagined that in that way it might be possible to change
our fate.”[3]
As is common knowledge and has been pointed out many times,

crematorium chimneys do not emit ﬂames. It is also impossible to
push eight corpses into a cremation muﬄe whose door is just two
feet wide and two feet high. And apart from that, before Tauber and
his co-workers would have been able to push eight corpses into each
muﬄe and get a huge blaze going, any plane of whose approach they
claim to have heard would have long since ﬂown away. Such
testimonies are, to use Pressac’s words, “nothing but downright lies
and pure invention.”[4]
Tauber testiﬁed in his deposition: “During the incineration of such
[not-emaciated] corpses, we used the coke only to light the ﬁre of the
furnace initially, for fatty corpses burned of their own accord thanks
to the combustion of the body fat. On occasion, when coke was in
short supply, we would put some straw and wood in the ash bins
under the muﬄes, and once the fat of the corpse began to burn the
other corpses would catch light themselves…Later on, as cremations
succeeded one another, the furnaces burned thanks to the embers
produced by the combustion of the corpses. So, during the
incineration of fat bodies, the ﬁres were generally extinguished.”[5]
These claims are false. The thousands of crematories around the
world consuming large amounts of energy are the best proof that
cremation of bare bodies cannot be started, sustained nor completed
from the combustion of body fat from the corpses.[6]
Tauber’s testimony becomes even more afactual when he says that
the Birkenau crematories were shut down in 1944 because cremation
trenches are more-eﬀicient than crematories. Tauber testiﬁed: “It
was realized that the pits burned the corpses better (than the
furnaces), so the Krematorien closed down one after the other after
the pits came into operation.”[7] Germar Rudolf comments on
Tauber’s testimony: “As for trench burning in comparison to
cremation, the energy loss through radiation and convection, along
with the problem of incomplete burning, is so gigantic that further
commentary is really not needed.”[8]
Tauber also said in his testimony: “Ober Capo August explained to us
that, according to the calculations and plans for this crematorium,
ﬁve to seven minutes was allowed to burn one corpse in a muﬄe.”[9]
This is impossible even today, and using 1940s technology it took at
least an hour to incinerate a corpse. No plan for any actual
crematorium indicates otherwise.
Tauber also estimated that 4 million people were gassed at
Auschwitz/Birkenau: “During my time in Auschwitz, I was able to talk
to various prisoners who had worked in the Krematorien and the
Bunkers before my arrival. They told me that I was not among the
ﬁrst to do this work, and that before I came another 2 million people
had already been gassed in Bunkers 1 and 2 and Krematorium I.
Adding up, the total number of people gassed in Auschwitz amounted
to about 4 million.”[10] Today no credited historian estimates that 4
million people were gassed at Auschwitz/Birkenau. Tauber was
merely repeating the Soviet propaganda extant at the time.

More Incongruities in Tauber’s Testimony
Henryk Tauber said in his deposition: “The people going to be gassed
and those in the gas chamber damaged the electrical installations,
tearing the cables out and damaging the ventilation equipment.”[11]
Ventilating the alleged homicidal gas chambers would have been
prevented after the ventilation equipment had been damaged by the
inmates. If Tauber’s statement was true, the Germans would have
had to repair the wiring and ventilation ducts in the gas chambers on
a regular basis. Tauber and the other Sonderkommandos would not
have been able to clear the gas chambers of dead bodies when the
ventilation system was not working. Thus, the daily mass gassings in
the homicidal gas chambers could not have occurred as Tauber
alleged.[12]
Tauber also stated in his deposition that the Sonderkommandos
carried the bodies to the crematorium muﬄes. Tauber makes no
mention that the Sonderkommandos used special protection to carry
the bodies.[13] A body that has been killed with hydrocyanic acid
(HCN) cannot be safely touched by any person without protection. Dr.
Robert Faurisson said in regard to HCN poisoning: “Hydrocyanic acid
penetrates into the skin, the mucous membranes, and the bodily
ﬂuids. The corpse of a man who has just been killed by this powerful
poison is itself a dangerous source of poisoning, and cannot be
touched with bare hands. In order to enter the HCN-saturated
chamber to remove the corpse, special gear is needed, as well as a
gas mask with a special ﬁlter.”[14] The danger of touching someone
killed with Zyklon B gas is conﬁrmed in the scientiﬁc literature.[15]
Bill M. Armontrout, the warden of Missouri State Penitentiary,
testiﬁed at the 1988 Ernst Zündel trial as to the operation of the
Missouri homicidal gas chamber:
After the execution, the ammonia was released and the gas
expelled out of the chamber. All staﬀ and witnesses were
removed from the area. The ventilation fan ran for
approximately an hour before two oﬀicers equipped with
Scott air-packs (self-contained breathing apparatus which
ﬁremen use to enter smoke-ﬁlled buildings) opened the
hatch of the gas chamber and removed the lead bucket
containing the cyanide residue. The two oﬀicers wore
rubberized disposable clothing and long rubber gloves.
They hosed down the condemned man’s body in the chair,
paying particular attention to the hair and the clothing
because of the cyanide residue, then removed him and
placed him on a gurney where further decontamination
took place. The oﬀicers then hosed the entire inside of the
gas chamber with regular cold water.[16]
The Sonderkommandos at Auschwitz/Birkenau would have had to
wear something similar to Scott air-packs to remove the dead bodies
from the homicidal gas chambers. There is simply no way around it.

Otherwise, the alleged homicidal gassing operations would not have
worked, and Tauber would not have lived to tell his story.
Tauber stated in his deposition concerning the alleged gas chambers:
“The roof of the gas chamber was supported by concrete pillars
running down the middle of its length. On either side of these pillars
there were four others, two on each side. The sides of these pillars,
which went up through the roof, were of heavy wire mesh. Inside this
grid, there was another of ﬁner mesh and inside that a third of very
ﬁne mesh. Inside this last mesh cage there was a removable can that
was pulled out with a wire to recover the pellets from which the gas
had evaporated.”[17]
Germar Rudolf writes in regard to Tauber’s testimony: “Several
hundred people, locked into a cellar with a very small surface area,
anticipating death, would panic and attempt to escape, damaging
everything that stood in their way…If these columns actually existed,
their outer framework would have to have been of solid steel, but
certainly not of fragile wire mesh construction.”[18] Tauber’s
testimony concerning wire mesh in the gas chambers is simply not
credible.

Abraham and Shlomo Dragon
Brothers Abraham and Shlomo Dragon claim to have been
Sonderkommandos stationed at Birkenau. Shlomo recalled his ﬁrst
encounter with dead bodies at a cottage known as Bunker 2: “As [SS
oﬀicer Otto] Moll opened the door of the house, bodies fell out. We
smelled gas. We saw corpses of both sexes. The whole place was full
of naked people on top of each other falling out.”[19]
Shlomo Dragon said that the cottage was “a little house with a
thatched roof” that served as a gas chamber. When asked how the SS
threw the gas into the cottage, Shlomo replied: “There was a little
window in the side wall.” Dragon stated that he “could sense the
sweetish taste of the gas.” According to Dragon, the
Sonderkommandos dragged the bodies out of the alleged gas
chamber “by the hands,” and then “threw them into the carts, lugged
them to the pits, and threw them into the pits.”[20]
Shlomo Dragon’s testimony is phony for many reasons. First, Dragon
claims that the sexes were not separated before entering the alleged
gas chambers. This is not credible because:
1) This procedure is contrary to the procedures followed during
disinfestation, where according to eyewitnesses the sexes were
invariably separated.
2) Since there were always two alleged “gas chambers” of each type
available in Birkenau (in Crematorium II and III, or IV and V, or
Bunkers I and II), there is no apparent reason why the victims could
not have been separated by sex.

3) The claims were repeatedly made that the victims were made to
believe that they were going to shower or undergo disinfestation.
These procedures would have necessarily separated the populace on
the basis of sex, if only because of the need for deception.
4) Particularly in the 1940s, large numbers of people could only have
been made to disrobe completely with others of the opposite sex if
they had been threatened with force and violence. This would,
however, have nulliﬁed all the other measures of deception.[21]
Dragon’s statement that he could smell the sweetish taste of the gas
also is not credible. Hydrogen-cyanide gas actually smells of bitter
almonds. There is nothing "sweetish" about it.[22]
As previously stated, it is also not survivable to enter “gas chambers”
and then drag and carry the dead bodies with bare hands with only a
gas mask as a protective measure. Germar Rudolf states: “It should
not be forgotten here that hydrogen cyanide is a contact poison.
Transporting corpses, on whose skin huge, possibly lethal amounts of
hydrogen cyanide are absorbed, [would have] required that the
special commands dealing with these corpses had to wear protective
clothes.”[23]
Dragon’s description of Bunker 2 as a little house with a little window
in the side wall where gas was introduced is also not credible.
Genuine homicidal gas chambers require advanced engineering and
construction. Homicidal gas chambers cannot be made out of existing
cottages where poison gas is introduced through a little window in a
side wall. Furthermore, no documentary evidence has ever been
found indicating that Bunker 2 at Birkenau functioned as an
extermination facility.[24]
Shlomo and Abraham Dragon claim they lived to tell their stories only
because Shlomo got sick. All the other 200 Sonderkommandos in
their group allegedly were transferred to Lublin and gassed. So
instead of being gassed, Shlomo stayed at Birkenau, received medical
treatment, convinced the SS to keep his brother with him, and both
brothers lived to tell their story of mass murder at Birkenau. Like
many Holocaust survivors, they both claim to have survived Birkenau
through a miracle.[25]

Shlomo Venezia
Shlomo Venezia arrived in Auschwitz/Birkenau on April 11, 1944 and
soon began work with the Sonderkommandos.[26] Venezia’s work
initially involved carrying bodies removed from Bunker 2 to nearby
ditches. Venezia said: “The ditches sloped down, so that, as they
burned, the bodies discharged a ﬂow of human fat down the ditch to
a corner where a sort of basin had been formed to collect it. When it
looked as if the ﬁre might go out, the men had to take some of that
liquid fat from the basin, and throw it onto the ﬁre to revive the
ﬂames. I saw this only in the ditches of Bunker 2.”[27]

Shlomo Venezia’s story is ludicrous. The ignition temperature of
human fats is far lower than the ignition temperature of the light
hydrocarbons which form as a result of the gasiﬁcation of the bodies
and of the seasoned wood used in the ﬁre. The human fat is the ﬁrst
thing that burns on a corpse located in a ﬁre. The human fat could
not possibly have ﬂowed down to a corner of the ditch as Venezia
described—it would all have burned away before it could do so. Also,
if by some miracle any human fat had ﬂowed to the corner of the
ditch, the Sonderkommandos would have had to collect it from within
an immense ﬁre raging with a temperature of at least 600° C. No
human being could have withstood such intense heat.[28]
Venezia later worked at Crematorium III in Birkenau. He said that it
took about 10 to 12 minutes for the people to be killed by the gas,
and another 20 minutes to exhaust the poison gas. Venezia described
bringing the corpses out of the gas chamber: “A terrible, acrid smell
ﬁlled the room. We couldn’t distinguish between what came from the
speciﬁc smell of the gas and what came from the smell of the people
and the human excrement.”[29]
Venezia never mentioned that he used a gas mask during his work.
Without a gas mask, Venezia and the other Sonderkommandos would
have been killed in turn. The ventilators could not have completely
exhausted the gas from the alleged gas chambers in only 20 minutes.
More important, there would always have been residues of the toxic
gas among the bodies that would be released as they were moved. A
gas mask would have been required for the Sonderkommandos to
remove the corpses from the homicidal gas chambers without being
gassed themselves.[30]

Conclusion
This article documents only a small portion of the absurdities,
inconsistencies and outright lies of the testimony of self-styled
Sonderkommandos. Similar to other eyewitnesses to the so-called
Holocaust, the putative surviving Sonderkommandos have failed to
provide credible evidence that Germany built and operated homicidal
gas chambers to conduct a program of genocide against European
Jewry during World War II.
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The Sacking of Germany after World War II
by John Wear

The devastation of Germany by total warfare during World War II cast serious doubt on
Germany’s postwar ability to survive. Never before in history had a nation’s lifesustaining resources been so thoroughly demolished. Returning from victory in Europe,
Gen. Omar Bradley stated, “I can tell you that Germany has been destroyed utterly and
completely.”[1]
Despite soothing words from Allied leaders at the Yalta and Potsdam Conferences, it
soon became evident to the Germans that the Allies did not arrive as liberators. Instead,
the Allies arrived as conquerors as vengeful, greedy and ruthless as any who had ever
won a war. This article documents the plundering and destruction of Germany that
continued after the end of World War II.

The Plunder of Germany
The Red Army began the plunder of Europe as soon as it entered Germany in 1944.
Soviet looting in the Russian Zone became prodigious after the end of the war. Factories,
refineries, processing mills, and other heavy industrial installations were taken apart and
sent east to the Soviet Union to be reassembled. All secondary rail lines, electric and
steam locomotives and their rolling stock were sent to the Soviet Union. The plants that
were left in Germany were operated by Germans solely for the benefit of the Soviet
Union.[2]
Red Army soldiers joined the Soviet government in pillaging Germany on a massive
scale. A woman from Silesia wrote:
The Russians systematically cleared out everything that was for them of
value, such as all sewing machines, pianos, grand-pianos, baths, water taps,
electric plants, beds, mattresses, carpets, etc. They destroyed what they
could not take away with them. Trucks often stood for days in the rain, with
the most valuable carpets and articles of furniture in them, until everything
was completely spoiled and ruined….
If fuel was required, then whole woods were generally felled, or windowframes and doors were torn out of the empty houses, broken up on the spot,
and immediately used for making fire. The Russians and Poles even used
the staircases and banisters as firewood. In the course of time, even the
roofs of houses were removed and used for heating….Empty houses, open,
without window-panes, overgrown with weeds and filth, rats and mice in
uncanny numbers, unharvested fields, land which had been fertile, now
completely overgrown with weeds and lying fallow. Not in a single village
did one see a cow, a horse or a pig….The Russians had taken everything
away to the east, or used it up.[3]
The Russians destroyed much of what was not looted. A German woman describes what
she saw when she found her way home at the end of the war:
We have been warned by others who have witnessed signs of Russian

occupancy to expect bedlam and to abandon our hopeless mission
altogether. Thus, we expect the worst, but our idea of the worst has not
prepared us sufficiently for reality. Shocked to the point of collapse, we
survey a battlefield—heaps of refuse through which broken pieces of
furniture rise like cliffs; stench gags us, almost driving us to retreat. Ragged
remnants of clothes, crushed dishes, books, pictures torn from frames-rubble in every room. We can’t look into the dining room because it is
locked. Above all, the nauseating stench that emanates from the largest and
totally wrecked living room! Spoiled contents ooze from splintered canning
jars, garbage of indefinable origin is mixed with unmistakable human
excrement, and dried stain of urine discolors crumpled paper and rags. We
wade into the dump with care and poke at some of all but unrecognizable
belongings. Overcoming our revulsion, we penetrate to the lower layers and
discover unharmed books, loose photographs, bundles of old letters, odd
pieces of silverware, an occasional unbroken dish.[4]
Soviet soldiers were awed by the abundance of material goods in Germany. The great
number of automobiles, tractors, motorcycles, bicycles, stoves, radios and other common
goods were beyond the comprehension of many Soviet soldiers. One Russian soldier
commented that there was more to be taken out of one house in Germany than in a
typical village in the Soviet Union. Another Soviet soldier admitted: “All of us, officers
and men, saw the riches and prosperity of a capitalist country and couldn’t believe our
eyes. We had never believed there could be such an abundance of goods.” This German
material abundance was either looted or destroyed by the Red Army.[5]
Even in its ruined state, Berlin was the paragon of wealth to the Russians. The Russians
stole all of the bicycles they could find. Gramophones, wristwatches, light bulbs, and
cigarette lighters were not only new to most Russian soldiers, but prized possessions to
be collected. They also confiscated any liquor they could lay their hands on. Anything
the Red Army did not steal they destroyed, including valuable antiques, musical
instruments and elegant clothes.[6]
American soldiers also stole from the German people and let German children go
hungry. American aviation hero Charles Lindbergh wrote:
At home our papers carry articles about how we “liberate” oppressed
countries and peoples. Here, our soldiers use the word “liberate” to describe
the method of obtaining loot. Anything taken from an enemy home or
person is “liberated” in the language of the G.I. Leica cameras are
“liberated” (probably the most desired item); guns, food, art. Anything
taken without being paid for is “liberated.” A soldier who rapes a German
woman has “liberated” her….
German children look in through the window. We have more food than we
need, but regulations prevent giving it to them. It is difficult to look at them.
I feel ashamed, of myself, of my people, as I eat and watch those children.
They are not to blame for the war. They are hungry children. What right
have we to stuff ourselves while they look on—well-fed men eating, leaving
unwanted food on plates, while hungry children look on?...There is an
abundance of food in the American Army, and few men seem to care how
hungry the German children are outside the door.[7]
Reporter William H. Stoneman of the Chicago Daily News was shocked by the
vandalism and looting of American troops. Stoneman, who was stationed with the U.S.
3rd Army, wrote in May 1945:

I have been impressed by the careless manner in which the booty has been
handled and the way in which great stocks of foodstuffs have been left to
the reckless inroads of looters….
Millions of dollars worth of rare things varying from intricate Zeiss lenses
to butter and cheese and costly automobiles are being destroyed because the
Army has not organized a system for the recovery of valuable enemy
material.
Frontline troops are rough and ready about enemy property. They naturally
take what they find if it looks interesting, and, because they are in the
frontlines, nobody says anything….
But what front-line troops take is nothing compared to the damage caused
by wanton vandalism of some of the following troops. They seem to ruin
everything, including the simplest personal belongings of the people in
whose houses they are billeted.[8]
American Provost Marshal Lt. Col. Gerald F. Beane was assigned to deal with crimes
committed by American soldiers. In an official report released in Berlin in late 1945,
Beane stated that larceny and robbery were the crimes most-frequently committed by our
soldiers. The Chicago Tribune commented on his report:
As to crimes committed against property, the explanation is fairly obvious.
No effective steps were taken to discourage looting by the invading armies
during the war. Officers and men alike committed this crime and for much
the most part went unpunished. It was tolerated under some such
euphemism as souvenir collecting. The habit of stealing, once formed, is
difficult to break. The fault, of course, lies with the high command which
permitted the abuse. Col. Beane’s pronouncement suggests that the army is
tardily seeking to correct its error.[9]
Foreign workers and displaced persons also frequently plundered German property after
the end of the war. Germans stood in fear as foreign workers “passed through the
country looting, robbing and murdering.” Allied soldiers often looked on as foreign
workers plundered German shops—something made easier when curfews were imposed
on Germans but not on foreign workers. Displaced persons in Munich, who comprised
4% of the population, were held responsible for three-quarters of the crimes committed
in the city. A priest in Görlitz wrote how after the war ended hordes of foreign workers
had left the city littered with the debris from their looting.[10]
Theft in Germany after the war was not confined to petty larceny. Whole governments
were involved in robbing Germany of anything of value. One Soviet priority was the
seizure of important works of art found in Berlin and throughout Germany. This was a
fully planned operation, with the artworks stolen by Soviet troops originally planned to
be exhibited in a huge museum of war trophies. As world opinion changed against the
Soviets after the war, they chose to conceal the artworks in special closed galleries
throughout the Soviet Union. Many of the paintings remain hidden to this day.[11]
The British royal family also confiscated its share of German booty. For example,
Hermann Göring’s yacht, the Karin II, ended up in the hands of the British royal
family.[12] The British royal family commissioned Anthony Blunt, a Soviet spy, to
travel to Hanover to take possession of the German crown jewels. Although the jewels
later had to be returned to their rightful owners, some jewels were never recovered.[13]
While the United States did not take German plants and factories for itself, in

partnership with Britain, it carried out a systematic campaign to root out all German
contacts and assets located abroad. The plan was to eliminate German competition in
world trade. Known as the “replacement program,” this campaign called for the forcible
elimination of all accumulations of German capital abroad. The replacement program
was designed to prevent Germany from ever again engaging in foreign commerce on an
important scale.[14]
The United States also adopted the Safehaven Program, which denied to Germany the
German capital investments located abroad when the war began. Pursuant to this
program, the financial and corporate interests of German nationals located outside of
Germany were either seized or subject to seizure. The external operation of the
Safehaven Program forced Switzerland, Sweden, Spain and other countries to hand over
to the United States their German-owned assets. The U.S. Justice Department also
confiscated nearly a billion dollars’ worth of property in the United States believed to be
owned by Germans, even though this property was held in the names of citizens of
neutral countries such as Sweden and Switzerland.[15]

The Plunder of German Brains and Labor
Germany also experienced “mental dismantling” in that hundreds of German scientists
were compelled to immigrate by the victors. One U.S. government agency quietly
admitted that Operation Paperclip was the first time in history where conquerors had
attempted to commandeer the inventive power of a nation. Life magazine added that the
real gain in reparations of this war “was not in the confiscated factories, gold, or
artworks, but in the German brains and in the German research results.”[16]
German chemist Otto Hahn wrote bitterly about the export of German scientists to
foreign countries:
Most of the older professors leave Germany very unwillingly, because they
feel that their place is here. Necessity compels them, because their
livelihoods and working opportunities in their own country are taken away
from them or else they are left in a constant state of fear of such an
occurrence. All this, after our having experienced well enough what it
means to replace competence with “politically irreproachable” dilettantes.
But more depresses these men: the awareness that it is evidently not a
matter of an honorable appointment to an independent American research
institution or university of some rank but (at least according to the American
press) forms a part of the “reparations.” Centuries ago, princes sent their
countrymen away as plantation workers or soldiers. Today, scientists are
exported.[17]
Bitterness is a word that appears frequently in the writings of German scientists after the
war. Otto Hahn wrote in 1949: “It is certainly understandable that the factory
dismantlings still taking place four years after the capitulation are being greeted with
bitterness, particularly among the academic youth.”[18]
The Soviets also attempted to abduct or tempt away scientists and technicians who might
be useful to them. The Nobel Prize-winning German physicist Gustav Hertz was taken to
the Soviet Union to help the Soviets develop nuclear weapons. On October 21, 1945, a
large number of skilled German workers, technicians and scientists were sent to the
Soviet Union by train. The Western Allies made a weak protest, which the Russians
simply ignored.[19]
Millions of Germans were also sent to the Soviet Union to be used as slave labor. The

following report was published on June 29, 1945:
German prisoners in Russian hands are estimated to number from 4 to 5
million. When Berlin and Breslau surrendered, the long grey-green columns
of prisoners were marched east downcast and fearful…toward huge depots
near Leningrad, Moscow, Minsk, Stalingrad, Kiev, Kharkov, and
Sevastopol. All fit men had to march some 22 miles a day. Those physically
handicapped went in handcarts or carts pulled by spare beasts…They will
be made to rebuild the Russian towns and villages which they destroyed.
They will not return home until the work is completed.[20]
Some crippled and ailing Germans who survived the Russian slave labor camps were
returned to Berlin, where they were interviewed by American correspondents. German
Red Cross women on September 10, 1946 met a 20-car trainload of returning forced
laborers from the Soviet Union. A professional nurse told their story:
They had been in the train almost a week traveling about 60 miles from
Frankfurt-on-Oder. There had been deaths from starvation, not from
starvation just during the ride, but from the hardships of the trip after
months of malnutrition in Russian labor camps. Almost all of the 800 or 900
in the train were sick or crippled. You might say they were all invalids. With
40 to 50 packed in each of those little boxcars, the sick had to sleep beside
the dead on their homeward journey. I did not count them but I am sure we
removed more than 25 corpses. Others had to be taken to hospitals. I asked
several of the men whether the Russian guards or doctors had done anything
on the trip to care for the sick. They said “No.”
I met only one alert, healthy man in the lot and I have seen him since. He
was just a kid of 17. The boy told me that prisoners leaving Russian camps
for Germany are searched to prevent any from smuggling mail for their
comrades. Therefore, when one of them has been diagnosed as a hopeless
invalid, in anticipation of discharge he will memorize the names and
addresses of relatives to whom he can report for his fellow prisoners. He
said only prisoners in special favor are able to mail postcards to their nearest
of kin. This kid of 17 has memorized 80 names and addresses in Berlin of
relatives of his prison friends. He found the buildings at most of the
addresses in rubble, with the present whereabouts of the former occupants
unknown, but he visited all 80 addresses in his first six days in Berlin.[21]
If prisoners released by the Russians as unfit for further forced labor managed to
recuperate, they were generally sent back to the Soviet Union to resume their slavery.
Able-bodied Germans released in the British or American Zones and returned to their
homes in the Soviet Zone were also typically sent to the Soviet Union for slave labor.
The slightest disobedience in Russian camps was penalized by such heavy work that a
third of the disobeyers died within three weeks from exhaustion. German prisoners being
turned over to the Russians often committed suicide or tried to incapacitate themselves
in order to avoid being sent to the Soviet slave-labor camps.[22]
According to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), France had 680,000
former German soldiers slaving for her in August 1946. Of this number, 475,000 had
been captured by the United States and turned over to the French for forced labor. After
320,000 German prisoners had been delivered, the French returned 2,474 of them to the
United States because they were severely malnourished and unfit for work. Associated
Press photographer Henry Griffin, who had taken pictures of the corpses piled in
Buchenwald and Dachau, said of these returned Germans: “The only difference I can see

between these men and those corpses is that here they are still breathing.”[23]
The ICRC reported that in August 1946, Great Britain was using 460,000 Germans as
slave laborers; the United States 284,000; Yugoslavia 80,000; Belgium 48,000;
Czechoslovakia 45,000; Luxembourg 4,000; and Holland 1,300. Keeping such large
numbers of Germans away from their families (homes, livelihoods) was a direct attack
against German homes and families, one by one. The ICRC condemned the Allied slavelabor system:
The United States, Britain, and France, nearly a year after peace, are
violating International Red Cross agreements they solemnly signed in 1929.
Investigation at Geneva headquarters today disclosed that the transfer of
German war prisoners captured by the American army to French and British
authorities for forced labor is nowhere permitted in the statutes of the
International Red Cross, which is the highest authority on the subject in the
world.
Although thousands of the former German soldiers are being used in the
hazardous work of clearing mine fields, sweeping sea mines, destroying
surplus ammunition and razing shattered buildings, the Geneva Convention
expressly forbids employing prisoners “in any dangerous labor or in the
transport of any material used in warfare…”
“The American delivery of German prisoners to the French and British for
forced labor already is being cited by the Russians as justification for them
to retain German army captives for as long as they are able to work,” an
International Red Cross official admitted. “The bartering of captured enemy
soldiers by the victors throws the world back to the dark ages—when feudal
barons raided adjoining duchies to replenish their human livestock.”[24]
Women, children and the aged also were forced by the Allies to perform labor. No job
was too loathsome or degrading for the conquered Germans to be made to perform.
Some work assignments were especially unpleasant, as one woman makes clear: “[A]s a
result of the war damage…the toilets were stopped up and filthy. This filth we had to
clear away with our hands, without any utensils to do so. The excrement was brought
into the yard, shoveled into carts, which we had to bring to refuse pits. The awful part
was that we got dirtied by the excrement which spurted up, but we could not clean
ourselves.”[25]
Another German woman from the Soviet Zone added:
We had to build landing strips, and to break stones. In snow and rain, from
six in the morning until nine at night, we were working along the roads. Any
Russian who felt like it took us aside. In the morning and at night we
received cold water and a piece of bread, and at noon soup of crushed,
unpeeled potatoes, without salt. At night we slept on the floors of
farmhouses or stables, dead tired, huddled together. But we woke up every
so often, when a moaning and whimpering in the pitch-black room
announced the presence of one of the guards.[26]
As this woman and others make clear, German women could be raped even when
performing forced labor for the Allies. As one German woman who worked at planting
potatoes said, “If they wanted a girl they just came in the field and got her.”[27]

Conclusion
U.S. President Harry Truman joined Gens. Eisenhower and Bradley on July 20, 1945 to
watch the American flag officially being raised over the U.S. sector of Berlin. Speaking
without notes, Truman told the American soldiers: “We are not fighting for conquest.
There is not one piece of territory or one thing of a monetary nature that we want out of
this war.”[28]
It is possible that President Truman believed these words when he spoke them. However,
billions of dollars in gold, silver, currency, priceless paintings and art works were stolen
from Germany and shipped to the United States. More-important, German patents and
trademarks, complete drawings of German technological advances, and tons of secret
documents were seized by the Allies. Hundreds of German scientists were compelled to
immigrate to the United States. As one U.S. government agency admitted, “Operation
Paper-Clip” was the first time in history wherein conquerors attempted to bleed dry the
inventive power of an entire nation.[29]
Establishment historians claim that the American plunder of Germany was exonerated
by the financial assistance the U.S. provided to Germany via the Marshall Plan. The
Marshall Plan assistance, however, was mostly a loan, and Germany paid back this loan
in full with interest in the succeeding years. By one estimate, the United States
confiscated 10 times more German national wealth than the entire amount of Marshall
Plan assistance.[30] James Bacque estimated that Americans took from Germany
(permanently) at least 20 times the amount that Germans received (temporarily) under
the Marshall Plan.[31] Marshall Plan assistance does not absolve the United States of the
enormous crimes it committed against Germans after World War II.
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Josef Mengele (1911-1979) is famous for his alleged participation in the selection of
prisoners to be executed in alleged homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
American historian David Marwell writes: “Mengele himself admitted this activity to a
number of people, including his son, and there is absolutely no question about his
culpability.”[1] Mengele is also known as a nightmarish medical doctor whose research
at Auschwitz has flooded our common vocabulary with superlatives depicting evil and
depravity.[2]
With the exceptions of Adolf Hitler and Heinrich Himmler, no man has been so vilified
as the personification of Nazi evil as Dr. Mengele.[3] This article disputes this widely
held image of Mengele.

Early Career
Josef Mengele was born into a conservative and conventional Catholic family in
Günzburg, Germany. As a young man he was intelligent, studious and popular. Mengele
joined the Greater German Youth League in 1924, becoming the leader of its Günzburg
chapter from 1927 until he left the organization in 1930. After graduating from the
Humanistische Gymnasium in Günzburg, Mengele left home in April 1930 to attend the
Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich.[4]
Mengele began the study of medicine and its related disciplines of human genetics and
anthropology. It was common for German students to study at a number of universities,
and Mengele would matriculate at five different universities before he was finished with
his studies. On August 12, 1932, after completing his fifth semester of the study of
medicine, Mengele passed the preliminary medical examination, which tested him in six
subjects (anatomy, physiology, physics, chemistry, zoology and botany).[5]
In the fall of 1933, in addition to medicine, Mengele began to study anthropology under
the prominent anthropologist Theodor Mollison. Mengele was eventually awarded a
doctor of philosophy degree, summa cum laude, on November 13, 1935. He continued
his medical studies and successfully passed the state examination in medicine in the
summer of 1936. Mengele then completed his one-year practicum, equivalent to an
internship in the United States, at the University Institute for Hereditary Biology and
Racial Hygiene in Frankfurt.[6]
Mengele was hired by this Frankfurt Institute in 1937 to conduct scholarly research and

publishing of it. Mengele also applied for membership in the National-Socialist Party.
He became a member of the National-Socialist Party in May 1938, and joined the SS
around this time. While at the Frankfurt Institute, Mengele rendered numerous
professional judgments about individuals’ racial origins and “racial acceptability” in
fulfillment of official requirements widely imposed by the ruling National-Socialist
Party. Historian Sheila Faith Weiss determined that Mengele’s judgments were often
beneficial to the person being examined, finding that individuals were not “full Jews”
more than two-thirds of the time.[7]
Mengele originally was granted a deferment from military service during World War II.
However, on June 15, 1940, Mengele was required to attend a military-physician
training course, where he passed the junior-physician examination. Mengele became a
member of the Fifth Waffen-SS Viking Division, a frontline combat unit, around the end
of 1940. Mengele served as a physician on the Eastern Front, where his performance was
praised by his superiors. The chief physician of his division wrote about Mengele:
“Especially competent troop doctor. Promotion most warmly recommended!” Mengele
received his promotion in April 1943.[8]
Mengele was wounded in combat and declared medically unfit for (further) combat.[9]
After a four-month leave at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute for Anthropology in Berlin,
Mengele entered service as a medical doctor at Auschwitz on May 30, 1943. It was from
his service at Auschwitz that Mengele became known as the infamous “Angel of
Death.”[10]

Selections
Along with numerous other physicians, Mengele routinely made selections of people
who were capable of working from the transports of new arrivals at Auschwitz. He said
his job had been to classify those “able to work” from those “unable to work.” He also
said that he tried to grade as many people as possible as “able to work.” Mengele
correctly denied that he had sent anyone at Auschwitz to homicidal gas chambers.
Mengele repeatedly said he had never harmed anyone at Auschwitz.[11]
The forensic evidence refutes the possibility of homicidal gas chambers at AuschwitzBirkenau. Reports, articles, testimony and videos from Robert Faurisson, Fred Leuchter,
Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf, Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr. William B. Lindsey, Carlo
Mattogno, John C. Ball, Richard Krege and David Cole have conclusively shown that
there were no homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau during World War II. The
books The Real Case for Auschwitz by Carlo Mattogno[12] and The Chemistry of
Auschwitz by Germar Rudolf[13] are probably the best (least biased) books for anyone
wanting to make a thorough study of this subject. They are not available from Amazon;
they must be acquired directly from the publisher, Castle Hill Publishers.
The documentary evidence, which indicates that a high percentage of inmates at
Birkenau were disabled, also refutes the claim that homicidal gas chambers existed at
Auschwitz-Birkenau. Oswald Pohl, in a secret report to Heinrich Himmler dated April 5,
1944, stated that there were 67,000 inmates in the entire Auschwitz-Birkenau camp
complex, of whom 18,000 were unable to work. In Birkenau there were a total of 36,000
inmates, of whom “approximately 15,000 are unable to work.”[14] Rather than sending
disabled Jews to homicidal gas chambers, Mengele and other doctors at Auschwitz
worked to heal and restore many thousands of inmates.[15]
Interestingly, Auschwitz veterans have attributed a superhuman work effort to Mengele
in regard to the selection process. For example, at the well-publicized 1963-1965
Auschwitz trial in Frankfurt, a Jewish inmate who claimed to have unloaded incoming

transports insisted at the trial that Mengele alone was always there for selections. When
the judge commented, “Mengele cannot have been there all the time,” the witness said:
“In my opinion, always. Night and day.”[16] If Mengele had worked that hard in the
selection process, he wouldn’t have had time to perform his other medical duties.
Many putative former Auschwitz inmates have also failed to accurately describe
Mengele. Some have described Mengele as “very Aryan looking” or “tall and blond,”
although Mengele was actually of medium height, with dark hair and a dark
complexion.[17]

Twins Research
Mengele was interested in the study of twins, especially identical twins. Twins selected
for Mengele’s observation at Auschwitz were given good food, comfortable beds and
hygienic living conditions to build up their health. The purpose of building up the twins’
health was to prevent infections from interfering with the results of studies. Many of the
Auschwitz twins adored Mengele, affectionately calling him “Uncle Pepi.”[18]
Despite claims that Mengele performed cruel and lethal experiments on twins at
Auschwitz, almost all of the twins Mengele enrolled in his research at Auschwitz
survived the war. In fact, so many twins survived Mengele’s research that, in 1984, they
helped form an association titled Children of Auschwitz Nazi Deadly Experiment
Survivors (CANDLE). This association’s name is a misnomer, because if the
experiments were deadly, how could there be so many survivors? Also, if young children
unable to work had been immediately selected for gassing at Auschwitz as claimed by
“Holocaust” historians, how could so many children at Auschwitz survive the war?[19]
Carlo Mattogno has prepared a long list of children and twins at Auschwitz who
survived the camp.[20] In addition to the fact that almost all of the twins at Auschwitz
survived the camp, Mattogno’s research provides the following proofs that Mengele did
not commit his alleged crimes against twins at Auschwitz:
1. The archives of the Auschwitz-Birkenau Museum contain numerous documents
signed by Dr. Mengele, but no document attests to Dr. Mengele’s presumed crimes. No
document shows that Mengele killed even one child, or that a child was ever killed on
his order.
2. All of the surviving paperwork shows that Mengele’s research was limited to
anthropological and behavioral studies, and did not include any surgical or other
intrusive procedures.
3. The twins enrolled in Mengele’s program participated in the program for months on
end, with none of them dying while under Mengele’s care.[21]

Other “Cruel Experiments”
Mengele has also been accused of conducting cruel and inhumane experiments for no
medical purpose. For example, Vera Alexander, a Jewish prisoner who lived in barracks
for twins in the Gypsy Camp, testified:
One day Mengele brought chocolate and special clothes. The next day an SS
man, on Mengele’s instructions, took away two children, who happened to
be my favorites: Guido and Nino, aged about four. Two, perhaps three days
later the SS man brought them back in a frightening condition. They had

been sewn together like Siamese twins. The hunchbacked child was tied to
the second one on the back and wrists. Mengele had sewn their veins
together. The wounds were filthy and then festered. There was a powerful
stench of gangrene. The children screamed all night long. Somehow their
mother managed to get hold of morphine and put an end to their
suffering.[22]
Germar Rudolf writes about this and other fanciful accounts of Mengele’s alleged cruel
experiments:
There is “eyewitness” testimony galore about utterly senseless, cruel
experiments allegedly performed by Mengele, like changing eye colors by
injecting dye into an eye, transplanting limbs and organs to random places
in the body, and other nonsense. While studying hundreds of “survivor”
testimonies, I’ve come across a good share of these insults to the intellect,
so insulting, indeed, that I will not waste my time listing them here. Google
the net, and you’ll stumble across these Halloweenish horror stories all over
the place. People evidently like to gawk at guts and gore, so the survivors,
protected from scrutiny by their aura of sainthood, cater to that need.
Interestingly, the alleged victims of these experiments, quite frequently the
very witnesses telling these tales, show no signs whatsoever of these cruel
procedures. And it goes without saying that there is not the slightest proof
for any of it; no documents, no autopsies, no medical examination on
survivors proving it. Nothing. It’s all a pack of lies, sweet and simple.[23]

Miklos Nyiszli
The Jewish Hungarian physician Miklos Nyiszli published a book of memoirs shortly
after World War II about his experiences at Auschwitz. These memoirs have been used
by mainstream historians as the primary source of Mengele’s alleged crimes at
Auschwitz. Nyiszli’s memoirs, however, contain numerous errors and weaknesses that
call into question the veracity of his claims.[24]
Dr. Nyiszli said that he wrote innumerable autopsy reports and signed them with his
tattoo number. These reports were signed by his superior, Dr. Mengele, and then shipped
to a medical center in Berlin-Dahlem. Nyiszli also wrote that he sent countless autopsy
specimens to Berlin-Dahlem, and that he received replies about them with detailed
scientific commentary or instructions. Based on descriptions in his book, Nyiszli
performed at least 170 autopsies while at Auschwitz. Despite these autopsy reports
allegedly written and signed by Nyiszli, and the “countless” packages of autopsy
specimens sent to a medical institute in Berlin-Dahlem, there is not a single piece of
paper in the documentary record bearing Nyiszli’s signature.[25]
Nyiszli also alleged in his book that, starting in August 1944, he was the doctor of the
Sonderkommando for the Birkenau crematoria. The Romanian Jewish physician Charles
Sigismund Bendel made the same claim at the Belsen trial in late 1945. Despite the fact
that these two doctors presumably spent at least four months together in the same place,
they were totally ignorant of each other. They also produced totally contradictory
testimony in regard to their experiences at the Birkenau crematoria.[26]
Nyiszli made numerous false claims in his memoirs about the alleged homicidal gas
chambers and crematoria at Birkenau. For example, Nyiszli wrote regarding a
crematorium at Birkenau that “what is really impressive is the column of fire 8-10
meters high which gushes from its mouth between the lightning rods at its four
corners.”[27] As documented by many researchers, it is physically impossible for flames

to gush from the smokestacks of crematoria.
Nyiszli wrote about the aftermath of gassings at Birkenau:
The bodies do not lie all over the length and breadth of the room but rather
in a single, story-high heap. The explanation for this is that the fallen gas
granules first permeate the air layer above the concrete floor with their
deadly vapors and only gradually saturate the higher layers of air in the
room. This forces the unfortunate victims to trample each other, to climb
over one another. In the higher layers the gas thus reaches them later. What
a terrible struggle for life must take place there, and yet the time won is only
one or two minutes in all![28]
Nyiszli totally invented these after-gassing scenes. Since hydrocyanic vapors are lighter
than air, the diffusion of gas in the gas chambers would not rise from the floor to the
ceiling. The gassing victims would have no occasion to climb over one another to escape
the poison gas—the contrary, if anything.[29] Nyiszli also incorrectly wrote that the
crematoria were located two kilometers from the Birkenau Camp. In reality, the
crematoria were located inside the camp.[30]
The falsity of Nyiszli’s testimony is shown by the fact that he was not used as a witness
at the I.G. Farben trial at Nuremberg. Charles D. Provan wrote: “Although Dr. Nyiszli
was summoned to Nuremberg to testify in the I.G. Farben trial, he was not called to the
stand, presumably because he was only at Monowitz for about two weeks, and could
provide little in the way of useful evidence. At some point in the trial, he was released to
return home to Romania.”[31]
Carlo Mattogno writes in regard to Nyiszli: “It is impossible to ascribe good faith to this
‘eyewitness,’ who was and remains a mere impostor. In consequence, the essential
eyewitness testimony of Dr. Mengele’s alleged crimes at Auschwitz crumbles
inexorably, and the rest of the legend along with it.”[32]
Mattogno concludes:
Dr. Mengele’s alleged crimes are not proven by any document. No
document shows that Mengele ever killed even one single child, or that one
single child was ever killed on his orders. The essential and sole witness, the
one upon whose testimony the whole accusation was based, was an
extraordinarily creative imposter. Dr. Mengele’s closest collaborators,
including the presumed essential witness, and at least 543 of his “victims”
were allowed to live: but how, then, are we to believe seriously in the fairy
tale of the “Angel of Death” of Auschwitz?[33]

Last Years
Mengele was not regarded as a principal war criminal immediately after World War II.
After escaping from a U.S. prison camp in Bavaria, Mengele spent the next several years
working under an assumed name as a farmhand in Germany. In the summer of 1949,
Mengele headed for Argentina, where scores of Germans had found shelter. Since the
Cold War in Europe had dampened enthusiasm for prosecuting war criminals, for a
period of time in the 1950s Mengele felt safe from prosecution. Mengele even used his
real name in 1958 to become co-owner of a successful pharmaceutical firm.[34]
Bowing to the pressure of world opinion, the German judiciary issued a warrant for
Mengele’s arrest in July 1959, and formally applied to Argentine authorities for his

extradition. Mengele escaped arrest by moving in the spring of 1960 to Paraguay and
then later to Brazil. Rewards totaling over $3 million were offered for Mengele’s
capture. With the Israeli secret police, Brazilian police, and numerous other Nazi hunters
after him, Mengele became one of the most wanted men in the world.[35]
Mengele’s only son, Rolf, secretly traveled to Brazil in 1977 to talk to his father about
what had happened at Auschwitz during the war. Night after night Rolf asked his father
about his time in Auschwitz. When Mengele had finally completed his statements, Rolf
asked his father why, if he felt so sure of his innocence, he had not turned himself in?
Rolf said his father replied, “There are no judges, only avengers.”[36]
Rolf said that his father stated that he was not responsible for gassings at Auschwitz, and
that twins in the camp owed their lives to him. Mengele said that he personally had
never harmed anyone in his life. Sensing Rolf’s incredulity, Mengele shouted at him:
“Don’t tell me you, my only son, believe what they write about me? On my mother’s life
I have never hurt anyone.”[37]
Eventually father and son agreed that no useful purpose would be served in pursuing
their discussions further. Rolf said that, unfortunately, he realized that his father “would
never express any remorse or feeling of guilt in my presence.”[38] What Rolf Mengele
failed to realize is that his father felt no remorse because Mengele was not guilty of the
crimes he was accused of committing at Auschwitz.
A version of this article was originally published in the November/December 2020 issue
of The Barnes Review.
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Rapine: German Women at the Mercy of their
Conquerors during and after World War II
by John Wear

War-related rape is a phenomenon that has existed everywhere throughout human
history. Probably the worst example of war-related rape occurred against German
women during and after World War II. At least 860,000 German women and young girls
were raped at the end of World War II and in the post-war period by Allied soldiers and
members of the occupying forces. Red Army soldiers, American GIs, British, French,
Belgians, Poles, Czechs and Serbs all took advantage of the conquest of Germany to
plunder and then to rape German women.[1]
This article recounts some of the horrific rapes committed against German women by
Allied soldiers during and after World War II.

Soviet Rapes of German Women
Stalin waved off the fears of the Western Allies concerning Soviet atrocities against the
German people by issuing the following announcement to his troops: “Occasionally
there is talk that the goal of the Red Army is to annihilate the German people… It would
be foolish to equate the German people and the German State with the Hitler clique. The
lessons of history tell us that Hitlers come and go, but the German people, the German
State, they shall remain.”[2]
Stalin’s reasonable-sounding words were not respected by his troops. In reality, rape of
German women was implicitly condoned by Stalin. Stalin asked Yugoslav communist
leader Milovan Djilas, “Can’t he understand it if a soldier who has crossed thousands of
kilometers through blood and fire and death has fun with a woman or takes some trifle?”
The Red Army, most of whose soldiers were sex-starved after four years of fighting,
raped wherever it went.[3]
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, then a young captain in the Red Army, described the entry of
his regiment into East Prussia in January 1945: “For three weeks the war had been going
on inside Germany and all of us knew very well that if the girls were German they could
be raped and then shot. This was almost a combat distinction.”[4] Solzhenitsyn was a
committed opponent of such atrocities and volubly opposed the rape of German women.
This is one of the reasons he was arrested and banished to a gulag.
Some of the other Soviet front-line troops shared Solzhenitsyn’s attitude toward the
proper treatment of German women. Many of these Soviet first-echelon troops were
more concerned with fighting and survival than with rape and revenge. However, most
of the second-echelon Soviet troops were from Asiatic Russia and brought with them
attitudes toward conquered people inherited from Genghis Khan. Other second-echelon
troops were members of penal battalions or were ex-prisoners from the German
concentration camps who had been freed by the Red Army and sent to the front. These
soldiers who formed the second wave of troops were regarded even by their comrades as
utterly rapacious.[5]
British Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery noted the savagery of Soviet soldiers in his

Memoirs. Montgomery wrote: “From their behavior it soon became clear that the
Russians, though a fine fighting race, were in fact barbarous Asiatics who had never
enjoyed a civilization comparable to that of the rest of Europe. Their approach to every
problem was utterly different from ours and their behavior, especially in their treatment
of women, was abhorrent to us.”[6]
Russian soldiers continually raped German women as the Red Army advanced through
Silesia and Pomerania towards Berlin. The German women were frequently gang- raped,
often again and again on successive nights. A woman interviewed in Schwerin reported
that she had “already been raped by 10 men today.” A German officer in East Prussia
claimed to have saved a few dozen women from a villa where “on average they had been
raped 60 to 70 times a day.” Another woman in Berlin stated: “Twenty-three soldiers one
after the other. I had to be stitched up in a hospital. I never want to have anything to do
with any man again.”[7]
Churches were frequently used by Russian soldiers in which to rape German women. A
priest from Neisse reported:
The girls, women and nuns were raped incessantly for hours on end, the
soldiers standing in queues, the officers at the head of the queues, in front of
their victims. During the first night many of the nuns and women were
raped as many as 50 times. Some of the nuns who resisted with all their
strength were shot, others were ill-treated in a dreadful manner until they
were too exhausted to offer any resistance. The Russians knocked them
down, kicked them, beat them on the head and in the face with the butt-end
of their revolvers and rifles, until they finally collapsed and in this
unconscious condition became the helpless victims of brutish passion,
which was so inhuman as to be inconceivable. The same dreadful scenes
were enacted in the hospitals, homes for the aged, and other such
institutions. Even nuns who were 70 and 80 years old and were ill and
bedridden were raped and ill-treated by these barbarians.[8]
A letter written by a priest smuggled out of Breslau, Germany on September 3, 1945
stated:
In unending succession were girls, women and nuns violated…Not merely
in secret, in hidden corners, but in the sight of everybody, even in churches,
in the streets and in public places were nuns, women and even eight-yearold girls attacked again and again. Mothers were violated before the eyes of
their children; girls in the presence of their brothers; nuns, in the sight of
pupils, were outraged again and again to their very death and even as
corpses.[9]
When Russian soldiers “liberated” Danzig, they promptly liberated the Danzig women
of their peace and cleanliness. A Russian soldier told the Danzig women to seek shelter
in the Catholic cathedral to protect them from the rapes. After hundreds of women and
girls were securely inside, the Russian soldiers entered and “playing the organ and
ringing the bells, kept up a foul orgy through the night, raping all the women, some more
than 30 times.” A Catholic pastor of Danzig stated, “They even violated eight-year-old
girls and shot boys who tried to shield their mothers.”[10]
A pastor from Milzig said of the Soviet soldiers: “There were no limits to the bestiality
and licentiousness of these troops…Girls and women were routed out of their hidingplaces, out of the ditches and thickets where they had sought shelter from the Russian
soldiers, and were beaten and raped. Older women who refused to tell the Russians
where the younger ones had hidden were likewise beaten and raped.”[11]

The following is part of an eyewitness account written by a veteran American
newspaperman. He had been taken prisoner by the Germans in Paris and later freed by
the Russians with whom he traveled as they swept over eastern Germany to Berlin and
beyond:
In the district around our internment camp—the territory comprising the
towns of Schlawe, Lauenburg, and Buckow and hundreds of larger
villages—Red soldiers during the first weeks of their occupation raped
every woman and girl between the ages of 12 and 60. That sounds
exaggerated but it is the simple truth.
The only exceptions were girls who managed to remain in hiding in the
woods or who had the presence of mind to feign illness—typhoid,
diphtheria or some other infectious disease. Flushed with victory—and often
with wine found in the cellars of rich Pomeranian land owners—the Reds
searched every house for women, cowing them with pistols or tommy guns,
and carried them into their tanks or trucks.
Husbands and fathers who attempted to protect their women folk were shot
down and girls offering extreme resistance were murdered.
Some weeks after the invasion, Red “political commissions” began a tour of
the countryside ostensibly in search of members of the Nazi party. In every
village the women were told to report for examination of papers to these
commissions, which looked them over and detained those with sex appeal.
The youngest and prettiest were taken by the officers and the rest left to the
mercy of the privates.
This reign of terror lasted as long as I was with the Reds in Pomerania.
Several girls whom I had known during my captivity committed suicide.
Others died after having been raped by 10 soldiers in succession….
Whenever possible, girls attach themselves to liberated Anglo-American or
French prisoners of war for protection against the Russians. Curiously, the
Reds seemed to have a special code of honor in this respect—they will take
an Allied prisoner’s watch but won’t touch his girl.[12]
When a German counterattack temporarily recaptured the town of Neustettin, a German
soldier described what he saw in houses where Russian soldiers had raped German
women:
Naked, dead women lay in many of the rooms. Swastikas had been cut into
their abdomens, in some the intestines bulged out, breasts were cut up, faces
beaten to a pulp and swollen puffy. Others had been tied to the furniture by
their hands and feet, and massacred. A broomstick protruded from the
vagina of one, a besom from that of another….
The mothers had had to witness how their 10 and 12-year-old daughters
were raped by some 20 men; the daughters in turn saw their mothers being
raped, even their grandmothers. Women who tried to resist were brutally
tortured to death. There was no mercy….
The women we liberated were in a state almost impossible to
describe….Their faces had a confused, vacant look. Some were beyond
speaking to, ran up and down and moaned the same sentences over and over
again. Having seen the consequences of these bestial atrocities, we were

terribly agitated and determined to fight. We knew the war was past
winning; but it was our obligation and sacred duty to fight to the last
bullet.[13]
One mother of two small children in the Upper Silesian town of Steinau described her
ordeal at the hands of the Red Army: “A young Russian with a pistol in his hand came to
fetch me. I have to admit that I was so frightened (and not just of the pistol) that I could
not hold my bladder. This didn’t disturb him in the least. You got used to it soon enough
and realized there was no point putting up a fight.” The woman later went with her
heavily pregnant sister to see a Russian doctor, supposing that the doctor would be a
civilized man. The two women were raped by the doctor and a lieutenant. The fact that
the woman was menstruating was no disincentive to her rape.[14]
German women frequently took steps to make their appearance unattractive to Soviet
soldiers. The German women sometimes covered themselves with ashes to make
themselves look old, painted on red spots to feign disease, or hobbled around on crutches
to appear disabled. One woman in East Pomerania took the precaution of removing her
false front tooth to make herself look older. Such precautions rarely worked, and the rape
victims ranged in age from tiny children to great-grandmothers. Some German women
kept their small children by them at all times, and sometimes these children provided a
disincentive against the Russian attacks.[15]
The Russian rapes led many German women to commit suicide. The preferred form of
suicide was poison, and most Berliners seem to have been provided with poison before
the Red Army arrived. Even when Berlin women were not driven so far as to take their
own lives, the rapes inevitably caused disease and unwanted babies. A high percentage
of women became infected with venereal disease. Since antibiotics were often
unaffordable, eventually the Russians decided to treat the local population themselves.
Abortion was a common occurrence, and many abortions were performed without
anesthetic. Despite the high incidence of abortion, it is estimated that between 150,000
and 200,000 “Russian babies” were born to German women.[16]
The arrival of the Red Army in Austria was also accompanied by sexual violence on a
large scale. Stalin informed his troops that Austrians had been the first victims of
German aggression, and he stipulated that Soviet troops were to behave correctly toward
Austrians. However, the Soviet NKVD in Austria admitted that “there have been cases
of excesses by individual members of units of the Red Army against the local
population.” In Styria, for example, thousands of women sought medical help after being
raped by Soviet soldiers. In the city of Graz more than 600 cases of rape were reported
to police—a number which is probably only a fraction of the total sexual assaults that
occurred in the city.[17] In Vienna, 87,000 women were reported by doctors and clinics
to have been raped.[18]

Rape of German Women by the Western Allies
The Soviet soldiers were not the only ones who raped German women. The French
Senegalese and Moroccan troops were notorious for committing rape. Police records of
Stuttgart show that 1,198 German women were raped by French troops during the
French occupation. Dr. Karl Hartenstein, prelate of the Evangelical church in the city,
estimated a higher number of 5,000 rape victims in Stuttgart. In the town of Vaihingen,
with a population of 12,000, 500 cases of rape were reported. So it went in other German
cities and towns occupied by French troops.[19]
Charles Lindbergh was told by an Army officer that there were over 6,000 cases of rape
reported in Stuttgart, and that the Germans were crying for the Americans to come in

and replace the French. Lindbergh wrote: “I had been told that in French-occupied
territory it was required that a list of the occupants of every building, together with their
ages, be posted outside, on the door, and that both the Senegalese and the French
soldiers, drunk at night, would go from door to door until they found girls’ names listed
of any age they wished to rape. As we drove through Stuttgart we saw that each main
door of the habitable buildings contained such a list—white sheets of paper tacked onto
the panel—a column of names, a column of birth dates. And most of the women of
Stuttgart show in their faces that they have gone through hell.”[20]
Historian Miriam Gebhardt writes that it is impossible to obtain even a rough estimate of
the number of German rape victims from the available source material and research. She
states that none of the occupying powers to date has investigated the matter
systematically. Despite these limitations, Gebhardt estimates that at least 860,000
German women (and also men and boys) were raped after the war. At least 190,000 of
the rape victims, perhaps even more, were assaulted by U.S., British, Belgian and French
soldiers.[21] Other sources estimate that, in Germany as a whole, approximately 2
million German women were raped in the aftermath of World War II. These estimates
represent more rapes against a defeated enemy than any other war in history.[22]
While a large percentage of American troops deported themselves properly, the record of
American troops as a whole in regard to raping women is hardly exemplary. In October
1944, 152 American soldiers were convicted of rape in France.[23] Rape charges in the
U.S. Army rose to 402 in March and 501 in April 1945, as a result of slackening German
military resistance.[24] Altogether 487 American soldiers in Germany were tried for
rapes allegedly committed against German women in March and April 1945.[25]
The actual number of rapes of German women by American troops far exceeds what was
reported by the U.S. Army. Miriam Gebhardt writes:
The legal situation in post-war Germany made it almost impossible for the
German police to investigate rape and prosecute the perpetrators. In the first
years of the occupation, a German policeman would not have been able to
report anything even if he had burst in on an American gang rape. He could
not have intervened, let alone arrested the soldiers, because the military
police were responsible for crimes against the German population. Nor,
incidentally, would German civilians have been entitled to come to the aid
of the victims, as the Germans were forbidden from attacking members of
the occupying forces or proceeding against them in any other form. The
occupying power had sole responsibility for charges and investigations
involving its soldiers, with the result that in most cases no charges were ever
brought in the first place. The perpetrators could also not be arraigned
before a German court. Here, too, the military courts had jurisdiction.[26]
The inability of the German police to investigate rape and prosecute the alleged
perpetrators enabled Allied soldiers to rape German women after the war was over.
Cases of sexual aggression towards German women, for example, are documented in the
files of the Bavarian police collected by the Ministry of the Interior. These reports of
rape, committed mostly by Americans, are not dissimilar to the reports of rape by the
Red Army in the East and in Berlin. The main difference is that the German population
was surprised by and unprepared for this sexual aggression on the part of American
soldiers.[27]
While fewer reports of German women being raped by American soldiers appeared as
compared to Soviet soldiers, one reason for this is that desperately deprived German
women would submit to or even offer consensual sex with Americans in exchange for

food or cigarettes. Despite Eisenhower’s order against fraternization with Germans, no
orders from above could restrain the American soldier’s desire, or need, to satisfy basic
animal urges. American newswoman Freda Utley stated, “Neither army regulations nor
the propaganda of hatred in the American press could prevent American soldiers from
liking and associating with German women, who although they were driven by hunger to
become prostitutes, preserved a certain innate decency.”[28]
Allied soldiers would offer a basket of food or other comestibles in order to gain license
from the unconditionally surrendered women of Germany. The Christian Century
reported on December 5, 1945: “The American provost marshal, Lt. Col. Gerald F.
Beane, said that rape represents no problem to the military police because ‘a bit of food,
a bar of chocolate, or a bar of soap seems to make rape unnecessary.’ Think that over if
you want to understand what the situation is in Germany.”[29]
After a visit to the American Zone, Dr. George N. Schuster, president of Hunter College,
stated: “You have said it all when you say that Europe is now a place where woman has
lost her perennial fight for decency because the indecent alone live. Except for those
who can establish contacts with members of the armed forces, Germans can get nothing
from soap to shoes.”[30]
L.F. Filewood wrote in the October 5, 1945 issue of the Weekly Review in London:
“Young girls, unattached, wander about and freely offer themselves, for food or bed…
Very simply they have one thing left to sell, and they sell it…As a way of dying it may
be worse than starvation, but it will put off dying for months—or even years.”[31]
German women, many with children to feed, were often forced to become slaves to
Allied soldiers in order to survive. A British soldier acknowledged: “I felt a bit sick at
times about the power I had over the girl. If I gave her a three-penny bar of chocolate
she nearly went crazy. She was just like my slave. She darned my socks and mended
things for me. There was no question of marriage. She knew that was not possible.”[32]
By contrast, the German army seems to have behaved very well toward the people of
occupied territories whose governments were signatories of The Hague and Geneva
Conventions (e.g., France). Rape by German soldiers in these territories was strictly
forbidden. This has been confirmed by numerous sources. For example, after an
inspection tour in which he visited areas where the Germans had been in occupation for
four years, Frederick C. Crawford stated in his “Report from the War Front”: “The
Germans tried to be careful in their dealings with the people…We were told that if a
citizen attended strictly to business and took no political or underground action against
the occupying army, he was treated with correctness.”[33]
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"Requoted from Dr. A. J. App, Ravishing the Women of Conquered Europe."

Richard J. Evans: The New Wave of “Court”
Historian
by John Wear

Richard J. Evans was a professor of Modern History at Cambridge University and a
specialist in modern German history. The verdict in the case holds that Evans’s expert
report in David Irving’s 2000 libel suit against Deborah Lipstadt proves Irving’s
intentional deceptions as to the history of which Irving has written. This article reviews
faults in Evans’s findings regarding two historical subjects: the “Holocaust” and the
1945 bombing of Dresden, Germany.

Introduction
The mainstream media viciously attacked David Irving after his testimony at the 1988
false-news trial of Ernst Zündel in Canada. Irving’s books subsequently disappeared
from many bookshops, his sales plummeted, and he was ultimately labeled a “Holocaust
denier.”[1]
The harassment campaign against David Irving included numerous arrests in various
countries. These arrests did not seem to bother Richard Evans. Evans writes: “One
would not have expected a reputable historian to have run into such trouble, and indeed
it was impossible to think of any historian of any standing at all who had been subjected
to so many adverse legal judgments…”[2]
It likewise did not interest Evans that David Irving’s arrests were attributable to the fact
that numerous countries make it a felony to dispute facts of the so-called Holocaust. This
reflects poorly on the regimes Irving was arrested in rather than on Irving’s qualities as a
historian. The question is: What kind of historical truth needs criminal sanctions to
protect it? The Holocaust story would not need criminal sanctions to protect it if it were
solidly based in historiographic evidence.
Deborah Lipstadt writes in her book Denying the Holocaust that “on some level Irving
seems to conceive himself as carrying on Hitler’s legacy.” Lipstadt describes Irving as a
“Hitler partisan wearing blinkers” who “distort[ed] evidence…manipulate[ed]
documents, [and] skew[ed]…and misrepresent[ed] data in order to reach historically
untenable conclusions.”[3] David Irving brought a suit against Deborah Lipstadt and
Penguin Books Ltd. in British courts to end these and other similar libelous statements.
Lipstadt’s defense team hired Richard Evans toward the end of 1997 as an expert
witness. Evans was told that his first duty as an expert witness was to the court, and that
he had to be as truthful and objective as possible in his report. Evans accepted the
commission, and 18 months later, he presented his 740-page report at the end of July
1999. Nikolaus Wachsmann and Thomas Skelton-Robinson, who were both Ph.D.
candidates under Evans, assisted him in research and writing his report.[4]

The “Holocaust”
Evans writes about the “Holocaust”:

Over a number of years, I have had direct experience of Holocaust denial in
a variety of forms. At the turn of the century, I was involved as an expert
witness in the libel action brought by the writer David Irving against
Deborah Lipstadt and her publisher, Penguin Books, over her allegation that
he was a Holocaust denier who manipulated and distorted the evidence for
the Nazi extermination of European Jews. Researching the subject for the
trial, which ended in Irving’s comprehensive defeat, brought me into contact
with many varieties of Holocaust denial, many of them nauseating, all of
them upsetting.”[5]
Evans thus makes it clear that he detests what he calls “Holocaust denial.” However,
Evans displays a remarkable ignorance of this subject. Evans writes of the chemistry
aspects of the Leuchter Report: “[Fred] Leuchter had removed samples from the inner
walls of Crematorium II at Auschwitz-Birkenau and had them analyzed, with the result
that the concentration of cyanide residues was found to be slight, compared with the
concentrations found in the delousing facilities, thus showing, he had triumphantly
declared, that the crematorium was not used for gassing people. But he had taken great
chunks out of the wall instead of scrapings off the surface, thus greatly diluting whatever
residues were to be found there.”[6]
The allegation that Leuchter took “great chunks” out of the walls does not invalidate the
chemical aspects of his report, nor of the comparison with the delousing chambers, from
which he took “chunks” of similar size. Dr. James Roth testified at the 1988 Ernst
Zündel trial that he received samples from Fred Leuchter in his capacity as an analytical
chemist at Alpha Analytical Laboratories. The purpose of the tests was to determine the
total iron and cyanide content in the samples. Roth said that the Prussian blue produced
by a reaction of the iron with the hydrogen cyanide could penetrate deeply in porous
materials such as brick and mortar.[7] Thus, according to Roth’s testimony at the Ernst
Zündel trial, the fact that Leuchter took “great chunks” out of the walls did not invalidate
the chemical aspects of his report.
Dr. Roth later refuted his testimony in a documentary movie titled Mr. Death produced
by Errol Morris. Roth states in this movie: “Cyanide is a surface reaction. It’s probably
not going to penetrate more than 10 microns. Human hair is 100 microns in diameter.
Crush this sample up, I have just diluted that sample 10,000; 100,000 times. If you’re
going to go looking for it, you’re going to look on the surface only. There’s no reason to
go deep, because it’s not going to be there.”[8]
Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom writes that Dr. Roth’s statements in Mr. Death, besides
contradicting his original testimony, are wrong:
The 1999 film about Leuchter features an interview with the chemist [Dr.
James Roth] who had done the analysis of his wall-samples back in 1988.
He had done this “blind,” i.e. with no knowledge of where they had come
from, which was correct scientific procedure. During the second Zündel trial
in Toronto in 1988 he testified under oath concerning the method used and
what Leuchter had sent him. He said back then that hydrogen cyanide can
easily penetrate into brick and mortar. But then, when he was interviewed
again by Morris for his documentary, he suddenly stated that the results
were quite meaningless, because the cyanide could only have soaked a few
microns into the brickwork. Wow, that was quite a whopper. Mortar and
brickwork are highly porous to hydrogen cyanide, obviously so because the
delousing chambers were more or less equally blue inside and out, it had
soaked right through. But you can watch him on video explaining this, as if
he were confusing brick and mortar with rock. The latter will only absorb

cyanide to a few microns of its surface.[9]
Germar Rudolf, a degreed chemist, gives numerous reasons why Dr. Roth’s statements
in Mr. Death are incorrect. Rudolf concludes:
It is also revealing that Prof. Roth mentioned during this interview that, had
he known where Leuchter’s samples originated from, his analytical results
would have been different. Does that mean that Prof. Roth manipulates his
result according to whether or not he likes the origin of certain samples?
Such an attitude is exactly the reason why one should never tell an
“independent” laboratory about the origin of the samples to be analyzed,
simply because “independence” is a very flexible term when it comes to
controversial topics. What Prof. Dr. Roth has demonstrated here is only his
lack of professional honesty.[10]
So much for Dr. Roth’s objectivity. Chemists defending the orthodox Holocaust
narrative have not explained why the walls of the delousing facilities at AuschwitzBirkenau are permeated all the way through with Prussian blue, while nothing of this
sort can be observed in any of the alleged homicidal gas chambers. The only conceivable
explanation is that Zyklon B was never used in the alleged homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz-Birkenau. Nicholas Kollerstrom writes, “…for any alleged human gas
chamber found in a German World War II labour camp let us merely measure cyanide in
the walls: if it’s not there, it didn’t happen.”[11]
The physical evidence refutes the possibility of homicidal gas chambers at AuschwitzBirkenau. In addition to the aforementioned Leuchter Report, articles, testimony, reports,
books and videos from Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf, Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr. William B.
Lindsey, Carlo Mattogno, John C. Ball, Wolfgang Fröhlich, Dr. Arthur Butz, Dr.
Nicholas Kollerstrom, Richard Krege and David Cole have conclusively proven that
there were no homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau. The books The Real Case
for Auschwitz by Carlo Mattogno[12] and The Chemistry of Auschwitz by Germar
Rudolf[13] are probably the best books for anyone wanting to make a thorough study of
this subject, although Amazon and mainstream booksellers refuse to handle them. They
are available only through the Web site of Castle Hill Publishers, Powell’s Bookstore of
Portland, Oregon and a few others.
Evans also disputes David Irving’s statements that the Wannsee Conference held on
January 20, 1942 did not discuss the extermination of Jews.[14] The documentary
evidence of this meeting, however, shows that no extermination program existed.
Instead, the German policy was to evacuate the Jews into recently conquered territories
to the East.
Many Jewish Holocaust historians agree with Irving that the Wannsee Conference did
not discuss the extermination of Europe’s Jews. Israeli Holocaust historian Yehuda
Bauer has declared, “The public still repeats, time after time, the silly story that at
Wannsee the extermination of the Jews was arrived at.”[15] Likewise, Israeli Holocaust
historian Leni Yahil has stated in regard to the Wannsee Conference, “[I]t is often
assumed that the decision to launch the Final Solution was taken on this occasion, but
this is not so.…”[16]
Although the Allies captured most of Germany’s government and camp records intact,
Evans fails to explain why no order or documentation has ever been found to
exterminate European Jewry nor, indeed, even to acknowledge this fact. When asked in
1983 how the extermination of European Jewry took place without an order, Jewish
Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg replied:

What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not planned in advance,
not organized centrally by any agency. There was no blueprint and there was
no budget for destructive measures. They were taken step by step, one step
at a time. Thus, came about not so much a plan being carried out, but an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus--mind reading by a far-flung
bureaucracy.[17]
On January 16, 1985, at the first Ernst Zündel trial in Toronto, Raul Hilberg confirmed
that he said these words.[18] Thus, Hilberg states that the genocide of European Jewry
was not carried out by any plan or order, but rather by a literally incredible mind-reading
among far-flung German bureaucrats.
Other historians have acknowledged that no document of a plan by Germany to
exterminate European Jewry has ever been found. In his well-known book on the
Holocaust, French-Jewish historian Leon Poliakov stated that “…the campaign to
exterminate the Jews, as regards its conception as well as many other essential aspects,
remains shrouded in darkness.” Poliakov adds that no documents of a plan for
exterminating the Jews have ever been found because “perhaps none ever existed.”[19]
British historian Ian Kershaw states that when the Soviet archives were opened in the
early 1990s: “Predictably, a written order by Hitler for the ‘Final Solution’ was not
found. The presumption that a single, explicit written order had ever been given had long
been dismissed by most historians.”[20] Thus, neither the Wannsee Conference nor any
written document indicates a plan by National-Socialist Germany to exterminate Jews.

The Dresden Bombings
Historians and witnesses have made many conflicting estimates of how many people
died from the Allied bombings of Dresden on February 13-14, 1945. David Irving in his
1964 book The Destruction of Dresden estimated that approximately 135,000 people
died in Dresden from the British and American bombings.[21] Richard Evans, in his
inquiry of 1998, estimated that approximately 25,000 people died during these
bombings. Predictably, Evans alleges that Irving intentionally inflated the estimated
death figure at Dresden. Evans writes about Irving, “An honest historian would have
taken due consideration of the convergence of the major authentic sources around
estimates in the area of 25,000 dead.”[22]
Historians agree that a large number of German refugees were in Dresden during the
night of February 13-14, 1945. However, the estimates of refugees in Dresden the night
of the Allied bombings vary widely, and this is a major reason for the differences in the
death-toll estimates. Irving writes concerning the number of refugees in Dresden:
Silesians represented probably 80% of the displaced people crowding into
Dresden on the night of the triple blow; the city which in peacetime had a
population of 630,000 citizens was by the eve of the air attack so crowded
with Silesians, East Prussians and Pomeranians from the Eastern front, with
Berliners and Rhinelanders from the West, with Allied and Russian
prisoners of war, with evacuated children’s settlement, with forced laborers
of many nationalities, that the increased population was now between
1,200,000 and 1,400,000 citizens, of whom, not surprisingly, several
hundred thousand had no proper home and of whom none could seek the
protection of an air-raid shelter.”[23]
Evans attempts to discredit Irving’s estimate of Dresden’s swollen population at the time
of the Allied bombings. One source Evans cites is Dresden historian Friedrich Reichert,

who estimates that only 567,000 residents and 100,000 refugees were in Dresden on the
night of the bombings. Reichert quotes witnesses who state that no refugees were
billeted in the homes of Dresdners, and that no shelter was (futilely) sought in Dresden’s
parks or squares. Thus, Reichert estimates that the number of people in Dresden on the
night of the bombings was not much greater than the official figure of Dresden’s
population before the war.[24]
Reichert’s estimate of Dresden’s population during the bombings is almost certainly too
low. An RAF memo stated before the attack: “Dresden, the seventh largest city in
Germany and not much smaller than Manchester is also [by] far the largest unbombed
built-up area the enemy has got. In the midst of winter with refugees pouring westwards
and troops to be rested, roofs are at a premium, not only to give shelter to workers,
refugees and troops alike, but also to house the administrative services displaced from
other areas…”[25]
A woman living on the outskirts of Dresden at the time of the bombings said: “At the
time my mother and I had train station duty here in the city. The refugees! They all came
from everywhere! The city was stuffed full!”[26]
Alexander McKee wrote in regard to Dresden: “Every household had its large quota of
refugees, and many more had arrived in Dresden that day, so that the pavements were
blocked by them, as they struggled onwards or simply sat exhausted on their suitcases
and rucksacks. For these reasons, no one has been able to put a positive figure to the
numbers of the dead, and no doubt no one ever will.”[27]
A report prepared by the USAF Historical Division Research Studies Institute Air
University stated that “there may probably have been about 1,000,000 people in Dresden
on the night of the 13/14 February RAF attack.”[28] I think the 1-million population
figure cited in this report is a conservative minimum estimate of Dresden’s population
during the Allied bombings. If Irving’s estimate of Dresden’s population is at all
overstated, it is not overstated by very much.
Evans writes: “Even allowing for the unique circumstances of Dresden, a figure of
250,000 dead would have meant that 20% to 30% of the population was killed, a figure
so grossly out of proportion to other comparable attacks as to have raised the eyebrows
of anyone familiar with the statistics of bombing raids, as Irving was, even if the
population had been inflated by an influx of refugees fleeing the advance of the Red
Army.”[29]
Contrary to Evans’s statement, a comparable attack to that of Dresden occurred at
Pforzheim, Germany 10 days later on February 23, 1945. Since neither Dresden nor
Pforzheim had suffered much damage earlier in the war, the flammability of both cities
had been preserved.[30] A perfect firestorm was created over both of these defenseless
cities. These cities also lacked sufficient air-raid shelters for their citizens.
The area of destruction at Pforzheim comprised approximately 83% of the city, and
20,277 out of 65,000 people died according to official estimates.[31] Sönke Neitzel also
estimates that approximately 20,000 out of a total population of 65,000 died in the raid
at Pforzheim.[32] This means that over 30% of the residents of Pforzheim died in one
bombing attack.
The question is: If more than 30% of the residents of Pforzheim died in one bombing
attack, why would, as Evans suggests, only approximately 2.5% of Dresdners die in
similar raids 10 days earlier? The second wave of bombers in the Dresden raid appeared
over Dresden at the very time that the maximum number of fire brigades and rescue
teams were in the streets of the burning city. This second wave of bombers compounded

the earlier destruction many times, and by design killed the firemen and rescue workers
so that the destruction could rage on unchecked.[33] The raid on Pforzheim, by contrast,
consisted of only one bombing wave. Also, Pforzheim was a much smaller target, so that
it would have been easier for the people on the ground to escape from the blaze.
The only reason why the death-rate percentage would be higher at Pforzheim versus
Dresden is that a higher percentage of Pforzheim was destroyed in the bombings. Alan
Russell estimates that 83% of Pforzheim’s city center was destroyed versus only 59% of
Dresden’s.[34] This would, however, account for only a portion of the percentage
difference in the death tolls. Based on the death-toll percentage in the Pforzheim raid, it
is reasonable to assume that 20% of Dresdners died in the British and American attacks
on the city.
If a 20% death-rate figure times an estimated population in Dresden of 1 million is used,
the death-toll figure in Dresden would be 200,000. If a 25% death-rate figure times an
estimated population of 1.2 million is used, the death-toll figure in Dresden would be
300,000. Thus, death-toll estimates in Dresden of 250,000 people are quite plausible
when compared to the Pforzheim bombing.
The British were fully aware that mass death and destruction would result from the
bombing of Germany’s cities. The British Directorate of Bombing Operations predicted
the following consequences from its saturation-bombing program called Operation
Thunderclap: “If we assume that the daytime population of the area attacked is 300,000,
we may expect 220,000 casualties. Fifty per cent of these or 110,000 may expect to be
killed. It is suggested that such an attack resulting in so many deaths, the great
proportion of which will be key personnel, cannot help but have a shattering effect on
political and civilian morale all over Germany….”[35]
Evans states that it would be impossible to remove 200,000 dead bodies in a short period
of time at Dresden. He writes: “And how was it imaginable that 200,000 bodies could
have been recovered from out of the ruins in less than a month? It would have required a
veritable army of people to undertake such work, and hundreds of sorely needed vehicles
to transport the bodies. The effort actually undertaken to recover bodies was
considerable, but there was no evidence that it reached the levels required to remove this
number.”[36]
Evans apparently does not realize that many of the dead bodies at Dresden were not
incinerated at the Altmarkt or transported out of Dresden. A British sergeant reported on
the disposal of bodies at Dresden:
They had to pitchfork shriveled bodies onto trucks and wagons and cart
them to shallow graves on the outskirts of the city. But after two weeks of
work the job became too much to cope with and they found other means to
gather up the dead. They burned bodies in a great heap in the center of the
city, but the most effective way, for sanitary reasons, was to take
flamethrowers and burn the dead as they lay in the ruins. They would just
turn the flamethrowers into the houses, burn the dead and then close off the
entire area. The whole city is flattened. They were unable to clean up the
dead lying beside roads for several weeks.[37]
Other historians cite evidence that bodies were incinerated beyond recognition. These
incinerated bodies would not have to be transported to another location. For example,
Marshall De Bruhl cites a report found in an urn by a gravedigger in 1975 written on
March 12, 1945 by a young soldier identified only as Gottfried. This report stated:
I saw the most painful scene ever….Several persons were near the entrance,

others at the flight of steps and many others further back in the cellar. The
shapes suggested human corpses. The body structure was recognizable and
the shape of the skulls, but they had no clothes. Eyes and hair carbonized
but not shrunk. When touched, they disintegrated into ashes, totally, no
skeleton or separate bones.
I recognized a male corpse as that of my father. His arm had been jammed
between two stones, where shreds of his grey suit remained. What sat not
far from him was no doubt mother. The slim build and shape of the head left
no doubt. I found a tin and put their ashes in it. Never had I been so sad, so
alone and full of despair. Carrying my treasure and crying I left the
gruesome scene. I was trembling all over and my heart threatened to burst.
My helpers stood there, mute under the impact.[38]
Evans also disputes Irving’s claim that bodies were still being recovered in Dresden.[39]
Marshall De Bruhl, however, agrees with Irving’s claim. De Bruhl notes that numerous
other skeletons of victims were discovered in the ruins of Dresden as rubble was
removed or foundations for new buildings were dug. De Bruhl writes:
One particularly poignant discovery was made when the ruins adjacent to
the Altmarkt were being excavated in the 1990s. The workmen found the
skeletons of a dozen young women who had been recruited from the
countryside to come into Dresden and help run the trams during the war.
They had taken shelter from the rain of bombs in an ancient vaulted
subbasement, where their remains lay undisturbed for almost 50 years.[40]
Thus, with regard to Dresden’s death toll, Evans does not have a legitimate basis for
saying “all of Irving’s attempts to justify a high figure rested on fantasy, invention,
speculation, the suppression of reliable evidence, the use of unreliable sources, or, most
shockingly, the repeated deployment of a document that he knew to be a forgery.”[41]
Evans unfairly accuses David Irving of intentionally overstating the death-toll figure in
the Dresden bombings. If anything, I think Irving underestimates the death toll from
these bombings, aside from whatever intentions Sir Richard Evans in his all-seeing
wisdom might impute to Irving.

Conclusion
Evans concludes his expert report by claiming that David Irving is no historian. He
writes:
I have understood that my overriding duty is to the Court. My paramount
obligation, as I have been advised by my Instructing Solicitors, is to assist
the Court on all matters within my expertise regardless of whom my
instructions are from and who is paying my fees. I confirm that this report is
impartial, objective and unbiased and has been produced independently of
the exigencies of this litigation. I believe that the facts I have stated in this
report are true and that the opinions I have expressed are correct.[42]
In reality, David Irving is an inspired and inspiring historian who has done invaluable
work uncovering new information in the archives. Irving’s books will be read as long as
there are people interested in World War II history (and booksellers willing to handle
them). By contrast, Richard Evans is a court historian whose expert report in the David
Irving trial was designed to smear Irving as much as possible. Evans’s concluding
statement is simply of a piece with the rest of his report: not “impartial, objective and
unbiased,” and not “produced independently of the exigencies of this litigation.”
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The "Holocaust by Bullets" | CODOH
by John Wear

The “Holocaust by bullets” is an increasingly popular theme among
promoters of the Holocaust narrative. The allegation is that the
Einsatzgruppen, with support from the German Army, undertook a
mission to murder every Jew they could ﬁnd in the Soviet Union. This
article discusses the absurdity of this allegation.

Arno Mayer’s Analysis
Jewish Princeton University historian Arno Mayer summarizes the
mass shootings carried out by the Einsatzgruppen in the Soviet
Union:
Even so, and notwithstanding the unparalleled magnitude
of the Jewish suﬀering, the extermination of eastern Jewry
never became the chief objective of Barbarossa. The ﬁght
for Lebensraum and against bolshevism was neither a
pretext nor an expedient for the killing of Jews. Nor was it a
mere smoke screen to disguise the Jewish massacres as
reprisals against partisans. The assault on the Jews was
unquestionably intertwined with the assault on bolshevism
from the very outset. But this is not to say that it was the
dominant strand in the hybrid ‘Judeobolshevism’ that
Barbarossa targeted for destruction. In fact, the war
against the Jews was a graft onto or a parasite upon the
eastern campaign, which always remained its host, even or
especially once it became mired deep in Russia.
When they set forth on their mission, Einsatzgruppen and
the RSHA were not given the extermination of Jews as their
principal, let alone their only, assignment.[1]
In Mayer’s analysis, the massacres of the eastern Jews were not part
of any comprehensive plan of extermination. Rather, the killing of
Jews in the Soviet Union occurred as the result of the inexorable
radicalization of the war in the east, and because many Soviet Jews
were classiﬁed by the SS as agents of Bolshevism.[2]
In the eyes of the SS and much of the civilian population of the Soviet
Union, many Jews were responsible for or accomplices to the
Communist acts of violence. For example, the massacres of Jews
committed by Ukrainians and SS men in July 1941 in Lemberg and
other Galician towns were primarily retaliations for the mass
murders of Ukrainians committed by the Soviets between June 22

and July 2, 1941. The reports of the Einsatzgruppen provide evidence
of this:
In Tarnopol 5,000 Ukrainians kidnapped, 2,000 murdered.
As counter measures arrest operation initiated against
Jewish intellectuals, who shared responsibility for the
murder and besides were informers for the NKVD. Number
estimated at about 1,000. On July 5, approximately 70 Jews
rounded up by Ukrainians and shot. Another 20 Jews killed
on the road by military and Ukrainians, as response to the
murder of three soldiers who were found chained in jail,
with tongues cut out and eyes gouged out.[3]
Other Jews were shot in retaliatory measures after the discovery of
Soviet torture chambers. For example, after the discovery of a torture
chamber in the Tarnopol Courthouse, the Germans reacted as
follows: “The troops marching through who had the opportunity to
see these atrocities, above all the bodies of the murdered German
soldiers, killed all of the approximately 600 Jews and set their houses
on ﬁre.”[4]

Modern Historiography
Israeli Holocaust historian Yitzhak Arad and other historians are now
promoting the idea that the Einsatzgruppen with support from the
German Army murdered almost every Jew in the Soviet Union.[5] In
his book The Holocaust in the Soviet Union, Arad discusses the
diﬀiculty of obtaining exact ﬁgures of Jews who died in the Soviet
Union during World War II:
The absence of accurate Soviet statistics on the number of
evacuated Jews into the Soviet rear areas and German
documentation on the number of Jews remaining in the
occupied Soviet territories makes it diﬀicult to sum up the
number of Jews who perished in these territories. The
Soviet administration did not conduct any kind of census of
the inhabitants, including Jews, who survived the German
occupation. German statistics are incomplete on the
number of Jews murdered during the years of occupation.
The Einsatzgruppen reports and other German documents
give the numbers of Jews murdered by them in speciﬁc
locations, but they don’t include all of the murder sites, and
there is doubt as to the accuracy of these statistics. Reports
on the many massacres conducted by the Orpo and local
police forces are only partial.[6]
Despite this lack of documentation, Arad produces estimates of
Jewish deaths in the German-occupied Soviet Union during World
War II of dubitable precision. Arad estimates that there were
2,612,000–2,743,500 Jews in the German-occupied Soviet republics.
Of this number, he estimates 103,000–119,000 Jews to have survived,
while he estimates 2,509,000–2,624,500 Jews to have died.[7] Using
the mid-range of these estimates, this equals a Jewish death rate of

95.85%, with a survival rate of only 4.15%.
Arad estimates that there were 2,105,000–2,225,000 Jews in the
German-occupied Soviet republics of Belorussia, Ukraine and Russia.
Of this total, he estimates 42,000–55,000 Jews to have survived, while
he estimates 2,063,000–2,170,000 Jews to have died. Using the midrange of these estimates, Arad thus estimates that only 48,500 Jews
survived out of 2,165,000 total Jews in Belorussia, Ukraine and
Russia.[8] This equals a Jewish death rate of 97.76% in these three
Soviet republics, with a survival rate of only 2.24%.
Arad provides no documentation for his estimated Jewish death totals
in the Soviet Union. Arad’s assumed death total of Jews in the Soviet
Union is absurd. The German Army and the Einsatzgruppen were
engaged in a monumental struggle against the Soviet Army. The
Germans could not possibly have killed such a high percentage of
Jews based solely on verbal orders from Heinrich Himmler[9] while
engaging in battles of epic proportions with the Soviets.
Yitzhak Arad has given out false historical information in the past to
support the oﬀicial Holocaust story. Regarded by many as the leading
Treblinka expert, Arad distorted a report dated November 15, 1942
by saying the report referred to gas chambers instead of steam
chambers as the murder weapon at Treblinka.[10] Arad was forced to
walk this back because the oﬀicial historiography now states that
steam chambers were never used to kill Jews at Treblinka.[11]

Aktion 1005
Since few if any of the bodies of the alleged 2.5 million murdered
Soviet Jews have been found, the oﬀicial Holocaust historiography
claims they were cremated in what is called Aktion 1005. An article
in the Encyclopedia of the Holocaust deﬁnes this operation:
“Operation 1005, code name for a large-scale activity that aimed to
obliterate the traces of the murder of millions of human beings by the
Nazis in occupied Europe.”[12]
It is unrealistic to believe that Aktion 1005 succeeded and that
Germans exhumed and burned approximately 2.5 million bodies. This
would mean that, within a period of 13 months, the Germans emptied
thousands of mass graves in a territory of more than 463,000 square
miles—all without leaving behind any material or documentary
traces. The mass exhumation of such a large number of bodies in
such a short period of time is quite impossible.[13]
Furthermore, we know that no Soviet reconnaissance aircraft
discovered and photographed the burning of these bodies, because
otherwise the Soviets would have exploited the photographs for
propaganda purposes. Any of the thousands of pyres that would have
had to be burning night and day would have been photographed by
the Soviets if such mass exhumations had actually taken place.[14]
Yitzhak Arad attempts to explain away these problems by stating that

Aktion 1005 was both a highly classiﬁed operation and a failure:
Aktion 1005 was a highly classiﬁed operation. Orders and
reports were given and received verbally, and no German
documents were saved to provide evidence. The SS, which
was responsible for the operation, did everything in its
power to prevent a leak of information on the site…
There is no way of knowing how many corpses were
cremated in the course of the operation—hundreds of
thousands, certainly, possibly even millions. But millions of
corpses remained in the pits in which they had been buried.
This tangible evidence—the corpses of millions of Jews and
non-Jews, murdered by Nazi Germany and its collaborators
in the occupied Soviet territories—remained for posterity.
In its main objective—destroying the evidence of mass
murder—Aktion 1005 failed.[15]
The problem with Arad’s explanation is that neither the Soviets nor
anyone else has found mass graves in which large numbers of Jews
might have been buried in the Soviet Union. Germar Rudolf writes:
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, numerous
mass graves, containing altogether hundreds of thousands
of bodies of victims of the Soviets, were discovered,
excavated, and investigated. Not only was the number of
victims determined, but in many cases the speciﬁc cause of
death as well. In the same regions where many of these
mass graves were found, one million Jews are said to have
been shot by the Einsatzgruppen. Yet no such grave has
ever been reported found, let alone dug and investigated, in
the more than half a century during which these areas have
been controlled by the USSR and its successor states.[16]
Thus, the undocumented and imaginary Aktion 1005 provides no
evidence of a German program of genocide against Soviet Jews, nor
of destroying evidence thereof.
Carlo Mattogno concludes: “Orthodox Holocaust historiography has
never proven that the authorities of the Reich planned and carried
out a general plan on an institutional level to eliminate the bodies of
the victims of the Einsatzgruppen and other associated units by
means of a concerted operation of exhumation and cremation of
bodies.”[17]

The Einsatzgruppen Trial
The Einsatzgruppen trial that took place in Nuremberg from
September 1947 to April 1948 forms the basis for the allegations that
the Einsatzgruppen and other German forces murdered millions of
Jews and other people in the “Holocaust by bullets.” The defendants
in this trial were 24 commanding and senior oﬀicers of the
Einsatzgruppen.[18]

Benjamin Ferencz, the chief prosecutor at the Einsatzgruppen trial,
has admitted to using death threats to obtain testimony. Ferencz said
in an interview:
You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village
where, say, an American pilot had parachuted and been
beaten to death and line everyone up against the wall. Then
I’d say, “Anyone who lies will be shot on the spot.” It never
occurred to me that statements taken under duress would
be invalid.[19]
Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world-peace
advocate, further related a story concerning the interrogation of an
SS colonel. Ferencz explained that he took out his pistol in order to
intimidate him:
What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got
to show him that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze
the trigger and mark it as auf der Flucht erschossen [shot
while trying to escape]…I said “you are in a ﬁlthy uniform
sir, take it oﬀ!” I stripped him naked and threw his clothes
out the window. He stood there naked for half an hour,
covering his balls with his hands, not looking nearly like the
SS oﬀicer he was reported to be. Then I said “now listen,
you and I are gonna have an understanding right now. I am
a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf
der Flucht erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would
never do. You are gonna sit down and write out exactly
what happened—when you entered the camp, who was
there, how many died, why they died, everything else about
it. Or, you don’t have to do that—you are under no
obligation—you can write a note of ﬁve lines to your wife,
and I will try to deliver it…” [Ferencz gets the desired
statement and continues:] I then went to someone outside
and said “Major, I got this aﬀidavit, but I’m not gonna use
it—it is a coerced confession. I want you to go in, be nice to
him, and have him re-write it.” The second one seemed to
be okay—I told him to keep the second one and destroy the
ﬁrst one. That was it.[20]
These and other admissions by Ferencz cast an immediate cloud over
the entirety of the proceedings. Is this the sort of deposer who might
be relied upon to present fair and objective evidence at a major
trial?[21]
Ferencz took only two days to present the 253 captured documents in
the Einsatzgruppen case. These documents were the primary
evidence used to convict the defendants in this trial.[22] It should be
noted that all the documents presented in this trial were prosecution
documents. The documents were screened solely for the purpose of
helping the prosecution’s case, while depriving the defense of any
and all documents that might be of help to them.[23]
The accuracy and authenticity of the Einsatzgruppen reports have

been called into question by many researchers. The originals of the
Einsatzgruppen reports have never been produced, and many of the
copies that have been produced show clear signs of postwar
additions. For example, Einsatzgruppen Report No. 111 contains
garbled wording and an obvious addition to the end of a paragraph
(the last three words in the following paragraph):
These were the motives for the executions carried out by
the Kommandos: Political oﬀicials, looters and saboteurs,
active Communists and political representatives, Jews who
gained their release from prison camps by false statements,
agents and informers of the NKVD, persons who, by false
depositions and inﬂuencing witnesses, were instrumental in
the deportation of ethnic Germans, Jewish sadism and
revengefulness, undesirable elements, partisans, Politruks,
dangers of plague and epidemics, members of Russian
bands, armed insurgents—provisioning of Russian bands,
rebels and agitators, drifting juveniles, Jews in general.[24]
Defenders of the Holocaust story often state that the Einsatzgruppen
reports were captured by the U.S. Army when they took control of
Gestapo headquarters. However, Ferencz himself has admitted that
the copies of these reports originated with copies said to have been
held by the German Foreign Oﬀice in Berlin, which makes them
Soviet-origin documents.[25]
The unreliability of the Einsatzgruppen reports was acknowledged in
the trial of German Field Marshal Erich von Manstein in 1949. Von
Manstein’s lawyer demonstrated that whole areas claimed by the
reports to be “cleared of Jews” actually contained many ﬂourishing
Jewish communities that were untouched throughout the entire war.
The trial court accepted the argument that the Einsatzgruppen
reports were unreliable, and von Manstein was acquitted in regard to
the Einsatzgruppen activities in his command sector.[26]
Dr. Arthur Butz explains why the forged Einsatzgruppen documents
were produced:
It is not diﬀicult to see why these documents exist; without
them the authors of the lie would have no evidence for their
claims except testimony. We have seen that with Auschwitz
there was an abundance of material facts to work with and
whose meanings could be distorted: shipments of Jews to
Auschwitz, many of whom did not return to their original
homes, large shipments of a source of hydrogen cyanide
gas, elaborate cremation facilities, selections, the stench.
The situation with the Einsatzgruppen was diﬀerent; there
was only one fact, the executions. Standing alone, this fact
does not appear impressive as evidence, and this
consideration was no doubt the motivation for
manufacturing these documents on such a large scale.[27]

Conclusion

The Einsatzgruppen were assigned the tasks of killing Soviet
commissars and suppressing partisan activity in the Soviet Union.
Large numbers of Jews and non-Jews were killed in these operations.
Because German forces were always limited and always needed at
the front, German military authorities were all the more fearful of the
disruptions partisans could cause. Consequently, the Einsatzgruppen
and German Army oﬀicers took severe measures against partisan
activity in the Soviet Union. This resulted in the Einsatzgruppen and
the German military engaging in mass killings of partisans, including
the execution of many civilians. However, the Einsatzgruppen did not
pursue the additional purpose of committing genocide against Soviet
Jewry.[28]
The supplementary death toll in the “Holocaust by bullets” is being
used today by Yitzhak Arad and other historians to oﬀset the
diminishing estimated deaths in the German camps. This is one way
in which the alleged 6 million Jewish deaths in the so-called
Holocaust can still be maintained.
A version of this article was originally published in the
January/February 2021 issue of The Barnes Review.
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Were 6-Million Jews Murdered during World War
II?
by John Wear

The allegation that 6-million Jews were murdered during World War II is today widely
considered an established historical fact. For example, the Encyclopedia Judaica states,
“There can be no doubt as to the estimated figure of some 6 million victims.”[1] The
U.S. Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. has described itself in its information
sheet as a “living memorial to the 6-million Jews and millions of other victims of Nazi
fanaticism who perished in the Holocaust.” However, an analysis of the number of
6-million Jewish wartime deaths shows that this figure is not the result of any
meaningful investigation, research or calculation.

History of the 6-Million-Jewish-Deaths Meme
The figure of 6-million Jewish deaths had been used and predicted long before the end
of World War II. An ancient Jewish prophecy had promised the Jews their return to the
Promised Land after a loss of 6 million of their people.[2] According to the book
Breaking the Spell by Nicholas Kollerstrom, publications and speakers had referred to
the death or persecution of 6 million Jews on at least 166 occasions from 1900 until the
end of 1945.[3]
For example, the 10th edition, volume 25 of the Encyclopedia Britannica published in
1902 stated: “While there are in Russia and Rumania 6 millions of Jews who are being
systematically degraded…” An article in the March 25, 1906 edition of the New York
Times worried about the “condition and future of Russia’s 6 million Jews…” This article
further stated “…the Russian Government’s studied policy for the ‘solution’ of the
Jewish question is systematic and murderous extermination.” Max Nordau, cofounder of
the World Zionist Organization, also warned in 1911 of the “annihilation of 6 million
people” at the Zionist Congress in Basel, Switzerland.[4]
The New York Times on December 2, 1914 published an appeal for aid to Jews in
Europe. The paper stated: “The American Jewish Relief Committee, called into being at
a conference of more than 100 national Jewish organizations which was held at Temple
Emanu-El on October 25 to consider the plight of more than 6,000,000 Jews who live
within the war zone…”[5]
The figure of 6-million Jewish deaths was also used by Martin H. Glynn, the governor of
New York, in an article entitled “The Crucifixion of Jews Must Stop!” printed in The
American Hebrew magazine published by the American Jewish Committee. Glynn stated
in this article: “Six million men and women are dying from lack of the necessaries of
life; eight hundred thousand children cry for bread. And this fate is upon them through
no fault of their own, through no transgression of the laws of God or man; but through
the awful tyranny of war and a bigoted lust for Jewish blood.” Glynn’s article was
printed on October 31, 1919. The allegation was that “this threatened holocaust of
human life” was occurring in the wake of the Great War.[6]
The Chicago Tribune on July 20, 1921 published an article headlined: “Begs America
Save 6,000,000 in Russia.” This article claimed that “Russia’s 6 million Jews are facing

extermination by massacre. As the famine is spreading, the counter-revolutionary
movement is gaining and the Soviet’s control is waning.” The United Jewish Campaign
of New York in 1926 set a fundraising goal of $6,000,000 to help the “dying” Jews of
Europe. On December 29, 1931, a Montreal newspaper ran a baseless claim by Rabbi
Stephen Wise that 6 million Jews faced starvation in southeastern Europe.[7]
The New York Times on May 31, 1936, published an article headlined “Americans
Appeal for Jewish Refuge.” This article appealed to Great Britain to “…throw open the
gates of Palestine and let in the victimized and persecuted Jews escaping from the
European holocaust.”[8] Also in 1936, Chaim Weizmann is reported to have said to the
Peel Commission: “It is no exaggeration to say that 6 million Jews are sentenced to be
imprisoned in this part of the world, where they are unwanted, and for whom the
countries are divided into those, where they are unwanted, and those, where they are not
admitted.” [9] On January 9, 1938, the New York Times reported another false claim of
6-million Jewish victims of persecution.[10]
In an article appearing in the June 25, 1940 issue of the Palm Beach Post, Dr. Nahum
Goldmann, who was the administrative committee chairman of the World Jewish
Congress, said “if the Nazis should achieve final victory 6,000,000 Jews in Europe are
doomed to destruction.” Not one single Jew had been interned by Germany, and Hitler
was still pleading for peace, at that time. Yet the so-called Holocaust and the 6 million
Jews doomed to destruction was already established.[11]
The number of 6 million appeared again on January 4, 1945, when the Jewish chief of
Soviet atrocity propaganda, Ilya Ehrenburg, stated that this is the number of Jews that
had died in World War II.[12] On January 8, 1945, the New York Times published an
article in which Jacob Lestchinsky, a Communist correspondent for the New York
Jewish Daily Forward, estimated that the Jewish population in Europe had been reduced
from 9,500,000 in 1939 to 3,500,000. Lestchinsky stated: “Of the 6,000,000 European
Jews who have died, 5,000,000 had lived in the countries under Hitler’s
occupation.”[13] How Ehrenburg and Lestchinsky came up with their 6 million Jewish
deaths figure four months before the end of the war is anyone’s guess.
Immediately after the end of the war in Europe, an article appeared in the Pittsburgh
Press on May 13, 1945 headlined “Nazis Destroy Six Million Jews.”[14] In June 1945,
some Zionist leaders were also able to state that 6 million Jews had died during the war.
These Zionist leaders made this statement even though the chaos in Europe at the time
made any definitive demographic studies impossible.[15]
The figure of 6 million Jews who died during World War II reappeared at the
International Military Tribunal (IMT) in Nuremberg. The number of 6 million used at
the IMT was based primarily on the hearsay evidence given by the written deposition of
German SS-bureaucrat Wilhelm Höttl.[16] The verbal but never cross-examined
testimony of Dieter Wisliceny, who said that 5 million Jews had died during the war, was
also used to substantiate the figure of 6-million Jewish deaths.[17]
These two men claimed they heard these statements from Adolf Eichmann, but
Eichmann later disputed that he ever made these statements.[18] Thus, the prosecution’s
claim at the IMT that 6 million Jews died during World War II is based solely on hearsay
evidence from two German SS-bureaucrats seeking to escape or mitigate punishment
whose only source later said that he never made the statement. Most courts would not
have accepted such hearsay testimony as evidence. However, the IMT, in keeping with
Article 23 of their charter, deemed this hearsay evidence to have “probative value” and
so admitted it into evidence.[19]
The figure of 6 million Jews murdered by Nazi Germany was widely regarded as a

proven fact by the end of the IMT. Sir Hartley Shawcross stated in his closing address
that “more than 6 million” Jews were killed by the Germans, and that “…murder [was]
conducted like some mass production industry in the gas chambers and the ovens of
Auschwitz, Dachau, Treblinka, Buchenwald, Mauthausen, Majdanek and
Oranienburg.”[20]

Why 6-Million Jewish Deaths Is a Gross Exaggeration
Stephen F. Pinter served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney stationed in Germany after
the war. Pinter disputed the claim that millions of Jews were murdered by Germany. In a
statement made in 1959, he wrote: “From what I was able to determine during six
postwar years in Germany and Austria, there were a number of Jews killed, but the
figure of a million was certainly never reached. I interviewed thousands of Jews, former
inmates of concentration camps in Germany and Austria, and consider myself as well
qualified as any man on this subject.”[21]
The eyewitness testimony of Jewish veterans of the German concentration camps is
often cited to establish the genocide of 6-million European Jews by Germany. However,
the New York Jewish publication Aufbau documented in 1965 that 3,375,000 inmates,
the vast majority of whom were Jewish, had survived the German camps and were
receiving reparations from Germany.[22] How could there be 3,375,000 veterans of the
German concentration camps receiving reparations from Germany 20 years after the war
was over if Germany had murdered 6 million Jews? Norman Finkelstein, the author of
The Holocaust Industry, quotes his mother as asking, “If everyone who claims to be a
Holocaust survivor actually is one, who did Hitler kill?”[23]
As of January 1984, there were 4.39-million successful individual restitution claims
under the terms of the German Federal Compensation Law (BEG) of 1953 and 1956.
This law provides monetary compensation to individuals who were “persecuted for
political, racial, religious or ideological reasons” by the wartime German government.
The great majority of these successful restitution claims were from Jews. Raul Hilberg
estimated that about two-thirds of the allowed claims had been from Jews.[24] Using
Hilberg’s conservative estimate would mean that over 2.9 million Jews had received
BEG restitution by January 1984.
The number of 2.9-million Jewish claimants understates the number of Jews who
survived World War II because as of 1985 Jews in Poland, the Soviet Union, Hungary,
Romania and Czechoslovakia were not permitted by their governments to apply for or
receive BEG restitution. Also, some European Jews who survived World War II died
before the German BEG restitution law was enacted in 1953. The Atlanta Journal and
Constitution newspaper estimated that only half of the Jewish “Holocaust survivors”
around the world in 1985 had received restitution under the BEG.[25] If this 50%
estimate is accurate, it would mean that approximately 5.8 million European Jews
survived German persecution during World War II. Such a large number of surviving
Jews is not consistent with a German program of genocide against European Jewry, per
Mrs. Finkelstein’s query quoted above.
The Holocaust story also originally claimed that about 4 million Jews died at AuschwitzBirkenau. As late as 1988, on page 19 of the official Auschwitz State Museum
Guidebook, the official figure of 4 million Jews killed at Auschwitz-Birkenau is
affirmed. The 4 million Jews who perished at Auschwitz-Birkenau had also been used
by the Soviet State Extraordinary Commission for the Investigation of Nazi Crimes, the
Supreme National Tribunal in Poland, and the IMT in Nuremberg. The estimate of 4
million Jews who died at Auschwitz-Birkenau was based on the evidence of hundreds of

surviving prisoners and the opinion of experts.
Scholars such as Israeli Holocaust expert Yehuda Bauer and Dr. Franciszek Piper
decided around 1989 to lower the Auschwitz-Birkenau death count. Dr. Piper states in
his book Auschwitz: How Many Perished, “Altogether, a total of about 1,100,000 Jews
ended up in Auschwitz-Birkenau in the years 1940-1945.”[26] The number of
approximately 1 million Jews who died at Auschwitz-Birkenau is most-often used as the
official figure today, although some pro-Holocaust researchers such as Jean-Claude
Pressac use much lower estimates. By dramatically lowering the figures, the camp
curators were in effect admitting that the Communists and other officials had fabricated
numbers that were too inflated to be believed. The 4-million Jewish deaths at
Auschwitz-Birkenau had to be lowered to approximately 1 million in order to maintain
the credibility of the overarching Holocaust story.
Since the figure of 6 million Jews who died in German camps presumably is based on
the 4 million Jews who died at Auschwitz-Birkenau, one would think that the 6-million
Jewish deaths in the German camps should concomitantly be lowered to about 3 million.
However, the official number of Jews dying in German concentration camps remains at
6 million even though this is now obviously an overstated number. There has been no
rush to correct the encyclopedias or the endless stories quoting the 6-million-Jewishdeaths figure.[27]
Another factor making impossible the official number of 6 million Jews dying in
German camps is the fact that thousands of corpses could not possibly have been
cremated every day at Auschwitz-Birkenau as is commonly claimed. Ivan Lagacé,
manager of a large crematory in Calgary, Canada, testified at the 1988 Ernst Zündel trial
that based on his experience it would have only been possible to cremate a maximum of
184 bodies a day at Birkenau. Lagacé stated that the claim that the 46 retorts at Birkenau
could cremate over 4,400 bodies in a day is “ludicrous,” “preposterous” and “beyond the
realm of reality.”[28]
Jürgen Graf writes: “The only possible scientific conclusion is that the supposed manyhundred-thousand-fold murder of Jews in spring and fall 1944 could not have happened,
because cremations of this quantity were technically impossible. Bodies do not generally
disappear all on their own, even in the Third Reich.”[29]
The book The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry by Walter Sanning is probably the
most-assiduous study ever conducted of 20th-Century Jewish demography, especially in
its analysis of World-War-II-related Jewish population changes. Sanning bases his study
almost exclusively on Allied, Zionist and pro-Zionist West German sources. His analysis
includes evidence given by the wartime U.S. assistant secretary of state, the Institute of
Jewish Affairs, the American Jewish Year Book, official census publications, and the
pro-Zionist Institute for Contemporary History in Munich. Sanning keeps his book as
free of emotion as possible in order to contribute to a reasoned discussion underlying the
charge of German genocide.[30]
While it would be impossible for anyone to give an exact number of Jews who died in
the German camps during World War II, The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry
proves that not anywhere close to 6 million Jews died during the war. Sanning calculates
that the worldwide losses suffered by Jewry during the Second World War are in the
neighborhood of 1¼ million.[31] He estimates that 15,967,000 Jews were alive
worldwide in 1941 before the German invasion of the Soviet Union, and that the Jewish
population was reduced to approximately 14,730,000 after the war.[32]
Critically, Sanning shows that many of these Jewish losses were caused not by any

program of German genocide, but by Soviet depredations. Sanning states that hundreds
of thousands of Jews lost their lives in Soviet deportations to the east or in Siberian labor
and concentration camps. Sanning concludes that the food supply, shelter, and clothing
provided to the Jewish inmates in the Soviet camps was woefully inadequate, and that
medical attention was almost completely lacking.[33] Sanning’s conclusion is supported
by Jewish historian Gerald Reitlinger, who said: “In Southern Siberia the death-rate was
very high for…Jews….”[34]
Sanning also writes that Jewish sources document that a minimum of 200,000 Jews died
while serving in Allied armies during the war.[35] These Jewish “in-service” deaths
cannot be attributed to any German program of genocide against the Jews.

Conclusion
Revisionist historians concede that Germany persecuted Jews during World War II.
National-Socialist Germany saw Jews as being an influential force behind international
communism, and therefore considered Jews to be a potential danger to their war effort.
Consequently, Jews were sent to concentration camps, forced to live in ghettos,
conscripted for labor, stripped of their civil rights, and suffered extreme hardships.
Unfortunately, many Jews died in the German concentration camps during World War II.
However, Germany did not conduct a program of genocide against Jews. The widely
quoted figure of 6-million Jewish deaths during the war is also a major exaggeration. As
documented in this article, the figure of 6-million Jewish deaths originated from Zionist
propaganda dating back to at least the year 1900. The figure of 6-million Jewish deaths
in the “Holocaust” is an ahistorical invention having no basis in reality.[36]
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Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: He Would Be Canceled in
Today’s America
by John Wear

Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn (1918-2008) was one of the greatest literary and
political figures of the 20th Century. For the first 25 years of his life, Solzhenitsyn was
an ardent supporter of Vladimir Lenin’s Soviet Revolution. In fact, by 1938
Solzhenitsyn’s enthusiasm for Communism had grown to the point of obsession. As a
youth, Solzhenitsyn even declared, “I would gladly give my life for Lenin.”[1]
This article documents how Solzhenitsyn eventually became an outspoken critic of
Soviet Communism, as well as his conclusion that Jews were primarily responsible for
the Bolshevik Revolution.

Early Years
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn was born into an environment of chaos and suffering that rivaled
anything he experienced in his later life. His young father died six months before his
birth in excruciating pain from wounds received in a hunting accident. His grief-stricken
mother rejoined her family in a nearby summer resort, only to find herself in the middle
of a vicious battle then raging between Reds and Whites in Russia’s Civil War. Lenin
and his band of Bolsheviks were fighting ferociously to consolidate their power, and the
whole of Russia was awash in blood.[2]
Solzhenitsyn’s youth was one of hardship, privation and poverty. For the first 23 years of
his life, Solzhenitsyn did not know the inside of a house; he lived in huts with no
running water. These huts were constantly assailed by the cold, and there was never
enough fuel to keep him warm. Food shortages were common, and after the starvation of
the 1930s, ordinary food shortages were only a minor problem. Solzhenitsyn regarded all
of these hardships as normal, since the poverty and hunger he experienced as a youth
were widespread in the Soviet Union.[3]
Solzhenitsyn at the Age of 12 joined the Young Pioneers, which was the junior auxiliary
of the Communist Party’s youth movement, the Komsomol. Like most of his friends,
Solzhenitsyn passed automatically from the Young Pioneers to the Komsomol in his
10th and final year at school. Earnest and intense by nature, Solzhenitsyn studied
Marxism-Leninism with an enthusiasm and energy typical of his eager spirit. He later
wrote about his interest in Communist Party doctrine: “I was absolutely sincerely
enthralled by it over a period of several years.” Solzhenitsyn became a Marxist, a
Leninist and a Communist.[4]
Despite his interest in literature, Solzhenitsyn chose to study physics and mathematics
when he entered Rostov State University. His secret ambition had been to go to Moscow
and study literature. However, concern for his mother, who was suffering from
tuberculosis and in very poor health, held him back. Solzhenitsyn was an outstanding
student at the university, receiving top marks in all his examinations. He was awarded
during his last year at the university one of the newly created Stalin scholarships for
outstanding achievement. This scholarship carried a stipend two-and-a-half times greater
than the usual grant.[5]

Solzhenitsyn seemed on the threshold of a brilliant career. As an outstanding student in
physics and mathematics, he could look forward to the pick of the best jobs available.
However, he opted for the modest post of a village schoolteacher, turning down the
higher-paying jobs and glittering prizes that were within his reach. Bursting with
enthusiasm and, above all, great literary talent, Solzhenitsyn was determined to pursue
his dream of becoming a published writer.[6]

War Service
Shortly after Germany invaded the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941, Solzhenitsyn
attempted to enlist in the Soviet military. However, his medical examination resulted in a
classification of “limited fitness” due to an abdominal disability, the result of a groin
disorder in infancy that had gone undetected. While his friends marched to war,
Solzhenitsyn was dispatched to the Cossack settlement of Morozovsk to work as a
school teacher.[7]
By mid-October 1941, Moscow was threatened and the German advance seemed
irresistible. Under these dire circumstances, all classifications of fitness were cast aside
and Solzhenitsyn was drafted into the Soviet Army. Solzhenitsyn spent a half-year as a
downtrodden soldier before being accepted into officer training school. He disliked
officer training, saying “they trained us like young beasts so as to infuriate us to the
point where we would later want to take it out on someone else.” However, Solzhenitsyn
completed officer training and was promoted to the rank of first lieutenant in October
1942. He reached the rank of captain in June 1944.[8]
Solzhenitsyn experienced his first combat in the summer of 1943 in battles at Kursk and
Orel. He was awarded the Order of the Patriotic War, second class, for his part in the
battle at Orel. Solzhenitsyn in 1944 found himself in the middle of some of the bloodiest
battles on Germany’s eastern front. Inexorably, the Soviet Army advanced until it
triumphantly crossed the Polish border. Solzhenitsyn was aghast at the brutalities the
Soviet Army committed against captured Soviet citizens who had chosen to fight for the
Germans. Experience was slowly making Solzhenitsyn question the Soviet communist
system he had embraced as a youth.[9]
Solzhenitsyn also abhorred the violence and atrocities committed by the Soviet Army
when it reached Germany. In a hate-filled address, Stalin had told the Soviet troops to
wreak vengeance on Germans for all that Russia had suffered during the war. Rape,
pillage and plunder were all condoned by Stalin. Repelled by Stalin’s incitement to greed
and cruelty, Solzhenitsyn lectured his men on the need to exercise moderation and
restraint. However, Solzhenitsyn’s words fell on deaf ears. As the Soviet Army marched
into Germany, it was Stalin’s vision that became reality.[10]
Solzhenitsyn described the entry of his regiment into East Prussia in January 1945: “For
three weeks the war had been going on inside Germany and all of us knew very well that
if the girls were German they could be raped and then shot. This was almost a combat
distinction.”[11] Solzhenitsyn was a committed opponent of such atrocities, and vocally
opposed the rape of German women.
Solzhenitsyn’s fortunes took a catastrophic turn when he received a telephone call from
brigade headquarters on February 9, 1945. He was ordered to report at once to the
brigadier-general’s office. Solzhenitsyn was arrested and sent to prison for derogatory
comments he had made about Stalin in correspondence to a friend. He later said his
arrest was a defining moment in his life, which was crucial “because it allowed me to
understand Soviet reality in its entirety and not merely the one-sided view I had of it
previous to the arrest.”[12] Solzhenitsyn became an outspoken opponent of Marxism

after his imprisonment in the Soviet Gulag.[13]

Imprisonment
Solzhenitsyn was sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment and sent in August 1945 to
Butyrka Prison in Moscow. He was soon transferred to the Krasnaya Presnya transit
prison in Moscow, which was in the heart of the Soviet prison system. On August 14,
1945, Solzhenitsyn and 60 other political prisoners were transferred to Novy Ierusalim
(New Jerusalem) 30 miles west of Moscow. It was at New Jerusalem that Solzhenitsyn
got his first bitter taste of the physically exhausting and crushing labor regimen in the
Soviet camps.[14]
Solzhenitsyn was transferred out of New Jerusalem when it became a camp for German
prisoners of war. He spent the next 10 months doing forced labor at Kaluga Gate in
Moscow, and was then transferred back to Butyrka Prison for two months. Solzhenitsyn
was temporarily saved from the hardships and drudgery of the forced-labor camps by his
degree in mathematics and physics from Rostov University. He was recategorized as a
“special-assignment prisoner,” and was sent to several special prison institutes, known as
sharashkas, for scientific research.[15]
The relative comfort of being a special-assignment prisoner ended on May 19, 1950
when Solzhenitsyn was transferred back to Butyrka Prison. Solzhenitsyn then began a
long and insufferable two-month journey across the Soviet Union to the Ekibastuz Labor
Camp, deep in the semi-arid steppes of Kazakhstan. At Ekibastuz he experienced
starvation rations, cruelty and bullying, and manual labor amidst the cold icy winds
which slashed across the steppe. In addition to this incredible suffering, Solzhenitsyn
was diagnosed on January 30, 1952 with cancer and admitted to the camp hospital.[16]
Solzhenitsyn eventually made a complete recovery after an operation to remove the
cancer. His close encounter with death from cancer, combined with his experiences as a
front-line soldier and his subsequent imprisonment, had helped Solzhenitsyn to
recognize God. Solzhenitsyn later said: “When at the end of jail, on top of everything
else, I was placed with cancer, then I was fully cleansed and came back to a deep
awareness of God and a deep understanding of life.” Solzhenitsyn also resolved to tell
the full truth about life in Stalin’s prison camps.[17]
Solzhenitsyn was released from prison on February 13, 1953, four days after the official
end of his sentence. He was hired in April 1953 as a teacher of math and science at a
local school. Solzhenitsyn survived a second bout with cancer, and was declared
politically rehabilitated following a session of the Military Collegium of the Supreme
Court of the USSR on February 6, 1956. Having been strengthened and purified by his
time in prison and bouts with cancer, Solzhenitsyn was primed and ready to explode
onto an unsuspecting literary world.[18]

Literary Success
Solzhenitsyn wrote a short novel titled One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
describing some of his labor-camp experiences. He didn’t risk showing this novel to any
editors until after Nikita Khrushchev’s second de-Stalinization speech in the fall of 1961.
Khrushchev, who apparently only superficially glanced at this book, approved its
publication because he thought it could be used as an effective weapon against his
Stalinist adversaries. Solzhenitsyn’s book became an international bestseller when it was
published in November 1962. Many Russian readers wept over its pages, while
foreigners were shocked by its stark revelations.[19]

Solzhenitsyn managed to publish two short stories immediately after his success with
Ivan Denisovich. However, Khrushchev was overthrown in October 1964 in a palace
coup that placed Leonid Brezhnev at the head of the Soviet Communist Party. Brezhnev
began reversing Khrushchev’s reforms, and Solzhenitsyn had many of his manuscripts
confiscated by the security services.[20]
Solzhenitsyn managed to smuggle both volumes of his new novel, Cancer Ward, as well
as some other books to the West. He forged an international reputation as Russia’s
greatest living writer. Unfortunately, the new head of the KGB, Yuri Andropov,
considered Solzhenitsyn to be a subversive. Andropov drafted a decree for the Politburo
to deprive Solzhenitsyn of his citizenship and expel him from the Soviet Union.
Consequently, when Solzhenitsyn won the 1970 Nobel Prize in Literature, Solzhenitsyn
decided not to go to Stockholm to receive his prize because he feared he would be barred
from returning to the Soviet Union.[21]
Solzhenitsyn continued to experience literary success, and he became a world-famous
living symbol of the struggle for human rights in the face of state censorship. His
historical novel August 1914, which was published in the West on June 11, 1971,
denounced all Marxism as evil. Solzhenitsyn’s work was translated into 35 languages
during 1972. When a copy of Solzhenitsyn’s book The Gulag Archipelago was
discovered by Soviet authorities, Solzhenitsyn decided to publish it in the West as soon
as possible. The Soviet authorities were enraged when the first volume of The Gulag
Archipelago was published in Paris in December 1973. Solzhenitsyn had become a
traitor in the eyes of the Soviet leaders.[22]

Exile
On February 13, 1974, Solzhenitsyn was formally charged with treason and expelled
from the Soviet Union. The United States, Great Britain and many other nations told
Solzhenitsyn he would be welcome to reside in their countries if he wished. Solzhenitsyn
chose Zurich, Switzerland as his initial place of residence. From Zurich, Solzhenitsyn
traveled to Stockholm in December 1974 to finally collect his Nobel Prize in
Literature.[23]
Solzhenitsyn moved to the United States two years later during the summer of 1976. He
arrived in America at a time when Americans were struggling for an adequate response
to a perceived Soviet threat. As a Nobel laureate and dissident, who had quite literally
put his life on the line in a mesmerizing duel with Soviet authorities, Solzhenitsyn
inevitably attracted the interest of influential Americans. He was asked by numerous
prominent members of Congress, labor leaders, and members of the Western mass media
to comment on democracy and American political life.[24]
In two separate speeches at AFL-CIO banquets, Solzhenitsyn alerted his audiences to the
expanding communist menace. Solzhenitsyn stressed the unscientific and specious
nature of Marxism-Leninism, as well as its lethal and aggressive nature. He warned that
only firmness makes it possible to withstand the assaults of communist
totalitarianism.[25]
Solzhenitsyn resided in south-central Vermont throughout 1977 and the first half of 1978
while working on a multi-volume historical novel. He unexpectedly was asked to deliver
the commencement address at Harvard University on June 8, 1978. Solzhenitsyn
accepted Harvard’s invitation, and in a televised address before 15,000-20,000 guests, he
made some extremely frank and critical comments on the state of the West. Among other
things, Solzhenitsyn criticized the Western media, which “miseducates” public opinion
and fails to provide the in-depth analysis which society needs.[26]

Solzhenitsyn in his Harvard address also mentioned the striking decline in courage in the
West. He said this decline in courage was particularly noticeable among the ruling and
intellectual elites, which gave an impression of a loss of courage by the entire society.
Solzhenitsyn said that while there were many courageous individuals in Western society,
they had no determining influence on public life. Solzhenitsyn noted that from ancient
times declining courage in a civilization had been the first symptom of its end.[27]
While rejecting socialism as an alternative to Western society, Solzhenitsyn also rejected
the West as a model for the Soviet Union. Solzhenitsyn said that through deep suffering,
his people had achieved a spiritual development of such intensity that the Western
system in its present state did not look attractive. The insidious corruption of
commercial advertising, TV stupor, intolerable music, and lack of spirituality in the West
would not be attractive to the Soviet Union’s citizens.[28] Solzhenitsyn had become
disillusioned with what he considered was the spiritual vacuum of the materialistic West.
Solzhenitsyn had a deep-seated disdain for the Western media, which he revealed in his
interview with Sixty Minutes. When asked to respond to an American commentator who
had branded him “a freak, a monarchist, an anti-Semite, a crank, a has-been, not a hero,”
Solzhenitsyn replied:
The Western press works in the following way: they don’t read my books.
No one has ever given a single quotation from any of my books as a basis
for these accusations. But every new journalist reads these opinions from
other journalists. They have been just as spiteful to me in the American
press as the Soviet press was before.[29]

Return Home
Although Solzhenitsyn had been kicked out of Russia, he always loved Russia and
wanted to return to his native country. On August 16, 1990, Solzhenitsyn’s Russian
citizenship was restored almost 17 years after it had been taken away from him.
Solzhenitsyn returned to Russia on May 27, 1994, for the first time in more than 20
years.[30]
The Russia Solzhenitsyn returned home to was transforming from communism in poor
and deteriorating circumstances. Western culture and multinational corporations were
moving in, with Western restaurants such as McDonalds ubiquitous in the cities.
Solzhenitsyn expressed his dismay at Russia’s cultural decline in a speech he made at
Saratov University in 1995. Solzhenitsyn said: “We are still holding together as a single
unified country, but our cultural space is in shreds.” Solzhenitsyn later said he would
refrain from voting for either Yeltsin or his Communist opponent, as neither candidate
was worthy of being elected.[31]
After extensive research, Solzhenitsyn realized that the Russian Revolution was
primarily perpetrated by Jews, most of whom were imported into Russia from other
countries. David Duke says that Solzhenitsyn told him in a private conversation in 2002:
You must understand. The leading Bolsheviks who took over Russia were
not Russians. They hated Russians. They hated Christians. Driven by ethnic
hatred they tortured and slaughtered millions of Russians without a shred of
human remorse.
The October Revolution was not what you call in America the “Russian
Revolution.” It was an invasion and conquest over the Russian people. More
of my countrymen suffered horrific crimes at their bloodstained hands than

any people or nation ever suffered in the entirety of human history.
It cannot be overstated. Bolshevism committed the greatest human slaughter
of all time. The fact that most of the world is ignorant and uncaring about
this enormous crime is proof that the global media is in the hands of the
perpetrators.[32]
Solzhenitsyn wrote a two-volume nonfiction work titled Two Hundred Years Together.
The first volume, published in 2001, was Russian-Jewish History 1795-1916 and ran to
512 pages. The second volume, which was published in 2002, was a 600-page
investigation titled The Jews in the Soviet Union.[33] This second volume exposed the
predominantly Jewish constitution of the Bolshevik Revolution. No English-language
translation of this work has been commercially published, and the only version of it
offered on Amazon is the original Russian, at $978 as of May 2021.
Solzhenitsyn lived out his final years in Russia. On June 5, 2007, Russian President
Vladimir Putin signed a decree conferring the State Prize of the Russian Federation upon
Solzhenitsyn for his humanitarian work. Putin, who personally visited the writer at his
home to give him the award, said about Solzhenitsyn: “His activities as a writer and
public figure, his entire long, thorny life journey will remain for us a model of true
devotion, selfless service to the people, motherland, the ideals of freedom, justice and
humanism.” Solzhenitsyn died August 3, 2008 near Moscow at Age 89.[34]

Conclusion
Solzhenitsyn had an intense sense of mission about his literary work. He felt it was his
ethical duty to publicly expose the Soviet Union’s shocking and murderous gulag
system. One of the particulars of Solzhenitsyn’s literary genius was his overwhelming
willpower. French author Nikita Struve wrote:
But Solzhenitsyn’s fate, life and work are characterized above all by will. To survive four
years at the front, live through the Soviet concentration camps, overcome serious illness,
struggle to become a writer, gain a world reputation against inhuman odds, and finally
unswervingly to follow his path—all this is a miracle of rare willpower.[35]
It is widely recognized that Solzhenitsyn had a major influence on the modern world.
There is broad agreement that no other book contributed more directly and forcefully to
the collapse of the Soviet Union than his book The Gulag Archipelago.[36]
Solzhenitsyn’s suffering and literary genius enabled him to expose the evils of Soviet
Communism. Dr. David Duke writes about Solzhenitsyn: “He was a victim of
Bolshevism and through his literary genius he laid bare the most horrific killing machine
in all of world history.”[37]
A version of this article was originally published in the March/April 2021 issue of The
Barnes Review.
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Germany’s Anti-Partisan Warfare during World
War II
by John Wear

Germany engaged in numerous anti-partisan operations during World War II. The
brutality of these anti-partisan activities has been well documented by historians. British
historian David Irving, for example, writes about photos taken in the Balkans by a
German soldier:[1]
A German soldier is found mutilated. The German troops take reprisals,
stringing up the menfolk in the village, like washing on a line—one by one,
a chair kicked away beneath each victim and then painful death by
strangulation. For crimes like these, German generals are executed at
Nuremberg.
This article discusses the nature and extent of Germany’s anti-partisan operations, and
why Germany engaged in such vicious activities during the war.

The Soviet Union
On June 6, 1941, before the invasion of the Soviet Union, Hitler gave the Commissar
Order to execute the political commissars captured with Soviet units. In the language of
Hitler’s Commissar Order, the Soviet commissars were the “originators of the barbaric,
Asiatic fighting methods” that the enemy practiced. Denied combat status by the terms
of this order, the commissars were to either be shot by the troops or turned over to the SS
to suffer the same fate. Thus, the commissars were ordered liquidated not because of any
crime they had committed, but because of their function in the Soviet system.[2]
The Germans used special mobile formations called the Einsatzgruppen designed to
carry out the Commissar Order and to crush partisan activity in the Soviet Union. The
Germans formed four Einsatzgruppen units each having between 500 to 800 men per
unit. The Einsatzgruppen generally had a good working relationship with the German
army since they freed up army security forces for front-line action. The exact number of
people killed by the Einsatzgruppen will never be known, but there is no question the
Einsatzgruppen murdered large numbers of Soviet commissars and partisans during the
war.[3]
Partisan warfare has traditionally been considered illegal, since it undermines the
convention of uniformed armies directing violence against each other rather than against
civilian populations. Soviet partisan warfare was extremely brutal and capable of
severely disrupting German military planning. Because German forces were always
limited and always in demand at the front, German military and civilian authorities were
all the more fearful of the disruption partisans could bring. Consequently, German army
officers were trained to take a severe line against partisan activity in the Soviet
Union.[4]
The combat of Soviet partisans in forests and swamps was regarded by German troops as
the most dangerous of all types of warfare—favoring the hunted rather than the hunter.
The partisans almost always killed captured German soldiers, frequently after inflicting

brutal torture. The German anti-partisan forces operated in an extremely unpleasant
environment that made the German units resent the partisans whose activities had caused
them to be there. In summer huge swarms of flies and mosquitos made life miserable for
German soldiers; in winter frostbite and trench foot were rampant.[5]
Letters from German soldiers reveal the danger of partisan warfare. A letter from
German Cpl. Hans Brüning illustrates how the wooded areas of the Soviet Union were
especially effective locations for partisan warfare:[6]
[The forests are teeming with danger.] Any snipers who fall into our hands
are of course shot; their bodies lie everywhere. Sadly, though, many of our
own comrades have been lost to their dirty methods. We’re losing more men
to the bandits than in the fighting itself.
Hardly any sleep to be had. We’re awake and alert almost every night; you
have to be in case they attack suddenly. If the sentry drops his guard just
once it could be over for all of us. Traveling alone is out of the question.
German Cpl. Erich Stahl wrote: “These are dangerous swine, and no soldier is safe from
them. The danger is there wherever you go and wherever you stay…and you only
breathe out when you’ve come back from your post unhurt…If the moon’s not out, you
stay awake at your post like an ox.”[7]
German Pvt. Hans Schröder described how Soviet partisan activity killed two Germans
on June 19, 1942: “Two of our comrades in first company tragically lost their lives…
Though we kept watch, a partisan still was able to creep up to one of our houses. A
grenade chucked in through the window, and it was done…We took revenge straight
away, and rightly. I used to think one should act humanely, but this sub-humanity just
isn’t worth it.”[8]
The German High Command recognized both the importance and difficulty of
combating partisans as the war progressed. Anti-partisan activity was originally handled
by the army, but in October 1942 responsibility for anti-partisan activity was transferred
to the SS. In January 1943 Hitler declared that the Geneva Convention and the
traditional rules of chivalry did not apply in anti-partisan activity. Hitler also decreed
German soldiers could not be brought to trial for atrocities committed during antipartisan operations. The result was extraordinarily vicious fighting in which no quarter
was given and none was expected in return.[9]
Probably the most ruthless anti-partisan German unit was Sonderkommando
Dirlewanger, which was named for and led by Oskar Dirlewanger. During anti-partisan
operations, Dirlewanger frequently rounded up women and children left behind in
partisan villages and marched them through minefields protecting guerrilla positions.
This technique killed and maimed many innocent people. In another tactic, Dirlewanger
would fly a light observation aircraft over suspected Russian villages. If he received
gunfire, he would later return in a ground action, set fire to the entire hamlet, and kill all
the inhabitants. Prisoners were not taken in these punitive operations. Dirlewanger
would also sometimes publicly hang captured Soviet partisans to discourage partisan
activity.[10]
The Cossacks, a perennial enemy of the Bolsheviks, provided tens of thousands of their
soldiers to the German army during World War II. The Cossacks also aided the Germans
in hunting down Soviet partisans in the rear areas of their operations. Soviet partisans
were ruthlessly killed in these anti-partisan activities.[11]
Other German anti-partisan warfare in the Soviet Union was also extremely harsh and

brutal. One of the hardest hit areas was Belorussia, which struck an American journalist
as “the most devastated country in Europe.” In Belorussia, German figures indicate that
the average ratio of Belorussians to Germans killed was 73 to 1. This statistic gives
some indication of the scale of violence that the civilian population suffered. A total of
345,000 civilians in Belorussia are estimated to have died as a result of German antipartisan operations, together with perhaps 30,000 partisans.[12]
By late 1942 the Soviet partisan movement was growing increasingly active, dangerous
and widespread. Virtually no civilian regardless of age or sex was beyond suspicion.
Simultaneously, Germany’s need for foodstuffs and labor from occupied Soviet
territories was increasingly desperate. Since the partisans themselves controlled everlarger amounts of arable land, German anti-partisan activity often involved depriving the
partisans of food and shelter. The German army used the captured partisan food and
livestock for its benefit, while Soviet citizens were increasingly required to perform
forced labor. The result was the uprooting and evacuation of many Soviet citizens.[13]
The increasing likelihood of ultimate German defeat in 1943 caused Soviet partisan
activity to mushroom. As Soviet partisan activity increased, the German anti-partisan
warfare became even harsher and more desperate. Partisans and the local populations
that supported them had to be hit hard and fast. The result in many cases was the
wholesale destruction of villages, murder, and the effective enslavement of much of the
civilian population.[14]
Regardless of how destructive German sweeps were in a given area, Soviet partisan
forces almost always reemerged. Most Soviet partisan units survived the attacks in some
form, and the Germans could never keep sufficient troops in place to secure an area for
any length of time. Often the methods employed to reduce Soviet partisan activity had
the opposite effect because surviving peasants joined the partisans to avenge their family
and friends. Also, some Soviet citizens felt they had no alternative except to join the
partisans if they themselves wanted to stay alive.[15]
Soviet partisan warfare against Germany became increasingly barbaric and murderous.
In February 1943, 596 German prisoners were killed and many of them mutilated by
Soviet partisans at Grischino. A German judge who interrogated witnesses and survivors
of this atrocity remembers: “You have no idea how much trouble the commanders and
company chiefs had…to restrain the German soldiers from killing every Russian
prisoner of war of the Popov Army. The troop was very bitter and angry. You cannot
imagine the vehemence of the soldiers after they had seen what had happened.”[16]
German anti-partisan activity resulted in a horrific loss of civilian and partisan lives as
well as the destruction of many Russian villages. However, the Soviet partisans’
sabotage operations effectively tied up increasing numbers of German troops and
prevented the Germans from ever feeling secure on Russian soil. By the time the bulk of
Russian territory had been liberated in early 1944, a large and effective Soviet guerilla
movement had emerged. Stalin’s support had allowed the Soviet partisans to survive the
German anti-partisan reprisals and grow into an effective fighting force that helped the
Soviet Union win the war.[17]

Czechoslovakia
On May 27, 1942, two Czech partisans ambushed German SS-Gen. Reinhard Heydrich’s
vehicle as he was traveling from Prague to Berlin. While Heydrich lay critically
wounded in a hospital, National Socialist leaders became enraged and ethnic Germans
had to be restrained from attacking Czech citizens and establishments. Heydrich’s death
on June 4, 1942, ensured that reprisals would be forthcoming.[18]

Immediately after Heydrich’s funeral on June 9, 1942, Hitler ordered the complete
annihilation of the Bohemian village of Lidice. Lidice was targeted partly because
Heydrich’s assassins had allegedly received support from the village’s inhabitants.
Within hours German police units surrounded the village, and the male inhabitants were
herded on to a farm and successively shot in groups of 10. A total of 172 men were
murdered in Lidice on June 9, 1942, and all of the buildings were burned to the ground.
The women of Lidice were deported to the Ravensbrück concentration camp while their
children underwent racial screening to see if they were Germanizable. An additional 27
men from Lidice were later murdered, making a total of 199 men executed from
Lidice.[19]
The Lidice killings made the front page of newspapers around the world. Shortly after
the destruction of the village, several communities in the United States, Mexico, Peru
and Brazil renamed their towns and villages “Lidice” in honor of the murdered villagers.
Books and movies were made to remember the dead at Lidice, and U.S. war posters
called on Americans to “Remember Pearl Harbor and Lidice.” Of all the sites of German
reprisals, Lidice became a household word and possessed the greatest propagandistic
value to the Allies.[20]
Heydrich’s two assassins were eventually surrounded and killed on June 18, 1942. With
the help of local informants, Gestapo agents eventually rounded up most of the
remaining Communist and Czech resistance members.
All 33 of the adults in the village of Ležáky were also murdered when Gestapo agents
found in Ležáky the transmitter of the underground radio team that had been parachuted
into the Protectorate alongside Heydrich’s two assassins. The children in Ležáky were
handed over to German authorities, and the village’s buildings reduced to rubble. In
addition to those killed in Lidice and Ležáky, 3,188 Czechs were arrested and 1,327
were sentenced to death during the reprisals that summer. Close to 4,000 people with
relatives among the exiles were rounded up and placed in concentration camps or
ordinary prisons.[21]
The plot to assassinate Heydrich was launched by Allied intelligence agencies in
London. Heydrich’s assassination was not a spontaneous act of resistance as claimed by
Allied propaganda. In fact, leaders of the domestic Czech resistance had warned Edvard
Beneŝ that killing Heydrich would be a catastrophe. The Czech resistance leaders
stated:[22]
The assassination would not be of least value to the Allies, and for our
nation it would have unforeseeable consequences. It would threaten not only
hostages and political prisoners, but also thousands of other lives. The
nation would be the subject of unheard-of reprisals. At the same time, it
would wipe out the last remainders of any resistance organization. It would
then be impossible for resistance to be useful to the Allies. Therefore, we
beg you to give the order through Silver A [parachute team] for the
assassination not to take place. Danger in delay; give the order at once.
The Czech resistance leaders were prophetic in their warning. Beneŝ and the Allies had
hoped that the anticipated brutal German reprisals would lead to a more general uprising
of the Czech population against German rule in Czechoslovakia. However, the wave of
terror that followed Heydrich’s assassination served as a powerful deterrent to resistance
activity. The Czech partisan underground was almost completely wiped out in the weeks
after Heydrich’s death, and was never to recover for the rest of the war.
Contrary to plans, the War Office in London noted a “dying enthusiasm” for further
resistance within the Czech population. The Czech armaments industry remained one of

the strongest and most reliable pillars of the German war effort. The brutal German
reprisals had effectively ended Czech partisan activity until Germany’s unconditional
surrender at the end of the war.[23]

Poland
Both Germany and the Soviet Union were guilty of major atrocities against Polish
citizens during and after their conquest of Poland. However, in the case of Germany,
many of their atrocities were reprisals for crimes committed by the Polish government
against ethnic Germans in Poland. Poland’s reign of terror had forced Germany to invade
Poland to end atrocities against Poland’s ethnic Germans.[24]
The Germans shot civilian hostages in Bydgoszcz, burned synagogues, and conducted
operations similar to Lidice in numerous Polish villages and towns. German reprisals
often included public executions and hangings of Polish citizens to discourage partisan
activities. Germany also commenced resettlement schemes beginning in West Prussia,
where 750,000 Polish citizens were expelled to make way for Germans transferred from
the Baltic States. In 1942-1943, Germany cleared over 300 villages in central Poland as
part of an additional resettlement scheme.[25]
Germany also used brutal measures to quash two uprisings in Poland during the war. The
first uprising, today commonly called the Ghetto Uprising, occurred in the Warsaw
Ghetto in April 1943. The Ghetto Uprising had no realistic chance of success, and some
40,000 civilians were either killed on the spot or deported to German concentration
camps.[26]
The second uprising began in Warsaw on August 1, 1944, and was a much larger and
bloodier insurrection. Commonly referred to as the Warsaw Rising, it was the biggest
military action undertaken by any of the wartime resistance movements. Receiving
reports that Soviet tanks were visible on the horizon and believing that liberation was
imminent, Polish insurgent leader Gen. Bór-Komorowski used his 35,000-man Home
Army to fight the Germans in Warsaw. The Home Army had expected to receive
assistance from both the Red Army and the Western Allies; instead, it received almost
no aid from either.[27]
German SS units were assigned to end the uprising. The German plan was to recapture
Warsaw district by district, killing or at least driving out Polish citizens from every block
and every house. In this manner the insurgents would be compressed into an ever
constricting perimeter, with no insurgents to the German rear once they took a district.
The Luftwaffe also played a role in the fighting, with attacks by Stukas causing major
damage.
Since the Red Army stayed on the sidelines and offered no help to the Home Army, by
September 26, 1944, it was obvious to everyone that the Warsaw Rising had failed.
Polish representatives signed a capitulation agreement on October 2, 1944.[28] Some
believe that Stalin refused to help the Polish Home Army because it was as adamantly
anti-Communist as it was antifascist. It was advantageous for the Soviets to let the
German and Polish forces kill each other off and then have the Red Army move in.[29]
It is difficult to assess overall casualties for the Warsaw Rising. Probably 9,700 men of
the Home Army were killed in action with an additional 6,000 missing and presumed
dead. The largest number of casualties was among the Polish civilians, with over
150,000 civilians estimated to have been killed during the fighting. German losses were
also high. An estimated 10,000 German troops were killed and 7,000 missing and
presumed dead.[30]

The German SS units had inspired fear and terror in the Polish population as a result of
the slaughter of large numbers of civilians during the Warsaw Rising. The SS
Dirlewanger unit appears to have been the worst culprit in the murder of innocent
civilians. Even SS-Gen. Hermann Fegelein, speaking to Hitler about the Dirlewanger
Regiment during the Warsaw Rising, said: “My Führer, they are real low-lifes.”[31]
SS-Panzergrenadier Hans Schmidt expressed his view of Germany’s actions during the
Warsaw Rising:[32]
For the Poles to start the August 1944 uprising in their capital city at the
very moment when the German soldiers of the Eastern front were in a
desperate defensive battle with the Red Army proved a great miscalculation.
It bears remembering that the numerous marshaling yards around Warsaw
were the major railroad connections between the Reich and the Eastern
front, and these connections had to be held at all costs. Consequently, the
German reprisals against both the partisans as well as against the general
population supporting the underground fighters were both swift and brutal.
The inner city of Warsaw was largely destroyed during the ferocious battles
that lasted for two months. To make a special issue, as the Poles seem to do
even to this day, of the fact that the Germans leveled the inner city of
Warsaw during the uprising is ludicrous. By that time most German inner
cities had been destroyed, and the Allies had even attacked targets in Rome
and Paris, something the German High Command had always avoided.
Considering everything, there was no reason for the German High
Command to go easy on the residents of the Polish capital.

Other European Countries
Numerous other anti-partisan activities were conducted by Germany during the war.
Italian partisan activity assumed impressive proportions in the northern part of Italy after
Mussolini’s collapse in 1943. However, the Italian partisan activity developed at a time
and place where the Germans were well positioned to contest its growth. In March 1944,
for example, a partisan attack on a German column marching through Rome caused
many German casualties. The Germans shot 335 hostages in a nearby abandoned
quarry—the so-called Fosse Ardeatine—in a massacre that still provokes heated debates
today.[33]
German anti-partisan reprisals continued in Italy through the summer of 1944. Between
September 29 and October 5, 1944, the SS panzer division “Reichsführer-SS”
perpetrated a massacre at the Italian village of Marzabotto. The reprisal at Marzabotto
was several times the size of the one at Lidice, and was one of the worst German
atrocities committed in Western Europe during the war. The Germans continued antipartisan attacks in the winter months from 1944-1945 by employing three whole
divisions to harry the Italian partisans and demolish their infrastructure. An estimated
40,000 partisans were killed in these anti-partisan operations.[34]
French resistance activity began to increase toward the end of the war. Since Allied
leaders planned to invade Europe on the coast of France, French partisans received
substantial weaponry and supplies to aid the Allied invasion. By June 6, 1944, French
partisans had received enough arms through airdrops to fully equip 20,000 resisters, and
partially equip another 50,000. Large stocks of guns, ammunition and explosives were in
the hands of the partisans for a do-or-die effort to assist the Allied invasion.
An alleged German anti-partisan activity at Oradour-sur-Glane in France killed 642
villagers on June 10, 1944. The SS Panzer Division “Das Reich” was held fully

responsible for this atrocity.[35] However, French revisionist Vincent Reynouard’s
examination of the physical evidence at Oradour-sur-Glane throws into question the
official narrative. Reynouard discovered that the corpses of the men were completely
charred, and looked like typical victims of a fire. The corpses of the women and
children, however, had been torn to pieces, and looked like victims of an explosion. The
remnants of the church also clearly show that it was destroyed by one or more
explosions.[36]
Reynouard’s research documents that Oradour-sur-Glane was a center of French
resistance. The SS had locked the men of this village in barns so that they could be
easily guarded, while the women were taken to the church for security reasons. A large
explosion occurred in the church which killed the women and children therein.
Reynouard shows that the SS did not cause this explosion. The SS guards, thinking they
were under attack, then opened fire on the men and later set fire to the barns.[37]
Since the archives in Bordeaux remain closed to researchers until the year 2053,
complete information about what happened at Oradour-sur-Glane remains hidden.[38] It
is likely, however, that the French have something to hide regarding this incident. SSPanzergrenadier Hans Schmidt wrote: “To this day all German efforts to have access to
these Bordeaux files have failed, and we can be certain that the French refusal to open
the documents is not based upon the desire to spare the Germans from
embarrassment.”[39]
German reprisals against anti-partisan activity were brutal in Greece. Since the Germans
in Greece did not have occupying forces large enough to take full control of all areas,
terror against the civilian population was deemed necessary to discourage Greek partisan
activities. In December 1943, German troops rounded up all of the men found in the
mountain town of Kalavryta and shot them. This massacre of at least 500 men was a
reprisal for the kidnapping and murder of German soldiers by Greek partisans. WaffenSS soldiers did not even spare women and children in later anti-partisan reprisals the
following spring in central Greece.[40]
Other regions in the Balkans also experienced severe German anti-partisan reprisals. For
example, a partisan attack on a German unit in Serbia prompted the Germans on October
20-21, 1941, to round up nearly 10,000 men in the town of Kragujevac and shoot 2,300
of them in batches. Another 1,736 men were executed in the town of Kraljevo. The
shock of these German atrocities caused many Serbs to cease partisan operations to
avoid inflicting further reprisals on the civilian population.[41]
German anti-partisan reprisals were effective in reducing partisan activity in most places
in Western Europe during the war. German reprisals against partisan activity frequently
prevented opposition from surfacing over much of occupied Europe, and broke up
opposition when it became visible. There were few places in Western Europe where the
Germans were overwhelmed by partisan activities for very long. Only in the Soviet
Union did German anti-partisan reprisals fail.[42]

Conclusion
While German anti-partisan units committed numerous atrocities during the war, it
should be noted that the partisan activities against Germany were also illegal, brutal and
barbaric. Gen. Alfred Jodl summarized the German position regarding anti-partisan
warfare in his closing address at the Nuremberg trial:[43]
In a war like this, in which hundreds of thousands of women and children
were killed by saturation bombing and in which partisans used every—and I

mean every—means to their desired end, tough methods, however
questionable under international law, do not amount to crimes of morality or
conscience.
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IBM and the “Holocaust”: Where’s the Beef?
by John Wear

One of the most popular and well-researched books ever written on the “Holocaust” is IBM and the
Holocaust, by investigative journalist Edwin Black. This book asks whether IBM (International Business
Machines) was knowingly involved in the so-called Holocaust. Black concludes that IBM was knowingly
involved, stating that his book “tells the story of IBM’s conscious involvement—directly and through its
subsidiaries—in the Holocaust, as well as its involvement in the Nazi war machine that murdered millions
of others throughout Europe.”[1]
This article documents that IBM and the Holocaust fails to prove IBM’s conscious involvement in the
“Holocaust.”

Extensive Research

Edwin Black did an incredible amount of research in writing IBM and the Holocaust. Because his
research involved documents in numerous countries and languages, Black relied on a network of more
than 100 researchers and translators in seven countries. Once documents were located, they were copied
and sent to Black for his review and analysis. Ultimately, Black assembled more than 20,000 pages of
documentation from archives, library manuscript collections, museum files and other repositories (pp. 1,
13).
Black says he personally labored in the archives of England, Israel, Germany and America. A team of
extraordinary researchers worked closely with Black, often from 8 A.M. until midnight, as they searched
through stacks of documents seeking clues and connecting dots. A number of leading historians and

archivists helped Black with their advice, searches of the records, assistance in recruiting others and
special accommodations. Black refers to these men and women as “the stalwarts of history” (pp. 2f.).
Black also acknowledges the help and influence of numerous pre-publication reader reviewers. Black
utilized help not only from the leading historians of the “Holocaust,” but also from niche experts on
various topics, as well as business historians, technical specialists, accountants, legal sources on
reparations, and numerous other experts. All of these pre-publication reader reviewers influenced the
manuscript in profound ways, immeasurably sharpening its precision (pp. 4, 16).
Black writes that the documentation he uncovered was so extensive that he could have written 20 books.
He estimated in 2001 that there were 100,000 additional relevant documents scattered in basements and
corporate archives around the United States and Europe. Black warns corporate archivists that these
documents are related to a crime and must not be moved, tampered with or destroyed. He says these
documents must be transferred to the appropriate archival institutions so that they can be accessed by
scholars and war-crimes prosecutors (p. 16).
Working virtually 15 hours per day for over a year, often never leaving his basement for days at a time,
eating at his computer screen, Black pursued his obsessive quest for this story. During his labors,
“Holocaust” victims were never out of his sight or mind. Black writes (p. 6):
“I acknowledge the 6 million Jews, including my grandparents, and millions of other
Europeans who perished. Their memory and the image of their punch cards are with me
always.”

IBM’s Involvement
Black says that the “Holocaust” would have happened without IBM. He writes:
“If you believe that somehow the Holocaust would not have occurred without IBM, you are
more than wrong. The Holocaust would have proceeded—and often did proceed—with
simple bullets, death marches, and massacres based on pen and paper persecution.”
However, Black states that the automation and technology IBM provided to Germany played a crucial role
in enabling Hitler to murder so many millions of people so quickly (p. 11).
IBM Germany, known in those days as Deutsche Hollerith Maschinen-Gesellschaft, or Dehomag, was
responsible for designing the complex devices and specialized applications for the machines it sold to
Germany. This was done with the full knowledge of IBM’s New York headquarters. Black writes that
Dehomag’s top management was comprised of National-Socialist Party members, and that IBM always
understood it was doing business with the upper echelon of Germany’s National-Socialist Party (p. 9).
Dehomag designed and executed systems for Germany in order to identify, sort and quantify the
population and separate Jews from Aryans. The IBM machines, known as Hollerith systems, were not
delivered to Germany ready to use like typewriters or adding machines. Each Hollerith system used to
register Jews for the Reich Statistical Office had to be custom-designed by Dehomag engineers. The Third
Reich opened up startling statistical venues for Hollerith machines that had never before been instituted
(pp. 47, 49f.).
Hollerith systems could do more than count; they could also schedule, analyze, compute and manage.
Hollerith technology became a German administrative way of life, resulting in huge profits for IBM.
Dehomag’s growth was aided by a completely new industry within Germany: race science. Identifying
who was a Jew became big business overnight. Hollerith technology alone possessed the technology to
efficiently provide the answers German raceologists needed (pp. 86f., 89).
In short, Black blames IBM for providing the machinery which enabled National-Socialist Germany to

implement the “Holocaust.” He writes (p. 365):
“By early 1942, a change had occurred. Nazi Germany no longer killed just Jewish people. It
killed Jewish populations. This was the data-driven denouement of Hitler’s war against the
Jews. Hollerith codes, compilations, and rapid sorts [supplied by IBM] had enabled the Nazi
Reich to make an unprecedented leap from individual destruction to something on a much
larger scale.”
Black also condemns IBM for supporting Germany’s war effort. Black writes (p. 208):
“IBM had almost single-handedly brought modern warfare into the information age. Through
its persistent, aggressive, unfaltering efforts, IBM virtually put the “blitz” in the krieg for
Nazi Germany. Simply put, IBM organized the organizers of Hitler’s war.”

Thomas Watson
Thomas J. Watson was president of IBM during Hitler’s reign in Germany. Black, who refers to Thomas
Watson as a “corporate scoundrel,” is especially critical of Watson’s management of IBM (pp. 23, 31f.).
Watson embarked upon an historic expansion of Dehomag just weeks after Hitler came to power. In fact,
IBM headquarters invested more than 7 million Reichsmarks to dramatically expand its German
subsidiary’s ability to manufacture machines for Germany. Black writes that Watson’s commitment to
growing German operations seemed indefatigable (pp. 50, 67).
Black asks about Watson (p. 69):
“Why would one of America’s leading businessmen and his premier corporation risk all by
participating in a Nazi economy sworn to destroy Jewry, subjugate Europe, and dominate all
enterprises within its midst?”
Black answers this question (p. 377):
“IBM’s business was never about Nazism. It was never about anti-Semitism. It was always
about the money. Before even one Jew was encased in a hard-code Hollerith identity, it was
only the money that mattered. And the money did accrue.”
Thus, Black condemns Watson merely because he allowed IBM to maintain lucrative business relations
with National-Socialist Germany.
Watson traveled to Germany regularly during the thirties for first-hand information about business
conditions in Germany. Germany was IBM’s second most important customer, and Watson did everything
he could to reinforce in Germany his image of special American friendship. Consequently, Germany
considered Watson a very powerful friend and ally. Hitler in 1937 honored Thomas Watson with a
medal—the Merit Cross of the German Eagle with Star—created to “honor foreign nationals who made
themselves deserving of the German Reich.” This medal ranked second in prestige only to Hitler’s
German Grand Cross (pp. 72f., 111, 131).
The advent of war forced Watson to return his medal to Hitler. On June 6, 1940, Watson sent a reluctant
letter to Hitler by registered mail and also released his letter to the newspapers. This letter said that “the
present policies of your government are contrary to the causes for which I have been working and for
which I received the decoration.” However, Black writes that Watson never asked IBM executives to stop
trading with the Hitler regime during the war. Watson only asked that his executives stop informing IBM’s
New York office about their business activities with Germany (pp. 217, 394).

Black’s Misstatements

Black makes numerous misstatements about Hitler and the Third Reich in his book. For example, Black
writes (p. 44):
“When Hitler came to power in January 1933, he made an open promise to create a Master
Race, dominate Europe, and decimate European Jewry.”
Black also writes (p. 93):
“Germany wanted more than a society of Aryans, it wanted a master race: tall, strong, blond,
and blue-eyed, intellectually and physically dominant.”
Black’s statement that Germany claimed to be or wanted to create a “master race” is a myth. Hitler never
made any such claim or used any term remotely resembling “master race.” Instead, Hitler used the term
“Aryan” to represent all the Germanic peoples of Europe, including the British, Dutch, Swedes,
Norwegians, Fins, Swiss and all other European people of Germanic origin.[2] The term “master race,” so
dearly beloved by anti-Germans, was never even used in SS training.[3]
Black’s statement that Hitler had wanted to dominate or conquer Europe is also not true. In reality, Hitler’s
diplomatic and military actions were in response to the actions of the Austrian, Czech and Polish leaders.
US-historian David Hoggan wrote:[4]
[Austrian Chancellor Kurt] Schuschnigg had challenged Germany with a fraudulent antiGerman plebiscite scheme, and Hitler responded by intervening in Austria. [Czech President
Edvard] Beneš challenged Germany with a Czech mobilization based on the false claim of
German troop concentrations on the Czech frontier. Hitler responded with his decision to
liberate the Sudetenland from Czech rule in 1938. [Polish Foreign Minister Józef] Beck
challenged Germany with a partial mobilization and a threat of war, and Hitler, who deeply
desired friendship with Poland, refrained from responding at all. It was not until Beck joined
the British encirclement front that Hitler took precautionary military measures against the
Polish threat. It would have been incompatible with the security of Germany to refrain from
doing so, after the formation of a hostile Anglo-Polish combination. The charge that Hitler
did not know how to wait can be applied more appropriately to the Austrian, Czech, and
Polish leaders.
US-historian Harry Elmer Barnes agreed with Hoggan’s analysis. Barnes wrote:[5]
“The primary responsibility for the outbreak of the German-Polish War was that of Poland
and Britain, while for the transformation of the German-Polish conflict into a European War,
Britain, guided by [British Foreign Secretary Lord] Halifax, was almost exclusively
responsible.”
Barnes further stated:[6]
“It has now been irrefutably established on a documentary basis that Hitler was no more
responsible for war in 1939 than the Kaiser was in 1914, if indeed as responsible. […]
Hitler’s responsibility in 1939 was far less than that of Beck in Poland, Halifax in England, or
even [French Prime Minister] Daladier in France.”
Black’s statement that Hitler made an open promise to “decimate European Jewry” is also not true.
Hitler’s Final Solution to the Jewish problem was to force every Jew to leave Germany. Since Hitler felt
that Jews were the driving force behind Communism, Hitler wanted Jews to leave Germany in order to
eliminate their subversive influence on Germany. Also, Hitler and many commentators believed that
Germany’s economic program could not have succeeded by leaving intact the Jewish power structure in
Germany.[7]

Where’s the Proof?

Black writes (p. 23):
“For Jews, Hitler had a special plan: total destruction. There were no secrets in Hitler’s
vision. He broadcast them loudly to the world.”
Black also writes that by November 1939 “millions of Jews were now clearly earmarked for death by
virtue of Hitler’s oppressive measures” (p. 200). However, Black’s bestselling and internationally
acclaimed book provides no credible evidence to document the “Holocaust.”
Black writes that Auschwitz was a labor camp, a transit camp, as well as an extermination camp where
Jews were immediately exterminated in gas chambers upon arrival (p. 351). The forensic evidence,
however, refutes the possibility of homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau. Reports, articles,
testimony, books and videos from Fred Leuchter, Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf, Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr.
William B. Lindsey, Carlo Mattogno, John C. Ball, Dr. Arthur Butz, Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom, Wolfgang
Fröhlich, Richard Krege and David Cole have conclusively shown that there were no homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau. The books The Real Case for Auschwitz by Carlo Mattogno[8] and The
Chemistry of Auschwitz by Germar Rudolf[9] are probably the best books available for anyone wanting to
make a thorough study of this subject.
Black writes that the Aktion Reinhardt camps in Poland such as Treblinka were operated for the sole
purpose of immediate extermination by gas chambers (p. 351). However, the Aktion Reinhardt camps
were transit camps rather than extermination camps. The demographic studies, the statements from
Heinrich Himmler, the reports of transfers of Jews from the Aktion Reinhardt camps to Auschwitz and
Majdanek, the lack of credible forensic evidence that mass exterminations occurred in these camps, the
photographic and engineering evidence, the impossibility of disposing of so many bodies in such a short
period of time, the relative lack of secrecy and security in the camps, and the small size of the areas where
the bodies were supposedly buried all indicate that the Aktion Reinhardt camps were transit camps.[10]
The number of 6 million Jews who died in the “Holocaust” is frequently mentioned in Black’s book.
However, the figure of 6 million Jewish deaths had been used and predicted long before the end of World
War II. An ancient Jewish prophecy had promised the Jews their return to the Promised Land after a loss
of 6 million of their people.[11] According to the book Breaking the Spell by Nicholas Kollerstrom,
publications and speakers had referred to the death or persecution of 6 million Jews on at least 166
occasions from 1900 until the end of 1945.[12]
The book The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry by Walter Sanning is probably the most scholarly
study ever written of 20th century Jewish demography, especially in its analysis of World War II related
Jewish population changes. Sanning bases his study almost exclusively on Allied, Zionist and pro-Zionist
West German sources. His analysis includes evidence given by the wartime U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State, the Institute of Jewish Affairs, the American Jewish Year Book, official census publications, and the
pro-Zionist Institute for Contemporary History in Munich. Sanning keeps his book as free of emotion as
possible in order to contribute to a genuine discussion underlying the charge of German genocide.[13]
While it would be impossible for anyone to give an exact number of Jews who died in the German camps
during World War II, The Dissolution of Eastern European Jewry proves that not anywhere close to 6
million Jews died during the war. Sanning calculates that the worldwide losses suffered by Jews during
the Second World War are in the neighborhood of 1¼ million.[14] He estimates that 15,967,000 Jews
were alive in 1941 before the German invasion of the Soviet Union, and that the Jewish population was
reduced to approximately 14,730,000 after the war.[15]
Importantly, Sanning shows that many of these Jewish losses were caused not by a program of German
genocide, but by Soviet barbarism. Sanning states that hundreds of thousands of Jews lost their lives
during the Soviet deportation to the east or in the Siberian labor and concentration camps. Sanning
concludes that the food supply, shelter, and clothing provided to the Jewish inmates in the Soviet camps
was woefully inadequate, and that medical attention was almost completely lacking.[16] Sanning’s
conclusion is supported by Jewish historian Gerald Reitlinger, who said: “In Southern Siberia the death-

rate was very high for […] Jews […].”[17]
Sanning also writes that Jewish sources document that a minimum of 200,000 Jews died while fighting in
Allied armies during the war.[18] These Jewish combat deaths cannot be attributed to a German program
of genocide against the Jews. Thus, the 6 million Jewish deaths mention by Black in the “Holocaust” is a
ridiculous exaggeration which has no basis in reality.

Conclusion
Edwin Black writes in the dedication to his book:
“To my daughter, Rachel, who will read this book, and to six million who will not.”
IBM and the Holocaust provides no credible proof that Germany murdered 6 million Jews. Black, whose
Jewish Polish parents both survived the so-called Holocaust (p. 16), fails to document in his book a
German program of genocide against European Jewry. Like most other Holocaust historians, Black
merely assumes the “Holocaust” happened without credibly documenting its existence. Instead, we are
supposed to assume that the so-called Holocaust happened, and that IBM should be demonized merely for
conducting normal business operations with the Third Reich.
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Louis Thomas McFadden vs. the Federal Reserve
System
by John Wear

Most Americans have never heard of former U.S. Congressman Louis Thomas
McFadden. This is unfortunate, because McFadden was one of the most courageous and
honorable congressmen in American history. This article documents McFadden’s efforts
to expose the unconstitutional and corrupt nature of the U.S. Federal Reserve System.

McFadden’s Early Life
Louis McFadden was born in Troy, Bradford County, Pennsylvania in 1876. In addition
to attending public schools and a commercial college, at age 16 he was employed as an
office boy at the First National Bank in Canton, Pennsylvania. McFadden became a
cashier seven years later, and in 1916 he became president of the bank. He married
Helen Westgate in 1898, by whom he had two sons and a daughter.[1]
McFadden began his political career in 1914 when he was elected to Congress as the
Republican representative from the 15th district of Pennsylvania. He was appointed
chairman of the influential House Committee on Banking and Currency in 1920.
McFadden held this position until 1931.[2]
McFadden came to view the U.S. Federal Reserve System as a corrupt and evil
organization, and he began to courageously challenge its operation. In 1922, for
example, McFadden charged that the American Acceptance Council was exercising
undue influence on the Federal Reserve Board and called for a Congressional
investigation. Congress, however, was not interested in conducting an investigation.[3]
McFadden realized that under the Federal Reserve System, the American dollar is
created out of nothing and is based on debt. The nation’s entire money supply would
vanish if all debts were repaid. Charging interest on pretended loans is usury, and this
practice became institutionalized under the Federal Reserve System.[4]
To further understand why McFadden was convinced the Federal Reserve was inimical
to the interests of the American people, it is necessary to examine how the Federal
Reserve was created.

Federal Reserve Creation
The Federal Reserve System was founded by deception. On the night of November 22,
1910, a delegation of America’s leading financiers left the railway station at Hoboken,
New Jersey on a secret mission. The delegation left in a sealed railway car, with blinds
drawn, to Jekyll Island, Georgia. The delegates included Senator Nelson Aldrich, Arthur
Shelton, A. Piatt Andrew, and bankers Frank Vanderlip, Henry P. Davison and Charles
D. Norton. Joining the group just before the train left the station were Benjamin Strong
and Paul Warburg.[5]
This group went to Jekyll Island to write banking and currency legislation which the
congressionally-appointed National Monetary Commission had authorized them to

prepare. At stake was the control of the money and credit of the United States. Since
Paul Warburg was the most technically-informed of the bankers, he did most of the
drafting of the plan. Nelson Aldrich made sure the plan was drafted in a manner that
could be passed by Congress. The group’s secret purpose was to ensure that the New
York bankers obtained control over the nation’s money supply.[6]
The Jekyll Island group worked steadily for nine days to complete their assignment. Paul
Warburg informed his colleagues that his main concern was to avoid the name “Central
Bank.” Therefore, the group used the designation “Federal Reserve System” to allay
suspicion that the new banking bill was a central bank plan. However, the Federal
Reserve System functioned as a central bank because it fulfilled the three main functions
of that tradition: 1) it would be owned by private individuals who would draw profit
from ownership of shares and control the nation’s issuance of money; 2) it would have at
its command the nation’s entire financial resources; and 3) it would be able to mobilize
credit and mortgage the United States by involving the nation in foreign wars.[7]
The next deception was to conceal the fact that the proposed Federal Reserve System
would be controlled out of New York. Paul Warburg accomplished this deception by
creating the regional reserve system of four (later passed as 12) branch banks located in
different sections of the country. The regional reserve system was farcical because the
regional banks were all dependent on the amount of money and credit available to them
from New York.[8]
The legislation drafted by the Jekyll Island group excluded congressional control over
the administration of the Federal Reserve by making its officials entirely appointed
officers. This made the legislation unconstitutional from its inception, since Congress is
expressly charged in the Constitution with the issuance of money. Article 1, Section 8,
Paragraph 5 of the U.S. Constitution states: “Congress shall have the power to coin
money and regulate the value thereof; and of foreign coin.” The creation of the Federal
Reserve System meant that Congress would lose its sovereignty, and that the system of
checks and balances set up by the Constitution would be destroyed.[9]
The delegation returned to New York with a completed financial plan that was presented
to Congress as “The Aldrich Plan.” The most important feature which Paul Warburg had
successfully gotten into the plan was a uniform discount rate to be imposed on all the
banks of the United States. This was the method used by the big European central banks
that Warburg understood so well. A discount rate imposed by the Federal Reserve
System on the entire nation meant that it had the power to make money shortages and
panics a truly nationwide condition.[10]
The Federal Reserve Act was passed by Congress and signed into law by President
Woodrow Wilson on December 23, 1913, drawing praise from its designers. Senator
Aldrich boasted in the July 1914 issue of a magazine called The Independent:[11]
Before the passage of this Act, the New York bankers could only dominate
the reserves of New York. Now we are able to dominate the bank reserves
of the entire country.
The Federal Reserve System also provided the means by which the U.S. government and
banking institutions could fund and promote wars.[12]

McFadden Fights the Fed
McFadden conducted a lonely crusade against the Federal Reserve System. On January
13, 1932, McFadden made a speech introducing a resolution to indict the Federal

Reserve Board of Governors for criminal conspiracy:[13]
Whereas I charge them, jointly and severally, with the crime of having
treasonably conspired and acted against the peace and security of the United
States and having treasonably conspired to destroy constitutional
government in the United States. Resolved, that the Committee on the
Judiciary is authorized and directed as a whole or by subcommittee to
investigate the official conduct of the Federal Reserve Board and agents to
determine whether, in the opinion of the said committee, they have been
guilty of any high crime or misdemeanor which in the contemplation of the
Constitution requires the interposition of the Constitutional powers of the
House.
Congress took no action on this resolution. McFadden addressed the House of
Representatives on June 10, 1932:[14]
Mr. Chairman, we have in this country one of the most corrupt institutions
the world has ever known. I refer to the Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal reserve banks. The Federal Reserve Board, a Government board,
has cheated the Government of the United States and the people of the
United States out of enough money to pay the national debt. The
depredations and the iniquities of the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal
reserve banks acting together have cost this country enough money to pay
the national debt several times over. This evil institution has impoverished
and ruined the people of the United States; has bankrupted itself, and has
practically bankrupted our Government. It has done this through the defects
of the law under which it operates, through the maladministration of that
law by the Federal Reserve Board, and through the corrupt practices of the
moneyed vultures who control it.
Some people think the Federal Reserve Banks are United States
Government institutions. They are not Government institutions. They are
private credit monopolies which prey upon the people of the United States
for the benefit of themselves and their foreign customers; foreign and
domestic speculators and swindlers; and rich and predatory money lenders.
In that dark crew of financial pirates there are those who would cut a man’s
throat to get a dollar out of his pocket; there are those who send money into
States to buy votes to control our legislation; and there are those who
maintain an international propaganda for the purpose of deceiving us and of
wheedling us into the granting of new concessions which will permit them
to cover up their past misdeeds and set again in motion their gigantic train
of crime…
McFadden then went on to explain how the Federal Reserve was committing one of the
greatest crimes in history against the American people:[15]
The people of the United States are being greatly wronged. If they are not,
then I do not know what “wronging the people” means. They have been
driven from their employments. They have been disposed of their homes.
They have been evicted from their rented quarters. They have lost their
children. They have been left to suffer and to die for the lack of shelter,
food, clothing, and medicine.
The wealth of the United States and the working capital of the United States
has been taken away from them and has either been locked in the vaults of
certain banks and great corporations or exported to foreign countries for the

benefit of the foreign customers of those banks and corporations. So far as
the people of the United States are concerned, the cupboard is bare. It is true
that warehouses and the coal yards and grain elevators are full, but the
warehouses and coal yards and grain elevators are padlocked and the great
banks and corporations hold the keys. The sack of the United States by the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal reserve banks and their confederates
is the greatest crime in history.
On December 13, 1932, McFadden introduced a motion to impeach President Herbert
Hoover. This resolution failed, with only five congressmen supporting McFadden on his
initiative. The Republican majority leader of the House of Representatives said, “Louis
T. McFadden is now politically dead.”[16]
On May 23, 1933, McFadden introduced Articles of Impeachment against the secretary
of the Treasury, two assistant secretaries of the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors, and officers and directors of the Federal Reserve banks for their guilt in
causing the Great Depression. This resolution never reached the floor. A whispering
campaign swept Washington that McFadden was insane. In the 1934 congressional
elections, McFadden was overwhelmingly defeated with the help of large amounts of
money given to his opponent in his home district of Canton, Pennsylvania.[17]

McFadden’s Final Demise
In a speech to Congress on May 29, 1933, Louis McFadden alleged Jewish control of the
U.S. financial system. McFadden asked: “Is it not true that, in the United States today,
the ‘gentiles’ have the slips of paper while the Jews have the gold and lawful money?”
McFadden even quoted Zionist Protocol XXII: “We [Jews] hold in our hands the greatest
modern power—gold; in two days we could free it from our treasuries in any desired
quantities.” McFadden demanded that the gold stock of the United States be taken from
the Federal Reserve banks and placed in the United States Treasury. He also demanded
an audit of United States government financial affairs from top to bottom.[18]
In a speech to Congress on June 15, 1933, McFadden said that staggering amounts of
American money had been taken from the United States Treasury for the benefit of
Russia. McFadden said that acting through the Chase Bank, the Guaranty Trust Co. and
other banks in New York City, the Federal Reserve Board and Federal Reserve banks
had given these United States Treasury funds to the Soviet government. He explained
that Russia owed the United States a large sum of money. McFadden said that if the U.S.
Treasury had what Russia owed us, American veterans would not need to fear the
planned despoiling of their pension rights and privileges on July 1, 1933.[19]
On January 24, 1934, McFadden told Congress that the newly enacted Roosevelt gold
bill was unconstitutional on its face because it sought to nullify the Constitution.
McFadden said concerning this bill: “It attempts to legalize robbery. It attempts by force
to deprive the people of the United States of their right to the currency of the
Constitution. It gives the international bankers power to send the gold belonging to the
people of the United States to a place of deposit reserved to themselves in Europe. Mr.
Chairman, the gold bill cannot become a valid law by any constitutional means.”[20]
McFadden also documented the Jewish domination of Soviet communism. In a speech to
Congress on June 15, 1934, McFadden said that the Soviet government in 1917 was
composed of 565 persons as follows: 32 Russians, two Poles, one Czech, 34 Letts, three
Finns, 10 Armenians, three Georgians, one Hungarian, 10 Germans, and 469 Jews.
McFadden said that the Jews in the Russian government did not represent the thoughts
and ideals of the 150 million Russian citizens. Instead, he described Jews in the Soviet

government as aliens and usurpers who were not concerned with the welfare of the
Russian people.[21]
McFadden remained in the public eye as a vigorous opponent of the financial system
after losing his congressional seat. Unfortunately, McFadden’s enemies in high places
made several attempts on his life. The first attack came when McFadden was shot at as
he was leaving a cab in front of a Washington hotel. The next attempt on McFadden’s
life came in the form of poison in his food at a political banquet in Washington, D.C.
McFadden’s life was saved by a doctor who quickly and successfully had his stomach
pumped.[22]
Unfortunately, the third attempt on McFadden’s life was successful. After attending a
banquet in New York City, McFadden died suddenly at age 60 under very suspicious
circumstances from a “dose” of “intestinal flu.”[23]

Conclusion
The details of Louis McFadden’s life and motivations have been largely obscured by
history. However, McFadden obviously did not play the political game that has ruled
American politics for generations. He courageously challenged the unconstitutional and
evil U.S. Federal Reserve System, and acted in the American public’s best interest by
exposing corruption in our government. Because of his courage in exposing corruption,
McFadden was quickly taken out of the picture, both contemporarily and
historically.[24]
A version of this article was originally published in the March/April 2020 issue of The
Barnes Review.
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Was Robert Oppenheimer a Soviet
Agent?
by John Wear

Julius Robert Oppenheimer was the scientiﬁc head of the U.S. atomicbomb project during World War II. Oppenheimer was a brilliant
physicist whose contributions were essential for the successful
development of the atomic bomb. Gen. Leslie Groves, the overall
head of what became known as the Manhattan Project, testiﬁed that
Oppenheimer was an exceptionally hard worker who did a
“magniﬁcent job as far as the war eﬀort was concerned.”[1]
Despite his outstanding performance in the Manhattan Project,
Robert Oppenheimer’s reputation has been tainted by allegations
that he knowingly passed secrets of the atomic bomb to Soviet
agents. This article discusses the possible truth of these allegations.

Pavel Sudoplatov’s Testimony
Pavel Sudoplatov was the wartime director of an elite unit of Soviet
intelligence named the Administration for Special Tasks. Sudoplatov
said that Gregory Kheifetz, an undercover NKVD operative in San
Francisco, met Robert Oppenheimer alone for lunch in December
1941. Kheifetz was an experienced Soviet agent who knew better
than to approach Oppenheimer with the usual money or threats.
Instead, Kheifetz created a common ground of interest and idealism
that the two men could discuss and compare.
Kheifetz reported in 1943 that Oppenheimer, whose father was a
German-Jewish immigrant, was deeply moved by information that
Stalin’s policies had crushed Soviet anti-Semitism. They discussed
Stalin’s plans to secure a place for Jews in the Soviet Union by
setting up an autonomous Jewish republic in the Crimea after the war
against fascism was won.[2]
Sudoplatov stated that other Soviet agents were used in developing
Oppenheimer as a source of information. Elizabeth Zarubina was a
captain in the NKVD whom Kheifetz used to make friends with
Oppenheimer’s wife Katherine. Through Katherine, Zarubina and
Kheifetz convinced Oppenheimer to refrain from making statements
sympathetic to Communist or left-wing groups in order not to call
attention to himself. They also persuaded Oppenheimer to agree to
hire, promote and share information concerning the atomic-bomb
program with “anti-fascists of German origin.”[3]

One such anti-fascist of German origin was Klaus Fuchs, a German
communist who was forced to seek refuge in England in 1933. Fuchs
was instructed to use a code sentence when he met Oppenheimer and
to identify himself as the only one on the British team who had
escaped from a German prison camp. Fuchs thus gained
Oppenheimer’s respect and conﬁdence and, through Oppenheimer,
was given access to material he had no right to look at. According to
Sudoplatov, Fuchs reported secret information concerning the
atomic-bomb project to the Soviets with Oppenheimer’s full
knowledge and approval.[4]
After World War II, the Soviets initiated a peace campaign against
nuclear armament, which was maintained until they exploded their
own nuclear bomb in 1949. Disarmament and the inability to impose
nuclear blackmail would deprive the United States of its advantage in
nuclear weapons. Through Klaus Fuchs, the Soviets also planted the
idea that Oppenheimer and other leading scientists should oppose
the hydrogen bomb. According to Sudoplatov, Oppenheimer truly
believed in his positions and did not know he was being used by the
Soviets.[5]

William Borden’s Evidence
William Borden, a graduate of Princeton and Yale Law School, was
the executive director of the Joint Congressional Committee of
Atomic Energy (JCCAE). Since Robert Oppenheimer consistently gave
advice contrary to the programs the JCCAE wished to pursue, Borden
developed a deep-seated distrust of Oppenheimer. Borden began
considering the possibility that Oppenheimer was a disloyal
American.[6]
Borden was given Oppenheimer’s FBI security ﬁle shortly before
leaving the JCCAE at the end of May 1953. As he studied the ﬁle,
Borden became convinced that Oppenheimer was a Soviet agent.[7]
Borden wrote a letter to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover. Borden stated
in this letter that at the time of Oppenheimer’s ﬁrst security
application in 1942:[8]
He [Oppenheimer] was contributing substantial monthly
sums to the Communist Party; his ties with communism had
survived the Nazi-Soviet Pact and the Soviet attack upon
Finland; his wife and younger brother were Communists; he
had no close friends except Communists; he had at least
one Communist mistress; he belonged only to Communist
organizations, apart from professional aﬀiliations; the
people whom he recruited into the early wartime Berkeley
atomic project were exclusively Communists; he had been
instrumental in securing recruits for the Communist Party;
and he was in frequent contact with Soviet espionage
agents.
In May 1942, he either stopped contributing funds to the
Communist Party or else made his contributions through a

new channel not yet discovered; in April 1942 his name was
formally submitted for security clearance; he himself was
aware at the time that his name had been so submitted; and
he thereafter repeatedly gave false information to General
Groves, the Manhattan District, and the FBI concerning the
1939 to April 1942 period.
He was responsible for employing a number of
Communists, some of them nontechnical, at wartime Los
Alamos; he selected one such individual to write the oﬀicial
Los Alamos history; he was a vigorous supporter of the
H-bomb program until August 6, 1945 (Hiroshima), on
which day he personally urged each senior individual
working in this ﬁeld to desist; and he was an enthusiastic
sponsor of the A-bomb project until the war ended, when he
immediately and outspokenly advocated that the Los
Alamos Laboratory be disbanded.
He was remarkably instrumental in inﬂuencing the military
authorities and the Atomic Energy Commission essentially
to suspend H-bomb development from mid-1946 through
January 31, 1950; he has worked tirelessly, from January
31, 1950, onward, to retard the United States H-bomb
program; he has used his potent inﬂuence against every
postwar eﬀort to expand capacity for producing A-bomb
material; he has used his potent inﬂuence against every
postwar eﬀort directed at obtaining larger supplies of
uranium raw material; and he has used his potent inﬂuence
against every major postwar eﬀort toward atomic power
development, including the nuclear-powered submarine and
aircraft programs as well as industrial power projects.
From these facts, Borden concluded that “more probably than not, J.
Robert Oppenheimer was a suﬀiciently hardened communist that he
either volunteered espionage information to the Soviets or complied
with a request for such information…and has since acted under a
Soviet directive in inﬂuencing United States military, atomic energy,
intelligence and diplomatic policy.”[9]

The AEC Hearings
Oppenheimer eventually had his security clearance suspended and
was asked to resign his advisory position with the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC). When Oppenheimer chose not to resign, the AEC
conducted a hearing in Washington, D.C. from April 12, 1954 through
May 6, 1954 to determine if Oppenheimer’s security clearance should
be revoked.[10]
Oppenheimer and his attorneys worked hard to defend his reputation.
On March 5, 1954, they rebutted the AEC’s charges with a 42-page
response written in the form of an autobiography.[11]
However, the AEC hearings did not go well for Oppenheimer. Roger

Robb, the AEC’s attorney, was eﬀective in undermining
Oppenheimer’s credibility. According to Oppenheimer’s sworn
testimony, Oppenheimer made up what he called a “cock and bull
story” and told it to a security oﬀicer as fact. Additionally,
Oppenheimer had lied in such a way that he put his friend Haakon
Chevalier in the worst possible light. When Robb asked why he did
that, Oppenheimer replied “Because I was an idiot.”[12]
Robb then took Oppenheimer through all of the details of his false
statements made in a conversation with another security oﬀicer, Col.
Boris Pash. Robb then asked Oppenheimer: “Isn’t it a fair statement
today, Dr. Oppenheimer, that according to your testimony now you
told not one lie to Colonel Pash, but a whole fabrication and tissue of
lies? Oppenheimer replied, “Right.”[13]
After Oppenheimer’s admission to several lies, it did not matter how
many eminent people the defense produced to vouch for
Oppenheimer’s loyalty. Oppenheimer had admitted under oath that
he had lied several times, after which Robb kept reminding the
defense witnesses at the hearing of these palpable facts. All Robb had
to do was repeat Oppenheimer’s testimony and ask the witnesses if
such testimony was indicative of an honest, reliable and trustworthy
person.[14]
Robb was even able to undermine all of the supportive things Gen.
Leslie Groves had to say about Oppenheimer. Robb asked Groves:
“General, in the light of your experience with security matters and in
the light of your knowledge of the ﬁle pertaining to Dr. Oppenheimer,
would you clear Dr. Oppenheimer today?” Gen. Groves replied, “I
would not clear Dr. Oppenheimer today if I were a member of the
commission…”[15]
U.S. Army Capt. Peer DeSilva, a member of the Los Alamos security
staﬀ, stated that, “J. R. Oppenheimer is playing a key part in the
attempts of the Soviet Union to secure, by espionage, highly secret
information which is vital to the security of the United States.”
DeSilva said that Oppenheimer had “allowed a tight clique of known
communists or communist sympathizers to grow up about him within
the project, until they comprise a large proportion of the key
personnel in whose hands the success and secrecy of the project is
entrusted.” In DeSilva’s opinion, Oppenheimer must be either
incredibly naïve, or extremely clever and disloyal.[16]
The AEC board voted not to reinstate Oppenheimer’s security
clearance. The majority report emphasized that they did not doubt
Oppenheimer’s loyalty to his country. However, they decided that it
would not be clearly consistent with the security interests of the
United Sates to reinstate Dr. Oppenheimer’s clearance.[17]
Pavel Sudoplatov’s testimony has been widely dismissed by scientists,
historians and journalists. They state that the American government’s
“Venona ﬁles” contain no evidence that Oppenheimer was a
Communist Party member or that he gave secret information to
Soviet agents while on the Manhattan Project. To this, Jerrold and

Leona Schecter, who interviewed Sudoplatov for the book Special
Tasks, reply that atomic espionage went through Santa Fe to Mexico
City in order to avoid Washington surveillance. Therefore, the reports
from the Manhattan Project were not recorded because they went
through channels other than Venona.[18]

Sudoplatov’s Credibility Questioned
Some historians state that it was impossible for Oppenheimer to have
deliberately recruited Klaus Fuchs to Los Alamos. However,
Aleksandr Feklisov, who was Fuchs’s case oﬀicer, wrote that “by the
end of 1943 Robert Oppenheimer, the leader of the work on the
creation of the American atomic bomb, who highly appreciated the
theoretical works of Fuchs, asked to include Fuchs as part of the
British scientiﬁc mission coming to the U.S.A. to assist the
project.”[19]
Other critics of Sudoplatov state that he was an old, incoherent man
who made several mistakes in his interviews. For example,
Sudoplatov stated that attitudes in Denmark toward Russians were
especially warm immediately after World War II because Denmark
had been liberated by the Red Army. Obviously, Denmark was
liberated by the British and not the Russians.[20]
The American Physical Society also held a press conference in which
ﬁve experts denounced Sudoplatov’s statements about Oppenheimer
“as wildly inaccurate and probably ﬁctitious.” The organization’s 40member council expressed “profound dismay” at the accusations
“made by a man who has characterized himself as a master of
deception and deceit.”[21]
However, the Schecters found documentary evidence to verify
Sudoplatov’s story. As stated in The Venona Secrets:[22]
Sudoplatov had been jailed in 1953 by the Soviet
government because of his close association with the thendiscredited Lavrenti Beria. In 1968 he was released and
tried in succeeding years to get a Communist Party hearing
to rehabilitate him and restore him to the good graces of
the Soviet leadership. In 1982, for example, he sent an
appeal to Yuri Andropov and the Politburo outlining his
career and asking for rehabilitation. In this secret
document, Sudoplatov boasted that he had “rendered
considerable help to our scientists by giving them the latest
materials on atom bomb research, obtained from such
sources as the famous nuclear physicists R. Oppenheimer,
E. Fermi, K. Fuchs, and others.” It would have made no
sense for Sudoplatov to lie to Andropov, the former head of
the KGB and dictator of the Soviet Union, who would have
easily found him out.
Until Sudoplatov’s testimony, even Venona could not prove
that Oppenheimer had collaborated with Soviet

intelligence; the only conclusion had to have been a Scotch
verdict—unproved—or, as the NSA commented, “troubling.”
But with Sudoplatov’s information we can say for certain
that Oppenheimer did in fact knowingly supply classiﬁed
information on the atom bomb to the Soviet Union.

Conclusion
The full extent of and ﬁnal word on Manhattan Project inﬁltration by
Soviet espionage remains hidden until the further opening of Soviet
archives.[23] However, the weight of the evidence currently indicates
that Robert Oppenheimer knowingly passed secrets of the Manhattan
Project to Soviet agents.
What was Robert Oppenheimer’s motive for such illegal activity? He
was certainly not motivated by money. Oppenheimer was born into a
wealthy Jewish family and had received a large inheritance when his
father died in 1937.[24]
The Schecters summarize Sudoplatov’s explanation of why Robert
Oppenheimer and other scientists passed atomic secrets to Soviet
agents:[25]
None of the Western scientists who provided atomic secrets
to the Soviet Union was controlled agents in the sense that
they were paid or had signed recruitment contracts. Their
fear that Hitler might produce an atomic bomb ﬁrst was the
initial motivation for sharing their knowledge with Soviet
scientists. Later they believed that equality of superpower
status for the Soviet Union would contribute to world
peace. In dealing with them, Sudplatov realized that the
scientists saw themselves as a new breed of
superstatesmen whose mandate transcended national
boundaries; he and his oﬀicers exploited this hubris.
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David Icke is my favorite conspiracy researcher.
For the past 30 years, Icke has done a phenomenal
job of exposing the crimes and corruption of the
global cabal that controls our planet. Icke is world
famous because of his prophetic and proli�c
research. I do take issue, however, with some of
Icke’s research on National-Socialist Germany.
This article discusses some of Icke’s writings and
comments about National-Socialist Germany that I
think are unfair or inaccurate.
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Alleged Nazi Lying
“The greatest form of mind control is
repetition as the Cult-created Nazis
well understood. You repeat a
statement or alleged ‘fact’ until it
becomes an ‘everyone knows that’
when in truth ‘everybody’ only ‘knows’
what they have been told to think they
know. They don’t ‘know it’; they have
only downloaded that perception
which is a very different thing.”
Icke also writes:[2]

“A
key
component
of
mass
indoctrination is the sheer scale of
deceit which the Nazis described in
terms of the bigger the lie the more will
believe it. Lie a little bit and you may
get caught out on the basis that people
are open to smaller-scale lies. What
most resist are the ginormous superwhoppers pedalled by the Cult.”
Icke accuses the Nazis of using big lies in order to
indoctrinate and control the masses.[3]
In reality, Hitler wrote in Mein Kampf that Jews use
big lies in order to control the masses. Hitler
wrote:[4]

“By placing responsibility for the loss
of [World War I] on the shoulders of
Ludendorff they [the Jews] took away
the weapon of moral right from the
only adversary dangerous enough to
be likely to succeed in bringing the
betrayers of the Fatherland to Justice.
Report a problem

All this was inspired by the principle
—which is quite true in itself—that in
the big lie there is always a certain
force of credibility; because the broad
masses of a nation are always more
easily corrupted in the deeper strata of
their
emotional
nature
than
consciously or voluntarily, and thus in
the primitive simplicity of their minds
they more readily fall victims to the big
lie than the small lie, since they
themselves often tell small lies in little
matters but would be ashamed to
resort to large-scale falsehoods. It
would never come into their heads to
fabricate colossal untruths, and they
would not believe that others could
have the impudence to distort the truth
so infamously.”
Hitler also wrote:[5]

“From time immemorial, however, the
Jews have known better than any
others how falsehood and calumny
can be exploited. Is not their very
existence founded on one great lie,
namely, that they are a religious
community, whereas in reality they are
a race? And what a race! One of the
greatest thinkers that mankind has
produced has branded the Jews for all
time with a statement which is
profoundly and exactly true. He
(Schopenhauer) called the Jews ‘The
Great Master of Lies.’ Those who do
not realize the truth of that statement,
or do not wish to believe it, will never
be able to lend a hand in helping Truth
to prevail.”
Report a problem
Hitler’s statements in Mein Kampf were prophetic.

Through constant repetition in the Jewishcontrolled media, the majority of people believe
the big lie that Germany built homicidal gas
chambers that were used in a genocidal program
of mass extermination of the Jews. The truth,
however, is that Germany did not have any
homicidal gas chambers in its camps during World
War II, and did not conduct a program of genocide
against Jews. Thus, in my opinion, Jews have
repeated the big lie of “the Holocaust” to promote
their own sectarian interests.[6]

Josef Mengele
Icke writes:[7]

“Other Nazi doctors, including ‘Angel of
Death’ Josef Mengele, conducted
unimaginably cruel and vicious
experiments on live, captive human
subjects with the emphasis on
children. Writer and researcher Anton
Chaitkin wrote that body parts from
victims ‘were delivered to [Josef]
Mengele…and the other Rockefellerlinked contingent at the Wilhelm
Institute.’”
Despite Icke’s claim that Mengele performed cruel
and lethal experiments, almost all of the twins
Mengele enrolled in his research at Auschwitz
survived the war. In fact, so many twins survived
Mengele’s research that, in 1984, they helped form
an association titled Children of Auschwitz Nazi
Deadly Experiment Survivors (CANDLE). This
association’s name is a misnomer, because if the
experiments were deadly, how could there be so
many survivors? Also, if young children unable to
work had been immediately selected for gassing
at Auschwitz as claimed by Holocaust historians,
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survived the war?[8]
Carlo Mattogno has prepared a long list of children
and twins at Auschwitz who survived the camp.[9]
Mattogno provides the following reasons why
Mengele did not commit his alleged crimes
against twins at Auschwitz:
1. The archives of the Auschwitz-Birkenau
Museum contain numerous documents
signed by Dr. Mengele, but no document
attests to Dr. Mengele’s presumed
crimes. No document shows that
Mengele killed even one child, or that a
child was ever killed on his order.
2. All of the surviving paperwork shows
that Mengele’s research was limited to
anthropological and behavioral studies,
and did not include any surgical or other
intrusive procedures.
3. The twins enrolled in Mengele’s program
participated in the program for months
on end, with none of them dying while
under Mengele’s care.[10]
Germar Rudolf writes about other absurd
descriptions
of
Mengele’s
alleged
cruel
experiments:[11]

“There is ‘eyewitness’ testimony galore
about
utterly
senseless,
cruel
experiments allegedly performed by
Mengele, like changing eye colors by
injecting dye into an eye, transplanting
limbs and organs to random places in
the body, and other nonsense. While
studying hundreds of ‘survivor’
testimonies, I’ve come across a good
share of these insults to the intellect,
so insulting, indeed, that I will not
waste my time listing them here.
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across these Halloweenish horror
stories all over the place. People
evidently like to gawk at guts and gore,
so the survivors, protected from
scrutiny by their aura of sainthood,
cater to that need. Interestingly, the
alleged victims of these experiments,
quite frequently the very witnesses
telling these tales, show no signs
whatsoever of these cruel procedures.
And it goes without saying that there is
not the slightest proof for any of it; no
documents, no autopsies, no medical
examination on survivors proving it.
Nothing. It’s all a pack of lies, sweet
and simple.”
Icke writes:[12]

“Mengele and his team of mind and
genetic
manipulators
who
experimented and tortured Jews and
children in the Nazi concentration
camps were behind the creation of the
evil-beyond-belief
mind
control
program MK-Ultra which I mentioned
earlier in relation to the Bush family,
Dick Cheney, Bill Clinton and the
experiences of Cathy O’Brien.”
Icke’s claim that Mengele was involved in the
creation of MK-Ultra is absurd. After escaping from
a U.S. prison camp in Bavaria, Mengele spent the
next several years working under an assumed
name as a farmhand in Germany. In the summer of
1949, Mengele traveled to Argentina, where scores
of Germans had found shelter. Mengele moved to
Paraguay in the spring of 1960 and then later to
Brazil to escape arrest. With the Israeli secret
police, Brazilian police, and numerous other Nazi
hunters after him, Mengele became one of the
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most wanted men in the world.[13] Mengele

never in a position to help with the MK-Ultra mindcontrol program as Icke claims in his books.

Hunger Games Society
Icke writes that the Cult is leading us toward a
Hunger Games Society. Icke’s phrase comes from
the Hunger Games movie series which portrays a
privileged elite hoarding all the wealth while being
protected from the rest of the population by a
vicious police/military force. The masses of
people are slaves of the elite and are isolated in
sectors to prevent their uni�ed response to the
elite.[14]
Icke sees similarities between the projected
Hunger Games Society and Nazi Germany. Icke
writes:[15]

“Scan the world and you can’t miss the
pieces being put into place ever more
quickly. I saw an image of Adolf Hitler
at a mass Nazi rally. He stood alone at
the front delivering his psychopathy to
a massive military presence and
beyond them were thousands of
people kept in line by that military to
ensure whatever Hitler demanded
would be done. I had that image
�ipped upside down and overlaid on
the Hunger Games Society structure
and they are exactly the same. We are
indeed looking at a global version of
Nazi Germany with the added controlsystem of advanced technology and
AI.”
Icke’s comparison of Nazi Germany to a Hunger
Games Society is ridiculous. The German
economy improved dramatically under Hitler’s
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leadership, with virtually full employment despite a
worldwide depression. Germans became the most
prosperous people in the world, and Hitler was
extremely popular among most of the German
people.[16] Hitler needed a strong military
presence at his rallies only because Communists
and other subversive elements wanted to kill him.
As many as 15 assassination attempts were
undertaken against Hitler during his time in
o�ce.[17]
Hitler’s sincerity in helping the German people
greatly impressed his primary economic advisor,
Dr. Hjalmar Schacht, who wrote about Hitler in his
memoirs:[18]

“I had an opportunity of seeing the
soul of this man; and I had the
impression that the burden of his new
responsibilities weighed heavily upon
him…I beheld the outward and visible
expression of an inward emotion
which was not just ‘putting on an act’—
it was the real thing.”
Hitler even required elite German professors, who
were state employees, to help solicit donations to
provide the remaining urban poor with food and
blankets.[19] The Germany that Hitler built before
World War II was obviously not a Hunger Games
Society.
Germany did become a Hunger Games Society,
however, after World War II. This is when the
Western Allies, led by the United States,
intentionally starved to death approximately 1
million German prisoners of war. The Allies also
expelled approximately 16 million Germans from
their homes, resulting in the deaths of
approximately 2.1 million Germans. Even worse,
the Allies conducted a program of intentional
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starvation against resident Germans, resulting in
the additional deaths of approximately 5.7 million
of them. The majority of these postwar dead
Germans were women, children and very old men.
Their deaths have never been honestly reported by
the Allies, the German government or most
historians.[20]
The German dead do not tell the entire story of the
Hunger Games Society in�icted on Germany after
the war. Millions of German women who were
repeatedly raped had to bear the physical and
psychological scars for the rest of their lives.
Millions of German expellees who lost all of their
real estate and most of their personal property
were never compensated by the Allies. Instead,
they had to live in abject poverty after being
expelled from their homes. Millions of other
Germans had their property stolen or destroyed by
Allied soldiers.[21] The Allied postwar treatment of
Germany is surely one of the most brutal, criminal
and unreported tragedies in history that closely
resembles Icke’s projected Hunger Games Society.

IBM and the “Holocaust”
Icke writes:[22]

“IBM was exposed for collaborating
with the Nazis and their concentration
camps (the Cult has no borders).”
The implication of Icke’s statement is that IBM
was complicit in the so-called Holocaust.
Probably the best book on this subject is IBM and
the Holocaust by Edwin Black. Black relied on a
network of more than 100 researchers and
translators in seven countries to help him write his
well-researched book. He assembled more
than
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20,000 pages of documentation from 50 archives
and other repositories. Black concludes that IBM
was consciously involved—directly and through its
subsidiaries—in the Holocaust, as well as in Nazi
Germany’s military that murdered millions of other
people during World War II.[23]
Black writes that Nazi Germany was IBM’s second
most important customer after the United States,
and that IBM was making a fortune from
Germany’s business. Consequently, IBM Chairman
and CEO Thomas Watson never criticized Adolf
Hitler. In fact, in his countless interviews and
speeches, Watson emphasized ideas the Reich
found profoundly supportive. Watson was so
popular in Germany that in 1937 he received the
prestigious Merit Cross of the German Eagle with
Star medal from the Reich.[24]
Black condemns IBM for supporting Germany’s
war effort. Black writes:[25]

“IBM had almost single-handedly
brought modern warfare into the
information
age.
Through
its
persistent, aggressive, unfaltering
efforts, IBM virtually put the ‘blitz’ in
the krieg for Nazi Germany. Simply put,
IBM organized the organizers of
Hitler’s war.”
Black blames IBM for providing the machinery
which enabled Nazi Germany to implement the
Holocaust. He writes:[26]

“By early 1942, a change had occurred.
Nazi Germany no longer killed just
Jewish people. It killed Jewish
populations. This was the data-driven
denouement of Hitler’s war against the
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and rapid sorts [supplied by IBM] had
enabled the Nazi Reich to make an
unprecedented leap from individual
destruction to something on a much
larger scale.”
What Black ignores in his book is that the o�cial
Holocaust story is fraudulent. Numerous reports,
articles, books, videos and testimony from Fred
Leuchter, Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf, Friedrich
Paul Berg, Dr. William B. Lindsay, Dr. Arthur Butz,
Carlo Mattogno, John C. Ball, Richard Krege and
David Cole have proven that there were no
homicidal gas chambers at any of the German
camps during World War II.[27] The large number
of Jewish survivors of Auschwitz-Birkenau and
other German camps makes impossible a program
of genocide against European Jewry.[28] The
eyewitness accounts of the Holocaust story have
also proven to be extremely unreliable and
ineffective in proving its validity.[29] Finally, the
Aktion Reinhardt camps have been shown to be
transit camps rather than extermination
camps.[30]
Edwin Black, whose Jewish Polish parents both
survived the so-called Holocaust,[31] fails to
document in his book a German program of
genocide against European Jewry. Like most other
Holocaust historians, Black merely assumes the
“Holocaust” happened without documenting its
existence.

Conclusion
Adolf Hitler suppressed freedom of speech,
authorized a euthanasia program that killed tens
of thousands of mentally-ill Germans, and allowed
illegal medical experimentation at some German
camps during World War II. These are valid
reasons to criticize National Socialist Germany.
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However, David Icke in his books and videos
frequently refers to National Socialist Germany as
history’s ultimate-evil society toward which our
world is rapidly heading. Icke’s comparison of Nazi
Germany to a Hunger Games Society is especially
ridiculous, since Hitler’s economic policies
transformed Germany into a prosperous nation in
which hardly anyone was hungry. It was only after
Hitler’s tenure and the destruction of Germany
during World War II that millions of Germans
starved to death.
I will continue to read Icke’s books and watch his
videos because I think he is an outstanding
conspiracy researcher. Hopefully, in the future, Icke
will write more objectively about National Socialist
Germany, and consider using Stalin’s Soviet Union
as his example of where our world is heading.
Notes
A version of this article was originally published in
the May/June 2021 issue of The Barnes Review.
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Erich von Manstein: Defender of Europe from
Soviet Communist Enslavement
by John Wear

Many people regard Erich von Manstein as National-Socialist Germany’s best general.
Soviet Marshal Rodion Yakovlevich Malinovsky said: “We considered the hated von
Manstein our most dangerous opponent. His technical mastery of every, and I mean
every, situation was unequalled.” British historian Liddell Hart regarded Manstein as the
“ablest of all the German generals,” based on his “superb strategic sense.”[1] German
General Adolf Heusinger said that Manstein “could accomplish in a single night what
other military leaders would take weeks to do.”[2]
This article documents Manstein’s heroic efforts to save Europe from Soviet
Communism during World War II, and his efforts to defend the German military after
the war.

Early Career
Erich von Manstein grew up in a relatively well to do Prussian family with a long
history of producing military officers. Manstein entered the Royal Prussian Cadet Corps
at the age of 12. He spent the first two years of his military education in a junior cadet
school, followed by four years at Prussia’s senior cadet institution at Gross-Lichterfelde
in Berlin.[3]
Manstein joined the Third Prussian Foot Guards regiment upon completion of his cadet
training. He undertook a period of specialist training at a military school and was soon
promoted to second lieutenant. Manstein served successfully as adjutant of the fusilier
battalion of Third Foot Guards until his entry into the War Academy in Berlin. His
battalion commander described him as “the best adjutant I’ve ever had.”[4]
Manstein entered the highly selective Royal Prussian War Academy in Berlin in October
1913. Following the outbreak of World War I, Manstein experienced fierce fighting on
both the Western and Eastern Fronts until he was severely wounded in action in Poland.
It took Manstein seven months to fully recover from his injuries. Manstein next fought
on the Eastern Front until he was transferred to the Western Front to participate in
several battles of attrition. Germany’s defeat and the signing of the Treaty of Versailles
after World War I helped shape Manstein’s career after the war.[5]
The Treaty of Versailles limited Germany to a 100,000-man army and imposed
numerous severe restrictions on Germany’s military. Manstein felt that since Germany
had been forced to sign the Treaty of Versailles, this treaty had no moral force and was
to be renounced as soon as possible. Manstein was assigned the task of usurping the
limitations required by the Versailles Treaty. Germany secretly developed new weapons
in close cooperation with the Soviet Union in violation of the Treaty’s provisions.
Manstein’s initiatives, which preceded Adolf Hitler’s accession to power, provided a
strong foundation for Germany’s subsequent expansion of land and air forces.[6]
Manstein had been promoted to Lieutenant General when Germany invaded Poland on
September 1, 1939. He served as Chief of Staff to General Gerd von Rundstedt’s Army

Group South during the Polish campaign. The Polish campaign was highly successful,
with the last Polish military units surrendering on October 6, 1939.[7]

Western Campaign
Hitler was eager to make peace once Great Britain and France declared war against
Germany. However, when all of Hitler’s peace offers were rejected, Germany was forced
to continue the war. Manstein conceived a brilliant plan to defeat the Allies. Bevin
Alexander writes:[8]
“He saw that the Allies expected the Germans to attack into northern
Belgium because they could not succeed in a direct attack through the
Maginot Line, a massive series of interlocking fortifications built by the
French along the German frontier in the 1930s. To block this anticipated
advance, the Allies were certain to rush their mobile formations at full speed
into Belgium the moment the Germans crossed the Belgium frontier.
Manstein accordingly drew on the ancient axiom of warfare, stated as early
as 400 B.C. by the great Chinese strategist Sun Tzu: ‘Make an uproar in the
east, but strike in the west.’ The Germans, Manstein insisted, must stage a
huge ‘uproar’ in northern Belgium and Holland with as noisy and as
obvious threats as possible to convince the Allies that the main attack was
coming there, just as they expected. This would cause the Allies to push up
to the Dyle River, a little east of Brussels, to meet the onrushing German
army.
Meanwhile, the true German offensive, led by seven of the 10 panzer
divisions the Germans possessed, would proceed inconspicuously through
the heavily wooded Ardennes mountains of Luxembourg and eastern
Belgium, a region the French had declared to be impassable. Shielded on the
north by two panzer divisions, one commanded brilliantly by Erwin
Rommel, the panzer corps led by Guderian would emerge from the
Ardennes and cross the Meuse River at Sedan. Guderian would now be
behind the Allied front, and could strike out directly west for the English
Channel, 160 miles away, against virtually no opposition, and thereby could
cut off all of the mobile armies in Belgium and force either their surrender
or swift evacuation by sea.”
Manstein’s plan was adopted by Hitler despite opposition by many in the German high
command. The German campaign in the West in 1940 was stunningly successful, with
France surrendering to Germany in only six weeks.[9]

Eastern Front
Manstein assumed command on March 15, 1941 of the newly established LVI Army
Corps. His new command enabled him to lead a combination of panzer and motorized
infantry divisions during the German invasion of the Soviet Union.[10]
Manstein began the Russian campaign in the forests of northern Russia. He was
appointed as commander of the German Eleventh Army on September 12, 1941 when its
previous commander was killed in action. Over the next 10 months, Manstein swiftly
captured most of the Crimea, thwarted Soviet attempts to liberate it during the winter of
1941/1942, and captured Sevastopol in mid-summer 1942. He was promoted to field
marshal on July 1, 1942 for his highly successful and skillful leadership.[11]

Stalin opened an offensive against German forces during the latter part of 1942. With
German forces concentrated in the immediate vicinity of Stalingrad, and with illequipped allies holding the flanks north and south of the city, the German Sixth Army
was soon encircled at Stalingrad with little prospect for relief. The surrender of the Sixth
Army in February 1943 doubled the total German losses up to that time on the Eastern
Front.[12]
Hitler called upon Manstein to help restore the situation. Manstein’s arrival at Army
headquarters on November 27, 1942 was crucial to the eventual recovery of the German
southern flank. The Germans had been in retreat for almost the entire winter, falling
back 250 miles in three months. Manstein proposed a plan to not only stop the German
withdrawal, but also to launch an offensive to eliminate substantial enemy forces and
regain considerable territory.[13]
Dana Sadarananda writes concerning Manstein’s highly successful counteroffensive:[14]
“In 33 days, February 18-March 23, Army Group South successfully
eliminated the danger to its line of communications across the Dnieper,
wrecked Soviet plans to bottle up Army Group South and isolate the
southern flank from the rest of the front, and delivered a crushing
counterblow which reversed the trend of events that had threated the entire
German position on the Eastern Front for nearly four months. In the process,
the Soviet Sixth Army and Third Tank Army and Mobile Group Popov were
wiped out. […]
Manstein’s counterstroke had regained the initiative for the German side and
brought German forces back to the approximate line they held in the
summer of 1942.”
The Soviet Union’s numerical superiority eventually led to Germany’s defeat. Reflecting
on Germany’s “lost victories” on the Eastern Front, Manstein bitterly wrote:[15]
“At the outbreak of war there was no German numerical superiority, only a
partial one in equipment. Certainly, Soviet commanders learnt during the
war. But at the end of the day, their successes were predominately due to
their overwhelming superiority in numbers, quite apart from errors made by
the supreme German command. When the odds stand at 5:1, or even 7:1,
then there is no place left for military art. The Soviet commanders possessed
blood and iron in sufficient quantities to obviate largely the need for the art
of command.”

Manstein’s Relationship with Hitler
Manstein was not a Nazi. As a traditional German brought up to serve Germany,
Manstein originally disliked Hitler, his entourage and regime. Manstein in his memoirs
even said he feared for his own life during the period immediately before the Night of
the Long Knives on June 30, 1934.[16]
Manstein was not in favor of Hitler’s Commissar Order. While acknowledging that
Soviet commissars encouraged the greatest possible degree of cruelty in Soviet fighting,
carrying out the Commissar Order threatened the honor and morale of the German
troops. It also would incite the commissars to resort to the most brutal methods and
make their units fight to the end. Manstein in his memoirs said he refused to implement
this order within his command.[17]

Manstein also partially modified Hitler’s order to execute German soldiers who
abandoned battle. Manstein suspended the death sentence for these soldiers for four
weeks with the agreement of the regimental commander. If a condemned soldier
redeemed himself in action during this time, Manstein quashed the sentence; if a soldier
failed again, the death sentence was carried out.[18]
Manstein also complained about Hitler’s military leadership. British Major General
Mungo Melvin writes:[19]
“He complained about Hitler’s lack of understanding of the need to conduct
operations, particularly defensive ones, ‘elastically.’ Such an approach
required a willingness to surrender ‘conquered territory,’ which Hitler
consistently opposed. Secondly, in Manstein’s view, Hitler never really
grasped the ‘rule that one can never be too strong at the crucial spot, that
one may even have to dispense with less vital fronts or accept the risk of
radically weakening them in order to achieve a decisive aim.’ In retrospect,
the errant diversion of Eleventh Army to Leningrad was but a further
operational symptom of this strategic malaise. Simply put, the Führer failed
to grasp the fact that the essential corollary of concentration of force in one
place was the need to economize effort elsewhere.”
Manstein was the only German general who told Hitler that he should relinquish military
command.[20] Manstein argued with Hitler so persistently that Hitler dismissed him as
an army group commander at the end of March 1944. Despite his dismissal, Manstein
described Hitler after the war as an extraordinary personality who had a tremendously
high intelligence and an exceptional willpower.[21] Manstein also said after the war,
however, that defeat by Soviet forces was avoidable if Hitler had in good time handed
over supreme command of the entire Eastern Front to him.[22]

War Crimes Trials
Manstein worked long hours at the main Nuremberg trial proposing various tactics and
arguments to defend members of the German military. He was emphatic that German
commanders from the beginning to the end had fought against the armed forces of the
enemy according to military law. He produced several hundred pages of material at
Nuremberg titled “Contributions to the Defense of the General Staff” to help defense
counsel.[23]
Manstein’s testimony at the Nuremberg trials began on Friday, August 9 and ended on
the morning of Monday, August 12, 1946. He denied that he knew anything about an
intention to exterminate Jews. Manstein continued to maintain under oath that the
German military had fought a conventional, clean war in accordance with military
law.[24]
Following his testimony at Nuremberg, Manstein was transferred back into the custody
of the United Kingdom. The British Cabinet eventually decided to prosecute Manstein
for war crimes.[25] Manstein said to his British defense counsel before his trial held in
Hamburg, Germany:[26]
“I am not particularly concerned as to what happens to me; in any event my
life is over. I am concerned for my honor and the honor of the German army
I led. Your soldiers know that when they met us, we fought like honorable
soldiers. You have been convinced by Bolshevik propaganda that in Russia
we fought like savages. That is untrue. In a terribly hard war, we maintained
firm discipline and fought honorably. I am determined to defend the honor

of the German army.”
Manstein’s commitment to defending the German army was confirmed by his defense
attorney, Reginald T. Paget, who wrote after Manstein’s trial: “Whatever else may be
said of Manstein he never tried to hide behind anybody, and was interested only in
defending the honor of his army.”[27] Manstein appeared as a witness in his trial for 10
and one-half days, the last seven of which were under cross-examination. He was
followed by 16 defense witnesses to help in the defense of his 17-count indictment.[28]
The Judge Advocate in Manstein’s trial began his speech summing up the evidence on
Monday, December 12, 1949, and concluded his presentation on December 19. Manstein
was found not guilty of eight of the most serious charges. Six of the other charges had
their wording amended so that Manstein was guilty only of crimes of omission rather
than of commission. Manstein was found guilty without amendment on three of the
charges, and was sentenced to 18 years of imprisonment. He was released from prison in
May 1953.[29]

Conclusion
Mungo Melvin writes about Manstein’s career:[30]
“The Field Marshal’s career, which encompassed service to the Kaiser’s
Army, the Reichswehr, the Wehrmacht, and after an interlude of eight years
in British custody, advice to the nascent Bundeswehr, was in many ways
emblematic for many other German soldiers, perhaps thousands. But what
made it so special was that Manstein as a military commander not only
enjoyed the respect and confidence of his peers and the enduring trust of his
troops for his various triumphs, but also was highly regarded by friends and
foes alike for his intellect, judgement and adroit decision-making in both
victory and defeat. He was a devout Christian and supported the Wehrmacht
chaplaincy within his army and army group. Although he never achieved the
‘cult’ status of Rommel, unwittingly crafted by a poorly led British Desert
Army, Manstein was by far his superior at the operational level in the much
wider and darker canvas of war on the Eastern Front. As such, Manstein
deserves far greater recognition.”
Manstein’s critics fail to realize that the British improperly convicted Manstein of war
crimes. Reginald Paget wrote: “To summarize he [Manstein] was convicted of a failure
that was neither deliberate nor reckless to exercise supervision of back areas during the
Crimean battles and of failure during the guerilla war to prevent the execution of High
Command orders that were in accordance with our own military manual and he was
convicted during the retreat of taking actions that were necessary to his survival in a
20th-century war, but would not have been necessary in the 19th-century wars
contemplated at The Hague and for this he was sentenced to 18 years.”[31]
Liddell Hart wrote after Manstein’s trial: “I have studied the records of warfare long
enough to realize how few men who have commanded armies in a hard struggle could
have come through such a searching examination, of their deeds and words, as well as
Manstein did. His condemnation appears a glaring example either of gross ignorance or
gross hypocrisy.”[32]
Manstein’s military strategies resulted in the quick defeat of France and the prevention
of an early collapse of German forces on the Eastern Front. Manstein should be
recognized as a hero whose military brilliance prevented the enslavement of all of
Europe by Soviet Communism.
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The International Military Tribunal (IMT) at Nuremberg, the 12 secondary Nuremberg
trials (NMT) and numerous other trials are repeatedly cited as proof of the Holocaust
story. For example, Jewish American judge Norbert Ehrenfreund wrote:[1]
“Germans of the 21st century know what happened during the Nazi era
because they learn about it in school, through television programs and
various other sources. And this information did not arise from rumor or
questionable hearsay. Nor was it a fabrication of the Jewish people, as
suggested by some anti-Semitic factions. Proof of the Holocaust was based
on the record of solid evidence produced at the [Nuremberg] trial.”
This article documents some of the Jewish attorneys, investigators and witnesses whose
words and actions prove that the Allied-run war-crimes trials were politically motivated
proceedings which failed to produce credible evidence of the so-called Holocaust.

Benjamin Ferencz
Benjamin Ferencz, a Jewish American war-crimes investigator, was born in
Transylvania and grew up in New York City before earning his law degree from
Harvard. He was assigned to investigate the concentration camps at Buchenwald,
Mauthausen and Dachau after the war.[2]
Ferencz states in an interview that he did not have a high opinion of the Dachau warcrimes trials conducted by the U.S. Army:[3]
“I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials. For example, they might bring in 20 or 30 people,
line them up, each one with a number on a card tied around his neck. The
court would consist of three officers. None of them had any legal education
as far as I could make out; it was coincidental if they did. One officer was
assigned as defense counsel, another as prosecutor, the senior one presiding.
The prosecutor would get up and say something like this: We accuse all of
you of being accomplices to crimes against humanity and war crimes and
mistreatment of prisoners of war and other brutalities in the camp, between

1942 and 1943, what do you have to say for yourself? Each defendant
would be given about a minute to state his case, which was usually, not
guilty. One trial for instance, which lasted two minutes, convicted 10 people
and sentenced them all to death. It was not my idea of a judicial process. I
mean, I was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.”
Ferencz further states that nobody including himself protested against these procedures
in the Dachau trials.[4] Ferencz later said concerning the military trials at Dachau:[5]
“Did I think it was unjust? Not really. They were in the camp; they saw
what happened…But I was sort of disgusted.”
The defense counsel at the Mauthausen trial and later trials at Dachau insisted that
signed confessions of the accused, used by the prosecution to great effect, had been
extracted from the defendants through physical abuse, coercion and deceit.[6] Benjamin
Ferencz admits in an interview that he used threats and intimidation to obtain
confessions:[7]
“You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say,
an American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line
everyone up against the wall. Then I’d say, “Anyone who lies will be shot
on the spot.” It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress
would be invalid.”
Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world-peace advocate, further
relates a story concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel. Ferencz explained that he
took out his pistol in order to intimidate him:[8]
“What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen (shot while trying to escape…) I said ‘you are in a
filthy uniform sir, take it off!’ I stripped him naked and threw his clothes out
the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls with
his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be. Then
I said ‘now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right now. I
am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der Flucht
erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are gonna sit
down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the camp,
who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about it. Or,
you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can write a
note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…’ (Ferencz gets
the desired statement and continues:) I then went to someone outside and
said ‘Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a coerced
confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him re-write it.’
The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second one and
destroy the first one. That was it.”
The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his
superior officer indicates that he operated in a culture where such illegal methods were
acceptable.[9] Any Harvard-law graduate knows that such evidence is not admissible in
a legitimate court of law.

Robert Kempner
Robert Kempner was the American Chief Prosecutor in the Ministries Trial at

Nuremberg in which 21 German government officials were defendants. Kempner was a
German Jew who had lost his job as Chief Legal Advisor of the Prussian Police
Department because of National Socialist race laws. He was forced to emigrate first to
Italy and then to the United States. Kempner was bitter about the experience and was
eager to prosecute and convict German officials in government service.[10]
Kempner bribed Under Secretary Friedrich Wilhelm Gaus, a leading official from the
German foreign office, to testify for the prosecution in the Ministries Trial. The
transcript of Kempner’s interrogation of Gaus reveals that Kempner persuaded Gaus to
exchange the role of defendant for that of a prosecution collaborator. Gaus was released
from isolation two days after his interrogation. A few days later a German newspaper
reported a lengthy handwritten declaration from Gaus in which Gaus confessed the
collective guilt of the German government service. Kempner had given Gaus’s
accusation to the newspaper.[11]
Many people became critical of Kempner’s heavy-handed interrogation methods. In the
case of Friedrich Gaus, for example, Kempner had threatened to turn Gaus over to the
Soviets unless Gaus was willing to cooperate.[12] American attorney Charles LaFollete
said that Kempner’s “foolish, unlawyer-like method of interrogation was common
knowledge in Nuremberg all the time I was there and protested by those of us who
anticipated the arising of a day, just such as we now have, when the Germans would
attempt to make martyrs out of the common criminals on trial in Nuremberg.”[13]
Kempner also attempted to bribe German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker during
the Ministries Trial. However, von Weizsäcker courageously refused to cooperate.
Richard von Weizsäcker, who helped defend his father at the trial, wrote: “During the
proceedings Kempner once said to me that though our defense was very good, it suffered
from one error: We should have turned him, Kempner, into my father’s defense
attorney.” Richard von Weizsäcker felt Kempner’s words were nothing but pure
cynicism.[14]
Dr. Arthur Butz concludes that “there are excellent grounds, based on the public record,
for believing that Kempner abused the power he had at the military tribunals, and
produced ‘evidence’ by improper methods involving threats and various forms of
coercion.”[15]

Torture of Witnesses
Jews often used torture to help convict the German defendants at Nuremberg and other
postwar trials. A leading example of the use of torture to obtain evidence is the
confession of Rudolf Höss, the former commandant at Auschwitz. Höss’s testimony at
the IMT was the most important evidence presented of a German extermination
program. Höss said that more than 2.5 million people were exterminated in the
Auschwitz gas chambers, and that another 500,000 inmates had died there of other
causes.[16] No defender of the Holocaust story today accepts these inflated figures, and
other key portions of Höss’s testimony at the IMT are widely acknowledged to be
untrue.
In 1983, the anti-Nazi book Legions of Death by Rupert Butler stated that Jewish Sgt.
Bernard Clarke and other British officers tortured Rudolf Höss into making his
confession. The torture of Höss was exceptionally brutal. Neither Bernard Clarke nor
Rupert Butler finds anything wrong or immoral in the torture of Höss. Neither of them
seems to understand the importance of their revelations. Bernard Clarke and Rupert
Butler prove that Höss’s testimony at Nuremberg was obtained by torture, and is
therefore not credible evidence in establishing a program of German genocide against

European Jewry.[17]
Bernard Clarke was not the only Jew who tortured Germans to obtain confessions.
Tuviah Friedman, for example, was a Polish Jew who survived the German
concentration camps. Friedman by his own admission beat up to 20 German prisoners a
day to obtain confessions and weed out SS officers. Friedman stated that “It gave me
satisfaction. I wanted to see if they would cry or beg for mercy.”[18]
Many of the investigators in the Allied-run trials were Jewish refugees from Germany
who hated Germans. These Jewish investigators gave vent to their hatred by treating the
Germans brutally to force confessions from them. One Dachau trial court reporter quit
his job because he was outraged at what was happening there in the name of justice. He
later testified to a U.S. Senate subcommittee that the most brutal interrogators had been
three German-born Jews.[19]
In addition to torturing defendants into making confessions, some defendants did not
live to see the beginning of their trials. For example, Richard Baer, the last commandant
of Auschwitz, adamantly denied the existence of homicidal gas chambers in his pre-trial
interrogations at the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial. Baer died in June 1963 under mysterious
circumstances while being held in pretrial custody. An autopsy performed on Baer at the
Frankfurt-am-Main University School of Medicine said that the ingestion of an odorless,
non-corrosive poison could not be ruled out as a cause of death.
It has been widely known ever since the illegal abduction of Adolf Eichmann in
Argentina that the Israeli Mossad has immense capabilities. Given the fact that Chief
Public Prosecutor Fritz Bauer was a Zionist Jew, which should have precluded him from
heading the pretrial investigation, it is quite possible that the forces of international
Jewry were able to murder Baer in his jail. Conveniently, the Auschwitz Trial in
Frankfurt, Germany began almost immediately after Baer’s death. With Baer’s death the
prosecutors at the trial were able to obtain their primary objective—to reinforce the gaschamber myth and establish it as an unassailable historical fact.[20]

False Witness Testimony
False witnesses were used at most of the Allied war-crimes trials. Stephen F. Pinter
served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American trials of Germans at
Dachau. In a 1960 affidavit, Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were used
to charge Germans with false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated, “Unfortunately, as a
result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were convicted and some
were executed.”[21]
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, later described
some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:[22]
“[T]he major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as ‘professional
witnesses,’ and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
‘Professional,’ since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.”

An embarrassing example of perjured witness testimony occurred at the Dachau trials.
Jewish U.S. investigator Josef Kirschbaum brought a former concentration-camp inmate
named Einstein into the court to testify that the defendant, Menzel, had murdered
Einstein’s brother. Menzel, however, foiled this testimony—he had only to point to
Einstein’s brother sitting in the court room listening to the story of his own murder.
Kirschbaum thereupon turned to Einstein and exclaimed, “How can we bring this pig to
the gallows, if you are so stupid as to bring your brother into the court?”[23]
The use of false witnesses has been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was an
ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from 1941
to 1945. Neuhäusler wrote that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[24]
False Jewish-eyewitness testimony has often been used to attempt to convict innocent
defendants. For example, John Demjanjuk, a naturalized American citizen, was accused
by eyewitnesses of being a murderous guard at Treblinka named Ivan the Terrible.
Demjanjuk was deported to Israel, and an Israeli court tried and convicted him primarily
based on the eyewitness testimony of five Jewish survivors of Treblinka. Demjanjuk’s
defense attorney eventually uncovered new evidence proving that the Soviet KGB had
framed Demjanjuk by forging documents supposedly showing him to be a guard at
Treblinka. The Israeli Supreme Court ruled that the five Jewish eyewitness accounts
were not credible, and that Demjanjuk was innocent.[25]
Another example of false Jewish testimony of the Holocaust story occurred in the case
of Frank Walus, who was a retired Chicago factory worker charged with killing Jews in
his native Poland during the war. An accusation by Simon Wiesenthal that Walus had
worked for the Gestapo prompted the U.S. government’s legal action. Eleven Jews
testified under oath during the trial that Walus had murdered Jews during the war. After
a costly four-year legal battle, Walus was finally able to prove that he had spent the war
years as a teenager working on German farms. An American Bar Association article
published in 1981 concluded regarding Walus’s trial that “…in an atmosphere of hatred
and loathing verging on hysteria, the government persecuted an innocent man.”[26]

Jewish Prosecutorial Role in Trials
A Russian asked Benjamin Ferencz why the Americans didn’t just kill the German war
criminals. Ferencz replied: “…we don’t do that. We’ll give them a fair trial.”[27] Robert
Kempner stated that the Nuremberg and other trials resulted in “the greatest history
seminar ever held.”[28] In reality, Germans did not receive fair trials after World War II,
and the trials they did receive played a major role in establishing the fraudulent
Holocaust story.
Jews played a crucial role in organizing the IMT at Nuremberg. Nahum Goldmann, a
former president of the World Jewish Congress (WJC), stated in his memoir that the
Nuremberg Tribunal was the brain-child of WJC officials. Goldmann said that only after
persistent efforts by WJC officials were Allied leaders persuaded to accept the idea of
the Nuremberg Tribunal.[29] The WJC also played an important but less obvious role in
the day-to-day proceedings in the trial.[30]
Two Jewish U.S. Army officers also played key roles in the Nuremberg trials. Lt. Col.
Murray Bernays, a prominent New York attorney, persuaded U.S. War Secretary Henry
Stimson and others to put the defeated German leaders on trial.[31] Col. David Marcus,
a fervent Zionist, was head of the U.S. government’s War Crimes Branch from February
1946 until April 1947. Marcus was made head of the War Crimes Branch primarily in

order “to take over the mammoth task of selecting hundreds of judges, prosecutors and
lawyers” for the Nuremberg NMT Trials.[32]
This Jewish influence caused the Allies to give special attention to the alleged
extermination of 6 million Jews. Chief U.S. prosecutor Robert H. Jackson, for example,
declared in his opening address to the Nuremberg Tribunal:[33]
“The most savage and numerous crimes planned and committed by the
Nazis were those against the Jews. […] It is my purpose to show a plan and
design to which all Nazis were fanatically committed, to annihilate all
Jewish people. […] The avowed purpose was the destruction of the Jewish
people as a whole. […] History does not record a crime ever perpetrated
against so many victims or one ever carried out with such calculated
cruelty.”
British prosecutor Sir Hartley Shawcross echoed Jackson’s words in his final address to
the IMT. Based on Jewish influence, numerous other Holocaust-related trials were later
held in West Germany, Israel and the United States, including the highly-publicized
trials in Jerusalem of Adolf Eichmann and John Demjanjuk.[34]
Jewish influence in Germany has resulted in a defendant being assumed to be guilty
merely for being in a German concentration camp during the war. For example, after
being acquitted by the Israeli Supreme Court, John Demjanjuk was charged again on the
grounds that he had been a guard named Ivan Demjanjuk at the Sobibor camp in Poland.
On May 11, 2009, Demjanjuk was deported from Cleveland to be tried in Germany.
Demjanjuk was convicted by a German criminal court as an accessory to the murder of
27,900 people at Sobibor and sentenced to five years in prison. No evidence was
presented at Demjanjuk’s trial linking him to specific crimes. Demjanjuk died in
Germany before his appeal could be heard by a German appellate court.[35]
This new line of German thinking is breathtaking in its unfairness. It incorrectly assumes
that some German concentration camps were used for the sole purpose of exterminating
Jews when, in fact, none of them was. Moreover, this German law finds a person guilty
merely for being at any camp. People can be found guilty of a crime even when no
evidence is presented that they committed a crime. Jewish groups such as the Simon
Wiesenthal Center have been prosecuting and convicting other elderly German guards
under this line of German legal thinking.[36]

Conclusion
The IMT and later Allied-run war-crimes trials were a travesty of justice organized by
Jews who wanted to demonize and convict Germans of murder. These Allied-run trials
were politically motivated proceedings that falsely accused Germans of conducting a
policy of genocide against European Jewry.
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German historian Dr. Peter Longerich is regarded by many as one of
the leading authorities on the “Holocaust.” Journalist D. D.
Guttenplan calls Longerich “one of the most accomplished German
historians of the Holocaust in the generation born after the war.”[1]
Longerich was hired as an expert defense witness in David Irving’s
libel suit against Deborah Lipstadt and her publisher Penguin Books.
He prepared two reports for this civil action: the ﬁrst titled “The
Systematic Character of National Socialist Policy for the Annihilation
of the Jews,” and the second titled “Hitler’s Role in the Persecution of
the Jews by the National Socialist Regime.”[2] Longerich later wrote
books expanding on his research for this trial.
This article discusses some of the weaknesses of Longerich’s
research regarding the so-called Holocaust.

The Unwritten Order
Holocaust historians have acknowledged that no document of a plan
by Germany to exterminate European Jewry has ever been found. In
his well-known book on the Holocaust, French-Jewish historian Leon
Poliakov wrote that “…the campaign to exterminate the Jews, as
regards its conception as well as many other essential aspects,
remains shrouded in darkness.” Poliakov added that no documents of
a plan for exterminating the Jews have ever been found because
“perhaps none ever existed.”[3]
British historian Ian Kershaw states that when the Soviet archives
were opened in the early 1990s: “Predictably, a written order by
Hitler for the ‘Final Solution’ was not found. The presumption that a
single, explicit written order had ever been given had long been
dismissed by most historians.”[4]

Many Jewish Holocaust historians also acknowledge that the
Wannsee Conference did not discuss the extermination of Europe’s
Jews. Israeli Holocaust historian Yehuda Bauer has declared, “The
public still repeats, time after time, the silly story that at Wannsee the
extermination of the Jews was arrived at.”[5] Likewise, Israeli
Holocaust historian Leni Yahil wrote in regard to the Wannsee
conference, “[I]t is often assumed that the decision to launch the
Final Solution was taken on this occasion, but this is not so.…”[6]
When asked in 1983 how the extermination of European Jewry took
place without an order, Jewish Holocaust historian Raul Hilberg
replied:[7]
“What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not
planned in advance, not organized centrally by any agency.
There was no blueprint and there was no budget for
destructive measures. They were taken step by step, one
step at a time. Thus, came about not so much a plan being
carried out, but an incredible meeting of minds, a
consensus--mind reading by a far-ﬂung bureaucracy.”
On January 16, 1985, under cross-examination at the ﬁrst Ernst
Zündel trial in Toronto, Raul Hilberg conﬁrmed that he said these
words.[8] Thus, Hilberg stated that the genocide of European Jewry
was not carried out by a plan or order, but rather by an incredible
mind reading among far-ﬂung German bureaucrats.
Longerich agrees with Hilberg that Hitler never made a written order
to murder Jews. Instead, Longerich claims that Hitler only issued oral
instructions. Longerich writes:[9]
“When he [Hitler] did speak about the subject, he used
formulations that certainly left room for interpretation or
deliberately concealed the true state of aﬀairs. Hitler’s
behavior in this respect was initially determined by the
desire for secrecy. The murder of the European Jews was
treated as classiﬁed information by the organs of the Third
Reich on principle, which is to say that no public discussion
of the topic whatsoever was permitted.”
Longerich assumes that Hitler never made a written order to murder
European Jewry because of the lessons he learned from his written
order to murder mentally-ill Germans in his euthanasia program. He
claims that Hitler did not want to assume responsibility for the
genocide of European Jewry by making an unambiguous written
order.[10]
Longerich is correct that Hitler authorized in writing the German
euthanasia program.[11] However, Longerich provides no credible
evidence why Hitler decided not to issue a written order to
exterminate European Jewry. Longerich absurdly assumes that Hitler
learned his lesson from his written authorization of the euthanasia
program, as if Hitler thought he would be found innocent if he never
made a written order to exterminate Europe’s Jews.

Himmler’s Speeches
Longerich uses speeches by Heinrich Himmler to attempt to prove
that Hitler ordered the extermination of European Jewry. He writes
that Himmler expressed himself very clearly in the years 1943 and
1944 about the murder of European Jews by his SS. Longerich says
that even if Himmler did not name one particular name, Himmler’s
listeners knew perfectly well that it was Hitler who had given him
this commission.[12]
Himmler’s Posen speech of October 4, 1943, has been called “the
best evidence” to prove the Holocaust happened.[13] Himmler stated
in this speech: “I am referring here to the evacuation of the Jews, the
extermination of the Jewish people. This is one of the things that is
easily said: “The Jewish people are going to be exterminated,” that’s
what every Party member says, “sure, it’s in our program, elimination
of the Jews, extermination—it’ll be done.”[14]
Most translations of Himmler’s Posen speech assume that the
German word “ausrotten” means murder or extermination. David
Irving, who is very ﬂuent in the German language, testiﬁed at the
second Ernst Zündel trial that this is an incorrect translation of the
word “ausrotten”:[15]
“There is no doubt that in modern Germany the word
ausrotten now means murder. But we have to look at the
meaning of the word ausrotten in the 1930s and 1940s, as
used by those who wrote or spoke these documents. In the
mouth of Adolf Hitler, the word ausrotten is never once
used to mean murder, and I’ve made a study of that
particular semantic problem. You can ﬁnd document after
document which Hitler himself spoke or wrote where the
word ausrotten cannot possibly mean murder.”
Longerich writes that the word “ausrotten” or “ausrottung” means
extirpation.[16] Deborah Lipstadt writes that virtually all Holocaust
historians agree that the use of this term by Nazi leaders in
conjunction with Jews from the summer of 1941 on is an
unambiguous euphemism for “physical annihilation.”[17]
Lipstadt says that David Irving at her trial contended that the word
“ausrottung” meant to literally uproot, as in the enforced
emigration—but certainly not murder—of Jews. Irving read a speech
Hitler gave immediately after Kristallnacht to prove his point: “I look
at the intellectual class among us…you could ausrottung them…but
unfortunately you need them.” Irving argued that Hitler could not
have been referring to actual killings when he used the word
“ausrottung,” because this speech was made in 1938 when nobody
was being liquidated.[18]
Lipstadt writes that Longerich quickly responded to Irving, “Except
the 90 people who just died the night before.” Longerich added:[19]

“This is the most brutal killing which happened in Germany
since, I think, the Middle Ages. There are more than 90
people, I would say several hundred people possibly were
killed the last night, and in this atmosphere, Hitler is giving
a press conference and speaks about the ausrottung of
intellectuals…Look again at the historical content…this is
an atmosphere which is dominated by brutality and a kind
of absence of public order and law.”
Despite the possible ambiguity of this example, Deborah Lipstadt and
Peter Longerich ignore the numerous examples where German
leaders used the word “ausrotten” or “ausrottung” in a context when
they could not possibly have meant murder. David Irving gave some
examples in his testimony at the second Ernst Zündel trial:[20]
“In August 1936, Hitler dictated the famous memorandum
of the four-year plan which contains the phrase ‘if the
Bolsheviks succeed in entering Germany, it will lead to the
ausrotten of the German people.’ Now, clearly, he doesn’t
mean that if the Bolsheviks invade Germany it will lead to
the murder of 50 million Germans. He is saying it will lead
to the end of Germany as a national state, as a power, as a
factor, an end of the German people. He says the same to
the Czechoslovakian President Emil Hácha, on March the
15th, 1939. Hácha has just signed away Czechoslovakia’s
independence in a midnight session with Hitler and Hitler
says to him afterwards, ‘It is a good thing that you signed
because otherwise it would have meant the ausrotten of the
Czechoslovakian people.’ Hitler didn’t mean, ‘If you hadn’t
signed, I would have had to kill 8 million Czechs.’ What he
is saying [is], ‘If you hadn’t signed, I would have ended
Czechoslovakia’s existence as a separate country.’”
Since Hitler didn’t use the word “ausrotten” to mean murder, and
since Hitler and Himmler spoke the same language, there is no
reason to believe that Himmler was speaking about the murder of the
Jews in his widely-quoted 1943 Posen speech.

The “Holocaust by Bullets”
Longerich states that the Einsatzgruppen and German Wehrmacht
murdered many hundreds of thousands of Jews in the occupied Soviet
territories. Since the bodies of these murdered Jews have not been
found, Longerich and other Holocaust historians claim they were
cremated in what is called Aktion 1005.[21] An article in the
Encyclopedia of the Holocaust deﬁnes this operation: “Operation
1005, code name for a large-scale activity that aimed to obliterate the
traces of the murder of millions of human beings by the Nazis in
occupied Europe.”[22]
It is unrealistic to assume that Aktion 1005 succeeded and that
Germans exhumed and burned such a large number of dead bodies.
This would mean that, within a period of 13 months, the Germans had

to have emptied thousands of mass graves in Soviet territory of more
than 463,000 square miles--all without leaving behind any material or
documentary traces. The mass exhumation of such a large number of
bodies in such a short period of time is quite impossible.[23]
Furthermore, we know that no Soviet planes discovered and
photographed the burning of these bodies, because otherwise the
Soviets would have exploited the photographs for propaganda
purposes. The thousands of pyres burning through the night would
have been photographed by the Soviets if such mass exhumations had
actually taken place.[24]
Jewish historian Yitzhak Arad attempts to explain away these
problems by stating that Aktion 1005 was both a highly classiﬁed
operation and a failure:[25]
“Aktion 1005 was a highly classiﬁed operation. Orders and
reports were given and received verbally, and no German
documents were saved to provide evidence. The SS, which
was responsible for the operation, did everything in its
power to prevent a leak of information on the site…
There is no way of knowing how many corpses were
cremated in the course of the operation—hundreds of
thousands, certainly, possibly even millions. But millions of
corpses remained in the pits in which they had been buried.
This tangible evidence—the corpses of millions of Jews and
non-Jews, murdered by Nazi Germany and its collaborators
in the occupied Soviet territories—remained for posterity.
In its main objective—destroying the evidence of mass
murder—Aktion 1005 failed.”
The problem with Arad’s explanation is that neither the Soviets nor
anyone else have found mass graves in which large numbers of Jews
were supposedly buried in the Soviet Union. Germar Rudolf
writes:[26]
“After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, numerous
mass graves, containing altogether hundreds of thousands
of bodies of victims of the Soviets, were discovered,
excavated, and investigated. Not only was the number of
victims determined, but in many cases the speciﬁc cause of
death as well. In the same regions where many of these
mass graves were found, one million Jews are said to have
been shot by the Einsatzgruppen. Yet no such grave has
ever been reported found, let alone dug and investigated, in
the more than half a century during which these areas have
been controlled by the USSR and its successor states.”
Thus, the undocumented and imaginary Aktion 1005 supported by
Longerich and other historians provides no evidence of a German
program of genocide against Jews.
Carlo Mattogno concludes: “Orthodox Holocaust historiography has

never proven that the authorities of the Reich planned and carried
out a general plan on an institutional level to eliminate the bodies of
the victims of the Einsatzgruppen and other associated units by
means of a systematic operation of exhumation and cremation of
bodies.”[27]

The Aktion Reinhardt Camps
Like most historians, Peter Longerich believes the Aktion Reinhardt
camps of Treblinka, Sobibor and Belzec were pure extermination
camps. He states in his book Holocaust that 1,274,166 Jews had been
killed in the Aktion Reinhardt camps by the end of 1942. Longerich
bases his statement on the Höﬂe telegram from January 1943, which
shows that this many Jews had been sent by then to the Aktion
Reinhardt camps. Longerich assumes that all Jews sent to the Aktion
Reinhardt camps were murdered.[28]
However, the Aktion Reinhardt camps were transit camps rather than
extermination camps. The demographic studies, the statements from
Heinrich Himmler, the reports of transfers of Jews from the Aktion
Reinhardt camps to Auschwitz and Majdanek, the lack of credible
forensic evidence that mass exterminations occurred at these camps,
the photographic and engineering evidence, the impossibility of
disposing of so many bodies in such a short period of time, the
relative lack of secrecy and security in the camps, and the small size
of the areas where the bodies were supposedly buried all indicate
that the Aktion Reinhardt camps were transit camps.[29]
The impossibility of disposing of so many bodies in such a short
period of time proves the absurdity that all Jews sent to the Aktion
Reinhardt camps were exterminated. Historians universally
acknowledge that none of the Aktion Reinhardt camps had
crematoria. By contrast, German concentration camps such as
Buchenwald, Bergen-Belsen and Dachau had crematoria even though
mass killings are not alleged to have taken place at these camps. Why
wouldn’t the Germans have also built crematoria at the Aktion
Reinhardt camps, since such crematoria would have been far more
necessary to accomplish the mass killings?[30]
According to Holocaust historians, the bodies of Jews gassed at the
Aktion Reinhardt camps were ﬁrst buried in mass graves. The bodies
were later exhumed and burned in the open air.[31]
Based on several cremation experiments, Carlo Mattogno determines
that 160 kg of wood are needed to cremate a human body weighing
45 kg. He calculates that the burning of 870,000 bodies at Treblinka
would have left 1,950 tons of human ashes, plus 11,100 tons of wood
ashes. The total volume of ashes would have amounted to
approximately 48,400 cubic meters. Also, 139,200 metric tons of
wood would have been required for the incineration of the bodies.
Since human teeth and bones cannot be completely destroyed
through open air cremations, myriads of teeth and bone fragments
would have been scattered at the site of the former camp.[32]

Even if Mattogno’s calculations are signiﬁcantly inﬂated, the mass
extermination of approximately 870,000 people at Treblinka would
have left huge amounts of human and wood ashes as well as teeth
and bones. The fact that large quantities of these have not been
found indicates that mass exterminations of inmates did not take
place at Treblinka.
Although enormous amounts of fuel would have been needed to
cremate the hundreds of thousands of alleged corpses, there is no
credible documentary record or witness recollection of the great
quantities of ﬁrewood that would have been required. According to
Polish-Jewish historian Rachel Auerbach, fuel to burn bodies was not
needed at Treblinka because the bodies of women, which had more
fat, “were used to kindle, or, more accurately put, to build the ﬁres
among the piles of corpses…” Even more incredible, she wrote that
“blood, too, was found to be ﬁrst-class combustion material.”[33]
Auerbach’s explanation of how bodies were burned at Treblinka is
total nonsense.

Jewish “Holocaust” Survivors
Peter Longerich writes that “no witnesses were to fall into the hands
of the Allies. That meant that the prisoners were either to be
murdered or ‘evacuated’ from one camp to the other. The SS saw the
prisoners who were ‘ﬁt for work’ as living capital that would be
exploited to the bitter end.”[34]
A problem with Longerich’s statement is that a large number of
Jewish children survived the so-called Holocaust. Carlo Mattogno has
prepared a long list of children and twins at Auschwitz who survived
the camp.[35] These children were not “ﬁt for work” and could not
have survived the war if Auschwitz-Birkenau had been the
extermination camp it is claimed to be.
Another problem with Longerich’s statement is that a large number
of disabled Jewish adults who were not ﬁt for work survived their
internment at Auschwitz-Birkenau. For example, Anne Frank’s father,
Otto Frank, contracted typhus at Auschwitz and was sent to the camp
hospital to recover. He remained at Auschwitz-Birkenau when the
Germans abandoned the camp in January 1945, survived the war, and
died in Switzerland in August 1980.[36] If Auschwitz-Birkenau had
been a place of mass exterminations, why would the German
authorities leave behind thousands of disabled Jews such as Otto
Frank to testify to their genocide?
Primo Levi, a Jewish Communist, is another disabled Jew who one
would think would have been executed at Auschwitz-Birkenau.
However, along with about 7,000 to 8,000 additional disabled Jews,
Levi was left behind in Auschwitz. Although the Germans could have
easily gassed and cremated these Jewish inmates in crematorium V in
Birkenau during the ﬁrst week of January 1945, they let them survive
the war to tell their stories about Auschwitz-Birkenau.[37]

German Gas Chambers
Like most historians, Longerich believes that Jews were gassed in
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. He writes: “On 17 and 18 July
[1942] Himmler visited Auschwitz and used the opportunity to
witness a demonstration of how people were murdered in a gas
chamber.”[38] Longerich further writes: “And on 21 July, for the ﬁrst
time, ‘Jews incapable of work’, whom Himmler had insisted be
deported, were separated from the other deportees immediately on
arrival and murdered in the gas chambers.”[39]
The forensic evidence, however, refutes the possibility of homicidal
gas chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau. Reports, articles, testimony,
books and videos from Fred Leuchter, Walter Lüftl, Germar Rudolf,
Friedrich Paul Berg, Dr. William B. Lindsey, Carlo Mattogno, John C.
Ball, Dr. Arthur Butz, Dr. Nicholas Kollerstrom, Wolfgang Fröhlich
and David Cole have proven that there were no homicidal gas
chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau. The books The Real Case for
Auschwitz by Carlo Mattogno[40] and The Chemistry of Auschwitz by
Germar Rudolf[41] are probably the best books available for anyone
wanting to make a thorough study of this subject.
Longerich also writes that the Germans used gas vans to murder
Jews in the Soviet-occupied territories.[42] In regard to the gas vans,
Ingrid Weckert writes:[43]
“There is no document to indicate that [homicidal] ‘gas
vans’ had ever come up for discussion in the Third Reich.
The term dates from post-war times…To automatically
connect the term ‘Special Motor Vehicle’ with the murder of
Jews reveals gross ignorance of the facts…To date, no
vehicle which clearly could have served as [a] ‘gas van’ has
ever been found.”
Longerich does not provide any information of how the alleged
German homicidal gas chambers operated. This is typical of virtually
all Holocaust historians. American engineer Friedrich Paul Berg
wrote about the Holocaust literature that “as far as the actual
mechanics of the extermination process are concerned, about all one
ever ﬁnds is an occasional short and vague description.”[44]
Longerich never provides even a short or vague description of how
German homicidal gas chambers operated.
Berg concluded concerning the evidence provided for the alleged
German Diesel gas chambers: “Ultimately, the burden of proof for the
mass gassing allegations must be on the accusers. Until now, their
best evidence for CO gassings has failed to meet the most basic
standards that credible evidence must pass to satisfy reasonable
people.”[45]

Conclusion

Deborah Lipstadt writes that during her trial her defense attorney,
Richard Rampton, “passed me his completed sketch of a smiling,
almost beatiﬁc, Saint Peter—who, except for his halo and wings, bore
an uncanny resemblance to Peter Longerich.” Rampton also
approached Longerich to thank him after his testimony at the trial.
Lipstadt writes that Longerich looked at Rampton and said, not
without some bitterness, “The Nazis stole our political identity. And
now people like Irving are attempting to steal it again.”[46]
However, in my opinion, it is court historians such as Longerich who
are stealing Germany’s political and historical identity. German
children are taught from early childhood to view the Third Reich as
solely bad, wrong, criminal and despicable. In the spring of 2001,
Anna Rau, the 17-year-old daughter of German president Johannes
Rau, was interviewed by a German television station. Anna Rau
discussed what was taught about history in school:[47]
“As to the question what we are learning in school when
history is taught, I can answer simply with the term
National Socialism. Nothing else seems to matter.
Everything about the Second World War really gets on my
nerves. It is always the same. They start with Hitler, then
we talk about Anne Frank, and on the day when we should
take a walk in the forest, we have to go and see the movie
Schindler’s List instead. And this continues when we go to
church where in place of learning our religious
conﬁrmation instructions we are taught more about the
“Holocaust.” The ﬁnal result is obviously that we just don’t
want to hear about that stuﬀ anymore. It drains us
emotionally, and eventually leads to callousness.”
Wilhelm Stäglich, a German judge and author of the book Auschwitz:
A Judge Looks at the Evidence, wrote in 1984 about the intellectual
subservience and guilt inculcated in most Germans after World War
II:[48]
“We Germans, in spite of the repeated assurances to the
contrary of our puppet politicians, are politically and
intellectually no longer a sovereign nation since our defeat
in the Second World War. Our political subservience, which
is apparent in the fact of the breaking up of the Reich and
the incorporation of the individual pieces into the extant
power blocks of the East and of the West, has had as its
consequence a corresponding intellectual subservience.
Escape from this intellectual subservience is prevented
primarily by the guilt complex inculcated in most Germans
through the “reeducation” instituted in 1945. This guilt
complex is based primarily on the Holocaust Legend.
Therefore, for we Germans the struggle against what I have
called the “Auschwitz Myth” is so frightfully important.”
Germany soon passed laws after the publication of Stäglich’s book
making it a felony to dispute any aspect of the Holocaust story. The

obvious question is: What kind of historical truth needs criminal
sanctions to protect it? The oﬀicial Holocaust story would not need
criminal sanctions to protect it if it was historically accurate. The
goal is to make Germans feel guilty about a genocide they never
committed, while making a criminal of anyone who contests the
fraudulent Holocaust story.
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Rudolf Hess: Wronged Prisoner of Peace
by John Wear

Rudolf Hess (1894-1987) was one of the most popular National Socialist leaders.
Albrecht Haushofer, who was one-quarter Jewish and abhorred National Socialism,
wrote in 1934 about Hess: “There is a strange charm in his personality; whenever he is
there, a friendly veil falls over all the grey and black of the present.”[1] After meeting
Hitler’s inner circle for the first time on April 13, 1926, Joseph Goebbels wrote about
Hess in his diary: “Hess—the most decent person, quiet, friendly, reserved: the private
secretary.”[2]
Hess is also famous for his flight to Great Britain on May 10, 1941 to attempt to
negotiate peace with the British. This article discusses Hess’s motives for this dangerous
flight, the injustice against Hess at the Nuremberg Trial, and whether Hess committed
suicide or was murdered in Spandau Prison.

Early Years
Rudolf Hess was born in the English-held city of Alexandria, Egypt, where his education
began in 1900 at a German school. Hess left Egypt in 1908 to attend school in
Godesberg, Germany. Upon graduation, Hess followed his father’s wishes and joined the
family business.[3]
Hess voluntarily joined the First Bavarian Infantry Regiment with the outbreak of World
War I. He was wounded in action in December 1916, and was seriously wounded in the
lungs the following year. After a period of convalescence, Hess was commissioned with
the rank of lieutenant, serving in the ill-fated List Regiment. In 1918 Hess volunteered to
join the Imperial Flying Corps, where he flew a few operational flights in November
before an armistice ended the war.[4]
Like many Germans, Hess was deeply disappointed by the inglorious way the war
ended. The social and political upheaval in postwar Germany greatly affected Hess. He
faced a Germany subject to mob-rule, and it seemed that certain regions in Germany
might turn communist. During the spring of 1919, Bavaria for a while had a communist
state government, and Hess took part in the street fighting which led to its overthrow.
Hess was wounded in one leg in this fighting on May 1, 1919.[5]
Hess became convinced there were subversive elements at work in Germany. He read
extensively about the situation and concluded that Germany had been brought to its
knees by an international conspiracy of Jews and Freemasons.[6] Hess enrolled in the
University of Munich, where he was introduced to Karl Haushofer, a major general who
was starting a lecture series on geopolitics. Haushofer taught Hess that through an
understanding of geopolitics, Germany could overcome its burden of war guilt and
emerge again as a great nation. Hess regarded Haushofer as a second father, and
Haushofer more or less adopted Hess as his third son.[7]
Hess and Haushofer first met Adolf Hitler one night in 1920 at a beer hall meeting. Hess
was transfixed by Hitler’s two-hour speech. Hess joined the National Socialist German
Workers’ Party and became convinced that Hitler was the future of Germany. Over the
next several months Hess hedged his bets and kept close to both Haushofer and Hitler.

However, Hess soon became Hitler’s best friend and one of his most devoted
followers.[8]

Rise to Power
Hess was convinced Hitler could break the chains of the Versailles Treaty and lead
Germany to a better future. Hitler’s first attempt to gain power occurred on November 9,
1923 in his ill-fated attempt to overthrow the government in Munich. Hess arrested three
ministers of the Bavarian state government in the course of this unsuccessful putsch.
Hitler was punished with imprisonment in the Landsberg Prison for his role in the coup
attempt. Hess later joined Hitler in Landsberg Prison.[9]
It was during their time of incarceration that Hitler and Hess established their special
relationship of trust and mutual confidence. It was also in Landsberg Prison that Hitler
wrote his seminal work, Mein Kampf. Hess edited the pages of this book and checked
them for errors. After Hitler was released early from prison on December 20, 1924, Hess
became Hitler’s private secretary in April 1925.[10]
Hitler and Hess spent the summer of 1925 proofreading Mein Kampf, and by autumn the
first volume was published. Although most readers were bored by this 400-page book,
Hitler and Hess immediately set to work on a second volume. Hess remained Hitler’s
closest confidant and advisor. Based partly on Hitler’s suggestion, Hess married Ilse
Pröhl on December 27, 1927. Hess, Hitler’s private secretary who held no official post,
had by 1931 become one of the most powerful and influential members of the National
Socialist Party.[11]
Hitler asked Hess to attend all important meetings, introducing Hess in these meetings as
one of his “closest colleagues and confidants.” Hess also performed the important
function of raising money for the National Socialist Party. Hess succeeded in convincing
the industrialist Fritz Thyssen to donate almost a million marks to the party, and also
raised money from Otto Kirdorf, the wealthy director of a huge coal syndicate. In short,
Hess was involved in numerous aspects of the party’s activities.[12]
Hess even developed what became the customary National-Socialist greeting and
departure line: “Heil Hitler.” Also, unlike other close associates of Hitler, Hess never
exploited power for himself. Everything Hess did was for Hitler.[13]
Hitler appointed Hess as Deputy Führer of the National Socialist Party on April 21,
1933. Hess’s job was to uphold its national and social principles and lead the governing
party as Hitler’s representative. Reich President Hindenburg—acting on Hitler’s
proposal—appointed Hess as Reich Minister without Portfolio on December 1, 1933. At
the outbreak of war in September 1939, Hess remained Hitler’s close confidant, and a
man Hitler trusted without reservation.[14]

Peace Mission
Hitler had never wanted war with Great Britain. To Hitler, Great Britain was the natural
ally of Germany and the nation he admired most. Hitler had no ambitions against Britain
or her Empire, and all of the captured records solidly bear this out.[15]
Hitler was eager to make peace once Great Britain and France had declared war against
Germany. However, Churchill and other British leaders rejected all of Hitler’s numerous
peace offers. Hitler continued to search for a way to end war with Great Britain.

On May 5, 1941, Hitler and Hess met for four hours in the Reich’s Chancellory—alone,
without secretaries or aides. After the marathon session, adjutant Alfred Leitgen said the
two men emerged appearing particularly affectionate. Leitgen said: “Hitler held Hess’s
hand in his for minutes. They silently looked into each other’s eyes.” Leitgen also
recalled hearing snippets of the discussions such as the odd phrase “No problems at all
with the airplane” and the names “Albrecht Haushofer” and “Hamilton.”[16]
On May 10, 1941, Hess flew an unarmed Messerschmitt 110 to Scotland to attempt to
negotiate a peace settlement with Great Britain. Under cover of darkness, Hess
successfully evaded British anti-aircraft fire and a pursuing Spitfire. Hess parachuted for
the first time in his life, and sprained his ankle landing in a Scottish farm field. A
surprised farmer found Hess and turned him over to the local Home Guard unit.[17]
At his request, Hess was taken to speak with the Duke of Hamilton on May 11, 1941.
Hess told the Duke of Hamilton why he had flown to Scotland: “I am on a mission of
humanity. The Führer does not want to defeat England and wants to stop fighting.”[18]
Unfortunately, the British had no interest in negotiating with Hess. On May 16, 1941,
Hess was transported late at night in great secrecy to the Tower of London, and spent the
rest of the war in British captivity.[19]
Although Hitler and Hess both denied that Hess flew to Scotland with Hitler’s
knowledge and approval,[20] the available evidence suggests that Hitler knew and
approved of Hess’s mission. The relationship between Hess and Hitler was so close that
one can logically assume that Hess would not have undertaken such an important step
without first informing Hitler. Also, Hess was prohibited from speaking publicly about
his mission during his later 40-year period of imprisonment in Spandau Prison. This
“gag order” was obviously imposed because Hess knew things that, if publicly known,
would be highly embarrassing to the Allied governments.[21]
German Gen. Franz Halder confirmed after the war that Hess flew to Scotland with
Hitler’s knowledge and approval. In an interview at a detention center of the Twelfth
Army group at Wiesbaden, Halder told his American interrogators that Hitler dispatched
Rudolf Hess to inform the British of Hitler’s peace offer. Halder said, “The British
‘double-crossed’ Hitler, and informed Moscow of the nature of Hess’s mission.”[22]
Many other people have concluded that Hess flew to Great Britain with Hitler’s full
knowledge and approval. For example, Georg Bernhard wrote in The New York Times:
“It is now apparent to everybody that Rudolf Hess flew to England with the full consent
of Adolf Hitler. It was his job to bring peace between Germany and England.”[23] J.
Bernard Hutton wrote, “Hess’s historic flight to Britain was made with Hitler’s full
knowledge and approval.”[24] Willis Carto also wrote, “The evidence is strong that Hess
risked his life for peace under orders from Adolf Hitler.”[25]

Nuremberg Trial
The prosecution at the Nuremberg Trial had difficulty building a case against Rudolf
Hess. U.S. prosecutor Robert Jackson sent Erich Lipman of the Third U.S. Army to
search Ilse Hess’s household for incriminating documents. After trawling through 60
boxes of Hess’s private and official correspondence, Lipman concluded that most of it
would only advance Hess’s case, and not that of the prosecution. Lipman declared,
“Frankly, I am rather impressed with the type of friends he [Hess] had and the manner in
which he frowned upon favoritism, even in the cases of his own family.”[26]
British historian David Irving writes about the difficulty in charging Hess with a
crime:[27]

“He [Hess] had personally issued a circular telegram to all the gauleiters in
November 1938 halting the outrages of the Kristallnacht. He had
participated in none of the secret Hitler conferences in 1938 and 1939. As
the British well knew, Hess had tried to stop the war and to end the
bombing. He had left Germany before the attack on Russia in June 1941 and
before the onset of what would in the 1970s become known as the
Holocaust. There seemed little real reason to inscribe Hess’s name on any
list of war criminals.”
Despite the difficulty of charging Hess with a crime, the indictment at the Nuremberg
Trial charged Hess with all four criminal counts. Hess regarded the trial as a sham and
paid little attention to its proceedings. Although Hess had hardly spoken during the trial,
he delivered a memorable closing speech on August 31, 1946. With his speech broadcast
around the world, Hess concluded: “To me was granted to work for many years of my
life under the greatest son my country has brought forth in a thousand years of history…
The time will come when I shall stand before the judgement seat of the Eternal. I shall
answer unto Him, and I know that he will judge me innocent.”[28]
Hess was convicted by the Nuremberg Tribunal on the single count of “crimes against
peace” and sentenced to life imprisonment. Soviet Gen. Vasily Sokolovsky, a member of
the four-man Allied Control Council in Berlin, attempted to obtain a death sentence for
Hess instead of life imprisonment, arguing that Hess was “responsible for all the crimes
committed by the Nazi regime.” The other Control Council members rejected
Sokolovsky’s request.[29]
British historian A. J. P. Taylor wrote concerning the injustice of the Hess case:[30]
“Hess came to this country in 1941 as an ambassador of peace. He came
with the…intention of restoring peace between Great Britain and Germany.
He acted in good faith. He fell into our hands and was quite unjustly treated
as a prisoner of war. After the war, we could have released him.
No crime has ever been proven against Hess…As far as the records show,
he was never at even one of the secret discussions at which Hitler explained
his war plans. He was of course a leading member of the Nazi Party. But he
was no more guilty than any other Nazi or, if you wish, any other German.
All the Nazis, all the Germans, were carrying on the war. But they were not
all condemned because of this.”
It is ironic that Hess—the only defendant at Nuremberg who had risked his life for
peace—was found guilty of “crimes against peace.” The life sentence given Hess by the
judges at Nuremberg was an extreme perversion of justice.

Imprisonment
Rudolf Hess was imprisoned in West Berlin’s Spandau Prison in 1947. Regulations
forbade prison officials from calling Hess by his name; he was addressed only as
“Prisoner No. 7.” For the first 20 years of his imprisonment, Hess at least had the limited
company of a few other Nuremberg defendants. However, with the release of Albert
Speer and Baldur von Schirach in October 1966, Hess was the only prisoner in Spandau
until his death 21 years later.[31]
After Hess became the only prisoner in Spandau, he told U.S. Lt. Col. Eugene Bird: “I
am an innocent man. I see no reason why I should not be turned loose. Even if I were
guilty—which I am not—no other prisoner who has been sentenced to life or even death

for their war crimes still remains in jail. I am the only one I know of who has not been
freed. It is all wrong.” However, the Russians would not consider freeing Hess.[32]
Hess’s Cell Number 7 in Spandau became the world’s most expensive single-bed
accommodation. Including full board, the daily cost of this two by three-meter room was
2,800 deutschmarks. Hess was watched around the clock by three armed guards, 20
prison officials, 17 civilians, four doctors, one chaplain and four prison directors. Thus,
the loneliest prisoner in the world sat behind bars, walls and barbed wire for an entire
generation—costing the taxpayers of West Berlin and West Germany millions of
deutsche marks.[33]
Hess died in Spandau Prison on August 17, 1987, allegedly by hanging himself in a
summerhouse in the prison garden. Hess’s death was ruled a suicide. However, the idea
that Hess committed suicide quickly unraveled. Dr. Hugh Thomas, a British military
medic, wrote that the arthritic hands of Hess were far too weak for a suicide attempt. It
would have been impossible for Hess to lift his hands above his head, let alone hang
himself or tighten a noose. Dr. Thomas concluded that Hess had been strangled from
behind with an electric cord.[34]
Abdallah Melaouhi, a medical aide at Spandau who became close friends with Hess,
writes that on the day Hess died, Malaouhi was held up for 20 minutes at a locked door
before he could see Hess. When he finally arrived on the scene, Melaouhi was convinced
a struggle had taken place. All of the furniture had been overturned, and even the straw
mat was out of place. The extension cord that Hess allegedly used to hang himself was
plugged into the socket in the wall and still connected to the lamp. When Melaouhi
arrived at the scene, American guard Anthony Jordan said to him, “The pig is
finished!”[35]
Melaouhi writes that he is convinced he could have saved Hess’s life if he had been
promptly admitted through the main gate and allowed to take a straight route to the
garden house. Melaouhi also states that the course of events that led to Hess’s alleged
self-strangulation were impossible both technically and physically. He concludes that
Hess did not commit suicide, but was instead murdered by British and American
agents.[36]
An alleged suicide note written by Hess was discovered by the Allies two days after
Hess’s death. This suicide note was later proven to be a crude hoax. Hess’s son
Wolfgang concluded: “Rudolf Hess did not commit suicide on August 17, 1987, as the
British government claims. The weight of evidence shows instead that British officials,
acting on high-level orders, murdered my father.” [37]

Conclusion
Winston Churchill wrote about Rudolf Hess after the war:[38]
“Reflecting upon the whole of this story, I am glad not to be responsible for
the way in which Hess has been and is being treated. Whatever may be the
moral guilt of a German who stood near to Hitler, Hess had, in my view,
atoned for this by his completely devoted and fanatic deed of lunatic
benevolence. He came to us of his own free will and, though without
authority, had something of the quality of an envoy. He was a medical and
not a criminal case, and should be so regarded.”
Churchill was being disingenuous when he said he was not responsible “for the way in
which Hess has been and is being treated.” Not only did Churchill refuse to negotiate

with Hess, but Churchill kept Hess incarcerated in Great Britain until the end of the war.
Churchill also never used his considerable influence to attempt to keep Hess from being
sent to the Nuremberg Trial.
Hess continues to be disrespected and subject to injustice after his death. Hess was not
even allowed to stay buried in his chosen town of Wunsiedel. The town of Wunsiedel
became the scene of pilgrimages for people who wanted to honor Hess for his
courageous effort to negotiate peace with Great Britain. On July 20, 2011, Hess’s grave
was reopened and his remains were exhumed and then cremated. His ashes were
scattered at sea, and his gravestone, which bore the epitaph “I took the risk” was
destroyed.[39]
Historian Mark Weber writes:[40]
“The injustice against Hess was not something that happened once and was
quickly over. It was, rather, a wrong that went on, day after day, for 46
years. Rudolf Hess was a prisoner of peace and a victim of a vindictive
age.”
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The Case of Brushwood That Was Not Available
by Wojciech Chworostowski

Abstract
Exterminationists offer a wide variety of means by which millions of human cadavers,
victims of the so-called Holocaust, are said to have been disposed, ranging from
stationary or portable crematoria to pyre burning, but the version currently offered by the
Treblinka Museum on their website is perhaps the most ludicrous of them all. The
museum claims that 800,000 alleged victims were burned on grates made of rails, with
brushwood as the source of energy. The brushwood necessary to fuel those pyres was
allegedly collected in nearby forests, or was simply somehow miraculously available in
sufficient quantities during the first half of 1943, when the claimed Treblinka victims are
said to have been cremated. In this paper, the authors attempt to describe this operation,
with strong emphasis on the logistics needed.

Pyre Cremations Now and in Treblinka
We are invited (or commanded) to believe that corpses in Treblinka were burned on
pyres using brushwood (Polish: chrust) doused with gasoline[1] as the fuel. The
operation is said to have lasted half a year in 1943 (from February to August).[2]
“Chrust” in Polish means “small dry branches of trees or shrubs that have broken off and
fallen to the ground”.[3] Such brushwood is usually used to start and kindle a fire, to
ignite larger pieces of wood (large branches and logs).
The present-day practice of pyre cremation reveals that the quantity of wood needed to
cremate a corpse is as follows according to various sources (in kilograms): 500-600,[4]
or 400-500,[5] or 400-500,[6] or 270-400,[7] or 500-600,[8] etc. These data come from
India, where pyre (open-air) cremation with wood as fuel has been common practice for
centuries and still is today. For this paper, 400 kg (880 lbs) of brushwood per corpse is
taken as a starting point for further calculations. Thus, at least 320,000 metric tons of
brushwood would have been necessary to pyre-burn the claimed number of corpses in
Treblinka (800,000, as per exterminationist sources). The inconvenience of brushwood is
that it is voluminous - its weight per unit of volume is slight. With a mechanical
compactor, such as a trash compactor, its density can be increased up to maybe a third of
that of solid wood, hence some 300 kg/m³, but without this, its density is as low as 40 to
80 kg/m³. For this paper, it is assumed that 80 kg (176 lbs) of dry brushwood (meaning
not soaked by snow or rain) occupy a volume of 1 cubic meter. Thus, we are expected to
believe that the volume of brushwood consumed during the pyre cremations at Treblinka
amounted to some four million cubic meters.[9] If we assume furthermore that an
average truckload of brushwood is 20 cubic meters,[10] hence carrying each on average
1,600 kg (3,527 lbs) of brushwood, then one single truckload of brushwood was good
for the cremation of only 4 (four) corpses. Therefore, to transport the brushwood needed,
200,000 truckloads of it would have to have been transported into the camp.

Not Much of the Forests Near Treblinka
Illustrations 1 and 2 show two maps of the Treblinka Region as of today, taken from an

online source.[11] The green areas are forests. Visibly, there are no huge forests nearby
now. During World War II, there was none either, as forest coverage in Poland has
actually grown by 50% since the end of the war (from 20.8% in 1945 to 29.6%
currently).[12] This is a typical Polish rural neighborhood with some forestation. There
was and is nothing atypical in this part of the country. The question arises, from where
did the Treblinka Camp get the four million cubic meters of brushwood it is implied to
have needed?

Illustrations 1 & 2: Large-scale and small-scale map of the Polish region around
Treblinka (red circle; click to enlarge).
The following account is to a large extent based on the history of my family on my
mother's side. She spent her childhood years in a village 50 km (30 miles) to the southast
of Treblinka. I spent many vacations there, during which I chopped up stumpwood my
grandmother needed for her kitchen stove. My mother told us that the forests at that time
(1980s) were much different than those of her childhood years (1950s), and
consequently also the forests of today. The striking characteristic of present-day forests
is that they are “littered” with brushwood due to the fact that Polish households no
longer gather this inefficient fuel, as they did in rural war-time Poland. Back then, it was
unthinkable to find a piece of brushwood, she said. Nearby forests were picked “clean”,
that is, they were totally devoid of any brushwood. Brushwood was constantly gathered
by locals and used as fuel for cooking and heating. Forays into the forest to pick up
brushwood were routine, and no piece of brushwood was overlooked. Besides, forests
were used for grazing cattle, so clearing the forest of brushwood, thus allowing grass to
grow, was beneficial for grazing. There is no reason to assume that this custom was any
different in the Treblinka area. Thus, it should be assumed that the forests around
Treblinka were devoid of noticeable amounts of brushwood. The inevitable response to
the brushwood question is simple – there was no abundance of it in the local forests.
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the camp staff had to bring brushwood from large
areas at considerable distances of maybe 20 km (12.5 miles) on average.[13] This way, it
is possible to compute the necessary number of trips by the camp’s motor pool required.
It would have been 200,000 round trips of 20 km one-way, covering a total of some 8
million km (some 5 million miles). With an average fuel consumption of 15 liters per
100 km per truck, the whole operation would have consumed 1.2 million liters (317
thousand gallons) of liquid fuel, likely diesel.

Holocaust of 800,000 on a Grate
We are expected to believe (and/or, barred under penalty of law from disputing) that the
corpses were burned on a grate made of rails. Due to lack of reliable exterminationist
data, let's assume that the rails were 1 m above ground. This leaves a space of 1 m
beneath them for depositing brushwood. Experience with large-scale outdoor carcass
cremations during livestock epidemics has shown that pyres are most-efficiently
operated with one layer of carcasses on top of a layer of fuel, where a packing density
equivalent of eight to ten corpses per running meter is reasonable,[14] meaning that up
to 300 human bodies would fit on a grate that is claimed to have been 30 m long.[15]
Ignoring children and being generous, let’s assume that the average adult human body
back then was 165 cm tall (1⅔ m). This results in a space underneath each body of
merely (1.65 ÷ 10 =) 0.165 cubic meters, which sufficed only for depositing some (80 kg
× 0.165 =) 13.2 kilograms of brushwood per corpse. By dividing the 400 kg of
brushwood necessary to burn a corpse by 13.2 kg of one “load” of brushwood, we come
to the conclusion that it would have been necessary to refill brushwood beneath the rails
of a burning pyre roughly 30 times for every single cremation of 300 corpses, meaning
that it would have been necessary to continually add fuel until these corpses were burned
completely. Due to the large volume and the composition of the fast-burning fuel, the
extreme heat radiating from the pyre would have made it necessary to use long-handled
pitchforks for refueling. Considering the unwieldy and stubborn nature of dry
brushwood, refueling these pyres would have been extremely cumbersome and slowgoing. Since that work would have had to be done continuously, it would have been
necessary for the workers fueling the fire to wear heat-protection gear, such as asbestos
suits. Never mind that such high-tech suits were invented only in the 1930s and were
certainly not made available to some Jewish slave laborers in rural Poland during the
war. Such gear is never mentioned by any witness. Hence, these workers would have
burned to the crisp within the first hour of their work.
Experience with large-scale outdoor carcass cremations during livestock epidemics has
also shown that such large pyres burn up to a day and more, and the embers they create
are hot for another day or so, meaning that on average such a pyre could be cleared from
ashes and unburned remains and restocked only after maybe a day, but probably only
after two days. Being generous, a single such grate working all day round without breaks
would have had a capacity of some 300 corpses a day. In order to burn 10,000 corpses in
such a way, some 33 grates would have to operate all day long, whereas Wikipedia
offers only six:[16]
“Six such grates were built near the mass graves; each could burn about 2-3
thousand corpses at a time”

Illustration 3: Layers of neatly stacked, identical human-body
shapes, forming a pile four times higher than it is wide. In reality,
corpses would differ in size and shape, hence any such pile would
bend first this way, then that. While being built, it would wobble all
over the place and would fall over long before getting even close to
such a height. (Click to enlarge)

Now, let’s assume it is possible to arrange three human corpses in one layer of each
running meter of the grate (especially when alternating their orientation: head first, feet
first, etc.). This means that one layer could hold (3 × 30 m =) 90 corpses. To reach three
thousand corpses, we would have to stack the corpses in 33.3 layers. If each layer has
the height of only a fifth of a meter (20 cm), the resulting pile of human corpses on the
grate would amount to (33 × 0.2 = ) 6.6 meters, or the height of a two-story building.
When building this pyre, how did the Jewish slave workers get the corpses onto the top
of this growing pile, once it was higher than they were tall? And how does one keep a
pile of highly uneven, non-rigid components (humans) that is (6.6 m ÷ 1.65 m =) four
times higher than it is wide from falling over? Moreover, if we assume an average
weight of 50 kg for each corpse, three thousand corpses would have weighed (50 kg ×
3,000 =) 150 metric tons. This weight had to be supported by the iron rails allegedly
used to form the grate. That iron would have gotten rather soft due to being exposed to
the extreme heat of the fire all the time. Hence, it would have had to be supported by
many support pillars, one every meter or so, which would have made it very difficult to
constantly refuel the fire with brushwood.
But that’s not the end of the absurdities. Wikipedia also claims an immense daily
capacity for each of these iron-grate pyres:[17]
“Once the system had been perfected, 10,000–12,000 bodies at a time could
be incinerated.”
The stated number of burned corpses would have consumed at least 10,000 × 400 kg =
4,000 metric tons, or 50,000 cubic meters of brushwood per day. The space beneath a
grate having only some (2 m × 30 m × 1 m =) 60 cubic meters of volume, this means
that the space underneath the grate would have had to be refilled some 833 times every
day to burn these 10,000 corpses, or once every (86,400 sec/day ÷ 833 =) 104 seconds,
day and night. Moreover, at an assumed volume of 20 cubic meters of brushwood per
truckload, we arrive at 2,500 truckloads of non-existent brushwood transported into the
camp every day. As picking brushwood would have been limited to daytime (assuming
12 hours on average for the whole period), the 50,000 cubic meters of brushwood daily

would have had to be picked at a pace of (50000/12=) 4,167 cubic meters per hour,
which means that, at the camp, one truck had to be unloaded every (43,200 sec/day ÷
2,500 =) 17 seconds, from dawn to dusk.

Too Many Impossibilities Make the Whole Thing
Impossible
Such an accumulation of impossibilities is not worth exploring any further. First of all,
rather than being abundant, there was basically no brushwood available in the regional
forests. Second, at wartime when petroleum-based fuels were very scarce and strictly
rationed, a camp in such a remote location could not have obtained gasoline or Diesel
fuel in the quantities needed – 1.2 million liters (317 thousand gallons) over half a year
of cremation activity – in order to collect and transport the required brushwood, which in
itself is a ludicrously inefficient fuel for cremations. The reasonable solution would have
been to employ, within the radius of some 20-30 km from the camp, all locals with their
horse-drawn carts to gather and transport all the brushwood accessible – even with
remuneration – but exterminationists don't report any such thing.
Next, the claimed stacking height of the pyres is impossible, and it would have been
physically impossible to fuel it at the pace needed with the necessary brushwood. Such a
huge logistical operation to bring the needed brushwood into the camp, which is said to
have gone on for half a year, would have created a sensation in the whole region, but
exterminationists don't report any such thing. Besides, winters were quite snowy in those
times as a rule, meaning that the brushwood was to be scavenged from under the snow
from February to March, and trucks were to be driven along snow-covered forests roads,
and then during the spring melt on muddy roads – one gigantic mess.
Further speculations are futile.
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The author expresses his gratitude to Germar Rudolf, who not only “polished” the
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Human medical experiments performed by German doctors during World War II are considered by many
people to be the worst atrocities in all of history. For example, George Annas and Michael Grodin write:
“No atrocities, however, can be compared to the human experimentation carried out by Nazi medical
doctors during the Second World War.”[1]
Dr. Leo Alexander wrote to his wife after the war about German medicine: “It sometimes seems as if the
Nazis had taken special pains in making practically every nightmare come true.”[2] The New York Times
called the German doctors’ crimes during World War II “beyond the pale of even the most perverted
medicine.”[3]
Many medical doctors also state that the human medical experiments performed by German doctors
during the war served no useful purpose. American Dr. Andrew Ivy, for example, stated that the Nazi
experiments on humans were of no medical value.[4]
This article documents the cruel and lethal medical experiments performed by one of Germany’s most
infamous doctors: Dr. Sigmund Rascher. It also shows that, contrary to Dr. Ivy’s statement, Dr. Rascher’s
human medical experiments did produce useful medical information, and were no more criminal than
many human medical experiments performed by American doctors during and after World War II.

Historical Background
The onset and escalation of World War II provided the rationalization for most of Germany’s illegal
human medical experimentation. Animal experimentation was known to be a poor substitute for
experiments on humans. Since only analogous inferences could be drawn from animal experiments, the
use of human experimentation during the war was deemed necessary to help in the German war effort.
Applications for medical experimentation on humans were usually approved on the ground that animal
tests had taken the researcher only so far. Better results could be obtained by using humans in the medical
experiments.[5]
The Dachau concentration camp was used as a center for medical experimentation on humans involving
high altitudes, freezing and other experiments. This has been documented at the so-called Doctors’ Trial at
Nuremberg, which opened on December 9, 1946, and ended on July 19, 1947.[6] Also, Dr. Charles P.
Larson, a leading American forensic pathologist, was at Dachau and conducted autopsies, interviews and
a review of the remaining medical records to determine the extent of the medical experimentation at the
camp.[7]
Dr. Sigmund Rascher was a 30-year-old assistant physician at Munich’s famous Schwabinger

Krankenhaus hospital when he first met Heinrich Himmler in April 1939. Himmler took an interest in
Rascher’s cancer research, and allowed Rascher to use Dachau concentration camp facilities in an effort to
switch from animal to human experiments. Rascher’s oncological work was intermittently hampered by
his conscription to the Luftwaffe just before the war. However, Rascher soon obtained authorization to
perform deadly human medical experiments at Dachau.[8] At the time, Rascher was a captain in the
Medical Service of the Luftwaffe, and also held officer rank in the SS.[9]

Dr. Sigmund Rascher’s Experiments
Dr. Sigmund Rascher conducted high-altitude experiments at Dachau beginning February 22, 1942, and
ending around the beginning of July 1942.[10] The experiments were performed in order to know what
happened to air crews after the destruction of their pressurized cabins at very high altitudes, when airmen
would be subjected to a quick drop in pressure and lack of oxygen. Rascher’s experiments were
performed to investigate various possible life-saving methods. To this end, a low-pressure chamber was
set up at Dachau to observe the reactions of human beings thrown out at extreme altitudes, and to
investigate ways of rescuing them.[11] The victims were locked in the chamber, and the pressure in the
chamber was then lowered to a level corresponding to very high altitudes. The pressure could be very
quickly altered, allowing Rascher to simulate the conditions which would be experienced by a pilot
freefalling from altitude without oxygen.
Dr. Rascher received authority to conduct these high-altitude experiments when he wrote to Heinrich
Himmler and was told that prisoners would be placed at his disposal. Rascher stated in his letter that he
knew the experiments could have fatal results. According to Walter Neff, the prisoner who gave testimony
at the Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg, approximately 180 to 200 prisoners were used in these high-altitude
experiments. Approximately 10 of these prisoners were volunteers, and about 40 of the prisoners were
men not condemned to death. According to Neff’s testimony, approximately 70 or 80 prisoners died
during these experiments.[12] A film showing the complete sequence of an experiment, including the
autopsy, was discovered in Dr. Rascher’s house at Dachau after the war.[13]
Rascher also conducted so-called freezing experiments at Dachau after the high-altitude experiments were
concluded. These freezing experiments were conducted from August 1942 to approximately May
1943.[14] The purpose of these experiments was to determine the best way of warming German pilots
who had been forced down in ice-cold seas and suffered hypothermia. The bodies of many Luftwaffe
pilots had been rescued from the icy waters just minutes after they had frozen to death. The Luftwaffe
wanted to know if, through medical research, doctors could learn how to bring these pilots back to
life.[15]
Rascher's subjects were forced to remain outdoors naked in freezing weather for up to 14 hours, or the
victims were kept in a tank of ice water for three hours, their pulse and internal temperature measured
through a series of electrodes. Warming of the victims was then attempted by different methods, most
usually and successfully by immersion in hot water. It is estimated that these experiments caused the
deaths of up to 80 or 90 prisoners.[16] Rascher prominently reported his medical breakthroughs at a
medical symposium with a paper titled “Medical Problems Arising from Sea and Winter.”[17]
Rascher also experimented with the effects of Polygal, a substance made from beet and apple pectin,
which aided blood clotting. He predicted that the preventative use of Polygal tablets would reduce
bleeding from surgery and from gunshot wounds sustained during combat. Subjects were given a Polygal
tablet and were either shot through the neck or chest, or their limbs were amputated without anesthesia.
Rascher published an article on his experience of using Polygal without detailing the nature of the human
trials. Rascher also set up a company staffed by prisoners to manufacture the substance.[18] Rascher’s
nephew, a Hamburg doctor, testified under oath that he knew of four prisoners who died from Rascher’s
testing Polygal at Dachau.[19]

Condemnation of Dr. Rascher

Dr. Rascher has been condemned by numerous people. Historian Paul Berben wrote:[20]
“Rascher himself had in any case no moral scruples at all. He pretended to be kindly towards
the prisoners and unscrupulously exploited the free labor at his disposal by having all sorts of
things made for his own and his family’s use. He was determined to make the most of the fact
that he was in high favor with Himmler, and he did not shrink from any crime. He had many
differences with his colleagues and his chiefs, and several doctors refused to collaborate in
experiments undertaken on his initiative when they realized his complete lack of professional
conscience or scruples.”
Dr. Charles Larson strongly condemned Rascher’s freezing experiments. Dr. Larson wrote:[21]
“A Dr. Raschau [sic] was in charge of this work and…we found the records of his
experiments. They were most inept compared to Dr. Schilling’s, much less scientific. What
they would do would be to tie up a prisoner and immerse him in cold water until his body
temperature reduced to 28 degrees centigrade (82.4 degrees Fahrenheit), when the poor soul
would, of course, die. These experiments were started in August, 1942, but Raschau’s [sic]
technique improved. By February 1943, he was able to report that 30 persons were chilled to
27 and 29 degrees centigrade, their hands and feet frozen white, and their bodies ‘rewarmed’
by a hot bath….
They also dressed the subjects in different types of insulated clothing before putting them in
freezing water, to see how long it took them to die.”
Dr. Rascher and his hypothermia experiments at Dachau were also not well regarded by many German
medical doctors. In an essay titled “Nazi Science—The Dachau Hypothermia Experiments,” Dr. Robert L.
Berger, a “Holocaust” survivor, wrote:[22]
“Rascher was not well regarded in professional circles…and his superiors repeatedly
expressed reservations about his performance. In one encounter, Professor Karl Gebhardt, a
general in the SS and Himmler’s personal physician, told Rascher in connection with his
experiments on hypothermia through exposure to cold air that ‘the report was unscientific; if
a student of the second term dared submit a treatise of the kind, [Gebhardt] would throw him
out.’ Despite Himmler’s strong support, Rascher was rejected for faculty positions at several
universities. A book by German scientists on the accomplishments of German aviation
medicine during the war devoted an entire chapter to hypothermia but failed to mention
Rascher’s name or his work.”
Dr. Berger concluded:[23]
“On analysis, the Dachau hypothermia study has all the ingredients of a scientific fraud, and
rejection of the data on purely scientific grounds is inevitable. They cannot advance science
or save human lives.”
Rascher had major legal problems toward the end of the war. During 1944, he was accused of financial
irregularities in connection with his experiments, and his family was charged with the illegal
appropriation of children. Arrested by the police, Rascher was released on Himmler’s intervention, but
with further investigation, Rascher and his wife were rearrested. Rascher was first imprisoned in the SS
barracks at Munich-Freimann, and then later in Dachau Camp. Rascher’s death is obscure, but it seems
probable that he was killed in his cell at Dachau shortly before the war ended.[24]

Use of Dr. Rascher’s Research
Despite the widespread criticism of Dr. Rascher’s research, his freezing experiments turned out to be
useful to both German and Allied doctors. Dr. Georg Weltz told Dr. Leo Alexander shortly after the war

that German doctors had solved an age-old riddle: Can a man who has frozen to death be brought back to
life? Weltz said the answer is yes. Weltz said the German doctors’ rewarming techniques were dependent
upon precise body temperature and duration of rewarming in direct proportion to a man’s weight. The
rewarming methods the German doctors developed were so effective that the Luftwaffe air-sea rescue
service successfully employed these techniques during the war.[25]
The rewarming techniques resulting from Rascher’s freezing research were adopted by British and
American air-crew services after the war. Edwin Black, the New York Times best-selling, award-winning
investigative author, writes:[26]
“After the war, Rascher’s conclusions were gleaned from Nazi reports and reluctantly
adopted by British and American air-sea rescue services. A Nuremberg war crimes report on
Nazi medicine summed up the extreme discomfort of Allied military doctors: ‘Dr. Rascher,
although he wallowed in blood…and in obscenity…nevertheless appears to have settled the
question of what to do for people in shock from exposure to cold…The method of rapid and
intensive rewarming in hot water…should be immediately adopted as the treatment of choice
by the Air-Sea Rescue Services of the United States Armed Forces.’”
Rascher reported during the war to Dr. Hubertus Strughold, the director of the Luftwaffe Institute for
Aviation Medicine. Strughold also attended the medical conference that reviewed Rascher’s research.
After the war, Strughold was sent to the United States as part of the top-secret Operation Paperclip
program that offered German scientists immunity from prosecution in exchange for their scientific
expertise.[27]
Strughold became the leader in American aviation medicine. His work was directly and indirectly
responsible for many aeromedical advances. One such advance was the ability of people to walk
effortlessly in a pressurized air cabin. This advance was developed largely as a result of Rascher’s highaltitude medical experiments at Dachau. Strughold was called “the father of U.S. Space Medicine,” and
was honored by Brooks Air Force Base in Texas, which named its Aeromedical Library in his honor.[28]

Conclusion
Obviously, Dr. Rascher’s medical experiments constitute major war crimes. Paul Hoedeman writes in
regard to Rascher’s high-altitude experiments:[29]
“In total, Rascher used 200 prisoners for his tests, of which 60 died in the most dreadful
circumstances.”
Rascher should rightfully be condemned for conducting such cruel and lethal medical experiments
regardless of their benefits.
However, it would be inaccurate to state that Rascher’s experiments served no useful purpose. Rascher’s
freezing research showed that rapid and intensive rewarming in hot water was the best way to help people
in shock recover from exposure to cold. His conclusions were reluctantly adopted by British and
American air-sea rescue services after the war. Dr. Hubertus Strughold also used Rascher’s high-altitude
experiments to help in the aeromedical advance of enabling people to walk effortlessly in pressurized air
cabins.
It would also be inaccurate to claim that American physicians were morally superior to the German
physicians. During the Doctors’ Trial at Nuremberg, Dr. Karl Brandt and the other defendants were
infuriated at the moral high ground taken by the U.S. prosecution. Evidence showed that the Allies had
been engaged in illegal medical experimentation, including poison experiments on condemned prisoners
in other countries, malaria experiments, and cholera and plague experiments on children.[30]
Dr. Robert Servatius, the Doctors’ Trial defense attorney, expanded on the theme of U.S. Army human

experimentation. American journalist Annie Jacobsen writes:[31]
"Servatius had located a Life magazine article, published in June of 1945, that described how
OSRD [the U.S. Office of Scientific Research and Development] conducted experiments on
800 U.S. prisoners during the war. Servatius read the entire article, word for word, in the
courtroom. None of the American judges was familiar with the article, nor were most
members of the prosecution, and its presentation in court clearly caught the Americans off
guard.
Because the article specifically discussed U.S. Army wartime experiments on prisoners, it
was incredibly damaging for the prosecution. ‘Prison life is ideal for controlled laboratory
work with humans,’ Servatius read, quoting American doctors who had been interviewed by
Life reporters. The idea that extraordinary times call for extraordinary measures, and that both
nations had used human test subjects during war, was unsettling. It pushed the core Nazi
concept of the Untermenschen to the side. The Nuremberg prosecutors were left looking like
hypocrites."
The U.S. prosecution flew in Dr. Andrew Ivy to explain the differences in medical ethics between German
and U.S. medical experiments. Interestingly, Dr. Ivy himself had been involved in malaria experiments on
inmates at the Illinois State Penitentiary. When Dr. Ivy mentioned that the United States had specific
research standards for medical experimentation on humans, it turns out that these principles were first
published on December 28, 1946, 19 days after the opening of the trial. Dr. Ivy had to admit that the U.S.
principles on ethics in human medical experimentation had been made in anticipation of Dr. Ivy’s
testimony at the Doctors’ Trial.[32]
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Jasenovac Unmasked | CODOH
by Thomas Dalton

In the year 1700, German scholar Johann Eisenmenger published a shocking exposé
entitled Entdecktes Judentum—Judaism Unmasked. His objective was to reveal the
thread of Jewish ideology hidden within Christianity, and to lay out the pernicious effect
of Jews in contemporary German society. The book was highly influential for more than
two centuries, in large part because it laid bare the deeper nature of European Jewry. In
the present day, we have many such exposés, some tackling large and complex issues
(such as the broader Holocaust) and others, like the present essay, that seek to simply
‘unmask’ one small piece of a larger story. Sometimes we can draw the largest of lessons
from the humblest of examples.
The case in point here is an obscure WW2 concentration camp in present-day Croatia,
by the name of Jasenovac. The camp—which operated for around three and a half years,
from mid-1941 until war’s end—is, by any reasonable accounting, all but irrelevant to
the Holocaust story. Even according to the US Holocaust Memorial Museum, only some
“12,000 to 20,000 Jews” died there, which means that the camp accounts for, at best,
0.33% of the presumed Jewish death toll of 6 million. Were it not for a recent blunder by
the Jerusalem Post, I would likely never have spent a moment on the topic. In the grand
Holocaust narrative, there are much larger fish to fry. But the latest gaff gives us a
chance to shine a light on the on-going fraud that is the Holocaust. When the Jews
themselves put a foot in their collective mouths, we should make the most of it.
The subject at hand is an article that briefly appeared on the Post website, titled “This
disgraceful mocking of the Holocaust needs to stop now” (now available here; the
original URL has been deleted). Written by an Australian journalist named David
Goldman, the short essay obsesses over a three-year-old Croatian television interview in
which historian and Croatian Jew Ivo Goldstein expounds on the “increasingly
problematic” camp at Jasenovac. The interview, from 2018, included this question of
Goldstein: “Many have commented on the lack of forensic evidence from this particular
camp. Can you explain why this is the case?” (meaning, why there is an absence of
evidence). Goldstein then dropped his “bombshell” reply: “Because in April 1945, Hitler
flew in special machines to Jasenovac. These machines were used to dissolve the bones
that were left.”
Several points here: One, in all of Holocaust historiography, there is no actual or even
rumored documentation of any such “bone dissolving machines.” There were alleged
bone crushers, driven by diesel engines; here is one alleged photo. But these have been
shown to be fraudulent.[1] The Nazis also allegedly used chlorinated lime (quicklime) to
try to decompose corpses at Treblinka and Belzec, but this chemical, when used, only
reduces the odor; it does nothing to hasten decomposition. “Dissolving,” especially for
bones, implies the use of acid or some other strong chemical process, but again, such
claims are completely unknown in the literature. Hence Goldman rightly refers to these
as “hitherto unheard-of machines.” Perhaps there was some confusion on Goldstein’s
part, and he actually meant ‘crushing,’ not ‘dissolving.’ But again, we have no reliable
evidence that such crushing machines were ever used by the Germans.
Two, this idea seems to be a pure invention by Goldstein to explain away a troublesome
fact, namely, lack of forensic evidence at Jasenovac—meaning any corpses, ash, or other

human remains. And by “pure invention,” I mean an outright lie. By all accounts,
Goldstein lied to cover up a critical and damning fact. Anyone who has studied the
Holocaust story knows that such lies are legion.[2]
Three, the whole premise that the Germans, in the final throes of defeat, would take the
trouble to send anything like “bone dissolving machines” to an obscure camp in Croatia
is patently absurd, as Goldman points out. The whole idea is nonsense.
Perhaps most significantly, this little episode brings to mind similar claims about the
more important camps like Auschwitz, Treblinka, and Belzec. Lacking physical
evidence, how can we justify claims of thousands, or hundreds of thousands, or a million
Holocaust victims at these camps? For the journalist Goldman, however, the lies about
Jasenovac only “contaminate” the larger Holocaust story, which he accepts
unquestioningly. As he says, “Why allow the contamination of Holocaust history with a
place [Jasenovac] that cannot provide any independent forensic evidence past a few
thousand victims, and that has an ever-increasing—including in 2021—victim list that
has been repeatedly proven to have been doctored?” Indeed; and we can ask the same
question about virtually all of the conventional Holocaust sites. The implications are dire
for Jews everywhere.

A Short Course on Jasenovac
It is worthwhile taking a moment to review the conventional history of this camp, given
the many lessons it offers here. It is undisputed that Jasenovac was established under the
auspices of the Nazi-aligned government of occupied Croatia known as the Ustasa (or
Ustase, or Ustashi). The camp was constructed in August 1941, not long after Hitler
began his invasion of the Soviet Union. It consisted of five separate facilities, two of
which were short-lived, but the other three—Ciglana, Kozara, and Stara Gradiska
—operated right until the virtual end of the war in April 1945. The purpose of the camp
is disputed; some claim it was strictly a detention and work camp, whereas others
declare it to be an extermination center on par with the worst camps of Poland. By all
accounts, several thousand people died there—mostly Serbs, but also Jews, Roma, and
scattered numbers of Muslims and Croatian political enemies.
The numbers of victims, and especially the numbers of Jews, are the main points of
contention. Like most Holocaust camps and death sites, the range of estimates is vast.
Individuals sympathetic to the Ustasa regime, like former president Franjo Tudjman,
regularly gave figures of just 3,000 to 4,000 total. Such numbers date back to the first
forensic examinations of the camp in 1947. But by the 1970s and 1980s, the numbers
were rising; the 1990 Encyclopedia of the Holocaust (p. 189) claimed, without evidence,
that around 300,000 bodies were discovered and exhumed there.
Yet even this number was insufficient for our Holocaust propagandists. One recent
article notes that, over past decades, “historians have estimated that between 700,000
and 1,000,000 people were killed at Jasenovac.” Serbian publications of the 1990s cited
figures as high as 1.2 million.[3] Of these, around 15% are claimed to have been Jews—
meaning, potentially 100,000 to 150,000. At that upper estimate, this would put
Jasenovac well ahead of Majdanek camp in terms of Jewish death toll, and approaching
the status of Sobibor. If, on the other hand, Jews were 15% of, say, 3,000 fatalities, it
would mean an utterly inconsequential 400 or 500 deaths. Much is at stake.
Today, though, the more commonly accepted estimates are much closer to the low end
than the high. The current Croatian government seems to accept a figure of 83,000 total
deaths. The US Holocaust Memorial Museum claims that “the Ustasa regime murdered
between 77,000 and 99,000 people in Jasenovac between 1941 and 1945.” Of these,

some 12,000 to 20,000 are claimed to have been Jews. Still, the USHMM is not very
sanguine about their own estimates:
Determining the number of victims for…Jasenovac is highly problematic, due to the
destruction of many relevant documents, the long-term inaccessibility to independent
scholars of those documents that survived, and the ideological agendas of postwar
partisan scholarship and journalism, which has been and remains influenced by ethnic
tension, religious prejudice, and ideological conflict. The estimates offered here are
based on the work of several historians who have used census records as well as
whatever documentation was available in German, Croat, and other archives in the
former Yugoslavia and elsewhere.
As I noted above, even 20,000 Jewish deaths are largely irrelevant to the broader
Holocaust narrative.

A Rebuttal
Goldman’s short essay drew a quick and furious response from Dejan Ristic, the acting
director of the Serbian Museum of Genocide Victims. It was published in the Jerusalem
Post just two days after Goldman’s original piece. Serbia, of course, has an incentive to
promote high numbers of victims, and especially high numbers of Serbs, because it
enhances their victimhood status and promotes their nationalist agenda. But more
important than high numbers is the overall integrity of the camp as a legitimate
Holocaust site and not as a whimsical political ragdoll that has victim numbers ranging
over nearly three orders of magnitude, and that is entirely lacking in relevant evidence.
Ristic’s rebuttal—“Shame on those who seek to revise history of the Holocaust”—is as
poorly argued as it is poorly written. (Though, oddly, the Post website still displays this
rebuttal, whereas the original essay is long gone.) Ristic expresses “astonishment” at the
“pseudo-scientific and revisionist text” by Goldman, which contains, he says, little more
than “a series of inaccurate statements and semi-information.” Ristic is incensed that
Goldman dares to cite the ragged history of victim numbers; the Museum clearly accepts
a figure in the mainstream range (80,000 to 90,000), though with the opportunity for
higher figures in the future. Ristic writes, “As the research of the experts of the
Museum...continues, it is to be expected that the number of Jasenovac victims will be
corrected... The estimated total number of victims is, unfortunately, far higher than the
one that historical science will ever be able to identify with the precise data.” He is
anxious to quell all thoughts of a mere few thousand deaths, and he equally seeks to
avoid any suggestion that the figure approaches a million or more; as he well knows,
both extremes threaten to undermine all credibility about the camp.
Most amusingly, in his entire lengthy rebuttal, Ristic never once mentions the
“bombshell” about the bone-dissolving machines—not once. This is a tacit admission
that the point holds, that no evidence was sought or found, and that the whole basis for
Jasenovac as a top-tier death camp rests on little more than rumor and innuendo, if not
outright falsehood.
The central problem for both Ristic and Goldman, however, is that their back-and-forth
arguments promise to expose the far more consequential problems of the main Holocaust
camps. In fact, Ristic does the nasty work for us. He writes, “we could ask a question as
to whether it is possible to deny, in the same way, the number of 1,200,000 to 1,500,000
killed in Auschwitz since there is no forensic evidence for that claim either?” Touché,
Mr. Ristic! The irony is that he is entirely correct, of course. No evidence (or scarcely
any) for Auschwitz; none for Treblinka; none for Belzec—the same old story.

Grave Implications
Goldman’s main beef is with the ad hoc lie of the bone-dissolving machines, but this
echoes the many, far more grievous lies about Auschwitz, Belzec, Treblinka, and indeed
all six of the so-called death camps.[4] Of these, Goldman of course is silent. But he
does decry the ongoing process of myth-formation surrounding a camp like Jasenovac,
“where myths of Serbian and Jewish suffering were interwoven, providing a new series
of national myths” (to cite the author David McDonald). Goldman, though, naturally
avoids the similar but far greater myth-formation process about Auschwitz, the other
camps, and the broader Holocaust. It is this very myth-formation process that has led to
numbers like 1 million Jews gassed at Auschwitz, when, on the far more plausible
revisionist thesis, perhaps 150,000 people died there, of whom maybe half were Jews—
but none in gas chambers.
Likewise, Goldman ridicules the notion of human remains “yet to be discovered” at
Jasenovac, and he rightly jabs a finger at the Yugoslav government, who, “during its 47year rule of the site, never bothered once to try and locate these mysterious ‘missing’
remains.” The same, of course, can be said for the current Croatian government and its
on-going 30-year rule. (One strongly suspects that there are simply no remains to be
found there.) But this again raises the same question for the other camps: Where are the
remains of anything approaching 1 million Jewish bodies at Auschwitz? Or 900,000
Jewish bodies at Treblinka? Or 600,000 Jewish bodies at Belzec? Do we have anything?
Bodies, bones, ash—anything? Do we even have the holes in the ground where the
Germans were said to bury the hundreds of thousands of victims, only to later dig them
up and burn them “to ash” on open-air fires over wooden logs? Based on my years of
research, the answer to all these questions is ‘no.’
What about the alleged 1 million Jews killed in the various ghettos? Where are their
remains? What about the alleged 1.6 million Jews killed by shootings, mostly along the
Eastern front; where are their remains? (Such figures are stated or implied by all of our
experts, and are absolutely required to get us to the mandatory “6 million” total.) Not all
of their remains, mind you, or even most of them. We would be satisfied with, say, half,
or even a quarter, as long as we had a good explanation for the remainder. But instead
we get stories of “600 bodies found here” and “250 bodies found there” and ashes
consistent with perhaps “a few thousand bodies” at most. These are so far short of the “6
million” that they constitute an effective refutation of that very figure. Just as the
“700,000 to 1 million” at Jasenovac is a farce, so too is the “6 million Jews” for the
broader Holocaust.[5]
And yet, our intrepid reporter David Goldman has the gall to write, “Those who have
conflated the only [!] wartime concentration camp without any verifiable data, with
scientifically proven [!] Holocaust facts, have done immeasurable harm to Jewish
history.” He is either ignorant of the truth or deliberately covering up the reality. The
true “immeasurable harm” has been done by his fellow Jews and their intellectual
lackeys who, for decades, have promoted an unsustainable myth of Jewish suffering.
The days of the “6 million” are numbered, and I suspect that Goldman, Goldstein, and
friends know it. When that crumbles, so too collapses what little remains of Jewish
credibility. When the orthodox Holocaust story goes down, the dominoes may well begin
to fall. And when that happens, all bets are off.
Notes
[1] All alleged use of Nazi ’bone crushers’ to eliminate bodily evidence has been

refuted in recent years. The machines in the few extant photos are likely
conventional gravel ball mills used in road construction in the early 20th
century. See the discussion in The Einsatzgruppen in the Occupied Eastern
Territories (2018, C. Mattogno, Castle Hill Publishers), pp. 481-484. See also
the online article “The bone mill of Lemberg” (2013).
[2] My all-time favorite Holocaust liar is Herman Rosenblat, who fabricated the
whole “angel at the fence” story in the 1990s. His television interview in 2009,
in which he openly confesses to the lie, is so audacious, so brazen, and so
deluded that it stands as a monument to Jewish mendacity. The video can’t be
circulated enough, so instructive is it.
[3] Benčić, A. (2018). “Koncentracijski logor Jasenovac: konfliktno ratno nasljeđe i
osporavani muzejski postav.” Polemos XXI (41): 37–63.
[4] Such lies are vast, both in content and type. They cover all aspects of the
Holocaust, and include overt lies, lies of omission, half-truths, dissembling,
gross exaggeration, hyperbole, and many more. They were promoted by
survivors, “eyewitnesses,” coerced and captive Germans, and present-day
“experts.” I can’t begin to elaborate these here; they are the subject of several
dedicated books. For starters, one might refer to Auschwitz Lies (G. Rudolf and
C. Mattogno, 2017, Castle Hill), Treblinka (C. Mattogno and J. Graf, 2020,
Castle Hill), or Belzec (C. Mattogno, 2016, Castle Hill). Or for a good overview
of these issues, see my own work Debating the Holocaust (2020, Castle Hill).
[5] This is not to deny that many thousands of Jews did die during the National
Socialist era. By most revisionist accounts, perhaps 500,000 in total died, from
all causes. But this is more than a 90% reduction from the claimed 6 million.
And it reduces Jewish deaths to a mere footnote in the larger catastrophe that
was World War Two.

Jewish Involvement in Instigating World War II
by John Wear

Adolf Hitler said that Jews controlled both U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt and the
Soviet Union. Hitler mentioned the Jewish control of Roosevelt and the Soviet Union in
his speech on December 11, 1941, declaring war on the United States:[1]
“The circle of Jews around Roosevelt encouraged him [to divert attention
from domestic problems to foreign policy]. With Old-Testament
vindictiveness, they regarded the United States as the instrument which they
and he could use to prepare a second Purim against the nations of Europe,
which were increasingly anti-Jewish. So it was that the Jews, in all of their
satanic baseness, gathered around this man, and he relied on them. […]
We know the power behind Roosevelt. It is the same eternal Jew that
believes that his hour has come to impose the same fate on us that we have
all seen and experienced with horror in Soviet Russia. We have gotten to
know the Jewish paradise on earth first hand. Millions of German soldiers
have personally seen the land where this international Jewry has destroyed
and annihilated people and property. Perhaps the president of the United
States does not understand this. If so, that only speaks for his intellectual
narrowmindedness.”
This article examines the validity of Hitler’s claim that Jews controlled both the U.S. and
Soviet governments, and his allegations of Jewish involvement in instigating World War
II.

Validity of Adolf Hitler’s Statements
Hitler was correct that Roosevelt was surrounded by numerous Jewish advisors. Jewish
historian Lucy Dawidowicz wrote:[2]
“Roosevelt himself brought into his immediate circle more Jews than any
other President before or after him.”
A partial list of Jews surrounding Roosevelt include: Bernard Baruch, Felix Frankfurter,
David E. Lilienthal, David Niles, Louis Brandeis, Samuel I. Rosenman, Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., Benjamin V. Cohen, Rabbi Stephen Wise, Francis Perkins, Sidney
Hillman, Herbert H. Lehman, Jesse I. Straus, Harold J. Laski, Charles E. Wyzanski,
Samuel Untermyer, Edward Filene, David Dubinsky, Mordecai Ezekiel, Abe Fortas,
Harold Ickes, Isador Lubin, Harry Dexter White (Weiss), David Weintraub, Nathan G.
Silvermaster, Harold Glasser, Irving Kaplan, Solomon Adler, Benjamin Cardozo, Anna
Rosenberg, and numerous others, almost to the exclusion of gentile advisers.
As a consequence, Roosevelt was surrounded by a milieu of Jewish hate and hostility
toward Germany. Roosevelt was determined to destroy Germany because Roosevelt’s
Jewish advisors were determined to destroy Germany.[3]
Hitler was also correct that Jews had taken control of the Soviet Union. Capt.
Montgomery Schuyler, a U.S. Army intelligence officer in Russia during its

revolutionary period, stated in a report dated June 9, 1919:[4]
“A table made up in 1918 by Robert Wilton, correspondent of the London
Times in Russia, shows at that time there were 384 commissars including
two Negroes, 13 Russians, 15 Chinamen, 22 Armenians and more than 300
Jews. Of the latter number, 264 had come from the United States since the
downfall of the imperial government.”
Thus, the “Russian revolution” had only 13 ethnic Russians and more than 300 Jews in
its top governing body of 384 members.
British intelligence reports also confirm that Jews controlled the Communist revolution
in the Soviet Union. The first sentence in a lengthy British intelligence report dated July
16, 1919, stated: “There is now definite evidence that Bolshevism is an international
movement controlled by Jews.” Even Winston Churchill, in an article appearing in the
Illustrated Sunday Herald on February 8, 1920 wrote:[5]
“There is no need to exaggerate the part played in the creation of
Bolshevism and in the actual bringing about of the Russian revolution by
these international and for the most part atheistical Jews….”
American intelligence officers reported that most Bolshevik leaders were Jews. The New
York office of The Military Intelligence Division (MID) reported “that there is now
definite evidence that Bolshevism is an international movement controlled by Jews.” In
Bern, an American agent reported that 90% of those attending secret Bolshevik meetings
were Jews. The British government also obtained evidence that the Bolshevik movement
throughout the world is an international conspiracy of Jews. The official MID viewpoint
was that “Jewish intellectuals have had the leading and commanding part everywhere,”
and because of “the growing power of the Jews,” they practically controlled the Soviet
government.[6]
U.S. Gen. Amos A. Fries told MID’s chief in 1926 that Polish officers believed
“extremely clever and absolutely unscrupulous” Jewish leaders, most disguised behind
Russian names, really controlled the Soviet Union. Fries wrote:[7]
“[O]f the Russian Congress some 70% were Jews, and the remaining 30%
were largely figureheads…real power…was entirely in the hands of the
Jews who were in it…for what they could get out of it, and very few
members…really believe in the doctrines which they preach.”
Jewish leaders also used Churchill to agitate for war against Germany. Churchill was
financially supported by the anti-German group The Focus, whose membership included
many wealthy British and American Jews. Churchill wrote that the basis of The Focus
“is, of course, Jewish resentment.”[8]
American Gen. Robert E. Wood stated before a U.S. Senate committee that Churchill
had said to him in November 1936, “Germany is getting too strong, and we must smash
her.” Churchill also stated in 1936:[9]
“We will force Hitler into war, whether he wants it or not.”
Churchill was an exceptional orator and writer, and he was an effective agent in stirring
up British public opinion against Germany.

Jewish Soviet Agents

Jewish Soviet agents conspired to have Japan attack the United States. Harry Dexter
White, who was later proven to be a Soviet agent, carried out a mission to provoke Japan
into war with the United States. When Secretary of State Cordell Hull allowed the
peacemakers in Roosevelt’s administration to put together a modus vivendi that had real
potential, White drafted a 10-point proposal that the Japanese were certain to reject.
White passed a copy of his proposal to Hull, and this final American offer—the socalled “Hull note”—was presented to the Japanese on November 26, 1941.[10]
The Hull note, which was based on two memoranda from White, was a declaration of
war as far as the Japanese were concerned. The Hull note destroyed any possible peace
settlement with the Japanese, and led to the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. In this
regard, John Koster writes:[11]
“Harry Dexter White, acting under orders from Soviet intelligence, pulled
the strings by which Cordell Hull and [State Department expert on Far
Eastern Affairs] Stanley Hornbeck handed the Japanese an ultimatum that
was tantamount to a declaration of war—when both the Japanese cabinet
and the U.S. military were desperately eager for peace.… Harry Dexter
White knew exactly what he was doing. The man himself remains a
mystery, but the documents speak for themselves. Harry Dexter White gave
us Pearl Harbor.”
The Soviets had also planted numerous other Jewish agents in the Roosevelt
administration. For example, Harold Glasser, a member of Morgenthau’s Treasury staff,
provided intelligence from the War Department and the White House to the Soviets.
Glasser’s reports were deemed so important by the NKVD that 74 reports generated
from his material went directly to Stalin. One historian writes of the Soviet infiltration of
the U.S. government and its effect on Roosevelt:[12]
“These spies, plus the hundreds in other U.S. agencies at the time, including
the military and the OSS, permeated the administration in Washington, and,
ultimately, the White House, surrounding FDR. He was basically in the
Soviet’s pocket. He admired Stalin, sought his favor. Right or wrong, he
thought the Soviet Union indispensable in the war, crucial to bringing world
peace after it, and he wanted the Soviets handled with kid gloves. FDR was
star struck. The Russians hardly could have done better if he was a Soviet
spy.”
The opening of the Soviet archives in 1995 revealed that more than 300 communist
members or supporters had infiltrated the American government. Working in LendLease, the Treasury Department, the State Department, the office of the president, the
office of the vice president, and even American intelligence operations, these spies
constantly tried to shift U.S. policy in a pro-Soviet direction. During World War II,
several of these Soviet spies were well-positioned to influence American policy.
Especially at the Tehran and Yalta meetings toward the end of World War II, the Soviet
spies were able to influence Roosevelt to make huge concessions to the Soviet
Union.[13]

Jerzy Potocki’s Report
The Germans seized a mass of documents from the Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
when they invaded Warsaw in late September 1939. The documents were seized when a
German SS brigade led by Freiherr von Kuensberg captured the center of Warsaw ahead
of the regular German army. Von Kuensberg’s men took control of the Polish Foreign
Ministry just as Ministry officials were in the process of burning incriminating

documents. These documents clearly establish Roosevelt’s crucial role in planning and
instigating World War II. They also reveal the Jewish forces behind President Roosevelt
that pushed for war.[14]
Some of the secret Polish documents were first published in the United States as The
German White Paper. Probably the most revealing document in the collection is a secret
report dated January 12, 1939, by Jerzy Potocki, the Polish ambassador to the United
States. This report discusses the involvement of American Jews in promoting war
against Germany:[15]
“There is a feeling now prevalent in the United States marked by growing
hatred of Fascism, and above all of Chancellor Hitler and everything
connected with National Socialism. Propaganda is mostly in the hands of
the Jews who control almost 100% [of the] radio, film, daily and periodical
press. Although this propaganda is extremely coarse and presents Germany
as black as possible—above all religious persecution and concentration
camps are exploited—this propaganda is nevertheless extremely effective
since the public here is completely ignorant and knows nothing of the
situation in Europe.
At the present moment, most Americans regard Chancellor Hitler and
National Socialism as the greatest evil and greatest peril threatening the
world. The situation here provides an excellent platform for public speakers
of all kinds, for emigrants from Germany and Czechoslovakia who with a
great many words and with most various calumnies, incite the public. They
praise American liberty which they contrast with the totalitarian states.
It is interesting to note that in this extremely well-planned campaign, which
is conducted above all against National Socialism, Soviet Russia is almost
completely eliminated. Soviet Russia, if mentioned at all, is mentioned in a
friendly manner and things are presented in such a way that it would seem
that the Soviet Union were cooperating with the bloc of democratic states.
Thanks to the clever propaganda the sympathies of the American public are
completely on the side of Red Spain...
The prevalent hatred against everything which is in any way connected with
German National Socialism is further kindled by the brutal attitude against
the Jews in Germany and by the émigré problem. In this action, Jewish
intellectuals participated; for instance, Bernard Baruch; the Governor of
New York State, Lehman; the newly appointed judge of the Supreme Court,
Felix Frankfurter; Secretary of the Treasury Morgenthau, and others who
are personal friends of Roosevelt. They want the President to become the
champion of human rights, freedom of religion and speech, and the man
who, in the future, will punish trouble-mongers. These groups, people who
want to pose as representatives of ‘Americanism’ and ‘defenders of
democracy’ in the last analysis, are connected by unbreakable ties with
international Jewry.
For this Jewish international, which above all is concerned with the interests
of its race, to put the president of the United States at this ‘ideal’ post of
champion of human rights, was a clever move. In this manner, they created
a dangerous hotbed for hatred and hostility in this hemisphere and divided
the world into two hostile camps. The entire issue is worked out in a
mysterious manner. Roosevelt has been forcing the foundation for vitalizing
American foreign policy, and simultaneously has been procuring enormous

stocks for the coming war, for which the Jews are striving consciously. With
regard to domestic policy, it is extremely convenient to divert public
attention from anti-Semitism, which is ever growing in the United States, by
talking about the necessity of defending faith and individual liberty against
the onslaught of Fascism.”

Charles Lindbergh’s Speech
Charles Lindbergh also believed that Jews were a driving force behind World War II. On
September 11, 1941, more than 8,000 people crowded into the Des Moines Coliseum to
hear Lindbergh speak at an America First Committee rally. Lindbergh courageously
made a “for-the-record” speech identifying the war makers as he saw them. Lindbergh
told his audience:[16]
“The three most important groups who have been pressing this country
toward war are the British, the Jewish, and the Roosevelt administration.
Behind these groups, but of lesser importance, are a number of capitalists,
anglophiles, and intellectuals, who believe that their future, and the future of
mankind, depend upon the domination of the British Empire. Add to these
the Communistic groups who were opposed to intervention until a few
weeks ago, and I believe I have named the major war agitators in this
country.”
This speech was the only public address in which Lindbergh mentioned the Jews.
Lindbergh in this speech elaborated on the Jewish group’s influence:[17]
“It is not difficult to understand why Jewish people desire the overthrow of
Nazi Germany. The persecution they suffered in Germany would be
sufficient to make bitter enemies of any race. No person with a sense of
dignity of mankind can condone the persecution of the Jewish race in
Germany. But no person of honesty and vision can look on their pro-war
policy here today without seeing the dangers involved in such a policy, both
for us and for them.
Instead of agitating for war, the Jewish groups in this country should be
opposing it in every possible way, for they will be among the first to feel its
consequences. Tolerance is a virtue that depends upon peace and strength.
History shows that it cannot survive war and devastation. A few far-sighted
Jewish people realize this, and stand opposed to intervention. But the
majority still do not. Their greatest danger to this country lies in their large
ownership and influence in our motion pictures, our press, our radio, and
our government.
I am not attacking either the Jewish or the British people. Both races I
admire. But I am saying that the leaders of both the British and the Jewish
races, for reasons which are as understandable from their viewpoint as they
are inadvisable from ours, for reasons which are not American, wish to
involve us in the war. We cannot blame them for looking out for what they
believe to be their own interests, but we also must look out for ours. We
cannot allow the natural passions and prejudices of other peoples to lead our
country to destruction.”
Rarely has any public address in American history caused more of an uproar than did
Lindbergh’s Des Moines speech. Criticism and denunciations of Lindbergh’s speech
came from all across the United States. Newspapers and organized interventionist groups

joined in savage attacks on Lindbergh. Criticism of Lindbergh’s speech also emanated
from high political levels in the United States. For example, Governor Thomas E.
Dewey of New York called Lindbergh’s speech “an inexcusable abuse of the right of
freedom of speech.”[18]
By the end of 1941, Lindbergh had become one of the most reviled men in American
history. One columnist wrote that Lindbergh had plummeted from “Public Hero No. 1”
to “Public Enemy No. 1.”[19] A 1942 poll showed that only 10% of Americans had a
favorable view of Lindbergh, while 81% had an unfavorable view.[20] Lindbergh’s
sister-in-law Constance reflected on America’s new attitude toward Lindbergh:[21]
“Imagine, in just 15 years he has gone from Jesus to Judas!”
Lindbergh never apologized for his Des Moines address and felt he had done nothing
wrong. He wrote in his journal four days after his speech:[22]
“I felt I had worded my Des Moines address carefully and moderately. It
seems that almost anything can be discussed in America except the Jewish
problem. The very mention of the word ‘Jew’ is cause for a storm.
Personally, I feel that the only hope for a moderate solution lies in an open
and frank discussion.”
Lindbergh was correct that he had worded his address carefully and moderately. In fact,
since Jews controlled both the American and British governments, he could properly
have said that Jews were the sole primary group pressing for war against Germany.

U.S. Military Intelligence
Many U.S. military intelligence officers saw Jews as the driving force behind World War
II. Throughout the 1930s, many military officers foresaw a situation in which Jewish
influence would involve the United States in a war against Germany. They were
particularly wary of Franklin Roosevelt’s scare tactics about German threats to the
Western Hemisphere.[23] In fact, many military intelligence officers were saying
essentially the same thing about Jews as Adolf Hitler.
It was widely known among U.S. military intelligence leaders that Jews played a
prominent role in the Roosevelt administration. For this and other reasons, Roosevelt
was widely unpopular among most U.S. Army officers. American historian Joseph
Bendersky writes: “Years later, the wife of Col. Truman Smith recounted the ‘exultation’
and ‘fierce delight’ in their social and political circle upon hearing the news of
Roosevelt’s death. Finally, in her words, ‘The evil man was dead!’ ”[24]
A colonel at the Army War College asked Harvard historian William Langer why “all
one hears is hostility for Hitler and for Germany.” Langer candidly replied:[25]
“I think the Jewish influence has a great deal to do with it. You have to face
the fact that some of our most important American newspapers are Jewishcontrolled, and, I suppose, if I were a Jew, I would feel about Nazi Germany
as most Jews feel and it would be most inevitable that the coloring of the
news takes on that tinge. As I read the New York Times, for example, it is
perfectly clear that every little upset that occurs (and after all many upsets
occur in a country of 70 million people) is given a great deal of prominence.
The other part of it is soft-pedaled or put off with a sneer. So, that in a rather
subtle way, the picture you get is that there is no good in the Germans
whatever.”

John Beaty edited secret daily intelligence reports as a G-2 officer in Washington
between 1941 and 1947. Beaty wrote the book The Iron Curtain over America based on
his insights while inside G-2. He charged that World War II was an unnecessary war
fostered by Jews. The war was designed to kill as many Germans and Americans as
possible by prolonging the war through demands for unconditional surrender and the
Morgenthau Plan. The uncivilized bombing of German cities was also designed to mass
murder innocent German civilians.[26]
Beaty described “the Holocaust” as a “fantastic hoax” and United States support for
Israel as a policy fiasco. The Iron Curtain over America received strong support from
many in the military intelligence community. U.S. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer, for
example, said he owed Beaty a great debt, since from Beaty’s book he finally learned
what really occurred back home while he was fighting overseas. Stratemeyer said that
every loyal American should read The Iron Curtain over America.[27]
Many other U.S. military leaders also concluded that Jews had influenced America to
enter World War II. For example, Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer wrote to retired Col.
Truman Smith a few years after the war that the British, Zionists and Communists made
American entry into the war inevitable. Wedemeyer said they were motivated by selfish
interests rather than the welfare of humanity. He stated that “most of the people
associated with Communism in the early days were Jews.” Wedemeyer also claimed that
Roosevelt’s Jewish advisers “did everything possible to spread venom and hatred against
the Nazis and to arouse Roosevelt against the Germans.”[28]

Conclusion
Hitler was convinced that Jews were ultimately responsible for World War II, and said so
on many occasions.[29] A large body of evidence indicates that Jews had taken control
of the American, British and Soviet governments prior to World War II. Hitler correctly
stated that these Jews played a major role in instigating World War II to the detriment of
non-Jewish citizens.
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Sir Arthur Harris: Dutiful Soldier—or War
Criminal?
by John Wear

Marshal of the Royal Air Force Sir Arthur Travers Harris (1892-1984) led British
Bomber Command for the greater part of World War II. He is widely regarded as one of
the most controversial figures of the war. Called “Bert” or “Bud” by his friends, “The
Chief Bomber” by Winston Churchill, “Bomber” by the general public, “Butch” by his
crews and “Butcher” by those opposed to what he stood for, these nicknames alone
indicate the wide range of feelings that existed about Harris during and after the war.[1]
This article discusses the career path that enabled Harris to become commander-in-chief
of Bomber Command, as well as the morality of area bombings practiced by Harris
during World War II.

Early Years
Arthur Harris was born in Cheltenham, England on April 13, 1892, while his parents
were on leave from India. His family’s background was mostly military, with his
grandfather and most of his numerous uncles attaining the rank of colonel. His father
had been thwarted in his ambition to be an Army officer due to extreme deafness from
early youth. Instead, Harris’s father studied civil engineering and architecture, and
achieved notable success in India designing and erecting buildings as a civil servant in
the Public Works Department.[2]
Harris lived with his parents in India until age five. When it became necessary for Harris
to begin his education in England, he was effectively left parentless and homeless in
England in order to receive an education in keeping with the official status of his family.
Harris was thrust into the care of so-called baby farms which catered to the young
children of the official classes serving the British Empire abroad. Harris did not live with
his parents again until they moved back to England upon his father’s retirement in
1909.[3]
Shortly before his 18th birthday, Harris sailed to Beira in Africa to make a new life for
himself. Harris worked at a variety of jobs in Rhodesia, including construction work,
manual labor on agricultural and livestock farms, the transport business, and shooting
expeditions to supply meat to miners in the small mining concessions. In August 1914,
he joined the First Rhodesian Regiment, whose 500 European volunteers patriotically
fought the Germans in South-West Africa.[4]
Upon returning to England in 1915, Harris joined the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) and
received flying instructions. On January 29, 1916, Second Lt. Harris completed his
training as a fully qualified pilot of the RFC. He was promoted to the rank of major by
the end of World War I. It had been Harris’s intention to go back to Africa after the war,
but to his astonishment he was awarded a permanent commission in the newly created
Royal Air Force (RAF). Harris decided to stay on with the RAF, and his rank was
changed from major to the RAF equivalent of squadron leader.[5]

Inter-War Years
Harris soon became disillusioned with the services and decided to return to farming in
Rhodesia. He sent in his resignation in early May of 1922. However, RAF Air ViceMarshal John Salmond, who had known Harris during the war, had no wish to see the
RAF lose a promising young officer. Salmond persuaded Harris to withdraw his
resignation, and gave Harris command of No. 45 Squadron in Mesopotamia. Harris, who
remained in Mesopotamia until the end of 1924, first conceived of the principle of longrange night bombing there, employing pathfinding and target-marking techniques under
his command.[6]
After completing a three-month training course in England, Harris was chosen on May
25, 1925 to command the RAF’s new heavy bomber No. 58 Squadron. At Harris’s
insistence, from the start there was great emphasis on night flying. Harris was convinced
from his wartime experience that large, slow heavy bombers would stand little chance
against day fighters, and thus must be able to operate at night. He continued to
experiment with night flying procedures and equipment, constantly endeavoring to
improve the serviceability and performance of his aircraft.[7]
Harris broadened his military education by taking a two-year Army Staff College course
at Camberley, England. After completing this course, Harris moved to Cairo, Egypt at
the end of 1929 to take over as deputy Senior Air Staff Officer. He returned to England
in 1932, where he took an almost six-month course in the piloting and navigation of the
Southampton flying boats. Harris applied his new skills at Pembroke Dock, Wales,
taking over command of the base and the resident No. 210 Squadron.[8]
On August 11, 1933, Harris was told to report for duty in the Air Ministry, where he
became a group captain in the Directorate of Operations and Intelligence. Five months
later, Harris became Deputy Director of Plans, the post he would fill until May 1937.
Harris in this role contributed much to the development of both RAF and national
defense policy in a period of rapidly mounting apprehension about a future war with
Germany. Firmly reflecting Harris’s convictions, the long-term strategic role envisaged
for the recently formed Bomber Command was “to attack objectives whose destruction
will reduce the German war potential.”[9]
Harris was next promoted to air commodore in charge of five front-line stations in the
bomber force. In this role, Harris worked diligently to obtain modern aircraft and
prepare the flight crews for war. Harris and others pressured senior staff to build large
strategic bombers that could bomb German targets from England. After a purchasing
mission to the United States, Harris was posted to Palestine, where he commanded the
RAF contingent in that area. He was promoted to air vice-marshal in July 1939.[10]

World War II
On September 14, 1939, Harris assumed command of No. 5 Bomber Group, which
consisted of six operational squadrons and two reserves of Hampden bombers. Bomber
Command at this stage of the war was ill-equipped to mount a concerted bombing
campaign. Not only were Bomber Command’s aircraft inadequate, but aircrew members
had not been given adequate training in the tasks they were expected to perform.[11]
Harris worked diligently to improve Bomber Command’s capabilities. He traveled to
Washington, D.C. in June 1941 to head the RAF delegation there. Because America was
still technically neutral, the British had to operate in a semi-surreptitious manner, but
they still managed to obtain 20 Boeing B-17C Flying Fortresses to improve Bomber

Command’s fleet. In addition, new technical aids were invented to increase Bomber
Command’s capabilities. Because he had the forcefulness and determination to see
Bomber Command succeed, Arthur Harris became the commander-in-chief of Bomber
Command on February 23, 1942. He did not take a single day’s leave during his time as
head of Bomber Command.[12]
Throughout the next three years of war, very seldom would there be a night in which
Bomber Command was not involved in some type of operation. Consequently, every day
there were plans to be made and considered at Harris’s morning conferences. Harris
would review the weather forecasts, discuss information on enemy defenses with
Intelligence representatives, and listen to objections to proposed bombing operations
from Group leaders. The mechanics of command and control were so efficient that
bombing crews typically took off less than 10 hours after Harris had made his
decisions.[13]
On March 28, 1942, Frederick Lindemann’s area-bombing plan, which had been
approved by the British War Cabinet, was initiated by Harris against Germany. Harris
continued the Lindemann Plan with undiminished ferocity until the end of the war. The
British bombings during this period were often terror bombings designed to shatter the
morale of the German civilian population, thereby generating an inclination to surrender.
The bombings focused on working-class houses built close together because a higher
amount of bloodshed was expected compared to bombing higher-class houses
surrounded by large yards and gardens.[14]
Harris conducted a massive raid of Cologne, Germany on the night of May 30/31, 1942,
when 1,050 British bombers took off from 55 airfields. This raid was a spectacular
success, with the Bomber Command Quarterly Review calling it “the greatest air
operation ever planned and undoubtedly achieved the greatest single success in aerial
warfare.” On the night of July 24/25, 1943, British bombers with the help of the U.S.
Eighth Air Force began a campaign to destroy Hamburg. These attacks destroyed most
of Hamburg and created one of the largest firestorms of the war.[15]
The climax of Bomber Command’s offensive against Germany was reached on the night
of February 13-14, 1945, when massive bombing raids were directed against Dresden.
The population of Dresden was swollen by a horde of terrified German women and
children running from the advancing Soviet army. No one will ever know exactly how
many people died in the bombings of Dresden, but estimates of 250,000 civilian deaths
appear to be reasonable. The bombings of Dresden served little military purpose; they
were designed primarily to terrify German civilians and break their will to continue the
war.[16]

Results of British Bombings
The RAF bombing campaign played an important role in defeating Germany in World
War II. German Minister of Armaments and War Production Albert Speer wrote after the
war:[17]
“The real importance of the air war consisted in the fact that it opened a
second front long before the invasion of Europe. That front was the skies
over Germany. The unpredictability of the attacks made the front gigantic;
every square meter of the territory we controlled was a kind of front line.
Defense against air attacks required the production of thousands of antiaircraft guns, the stockpiling of tremendous quantities of ammunition all
over the country, and holding in readiness hundreds of thousands of
soldiers, who in addition had to stay in position by their guns, often totally

inactive, for months at a time. As far as I can judge from the accounts I have
read, no one has yet seen that this was the greatest lost battle on the German
side.”
RAF Bomber Command under Harris disrupted much of Germany’s production,
materially assisted the Russians on the Eastern Front, and threw Germany on to the
defensive in the air and on the ground. As Adolf Hitler said to Adm. Karl Dönitz, when
Dönitz was requesting 200,000 additional naval ratings in 1944:[18]
“I haven’t got the personnel. The anti-aircraft and night forces must be
increased to protect the German cities.”
Albert Speer estimated after the war that the British air attacks in 1943 cost Germany a
loss of 10% of its armaments production. It is important to note that Britain, with its
Bomber Command, was doing the majority of the bombing of Germany in 1943. With
the addition of the U.S. Eighth Air Force, Speer estimated that Germany in 1944 lost
20% of her armaments production from the Allied bombings.[19]
The effect of the bombing on the success of the military operations in Europe was
perhaps best expressed by British Field Marshal Bernard Montgomery after the war:[20]
“It was a very great pleasure to me, when I came into this room, to see my
old friend Sir Arthur Harris—more affectionately known as Bomber
Harris—who wielded the mighty weapon of air power to such good purpose
that the job of us soldiers on the ground was comparatively simple. And, I
would say that few people did so much to win the war as Bomber Harris.”
Montgomery added:
“I doubt if this is generally realized.”
However, Bomber Command’s efforts were not without cost. A total of 47,268 aircrew
were killed during Bomber Command operations between September 3, 1939 and May
1945. An additional 8,090 people were killed while undertaking non-operational duties,
and 530 ground staff were killed on active service—a Bomber Command death-toll
figure of 55,888. In addition, 9,162 people in Bomber Command were wounded in
action or on active service.[21] No other branch of the British fighting services suffered
such a high rate of death and injury.[22]

Morality of British Bombings
Contrary to popular belief, Arthur Harris did not originate the concept of area bombing
of German cities. Harris correctly wrote after the war:[23]
“There is a widespread impression, which has often got into print, that I not
only invented the policy of area bombing, but also insisted on carrying it out
in the face of the natural reluctance to kill women and children that was felt
by everyone else. The facts are otherwise. Such decisions of policy are not
in any case made by commanders-in-chief in the field but by the Ministries,
by the Chiefs of Staff Committee, and by the War Cabinet...The decision to
attack large industrial areas instead of key factories was made before I
became commander-in-chief.”
Harris did, however, implement area bombing with a single-minded fervor which has
caused his name to be inextricably linked to it.[24] From the moment he headed Bomber

Command, Harris’s principal aim was to destroy Germany by relentless bombing until
Germany was forced to surrender. Harris believed that, if air power was fully
implemented, Germany could be destroyed without the Allied armies having to conduct
a land campaign in Western Europe.[25]
Area bombing was an important part of Harris’s strategy. In fact, the United States
Strategic Bombing Survey estimated that 60% of Bomber Command’s operational effort
during the war had gone into area attacks.[26]
Harris wrote about the area bombings he conducted in the Ruhr:[27]
“But it must be emphasized that in no instance, except in Essen, were we
aiming specifically at any one factory during the Battle of the Ruhr; the
destruction of factories, which was nevertheless on an enormous scale,
could be regarded as a bonus. The aiming points were usually right in the
[civilian] center of the town…”
Harris showed no remorse about area bombings after the war. He wrote:[28]
“In spite of all that happened at Hamburg, bombing proved a comparatively
humane method. For one thing, it saved the flower of the youth of this
country and of our allies from being mown down by the military in the field,
as it was in Flanders in the war of 1914-1918. But the point is often made
that bombing is specially wicked because it causes casualties among
civilians. This is true, but then all wars have caused casualties among
civilians. For instance, after the last war the British Government issued a
White Paper in which it was estimated that our blockade of Germany had
caused nearly 800,000 deaths—naturally these were mainly of women and
children and old people because at all costs the enemy had had to keep his
fighting men adequately fed, so that most of what food there was went to
them.”
Harris and other British leaders viewed their area bombings as retaliation for similar
German bombings in Warsaw, Rotterdam, Coventry, London and the Baedeker raids.[29]
This was the main argument used in the earlier part of World War II to justify area
bombings. However, as British author Michael Glover wrote:[30]
“Civilian air raid deaths in Britain throughout the war amounted to 60,000;
in Germany 800,000. There can be little doubt that, considered as
retaliation, the imbalance was overwhelming.”
Harris didn’t regret the mass slaughter of innocent civilians at Dresden. In justifying the
Dresden bombings, Harris said:[31]
“Actually Dresden was a mass of munitions works, an intact government
center, and a key transportation center. It is now none of these things.”
Harris also wrote about Dresden:[32]
“I know the destruction of so large and splendid a city at this late stage of
the war was considered unnecessary even by a good many people who
admit that our earlier attacks were as fully justified as any other operation of
war. Here I will only say that the attack on Dresden was at the time
considered a military necessity by much more important people than
myself.”

In British journalist and military historian Alexander McKee’s opinion, however,
Dresden was bombed more for political rather than military reasons. McKee wrote:
“The standard whitewash gambit, both British and American, is to mention
that Dresden contained targets X, Y and Z, and to let the innocent reader
assume that these targets were attacked, whereas in fact the bombing plan
totally omitted them and thus, except for one or two mere accidents, they
escaped.”
There was a tremendous amount of death and misery, but it did not affect the war.[33]
McKee wrote that the railway bridge over the Elbe was a single key point which, if
knocked out, would bring rail traffic to a halt for months. However, it was not an RAF
target. The rail marshalling yards and the Autobahn bridge outside of Dresden to the
west were also important military targets, but they were both never attacked. There was
also a Waffen-SS barracks with some 4,000 German soldiers in the New Town (Neustadt)
area, but this obvious military target was never attacked.[34]
McKee concluded:[35]
“The bomber commanders were not really interested in any purely military
or economic targets, which was just as well, for they knew very little about
Dresden; the RAF even lacked proper maps of the city. What they were
looking for was a big built-up area which they could burn, and that Dresden
possessed in full measure. Any ordinary tourist guide made that obvious;
indeed, this vulnerability was built into the history of the city.”

Postwar Era
Harris was given many awards and was praised by numerous British leaders after the
war. Winston Churchill, for example, wrote a letter to Harris on May 15, 1945:[36]
“Now that Nazi Germany is defeated, I wish to express to you on behalf of
His Majesty’s government, the deep sense of gratitude which is felt by all
the Nations for the glorious part which has been played by Bomber
Command in forging the victory. For over two years Bomber Command
alone carried the war to the heart of Germany, bringing hope to the people
of Occupied Europe and to the enemy a foretaste of the mighty power which
was rising against him…All your operations were planned with great care
and skill; they were executed in the face of desperate opposition and
appalling hazards. They made a decisive contribution to Germany’s defeat.
The conduct of these operations demonstrated the fiery, gallant spirit which
animated your aircrews and the high sense of duty of all ranks under your
command. I believe that the massive achievement of Bomber Command
will long be remembered as an example of duty nobly done.”
After Harris left Bomber Command in September 1946, he wrote his book Bomber
Offensive to tell the story of Bomber Command’s accomplishments during the war, and
to honor the courage and determination of the aircrews who fought under his command.
In 1948, Harris moved to South Africa, where he managed the South African Marine
Corporation (Safmarine) until 1953. Harris returned to England in 1953, and lived out
his remaining years in the Ferry House at Goring-on-Thames. He died on April 5, 1984,
eight days before his 92nd birthday.[37]
The controversy around Harris and area bombings lingers to this day. British historians

such as A.J.P. Taylor, Geoffrey Best, Michael Glover, and even Robert Saundby, Harris’s
second-in-command during the entire campaign, have either condemned the area
bombings, or expressed doubts about their morality.[38] Certainly, this author thinks the
area bombings of Dresden, Pforzheim, Würzburg and other German cities at the end of
the war were uncalled for.
However, I don’t think Harris should be condemned as a war criminal. The British area
bombings had the support of Churchill and other British leaders, and Harris was doing
his job as a soldier. Many of the arguments for area bombings also seemed very
persuasive in the context of the deadly struggle at the time.[39] Harris deserves credit for
his hard work and dedication during the war. There is little doubt that no other leader
could have extracted so much from his men in the face of such fearful odds for three
long years.[40]
Notes
A version of this article was originally published in the July/August 2021 issue of The
Barnes Review.
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Two Faces of Heroism: Wolfgang Fröhlich and Admiral
Sir Tom Phillips
by Peter Rushton

Wolfgang Fröhlich earlier this year with his 2021 Robert Faurisson International Prize
Ending a sad month for H&D, following the loss of our comrades John Bean and Ian Carser, we
learned that the great Austrian revisionist – 70-year-old chemical engineer Wolfgang Fröhlich,
who earlier this year was awarded the Robert Faurisson International Prize – has died. His
longstanding comrade Franz Radl informs us: “As I was told he had to spend several weeks in
the intensive care unit because of his Covid-19-illness.”
This tragic news arrived just as I was writing a historical article for this website about the events
of December 1941, and it seems now strangely appropriate to combine the two, and reflect on
two different but complementary faces of heroism with regard to the Second World War and its
legacy for us in the 21st century.
Wolfgang Fröhlich’s heroism was that of a man who speaks the truth as he sees it, with the
benefit of specialist technical knowledge and scholarship, knowing that the personal
consequences will be catastrophic. In this respect (though from Catholic Austria) he stood in the
tradition of Martin Luther who reputedly said in 1521 when summoned to recant his ‘heresy’:
“Here I stand, I can do no other”. There is no reliable record that he actually said those words,
but he did defy his inquisitors, and we know that he did say: “I cannot and will not recant
anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against conscience.”
Beginning in the 1990s, Wolfgang Fröhlich similarly stood by his seriously researched and
thoughtfully expressed views which amount to the most serious ‘heresy’ of our times:
challenging historical orthodoxy regarding the purported extermination of six million European

Jews in ‘homicidal gas chambers’ on the orders of Adolf Hitler.

Wolfgang Fröhlich appeared as an expert defence witness at the 1998 trial of Jürgen Graf (above
left) and was himself arrested five years later. Alongside German-Canadian revisionist Ernst
Zündel (above right), Fröhlich became (in the words of Prof. Robert Faurisson) one of the first
victims of President George W. Bush and Rudolph Giuliani in their efforts to crush revisionism.
This challenge began when Fröhlich appeared as an expert defence witness during the trial of
Swiss revisionist Jürgen Graf and his publisher Gerhard Förster in 1998. By that time he had for
a few years been distributing revisionist texts to Austrian politicians, journalists and others.
Based on his own expertise as a specialist in the use of poison gas for exterminating vermin,
Fröhlich had concluded that the ‘official’ story about ‘homicidal gas chambers’ being used to
kill Jews and others with hydrogen cyanide (‘Zyklon B’) in German ‘extermination camps’ was
scientifically impossible.
Even after the Graf trial, it took some time before Fröhlich himself was troubled by the
authorities. In 2001 he published a 368-page book entitled Die Gaskammer Lüge (‘The Gas
Chamber Lie’). This led to a warrant for his arrest, but no immediate proceedings followed.
It was not until June 2003 that Fröhlich was arrested, an event which according to Prof. Robert
Faurisson seems to have been linked to a speech in Vienna by President George W. Bush’s
special envoy on combatting ‘anti-semitism’, the notorious Rudolph Giuliani, later right-handman to President Donald Trump.
Giuliani demanded action against revisionists, writing in the New York Times that “revisionist
viewpoints put us at risk of a repetition of race-based genocide”. Washington demanded, and
Vienna obeyed. Wolfgang Fröhlich was arrested on 21st June 2003 and spent twelve of the next
sixteen years in prison – the rest of the time on trial or awaiting trial. During one of these
intervals of semi-liberty, in 2006 Fröhlich attended the Tehran International Conference to
Review the Global Vision of the Holocaust – an event offered uniquely by Iran as being open to
all sides of debate on this topic – accompanied by his indefatigable Viennese attorney, Dr
Herbert Schaller. He received an ovation from the Iranian audience after simply telling them that
he was legally prevented by the Austrian authorities from expressing his views even in Tehran.

Wolfgang Fröhlich (second right) with fellow speakers at the 2006 Tehran Conference including
his attorney Dr Herbert Schaller (centre) and Lady Michèle Renouf (far right).
Even after his release in March 2019, Fröhlich spent the rest of his life as a condemned criminal
without normal pension and other citizen’s rights. He was even labelled by prosecutors (in true
Stalinist fashion) as a criminal ‘lunatic’ as punishment for the lucid, rational expression of his
historical and scientific views. During his last two years, Fröhlich was engaged in a series of
legal battles to expose the unprofessional conduct of ‘expert’ psychiatric witnesses who had
been prepared to parrot the prosecution’s line.
During one of Fröhlich’s court ordeals in 2015, Prof. Robert Faurisson wrote:
“I know Wolfgang Fröhlich. He masters his subject. He expresses himself with moderation. He
is not an excited or fanatical person. On the contrary! He honours his country and historical
science.
“His fate is upsetting. We must always remember the degree of ignominy to which the ‘elites’
who rule the German-speaking world have sunk and, in particular, the German or Austrian
magistrates capable of sending a man of this quality to prison for thirteen years.”
Wolfgang Fröhlich’s heroic stand for truth and justice is sure to survive his death, and inspire
future generations as Europe recovers its dignity, sovereignty and traditions.

Admiral Sir Tom Phillips (1888-1941) died eighty years ago this month in a war that he deeply
opposed, seeing it as the consequence of disastrous decisions by British governments.
By contrast another very different hero – Admiral Sir Tom Phillips – was lost in the mists of
history until I found a document in the wartime diaries of Hugh Dalton, the minister in
Churchill’s wartime government who took charge of the ‘dirty tricks’ department of Britain’s
war effort, the Special Operations Executive.
Admiral Phillips was a hero of a type familiar to students of Greek tragedy – where one often
finds a man trapped by circumstance, who has no alternative but to confront his fate.
In June 1940, just a month after Churchill had taken over as Prime Minister and taken Britain
over the brink into ‘total war’ – Admiral Phillips told Dalton that this war was a disaster for
Britain and was the consequence of several appalling decisions that had alienated countries that
should have been our allies.
“He does not care anything about the Italians, who are a worthless lot, but the Spaniards
are a very different story. To have Spain as an enemy would jeopardise the whole of our
control, both of the western Mediterranean and the Atlantic sea routes. It is unthinkable
that we should have been brought to such a point. We backed the Bolsheviks in Spain in
1936 and ’37 against the only man who, in modern times, has been able to make Spain
strong. The horrors committed by the Bolsheviks in Spain were seen by our sailors and are
on record.
“This was the climax of a foreign policy which had first adopted an attitude towards
Germany which made war with her inevitable; had then successively alienated Japan,
Italy, and now, finally, Spain. The French had not been fighting in these last weeks. This
was because they too had become Bolsheviks. Weygand [the French supreme commander
from May-June 1940] had said that the only tough troops in France were the Poles, and
that if he had had ten more Divisions of them, he would have won the battle.”
Despite his perception that this war was a disaster for his country, Admiral Phillips took
command of British naval forces in the Far East in October 1941. Immediately after Pearl
Harbor he set out on his flagship HMS Prince of Wales to confront Japanese forces (the very
forces whom he believed should have remained British allies – a view also taken by his former
colleague, the ex-Director of Naval Intelligence, Admiral Sir Barry Domvile, who by this time
had been interned without trial in England for opposing Churchill’s war policy).

On 10th December 1941, the Prince of Wales and her fellow battleship HMS Repulse were sunk
by Japanese air attack. Admiral Sir Tom Phillips – who had so strongly opposed the entire war
policy – went down with his ship.
Had he the opportunity, no doubt the Admiral – like Wolfgang Fröhlich – would echo Martin
Luther: “I cannot and will not recant anything, since it is neither safe nor right to go against
conscience.”
Piece by piece, their fellow Europeans will recover accurate knowledge of their own history.
George Orwell wrote in 1984: “Who controls the past controls the future: who controls the
present controls the past.”
Our task, in our present, is to recover that control.
First published at http://www.heritageanddestiny.com/two-faces-of-heroism-wolfgang-frohlich-and-admiral-sirtom-phillips/ on December 1, 2021

Whitewashing the Dachau Show Trials
by John Wear

Dunphy, John J., Unsung Heroes of the Dachau Trials: The Investigative Work of the
U.S. Army 7708 War Crimes Group, 1945-1947, Jefferson, N.C.: McFarland &
Company, Inc., 2019, 196 pp.
The book Unsung Heroes of the Dachau Trials deals with the 7708 War Crimes Group
of the U.S. Army. The young Americans in this group were responsible for gathering
evidence, interviewing witnesses, apprehending suspects and securing convictions in
trials held at Dachau conducted by the U.S. Army. Since remarkably little is known
about the 7708 War Crimes Group, John J. Dunphy decided to write this book to educate
the public about their activities. Dunphy states that he also wanted to preserve the
testimony of the War Crimes Group members who agreed to be interviewed.[1]
The desire to provide another refutation of what Dunphy calls “Holocaust denial” also
figured in his decision to write this book. He states that he felt compelled to write his
book upon learning about the book Innocent at Dachau. Dunphy, whose father served in
the U.S. Army during World War II, says that researching and writing this book allowed
him to see the war through his father’s eyes.[2]
This article discusses some of the mistakes and misunderstandings made by Dunphy and
the members of the 7708 War Crimes Group interviewed in this book.

Dachau Atrocities
Members of the 7708 War Crimes Group held a reunion in Alton, Illinois in September
2000. Ralph Schulz, a veteran of the group who grew up in Alton, said, “I’ll never forget
the horror at the atrocities of Dachau.” Schulz said he “took photographs of a mass grave
with the bodies of 135,000 murdered people.”[3]
Schulz greatly exaggerated the number of people who died at Dachau. The book
Dachau, 1933-1945: The Official History by Paul Berben stated that the total number of
people who passed through Dachau during its existence is well in excess of 200,000.[4]
Berben concluded that while no one will ever know the exact number of deaths at
Dachau, the number of deaths is probably only a few thousand more than the official
number of 31,951.[5]
More importantly, Schulz also apparently did not understand that most of the inmates at
Dachau died of natural causes. The book Dachau, 1933-1944: The Official History
documents that approximately 66% of all deaths at Dachau occurred during the final
seven months of the war. The increase in deaths at Dachau was caused primarily by a
devastating typhus epidemic which, in spite of the efforts made by the medical staff,
continued to spread throughout the camp. The number of deaths at Dachau includes
2,226 people who died in May 1945 after the Allies had liberated the camp, as well as
the deaths of 223 prisoners in March 1944 from Allied bombings of Kommandos.[6]
Schulz said:[7]
“I can still see the scratches of fingernails on the walls of the gas chambers

where people tried to claw up the walls to escape the gas.”
Today no credible historian thinks that homicidal gas chambers were utilized at
Dachau.[8]
Dr. Charles P. Larson, an American forensic pathologist, performed autopsies at Dachau
and some of its sub-camps which confirm that most inmates at Dachau died of natural
causes. Dr. Larson performed about 25 autopsies a day for 10 days at Dachau and
superficially examined another 300 to 1,000 bodies. He autopsied only those bodies that
appeared to be questionable. Dr. Larson wrote in regard to these autopsies at Dachau:[9]
“Many of them died from typhus. Dachau’s crematoriums couldn’t keep up
with the burning of the bodies. They did not have enough oil to keep the
incinerators going. I found that a number of the victims had also died from
tuberculosis. All of them were malnourished. The medical facilities were
most inadequate. There was no sanitation…
A rumor going around Dachau after we got there was that many of the
prisoners were poisoned. I did a lot of toxicological analysis to determine
the facts and removed organs from a cross-section of about 30 to 40 bodies
and sent them into Paris to the Army’s First Medical laboratory for analysis,
since I lacked the proper facilities in the field. The reports came back
negative. I could not find where any of these people had been poisoned. The
majority died of natural diseases of one kind or another.”
Dr. Larson did report that a number of inmates had been shot at some of the German
camps, and that the living conditions in the camps were atrocious. The average daily
caloric intake of the inmates was far short of requirements, thus accounting for the
extreme emaciation of many of the inmates. However, in his depositions to Army
lawyers, Dr. Larson made it clear that he did not think the deaths at Dachau were part of
a program of mass murder. Larson also sincerely believed that although Dachau was
only a short ride from Munich, most of the people in the city had no idea what was going
on inside Dachau.[10]

Dachau Retribution
Dunphy downplays the fact that Americans mass murdered German guards when they
liberated Dachau. He quotes American Gen. Felix Sparks:[11]
“The total number of German guards killed at Dachau during that day most
certainly did not exceed 50, with 30 probably being a more accurate figure.”
However, the evidence indicates that almost all of the 560 guards at Dachau were
murdered when the Americans took control of the camp.
Dachau was liberated on April 29, 1945, by the I Company of the Third Battalion, 157th
Infantry Regiment, 45th (Thunderbird) Division, which was part of the Seventh Army of
the United States.[12] Soldiers who liberated Dachau saw a trainload of dead bodies,
horrific scenes of sick and dying prisoners, piles of dead bodies strewn around the camp,
and smelled a stench in the air from the rotting dead corpses. A soldier writing home
about what he had seen at Dachau stated:[13]
“No matter how terrible, revolting or horrible any newspaper reports are
about Dachau; no matter how unreal or fantastic any pictures of it may
seem, believe me, they can never half way tell the truth about this place. It is

something I will never forget.”
It was in this environment that American troops committed the mass murder of the
German guards at Dachau. The German roll call morning report of April 29, 1945, stated
that 560 German guards were stationed at Dachau on the day it was liberated by
American troops. This figure of 560 was reported by Lt. Heinrich Skodzensky and a
Swiss Red Cross official when they attempted to surrender the camp to American forces.
The vast majority of the 560 German guards at Dachau were murdered by the end of the
day.[14]
About 10 SS guards managed to escape by disguising themselves as inmates. However,
they were quickly discovered and either shot, beaten to death, or taken prisoner.
Approximately another 10 soldiers at Dachau were shot in the guard towers while
attempting to man machine guns. Along with perhaps 20 more guards who tried to resist
or escape, they are the only guards who can be classified as killed in combat. All of the
remaining 520 guards at Dachau were murdered in one way or another.[15]
Escaped or released inmates seeking revenge executed approximately 40 guards. The
inmates used weapons obtained from American soldiers or taken from fallen SS troops
to kill the German guards.[16] Jack Hallett, one of Dachau’s liberators, stated in regard
to these executions:[17]
“Control was gone after the sights we saw, and the men were deliberately
wounding guards that were available and then turned them over to the
prisoners and allowing them to take their revenge on them. And, in fact,
you’ve seen the picture where one of the soldiers gave one of the inmates a
bayonet and watched him behead the man. It was a pretty gory mess. A lot
of the guards were shot in the legs so they couldn’t move….”
Approximately another 122 German guards were shot on the spot by American forces.
This number includes Lt. Skodzensky, the newly arrived Camp Commander who was
stationed at Dachau while recovering from wounds sustained at the Russian front.
Eventually the situation was brought under control and the 358 surviving guards were
rounded up and herded into an enclosed area and placed under guard. However, a
machine gunner from M Company nicknamed “Birdeye” lost control and used a .30
caliber machine gun to murder 12 more German soldiers. This left 346 surviving
German guards at Dachau.[18]
American Lt. Jack Bushyhead was left in charge to guard the remaining German
prisoners. Acting with what he believed to be compelling justification, Bushyhead lined
up the remaining German guards along a high brick wall and disposed of them with
bursts of machine gun fire. He then allowed three or four liberated inmates the
satisfaction of completing the execution.
First Lt. Howard A. Buechner later asked Bushyhead why he had allowed the mass
murder of the remaining German guards. Bushyhead, who was an American Indian, said
that he and his ancestors had always known discrimination, persecution and injustice
without retribution. When in Dachau he saw death and atrocities far beyond human
comprehension, he became an instrument of vengeance. Lt. Bushyhead claimed full
responsibility for the murder of the German guards at Dachau.[19]
Accusations were drawn up against at least four officers and five enlisted men for the
murder of the German guards at Dachau. Lt. Bushyhead was accused of violating the
rules of the Geneva Convention, which protect prisoners of war regardless of atrocities
they may have committed. The following is a report of how Gen. Patton handled the
illegal American execution of the Dachau guards:[20]

“After a brief interchange, Patton ordered every officer, who had
participated in the Dachau investigation to report to his office. He also
demanded that they bring every document and photograph which they had
collected. He then asked if they had placed every scrap of evidence in his
hands. When assured that nothing had been withheld, he dumped all the
papers into a metal wastebasket, asked for a cigarette lighter and personally
applied the flame to the documents. The charges against Lieutenant
Bushyhead had been dismissed. But, of greater importance, with this act, the
written records of the executions at Dachau were stricken forever from the
annals of military history. The incident would remain alive only in the
minds of men, and here it was buried for more than 40 years. Officially, the
hour of the Avenger had never occurred.”
The court martial charges were dropped and all records of the mass murder of the
German guards at Dachau were destroyed. Gen. Patton had decided that to pursue the
matter further would have led to adverse publicity. One of the tragedies of this episode is
that most of the German guards who were killed were a hastily assembled group of
replacements for guards who had fled Dachau. These replacement guards at Dachau
were innocent of wrongdoing and should never have been murdered.[21]

Sworn Statements and Confessions
Bill Kasich, a member of the 7708 War Crimes Group, was quite emphatic about the
circumstances under which sworn statements and confessions were made. Kasich
assured Dunphy that the American investigators he knew and worked with neither
bullied nor beat anyone.[22]
It is possible that all of the investigators working with Kasich acted properly in
obtaining sworn statements and confessions. However, many investigators in the warcrimes trials did not act properly. For example, Benjamin Ferencz admitted in an
interview that he used threats and intimidation to obtain confessions at the Dachau
trials:[23]
“You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say,
an American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line
everyone up against the wall. Then I’d say, ‘Anyone who lies will be shot
on the spot.’ It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress
would be invalid.”
Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world peace advocate, further
related a story concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel. Ferencz explained that he
took out his pistol in order to intimidate him:[24]
“What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen [shot while trying to escape] …I said ‘you are in a
filthy uniform sir, take it off!’ I stripped him naked and threw his clothes out
the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls with
his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be. Then
I said ‘now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right now. I
am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der Flucht
erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are gonna sit
down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the camp,
who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about it. Or,
you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can write a

note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…’ [Ferencz gets
the desired statement and continues:] I then went to someone outside and
said ‘Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a coerced
confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him re-write it.’
The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second one and
destroy the first one. That was it.”
The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his
superior officer indicates that he operated in a culture where such illegal methods were
acceptable.[25]
Evidence was also presented that many of the defendants at the Dachau trial made their
confessions after being tortured. For example, defendant Johann Kick testified:[26]
“I was under arrest here in Dachau from sixth to 15th of May. During this
time, I was beaten all day and night. I had to stand at attention for hours. I
had to kneel down on pointed objects. I had to stand under a lamp for hours
and look into the light, at which time I was also beaten and kicked. As a
result of this treatment my arm was paralyzed for about 10 weeks.”
Kick testified that as a result of these beatings, he signed the confession presented to him
by U.S. Lt. Paul Guth.[27] Kick’s testimony regarding his torture, however, made no
difference to the eight U.S. military officers who presided as judges in the trial.
Defense witnesses at the Mauthausen trial in Dachau repeatedly testified to improper
interrogation techniques used by the prosecution. Defendant Viktor Zoller, the former
adjutant to Mauthausen commandant Franz Ziereis, testified that Paul Guth said:
“I received special permission and can have you shot immediately if I want
to.”
When Zoller refused to sign a confession, Guth acted as if he was going to shoot Zoller.
Zoller still refused to sign the confession and wrote:[28]
“I won’t say another word even though the court might think I am a criminal
who refused to talk.”
Defendant Georg Goessl testified that Guth told him to add the words “and were injected
by myself” to his statement. If Goessl did not write down what Guth dictated, Guth
visually demonstrated to Goessl that he would be hanged. Goessl testified that he then
signed the false statement and planned to clear up the matter in court.[29]
Defendant Willy Frey testified that the prosecution witnesses had never seen him before
and wouldn’t be able to identify him if he didn’t have a number hanging around his
neck. Frey testified that he had been severely beaten in Mossburg by an American
officer. Frey signed his confession only because he was afraid of being beaten again.[30]
Defendant Johannes Grimm testified that he signed a false statement that Lt. Guth had
dictated to Dr. Ernst Leiss. When asked why he signed this false statement, Grimm
replied:[31]
“I already described my mental condition on that day. I had memories of the
previous interrogations. My left cheekbone was broken and four of my teeth
were knocked out.”
Grimm further testified:

“The only superior I had to obey was Lt. Guth telling me to write this
sentence.”
Mauthausen defense attorney Lt. Patrick W. McMahon, in his closing argument to the
Dachau Tribunal, said there was grave doubt that the defendants’ statements were freely
given. Further, the striking similarity of the language made it obvious the statements
contained only language desired by the interrogators. McMahon cited numerous
examples in which defendants used similar language to say crimes committed at
Mauthausen could not be ascribed to any one leader. In regard to shootings to prevent
further escapes, McMahon also cited several examples where similar language was used
in the defendants’ statements.[32]
McMahon said in his closing argument:[33]
“And so it goes with Drabek, Entress, Feigl, with Trauner, Niedermeyer,
Haeger, Miessner, Riegler, Zoller, with Blei, with Eckert, with Striegel, with
Eigruber, with Eisenhoefer, with Mack and Riegler. Let the court also note
the unbelievable accusations that the affiants make against themselves. It is
contrary to normal human conduct. People just don’t talk that way about
themselves. Beyond any doubt, threats and duress were used to induce the
signing of the untruthful statements in evidence.”
Thus, the evidence is overwhelming that large portions of the confessions and statements
used at the Dachau trials were obtained under duress. While it is possible that members
of the 7708 War Crimes Group did not use or know about these improper procedures,
these forced confessions were nevertheless quite common.

Otto Skorzeny’s Trial
German SS-officer Otto Skorzeny was tried at Dachau after the war. The charges
brought against Skorzeny included wrongfully obtaining United States uniforms and
using them in combat. It was also alleged that Skorzeny and his men tortured and killed
more than 100 U.S. prisoners of war. Additionally, Skorzeny allegedly removed and
appropriated insignias of rank, decorations, uniforms and other items from U.S.
prisoners of war. Finally, Skorzeny allegedly misappropriated Red Cross food and
clothing parcels consigned to U.S. prisoners of war.[34]
Skorzeny and his fellow defendants were found not guilty of all charges at his trial. U.S.
Army 7708 War Crimes Group member Bill Kasich expressed his opinion that Skorzeny
was acquitted because the Allies felt they could use Skorzeny’s skills against the
Russians somewhere down the line. Dunphy also expresses surprise that the Dachau
court found the defendants not guilty of what he calls blatant violations of the Geneva
Convention.[35] However, Skorzeny was found not guilty because Skorzeny’s case had
gone very poorly for the prosecution.
The American prosecutor summoned a German captain who accused Skorzeny of
distributing poison bullets to his commandos to use against Americans during the Battle
of the Bulge. The captain testified that he identified the poison bullets by a red ring
around the case.
On cross-examination, defense attorney Lt. Col. Robert Durst showed the captain a
bullet with a red ring around the case and asked, “Is this the type of bullet you are
speaking of?” The captain said “Yes.” It only took Durst a few minutes to get the captain
to admit that the bullet in Durst’s hand was a waterproof bullet, and that the poison
bullets were entirely different in appearance. The captain confessed he had lied to the

court.[36]
The American-run court then attempted to convict Skorzeny for ordering his men to
wear American uniforms during the Ardennes offensive. Skorzeny testified that he had
given his commandos orders not to fight while in American uniforms, that they did not
fire a bullet while in the disguise, and that his men had abided by the Hague Convention.
Skorzeny also testified that the American and British had followed the same procedure
many times.[37]
The tribunal was not convinced that military units fighting for the Allies had worn
German uniforms. Rumors were not acceptable as evidence in this particular court of
law. The next day would bring the trial to a conclusion since the tribunal had other
prisoners to try. Skorzeny had no further defense, and he didn’t sleep that night because
he was worried about the trial’s outcome.[38]
Skorzeny was surprised the next day when Durst called to the witness stand British
Royal Air Force Wing Commander Forrest Yeo-Thomas. Yeo-Thomas testified that the
British Secret Service often wore German uniforms, were always armed, and when
trapped, used their guns without hesitation. He also explained that German soldiers were
sometimes ambushed so that their papers and uniforms could be taken and used by
British agents.[39]
As Yeo-Thomas stepped down from the witness chair, Skorzeny and the other
defendants stood at attention in a gesture of appreciation. The tribunal had to acquit the
German defendants because otherwise they would have to admit that the victors fought
under a different set of rules than the losers. Ironically, Skorzeny had won his case even
though he had been defended by an American military lawyer, before a tribunal
composed entirely of American military officers, and with his primary witness being a
British military intelligence officer.[40]

Professional Witnesses and Mock Trials
Dunphy is highly critical of the book Innocent at Dachau by Joseph Halow. He also
writes that “[Bill] Kasich was familiar with the book and thoroughly despised it.”[41]
The book Innocent at Dachau claims that false witnesses were used at most of the
American-run war-crimes trials at Dachau. Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at
the Dachau trials in 1947, described some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:[42]
“[T]he major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as ‘professional
witnesses,’ and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
‘Professional,’ since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.”
Stephen F. Pinter, who served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American-run
trials of Germans at Dachau, confirmed Halow’s statement. In a 1960 affidavit Pinter
said that “notoriously perjured witnesses” were used to charge Germans with false and
unfounded crimes. Pinter stated:[43]

“Unfortunately, as a result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent
persons were convicted and some were executed.”
The use of false witnesses has also been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was
an ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from
1941 to 1945. Neuhäusler stated that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[44] The frequent use of such false witnesses calls into
question the legitimacy of the Dachau trials.
American attorney Col. Willis N. Everett, Jr. was assigned to defend the 74 German
defendants accused of the Malmédy incident. The trial took place at Dachau from May
16 to July 16, 1946.[45] Everett and his defense staff of lawyers, interpreters and
stenographers divided into several teams to interview the defendants. Everett wrote to
his family of the experience:[46]
“Several defendants today said they thought they had had a trial…a Col. sat
on the Court and his defense counsel rushed the proceedings through and he
was to be hanged the next day so he might as well write up a confession and
clear some of his fellows seeing he would be hanged…another kind of court
had black curtains…The Lt. Col. sat as judge at a black-draped table which
had a white cross on it and the only light was two candles on either end. He
was tried and witnesses brought in and he was sentenced to death, but he
would have to write down in his own handwriting a complete confession.
Then the beatings and hang-man’s rope, black hood, eye gougers which they
claimed would be used on them unless they confessed. Not a one yet wrote
out his statement but each stated that the prosecution dictated their
statements and they said it made no difference anyway as they would die the
next day. So, on and on it goes with each one of the defendants. The story of
each must have some truth because they have each been in solitary
confinement.”
Such use of mock trials to obtain confessions was a disgrace to the American judicial
system. Willis Everett was convinced that the Malmédy trial had been an ethical
abomination. Approximately 100 of Everett’s friends and acquaintances and some
additional American military officers advised Everett to forget about the Malmédy case
and live in the present. Everett’s sense of ethics, however, set him on a mission to obtain
justice for the Malmédy defendants.[47]
Ultimately, because of Everett’s efforts, none of the Malmédy defendants was executed.
They were gradually released from prison courtesy of the Annual Review Board and
tensions resulting from the Cold War with the Soviet Union. Jochen Peiper was the last
Malmédy defendant to leave prison, receiving his release on December 22, 1956.[48]

Unfair Burden of Proof and Rules of Evidence
Dunphy writes that anyone wanting to learn the truth about the Dachau trials should read
Joshua M. Greene’s book Justice at Dachau: The Trials of an American Prosecutor. This
book provides an introduction to the Dachau trials through the work of William Denson,
a Harvard Law School graduate who prosecuted more alleged German war criminals
than any other lawyer in the postwar era, and achieved a 100% conviction rate. Of the
177 guards and officers Denson prosecuted, 97 were sentenced to death, 54 to life
imprisonment and the rest to sentences of hard labor.[49]
Dunphy writes that “Justice at Dachau is a powerful scholarly antidote for anyone who

finds it necessary to read Innocent at Dachau.”[50] In reality, Justice at Dachau
provides important information why the German defendants at Dachau did not receive a
fair trial.
The Dachau tribunal was composed of eight senior U.S. military officers with the rank
of at least full colonel. The president of the court, Brig. Gen. John M. Lentz, was the
former commanding general of the 3rd Army’s 87th Infantry Division.[51] These U.S.
military officers with no formal legal training were not qualified to objectively review
the evidence presented in the trial.
Lt. Col. William Denson, the chief prosecuting attorney, used the legal concept of
common design for establishing that camp personnel at Dachau were guilty of violating
the laws and usages of war. The Dachau tribunal accepted Denson’s legal concept of
common design. In common design, Denson had discovered a legal concept wide
enough to apply to everyone who had worked in Dachau.[52] In essence, the Dachau
defendants were all assumed to be guilty unless proven innocent.
The rules of evidence used at the Dachau trial were also extremely lax. For example,
hearsay evidence presented by the prosecution was routinely allowed by the judges.
Such testimony was permitted at the Dachau trial if it seemed “relevant to a reasonable
man.” This departure from normal Anglo-Saxon law was intended to compensate for the
fact that some eyewitnesses had died in the camp.[53]
Lt. Col. Douglas T. Bates, the chief defense attorney, was also not permitted to fully
cross-examine all of the prosecution witnesses. For example, prosecution witness Arthur
Haulot, a 32-year-old journalist and former lieutenant in the Belgian army, threatened to
leave the trial after being aggressively cross-examined by Bates. An hour later, Bates
and the other defense lawyers met with Haulot outside of the courtroom. Bates put a
friendly arm around Haulot’s shoulder and said:[54]
“We just want to thank you. By speaking up, you got us properly scolded.
We were doing what we had to do, and frankly it disgusted us. You won’t be
bothered like that again.”
Such a change of tactics by the defense counsel would never have occurred if the trial
had taken place in an American courtroom. However, at Dachau the defense attorneys
were soldiers who took seriously reprimands from their superior officers who were
judges in the trial.[55]
Defense attorney Douglas Bates in his closing statement at the first Dachau trial
challenged the court’s use of the legal concept of common design. Bates said:[56]
“The most talked-of phrase has been ‘common design.’ Let us be honest and
admit that common design found its way into the judgment for the simple
expedient of trying 40 defendants in one mass trial instead of having to try
one each in 40 trials. Where is the common design? Conspicuous by its
absence, established for the purpose of trapping some defendants against
whom there was a shortage of proof—by arguing, for example, that if
Schoep was a guard in the camp, then he was equally responsible for
everything that went on. There are guards at each gate of this American post
today. Is it not far-fetched to say they are responsible for crimes that may be
committed within the confines of this large area? If every one of the
defendants is guilty of participating in that large common design, then it
becomes necessary to hold responsible every member of the Nazi Party and
every citizen of Germany who contributed to the waging of total war—and I

submit that can’t be done.
I read this in Life magazine today: ‘Justice cannot be measured
quantitatively. If the whole of Germany is guilty of murder, no doubt it
would be just to exterminate the German people. The real problem is to
know who is guilty of what.’ Perhaps the prosecution has arrived at a
solution as to how an entire people can be indicted as an acting part of a
mythical common design.
And a new definition of murder has been introduced along with common
design. This new principle of law says, ‘I am given food and told to feed
these people. The food is inadequate. I feed them with it, and they die of
starvation. I am guilty of murder.’ Germany was fighting a war she had lost
six months before. All internal business had completely broken down. I
presume people like Filleboeck and Wetzel should have reenacted the
miracle at Galilee, where five loaves and fishes fed a multitude.
There has been a lot of impressive law read by the chief counsel, and it is
good law—Miller, Wharton. The sad thing is that little of it is applicable to
the facts in this case. Perhaps we have not been diligent enough in seeking
applicable law. Some think the prosecution has found applicable law in the
Rules of Land Warfare on the doctrine of superior orders. We have no
intention of arguing that executions by the German Reich were due process.
Nevertheless, we contend that executions were the result of law of the then
recognized regime in Germany and that members of the firing squad were
simple soldiers acting in the same capacity as in any military organization in
the world….
If law cloaks a bloodbath in Germany, the idea of law will be the real
victim. Lynch law, of which we have known a good deal in America, often
gets the right man. But its aftermath is a contempt for the law, a contempt
that breeds more criminals. It is far, far better that some guilty men escape
than that the idea of law be endangered. In the long run, the idea of law is
our best defense against Nazism in all its forms.
In closing, I ask permission to paraphrase a great statesman. Never in the
history of judicial procedure has so much punishment been asked against so
many on so little proof.”
Despite its unfairness, William Denson refused to acknowledge that the legal concept of
common design should not apply in this case. Denson stated:[57]
“I do not want the court to feel that it is necessary to establish individual
acts of misconduct to show guilt or innocence. If he participated in this
common design, as evidence has shown, it is sufficient to establish his
guilt.”

Conclusion
Unsung Heroes of the Dachau Trials is useful in learning the views of some of the
surviving members of the U.S. Army 7708 War Crimes Group. However, its attempt at
establishing the justice and fairness of the Dachau trials is totally unconvincing.
Benjamin Ferencz acknowledges the unfairness of the Dachau trials:[58]

“I was there for the liberation, as a sergeant in the Third Army, General
Patton’s Army, and my task was to collect camp records and witness
testimony, which became the basis for prosecutions…But the Dachau trials
were utterly contemptible. There was nothing resembling the rule of law.
More like court-martials…It was not my idea of a judicial process. I mean, I
was a young, idealistic Harvard law graduate.”
Ferencz states that nobody including himself protested against such procedures in the
Dachau trials.[59]
The defendants did not receive a fair and impartial hearing in the Dachau trials. The use
of interrogation methods designed to produce false confessions, lax rules of evidence
and procedure, the presumption that the defendants were guilty unless proven innocent,
American military judges with little or no legal training, unreliable eyewitness
testimony, and the inability of defense counsel to aggressively cross-examine some of
the prosecution witnesses ensured the conviction of most of the defendants in the
Dachau trials.
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Self-help gurus and Christian ministers frequently mention the “Holocaust” in their
quest to help people lead better lives. This article analyzes the writings of some of the
most famous self-help gurus concerning the false Holocaust narrative.

Tony Robbins
Self-help guru Tony Robbins in his book Awaken the Giant Within emphasizes the
importance of asking the right questions to receive answers. He uses the following
example from Jewish “Holocaust” survivor Stanislavsky Lech to illustrate his point:[1]
"They needed no reason. They came simply because he was of Jewish
descent. The Nazis stormed into his home, arresting him and his entire
family. Soon they were herded like cattle, packed into a train, and then sent
to a death camp in Krakow. His most disturbing nightmares could never
have prepared him for seeing his family shot before his very eyes. How
could he live through the horror of seeing his child’s clothing on another
because his son was now dead as the result of a 'shower'?
Somehow he continued. One day he looked at the nightmare around him
and confronted an inescapable truth: if he stayed there even one more day,
he would surely die. He made a decision that he must escape and that escape
must happen immediately! He knew not how, he simply knew he must. For
weeks he’d asked the other prisoners, 'How can we escape this horrible
place?' The answers he received seemed always to be the same: 'Don’t be a
fool,' they said, 'there is no escape! Asking such questions will only torture
your soul. Just work hard and pray you survive.' But he couldn’t accept
this—he wouldn’t accept it. He became obsessed with escape, and even
when his answers didn’t make any sense, he kept asking over and over
again, 'How can I do it? There must be a way. How can I get out of here
healthy, alive, today?'
It is said that if you ask, you shall receive. And for some reason, on this day
he got his answer. Perhaps it was the intensity with which he asked his
question, or maybe it was his sense of certainty that 'now is the time.' Or
possibly it was just the impact of continually focusing on the answer to one
burning question. For whatever reason, the giant power of the human mind
and spirit awakened in this man. The answer came to him through an

unlikely source: the sickening smell of decaying human flesh. There, only a
few feet from his work, he saw a huge pile of bodies that had been shoveled
into the back of a truck—men, women, and children who had been gassed.
The gold fillings had been pulled from their teeth; everything that they
owned—any jewelry—even their clothing, had been taken. Instead of
asking, 'How could the Nazis be so despicable, so destructive? How could
God make something so evil? Why had God done this to me?,' Stanislavsky
Lech asked a different question. He asked, 'How can I use this to escape?'
And instantly he got his answer.
As the end of the day neared and the work party headed back into the
barracks, Lech ducked behind the truck. In a heartbeat, he ripped off his
clothes and dove naked into the pile of bodies while no one was looking. He
pretended that he was dead, remaining totally still even though later he was
almost crushed as more and more bodies were heaped on top of him.
The fetid smell of rotting flesh, the rigid remains of the dead surrounded
him everywhere. He waited and waited, hoping that no one would notice the
one living body in that pile of death, hoping that sooner or later that truck
would drive off.
Finally, he heard the sound of the engine starting. He felt the truck shudder.
And in that moment, he felt a stirring of hope as he lay among the dead.
Eventually, he felt the truck lurch to a stop, and then it dumped its ghastly
cargo—dozens of the dead and one man pretending to be one of them—in a
giant open grave outside the camp. Lech remained there for hours until
nightfall. When he finally felt certain no one was there, he extracted himself
from the mountain of cadavers, and he ran naked 25 miles to freedom."
Stanislavsky Lech’s story is absurd. A body that has been killed with hydrocyanic acid
(HCN) cannot be safely touched without protection. Dr. Robert Faurisson wrote in
regard to HCN poisoning:[2]
“Hydrocyanic acid penetrates into the skin, the mucous membranes, and the
bodily fluids. The corpse of a man who has just been killed by this powerful
poison is itself a dangerous source of poisoning, and cannot be touched with
bare hands. In order to enter the HCN-saturated chamber to remove the
corpse, special gear is needed, as well as a gas mask with a special filter.”
The danger of touching someone killed with Zyklon B gas is confirmed in the scientific
literature.[3]
Stanislavsky Lech claimed that he was “almost crushed as more and more bodies were
heaped on top of him” and surrounded for hours by “the mountain of cadavers” that had
recently been gassed to death. If this had been the case, Lech would have been poisoned
by these dead bodies. Lech’s story also contradicts Sonderkommando testimonies that
claim dead bodies were cremated instead of being buried in open graves outside the
camps.
Tony Robbins also mentions Viktor Frankl and his heroic survival at Auschwitz and
other German camps.[4] However, we will let our next self-help guru explain how
Frankl found peace after surviving the “hell on earth” of Auschwitz.

Dr. Wayne Dyer

The late Dr. Wayne Dyer described the inspiration he received from meeting Viktor
Frankl:[5]
"Over the years, I’ve been fortunate enough to meet some of the great men
and women who have inspired me with their work and their lives. In their
presence I felt the radiant energy that living in-Spirit brings. In 1978, I was
invited to go to Vienna to participate in a presentation to a group of young
presidents of companies. I was assigned to be on a panel with a man who
had been a huge source of inspiration to me: Viktor Frankl. Frankl was a
medical doctor who had been herded off to die in a Nazi concentration camp
in WW II; while imprisoned, he kept notes that ultimately became a book
called Man’s Search for Meaning. This work, which touched me deeply,
illustrated not only how Dr. Frankl survived the horrors of Auschwitz, but
also how he helped other camp mates do the same. He taught them to be
with his spirit and infuse it in others who were giving up on life. He even
practiced sending love and peace to his captors, and refused to feel hatred
and vengeance because he knew that this was foreign to his spirit, which he
wouldn’t forsake. Viktor Frankl stayed true to his spiritual origins in the
face of horrors that destroyed so many. When I met him, he exuded joy,
peace, kindness, and love, and he wasn’t bitter. Instead, he felt that his
experience taught him lessons he’d never have known otherwise. I spent a
good part of that afternoon in Vienna listening and being in awe. Viktor
Frankl had been one of the truly inspirational figures in my life, and being
on the same panel—under the pretext of being a colleague of this master
teacher—was overwhelming to me. It was an afternoon I’ve never forgotten,
full of pure exhilaration and inspiration."
Viktor Frankl’s book Man’s Search for Meaning has been ranked by the Library of
Congress as one of the 20th century’s 10 most influential books in the United States.
Frankl described his experiences at Auschwitz in this book as if he had spent many
months there. In reality, Frankl was in Auschwitz only for a few days in October 1944
while in transit from Theresienstadt to a sub-camp of Dachau.
Frankl admitted this to the American evangelist Robert Schuller:[6]
“I was in Auschwitz only three or four days. […] I was sent to a barrack and
we were all transported to a camp in Bavaria."
Frankl’s short time in Auschwitz is substantiated by the prisoner log from the sub-camp
of Dachau, Kaufering III, which listed Frankl’s arrival on October 25, 1944, six days
after his departure from Theresienstadt.[7] Thus, Frankl’s descriptions of his long stay at
Auschwitz in Man’s Search for Meaning are false and misleading. Wayne Dyer was
receiving inspiration from a man who by his own admission was lying about his
experiences in Auschwitz.

Eckhart Tolle
German-born Canadian resident Eckhart Tolle also mentions the “Holocaust” in his book
A New Earth:[8]
"By the end of the century, the number of people who died a violent death at
the hand of their fellow humans would rise to more than 100 million. They
died not only through wars between nations, but also through mass
exterminations and genocide, such as the murder of 20 million 'class
enemies, spies, and traitors' in the Soviet Union under Stalin or the

unspeakable horrors of the Holocaust in Nazi Germany."
"Nobody knows the exact figure because records were not kept, but it seems
that during a 300-year period between 3 and 5 million women were tortured
and killed by the 'Holy Inquisition,' an institution founded by the Roman
Catholic Church to suppress heresy. This surely ranks together with the
Holocaust as one of the darkest chapters in human history."[9]
Tolle apparently believes the “Holocaust” happened simply because it is mentioned
repeatedly in the media. He fails to mention the cruel genocidal policies inflicted against
Germans after World War II. According to James Bacque’s research, the sum of 1.5
million German POWs, 2.1 million German expellees, and 5.7 million German residents
equals an estimated 9.3 million Germans who died needlessly after the war because of
Allied policies.[10] Tolle ignores these Allied genocidal policies against Germans while
mentioning a nonexistent German policy of genocide against European Jewry.
Tolle’s support of the “Holocaust,” however, does serve a useful purpose. It not only
enables him to sell books, but also enables him to travel to Israel and other countries
without being arrested for the criminal offense of “Holocaust denial.”

Howard Storm
Christian pastor Howard Storm says that during his near-death experience he asked Jesus
and the angels how God could let the Holocaust happen. Storm writes:[11]
"I asked how God could let the Holocaust of World War II happen. We were
transported to a railway station as a long train of freight cars was being
unloaded of its human cargo. The guards were screaming and beating the
people into submission. The people were Jewish men, women, and children.
Exhausted from hunger and thirst, they were totally disoriented from the
ordeal of being rounded up and sent on a long journey to an unknown
destination. They believed that they were going to work camps, and that
their submission to the brutality of the guards was the only way to survive.
We went to the area where the selection process was taking place and heard
the guards talking about 'the Angel Maker.' We went to the place the guards
were referring to as 'the Angel Maker,' which was a series of ovens. I saw
piles of naked corpses being loaded into the ovens, and I began to cry. Jesus
said to me, 'These are the people God loves.' Then he said, 'Look up.' Rising
out of the smoke of the chimneys, I saw hundreds of people being met by
thousands of angels taking them up into the sky. There was great joy in the
faces of the people, and there appeared to be no trace of a memory of the
horrendous suffering they had just endured. How ironic that the guards
sarcastically called the ovens 'the Angel Maker.'"
Howard Storm also writes that “This Holocaust was breaking God’s heart” and “God
wants this never to happen again.” Storm concludes, “This was one of the low points in
human history.”[12]
Storm apparently does not realize that the crematoria in the German camps did not give
out smoke from the chimneys.[13] He also does not realize that thousands of corpses
could not possibly have been cremated every day at Auschwitz-Birkenau as claimed in
the Holocaust literature.[14] Storm’s account of witnessing the “Holocaust” during his
near-death experience is not credible.

Deepak Chopra
Self-help guru Deepak Chopra, M.D. also believes in the official Holocaust narrative.
Chopra states in an interview:[15]
"But in the end, yes, we contribute to everything that happened as a
collective psyche and you know, even when we blame Hitler for the
Holocaust, we really cannot. The Holocaust is a manifestation of the
collective psychosis that was occurring in Europe at that time and Hitler was
a symbolic manifestation of that. Because if there wasn’t that collective
psychosis, Hitler wouldn’t have survived one day."
Chopra also supports the idea of epigenetics, which is the idea that traumatic experiences
affect DNA in ways that are passed on to children and grandchildren. In his book Super
Genes, Chopra cites a study led by neuroscientist Rachel Yehuda at Mount Sinai’s Icahn
School of Medicine on the effects of the “Holocaust” on gene activity. The study took 80
children who had at least one parent who was a “Holocaust” survivor and compared
them with 15 “demographically similar” children whose parents were not “Holocaust”
survivors. [16]
Chopra writes:[17]
"We were reluctant to bring up such horrific experiences, except that this
Holocaust study marked a breakthrough. According to Yehuda, as far as her
team was aware, 'This is the first evidence in humans […] of an epigenetic
mark in an offspring based on preconception exposure in a parent.' […] It’s
also important to note that that the study is controversial, largely because
the biochemistry of gender differences is complex, and the differences
found by Yehuda were small, or as she puts it, 'nuanced.' It should also be
noted that without being able to spot the epigenetics involved, psychiatry
had long been aware, through various studies, that the effects of PTSD can
be passed on to children of Holocaust survivors."
Chopra thus supports the idea that the trauma experienced by “Holocaust” survivors can
be genetically passed on to their offspring.

Marianne Williamson
Self-help guru and 2020 Democratic presidential candidate Marianne Williamson writes
of her visit to Holland:[18]
"On the same trip, I visited the house of Anne Frank. It’s been years since I
read The Diary of Anne Frank, and I thought I had internalized her story and
its meaning. Yet visiting the Anne Frank museum with my daughter on this
trip, I could barely stop crying—in fact, I couldn’t stop crying—as I walked
through the rooms of her family’s house. Seeing where she slept, unable to
run outside and play or even look at sunlight through the window; seeing
the places on her wall where her father pasted pictures from magazines so it
wouldn’t seem quite so dreary; thinking of the extraordinary, daily tension
and fear that were experienced by those hiding in those rooms as well as by
their friends who were hiding them; thinking of all the years they survived
that way, only to have their hiding place betrayed a year before the end of
the war; and thinking of Anne’s horrifying days at Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp, only to die one month before the liberation of the

camps—I could hardly bear the weight of such sorrow, mixed with Anne’s
profound and compassionate insights into the nature of the human heart. I
thought about her father’s survival, his learning of his family’s death, his
publishing Anne’s diaries—and always with the realization that this same
tale of suffering was experienced not once but 6 million times."
The fate of Anne Frank, who is known around the world for her famous diary, is typical
of many Jews who died in German camps during the war. Anne and her father were first
deported from the Netherlands to Auschwitz-Birkenau in September 1944. Anne’s father
contracted typhus at Auschwitz and was sent to the camp hospital to recover. He was one
of thousands of Jews who remained at Auschwitz when the Germans abandoned the
camp in January 1945. He survived the war and died in Switzerland in 1980.
In the face of the advancing Soviet Army, Anne Frank was evacuated to Bergen-Belsen,
where she died of typhus in March 1945. While Anne Frank’s fate was tragic, her story
is not consistent with a German plan of extermination against the Jews. Along with
thousands of others at Bergen-Belsen, Anne died from a typhus epidemic and not from a
German plan to commit genocide against European Jewry. Williamson’s mention of 6
million Jews who died during the war is also a ridiculous exaggeration.[19]
Marianne Williamson also writes:[20]
"There is a building in Amsterdam where all Jews were rounded up by the
Nazis for deportation to the concentration camps, where many of them
would be gassed immediately upon arrival. A plaque on the building says
we should take a moment and remember them. In that moment, I think the
departed souls feel our blessing; hopefully, in some way, it helps bring them
peace."
Williamson in this passage falsely states that Jews were gassed in German concentration
camps during World War II. The reality is that there were no homicidal gas chambers in
any of the German concentration camps.[21]
Williamson states in a recent interview that Germany has paid $89 billion in reparations
to Jewish organizations as compensation for the so-called Holocaust. She thinks these
reparations are a good thing because they have helped to establish reconciliation
between Jews and Germans. Williamson does not understand that the official Holocaust
story is a fraud. She also fails to explain why Germans should not be compensated for
the millions of Germans who were mass murdered by the Allies after World War II.[22]
Williamson praises the luminosity of Oscar Schindler’s accountant. Williamson
writes:[23]
"In the movie Schindler’s List, the character of Schindler’s accountant,
played by Ben Kingsley, demonstrates this luminosity: Barred by
circumstances from fully speaking his opinions, the man’s moral substance
has a profound effect on Schindler nevertheless. This change within
Schindler saves many people’s lives. Philosophically, the accountant is the
center of the movie, the miracle-worker, the conduit of truth, the bearer of a
silent power that casts out evil through the awakening of good."
Williamson fails to acknowledge in this passage that Germany did not have a program of
genocide against the Jews, and that Schindler’s List is a manipulative propaganda movie.
Williamson states that she is always open to learning more.[24] Hopefully, she will
eventually study the so-called Holocaust and learn that the official Holocaust story is
fraudulent.

Williamson, who is Jewish, also writes about the need for healing among nations:[25]
"On August 1, 1994, the Polish nation commemorated the 50th anniversary
of the Warsaw Uprising, in which 200,000 Poles were killed by German
Nazis, and 500,000 more were transported to concentration camps.
During this commemoration, German president Roman Herzog made an
extraordinary apology to the Polish people. 'Today, I bow down before the
fighters of the Warsaw Uprising as before all Polish victims of the war,' he
said. 'I ask for forgiveness for what has been done to you by Germans. […]
It fills us Germans with shame that the name of our country and people will
forever be associated with pain and suffering, which was inflicted on Poland
a million times. We mourn the dead of the Warsaw Uprising and all people
who lost their lives in World War II.'"
Williamson fails to explain why the Allies should not apologize and reimburse Germany
for the millions of Germans murdered after the end of World War II. Williamson also
does not understand the context for the Warsaw Uprising. SS-Panzergrenadier Hans
Schmidt expressed his view of Germany’s actions during the Warsaw Uprising:[26]
"For the Poles to start the August 1944 uprising in their capital city at the
very moment when the German soldiers of the Eastern front were in a
desperate defensive battle with the Red Army proved a great miscalculation.
It bears remembering that the numerous marshaling yards around Warsaw
were the major railroad connections between the Reich and the Eastern
front, and these connections had to be held at all costs. Consequently the
German reprisals against both the partisans as well as against the general
population supporting the underground fighters were both swift and brutal.
The inner city of Warsaw was largely destroyed during the ferocious battles
that lasted for two months. To make a special issue, as the Poles seem to do
even to this day, of the fact that the Germans leveled the inner city of
Warsaw during the uprising is ludicrous. By that time most German inner
cities had been destroyed, and the Allies had even attacked targets in Rome
and Paris, something the German High Command had always avoided.
Considering everything, there was no reason for the German High
Command to go easy on the residents of the Polish capital."

Conclusion
Self-help gurus frequently cite the Holocaust story in their books and teachings. The
heroic survival strategies of men such as Stanislavsky Lech and Viktor Frankl are used
to inspire us to lead better lives. Other self-help gurus use the alleged genocide of
European Jewry to demonstrate the violent depravity of which man is capable. They
consistently claim that the “Holocaust” is one of the darkest chapters in world history.
I have yet to read one self-help guru who disputes the Holocaust story. Whenever selfhelp gurus repeat the official Holocaust narrative, I question their wisdom and let other
people be inspired by their teachings.
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I recently participated in a discussion thread to an article written by Thomas Dalton. A
lady on this discussion thread asked me:
“Is there a Jewish conspiratorial Holocaust hoax group. If there is one, I am
not aware of one. Maybe you can point me in the right direction. Do you
know anyone who has ever been in this group?”
This article documents some of the numerous Jewish groups and individuals who have
conspired to promote the official Holocaust story.

The Postwar Nuremberg Trials
The genocide of European Jewry has been given legitimacy by the numerous trials
conducted by the Allies after the Second World War. Dr. Arthur Butz, in his
groundbreaking book The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, wrote about the Allied
postwar trials that “it is a fact that without the evidence generated at these trials, there
would be no significant evidence that the program of killing Jews ever existed at all.”[1]
Jewish groups and individuals played key roles in establishing and conducting these
trials.
The first trial held in Nuremberg from 1945 to 1946, officially known as the
International Military Tribunal (IMT), is the most important of these trials. The
governments of the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain and France tried the
most prominent surviving German leaders as war criminals in this trial. In addition, the
United States government alone conducted 12 secondary Nuremberg trials (NMT) from
1946 to 1949. Similar trials were also conducted in other locations by Great Britain,
West Germany, the United States and Israel, including the highly-publicized trial in
Israel of Adolf Eichmann.
The mostly political nature of the IMT and later Nuremberg trials is acknowledged by
Nahum Goldmann in his book The Jewish Paradox. Goldmann, president of the World
Jewish Congress (WJC), admitted that the idea of the Nuremberg trials and German
reparations originated with WJC officials. Only after persistent efforts by WJC officials
were Allied leaders persuaded to accept the idea of the Nuremberg trials.[2] The WJC
also made sure that Germany’s extermination of European Jewry was a primary focus of
the trials, and that the defendants would be punished for their involvement in Germany’s
extermination process.[3]

Two Jewish U.S. Army officers also played key roles in the formation of these trials. Lt.
Col. Murray Bernays, a prominent New York attorney, persuaded U.S. War Secretary
Henry Stimson and others to put the defeated German leaders on trial. Col. David
Marcus, a fervent Zionist, was head of the U.S. government’s War Crimes Branch from
February 1946 until April 1947. Marcus was made head of the War Crimes Branch
primarily in order “to take over the mammoth task of selecting hundreds of judges,
prosecutors and lawyers” for the later NMT trials.[4]
This Jewish influence caused the Allies to give special attention to the alleged
extermination of 6 million Jews. Chief U.S. prosecutor Robert H. Jackson, for example,
declared in his opening address to the IMT:[5]
“The most savage and numerous crimes planned and committed by the
Nazis were those against the Jews. […] It is my purpose to show a plan and
design to which all Nazis were fanatically committed, to annihilate all
Jewish people. […] The avowed purpose was the destruction of the Jewish
people as a whole. […] History does not record a crime ever perpetrated
against so many victims or one ever carried out with such calculated
cruelty.”
British prosecutor Sir Hartley Shawcross echoed Jackson’s words in his final address to
the IMT.[6]
U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Harlan Fiske Stone said of Justice Robert Jackson,
who left the U.S. Supreme Court to lead the IMT tribunal:
“Jackson is away conducting his high-grade lynching party in Nuremberg. I
don’t mind what he does to the Nazis, but I hate to see the pretense that he is
running a court and proceeding according to the common law. This is a little
too sanctimonious a fraud to meet my old-fashioned ideas.”
Stone wondered on another occasion “whether, under this new [Nuremberg] doctrine of
international law, if we had been defeated, the victors could plausibly assert that our
supplying Britain with 50 destroyers was an act of aggression….”[7]
U.S. Sen. Robert A. Taft courageously denounced the IMT trial in an October 1946
speech:[8]
“The trial of the vanquished by the victors cannot be impartial no matter
how it is hedged about with the forms of justice.”
Taft went on to state:
"About this whole judgment there is a spirit of vengeance, and vengeance is
seldom justice. The hanging of the 11 men convicted will be a blot on the
American record which we will long regret. In these trials we have accepted
the Russian idea of the purpose of the trials—government policy and not
justice—with little relationship to Anglo-Saxon heritage. By clothing policy
in forms of legal procedure, we may discredit the whole idea of justice in
Europe for years to come."
Several U.S. Congressmen also denounced the Nuremberg trials. For example,
Congressman John Rankin of Mississippi declared:[9]
“As a representative of the American people I desire to say that what is
taking place in Nuremberg, Germany is a disgrace to the United States. […]

A racial minority, two and a half years after the war closed, are in
Nuremberg not only hanging German soldiers but trying German
businessmen in the name of the United States.”
Gen. George Patton was also opposed to the war crimes trials. In a letter to his wife, he
wrote:[10]
“I am frankly opposed to this war criminal stuff. It is not cricket and it is
Semitic. I am also opposed to sending POWs to work as slaves in foreign
lands, where many will be starved to death.”
The later Nuremberg trials were dominated by Jews. Iowa Supreme Court Justice
Charles F. Wennerstrum, who served as the presiding judge in the Nuremberg trial of
German generals, said that Jews dominated the staff of the Nuremberg courts and were
more interested in revenge than justice. He stated:[11]
“The entire atmosphere is unwholesome. […] Lawyers, clerks, interpreters,
and researchers were employed who became Americans only in recent
years, whose backgrounds were embedded in Europe’s hatreds and
prejudices.”
Wennerstrum left the Nuremberg trials “with a feeling that justice has been denied.”
American attorney Warren Magee, who served as defense counsel in the Ministries Trial,
wrote:[12]
"‘An eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth’ is the driving force behind the
prosecutions at Nuremberg. While it grieves me to say this, the prosecution
staff, its lawyers, research analysts, interpreters, clerks, etc. is largely
Jewish. Many are Germans who fled their country and only recently took
out American citizenship. Jewish influence was even apparent at the first
trial, labeled the IMT. Atrocities against Jews are always stressed above all
else. […] With persecuted Jews in the background directing the
proceedings, the trials cannot be maintained in an objectivity aloof from
vindictiveness, personal grievances, and racial desires for revenge.
[…] Basic principles have been disregarded by ‘new’ Americans, many of
whom have imbedded in their very beings European racial hatreds and
prejudices.

Torture and Intimidation of Witnesses
Allied prosecutors used torture to help convict the defendants at the IMT and other
postwar trials. A leading example of the use of torture to obtain evidence at the
Nuremberg trials is the confession of Rudolf Höss, who was a former commandant at
Auschwitz. Höss’s testimony at the IMT was probably the most important and striking
evidence presented there of a German extermination program. Höss said that more than
two and a half million people were exterminated in the Auschwitz gas chambers, and
that another 500,000 inmates had died there of other causes.[13] No defender of the
Holocaust story today accepts these inflated figures, and other key portions of Höss’s
testimony at the IMT are widely acknowledged to be untrue.
In 1983, the anti-National Socialist book Legions of Death by Rupert Butler showed that
Jewish Sgt. Bernard Clarke and other British officers tortured Rudolf Höss into making
his confession. The torture of Höss was exceptionally brutal. Neither Bernard Clarke nor
Rupert Butler finds anything wrong or immoral in the torture of Höss. Neither of them

seems to understand the importance of their revelations. Bernard Clarke and Rupert
Butler prove that Höss’s testimony at the IMT was obtained by torture, and is therefore
not credible evidence in proving a program of German genocide against European
Jewry.[14]
Bernard Clarke was not the only Jew who tortured Germans to obtain confessions.
Tuviah Friedman, for example, was a Polish Jew who survived the German
concentration camps. Friedman by his own admission beat up to 20 German prisoners a
day to obtain confessions and weed out SS officers. Friedman stated:[15]
“It gave me satisfaction. I wanted to see if they would cry or beg for
mercy.”
Much of the proof offered today by historians of the genocide of European Jewry is the
“confessions” extracted by torture at the war crime trials. Among the most celebrated
cases, Rudolph Höss, Julius Streicher, Oswald Pohl, Fritz Sauckel, Franz Ziereis and
Josef Kramer were all subject to torture. Obviously, no “confession” obtained under
torture would constitute credible evidence in a legitimate court of law.
Jews also often used intimidation tactics to help convict the German defendants at the
Allied postwar trials. Jewish attorney Benjamin Ferencz admits in an interview that he
used threats and intimidation to obtain confessions:[16]
“You know how I got witness statements? I’d go into a village where, say,
an American pilot had parachuted and been beaten to death and line
everyone up against the wall. Then I’d say, ‘Anyone who lies will be shot
on the spot.’ It never occurred to me that statements taken under duress
would be invalid.”
In the same interview, Ferencz admits to being an observer of the torture and murder of a
captured SS man:[17]
“I once saw DPs [Displaced Persons] beat an SS man and then strap him to
the steel gurney of a crematorium. They slid him in the oven, turned on the
heat and took him back out. Beat him again, and put him back in until he
was burnt alive. I did nothing to stop it. I suppose I could have brandished
my weapon or shot in the air, but I was not inclined to do so. Does that
make me an accomplice to murder?”
Benjamin Ferencz, who enjoys an international reputation as a world peace advocate,
further relates a story concerning his interrogation of an SS colonel. Ferencz explains
that he took out his pistol in order to intimidate him:[18]
“What do you do when he thinks he’s still in charge? I’ve got to show him
that I’m in charge. All I’ve got to do is squeeze the trigger and mark it as
auf der Flucht erschossen [shot while trying to escape…]. I said ‘you are in
a filthy uniform sir, take it off!’ I stripped him naked and threw his clothes
out the window. He stood there naked for half an hour, covering his balls
with his hands, not looking nearly like the SS officer he was reported to be.
Then I said ‘now listen, you and I are gonna have an understanding right
now. I am a Jew—I would love to kill you and mark you down as auf der
Flucht erschossen, but I’m gonna do what you would never do. You are
gonna sit down and write out exactly what happened—when you entered the
camp, who was there, how many died, why they died, everything else about
it. Or, you don’t have to do that—you are under no obligation—you can
write a note of five lines to your wife, and I will try to deliver it…’ [Ferencz

gets the desired statement and continues:] I then went to someone outside
and said ‘Major, I got this affidavit, but I’m not gonna use it—it is a coerced
confession. I want you to go in, be nice to him, and have him re-write it.’
The second one seemed to be okay—I told him to keep the second one and
destroy the first one. That was it.”
The fact that Ferencz threatened and humiliated his witness and reported as much to his
superior officer indicates that he operated in a culture where such illegal methods were
acceptable.[19]
Many of the investigators in the Allied-run trials were Jewish refugees from Germany
who hated Germans. These Jewish investigators gave vent to their hatred by treating the
Germans brutally to force confessions from them. One Dachau trial court reporter quit
his job because he was outraged at what was happening there in the name of justice. He
later testified to a U.S. Senate subcommittee that the most brutal interrogators had been
three German-born Jews.[20]
Robert Kempner, who was the American chief prosecutor in the Ministries Trial at
Nuremberg in which 21 German government officials were defendants, is a prime
example of a Jew who had a grudge against German defendants. Kempner was a
German Jew who lost his job as chief legal advisor of the Prussian Police Department
because of National Socialist race laws. He was forced to emigrate first to Italy and then
to the United States. Kempner was bitter about the experience and was eager to
prosecute and convict German officials in government service.[21]
Kempner bribed Under Secretary Friedrich Wilhelm Gaus, a leading official from the
German foreign office, to testify for the prosecution in the Ministries Trial. The
transcript of Kempner’s interrogation of Gaus reveals that Kempner persuaded Gaus to
exchange the role of defendant for that of a prosecution collaborator. Gaus was released
from isolation two days after his interrogation. A few days later a German newspaper
reported a lengthy handwritten declaration from Gaus in which Gaus confessed the
collective guilt of the German government service. Kempner had given Gaus’s
accusation to the newspaper.[22]
Many people became critical of Kempner’s heavy-handed interrogation methods. In the
case of Friedrich Gaus, Kempner had threatened to turn Gaus over to the Soviets unless
Gaus was willing to cooperate.[23] American attorney Charles LaFollete said that
Kempner’s “foolish, unlawyer-like method of interrogation was common knowledge in
Nuremberg all the time I was there and protested by those of us who anticipated the
arising of a day, just such as we now have, when the Germans would attempt to make
martyrs out of the common criminals on trial in Nuremberg.”[24]
Kempner also attempted to bribe German State Secretary Ernst von Weizsäcker during
the Ministries Trial. However, von Weizsäcker courageously refused to cooperate.
Richard von Weizsäcker, who helped defend his father at the trial, wrote:
“During the proceedings Kempner once said to me that though our defense
was very good, it suffered from one error: We should have turned him,
Kempner, into my father’s defense attorney.”
Richard von Weizsäcker felt Kempner’s words were nothing but pure cynicism.[25]
In addition to torturing and intimidating defendants into making confessions, some
defendants did not live to see the beginning of their trials. For example, Richard Baer,
the last commandant of Auschwitz, adamantly denied the existence of homicidal gas
chambers in his pre-trial interrogations at the Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial. Baer died in

June 1963 under mysterious circumstances while being held in pretrial custody. An
autopsy performed on Baer at the Frankfurt-am-Main University School of Medicine
said that the ingestion of an odorless, non-corrosive poison could not be ruled out as a
cause of death.
It has been widely known ever since the illegal abduction of Adolf Eichmann in
Argentina that the Israeli Mossad has immense capabilities. Given the fact that Chief
Public Prosecutor Fritz Bauer was a Zionist Jew, which should have precluded him from
heading the pretrial investigation, it is quite possible that the forces of international
Jewry were able to murder Baer in his jail. Conveniently, the Auschwitz Trial in
Frankfurt, Germany began almost immediately after Baer’s death. With Baer’s death the
prosecutors at the trial were able to obtain their primary objective—to reinforce the gaschamber myth and establish it as an unassailable historical fact.[26]

False Jewish Witness Testimony
Joseph Halow, a young U.S. court reporter at the Dachau trials in 1947, later described
some of the false witnesses at the Dachau trials:[27]
“[T]he major portion of the witnesses for the prosecution in the
concentration-camp cases were what came to be known as ‘professional
witnesses,’ and everyone working at Dachau regarded them as such.
‘Professional,’ since they were paid for each day they testified. In addition,
they were provided free housing and food, at a time when these were often
difficult to come by in Germany. Some of them stayed in Dachau for
months, testifying in every one of the concentration-camp cases. In other
words, these witnesses made their living testifying for the prosecution.
Usually, they were former inmates from the camps, and their strong hatred
of the Germans should, at the very least, have called their testimony into
question.”
An embarrassing example of perjured witness testimony occurred at the Dachau trials.
Jewish U.S. investigator Josef Kirschbaum brought a former concentration-camp inmate
named Einstein into the court to testify that the defendant, Menzel, had murdered
Einstein’s brother. Menzel, however, foiled this testimony—he had only to point to
Einstein’s brother sitting in the court room listening to the story of his own murder.
Kirschbaum thereupon turned to Einstein and exclaimed:[28]
“How can we bring this pig to the gallows, if you are so stupid as to bring
your brother into the court?”
False Jewish-eyewitness testimony has often been used to attempt to convict innocent
defendants. For example, John Demjanjuk, a naturalized American citizen, was accused
by eyewitnesses of being a murderous guard at Treblinka named Ivan the Terrible.
Demjanjuk was deported to Israel, and an Israeli court tried and convicted him primarily
based on the eyewitness testimony of five Jewish survivors of Treblinka. Demjanjuk’s
defense attorney eventually uncovered new evidence proving that the Soviet KGB had
framed Demjanjuk by forging documents supposedly showing him to be a guard at
Treblinka. The Israeli Supreme Court ruled that the five Jewish eyewitness accounts
were not credible, and that Demjanjuk was innocent.[29]
Another example of false Jewish testimony of the Holocaust story occurred in the case
of Frank Walus, who was a retired Chicago factory worker charged with killing Jews in
his native Poland during the war. An accusation by Simon Wiesenthal that Walus had
worked for the Gestapo prompted the U.S. government’s legal action. Eleven Jews

testified under oath during the trial that Walus had murdered Jews during the war. After
a costly four-year legal battle, Walus was finally able to prove that he had spent the war
years as a teenager working on German farms. An American Bar Association article
published in 1981 concluded regarding Walus’s trial that “…in an atmosphere of hatred
and loathing verging on hysteria, the government persecuted an innocent man.”[30]
Federal district judge Norman C. Roettger, Jr., ruled in a 1978 case in Florida that all six
Jewish eyewitnesses who had testified to direct atrocities and shootings at Treblinka by
Ukrainian-born defendant Feodor Fedorenko had wrongly identified the accused. The
judge found that these Jewish eyewitnesses had been misled by Israeli authorities.[31]
The use of false witnesses has been acknowledged by Johann Neuhäusler, who was an
ecclesiastical resistance fighter interned in two German concentration camps from 1941
to 1945. Neuhäusler wrote that in some of the American-run trials “many of the
witnesses, perhaps 90%, were paid professional witnesses with criminal records ranging
from robbery to homosexuality.”[32]
Stephen F. Pinter served as a U.S. Army prosecuting attorney at the American trials of
Germans at Dachau. In a 1960 affidavit, Pinter said that “notoriously perjured witnesses”
were used to charge Germans with false and unfounded crimes. Pinter stated,
“Unfortunately, as a result of these miscarriages of justice, many innocent persons were
convicted and some were executed.”[33]

Jews Persecute Holocaust Revisionists
European scholars who have questioned the Holocaust story have suffered tremendous
hardships. For example, French revisionist Dr. Robert Faurisson lost his professorship in
1991, was viciously beaten by thugs who were never caught or prosecuted, and was the
defendant in numerous law suits. Faurisson believed that revisionist historians are up
against a religion. Faurisson said:[34]
“The belief in the Holocaust is a religion. We have to fight against this
religion, but I don’t know how to fight a religion. Revisionists can look at
demographic figures, historical documents, forensic evidence, etc., but there
is no example in history of reason destroying a religion.”
Revisionists have also been persecuted in countries where questioning the Holocaust
story is still legal. Canadian revisionist Ernst Zündel was tried in 1985 and 1988 in
Toronto, Canada for the alleged crime of knowingly publishing false news. All Zündel
had ever done was publicly dispute the Holocaust story. Zündel was prosecuted based on
information from the Canadian Holocaust Remembrance Association, a Jewish group
that claimed Zündel was spreading false information. This Jewish group used Canadian
taxpayer money to prosecute Zündel. Even though Zündel won both cases on appeal, he
continued to be attacked and persecuted in Canada. In 1995 his Toronto residence was
the subject of an arson attack resulting in over $400,000 of damages. Zündel was also
the recipient of a parcel bomb that was defused by the Toronto Police bomb squad.
Zündel later moved to rural Tennessee to live with his wife Ingrid Rimland. In February
2003, Zündel was arrested in Tennessee for alleged immigration violations and deported
back to Canada. Zündel was forced to spend over two years in solitary confinement in a
Toronto jail cell even though he was never charged with a crime. Zündel was deported to
Germany in March 2005, where he was tried and convicted of inciting racial hatred and
defaming the memory of the dead. Zündel spent five years in prison in Germany.
Ernst Zündel’s persecution illustrates the power of the Jewish blackout forces. Zündel

wrote from his Toronto jail cell:[35]
“The media and educational system have dumbed the people down to a level
hitherto unknown in the civilized world. They are modern-day zombie
populations, led around by the nose—mentally so manipulated that they
cannot think straight, much less act in their own self-interest, either as
individuals or as societies and states. Both in spirit and in reality, they have
become the tax-paying cash cows and playthings of an alien oligarchy.”
Some people in the United States have been forced to abandon their revisionist work
even though U.S. citizens enjoy the First Amendment right to free speech. For example,
David Cole, whose parents are both Jewish, was very effective in the 1990s in
promulgating revisionist viewpoints. He was so effective that the Jewish Defense
League threatened him into recanting his views. In January 1998, Cole changed his
name to David Stein to protect himself, and he became publicly known as a right-wing
Hollywood Republican. In May 2013 David Cole was exposed by a former friend and is
now using his original name again. Hopefully his right to free speech will be respected
in the future.
Traditional historians and academics are all forced to uphold the Holocaust story to keep
their jobs. Most historians write as if all aspects of the “Holocaust” are well-documented
and irrefutable. For example, one historian who laments the outlawing of Holocaust
revisionism states: “The Holocaust is an incontestable fact.”[36] However, major aspects
of the Holocaust story are easily contestable. It is a felony in many European countries
to question the “Holocaust” because major aspects of the Holocaust story are easy to
disprove.
Jewish defenders of the Holocaust story have also taken extreme measures to prosecute
perpetrators of the alleged crimes. John Demjanjuk, for example, was found not guilty
by the Israeli Supreme Court in 1993 of being Ivan the Terrible at Treblinka. Demjanjuk
returned to his home in Cleveland, Ohio and looked forward to a peaceful retirement
after spending years on death row in Israel. Unfortunately, in 2001 Demjanjuk was
charged again on the grounds that he had been a guard named Ivan Demjanjuk at the
Sobibór camp in Poland.
On May 11, 2009, Demjanjuk was deported from Cleveland to be tried in Germany. On
May 12, 2011, Demjanjuk was convicted by a German criminal court as an accessory to
the murder of 27,900 people at Sobibór, and sentenced to five years in prison. No
evidence was presented at Demjanjuk’s trial linking him to specific crimes. Instead,
Demjanjuk was convicted under a new line of German legal thinking that a person who
served at an alleged death camp can be charged as an accessory to murder because the
camp’s sole function was to kill people. No proof of participation in a specific crime is
required. Demjanjuk died in Germany before his appeal could be heard by a German
Appellate Court.[37]
This new line of German legal thinking is breathtaking in its unfairness. It incorrectly
assumes that some German concentration camps were used for the sole purpose of
exterminating people when, in fact, none of them was. Moreover, this proposed German
law finds a person guilty merely for being at a certain camp. People can be found guilty
of a crime even when no evidence is presented that they committed a crime. The Simon
Wiesenthal Center has been looking to help prosecute and convict other elderly German
guards under this line of German legal thinking.[38]
The Holocaust story is being used to increasingly restrict free speech. Moshe Kantor,
president of the European Jewish Congress, spoke at the International Holocaust
Remembrance Day at the European Parliament ceremony in Brussels on January 27,

2014. Kantor rejected free speech arguments over what he called the worldwide spread
of anti-Semitism. Anti-Semitism is “not an opinion—it’s a crime,” he said. Kantor
apparently wants to criminalize any speech, symbols or gestures that Jews consider to be
anti-Semitic.[39]

Conclusion
The Jewish organizations and people mentioned in this article who have conspired to
promote the myth of the so-called Holocaust include:
1. The World Jewish Congress (WJC), whose president, Nahum Goldmann, admitted
that WJC officials originated and promoted the idea of the IMT and reparations
from Germany. Only after persistent efforts by WJC officials were Allied leaders
persuaded to accept the idea of the Nuremberg trials.
2. Two Jewish U.S. Army officers, Lt. Col. Murray Bernays and Col. David Marcus,
who played prominent roles in implementing and staffing personnel for the
Nuremberg trials.
3. Jewish Sgt. Bernard Clarke and other British officers, who tortured Rudolf Höss
into making his famous confession at the IMT.
4. Jewish attorney Benjamin Ferencz, who acknowledges that he used torture and
intimidation tactics to help convict German defendants at the Allied postwar trials.
5. Jewish attorney Robert Kempner, the chief prosecutor in the Ministries Trial at
Nuremberg, who used bribes and threats to prosecute defendants.
6. The Jewish Israeli Mossad agents near Buenos Aires, who illegally captured Adolf
Eichmann in May 1960.
7. Jewish “Holocaust” survivor Tuviah Friedman, who by his own admission beat up
to 20 German prisoners a day to obtain confessions and weed out SS officers.
8. Jewish prosecutor Josef Kirschbaum, who brought former concentration-camp
inmate Einstein into court to testify that the defendant, Menzel, had murdered
Einstein’s brother. Menzel foiled Einstein’s testimony by pointing to Einstein’s
brother sitting in the court room.
9. False Jewish eyewitness testimony at the trials of John Demjanjuk, Frank Walus
and Feodor Fedorenko.
10. The Canadian Holocaust Remembrance Association, a Jewish group that claimed
Ernst Zündel was spreading false information about the “Holocaust.” This group
used Canadian taxpayer money to prosecute Zündel for the criminal offense of
spreading false information.
11. The Jewish Defense League, which attacked David Cole and then threatened him
into recanting his views on the “Holocaust”.
12. The Simon Wiesenthal Center, which has been looking to prosecute elderly
Germans even though there is no proof that these Germans actually committed a
crime. Just being at a German camp is considered to be a crime.
13. Moshe Kantor, president of the European Jewish Congress, who at the
International Holocaust Remembrance Day at the European Parliament ceremony
in Brussels on January 27, 2014 rejected free speech arguments regarding the socalled Holocaust. Kantor apparently wants to criminalize any speech, symbols or
gestures that Jews consider to be anti-Semitic.
Other Jewish organizations are actively working to promote the official Holocaust
narrative. For example, the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) writes about its Holocaust
education program:
“Since 2005, Echoes & Reflections has impacted more than 85,000
educators, reaching an estimated 8 million students across the United

States—and at no cost. Through our Holocaust education programs and
resources, educators gain the skills, knowledge, and confidence to teach this
topic effectively.”
The ADL is also actively promoting “Holocaust” historian Deborah Lipstadt to be the
U.S. Special Envoy to Monitor and Combat Anti-Semitism.[40]
The American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) also actively works to advance
pro-Israel policies and support a strong U.S.-Israel relationship.[41] All American
politicians are so aware of AIPAC’s power that they would never publicly question the
official Holocaust narrative.[42]
The alleged genocide of European Jewry is extremely important in promoting Jewish
interests. The “Holocaust” has been used to justify the Allied war effort, to establish the
state of Israel, to justify Israel’s violence against its neighbors, to induce guilt in both
Germans and the Allied nations, to cover up and ignore horrific Allied crimes against
Germans, to allow Jews to receive massive reparations from Germany, and to create
solidarity in the Jewish community. The extreme importance of the “Holocaust” in
advancing Zionist/Jewish interests ensures that Jewish groups and individuals will
continue to promote this falsification of history in the future.[43]
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▸ Additional information about this document

Why Hitler Put Jews in Camps and Ghettos
by John Wear

Many people question why Adolf Hitler put Jewish civilians into camps and ghettos
during World War II. People often assign false reasons for why Jews were interned in
these camps. For example, Dr. Christiane Northrup, a highly intelligent and ethical
medical doctor, says that Hitler interned Jews because he claimed they were infecting
other people with typhus.[1]
Jewish “Holocaust” historian Yehuda Bauer writes:[2]
“Part of the Nazi propaganda effort was to persuade non-Jews that the
ghettoes were necessary to protect them from the Jews. Jews were said to be
carriers of epidemic illnesses while non-Jews were immune to them.”
In reality, Jews were interned in camps and ghettos during World War II because Jews
were generally hostile toward Germany, and many Jewish partisans were actively killing
German troops. In addition to ghetto fighters, Jewish civilians fled to the forests and
enlisted in partisan units, carrying out sabotage and intelligence missions.[3] The
authorities of the Third Reich reasoned that Jews had to be interned to protect against
these sabotage and intelligence operations.
This article documents some of the Jewish civilians and groups who actively fought
against the Third Reich during World War II.

Jewish Female Assassins
Jewish historian Dr. Judy Batalion, in her book The Light of Days, states that Jewish
women who resisted the Third Reich were far more numerous than she had ever
imagined. She writes:[4]
“At first, I imagined that the several dozen resistance operatives mentioned
in Freuen comprised the total amount. But as soon as I touched on the topic,
extraordinary tales of female fighters crawled out from every corner:
archives, catalogues, strangers who emailed me their family stories. I found
dozens of women’s memoirs published by small presses, and hundreds of
testimonies in Polish, Russian, Hebrew, Yiddish, German, French, Dutch,
Danish, Greek, Italian, and English, from the 1940s to today.”
Many Jewish women used stealth and disguises to murder Germans. For example, 24year-old Niuta Teitelbaum, from the Communist group Spartacus, wore her flaxen hair
in braids, appearing like a young 16-year-old—an innocent disguise that hid her role as
an assassin. She walked into the office of a high-ranking Gestapo officer, and shot him
in cold blood at his desk. Teitelbaum pulled the trigger on yet another German officer
while he was in bed in his own home. In another operation, she killed two Gestapo
agents and wounded a third who was taken to a hospital. Disguising herself as a doctor,
Teitelbaum entered the wounded Gestapo agent’s room, and murdered both him and his
guard.[5]
In another instance, Teitelbaum dressed like a Polish farm girl with a kerchief in her

blond hair. She walked into a German command post, smiled, and then shot an SS
soldier with her pistol. Another time, Teitelbaum strolled up to the guards outside
Szucha, and said she needed to speak to a certain officer about a “personal matter.” The
guards showed her the way to her “boyfriend’s office,” where she pulled out a concealed
pistol with a silencer and shot him in the head. She smiled meekly at the guards on her
way out.[6]
For these and other acts of lethal resistance, the Gestapo nicknamed Teitelbaum “Little
Wanda with the Braids,” and put her on all of its most-wanted lists. She survived the
Warsaw Ghetto Uprising, but was eventually hunted down and executed a few months
later.[7]
The lethal nature of the Jewish female assassins caused the Germans to take extreme
measures against them. German SS commander Jürgen Stroop wrote:[8]
“They were not human, perhaps devils or goddesses. Calm. As nimble as
circus performers. They often fired simultaneously with pistols in both
hands. Fierce in combat, right to the end. Approaching them was dangerous.
One captured Haluzzenmädel looked timid. Completely resigned. And then
suddenly, when a group of our men got within a few steps of her, she pulls a
hand grenade out from under her skirt or her breeches and slaughters the SS
while showering them with curses to the 10th generation—your hair stands
on end! We suffered losses in those situations, and so I gave orders not to
take girls prisoner, not to let them get too close, but to finish them off with
submachine guns from a distance.”

Other Jewish Female Resistance Activities
Because of their gender and ability to camouflage their Jewishness, women were
uniquely suited to engage in important and life-threatening tasks such as couriers. As
fighter Chaika Grossman said:[9]
“The Jewish girls were the nerve-centers of the movement.”
Historian Emanuel Ringelblum, a Warsaw Ghetto chronicler, wrote about the Jewish
courier girls at the time:[10]
“Without a murmur, without a second’s hesitation, they accept and carry out
the most dangerous missions. […] How many times have they looked death
in the eyes? […] The story of the Jewish woman will be a glorious page in
the history of Jewry during the present war.”
The courier girls’ psychological skills were especially important in the most dangerous
task of smuggling weapons and ammunition to ghettos and camps. For example, Jewish
courier Bronka Klibanski was smuggling a revolver and two hand grenades inside a loaf
of country bread in her suitcase. A German policeman at the train station asked her what
she was carrying. She managed to avoid having to open her bag by “confessing” that she
was smuggling food. Klibanski’s “honest confession” evoked a protective response from
the policeman, who instructed the train conductor to make sure no one bothered her or
her suitcase.[11]
Jewish courier Hela Schüpper, who was sent to Warsaw to buy guns, knew she would be
spending 20 hours undercover on trains. She dressed stylishly so that she looked like she
was on her way to an afternoon at the theater. Schüpper flirted shamelessly on the train,
flashing her provocative smile, giving the impression that she might be going on a

vacation. Instead, she met a People’s Army contact at the gate of a clinic. Schüpper
received five weapons, four pounds of explosives, and clips of cartridges. These
weapons were later used against German forces.[12]
Jewish courier Chasia Bielicka worked with 18 other Jewish girls in Bialystok to arm the
local resistance. They leased rooms from Polish peasants and held day jobs in German
homes, hotels and restaurants. While working as a maid for an SS man who had an
armoire filled with handguns, Bielicka periodically grabbed a few bullets and dropped
them into her coat pocket. The courier girls passed machine-gun bullets and other ammo
to the ghetto through the window of a latrine that bordered the ghetto wall. This courier
ring continued to supply intelligence and arms to numerous partisans after the Bialystok
Ghetto’s liquidation.[13]

Soviet Jewish Partisans
Partisan warfare has traditionally been considered illegal, since it undermines the
convention of uniformed armies directing violence against each other rather than against
civilian populations. Soviet partisan warfare was extremely brutal and capable of
severely disrupting German military planning. Because German forces were always
limited and always in demand at the front, German military and civilian authorities were
all the more fearful of the disruption partisans could bring. Consequently, German army
officers were trained to take a severe line against partisan activity in the Soviet
Union.[14]
The combat of Soviet partisans in forests and swamps was regarded by German troops as
the most dangerous of all types of warfare—favoring the hunted rather than the hunter.
The partisans almost always killed captured German soldiers, frequently after inflicting
brutal torture. The German anti-partisan forces operated in an extremely unpleasant
environment that made the German units resent the partisans whose activities had caused
them to be there. In summer huge swarms of flies and mosquitos made life miserable; in
winter frostbite and trench foot were rampant.[15]
Letters from German soldiers reveal the danger of partisan warfare. A letter from
German Cpl. Hans Brüning illustrates how the wooded areas of the Soviet Union were
especially effective locations for partisan warfare:[16]
“(The forests are teeming with danger.) Any snipers who fall into our hands
are of course shot; their bodies lie everywhere. Sadly, though, many of our
own comrades have been lost to their dirty methods. We’re losing more men
to the bandits than in the fighting itself.
Hardly any sleep to be had. We’re awake and alert almost every night; you
have to be in case they attack suddenly. If the sentry drops his guard just
once it could be over for all of us. Traveling alone is out of the question.”
German Cpl. Erich Stahl wrote:[17]
“These are dangerous swine, and no soldier is safe from them. The danger is
there wherever you go and wherever you stay…and you only breathe out
when you’ve come back from your post unhurt. […] If the moon’s not out,
you stay awake at your post like an ox.”
German Pvt. Hans Schröder described how Soviet partisan activity killed two Germans
on June 19, 1942:[18]

“Two of our comrades in first company tragically lost their lives.
[…] Though we kept watch, a partisan still was able to creep up to one of
our houses. A grenade chucked in through the window, and it was done.
[…] We took revenge straight away, and rightly. I used to think one should
act humanely, but this subhumanity just isn’t worth it.”
Germany established numerous ghettos in an effort to contain or eliminate Soviet
partisan activities. In Belorussia alone, hundreds of thousands of Jews were imprisoned
in more than 100 ghettos and camps. The largest ghetto was in Minsk (100,000 people);
other ghettos were in Brest (34,000 people), Bobruisk (20,000 people), Vitebsk (20,000
people), Borisov (10,000 people), Slonim (24,000 people), Novogrodek (6,500 people)
and so on.[19]
Specifically Jewish partisan units were usually frowned upon. The Soviet command
preferred to mix nationalities in so-called territorial (e.g., Belorussian, Ukrainian, etc.)
units. However, a few entirely Jewish units nevertheless survived. These include those of
the brothers Tuvia, Zusia, and Asael Belski in the Naliboki forests; the unit of Misha
Gildenman near Korzec in western Belorussia; Dr. Yehezkel Atlas’s unit in the same
general area; and the large unit commanded by Abba Kovner in the Rudniki forests in
Lithuania.[20]
Soviet partisan warfare against Germany became increasingly barbaric and murderous.
In February 1943, 596 German prisoners were killed and many of them mutilated by
Soviet partisans at Grischino. A German judge who interrogated witnesses and survivors
of this atrocity remembers:[21]
“You have no idea how much trouble the commanders and company chiefs
had […] to restrain the German soldiers from killing every Russian prisoner
of war of the Popov Army. The troop was very bitter and angry. You cannot
imagine the vehemence of the soldiers after they had seen what had
happened.”
German anti-partisan activity resulted in a horrific loss of civilian and partisan lives as
well as the destruction of many Russian villages. However, the Soviet partisans’
sabotage operations effectively tied up increasing numbers of German troops and
prevented the Germans from ever feeling secure on Russian soil. By the time the bulk of
Russian territory had been liberated in early 1944, a large and effective Soviet guerilla
movement had emerged. Stalin’s support had allowed the Soviet partisans to survive the
German anti-partisan reprisals and grow into an effective fighting force that helped the
Soviet Union win the war.[22]

European Jewish Partisans
Jews actively participated in the anti-German underground movement in France. After
Germany attacked Russia in June 1941, French Jewish communists discovered their antiGerman patriotism. Numerous French Jews joined underground resistance organizations,
or Jewish groups that actively maintained links with such organizations.[23]
French resistance activity began to increase toward the end of the war. Since Allied
leaders planned to invade Europe on the coast of France, French partisans received
substantial weaponry and supplies to aid the Allied invasion. By June 6, 1944, French
partisans had received enough arms through airdrops to fully equip 20,000 resisters, and
partially equip another 50,000. Large stocks of guns, ammunition and explosives were in
the hands of the partisans for a do-or-die effort to assist the Allied invasion.[24]

Italian partisan activity also assumed impressive proportions in the northern part of Italy
after Mussolini’s collapse in 1943. However, this Italian partisan activity, which
included many Jews, developed at a time and place where the Germans were well
positioned to contest its growth. In March 1944, for example, a partisan attack on a
German column marching through Rome caused many German casualties. The Germans
shot 335 hostages in a nearby abandoned quarry—the so-called Fosse Ardeatine—in a
massacre that still provokes heated debates today.[25]
Germans were confronted by armed resistance groups in at least 24 ghettoes in western
and central Poland: Warsaw, Krakow, Czestochowa, Wlodawa, Sosnowice, Tomaszow
Lubelski, Kielce, Iwaniska, Chmielnik, Sandomierz, Jozefow, Opatow, Kalwaria,
Ozialoszica, Markuszew, Rzeszow, Miedzyrzec Podlaski, Opoczno, Tarnow, Pilica,
Radom, Radzyn, Sokolow Podlaski, and Zelechow. In northeastern Poland, there were
63 armed underground groups in 110 ghettoes or other Jewish concentrations. The
existence of some form of organization is also indicated by armed actions in another 30
ghettoes.[26]
In August 1944, an estimated 2,500 Jewish fighters participated in a national uprising in
Slovakia. After the defeat of this uprising, some 2,000 Jewish fighters joined 15,000
partisans in the Tatra mountains. Jews participated in underground activities in Bulgaria,
in the Greek partisan movement, and about 6,000 Jews also fought with the Tito
partisans in Yugoslavia.[27]
German anti-partisan reprisals were usually effective in reducing partisan activity in
Western Europe during the war. German reprisals against partisan activity frequently
prevented opposition from surfacing over much of occupied Europe, and broke up
opposition when it became visible. There were few places in Western Europe where the
Germans were overwhelmed by partisan activities for very long. Only in the Soviet
Union did German anti-partisan reprisals fail.[28]

Conclusion
Judy Batalion writes concerning the extensive involvement of Jewish women in
resistance efforts against Germany during World War II:[29]
“Despite years of Jewish education, I’d never read accounts like these,
astonishing in their details of the quotidian and extraordinary work of
woman’s combat. I had no idea how many Jewish women were involved in
the resistance effort, nor to what degree. […]
Why, I kept asking myself, had I never heard these stories? Why had I not
heard about the hundreds, even thousands, of Jewish women who were
involved in every aspect of this rebellion, often at its helm?”
It is this author’s opinion that Judy Batalion had never heard of the extensive
involvement of Jewish women in resistance efforts against Germany because such
involvement has intentionally been kept quiet. If the extensive murderous female
participation in these resistance organizations were widely known, then people would
get closer to understanding one reason why Hitler interned Jews in camps and ghettos.
Jews were not interned because Hitler hated Jews. Rather, Jews were interned in camps
and ghettoes to a large degree because the German authorities considered Jewish
civilians, both male and female, a serious threat to German military operations during
World War II.
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Wilhelm Canaris: A Traitor to the German Nation
by John Wear

Adm. Wilhelm Canaris (1887-1945) headed Adolf Hitler’s military intelligence
service—the Abwehr—for nine years. He is one of the most enigmatic figures of the
Third Reich. Many people see him as a traitor who betrayed German attack plans to the
enemy and thus sent German soldiers to their deaths. Other people see him as a leader
who did all he could to prevent a war that he foresaw as leading to Germany’s
destruction.[1]
Robert Kempner, the U.S. deputy prosecutor at Nuremberg, said that Canaris had a
Jekyll and Hyde split personality. Kempner wrote that Canaris was “the man who
organized the National Socialist fifth column, who…introduced the murderous weapons
of sabotage and surreptitious infiltration and sent German soldiers on suicide missions
and who, on the other hand, permitted individual officers to conspire against the
regime.”[2]
Karl Heinz Abshagen, who talked at length with Canaris several times beginning in the
spring of 1938, said that Canaris has been attacked and denigrated from almost all sides.
Abshagen wrote:[3]
“While some depict him as a spy, an arrogant nationalist, and a brutal
militarist, others (and among them a number of officers of his own rank)
affect to see in him a man who stabbed the Germans and their armed forces
in the back.”
This article discusses the career of Adm. Canaris, and also attempts to uncover the
motives of this extremely controversial German.

Early Years
Canaris was born to a harmonious, upper-class family at Aplerbeck near Dortmund,
Germany. Both of his parents were highly intelligent with varied cultured interests. As a
child, Canaris received much benefit from conversations with his highly cultured
parents. Canaris also showed a gift for languages early in his life, and read a great deal
as a youth.[4]
After three years in a pre-secondary school, in April 1898 Canaris passed the acceptance
examination for the Steinbart-Real High School Duisburg. Canaris was the only student
in his class with ambitions to be a career officer, and his good grades in English, French,
Latin and Greek laid the foundations for his future intelligence career. Immediately after
graduating from high school, Canaris, on April 1, 1905, enrolled as a naval cadet in the
old Deck-Officers’ School at Kiel.[5]
Canaris served aboard the Imperial Navy training ship SMS Stein after completing his
initial course of infantry training. He was promoted to midshipman in 1906 after Stein
completed her voyage. Canaris next completed a 12-month training course at the Kiel
Naval College, and swore an oath of allegiance to the Kaiser in the autumn of 1907. In
November 1907, Canaris was assigned to the small cruiser SMS Bremen, whose duty it
was to protect German interests in the Central and South American region.[6]

Canaris first became involved in intelligence work when he assisted in setting up
networks of informers in Brazil and Argentina for the German naval intelligence service.
During his time on Bremen, Canaris received instruction in the procedure for
mobilization for war, and was recommended by his superiors for future command of a
torpedo boat. After being promoted at the end of August 1910 and completing a seamines course, Canaris, in December 1911, joined the small cruiser SMS Dresden, with
which he would remain until her sinking.[7]

World War I
After visiting Baltic and North Sea states, Mediterranean countries, Central America,
Mexico and other countries, Dresden was called into service for World War I. On August
14, 1914, Dresden stopped the British steamer Hyades near the Brazilian island of
Trinidade. Hyades was sunk after the crew was removed to another ship. On August 24,
Dresden also sank the British collier Holmwood after removing the crew. Canaris and his
fellow crewmen had come to know the inexorable face of war.[8]
After Dresden won some more naval battles, on March 14, 1915, the British cruisers
Kent and Glasgow spotted Dresden and opened fire. Canaris went aboard Glasgow to
protest the bombardment of Dresden in neutral waters as a breach of international law.
Glasgow’s captain replied that he had his orders, and could only negotiate with Dresden
for an unconditional surrender. Canaris returned to Dresden, where everything had been
prepared to scuttle the ship by opening the sea cocks and setting explosive charges.
Canaris and the surviving crew members watched the sinking of their ship from
onshore.[9]
The surviving members of the Dresden crew were brought to the small island of
Quiriquina. Canaris was determined to escape this island, and absconded on August 5,
1915. After a dangerous two-month journey, Canaris made it home to Berlin on October
5. He received a promotion and began working with the Naval Inspectorate at Kiel.
Canaris was transferred to the Intelligence Section of Admiralty Staff, and arrived in
Madrid on January 4, 1916 to provide intelligence services for Germany.[10]
British and French spies were soon on to Canaris, and he returned to Berlin in October
1916. Canaris’s superiors praised his work. The Kaiser awarded Canaris the Iron Cross
First Class on October 24, 1916.[11]
Canaris passed the U-boat commanders’ course, served for two months in training
aboard U-16, and took command of U-16. Germany and Canaris had begun unrestricted
U-boat warfare on February 1, 1917. Canaris commanded other U-boats until October
1918, when all navigable U-boats were ordered to return home. The Armistice
conditions promulgated on November 11, 1918 for the German navy required that all
U-boats be handed over within 14 days. World War I was over for Canaris.[12]

Post World War I
Owing to his family connections and influence, Canaris could have certainly chosen a
civilian career. His knowledge of foreign countries and languages would have helped
him obtain a good job almost anywhere. However, Canaris was so fond of the navy and
devoted to his country’s service that he never thought about leaving the navy. From 1920
onward, Canaris entered upon a period of unremitting work and of undeflected pursuit of
his aims.[13]
Like most Germans, Canaris did not recognize the validity of the Versailles Treaty,

which limited the Germans to only a few ships of limited firepower and small tonnage.
As far as the navy was concerned, he was determined to do all in his power to defeat the
provisions of the treaty. At first, there was little Canaris could do to help the navy. He
spent two years in Kiel on the staff of the admiral commanding the Baltic squadron and,
in 1922, he served as first officer of the cruiser Berlin. This appointment lasted two
years, during which time Canaris was promoted to commander.[14]
Although Canaris carried out his daily duties on the Berlin with a commendable zeal,
what most interested him was the building up of the German navy. Canaris took part in
numerous attempts made outside of Germany to carry on practical and theoretical
experiments, especially as applied to submarines. Canaris hoped the knowledge he
gained on these projects would one day be used to strengthen the German navy.[15]
Canaris began a new phase of his professional career when he was appointed to the staff
of the chief of the Naval Command in the Defense Ministry. His principal assignment
was to secretly build up the German navy which, up to them, he had been handling in a
private capacity. After about four years of service in the Defense Ministry, in June 1928
he took up his appointment as first officer of the Schlesien. Canaris was later appointed
to the command of this ship.[16]
Canaris’s appointment to the Schlesien terminated in the autumn of 1934. He had by
now resigned himself to comparative inactivity after years of strenuous work and
tension. However, just when it looked as if Canaris was near the end of his career, his
new career was just beginning.[17]

Chief of Intelligence
Canaris fully supported Adolf Hitler’s regime during its early years. Like millions of
other Germans, Canaris saw in Hitler a potential savior and an enemy of Bolshevism that
was his sworn enemy.[18]
Being a patriot in the best sense of the word, Canaris found it quite natural to cooperate
with the new regime. On November 1, 1934, Canaris’s superior officer, Rear Adm. Max
Bastian, made the following entry to his personal file:[19]
“I must stress that, for the second year running, Capt. Canaris has been
tireless in his efforts to acquaint his crew, through the medium of personal
lectures, with the ideas of the national movement and the principles
underlying the development of the new Reich. [Canaris] has performed
exemplary work in this field.”
The position of chief of intelligence became available when Field Marshall von
Blomberg ordered Adm. Erich Raeder, the commander-in-chief of the navy, to get rid of
Capt. Conrad Patzig, a naval officer, as head of the Abwehr. Although Raeder wanted to
keep the job of intelligence chief in the navy, he hesitated to appoint Canaris to this
position. Raeder had no particular liking for Canaris, and thought that Canaris was too
secretive. However, Raeder overcame his misgivings about Canaris, appointing him
head of the Abwehr on January 1, 1935.[20]
The Abwehr was a small department inside the Ministry of War when Canaris took over.
After the abolition of the War Ministry in 1938, the Abwehr was raised in importance
and attached to the High Command of the armed forces. The Abwehr was concerned
with obtaining intelligence, which was immediately passed on to the competent branch
of army, navy or air force High Command. During World War II, reports were also sent
to Gen. Alfred Jodl, who was the chief of the operations staff of the Armed Forces.[21]

Under Canaris’s leadership, the Abwehr performed a variety of tasks and initially
achieved results which compare favorably with what was achieved by the secret services
of other nations. The Abwehr performed its duty of supplying the military authorities
with information concerning conditions abroad and the enemy’s strength, preparations
and plans. The members of the Abwehr were mostly loyal Germans who served their
country to the best of their ability. However, some Abwehr officers came to believe that
Hitler’s policies were creating a grave danger for the German people.[22]
One such Abwehr officer who played a notable role in the life of Canaris and the
German anti-Hitler resistance movement was Maj. Hans Oster. Although their natures
were very different, Canaris and Oster united against what they regarded as Hitler’s
misguided foreign policy and internal terror regime. Lt. Col. Helmuth Groscurth, who
enjoyed Canaris’s confidence to a considerable degree, was another prominent Abwehr
officer who worked actively for the overthrow of Hitler’s regime.[23]
Canaris began debating with himself as to whether he should continue to serve Hitler’s
regime, or whether he should retire from the navy, take his pension and have nothing
more to do with Hitler. Canaris decided to stick with his job. In the years to come,
Canaris took an ever more active part in Oster’s plans for the overthrow of Hitler’s
regime.[24]

World War II
Canaris was deeply disturbed by Germany’s invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939.
The Abwehr was forced to play a role in the roundups of the Polish intelligentsia,
Catholic priests, Jews and others deemed enemies of the state. The executions of many
of these Poles greatly distressed Canaris. German diplomat Ulrich von Hassell, who saw
Canaris after he returned from Poland, wrote in his diary:[25]
“Canaris has come back from Poland completely broken after he had seen
the results of our brutal conduct of the war.”
The Abwehr had established links to many parts of the British establishment by the time
World War II began. It was privy to top secret technology being developed in Britain,
and was fully apprised of British moves in obtaining U.S. support. However, the Abwehr
was not always loyal to German interests. For example, Canaris and Oster sent an agent
to Rome to warn the British that Germany was planning to invade Belgium and Holland
on or soon after May 10, 1940. Despite this warning, the German Wehrmacht quickly
defeated the Allies.[26] This certainly was an act of treason.
Canaris also played a role in keeping Spain out of World War II. After studying
extensive documentation concerning the state of Spain’s land, sea and air forces, Canaris
concluded that it would be unwise for Spain to enter the war. Canaris told Spanish leader
Francisco Franco that, given the state of Spanish armament, Spain’s entry into the war
would be a catastrophe for all concerned. When Hitler asked Franco to enter the war by
January 10, 1941, Hitler was disappointed by Franco’s decision to stay neutral in the
war.[27] Hitler did not know that Canaris had been scheming behind his back.
When the Abwehr became involved in preparations for Operation Barbarossa, Canaris
wrote that the time factor would be crucial in such a war:[28]
“In the first year of an attack on the Soviet Union, Germany will have the
advantage. If Russian strength is not crushed, in the second and third years
the forces on either side will be counter-balanced. From the third year
onwards and by the latest in the fifth year the nationalist-fanatic masses of

at least 25 million Russian soldiers will be in a position to overwhelm any
army with an unstoppable impetus. An attack on the Soviet Union will
therefore only succeed if one destroys the command center for the centrally
controlled Russian armed forces from the outset, or unleashes a strong
freedom movement opposed to Communism. Since neither possibility
exists, any war of aggression against the Soviet Union will not only
terminate in defeat, but turn into a deadly threat towards the attacking
nation.”
Hitler dismissed Canaris’s assessment with contempt. From late summer 1941, Canaris
and his staff became dismayed by the reports they received regarding inhumanities
committed by the German military during its advance in the Soviet Union.[29]
The Abwehr chief in Prague, Paul Thummel, was working for Czech intelligence and
was, like Canaris, committed to preventing a National Socialist domination of Europe.
Thummel was arrested when his traitorous activities were discovered by the Gestapo.
With Canaris’s help, Thummel was released from prison but put under close
surveillance. Thummel was rearrested and continued to deny treason. Thummel, like so
many other enigmatic links of the Abwehr to London, would eventually be executed, two
weeks before the war ended.[30]
Reinhard Heydrich, as head of the Security Service, continued to carefully watch
Canaris and the Abwehr, and posed a serious threat to Canaris’s authority. This threat
ended when Heydrich died on June 4, 1942 from wounds incurred from an attack by
Czech agents. Many people believe that British intelligence was behind Heydrich’s
assassination.[31]

Downfall
The Allied policy of unconditional surrender was announced at a press conference in
Casablanca on January 24, 1943. This Allied policy of unconditional surrender helped to
ensure that the war would be fought to its bitter end.[32] However, Canaris and the
Abwehr continued to search for an early, peaceful settlement to the war.
Recognizing that what governments say and what they do are often quite different,
Canaris secretly opened up negotiations with the Americans on a number of fronts.
Canaris continued his contacts with Sir Stewart Menzies, the head of the British Secret
Intelligence Service. The Abwehr also pursued whatever possibilities were presented in
places as diverse as Istanbul, the Vatican, the Scandinavian countries and
Switzerland.[33]
In February 1943, Canaris met with German Gen. Henning von Treskow, who was a key
conspirator against Hitler. Hans von Dohnanyi, a member of Canaris’s staff, went into a
meeting with Treskow where it was agreed that an attempt would be made on Hitler’s
life when he visited the Army Group. Despite his reservations concerning murder,
Canaris appears at this time to have seen little alternative if an agreement with the West
was to be reached. In an interview in 1970, German agent Reinhard Spitzy said that
Canaris knew everything about the assassination attempt.[34]
The pressure began to be applied against Canaris and the Abwehr. The Allies seemed to
back-pedal on chances of an agreement, and the Gestapo began to uncover evidence of
Canaris’s links with the Allies through the Vatican. When Hitler accused Canaris of
unacceptable performance in carrying out the tasks of his position, Canaris calmly
replied that this was “hardly surprising given that Germany was losing the war.” This
was not what Hitler had wanted to hear and, after firing Canaris, Hitler dissolved the

Abwehr on February 18, 1944. A unified German intelligence service under Heinrich
Himmler and Ernst Kaltenbrunner replaced the Abwehr.[35]
Three days after Claus von Stauffenberg’s failed assassination of Hitler, Canaris was
arrested by his friend Walter Schellenberg. After a stay at Fürstenberg Prison, Canaris
and other alleged conspirators were kept in the Gestapo headquarters in the Prinz
Albrechtstrasse. Canaris skillfully mislead his interrogators with secondary plots,
camouflaged the truth, and offered occasional half-admissions of irrelevant matters to
throw his interrogators off the scent. In this way he kept many of the other conspirators
out of prison.[36]
Canaris and other conspirators were driven to Flössenburg Camp on February 7, 1945.
The decision to execute Canaris and other conspirators at Flössenburg was made by
Hitler on April 5. Historian Andre Brissaud wrote that his research convinced him that
Hitler gave his order of execution after Hitler glanced through the notebooks and diaries
discovered from some of the conspirators. Canaris was hanged shortly after 5:30 a.m. on
April 9, 1945.[37]

Conclusion
Many people have asked why Canaris remained as head of the Abwehr after he had
become disillusioned with Hitler. One colleague later wrote that Canaris felt that “he
must remain at his post because that mattered more than his opinion of Hitler or the
Third Reich. He felt it was his duty to maintain this powerful organization, the Abwehr,
with its thousands of agents, its network throughout the world and its enormous
budgetary resources which he controlled. He wanted it to be identified with a high
concept of human rights, of international law and morality.”[38]
However, after the war, it was widely recognized that the Abwehr and Canaris had
seriously sabotaged Germany’s war effort. For example, Gen. Alfred Jodl, in his final
address to the International Military Tribunal, said that German military leaders had to
conduct the war “with an intelligence service which in part was working for the
enemy.”[39]
Gen. Jodl’s assessment is confirmed by British historian Ian Colvin. After the war,
Colvin asked a British undersecretary of state how good the British Intelligence Service
was during World War II. The British undersecretary of state remarked with a certain
emphasis:[40]
“Well, our intelligence was not badly equipped. As you know, we had Adm.
Canaris, and that was a considerable thing.”
It is this author’s opinion that Wilhelm Canaris always acted in what he considered to be
the best interests of Germany. However, once he became disillusioned with Hitler’s
regime, Canaris should have resigned from the Abwehr. Many of his actions were an
abuse of power, for which he could easily and properly be convicted of treason.
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Ernst Kaltenbrunner: Framed at Nuremberg
by John Wear

Ernst Kaltenbrunner (1903-1946) was chief of the Reich Main Office for Security
(RSHA) from January 1943 until the end of World War II. In this position, he directed
the operations of the Secret State Police (Gestapo), the Criminal Police (Kripo), and the
Security Service (SD). Of the German leaders who stood before the International
Military Tribunal (IMT) in 1945, few inspired more revulsion and contempt than
Kaltenbrunner.[1]
Telford Taylor, an American prosecutor at the IMT, described Kaltenbrunner as a
“brutish, scar-faced hulk.” Taylor wrote that Kaltenbrunner “was the most ominouslooking man in the dock and had no friends there.” Rebecca West wrote that he “looked
like a vicious horse.”[2] Hans Bernd Gisevius, a prosecution witness at the IMT, testified
that Kaltenbrunner had “an even more sadistic attitude than Himmler.”[3] Author Evelyn
Waugh, observing the defendants from the spectators’ gallery, noted that “only
Kaltenbrunner looked an obvious criminal.”[4]
This article examines the life of Kaltenbrunner, and whether or not the accusations made
against him at the IMT are true.

Early Life
Ernst Kaltenbrunner was born in Reid, the industrial capital of the western part of the
state of Upper Austria. Kaltenbrunner was the son of a lawyer, and his family had
achieved a degree of respect in government, in the legal profession, and even in
literature. Nothing in his ancestral or family background hinted at his having inherited an
abnormal personality or being a social misfit. The Kaltenbrunner family viewed
themselves—and were viewed by others—as “straightforward members of the solid
middle class.”[5]
Kaltenbrunner moved to the town of Raab, Austria in 1906. He spent seven happy years
there, and later said that at Raab he “came to feel a love for nature and an interest in the
passion and joys of a simple life.” He left his family in 1913 to attend the
Realgymnasium in Linz. Kaltenbrunner’s memories of his years in Linz were not
pleasant, and he felt deeply homesick for Raab.[6]
The end of World War I brought the Kaltenbrunner family back together again when
Kaltenbrunner’s father closed his law practice in Raab to join a law firm in Linz.
Kaltenbrunner graduated from the Realgymnasium in Linz in 1921, and matriculated that
autumn to a technical university in Graz. After majoring in chemistry for two years,
Kaltenbrunner transferred to the university’s law school, from which his father had
graduated 25 years earlier. He completed his law degree in July 1926.[7]
Kaltenbrunner served his mandatory first year of legal training as a court apprentice at
the Linz District Court. He moved to Salzburg after his legal apprenticeship to take a
position in a law firm, and, in 1928, moved back to Linz to work for another law firm.
On October 18, 1930, Kaltenbrunner joined the Austrian National-Socialist Party. He
became a member of the SS 10 months later in August 1931. Kaltenbrunner told his
relatives that, above all, he hoped for the union of Austria and Germany. This was the

determining factor in his decision to join the National-Socialist Party.[8]

Austrian SS Chief
Kaltenbrunner displayed a remarkable ability to advance his career and garner influence
in the Austrian National-Socialist Party. He became active as a district speaker in Upper
Austria, and gave free legal aid to SS men accused of criminal activities. The Austrian
government began to apply increasing pressure on the National Socialists. Austrian
authorities established several detention camps in the fall of 1933, and Kaltenbrunner
learned that he would be arrested in an impending roundup. He quickly married his
fiancé on January 14, 1934. The next day, Kaltenbrunner was arrested and sent to a
detention camp.[9]
Kaltenbrunner and several of his fellow inmates organized a hunger strike in April 1934
to protest the inadequate food rations, faulty sanitation facilities and frequent
mistreatment of the prisoners in their camp. They demanded that all prisoners be
released. The hunger strike continued until Kaltenbrunner and several of his
companions, weak from hunger, were evacuated to a hospital and released. More
significant for Kaltenbrunner’s political future was the close friendship that he
established with one of his bunkmates in the camp—the agricultural engineer Anton
Reinthaller.[10]
Reinthaller convinced Kaltenbrunner that, given the political situation in Austria,
National Socialists needed to present a moderate front. While serving as Reinthaller’s
secretary, however, Kaltenbrunner was arrested on suspicion of high treason.
Kaltenbrunner was convicted of membership in the illegal SS, sentenced to six months’
imprisonment, and had his license to practice law revoked. Although many SS members
who were imprisoned or lost their jobs emigrated to Germany, Kaltenbrunner stayed in
Austria. He was appointed chief of SS-Abschnitt VIII (Upper and Lower Austria) by
Heinrich Himmler in the fall of 1935.[11]
In order to report to his superiors in the SS, Kaltenbrunner frequently bypassed the
Austrian SS leader by traveling to Germany to report directly to Himmler and other SS
officers. Kaltenbrunner impressed SS leaders not only with his political acumen, but also
through his reputation as an intelligence expert. Reflecting Himmler’s appreciation of
Kaltenbrunner’s leadership abilities, on March 21, 1938, Himmler appointed
Kaltenbrunner as chief of the Austrian SS. Kaltenbrunner was also awarded the role of
state secretary for security in the Austrian government.[12]

RSHA Chief
As chief of the Austrian SS, Kaltenbrunner conducted intelligence operations and
worked on routine police administration, transmission of Security Police orders from
Berlin to police units in Vienna, supervision of the indoctrination of new SS recruits, and
the amalgamation of the SS and police in the SS-Oberabschnitt Donau. With few
personal connections in Germany other than Himmler, Kaltenbrunner appeared to have
reached a professional dead end. However, when RSHA chief Reinhard Heydrich died
on June 4, 1942 from wounds received in an assassination operation carried out by
Czech agents, the top spot in the RSHA became vacant.[13]
Himmler took control of the RSHA for the first eight months after Heydrich’s death. By
early December 1942, Himmler decided to replace himself with Kaltenbrunner. After
receiving Hitler’s approval in January 1943, Himmler summoned Kaltenbrunner to
Berlin and told him to take over management of the RSHA. Kaltenbrunner remained as

head of the RSHA until the end of the war.[14]
Himmler clearly wanted Kaltenbrunner to utilize the power that Heydrich had held prior
to Heydrich’s death. He advised Kaltenbrunner to “reestablish the contacts that Heydrich
had held in his hands.” Kaltenbrunner had a mixed reaction to his new job. While
Kaltenbrunner liked its promise of power, excitement and intrigue, he was nervous about
suddenly being thrust into the mainstream of National-Socialist politics. Otto Skorzeny
said that Kaltenbrunner “even with all the external splendor, did not feel quite at home
there [in the RSHA].”[15]
The German Sixth Army surrendered to the Russians at Stalingrad only three days after
Kaltenbrunner became head of the RSHA. This disaster was followed by the surrender
of the German Army in North Africa on May 7, 1943, and the Allied landings in Sicily
and Italy in July and September 1943.[16] These losses foretold Germany’s future
defeat, and Kaltenbrunner’s later death by hanging at Nuremberg.

Wartime Activities
Similar to Heydrich, Kaltenbrunner’s primary interests were in military intelligence and
counter-espionage. When he became head of the RSHA on January 30, 1943, he had the
firm intention of acquiring control of the Abwehr intelligence organization headed by
Adm. Wilhelm Canaris. Kaltenbrunner had a hostile personal talk with Canaris in
Munich three weeks later. Canaris won this confrontation, and Himmler warned
Kaltenbrunner that he would not tolerate any interference in the Abwehr.[17]
Kaltenbrunner achieved his ambition of acquiring control of the Abwehr when it became
a branch of the RSHA in February 1944. He followed Canaris’s policy of seeking
contacts with the West. Sometimes Kaltenbrunner worked with Walter Schellenberg;
other times he employed Wilhelm Höttl, who had contacts with American OSS agent
Allen Dulles. Kaltenbrunner believed that the SS, as disposers of an army within an
army, held the best cards for bargaining with the Western Allies.[18] Kaltenbrunner
competed with several SS leaders to negotiate peace with Western representatives.[19]
Germany’s labor supply dwindled rapidly as the war wore on. Thousands of Poles and
Soviets were put to work in factories and on farms throughout Germany, Austria,
Bohemia, Moravia and the Government General. Kaltenbrunner issued a circular on
June 30, 1943, establishing regulations for punishing crimes committed by Poles and
Russians in Germany. The Gestapo and the Kripo were to handle all criminal
proceedings. Kaltenbrunner’s circular said the only exception were those cases where
“for reasons of general political morale a court verdict seems desirable and where it is
arranged beforehand that the court would impose the death sentence.”[20]
Kaltenbrunner has also been criticized for his policies regarding sexual relations
between Germans and foreign laborers. He issued a decree in February 1944 that defined
sexual intercourse between Germans and Poles, Lithuanians, Russians and Serbs as a
crime subject to prosecution by the Security Police. If the male was non-German, he
would be subject to immediate arrest, while a German male could be prosecuted only if
he had utilized his official position to force sexual relations. Non-German females could
be expected to be interned in a concentration camp.[21]
On May 16, 1945, U.S. Army forces captured Kaltenbrunner in the Austrian Alps.
Kaltenbrunner had left his family in Austria and hidden with several companions in a
hunting lodge high in the mountains southeast of Salzburg. A local hunter, however,
betrayed him to the U.S. Army. When U.S. Army agents brought Kaltenbrunner face to
face with his mistress, who’d born him twins six weeks earlier, she “confirmed

Kaltenbrunner’s identity by impulsively embracing him.”[22]

Nuremberg Trial
The IMT indicted six former National-Socialist organizations as criminal, including the
SS, its intelligence arm, the Security Service, and the Gestapo. Allied prosecutors chose
Kaltenbrunner to stand trial because, in the fall of 1945, he was the highest-ranking SS
officer still alive and in custody. Kaltenbrunner’s responsibilities linked him to the
Gestapo, the Einsatzgruppen in Russia, and the German concentration camps.[23]
The Allies transported Kaltenbrunner to Nuremberg in September 1945 after 10 weeks
of imprisonment and extensive questioning in London. The IMT served Kaltenbrunner
an indictment on October 19, charging him with perpetration of war crimes, crimes
against humanity, and participation in a conspiracy to commit such crimes. American
psychologist Dr. Gustave Gilbert, as he did with other defendants, asked Kaltenbrunner
to sign the indictment and write his view of it. Kaltenbrunner complied, writing:[24]
“I do not feel guilty of any war crimes, I have only done my duty as an
intelligence organ, and I refuse to serve as an ersatz [substitute or stand-in]
for Himmler.”
Dr. Gilbert said to Kaltenbrunner that most people will doubt that, as nominal chief of
the RSHA, Kaltenbrunner had nothing to do with the concentration camps and knew
nothing about the alleged German mass murder program. Kaltenbrunner responded:[25]
“But that is because of newspaper propaganda. I told you when I saw the
newspaper headline ‘GAS CHAMBER EXPERT CAPTURED’ and an
American lieutenant explained it to me, I was pale with amazement. How
can they say such things about me? I told you I was only in charge of the
Intelligence Service from 1943 on. The British even admitted that they tried
to assassinate me because of that—not because of having anything to do
with atrocities, you can be sure of that.”
When the IMT held its first session on November 20, 1945, Kaltenbrunner stayed in his
cell, too ill to attend. Kaltenbrunner had been rushed to the hospital two days before with
a subarachnoid hemorrhage. During the next few months, he attended court only a few
hours at a time. Hermann Göring said about Kaltenbrunner’s fitness to stand trial, “If
he’s fit, then I’m an Atlas.”[26]
Kaltenbrunner’s defense at the IMT rested on two main points. First, he was head of the
RSHA, which was charged with security, and not the head of the WVHA, which
administered the concentration camps. His only involvement with the internal operation
of the camps was his order of March 1945, which gave permission for the Red Cross to
establish itself in the camps. Second, Kaltenbrunner said it was Heydrich who had
organized the details of the Jewish policy, whatever that policy was. Thus, according to
Kaltenbrunner, there was no respect in which he could be held responsible for the
extermination of the Jews.[27]
Kaltenbrunner’s defense strategy was his only realistic chance for acquittal on the
extermination charge. If he had testified that no extermination program had existed, any
leniency shown by the court in the judgment would have been tantamount to the court’s
conceding the possible untruth of the extermination claim. This was a political
impossibility. By claiming that Kaltenbrunner had no responsibility for the
extermination program, and even opposed it, the defense was making it politically
possible for the court to be lenient in its sentencing of Kaltenbrunner.[28]

The IMT judges decided Kaltenbrunner was guilty of Count Three (war crimes) and
Count Four (crimes against humanity). He was the third defendant to be hanged. Much
steadier than had been expected, Kaltenbrunner said:[29]
“I served the German people and my fatherland with a willing heart. I did
my duty according to its laws. I am sorry that in her trying hour she was not
led only by soldiers. I regret that crimes were committed in which I had no
part. Good luck, Germany.”

Conclusion
Ernst Kaltenbrunner should not have been executed at Nuremberg. During
Kaltenbrunner’s cross examination, he was indignantly asked how he had the nerve to
pretend he was telling the truth, while 20 to 30 witnesses were lying. These witnesses
did not appear in court; they were merely names on pieces of paper.[30]
One of these witnesses was Franz Ziereis, the commandant of the Mauthausen
concentration camp. Ziereis confessed to gassing 65,000 people, and accused
Kaltenbrunner of ordering everyone in the entire Mauthausen camp to be killed upon the
approach of the Americans. Ziereis had been dead for over 10 months when he made this
so-called confession. Ziereis’s “confession” was remembered by an inmate named Hans
Marsalek, who never appeared in court, but whose signature appeared on the
document.[31]
Eyewitness statements from Ziereis and other witnesses claiming prussic acid was
streamed through shower heads into homicidal gas chambers at Mauthausen are not
credible. Germar Rudolf writes:
“Zyklon B consists of the active ingredient, hydrogen cyanide, adsorbed on
a solid carrier material (gypsum) and only released gradually. Since it was
neither a liquid nor a gas under pressure, the hydrogen cyanide from this
product could never have traveled through narrow water pipes and shower
heads. Possible showers, or fake shower heads, could therefore only have
been used to deceive the victims; they could never have been used for the
introduction of this poison gas. There is general unanimity as to this point,
no matter what else might be in dispute.”[32]
Historian Tomaz Jardim incorrectly writes that “Mauthausen had the infamous
distinction of containing the last gas chamber to function during the Second World
War.”[33] In reality, Mauthausen never had a homicidal gas chamber, and even many
Jewish historians have acknowledged this fact.[34]
IMT defendant Hans Fritzsche wrote:[35]
“After the excitement of the cross-examinations had died down and we were
awaiting the verdict, I tried to get to know Kaltenbrunner better. I soon
came to the conclusion that he knew far more than I about the technique of
extracting confessions during a process of questioning, and I noticed that he
himself ascribed the success of the principal charges against him to the
coercion or cajoling of the witnesses concerned. […]
Many a novelist, I feel, could conjure up a profile of Kaltenbrunner. But I
doubt if any would depict the whole truth, for the last head of the RSHA
knew far more than he ever told.”

A version of this article was originally published in the January/February 2022 issue of
The Barnes Review.
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Give Me Freedom of Speech, or the World Will End
by Germar Rudolf

As I write these lines, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is progressing at a slow and brutal
rate, leaving tens of thousands dead and wounded in its wake on both sides, and turning
increasingly large swaths of Ukraine into utter dust and rubble. Because the West is
massively supporting Ukraine’s defensive efforts, Russia is making increasingly shrill
threats of escalating this war into World War III, including nuclear attacks on various
European capitals. Of course, a nuclear exchange between Russia and the West could
leave the entire planet devastated, plunging Earth into a nuclear winter that may wipe
out life on Earth as we know it.
The situation is bizarre. The Russian government justifies its war by claiming that
Ukraine is run – or at least dominated – by Nazis, and that “de-Nazification” justifies
war, mass destruction and mass annihilation. This rhetoric comes straight from the
propaganda playbooks of the Second World War. But official Russia goes even a step
further. When 40 leaders of Western nations met in Brussels in late April 2022 in an
effort to coordinate their assistance to Ukraine, Russian state-controlled media were
quick to equate these 40 leaders with 40 Hitlers, all Nazis, unified in their support for
Nazi Ukraine, and that Russia may have to extend its campaign to now de-Nazify and
de-militarize all of NATO.
There is no doubt that nationalism holds stronger sway in Ukraine than in most Western
nations, and Russia’s attack has intensified those feelings among Ukrainians holding
such views. It is also true that Ukraine and the West are now getting militarized as they
haven’t been in decades, but this is merely a reaction to Russia’s war of aggression.
Bringing Western nations into any context with Nazism is absurd, considering that any
manifestation of “Nazism” is suppressed by all means possible, including the penal law
in many of those countries.
So how did we get to the point where mankind may cause the extinction of all higher life
forms on our planet? How is it that the language, attitudes and actions of official Russia
have become so grotesquely detached from reality?
It is safe to say that Russia’s government would not be able to do what it is doing if
Russians had full access to all information, the unfettered right to speak their minds
publicly, and to assemble in public to voice their views. Censorship and disinformation
are what allows the Russian government to get away with this grotesque behavior, which
otherwise would undoubtedly lead to yet another revolution in Russia to overthrow the
current despotic regime of mass annihilation, one in a row of regimes Russians had to
put up with over the past more than a hundred years.
This highlights the impact and importance of freedom of speech. With it, mankind may
prosper, but without it, we are teetering on the brink of not just our own species’s
extinction.
It’s either free speech, or the end of life on Earth as we know it.
Such a statement would have sounded absurdly extreme only a few months ago, but it is
only too realistic now. I hope we will not have to pay the ultimate price for Russia’s

curtailing of free speech. But is it just Russia?
In war, truth is always the first casualty on all sides involved, and often even for those
not directly involved. To believe that Western media tell the unvarnished truth would be
naïve. After all, when it comes to principles, the West isn’t all that different from Russia,
which makes Russia’s anti-Western anti-Nazi propaganda even more bizarre.
Strictly speaking, both Russia and the West are actually doing the same thing. They
declare certain perceived enemies as “Nazis”, use censorship laws to prevent those
thusly labelled from publicly voicing their dissent, lock up obdurate dissidents in prisons
for years, and make sure that any “Nazi” will find it impossible to make a living.
Ever since the end of the Second World War, the term “Nazi” has been used by every
regime on the face of the earth to de-humanize individuals that they have targeted for
annihilation, if not physical destruction, then at least economical and social ruin. Once a
person or group has been identified as “Nazi”, that person or group is fair game. Even
lynch justice by a mob riled up by media propaganda is perfectly acceptable in the
“civilized” West, as long as the victim is a “Nazi.”
The term “Nazi” arouses feelings in most people that equate with the feelings once
harbored by many during the Dark Ages when the term “devil” or “witch” was uttered.
Anything is allowed in fighting demons, devils, witches and “Nazis.” In fact, this basic
instinct of visceral hatred against someone perceived as the personification of absolute
evil is much older than this and probably goes back to our species’s early, barbaric
origins millions of years ago. The medieval witch-hunts were only one of its many
manifestations. But while the medieval witch-hunts were limited to certain areas of
Christian Europe, today’s anti-Nazi witch-hunts are almost global in nature. Say the
word, and the Pavlovian dogs will bark, hunt, and maul the “Nazis” all over Planet
Earth.
It works every time, everywhere. Not just in Russia and Russian-occupied Ukraine.
I have news for the world: Nazis, actual and alleged, are human beings like everyone
else, with the same civil rights as everyone else. And chances are that many if not most
of those who are stigmatized as “Nazis” in fact embody the masses’ prejudices about
“Nazis” as little as the medieval witches managed in fact to embody their
contemporaries’ delusions about them.
It’s a matter of mass hysteria more than anything else.
The present book tells a story of how the Western world and Russia – they act in total
unison in this regard – destroy freedom of speech for the sake of destroying what they
falsely perceive – or mendaciously claim – to be “Nazis.” Their victims are as little
Nazis as Russia’s victims in Russia and Ukraine are Nazis. This is not to say that there
aren’t people in Ukraine or among historical revisionists who have sympathies for
certain aspects of National Socialism. But as the current war in Ukraine shows, while
real Nazis in today’s world of witch-hunting them are no danger to anyone, suppressing
free speech can and does lead to wars, which may destroy life on earth as we know it.
The present chronicle of the destruction of free speech in the West runs parallel to the
ongoing genocidal war of extermination which Israel has been waging in the Middle
East since Israel’s inception, which is also a conflict that could very well go nuclear.
Again, as you see, the suppression of freedom of speech potentially leads to the
extermination of all life on earth as we know it.
If you don’t see the connection, I suggest you dig deeper into the role which the

orthodox Holocaust narrative has to grant Jewish pressure groups in general and Israel in
particular an excuse to get away with war, genocide, and if push comes to shove, mass
annihilation.
Once you have understood this, you will see that Russia, Israel, organized Zionism and
the craven West are all in the same boat. They suppress freedom of speech, and in the
process risk wiping out life as we know it on the entire planet.
Freedom of Speech matters most where those in power want to suppress it.
It’s either Freedom of Speech, or the End of the World.
Free Speech matters!
Whether it is Russia or the “West” – they are all doing the same thing. They differ only
by degree, not by principle.
Hypocrites, all of them.
Germar Rudolf, Red Lion, USA, April 30, 2022

Sophie Scholl: Germany’s Celebrated Woman of
the Twentieth Century
by John Wear

Sophie Magdalena Scholl (1921-1943) is one of the most famous members of the
German resistance movement during World War II. She and her brother Hans took
enormous risks to undermine Adolf Hitler’s power. Gordon Thomas and Greg Lewis
write:[1]
“For the Scholls, opposition to Hitler was a moral imperative, a simple
question of right versus wrong. No matter what the consequences. In the
horrors that Hitler would create in the coming years, the family would pay a
terrible price for its desire for a better Germany.”
Hans and Sophie Scholl were dead at ages 24 and 21, respectively, so left behind no
careers or life’s work. However, a series of actions over the course of only six or seven
months have made them world famous and national heroes in modern Germany.[2]
This article discuses the short life of Sophie Scholl, and why she was so determined to
end Hitler’s reign.

Early Years
Sophie Scholl was born May 9, 1921 in the small rural village of Forchtenberg in
southern Germany. The residents of the region around Forchtenberg are known as
Swabians, and retain a distinct history, identity and recognizable dialect from Bavarians.
Swabians have a well-known reputation for non-conformity, a healthy disrespect for
authority, and are viewed as frugal and very hard-working.[3]
Sophie’s father Robert Scholl was the lord mayor of Forchtenberg. Sophie began her
education at the age of seven at the small village school, which only had room for three
classes. She read widely and liberally and excelled in a wide range of subjects at school.
Her greatest passion, however, was nature. Like many youngsters in Germany, Sophie
had a strong connection with nature, and felt that close proximity to mountains, trees,
rivers, flowers and wildlife placed her in close harmony with God.[4]
In the spring of 1930, the calm life of the Scholl family suffered a major upheaval when
Robert Scholl was voted out of office. However, Robert Scholl quickly secured a job
with a trust company in Stuttgart. The Scholl family moved during the summer of 1930
to the small town of Ludwigsburg, seven miles north of Stuttgart. Sophie studied two
years at the local Girls Public School, and greatly enjoyed the local castle and beautiful
park near their Ludwigsburg apartment.[5]
The Scholl family moved in the spring of 1932 to the small city of Ulm, where Robert
became a partner in a company that specialized in financial services and tax consulting.
The hills, caves, green fields and woods surrounding Ulm provided an idyllic place for
Sophie to enjoy nature. Sophie lived in Ulm for most of the rest of her life.[6]

Hitler Youth

Sophie was less than 12 years old when Hitler took power in Germany. Unlike most
other German parents, Robert Scholl loathed the National Socialists with every fiber of
his being. He was not a member of a formal political party and did not like the Weimar
Republic, but thought that National Socialism was much worse. Robert Scholl would tell
his children, often loudly and incautiously, that “The Nazis are wolves, wild beasts; they
misuse the German people terribly.”[7]
Despite protests from their father, Sophie and her brother Hans became members of the
German youth movement. Sophie was excited to join the Bund Deutscher Mädel
(BDM), while Hans enthusiastically joined the Hitler Youth and became a squad leader.
Hitler talked about Germany’s “magnificent youngsters,” and, like most German
children and teenagers, Sophie and Hans did not find these German youth organizations
restrictive. They went hiking and camping, sang songs and waved flags, and felt they
were part of something.[8]
Sophie was impressed by the attempt of the BDM to mix all the social classes together,
which had not happened in the more middle-class oriented youth groups of the Weimar
Republic. Sophie, like her brother Hans, was promoted to the rank of squad leader in
1935. She later admitted that she participated in all of the activities of the BDM with
“girlish enthusiasm.”[9]
At age 14, Sophie began having doubts about the total submission and conformity
demanded by the National-Socialist regime. She was a budding artist who admired many
modern artists regarded as degenerate by Hitler. When Sophie read a poem at a BDM
meeting written by banned Jewish author Heinrich Heine, an irate BDM leader told her
never to read out such a poem again. Sophie told the BDM leader that “whoever did not
know Heine did not know German literature.” At home, Sophie also read many other
books written by banned authors.[10]
The incident that turned the Scholls strongly against the National-Socialist regime began
in the middle of November 1937, when two Gestapo agents visited the Scholl apartment
to arrest Hans Scholl. The allegation was that Hans had been involved in a brief
homosexual relationship with another young man while they were both in the Hitler
Youth. Hans was later arrested and driven to Gestapo headquarters in Dusseldorf. He
was placed in solitary confinement and subjected to a series of lengthy interrogations
about his conduct.[11]
Sophie felt the charges against her brother were totally unjustified, and she could not
understand why the Gestapo was putting Hans through such an endless ordeal. Hans’s
trial eventually took place on June 2, 1938 in the Special Court in Stuttgart. The judge
ruled that Hans was innocent of all charges, and could leave the court a free man without
a stain on his record. Unfortunately, during this lengthy drama, Sophie had suffered a
great deal of verbal abuse from her classmates, who constantly asked her “what on earth
have you people been up to?” Hans’s arrest had a traumatic effect on the entire Scholl
family. The Scholls never forgave the National Socialists for the trauma that was
inflicted on them during this period.[12]

Increasing Disillusionment
In September 1938, 17-year-old Sophie Scholl began studies that would eventually lead
to the coveted Abitur—her passport to university. The evidence suggests that most
teachers at the Ulm gymnasium Sophie attended tried to keep National-Socialist
indoctrination to a bare minimum. Some teachers at her school would not even wear the
obligatory National-Socialist Party badge on their lapel.[13]

Sophie’s disillusionment with Hitler and National Socialism increased after the night of
November 9-10, 1938, when National-Socialist storm troopers went on a rampage,
looting Jewish shops, smashing windows, burning synagogues and beating Jews.
Hundreds were assaulted and dozens perished in what came to be known as
Kristallnacht, the night of broken glass. Sophie’s sister, Inge Scholl, later wrote:
“What began among us as doubts and misgivings about the Nazis had turned
into indignation and outrage.”
Kristallnacht persuaded Sophie that to fight on the side of the National Socialists would
be evil.[14]
World War II began on September 1, 1939, when German forces invaded Poland. Sophie
expressed her bitterness about this invasion to her German soldier-friend, Fritz
Hartnagel:[15]
Now you’ll surely have enough to do. I can’t grasp that now human beings
will constantly be put into mortal danger by other human beings. I can never
grasp it, and I find it horrible. Don’t say it’s for the Fatherland.
The rapid defeat of French forces in 1940 also depressed Sophie. In high school, she felt
alienated from most of her classmates, since almost every lesson was permeated with
National-Socialist ideology. She wrote:
“Sometimes school seems like a film to me. I look on but, for all intents and
purposes, I’m excluded from performing.”
One of Sophie’s teachers seemed to agree, evaluating Sophie’s classroom behavior as
“totally uninvolved.” However, Sophie did pay enough attention in class to fulfill the
requirements for her Abitur.[16]
Sophie began a training course as a kindergarten teacher at Fröbel Institute in Ulm. She
passed her exam in March 1941 and graduated as a qualified kindergarten teacher. To her
dismay, however, German authorities refused to recognize her teacher training at the
Fröbel Institute as an acceptable substitute for labor service. Sophie was told she must
complete six months proper labor service—all of it away from home.[17]
Sophie began her six months compulsory labor service at the Krauchenwies labor camp,
located about 45 miles southwest of Ulm on the upper Danube. She spent six lonely and
depressing months there, among girls who were committed National Socialists, and who
talked non-stop of their love and devotion to Hitler. Even worse, Sophie was required to
work an additional six months as a kindergarten teacher in a nursery school in Blumberg,
a small farming town near the Swiss border. Her long period of required labor service
finally ended on April 1, 1942. In the first week of May 1942, Sophie traveled to
Munich to fulfill her long-cherished ambition of attending Munich University.[18]

White Rose
In Munich, Sophie quickly met with her brother Hans and his friends Alexander
Schmorell, Willi Graf and Christoph Probst. Everyone in this group despised the
National Socialists, and they quickly began talking about what could be done to show
their opposition. They decided to anonymously put their views into leaflets and send
them out through the postal system using the name the White Rose. It seemed like a mild
form of resistance, but, in wartime Germany, it was a capital crime.[19]

The group’s third leaflet stated:
“At all points we must oppose National Socialism, wherever it is open to
attack. […] The military victory over Bolshevism dare not become the
primary concern of the Germans. The defeat of the Nazis must
unconditionally be the first order of business.”
For the first time, this group’s leaflet mentioned sabotage against Germany as a way to
fight back—a highly provocative proposal at the height of war. Such sabotage included
attacks against “armament plants and war industries” and “all gatherings, rallies, public
ceremonies, and organizations of the National-Socialist Party.”[20]
The fourth leaflet, written by Hans Scholl, warned against celebrating Hitler’s recent
successes in North Africa and the Soviet Union. It painted a picture of a state in which
the leaders do not “count the dead,” and in which every word that comes out of Hitler’s
mouth “is a lie.” Scholl wrote that they were in a Christian battle between Good and the
“servants of the Antichrist.” He wrote:[21]
“Has God not given you the strength, the will to fight? We must attack evil
where it is strongest, and it is strongest in the power of Hitler.”
The White Rose was disbanded for a number of months when Hans Scholl, Willi Graf
and Alexander Schmorell were sent to the Russian Front, while Christoph Probst was
sent to Austria. Sophie returned home to Ulm at the end of the semester. During Sophie’s
time at home, Robert Scholl was tried in the Special Court in Stuttgart for making
outspoken remarks against Hitler. He was sentenced to four months in prison, and lost
the legal license he needed to work in financial services. Robert Scholl’s imprisonment
left the family struggling for money. Sophie soon thereafter was ordered to fill in her
summer with two months’ labor service at a local arms factory.[22]
Hans Scholl returned from the Russian Front in November 1942 and met up with Sophie
in Munich. The members of the White Rose concluded that their first leaflets did not
have a major impact because they were only distributed to a very small number of
people. They decided to build up a network of connections with other resistance groups
to expand their propaganda activity.[23]
The group’s fifth leaflet was printed under the name “Resistance movement in
Germany” instead of under the name “White Rose.” The leaflet asked the German
people to “Dissociate yourself from National-Socialist gangsterism.” The majority of the
leaflets were left in entrances to apartment blocks and beer halls around Munich, but
many were mailed to Cologne, Frankfurt, Augsburg, Salzburg, Stuttgart, Vienna and
Innsbruck. Also, without consulting other members of the group, Hans Scholl and
Alexander Schmorell decided to paint anti-Nazi graffiti around the streets of
Munich.[24]
The group’s sixth and seventh leaflets were written and distributed. Meantime, the
Gestapo, alarmed by the leaflets and graffiti operations, ordered the university
authorities to watch out for suspicious behavior on the campus. For Sophie, however,
there was no question of giving up the fight. The artist Wilhelm Geyer met with Hans
and Sophie frequently during this period. He said Sophie had “an absolute fearlessness”
about her determination to resist Hitler’s regime.[25]

Final Days
Sophie had been at home in Ulm for the first 10 days in February 1943, helping out her

mother and father. She returned to Munich on February 11 to help their group put into
envelopes and address between 1,500 to 3,000 copies of a leaflet. Hans Scholl made a
trip to a local post office to purchase 1,200 8-pfennig stamps. Since the Gestapo had told
local post offices to contact them immediately if someone came in asking for large
quantities of stamps, the postal clerk reported this purchase to the Gestapo.[26]
On February 18, 1943, Hans and Sophie arrived at the main Munich University building
carrying a large suitcase and a small briefcase containing numerous copies of their sixth
leaflet. Working separately, they placed small bundles of leaflets around the building.
Sophie impulsively pushed a large stack of leaflets from the third floor. These leaflets
fluttered down like confetti at the exact moment students started to pour out of the
lecture halls and seminar rooms. Jacob Schmid, a university porter and general
handyman, immediately arrested Hans and Sophie, neither of whom made any attempt to
escape.[27]
Robert Möhr, a Gestapo officer, quickly arrived at Munich University to interrogate
Hans and Sophie. The Scholls were transported in a van to Munich’s Gestapo
headquarters at the Wittelsbach Palace for further questioning. After extensive
interrogation, Hans decided to take full responsibility in the hope this would save Sophie
and his other friends from a similar ordeal. However, incriminating evidence culled from
Sophie’s apartment, including the stamps and account notebook, eventually led Sophie
to confess to her involvement in the White Rose.[28]
On February 22, 1943, Hans and Sophie Scholl and Christoph Probst were driven to
Munich’s Palace of Justice to stand trial. The case against them was based on the written
and physical evidence collected by the Gestapo over the previous days. The three were
charged with high treason, aiding and abetting the enemy and undermining the armed
forces. At the conclusion of the brief proceedings, judge Roland Freisler sentenced the
three defendants to death by execution. The verdict was designed to punish the
defendants for defying the National-Socialist regime, and to discourage other people
from considering the dangerous path of open and violent resistance.[29]
Sophie, her brother and Christoph Probst were taken that afternoon by police car to
Stadelheim Prison. The Scholl parents were allowed a final interview with their two
children in a small visiting room. Hans was brought in first. Robert Scholl prophetically
told his son:
“You will go down in history. I am proud of you both.”
Sophie talked to her parents after Hans had left. Sophie said:[30]
“We took everything upon ourselves. What will happen will cause waves.”
The guillotine was used to execute Hans and Sophie Scholl and Christoph Probst
because the Germans considered it to be the most humane form of execution, as death
came almost instantaneously. This proved to be the case in these executions. The time it
took to execute Sophie from when she left her cell to the pronouncement of her death by
the prison doctor was 48 seconds. The time of Sophie’s death was noted as 5:01 p.m. on
Monday, February 22, 1943.[31]

Conclusion
Sophie Scholl has become a national hero in Germany. Almost 200 schools across
Germany and the square outside the main building at Ludwig Maximilian University
have been named in her honor. In a poll by a German television network in 2003, she

and her brother Hans were voted among the top five greatest Germans of all time.[32]
Sophie was the highest ranked German woman in history in this poll. The popular
German magazine Brigitte in 1999 voted her “Woman of the Twentieth Century.” A
German-language film in 2005 called Sophie Scholl: The Final Days became a major
box-office hit.[33]
Annette Dumbach and Jud Newborn write about Sophie Scholl and the White Rose:[34]
“The impact of the White Rose cannot be measured in tyrants destroyed,
regimes overthrown, justice restored. A scale with another dimension is
needed, and then their significance is deeper; it goes even beyond the Third
Reich, beyond Germany: if people like those who formed the White Rose
can exist, believe as they believed, act as they acted, maybe it means that
this weary, corrupted, and extremely endangered species we belong to has
the right to survive, and to keep on trying.”
Sophie unquestionably showed remarkable courage in challenging Adolf Hitler’s regime
during wartime. In his speech on December 11, 1941, Hitler said:[35]
“Regardless of the pretext with which an attempt is made to disrupt the
German front, undermine the will to resist of our people, weaken the
authority of the regime, or sabotage the achievements of the homeland, the
guilty person will die.”
Sophie and other members of the White Rose paid the ultimate price for their attempts to
sabotage the German war effort.
In this author’s opinion, however, Sophie’s efforts to sabotage Hitler’s regime were
misguided. Josef Stalin’s regime in the Soviet Union had committed far more numerous
and heinous crimes than were ever committed under Hitler’s reign. Germany’s invasion
of the Soviet Union was also made to preempt the Soviet Union’s planned invasion and
conquest of all of Europe.[36] Sophie made a fatal mistake in attempting to undermine
Hitler’s regime during the war, and should not be regarded as a national hero in
Germany. She has been used by historians to demonize National Socialism, and to
minimize the heroic efforts of Germany to defend all of Europe against Soviet
Communism.
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Sean McMeekin is a professor of history at Bard College in upstate New York. Stalin’s
War: A New History of World War II is McMeekin’s latest book that focuses on Josef
Stalin’s involvement in World War II (New York: Basic Books, 2021; all subsequent
page numbers from there). This well-researched and well-written book uses new
research in Soviet, European and American archives to prove that World War II was a
war that Stalin—not Adolf Hitler—had wanted.
A remarkable feature of Stalin’s War is McMeekin’s documentation showing the
extensive aid given by the United States and Great Britain to support Soviet
Communism during the war. This article focuses on the lend-lease and other aid given to
the Soviet Union during World War II which enabled Stalin to conquer most of Eurasia,
from Berlin to Beijing, for Communism.

Communist Agents Promote Stalin
Numerous people sympathetic to Communism and Josef Stalin rose to prominence in
U.S. President Franklin Roosevelt’s administration. Among these were Alger Hiss, who
was identified by decrypted Soviet telegrams (the Venona files) released to the public in
the 1990s as having collaborated with Soviet military intelligence (the GRU). More
highly placed was Harry Dexter White, who rose rapidly to become the right-hand man
of Henry Morgenthau, Roosevelt’s powerful secretary of the Treasury. Venona decrypts
show that White worked for the GRU as early as 1935, and later reported directly to
Soviet functionaries working for the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD;
pp. 43f.).
There were hundreds of additional paid Soviet agents working inside the U.S.
government by the end of the 1930s. From the Departments of Agriculture and State to
the Treasury and the U.S. Army, these Soviet agents were placed highly enough to
favorably influence policies that affected the Soviet Union. Soviet agent Whittaker
Chambers’s handler reported proudly to Moscow, “We have agents at the very center of
government, influencing policy.” These Soviet agents in Washington, D.C. provided
Stalin with a critical strategic foothold in the American government as he prepared the
Soviet Union for war (pp. 44f.).
Roosevelt did everything he could to improve relations with Stalin. In November 1936,
Roosevelt appointed a Soviet sympathizer, Joseph Davies, as his ambassador in
Moscow, after U.S. Ambassador William Bullitt had become openly critical of Stalin’s
regime. Roosevelt also purged the U.S. State Department of anti-Communists in 1937
(pp. 49, 132). McMeekin writes (p. 527):
“Reading through the minutes of Harry Hopkins’s Soviet protocol from
1943, it is hard to escape the impression that Soviet agents of influence had
taken over the White House.”
Stalin-friendly journalists such as Walter Duranty of the New York Times and fellow

travelers such as George Bernard Shaw also helped cover-up Soviet crimes such as the
famine-genocide of the early 1930s and the Great Terror. By contrast, they emphasized
German crimes such as the Röhm purge and Kristallnacht. This double standard, when it
comes to the public exposure of the crimes of Hitler and Stalin, has continued in the
historical literature to this day (pp. 47f.).
The cover-up of the Soviet executions of Polish citizens is a prime example of how
Soviet crimes were ignored. McMeekin writes (p. 110):
“The number of victims murdered by Soviet authorities in occupied Poland
by June 1941—about 500,000—was likewise three or four times higher than
the number of those killed by the Nazis. Amazingly—despite his own war
of conquest against Poland being, if not as deadly as Hitler’s during its
military phase, then marked by a geometrically larger number of executions
and deportations and far more destruction in economic terms—the Vozhd
(Stalin) received not even a slap on the wrist from the Western powers for
his crimes.”

Lend-Lease Aid Begins
After the German invasion of the Soviet Union on June 22, 1941, the debate over
American aid policy toward Stalin took on world-historical importance, as it had the
potential to decide the outcome of the war on the eastern front. While Roosevelt and
British Prime Minister Winston Churchill expressed strong support for the Soviet cause,
numerous U.S. Congressmen did not share their sentiments. For example, Sen. Robert
M. La Follette Jr. warned (p. 350):
“[I]n the next few weeks the American people will witness the greatest
whitewash act in all history. They will be told to forget the purges in Russia
by the OGPU [secret police], the persecution of religion, the confiscation of
property, the invasion of Finland and the vulture role Stalin played in
seizing half of prostrate Poland, all of Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania. These
will be made to seem the acts of a ‘democracy’ preparing to fight Nazism.”
Despite reservations from many U.S. Congressmen and the majority of the American
public, powerful figures in the Roosevelt administration had determined that the Soviet
Union would receive lend-lease aid. The Soviet embassy placed its first request for
American aid on June 30, 1941. It requested $1.8 billion worth of American warplanes,
anti-aircraft guns, toluol (the critical input in TNT), aviation gasoline and lubricants.
Roosevelt approved this Soviet request in principle on July 8, and established a special
office in the War Department to process military supplies destined for Russia (pp. 352,
354).
In a later meeting in Moscow, U.S. envoy Harry Hopkins asked Stalin what weapons the
Red Army most desperately required. Stalin replied that the Red Army needed antiaircraft guns, large-caliber machine guns, 7.72 mm caliber rifles, aluminum, and 20,000
pieces of anti-aircraft artillery. After Hopkins agreed to these requests, Stalin proceeded
to his second-tier requirements, which included fighters, pursuit planes and mediumrange bombers. Hopkins also assented to these requests. Later that night, Hopkins met
with Stalin’s artillery expert to discuss technical issues (p. 360).
Hopkins presented Stalin’s material requests to Roosevelt, along with Stalin’s plea that
the United States enter the war. Roosevelt agreed to deliver massive volumes of military
weapons to the Soviet Union over the coming months, setting aside 100 large transport
vessels exclusively for Stalin’s needs. The terms Roosevelt was offering Stalin for this

aid were absurdly generous. Roosevelt opened a virtually unlimited credit line (initially
$1 billion) to order whatever Stalin desired, in exchange for nothing whatsoever. This $1
billion of strategic exports to Stalin were made without Congressional approval and the
American public being informed about it (pp. 364f.).
Despite the United States still being officially neutral in the European war, the Roosevelt
administration had gone all in on the Soviet side. Roosevelt’s decision to support Stalin’s
war effort in the summer of 1941 was premised on his view that the United States would
enter the war against Germany eventually, whether or not most Americans supported
Roosevelt’s interventionist policies. These shipments of free aid made a dramatic
difference that eventually turned the tide of the entire war in Stalin’s favor (pp.
370-373).

More Lend-Lease Aid
In 1941, the Soviet war industry would not be able to function properly without massive
American aid. The United States sent to Stalin’s war factories monthly deliveries of
armor plate (1,000 tons), sheet steel (8,000 tons), steel wire (7,000 tons), steel wire rope
(1,200 tons), tool steel (500 tons), aluminum ingots (1,000 tons), duralumin (250 tons),
tin (4,000 tons), toluol (2,000 tons), ferro chrome (200 tons), ferro silicon (300 tons),
rolled brass (5,000 tons), and copper tubes (300 tons; p. 368).
The Red Army lost 20,500 tanks between June and November 1941, amounting to 80%
of Stalin’s armored strength (p. 381). The German conquest of industrial areas also
caused Soviet tank production to drop from 2,000 to 1,400 tanks per month. Stalin said
he needed 2,000 tons of armor plate per month to keep Soviet tank production going at
even reduced levels. Roosevelt approved this request, and agreed to supply Stalin with
400 warplanes per month, and monthly shipments of 10,000 American trucks and 5,000
jeeps, 200,000 Red Army boots, 400,000 yards of khaki for uniforms, 1,500 tons of
leather hides and boot-sole leather, 200,000 tons of wheat, and 70,000 tons of sugar (pp.
367f.).
Despite the massive American aid to the Soviet Union, the Russians were perennially
disappointed in the volume of American lend-lease aid being received in Soviet ports.
German U-boats, destroyers, and Luftwaffe air raids frequently sent American cargo to
the bottom of the northern Atlantic Ocean or Arctic Sea. The perils of Arctic waves,
freezing cold, ice and icebergs, snow and fog also made it difficult for American cargo
to reach its intended destination (pp. 390f.).
Soviet purchasing agents had such influence in the Roosevelt administration that, by the
spring and summer of 1942, they functioned like members of the U.S. government. The
Lend-Lease Administration provided requisition forms to Soviet purchasing agents
identical to those used by the U.S. armed forces. This sped up the processing time of
Russian requests from an average of 33.2 days in 1941 to 48 hours by January 1942. For
all intents and purposes, Stalin’s agents now had legal writ in the United States over
essential war supplies (pp. 395f.).
Soviet industrial espionage in the United States took place on a massive scale during
World War II. Spying was superfluous in the lend-lease era, as Soviet purchasing agents
were allowed to inspect whatever American factories they wished. Soviet purchasing
agents could now tell Stalin what to order from the best U.S. aviation factories: Bell,
Douglas, and Curtis-Wright. Soviet assets in the U.S. government, like Harry Dexter
White, could also casually walk over to the Soviet embassy and suggest reorienting the
U.S. machine-tool industry to meet Stalin’s needs. All of these planes, specialized
machine tools and other military weapons were delivered to the Soviet Union essentially

free of charge (p. 396).
Industrial espionage was easy for Soviet agents to conduct in the United States. In
addition to giving Soviet buying agents and engineers free rein to inspect American
factories and tank-testing facilities, the transfer of entire American factories to the Soviet
Union was approved, including their in-house intellectual property. The process began in
July and August 1941, when Roosevelt personally approved contracts to have built in the
Soviet Union a $4 million tire plant, a $3 million catalytic plant, a $2.75 million
hydrogen plant, a $2.2 million cracking and crude distillation plant, a $1.75 million
dehydrocyclization plant, a $1.5 million aviation lubricating oil plant, a $4 million
aluminum rolling mill, and a $400,000 high-octane gasoline plant (pp. 397f.).
Lend-lease sharing with the Soviet Union extended even to top-secret military
intelligence. McMeekin writes (pp. 401f.):
“Lenin had once prophesied that, after the revolution, capitalists would be
happy to sell Communists the rope they would use to hang them. And yet
not even Lenin could have imagined that American capitalists would hand
over the rope free of charge—and not just any rope either.”
On February 18, 1942, Stalin even requested that the U.S. Navy convoy each shipment
of war supplies from the East Coast all the way to the Soviet Arctic. Roosevelt granted
Stalin’s request. In March 1942, Roosevelt ordered Adm. Emory S. Land to “give Russia
first priority in shipping” and take merchant vessels off Latin American and Caribbean
routes “regardless of other considerations.” Roosevelt ordered Russian shipments to be
prioritized “regardless of the effect…on any other part of our war program” (pp. 404f.).
Thus, Stalin’s requests were given priority over all other military operations.

Lend-Lease Turns War in Stalin’s Favor
In the first seven or eight months of 1942, the German Luftwaffe dominated Soviet
airspace, and German armored divisions enjoyed parity at worst and often considerable
local superiority over the Red Army’s depleted supply of tanks. However, once lendlease supplies began arriving in the Soviet Union in appreciable quantities, the material
equation began to shift in Stalin’s favor (p. 416).
Interestingly, while much has been written about the superiority of Russian tanks such as
the T-34 to comparable American and British models, in private Russian experts
conceded that U.S. and British tanks had many positive aspects. American M-3 Stuart
light and medium tanks were found to produce a “high density of fire.” The medium
Stuart M-3 had “excellent visibility from the perspective of the commander,” while the
light M-3 had “superior mobility.” The light and medium Stuart tanks were well
designed ergonomically, with “convenient crew placement,” and were quieter than many
Soviet models. At Stalin’s request, Roosevelt ordered American tanks to be retrofitted to
meet Soviet needs (p. 418).
Roosevelt also sent a large number of Jeeps and trucks to help the Red Army.
Studebaker trucks were outfitted with 76 mm Red Army guns and placed into immediate
use, playing a crucial role in supplying mobile forces deployed beyond railheads.
American jeeps proved immensely popular with Russian drivers because of their
maneuverability and versatility. In addition to the 36,865 trucks and 6,823 jeeps
delivered to the Soviet Union by June 30, 1942, between 25,000 and 30,000 more
arrived by mid-November 1942, when the Red Army was preparing its counteroffensive
to cut off Stalingrad (pp. 423f.).

At Stalin’s request, Roosevelt began sending 5,000 tons of aluminum per month to help
build Soviet tanks. Soviet shortages of other nonferrous metals—including nickel,
ferrochrome, and ferrosilicon—were filled by the Americans, who supplied Stalin with
800 tons per month of each of these important industrial metals. American shipments of
specialty steels for military use were also sent to the Soviet Union. Roosevelt sent 4,000
to 5,000 tons per month of TNT and other high explosives to help the Soviets at
Stalingrad. Finally, 300 tons of the weather-resistant vulcanized rubber compound called
Vistanex was sent for use in the separation plates in Soviet tank and airplane batteries
(pp. 425f.).
American lend-lease aid was crucial in helping the Red Army defeat the Germans at
Stalingrad. Such lend-lease aid included 70,000 trucks and jeeps, 500,000 tons of
American aviation and motor fuel and lubricants, 4,469 tanks and gun carriers, 1,663
warplanes, and tons of numerous food items to help feed Red Army soldiers. McMeekin
writes, “[I]t is an imperishable historical fact that the Anglo-American capitalism helped
win the battle of Stalingrad” (pp. 430-432).

Lend-Lease Aid Wins War for Stalin
Lend-lease aid meant that if Stalin simply bided his time, the surpluses of American
capitalism would allow his armored divisions to keep growing. From July 1, 1942 to
June 30, 1943, the United States shipped more than 3.4 million tons of goods to Stalin,
including barbed wire (4,000 tons shipped each month), 120,000 machine guns, another
120,000 Thompson submachine guns, anti-tank mines (60,000 per month), 5,117 antiaircraft guns, 24 million square yards of tarpaulin, 75,000 tons of oil pipe and tubing,
181,366 tons of TNT, 173,000 field telephones, 580,000 miles of telephone wire, and
220,000 tons of petroleum products, most of it refined aviation gasoline. Numerous
additional Allied lend-lease shipments were crucial in the battle at Kursk (p. 462).
The Germans had nothing to match the sheer volume of supplies Stalin’s armies were
receiving each month. By the time the Germans struck at Kursk in July 1943, ratios in
manpower, tanks and self-propelled guns favored the Soviets by more than three to one,
in warplanes by more than four to one, and in guns and artillery pieces by five or six to
one. These advantages were compounded by the fact that the Russians could choose and
fortify their ground for defense. Kursk was a decisive battle which marked the failure of
the last major German offensive on the eastern front in the war. This victory was made
possible by Allied lend-lease aid and complementary U.S.-British landings in Sicily (pp.
436, 466, 473).
Stalin was also given first priority in regard to foodstuffs. American civilians were
forced to provide Russians with food at a time of strict wartime rationing back home. So
colossal were shipments of lend-lease foodstuffs to Stalin that by 1943 many American
store shelves were emptied of essentials. Some 8,000 rationing boards in the United
States during the war restricted consumption of everything from grain, milk, butter, and
sugar to fuel, rubber, tires, fabrics and shoes. The most famous lend-lease foodstuff
given to Russians during the war—Spam—was so highly prized by the Red Army that
the American pork and meat-canning industry was reshaped to meet Soviet demand. A
special manual was prepared and distributed to each Red Army unit explaining what
foods were in the cans and packets they had received from the American lend-lease
program (pp. 522-526).
Numerous American plants and refineries were dismantled and shipped to the Soviet
Union. These include a Ford Tire Plant, a Douglas oil refinery, 11 hydroelectric plants,
and a steel rail mill. The volume of U.S. industrial equipment shipped from July 1, 1943

to June 30, 1944 was 739,000 tons, with a dollar value of $401 million. McMeekin
writes (pp. 527f.):
“Even before the third protocol period began in July 1943, Stalin’s
procurement agents had already requisitioned $500 million worth of
‘industrial equipment’—an amount comparable to $50 billion today—
consisting of everything from machine tools, electric furnaces, motors,
cranes, and hoists to oil refineries, tire manufacturing plants, and aluminum
and steel-rolling mills.”
Remarkably, lend-lease aid to the Soviet Union continued after Germany had been
defeated. On May 10—two days after VE Day—U.S. President Harry Truman signed a
presidential directive curtailing Soviet aid shipments sent to Europe, since the war in
Europe was over. This reasonable directive was vigorously protested by Soviet officials.
On May 27, 1945, Hopkins met with Stalin in Moscow. Stalin lit into Hopkins over the
“scornful and abrupt,” “unfortunate and brutal” way Truman had cut off the supplies
Stalin had been receiving. Stalin had the audacity to tell Hopkins that if American
refusal to continue lend-lease aid was designed as pressure on the Russians, then it was a
fundamental mistake that might result in reprisals (pp. 633f.).

Conclusion
The approximately $11 billion in military weapons, industrial equipment, technology
and intellectual property given to Stalin was crucial in helping him win the war. The
Soviet wartime debts were written off in 1951 at two cents on the dollar. By contrast,
Great Britain paid its debts in full, with interest, until 2006 (pp. 658f.).
When measured by territory conquered and war booty received, Stalin was the victor in
both Europe and Asia. No one else came close. The three Axis powers were totally
crushed. France was a withered wreck and soon lost its empire. Great Britain was
bankrupt and moribund. Although the United States was relatively untouched by the war
at home and emerged in a strong position, the Cold War required a gargantuan
expenditure over decades, until the Soviet Union eventually collapsed in 1991 (pp.
663-665).
The effect of lend-lease aid to Stalin was the expansion of Communism and the Soviet
Union’s empire. McMeekin writes (pp. 665f.):
“The ultimate price of victory was paid by the tens of millions of
involuntary subjects of Stalin’s satellite regimes in Europe and Asia,
including Maoist China, along with the millions of Soviet dissidents,
returned Soviet POWs, and captured war prisoners who were herded into
Gulag camps from the Arctic gold and platinum mines of Vorkuta to the
open-air uranium strip mines of Stavropol and Siberia. For subjects of his
expanding slave empire, Stalin’s war did not end in 1945. Decades of
oppression and new forms of terror were still to come.”

“Wannsee: The Road to the Final Solution”
by John Wear

German historian Dr. Peter Longerich’s latest book Wannsee: The Road to the Final
Solution documents the alleged importance of the Wannsee Conference held in the
Berlin suburb of Wannsee on January 20, 1942. Longerich writes:[1]
“Today the minutes of the Wannsee Conference are seen as synonymous
with the coldblooded, bureaucratically organized, and industrialized mass
murder of the European Jews, as an almost unfathomable document
capturing how the Nazi system’s ideologically driven impulse to destroy
was translated on the orders of the regime’s highest authority into state
action and mercilessly executed. […] The minutes are unique because, more
than any other document, they demonstrate with total clarity the decisionmaking process that led to the murder of the European Jews.”
This article discusses whether these minutes actually document “with total clarity” the
decision-making process that led to the so-called Holocaust.

Historical Background
Originally the Holocaust story assumed that Germany had a plan or program for
exterminating European Jewry. In the 1961 edition of his book The Destruction of
European Jews, Raul Hilberg wrote that in 1941 Hitler issued two orders for the
extermination of the Jews.[2] However, even though the Allies captured most of
Germany’s government and concentration camp records intact, no order or plan has ever
been found to exterminate European Jewry.
In the revised 1985 edition of Hilberg’s book, all references to such extermination orders
from Hitler were removed. American historian Christopher Browning, in a review of the
revised edition of The Destruction of European Jews, wrote:[3]
“In the new edition, all references in the text to a Hitler decision or Hitler
order for the ‘Final Solution’ have been systematically excised. Buried at
the bottom of a single footnote stands the solitary reference: ‘Chronology
and circumstances point to a Hitler decision before the summer ended.’ In
Hilberg’s new edition, decisions and orders from Hitler are not
documented.”
When asked in 1983 how the extermination of European Jewry took place without an
order, Hilberg replied:[4]
“What began in 1941 was a process of destruction not planned in advance,
not organized centrally by any agency. There was no blueprint and there was
no budget for destructive measures. They were taken step by step, one step
at a time. Thus, came about not so much a plan being carried out, but an
incredible meeting of minds, a consensus--mind reading by a far-flung
bureaucracy.”
On January 16, 1985, under cross-examination at the first Ernst Zündel trial in Toronto,

Raul Hilberg confirmed that he said these words.[5] Thus, Hilberg stated that the
genocide of European Jewry was not carried out by a plan or order, but rather by an
incredible mind reading among far-flung German bureaucrats.
Other historians have acknowledged that no document of a plan by Germany to
exterminate European Jewry has ever been found. In his well-known book on the
Holocaust, French-Jewish historian Leon Poliakov stated that “…the campaign to
exterminate the Jews, as regards its conception as well as many other essential aspects,
remains shrouded in darkness.” Poliakov added that no documents of a plan for
exterminating the Jews have ever been found because “perhaps none ever existed.”[6]
British historian Ian Kershaw states that when the Soviet archives were opened in the
early 1990s:[7]
“Predictably, a written order by Hitler for the ‘Final Solution’ was not
found. The presumption that a single, explicit written order had ever been
given had long been dismissed by most historians.”
Many defenders of the Holocaust story claim that the Wannsee Conference was the start
of a program to systematically exterminate Europe’s Jews. Especially since there is no
explicit written order to exterminate European Jewry, the Wannsee Conference has
become extremely important in the attempt by establishment historians to document a
German program of genocide against Europe’s Jews.
However, even many Jewish historians acknowledge that this conference does not prove
that an extermination program existed. Instead, the German policy was to evacuate the
Jews to the East. For example, Israeli “Holocaust” historian Yehuda Bauer has declared:
“The public still repeats, time after time, the silly story that at Wannsee the
extermination of the Jews was arrived at.”
Bauer further said that Wannsee was a meeting but “hardly a conference,” and “little of
what was said there was executed in detail.”[8]
Likewise, Israeli “Holocaust” historian Leni Yahil has stated in regard to the Wannsee
Conference:[9]
“It is often assumed that the decision to launch the Final Solution was taken
on this occasion, but this is not so.”

The Wannsee Conference
Reinhard Heydrich sent an invitation on November 29, 1941, to various German leaders
to attend a meeting designed to make all necessary organizational, practical and material
preparations for a total solution to the Jewish question in Europe. The meeting was
originally intended to take place on December 9, 1941. However, events in the war
forced Heydrich to postpone this meeting on short notice to January 20, 1942.[10]
The 15 men who attended the Wannsee Conference included 10 university graduates,
nine of them qualified lawyers, eight of whom had a doctorate.[11] Longerich divides
the participants in the Wannsee Conference into three categories: 1) representatives of
the (mostly state) “central authorities” in the Reich; 2) representatives of the civil
occupation authorities (General Government and Ministry for the East); and 3) SS
functionaries representing either SS head offices or branch offices in the occupied
territories.[12]

The members of this first group—the representatives of the “central authorities”—were
mainly both highly qualified top civil servants and longstanding and active National
Socialists.
This group included Martin Luther, the undersecretary and head of the Germany desk at
the Foreign Ministry; State Secretary Dr. Wilhelm Stuckart, who represented the
Ministry of the Interior; Erich Neumann, state secretary in the office for the Four-Year
Plan; State Secretary Dr. Roland Freisler of the Justice Ministry; and Ministerial
Director Friedrich Kritzinger of the Reich Chancellery.[13]
The second group of institutions represented at the Wannsee Conference consisted of
representatives of the civil occupation authorities in Poland and the Soviet Union. The
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories under Alfred Rosenberg was responsible
for the Soviet Union. It was represented at the conference by Rosenberg’s permanent
deputy, Dr. Alfred Meyer, and by Dr. Georg Leibbrandt, head of the Main Department I
(Political) in the Ministry for the East. State Secretary Dr. Josef Bühler represented the
General Government of Poland at the conference.[14]
The third group at the Wannsee Conference consisted mostly of a series of high-ranking
SS men. This group included Reinhard Heydrich, who had called the meeting and was
head of the RSHA, which brought together the Gestapo, the Criminal Police, foreign
espionage and the Security Service. Also included were Otto Hofmann, head of the Race
and Settlement Main Office; Adolf Eichmann and Heinrich Müller as representatives of
the RSHA; Dr. Karl Georg Eberhard Schöngarth, commander of the Security Police in
the General Government; Dr. Rudolf Lange, commander of the Security Police and
Security Service in Latvia, and Dr. Gerhard Klopher, State Secretary from the Party
Chancellery.[15]
Heydrich informed Heinrich Himmler by telephone the day after the Wannsee
Conference of the meeting’s most important outcomes. He also sent letters a few days
later to various German officials emphasizing his commitment to carrying out the tasks
assigned to him without further delay.[16]

The Minutes
Adolf Eichmann allegedly took minutes of the meeting at the Wannsee Conference
which were later approved by Reinhard Heydrich. Of the original 30 copies of these
minutes, only copy number 16 has been found. This copy, which was discovered by the
Allies in March 1947 during their search of German documents, was submitted into
evidence at the so-called Wilhelmstrasse Trial. The minutes of this meeting consist of 15
pages summarizing what was said at the conference and, therefore, are not a transcript.
According to Eichmann, the meeting lasted only an hour to an hour and a half.[17]
Longerich writes:
“We should base our reading of the ‘minutes’ on the assumption that they
are not a direct reproduction of what was said but a document summarizing
the main lines of discussion and decisions reached from the standpoint of
the Reich Security Head Office (RSHA).”
He also states that it is unclear whether the underlinings visible in the typescript are the
work of the recipient of the minutes, or were added after 1945.[18]
The minutes of the Wannsee Conference do not mention anything about an
extermination program against Jews. Instead, the objective was to exclude Jews from a)

every sphere of German life and b) from the German nation’s living space. The minutes
state:[19]
“As the only feasible temporary measure to achieve these goals, Jewish
emigration from the Reich territory was being further accelerated and
pursued methodically.”
The German policy was to evacuate Jews to the East—not to exterminate them.
Nowhere in the Wannsee minutes is the genocide of Jews discussed or planned. There is
no talk of establishing extermination camps or allocating financial resources and
construction material to build the extermination camps. The Wannsee minutes never
mention gas chambers, gas vans, shootings or any of the other similar genocidal claims
made after the war. The Wannsee minutes also make allowance for specific exceptions to
Jewish evacuation. These exceptions included severely disabled Jewish German World
War I veterans, Jews with war decorations (Iron Cross First Class), and all Jews over the
age of 65. These Jews were to be sent to Jewish old people’s ghettos such as
Theresienstadt.[20]
British historian David Irving was asked by the prosecuting attorney at the 1988 Ernst
Zündel trial if he thought the Wannsee Conference was a conference to discuss the
extermination of European Jews. Irving testified:[21]
“There is no explicit reference to extermination of the Jews of Europe in the
Wannsee Conference and more important, not in any of the other documents
in that file. We cannot take documents out of context. […] In my opinion, it
has been inflated to that importance by irresponsible historians who
probably haven’t read the document.”
German judge Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich also questioned the authenticity of the minutes to
the Wannsee Conference. Stäglich noted that these minutes bear no official imprint, no
date, no signature, and were written with an ordinary typewriter on small sheets of paper.
Stäglich wrote:[22]
“What strikes one first about the document, as reproduced there, is indeed
that it does not bear the name of an agency, nor the serial number under
which an official record of the proceedings would have been kept by the
agency that initiated them. That is totally out of keeping with official usage,
and is all the more incomprehensible because it is stamped ‘Geheime
Reichssache’ (‘Top Secret’). One can only say that any ‘official record’ of
governmental business without a file number or even administrative
identification—especially a document classified ‘Top Secret’—must be
regarded with the utmost skepticism…
While it remains to be seen whether the document is entirely a forgery, I am
convinced that segments of certain paragraphs were either subsequently
added, deleted, or altered to suit the purposes of the Nuremberg trials and
the kind of ‘historiography’ that followed in their footsteps.”

Extermination Through Labor
Longerich uses the following two paragraphs from the Wannsee minutes to attempt to
prove a German program of extermination against European Jewry:[23]
“As part of the final solution the Jews are now to be deployed for labor in

the East in an appropriate manner and under suitable supervision. Jews fit
for work will be taken to these territories in large work gangs. Men and
women will be segregated and made to construct roads, in the course of
which the majority will doubtless succumb to natural wastage.
The remaining Jews who survive, doubtless the toughest among them, will
have to be dealt with accordingly, for, being a natural selection, they would,
if released, be the germ cell for a new Jewish regeneration (see the
experience of history).”
Longerich writes that the term “natural wastage” in this passage means death on a
massive scale as a result of inhumane working conditions. He writes that not only would
those who survived forced labor be murdered in an unspecified manner, but the rest of
the Jews not fit for work—in other words, the women and children—would not escape
this mass murder. Longerich further states that the segregation of men and women was
designed to prevent any future progeny.[24]
These are the only two ambivalent paragraphs in the Wannsee minutes, which orthodox
historians such as Longerich cling to. Germar Rudolf writes about these two
paragraphs:[25]
“But read it thoroughly once more: the remnant is the result of a ‘natural’
selection at the end of this forced-labor project during the course of this
forced migration to the east. Nothing is said here about any murder during
that process. Only when this project is over, and possibly after the end of the
war, the question of some kind of ‘special treatment’ arises. How that would
look is not dealt with in that Protocol, for that was obviously an issue of the
distant future.”
Rudolf writes that it is not true that the National-Socialist regime was fundamentally
opposed to a Jewish revival. In fact, prior to the outbreak of war with the Soviet Union,
numerous projects existed in Germany which were designed to facilitate a new
beginning for Jews after they had emigrated from the German sphere of influence.
Documents also exist which indicate that it was planned after the war to get the Jews out
of Europe for a new beginning. This makes sense only if the Jews who survived forced
labor were still alive at war’s end.[26]
Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich questioned the authenticity of these two paragraphs in the Wannsee
minutes. Stäglich wrote:[27]
“With the exception of the initial sentence of the first paragraph, these two
paragraphs do not fit into the framework of the document, and that quite
apart from the obscurity of the second paragraph, which for the record of
such an important conference is unusual, to say the least. […]
[T]here can be no mistaking the incompatibility of these two paragraphs
with the rest of the document. Hence it is not at all surprising that they
should be quoted out of context. Only by means of such devices can critical
readers be deceived about the actual content of the ‘Wannsee Protocol.’ The
need for them bespeaks great laxity on the part of the forgers. They simply
were not careful enough to bring their forgeries in line with the rest of the
text.”

Conclusion

Peter Longerich writes that the surviving Wannsee minutes record that the aim of the
conference was to discuss precisely who was to be targeted and how to deport a total of
11 million people, subject them to extremely harsh forced labor, and kill anyone who
survived or was no longer capable of work by some other method.[28]In reality, the
genocide of European Jewry was not discussed at the Wannsee Conference. Longerich’s
book Wannsee: The Road to the Final Solution adds no new information concerning the
Wannsee Conference, and fails to document a German program of genocide against
European Jewry.
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